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"attract" and to "be attractive" are two very different things. A
really great poster artist always has that difference in mind.
He knows
that a poster which shows a woman with green cheeks and purple lips,
and an eye located where a nose is usually placed, will always attract attention. He also knows how easy it is to make a design of that sort. Anybody
can do it! It only requires bad drawing, and worse color.
But, he also knows how utterly futile such a design really is. Not one person
in a thousand will buy a ticket to see the deformed and crippled actors
depicted. And even the exceptions will prefer a circus side show, where they
can see genuine freaks!
The bizarre poster never has and never will sell tickets. It attracts, without
being attractive. It is the easiest kind of poster to make, but it absolutely
lacks all advertising value.
To make a poster that attractively depicts real people, in a situation that
arouses an elemental human emotion, is to produce a poster that is bound to
be a box-ofBce success! If "all the world loves a lover" it is doubly fond of
a pair of lovers, and whenever they are properly, convincingly, artistically
depicted on a poster, the entire public will gladly pay its money to see such
parts enacted!
To produce posters that make an elemental emotional appeal, and that make such
an appeal in a convincing manner, is no easy matter. It requires the services
of an entire organization of advertising experts, poster artists and poster printers.
Back of such a design must lie a tremendous knowledge. A knowledge of mob
psychology, a knowledge of human anatomy, a knowledge of artistic and
natural coloring.
There is only one organization in the world that has this essential poster
knowledge, and that organization is the
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When "231^ Hours' Leave"
came out exhibitors said, "It
can't be beaten!"
But "What's Your Husband
■Doing?" beat it!
Now comes "Mary's Ankle,"
with the same amazing stars,
another zippy, snappy story,
with subtitles that are a riot,
And a title that's a box-office
winner anywhere!

"Mary's Ankle" beats them
both, and it will beat any light
corned}^ you ever showed.
FAMOUS
ADOLPM ZUKOHPLAYERS
JESSE L LASKY -LASKY
V.cePrtt CECILCORPORATION
6 DE M1LLE Cen.™/
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PEGGY'
OF A SUDDEN
Q>aramouni^rtcraftCpicture

All of a sudden she decided to get her mother married.
So she pretended to be married herself !
And announced it in the newspapers !
And then the man appeared and demanded that she
live up to the advertising!
That makes a comedy situation that will keep you
guessing, and your audiences, young and old,
guessing.
And it will leave them happy !
From the popular stage hit by Ernest Denny
Scenario by Edith Kennedy
Directed by Walter Edwards

RATION
RS■"NEW-lASKY
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FAMOU
YORje^ CECILCORPO
B DE MILLE D.rfcnrCentml
ADOLPH ZUKOR
ir.cePrrs
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That's the theme on which HAROLD
MacGRATH
has built a story that carries
your audience spellbound around
the world - into the dark corners
, even where
civilization has scarcely dared venture. Vivid, colorf
ul scenes run through this
picture as thread through a loom.
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TUST as crowds are clamoring to see "Dangerous
•J Hours" at the Broadway Theatre, New York,
where it opened this week for an indefinite run, they
will clamor to see it when you show it in your
theatre.
Because it is vivid — spectacular — timely. Because
it is. a notable picturization of the present crisis.
Because it is based on a subject that lies close to
the heart of every American.

"Dangerous Hours" is not propaganda. It is a
powerfully thrilling spectacle, wonderfully acted
and produced on a tremendous scale.
You will find this layout in the press book. It is
the four column newspaper advertisement.
Advertise this production
as it deserves.
DIRECTED
BY
FRED
NIBLO
Adapud fmin the Saturday Eveninn
Donn Post
Byrne.stoi-y, "A Prodigal in Utopia." by
I*hoto«iaphed hy George Bames.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
ADOLPM ZUKOR rtrfi
JESSE L LASKY -LASKY
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B DE MILLE D.recior Ctr^trof.
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Producers.

III.

Publicity and Prestige
To lay the foundation of its position as the leading
British organization of Film Distributors, "The Great
Filmway" decided to choose Publicity as its base.
I'ublicity they recognized was the dynamic power
necessary to generate that force which spells success.
The result is that today, to the British Exhibitor, the
F.B.O. token on a Feature is the seal of success.
Publicity begets prestige — and prestige begets the one
reward that matters — big prices and reputation.
Publicity with F.B.O. has become a greater force than
ever. The American Producer who entrusts his Productions t« "The Great Filmway" ensures for his output
the highest prestige and the utmost limit of publicity.
He is building on the rock!
We "put the goods over!" A long list of successes
stands to our credit on the roll-call of Distribution
orga ni/ations.
We orhavemore.
only Thespace
to quote
— outa year,
of a
score
Feature
cited one
was, example
for nearly

(1919)l!*

the classical example of "how to get the goods over."
Here are the bare details of the Publicity effected:
Private Views were given on TWO CONSECUTIVE
DAYS at TWO LEADING WEST-END PICTURE THEATRES, to audiences numbering amongst them 4,000 of
the leading Politicians, Publicists and Exhibitors.
It was screened Bv Command, before H. R. H. PRINCE
ALBERT.
.\t the various Private Views the audience numbered
;imongst them:
Thirty-One Ambassadors.
Sixteen Agents-GeneraL
Thirty Peers of the Realm.
Eighty Members of The House of Commons.
200 Members of the .•Vristocracy.
200
Leading Clerg:j-men.
Six Bishops.
The Lord Mayors, Mayors, Lord Provosts, and the
principal
City Officers of the leading Cities in the
I'nited Kingdom.
Forceful F.B.O. Publicity helped us to create for this
Film a new standard for takings at the leading WestEnd Picture House, where it broke all previous records,
exceeding "The Battle of The Somme" week record
by $2,000.
WTiat we did for that especial Film we have achieved
for other TWO SUPER-FEATURES.
Those Publicity Campaigns achieved for us an unparalleled reputation for exploiting Film Features.
That Publicity force is at your disposal. It MEANS
PRESTIGE TO YOU— the biggest asset of a business.
cogitate!
Translate
GetDon't
in touch
with us
today ! your thought to action.
Write or cable us and we will provide you with some
solid satisfying facts about 'The Great Filmway."
Our financial standing is such that we are prepared to
pay cash on sight for any production we handle.

BRANCHES AT
BirminKham
Cardiff
Dublin Leeds
Glasgow Liverpool Manclieater
Newcastle and Sheffield

td
ices (1919)L^
Qff
in^
jDk
mBc
Fil
doii Wl
rLon
uare
ho^q
,>So
22.
Governing Director
SIR EDWARD HULTON, BART.
Managing Directors ARTHUR & ALBERT CLOZENBERG
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Sunday, January 25, 1920
A Wonderful

Entertainment

and a Wonderful

Mary Pickford in
"POLLYANNA"
United Artists Corp.
DIRECTOR
Paul Powell
AUTHORS
Eleanor Porter and Catherine
Chisholm Gushing.
SCENARIO BY
Frances Marion
CAMERAMAN
Charles Rosher
AS A WHOLE
Wonderful drawing card and
sure to please more than any picture Mary has
had in at least a year.
STORY. . . .They admit it's not a story; just a "rainbow" and it surely is pretty.
DIRECTION
Allows star plenty of chances to
work in her kid comedy and pathos ; material
handled cleverly and appreciatively.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Some beautifully lighted closeups
of star; all good.
CAMERAWORK
Particularly remarkable in the
rain sequence.
STAR
Appears as a youngster throughout; will
add to her list of admirers if such a thing is
possible.
SUPPORT
Howard Ralston very clever boy
actor opposite star; support throughout exceptional.
EXTERIORS
Some very beautiful scenes and
some typical country village stuff.
INTERIORS
Highly appropriate
DETAIL
Everything contributes to general excellence ofproduction.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Pollyanna brings
light into various peoples' lives by playing
her "glad" game.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
.About 5,500 feet
They admit in a foreword that "Pollyanna" isn't the

Drawing

usual picture story and term it a "rainbow," and there's
not a person in the world that won't stop and rave
over a rainbow. Certainly this picture, based on the
book and the play of the same title, is going to capture
the heart and soul of every audience that sees it.
"Pollyanna" is going to "get" them, be sure of that,
and it won't be at all surprising if it makes the best
record that ever a Pickford picture made.
The picture alternates between laughs and crys. It
is one of those that "makes dimples to catch the tears."
It starts with a tear when Pollyanna is shown trying
to play her glad game over her father's death and before that tear has trickled past the nose the dimple is
made to catch it by the wonderfully funny rain-storm
sequence showing Pollyanna leaving the train at the
little New England village and being greeted by her
aunt's maid.
Thus it runs throughout, with Pollyanna and her
glad game warming the heart of her hardened old aunt
and everyone else in the village until at last they all
come to a realization of what she means to them when
she is run over by an automobile: The specialist says
she will never walk again but the village doctor, her
aunt's old sweetheart, cures her and so ends his own
love affair happily and sends Pollyanna into the waiting arms of Jimmie Bean, her juvenile admirer.
It is the wonderful bits of kid comedy introduced by
the star and Howard Ralston who plays Jimmie and
the very unusual subtitles that are responsible for the
laughs. And there is one moment of sweeping drama
in the picture when Pollyanna walks again. That's
Besides young Ralston the supporting cast includes
great.
Katherine Griffith as the aunt, Herbert Prior as the village doctor, William Courtleigh, Helen Jerome Eddy,
George Berrell and J. Wharton James.

Star and Play Combination Should Break All Pickford
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Of Course Mary Pickford is a tremendous drawing
card but unless the guess is all wrong "Pollyanna" is
going to even outdraw all her previous hits because
it has another box office angle besides the star, and
that is the vast popularity of the play and the book on
which the picture is based. As a result you can consider the box office value of this picture practically
dpuble that of the Pickford pictures of the past.
And the popularity of the "Pollyanna" play and
book- is no empty press agent talk. It's fact. To drive

Card

Records

it horhe make mention of the author's names in your
advertising and state that it is the "glad play." If
they've forgotten the name of "Pollyanna," which is
hardly probable, this "glad play" line will recall it all
to them.
After you have so advertised the picture all you need
do is take out extra, insurance on your theater — it may
be damaged in the rush for seats. Dust off your S.
R. O. sign, reinforce your box office and let 'em come.
Records are sure to be broken with Mary Pickford in
"Pollyanna."

on — "THE SACRED FLAME" the drama of world wide appeal ... the drama ihat millicns will talk
about . . . think about
The wonderfully written, wcnderfully directed drsrra of life, love and
strongest human emotions, featuring the brilliant American Stage Star. . . .

Emib

^ever^

whose
this photo
has neverof its
beencharacter
surpassed.
Flame"
is unquestionably
one
of the acting
biggest inState
Rights play
productions
ever "The
offered,Sacred
and one,
which,
properly handled
will make a clean up for thousands of exhibitors, written and directed by
ABRAHAM

S.

— whose stage and photo dramatic successes include such box
otfice winners as "The Yellow Passport'' . . . (Today) stage play . . .
"The Inner Man" . , . "Ruling Passions" and others. In "The
Sacred Flame" the great Schomer strikes the chord that makes
society tremble to its foundations. "The Sacred Flame" is a great

SCHOMER

play, brilliantly directed and produced on a lavish scale . . . . unquestionably one of the biggest Stale Rights Pictures in years. (For
N. Y. and N. New Jersey bookings, see Commonwealth Pictures,
Inc., 1600 B'way, N. Y.) Other territory selling fast Write or
wire for terms and details.

Schomer -Koss Productions, Inc.
126 W. 46th Street, New York
E. S. Manheimer, General Manager
A. Egan Cobb, State Rights Sales Manager

Exploitation A ccessories
include an elaborate and powerful advertising and
publicity campaign book prepared by experts. If s
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars to exhibitors.
Send for a copy today on your stationery. Complete
campaign ready for a clean up for you.

ame
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uilt on a book of massive proportions, played
by an all-star casr, moulded by a master director,
guided by the genius of
Rupert Hughes - - - "Tlie
Cup of Fury" is one of the
few great pictures of recent months. Letters and
telegrams from exhibitors
all over the country tell
of crowds, spontaneous
applause, incredible profits! Let cash- sense be
your guide - - - book it I
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(^\four patrons want thrills!
"The Silver Horde" piles one
thrill on another-- the thrill
of crashing fists . the thrill
of a great love, the thrill
of mighty outdoor spaces, the
thrill of human conflict. Youve
had Rex Beach Pictures before
that packed your house

to

the bulging^ point-- here's one
that will make you wish you
had a theatre twice as big.
Get busy and book
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e may be an awful boob,
but I love him. said Floss
And so tUey were married.

were also broke. That
IS. until Floss concocted a
face cream she hoped would i
make things rosier.

Jloss advertised it with
an elephant.
The beast
chose an awkward moment
to fall in a faint.

All
ed.
was pinch
she made
^^^nd
rFul
wonde
of which
publicity for Angel Bloom
Cream. Presto -- prosperity!

Tey sold a million jars,
but never had one between
happy.
them! And everybody was
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And still they
come!
"Pinto" has
proved to be a
gold mine of
profits. Dig in
and get your
share!
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WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY VICTOR SCHERTZINGER
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FOR!

HE new GoldwynBray Comic — soon
to be issued —
brings to life on the
screen the most eagerly
T

read comic cartoon features of 100 newspapers
throughout the land.
In the movies these new BrayInternational Film Cartoons,
backed by the full publicity of
the Hearst newspapers, will
still be "The First Thing They
Save
place on your program
Look aFor."
for the most popular, the most
piquant, the most profitable
animated cartoons on the
screen.

uses
Produced by
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DISTRIBUTING

LEWIS J. SELZNICK, Advisory Director
Executive Offices, 130 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
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N. BUSCH, President
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WHEN

HARRY

READ

CRANDALL

BUYS — it means
CRANDALL'S TELEGRAM ABOUT

something —

otneaier

WESTB^

UNION

TELl
HKweOMa CAH LTOW. mmgrniOtHj
RECEIVED AT
499$« 9« Hi

SEE SOPHIE
TUCKER JAZZ,
GILDA GRAY
SHIMMY AND
MARTHA MANSFIELD, THE
FAMOUS ZIEGFELD BEAUTY,
TOGETHER WITH
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
BEAUTY BRIGADE.
THEY ALL
,
APPEAR WITH
JOHNNY DOOLEY
IN HIS FIRST
SCREEN OFFERING,
"A SOCIAL SLEUTH,"
NOW READY
FOR RELEASE.

I920JAN r4 nr 5 5b

ZK fASEnCSOH DC 14^

STRAJ) PICTOSB niC ^^^^o
789 SEVERTB:^ HBWTOaK Hf
A?S»a 3SEIK DOOUET COKEDtBS HATO DECIDED TO CONTRAC? POR ENTIRE
SBRIXS fOR OUR TERRITORY C0ICRI9IHG DELAIARS MASTL.AHD DISTKICT-0?.
OOLUKBIA AHD TIRCIBIA JOHNUT DOOLEY COMEDIES SHOULD UHftUESSrOHABLI
PROVE A GOOD HE? HIS SUCCESS ITI V\niE7ILU£ HAS HO DOUBT KADE A HUMBER
OF ADMIRERS A5D SHDUU) PROVE EQUALLY AS SUCSSSPUL Oil THE SCREEN
EXHIBITORS fILM EXCHANGE.

A

TWO-REELER
EVERY
FOR STATE RIGHTS
WRITE
OR WIRE

TYRAD
729 Seventh

MONTH

PICTURES,
Inc.
Avenue, New York City

s

oner'

CHARLIE
IN

CflflPLIN

HIS
VOm.

GPEflTEST
FOR

STATE

COMEDIES

RIGMT

SALE

THE
I

1

TUECMAMPION

THE JITIIEil ELOPENENT

REASONS

They
are Chaplin's funniest
comt'dies.
They have been booked by the
Rialto Theatre, N. Y.
They can be booked day and
date.
They are backed by a marvelous
advei-tising campaign.
They
have been re-edited and
re-titled.

^

By

THE

SEA

They are issued with brand new
They
are demanded by all exprints.
hibitors.

THE CHAMPION

A JITNEV ELOPEMENT

POR

WORK

STATE

^ '

They
are Chaplin's funniest
comedies.

RIGHTS

ADDR,E55
VICTOR
1476

kREMER

FILM

FEATURES

BROADWAY
N.YC. PMONE BRYANT
AFTER FEB. iSJ. 126-130 W.46li^ ST

6352

INC.

CUflRLIE

CUdPLIN

//or

B££N

BOOKED

BY

lM
yEf
T
O
MU
P
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I
O
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QT,N
NEW
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ISPLTiyiNGTOCAP/lCIT!;
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uousEsofTUECounmy

TUESE STATE RIGMT BU^EBS
QUALITY HI M CORP »

v.\. V. F.NTi:KPKisr;.s
UMAHA. NKKKASkA

I-XIIIIIITOKS'
i-xciiANciK l-II.M 1W-...
WASiiiNnniN, II. c.

MICKi;^ l ll.M CORP.
CHICAGO II I .

2(1111 Cf:.Vri'K>
l-ILM
CO.
riiii.AIIKl.I'MIA. m.

A . G L NOHTII
A ,S N IIAkOIA
A P l> N. .
IIOWMAN,
DAVLS AMl'SFMKNT
i-NTI-RPRISI-S
MflNTKKAI.. CANADA

THOMAS .1. McWOY
CI E\ ELAM), OHIO

\ . C . B R O \I It I-; R <;

UOW
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VICTOR
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"It takes a mighty goo'd screen
actress to make me cry;" a lot ot
exhibitors will say. Granted, but
see Marguerite De La Motteiin-'T/te
Sagebru
sher. " s fine in big
"Roy Stewart'
outdoor
pictures, but I can't picture him
being romantic." Some will say that.
Well, see him in "The Sagebrusher. "
And as for Noah Beery: This fine
actor just gets your heart so soft and
sentimental in "The Sagebrusher"
that you find it hard to keep from
swallowing your Adam's apple.
Benjamin B.Harroton
THE
presents

R by
HE
US
1 The
photoplay
of the novel
SAGEBR
EKI£RSON
HOUGH
Directed by
EDWARD SLOMAN
With an all-star cast:
ROY STEWART
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
NOAH BEERY
BETTY
BRICE
ARTHUR MORRISON
GORDON RUSSELL
The fact is that all the players in this allstar cast are 6ne, true, real and genuine.
All the big first runs are booking "The
Sage6rus/ier"becauseitisoneofthebiggest
heart stories of recent years. See it quickly
atyourbranchandgetimmediateplaydates.
W.
u4 Benjamin B. Hampton l
Great Juthors Productiom

a

HODKINSON CORPOMON
527 Fi/th Avenue. New York Cit7
Dittrtbutint through PAI1l£ Cahangejncorporated
Foreign Distributor.J Frank Drockliss.Inc.7^9-7^ Ave,
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This

Kindof Picture

money. porary wife" in order to inherit his father's

Here is the basis of a good melodrama and a
tense, interesting love story — well told and
well cast.

A scheming woman spreads ruin that causes
death and unhappiness.

Critics may differ about this type of a story,
but the public always approves.

An heir to a fortune advertises for "a tem-

The lovely "bride-to-be"" who answers the
advertisement is the discharged nurse who,
without knowing it, has the fortune in her
own hands.
W.

Every member of this cast has been starred,
co-starred or featured in many screen successes.
The picture affords excellent exploitation

opportunities.
HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fi/lh Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATR^ Exchange, Incorporated

Robert

Brunton

presents
IWarren

EiRlllGAN
and his own

LIVE
By CAROLINE

company

in

SPARKS

SAYRE

"I have known three generations of
Sparks," said the family lawyer, "and
Neil is the livest of the breed. "
This is a slashing, exciting, colorful
story of the oil country — full of fire,
full of action: full of excitement and
a lot of love.

Directed by ERN EST C. WARDE
J.
Warren'Kerrigan
story andBrunton
production
standards
under Robert
are
higher than they have ever been before.
First run'houses up among the leaders
are opening their screens to him. Each
of his new productions has carried him
farther in popularity.

W.W: HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fiflh Avenue, New YorkQty
Distributing through PATHE rxchange, Incorporalcd
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Arthur

F. Beck

presents
LEAH

BAIQD
The Picture Girl Beautiful
in THE

tol
Fromp
the i
notable stag^e success by
Ca
AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

Directed by GEORGE

IRVING

Leah Baird productions have, under Hodkinson
distribution, constantly stepped upward into
bigger and bigger first run theatres.
"As A Man Thinks," "The Volcano," "The
Capitol," all three by Augustus Thomas;
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute" by Louis Joseph Vance
are screen dramas that make a star attain higher
levels and greater popularity.
"The Capitol," now playing the first runs of
the large cities, has topped all previous book-'
ing records of the Leah Baird productions.
W.W.HODKINSON CORPOMION
527 Fi/th Avenue. New York City
DistribuUng.tl)rough PAJHf [ahange.Inarparated'
Foreign Pistributoc J. Frank Qroc)(Jiss.Inc.729-7i> Av«.
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DE
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For

SOCIETE

All Territ

D'EDITIONS
46, Rue de Provence,
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Story!!
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ory, Apply
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The

foreign

rights

SELIG'S

N.

WILLIAM

io

VANISHING

TRAILS

15

episodes

of

two

reels

each

featuring

FRANKLYN

MARY
oceiiario

Has

oy

been

DONALD
130 WEST
NEW

FARNUM
-

ANDERSON
w iiiiii /vlyi il. wiinix

acquired

by

CAMPBELL
46TH
YORK

STREET
CITY

Factors.
Cable Address:
Nathan & Semerad, New York
"Doncameo," New York City
I1

J^rosettis

A SCPICS

9f EIGHT

DISTINCTIVE
PEATIDE
PHOTOPLAYS

MAPSU

MAPGUEPITE

OFFICES
no

WEST
NEW

42!^
YORK

STPEET
CITY

HARPY

Screen's
Most 7iii°///if)^

SERIAL
PI20DJCTI0N

OO
OjS'
1.00
PD
$
A
W
RE

FEATUPING

Jmidfiffdlkpr
AND
John

W

Grey

PICTIDPES.1NC
GPOSSg^AN
MO
WEST
4|n'> STPEET.
NEWIyOPK
CITY

VhenisThat
avife
Dotd'
mfe?
questioDi
IS answered m
the

"

OL^CKTON

PRODUCTION

BY

PROXY

with SYLVIA BPEAMED

and WBW

hen Ihe man Ihouqht
dead Vetarned, to
his home <^d found her
there, a stranger, claiixh
inq to he his wife^what
happened?.
.f!
Asiorg with manq unusual
iyists, beadifaUq produced and deliqhtfallq
eht er t^ininq
Directed by J. Stuart
Blacktbk....^
„

^Pather?
Distributors

GORDON

AN

OTHER
Adapted

from

Mm
Andrew

Soutars

SHOES
famous

story

A masterly study in contrasts between two
brothers, the one a gentle, sweet young
clergyman, and the other his scapegrace
brother^, a virile, determined and picturesque character.

The scapegrace takes his brother's place
place and fights, — and loves, for him.
A wonderfully dramatic and human picture, deservedly stamped with the much
abused word " great. "

Directed
A

by Edgar

Seven

Lewis

Part Special

vJV Distributors Vi^
?)Pafhe'(?)

THE

CHARMING
with

AtwDoartrcomedu

JOHN

MRS.

CUMBERLAND

--^^^^

from Juhan

lotion picture comedtj
come to be associated
in the rninds of inanq persons . . .
withnir5.
the Sidney
vords Drev
slap -stick'.
has made
a world-vide reputation for. . . .
comedg ofa subtler kind.true to
life and veru human.
Persons
of taste and discrimination vill
find "The

CHASE

Charming

Mrs. Chase

delicjhtfal '

w"AFTER

Street's

THIRTY"

1
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Rights

Business

Bought

a

Franchise

Sol Lesser, one of the shrewdest State Rights operators in the
business (the man

who

put over "Yankee

Doodle in Berlin,"

with Mack Sennett's bathing beauties) in combination with
Gore Brothers of Los Angeles, owners of a chain of theatres,
has just bought the Southern California-Arizona First National
Franchise under our new plan.

The

men

back

guarantee

of First National

are

its strongest

of success.

A proposition that sells itself to Lesser and the Gores is a proposition that every exhibitor should carefully investigate.

There'U
Franchise

Write

"A

Holder

today

Franchise

Be
In

for

To

A
Your

our

booklet

Independence"

Exhibitors
Address
EXHIBITORS
DEFENSE COMMITTEE
Care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y.

Town

Defense

Committee
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Chaplin
undor

2r bannor
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MOVING
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Sex^

Louis B. Mayer-Made
Adapted from Frank Stayton's Play by Waldemar Young
Directed by Joseph W. Henabery
Photographed by Tony Gaudio
Art Director, George Hopkins

A "First National"

Attraction

I

Kathering^Donald

g
S

The

American

Now making pictures from the best stories and plays, specially for First National.
Produced by the Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corp'n — Sam E. Rork, president and general manager. Directed by J. M.
Barry. Photographed by Joseph Brotherton. By arrangement with Attractions Distributing Corp'n — B. P. Fineman, president.

She thought him a burglar — and he was destined to
play the most important role in her life.

' You
some her
affairwithat Reno?"
and had
watched
the evilsuggested
eye of a thecolonel.
Tultnre.

She recoiled in fear, for this rich clubman was
known to be a man without scruples.

"Where's the fire?" demanded the little cripple,
answering her bell — and she knew that she was safe.

She fell,
leanedthisforward
brtathless,
for hedenied
lay where
man whom
she had
love. he

•II

Beauty

"1 am through
said — and lb*
knew itwith
was society,"
the turninghe point.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllN^
BEGINS

A

NEW
with

SERIES

See for yourself
rare beauty
and high
quality 'of this first
Point
ing
The the Turn
production of the series, taken from the story by the famous author
ROBERT

W.

CHAMBERS

"So you are discthe
woman,"hasshepointed
said, "for
retions the world
the whose
finger Inof
scorn at me."

"Yoo joyareatmalcingr
{roodformy sheboy!"
sans
with
the words,
linew Her
she heart
had won.

She struggled desperately in his grasp, fighting, and
hoping some one would come.

The colonel suddenly released her and she turned to
see the man she loved in the hall.

She trembled with fear, then her heart leaped with
joy, glorying in the strength of her lover.

Came the day when
were alone — in the
gardenthey
by two
the sea.

A "First National"
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NOW

SEUINC

INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES

STUART
[SENSATIONAL

RATONlS
SUPER

SERIAL

i

IN

15

EPISODES

A POWERFUL MySTEPy STORy CROWDED
WITM RAPID-FIRE ACTION WMICM
CONTAINS SUCU STRONG ELEMENTS
OP SUSPENSE AND AROUSES 5UCM
KEEN CURIOSITy THAT ITS BOX-OFFICE
POSSIBILITIES ARE UNLIMITED.—

ARROW
220

WEST

FILM
4-Znd
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Elinor Field
Lloyd Bacoj?
Jill Woodward
Fredcri c Vroom
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Thelma Salter
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DIRECTED BY
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become

a

habit

with

THE

CONFESSION
By HAL

REID, starring HENRY

WALTHALL

and all-star cast

The
latest
from the
What the papers
San Francisco Examiner:

is

say:

We used to think the stage drama powerful, thrilling and
artistic; but the screen version makes the original play
seem like a prologue.
"Confession" came yesterday to the Rialto, and it need
not surprise
if it story,
stays there
the rest
of theand■win-of
ter. It is a anybody
great, strong
intensely
dramatic
broad human appeal.
San Francisco Chronicle :
"Confession" is thrilling entertainment. It gains control
of the emotions and enthralls the viewer with the magnitude of the unseen forces which direct the actions of its
characters.
A beautiful love story, convincingly human characters
such as Dumont, the guilty man, Michael Dugan and Patsy,
the latter pair providing a great deal of comic relief, are
elements
which make "Confession" an appealing screen
drama.

STATE

news

RIGHTS

RIALTO
in San Francisco, where
net profitsafter
for one
week's
showing
deducting
w^ar tax, were

$

1 0,500
On the strength of this,
"The Confession" was
booked for two more
weeks!

BUYERS,

ATTENTION!
Information about

There is still some good territory left,
this may be had by communicating with
GEO.

H.

DAVIS

OR THE
NATIONAL

FILM

CORPORATION

1600 BROADWAY,
HARRY M. RUBEY, Pres.

NEW

JOE BRANDT, Gen'l Rep.

OF

AMERICA

YORK
I. BERNSTEIN, Prod. Mgr.
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presents

in SEMON

GROCERir

It helped pack them in at
the largest theatre in the
world, the Capitol,
New York, for one
week.

The village
loa/er gets a

PICTURE

CLERK
Comedy
A Vitagraph — Larry Semon
Written and Directed by
LARRY

SEMON

Here's the
cat that
SHIMMIES!

f
A Chaos of Comedy — A Havoc of Hilarity 1
The famous old bull in the china shop becomes as tame as a poodle dog
on parade and that beloved king of mischief makers. Peck's Bad. Boy seems
ike a curly haired mother's darling when compared to the chaos of comedy and
the havoc of hilarity that Larry causes in his good old-fashioned, unsuspecting
country store that forms the setting this time for another of his roaring rampages.
Here is a comedy that will give you hiccups with. your ha-ha's. One laugh walks
right on the heels of the other. A bit of fly-paper makes a cat do the shimmy;
soot makes black men out of white, flour makes white men out of black; the
cheese walks off the counter and goes out for an airing; a mouse fills up on some
sort of "hootch"
chases the cat out of the scene and General Uproar takes
command
of the and
situation.
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That Percentage Thing
ONE of the live topics of discussion among exhibitors and distributors is that of percentage. It
is a subject on which opinions are as far apart
as the poles. Take at random any average exhibitor
and any average exchangeman and ask an opinion of
percentage booking and you may take it for granted
you are going to get two versions as to the equity of
percentage booking — one will condemn it and the
other will praise it.
Two southern exhibitors, partners, expressed views
widely at variance^ith those of the executive head
of a large distributing company. The two showmen
declared the whole scheme as it was worked out was
one-sided. They compared the methods employed by
picture men with those used by managers of stage
shows — the latter taking a chance on losing as well as
winning, whereas the exchanges, they said, insisted
first on being assured against loss. "Why should an
exhibitor who out of nothing has built up a great and
thriving business suffer himself to be converted into
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the janitor of his own establishment?" inquired one
of the partners.
"If the exchanges want to book on percentages let
them eliminate the guarantee," he went on. "Let us
play the game straight — both parties stand to win or
lose on an even footing. As it goes down our way the
exchangeman has 'got his' or at least a good part of
his normal rental before the exhibitor begins to count
any money. The stage folks play the game differently.
Recently in one of our houses a traveling company
played a week's stand on a seventy-thirty basis. The
hgure was right, as it cost $6,200 to maintain that
company for seven days. We both won as it turned
out, but also we both stood to lose."
It was the other side of the shield held up by the
executive referred to. Percentage is the only
system, he declared, by which makers of big pictures
can hope to get back the money they have invested in
I)roduction. He cited the case of a subject on which
$250,000 was expended for the negative. That sum, he
said, was looked upon by the exhibitor as representing
the whole cost. The theatre owner, said the executive, overlooked the important item of exploitation,
which in the case of a quarter-million-dollar production might involve an additional expense of $100,000.
The executive readily conceded that the larger the
theatre — i. e., the one having the larger overhead — the
smaller must be the percentage demanded by the
exchangeman. He related incidents connected with
the showings of two remarkably successful pictures.
In the case of the first it was put on the screens of
three big houses in one city, day and date — all three
houses being under one control. The three theatres
played to average business. The second subject was
handled differently. It was put into one house and
played for three weeks at an increased admission
price. Where the average intake had been $5,000
weekly the returns under the new arrangement totaled
$17,000, $12,000 and $9,000.
The same executive cited another case where a
prominent exhibitor had become a convert to the percentage plan. Last summer the showman, who owns
several houses in one large city, was so heavily
extended financially that he did not expect to be clear
of mortgages for three years. As an experiment he
consented to take one house the top receipts of which
were a little over $4,000 weekly, increase the admission price and play on a percentage the larger subjects
of the company. As a result the receipts now average
$12,000, of which a third go to the distributor. The
exhibitor, it was declared, today has money in the
bank and no outstanding mortgages.
A fair plan for the employment of percentage, as
this executive sees the situation, is for the allotment
to the theatre of a sum equivalent to its overhead and
a nominal profit; then set aside for the exchange an
amount that will represent part of the expenses, but
not enough to yield a real profit, and then for the two
parties totributor
split'
fifty-fifty.
As an anillustration
the disinstanced
one case where
exhibitor declined

for a week's run of a production. The
to
pay $3,000
showman
accepted
a proposition that $3,000 was to be
set aside for him to cover overhead and a small profit,
the exchange was to take $1,000 and all over the $4,000
was to be divided evenly. The result was that the
•exchange
nal rental. received a sum largely in excess of the origiThe writer talked with William H. Swanson and
Harry T. Nolan, partners in an exchange and in theatres. "Percentage?" said Mr. Nolan. "Yes, we have
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been playing percentages for a ^ year. What's the
matter with the percentage idea?"
do you ask me about percentages?" asked
"WhySwanson.
"Bill"
"You've been around a long time. If
will remember
you are strong on recollections you
that in or about 1910 I made the statement that the
time must come when the producer would be permitted to share in the profits of the theatre — and also,
don't forget, in the losses."
"You mean, if in the losses, more care is bound to
be taken in production?"
"Exactly."
Jake Wells said from his knowledge of the percentage plan he saw no objection to it, although
admitting that so far as concerned the houses in which
he was most interested the matter of booking was
in hands other than his own. "If any one has a picture he wants to try out and is willing to pay half the
expense of advertising, furnish paper, etc., and it is a
case of fifty-fifty it seems a pretty safe bet. In a
recent case of two big pictures I wish they had been
booked on the percentage idea. I might have made
some money instead of losing a couple of hundred
dollars."
The proprietor of a suburban house, the only place
of amusement in his community, was strongly opposed
to a percentage plan. "I am willing to pay the rental
and assume the profits or losses," he said. "I do not
believe in letting any one else manage my house. If
we accede to the percentage plan we are at the mercy
of the distributor. If we hold out against it he will
have to rent us his films. I have advised every exhibitor Iknow to refuse to book on percentage. I declined
to run one big subject because I was convinced my

G.

P. Harleman,

HARLEMAN, west
GUSTAVE P.
coast business manager of Moving Picture World, died Tuesday
afternoon, February 3, at the Presbyterian Hospital, New York Ci^y, after an
illness lasting since January 72. He was
taken ill of influenza at the time when
the epidemic was affecting many New
York people and bronchial pneumonia
developed. The end came suddenly
when he was thought to be on the road
to recovery, and was a great shock to
his business associates and to the hundreds of people in the industry who
knev/ him and liked him. He was 38
years old. Funeral arangements await
the arrival of his brother in New York
City.
Mr. Harleman left Los Angeles a few
weeks ago to gratify a desire of long
standing to visit New York City again,
renew old acquaintances and make new
friendships. He was taken ill and removed from his apartments to the hospital a week prior to his death.
Few people in the industry knew Mr.
Harleman better than did James S. McQuade, Chicago representative of Moving Picture World, and it is fitting that
Mr. McQuade, one of the older members
of
this journal'svvhich
staff, made
shouldtherelate
the
characteristics
man beloved by all with whom he came in
contact.
Mr. McQuade has telegraphed Moving
Picture World as follows :
Mr. Harleman has been connected
with Moving Picture World since the

Long
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patrons would not like it. I was told I was crazy, but
1 am the best judge of what my regular patrons
A salesman expressed sympathy with exhibitors who
refuse to book on the percentage plan, saying in his
opinion it means turning over a house to the diswant." tributor and giving away its whole business.
A feature manager declared his belief that it is only
a question of time before all the associated organizations would come to the percentage basis.
In
Baltimore
the Exhibitors'
League
voted to refuse ato fortnight
open theiragohouses
on the percentage
plan. Twenty out of thirty-four showmen by formal
vote declared for a bond of $100 to be posted by each
as an evidence of intention to abide by the resolution.
Bitter things were said by some of the speakers, all
indicating a strong feeling against percentage booking or anything savoring of it.
A committee of the New York state league, at a
meeting this week, declared against percentage bookings and in favor of a uniform contract.
One of the chief objections to the plan seems to be
that as a result of its working out the distributor
derives intimate knowledge of the business done by
an exhibitor.
One of the chief arguments in its favor seems to be
that advanced by the distributing executive quoted
previously — that by means of it producers will be
enabled more securely to finance expensive pictures.
That Percentage Thing is a big problem, one of the
big ones of the industry. Men of influence and means
say it has got to come. Others and numerous others,
not without influence and means, declare it shall not
come. And there you are.

Stanch

in

World Service, Dies
whom he had chosen among the many
daysBroadway.
of the founder's
downmoreat people whom he knew was the keynote
363
No manstruggle
was ever
loyal to another than he was to James of Mr. Harleman's character.
P. Chalmers, Jr., and he has always
In the early days the founder usually
staunchly maintained that loyalty tow- took Mr. Harleman along with him when
ards the paper which his friend had he was about to solicit a knotty subject
founded. Indeed, loyalty to the friends for advertising, as he had great confidence in his ability as a business getter
and in his meihod of interesting the
person interviewed.
Went to Chicago in 1910.
The writer first met Mr. Harleman in
1910, when he came on to Chicago as
business representative of the World,
with headquarters in the old Journal
building on West Washington street.
We were opponents then, as I was on
Film Index at the time, and we took
a delight in scooping each other in the
advertising line. It was always a question of meeting with swords drawn in
those days and we did not really know
each other until 1911, when the Film Index
was absorbed by the Moving Picture
World and I was added to the editorial
staff.
In 1915, owing to serious throat affections due to the severity of Chicago winters, Mr. Harleman was transferred to
Los Angeles, where he filled the position of business manager up to the time
of his death.
As I knew him, Mr. Harleman was a
G. P. Harleman
man of wide culture and attainments.
Whose death on February 3 took from He
wrote and spoke fluently French,
Moving
World's staff
one of Its
oldestPicture
and stanchest
members.
German and English, in addition to his

February 14, 1920
mother tongue, the Swedish. He was
a musician of no mean parts and I hav2
often been delighted by his talented
rendition of selections on the piano.
Mr. Harleman came from a distinguished Swedish family. His father is
a colonel in the Swedish army and he
himself was a second lieutenant in what
we would call the national guard before
for this.
leaving the mother country
He was a duly naturalized citizen at
the time of his death and was at the
disposal of the army authorities m Los
just closed. An
Angeles during the warhowever
, militated
affection of the eyes,
against active service.
Mr. Harleman's untimely death comes
to me with such grievous shock that I
am unequal for the moment to the task
of doing his memory full justice. I
can only say in the silence that enwraps
his spirit, farewell.

Appreciation from Mr. Giebler.
asso, Mr. Harleman'sof MovA. H. Giebler
ciate in the Los Angeles office aphed
as
World, has telegr
ing Picture
follows
:
I am greatly shocked and grieved at
Mr. Harleman's death.
the
well liked by members of
was of
"Von"news
the picture colony on the Coast. He had
a large circle of friends among the
players. The possession of a wide
through travel, a culknowledg
and a ready wit, combined
turede mindgained
with a quiet dignity of bearing, made
him a delightful companion and gained
him the name of a good fellow from all
with whom he came in contact.
"Von" could play the piano like a
master. He had read many books and
what he did not know about birds and
fish is not worth knowing. In spite of
his
led rather
quietacquaintances
life. He liked"Von"
to read,
and justa
before he left here for the East he was
deeply interested in the comparative
study of languages. His greatest hobbies were goldfish and birds, and he
wrote article of a scientific character
on fish and bird love that appeared in
magazines in Europe and America.
Expressions of grief and regret over
"Von's"
passing' are general
in West untimely
Coast Filmland.
Minneapolis Men Favor
Federal Tax Reduction
Minneapolis, February 5.
ACCORDING to an announcement
tors' Protective
by theat Exhibi
League
its monthly meeting
in
Minneapolis yesterday, it has gone on
g
on
record as favorin the reducti of federal taxes. The present taxes on films
were said to be exorbitant and the directors were instructed to work in every
way possible for a reduction, according
to resolutions adopted.
H. L. Mitchell, executive secretary, and
several directors went to Fardo, N. D.,
immediately after the meeting to assist
in perfe.ting the state organization on
February 4 and 5, to combat Sunday
closing and censorship legislation.
The "flu" epidemic is decreasing materially in the city. Dr. F. E. Harrington,
health commissioner, announced to-day.
Virtually all restrictions on motion picture theatres have been removed. The
fumigation of theatres is the only precaution being taken now.
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Declare

Against

Careers
Films Depicting Ex-Convict
establish a dangerous precedent with
(By Wire to Moving Picture World)
reference to the freedom of the screen
as
it might prevent the showing of even
voluna
to
elves
thems
PLEDGING
tary censorship against so-called
the purest typ of pictures. It would
"Bandit films" in which are depicted
also bar from the state productions such
rs
ed
rs or alleg
excareeand
the cts
as are made by William S. Hart and
opposingof any
outlaws, butcaree
convi
other actors who essay western roles.
The exhibitors of the state will enforce
legislation by congress on this subject
the resolution adopted by us today to
for fear it will seriously affect the freethe letter and anyone who fails to do
dom of the screen, the annual convention of the Theatre Managers and Ownso will be dealt
with Elected.
by our association."
ers' Association of Oklahoma adjourned
Officers
February 4, following a two-day session.
The resolution approves the sentiment
Ralph Talbot, of Tulsa, was re-elected
of the State Bar Associations in going
president of the association. Other officers are : Morris Lowenstein, Oklaon
record "Resolved
against "bandit
pictures."
follows:
that the
TheatreIt
homa City, vice president; A. B. MoShawnee, secretary; H. W. McOwners
the Stateandof Managers'
Oklahoma, Association
in conventionof mand,
Call, Oklahoma City, treasurer. About
assembled, does hereby declare itself three hundred theatre men attended the
unalterably opposed to the production or convention. This was the largest atexhibition of any motion pictures made
tendance in the history of the organizaby persons discharged from penitention. Various film distributing comtiaries or prisons and depicting therepanies had displays covering the entire
sixth floor of the Leehuckins Hotel. It
with their careers of crime."
was announced that the Fox Film CorHalt Congressional Action.
poration, the Vitagraph Company and
-Select Pictures Corporation would soon
A long telegram was sent to Senator
establish branch offices in Oklahoma
T. P. More and Congressman Harrell,
who have introduced a bill on subject in City. Practically all the other large
the House and Senate at the request of companies now have offices here and as
the State Bar Association, asking that soon as the three named have opened
they withdraw the pending legislation
offices in the city, Kansas City and Dallas will be entirely eliminated as disand pledging the motion picture exhibtributing centers for Oklahoma.
itors of the state to carry out the remedial measure proposed in the bills. At- THEATRE OWNERS AND MANAtention was called by the theatre men to
GERS' ASSOCIATION OF OKLAHOMA
the fact that two years ago they went
on record against "immoral films of all
Thomas H. Ince Coming East.
kinds" and since that time malicious
Hunt Stromberg wires from Los Anscreen productions have not been shown
in the state.
geles that Thomas H. Ince will soon
New York for the first time in two
The fact that they kept faith on the see
10.
question of immoral films is pointed to years. He leaves Culver City February
as an indication that they will likewise
While here Mr. Ince is expected to
ban the bandit pictures.
reveal the plans formulated by the As"The law proposed by Senator Gore
sociated Producers, of which he is presiand Congressman Harreld," said Ralph
dent and general manager, for the future
Talbot, president of the association, in
activities
of that organization.
discussing the action of the body, "would

"So the Price of Lumber Has Prevented Platform Building!"
Marguerite Marsh stands lip and delivers a few political speeches in her
Grossman starring vehicle, "Face to Pace."
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privateture hasbills
committee
the proposal
Legisladecided
againstof the
and the clause of the Quebec Bill which
would give the city the privilege of establishing alocal censorship has been
struck out. This means that the city
fathers of Quebec City will have to be
satisfied with the present Provincial
censorship of moving pictures.
It has been intimated that the Quebec
legislature will consider a proposal for
the censorship of all moving picture advertising, including newspaper displays,
lobby displays and posters, for the whole
province. This is similar to the step recently taken in the province of Ontario,
where the Government, by an order-incouncil, has established a distinct board
of censors for the examination of picture advertising. All posters for pictures are already censored by the
Quebec Board, but it is intimated that
all other advertising details will also
have to be passed upon, providing the
legislature
reaches a decision in the matter.
Maryland Lawmakers May
Regulate Theatre Prices
"One at a Time! Come On!"
Bill Russell about to start on a rampf.ge
in his American, "The Valley of
Tomorrow."
Stillwell to Build
Big House in Spokane
seating caA THEATRE
cost more than
pacity andofto 2,500
$700,000, will be erected in the
) ation.
e'ses(Wash.
by
district The
of Spokan
heart
l Theatr
Corpor
the Stillwel
finances, plans and all larger details
are completed, and the theatre will be
ready for occupancy early in the fall of
this year.
It will be a combination picture house
and "legitimate"
plans calling for completetheatre,
stage the
equipment
to
accomodate the largest traveling road
attractions.
The project will be financed entirely
by local capital and will be controlled by
C. E. Stillwell, who now operates the
Casino and Class A theatres in Spokane,
and who has been one of the most successful theatre managers in Spokane for
more than ten years.
Quebec Censors Will Pass
on Films for Quebec City
THE civic authorities of Quebec
City, Quebec, decided to establish
their own censorship bureau for
the examination of all releases to be
presented in local picture theatres. This
decision was reached several months
ago and it was intended that the civic
censors would pass upon pictures after
they had been approved by the Board
of Moving Picture Censors for the
whole province.
Power for the establishment of the
civic bureau of censors was sought from
the provincial legislature now in session
at Quebec. The result has been that the
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admisg of charges
regulatin
and the forprohibitsion to theatres
ing of smoking in theatres and
moving picture theatres are included in
two bills which have been brought before
the Maryland legislature, now in session.
The regulating of admission charges
is included in a bill which was introduced
in the House on Friday morning, January
30, by Delegate George D. Iverson, Jr.,
of Baltimore. This bill plans to create
a commission which will be invested with
almost unlimited powers of control over
commodities and foodstuffs and wages
of various persons. This commission
would be known as the Public Service
Welfare and Industrial Commission and
would be composed of nine members.
It
aimed to overcome the high cost
of is
living.
The provisions in the bill which would
afifect moving picture theatres are as
follows: Regulating charge of admission
and general supervision of hotels,
theatres, garages and other public places;
regulating and determining the wages
and earnings of employes earning less
than $39 a week; regulating and determining the number of hours of labor
that may be required of employes.
The bill to prohibit smoking in
theatres and moving picture theatres was
introduced in the House on Monday
night, January 26, by Delegate Harper
and was referred to the Public Buildings
Committee. It is understood that this
bill has been killed. Several managers
said they thought it would be a good
thing and would not fight it.
THE

Blank Denies Merging of
Interests with Abe Frankle
AH. hisBLANK,
of Des
upon
return from
New Moines,
York denied
he hadwith merged
Des
Moines* thatinterests
those his
of Abe
Frankle. He did not deny that the deal
was under consideration.

Presented

Blank is reported as having had an
offer from Goldwyn for a part interest
in his Des Moines holdings. According
to the story, Goldwyn would build a new
house in Des Moines to be operated by
Blank in connection with his other
houses. Goldwyn would also secure
bookingatres in rights
the twenty
theIowa, atNebraska,
and Blank
Missouri.
Men in close touch with the Des Moines
film man said that he had received the
offer but had made no decision. Blank
returned
ferences. to New York for further conDes Moines is sure to get a new theatre this year if either the Blank-Frankle
or Blank-Goldwyn deal goes through.
Frankle has secured a ninety-nine year
lease on the downtown corner now occupiedandby had
the Royal
theatres,
plannedandan Majestic
$800,000 office
and theatre building. This house will be
built at once with Blank as a partner if
the merger is completed.
A Goldwyn-Blank house will also be
the result if the other plan goes through.
Blank now has three houses in Des
Moines, including the new $500,000 Des
Moines. Frankle has three houses also.
Flames Ruin Interior
of Pittsburgh Theatre
FIRE
in the4609-11-13
rear of theButler
old
Parkstarting
Theatre,
street, Pittsburgh, Thursday night.
January 29, destroyed the entire interior
of the structure, causing damage estimated at $35,000. The fire started in
the rear of the theatre, and when the
firemen arrived they found the flames
shooting out of the building and endangering adjoining property.
The theatre, which is owned by J. P.
McConnell, was scheduled to open
Thursday, February 5, under the management of the Brighton Amusement
Company. The building had just been
remodeled. A number of fires had been
left burning in the rear of the building
to dry the paint and newly plastered
walls. One of these stoves is thought
to have become overheated.
Mr. McConnell stated that his damage
was about $10,000, which is partly covered by insurance. He said that the
Brighton Amusement Company had
spent over $45,000 in remodeling the
building and estimated their damage at
$25,000.
Merle E. Smith, Kleine
General Manager, Dies

ager forSMITH
George
Kleine,
with
l man, genera
MERLE
whom E.
he has worked
constantly
for the past seven years, filling with
rare ability every position on the upward climb, died of pneumonia on the
morning of February 5 at the Republican Club in New York City.
The death of Mr. Smith will be a
severe blow to Mr. Kleine. The two
men were the closest of friends, and
Mr. Kleine had confided to his intimates
his intention to lean more and more
heavily on the younger man in coming
years.
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Milwaukee Club Elects
J. S. Sothers President
F. I. L. M. Assoof the kee,
AT a meetinciationg of Milwau
held at the
City Club, Friday, January 30, J.
S. Sothers, Vitagraph, was elected president to succeed William Aschman, resigned, and George Levine, local Universal manager, was made vice-president.
The association has a 100 per cent,
membership among the local exchanges,
the following being the members: J. S.
Sothers, Vitagraph; William Aschman,
Pathe; Ray Smith, Ray Smith Company;
George Levine, Universal; F. Therwachter, United-Triangle ; Frank Hensler. Hallmark; Harold Fitzgerald, First
National; Bert Hadfield, Wisconsin Film
Company; Jack Camp, Metro; Walter A.
Baier, Walter A. Baier Film Company;
J. Klar, Robertson-Cole; Roy Langford,
Wisconsin Theatre Supply Company, and
I. F. Rink; Super Attractions Film Company.
Close co-operation with the Chicago
and Minneapolis clubs has resulted in
a very efficient organization in Milwaukee. The Milwaukee club meets at
the City Club every Friday in the month
at a midday luncheon.

Foreign Affairs. Mr. Porter wants to
compel all persons desiring to go
abroad to pay toward the support of
our consular service.
There is a great deal of opposition to
the bill. It is declared that it would
give the Government too much power to
regulate the travel of American citizens,
carrying over into times of peace the
war powers of the Government, which
is highly undesirable and would permit
the carrying out of grievances by those
in charge or the use of influence to prevent the issuance of a passport.
The bill also provides for increasing
the charge for a passport from $1 to
$10, and the charge for the vise of a
passport by an American consular agent
abroad from $1 to $4. This may be
adopted, as the desire is to make the
consular service self-supporting as far
as possible.

Seek Ways to Prosecute
Writers of Bad Checks
of the
committ
executi
THEWashing
tonve Exchang
e eeManager
s
Association has been directed to
make a compilation of the laws of the
various states in the territory having to
do with fraudulent checks. While the
number of checks received by the managers that come back unhonored by the
Pennsylvania Exhibitors
banks is small, the association intends
stopping the practice altogether.
Request Representation
At a recent meeting of the association
THAT the motion picture group of it developed that one exhibitor in a
the Philadelphia Chamber of Com- nearby state had favored nearly every
merce is being looked upon as an member present with checks in payment
'■mportant
factor
in the inaffairs
of the for service, which were not backed by
notion picture industry
the territory
the necessary funds.
is evident from the recent application
In all probability a number of prosecutions will be brought in each state. This
of the Exhibitors' League of Pennsylprobably prove sufficient, for in
vania for representation
adjustment
committee. on the "group's" will
Virginia, Maryland and North Carolina
The application, the outcome of a there are laws that are quite drastic and
meeting called specifically for discuss- the managers will take advantage of
ing the formation of the exchange man- them. The managers are not particularly
anxious to undertake any court action
agers' association,
M. White,
chairman,was byfiled
JohnwithS. Harry
Evans, and will not unless the cases involve a
who was delegated to represent the ex- continuous practice or are particularly
aggravating and constitute an unfair
interests. Mr. ofEvans
that the hibitors'
appointment
two explained
members practice on the part of the exhibitor.
of his association to the adjustment
committee would result in the exhibitJamestown Clergy Wants
ors giving their heartiest endorsement
to the new organization and would elima Censorship Committee
inate any suspicion in their minds of
unfairness on the part of the exchangeTHE Ministeri
town, N. Y.,alhasAlliance
requesteofd JamesMayor
men.
Samuel
Carson
to
appoint a comIn discussing the application, Mr.
mittee to censor all moving picture and
White declared he was certain the exhibitors would be granted their request vaudeville shows. Note only will the
at the next meeting inasmuch as it will duty of this committe be to prevent
bring the exhibitors into a closer bond
"questionable moving pictures and
of relationship, the end towards which vaudeville acts from appearing in this
the exchangemen have been striving.
city," but the committee would also
"prevent billboard and newspaper advertising of a questionable character."
Would Ask Passport from
The Alliance asks that the mayor appoint
the
censorship
committee from the
Stock Company Members
different organizations engaged in the
EACH member of a company desir- moral betterment of the city, which, in
ing to leave the United States for the opinion of the theatre men, means
the purpose of making a picture in that the churchmen insist that they are
a foreign country would be compelled to the people who should absolutely conprocure a passport under the terms of
trol not only their bookings but also
a bill introduced in the House of Rep- their publicity. The Alliance goes on
resentatives by Congressman Porter, record as approving state censorship and
chairman of the House Committee on has directed the secretary to communi-

Hist! A Presidential Candidate!
Frank Keenan discovers a "favorite son"
in his Pathe, "Smoldering Embers."
cate this information to the local representatives in the state senate and
assembly.
The Alliance charges that the law regarding children under 16 years of age
attending theatres unaccompanied is being flagrantly violated. It will ask the
mayormit suchto children
prosecutewhen
theatre
who adnot men
accompanied
by parent or guardian.
Screen Theatre to Replace
Famous Tabor Opera House

House,
Grande Opera
Tabor
THEDenver,
thirty-nin
years ago
the
largest and finest theatre outside
of New York City, will be razed to
make way for a $1,000,000 moving picture theatre to be jointly operated by the
Goldwyn Film Corporation and the
Bishop-Ca
Denver. ss Investment Company, of
Just how soon the work of razing the
old playhouse will start is uncertain, for
L. B. VicRoy, present manager, declares
that his lease does not expire until September, 1921, and that he intends booking vaudeville performances until the
expiration of the lease. It is believed,
however, that the investment company
will make VicRoy a satisfactory proposal
in a few weeks.
The new playhouse will be christened
the Colorado, and will be managed by
Alvah G. Talbot, present manager of the
America. It will be built to seat 3,000
persons, with a lower floor seating
capacity of 1,600. One large balcony will
accommodate 1,400. A pipe organ to
cost $50,000 will be installed. The
theatre will be built along the lines of
the Capitol Theatre, New York City, and
the California Theatre, of San Francisco.
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Ramble
BELI-UIN-GIjVG
FOR
PI FFLICISTS
Wouldst save
Tour Face?
^ 'A // Steal lots
\ . / //. Of space.
Tour
Only hope
Is to grind
Good dope.
Association of M. P. Advertisers a Show
g
Has Difliculty in Framin
ation first liand
As we never gettheinform
carries
that
rumor
we must accept
an
M. P. I. contemplates
news that thet A.
some time in
entertainmen to be given
proper
as
fact,
as soon, in
the future;
on of films may be made. ^.
selecti
rivalryd. as to whose photoThereplaysisshallsome
be screene
rs "The Peddler of
proffe
k
Gullc
Paul es."
. . 4.
Li
Agent.
"The Praise hand
ts
Lee Kugel sugges
in
strong
Jack Meador holds a "Nothi
the
But
ng
"Nothing But Lies" and
Joyhas in stock
B. Warren
^"rred
" "The
Liar.
ous
.
rd
P Allan Parsons also has a two-ca
draw: "The Right to Lie" and 'Some
^'john C. Flinn asserts "It Pays to Adver"
tiseMusic
(theme): Paul Dressuggestion Actor.
"
an still open.
"Here Lies
ser'sation
s are
Nomin

Sijfn of an agreement ,on the• Peace
Treaty:
c.
The "von" has returned to Eric btroheim's billing.
a freak
Tlie fonr-legged girl, heralded as
y, would
aoon to be exhibited on Broadwa
of confusion to
lend a distracting element
she became a Fox
bathing
Sunshlner.girl "stills," If
"Going Some" (Crystal).
"High Speed" (Hallmark).
"Double Speed" (Paramount).
Best Cellars"
Amongmaythebe "Six
mount)
mentioned:
(ParaCyclone, Cold and Cellarette.
Take Your Choice.
"When a Girl Loves" (Jewel).
"When a Man Loves" (Vitagraph).
What became of all the slides for "ulcerated" songs?
"Respectable
Most
of us are.by Proxy" (Pathe).
One of the veterans in exploitation
material furnished by film pufflicists :
"In spite of bad weather all the week,
rain, snow and the worst blizzard of the
winter, the picture packed 'em in and
broke all records."
Emma Dunn "Old Lady 31" on the
stage and will now do it for the screen.
Did You Ever TryT
An efficiency expert sent up from Wall
Street to look things over in fllmdom
states that it takes four days, of eight
hours each, with an hour out for lunch, to
count a million dollar bills.
We propose a competition among pufflicists who are throwing- millions into the
old mimeograph with such lavish aband*^*;
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Filmtown
Round
them a year and have been working on a 4
With Walter K. Hill
•'What have
they done for yout"
cent, basis."
per"Nothing
yet. but I got a letter from the
Lee.
sales manager and he said if I'd stick It
The Greatest Mother in Fortunhapp
y out another year he would fix me up with
Florence Billings has played
fallen
in Greenland."
job they
district did
a "What
give you for Christwives in many cinemas and it has
nto her lot to mother many achildre
"Their
good
will
and
the United States
movie children. (Carl Krusad is kicka living in. What did you get?"
make for
'"ln'"'''The Heart of a Gypsy," which to "Hell
gettingmemore
business."New
"The bossnotwished
a Happy
before she went with
she completed
girl.
a
Selznick, she mothered
"Didn't cost him anything, did It?"
which she is
In "The Woman's Game" young
"Oh,
mas?"well, It's a cold-blooded proposition
mother
the
is
y.
,
of
finishing, she
nowa bo
all the way through. I'm thinking about
in business
for myself."
"What's
the graft?"
Incidentally Miss Billings says that going
Tear."
"I've
got
a
chance
to buy the bicycling
son
nicest
very
the
is
Jacky,
she
everthehad.boy,
privileges on «.*11 Speed and No Control'
Southern
oughtOhio."
to be as profitable as sellhimself the dean of freaks at for"That
Zip proved
"Elephant" lunch by making the
Fox's
ing
overcoats
in the off
Solomon
Islands."
"I
ought
to
knock
a century
a week.
"
"liiium
a
at
shortes.t speech ever heard
banquet
Say
have
you
seen
Sam
Sapp
lately?"
pointing;
"Do
you
mean
that
coke-hound
with
the
he,
said
zowie."
go-o-f,
"«;a-r-r.the ceiling.
toward
"That's
him.
I
saw
him
last
week
and
Sciatica Co.?"
The H. C. of Photoplaying.
he said he was through calling on exhibitors. He claims that there Is such a deIt took several people several hours to
mand for his Junk that when he hits a
exthe
at
roll into a craak
make apensepenny
town, all he will have to do Is to call up
of 148 feet
of film.
And then again:
It took an entire compay two days, his prospective and tell him to rush over
hotel and bring his check-book." ^
standing around on salary, to make a strip to "Athe couple
of more shots and he won't
of film representing a horse-laugh.
be mailing contracts to the office. He'll
just"Been
bale down
them inandWest
send Virginia
them by lately
express."
SALESMAN VS. SALESMAN.
r'
"No, I've graduated from the sticks and
A Modern Version of
the American plan hotels. The boss told
"When Greek Meets Greek."
me to grab off the real money and let the
By H. T. Snowden.
"There
some nice business in the
cash isalone."
Characters
Two film peddlers petty
Present
Time
"Tes I know, but why should I advertise
Scene
Any old hotel Blue
Jay Corn Plasters when shoes are
"Hello there, Sol. old boy, I haven't seen tanks." bones a pair?"
you since the Goddess of Liberty wore fifteen
"Say, it Is fierce the way your dough
now?" goes for things nowadays, ain't It? Evyou with Benny.
Who are Features,
short
"I'm dresses.
with Patchless
erything has gone up except my salary.
yourself?"
If I don't get a boost soon I'll have to
keeping
been
have you
Where
"I'm selling
stock for Hokum Theatres,
sign"What
up with
poor-farm."
doestheyour
firm pay?"
"How
you look
find business?"
"Fifty about
berries the
and swindle
all you sheet
can steal."
"Go outdo and
for It."
"How
f"
"Where did you come from?"
"If It runs over forty-five bucks I don't
"Spruce Center."
Inc."
dare
send it InIn."one for seventy-five last
"I turned
"Do
Man Squeezem?"
"Sold anything
him the with
entireOldprogram.
Regular
"How
you get
awayfivewith
"Oh I doscreen
about
timesIt?" a week
prices,
too."
"I understand
he won't pay over $7.60 a
and charge up six bits a reel. Most of
"It is true that he chokes a penny until
stuff is in eight reels. Get the Idea?'
the Indian does a war dance, but he loos- our
week."
"I gotlastyou.
slipped
one forto fortyseven
week I and
they Inwanted
know
ens
up
once
in
a
while."
"Perhaps.
Say,
did
you
hear
about
if
I'd
been
to
Japan.
Why
they're
day."
short their corns give them the headache.so
Hank
Higgins?"
"What's
the scandal}"
"Do you still fight the leaping domi"He has left the Eggplant Co.; left them
"I'm off of them for life."
flat"Who
on theis he
lot."going with?"
"How come?"
egot
s ?" hooked so bad about four weeks
"He Is taking the Neglect office.
"I nothat
ago
It will take me the rest of my
"Some birds have all the luck. Two
years
ago
he
was
a
boilermaker."
to get
out." was poison to me."
"I knew him when he was selling shoe- life"They
always
"Say, do you know where I can get some
"Tour
proposition
ought
to
be
good.
strings."
"No I don't. I bought a quart last week
Tou've got some real stuff."
for"Goad
fifteenstuff?"
bucks. It was the last he had."
"Did you see our latest release?"
No, Whiskey
what is it?"
"If
Can't Kill You Wood Al- liquor?"
"No. Barrel goods. It was a near relative to T. N. T. Put a drop on a mouse's
"How is it?"
nose
and I've
It would
face." and
cohol?"
"Well
got tospit
callinupa cat's
the office
"Photography
fine.
Settings
immense,
find out if they have mailed my check.
but the story must have been taken from
If I don't remind them every week they
Sears & Roebuck's catalogue."
"Where are you going to-morrow?"
the pay-roll."
"WherethatareI'myouon going
Saturday night?"
"I'm sticking right here in town. I am forget
"I don't know yet. The wife has got
over my expectancy now and I've come to
the conclusion that if you're too good you
"Well I'llframed."
see you later."
get canned, if you're rotten the same something
"Tou bet. Good luck to you."
route, so my policy Is to be mediocre."
"That
might
be
all
right,
but
I
give
my
"Thanks.
I'll need It. Solong."
firm the best that is in me. Been with
Cnrtatn.
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Rap

Percentage,

Costs
Production
and
Salaries
ture theatre, because of the popular mentioned one picture which he said
exlegisla
of thecommitte
MEMBERS ecutive
es oftivetheandNew
thoroughly liked by the pubprices which are charged in the way of had licbeen
and which had cost around $15,000.
York State Motion Picture Ex- admission.
for the support of exhibng in Albanytage
League,
"Once these prices are definitely aban- He appealed
itors for his organization. It was deFebruary hibitors'
3, took ameeti
wallop at
percen on
doned and replaced with a scale of
cided
to
appoint
to confer
bookings and declared that the unrea- prices which is prohibitive to the aver- with him as to thea committee
best methods of cosonable demands in the way of salaries
operation toward bringing about the
age family, the process of depopularizby stars would serve to put a large
the screen theatre will set in," said production of good and yet moderately
percentage of the motion picture houses ing
Mr. O'Reilly. "The stars should rememfeatures.
ber that they owe their drawing power priced
out of business. The committee's meetAmong those present were Sidney
was attended by about twenty-five entirely to popular favor, which is the Cohen,
ingtors
New York; Jules Michaels, Harexhibi
from various parts of New biggest asset they have to sell. Exhibold Franklin, Buffalo; J. A. Quinn, S. I.
York State.
itors cannot raise their prices to such Berman,
Samuel Sheer, J. J. Whitman,
A resolution was passed unanimously heights as the percentage booking sysGeorge Roberts, Fred Eldemanding a uniform contract and aboltem would force upon them, and con- New York;
liott, Albany; Morris Silverman, Schetinue in business. It must be borne in
ishing the deposit system. The comCharles Hayman, Niagara
mittee went on record against the at- mind that as the public has made the Falls; W. H.nectady;
Linton, Utica; Irving Saltempt of certain producers to force per- stars it may also unmake them by with- yeards,
Rochester; Emmett Cornell,
centage bookings on motion picture
holding its patronage, a thing which it
theatre owners, which were character- is not unlikely to do if the grasping and Syracuse; Henry Manus, Brooklyn, and
ized as an indirect method of gaining unreasonable attitude of the stars be- J. Schwartzwalder, Auburn.
ownership of theatres and of depriving
comes more widely known to the pubpresent owners of all initiative and inHiller Handling "The Topical Editor."
dependence. Several of those present
Telegrams were sent to Mary PickL. L. Hiller has secured selling rights
expressed themselves in strong language ford,
Fairbanks,
Charles
against percentage booking and against
lin andDouglas
D. W. Griffith,
defining
the Chapstand to the new half reel feature "The Topithe agitation now being carried on, it of the committee on the percentage
cal Editor" produced by the Topical
was claimed, in some trade publications booking system as above outlined. Each Humor Film Company and edited by
in favor of such.
Charles
Leonard Fletcher.
of lic."
the telegrams contained a vigorous
protest
against
the
proposed
percentage
"Within
a short time we shall anStars Owe Power to Poptilarity.
nounce the details under which worldbooking providing for a guaranteed
rental
plus
a
percentage.
wide distribution of 'The Topical EdiO'Reilly emphasized
the fact thatto
theC. L.exhibitors
in their opposition
tor' will be assured," says Mr. Hillei].
Charges Waste of Time and Film.
"I am more than enthusiastic about this
percentage bookings were animated
solely by their regard for the rights of
J. A. Quinn, of the Motion Picture and new short subject as it is the best and
the public, which he claimed were iden- Theatrical Co-operative Society, ap- most original of its kind that I have
tical with the best interests of the mopeared before the committee and outSeveral prominent state right buyers
tion picture industry.
lined plans for better and fewer pic- ever
seen."
have
made offers for territories for intures
and
also
for
redticing
waste
under
The public, Mr. O'Reilljr^aid, looked
dependent booking.
with much favor upon the motion pic- present methods of production. He
High

This Is How Universal Mixes 'Em Up in a Serial Manner.
Left, Art Accord's strangle in "The Moon Riders" ; above, Mildred Moore, his co-star; lower center, Elmo Lincoln's
reach in "Elmo the Fearless"; right center, a shot from "The Great Radium Mystery"; fight,
Kathleen O'Connor, dolled up for "The Lion Man."
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Finds

Present

Qualities
Supposed

English

of Horse-Racing,

of

American

Creations
Long

British

Made

Sub-Titles,

Films
Product

in California
Perforated

and

Jersey —

Villains,

Photographic Camouflage, Grim Love,similar
'n Etc.
to camouflage in warfare. In
CONSIDERABLE discussion is now
By Louis Hall.
one scene, for example, the star was
being heard in Canada regarding
not noticed for some time because her
British moving picture productions,
dress did not contrast with the rear
and, therefore, a frank word or two however, and eventually word came
from
across
the
Atlantic
that
the
Britwall of the room. Faked cave scenery
about British film characteristics by one
ish producers were not able to turn out was crudely done and one was inclined
who has studied some of the English
just
the
quality
of
pictures
that
they
features that have been imported to would have liked because everybody had to ask whether there was any intention
on the part of the producer to deceive
Canada during the past year will be
been very busy with the war and the the audience into thinking that the rocks
timely.
had been somewhat neg- were real or not.
There is no doubt but that consider- film business
lected. But if the Canadians would
able sentiment is to be found in British
There was supposed to be a blaze and,
wait, some very fine stuff would be sent instead of burning up some perfectly
North America in favor of British pic- over.
tures, but it is more than possible that
good "props," as the Yankee director
War Pictures Made Hits.
would have done, the flames were only
some of those who are talking most
In the meantime, and perhaps a little penciled on the film. The result was
about British film attractions know
least about them. The fact is that com- before the big agitation, two or three that the intended fireworks resembled a
quantity of ribbons fluttering in the
paratively few British pictures, with British features did make a big hit in breeze.
the exception of topical weeklies, have Canada. "The Battle of the Somme"
broke
records
in
many
theatres
because
Making Grim Love.
been seen in the larger theatres of the
Dominion for a number of years, and it broke at a time when the people exThe
writer
always been ready to
pected to see some pictures of real admit that thehasBritish
those who are demanding British film
stage star knows
dramas are, in many cases, not in a fighting stufiF. The Somme feature also how to act and that the British actor
position to know exactly how the Brit- had some views of British tanks and is particular about his character porish feature compares with creations these glimpses were very valuable.
trayals, but when you see a man makFlashes of Canadian troops were also
from American studios.
ing fearful grimaces at the heroine and
enjoyed. Another big hit was "The even shaking his fists in her face, can
American Films Fooled.
Better 'Ole," and this feature was also you, in your wildest flights of imaginaThere are those who speak with pride a success in the United States.
bring yourself to believe that the
Since the war quite a number of Brit- same tion,
regarding pictures that they believe
man is making love to her? Well,
ish pictures have been brought to Can- he was — in this picture. For three reels
originated in the British Isles, but the
truth is that the films were made in New
ada, but fully three-quarters of these
he was trying to be the vilJersey, California or Florida. In these features have been built around a horse- we thought
lain, but it dawned upon us about 350
race at Epsom Downs. Not only is this feet from
instances, a well-known British story
final close-up that he was
had been used as the basis for a scena- a little monotonous, but it has rubbed the future thehusband
gf the star.
rio and the details had been carried out the Canadian the wrong way, for the
The
audience
actually laughed when
simple
reason
that
the
Canadian
has
so neatly that the "fans" believed that
peered over the garden wall
not enjoyed a bit of horse-racing for this player
the
before claiming the fair one and
land. feature had been produced in Eng- years. In time, maybe these clinking just
made a grimace that was supposed to
pictures of American origin will also show
The real demand for British produc- become
the love-light in his eyes.
distasteful to the thousands who
tions arose late in 1918, when it seemed were acustomed
Perforating Their Victims.
to their share of the
almost as if the Dominion had been
flooded with American war productions merry fluids.
There was a battle scene in this production and it was disappointing in view
Verbose, Tiresome Sub-titles.
— that smelled of propaganda to the
keen Canadian or ex-Englisher. The
Getting down to details about British of the fact that all Britishers have
sub-titles of some of the productions film kinds, it is quite in order to single learned how a young film war should
were changed before the features were out one of the latest British productions be staged. The fans used to talk about
released in Canada, but the war veterans to be seen in Canadian theatres. To the manner in which the cowboys filled
of Canada saw at first glance that the begin with, the title of this picture starts each other full of holes before a man
so-called Canadian heroes on the screen with the word "the." A glance at a list dropped and how the hero faces dozens
were garbed in regulation United States of
British productions shows that many of machine gun bullets without receiving
field uniforms. It was camouflaged — of the titles start with "the," Is this a more than a scratch across the temple.
pardon the word.
The writer felt that little or no atfault? The writer will say it is.
had been made to work up a
Perhaps one-third of this particular dramatictempttenseness
McGarry Began Crusade.
in this situation.
feature was made up of sub-titles, all of
Another
matter that the writer would
T. W. McGarry, then provincial treas- which consisted of from forty-five to
urer for Ontario, led in the demand for fifty words, generally speaking, and all like to call a fault — there is really no
real British pictures and his crusade of which carried the same border effect. intention to be cruel — was that the sevbrought him much attention. He jerked There was no attempt at art work in
eral principals were invariably grouped
up the exchange managers and exhibi- the sub-titles. The writer found that in front of the camera as if they were
tors of Toronto with the ultimatum that numerous titles of the same style and posing for a family photograph. Scarcely
they would have to bring out something appearance, with lengthy statements, once did the audience gain a side view
possessing British sentiment or the
became annoying. The writer was of the players, and Kitty Gordon would
Ontario censors would be instructed to finally
also
surprised
to note that the back- not have been able to give a tiny view
become reckless. The crowd fell in begrounds in many of the scenes, particu- of her renowned back if she had been
hind Mr. McGarry and lots of letters
larly interior views, were very indis- working under the man who directed
were written to the newspapers.
tinct, although the people in the fore- this particular feature.
Steps were taken by several Canadian
ground were properly focused.
Fletcherizing Words.
exchanges to import British productions
Unintentional Camouflage.
from England, but when the shipments
It was apparent on several occasions
Another point was that the back- that the players were shouting into each
did arrive it was found — well, the British
ground furnishings in several instances
features did not live up to expectations.
others' (Continued
faces like a on
couple
disrespectpageof 1110)
The people were given what they wanted, gave a bewildering effect — in a manner
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Picture World
Moving
Others
who
attended the convention:
\\'orld
g Pictur
of Movin
issue ary
the Febru
INdated
ed Harry Schwalbe and J. A. McCaffery,
there eappear
12, 1910,
for the first time in a moving picture Philadelphia; Tom Moore, Washington;
trade paper — and, possibly for the first J. R., H. T. and Herbert L. Miles, Bill
time in any publication, the picture of a Steiner, Percy L. Waters; Blackton, Rock
man who -was then running a cinema in and Smith, Vitagraphers ; L. M. Swaab,
Forest City, Pa. S. L. Rotliapfel, destined Philadelphia; Frank L. Howard, Boston;
y," .\. J. Gilligham, Grand Rapids; John R.
to fame
e known
becom
to
d about
he does Frueler, Joplin, Milwaukee and St. Louis;
then asas "Roxe
the same
looke
now.
E. Mandclbaum, Cleveland; J. E. Pearce,
New Orleans — and other representatives
The intervening ten years have marked
amazing progress in pictures, and in this from
forty-seven out of a possible seventyopinion "Roxey" has done more for pic- nine exchanges.
tures than pictures can ever do for him.
Discussing Weighty Matters.
To him, more than any other individual of
The Executive Committee reported nine
his time, is due credit for the improved
methods and mediums for showing pictures subjects to be discussed, the topics includand the consequent improvement in picing "Independent Competition," "The N. I.
tures themselves to keep pace tvith the Film,"
"Length of Reels," "Waterproof
progress of the picture showman.
Films" and "Express Rates." These
"Roxey" was here to gather ideas on weighty^ matters went along to the extent
exhibition from delegates to the Film of a couple-a pages.
But the most interesting matter disService Association's convention held at
the Imperial Hotel. You remember those
cussed was the banquet. It was a considerable fe d— and there were tradepaper
assemblages? The principal idea was to
hounds" in those days as well as
eat, gossip and libate — and it's fair to pre- "lunch
years later.
that "Roxey"
gave more in ideas tenFrank
than hesumewas
able to receive.
Winch and Joe Brandt ate and
drank for the Billboard; Frank Woods
Meet Rothapfel, of Forest City!
partookL. ofHoffthe and
Dramatic
Mirror's supplied
share;
James
Dore Hoffman
Some interesting data accompanied
thirst and appetite for Film Index; Ellis
"Roxey's" picture. It was said of him that Cohen did likewise for Morning Telegraph,
Forest City and surroundings gave him a and a healthy lot, hungered and thirsted
drawing population of 7,000 and into his on behalf of Moving Picture World, to wit:
theatre, from this field, he daily averaged Thomas Bedding, F. R. P. S. (Tom always
1,000 paid admissions.
wore his medals and titles!), Archie MacRothapfel came to the convention as the Arthur, Jr., and H. F. Hoffman.
guest of the Pittsburgh Calcium Light and
The Official Line-Up Was:
Film Company— J. B. Clark and Richard A.
Rowland. Moving Picture World might
A. J. Gilligham,
president;
"Bill"secretary;
Steiner,
Herbert
L. Miles,
take a little credit for "discovering" vice-president;
Rothapfel, as it was this paper that first Robert Lieber, treasurer; P. L. Waters,
Richard A. Rowland, and Frank J. Howard,
"pictured"
the more
man inwhotrade
has papers
since been
photographed
than executive committee. This equipment apmost presidents of film corporations.
plied to the F. S. A., rather than to the
Glancing
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Into

How Many Titles Can You Suggest for This Picture?
We'd enter
contest,
We can
say, though,
viewthe from
the butPoxmodesty
five-reelforbids.
Sunshine
Special,
directedthatby this Is a
Hampton Del Ruth and as yet unnamed. "Write quick!"

Industry

Ten Years Ago
banquet. Speeches there were, of course,
for who ever heard of a film banquet wthout speeches!
Mr. Gilligham was toastmaster, and
among those introduced to fame via this
imperishable print were J. Stuart Blackton,
Mrs. Herbert Miles (an advance whisper
of female campaign speeches!), Herbert L.
Miles, Robert Leiber, J. P. Chalmers, William T. Rock, James L. Hoflf and your old
friend "Bill" Swanson.
Swanson made a record that day by
participating
in both for
camps
of the
factions then fighting
control
in two
filmdom.
By some strange prearrangement the National Independent Moving Picture Alliance
held elsewhere in the Imperial Hotel, day
and date, an opposition session. Mr.
Swanson participated in both sessions.
The Executive Committee of the Alliance
named John J. Murdock, I. C. Oes, A.
Kessel,Swanson
J. W. Morgan
"Bill" Swanson.
And
was theandsecretary.
Not so
much of importance happened at the N. L
M. P. Alliance. It is reported in cold type
that Swanson made the hit of the banquet
after they had dragged him in from the
"opposition" meeting to jazz things up with
his merry quip and jest.
Inserting a Note of Fashion.
"Herbert Miles displayed another new
suit of clothes," said Moving Picture
World. "He is certainly the Beau Brummel
of Exhibitions
the film renters."
in conjunction with the two
conventions were made by Pathe, Powers
Cameragraph No. 6, the Mirror Screen,
Fireproof Film Cabinets, the Soundograph,
Waterproofing Films and the Edengraph.
The Independent session was marked by
the resignation of John J. Murdock as
president. They gave him a loving cup and
it is recorded that "Mr. Murdock made a
very touching reply to the kind words of
the presentation speech and w-as evidently
very
much affected."
Patents
Company Versus Laen^mle.
Judge Hand,
over protest
of Laemmle's
attorneys,
postponed
the trial
of the
Patents
Company's
injunction
against
the Independent Moving PicturesuitCompany
— the famous "Imp" manufacturers. "A
large number of independent manufacturers were present and gave Mr. Laemmle
their warmest greetings and assurance of
their
moral Picture
support."World carried a letter
Moving
captioned "Gratitude from the Heart of
Carl treal
Laemmle."
It seemsburned
that out
the toMonLaemmle exchange
the
tune of $7,000 loss, leaving the "Imp" scrapper homeless
Canada with a lot of customers on his inhands.
"No sooner had it become known," wrote
Mr Laemmle to his old friend. Moving Pic"that my
office Company
was destroyed
than turetheWorld,Kleine
Optical
and
Kinetograph Company immediately offered
the full use of their Montreal offices until
I could
in shape and
again."
"Come geton things
in, Laemmle,
make yourself
at
home,"
they
said.
"That's what I call broad-minded, fair,
square
'white',"of said
News,andoutside
the Laemmle.
two conventions,
was
scarce.
We'll
dig
further
next week.
W.intoK. things
H.
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Talmadge,

and
Maria
THIS has been a hard winter for
moving picture stars. I was told
it first by Dorothy Dalton ; then
Corinne Griffith repeated the same important information, and last week, over
at the Norma Talmadge studio, sister
Constance added her testimony to the
subject.
The word Not
"hard"
to the weather.
thatapplies
these solely
three
leading
lights
of
the
screen
haven't
plenty of warm clothing to shield them
from the cold. The trouble is — or was,
before the snow came — that a scenario
might call for a number of exterior
scenes in which the heroine tumbles
out of a canoe into a lake or is caught
in a downpour of rain and summer be
two or three months to the rear when
the time came to shoot those particular scenes. Moving pictures are made
the year around, you know. Well, last
fall the weather got right sharp about
the time Constance Talmadge was told
by Director i)ydney Franklin that they
were going to Bear Lake for the exterior scenes in "Two Weeks," and Miss
Constance gave an involuntary shiver.
Why Constance Shivered Many Times.
While the severe looking party in
evening clothes who is supposed to be
her father in "The Love Expert" walked
with much dignity down the hotel corridor and into his own room where his
playful daughter has bestowed the
trusting old maid, and repeated the action until it was safely recorded on
the faithful film, the star of the picture told me why she gave that one
shiver and why she shivered many times
more while those exterior scenes were
being taken — shivered so rapidly that
nothing but an ultra-rapid camera could
have caught the shivers.
"If you saw 'Two Weeks' at the Strand
last
week from
you remember
'Lillums,'
the lady
the chorus,thatgoes
for a
midnight
bath
in
the
lake."
I remembered the scene, and said so.
"There is a close-up," continued Miss
Talmadge,
in the
water with "of
just'Lillums'
her headstanding
and shoulders
showing above a large rock. She is
supposed to be startled but not so
frightened that her teeth are chattering
and her knees knocking together. But
that is what really happened. The
scenario called for a balmy summer
night but last October was a Ijad month
tor them so I stood behind that rock
and registered what I felt— half frozen
and ready to cry from the cold."
"It didn't show in the picture."
"That part
was and
carefully
Mr.
Franklin
coaxed
jolliedleftandout.begged
me until I managed to control my real
feelings long enough to register the
proper expression, but it's hardly more
than a flash. 'Please,' he kept saying
to me; 'it's a warm night and you're not
cold, only startled.'"
"What did you say?"
"Nothing — I was so cold I couldn't
talk."
"Perhaps your thoughts covered the
situation ?"
"I
know never
they dare
did ! to
I thought
I should
say. Butthings
the
-worst was to come. I had to dress be-
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Sister

the
Haughty
By Edward Weitzel
hind some strips of canvas made into a
three-sided dressing room without a
roof, and I nearly perished all over
again. We're going to Palm Beach for
the exteriors in 'The Love Expert,'
thank goodness I"
An Accident to the Understudy.
The set in use was a double one, showing a hotel corridor and one of the
rooms opening from it. While the corridor scene was being made I glanced
into the adjoining room and saw what
I took to be an actress in the Talmadge
company standing behind a large arm-

"Maria, You've Been Shimmying!"
Says Constance Talmadge to her understuay, an important member o£
' the star's support.
:iiillllillitlirilllllltiliiliiiiiriMiiiiriiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiNiiitiiriiiiiiiNiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiii[itriiiiiii<iiriiiMriiiiiirjiiiii
chair. Her back was to me, the bright
lights on the next set dazzling my eyes
so that I could not see her very distinctly. Several property men were busy
in the room, and I was startled a moment later, by hearing a cry of "Look
out!"to I see
glanced
justintoin
time
one ofinto
the the
men setback
the lady and knock her down.
In an instant they all turned and
looked at the prostrate figure on the
floor.
"Well, why
you pick
her up?"
demanded
the don't
chap who
had given
the
cry of warning.
"Ah! pick her up yourself I I'm too
busy low
I" whowashadtheknocked
surly reply
of the
the lady
down.felAstonished at such brutality I turned
to Miss Talmadge. She also had seen
the accident but made no eflfort to interfere.
"Shall I— ?" I began.
"Pick her up?" replied Miss Talmadge,
"if you want to . . . it's only my
understudy."
By this time one of the men, more
humane than his fellows, had stooped
down and assisted the lady to her feet.

Natalie

Understudy
I Am Introduced to Maria.
"Understudy,"
repeated;
know that movie Iactresses
ever "Ihaddidn't
un"Oh,
yes ! way?"
I find her very useful."
derstudies."
"In what
"Natalie will introduce you if you
want to interview her. Mr. Emerson
is ready for my next scene. Natalie,
take Mr. Weitzel over and introduce
him to Maria," and sister Constance bestowed that famous one-eyed smile upon
me and joined her director down the
corridor.
Miss Natalie Talmadge, who was
standing near, led the way into the adjoining room and I was duly presented
to the understudy. Not being an adept
at painting pen portraits of beautiful
women I must refer the reader to the
picture on this page for an adequate
idea
of the was
ladj^'sgracious
personalenough
charms.to Miss
Constance
have
herself photographed with her understudy, but this should not make it at
all difficult to identify Maria.
Finding
that about
the dummy
inclined to talk
herself,wasI not
applied
to Miss Natalie for information as to
Maria's duties. The youngest of the
Talmadge girls is a demure little woman,
but she
ter's joke.enjoyed her share in her sis"Maria gestion.
wasHe said
Sydney
Franklin's
sugthat she
would keep
quiet while the lights were being adjusted, and Constance won't . . . she
hates to stand still," was Miss Natalie's
explanation.
"So Maria really earns her salary?"
"Yes, indeed! She saves Constance a
great deal of fatigue, and gives her
more time to answer telephone calls."
"Does your sister have many?"
"About a dozen a day — but they're
mostly from the same person. Excuse
me: there's the phone ringing now. I
must answer it for her," and, smiling
meaningly, the demure Miss Natalie
hurried off to the star dressing room,
which, at the Norma Talmadge studio,
consists of a four room apartment complete in every detail and most tastefully
furnished.
other story. But that apartment is anLehrman

Praises Rothacker

Prints of "Twilight Baby"
er
Mfg.
Compan
so many
the Rothack
of y,
service
print
THEFilm
times accorded praise in the past,
has once tribute
again received a r,
straight-forward
from a produce this time
from Henry Lehrman. Mr. Lehrman,
whose first comedy production for First
National, "A Twilight Baby," was rebefore er
the aspublic,
terson cently
R. putRothack
followswired
: Wat"American print forwarded to this
office is of real Rothacker standard and
I am certainly glad that the exhibitors
throughout the country will know that
each beprint
of 'Twilight
will
a realreceived
print because
it was Baby'
made
by Rothacker. Carry on the high standard and accept my personal thanks for
care shown. Personal regards.
"HENRY LEHRMAN."
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is being fitted up appropriately, and
when alterations are completed will be
provided with a commodious reception
room, projection
accessory,
exami-of
nation and shipping
rooms, film
a series
executive offices running along the
Forty-sixth street front, and quarters
for the shipping department of the
home office. The floor space to be utilized by the New York exchange will be
considerably larger than that provided
for it in the Godfrey Building. The latter floor space has been taken over by
the
National's New York exup. First
change and is being elaborately fitted

Feature Pictures for Hodkinson
ture Company, besides having been a
THE first direct results of W. W.
Hodkinson's recent announcement manufacturer of cameras. He was the
that he would provide the way for first cameraman with the Keystone orpowerful individual directors of pictures
ganization, and later with Reliance, Allto become producers in their own right Star, Metro-Dyreda,
besides being in
came to a head last week with the fur- charge of all photography for Ince-Trither announcement of Irvin Willat Pro- angle.
As a director, Mr. Willat has made
ductions, of which the Hodkinson Corporation isto be the distributor.
such
successes as "The Guilty
Contracts have been signed with Ir- Man," large
Grim Game," "Behind the
vin Willat, one of the ablest technicians Door," "The
"False
"The Law of the
and directors in the industry, to have North," "The Faces,"
Midnight Patrol," "Rust- Select Plans to Open
his organization make a limited number
ling a Bride" and "Below the Surface."
of exceptional pictures annually from
Announcement of the first Willat proOklahoma City Branch
duction for Hodkinson distribution will
powerful novels by big authors. An indication of the rapidity with which the be made shortly.
of
Hodkinson-Willat negotiations progbusiness
oftion
Selectincrease
organiza
in the
THEthe rapid
ressed will be found in the news that
West, together with its unsuual
the first of these productions will be Realart Exchange Now
growth, brought forth an announcement
in Permanent Quarters
under timeway
release. in early March for springfrom Select's
manager
viceSamgeneral
E. Morris,
whichand stated
office hasof president,
In his direction of many of the bigger THERealar
York s branch
New
it is more than likely that a Select
t Picture
Corporation
pictures for the Thomas H. Ince organimoved from the Godfrey Building, branch office will be opened in Oklazation, Irvin Willat has established
homa City soon.
standards of his own of recognized 729 Seventh avenue, to the fifth floor of
sent General Representative
power. The whole background of his the Leavitt Building, 130 West Forty- V. HeP. has
Whitaker and C. C. Ezell, manag
's
Realart
shippin
departtraining in the industry has been sound sixth street.
ment also moved from the Winfield
ger of the Select Dallas branch, to Okand progressive, and he possesses a
lahoma City to study the possible adg, 469 Fifth avenue, to the Leavtechnical mastery of production and a Buildin
itt Building.
vantage to be gained by the addition
knowlege of the camera that few other
of
another
exchange to the present
these changes, all departments
men have despite years of association ofWith
Select
system.
Realart,
except
two
or
three
of
the
with picture-making.
In the event that a new branch is
branch offices, are now in permanent
A Well-RoundecL Career.
quarters. The home offices are within a established in Oklahoma City, Mr. Morris announces that it will be under the
For a year the Hodkinson organiza- stone's throw of Grand Central Tertion has been modeled on efficient lines,
minal ,and the New York branch office, general supervision of Manager C. C.
and the result has been the entry into under the direction of Lester W. Adler, Ezell of the Dallas branch. The number of new theatres in the territory
the production field of producers capable is in the center of the film exchange
served by the Select Dallas branch, and
of maintaining such standards as J. district.
The moving of the shipping depart- the increasing amount of business from
Parker Read, Jr., set in his "Sahara" and
ment, of which Norman Kohn has gen- the older accounts, makes necessary the
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter," big proof another office somewhere in
eral supervision, was done to provide opening
ductions starring Louise Glaum; "The
that territory.
Westerners," "Desert Gold" and "The space for the expansion of other rapidly growing departments of the home
Sagebrusher,"
productions
Marion Daviei Back from Florida.
representing thepowerful
fine intelligence
and office organization. Realart now has
the
entire
fourth floor of the Winfield
Marion Davies and her company have
literary
capacity
of
Benjamin
B.
Hampton.
Building and the entire fifth floor of the returned from Miami and Palm Beach,
Irvin Willat first of all was and still Leavitt Building.
Fla., where they went to film exteriors
The latter space, made available for "The Restless Sex," her next Cosis a skilled superintendent of photography. He was with the original Imp through being vacated by the Fox Film
mopolitan Production for Paramount
as an actor, and was factory superin- Corporation, which moved last week Artcraft, after "April Folly," which is
released
March
21.
tendent for the New York Motion Pic- into its new building in Tenth avenue.

1
The Punch That Saved Jess Willard from Becoming a Film Star
Packed away, but exhibited frequently by Jack Dempsey in his Pathe serial, "Daredevil Jack.'
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Keeping

formerlyin
FERNAN
the EdenwhoTheatre
owned DEZ,
• Waterbury, Conn., has broken
ground for the erection of a new theatre, seating 750, on« East
* « Main street.
M

Edward (Sherry) Sherwood and Billy
Ballenger, formerly of the Select, have
purchased the Variety Pictures Corporation, which was owned by Milton CapIon of Baltimore. They have opened offices in the Mather Building, 916 G
street N. W., Washington, D. C, where
they are conducting a strenuous campaign in the state
* *rights
« field.
Benjamin F. Howells, of the David P.
Howeils, Inc., will sail for Europe on
the Mauritania, Thursday, February 5.
Mr. Howells will visit England, France,
Stockholm and other European centers.
He will be accompanied by Mrs.
Howells. On the same steamer Emil
Werlheimer, an attorney for several of
the large exporters and importers of
Europe ; Gabriel Hess, of Goldwyn, and
Ralph Block will sail.
* * «
Dwight Cleveland, author and scenarist in chief for the Jesse D. Hampton
productions, is again in New York on
one of his monthly trips from the Coast,
in search of new stories and material
for production. « * *
J. Searle Dawley, well known director,
is putting the finishing touches on
Augustus
"The Harvest
Moon,"is
featuring Thomas'
Doris Kenyon.
Mr. Dawley
alreadytorial
negotiating
for
another
direcconnection.
* * *
Lester W. Adler, New York branch
manager of the Realart Exchange, is
now located in his new quarters on the
fifth floor of 126 West Forty-sixth street,
having moved from the old exchange
offices at 729 Seventh avenue. After alterations are completed the Realart will
have one of the best arranged institutions of its kind ' *in #the* city.
Jack Keegan, formerly with the Motion Picture News and more recently
with the Eggers Engraving Company,
has joined the publicity staff of the Selznick Pictures Corporation, taking the
place of Stanley Bayer, resigned. Mr.
Keegan assumes his new position Monday, February 8. * * *
Roy Clements has arrived in New
York, from the Coast with the negative
of his latest production. He will remain in New York until March 1, before
returning to California.
* ♦ ♦
James Goebel, cameraman for Carlyle
Ellis, Autographed Films, has just returned from Wyoming, where he photographed the Arapache Indians for an
educational on public health nursing,
produced for the U. S, Government.
These Indians had never seen a motion
picture camera before, and on account
of their natural aversion to being photographed considerable tact was necessary
to get them in line. From Wyoming
he went to New Mex:ioo, where Tie
photographed the Pueblos. His third
location found him in southern Louisi-
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Personal
By Sam

Spedon

ana, a large part of which is under
water, from unprecedented rainfalls.
* * «
\yilliam Haddock (Silent Bill) is all
smiles. He disposed of a one reel picture of Hans Wagner, the ball tosser,
which he produced last fall. Just like
drawing interest from the savings
bank.
* * *
Jack O'Brien, it is reported, will organize his own producing company, under the general management of Walter

Walter Miller
Popular player who has important role
in Numa's "The Return of Tarzan."
Price. He will start producing about
March 1. He will distribute through
one of the established organizations.
Nellie Bly is interested in the first
production.
4^ 4i «
Katherine Ann Porter, special fan publicity writer at the studios for Select,
has been transferred to the main office
to take effect February 14.
* * *
E. C. Blakeman, formerly branch
manager for Triangle at Omaha, has
been appointed assistant branch manager of Pathe exchange at Cleveland.
« it< «
E. V. Richards, of the Saenger Amusement Company, New
r)i * Orleans, is spending a week or two in New York.
Jake Wells, of Norfolk, made a hurried trip to New York on January 29,
just for the week end. Mr. Wells has
so many varied interests his presence in
the Metropolis does not necessarily
mean he is here in the interest of his
motion picture theatres in Richmond
and Norfolk. He is connected with so
many enterprises in the South he is a

Touch

hard man to keep track of when he
comes North. Harry Bernstein, his secretary and manager at Richmond, is laid
up with the flu. * * ♦
Bill Swanson and his partner Harry
T. Nolan, from Salt Lake City, came
to New York on Wednesday, January
21. On January 23 Bill was taken down
with a severe cold, which developed into
neuritis, so he was kept in bed at the
Elks Club until February 1. He was
eager to carry out some important business transactions, which he necessarily
had to forego. He says business in
the Mountain States has been poor since
November, heavy snow falls and cold
weather being a great handicap. Many
of the motion picture houses were
closed this past month. He and Mr.
Nolan will remain in New York until
February 9.
* * *
Will C. Murphy, connected with the
Selznick publicity department, is the
author of a seven-part feature. "Why
Women Sin," starring Ann Luther. Mr.
Murphy wrote the original for the stage,
which proved a pronounced success.
The motion picture version was produced by the Wisteria Productions Company and will be released in March.
* * *
Frank Hudson, of Pathe, who was assistant branch manager at the Boston
office, has been appointed manager of
the Atlanta exchange
* * office.
«
I. Hoffman, whose theatre at Seymour,
Conn., was burned a short time ago, has
started rebuilding on the same site. He
will have one of the prettiest theatres
in New England, judging from the plans.
* * *
M. Robert Golden, for many years
connected with the dramatic department
of the New York Herald, has joined
'the publicity staff of Select.
* * «
Sadie Gilde, secretary to P. A. Parsons
of Pathe, has been on the sick list
with a severe case of the flu, which
developed into serious complications.
She is pronounced out of danger, but
her ultimate recovery will oblige her to
remain at home for some time.
* * «
Linsay McKenna, who has been doing
special exploitation work in Canada
for Select, has been called in and sent
to Los Angeles to carry out an extensive exploitation campaign.
* * *
Arthur Beck has been a subject of the
flu. He was laid up for more than two
weeks. His wife, Leah Baird, since she
returned from Palm Beach and the comof "Cynthia attendant
of the Minute,"
has
been hispletion constant
and nurse.
Mr. Beck was at his office the beginning
cf February and expects gradually to
get back in form.* * *
Hugh Thompson, leading man in
"Cynthia of the Minute," has signed with
Goldwyn and left for Los Angeles January 29. He will assume the male lead
with tureMabel
Normand in his initial picfor Goldwyn.
(Continued on page 1112)
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Launched

to Prevent Closing Due to Influenza
ia and to forestall we are convinced that our decision to_
nt shyster
preve
To thoug
htles
attempt by municipal
authorities to close picture thea- keep the theatres open is wisely made."
tres on account of the influenza out"My principal purpose in keeping
break, the National Asociation of the
the theatres in New York City,"
Motion Picture industry, through a spe- open
made."
Dr.
Copelandof wrote,
"washysteria,
to prevent
cial committee apointed by President the
spread
panic and
and
Wiliam A. Brady, has launched a nationthus
to
protect
the
public
from
a
condition
of
mind
which
would
predispose
y
wide publicit campaign designed to acquaint the general public and city officials with the importance of keeping it to physical
ills."
35,000 Letters
Sent Out.
theatres open while the influenza is
It
is
this
hysteria
which Dr. Copeland
prevalent. The campaign is similar,
though of greater scope, to the one fears that the committee seeks to prevent. It has sent letters to 15,000 exwhich the asociation conducted so suchibitors, to the editors and advertising
cesfully last year.
managers of every daily newspaper in
The committee in charge of the work
the
country,
to all exchange managers,
consists of John C. Flinn of Famous
to the mayors, health board officials,
Players-Lasky Corporation, chairman ; and
John M. Quinn of Vitagraph, Inc., and school officials, chambers of commerce
in every city of 20,000 popFrederick H. Elliott, executive secretary and librarians
ulation or over. With these letters
of the National Association.
Weeklies Carry Warning.
have gone
of Dr.
Copeland's
letter
to the reprints
association,
reprints
of an
In its campaign to keep the theatres article published by Dr. Copeland in the
open the National Association com- New York Times in 1918, showing how
mit e is using every possible means of New York combated the plague, and a
publicity. All of this week the news week- chart and table prepared by United
lies are carrying a warning from Dr. States Government officials showing
Royal S. Copeland, Health Commissioner
graphically how New York, where theof New York City, regarding precauatres during the 1918 epidemic were altions to be taken in guarding against
lowed to remain open, had the lowest
the influenza.
death
rate of all the big cities of the
country.
In addition to this screen campaign,
the committee earlj- this week sent letter
Five and
hundred
copies inof the
Dr. New
Copeland's
his article
\ork
broadcast throughout the country a
series of letters and documents showTimes were sent to each of the distribing the wisdom of keeping theatres
uting companies, to be sent by them
open.
exchange managers for distriThis material consists of a letter to to theirbution
throughout their districts.
the National Association from Dr.
In all, 35,000 letters have been sent
Copeland, in which the health commis- out, accompanied by the material showsioner commended the motion picture
ing Dr. Copeland's
stand onto influenza.
industry for its assistance during the Exhibitors
were requested
use their
epidemic of last year, and declared re- influence with local authorities to keep
theatres open, the Copeland statements
garding the 1918 epidemic
"in view
of our experience
in NewthatYork
City, being placed in their hands so that they
where the death rate from influenza was
could go to their health boards armed
the lowest of any large city on the coast. with evidence that the largest city in
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the world did not find it necessary during the severest epidemic in recent years
to close theatres. The exhibtors also
were urged to co-operate in every way
with their local authorities in combating
the influenza.
"Luck of the Irish" to
Be Released This Month

, will an
be
Allan Dwan production
IRISH
THEitors
able toOF exhib
THEavailLUCK
in,"February. Realart Pictures Corporation,
which will distribute the picture, does
not fix release dates, but the probability
is, according to General Sales Manager
nbe sobtai
J. C. Ragla
eariy
branchwilloffice
the prints
allnd,of that
able inary.
in Febru
The title of this picture is stated in
Realart publicity to be based on the
fact that the hero is an Irishman who
has the proverbial "luck of the Irish"
in a love affair. Much of this "luck" is
explained
to the
hero's
getic use toof behisduegood
right
arm,enerthe
story being of a battle of wits and fists
for the love of a New York school
teacher. The contenders accompany the
girl on a trip around the world and
the scenes are laid in Venice, Cairo, Calcities. cutta, Hong Kong and other foreign
The author of the story is Harold McGrath and the theme is said to be typical of his novels. Mr. McGrath has
established a reputation with the public for writing stories abounding in adventure, excitement and thrills. In the
case of "The Luck of the Irish" he has
provided material for color and spectacular drama in which Mr. Dwan is said
to delight.
"The production is to be released as
a proTed box office success," according
to a Realart
statement.
had *t
a prerelease showing
of one "Itweek
Sid
Grauman's
Theatre
in
Los
Angeles
and
established itself as a great drawing
card. It is possible, as a further demonstration of the box office value of the
production, that it will be given a showing in New York prior to its release."
"The Forged Bride" Has
Mary MacLaren as Star
A

That Dotted Line Made Famous by Filmland Contracts
Comes here as Myron Selznick signs up scenario writer Cecil Smith and his wife
who are to create more "happy hours" for Selznick fans.

CAREFUL
combination
of star,
strong cast,
clever story
and
splendid direction feature the
Universal production, "The Forged
Bride," which is announced for release
on March 8. and in which Mary MacLaren plays the stellar role.
"The Forged Bride" is frotn the story
"The Sins of the Father" from the pen
of J. G. Hawks, who has supplied William S. Hart with many of his scenarios, and deals with an unusually
striking problem of life. In it Mary
MacLaren takes the part of a convict's
daughter.
All the tense situations and the warm
love of the forger father for his child
are dramatically brought out under the
direction of Douglas Gerrand.
Dagmar Godowsky, the daughter of a
world famous pianist, plays the part of
the jealous rival. Another artist is
Thomas Jefferson, son of the wellknown dramatic star of other day Joseph Jefferson. Harold Miller, Barney
Sherry
the cast.and Frances Raymond complete
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F. I. L. M. Club Mails Slide.
The New York City F. I. L. M. Club
at its last meeting voted to mail a cir- Attitude of Mayors' Conference
cular letter to all exhibitors in the disToward
Censorship Is a Mystery
trict reproducing Dr. Royal S. Copeland's
message regarding the influenza epidemic. With this letter, each theatre
which will draft of the meeting that he himself did not
sub-co
l mmitte
reporte to be presented know what the committee would report
a agenera
was sent a slide containing the health AS not
later than February 24 to the on February 24. There is a strong feelcommissioner's message.
nter conference of mayors of
ing, however, among legislators that
President Chadwick appointed the fol- mid-wi
committee will report that there
the question of fur- the
lowing executive committee: Messrs. New York State onship
is
an
urgent need of further censorship
of motion picther state censor
Rosensweig, Zierler, Klein, Schmertz,
in theture forstate
d
Mayor
Kingof
Canfiel
Palmer
tures.
action.and will press the legislaRosenblueh, Eckman, Burnstein, Conston, the Rev. Chas. O. Jurkins of Glens
nors, Raynor, Adler, Salinger and Siegel.
W. Nicholson, comCivic League Inactive.
A special committee for looking after Falls, and mis Walter
of public safety of Syracuse,
the interests of New Jersey exchanges were named ioner at
The last few days have witnessed no
g
on
Albany
in
meetin
a
was appointed, as follows : Messrs. February 2. The meeting was attended activity on the part of the New York
Brodskie, of Metro; F. Gersten, of F. by R. Alexander Hamilton of Rochester, State Civic League, of which the Rev.
Gersten, Inc., and S. Abeles, of Pathe, Walter Hayes of Buffalo, Mrs. N. B. O. R. Miller is the mouthpiece. Mr.
Newark.
ng of Schenectady, Miss Mary G. Miller was in New York on February 2
G. Balsdon wrote that a F. I. L. M. Spaldi
Peck of New York, the Rev. Judkins and there was no statement forthcomClub has been organized in Albany.
and Dr. Everett B. Martin of New York.
ing at his office as to his intentions of
Arthur Friend, of the Famous Players- immediately introducing a bill to repeal
Donald Campbell Increases
Lasky Corporation, was present at the the present Sunday motion picture law.
meeting, representing Gabriel Hess, who This bill has already been drafted at the
Capital and Export Field sailed for- Europe a few days ago. request of the league, but so far as can
learned, no senator or assemblyman
CAMPBELL is expanding Royal K. Fuller, of the National Asso- be
DONALD
ciation of Motion Picture Industry, rep- has been found who stands willing not
his export business. His energy in
resented Albert E. Smith of Vitagraph, only to introduce the bill, but to stand
many years of film exporting has
it in the strenuous days that are
built his organization up to a point who was absent because of a recent behind
where expansion is essential. Within death in his family. Rex Beach, the bound to come.
At Mr. Miller's office today one of his
a few days he will be settled in new author, as well as Mrs. Howard Ganz,
associates, George H. West, stated that
and greatly enlarged quarters in the were absent because of illness.
in
his opinion the strongest thing that
Leavitt Building, 130 West Forty-sixth
Future Attitude Unknown.
the State Conference of Mayors could
street — and he will have more capital
do would be to introduce a censorship
to work with than he has ever had.
There was a short meeting of one of bill. Mr. West admitted that he had
From this new address he will first
the sub-committees at 11 o'clock in the not been to a motion picture show in
export the new William N. Selig serial, morning
in the office of W. P. Capes, the last six months, but in the same
secretary of the State Conference of breath he declared that he had never
"Vanishing
Trails,"
in
which
Franklyn
Farnum and Mary Anderson will be Mayors. The general meeting was held
starred. The first three episodes of the
the city hall in the afternoon and seen one yet but that could not be mornew work are now on their way from at
ally improve'd by the use of censorship
newspaper men were excluded. The
the Selig studios in Los Angeles and meeting consumed three hours. Each of
foreign buyers will soon be given a the four committees named at the re- powers.
Chinese Set for Hank Mann Film.
cent New York meeting reported. These
"look" at the new thirty-reel fifteen episode presentation.
reports ran all the way from six to
Approximately three-quarters of the
fifty typewritten pages.
Hank Mann studio in Los Angeles has
The World's His Field.
Just
what
attitude
the
committee,
unbeen
fitted out with sets to represent a
The world's rights, outside of North
doubtedly the most powerful ever
America, are Mr. Campbell's for "Van- named in the state along censorship Chinese village for the latest two-reel
ishingexhibitors
Trails," and are
he believes
thatprofit
for- lines, will take is unknown. In fact, comedy featuring Hank Mann, now beeign
going to
ingman made
under the direction of HerSecretary Capes said at the conclusion
C. Haymaker.
largely on the new issue. Franklyn
Farnum became a screen favorite as a
star of Bluebird Photoplays, and Mary
Anderson has won favor in various Metro productions. In producing the serial
Mr. Selig backed his leading players
with an efficient supporting company.
Just now Mr. Campbell is exploiting
"Lightning
Bryce"
SouththeAmerican exhibitors
and among
is sending
same
serial to India, a territory where he is
favorably known through his exploitation of "The Mystery of 13," "The
Hawk's Trail" and many other American serials. Having acquired new financial resources, Mr. Campbell is going in
for exportation of films on a greatly
increased scale, and will have the rights
to other successful productions, especially in a serial way, as they come
along from the producers.
Tyrad Sells Territories.
The rights on the Johnny Dooley
Comedies for the states of Alabama,
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana, have
been sold by Tyrad Pictures, Inc., to the
South Eastern Pictures Corporation of
Atlanta, Georgia. The Tyrad organization also disposed of the state rights
on "Your Wife and Mine," to the Sun
Films, Inc., of Los Angeles and Seattle
for distribution in the Far West territory.

Committee Which Is Considering Need of Censorship in New York State.
Left toMrs.right,
row: W. P. Palmer
Capes, Canfield,
secretaryArthur
.State Mayors' second
Conference;
N.row:B.front
Spalding-,
RoyalandK.Mayor
Fuller,
Dr. E. D.Friend;
Martin,
the
Rev. Walter
Charles Hayes,
O. Judkins.
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''Strongest
for Clemenceaus
Demand
William Fox's pro- Janeiro and Santiago, have heavy adTHE demandduction offor
"The Strongest," the
vance orders for "The Strongest."
one and only drama from the pen
Cables for Print.
au, "Tiger of
ges Clemence
A Japanese exhibitor who thought
of Geor
de.
Froni all parts he did not get sufficiently quick action
France," is world-wi
of the world — from Japan, China, South from
the Japanese office of Fox Film
America, Egypt, Australia, India, even Corporation
wired direct to New York
frompe—the late "Central Empires" of asking that a print titled in Japanese be
have come requests for early rushed to him jn Yokohoma.
Euro
bookings on this story of international
R. A. Thome, one of the largest exinterest.
hibitors inAlaska, has set a record price
William
Fox'swere
representative
what in that territory for the Clemenceau prountil
recently
the Central for
Empires
agreeing to pay for the picture
is located in Berlin. He reports by for three duction,
weeks, and in addition the rate
cable that the demand for Georges of $2 a pound for shipping it from SeatClemenceau's solution of the world
tle— so that he can show it one night in
problem, the Frenchman's answer to Fairbanks, Alaska. He is willing to pay
for the twenty days of travel required
the question, "Does the soul of woman
rule the world?," has surpassed anything to make the round trip, so that he can
that he has known in his long exper- have the honor of being the first man
ience in the selling of motion pictures in the Northern territory to show the
in foreign fields.
picture.
There probably never has been a betBig British Demand.
France, naturally, is awaiting with
ter exploited picture than "The Strongest." Its advertising has been printed
keen anticipation, the release of the in thirty-two
languages.
story from the pen of her most eminent
Cast
Is Internationally Known.
citizen. Great Britain wants it. Frederick Mordaunt Hall, managing director
In selecting a cast of internationally
of Fox Films for Great Britain, reports known artists, William Fox added greatly
from London that British exhibitors to the value of the Clemenceau story.
are clamoring for the right to secure the Harrison Hunter, for fifteen years a
production, which will be offered to the figure on the British stage; Renee
American public this month, according Adoree, the idol of Paris and South
to an announcement by Mr. Fox.
Africa; Carlo Liten, "Belgium's Sir
Australia has raised a cry for "The Henry Irving," a great favorite in Germany and Austria especially; Georgette
Strongest." H. E. Ross Soden reports Gauthier
de Trigny, the star of the first
from Sydney that no sooner had the announcement been made that William
motion picture ever made in South
Fox had secured the screen version of .America and the first made in Mexico;
C. A. de Lima, well-known in Madrid
Clemenceau's
story New
than Zealand
the exhibitors
in Australia and
began
and the Spanish colonies; Jean Gauthier
writing and wiring to the Fox office de Trigny, who starred in French proasking the earliest possible date on which
ductions in Turkey and the Far East;
they could advertise the fact that they Florence Malone, whose work in
Australia
and New Zealand has given
would show the production.
South America, according to reports her a host of followers in the Pacific
from the leading centres of Rio de Islands, and the rest of the cast have all

aroles.
particular appeal in their respective
The Fox organization is sending "The
Strongest" to every corner of the earth.
It will travel by mule-back, by auto and
by steamboat; it will go by train, and it
will be carried across mountain passes
by Chinese coolies; it will penetrate
even the realm of Soviet Russia.
Goldwyn Secures Rights
to Big Broadway Success
purchase
of the
THEannounces
Goldwyn the
Pictures
Corporation
motion picture rights to "The
Great Lover," by Leo Dietrichstein and
Fred and Fanny Hatton. This is the
fourth important play which Goldwyn
has purchased from Cohan & Harris
within the last few weeks. Recent announcement was made of the purchase
of "Officer 666," "Stop, Thief" and "A
Tailor
Man."
They are all
scheduledMade
for early
production.
"The Great Lover" has all the essentials of an excellent photodrama,
possessing an exquisite romantic interest, together with tremendous pictorial
possibilities. The play served Dietrichstein as a starring vehicle in New York
and on the road.
It was produced in New York City at
the Longacre Theatre on November 10,
1915, and ran for a full season before
going on the road. In the original cast,
Virginia Fox Brooks played the leading
feminine role and Beverly Sitgreaves appeared as one of the supporting characters. Others in the cast were Alfred
Kappeler, Malcolm Sassett, William
Ricciardi and George Romaine.
Marionettes in Burston Serial.
Marionettes are being introduced into
the new serial picture which Louis Burston and Francis Ford are making for
Burston Films. Inc., something said to
have never before been attempted in a
serial.

Giving an Idea here of the attractions ot thfa Louis B. Mayer production for First National.
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New

Brunswick Manager Shows How
to Handle Single Column Blacks
HANDLING reverse cuts in a single column space is
one of the most difficult layout stunts the film advertiser has to tackle. G. F. Givan, of the Lyric, Sussex, N. B., sends in a single sevens whicH is just as promi3" Ml--

St

Q.-JO-C/)
Q-XOh-Ol
A Single Column Display Using Both Reverse and Type.
nent on the page as Mr. Soriero's display, and infinitely
more legible, since he cunningly contrives to get the reverse effect and an all-type lettering. This is even better
than the top and bottom reverse and combines the best
pointslem and
of isboth.
is a very simple
solution of who
the probto be Itcommended
to all advertisers
want
to get the striking effect of the reverse cut without the
sacrifice of legibility. The compositor contributes somewhat to the effect, for he has made a skilled use of type
faces, but the layout is almost fool proof and hard to improve. If you use a single column space you cannot do
better than follow Mr. Givan.
—P. T. A.—
Used Testimonials from Clergy to

WORLD
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Exhibitors
Sargent

all capitals, but they got the idea over perhaps better than
more attractive advertisements would have done. Their
very hideousness may have helped in this instance. The
opinions were obtained at a special showing for the clergy
and others who might be interested in this morality. George
E. Carpenter planned the stunts.
—P. T. A.—
Cyclorama Lobby Display Attracted
Many to "In Old Kentucky" in Chicago
HANGING a cyclorama for the lobby was one of the
chief selling attractors for the run of "In Old Kenat the of
Randolph,
Chicago.
ered the threetucky"sides
the lobby,in but
was cutThe
awaycykefor covthe
entrances and exits. The opposite side shows the old mansion with four cutout figures and a picket fence holding in
the display. It is a'l very effective and really classes as a
display and not merely as something put into the lobby to
help along. The landscape backing is carried up over the
doors and is split in the centre by the huge horse shoe
shown. Large paintings are set against the fences on either
side and the box office is in the centre of a horse-shoe of
greens twelve feet tall. The horseshow has been widely

Sell the Production of "Everywoman"
PUTTING
the store
"Everywoman"
the windows
of
a furniture
was one ofcast
the into
schemes
adopted by
the Paramount-Empress, Salt Lake City, to get over
that production. The twenty-four sheet gave a number of
figures for the cut-outs and these were mounted separately
and set into the window, set as a parlor, each with a card
giving the player and part. It made a good display for the
theatre and gave life to the showing of the parlor suite.
J.H.DENNIS
"EVERYWOiyi/lN"

MARTIN fERESCHETIAN
"EVERYWOMAN"

"EVERYWOMAN"
PARAMOUNT-EMPRESS

iN.H.WILLIAMS

"EVERVWOMAN"^
PARAMOUNT-EMPRESS

PARAMOUNT-EMPRESS

Three of the Strips Giving Clerical Opinions on
"Everywoman."
The same or similar models were also placed in the stage
setting the previous week. The set was one provided
with a number of alcoves to break the space down to the
screen and a figure was placed in each of these with three
extra ones for a central group before the screen.
Each twenty-four sheet gave several figures which could
or for a group. Another unusual feabe used separately
ture was a three eights, changed every day for a week, each
every degiving the opinion of some well known clergyman,
were atrocinomination being represented. The displays
bold
heavy
and
stnpf
reverse
ously bad with their three

Part of a Cyclorama in the Lobby of the Randolph Theatre,
Chicago.
used for this attraction and the Randolph makes it a sort
of trademark. This display is unique and one of the best
planned we have shown in a long time.
—P. T. A.—
Tacoma Advertiser Makes Intelligent
Use of Second Color in Displays
does the advertising
, who
R. ROEDIGER
S four
CHARLE
Von Herberg houses in
Jensen and
for the
Tacoma, sends in a six seventeens from the front
page of a Sunday amusement section for the Victoria which
makes very intelligent use of the second color in two color
newspaper work. Mr. McCormick, who uses two colors
and black in his displays for the Indianapolis Circle, has
been getting out really artistic work for some time, but
Mr. Roediger is the only other advertiser who has sent
in two color stuff in which the second color is worked in.
The master plate is shown at the left of the reproduction -of the advertisement. It gives a better idea of the
layout, for Mr. Roedier works his red into the black. In
passing it really is a red and not a pink or a brick color
or anything else but red, which helps a lot. In the dis-
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Here's
a Light
Effect
play the name and title are in red, as is the wheel, while
the draperies of the figure at the wheel and the hair of the
harpies in the background, barely suggested, are also
touched up with the color. The effect is far richer than

A Two-Color Display in Which the Second Color Is Worked
Into the Black.
anything to be obtained from the usual use of color.
Worked right into the black, the effect of the second color
is increased many times. Not much copy is written, but
every line counts. The combination makes an unusually
good display.
—p. T. A.—
Got Some Telling Advertisements
for Constance Talmadge's Play
PERH.^PS there is some connection between the announcement that S. Barret McCormick has an art director for the Circle Theatre, and this advertisement,
but we think not. At any rate he did some unusually
pretty startling
work fordisplay
Constance
The
most
is a Talmadge
four columnin "Two
space Weeks."
about fifteen

"Saucy Lillums"
Slie's
» chorus
carrici herrepesled
btthjng the-ah' daylight
i;> a ■.anilv
i; onenjtughly
oi the
APncipkl
TwonBthensirl.why
jyrt
60tofar—
up.yet andthey
on jo itthe Hole!
weed l»wa
chains.low sa\.ng
Not aahelaw.
-iingle
RoUf»Royce
her
name,
the
MaitK
when
enter*
Leljster Palace — but she waahes out her o-.vn lace hose and han;f5 themtne
The Top Portion of an Unusual Display from S.
Barret McCormick.
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You
Too
Can
Work
deep, of which this is the heading. It is not a mudded cut,
but play.
a light effect daringly done, yet quite in keeping with
the
It probably made more talk than the most intricate drawn
design would have created. The backing of broad bands of
black is as much a part of the design as the cut itself, for
a more elaborate frame would have detracted from the
cut. Even with a less sensational subject this band effect
can be used with good results. More conventional are a
pair of threes, one eleven and other thirteen inches deep.
That on the left was used for the colored display with a
change of copy. We like this better than the heavier

Constance Talmadge
-IN"TWO
WEEKS"
— "niaf^ the TiOe
ot the PUy

ALL THIS WEEK
I^Cirelc

Three Thirteens for the Same
A Three Elevens and a Picture.
design, not alone because of the white space, but because
the type gets a better chance. The display is almost four
times as strong in point of size and more than that in
actual display, though both of these will work toifgood
Mr.
effect. Sometimes we think it would be a reliefent
we
McCormick would hand out just one advertisem
tear to pieces, but he does not seem to do that sort
could
of
work.
—p. T. A.—

y for "Everywoman"
Pages Displa
DoubleCarrie
No Advertisement for Theatre
deck hook-up pages are growing so
SINGLE andtheydouble
have ceased to be novel. It was about
common
element was injected and H. Wayne
new
time that some
Playersman at the Atlanta Famous
Pierson, exploitation
Lasky exchange contributes this feature. He sends in a
double page display with twelve spaces, each carrying a cut
of the characters in "Everywoman." Hidden in
of
eachoneadvertisement is a superfluous word and these twelve,
arranged, form a line adverwhen picked out and properlygiven,
in the form of tickets,
tising the film. Prizes are
ostensibly by the newspaper.
The unusual feature of the display is that the theatre is
not represented in these twelve spaces which are wholly
from banks
given over to the outside advertisers, ranging
to butchers. Each display hooks up with the display title
and some also hook up with the character decorating its
own panel. The rules of the contest mention that the play
but this is the only mention of
Rialto,space.
is
theappearing
house in at
thisthedouble

Get

P.

f . A.

Today
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Bell, of Washington,

Achieved the "Impossible"
of the Crandall
B- BELL,
SON. Washi
NELhouses
ngton, D. C, wanted
to use in his Sunday advertising
a tear-stained face of Alice Lake in
"Should a Woman Tell." He had seend
it in the trade papers and he figure
that this would work better as an attractor than anything else he could
find, but when he was told he could
not get a newspaper still of the pose,
instead of damning the press department and the exchange and a few
others, he persuaded the exchange to
have the trade paper cut shipped. It
was 120 screen and impossible, as it
stood, for newspaper use, but Mr. Bell
know this before he asked for the cut.
He did not suppose he could pick out
each alternate stipple and cut it down
to a 60 screen, but he rushed it over
to his engraver and had a proof pulled
on hard paper with the best black cut
ink.
When this had dried, the artist made
required retouching and it was sent
through for a newspaper screen cut.
The
face "patterned"
luck would
have it thisslightly,
gave a but
designas
suggestive of a print on linen paper,
which actually improved the appearance
to "pattern"
Cuts areof said
cut.stipples
the the
of
when
a half tone do
not coincide with the lines on the screen
used in making a half tone from a half
tone cut. Generally the effect is a
waved line which spoils the appearance
utterly, but Mr. Bell knew that it could
1 Q|
1I
[METBOPOllTaNl^i^
§ II iiccHHuiu mi II 1 KUMTm lu 19
■ -NORMA^i

SHE LOVES
AND LIES
■ iMUUHltHtrMHUcLuNnualim ^
Two Deep Displays from Nelson B. Bell.
be done and the result turned out even
better than he anticipated.
His display dropped about 190 lines
across three columns and after you saw
that you could see the rest of the page.
The cut shows this display and that
for the following week. For "Should
a Woman Tell" he teased his patrons
starting with the title alone and ringing the changes
"Tell"
breaking
into the onfullthe
title,
houseangle,
and
star on Friday. It cleaned up for a
new star and the week was as big as
an established box office winner. That's
the big idea with a newcomer. Make
her known if you would get the money
the first time out.
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Another Full Page for
Early Serial Chapters

is another
B. KRETZ
RALP
s thatERa full
page is
whoH believe
not too much for the launching
of a serial, for he took that space to
get "The Invisible Hand" launched at
the Colonial, Springfield, Ohio. Although the space is rather full of type,
this is hardly a fault, for there is much

for

Westerns

the managers are giving more and more
prominence to the humorous features
there is a chance for someone to get
and hold the inside track. It does not

ikCOLONIAL^
^r-J TODAY AND TOMORROW —
I ANTONIO
MORENO
Supported By Pauline
Curley
i'THE

INVISIBLE

HAND"

Comedy.
A Home Made Advertisement
for a Fox
matter how many cuts are put out.
Many exhibitors want stills from which
they can make their own layouts and
nothing else will do. Ruff happened to
have what he needed, but others are
less fortunate. With managers willing
to advertise, they should be given every
encouragement. —P. T. A.—
A Full Page to Launch a Serial.
to be said and the big lines at the top
lead the reader down to the more ample
descriptive matter below. The first five
episodes are treated in brief. One interesting angle is that the wind-up of
the last Vitagraph serial is made the
other half of the bill which shows the
first part of this one. In other words,
the serial lovers who come to see how
"Smashing Barriers" ends go away full
of the successor story. That, even more
than the full page, will serve to get interest, for it draws from the very best
class of possible patrons. The idea, is
worth noting. It is easier to overlap
than to stop one week and make a new
start the next. Mr. Kretzer has the
right idea.
Ruff "Rolls His Own"
for Comedy Production
the last
y is about
displafrom
dog have
THIS
we shall
ne Ralph
ner
until someo
snaps R.himRuffup
and puts him back on a job. Ruff had
a picture of the comedian, so he was
able to build up a display on this, but
says that the exchange could furnish
nothing. With comedies taking an important place on current bills and often
sharing with the five reel feature, it
seems strange that no company gets
out proper stills for the use of first
run houses, but no company as yet has
come forward with complete stills for
these
twop. reel subjects is going to make
a cleanu
In the past so little attention has
been paid the comedies that this has
not seemed worth while, but now that

Try a Log Cabin Box Office

western
office isfor a anyhandy
cabin .boxIt
log picture
HERE
was designed by E. N. Collins, of
the Liberty, Electra, Texas, for "Back
to God's Country" but it can be used
for any western pictures or can be
made into a trade mark for all your
in secyou build
pictures
westerntions that
put
down itand
can be iftaken
up. This is painted canvas, but if there
is a saw mill in your town get the slabs
sawn from the outsid'e of the logs^
with the bark still on. , This classes
as waste lumber and is very cheap.
Frame it so that pins fits in sockets.
The two side pieces fit in sockets permanently attached to the wall at the
back of the box office.

A Log Cabin Box Office Designed by
E. N. Collins
Sockets in the front end engage pins
on the back of the front section, and
the roof, if you wish one, goes on in
two sections. Large screw eyes and
right-angled screw hooks can form the
sockets and pins. The whole thing can
be assembled in ten minutes and taken
down in less lime. This is an old studio
stunt which will work as well for
lobbies.
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Played Sister Stars at
Kunsky Sister Theatres
H. KUNSKY has something
N
JOH
new. We have had the single star
playing two or more houses with
combination advertisements, but the Detroit man gives his patrons sister stars
at sister houses. The stars, of course,
are Norma and Constance Talmadge and
Howard O. Pierce did some exceptionally tasteful work in the preparation of
his advertisements. Nothing is perfect,
but it would be difficult to improve
much on these twin displays, though
type for the smaller lines would have
given added legibility. This work is
not hard to read and the layout is a
fine study in effective simplicity. The
space is not overcrowded; too much is
not said, yet the picture is fully sold.
■ ^ r.i -1
'j.^
r ^
NORMA
CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
KLWil^S
<»TWOWMl
bAUCnTEH^l'TWO
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Showmanship

best he has sent in. It is worth studying. And did it ever occur to you that
even if you have only one house you
might form an alliance with the opposition? Think that over. If you
make money why worry because the
other man is helped if he also helps
—p. T. A.—
you?
How Press Book Art Work
Looks in Full Layouts
of how
r examp
is anothe
E United
HERthe
Artists
pressle book
art
works out in full page form. The
layout was designed by Will D. Harris,
of the Grand, Columbus, Ohio, who
GRAND
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¥ILLD HARRIS
Lf3SEE HANAfiER

MARY
TO LLT AT
LA/T IN
piCKFORD
Eleanor Portni
Hovel —

hat is shaded in, the shadow on the
nose is lightened, the eyes are shaded
and the lower lip is filled in and the
curls are lightened slightly, but it is still
the press book cut and it would have
looked almost as well without these
changes. The copy for this is very
well done. Not much selling talk is
needed for Miss Pickford. More than
this would detract from the page without helping sales in the least.
—P. T. A.—
Open Display Effective
in This Salina Space

display
of open
madeIVE
in this
twelves
fromis
use four
EFFECT
the Strand, Salina, Kansas. The
selling talk is largely in the box in the
centre; not so much selling talk, for
little is needed with Fairbanks, but
rather the argument of the story. The
four breaks in the inner rule allude to
the superstitions which form the foundation of the story. The rest trusts
to the cut. The handling of the house
signature is unusual, but it is sightly
DOUCUS FAIKBANKS
THVHSDAY. FUDAY
SATURDAY
•t At <mlSTRAND
TNEATIE

. ATWUCnrBABY
iiiou»r£ntuckyL^:^c;
^*1^^AMTTAMD ,fi<Ek£ALR£CALLi
TO li/
'/HEAMD
HOWW OfVIME
WAS-M
A THinG IT WAWTO LO^ABL£
K
JUJTwvurMUAAM
Ane
a
m&bujjeo
oju
au
it u td k
jurr QLAO
JHCMJ AT I - 3 - 5 - 7 AND 9Pn

A Four Seven* Advertising Twin Stars
at Sister Houses
The spaces used for the opening day
were four sevens and a cross page
eights, the latter being the better of the
two simply because there was more
space in which to work. For its space
the smaller display tells much more,
since it carries the other features, as
well.
In each case the full value of the size
went to each house, which is the valuable feature of dual advertising. Each
house pays for only half the space yet
virtually gets double value. Mr. Pierce
does good work, but this is about the
M

ADI

A Full Page Layout Based on a Press
Book Art Design.
knows that he does not have to use
all of a full page for six point type.
There were two displays sent in, but
the other will not reproduce on account
of the colors. Both were based upon
the press book art sketches, slightly
retouched.
In the one shown, for example, the

SON
TALMAOGtWEEK

An Excellent Use of White Space in a
Four Twelves.

TL^ILMADG
Si'St'iKSSSSSSS^SA
,
i« * vtpv SAUCY PuvN-

.y^'l ADAUCHTER.^ "TWOWORIDS
«

TWO

a«XI«X lie *£«JLT\ Ml

WEEKS

'EVENTS EVE'
ANITA 5TCWACT '"IN OU?
KENTUCKY
Sister
Stars ■and Houses
How Howard O. Pierce played up the Talmadge Sisters at two of John H.
Kunsky's Detroit theatres and doubled the value of his space.

and it gets the idea over. More is not
needed and would be too much. The
one point rule is rather light, but it is
precisely this lightness which gives the
effect. A three point rule would spoil
this layout. This forms an excellent
model.
Picture Theatre Advertising
SELLS TICKETS
MAKES
FRIENDS
By mail, postpaid, $2.00 the copy.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
S16 Fifth ATcnae, New York, N. T.
Schiller Building. Chleaso. III.
Wright & Callaml«r Bnlldlns, Lot AsfttM, Cal.
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the Dance''
With
picture any better, but the public felt
a pride in the fact that it was seeing it
before New York did. More than this,
On With the Dance" Used Special
the vivid lithographs and the audacious
snipes had worked up a strong interest
Ten Page Newspaper Section to Hook-up
below reproduced a telegram from the wholly apart from the fact that it was
a southyears
ABOUT fourwestern
d his star telling that she always used the a premier, and the police could not have
exhibitorago
startle
the crowds from the doors.
brother managers by taking a full same company in New York. A dentist kept
It was a box office clean-up that beat
page advertisement for "Shoes" in which took another page with a little letter even the record of "Everywoman," which
he used only a few inches of space him- purporting to come from the star giv- had been handled along the same lines,
self, hooking up local merchants with
ing emphasis to the importance of propthe ten-page special had much to
er care of the teeth. The phonograph andwith
allusions to the play. This idea was
the result, though no one thing
used by many others and lately single company came in with a page and a local do
poirrted out as the especial busipage hook-ups have become almost too restaurant hooked up its dancing service can the
ness maker.
common to notice and the double page with the title as shown. A shoe store,
the doom of the double decker
has become the standard. Now comes a jeweler, an auto agency and others hasButbeen
sealed. Mr. Cross, in poker
Charles Cross, of the Columbia Theatre, also came in on the display, and to get parlance, has
seen the two and raised
Dayton, with the special section hook-up
it eight. Hereafter it will take twelves
or better to beat the record.
for ble
"Ondeck With
the toDance,"
has had
go to and
the the
rear. douMr. Cross did so well with the "Everywoman"pages,
campaign,
Steve Farrar Banquets
these
that recently
he was described
given firstin
Staff on Anniversary
chance at Mae Murray in "On With the
Dance." This was the first production
anywhere and he was given every posOBSERVING
usual custom,
Steve
Farrar, of his
Eldorado
and Harrissible assistance from the Cincinnati ofWMERf lOOD AUD SEAVIC£ ARE SLPREME
burg, 111., gave a banquet to his
fice of the Famous Players-Lasky instaff at the Orpheum, Harrisburg, on
cluding the services of Manager Harris
the occasion of the anniversary of the
P. Wolfberg and Oscar A. Doob.
"
"
SECOND
A
NO
LVDLOW
^">"
"t/wk™
:;"■„: ,. HOTEL MIAMI ^-..ZL.
house. A real eats was followed by
For a starter he made cut-outs of the
a program of home talent. It is a pleasThe Hotel Half Page.
figures on the 24-Sheet, which were
ant custom and serves to keep up the
placed on either side of the lobby arch, it all in the newspaper reduced its morale
of his employes. Just to show
as shown in the cut. These figures were usual volume of advertising 25 per cent, it can be
done, Steve broke into the
mounted on beaver board. From the
local
humor
column the other day by
hand of the dominant figure on the left, on account of the white paper shortage. remarking that
while the rest of the
All
of
the
text
in
the
section
had
a
dia whip was run to the couple on the
upon the play and the front country went dry January 17, Bearcat
right. This lash was wired and con- page;rect abearing
combination of line and half would not go dry until the 21st, his playnected to the flashing sign above so
that tiny bulbs outlined the lash as it tone, and the house display on the back
ing date. He doesn't overlook a bet
seemed to flicker across the space and page were done in black, green and anywhere. Steve has added an eight
curl around the man and woman. This orange, a vivid combination.
page program lately, but he gives too
much of his space to the outside adverAll Worked for Business.
strong attractor was supplemented by
tisers. We would not sell our own
as many stills and one and three sheets
By
the
time
the
attraction
opened
the
front page, if we had a house, no
as could be gotten into the lobby.
town was all wrought up. Heavy em- matter how hard anyone begged.
Built Up with Paper.
phasis had been given the fact that this
There is a saving of $4.80 to those who
Five hundred one sheets were posted was the first presentation of the film
in the world and a strong ap- pay the annual subscription rate of $3 to
around town, with threes and 24-sheets anywhere
peal to local pride was a feature of all Moving Picture World. The newsstand
in proportion, and a special snipe was
It did not make the price is IS cents.
prepared in black on yellow, with a announcements.
striking nude figure in silhouette and
merely the title of the film. Hundreds
of these were pasted wherever pasting
space was available. They were 9 by
42 inches and could not be overlooked.
Cut-outs were supplied to all stores
willing to display them and with such
striking figures it was possible to work
into places where cut-outs ordinarily
would not be permitted. A local phonograph company went this one better with
a chorus girl from a local burlesque
show who danced to the music of the
instrument at regular intervals through
the day. She was masked and wore a
costume in imitation of Miss Murray as
the masked dancer.
And the Section.
The full section devoted to a single
picture seems to have originated in Jacksonvil e; at least it was first reported
from there. The Columbia used a full
section for "Everywoman," but in repeating this stunt the cost was partly
laid off to local concerns, and at the
same time this use of hook-up advertising actually gave added value to the
display.
These hook-ups were ingenious. A
taxicab company took a page to show
the star entering one of their cabs and
Clean

Up

Stunts

for

''On

THu
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Business
Make
and
Girl
Mystery
newspapers never with a new story every day. And she suit of cowboy togs; perhaps the very
SOMEHOW ofthe
falling for the veiled was an excellent provider, as the files suit Mable Normand had worn in the
get tired
play, and
soldcorner.
newspapers
a promilady. Even New York has been of the Columbus papers will attest.
nent street
This onlast
effort
the fourth was not needed, for the Grand had
of
stood upon- its head more than once
close
the
toward
Along
less
or
on,
more
ed
pers
a
sag
to
mask
a
by
about all the business it could use, but
day, when the news had begun
up at some famous
younlg,andwhoforgput
she gave audience to her volunteer she was there and it cost nothing extra,
ot to ask the clerk not bit,
hote
informed
and
mask
her
so she boomed the sale of newspapers
removed
escort,
to telephone a hot tip to the daily them
with a witching smile that she and a lot of the local sports were
r
the
in
bette
it works even
rs,
pape
was in Columbus in the interest of thrilled at the chance to talk to her.
towns.
smaller and
"Pinto," whereupon the reporters
Turns Newsboy Herself.
The latest wonder worker was em- sighed to think of all the cab rides and
Then she went away and the press
store eats they were going to lose in
the
for
over
"Pinto"
getting
ployed
in
lighted a real Corona and reached
Grand, Columbus, Ohio, where Pinto the dreary days to come and beat it agent
had its premiere. Ohio is getting so for their respective offices to spring the for his yardstick. The stunt had pulled
that it will no longer look upon mere
just about eight columns of pure reading matter.
first run pictures. They must be "first
After
that it seemed foolish to do
time in the world" or the blase theatreanything
else, but they had planned a
goer stays home and looks at the cardoublenessdeck
display
with twelve
busi-a
toon strips in the evening paper. Ohio
concerns,
each display
carrying
is getting spoiled. Pick up any recent
portrait or scene still and each space
issue
any town
trade wallowing
paper and inyou'll
having one typographical error more
some ofOhio
the find
dethan the printer got in by mistake. If
lights of putting it all over the Broadyou found all twelve before anyone
way pre-run houses, and of course
else, you got ticket prizes until the
Mabel
Normand's
latest
had
to
be
tickets ran out.
shown in Ohio or the film would be
Taken by and large it was a fat week
out of luck, so Columbus was selected
for the Grand and for Columbus and
as one of the few towns within the
for
the reporters and for Goldwyn and
state limits not yet favored with a "first
Miss Normand and everyone, and it
time ever" picture.
didn't cost anything like what eight
columns of pure reading would have
Hist! She Comes! ^
cost at regular rates or even with a
So it happened that a beautiful lady
trade discount.
(all mystery ladies are beautiful, even
if they
masks)
unloaded
self out do
of awear
taxicab
in front
of oneher-of
Advertising on Ice Used
the palatial palaces traveling men call
hotels — and some other things — and
asked for a small room and a large bath.
to Plug Burston Serial
The clerk, who seemed to be well
trained, reached for a key with one
hasnotfound
S BURST
LOUI
place
where ON
you do
have one
to
hand and a telephone with the other.
aph
give
lithogr
tickets
for
billBefore the masked marvel had sucboard privileges.. Seeing profit for
Goldwyn's Mystery Woman
ceeded in erasing the marks of travel
others than the icemen in the cold
behind double locked doors there was
She surely did jazz Columbus, Ohio, when
snap, he had five thousand spears made
a reporter from every paper in town
up with pennants advertising the King
they put on "Pinto" "for the first
down in the lobby and a sob sister
time
in
the
world."
right next the elevator.
Baggot serial,
"Theto the
Hawk's
shipped
variousTrail."
disWill D. Harris, of the Grand, was glad tidings upon a waiting public, These weretributing
companies and planted in the
running alternate twos and fours about which for three days had been stormice of the rivers, with the result that
"Pinto" in all of the papers, but the well
ing the doors of the publication offices hundreds of floes on the Hudson, Ohio,
trained reporters were too polite to sus- to get the first papers off the press Mississippi and other large rivers are
pect anything. They just trailed the that they might learn the newest facts. "carrying the banner" for Burston.
masked lady and ran up cab bills. And
Naturally they attract a lot of attention
Taking a Fresh Start.
they were bills to give the cashier
as they float past the cities below the
h^art failure, too, for the Lady would
the now unmysterious lady was ice line, and newspaper publicity is adddash out of the hotel, into the nearest notButthrough
ed to the more direct results of the
announced that
taxi, rush up the street and back again, she was goingyet.to She
give a special per- aquatic parade.
with all of the reporters in full cry
formance of "Pinto" for those dear
at the hind wheels of her hack.
newsboys who sold the papers telling
all
about
herself.
Columbus was to have Omaha Took Ten Pages to
She Knew Hovr, Too.
the first chance outside of Sam GoldApparently the Masked Lady was wyn to see what "Pinto" looked like,
Tell About "Everywoman"
some little "swindle sheet" builder her- but the newsboys were going to be
self, for she went to all the prominent the very first of the first nighters. They
on
special
, this
ten page
ER oman"
is reported
"Everyw
ANOTH
restaurants and cabarets, took in the were going to be such premier premiers
'"time from Omaha where the first
dry goods stores and did about every- that they had to get up very early in presentation at the Rialto was marked
thing she could think of except stay the morning and sell all their papers by the issue of a ten page supplement
they could get down to the. Grand
in her room.
lamb when
had so
devoted to the play, with the
in time to see the show and still give wholly
nothing
on thoseAnd
eagerMary's
reporters
advertisements of a dentist, physician,
the
charwomen
a
chance
to
clean
up
it came to the "sure to go" stuff. They the house for the benefit of the premiere baker, beauty cream, automobiles, furwere there — all of them.
niture, mjsical instruments, washing
She was having the time of her young matinee.
machines and candy; all wares for
life with costly viands and the nearest
About seven hundred small boys made
oman"
was
"Everyw
she could come to rare vintages in these the gate and yelled their heads off over which
all pages
were
yearn.of These
supposedthetoheart
the many adventures of the lady with and half page spaces and helped to get
dry and desolate days, and every morning she read in the papers of all she the painted pony. Then the general the section over without too much exhad done the day before. She was as public, now aroused to the utmost pitch
pense to the house.
loquacious as an oyster when it came of clamorous enthusiasm, was permitted
to
step
up
to
the
box
office.
They
did
to
stuff, butin she
Send us your advertising ideas and
seemthe towho
mindaretheyoureporters
the didn't
least — almost to excess.
As a last flash she climbed into a "stunt" suggestions to pass along.
and she did her best to provide them
Try

a
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''In

Old
Kentucky
typography as well as in the art of
retail film salesmanship, for the conElaborate Campaign and Lobby Dress
tents covers many good selling points
as well as exploiting an unusuallj' good
line of posters and cuts, the latter rangPut Over "In Old Kentucky" to Limit
ing from ones to threes, including a very
a full week before the showing a girl
horse"real"
a
from
G
useful notched cut in two and threeEVERYTHIN
race to a special lobby was used in jockey silks was stationed in the in- column
sizes which lets in any matter
ner lobby to give out heralds.
to puton,
overDetro
"In it.
Old The
Kentucky"
the exhibitor may desire.
the Madis
runningat
The
newspapers
got
quarter
and
half
Except for the portrait cuts, every
horse treadmills similar to those used
where smaller spaces were us- cut and poster gives emphasis to the
in Ben Hur were imported from New pages ually
employed, and there was a heavy animal stunts in the fifteen episodes.
York by Manager George W. Trendle, hook-up with the music stores on the The animal angle takes this away from
and at the proper place in the film the plugger song, one establishment selling the other serials and the cut and paper
screen was flied and the running horses 1,200 copies of the song in a single day.
layout gives emphasis to these stunts.
took up the action and Queen Bess in
There are also shown a very useful
Right Down to the Show.
the flesh swept on to victory.
Not a single angle was overlooked. sticker, a set of animal cards and sheets
But this was just one of the jazz
pictures which should
stunts which helped Mr. Trendle hang Everything possible was done to make of decalcomanie
one of the most potent attractors
up a new house record in the face of everyone in town realize that a big pic- prove
ture was being shown, and after they to the kiddies. Two column cuts and
the cussedest weather that could be
of a scene from each episode are
imagined. That was all right to talk got in they were given a big show. mats
about in the newspapers, but he wanted Only a news weekly and a prologue offered for a weekly change in addition
to window cards, slides, heralds and
something that would catch the crowd were used in addition to the film, but banners.
the prologue, with a colored troupe,
onFirst
the street
—
and
he
got
it.
And if all this is not sufficient, there is
of all he built the front of the was carefully staged and made into a
did not stop a series of silhouettes across the top
lobby to suggest the back of a race- real production. Effort
them in. Mr. Trendle and bottoms of the text pages which
course grand stand, the pillars being with getting
to send them out again, each have only to be sent to the engraver
masked by compo-board to suggest the wanted
supports of the stand. Inside, the box a booster for the show, and he did to supply top and bottom pieces for
office was hidden behind a falsework that to the fullest degree. It was a special ads. They will also work well
suggesting the ticket window of a track. real production, and the horserace, in the lobby frames.
White palings led the audience to the which has not been used in stage shows
various sections of the theatre, carrying of late, was a knockout. It made them Bosworth Was the Person
out the suggestion of the course and all sit up and take notice. .
As a result the week run was exBehind the Grauman Door
taking them right to the top of the
tended and made an indefinite engageaisles in a proper frame of mind.
ment. The first week broke all records
Plenty of Flags.
ed to ygetadverover
tising were employ
with the weather against it, and Mr. MANY forms
of doorwa
wanted to see what it could do
Outside the house was decorated with Trendle
the Ince-Bosworth feature, "Beunder
more
favorable
circumstances.
streamers including one rope of penants
hind the Door." At Grauman's, Los
the door was a massive doorAngeles,raised
leading clear up to the corner where
in the lobby and masked by
way
■ the side street intersects the main thorplush hangings, which when drawn
oughfare. Hundreds of these flags Press Book on "Lost City"
apart, disclosed a painting from one of
Offers Helpful Pointers
were employed both inside and outan adin the
scenes
the virile ditional
side of the house, and the gay colors
feature at
the
houseAswas
this play.
is a timeworn expres
which" might
well
ornamental
and sion
bravely fought the snow-ladened clouds
USEFUL
ance
al
who
star,
the
of
appear
person
and made a bright spot on the grayest
be applied to the press book for was disclosed on the stage in a pose
of gray days. The colors fairly "The Lost City," the new Warner
screamed.
Brothers serial, for it is both sightly and from the scene just enacted upon the
the picture being stopped and
All available billboards were bought helpful. Press books must both sell the screen;
up for the showing, about four times exhibitor and then help him sell his the screen raised at a vital moment. The
al
apearances are limited, but
the usual amount of paper being pasted, patrons, and this does both, for it is person
and the lithograph display was backed very attractively printed with a cover running into actual action is always
by window and street car cards while in colors, and it is a lesson in good possible and effective.

First Race Begins at 2 P. M.
Novel racetrack fixings designed by the Madison, Detroit, for "In Old Kentucky" to make the talent feel at home that week.
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Features
''AntV
for *Tro'' and
by an armed mountaineer who might Start a month or six weeks ahead and
an exhibitn of "Rare
NGs" the
ADVERT
have been imported from Bearcat itself. plan with efficiency and forethought.
RumISI
Relic
Nixo Victoria, The
Almost any store can get a supply
champagne went into the safe each
Baltimore, put out such a good
before the guard went home.
of demonstrating samples from cftie or
there was some dan- night
lobby display ethat
Live
white
rats
and
snakes
were
another
the cosmetic firms. It may
ger that peopl would look at the lobby among the terrible warnings, and a even beof possible
to arrange for a
n
g
"Whe
seein
away without h
small vial of mincemeat was supposed
go Went
- and
Bearcat
Dry," whic the exhibit to be the last ever made with brandy. demonstrator for some lotion or cream.
■was supposed to advertise.
It might be possible to have a succession of these demonstrators for nonA statue of Bacchus "on his last toot"
The film was played at the Baltimore purported
to have come from Pompeii, conflicting toilet aids. If your lobby will
the week the more rigid prohibition and
bottles
of
various
suggestive
amendment went into effect and the
permit, have a demonstrator in a day
empty beer cases and chianti or two before the showing. Take her
management saw its opportunity for a shapes,
flasks
all
brought
sad
reminiscences.
inside
if you have room in the foyer
which would get the town talkdisplaying. The
or if you have a side room which can
house has a large main lobby
An
Art
Gallery,
Too.
and this was converted into a museum
be converted temporarily into a "Beauty
with exhibits lining both sides. The
One of the big laughs was a series of
front was changed to represent the portraits of the inhabitants of Bearcat,
hamlet in the mountains and kerosene done by Harry McComas, the stage diTake the "Long Break."
illumination replaced the electric lights.
rector. They were caricatures, but so Bower."
Never
mind if you do advertise some
A log cabin was built about the box well done as to call for a critical comother man's products. Take contentoffice and the other side was built in
ment in one of the local papers.
ment in the thought that you are split■with a board structure to match.
The exhibits were not too wildly imting 60-40 and getting the long end. He
Within fancy ran riot in the exhibits,
probable and were so well framed up is helping
advertise you.
and the display was planned with un- that some persons were at a loss to
Anyone can get a window display
usual cleverness. It was not a perfunc- know whether the display was intended without
half asking, but aim higher
tory show, but one with real humor. for a joke or otherwise. Most, how- than that.
Try and get a big splash.
Some of the exhibits really came from
ever, were quick to catch the spirit of It costs no more and has many times
Toad houses and resorts of a happier the occasion and heartily enjoyed the
the effect of a straight window hook-up,
and damper day, but others were clear- real humor or the announcement cards. and
you can work it all the way from a
ly fabricated. A barrel was labeled
It was one of the most carefully de- demonstrator
in a window to talks on
vised stunts yet worked out on the sub- beauty at a morning
"Any Old Port in a storm" and another
matinee in your
ject, and it boomed business for the house.
■"Wood alcohol with a kick — kick the
play.
bucket."
Everybody Dry a< "Bearcat."
One exhibit was a case containing
Surcharged Ad on Front Page
some of the modern substitutes for Boom Complexion Aids in
rye and bourbon, mostly patent mediwith
pageenough
is a hard
advertisemen
"Blooming Angel" Drive
on thet front
cines, many of which contain a higher
GETTanING
alcoholic content than the average
job with most sheets, but surwhiskey, and there were growlers of WISEBlooming
exhibitors
whoa book
"The
charging an advertisement is more diffiAngel,"
new forGoldyet it can be done and it
varying sizes.
wyn release,
will hustle
the workscult still,
ly. The Colonial
treme
drug stores and beauty parlors the mo- Theatre, Beaverndous
A Reminiscence.
recently ran
Falls, Pa.,
ment they have signed on the dotted a three line annou
ncement across the
A lettered card contrasted the prices line. The story hinges on a girl who front page of the local sheet, printing
of drinks before the war and during drags her husband to aflfluence through in light red which permitted the black
the wartime period with the roll of the sales of a beautifier, and there is type below to be seen. It merely read
bills now required for a nip, stage not a town where the hook-up cannot "Colon
ial Theatre, 'Auction of Souls.'
be made with the drug dealers and
money being used for the latter dis- others
Tonight, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurshandling complexion aids.
play, and a bottle of real champagne
was
that it
to sayevery
is safe
day," but itisemen
Start early enough to get the other one advert
t which
reader
topped a statue wearing a "million dol- fellow
.
enthused.
Don't
wait
until
a
in town could not help seeing It works
lar necklace" of small bottles of various cordials. This exhibit was guarded couple of days before the showing date.
well once, but it is an "only once" stunt.
A

Real

Idea

New Smiles for Old

How the Victoria Theatre, Baltimore, made the most of the dear dead "smile" to g-et a few laughs
and to boom "When Bearcat Went Dry."
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Similarity Contest Has
Rival in Beauty Show
only from the "SimiDIFFERING
larity Contest" in that it is offered as a beauty quest, the Marguerite Clark Contest in the Memphis
News-Scimetar brought the Memphis
Enterprises, Inc., more than three pages
of news publicity for Marguerite Clark
in "Luck in Pawn" at the cost of a loving cup.
The stunt was adopted by G. E.
Brown, publicity man for the theatres,
and was taken up by the newspaper as
a circulation idea. A week before the
first showing the paper announced that
Miss Clark wanted to know who was
the prettiest girl in Memphis and would
personally pass upon the winning photographs. The first shot was a two-column, front page story, followed by a
daily story of varying lengths.
The prize, a loving cup of silver, was
purchased from a local jeweler who was
glad to give it a window display for
the two weeks the contest ran. The
"official" photographer made all photographs free, getting his profit from the
additional orders. It was not required
that the contestants pose to this photographer, but most of them went to
him and almost all ordered some pictures for their own use.
Some 300 photographs were submitted
to the local judges, and from these the
twelve best were selected and sent Miss
Clarke, who made the final decision.
The contest ran the week preceding the
showing and the week of the run, the
announcement of the winner being made
in the Saturday edition. Business was
good the entire week.
An angle not used was a slide showing the entries of the twelve finally
chosen. This might have been worked
for additional publicity.
Mirror Ads Appeal to Women
LOBBY mirrors appeal to women, so
James R. Duncan, of His Majese, Canada
, sements
ty's, Sherbrook
had his
d with
mirrors lettere
adverti
for the coming shows, leaving space for
the women to use in adjusting their
hats as they left the theatre. All women
and most men will instinctively glance
in a mirror n as they pass and an advertisement i colored chalks or even soap
will work wonders. If chalk is used the
mirror must be clean and the chalk
triturated in a little water to which
some glue has been added. Not too
■much glue should be used or it will not
be as easy to clean the glass. Cut-outs
from one sheets can be made the basis
of really handsome displays.
This Teaser Worked by
Postcard in Milwaukee
G by mail is not new, but
TEASIN
it is less frequently done than in
pages, and therenewspaper
it is more
forethe
apt to attract attention.
George Fisher, of the Alhambra, a Saxe
house in Milwaukee, worked it to its
His
last development for "Pollyannay."effecvastl
e yet
campativeign
d in
and itwas
can simpl
be worke
any place.
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though in a small town the cards should
be printed and mailed from some outside point, for absolute secrecy is one
of the essentials.
Two weeks before the opening he
mailed out several thousand cards reading "Why is Sunday, January 18, a day
of gladness and the biggest day of the
year?" This was all there was on the
card and no one could figure whether
it was an advertisement or some socialistic threat. It aroused immediate interest, but to make certain that the
stunt worked right, Mr. Fisher had
some carefully chosen assistants call up
the newspapers every little while for a
day or two to ask what it all meant.
Naturally
this started
newspapers'
gumshoe experts
on thethetrail,
but clues
led nowhere and for a week the town
was all excited about it with repeated
newspaper stories.
Then a second card was sent out to
the same list of addresses announcing
that Pollyanna, the glad girl, would be
at the Alhambra for a week commencing on that date, and the town quieted
down again, but every man, woman and
child knew about "Pollyanna" and the
Alhambra.
Stubborn Southern Mule
Helped Old Mill Sales
MAKING
the picture
of Miss
ford astride
the mule
his Picktrade
mark for "Heart of the Hills,"
C. E. Jef¥ress of the Old Mill, Dallas,
Texas, played it to the limit. He had a
cut-out made for the lobby seven feet
at the base and eight feet high, used the
idea of "The Mule and the Girl" in all
his newspaper work and advertised for
a girlnesstostreets.
ride a mule through the busiRuth Yelton was engaged to chaufifeur
the mule and for several days she rode
the downtown sections trailed by five
reporters from as many newspapers each
hoping that the mule would have an
altercation with a street car, or something. The street cars seemed to bear
a charmed life and none of them got
hit, though several narrowly escaped
having their dashboards kicked in, then
the mule took pity on the newspaper
men and bucked his rider off on- one of
the busiest thoroughfares and went for
a stroll on the sidewalk. He lost his
job right then and there, but a farmer
who had read the advertisement had
just come thirty-five miks with a bunch
of assorted mules and a' more reliable
understudy was engaged. The aggregate
result
pages — notstufif
columns
—
of morewas orseveral
less humorous
in the

A Warner Bros.
24-Sheet Incorrectly Credited to
Pathe Last Week

You
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Business

differenttendedpapers,
and who
a lotwould
of people
atthe Old Mill
not have
been coaxed by page advertisements. It
was merely a new version of an old stunt
—good
but old
it brought
the money in in theway.
Same

Old Flat Car and
Same Old Cash Result

Any lazy
time stuff in the cities. do
can'tor willsmall
you exhibit
CERT
tell
weak Ykneed
orAINL
you that, but the Strand, Denver, very
lately chartered a fiat car from the
trolley
with sa
over dthetworails24-sheet
and ran, itmounte
six company
and
al
siren in perpetu motion to call attention to the display, and people came
and bought tickets precisely as they
would in the yappest of yap towns.
Don't listen to the wail of the pessimist.
ser na
tic adverti
and onyou'll
optimis
Be an into
the
Pollyan
a regular
grow
results.
But to help the street car work, the
Strand put out twenty-five 24-sheets,
10,000 cardboard keys and the same
number of blotters, all telling about the
keys
Ruth," ride.
the
serial inthat"The
was Adventures
being given ofa trolley
Rogers Clothes Used to
Help Clothing Dealer
mold of
is no and
ROGERS"Jubi
fashi
WILL
d lo,"
this on
film inplaye
Elmira, N.when
Y.,
at the Amusu lately, a local clothing
r
any
comp
cut-o
and aa numbe
owut with
of stills inused
his awind
remark
to the effect that he could get a new
suit at the store very cheaply. They
also took a quarter page space in the
papers with a press-book cut showing
ving money from the heroo with
recei
Jubiline
the line "This will get me a
new suit at Reid & Winner's 2>iVs% dis-

count sale."
Warner Brothers Serial
Was Incorrectly Credited
Brothers
for an error
in the
er
Warnlast
offered
APOLOG
issueIES
whichare incorrectly gave
credit for the very striking poster for
"The Lost City" to another company.
"The l Lost City" is ar Warner Brothers
seria and the poste was designed by
them. Naturally they desire full credit
for so excellent a piece of work. We
t that
regre
. proper credit was not given
originally
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Thirty-two Thousand Persons Saw
Show in 1,000 Seat House in Week
thousand persons show were lettered "A," for the second
WO
TY-T
THIR
saw "Broken Blossoms" in a "B" and so on to "F" for the nine o'clock
single week in a house seating only show. Tickets were good only for the
one thousand persons, yet not a single show sold, but so few came late that
person was admitted to any one of the their tickets were taken up under the
forty three shows after the performance play allowance of the 63 tickets held out.
was begun. That is the record hung up
Saw the Whole Show.
by Harvey C. Horater, of the Pantheon,
As soon as the overture began the
Toledo, and his campaign presents many
doors were closed and the line formed
points of novelty.
In the first place tickets were sold in for the next performance. Long before
advance. This fact was widely adver- the doors were reopened two hours
tised, and equal publicity was given the later, a packed
servedshow.
as an The
advertisement lobby
for the next
fact that no one would be permitted to
crowds were made as comfortable as
«nter the house, once the performance
had begun. For once patrons were as- possible, but Mr. Horater realized the
sured the fullest enjoyment of the per- advei tising value of that line.
There was a special prologue and an
formance. The first reel was not utterly spoiled by the streaming in of late overture, and for once every person
■comers. So much emphasis was given saw a complete performance without interruption. Two orchestras were used
this fact that no one could complain at
the enforcement of the rule, and so well as well as four Chinese musicians who
■was
it understood that there were few played ofif stage at appropriate points
late comers.
in the picture. The oriental effect was
taken from the prologue right through
The Ticket Plan.
to the front of the house, the ushers
being dressed in Chinese costume and
As persons.
stated, Mr.TheHorater's
house
1,000
tickets for
each seats
day the lobby decorated with apple blossoms
were printed on pasteboard of a different and foliage, picked out with colored
color, red for Sunday, white for Monday, lanterns.
and so on through the entire seven days.
Six regular shows were given each
Of these 700 were sold in advance, 237 day, with a midnight matinee in addition.
were held for the box-office sale; each
sale starting directly the doors were
Lavish With Paper.
closed for the preceding performance,
In all 7.000 sheets of paper were posted,
and 63 were reserved to carry over any
who might wish to remain for a second including 150 24-sheets, 200 6-sheets, the
showing. No seat checks were given, same number of threes and 100 sixteen
the reservation covering only the par- sheets, all up for two weeks, with 500
ticular showing.
ones to freshen the showing the second
The film ran for an hour and three week, the latter being used mostly in
quarters, with fifteen minutes for clear- the central section, with the others going the house and seating the new
ing well outside of the city.
crowd. The first show started at eleven,
The newspaper campaign ran for three
and there was a repeat every two hours weeks in advance and covered some
thereafter.
The tickets for the first 2,000 inches of space, and all advertising

Look at "Every woman's" Furnished Room!
How George E. Carpenter,worked
of the hisraramount-Empress,
Salt Lake City,
cut-outs.
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Receipts

displaysvance carried
the closed
detailsdoors.
of the This
adsale and the
heavy campaign carried much reading
publicity.
All of this brought a heavy advance
sale and offset a period of unsettled
weather, while there was assurance that
a certain percentage of late comers
could be cared for, and people did not
stay away feeling that it would be useless to try. This was one of the important angles of the reservation sale.
Mr. Horater was practically assured an
attendance of 700 at each performance,
but he was still able to coax the late
comers and those who could not plan
in advance. It was a record breaking
week and worthy of imitation.
Back Stills with Cretonne
ANNABEL
of theBrockCity,
Strand andDAVIDSON,
Rialto theatres,
ton, Mass., writes that she gets a
good backing for lobby displays of stills
by having several sets of cretonne covered boards which just fit the frames
and serve as a backing for small stills
or the larger sizes. With a number of
sets the displays can be changed weekly
without becoming stale.
Along the same lines it should be
remembered that often the local
decorator will have part of a roll of
wallpaper left from a job. He will sell
this stuff cheaply, if he does not give
it away in return for a couple of passes,
and some very effective backings can
be made in this manner.
In either case care should be taken
that the design of the cloth or paper
is not more assertive than the stills they
are to back. Tell the decorator or the
dry goods man just what you want it
for and often you can pick up a remnant at practically no cost.
Soft Drinks Will Boom
Fountain and Feature

fountai
concoctbyions
is no
new
of soda
means
ING n plays
BOOM
scheme, but it always works and
if you can hit upon some good combination, you can get a really big run.
There are several soda fountain publications which give prizes for the best
suggestions, and you can get your hints
from these if your own invention is
limited. If you hit upon a really good
combination you will be surprised how
quickly the public will take it up. The
Anita Stewart Productions is sending
around upon
an "In
Old Kentuc
ation kyof Julep,"
based
a combin
grape
juice and mint syrup or leaves and it
is making a hit. It may give you an idea
for somehting for your own house
drink, a "Rivoli Rickey," or a "Capital
."
Cobbler
julepof isgrape
made juice,
with ^ oneof
a fountainTheglass
ounce of pineapple syrup, the juice of a
lime or half a lemon, chopped ice and
soda, topping with mint leaves or adding mint syrup as a "float."
Reviews printed in Moving Picture
World are leritten with authority by experienced craftsmen; written from the
production exactly as it will be presented
on the screen of your theatre.
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Projection
Depar
By F. H- RICHARDSON

The Shutter Problem
THE criticism advanc.ed by Stringer,
page 422, January 17 issue, has
brought out a mass of comment by
correspondents, who all agree that
Stringer is right, but that nevertheless
the error is so slight as to be negligible.
In this Griffith agrees, as also does
Auerbach, from whom we shall presently
publish a letter clearing up the whole
thing.
Jarden himself admits the correctness
ofThe
Stringer's
but two
says:calcudifferencecorrection,
between the
lations is an angle of such magnitude that
if a line .125 of an inch high were erected
perpendicular to one side, so that it would
just touch the other side, it would have
2.5 feet from the apex of the angle.
Such an angle is insignificant when we
consider the increased complexity of tlie
problem and the fact that it adds loss
thanter .02
an inch to the necessary shutblade ofwidth.
Of course, if the diameter of the beam
were increased the error would be greater,
and vice versa, but I do not think that, in
actual practice, the beam will ever appreciably exceed 1.25 inches in diameter.
You Are in Error.
You are in error there, friend Jardin.
The ray may, and often does, exceed
that diameter by considerable, thougii
that would, we think, never be true if
the shutter were placed at the aerial
image, where it belongs. But on the
whole, we hold you to be justly entitled
to the prize which was awarded you,
because
but for
your very-nearly-correcT; solution
the correct
one would not
have appeared.
In other words, while brother Stringer
has given us the correct formula, he
gave us nothing at all until you pulled
his trigger. Just a gentle tap on the
dome of neighbor Stringer, for the good
of his immortal soul.
"Stringer's
formula
is John
correctSolar
and says
will prove
out under
any
condition."
To Members Society M. P, Engineers
President Campe in sending out New
Year's
properly
urges all
membersgreetings,
to come very
to the
May Montreal
meeting, prepared to take part in the
various discussions.
He points out the fact that such discussions usually are carried on by a
small group of active members.
He asks that ALL members lift themselves into that class, and if his exhortation is heeded we shall all benefit
vastly.
Size of Screen
H. T. Harrell, Indianapolis, Ind., proposes to enlarge his theatre from fifty
by 110 to fifty by 165 feet. He asks
whether his present twelve by sixteen
foot mirror screen will serve.
A sixteen foot picture would be a bit

Important Notice
of matter
the mass
to publica
G ng
OWIN
tion, it is
awaiti
h impossible to reply throug
the
department in less than two or
three weeks. In order to give prompt
service, those sending four cents,
stamps (less than actual cost), will
receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail, without delay.
Special replies by mail on matters
which canot be replied to in the
department, one dollar.
Both the first and second sets of
questions are now ready and printed
in neat booklet form, the second
half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remit ing 25 cents, money or stamps,
to the editor, or both for 40 cents.
Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get
a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number
you cannot answer without a lot of
study.
g Are You Getting Maxtmuin Screen g
g Illumination for Wattage Used? M
I The 11x17 (two on one) LENS 1
g CHARTS
printed on heavy paper g
g are suitable for framing. Both A. C. g
1 and D. C. amperage 25 to 60 is s
g covered with Plano-convex or me- g
jM niscus
bi-convex;
correct waste,
projection
lens diameter
to avoid
also gE
1 correct distance of revolving shutter g
S from aperture.
g
g Your projection room is not com- g
I plete without the LENS CHARTS. |
g Send 50 cents in stamps today! ! ! g
1 Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth g
g avenue, N. Y. City; Schiller Bldg., g
g Chicago, 111.; Wright & Callender g
1 Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
g
.?lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIillllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIH
small for a house where the rear seats
are 155 feet from same. If an ordinary
screen were used, I think, however,
you will find the sixteen foot mirror
screen will do very well, because you
will be able to get a brilliant picture and
one of the peculiarities of the mirror
screen is that the further one is from
it the better it shows up.
On the whole, I would advise that you
keep the sixteen foot mirror filling the
same entirely with the picture and extending a black border not less than
three feet wide (four will be better) all
the way around it.
From Trenton New Jersey
Lewis M. Edwards, Trenton, New
Jersey, after commenting on the
Stringer-Jarden argument, says:
I agree with you that distance of center
of a shutter shaft from center of light
beam has an important bearing on efficiency of an intermittent movement
(probably you mean right, and are merely
tangled in your words, brother).
The thing has to do with efficiency.

alright, but has no bearing on intermittent movement. A given intermittent
ratio will itself always deliver a given
possibility in light percentage at the
screen, but that result may be made
slightly greater or less by added or lessened distance from center of shutter
shaft to center of light beam.
(Very likely this is exactly what yott
meant, Ed.).
but it is not what you actually
said.
While the angular speed of the shutter
is the same at all points of its diameter,
the linear speed is more rapid as distancefrom center is increased, hence the further from the center the less time will be
required to travel across a given distance,
such
iifches.as, for instance, one and one half
The one-and-a-half-to-one shutter has a
faster angular and linear speed than thft
ordinary shutter) hence, from this viewpoint, it has advantage.
Tliankful for Help.
This is the first time I have accepted
your open invitation to enter the department lists, but I have nevertheless been
a reader of it for a long time and am
very thankful to it for the help it has
given
Wouldme. like to suggest that you put
questions in the department regularly.
It gives the fellows a chance to get busy
instead of sitting around with nothing to
do.
All right, friend Edwards. While we
hold that the one who wants to get
busy can always dig up a subject for
discussion (and he'll be very apt to get
it,
department),
I'll give
all too,
this in
nutthis
to try
your hammers
on: you
Exactly what are the advantages and
disadvantages of the one-and-a-half-toone shutter as against the ordinary 3winger?
There,
it and
kick
up. sort
see what
of anow,
cloudgooftodust
you let's
can
From an Old Standby
Recently we opened a letter and gave
a mental gasp as the signature came
to view. The lost is found. The sleeper
hath awakened. Joseph H. M. Smith,
Fort Worth, Texas, is with us once
more.
Welcome to our city. Old Timer. Wipe
your feet and walk right in while we
slaughter the fatted, long waiting calf.
In explanation to our newer readers.
Brother Smith is an old-time department
fan, who was its regular correspondent
for several years. Having now made
his bow : for him, we will let him talk as
follows
Old Pal, I see you are still holding
theWell,
fort against all comers. Good luck to
No. I'm not dead, but studying always.
Recently, I have received
several inquir(Friend Smith i.s a bit of
in
you !ies
the
Lone Star State. Ed.) asantooracle
to
connect two rectifiers in multiple how
series
(Gonna set on you there, very presently,
friend Smith. It can't be done. Ed.) and
burn ))oth arcs at once, so that craters
may be burned in on new trim. Am In-
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closing sketch of connection which has
been aproved
office. by the G. B. Company's
Dallas
G and prorectifiers P andC, Ma,
To operate close
Mb and
switches
jector arc J,
on Na. Close single
T and close switch N switch
R on contact
throw, double pole
rectifiers in operboth
keep
will
Ra. This
ation and projector arc J.
To Start Arc K.
We now have both rectifiers working
on arc J and desire to start arc K. To
do this we switch O to Oa and openG.switch
Ed.)
out rectifier
T. (that would tocutstrike
arc K we close
When ready
If either
switch T and open switch N. man,
how
rectifier goes dead (holy smoke,
killing
without
T
switch
can you open
a mistake
rectifier G? You've made
Ed.) throw switch R on consomewherRb e.
tact for warming up. close switch Mc,
keeping A closed. Suppose arc J is being
up;
operated and K is readyreayfortowarming
start throw
O to Ob. When
throw
.
. .
O to Oa
With both rectifiers out of commission
rc H and warm
you can run on Compensa
T closed, U
up with resistance I. Keeping
rc H operates
compensa
open and R closed,
resistance I,
either arc, as so also doesmust
be kept
but switches Ma and Mb
closed
lines)
(dotted
E
switch
and
open
to do this.
temare
You understand thatandrectifiers
that fact must
animals
consideration.
be taken intoperamental
It is out of my system now and I feel
better.
A Bit Twisted.
Friend Joe's idea seems to be entirely
practical, though it seems to me he gets
just a bit twisted when it comes to telling about it.
I would put the matter this way. To
operate both rectifiers in parallel on arc
J, close switches C, Ma, Mb and T. Next
close switch R on Rb and switch N on
Na, switch E (dotted lines) and switch
Mc being open. Both rectifiers will now
operate on arc J.
To use both rectifiers on arc K, close
switches C, M and Mb. Close switch T
and close switch R on Rb. Close switch
O on Oa and you have it, switch Mc being, of course, open.
To use both rectifiers on arc J and
warm up arc K with compensarc H, proceed as already set forth for rectifiers,
then close switch M, C and close O on
Ob.
To warm up J with both rectifiers, or
only one, for that matter, working on
K, close Mc and close N on Nb.
To cut out the rectifiers entirely and
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Projection Experience
MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOK
For Managers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
The recognized standard book on tlie work of projection. Complete descriptions and instructions on
all leading maeiiines and projection equipment.
in
Tlieretliisisn'tcarefully
a projection
the not
universe
uliicli
compiledroomboohin will
save
purchase price each month.
Buy It Today
$4 the Copy, postpaid Its
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
al.
516 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Schiller Building, Chicago, III.
Wright & Callcnder BIdg., Los Angeles, C
To s;nc linT.-, (iidcr from nearest office.
use compensarc H, open Ma and Mb,
close E and Mc.
To use resistance H for warming up
when either or both rectifiers are working on either arc, it can't be done.
To operate arc J with resistance when
rectifiers are not working, open Ma and
Mb, close E, open U and close S.
To use the resistance on arc K, same
as on J, except open N, close T and
close O on Oa.
Oh, yes, I nearly forgot to sit on
friend Smith. It would be impossible
to tnake a multiple series with only two
rectifiers.
The connection is straight parallel, or
multiple.
Enterprising Exhibitor
H. T. Dodge, Manager, Morrisville,
Vermont orders lens charts and question booklets and says:
With the above I hope to inject a little
pep into my projectionist. Have told the
"boys" thatI will
when double
they can
questions
their answer
pay. the
Most of the help I have had advance
only about so far and then go the other
withinresult
that I don'troom.
get the work
Iway,
should
my projection
Surely the proposal to double the pay
should be ample inducement to your
men to do some real studying. You say
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your men advance about so far and then
"goCould
back"we not put it this way: they
go ahead while the business of projection is a novelty to them, then they
lose interest, cease studying or trying,
or adopt the idea that they already know
enough, or even all there is worth knowing, under which condition they do not
advance and the man who does not advance automatically goes back.
Already

Meeting for Montreal
Preparing

Already the Papers Committee of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers is
busy whipping things into shape for
the Montreal meeting of the society,
although that meeting is almost half a
year away.
We also have it on reliable authority
that friend Perkins, of the Perkins
Electric Company, Montreal, is busy
sandpapering his welcomer, polishing up
his come-again smile and dusting off
his handshaker against the glad time
when his office will be turned into a
howling wilderness, his business totally
disrupted and his desks used for sofas
by the delegate engineers.
As to Patents
Every year for more than ten years
the editor has received dozens of inquiries as to the advisability of taking
out patent on some idea or invention.
He has said, in print, many times and
now repeats, that the ordinary man
would do very much better, in the end,
by finding a roulette game and bucking
the double O.
In the first place, a patent has little
real
value, onunless
it is idea,
a "basic"
—
a patent
a basic
such, patent
for instance, as the Latham loop, and even
then only the corporation or man of unlimited capital is able to protect it from
piracy.
The Only Hope. •
The only small hope the small inventor has is to get a basic patent (which
must be drawn by a high class patent
attorney if it is to hold water in the
courts) and then sell it, usually for a
nominal sum, to some one in position to
use the invention.
Like playing the small towns, this
looks might alluring, but, also like playing the small towns, for one who gets
away with it, hundreds fail, utterly to
realize a cent, and the one who does
win out well earns every penny that he
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Williard B. Cook Will Have a Paper
gets.
Williard B. Cook, president of the
Pathescope Company of America, New
York City, will read a paper entitled "A
New
Intermittent
Movement,"
at the
May Montreal
meeting
of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, the salient points of which will be as follows:
Intermittent movement a prime essential to motion picture projection.
Mention of beater movement, Lumiere
harmonic movement and star and cam
movement.
Description and analysis of the ordinaryof same.
geneva movement and modifications
Specific description of the new eccen-
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trie star and cam movement, with analysis of its action and description of its
alleged advantages over other types of
movement.
The paper will be illustrated with line
drawings. We should imagine the paper
will be pretty thoroughly discussed.
An English Solution
From Colwyn Bay, North Wales, England, comes a letter signed Frank H.
Kenyon, Projectionist, which reads.
I herewith present my idea of the solution of the required width of master
blade of revolving shutter working with
a five-to-one intermittent movement, as
per query October 4 issue.
Suppose we had a shutter eight inches
In diameter, as per circle I of diagram.
From line A to line B is 72 degrees,
which represents the blade width necessary to cover a point size ray for the
whole movement of the intermittent. However, since our light ray is one and onequarter inches in diameter, as per circle L,
we must add twenty-one degrees to the
width of our blade, so that from A to C,
93 degrees, is the width actually necessary.
Suppose, however, the shutter to have
twelve-inch diameter, as per circle 2. It
would teenthen
add thir-so
degreesonly
to bethenecessary
72 degreeto blade,
that tant
thefactor.
diameter of shutter is an imporThe World came to hand the morning of
October 12, so you see I am wasting no
time in answering.
We are pleased to see that, although
in conservative England you have
adopted the modern term "Projectionist." the
Congratulations
We have
not
published
diagram !because
you have
confused the five to one movement with
the four to one, the latter forming the
basis of your figures.
Two Arcs from One Generator
Emily Dolliver, North East Harbor,
Maine, asks :
Have my own light plant, consisting of
a ten h.p. kerosene engine and two belt
driven generators, one for house lights
and one for the projection arc. The latter
Is a 60 volt, 2.5 K.W., supplying 41.7 amperes.
Have heretofore had but one projector,
but now I wish to install another. Query:
Will I be able to use the two projectors
with only the one dynamo?
I understand the two arcs will burn together for an instant. Will you advise
me about it and what, if any, change is
necessary.
Attached find stamps for carbon of department reply and I am anxious for my
answer.
You can run two projectors from your
generator, but not at the same time.
Wire as per attached diagram, in
which A-A are fifty ampere fuses and
B-B the machine table switches. When
one arc is burning and you bring the
carbons of the other together to strike
the arc of the idle lamp the other arc
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will quit
on vacation
out.
And you
thatcold
is —allgothere
is to it.— go
Striking the second arc will probably
make the armature of the generator
A
XfSistfiA/ce,

sing for a second, but it will not injure
it if it is in good condition. Any well
made generator should stand a 100 per
cent, overload for as much as two minutes, whereas yours will only get a small
jolt for a fraction of a second.
Your Real Trouble.
Your trouble will be that you cannot
burn craters on new trim, and that you
must start a second projector on an arc
which has just been struck, which will
probably mean poor light for at least
a goodly part of a minute.
You can burn craters in carbons when
the theatre is idle, and that will help
some. You may have trouble at first
in striking the second arc, and get bad
results, but with a little practice a very
fairly good result may be attained.
Griffiths Objects
John Griffiths objects to our largediameter-and-diaphragm-down proposal
as set forth in the January 31 issue. He
says :
Attached diagram will show that a dlaphram should not be placed within the
objective when the crater is at or near the
aperture. It will be clearly seen that such
a diaphram would cut more than half the
light from the marginal points of the
film before it began to cut any from the
central points, which same would make
for uneven illumination.
If a diaphragm be used at all it should
be either at the condenser or its image,
where it will trim the rays from the
points of the film evenly, exactly as It
does in the camera lens. Only by such a
procedure may we secure that even illumination which is so essential to good
screen results.
What Is Depth.
The projectionist projects an absolutely
flat image from an absolutely flat' object,
hence any
"depth" is
the
nature
of anapparent
optical illusion.
Theincompletenes of this illusion depends entirely
to what extent we are able to duplicate
the film image on the screen.
The film image gets its apparent depth
because of the fact that the relative light
values of the different points in the area
of the original object were correctly
registered by the camera lens upon the
film, and if we are to get the full benefit
of the splendid work of registration of the
high grade camera lens the projectionist

must project a perfectly even field to the
screen — meaning that if th© film were removed the field would be perfectly even as
to illumination values. A diaphragm at the
condenser will help in this, but the diaphragm must not be used unless there is
reserve amperage available to compensate
for the loss of light through using the
diaphragm.
Did Not Get Meaning.
I think friend Griffiths did not get my
meaning, though I am glad it is so, since
his objection has brought out the importance of evenness of illumination
from an entirely new viewpoint.
My own idea as to the diaphragm remains unchanged. I think Griffiths will
agree when he understands.
It is not designed to cut off any of the
effective illumination. Not at all.
My idea is just this: Let us adopt a
standard diameter for ALL objectives,
regardless of focal length or anything
else.
Personally, I believe this diameter
should be two and a quarter or two
and five eighths inches.
Now, you all well know that the picture ray, or beam would not fill the entire diameter of such a lens in all cases,
and that is where the diaphragm would
come in. It would enable the projectionist to stop the lens down to the actual
picture ray or beam, but without cutting
any of that.
Why the diaphragm, then, you ask?
Merely to prevent stray light which may
be reflected from the lens barrel, aperture edges, etc., from passing the lens.
My whole argument is to establish a
standard objective diameter and to do it
without any damage except in first cost.
Show me where I am wrong in that.
Should Demand Better Work
Projectionists should demand better
work from directors, cameramen and
dark-room men. These chaps have heretofore complained that the poor work
of projectionists
has injured their artistic effort.
Mebby so, gentlemen, mebby so, but
ho\y about the projectionist who is
obliged to place before his audience an
utterly rotten blunder in the directing
and place upon his screen a picture
which is dull, fuzzy, out-of-focus and
generally punk because of carelessness,
stupidity or inefficiency in the dark room
or at the camera. Projectionists should
protest against the injury to their art
through being obliged to place such
things before their audiences.
PROJECTIONISTS better themselves
by studying
"Richardson's
Handbook"
their
idle moments.
Be twentieth
century.in
Order your copy today. Sent postage prepaid for $4. Moving Picture World 516
Fifth Avenue, New York.
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Hoosier Happenings
Calbeck Forires Ahead.
NEWTON A. CALBECK, proprietor of
the Auditorium and Crj'stal theatres
at Nappanee, Ind., has taken a seven-year
lease on the Spohn Building, Fifth street
and Lincoln avenue, Goshen, and will open
a new motion picture theatre at the place
about April 15. Workmen started this
■week
to make the necessary alterations in
the building.
The proposed new theatre, which has
not yet been named, will have a seating
capacity of about 700. Kenneth Calbeck,
who has been associated with his father
In the operation of the two theatres at
Nappanee, will have active charge of the
new theatre.
.'Vlhambra Buys in Theatre.
The property housing the Alhambra
Theatre at Indianapolis has been acquired
on a ninety-nine-year lease by the Alhambra Realty Company, which is made
up of Charles Olson, Edward G. Sourbier,
Eugene Marks and several others who are
associated with Mr. Olson in a number of
theatre projects. The theatre is owned
by the Central Amusement Company,
which is made up by Mr. Olson and his
associates. The realty company, it is understood, has been organized for the purpose of acquiring theatre property.
Easley Kniarges Premises.
Walter Easley, owner of the Princess
Theatre at Rushville, Ind., has perfected
plans for enlarging the capacity of the
theatre and expects to have the work
started as soon as the material for the
improvements arrives. He has taken a
lease on the room adjoining the theatre
and will convert it into a part of the
theatre.
Shafer Buys Greenville Star.
John H. Shafer, of Greenville, O., last
week bought the Star Theatre at Union
City, Ind., from H. E. Jackson, who has
been proprietor of the theatre for the last
three years. The consideration was not
made public. Mr. Shafer took charge of
the theatre immediately after the transaction was completed. The Star is regarded
as
of the most profitable theatres in
thatonecounty.

Pittsburgh Paragraphs

U. T. E. Has Model Shop.
np HE Pittsburgh branch of the United
-•■ Theatre Equipment Corporation is now
comfortably settled in its
new location
1006-1008 Forbes street, diagonally acrossat
the street from its own location. Everything is on one floor, systematically arranged for quick service, and on the
whole is one of the finest motion
supply houses to be found anvwherepicture
hibitors are invited to drop in and Exinspect the new model supply
house.
Steeles In Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. James Steele, of Pittsburgh, are in Detroit, where Mr. Steele
Is looking after some matters in
connection with his theatres in Detroit and Bay
City. This is the first visit to that section
since Mr. Steele's deplorable accident last
May.
WUllam Kramer Dies.
Pittsburgh film men were greatly
shocked when they learned of the death
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of William Kramer, caused by pneumonia,
Thursday evening, January 22. Mr. Kramer ran the Gem Theatre, on Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, for the past several
months, formerly owned by Henry Blum,
and was one of the most popular exhibitors in the city. He was a young man,
28' years
old, and formarried,
passing
will
be mourned
a long and
time histo come.
Welland of Buys
"Tlllle." Film ExA. A. Weiland,
the Standard
change, Pittsburgh, has just returned
from New Tork City, where he secured
state rights on the famous Keystone comedy,Co-Partner
"Time's Punctured
Romance."
Attraetlons
Move.
Another Pittsburgh film exchange has
established new headquarters on Forbes
street. This time it is the Co-Partner
Attractions, Inc., which moved Saturday,
January 24. from 127 Fourth avenue to
its present location at 1010 Forbes street,
where Manager Simeral is ready with the
glad hand to welcome exhibitors and show
them around the new quarters.
New Ways In Names.
Michael
Porado's
new Rocks,
$70,000 Pa.,
motion
picture
theatre
at McKees
was
opened to the public Saturday, January
31. This is a very beautiful house of 650
seats and is a credit to the town. The
name will be decided by a contest among
the patrons.
Herbel Comes to Plttsnbrgrh.
H. M. Herbel. Universal home office representative at Indianapolis for some time
past, is now assistant manager of the
Pittsburgh Universal exchange, succeeding Harry E. Reiff, who resigned recently.
Sam \%Tieeler "on His Own."
Sam Wheeler has resigned as booker at
the Pittsburgh Goldwyn exchanage and
has gone into business for himself. He
has opened a photo exchange and supply
depot for exhibitors at 1023 Forbes street
and will do business under the name of
Photo Exchange and Supply Company.
These "Movie Magmates."
George Panagatocas, the movie magnate
of Johnstown. Pa., has been spending some
time in New York City of late.
Hutzell Scouts In Texas.
Charles Hutzell, an exhibitor of South
Fork, Pa., has been in Texas the past
month. It Is reported he has large oil
holdings there.
Pells Buys from Lembach.
J. B. Lembach, former owner of the
Empire Theatre, Glenn Campbell, Pa., recently sold this house to John Pelis, of the
same town.
It's All Mahaffey.
Robert Mahaffey, who conducts the best
hotel in the town of Mahaffey, is remodeling a portion of his building for a moving
picture theatre. He says he expects to
have it open by April 1.
Snapping 'Em Up with SUter.
"Make It Snappy" Sliter, eastern supervisor for Robertson.;Cole, spent several
days at the Pittsburgh branch recently.
"Smltty" Looks 'Em Over.
"Smitty," of the HoUis, Smith, Morton
Co., Pittsburgh moving picture supply
house, has just returned from a trip
throughout West Virginia, and states that
he was very much surprised, as well as
pleased, with the model operating rooms
the theatres have there. He says they
are thoroughly scrubbed every day, and
look as inviting as any part of the house.
Four Pages — Plus!
Live News!
We "Go and Get It"
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Denver Doings
"Mickey" Still ilreaklnt; 'Em.
In
Normand
of Mabel
showingbroke
THE"Mickey"
e recordsattendanc
for the season at the American Theatre, according to the manager, Alvah Q.
Talbot. Being National Stock Show week,
the film proved a fine attraction for thecattlemen
and the scowmen.
There were^
9,040
paid admission
on the opening
day,
and business throughout the entire week,
remained on a comparative basis. Mr.
Talbot lost no time in wiring his success
to the New York offices of the W. H. Productions. Orchestra Leader Switches.
R. Cavallo,
the forty-piec©
orchestra
at theleader
Rivoli ofTheatre
for mor©
than a year, has signed a contract to lead
the orchestra at the Empress Theatre, a
vaudeville
"Pop concerts,"
for an hourhouse.
each Sunday
afternoon,lasting
were
a feature
during
Cavallo's
Girl Jockeys Kace OneRivoli
Over. service.
In exploiting
Anita Stewartof inthe"InRivoli
Old
Kentucky"
the management
engaged six girl riders and a like number
of likely looking horses to appear on the
leading thoroughfares.
These "Tablecloth I*romoters.'*
George McDonald, of Trinidad, Colo., always had a hankering to become a movie
hero like Bill Hart. While attending the
National Stock Show in Denver last week
he was approached by a young man claiming to be a representative of a producing
company in search of western actors.
McDonald paid the stranger $200 to assurfr
his appearance
the latter'sconvinced
office. Cowboy friends of atMcDonald
him
he had been fleeced and he immediately
notified the police. The stranger, upon
being arrested, gave the name of A. T.
Hill, of New York City.
Ploodlni;
Themstunt
with to"Dong,"
A good
publicity
exploit Doug
Fairbanks
in
"When
the
Clouds Roll
By"
was accomplished by Pat August,
manager
of the Princess Theatre, Colorado Springs.
The first page of one of the evening
papers showed Colorado Springs in the
grip
of a bottom.
flood, the "ad" appearing at the
extreme
Iowa Items
Des -Moines Has \en' Exchange.
HARRY H.
assistant
treasurer ofMITCHNICK,
the Des Moines
Orpheum,
heads the Midwest Film Corporation
which was organized here this week with
a capital of $50,000.
Jack Lester, treasurer of the Orpheum,
is secretary-treasurer of the new company. T. Bassett is vice-president.
The corporation will distribute films la
this territory. Offices will be opened nextweek in the Fleming Building. Lester will
go to New York soon to secure state rights
on new releases. He expects to buy in
every kind of film that goes Into making
of a strong program. Mr. Lester has every
faith in the stability of the independent
field.
Swanson Opens Des Moines Office.
Swanson Theatre Equipment Co., of
Denver, Salt Lake and Omaha have opened
an office in the Oransky Building with R.
W. McEwan In charge. The company ha»
already put In five Simplex outfits In thl»
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territory.
resentative. George Hartnett is road repMr. McEwan came here from Omaha
where he was with the U. T. E. Corporation.
Not Much Tortoise.
William C. O'Hare has been appointed
publicity man and assistant manager of
all the Frankle theatres in Des Moines.
For some time he was with the Majestic
and Rialto theatres, and more recently has
been on the road in New England for New
York film companies.
Ft. Dodge New Rialto Opens.
"William A. Johnson has opened the
New Rialto at Ft. Dodge. The house
seats 1,000 and cost $125,000.
Philadelphia Patter
Rohertson-Cole in New Office.
THE Robertson-Cole exchange will occupy the entire floor of 1209 Vine
street, part of which was formerly leased
to the Hallmark Pictures Corp. J. Gill,
manager, looks forward to a big increase
In business, due to being able to accommodate the wants of the exhibitors with
their increased quarters.
A Vitagraph Beaver.
J. H. Beaver, formerly an exhibitor in
Philadelphia and Buffalo and recently representative for the local Vitagraph exchange, will join the Electric Film Corp.
In Washington next week as special representative. District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia will be included in Mr.
Beaver's new
territory.
George
Stillfield Dies.
George Stillfield, cameraman for the
Stanley Company and for Kinograms, died
last week from pneumonia and was buried
on Saturday, January 21. The funeral was
attended by a host of his friends from
the film business.
Max Milder on tlie Job.
"Smiling"
Selznick Pictures,Maxis Milder,
back atmanager
his deskforagain,
having just returned from his European
trip on a visit to England. Mr. Milder
had quite a successful trip and it is understood that he greatly facilitated the
formation of an English company to distribute the Selznick productions. Max
while receiving the congratulations of his
friends recited many amusing experiences that occurred while in company with
his English cousins.
Bethel Goes to Metro.
W. U. Bethel, temporary manager of the
Selznick exchange, has accepted a position
as sales manager of the Metro, where he
will assist Manager Bob Lynch.
Williams' Shingle.
Ted Williams, representative and district manager for the National Pictures,
Inc., is making his headquarters at 1308
Vine street.
Cincinnati Chinnings
Franltlin, Ind., to Step Out.
IP plans now under consideration are
carried to success Franklin, Ind., will
have one of the finest photoplay houses
In the Hoosier State before the year ends.
Definite announcement has not been made
regarding the location of the playhouse,
'but
O. I. Demaree,
will onheadtwothefavornew
company,
said that who
options
able sites have been obtained, and declared that unless the very unexpected
happens the new theatre project will be
put across this year.
As planned the theatre will be on the
ground floor and will cost between $30,000
and $50,000 and will be thoroughly modern
in every way.
Thomas Leaves U. P. T.
D. M. Thomas has severed connections
■with the United Picture Theatres of
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America, having resigned as division manager for Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit and
Dallas, Tex. Mr. Thomas will make an
announcement of his plans later.
Bower Tries Bunic Fatigue.
Oscar P. Bower, local manager for
Goldwyn. is directing the affairs of his
office from a bedside telephone. He is one
of the
recent leg
"ice when
storm"he victims,
ing a broken
slipped sufferon the
ice last week near his home.
On Health Campaign.
At the request of I. W. McMahan and
Jerome Jackson, proprietors of a film exchange and Gifts Movie House and the
Motion
Exhibitors'
League,
the
resolutionPicture
introduced
in the City
Council
asking the police and Board of Health to
inquire into crowding of movie houses
has been referred to Council Committee
on Public Safety for public hearing. The
resolution affects nearly every motion picture theatre in Cincinnati.
Pepping Up a Vacant One.
Negotiations have been completed
whereby the Standard Theatre, Vine and
Canal streets, which has been vacant for
several years, is leased for a period of
five years by the owner, Gordon Neff, to
Charles J. Broughton and Louis Fischer,
Cincinnati business men, for use as a motion picture house. Vaudeville may be
added. About $15,000 will be spent in
beautifying and renovating the theatre.
Dwyer Goes to New Plant.
The D. Dwyer & Bros. Co., in the theatre supply business on Walnut street, near
Sixth, will move to quarters in the Film
Exchange Building, having leased a portion of the ground floor for a period of
five years, and will pay a rental of $3,300
a year. Hite Fnlarges Activities.
The C. C. Hite Film Exchange has leased
the Lyric Theatre for the summer and
will run vaudeville and photoplays. The
Grand will be retained by John Havlin.
The Keith interests have withdrawn their
contract with the C. C. Hite Company for
summer photoplays, as the theatre will
probably be rebuilt along with a new
building on the Walnut street side.

taken a long time lease on the Denton
Theatre, a legitimate playhouse. He has
announced his intention of spending $150,000 in remodeling the theatre into a thoroughly modern
moving picture house, with
up-to-date
equipment.
Meet Jim Martman.
Jim Martman is the owner of a new
moving picture
Okla. theatre just completed at
Newkirk,
Musliogee Musings.
John Feeney's new Hippodrome theatre
at Muskogee, Okla., is now completed and
in operation, and another new theatre is
nearing
J. Cook.on under the management
of John completi

Cleveland Cullings

Ward'll Be Good Now.
VyARDthe Cleveland
MARSH, photoplay
Plain Dealereditor
and ofa
popular fellow among the film people of
the city, ought to be very, very good now.
He's married — and to Miss Mabel
the church editor of the Plain Dealer.Boyes,
It was a newspaper romance, so we are
told. Mr. Marsh met Miss Boyes while
both were working on the paper, and the
young lady being particularly fond of
movies
enjoyed accompanying Mr. Marsh
to see them. Hooray for the movies!
Mary First Star at Euclid.
Mary Pickford is to come into her own
in Cleveland with the presentation of her
first United Artists production, "Pollyanna," at Loew's Euclid Theatre.
This is the first star to be used at that
house, which commands the highest movie
prices in the city — 35 to 55 cents. Heretofore only super-productions have been
shown. Pictures with stars have
been
used at other Loew houses.
Now, however, a star will be shown, and
as
"Pollyanna" seemed to come up to the
standard
for high class pictures set at
the Euclid, it was decided to book it for
an indefinite run, which Manager Bair
hopes will be four weeks at the least.
"Pollyanna" will follow D. W. Griflfith's
"The Greatest Question," which
playing an indefinite engagement. is now
The Trade in Renew.
Milo and Miles Square Sold.
The Milo Theatre Company, which operTheaPrincess
The
—
OKIxA.
ELK CITY,
ates
several theatres in Cleveland and
tre has been leased to J. H. Massey.
northern Ohio, has sold its Milo and Miles
of Elk City by Noah and Hughes, unin Cleveland to Ernest
der whose management it had been oper- Square
Schwartz,theatre
the lawyer.
ated for the past several months. New
The
Milo Theatre Company, according
equipment is to be added by the new manto S. W. Manheim and
oflScials,
ager.
Nowata, Okla. — A new moving picture . received $25,000 and areBertnowTodd.
at work on
house has just been completed here by plans for the construction of three
new
George E. Skllkett, at a cost of $35,000. houses in and near Cleveland. They operItFebruary
has a seating
capacity
of
900
and
opened
theathe
and
Painesville
in
Utopia
ate
the
1.
tre in Geneva, Ohio.
Fort Worth, Tex. — Joe N. Shulman has
sold the Roseland moving picture theatre to Stanley Smith and Dr. J. D. Linthieum.
Massachusetts Mutterings
Okemah, Okla. — Work will begin in a
few days on the new Crystal Theatre
building. It will be flreproof and have a
Fire Damages Central Square.
seating capacity of 700.
Oklahoma City, Okla. — A $300,000 movFIRE
seriously
damaged theCentral
ing picture theatre is to be constructed
Theatre,
East Boston,
largestSquare
movhere immediately. Buildings on the site
picture theatre in the district. The
chosen, 118-20 West Main street, are being blaze ingstarted
in
a
storeroom
in
the
basewrecked to make way for the new strucment of the theatre. John Flynn, stage
ture, which is expected to be completed
manager, entering the basement early In
by next September.
the
morning
made the discovery.
Okemah, Okla. — The Jewell Theatre was
Firemen were unable to enter because
reopened
recently
by
Snedeker
and
Walters.
a gas meter had burned off, filling the
place with illuminating gas. A large hole
Dan Myers Leases Another.
was cut in the concrete in the orchestra
Dan Myers, owner of the Broadway and
and a revolving nozzle inserted. The
Strand theatres at Muskogee, Okla., has flames
continued to gain headway. The
rescue squad was sent for. Donning their
masks,
entered the basement and
j
Four Pages — Plus!
| shut off they
the gas.
The
flames
did not get into the main
| part of the theatre.
It will be impossible,
1Iand BoostRead
Your'Em—
Own Value
however, for performances to be given
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The Bijou and Victory theatres are to
greatly improved at Greensboro, N. C„
be
by Roland Hill and J. C. Hedgpeth, who
Buildover the
maketheatre.
also ingplan
into a to
model
TheyBeviU
will spend
about $75,000 on this latter project.
Fine Movie Department.
"A Critic Among the Films" is the title
of a newducted indepartment
is being dally
cona number that
of Southern
newspapers
by
Ralph
T.
Jones,
of
Atlanta, one of the leading dramatic critics
of the South. The department is developing a broad following, for people are beto find out and
that that
Mr. he
Jones'
criticisms garein ingunbiased
describes
the pictures exactly as they attect him.
The department
is constructive,
tional and interesting
at the same educatime,
and the result is that thousands of newspaper
readers
watch
for
it
and
follow
the
advice of the critic when the pictures are
shown in their city. The department la
fully protected by copyright by Mr. Jones.

because of the big hole in
time floor.
for some
the
orchestra
Theatre to Be Synagosme.
Jewish residents of North Adams, forMassuse
have purchased the Bijou Theatre
as a new synagogue. A fund of about
raised.
has been
$40,000 Well
Kno-wn Object Lesson.
er Theatre,
An employe of the Lancast
taught a lesson that he
been
has
Boston,
will not soon forget.
This employe, who has charge of the
cash of the motion picture theatre, went
the theatre safe
away leaving the door of
ed $200
open Upon returning he discover
that
open safe. Thinking
gone fromhadthebeen
employe
the
work,
at
robbers
serpolice
a
When
telephoned the police.
the Lancasof sergeant
manager
the
arrived
geant
and
the
to
d
ter Theatre explaine
he took the money
employe together that
the
to
from the safe as an object lesson that
to the latter
pointing out
employe, have
been very easy for robbers
It would
have gotten the money.
to

Canadian

Baltimore Banter
Hartford to Enlarge.
reconstruction of
for the entire
r» LANS Hartfo
rd Theatre, 2618 Hartforctd
r the
way by Archite
avenue, are now under
E. G. Blanke, 213 North Calvert street.
The residence property which adjoins this
been purchased by the Harttheatrefordhas
J. J.
Amusement Company, of which
nt and Vicent Valentini
preside
is
ni
Valenti
manager. It is planned to rebuild this
plavhouse to take in the property just
seating capaed 400andto enlarge
purchas
1,100. the
city from
Benefit Shows Given.
An entertainment for the benefit of the
Ladies' Independent Charity League of
was given at the Picture GarBaltimore
den Theatre, on Sunday night, February 1,
the courtesy of Joseph Blechman,
through
proprietor.
the
Almost $1,500 was raised toward the fund
for
for the rebuilding of thefire,Workshop
at a benefit
the Blind, destroyed by
Theatre,
performance given at the Garden
on Sunday night. January 25. The affair
of the Harthe auspices
under
was held
vard Club of Baltimore. The program of
moving pictures was arranged by Louis
A. DeHoff, director of this playhouse, who
also loaned the theatre for the occasion.
Censors Condemn a Mutt and Jeff.
Shimmie,"
Mutt was
and
Jeff"Shaking
cartoon, the
produced
by Foxa Film,
e
billed
for
showing
at
Loew's
Hippodrom
in Baltimore recently, and when this film
was examined by the Maryland Censor
Board it was condemned entirely. The
e, which is under ,the manageHippodrom
ment of George
A. McDermott had to go
without a Mutt and Jeff cartoon. The
Censor Board then reconsidered their decision and will permit the cartoon to be
shown with certain eliminations.
RecruilinB Rally at Grand.
A program of navy moving pictures was
the feature of the entertainment which
was part of the navy recruiting rally
which was held at the Grand Theatre,
Highlandtown, Md., by Commander P. V.
H. Weems, on Sunday night, January 25.
This theatre was loaned for the occasion
by C. B. Councilman, manager of the playhouse. "The Surrender of the German
Fleet,"
President's
among and
the "The
moving
pictures Convoy"
shown. were
The
Baltimore Dry Docks and Shipbuilding
Company's Addresses
band furnished
music byforComthe
occasion.
were made
mander Weems and J. J. McCarthy, the
oldest man who served with the overseas
fleet.
Baltimore Personals.
George C. Easter, president of the Baltimore State Rights Film Company, and
secretary and treasurer of Jans Pictures,
Inc., visited New York City on Wednesday,
January 28, to attend a meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Jans company.
Arthur D. Gang, a former film man of
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Knee Deep — and Deep in Favor
Little Mary in her first United
Artists' "Pollyanna."
this city, has obtained an option on the
Park Movies Theatre, Fulton avenue and
Francis street.
The Reliance Film Exchange was recently formed in Washington, D. C, by
Leo G. Garner, formerly with Sidney B.
Lust and Meyer M. Emmanuel, and they
are handling the Alice Brady and Robert
Warwick reissues. Mr. Garner visited
Baltimore last week.
Clarence Eiseman, well known in Baltimore as a film man, has become associated
with Paramount-Artcraft and will handle
this territory for that company.
Atlanta Advices
Theatres and Police Agree.
MANAGERS
of the Ga.,
motion
picture
theatres at Macon.
having
promised
the Police Department that they will not
show pictures in the future which might
prove objectionable or detrimental to the
morals
of the
theatregoing
it is stated
that city's
the City
Council willpublic,
take
no further action in the matter. Alderman B. J. Dasher had registered a complaint some time ago. stating that some
of the pictures shown "did the young
theatregoers
no good." The police comreached.mittee investigated and an agreement was
The main complaint made by the alderman was in regard to poster advertisements. It was the first complaint made
against the movie houses in Macon for a
number of years.
Hadlson, Ga., Blossonu Oat.
Carl Zirbes, of Washington, Ga., will
erect a motion picture theatre, 23 by 85
feet, including balcony, in Madison, Ga.
Architects have finished the plans.
New Theatres in South.
Following are several new theatrical
construction projects to be carried out this
springern states
and summer
variousannounced
Southwest-in
that havein been
the past few days.
Richmond, Va., will have a new $300,000
motion picture theatre. Plans are now
being drawn to build the theatre on a plot
100 by 160 feet in size.
A $75,000 picture house will be erected
this summer at Beckley. W. Va., by Frank
Middleberg, of Logan, W. Va.
The Liberty Theatre, a $50,000 vaudeville and motion picture house, will be
erected at Jacksonville, Pla., by L. D.
Joel.

Chips

Hull Mayor Uses Movies.
THE
oflflcialQuebec,
act of was
Mayor
Cousineau first
of Hull.
to engage
anumerous
representative
interests
take
views ofof Pathe
the city
of Hullto with
a view to securing additional industries
for the enterprising centers. He stepped
into office on January 21, and on the same
day the cameraman was engaged in the
taking of the pictures, which are to be
distributed throughout Canada and sent
to the United States for special presentations.
To Produce In Canada.
Louis Cote, of Ottawa, Ontario, one of
the directors of the Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Limited, has intimated that It
is the intention of the company to undertake the production In Canada of moving
picture dramas in which the stars are
players who are now being featured In
British film productions In studios across
the pond.
"The idea of organizing the Anglo-Canadian company was suggested by Canadians who in England had seen the English features and who were impressed
with the belief that there would be a
market
Mr.
Cote.for such pictures In Canada," said
The Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Limited, will release features, British scenics,
cartoons and comedies through the Specialty Film Import, Limited, Montreal. It
is announced at Ottawa that all available
stock in the British enterprise, which la
capitalized at $750,000, has been sold.
Scenics will be given close attention, aa
Canada is rich in natural beauties.
Transplanting: Canada to London.
The Exhibits and Publicity Bureau of
the Department of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa, Ontario, has arranged to take
pictures of a number of representative
Canadian industrial plants for presentaCanadian
Exhibitiontiontoatbetheheld
in the Industries'
Royal Agricultural
Hall, tionLondon,
England,
in
June.
In
addito the industrial views, the bureau
will prepare a number of official pictures
showing waterfalls, forests and mines for
screening at the London exhibition. One
of those interested in the proposition ia
Lloyd Harris, of Toronto, the Canadian
Overseas Trade Commissioner. O. C. Pease
is the Canadian representative of the London exposition.
Arltell Succeeds McKenna.
W. R. Arkell has been appointed to
succeed Lindsay McKenna, formerly of
New York, as exploitation manager for
the Select Pictures Corporation, Toronto.
Mr. McKenna was in charge of this department of the Canadian company since
the organization of the company to han-
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die Selznick releases in the Dominion last
year.
Alberta Uses "Fit to Win."
Hon. A. G. McKay, Minister of Public
Health for the Province of Alberta, has
decided to permit the screening of "Fit
to Win," theAlberta
health under
propaganda
picture,of
throughout
the auspices
the Department of Health. The minister
has arranged to have I. H. Allen handle
the picture in the various Alberta cities
and it will be booked through the Allen
Theatre Knterprises. The film will be
shown to men only.
Washington

Whispers

Millionaire Stuff.
VDAT SHREVE, who for a number of
^ years operated the Revere Theatre,
Flogone togrove.
has pecan
* Washing
he hasD. a C,large
rida, where ton,
Mr. Shreve recently sold his theatre intertre. ests to Tom O'Donnell, of the Navy TheaDealth of Samuel Davis.
Maurice Davis, of the M Street Theatre,
is receiving condolences from his many
friends in this territory following the
death of his brother, Samuel Davis, who
was associated with him in the operation
of the theatre.
The deceased had been in ill health for
a long time, having been confined to his
bed for about fifteen weeks. The body
was taken to New York City for burial in
the family lot. Maurice Davis is also
connected with the Exhibitors Co-operative Film Exchange.
Keenan Takes Over Regent.
Jack Keenan, who for a number
of years was manager of the Avenue
Grand Theatre on Pennsylvania avenue,
Southeast, and who recently tendered his
resignation to the Crandall Amusement
Company, has taken over the Regent
Theatre on Eighteenth street, from A. H.
Brown. Mr. Brown, shortly after the entrance of the United States into the war,
received a commission as major in the
army, leaving the operation of the theatre
to his son.
Murphy Buys Bi^ Property.
Wiliam C. Murphy, who operates the
Home and Carolina theatres in Northeast
Washington, recently purchased at auction sale the property at Twelfth and H
streets, northeast. The block, known as
the Northeast Temple and Market, went
under the hammer at $71,450. It will be
remodeled bj' Mr. Murphy into a modern
picture house.
Murphy's
will theatres
add another
theMr.long
list of house
beautiful
in theto
District, already noted for its distinguished array of cinema palaces. Mr.
Murphy intends to have his theatre "stand
out." Plggly WljJKly Out for More.
It is rumored here in the district that
a large chain grocery concern is seeking
possession of one of the Ninth street theatre properties with a view to converting
it into a grocery store. This same concern, operating the Piggly Wiggly stores,
is said to have secured the Zenith Theatre,
at Eighth and G streets. Southeast, to
house one of its stores.
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Louis, where he was successful in placing
with the Koplar string of thea| a contract
release.tres for "When Clouds Roll By," a new
|| Wilkerson Resigns Branch Management.
R. Wilkerson, branch manager of
I
Mr. Picture Showman: | theW. Universal
Exchange for the past six
I Here's the News for You | months, resigned recently and returned
I
Come Again!
j to New York. His place will be filled by
J. H. Calvert, branch manager at Omaha,
in a short time. During the interval Nat
being watched closely by Kansas City Liebeskind, office manager, will have
theatre owners, was again delayed January
charge of the branch.
31, when the fifth continuance in the case
against John B. Fitzpatrick, manager of
the Shubert Theatre, a legitimate house,
Buffalo Brieflets
was granted by Judge E. E. Porterfield of
the circuit court. Fitzpatrick is charged
with refusal to pay the amusement tax.
February 16 was the new date set for
Variety Theatre Sold.
the hearing of the case. Frank Dowe, at- THE Variety Theatre, 740 Fillmore avetorney for Mr. Fitzpatrick, represents a
nue,
sold to Gusta and Meyer
number of moving picture theatres, and Wallach forhas been
a sum said to exceed $75,000.
he desires to test the validity of the law. V.
Bielanski is the former owner.
This was the reason why Mr. Fitzpatrick
Majestic Increases Capital.
submitted to arrest.
The Majestic Theatre Company of Buffalo has certified to the Secretary of State
Shows "ErstwhUe Susan" on His Farm.
Otto Feess, owner of the Best Theatre,
in Albany that it has increased its capital
stock
from $15,000 to $150,000. The comParsons,
Kans.,farmis showing
"Erstwhile
Susan" on his
which adjoins
the city
pany operates the Majestic Theatre, Buffalo,
of which Dr. Peter C. Cornell is manlimits of Parsons. But don't get excited —
this "Erstwhile Susan ' is only a calf, al- ager,
Cohen Joins Realart.
though athoroughbred.
Cohen, formerly a member of
Operating the Best Theatre is only a theMaurice
Universal and Gardiner Film Syndipart of the business carried on by Mr.
cate
sales
staff, has been engaged by
Feess. In addition he is one of the largest
E. Wilkinson as a salesman on the
breeders of Guernsey thoroughbred cattle Henry
in that section of the state. The names of Realart exchange staff. Mr. Wilkinson
screened Mary Miles Minter in "Judy of
recent moving picture releases were adoptRogues'
Harbor,"January
in Shea's
ed by him as names for his prize calves.
Friday evening,
30, Hippodrome
and it was
The suggestion came from Joseph Fox, well
received by a large audience of film
salesman for the Kansas City exchange of
Realart. Another calf on the farm is men.
Taylor Boosts Dempsey.
named "Anne of the Greene Gables," and
C. A. Taylor, manager of the Pathe
a young bull bears the name of "Lightning
branch, has started a publicity campaign
for the new Dempsey feature, which is
Booking on Rental Basis.
booked in this territory.
Raider."
Booking state right features on a flat being largelySmith
Grip Victim.
rental basis is proving highly successful
P. H. Smith, manager of the First Nain the Kansas City territory, according to
has been confined to his bed
L. C. McElroy, manager of the new fea- for overtional office,
a week with an attack of the
ture department of the Standard Film Corgrip.
He
is
greatly
improved at this writexchange.
"Unpardonable
ing and expects to return to duty the first
Sin," one poration
of the
fiveThe
features
obtained
part
of
the
week
of February 9. Mr.
by the Standard, broke records in several
Smith's
assistant.
Otto
Siegel, is also laid
large towns in the district and is going
up with the grip.
over good every place.
Join
Gardiner
in
Albany.
Buckley Closes Good Contract.
K. H. Woolson, formerly with the PhoeHarry D. Buckley, branch manager of
nix Cheese Company of New York City;
the United Artists Corporation at Kansas
S. Savage, former manager of the Como
City, returned a few days ago from St. J.
and Abbott theatres, Buffalo, and R. H.
Pearch, Jamestown, have been assigned to
the Albany office of Gardiner Pictures,
Inc., by F. M. Zimmerman, sales manager,
who has just returned from a rest cure
in the South.
Serving 125 Fxhlbitors.
J. F. Kirsch, manager of the Buffalo
office of the Dooley Exchange, Inc., announces that he is now serving 125 exhibitors in the western New York territory. Mr. Kirsch accompanied Thomas W.
Dooley to New York recently to purchase
a serial and some big feature films. The
company has recently purchased twentysix original Billy West comedies made
by the Emerald Motion Picture Company,
which will be released two a week.
i
1i

Mr. Exchange
Manager:
Your Come
Territory's
Here
Again!

'Frisco Frolics

Kansas Komments
New Film Paper.
Reel Journal."
"The devoted
first edition
THEa local
to the
weekly ofpaper
film trade news of the Kansas City exchanges and exnibitors, was published
January 31. Ben Schlyen, editor of the
new journalistic venture, formerly was
connected with the Standard Film CorJournal"
"The Reel
Arts Building.
201 Graphic
at exchange.
Is publishedporation
To Test Tax Law.
The test case of the constitutionality of
the county amusement tax law, which is
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Turbulently Beautiful Turban
Displayed by Alice Lake, now working
on "Shore
which she
will Acres,"
star tor inMetro.

Turner & Dahnken to Build Huge Theatre.
THEwaynegotiations
under&
for monthsthatbyhave
the been
Turner
Dahnken Circuit for the acquisition of a
suitable site for a moving picture house
have been terminated by the purchase of
property on Fourth street for approximately $600,000. This property is separated from the California Theatre site by
only a narrow street and covers a ground
area of 47.623 square feet, having two corners and three street frontages. It has a
frontage of 155 feet on Fourth street, 310
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Robert McNeil and associates to Sol li.
Jessie. He has been succeeded in the managefeet on Stevenson and 305 feet on largest
Cory Theatre, San Francisco, from
ment of the Universal Exchange by C. A. Lesser;
the
Plans are being prepared forhouse
Berlin to Joe Coreno; Lincoln Theatre,
in the Nathan, who has been his assistant for W.
and finest moving picture
Pleasanton,
from R. M. Peet to Charles
months, and Beverly Griffith, head
having a seating capacity of more several
world,6,000.
Chicazola; Bay Station Theatre, Alameda,
of the sales department, has been made
than
from A. R. Oberly to George J. Kime, and
assistant manager.
the S. & H. Theatre, Oakland, from Starky
Sam Gordon Opens New Theatre.
Selznick Representative Visits Coast.
& Head to R. M. Bitzer.
pioFrancisco's
San
of
one
Sam neerGordon,
V.
P.
Whitaker,
general
representative
V. P. T. In Nerr Home.
exhibitors, opened his latest theatre,
Louis J. Selznick, spent several days
the Orpheus, in the suburban city of San for
The
United
Theatres branch
of Amer-to
visiting
the
San
Francisco
exRafael on the evening of January 21. The recently change
ica has moved Picture
its San Francisco
conducted under the management
opening tracted
wasmany afromsuccessful
event
and
at86
Golden
Gate
avenue,
where
William
J.
of
Harry
L.
Knappen,
leaving
later
for
San Francisco, despite
Citron remains in charge. The quarters
the threatening weather. The new house Los Angeles.
occupied are those formerly used by TriPantnges Has Jiew Manager.
has a seating capacity of about 1,200, makangle.
ing it the largest in Marin County. Now
Roy Stephenson has been made resident
that this theatre is in running shape Mr. manager
James Beatty Takes Another Hoasc.
of Pantages Theatre, succeeding
Gordon will direct his attention toward John J. Cluxton.
He has been connected
James Beatty, who conducts the Liberty
the remodeling of the Lyric on Fillmore with the local house for about nine years. theatres
at San Jose and Fresno, Cal., has
street, San Francisco, on which he retaken
city. over the Strand Theatre in the latter
Many Theatres Cliange Hands.
cently secured a long-time lease.
The activity in the amusement business
M. li. MarkOTfitz Deserts Distributing Field
Brief Trade Notes.
is reflected in the many changes in ownerFrazler, traveling representative
M. L. Markowitz has resigned as manship of houses in the San Francisco terri- forJohn
Universal, has returned to the San
ager of the Universal Exchange at San
made Theatres
of late Francisco
branch from a tour of Nevada,
Francisco and in the future will devote through tory-.
the Among
officetheof sales
the United
where
he booked the best business ever
Exchange
are
the
following:
The
Majestic
his entire attention to his extensive theatre interests in Northern California. This Theatre, of Concord, from Carenna Bros, secured by him. Exhibitors in that state
step came as a distinct surprise, as Mr. to Charles Holz, of Merced; Peralta Thea- are enjoying a wonderful season.
Markowitz is the dean of film exchange
tre, Oakland, from H. C. Clapp to W. C.
J. treJ.at San
HaleyAndreas,
is preparing
Cal. to open a theamanagers, having been in charge of the Wilson; Allies Theatre, San Francisco,
The Kinema Investment Company is
Universal interests here since 1907. He from C. Johnson to Crescent Theatre Comstarted an exchange in that year under
pany; Regent Theatre, San Francisco, from preparing to erect a moving picture house
at Fresno, Cal., to cost $350,000.
E. C. Cunningham to H. Shaw; Rex Theathe name of the California Film Exchange,
and when this was taken over seven years
tre, San Francisco, from R. B. Davis to
E. C. Benedict will open the Auditorium,
Cal., with moving pictures in
later by Universal, whose output he had C. Carleton; Princess Theatre, Sausalito, Modesto,
February.
from Mrs. George C. Gates to A. Mann;
been haindling, he continued as manager.
The Colonial Theatre on Halght street,
Executive offices have been fitted up in the New Devisadero Theatre, San Francisco, from T. L. Demund to T. Tobias and San Francisco, has been purchased by tt.
the Strand Theatre Building, and he will
manage his theatre interests from there. R. Loy; Claremont Theatre, Oakland, from Zelinsky.
Discuss

Differences

Between

Exchanges

and Showmen
at Philadelphia Meet
130 exchange man- tests upon our part have sometimes met
WITH almost
agers and their assistants pres- with an elaborate assumption of inent, the recently organized Mo- difTerence; sometimes feigned indignation and most amazing impudence.
tion Picture Bureau of the Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce, at a recent
"We
propose
innovations but intendno torevolutionary
proceed in a spirit
luncheon, launched its opening gun for
a cleaner, better and a more business- of friendliness and conciliation. Our
like industry when Harry M. White, purpose is to educate rather than punchairman, outlined to the members the
ish. Many difTerences between the expolicies and functions of the new board.
change and the exhibitor are, in fact,
Unusual interest is attached to the more apparent than real. They are due
activities of this organization. It is not in a great measure to the wide diversity
only the largest gathering seen in Philadelphia for some time in film circles, but
marks the first successful attempt of
exchangemen at organization.
Claiming but two years actual experience in the motion picture business,
Mr. White in an address said, in part:
"Personally, I have been in this business but a comparatively short time, but
even in that short time I have noticed
the wonderful improvement in the personnel of both exhibitors and exchangemen, and I want to go on record right
now to the eflfect that I personally believe that ninety-eight per cent, of the
men in the film industry are absolutely
conscientious and honest, but we still
find ourselves compelled to deal with
men who, to put it mildly, have a shrewd
eye to the main chance; men who evince
a tendency to evade implicit obligation;
men who seem to have no sense of the
fundamental principles of right and
wrong, and who not infrequently stoop
to practices generally considered discreditable.
"We exchangem
through all
each
of these
years have beenen suspicious
other. Our individual efforts to right
matters have been negligible, almost
Irving V. Willat
futile. Good results have been acciWhose productions will be released
dental rather than intentional. Proty Hodklnson.

of mind and temperament and to the
bewildering
detail."
The mattermultiplication
of adjustingof any
diflferences that may arise between an exchange and an exhibitor, was next taken
up by Mr. White, who explained that
only as a last resort would the matter
be placed
in the ofhands
the adjustment committee
three ofexchangemen
and two exhibitors for settlement.
Mr."Their
White.decision would be final," added
Present also at the luncheon were
Gene Crandall, district manager for the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, and William H. Hall, of the Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Hall in brief address welzation. comed the members of the new organiRuth Clifford Entertains
Maeterlinck at Luncheon

n RLINC
author
noted
the
K,, and
MAETE
ICE Belgia
MAUR
Maeterlinck were guests
Madame
at a luncheon given recently by Ruth
Clifford at the Hotel Commodore. Both
M. Maeterlinck and his wife are ardent
picture fans, and familiar with the work
of American screen stars, and in a recent interview, published in one of the
New York papers, M. Maeterlinck laid
particular emphasis on the artistic work
of Miss Clifford.
Later they met at a reception, and
the noted Belgian expressed a desire to
learn more of the intricacies of photoplay acting, and at the luncheon Miss
Clifford enlightened the Maeterlincks
on some of the difficulties of screen
portrayals.
Miss Clifford is co-starring with Jack
Sherrill in "The Invisible Ray" serial
being made by the Frohman Amusement
Corporation, of which W. L. Sherrill is
president. The scenario for this production was written by a well-known
magazine writer, Guy W. McConnell.
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Rubbernecking
in
Filmland
week,
the usual grind this
ABOUT
and a that
good-for-nothing,
a lot of city chicken-stealin'
sports brought
but with what may be called a Baptist Clergyman Uses coon
down with the idea of picking up some
high-light happening here and
"Pollyanna" Setting
rube money in our town.
there in the grist that is worthy of a
little comment.
"The Family Honor" is a typical Down
South story. Florence Vidor plays the
Such
as
"Pollyanna"
going
to
church.
for
Baptismal
On Sunday evening, January 24, the
leading figure in the story, that of BevRev. Dr. J. Whitcomb Brougher, pastor
Service
erly Tucker. Roscoe Karns is "Dal," her
of the Temple Baptist Church, preached
shif'less brother, who gets accused of
murder.
J. P. Lockney is a crooked
a sermon entitled, "How to Play the
road-house proprietor. Willis Marks is
By Giebler
'Glad Game," and he introduced and illusa shyster lawyer; George Nichols is the
trated his subject with Mary Pickford's
of the town. Harold Goodwin
latest picture, "Pollyanna." A Pollyanna fashioned story about a little old- mayor
works in the grocery store, and Charles
■setting, combined with a scene from the
River Jordan, was used for a baptismal fashioned town, which he said was someMeredith keeps the jail. Little Ben Alexander is little Bennie Tucker, brother to
where in that vague section known as
service at which many were welcomed
into the bosom of the church.
Bev and Dal, and helps make things
"Down South."
Many parsons would as soon think
right in the end.
Reminiscing a Bit.
of inviting the Old Scratch himself as
Ole Lucas, the Witness.
to bring the movies into their church,
It wasn't vague to me, however, when
There was another actor in the cast
but the Rev. Dr. Brougher is not that I'd seen the court room set he was getting ready for the murder trial, one of that I must not forget, however. Lucas
kind of a parson. Doctor Brougher is
a successful parson, one of the most suc- the big punches of the piece. I knew C. Luke, colored (very much so). "Bo'n
cessful parsons in our fair city, if not that court room at once. It is in Swamp- in Shrevepo't — lemme see, 'long 'bout
in the entire country. His sermons are East, Missouri, down near the part of fifty, fifty-five, mebbe sixty years ago."
Lucas was a witness in the murder
all in the big feature class and the S. R. the map where Missouri sticks its foot
into Arkansas. Why, man, it was all trial. He knew who killed the man
O. sign is always displayed when he ex- as
natural as life !
that young Dal Tucker was accused of
pounds the gospel.
murdering.
The judge was a dead ringer for CirTaylor Edits the Mouth Organ.
cuit Judge Charlie Fort, who used to
"There he is," said Lucas. "That white
If you want to hear the movies treated dispense justice in that neck of the man settin' right over there."
It was only a bit, but it looked like
to scathing denunciation; if you want to woods; the prosecuting attorney looked
as much like old John Kelly as two peas art to me, even if it was only black art,
know
just
what
kind
of
devil's
tools
they
in
a
pod,
and
if
Lon
Martin
could
come
and
Florence Deshon, who was visiting
are, go to a church and listen to the dry
and dusty dogma of the preacher who to life he wouldn't look any more like at the studio and shared a court house
himself than the actof who played the bench with me, said it looked good to
pounds
pews.off He's
her, and I could tell by the way that
the boy his
whopulpit
can to
tearempty
the hide
the part of the sheriff.
King Vidor smiled at old Lucas, that he
pictures and hang it on the fence to dry.
Typical Down East Story.
though the same, and so, after the scene
The big-time preacher does not fear
There
was
the
same
kind
of
a
crowd,
was over, I looked up Lucas with the incompetition and therefore he does not
too. Colored folks off to one side, a
tention of telling him he was a good
fear and hate the movies.
actor.
But it was no use, he already
dog on the floor, and I could close
The Studio Publicists have held an- houn'
knew it.
my eyes and hear the catbirds singing
other meeting, and the "Mouth Organ"
the sycamores and the sound of the
Evidence Conclusive.
has resulted therefrom. The Mouth Or- in
ripe pawpaws plopping on the ground
gan is a clever little thing, mimeo- on
the
other
side
of
the
fly-specked
win"Do
I
do
much of this kind of work?"
graphea ; so far, but with a promise of
dows The same old court housp where we
he said, in answer to my question.
printers' work later on, and Ted Taylor, staged a prize fight once between Rabbit
"Why, I don't do nothin' for a livin' exof Metro, is the "tentative" editor.
cept act. You-all wait here a minute.
Our mayor has turned on the lights Henshaw, a saddle "complected" boy,
on Broadway and we no longer have to
depend on the illumination from the
windows of the Owl Drug Store and the
Bon Ton Bonbon Shop to guide our
steps along the thoroughfare. Of course,
the lights came too late to be of any
real service
many something
of us, but can
it's all
right,
we areto glad
be
"lit up," if it's only a street.
Three P. A.'s Make Changes.
There have been three important
moves on the press agent checkerboard.
Mark Larkin, who doped out publicity
for the Mary Pickford Company, is now
doing the same duties for the Mayflower
Corporation, and J. Hesser Walraven,
who was the previous incumbent at
Mayflower, has moved over to be the
personal press representative of Maurice Tourneur; while Kenneth McGaffey,
who has been missing from active P.
A. circles since he took to writing titles
for Paramount-Artcraft, is occupying
the easy chair made vacant by Mark
Larkin's move.
I went out and visited around at the
King Vidor studios one day this week
and for
had a the
mostof interesting
had
month
Sundays. time I've
"Ah," Says Jiggs, "the Key to the Mayor's Cellarette."
King told me he was making a play
"No," says Mayor Snyder of Los Angeles, "the key to the city" — to Johnny Ray as
"Jlggs" in Pathe's picturization of McManus' "Bringing Up Father" cartoons.
called "The Family Honor," a little old-
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I got something in my vest I want to
show
Lucasyou."retired to his vest and came
back with a bunch of letters. The first
one read as follows :
"It takes time to hunt up stills, and
I am ful.
veryWithbusy,
but direction
this man ishe wondera little
can do
anything.
"Jerry Storm,
"Director, Thos. H. Ince Studios."
"That's what Mister Sto'm says about
me,"
said Lucas.
How recommendations
many actors in
the colony
can show
like that?
First Glimpse at Sister Lottie.
I had luck this week. I saw Lottie
Pickford making a picture. I have seen
Little Mary at work many times, and
likewise
Jack, but
long was
as I've
in the movies,
thisasweek
the been
first
time I ever saw Sister Lottie before the
lens.
I wasI came
crossing
at Burnton's
when
upon a astage
company
at work
with anrectorartist's
studio
setting.
The di-a
was staging a scene between
girl with bobbed hair and wearing a
smock all messed up with water colors,
and a snappy looking little chap with a
mustache.
The chap was madly, deeply, desperately, wildly in love with the girl with
the bobbed hair. I could tell that by
the director's directions. The girl pretended to fall for his stuff. She wasn't
crazy about him a-tall, I could tell that
from the way she acted when he hugged
her.
The Huggee Wanted to Scratch.
There are certain rules for hugging,
you know. If the huggee loves the hugger she will show it by doing a little
strangling on her own account, sort of
co-operate, as it were. Well, this party
of all.
the second
her hands
at
She let part
them didn't
hang use
straight
down
at her sides, and she worked her fingers
like
a woman
does when
she's got and
'em
full of
biscuit dough
or something,
what's
more,
the
fingers
said
just
plain as words, that they wanted asto
scratch somebody's eyes out.
They got about fifty foot of this stuff,
and the director — it was Martin Jusgirl turned
around,
and tice—itsaid,
was "Cut,"
Lottie the
Pickford.
The hugging
chap was Allan Forrest, and the mustoo. tache was all his own, and it's a dandy,
Almost Three Plays in One.
Lottie Pickford is making a play that
has no name as yet. They call it Production 97 at the studio. But whatever
it's
going
to bepicture,
called, toit'sjudge
going byto the
be
a pretty good
story.
Miss Pickford is the daughter of a
man who is wronged by three villains.
Before the father dies of a broken heart
he exacts a promise from his daughter
that she will avenge him.
This seemingly simple plot gets to be
one of the most complicated and thrilling things you ever heard of. The girl,
in scheming out her plans for revenge,
is forced to assume three distinct characterizations. Itis almost three plays
in one, so far as action is concerned. She
gets oodles of revenge, and in the scene
I looked at she was hitting at one of the
villains through his son by making said
son believe she was in love with him.
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Unusual

Example

Town
"Closed"
of What is Termed
book anything
but the best
in the
of to
city
a
,
MICH,
,
CREEK
LE
BATT
market
and
they
have
continuously
fol40,000 population, is looked upon by
lowed an iron-clad rule to set in dates
the industry with a great deal of for their
first
run
houses
as
near
the
respect because it is classed as one of
the best show cities of its size anywhere. Detroit release dates as possible. In
instances, they play pictures day
There are two outstanding reasons. One many
date with the Detroit first runs.
is that the people of Battle Creek are andMessrs.
Cross always make
blessed with the average amount of in- it a practiceLippto and
find out what their pubteligence so far as their amusemeiit
lic wants in the line of entertainment.
ned'
other is Through the medium of a newsy little
theCross.
ideas
G. A.
E. Lipp andand
H. concer
are,are
or
magazine
that is circulated in all of their
A peculiar condition exists in the city.
weekly, they keep in inThere are five motion picture houses all five theatres
touch with their patrons and
modern in every respect and all doing furnish timate
them free with all of the news
a thriving business of their own — and
the industry that might interest them.
all are operated under the one direction. of The
Regent, which is one of the finest
Of course,
such
a
condition
is
not
peculiar in itself. There are scores of in the state, was opened about a year
other American cities of the same size ago. Here the biggest film production
and with probably the same industrial of the day get their first run in Battle
prospects, as Battle Creek, but there Creek. The Strand, Garden and Rex are
houses, while the Post, beare very few, in fact, where the public the other
sides being the home of the legitimate,
keep abreast with the motion picture
times as in Battle Creek.
is_ used on special occasions for big
Battle Creek is a most unusual ex- pictures.
Although still young in years, Messrs.
ample of what in motion picture circles
Lipp and Cross are pioneers in the show
is termed
the
"closed"
town.
If
a
picture is shown in Battle Creek it must business. Before coming to Battle
be flashed on the screen of one of those Creek, Mr. Lipp was associated with
Barnum and Bailey; the Buffalo Bill
five theatres. Naturally, such a condi- Shows
and the Forepaugh, Sells
tion of affairs would tend to make the
controlling exhibitor in such a town Brothers Circus. He foresaw the possibilities ofthe motion pictures and durmighty independent. There are two
ing his visits to Battle Creek took up
things possible for him in his operating
policy. He can adopt a progressive the proposition of locating there with
method calling for the best pictures Mr. Cross.
played on release, or as close to release
Began Exhibiting in 1911.
dates as possible, or he can fill his
Mr. Cross is one of the best known
theatre with old films and play them
whenever
it bests fits his own conven- men in Battle Creek. Fifteen years ago
ience.
he was picture
the singer
of the
city's
motion
theatre.
In 1911,
he first
and
Book Only the Best.
Mr. Lipp purchased the Dreamland
Here is where Lipp & Cross enter. Theatre and their success was such that
At the very outset of their business they enlarged their holdings from
affiliation several years ago, they de- year to year.
cided that the people of Battle Creek
Exchange managers and film salesmen
should be given a class of entertain- usually look upon the controlled town
ment on the same plane with that of as the biggest problem of all, but the
Detroit and other cities. They refused policy of Lipp and Cross has helped, in
a measure, to shatter that idea. Not
only are these exhibitors anxious to
set in play dates as soon as possible,
but they are willing at all times to pay
equitable rental prices to the exchanges.
The percentage or rental plus systems
are always opened to the exchange in
their houses when they feel that the
prices asked for films are too high. Thus
they play as fairly with the exchanges
in their business dealings as they do
with their public.

Just the Thing We Needed
To complete the beauty of this pasre was
this picture of Helena Chadwick,
Goldwyn player.

On Big Feature Programs.
Reports emanating from Pittsburgh
to the home office of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., state that the serial is continuing
to win wider recognition as a necessary
adjunct of the program at the better
houses, and contain the information
that the Olympic Theatre of Greenville,
Pa., presented the first episode of "The
Adventures
Ruth
Roland, on of
the Ruth,"
programstarring
with Mary
Pickford
"The of
Hoodlum."
Managerin Gould
the Arcadia Theatre
in Pittsburgh has announced the first
episode of the Pathe serial starring
Ruth Roland as a feature of the Arcadia's program when "Broken Blossoms" is presented.
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in
the
Open
Conducted by Qi S. Sewell

Takes

for Aythros
SERIALS are often spoiled in the
making through haphazard production," says Arthur B. Reeve, vicepresident of Supreme Pictures, Inc. He
and John W. Grey, president, are coauthors of "The Mystery Mind," dealing
with hypnotism, in which they are starring J. Robert Pauline and personally
supervising the production in their own
studio.
"Few serials have been produced even
approximately as the author wrote them.
They have been wrecked all along the
line by director, star, and producer each
taking a whack at them," continued Mr.
Reeve. "Serial producers rely too much
on their director. They accept his opinion of a story — and the average director's
attitude is; 'This is a pretty punk story,
but
I may be the
ablestory
to doctor
up.' Soit
he rewrites
as he itthinks
should be.
"Later the star decides to change
something, ignoring the fact that the
author may have had a far-reaching ultimate reason for writing that particular
bit. The star's change ruins a logical
climax and when the story doesn't hang
—
blamedthe
'bum orauthor'
together
never
the the
director
star whois made
change.
"If the author happens to be clever
with his pencil or possesses mechanical
genius he may send a sketch or a working model with his script. Then the
technical director pounces upon it and
ridicules it out of court. The only person who can successfully monkey with a
story is the one who best understands
it— the author. In serials especially his
presence is invaluable. Changes are always necessary as a picture progresses.
"Actors don't always pan out as expected and their characters have to be
actors exceed expectaabridged.
tions and Other
develop splendid parts from
an original small bit. Sets also have the
faculty of being more or less effective
than anticipated.
"But only the author should be permitted to alter a story to meet changing
conditions. He alone sees the story as
a perfect whole and can judge where and
how ramifications may extend without
detriment to the finished work. The
future worth while cinema plays will be
produced like football games are won
— with the entire team obeying the signals of one man, all working with and
for the author."
Comedienne Gale Henry Is
No Longer with Bulls Eye
dy Company anTHE ModelnouncesCome
that Gale Henry, comeand
dienne head of the company,
ed connections with the Bull's
has sever
Eye Film Corporation, which has beend
distributing her releases, and has signe

Up

Cudgels

in Serial Production
a contract with a prominent distributing
company. She will produce only six
two-reelers a year, instead of twentyfour a year as heretofore. Work upon
the first subject will commence in a few
days at wood,
theCal.comedienne's
studio studios
in Holly-at
The Gale Henry
Hollywood have been sold and the company may erect its own studio probably
at Riverside, Cal.
National to Make Three
Series for Marion Kohn

ation
l Film
tion announces ithas
begunCorpor
produc
on
THE Nationa
three short series of subjects for
exclusive release by Marion Kohn of
90 Golden Gate avenue, San Francisco.
The stars in the new series will be Grace
ng
Cunard, Miss
Polly Cunard
Moran, and
Jones.
who "Smili
will be Bill"
supported by Cole Hebert, also known as
"Slim Cole," will produce sensational
comedy-dramatic thrillers, while Polly
Moran will appear in one-reel slap-stick
comedies. "Smiling Bill" Jones will also
appearedy sort.
in one-ree
the make
"politea" series
comEach ls
starofwill
of twenty-six pictures.
This deal places Mr. Kohn among
the ranks of the foremost producers of
short subjects, as the agreement with
the National is merely for the purpose
of manufacture, according to I. Bernstein of the National, that firm retaining
but a small interest in the productions,
tiiiiriitiiii>iiiiiMiiimriiiiiiiiiiiiiijijiti[iiriiiiiiiiiiii 'iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiitiiiiiKiriiniriiiiiin

Market

which will be marketed via the state
rights plan.
World's rights to these series will be
owned by
Marion
Kohn productions.the
Plans for
theirH. production
are
elaborate, and call for a big expenditure
of money. Each star will be surrounded
by a capable cast and augumented by
beautiful girls.
Grace Cunard is leaving feature and
serial work for comedy roles, which she
is said to be particularly adapted for.
Polly Moran's comedy work is well
known,
brands. as she has appeared in various
Joe Brandt, 1600 Broadway, New
York, is eastern representative and will
handle all business at this end and arrange for distribution.
Gaumont Making Specials
Vivian Martin in First

ion inCompan
y is resumin
States.g
the United
Gaumont
THEproduct
The first big feature will be,
"Husbands and Wives," starring Vivian
Martin, adapted from "Making Her His
Wife," the popular novel by edCorra
Harris. It has just been complet and
is now offered to state rights exchanges
exclusively. It is described as a strong
domestic drama, in which Miss Martin
charmingly portrays the role of the
pampered city heiress in love with a
poor country chap. His efforts to bend
ce and deterresistan
her her
will,
her to his mination
to lead
create
own life,
ns
tense situatio followed by tender heart
interest scenes.
The story is set in the South. In order
to obtain the real atmosphere. Miss Martin and a company of twenty spent six
weeks in and around Atlanta, Ga.
The production is said to be replete
with realism and emotional appeal. It
is planned
follow
Wives"
with toother
big "Husbands
pictures, to and
be
elaborately produced.
Much

Abraham S. Schomer.
Director-general ScViomer-Rn.ss ProducFlame"
tions, distributing
with Emily
Stevens,"Tlie
and SacreU
Dolores Cassinelli's "The Hidden Light."

Interest Shown in
Cohns' "Broke" Contest

g in
arrivinCohn,
reply US
to the letters
offer are
of Jack
NUMERO
of the firm of Jack and Harry
Cohn, producers of Hall Room Boys
comedies, to give one hundred dollars
for the letter which most humorously
relates the time in the writer's life when
." ed
he wasdentsabsolu
"broke
Theletters
incidescribedtely
in the
accept
will be used as situations in forthcomdies. ing releases of Hall Room Boys ComeThe letters are being received from
all sections of the country and from all
classes of people. One man was owner
of a chain of theatres in the Northwest. Another, in his letter, written
on wrapping paper and mailed in a dirty
envelope, had "been broke all his life^
which was not very funny at all."
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Steiners

Series

of

Twelve

Mary Anderson
Stars in Pioneer's sparl<ling production, "Bubbles."
FVeuler in New York to
Place State Right Films
the resignation of John R.
SINCE
Freuler from the Mutual Fihn Corporation in 1918 and his affiliation
with the American Film Company, Inc..
little has been heard of him and his
presence in the film center of New York
the past week aroused more or less
curiosity and some speculation as to
what he was doing here, .\fter locating
es' conversation
minuted
few learn
a was
iiim and
that he plans
him it
with
for exploitation in the state rights mar3<et, picfires in which he is financially
interested and for which the open market has created a fresh demand.
Mr. Freuler still retains his interest in
the American Film Corporation, management of which is entirely in the
Tnands of S. S. Hutchinson, his business
■associate. Mr. Freuler is more particularly interested in the theatrical end of
the industry. He holds a large interest
in theatres in Kansas City, Milwaukee
■and in many other cities west of Chicago. He is planning the erection of
many new theatres this spring. He says
lie will make an announcement soon that
involves the production and presentation
of some special features, which are in
course of preparation.
"Hall Rooms" to Be Better Than Ever.
Reports from Harry Cohn, who is in
California to supervise the production
of Hall Rom Boys Comedies, are to the
effect that new releases of this series,
produced under his direction, will be
tnuch improved over early releases. He
says: "I am gathering together, as far
as it is possible, a brand new supporting company. It is my aim to make
tliem of a class and distinction which
will be marked by every exhibitor."
IVtcConville Wrote Kellerman Story.
'Bernard McConville is the author of
♦he story for the first production in
which Annette Kellerman will appear
ainder
the Sol has
Lesser's
Iklr. McConville
to hismanagement.
credit such
adaptations as "Heart 'o the Hills" and
"The Hoodlum" for Mary Pickford.

Five-Reel Detective Stories
already complete, and work is progressknown
nued
to exhibi
for hiswellconti
STEINER,
M tors
ing on the fourth.
WILLIA
connection with the film industry
The role of "Tex" is portrayed by
since its earliest days, as a producer, Glen White, and the cast includes such
as Leo Delaney, Jane McAlpine,
anounces the completion of an unusu- players
ally big deal in the independent field. David Wall, Alfred Warman, Robert
He will make a series of twelve five- Tabor, Alex F. Frank, Joseph M. L.
Joseph Sullivan, Charles
reel pictures under the general title Striker,
Graham and Marie Treador.
of "Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries," the
Several
rights buyers have
world rights to which have beenn, se- viewed the state
first picture and contracted
cured by Arrow Film Corporatio of
which W. E. Shallenberger is president. for the series, according to an announcement from Arrow. The series will be
Mr. Steiner is very enthusiastic over
these pictures, and explains that they advertised extensively, and a big twoare up-to-the-minute detective stories, color press book is now in the hands of
written by popular authors, and that the printers, while other papers are beexhibitors will be able to contract at
ing prepared. One of the novelties
once for the entire series, to be released will be a one-sheet on which will appear
four
or five different scenes, while a
one a month. The first three, "Circumstantial Evidnce," "The Wall Street number of other unique aids are being
Mystery" and "The Scrap of Paper," are prepared.
After

Seventeen

Months

in Making

**Lost City*' Serial Is Now
Complete
one can tell when a beast, in spite of
ERS, who have his training, will attack.
BROTH
WARNER
the distribution rights of Selig's
"E. A. Martin, who directed the serial,
"The Lost
received animal
a wire serial,
from Colonel
Selig City,"
that on one occasion passed through an enclosure where several leopards were
the production is now complete and
negatives of the final episodes are en loose without noticing the sign of warnroute to New York. Announcement of
ing. The leopards, coming from behind
distribution details will be made later.
a large rock, began crawling in his direction, when Juanita Hansen, featured
Owing to the nature of the animals
that took part in this serial and the in the serial, shouted to him. Just in
difficulty of finding suitable locations, time, he dived into a moat of water
it is announced that seventeen months
which had been provided for just such
was necessary to complete the serial. an emergency, and in which there is a
"Time cannot be figured," says an offi- cage which offers protection from the
cial of the company, "in dealing with attacks of the animals. The leopard's
wild animals, as often it requires a dislike for water saved him, as it is
said that none of the cat family, tiger,
week or more to get a scene in which
several animals take part. Then there lion, panther, puma or jaguar, will folis always an element of danger, as no
low a victim into the water."
National

Reproduced

for Read's ''The
THAT
one-third
the cost of the
National
Filmof Corporation
of
America production of Opie Read's
"The Kentucky Colonel" was spent to
construct a replica of the village of
Emeryville, Ky., with its mansions, business district, race track, stables and authentic properties, was contained in a
letter received by Joe Brandt, the NaEastern representative,
Bernstein,tional'sproduction
manager from
on theI.
West Coast. According to the letter,
this photoplay, which the National states
IS that ment,firm's
achievecost overgreatest
$150,000,cinema
not including
overhead.
In order not to have the picture conflict with the book it was found necessary to build sets in keeping with the
real atmosphere of the novel. After a
long search, Mr. Bernstein hit upon Sunland, Cal., in the heart of the coast range
mountains. Negotiations resulted in a
permit to reconstruct the town facing
Sunland's grove of live oaks. M. J. Caldwell, the National's technical and art
director, who was born in Kentucky,
is in a great measure responsbile for

Entire

Town

Kentucky
the
transformation of Colonel
Sunland, a town
founded by the Spanish padres, to
"Emeryville, Ky." It required 200
carpenters, masons and laborers.
Price and Clark-Cornelius
Get Big Spectacular Film
C. B. Price andCorporation,
Co., Inc.,
THEand Clark-Cornelius
have jointly purchased a big spectacular production presented by an allstar cast. The name of the picture has
not yet been divulged, however. Mr.
Price announces that it will create a
sensation and arouse a big demand for
bookings.
A big advertising and exploitation
campaign will be launched, with a full
line of paper and exploitation aids. The
picture will be sold on state right basis,
and it is said will be a big money-getter.
It portrays some historical episodes of
American history, and is said to embody
some of the most beautiful and elaborate
episodes ever screened. There are also
some thrilling hand to hand encounters.
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Reorganized

as the Seaboard Film Corporation
HENRY I. COLEMAN, president of in this city at 729 Seventh avenue, on the
fifth floor, with Leon Torin in charge.
the Capital Film Service of Washington, D. C, with offices in that For the present only the Hank Mann
city, Baltimore and Raleigh, is at pres- comedy two-reelers are being distributed here. In the southern offices
ent in New York, and when interviewed
by a representative of this publication
short subjects, such as Christies, Roin the offices of the Arrow Film Cor- mayne, Billy West and Gale Henry
poration, announced that on account of comedies are handled.
In adition to the president the officers
the
business,
his firm's
increase
the
zed under
reorgani
company hasof been
are W. E. Lewis, vice-president, and W.
the name of the Seaboard Film Cor- L. White, secretary. Jackson H. Ralporation, with $100,000 capital.
ston, an international lawyer, who was
The change in the firm name was de- on the commission settling the Venecided upon on account of the former
zuelan boundary question, is one of the
directors.
name conflicting with other companies,
With the opening of the new offices
and the further fact that, as the company will open other offices along the this will make the Seaboard Film Corentire Atlantic Seaboard, the new name
poration one of the largest state rights
is especially appropriate.
organizations operatine in the United
States.
Already an exchange has been opened
Schomer-Ross

Productions

to Make

Four Big Feature Pictures a Year
FOUR feature pictures a year will of clean and strongly dramatic subbe produced by Schomer-Ross Projects, portrayed by well-known stars.
ductions, of which Abraham S. It is announced that "quality" will be
motto.
Schomer is director general, and E. S. the
Mr. Schomer is well-known for his
Manheimer, general manager, with
Agnes Egan Cobb in charge of sales and past successes, and Mr. Manheimer
needs no introduction to foreign buyers.
publicity.
The company, now located at 1440 Agnes Egan Cobb also needs no introduction, as she has been in constant
Broadway, will, as soon as alterations
are completed, move to much larger touch with state rights buyers and exhibitors for a number of years.
quarters on the eleventh floor of the
Several sales have been made, and
Leavitt Building at 126 West Fortysixth street. The first production of other offers for territories received and
are under consideration. The second
the company, recently released, is "The production,
which is now under way, is
Sacred
Flame,"
starring
Emily
Stevens.
All productions will be sold on the "The Hidden Light," starring Dolores
Cassinelli.
state rights market, and will consist
N^t

Profit

of $10,500

for

Week

s Run

of ''Confession'* at Frisco's Rialto
for the Rialto, San street, Chicago; to S. S. Rankin of BilALL records
,
Francisco were broken by the run
lings, Mont., for Montana; to Maurice
Less, Attractions, Terre Haute, for
" of "The Confession" at that thea- Indiana.
tre for one week, according to advices
Max Glucksman has purchased the
received by Joe Brandt, general representative of the National Film Corporarights for Argentine, Paraguay, Urution of America, from George Davis,
guay and Chile for "The Greater Womr
superviso
exploitation and distribuan," "The Debt," starring Marjorie
tion of the offeature.
Rambeau,
and "Hedda Gabler," featuring
After running for one week at the Nance O'Neill.
Rialto to a net profit amounting to
$10,500, owners of the theatre rebooked
National Preparing for Spring Rush.
it for two weeks more. These figures,
Three shifts of carpenters, scenic
Mr. Davis pointed out, are actual box artists and laborers are busy at the West
office figures.
Coast studios of the National Film
"The Confession," according to Mr. Corporation of America preparing for
Brandt, is making a record as a moneythe production rush. Three companies
maker wherever it is shown, and the are already in action, with four more
San Francisco figures are being re- to follow, according to I. Bernstein, propeated, proportionately, in other cities,
duction manager. To offset the probboth in the East and the West.
able confusion, Mr. Bernstein plans to
Henry Walthall is the featured player construct the various interior sets on
in this play by Hal Reid, and another rollers, the directors taking turns in
star, Francis McDonald, is in support using the space allotted to them. A new
of Walthall.
unit of directors' offices and dressing
rooms is being built to care for the adC. B. Price Reports Sales.
ditional personnel. The stars in the new
C. B. Price Company, Inc., announces
National pictures will be Francis McDonald, Elinor Field, Jack Hoxie, Neal
disposition of state rights of "The Log
of the U-35" for Northern Illinois to Burns, Grace Cunard, Polly Moran and
Rosenthal & Saperstein, 220 S. State "Smiling Bill" Jones.

1. Coleman.
President Henry
Seaboard
Film Corporation.
Quick Sales Being Made
on Series of Jans Films

of
filminB.g A>
the on,"
uttedQuesti
comple
"Love Witho
HAVING
Rolfe, supervising director and his
associates of Jans Pictures, Inc., are
now busily engaged in cutting, editing
and assembling this feature which ia
shortly to be released on the state rights
basis.
"Love Without Question" is a filmization
C. Wadsworth
Camp's
novel
"The of
Abandoned
Room" and,
according
to Mr. Rolfe, the original story hasbeen followed closely and wherever possible amplified and the high lights of
the
tale
brought'of out
and beet*
themany incidents
the forcibly
story have
built up into situations of deep dramatic
power and told in the picture version ii»
a way impossible on the printed page.
Olive Tell, star of "Love Without
Question," the
withscreening.
members of the cast
witnessed
The officials of Jans Pictures, Inc.,
are also
greatly
pleased that
with Mr.
theirRolfe
ini>tial
release
and believe
has turned out a photodrama that will
break box-office records wherever properly presented and exploited. Territorial
rights
the six
Tell-Jans rapidity
superfeatureson sold
withOlive
remarkable
and it is expected that hardly a territory
will be left when the first release, "Love
Without Question," is ready for release.
Tarzan Film in Cutting Stage.
Owing
to the
necessity
considerable cutting
of fine
film toof bring
the
story turninto
regulation
"The CorReof Tarzan,"
Numalength,
Pictures
poration's feature, has been delayed for
a couple of weeks in its premiere in
New York. Under the direction of
George Merrick, the assembling is now
practically completed. A trade showin a Broadway theatre is shortlyto being announced.
Selznick Changes Title.
Olive Thomas' sixth Selznick feature,.
"Glorious Youth," has been changed to"Youthful
Folly."
This title,
was done
in order to select
a better
if possible^
from a box office viewpoint.
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Allgood's "Daredevil" Star Enacts
Unusually Thrilling Aeroplane Stunt
and there, and a wonderful young
Pablo Beach, Fla., then
OTSI January 27 at on,
would have been added to the
star of All- athlete
Charles Hutchis
toll of the over daring.
good's big new serial, "The WhirlSeveral aviators who witnessed the
ion
unusualandexhibit
an daring,
wind," gaveand
one that ofit stunt are said to have expressed themskill, nerve
is claimed that has never been surpassed
selves as perfectly agreeable in "letting
by any motion picture star.
George do it." The Allgood Company
The script called for a thrilling chase, will remain for about two months in
Jacksonville, where many of the big
-with Hutchison on his ninety mile per scenes
are now being filmed.
hour motorcycle pursuing an airplane
■which was ordered to skim close to the
ground. All Hutchison was supposed Story of Olive Tell Film
to do was to foil the action of the
to Appear in Newspapers
villainous airplane crew.
As the plane neared the ground
nt esof
F. JANS,
, Inc.,preside
announc
the Jans Pictures
Hutchison approached, and, instead of HERMAN
merely chasing ofT the maurauders,
the novel, "The Abandoned
Hutchison leaped from his speeding Room," by C. Wadsworth Camp, from
motorcycle and by a narrow margin which the screen version "Love With'
caught a flying rope ladder dangling bewill aptaken,importa
been forty
outpearQuestion'
nt
serially inhasover
neath the plane.
Jerked from his motorcycle, he was newspapers m the United States, including the Dallas Evening Journal, Omaha
carried aloft dangling on the rope
ladder, while frantic cries of the direc- Bee, Atlanta Constitution, New York
tor, cameramen and the crowds below Evening World, Philadelphia North
were of no avail in drawing the atten- American and Washington Post.
A. Rolfe, in producing this feature
tion of the
airplane crew to Hutchison's forB. the
Jans Pictures, together with
perilous
position.
With the rope ladder describing a Mr. Jans and Jans Pictures, Inc., feel
of their initial prolong swinging motion, Hutchison, realiz- that the ductionselection
to be exploited serially in the
ing his dangerous situation, began
climbing until he reached the seat of daily newspapers, proves their statement
the plane, when he swung himself into as to it's appeal to the public and that
prove of great interest to exthe crew.
driver's seat with the aid of one of it should hibitors
inasmuch as it gives splendid
the
exploitation possibilities and a valuable
By this time the airplane had gone amount
of advertising.
for nearly a mile and a half, and had
risen over 500 feet.
Crowds of people who had witnessed
the stunt cheered when Hutchison
Many Sales on "Alma"
climbed to safety.
and "Crimson Shoals"
On descending, Hutchison was repri- M AX COHEN, manager of Monopol
Pictures Company, reports
manded by Joseph A. Golden, director
of the serial, who, while appreciating
healthy activity around two of his
what such a scene would mean, let subjects. Foreign rights to ".\lma.
Hutchison also understand that had Where Do You Live?" have been sold to
Hutchison lost his life in attempting the Export and Import Film Corporasuch a stunt the serial would have ended
tion, at 729 Seventh avenue; Eastern
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Pennsylvania to Consolidated Filnj Exchange, Philadelphia; Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky to Co-Partner Attractions, Pittsburgh; New York and Northern New
Jersey to H. A. Sam wick, 729 Seventh
avenue, New York; Illinois and Indiana
to E. E. Gagnon, Chicago; Louisiana,.
Mississippi, Florida, Alabama to Pearce
Films, New Orleans.
Foreign
rightsto to
"Crimson
Shoals"
have
been sold
Reginalde
Warde,
729Seventh avenue; Illinois and Indiana to
Silee Film Company, Chicago; Western
I'ennsylvania and West Virginia to Apex
Pictures, Pittsburgh; Elastern Pennsylvania to Consolidated Film Exchange,
Philadelphia.
L. Case Russell Directing
Last "Blazed Trail" Films

being released
Arrow
the productions two
Trail"
"Blazed by
THEFilm last
Corporation are being directed
by L. Case Russell, who has replaced
Joseph J. Barry, director of the first ten.
pro-g
the "Blazed
Mr. Barryductionsleft
to embark
producin
in the Trail"
business at the head of his own comMr. Russell is well known to picture
pany.
playgoers, having written numerous
plays for Madame Petrova, Kitty Gordon and other stars. The eleventh feature of "Blazed Trail" productions is
now skiing merrily along, and if this
fair weather keeps up the twelfth and
last
of this ofseries
will be "shot" before
the middle
February.
These pictures are stories about the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police, and
are being filmed in the Adirondacks.
They are said to be full of action, and
to have met with a splendid reception.
Most of the scenes required outdoor
locations, and because of the heavy snow
storms which have succeeded closely on
the heels of each other, the company
have found themselves working on
ground covered with over five feet of
snow.
Everything possible was done to make
the studio comfortable. It was specially
built as headquarters for companies requirinpicturesque
g■
winter scenery, but
in spite of this the members of the company have suffered from severe colds.
Pioneer Offices Now
Occupy Entire Floor

Bringing a Drowsy Little Kaintuck Village to California.
The town of Emeryville, Ky., was duplicated, fronting Sunlands. Cal., by
National Film for Its production, "The Kentucky Colonel."

has
tionlease,
Corpora
Filma long
over, on
term
THEtakenPioneer
the entire seventeenth floor of the
g,
Leavitt New
Buildin
West
Forty-sdixth
y occupie
street,
York, 126
formerl
by
Fox Film Corporation. The company
has for some time been located on the
eleventh floor of the same building, in
much smaller quarters, and announces
the removal to the new quarters was due
to the necessity for much larger quarters,
as, within the past year, business has increased six-fold.
Several of the departments, such as
film, editorial and art, were quartered
elsewhere, however, all departments will
now be together. A force of carpenters
and interior decorators are busy laying
out the new headquarters, which U is
expected will be completed within a
week. There will be two projection
rooms and elaborate cutting rooms,
while the exchange, it is said, will be
one of the best equipped in the city.
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''The
Coast''
By A. H.
Giebler

Announces

News

Its

Aims
Through Educational Campaign
pleting preparations for the expansion
ay Associ
Equitrs
rs uarte
playe
THE Photo
at 4518 of the Romayne studios in Culver City.
tion, with headq
ard,
wood
now enter- A portion of Thew's time will be spent
Boulev
Holly
in California and the remainder in Enging upon its third year, with a memberland, where a studio will be built to prosional
anship of 700 profes ting players, ign
duce pictures for the company, with
a campa
nounces that it is conduc
ion
as to its aims.
of educat
occasional migrations to France and
Italy for special productions. Eric
The association, which is a co-operawill remain in this country to
tive, non-profit organization, supplies Thew
study
and supervise the film work done
high class extra talent to the western
studios. Each individual sent out is at the Culver City studio.
capable of doing or performing what
is required of him. Before a player
First "Jiggs" Comedy Completed.
can become a member, he must show
a complete record of his work and pro- comedies,
The first now
of thebeing
"Bringing
Up Father"
produced
at the
duce written recommendations. The association is also prepared to furnish Christie studio from the George
McManus cartoons, has been completed
entire casts of nationally advertised
players of exceptional ability, down to under the co-direction of Al Christie
and Reggie Morris. Johnny Ray as
the necessary "atmosphere."
is the leading character of the
The Equity's motto is to please the "Jiggs"
film, although Margaret Fitzroy, as
producer and co-operate with him in Maggie,
comes in for her share of leadmaking better pictures. The question
ing honors. Laura La Plante, as the
of salaries is left to the producer. No
commission is charged the player, and pretty daughter, and Ward Caulfield,
the service is free to the studios. The Jack Henderson, Eddie Baker, George
George are
andall Gus
Leonard, as Jiggs'
asosciation derives its necessary reve- friends,
well cast.
nue from small monthly dues paid by
members, and is not affiliated with any
movement seeking to monopolize the
Ball for Theatrical Charities.
employment business.
An
elaborate ball, planned and proForty different studios are now makmoted by Wallace Reid, will be given
ing
regular
use
of
the
association's
at the Alexandria Hotel on the evening
placement bureau, and during the latter of
February
11, for the benefit of the
part of 1919 a large number of players Theatrical Charities
Wally will
were supplied for productions featuring be special host, and theFund.
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Lew JiiiiiiiJiriiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii iiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiii II nilWally Reid Jazz
Cody and others. D. W. Griffith, while
in the West, secured many of his players
from the Equity Association.
To Build Rothacker Laboratory.
Watterson H. Rothacker, president of
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company of Chicago, is on his way to Los
Angeles for the purpose of getting the
construction work started on the new
film laboratory for which he purchased
a site some months ago. The Rothacker
Company is now printing films in Chicago for Charles Chaplin, Katherine
MacDonald, Constance and Norma Talmadge and others. After the Los Angeles laboratory is completed prints for
the western theatres and the Orient will
be made there. Mr. Rothacker is planning to build another laboratory in New
York and later on one in England.
Gets Control of Romayne.
G. F. Thew, head of the Thew Syndicate, Ltd., Liverpool, England, who is
now in Los Angeles, has purchased the
controlling interest in the Romayne
Superfilm Company, of which H. Y. Romayne is president. Mr. Thew and his
son, Eric, who came with him, are com-
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Spring Styles in Winks
Illustrated by Larry Semon in his
Vltagraph super-comedy, "The
Grocery Clerk."

Field

Band will contribute several musical
numbers as part
evening's
entertainment.ofOtherthe
features,
musical
and otherwise, will be sprung as surprises for the guests.
Mrs. Wallace Reid and Mary Miles
Minter will act as hostesses, and the
patronesses include Mary Pickford,
Clara Kimball Young, Mildred Harris
Chaplin, Anita Stewart, Viola Dana,
Mabel Normand, May Allison, Mary
MacLaren, Enid Bennett, Bessie Barriscale, Gloria Swanson, Ruth Roland,
Edna Purviance, Gladys Brockwell,
Peggy Hyland,
Alden, Mary Anderson and EdithMary
Roberts,
Eugenie Forde Marries.
Mrs. Eugenie Forde, well-known
actress of the West Coast film colony,
was married recently at the Mission Inn,
Riverside, to Guy H. Fetters, superintendent of the mechanical department of
the Times-Mirror Printing and Binding
Company of Los Angeles. Eugenie
Forde is the mother of Victoria Forde,
who was married to Tom Mix some two
years or more ago in the same chapel
and by the same minister that performed
the ceremony for her mother.
Metro Officials on West Coast.
Marcus A. Loew, who recently acquired the controlling interest in Metro
Pictures Corporation, arrived in Los
Angeles last week with Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro, and Joseph
W. Engel, treasurer of the company,
who joined them in Chicago. When
Maxwell Karger, who is on a vacation
just now, returns to Hollywood, conferences will be held by these officials
upon future production activities of
Metro. C. E. Shurtlefif, for whom Metro
is producing a series of Jack London
stories, is also in the West.
Irving Ackerman and Sam Harris of
San Francisco, whose chain of twenty
Pacific Coast theatres was amalgamated
with the Loew interests last November,
came down to Los Angeles to meet Mr.
Loew and to pass upon plans and drawings for two palatial theatres which
they intend to build on or near Broadway. One of these houses is destined
for vaudeville and the other for high
class pictures.
Clermont Begins Active Work.
Announcement has been made of the
formation of the Clermont Photoplay
Corporation in Los Angeles, with H. N.
Clermont as president, H. F, Albers,
first vice-president and treasurer, John
T. Carleton, second vice-president and
production manager, and Lloyd Carleton,
director general.
H. N. Clermont, the president of the
new company, has been connected with
various independent productions in a
fiancial way for the past five years and
is well-known to the picture industry.
Mr. Clermont states that the plans for
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the corporation include the production
of six five-reel features and twelve tworeel comedies a year. Well-known books
will be used for the feature subjects,
and the comedies are to be of the welldressed and genteel variety with no slap
stick action or situations of any kind.
The direction of the features will be in
the hands of Lloyd Carleton. The name
of the comedy
nounced later. director will be anSprang Surprise on Audience.
When Mack Sennett completed his
five-reel comedy, "Down on the Farm,"
he made arrangements with the manager of the Victory Theatre of Los Angeles to substitute the film for one of
the features on the program, just to see
how the production would be greeted by
an audience who had heard absolutely
nothing of the picture, either through
advertising or through the press. The
picture was received with loud and satisfactory applause, and has not been seen
in any theatre since. Negotiations are
under way for half interest in the production between a firm of San Francisco
capitalists and Mack Sennett.
Vitagraph Buys More Land.
The Vitagraph Company has added
ten more acres of land to its plant at
Prospect avenue and Talmadge street
in Hollywood, which brings the total
Vitagraph acreage up to twenty in that
neighborhood. W. S. Smith, manager
of the western studio, states that Vitagraph now has three serial companies at
work and that Earle Williams is expected
soon from the East to produce a feature. Pauline Stark will soon begin
work in aration
a play
for her.that is being put in prepReid Leaves for Chicago.
Luther B. Reid, author and playwright,
has left for Chicago to supervise rehearsals forL.hisGolden
new play,
"Dear Me,"
which John
is staging.
New Studio for Rolin.
The Rolin Film Company, producing
films for the Pathe program, has purchased a tract of land at Culver City,
where a new film producing studio will
be erected for the accommodation of
all the comedy producing units now
working under the Rolin banner.
Break Ground for New Pickford Home.
Construction work has begun on the
$250,000 residence for Mary Pickford at
Fremont Place, facing Wilshire Boulevard. The house will be of Italian design, and the building itself will cost
$150,000. The lot is valued at $50,000, and
the furnishings for the house when it is
completed will cost another $50,000.
Miss Pickford will also build a house
on her property at Santa Monica, which
will be of old English design, and which
will cost approximately $100,000.
Fox Injured in Train Collision.
Finis Fox, scenario writer, was severely injured one day last week when T\e
tried to cross the tracks in front of a
three-car Venice Pacific Electric train.
Fox was hurled 15 feet, fracturing his
left leg and suffering bruises on his body.
The automobile was smashed. Fox
claims he neither heard nor saw the
train coming.
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The Story of the Sudden Death of
GUSTAVE P- HARLEMAN,
For Five Years Manager of Moving
Picture World's Los Angeles Office,
Told on Page 1020.

time, relinquished that post February
1 to become manager of the Clune
studio in Hollywood. C. A. Petrick,
formerly will
manager
Clune's
Theatre,
succeedof Mr.
Little Pasadena
as manager of the Broadway.

Irvine in Charge of Film Library.
Clark Irvine, editor of the Goldwyn
Studio Skeleton, has been placed in
charge of the new film library instituted
at the Goldwyn studios in Culver City
by Vice President Abraham Lehr. The
library will consist of films depicting
thrilling and unusual scenes, which will
be filed away for future use and reference. Clark wil continue to publish the
Skeleton, as heretofore.

New Manager for Symphony.
"Mac" MacCarthy, formerly associated in an executive capacity with the
W. H. Clune enterprises, has become
house manager of the Symphony Theatre, succeeding Wallace Carter, who resigned to assume charge of a large suburban playhouse.

Alkire Official Goes East.
P. H. White, vice president and general manager of the Alkire Productions
Company, has gone to New York to sign
contracts for the distribution rights of
eight five-reel comedy-dramas featuring
Joseph Bennett. The first of the series,
to be released in February, is called
"An Ace in the Hole," which was made
from a story written by White.
Polo to Sign with Big "U" Again.
Tarkington Baker, manager of the
Universal studios, announces that negotiations are under way for the signing of a long term contract between
Universal and Eddie Polo, and that
preparations are being made for another
big serial production, in which Polo will
have the star part.
Asks $4,500 for Four Scenarios.
Charles E. Whittaker, scenario writer,
has brought suit against Harry I. Garson for the sum of $4,500, which he
claims is due him for writing the continuity of four stories, "Michael and His
Lost Angel," "Elevating a Husband,"
"The Forbidden Woman" and "The Soul
of Raphael."
From Theatre to Studio Manager.
Otto H. Little, who has been manager
of Clune's Broadway Theatre for some

Famous Twins: Bread and Butter
Offered by Viola Dana to Bert Lytell while
the former was making "Eliza Comes
to Stay" and the latter "Alias
Jimmy Valentine."

Bershon Goes with First National.
David Bershon, who has been manager
of the Universal Exchange for a long
time, has resigned that position to assume charge of the First National Exhibitors exchange in Los Angeles. C. L.
Theuerkauf, former assistant manager,
has been placed at the head of the
Universal distributing office for Southern California.
Lehr a Bank Official.
Abraham Lehr, vice president of Goldwyn, and in charge of film production
at Culver City, has been elected vice
president of the Culver City Bank.
Studio Shots

of the
JR.. producer
READ,pictures,
Louise Glaum
leaves within
J PARKER
• a few days for New York to complete
n of "Sex," Miss
details forlatest
the distributio
Glaum's
play.
Director Tom Mills has begun preparations for the new Selznick picture, "The
Invisible Divorce" at Brunton's.
Hugh rector,Ford,
has arrivedParamount-Artcraft
on the West Coast di-to
direct a special production at the Lasky
studio.
Barbara Castleton will play the part of
Joan in "The Branding Iron," the coming
Reginald Barker production for Goldwyn.
Roy Stewart is playing the star role In
the new Zane Grey production, "The U. P.
Trail,"
Hampton.now being filmed by Benjamin B.
Tsuru Aokl, Japanese star in Universal
productions, Is writing a play that deals
wit the Japanese-American question.
Arthur and Lois Zellner, of the Metro
scenario staff, have purchased a home in
the Hollywood foothills three miles from
the studio.
Gale Henry has signed a new contract
whereby she will make a series of six
two-reel comedies a year Instead of
twenty-four, as she did the past year.
Robert McKim has been given a strong:
part In "Luck,"
the current Harry Carey
production
at U City.
Shirley Mason is now working on "Molly
and I," at Fox,
Dunkinson
and with
LillleAlbert
LeslieRoscoe.
In herHarry
supChet Franklin has been engaged by Sol
port.
Lesser
to direct Annette Kellerman in her
coming production at Brunton.
Waldemar Young Is putting "Hop O' My
Thumb"
form for toMary
Pickford into
for hercontinuity
next contribution
the
United Artists program.
Martha Mansrteld is coming West to
play the duction
leading
part in Hugh
Ford's profor the Famous
Players-Lasky.
Because of his splendid work for the
Government War Loans, Douglas Fairbanks has been appointed director of War
Sayings for southern California by the
federal authorities.
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PICTURE SHOWMEN i
Copy for Fillers
I
In Your Program'

"Clip
and
Paste
ing
to
ride
and
shoot
and
whoop and
den films were made, and on Sunday afterpicture producers are keep- cavort in twenty-six screen comedies
MOTIONing close
noon and evening — less than forty-eight
step behind stage producstarting
right
away.
hours after the event — the match was
tions, many of the plays of the
screened
Cohan's Theatre,
last theatrical season having already been
David Wark Griffith has purchased the New
York,atatGeorge
$1 — top M.price.
screened. Dramatic stock companies
rights
to
"
'Way
Down
East,"
the
formerly absorbed these plays as fast as screen
play which made William A. Brady a
they ceased to be useful to the original million.
Willard King Bradley's photoplay
Just why this splendid piece of
Arms"of has
produced
producers, but local stock companies have property
has been denied a screening long "Empty
the direction
FrankbeenReicher,
with under
Gail
felt the opposition of the screen and are ago is probably
demonstrated in the pur- Kane the star. J. Herbert Frank, Irene
now fewr and far between. After the
Blackwell
and
Thurston
Hall
assist
in
chase
price
—
$175,000.
Lottie
Blair
Paraverage play has run one season the picker's famous
story,
produced
by Davis,
Joseph hasR. telling the story of childless mothers.
ture producer gets it, under the newer Grismer
and
starring
Phoebe
system, and takes it to thoustheatrical
entertained thousands upon thousands in
Having discovered that nine out of ten
ands of screens in towns where otherwise
the theatre — and the later generation is
the play would remain forever unknown
of
us aremodore J."Respectable
by Proxy,"
expected
to
multiply
its
audience
in
films.
Stuart Blackton
is goingCom-to
And unseen.
name
a
film
just
that
—
and
Pathe
send .
If money and effort and talent can sup- it around to all the screens of thewillworld.
Tou may not be personally acquainted
ply the requisites. Bill Hart is in for anwith Little Gloria Joy, but men of money,
other rival with horse and "shooting
jievertheless, know her and believe that irons" on
Zena Keefe will be the star of "The
the screen. The new Westerner Woman
she should become a screen star. She has is Buck Jones,
her
and William Fox, who leading God
man.Sent,"
This with
will Jack
be a West
Selznick
■been "capitalized," will head her own com- already stars Tom Mix in prairie romances, presentation,
screened under direction of
pany and soon blossom forth in phototo "present" Mr. Jones with
plays written especially to bring joy to is going
of fame. "The Last Straw" is his Richard L'Estrange.
Gloria and to bring Gloria Joy lo screens plenty
first vehicle.
in big towns and little throughout the
Goldwyn has purchased screen rights to
'land.
"Other Men's Shoes" will be filled by "The Christian," the Hall Caine story
brought
to fame upon the stage by Viola
Edgar Lewis as a Pathe star for immeWill Rogers and a company . of Goldwyn
played in every clime by dradiate circulation on the nation's screens, Allen and
photoplayers are busy with production of Mr. Lewis
matic stock companies. The name of the
being the director and Craustar who will play the role of Glory Quail
John G. Holland's "Seven Oaks," a novel of ford Kent the principal actor.
great vogue forty years ago. Incidentally
in the screen presentation has not been
disclosed.
it was Holland who built the first "summer cottage" in the Thousand Islands —
and "Bonnie Castle" still stands on the
"The Heart of a Child," screen version
rocky promontory overlooking the village
ofby Frank
novel,is has
been secured
of Alexandria Bay.
Metro.Danby's
Nazimova
working
at the
head
of
the
company
which
is now proGeorges Clemenceau, the "Tiger of
ducting the feature at Metro's Los Angeles
France," has become an author for the
studio.
screen William
through Fox
his book
"The Strongest,"
which
has filmed.
The first
Norma Talraadge will soon be screened
print has been shipped from New York
to Paris, where it will pass inspection
in "Yes or No," a play that was produced
under the eye of the famous statesman.
on the stage two seasons ago. G. M. AnThen it will be shown throughout North
derson, who made screen fame as "Broncho
America and the rest of the world.
Billy" when pictures were not taken so
seriously
as now, made the stage production.
Madge Kennedy, having completed "Two
Cents' Worth of Kindness" in Lios AnMarguerita Fisher will be the star of
geles, has gone to New York to begin ana "Flying A" screen drama to be entitled
other Goldwyn photoplay — "Trimmed with
"The Dangerous Talent." Just what this
alarmingclosed in any
possession
is not dis-to
Red."
Kathleen Kerrigan is supporting her
of the may
early bereferences
the
plot.
Tjrother, J. Warren Kerrigan, in his presentation of "One Week-Bnd."
"The Fear Market" has been screened
as the first picture Alice Brady completed
Opie Read's famous story, "A Kentucky
■Colonel," is being filmed, with Joseph
after
recent marriage.
Brady's
Dowling in the name-role and Kathleen
father her
is famous
enough as Miss
a theatrical
MacDonald as the leading woman. The
manager
and
her
father-in-law
is Dr.
first scenes of the photoplay were filmed
Frank Crane, the widely read and quoted
in Louisville and elsewhere in the Blue
newspaper
and
magazine
writer.
Charles Lapworth.
■Grass State.
Will direct Goldwynlicity in advertising
and pubGoldwyn is doing a good share toward
England.
Mrs. Charmion London, widow of Jack
the task of keeping an exhaustless supply
London, has collaborated with Hobart
of
pictures on the screen. Ten companies
Vaudeville is going to furnish another
Bosworth on a story Bosworth will photoworking for the Goldwyn organization
star of the screen, with musical comedy are
in
California.
play under J. Parker Reid's management.
dividing the honors, when T. Roy Barnes
The next photoplay in which Charley gets into films via Goldwyn and the comhusband and wife collaborating
My Back."
was theto in With
Ray will greet his "fans" will be entitled fellowedy "Scratch
scenorizing and directing her first
who used
to takeBarnes
a shotgun
"An
Old-Fashioned
Young
Man."
and
film,
Bessie
Love will soon come back to
will mark his finish as a Thomas H. Ince vaudeville audiences (before the war)
when they did not applaud the American her friends as the star of her own profitar. Hereafter Ray will go it "on his flag.
ducing company. Joseph De Grasse and
His skit was preparedness in tabloid
and might have helped win the war, for Ida May Parks, his wife, are making ready
own."
her
first
presentation.
all
we
know.
Japanese make-up as well as a blonde
wig will disguise Anita Stewart in her
David Powell has long been prominent
Maurice Tourneur's next production will
next screen presentation. Kdward Jose
in film-dramas as leading man for va- probably offer a screen version of one of
is directing her in Harold McGrath's "The
rious
stars,
but
greater
recognition
than
Robert
Louis Stevenson's novels. In the
Yellow Typhoon."
company will be Janice Wilusual comes to him in "On With the presenting
son,
a
sister
of Lois and Roberta Wilson,
where his name is given equal
She's been out of a couple of Bill Hart Dance,"
prominence
with
that
of
Mae
Murray
in
two
pretty
girls
already prominent in picpictures,
has
Ann
Little
—
but
she's
back
tures.
again and will be seen as the woman the this Paramount release.
■brave
hero offering.
protects in "Two Gun Bill's"
next screen
Lloyd Whitlock and Allan Forrest will
The picture-camera gets close to events
in
more thewaysStecher
than and
in theCaddock
"news weeklies."
dividesite Lottie
the Plckford
responsibility
"leads'
oppoWhen
wrestling
in theoffirst
independ"Sheriff Nell," otherwise known under
her ordinary name of Polly Moran, is go- bout was decided at Madison Square Garent production of "Little Mary's" sister.
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Educational
and
Non- theatrical
Conducted by Margaret I. MacDonald
Free Film Shows Please
Boston's Poor Children
Lancaster Theatre, Boston, is
THE
doing its bit toward making the
poor children of the crowded West
End happy and promoting good citizenship. This photoplay house is open to
children every Saturday morning from
10 to 12 o'clock. The kiddies are the
gruests of the theatre, the Catholic Italian
Civic League and other volunteer associations. A nominal subscription of 10
cents for each child is solicited to cover
expenses, the poor children receiving
tickets free through the generosity of
subscribers.
"Thedren a good
idea istimesimply
to promote
give the good
chiland to
citizenship,"
said C. W. which
Dimock,
dent of the corporation
ownspresithe
theatre. "Films especially selected are
shown.dren should
They see.
are the
chilWe sort
find ofthefilms
children
like these pictures better than the more
lurid
Theresort."
were 1,500 children at the first
free performance. "The Eternal Trithe dogs,
matrimonial
troubles angle,"
of a dealing
pair with
of collie
caused
gales of laughter. Norma Talmadge as
the delightful little tomboy from the
West tureinthat "Mickey"
was enjoyment.
the other picafforded great
A song leader from the War Camp
Community Service led the singing. A
large American flag was thrown on the
screen. The audience of boys and girls
rose as a unit and recited the "pledge
to the flag." Then they made the theatrelittle
fairlyfellows
rock with
"America."
eral
recited
poems andSev-a
boy soprano gave a very good selection.
"Wanderlust."
During the week of Jan. 2 the New
York Rivoli had one of the most beautiful scenics that has appeared in some
time. It is a Robert C. Bruce production released by the Educational Films
Corporation of America, and consists of
a series of scenes illustrating a poem,
the lines of which are distributed
through the picture as subtitles. It
opens with sunrise in the mountains,

followed by a scene looking toward the
west and
"beyond wethefollow
west, the
the white
sea."
Then
at intervals
road leading we know not whither, gaze
on the open sky,_ contemplate the flight
of a bird, or meditate on the depths of
distant hills. There are scenes in which
trees are silhouetted against the sky,
promontories overlooking a wide sweep
of water, and merry running rivers that
sparkle like loose diamonds in the sun.
There are canoes that skim over tranlakes, and ships that
come quil,
andwood-fringed
go.
River of Doubt Is Goal
of Chester Cameraman

E, a r camera
forces,C. L. Cheste
O. RUNCI
WALTER man of the
has reached central Brazil and
is heading for the River of Doubt region. Word was received from him
the other day announcing his arrival at
ba,
a little town near the border
Corum
of Brazil and Bolivia, and a few hundred miles north of Paraguay. It is
one of the outposts of civilization in
the heart of South America.
Mr. Runcia made his way up the
Paraguay River after taking a series
of reels in the water labyrinths of the
Parana in southern Brazil. He has obtained pictures of the celebrated
Guayra Falls. C. L. Chester expects
to receive these spectacular films in
the near future.
The rapids
cameraman's
trip through
the
rough
of the Iguatimi
on the way
to the Parana was eventful. His boat
became wedged in the rocks and was
extricated with difficulty. The crew had
not recovered when the swift current
swept the party to the brink of a falls
where the river drops 75 feet. The men
jumped and swam ashore while the
frail craft was abandoned. Such baggage as could be found in the chasm
below was recovered. Travel proceeded
overland until an Indian village was
reached. Here a fiesta was in progress
and when the chief learned of the loss
of the boat he offered his own dugout
for the completion of the journey.

W. O. Runcie, Filming Iguatimi River in Brazil, Writes That a
Sent tohe "bring:
bacon"
by C.on L.theChester.
Runcie is from
here
writes home
up histhediary,
sitting
edge ofCameraman
a dugout borrowed
his boat and baggage go "over the

News

Iowa Club Women Survey
Movie Industry in State
FIFTY-FIVE
representative
club
women recently
met in DesIowa
Moines
to hear the report of the committee
which has made a survey of the moving
picture industry in the state. Mrs.
George Tones, Des Moines, chairman of
the educating committee, presided. Mrs.
Eugene Henley Grinnel made the report.
The committee saw 785 films at theatres in all parts of the state. Practically
every manager asked was glad to cooperate with the women in the work.
The women classified 59 per cent, of
the films as good, 16 per cent, as fair, 12
per cent, as medium, and 11 per cent,
as bad. In Des Moines, 81 films were
seen and 36 proved good, 16 bad, 14 fair,
and 11 medium.
The worst criticism made of the films
was that 14 per cent, showed infidelity of
disregard of the marriage vow and 11
per cent, showed objectionable exposure
of the person. Fifteen per cent, were
thought likely to contribute to the moral
delinquencj'
younger
element."as
However, 63 ofperthecent,
were judged
"proper plays for immature youths or
Considering the theatres themselves,
431
were good from the standpoint of
children."
ventilation, 175 fair and 116 poor. Sanitary conditions in 539 were good, 64 fair,
and 36 poor.
Mrs. Henley advised mothers to see
all films before permitting their children
to attend the theatres. She urged motion pictures in school houses, and told
of their help in Americanizing the
foreigner.
Iowa club women are on record as
opposed sorship
to censorship
by so-called
"cen-or
boards" They
appointed
state
municipalities.
are by
undertaking
extensive
films"
in the state,work
but toareprovide
aiming "better
to co-operate
with the theatre managers and arouse
public lation
interest,
rather than to get legison the subject.
At the Des Moines meeting the women
expressed their opposition to sensational
lilms, advertising shown in the theatres,

Cameraman's Life Is the Only One.
shown
the processIndian
of delivering.
At the left
a Southin American
chief. Center,
top."
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and highly colored posters in front of
the houses.
G. Stolte,addressed
manager the
of A.
H. Blank's
DesA. Moines,
women
at the
meeting. He told how all films shown
at his theatre were first reviewed in the
private projection room by the manager,
musical director and chief electrician.
He made the statement that music was
today almost two-thirds of the silent
drama.
First Adventure Scenic
Shows Northwest Indians
first Adof the
makin
WITH the venture
Scenic,g Jock
Rantz, H. H.
Brownwell and Jesse G. Sill, the
producers, decided upon a definite policy which was a promise to the motion
picture public that they would never
present a familiar subject — thatwn there
and
was too vast a field in the unkno
the undiscovered places of the world
for them to tread the paths of the usual
tours to find their subjects, and so we
Saloos
"The Sons
have
c to
sed test
by
releathe
bekin,"
Sceniof
Adventure
Robertson-Cole.
"The Sons of Salooskin" may be said
to have happened. Certainly they were
not known outside of the few square
miles where they make their home. In
fact, the producers were on the trail
of an entirely different picture in the
mountains of the Northwest when they
found that they were the remnants of
the tribe of the Salooskin Indians who
formerly populated the entire territory.
Other Indians have had their tribal
secrets and home life exposed in paintings, in fiction and in motion picture so
often that they have become an old
story. But these familiar redskins have
become associated more with the plains
of the West, and it seemed unusual to
have them on a hunt through the deep
snows of the north. So it was worth a
picture chance to trail with them and
see what happened.
The picture certainly was worth the
chance. There was nothing of the familiar Indian in their action and the
country through which they passed afforded some most picturesque camera
shots.
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among insects preys upon other insects
less well equipped by nature to protect
themselves. The habits of the wasp are
presented with great detail in this brief
film
that is instructive as well as entertaining.
"Would You Make a Date With This
Girl?"
is onecomprise
of the "Movies
series that
a uniqueExposed"
feature
of the Pictograph. First we see a picture of an old hag with stringy gray
hair, tattered clothes, discolored teeth
and a wrinkled face. There is no suggestion of deception until the marvelously convincing makeup is suddenly
removed, revealing an attractive young
actress, who may be a "Queen of the
Movies,"
or an aged woman as occasion requires.
No cartoon subjects are more popular with motion picture audiences than
the "Out of the Inkwell" studies, one
of which, under the title of "The Boxing Kangaroo," closes this Pictograph.
Out of a splotch of ink a clown appears. Feeling neglected because the
artist is drawing a boxing kangaroo,
the clown decides to cut some capers on
his own account. Trouble ensues, mostly a boxing match in which the clown
and the kangaroo both finish much the
worse for wear.
Capitol Treats Teachers
to "Hiawatha" Rehearsals
tha's
of "Hiawa
sal" which
DRESSng rehear
A Weddi
inayalso
mornregular Saturd
cluded theFeast,
ing rehearsal of music for the coming
week under the direction of Nathaniel
Finston, was enjoyed by a large audience of invited guests at the Capitol
Theatre, on Saturday morning, Jan. 31.
were in the neighAmong those invited
borhood of five thousand school
s public
New st York'
from intere
teach
s. Their
affair
in the
schoolers
was contained in the fact that for the
first time on any stage, "Hiawatha's
Feast," set to music by S.
Wedding
Coleridge Taylor, was to be presented.
To be sure it was only a dress rehearsal,
but it ran as smoothly as though it
had had a season's run. Old Nokomis

Lists Three More Animal Pictures.
Universal announces that three more
Major Allen pictures will be released
shortly. The first of these, "The Story
of the Jaguar," is on the list for March
1. "The leasedStory
Wolf"thewilldate
be for
reon Aprilof 5,thewhile
"Tiger Land" is set for May 3.
Major Allen's
pictures
enthusiasm
wherever
they have
were aroused
shown.
There have been but three released to
date, namely: "Trailing the Leopard,"
"Bear Trapping" and "Lion Trapping."
Three Well-Contrasted
Subjects in Pictograph
sting subjects are
EE nedintere
THRcontai
Pictograph No. 7025 to
be released February 22, through
the Goldwyn exchanges. It is an unusually entertaining reel that should
have a strong appeal for all types of
audiences.
The female wasp is closely studied in
the
Huntsmen"
that
shows "Winged
how this
ruthlesssubject
freebooter
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(played by Ida Mulle) was mistress of
ceremonies,
even be.
as Longfellow
tended she should
She saw to in-it
that there was food in plenty for all,
and that each of the entertainers did
his bit "that the guests be more contented," and it may be said for Ida
Mulle that her portrayal of the character of Nokomis was a finished piece
of work.
Then there was the light-footed Paupuk-kee-wis, and the sweet-voiced
Chibiabos singing to the bridal pair,
played by Angelo Romeo and Warren
Proctor. Minnehaha was gracefully
done by Margaret Waldron, and Willard Foote was a lithe-limbed Hiawatha.
The chorus of sixty voices gave a delightful rendition of the choral portion of the music. The cantata opera,
as it is called, was a success from an
artistic standpoint.
One of the interesting features of the
entertainment provided for the guests
was the rehearsing of the Gomez overture, "II chestra.
Guarany,"
by the Capitol
orTo the uninitiated,
the patient,
careful manner in which Nat Finston
attended to the deserts of the composer, was a revelation. It was indeed
interesting to learn first hand just how
an orchestra leader gets his musicians
under way, and how by careful repetition of the more difficult passages he
obtains the results that are met with
in the finished performance.
"Hiawatha's Wedding Feast" is the
first of this form of musical entertainment to be presented at the Capitol
Theatre, under the change of policy in
the formation of its weekly programs.
Attractive Idea in the
Publishing of Songs
ONEpublishing
of the isnewest
ideasin in
song
contained
a series
of ballads which are being published by Harold Flammer under the
name
of
"Musique byPicturesque."
The
idea was originated
Bertrand Brown,
a composer of songs, and consists cf
appropriately illustrated music sheets of
which page as well as cover carries the
suggestion of the song.
This series should prove of service in
picture theatres especially on account of
the optic suggestion offered by the publisher, for under the intention of
"Musique Picturesque" the pictured page
on which the music is printed bears
evidence to the character of the ballad
presented.
Two ofKnew"
these songs,
"Maybe"by
and
"I Never
composed
Bertrand Brown are among the more
attractive of the romantic numbers.
Fox Cameramen

Lois Zellner
Adapting:
for
MetroLake
"Shore
which Alice
will Acres,"
star. In

Fly Over

Angry Crater of Lassen
two cameramen obtained views of
RISKING death for "thrill" pictures,
Mt. Lassen in action, from aeroplanes that swept within a few feet of
the smoky crater. The pictures were the
first of their kind ever taken, and are a
valuable contribution to the already
ing history that has rehighly interest
sulted through using the motion picture
camera from the aeroplane.
The views, released in Fox News No.
34, were taken by Bertin E. Moisant and
M. H. Morris, who already have added
considerably to the splendid news quality
of Fox News. The men set out in two
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big bombing planes such as participated
trans-continental air race
in
The machines were piloted by
fall.great
last the
Lieuts. Carlyle Ridenour and Eugene
Batting.
They left Mather Field, Sacramento,
the morning of January 21 for Mt.
Lassen, 250 miles away. Mt. Lassen is
within the conactive
the only tinental
limits ofvolcano
the United States, and
is situated in a country difficult of access
by ordinary means.
The greater part of the trip was made
at altitudes ranging from seven to ten
thousand feet. Two-thirds of the
journey was over thickly wooded and
mountainous country, so that a landing,
if necessary, would have meant disaster.
"Zoomed" Over Summit.
One stop was made before the volcano
was reached — at Red Bluff, a small town
fifty miles from the peak. There the
aviators inspected their machines and
took on gas. The run from Red Bluff
to Mt. Lassen was over some of the
tallest timber in California, a state noted
of its trees. Beautigreat
thescenes
for ful
wereheight
obtained during this pait
of the journey.
Arriving at the mountains, the aviators
piloted their machines about the volcanic park for more than an hour, conabove
"zooming"
tinually circling
and below
the and
summit.
To enable
Moisant to get a fine close-up, Lieut.
Ridenour made a dive for the peak and
righted his plane when only a few feet
over the summit — a stunt about as
dangerous as it is possible to do in the
air.
Chester Screenics Has Good Material.
" to
"Screenics
issue ofinthetheChester
contains
near future
be Anreleased
two entertaining subjects, "Barks and
"famous wit"
of theHereford
and oneOliver
Skippers"
philin which
series
osophizes. The first is an interesting
series of views in which dogs are the
chief actors. Aristocratic Russian woif
hounds perform jumping feats for the
camera, as well as displaying considerable temperament. From wolf hounds
with "grandukish airs" we make a quick
change to the Canadian northwest and
its pack dogs. Here we see the dogs
being harnessed into their loads , and
good-naturedly taking things as they
come. The second subject contains
many lines which will bring laughs.
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celebrated
Riviera, which is the most
rendezvous of the elite in Europe. The
release is called "The Refreshing
back
Riviera," and refreshing it is to sit
in a comfortable chair and see in
Nature's colors on the screen this
wonderful country as it is seen by those
fortunate enough to visit the Riviera in
Mediteralong the
person. raneanThis
and
charm
of unusual
is oneregion
side by the
bordered on one
beauty,
nean
and on the
beautiful blue Mediterra
other by the rugged heights of the Alps.
The Riviera is a wonderful garden
with roses and other flowers growing in
and gatewallsother
profusionold.overAmong
great ways
towns
centuries
RoqueMenton,
of
those
are
and scenes,
anbrune, Crasseuil, Villefrance andSt.theMarcient churches of St. Michel,
guerite, and the Chateau de Lascaris.
Some Things Worth Knowing
That Charles Hugo, a C. L. Chester
cameraman, has cabled his arrival in the
Philippine Islands after an extended trip
through Korea, Shantung and Southern
China, where he has made a series of
pictures which will be released shortly.
In the Philippines he will photograph
some of the little known tribes before
proceeding south to the Sulu Islands and
then to British North Borneo. He has
fifteen months of * travel
* * still before him.
That the Willard Storage Battery
Company, City, held a convention at the
Hotel Astor on January 29 and 30, in
which all their branch managers
throughout the United States assembled.
The various point of the Willard Storage
battery was brought before the assemblage through the use of motion pictures,forandthe
Power's
machines were selected
presentation.
* * *
That the Pathe Review for February
15 contains a Ditmars study called
"Strike-Proof Workers," which gives
closeup views of tireless ants laboring
in their thickly populated
* * * colonies.
That from February 2 to 7, inclusive,
a Music Show and Festival was held at
Grand Central Palace. The Standard
Pneumatic Action Company showed a
reel of film entitled "Give a Thought to
* * Projectors.
Music," using Power's
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want to catchie train more better, let
chickie
here." refused to take reWhen stop
the landlord
sponsibility for the call himself, Hugo
submitted to sharing his room with the
king of the barnyard.
* * *
That "The Winking Lights of NeverNever Land" is one of the interesting
subjects of the Pathe Review for February 15. It gives an insight into the
U. S.sonLighthouse
the Hud-to
River. Theseservice
lights along
in contrast
those in the old wooden structures, and
which had to be tended every few days,
are substantially set in concrete bases,
and require attention
twice yearly.
* « only
*
That February 1, at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music, the Near East Relief
started its campaign for the sufferers of
the Near East and knew of no better
way to bring its sufferings before the
public, than that of motion pictures.
Power's machines were used.
* * *
That Sergeant Guy Empey recently
showed pictures at Bergen Lodge, No. 47
F. & A. M., Jersey City, and was also
complimentary as to the projection
through the use of* Power's
projectors.
* «
That Kinograms
accentuates
the usefulness of the aeroplane by exhibiting
views of the dropping of food bombs on
an ice bound ship six miles out from
the Chicago harbor. The aviator braved
a blizzard to bring succor to the hungry
crew.
* * *
Thattive Kinograms
has alsoCanyon
some attracviews of the Grand
taken
in winter, showing clouds 2,000 feet below the rim sprinkling the floor of the
canyon with snow.
* * *
That the Pathe News No. 7 presents
a timely subject
in "Presidential
Possibilities." The possibilities
presented
are Major Leonard Wood, W. G.
McAdoo. Governor Edwards of New
Jersey, Champ Clark, Herbert Hoover,
Hiram Johnson of California, A. Mitchell
Palmer and William
Bryan.
* * Jennings
*

That in spite of the fact that the Capitol Theatre has booked another tropical subject, it still remains true to Kinograms, which is to be retained on its
* * *
program.
Charles Hugo,
"cameraing"
for
That the Pathe News No. 8 in aiding
C.That
L. Chester,
arriving
in Te-Chow,
China, along the Grand Canal, put up the campaign for the prevention of in"Wonders of Nature" Winning.
fluenza, shows simple methods resorted
Prof. W. L. Brind's "Wonders of for the night at a small hotel, and encountered the following amusing, and to in New York City and Chicago. The
Nature" stories, released by Tyrad Pictures, Inc., on February 1, are meeting at the same time annoying situation : nature of the disease is investigated at
with popular approval wherever shown. In order to catch a train at 5 o'clock the the Bacteriological Laboratory by inThey are the type of single reel educa- next morning, he asked the proprietor
in mice.
jecting samples *of *sputa
tional subject which never fails to amuse
*
wake him early. He forthwith retired
and at the same time to instruct. In to
and was dozing off into a sound sleep
That a recent issue of Universal Curcompiling these pictures, Prof. Brind was after a hard day's work when he was
rent Events shows the policing of Concareful to arrange them so that their en- aroused by a violent commotion at the
stantinople byFrench troops.
tertainment value was not lost, but foot of the bed. He struck a light and
rather enhanced by catchy titles of a discovered a Chinese boy valiantly atThat International News No. 4 has
humorous nature — in themselves an
tempting to tie a resentful rooster to scenes taken in Vienna, showing the
amusing feature. Exhibitors will find the bedstead.
by Viennese on the
them helpful in giving a fitting setting
The cameraman expostulated with gathering of wood
former emperor, Franz
to their feature photoplays and in add- warmth, taking the rooster's side of the estate of thealso
scenes showing the
Toseph, ardCommision
ing a distinctive touch of refinement to argument, but little progress was made American
distributing food
their programs. Live showmen every- as the boy did not understand English. to Austrian children.
where are booking the entire series of The wrangle attracted the landlord. He
fifty-two subjects, ■released one each was astounded.
week
"Master wantchie wake up 5 o'clock
Home."
"at Distributing
rs Mutual
Exhibito
The
Exhibitors
Mutual
morning
time,"chickie
he explained.
he
Colorful Riviera Shown In Prizma.
must have
stop he"Theroom.
Corporation
is
now
located
in its new
For this week's release Prizma has When master hear he sing savy 5 quarters, the third floor of 117 West
secured the glorious colorings of the o'clock come — must get up. Suppose you Forty-sixth
street, New York City.
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Picture Presentation During the Year
It was near the close of September,
FEL made Chicago his
SL. ROTHAP
hesrlquarters during the week of 1911, that the writer was instructed by
the
late James P. Chalmers, Jr., to go
and visited
•Sunaay,
in to Minneapolis and visit the Lyric Thecities St.
of other
number 25,
and a January
Louis
atre, and write an article describing how
the Middle West during his stay. He
left for New York, Saturday, January 31, pictures were being shown by a Mr.
accompanied by Nate Ascher, of the Rothapfel at that house. Several months
Ascher Brothers, whose office facilities before the time mentioned rumors had
come to me from Milwaukee that this
were at his disposal while here.
When seen he was primed full of news, man Rothapfel, who was then managing the Alhambra for Tom Saxe, was a
but the writer was in the place of the
small boy in an orchard who feasts his wizard in the art of presenting pictures.
It
was,
therefore, with considerable
eyes on a tempting, rosy apple without
a chance of reaching it by hook or crook. pleasure and keen expectancy that I set
"Verboten" hedged Mr. Rothapfel in on out on my mission.
every side, so far as pertinent news
Faith in the Future of the Picture.
was concerned, and the writer, who has
known him since the year 1911, was
I still look back to that visit as the
fully aware of his plight and did not birth time of an established faith in my
press him beyond the friendly limit.
own mind of the great future of the
As the national director of moving pic- moving picture. Hitherto, with one
ture presentation for the Goldwyn Dis- single exception, I had viewed pictures,
tributing Corporation, it becomes at good and bad in the making, rushed off
on the screen without any attempt to
once
apparent that
Mr. with
Rothapfel's
had something
to do
that linevisit
of bring out artistic merit where it did
effort and with picture theatres, and appear, the main object being to rush
from the fact that he kept in such close the program through and take in ancontact with the Ascher Brothers durother lot of nickels or dimes. The
ing his stay there is convincing evidence single exception referred to, and I am
that Goldwyn has purchased an interest glad to recall it in justice to my old
in the Ascher Brothers houses in Chi- friend William Sievers, occurred at the
cago and elsewhere, notwithstanding the old Grand Central Theatre in St. Louis
fact that no official confirmation of the in August, 1911.
rumor has yet been made.
I sent in my article to Mr. Chalmers,
Picture Presentation at Standstill.
but three weeks passed, and it did not
I wrote to him concerning the
Mr. Rothapfel predicts a decided ad- appear.
asking the reason for delay, with
vance in the near future in the presen- matter,
the result that the article appeared in
tation of pictures, and announced that it the
issue of December 2, 1911. I never
is
Mr.
Goldwyn's
intention
to
give
to
personally from Mr. Chalmers
exhibitors the best service possible in learned
the
cause
of the delay in publication, but
this respect.
I
learned
Mr. Rothapfel some
It is the opinion of Mr. Rothapfel that considerablethrough
afterward that Mr.
moving picture presentation has been at Chalmers had time
written him he had been
a standstill for the past year. By this, afraid to publish
my article as it was
he was careful to state, he means that
little or no progress has been shown to him as great a surprise as the manover the past achievements. He was ■ ner of showing pictures at the Lyric
aware that such a statement by him had been to me.
would appear like bragging to many exExcerpts from Lyric Article.
hibitors, but he reasserted it was the
Following are several paragraphs from
truth nevertheless. He predicted for the
year entered upon a tremendous stride my article on the Lyric, which, doubtless, and with considerable reason at
forward in the matter of presentations.
caused Mr. Chalmers to hesiHe was modest in referring to the suc- the time,
tate
in publishing it:
cess of the California Theatre, Los
Angeles. On
taking Then
hold he
first the
re"How I wish that exhibitors throughdecorated the house.
he took
out the country could attend the Lyric
same staff and made it modern. The in Minneapolis and see how S. L.
orchestra was increased, and the house Rothapfel, the Belasco of moving picture presentations, does things. I mean
was equipped in every modern, approved
how he works wonders. How he takes
way, so as to insure a perfect modern
presentation. Then the admissions were a picture that ordinarily awakens but
changed from 35 and 50 cents to 30, 50 little interest and transforms what were
and 75 cents, and the house has been only shadows into living, sentient
showing to capacity ever since, with a beings whose varied emotions fill us with
line of people outside always waiting for joy or sadness, or thrill us with fear.
the next show during running hours.
How he takes one into the very atmos-
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phere of the story, so that we live amid
its scenes and listen to its sounds.
"Is it a great subject — 'A Tale of Two
Cities'? Hark! Do you hear two bars
of the Marseilles played in medium key
by the orchestra and the rumble of
kettle drums. Then, immediately following, the same bars repeated pianissimo, succeeded by the rattle of kettle
drums sounding farther off. All this before the operator has made a single turn
of the crank. Then the picture follows.
There you have the theme of the story
in a flash — the French Revolution, with
its sceiies of strife and bloodshed.
"Is it 'Uncle Tom's Cabin'? Look
at the stage. Down-stage to the right
is a conservatory and ball room brilliantly illuminated, through the windows
of which we see the happy dancers and
hear joyful sounds. 'Old Kentucky
Home'
by 'Good
falls
sweetly followed
on our ears.
As theNight'
last note
dies away an old darkey is seen coming
down the steps of an old Southern mansion. Colonial style, down-stage to the
left. As Uncle Ned crosses into the pale
moonlight to the centre of stage in four
about twenty pickaninnies come out of
the shadows from the left and squat
themselves in a semi-circle around him,
their backs toward the audience. They
ask him to tell the story of Uncle Tom.
As the old man seats himself the picture appears on the screen, and all keep
their positions in the subdued light until the story is told by the silent drama."
Rothapfel's Influence Invaluable.
The influence exerted by Mr. Rothapfel on moving picture entertainment and
indirectly on the production of moving
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiiMiiitiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiiiitiiiiiiiJiiiiiMiiiiili

"Everybody's Gotta Past"
Margarita Fisher and the direlect In
American's "The Dang-erous Talent."
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pictures and the uplift of the entire industry has been invaluable. He has
aided ture
greatly
raisingof the
movingtoy,pic-a
from thein level
a mere
plaything, to the importance of a thing
of art and beauty, and of intellectual
enjoyment.
Nor must he stop short in the work
he has so successfully begun. He is now
in a position that will enable him to
bring the presentation of pictures to a
still higher plane. Actuated by the same
love of artistry and accomplishment that
dominated him when I met him first in
Minneapolis, he cannot fail to conduct
moving picture entertainment steadily
forward toward its predestined goal.
Palace Theatre, Hamilton, 0.,
Opened Tuesday, February 3
UE invitation to attend the
A UNIQ
opening of the Palace Theatre,
ton,
Ohio, which took place
Hamil
Tuesday, February 3, at 6:45 p. m., was
received at the Chicago oflfiice recently.
The invitation was printed in the form
of a summons, the Palace Theatre Beautiful being the plaintifif against the
writer and his associates, who are cited
to appear before the Supreme Court
(Highest Achievement in Motion Picture Presentation) in the Palace Theatre in the city of Hamilton, Ohio, at
the opening term, on the date before
mentioned.
The Palace management also attached
an accompanying slip to the summons
which advised that all seats had been
reserved for the opening presentation
and requesting that advice be made by
return mail as to the number of tickets
required. The summons was signed by
F. S. Meyer for the plaintiffs. The writer
regrets that he was unable to obey the
summons, andanddecreed
must, totherefore,
"be
adjudged
have wilfully,
negligently, wantonly and carelessly
neglected his own welfare and the opportunity ofindulging in the most edifying, gratifying and exhilarating presentation heretofore offered, or at any time
in the future to be presented on this
mundane
sphere." of this sentence the
In mitigation
writer implores the said F. S. Meyer to
send him at the first opportunity a full
description of the Palace Theatre, together with photographs showing the
front and the interior of the house, and
a story of the doings in the court mentioned'on Tuesday, February 3. On receipt of these presents he will forever
pray, etc.
Hyman Opens Offices in
Cleveland and Cincinnati
As. HYMAN, vice-president and
general manager of Hyman At*
tractions,
came trip
into ofthethree
city
last week after aInc.,
booking
weeks in Michigan. During this trip he
had wonderful success with the booking
of George Kleine's "Quo Vadis?" and
the recent pictures of his own company.
He recently purchased from George
Kleine the exclusive rights for a certain
period
for the Ohio
showing
"Quo states
Vadis?"as
in
Michigan,
and ofother
a road show.
During his latest visit to Chicago he
arranged to handle the great super feature, "Deliverance," for George Kleine
in the state of Ohio for a stated period.
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this super feature
Like be"Quo
Vadis?"
will
handled
as a road show,
for
Cleveland and
Mr. Hyman left
Cincinnati Thursday
,
January
29, whereof
he will open offices for the handling
"Deliverance" and "Quo Vadis?" and
the pictures owned
tions, Inc.
by Hyman AttracRoy Sheldon Director of
Capital's Special Pictures
DON,tor the
r, direc
, has
ROYauthoSHEL
and well
actorknown
been engaged by the Capital Film
e of the
Compationnyof theto specia
take lcharg
s ofdirecproduction
the
.
zation
organi
Mr. Sheldon has been engaged in the
moving picture business for the past
twelve years in the capacities mentioned,
having been connected with the Reliance
Film Company, the Sid Olcott International Company, and the Gene Gautier
Film Company.
Among his recent pictures are "The
Land of the Lost," "Trooper 44," "His
First Ambition," "Miss U. S. A." and
"Bonnie Annie Laurie."
Mr. Sheldon was in Chicago last week
in conference with President Barnhard,
of the Capital, getting a line on the new
productions to be released by the company in the near future.
Rothacker Off to Coast;
Starts Los Angeles Plant

ROTHACrKER,
R. Rothacke
ERSOt Nof the
W\TTpresiden
Film
Manufacturing Company, left for
Los Angeles last week. He was accompanied by William H. Johnston, editor
of the Motion Picture News. Before
leaving, Mr. Rothacker had J. D. Williams, Bruce Johnson and Henry Lehrman out at the plant to view a sample
print of Marshal Neilan's new picture,
"The River's End." Other visitors at
the plant were S. L. Rothapfel and
Joseph
of Metro.Engel, the latter being treasurer
The chief
of Mr.
Rothacker'son
present
visit object
is to start
construction
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will be followed February 8 by Lionel
Barrymore in "The Copperhead."
At Goldwyn's Chicago Office.
E. C. Jensen, Western district manager for Goldwyn, has just returned
from atory.two
trip over
terriDuringweeks'
his absence
from his
Chicago,
Mr. Jensen was in Minneapolis, Omaha,
St. Louis and Kansas City.
I. Van Ronkel, manager of the Chicago
offiice, had a battle with the grip last
week. He, however, refused to take
the count, and continued to do business
as usual. Van says that he is now feeling 100 per cent, again.
"The Great Air Robbery"
Advertised from the Clouds

is thein
Locklear
O. L. ROBBE
which Lieut. AIR
RY,"
GREAT
THEdaring
first of its
star and the
re,
will be given
kind ever filmed anywhe
its opening run at the Bandbox in the
Loop, on West Madison street, beginning February 22. It will run two weeks
at this house.
Universal is making extraordinary
efforts to give the picture befitting publicity. The company has arranged with
the Curtis Aeroplane people for a worldwide campaign that will be conducted
in the air. Manager John Keane, of the
Bandbox, is taking due advantage of
this arrangement to announce his opening day in Chicago by raining on the city
hundreds of thousands of leaflets from
several Curtis machines. Mr. Keane will
also engage in heavy exploitation in the
Chicago dailies. Prominent Chicagoans
will also be taken aboard the Curtis
planes during their advertising flights.
There is a big demand for the picture
in this city, and Manager Lesserman, of
Universal's Chicago branch, states that
all the leading theatres here will show it.
Banks Winters "Flue" Victim.
Banks Winters, in charge of publicity
and exploitation for Universal in the
Chicago office, is a victim of the grip.
To add to his troubles, Mrs. Winters
was also seized with the malady a short
time previous to his confinement to bed,
and the health officers declared it a
case of diphtheria, which led to the
quarantine
of Mr.received
Winters'
The last news
fromresidence.
the nurse
in attendance was to the effect that Mrs.
Winters was able to get around again
covering.
and that Mr. Winters was slowly re-

his Los was
Angeles
laboratory,
the site'It foris
which
purchased
recently.
understood that he will also complete
arrangements for the production of a
six-reel feature, the story for which he
secured some time ago.
At the annual meeting of stockholders
of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Company held in Chicago, January 27,
the following officers were elected :
Watterson R. Rothacker, president; H.
"In Old Kentucky" in Big Favor.
J. Aldous, vice-president and treasurer;
John G. Hahn, secretary, and J. G. Mam"In
Old Kentucky" will start extended
moser, assistant treasurer.
runs beginning Sunday, February 8, at
The usual cash dividends of 10 per the
Pastime, the Ziegfeld and the Bijou
cent, on the common stock and 7 per Dream,
simultaneously. These houses
cent, on the preferred were declared.
are in the Loop district. This super
feature
is
in big demand by Chicago theatres.
Randolph Has Two Entrance*.
The Randolph Theatre has now an
entrance from North State street, as Pre-Showing of "Other Men's Shoes."
well as from Randolph street. The State
A private
of "OtherEshman,
Men's
street entrance was completed and
was presentation
given by Manager
(ipened to the public last week. It offers Shoes"
of the Chicago office of Pathe Exchange,
a beautiful tile marble lobby, fifty feet Inc., at the Playhouse, Monday mornV 'de by one hundred feet in depth, to
ing, January 26. A full orchestral acaccommodate the waiting throngs comcompaniment was given the showing,
fortably.
and the picture was highly complimented
Norma Talmadge in "A Daughter of by a gathering of exhibitors and others
Two
the capacity of the handa very attractive which sometaxed
featureWorld"
at the.proved
Randolph
little theatre.
last week. It
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Ince Goes North for Scenes.
A journey of several thousand miles
is being made by Ralph Ince and his
supporting cast in order to obtain
scenes for a new production for Selznick Pictures under the title of "The
Law
Ince andwhere
the cast
have Bringers."
left for the Mr.
Northwest,
they
will shot.
remain until the required' scenes
are
"The Law Bringers" is a story written
by G. B. Lancaster, well known writer
of Western stories. This one deals with
the life of the Northwest mounted police and Mr. Ince will play the leading
role. The supporting cast includes
Zena Keefe, Huntley Gordon, Anita
Booth, H. D. Southard, P. C. Hartigan
and Red Eagle, a full-blooded Indian.
Dr. Crane Gives High
Praise to "Pollyanna"
CRANE'S comments on
FRANK
DR. "Polly
anna," which have been
placed on three sheet billboards
throughout the country in connection
tion
with Mary Pickfo,rd's first produc
for United Artists has created an examount
iasm
traordinary
of enthus
among exhibitors. They have commented upon it as being one of the best
pieces of exploitation that they have
ever had to use in connection with a
big production.
There are few men in the literary
world who are as popular as Dr. Frank
Crane, writer, philosopher, statesman
and opinionist. His "Four Minute Esfull ofareinspiration,
wit and commonsays,"sense,
known everywhere
and
have done wonders for the good of his
fellow-men.
Dr. Crane, fell in love with "Pollyanna" and he hasn't hesitated to say so.
His love
this wonderful
has
been forwritten
boldly by"glad"
him, story
and
he willingly gave Miss Pickford the
privilege of using it anywhere, at any
time and"
any place, The
in connection
with
her atproduction.
editorial,
which was originally printed in the New
York Evening Globe, has been reproduced in enlarged form on a three sheet
by United Artists, making an e.xceptional attention-attractor, and which is
being used in great profusion throughout the country by exhibitors in connection with the exploitation of this
production.
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in Winnipeg

Progress

Made

seeing
WESTERN thing of Canada
the latestis and
mostsomeapproved design of picture theatre
since the opening of the new Allen Theatre in Winnipeg, Manitoba, in January
under the management of Will M. Elliott, formerly manager of the Regent
Theatre, Toronto, and the Washington
Theatre, Detroit.
The new Allen structure at Winnipeg
is both spacious and magnificent. Moreover, many of the details of construction
are unique and interesting to both
Easterners and Westerners. This theatre is the first in the Canadian West to
be fitted with an oil-burning furnace.
This is very interesting in view of the
fact that Manitoba winters are long and
severe. In spite of keen winters, California orange trees are found in the
luxuriantly-appointed
on the
mezzanine
floor. Therepromenade
is an orchestra
of twenty pieces, which is the largest
permanent musical organization to be
found in any city of Canada with exception of Toronto. Two thousand people can view a performance at one sitting and there are no less than four
aisles on each floor. These aisles are
illuminated by concealed lamps — which
is also something new for Winnipeg.
The projection room is equipped with
threeusual.
projection machines — one more
than
Colored Lights Guide Orchestra.
The new house started out without an
organ but it was not intended to do so.
The expensive concert instrument went
astray in transit. A unique detail is
that Joseph Shadwick, the director of
the orchestra, guides his musical band
by means of small varied-colored light
bulbs on each of the music stands. Various signals are flashed to the orchestra
members by means of these tiny bulbs.
When the theatre was opened, the
local newspapers devoted considerable
space to descriptions of various features.
The Winnipeg Evening Tribune carried
three pages of reading matter and advertising, the latter having been secured
from the theatres and from contractors
who had had charge of building details.
Practically every outstanding feature

Shows

in Theatre

Building

of the house was written up in this
section.
On the opening night. Manager Elliott received telegrams from many film
stars and officials of the moving picture
industry, as well as from many of his
host of friends in both Canada and the
United States. The opening attraction
was
mand. "Upstairs," starring Mabel NorGoldwyn

Reports Purchase

of "A Tailor Made Man"

successes produced
Cohan stage
& Harris
comedy
the by
ANOTH
d by Goldwyn
hasER
been ofpurchase
Pictures Corporation, and will be prepared for the screen at an early date.
This time an announcement from the
Goldwyn offices states that the motion
picturebeenrights
to "Amaking
Tailor the
Made
have
secured,
thirdMan"
important purchase from Cohan & Harris
in recent weeks, the others being
"Officer 666" and "Stop Thief."
record
of "AbyTailor
Made ofMan"
hasThebeen
equaled
few plays
any
description. It struck a vein of American humor that brought a general response in every section of the country.
It was equally popular in large cities
and in small towns, and for two years
drew capacity audiences. The screen
version of the story will reach the theatregoing public while the stage play
is still fresh in mind.
The original manuscript that inspired
"A Tailor Made Man" was written by
Gabriel Dregley under the name of "The
Well-Fitting Dress Suit." Although Mr.
Dregley's
play for
wasstage
not presentation,
considered en-it
tirely suitable
revealed great comedy possibilities
which were recognized by Harry James
Smith and Cohan & Harris. Mr. Smith
took the substance of the first play and
worked it over into a new comedy, gave
it the catchy title of "A Tailor Made
Man," and it was produced by Cohan &
Harris in New York, August 27, 1917.
Grant Mitchell scored a triumph through
his portrayal of the leading character.

An Indication of the Beauty of the New Allen's Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Left Is a view of the mezzanine— cozy, inviting; right is a loolt at the auditorium, showing both orche.str'a and balcony.
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Fox

Schedules "The Strongest" for
February; Twenty-one Subjects Listed
tors and exchangemen. The company
PROMINENT in the list of releases
scheduled by Fox Film Corporation refuses to say anything in behalf of
for February is found in the "spe- Miss Mason's vehicle putting the matcial" classification, Clemenceau's celeter up to the "ultimate consumer"; but
press opinion is to be constory "The
Strongest."by a strong if the trade
sidered a criterion, the production is
This brated
picture
is enacted
cast, including Carlo Liten, George Har- a complete success.
Pearl Doles Boll, author of the book
rison Hunter, Jack Horne, Jean Gauthier
de Trigny, Mme. Gauthier de Trigny, from which the play was made, is most
Florence Malone, Renee Adoree and enthusiastic over the pictorial version
James Marcus. Clemenceau himself not and the circus folk acclaim it unanionly wrote the novel but is credited as
mously as the greatest screen play of
well with the authorship of the scenario. the circus ever produced.
R. A. Walsh directed the picture, and
Russell's February Release.
Ben Bail did the photography.
"The
Adventurer"
is
the
name
of
the
William
Russell's contribution to the
William Farnum film scheduled for Fox February
releases is "Shod with
February release, and those who have Fire,"
an adaptation
of Harold
seen this vehicle admit that it is in a story directed
by Emmett
Flynn,Titus'
and
class with the best of his recent pic- showing the star in a distinctly different
tures. It is of the romantic drama type, sort of role from the portrayed by him
and was directed by J. Gordon Edwards in "Sacred Silence" or "The Lincoln
from the story by E. Lloyd Sheldon. Highwayman." J. Anthony Roach
adapted it to the screen. In the cast
First Pearl White Picture.
are Helen Ferguson, Betty Schade,
Robert Cain, George Stewart, Nelson
"The White
starring
vehicleMoll,"
for Pearl
WilliamWhite's
Fox, first
also McDowell and Jack Connelly.
is scheduled for February. This screen
In "The
Riddle," byGladys
Brockwell
adds Devil's
to her laurels
the creation
adaptation
Packard's
inal story isofasFrank
vital inL. its
them as origany of a novel character role. The play is
other of his works. It was directed by taken from the original by Edwin Levin,
Harry Millard. E. Lloyd Sheldon is re- and was adapted by Ruth Ann Baldwin.
sponsible for the adaptation.
Frank Beal directed it, with Sam Landers at the camera. It is a story of the
The cast supporting Miss White includes Richard Travers, William Harvey, Middle West and a girl's struggle
Walter Lewis, Blanche Davenport and against a callous world. William Scott,
Jack Baston. Anthony Merlo assisted who has acquitted himself so well as
the director and Eddie Wynard cranked leading man for Miss Brockwell in her
the camera.
recent Fox entertainments is cast with
"Her Elephant Man," the "sweetest her again in this production. The other
circus story ever told" is Miss Shirley members of the company are Richard
Cummings. Claire McDowell, Easter
Mason's
Fox. Itof has
been
seenfirst
by apicture
specialforaudience
re- Walters, Nicholas Duneaw, Kate Price,
viewers, circus people, newspaper edi- Louis Fritzroy, Chance Ward, Vera
"Mere MidWinter Madness
— This Reflection
Business."
version
InClark's
her
Marguerite
Girl Named "A
Paramount,
Mary."
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Lewis, Louis Natho, Tom Bates and
Benny Susslow.
Fox Debut of Buck Jones.
The third of the new stars to make
their debut under the Fox banner, in
February is Buck Jones, famed cowboy
hero. "The Last Straw" is the name of
the picture in which he will be seen and
it comes from the pen of Harold Titus.
Supporting the star, under the direction of Denison Clift, are Vivian Rich,
Jane Tallent, Colin Kenny, Charles Le
Moyne, Bob Chandler, William Gillis, H.
W. Padgett, Hank Bell, Zeib Morris
and Lon Poff. Vernon Walker is responsible for the photography.
The last of the multiple reel productions scheduled for February is Madlaine
in of"The
HellthatShip,"
tale of Traverse
the sea and
a love
knowsa
no end. This story gives the star ample
opportunity to display her magnetism
and emotional power. Denison Clift is
the author of the story and Scott Dunlap is the director.
The cast includes Albert Roscoe,
Betty Bouton, Dick La Reno. Jack Curtis, Fred Bond and William Ryno. Practically every foot of the picture was
filmed
aboard
California
coast.a tramp steamer off the
Three Sunshine Comeclies Listed.
Hampton Del Ruth, besides devoting
rnore than five months to the production of the recently announced five-reel
Fox-Sunshine Special, has found time
to supervise the production of the regular two-reel Sunshines — three of which
are booked for February release. These
in their order include "SheriflF Nell's
Comeback," "Her Naughty Wink" and
"Her Private Husband."
Five Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
are listed for the month. They include
"The Plumbers," "I'm Ringing Your
Party," "Fishing," "Dead-Eye Jeff" and
"The Sour Violin." All are timely subjects conceived by Capt. Bud Fisher,
creator of the black-and-white co-stars,
and in each there is something distinctive and new.
To Revive Six Big Productions.
This practically concludes the William
Fox program for February so far as
regular releases are concerned. However, the producer has inaugurated a
country-wide exchange campaign in behalf of six of his big special productions
— "Les Miserables," "Cleopatra," "A Tale
of Two Cities," "Salome," "A Daughter
of the Gods" and "The Honor System."
The revival of these de luxe productions is attributed by the Fox organization to the theatremen of the country.
The exhibitors it is said have insisted
on revivals of these stories, and the
producer has responded with a new
series of prints, brand-new press sheets
paper and accessories.
These pictures are to be issued in
February and the combined sales force
of the Fox exchanges throughout the
country will concentrate their efforts
toward showing them not only in new
territory, but also for return engagements handling the films in the same
manner in which the speaking stage has
presented
successes for repeat performances or revivals.
The newsstand price of MoTjing Picture
Picture World is 15 cents. The subscription price is $3 the year. Subscribe direct,
tcne $4.80 and miss no issues.
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Ritchey Receives Promotion.
Will M. Ritchey has been promoted to
the position of head of the scenario department at the Morosco Studio, where
he will have entire charge of this branch
of activities at the Occidental Boulevard
plant for Famous Players-Lasky. Mr.
Ritchey has to his credit such productions as "Everywoman," directed by
George Melford, and "The Fighting
Chance,"rectingwhich
Charles Artcraft
Maigne atis the
difor Paramount
present time.
John W. Allen Is Dead,
After a Week's Illness
, special representaALLEN
JOHN W.
Famous Players-Lasky
tive of the
ation,
with headquarters at
Corpor
Chicago, died in that city on Friday,
January 30, after an illness of one week.
Mr. Allen's death is felt particularly by
the men with whom he has been associated for years, and by the men of more
recent acquaintance who felt the charm
of his genial personality during the recent convention at Chicago. It was during this convention that Mr. Allen was
stricken.
John W. Allen was 33 years of age. He
was educated in Kansas and entered the
motion picture business as an operator.
His next affiliation was with Warner
Brothers as an exchange man and later
as a salesman. A larger field was offered
to him by the Universal Film Company,
which he accepted and went to Los
Angeles. He became affiliated with
Famous Players in 1915 as manager of
the San Francisco exchange. Two years
later he went to the Orient on a business mission and in 1918 was promoted
to the position of special representative,
with headquarters at Chicago.
Mr. Allen is survived by his widow,
who was with him through his illness;
and by his mother and a half-brother,
whose homes are in Kansas.
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, was deeply
shocked at the news of Mr. Allen's
death.
W. finest
Allen,"examples
said Mr. ofZukor,
"was
one"John
of the
the young
and successful business man whom I
have been privileged to have associated
with me. He was sterling in character,
upright and honorable in business, clean
andAl wholesome
his viewpoint
Lichtman, in
general
manager ofoflife."
the
department of distribution, said: "John
W. Allen was a 'one hundred per cent,
fellow.' He was even more than that:
he was a friend, a pal in the strongest
sense of the term. His hand, his heart
and his soul were at all times at the
command of the organization. Mere
words cannot tell my admiration for that
man."

Callaghan Signs ZuSu Pitts.
George H. Callaghan, special representative for the R. C. P. Smith Syndicate of Los Angeles, announces that
the syndicate, which has recently entered the picture field as a producer,
has signed ZaSu Pitts, now a Brentwood star, to a long term contract.
Sara
Mason,
who produced
wrote Miss
starring vehicles
underPitts'
the
direction of King Vidor for Brentwood,
will write specially for Miss Pitts under her new contract. Production will
start in the Spring.
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Completes

Final

Ince;

Now
on Vacation
ating plant and a complete lighting sys-

Star

announces that
S. KANE
ARTHUR
Charles Ray
completed, on Saturday, January 31, his last picture for
Thomas Ince, and will soon start work
on his newrelease.productions for First National
The star, whose affiliation with Mr.
Kane was first announced last week, has
left for the California hills, where he
will take a much needed rest, and will
return to his newly equipped studios
in Los Angeles some time in the middle
of February to start the filming of his
first pictures under the new auspices.
Construction is proceeding rapidly on
the group of additional buildings which
will house the production work of the
star, and it is expected that the remodeling of the present property will have
been completed by the time the star returns from his vacation. Extensive additions to the orTginal studios are also
under way.
Mr. Ray is considering several wellknown plays, and these are being contracted for by the local Kane offices.
The rights to a number of stage successes and popular books have already
been bought by the new producmg company.
Studios Ready When Ray Returns.
When Mr. Ray returns from the California hills in the middle of the month
he will find the home of the Charles
Ray productions ready for immediate
occupancy. The Fleming Street studios
recently vacated by the Jesse D. Hampton Productions are being improved by
the addition of another spacious enclosed stage to be built on the property
adjoining. Ground for the structure
has already been broken and building
has begun. Other alterations and improvements will include a large gener-

Picture

tem.
Mr. tions
Rayseveral
willof bring
to hisdirectorial
new producthe best
and
technical men with whom he has been
associated in the past. Jerome Storm,
who has directed Charles Ray in many
of his great successes, will continue to
watch over the destinies of the star.
Chester Lyons, the cameraman who has
filmed the star in all of his recent pictures, is expected to join the rapidly
organizing forces when actual work beWesley Gilmour, who is reputed to be
one of the most experienced studio men
on
has concluded arrangegins.thements Coast,
to come on with the Ray organization as studio manager.
Learns Drawing Power of Screen.
That a special motion picture feature
has twice the drawing power of a regular bill of vaudeville and is able to draw
a capacity house in a comparatively
small town threatre, where a combination program of vaudeville and pictures
had failed repeatedly, has been proven
by Leo
F. Keiler,
managerKy.of the Arcade Theatre
at Paducah,
The revelation was made to Mr. Keiler
when he booked "Back to God's Counttry," starring Nell Shipman and distributed by First National Exhibitors Circuit,
and canceled his vaudeville bookings
during the run of the picture. When
Mr. Keiler found that he was playing to
capacity without the aid of vaudeville
he instituted a split week — four days of
pictures and two of vaudeville. He immediately visited the First National Exhibitors Circuit Exchange and signed up
for twenty-five First National attractions for use during the film portion of
the week.
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Does She Get Her Sight Back? Well, See the Last Reel of "The Sagebrusher."
Marguerite de la Motte is featured in a notable cast in this Ben B. Hanripton Great Authors' production for Hodkinson.
num thrilled the audiences that were
present at every performance.
City and State Dignitaries Attend
At Fox's Star Theatre, 107th street
and Lexington avenue, this week, the
Premiere of Fall River Theatre
revival of "Aattraction
Daughterin ofthe the
Gods"
presentawork, a gold and ivory mir- has antion ofadded
a
musical
fantasy
by
a
bevy
of
ng of a new theatre may advertising
THEbe openi
rored lobby and an inner foyer, also pretty Fox screen players who step,
an event or an incident, according to circumstances. When done in ivory and gold and having mir- as it were, out of the picture and inLouis M. Boas does the opening it is
rors arranged in window-like panels.
troduce a catching prologue arranged
an event. He proved this the other day
Thoroughly Modern Equipment.
when he unlocked the doors of his
by Earl
Lindsay
"We act,
Are which
Makofentitled
You. The
Rialto Theatre in Fall River, Mass.
The equipment and conveniences in- is ining a Close-Up
two parts, presents these clever
clude five projection machines, a house
Most of Fall River was there. So was
as sea-maidens and also in
James H. Kay, mayor of the city, and telephone system, an organ, fan system aperformers
melange of popular songs and dances.
Joseph E. Warren of Taunton, speaker of heating and ventilating, a projection Those
selected
to appear in the playof the Massachusetts House of Repre- booth nine by twenty feet in size, with
let include Pam Lawrence, ingenue; the
sentatives. So was Emile Chautard, mo- a height of twelve feet, electrical fix- Lucille Sisters, dancers ; Hilda Shayne,
tures with special shades to give a sub- Marjorie Rooney, Reeny Genere. Hazel
tion picture director; Elaine Hammerstein, Guy Empey, Mary Rogers and
dued room
lighting where
effect a and
women's Heath, Edith Wild, Evelyn Pritchard
publica telephone
Lucy Cotton, motion picture stars, and lounging
and Mae Murray.
is installed.
Albert
The theatre is owned by the Fall River
studio. Lena, manager of Mr. Chautard's
Mayor Kay and Speaker Warren made Consolidated Enterprises, which, about a
addresses; the orchestra played an over- year ago, took over the Loew and Spitz "Seeing It Through"
ture; the Fox News was shown; Mme. interest in Fall River and now operates
Features ZaSu Pitts
Margarita Boas sang, and three pictures four theatres there, one in Lowell, one
were screened. The pictures, in order in Portland and two in Newburyport.
wide bysuccess
of their presentation, were Mary Miles The officers of this holding company ENCO
the year
ZaSu
during
wonURAG
ED thebypast
J. C. Bills, Jr.; vice presiPitts, Brentwood in her newest
Minter in "Anne of Green Gables," are: President,
dent,
Louis
M.
Boas;
treasurer,
B.
A.
Charlie Chaplin in "A Day's Pleasure"
picture to be released through Robertson-Cole has given this clever actress
and Wallace Reid in "Double Speed." Prager, and clerk, James M. Swift.
the broadest opportunity for exercise
The
beganmidnight.
at 7.30 o'clock and
lastedexercises
until nearly
of her peculiar artistic abilities.
Great Publicity.
"Seeing It Through" is the name of
Big Bookings on Revivals
the new production. Claude H. Mitchell
Mr. Boas received congratulations,
both wrote and directed the picture.
Reported
by
Fox
Exchange
money and probably more publicity than
Miss Pitts is featured as part of an allever has been given an amusement un- THE New York tion,
Fox star cast which contains a number of
of theLouis
of ewhich
Film Corpora exchang
dertaking in the history of this section
notable names. Exhibitors should
Rosenbluh is executive, has taken eagerly welcome a picture in which she
of the country. All of the newspapers
gave the affair liberal space and the over the entire tenth floor of the build- is given wider opportunity, in view of
Fall River Daily Globe fairly outdid
ing at 130 West Forty-sixth street, and her success in "Poor Relations," "The
itself with practically a full page splash is completing rapidly the necessary sub- Other
Times,"
in all
divisions for the offices of the officials of whichHalf"
on the afternoon of the dedication. A
she and
gives "Better
the screen
something
new and distinctive.
seven-column display heading, five col- and salesmen.
The revival by William Fox of the six
umns of text, a three-column and a twoHarry Woodward plays opposite Miss
column cut of the interior of the theatre big De Luze productions has meet with Pitts in the role of Jim Carrington, the
and single column cuts of Mr. Boas; an eager demand for bookings, many of lover. Edwin Stevens plays Bogram
George Austin, superintendent of con- the suburban theatres have already and Fannie Midgley plays Mrs. Lawruary. for the entire month of Febstruction, and George Darling, the archi- booked
rence. Hughie Mack, the heavyweight
tect, constituted the showing. The Evecomedian, plays the father and Anna
The
first
release
made
by
the
New
Hernandez
is the mother. A succession
ning Herald used a four-column cut
beautiful California exteriors are
which was more than one-half page deep York exchange of the Fox company was of
used.
— this also previous to the opening.
Charles wasDickens'
"A Tale
of Two
Cities,"of
The house seats 1,700 persons. It is which
presented
at the
Acadamy
Director Mitchell has brought into
a brick structure, fireproof and possesses Music the first half of last week. It play many little human incidents which
of all modern conveniences for the ac- not only proved the sound judgment of afford Miss Pitts a chance to do the
com odation of the public and the fa- William Fox in making this revival, but sort of work for which she proved hercilitation of motion picture entertain- it also proved that William Farnum is
self peculiarly fitted. This is the first
ment. The foyer has three sections, the a name to conjure with on the screen, screen story which has been especially
outer lobby containing display frames and in the dual role of Sidney Carton written to fit the personality of ZaSu
which provide space for very elaborate and Charles Darney, Mr. William Far- Pitts.
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Republic Reports Bookings.
Home office acounts show that bookings on the Republic production,
"Twelve
Marie
are
climbing Ten,"
steadilystarring
and that
it isDoro,
meeting
with approval in all parts of the country.
Some of the more prominent theatres
which are among the latest to book this
Herbert Brenon picture are the Everett Square of the
Boston,
of Brooklyn,
Elite Keith's
of Sag Prospect
Harbor,
N. Y., the Arena and Arcade of Astoria,
N. Y., the Library of Pittsburgh, the
Globe of New Haven and the New
Theatre of Lexington, Va.
"The Blue Pearl" and "The Amazing
Woman" have been booked by the New
Theatre at Lexington for early showing, and the Globe of New Haven and
the Princess of Baird, Texas, have
booked "The Amazing Woman."
"Lone Wolf's Daughter"
Break First Run Bookings
has proREAD, JR.,
R another
J PARKEduced
record-breaking pic• ture for Louise Glaum in "The
Lone Wolf's Daughter," the Louis Joseph
Vance special released through the Hodkinson organization. The first runs of
the largest cities have cleared their
slates to handle this production without
delays. Latest of the first run houses to
signca for
this Denver;
picture are
ein &
Theatre,
TheTalbot's
FinkelstAmeriRuben first and subsequent runs in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth; Charles
' strand in Providence; the
H.
Williams
Colonial Theatre,
Seattle; the Savoy,
ton,
Wilming
Del.; the Poli houses in
Wilkes-Barre and Scranton, Pa; the
Comerford chain of theatres in Central
Pennsylvania; the Hill, Newark, N. J.;
the Liberty, Colorado Springs, Col.;
the Starland, Anderson, Ind.; the American, Terre Haute, Ind.; the Washington, Richmond, Ind. ; the Jackson,
Lebanon, Pa. ; the Hippodrome, Gloversville, N. Y.; the Strand, Oneonta, N. Y.;
the Lyric, Lincoln, Nebr.; the Strand,
Nashville, Tenn.; the Opera House,
New Brunswick, N. J.; the Apollo, Peoria, 111.; the Opera House, Jamestown,
N. Y.; the Dome, Newcastle, Pa.; the
Fox, Aurora, 111.
In the Chicago territory alone the
picture had booked for seventy-five per
cent, of its territorial quota within four
weeks.
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Company

Be

Capitalized at $15,000,000
a large cash investment in the new
the made
to al,
T ntsubseq
nceme
EMEN
annou
fromuentMontre
Canadian company and has extended
A STAT
exclusive
first run privileges in Canada
regard
thes organi
s ing
an to the Famous Players Canadian Corof the ,Famou
tionQuebec
Player
Canadizaporation. It is also stated, however,
Corporation, indicates that the capital
the majority of directors will be
of the new company will be $15,000,000 that
Canadians
and
the bulk of the securities
and that the first offering to the public
control of the enterprise will be
will consist of $4,000,000 worth of first and
preferred stock. This will be listed on in Canadian hands.
the Montreal stock exchange.
It has been suggested that "it is more
The new Famous Players company is than a coincidence" that Lord Beaverrecently secured large motion
absorbing control of the twenty moving picture brook
interests in Great Britain, and
picture theatres which were formerly
that the Canadian developunder the direction of the Paramount it is hinted
ment will be linked with the extensive
Theatres, Ltd. Twenty-two more thea- transactions in Great Britain so that
tres wil be erected or purchased. The
Players' interestss in the
company will have seven theatres in Famous
Toronto alone. By the spring of 1921 it British Empire wil probably become
practically
one organization. Lord
is expected that the combined seating
was president of the Roycapacity of all theatres owned or con- Beaverbrook
Corporation of Montreal
trolled by the company and in actual for ala Securities
number of years and it was this
operation will be 45,000.
corporation which played a prominent
Some Directors Known.
part in the negotiations which led to
The entire list of directors has not yet the Famous Players Canadian Corporbeen made public, but the names of a ation.
number of prominent Canadians have
been mentioned as among those who
will hold office in the directorate. These Full Cast Is Announced
include Lord Beaverbrook, who has been
residing in London for a number of
for "Woman God Sent"
years and who took rather a prominent
part in Canadian affairs in England during the war. Not long ago the news
the cast supment inof "The
was cabled from London that Lord FIRST announce
Woman
porting Zenaa Keefe
Sophie
by
story
Sent,"
God
Beaverbrook had acquired a large in- Loeb, which is nearing completionIreneat
terest in moving pictures in Great Fort Lee and Bronx studios, is made
Britain.
Others mentioned include Sir Herbert
. Miss Keefe's leadMyron
Joe King.
ing man is Selznick
Holt, W. G. Ross, a prominent Montreal byThe
story starts with a prologue in
financier; J. P. Bickell, a wealthy citizen which Miss
Keefe does not appear. In
of Toronto; W. T. Killem, J. B. Tudhope,
prologue are Barbara Gilroy, John
a well-known carriage and automobile the
manufacturer of Orillia, Ontario, and H. Wade, J. F. Walsh, Fannie Vogin,
Ray Hewitt, Helen Healy, Henry BartW. J.dentSheppard
of Toronto.
presiof the company
is Adolph The
Zukor,
of leyIn and
O'Dennell.
the Thomas
main picture
besides Miss Keefe
New York, who is also president of the
are
Warren
WilFamous Players-Lasky Corporation, and and JoeliamKing,
Fredericks, WilliamCook,
Gudgson,
the managing director is N. L. Nathan- Louise Powell, William Magner, Russell
son of Toronto, who has been managHewitt, Duncan Penwarden and John
ing director of Regal Films, Ltd., Para- H. Wade.
mount
Theatres,
Ltd.,
and
subsidiary
The story was directed and adapted
interests.
by Larry Trimble and contains one of
Linked to Interests in England? .
the longest casts that has appeared in a
Announcement has been made that the picture for sometime. It is scheduled
I'amous Pl,'iyers-I.,asky Corporation has for February release througli Select.

Land of Opportunity" and "The Woman God Sent."
Close-Up of Three Selznick Releases— "Blind Youth," "The
Lincoln; Zona Keefe Is the star in "The
Ince isGoda convincing
"Blind Youth" is a Republic attraction; Ralph"Woman
Sent."
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F. I. L. M. Club Frolics.
The New York F. I. L. M. Club had its
annual dinner dance on Saturday, JanFelix Feist Advises Exhibitors
uary 31, at Reisenweber's Restaurant,
about 100 couples attending. It was hailed
as
the most enjoyable social aflfair
and
nt
reside
seen
its
equal
—
and
the
New
Mission
I
vice-p
,
FELIX F. FEIST
ever staged
by theexhilaration
club, and the
aber for the Gold- found to be up-to-date in every particu- scence
general sales manag
of artificial
did not
lar and far ahead of some of the first
wyn Distributing Corporation, left
r
detract
in
any
way
from
the
merriSan Francisco twenty-fou hours ahead run houses in the biggest cities."
ment. Singers and dancers kept the
Among the exhibitors whom Mr. Feist
of the time he had contemplated, Januguests in a happy frame of mind.
ary 29, having been called to the Gold- met were
Eugene
Roth,
managing
diThe feature of the evening was a prorector of the California Theatre; George
wyn studios at Culver City for an imgram of songs and dances given by Bert
portant business conference with F. J. M. Mann, manager of the Rialto ; Fred Sanford,
Joseph Kline, I. J. Schmertz
direcof
Godsol, chairman ynof the board
Dahnken,
president
of
the
T.
&
D.
CirWilliam E. Raynor. There were
company.
tors of the Goldw
cuit, and Al Crook, also of that organi- and
zation ;Louis Greenfield, of Kahn & favors for the women. The committee
This rary.
hasHe expected
broken up toMr.return
Feist'stoitinein charge was composed of Chairman
San Greenfield; Samuel Levin, of the Coli- Murray
Beier, L. L. Barent, J. Bellman,
Francisco when he had finished his busiseum; James Beatty, owner of the Lib- Frank Gersten,
erty theatres in San Jose and Fresno; Henry Siegel. William E. Raynor and
ness in Los Angeles and at the studios.
He probably will go to Seattle after re- C. W. Midgley, manager of the American
turning to San Francisco, he said, but Theatre, Oakland, and Al Moore, manager of the U. C. Theatre, Berkeley.
this point has not been definitely decided.
"Silent Avenger" to Be
The Goldwyn official had a pleasant
Next Duncan Serial Title
and busy three days in San Francisco. Louisville Rialto to Give
He was much impressed with the theatre
activity so much in evidence there, and
seSmith,
lected by Albert
beenpresiAvenger"E. has
Dixie Land Beauty Theatre
THE Silent
dent of Vitagraph, as the title of
predicted a big motion picture future
for the city. Mr. Feist visited a number
$1,000,000assupernew appears
Duncan's
Capi- William
by theRooseoutdone and
to be Circles
all Rialtos,
NOT at tols,
of houses, the small neighborhood
Phil
Duncan
serial. Mr.
velts all over the country, the Read, unjustly sent to prison, who is
houses as well as the first run and larger
district houses.
Rialto Theatre, Louisville, Ky., is soon
believed to have been killed in making
due to swing the center of discussion his escape. The story deals with his
Frisco Theatres Worth Studyingf.
from above to below the Mason-Dixon
successful attempts to prove his inline.
nocence and to punish those guilty of
After visiting and inspecting the New
The Louisville Rialto will have a seat- depriving him of his liberty. Mr. DunMission and New Fillmore theatres,
ing capacity of 3,200, with 1.800 seats on
can is now well into the fourth epiowned and operated by Kahn & Greenfield, and the Coliseum, which is under the ground floor and 1,400 in the bal's West Coast studio
sode at Vitagraph
and those
cony. It will be erected on a plot 160 and other
points in California
the management of Samuel Levin, the
by
200
feet
and
will
be
patterned
after
already filmed will be cut and assemGoldwyn vice-president said:
the
New
York
Capitol.
in
in
released
be
to
time
ample
bled
and owners
from
The total cost of the theatre, it is estiall"Theatre
parts ofmanagers
the United
States could
mated, will be $500,000. One of its fea- April.
"The Silent Avenger" is the first of a
very well afford to journey to San Frantures will be a foyer 75 feet in depth and series of six serials which Mr. Duncan
cisco
just
to
look
over
this
city's
district houses. I have visited all the big 35 feet in width. Music will be supplied will make for Vitagraph during the next
three years under his new contract.
cities and no place in the United States by an orchestra of forty pieces.
Building operations will commence
Vitagraph plans to make all of its
have I found subsequent run theatres of
and it is planned to open serials at the West Coast studios, which
such magnificence, modernity and com- immediately
fort as the district houses in San Fran- the Rialto October 1. As soon as this have been recently greatly increased in
cisco.
theatre is completed the Majestic in capacity, not alone in the construction
Louisville will be enlarged. Additional of new and additional buildings, but in
"My
inspection
of
these
houses
was
the acquisition of more land. New
not confined to the lobbies, the foyers ground has been purchased and the seat- buildings
will also be erected on the
and the main parts of the theatres. I
ing capacity will be increased from 1,100
to
2,800.
newly acquired land.
went over each of them thoroughly.
Edith
Johnson,
who has been the
Louis J. Dittmar, president of Artcolor
The Coliseum is one of the most beautiful suburban houses I have ever seen. Pictures Company, New York, is vice- heroine in several of Mr. Duncan's serials, is again his leading woman and
The projection room of the New Fill- president and managing director of the
and will fill similar offices with the "heavies" are played by Jack Richmore proved a revelation to me — in Majestic
the
Rialto.
ardson and Virginia Nightingale.
few places in the United States have I
Visit and

Study

Frisco

Theatres,

Louisville's Rialto, Designed After the New York Capitol, Will Be a Jewel in Southland's Crown.
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Don't Care If the Press Books Do Use It: We're Gona Say, "Delicious Little Vivian Martin.
Vivian, friends, is seen here in "Husbands and Wives," brand new, red hot Gaumont special.

Magician Praises Houdini Film.
Professor Harry Kellar, one of the
world's most famous magicians, has professed unbounded admiration for the
by Houmysterious feats accomplished
dini in his next Paramount Artcraft picture, "Terror Island." In a letter comKellar says mending
: Houdini's work. Professor
"This picture is full of melodramatic
thrills, wonderful escapes and hair-raising episodes, and any one of the following would be a feature for one play: the
Houdini's
and racing scene,
automobile under-water
marvelous
swimming,
the
nerve-racking fire scene where Houdini
escapes after being chained and handcuffed, his escape from the nailed-up
packing case thrown into the sea and
his fight under the water with the diver.
Vitagraph Has Four Big
Pictures Awaiting Release
VITAGRAPH now has four features
ready for release, each with a different star. These are Earle Williams in "The Fortune Hunter," Alice
Joyce in "The Sporting Duchess," Corinne Griffith in "Deadline at Eleven" and
in ed"The Flaming Clue."
HarrywillMorey
They
releasweeks.
in that order within the nextbe few
"The Fortune Hunter" is a screen version of the comedy by Winchell Smith,
in which John Barrymore kept Broadway laughing for more than two years.
Jean
Williams'
leading
womanPaige
and was
Tom Mr.
Terriss
directed
the
picture.
"The Sporting Duchess," with Alice
Joyce as the Duchess of Desborough, is
one of forts.Vitagraph's
efIt is based onmostthe ambitious
Drury Lane
spectacular melodrama of the same
name in which Rose Coghland starred
with great success a score of years ago.
"Deadline at Eleven" is a newspaper
play an.byIt affords
Ruth Byers,
a newspaper
wom-is
Corinne
Griffith what
for her a new type of character — a newspaper reporter; a real reporter, who
goes into the slums and police courts.
George Fawcett directs the picture.
"The Flaming Clue" is a detective
story with Harry Morey as the hero
detective. It was written by Frederic
Van Rensselaer Day. It is a new kind
of role for Mr. Morey. Edwin Hollywood directed the picture.

Popular
,

Curwood
into Big

Novel

Being

Made

Production by Vitagraph
pany had to snowshoe for many miles
OD'S
R CURWO
OLIVE
JAMESlar novel
roads. the end of regular paths and
tion, popuof recent
publica
"The beyond
e," iscast
Courag
Marge byO'Doon
beThe title role will be taken by Pauline
ing filmed eat ofpresent
a special
of motion picture players who are fight- Starke, who appeared in the Clara Kiming their way over blizzard-swept ridges and ball
production,
"Eyes lead
of Youth,"
whoYoungplayed
the female
in the
of the Rockies. Vitagraph announces
that when this big special is completed Allan Dwan special production, "Solit will cause a sensation in film circles.
dierspletedof Fortune."
She recently
her work as leading
woman comfor
Story of Great North.
Jack Pickford in "The Little Shepherd
of Kingdom Come." She had the lead"The Courage
of Marge
ing female role in Maurice Tourneur's
complete
within itself,
but itO'Doone"
introducesis
special "The Life Line." Previously, she
many of the same type of characters
was
a star in her own right for Tribrought to life in previous stories of the
angle. Niles Welch is too well known
great North Country by James Oliver to require
any introduction. He has
Curwood, with his depth of Northland
played leading male roles in a number
facts and his wizardry of words. These of
big special productions.
latter, however, are distinct from those
One
the biggest
"punch"twoscenes
will
be
an of
actual
fight between
enraged
appearing in the special "Back to God's
Country," recently released, and "The grizzly bears; another is the gradual
River's End," a special Marshall Neilan
taming of an outlaw wolf-dog.
production now on the eve of release.
Filmed in Blizzard.
Two Realart Managers
One of the most successful specials
Recover from Illness
ever released by Vitagraph was "God's
Country
and the
from the that
pen
Francisco
week to
charge
RALPH
B. last
QUIVE,
whotakeleft
San
of
Curwood,
butWoman,"
it is predicted
of the Detroit office of Realart, has
"The
Courage
of
Marge
O'Doone"
will
far overshadow even this classic of the been unable to assume his new duties
snows. James Oliver Curwood might because of sickness. Both he and Mrs.
have had in mind the two stars selected Quive have been confined to bed, under
the care of a physician, since their arby Vitagraph when he created the two
rival in the Michigan city. A telegram
principal characters of "The Courage just received
from Mr. Quive states that
of Marge
and the
if Director
vid SmithO'Doone,"
had ordered
weather Dahe he is slowly recovering and that he
could not have had a better blizzard hopes to be out within a few days. His
than he reported as raging a few miles illness has delayed the departure for
out from Truckee, just a few days ago, Omaha of C. G. Kingsley, who has been
when the filming of the big production Realart manager at Detroit.
W. E. Wilkinson of Buffalo has been
was finally started.
very seriously ill for several days from
Pauline Starke Has Title Role.
the "flu." In a letter to J. S. Woody,
The casting and general preparations Realart general manager, dictated from
for the filming expedition consumed his sick bed, Mr. Wilkinson says, "I
weeks, and the company set out from look like an India famine-victim, but am
Hollywood for Truckee upon the receipt beginning to feel first-rate."
of news that weather conditions among
J. S. Ragland, general sales manager
the mountain peaks were just right. It for Realart, now in the Middle West on
is believed that "The Courage of Marge a business trip, is reported ill at a hotel
O'Doone" will be a literal record of the in Chicago. While the sickness has sericourage of this special camera clan who
ouslyitinterfered
with Mr.thatRagland's
is understood
his conare braving an unbroken wilderness with itinerary,
dition is not critical.
the bravery of "forty-niners." The com-
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East

for Colorful Pictograph Material
. Benares, a
R POWELL, famous will be photographed
ANDE
ALEX
E as
eler, war correspondent
pilgrims, is the home of the
a trav
for
Mecca
• and the author of a number of so-called "holy-men," who he on beds
t are a permanent contribu- of sharpened spikes, hold their limbs
books totha
tion the literature of travel and esof in fire and live for years on the top
t promis
of pillars.
the war, has started on whathe
interest
tour in
to be a momentous ray
cenCity," the manthe "Pinkfilled
Pictograph and
At Jaipur,
of the Goldwyn-B
with
a pit
is
square
tral
ray
n-B
ordwy
Gol
the
ases
of
er
oth rele
Maharajah entereating tigers. The
ganization. Mr. Powell and his cameratains his distinguished guests with eleman, E. L. Hawkinson, recognized as a
elephants being
two
phant fights,
foremost photographic expert, will visit turned loose in a great arena where
a,
a,
Chin
mos
an, the Island of For
Jap
to the death. Mr. Powell
they fight
India and other places in the Far East counts
on securing some sensational
to secure pictures to be released by screen material here.
Goldwyn. Most of the localities on Mr.
The deserted city of Fatehpur-Siki
e never been will be visited, also Simla, the summer
Powell's itineraryraphav
hic
on.
diti
ted
expe
by a photog
visi
capital and the residence of the Viceroy.
This trip is in accord with the policy Pictures illustrating the localities made
of the recently allied Goldwyn-Bray
in Kipling's "Plain Tales From
companies to send the most experienced famous
the Hills" are to be taken.
men available to far-away corners of
the world where interesting and instructive films may be secured. They
will make an important addition to
the service supplied theatres and also
will be a valuable contribution to the
library of films being compiled for
schools and other educational institutions. It is expected that the expedition will be of six months' duration,
during which approximately eighty
1,000-foot reels of film will be exposed.
Japan and China First.
The first pictures will be secured in
the neighborhood of Yokohama. Tokio
and Pekin will next be visited. The
Great Wall of China, Kalgan, Khadsin
and the Gobi Deserts will provide material for the camera. The little known
French possessions of Annam, Cochin
China and Cambodia are included in the
itinerary. The court of the King of
Cambodia is particularly celebrated for
r
the gorgeousness of its costumes and
for its dancing girl.s
Other extraordinary scenes will be
taken at Bangkok, capital of Siam. The
strange customs and costumes of the
E. Alexander Powell
Siamese court will be brought to the
Globe trotter anti correspondent on Far
screen. It is here that the stables of
Bastern tour to take pictures
for Gi Idwyn-Bray.
the royal white elephants are located.
An automobile will carry the travelers
through the jungles of the Malay
Peninsula, habitat of the Malay Macgowan Affiliates With
buffalo, the bird of paradise and the
giant python. During the river trip
Bernay's Publicity Bureau
from Rangoon to Mandalay there will
rns infeeling
e conce
be an opportunity to photograph scenes
MOVING
their
angles
for new
the need pictur
publicity and new life in their
illustrating Kipling's "On the Road to
promotion work generally, will be inMandalay."
terested to hear that Kenneth MacTo Film Many Festivals.
has associated himself with Edgowan
Pictures rich in color and human in's Publicity Bureau, to
L.
Bernay
ward
terest will be available in March, when
l charge of the motion picthe festival of the Coming of Buddha take specia
ture publicity and promotion for that
is recognized by great pilgrimages to organization. The combined records of
who have thus joined
two
the
Buddha's
on Adam's
Peak forces are men
and
to the Footprint
Sacred Bo-Tree
at Ammadsuch as to inspire confidence
hepura.'of Also
the their
early annual
spring elethe in their ability to do effective local and
Kings
Kandyin hold
al motion
picture promo
Edward
L. Bernays,
who tion
until■.vo'-k.
the
phant hunts, when hundreds of ele- nation
phants are driven into huge stockades. war was in charge of the publicity for a
Then, at Puri there is the great festival nationally known musical bureau, has
of Juggernath.
handled some of the largest theatrical
A series of pictures of the more spec- and moving picture campaigns in the
tacular examples of Indian magic will country. During the war he was chief
be secured at the monastaries of Sik- of the export section of the Committee
kim, the seat of Indian mysticism and on Public Information, and attended
magic. Tiger hunting in the jungle also the Peace Conference in Paris in that
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has specialwar inhepolitical
Since the rly
capacity
ized .more
and
al particula
commerci
work.
Kenneth Macgowan, now dramatic
critic of the New York Globe, is a newspaper man of wide experience, who has
specialized in motion picture publicity
for the past three years. As publicity
director and later as advertising director of the Goldwyn Picture Corporation
he became well known in the trade.
Prominent

Writer Praises

Hayakawa's" The TongMan"
, comes
known
writer
wella front
, the
OVERto
WEST
C.
DE loudly
CLYand
applauds the work of

e Hayak
Sessu
"These Tong
Cole inrelea
tson-awa
a Rober
whichMan,"
has
been the hit of the first-run houses.
The author declares the production to
be one of the most interesting pictures
of the year.
Several weeks ago Chinese Six Companies of San Francisco tried to hold
up the showing on the Pacific Coast,
claiming that the picture misrepresented
the work of the Chinese colony in this
country.
As soon as Mr. Westover learned of
this fight, he wired for full particulars
and received a copy of the brief held
by the Chinese against this picture.
After reading over their grievances he
decided that the Chinese were misrepresenting the picture and declared that
the scene filmed were patterned after
real Chinese life, and that the inspiring
theme of the story was based upon
facts and not upon fiction.
Charles Richman

Returns to

Screen in "Half an Hour"
back to theN screen
an
be welwill after
CHARLES comed RICHMA
absence of over a year, in Sir
Hour,"
"Half anDorothy
play,opposite
James
will play
in whichM. heBarrie's
Dalton, Paramount Artcraft star. The
direction of this play is in the hands of
Harley Knoles and the adaptation for
the screen was made by Clara Beranger.
Previous to Mr. Richman's absence he
was engaged in the production of propaganda pictures, and for this purpose he
organized the Charles Richman Pictures
Corporation. His work with this corporation did not stop with the organizing, however, as he wrote the stories,
starred in them and supervised their
direction. The first picture to be made
was titled "Over There," a recruiting
picture directed by James Kirkwood.
Another picture was "Everybody's
Business," directed by Searle Dawley,
and was a picture dealing with the
problem of the returned soldier.
Charles Richman has been associated
with such prominent producers as
James A. Hearn, Augustin Daly, David
Belasco and Daniel Frohman. For the
past five years he has been starring in
motion pictures under the best directors.
George King Here from England.
George King, representing Sir Oswold
Stoll's
picture business
interest, visit.
is in New
for another
Mr. York
King
was here soon after the armistice was
signed and remained a fortnight looking
over the field.
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eQUITV J" second Clara Kimball Younq Production
Ihgt mqtchcj- the f*Vxgni'Pi'c«nb Standard sat by*
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"BYEJ oCYOUTM", Ar)okh«r big EQuikyOiVtriDutocJ
Picture 4

F<@iTlTTY

PTCTUBES

E^^ITYjr
POLICY

FQUITY is setting the pace
for BIG pictures that enable runs of from one to three
weeks, with ihp ultimate obiect
of releasing that type of big
production that will run as
long a period as the big
successful stage plays. The
day is coming for the "Indefinite run" picture. Watch
Equity's accomplishments in
this connection. Equity is also
open to take on big pictures
from other producers, but
such pictures must be what
the trade at large understands
as BIG in every detail. If you
have that calibre of production
and wish widest distribution,
get in touch with us at once.

YOUHO
"EYEro/vOUTH..

'T"0\A/NS, cities and metropolitan centers are playYouth"
rewith from
threeof,weeks
to "Eyes
one ing
peats almost everywhere
Only genuinely BIG winners
can produce such runs. "Eyes
of Youth" is it's own answer
for such successes. Ask any Exhibitor who has seen or played
it. Ask any Equity Franchise
Holder what the results are
right now in your territory,
us when
underst
and you'll
salesma
no and
say that
we
nship
is necessary to secure bookings
on "Eyes of Youth". Have
you played it as yet?

PICTURES
H K- Somfcorr
AEOI.IAN

UALL

••-

NEW yOR.Ka

M
o
u y- E
and
PETER/

■:

nd;'
Vilkhu/ba
CALICO
wives"

\/\/lTH House Peiers as your Star
' ' and such unique advertising
and publicily helps as are ready prepared
for you in our big exploitation book, your
success with SILK HUSBANDS AND
CALICO WIVES" IS practically guaranteed. Here's supreine entertainment for
the masses,
it's supreme entertainment
they
all seekandCommunicate
with us and
and we'll tell you where you can book
"SILK HUSBANDS AND CALICO
WIVES Extra! Special proposition
to
Independent Exchanges. Write us for
details.
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New Comedy Company Org^anized.
Anticipating the welcome coming to
Jack L. and Sam L. Warner, when the
trade has been acquainted with the news
that Monty Banks, former Mack Sennett, then Vitagraph comedian, has
signed a contract with them to appear
in a new brand of comedies, probably
inspired the new trade name, Welcome
Comedies. Mr. Banks will start working with his new company about March
1 and will be seen regularly thereafter
in two-reel feature comedies.
John Stahl Is to Direct
Mildred Harris Chaplin
JOHN M. STAHL, one of the best
known directors of the eastern
studios, has been brought to California by Louis B. Mayer to direct
Mildred Harris Chaplin in her next big
First National attraction.
After fourteen years as an actor on
the legitimate stage, Stahl entered the
movies in their pioneer days. After two
years of screen acting, he became a director and won immediate recognition
for his artistic ability. He directed one
of the first big features to hit Broadway,
"The Boy and the Law." Some of his
more recent pictures are "Wives of
Men," "Her Code of Honor," "The
Woman Under Oath," "Greater than
Love," "Women Men Forget" and the
all-star production, "Suspicion."
Mr. Stahl will have as his assistant
director Harry Hagenah, who has been
co-director in the filming of thirty-five
of his own scenarios. For five years
Hagenah has been engaged in motion
picture work in the capacity of author,
assistant director, and co-director. He
has done considerable acting also, having appeared in Lasky pictures Starring
Fannie Ward and Geraldine Farrar.
Another Light Studio Being
Built at Universal City
NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that
Universal already has a large area
of floor space for stages and
studios to accommodate its many activities at Universal City, continual additions are being made to its producing
facilities.
When Carl Laemmle visited the plant
recently he laid out such an elaborate
program of productions for the coming
year that the technical department decided that it would require additional
floor space to house the many new companies that will soon be engaged in making features. A force of mechanics was
at once put to work to erect an additional light studio measuring ISO by 400
feet and capable of accommodating an
average of twelve settings.
New Features Under Way.
Three new feature productions have
been started at Universal City this week.
These are "The Girl in the Mirror,"
Philip Hum's adaptation of the novel
by Elizabeth Jordan, starring Frank
Mayo under direction of Jack Ford;
"Luck," a drama of the great West,
written by John Frederick and starring
Harry Carey under direction of Lyn
Reynolds, and "Her Five Foot HighHarry ness," a comedy-drama directed by
Roberts. Franklin and featuring Edith
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Maeterlinck,

to Write

Annual

Belgian
Story

Poet,

for

Goldwyn

the motion picture. I am happy to find
the an
LINCK,
MAETER
CE poet,
MAURI
Belgian
novelist,
essayist
organization willing to extend the
means
of initiating myself into the
t,
and playwrigh has signed a contract to write one original story a year technic of this new art. Under its ausfor the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
pices, I am undertaking this trip to
The author of "The Bluebird" and its
Can Now Teach Millions.
sequel, "The
who hascame
America
on aBetrothal
lecture ,"tour,
neverto California."
y
d
Although in all his work he has made
before been personall associate with
the actual production of motion pic- his message to the man in the street
tures. In the arrangement made be- clear, M. Maeterlinck believes that
tween the poet and the Goldwyn or- through the pictorial power of the phoganization, M. Maeterlinck will write
toplay he will be able to tell of his
one story a year, and will co-operate ideals of life to millions who have
with the studio stafif in the presentation heretofore known him only as a name.
of his work.
In fact, he has been considered more
M. Maeterlinck will leave for the Gold- or less as a writer who appealed only
wyn studios in Culver City, Cal., within to those of deep learning and rare
a few days to learn the technic of pho- spiritual power. And so, almost as an
toplay production. The author will answer to the implied charge, Mr. Maeterlinck intends to show that a story
travel in a private car furnished by the
Goldwyn corporation and will stop at may be exquisitely beautiful and at the
various cities en route to tell of his same time stirringly real.
'I' ii)iii'MiiiJiiiriitiiiiiriiiirMriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiili>
Mary Anderson to Appear
in New Film for Pioneer

ation addition to theON constell
of
is the latest
MARY ANDERS
Pioneer stars. She will appear in
a comedy drama which is just being
finished,
will beof known
as "Bubbles.
In the and
making
this picture
a large"
sum was expended to secure novelties
which are said to have never before
been attempted.
Miss Anderson plays the role of a
girl who forsakes the garb of her sex
and dons the attire of a boy. In order
to prove her mettle she becomes the
central figure of a rapid series of ludicrous situations. At last, however, Cupid
steps in and puts an end to the show.
The picture was made by the Super
Art, Inc., and was adapted fronj the
story of the same name by J. Basil
Kreider. Mary Anderson is supported
by Jack Connolly, Bert Woodruff, Adelaide Elliott and a carefully selected
cast of players.
Maurice Maeterlinck
Who has signed to write one original
story a year for Goldwyn.
Illllillllllllilliiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiijiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiniiiiijiiiiiirilllrirriiintllil
venture into a field of authorship new
to him.
M. Maeterlinck's Statement.
Although M. Maeterlinck has never
written directly for the screen, he has
a!ways_ entertained definite opinions
about its possibilities as a medium for
the wide difTusion of ideals of beauty
and of standards of life. Shortly after
signing his contract with the Goldwyn
company, M. Maeterlinck gave out the
following statement:
"It seems to me that America does
not give the motion picture the artistic
importance it merits. People seem to
consider it an inferior type of art form.
In my opinion, however, its potentialities are unfathomable, for it can teach
in terms of beauty and of ideals in a
manner not to be found in any other
medium of expression.
"I feel myself fortunate in being allied with so great a motion picture concern as Goldwyn, an institution that
shares these ideals and is bending its
efTorts to elevate the artistic level of

National Adds Subject
to February Releases
FOLLOWING
announcement
last
week that the
Republic
Distributing
Corporation would release in February "Mothers of Men," featuring
Claire Whitney; "The Girl of the Sea,"
a Williamson production, and "The One
Way
Sterling,
was
made Trail,"
known with
this Edythe
week that
anotherit feature has been added for that month.
The latest subject to be released
through Republic in February is "The
Gift Supreme," with a cast of wellknown players, including Melbourne
MacDowell, Seena Owen, Bernard
Durning and others.
With Edythe Sterling in "The One
Way
Trail," Sackville,
also released
February,
are Gordon
Jack inConnelly,
J.
Webster Dill and A. Hollingsworth.
Leon T. Osborne presents Miss Sterling
in this feature, the story and picturization of which were done by Charles
Mortimer Peck. The direction is by
Fred Kelsey, with William Beckaway at
the camera. R. C. Currier edited it for
the screen.
j*,! J
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Schedules "Daredevil Jack"
with Jack Dempsey for February 15
In addition to this, 1,000 leading newsic inthe dramat
all setting
withtasteful
ASERI.^L terest,
papers all over the country will carry
and production detail of a five-reel fea- a series of feature stories on Dempsey's
ture is promised to exhibitors by Pathe life and activities. These feature stories will be handled by the International
Exchange, Inc., in the forthcoming Pathe
serial, "Daredevil Jack," in which Jack News Service, the Newspaper Enterprise Association, the American Press
on heavychampi
world's
Dempsey,weightthepugilist,
d and
and the King Features Synwhich .Association
is starre
dicate.
will be released on February ISth.
The
action
of the serial starts in an
"Daredevil Jack" is a Brunton produc- Eastern college
town on the seacoast
tion, made at the Brunton Studio in
and then shifts to the Western country
Los Angeles
underBrunton
the personal
vision of Robert
himself.superThe where the star proves that he is as
much at home in the saddle as on the
story was written especialh' for Demp- football
field, or in the prize ring. It
sey by Frederic Chapin of the Pathe
scenario department, and Harry O. Hoyt. is stated by the authors that there is
not
one
violent death in the entire
H. S. Van Dyke is the director, and
Jack Cunningham wrote the scenario. serial. It is lacking in the blood-andthunder element and is a straightaway,
1,000 Dailies to Carry Stories.
logical story of action. Many of the
Following out its policy of helping incidents are taken directly from the
create an advance patronage for all life of Jack Dempsey, and is will show
theatres showing its serial, Pathe has the champion as his friends and relatives know him, not as he is popularly
launched a national advertising camknown by prizefight followers.
paign.
Pathe

T. Roy Barnes.
Well-known vaudeville comedian to make
screen debut with Goldwyn.
Iiliiiiiiiiiiilniiiiirimmilliiiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitiimiilniiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiriiimi (iiiiMrHtllllllllllillllimiR

Jewel Film Heads Big "U"
Schedule for February 16
EL picture tops the list of
A JEW
Universal releases for the w-eek of
Februarj' 16. This picture, "The
Madonna of the Slums," is the tenth of
n's War
Scriess,
Relieef Eagle
WomeBlinn
the Stage
and Jeann
Holbrook
and
are the stage stars who are featured.
Two comedies, a Lyons and Moran
one-reeler, "Old Clothes for New," and a
two-reelEdna
picture,
"The Phil
Bull Dunham
Thrower," andin
which
Gregory,
Billy Engel exchange compliments, are
the laugh numbers on the program.
Elmo Lincoln appears in the second
episode of the serial "Elmo the Fearless." This chapter of this weekly release is titled "The Racing Death."
"Th» Dungeon of Despair" is the
eighth episode of "The Lion Man," in
which
Kathleen
Perrin are
featured.O'Connor and Jack
western,
a Avehicle
for "ABobSagebrush
Burns andGentleman,"
Charlotte
Merriam, is the only other two-reel offer
ing for the week.
The remainder of the list of releases
consists of the Hearst, Universal Current Events, New Screen Magazine and
International news reels.
United Lists "The Hick"
as a February 29 Release
FEBRUARY 29 is the date set by
President J. A. Berst, of United,
for Triangle
the release
recreated
play ofin "The
which Hick,"
Charles a
Ray plays the leading role.
"The
Hick"thatpresents
in the
sort
of role
he has the
madestara classic
on the screen — that of a country boob
who goes to college and runs into all
sorts
of trying
Mr. Ray'sis
leading
womancircumstances.
in this production
Bessie Barriscale, while the supporting
cast includes Mabel Johnson, W. Burgermaster and Fannj' Midgely.
The photoplay has been adapted from
"Plain
Jane" byis C.
Gardnerby Sullivan.
The direction
handled
Charles
Miller and the picture is a Thomas H.
Ince production.

Republic

Announces
Principals in
Edith Hallor s First Production
the stage for years in addition to his
of on
castis to
iny,"thewhich
screen activities, is probably one of the
THE"Childprinci
ren ofpals
Destin
be one of the first of a series of best known players in America. He was
twelve Edith Hallor productions being born at Guelph, Ont., and was educated
made by Weber Productions for Re- at St. Louis. His first stage appearance
public release, were announced this was in "Brother and Sister," under the
of John Dillon, but he did
week by Republic Distributing Corpora- management
tion.
not register a hit until he played with
Appearing with Edith Hallor, who has Fanny Davenport in "Las Tosca" and
"Cleopatra." A list of his successes
the leading feminine role, or rather the would
take up a whole page of type.
leading dual role, as she has two parts,
are William Courtleigh, Arthur Carewe
The scenario for "Children of Desand Elmer Johnson. .\ll of these are
tiny,"
being J.produced
in California, iswhich
by is
Edward
Montague,
who
well-known players of the calibre so
has contributed "Out Yonder" and "The
commonly termed all-star in the making
of pictures. Their following throughout Woman
features. Game" to the Selznick list of
the country is very large and exhibitors
are assured of unusual box office value
years ago
"Children
as a result.
wasSome
produced
in New
York ofas Destiny"
a stage
William Courtleigh, who has appeared
play.
Grace

Davison

and

Montague

Star

in Film

ance
importuting
nt icof Distrib
annou
AN from
Republ
thenceme
Corporation, of which Lewis J.
Selznick is advisory director, contains
the information that Republic has purchased one of the big pictures of the
staryear from the J. G. Pictures, Inc.,
ring Grace Davison and Montague Love,
who are supported by Stuart Holmes.
Its working title is "The Convert of
Revenge,"
but it is
understood
that date.
this
is
to be changed
before
its release
The picture was written and directed by
Charles P. Horan, who is responsible
for several orginal screen stories, besides having directed several big productions including Mary Miles Minter
and other stars.
Now Cutting Picture.
"The Convert of Revenge" is a big
city drama and gives Miss Davison and
Mr. Love some excellent opportunities.

Love

Bought by Republic
The star is best known for her work in
Tolstoi's "Atonement," in which she
played the lead, supported by Conway
Tearle; "The Hidden Code" and "Wives
of Men." Miss Davison is a society girl
who found a place on the screen and
proceeded to make good. Mr. Love
starred for the World and other companies in some of their biggest productions. Stuart Holmes has numerous important roles to his credit.
The picture is now being cut by Mr.
Horan and its release date will soon be
announced by Republic.
Many newspapers are now using criticisms of photoplays the day after they art
first seen at your theatre. Reviews written
by Mozfing Picture World reviewers may
be cut out or copied and handed to your
local newspaper. They are written by
iliialified reviewers and deal with salient
points in both story and production.
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's Next
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''Theodora
Is Victorien Sardous
J PARKER READ, JR., manager and who is now in London, will go from
director of Louise Glaum, has ar- there to Italy as a representative of
J. Parker Read to gather data for the
• ranged with A. Lincohi and Thomas
R. Hart, owners of the rights of the scenic atmosphere of the story.
plays by Victorien Sardou, for screen
Six Months' Work.
"Theodo
rights to
redtheto classic
the
inra,"
best play
be thedrama
conside
A. Lincoln Hart, who produced "Theodora" on the
American
will be
Sardou library, as a vehicle for the next
consulted
in the
matter stage,
of costuming
Louise Glaum production.
and as to the details of the Justinian
J. Parker Read was .influenced in period, at which time the incidents
around which the story was woven took
choosing
great of
playTheodora,
because
he regardsSardou's
the character
According to Mr. Read, no time
the historical siren, as eminently fitted place.
or expense will be spared to make the
and spectacular producto Louise
delineation, and heGlaum's
thinks powers
the playof will
give film ation ofstriking
the best type, and one that will
her the opportunity of creating one of be as much of a classic to the screen
the best and most striking film char- as it was to the regular stage when it
acterizations of her career.
was presented by Sarah Bernhardt with
Preparations are being made to pro- Lou Tellegen in the part of Andreas,
duce "Theodora" on a lavish scale. The lover to Theodora.
story abounds in oportunities for
It is expected that six months will be
gorgeous costuming and big stage set- required to finish the production. The
cast is now being selected and work
tings. The pagan splendor of the courts
will begin as soon as Miss Glaum has
of Rome, the great feasts and assemblies of the nobles of the court will be finished with "Love Madness," her curreproduced in detail. Raymond Bartlett,
rent production.
Distribution

by Republic

to Aid

Community
Motion Picture Bureau
Dis- always been in sympathy with the plans
c
Republi
by
MENT
STATE
A
tributing Offices lays stress upon and purposes of the C. M. P. B. activithe fact that the joining of the ties.
forces of the Republic Distributing CorCencentrating Energies.
poration and the Community Motion
The increase of the activity in the
Picture Bureau insures a facility of ser- non-theatrical
field and the feeling
vice of distribution for the non-thewhich exists between the Republic and
atrical public that it has never had be- the
bureau suggested the arrangement
fore.
which will aid the bureau in carrying
The bureau was formed some time ago out its growing work.
for the purpose of distributing motion
That the principal of selection is the
pictures in colleges, schools, churches, basis of the bureau's work is recognized
lodges, etc., and its growth has been by the Republic organization, and it
rapid.
never has questioned that right or sugThe more the proposed arrangement
gested a change in that policy. It is
between the Republic organization, of going to, however, place the physical
which Lewis J. Selznick is advisory di- resources it has at the disposition of
rector and Briton N. Busch is presi- the bureau so that the Entire energy of
dent, is studied, the more the peculiar the bureau may from now on be concentrated on the selective service part
significance of the arrangement is evident. Mr. Selznick and Mr. Busch have of the work.
Lois

Wilson

Has

Charming
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Role

in New Robertson-Cole Special
Julian Johnson, thevedwriter to put over the part in dramatic fashion.
WHEN
the So tense are the scenes of this proand film critic, concei
duction of a hundred exploitation posidea of "Who's Your Servant?"
the film drama to be released as a Robsibilities, that the producer had to favor
a
star
whose
work was in keeping with
ertson-Cole Special, he had in mind the
production of a picture which would the role assigned her.
live long in the memory of the exhibHas an All-Star Cast.
itor as a dollar and cent proposition
and a theme that would prove interestMiss Wilson has a part in "Who's
ing and instructive. That he has ac- Your
Servant?" which should boost her
complished his purpose is attested by stock to the sky. Fresh from her sucthe criticisms of those who have had
cess in the Paramount Artcraft release,
a preview of the picture.
"Too Much Johnson,"
rising young
After he had written his plot and com- star modestly declares this
that her part in
"Who's
pleted details which should prove a
Your Servant?" is the best she
boomerang for the exhibitor, the pro- has ever portrayed.
ducer set about to secure a star capable
This film brings home the advantage
of displaying for the screen the lead- which a certain plotting servant has
ing feminine role of "Who's Your Ser- over his trusting master and shows the
lengths to which the servant, bent on
vant?" It was
that up
pretty
Lois accomplishing
an illegal end at any cost,
Wilson, the girldecided
who gave
teaching
will
go.
for the silver sheet, was just the one

Enrique Molina.
Spanish comic actor and bullfighter who
goes to Coast to enter the film arena.
New

York Houses Double
Runs on Lloyd Comedies

of two
reel $100,0
newd
of 00theHarol
ng power
drawi
THEseries
Lloyd
comedies, distributed by
Pathe, has been more than proved in
New ber York
the ednum-or
tors judgi
of exhibiCity,
who ng
haveby doubl
tripled thebookednumber 'of days
they originally
on the multiple reelers.
In the confined territory of the Union
Square District (New York City) alone,
virtually every theatre is playing the
Lloyds.teenthFor
instance, which
the New
FourStreet Theatre,
originally
booked the Lloyd series for a single
day run, immediately doubled its time
after the showing of "Bumping Into
Broadway." The New Fourteenth
Street Theatre's opposition, directly
across
the street, plays the Lloyd's for
four days.
In the same territory the Sunshine,
Clinton, and New Law Theatres, have
doubled their time on the Lloyds.
Build Big Three-Room Set
for Juanita Hansen Serial

floor
the B. entire
PRACTIC
Seitz studio
of the George
space ALLY
has been converted into a threeroom set for Juanita Hansen's first
Mad Talon," which
Pathe serial, "The
is being directed by Bertram Millhauser.
In order to construct the set according
to the specifications of Mr. Seitz and Mr.
Millhauser, the force of studio carpenters had to build a platform five feet
high covering the studio floor. On this
platform the set was constructed, and
three weeks were required for the
work. The set includes a large ballroom, adrawing room and a study, all in
the Italian Renaissance style. The ballroom is approached by a grand staircase
and the walls are hung with costly
tapestries.
Because of the size of the set and
the expense of its construction, it will
be necessary to shoot all the scenes that
are laid in it before any other sets are
built in the studio. This means that the
structure will not be "struck" until the
200 scenes have been photographed.
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Shallenberger Praises Hank Manns.
The first three of the series of tworeel comedies starring Hank Mann were
screened for W. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film Corporation,
upon his arrival at the Hank Mann
studios in Los Angeles, and Dr. Shallenberger sent ;in excellent report on them
to headquarters in New York.
Arrow Film Corporation announces
that the Canadian rights to this series
of twenty-six two-reelers have been sold
to Basil Horsfall, managing director of
the Horsfall Productions, Ltd., of Montreal, and that there comedies are playing five of the seven leading houses
on
treal.the main amusement street in Mon-
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Impetus

in Akron

to Industry
and

of
has beco
OHIO
AKRON,
st , boom
the bigge
townmes one
in the
United States within the last two
ing faster since the
andn isof grow
years
termi,natio
the war than during it.
The boom has given such impetus to
the motion picture business that theatre
builders and equipment men are having
trouble keeping up with the fast pace.
This is the situation reported by supply salesmen and film exchange men
coming in from Akron to Cleveland
A personal investigation
every
of the week.
writer confirms all this. All of
Pioneer Film Corporation
the theatres are doing well, and 35 cents
admission commonfor
Opens Exchange in London
thing. a production is no unCorporation has
Film
er
Pione
THEturne
At
the
present
time there are about
d its attention to foreign
big theatres nearing completion or
fields, and has opened an ofiRce in four
under way, and plans have been
London at Chatham House, George well
drawn for as many more. The new
street and Hanover Square, W. E.
the Goodrich Rubber ComLee Ephraim will repre.sent Pioneer in Rialto, near
plant, will be the first to open. It
England and the continent, and the first will bepany operated
the Horwitz
consignment of features are now on
ests of Cleveland,bywhich
also owninterthe
their way to London. As soon as the Olympia in Cleveland. Then there is
office is running smoothly it is expected the Allen Theatre, which will be operthat M. H. Hoffman, general manager of
ated by local people headed by A. T.
the Pioneer, will visit London in order Simmons. Another big theatre, which is
to study the foreign fields at first hand. also called the Rialto, is being erected
The first act of the London office by the Dietz Lumber Company. It will
was the signing up of Marie Doro. have vaudeville and pictures, and it is
Whether or not London will be made very likely it will bear a different name
an exchange centre by the Pioneer will when completed and opened. However,
not be decided until Mr. Hoffman re- that seems to be the "working title."
turns.
Another combined hotel and theatre

From right

February 14, 1920

Theatres

Spring

Up

building will go up soon in the heart of
the business district. The plans are
drawn for this and the company incorporated. Besides these there are two
or three other neighborhood houses in
the process of construction. The big
draw-back to progress of theatre construction in Akron is the shortage of
labor, and housing conditions are such
that it is well nigh impossible to import labor. To even get a room in a
hotel there one has to wire in reservations two w-eeks in advance and then
fight for accommodations after arrival.
The motion picture theatres now in
operation in Akron number about thirty.
The largest has 1,000 seats, and is about
twice as large as the next largest. Most
of the theatres are between 200 and 400
seats. The houses now building, however, will seat from 1,000 to 2,000.
There is a well-founded rumor that
Marcus Loew has his eye on Akron and
plans to build a theatre big enough to
scat 4,000.
Elkus and Montgomery in Serial.
Frank Montgomery, who appeared
with Ethel Barrymore in Metro pictures,
also with Lionel Barrymore, has been
engaged for a special role in one of the
episodes of the Supreme Serial 'The
Mystery Edward
Mind," starring
Pauline.
Elkus is J.alsoRobert
cast
in a prominent role in this serial.

Harvey Clark, American's Character Man, Is a Chameleon at Type Picturization.
left; The crook butler in "The Dangerous Talent"; the alert deputy sheriff In Six Feet Four"; faithful
"1 ister Monday" in "Eve in Exile"; sympathetic French doctor in "The Honey Bee"; and
"Long John," clansman In "The Valley of Tomorrow."

February 14, 1920
Kane Presides at College Reunion.
Arthur S. Kane paused from the business of nourishing an infant picture
business long enough last week to preside at the annual dinner of the Washburn College Club of New York City, of
which he is president. The affair was
held
at Shanley's.
In his fame
studenton days
Mr. Kane
gained college
the
football field and it is said that he
learned the benefits of perseverance
from the rugged American sport.
"The strongest" to Get
World Wide Exploitation
Fox companyry announces the
THErelease
in Februa of the one and
only drama from the pen of
ceau.
A print of the production,
Clemen
titled in French, has been sent to Clemenceau for his approval. The jury of
executives and exhibitors selected to
choose various scenes of the photoplay
from several differing sets made have
made their final selection, and when the
finished product is released it promises
to be a screen sensation.
Special advertising material has been
issued, and the owners and managers
of picture theatres will have the hearty
co-operation of all of the branch offices
of Fox Film Corporation. This is true
not only of the United States, but of
all -"ountries because the release of "The
Strongest" will have an international
flavor.
Special campaigns have been arranged
in all the principal cities of the country
for the proper exploitation of the picture. Thethe
release
of "The
Strongest"
will mark
beginning
of the
special
releases which the Fox Corporation will
make during the year. It is in no sense
a regular program picture, and in keeping with the policy of the Fox organization it will be specially exploited so
that exhibitors all over the world can
get their full measure of success from
it. Not only in the trade papers, but
in the national magazines, on billboards
and through specially trained publicity
and advertising men attached to the
Fox branches throughout the world will
picturestised.like
"The inStrongest"
No matter
what townbe oradvercity
ip the world an exhibitor may be showing the picture, there is a campaign
specially prepared for him that will
deal with both the picture and the stars
concerned in its making.
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WORLD
on Road

to Boost

Americanization

RT has four men on the road
REALA
making special arrangements for
insuring co-operation with the
federal government in its plan to obtain
recognition by the theatres of Lincoln's Birthday
as an occasion for promoting the Americanization movement.
The matter is having the personal attention ofmanager,
J. C. Ragland,
ral sales
who Realart's
has left geneNew
York to visit branch offices in the
central and eastern parts of the country
and make certain that all of them are
prepared to assist exhibitors promptly
in carrying out plans for special exercises during the week of February 12.
Mr. Ragland's itinerary includes Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Minneapolis, Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis,
.'\tlanta, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.
Other Realart offices throughout the
country will be advised by the company's
special representatives, Melville E. Maxwell, E. S. Flynn and J. E. Hennessy.
Realart's desire, according to J. S.
Woody, genera) manager, is to assist
exhibitors in every way posible to make
the Americanization campaign a success.
Mr. Woody suggests that the entire
week of February 8 to 14 be featured as
Americanization Week and that there
be
special exercises each afternoon and
evening.

Movement

nized ability. It is not the opinion of
the Realart general manager that it
will be worth the trouble involved unless the addresses are short and snappy.
Warning also is given against the possible danger of remarks that might be
offensive to certain classes of audiences.
Realart Eager to Help.
"Realart is not suggesting pictures to
be utilized on the program," says Mr.
Woody. "We believe exhibitors who are
sufficiently interested to make Americanization Week an event in their theatres are quite competent to select the
productions best suited to their plans.
As a matter of fact, Realart has only
one production which exactly meets
Secretary Lane's idea, and this was being exploited
patrioticweeks
and Americanizationonlines several
before
the Lane appeal was issued.
desireexhibitors
is to do all
we"Our
can principal
to interest
in that
the
Lincoln's
Birthday
and
Americanization
Week idea. If our managers can be of
service to exhibitors by making suggestions or otherwise, we trust they will
be freely called upon."
Eastman Company Plans
Big Building Operations

A Practical Program Suggestion.
no limit
to nbe Kodak
seemsEastma
E the
THER
Com-to
which
There should be no difficulty, he bepany will extend its building inlieves, in arranging really interesting
er. Last week a perterests in Rochest
programs. The music, of course, should
th reinforced
r mammo
for
anothe
mit
comprise compositions exclusively of concerete structure
was granted the
.■\merican authorship. The southern
y by Fire Marshall Fennell, a
melodies which lately have been so compan
preliminary permit for the excavation
been granted several weeks ago.
having
strongly
featured
in
concert
singers'
repertoires are suggested for use, and
The new structure, which will be used
with these should be played patriotic as a factory at Kodak Park, is just the
soiigs. Much can be added to the value
of a series of building operaof the musical program, it is suggested, beginning
tions planned by the company for the
by having the orchestra leader invite current year. The ground dimensions
the audience to sing several of the of the building are 300 and 411 feet and
numbers. Emphasis is laid on the fact it will vary in height from 29 to 76 feet.
that the music should include only
The total building operations which
American numbers that are valuable will
be carried out during the ensuing
from a standpoint of patriotism or year, according to current report in conquality.
tracting circles, will amount to several
With this special music Mr. Woody • millions of dollars. It is estimated that
suggests that there should be provided the cost of this new structure will exceed $595,000.
short addresses by speakers of- recog-

William Steiner, Center, and Shots from Two of His Twelve Five-Reel Detective Stories for Arrow.
These twelve productions will run under the name of "Tex, the Rlueidator of Mysteries" series. Left is "Circumstantial
Evidence," and right is "The Wall .Street Mystery."
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Realart's "Judy of Rogues' Harbor"
Is Ready for Release This Month
her whether he wins her or not.
the marry
," ring
HARonBORfeatu
' ucti
ROG
Y ndOFReal
Some of the situations developing from
artUES
JUDseco
prod
sed
relea
this
man's
insistence are among the
be
r,
will
Mary Miles Minte
unce- best of the picture and are said to afTord
, according to an annotisin
in February
g Miss Minter an opportunity for strongly
ment just made. All of the adver
accessories have been completed and dramatic, and at times emotional, acting.
A twelve-page press book, with a cover
prints of the picture now are being
printed in two colors, has been provided.
shipped to branch offices.
The story is based on the book by Heart interest is suggested as the big
Grace Miller White and the picture was seat-selling factor of the production, but
made under the direction of William considerable emphasis is laid on the deDesmond Taylor, who also directed
sirability of featuring "the Lady of the
"Anne of Green Gables." Clara Ber- Roses," who eventually proves to be
mother,
and of making tie-ups
anger's scenario is said to follow the Judy's
book very closely, differing principally ing.
with florists for co-operative advertisin the fact that the pro-German society
advertising, to be done through
of the original story has been made an theTeaser
classified columns of newspapers,
organization of Bolsheviki.
is advised. The theme of the advertis"Citizens call
of themselves
the World."and the
ing, as outlined in the press book, is an
Americans
muchanti-of
the action of the story is said to revolve appeal for a young man who is proof
around their activities. An attack on against love. "This, of course, leads gradually through a six-day campaign, to an
the governor of the state and the raid- announcement
of the showing in a local
ing nish
of the
"Citizens'"
meeting
place
furtwo of the most tensely dramatic
theatre
of
"Judy
of express
Rogues' themselves
Harbor."
Realart
executives
moments of the play.
as
believing
that
this
latest
Minter
proTwelve-Page Press Book.
duction will be decidedly the most popThe love theme is said to be strongly
ular picture she has made. They consider tliat it has a broader appeal than
emphasized by the contrast between the
an)' previous Minter photoplay owing
two
suitors
for
Judy's
hand.
One
of
these is a crude young countryman who to the usual
strong
interest and the undramatic love
situations.
not only determines to win Judy but to
Louis

Mayer

Plans

Early

Release

of Feature Film, "Inferior Sex"
has definitely an- are beingWomen
received demand
at Mayer's
LOUIS B. MAYER
thatNewtheYork
fenounced by wire from the West office.
Coast that his first Mildred Harris
male
shall
not
longer
be
termed
"the
Chaplin production to be released
It has been arranged to tie up this
through First National Exhibitors Cir- inferior."
cuit will be "The Inferior Sex." The contest with the showing of the picture
shooting of the production was com- in all the leading theatres of the counpleted some time ago, but Mr. Mayer
try, thereby giving it a local atmosphere in each community and aflfording
was determined that every possible attention be given to the cutting and as- the exhibitor the full benefit of the camsembling. Several strenuous weeks
were devoted to this process alone. All paign. Mayer Policy Vindicated.
told, it has required nearly three months
.•\nother reason why "The Inferior
Sex" andhasduring
to
been Sex" is attracting a great deal of attensingle moment
not Inferior
time "The
thatmake
tion is due to the curiosity of exhibitors
wasted nor a dollar of expense spared.
To support the dainty little star Mr. generally, to learn how effectively the
Mayer secured featured players well Jklayer policy of big star, big play, big
director and big cast has been applied
known to motion picture fans. Among
them are Milton Sills, Mary Alden, John in the case of Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Steppling, Bertram Grasby and James
A pre-view of the picture on the W^est
O. Barrows. The picture was directed Coast before the print left for the East
convinced
Mr. Mayer as well as others
by Joseph W. Henabery, who has already attracted attention through his di- who were afforded a view, that the combination of play, star, director and cast
rection of several Douglas Fairbanks
pictures and his association with D. W. which was assembled in the production,
Griffith in the direction of "The Birth will gain the hearty support of all lovers of the best in motion pictures.
of a Nation" and "Intolerance." The
scenaro and continuity were prepared
by Keene Thompson.
Burston Coming East.
Publicity Shows Results.
President Louis Burston of Burston
Few productions of recent years have Films, Inc., wired the New York Oflfice
aroused greater interest among exhib- in the Longacre Building, from the coast
itors than this First National release where he has just completed his third
of Mrs. Chaplin, because of the exten- serial thriller "The Hawk's Trail" that
sive publicity and exploitation campaign he will soon be on his way to New
which Mr. Mayer started several months York.
ago. The outstanding feature of this
Mr. Burston is now working on ancampaign is a country-wide contest
other serial, which is nearing completion. He will probably arrive in New
around the question, "Which is the InYork
about
the middle of February.
ferior Sex?" Hundreds of letters daily
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Mrs. Briggs Has Managed
Jefferson Seven Years

means new
or novel these days,
N exhibitors are by no
WOME
but still there are a lot of people, including film salesmen, who are not
apt to take them as sure things, like
exhib
crank
sex."
In
ster, of
rineierBrigg
s has
Rocheitors
Mrs."theCathe
been doing business at the JefTerson
Theatre for seven years and film salesmen about six years and eleven months
ago decided that Mrs. Briggs acted as if
she was in the business to stay. Now
she is celebrating her seventh anniversary as the pilot of the Jeflferson, and
there isfromno indication
that she will retire the business in which she has
been so successful.
The JefTerson is one of the big, substantial
houses took
in Rochester.
Beforeneighborhood
Mrs. Briggs
over
the house somebody else had taken a
crack at managing it, but without much
success. After she gathered in the
reins things began to go diflferently. In
those days a woman manager was rare
enough to be a curiosity, so a lot of
people tried the Jefferson just to see
how a woman conducted a picture
house. No matter what opinions were
formed by those who came out of curiosity, they had to admit that Mrs.
Briggs had rather fine taste when it
came to selecting and arranging a bill
of pictures, so they kept on coming.
For seven years the JefTerson has
been doing a business of which any man
manager might be proud. Even among
film salesmen it is admitted that she
has a little finer sense of pictures values
than most men — that is, picture values
judged byborhood
theaudience
standards
the caters.
neighto whichof she
The Jefferson is not a small house, and
to keep it filled and the cash register
jangling is necessary in these days of
high prices, when too many vacant seats
spell disaster. But every night the Jefferson is filled to capacity and as often
as not there is a line at the box office.
Garsson Completing Sales
on "Blindness of Youth"
PRACTICALLY all of the territory
has been sold on "The Blindness
of Youth," is the announcement by Murray W. Garsson, general manager of the
Foundation Film Corporation.
A great variety of distinct exploitation
material has been prepared for the production and the demand for the picture
by state right buyers indicates that the
compaign now being conducted is proving popular.
.\ twenty-page press book, containing
all possible kinds of publicity and exploitation
is available Aforwide
exhibitors
bookingsuggestion,
the production.
variety of distinct and attractive lobby
display cards also have been prepared,
in addition to posters, of unusual attractiveness, including two styles of one
sheets, a three sheet, six sheet and
twenty-four sheet.
It is further announced that Gail H.
McMillin has joined the staflf of the
Foundation Film Corporation and will
continue his work in the production of
scenic, educational and industrial pictures.•
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Gladys Hulette in Hallmark Release.
Gladys Hulette is starring in Frank
G. Hall's late release on the Famous
Directors' series, "High Speed," released this month through United Picture Producers, Inc. W. F. Rodgers,
general sales manager, Hallmark, states
that the screen version of Clinton H.
Stagg's
automobile
is surpassing
all previous
releasesstory
on this
series in
number and class of bookings.
Kohn Says Trade Papers
Are Big Exploitation Aid
SUCCESSFUL exploitation methods
are more contagious than the "flu,"
according to Morris Kohn, president of Realart Pictures Corporation,
who cites the present profitable vogue
of "fashion revues" following the one
Broadw
at B. asS. anMoss'
put
tion.ay Theatre,
illustra
New onYork,
Even advertisements and single catch
lines that have demonstrated their
power to appeal to the public will be
picked up quickly by exhibitors, Mr.
Kohn says. The credit for this he gives
to trade journals.
"When I first engaged in the motion
picturetorsbusiness,"
he explains,
were dependent
almost "exhibientirely
upon their own resources; now, nothing
is news for mpre than a week. An exhibitor develops an idea Sunday, utilizes
it Monday, and by Tuesday an enterprising trade paper correspondent has
written a story giving the information
to every other exhibitor in the country.
"The thought comes to me in looking
over the reports on 'The Mystery of the
Yellow Room,'
althoughWhen
it isweonly
one
instance
in hundreds.
showed
this Emile Chautard picture in New
York we invited city detectives to view
the production and undertake to solve
it without seeing the last reel. They
didn't succeed.
What a Toledo Showman Did.
"Then an exhibitor in Pennsylvania
held a special showing for the police
force, stopping the picture at the end of
the fourth reel and offering a prize of
$50 for a correct solution. No one
claimed the money. Other exhibitors
tried similar plans. In some cases it was
contended that if the detectives failed
they would be held up to ridicule by the
newspapers. This difficulty was met by
inviting the newspaper men also. There
has been a gradual evolution of the
plan, until now nearly every exhibitor
who shows the production stops it at
the end of the fourth reel and asks his
patrons to guess the solution.
"A Toledo exhibitor has amplified this
idea by putting on what he calls a prologue. Tom Moore did this in Washington, but the Toledo exhibitor introduces
the prologue or interlude just before
the fifth reel, instead of at the beginning
of the play. In some instances the picture is stopped and slides are run, but
in almost every case the original idea ot
inviting guesses as to the solution of the
mystery has been adopted in some form.
"Now, how could this have been possible except for the trade journals' policy
of co-operation .vith the exhibitor? The
plan of exploitation in New York, Washington and two or three other places
has been outlined in the trade journals,
with the result that mystery contests
have become almost as much a part of
'The Mystery of the Yellow Room' as
the action of the drama itself."
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That

Riviera
Two

Opens

More

Developments

It Is In

its
of all one
dation
WITHNew the
es under
activiti
Yorkconsoli
roof in the new William Fox
building in West Fifty-fifth street. Fox
News announces that its increased
facilities will enable it to provide its
patrons with even greater news reels
than it has put out since its inception
last October. Despite the fact that its
offices were scattered, and there were
other handicaps that beset a new organization of the size of Fox News, the
reel has forged steadily ahead.
In the opinion of William Fox a news
reel, like a newspaper, should be conducted as nearly as possible in one
large office, because of the need for rapid
communication among the men and
women who make the product. Therefore, the News now is installed, so far
as the directorial, editorial, camera and
business branches are concerned, in a
large room on the second floor of the
new building.
The cutting room and the vaults are
on the ground floor below the administration office, and a special projection
room has been set aside where the reel
will be made up twice a week. In a
short time the new laboratory machinNew
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Are

Its New

Home

ery devised for Fox Film Corporation
will be in operation and utilized by
Fox News. This machinery will speed
up the development and printing of film
— a gain in time that naturally will be
appreciated by those responsible for
the make-up of the news reels.
Fire Alarm InstalledL
In the editorial offices a fire alarm is
being installed so that the Fox News
editor will be informed at all times as
to fires occurring in the city. Motorcycles are to be provided to enable the
cameramen to get about New York and
vicinity
"cover"
news events
of screenspeedily
value. toThese
motorcycles
are
to have special carriers attached to take
care of the camera and tripod while the
cameraman is driving.
Plans also are being made for the construction of a motor truck that will
carry with it an emergency development
plant. When news events of importance
are "shot" close to the "deadline" on
make-up days this special motor will
bear the cameraman on his assignment
and develop his film on the way back
so that the negative may be speedily
viewed in the projection room.
in Milwaukee;

Planned for Toledo
mand for screen entertainment. It will
a Theat
Rivier
THEand new
es, re,
ukee,n be controlled by the management of the
MilwaLincol
avenu
Fifth
opened last week with Wallace Lyric Theatre, which has been doing a
Reid in "The Lottery Man" and Harold bigThebusiness.
Dixie Theatre, Newbern, Tenn.,
under the management of William J.
Lloyd in "Bumping Into Broadway."
The" house seats 1,400 and has a stage ar- Houstin, has moved into its new quarille and dramatic perranged forforvaudev
in the Masonic building on West
mances as well as for
screen use. It Main tersstreet.
is owned by Joseph Schwartz and Earl
Dr.
T.
A. Sparks has bought the King
Rice and will be managed by the lat- Theatre, Dierks, .A.rk., from A. J. King,
ter, who was formerly manager of the and has assumed active charge of the
Downer and State theatres in the same
A ten-piece orchestra will furnish playhouse.
city.
the music.
One feature of the Riviera Theatre
Western Capital Backs
will be a modern blast system whereby
fresh warmed air will be forced into the
Special Pictures on Coast
auditorium at the rate of 30,000 cubic '
Los .'Kngeles, February 4, 1920.
feet a minute. The auditorium is fur- Moving Picture
World.
nished in old rose, ivory and marble. A
The Special Pictures Corporation,
women's retiring room is finished in capitalized for $250,000, was organized
blue.
in Los .'\ngeles on February 3, with
Two More for Toledo.
Louis J. Thompson, its president; Ward
The third Community theatre to be Lascalle, its director general; Earl
built by the Community Amusement
.Shanks, its business manager, and H. J.
Roljerts, its sales manager.
Company will be located at the corner
of Monroe street and Lawrence avenue,
The new company is financed through
Toledo, it is announced by President A. Aronson and Company, the A. Hellman
Horwitz. It will have a seating ca- interests and the largest bonding house
pacity of 1,400. Work will be started in the West. President Thompson says
at once. The company plans to erect the formation of the company marks
eight modern motion picture theatres in the first serious move on the part of
different sections of Toledo.
western capital to enter the field of
St. Clair street, Toledo, will also have film production in big way. Marco Hellanother theatre, which will open in man, of the Hellman banking instituApril. George E. Dixon, H. G. Heywood
tion, the biggest financial concern of
and N. B. Voorhees have leased for ten the son
West
Coast, is president of Aronand Company.
years the property at 337 St. Clair street
for the consideration of $75,000. The
The company will specialize in comremodeling will cost $25,000 and the
edy and will begin releasing on March 1.
ICxchanges will lie opened in twentyhouse, which has not yet been named,
will seat 600.
six cities. Louis D. Thompson was forThe Marlowe Theatre, Jackson, Tenn.,
merly special representative for Mary
Pickford in the United Artists Corporareopened on February 8 with a motion
tion
office, New York.
picture show, meeting .a great local de-
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of Censoring Theatre Advertising
exhibitors received official back to the exhibitor in Ottawa, the
OTTAWA
notification from the new Ontario purpose for which the advertisement
government on January 26, that was intended would have passed and
an order-in-council had been passed by probably an entirely new picture would
the provincial authorities which pro- have become the current attraction at
vides for the censorship of all newstheatre."and Film Men to Fight.
paper advertising for moving picture the Papers
theatres.
Immediately
the Ottawa
The exhibitors were also advised that
itors received after
the official
advice exhibfrom
they would be charged an annual license the Ontario capital one of the newsfee of $10 for the pleasure of having
paper publishers proceeded to get into
their newspaper spreads passed upon by touch with
all other newspapers of the
the new advertising censorship bureau province with a view to securing conwhich has been established at Toronto.
certed action in the matter. Judging by
It WES pointed out that copies of news- the attitude of the Ottawa newspaper,
paper advertisements would have to be practically every daily in the province
mailed to Toronto, 280 miles away, and will now use its influence against the
the approved copy received from the powers-that-are-supposed-to-be. The
censors before the display could be used opinion was expressed that, if every
in the papers as desired or scheduled. newspaper took up a campaign against
The official order caused consternation
if the
exin both moving picture and newspaper the Farmers'
hibitors usedgovernment
the power and
of the
screen
circles of the Canadian carutal. It was along similar
lines,
the
present
regime
at first believed that the regulation would be short-lived.
would affect the exchanges far more
Big developments, or a back-down by
than it would hinder the exhibitors.
the government, are expected in the
near
future.
Blame Farmer's Party.
It was. also believed that if it was the
intention to examine every film adver- Felix Feist at Denver
tisement published, the government
Meets Many Exhibitors
would surely establish branch censorship offices in the leading city of each
stay in Dendistrict of the province. When it was DURING ver. his
days' vice-i)resi
two Feist,
dcnt
Felix F.
discovered that all proofs or copy must
and manager of sales for Goldwyn
be approved by the Toronto censor Distributing Corporation, occupied most
board, the declaration was made that of his time visiting theatres and conit was the apparent purpose of the
ferring with exhibitors. A number of
managers from out of town visited DenFarmers'
Party
to
kill
the
moving
picture business by degrees.
ver in order to meet Mr. Feist, among
"The new order means that we will others, J. E. Tompkins of the Liberty
be unable to do any newspaper adver- Theatre, Colorado Springs.
Mr. Feist had an interesting intertising at all," declared one prominent
view with A. G. Talbot, managing diOttawa exhibitor.
"By the time
that advertising copy is submitted
to Toronto,
rector of the American Theatre. Mr.
is examined by the censors and is mailed Feist said: "It is gratifying to find that
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Mr. Talbot has the thorough confidence
of a large clientele, having never abused
the confidence of his patrons. It is
therefore not surprising that the American Theatre had 9,040 paid admissions
to 'Pinto' on the opening day, Sunday,
January 18. This compares favorably
with
day ofwere
'Mickey,'
one
year the
ago, opening
when there
9,167 paid
admissions. Receipts came within $12
of the house's biggest day when 'Broken Blossoms' was shown at advanced
prices.
Mr. Feist Infused
renewed "Pep."
his acquaintance
with Charles Wertz, manager of the
Rivoli, Strand, Plaza and Isis Theatres.
One of the most inspiring incidents
of the two days was the gathering of
the sales and office force at a dinner
given by Mr. Feist, who spoke in enthusiastic terms of what may be expected from Goldwyn during the twelve
months to come.
Mr. Feist's
wasThatresponsible
for forceful
infusing personality
additional
"pep" into the local sales force was evidenced by the success of Jules Wolf at
Trinidad on Tuesday, January 20. Prior
to leaving Denver, Mr. Wolf and Mr.
Feist had agreed that it would be difficult to close a satisfactory contract in
that city, but Mr. W'olf wired the Denver tract
officewithonStrand
Tuesday:
"Secured
Theatre
here conon
Moore, Rogers, Kennedy, Pinto and new
Ford series. Have assurance that other
contracts will follow."
Ascher Arrives in Snowstorm.
E. M. .Ascher, personal representative
for Mack Sennett Comedies, arrived
in New York on February 4 for a short
stay. He said he left the "Land of
Flowers and Sunshine" for the "Land
of Snow
and Slush"a little
with business
the expectation of transacting
and
then returning
on
the
fastest
train available. Mr. Ascher is a Californian.
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F. & R. Theatre Chain Books

Grace Miller White Likes
Film Version of Her Tale
GRACE MILLER WHITE, author
of "Polly of the Storm Country,"
Mildred Harris Chaplin's second
Mayer-made First National attraction,
was a visitor at the studio preview of
the picture in Los Angeles a few days
ago. She was highly pleased with the
production and particularly with Mrs.
Chaplin's interpretation of her dreamheroine.
"I believe,' she said, "that 'Polly of
Storm cess,
Country'
will bebelieve
my greatest
sucand I further
that Mrs.
Chaplin is one of the very best types to
interpret the role of Polly. I am positive it will prove such a starring vehicle
for her as my 'Tess of the Storm Country' proved for Mary Pickford and 'The
Secret of the Storm Country' for Norma
Talmadge'."
The production has been cut and
titled and is now en route to the East,
where prints will be made for early First
National release. The picture was
directed by Arthur Rosson and photographed by Ha! Rosson.
Simultaneously with the release of the
picture, the novel will be issued in book
form.

Harry Rice.
Resigns as Universal publicity director;
says Chicago is the "village" for him.
New York Mourns But

Harry Rice Does Not
is one man in a thousand
E
THER
who cannot "stand" New York.
Harry Rice is that person. Years
ago Carl Laemmle, Universal's president, left Chicago to come to the Metropolis. He stayed. R. H. Cochrane
followed. He too liked the Knickerbocker town and remained there. Phil
Cochrane came, and saw, and lingered,
and countless numbers have done the
same.
When Harry Rice unbuckled his
khaki armor of war he settled down to
a short stay in Chicago. It was only
a short stay however, and then Carl
Laemmle spoke — and the words he uttered were' such that Rice hopped the
Twentieth Century Limited, wife, baggage and all, to answer the summons.
The answer to the summons was the
directorship of Universal's publicity department.
After putting this department into perfect working condition, after reorganizing the ruins the war had left, Harry
Rice developed a smooth machine.
Now, he is tired of the subway and
the moon-rubbing skyscrapers. The
western breezes have called him. He
has decided the charms of Fifth avenue
are nothing to him compared to those of
Michigan boulevard. He wants to get
back to the "folks" and renew old acquaintances inhis adopted home town.
.So he has kic"<ed the traces and resigned
New Child Labor Bill Introduced.
A new child labor and compulsory ed- hisNoposition.
amount of urging on the part of
ucation bill for the District of Columbia Universal
officials could break his dewas introduced in the House by Repretermination to do this. .So, while
sentative Warren Card, of Ohio, on be- Chicago will welcome the return of the
half of the Consumers' League, under
a., Universal's
the terms of which exhibitors would be prodigal p.mourn
his going.New
It isYork
beprohibited from employing girls under office will
lieved
that
Joe
Mayer,
New
York
diseighteen years of age in their theatres.
publicity manager, will succeed him
Boys between the ages of 16 and 18 as he trict
has done exxellent work and Rice
years would come under the provisions has recommended him for the place.
of the eight-hour law. At the present
Rice's going is marked by the friendtime, a number of the theatres utilize
liest feelings on both sides. His reathe services of young women as ushers ;
sons for leaving are purely personal and
all use women as cashiers. If the new a desire to get back to his favorite city.
bill is adopted by Congress, they would He has not made any definite plans as
be compelled to make certain that none yet, but has announced that he intends
of their girl employes are under eigh- to remain in the publicity game. His
teen.
resignation takes cfTect on February LS.

Dean Becomes Director
of Photoplay Company
y CorTHE United States Photopla
poration of Washington, D. C, announces that E. B. Dean, Sr., a
well known capitalist of Scranton, Pa.,
has been elected director and second
vice president of the corporation. Mr.
Dean has become one of the heaviest
stockholders in the corporation, which
is producing the film epic "Determina.
and others ofof the
equalpersonnel
magnitudeof
The tion"balance
the
officers and directors includes Capt. F.
F. Stoll, president and acting treasurer,
who was general superintendent of free
delivery in the Chicago post office for
years and is author of "Determination";
Dr. George L. Carder, first vice-president, a prominent surgeon of the Cumberland Valley; C. L. Wakeman, secretary, for six years secretary to James A.
Paisley, president of the Valley Camp
Coal Company, of Cleveland, and active
in the organization of the United States
Fuel Administration during the war;
H. H. Prentice, director; a prominent
chiropractor of Cleveland, and Wm. P.
Doing, Jr., director, vice-president and
treasurer of the Doing Printing Company, of Washington, D. C.
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Hodkinson's "Desert Gold"
THE
Finkelstein
& Ruben St.
chainPaulof
theatres
in Minneapolis,
and Duluth has booked for immediate play dates for first runs and subsequent runs Benjamin B. Hampton's
Zane
Grey production,
Gold,"
in Minneapolis,
St. Paul"Desert
and Duluth.
I^or three months while this big exhibitor organization was striving to find
open time in their congested schedules,
"Desert Gold" has played the other local
cities in Minnesota and the Dakotas,
while the Hodkinson organization refrained from booking it anywhere close
to the Twin Cities. This booking for
their three cities by Finkelstein & Ruben
gives
Hampton's
production
a cleanin
sweep Mr.
record
of having
been bought
every city in the entire territory.
Another first run house, the Strand,
Providence, R. I., long and ably managed by Charles H. Williams, has booked
the picture for immediate presentation,
which closes the last important New
England duction;
cityfirst runs
that was
this pro-in
havingopenbeenon played
Boston at the Waldorf, in Hartford at
the Strand, in Springfield at the Broadway, in Portland, Me., at the Empire.
Story of Fairbanks' Latest
Is the Star's Oriffinal Idea
nt
the manageme
d byFairbank
announce
ITofISthe
s producDouglas
tions, through the United Artists
Corporation, that reports giving credit to
anyone outside of the star and Tom
Geraghty, editor of production, as collaborator in the story or screen adaptafalse. tion of "When the Clouds Roll By," are
The story was the original idea of
Douglas Fairbanks and the scenario was
written by Tom Geraghty. Numerous
articles have been published giving
Louis Weadock mention as part author
and
tion. as assistant in the screen preparaWeadock, it is declared, was engaged
by the Fairbanks organization as an apprentice at a weekly salary, and was
present at the studio during the making
of the story. His ideas, however, did not
come up to the standard required by
Fairljanks and before the completion of
the production he was removed from all
affiliation with the company. He was
not placed under a long term contract,
as has been annourtced, and is not affiliated in any capacity with the Douglas
Fairbanks organization.
Mastbaum
to Aid Lane'scommittee,
Plan.
That
the Americanization
of which Franklin H. Lane, Secretary of
the Interior, is chairman, will receive
strong support in its campaign to make
better citizens throughout the United
States by means of educational propaganda through motion pictures was
evinced when Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley Company of America, with headquarters in Philadelphia,
sent a telegram to .Secretary Lane, offering to the committee the use of the
screen in every theatre under the direction of that company for the display of
films and slides on the work of Americanization.
President Mastbaum also wired that
his company would have films and
slides made and begin the vvork of aiding this cause at once.
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Studio;

Promises Expansion of Activities
LOEW on January 31 of these will be for vaudeville and one
MARCUS
completed a thorough inspection for Metro pictures. Both of them will
of the new million dollar Metro be large and costly houses.
.After a series of conferences to be
Leow'thes
Mr. and
It wasplant
Holly
os
studi
immense
thewood.
first viewat of
held
here between Mr. Loew, Mr. Rowsurvey required the better part of two
land and other Metro executives, furdays. During this time every shop,
ther announcements of the Loew-Metro
stage and setting came under the close
e.xpansion policy will be made.
scrutiny of the head of Locw's, Inc..
Saw Lytell Picture.
rtner
tly
me
with
co-pa
beca
whicho recen
Metr in an important business merger
Messrs.
Loew, Rowland and Engel
l
sion.
for their mutua expan
made a brief stop-ofT at Chicago to see
On his tour of inspection of the studios Mr. Loew was accompanied by aBert
printLytell,
of "Theshown
Right in
of Way,"
starring
the projection
Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro
exchange.
Pictures Corporation; Joseph W. En- room
were of
metMetro's
at the Chicago
Los Angeles
stationThey
by
gel, Metro treasurer; Irving Ackerman
William
E.
.Atkinson,
Metro
and Samuel Harris, of .Ackerman and manager, and Cliflford Butler, general
Harris, who are general managers for superintendent of the studios. general
Loew's vaudeville interests in the West,
The party motored out to the studios,
and C. E. Sluirllefif, president of C. E.
Shurtlefif, Inc., holder of the rights to to be welcomed by Maxwell Karger, director general. They found it to be a
several Jack London stories which
Metro will make and distribute, with veritable hive of activity, with several
Mitchell Lewis as the star.
productions under way. The stars engaged were Bert Lytell, Viola Dana, May
Loew Promises Surprise.
.Allison, .Alice La e and Emma Dunn,
"This looks like the immense indus- with an all-star cast staging "The Hope,"
one of the five great Drury Lane melotrial plantafter
that he
it is,"
Loew's
dramas purchased by Metro.
comment
had was
goneMr.over
the
studios, figuratively, with a Tine-tooth
comb. the
"I hadMetro
received
glowing
about
studios,
but reports
I am
Canadian Club to View
frank to say that I had not pictured
them as being so splendidly equipped,
so extensive nor so modern as I found
Neilan's "River's End"
them to be. My tour of inspection has
to be oneta-of
patedious
is antici
WH.AT
been a delightful surprise.
presen
auspic
the most
lay is
a photop
tions ever given
"Expansion
of
Metro
activities
will
be
on the largest possible scale; on a scale
now being arranged for Marshall Neilgreat eTiough to astonish the entire inan's initial independent production, "The
River's End," an adaptation by Marion
dustry."
Incidentally, it was made known that
d's the
big
of James
Fairfa.x In
Ackerman and Harris are to start work
fact that
the Curwoo
view ofOliver
seller
immediately upon the construction of Neilan picture discloses a tale of the
Northwest and shows the
Canadian
two new theatres in Los .Angeles. One
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beauties of "God's Country," it is fitting
that it will receive its premiere before
over 1,000 members of the Canadian Club
of New York City.
On Monday evening, February 16, at
the grand
room beofshown
the Hotel
Biltmore,
this ball
film will
in private
before many well known persons in the
civic and social life of the metropolis.
The film will be presented in a most
elaborate manner with an attractive
prelude
in which bythethesong,
"The will
River'sbe
End," inspired
picture,
rendered
by a famous singer.
A special
orchestra has been engaged.
The affair will be formal and a dinner
will follow the showing of the picture.
Various men famous in national politics
are expected to be present, including
several persons who will be particularly
interested in the theme of the story
The members of the trade press will be
invited to the affair to obtain a prereview of the production.
If other plans do not prevent it, Marshall Xeilan will make the trip from
California to New York in order to be
present, as will James Oliver Curwood,
author of the story.
"The River's End" is now receiving its
(inal treatment at the Rothacker laboratories in Chicago. In the cast are Lewis
Stone, Marjorie Daw, Barney Sherry,
Togo
Y'amimata,
West and
others. Jane Novak, Charles
Hall Assisting Leonard.
.Al Hall who assisted Dallas M. Fitzin the direction
of "Chains
Hallmark'sof
Famous geraldDirectors'
feature.
Evidence,"
co-starring
Edmund
Marie Shotweli and .Anna Lehr, Breese.
is now
assisting in the direction of Frank G.
Hall and .Ascher Enterprises, Inc.'s, fifteen episode serial production, "The Evil
Eye." written by Roy L. McCardell and
starring Benny Leonard with Stuart
Holmes. .Vlarie Shotweli, Ruth Dwyer
and Mme. .Marstini in chief support.
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Ethel Clayton Begins on New Play.
Ethel Clayton began work on a new
picture that is expected to be a fitting
successor to "The Thirteenth Commandand "The
Young
Mrs. Winthrop,"
two ofment"her
latest
Paramount
Artcraft
pictures. The new picture is a screen
adaptation of "The Ladder," a short
story by Harold Vickers which was published in Snappy Stories. Miss Clayton
has
just
Lady in
Love,"
under the completed
direction of"A Walter
Edwards,
who is taking a well-earned vacation.
The new picture will be directed by Tom
Forman.
Mabel Normand

to Star

in "The Slim Princess"
g the announceCLOSELYment thatfollowin
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has purchased "The Slim
," the
by George
success
stageBlossom
Princess
, comes
the
Ade and
Henry
news that it is being used as a starring
vehicle for Mabel Normand, who rereturnedNormand
Culver work
to Goldwyn'
City
hass started
Studios.centlyMiss
under the direction of Victor Schertzinger, in the title role made famous on
the stage by Elsie Janis.
The cast tci support the Goldwyn
comedienne has not been completed, but
thus far Tully Marshall, Hugh Thompson, Russ Powell and Harry Laramie
have been named. The story is rich in
opportunity for humorous characterizations in addition to that of the central figure, the young Turkish princess
whose problems in life are seriously
complicated because she does not fulfil
her
country's
standard
demands
plumpness
aboveof allbeauty
things.that
The Ade-Blossom play may be expected to come through on the screen
as a combination of farce and comedy
against a colorful Oriental background.
The script calls for a number of elaborate sets and some scenes of a spectacular nature requiring many players.
Ruth Roland Names Cast
for Her Next Pathe Serial
has completed the
ROLAND
RUTH
of the cast for her next
selection

way Bab,"
"Broading
serial,
rapidly
is progress
on which
work Pathe
at the Astra studios in Glendale. The
cast contains a number of faces familiar
to followers of Miss Roland's Pathe
serials.
The leading man is Herbert Heyes,
who played the male lead with Miss
Roland in her current Pathe serial, "The
Adventures of Ruth"; Thomas G. Lingham, who played the role of "the Hound'
in
of Ruth,"
again
seen"The
in Adventures
the heavy role.
The isjuvenile
heavy is Jack Rollens ; comedy, Fred
Burns and William Gillis; character,
Gilbert Holmes.
George Marshall is directing, and Al
Cawood is chief cameraman, having
officiated in the same capacity in Miss
Roland's previous serial. Art Director
Frank Ormston, of the Lew Cody Company, which is also producing on the
Astra lot, has been loaned to Miss Roland for this serial. The story of the
serial is by Johnston McCulley and ran
in the All Story Magazine. The scenario is by Frances Guihan, supervised
by Gilson Willetts, manager of the
scenario department of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
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Corporation

Its New

Moves

Into

Building; Has Many Features
of Fox Film as rapidly as the state of the interior
various
THECorporat
ionactivities
in and about New work in the various other Fox studios
York City were completely moved
in New York permit.
Directors were enthusiastic in their
by January 31 to the new Fox building
in West Fifty-fifth street. The New praise of the arrangements. Twenty
York Exchange, however, remains at 130 companies can act simultaneously on
West Forty-sixth street, where it now the stage floor on the third story, and
occupies the entire tenth floor.
the ample supply of dressing rooms,
Satisfaction was expressed by the the large carpenter shops, wardrobe
heads of departments over their new
room, scene loft and other appurtequarters, which afford much needed renances afford every facility for the maklief from the crowded conditions that
ing of big features.
Besides well-appointed dressing rooms,
prevailed in the old building — the rapid- there
are rest rooms for the women and
ly growing business of the corporation
having long ago made the offices in a gymnasium for the men. Similar rooms
are provided for the other employes,
P"orty-sixth street too small.
The new building was opened for also a restaurant which furnishes to
business without ceremony, Mr. Fox all workers wholesome food at reasonable prices.
iiiiiiilillllllllllllllllllillilliiliiliiliiiiiliiliiliiililiiliilliiiiiiiiii^^
Fox News has been well cared for.
There are extensive offices for the administrative branches and splendid darkI Power Proud of Exclusive |
rooms and quarters for the staff of
I
Equipment in Fox Studio | cameramen daily engaged in filming important news events for the screen.
for g|
the Capitol
TAKE
instance.
Reams Theatre
of adverLaboratory a Feature.
=
tising copy have been writ- |
Another feature is the large laboraI ten around it by producers who 1
tory that has been already put in operaI wanted to get across the fact |
This branch boasts the very latest
1 their films had been booked by 1 in filmtion.devices
and will enable the orI this temple of the silent drama. 1
n to turn out 3,000,000 feet of
1 .-Vnd of course the new Fox stu- 1 film a week —ganizatiohaving,
addition, several
1 dio will likewise be the mecca of I secret processes that in
will be a revelation
1 the advertising men of the various g to the industry.
i companies who have equipped this i
Exhibitors have referred with pleas1 mammoth plant with everything 1
the comfort of the projection
i from window glass for the sky- g rooms,ure to which
are built along the lines
I lights to roller skates for the office 1 of the best Broadway
motion picture
i boys.
I theatres. The floors are
sloped, the
g Nicholas Power Company is es- g seats are upholstered, and the length
I pecially proud of the fact that ten g of the rooms admits of long shots and
1 Cameragraphs have been sold to g consequent big images that display the
1 Fox Film Corporation for use in g pictures to the best advantage. Music
I this $2,500,000 plant, and that the g is played at each showing. In conjuncg studio will be equipped exclusively =
tion withmerous
thevaultsprojection
nufor film rooms
storage,are large
1i with
TwotheofPower's
the tenmachines.
Cameragraphs 1g enough to
contain the output of Fox
I are of the 6B type and will be in- g Films for generations.
I stalled in Mr. Fox's private pro- |
The scenario department, besides havg jection room, where, with the as- g
ing comfortable offices, is equipped with
1 sistance of these machines, he will | a library
of 2,000 volumes, including
g see his stars entertain as they en- 1 works of reference and popular novels.
g tertain for millions.
1 The newest works will be constantly
1 Will C. Smith, general manager g added, and there will be at all times a
g of Nicholas Power Company, con- g .complete supply of periodicals in every
g siders it quite a feather in his or- | language.
g ganization's cap to be exclusively 1
To assist all departments in facilitatI represented in this production 1
ing business, there is a telegraph office
g center which stands as the most g in the
new building, from which mesg up-to-date illustration of the phe- g
sages can be sent directly, and where
I nomenal growth of the industry, i they can
be received from out of town.
llIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
Washburn Working on New Picture.
having in mind an elaborate celebration
Bryant Washburn has started work
at a later date. Moving in the midst
of its most flourishing season. Fox Film on "The Sins of St. Anthony," a Saturday Evening Post
story by
ColCorporation finds it necessary to devote
to word
fromCharles
the Lasky
undivided attention to the actual busi- studiolins,at according
Hollywood.
The
scenario
was
ness at hand; therefore, exercises that written by Elmer Harris and James
have been discussed for some time have Cruze
is directing. This picture is said
been postponed until some time in May. to afford
Mr. Washburn a role conAt the time of the formal opening, the
siderably different from those which
public will have an opportunity to in- he has previously appeared in, and is
spect the building which embodies many one which suits him exceedingly well.
new ideas in the production of motion
Bennett Writing for Hank Mann.
pictures.
Arrangements Please Directors.
I'rederick Bennett, author of "The
The business officers were the first to
Radium
Mystery,"
"The will
Lostco-operate
Express"
make themselves at home in the build- and
comedies,
ing, and the various Fox companies now with several
Hank Mann in writing stories
working in the East are being installed for his series of fun films.
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of

National Body on Advertising
"screen them. We gave no exclusive contract to
to the
furthe
buting
contri
IN adver
y, Frank Universal.
g" contrrovers
tisin
Rembusch, secretarj- of the Motion
Showmen Free to Act.
Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.,
"No exhibitor is forced to use Unisends to Moving Picture World copy
versal pictures. We recommend that
beyonmitd in the
of our
ad- all other
industrial picture producers
nse space
full.capaci
We tyconde
and toquote
in part from an article that interested give exhibitors the same consideration.
have viewed the Boy Scout picture
picture showmen can probably get from We
and recommend that exhibitors use it
. Mr. Rembusch in full.
because it is a very pretty picture, enCiting the old Japanese proverb "One
couraging a very popular movement.
look
is
better
than
a
thousand
words,"
"The National officers thoroughly inMr. Rembusch states that the screen
vestigated the contract Mr. Black made
would tional
be worth
any one
na- with Universal
and approved of it. We
advertiser awhomillion
could toshow
also
investigated
the movement of the
100 foot reel one week on every screen
Motion
Picture
Theatre Owners and
in the United States. Xo exhibitor, says disapprove of their
plan.
Mr. Rembusch, should sign away the
"They ask that all industrial pictures
exclusive advertising rights to his shall
pass their committee of New York
screen.
exhibitors and that exhibitors give this
He asserts that a group of New York committee exclusive right of their
exhibitors are asking exhibitors for screens and that all pictures pass their
these exclusive rights plus the right to censor.
censor all industrial pictures. Mr.
Questions M. P. T. O. Motives.
Rembusch is for "an open market" on
the advertising proposition.
"We believe that this committee has
Xational advertisers are willing to use no right to an exclusive contract for
the screens of all exhibitors. Since the
screens, and Mr. Rembusch deplores "di- national
does not approve
rect action" by the individual exhibitor. of their organization
action they are attempting to
"They are not a party to the present start another
organization and
controversy and should be encouraged," we hope theyNational
will not be successful.
says Mr. Rembusch.
"Their
sense
of
appreciation and confidence in the screen
"If thej' are going into the industrial
equals the same spirit in which they pay business let them say so, and we will
be
glad to play all of their good pictures
millions for billboard advertising."
free of rental cost and receive a nominal
sum for showing same. The Universal
Concerning Universal's Industrials.
Asserting that the exhibitor should be is paying this money to exhibitors
they are members of the Mopaid, Mr. Rembusch goes on to speak whether
tion Picture Exhibtors of America or
for his organization as best competent
to handle the situation. In part he says : not.
National
organization
"In line
is "One
sufficient.
The exhibitors
National officers
have
of the
tional with
conventionthein action
St. Louis
the NaNa- plenty to do to interest the exhibitors
tioal officers have been working to find in one organization without someone althe best solution to cure the abuse of
ways starting something to keep exhibiconcealed advertising without in any
tors from affiliating and wor.<ing toway discouraging the showing of ingether in harmony.
dustrial pictures. Mr. Black, Xational
Makes Plea for Union.
president, laid before Universa
l the
screen rights of the exhibitor and asked
"The National organization has althat Universal pay the exhibitors
worked along broad, altruistic
nominal sum for showing these pictures.a vyays
lines. Let us keep it so. No organization
can succeed that lays set rules for
"The Universal Film agreed to give
their indust
its members as to how they must run
rial pictures free and pay their
business.
exhibitors a nominal sum for showing
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"Our function is to bring out the truth
and give the exhibitor the facts. We
have no scheme by which a few exhibitors can make money through the National organization. Our purpose is to
work for the best interest of the industry and assist the exhibtior through
an exchange of ideas and a process of
education.
"This whole controversy started at
the National Convention last June and
came about because the delegates from
New York insisted that the convention
follow their recommendation as to representation, etc. It so happened that all
the rest of the delegates of the United
States voted against the New York resolutions and New York walked out.
Favors Majority Rule.
"We believe that New York should
stay in the National organization and
that the majority should rule. Our advice to every exhibitor is : Do not give an
exclusive contract to anyone for showing your industrial pictures.
"Do not destroy the future of the industrial field by hammering at the National advertiser.
"Your screen is your own good property. Keep it and use it for your own
good. Don't let anyone be your censor.
"Stand by your National organization.
It has stood by you in the past."
Radin Secures Several
Productions on Coast
MATTHIAS
RADIN,
Tyrad Pictures,
Inc., president
who was re-of
cently confined to his hotel in Los
.\ngeles by an attack of the grippe, is
out again, and it is expected that within
the next week or ten days he will have
completed final arrangements with several of the producing companies, signed,
for
the distribution of their products in
.America.
Beyond the fact that the art titles in
one of these features were made by
Ferdinand Pinney Earle and that it contains an all-star cast, no other information is obtaiable. These were the last
titles made by Earle previous to the
formation of his own company organized to produce spectacular subjects by
the use of his patented process whereby
massive settings, can be made in a short
time and at practically no cost, by the
use of paintings and the aid of the camera by a "double exposure" system.

"^.^^ of
Playter
Studios,stage;
Spokane,
Playter, the
President Ml u|"Miii of the studio, to be
Left IS a view
the outdoor
right
isandan Wellington
virw.A.y showing
managed
asindoor
a communit
proposition. electric .Uof the Organization.
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Universal Buys More Novels.
Universal announces the purchase of
"Sayonara,"
storyvehicle
by Gwendolyn
Logan, as a the
starring
for Tsuru
Aoki. The company has also acquired
the screen rights for "False Colors," by
Edwin Le Vin, which will serve Priscilla Dean as her next feature, while
"Togs,"
a comedy
of social
has Robjust
been secured
for the
use of life,
Edith
erts, following her current production,
"The Daring Duchess."
State Rights Contracts
Closed for Garsson Film
the decifollowing
IMMEDIsionATELY
of the United
States District
Court, permitting M. W. Garsson, of
the Foundation Film Corporation, to use
the title,tracts"The
Blindness
of Youth,"
conwere closed
for the
state rights
distribution of the picture in nearly half
of the United States.
"All the territory in the United States
would have been sold long ago," Mr.
Garsson says,
werean not
for the
injunction
suit "if
filedit in
attempt
to
restrain me from using the title. We
expect to have all states disposed of
within the next ten days.
"As soon as the last contract is closed
announcement will be made of the forthcoming release. We are going to continue to give the state rights buyer the
best productions obtainable and to assist him in every way to make the picture a success from a financial standpoint. Even after all territory is disposed of we will continue the advertising campaign on "The Blindness of
Youth,"
in orderbuyers.
to proveOfgood
faiththis
to
the territorial
course
campaign will be directed exclusively toward the exhibitor.
"We
negotiations
way big
for
the statehave
rights
distributionunder
of eight
productions and as soon as plans are
consummated we will notify all state
rights buyers."
Only Two Women

in Cast

of "The Law Bringers"
not the first
perhaps
ALTHO
timeUGH
on record
but nevertheless
unusual and interesting is the
statement from Selznick Pictures to the
efifect that there are to be only two
women principals in the Ralph Ince pro" These two
duction "The
Law over
Bring'ers.
parts are
given
to Zena
Keefe,
who plays the part of Andree the halfbreed dance hall girl, and to Anita
Booth who has the part of the gentle
wife of Ducane, the gambler and whiskey runner.
When Ralph Ince decided to play the
leading role of Constable Dick Heriot
in this G. B. Lancaster story he was
confronted with the difficulty of obtaining a correct uniform for the part. As
a member of the Northwest mounted
police he needed a special uniform and
for the sake of the picture it had to
be a duplicate of the uniforms worn by
the members of the mounted police.
From Thomas McGrand, who was a
corporal in the M. P. during the rebellion of '85 in Canada and from
Colonel William Donaldson, official with
the Canadian Northwest Pacific, he obtained some photographs of the uniform
and the two men described the coloring
to him.
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Operators

Walk

Out

Managers

Refuse Six-Hour Day
gether and refuse the demand. It dediflfertheirTheatre
arbitrat
INGwithto the
REFUS
Salt eLake
ences
veloped that the Orpheum Theatre had
Managers Association, the union already signed the new agreement, and
it was accepted by the Casino. Pand in the motion pic- tages
rs
operato
walked out on a city. Theatre made a temporary agreeof the city
ture housesemploye
pending the return of Manager
strike last week. Their places were im- Frank ment
R. Newman, who was out of the
mediately filled by non-union men, and,
according to the managers of the several theatres, the shows are operating
Advanced Salary Scale.
as usual with little inconvenience in the
All
houses
agreed to -the advanced
majority of cases.
salary scale requested by the union, an
In one or two of the theatres manincrease
of
from
$37.50 to $40 a week
agers declared that the machines had for class A theatres,
relief operators
been tampered with, lights removed and from
70 to 95 cents an hour and overfuse plugs pulled. No great damage,
computed at time and onehowever, was done, and officers of the half. timeInto beclass
B theatres the scale of
association say that the theatres are $37.50
for chief operators and 89 cents
again
operating
under
normal
condian
hour
for
relief
men was agreed to.
tions.
The operators, however, would not acThe strike resulted from the refusal
cept the increase without the six-hour
of
the managers
to accede working
to the union's
They maintained that working
demand
for a six-hour
day. day.
such as to make it danThe operators were granted the increase conditionsgerouswere
to work longer.
of wages for which they asked, and Nevertheless,to health
the managers maintain, a
every other provision of the new con- majority of the operators are holding
tract which they submitted was accepted
jobs and some are voluntarily
by the theatres. Under the old agree- two
working as much as eleven hours a day.
ment they worked seven hours.
The theatres afitected by the strike are
Two Theatres Signed.
the Paramount-Empress, American,
Broadway, Strand, Isis, Empire,
A committee of the managers, includ- Gem,
Cozy and the Photoplay.
ing George E. Carpenter, manager
of the Paramount-Empress Theatre;
George Mayne, manager of the AmeriJul ian Solomon's Father Dies.
can, Gem and Strand theatres, and M.
In Philadelphia, on January 21, Julian
H. Hanauer, of the Broadway Theatre, Solomon,
father of Julian Solomon, Jr.,
met with a committee of the operators
died of apoplexy while sitting at his
on January 31, at which time a proposi- desk.
He was in conversation with his
tion to arbitrate was offered. The committee maintained that this would do no business partner, when, without warning, he was stricken dead.
good, since the members of the union,
son, long asociated with Morosco
to a man, they said, had decided to andHis Famous
Players-Lasky, was ill in
stand by the six-hour day demand.
with the grip, and was unable to
The managers' committee called a bed
attend the funeral. Deceased was in
meeting of the association at II o'clock
Saturday night, and at that time the the commission business in Philadelphia,
numerous New York acmanagers of those theatres showing pic- representing
counts in merchandise sales.
tures exclusively decided to stand to-

"After a Strenuous Morning's Work in the Gymnasium."
So the Arrow publicity
us of this Itne-up of
girls fordepartment
Hank Mannadvises
comedies.
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E. J. Smith
Cleveland Universal manager whose office
won $2,500 of $6,000 sales prize.
Cleveland Salesmen Win
Universal Prize Contest
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DeMilles
''Why Change Your Wife?''
Picturizes Married Life of Today
This grouping of productions is said
comin
the to be something new in motion pictures,
De?" Mille
Cecil B.
WIFE
GEg YOUR
CHAN
WHY forth
although
the group of works has long
production to be released by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as a been known in literature. Just as BalParamount Artcraft special, is described
zacsen inin his
his social
"Comedie
Humaine"
Ibdramas
wrote aandseries
by those who have seen it as being a
of works built around the same general
companion picture to Mr. De Mille's theme, so Cecil B. De Mille has proother successful domestic dramas, "Don't
group of motion pictures deChange Your Husband" and "For Better, of today.duced a veloping
various phases of married life
Worser ," ands as embodying h the
For acula
the wealt of
effect and zed
spect
Has Unusually Strong: Cast.
those two
detail which characteri
In this picture, which is marked by
productions.
the sumptuous settings and profusion
"Why Change
Your Wife?"
is Inexpected
to be released
in the which
near of accurate detail of scene and action
future, Mr. De Mille, it is said, takes up which have come to be associated with
another angle of the domestic problems
Mr. De Mille's name, the director shows
how a husband, blinded to his wife's
which he handled in "Don't Change
true
worth by the monotony of existYour Husband" and "For Better, For
ence, can neglect her and become enamWorse." The three pictures, however,
ored of a beautiful divorcee, only to
are declared to be in no way related
realize
his mistake after he has come
to one another, except in the fact that
they treat of modern married life.
to an open break with his wife.

Guy

Empey
Secures Scenes for "OiV
Despite Inhospitable Southern Sun
drivecol-is
business
SAL'S
UNIVER
over.
As was-bigtold
in these
boom oil town ; Shreveport and other
isn'tis the
'Sunny
South'
it's said
to places yielded many picturesque shots.
umns last week, it was won by the ITbe,"
the
burden
of
the
song
which
Cleveland exchange salesmen ui.der the
thesein places
resorted to
Guy Empey's
press inagent
the N'isiting
army tactics
movingEmpey
his impedimenta.
direction of Manager E. J. Smith. They telegraph
wires sing
his makes
dispatches
made an increase in business of more to the New York offices since the arrival He mounted men and materials on highthan SO per cent, in the last three of Guy Empey, Florence Evelyn Martin, wheeled, broad-tread transport wagons
months over the three preceding Director Xorth and others of the comand helped push, as in old artillery days
on the western front.
months. As a result, the big end of the
producing "Oil"
at Shreveport,
$6,000 prize, or $2,500, was awarded the
The pany
company
had pinned
its faith La.
on
Many Picturesque Shots.
Cleveland manager and salesmen.
Southern propaganda which gloried over
.About a week or ten days more of picThe office in Cleveland has reached the sunny smile which "nature always
ture-taking will conclude the filming of
large proportions. Its output is popular wears south of the Mason and Dixon
in Ohio and the exchange has become line" — and landed in a sea of mud in scenes for "Oil." Latest advices indicate
that
the company will go as far
a headquarters for Cleveland and Ohio Shreveport. Record rains had soaked
exhibitors. The seven salesmen em- the entire Northern end of Louisiana. west as Tulsa, Okla. With production
ployed by Mr. Smith more than doubled .Vevertheless, the author of "Over the work three-quarters finished, "Oil"
their average sales during the run of Top,"
promises siderable
well magnitude.
as a production of conUndercurrent"
and "Oil"
the contest. They are H. J. Rogers, M
managed"The
to coax
enough sunshine
from
J. Click, T. G. Colby, N. P. Fleisher. H. S. the weather man to start filming the
Besides the star and his leading woman. Director North and his assistant,
Brown. F. L. Davie and J. W. MacFar- oil-land scenes which are necessary for
the
completion
of
his
big
special
producland.
H.
C.
Rogers
is
Mr.
Smith's
asPhilip
Cameramen Malloy and
sistant.
tion. Last accounts had it that the Baker Quinn,
and Still Photographer Moran,
Sunny South had redeemed itself.
the party includes Templar Saxe, WilGold King Screen Advances.
Lake Caddo, a veritable valley de- HarrvliamBurkhart.
Eville, Denton \'ane, Harry Lee and
Announcement is made by the Gold
voted to the oil industry; Homer, a
King Screen Company, .-Mtus, Okla., that,
beginning March 1, the price of Gold
King Screen will be raised to seventy
five cents a square foot.
Pioneer's Wrestling Pictures Open to
S. H. Jones, inventor of the screen
and president of the concern, states that
this raise in price is imperative as the
's ofTheatre
Cohan staff
Houses
Capacity
cost of manufacturing materials has
a i)hotographic
over fifty were
houses at
of crowded
successi
IFona Broadwa
trebled in the last twelvemonth.
yon is an indication of perched on the roof girders, balconies,
The Gold King Company has pursuccess the pictures of the wrestling platforms
and ringside
tle from every
angle. to catch the batchased abuilding site in Oklahoma City contest between Joe Stecher and Earl
and
plans
to
erect
a
three-story
factory
Caddock,
owned
by
the
Pioneer
will
be
thereon.
Quick Work on Positive.
one of the greatest sensations of the
Twelve hours after Stecher had won
William Bowman, Director, III.
Joe Stecher. who appeared on the the world's championship, the first print
of the contest was shown at the Pioneer
Antonio Moreno is himself directing year.
stage of the Cohan Theatre before sev- offices.
the fourteenth episode of "The Invisible
eral
capacity
houses,
received
a
thunderous ovation, but smilingly declined tp
That the public at large are interested
Hand,"
owing to his
the current
sudden Vitagraph
illness ofserial,
Director
make a speech. As the pictures were
is proven
by thereported
large advance sale which
has been
by
William Bowman. The episode includes shown on the screen he was perhaps in wrestling
the
Cohan
Theatre.
On
Monday
the
some of the biggest scenes in the chap- house.
the most interested spectator in the
ter play, one requiring the star to drive
pictures began a tour of the K. & E.
an automobile over a cliff for a sheer
Elaborate preparations had been made
time, beginning at the Nixon Theatre,
drop of more than fifty feet into a at the Madison Square Garden, New .Atlantic
for three City,
days.where the film was shown
river. It is expected that Mr. Bowman
the filming of the bout. Sevwill be recovered in time to direct the York, eralforbatteries
At the Pioneer office offers are being
of arc lamps flooded the
fifteenth and final episode.
padded arena. Seventeen cameras and received from all parts of the world.
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at Tally's Broadway in Los Angeles
LOUISE GLAUM, star of J. Parker as was waged on the Louise Glaum proRead, Jr.'s, "The Lone Wolf's
duction by Mr. Tally's organization.
,"
Exploited Widely.
playedDaughter
no small by
partLouis
both Joseph
on the Vance,
screen
and in person in the success scored by
Quarter-page
advertisethe W. W. Hodkinson release at T. L.
ments as forcefulnewspaper
as the picture
itself
awakened
interest
four
days
before
the
Tally's
Broadway Theatre, Los Angeles,
last week.
opening presentation, and spreads of
Miss Glaum made a personal appear- similar size along with word of mouth
ance at the Broadway on Tuesday eve- advertising attracted throngs at every
ning, the big Tally house proving all too performance during the engagement.
small for the crowds that clamored for Twenty-four sheets on the J. Parker
admittance. And the applause that Read, Jr., picture were everywhere in
greeted her appearance on the stage Los Angeles proper and along the highwas only slightly more vigorous than the
ways leading into the city.
The theatre also secured some valuable
handclapping which followed the conclusion of the picture when Miss Glaum
co-operation from Broadway merchants,
re-appeared
and, in ina behalf
neat speech,
houses giving up a winthanked
the audience
of the three dowspecialty
to displaying duplicates of the
producer
and her associates in the pic- gowns worn by Miss Glaum in the picture.
ture, and a sporting goods store giving
Los Angeles has seldom been the scene a window display of every style of fireof so powerful a promotion campaign
arms employed in the picture.
Famous

Players

Now
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Transferring

Activities to Long Island Studio
work of transferring "but we shall eclipse past performances
THEthe immense
activities of the Famous
when in the Long Island studio we shall
Players-Lasky productions from have every convenience cenceivable to
help make the best pictures.
the five widely separated studios which
have housed the productions in the East
Praise for Art Department.
this winter, to the new $2,000,000 studio
at Long Island City, has been begun by
"The needs of each department have
J. N. Naulty, general manager of the been thoroughly investigated, and accom odation for each in the new studio
eastern studios.
Selecting and preparing his crew for has been arranged to the best advanthe new studio is one of the most imtage. The art and decoration department will remain in charge of Robert
portant tasks. Next to that comes the
arrangement, cataloguing and indexing M. Haas. Associated with him is
of the enormous amount of indispensible Charles O. Seesel, decorator.
property which has been accumulated
"The different departments have all
at the studios and in storage. In this, been put in the charge of the best executives obtainable, who have in turn rehowever, the system Mr. Naulty has altained experts as their assistants. Due
ready installed which provides a pictorial index of all this property, by to the efforts of Frank Meyer the laboratory will soon be in working order,
which all articles desired may be selected from pictures and ordered by which will relieve the congestion in our
own present inadequate laboratory and
number, is of immense assistance.
our scattering much of our work
"We have achieved splendid results obviate
with the organization working under in four separated laboratories about the
the present difificulties," said Mr. Naulty,
city."
Prohibition Is Theme of Washburn's
Artcraft Release for February 8
REPLETE with scintillating wit and drought. Let's go." Henry and his wife,
with a farcical handling of an op- Millicent, belong to the elect halfportune theme in a manner that dozen who are supposed to be the best
even the most carping critics would fail entertainers in the suburban town which
to take offense at, Holworthy Hall's claims them on its census. They are
credited with having a well-stocked
" starring
BestisCellars.
Sixrn,
story,
cellar when the day comes for King
nt
the Paramou
Washbu
Bryant "The
Artcraft picture scheduled for release Alcohol's abdication. As a matter of
fact, Henry is struggling along on high
February 8.
with his supply reduced to the final
"The
Six
Best
Cellars"
is
probably
the
funniest story ever written dealing with
Bryant Washburn plays the part of
Prohibition. First published in Mc- quart.
Ckire's Magazine, it was so good that the standard society idol. He is supported by Wanda Hawley and a cast inBobbs-Merrill published it in book form
cluding Clarence Burton, in a character
and "/The
BestsixCellars"
actually be- part, Else
came one Six
of the
best sellers.
Lorimer, Josephine Crowell.
Much after the manner in which Ad- Fred Vroom, Jane Wolfe, Richard
miral Farragut tackled the torpedo Wayne, Julia Faye, Howard Gave, Zelma
question, young Henry Carpenter, a Maja, Parker MacConnell, Ruth Ashby,
Boyd, Olita Otis, Allan Connor,
newly married society idol, played by William
Lorie Larson and C. H. Geldart.
Bryant Washburn, says: "Darn the

A Lincoln Ehrgott
In chargeC. B.of Price
foreign
department of
Company.
A. L. Ehrgott Is a Man of
Wide Picture Experience

TT, who
depart-is
the foreign
in charge
LN ofEHRGO
A LINCO
• ment of the C. B. Price Co., Inc.,
hab had a vast experience and has a wide
acquaintance in the film industry. Mr.
Ehrgott started as an executive with the
General Film Company in 1912. In 1913
he started the first exchange in Bangor,
Me., when motion pictures were eagerly
sought in that virgin territory. He also
opened the New Haven exchange for the
General Film Company, and assumed its
management until 1916.
From the General Film Company he
went with the McClures Pictures Corporation, for whom he exploited "The
Seven Deadly
was branchat
manager
of the Sins."
TriangleHeCorporation
Boston until its dissolution, and then
became special representative for the
Hallmark Distributing Organization.
He has had several flattering offers
since then to affiliate with some of the
prominent established distributing companies, butC.felt
that the
activities of the
B. Price
Co., growing
Inc., presented
greater opportunities and a broader field
of operation.
Mr. Ehrgott is known to every exhibitor in New England, and has their
respect and confidence, won by his fair
dealings and the honest presentation of
the products he has handled.
In assuming charge of the foreign department of C B. Price Co., Inc., Mr.
Ehrgott will keep in close touch with all
foreign buyers, and has already put over
some big deals in South America.
The Man We Like
The man we like is the one who can
go to see Charley Chaplin in the movies
and enjoy his comedy stuff without
afterward insisting that Charley is also
"a great artist." — Evening Public LedThe man we like is the one who can
go to see Charley Chaplin in the movies
and enjoy his comedy stuff without
afterward feeling obliged to apologize
to anybody
mal thing. for doing the perfectly norger.
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George

Smith

Leaves

Goldwyn
H, said to be perGEORGEhaps theSMIT
A
most widely-traveled
• man in the motion picture industry, has been appointed by Goldwyn
ral repPictures Corporation as ite geneles
Lapresentative for Europe. Char
on
Daily
Lond
the
on
erly
worth, form
Mail, and more recently associated with
co-operate with
Charles hChaplin, will ling
of Goldwyn
Mr. Smit in the hand
and publicity in the Euroadvertising
pean field. In engaging Mr. Smith to
wyn interests in Eurepresent the Gold
rope, this organization has secured a
man finely equipped through years of
experience in foreign markets to meet
ibuns in the
conditio
the chan
ad. distr
films abro
American
tion of ging
Mr. Smith's active interest in pictures
started in 1910 when, located at Cape
Town, he became one of the first distributors of photoplays to exhibitors in
Africa. At that time there were not
more than twenty five exhibitors to be
served, whereas today there are approximately three hundred.
Twice Around the World.
In 1911 he formed Smith Film Agency,
Ltd., which was in 1913 incorporated in
the African Films Trust, Ltd., six companiesization.beingMr. merged
in the
Smith took
an new
activeorganpart
in the formation and was general manager for the company until October,
1918. He was also a director of the
African Film Productions, Ltd., African
Theatres Trust, Ltd., India Films, Ltd.,
Middle East Films, Ltd., International
Variety and Theatrical Agency, London,
and the International Variety and Theatrical Agency, New York. During the
past three years his travels in connection with motion picture enterprises
have taken him twice around the world.
Mr. Smith's first visit to America was
in 1917, after he had made an exhaustive
study of motion picture conditions in
the Orient. At the time of his visit,
95 per cent, of the film business in
Africa went to British firms in London.
To Be

MOVING

African

WORLD

Films

Representative

Abroad

One
the objects
trip
to thisof country
was toof seeMr.if Smith's
the business
could not be better handled here. The
result ofmationhis
was theof forof theinvestigations
New York branch
the
I. V. T. A., and since then conditions
have changed so radically that 95 per
cent,
of -Africa's
business
to London
is today
receivedwhich
directwent
by
-American producers.
Returning to -Africa in 1918, Mr. Smith
found conditions so altered that he was
forced to visit New York again to arrange for the purchase of films. He
came by way of the East, opening exchanges along his route of travel, and
remained in New York as a representative of the I. V. T. -A., until his recent
resignation
take charge of Goldwyn's
interests in toEurope.
Buck Jones Makes Screen
Debut in "The Last Straw"
IX presents
"The Last
Straw,"
William
Fox
for the
first time
a horseman cowboy actor of great promise
— Buck Jones.
"The Last Straw" gives Jones everjopportunity to display his wonderful
horsemanship, being a veritable skyrocket of vigorous action, built around a
love story in an untamed western setting. It is from the pen of Harold Titus,
and abounds in stirring episodes of
treachery, sacrifice and fights against
odds. Denison Clift directed.
The staging called for a diversity of
exterior scenes ranging from flat prairie
stretches to the wildest mountain gorges,
and brought to the screen hordes of
cattle.
The question so often propounded by
screen fans, "What has become of Vivian
Rich?" is answered brilliantly by her
appearance in this production where she
is a foil for the cowpuncher star. .At
several points in the picture she is called
upon to undertake scenes that involve
genuine hazard — such as when she rides
an untamed -horse.
The rest of the cast include Jane Tallent, Colin Kennv, Charles Le Moye,
Bob Chandler, William Gillis, H. W.
Padgett, Hank Bell, Zeib Morris and
Lon PoflF.
"Trimmed

Ready to Step Out.
Tom Mix, all spruced up in Ids latest
Fox thriller, "The Cyclone."

PICTURE

in Red" Is

Madge Kennedy's Latest
GOLDWYX'S
first production
in the
East with Madge
Kennedy as
star is "Trimmed with Red." It is
a story of New York society life, and
Hugo Ballin is directing. Among
the women in the cast are Helen
Greene, Mrs. David Landau. Nellie Beaumont, Ada Shartle and Dorothy Millette.
Madge Striker,
Kennedy's
leading
man is Joseph
who new
has been
in
motion pictures for the last two years
and played in the stage production of
"Turn to the Right."
E. J. Radclifle plays Mirlin, a wealthy
societj- man.
Mr. RadcliflFe
won when
considerable distinction
as an actor
he played the part of Theodore Roosevelt in the screen biography of the great
-American. Sidney Vaunier is a young
Englishman of French descent, to whom
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has been assigned the role of Prof. Syle,
a radical leaderOthers in the cast are Roy -Applegate
as -Alfonzo, Edward Barnard as Epstein,
George DuBois as Tony, and J. L- Leonard as Odoroskavitch.
The story is based on the serial written
b)- Wallace Erwin for the Saturday
Evening Post. The first scenes are laid
in the home of Rosamond Valiant, who
believes that animals contain the souls
of dead geniuses, but she is won by Finnessy to an interest in Bolshevism- One
of the scenes concerns a week-end party
of society women and parlor Bolshevists held at a beautiful Long Island
home. The maids and other servants
wal:< out on the guests, who, in turn,
become unmanageable. It is only the
quick wit and courage of Emily that
brings the affair to a happy conclusion.
Sol L. Lesser Outlines
Plans for Production
SOL.
LESSER,on president
the
now L.operating
a national ofscale.
All Star Features Distributors, Inc.
who recently invaded the producing and
exhibiting fields, arrived at San
Francisco recently to confer with Fred
Dahnken, president of the Turner &
Dahnken Circuit, on matters pertaining
to the First National Exhibitors Circuit.
The Turner & Dahnken Circuit holds
the First National franchise for northern
California and Mr. Lesser now has a
similar interest in the southern part of
the state, having taken over the Tally
holdings there, the Kinema Theatre in
Los -Angeles and an interest in the chain
of theatres operated by Gore Bros-,
which houses automatically become
First National theatres by the transaction.
In speaking of his producing activities
Mr. Lesser stated that the -Annette
Kellerman picture is a comedy entitled
"She Would and She Did." He is arranging to offer this in First National
houses on the Pacific Coast, with the
star appearing in person, but plans *o
present something out of the ordinary
in the form of an act built especially for
the occasion.
The same plan will be followed with
the George Beban picture. "One Man in
a Million," except that San Francisco
will be the only coast city in which the
star will appear. From this city both
star and film will be taken direct to New
York. Both the producer and the star
claim San Francisco as their home and
for this reason this city has been selected
for the premiere presentation.
GoTemment Official* View Picture.
Government cfficia's. including Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane,
composed an audience which on
Wednesday, January 28. viewed in
Washington "The Land of Opportunity," the first Americanization picture to be completed following the announcement that the entire picture industry had been mobilized to combat
unrest and radicalism.
"The Land of Opportunity" was made
at the suggestion of Secretary Lane
by Lewis J. Selznick, head of Selznick
Pictures, and stars Ralph Ince, who
also directed the film.
Secretary of the Interior Lane said
following the showing, in a statement
that was used by the daily newspapers:
"It certainly is far better than anything
I had conceived possible."
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Gets World Rights to Norris Novel.
Louis B. Mayer has purchased the
world's motion picture right to "Harriet
and the Piper," a novel by Kathleen
Norris, running serially in Pictorial Review. Anita Stewart will be featured in
the future. On completion of the story
in its serial form it will be published in
book form.
Loeb Affiliates with
the Kane Organization
IOUIS E. LOEB, a film man of long
_j addition
experience,
is the
prominent
to the
stafffirst
of the
Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation, organized
two wee'ss ago at 452 Fifth avenue. New
York, with Mr. Kane as president. Mr.
Loeb will act as assistant to Mr. Kane.
Mr. Loeb has been an active worker
in the industry for about ten years and
has a thorough knowledge of many
phases of the business, especially film
distribution, in which he has had extensive experience.
When the General Film Company
opened offices in San Francisco in 1910
Mr. Loeb was one of the first employes,
acting in the capacity of assistant
branch manager for almost five years.
Coming to New York, he became connected with the home office of the Paramount Pictures Corporation, which was
later absorbed by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
When the Artcraft Pictures Corporation was organized, Mr. Loeb became
assistant general manager, and perfected
and installed the routine of the twentyeight branches as well as the home
office. With the consolidation of Paramount and Artcraft, Mr. Loeb was given
complete charge of accounting in the
department of distribution.
In tiesthe
exchange tours
activihe hadcourse
made offivehisextensive
of
the country, thereby securing an intimate knowledge of national conditions.
Mr. Loeb was with Famous PlayersLasky for five years prior to his present
connections. He left the latter concern
to join Mr. Kane in his new enterprise.
Randolph Bartlett Back With Sdlznick.
Every once in a while Randolph Bartlett gets away from Selznick. Years
ago he left to become eastern representative of Photoplay Magazine. Then
he went back to Selznick when Myron
began
"on hisMagazine
own." took him away a
Photoplay
few months ago to become Pacific Coast
representative of that publication. The
score is now 3 to 2 in favor of Selznick
— for Mr. Bartlett is back again, to do
special publicity work for the Selznick
stars.
First of Drew Two-Reel Comedies.
"The Charming Mrs. Chase," first of
Mrs. Sidney
Drew's
Thirty"
series
of comedies
has "After
been scheduled
by Paths for release February 22. These
features have been adapted from the
well known stories of Julian Street, in
which John Cumberland, of bedroom
farce fame, is starred. There will be
eight of these modern comedies. The
first is a typical Drew production with
all the trials and tribulations of matrimonial bliss, after the glamor and romance has worn off. The comedies are
two reels in length.
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at Farewell

Diagnoses

the slogan
NEDto by
SUMMO
is going
London"
fifteen"George
of the
friends of A. George Smith gathered in the yacht room of the Astor at
noon, January 29, to bid godspeed to
the new European reperesentative of
Goldwyn, who, it had been announced,
was sailing for London, February 2. At
the conclusion of a substantial luncheon
Mr. Smith was presented with a handsome traveling bag, equipped with all
the needful accessories.
In the course of the presentation
speech Mr. Smith was praised as a man
of few words and also as a man of his
word ; who knew what he wanted and
who quickly decided what a production
was worth to his company; who nominated the sum and was prepared to
"plank it down;" who was returning to
his old ho'iTie on an important mission,
the fulfilment of which was a certainty
in the opinion of those who knew him
best.
In his response Mr. Smith spoke feelingly of his relations with Americans
during the past two and a half years.
He referred to the warnings given him
as to the rough treatment he might expect clared
in the
but he
he hadUnited
foundStates,
the fears
of dehis
anxious friends unfounded ; that in spite
of the pessimists his admiration for
American business men steadily had
broadened. While in fact London was
his home, also he had learned to look
upon New York in the same light, and
he wanted to feel he was coming back.
English Pictures for England Only.
The former representative of South
African Films referred at some length
to the international film situation.
Speaking of English productions Mr.
Smith said he would talk with frankness
and declared it his belief that one reason underlying the struggle English
manufacturers experienced in selling
their pictures on the American market
was that English productions were made
for showing on domestic screens, in
other words, to please the English
people.
In contrast, Mr. Smith called attention
to the cosmopolitan character of the
population of the United States, pointing out the advantage that gave to producers here. He said pictures that
suited the American public were practically sure to please the peoples of
other nations.
Mr. Smith quoted figures showing that
England has exported in 1919, 140 per
cent more pictures than it had in 1918
and predicted that in 1920 she would export three times the amount recorded
in the past twelvemonth. As to how
the United States would be represented
in that bulk, he said, it would depend
entirely on the character of the product
— as to whether quality dominated
rather than quantity.
Why Foreign Pictures Are Not Popular.
Following the talk by Mr. Smith there
was a round table discussion as to why
foreign pictures and English particularly
had not proved popular in the United
States. It was the consensus of opinion
that apart from the question of quality,
which it was pointed out had not been
on a par with that of American productions, the handicap chiefly lay in the

Luncheon

English Film Situation
prejudice of exhibitors against a picture
in which the star was not known to his
clientele. Another complaint was that
in many instances the players were miscast, that insufficient attention was
given to types as well as to securing
men and women of screen presence and
then attiring them in attractive garb.
Those present to say good-bye to Mr.
Smith were Sidney Garrett, Bobby
North, Nathan Hirsh, Arthur Ziehm, H.
Barnes, Louis Brock, George Blaisdell,
Meyer B. Schlesinger, George W. Newgass, Gus Schlesinger, Jacobo Glucksman, Leon Schlesinger, Robert W.
Priest and L. A. Auerbach.
Fox Building Big Stage in
Los Angeles for Interiors
1^ HE
producing
industrywillin boast
Los
Angeles
and its environs
a stage larger than any it now
possesses when the one under construction at the William Fox studios at North
Western avenue and Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, is finished, which will be in
a few weeks. No fewer than five dramatic groups will begin shooting pictures
there as soon as the place is available.
The stage is 220 feet long, 70 feet
wide and 25 feet high in the clear. As
it is the experience of Hollywood directors that glass and open stages are
difficult and expensive, this has been
built as a dark stage, on which only
interiors will be taken.
The building of the stage is under the
direction of the general superintendent
of the Fox studios in Hollywood, Sol
M. Wurtzel, with C. W. Telfeau, general
manager, in immediate charge.
The space used for this stage was
formerly the site of an open stage and
is located on the dramatic or east side
of the Fox studio plot.
"Manager Wanted" is an advertisement
frequently
appearingGive
in The
World's
Classified department.
it a try
and better
vourN (iiiiiiiiiiiriiiiti
position. iiiiiiiriiiiiiritiiiiitiiiiiiitiitiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiriiiitiiiirniuini

Lon Megargee
WillRound-Tip"
paint titlesforforParamountGeorRo Melford's
Artcraft."The
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Sells Famous Players-Lasky
Holdings in Southern Enterprises
Players-Lasky will conving millions of dollars, that Famous
ADE.AL invol
in itsof organizato invest
by which the S. .\. Lynch Entertiontinueuntil
it is capital
the largest
its kind
in At- in the field. The purchase of the Lynch
prises, with headquarters
holdcent,
per
50
its
lanta, disposes of
holdings in the South means a step
ings in the Southern Enterprises, Inc., toward
the establishment of a big ciry CorporaPlayers-Lask
to the Famous ially
announced for the cuit.
was oflfic sday
iton,
. January 29. to
"Both the Famous Players-Lasky Corfirst time on Thur
the Movporation and the S. A. Lynch Enterthe Atlanta representative ofials
of the
e Word, by offic
prises
are
well pleased with the transPictur
ing
Lvnch firm.
action," said Y. Frank Freeman,
secretary
and
general manager of the
"it had not been
intended
make butthisa
announcement
at this
early todate,
latter concern. "It is the consummation
in a New York thestatementatricalpublished
magazine was in some respects of pleasant relation between us."
misleading, and it is to correct any
anthe official
wrong impression
nouncement of the that
transaction
is made "Respectable by Proxy"
Has Exploitation Aids
to Moving Picture World, it is explained.
By the terms of the deal the Famous
with
success
producBlackton
theG recent
which
the great
Plavers-Lasky Corporation has pur- FOLLO
\\'IX
chased the Lynch interests in Southern
tions, "Dawn" and "My Husband's
starring
Wife,"Gordon,
OtherRobert
Back to the Dark Ages for Dark Vamps Enterprises, Inc., which promises an un- and
received
been Breamer
haveSylvia
precedented
development ofandthe adjacent
amusement
field
in
southern
l)e Sacia Saville. the blonde vampire,
by motion picture enthusiasts all over
whose fair charms ma.v precipitate
states. The Southern Enterprises was the country, Pathe has determined to
a blonde-brunette war.
organized by S. A. Lynch in April, 1919, surpass these remarkable records with
to develop theatres in the eleven south- the Blackton production about to be reern states. The capitalization was $5,leased, "Respectable by Proxy."
000,000, of which amount $2,000,000 was
Let the Dark, Wild Women
A picture may be a great picture, but
paid in as cash. The S. h. Lynch En- there must be a certain amount of exBeware; the Blonde Comes
terprises and the Famous Players-Lasky
ploitation toaid the exhibitor in calling
attention to his attraction, and nothing
issue of the New York Corporation were equal owners.
NT
A RECE
has
been
overlooked
in this instance by
Sunday .American devotes a full
Lynch Virtually Withdraws.
Pathe.
In
addtion
to
the usual advertispage to a treatise on the quesThetresLynch
Enterprises
owned
thea-in
and valuable
amusement
rights
ing material, a special star one-sheet
e tiou
ire?"
Be as Vamp
Blond
tion, "Can aphasizing
the ambi
De many southern cities at the time South- and two styles of three-sheet are issued.
effort of emThe art department has combined every
le, one of Californiaed's most
Sacia
ern Enterprises
waswasorganized.
Anin the
er- effort to make these innovations in diswho is reput to be
blondes,
strikingSavil
roneous
statement
published
w
ss
us
the heire to the famo Yello Aster
that the latter organization
play material.
Gold Mine and the leader of the younger newspapers
took over all of the Lynch theatres in
"Respectable by Proxy" is a delicate
millionaire set of Los Angeles and San the
South
at
that
time.
This
was
not
story
J. Stuart Blackton has
Francisco, and who has forsaken her true, these remaining the property of handled which
deftly and with just the proper
fashionable clubs and friends to be- the S. A. Lynch Enterprises. However, touch. The action takes place in the
come the "Blonde X'ampire of the the present deal disposes of these thea- South and the old Colonial mansion,
and orchard not only look like
tres at this time to the Southern Enter- garden
n."
Scree
The article compares the respective
prises, thereby bringing them under the Alabama, instead of New Jersey, but
merits of the willowy, raven-haired, entire control of the Famous Players- are the real things. The story revolves
Theda Bara type of vampire, and the Lasky Corporation.
around a youg southern heir, who is
newest type of vampire with the golden
This virtually means the withdrawal wedded in haste to a third-rate actress,
hirsute adornment as represented by of the Lynch Enterprises from the rate. acting off-stage is far from thirdDe Sacia Saville. The author of the amusement field, though they will con- whose
articles indicates a preference for the
tinue to distribute Paramount-.^rtcraft
The young stars, Sylvia Breamer and
releases in the eleven southern states, Robert
Gordon, are supported by a
latter some
type,impression
"judging
by
the
more
wholeto the eye, which Miss at least temporarily. In reality, though, splendid cast headed by Eulalie Jensen
Saville presents in her recent screen it means merely the withdrawal of the and William R. Dunn. Margaret Barry,
appearances," some of which include name, for the present officers of the Bessie Stinson and Morgan Thorpe
"The Virtuous Model." "The Lure of Southern Enterprises will continue to complete the cast, and a large number of
its management. In no wise will extras were used in the garden party.
.\mbition," "A Lonely Heart" and "The direct
the deal affect the individual employes
Woman
released. Gives," the last two not yet of the company nor the theatres that
Baker Praises New Stroheim Play.
Director John B. OBrien is credited were owned by the Lynch people. What
Tarkington Baker, general manager
is the broad dewith the discovery of this latest "find" it does mean,velopmentthough,
field of Universal, is evidently more than
during the filming of Edgar Selwyn's throughout all ofofthetheamusement
southern states pleased with Stroheim's latest Jewel
and Anthony Paul Kelly's play, "Lonely and adjacent territory as well.
production,
Pass InKey,"
Heart," which he recently completed.
which has just"The
been Devil's
completed.
this
Give Up Triangle Exchanges.
Mr. she
O'Brien
that inDemarest
private
picture
Sam
de
Grasse
and
Una
Trevelyn
life
was discovered
Mrs. Edwin
Officers
of
the
Southern
Enterprises
are featured. Stroheim is responsible
Mooers, of Los Angeles, and that her
S. A. Lynch, president: C. E. Hol- for the scenario as well as the direction.
husband was the owner of the Yellow are
vice president; Y. Frank FreeAster Mine and one of the richest men comb, man,
Carl Laemmle has just received a teleand general manager,
in the West. The name De Sacia Saville and Fred secretary
Kent, treasurer.
gram from Baker lauding the producis Mrs. Mooers maiden name and the
tion. The message reads:
affecting about ISO theatres in
one by which she will be known in the theBesides
South, the deal means the relinquishfilms.
"Just saw Stroheim picture rough out
ment by the Lynch interests of six Tri- to thirteen reels. Speaking on basis
Miss Saville has accepted contracts
angle film exchanges in Atlanta. Dallas,
my ten years' experience as critic, this
from the Hearst and other newspapers Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis and New of
is in my opinion one of the greatest picto furnish them with a series of articles, Orleans. This deal alone is understood
tures ever produced. Better than 'Blind
oyer her signature, relating her expe- to have involved over $500,000, and was Husbands.'
Sure to be huge sensation
riences as a screen actress and keeping separately announced several days ago.
and smashing success. Is in class by
step with her progress in the films.
.'\tlanta officials of the company stated
Lynch

itself."
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Lavishly

at American Theatre in Bellingham
in motion picture colors and on either side of it stood a
event
biggest
THEcircles
of the Pacific Northwest
pedestal topped with cut flowers. In the
in the past few months was the rear of each a hanging basket of ferns
ction
introdu
to the public on January
and flowers bloomed, while over the
23 of a new Robert Morgan organ at edges of the balustrade hung ferns and
the American Theatre in Bellingham,
potted verbenas. In each of the upper
Wash. Fred Walton, manager, has boxes there was a pedestal of flowers.
The stage, orchestra pit and lobby were
ion
gained
a reputat
a progresner
sive exhibitor
and as aboth
lavishas entertai
also gay with tall vases of flowers.
Mr. Walton made a brief address of
in the three years since he took over
welcome
and presented Melvin Winte
ham's
Belling
big
legitima
theatre
and
converted it into the leading motion
stock, who told a few interesting facts
picture theatre of the nc^rthwestern
about
the
organ. Then Chester Waltonsection of Washington.
started to play "The Star Spangled BanWhen, after months of preparation,
ner" and the audience began to think
he was at last ready to let the people
they were
"seeing
platform on which
the things,"
keyboardforwastheplaced
of Bellingham hear the magnificent instrument which had been installed in began rising until it was on a level with
the theatre, he made it an event to be the stage, bringing into view a page
remembered in the annals of the city gorgeously dressed in red velvet with
his hand at salute and just above the
and of the motion picture industry. He
keyboard an American flag waving in
invited all the film exchange managers,
the breezes of an electric fan. It sent a
their wives and their assistant manthrill through the audience, and under
agers from Seattle, as well as a numthe leadership of Mr. Walton from the
ber of exhibitors from the surrounding
territory, representatives of the motion
stage, they sang with great spirit. Mr.
picture trade papers and the local press Schinhan then took his seat at the organ and played a splendid program.
and his business associates in BellingOut-of-Town Guests.
ham. He met the out-of-town guests at
the train with taxi-cabs, taking them diAfter
the
concert the picture program
rectly to the Leopold Hotel, where a began. It was
as follows : Paramount
banquet was served.
Drew Comedy, "Harold, the Last of the
Winstock Is Toastmaster.
Graphic; Literary DiMelvin G. Winstock, one of the best Saxons";gest; Gaumont
Bryant Washburn in "It Pays to
known motion picture men of the Pacific Northwest and famous along the Advertise."
It was a pleasing program for the
audience and a most pleasant evening
Coast as an orator, was toastmaster.
for the invited guests, and Fred Walton
During the banquet nearly every one
present was given a chance to make
was the most talked of man in Bellingham that night and for several days
a two-minute speech. Even A'Irs. Walton
before and after the event, several long
accepted the challenge and made a corkarticles
appearing about him and his
ing little speech of welcome. At the
theatre in the Bellingham papers.
suggestion of the toastmaster every one
Among the out-of-town guests were
stoodmother,
in honor
Mr. present,
Walton's andfather
and
who ofwere
the Jim Anderson, special representative for
First National from New York; L. A.
father acknowledged the compliment
Abbott, of the Liberty Theatre, Sedro
in a few words of appreciation.
Among the other speakers, besides the Woolly; C. E. McKee and Mrs. McKee,
film men, were J. R. Jukes, president of of the Star Amusement Company, Evthe Bellingham Rotary Club and also
erett; C. A. Swanson and Mrs. Swanson,
president of the First National Bank
of the Star Amusement Company, Everett; Harry Arthur, Jr., Northwest manof Bellingham, the editors of two Belager for United Picture Theatres; Al.
lingham papers. Miss S. E. Mobley,
Bloom,
assistant manager of Metro;
Northwest correspondent for the ExhibCharles W. Harden and Mrs. Harden,
itor's Trade Review; S. J. Anderson,
manager of the Northwest territory for
Northwest correspondent for Moving
Picture World; C. R. Keplinger, one of United Artists; L. O. Lukan, Northwest
Mr. Walton's two associates in the manager for Pathe; Guy Navarre and
Mrs. Navarre, assistant manager for
American Theatre, and Oscar Schinhan,
well known organist of Los Angeles,
Famous Players in the Northwest; Melvin G. Winstock and Mrs. Winstock,
whom Mr. Walton had imported to ofspecial salesman for Pathe; H. B.
ficiate at the keyboard of the big organ for the first few weeks. Chester
Wright, manager of the Northwest ExWalton, brother of Fred, will be the
hibitors Circuit; L. Wingham, Northregular organist.
west manager for Robertson-Cole; Carl
Slearn, manager for Metro; L. Sturm,
During the banquet the diners were
informed that there was a line three
manager for Fox; Louis Rosenberg,
salesman for DeLuxe Feature Films.
blocks long in front of the American,
and when they arrived there at 8.30
Lynch Circuit Books "12:10."
o'clock, every seat in the house was
taken, except the front row in the balAs an example of the popularity of
cony, which had been reserved for the Republic release "Twelve-Ten," it
them, and there was still a line.
is cited that the S. A. Lynch circuit of
Flowers in Profusion.
fourteen theatres in the South has
The house was beautifully decorated booked the production for sixteen days
with potted plants and cut flowers. The of showing during January and Februupper and lower houses, which were
ary. This production, which was directed by Herbert Brenon and which
high-priced seats when the American
was a legitimate house, were used as stars Marie Doro, has been booking
backgrounds for these floral decora- solidly over the country and has been
tions. In the center each of the lower one of the most satisfying sellers Reones a small fountain played in varying
public has ever had.

Mme. Marguerite Syiva
Belgian prima donna who makes her
screen"Tlie
debut
in American's
Honey
Bee."
Mme.

Sylva Latest Diva
to Enter Screen Work

the
BelgianRITA
opera SYLVA,
singer,
MEnotedMARGUE
MADA
who appears on the screen in this
country for the first time in American's
adaptation of "The Honey Bee," by
Samuel Merwin, is the latest diva to
desert the song world for that where
a golden voice is superfluous.
Madame Sylva, whose husband is a
United States Marine Corps major, returned to this country when it entered
the war. Prior to that time she realized
from her personal observation that the
American motion picture producers had
largely invaded the continental field,
supplying a large majority of the film
exhibited in all continental countries.
She saw clearly that America was leading the world in the motion picture industry, and determined to devote a part
of her time, at least, to this branch of
the amusement industry; and through
the American Film Company she accepted her first contract as star in "The
In the
of "The Honey
Honey
Bee."production
Bee" Madame
Sylva was directed by
Rupert Julian, whose name immediately
brings to mind the spectacular success,
"The Beast of Berlin" and "The Fire
Flingers."
A " superdrama is inThis
the latest
cutting"Flying
and titling
stage
showing.
and will soon be ready for the first press
Excellent Work on Photography.
The J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, isputting out an excellent work
by Paul L. Anderson entitled "The Fine
Art of Photography." It has 310 pages
and a number of reproductions of photographs; also several diagrams.
The work is exhaustive. It has chapters
on "Suggestion and Mystery," "Composition," "Values," "Winter Work,"
"Landscapes," "Architectural Work,"
"Ma rine Work," and one on the "MoTo tion
professional
or amateur the work
Picture."
will prove interesting and instructive.
Anderson is a master of his craft; also
he knows how to impart his knowledge
to others by way of the printed page.
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Story Building

to Accommodate Business Increase
Pathe, both for its own attractions and
PAUL BRUNET, vfce president and those
individually distributed through
of sPathe Exmanager unce
general change,
the
Pathe Exchanges.
that the
Inc., anno
An entire floor will be devoted to the
rapidly increasing activities of the ora record- sales, publicity, exploitation and adverganization, especially after
ative
imper
it
made
have
breaking year,
tising departments; and the departthat Pathe occupy larger quarters,
ments of accounting, supply and purwhich immediately meet and anticipated
chasing will also be located in comfor some time to come, the expansion
modious quarters. There is to be a
of the business. Ground was recently special exhibition room on the floor
broken on the lots occupying numbers occupied by the sales department for
35. 37 and 39 West Forty-fifth street, the sole use of that division and prospective buyers. In addition, there will
adjoining the present home headquarters of Pathe Exchange in the Cen- be a projection hall for the routine
tury Building at No. 25, and, by the use of the film committee and for special showings.
coming fall, a twelve story structure,
erected there will be the new home
New Home for Pathe News.
on.
izati
nd
aera
The grou
of the organ
to be occupied by the building is 50 by
After years of domicile in Jersey
100 feet.
City, the Pathe News, upon the completion of the new building, will be
The design and arrangement of the
structure is the last word in modernity. transferred to New York. This will
It is to be 100 per cent, fireproof, with as indicated by Mr. Brunet vastly facilitate the production and distribution
sprinkling appliances throughout and
will be equipped with every modern of this feature. The News will have a
highly
modernized developing plant for
device for safeguarding the occupants.
The eleventh floor will be given over negatives, and the cutting room and
entirely to the occupancy of Mr. Brunei vaults will have the benefit of the very
and the board of officers of the com- latest improvements.
pany. There will be a commodious
"It was increasingly evident during
meetmg room for the gathering of the the year," commented Mr. Brunet, "that
directors.
the growth of business handled and in
the corresponding increase in office and
Glass Studio for Art Department.
executive forces, that the ever present
The art department, which now em- need is, and would be for considerable
ploys thirty odd artists and experts time to come, more room. We have
having long since outgrown its pres- occupied the eleventh and twelfth floors
ent quarters, will be housed in a com- in the Century Building, but in the last
modious glass covered studio on the year we were compelled to extend our
roof of the structure. It will, in effect, organization to the eighth floor.
be a building upon a building, furnished
Provides for New Developments.
with every technical equipment to aid
in the production and handling of the
"The
arrangement of the new buildlarge amount of art work produced by
ing has been planned, not only with
the idea of thoroughly accommodating
all of the established and growing
processes of the home offices of Pathe
Exchanges, Inc., but to make provision,
also, for the things that will shortly
develop in the future growing . out of
a wider expansion of the national activities of this organization and the accession of new and important factors.
"With the occupancy of this new
twelve story building, much of a big
problem will have been met, along with
a largely increased efficiency of operation and a greater capacity for handling the vast business of Pathe Exchange, Inc."
Drama

New Pathe Home
Whose twelve stories will house all
home office organizations.

His Aspiration
Comedy His Life Work
WHILE Roscoe Arbuckle, now appearing in George Melford's
n, "Thethat
," has
productioknown
Round-Up
let it become
although
he
prefers the feature screen drama to the
comedies that have made him famous, he
is firm in the belief that the production
of laughs for other people is his duty,
privilege and life work. He adds that if
he should appear in dramas in the future he will demand that many a laugh
be tucked away in his roles.
Arbuckle has taken his first fling in
the drama and a brilliantly successful
fling it has been, too, if the unanimous
opinion of officials and co-artists at the

February 14, 1920
West Coast studio of Famous PlayersLasky is worth anything, and it ought to
be.
When he was cast for the star role of
the fat sheriff in "The Round-Up,"
George
Melford's special
production
for
Paramount-.-\rtcraft,
officials
of the
organization were certain they had
made a fortunate choice. Suffice it to
say that the funny fat man even exceeded expectations.
"A good laugh," says Arbuckle, "is the
most
tell youworth-while
how I feel —thing
I wantina life.
laugh I'll
in
everything about me, I want everybody
with whom I associate to be cheerful.
When I pick anyone to aid me either at
the studio or at my home, I find out first
if he has a sense of humor and second,
if he can do the work. A sense of
humor, to my way of thinking, covers
an
all-fired multitude of sins and shortcomings.
"When I laugh, I want the whole
world with me, and when I sigh — if I
ever do — I'll want to sigh alone, away
oflf by my lonesome, for I want no one
else to see me in my shame."
Broadway Houses Book
Americanization Picture
THEproduction
first Americanization
picture
to be made by
any
producer following the suggestion
of Secretary of the Interior Franklin
K. Lane, has been booked by every
Broadway motion picture theatre in
New York, it was announced this week.
The production is "The Land of OpRalphIt Ince,
who
also directed portunity,"
the starring
picture.
was made
by Lewis J. Selznick, who is chairman
of the distributing committee appointed
by Secretary of the Interior Lane to
distribute suitable .'\mericanization pictures throughout the country.
"The Land of Opportunity," which
was announced for February 8 release,
is declared to be one of the most forceblows atin "parlor
Bolshevism."
filmfultells,
two reels,
the storyTheof
how an American radical is converted
to true American principals by the story
of .Xbraham Lincoln's struggles and triumphs as recalled by an old man who
knew Lincoln personally.
Ralph Ince has the part of Lincoln
and also the role of the radical, the action taking place in a modern club room
where the old man, a waiter, tells the
story of Lincoln in his early years.
The story is projected upon the screen
in a series of scenes taken from actual
events in the rise of the poor Illinois
rail splitter to the chair of President
of the United States.
Before this production goes to exhibitors ithas had an unusual amount
of exploitation matter prepared. The
plan book turned out by Watt L.
Parker, of the Selznick staff, is replete
with helps and aids, and the lobby displays prepared by the service department are said to be complete in every
way. The production was written and
arranged
Browne. for the screen by Lewis Allen
There
pay the
Moving
price is

is a saving of $4.80 to those who
annual subscription rate of $3 to
Picture World. The newsstand
15 cents.

THE
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King Baggot in Metro Picture.
King Baggot has signed with Metro to
play Judah Llewellyn opposite May
Allison in "The Cheater," an adaptation
by Lois Zellner of Henry Arthur Jones'
stage
drama
"Judah."
Baggot
has
the part
in which
E. S.King
Willard
starred
when don "Judah"
first played in
Lonin 1890 at was
the Shaftesbury
Theatre
and in New YorK the same year. "The
Cheater"
now under
production at
the
Metro isstudios
in Hollywood.
Samuel Goldwyn

Buys

Clyde Fitch's "Truth"
of "The
purch
ING andthevario
LOWtian"
FOLChris
us ase
other classres
wyn
the
Gold
Pictu
es its acqui
sition Corpo
rationics,announc
of the
screen rights, of "The Truth,"
by the late
Clyde Fitch a play generally accepted
as the greatest contribution to the drama
. "The Truth,"
an eAmer
yet
its plot and characof ican
to thebynatur
due made
terizations, ispeculiarly adaptable to the
screen and it is known that Goldwyn intends to utilize in every way the
many dramatic and comic possibilities
of the play.
Fitch, one of the few Americans
achieve an international reputation as
to Clyde
t, wrote
ahe playwrigh
as a
powers when
of his Truth"
height "The
was at the
dramatist. The first production of the
October, 1906, gin ClevegivenFrohman
play was
presentin it with
land, Charles
a notable cast headed by Clara Bloodgood and including William J. Kelly,
J. E. Dodson, George Spink, Hodgson
Elene Eraser,
Taylor, Mrs. Sam Sothern,
Zelda Sears and Frederick Harrison.
the Criterion
to
The play soon moved
and subsequently the Lyceum Theatre,
New York, William B. Mack taking Dodson's part, laler being succeeded by
john Emerson.
"The Truth" was produced in London
in 1907 at the Comedy Theatre, with a
cast headed by Marie Tempest. The
London production began a European
vogue for the play and it was a reigning
success in Germany, Italy, Russia, Hungary and Scandinavia. Perhaps no play
has so
by any other American author
stirred the imagination and applause of
foreign audiences.
The intrinsic worth of "The Truthinas a drama of permanentto qualities
successfully
duced Winthrop Ames
revive it in April, 1914, at the Little
Theatre, New York, with an all-star cast
which included Grace George, Ferdinand
Gottschalk, Conway Tearle and Zelda
Sears of the original cast of the play.
"The Truth" has also been successful
in the standard colin book-form, and
lected edition of the plays by Clyde Fitch
masterpiece.
his
as
to
is referred
Prints of New Wilson Serial Coming.
Ben Wilson, now producing, on the
coast, a second serial, "The Screaming
Shadow," for distribution by Frank G.
CorporaHall, of the Hallmark Pictures
tion, writes the New York office that the
first ten episodes of this serial have been
completed and that prints of the first
five have been sent. The first ten episodes alreaciy completed are titled "A
Cry in the Dark," "The Virgin of Death,"
"The Fang of the Beast," "The Black
Seven," "The Vapor of Death," "The
Horror," "Into the Depths,"
Crawling
"The White Terror," "The Prey of
Mong" and "Liquid Fire."
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Exploitation

on Romantic

the bighas onplanned
UNIVERSA
drive ever atgestLexploitati
tempted on any of its pictures for
"The Great Air Robbery." This Jewel
picture, which is a romance of the aerial
mail and probably the first production to
be staged in the clouds, is a revelation
as to the extremes a daring pilot may
of the comgo. It is a filmed prediction
ing of the aerial highwayman and the
trans-continental aerial mail. The film
has a well knit love story.
Following the special showing of the
picture to the members of the American
Flying Club of New York, the picture
was shown to the aero clubs in the various cities where it was released. Letters of commendation were received
from the country's most prominent aces.
Curtiss' Aid Enlisted.
Every aviator is talking about the picture and helping to boost it. One of
the most important tie-ups was with the
Curtiss Aeroplane Company. This company has agreed to loan to Universal,
through their agents, airplanes, motors
and models, the cost of which runs into
thousands of dollars. Their ag-ents have
been instructed to help in the exploitation of the picture, as the Curtiss Company believes the production is good
propaganda for the boosting of aviation
in this country.
It is planned to have airplane flights
simultaneous with the opening of the
picture in a city where there are flying
activities. When the aviation exhibiton
opened in Chicago Miss Laura Bromwell,
the first woman plot to win her license
since the war, flew over and bombed
the city with leaflets announcing the
coming of the picture to that city. An
elaborate exploitation campaign is already mapped out for that city. Newspaper editors who have never enjoyed
a flight will be invited to fly and bomb
the city for the "Great Air Robbery"
picture.
New

Minneapolis Theatre
to Be the First of Chain
Minneapolis, February 5.
IMMEDIATE
construction
$850,000 theatre with
a seatingof an
capacity
3,500, at Hennepin avenue and Ninth
street, is announced today by George
E. Raymond, manager of the Minneapolis Orpheum Theatre interests. The
Orpheum company today made a lease
with the Business Center Realty Company for 100 years on forty feet of
ground, one block deep, at an average
valuation of $570,000. The lease calls
for $20,000 a year the first five years, $25,000 the next ten years and $35,000 the
remaining period. The rent begins
August 1.
The theatre will be modeled after the
State Lake Theatre, Chicago, which
plays mond
to 7,700
people
weekly,
Rayannounced,
and will
have \ir.
a seating
capacity of 3,300. It will have a nursery
and play room and will present motion
pictures and vaudeville. There will be
four shows daily and popular prices will
prevail.
The old Orpheum will continue operation under the present system. Its location is two blocks farther out than any
downtown theatre.

Story of Air Spaces
The new building is a part of a string
of new buildings being financed by the
sale of 109,923 shares of common stock
of
share.Orpheum Circuit, Inc., at $32.50 a
Other cities in the string to have new
theatres are Kansas City, San Francisco,
Memphis and Los Angeles.
Eminent Authors Keep
Goldwyn Studios Busy

atAM
Culverfrom
City the
givesGoldwyn
a long
TELEGR
A studios
list of the activities of Eminent
Authors Pictures, for which five productions have been completed, one for
each author. Gouverneur Morris has
returned from San Francisco with Wallace Worseley, director, where they selected locations of Morris' first picture
"The Penalty." The cast gives the leading feminine role of Barbara to Ethel
Grey Terry, who will be supported by
Lon Chaney, Kenneth Harlan and
Charles Clary. The actor for the extraordinary role of Blizzard, the legless
wizard, has not been named.
Wallace Worseley is a new director
acquired by Goldwyn who directed Basil
King's production of "The Street Called
Straight," mentedwhich
has been of
favorably
comon in advance
its release.
"Earthbound" by Basil King is now being made under the direction of T.
Hayes
Goldwyn's
director,
Sidney Hunter.
Olcott, will
direct new
the Eminent
.Authors
picture,
"Scratch
My and
Back,"T.
from the pen
of Rupert
Hughes,
Roy Barnes of vaudeville fame will play
the leading male part. Opposite him
will play Helcne Chadwick, who leaped
into prominence for her work in "The
Mary Roberts Rinehart has completed
Cup
of Fury."of "Dangerous Days," dithe editing
rected by Reginald Barker, and announces that her second picture will be
based on her story "Empire Builders."
For the Landis
boy's part
Builders"
Culleii
will inbe "Empire
used.

M Iton Sills
roiHilai- IfadlriK' man wlio plays
opposite
in Metro's
"ElizaViola
ComesDanato Stay."
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Baker Made Associate Editor.
Graham Baker, who for some time has
been assistant editor of \ itagraph productions, has been advanced to associate editor. George Randolph Chester
is editor in chief. -Mr. Ba .er has written
several original plays and has also been
exceedingly successful in preparing
Baker'sof
scenarios
selection
the Mr.
include cs.
dutiesandwillcontinuti
new
the stories for the stars and the handling of the continuities for them.
Niblo Makes Enviable
Mark as Ince Director
Ince graduated
ThomasfromH. the
WHEN
Fred Niblo
stage to his
nt
ity
prese capac
as director for
the Ince productions starring Enid Bennett, the farsighted Mr. Ince had several
good reasons to believe that his protege
om's
of filmd
onencraf
devel
would ngsoongeniu
t. That
sesop ofintoscree
ranki
Mr. Incc's judgment was well placed in
s
nced by as
nce is evide
this insta
Mr. H.Niblo'
d since
recor
joining the Thom
Ince
forces less than two years a.go.
During a period of eighteen months,
Mr. Niblo is credited with having made
fourteen feature productions, two of
which are special productions with allstar casts. This record, while in itself
worthy of particular praise, is made all
the more significant in view of the fact
that every one of the fourteen pictures
is conceded lo be a success.
In the spring of 1918, Mr. Niblo was
assigned by Mr. Ince to direct Enid
Bennett in "The Marriage Ring." It
was
first actual
behindMr.theNildo's
megaphone
and experience
the spark
of ambition and energy worked overtime in supplying the confidence and concentration necessary to the achievement
of success.
Following "The Marriage Ring" he
directed
ductions. all successive Enid Bennett proMr. Niblo also directed the new
Thomas H. Ince special production,
"Dangerous
by arrangement \sith Mr.Hours."
Ince, theand,
J. Parker
Read,
Jr.,
special
Louise
Glaumattraction,
is starred."Sex," in which,

Lois Wilson
Star "Who's
of RoberLson-Cole's
Your Servant?"special,
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Visits Goldwyn's Studios
and Sees How Pictures Are Made
Later the visitors inspected Nome
PERSHI
J. view
N e-up
R.\L
the Street for .Alaskan scenes and were
of NG
GENEwas
a clos
given JOH
exact reproduction of Lexpictures dur- shown an
ng of moving eles
ington, Ky., in 1850, as it was built at
his visit
ingmaki
to Los .\ng , January
a cost of $20,000 for the film production
26, as the guest of Abraham Lehr, vice of John Fox's "Little Shepherd of Kingoraures
Corp
wyn
Pict
t
Gold
of
iden
pres
tion.
(jeneral Pershing spent two hours inCome."
specting the Goldwyn studios at Culver Mail domFour-Page
Folders
City after being welcomed by former
service men employed at the studio.
on "The Cinema Murder"
He saw noted stars of the film world at
work before the camera in scenes for
big publicit
thecampaign
beingwhich y isandnowadvertis
IX all ing
forthcoming productions, inspected the
carried on to focus the attention of
many permanent sets on the lot and exhibitors and public alike on Cosmowatched with interest the making of a
Productions' latest release with
big street scene for Gertrude Ather- Alarion politan
"
"The t Cinema
unt Artcraf
one of
picture,Murder,
ton's "Tower of Ivory," one of the a ParamoDavies,
Goldwyn Eminent Authors productions. the cleverest and most effective ideas
Gold Key for Pershing.
is the attractive four-page folder.
One million of them arc being used
In the afternoon General Pershing
to
circularize the country. Every exw-as speaker at a mass meeting of forhibitor and theatre manager in the
mer service men at Exposition Park. country has
been sent at least one, and
While making his address the Goldwyn
make sure that he gets it a duplicate
airship flew over the speakers and to
copy has been inserted between the
dropped silk parachutes from which
hung a bouquet of flowers and a solid pages of a recent number of Famous
Players-Lasky's
"Progress
- Advance,"
is sent to every
theatre
in the
gold eral
keyJohnbearing
the inscription:
J. Pershing
Welcome to"Genthe which
United States and Canada. A copy
Goldwyn Studio, January 26, 1920." One also has been sent to every newspaper
of the general's aides caught the para- and periodical in North America, and
chute and presented the key to him.
papers have printed stories about
Following the ceremony at the Park many
the unusual advertising folder.
the general and his staff were escorted
Done in Million Lot*.
to the studios. American flags and
bunting covering the entrance to the
.•\s a further stimulant, copies of the
folder have been sent to every club,
studiosinto
met thePershing's
eye. He
was
taken
administration
building
society, organization, etc., of which
to
Mr. Lehr's
private
Mary there is any record, and letters are comRoberts
Rinehart
andoflfice
Mabelwhere
Normand
ingtanin from
them for
thanking
assisted on the reception committee.
Productions
bringingCosmopolito their
When the visitors started on their in- attention the value of "The Cinema
spection trip under the direction of Murder" as an entertainment. Because
Mr. Lehr the general found the Gold- "The Cinema Murder" is an interesting
wyn former service men lined up near
in the study of psythe administration building with the and vitalchology,subject
all the high schools, academies
Goldwyn band of thirty-five pieces.
and colleges in the country have also
been circularized.
General Sees Scenes Made.
The folder is nine inches by seven
Pershing was taken to see Pauline inches in size. It is of a good quality
Frederick, who, under the direction of of coated stock. The front cover is deFrank Lloyd, was making a scene for
voted to a drawing
showing
a woman's
arm holding
a mirror.
Underneath
are
"Roads
Channing
Pollock's
version ofof Destiny,"
the O. Henry
story.
After the words: "The face in the mirror
the visitors had an opportunity to see attracts
thousands." The inside pages
the actress at work, the scene was are devoted
to a reproduction of Baron
stopped and Miss Frederick stepped out de Meyer's painting of Marion Davies
to meet the general and his staflf. It as "Miss Cleopatra," which was pubwas a touch of France that the Gen- ary.
lished in Hearst's Magazine for Janueral saw next. He smiled as he caught
a glimpse of a narrow little street in a
French town built for use in Geraldine
Splendid Work on Airplane Photography
Farrar's "The Woman and the Puppet."
Then the party was taken to see the
The J. B. Lippincott Company, Philaall star cast headed by Wyndham
delphia, isputting
out aphotography
really remark-by
able work
on airplane
Standing in a scene from "Earth Herbert
E.
Ives,
major,
aviation
section.
Bound,"
Authors
tion fromandthe Eminent
pen of Basil
KingProducbeing Signal Officers' Reserve Section, United
made under the direction of T. Hayes States Army. The book contains 422
Hunter.
pages and 208 illustrations. It is the
most complete work of its kind we have
Sees $40,000 Street.
ever
seen and most certainly deserves a
The elaborate Russian street built at
of anyone
all ina cost of $40,000 was next shown, after place in the
terested inlibrary
the subject.
Theat subject
which the general was taken to see I's dealt with exhaustively and in all its
how a ship sinks for moving pictures. many phases. One of the many remarkThis was the scene from "The Tower
ably interesting photographs shown is
oil patch on the water indicatof
"shot"to some
timeIvory."
before Itbuthadwasbeen
reacted
give that ingoftheansuccess
of a depth charge fired
Pershing an opportunity to studying the by the destroyer in the center of the
mechanical end of picture making.
aforesaid patch.
Pershing
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Producers

Change

Titles of Books and Plays
the picture,
rs better
producethe
"Whys dochange
THEof question
motion ofpicture
fit the'Wanted
story, — soa Husband,'
he changedwould
the
title of the story or play when they name of the story to that of the motion
picture." Thus, it will be observed,
produce
form?"of has
been
t
there are frequently good reasons for
the
causeit ofin apicture
great deal
commen
changes.
in the daily newspapers.
An interview with Gardner Hunting,
production editor of the eastern studios
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- Larry Semon's New Comedy
tion, throws some light on the problem
Contains a Logical Plot
and explains that it is a matter of much
consideration rather than of whim or LARRY SEMON has finished his
first comedy under his new Vitapassing fancy.
graph contract, and it typifies, in
"When an author selects a title for the opinion of W. S. Smith, manager of
his
said select
Mr. Hunting,
the Hollywood studios, the effort of his
not story,"
necessarily
the best"heonedoesto compan
y to have all comedes founded
interest the mass. He selects the title on
a logical theme, regardless of how
best suited to the story. The Famous
and burlesque are necesPlayers-Lasky Corporation has its en- much sarysatire
to carry out the plot. It is called
tire organization work together on the
matter of main titles. Their effort is "The Grocery Clerk."
"The day of the aimless is over," says
concentrated upon selecting a title that
Mr. Smith. "A story, no matter how
will indicate to the mass the character simple,
if carried out naturally amid the
of the story and at the same time catch comic situations,
immeasurably adds to
their interest. The ideal title does not
the production's We
valueareas satisfied
a medium thatof
depart from the spirit of the original entertainment.
and wherever possible will be coupled better comedies can be produced by
with the original.
faithfully following a plot that is not
overdrawn. Enough situations can hapWhy Titles Are Changed.
pen naturally without attempting to
"The title of the play, 'The Copper- force' laughs through a meaningless
head'
the picture
ver- idea. Therefore, Vitagraph has now
sion. wasThis retained
title was inoriginally
selected
the plan with its three comedy
by Augustus Thomas when he made the adopted
of preparing their producadaptation of the play from the story companies
tions as carefully beforehand as is done
written by Frederick Landis, which was with dramatic
releases. The first results
called
'The Glory
His Country.'
The have fully warranted the extreme eftitle selected
by Mr.of Thomas
is superior,
mainly because it is shorter and better
Mr. Semon is now busy on another
adapted to display in electric lights.
comedy which involves many dangerous
"Among the most recent changes made scenes
on the top of tall building in
fort."
Angeles.
in titles was that of 'Billeted,' the play Los
by F. Tennyson Jesse and H. M. Harwood, which was successfully presented
in New York. This was changed to "Temporary Wife" Prints
Go to Hodkinson Branches
'The
that Misleading
under the Widow'
original for
titletheit reason
might
be considered a war play, which it was TRULY all star is the cast selected
by Joseph Levering, a new and
not, and it was released at the time
strong producing factor for the
war plays were going out of vogue.
'We Can't Be as Bad as All That' was presentation of his initial feature, "His
the name of the original play by Henry Temporary Wile," by Robert Ames BenArthur Jones, which was changed to 'A net, scheduled for release in mid-February by W.of'W.which
Hodkinson
Corporation,
SocietywasExile'
that thein and prints
were shipped
to alj
name
too for
longtheforreason
advertising
branches this week. Proelectric lights outside the theatre. 'The Hodkinson
duced under the direction of Mr. LeverMalefactor' by E. Phillips Oppenheim
ing, "HisRubye
Temporary
this
was changed to 'The Test of Honor' be- array:
De Wife,"
Remer,boasts
Edmund
cause the original title would turn people away from the theatre. Who wants Breese, Mary Boland, Eugene Strong,
bles. T. Carleton and several other notato see a malefactor as a hero and that W.
was what the first title implied. 'The
Miss De Remer, for years a prominent
See Saw' by Sophie Kerr was changed Ziegfeld
girl and later a star in
to 'The Invisible Bond' because the lat- musical Folli-es
comedies, has enjoyed proter was believed to be a more interestnounced
success
on the screen following
ingettename,
and 'Miss
Antique,'
the novel-to her overnight triumph
as the star of
by Nalbro
Bartley,
was changed
Rex Beach's "The Auction Block."
'The
Amateur
Wife'
for
the
purpose
of
Few players of the stage and screen
catching popular interest at once.
are as prominent in the public eye as
Process Reversed.
Edmund Breese, an actor of countless
"An interesting sidelight was furnished successes.
Mary Boland, as popular in pictures
recently when the usual process was reversed. A picture was produced with as she is on the speaking stage, and
Billie Burke and titled 'Wanted — a Hus- now appearing in Booth Tarkiiigton's
was madeAdams,
from stage success, "Clarence," is well cast
a storyband.'byThe adaptation
Samuel Hopkins
in "His Temnorary Wife."
which had not as yet been published in
Eugeneleading
Strong,men,onehasof a the
book form. The title selected by him popular
rolescreen's
in the
Levering production that gives his
for the magazine story was 'Enter talents
thorough
test.
D'arcy.'
to press
he decidedBefore
that the
the book
title went
we chose
for
\V. T, Carleton, for forty years a lead-

Famous Ovals: No. 1
Tlii.s ])ictiire of Constance Binney,
charming .star in Realart pictures.
ing operatic baritone and now one of
the best character actors in pictures, contributes asparkling performance to the
Armand Cortes, who appeared on the
picture.
stage with James T. Powers, Fritzie
Scheff and Sam Bernard, and now an
accomplished picture villain, completes
the roster of the production.
Goldwyn Secures Rights
to Great Scotch Comedy

ul from
Scotch
character, successf
with
dealing
FAMOU
A an
artisticS andplay
popular standpoint,
"Bunty Pulls the Strings," has been purchased by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. For a luimber of years motion
picture producers have sought the rights
to this stage triumph, but without avail
until last week. The amount paid for
the photoplay rights is not disclosed, but
the figure is said to be high.
The Shuberts and William A. Brady
were associated in the stage production
of "Bunty Pulls the Strings" at the
Comedy Theatre, New York, October 10,
1911, and for many months thereafter
the producers and Cleveland Moffat, the
author, reaped large profits from a run
that was one of the sensations of the
season. Hailed as a unique contribution to the stage of this country, Mr.
Moffat's play started a vogue of comedies, with Scotland as a background.
"Bunty Pulls the Strings" was received
with equal acclaim in other large cities.
The reputation of Molly Pearson was
permanently established after her inimitable portrayal of Bunty, who was a
past-mistress of the art of "pulling the
strings,"
words,
directing
the actions inof other
those with
whomof she
came
in contact. Supporting Miss Pearson
was a company of Scotch and English
While "Bunty Pulls the Strings" is
players.
essentially a play of character, and appeals by reason of its charm and simplicity, there is enough action to assure
an interesting photoplay story of the
highest artistic
merit.
is not an-in
nounced what star
will beIt presented
the Icafling role.
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United

A Steady Gate
Doesn't block Corinne Griffith as a
reporter in lier Vitagraph,
"Deadline at Eleven."
Bessie Barriscale Film
Enjoys Wide Publicity
impetus is given tlie great
ED
ADD
start which "The Luck of Ger" Bessie
aldiiiee, Laird,
Barrisghcale's
ng, throu
new pictur
is enjoyi
the
ation over the countrj' of
wide public
the Kathleen Norris novel, upon which
the production is based, in dozens of
daily newspapers. When Miss Barriscale in her own studio produced this
novel for Robertson-Cole, she felt sure
of its great appeal to women, and first
showings of the picture bear out her
.judgment.
"The Luck of Geraldine Laird" originally was published in the Pictorial Review serially. Then it appeared in hoo'<.
form, and now, coincident with the production of the film, the story is being
given newspaper publication. The use
of the story in so many difTerent forms
is proof of the soundness of its theme
and of its appeal to women.
In this latest of a series of three
Kathleen Norris novels which she picturized. Miss Barriscale employed a
new director, Edwin Sloman, who took
advantage of the many opportunities
which the story furnishes.
Miss Barriscale is supported by a cast
notable for its diversity and its numbers, including Niles Welch, Dorcas
Matthews, William Mong, Mary Jane
Irving, Theo-Alice Carpenter, child actresses; Rosetta Marstini, Nannine
Wright, Boyd Irwin, Maggie Halloway
Fisher, George
Ashton
Dearholt.Hall, Sis'xa Swanson and
Burr Mcintosh Returns.
After
a year's absence
from asthean screen.
Burr Mcintosh,
well known
actor,
author and photographer, is now at
work before the camera in Leah Baird's
new starring vehicle, "Cinthia-of-theMinute,"
by Louis distribution.
Joseph Vance,
W.
W. Hodkinson
And for
he
drew no simple assignment for his return to the screen, his part in the Vance
story being second only to that of Miss
Baird, whom he accompanied on her
'rip to Florida recently.
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Its Schedule

of Releases for
detailsof all United
WITH
ve tosettli
relatithe
theng recent
Triangle-Lynch deals, the taking
over of the Triangle and Lynch exchanges and the Triangle pictures by
United, the organization now announces
ate
releasing schedule for the
an elabor
next few months.
This schedule will see a United feature released about every second week,
a Triangle recreated play every second
week, and a two-reel recreated Keystone Comedy every second week. In
addition, there will be released a tworeel Cuckoo Comedy every fourth week
and a two-reel Cissy Fitzgerald Comedy
every fourth week. Thus there will be
released through the United Picture
Exchanges a two-reel comedy every
week and five features every six weeks.
This releasing schedule goes into effect on February 15, when "Tiger Girl,"
a recreated Ti-iangle play with Lillian
Gish and Roszika Dolly, ^s to be published together with "His Day of
Doom," a one-reel Triangle comedy. On
February 22 United's filmization of
Alexander Dumas' "The Corsican
Brothers," starring Dustin Farnum, will
be released with "Bombs and Brides,"
a two-reel Keystone Comedy in which
Charlie Murray, Mary Thruman and
Louise Fazenda are the featured players.
A Dorothy Dalton Release.
February 29 is the date set for the
releasing of "The HicV," a recreated
Triangle play starring Charles Ray and
Bessie Barriscale. "Ball Bearing But
Hard Running," a Cuckoo Comedy with
Bobby Burns and Jobyna Ralston, will
be released on the same date. Following
this, on March 7, "The Worst of
Friends," a two-reel Keystone Comedy,
starring Weber and Fields, will be issued.
On March 14, "Female of the Species,"
with Dorothy Dalton, a Triangle recreated play, and a two-reel Cissy Fitzgerald Comedy will be released. On
Marchring21,
Men Forget,"
starMollie"Women
King, supported
by Frank
Mills and Edward Langford, will be the
release, together with another two-reel
Ke^'stone Comedy.
"The Iron Strain," with Dustin Farnum and Louise Glaum, a Triangle recreated play, and a two-reel Cuckoo
Comedy, title of which will be announced later, are to be released on
Afarch 28. April 4 a two-reel Keystone
will be issued and on April 11 a Triangle recreated play and a two-reel
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedy are scheduled
to be released.
April 18 is the date set for the publication of "The Eternal Mother," in
which Florence Reed, United's emotional star, will appear. A two-reel Keystone Comedy is to be released on the
same date.
This gives United an impressive schedule of releases through February, March
and April.
New Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
Captain Bud Fisher, father of Mutt
and Jeflf Animated Cartoons, has
scoured the country for telephonic com-

Next Three Months
edy situations. The funniest of the wire
experiences is included in "I'm Ringing
Your Party,"
whichmonth.
will be released by
William
Fox this
Undoubtedly some of the most comical experiences of the day have occurred in calling a telephone number.
It was the personal experiences of Captain Fisher that inspired him in the
cartoon, "I'm Ringing Your Party."
From beginning to end this new cartoon is packed with hilarity, and even
the confirmed grouch who tells all teleit shouldn't
hour tophone
getoperators
a wrong
number, take
will an
be
compelled to laugh.
Selznick Reports Show
Big January Business
the Selznick
THERE portsisreceived
everyin evidence
fromhome
reoffices that the month of January
was the banner month for the various
Selznick enterprises. Every report indicated not only an increase in business but the prospects of even greater
business for the remainder of the year.
Every member of the Selznick organization is working at high speed, especially the salesmen.
"A Regular Girl" was the feature attraction of the Boston
Theatre's
Sixtysixth anniversary
and Boston
newspapers
devoted some seven columns during the
week to the praise of the Elsie Jaiiis
production. In exploiting this picture in
Syracuse the Select Buffalo exploitation
department had a chance to give the
Prizma productions a boost. Every theatre that ran "-\ Regular Girl" also
showed a Prizma subject and a tie-up
with the marine corps was effected by
running a slide.
The Detroit branch office reports an
increase in the sales of the Prizma subjects and points out that the two leading theatres of Detroit, the Broadway
Strand and the Washington, both showed
Prizma subjects last week.
Manager Siegel of the New York exchange states that the initial Americanization subject, "The Land of Opportunity," isbooked solid in his territory.
Manager J. U. McCormick of the
Washington Select exchange recently
visited the smaller towns in his territory to verify the report that the Elaine
Hammerstein production, "The Country
Cousin," was making a record. He not
only found this to be true but expresses
the opinion that the Elaine Hammerstein productions will be among his best
sellers from now on. Mr. McCormick
also
reportswith
thatunusual
"The Broken
is meeting
success. Melody"
Van Loan Sells Scenario to Toumeur.
H. H. Van Loan, who is well known
as a scenario writer, has achieved a lifelong ambition in the sale of a scenario
to Maurice Tourneur which will be produced as a Paramount Artcraft production. The name of the story is "The
The Redeemer."
story has been described as a
Great
western with a plot entirely different
from anything Maurice Tourneur has
ever done. Production work will be
commenced within a few weeks.
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Loew Books "Chains of Evidence."
The release
Hallmark
Pictures
Corporation's
late
on the
Famous
Directors
Series,
"Chains
of
Evidence,"
co-starring
Edmund Breese, Marie Shotwell and
Anna Lehr, produced under the direction
of Dallas M. Fitzgerald, has been booked
over the Loew Circuit of theatres in
Greater
York, January
opening 30.
at This
Loew'sis
New YorkNewTheatre,
the second consecutive week that a Hallmark release has played in this theatre.
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Is First

Release

of

Universal s *'S, R. O. Twelve" Series
tions in the Northwest. The cast has not
a new series
L s announ
UNIVofERSA
to becesknown as the yet been selected, but it is announced
picture
there are six important role in
"S. R. O. 12." This is in keeping that
the story.
with its policy of having a regural reR. Cecil Smith, of the Selznick scenlease program madet up of series of pictures. The presen series, which will
ario department,
adaptedfrom
"ThethePrince
of
to the screen
Wilsoon be exhausted, is called the "Big lardPines"
Mack
story
and
is
also
writing the
Money Twelve," and the series preced- continuity.
Will Rogers Triumphs
"Big Twelve.
the release
Theing thatfirst
on the" new program
Again in Latest Comedy
"Modern Salome" Shows
is billed for March 22 and is "Overland
Red," featuring Harry Carey in a story
Goldlatest
his
in
Greenwich Village Life
by H. H. Knibbs under the direction of
WILL ROGERS,
wyn comedy, "Water, Water,
Lynn Reynolds. The series is concluded
,"
on,
where
Leight
R.
W.
by
Every
interesting
nonGE,andthatartistic
"A TokioLogan
Siren,"entitled
from GREENWIC
scored a triumph at the Strand Theatre, on June
VILLA
Hdescript,
story 28bywith
Gwendolyn
community
in New York City, has
New York, last week. Box office re- the
"Sayonara." Rolin Sturgeon directs "broken into" several motion pictures
ports during the early days of the week
showed that the business attracted by Tsuru Aoki in this production.
recently, but seldom has it been so inter"Burnt Wings" Comes Third.
'
e,
estingly portrayed as in "A Modern SaRogers
the
of
third
the
pictur
this
productions since he became a Goldwyn
n's will
Hope Hampto
lome,"
initial
The other ten productions on the list
n, which
productio
be indepen
release-d
star, was far above normal and every- are as follows: March 29, "Burnt througdent
s
h
ation
Metro
Picture
Corpor
in
thing points to a record-breaking en- W^ings," with Frank Mayo and Joseph- the near future.
gagement.
At the start of this story, which is
ine Hill, from Bayard Veiller's story,
The rise of Will Rogers during his
"The Primrose Path"; direction of based on Oscar Wilde's famous dramatic
comparatively brief career on the screen
Christy
Cabanne.
has been phenomenal, and the reception
poem, "Salome," which was written and
April rected5,by Philip
"The Road
to starring
Divorce,"Mary
di- directed by Leonce Perret, the herome
accorded
"Water,
Water,
Everywhere"
Rosen,
is another indication that he is destined
lives with her father, a talented, but imMacLaren in the story by J. G. Alexprovident painter, in the village, and
soon to become one of the most popular ander.
the
scenes show one of the picturesque
players ever developed in motion picateliers of that district. Several
April 19, Edith Roberts in "The Dar- large
tures. Since the release of "Almost a
interesting outdoor scenes are also
ing Duchess,"
supported
by Kathleen
Kirkham,
Harold
Miller,
Rudolph
Husband,"
and
more
recently
"Jubilo,"
there has been a steady demand for the Christians, Stanhope Wheatcroft and shown, revealing the famous Washington Mews and the other picturesque alnext
Rogers'
Leonard Clapham; direction of Harry
leys along which renowned artists have
Judging
fromproduction.
the reviews in the New
Franklin.
their
studios.
York dailies cn the morning after the
April 26, Frank Mayo in "The Girl in shows
At thenotsame
Modern Salome"
first showing at the Strand, and the enonlytimethe "AGreenwich
Village
No. 29," from the story, "The Girl in
thusiasm of the audience, "Water, Water,
section of New York City, but includes
the
Mirror"
by
Elizabeth
Jordan,
diEverywhere" will equal the record of the
rected by Jack Ford and featuring Clair shots of numerous interesting localities,
two earlier releases. Like "Almost a Anderson, Elinor Fair, Ray Ripley, Ar- among them the most fashionable secHusband"
and
"Jubilo"
it
is
a
combination of Riverside Drive.
thur
Hoyt and Bull Montana.
tion of comedy and drama with the
Modern Salome," which was put
May 3, "Bullet Proof," a Harry Carey onInin"Alavish
former predominating. The action is picture
fashion by Hope Hampton
directed by Lynn Reynolds from
laid in a small western mining town and the magazine
story
by
John
Frederick,
Productions,
Inc., Miss Hampton makes
concerns the eflfect of prohibition on the
her bow as a star. Her supporting cast
featuring
Kathleen
O'Connor,
Beatrice
life of the community.
and Robert McKim.
includes Wyndham and Percy Standing,
Clarence Badger, who also directed the Burnham
May 17, Josephine Hill and Virginia Sidney L. Mason, Arthur Donaldson and
previous Rogers' pictures, is responsible Faire, beauty contest winner, in Agnes Ayres.
for
"Water,
Everywhere."
In "Tempted Wives."
the cast
are Water,
such well
known players
May 24, Tsuru Aoki under direction of
as Lydia Yeamans Titus and Lillian
Langdon.
William C. Dowlen in "Locked Lips,"
a screen by
version
of theHoward,
story, "Blossom,"
written
Clifford
featuring
Prints of Dempsey Serial Arrive.
Stanhope Wheatcroft, Magda Lane and
A print of the first episode of the Jack Abbey.
May 31, a Jewel release featuring
new Pathe serial, "Dare Devil Jack," in Edith Roberts, title of which has not
which Jack Dempsey is starred, arrived as yet been announced.
at the New York office of Pathe ExJune 14, a Harry Carey picture enchange, Inc., and was screened at a
tited "Black Sheep."
special
showing
for
officials
of
the
conJune 21, the first of the Lyons and
cern.
Moran five-reel productions, "EveryAfter viewing the three reels which
thing But the Truth," from the magamake up the intial chapter of the sestory by Edgar Franklin, featuring
rial the heads of the various depart- Anna zineCornwall
and Katherine Lewis.
ments expressed the keenest satisfaction. To quote verbatim, the first episode of "Dare Devil Jack" in the opinion
George to Direct "Prince of Pines."
of the Pathe officials is a "knockout."
An elaborate production is scheduled
The release date of "Dare Devil Jack" is for
Sclznick Pictures in "Prince of
set for February 15.
Pines," a melodrama of the North
Woods, which was purchased recently
by Myron Selznick, announcement of
Sells Rights to "Blind Husbands."
Universal has just sold the United which was made from the Selznick offices at 729 Seventh avenue. New York.
Kingdom
rights to
Husbands"
George has been chosen to diE. Wertheimer
of "Blind
London.
The com-to Burton
rect the production.
pany has also sold the rights to ArgenThe interiors will be made at the
tine, Uruguay and Paraguay for "The Selznick Fort Lee studios, while the
"I Simply Must Retrench."
RightAmerican
to Happiness"
to Mr.
Gaede, of exteriors will be shot at various locaJohnCharming
Cumberland
in Mr.s. tor
Drew's
the
Products
Exchange.
Mrs. Chase"
I'athe."The
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Posters That Tell a Story.
The poster which l)est does the work
for which it is intended is the one that
faithfully carries with it the atjnosphere
of the photoplay, and a set of posters
should give some easy clue to the
exact nature of the story which has
been adapted to the screen. This the
American has successfully accomplished
in "The Valley of Tomorrow." These
posters show, first of all, a virile West•ern drama, action which required the
height and depth of Lake Tahoe's setting in the High Sierras, where Emmett J. Fl^-nn handled the megaphone.
The six-sheet groups the principal
actors in an emotional scene, and the
one-sheet, featuring William Russell
and Mary Thurman, gives a key to the
love note.

Not a White Elephant
].s Wheeler Oakinan'.^; Aralii.in horse in
Universal's "Tlie Virffjn of .Siamboul."
Seadler with Kane Corporation.
Silas Frank Seadler has resigned from
the Realart
ta' e over
similar
dutiespublicity
with thestaflf
newlyto organized
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Seadler has been active in various
phases of publicity, especially exploitation. Prior to his Realart connections
he was associated with Charles Reed
Jones
zation. in a free lance publicity organiTauszky Heads Art Department.
D. .Anthony Tauszky has been installed
in charge of the two-story biiilding constructed at the Metro studios in Hollywood for the art title department. Five
two lettering
and
aartists'
nurfiberstudios,
of storerooms
are in shops,
the building.
.'\ugusto Bi5^iri is the most recent
addition
Mr. Tausz'<y"s
art staff,
which also toincludes
Catherine Mortimer,
Harry Snyder and Elmer Clode.
Two Vitagraph Pictures on Broadway.
Two of Vitagraph's special two-reel
subjects are l)eing show'n on Broadway
this week at two of the biggest motion
picture theatres. "A Call Loan," a stirring episode of the great West, based
on the story of the same name by O.
Henrj', is at the Strand, and "The GroSemon's latest comedy,ceryis atClerk,"
theLarry
Capitol.
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Seven

Bonuses

February 14, 1920
Exchange

Men

for Making Sales Records
up on the strength of their success with
Wil- the first round.
made by
AXNOUNCE
l manliam E.MEXT
.Atkinson,is genera
To each of the seven men receiving
ager of Metro pictures Corporathe bonuses General Manager .Atkinson
tion, that one Metro district manager
and six branch managers have been
letter ofrewarding
than'<s intheir
addition to the check
awarded cash bonuses for the best sent a personal
business achievements. In each case he
showing on volume of new business done
during the year 1919. The seven indi- complimented the Mctroites for their
unvarying enthusiasm and spirit of pervidual prizes total up to a very substantial figure. The amounts of the awards
fect loyalty to Metro's best interests.
were apportioned on a percentage of
business done in each exchange.
Tom Mix Makes Four-Story
The itien to receive bonuses are H.
Lustig, district manager in southern
Plunge in "The Cyclone"
California, with offices in Los .Angeles;
ism of a the
highfamiliarity
order which
DESPITE
with marks
realW. C. Bachmeyer, who is both branch
motion picture production today
and district manager at Cincinnati; B. F.
Rosenberg, now in Denver, but until — there is or.e scene in particular in
recently in charge of the Metro ex- William Fox's latest Tom Mix picture,
chage in Salt Lake City; Fred W. Voight, "The Cyclone," just released, the conof San Francisco; H. L. Haldeman, of mention. struction ofwhich is deserving of special
Kansas City; A. Fischer, of .Minneapolis,
and C. H. Kessnich, of .Atlanta.
When Director Cliff Smith made arrangements for the filming of the proAtkinson Made A.nnouncenient.
duction he consulted some of the best
contractors
in
the vicinity of Mixville,
Mr. Atkinson's
duties of
bring
in the
closest
touch, perhaps,
all him
the Metro
Cal.,
regarding
the erection of a buildexecutives w^ith the salesmen of the
ing that was to house a Chinese den.
.Metro distributing organization. At the Mix had to stage the biggest thrill of the
picture in this building.
ycearly managers,
conventionheldofat the
branch
the company's
Hotel .AsThe "big scene" comes as a climax
tor. New York, early last summer, Mr. to the production, and depicts Tom Mix
.Vtkinson announced that Metro at the dashing into the building on horseback
end of the year would pay bonuses on in search of his sweetheart. The horse
the largest percentage of increase in gallops up four flights of stairs to the
business piled up by six branch manroof, and then suddenly reeling with
agers, and the best record by any one Mix still on his back plunges first through
of the district managers. This an- the roof as this gives way under the
nouncement was made approximately at weight, then through three floors as
the time when Metro discontinued its each floor gives way successively. Horse
program productions in favor of the pol- and rider finally crash into the basement
icy of "feweroperation.
and betftr" pictures now in where Mix rescues his sweetheart from
successful
chief.performed innumerable
Tom Mix has
The preliminary statement showed the a smuggler's
various managers only a small promise
stunts of daring before the camera which
of what has since been accomplished.
have earned for him the title of "the
.\t that time "Lombardi, Ltd.," by the daredevil of the screen," but he declares
Hattons; "Fair and Warmer," by Avery
that the four-story plunge "was his bigyet. However,
this that
is only
Hopwood;
Get .Allen
Married,"
breath takers
makeone theof
James
Cullen"Please
and Lewis
Browne;by a seriesgest" of
five big Drury Lane melodramas and progress of the story.
"The Right of Way" had been obtained
for Metro-Screen Classic production.
Continuity Writers Sign
Award Based on Three Films.
Contract with Selznick
The purpose of the contest was to
k, R.
was signed
this
Myron t Selznic
stimulate rivalry in putting over "fewer
NG weektermby contrac
and better" pictures. Working on the ALOCecil Smith and Ella Stuart Carquality of productions promised by more
son, which is said to involve the largest
time, the perfection of facilities at the financial consideration ever made for
Hollywood studios and the big book the service of continuity writers on a
and stage successes purchased, the var- stafif and which assures the Selznick orious managers went to the job with a
ganization of the exclusive services of
rush and the first round consisting of the Smiths for a long time.
Mr.
Smith
and Miss Carson have been
Bert Lytell in "Lombardi, Ltd.," May Allison in "Fair and Warmer" and Viola matrimonial as well as business partners
Dana in "Please Get Married" scored a for a number of years, and are regarded
clean-up for the exhibitors and the com- as among the most brilliant writers of
pany.
continuity in the business. They won
It was substantially these three pro- their reputation on the West Coast,
ductions that brought in the percentage
Thomas
stars, afterof increase upon which the bonus having wardbeen
going with
InceInce's
to Triangle,
and
award was based. The second round of remaining with his forces when Ince
pictures, which included Alice Lake in left the Triangle organization.
When John Lynch, who also was
"Should a Woman Tell," Bert Lytell in
"The Right of Way," May Allison in formerly with Ince, came east last summer to head the Selznick scenario de"The Walk-Ofifs," Viola Dana in "The
partment, he brought Mr. Smith and
Willow Tree" and the Taylor Holmes
Miss Carson with him. They always
production,
"Nothing
But
the
Truth"
were not ready until December or early write together, signing their names
in January, and did not figure in the separately on alternate scrips. Their
award e.xcept as advance booking at- work is notable for imagination, swift
action and unusual situations.
tractions which many exhibitors snapped
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Lloyd's

''His Royal Slyness" February 8
bravery under fire, is cast as Joe,
most pre- for
,"
Slyness
HIS Royal tentious of Harold theLloyd'
s new the eugenically perfect chauffeur, in the
series of $100,000 two-reel comedies,
Holmes production "The Very
is announced for release by Pathe on Taylor
Idea," an adaptation of the highly successful stage farce by William Le Baron.
February 8. This is the fourth release
of the new Lloyd series, its predecessors The company is now at Miami.
On his return from France, Lieut.
being "Bumping Into Broadway," "Cap- Levering
resumed his work before the
tain Kidd's Kids" and "From Hand to camera, becoming
leading man for Helen
" the last of which
Mouth,
has
been
hailed as the most fascinating of the Holmes in her new serial, "The Fatal
trio.
Taylor Holmes of course plays the
In an efTort to make the Lloyd com- Fortune."
edies the peer of any on the market, Hal role of Gilbert Goodhue. Virginia Valli
is
Goodhue and Betty Ross Clarke,
E. Roach, head of the Rolin Film Com- theMrs.
maid Norah. Others in the cast are
pany, has been liberal in his expendiMartindale, Jean Robb, Edward
ture on production. With "His Royal Jean
Lester, Fay Marbe and Beorge Cooper.
Slyness"
he was production
even more was
generous,
and
the technical
made S. E. V. Taylor scenarioized "The Very
on a scale that rivals the highest type of Idea" and it is being directed by Lawrence Windom. Metro will distribute it.
five-reel features. Sets costing many
thousands of dollars were erected in
the Rolin studio just for this one pic- Kansas City Exchanges
ture.
Hard Hit by Influenza
The same company that rendered
Lloyd such admirable support in his
in Kansas
ic among
za epidem
THE
City influen
has caused
havoc
the
last multiple reel release, "From Hand
ges.
film
to Mouth," appears with him in "His
exchan
In
a
number
of
ofhalf
fices the force is home sick with
Royal
Pollard
and
Mildred Slyness."
Davis are "Snub"
the leading
factors
es
the disease and in several instanc the
in the support.
heads of the office are off duty for the
same reason. In many cases temporary
Lloyd Has "Double."
A surprise is in store for exhibitors help was necessary torykeep things moving until the recove of regular emand public alike, in the fourth Lloyd
picture, in the introduction of a player ployes.
who so closely resembles the great
F. F. Inc.,
Nine,wasbranch
of \'itaone ofmanager
the victims,
but
young comedian as to be virtually his graph,
he
is
improving
and
probably
be
counterpart. There are some who will sufficiently recovered to resume will
duinsist that Lloyd plays a dual role, but
ties in a short time. In the same hisoffice,
the "double" is none other than the two stenographers, a bill clerk, bookstar's own brother.
keeper, assistant booker, and three film
There is no doubt that Lloyd has met
every expectation in his new series of inspectors were sick at the same time.
P. A. Block, branch manager of Goldtwo-reelers. Not a day passes that
Pictures Corporation, also is sick
Pathe does not receive some unusual wyn
with the disease. His place is being
commendation
of the are
young
comedian's
by Felix Mendlessohn.
efforts. His pictures
playing
in the filled temporarily
office representative.
finest theatres in the United States and home
Other
offices
have
been affected to
pleasing audiences.
some
extent
by
the
epidemic,
and there
A typical criticism comes from B. W.
an exchange that has esBrentlinger, manager of the Liberty is scarcely
caped without a single member of the
Theatre, Terre Haute, who recently
wrote Pathe as follows : "I think the or.ganization having the "flu."
Lloyd comedies the best that have ever
been in this house. His comedies keep Lesser Is Enthusiastic
the house roaring from beginning to
Over First Beban Film
end. There is no doubt that Lloyd is a
clever comedian — in fact, the cleverest
"One
thatGeorge
confid
comedian on the screen to-day. We are SOLManLESSE
is n,"
theentfirst
in a RMillio
anxiously looking forward to his next
Beban picture to appear under his
banner, will establish a high water mark
release."
Skouras Enthusiastic.
ite
exquisand
is antheme,
"It ful
appeala .beauti
in popula
storyr with
Spyros P. Skouras, of Skouras Broth- love
lly,
en
are
especia
childr
and
women
the
ers, owners of the West End Lyric,
Lyric Skydome, Crystal Airdome, Shaw
e,"
Mr.
says
pictur
the
love
to
going
Lesser.
Theatre, Lyric Theatre, Olympic TheaGeorge Beban, Jr. (Bob White) and
tre and the Arsenal, in St. Louis writes:
"I have made arrangements to use the his
great St.heavily
Bernardwith
dog the
"Snookums"
will
children,
Harold Lloyd comedies in all of our while score
the double romance of George
houses. The first release, 'Bumping Beban, Helen Jerome Eddy, Lloyd WhitInto West
Broadway,'
started
firstover
run inat lock and Irene Rich will strike a new
the
End Lyric
and itswent
note in screen love stories. There is
great shape. The picture pleased every- not a suggestive note in the play.
body and got us additional money at
the box office. It is our intention to
"There are also many wonderful
exploit the Lloyd comedies as much as gowns, professional models wearing
some costing thousands of dollars, in
a number of scenes. There is also a
possible."
beautiful theme of the love of a boy
Jack Levering with Taylor Holmes.
for a dog, and a dog for a boy. It is a
jack Levering, a veteran of the A. E. drama of love and laughter, that is beautiful, sweet and wholesome.
I"., who was decorated by King George
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"The Son of Wallingford" Coming.
"The Son of Wallingford," the novel
which is now in the process of writing
by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester, and which will a little later be produced by Vitagraph as a photoplay feature, is considered by the authors to
be the most important work of their
busy career. The story of the conflict
of heredities in the person of this son
of a crooked father and an honest
mother, has been in contemplation by
the author of "Get-Rich-Quick-Wallingford" for more than ten years.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester will first write
the story of young Wallingford as a
novel. It will be published as a serial
in one of the important magazines and
later put out in book form. Co-incident
with the publication of the final instalment as a serial, it will be released as
a spe9ial feature by Vitagraph.

"The Scenes of My Childhood"
Hroutcht
back lirst
in Goldw.vn
"Edsar,"story.
Booth
TarkiiiK'ton's
Stuart Holmes in Leonard Serial.
Stuart Holmes, one of the best known
villain types of the picture drama, is
now working in chief support of Benny
Leonard in the Champ's new serial, "The
Evil
written
Roy L.Enterprises,
McCardell
and Eye,"
produced
by byAscher
Inc., and Frank G. Hall under the direction of J. Gordon Cooper and Wally
Van. Mr. Holmes has the role of Denton Druce, profligate son of a banker.
Change's in Universal Field Staff.
Universal announces the following
changes : J. H. Calvert has been appointed manager of Kansas Citv, replacing W. R. Wilkerson. II. F. Lefholtz
has been appointed manager of Omaha,
replacing J. H. Calvert. Edgar Haines
has been appointed manager of our Des
Moines office, replacing F. H. Frisch.
Goldwyn Leases Cincinnati Quartern
The lease of ,3,,300 square feet of space
to the Goldwyn Corporation makes that
organization another resident of the
Film Building, Cincinnati. Goldwyn
pays $4,200 annually, under their lease,
for that much of the third floor. Other
tenants include Paramount, Realart,
First National, Universal, Select, Republic and United Theatres P-quipment
Company.
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Some Views Illustrating the Beauty and Utility in the New Mark Strfuid Theatre, Brooklyn.
Lef. is a sec'.oin of the orchestra and balcony; center is a look at the front; right, is the grand lobby.
Must

Inject

Personality

Into

Your

Theatre To Be Really Successful
By Edward L. Hyman
The same thing applies to the film
eing room
AN operat
es ) ourmachin
like precision
irritatminus
patron, theatre manager. If you haven't the
ability
to inject some warmth, some
gives you nervous dyspepsia and
often eventually ends in the theatre originality into your house and your
being remodelled into a garage.
program
you oflfer
can't be
nearly halftheso show
effective.
Machine-made
You've got to have it!
But when you turn the job of manag- amusement as a rule won't cure blues
ing your house into a cut and dried and a grouch.
Jjroposition and lock out individuality
The fellow who gives his job superand personality you are going to hit the
ficialthe
attention
justoncan't
it over
Passing
buck
thoseputelemental
ncy can't
down grade so fast
that
efficie
things
of
showmanship
to
assistants
avert the smash-up.
Brown of the X.... Theatre said to rarely meets with success although 1
me :
decry the one-man organization.
"Ed,
I've
got
my
work
systematized
Human Nature Same All Over.
so that I can leave my house at eight
The basic principles of human nature,
o'clock
every
night
and
things
will
skate
along fine. You kill the job, living at it seems to me from observation, are the
same in every section of the country. J
the place day and night."
Now Brown may be right, and under- do not presume to be a know-all authorstand that I am not trying to create
ity, but am merely citing my views as
the impression that I work harder than
accrue from my experience with
any other exhibitor. Yet, I do think that they
the public as manager of theatres and
I study my theatre, patrons and the groups of theatres in the south, north,
market more closely than hundreds of east and west.
exhibitors who are wondering why they
As I stated, the human element must
be paramount in theatre entertainment,
don't move up.
especially
in houses featuring films and
Why Theatres Run Down.
music.
Machine-iTiade amusement has been
When I took an appointment to a
the cause of ninety per cent, of the fail- magnificent
house with extremely large
ures among exhibitors.
orchestra,
fellow managers assured me
And, the best machine in the world
that I would have easy sailing for the
won't
that the new large house would
away. run along long with the engineer reason
draw the crowds.
Seeing that the house opens on time
I disagreed with them and found that
and closes O. K. with a few hours given
hadn't I rooted out the machine-like
now and then for booking, isn't going method
of providing shows, that had
to keep the public agog over the original been previously
inaugurated I would
things
you
don't
spring
in
the
way
of
have
died
there. The fashionable audipicture and musical novelties.
ences
able
to
pay
a high adtnission fee
The physician and surgeon nowadays
who heads up his profession is the one wanted just as much of the homelike,
personal contact atmosphere as did my
who
doesn't
bankis entirely
his past
in the neighborhood house that
experience
— but
he who on
studies
and patrons
I
once managed.
studies and never lets up.
Of
course
in a house like the Strand
A theatre manager is the doctor who
prescribes the amusement for minds that metropolitan ideas and metropolitan
are wearied and sick with the crash scope must be ever expressed. But the
personality that is injected into the life
and grind of work and worry. When b
ceases studying his patient he loses his of the Brooklyn Strand by its policy,
its pictures, its music, its owners and to
ability to prescribe correctly.
some extent perhaps by me, will go
Must Develop Personality.
toward keeping it a leader among playhouses.
In addition to that, it is the doctor
with the personality who often makes
Trade Papers Give Idea*.
you feel better. The atmosphere he
creates when he comes into the sick
No theatre in the world is too magnificent or too large to be able to bar out
room generally does more to speed you
along to health than the pills he doles the human element which has as its
out.
foundation your originality, personality,

showmanship,
as well as that of your
colleagues.
And your
won'tyoucarry
the live
enthusiasm staff
needed unless
yourself
it and exude it.
Many of the ideas that I have been
given credit for by my patrons can be
attributed to the trade paper from which
I gleaned it. .^nd the man who reads
themadministration.
won't have a machine-made plan
of
Universal Lists Mayo's
"The Peddler of Lies"
release
the picture
Frank esMayo
another
of
L announc
UNIVERS.'X
Lies"
of
Peddler
"The
1.
March
for
y,
will be the title for his latest photopla
in which he co-stars with Ora Carew.
Special interest is attached to the production, which was directed by William
C. Dowlan, as it is a screen version
's story
PedRowlandmillion
of Henry
s of"Thereaders
lar," withC. which
became acquainted through the Saturday Evening Post.
The original story is followed closely
and all the atmosphere of the printed
novel is retained in the film. The plot
centers about the theft of a great jewel.
In the role of Clamp, the peddler,
Frank Mayo gives one of his clean cut
characterizations, carrying out the illusion of the itinerant merchant with his
quaint manner and jovial humor. Ora
Carew, who shares the stellar honors,
in the role of Diana Kirkland, first likes
him, then despises him, and when the
truth is revealed, learns to love him.
.An exceptionallj' able cast, including
Bonnie HjU, Harold Miller, Truman
Van Dyke, James Barrow, Dagmar Godowsky, Ora Devereaux, Flora Hollister,
William Brown and Ray Ripley, make
for an unusually interesting and entertaining production.
Picking Cast for "Determination."
The United States Photoplay Corporation on January 30 closed a contract
with William H. Turner, one of America's foremost character actors, to be
cast in "Determination" in the part of
Hicks, the family butler. The author,
Capt. F. F. Stoll, has had over 100 applications for this particular part.
Turner has been screened in 150 different releases. He is a member of New
York's famous Green Room Club and
in Hicks, the family butler, has one of
the most important parts in the cast. The
actual casting for this photoplay is now
uiider way. The name of the director
will be announced soon.
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P. J. Swift
as

Succeeds

Washington

Washof the
PJ. SWIFT, ington,manag
h of the
D. C, erbranc
• Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has been made secretary-treasurer
of the Washington Exchange Managers
Association and a member of its executive committee to succeed Henry E.
Coleman, of the Seaboard Film Corporation. Sam Flax, of the Liberty Film
Corporation, has also been made a member of the executive committee to represent the independents.
The association held a very important
meeting in the Washington offices of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
last week. Among other things the management discussed the reported non-delivery of large numbers of packages of
posters and other advertising matter.
These shipments are proving the most
difficult of all and have occasioned a
great deal of correspondence and other
expense.
The managers were of the belief that
paper shipments should not be made
C. O. D. It was suggested that beginning February 2 this practice be discontinued. There were very few shipments
being made C. O. D. up, to that date,
however, so that the adoption of such
a ruling by the exchanges will not cause
any inconvenience or result in anything
particularly new.
Approve World's Bill.
The loss of packages of posters and
other advertising matter will be minimized by the proposal to send them by
registered or insured parcel post.
An interesting talk was made by Jack
S. Connolly on pending legislation in
Congress.- He explained the bill desiged to put a stop to film thefts, introduced in Congress by Representative
Henry T. Rainey, of Illinois, at the instigation of Moving Picture World. Following the discussion on this legislation,
the managers adopted the following resolution, copies of which are to be sent
to Mr. Rainey and to each member of
the House committee on the judiciary.
"Whereas, the motion picture industry
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being subjected to heavy losses by reason of the thefts of motion picture films
constantly occurring while the films are
moving in interstate commerce, and
"Whereas, large losses are annually
sustained by reason of the pirating of
films and their exportation from the
country, and
"Whereas, Representative Henry T.
Rainey, of Illinois, has introduced a bill
in Congress
punish picture
the transportation of stolen'tomotion
films in
interstate or foreign commerce.'
"Therefore, be it resolved, that the
Washington Exchange Managers Association record its approbation of such
legislation and urge upon the members
of Congress that this bill be seriously
considered with a view to the passage
of a law that will effectively stop these
unlawful practices."
Consider "Bicycling" of Films.
Mr. Connolly also reviewed the censorship situation, speaking of conditions
in Masachusetts, Virginia and other
states where legislation is pending. The
managers were glad to learn that the
Sunday closing bill for the District of
Columbia, drawn up for presentation
to Congress was so absurd that it was
withdrawn for further consideration.
"Bicycling" or "automobiling" of films,
as it is known now, with exhibitors
holding out shows in order to play them
at two or more theatres paying only one
rental, was discussed at length, and
the executive committee was directed to
look into the legal aspect of this situation with a view to ascertaining what
action should be taken. The managers
have certain affidavits, sworn to by
their makers, upon which they expect
to be able to collect large sums of
money from the exhibitors involved.
Buhler Praises "The Willow Tree."
That "The Willow Tree," the Screen
Classics,
Inc., Viola
"fewerDana,
and better"
special, starring
is the most
artistic production he has seen this season is the unsolicited testimonial of

Frank W. Buhler, general manager of
the Stanley Booking Company in Philadelphia. Mr. Buhler's enthusiastic appreciation of "The
was
expressed after
he hadWillow
seen aTree"
projection
room showing of the production, on the
strength of which he booked the Metro
offering
for the Stanley Theatre on Market street.
Blanche Sweet to Play
Veiller's "Deadlier Sex"
n starring
Blanche Sweet
productio
ER SEX,"
THEmadeDEADLI
on by the
as
Pathethird
for distributi
d
a special, has been complete and assembled inthe Jesse D. Hampton studios
and the first word from the West Coast
is that it is one of the most unusual of
the year. It was written for Miss Sweet
by Bayard Veiller, whose remarkable
h Chair," proved one
play,
productions
money-making
bestThirteent
of the"The
ever released by Pathe.
The popularity of Miss Sweet was
voiced by exhibitors in every part of
the country upon the release of "A
Woman of Pleasure" and "Fighting
Cressy." With the determination to support this popularity with pictures of the
highest quality,
Mr. Veiller
was commis ioned to undertake
the preparation
of her third picture. In "The Deadlier
Sex" he turned out an unusual story and
one in which all of his charm as a playwright is evident. Somewhat unlike his
previous
Deadlier
Sex"
carries awritings,
delicious"The
thread
of humor
through it.
The background of the picture is in
the Maine woods and in splendid outdoor settings the drama and action of
the production is staged.
Mahlon Hamilton plays opposite Miss
Sweet. The picture was directed by
Robert Thornby and supporting Miss
Sweet are Russell Simpson, who was also
in the cast of "Fighting Cressy," Walter
Perry, Boris Karloff, Winter Hall, the
well-known Australian character actor,
and Roy Laidlaw.
An exploitation campaign of considerable scope has been outlined for the
production. A special campaign book
filled with live suggestions has been prepared and there is also a strong line of
accessories.
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Explains "Diploma System"
for His Directors and Cameramen
successfully the serial and not to do the 'serial' stuflf
compa
film
a
CANmake short-reelers,nycomedi
es and in a big picture.
westerns and also hope to be suc".■\fter the special attraction stage,
cessful in putting out special attrac- the director and cameraman, if their
tions? Can it go above this field and work has shown them capable of the
tions
ic- Universal top-mark, are put on a Jewel
turn ture
outclassproduc
the super-p
at the same oftime?
Universal production — the finest product of our
officials point to their Jewel productions organization. So, too, with our players
as the answer to these questions.
— they must pass through all the stages
of our work and then only a few of
Carl
Laemmle
was
emphatic
in
his
afthe best are chosen for Jewel casts.
firmation.
Essence of the Best.
"Universal," he said, "is turning out
every variety of picture. The short one"A Jewel production is the essence of
reeler is the little sister of the big sixthatpicture
is 'best'
at sum
Universal
reel production. We are better equipped everything
City.
is the
total
to turn out super-productions, not in of all AtheJewel
technical ability, directorial
spite of, but because of our activities excellence, artistic
superiority and perin the other fields. When we turn out a
fection in photography of the Universal
serial our sets depict every corner of organization,
coupled
with its best
the globe. The action, which, of course, screen talent. Money, efforts,
or time
must be livelj', calls for energetic work are not figured in their making. A
on the part of the director and the Jewel picture may take five months to
cameraman.
make — but never less than three. The
most expensive settings, the finest casts,
"Whenrectorwe
turn
out
a
western,
the
dihas the problem of putting his the best directors, and only stars who
plot over quickly and condensing it to have earned that title, figure in their
two reels. Pathos, gaiety, surprise must production.
all be registered artistically — but it must
the pick of plays and scenarios
be done quickly. When we turn out a are"Only
selected for Jewel features. Every
comedy, and the comedies of to-daj' bit of film, every scene must be perfect.
certain scenes are retaken
have
discarded
idea, ourto Sometimes
director
dependstheon 'slap-stick'
subtle situations
twelve times before the desired effect is
put over the laugh.
secured. Th titles alone cost more than
any ordinary production. A title which
"Because
of
our
enormous
output,
we
must have great production facilities. is both artistic and unique adds a disOur property rooms could hold the
tinctive touch to an otherwise fine picture and stamps it with the seal of perwhole works of many big film comfection.
panies and still have room for more.
Our various companies have stars of
Booked by Trademark.
every variety, extras of all conceivable types, players for every special
"Jewels are never made in haste. They
situation.
are not turned out by the yard. Because of the great care in their making
Directors Work Up to Jewels.
Universal can release but a scant half
dozen each year. That is why an exhibitor books a Jewel picture by its
we"Our
only directors
hire the and
most cameramen,
experienced, and
go
through a new school when they join trademark.
our organization. They have to work
"The mere fact that Jewel pictures
up from the one-reel pictures. Then
like "The Right to Happiness," "Blind
they graduate to the serials and from
Husbands," "Forbidden" and "The Great
there to the special attraction class. Air Robbery" have been produced by
They are learning all the time. When Universal proves what I claim in anthey get in the special attraction class
swer to your questions. It is true, Unithey have profited by their previous
versal turns out something of everything. We have a variety of both short
work. .■Xs a result, a Universal special
and
long
subjects, but we have but one
attraction
not marred
a 'serial-ish'
tone.
The isdirector
has bylearned
to do 'best of all.' With Universal, the 'best'
Laemmle
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is Jewel, and if 1 do say it myself — I believe Jewel is best."
Mintz Manager of Hallmark Serials.
}iL J. Mintz, formerly connected with
Clark-Cornelius as filed manager in the
handling the sales and exploitation of
the series of twelve Chaplin Classics,
and for many years prominent in the
distributing and sales end of the industry, has been appointed by Frank G.
Hall, tures
president
Hallmark
PicCorporation,ofas the
manager
of serials
for Hallmark.
Lasky Scenario Department
Now in Its Own Building

been o built
deof nthehasscenari
homeadditio
for thestory
A TWO
partment at the Lasky Studio,
Hollywood. This has been caused entirely by the unprecedented rush of
work resulting from the demand for
Paramount Artcraft productions and
the increased duties falling upon the
scenario department because of this expanding output.
The research department under Elizabeth McQaffey has also grown to such
proportions that it has been found necessar.y to move it into a larger building where its files of material can be
accommodated.
The Lasky wardrobe department is
now established
crete structure. in its three story conThe publicity department, under the
direction of Adam Hull Shirk, will be
augmented by the advent of Barrett
C. Kiesling, who begins work next
week.
Names Third Kaufman Weekly.
"Puppy Love" is the title of the third
picture for the Herbert Kaufman Weekly, which is being made by Selznick for
release through Select. Work began
on the picture recently at the Fort Lee
studio under the direction of John Lopez, assisted by William Duflfy.
The leading role is played by .-Mbert
Hackctt, member of the well known
theatrical family. Supporting him is
Edna Murphy, William Frazier, Charles
Edward, Mrs. Ford and Jay Strong.
The World's Classified advertising is a
quick
testify.and low-priced means to business end.
Buy.
sell or exchange
an cffectiz'e
method, something?
as hundredsThat's
cart

Just by Way of Serving You a Little Racy Atmosphere from "The Sporting Duchess."
Alice Joyce, meanwhile, looks on and approves these views from her newest Vltagraph.
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You See,
Helene,
Means
That Someone
Else Mustprorluction
Buy YourforSugar.
Sylvia
Breamer
and "Respectable
Robert Gordon byareProxy"
the foxy
ijrcjxyists
in thi.s Blacl<ton
Pathe.
Republic Reports Changes.
It was announced this week by Republic Distributing Corporation that
Fred Salinger, who has been located at
the Pittsburgh office of the organization, has been called to New York as
manager of the New York City exchange.
Coincident with this announcement it
is mad-e known that Norman Moray,
who was in the New York office, has
been appointed a special representative
of Manager of Sales George Meeker.
Oriental Atmosphere in
Brock well Play Strong
Ai~> HE sets and costumes in "The
I Mother of His Children," the new
Gladys Brockwell picture now being screened for Wiliam Fox under direction of Edward J. LeSaint, is said to
possess a realism that is remarkable in
the production of Oriental photoplays.
The Arabian salon of the Princess Yve,
for example, is furnished with infinite
care. Furniture, drapings and carpets
have been selected not only to fit the
Oriental story, but with a keen eye to
photographic efifects.
A beautiful fountain babbles and
splashes all through the salon scenes,
the light simmering through the water
and the ferns making a remarkably
artistic bit. It is in front of this fountain that Miss Brockwell makes her
genuflections before the gods to whom
the Arabians bow.
To put the actors in the proper frame
of mind, a special orchestra of four
pieces plays Oriental music as the
scenes are shot — music soft and languid
or brazenly tempestuous, as required by
the action.
The gowns of Miss Brockwell are exquisite studies of Arabian design, faithful to the Orient in every detail.
Florence Short in "The Smugglers."
Florence Short, well known motion
picture and stage artists, is prominent
in the
the series
cast of
"The Smugglers," one
of
of eight
William J. Flynn
pictures being distributed by Republic
Distributing Corporation. This is the
series taken from interesting incidents
in the career of Wm. J. Flynn, ex-chief
of the United States. Secret Service.
Herbert Rawlinson has the leading male
role in
the pictures, which are in two
reels
each.

Ex-publicity
Made

Man

Notes

Progress

in Planning of Press Matter
By Frank H. Williams.
now where small space used to be all
a considered term
served
G is
H'WIN
"term"
good — as the main goat are
the
vogue. The
crowded
into "legitimate"
corners and theatres
out of
in the preparation of the press
sheet issued by one of the leading pic- the way places in all but the largest
cities by the vast amount of picture
ture manufacturers, I have always taken
a considerable amount of interest in advertising. And, judging by the past,
more space will continually be used by
seeing just what sort of press material
the theatres.
is most favored by newspapers, judging
Would Edit P ress Sheet.
by the stuff that they run day in and day
out.
Now, if I was still concocting a press
Nowness and
that
of the picture
busi-I sheet and I had gained this information
intoI'mtheoutadvertising
business,
and dispassionate resee a lot of newspapers every day and, in anview unbiased
of numerous newspapers, it seems
while not losing my interest in picture
my press material acpress material, I'm able to view the to me I'd frame
cordingly. I'd edit my press sheet like
proposition dispassionately and see just a movie magazine.
I'd fill it full of real
what's what in this matter.
feature material and practically elimiThe first thing that strikes me upon
nate the old time reading notices in
perusing the amusement pages of nua brief summary of the film is
merous dailies is the fact that any which with
blank spaces left for the
real novelty, anything out of the ordi- given
theatre to fill in its name and the date
nary, anything that has a real news fea- of the showing. And I'd try mighty
ture value, is used readily enough. Such
hard to find some new way of telling
things as the "Reviews in Rhvnie" of about the picture — a way so novel and
the Goldwyn pictures prepared by Howinteresting and fasinating that the
ard Dietz seem to make a big hit with newspapers would have to print it in
the newspapers, judging by the way
spite of themselves. And in working
these reviews are used and played up.
up such novel write-ups I'd try not to
Old Write-Ups Dying Out.
pattern
afterand
anyone
else,different.
but I'd try to
be entirely
utterly
The second thing is the growing scarLikewise I'd cut out the half tones
and put in more line drawings, after
city of the old-time "reading notices"
— the write-ups that were printed by convincing the boss that it was policy
to do so.
the papers whenever a theatre advertised, and only when a theatre adverGive More Space to Ads.
tised. These write-ups are becoming
.'Xnd, finally, I'd devote more space in
farther and farther between and apparently the day is coming when they the press sheet to ready-made ads and
these ads so snappy and atwill be eliminated entirely and the sole I'd make tractive
that theatres would be mighty
"reading notices" edging their way into
extra space to run them in,
buy
to
glad
the dailies will be those with real news
or feature merit.
because they'd know, instinctively, that
Third in the list of striking things is my ads would bring throngs to see the
the preponderance of line cuts in the
Most of the progressive picture comads and the extensive use of the higher picture.
panies are conducting their press sheets
class ready-made ads issued by - the
larger companies. The reason for this on this plan nowadays, but, after talking
is self-evident. Line cuts always print with a number of theatre owners, I'm
well. Half tones, on the other hand, convinced that a lot of companies are
print poorly with a too distressing fre- still running their press sheets in the
quency, no matter how carefully or ex- old-time, futile, valueless manner, which
is sad.
pensively the electros are prepared.
Fourth — Newspaper advertising is beAdvertisement: Next week (illustraing used more extensively than ever
ted)
Second Anniversary Rambles
before by the theatres in putting over
Round
Filmtown.
their pictures. Big space is the rule
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Frank

Keenan

in New

r of
To See Premie
AN, whose ,productiongs
KEEN
NKdistri
FRAare
buted
by Pathe is payin
New York his first visit in nearly
a year. After a strenuous season of
production in California, during which
he turned out "The World Aflame,"
"Brothers Divided" and "The False
Code," Mr. Keenan decided he wanted
a change. His trip East followed. He
called upon Paul Bruriet, vice-president
and general manager of Pathe Exy
change, Inc., immed
York. iatel upon his arrival in New
Just before starting eastward, the
noted star put the finishing touches on
"Smoldering Embers," his next feature,
and he will be in New York for its premier on February 8, the date set for its
release
by Pathe.
was known
under "Smoldering
the working Embers"
title of
"Entersame
— a Vagabond,"
and is marked
by
the
human, wholesome
appeal
which has established "Brothers Divided," his currentpicture
release,
as one
the
most satisfying
of the
new ofyear.
To Remain East Six Weeks.
Mr. Keenan intends to remain East
.five or six weeks. He is stopping at the
home of
Great
Neck.his son-in-law, Ed Wynn, at
Jury

Declares

Non-Suit
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To Stay

" Smoldering Embers"
There is still no let down in the popularity of "The
World
which
Mr. Keenan
looks
upon Aflame,"
as one of
his
most era.
uplifting
efforts
before
the
camThis is indicated by the following
letter received by Pathe from B. J.
Piazzo, manager of the Palace Theatre
in New Orleans.
"Ining atregard
to 'TheI amWorld
the Palace,
glad Aflame'
to state playthat
not since the beginning of his illustrious career on stage or screen has
Frank Keenan given to theatre patrons
such a timely story or a finer characterization than that of Mayor Burr in
'The World Aflame.' It is the biggest
thing ever screened at the Palace Theatre. The picture smashed all records
for each day, and for a week showing
Ihibitors.
cheerfully recommend it to all exMr. Keenan has declined to discuss a
report that he will go to France to produce. For the next few weeks he will
be too busy preparing his future activities to consider anything else. While
in New York Mr. Keenan will further
his advertising plans to take in almost
every channel of publicity that might
further the sale of his splendid screen
attractions.
in Case
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denounces him before a large company
of her friends.
Then comes the reaction. Ashamed,
she decides she must go to him at once,
and the end finds the couple once more
united.
Miss Barriscale is supported by Niles
Welch, who was her leading man in
"Beckoning
Roads." Dorcas
He plays
the
humiliated husband.
Matthews
has the role of a woman who leads the
husband away from home at the story's
beginning, and other parts of importance are taken by William Mong, Rosetta Marstini, George Hall and Boyd
Irwin.
Statement on "U-35" Films
by Fitzpatrick & McElroy
y,
McElro
tive of Fitzpatrickn &represe
ntaCOOK, , Easter
WC.* of Chicago
who are the owners
of "The Official Exploits of the German
Submarine U-35," had this to say regarding the controversy existing between his firm and C. B. Price & Co.,
Inc., in connection with the distribution
of submarine films:
"On January
26 I called
our paper
attorneys'
attention
to various
trade
articles. On Tuesday Justice Finch requested our attorney to notify B. F.
DeWitt, counsel for C. B. Price, to appear in the
Justice'sat chambers
Wednesday
afternoon
3.00 P. M. onto
receive instructions as to what statements they may make regarding his
decision of January 24.
"In the above notification our attorney stated: contained
'Judge Finch
states
the remarks
therein
are that
unauthorized, and that the defendants
have won the motion, and that he required abond in order to maintain the
status quo. He did not, by his decision,
and does not recognize any rights of
your clients, nor protect their rights
in this or any territory; nor did he adjudicate the defendant's film as a
pirated print; but on the contrary, both
the plaintiffs and the defendants had
the right to sell and exploit the film in

of Wells Against Atlanta Theatre
Court, At- "Shoulder Arms," came out, it was also
Superior
in the
A JURY lanta,
returned
a verdict in the billed at the Criterion Theatre as well
case of Jake Wells against the as the Forsyth.
Criterion Theatre Company, the First
Claiming that he had a contract with
National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., et al., the First National Exhibitors Circuit,
declaring a non-suit and refusing to Inc., giving him the exclusive right to
grant Mr. Wells a permanent injunc- show the Chaplin pictures in Atlanta,
tion restraining the Criterion from Mr. Wells started court proceedings to
showing eight special Charlie Chaplin secure a temporary and permanent inreleases.
junction against the Criterion, restraining that theatre from showing the picThe case is the result of the alleged
violation of a contract and it has been
ture. A temporary restraining order
in the courts for some time. It was ap- was issued by Judge Pendleton of the
"On Wednesday Justice Finch in the
pealed to the State Supreme Court some Superior Court, but it was provided presence
of B. P. DeWitt, counsel for
time ago and the higher court reversed that either theatre could show the pic- C.
B. Price, directed that C. B. Price Co.,
the decision of the lower court. Atture by depositing bond in the sum of Inc.,
question.'
desist
from the further issuance
torneys for Mr. Wells, following the $10,000 as security against possible
damages.
The
bond
matter
was
later
of
such
statements."
court's
declaring
a non-suit, immediately adjusted.
instituted
proceedings
to again appeal
Metcalfe Supports Corinne Griffith.
the case to the Supreme Court.
Replying to the charges, the Criterion
Theatre management stated that the exEarl Metcalfe, who had an important
Temporary Restraining Order.
circuit hadcontract.
not granted Mr. role in Vitagraph's screen version of
Wells an hibitors'
exclusive
"The Fortune Hunter"
who has been
The action was brought against the starred in many features,andwill
be Corinne
When the first Chaplin release, "A
Dog's Life," came out, it was shown ex- theatre, the exhibitors' company, Sig Griffith's leading man in her next Vitaclusively in Atlanta by the Forsyth Samuels, president of the Criterion graph production, "The Memento." He
Theatre, which at that time was owned Theatre Company, and Willard Patter- will be seen as Brad Mortimer, a vaudeville actor.
by Mr. Wells. When the second release,
son, manager of the theatre.
Active work on the production has
been started under the direction of Edward Griffith. The scenario was preBessie Barriscale Has Congenial Role
pared by two writers, Lucien Hubbard,
who arranged the vaudeville scenes, and
William
B. Courtney, who did the same
In "The Luck of Geraldine Laird"
BESSIE BARRISCALE, by her stories and are using the prestige ob- for the "small town stuff."
work in 1919 productions, earned
in exploiting the current Barriscaletainedrelease.
additional plaudits to her long
Harding with United in Boston.
Geraldine
Laird is the central charlist of successes, and in the current reW. Harding, who formerly was assoacter of the production, which is foundciated with VVorld Films, has joined the
lease, "The Luck of Geraldine Laird,"
she is given
a
which, it
ed upon Kathleen
novel of the sales force of United's Boston exchange.
will make her part
a better bet foris claimed,
same name. Miss Norris'
1920.
Barriscale plays the Harding will covar Rhode Island and
Exhibitors throughout the country part of a woman who becomes a great
part of Connecticut for United Picture
success on the stage as the direct result Exchanges,
have taken advantage of the purchase
the same territory he took
by Robertson-Cole of Kathleen Norris' of being deserted by her husband, and care of in his former position.
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Seitz and Smith Go South.
George B. Seitz, duPathe's
serial procer-director-star, and his family,
and
Frank Leon Smith, author of "Bound
and
and "Pirate
the
latest Gagged"
Seitz successes,
with Gold,"
his family,
have left for Palm Beach, Fla., where
they will forget motion pictures for
the next two weeks.
During Mr.
Millhauser
will Seitz's
continueabsence,
his workBertram
in directing Juanita Hansen's first Pathe
serial, "The
written
by Mr. Mad
Seitz.Talon," which was
Bernard Depkin Will
Direct New Pickwick
TIE direction of the New Pickwick
Theatre, 115 North Howard street,
Baltimore, has been taken over by
Bernard Depkin, Jr. Mr. Depkin now
directs the New Wizard, Strand,
McHenry and Pimlico theatres. The
New Pickwick was added to those under
his direction on Monday, February 2.
Behind this deal there is a business
romance, for it was at the New Pickwick,
eleven years ago, that Mr. Depkin started
on his theatrical career as assistant
manager, the theatre then being owned
by J. Howard Bennett. Later, he was
appointed to manager of the New Pickwick and four years ago left that playhouse to take over the management of
the Parkway.
The Parkway was a success under the
direction of Mr. Depkin and he was also
offered the management of the New
Wizard, Strand, McHenry and Pimlico
theatres, which he accepted. Mr. Depkin
recently resigned as manager of the
Parkway and devoted himself to the
operating of the above named theatres.
He says that his intention is to make the
New Pickwick a luxurious small theatre
and
out. the "bandbox" idea is to be carried
Plans for extensive changes to be
made in the playhouse are now being
drawn by Architect Oliver B. Wight,
Munsey Building, who designed the
Parkway and McHenry and changes
recently made in the New Wizard. The
New Pickwick will not be closed until
June and will remain dark during the
period of reconstruction.

Buys Rights to "The Fighter."
Picture
rights Payson
to "TheTerhune,
Fighter,"
novel
by Albert
havea
been purchased by Myron Selznick. This
is the second story by Mr. Terhune to
be bought by Myron Selznick, the first
being a serial which will be written speation. cially for the Selznick Pictures Corpor"The Fighter" is a story of Caleb Conover, natural born battler, railway
president and selfmade man, and his
adventures have been made into a live
and thrilling story by Mr. Terhune.
"The Fighter"
produced
feature
special at will
the be
Selznick
Fort asLeea
studio.
English Film Magnate Visiting Here.
Colonel H. A. Browne, chairman and
managing director of Walturdaw, London, is in New York looking over the
field. This is Colonel Browne's first
trip over here since the war held English commerce in its grip and he is here
renewing old acquaintances. How long
he will stay is not made known, but
probably it will be some weeks.
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of Identification

Impresses Criminology Experts
Chief White addressed the asof onthetofirst
compleintion
N tests
UPOof
relati
the series
Ince tion.
semlDled police officials, pointing out the
system of criminal identification advantages to be gained by immediate
held at police headquarters in
San Fransystem
then introduced Mr.the
Ince,
who and
proceeded
to
cisco last week, the opinion voiced by adoption of
attending officials left no doubt of their prove his contention.
Selecting
one
of
the
prisoners,
Mr.
idea of the value of Thomas H. Ince's
system nor of the far-reaching effect Ince asked for his record and picture
it would have on the old-fashioned as made and filed under the old sysmethods now in use.
the he"still"
the
theHolding
original
pointedbeside
out that
Such authorities as Chief D. A. White, face oftem.
subject, an old and clever offender,
of the San Francisco Police Depart- the
had resorted to a trick used by every
ment, Warden J. J. Smith, of the Cali- experienced crook and had contorted
fornia State Prison, at Folsom, Mathew
under the camera and asBrady, district attorney of San Fran- his features
strained and altered expression
cisco County, Captain Matheson of the for thesumed avery
purpose of defeating the
San Francisco detectives and a group
of thirty-five police chiefs gathered ends for which the picture was made.
Then posing the prisoner before the
from all over
were most
en- "movie"
camera and directing him to
thusiastic in California
their comments
on the
walk,
talk and act naturally without
possibilities of the Ince system.
Warden Smith, nationally known as self-consciousness, Mr. Ince made a picture, that, when developed and flashed
a criminologist, emphatically declared
the screen, depicted an exact lifethat the Ince system supplied a long- on
size
reproduction
the subject. No
felt need and should be immedi- trait, mannerism orof characteristic
was
ately installed in every state prison in
the country.
missing. Every factor of physical makeup that tended to make the subject an
Ince Gives Demonstration.
individual distinct and different from
others was caught by the camera.
Just prior to Mr. Ince's demonstra"Right

of Way" Has Two Endings, One
True to the Novel, The Other Happy
Rosalie, the young postmistress of
of Way,"
ion theof Chaudiere, to be his wife.
g "The, Right
Inc., product
releasinClassics
INScreen
Could Not Distort Novel.
Sir Gilbert Parker's novel, starring
Exhibitors will understand without
Bert Lytell, Metro will give exhibitors a
choice of endings to the story. There
much comment the reason for the isare two versions of the final episode,
suance of these alternative final epic,
ing
and dramati but one
both convinc
sodes :that some audiences, no matter
what
are
the artistic demands of a story,
"unhappy" and the other "happy."
The unhappy ending finds the hero, do not like a tragic outcome, preferring
the conventional fortunate solution.
Charley Steele, once a young lawyer
of Montreal and a doubter of God,
At the same time, Metro could not, in
with its policy of prodying adian
finally
in of
theChaudiere
little French-Cansettlement
in defense compatibility
ducing well known stories and popular
of money belonging to the church he plays in a worthy manner upon the
never attended and whose teachings he screen, so far distort this masterpiece
never has been able to have faith in. of Sir Gilbert Parker's as to have it flatThis inal
follows
ly contradictory to the novel. A solunovel. closely the plot of the origtion was reached by making two last
The happy ending is not the reverse
acts: the one true to the novel, the second not untrue to it, but leaving the
of this, but a compromise, showing as it
does Steele and the devoted Jo Portufinal
solution of the hero's happiness to
gais going off together in the woods in the spectator of the film.
Beatrice Joy is Jiosalie, Gibson Gowthe hope of straightening out the struggle of belief against doubt within their land is Jo Portugais and Virginia Caldhearts and minds. Steele hopes some
well is Kathleen. The production wasday to return and feel worthy to ask directed by Jack Dillon.
Three

Players

in May

Allison

Film

'The Cheater** Appear in Dual Roles
sumes the other role as the Hindu PrinDUAL roles fall to the lot of each of
cess Vashti, in order to fleece people
the three principal players in "The of money
and jewels.
Cheater," the Screen Classics, Inc.,
Frank Currier is her father, a grouchy
production in which May Allison stars,
and which was adapted by Lois Zellner sot, who thinks of nothing but getting
from "Judah," the notable stage play money for drink. When money is in
by Henry Arthur Jones. The story sight he disguises as a minister to asshows the activities of a clever trio of
sist his partners in graft.
Harry Van Meter is the head of the
pretended Hindu fakirs.
May Allison plays the girl who, "gang." He is also a masquerader, pretending to be a Hindu crystal gazer, and
through the influence of her associates,
in that guise obtaining money from
sees only the wrong side of life. Living foolish
women
of means.
with her father in degrading surroundings, she smokes cigarettes and reads
"The Cheater" is in course of production at the Metro studios in Hollywood
trashy fiction. This is one role. She as-
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on His

Plans

to Produce Independently
unusual exhibi- Kane. We in the West are not fast,
ONE of tionsthe
ialt relationship and but have advanced ideas. W. W. Whitof cordmos
honest-to-goodness faith between
S. Barrett McCormick, manager
is disclosed in of From
exhibitor and producer onse
the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.,
has
ch
whi
ing
resp
elm
the overwh
formation of the came the following message :
met the news of the ures
"May I be included in the list of wellCorporation
Arthur S. Kane Pict
son." for your new enterprise. I feel
wishers
at 452 Fifth avenue, New York City.
that
personality and business
, tele- methodstheof Arthur
S. Kane will always
From all parts of the country
grams are pouring into the offices of the
mean
much
to
our
industry.
With sinaorganiz
infant concern, wishing the
tion and its founder the best of suc- cerest best wishes, S. Barrett Mccess and pledging support in a mateGeorge Mayne, general manager of
of the new pro- the
the eflforts
to organizati
Cormick."
Swanson Circuit at Salt Lake City,
rial wayducing
on.
found the announcement of the
With Tom Moore, the Washington Utah,
Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation
showman, rising from a sick-bed to of- awaiting him when he returned from a
tion" in
fer his "wholehearted co-opera
hundreds of trip to New York City.
a gratifying telegram, with
"Just returned to the city" wired Mr.
similar congratulations coming from
Mayne,are "and
your know
announcement.
other exhibitors, and with the inspirWe
for found
you and
that you
ing remittance by W. E. Whitson, of will put over
anything
you
undertake.
San Diego of "$100 deposit on your first If we can help you, just shout. Swanproduction upon your own price^^ and son Theatre Circuit, George Mayne,
the
e," ion
r availabl
wheneve
conditionS. and
Corporat
Pictures
Kane
Arthur
General
Manager."
Fred Dolle
of the Alamo Theatre,
got off to a fine start.
greeted the news of the Kane
"I am home with grip," was the mes- Louisville,
venture into independent production
sage from Mr. Moore, owner of the with
the following letter :
Rialto and Garden Theatres in Wash"As soon as you are ready with your
ington and one of the most farsighted proposition,
I shall be only too glad
exhibitors in the business, "but you to meet your representative to concan feel sure of my wholehearted cosider
first
run
in Louisville. There is a
operation inanything you do. With all possibility of my
coming to New York
good
The wishes,
generousTom
offerMoore."
of W. W. Whitson, very shortly, and if I do I shall be
proprietor of the Plaza Theatre, San pleased to meet you personally. Please
your very
sucDiego, was one of the most touching acceptcess inmy
this best
new wishes
venture.for Yours
responses which met the announcement
of Mr. Kane to produce for himself.
truly
Fred Fitzpatrick
Dolle, manager."
From
and McElroy,
"We congratulate the corporation
which is fortunate enough to have owners of the extensive circuit in the
Illinois and Michigan territory, came
Arthur S. Kane at its head and con- the
following message:
gratulate also Mr. Kane upon the oc"Congratulations to you in your new
casion of its launching. Wish you glowing success. We are wiring you $100 undertaking and our sincere wish that
deposit on your first production upon we shall be able to do as much business
your own price and conditions and with you in the future as we have in
whenever available and leave it to the past with the firms who have been
liiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii^ iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiffliiiiniii iiiiiiiiniiii|

I Manager Carver and Family Theatre
I
Exonerated of Advertising Charge
i * TYPOGRAPHICAL error in the Buffalo, N. Y., Evening News was
responsible for the most unfortunate report which discredited
I /A
i ■'■ ^ Manager Samuel Carver and the Family Theatre of Buffalo through
1 its publication in the Moving Picture World and other trade papers. The
i
picture isstory
offensive"—
error of
the newspaper
■ phrase
started "This
a sensational
that theanBuffalo
Evening
News had printer—
refused
i advertising from the Family Theatre on the ground that it was of a mis1 leading nature.
i
The facts of the case are these:
I
No other Buffalo newspaper printed the sentence as did the News, and
1 the News held out the theatre's advertisement for one day merely to have
1 it corrected.
1
News isit,now
publishing
the theatre's advertising regularly and
1 has The
not refused
as first
reported.
1
The picture in question was indorsed by the police department after
1 two policemen had reviewed it and had declared it to be O. K.
i
representing
the Buffalo
Theatricalabout
Managers'
Association
1 wentNobody
to the city
hall and registered
a complaint
the picture,
and no
g action at all was taken by the organization.
1
Moving Picture World regrets the embarrassment caused Mr. Carver
1 and the Family Theatre, and takes pleasure in publishing this denial of
I any vestige of truth in first reports furnished it.
iiiiiiiiiiriiiiiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiu^
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so prosperous under your able and efficient direction. Fitzpatrick and McThese are just a few of the hundreds
of congratulatory messages that are being received by Mr. Kane.
Elroy."
"White Moll" Company
Moves to New Fox Studio

work rldon
who 'sis at
L WHITE,
PEAR
Frank
L. Packard
underwo
story, "The White Moll," for Fox
Film Corporation, had the honor of being the first Fox star to work in the
new studio of the company by which
she is featured. The entire company
making "The White Moll" moved to the
new Fox building y,in West Fifty-fifth
street, on Saturda January 31, and
Miss White immediately started the last
few days' work on her first Fox special
Withinon.a short time the star will have
producti
completed what promises to be one of
the most startling and sensational of
all underworld photodramas.
Richard C. Travers, former Essanay
star, who returns to the screen after
threeful years
service,
has aPackard
powerrole as ofthewarhero
of this
story. Eva Gordon, who is cast for a
difficult part, gives excellent support to
the star. John Woodford, Jack Baston,
William Harvey and Blanche Davenport
all have worked hard to make the production one worthy of the star's fame.
Eddie Wynard, cameraman, has obtained some fine photographic effects in
this picture, which has many novel
scenes. There will be a few more interior sets put up and the company then
will finish the interior views.
Heavy Eastern Bookings on
"The Valley of Tomorrow"
EVERY little while we are told that
" pictiredis ofso,"Western
areIf this
people tures.
beit is not
cause of "The Valley of Tomorrow,"
is difwhichdrama
Russell,
starringferentWilliam
from the usual
in
western
that it is starting off with a rush of
bookings, following the first-run houses,
especially in New York and Brooklyn.
Following close upon the Olympic
presentation in Brooklyn, come the
Hamilton in New York, the Regent, the
42d Street, the Jefferson, Loew's New
Roof, Loew's
Circle, the
86th Street.
Among
the Brooklyn
contracts
which
have reached the Chicago executive
offices during the past few days are the
Brevoort, the Shubert, the Royal, Mardi
Gras,
Liberty,Lima,
etc. Loew's Broadway, New
Fox and Loe>w Book Lewi* Picture.
Edgar Lewis's venture as a producer
of specialtributionproductions
for Pathe
dishas received a flying
start with
"Other Men's Shoes," the picture version of Andrew Soutar's novel, according to reports received from all territories. Many of the biggest exhibitors
have booked the Lewis special, among
them being Marcus Loew and William
Fox.
The production was released on February 4,but a week before release date
nearly a thousand bookings had been
recorded on the picture.
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Herbert Steiner Promoted.
Herbert Steiner has been appointed by
Myron Selznick as manager of the Selznick Bronx studio. He was formerly
assistant to Mr. Hampton, manager of
the Fort Lee studio.
Mr. Steiner took up. his new work as
manager last week and already has the
affairs of the office in working order.
He has been associated with the Selznick organization for some time.
Blackton Has Last Film
by Cyrus Townsend Brady
motion picture inin wasthe
ND man dustry
more grieved to learn
of the death of Cyrus Townsend
r of a score of film sucBrady, autho
cesses than J. Stuart Blackton, who,
strangely enough, purchased and produced the first great film success written by Dr. Brady, "The Isle of Regeneration," and also produced and will release through Pathe, "The Bliod Barrier," the last
. play written by the
celebrated
authorfilm
"The Isle of Regeneration" was produced from the novel of that name several years ago and it brought to the attention of picture fans for the first time
prominently Antonio Moreno and Edith
Storey. It was produced under the
supervising direction of Commodore
Blackton, who had induced Dr. Brady
to permit the novel to be filmed.
Early in the winter Commodore
Blackton commissioned Dr. Brady to
■write a thrilling mystery story for him,
and "The Blood Barrier" was the result. Stanley Olmsted prepared the
scenario and the commodore finished
directing the picture a few weeks ago,
just before beginning his new feature,
"Passers
By."It Dr.
Brady
had never
seen the film.
will be
his posthumous
screen work.
New Freight Rates.
The United States Shipping Board has
announced new freight rates from North
Atlantic ports to Genoa and Naples.
Motion picture films are listed at 65
cents a cubic foot or lYz per cent, ad
valorem. Celluloid scrap will be carried
at the rate of 65 cents a cubic foot. The
minimum charge on any one bill of lading will be $7.50.
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of Huge Lasky Hollywood Studio
exists
activit
UNPRatECED
The production of William De Mille's
oody studio
the ENTE
Lasky DHollyw
Paramount Artcraft special, "The
where the high water mark of big
Prince
Chap,"
featuring Thomas
han, will
be completed
in aboutMeigten
production has been reached in seven
Paramount Artcraft pictures which are days. Others in the cast are Kathlyn
now nearing completion. The steady Williams, Lila Lee, Casson Ferguson and
It is said that the emostream of production has taxed the re- Ann Forrest.
tional work of Thomas Meighan and
sources of the studio to the limit, deKathlyn
Williams,
playing the leads, is
spite the fact that some of the comorder. In the juvenile epipanies have been away from the build- of a high
sodes Peaches Jackson and May Giracci
ings part of the time, either on location or shooting scenes along the coast gave a delightful touch.
or at some mountain resort.
Secret De Mille Production.
Charles Maigne, the director who proStrict secrecy, extending so far as to
duced the Paramount Artcraft super
special, "The Copperhead," and his all shroud in mystery even the name of the
star company doing "The Fighting stars and the title, is being observed
Chance" as a Paramount Artcraft spe- in regard to Cecil B. De Mille's next
cial, have returned from San Francisco, production. His last Paramount Artwhere Mr. Maigne had been taking cercraft picture, "Why Change Your
tain scenes for this Robert W. Cham- Wife?" has been completed and promises to be a worthy successor to his forbers' story, the scenario of which is by
Will M. Ritchey. Scenes will be taken
mer triumphs, "Don't Change Your Husband" and "Male and Female."
at one of the beautiful homes in Burlingame.
Donald Crisp's special picture for
James Cruze has completed Bryant Paramount Artcraft, "Held by the EneWashburn's Paramount Artcraft pic- scenariomy," iswas
progressing
The
written byfavorably.
Beulah Marie
ture, "Mrs. Temple's Telegram," and will
commence work on "The Sins of St. DixFrom
from location
William Gillette's
famousin play.
somewhere
the
Anthony,"
withis the
this week.
The
scenario
by same
Elmerstar,
Harris.
The Sierras come indications of ardent work
story appeared in the Saturday Evening on the George Melford production, "The
Post and from all accounts has a fas- Round Up," featuring Roscoe Arbuckle.
cinating and distinctive plot.
Still ing
photographs
and Apaches,
"rushes" broncho
depictencounters with
Warwick Returns to Studio.
Robert Warwick, who made a flying busting scenes and sheriff's activities
in unique scenic surtrip to San Francisco after the comple- are being shot
roundings. The company will remain
tion of his Paramount Artcraft picture, in the mountains
for another week at
"Thou Art the Man," has returned and least.
commenced work on "The City of
Masks,"Thomas
by George
Barris directing
McCutcheon,
which
HefTron
for
Selznick Buys "Invisible Divorce."
Paramount Artcraft. The story deals
Myron Selznick of Selznick Enterwith the cosmopolitan life of Manhattan
prises was so pleased with the screen
and the novel characters who pass version of "A Perfect Lover" that he
through life always under a masquerade. has, according to a recent announceWalter Woods wrote the scenario.
ment, purchased another story by the
Wallace Reid's newest enterprise is same author. The author is Leila Burton Wells and the title of the new
"Sick-a-Bed," the scintillating stage
farce by Ethel Watts Mumford, on which story is "The Invisible Divorce." It
work was commenced a few days ago. was originally published in the AmeriClara Kennedy is the scenarist, while
can Magazine. The story will be given
Sam Wood is directing the production. its screen version at the Selznick West
Coast
Bebe comedy.
Daniels will be leading woman in Harry studios
Rapf. under the supervision of
this

Touring Cars, Ladders, and Freight Engines Are Just a Few of Universal Stars' Vehicles.
Left, are Jack Perrln, Mac Wright and Kathleen O'Connor in "The. Lion Man" serial; center, Prlscilla Dean In
"The Virgin of Stamboul"; right, Harry Carey In "Overland Rod."
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{Continued from page 1027)
ful Irish terriers. After several such episodes the writer felt that he would
never want to become a picture actor
if he would be called upon to eat words
with one or more opponents in the manner that these players had been doing.
In other words, the way in which the
players almost chewed each other up
must have got on the nerves of the
people in the audience.
To the writer, moreover, there was
not one male principal in the picture
who possessed
netism or charm.real
Thepersonality,
female lead magwas
a nice-looking girl, but the men were
too thin, too wrinkled, too tall, too
fat or too something else to create a
sensation.
Applause in the Darkness.
The writer is not a "knocker" by trade
and there is no cold-blooded plan to
throw cold water on British pictures.
It was difficult, nevertheless, for the
writer to sit through the whole picture.
Imagine our surprise, however, when
Fire Destroys

a Simplex

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

several people in the house actually applauded when the end came. Evidently
the feature had really pleased some one.
We tried hard to see the enthusiasts
of the theathe tosemi-darkness
through
tre in order
try to figure out how or
why they had applauded, but this proved
impossible. The rest of the house was
rather glum, however.
After the performance we examined
the posters more closely and noticed an
assortment of mud-colored lithographs
that did not fit any of the regular
frames used by the manager of the
house. The three-sheets were too narrow and the six-sheets were too short
for the poster stands, and even this
added to the poor impression aroused
by this one British release. We vowed
then and there to wait a long time before venturing to enjoy an experience
with another release from the same
studio from which this feature had been
issued. More and better British features
for shall
Canadian
ences arethis promised
month. We
see. audiBuilding

but Production Is Not Hampered
manufacturing plant covered four
nes occupying our
newspaper headli
THEfront
distinct buildings.
page position in the New
"The offices, mechanism, repair and
York press of Saturday, January
departments are located in the
31, carried beneath them a story which general
building at 317 East Thirwould indicate that the entire Simplex twelve-storyty-fourth
street; the carpenter and
plant had been fire-swept and was en- lamphouse shops are on the opposite
tirely wiped out. This idea is quickly side of the street; the lens factory is
and effectively dissipated by a state- at Morris Park, L. I., while the printing, nickel plating, electrical, enameling
ment issued by E. M. Porter, general
manager of the Precision Machine Com- and screw machine departments occupy
pany, which not only gives the indus- the five floors of the building at 327 East
try the real facts concerning the fire Thirty-fourth street.
Executive Meeting Called.
and resultant damage, but breathes the
spirit of organization progressiveness.
"It was the latter building that was
burned on Saturday last, when a fire
"The Simplex banner is still flying," broke
out at 4:30 a. m. in a manner that
says friends
Mr. Porter,
"and that
we want
our
to know
while allit ofis has not -yet been determined. While the
true that we lost one of our buildings fire fighters were still pouring water on
we are in no way crippled so badly as the flames, a meeting was called in our
the first news stories carried in the executive offices and plans were quickly
daily press would indicate. In explain- evolved whereby our production proing our reasons for not being so badly
gram would be carried out as nearly as
affected, it might be well to say that possible to schedule. This will be made

Taylor Holmes,
Blase, Bored, But
Brainy in His
Production, "The
Very Idea."
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possible through the putting on of a
night force in the main building where
duplicate machines of those in the
burned building are located. The nickel
plating, enameling and screw machine
work has already been arranged for on
the outside for the time being, and with
the completion of tools for our Type
"S" lamps and pedestals, there is no
reason why the turning out in regulation quantity of Simplexes should in
any way be affected.
Leases Additional Floor Space.
"At the same meeting referred to in
the foregoing, new leases for additional
floor space equivalent to that in the
burned building were entered into and
the equipping of these floors is already
under way. There is no question but
that this fire affects our plans, but in
the matter of over-production only, as
we had just completed a program that
called for increased production far
above that maintained last year. With
the equipping of several other floors in
our main building this program will be
resumed and things go along as planned
before the fire.
'Fortunately, all the work carried
on in the burned building was such that
can be taken care of in other ways in
this emergency and need not force us to
take advantage of the many offers that
have been made to us from other quarters. Our distributors have responded
wonderfully and it is a source of intense
gratification to us to know that we have
an organization built up that does not
even pause when faced with the loss of
oneMr.of Porter
its buildings."
adds that he appreciates
very much all of the messages that have
poured in upon him from Simplex users
as well as from the representatives of
the industry, and wishes to take this opportunity of thanking them for the
spirit
that prompted the sending of these
messages.
// will pay you to get a copy of "Modern
Theatre Construction" by an experienced
architect before you start building that
nc'cv theatre. 270 pages, fully illustrated,
sent postpaid for $3.00. Chalmers Pub.
Co., 516 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. City.

Metro Will
Handle This
Feature Which
Follows "Nothing
But the Truth."
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Keeping in Personal Touch
{Continued front page 1031)
Peter Dawe, who operates the Bijou
and Palace theatres at Bridgeport,
Conn., is building another theatre o.i
State street, seating 1,600.
* » ♦
Bruno J. Becker, general manager of
the Gale Henry comedies, is confined to
his bed in New York at the Elks Club
with a severe attack of influenza, according to word received by Gale Henry, his
wife. Miss Henry states that she wiil
leave Hollywood for New York in a day
or two if her husband's condition has
not improved. * * *
Beulah Livingstone, director of publicity for Norma and Constance
Talmadge, has affiliated with H. H.
Wentworth, forming the WentworthLivingstone, Inc., for the personal representation of motion picture studios, artists, directors and authors, in the Putnam Building, New York.
* * *
Gus Schlesinger, manager of the sales
department of the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation, has been spending a week
at Atlantic City. Owing to the absence
abroad of President Paul Cremelin, the
resignation of Louis Brock to enter the
service of Select and the departure of
Castro Beeche for Costa Rica, VicePresident George W. Newgass and Mr.
Schlesinger have been kept on the jump
to maintain the regulation Inter-Ocean
pace. Mr. Schlesinger has returned to
New York all set for Inter-Ocean's
spring drive.
* * •
Mr. McDonough, owner of the Keystone Theatre, 100th street and Broadway, has been very sick with pneumonia.
He has passed the crisis and now on his
way to recovery. * * *
Harry Cohn, of the firm of Jack and
Harry Cohn, producers of Hall Room
Boys Comedies, has arrived in Los Angeles, and is stopping at the Hotel Alexandria. Harry Cohn is on the Coast to
personally supervise the production of
Hall Room Boys Comedies. He was
accompanied to Los Angeles by Gladys
Clark and Henry Bergman, of vaudeville fame, who will work in pictures
under his direction.
* * *
Betty Shannon, the amiable and talented wife of Terry Ramsaye, is now
regularly employed on the staff of
Photoplay Magazine, connected with the
New York office. Miss Shannon has always "free-lanced"
typewriter results heretofore, herherwork
finding
way into many publications where itsit
is always read with the eagerness her
manifold talents justify.
* * ♦
Joe Brady had barely acquainted himself with the Pathe publicity routine
when he was numbered among the
scores of New Yorkers who have been
stricken with the flu. He is back on the
job.
* ♦ *
Randy Lewis, director of Pathe publicity, visited Harrisburg on January 30,
where he spent the week end
with Allen
Sangree, author of "Jinks" and other
stories. Joe Reddy went with him as
far as Philadelphia, where he has been
seen frequently of late.
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Fashion

Show

for Display in ^'Forbidden Woman
also stand out. A number of days were
IN "Theond Equity
Forbidden
the have
sec- spent by the director and myself before
release,Woman,"
which will
its premiere at the Merrill Theatre, we struck the happy color schemes, and
Milwaukee, February 15, Clara Kimball in one instance it was necessary to
Young will be seen in the role of Diane make use of a bare wall with hangings
Sorel, a young French artiste. The of tapestries as a background.
wardrobe requirements for this role calls
Each Picture Newly Costumed.
for nineteen different creations in the
one were to judge my gowns from
way of evening gowns, afternoon frocks, the"Ifstandpoint
of street wear and availdinner gowns, armloads of furs, hats and
ability some of the color combinations
jewelry sufficient to satisfy the hearts would seem
hideously out of place and
of all her feminine admirers, the value clash outrageously.
For this reason,
of which is said to exceed $26,000.
Miss Young has promised the best in many of the gowns worn by me in 'The
Woman' have been created
production, scenic equipment, cast and Forbidden
and designed solely for use in this one
photography in her pictures and in keep- picture, because by virtue of the peing v.'ith the general makeup of her procombinations of color, they could
ductions, has surrounded herself with not be culiar
worn for any other purpose or
the gorgeous and artistic in dress. These occasion.
creations are the result of study and la"I never wear a gown twice for the
bor by French designers, Miss Young simple
reason that each new production
and her technical director, all of whom demands
radical change in period,
have made a deep study of the harmony style and adress,
and thus entails comof colors and the value of color completely new wardrobe. For instance, the
binations for screen purposes. They
have discovered the exact value of color clothes I wear in 'The Forbidden Woman' could not possibly be used in my
under the light of the Cooper Hewitts.
next picture, 'The Soul of Rafael,' laid
Textile Color* Dominate.
in the period of 1850."
"The average person knows nothing
whatever of the distinction to be obtained by certain colors under the photo- Screen Star Talks at
graphic lens,"white,
Miss Young
"or
an indistinct
while declares,
other colors
Cambridge, Mass., House
change their identity in a most confusing manner.
theatre
trons of a moving
pabetween
l touchpicture
THEand persona
"Another
important
consideraa well established star is betion is that most
the color
scheme
of the
coming more and more popular among
gowns worn must harmonize with the in- managers as an agency for increasing
teriors, drapes and hangings used in the the good-will of theatregoers, and Mandifferent sets, so that all strong, priager Ray S. Averill, of the Inman Square
mary colors, shadings and gradations of
ge, Mass., was instrutone are arranged for composition ef- Theatre, mentalCambrid
in bringing Montague Love to
In 'Eyes ofshaded
Youth'cloth
I was
forced
theatre for a personal appearance.
to wear fects.certain
while
the hisGeneral
Manager Thomas D. Soriero,
Yogi character was dressed in white.
Theatre, Lowell, Mass., co"This color combination created the of the Strand
with Mr. Averill in inducing
problem of arranging backgrounds of the screen operated
star
to visit Cambridge. Mr.
such shades that while I was properly Love made a personal
appearance at the
silhouetted in a scene, the Yogi would
Strand only a few days previously. Mr.
Love, whose work has been confined to
greater Boston for the past few weeks,
was given a fine ovation by a crowd
which packed every inch of available
space at the playhouse.
The star delivered an instructive and
pertinent address on the censorship of
moving pictures. He pointed out the
fallacy of over-zealous reformers attempting to subjugate the likes of the
majority to the prejudices of the few.
He said that if the proposed legislation
is carried through to its lawful conclusion and the production of moving pictures isrestricted and hampered— as the
measure now pending would hamper the
industry— the public would be robbed of
a wholesome and free expression of contemporary life, and that one of the great
est industries would be seriously crippled.
He
was
applauded vigorously for
these sentiments.
Continuing, the star illustrated what
would happen to moving pictures if
they were cut and slashed as the socalled purists would have them. He
urged the patrons to take a vital interest in the censorship matter and
combat whatever influence they
Flowers Mean Nothing
observe
To Bessie Barriscale. here in Robertson- supporting the so-called rabid censorship bill.
Cole's "The Luck of Geraldine Laird."
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Sidelights and Reflections
e daily press
fact that the entir
THEof New
York and all of the trade
papers united in proclaiming
Pickford's
Mary
"Pollyanna," one herof chara
cterization of
best pictures andold
flawless
a
ine
hero
earve-y
its twel
record for
piece of acting is a fine
ts.
her first production for United Artis
o following
Her engagement at the Rialt
that at the Rivoli found her admirers
as enthusiastic and as full of wonder at
the way Mary Pickford refuses to grow
The command
child parts. cally
up and outoverof herse
and the
lf physi
she has
manner in which she makes her arms,
her legs and her whole body conform
to her will and take on the semblance
of childhood is art of the best sort.butNota
for one instant is she anything
little girl.
And what a delightful youngster that
a's goodness
Pollyann
girl is!
littlenatural
n of heris
d expressio
unaffecte
the
real nature. She is as far from anything
stage
ing what is known as "the tricks
approach
child" as could possibly be. The
of the average child impersonator are
Mary Pickford, but
probably known tothem
in this picture.
she does not use
ous in her moveShe seems as unconsci
ments as she is sincere in the portrayal
on and wise philof the sunny dispositi
osophy of the little girl.
It is another significant sign of the
times to read the name of Burns Mantle
at the head of "The Shadow Stage" department in"Photoplay." This accomconcritic, who
spoken redrama,
s tohastheheretofo
activitie
fined hisplished
is known as a vastly entertaining writer
inand of excellent judgment. His firstsymstal ment of screen reviews shows
ng and a well depathetic
assist in the elevation of
to understandi
fined desire
picture. One of
motion
the
of
art
the
these days all of the critics of the daily
press will be made to see the light.
There is one scene in "On with the
Dance" which is new to the screen, but
its humorously truthful reflection of life
as it is lived in a big city will be recognized at once. The scene represents
the interior of a crowded trolly car.
Hanging on to a strap in the center of
the car is a disdainful lady clad in an
evening gown and opera cloak. Clinging to the next strap is her escort, also
in evening clothes. The contrast between this stylishly attired couple and
the rest of the passengers betrays that
the two strap hangers are completely
out of their element. The expression on
the faces of the other passengers proclaims that they are all thinking the
same thing: "If I wore clothes like
that I'd ride in a taxi." WEITZEL.
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Comments

Wei tzel. Associate

Editor

Martha Beecher Marguerite Livingston
Sam Beecher
Milton Brown
Steve Brainard
Victor Potel
Daddy Sammett William Courtwright
Red McGee
Sidney DeGrey
Fay Bittinger Lillian Langdon
Story by William R. Lighton.
Directed by Clarence G. Badger.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
"Water, Water, Everywhere" does not
assuage the thirst of Billy Fortune nor of
others
Bellsandwliere
lives.
saloon in
stillHell's
thrives
both heBilly
and The
his
pal. Doctor Morgan, are among the active
patrons. They love the same girl. Hop©
Beecher, only there is little hope for Billy
— she prefers Morgan. She is willing to
marry her natural choice, but he must
give up whiskey. She tells him plainly
that "No man has ever quit after he was
married." Billy decides to reform Morgan,
even if he has to beat it out of him.
Billy decides to aid the cause of reform
in a peculiar manner. Just to annoy the
married women of the town, who have
been active for prohibition, he urges the
frequenters of the saloon to set up a soda
fountain attended by pretty girls. They
"Water, Water, Everywhere"
decide to
courting
a four-timesIn
Goldwyn Present* Will Rogers in a widow
whofirstis try
leading
the reformers.
order to bring about a compromise. The
Story Dealing with the Humor and
Pathos of Prohibition.
eligible men cut cards to decide who shall
do the courting and Billy gets it, declarReviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
ing that the only time he ever won at
cards he lost. He goes to see the widow
Everyan album containing photo"Water
THERE is wherin
ed and looksgraphs over
lly, Water,
e" agenera
good-humor
of her first four husbands, while
view of the constitutional amendan interested crowd of spectators peers
ment denying us alcohol as a beverage.
through the shutters. The widow becomes
affectionate, and Billy makes a hurried
The story is derived from "A Hard
Proposition," one of the popular "Billy exit in a badly frightened condition.
W. R. Lighten pubFortune" tales by ay
A soda
fountain
is now andset dancing,
up in Hell's
saloon,
with music
and
lished in the Saturd Evening Post. It Bells
all
the
married
men
become
patrons beis well typed and handled skilfully, but
cause of the pretty girls. "When you
it depends very largely for interest on don't care
what you're drinking you like
the personality of Will Rogers and his to look at something
good over the top of
ations
quainttalerobserv
are even
prettyget girls
and the tipler. both to the teeto- your
serve glass,"
the soft and
stuff.there
You can
a littleto
The humorous situations count heavily two-and-a-half per cent, stuff on the sly,
but you have to drink thirty-seven bottles
to make this Goldwyn production popu100 per cent, drunk. Billy continues
lar, and there is an element of pathos tohisgetcampaign
of doing good by saving
that brings out the good in common hu- Hope's sister from the toils of a villainman nature. Rogers is realistically the
ous
prohibitionist.
He also gradually replain ordinary man, with an accent on
deems Morgan, so that he and Hope are
"plain," and there is a correspondence in happy,self inbut
he is leftwhere
out inthere
the are
cold other
hima country
both backgrounds and atmosphere, the
former a hideous little town on a tree- fishes to be caught, though it is a "damned
less and dusty plain.
dry place toand fish Exploitation
in."
Catchllnesi
There is a mine disaster thrown in for Program
'The Bubbles on the "Sody" Water Give
melodrama and several large ensembles
Will Rogers the Blues as Well as His
more or less effective, but all are genin "Water,
A Pals
Romance
of SoftWater,
DrinksEverywhere."
and Love,
erous in activity and in the number of
with
Will
Rogers
as
the Star.
characters engaged. "Water, Water,
Prohibition Came and Transformed
Everywhere" may be classed as a goodHell's Bells Saloon Into a Soda Founnatured, easy-going entertainment, built
tain.— See What Will Rogers and the
around a live subject, its lesson against
Rest of the Boys Do to Make It "Wet"
"booze" with some consolatory quips
Again.
for those who are still indulging their
"Water,
But Asks
Who
Wants Water,
Water Everywhere"
Without a —Kick
fondness for it on the quiet. The play
held the close attention of a crowded
Will
Rogers
in
This
Drama
on
Prohibition.
house at the Strand, and it should prove
a popular number wherever people are
TheWillWives
in Redstone
Voted
It "Dry"
Rogers
Turns the
Saloon
Into —a
broadminded.
"Sody"
Parlor,
with
Pretty
Girls
as
Cast.
Waitresses — Then the Wives Turn
Billy Fortune
Will Rogers
Around stoneand
Is Best.Decide That a "Wet" RedHope Beecher
Irene Ricii
Arthur Guntlier
Roland Lee
Exploitation
Rogers'
Ben Morgan
Wade Boteler
popularity and Angles;
hook upCollect
with on the
soda
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fountain on that ansle. In the exploitation department in this issue you will find
a suggestion for a museum which can be
adapted to your needs. It will work for
any similar
some of the
captions
and play.
build I'ick
youroutadveVtisements
around these.
"Do the Dead Talk?"
Spiritualism Given Unbiased Treatment
in Romance Produced by Ebony
Film Company.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
CLOSING with this startling question even as it opens, Jack MacDonald's "Do the Dead Talk?"
does not attempt to convert, but to unfold in absorbingly dramatic style a
story of the mystic influences which
affect human life. Such a theme, even
though indifferently managed, would be
assured of encountering serious interest
at present. But in this picture there is
an evident sincerity and dignity on the
part of author, director and cast that
calls forth additional praise. No deMad as a Hatter.
fense of spiritualistic "quacks" is attempted; on the contrary there is an Will Rogers, funny as usual in Goldwyn's
expose of their practices, depicted in di"Water, Water, Everywhere."
cates. rect contrast to those of honest advoing message that she will always be near
The inference is that the supernatural to protect them. Shortly after, during the
forces which either impel or stay human
great tidal wave of 1900, when so much of
was destroyed, brother and
action at vital crises are but the pre- Galveston
are separated. The loving spirit of
siding spirits of departed dear ones— sister
their
mother
always presiding, they both
that their undying love is the means of
into good hands. The boy becomes
preventing hideous earthly mistakes. fall
the adopted son of a surgeon, Dr. Stanton,
But there is nothing convincing about and
the girl is cared for by a kind-hearted
the argument as it is presented. The sea-captain
and his wife, Capt. and Mrs.
strange intuitions that, first by warning, Smith.
then by advising, change destinies, are
Dorothy loses her memory and is reas unaccountable at the conclusion
named "Blanche Smith." Bobbie abandons
at the beginning of the drama. The loveas all hope of finding his sister. Years later,
while
out
riding, he makes her acquaintmotive is a supremely tragical one, havance. She is impressed by his attractiveing for Its source the attraction between
ness
and
succeeds in learning that his
brother and sister, ignorant of their re- name is 'Bob."
When she is at the mercy
lationship. Itfollows through a care- of two ruffians, Robert, sitting in his
fully constructed series of climatic in- study, suddenly feels an invisible presence
cidents in which the suspense element urging him to some sort of action. At
first he resists, but finally obeys the spirit
has been expertly handled.
Rather than for personal attractive- call and arrives in time to rescue the girl
knows and
as "Blanche."
ness or finesse of performance, the prin- whom
Time he passes
Robert becomes his
cipals, Willard Burt and Hermain
foster-father's
partner.
he is
France, win because of their conscien- given the opportunity toOncesavemoreBlanche,
tiou.s, intelligent interpretation of their this time from burning to death. Blanche
is deeply infatuated and lengthens her
respective roles of brother and
of convalescence so that she may
Hermain France, by means of her sister.
viva- period
have the young doctor at her side. A
cious personality and delicious sense of love
affair,
charming and appalling
comedy, lends a sparkling touch to the progresses atandoncesoon
there are preparaprevailing somberness of the scenes.
tions
for
a
wedding.
But just before the
In
the role of Dr. Lodge, conductor of ceremony Capt. Smith, on board ship many
miles away, finds an old newspaper relegitimate seances, Stanley Wheyman
appears in an excellent make-up and aslating the details
of Bobbie's
adoption the
by
the
Stantons,
and the
facts concerning
siimes an appropriate manner, marking separation
his sister. The Captain
him a unique rather than an eccentric is unable tofrom
reach them in time to precharacter. Constantin Panton, in a convent the ceremony, but by means of antrasting role of a fake practitioner, is
other psychic warning, Bobbie suspects the
equally effective. A number
truth, confirms it in a stirring climax,
other somewhat
capable performers are seen in ofsubordimarred by crudities of subtitles,
nate parts.
and a catastrophe is averted.
Cast.
Program
and Exploitation Catchllnes:
Dorothy Carleton (
"Do
the
Dead
Talk?" — A Cinema
Blanche
Smith Ij
Hermain France
entation of Phenomena
That Is PresGivBobbie Carleton
ing
Spiritualism
Wide-spread
Interest.
Burt
Willard
S
Robert Stanton
If You Are a Scoffer, See it; If a BeCaptain
Smith
Grant Foreman
liever, Don't Miss it; If a Sceptic.
Mrs. Smith
Elizabeth
Yach
Come and Be Entertained, — "Do the
Dr. Richard Stanton
h.
A.
Cross
Dead
Talk?"
A Photoplay
Mrs. Stanton Josephine Stevenson
Science and —Its
Influence on
on Psychic
Human
Life.
Written and directed by Jack MacDonald
.
Length Five Reels.
Exploitation
.Emphasiz the
theme rather thanAng-Ies:
The Story.
the cast. Indicatee that
it
is
not
a
propagand
picture,
but is esa
Bobbie and Dorothy Carleton,
sentially narrative. Hook up with the
very young children, are called to while
Oliver
Lodge
appearanc
their Sir
es
with big
catchlines.
mother's deathbed to receive her comfort-
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"All-of-a-Sudden-Peggy"
Paramount-Artcraf t Comedy Features
Marguerite Clark
as Lovable Irish
Heroine.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
IN the"AU-of-a-Sudden
we have
happy assurance Peggy"
once more
that
"God's good to the Irish" even when
they are stranded in an English home.
Thus, with mischief in her eye and intrigue in her heart. Marguerite Clark, as
the impulsive Peggy, flits gracefully
amid the staid surroundings of a British
manor and receives the flattering
glances from every male member of the
household. It is a gay, frolicking comedy with a wealth of wit in the subtitles,
and a laugh at almost every turn of the
wheel. Whether Marguerite Clark, so
typically
of the
"maid in
stamp, should
be awarded
the America"
generous
Irish brogue with which the author has
invested her, might be questioned. At
any rate her interpretation of irresistible Peggy is delightful.
An improved effect might have been
gained in several scenes by more painstaking directing and closer attention to
enlivening certain incidents. The cast
has been wisely chosen, and includes
foremost among its members, Jack Mulhall as an ardent and altogether charming lover, and Orral Humphrey, who has
mastered to a fine degree the details
of an eccentric
make-up
and characterization. Lillian
Leighton,
Maggie
Fischer and Sylvia Jocelyn have the
other important roles. As a background
for constantly varying scenes, appropriate and pleasing sets have been secured.
Cast.
Peggy
O'Mara
Clark
Hon. Jimmie KeppelMarguerite
Jack Mulhall
Mrs.
Lady O'Mara
Crackerthorpe Lillian
Maggie Leighton
Fischer
Anthony, Lord Crackerthorpe
Orral Humphrey
Millicent Keppel
Sylvia Jocelyn
Play by byErnest
Denny.
Scenario
Edith Kennedy.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Length Five Reels.
The Story.
Anthony. Lord Crackenthorpe. who is
given to hunting and trapping spiders, invites
O'Mara.
wife himof write
a latea book
profes or of Mrs.
zoology
to help
on his favorite subject. His mother, Lady
Crackenthorpe, is infuriated at the presence of Mrs. O'Mara and her daughter,
Peggy, who take
Crackenthorpe
home.up their abode at the
Fearing that Anthony will fall in love
with the vivacious Peggy. Lady Crackenthorpe's brother Invents a scheme for distracting Peggy's attention
fromIn the
heir
to the Crackenthorpe
estate.
reality,
a romance is well under way between
Anthony
Peggy's mother,
as deeplyandinterested
in spiderswho asis hequiteis.
Thus, when Jimmy, the younger son, returns, he Is advised to start an "affair"
with Peggy, which he does quite willingly.
She. however, is more devoted to playwriting than to Jimmie.
But upon learning that her mother Is
in love with Anthony and has refused to
accept him until she sees her daughter
safely married, Peggy is obliged to use
strategy. She departs from the Crackenthorpe residence and leaves a note saying
that she has become the wife of Jimmy.
Upon arriving in the city, her purse Is
stolen from her. and. being unacquainted,
she
suddenly
decides toaregowatched
to Jimmy's
rooms.
Her movements
by a
scandal-loving neighbor, who annoys the
girl, but does not deter her from carrying
out her plan. In the morning Jimmy
rushes In, finds her, and soon reads of his
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marriage to her in the morning paper.
Presently Lady Craokenthorpe arrives, indignant and unforgiving. The situation
does not improve upon her learning that
the story of their marriage was false.
Disaster to all seems imminent, but Peggy
saves the day (for herself and Jimmy at
least) by making up her mind that she
does love him and will marry him "all of
aProgram
sudden." and Exploitation Catclilines:
Marguerite Clark in the Role of an
Irish Girl with All-of-a-Sudden Ways.
She Was Supposed to Have a Husband
But Marriage
Didn't — The
Her
and Papers
She MadeAnnounced
Good.
A Picture That Sparkles with Fun, Telling a Sprightly Love Story.
Winsome Marguerite Clark in a Rollicking Comedy Drama with a Surprising
Finish.
Exploitation Angles: The star's the
thing. Marguerite Clark does not disappoint her admirers in this feature. Explain that the picture is of the "Peg o' My
Heart" type, dividuality.
but has
charmthatof will
inDescribe ita asnewa play
win favor with every son and daughter of
Erin.
"The Paliser Case"
Pauline Frederick and an Excellent
Supporting Cast Do Credit to
Goldwyn Mystery Drama.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
acting — acting which deFOR superb
notes on the part of every principal, a successful effort to express the highest degree of intelligence
and emotion, "The Paliser Case" is a
photodrama that could be hardly surpassed. Pauline Frederick, • already
listed among the most distinguished of
screen artists, gives a performance remarkable in its reality and picturesqueness. Sensitive, magnetic, vital, this
n
Goldwy star fulfills every requirement
of her role.
The story has nothing new to offer.
The plot, if handled less skillfully, might
assume the outlines of cheap melodrama.
Ambitious young singer, talented but
penniless, subjected to a hasty union
for convenience, disillusioned by discovery that the ceremony was fraudulent, retribution coming to her betrayer
— these are the tried and true ingredients for an old-time thriller. But the
production shows a logical arrangement
of incidents, an admirable management
of surprises, a profusion of invaluable
details and evidences of skillful direction, and is elevated to the ranks of
dignified drama, intense with emotional
climaxes. Only in the murder scene does
the element of cheapness appear and
momentarily lend an ofif-color effect.
JamesAngelo
Neil Cara,
triumphs
as Portuguese
the girl's
father,
of royal
descent, a character which he portrays
in truly impressive style, never forgetting to evince the nobility and fainily
pride indispensable to such a characterization. Albert Roscoe, Carrie Lee Ward,
Warburton Gamble and Alec Francis are
proininent among the lesser luminaries
of the cast. A high standard of photography and scenic background is maintained. The star's
more asserts
itself discrimination
in her selectiononceof
gowns, as in her acting.
Cant,
Gassy Cara
Pauline Frederick
Keith Lennox
Albert Roscoe
Cara
James Neil
Margaret Austen
Hazel Brennan
Mrs. Austen
Kate Lester
Tambourina
Carrie Lee Ward
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Monty Paliser Warburton Gamble
Paliser, Sr
Alec Francis
Jack Menzies ....Eddie Sutherland
Maj. Archie Phipps Tom Ricketts
Mrs. Colquhuon
Virginia Foltz
Story by Edgar Saltus.
Scenario by Elfrid Bingham.
Directed by William Parke.
Length Five Reels.
The Story.
Gassy Cara, heroine of "The Paliser
Case," a singer
and the
Portuguese
violinist,
is daughter
befriendedof bya
Keith Lennox, after she rescues her father
from a gang of thugs. She falls in love
with Keith, who is engaged to Margaret
Austen. This engagement is broken quite
undesignedly by Gassy, who is seen by
Margaret in the act of emerging from
Keith's
ference. apartment after a business conGassy sings at a formal soiree, and is
admired by Monty Paliser, possessed of
more wealth than respectability. He takes
a marked interest in her, and finally, to
relieve her fathers financial distress. Gassy
consents to marry him. She is the victim
of a mock ceremony, and upon discovering
too
Paliser'sandtreachery,
Gassy,him blind
with late,
humiliation
rage, leaves
and
tells her story to her father and Keith.
She plans to kill Paliser that night while
he is watching the opera. Unknown to
her, Keith forms a similar plan and is
overheard at the club when he announces
that he will make Paliser pay.
Paliser is murdered, after which the
arrest of Keith follows. Gassy rushes into
court to defend him and announces that
she is guilty. Keith denies her statement.
Before either are prosecuted, a confession
from the real murderer clears them both
of the charge and leaves open the path
for happiness.
Pro-am
and Exploitation Cntchlines:
Pauline Frederick Gives Her Admirers
an Intensified Impression of Her Supreme Emotional Powers.
To Save Her from the Charge, He Confessed to Murder. To Save Him, She
Took the Blame. Who Was Guilty?
It Is Startlingly Revealed in "The
Paliser Frederick,
Case."
Pauline
an Aspirant for
Grand Opera Fame, Travels the Road
of Poverty, Disillusionment and Sorrow, But Is Rewarded by Love.
Exploitation Angles: Lay due stress upon
the interest value of the story as well as
the attractiveness of the star. Advertise
the feature as one that will command tnc
most absorbed interest from start to finish.

Mention that the supporting cast is one
that is worthy of surrounding a star like
Pauline Frederick.

Soaked in Secrecy
Pauline Frederick in a mysterious moment
from her Goldwyn, "The Paliser Case."

"The Last Straw"
Buck Jones Featured in Fox Production
Which Spins First Rate Western
Romance.
Reviewed by Robert G. McElravy.
t nhorse
, gexper
isin
and prom
Jones
per-scree
ENTER manBuck
former, among the ranks of cowtall, clean
who iseyea _and_
Buck,a clear
boy heroes
w, !with
readycut fello
smile, makes a good impression in this
apHe and
Straw."hand,
Fox subje
Beck,Lasta ranch
Tom"The
pears asct,
is surrounded by a group of rough-ridg Wiliam Gillis,
incl
chaps,Moyne
, udin
H. W. Padgett, Hank
Charlesing Le
Bell and others who have done previous
good work in the films.
Not the least enjoyable feature of
this pleasing Western romance is the
reappearance of Vivian Rich, always a
graceful figure on the screen, as the
heroine. She plays the role of Jane
Hunter, an Eastern miss, who has been
training with a fast crowd and is suddenly called West to take charge of an
inherited ranch.
There is an interesting clash between
the hero and the heroine when they
first meet. Tom has certain ideals as regards the fair sex and he is not slow
to inform the cigarette-smoking, cocktail drinking owner of the ranch that
she doesn't come up to them. Of course,
Jane is angered by his puritan attitude,
but once she gets used to the new life
and sees Tom in action she forgets her
old habits and learns to love him.
The story pictures in a dramatic way
the roundup of a band of cattle thieves,
operating under a crooked foreman.
Some spletidid horseback riding is a
strong feature, and there is some good
humorous character work.
Cast.
Tom Beck
Buck Jones
Jane Hunter
Vivian Rich
Bobby Cole
Jane Tallent
Dick Hilton
Colin Kenny
Hepburn
Charles Le Moyne
Alf Cole
Bob Chandler
"Two Bits"
William Gillis
Sam McKee
H. W. Padgett
Pat Webb
Hank Bell
Riley
Zeib Morris
Rev. Beal
Lon PofC
Story
by
Harold
Titus.
Scenario and direction by Denlson Glift.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Tom Beck, in The Last Straw," is emH. C. ranch,
has justof
passed, ployedbyon the
inheritance,
intowhi'ch
the hands
a young eastern girl named Jane Hunter.
Tom and his cowboy friends are awaiting
the coming of Jane with considerable
anxiety, which is increased by numerous
cattle-stealing of late, calling for a strong
hand in managing the ranch.
Jane appears one day, a modish young
miss, fond of cocktails and cigarettes, and
with few, if any, ideas about Western
life. She takes a liking to Tom's looks,
but feels
decidedly
piqued
whenhisheideas
refuses to drink
with her
and airs
about the manner in which young women
should conduct themselves. Their first
meeting breaks up with a quarrel.
There presently appears Dick Hilton,
a young man from the Bast, formerly In
love with Jane. She makes Dick welcome,
but surprises him by refusing to drink a
cocktail with him. The new life has already taken hold of her and Dick discovers that any love she formerly had
for him has completely vanished. Jane
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He Held Disdain Toward Men — He Was
a Man That Would Not Believe — See
Bert Lytell in This Ever Inspiring
Drama of Multiple Personality.
Powerful Story of a Criminal Lawyer
Who, After Winning His Case, Degenerates and Is Then Cared for by
the Man Another
He Savedand— One
Suffering
Follows
Finally
His
Hardened Mind Is Made to Realize the
One Great Thing — Human Love.
Exploitation AnglMi Play up the star,
but make the story angle the big appeal.
Tell your patrons that this Is something
different from the light stories in which
Lytell has lately appeared. Give a hint
of the big situations, with such lines as
"He despised man and had no faith In
God."
"The phrases.
man who wouldn't believe"
and similar

herself begins to understand that she already loves Tom.
Tom takes up the dangerous task of
ridding the country of a band of cattle,
thieves, headed by Hepburn, foreman of
the H. C. ranch. In this he is succesful
after exciting conflicts and Ive wins the
love of Jane.
Program
and Exploitation Catchllnes:
A Rough Riding Picture Which Tells a
Whirlwind Story of the Round-up of
a Band of Cattle Thieves.
Western Romance with Buck Jones — The
Screen's
Story
of aLatest
CowboyCowboy
Who Hero.
Changes a
Tenderfoot Cigarette-Smoking Eastern Girl Into a Typical Western Lass
and Wins Her Love.
Buck Jones — A New Western Star — See
Him in "The Last Straw" — A Rough
Riding Story of Ranch Life.
Exploitation Angles; Play up the new
star and then link him up with Miss Rich.
Do a little extra exploitation work to get
the new name over. Work in with the
story, using such lines as "A moral cowboy andIna anewwoman
womandrinking
boss." cocktails
"He didn't—
believe
and
he
told
her
so."
Don't
give
much
of the story. Merely hit the hightoo lights.
"The Right of Way"
Metro Presents Bert Lytell in a Powerful Story of Multiple Personality
from the Novel of Sir Gilbert
Parker.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
OF tremendous power in centering
attention and holding interest is
"The Right
Way" is asman,
produced
by Metro.
The bigof note
noble
in reason, infinite of resource, yet perpetually on trial for his baser instincts.
The finest aspirations of his soul impel
him upward and onward — his native appetite drags him back and downward.
Such in general is the motif of the
Metro six-reel feature as brought out
in the characterization of a noted
criminal lawyer, Charley Steele, impersonated by Bert Lytell. At no time
can Steele reconcile the wrong, injustice
and cruelty shown to him in a thousand horrible forms, with the idea of an
all-powerful and compassionate God.
Not an aggressive atheist, he cannot
take the religious view of a power
beyond all our present comprehension.
So dominating is the character of
Charley Steele that other people, no
matter how strong in temporary interest, can dwindle away to insignificance
as the story moves on. Bert Lytell
catches the sphinx-like mood of the
character he interprets, and he holds it
undisturbed to the end. He piques the
curiosity of the spectator by his attitude of supercilious disdain toward men,
even in the midst of serious danger.
In all departments of production
Metro has worked sincerely and skil-,
fullysistent
Right of Way" conto give
dignity"The
and power.
Backgrounds
are rich and complete. The types are
well chosen. We are at the edge of the
mystery of life while we are watching
Charley Steele sent drifting out into the
flood of circumstance. There is enough
of the emotional to suit primitive
minds
and an abundance to be enjoyed by the
great majority of minds not primitive.
The Metro version of "The Right of
Way"
shouldeverywher
prove e.a big winner with
all classes
Cast.
Charly Steele
Lytell
Joe Portugais H. GibsonBertGowland
Rasalie Eventurail Laetrice Joy
Kathleen Steele Virginia Caldwell
"Billy" Wantage
Antrim Short
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Says The
Bert Hills
Lvtellforin Yours,"
his Metro,
"The Right of Way."
Paulette Dubois
Carmen Phillips
The Seigneur
Frank Currier
The Cure
Henry Harmon
Capt. Tom Fairing
Larry Steers
Story by Sir Gilbert Parker.
Adapted by June Mathis.
Directed by Jack Dillon.
Length,
The Six
Story.Reels.
"The heRight
to aSteele
man
when
is at ofhisWay"
best. goes
Charley
wins a great criminal case in Montreal
by the inordinate use of stimulants. He
despises himself immediately thereafter.
When Joe
Portugais,turns
the to
lumberjack
accused of murder,
Steele with
gratitude for saving his life, Steele waves
him away with contempt. "You're as
guilty
explains.
Steeleas asHell,"
easilyhe wins
a beautiful girl
from the man she loves and marries her.
He reasons that when man can pervert
nature to his will and cause a great miscar iage of justice, the role God plays is
not onelieves asoflittle
great
significance.
bein God
as he does Steele
in human
nature. He has married into a religious
family,
discovers
that forhisa wife's
brother but
has he
forged
his name
large
sum to cover crooked dealings. Sickened
of puritanical pretense, Steele goes to a
tough resort some miles from Montreal
and there
the lumberjacks
rouse. Hisjoins
Indifference
to danger inanda cahis
contempt for the rough element leads to a
furious revolt against him. He is beaten
Insensible and thrown for dead in the
river.
Steele is saved and cared for by none
other than Joe Portugais, but when the
eminent criminal lawyer recovers consciousnes his past Is a blank. Joe Portugais alone knows him, and he keeps silent.
As he recovers, Steele takes up the simple
life in a village and finds contentment
through faith in human nature, but he
cannot reconcile his thoughts to an ideal
of the Almighty.
Later on, when his wound Is cured and
consciousness of hi.? past returns, Steele
decides to remain in oblivion. His wife
has married the man she loves. He has
been forgotten as a degenerate member
of society. He goes to work for a fanatical
old tailor, whose weak mind goes wrong
from
horror a ofsign,
Steele's
atheism.
give
the atheist
the crazed
man Tobrands
him with a red hot cross. One suffering
follows another now, Steele growing
gentler and sweeter, until the final tragedy that reveals to him one beautiful
thing on earth — human love.
Procrram and Exploitation Catcbllnea:
"The
of Way"
Compelling
StoryRight
with MAN
as —theA Theme.

"The Call Loan"
An O. Henry Story Produced by VitaReviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
graph.
the Loan"
warm isfriendship
THEof Call
a two-reel which
story
springs up among men in isolated
situations and trying circumstances.
Three cattle herders, leading a rather
lonely life, become strongly attached to
one another, living one for all and all
for one, sosociatedlong
they are
ason the asranch.
Goodclosely
fortune
spills money into the lap of one, and he
becomes a bank president. Another
takes long chances and becomes a speculator in cattle. The third remains a
cowboy.
Just for
old ten
time's
sake theto
bank president
loans
thousand
the speculator to put through a big
deal, while he expects to split up with
his chums if all goes well. Meantime,
there comes a bank examiner, who detects the loan of ten thousand and declares it to be fraudulent. The money
must be returned to the bank within
twenty-four
criminal
action.hours in order to avoid
An interesting situation is thus
brought into existence, with surprising
results. The cowboy hears of some
shipments of bulion to be made and decides to save his old pals by becoming a
train robber. The bank president detects him in this scene, follows him and
battles with him to prevent the robbery.
He saves his old pal from becoming a
criminal. The return of the speculator
with over twenty thousand saves the
situation — he is just as loyal as the other
two, not only alive to his responsibility,
but big and generous in his division
of the profits. The three characters
are clearly and strongly typed, the picturization is vivid, and the whole forms
an entertaining short story.
"Dangerous Hours"
Thomas H. Ince Special Production for
Paramount is Well Acted Story of
Social Unrest.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
ANOTHER
of thethelongSaturday
list of stories
adapted from
Evening Post, the Thomas H. Ince picture "Dangerous Hours" is up-to-date
in theme and contains a number of sensational scenes in which a detachment
of "reds" turn an honest strike into a
bloody riot. Running through the plot
is a wholesome love interest; also a
strong plea for out and out Americanism. The production is of good quality
and the cast an able one, although there
is no well-known star at its head. The
author
"Dangerous
Hours"
has
sounded of
a note
of warning
to those
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ardent, but misguided young dreamers
that allow themselves to be influenced
by the preaching of the extremists that
claim to work for the liberation of mankind and whose sole object is to plunder
and kill.
Lloyd Hughes acts the part of John
King, the young .American fresh from
college, who becomes the tool of the
Bolsheviki. He has the proper appearance and necessary* earnestness and
wins sympathy for the character all
through the picture. Barbara Castleton
is excellent as May Western. Claire
DuBrey as Sophia Guerni, Jack Richardson as Boris Blotchi and Walt Whitman as Doctor King have the other important characters.
Cast.
John King
Lloyd Hughes
May Weston
Barbara Castleton
Sophia Guerni
Claire DuBrey
Boris Blotchi
Jack Richardson
Doctor King
Walt Whitman
Michael Regan
Lew Morrison
Andrew Felton
Gordon Mullen
Story by Donn Byrne.
Scenario by C. Gardner Sullivan.
Directed by Fred Niblo.
Length Five Reels.
The Story.
"Dangerous Hours" applies to the time
spent in the company of present day revolutionists. John King, whose father has
made every sacrifice to send him through
college, does not return home after graduation, but gets mixed up with a group of
"reds," who want him for their leader on
account of his American birth and his fearless spirit. Taking part in a strike riot
instigated by the foreign agitators led by
Boris Blotchi and Sophia Guerni, the misguided young man finds himself arrested,
tried and sent to prison. When his term is
up King goes back to his Bolshevik
friends, and Sophia Guerni pretends to be
deeply in love with him for the way
he has suffered for the cause.
Awaking at last to his duty to his
father. King goes home and finds that the
aged man has been almost heartbroken at
his long absence. May Weston, the sweetheart of his boyhood, is also overjoyed
to see him, but John's head is too full of
his mission to liberate mankind to let his
heart advise him. His pride also stands
in his way. Miss Weston has been left a
properous shipyard by her father and is
now at the head of the business. John is
determined to go back to the city and
follow up his mission, and old Doctor King
lets his son leave without telling him that
he is almost penniless.
Once back with Sophia and her comrades, John finds that they are planning
to go to the town he has just left and
make trouble for Miss Weston. The men
in her shipyard have started an honest
strike which they expect to settle by
peaceful methods, but the Guerni-Blotchi
group Intends to stir the workers up to
riot and blood shed. The scheme is carried out. John goes along, but keeps away
from his father and May Weston, until
sent to treat with his old playmate. So
blinded is John King that he does not see
how greatly In the wrong he, is until he
finds himself in the center of the mob
which has broken down the gate of the
shipyard and wrecked the ofllce with a
bomb. The sight of May lying stunned
and bleeding in the ruins brings John to
his senses. He turns upon his former
friends and is himself badly wounded in
helping to drive them away from the
yard. When he recovers sufficiently to
go to Miss Weston and acknowledge his
terrible error, he finds her well on the
road to recovery and only too happy to
forgive him. The old sweethearts come
to the right understanding.
Pro-am
and Exploitation Catchllnent
A AH.
Vital Picture That Has a Message for
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Gripping Photoplay Depicting the World
as It Is Today.
Are— See
You the
LivingStrikes
in "Dangerous
Hours?"of
— Fires — Crimes
the Red Guard — Secret Work of "The
Committee Drama.
of Terror" — All in This
Thrilling
Spectacular Drama Showing the Evils
inCompelling
the Working
the Day.
"Reds." — A
Picture ofof the
Rxploitntion Angles: Work on the chief
theme and advertise largely. Tell that
this deals with the chief problem of the
day, the traducing of real labor through
Bolshevist interference. In small towns
try to get the local editor and the Loyal
Legion excited. They can help powerfully
to put this story over. Get after all similar organizations. Direct your advertising
to "real laborers"
and agitators.
draw a strong line
between
laborers and
"Sand"
WilHam S. Hart and His Famous Pinto
Pony Featured in Excellent Western
Drama
Released
by Famous
Players.
Reviewed by M, A. Malaney.
HART is back in a true-to-life
BILL
western
the Newis
first of which
the "Sand,"
as in
announcedrole
Hart series that the rugged actor is depending entirely upon his own efiforts to
"put over." And "Sand" has sand. It
is a typical Hart picture, only somewhat
iliiiiiiriiiiHiiiii iiiiiiiiimiKiiuiMiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiin Miiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiillitllimilllliniin

A Study in Sand
Presented by Bill Hart in his first
William S. Hart production for
Artcraft, "Sand."
iiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiitiiiinjinn
better than those he has been making
for the last year or so. It shows careful attention to everything, a novel plot
and enough thrills to make it please
most everybody. The Pinto pony shares
honors with the star. In one scene Hart
and the horse leap from a cliff into a
river and the only criticism of this is
that the scene is altogether too short.
The story has been worked out so that
the audience is given an idea of the finish, but it brings a certain amount of
sympathy to the hero. Particular mention should be made of Mary Thurman,
who is the leading woman. She is creeping into the class of Mack Sennet graduates who have made good as first class
leading women or stars. The locations
chosen for this picture are not very
original, but that fact does not deter
from its value as entertainment. There
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are a few river scenes that will command the admiration of everybody.
The only difference in the character
portrayed by the star in this picture, as
compared to any of his previous western
dramas, is that he is a hero throughout,
and not a bandit or bad man.
Cast.
Dan Kurrie
William S. Hart
Margaret Young
Mary Thurman
Joseph Garber
G. Raymond Nye
Joseph Kirkwood Patricia Palmer
Pete Beckett
William Patton
Jim Kirkwood
Lon Poft
Pop Young
Directed by Lambert Hugh
Hillyer.Sackson
Length, 4,800 feet.
The Story.
"Sand" opens with Dan Kurrie on the
way to Candor to replace a station agent
who has grown old in the service of the
railroad. The train stops at a small station where a railway hold-up occurred
and Kurrie is told the bandits escaped into
the river and then all trace was lost of
them. Arriving at Candor, Dan Kurrie
finds he is to replace Pop Young, father
of his sweetheart. He declines the job,
but Pop assures him he has another position, so Kurrie goes to work. Pop's new
job is in the general store of Joseph Garber, who also is a stockholder in the railYoung's
to marry
aspires
road,.and who
daughter
Finding
Kurrie
in his way,
he
manages to have him fired. Kurrie immediately gets a job on a ranch, where he
worked years ago, and at the same time
gets his old Pinto pony back.
a talk with a pal, Kurrie mentions
hisIn pleasure
at receiving the pony back.
Part of this conversation is overheard by
his sweetheart, Margaret Young, and she
believes he is talking about a girl on the
ranch. Believing Kurrie false, she renounces him and decides to marry
Kurrie is crushed, but out on theGarber.
range
he tries to forget her.
One day while riding near the railroad
he is fired upon by a Mexican. He returns
the
fire, hits his man, who confesses to a
plot to hold up a train which is nearing.
Here comes a series of thrilling episodes,
fast riding and a leap from a cliff to the
river. Kurrie arrives on the scene as the
hold-up is going on, fires at them in the
rear and the gang is captured, with the
aid of the surprised trainmen. Pulling oft
the masks of the bandits, the leader is
discovered to be Garber — and at the same
time Margaret Young, who was on the
train running away from Garber,
Garber is unmasked as the leaderappears.
of the
gang which has been committing all the
hold-ups. Dan and Margaret come to the
right understanding.
Program
and Exploitation Catehlinesi
Bill Hart's Famous Pinto Pony Is Back
In
Moving Pictures. See Him in
"Sand."
Have
"Sand"
and you
Forget
the Enough
Girl Youto Stow
Love Away
After
She Gives Her.self to Another?
See
"Sand."
in
Hart
S.
Wm.
"Sand"
of Sand
Too. Has
And Plenty
It Has Bill
Hart.— and "Pep"
Exploitation Angles: Make the usual
drive on Hart, but give plenty of space
to the fact that in this picture his famous
Pinto pony makes
after
an absence of nearlyhistworeappearance
years. You can
get
a
lot
out
of
this
where
is
remembered. Make a cut-out,the horse
paint
all except the lettering with then
glue
and
dust with fine sand.
"Daredevil Jack"
Jack Dempsey Makes Good in Fifteen
Episode Serial Produced by Brunton.. Distributed by Pathe.
Reviewed by Margaret MacDonald.
TWO "Daredevil
of the Jack"
fifteen
episodes
of
exhibited
to the
press are sufficient assurance that
this serial produced by Robert Brunton
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and distributed by the Pathe Exchange,
Inc., is going to be a winner. Jack
Dempsey, champion heavyweight, plays
the title role, and gets away with it in
a surprising manner. Perhaps his ring
experience serves him in fighting camerais
shyness. The fact remains that he
any
perfectly at ease, does not make
serious attempt to act, and therefore
puts many convincing punches into the
picture.
The star of the serial is surrounded
by a coterie of players of ability and
note, who fit without a wrinkle into the
characterization of the Frederic Chapin
and Harry Hoyt story. There are improbabilities in the plot, such as are
found in the majority of screen serials,
but the picture is well directed and
thoroughly interesting. The serial is one
that will get over without effort, and
exhibitors will be perfectly safe in booking it. Dempsey is youthful enough
to fit into the romance of the story
which, it is anticipated, will develop
later, and while the first two episodes
have more to do with punches than with
smiles,tion will
there
are some
hopes merriment
that the situaevolve
later.
"The Mysterious Bracelets" and "The
Ball of Death" are the titles of the first
two episodes.
Cast.
Jack Derry
Jack Dempsey
Leonard Billings Herscliell Mayall
Edgar
Albert Cody
James Meeney
Frederic Starr
f Frank Lanning
.
"Spike" Robinson
Meeney ,
s Gangsters..
| Kaufman
L S. E. Jennings
Cyril Dennison
Edward Hearn
The Butler
Clyde Benson
Glory Billings
Josie Sedgwick
Molly
Langston
Mrs. Corcoran
Aggie Herring
Story by Frederic Chapin and Harry
Hoyt.
Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke.
The Story.
Jack Derry
in
accidentally becomes "Daredevil
involved in Jack"
a mystery
surrounding Glory Billings, when fate
makes him her rescuer in a kidnapping
episode.
In the early stages of the story two
prospectors are searching for gold in a
western desert. One of them is obliged
to return to the settlement with his sick
wife. The other, after promising his partner a half interest in what he finds, continues with his little girl into the wilderness. The author then skips several years
ahead, and we find the girl. Glory, living
in the home of her guardian, Leonard
Billings. One day, when she is motoring
along the country road alone, she is
stopped and seized by three men with
whom she is struggling when Jack Derry,
a college athlete, happens along in time
to beat oft the kidnappers and rescue the
girl.
As the story develops Billings is found
In possession of a secret told him by
Glory, to the effect that her father, on his
last prospecting trip, discovered a subterranean basin of pure oil. At his death
he placed a bracelet on the wrist of his
daughter, and its mate on the arm of an
Indian woman who cared for him, stating
that the numbers on the bracelets would
reveal the whereabouts of the oil location.
A man by the name of Meeney is also in
possession of the information and has the
bracelet belonging to the Indian woman.
Meeney and his gang are now persecuting
Glory for the purpose of securing the
other bracelet. In the various exciting
situations that develop, Derry Is always
on hand, usually through the information
sent him by the Billings butler, as the
official rescuer of Glory.
The story becomes even more interest-
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ing when a new complication appears. It
so happens that Billings has been instrumental in placing Derry's father in prison,
by getting him to sign a paper purported
to be a release of certain mining interest
In favor of Billings, but which is in reality
a confession framed by Billings to place
Derry in prison and to relieve himself of
certain obligations.
The second episode closes on what
promises
to with
be a abigbomb
thrill,is when
ball loaded
about a tofoot-be
kicked off.
"The Luck of Geraldine Laird"
Kathleen Norris Story Furnishes Excellent Vehicle for Bessie Barriscale
Robertson-Cole Production.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THERE
an abundance
of human
interestis in
the Robertson-ColeBarriscale production, "The Luck
of Geraldine Laird." Again Bessie Barriscale appears successfully in the role
of the injured wife, and this time in a
character of sufficient individuality and
pluck to see the affair through to the
finish, and in the end to put friend husband back where he belongs.
The production is especially pleasing
in detail. The first reel shows Geraldine Laird's home life, and the establishing of a There
reason is
for intermingled
Dean Laird's with
leavinga
home.
tragic situation a pleasing vein of comedy, the action of which is scattered
amon^ a number of interesting char-

When the Luck Changes.
Bessie Barriscale finds a haven in
Robertson-Cole's "The Luck of
Geraldine Laird."
acters.
Barriscale's
work isShe
quiteis
up
to herMissusual
high standard.
successful in both the light and heavy
requirements of the part, and is never
amiss in the portrayal of any emotion.
It is not intended that great admiration should be felt for the delinquent
husband, and the director has painted
him in correctly insipid shades. The
part is played well by Niles Welch. William V. Mong is one of the comedy characters of the play in the role of Leo
Goldman. Dorcas Matthews as Kennedy
Bond, a Broadway play broker, also does
good work.
Cast.
Geraldine Laird
Bessie Barriscale
Dean Laird
Niles Welch
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Louis Redding
Boyd Irwin
Kennedy Bond
Dorcas Matthews
Leo Goldman
William V. Mong
Paula Lucas
Rosetta Marstinl
George Fitzpatrick Ashton
Dearholt
Herman
George
Hall
Mrs.
Fitzpatrick
Nannie
Wright
cnu
aren
1 Theo-Al
ice Carpen
., ,
Mary Jane
Irving ter
Story by Kathleen Norris.
Direction by Edward Sloman.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
In "The Luck of Geraldine Laird," a
young wife makes the mistake of listening to the persuasions of her mother that
she and her husband. Dean Laird, make
their home with her. Through so doing an
unhappy situation arises in which Dean
becomes the only bread winner. Th©
other members of the family lay down
their oars, and are content to eat the
bread of idleness.
Dean Laird dabbled in play writing, and
when it happened that Kennedy Bond, a
Broadway play broker and a good looking
young woman in the bargain, came to
town, she so played upon his vanity and
ambitions that he decided to accompany
her to New York. In so doing he left a
note for his wife, stating that he had
grown tired of trying to make a success
of married life, and requesting that she
forget him.
Geraldine. determined to save her husband from himself, follows him to the city,
and on her way to his room finds that he
is still absorbed in Kennedy Bond. In
the struggle for a livelihood she becomes
a saleslady in the shop of a modiste, and
is discovered there by a theatrical manager who had seen her in her home town
impersonate Sarah Bernhardt. The result
of this meeting is that she enters the
chorus of his company and at a moment
when the show is about to fail, jumps In
and saves
her new who
associations she it.
meetsThrough
her husband,
has
been pronounced a failure as a playwright,
exposes him before a group of mutual
friends, and finally forgives him, when
they both decide to start life over again.
I'TOsram and Exploitation Catchllnesi
Suppose You Were the Mother of Two
Children and Was Deserted and
Left Without Funds — What Would
You Do? See What Bessie Barriscale
Does ofin "The
Luck Heart
of Geraldine
Story
Unusual
InterestLaird."
of a
Woman's Awakening.
Interesting Picturization of Well-known
Story Her
Showing
How and
a Woman's
Won
Happiness
Brought Pluck
Back
the Man She Loved.
Bessie Barriscale in the Appealing Role
of a Young Wife Who Made Her Husband Appreciate Her True Worth.
Exploitation
.VngleH:
I'laytheup many
Miss good
Barriscale, but do not
overlook
angles
in
this
story,
the
mother-in-law
problem, the husband who was put in his
place and the wife who won where her
husband lost. All three should be played
up if you have the space. If you have only
one chance use the "she put friend husband
where
he belonged."
to
come.
the women
and the This
men will
will appeal
have to
"Mary's Ankle"
Paramount Presents Doris May and
Douglas Farce
McLeanComedy.
in Well Made
Reviewed by Jacob Smith.

wasS a ANKLE"
big success
few years
farce
as aa stage
MARY'
back,
and
"Mary's
Ankle"
adapted for the screen by Paramount asis
just as big a success, if not bigger, for
many reasons. First of all it presents
two youngsters, who, in a short space
of time, have become extremely popular. In fact, their names today are
almost as well-known among theatre
patrons as many old-time stars. Ret
erence is made to Douglas McLean and
Doris May, who were a tremendous hit
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in "ZS'A Hours Leave." They seem to
be just the size and just the type that
audiences like. We make particular mention of the stars because the writer
has heard so many people remark "we
saw them in '23J^ Hours Leave' and
they were great; we'd like to see them
in 'Mary's Ankle,'" and that is why the
Broadway-Strand, Detroit, enjoyed a
big busines during the seven days that
"Mary's Ankle" played there.
The picture is a capital farce and a
capital picture, clean and humorous
throughout. Photography, direction,
settings and supporting cast are all deserving of praise.
Cast.
Dr. Arthur P. Hampton . Douglas MacLean
Mary Jane Smith
Doris May
Johnny Stokes
Victor Potel
Stub Masters
Neal Burns
George P. Hampton James Gordon
Angelica Burns
Llzette Thorne
Mrs. Merrlvale
Ida Lewis
Story by May Tully.
Adapted by Luther B. Reed.
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
The
story
of
"Mary's Ankle"of atells
the financial embarrassment
youngof
doctor named Arthur P. Hampton. He has
two chums. Stub Masters and Johnny
Stokes, and while walking along the street
on Tag Day they are separated from all
but a few pennies by a pretty girl with
whom the Doctor falls in love. His pals
know that he has an Uncle George who
has promised him a large sum of money
If he marries, so Stub send out fake wedding announcements.
It so happens that Mary Jane Smith, the
girl who tagged the trio, lives with her
aunt, a Miss Burns, who is an old sweetheart of Uncle George. He writes to
Mary's
invites and
the also
pair torequests
be his
guests aunt
on aandvoyage,
that they search for his nephew, which
Mary
at the Doc's
office proceeds
she sees toonedo.ofWhile
the wedding
announcements and is greatly surprised because she was under the Impression that
he was single.
When the young man enters she becomes confused, dashes out and in her
hurry sprains her ankle. The Doc comes
to her rescue and then asks her to pose
as his wife. Before the steamer departs
Stub and Johnny break the truth to
Uncle George, who flies into a rage, but
a mantle of quietness settles about the
gathering when Mary and the Doc inform
the old sweethearts that they are to be
made man and wife by the captain as soon
as the vessel passes the three mile limit.
Program
and Exploitation Catchllnes;
He Was Plat Broke — She Was Lonely —
His Rich Uncle Offered Him Money
if He Married — See How "Mary's
Ankle" Brought
the Pair Drama
Together.
Unusually
Funny Comedy
About
"Mary's Ankle."
Come dyandDramaSee of"Mary's
Ankle"
—
A
ComeLoves and Laughs.
Entertaining Story of a Doctor — A Pretty Girl and a Sprained Ankle — Doctor Treats Ankle — Ankle Belongs to
Pretty Girl — Girl Likes the Doctor —
They
Wed —May
All and
in Douglas
"Mary's McLean.
Ankle,"
with Doris
Amusing Farce Featuring the Two WeilKnown Players, Doris May and Douglas McLean.
Exploitation An^leR: Play the stars up
strong and work on the title angle. You
can start off well with teasers asking
"Who is Mary?" "Have you seen Mary's
ankle?"
and similar
lines. that
With you
a great
air of mystery,
announce
will
show
Mary's
Ankle
in
your
lobby
the
opening day, the police permitting. Borrow a stocking model for the ankle and
place it ina nicely draped cabinet. Try
a hook-up page with shoes, stockings,
skirts lated
andankle.other adjuncts of the well regu-
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"Footlights and Shadows"
New Olive Thomas Picture, Released by
Select,
Bringsby Out
Star's
Beauty.
Reviewed
M. A.
Malaney.

OWS"
SHAD
AND and
TS pure
. Un-is
FOOTa LIGH
simple
love story,
dying love, and finally happiness
n
rs
after barrie have been broke down
and misunderstandings straightened out
is the theme. It's the story of a stage
favorite, engaged to a cabaret owner,
ugh
Along
altho
ing
naire,t love
is suffer
who him.
milliodoesn'
comes a she
from loss of memory and fever and who,
in this condition, gets into the apartment of the actress by mistake and collapses.
The cabaret scenes are not only novel,
but quite artistic. Miss Thomas wears
a dress of lace the like of which has not
been seen in movies before. During the
cabaret entertainment a big fire breaks
out and the performance is given on the
roof. People jump out of the windows
and a general panic ensues. A very important feature of this production is that
it serves to bring out the beauty of the
star more than ever. There is no denying her personal attractiveness.
Miss Thomas is kept busy in "Footlights andscenes
Shadows."
In fact,
are
very few
in which
she there
does not
appear. The supporting cast is good,
■niiiinniuiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimuiiiiuittiiitiiiiiiiiitiiii

Turn Out the Guard!
Olive Thomas needs help in this moment
from her Selznick, "Footlights
and Shadows."
but has little to do outsidle of Alex
Onslow, who plays the man with the
lost memory. HisCast.
work is excellent.
Gloria Dawn
Olive Thomas
.Terry
Alex
Onslow
Peter O'Farrell
Shaw
Ivo Dawson
Doctor
Mr. Farrell
Colored
Mammy
Mrs. Hicks
Mr.
Johnson
(
^
Bousen
Frank Reynolds J
Detective
Mr. Busby
Manager
Robt. Keeling
Directed by John W. Noble.
Story by Bradley King.
About 5,000 feet.
The Story.
Gloria Dawn is a new favorite on Broadway. She is an innocent girl who has
risen fast and becomes star of "The Midnight Revue," playing in a roof cabaret.
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Peter Shaw, wealthy man-about-town,
part owner of the restaurant, having exhausted all other tactics, proposes marriage. Dazzled by the prospects of wealth
and
luxury,
not love him. she accepts, though she does
The same night a strange man enters
her apartment with his own key. She
discovers he is irrational and is horrified
when he falls unconscious. She calls a
physician, who advises that he be not
moved. This puts her in a predicament,
which is made worse when Shaw calls. She
safely conceals from Shaw the fact that
the man is in her apartment by persuading
him to leeave and call again. The mysterious man passes through a delirium
and during his convalescence he is still
dazed, being unable to remember his name.
But he falls in love with his hostess and
she is attracted to him.
Later she learns
he is who
Jerry contracted
O'Farrell,
millionaire
sportsman,
fever while tiger hunting in Africa. With
a happy heart she goes to inform him of
his identity. But during an unguarded
period he had slipped away, after having
trippedserved
overto arestore
tiger-skin,
an incident
which
his memery.
Ha left
Gloria's
apartment
so
hurriedly
that her
he
neither remembers her address nor
name, but later determines to search tor
her. The search is without results, but
some time later he attends the revue, and
during the performance fire breaks out.
Panic
and O'Farrell
under reigns
foot. Gloria
recognizesis trampled
him and
fighting her way through the mob rescues
him. Next morning she wakes up to read
that
she is aandheroine.
O'Parrel
her bravery
learns her
address.reads
Goingof
there, he finds Shaw, who has learned of
the man who has been staying with
Gloria. He no longer wants her and
makes an insulting proposal. There is a
struggle,
during
whichchokes
O'Farrel
the room and
almost
Shaw.enters
The
latter then beats a retreat and explanations follow, O'Farrell taking Gloria In
his arms.
Pro-am
and Advertising Catchllnest
Beautiful Olive Thomas Again a Follies
Girl in Her Newest Picture, "Footand Shadows."
SheKnow
Didn'tlightsKnow
His
Name;
About
Him,SheYetDidn't
She
Loved Anything
Him.
If You Believe in Leap Year, Girls, Here
Is a Little Miss That Can Show You
How to Get a Husband.
See Olive
Thomas
in
"Footlights
and
Shadows."
Exploitation Suggestions: Here is a
chance There
to work
picture"
stunt.
is a the
title "leap
in thisyear
picture
that
says "Oh, Lord! You must have sent me
this man," and you can be right up-todate by playing up this angle. Another
item
be considered
is Missup Thomas'
beauty,to which
certainly shows
to perfction in this production. Although
beauty contests and tie-ups with stores
on this idea are a bit stale you can use
it again. A window full of face powder,
perfumes, etc., in several drug stores with
this sign: "You can be as beautiful as
Olive Thomas in 'Footlights and Shadows'
at
Theatre, by using these"
wouldthe beBlank
attractive.
"Excess Baggage"
Carter De Havens Confront Mother-inLaw Problem in Two-Reel Comedy
for Famous Players.
Reviewed by Margaret MacDonald.
THEone mother-in-law
is the
placed on theproblem
shoulders
of
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven in
the Famous Players two-reel comedy,
"Excess Baggage." The situation in
which the mothers of the youthful
couple arrive on the scene at the same
time, alTords some amusing incidents in
which the husband is the goat.
The picture opens with a tiff over a
phonograph record, the husband preferring the exhilarating jazz type, while
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his wife persistently holds out for a
more classic style. In the midst of the
discussion a telegram comes for him
stating that his mother is on her way
to
visit is
them.
fact that
mother
also The
expected
does his
not wife's
help
matters, and when both mothers appear
on the scene within a few minutes of
each other, a lively time is had by all
concerned through the jealousies to
which mother-in-laws are popularly supposed to be addicted.
The most serious comic oflfenses occur in connection with the bedrooms
of the visiting mamas. Finally, after
the young couple are driven almost to
distraction, and have given up most of
their comforts to please the respective
mothers, a telegram comes with an invitation for the older members of the
quartet to be guests at a picnic in a distant town. When the sky has cleared
the husband confesses to having persuaded his father to send the telegram.
The comedy is clean and wholesomely
entertaining.
"Judy of Rogues' Harbor"
Realart Picture Starring Mary Mile*
Minter Is Melodrama Beautifully
Produced.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
ADMIRERS of the stories written
by Grace Miller White will be delighted with the screen production
of "Judy of Rogues' Harbor," made by
Realart with Mary Miles Minter'as the
persecuted heroine. Like "Tess of the
Storm Country" it is filled with melodramatic happenings, the good folk being very, very good and the bad folk
very, very bad. The dramatic complications supply the story with constant
physical action and include an anarchistic attempt on the life of a governor
of an eastern state, and the efforts of
a brutal young farmer to force Judy
to become his wife after he has wronged
her supposed sister. There is a mystery
about
Judy'sof birth,
which
of the
on
main props
the plot,
and isheronedevoti
to a little crippled boy may be depended
upon to win her an unusual amount of
sympathy. Some of the scenes of Judy's
es' exill-treatment
and ofityJimmight
Shuckl
hibitions of brutal
be toned
down ness.
a trifle without hurting their effective
There are two features of the production that will satisfy the most ardent
lover of the beautiful: certain of the
exterior long shots, and several of the
close-ups of Mary Miles Minter. In
the language of the circus poster : These
features alone are worth the price of admission. The character of Judy is well
within the star's best line of endeavor
and she brings to it the youthful charm
so essential to its success. The supporting company is composed of such reliable
actors as Theodore Roberts, Herbert
Standing, Charles Meredith, Allan Sears,
Clo King, Fritzie Ridgeway and that remarkable child actor Frankie Lee.
William Desmond Taylor has shown
good judgment in his selection of local
color. The scenario is rather overcrowded with incident owing to the necessity of compressing the novel into
six reels, but there is heart interest in
every foot of the six reels.
Cast.
Judy
Mary Miles Minter
Lieut. Teddy Kingsland. .Charles Meredith
Gov. Kln^sland Herbert Standing
Qrandpop Ketchel Theodore Roberts
The liidy of the Roses
Clo King
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Olive Ketchel
Fritzie Ridgeway
Jim Shuckles
Allan Sears
Denny
Frankie Lee
Peter Kingsland George E. Periolat
Story by Grace Miller White.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.
Directed by William Desmond Taylor.
Length,
six reels.
The Story.
In "Judy
page
in the oflifeRogues'
of theHarbor,"
governora ofblack
an
eastern state is the cause of the unhappines3 which pursues the young heroine until the repentant man does his best to
right the wrong. Years before the story
opens the daughter of Grandpop Ketchel
made a runaway match, and her father
never forgave her for it. Her husband
trusted all of his business to the governor,
then an obscure lawyer, and when he died
left his fortune in the care of Kingsland.
Bent on securing the money for himself
Kingsland separated the widow and her
child, promising to take care of the little
Kirl. He also withheld from the widow
any knowledge of the mining stocks which
had made her husband suddenly rich, and
placed little Judy with her grandfather
without telling him of his relationship to
the child.
When Judy is first introduced she is
about sixteen. Old man Ketchel is sullen
and morose and often beats her and little
Denny,
a grandchild.
Judy's oflove
the
boy is the
strongest passion
her for
nature
and she willingly takes his beatings on
her own shoulders. Living in the same
house is Olive Ketchel, who is supposed
to be her sister. Olive has been betrayed
by Jim Shuckles, a neighbor, and the fellow now claims to be in love with Judy.
The young girl knows the condition of
affairs and despises Jim accordingly. In
a brutal flogging given to Denny by the
drunken Jim, the boy is badly injured,
and Judy makes the rest of the family
think that he has died from its effects.
She scares them into digging a grave at
night and helps them to bury what they
take to the
be little
the boy's
Judy then
carries
chap body.
to a mysterious
neighbor, known as the Lady of the Roses,
who has befriended her and taught her
all
the good she has ever learned from
others.
Governor Kingsland has a son who is
plotting against his father. When Peter
Kingsland learns that the governor, after
having been saved from assassination by
the help of Judy, is about to confess his
wrongdoing, the younger man plans to
have his father put in an asylum, but
Judy again comes to the rescue. She
takes him to the home of the Lady of the
Roses.
Brought
face to face
Judy'sin
kind friend
the governor
findswith
himself
the presence of the girl's mother. The
truth is spoken
at last,
and athestaunch
governor's
grandson,
who has
become
ally
of Program
Judy's, eventually
makes
her
his wife.
and E:xploltation CatehUneH:
Another
Story by the Author of
"Tess of
the Storm
Country."
Mary
Miles
Minter
the Heroine
of Grace
Miller White's Latest Novel.
See Mary Miles Minter as Judy of
Rogue'sSheHarbor
Fight
Makes and
for Watch
the Lifetheof Brave
Little
Denny.
Exploitation Angrles: Use the popularity of the book and the past reputation
of the author to attract attention to the
picture. Speak of the beauty of the production, and of the opportunity the story
gives Mary Miles Minter to win sympathy
for the part she plays.
"The Imp"
Elsie Janis Starred in Mystery Drama
Produced by Selznick.
Reviewed by J. M. Shellman.

EdandformJanis the
by Elsie
in which
mund Goulding,
THE IMP,"
er has the starring part, affords
good entertainment, with several thrills
and heart throbs in the last reels. The
first part is slow, but is relieved by
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touches of subtle humor. The story
starts out with a novel introduction
showing the character of Jane Morgan
as impressionable and daring by photographing the front part of a runabout
from the driver's seat as it dashes alopg
the road and then giving a close-up of
the speedometer on which the dial finally twists itself into a knot because the
machine gains such speed.
It is not until the Imp meets with
the supposed crook that the interest of
the audience is really aroused. The situations appear to have been built by
artificial methods rather than a natural sequence of events, but the audience
really liked the surprise climax. Miss
Janis as Jane Morgan does well with
the part in the latter half of the play,
but her humor in the first part is somewhat forced. Joe King is to be commended for his natural and efficient
work as Dr. Gregory. The man who
played the chauffeur has a very small
part, but his interpretation stands out
as a piece of fine acting. Generally
speaking, the attraction should prove a
good box office attraction.
Caat.
Jane Morgan
Elsie Janis
Jane's Mother
Ethel Sle:^art
Jane's
Father DuncanE. J.Penwarden
RatCliffe
Dr. James
The Deacon
John Southerland
The Leopard
Joe King
The Warden
Wm. Fredericks
The Butler
Arthur Marion
Comedian
Jack Ridgeway
Maid
Miss Forest
Hampden
Joseph Granby
Directed by Robert Ellis.
Story by Elsie
Janis and Edmund
Goulding.
Length,
five reels.
The Story.
The story of "The Imp" concerns Jane
Morgan, a pretty girl, who takes unusual
interest in criminals.
She has many
treasures, one of which was a pocketbook
that belonged to Annie Adams, alias "The
Imp," astruck
notedon pickpocket.
is accidently
the head withShea golf
club
which causes a coma and she believes she
is Annie Adams. She is caught robbing
a bank fluence
and savesonly
her. her wealthy father's inDr. Gregory, a young specialist, is
called in. He allows her great freedom and
as
result'Theshe Leopard,"
joins a gangwithof "bad
leda by
whom men,"
she
falls
in love.
On
a
"big"
job
Jane
and
"The
Leopard"
are caught by the police after the bad
man has shot the butler. She tries to say
it was she who killed him. A surprise
comes
is found
to
be
nonewhen
other "The
than Leopard'^
Dr. Gregory
and the
"death gun" contained only blanks. During
her convalescence love develops and she
and the doctor are happy together.
Proerram and Exploitation CatchUnea;
Society Girl Suddenly Becomes a Victim
of Asphasia and Leads a Life of a
Crook, But Is Saved by Her Sweetheart.
Mystery, Thrills, Heart Throbs and Climatic Situations Will Make You Tingle
with Pleasurable Excitement in This
Subtle Drama of High Society and
Chinatown Slums.
Becoming a Denizen of the Underworld,
Society Girl Is Brought Back to Her
Station in Life through the Heroic
Efforts of the Man She Loves.
Exploitation
Miss appeal.
Janis'
stage
and war Angles:
activitiesPlayfor onyour
Get your patrons interested in the star
rather than the story and the star will
interest where the story may not. Use
more lithographs than usual to get the
regular theatre-goers land attract the
In.
class
who do not ordinarily follow photoplay advertising. These strangers may be
made regulars after Miss Janis gets them
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers
to Comments, and "R" to Reviews. Volume number is also shown where information was published in
previous volumes.
Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
Jan. £25May).
— What's Your Husband Doing? (McLean
Jan. 25 — Dangerous Hours (Ince Super Special).
FOX FILM CORPORATION
W. W. HODKINSON
TheSpecial).
Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore — Super
February.
Double Speed (Wallace
Reid). Vol. Clark).
43; P-944.
SPECIALS.
BENJAMIN
HAMPTON — Inc.
GREAT
Ali-of-a-Sudden
Peggy
(Marguerite
AUTHORSB. PICTURES,
The P-n41.
Six Best Cellars (Bryant Washburn). Vol. The Sagebrusher
The Stroneest (All-Star).
(Hampton Production). Vol.
■hould a Husband Forgive? Vol. 43; P-llOl.
While New York Sleeps (AU-Star).
On— With
Dance (Mae Murray- Super Special
43; P-297.
Seven theReels).
The
Westerners.
Vol.
43; P-297.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
The Amateur Wife (Irene Castle).
ZANE GREY PICTURES, Inc.
Wings of the Morntnr. Vol. 42; P-«7a.
Black
Is
White
(Dorothy
Dalton
—
Ince).
The
Desert
of
Wheat
Heart Strings (William Famum — Six Parts).
Production). (Six Parts — Hampton
Mary's Ankle Finn
(MacLean
— May
— Ince).
Vol. 43; P-299.
Huckleberry
(Super
Special
—
Six
Reels).
Desert
Gold
(Hampton Production).
Th« Adventurer
Young Mrs. Winthrop (Ethel Clayton).
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
PEARL WHITE SERIES.
Comediefl.
The White Moll.
The Night of the Dub (Ernest Treux — Two
The Seven
Lone Parts).
Wolf's Daughter
(Louise Glaum —
Vol. 43(Arbuckle).
; P-939.
Vol. 42; P-1010.
TOM MIX SERIES.
Jan. Reels).
The Garage
DEITRICH-BECK,
Inc.
Feb. Ten Dollars or Ten Days (Sennett).
The Feud. Vol. 42: P-1008.
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
Feb. Hoodooed (DeHaven).
The Darederll.
Cyclone. Vol. 43; P-776.
llurton Holmes Travel Pictures.
The
The Harvest
Moon PRODUCTIONS.
(Doris Kenyon — Six Parts).
ARTCO
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS.
Jan.
Broadstairs.
The Capitol (Leah Balrd— Six Parts)). Vol.
Feb. 2~)1 —— From
BelgiumBlarney
Smiles toAgain.
The Lincoln Highwayman (William Russell).
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Forraosaus.
Vol. 43; P-296.
43; P-149. (Leah Balrd — Six Parts).
Cynthla-of-the-Mlnute
Feb. 1.5 — Parisian Faces and Figures.
The DeTll'e Riddle (Qladye Brockwell),
Feb. 29
22 —— The
Oriental
College
Boyson and
Co-eds.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
The
Shark
(George
Walsh).
Vol.
43;
P-633.
Feb.
Yankee
Watch
the
Rhine.
■hod With Fire (William Russell).
The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol.
Paramount Magazine.
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. Jan. 25 — Nature's
42; the
P-1011.
Beauty Parlor.
The P-777.
Lord Loves
Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan).
43;
P-146.
Feb. 81 —— Museum
Famous Women
in World's Work.
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
Vol.
P-1011.Kerrigan). Vol. 43;
Feb.
Mysteries.
Tla-Pan Alley (Albert Ray and BUnor Fair). Feb. 1.5— The Lure of Fashion.
Live Sparks (J. 42;
Warren
Vol. 43;
P-296. Traverser
Feb. 22 — On the Job with Grandma.
The Hell Ship
(Madlalne
Growth of the North American
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
What Would You Do? (Madlaine Traverse). Feb. 29 — TheContinent.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
Vol.
43;
P-778.
The Last traw (Buck Jones).
43; P-778.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
Sheriff
Nell's Wink.
Comeback.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Her Private
Naughty
Her
Husband.
The Heart Snatcher.
Almost
a Husband (Will Rogers). Vol. 42;
P-1014.
The Great Nickel Robbery.
Releaaes (or Week of January 18.
A Light Weight Lover.
Strictly
Confidential (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
Training tor Husbands.
42;
P-1014.
The
Web of Deceit (Dolores Casslnelll — Six
P-364.
MUTT AND JEFF.
Bonds of Love (Pauline Frederick). Vol. 42;
Vol. 43;
No. 11 of TheParts).
Black Secret
(TheP-299.
Death Studio).
Cuttinc Out His Nonsense. Vol. 42; P-1191.
No.
4
of ThePicture).
Adventures of Ruth (The Stolen
Jinx P-147.
(Mabel
Normand).
Vol.
42;
P-1186.
He P-638.
Ain't Done Right by Our Nell. Vol. 43 ; The
Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore). Vol. 43;
On
Strike.the Vol.
43 ; P-638.
Slippery Slickers (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Shaking
Shimmy.
JublloLoves
(Willof Rogers).
Vol. 42;
P-1007.
Releases for Week of January 25.
The
Rum Runners.
The
Letty (Pauline
Frederick).
The Plumbers.
No. Robbery).
12 of The Black Secret (The Chance Trail).
Flame of the Desert (Geraldlne Farrar). Vol. No.
5 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Bank
42;
P-246.
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes).
A Ulsflt Earl (Betzwood-Louls Bennlson).
The Dippy
Pathe
ReviewDentist
No. 35.(Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Toby's
Moore). Vol.
P-1189.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Water, Bow
Water(TomEverywhere
(Will42;Rogers).
Topics of the Day No. 89.
The Silver Horde (Rex Beaoh Production).
Releases for Week of February 1.
The Pallser Case (Pauline Frederiek).
The Bloomlsg Angel (Madge Kennedy).
Other Men's Shoes (Crauford Kent — Seven
The P-146.
Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan). Vol. 43;
Duds (Tom Moore).
Vol. Black
43; P-632.
The Pickford)
Little Shepherd
of Kingdom Come (Jack No.Parts).
13 of The
Secret (Wings of Mystery).
.
TheP-470.
Heart of Youth (LUa Lee), Vol. 48;
No.Fury).
6 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Border
Moving
Day
(Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carter
DeHaTenAn Adventure In Hearts (Robert WarTwo Reels).
All Lit Review
Up (Harry
Pollard— One Reel).
wick), Vol. 43;Toumeur
P-469. Production). Vol.
No. 36.
A Uueh Needed
Victory (Maurice
Two Rest
Reels).("Srallng Bill" Parsons- Pathe
Topics of the Day No. 40.
42;
P-C7S.
Tke
Little
Dears
(Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carter
DeHaven
Pathe News No. 10.
— Two Reels).
More Deadly Than the Male (Ethel Clayton).
Pathe News No. 11.
42; P-UOl.
BRAY PIOTOGRAPHS.
The Vol.
Cinema
Murder (Marlon Davles), Vol.
for Week of February 8.
In Far Away New Zealand and Other Sabjeets. No. 14Releases
43; P-462.
of The Black Secret (The Hidden Way).
Jlrl
PotUry
Makers
of
the
Carlkbeaas
and
Otker
Behind
the Door
(Hobart
Bosworth).
Vol.
43;
P-300.
No. tutc
7 of Mcsscnscr)
The Adventures
of Ruth (The Substl•
Taos Indians Subjects.
and dUer ■ubjecte.
His Wife's Friend (Dorothy Dalton), Vol.
Getting His Goat (Harry Pollard— One Reel).
FORD
BDUCATIOIVAI<l.
•
43;
P-466.
A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clarke),
Islands of tke St. Lawrence.
His Davis
Royal— TwoSlyness
Reels). (Harold Lloyd — Mildred
Vol. 43;A Husband
P-467. (Blllle Burke). Vol. 42; Cutting Up.
Pathe Review No. 37.
Wanted—
The
Story
of
ZIne.
"Meat"
Again.
Topics
of the Day12. No. 41.
p-im.
„
Pathe
Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray). Vol. 43; P-296.
BvMtlde.
Pathe News
News No.
No. 13.
Brerywomaa
(Super-Special — All Star Cast).
Releases for week of February 16.
Jan. Vol.
4. 43;
The P-U9f
Woman In the Suitcase (Enid
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Respectable by Proxy (Sylvia Bremer and
Vol. 43; (Bryant
P-637. Washburn). Vol.
TooBennett).
Much Johnson
Vol. 43;
No. 15Robert
of TheGordon).
Black Secret
(The P-939.
Secret Host).
43 ■ P-942.
"FLYING A" SPECIALS.
No.
8
of
The
Adventures
of
Ruth (The Harem
Model).
The
I'sth
Commandment
(Bthel
Clayton),
P-1703.
Six
Feet
Four
(William
Russell).
Vol.
41;
Vol. 11—
48; Sand
P-466.(Wm. 8. Hart).
Jan.
No. 1 oflets—Daredevil
(TheDempsey).
Mysterious BraceThree PartsJack
— Jack
Jan. Olsh).
18 — Mary Ellen Comes to Town (Dorothy
The
Hellion
Fisher).
Eve P-854.
In Exile(Margarita
(Charlotte
Walker).Vol. 43;
Vol.P-42;. Waltz Me Around (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Pathe Review No. 38.
Jan. 18— Hack Finn (Bpeolal).
of theNos.
Day 14No.and42.15.
The -Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell). Topics
Jan. 18. The Tree of Knowledge (Robert WarPathe News
wick). Vol. 43; P-634.
Vol. 43; P-463.
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Releases for Week of Febroary 9.
Rouge and Riches (Mary MacLaren).
No. Flames)
18 of The(Final
GreatEpisode).
Radium Mystery (Llqatd
TRIANGLE
ROBERTSON-COLE
No. 7 of The Lion Man (Doomed).
Elmo the Fearless (Elmo Lincoln— Serial). Vol.
43; P-940.
Jan. 4— The Clodhopper (Charles Ray).
Non-Skid
Love (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
BetkoDlnc
Roadi
(Bessie
Bariiscale).
Vol.
4S
A Lunch
Room
Romance
(Mabel Normaad —
Over
theNews
Transom
P-148.
Hearst
No. 6.(Jlmmle Adams — Two Reels).
—
Sennett
—
One
Reel).
Dee. P-1009.
The Tone M*d (Htyakawa).
VoL 42
Good
Little
Brownie
(Century
Jan. Two
11 — Only
a
Farmer's
Daughter
(Sennett
—
International News No.
6. Dog — Two Reels).
Reels).
TheP-633.
Beloved Cheater (Lew Cody). Vol. 43
New Screen Magazine No. 52.
Jan. —18Sennett
— Mabel's
— OneSpeed
Reel). Cop (Mabel Normand
Universal
Events No. 6.
HauntlDg
— Two Current
Reels).
Jan. 25 — A Gamble In Souls (Dorothy Dalton). Kaintock'a
P-632. Shadows (H. B. Warner). Vol. 43
Ward (Bob Burns and Peggy O'Oare
Feb. 1— His Baby Doll (One Reel).
The P-777.
Third Generation (Betty Blythe). Vol. 43
Feb. 8— The
Dancing Master (Alice Lake — Two
Reels.)
Releases for Week of Febmary 16.
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
No. 8 of The Lion Man (The Dungeon of DeFeb.
15—
Tiger
Girl (Lillian Olsh).
43;
P-943.
Feb.
15
—
His
Day
of
Doom
(One
Reel).
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barrlscale)
No. spair).
2 of Elmo the Fearless (The Racing Death).
Feb. 22— The Love Riot (Two Reels).
Seeing It Through (Zasu Pitts).
Old
(Lyons-Moran
The Clothes
Madonna forof New
the Slums
(Holbrook— One
BlinnReel).
and
■VPKBIfB COMBDnS.
Jeanne Eagles
— Stage Women's War Relief—Two Reels).
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Dec— Their Little Wife.
The Dunham
Bull Thrower
(Edna Gregory and Phil
Jan. — Heart! and Diamonds.
— Two Reels).
Jan. — Her Nearly Husband.
A
Sagebrush
Gentleman
(Bob Burns and CharJan.— HolUe's Millions.
lotte Merriam — Two Reels).
RELEASES FOR WEEK Oir JAK. K.
Jan. — A Four Cylinder Frame-Up.
No. 7, Hearst News.
The
Day
She
Paid
(Fraceella
Blllingtoa).
No. 7, International News.
MARTIN JOHNSON.
No. 13 ef The Qreat RadUm Mystery (The No.
53, New Screen Magazine.
Scalding Pit).
Dec. — Home of the Hula Hula.
No.
7, Universal Current Events.
No.
2
of
The
Lloa
Man
(The
Rope
ef
Death).
Jan. — Saving Savages in South Seas.
Sweet Patootle (Lyons-Horaa — One Reel).
Jan. — Cruising In the Solomons.
The Inner Ring (William Courteaay — Stage
Feb.
— Domesticating
Men.
Lonely
South Pacific Wild
Missions.
Women's War Relief — Two Reels).
VITAGRAPH
AdamTwoandReels).
Eve a la Mode (Rainbow Beantle* —
Recruiting in the Soiomons.
The
City
of
Broken
Old
Men.
Marooned in the South Seas.
The —JayWestern
Bird —(Hoot
Olbson and Josephlae Hill
Two Reels).
ADVENTURE SCENICS.
The P-1188.
Invisible
Releases for Week of Jaaaary U.
sode Serial Hand
— Every(Antonio
Week). Moreno U epiJan. — The Last Resort.
The
Golden
Shower
(Gladys
Leslie). Vsl. 43:
The
Trlflers
(Edith
Roberts
—
Six
Reals),
Jan. — Flaming Ice.
No.Vol.
14 of43;TheP-462.
Qreat Radium Mystery (Hemmed
Feb.
O'Leaven worth.
The P-150.
Tower of Jewels (Corlnne Grlfflth). VoL
In).
Sons — ofSheep
Salooskin.
No. 3 of The Lion Man (The Kidnappers).
The Darkest 43;
HourP-295.
(Harry T. Morey). Vol. 4»:
Some Shlmmlers (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
Bill's Wife (Ben Wilson— Okeh — One Reel).
Pegeen
(Bessie
Love),
43; J«y*e).
P-4t4. Tel.
The Vengeance of DurandVol.(Alice
A Baby
Doll Bandit (Jimmy Adams — Jewel —
Two Reels).
METRO PICTURES CORP.
P-1014.
42;
P-36a.
Naughty
Reels).Lions and Wild Men (Century — Two DewP-634.Drop Inn (Semon Comedy). Vol. 43:
WestWestern
Is Best— (Hoot
Olbson and Josephine Hill —
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams). Vol. 43:
Two Reels).
Lenbardl Ltd. (Bert Lytell). Vol. 4*; P-IM.
The P-944.
Bins ef the Mothers (AnlU Itewart).
Releases for Week of Jaanary 19.
Pleue
Get
Harried
(Viola
Daaa).
Vol.
43;
P-1191.
Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 43;
No. 15 of The Great Radium Mystery (The TheP-775.
Fair P-U91.
and Warmer (May Alllsoa). Vol. 43;
Flaming Arrow).
Human Collateral (Corlnne Grlfflth). Vol. 43:
No. 4 of The Lion Man (A Devilish Device).
Tke BMt of Lnek (Six ParU).
The Sweet Reel).
Dry and Dry (Lyons-Moran — One The Birth ef a Seul (Harry T. Morey).
Should
a
Woman
Tell?
(Alice
Lake).
Vol.
4S;
P-63.
of Pride (Alice Joyce). Vol. 43; P-638.
Romeo's Dad (Thomas Wise and Gall Kane — Slaves
The Juggernaut (Anita Stewart).
TheVol.willow
Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts),
Stage Women's
War —Relief).
Deadline
at Eleven (Corlnne Griffith).
43; P-465.
All
for
the
Dough
Bag
(Rainbow
Two
Reels).
The Right ef Way (Beif L^l^tz Tuta).
The Parts).
Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce— Seven
for Week of Jannary 29.
The Walk-Otts (May Allison— Six Parts). Vol. The Releases
Phantom Melody (Monroe Salisbury). Vcl. The Head Walter (Semon — Two Reels).
43; P-938.
The meadly Call (Jalla twayaa •or«ea).
Stronger Than Death (Nazlmova — Seven Parts).
No. 43;
16
ofP-774.
The Qreat Radium Mystery (Over the Solid Concrete (Larry Semon — Two Reels).
Vol. 43; P-631.
Cataract).
Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes —
BIG V COMEDIES
Six Parte), Vol. 48; P-468.
No. 5 of Bungalows
The Lion Man (la the Lion's Den).
(Two(Jimmy
Reels.) Aubrey).
A Modern
Dames and Dentists
P-773. Salome (Hope Hampton). Vol. 43; Bungled
Hearst News No. 57.(Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
Pipe
Dreams
and
Prizes
(Harry Mann).
Reels). Taking Ways (Century Wonder — Twe Knights and Knighties (Montgomery
February — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn).
Brownie's
February — Shore Acres (Alice Lake).
Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey). and Rock).
International
News
No.
87.
February — Eliza Comes to Stay (Vioia Dana).
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock).
New Screen Magazine No. 60.
February — Juda (May Allison).
O. HENRY FEATURES.
BlindO'Dare
Chance
(Western
— Bob Bums and Peggy
March — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell).
(Two Reels.)
—
Two
Reels).
March — The Hope (Special Cast).
Releases for Week of February 2.
The
Day
O'Brien).
The Roads Resurgent
We Take (Gypsy
(Jay Morley).
Marked
Men
(Harry
Carey).
Vol.
43;
P-148.
No. 17 of The Great Radium Mystery (The
Wheels of Death).
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
No.Horrors)
6 of . The Lion Man (In the House of
FIRST NATL EXHIBITORS
Ain't
Reel).Nature Wonderful (Lyons-Moran — One
The Trail of the Octopus (Serial).
Tom's Little Star (Constance Blnney and Otis Back to God's Country (Nell Shipman). Vol.
Reels). — Stage Women's War Relief — Two
A Woman's
Experience (Bacon — Baker — T*BSkinner
Tw«nty-T%lrty).
42; P-101.3.
Suspense (Relcher — Ten-Twenty-Thirty).
TheP-301.
Great Air Robery (Lieutenant Locklear and The Thunderbolt (Katherlne MaeDeaald). Vol.
The
Screaming
Shadow
(Ben
Wilson
—
Serial).
Francelia
Billlngton—
Six
Reels).
Vol.
43;
42;
P-453.
The P-53«.
Virtuous Vamp (Constanae Talmsdge). Vol.
Chains of Kvldenee (All Star).
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and Bdward
Hearst News No. 5.
Mind 43;the P-63e.
Paint Girl (Anita Stewart). Vol. 42;
Earle),
Vol.
43;P-467.
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
51.
Carmen of the North (Anna Bos).
Universal Current Events No. 5.
The Kellard).
Veiled Marriage (Anna Lebr and Ralph The Prospector's Vengeance (Mildred Moore and Heart O' the Hills (Mary Plekford). Vol. 43;
George Field — Western — Two Reels).
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Film

Release

Dates

Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers
to Comments, and "R" to Reviews. Volume number is also shown where information was published in
previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
ROMAYNE
CO
The Beauty Market (Katherlne MacDonald).
CulverSUPER-FILM
City, Cal.
Vol. 43; P-774.
In Old
Jan. 15.1. The
Still Pursued Her.
FEATURE RELEASES
P-146.Kentucky (AnlU Stewart). Vol. 43;
Jan.
Shot Villain
in the Kitchen.
Tk« Graatsst Question (D. W. QiiOlth).
Feb. 1. Underground Romeo.
A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma TalHALL ROCH BOYS COMEDIES.
madge). Vol. 43; P-463.
AMBRIOAN CINBMA CORPORATION.
The Inferior Sex (Mildred Harris (ThayllB). Wesien
Dec. 2 — The Chicken Hunters.
Men Forget (UolUe King).
Two P-939.
Weeks (Constance Talmadge). Vol. 43;
Dec.
16
— Taming the West.
A. H. FI8CHB1R PRODUCTTIOHS.
Dec.
30
— Wrong
The Millionaire
Jan.
13
—
Again. Paupers.
The
Amazing
Lovers
(Grace
Darling).
Tha Turnlar
Point
(Katharln*
MacDeaald).
Jan. 27 — Neck and Neck.
SOL LBSSBR.
Tha
Hirer'sHonor
En« (King
(Marshall
NclUn).
BULL'S EYE FILM CORPORATION.
The Family
W. Vldor).
43 ; P-298.
Polly of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris Sky Eye. Vol.UNITBD
ARTISTS.
(Ttoe-Reel Cemtdiet
Every
Tteo Wttht ftmturing Sale
Hvnry.)
Chaplin).
Broken Blessosis (QriSth).
A Day's
Pleasure
(Charles
Chaplla
—
^Two
Reels).
His
Majesty
the
Americsn
(Fairbanks).
Vol.
This Way
Out.
Vol. 42; P-1009.
A Twilight Baby (Lehrman — Four Parts). Vol.
LegendsAnof the(Ttoo
Wilderness.
When42;theP-245.
Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks). Ham
Keels Bach.)
43; P-635.
Vol. 43:Plcktord).
P-298.
Billy West Comediet.
Pollyanna (Mary
Vol. 43; P-636. Haunted Hearts.
AHotScented
GATBTT COHBDIB8.
Dogs. Romance.
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Fireman! Save My Gal! (George Ovey).
Blue Blood
Ladies Must Dance (George Ovey).
Bone
Dry. and Bevo.
Bounced (George Ovey).
A Bletcher).
Saphead's Sacrifice (Vera Reynolds and Billy $1,000
SBLKIfICK PierURBS.
A RuralShort,
Romance.
Distributed by Beleat Bzcksnges.
Ruined
by Love (George Ovey).
er).
FROHMAN AMU8BHENT COHPANT.
AThe Regular
Olrl
(Elsie
Jasls).
Val.
43;
P-4B4.
Twin
Bedlam
(Vera
Reynolds
and
Billy
BletchTexas Gulnan Westerns.
Country Cousin (Elalna Hammerstate).
Mack Swain Comedies.
Vol. 42; P-636.
(One Reel)
The Invisible
Ray (Ruth
SealedP-3e2.HearU (Eugene O'Brien). Vol. 43; Are Floorwalkers FlokleT
Sherrlll—
Serial). Clifford and Jaek
Cursed by His Cleverness.
The Olorions Xjedy (Ollre Themas).
GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.
Piccadilly
Jim (Owen Moore), Vol. 43; His Fatal Bite.
P-464.
CHRISTIB FILU COMPANT.
Face to Face (Marguerite Marsh).
Out Yonder (Olive Thomas). Vol. 43; P-160.
All Jazzed Up. (One Reel)
PIONBBR FILM CORPORATieN.
The P-147.
Broken Melody (Eugene O'Brien). Vol. 43; Two
A. M.
The Long Arm of Mannister (Henry Walthal).
Sooner or Later (Owen Moore).
Kidnapping
Caroline.
Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammersteln).
Vol. 42; P-24S.
Bobby's Out
Baby.of Court.
Ataaeneat
Settled
P-636. Janls).
Hidden Code.(Qraee Davison).
TheVol.Imp43; (Elsie
Sins of the Children.
(Two Reels)
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas).
Nov. A Roman Scandal
(Colleen Ileere).
Facts and Folliet Seriet.
His
O'Brien).
Go West, Young Woman (Fay Tlncher),
The Wife's
Woman Money
Game (Eugene
(Elaine Hammersteln).
(One Reel Each.)
Vol.
43; Me
P-470.
SELBCT PlCmTRHS.
P-942.
Jan.—
Save
Sadie (Eddie Barry). Vol. 43; Baseball and Bloomers.
Back
to
Nature.
DIstrlbnted hy Select Bzohaages.
Camping By Proxy
The P-636.
Undercurrent (Guy Empey). Vel. 42;
CHKSTE:R OUTING PICTTURKS.
In the Sweet Dry and Dry
(One Reel Bach.)
ralth ef the Strong (Mitchell Lewis).
My Kingdom for a Meal
The Fifteen Million. Vol. 42; P-864.
A Seream
In
the
Night
(Speolal).
Vol.
42;
S. L. K. BBRIAL CVRPOBATION.
P-lie2.
Considering Posey. Vol. 42 ; P-864.
and Wayside C — ines.
The Fatal Fortune Serial.
Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 41; Temple
No Coma Bells
in Acoma.
D. W. QRIFFITH.
People In White.
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis). Vel. The
The Mother and the Law.
Editorial Horseplay.
42;
P-187.
The
Simple
Life.
HearU of the World.
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadge),
Mr. Outing Gets a Soup Dream.
The Fall af Babylon.
Vol. 43; P-469.
TYRAD PICTURES, Inc.
Girl of the duction).
Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro- Silk HusbandsEftUITY
PICTURES.
and
Calico
Wives
(House
Peters).
720 Seventh Avenne.
of Youth (Clara Kimball Young). Vol. 42; And the Children Pay (Seven Reels).
Kimball Young — Tourneur Re- Eyes P-362.
Trilby (ClaraIssue).
Your
Wife
and
The Forbidden Woman (Clara KIraball Young). Human Passions. Mine.
NATIONAIi FIOTTTRKS.
CAPITAL FIUW COMPAirr.
The Red Viper (Six Reels).
DUtrlbated by Select Bzchangee.
(Ttee Retlt BoeA)
Jan.— Jmst a Wife.
It
in Paris.
Faithful
Unto
Death.
ManHappened
andDooley
Woman.
Ju.— Blind Youth.
Johnny
Comedies (Two Each Month).
Escaped Conylct.
RBPVBLIO PltTrntBS.
Brind's Educatlonals (One Every Week).
The Square Gambler.
Distributed through RepubHo Bzohaages.
AD01.PH
PHILIPP
FILM
GORPORATIOB.
TICTTOR
KRBMBR.
Twelve-Ten
(Marie
Doro).Hallor).
Vol. 43; P-148.
Ralssna af Chaplin Burlesque on CJarasan
(Uutical
Film Girl.
Oomtdiet — Tim Parti tae\)
The
Blue Pearl
(Bdlth
The
Midnight
The Amaslng Woman (Rnth Clifford).
(Four Reels).
Oh! Louise!
Feb. 1 — Reissue
of The cntansptaa
PrtsBs Ptetures (Natnre Coler Pletnrea).
Reels).
(Chaplin — Two Reels).
■iBiograais (News Reel).
A»rll 1 — Reissue of Work (Chaplin — Two
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
Mar 1 — Reissue
By tha Baa (Chaplin— One ofReel).
REALART PICTURES
March 1 — Reissue ef JIti oy Blopansoat
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
(Chaplin — Two iCeela).
W. H. PRODUCmONS.
Vigrllantes (Sevea Reel*).
Special Features.
Bryce (Serial Featuring Ann Lit- Tha Superman (Six Parts). VoL 41; P-(t4.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan— Seven Parts). Vol. "Lightning
tle and Jack
Hoxlo). Vol.
42; P-!iCi.
Reissue of Seven Olive Thomas Triangle Pro42; P-454.
Produetiens
(Series
ductions.
the Yellow Room (Chautard — Blazed TrailTwo-Part
Northef Twelre
W«o4a
The Mystery Sixof Parts).
Special Chaplin
Dramas).
C. P. Reissue.
PRICE & CO., INC.
STAR PRODUCTIONS.
Wolves of Wall Street.
Anne of the Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter). The
The Last of the Open Range.
The
Log
of WILK,
U-35, Vol.
P-470.
Vol.
42;
P-455.
JACOIl
147«43;BROADWAY.
Vigilantes (Seven Reels).
Erstwhile Susan
10 Alice Brady Reissues.
Productions
(Series
of
TwelTO
TwoP-854.(Constance BInney). VoL 42; BlazedPartTrail
10 Robert Warwick Ressues.
North Woods Dramas).
The Pear Market (Alice Brady), Vol. 48;
WARNER BROTHERS.
ALGOOD FILM CORI»0 RATION
P-775.
The Lost City (Juanlta Hansen). Vol. 43; The Whirlwind
(Charles Hutchinson— Serial).
The^Luck
of
the
Irish
(Dwan).
Vol.
43;
P-77,4.
Vol.
43; P-634.
Judy of Rogue's Harbor (Mary Miles Minter).
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CONDUCTED

Change

PICTURE

BY

E.T.

KEYSER

to a Steady

by Some Judicious Lobbying
arrangement of which you have taken
good thing to have an as much care as did the producer in the
a mighty
IT'S
le.
shed
poor
also
It's
cliente
establi
business to remain contented with selection of its wording, color and press
the knowledge that your regular patrons work.
The finest posters that ever came out
are aware that you run a good show and
of
a lithographer's
plantbeandexpected
the mostto
prefer your house to that of your comfetching
photos cannot
petitors.
achieve
their
purpose
if
you
stick
them
The American family is the champion
short distance lease holder of the world ^iMiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiHiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiiiimriiiminiimiiiimiiitinimiiiriitiimiiiiiiittiiniMimiiiiiiiininit^
and the fact that three moves equal a
fire has no terrors for it, and even its
sincere attachment to your theatre vvill I Tell Us Your Troubles |
not induce it to forego the favorite
or \|
any exhibito
sport of swapping landlords, with the
EVERmanager
runs r up
WHENhouse
result that many familiar faces cease I
against
a
snag
in
the
matbeing familiar about moving day of each I ter of equipment — it choice, use ||
year. sizesWhich
emphainstallation; whenever you are |
the fact explains
that it isand
morealsothan
well I or doubt
as to just what you should |
to keep new patrons coming faster than II in
do to make a new house attractive 1
the old ones shift to new residential
I or improve an old one — ask the 1
sections outside of one's territory.
II "Better
Equipment"
and we will
dig up theDepartment
dope for ||
The Modest Violet Inappropriate.
BUT don't
to enclose
Moreover, the casual patron, drawn
II you.
a stamped
returnforget
envelope
with |1
into the house when passing constitutes
I
your
inquiry.
|
a fair percentage of the velvet that one
seeks in every business enterprise. And, .iiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiHliiuiiiniriiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiliiiiiiiiHiiHiiiiiiiiMiiHiHiHminiiMiMiiiiHiiiimiiitr
to draw him in, it is not sufficient to put
on a good show, but to make every one up in the lobby in a manner to suggest
that they are being utilized to cover
in the vicinity aware of the fact. The
modest violet will never be the exhibit- a crack in the wall or mask a grease
spot. Treat them as if you appreciated
or's appropriate emblem. And, when
the stranger enters your portals, in- their artistic value and cost and they
duce him to return by an attractively will receive the respect and attention
displayed menu of future eye-feasts to of your patrons.
come. Let him know that, no matter
Give Your Display a Show Case.
how good was the picture that you have
Your
posters and photographs are the
just shown
you've
coming
righthim,
along.
You just
can asdo good
this samples of what you are showing on
with the right kind of a lobby display. your screen and the manner in which
By the right kind I mean one with the you display them will be taken as an

indication of the manner in which you
project the picture. Give your samples
the benefit of an appropriate show case
and double their attractiveness and cash
producing value.
It does not cost much to do this and
the revenue creating power of a set of
harmonious lobby display frames is way
beyond
involved. comparison with the expense
Here are a few examples of what may
be done in the way of dressing up your
lobby without putting a crimp into the
house bank roll. They are the product
of the Consolidated Portrait and Frame
Company, of 1029 West Adams street,
Chicago,
manufacture
Rite" lobbywho
display
frames. the "BiltA Reversible Back.
The in frame
"Wednesday"
built
golden headed
oak, mission,
green filledis
or gilt finish as may be desired. It is
of embossed oak and contains date
space and is fitted with a reversible
back which permits the display of either
8frame.
by 10 or 11 by 14 photos in the same
Frames slotted at top, mounted onto a
reversible back display 8 by 10 photos.
When 11 by 14 photos are to be used,
back is reversed and serves as back only,
holding photo in the 11 by 14 opening.
This frame will accommodate one 22
by 18 photo and six 11 by 14 or 8 by 10
photos and has easel and legs.
The folding
frame wings
headedthat"Sunday"
with
make it is
easybuiltto
handle and adapt it to odd corners. It
has easel and couch feet and may be
had in the same finishes as the "Wednesday" frame.
In this frame, twelve 11 by 14 and one
22 by 28 photos may be displayed and
the latter may be either oblong or up-

Who Says That They Never Come Back?
It certainly is not the exhibitor whose lobby blossoms with displays like the above.
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Proof

of Good

Design

of
Press

" * * * for steadiness, clearness, definition and general allaround satisfactory operation, has never been
bettered by any suitcase type of projector
*
requirements seem to have
been adequately cared
for by the designer
* * * has many features that are a distinct
departure in motion
picture equipment.
"The Rotary" accomplishes its mission in
regal style."
E. R. Bragdon,
Technical Editor in the
"Moving Picture
News."
"Taken as a whole,
the Rotary Portable
Projector seems to be a
very practical machine,
in excellent form for
portable purposes."
F. H. Richardson,
Projection Editor in
the "Moving Picture

«4

Ihe

Rptary

Portable

Projedor

Every important trade publication has commented on the merits of "The Rotary." The
and the commonnew "presser movement"
puts the
sense arrangement of the case
machine in a class by itself.
The size and weight of a suitcase - - - "The
Rotary Portable Projector" is literally a professional machine in miniature. To see it in
operation is to be convinced.

World."
ForDetailedlri^ormation/^ddress
Simplicity
Safety
Satisfaction

Educational

Films

Rotary Dept.

Corporation

{Dealert Should Apply Immediately for Territory)
oJ^LAmerica-'']1o^''^^^hiQ.
New York

!
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''NEWMAN'*
Ticket
Chopper
Safeguard
agalntt having
your
ticket*again
uMd reiotd.
over
and
ClrcumitanoM
sometimes
cause many
to yield
tomentemptation.
ticket
choppers
Newman's
positively
chop
and
positively
insure
you
against any
collusiontween ticket
beseller and
ticket taker.
The most
tical andpracmost
attractive
choppers
made.
Write Catalog
in for
of1920Ticket
Choppers,
Brass Frames
and Ralls.
We manufacture
the
frames
in
various
which do not require polishing. finishes

MOVING

PICTURE

right. There is a date space at top of
the centre panel as shown in the illustration.
headed and
"Friday"
twoThe22 frame
by 28 photos
seven will
11 bytake14
and has date frame at top. This also is
built in golden oak, mission, green filled
or gilt finishes as may be desired.
Setting: Off the Poster.
The frame from which Dorothy
Dalton smiles upon us takes a one
sheet poster and is built of mahogany
finished, hand carved moulding. iiiiiiiitiiitiniKtiiiiiitiiiiii
It has

ITOMORROW

The Newman Mfg. Co.
ESTABLISHED 1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, 111.
Canadian Rei)re««itatl7e
— J. T.Canada.
MaJone, 337 Bluery
Street. Montreal,
Padflc
Coaat
—
G.
A.
Metcalfe,
San
Frandsoo,
Cal.
Frame*, Easels,
Signs,
Chopper*.
Kick Grille*.
Plate*, Ralls,
Door Bar*.

AmusemeBt Supply Co.
L«r«Mt Bx«1biIt« DMlan U tk«
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
S«»-Se2 MalUrs Bid*.
S Sonth Wabuh At*.
CHICAGO, ILUNOU
fm the
WI ttLL 9M THI INtTALLMeNT PLAN

PBincnoN

or PBOJicnoif

Gold

King Screra
le Days' Trial
Ne. 1 9ni»,
TM.I N*.
* flrmal*. Ma.
Stret«h*n
ln«lad«4
Trr More joa buy. Sold h^
aH the leadlnc
lupply deelan
thraocbevt
the eeBBtry.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
IBM ]
Ptotan n*utm L
BoU <
tkrauh
nmr
telar.
NAnONAXnaOTBIC
TiCKvrIII!Bcmm
oompant
St LMl*.RirtkHe..Brmtwj
U. 8. A.

4 K. W. Electric GeDeradoj Set
M or 110 Tolts for stationary or poitaMe
morlDg picture work and theatre Ughiing.
Smooth,
current.radiatar
Be aiakar.
Portable
type steady
with eoollng
aO
seU-euntalned.
Send far BaUetia Ne. M
Univeraal Motor Co.
OSHKOSH, wise.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPBBTT QAXWm
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
the qaality
the teade
IdBaa flraat
Brltatactrcalatlea
and the efDeilalsM
▲11 Oriclal Netlees and News tnm Ike
AMeCIAtlON
te Its neaibees are
pnbltshed ezelaeiTely in thla Jearaal
TBABLT RATS:
POflTPAIP, WBKKLT, ITJf
BAMPLB COPT AND
ADYBBTIBINfl BATBB ON RBQDaBT
Appointed by Agreement Doled 7|8|14
THE OFFICIAL OBGAM OF
THE CINEMATSSRAPH EXHIBITSW AW»M.
ATION OF IREAT BRITAIN 4 IRELAND, LTD.

Write for our uf-to-iait prioe U&t.

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The Representatlye Weekly Jomraal
•f the British Film Indnatry
•f avMlK litwnt to all wk* hiy ar Mil r\Um
OFFICES:
IS, 8HAFTE8BUBT AYXNTIX
LONDON, W. L
■•MtaaD eorr trm ea xewM
rereUa •ntoarlvtloaa: Om *m« tm ■kUtaii (OiU)
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This Frame
makes a one-sheet look like a masterpiece.
date space at top and the glass front
door is fitted with lock and key.
The frame is supported on legs and
easel as shown.
The Consolidated Portrait and Frame
Companybution abook
have onalmost
distrilobby ready
displayforentitled
"Lobbyology" which will interest the
readers of this department. As there
will undoubtedly be a large demand for
it, I would suggest that you put in a
request for it now and make sure of a
copy hot off the griddle.

GUARANTEED
Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Brery Bute— total lt,SM| by States.P«rI4.M
M.
1,017manafecturtrs
llm •zehsnsee
III
sad stadias IT.M
4.M
Ml Biachlne aad sapply dealers.... 4.M
FertlMr Pirttaalsn:
A.F.WILLUMS,166W.AdamsSt.,Cliiea|o

This Reference Book Fits
Pocket Books and Pockets

for
Reference Book
"Pocket
THEProjecti
," byis
onists
and, Managers
James R.
Cameron
price $2.00,
a pocket volume 3% by 5J4 inches. It
contains 150 pages.
Among its meritorious features may
be mentioned 19 pages of wiring and
other diagrams, a lens table of film projection, one on carrying capacity of copper wire, others on current required by
motors, volts lost on copper wire, definitions of practical electrical units, useful
equivalents for electric heating problems, carrying capacity of wires, equivalents of units of length, conversion tables, watts to h. p. and h. p. to watts,

Kinarko

Carbons

TOUR DRAXBR, OR
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
IIS-IU-IU Wcet Mad St.. New Terk Q*T
MIRROROID
The Perfect Projection ScrMn
Om U.Ht IN UBB
Write fer ■ample aad QaetaUeu
H. C. CENTER & CO.
NEWBCKOH, N. T.

THE
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Announcing
THE

AMERICAN
M

FOR

PROJECTOSCOPE

O T O R - D R I V E N

The American Projectoscope, known throughout the film trade as "The
Portable Motion Picture Projecting Machine Without An Apology" — the
most perfect type of portable projector yet put on the market, is now
obtainable with a motor-drive. It is approved and endorsed by the foremost projection experts of the industry.

View of American
Projectoscope Closed
IDEAL

NEW

SCHOOLS

&

CHURCHES

Here is the ideal machine for showing motion pictures in schools and churches. Small, light, foolproof. Film can be stopped at any point. Run
either forward or backward. No experience necessary. Anyone can operate it.
FOR

SELLING

MERCHANDISE

The American Projectoscope is perfect as a commercial projector. Equip your salesmen with rolls
of commercial film showing your product in process of manufacture or in operation, provide them
with American Projectoscopes and watch the orders
roll in. "Seeing is believing." Your salesmen will
be able to "show" prospects. They can demonstrate
your motion pictures in a customer's office. Show
pictures on a wall, window curtain, even on the
ceiling. Thousands are in use for this purpose.
FOR

FILM

View of American Projectoscope Open
INSPECTION

Directors, film editors, etc., find the American Projectoscope without an equal for inspecting films in
the laboratory. It permits you to stop the film anywhere. Run it backward or forward. No possibility of further mistakes in titles or scenes. Inspect any portion of a film at your leisure.
EASILY

PORTABLE— RUNS

FILM

FORWARD

OR

BACKWARD

The new American Projectoscope, motor-driven, weighs but 25 pounds. In the handdriven model the weight is but 20 pounds. It carries like a suitcase. The fact that films
can be run either forward or backward, or stopped and held stationary on the screen
makes the Projectoscope an especially desirable machine for demonstration purposes.
Permits a salesman to lecture any point of a film, to turn back to any point desired.

The
The
two
The

BACKED BY GUARANTEE— REASONABLE IN PRICE
strongest kind of a guarantee goes with each and every American Projectoscope.
thousands already in use have all given satisfaction plus. Houses that began with
or three Projectoscopes are now ordering enough to equip all their sales force.
Projectoscope is reasonable in price. Write for descriptive literature and prices.

AMERICAN
6227 BROADWAY

PROJECTING
Dept. 25

COMPANY
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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THE

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
T • • t (ni_
Ticket,
ua nsmtand:
eolori.
aoamnt<l7
enir
roD
gtunama.
CmwoB
Tloktti S.OOt,
for
rrlM Dnwtna;
ililp/mtnu. 13.00.
CHb withPnoot
It* ofte.
' Qet ttag Btul 41»gnm TlokaU.
for BnuiiKl
QmI
poo
nrUl Bwl
or (Mad.
II Utloa
All ISokatt
nnut tttWIrtwl
eoofonB to I«)o*
Oonmnicat
ngnuvl
bw
of
irtmli^oa
■Dd tax paid.
SPBCIAL TICKET PBICBS
Ftva Thaaaand
tl.M
Tan Thaoaand
t*M
nftacB Thaaaand
4-M
Twenty-lTa Tkanaand t-M
FU^ Thoaaaad
t.M
Ona Hnndred Thooaand li.H
National Ticket Co^ shamakt>. Fa.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
onwal Onaa at tha ItaUaa OlstButocraub Valtm
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
FaialiB SabawtfUtat M fraaaa ft aaam
Edltarial and Bnalneaa Offlcaa!
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
Standard Motion Picture Co.
e«t acQvatnted witti our prioaa
and faeOUitt for \andUng your
DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING
Wark Gaaraataad — Sarrlea tka Baat
IM7 MaKtn BMf.. Ol— t P>«aai COTtral a«7
ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
Amanc tha Baat Twa-R«clera on tha Harkat
wura OB wm
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.,
LOS ANGELES
We Specialize on High Grade Motion
Picture House and Theatre
DECORATIONS
May we not lubmlt
our deilgnt
obligation*
to you?
Write without
ui.
William G. Andrews Decorative Co.
1426 S. Wabash ATenne, Chicago
MACHENES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOQ
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

Tran^^HeR
Antomatlcany supplies only such voltage m
arc requires. No waste of current In tiallaat
HERTNEB ELECTBIC CO.
Waat lUth Btraat. aaTclaad. Ohi*
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inches to millimetres and centimetres to
inches, sizes of wires for motors of different horse power, reflecting' power of
walls, paper, etc., light loss due to arc
lamp globes, power required for driving fans and sparking distances in air.
The laws governing the exhibition of
motion pictures in Massachusetts, Con-
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Tell Us About It

for
exists
departe ment
ing the
of spread
THISthe purpos
glad tidings of anything in
i
I the way of equipment, its use or
I arrangement that makes or saves
I money for picture theatres or stuI1 dios.
The door is wide open and the
I lid entirely absent to any exhibI itor, house or studio manager or
manufacturer who has a story to
tell or a device to describe, the
reading of which will tend to increase efficiency in the showing
or making of films.
Send photos and diagrams whenever possible and address your
communication to "Better Equipment"World.
Department, Moving Picture

All Summer
Pay—
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
1
|
|1

necticut. New Jersey, New York and
Pennsylvania are also given. Seventeen pages are occupied by an exhaustive tabulation of current supplied by
towns in New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Rhode Island, Virginia, Maryland
and Vermont. In this tabulation the
current is designated as alternating or
direct and voltage given.
A. C. is described as to cycles and
phases, and where more than one voltage is obtainable, that suitable for picture service is given.
.\ directory of picture producers and
distributors and another of laboratories, equipment and accessory manufacturers are among the contents.
The Typhoon Breeze Makers
Proceed to Stir Things Up
THELexington
Typhoon
Fan New
Company,
281
avenue.
York City,
manufacturers of the Typhoon
cooling, heating and ventilating system,
is experiencing at the present time a
rnarked increase in their business activities. So great has been the demand
for the Typhoon system that it has
been necessary to equip a new factory
in New York City.
Much new machinery has been purchased and is being erected as fast as
received, and several engineers are being added to the sales force. Ernest
Glantzberg, president of the Typhoon
Company, has just returned from Chicago, where he closed negotiations for
several installations, and has left again
for the South, where he will inspect
other installations at Knoxville, Nashville, Memphis and Atlanta, continuing
to New Orleans, where he will spend the
next two or three weeks.
What Prohibition Did.
Installations are being made in Kansas City, Minneapolis, Omaha and Des
Moines, in charge of Engineer Edward
Beck. In an interview with Mr. Glantzberg before his departure for New Orleans, he stated that the increased busi-

Try JB'^^ Hoods for
Si^, Stage or Canopy Lights
TheyShowCoverBrilliant
the Bulb
and and
Lasting Colors
everrin advantage.
Save
youPossess
dollars
lamp
renewala.
Preclude
bothersome
dipping.
Are
easily put on or taken off.
25 .Ihi^m!
W.
Reynolds
Electric
Co.
LaaiM
426 s. Talmin Ave., Chicago. III.
AMERICAN
(Trade Mark Ba*lst«ra«)
jFotopIaper
Tha Hadeai Harrel
Write far Catalaoa
AMERICAN PHOTO PLATEB CO.
n Waat 4tth Streat Naw Tark Otj
Picture Theatre Architects
Let them plan your house.
District of Columbia
REGINALD W. GEARE
327 Woodward Building, Washin^on, D. C
ZINK, SPABKLIN, GANDOLFO, Inc.
943 Mnnsey BnildlnK, Washington, D. C
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Kresge Bailding, Detroit, Mick.
Missouri
Carl Boiler & Brother
Theatre Architects
BIDGB BUILDING. KAN8AB OTT. MO.
CoDioltante to other anMlaela.
Adflaoea to omen raaanlUia pdaiia aad
•pedfloatlons at cootempUted theatna
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ness so early in the season was no doubt
due in part to the great number of new
theatres being built throughout the
country. He also stated that prohibition is having its effect upon the build-
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FOLLOWING
IMMEDIATE

2 Simplex Type "S"

$325.00

2 Simplex Type "B"
2 Powers 6B
2 Powers 6A

250.00
225.00
200.00

1 Cosmograph Portable Projector
2 Williamson Film Perforators

USED

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SHIPMENT
1 Powers

6A Mazda Outfit

1 Baird (Used Two

$250.00

Months) . . . 275.00

2 Motiographs

175.00

1 De Vry Portable Projector. . . 135.00
1 Little Giant Suitcase Projector 125.00
1 Ticket Selling Machine

600 Upholstered (Red Plush) Opera Chairs
400 Mahogany Folding Seats with Wood Arm
(Good as New)
600 5-Ply Veneer Theatre Seats

Rests

to Increase Your Box Office Receipts by Installing the

You How

Let Us Show
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"BLIZZARD"
WRITE

A

US YOUR

Reference
FOR

Elementary

Book That Fits the Vest Pocket
Contains a number of electrical, mechanical and
optical tables, diagrams and data together with a
directory of film producers and exchanges, motion
picture machine manufacturers and distributors,
theatre and motion picture supply houses and a
lot of general information regarding the showing
of motion pictures, the handling and care of the
motion picture projector and accessories.
A book that may save you dollars in
cash and will save you hours in time.

$1.00

PRICE
$1.00

THEATRE

FILL THEM

lO.OOO Copies Sold Within the Last Twelve Months

Book

Managers and Projectionists
By JAMES R. CAMERON
Author of Motion Picture Optics, etc.
A

CAN

INVESTMENT

GOOD
Pocket

WANTS— WE

SUPPLY

Text

Book

Motion

Picture
Projection
ON
By JAMES R. CAMERON
Author of Motion BYPicture Optics, etc.
The Text Book Used in Reconstruction Work
The

American

Red

Cross

Knights of Columbus
And most of the Army andcountry
Navy Hospitals throughout the
Also used in Held work in this country and abroad by
Community Motion
AND Picture Bureau
Y. M. C. A.
Written In plain, everyday, understandable language and the only
text
book published,
and ansvrer
form. covering motion picture projection In question
PRICE
Foreign Rights Controlled by The Inter-Ocean Film Corp.,
New York, London, Paris
$2.00
$2.00

COMPANY,

125 WEST 45TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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ing of a great many of these theatres,
while in many parts of the country, especially where the "flu" has hit hardest,
many theatre owners are anxious to
ai)Solute
put their houses in a state of n.
safety through proper ventilatio
He stated, also, that the popularity of
the Typhoon system has been brought
about through its low cost of installareliability of operation. tion and absolute
list of some of the
a
is
The following
more recent sales : Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, and the following Marcus Loew
theatres: Metropolitan, Memphis; Grand
Theatre, Atlanta; Vendome, Nashville;
Knoxville, Knoxville ; also the D. W.
Griffith studio at Larchmont, N. Y. ; the
Stratford Theatre, Chicago; the Howard Theatre, Atlanta; and Saenger Theatre, Shrevesport, La.
Jim Milligan, who quit the World to
become a Typhoon fan, has promised
to send diagrams of the above installations as soon as he can get down to a
forty-four hour week basis for himself.
They will be worth studying by our
readers.
Wants Heating Dope.
Moving Picture World:
Thistion ofspring
contemplate
construc-to
a new Itheatre
and amthe anxious
obtain suggestions from you in regard to
the most practical heating plant to install.
The auditorium will measure about 48
feet in width, 150 feet in length, and 29
feet in heights. At the front of the
building there will be a lobby measuring
14 feet by 44 feet, and two stores, each
17 feet by 44 feet. Over each store will be
offices of the same dimensions, which will
require heat during the winter months.
The seating capacity of the theatre will be
at least eight hundred (800).
I am taking the liberty of asking you
for suggestions before placing my order
for a furnace or boiler.
William Smalley.
Your auditorium would contain 208,800
cubic feet, the stores and offices, presuming that their ceilings would be 10
feet in height, would add 29,920 cubic
feet, making a total of 238,720 cubic feet
to be heated.
Basing the heating ratio at 1 to 100,
this would call for about 2,000 square
feet of radiating surface for the auditorium and about 300 square feet of
radiating surface for stores and offices.
But you must take into consideration
the fact that your ventilating system
will change the air in cold weather at
least four times per hour, thereby quadrupling the drain on the steam pressure through condensation in the radiators.
To care for this, your boiler must
have a steam generating capacity of
approximately 8,000 square feet for auditorium and 300 square feet for offices
and stores. Tliis calls for a total boiler
capacity of 8,300 square feet.
To Be Safe.
To be on the safe side, a capacity of
9,000 cubic feet for the boiler would
be advisable. Then you can take care
of extraordinary conditions and warm
the lobby at times, which has not been
figured in the requirements.
But do not make the mistake of figuring your heating installation cost on
a fixed price or a competitive basis.
Make up your mind as to the outfit that
will actually heat your house and have
some capacity in reserve and have your
heating contractor and the manufac-
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Preview
with

the

DeVry

CINCE a poor projector kills a good film, "pre^ view" your films with th^qualifj projector — the DeVry.
The DeVry is mechanically superior. It is made with the accuracy of
a fine watch. It stands up to hard work! All this, and more, is made
evident by all its projections.

ft

Also — note these advantages: The De Vry lets you preview any film
in your comfortable office — that keeps you out of the cold, empty theaterl
It lets you preview u,'hile your theater is crowded — that saves your time!
It costs nothing for an operator — that saves you money! In fact, a De
Vry soon pays its first cost.
To Film Exchanges a De Vry is of equal and inestimable value.
The De Vry is housed in a handsome, leather-covered box. The
box looks like a suitcase. Weighs 20 pounds. You carry it anywhere.
It has its own motor. It projects a picture up to 12 feet square and
up to 80 feet distant.
You will like the De Vry! It is a real wonder. It does what we say.
All we are asking is— the opportunity to show you! We are represented in 60 cities. Let us give you a free demonstration — in your
own
office,
OT home. (We
It's no
at all! It"sillustrated
our business.
Thereon will
be no obligation.
havetrouble
an interesting
Booklet
the
press.) So — wherever you live — we hope you will fill out and at once
mail the coupon below. Why not do it — before you turn over this page?
The

De Vry Corporation
1256 Marianna Street, Chicago
New York OflSce - . I4I West 42nd Street

turer guarantee the results. Do not expect either heating contractor or manufacturer to work some magic by which
a small plant will be fooled into doing
the work of a large one. And do not
make the bid competitive. If you insist
on installing a plant too small for the
requirements, you cannot expect a contractor to turn
the order.
more than
humandown
to refuse
to sellIt'sa
wise guy a substitute after he has refused to pay for the real thing. A
reputable heater builder knows what his
plants will do. He will not deliberately
sell you too large a plant. He certainly
does not want to raise up a kicker in
your territory by selling you one that
is too small. Let him advise you.
Then place your order with the heating contractor and see that you get the
make and size that you specify.

Can Any Reader Help Him?
Moving Picture World:
One of our customers who has an Edison Home Kinetoscope, serial 2328, is desirous of buying some film for use In this
machine. Our understanding is that this
machine takes
standard
siqe. a special film, or other than
It occurred to us that perhaps you may
know of some concern who may have
some of that film and would be willing to
dispose of It. If so, we will be obliged to
you If you will either refer our inquiry
to the
themfirm.
or give us the name and address
of
Enclosed
for reply. please find stamped envelope
Thanking you in advance for the favor,
we beg to remain
H. K. Barnett Theatre Supply Company.
The Houae of Service.
New Orleans, La.
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TYPHOONS
open

SUMMER

and
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keep

keep

your

theatre

it cool.

Write for Catalogue "M"

Company
Tjrphoon
281 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
64 West Randolph Street
Chicago, Dl.
1044 Camp Street
New Orleans, La.
71
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A. S. Kane Pictures Corp
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Arrow Film Corp
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Capitol Film Co
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Equity Pictures Corp
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Famous Players-Lasky Corp
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Bass Camera Co
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Andrews, W. G
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FACTS
You're taking a big chance in running your business in hit and miss fashion. Make sure of getting
every cent that's coming to you. Install a
PERFECTED
AUTOM
A TICKET
REGISTER
It will enable you to sell tickets faster. Will keep your tickets under lock and key and will give
you an automatic check on cash receipts.
Ask us to send further facts.
AUTOMATIC
TICKET SELLING & CASH
1731 BROADWAY
Foreign Representatives
TRANS-REGIONAL TRADING CORPORATION
NEW YORK
PARIS
LONDON

The

REGISTER CO.
NEW YORK CITY

Gillette
Reel

Multiple

Machine

operates in conjunction with any type of head
and lamphouse
ENABLES

the exhibitor to run his full performance on one machine without stops for
the changing of reels.
DOES all the rewinding, no rewinding by hand.
All reels enclosed in metal magazines.
The small town exhibitor with this machine
can put on as good a performance as the exhibitor in the largest city with two machines and
expensive equipment.
The exhibitor using one machine can pay for
this appliance in a few months time by the increase in his door receipts.
WRITE us at once for further information. We are filling
our orders as rapidly as possible.
GILLETTE

MULTIPLE

REEL

MACHINE
COMPANY
571 EAST MAIN ST., GALESBURG, ILLINOIS

THE
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PICTURE CAMERAS,
NEW OR USED
400-foot Photo Clnes, Model No. 5. focus
Forwarddevice.
and
Reflecting
Trick ACrank.
Reverse F:3.5.
Tcssar
splendid $145 00
value
^
*
TIic latest
Universal
with the
wonderful
internal
shutter
dissolve,
complete
as listed
CJ.fi7
00
i .vv
for 1512.00. Bass special
200-foot
capacitv Topical or News Weekly Camera. Tessar
F:3.5 lens. A snap $75.00
Panorani and Tilt Tripod from $30.00 up.
Eastman Negative Film, $37.50 per 1,000 feet.
your
CaUlog:. Write
Camera Cameras
Bass Motion
rTTroTT'C
rvEid
needs.
ExpertPictureadvice.
exchanced.
COMPANY
BASS CAMERA
1»7 NORTH DEARBORN STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.
MOTION

PICTURE

WORLD
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COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
in all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL atUntlOB.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY prodactioa.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as MUy
EXPERTS with scientific superriiion can prodoca.
SPECIALTIES
If you have worli requiring EXPERT SCIKNTIFVC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St., New York City
Bet. B«hth aad Hlath Area.
Bryant tUT

The
New
Premier

eat
pe
Pc
oh
s

FlIckerlMS
'Safety Standard '
Motion
Picture
N«w
Pramltr
4-ajnper«
Bkaoatot
and Pathiacop*
Waaton D. vitli
C Teltmatw
Projector
Will nin the "Safety Standard" narrow-width, slowburning film, adopted by the Society of Motion Plctore
Engineers.
Can be used by anyone, any time »nd anywhere, without
any danger, fire or insurance restrictions.
Labeled by Underwriters, "Enclosing Booth Not Required."
Weighs only 23 pounds. Pita in a small case. Operates from
any
wonderful
T4 lamp (Jnjt
perfected
f.ir us)
glTealight
fromsocket.
3 to 4Thetimes
the UlomlBatlon
formerly
obtainable.
Usee
less
than
100
watts
in
Uchtlng
12-foot
plctore
at
75
feet
Motor drive and rewind at Tanalils sliced.
negative.
any
from
Prints
Patheseope Negatives from any positive.
XMa
TV c ma\ra
IllaAC \f Patheseope
Send for 32-Page Convincini Catalog
The Patheseope Co. of America, Inc.
D.pt. M-W.
AeoUan Hall, 35 West 42nd Streat, New Yark
A.g*n(A»$ and Service BtatUmt 4n Printipal Citiei

Gold

Fibre

Screens

To this Company belongs the prestige of
providing the finest projection surface of all
screens for the Photoplay World.
There's a distributor
you.
Siniiiilra find near
I.ilrrdlurc
Hjion requefil
Minusa Cine Screen Co.
WORLD S LARGEST PRODUCERS
OF MOTION PICTURE SCREENS
Saint Louis, Mo.

Gundlach
Projection

Lenses

Can not be surpassed for critical definition, flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination,
and we maintain absolute uniformity of quality.
That's the reason they are used in nearly every
theatre in the United States and Canada.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., RoohMter, N.Y.

AMERICA'S
FINEST
LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPDfO
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS.
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
ANli SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. 8TRETCKHANB. Uanaglnc Director
PALISADE

FILM LABORATORIES
I-ALISADE. N. J.
OPPOSITE l»TH STREET
Telephona, Uort.mera Ml-ClS

THE
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Quality

Raw

Stock

Right photographically.
Maximum service in the
projector.
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PERFECT

PROJECTION

can be effected by employing in
your machine the
Speer "Directo-Hold-Ark" Combination for Direct Current
and

Speer ^'Alterno'^ Noiseless Carbons
for Alternating Current
Make your own investigation
of the merits of SPEER CARBONS by purchasing a trial
package from your dealer and
trying them in your machine.

Made by

"The Carbons With a Guarantee"
The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing

Company

Verona, New Jersey

Speer

Carbon

Company

St. Marys, Pa.

The advantages

of

EASTMAN

footage numbered

negative film

will immediately assert themselves in the final cutting and
assembling of successive scenes.
PRODUCERS OF
MOTION

PICTURE

COMMERCIAL
and

FILMS

Identifiable
by thein words
and
^' Kodak"
the film"Eastman"
margin

DEVELOPING

PRINTING

Telephone Audubon 3716
ERBOGRAPH CO.
203-:;ll LUOWIG
WEST I46TH
NEW YORK
G. B. STREET,
ERB. Pmldent

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

PER WORD FOR SITUATIONS WANTED
WORD
^ AND HELP WANTED. MINIMUM, $0.50
9^ CIAL ADS.
SITUATIONS WANTED.
ORCHESTRA LEADER desires position as
conductor or pianist leader in large picture
bouse. Was recently director at one of country's finest theatres. Large orchestral library.
Address
care o£ Moving Picture
World, N. "Musician,"
Y. City.
WANTED
—
Position
in
class pictureMember
theatre by experienced pianistfirst
or organist.
A. P. of M. State salary and hours. Address
0. B., care Moving Picture World, New York
City.
THEATRES WANTED.
WANTED — Moving picture theatre, live town
east Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama.
State eralfullDelivery,
particulars.
H. Moyle, GenHouston, William
Tex.
THEATRE
seating
from
300
to
500, have
or building suitable for remodeling. What
you
■got
for
cash?
Address
B.
J.
Vought,
Columbia
City, Ind.
THEATRES FOR SALE.
WE are controlling four theatres in the same
town. No oppostion.
Big money
making
proporeasonafter.
selling,
have was
too
much
business sition.toThe look
There
never other
such
a money making proposition offered before. The
In Answering

FOR ALL COMMERMINIMUM, $1.00

with Internal Shutter Dissolve Is tli*
capital required will be from $50,000 to $60,000 Universal
equal of any camera made. Do not be deceived
to put the deal over. Do not answer this ad by
high sounding names. Buy a Universal for
unless you are after the biggest thing In this
satisfaction.
model
with 200
IbIndustry. Address The Elyria Theatres Com- genuine
temal Dissolve
$516.00. 200
Bassft.price
$467.00.
pany, Inc., Elyria, Ohio.
ft. model without Dissolve, list $430.00. Price
$367.00. 400 ft. model with DUsolve. Met $72».U0.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
Our the
priceworld
$647.00.
C-90 De projectors,
Vry, the standard
FOR SALE. — Million Dollar Mystery, 46 reels ; of
In portable
$200.(X).
"Olrl From Frisco," GO reels; "Socal Pirates," Slightly used De Vrys always on hand. The
30 reels ; "Italian Battle Front," 10 reels ; latest book, "Behind the Motion Picture Screen,"
"Griffith's Battle of Sexes," 5 reels ; "Cleopatra," ftie only complete book on the subject ever
8 reels ; "Rip Van Winkle," 5 reels ; also series ptlbllsbed,
postpaid $3.67. Telegraphic and 0.
of
and reel
Bud,"specials
"Sis Hopkins,"
Mary Pickshipped the same day received.
ford,"Hamsingle
; other features
and O. D. order*
bargain list free. BASS CAMERA
comedies, large selection. Guaranty Pictures Complete
COMPANY,
Charles
Bass, Pres., 108 Dearborn
Co., 145 West 45tb Street, N. Y. City.
St., Chicago, III.
CAMERAS. ETC FOR SALE.
OUR 35TH ANNIVERSARY CATALOG, chock
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
full oftion season's
best bargains
embracing
USED PROJECTING MACHINE for sale: one
picture cameras,
etc., is— now
ready mofor 1914
Motiograph traveling outfit, complete with
mailing — write and ask for one. DAVID STBRN
trunk, $200. Mrs. Kramer, 564 West Randolph
COMPANY, "Value, Service, Satisfacton since St,
Chicago,
111.
1885," 1027 DAVSCO BLDO., CHICAGO, llAj.
CAMERA
for sale: 400-foot
MISCELLANEOUS.
mann
camera,OUTFIT
four magazines,
and twoErnefold
tripod, $275 complete. Can be seen at New
BY PURCHASING willa copy
York Motion Picture Apparatus Co., 110 West Construction"
be onof over.
a"Modem
par 270
withTheatre
your
32d St., New York City.
architect when you
talking things
pages;
sent 516
postpaid
for
$3.00.
Chalmers
Publishing
A WINNING COMBINATION, Universal U. Co.,
Fifth Ave., New York City.
P. Cameras and De Vry projectors. The new

Advertisements, Please Mention
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WORLD

The Chalmers Publishing Company has fostered the motion picture industry since its beginning
through the Moving Picture World juid its leader publications on —
Theatre

Construction

Picture

Moving

Picture

Picture

Projection

Theatre
Theatre

Electricity
Advertising

When planning a new house. For a picture on the screen that Just the information yon want Chock full of ideas that brinr
this book will prove a money will be a credit to your house. on your theatre electrical equip- money into the box office. 309
saver. 270 pages
$3.00
700 pages
$4.00
menU 280 pages
$2.50
pages
t2.M
The fact that some of these books are already in their
third edition ought in itself be recommendation enough.
CHALMERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Wright & Callender Bldg.
516 Fifth Avenue
Garrick Theatre Bldg.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Great

White

Way

PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SDIPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOR
FULL PARTICULARS SEE 'SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER OF THIS MAOAZINK
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
Onemaquipment Center, Entire Second Flo or, 729 7th Ave., at 49th St., New York

"MARTIN"
A Dqiendable Mailing List Service
•aTu yon from S0% to M% in poitege, ate. Readies an or
Mieeted list of theatres In any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor
as well desiring
as the theatre
address.
A list
of pobUelty mediums
motion Inpietars
news.
Unaffiliated
•xchanses
looklnx
for
features.
Supply
houses
that
are
properly eharaetarlced as such. Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offlees. Informattoa in adTanoc of theatr**
being
wr4 or ta bs boilt.
MOTION
PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
144 Wast 4tad Street. New Terk
Phone i Bryant 8US
Addnssing MuMgraphing Printing Tppebfriting

CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-UT PICTURES
FSatFECT BBBL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 8. Htgrn* A**.. CWaase 101* Brakaar B14|., Nc* YMt
In Answering Adyertisements, Please Mention tht
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The Leading, Independent Orgm of Italian Film Trade
SUBSCRIPTION
FOR orV Tl/^T
T AOQ AA 'WAD
FOREISN COUNTRIES:
iiULiLiAKS
lAAJK
AivgrtUgmtnti : Tariff on oppHoaMon.
■ditorUI Offices: TUSIN ataly)— Oallaria Naslonale
WE

NEVER

DISAPPOINT

vKvJrlL^
^
^^JZ->^-^

.
^

220

TELEPHONE

STREET
WEST
YORK
^EW 42-

BRYANT 5576

if?5^
^^^^L"
6EN.MGR.

They Dispel the Darkness
that Threatens Failure in the
Moving Picture Business

BY

P.H.UICHAR.DSON
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SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTORS
IMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF SIMPLEX SERVICE

ABGU8 THEATRE SOTPLT DIVWION
NOBTHKHN
of th.
* APPLIANCB CO. OHIO
LAMP PrMP»et
ARGUB 81S-U
Are.
CLKVBLAND, OHIO
□
BOSTON MOTION PICMASSACHUSETTS
TUBB SUPPLY CO.
BHODE ISLAND
U Broadway
BOSTON, MASS.
□- CONNECTICUT
B R E C K PHOTOPLAY
CAUFORN1A
^NORTHERN
iCPPLY CO.
«8 Galdaa Oat* At*.
^WESTERN NEVADA
BAN FRANCISCO. CAL □-" OREGON
J. SLIPPER * CO.
SOUTHERN
Til S»oth Olive St.
and CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELEB, CAL.
ARIZONA
Belli iif Axcnta
DWYER BROS * CO.
SOUTHERN OHIO
(II Walnat St.
and
CINCINNATI, OHIO
KENTUCKY
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
t«g OUT* St.
■T. LOUIS, MO.
EXHIBITOR8SUPPLYCO.
845 Saoth Wabaah At*.
CHICAGO, ILU

EASTERN
MISSOURI
NORTHEASTERN
AULAN8AS
Madlion ] CMatla*
St. Clair \ In
Hanraa J IllliiaU
ILLINOIS
(Except Madiian, St.
Clair and Manraa
Connttes)

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
INDIANA
117 Nertli IlllnoU It.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
oSOUTHERN and
' EASTERN
Clinton
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO WISCONSIN, and
204 Manhattan Baildinc Henry
Dea Moines Conntlea
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
* in Iowa
JaciiBon
Lee
Leaiaa
Muscatine
Scott
HOLUS-SMITH-MORTON WEST VIRGINIA
and
COMPANY
WESTERN
1»1 Liberty At*.
PENNSYLVANIA
PITTSBURGH, PA. □LELAND THEATRE SUP- MAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
17 SUte St.
HONTPEUER. VT. □- VERMONT
N. Carolina Alabama
LUCAS THEATRE
B. Carolina Louisiana
SUPPLY CO.
Georgia
118 MartetU St.
Florida Tennaasaa
Southern
ATLANTA. GA.
Mississippi VIrsinit
MICHIGAN MOTION
PICTURE SUPPLY CO. MICHIGAN
<3 Bast Ellaabeth 8U
DETROIT. MICH. oLUCAS THEATRE SUP- TEXAS
PLY CO.
SOUTHERN
ISIt Main St.
ARKANSAS
DALLAS. TEX.

ALBANY THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
4 Clinton Ave.
ALBANY. N. Y.
Sellln« AyenU

EASTERN
NEW YORk
York
(Exceptaty)
Greater N*w

AUBURN
THEATRICAL
CENTRAL
SUPPLY
CO.
NEW YORK
AUBURN, N. Y.
4ellinr Airenta oSTATE
BECKER THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
WESTERN
184 Pranklla BC
NEW YORK
BUFFALO, N. T.
STATE
Sailing Af enta
GREATER NEW YORK
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Dnteheaa
Patnam
Oraaire
B. P. PORTER
Tark
711 Serenth Ato.
Cautlaa
SaffoTk
NEW YORK, N. Y.
SnIIlTaa
Rockland
Ststo
and
SEATTLE STAGE
LIGHTWASHINOTON
ING CO.
21 MadUan Block
OREGON
SEATTLE. WASH. DDELAWABB
EASTERN
LEWIS H. 8WAAB
PENNSYLVANIA
1127 Vino St.
SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
EASTERNMARYLAKD
SWANSON THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
421 South ISth Street
OMAHA, NEB.

NEBRASKA
and
WESTERN IOWA

SWANSON THEATRE
CENTRAL AND
EQUIPMENT
CO.
318 Locust St.
DES MOINES, lA. D- SOUTHERN IOWA
WYOMING
8WANS0N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.
COLORADO
1514 Welton St.
MONTANA
DENVER, COLO.
NEW MEXICO
SWANSON THEATRE
UTAH
IDAHO
EQUIPMENT CO.
IS2 East Second South St.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH EASTERN NEVADA
□
Minnesota, South
TECO 245
PRODUCTS
MFG. CO.
Loeb Arcade,
em Iowa°d'E«?:
and
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Northern and
Western Wisconsin
WEBSTER ELECTRIC WASHINGTON, D. C.
WESTERNMARYLAND
COMPANY
719 «th St.. N.W.
WASHINGTON. D. C □- NORTHERNVIRGINIA
TALE THEATRE
PLY CO. SUP261 Sheidley Bid*.
«th and Mala SU.
KANSAS CITY. MO.

WESTERN
KANSAS MISSOURI
OKLAHOMA
NORTHWESTraN
ARKANSAS
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Important

Announcement

!

We are pleased to announce to the trade that the fire
which visited our plant on January 31st affects only
one building out of the group of four which we
occupy.
By using a full night shift of mechanics on duplicate
machinery in our main building we believe that our

PRODUCTION
BE

PROGRAM

WILL

PRACTICALLY

UNINTERRUPTED

We

take

this opportunity,

too, of acknowledging

publicly the numerous offers of co-operation that
have been sent us from many branches of the
industry.
E.

M,

PORTER

General Manager
PRECISION
Builders

MACHINE

of the

COMPANY

Simplex

ThePrecisiokMachine C).Inc.
317 East 34th; St - NowYork

Projector

* ^si

THE
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SAYS
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TO
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more

requires
making

to

many
can
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method
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of

step

NEW
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imthe

in

impossible.
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is

TRE,

DESIGNED

THEATRE,
WER

by

presentation

ARCHITECT

CAPITOL

the

Loew
to
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projector.

DON, ONT,
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presentation
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of
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costs
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OPENS
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NICHOLAS I POWER
NcoF^f=oRAT e: d COMPANY
EDWARD
E:AR1_. Rwesidemt
NiNETv Gold St. New York. N.Y.

SiiThe

GIMBRT
niGHT

S#*-*^B
Scenario bu JUNE E
MATHIS
11T

PARICBR'S
of

WAY

LY
<rDirect
ed T
bif E
JACK
DILLO
L
L N

^psassMi
METRO
PUBLISHED EVERT FRIDAY BT
CHALMILRS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY,
516 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW
YORK
Subscription Price: United Statei and Itt PouMsloni, Uexieo and Cuba, (3 a year; Canada, (3.50 a year; Foraign Gountrlea (poatpald).
fi a year. Entered as second alas* matter
June
17,
1006,
at
the
Post
Office
at
New
York,
N.
Y.,
under
the
Aet
of
Harah
t,
Vm.
Coprrlsht. UU, by tbe Chalmers Publishing Company.
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EVER AFTER ASSOCIATE THE EX=
OF BURNING SULPHUR. IN LIKE

MEASURE RITCHEY
POSTERS, IN THE EXHIBITOR'S MIND,
ARE ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED BOX=OFFICE RECEIPTS.

IMPRESSIONS,
connected.
always

in

ably of the
melody
of the

Hear

the

company

missing

and

RITCHEY
his mind.
him

that

increased

the

melody

of a certain

sex) — then
in

your

hear

mind

is abstract

are

inevitably

frequently,
person
that

will

but

(preferselfsame

rise a vision

psychology,
are

posters

plains why RITCHEY
by

ideas

companion!

of which

demand

and

a certain

opposite

alone,

All

thoughts

exhibitor.

trade-mark

such

in

dollar-mark

The

have

yet

become

it exstrong

and

associated

the
in

"RITCHEY"
and "profit," to him, are interchangeable terms, for his long experience has taught
RITCHEY
box-office

RITCHEY
406 WEST

posters

mean

tremendously

receipts !

LITHO.
31st STREET,
TELEPHONE,

NEW

CHELSEA

8388

YORK

CORP.
CITY

4rtcraft

<j^icture

A<Tnr
THOMAS

E

INCE

llis Sj^ially Stip^visecL

Presen

Rroduction

RDU

■Nl
4

URS
H
BY
CO
GARDNER
SULLIVAN
Wamountj4rfcraft

4

Cpicture

\s

up

The

to

Wolves

date

Have

tomorrows

Broken

In!

Human wolves ! Ranting at law, sneering at virtue, scattering red poison in the
name of "humanity"

!

"Dangerous Hours" is the startling, burning record of their deeds.
A picture built on the biggest thing that
now faces the world. Therefore built for
the crowds.
Vivid — human — spectacular.
with a romance of love.

PLAYED

BY AN

Lighted up

ALL-STAR

CAST

Adapted from The Saturday Evening Post story,
"A Prodigal in Utopia,"
by Donn Byrne.
Directed by Fred Nijji.o
Photographed by George Barnes

>

newspaper!

ADOLPH

ZUKOK

presenh

Clsie

^jerguson
HIS

in
HOUSE

ORDER^^
C/>aramount
/Irkraft
IN
Cpicture
An intimate, reaHife story of a
"second wife." One who was
always measured by the perfections of the first — always found
wanting — driven to fight for a
place in her own family, until
in desperation —
wonderful
play. Wing Pinero's
Sir Arthur
Directed by Hugh Ford, who
has surpassed even his splendid
work in "The Woman Thou
And Elsie Ferguson as the
Me." who loved the gay
Gavest wife
second
life of Paris •
A picture for all women, and
all men who marry them. That
means a picture for your theatre.
By Sir Arthur Pinero
Direction and Scenario by
HUGH FORD
FAMOUS A PLAYERS
JQ
B DK MUX »
JESSE ULASKY-LASKY
I . CiXtLCORPORATION

^jeSSe
WILLIAM

L,Ldi&)l^ jyresenis
D. TAYLOR:
Production.

S

HUCKLEBERRY

Alark

New
lu)ain'Q>aramountj4rtcraft
Cpicture
FINN'

LIKE
FOR

READING
THE

FIRST

IT AGAIN
TIME!

Only Mark Twain could put into words
the wonderful charm, the universal heart
appeal, of "Huckleberry Finn."
Only he could have written an advertisement worthy of the subject.
But anyone can put into words the box
office appeal of the picture. Three words
will do it.
They are: "Breaking records everywhere."
It's
to see
builds
better

a picture the whole family will come
again and again. It's a picture that
prestige for your theatre — with the
class of people.

Scenario by Julia Crawford I vers
By arrangement with the Mark Twain Company
1; FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION

Adolph Zukor
Presents

^Jrene

Castle
in
THE

AMATEUR

WIFE"
ShecMade
Broadway
stop — look — and listen ! Fresh from a
French convent she was so awkward
and shy that it hurt. Then a friend of
her "show girl" mother married her out
of pity and- -went away. When he
came back she was the toast of the town.
How, why, when and where makes a
picture that is as full of pep as it is of class
and distinction.
By Nalbro Bartley
Scenario by Jane Murfin
Directed by Edward Dillon
> HtJUlQUNjnCftt

^ Cparamount^rtcraftQ^icture
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The foreign rights to
the super serial in
15

EPISODES

VANISHING

TRAILS

Produced

WM.

N.

by

-

SELIG

featuring
Franklyn

Farnum

and

Mary

Anderson

Scenario by
William E. Wins
Directed by
Leon de La byMothe
Have been acquired from
Canyon Pictures Corp.

DONALD

CAMPBELL

130 West 46th Street
New York
Cable Address:
DONCAMEO
New York

Factors:
NATHAN & SEMERAD
New York

February 21, 1920
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the
fea-

(released

only

where

one
the

please-yourkeynote.

^hatre-goers shop for
"^fndr amusement these
daj/^. What
show
to

can

in your

you

home

surpass

lARY

PlCKTOro

"POLLYANNA"
^Irom [leanor U. pDrter^s fanious Novel
'Pollyanna, publi^tied by the Pa^c CGfopaon.
and the four Act Ooincdy by Cdfhcrinc Ctiislidm
Qj^hin^. Screen Adaptation by Trances
Marion. Phof^phcd by Charles Roslier.

•UNITED
ATQTKTS
COKPOMTIONMARY PICKTORD ■ CHADUE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRbANtCS • D.V. GDIFFITn

cities
(^verjdayjn
and towns the countiy
over, this shopping

on

the part of theatre-goers
is being demonstrated

newest
as
l
g
u
o
D

"WHEN

picture
Mmnks'

THE

mOis
LL
boin^

CLOUDS
f7

EY'
soudhf

ouf by fhe

public, and the ihcafie records
e^ablish beyond qucsfion that
^ivin^ the public what if wants
pays the real profits.

•UNITED
ATQTKTS
COIPOMTIONMAEY PICKRDUD ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN ■ DOUGLA<; FAIBbANt:^ • D.V. GDIFFITH

"The

COMING
Not

One

Dissenting

Voice

Among

the

ve

New

NEW YORK TIMES

NEW YORK
MORNING WORLD
"The audience was
absorbed in the wonderful story of her
history and educa-

York

Ure -SSly

"A succession of
WONDERS . . .
Its success IS remark-

Critics
°f the n,ost
^--'arkable
pieces of
we have ever

P'ct
don,
seen."

note

able "

tion."

almost ' "'"^'^^nd

Pictu

res/

PRESENTS

K
NEW YOR
HERAID

aliaheS^'^Wonder

s
Spectator
:
in
sc
fa
ated."

of the World

HELEN

KELLER
in the

Photo

Play

Beautiful

DELIVERANCE
DIRECT
AT
K
NEW YOR
EVENING
.•A picture that

otten
and are forg
TUE.
BURIES MAN

„-p' canY,^gh\V

sed too

FROM

HER

GREAT

^y"■m'"U
heGaudiWenOceRLD
ex

-

TOUMPH

THE LYRIC THEATRE
NEW
YORK CITY

DirocfedBy GEORGE FOSTER PMTT

NEVV YORK

"Not
Only

P^^ted a wond
performance erful
^'^e screen sh
't owine
""
claim^distanced a/1

s made for if

as
l.ke it T

'"^^e again." ^
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Scenario bij Q..Cecil
Smifl
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Dircctbn- lohn VMoble
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MOORE
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Allen Cbiowne's
^^
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oi'

'UisXYifesMone
il
Ralph IncePiodudion
Scenaiio bi| [^.Chcil Smith
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pictures)

Q

(republic

IS

BLUE

„

RED

YELLOW

.
on

February

THE

GREEN

22

REPUBLIC

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

will present

CHIEF
"THE

WILLIAM

J.

FLYNN'S

SILKLESS
BANKNOTE"
Visualized
by WILSON
MIZNER
Starring

HERBERT
At the

CAPITOL

THEATRE,

RAWLINSON

NEW

YORK

CITY

Starting Sunday, February 22
and each tceek thereafter a different
CHIEF

FLYNN

REPUBLIC

PICTURE

DISTRIBUTING

M

EIGHT

WEEKS

CORPOKATION

LEWIS J. SELZNICK, Advisory Director BRITON
Executive Offices, 130 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.

N. BUSCH, President
Exchanges Everywhere
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PICTURES

(REPUBLIC

NOW

READY

BOOKING
7"

FOR

an
production
presented
Film

Specials,

adapted
story

written

William

Henry

and

REPUBLIC
LEWIS

DISTRIBUTING

J. SELZNICK,

from

Advisory Director

DeWitte

by
Inc.

the
by

Warner
Kaplan

CORPOKATION
BRITON

Executive Offices, 130 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.

N. BUSCH,

President

Exchanges Everywhere
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LEVERING
resents

TEMPORARY

By Robert Ames
RUBYE

PICTURE

WIFE

Bennet
Directed by Joseph Levering
With an all-star cast
* -

EDMUND

STRONG

alluring title of this picture

BREESE
W.T

MARY

CARLETON

BOLAND^
.

^

gives you splendid opportunities for

Firsl-run bookings on this picture have
been instantaneous. Some exhibitors

the exploitation. Why a ''temporary^'
wife? Why a wife for one day only?
Why did a wife for a day become his
wife for all time?

put more "steam" behind it than they
have given many big specials. A good
story. Fine production standards and
an all-star cast of names.

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fi/ih Avenue . New Kbrk Giy
Distributing Ihrou^ PATH^ hrhange.hccrptmvd

THE
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presents

ER
SAGEBRUSH
The photoplay of the novel by
.

EMERSON

HOUGH

Directed by EDWARD SLOMAN
I
' ^ Benjamm B. Hampton- Great Juthors Production
ROY STEWART
BETTY BRICE

With an all-star cast:
NOAH BEERY
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
GORDON RUSSELL
ARTHUR MORRISON

The third consecutive nationally successful production made by Benjamin
B. Hampton and his fine organization.
The third production on which Mr.
Hampton has lavished six months of
attention — and received all the- values and benefits that are derived
from slow, careful endeavor.
The third Benjamin B. Hampton
production to be welcomed at once
into the big first-run theatres of the
nation because of its drawing power
and popularity. It does pay to do
big things well!
W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fi/th Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributing through VKmt [xchange.Inccrporated
Foreign Distributor^ Frank Drockl iss. Inc 729-7i5 Ave,

THE
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OF

PUDDIN

ALL
PIONEER

TO

THE

OTHER

PICTURES

HAVE

PROVEN

THEMSELVES

BE "LIFE

SAVERS"

TIME

THE SINS OF THE CHILDREN
With STUART
HOLMES HAMILTON
and ALMA HAN' JN
By COSMO
ATONEMENT
With GRACE DAVISON and CONWAY TEARLE
By COUNT LEO TOLSTOI
VIRTUOUS SINNERS
With WANDA HAWLEY and NORMAN KERRY
SUSPICION
With GRACE DAVISON

AND

AGAIN

THE LONG ARM OF MANNISTER
With HENRY B. WALTHALL
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM
THE BOOMERANG
With HENRY B. WALTHALL
By WM. HAMILTON OSBORNE
THE GIRL FROM NOWHERE
With CLEO MADISON and WILFRED LUCAS
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Produced
under Personal
Supervision
BERNARR
MACFADDEN

THE HIDDEN CODE
With GRACE DAVISON

PIONEER
130 West

FILM

46t5iST.,

CORPORATION
New\brk

/

RUIN!
The ugly fist of rum smashed through the smooth shell
of their smug, well-ordered
lives. Prison confronted the
father--poverty and disgrace
the daughter. Then, in their
black hour of despair, came
a lonely, bitter man. for whom
life had lost it's savor. How
he sacrificed himself to
save them . and how he saved
himself in the act of sacrifice is told in this powerful picturization of Basil

I- -Cin

Kind's greatest book.

SAMUEL

GOLDWTN

AND

BASIL

FAMOUS

REX

BJEACH

P:

KINGS
STORY

THE

STREET

CALLED
Y
DIRECTED

STRAIGHT
WALLACE
WORSLEY

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
CORPORATION
SAMVEL COLDWYN f^ntJtni

f ^ooth
— Excerpt from
'Who's mo"—
TARKINGTON, Booth, author;
The Gtntlfman From Indi.na
%
s
e
Monsieur Peaufaire; The Tw<
Vanrevelj;
Cherry;of InOnaan:
The Arena;
The Conauest
Thi
Beautiful Ladv; Hij Own People:
Gue.t of Parrv:
Ouejn.y; Beasley';
Christmas
laeobin; The Flirt;Beauty
Penrod:and Th.thi
Turmoil; Penrod and Sam; Seyen
teen.
Plays;FromMonsieur
The Man
Heme;Beaucaire
Camer
Kirby; Your Humble S.
Springtime;
Getting
a
Polish;
Country Cousin; Oareppf. The

TarkingtoiVs

W Not the best boy
'
in town, nor
the worst.
Just
a regular
American
Icid.

Edgar's idea of a good time — a pony, a high hat.
and the biggest ice cream cone in the world.

TN "Penrod" and "Seventeen," Booth Tarkington revealed himself
to the world as the greatest living authority on that mysterious
person — the small boy.
In the Edgar stories Tarkington's first original work for the screen he creates a boy that everybody will revel m —
— a real American Boy, neither wholly good nor irredeemably bad,
but always human.
The story of his weird boyish career, his mental reactions, his mischiefs,
his dreams, his loves and his triumphs nukes the most fascinating, the
most deliciously humorous series ever shown in motion pictures.

EDGAR IN A NATURAL MOMENT

SAMUEL.

PRESENTS

GOLDWYN

JQQTH

TARKINGTQNS

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES

CORPORATION

Edg
The oAd'ventu
^ar
res and Emotions
Sto
of Sdgar
rie
^omeroys

It may' be gathered
Edgar
fond ofthac
medicine.

not overly

Marjorie is Edgar's
sweetheart,
nately refuses
to believe but
it. she obsti-

BETTER
BOOK
THEM !

According to with
Edgar,
this his
sortsister's
of thing.life is taken up

Should the woman
motherforgive?
remains Evidently
firm. Matjorie's

Edgar isPresident
quite surewithout
he could
the part of
much play
trouble.

Edgar has a slight encounter with the water
sprinJsler.

e oAd^entures

EDGAR

GOLDWYN

and Emotions

of Sdgar ^omeroy

STORIES,

PICTVRES CORPORATION
£ANfVeL OOL£>V.nrN /v,„j

j>ot to act
I man
u^: little
outcast now."
muttered
the words to himself as he
wandered through the silent
hills. Hts life was a fight
against odds-' a fight for a
name, for a home , for the girl
he loved. Jack Hckford makes
Chad a character that will
live long in the minds of the
hovise
of allsttl'
public --records
and longer
that show the picture.

SAMUEL

GOLDWTN

JACK

PHE
PICK

SENTS

FORD

THE
'OF
DI RE

LITTLE"^
shepherd
BY
JOHN
FOX.
KINGDOM JR.
COME
C'^^^"n
-B V
>T y ^
""-^ORSLEY

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES

CORPORATION

Frank
Keenan"'*'^^|^|^_
Productions
i„c.

FRANK

IN

SMOLDERING

The

ashes

were

But beneath
fires

^ay

on fop.

smolclered

of parental

the-

love;hateibr

the eneiny:contempf|>r the feminine weaknesses of thf woman who
was

once

his wife^ind

smoldered

ahvays

the fml of courage

Apicture

that nolle will forget

the kind

you

to expect
Produced
Studios

have

learned

of ICeenarv, .
at Robert Brunton

directed by Mr Keenan.

DistribiMors

111

0

y

As

adapted

from

the story by ANDREW

success

of

can

forged

could

BARRIER

DIVIDE'

THE

GREAT

THE

SIGN

invisible"

'THE

BAR

SINISTER
and
the
rest

that

Other
as

success.

after

THE

created

has

Lewis

Ed^ar

Who

SHOES

MEN'S

OTHER

SOUTAK

the

Men's
finest;

run

and

bi(^(^er
^sk

splendid

Shoes

run

exchange

and

to screen

thatyou

that ^oes

day

nearest

?

is as fine

a picture

every

the

list

!
Pa

it for

the
you.

•4, 4

Pathe
Distributors

BLACKTON

PRODUCTION

RESPECTABLE

BY

Distributors
Fbdie'

1

PROXY

ncG

in a blue

moon

coiDes

a picture

that

simpiq

reeks

^-^\>/iih opportanities for catch line advertising, for
canositq-aroasinq phrases. This is sach a pictare. Get
this, a charming qirl fhinkinq a goancj man dead, passes
herself off on his aristocratic mother as her son s widov.
Lovelq'-Foravhile.then
theman
her in bis home. What happens?
Directed

bq J. Stuart

comes back
,:.=.^^^=..=^.=«==^
Blackton

and

finds

presenis

Tl

CHARMING

mifb

john

f

^^^^

MRSCMSE

Cumberland

sfories.'Afie
Sfre^
oitt
From one of Julian AC
edy
!r

Thirty

You never saw a comedy of such real dis iincdbion.hidK class feam-e production and
deneyal air of refinemcnf as fhis.A certain
as sef io the house with a particular patronage.

I

^^^^^^^^

^Ji-^ Distributors
"GOSH, BUT SHES

A PEACH!*
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News

of good

any

WORLD

given

nabit

public.

WEEK

More

AND

INTERESTING

MARY

MILES

Directed

by

William

MINTER

D.Taylor

in

WhiteBOR
MiUer
Grace
by
ike novel
^rom OF
'HAR
ES
GU
RO
JUDY
J
Scenario
hv CLara
Heiranqev

REALART
PICTURES CORPORATIOM

PICTURES
A

Worthy

*'Anne
Broader

of

Successor
Green

in its emotional

to

Gables'*

appeal, richer in

stirring dramatic situations than any picture in which
MARY

MILES

MINTER

has heretofore appeared, and affording to the star wonderful
opportunities for demonstration of her versatility,

HARBOR"
ROGUES'
OF
"JUDY
is offered to exhibitors in the belief that both from box office
and

entertainment viewpoints
fying Mary Miles Minter

If you ran "Anne
Gables"
of Greendays,
three
you
will want "Judy of
Rogues'
for a Harbor"
week!

REALART
PICTURES

CORPORATION

4 69 F I FTH AVE , NEW

YORK

it will prove the most gratiproduction yet released.
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COLLEEN

EDDIE
EAIIL

MOORE

BARAY
RODNEY

HELEN

MRLINC

GENE

COREY

on "THE SACRED FLAME" are being sold
RIGHT NOW! That means that if you want
to get in on this SENSATIONAL BOX OFFICE
WINNER— if you want to give your trade
something entirely different, some human,
gripping,
about —
GET YOUR something
INQUIRY they'll
IN FOR talk
TERRITORY
NOW. To back up Independent Exchanges
and State Rights men we have prepared a
wor
wonderful showman's exploitation book.

pacrcd

Emily

This book is a whale of an affair. Packed
from cover to cover with advertising, publicity, and a wealth of ideas that actually
guarantees every exhibitor who plays this
production the surest profits he ever went
after. We want you to have a copy of this
great book. We want you to REALIZE what
a genuine Box Office winner we have, and
just how far every Exhibitor can go with

V

lame

Sfeveii9

have a powerful Box
E y,ou
HEROffice
Star, whose money-getting
powers have been proven in many
former stage successes and film productions. You get a gripping superdramatic story. Metropolitan investiture,
with a wealth of details and production
punches for which the great Schomer is
famous in past successes of stage and
screen. "The Sacred Flame" is one of
the big three independent releases of
the
You simply can't afford to
miss year.
it.

ation
informWrite
y sold.
alreadfor
of territo
or rywire
WRITE
or wire for terms. Let us give
you the facts on why "The Sacred
ng wingoingORSto be a smashi
Flame" isEXHIBIT
-for New York State
ner.
bookings communicate with Sam Zierler,
Commonwealth Pictures, 1600 Broadway,
New York. Exhibitors in other territories can get information on where to
book "The Sacred Flame- by writing or
wiring us. DO IT TODAY and plav
this winner FIRST in vour house. ACT
NOW!

SCHOMER-ROSS
PRODUCTIONS,
126 WEST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK
E. S. MANHEIMER, General Manager
A. EG AN COBB
State Rights Sales Manager

Inc.

^..•:r
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Mr.

Webster

in his ivell knoivn
of

human

compendium

knowledge

says:

''Exploitation

WORK^'

means—

Perhaps

there

connection,

is some

for

work

direct
usually

spells MONEY
— and
EXPLOITATION
which

Robertson-Cole

the

is giv-

ing the surpassing sensation
of the year

"WHO'S

MONEY

YOUR
SERVANT?"
MEANS
to every EXHIBITOR

EVERYWHERE

^ The idea has been to put over "WHO'S
YOUR SERVANT?" in a big, impressive
way which will reflect itself in the record
breaking crowds that will stand before every
theatre showing this tremendous feature.
q So many exploitation angles have been
developed for the exhibitor that it is
impossible to more than hint at them.
^ A most comprehensive idea of the great
possibilities of "WHO'S YOUR SERVANT?" is given in a thirty-two page,
four color campaign book which establishes
a new standard in sales promotion direct
to the public.
Many

''Who's

Your

have given recipes for success, hut
this is the most sure.

Servant?''

Exploitation

Success
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the

Top

FAST ACTION THROUGHOUT
Zip"
and
Snap
With
" 'Two Weeks' goes over the top in merry bounds . . .
fast action through all its mirthful situations. Constance
Talmadge exceedingly attractive ...
a spicy comedy
drama." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
A TOP NOTCH ARTIST
"Miss Talmadge has never appeared to better advantage. A
top notch artist, delightful personality, constantly pleasing
. . . a snap and zip that count in keeping the spectators
entertained." — Moving Picture World.
A SUPERB COMEDY
"All you need worry about is to grab it quick before the other
fellow gets it ...
a superb comedy . . . hitting on
high."— Wid's.
FROTHY ENTERTAINMENT
"Frothy bit of entertainment spiced up with some midnight
bathing.
Saucy and pert, good entertainment." — Motion
Picture News.
SECOND

TO NONE

"Engaging, pleasing entertainment. As a vehicle for Miss
Talmadge, whose popularity is second to none, is admirably
qualified." — Exhibitors' Herald.
And

All

the

Critics

Agree

Constance

on

Talmadge
IN

"Two
Weeks"
Adapted from Anthony Wharton's Play, "At the Barn"
Produced by Joseph M. Schenck
Directed by Sydney Franklin
Photographed by Oliver Marsh Technical Director, Willard Reineck

A

"First

National"

Attraction

,
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Going

To
the
Devil!
That's what the Purity Leaguer said

But

your

patrons

will die

laughing

at the

naughty

adventures

Constance
among
of

"In

WORLD

naughty,

Talmadge

the

wicked

wild
New

men
York

a
ch
SearBy
Charlotte of
Thompson

A John

of

Emerson-Anita

Loos

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Photographed by Oliver Marsh

Sinner^^
Production
Directed by David Kirkland
Technical Director, Willard Reineck

aKnoc
And

We

Will

Prove

It!
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Advertising
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The Picture Beautiful
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By C. N. and A.
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think
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made
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Chambers

HERCULES"
M. Williamson

NOTORIOUS
By Mrs. Bailey

MISS
LISLE"
Reynolds

Produced by Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation
Sam E. Rork, President and General Manager
By arrangement with Attractions Distributing Corp.
B. P. Fineman, President

A

"First National"

Attraction
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urged

Franchise

theatre.

The

intelligence

the leading

exhibitor

of leadership
when

For

and

business
in each

will prompt

acumen

that

placed

district in his position

him

to seek

a franchise

he investigates.

the protection of ourselves and other independent exhibitors \vho place their confidence in our

keeping
holders
zation.

it will be our
everywhere

purpose

who

to select franchise

will strengthen

Correspondence

our organi-

Invited

Applications will he considered in order of their receipt.

Our

"A

FRANCHISE
Sent

Booklet,

TO
On

INDEPENDENCE

"

Request

Exhibitors

Defense

Committee

Composed of members of
The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
Address
EXHIBITORS DEFENSE COMMITTEE
care First National Exhibitors Circoit, Inc.
6 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y.
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mvghXy
pictures;

boy

full of
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your

audiences!

Released

Feb.

IS

Produced hy
ROBERT

BRUNTON

is

TtlE

SPORTING

Screen adaptation by Lucien Hubbard
Directed by QEORGE

TERWILLIQER

DUCHESS

The greatest race that ever happened has been perpetuated on the
screen. It will be run over and over again before the straining eyes of
millions in the film version of this famous Drury Lane melodrama,
"The Sporting Duchess." The plunging hooves of blooded animals,
and the craning necks of blooded aristocrats and the sidelong, lurking
gaze of plotting conspirators and the prayers of frightened souls all
hanging on the turn of fate that lies in the hearts of those tearing animals —
all form a brew of drama in this masterpiece of the screen.
Alice Joyce playing the role, is queenly. This is a film that will make
one's blood seethe.
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WARNING
^ The

sole

rights

to

and

exclusive

distribute

"A

these

Film

on

Carmen*

*'The

Essanay- Chaplin comedies
have been acquired from the
Essanay

Burlesque

''The

Champion**
''Work"
Jitney
Elopement"

Manufactur-

ing Company by Victor
Kremer Film Features, Inc.

"By

The

Sea"

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
Authorized Distributors of These Pictures:
^

All

authorized

BURLESQUE
Quality Pittslmrch.
Film"A Corp.
Pa.
Exhibitors'
Film Exchange
Washinston.
D. C.
20th Century
Film Pa.Co.
Philadeliihia.
Thomas Cleveland.
J. Mac.\voy
O.
F. A. F.Omaha.
Enterprises
Neb.
Mickey ChicaKO,
Film Corp.
A. Glasnapp 111.
Bowman, N. Dak.
Davis Amusement
Montreal. CanadaEnterprises
A. C. Bromberg
Atlanta. Ga.
Eastern Boston.
FeatureMass.Film Co.
Independent
Inc.
Detroit. Masterfilms,
Mich.
New Alms,
York Inc.Independent MasterYorli
126-1.30CityWest 46th Street, New

prints

carry the following: Victor
Kremer Film Features, Inc.

^ These

films have

all been

properly

copyrighted.

Any
one renting, handling, dealing in or exhibiting
for profit these
be

pictures

will

under

the

prosecuted

Copyright

Law

held

for an

and

all prints will be seized.

accounting

Signed
Harry

G.

Kosch

Special Counsel
VICTOR
Suite 908
This

KREMER
FILM
126-130 WEST 46TH
Warning

Greater
Noitiiern New
New York.
Jersey New York State,

"THE CHAMPION," "THE JITNEY ELOPETHE
"BY
MENT," "WORK," Indiana
Northern
Illinois, SEA"
Wisconsin
Eastern
Bee Hive Film Exchange
.SouthernPennsylvania
New Jersey
Chicaco. III.
Weste
m
Penns.
20th Century
Film Pa.Co.
Philadelphia.
West Virginia vlvania
Quality Pittsburtth,
Film Corp.
Pa.
O. Inc. ' Louisiana, Oeorsia. Alabama MissisEsscnel Cleveland.
Productions,
A. C. Bromberg
Kentucky
Atlanta. Ga.
Big Rights
Features
Louisville.
Ky. G rp.
Maryland,
District of Delaware
Columbi"a, •^"-"
Supcr-Film
Attractions,
"^^
WasliiiiBton,
D. C. Inc.
ro^r Virginia
irko^r^^
Westem
Missouri
Kansas
First National
Film
Company
Kansas City, Mo.
Michigan
Independent
Inc.
Detroit. Masterfilms,
AUch.
New England
EasternBoston.
FeatureMass.Film Co.
New films,
York Inc.Independent Master- Northern
Greater New
New Y'ork,
Jersey Now York .Slate,
120-130Cilv West 4eth Street, New
York

for damages

and

ON CARMEN"
Wo.stern
Pennsylvania
\V(wt A'ircinia
Delaware.
Maryland. Virginia
District of Columbia. North Carolina
Ka.stem
Penns.vlvania
Sontliem Niw .Tersey
Ohio
Kentucky
Iowa
Nebraska
Illinois
Indiana
North
.Sonth Dakota
Eastern Canada
Georsia.
Florida. Louisiana.
Alabama. Tennessee
Smith Carolina.
Mississippi
Maine. New sachusetts,
Hampshire.
Vermont.
MasRhode
Island,
Connecticut
Micliigan
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EXTRA!!!
Mr. Byron Park makes his cross-country tour, stopping at the important
cities to confer with executives, state rights buyers and theatre managers to
receive final proposals.
Mr. Park

will carry with

him

a print of

"Empt}^ Arms" and will be glad to screen
for individuals or groups of exhibitors.

it

Upon his return to New^ York, announcements will be made as to the exact method of
distribution across the United States and
Canada.
The

following

is his itinerary:

Monday, February 23rd — Hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles, Cal.
Wednesday, February 25th — Hotel St. Francis, San Francisco,
Cal.
Saturday, February 28th — The Multnomah

Hotel, Portland, Ore.

Monday, March 1st — New Washington Hotel, Seattle, Wash.
Thursday, March 4th— Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
Saturday, March 6th — Albany Hotel, Denver, Colo.
Monday, March 8th— The Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, Texas
Thursday, March 10th — Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City, Mo.
Telegrai)h or telephone to Mr. Park — or, if you prefer, communicate
the New York office — and your message will be forwarded him.
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Whiteside is that which
has been developed in the scenic
effects under the skillful direction of A. Bela Viragh-Flower.

ViroqH-S'toweri
[Cl.Beto.Ort^Director
^'PorK-COhiteside 'Productions]

Too few of the film producers have realized the
possibilities of interiors. Some of the better stage
producers, such as Belasco, and Ordynski of the
Metropolitan Opera House, have proven that a whole
story can virtually be told before a word is spoken,
if the backgrounds and hangings are of the right
kind.
In the new school' of scenic art, we find such
masters as Bakst, Anisfeld, Urban, Pogany and
Wenger. Add to these the name of Flower, one of
the greatest in film circles, because he has devoted
to'the perfection of interiors related only
genius
his the
to
screen.
"Interiors that Act" are a development of ParkWhiteside Productions. You will recognize ParkWhiteside Productions the moment the scenes
by the fact that they are maron the screen
appear velous
actors in themselves.

They tell the story before the human actors have
moved a muscle or spoken a word.

imitate Flower's InWatch the other producers
teriors that Act, but more particularly be the first
in your city to take advantage of this brand new
screen innovation.
WHITTEH BY
EDITORIALS BY
WILLARD KINGPERSONALLY
BRADLEY
D« FRANK
CRANE
SUPERVISED AND DIRECTED
BY
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the Aronson Co., controlled by the Hellman group of bankers —
men who are in the front rank of finance in Western America.
THESE MEN LIVE in the very capital of the film world. They can't afford to
guess. They know ! They know — as few men do — the factors that count for success
in the production and marketing of motion pictures.
SO BEFORE WE could even hope to interest them in our plan of concentration on
the producing and marketing of short subjects we had to show them.
WE SHOWED THEM that the big idea back of these films is essentially practical.
WE SHOWED THEM the peculiar genius of our producing heads.
WE SHOWED THEM that, despite the great amount of footage being turned out
today, there is an overwhelming demand on the part of film fans for just such
comedy- featuresWE SHOWED THEM that no other film on the market could hope to compete
with these releases.
AND, WE PROVED our case so thoroughly that their money is back of us today.
That in itself is significant. It means that we're bound to win. For their record
shows that they have not picked one loser in the past five years. They've investigated
for gong.
a year and now they're back of Special Pictures Corporation from the tap of
the
OUR OWN BRANCHES
are being opened in every exchange center. Our own service on our own productions guarantees satisfaction. Our
own sales representatives are being appointed. Names and
addresses will be announced immediatelv.
(Our franchise will prove valuable to you — write today)

ial Pictures
Corporation
HELLMAN
BUILDING
Spec H. W.
LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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r\ UR RELEASE WILL be ready for your use starting March 8th.
No million-dollar picture palace can offer a more completely
satisfying show that you can offer by combining the regular features
with our two reel "COMEDYART"
each week.
1400 feet — of comedy 200 feet — of surprises - 400 feet — of art-color scenic 2000 feet— Total of "COMEDYART"

Productions, released one
the grouch
the fool
the soul
• ■ the box office

cure,
cure,
cure.
cure.

HERE'S THE IDEANO LONGER WILL the particular exhibitor — the real showman — have to
buy five or six short subjects in order to make up 2000 feet of speed and action. He
will not have to buy a thousand foot scenic in order to get the four hundred feet he
wants, nor will he have to buy a topical picture to secure a snappy little, educational,
or what-not. We are giving him, in this two thousand feet all he desires. This two
reeler with a feature producrion will give that finesse and smoothness that is now only
obtainable in the better first run houses.
A NEW SENSATION IN ART COLOR SCENIC
{THE HANDSCHIEGL COLOR PROCESS)
WORDS ARE WEAK — only seeing can make you
appreciate that this new wonder-film is actually miles
ahead of any other color process in the world. Obtainable only in this two reel "COMEDYART" production.
(Our franchise will prove valuable to you — write today)

Special
Pictures
H. W,
HELLMAN
LOS

ANGELES,

Corporation
BUILDING

CALIFORNIA
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West and East
THE West Coast loses no time in calling attention
to the handicap under which eastern producers
have been working by reason of the big storm
which has been creating havoc on the Atlantic
Coast. The advocate in this instance of the Pacific
protagonists is Thomas H. Ince, who, in an exclusive
telegram to the Moving Picture World, interestingly
sets forth his reasons why the East cannot hope to
displace the West as a motion picture producing
country.
Mr. Ince does not confine his arguments to those
of the weather. "In every point of production activity
and administrative progress California proves its
advantages over other states in the Union," the producer declares. "Retakes are seldom necessary. I
also emphasize the assets of the commercial side of
production in Los Angeles. The scale of compensation for office assistants and manual labor is lower. In
a recent production which we made in New York the
cost of building was approximately 33 1/3 per cent,
higher than in Los Angeles."
The producer quotes many other factors of production wherein he claims the advantage lies with the

PICTURE

WORLD

West Coast. Among these are a larger number of
available writers and players and incidentally the
absence is
of well
"night
life."
sums up: "The
industry
rooted
hereMr.
and Ince
will doubtless
remain
a permanent institution."
As to the latter statement no one who is cognizant
of the magnitude' of the motion picture investment in
California will have any doubt that the industry therewill remain a permanent institution. California even
may continue
to be There
the home
of a to
majority' of the
American
studios.
is reason
believe, however, the East will maintain in the future the same
relative proportion of production it has in the past.
The large sums now being invested in permanent
structures in and around New York provide the best
evidence of this.
Five years ago the writer of these lines estimated
after a careful examination "on the spot" that 62i/^
per cent, of American production was photographed
in California. There were many claims at that time
by Angelenos official and otherwise that the figure
was 80 per cent. Eighty per cent, is claimed today.
We are inclined to the belief that the situation
is
subject to the same discount today that it was in 1915.
Conceding this, five-eighths of a nation's motion picture production credited to one community easily will
be admitted to be the lion's share. And that is su^^icient glory to satisfy even a Native Son.
O

Urges Support

for Board

of Review

Twowill announcements
of changes
in routine
that
interest exhibitors
came this
week from
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. One
of these states that hereafter the title indicating that
a picture has been approved by the National Board of
Review will precede the appearance of the production
rather than that it will be shown at the end. Mr.
Zukor, in a formal statement, appeals for support of
the Board of Review in its fight against official censorship. He urges exhibitors to employ the Review
Board's emblem wherever it appears in order that the
demand by officious persons for federal or state or
municipal censorship may be minimized.
The second change is in the manner of declaring the
length of a feature. Where heretofore it has been
customary to publish the number of reels, in the
future the release lists will carry the number of feet
of film. The term "reel" is not definitely translatable
in minutes on the screen. Exact footage is. The
innovation will be of material aid to those showmen
who figure closely on their show schedule.
O
The Screen

and

the Press

UNDER the heading "Will the Film Replace the
Printing Press?" the New York Globe recently
editorially suggested that the inquiry had
appeared as to whether in time books, magazines and
newspapers will bow before the new method of conveying thought. The newspaper declares "there is
nothing that can be confidently prophesied about the
place the cinema will take in the coming century
except that it will be of extraordinary importance.
But it doesn't open up as .many new stores of information as the printing press did," the article concludes.
"ItLewis
can only
argue by
of assumptions."
J. Selznick
takesmeans
exception
to the last statement ifby it the Globe means the screen cannot pre-
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sent arguments in the manner of the newspaper
editorial. He cites Herbert Kaufman's weekly screen
editorials, soon to be released, as an argument against
the
The not
producer
pointshome
out
that newspaper's
the newcomercontention.
to the screen
only drives
the printed word, but by the aid of moving pictures
makes that word so clear that no. one can mistake
its meaning.
Mr. Selznick says it is a fact that the average person
does not read editorials. With that statement many
will take issue. Few there are who have time to read
all the editorials in a newspaper — that is, among the
residents of a large community.
There are those in the industry, as the Globe points
out — Mr. Selznick is not one of these — who predict the
printing press will soon be obsolete. These prophets
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overlook the fact that printing presses have multiplied
in number right through the evolution of the motion
picture. While the total number of newspapers may
have decreased in the past year or two — due to
inability to stand up under withering postal rates —
the bulk of the large number of survivors has steadily
increased. Though there may be many followers of
the screen who are indifTerent readers it hardly will
be disputed that the possessors of the better trained
minds find in the motion picture the larger enjoyment.
The printing press will not become obsolete by reason of the motion picture. These two important
factors in the life of today and of tomorrow will
expand together. The product of the first will continue to supply the inspiration for the best that is to
be found in the second.

Griffith's
Speech
Deals
Death
to Censorship
Movement
in
THE Virginia Legislature has dealt
a death blow to motion picture
censorship. The Joint Committee
of the Senate and House on Moral and
Social Welfare has reported unanimously against a bill to create a board of
censors in the state. This action brings
to a close one of the hottest fights ever
conducted in the South on the subject
of censorship, a fight in which David
Wark Griffith, producer; Jake Wells,
representing the Virginia Motion Picture Exhibitors, and J. S. Connolly, of
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Indusary, were pitted against a
group of ministers, each of whom represented a powerful ministerial body
in the state. The meeting was held at
Richmond on February 5.
The Rev. W. A. Hall, in speaking
against the films, urged that a censorship board was needed. He admitted
that he was not a motion picture patron,
but declares the "movies" were a great
evil in the community. He attempted
to blame motion pictures for many
crimes of the present day, but his arguments only caused merriment among
the legislators.
Baptist a "Movie Fan."
The Rev. J. J. Wicker, a Baptist, received around of ajjplause when he admitted that he was a "movie fan." He
declared, however, that while he could
not recall seeing any objectionable films,
he believed that moving pictures would
be much better off with censorship.
Wyndham R. Meredith, counsel for
the Virginia exhibitors, said it would
be impossible to find any three men or
women who could be trusted to act with
arbitrary powers in censoring motion
pictures. He did, however, introduce an
amendment to the Penal Code of the
state prohibiting the exhibition of indecent pictures. This was received entrusiastically by both sides.
What Mr. Griffith Said.
To D. W. Griffith more individual
credit probably is due than to any other
agency in the winning of the fight. Mr.
Griffith made one of the strongest arguments possible, and the impression he
made on the legislators was such that
immediately after he had finished four

of them declared they would not even
listen to the other side of the case.
"I believe," said Mr. Griffith, "that
the motion picture is a medium of expression as clean and decent as any
mankind ever has discovered. A people
who would allow the suppression of this
form of speech would unquestionably
submit to the suppression of that which
we all consider so highly — the printing
press.
imagine day
a young
Poe"Canof you
the present
sittingEdgar
downAllan
and
writing with the knowledge that a censor in every state in the Union was to
delete his article before it was published? What sort of literature would
be written?
"Can you and
imagine
All inspiration,
enthusiasm
greatit?
idealism
would be
oozed away from any creative writer
by the knowledge that three or four
political delegates from each of the
states, to say nothing of the villages
and hamlets, were each and every one
to take
the their
scissors
and cut the inspiration to suit
tastes.
"Our books, magazines, plays and
speechs, everything which tiic eye can
see ana the ear hear; every Instrijinent
cniijloyed
for painting,
priiiti.if; o'r the
other
expressions
and pruc'amations
of
thought should be left to the corrective
force of that greatest board of censors,
unappointed and unpaid — the American
people.
"The laws of every city arf sufficient
to suppress libelous, obscene, indecent,
immoral and impure pictures, just as
they always have been sufficient to
supress the publication of vicious literature, and no further censorship is needed
in the premises."
Jersey Clergy Defeats
Revision of Blue Laws
of twentye to four, the
a vote Committe
BY Citizens'
to consider
the revision
of the blue
laws of
New Jersey voted against aay modification of these laws at a meeting at the
Board of Trade offices in Newark on
February 9. The body was brought into
existence about two months ago when

Blow
Virginia

Justice James T. Minturn, of Hoboken,
wrote to various clergymen and prominent men and women, urging them to
form such an organization.
Justice Miturn said that grand juries
could not be induced to indict nor petty
juries to convict for violations of the
ancient anti-amusement and Sabbath
laws, and he suggested rewriting the
laws to accord with modern views. A
sub-committee was appointed and all
but two of its members favored repealing all blue laws and giving local communities "home rule."
The Lord's Day Alliance has been
carrying on an agitation for a strict
enforcement of the Sabbath of our forefathers. Alliance members were among
those invited by Justice Minturn to join
the Citizens' Committee. They became
the most active members, and on February 9 succeeded in voting down the
majority
report
of the sub-committee
and adopted
the minority
report, urged
by only two of the seven members.
Reinbusch Rallies Showmen
for South Carolina Fight

re is
Legislatu
a legalized
a bill for
SouthngCarolina
THEconsideri
motion picture censorship, and
Frank J. Rembusch, executive secretary
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of
America, Inc., has written a letter to
exhibitors of the state, saying: "George
C. Warner has called a meeting of South
Carolina exhibitors for February 11 to
make protest. It is now up to the exhibitors of South Carolina. Will every
mother's son of you attend this meeting or will you 'leave it to George?'"
Mr. Rembusch
writes that
motion
picture is also
a publication
like "the
the
public press and a legal censor is an
outrage against free speech and freedom of conscience." He hits the bull'seye
when
he you
says will
thathave
"if you
expect
any miracles,
to perform
them yourself. Every person interested
in the motion picture business is interested in your censorship fight, but we
can't
do
lookyouon,to sogo weto
take this much
means except
of asking
this meeting 100 per cent, strong."
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Their

Share

in

Nation's
"Americanization"
Problems
Secretary of Interior Lane Makes Stirring Address to Committee Members in
Which He Credits Motion Picture Industry With Great Power to
Act As an Inspiration

the AmericanLincoln's
projected by the Naization planBirthday
tional Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, with the co-operation of
Secretary of the Interior, and backed by
resolution in Congress, got under way.
The movement is expressed in the word
"Americanization."
Thus the screen is authoritatively endorsed as the "great educator" and through
pictures that will be shown during the
ensuing -year foreigners and weakling
Americans will be inspired by films especially produced to reflect the mission of
Democracy. Harry N. Crandall, of Washington, isleading the movement on behalf
of the exhibitor's and Lewis J. Selznick
is chairman of the distributor's branch of
the general committee.
Chairman Crandall, speaking for and to
the exhibitor, issued this statement while
the
Lincoln's
Birthdaywas launching
American
movement
breaking of
in the
the
news of filmdom :
"I am deeply grateful to the exhibitors
of the country for the splendid spirit that
they have shown in the Americanization
program. For the second time in the history of our organisation the Government
called upon us to combat the enemy and
we have risen to the occasion.
"Congress, through the Senate and House
Committee on Education, passed a joint
resolution requesting us to use our resources. We cannot afford to lay down
on the job and it is up to every single
exhibitor in the country to do his share.
"The exhibitor must keep his screen free
from anytliing that savors in the slightest
degree of radicalism. We must put on
our screens pictures that will give the
people of this country a better understanding of the opportunities that are here.
First Film Extensively Shown.
"Already the first picture made by Lewis
J. Selznick, the chairman of the distributors' branch of the general committee, and
approved by the committee has been released. This picture, "The Land of Opportunity," with Ralph Ince, was shown
in one hundred and fifty-seven first run
houses
day. of the country on Lincoln's Birtha strongallappeal
met"Thewithpicture
instanthasapproval
over and
the
country.
"The exhibitors must put aside any personal feelings and must fulfill their part
of the bargain with the Government. /*
is the duty of every exhibitor to show
this picture
regar<^ess
of whetheror hisnot.opponent has shown
it previously
"The producers of pictures have guaranteed to make new pictures and the distributors have agreed that they shall reach
the theatres. We have never fallen down
in any undertaking that we have started
and we will not at this time.
"The Eastman Kodak Company has had
contributed one quarter of a million feet
ON

to Patriotism

and

National

Spirit

of film to the committee for its work in tliat the thing that you did then did much
making trailers. A letter was sent to to strengthen your standing as a permanent factor in the development of the conGeorge Eastman by the Americanization
Committee, in which it was pointed out
ception of the motion picture as an educational force in the United States. That
the necessity and importance of the trailers.
undoubtedly is true.
Trailers for Feature Films.
"There was your opportunity. You took
"The trailers are now being written by advantage of it, and you made the people
Secretary Lane. Mr. Eastman immediately of the country feel that the motion picreplied that he was heartily in sympathy
ture was as real as the nezvpaper or as
with the movement and would do everythe pulpit — as real, probably, as the pulpit
used to be when religion had more definite
thing in his power to co-operate and make
it a success.
hold upon the -people.
"His offer of the film was immediately
your opportunity is to continue
accepted and the trailers are now being to "Now
emphasise that spirit and that attitude.
printed and will be ready for distribution
Instead of simply giving a certain degree
in about a week. The committee has of amusement to the people, you want also
decided that these trailers shall be shipped to convey to them ideas that are stimuto the various exchange centers in the
lating— that man has a finer nature as
country where they will be attached to well as a grosser nature.
"That is the -fine thing that I see in the
feature
pictures."
Secretary
Lane addressed the Amerimotion picture people that I have come
canization Committee of the Motion Pic- in contact with. I have been in very little
ture Industry in Washington. We are, un- contact with them heretofore, but I have
fortunately, unable to give his remarks in had several meetings with them lately.
full, but quote, in part, as follows :
"I find them conscious of their own
"The whole idea of this program is that opportunities and conscious of their own
we shall try to revivify the spirit of our responsibilities, and extremely anxious that
people. You are as conscious as I am they shall be of service to the country, and
of the attitude that was taken by the Amer- that they shall be a helpful and a healthy
icans during the war.
influence in the country.
An Exhibitor Campaign.
"It was a great surprise to us; it was
a still greater surprise to the Allies; and
it was an overwhelming surprise to our
"They have taken up this campaign with
great enthusiasm. It is their campaign;
enemies. None of us had any expectation
that the people of the United States would it is not mine. I serve you ; am simply
with such enthusiasm rise to the neces- trying to give some direction to the entersities of the time.
prise that you have and to make jhe
people of the country feel that you are
One Reason for Slump.
availing
yourselves of the chance that has
come.
"One of the reasons that the country
now is in slack water is because we got
"So they have pictures
agreed toduring
give the
fifty-two
year
so used during the war to having some Americanization
department of the Government or some and to have a current of Americanization
official of the Government saying what we through all that they produce where that
should do and giving definite and precise is practicable — to run a
thread of
orders that we are simply trying to get the American spirit throughgolden
the web. And
the
inauguration
of
this
campaign
will
back our old personal initiative and 'go
on our own' as the English say.
come on Lincoln's Birthday.
"We want that the motion picture house
"We are in a slump ; that is to say, we
are not buoyant, we are not confident, we shall show itself as an American instituare not as sure of ourselves as we were.
tion,that there shall be something distinctive about the American motion picThat is attributable to a great many causes,
ture house; that it shall be regarded upon
and the easiest of all causes to attribute
that
date
as the place of resort^or patriotic
it to, and probably the one that is responsible for most of our trouble, is the Americans ivho want to feel a bit of stimulus around the heart, a bit of warmth,
fact that after every period of great excitement and intensity there always comes who want to have placed before them some
a let-down.
of the glories of this country, some of
"We have thought that it would be a the_ -fineness
a bit ofthat
its that
tradition and aofbititsofspirit,
its history,
good thing if we could make the people fine thing
that is in every one of us, and
of the United States realize that there was
is not visible to us all the time— the
necessity for keeping up their tone, for that
sentiment of love of country, and the
having some of the exaltation of feeling sentiment
of admiration for the great
that they had before. So this Americanof our country — shall have gratiization campaign was inaugurated through figures
fication.
the motion picture people.
Defining Democracy.
High Praise for Film Industry.
"Democracy is just this: // is a lifting
"We
not unappreciative
the services— theareimmense
service — thatof was
done of the inhibitions that are upon men, so
by the industry d uring the war; we think as to give them an opportunity to show
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themselves. That ideal can not be realized
immediately.
"It takes time for people to understand
that freedom has that advarttage. But that
is the full meaning of democracy. .
"It does not mean that it is going to
make a man out of a cornstalk; it does
not mean
it is going
turnmean
the pig's
tail
into athat
whistle;
it doesto not
that
there is any miracle done by which you
transmute dross into pure gold ; it means
that if there is the pure gold in you it
will have a chance under freedom to show
itself. And that is the significance of Linlife; andin that
why
there iscoln'shope
all ofis ustheas reason
Americans,
because the man will come through
"So interest
if you and
gentlemen
show
work upwillthiscontinue
campaignto
properly I have no doubt but that you will
put into the mind of the American boy
and girl and man and woman in Washington the thought that this is the land
of hope; that here there is no reason for
adopting the doctrine of despair.
Urging the Showman's Share.
"You are furnishing something of an
editorial nature for yourselves — something
that is serious, something that is not mere
gossip, something that has thought behind
it, something that is intended to mold
opinion — and of course you are going to
be greater and greater as molders of public opinion.
will fadeunless
out, you
you
will"You
go will
into die,
the you
background,
have opinions of your own and those
opinions get across to the people. The
greatness of the stage and the greatness
of the newspaper, the greatness of the
book, ultimately lies in the fact not merely
that they entertain but that they leave
something in the mind that makes for a
sweeter life, for a nobler lief, or for a
higher degree of mentality and a greater
usefulness. That is to be your part.
"We ought to have the same sort of
thing on Washington's Birthday. We ought
to pick out distinguishing days throughout the year and celebrate those in the
some way. There is a great chance (or
the motion picture house.
"You can make
a great
deal
more of a communityyourselves
center than
you ever
have been ; you can attach people to you,
make them feel identified with you, make
them feel that there is a sort of spirit to
a playhouse, that there is character that
lies behind it. That is the greatness of
the newspaper; that is the difference between the real newspaper and one that is
athemeresame
purveyor
of news. I don't see why
kind of
philosophy cannot be
made applicable to your industry."

MacMahon Opens Scenario Deparement
Henry MacMahon, of 321 West Fiftyfifth street. New York, has established a
scenario and title editing department
of his literary bureau in the general
service of the industry. Authors and
playwrights of distinction have agreed
to dispose of their work through this
agency, and there is a competent stafT
to take charge of original research work
for producers, the preparation of stories
and the making of continuities.
Originally a magazine writer and representative of big special attractions,
Henry MacMahon has specialized the
last two years in the writing of original
matter for the screen. He offers to
producers extensive knowledge of the
story market, an alert eye to novelties
of visualization, and broad experience
both in creating and in titling.
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67 Richard

of Fox
ent just
FOX,
WILLIA
n, has
ratiopresid
FilmM Corpo
announced that he has purchased
the screen rights for sixty-seven stories
by Richard Harding Davis. This is one
t literary deals in the hisof the bigges
tory of motion pictures.
In announcing that he had secured
the rights to everything worth while
written by Richard Harding Davis, Mr.
Fox pointed out that he believes these
stories have a peculiar screen value.
The characters portrayed by Mr. Davis
are especially adapted to motion pictures, he said, and will be of as much
interest in foreign countries as in the
United States. What pleased Mr. Fox
most, however, was that in closing the
deal, he had a great American writer
as the central figure of the productions.
"It is just what Davis would have
wished
today,"
was who
the
commentwere
of he
one alive
of his
friends
figured
the deal.
"Thepicturization.
essence of
his
worksin was
vivid pen
Modern writers say they now go to the
pictures in order to visualize their characters. But Davis was a writer who visualized his characters so that they stand
out in his works almost as if they were
being shown on the screen. To transfer his stories to motion pictures will
be a wonderfully simple operation, because his writings were the essence of
simplicity — just as good motion pictures
are the essence of simplicity."
List of Books Bought.
Foremost among the Davis classics
which are to be produced by Fox Film
Corporation are "Gallagher," a newspaper story; "Real Soldiers of Fortune,"
the Van Bibber stories, and "The Lion
andFollowing
the Unicorn."
is the list in full:
Vanber atBibber's
Manservant,
Van Bib-in
the Races,
An Experiment
Economy, Traver's First Hunt, Love Me,
Love My Dog, How Hefty Burke Got
Even, A Leander of the East River, The
Exiles, The Boy Orator of Zapata City,
The Princess Aline, A Recruit at Christmas, A Patron of Art.
Andy
Magee's
Chorus on
Girl,theOutside
the Prison,
The Writing
Wall,
His Bad Angel, An Anonymous Letter,
The Reporter Who Made Himself King,
Cinderella, Miss Catherwaite's Understudy, TheA Editor's
An Assisted
Emigrant,
Walk UpStory,
the Avenue,
The
Other Woman, The Trailer from Room
8.
There Were Ninety and Nine, The
Cynical Mrs. Catherwaite, Van Bibber
and the Swan Boats, Van Bibber as Best
Man, The Make-Believe Man, Peace
Maneuvers, The Amateur,, The Spy, A
Question of Latitude, The Mesengers,
A Wasted Day, The Grand Cross of the
Crescent.
The Invasion of England, Blood Will
Tell, The Sailor Man, The Mind Reader,
The Lost Road, The Miracle of Las
Palmas, Evil to Him Who Thinks Evil,
The Men of Zanzibar, The Long Arm,
The God of Coincidence, My Buried
Treasure, The Consul.
The Nature Faker, The Frame-Up,
The Card Sharp, The King's Jackal, The
Story of a Jockey, Summer Pirates,
Richard Carr's Baby, Van Bibber's Base-

Rights

for

Harding Davis Stories
ball Club, The Great Tri-Club Tennis
Tournament.
The Ship,
Jump The
at Man
Corey's
the
Fever
withShip,
One On
Talent,
A Vagrant, The Lion and the Unicorn,
Real Soldiers of Fortune, The Deserter,
or
the Man Who Had Everything, La
Polly.
Lettre d'Amour, The Log of the Jolly
In summing up the Richard Harding
Davis deal, which was closed at considerable expense, Mr. Fox said:
"For the first time in the history of
pictures all of the great works of a
great author are to be intelligently
shown on the screen by one company.
This is actually the transferring of
American literature to motion pictures.
Such a thing has been done singly in
a big way, as with William Farnum in
'A Tale of Two Cities' and 'Les Miserables'; with
'The Strongest' by Georges
Clemenceau; with Pearl White in 'The
White Moll,' by Frank L. Packard; also
with children's classics, such as 'Ali
Baba' and 'Treasure Island.'
"The Richard Harding Davis pictures
however, will mark
a new era
world
literature. It was with the inidea
of
creating something new and big to
public thought and imagination as well
as entertainment that the rights for
the Davis pictures were obtained."
Directors Association to
Hold Second Function
AT the ningHotel
on theto eveof MarchBiltmore,
20, scheduled
beat 9 o'clock, will be the film
affair de ginluxe
of the season,
being
intended it shall surpass anythingit of
its
kind offered so far in the way of entertainment with dancing. It will be a
grand ball, given under the auspices of
the Motion
Picture
Association, and is in
realityDirectors'
the second of an
annual function instituted in 1918. discontinued last year on account of the
number of men in and conected with
war service.
No expense will be spared to make the
ball a much greater success even than
the previous one. In addition to two
orchestras, profuse floral decorations
and an elaborate supper, the entertainment committee also promises many
surprising novelties which will occur alternately between groups of dances.
Members of the association are busy
compiling their lists of subscribers,
each director being alloted a limited
number of applications for invitation,
due primarily to the capacity of the
ballroom.
It is believed the ball also will be the
source of bringing together for the first
time in two years the stars, producers
and directors identified with the motion
picture industry in a social function
that will reflect to the credit of the association.
In lieu of a favor a program of uniform excellence and dignity will be published for the Occasion in commemoration
of the and
Motion
Picture
Directors'
Association
the event
itself.
(lilliiiiiiriitiiimiiiMriiirilKlliliiliiiriiiniiiiiitiuiiiiiiMiTtiitiiiiMtiiiMiiiiniiiitini
Next Week
Our Export Number
Timely — Meaty
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me what I think of the fuYou ask
ture outlook of the motion picture
business. I am sorry that you ask
me this question just now, as I am
rather pessitnistic as to the immediate
future of the business. However, as
there is enough optimism in this business to ofifset it, you might just as well
know what I really think, and of what
I am convinced.
Large Factors Not Awake.
presented'
The facts
selves
to me which
in the have
last six
months themhave
convinced me that the motion picture
industry in the United States is going
to be up against a tough time, and apparently the large factors in the industry do not realize what is in store
for them, or do not want to.
For the past four years, or since the
war started, the motion picture industry
in the United States has been blessed
with unprecedented prosperity. Manufacturers have been able to secure unheard of prices for their productions
both in America and throughout the
world. This condition was due to the
fact that European competition was entirely wiped out and we had practical
control of the world's markets at our
prices during the war.
High Prices for Artists and Writers.
This does not mean that the industry
as a whole has benefited by this condition, but the artists and writers have
benefited by it to a very great extent,
as you very rarely hear now that the
motion picture industry is not paying
the writers anything for the "children
of
getting
now,
andtheir
havebrain."
been They
in theare past,
colossal
prices for the picture rights for stories.
There has been keen competition
among the producers for writers and
artists. Prices have been paid which
have been startling to the general public. That was entirely due to the fact
that we had the world's market and receipts from the product from the entire
universe.
Exchange Rates Imperils.
Since the cessation of hostilities, conditions have changed United States and
the European exchange to such an extent that foreign buyers at the present
time are unable to fulfill their contracts
as they could during the war when the
exchange was at par. And in endeavoring to fulfill their obligations, foreign
buyers have practically bankrupted
themselves, with the result that they
are now unable to purchase American
pictures at wartime prices and pay for
them in dollars, with the consequent
result that American producers find
themselves with .->n accumulation of productions which they are unable to market in foreign territories.
This condition will continue to get
worse instead of better, and unless the
American producers are satisfied to accept foreign currency for their productions they will force the foreign buyers
into the production of pictures, which
they had suspended during the war, and
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By P. A. Powers
the American producers will find themselves up against that competition.
Must Eliminate Huge Salaries.
To meet this future competition, it
will be impossible for the American producers to continue paying the colossal
salaries to artists and the phenomenal
prices to authors, for their services and
stories, although they continue to do
so nothwithstanding the facts that I
have stated.
Only last week I heard of a story
which was sold in the neighborhood of
$200,000, and in view of the many contracts which the American producers
have entered into with stars and authors, they will find it a very difficult
proposition to contend with. It will result sooner or later in considerable embar as ment inthe industry.
As nessa dogeneral
men cold
in this
not wantthing
to look
factsbusiin
the face. They live on optimism and
any other
does not tend to
make
them atmosphere
happy.
Should Base Revenue on U. S.
I have noticed in the trade papers
during recent months several notices
of warning from men who make it their
business to sell pictures in foreign territories, but due to the fact that some
of these men's names do not appear
daily in public print, their warnings
evidently receive very little attention
and the game goes merrily on.
Activities in the production centers
still continue without any thought; extravagances of directors and stars are
the order of the day. The business has
not benefited, as I stated before, by the
prosperity which this country has enjoyed for the past four years as producers have put nothing in reserve to
meet the situation which is apparent in
the immediate future.
■■■■■■■■i"i> IIIIIlirilllJtlllltliriiiiiil[II[lillliiiiliiiiiiiiiiillllliriiiiiiillllllitiilIillllllltllliiiiiriiril iiiirtiiiiiiri

p. A. Powers
President
of Powers' Products
Company
and vice-president
of Universal

Industry
The result is that today the cost of
pictures that are in the making is based
on world-wide receipts when they
should be based only on the revenue to
be derived from the United States. And
American producers must make up their
minds to deliver their pictures abroad
and accept therefore foreign currency
instead of United States dollars.
This will enable them to forestall any
foreign competition in the future in
their home market, but for the American producers to accomplish this there
has got to be a retrenchment along all
lines, particularly actors' salaries and
authors' prices for their stories. There
has got to be a retrenchment in lavish
expenditures which heretofore has been
the rule. If this is not done, and done
immediately, a hard time is in store for
the picture industry in America.
In order to accomplish the results, it
is not necessary to cheapen or to put
out inferior productions, but it is absolutely essential that every dollar be
made to show on the screen, and the
principal order of retrenchment must
be made in the reduction, as stated, of
artists' and authors' remuneration, less
lavish expenditures in sets and more attention paid to the dramatic efl'ect. Too
much money has heretofore been spent
on beautiful and expensive sets in order to cover lack of dramatic situation.

Al Lichtman Announces
New Sales Appointments
AL department
LICHTMAN, of general
manager,
distribution,
has
announced the following appointments in the Famous Players-Lasky
sales force, effective on February 9:
Fred Creswell, formerly branch manager at Chicago, has been promoted to
the position of special representative in
charge of the offices at Chicago and
Minneapolis, and Indianapolis when
opened. Mr. Creswell succeeds John
W. Allen, lately
Until' the
appointment
of a deceased.
branch manager
for
Chicago is made, Mr. Creswell will act
also in that capacity.
Harris P. Wolfberg, formerly branch
manager at Cincinnati, has been promoted to the position of special representative supervising the Pittsburg,
Cincinnati and Cleveland exchanges.
Mr. Wolfberg succeeds Harry H. Buxbaum, who recently assumed the management of the New York branch exchange. Fred Strief, formerly a salesman in the Cincinnati territory, succeeds Mr. Wolfberg as branch manager.
Allan S. Moritz, formerly a salesman
in the territory of the Washington exchange, has been advanced to the position of manager of the Buffalo branch
exchange, succeeding Richard C. Fox,
resigned. Paul J. Swift has been transferred from the position of branch
manager at Washington to the management of the Omaha branch, succeeding C. L. Peavey, resigned. Lester
Rosenthal, former sales manager at
Washington, has been promoted to the
position of branch manager.
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"Harping" on Production
Zena Keete entertains Myron Selznick,
president
Selznickat pictures,
during
an oddof moment
the studio.
Charges Chadwick with
False Representation
PAPERS in an action filed in the supreme court of New York by Guy
Croswell Smith against Isaac E.
Chadwick, an American film man, have
been served upon the latter by Seligsbei'g, Lewis & Strous, attorneys for the
plaintiff, of 45 Cedar street, New York
City. The case involves the sale to
Guy Croswell Smith by the defendant
of the rights to the motion picture,
"The Unchastened
Woman,"
for all
foreign territory outside
of the
United
States,
Canada,
Norway,
Denmark
and
Sweden.
In the petition it is charged that the
sale was made under a false representation in that the original contract was
signed by Isaac E. Chadwick as vice
president of the Rialto de Luxe Productions, asupposed corporation which,
it is claimed, was the owner of these
rights to "The Unchastened Woman."
Mr. Smith claims that upon information
and belief there is no such corporation
as the Rialto de Luxe Productions and
that therefore it did not own the rights
which Chadwick, as vice president, undertook to transfer.
The plaintiflf asks $10,000 damages in
return for the money advanced at the
time the contract was entered into and
for sums which were subsequently expended in exploiting, the picture before
there was reason to allege that there
had been false representation in the
transfer of the foreign rights to this
work.
Service in the action was accepted by
Mr. Chadwick, but no reply to the suit
has been filed up to date.
Salt Lake Operators Lose
Fight for Six-Hour Day
DIFFERENCES between the operators and the Salt Lake Theatre
Managers' As.sociation which led
the former to walk out nearly two
weeks ago have been adjusted and the
operators have indicated their willingness to return to work. While the
theatre managers will again recognize
the union, the operators will return under old conditions and without a contract.
The strike resulted from a demand
of the operators' union for a six-hour
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day. The theatre managers expressed
their willingness to sign a six months
contract and allow an increase of wages,
but they stood out firmly against the
union's six hours demand. Now the
operators will return without the contract and without the salary increase.
They
of old. will work seven hours a day as
The men who have been operating
the machines in the several picture
houses during the strike are to be allowed to continue to work for a period of thirty days. At the end of that
time those who wish to continue in
the calling will be required to take
the
examination.
If they
pass
this operators'
examination
they will be
admitted
to the union. Otherwise they will discontinue their services for the theatres
using union men, which include all
houses in Salt Lake City.
Citizen's Bodies to Frame
Censorship for Washington
are
pictures
CENS
notORED
popular,moving
and moral
pictures
without censorship must be
brought about by the demand of audiences, according to Rev. Dr. J. D.
Buhrer, who has recently completed an
investigation of moving picture conditions in Washington, D. C.
Experiences of the moving picture men
themselves, said Dr. Buhrer, have shown
that censored pictures are not popular.
Theatres which ha^ tried out a system
of running strictly censored films upon
certain days and advised their patronage
of that fact found that, at first, the
children were brought to the theatres in
larger numbers on those days, but that
shortly they came on other days as well
and the attendance dropped oflF on the
days set for the censored films.
Members of the Pennsylvania Board
of Censors, said Dr. Buhrer, have recommended the creation of a board of censorship for Washington, saying that was
the only way to procure the right kind
of pictures. Steps are to be taken by
the
frame a
plan citizen's
for someorganizations
scheme of tocensorship
which will be urged upon the District
at a later date.
Would
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Charge Publishers
for Advertising Music
were
ions meetresolut
import
TWOadopted
regular
at ant
a recent
ing of the Motion Picture ExhibLouis.
of St. seat
itors' League
on
levied first
the annual
tax The
deals with
theatres for the privilege of using
certain music and songs, and the second resolution protests an increase in
the rental price of the Ford Weekly.
The first resolution is as follows:
Whereas, a certain society comprising a
group of authors, composers and publishers has caused an annual seat tax to be
levied on theatres for the privilege of
rendering any music or songs with which
the above society is Identified unless the
said tax (7% per cent, per annum) is paid
1 nadvance, which works a hardship on
the majority of exhibitors;
Be it resolved, that on and after February 1, 1920, the members of this league

Presented

are requested to place a minimum charge
of $25 a night on all publishers and song
pluggers for the use of their screen and
theatres for advertising purposes, thus
assuring their patrons the benefit of their
music and songs; also to enable the exhibitor to meet with the cost of this extra
tax imposed on him.
The second resolution is as follows:
"Whereas, the Ford Weekly, which has
enjoyed unlimited popularity In the past
and is accepted as a high-class educational
subject by the exhibitor. Is being distributed by the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation at the regulation price of $12 per
anum plus war tax has been advanced
to
$52 plus and.
contracts,
war tax per annum on all new
Whereas, the members of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of St. Louis
feel that inasmuch as the said reel is an
advertising proposition, they de resent
the commercializing of their screen
and
theatres without remuneration,
Be it resolved, that on and after February 1, 1920, all members are requested
to refrain from signing the new contracts,
also refrain from displaying said reel
under their old contracts, thus eliminating
the circulation thereof unless the distritracts.
butor rescinds the price on the new con-

Betty Compson Company
Is Among Incorporations
FIVE new
concerns
engaging
motion picture
business
were inincorporated in New York State during
the past week, the number being comparatively small.
The five consisted of the Motion Picture Arts, to deal in motion pictures,
capitalized at $20,000, with Martin B.
Kelley, James S. Brown, Jr., and Percy
R. B romfield, of New York, directors;
the Manfried Amusement Company of
New York, $10,000, with Samuel and
Fanny Friedman and Mae Halperin, directors; the Yorkville Hippodrome, New
York City, $10,000, T. F. Farrell, P. J.
McGrath and D. C. McCleary, directors;
the Kosmik Films, $50,000, New York
City, B. T. Hardcastle, L. C. Wheeler
and M. Wagner, directors; the Betty
Compson Photo Play Company, $100,000, with B. Compson and M. Compson,
of Los Angeles and A. A. Grasso, of
Brooklyn, as directors.
Smoking in Fireproof Theatres Only.
Theatres in which smoking is allowed
will hereafter have to be strictly fireproof throughout before permission for
smoking will be given by Washington,
D. C, according to an announcement by
the commissioners, following a recent
fire which gutted a local burlesque house.
There are several theatres in the city
which permit smoking, among them one
moving picture house.
Heretofore it has not been necessary
to secure permission from the authorities before allowing smoking in a theatre. Following the recent fire, which
occurred during a performance when the
theatre was crowded, the commissioners
approved an amendment to the police
regulations, at the instigation of the
fire marshal, providing that such permission must first be secured and that it
is only to be given to an absolutely fireproof theatre.
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in Short
Snappy
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Fourteen Toledo Theatres
Consolidate to Buy Films
THERE is combination in the air
in Toledo, Ohio, Following the
opening of a new downtown
theatre by Doc Horater (the Pantheon)
and the announcement that A. Horowitz
would organize a circuit of neighborhood
houses which would be affiliated with his
downtown theatre, the Colonial, there
comes word that fourteen theatres m
the neighborhood districts of Toledo
have already banded together to buy
pictures.
They are known as the Consolidated
Booking Corporation, and will have
downtown offices. This organization is
offering twenty days guaranteed run on
any feature that it books.
Kansas City to Have
Motion Picture Studio
KANSAS CITY is soon to have a
life-size motion picture studio of
its very own. This interesting bit
of news became known recently when
Lieut. Bert Hall, well known aviator,
and Franklin B. Coates, moving picture
ediror and explorer, opened temporal y
offices at 11D8 Waldheim Building.
Headquarters of the studio will be at
Overland Park just outside the city bn
an electric line, and a permanent Kansas City office will be maintained.
Lieut. Bert Hall, one of the original
ten members of the Lafayette Escadrille,
is president of the new organization
known as the Popular Players Pictures
Corporation, incorporated under the laws
of Kansas for $200,000. The organization will produce and market at least
six pictures a year, the first to be started
about March 1.
Franklin B. Coates, who has been engaged as director, has been associated
with the moving picture game for eight
years. He has been active in the production of pictures in South America,
Cuba, England, the West Indies and
other places. He was a member of the
Captain Besley expedition to Peru m
1914 and 15. He is known for hi,s explorations inthe Amazon region. He is
also favorably known in the literary end
of picture production and will have
charge of productions and the literary
work in connection with the new film
concern.
Mr. Coates said that the first picture
would be taken from a "big story of
Kansas." The new venture is assured
of success by strong financial backing
of Kansas City business men, it is said.
Indianapolis Theatres to
Take Part in City's Fete
ROBERT H. LIEBER. president of
Fir.?t National Exhibitors Circuit,
and one of the owners of the Circle
Theatre in Indianapolis, is chairman of
a committee appointed by the 1920 convention board of the Advertising Club
of Indianapolis, to arrange for the cooperation ofthe motion picture theatres
of
the
city
board in "selling"
Indianapolis with
to thetheworld.
The other members of the committee

are S. Barrett McCormick, managing director of the Circle Theatre; Charles Olson, of the Central Amusement Company, which operates the Isis, Alhambra
and Lyric theatres, and Edward G.
Sourbier,
owner of the Palms and Keystone theatres.
The "selling" campaign will lead up
to the convention of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, which will
be held in Indianapolis June 6 and 10
and which probably will be the greatest
business convention held in Indianapolis
during the year. The committee will arrange programs of general business appeal to be run in all the downtown motion picture theatres during the convention.
On June 7, the second day of the big
convention, a great pageant will be
■staged in celebration of the centennial
of Indianapolis. It was on that day one
hundred years ago that the site was selected for the building of the city. The
city's industrial growth since that time
is to be depicted in many beautiful
floats, and the local motion picture theaplanning to take an active part
in thetres arecelebration.
S. J. Lumiere Loses Suit
Against Pathe Exchange
P.ATHE
victory EXCHANGE,
in the courtsINC.,
whenwonFed-a
eral Judge Learned Hand, in the
United States District Court, dismissed
the suit of Samuel J. Lumiere, a photographer, who claimed Path^ had infringed on a copyright which he alleged
he had taken out on certain photographs of Dolores Cassinelli. The photographs were used by Pathe in an advertisement insert in some trade papers.
It developed that the copyright was not
actually
registered
until after the inserts were
used.
The main defense of Pathe was that
Miss Cassinelli had purchased the pictures outright without giving Lumiere
the privilege of copyrighting them, and.
that a photographer has no right to a
copyright unless the purchaser of a
picture
gfVes such right by formal assignment.
Aliens Adding Eight to
String of Forty-Seven
the
regarding
statistics
THEAllenlatest
e in CanEnterpris
Theatre
ada indicate that the Aliens now
actually have forty-seven theatres in
operation in Canada, while eight new
moving picture theatres are under construction in eight diflferent cities, including Detroit and Cleveland.
The forty-seven Allen theatres in actual operation are in twenty-one different cities of the Dominion, and when
the new houses are completed there
will be Allen theatres in twenty-nine
different centers of Canada and the
United States. The cities in Canada
which have Allen houses include Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver,
Hamilton, Quebec, Ottawa, London,
Windsor, Calgary. Edmonton, Regina,
Moose Jaw, Branden, Peterboro, Swift
Current, Kitchener, Brantford, Cobourg
and Cobalt. The Lyric Theatre in the

"They Can't
Keep
Backr.s This
Barry
moreUs answe
the Time.
call "
ol Fort Sumpter in his Artcraft
(rtiriiriiriitiinriiKiiiriiMiiiiiiit The
t , Coppe
, ,„„ rhead
i,,,,,,, „." fiiiiuKiii. iiiiiiMrinn ,i
last-named city, which
the famous
mm:ng town in northern isOntario
, was
only
recent
ly
acquir
ed,
accord
ing to
announcements.
It is officially stated that the Aliens
are building new houses in Detroit
Ueveland, Montreal, Vancouver, Halifax, Windsor^ St. Catherine and Sault
Ste. Mane.
The Aliens operate film exchanges inToronto, Montreal, St. John
Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancou
ver!
1 hey also have buying offices in London, England, and New York.
Alter Ontario Censorship Rules.
The Ontario Provincial Government
and the moving picture exchange managers have been able to reach a compromise in connection with the decision
on the part of the new Ontario authorities to demand the submission of a complete moving picture
to the Ontario Board of Censorsserial
before the first
or
any
episode
s
of
the
serial
would be
examined by the board.
It has been agreed that a start will
be made in the censoring of serials
Ontario when approximately one-halforf
ot the serial is presented for official investigation. The exchanges will now
be able to release a serial in fairly good
^
ti
Gablickme
Resigns .
from Selznick.
Anthony Gablick, for the past six
months art director of the Select
Selznick Pictures Corporation, has and
resigned to devote himself exclusively to
the trade's art requirements on an independent basis. He has been
sible for the design and clever responexecution of many of the Selznick and Select
pictures advertisements that have appeared inthe various trade journals and
tan magazines, and has also assisted
materially m the
campaign books. art work of Selznick
Fined for Showing Obscene Picture*.
Imprisonment for six months and a
fine of $300 was the punishment meted
out by Judge McMahon in the United
States Branch of the Police Court,
Washington, D. C, to a man who was
arrested last August in a Ninth street
hotel charged with exhibiting certain
obscene motion pictures. In default of
the fine the man was given an additional
ninety days in jail.
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Jerome Beatty Succeeds Him
without the slightest hitch
three arrangement
the past
FLINN, offorpublicit
machinery.
JOHN
y and ad- in AltheLichtman
years C.director
and Mr. Flinn, in charge
vertising of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, has been promoted of distribution, will be closely assove
to new duties in an executi capacity
ciated under the new plan. As Mr. Zukor leaves for Europe in a few weeks,
that will place him even closer to
there
will
to perfect the details
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky. Be- and locate beMr.timeFlinn
in his new duties
cause of his intimate acquaintance with
the different activities of the corpora- before the president of the corporation
tion. President Zukor has selected Mr.
Flinn to handle much of the detail that goesMenabroad.
of Newspaper Achievements.
passes between the production and disMr.
Flinn
joined the Jesse L. Lasky
tribution departments which has hereFeature Play Company as publicity mantofore centered in Mr. Zukor's office.
ager five years ago. Previously he had
Closely Associated.
been for several years dramatic editor
of the New York Herald. He has al'Jerome Beatty, who has been adverways been active in the affairs of the
tising manager for F. P.-L. for the past
Association of the Motion Pictwo years, in close association with Mr. National
Industry, of which he is chairman
Flinn, has been promoted to the posi- of thetureFifth
and a member of
tion of director of publicity and ad- the executive Division
committee.
vertising vacated by Mr. Flinn. The
John C. Flinn
Mr. Beatty was a newspaper man and
changes have taken effect and opera- magazine
Moves higher in executive orsanization
writer of wide experience betions are going along under the new
of Famous Players-Lasky.
fore he entered the motion picture field,
having at different times been connected
with the staffs of the Kansas City Star,
Washington Post, Los Angeles Express,
Selznick to Release a News Reel;
New Orleans States, New York Evening
Globe,
New Y'ork Evening Mail, New
Cameramen
in All Important Cities York Tribune and the New York Sunday World. His motion picture e;cpethe big announcements of Stern, is more than endowment propa- rience before he joined the Famous
ONEthe of
week is contained in the stateganda. It is college propaganda in a Plaj'ers-Lasky organization was with
ment that Selznick Enterprises is general sense and it has the pro-.AmeriEssanay, Thanhouser and McClure Picto enter the news reel market witli a can angle that lifts it and the University tures.
it
serves
into
a
broader
service.
semi-weekly release. This announcement comes from Lewis J. Selznick,
Selznick Engages Earle.
The second reel of the production
president of Selznick Enterprises, who Z'""""""""" •"IIIIHlllHlllllllllllllllllltllllllHimilllllllllllllllK tItKIIIIKIIItlll.OMimiKtllll.Ki.
William
P. S. Earle, whose lavish prohas been in personal touch with the arduction
of
"TheTheatre
Lone Wolf's
rangements being carried on to establish i
Don't Shovel That Snow!
at the Capitol
caused Daughter"
much favorable comment, has just signed a long
this service, to be known as "Selznick
DON'T
sendto ashovel
man out
ondown
the
canopy
snow
term
contract
with
Myrom
Selznick,
News."
According to the arrangements now z
the necks of passersby.
of the Selznick Pictures Corcompleted, special photographers have I Give the structure the hydropath- i president poration,
Mr. Earle will direct
been stationed in every important city in I ic treatment described on page 1300, [ and personally whereby
supervise a number of
the world and a plan is being worked out I and rest secure in the knowledge | big productions during
the coming year.
which will enable the producer to present I that, no matter what the snowfall, it
Earle, though young in years, is
pictures of important events in about I will not collapse and injure some- | a Mr.
veteran in the business. For more
one-half the time which now elapses be- I one.
I
tween happenings in far-away points and T)llltlllllllll1tl1IIIIMIMIHIIIIIIIIIIUIUtllllllllllllllllllllllttlltlltlirilllMtliriltlllllttllllllllllllUI»IIIUIIIIIIIIIItliitii ~- than five years he was with Vitagraph.
their reproduction. on the screen.
Americanization work conIt is planned, according to Mr. Selz- shows the
by the N. Y. U. administration,
nick, to station photographers in a includingducted the
of allegiance to the
number of points not now covered by United States oath
administered to all stuscreen news photographers. In no case
military customs
training
will magazine features be resorted '.o. work, dents;
thethe University's
healthy, American
"We will divide the world into zones, and traditions kept by the student body,
Mr. Selznick
said, will
"and include
events in
the and the Hall of Fame of great .Amerifirst
zone, which
events
cans— in the heart of the campus as a
within a certain radius from New York, perpetual
will be flashed upon the screens in New of America.reminder of the glorious ideals
York and the territory of that zone on
A title in the picture calls New York
the same day."
i
City the "Gateway of the American Continent." And another title, calling
N. Y. U. Boosts America and
N. Y. U. the gateway of .\merican educational institutions, links up the uniEndowment in Sales Film
versity with the great, upward efforts of
has
picture
our
country.
This is the broad sales
motion
the
more
ONCE
been called in for selling purposes, angle that will appeal to those who are
this time not by industry l)ut by not college graduates and those college
the forces of higher education. New people who are not alumni of N. Y. U.
York University, under the auspices of
Good selling sub-titles put over the
its New York City Alumni Club, pre- arguments of the administration. Insented a three-reel endowment booster
terior and exterior shots show the exat the Hotel Astor on the evening of
tent of the University and its academic
February
"University
Day." as the big and athletic activities.
Although11,primarily
designed
Altogether, it is a strong argument for
N. Y. U., college education in general,
power
in
the
University's
campaign
to
Jerome Beatty
get an endowment fund of $6,500,000, this and above all, Americanism; and all those
who had a part in putting the picture
Promoted to directorship of advertising;
picture,
written
and
directed
by
\'incent
Roberts and photographed by Martin together deserve high commendation.
and publicity in Famous Players-Laslty.
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East
as

Cannot
Picture

and interreportsthat
R effect
TRADE PAPE
golden
views to the
California, so far as production is
concerned, must sooner or later bow before the tumultuous environs of Times
the blizzard-swept landSquare and
scape of Long Island has evoked a
"come-back" from Thomas H. Ince.
Like the much-heralded crusader who
"Came,
and theconquered,"
rises to saw
defend
land whichMr.hasInceso
tangibly enhanced the quality and artistic progress of the cinema, and reinforces his arguments with cold facts and
blunt figures which cannot help but impress and convince the reasonable mind.
"If impressions count for anything I
hasten to precede Mr. Ince's interview
with the calm remark that California —
gentle, romantic Southern California —
seems to stand out in such striking contrast to New York and vicinity that
comparison in this instance is null and
void. With newspaper bulletins chronicling "below zero" and "stalled traffic,
land
and sea,"
the Atlantic
one must
feel ona certain
sense seaboard,
of keen
satisfaction and eniightement upon motoring ten or fifteen miles from the studio and beholding several companies
hard at work as the sunshine beams in
the clear and near skies above.
Don't Have to Pal with Barometer.
"Lost motion is altogether lost in CaliThe producersnordon't
have casting
to pal
with thefornia.barometer
is the
director compelled to flash the "don't
come" messages to a regiment of extras
and players engaged for a tremendous
exterior scene upon which money has
been invested. There are numerous
other reasons why production will be
continued in California and also why
the best of business logic gives the
West a distinct advantage over its pet
neighbor in the East.
"Efficiency and economy are the fundamental requisites for the successful
conduct of any business or enterprise,"
Mr. Ince says.
"In and
every administrative
point of production activity
progress, California proves its advantages over other states in the Union.
The remarkable climatic conditions and
the subsequent photographic possibilities are perhaps the biggest reasons why
California is the ideal spot for motion
picture studios. It is a known fact that
in Los Angeles may be found every
kind of an exterior setting, from a New
England home to a Japanese abode.
Then the natural scenery provides
everything that romance and drama
could demand — the ocean, the mountains, the desert, the valleys, the grand
open stretches of land and water which
offer every opportunity for any type
of production made.
Retakes Seldom Necessary.
"Retakes
are this
seldom
out
here.
Compare
to thenecessary
East, where
the producers must or should incur extra time and expense in retaking exterior scenes which have hazy backgrounds. Exhibitors and the public will
agree that clear, faultless photography
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Displace
Says
tes A d-

of Los Angeles

Over Storm-Bound
Atlantic Coast
BY HUNT STROMBERG
Director of Publicity and Advertising
Thomas H. Ince Studios
(By Wire to Moving Picture World)
is one of the potential essentials of the
appealing picture, and with the even,
dependable atmospheric conditions so
pronounced in Southern California, the
excellence of our photography is a foregone conclusion, while seasonableness
and the variety of natural scenery lends
the first advantage to production here.
"I also emphasize the assets of the
iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiniiiijiiiiiii'iiiiriiiiii

West

T. H.
Ince
of minor parts may be engaged at a
less figure than in the East. It is an
established fact that the market for
original stories is far superior to that
of any other state. The great majority
of free lance writers make their headquarters in Southern California, giving
us the first opportunity for selection
and a decided handicap over our Eastern contemporaries.
"It has been said that equipment,
chemicals, properties and the various
odds and ends of picture-making may be
obtained more advantageously in New
York. I have found it exactly to the
contrary. The channels through which
we purchase materials and equipment
are staple and the overage price for such
furnishings are less than elsewhere.
Announcement has recently been made
that the manufacturers of chemicals
for laboratories and other divisions of
the studio will establish their headquarters in Los Angeles, giving us one
more important lead over the East.
Cites Absence of Night Life.
"The advantage
better
living conditions here must ofalso
be considered.
The conspicuous absence of the 'night
life' boasted of by New York, Chicago
and other large cities tends to improve
the work of our people both physically
and mentally. Working and playing in
the great outdoors, surrounded by Nature's most bountiful gifts, cannot help
but impart the added vigor and inspiration which all too often is lacking in
pictures.
"I was deeply concerned in reading
of the alleged loss and inconvenience
occasioned by the time involved in making shipments of film from Los Angeles
to New York. Granted that sales, advertising and publicity campaigns generally emanate from the East, it is a
matter of fact that practically all of the
big producing companies have a productional schedule that reaches well into
the future. In most instances pictures
are completed, edited, titled and shipped
to the distributors in New York or Chicago from six weeks to three months
prior to the release date.
More Screen Talent Available.

Thomas H. Ince
commercial side of production in Los
Angeles. The scale of compensation for
office assistants and manual labor is
lower than in the East. In the final
analysis the saving in this division of
our business is of no small significance.
The cost of set and scene construction
also is lower than in any other sections
of the country. Conclusive evidence of
this fact appears on our own reports.
"In z, recent production which we
made in New York, the costs of building was approximately 33 1/3 per cent,
higher than in Los Angeles.
Home of Free Lance Writers.
"We find the leading players command
more money here, but extras as players

"Express facilities are fairly reliable,
providing ample time for the receipt
of the print, its inspection and the subsequent preparation of sales and exploitation campaign.
"We find the percentage of available
screen talent considerably higher than
in New York. While the Thespian
population is greater in the East, the
screen must meet the competition of the
stage, with the result that much difficulty is experienced in engaging the
right talent at the right time. A recent
'census' conducted by our studios showed
that about 75 per cent, of the available
screen talent was credited to Los Angeles and vicinity.
"The industry is well rooted here and
will doubtless remain a permanent institution, as Los Angeles appreciates
sufficiently its importance to encourage
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Trade's Fight Against Censorship
hibitors to co-operate with this board,
Re- because official
nal Board
Natio
To helpview ofthe
censorship not only is
es, andof also
n Pictur
Motio
vicious
and
un-American but it also can
to assist exhibitors in the fight
do
incalculable
harm to the industry,
against official motion picture censor- as has been proved
in those communship, the Famous Plaj ers-Lasky Corporities where censorship already exists.
ation is taking steps to have the inAppeals for Good Display of Stamp.
signia, "Passed by the National Board
of Review," carried at the beginning of
all Paramount-Artcraft pictures so that
"I appeal to all exhibitors to join with
it will not fail to be seen when the the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
in
standing firmly back of the National
pictures are shown in the theatre.
Board of Review. If the national board
Adolph Zukor, president of the cor- approves
a picture, it seems to me that
that the board's
poration, has ordered
exhibitor should not only permit
stamp of approval
hereafter shall be car- every
ried in the beginning of all Paramount such approval to be shown with the
Artcraft pictures, instead of at the end, picture., but should make an effort to
give a Itgood
display that
of ifthea board's
and has appealed to all exhibitors book- stamp.
is obvious
person
ing Paramount pictures to keep, this
in
the
audience
sees
on
a picture the
approval in the film when it is shown.
"I am moved to take this step," said emblem, 'Passed by the National Board
of Review,'
he will
be less likely to deMr. Zukor,
explaining
his action,
mand an official
censorship.
cause I am infirmly
convinced
that "bethe
National Board of Review needs the
Prepare Special Titles.
backing of everybody in the motion picSpecialblem titles
carrying
the board's
ture business in its admirable fight
have been
prepared
by emthe
against official film censorship. All Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
Paramount Artcraft pictures are ap- instructions have been issued to all
proved by the national board before Famous Players exchanges to see to it
they are released. This not only is a that these titles are inserted at the
protection to us, but it is of immense
beginning of the picture, immediately
benefit to the exhibitor showing our after
the main title.
pictures.
Urges Full Co-Operation.
"I wish to call the attention of ex- Pathe Serial Converts
hibitors to the importance of carrying
Muse Theatre Manager
this approval on all their pictures. The
national board is composed of a repre- RS.
BALLANTYNE,
of the
Muse Theatre, manager
Omaha, hasof
sentative body of men and women, who,
* come forward as a champion of
acting without pay, work in co-operation with motion picture producers and the serial picture as an attraction for
pass upon all pictures before they are iiif^h-class houses.
released. This l)oard is absolutely free
"I confess," said Mr. Ballantyne, "that
of any semblance of control by pro- I was not so long ago a rather vehement scoffer of the serial for patrona.E;c
ducers and distributors; and their approval of a picture is an unbiased ex- of the so-called first class. But I have
pres ion of opinion.
changed with the times and now the
Muse shows two serials each week.
"The national
board
is
opposed
to
arbitrary censorship at the hands of
"At the Muse we run a twice-a-week
municipal, state or federal authorities, change of program and cater to the
and is conducting a strong fight against best people in Omaha. I was frequently
such censorship.
It behooves all ex- approached by serial salesmen but they

February 21, 1920
found me a fairly tough proposition.
Finally, H, D. Graham of the Pathe
exchange here, wheedled me into signa contract
Secret,'
with ingPearl
White,forand'The
whatBlack
I thought
of
the result is best illustrated by calling
attention to the fact that we are now
showing both 'The Black Secret' and
'The Adventures of Ruth' with Ruth
Roland.
"In exploiting 'The Adventures of
Ruth' I tried a little stunt advertising and realized surprisingly well on
the idea suggested to me. We put out
ISO keys to which were attached a card
reading, 'If Lost, Return to Muse Theatre and Receive
Reward,'to the
the opening
reward
consisting
of two tickets
chapter of this serial."
Keenan Has Strong Cast
in "Smoldering Embers"
DESCRIBED
with the loveas ofa thedrama
heart, glowing
"Smoldering Embers," next in line of
Frank Keenan's releases through Pathe.
will be issued on February 29. Mr.
Keenan has surrounded himself with a
competent supporting cast, prominent
in which is Jay Belasco, one of the
most popular young leading men in pictures. Others playing with him are
Kate Van Buren, Hardie Kirkland, Lucille Ward, Frances Raymond, Thomas
Guise. Burwick Hamrick, Russ Powell,
and Graham Pettie.
Some of Mr. Keenan's pictures have
been bigger box office attractions than
others, but all have been big money
getters for exhibitors. During the last
year he has made such features as "The
World Aflame," "Brothers Divided,"
The False Code," "Gates of Brass" and
"The Master Man," and each has been
received warmly by exhibitors and
their patrons.
"River's End" Inspires Song Writers.
Marshall Neilan's initial independent
production,
"The River's
End," by James
Oliver Curwood,
has inspired
Harry
Hoch and Arthur Behim, two popular
song writers, to prepare a number which
is being published by Waterson, Berlin & Snyder.

Friend Exhibitor: Polish Off the "Zounds " and "Have at Thee" Line— Here's Bill Farnum in "The Adventurer."
The style of "The Three Guardsmen" comes with Bill's lace and rapier in his newest Fox.
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''Big Four'
Son Asks $1,200,000

Produce

PICTURE

Desire

of

to Produce
''Ben
Hur
for Film Rights and First National Offers to

Play on Fifty-Fifty Basis and

CorporaUnited Artists
the been
T has
THA
' tion
negotiating for some
time in an effort to secure the
motion
Hur" States
came
y in to
to
lightpicture
recentlrights
the"Ben
United
District Court, New York, when an ap. plication was made before Judge Hough
for a modification of the decree entered
in 1916 in a suit of Harper Brothers and
Henry L. Wallace against Klaw & Erlanger.
The only reason that the film rights
to the play have not been purchased by
the United Artists Corporation, it developed, is that Mr. Wallace, son of
Genera! Lew Wallace, author, places a
valuation of $1,200,000 on the film rights.
This figure is regarded by executives of
the corporation as prohibitive, even for
Hur,"
of "Ben artistic
the character
of achieved
a play has
which
an unrivaled
and financial success on the stage.
In this connection, correspondence between Messrs. Klaw and Wallace was
offered showing that the former had
suggested the sale of the motion picture
rights to the United Artists Corporation, offering as a reason the beliefs
that Douglas Fairbanks would make an
"Ben Hur,"
to impersonate
actor Pickford
ideal Mary
that
would excel in the
role of "Esther" and that D. W. Griffith would produce the best dramatization of the play on the screen.
$250,000 Is Best Offer.
Moreover. Mr. Klaw pointed out that
the First National Exhibitors Circuit is
ready to produce the play on a fiftyfifty basis and guarantee the owners of
the motion picture rights, including
Harper Brothers, Mr. Wallace and Klaw
& Erlanger, the sum of $250,000, which
he believed was the best offer available.
"'Ben Hur' does not require the luster
of the names of Fairbanks, Pickford,
et al., and calls for no such folly as the
absurd salaries," was
of their
payment
the
response
of Mr. Wallace to the producer's suggestion. He declared further
that the minimum figure which he would
accept for his share of the receipts from
the sale of the picture rights to the play
was and is $400,000 outright.
d with the conHough
Judge tention
made byconcurre
Mr. Klaw that he has
fulfilled the terms of the decree to the
on the
g "Ben
producin
in an
letter in
e andHur"
stage
elaborat
spectacular
notwithresults,
e
profitabl
with
manner
s claimg that the
Wallace'presentin
standing Mr.merely
producer was
the play
on the stage for a limited period each
the
under
year to safeguard the rights
decree and not with any hope of obtaining financial returns.
On behalf of the producer, it was
pointed out that the royalties paid to
seaMr. Wallace during the theatrical
son of 1918-19 exceeded the royalties
earned by the play during the years
preceding, and the contenimmediately
tion was advanced that the producer has
extended every co-operation to Mr. Wal-
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Guarantee

lace in an effort to dispose of the film
rights to the best possible advantage.
Being unable to agree on the sale of
the film rights, the plaintiffs in the
previous Brothers
litigation and
over Mr.
"BenWallace
Hur,"
Harper
made the present motion for a modification of the original decree to dissolve
the injunction against the plaintiffs
making the
moving
of "Benof Hur"
during
terrn pictures
of the contract
1899
and to specially enjoin defendants from
interfering with plaintiffs so making
moving pictures.
In denying this motion Judge Hough
held that while the contract of 1899
entered into between the plaintiffs and
Klaw & Erlanger granting the producing rights to the latter is in force, or
until the producing firm is guilty of
some unfair or unjust practice constituting a breach of the contract or the
terms of the decree in force, the plaintiffs cannot hope for the relief sought.
"No Compulsion Exists."
"Plaintiffs in effect accuse defendants
of keeping them out of their rights, and
say that
the time
trial would
in 1915then
it was
obvious thatat the
shortly
arrive when the play would have to be
given by moving pictures, and it was
said theclaredcourt
so stated in effect," deJudge Hough.
"Why is it time that the play 'would
have to be' or must be given by moving pictures?" inquired Judge Hough.
"There is no other reason except that
all parties entitled would find it more
profitable — no real compulsion exists."

James O'Neill.
These The
slid Injury
(lofjs. ofravfiuiusly
hungry for
the food concealed in O'Neill's clothing
in Vitasraph's "The Courage o£
Marge
O'Doone,"
viciou.sly.
He is attacked
recoveringhim
in Hollywood.

Owners $250,000
Consequently, Judge Hough pointed
out that it behooves the litigants to
come to an agreement with respect to
the sale of the motion picture rights in
order that the play may be produced on
the screen by mutual consent.

Hite to Show Arrow Pictures.
C. C. Hite of the C. C. Hite Attractions, Cincinnati, has been in New York
for the past few days, during which time
he made his headquarters at the offices
of the Arrow Film Corporation.
On account of prosperous conditions
in the middle west there is a big demand for all kinds of amusements, he
reports. Big feature pictures are greatly in demand and all good comedies are
being eagerly bought. The C. C. Hite
Attractions have just concluded a big
deal and have leased the Lyric Theatre
in Cincinnati. Here they will play a
number of the Arrow features during
the spring and summer, together with
high class vaudeville.
Republic Bookings Climb
Upward on All Releases
BOOKINGS
are reported
be
climbing steadily
upward to
on all
pictures being distributed by Republic Distributing Corporation. Among
the subjects which are announced as
sweeping the country are "The Blue
Pearl," "The
Amazing
Woman" to and
"12:10."
The latter
is declared
be
doing more wonderful business than was
expected of it.
The Chicago branch of Republic reported that the Marie Doro-Herbert
Brenon
is booking
wildfire in theproduction
Windy City
territory.likeAmong
the Chicago theatres to use it in January, in addition to the bookings already
secured, are the Beach, DeLuxe, Elantee,
Grayland, JacVson Park, Langlcy, New
Irving, Virginia and Petes. Chicago
houses which have already played
"12.10."
"12:10" on Crandall Circuit.
Washington at"12:10"
scheduled to
beIn presented
the is
Knickerbocker,
Apollo, Avenue Grand, Savoy and York
theatres during February and the first
part of March. All of these houses are
in the Crandall circuit. New contracts
are also reported from the Boston,
Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Seattle,
Cleveland and St. Louis branches.
"The Blue Pearl" and "The Amazing
Woman," in addition to extensive bookings already announced, have been
routed over the Proclor circuit as well
as into some of the William Fox Theatres. William Fox's Fourteenth Street
theatre is to present "The Amazing
Woman"
February. for three days successively in
Proctor's Harmanus in Albany has
booked "The Amazing Woman" for two
days in February.
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'Junk, " Says
One;
"Progres Producer Jealous of Showman
HAVING heard so much junk handed out of late regarding "Percentage Book- s, " Another
ings" and "We are coming to Percentage," allow me to venture forth from
Profits; Says He "Gambles"
my place of hiding and give you one man's opinion regarding the matter, and
Speaks the Bunk Talk
I honestly believe that every fair-minded showman and exhibitor will agree with
me in my humble opinion.
By James B. Kelly
To begin with, Mabel, we .are supposed to be in the moving picture "rental"
("Smiling Jimmy")
business
and
not
"percentage."
The
exchange
sets
a
fair
rental
price
on
its
wares
and the exhibitor pays a reasonably fair price for them. Then why do so many Age comes along tell him to migrate to
"Wise Boys" talk about percentage bookings? I know and I'll tell you later on.
a clime fifty degrees hotter than Dallas,
Think this over first: Who is. the boy that makes the "real dough" all the
time? Who is the fellow who hires exorbitant salaried executives, who lives at Tex.,inginmoreAugust.
"Percentage"
is noththan camouflage
covering
an
the best hotels in New York, owns his "Rouls Ruice" or "Piece of Arrow" flivvers, investigation into your business, with
gives big dinner parties at the Castoria Hotel, etc.? Is it the exhibitor? Nay, the idea in mind that your profits are
than they should be. And even
Pauline;
it'sallthethenabob
the real jit
time. who makes, distributes and exploits Fillum who is landing more
in the investigation Mr. Per Cent Age
his own interests by derisking its product on the percentage is protecting
The Big Boys Play Sure TKings.
manding at least seventy-five per cent,
of the gross receipts.
Ever notice how one of these Big
Manufacturers Jealous of Exhibitor.
plan.
Boys always
is "gambling,"
when
half ofsays
the hetime
he collects etc.,
the
The exhibitor is best able to know just
price of his picture in deposits from what he can afford to pay for film, and Leo Delaney Dies After
exhibitors before the picture is even it's nobody's business what he is makIllness of But Two Days
started. In fact, some of these Big
ing. This is the only business in existence where the manufacturers and job- IT is with much surprise and sorrow
Boys
won't
even
start
a
picture
until
that the industry hears of the sudden
bers are jealous of what the retailer is
their exchanges have collected the full
death of Leo Delaney, whose popcost from the Village Nabob who runs making. Of course if some of you "Sap
ularity as a screen favorite dates back
Heads" want the producer to find out
•the Amusement Hall.
1910. He died in New York City on
Just think— they get the cost of the just what you are doing and, if you are to
February 4 at the Roosevelt Hospital
picture out of the deposits, and you can
after
a two
days' old
illness
pneumonia.
imagine what their profit is after the
He
38 years
and ofleave
a wife
j
Says "Jimmy" Kelly: J and was
picture has been played. The "Sugar I
child.
His
home
was at HuntingWho
flings
the
parties
at
the
1
ton, Long Island.
Kings" paredare
children
when Boys
com- I Castoria?
to somemere
of the
High Collar
Who makes the Real f
Mr. Delaney appeared with some of
I
Dough
—
the
exhibitor
or
the
proi
in the "Big Town."
known stars on the screen, in| the best cluding
The real gambler in my mind is the I ducer?
Clara Kimball
Norma
little fellow in the small town who runs I Is a Fillum company even hinting | Talmadge, Anita Stewart,Young,
Harry Northa theatre on a shoestring, loses his red I at percentage for charitable reasons |
rop and Harry Morey. Some of the
shirt when it rains, takes in $1.55 on I or the desire to make more money? f early pictures in which he was featured
nights that Lizzie Simpkins or Maria I Ever see the Big Boys froth when 1 were "Answer of the Roses,"
"By WomPunkins gives a party, although his ex- I they learn of the Velvet that Bill f
an's Wit," "Tested by the Flag."
"Cherry
pense is always the same, bordering I Splivins takes in on their picture | Blossoms," "The Cabin
Boy" and "The
around $15 to $20 a day. No one will I up in Sleepy ville?
| Honorable Algernon." Recently
he
played in a series of five-reel mystery stories
give him any credit. He has to pay for I We're in the film RENTAL, not I
most of his film two months in ad- I film PERCENT.4GE business. j made by William Steiner and released
the Arrow Film Corporation.
vance, even if his kids have to go hun- I Be independent.
I through
Previous to his picture experience,
Mr.
gry.
Delaney was five years with "The VirAlways Cash in Advance.
doing a good business, put in a show
Just think, he has to pay away in next door to you and put you out of
advance for something he has never business
next week, why that's your Washington's Palace Entertains Kiddies.
seen, and that he is liable to lose money funafal.
Lawrence Beatus, through an arrangeBut if you will take a little advice ginians."
on. In fact, he never so much as gets
ment with the Washington Times, last
from a child of nature who has been all week threw
a stick of carbon without the mazuma
open the doors of the Palbeing firmly planted with the cashier of up and down the line, don't listen to
ace Theatre on F street to the little inthe supply house. Here is the real "Percentage." Be independent. There
mates of the various orphan asylums
gambler, and my only hope is that he'll are plenty of pictures on the mar- in Washington permitting them to see
wake up before they take away his
ket that you can rent at a reasonable "Pollyanna."
shoes and socks, for they'll do it if figure, and because your competitor seThis show has proven a great favorite
they get a chance.
cures one big picture, does a big busi- with the juvenile population of Washness
on
it,
and
only
secures
twenty
per
Now we are coming to the "Percentington, and the mornmg and afternoon
Propaganda Thing." Bill Spivins, cent, of the receipts, don't let that performances were exceptionally well
vvho age
runs the Nickel Theatre in Sleepy- worry you one bit. And, above all, don't patronized. The evenings found a long
ville, happens to clean up a little "real let Mr. Fillum Man scare you into line of adults in front of the theatre
signing your life away. His is only a awaiting admission. "I am more than
dough" on a picture labeled "Lizzie's bluff,
but if he is able to put this bluff pleased with the business that this picDisappointment," and the news of Bill's
great "feat" wends its way into the over in many towns, it will be a reality
ture has brought me," said Mr. Beatus.
office of the producing company. The before long, and you will have to go
A great deal of credit is to be given
the Palace orchestra for the music
minute the news confronts the president back to "work" again.
he calls a meeting of his executives, and
In conclusion: dodge the "Percentage" furn-shed by it during the week.
they figure out that Bill and the rest of propaganda
as if it were poison, for it
the exhibitors are making too much really is a form of poison. The fillum
Mrs. Le^vis Returns with "Sherry."
man
makes
out
to you that he wants to
dough and they decide to find out how
^ Mrs. Edgar Lewis has returned from
much dough Bill and his compatriots are gamble by playing percentage; but he
California
with theproduction,
negative ofdirected
"Sherry,"
makmg by playing their pictures on never gambles and never intends to as an
Edgar Lewis
by
help it.
Percentage" in the future. Therefore, long as he canCamouflage.
Edgar
Lewis.
Pat
O'Malley
plays
the
this is the answer; no film company or
leading role. Mrs. Lewis expects to reorganization is going to even hint at
You have always been
turn to California, where her husband
percentage unless it fully believes it therefore why not continue theto gambler,
be so in has already begun his newest producwill get more money on that plan, or future ? You've gambled and won, theretion. "Lahoma," a story of
big 2,500
land
unless it desires to feel the pulse of
rush in Oklahoma in 1889, inthewhich
fore stick to your independence and
continue to win, and when Mr. Per Cent people will take part.
just what the exhibitor is making by
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in
"Deadly
Parallel
"
on Exhibitor
Percentag
IT is absolutely
no surprise to me that certain
factions among exhibitors
oppose
Himself Tries toe
Repercentage booking. When United Artists Corporation embarked on its pertard
His
Own
Money Making
centage booking plan I was fully prepared for just such objections as have been
Capacity
raised. I have been in the motion picture business long enough — and I hsive seen
enough in other industries — to realize that there is always a reactionary, standpat
element that will not move forward with the times.
By Hiram Abrams
I know that when we began renting our pictures on a percentage basis we strated fully and finally in the coming
months.
■would have to wage a campaign of education and demonstration.
Fortunately, there are among the exhibitors a sufficiently large majority of
To my mind, and a host of exhibitors
far-sighted, clear-thinking business men who understand and appreciate the various with whom I have discussed the matter
economic evolutions that are witnessed in every line of business ; and I might add agree with me, percentage is going to
that in every line of business there is likewise a reactionary minority — men who eliminate the poor picture, or, at any
oppose and resist all progress and advancement and who usually have the lime- rate, show up the poor picture, so that
light centered on them because of the noise they are making. But while their the exhibitor knows that if a picture
insurrection is flaring up the sound and clear-thinking merchants go about their is not good enough to play on percentdaily business of making money and of adjusting themselves so that they may there age,ishe isnobuying
market.a commodity for which
keep pace with the progress of their industry.
Percentage is going to make it posof exhibitor opposition to forward
Standpatters Opposed New Prices.
sible for an exhibitor to get as much
movements. The story is always the out of his terrftory as is possible.
Go back into the history of the busi- same. An innovation, an improvement,
Percentage is going to bring to the
ness as far as you please. Do you re- an advance is suggested for the good exhibitor his full reward for showmanmember the fight that was waged of the business as a whole, and immeship, just as it is going to bring to the
against producers and distributors who
tely a group of exhibitors declare producer of the picture his full reward,
insisted that their pictures could no war on diathe
innovation ; but invariably based on the value of the product itself.
longer be shown for an admission price the innovation, if it is right, survives
of less than ten cents? The standpat and the exhibitors who protested the
Percentage Will Be Index.
exhibitors i-ose in arms and said that no ^iiiiitirii[i,iitiiitiiM[|iiiiiiiiliiiiriiMiiiii)iritiirii[iiiitiitiiitiiiiiiriitirirMi[iiiiMiitiii iiiiiriii niiMtiiiiriiiiiL
In
other
words, percentage is the one
producers or distributors could tell
thing that is going to separate pictures,
them how to run their theatres, and
Says Hiram Abrams: i so far as exhibitors are concerned, into
that they would show pictures for five j
cents if they pleased, or that they I Standpat exhibitors opposed rais- I the two all-important classes — the
I ing prices from the standpat nickel, f money-making picture and the failure —
would do without the pictures.
and will be the assurance to the exhibYou couldn't have built the beautiful I They opposed daily changes of 1
itor that the producer
only make
picture houses the country now boasts I program in the early days.
1 money if he turns outcana picture
of on five cent admission prices. The I They opposed long runs later. 1 which the exhibitor can make money. on
higher admission prices made possible I Yet today they are showing pic- |
LiVewise, exhibitors themselves
the motion picture business of today — I tures a week straight in beautiful | going to be classified automatically are
by
yet a lot of the exhibitors who have I houses they built by raising prices \ percentage; the real showman
going
made fortunes as a result of the higher I from the nickel level.
i to make money and the mere is
theatreadmission prices were bitterly opposed I Now this standpat element op- | man will have to learn the rudiments
of
to charging more than five cents in their I poses percentage.
showmans
hip,
It
is
basically
1
or
change
his
profession.
houses.
I right, as were the above innovations |
Headed for It.
I in the various stages of the industry, \
Who Howled at Daily Change?
I and it is bound to come.
|
The
best
evidence
I can offer of my
Do you remember the cry that was
raised on the part of certain exhibitors ■iiiiiiiilriimiiliiltililltii;iiriiiiiiiiiiMiliiiiuitiitii;iiiiMriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiltj|i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMi iiiiiiijiiiT. faith in percentage is this :
when the thought was advanced that a loudest are glad to share in the benefits
I goas onsoonrecordnowcompany
with thehaspromise
that
as this
a sufdaily change of program might be im- that result to all.
ficient
amount
of
product
to warrant
proved on? Certain exhibitors were
the
organization that will be required,
Repeatedly we have witnessed the
aghast at the thought that they might
of the exhibitor himself at- we will .book our pictures throughout
have to run pictures for two days in- spectacle tempting
on
a
straight percentage basis and do
to retard the progress of his
stead of one day.
away altogether with a guarantee or
These same exhibitors declared that own business.
rental, except in so far as a nominal
they never, never would run pictures
If It's Right, It Must Come.
may be required as a binder or
for more than a day and affirmed that
Fortunately, if a thing is right, it is deposit
of good faith for the prothe next thing they knew distributors bound to succeed, for opposition that as evidence
tection of playing
dates.
would be insisting that pictures be run is purely selfish cannot frustrate a thing
We
are
headed right for straight perthat
is
basically
right.
for three days or even a wee'c; then the
centage; straight percentage will rewhole motion picture business would
I have discussed percentage booking
quire abig organization, but you have
with scores upon scores of the leading my word for it, that
go to rac'< and ruin.
as soon as the
Yet today these self-same exhibitors exhibitors of the country, and I am con- volume of our product warrant
s the orare running pictures for a week, two
vinced, as most of them are, that perganization, we will book our
weeks, a month or even longer — and
centage is the fair, equitable and ulti- on a straight percentage basis. pictures
making money.
mate method for the handling of motion
pictures.
Fought Exchange*.
The fact that the majority of the
Time was when certain exhibitors leading
Vitigraph Opens New Branch.
exhibitors of the country are
banded themselves together and at- playing our pictures on a percentage
The
housewarming for the employes
tempted to boycott any exchange that
that they are con- of the Big-V Washingt
would permit a theatre to show more basis isvincedanof theindication
on office and the
fairness
of
the
policy,
for,
exhibitors
of the territory served by that
than three reels for one admission remember, we cannot compel anyone to
office was held last Tuesday and Wedprice. Any exchange that would dare do business with us.
to let a theatre have four reels to show
nesday, February 10 and 11, by Manpeople do not approve of our way
ager Eugene Wilson. The occasion
as part of one program would be put ofIfdoing
business, there is no power
out of business.
marked the completion of Vitagraph's
that can make them our customers.
new quarters in Washington.
Yet, somehow, despite the protests of
Will Eliminate Poor Picture.
Vitagraph remained at its old quarters
these exhibitors, we have gotten to the
on
Eleventh street, N. W., when the new
point where a motion picture program
I believe that percentage will absolutely stabilize the distribution and exchange building was erected in Washis a un't of entertainment and the footington and is one of the few exchanges
rental of motion picture films and I
age entirely a secondary matter.
that has separate niul distinct r|uarters.
I could go on and cite case after case believe that this is going to be demon-
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Rambles
TWO YEARS OF ADVANCEMENT.
In the accompanying illustration we
present a vision of the pufflicist's favorite
and the sales-manager's
expressionargument.
clinching
"One man
hundred
per cent.!"that into the
The
who dragged

language of tilms put over a sockabout "the last word"
! Speaking
—that's itdolager.
We have 100 per cent, everything except dollars — and some films.
TiL'o years ago Cook',s Imperial was
launching a national advertising champagne. Looks noiu like ivasted kale.
Extra: Stop Press: Extra;
Commonwealth Photoplays advertise a
film that should go straight to the heart
of filmbosses.
The life of a film pufflicist is to be reflected in thrilling presentation entitled:
"The Autobiography of a Goat."
Uplift Stuff.
Joe Lee, the boy educator, is gallivanting around the country opening exchanges for an educative film corporation.
The dreadnought safe, fire-proof and
burglar defying, in one corner of an
office rented by Lewis J. Selznick is
lettered: "Lee Kugel."
"When you get to my record," says
Julius Singer in referring to the Moving Picture World's "Cradle Rocking
for an Infant Industry" (ten years
ago), "for mercy's sake don't print it!"
Ohio's chief notoriety is turning from
furnishing Presidential candidates to showing moving picfures for the first time on
earth.
statisticians are now working on this
problem:
How many "best equipped," "most modpicture theatres are
there ern"
in andany"unique"
given state?
Assured
by Flying
"A"hr pufflicity
thai
picture
shozvmen
ivill not
stung if they
play Marguerita Sylva in "The Honey Bee."
Title suggestion for infant hygienic photoplay:
"The Great Cradle Robbery."
FEARLESSLY FACING THE FUTURE
WE TURN OUR BACK ON WORK
AND GIVE UP A WHOLE
DAY TO SLUMBER
BELLRI\(;i\'G
FOR
PUFFMCISTS
Poor copy
Carbon
Alw.iyN does
A flopie.
As days
Grow long
The Strong.
"bull"
Gets
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Filmtown
WHO STOLE THE LOCK?
With Walter K. Hill
If two years had done nothing else
than to bring into film language the
expression
"Key-city"
those 104 weeks
SECOND
would not have
been wasted.
ANNIVERSARY
When Harry Reichenbach ran south
EDITION
to get away from a snow storm his
Yott can gness for yourself what class
of films Isidore Panitz will play in the
picture theatre he is erecting on Cereal
Avenue, Baltimore.
If Fred Warren reads Rambles we
should like him to know that the temp- motor drank its last pint of gasoline
tation to perpetrate a wheeze on "A right in front of a Board of Trade sign
Temporary
Wife" has, thus far, beei. reading: "Welcome to Key West."
valiantly resisted.
Being famous as a quick thinker
Harry said:
Less than tzvo years ago Arthur James
"This is a city and a key city. I'll
and Merritt Cravjford began operations
on William Fo.r pufflicity. Now look at putAndit into
vocabulary."
whenmy Harry
got back to the
the immense building "in the heart of New Astor Grill he began trying out his
York" their cn^ergy has forced Fox to erect! newly-coined expression.
It was a great day for pufflicists and
WHAT'S HAPPE.VED IX TWO YEARS.
sales-managers when Reichenbach ran
(Some Sloppy Statistics).
Two years ago there was not a Capitol out of gasoline — and in such a good
Theatre in picturedom. Now there are spot for it.
2,487.
Glad to know that Ruby Hoffman, screen
Two years ago Sam L. Rothapfel was
managing director of the Rivoli and Ri- queen, Gitz Rice for a husband.
alto. Heducerswas
with some proPafTliclsts lay o<T:
and notveryso popular
with others.
"Extraordinary Special" belongs to Bill
Two years nouago
"the
most
important
anncement in the history of the film in- Cook,
pufflicist
This
goes; for William Fox.
dustry" was made. It has since been made
874 times.
Two years ago Richard A. Rowland
When pufflicists write what editors
said: "The infants are still in the in- will
print instead of submitting what
dustry."
Nobody
has
since
had
the
nerve
the pufflicists hope will be printed scrap
to try and steal the expression.
Two years ago R. H. Cochrane started books will wax fat and more film will
reading Rambles. Since then he has only be sold to picture showmen.
missed a hundred isues, making allowance
for
strike.time off on account of the printers'
Learnband'sfrom
film titles
that "Her
Other Wife"
was "The
MotherHus-of
Two years ago the Asociated Moving
Picture Advertisers were preparing to give
their bosses a dinner. Sugar shortage has His Children."
Jazzing Up the Pages.
kept the banquet from coming to pass
A Acutcaption
for a for
caption
even to this very day.
a cut
Two years ago Peter Gridley Smith said Any darn old thing
Famous Players-Lasky made the best picTo get out of the rut.H Double-O S E
tures. Now he is saying the same thing
about Marshall Neilan.
Two years ago Lewis J. Selznick had
never heard of Rambles. If Lee Ferguson DOLLING UP THE BIJOU DREAM
The Electric, Amuse-U, Scenic and
will
send itusmentions
a good wheeze
print it, Idle
provided
Lewis J.we'll
Selznick.
Hour have taken on new life in
Two years ago the page you are now
reading was a tree In Wisconsin. Send a the past
two years.
old place
now. You wouldn't know
check for $100 to the National Forestry
They are all Rivolis, Rialtos, Capitols,
Association to help save the woods and
trees for their noble and original purpose. and when Marcus Loew dedicates the
State Theatre in Times Square some of
Two years ago Samuel Goldfish was in these names will disappear to be repicturedom. Noiv he is no more.
—"State."placed by the newer and shorter title
Take a look at the picture of the
Listing This Baby Drives
Us to the Old Unabridged converted blacksmith shopl
Dear Rambles : As a regular reader
And see the sign that marks another
of your department I take the liberty great advance in filmdom during two
to correct your well meaning remarks
relative to
No producing company can brag
African Golf
Mississippi Marbles years I itself unless it has a private mailabout
Leaping Dominoes Ethopian Polo
ing list of these e. o. & c. cinemas that
and other etc. While I do not claim
to be an authority on this subject, it book nothing but said producing comseems sacreligious to refer to them by
pany's product.
other than their correct term, viz:
Nubian Hockey
Smith C. McGregor.
Stamford, N. ¥., 2/4/20.
o
Japanese
when played
haled zyith
into
court,
proved"Boguchi,"
to be a game
two dice of the common, or crap variety.
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Screen

MOVING

Sermon

Conservatives

mem-h
" cried
st Churc
ENS,Unive
rsalisome
bers of the
GOOD HEAV
in Auburn, N. Y., when their pastor without warning sprung upon them
a movie-illustrated sermon. This was
something new and the
more conservative of the congregation were more than
mildly surprised. Others nodded in approval and settled back to reap the full
benefit of the innovation.
A unique service it was — all of Auburn admits that. The Rev. J. E. Price
had
announced
topic asways
"Thethan
Storm."
It was a storm his
in more
one.
Not within the church did the storm
break, but among some of the folks of
Auburn mutterings of horror ascended.
In the meantime the Rev. Mr. Price is
not a bit disturbed.
The minister says that by another
winter he hopes to have a most modern
and complete motion picture outfit installed in the "Peoples' Church." He
says he knew that there would be sorne
on the outside who would raise their
hands in horror, as many did when
musical instruments were first introduced into the churches. At that time
such instruments were hailed as "works
of the devil," he says.
"God Gave Us Eyes as Well as Ears."
"Nevertheless," he continues, "God
gave us eyes to see with as well as ears
to hear with, and it is part of the
church's duty, when everyone is more
or less picture-minded, to help present
the wholesome without the trash."
The comparison that Mr. Price draws
is that it is no more wicked to introduce moving pictures into the church
today than it was to introduce music
in other days. Music is now recognized
as one of the most useful and attractive
features of any church service, and he
feels that it will only be a short time
before the same feeling will prevail in
regard to the use of moving pictures
in the churches.
Mr. Price's animated sermon, "The
Storm," shows vividly just how a sermon may be thus illustrated and how
the screen can drive home certain
thoughts in a much more forceful manner than spoken words. The lights of
the church were turned out and little
pointed preachments began to appear
on the screen. One was entitled, "Respect for Mother."
"Respect for Mother."
A good idea of the service may be
gained by a perusal, so it is given here
as it was on the screen:
"Mark
the young tomanhis who
is coarse
and
disrespectful
mother.
No
roseate pathway can be hers who shall
sustain to him the relations of wife.
Not the happiest shall be the lot of
those who shall come to be his children. Not to be envied is the neighborhood ever in which he must be reckoned as a citizen.
"It does not matter what the mental
stature of that mother is, how old, how
bent, how decrepit, the man to whom
she is mother owes to her gentleness,
kindness, tenderness and consideration.
Did she fall back; and did the children,
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Startles

Auburn

Church

by means of superior advantage pass
pendent production following the formaher in her race? But think of the toil
tion of his own producing organization.
and trial, her devotion and denial, her The production is now receiving its
mind and her years that she gave that final treatment and the first run showings should be before the public the lather children might derive the benefit."
ter part of this month.
Minister Explained Series.
After several of these introductory
sermonettes a hymn was sung. This Greene Plans Annual
was followed by Scripture reading and
prayer, announcements and singing of
Who's Who in Industry
old and new melodies, and then "The
Storm" proper. The pastor told the IF plansciatedoutlined
before
the Asso-at
Motion Picture
Advertisers
story of the picture as it was shown,
its luncheon on Thursday, February
and here and there pointed out some of
the lessons to be learned from it, but 5, at the Cafe Boulevard, New York, by
these were apparent without his words. Benedict M. Greene, of Toronto, are consummated, the fifth industry is to be
His voice, accompanying the scenes, was
dignified by the publication of an annual
merely adience,
sortsomewhat
of* assistance for the au- Who's
on the plan of subWho In Motion Pictures designed
along the lines of similar volumes
emtitles, only on a bigger scale.
"The Storm" derives its name from a industries.bracing notables in society, politics and
terrific storm in nature, which was proGreene, who is managing editor of
'i""""" iii""iiiii'ir t.iitiij [ [luiiitiiinii Miiiiiii.iiiKiii ,it theMr.International
Press, Ltd., and puolisher
of
Who's
Who
and Why, with
in Toronto, Montreal,
Winnipeg,
I
This Minister's Viewpoint | offices
Vancouver and Halifax, said it was his
belief that the motion picture industry
"Godas gave
see with
Ii well
ears usto eyes
hear towith,
and as
it |i is of all industries the one most dependent on its personalities, in which
I is part of the church's duty, when |
I everyone is more or less picture- i belief it was the intention to collect
I minded, to help present the whole- j data which would by agreement and
contract be placed for the . use of a
the comparison
trash."
11 some
He without
draws the
that || Cinema Press Association, to be estabI it is no more wicked to introduce |
lished along the lines of the International Press Service.
I moving pictures into the church |
I today than it was to introduce |
To Contain No Advertising^.
I music in other days, when musical |
The speaker announced that for the
I instruments were called "works |
to coverincludperI of the devil."
| first year the
sonalities i'proposal
n the Unitedwas States,
I
Looking into the future, he sees |
ing
producers,
directors,
stars,
authors,
I moving pictures as firmly estab- \ distributors and others in the industry
I lished as a part of a church ser- 1 whose standing and importance merited
I vice as music now is.
I inclusion. Later the work is to be ex■iliiiilillliiIlillllillrtMiiiiiiilliliiltiilliriiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiriiiiiliilllliriiilillllirilllllllli:
tended to include Canada, Great Britain
and portions of Europe.
duced in realistic manner, and also from
Mr. Greene laid stress on the fact that
a storm of anger and rivalry between
would be absolutely free from all
two men who seek the hand of the same it
paid advertising, that there would be no
girl, but with far different motives. charge
whatever for the matter printed
The two fall in love with the girl, the in the book,
the publication would
storm which threatened their lives came be illustratedthat
with uniform size halfand went because both of them listened
tones of all persons included and that
to their conscience and the promptings it would be issued at a price of $5 a
of true love. The storm came and went volume.
because a higher power did not permit
them to perish.
Big Bookings on "Eve in Exile."
Another subject planned is "Lightnin'," from the character of that name
Among the recent bookings on "Eve
vvho was a Grand Army man. All socie- in Exile," which have been received by
ties affiliated with the Grand Army of the American Film Company's sales department at Chicago are the Colonial
the Republic have been invited by Mr.
Price, and he announces that just be- Theatre in Detroit, a seven days' run;
the America at Colorado Springs, three
fore the sermon he will draw a crayon
portrait of Lincoln.
days' run ; Marcy Theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y., two days; Knickerbocker Theatre
at Cleveland, Ohio, three days; Liberty
Theatre,
New Orleans, six days; HippoGraingrer on Way to the Coast.
drome at Toledo, seven days; the MaJames R. Grainger, eastern representjestic at Appleton, Wisconsin; the Rex
ative for Marshall Neilan Productions,
has left New York for the California at Racine; Thalia, States, Vista, Avon
and
Parkway
at Chicago; Rivoli at
headquarters of the company to consult with Mr. Neilan on new plans af- Columbia, S. C. ; Victoria at Wilmington,
fecting future releases of this concern. N. C. ; Majestic at Sheboygan, Wis.; the
Before leaving, Mr. Grainger express- Royal at Green Bay, Wis.; the Palace at
ed great enthusiasm over the manner in Cedar Rapids, Iowa; the Rex at Pocatello, Idaho, and the Alhambra at Ogden,
which bookings are coming in on "The Utah.
River's End," Mr. Neilan's initial inde-
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Finds

Tack

Seven

Strata

Close-Ups

That

Gets

His "Honorable Mention" for "Adv"; Lists Names
hanced by an attack of acute indigestion seen at 708 Times Building, New York,
made a statenever
has
writer
THE
ment in print which he could not flooring her uncle-in-law at midnight. temporary National headquarters.
Fred J. Harrington advanced the idea
verify. He has never called at- He is quickly cured, we are shown, by
tention to a wrong or an injustice being a six-yard close-up package in hand, of years ago that the entire industry couM
ated
ors
be financed for aggresive and defensive
perpetr
upon exhibit
without "Cow-Brand Soda Carbonate."
having an abundance of proof thereof
small percentage of camnext Azy, the thirtieth, his "close- work fromouflagedaad matter
and not then until such evils have as- up"Thestuff
then being introwas fifteen feet of a perfectly
duced.
The
producers
would not listen
sumed "offensive proportions" such as good phonograph record, calculated to to him then. We are now
making the
we find today in "Advertising in Films," impress him cheerfully, entitled "This advertisers listen and our methods
renas spoken
of.
by
R.
H.
Clark
and
MarIs
the
Life."
Why
Fox
injected
this
in
Neilan.
shall
ders the "Eariphone" unnecessary.
"The
Merry
Jail
Birds"
is
obvious.
The
acute. .
We find strong support from exhib- next day the ad fiend missed him but Their hearing is verySAM
BULLOCK.
itors everywhere in our official efforts February first, Stuart Holmes and Ellen
to curb this imposition upon the screen
owner and his patrons, and we are glad Cassidy in Hallmark's "The Other Man's
to see all trade papers, with one glaring Wife" had an extremely "artistic" arguContinuity Writers Are
ment over the identity of the "Villun's"
exception, supporting our efforts. The
"Curse" of the Director
Chicago editor intimates that we should
not promote "hysteria" on this subject
continuity
own vogue
his the
writer,director
would be
if J.
until it has assumed "offensive propor- I Don't Need Ear Trumpets \ EVERY
•tions" and advises us, "but do not cre- I
Searle
Dawley,
one
of
the
screen's
to Get This: Get It | pioneer
ate ficticious problems for yourself . . .
directors, had his way. Mr.
in instances where advertising is inwho is now at work supervisof the Bouleyard
Theatre,
as a | Dawley,
the screenCleveland,
G
TAKIN
ing the enactment
of the final scenes in
jected into pictures."
=
representative medium, Sam |
Augustus
Thomas'
Harvest starring
Moon,"
Rubbers, Eariphones and Soap.
Beck "The
I Bullock, secretary of the Cleveland | the
Deitrichproduction
Doris
Kenyon
for
W.
W.
Hodkinsol)
It ill becomes the editor of an exhib- I Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa- 1 distribution, declares in no uncertain
a record of film matter |
itors' paper to treat our efforts thus I tion, kept
to him looked like national | terms that picture perfection will be
lightly when he himself would not men- II which
propaganda. The record | reached only when the director and the
tion a single one of the nationally ad- I advertising
made between January 20 and | continuity writer of a production are
vertised products we complain of, ex- 1 was
February
1
and
during that time the I one and the same person.
cept as a paid ad, in his paper, but i following products
came in for |
"Many a director has been compelled
spanks us editorially.
mention":
| to twist his plot around until it is very
Let me cite what happened recently II "honorabU
An
advertised
brand
of
rubbers.
|
to one of our members. On Wednesday I A device for helping the deaf. | often unrecognizable," said Mr. Dawwho, by the way, is responsible for
and Thursday, January 20-22, he played I A toilet soap.
| the ley,
screen adaptation of the Augustus
Mae Murray in "A Big Little Person," I A piece of popular music. |
a six-reel Universal. Interspersed all I A trade-marked hat.
play.seen"Theapproaching
scenarist will
desig-a
| Thomasnate a girl
through
through it in prose, "poetry" and pic- 1 A phonograph record.
| thickly wooded location toward a farm
tures we find the fascinating Mae thor- f A soda carbonate.
oughly protected against wet feet by the I These cases were all close-ups, || house. The director cannot find that
farmhouse with the adjoining woods.
nationally advertised "Kant-wear-out I without any "artistic camouflage," | He
locates a farmhouse but it is near
Rubbers." It might well be called "A I as Mr. Bullock calls it. He has been | a beautiful bridge.
Rubber Romance," but for the fact, that 1 following "screen advertising" for |
his eye ever trained to look
in addition,
af- I a long time, and with Fred J. Her- | for"With
fected in the Mae's
second hearing
reel andbecames
we see her
beauty, the director conceives the
1
rington
has
done
much
to
awaken
1
struggling through her wicked world I the exhibitors of Cleveland and | girl approaching the farmhouse over
"turrubly" handicapped (through four I Pittsburgh to the value of their | the bridge. The scene is filmed. The
reels), but wonderfully "helped" by a I screens. So we are printing his | continuity man sees it. 'All wrong,' is
clever device for the deaf, glaringly ad- I letter "as is."
| his howl, 'my plot calls for a stretch
vertised in "close-up," letters, etc., as
of "That
woods,is the
not curse
a bridge.'
of the director. He
theNowhere
"Eariphone
I" four reels could the
is forced to make his screen story out
in the
lid and after yards and yards of a of nothinp'. The continuity writer does
exhibitor cut out the "Eariphone." She "close up" interior view of the hat —
recovers her hearing by a sudden jar
nothing seen but the label — lo I it is a not speak the language of the screen."
in the sixth reel, but the screen owner
"Truly Warner" hat.
and
patrons
were
"jarred"
long
before
Billie Burke Working on New Play.
that. The same exhibitor, four days
Will Improve the '"Earing."
Billie Burke does not look with favor
later, January 26-27, played Peggy HyNow aside from the fact that this is, upon the tremendous strain of making
land in "Cheating Herself," a five reel
Fox picture. In this a "close-up" shows as Marshall Neilan says, "An imposition a picture and at the same time appearing upon the stage. It was the idea of
upon the exhibitor and his patrons"
nothing but Peggy's beautiful left hand, surely
the exhibitor and his organiza- devoting all her time to one thing which
in which we see "Cashmere Bouquet
tion should get something for this, if resulted in interrupting her successSoap, Registered at U. S. Patent Office." he permits it.
Obvious Close-Ups.
stage play,
"Caesar's Wife,"
its popularity
was atat itsa
But that is not the point. Artistic time fulwhen
camouflaging may be tolerated for that height in order that she might begir*
On
January
28,
in
"Pay
Me,"
Universal,
Dorothy Phillips is forgotten while a purpose but "close-ups" are too glaringly her next Paramount Artcraft picture
close-up of full song chorus is held long raw at any price and they must go for for the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. The title of this picture will be
enough for patrons to learn about the the evil is assuming "offensive propor"Dear Old Mother Waits for You In
Goes Prudence."
tions," the Chicago editor to the con- "Away
John
S.
will be the director.
trary notwithstanding — regarding our This storyRobertson
Your Home
Theorchestra,
manager
was written by Josephine
nearly
had a Sweet
fit. He Home."
stopped his
"hysteria." The above were regular
for he pays no music tax and the leader bookings-ad stuff unknown to manager Lovett and the adaptation was by Kathknew the melody. The next day, the or exchanges. The theatre is the Boul- ryne Stuart. Percy Marmont will play
evard, 9904 Lorain Ave., Cleveland, and the leading masculine role, that of Prutwenty-ninth, in "The Amateur Widow"
dence's sweetheart.
— World — Zena Keefe's artistry is en- sections of all these cut-outs can be
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Touch
Personal
in
Keeping
Skirbole, of the First National Pittshas been appointed
By Sam Sped on
ARTHUR
burgh exchange, were in New York for
Buffalo DANA
salesman for the United tiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiKititiit^'Kitiiiiiiiiiiiii
a
few days the week of February 9.
miiiiiiiiiriiiililliritliitiiriiiliililllllll.
Pictures Corporation. W. C.
* * *
Ricord is the new Denver representa-.
Phil
Ryan,
director
of exchanges in
William
Courtney,
ex-shepherd
of
the
Rogers has been made spetive. Dave
cial representative and manager of the Lambs Club of New York, has joined the Pathe organization, has been ill for
the past week. He will be back on the
Southern division. Joseph Vergesslich
the Selznick forces to play in "Children
is a recent appointment to the New York
of Destiny" and *other
productions.
job Monday, February
*
*
* * * 16.
sales force.
* * *
Markedies, hasM.removed
Dintenfass'
Cuckoo
ComA. Schwartz, owner of the Park City
from 1000
Broadway
J. W. Brandon has purchased from
to
117
West
Forty-sixth
street,
New
Theatre
at Bridgeport,
soon
Henry Korn the Olympia Theatre at York.
begin building
a new Conn.,
theatre,w'Mseating
107th street and Broadway,
New York.
1,500, on Stratford* avenue.
* * *
* «
T. C. Bronstetter,
manager,
and Ralph
The Purdy Construction Company is
»
♦
♦
•
Meyerson, representative of tiie United
Roy Clements, after spending two
building .a new theatre at Hartford,
Pictures Corporation at Pittsburgh, were weeks in New York, has returned to
Conn., seating 1,200.
* ♦ .♦
in New York in conference with the the Coast.
* * *
A new theatre to seat 1,000 is being home office last* week.
It *
built at Broadway and Dixwell street
Dell
Henderson,
directing Fox picM. Cherman, formerly owner of the
in New Haven, Conn.
has gone South in search of lo* * *
Dewitt Theatre at New Haven, .Conn-i •tures,
cations.
will build a new theatre there at WashBen Schwartz, Brooklyn representative for Select, has been on the sick ine'ton avenue and Lines street, seating
Charles Kranz, of the Classic Picture
list for four weeks. He was obliged
* *
Corporation;
T)f Atlanta, and Charles R.
1,500.
to undergo a serious operation. He has
,♦ * *
George Charron, of the Federal exr Letts, of QVgrade Picture Corporation,
been a very sick *man.
if *
change of Boston, has resigned and is Charlotte, "N. C, were in New York during the~.T*eek of February 1. They are
Sam Farber, for many years with the now with the First National exchange looking
marketable pictures and
at New Haven, Conn.
are
ready'for
to buy.
Vitagraph, handling the New Englind
* ♦ ♦
* * *
territory, has recently been appointed
New England representative for the
Walter
Griffith,
manager isofnowPoli's
Byron
Theatre
of Bridgeport,
the - Frank Bruner, publicity manager of
United Pictures Corporation.
* * *
serials,
publicity and exploitation manager o£ Pathe
Arlington,
N. J.has bought a house at
Agnes Egan Cobb, sales manager of the Selznick exchange at New Haven.
* * *
Schomer-Ross Productions, has been
Kenneth Webb, immediately upon the
confined to her home for the past two
A. J. Xydias, of New Orleans, who
went
abroad
a
year or two ago, will
completion of the Realart production.
weeks with a severe cold.
a month or six weeks in New
* * 4>
"Little Miss By-the-Day," left Lake spend
Michigan and was obliged to finish the Orleans, after which he will return to
George M. Mann, of the Rialto Thearest of the picture in a Chicagc studio, New York, where he will probably enter
tre, San Francisco, has been in New
after which he came to New York. He the export field.
York for the past ten days.
* * *
is satisfied there is more snow and less
* * If
A. G. Steen, special representative of wind here.
Gibbon, spent
Pathe'stherepresentative
* * *
atMiles
Pittsburgh,
.end of the
the Bay State Film Sales Company, was
one of the early February visitors to
"The Return of Tarzan" company of week of February 1 in New York. He
players
and
the
officers
of
the
Numa
New York. He, like all the other
said: "Business is fine in Pennsylvania
and surrounding territory. There is
Pictures Corporation are due in New
visitors, was looking for special attractions.
York,
February
25.
* *of Altoona."
very
little snow *west
* * *
* ♦ ♦
Travers Vale is directing the stage
George Irving, now on the Coast, has
Stanley Twist, assistant to Watterson
Rothacker of Chicago, is now in New production, "A Fool's
* * Game."
*
just completed the production of "Chil- York,
where he will remain for a few
drentures
of Destiny"
for
the
Selznick
PicCorporation. Mr. Irving leaves
days
more
before
returning
to
the
meTobias
Butler,
formerly
a Bostor '•epfor Europe in April to direct some
tropolis of the West. Mr. Twist has resentative of the Vitagraph, is now
special features. * ♦ »
resigned his position as assistant to associated with *"The
* *Truck News."
Mr. Rothacker, but will be associated
Lester Park and Edward Whiteside,
Ralph Ince has been confined to his with him in some business enterprise of
home at Brightwaters, L. I., for the his own.
who produced "Empty Arms." are now
* * *
past ten days. * * *
engaged in producing another big fea* *Street."
*
ture entitled "The
The
Jesters'
Club
of
New
Haven.
Conn,,
Jack Costello has signed with Selznick
held one of its periodic gambles on
Edmund Kuhu, for many years superto play a part in
of Pines."
* *"Prince
*
intendent of photography for Vitagraph
Tuesday,
Theatre. February
A branch 10,
of at
the Poli's
JestersPalace
was
and
Fox, is now conducting his own
Deitrich-Beck, Inc., has completed
organized at Boston and they are constudio in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
templating starting one in New York. photographic
August Thomas' production, "The Harmaking a specialty of commercial work.
vest
Moon,"
featuring
Doris
Kenyon
The
Jesters
is
an
organization
of
film
and Wilfred Lytell. J. Searle Dawley,
men and theatrical
* «managers.
*
the director, is now busy cuttino; arid
Interpretive Music Aids Showing.
titling
"The
Harvest
Moon,"
which
is
The
use of an interpretive musical
Randolph
(Cooper)
Lewis,
director
of
expected to be ready for release the
Pathe publicity, announces the engage- number to enhance the presentation of
middle of March. * ♦ ♦
ment of his protege and assistant, Joseph a feature attraction was recently practised by the State Street Theatre, Tren(Pierpint)
Reddy,
to Miss
Ruby EthelC. A. Meade has been appointed secand of Saluda,
Va. An
engagement
party
ton, N. J. during the showing of "The
retary of the C. B. Price Company,
will
be
given
to
the
young
couple
by
Thunderbolt,"
starring byKatherine
MacInc.
and distributed
First National
Mrs. Elmer F. Young, sister of Miss Donald
* * *
Exhibitors' Circuit.
Etheland,
at
Philadelphia
on
Satut-day,
Donald C. Fanserois is representing
February 14.
A selection from "The Storm," played
* * *
the Vitagraph in Connecticut, replacing
upon the new organ was the number
Robert Horsley, who has been promoted
F. J. Cuberley, of the First National used by the organist to properly interpret the dramatic tone of the picture.
to the New York exchange.
Minneapolis
exchange,
and Joseph
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Rubbernecking
in
Filmland
THIS week looks like lawsuit week
no better way to accomplish that end
in Filmland. Everybody is either Low-Down on Many Lawthan
by telling you about the Samuelsuing somebody, has just got
sons, a big picture organization that has
suits Fills With Thrills
come all the way from England to make
through suing somebody, or is getting
movies in our celebrated sunshine.
ready to sue somebody for something or
other.
The Samuelsons, who are operating at
Sweet-Spring Days in
one of the big studios at Universal City,
Among the attractions of a litigous
Filmland
brought most of their executive heads,
nature that are now playing the judicial
directors and principal players along
circuits of our Fair City we have: Bill
Hart and Tom Ince presenting a heavy
with them, and they have one of the
dramatic piece with a hundred thousand
most efficient and smoothly working outBy Giebler
dollar motif and demands and allegations
fits I've seen
in big
a long
G. B.
by Bill, and denials and refusals by Tom ;
Samuelson
is the
boss time.
and director
Harry Garson and Charles Everard leading roles in the drama, and there are general. Sidney Blythe is general manWhittaker, the scenaro writer, are co- aliout 100 other persons in the cast, each
starring in a financial drama entitled and every one of whom is a persecuted
or heroine.
Madge Is England's Little Mary.
"Pay
Me,"to written
Whittaker
an hero
The allegators in this case state that ager.
attempt
settle aby dispute
overin the
A. B. Sturgess is technical diretcor. W.
amount due him for labor, thought and they were required to put up a cash de- S. Boylan looks after publicity ; and there
posit from $11 and upwards while they
other brain work expended in the writa tall chap whom everying of continuities.
were learning to be stars, which sum was is W. bodyBasson,
Doug Fairbanks, one Paul Pelich and in the nature of a guarantee that they manager. calls "Bill," who said he was stage
a quadruped of the broncho family are would not take advantage of the valuI informed Bill that we have no such
able instructions given them and go away animal around studios on this side, and
appearing in a lively sketch under the
direction of a local judge.
and proceed to crowd Mary Miles Min- after probing into the nature of his
ter, Bill Farnum, Doug Fairbanks and duties, I felt sure that no one with the
Plaintiff Versus Broncho.
other stars off the screen before the
he'sof got
wouldor besomething
satisfied
The plot of this piece sets forth alle- school could take advantage of their kind
withoutof job
a title
director
gations to the effect that the afore- ability in "Life," a drama that was to be or other, but he still insisted that he was
mentioned broncho owned by the de- made by the school.
The state labor commissioner found stageit go
manager,
fendant, and described by him to be of a
at that. and I guess I'll have to
kind and loving disposition, was far from that the whole shebang, studio and letThree
nroducing companies are going
being such, and furthermore, that when school, had been sold to another party at full tilt at the Samuelson studio. One
the plaintiflf tried, attempted and en- for $25 when he came to investigate the of them is headed by Madge Titheridge,
deavored to mount, ascend, bestride, get case.
who is to the cinema fans of England
upon the back of and otherwise occupy
what our own Little Mary is to the
Samuelsons Look Efficient.
the said broncho, the damn thing
movie fans of America.
Mary Pickford is said to be getting
bucked, cavorted, side-stepped, sun-fished
Miss Titheridge is making a film enand conducted itself in a manner un- ready for a revival of the celebrated
titled "Her Story," a tale that starts in
seemly in, and unexpected of, a broncho Wilkenning legal drama, which has been this country
and winds up in Russia,
said to be kind and gentle, and that refreshed by the addition of many new with much action
lines and much new business, but as the nature in between. of an adventurous
such actions on the part of the broncho
resulted in various injuries to various revival is to have a New York presentawe will not be enlivened by the
Peggy Signed Dotted Line.
parts son,offor the
anatomydamages.
and per- action tion,except
from a distance.
whichplaintiff's
he demands
C. M. Halliard, a name to conjure with
A number of interesting Court House
Now, after all this low-down on the in dear Ole Lunnon, the hero of many a
dramas and comedies have just closed lawsuits, I think it's time to pull a lit- Drury Lane melodrama and the disturber
tle pure reading matter, and I know of of many romantic hearts, and Campbell
during the past week.
Mnintit<iMiiiNiriiiniiMiiMMiiiMiiiMiMiMiMniiiiiiiantiniiMtiiiiriiMUiiMMNitniniiininiHiiiMiliiMriiiniiiiiiii[iiinM[MiiiriinitiinitiniMiiii)iiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiHiMM i iiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu
A one-reel legal film featuring William
Fox and Edwin Frazee was shelved by
the judge, who denied the sum of $800
asked of William by Edwin.
She Forgot How to Forgive.
The tense and thrilling drama of "The
Girl with Four Thousand Dollars" and an
intense yearning to be a movie queen
versus the Doubleday Productions has
been settled by a decision for the plaintiff. This case furnished much spicy
reading to the columns of the press as
well as adding to the gaiety of an otherwise dull and uninteresting week.
According to testimony, it was necessary for the girl in the case to receive
instructions in registering love and affection with her director as the subjepct as
well as the instructor. She was also
given drills in registering anger and forgiveness, but after she had spent $4,000
on a wardrobe, and the film upon which
she was to ride to fame and fortune was
still in a somewhat nebulous state, she
forget everything but anger and hied
her to the courts.
Embryo Heroes Paid $11.
As a coming court attraction we have
a fine example of the illegitimate drama,
a tense little story that should be called
Let the Recorders Write: "First Photograph Taken in New Fox Studios."
"Barnum
Right."
The heads
of thein
It'sDave
the Pearl
White
company
"TheAl White
California Was
Studios,
a school
for actors
Solomon,
Director
Harrymaking
Millarde,
Somach,Moll":
Pearl from
White,leftTonyto riKht
Merlo, are
AVilliam Booh, Nick Hollen, Eddie Wynard and Walter Waldron.
the Mason Opera House Building, haw
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Gullen, whom Bill Basson declares to be
the best character actor of England, are
the chief supporters of Miss Titheridge.
G. B. Samuelson is directing the picture
personally.
One of the first things the Samuelsons
did after their arrival in Los Angeles
was to Hunt up Peggy Hyland, who made
her first reputation as an actress on the
English stage, and get her signature to
the dotted line of a contract.
Miss Hyland, who is making "At the
Mercy of Tiberius," under the direction
of Fred Granville, heads the second company. Both the Titheridge company and
the Hyland company were out on location the day I visited the studio and I
did not get to see them, but I did get to
see the third unit of the organization,
the one where the leading part is played
by Maudie Dunham.
Maudie Dunham Promises Well.
Maudie is petite and piquant, and has
polden hair that reaches to her knees,
and she rides a horse like any of our
Western cow-girls. Back in London,
Maudie is the idol of the Gaiety Theatre
Musical Comedy crowds, and I can see
where she is going to be just about as
jake with Yankee film fans when they
see her
"The engaged
Night Riders,"
the picture she inis now
in making.
Alex Butler is the director and Ronald
McGaskell is assistant director of the
"Night
Rider"
film, which
tells a story
the cattle
country
of Alberta,
Canada.of
Mr. Butler plays the part of Red Mark,
the chief of the Night Riders, and one
of the principal parts in the picture, as
well as directs the action.
He was wearing a natural but somewhat brutal set of whiskers that the
part demands when I saw him. but this
did not seem to be any handicap to him
in handling the big crowds of neople in
the big scenes he was making.
Reproduce Frontier Town.
Butler has a remarkably realistic se
representing a frontier town in the
Northwest, built up on a steep slope, with
a tall and noble looking foothill as a
background that should show up like a
million dollars from a photographic
standpoint.
Some of the important action of the

Very Rough.
Diamonds in the Rough—
Johnny Hines wears a big one in this
first
Films'
Master
from
scene Torchy story.
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story is worked out in this set. Albert
Capitol Books Flynn Series.
New York theatregoers awoke on
Ray is playing opposite Miss Dunham.
Gordon Russell is the heavy and William Saturday, February 7, to be greeted in
Ryno has the part of an old cattleman their morning paper by an advertisement of goodly size announcing the fact
who has grown so old that he can no
that "TheJ. Flynn
Silklessstory
Banknote,"
longer ride a horse. A fine characteri- William
in picturea Chief
form,
zation, and Bill is doing full justice to it.
would
be
exhibited
to
them for a full
Al Ray, who was supposed to be lying
off in the brush about two miles away week at the Capitol Theatre, on Broadwith a bullet in his hide, and was not in
way. Every daily paper carried the ad
the action that Director Butler was acquainting picture patrons with the
shooting while I was on the set, says date upon which the Flynn series, starRawlinson, would open for
that the "Night Riders" is going to be a a runringonHerbert
Broadway. The information
good
film,to and
fromwith
whathim.
I sawI hope
of it.itI'mis
inclined
agree
given that "The Silkless Bankshown on this side as well as on the was also
note" would be followed at the Capitol
by
the
balance
of the Flynn series, or
other side of the water when it is finished.
eight pictures in all.
anii<riniiiiiirniMituiiiiiMtiiMiiiMiiniiiiiiM1iiininininiini)lliiiiiMMniinirinriiiMiiniiniiiiiiiii,iiiiiiriniininiliMniiiiitliniiiMiMiMillilMiniiniiMinlHiiliiiilinM*i
Buffalo

Has

Niagara

Theatre

Building

Boom;

Falls Awaits Mammoth
House
goes The plans call for the erection of a fourngo. boom
theatr
THEmerril
y one inbuildi
Plans are story business block in Falls street,
Buffal
completed for the new Shea Met- housing six stores with a court at the
ropolitan, work on which will begin rear, and the construction of a theatre
May 1; the new Loew house will be with a seating capacity of 2,600. There
under way on about the same date, the will be 38 individual exits. The Cataract Theatre Company, it is announced,
Capitol is expected to open early in the
spring in the South Park district, and has
signed
up with the Associated Exon April 1 the Rivoli will open its doors hibitors.
To Have Electric Scenic Dock.
to the residents in the vicinity of the
The interior of the new house will
Broadway market. Now comes to the
news of two more local houses and an- be beautiful in design. Auto loges, the
latest thing in seating, will take the
other big one at Niagara Falls.
Erection will be started on May 1 of place of boxes. The theatre will have
a motion picture theatre in Broadway, the latest heating, ventilating, refrigerating and ammonia cooling systems.
between Detroit and Townsend streets,
which is in one of the most thickly A mezzanine floor will occupy the space
populated sections of the city, by Jacob between the lower floor and the balcony. Lounging rooms, retiring rooms
Rosing & Sons, part owners of the
a promenade will be located on the
Olympic, Lyric and Fillmore theatres, and
mezzanine
floor. Fourteen stairs will
and former proprietors of the Plaza
Theatre in William street. The ground lead from the mezzanine to the balcony.
The dimensions of the theatre will be
floor of the new house will have a seat110 feet by 112 feet. In its construction
ing capacity of 2,500. The dimensions
of the lobby are 29 feet by 130 feet, and one of the largest girders ever manufactured will be used. The stage will
of the auditorium 110 by 120 feet. The
house will cost about $250,000. A glass be equipped with an electric controlled
dome fifty feet in diameter, will be a scenic dock, which will handle all scenfeature of the interior decorations.
ery automatically. The Cataract policy
According to Mr. Rosing, the theatre will be vaudeville and exclusive highwill be patterned after the Capitol in class pictures.
Mr. Schuchert is interested in several
New York. "We intend to present highBuffalo theatres, among them the Coclass
motion
pictures
only,"
he
said.
lumbia, Colonial and Elmwood. He is
Mr. Rosing entered the motion picture
business in 1909.
a veteran in the motion picture business, being at one time manager of the
Famous Players House Rumor.
old General Film office in Buffalo. Mr.
There is a report current that Famous Schuchert has recently purchased a fine
Players-Lasky will erect a new house residence in the Central Park district.
in Buffalo. The Buffalo Express pubSelznick Adds to Press StafiF.
lished a story on Sunday, February 1,
that H. B. Kelly, of the corporation, has
been in Buffalo to consult with the
W. Robert Golden, well-known New
newspaper man who was recently
company's attorney on the progress of York
a
member of the New York Herald
the project. According to the Express
staff,
has
been assigned to the Selznick
story, Mr. Kelly is quoted as saying
that the site for the new theatre has Fort Lee and Bronx studios to reprebeen decided upon, but because of the
sent
publicity
department
SelznickthePictures.
Katherine
Ann ofPorter,
fact that negotiations for the transfer
of the land have not been completed, no who formerly held that position, is now
definite announcement will be made yet associated with the home office publicity
staff as a feature writer.
as to the exact location.
Plans for the construction of a mamNeilan Signs J. Barney Sherry.
moth theatre and business block in
J. Barney Sherry has been signed by
Niagara Falls on the site of the Prospect Park Hotel, between the Cataract Marshall Neilan to play prominent parts
Theatre
and by
Croy's
store, in all the forthcoming Neilan produchave beenbuilding
accepted
A. C.drugHayman
tions. Mr. Sherry was recently enand Joseph A. Schuchert, of the Catagaged
for an Neilan's
important
in "The
ract Theatre Company. Bids have been
End,"
firstpart
independent
asked for and contracts will be let soon. River's
production, and so well did the producer
The whole theatre and business block like Sherry's acting that he signed him
enterprise will cost more than $500,000. to a long time contract.
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Took Two Full Pages in One Issue
to Boom His Recently Opened House
enough money with his old house to build a
MAKING
new and modern theatre, A. L. Middleton, of De
Queen, Ark., is now spreading all over the paper to
put the Grand on the map. When he started the Queen
Theatre he went strong on printer's ink and it worked so
well for him that he was able to begin a new house. Recently this was opened and now he is working harder
than ever. Advertising is only twenty cents an inch, with
a six column page, but even at that it take some nerve
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all right for the newspapers, where he has to fight a mass of
type, but in a program even a good twelve will be plenty
large enough for stars and titles. Larger is not only a
waste of space, but it gives a badly balanced page.
If we had to get out a program for a house with only
three shows a week, we think we would use a nineteen em
column instead of the fifteen this printer uses. This would
better fill the page. We would set the stars in ten point, the
"The Girl
Tuesday, Jan. 13
Saturday, Jan. 17
Bert Lytell
"ONE THING AT A

2 81. bay. IGRAND THEATRE 12 Daysl
' flll.-S«T., JAN. 23-24 '
I

TIME O'DAY"

Who Came Back"

MARY PICKFORD
"Heart O" Ihe Hillj"

Two Full Page Displayed
One Used
Issue. for a Single House in
I
to use two full pages in a single issue, for twenty cents
an inch in a small town means just as much of a gamble
as two dollars an inch in a larger place. The proportion
is the same, but Mr. Middletown took a full page lately
to advertise his coming attractions and another full page
for his current Pickford. And the editor threw in the major
portion of a front page column reader and probably gave
Mr. Middleton a cigar to boot. In the old days Mr. Middleton used to be a regular, but he has been too busy building
to send in stuflf lately. Now that the house is running
we hope that he comes back into line, for he has good ideas.
—p. T. A.—
Program Display Should Be Small to
Get the Most Into Space at Command
ADMITTING that while it may be more blessed to give
than to receive, he thinks the small town man must
take because he has so little to give, A. N. Miles, Eminence, Ky., comes in with a new program and a throwaway
he used in place of a herald, and asks for an opinion. The
throwaway was to replace a herald on "The Miracle Man"
which the exchange could not supply. He combined a press
book cut with phrases from the same source and got something we think helped him more than the average herald.
Mr. Miles is fortunate in having a good printer. He was
less successful with his program.
The house runs three days a week and has been using
vest pocket card. Now he is trying a ready-print covera
with a day to a page. He writes that he wants more space
for copy. He gets the space with this little four by five, but
he does not use all the space he gains. He takes a day to
the page, with the front for the next good underline. One
thmg Mr. Miles overlooks. Where he has no competition in
type, an eighteen point is plenty large enough for the page.
The 36 point he uses is entirely too large. A thirty-six is

A Program Which Does Not Work to Capacity.
casts in six point and use the same face for the argument.
With a light line cut off rule between the days we would
get all three on the same page, using page three. Then for
page two we would write some snappy chat about the house
and the current show.
On the back we would tell about next week's show and
some of the good things coming. And we would go out and
shoot the printer so full of holes that they couldn't embalm
him the first time he^used a 36-point type on a page 3^x5.
If
we didn't
have the
to shoot
poison.to
There
is no need
for nerve
such huge
faces.we Itwould
is likeusetrying
give antub. It does
elephant
Saturday
wash in ahowbaby's
not his
fit. .We
cannotnight
understand
the bathsame
printer could make so good a job with the throwaway and
so poor an attempt with. the program — which is the more
important. But Mr. Miles is wrong about the small town
man having little to offer. Some of the best stuff iswe get
comes from the small towns.
—P. T. A.—
, ■
Plays Up One Theatre at Expense
<^
of Sister House to Gain Effect
REID
and
Yemm,
111.,comment.
send in a Itthrowaway
used for Christmasof Duquoin,
and ask for
is a 5x11
slip advertising two houses, and1-^in general it is well
laid out, though the border is rather old-fashioned in these
days of the A. T. F. material. It iZ
is printed in green to get
Qs
u
atz
3a

copy

3

<s
U S Z
<>
K
(9 a

sis
a Ch A Small Throwaway Which Does Double Duty.
ristmas atmosphere and this is played up through the
We think that the top line for the Majestic is an
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Doesn't

error of judgment. It runs "Majestic theatre picks a winner
for Christmas
This same
gives good
the impression that the Matinee
Grand didandnotNight."
have the
fortune
and that the Majestic has the better offering.
Of course the money goes into the same pocket, but the
man who fails to get into the Majestic and has to turn to
the Grand will feel that he is getting the worst of it. As a
matter of fact we think the brisk comedy a better offering
for the day than the heavy northwestern story, but the reverse impression is created. Typographically the general
display is a little better than the average, but the lines are
too crowded. The slip is made to work too hard.

PICTURE

ANITA
STEWART
B
IN TMt TRtnCNOOi^
nnDDRAHATlC SUCCCiS

This Reverse Cut With the
Clean-Cut Type and Line Display
COMPARE these two displays from St. Louis, both done
," better
thatin here
and remember
samecutmanagement
by
the
than it does
looks much
reverse
the the
newspaper. In the latter a yellowish print paper has been
used, which further kills the whites and the press work is dig up
so poor that the intending patron actually has to puzzle should
over the playing dates. The title stands out well because it well as
is short and gets a sufficiently large letter to be conspicuous.
John

iramatK fotn by
'JitnryWadtwtrllx
PREiEXTtO IN HONOR^ijS/iro
OF
NAinONAL BOOK WEEK CELEBrtAtlON.
SHOWINC
TNI STATIC
FIRST TIME
IN TMC rOP
UNITED
AT
■flM^C KINCSHirHWAY
nm%jS
NEAR
DELM*\R
MATIMfl TOB»y 2 1" TOMCMT AT 7 1 - 9
SHENANDOAH ^ JUNIATA
CiqiNO l- SHENANDCAH CPAND C- JUMIATA
CRAND FLORISSANT C- LlNDELt

W

IN OLD KENTUCKY
PIUNGIN6,BRCATMIN6 MORSES IN A RACE UPON THE STAGE
ncAWn0LEC0ni«NV0FSm6eRSANDDANCEeS
GfcCATtST STAGE nC«E SA-XI-NC^ 'El,;-.
-L^ I icai. 1
THClKXTTlMt
TIC mwiocx)!
A noesc lua to aar\nG
ruKJHG nc waapGAtP ) ax to Tncis ficttd cMC£i^ >
i JVi i£Si&n\
AMIUlAtfT GRIPPING SCSCCN OFfEHNO VDUU NCVCR. FORCCT I
A Six Sixes in Copy of Harold B. Franklin.

hi

Burgess'
"The aCounty
for production?
clean
up with
five orFair"
six reel
presentation asIt
"In Old Kentucky."
—P. T. A.—

L. Johnston's Open Displays
Give Greatest Selling Arguments
JOHN
L.
JOHNSTON
working away
with his open
front advertising forkeeps
the Congress,
of Minneapolis
and
St. Paul houses he does the press work for, and he is
getting more expert all the time in handling the open spaces.
He does not say much, as a rule, but he has the trick of
saying much in little. In the Aster space, for example, he
puts in a "Don't let this slip by unseen" that is quiet and yet
a powerful suggestion. It means more to the average reader
than would a lot of puffery no one will believe. Downright
praise will seldom sell. The most effective argument is the
SOME YANKEESIARIS
Everrwhcrv
at Once
TODAY

I s.?Tp""m PERSHING
TONIGHT,
AND «lSATURDAY
Two Show.FRIDAY
E.CTT Nittil
7 md 9,
LORISSANT LINDELL
IGRAND-FFRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
ISHENANDOAH
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
A Reverse Cut and a Type and Line Advertisement from the
Same Management, Both 100 Lines Double.
The "Evangeline" is not so well displayed in the script, but it
will the
get distinct
over at type,
first glance,
and the'
by
gives every
line clear
a fulllettering,
value. followed
The line cut is very advantageously placed and it fits into
the subject and the display. It is an exceptionally neat advertisement and probably worked several times as hard as
the blackface cut. This chain of houses usually does such
work that a slip into reverse is notable, but these two displays serve to point a moral. About once in a thousand
times the reverse cut will work in a newspaper. The other
999 times it should be reserved for magazine advertising,
where good ink and good press work will give it a proper
value.
—p. T. A —
Detroit House Follows Buffalo in
Lightline Hand Lettered Display
WERE it not that January sixteenth has passed into
history, we would imagine this copy from the Madison, one of the Kunsky houses in Detroit, to have
been done by an artist verging upon a delirium. He did all
right with the house signature and got started on "Starting
today"
but then
in toAt dothat
a serpentine
dance
and
worked
over his
intopenthestarted
shimmy.
it is an effective
adaptation
of
Harold
B.
Franklin's
style,
but
a
cleaner
letter would have contributed to the effect. This deckle
edged letter is not easily readable, especially in the lighter
lines. Very evidently they turned things loose for this
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Get
Over:
Its Idea
with a real horse race on the treamill effect invented by
Niel Burgess for "Vim" and later done in Ben Hur as a
prologue to the film. And in passing, why doesn't someone
I Uoin^a«iUS 1
I^ADI
SON
STAETING TODAV
TWC MOST SPEaACUUC PCCtC^TATION CVCC 6fVCN ANVWMCBC

Compare

<3 4 '

WORLD

SuppOTted bij s Good Call la
ArtrttctkM
"A Daugkter

WALLACI
REID
With ULA LEE In
"HAWTHORNE

of— the
S. A."
STARTSU. TODAY—
ThQ
NcM^
/ISTER

StOT^ bij L* Ro^ >oott
Worlsnowmcsoi Two 0/cbm»,
ds
240 rM.'
Co-k1*
P.Ik.
N..
17 M
r..
ri|M O'gu 140 I'X
»4) fM.
COMING
Lewis JANUARY
J. Co^t]55.
-nit &tiovn> CMtATUc

A Two Elevens and a Three from Minneapolis.
seemingly careless but carefully planned suggestion which
does not seem too eager and yet which carries weight precisely on this account.
—P. r. A.—
GET

P. T. A. ON MONDAY

TRY A SCHEME ON TUESDAY
GET YOUR MONEY BACK WEDNESDAY
THAT'S

HOW

P. T. A. WORKS

THE
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Cartoon

McCormick Turns to the
Cartoon Ad. for Effect
advertising worked so
OON
CART
s Vamp"
Virtuou
for "AMcCorm
well
ick
decidedthatto
S. Barret
try it again and he used the same idea
," and
er
Worldsns
for "A
will
it. Cartoo
much out ofof Two
as Daught
got
work, but only if they are good cartoons. It takes more skill to draw badly
than to draw to form, and there must
be a smartness of line or the effect is
ruined.

Ad

PICTURE
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for

Sake

word, but rather it displays and enhances the message without taking attention from the type.
It is a border in the true sense of
the word and as nice a piece of work
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turkeys, the audience was in an ecstacy
of mirth. The man made up well as
the comedian and the apparently impromptu stunt went over big. For
"When the Clouds Roll By" he got
out a one-side extra very closely approximating the local paper when folded. The part shown carried a three
column head "An entire town swept
away
of water."
referredby toa amountain
scene from
the play, This
but
TWE MOVIE OASIS
Ametki'l iiilh fnjmlry li dolnj lomell
tWpiduntbaiJettnlcrlaiDnunI
tufpljf'nl indvholdomB
imuxinedi
eiiU[bttnlnc
For
the'inotle
pilice.
In
the
eily.
unc
1ihalJforping-'n
'ho *eary. aInrallnt
h» tjme Pla«lo houM
befo'apprecialed.
the ti
hu alwiyi
tenlovnt.of thea "octalmoviecenter,
vhce
ftiendabeenandmodpe

NORMA
TALMADGE
"A Daughter
of FranTwo
tlx Novel Worlds"
bv LeRoy ScAlt
Miu fofon,.
TolmaJgt in Iliaru»RoUWorUlof Jtnfiy
77i« 5/ani*CA.Wandof High
Sodtty!

Make the Princess Theater
your dropping in place,
your resting spot. You will
always 6nd a ParamountArtcratt
picture.
The Prin-lor
cess Concert
Orchestra
Courteous service. Rest
your
entertainment,
room, musical
public phone
and place to check your parcels.
lohe

••PAT" ARGUST, Mgr.
PRINCESS

A Three Eights Playing up an Editorial
On Picture Theatres.
in the mountain district between cloudand irrigation dams, such a head
as you could ask for in a magazine will getburstsmore
than American
page. A few of these in assorted participation inattention
the League of Nations.
depths and of different column widths
Lately one of the newspapers ran an
would solve the problem for those who editorial
referring to the picture house
wish to get a distinctive advertisement as a substitute
for the saloons. Mr.
don't
And
work.
art
elaborate
Argust
promptly
reprinted it in a three
without
forget that often you can get magazine eights, with appropriate
comment. Pospages from which you can lift the
sibly
you
can
get
own editor to
frames and have these reproduced at make some similar your
comment
with the
no cost other than for the engraving understanding that you will play
it up
and mortising. Try it some time. It later. Coming from the paper itself,
will repay you.
it carries greater weight than the best
—P. T. A.—
argument you can offer on your own
account, and the editor will be well
A Bunch of Stunts from

T:s«>;k°«r""' "Soldiers of Fortune"
An Unusual Border
Design from Loew's
Euclid.

One of Mr. McCormick's
New Cartoon
Ad«.
The McCormick ads are really clever
and for a change they will get more
attention than the best straight work.
The idea may not last as long, but it
will attract powerfully while it is running. This reproduction is about the
best of the set, but there were two almost as good and all three carried the
halftone picture of the star, and he
surely had a halftone to make your
eyes water. Even in the newspaper
work it came out like a magazine cut
on plate paper. For Fairbanks in "When
the Clouds Roll By" he used the horseshoe as the main point in all h's displays and turned out a series of attractors that got attention.
—p. T. A.—
Handsome Border Design
Gives Distinction to Ad.
ALTHOUGH art work cannot sell
tickets by itself, it can help sell
tickets if used properly and we
think that three tens from E. E. Bair,
of Loew's Euclid, Cleveland, is one of
the best examples of artistic border
we
have ever reproduced in this department. It is both simple and artistic and
the black and white has been handled
with rare intelligence. The picture itself is not striking. If it were too conspicuous itwould defeat its own ends.
It is because it is not too striking thit
it serves so well to enclose the text.
It does not detract from the printed

Pat Argust, of Colorado
A OMITTING that perhaps his stuff
/\ is too undignified to please some,
Pat Argust, of the Princess, Colorado Springs, sends in a bunch of ideas
thatthe Pike's
remark
the further
with Avenue
Peak
may not
be quite
same
Market
Philadelphia's
or
Broadway
as
Street.
Advertising is pretty much the
same the world over, and the circus
feature is the same on Broadway as on
Main street — only you have to make it
a little heavier on Broadway because
you have so many more people to hit.
adverwho doeselse"dignified"
The man
tising and nothing
may be all_ right
for a bank or a church, but he is out
of place in the amusement business.
One of Mr. Argust's stunts was an
interpolation on the Christmas bill which
is good for any time. He started things
by having Santa Claus greet the holiday
patrons, but when the Arbuckle comedy
broke right in the middle of the subject
himand "Fatty"
wentandup roasted
lightsout
and the
self walked
the projectionists browner than most Christmas

Mr. Argust's "Broken Blossoms" Lobby.
within the truth. Mr. Argust also sends
a photograph of the lobby display for
"Broken Blossoms," recently described.
Turn back to page 623, January 24, for
the the
description.
seen
in
foregroundThewas"sacred
a realarch"
clean-up
stunt and should be within the reach of
any house. Paint it a very bright Vermillion red and pick out in gold, tell
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the story of the good luck attending
those who pass beneath and let it work
for you as it did for Mr. Argust.
—p. T. A.—
Christie Comedy Takes
Equal Space in Display
TING the New Year right, the
STAR
Plaza, San Diego, Calif., comes out
with a page for its New Year attractions and gives rather more than
half the space to a Christie comedy, "A
Roman Scandal." This is going to be a
great year for comedy and live managers realizing this, are starting in to
make the most of their comedy material.

PLAZA
SPECIAL NEW YEAR PROGRAM
ENID BENNEH

MOVING

SPECIAL MUSIC
PLAZA THEATRE ORCHESTRA
NEW YEAR'S EVE

STEPPING

OUT

PICTURE

WORLD
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with a birthday cake and candle trimmings. Mr. Chambers does not usually
go to drawn designs, for he knows that

in %ie<svx\lt>arhrs rotnour SfoTy
CHARUECHAPUNS
*A day's plkasure*
A Six Sevens for an Anniversary Week
Double Bill.
type pays him best and he runs mostly
to type. He simply stuck largely to type
even for this, but he wanted a good
splash and he let the artist run up a
bill on him. The design is effective,
and reasonably light, though we think
a heavier outline around those white
letters would have helped. Another display was better in that it ran to type
announcement and got the idea over
better. This was a three nines. The
anniversary announcement is drawn to
represent the smoke from the candles.
A four fifteens was a combination display with a page boy holding the cake
and with the two stars at the top in
a drawn design.

A Full Page from San Diego With the
Greater Portion of the Space Given
the Christie Comedy.
There never has been a time when
comedies could not sell some tickets
the feature could not reach, but the
demand is now more and more for comedy and the wise manager caters to this
demand by giving more space to his
small stuff. More than once the comedy
has topped the five reel feature on the
general proposition that the feature
can take care of itself, and in every instance the additional space has paid.
This full page is exceptional, but it is
by no means an isolated instance.
Gave Double Program to
Celebrate Anniversary
STANLEY CHAMBERS, of the Palace, Wichita, sends in a set of advertisements for his fourth anniversary which are good enough to be
used as a complete set if only we could
persuade the boss to give us that much
space. Mr. Chambers went into it the
right way. He did not make the event
the excuse for raising prices. He slapped
the newest Pickford and the newest
Chaplin on one bill and then announced
"It's our treat," and forgot all about an
advance in prices. "Pollyanna" and "A
Day's ular
Pleasure"
on one bebilla forknockout
a regadmission should
anywhere. And Mr. Chambers pollyannaed the editors by taking extra display spaces to get the glad news over.
One good design was a seven sixes
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Combination Ad Displays
Title and Scene Hint
FROM
Alhambra,
Utica,comproN. Y.,
comesthea five
nine which
mises between drawn and type display. The sketch gets over the title very
nicely and stays away from the type
talk. The latter is hurt by too many all
4^43U PIONEER FILM COPPOP^

Ml \ i_xc;Et
ALHAiVlBRA.
TOD*Y - TOMORROW-WIDIVTSDAV
A Five Nines for a Monday Showing.
capital lines. Cutting down to an upper
and lower case would have given greater
legibility and better display to those
lines remaining in upper case. It works
both ways. But this display sells more
on the title than the argument. People
know the book and will want to see
the play. This is a Monday space and
not
woulda Sunday
suggest. advertisement, as its size
—p. T. A.—
Six Sheet Action Bill
Will Help Box Sale
this
, can
the byclinch
from out
ING gotten
DIFFER
six sheet
Ameri
for a Pathe-released picture should
sell tickets. The suggestion of action is
strong and there is movement to the
poses of the figures. The rest of the
N
^ • AMERICAN

V. i
^Pkf-

A Three Nines With a Better Display.
A special prologue with a rainbow
effect and with a kewpie bearing the
cake was used to preceed the film and
with a slight alteration the opening
title for "Pollyanna" was made to apply
to the celebration. The entire picture
worked
the better
"glad" had
angleit and
not
have been
been could
planned.
On the closing day — Saturday — there
was a special morning performance for
the orphans at which some of the
Wichita society leaders acted as hostesses and gave distinction to the event.
You can imagine what a crowd of
amusement-hungered orphans did to a
combination of Pickford and Chaplin.
It was a great week for the patrons and
the house alike, and Mr. Chambers was
tired, but happy, at the end.

Joy

Tomorrow
W'kyAMRUSSElL

A Strong Six Sheet from American.
paper does not give as much action, but
this six sheet is an unusually good example of what an action bill should be.
P.

T.

A.

PICTURE THEATRE
ADVERTISNG TELLS YOU
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW
BY MAIL, POSTPAID, $2.00
ORDER FROM OUR
NEAREST OFFICE
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Contest

Sensational
ALTHOUGH the press stunt devised
by C. L. Yearsley, of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit for "The
st Question" has
ng
Greate
ed for
up all over the country, itbeen
remaincleani
New Orleans to work it to the limit, and
there it shared space with one of the
strongest gubernatorial contests ever
fought. It got the front page of the New
Orleans Item day after day, and its star
reporter was assigned to write the
stories. The press angle was held back
until the story broke, and after that all
that was necessary was to see that the
police reserves were on the job before
the doors of Strand were opened. That
was all, except counting up the money,
and that took considerable time. It
probably brought more column inches
of pure reading matter than any stunt
ever pulled ofif in the Crescent City.
Foster Olroyd. of the Strand, and L. H.
Granjean, chief of publicity for the
Saenger houses, were quick to see the
possibilities of the Yearsley idea and
put an advertisement in the Saengerette,
the house organ for the New Orleans
houses in the Saenger chain. This
merely offered $25 to any white man or
$50 to any colored man, $75 to a white
woman and $100 to any colored woman
who would spend a night in a graveyard chained to a headstone. The day
after the Saengerette appeared the
same advertisement occupied a modest
space in the Item.
Newspaper Takes It Up.
Even before the paper was out a reporter was around to see what it was
all about, and when the details of the
scheme were explained to him and were
carried by him to his chief, it was decided to play up the story from the human interest angle. Tom Dabney, a star
writer, was assigned to the story, and
he wisely took a semi-humorous angle
to avoid the gruesome. Some fifteen
hundred applications were received by
mail, wire and in person, and Dabney
interviewed the pick of these, using the
interviews as the basis for a series of
stories which ran day after day on the
front page, sharing the space honors
with the political fight. Of course the
greatest question was whether any colored person could be induced to enter
a graveyard after nightfall, let alone
sleep there.
So great was the pressure of applications that it was necessary to advertise that no more letters could be considered and that any person having a
question to be asked could send it in
and the person chosen for the experiment would propound it if opportunity
offered. This turned up a new angle,
"What isnew
yourinterest
greatestto question?"
brought
the stories. and
Colored Women Barred.
The only difficulty encountered was
obtaining the use of a graveyard, but
through the backing of the newspaper
three cemeteries were pat at the disposal of the theatre, and a white man
and woman and a negro man were

Reading
Was

$150

for

a

Clean-up for Saenger
selected for the experiment. It was not
considered advisable to take chances on
a colored woman, though many made
application.
The location of these three cemeteries was carefully kept a secret, but
'hundreds visited the different cemeteries for several nights in the hope
of watching the sleepers.
On the night selected a rain was falling and army pup tents were borrowed
to shelter the cots. One experimenter
was placed
in each cemetery
and secured to a headstone
by a padlocked
chain terminating in a handcuff.
What the Watchers Saw.
In the morning Dabney collected the
stories. The white man had a lantern
in his tent and he declared that this
was repeatedly extingushed. He saw
nothing else. The negro was willing to
swear that something vague and shadowy remained at the foot of his tent
for more than an hour, but the chain
held. The woman saw nothing, but
slept comfortably. In the morning a
bouquet from one of the graves was
found on the foot of her couch, though
the committee declared that no one had
gone near the tent.
The stories made a tremendous sensation and the house advertising campaign was launched the day the stories
appeared.nection of the
It was
firsta definite
storythewith
theatre, conand
it was then too late for the theatrical
angle to hurt the story. The town was
all agog. Better still, the stories had
been copied into newspapers all over
that section and paved the way for the
local use of the stunt after the f.lm had
been shown in New Orleans. There are
Saenger houses all through that part
of the country and they all profited
from a story which represented only
$150 in cash and for one day even
swamped the contest for governor. In
New Orleans the film played to the utmost capacity of the house for the full

ven days, the police reserves being on
constantly.
\ ity
It is one of the best and at the same
me one of the cheapest press stunts
< rer devised, and it will be long before
something better is offered.
Try This on Your Local
School Board Sometime
PLEASEDting thewith
result ofto permitschoolthechildren
attend
the performance of "Huckleberry
Finn" at the Sherman, Chillicothe, Ohio,
when the schools were closed a half
hour ahead of time to permit them to be
in time for the matinee, Prof. Prout,
Superintendent of Public Schools, is a-ranging the same thing for the forthcoming production
of "Treasure
In a recent
interview
he said: Island."
I find that by showing the moving picture version of these American classics,
we can reduce the time of study devoted
to the books by one to three weeks. It
is a wonderful help. By the theatres
showing these pictures, th6 schools are
actually saved a great deal of money, because we would want to show them if
the theatres did not. I am a motion picture devotee and I can truthfully say that
in the last few months I can remember
only one picture that I would be doubtful
about my children seeing.
Try this on your own school board. It
has worked and will work again.
Hook-Up Drug Stores for
"Male and Female" Run

is one
UP drugoverstores
NG
HOOKI
of getting
way
the
where and
In Cincinnati, "Male
Female."
on
ran for two weeks at the
producti
Strand, six huge windows in as many
stores of a chain drug concern were
filled with toilet articles and hooked up
with the bath and boudoir scenes in the
play by means of signs and stills. Any
nt
departme
live drug
workwel-in
will will
and itstore
come thisorsceme
places of any size. These displays were
for the Strand by the Cincinarranged
Lasky. nati branch
of the Famous Players-

A DrugdrugStore
Display
and Female."
Cincinnati chain
stores
give for
six "Male
huge window
displays of toilet
articles to advertise De Mille production.
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each time the chorus is sung or whistled
it serves as an advertisement for the
feature, while at the same time it seems
to help the sale of the song in the stores.
.\
local singer is employed and made a
and Advertise "Fair and Warmer 99
feature
and the cost is but slight in comis
necessary
for
the
preparation
of
such
rs,
omete
therm
TING
AMBs ULA
PER
parison with the results. Mr. Linnert
and glasses were used by devices and even the smallest house
bottle
first
used
idea with "Daddy Long
Charles C. Perry, of the New Strand, can work one now and then. Any car- Legs" and the
has since employed all of the
penter can construct the frame, over
Minneapolis, to boom the advent of
First National songs in the same man"Fair and Warmer" with May Allison. which cloth is stretched while the patent ner.
A cocktail brings about the complica- kalsomines, with a liberal addition of
tions in the Metro production and this glue for sizing,
can be usedis for
the colThe thermometer
within
the
suggested the idea of the bottle and artisticors.reach
of almost anyone, but it Planning Now for Next
glass. They were huge props and were will be found that
even
the
bottle
will
Summer Auto Business
labeled "This bottle held the famous not ofTer many difficulties. Mr. Perry
cocktail in 'Fair and Warmer' at the reports that the trio of money bringers
Strand." The glass was similarly let- did not cost $25 and they, more than
, Ky.,
s,
sville
wading
of theis Princes
KLEV
STOC
tered and the top also carried an adML. Hopkin
any other single factor, were responsible
vertisement for the play.
• through such snowdrifts as he
crowded houses for a week. They can find to plan for next summer. Last
In addition to the perambulating ther- for
mometer, the lamp posts in front of the were timely and amusing* and they year, just as the cold weather drew
down, he took an auto ride and made
attention.
house were enclosed with four-sided gained
Not all features lend themselves to this the interesting discovery that the road
boxes also carrying theremometers on
each face with the spirit indicators try- style of advertisement, but where a sug- runs both ways, so he made an experigestion isoffered by the title or subject,
ing to crawl through the tops of the
mental drive on business for "Daddy
tubes.
something a little out of the ordinary
der Arms" before
and "Shoul
Legs"r grew
Longweathe
too chilly.
The theremometer in some form is will greatly increase business. It does the
The results were so unexpectedly good
the obvious method of handling special not have to be as elaborate as this bottle.
advertising, but the bottle and glass The big idea is that the specially ad- that he is arranging now for painted
vertised picture suggests a picture espemade the big clean-up, and they were
signs in a twenty-mile radius. As he
taken all over the business section day
cially worthy of exploitation, and it is seldom runs an attraction more than two
after day and never seemed to lose this angle which sells the tickets.
days, he is making his theatre rather
than his shows the basis of his boards
their pulling value.
A couple of days before the run was
and they will be permanently lettered
ended, when the perambulators had done
with such signs as "There is no
Uses
Plugger
Song
for
their work pretty thoroughly, Mr. Perry
pleasanter
way of than
spending
a hotPrincess
afternoon or evening
at the
played a new angle and revived interest
His Advance Advertising
for the last days. The two props had
Theatre,
which
shows
the
best
producbecome common on the street and were
tions of Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin,
D of using the plugger sonj?
INSTEA
ceasing to attract attention, but when
merely as, a window hook-up for his D. W. Griffith, Marshall Nielan, Conattraction C. F. Linnert, of the Wade
stance Talmadge, Norma Talmadge,
the glass appeared alone and Mr. Perry
Katherine MacDonald and all the best in
came out with a statement that the bot- Park Orphehm, Cleveland, has a song
fest a week or ten days in advance of the
tle had been stolen, interest was revived
showing when a girl singer gives the motion
pictures." stands he merely menFor smaller
and this was built upon by the advertisetions the house as the objective for the
ment offering the glass to go with the verse and chorus and then hammers the
refrain
into
the
audience
in
a
tactful
drive,
but
the cool off is always the
bottle, if the culprit would come forward
way.
to claim it.
feature. He is planning to supplement
this with a carefully compiled list of
As a result, instead of waiting to buy
All ofthethis
looksexhibitor
like "big
time" afford
stuff
which
small
cannot
the song, the crowd is familiar with the auto owners in the territory who will
be circularized as circumstances warrant.
chorus before the attraction comes ami
to copy, but not elaborate property room
Bottle and

Glass

Revive

Memories

Now How Can a "Cold Bottle" Be "Fair and Warmer"?
How a Minneapolis theatre brought joy to the people by sending these perambulators through the snowdrifts
to talk of "Fair and "Warmer."
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Appeal
Makes

to Exploit
ation through
exploit
FACILITATING
the correction of an exhibitor practice of long standing, the Stanley
Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., under the
management of Frank Buhler, has taken
a long step in showmanship that is of
keen interest to exhibitors in that it
means invigoration of box office receipts at practically no expense.
The general
of exploitation
tivities iseithertrend
toward
the selection ac-of
a certain attraction which afterwards
proves to be of exceptional box office
merit or the intensive promotion used
with any given attraction. In the case
of the Stanley Theatre, the novelty is
the fact that exhibitor judgment which
planned three weeks ahead saved thousands of dollars of physical exploitation
expense.
A regrettable error arising from the
fact that exhibitors have wearied the
public through the presentation of the
same style of picture week after week,
is the principal reform accomplished by
Mr. Buhler when he selected three different types of pictures in "The Thunderbolt," starring Katherine MacDonald; "The Daughter of Two Worlds,"
starring Norma Talmadge, and "Back to
God's Country,"
attraction, al of the
whichCurwood-Carver
were distributed
by First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Sameness Old-Fashioned.
The practice of specializing' on certain
kinds of pictures is a shadow of the less
progressive era of motion pictures, according to Mr. Buhler. Nearly two and
a half years ago, when the vampire type
of picture was popularly acclaimed,
many exhibitors never missed an opportunity to play this sort of attraction, and in some cities competition was
rife as to which exhibitor could af¥ord
to pay most for this particular kind of
picture.
The time when a definite kind of attraction week in and week out can be
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It Easy

Because of Contrasts
relied upon to bring crowds has passed.
And now, according to the Stanley
Theatre's corps of expert showmen, the
time is ripe when the exhibitor must
select his various programs with the
same care as though he were dealing
out reading matter for the public. The
book fan uses a variety of fiction.
All Are Different.
"The Thunderbolt," Katherine MacDonald's initial First National eflfort, is
a strongterest.drama
of appealing
sex love
inThe elements
of mother
and revenge are equally featured in this
picture. The beauty of the star and
the unusual theme of the attraction
formed the basis for the newspaper exploitation.
It was therefore not difficult a week'
later when "The Daughter of Two
Worlds,"
Talmadge's
first picture
dictributedNorma
through
First National,
was
shown at the Stanley, to play up the
angle of romance in the climb of a
daughter of the underworld to the pinnacle of New York's society. Furthermore, Leroy Scott's novelized version
of "The Daughter of Two Worlds" had
been running in serial form in the Evening Public Ledger for the past month.
This attraction broke all attendance and
box office records during its week's run.
And different from either "The Thunderbolt" or "The Daughter of Two
Worlds" was "Back to God's Country,"
the Curwood-Carver attraction, which
portrayed a drama of love and hate in
the far northlands. This picture was
distinctive from the sex drama and the
romantic picture in that it pictured
scenes in the Arctic regions and featured more different wild animals than
have ever been seen in a motion picture.
Vary Your Appeal.
The art of exploiting special feature
attractions will forever hold an ace-

Easy

high place in the world of showmanship. But good judgment that enables
the exhibitor to select his subjects in
such a manner that each is distinctive
enough in itself to arouse additional
and a different kind of interest from the
picture just preceding.
The attraction that is hard to exploit
is the picture that is so like the preceding pictures that it is hard to get a
novel angle for exploitation. There are
essentially only a comparatively few
different types of motion pictures and
the far-sighted exhibitor will select
them and book them in such a manner
that an elementally different picture is
seen each week. It is this rotation of
varied subjects that makes exploitation
easier and more congenial to public
tastes,
ment. according to the Stanley manageWillow Tree Book
Will Bud Real Dollars

overwork
sadlycent."
it is per
OUGH
ALTH
the
is ed,
hundred
"one
right description for the press
book of "The Willow Tree" just issued
by Metro. It is packed with ideas, cuts
and paper reproductions and the stunt
ideas are just as practicable as the cuts,
which run from a half column to a half
page layout. And the cuts and layouts
are a treat, for the subject lends itself
particularly well to pictorial advertising
and there is not a design which does
not carry a suggestion of the Japanese
atmosphere. The manager who cannot
make such a press book boom business
for him could not sell Barnum and
n.
a tenAllcent
circusis for
Bailey's
is needed
that admissio
there.
All the stuff
is the energy to get it over to the house
patrons. The sheet is an exceptionally
good production. It was written to help
the exhibitor and not merely to impress
the man who pays the salaries.
David was not as big as Goliath, but he
had the punch. Make your ads work
like David.

of Rogue's Harbor" and "The Luck of the Irish."
Betweenthe"Judy
This One
of Contrasts, We Present Lee's
Yes, Speaking
left. Right, the Irish are fighting as usual in
at
dog sled
Marv Miles Minter likes FrankieAllan
Dwan'9
newest Mayflower-Realart.
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Postcards

Wrinkles

Publicity
is no new
ons
patr
NG
TCA.RDI
POSidea
According to some press
post-,
booVcs you should send three ction
cards and a letter for every attra
but postcards work best when more
sparingly employed and if they are used
al emphasis to an enspeci
only to give gagement.
Like everything else, they
become common if used too regularly.
Improving on the local postcard, two
of the houses in the Lynch chain rethe out-of-town card.
from idea
port successnovel
The most
comes from J. S.
He had "The
Spartanburg.
of
Hursey,
Greatest Question" for an attraction and
went to the trouble of having cards spcciallv written by hand which read:
"Dear L. :
•Received your message and thank you
for the good wishes. Am having the
time of my life on this trip. By the
way, have just seen Griffith's new picGreatest queer.
Question,'
and and
it's
great, ture.
but"The awfully
Be sure
see it if vou have the chance. Regards
H."
all.
to These
cards were addressed to a selected list and sent to New York, .Atlanta and .Ashevelle for mailing. They
arrived just as the feature was advertised at the local house and practically
no one realized that there was any connection between that fact and the mailing of the card, but puzzled over the
identity of the unknown correspondent.
Try Picture Cards.
.And even better would have been the
employment of colored souvenir postals
from the cities in which the batches of
cards were mailed. These can easily
be secured in advance. Where there is
no circuit of houses the local exchange
manager can get them if the house is
not too close to the exchange city, or
can write some other exchange if it is
desired to go further away from home.
There is some labor entailed in writing
all of these cards by hand, but by employing girls the cost is slight and the
ushers can be used in a pinch since the
list is seldom large.
Working another angle, Phil Gersdorf,
of Jacksonville, sent the Atlanta office
a package of cards to be mailed from
there. These were less eflfective in that
thre was a too apparent hookup with
the film, for they read "What's your
husband doing?" and was signed "Doug
and
Dorris."women
The cards
were was
sent some
only
to married
and there
danger that there might be a widow or
two on the list who would reflect upon
her
husband's past life and resent the
question.
Get the Right Addresie*.
Like all mailing stunts the value of
the idea depends upon the accuracy of
the list, but there are many ways of
checking these lists and keeping them
up to date, and the out-of-town postmark will help wonderfully to create
a new interest. With the postcard habit
so common it is seldom that the recipient will not be puzzled if the message
is not too intimate. It should be fairly
general, in order that it might fit a
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Blizzard-Bound Victims
Housed in the Theatre

in Postcard
from Lynch Theatres
niii)il)er of acquaintances. It must offer
no clue.
Like most special stunts it cannot be
repeated often, but used once it may
get an entire town speculating, and the
larger the place the better the idea
will work, though it will work even in
the smallest places.
Space Stealer O. A. Doob
Gets Half Page Novel In
Cincinnati
the not
.\. DOOB,
'\R ount
OSC.Param
nge,
exchaof
only
gathered in six free stories as a
e," but he
series edfor "Male and Femal
follow that up by getting a half page
condensed
the
for
nati
Post
Cincin
in the of
novel
the play.
The Post, largely because Doob gives
very friendly to-to
it such good stuff,in ispleasant
contrast
ward the pictures,
many mid-western papers, some of which
unpaid material.
brag that they run no the
pictures are
Its editors know that
something vital to a large percentage
of its readers and they make space for

DURING sandsthe
recent were
blizzard
thou-to
of persons
unable
get home on trolley cars and trains.
J. J. Cahill, of the Strand, Brockton,
Mass., was quick to see the publicity
angle of the situation and he instructed
his engineer to keep steam up all night
and notified the police stations that he
would take care of all sent him after
the evening show. Several hundred
persons passed the night in a comfortable orchestra seat instead of on a hard
bench in the railroad station or police
headquarters, and went out in the morning to spread the fame of the Strand
far and wide. It was a simple thing,
but timely and of far-reaching effect.
Keep it in mind next time your own
city faces any similar crisis.
Press Sheets for Reissues

refor Bert
new, but
issues is somethin
pressg sheets
PREPARING
Ennis sends in good four page
s for Chaplin
broadside
" Forinthe"The
they
latterChampion" and "Carmen.
also have a plugger song by William J.
McKenna, and in addition to a chorus
trailer they have miniature scene cards
with a scene on one side and the chorus
on the other; a novel idea which will
probably be copied now that it has been
brought out.
Hung Up Prize at Track
to Boom

B

COATS?"^-'
KELLY
:Thr Home of Home Ootftj

. r .^:.^ ¥ KELLY
How Oscar A. Doob Got a Free Page
from a Cincinnati Paper.
good picture stuff, but a half page; a four
column spread is going some even for
a friend in these days of white paper
conservation.
And the most remarkable part of the
story is the fact that the Post held back
publication a couple of weeks that the
Strand, the local house having it for
first run, might profit by the publication. It's a great stunt but it will nearly
always be found that where the stuff
turned in is right and the pressman tactful the editor can be reached. Generally
friction And
betweena lockout
the house follows
and the a editor.
almost always the breach can be healed
if the proper approach is made.

"Old Kentucky"

Olde, Kenthe boom
Kinema"Intheatr
Los
HELPING tucky" atto
Angeles, .Anita Stewart visited
d
prize
a
.\,scot. the local track, and offere
to the winner of one of the heats. .\
mounted jockey distributed handbills to
the racegoers and Miss Stewart was not
only introduced to the throng but was
given several opportunities to get into
the limelight in the course of the afternoon.
Another good angle, and one which
appears to have worked wherever shown,
was a prologue of negro singing and
sy still holds a powerdancing. Ministrelthose
who do not care
ful grip and even
enperforma
. nces. in their
for blackface
ing
lik
triety found the brief interlude to their
Carrying out the racing idea one of the
advertisements was in racing chart form
of 1920
picture
Luckin all
Good
"The the
and made
g. '
advertisin
slogan
was
Added Some Real Nymphs
to Fox Celluloid Fairies
".\
Daug
of
the
his
Kell
.\nn
NGhter
iam "erma
es,ette
VI
New
York
hous
WillGods
Foxinnn's
has
REVI
given it the prevalent girl angle by
acing the film with a production in
pref
which a number of shapely girls disport
themselves in a skit entitled "The Sea
."
of the
of adancDaug
ate Gods
in the
Nymphs
predomin
inghter
ing and
Sing
a number beof
h. introduced seem
whic
spectlacle,
to
nove feautres Girl acts
easingly popular as adjuncts
growing incr
to photoplay programs.
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Stunts
Nebraska

with

Well

as suppleadvertising
CLASSIFIED
spaces recently
mental to display
appealed to managers as widely
separated as Montgomery, Alabama and
Omaha, Nebraska. In the latter city
Harry H. Goldberg took six spaces under various headings for "Soldiers of
Fortune." Under the situations wanted
a young man advertised for a job as
usher preferably in a theatre where he
rs
in
and to
Fortune,"
"Soldie
could
offered
found aof woman
the lostseeand
let the finder keep her pocket book and
two five dollar bills if he would return
her theatre tickets. Others were in the
help and situations wanted, calling for
people to see the play. In each instance
the telephone number of the theatre
was given, and the number was used
to make reservations.
This was merely a side angle to the
Boy Scouts stunt and the more notable
invitation to General Pershing to attend
the performance. The classified columns
alone will not carry an attraction, but
they can help a lot to clinch the effect
of the display and stunts. A surprisingly large number of persons read these
advertisements whether they want a
situation or not, and a large proportion of these do not read the theatrical
advertisements. They are reached by
means of these smaller spaces much
more advantageously.
Wanted a Husband.
The Strand Theatre, Montgomery,
Ala., one of the Lynch houses, used the
classified columns in a more pretentious
way to get over the advance splash for
"Wanted,
Husband,"
withby Mary
Billie
Burke.
Thisa stunt
was worked
R. Cannon, who has charge of the Lynch
publicity in Montgomery.
It started with a six-line twelve point
announcement that a young woman of
personal charm desired a husband. Replies were to be sent to B. B. in care
of the paper. This was followed by two
and a half inches the next day, set with
white space and with a change of copy.
The third day the space was increased
to five inches, mostly white space, and
half the town was talking. Two more
days and the whole town was wonderB. B., who seemed to be ating why tractive,
had to waste so much space in
order to do her leap year duty.
The last want ad was run Saturday
and announced that the desired husband had been found and that a full
explanation would be given in the Sunday paper. Of course this spilled the
fact that it was an advertising stunt,
but it did not tell just what it was, and
they were all ready for the Sunday
space; a full page hook-up, which told
all about it in the centre of a display
which included a number of merchandizing announcements which ran with
the title. The entire cost, including that
portion of the Sunday space taken by
the theatre, was only $94.43, yet the display got as much attention as could have
been attracted by five times the amount
of display work.
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Crowds

Written Classified Ads.
This is not to be taken as indicating
that the dramatic column can be deserted for the classified spaces, but it
does drive home, with emphasis, that
anything out of the ordinary run will
arouse curiosity and help the display.
And the best curiosity getter is the
teaser in some form. It works about
999 times out of every thousand and
would work the thousandth time if done
right. It does not have to be exceptionally clever, though the results are
in proportion to the cleverness of the
idea, but it does have to possess some
form of novelty. It must get people
guessing, and whether it is in the classified pages or run of paper as a straight
teaser, it must be framed to hold the
interest
ting it tofrom
sag. day to day without permitFor this reason the Billie Burke stuff
probably drew better than the Omaha
stunt, for it held the interest for a week,
where the other ran only for a day,
but in each instance it was something
out of the ordinary and it worked because it was that.
Try Animal Crackers to
Pull Up Circus Plays
ONCE
uponRockland,
a time Ohio,
the ran
Princess
Theatre,
three
days a week to about a show and a
half a night with a 168-seat house. Then
J. D. Smith took the house over, started
in to use publicity and he is playing to
three full houses six nights a week and is
beginning to wonder about matinee
stunts.
Just as a sample of how he does it, he
had Enid Bennett in "The Biggest Show
on Earth." A novelty store had some toy
animals, so he organized a circus in its
window with a barrel stage ring and a
doll audience. Then he induced a local
grocer to give small bags of animal
crackers — with his own advertisement
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printed on the bag — as souvenirs, and he
did an extra $20 on a blizzard night,
which makes a pretty good return on a
few pounds of crackers.
Don't say your town is too small (or
too large) for publicity stunts. If there
are only two other people in your town
you can get one of them to interest the
other. And it means money.
Uses His Underlines to
Give Class to Program
USING
the the
coming
attractions
guarantee
current
offering \.ois
the scheme of Jack Boyle, of the
Strand, Fort Madison, Iowa. Recently
he booked in all the First National attractions and gives the list of coming
features in his daily advertisement; not
the bill for the next week, but his big
underlines for weeks to come.
He argues that it pays the drama
houses to announce their coming attractions and that the same idea will
work for the picture theatres even better.
He points out that the smaller houses use
the attractions some weeks or even
months after the nearest large town
shows them. Film fans know that the
large cities are showing certain films.
If they see these advertised in the announcement ^fthe local house as having
been booked, they feel that the current
attraction is in the same class.
He took a page to advertise his First
National contract and every space carries
the titles of some of the current shows
in the larger cities to prove that he offers
the same programs even if there is some
delay in the showing.
There is sound logic in his position.
The daily papers and the film magazines
all deal with the current releases. By
advertising these at the time they are
being mentioned. Mr. Boyle hooks his
house up at the most advantageous
moment. His patrons are willing to wait,
l)ut they like to know that they will
see the stories they are reading about.
You cannot sell a film you do not believe
in yourself. Don't book that sort.

Earle's a Bear in "The Wolf."
How the New Aster, Minneapolis, advertised Earle Williams in the Vltagraph
production of "The Wolf" with a log cabin lobby and a real wolf.
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Explained in Application to Signs
GH most exhibitors know hot summer days when red and green
ALTHOU
that some lights show up better are too angry and suggestive of heat.
than others on house fronts, few
Purple has the strength of red with
of them realize that there is a definite some of the elements of blue, but should
psychology of colors. Lem L. Stewart, be used mostly for plays suggestive of
publicity chief of the Lynch theatres, passion and is not, on that account, as
generally available as the other colors.
m local
s Willia
nd's Shades
has
out theFranci
Vreelamanoff the primary colors can be
s for
studiedug
benefit
of the
agers in The Enterprise Square Dealer, used to suggest modifications of these
basic emotions. A mixture of lights can
the Lynch house organ.
Red, he explains is known as an ad- often be used to better effect than a
vancing color, and points out that if you straight mass of a single color, particularly where it is designed to sugstand upon the rear platform of a speedgest the oriental or unusual.
ing train at night, the eye picks up
and holds the red better than the other
Try Color Scheme*.
colored signals and it seems to keep
Mr. Stewart only touches upon the
up with the train instead of receding
surface of the psychology, but he gives
into the darkness as does the green
rich food for thought along the lines
safety signal, for which reason green
suggested some fifteen years ago by a
is termed a receding color.
For this reason it would appear that Berlin theatrical manager who used a
red would be the best for house fronts, series of lights and colored posters to
but red is an angry color as well as the advise his patrons of the quality of
generally accepted symbol of danger his productions. In this latter scheme
and of the underworld just as green £|itOFitiiirMiiiniiiiitiitiitriiiHiiiiiMiiiiiitiiiiiiMiiiiiiiti<tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiirMiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiitiitiitiiii s
stands for safety and police protection
alike. Red, save in moderation, is not
\
Tell U., Too.
1
an attractive color for fronts.
On the other hand a mixture of yellow 1 Whenever you put over a good i
and red, or yellow tempered with red, I idea in exploiting or advertising a f
gives the attractive orange, which is I picture, let Metro know about it. f
better than white not only because it is I What will often seem to an ex- |
warmer, but because it is more distinc- I fiibitor in Texas to be an old, |
tive. It stands out better against the I though effective, stunt, will be a j
straight white or yellow lights, sug- I brand new one for someone in In- |
gests warmth and life, and a welcome I diana or Massachusetts. And vice I
generally.
1 versa.
|
Green in Winter.
I The important thing is to get i
On the other hand a certain amount of 1 in the habit cf EXCHANGING 1
j
green in the globes works well in the 1 IDEAS.
winter time when the vegetation is gone I If you contrive to get an extra i
and the color suggests the dominant I big spread in the newspapers, let's |
summer tint, just as blue suRgests soft- 1 know how. If you hit upon some |
ness and is cool and sootliing in its I novel device for making your |
lighter shades, indicating its use on I lobby more magnetic, or strike a |
1 hunch for a good street stunt, or |
I a teaser scries — anything that has |
I to do with our common business, |
i that of selling motion picture en- i
I tertainment to the public — we'll all |
II Press
gain bySheet.
your co-operating. — Metro |\
.llinllllMlllMr)lllllllllllllHWHimiHllllllllllllll««llllllllliniWilimillll"IHIIIIII»ll1MIIIIIlll'l'l''l''''''''''l"'l'':

"Mama's Little Angel Baby"
Getting his health back In RobertsonCole's "Seeing It Through."

a family could
attenddaring
a lightcould
blue goper-to
formance, the more
green shows and only the hardened were
a\lvised to purchase tickets when the
lights were red.
Working to a more logical conclusion,
it might be possible to establish a series
of color schemes for house fronts and
lobbies which would serve as an attraction as well as an index. Certainly a
summer time audience would be more
likely to wander into a theatre the
lobby of which was a haze of soft blue,
while a flood of orange light, picked up
with red, would be far more attractive
on a blustery night in winter. A vivid
green light would send patrons in to
see a mystery play in the right frame of
mind and soft rose lights would suggest
romance even to the unthinking.
Vari-colored lights would form a fitting background for comedies while a

Your
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deep blue would help along a marine
The experiment is worth trying. Lay
picture.
in some
can
do. extra lights and see what you
Overhead Lobby Worked
Where Frames Did Not
of Utica,
N. Y., forbidreguthe
BECAUSE lationsthe
fire department
use of frames in the lobby during
the hours of performance, the Colonial,
managed by Sim Allen for Wilmer &
Vincent, cannot usually do much for its
attractions in the lobby. There is
plenty of room, but the frames have
to set flat against the wall.
But along,
when Mr.
"Back
to God's
came
Williams
saw Country"
what he
could do if he could advertise, and he
saw what fine cut outs he could get
with those animal heads, if only he
could use them. He was determined
to use them, and he wanted to hard
enough to find a way. He figured out
that even if the house caught fire few
would attempt to leave by way of the
ceiling, so he strung wires and ranged
the animal cut-outs on these, well above
the heads of the patrons, but low
enough to be seen without neck strain.
With lettered cards to back this display
he not only filled his lobby, but the
lobby filled the house for the four-day
run.
New

Masked Woman Angle
Won Tacoma Publicity

the same
USING
a slightly
new old
waymasked
got a lady
lot ofin
front page publicity for the Victory Theatre, Tacoma, lately. A. .\.
Bruce donated $25 to be hung up in
prizes by the Tacoma Times to the six
persons who guessed the identity of the
masked woman shown in a cut. The
mask was of generous size, but not too
large to wholly screen the identity of
Dorothy Dalton, although some fifty
other testnames
guessed
conran aboutwere
a week
and at.
was Thedecided
the day the first advertising was done
for "L'Apache." It brought one double
column and half a dozen single column
cuts on the front page and a column
story the day the first advertising
flashed, and it aroused a very great deal
of interest in the identity of the player
which, of course, reacted to Miss Dalton, the theatre and the play. It cannot be done every week, but the point
is that it can be done once — then you
can think up something else.
Soda and Sundaes Sold
Nazimovas in Ripley

Billy V.
the
tains, up
sodaoffounthe x,
withMaddo
HOOKIN
GayetyG, Ripley, Ohio, had every
dispenser in town serving Nazimova
Soda and Nazimova Sundaes as a prelude to a strong newspaper campaign for
"Eye for Eye," and then he went out,
pleased with his success, and booked the
entire Nazimova string; which proves
that the sodas sold not only the public
but Mr. Maddox
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Projection
Department
By F. H. RICHARDSON
llllllllllllllllllltj^^lllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllf^y^
Since the Trouble Department
s,
PF, Hortton, Kansae,
KNObeen
ROBY
absen in Europ
who has
making the Hun hunt his hole,
arises to remark:
^ „^
This is my first letter to the departmont
which I have read ever since it was the
•■Trouble Department," and which same
has helped me over many a rough spot in
The same is true of f.he
by.
days gone
copy of each edition of wnioh
IHandboo
have k,
had asince 1910.
o-B
have two Powers
For equipment, Idriven,
taking current
projectors, motor
a
h
throug
lines
t
220-vol
3-phase.
from rter.
Transve
Waen
Use about forty amperes at arc.
little from
so doing the voltmetertwovaries
ers
condens
7.5
Use
mark.
fifty
the
1-16 of an inch isapart.
spaced fraction F.overobjectiv
15. o
it
and
es,
Have 5.75 E.
aperture.
Inches from front of condenserfor tolens
chart,
Find enclosed fifty cents
forgot to
as a friend borrowed mine andwell,
friend
return it. (He might aboutto ashave followe
d
seem
Knopf, as youordon't
ly
certain
have
else you
it anyhow,
plenty
and
good
tion
ccmbina
changed your
since vou lost the chart. Two 6.5 pUno
er
convex with 18.5 from center of condensob2-inch-diameter
e, withanda 8.5
to apertur
M. Bi-C, with 21
jective, or a 6.5
inches and a 2-inch-diameter objectivesa-.eis
In your
ation.
combinhe
correct
little gain by using
there
think
Iyour
Ed.)would
Bi-C—
M.
Ran into Trouble.
ly.
into a peculiar trouble arecen-.
I ran
Powers
one of our houses we have
At
C,
A
volt
110
of
s
6-A, using 60 ampere
. for-y
compensaro
Wayne
through merlya usedFt.Speer
recentl
carbons, but
A. C. White
bought some National Special
of reels they work
couple
a
For
Light
for
fine, then they start to pencilanddown
bottom,
about two inches, bothoft top
and put out t.ie
and finally burn clear
arc Can find nothing wrong.
spot, under exUse same carbons in except
take curactly same conditions,
instead of comrent through rheostat
lay vhe
we
pensaro. Have suggested that Nation
als
and use % ecorde
specials aside
until the seat of troubl is discovered
^^-If ^'■t"!^
throughseemed
back which
Looked answer
to fit. By trie
find no
all -he
X missed one.
in army and
way s"whenexcept
then
now
"World
will it cost me to get back numWhat from
bers August 5, 1917, to May 9, 1919?
Afraid It Can't Be Did.
request for back numrefer
Will to subscryour
iption department, though
bers
I'm afraid it can't be did.
As to the carbon matter, I am not
quite sure as to your meaning as to
you
off." Presumably,
"burning clear carbon
s pencil and that
mean the both
off.
the point finally burns or breaks
Penciling is usually pretty conclusive
evidence of overloading, but may be
duced by poor contact with
superinjaws.
carbon
I am referring your letter to the Narequesting imtional Carbon Company, suggesti
ng that
mediate attention and
a few carbons one size larger be sent
for trial.

Notice to All
oured column
SURE
PRESsuch
repliess tois
that on
publish
questions cannot be guaranteed
under two to three weeks. If
quick action is desired, remit four
we will send carcents, stamps,
copy of and
department reply as
soon bon
as written.
For special replies, by mail, on
matters which, for any reason, cannot be replied to through the department, remit one dollar.
QUESTION BOOKLETS.
We have two paper covered booklets containing 150 questions designed as a guide to study. They
indicate what the projectionist
should know.
Either booklet, postpaid, twentyfive cents; both, forty cents. United
States stamps accepted; cannot use
Canadian stamps.
THE LENS CHARTS.
Are You Working by "Guess," or Do
You Employ
Up-to-Date
Methods?
You demand that your employer
keep his equipment in good order
and up to date. He owes it both to
himself and to you to do so, but you
owe it to him to keep abreast with
the times in knowledge and in your
methods.
The lens charts (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
are in successful use by hundreds
of progressive projectionists.
Don't "guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World,
either 516 Fifth avenue. New York
City; Schiller Building, Chicago, 111..
or Wright & Callender Building, Los
Angeles, Cal.
The National Special A C White Light
is a good carbon and is being used succes ful y al over the country.
I do not at the moment remember
whether it has lower current capacity
than ordinary carbons, but certainly 5/^
should be large enough for forty
amperes A C.
Poor lamphouse ventilation would also
be a possible answer, especially as the
carbons work for a time. Excessive heat
in lamphouse lowers carbon capacity.
Parabolic Mirrors vs. Condensers
John Griffiths is experimenting with
Mazda light source. He writes that he
is trying out parabolic mirrors, and that
there are great possibilities in them.
He remarks that they are practical
with a stationary light source such as
the Mazda.
Well, John, mebby, mebby. That has
been pretty well tried, however. We
thought the same thing and really don't

see why it is not, but such folks as the
National Lamp Works turned it down
so — well, we shall see what we shall observe.
Information Desired
Robert P. Smith, Jacksonville, Florida,
arises to remark :
(A) I pull about forty amperes through
a G. E. mercury arc rectifier and use A C
through a Ft. Wayne compensarc for
change-over.
When making the change there is a bad
flicker until I am able to get the switch
over to the rectifier side.
The flicker is much more pronounced
than I have ever seen, one which was due
to A C alone. Current is 60 cycle and
we use 2-blade shutters.
(B) When starting arc on Powers projector it requires a much longer time for
the arc to settle down and give satisfactory illumination tlian it does on the other
Iirojector. All Powers connections seem
to be in good sliape. I renew lamp leads
often and scrape carbon jaws.
(C) When rectifier tube becomes
slightly blackened is that an indication
that It Is not delivering maximum amperage and that it should be replaced? I
have no amme ter, hence cannot check up,
but am certain the rectifier is not delivering its rated amperage.
(D) With incandescent equipment at
its present stage of development what do
you regard as the maximum size picture
and length of throw which will give satisfactory results?
Wants to Eliminate "Growling."
(E) Can you suggest some way of
eliminating
a "growling"
in the
Powers, bearing
in mind the noise
fact that
my
employer is adverse to buying new parts
as long as the present will hold together.
The trouble does not line in the mechanism or motor but is somewhere in the
speed
(F) control.
Can you give me the ratio of speed
of Simplex intermittent?
(G) Would it be practical or advisable
to place densera to shield
side ofof its
arc outer
concut offon aarcpart
diameter from the light. Could I do this
and move my crater enough nearer the
lens to compensate for the loss so occasioned?
(H) Where can I purchase a book on
optic projection?
Does Not Aik Much.
The good brother does not ask much —
not very much anyhow, so Fll do the
best I can as long as the typewriter
ribbon holds out.
(A) The only possible cause for
flicker when on A C, under the circumstances, is,so far as I can see, that
the A C supplies the more brilliant
light, and that hardly seems possible.
Can any one suggest a better answer?
(B) If the connections are in equally
good condition, the insulation in equally
good condition and the lamphouse
ventilation equally good on both projectors, then there would seem to be
no reason why the Powers arc should
act a bit differently from the Ather pro-
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jector. If you were using A C I would
suggest magnetic effect, clue perhaps to
position of wires in Powers, but vou
only use A C for starting an(J as I understand it the trouble continues after you
are on D C.
(C) Blackening of rectifier tube does
not necessarily indicate any deterioration in the tube. Maybe you have an old
style rectifier in which the amperage
delivery is changed by changing regulating reactance connections, and that
there is need for adjustment. Better
have G. E. Company, Schenectady, New
York (address mercury arc rectifier department), send blue print of regulating
reactance connections and directions.
It is contained in second edition of
handbook, but not in third edition because that type of rectifier is out of
date by several years.
Refuse to Be Interviewed.
(D) I refuse ot be interviewed. There
is too much variation in ideas as to what
constitutes
(E) See "satisfactory
Instruction No.results.''
1, page 507 of
handbook. Your trouble is probably due
to friction material being in bad condition.
(F) Hope all that dope will be availfor publication
soon. Can't do it
right ablenow,
though.
(G) It would depend upon circumstances. Your question has suggested a
possibility which we shall make the
subject of an editorial soon. In cases
where the amperage is heavy and distance condenser to aperture therefore
short, and the working distance of objective such, that it cannot pick up the
entire ray, the diameter of the :ondenser might as well be reduced.
Query: Would that permit of advancing
the crater. If it would, would there be
gain ?
(H) "Optic
Projection,
Comstock
Publishing
Company,
Ithaca, New
York.
Price $3.00, postpaid.
And there you are.
The World Do Move
Brothers Fred O. Slenker and Ross
E. Hughes, Rock Island, Illinois, have
the following to say, and say it:
This old world do move. From operators
we become projectionists and go on learning forever and a day.
We hand you herewith drawings, of
what we call the "Lightning Change-over"
a device developed by We, Us and Company, viz: Ross O. Hughes and Fred O.
Slinker. Brother Hughes is Chief Projectionist of the Colonial Theatre, while I
have to content myself with being its
mere house manager, advertising manager, cashier and general nuisance.
We recall, and with much pleasure, the
one day we were fortunate in having you
with us; also the snappy address which
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convinced us we really did have a lot to
learn.
The Invention,
But
getting
invention,
your travels youl"^cl<
iiaveto nothedoubt
observedin
many schemes for change-over, ranging
from connected dowsers to elaborate electrical devices, all of which answered their
purpose, at least in some degree, and some
very well.
In the Lightning Change-over we have,
what we firmly believe to be the fastest,
handiest nad most thoroughly reliable and
accurate little device ever used for the
purpose of changing from one machine to
the other.
The device is designed to be mounted
on the projection room wall in front of
each projector, in such manner that the
light ray may be instantly cut off, or
allowed to pass to the screen, by means of
a shutter mounted in such manner th-vt
it passes in front of or away from in front
of the lens instantly upon the pressing of
a push button.
The push
convenient buttons
position so are
that mounted
when thein time
comes to change the projectionist starts
the idle projector, opens the dowser and
presses the button, whereupon the change
is accomplished instantly and without the
least evidence of it on the screen.
How It Is Done.
We use two solenoids of equal stren^fi.
which are mounted on a base. A movable
soft iron core is provided, of such length
that when at one end of its stroke just
sufficient is left in the other solenoid to
pull it back when the coll is energized by
pushing the button.
Shutter blades are attached to the
solenoid rod, as shown. The solenoids
take power through a low voltage transformer attached to the incandescent circuit, which permits installation with bell
wire and without conduit.
The solenoids may be made to provide
any length of throw, dependent upon
diameter of light ray to be covered.
Gone One Better.
Brother Hughes and myself have gone
one better and have provided ourselves
with an electric motor switch which is
attached to the dowsers, so that all that
is necessary to change-over is open the
dowser and press the button on the
a job accomplished with two
change-over,
m''vcs of the hand.
We have succeeded in arousing the envy
of brother projectionists who have seen
and have threatthe device in operation
ened everything from murder to kissing
us If we don't loosen up with details of
its construction.
Should you give this space tell brother
particulars, if more
projectionists that full
are needed, may be had by addressing
Brother Hughes or myself. Colonial
Theatre, Rock Island, Iowa.
Have read the department since 1909.
Seem to Be Practical.
The device seems to be entirely
tical. ., ,prac-.„
Its only trouble is the cost, which will
and transsolenoids
for are
bit you
a unless
be quite former,
clever enough to
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make your own, and few will tackle the
transformer I suspect. Evidently all the
wiring does not show.
,
As I understand it wire 2 carries one
end of all solenoid coils, wire 1 carries
the other end of coils X and Y and wire
3 the other ends of coils B and Z.
If this is true it will be seen that
pressing button El would throw rod A
and the shutters to the right, while
pressing button E would reverse the
action.
Maybe,it out.
I'm wrong, but that is the way
I dope
My regards to you, gentlemen, and to
all my friends in Rock Island.
Trouble with Motiograph
Albert
C. :Dreher, Kennebec, South
Dakota, says
The latter part of December we Installed
a Motiograph De Luxe and are now experiencing considerable trouble In getting
desired results.
Our distance of projection Is approximately sixty-flve feet. The picture Is a
twelve footer. The rheostat is a Motiograph 25-55 amperes. The objective Is
about 27 Inches below the ceiling line.
As to condenser, we have tried every combination known, and find two 6.5 plino
convex lenses to do best.
The trouble is this: We are unable to
get a light which Is In proportion to the
aperture. It is too wide, and not of
sufficient height.
The manufacturers sent this machine
equipped
two lenses
7.5 condenser
len-ses.
Even whenwithusing
used on an
old
machine the edges of cards still have deep
shadow.
use trouble
% coredbe above
and carbons?
7-16 below.
CanWe our
with the
Data Inadequate.
Your data is inadequate; also it is
pretty badly mixed, but the trouble is
not. I think, due to the machine itself,
but to faulty adjustment.
You have not told me at what point
you use the rheostat, hence I cannot
even make an intelligent guess at your
amperage, and even if you did tell me
it would not do much good, because a
rheostat of that size is apt to vary considerably— meaning, that if it is from 28
to 55 ampere capacity, it may actually
have a very different range.
This is true for two reasons, viz: possible voltage variation in your supply,
and the fact that the resistance of a
rheostat changes with use.
There should, by all meants, be an
ammeter in every projection room. The
very first requirement for intelligent
adjustment of an optical system is at
least reasonably accurate estimate of
amperage. If you are using 25 amperes
the right thing would be a 5.5 and a
6.5 piano convex, with 22.25 inches from
center of condenser to aperture.
If you use 55 amperes, then the requirement isa 6.5 and a 7.5, with 16.25
inches from center to aperture.
Possible Faulty Carbon Setting.
You made one remark which seems
to indicate your trouble, viz: "It (light
on aperture"! is too wide, and not of
sufficient
height."
would indicate
faulty carbon
settingThis
or insufficient
lamp
angle, or both. The spot (light at aperture) is a photograph of the crater, and
the the
morecondenser
nearly round
the crater
to
the more
nearly "looks'*
round
the spot will be.
Summary: Try giving your lamp a
greater angle and try advancing your
lower carbon tip a trifle more to force
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the crater to front of carbon point so
it will face the condenser more nearly
square.
If this does the trick, as it should,
well and good. If not, send further data.
Meanwhile, I would recommend that
you
"Setting
the Carbons," pages
290 tostudy
302, the
Handbook.
Machine manufacturers have been
sending out optical systems which were
not based on the requirements of the
conditions under which the machine was
to work, or anything else except the
fact that something just had to be
supplied.
Two of the leading manufacturers
(Powers and Simplex) have just purchased a large supply of lens charts
and will send one with each machine — a
big jump ahead, if you ask me.
Can Any Local Union Use This Man?
H. G. Hogwood, 430 South Laurell
street, Richmond, Va., writes :
I regard you as a friend, even though
we have not met. I have been in the
business ten years and have always kept
up with matters in the projection department, though this is my first attempt to
malte use of it.
I am a member of local union 370, a bit
back in dues just now because I have been
unable to obtain employment since last
September, until quite recently when I
got
a "job" I atthink
the you
princely
$1S
per week.
know salary
how farof that
will go when one has a wife to take
care of.
What He Wants.
What I want is just this. Is there not
some local union which can place a man,
who can and will prove his ability and
make good, at a wage which will, at least,
provide for decent living, and which will
extend its brotherly spirit sufficiently to
do so?
I do not know the brother personally,
hence cannot vouch for his ability, but
his letter "reads well" and I have a
bushel of sympathy for any man who
attempts to support a family on eighteen
dollars a week now— in a city at least.
Anyone who can use friend Hogwood
can reach him at above address.
Albany, New York
Yes, you could connect a fifteen
ampere, 110 volt rheostat and a fifty
ampere, 110 volt rheostat in multiple
(parallel) on 110 volts or in series on
220 volts, though the latter would be a
rather queer thing to do.
I cannot advise you to spend money
experimenting on what you suggest. It
has been thoroughly tried out and tens
of thousands of dollars and a great deal
of time have been expended on that
particular thing already, without '■-uccess.
Why They Spark
J. L. Brunell, New Orleans, La., says:
I have a motor generator set which has
been running very nicely until a few days
ago, but now the brushes spark badly and
I can't seem to do anything to stop it.
Commutator is smooth and everything
seems to be In good shape.
There are a great many things which
may make brushes spark. Here are
some of the possible causes:
Overload. Dirty commutator or a
semi-insulating glaze of dirt and oil on
ends of brushes. Brush sticks in holder.
across, insulation beCopper tweendragged
bars. Brush tension too weak.
Brushes do not fit curve of commutator.
High commutator bar or high insula-
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to
lens to got a clear field with the oth«r
combination.
At Expense of Efficiency.
I
Projection Experience
■» I
You can use two 7.5 lenses all right,
g
MOTION PICTURE
1
but only at the expense of some efficibecause
locates your crater
I
HANDBOOK
| further ency
from
theitlens.
For Managers and Operators EE
The right thing to do is to put in the
combination as per lens chart
I
By F. H. RICHARDSON | correct
and then establish a third condenser
M The recognized standard book on the work of pro- § so that it will line with the others when
p jection. Complete descriptions and instructions on M you shove over to the stero, thus making
M all leading machines and projection CQUipment. L
a 3-lens condenser combination for the
Zl There isn't a projection room in the universe In = condenser.
Iz which this carefully compiled Iwok will not save ita - Exactly what focal length lens you
g purchase price each month.
— would
require for the front stero :ong
Buy It Today
$4 the Copy, postpaid i denser I am unable to say, but I can
see no reason why a 7.5 would not be
I
MOVING PICTURE WORLD j all right if set close to the other lens,
1 516 Fifth Avenue, New York City
j curved side toward it, of course.
5
Schiller Building, Chicago, III.
1
Maybe, however, a lens of longer
« Wright 4. Callender Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal. i= local length would be better. Let us have
=1^SI ®
To save time, order from nearest olTice. = the dope on such a combination from
Griffiths, if he will be so kind.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH^
tion. Commutator bars worn down too
Lens Charts Cannot Be Improved
thin. Rough or eccentric commutator.
John Griffith says:
Brushes have too high resistance. Short
I do not think that the lens charts can
circuited armature coil. Loose armature
improved upon. The more I dig Into
coil. Armature coil burned out. Re- be
the
optical system the more
versed armatuie coil. Weak field. Too thingsprojector
I find which confirm my former
findings.
much vibration in machine due to poor
foundation. General instruction No. 3
That, friend John, is good as far as
on page 372 of Handbook gives remedies
it
goes,statement
BUT whatas weto do
is a .-;onto apply for these and other causes.
crete
whyneed
it would
be
impractical to extend the charts to cover
Condenser Combination
amperages above sixty.
John has already told us, but has not
Frank L. McKiel, Chief Projectionist.
put the reasons into shape for publication.
Tyler, Texas, member local union 222, yet
ordered a handbook and lens chart and
says :
Unionville, Missouri
Am using a 220 volt M A rectifier at
approximately thirty amperes. Have no
Yes,
a
wire coil rheostat will set up
ammeter or voltmeter, but my judgment
some choking effect when used on A C,
is that the drop across the arc is between
but the A C arc voltage is lower, so the
48 and 53 volts.
Have been using 6.5 and 7.5 condenser one thing probably would pretty nearly
combination but in order to have a clear balance the other and make amperage
slide I was obliged to change to two 7.5s delivery of the rheostat the same on
as I was unable to get crater close enough
A C or D C.
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State Exhibitors' League
to Convene on March 9 in Utica

g state convention of the
THE comin
n Picture Exhibitors' League
Motio
of the State
of New York, which
will be held at the Utica Hotel in Utica
on March 9 and 10, bids fair to develop
into an event of prime importance.
The record for successful state conventions is held by last year's state
comwhich foreshadowed the
gathering
ing of liberal Sunday legislation. It is
con1920
almost a certainty that the
vention will foreshadow legislation affecting the industry more vitally even
than the law of last year. When the
of the legislative and exjoint session committees
recently held at Alecutive
bany adjourned, every member had
pledged himself to bring the greatest
possible attendance of exhibitors to the
Utica convention.
Linton Plans Entertainment.
A most enthusiastic worker for a
record convention at Utica is the
treasurer of the organization, William
H. Linton, one of whose theatres is situated in Utica. Mr. Linton has gone
ahead with elaborate preparations for
the reception and entertainment of delegates and exhibitors generally. The
at the recent referenpeopledum onoftheUtica
question of Sunday opening
voted a decided majority in favor of
having the motion picture houses open.
The Utica press unanimously supported the liberal side of the question.
As a result, the entire population of
Utica is looking forward to the convention, fully resolved to give the attending exhibitors the freedom of the city.
Preparations are under way for securing the attendance of prominent stars
to shine at a "Movie Ball" where they
will be introduced by prominent exhibitors. The ball will be held in the State
Armory and promises to be a social
event of the first magnitude. It is expected that offcials representing the
national, the state and the city government will be in attendance at the opening of the convention. The address of
welcome on behalf of the city will be
made by its mayor.
To Invite Prominent Men,
It is proposed to extend invitations to
men of national prominence who have
heretofore proven themselves to be
champions of the motion picture screen
and its rights and privileges. It is proposed to have a formal dinner on the
first evening of the convention and the
"Movie Ball" on the second. This program, however, is still subject to change.
Personal invitations are being sent to
every motion picture exhibitor in the
state both by the executive committee
of the league and by Mr. Linton and
the Utica Exhibitors Association. Mr.
Linton has -sent out a letter to every
motion picture exhibitor in the state
with a blank postcard for a return answer. He is personally in charge of the
work of making reservations for all who
signify their intention of attending.
Signs for Entire Circuit Output.
George Hall and George Haney, managers of the Maxine Theatre at Buffalo,
N. Y., have signed a contract with P. H.
Smith, manager of the First National
Exhibitor's Circuit Exchange at Buffalo,
calling for the entire output of First

National attractions for the ensuing
year to be played at the new Piccadilly
Theatre, being erected.
Messrs. Hall and Haney plan to make
First National attractions one of the
exclusive features of their new theatre,
which is to be ready early this spring.
Consignment of Power's Lost.
Nicholas Power Company is advised
that the S. S. Marne, which sailed from
the Port of New York about January
13, carrying
a consignment
of Power's
motion
picture
machines, was
scuttled
by fire and sunk off the coast of Cristobal, Panama.
'ttiiiiii:iniiHiiiiiiiiiiiiNiMiiiii«iiiiiMiiiirriiiiiHiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiii(iiiiiiiiiuinii iiii'iiiiniitiitiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-^
Lost a Ticket Seller
But He Found a Wife j
a ||
manager
the theatre
you were
IFmoving
picture
and ofhad
;
a pretty ticket seller to grace |
B the entrance of your theatre, and |
I business was good and things were |
1 moving along in a grand way, |
wouldn't it break up your little old |
I house of cards if some competitor f
I came along and stole your ticket |
I seller and put her brown eyes and f
i curly hair in his own box office? |
1 That's what happened to George |
I Christmann,
manager
of rhe |
i Gayoso Theatre at Kansas City, |
I recently. But George found a way |
1 to foil the efforts of his rival, when |
1 he reported one morning to find |
1 that Miss Dorothy Way, his ticket |
i seller, had felt the lure of "more |
II money"
theatre. and had gone to another. ||
i It was a month ago that the |
I Gayoso lost the services of Miss |
11 in
Way,
Christmann
didn't
the but
counter
attack. He
laid halt
his |i
I plans to get her back and success j
1 crowned his efforts a few days ago |
I when he took Miss Way to the |
I court house in Kansas City and |
1 there secured a marriage license. |
i The loser in this little battle on 1
1 Twelfth street was Archie Joseph- |
I son, owner of the Victory Theatre. |
Mayer Succeeds Rice as
Universal's Publicity Head
been acting
whoct has
JH.as MAYE
n distri
easterR,
publicity mana• ger for Universal has been appointed director of publicity succeeding
Harry Rice, who returns to Chicago as
district publicity manager for the middle
west. Mr. Mayer has been with the
New York
depar
of Unir, tment
versal sincepublic
lastitysumme
coining
here
from Cincinnati where he was in charge
of publicity for- the local exchange.
It will be remembered that Mr. Rice
was seriously injured in an automobile
accident early in August and at that
time Tarkington Baker, general manager for Universal, had supervision over
the publicity department. Mr. Baker
on Mr. Rice's
to carry selecting
Mr. Mayer
picked during
work
his absence,
him
from a list of twenty-six exchange publicity managers. Upon Mr. Rice's return
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to his desk in October, Mr. Mayer asked
to be returned to the Cincinnati exchange, but upon the insistent requests
of both Mr. I3aker and Mr. Rice, that
he remain in New York, he brought
his family on.
This High-Class Theatre,
Though Small, Makes Money

on to use
propositi
it a paying
s five-piece
Ishigh-clas
orchestra
in aa
house seating 462 in a village of 2,800,
with high-class pictures?
The Cathedral, in Waterford, N. Y.,
is doing it and bringing in a handsome
return to Fred Kavanaugh, owner of the
house, the only one in town. And what
is more, Mr. Kavanaugh is charging from
11 to 25 cents for his productions and
packing the house with every performance. He is a firm believer in showmanship and is backing his belief by attracting a patronage from North Troy,
Cohoes and Mechanicsville, seven or
eight miles away.
Mr. Kavanaugh decided to try an experiment after taking over the house.
After giving the house a thorough
cleansing, his first move was to install a
five-piece orchestra. Proprietors of other
houses, with small orchestras, predicted
that
the the
new house
owner has
would
broke."at
Instead,
been"gopacked
every performance, and, as a result, the
owner is not only giving his patrons a
splendid musical program, but has been
able to put on first-run releases and stage
others in a most attractive way.
As an example of Mr. Kavanaugh's
activities,
"The Lost
Battalion"
was shownwhen
he secured
an automobile
truck and gave a noonday parade, with a
band, in Cohoes and Troy, advertising
a matinee at reasonable prices to attract
the women and children, as well as those
men who were employed on night shifts
in the factories. He also erected a
twenty-four-foot stage and gave a band
concert. The house could have accommodated doubl; the seating capacity.
Mr. Kavanaugh has owned the house
for a year. His bank account is the best
testimony of his success.
Give Circuit Picture Week Runs.
Heavy box-office receipts and the sale
of standingtractionsroom
for Strand
First National
has led the
Theatre atat
Louisville, Ky., to adopt the one-week
stand policy, with reference to the Circuit's releases. Six First National attractions will be seen at the Strand
during six consecutive weeks.
"Heart O' the Hills" starring Mary
Pickford will follow a one week engagement of Anita Stewart's "Mind the Paint
Girl." Then will follow Charles Chaplin's "A Day's Pleasure," D. W. Griffith's
"The Greatest Question," and Norma
Talmadge's "A Daughter of Two
Finis Fox Recovering from Accident.
Worlds."
.\fter
when
his roadster wasescaping
demolisheddeath
by an
electric
train
in a heavy fog near Culver City, Cal.,
Finis Fox,maining atMetro
scenario
is rehis home
for a writer,
few days
by
his physician's
order.
Mr.
Fox
sufshaken feredup.minor injuries and was severely
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Police Active in Ottawa.
For a long time the exhibitors of Ottawa, Ontario, aroused little if any official attention on the part of the local
police department, but several times recently local theatre managers have been
penalized in the police court for permitting people to sand in the rear of
the orchestra seats, because this is said
to be an infraction of the law. Recently, practically ail theatres have been
visited frequently by policemen and the
exhibitors are having extreme difficulty
in preventing the collection of standing
crowds.
The argument that tickets are not sold
for more people than can be accommodated in the seats and that some patrons
refuse to take the seats available, does
not save the theatre managers, and the
usual fine is $20 and costs.
Many Angles of Appeal
in American's "Honey Bee"
many
has
Y BEE"
THE
t throug
h which
of interes
anglesHONE
to make its bid for popularity.
The American Film Company believes it
has been particularly fortunate in its
choice of story and cast. An actress of
world wide fame with an excellent support, a story by a noted author, requiring deep thought yet sparkling with
quick brilliancy and humor — this is
offered in six acts in the latest "Flying
y a phase
. There
of
scarcel
is on
A"
is not
.which
equati
human
theSpecial
touched upon in one production.
Madame Marguerita Sylvia in the role
of Hilda Wilson portrays the successful
business woman who at heart is the
natural, primative female impelled by the
hunger for love and motherhood. This
role the diva handles with an understanding and finesse. Thomas Holding
is the serious, scholarly man of affairs
in the play, Harris Doreyn, whom the
heroine loves against her will, while
empty marriage rites bind him to a
frivolous, young beauty.
Nigel Barrie takes the role of the profesional pugilist, Blink Moran, strong
and manly. Albert Ray and George
Hernandez, the empty headed, insolent,
young dancer and the alert and kindly
representative of a New York mercantile
house, respectively, intersperse the
otherwise emotional and intellectual
theme with some funny predicaments.
Kid McCoy, the celebrated middleweight, and Nigel Barrie put over four
rounds before a large crowd of spectators, many of them in evening dress
according to the French custom. The
production was directed by Rupert
Julian.
Strong: Cast for Lloyd Hughes.
No detail of production is being
spared to insure the magnitude and boxoflfice qualities of "Wheelbarrow WebThomas ster,"H.the first
Ince production
will presentinhiswhich
new
star, Lloyd Hughes.
Under the direction of John Wray,
the picture entered production last
week on location on a farm near Sawtelle, Cal., where the first scenes depicting Mr. Hughes as a rugged son of
the golden west take place.
The supporting cast includes Gladys
George, Jack Nelson, Fred Gamble,
Charles Mills, Lydia Knott, Edith York,
Gordon Sackville, Willis Marks and
James Gordon.
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Are Some New and Big Stars —
Messrs, Ihanez, Loew and Rowland
"Don't stand there and do nothing,
IF the next novel of Vicente Blasco
Ibanez — it will be about the United Marcus!" shouted Mr. Karger as he
States — should touch at all on the
the picture, apparently utterAmerican industry of motion pictures, strodeing into
words of welcome to the distinit will not be surprising if he gives us
guished visitor. "Look interested! Look
the viewpoint of the motion picture
as thoughatre!"
you'd
another .then
theSmiling,bought
Mr. Karger
actor.
•
The brilliant Spanish
novelist recently grasped the hand
of Ibanez and shook
acted in a number of scenes at the Me- it warmly, at the same time shouting to
tro studios in Hollywood, together with Miss Mathis, who was behind him.
Marcus Loew, Richard A. Rowland, June
Viola Dana Surprises Author.
Mathis, Viola Dana and Maxwell Karger. For all, except Miss Dana, a
"June! Come on! Make it snappy,
Screen Classics, Inc., star, it was probCome
Vi 1"Viola Dana joined
ably a first appearance before the now!
Mathison,and
theJune
group.
camera.
Mr. Karger, Screen Classic director
general, directed the author of "The ear.Mr. Rowland whispered in Miss Dana's
Four
Horsemen
of the
as
"Sure, I will," she laughed, and greeted
well as
acted with
him.Apocalypse,"
He told the
cameraman where to set up. He bustled the visitor with, "Como esta usted,
about the setting — one used by May AlBefore the delighted Spaniard could
lison in "The Cheater" — and moved respond, Mr. Rowland broke in with a
lights and furniture. Then the rehearsal fusillade of facetious remarks, and
began.
fumbling
in his pocket, with a noble
Senor?" presented
"Tell Senor Ibanez that he is to sit a gesture
the key to the studio.
moment, thinking," Mr. Karger told the
"All right, cut!" shouted Mr. Karger.
"Let's
do
it
again
— for the European
interpreter, "then he looks up and smiles
as Mr. Rowland comes to greet him."
negative — and for heaven's sake, Dick,
They're Off.
tryBlasco
to be Ibanez,
serious who
!" speaks not a word
While the interpreter relayed these of English, composedly acted his part
directions, Mr. Karger turned to the through all this bedlam, pretending to
others.
chat volubly with the others. The glar"Dick, you heard what I said. Maring lights may have tortured his uncus, you come on from the other side;
accustomed eyes, he may have wondered
then I'll come on ; then June, then Vi. why the American director shouted so
in greeting, but he did not say what he
All
right!
Are you ready!" he shouted thought
to the
cameraman.
of it.
The Bell and Howell commenced to
The film made at the Hollywood stuwhir. Senor Blasco Ibanez, unaware of
dio will be used as a pre-release trailer
this, yawned unconsciously and the when "The Four Horsemen" is distributed. Neither Senor Blasco Ibanez nor
"gallery" of electricians and other stage
workers snickered. Immediately
he as- Mr. Loew had "acted" before. They
sumed his pose of thoughtfulness. Then tucked handkerchiefs in their collars
he glanced up and his face lighted. He while Miss Mathis applied powder liberarose and greeted Rowland, the Metro
ally to their faces. This was to elimipresident.
nate the "black" effect that the powerful
studio lights give to human skin.
"Come on, Marcus!" shouted the diViola Dana assisted Messrs. Rowland
rector,
Mr.
Loew
entered
from
the
and
other side.
and Karger in the makeup.

You recognize him without the smile, just aa we did, but It's strange that
Doug had these taken just after his great United Artists'
"Cheer-Up" production, "When the Clouds Roll By"
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Williani Davidson with Selznick.
William Davidson, well-known leading
man and character actor, has been selected to play the character "Macy," in
the new Selznick production, "Prince of
Pines,"
according
to D.Selznick
L'Estrange,
ing director
at the
Fort castLee
studio. This production is to be directed by Ralph Ince, who is now in
New Hampshire taking exterior scenes
for the production.

Seeing Herself as Happy Pollyanna
HERTY, special
L.
d and laughed and cried with
RY
HEN writer and DOUG
motion picture critic sympathize
Pollyanna just as others did all about
ng
Exof the Los Angeles Eveni
press, had the most unusual experience
"The Patho; Reaches One's Heart."
of his life, he says, on the occasion of
In his criticisni of the production Mr.
yanna," at the Clune
the openi
oriumng, ofLos"Poll
Angeles. The experi- Dougherty said: "M#iry Pickford's first
Audit
filmher."
play of the
"Big Four"of program
crowning
achievement
her screenis Singer Midgets Frolic
ence was that of seeing ".\merica's the
Sweetheart" laugh and cry with the rest career. And that is saying all that can
in Fox Sunshine Comedy
of the audience, during the time she e.her- be said for a motion picture. The little
self was witnessing the performanc
star has made us laugh and cry and
advent of the
Singerof Midgets
as
Here's what Doughtery himself has to smile in the days gone by, but never THEa sensational
feature
a yet unsay in his criticism of her production : before has she aroused so much symnamed Sunshine special just compathy for a character as she does for
pleted at the West Coast studios of Fox
"Perhaps the greatest tribute that can
Pollyanna,'
thecanglad
girl, see
the sunshine
orphan, Film Corporation is a landmark in
be paid to Miss
Pickford's
human
inthe
child
who
always
terpretation inthis play is the fact that
comedy production. The midgets are
the little star laughed and cried with ahead, although the rain is pouring in among the most remarkable aggregation
other members of the audience at torrents. And that, to my mind, is the of small people that ever stepped before
secret of her phenomenal success in an audience.
Clune's
Auditorium
yesterday
afternoon.
She attended
the first
showing
of the 'Pollyanna.'
The special comedy is the most ex"It is one of these rare gems where
picture together with her mother and a
pensive ever screened, according to the
few friends, and the writer of these tears, like precious diamonds, arc set in producer. Five months were spent in
lines, being only a few seat away, was a golden background of smiles. The staging it. Every member of the Fox
affoided a rare opportunity of studying pathos of the story reaches down into Sunshine Comedy forces, including the
the star, both on and of? the screen. one's heart, and the characters, as they Sunshine widows, was recruited for this
Evidently Miss Pickford forgot that she pass before us, seem like real people we laugh-raiser. In addition, the company
was also out there in the picture for she
was enlarged by additions such as the
have met."
famous Singer Midgets.
The rapid-fire comedy of the troupe
Two Big Hampton Productions Playing
of little folk runs through the whole production. What they lack in size they
First Run Engagements in Los Angeles
make up in side-splitting fun. They are
loved
all
over
world as a refreshing
production booked by Sol Lesser and the entertainment thenovelty.
Europe has
EmerS
TON'
HAMP
B.
Gore
Brothers
upon
their
acquisition
of
BENJAMIN
laughed uproariously at their dignified
son Hough story, "The Sage- the Kinema Theatre from T. L. Tally, antics.
brusher," isthe attraction at Lesser former owner of the house and the
& Gore's Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles, First National Franchise for Southern
Made Vaudeville Reputation.
during the present week and Mr. Hamp- California and Arizona. The picture was
ton's production of Zane Grey's "Desert opened after a heavy bill board and
They came at
to America
fill a season's
Gold" is playing its second continuous newspaper exploitation campaign and engagement
the Newto York
Hippoweek at the Alhambra Theatre, Los An- one
drome. Their popularity there led to an
result
was
that
the
house
coming
geles. The Zane Grey picture, incident- under new ownership started oflf with a
extended engagement
at Hammerstein's
ally, broke every existing record for
Victoria
Theatre, where
they again
patronage at the Alhambra and H. H. convincing winner that received the proved their phenomenal drawing power.
approval of the Los .\ngeles
Bosley, manager of the Alhambra, has unanimous
The entire troupe was engaged for the
kept a third week clear for his run of dailies.
Sunshine Special, nineteen in all.
.Among the important first runs that Fox
this picture.
With them Mr. Fox also engaged the
Bookings of both productions were
have signed for "The Sagebrusher" dur- group of animals that goes with the
made by F. A. Wagner, Los Angeles
ing the past few days a-re Tom Moore's Midget show, and the equipment carried
manager for the W. W. Hodkinson Cor- Strand,
; JakeMajestic,
Wells' by the Singer company on its vaudcvlle
poration and immediately following its Granby, Washington,
Norfolk, Va.D. ; C.the
circuits.
Jackson, Mich.; the Liberty, Sacramento,
first
run
in
Los
Angeles
"Desert
Gold"
goes to the Johnson Theatre, Pasadena, Cal.; the Liberty, Fresno, Cal. ; the AudiLists Many Repeat Bookings.
torium, South Bend,
Poli's Theafor a widely exploited full week's first
run.
tres at Scranton
and Ind.;
Wilkesbarre,
Pa.,
Repeated calls for return engagements
of First National attractions has led Lee
"The Sagebrusher" was the first big and the William Penn, Chester, Pa.
L. Goldberg
the First ofNational
itors Circuit ofExchange
KentuckyExhiband
Tennessee to install what is known as
Mrs. Thorp Doesn't Hesitate About
the "repeat page" in his daily booking
schedule. The system enables Mr. GoldDates; Showed Films Back in 1904
l)erg to keep records of attractions that
THE fact that women can make a hibiting art in Richmond. Her theatre have been re-booked two, three and four
success of the business of showing was called the Dixie, and its only com^ times in one city, and gives him a line on
pictures to the public has been petitor for some time was the Theato.
just which of his attractions are breakdemonstrated in several instances in this
"I certainly reaped a harvest in those
"repeat"mail
records.
Theing first
after the establishment
country, and is once more brought to days," said Mrs. Thorp. "There was
light in the career of Mrs. A. E. Thorp, really no competition. I gave my patrons of the "repeat page" brought requests
who started in with a small house in one-reelers. A two-reeler then was a
for return bookings on "The Hoodlum,"
Bucyrus, O., in 1904, and is today presi- 'special program.' I used a phonograph "Virtuous Wives," "Daddy Long Legs,"
dent of the Bluebird Theatre Company to attract the attention of the passers- "The Thunderbolt," "Sunnyside," "Shoulof Richmond. Va., controlling the Blue- by. and it worked finely.
der .\rms" and ".\ Dog's Life."
bird theatres in Richmond and Peters"Ten dollars was the outside price on
burg.
productions in 1907. You couldn't pay the
700-Seat Theatre for Ellenville.
Women are usually reticent about reel tax with that todaj'. The Kay-Bee
\t Ellenville, Ulster County, New
dates, but Mrs. Thorp had no hesitation pictures were the big features then, and
in telling a representative of Moving Pic
most of them were better than our pres- York, the Shurter Theatre Company,
ture World that it was sixteen years ago
Inc., composed of local business men, is
ent Western
.Asked
what films."
her advice to other mem- erecting a new theatre to be devoted to
she first screened pictures for her
bers
of
the
fair
sex
would
be
in
regard
motion pictures, musical and other atpatrons.
tractions. The theatre will seat 700.
to conducting a picture theatre successTen Dollars Outside Price.
Construction is fireproof and modern jn
fully,
Mrs.
Thorp
said:
"I
would
tell
From Bucyrus she went to Newport them this : Study your territory and your every respect. It is expected that the
new house will open about May 15.
News, and in 1907 she took up the ex- patrons. The rest will come."
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Scenarists Prepare

"The Memento" Script
BV the addition of Rod La Rocque,
formerly leading man for Mirguerite Clark, Constance Binney,
Madge Kennedy and other stars, Vitagraph has completed the cast for "The
Memento,"
ture. He willCorrine
be seenGriffith's
as Arthurnext
Lyle,fea-a
minister, one of the most important
characters in this novel story hy O.
Henry. The leading role of Brad.
Mortimer will be taken by Earl Metcalfe,
and Sallie Crute will be seen as Lynette.
Miss Griffith, of course, will be Rosalie
Ray, the vaudeville performer, who deserts the stage for a small village only
to find that men are the same the world
over.
Miss Griffith and her supporting company are now at Saugerties, N. Y., where
the rural scenes are being taken. The
interiors will be made mostly in .md
around one of New York's largest
theatres Anandunusual
at Vitagraph's
studio.
feature of theBrooklyn
picture
is that the scenario was written by two
men. Lucien Hubbard arranged the action for the city and theatre scenes, while
the small town episodes are the work of
William B. Courtney. Edward Griffith
is directing the picture.
James O'Neill Injured
by Northwest Sled 'Dogs
playingin
, who
JAMES
Indianis guide
the faithful
Mukoki, O'NEILL
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone,"
s famous
novelh ofis
Curwood'
James
on, which
Vitagrap
publicati
recent Oliver
g
producin for the screen with a special
star cast, is back in Hollywood badly
injured as the result of an encounter
with a pack of sled dogs.
The accident happened in the vicinity
of Truckee, where Director David Smith
had taken the company for the snow and
mountain scenes. Mr. O'Neill was
severely bitten, but it is not thought
dangerously so. The remoteness of the
location where the accident occurred and
the consequent delay in obtaining immediate medical assistance, added to the
danger of infection.
Sled dogs play an important part in
Mr.
Curwood's
new story
the great
Canadian
Northwest.
The ofdogs
were
starved for three days so that they were
ravenously hungry. They were supposed
to attack Mukoki. Raw meat and fish
had been hidden in the actor's clothing.
In their eagerness to get it, however the
dogs
and tore bitten
at O'Neill's
clothes
and heripped
was severely
and lacerated.
Mr. O'Neill was unconscious by the time
the dogs had been driven away.
Build India Street for "The Hope."
A portion of one of the principal
streets of Peshawar in the Province of
Punjab, India, has been duplicated on
the grounds of the Metro studios in
Hollywood
Hope,"
the Drury
melodrama for
now"Thebeing
produced
by
Screen Classics, Inc. The street is 150
feet in length. On both sides are buildPersonality Portraits.
ings of East India architecture occupied
It was a tprrlblp strain to pose be(ore
by shops where pottery, rugs, vegetables, sweetmeats, grains and brass- the camera for this exclusive panel, so
wares are sold. There are also a two- Louise Glaum had to save her title cry
story hotel, numerous residences, the to pay up. Glimpses as she worked on
village well and a part of the army bar- "The Lone Wolf's Daughter," J. Parker
racks.
Read's Hodkinson.
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Mrs. Drew's Comedies
Are Booked by Capitol

REPORTS from Pathe Exchange,
'dented
Inc., dindicat
an unprece
ome
deman
fore clean,
wholes
comedies and the better class theatres
ere
everywh
are eagerly seeking the series
of Mrs. Sidney Drew comedies featuring
John Cumberland to meet this popular
desire. Leading exhibitors, who have
seen the first picture of the series, "The
Charming Mrs. Chase," say that it is
certain to meet with wide popular approval, and many important bookings
have been received.
Among the more important houses to
book the entire series of eight pictures is
the Capitol Theatre, of New York City.
The management, after the private showing of the first picture, expressed the
belief that it was one of the finest
comedies produced in a long time and
was precisely the thing to fill a real public want. The series will begin at the
Capitol
with "The
on
February
15. Charming Mrs. Chase"
Mrs. Drew wrote the scenarios for and
directed all of the comedies in which she
appeared with the late Sidney Drew,
and in her new comedy creations she is
the
power Mrs.
behind
the was
action.
Charming
Chase"
written"The
by
Julian Street as a short story, but Mrs.
brew directed the screen version and
personally supervised every detail of the
making of the picture.
Trade View of Lewis Film
Results in Heavy Bookings

ng,
the Des
office
of Pathe
ty heraldi
any publici
T Moines
WITHOU
Exchange, Inc., recently staged
a special showing of Edgar Lewis's first
Pathebenefit
specialof, the
"Other
Shoes," The
for
the
tradeMen's
and press.
only emphasis laid on the production was
that it was an Edgar Lewis offering.
As a consequence, critics and exhibitois
were overwhelmed by the strength of
the picture, and the following day the
Des Moines Evening Tribune paid the
following tribute to the production:
"Throbs and throbs of heart interest
make 'Other Men's Shoes*' in which
Crauford Kent plays a double part, one
of the most fascinating stories recently
filmed. He first appears as the sweet
and ter
spiritual
the young
miniswho is Stephen,
not strong
and forceful
enough to meet his problems. An intensely dramatic situation is introduced
when the twin brother returns to visit
his sister and steps into his brother's
shoes.
Bookings began piling up in the Des
Moines territory and a noteworthy record undoubtedly will be attained there.
"Grocery Clerk" Making Decided Hit.
"The Vitagraph
Grocery Clerk"
Semon's
latest
comedy Larry
got off
to a
good start at the Capitol Theatre, New
York, where it was featured and made
a big hit. Its showing in other parts
of the country, following its general
release, was also the occasion of general approval. Mr. Semon is now at
work on another comedy in which much
of the action takes place on the roofs
of several of the tallest buildings in
Los Angeles and incidentally requires
the comedian to do the human fly act
building.
up
the front of the First National Bank
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Resting Up Between Thrillers.
Bill Johnson and Edith Johnson in
their newest Vitagraph serial,
"The Silent Avenger."
Made Manager of Moore Company.
Fred Almy, Jr., has been named manager of the Owen Moore company, which
is now in the midst of a production on
the West Coast called "Love Among the
Chickens." Owen Moore is the star of
this Selznick Picture, which is his third
for the organization. Harry Rapf, who
is in charge of production at the Selznick West Coast studios, announces that
work is going along smoothly, and that
the production will be completed in
ample time to hold its release schedule
in accordance with Lewis J. Selznick's
recent announcement that release plans
permit of no delays in prints reaching
branches.
Author Praises Work
of Mary Miles Minter
GRACE MILLER WHITE, author of
"Judy of Rogue's Harbor," Mary
Miles Minter's current release for
Realart Pictures Corporation, viewed a
private showing of the screen adaptation of the story recently in California.
She expressed satisfaction over the
production and said that Mary Miles
Minter had made an ideal type of
heroine. William D. Taylor directed the
production.
"It ture
wasput on
suchso a perfectly
relief to and
see the
picwithout
mutilation of the story," Miss White
said. "Mr. Taylor's direction was wonderful and Miss Minter in the part of
'Judy' is the living embodiment of the
sort of girl I had in mind while writing."
Hallmark Re>]ease Has Strong Cast.
In the cast which will be seen in
Frank G. Hall's February release of the
Famous Directors' series, "Chains of
Evidence,"
will be Anna
seen Edmund
Breese,
Marie Shotwell,
Lehr, Wallace
Ray, George Cooper, Joseph Granby,
Edward Elkas, James F. Cullen, Peggy
Worth, George Brownlow and Glenn
Kunkel. "Chains of Evidence" is a
screen version of an original
story by
Leon Britton and is produced
under the
direction of Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
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Occupy

Administration Building
been doing tremendous business has
ad- necessitated our moving into larger
ed of$100,000
ministration building
THE recently complet
the Louis
B. Mayer Company, 3800 Mission quarters. In the new offices there will
Road, Los Angeles, are now occupied by he ample room for individual offices for
the studio administration forces. The the sales force, private offices for the
executives, and a large reception room.
building is one of the most beautiful These
rooms will increase the efficiency
.studio buildings in the industry.
The architecture is of the French of the sales force, and the handling of
film
and
posters will also be given private
medieval period and presents an impos- offices, all
of which can be favorably
ing appearance in the stately grove of compared with
the finest in New York
California eucalyptus. The offices are
located in the thirty-five acre estate of City. We will occupy about 8,000 square
Colonel William N. Selig and new road- feetTheof floor
sales space."
force headed by General
ways are being graded connecting the
manager R. H. Clark, and Mr. Klein as
buildings with Mission Road.
A large throng of visitors took part manager of the New York City exconsists of Aaron A. Corn,
in the opening. Among these were Lois Harold J.change,
C*lock, George Carter, A. J.
Weber, her husband Philip Smalley,
Grace Miller White and her husband Herman, Ben Levine, J. Mendelson and
and Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Hoffman. Lois S. Rubenstein.
Weber, who first starred Mildred Harris Chaplin, spent the entire morning at M. M. Katterjohn Adapted
the studio with her former protege.
Harold MacGrath Story
Dr. and Mrs. Hoffman made a special
trip to the studio for the purpose of
, Monte
studiosfrom
B.G Mayer
seeing Mrs. Chaplin on a set. Dr. Hoff- ACCOLouis
♦he
to advices
man is a nephew of the president of
john
has written the
Katter
M.RDIN
the isFirst
National Exhibitors'
Circuit screen version of Harold MacGrath's
and
an enthusiastic
movie fan, though
Yellow Typhoon," which is now
not financially interested in pictures. "The
in course of production with Anita
The meeting of Mildred Harris Chaplin Stewart Productions, Inc., will be reand Grace Miller White was interesting
a Louis B. Mayer-First Naleased asattraction.
tional
as Mrs. White wrote "Polly of the Storm
In securing Mr. Katterjohn to preCountry"
especially
a starring vehicle
for the little
blonde asstar.
pare the screen version of "The Yellow
Two Floors of Dressing Rooms.
Typhoon,"
initially presented
as a serial
in
the
Saturday
Evening Post,
Mr.
Two floors of the new administration
Mayer
followed
out
his
policy
of guaranbuilding are devoted exclusively to
good production by having the
dressing rooms. These are well venti- elementsteeingthat
fig:ure in it of certified
lated and equipped with hot and cold excellence.
running water. The top floors of the
Monte Katterjohn is universally recbuilding are devoted to the housing of
ognized as a scenario expert. This repuexcutive and technical offices, as well
tation comes to him from such screen
as rooms for directors and cameramen.
In the rear of the building the brick masterpieces as "The Flame of the
cutting rooms and laboratories to be Yukon," with Dorothy Dalton; "The
presided over by Billy Shea, chief cut- Clodhopper," with Charles Ray; "Puppy
ter, are nearing completion. Individual Love," with Lila Lee; "The Source," with
dressing bungalows for Anita Stewart Wallace Reid; "The Patriot," with Wiland Mildred Harris Chaplin are now
liam S. Hart; "Madam Who," with Bessie Barriscale, and other successful probeing furnished according to the indi- ductions.
vidual taste of the stars. Three enormous dark stages have been completed
and the fourth will be started soon.
Duncan Working on Mountain Exteriors
Railroad scenes in the beautiful mounThree pictures, "The Inferior Sex,"
tain country of California have been
"Polly of the Storm Country" and "The
the attention
of William
DunFighting Shepherdess" have already occupying
can for his
new $1,000,000
Vitagraph
been completed and two new First Nation releases are in the making.
"The Silent
Avenger,"
reThe officials of the new studio are : super serial,
cently. Mr. Duncan
is planning
to make
Louis B. Mayer, president; Milton this the greatest serial of his career in
Schwartz, assistant; Bennie Zeidman, this type of motion picture entertainment. He expects to multiply the many
vice president and general manager of
the Chaplin-Mayer unit; Rudolph Cam- thrills of his successful, "Smashing Bareron, manager of the Anita Stewart
riers," serial recently completed.
unit; Millard Webb, studio manager;
Mr. Duncan is again directing his own
Earl Sibley, art director; Jack Neville, picture. Edith Johnson is again his leadpublicity director, and Charles R. Coning woman and Jack Richardson and
don, publicity man for the Stewart unit. Virginia Nightingale play the respective heavies.
Circuits New York Branch
"Below the Surface" Completed.
Moves Into Larger Quarters
The Thomas H. Ince special production, "Below the Surface," featuring
THE New First
Exchange
York National
is to occupy
largerof Hobart Bosworth, has been completed
and
is
now in the hands of the editor.
quarters on and after February 12.
The new oflices will be on the eleventh
floor of 729 Seventh avenue.
The newsstand price of Moving Picturt
World is 15 cents. The subscription price
"For
the
convenience
of
the
trade,"
said Joseph Klein, manager of the New is $3 the year. Subscribe direct, save $4.80
York branch, "and the fact that we have and miss no issues.
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to Romance

at Capitol in "Forbidden Woman"
new Equity ordered made by a detail in command
THE impetus given the
Pictures Corporation by reason of Lieutenant Commander Wells Hawks
U. S. Navy.
great"
but ed
its policy
of ns,
He was assisted by Lieutenant C. E.
by
heighten
was"few
which of
productio
the advent of Clara Kimball Young in Ruttan, officer in charge of aerial photography in France. The photography was
strength-J. done by
further Edward
"Eyes enedof whenYouth,"
DirectorwasGeneral
Chief Yeoman Harold WenBowes of the Capitol Theatre, New strom, who before going in the service
York, booked the second Clara Kimball was a Metro cameraman, while the stills
were made by Chief Printer J. J.
"Thethe Forbidde
Young
Capitol. n Woman," McCutcheon.
run at
first film,
for
Film Follows Track of Marines.
"The Forbidden Woman" marks the
second step of the Equity Picture Corare seven reels showing all of
poration to identify itself with nothing theThere
battlefields from Belleau Woods to
but big sensational, yet dignified film the crossing
of the Meuse on the mornplays. The play was screened from the
ing of Armistice Day, the route of the
original story of the same name by march
to Germany, the Rhine River
Lenore J. Coflee and was produced under patrol and
the Marines in occupation as
the personal supervision of Harry Gar- a part of the Second Division. Four
son, with Arthur Edeson and John W. sham battles in the hills along the
Voshell at the camera and on the tech- Rhine and in the Weid Valley are shown
nical side.
an illustration of what warfare would
In the cast are Conway Tearle, Milla as
been there. The party travelled
Davenport, Kathryn Adams and other have
over 8,000 miles in a truck carrying
noted screen figures, and the story, out
the order.
while of an entirely different type from
"Eyes
of
Youth,"
is
along
more
romantic lines and is of the style of picture in
which Miss Young made her greatest Marine Corps Recruiting
hits. The story opens at Paris with
Films Edited by Fox
Miss Young in the role of Diane Sorel,
of thein services
a successful actress, who is besought by AN ofacknowledgment
Fox Film Corporation
editing
many suitors.
the
pictures
is
carried
on every one
Has Goad Exploitation.
the films to be exhibited broadcast in
The story unfolds in a majestic manner of
conjunction with the big national recruiting drive of the United States
and
is
said
to
constitute
Miss
Young's
smoothest running, best staged and Marine Corps.
most elaborate romantic production.
The picture is called "The Fighting
Miss Young is seen in no less than four- Marines
at Work
and at Play" and the
teen diflferent apparels while the re- contents bear
out the
title
It shows
mainder of the cast are dressed in com- the training of the men, andfully.
several sham
mensurate manner. Many unusual pub- battles are staged where the training is
licity and exploitation aids are to be put to effective use. There are numerous
tried out during the run at the Capitol. scenes
of life and work and recreation
For four weeks Equity has been car- at points in the American possessions
rying on a blind campaign in the New where marines are garrisoned.
York daily papers, stating that the color
The film will be a chief feature in the
of the sky on February 21 would denote drive. Three companies of enlisted men,
at which house a certain film would be
as on
the tour
"Roving
shown. This campaign was scheduled each known
been sent
and Marines,"
will visit
to terminate night of February 14, with have
every
city
and
town
in
the
States.
blazes of green color thrown on the A jazz band and a minstrel United
show by sei-vheavens by means of ten huge army ice men will constitute the entertainment.
search lights placed at ten diflferent In addition, each of the touring groups
spots throughout New York.
will carry a motion picture outfit and a
A series of "talking ads" in the news- print of the picture.
papers will be conducted before the
The picture was put together and
opening and a number of direct house- edited by a Fox scenario man who was
to-house ideas will be launched to aid formerly a lieutenant in the army, Ed.
the Capitol keep its 5,000 seats filled Sedgwick. Each film carries on its title
each day.
On the same date, throughout the the line "Edited by Fox Film Corporacountry, forty-one prints will be working
at forty-one first-run houses, and even
Give Dinner to J. D. Williams.
the
businessto done
by "Eyes of Youth"
tion."
is expected
be exceeded.
J. D. Williams, manager of the First
National Exhibitors'
was recently
tendered
a dinner at Circuit
the Seelbach
Hotel
Legion Members See First
m Louisville, Ky. Representatives of
200
motion
picture
theatres
attended
the
Showing of Official Films dinner.
the party was Nathan Gordon,
the offi- ofAmong
showing
publicfilms
THE first
the Gordon Amusement Company,
of theof activities
cial record
of the United States Marine Corps Boston; William Siever, of St. Louis;
in France and Germany was recently E. M. Mandelbaum, of Cleveland; Judge
given before the S. Rankin Drew Post, Wilkerson and Frank E. Dowler, of the
of the American Legion, at its general Signal Amusement Company, Chattanooga; Col. Fred Levy, president and
Keen's,
and Asmonthly
meeting
rec- Lee L. Goldberg, secretary of the First
of theat war
a sectiondinner
New York.
ords of the Navy Department, of which National Exhibitors' Circuit exchange
the Marines are a part, these films were for Kentucky and Tennessee.

"Wouldst Come Shovel Snow?"
A bid to Renee Adoree in Clemenceau's
story for Fox, "The Strongest."
Matt Moore Supports Enid Bennett.
Enid Bennett's latest Thomas H.
Ince starring script
vehicle, is"Hairpins"
whichC.
entertaining
hot off —the
Gardner Sullivan typewriter — promises
to be one of the most popular of the
always delightful Bennett pictures.
Mr. Sullivan's story is a clever one,
in which continually-slipping hairpins
and the resultant untidy coiffure figure
largely in a domestic near-tragedy.
Miss Bennett, under the direction of
her husband, Fred Niblo, is supported
by Matt Moore, Grace Morse and Margaret Livingston.
Burton George Goes to
New Hampshire for Scenes

who k wasto
Myron
byGEORG
selecte
E, Selznic
TONd the
BURdirect
special production
"Prince of Pines" has gone to New
Hampshire to make several exterior
scenes which are necessary in the drama.
"Prince of Pines" was written by Willard
Mack and recently purchased by Myron
Selznick.
The interiors are to be made at the
Fort Lee studio, work on them being
scheduled to begin within the next ten
days. The cast, which has six important
roles, has not been announced but it is
known that it will be an all-star one. Mr.
George is to have charge of the selection
of players.
Mr. George was selected to direct this
production because of his- wide experience in handling big productions. He
has been associated with many of the
larger companies, such as World, Universal, Fox, Lubin, American, and Edison
and
has stars.
directedR. some
the adapted
screen's
greatest
Cecil ofSmith
and wrote the continuity.
News Notes from National.
Ashley Cooper, from Australia, is doing comic characters with the National
Film Corporation. Jack Sherwood, a
former
soldier,
is National's
new
titleCanadian
artist. Bernie
Burton
has been
placed in charge of all comedy continuity and cutting at the National studios.
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Palace Books Harold Lloyd Comediec.
Many Pathe features and short subjects have been booked by the new Palace Theatre in Cincinnati, which was
recently opened by I. Libson. This theatre has a seating capacity of 2,000, and
is one of the most palatial motion picture houses in Ohio. "My Husband's
OthertureWife."
J. Stuart
Blackton's
feastarring Robert
Gordon
and Sylvia
Breamer, is the latest Pathe feature
booked by the Palace. The first six of
Harold
new series
of $100,000
two-reelLloyd's
comedies,
beginning
with
"Bumping
Into
Broadway,"
have also
been carded by the Libson house.
Myron

Selznick Buys
Several More Stories
ON SELZNICKse continues to
MYRseek
and purcha
new stories
that he considers worthy of using
for vehicles of the Selznick stars. Following a recent announcement, which
contained the titles of a large number of
stories he had purchased, comes the announcement that he has purchased a
comedy in the form of an original unpublished story written by A. Guisti.
"Charlie's Ward" is its title.
Contrary to the usual announcement,
this one does not state that the writer
is well known. Mr. Guisti is a San
Francisco writer who has recently entered the screen story field. Mr. Selzstates of
thatthe"Charlie's
Ward" of
should
make nickone
best comedies
the
year. The story tells of the adventures
of a wealthy young man who suddenly
finds himself appointed as guardian to
a mad-cap girl, 19 years of age.
"Hearts
Aflame"
is another
original
story
which
has been
purchased
by
Myron Selznick This story was written
by Robert Alexander Wason, who has
contributed a number of stories to
various popular fiction magazines.
Lewis Allen Browne, of the Selznick
scenario stafif, and the author of the
initial Americanization picture, "The
LandBarry
of Opportunity,"
has stage
sold produca story
to
McCormack for
tion._ It is called "The 100 Per Cent.
Girl" and will go into rehearsal early in
February.

New Type of Arch: — Irish.
Shown by Harry Morey In his Vltagrraph,
"The Flaming Clue."
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of Ray's Affiliation with
Kane Evokes Many
Praising Letters
in
"Daredevil
Jick" is not confined to
R.W,
LES
CHAR
week
as the
first announ
big starcedof last
the large cities or small towns, neighborhood houses or those catering to a trannewly formed Arthur S. Kane Picsient patronage, but are evenly distures Corporation, is drawing to the
tributed over all territories, is pointed
young producing ulation
company many tele- to by Pathe
as a realization of the claim
grams of congrat
on its initial made when Dempsey
was first signed by
acquisition.
Harold B. Franklin, the progressive the concern that he was unquestionably
theatre man from Buffalo, N. Y., whose a most potent box-office attraction.
The cast supporting Dempsey is
picture presentation at the big Hippodrome is regarded as among the best in headed by Josie Sedgwick. Ruth Langston
has the other important feminine
exhibiting, has varied his usual practice
of reticence in the praise of stars and role. Aggie Herring, a character actress,
entrusted with the character part.
producing organizations by coming out is
Herschall Mayall in a heavy role, Frank
strongly for Charles Ray. In a tele- Lanning, Albert Cody and Frederic Starr
gram to President Kane, Mr. Franklin
other members of this cast.
foresees great financial success coming are"Daredevil
Jack" was directed by W. S
out of the acquisition of Ray.
of
Van Dyke. The scenario is the work
"I congratulate you on your latest ac- Jack Cunningham from an original story
quisition," wired the Buffalo showman,
"and I have no doubt that it will result by Frederic Chapin and Harry O. Hoyt.
in great artistic and financial success to
In Lowell.
Mass., Thomas D. Soriero. Prepare Blue Prints for
your
company."
Pittsburgh Film Building
general manager of the Strand Theatre
and one of the best posted exhibitors in
the country, came out strongly for Ray
PITTSBURGH
is toForbes
have another
film
building in the
street secIn a letter to Arthur S. Kane, concerntion. The new structure will go up
ing Ray's affiliation with the new com- on the site originally intended for the
Building, adjoining the ParaMr. Soriero
"I congratulatepany,you.
He is awrote:
wonderful
bet. In World mount
Building, which fell through for
fact, not
knowing
that
you
were
intersome
reason
It is said the
ested in him. I have been negotiating contractor sunkor aother.
small fortune in the
for his pictures, just for Lowell. I am
and foundation of the proall the more keen for him now that you excavating
posed building and that as the old World
Film Corporation had financial reverses
are connected with them."
the work was never completed.
Ray a Popular Favorite.
Inasmuch as most of the exchanges
Another exhibitor noted for his pro- will be obliged to move from the Ferry
gressive
methods
of
picture
presentasection, owing to the widening of
tion and his success as a showman of street
the street, other quarters had to be
the
secured.
James B. Clark, of the Rowfound
has
who
pictures
grade
high of Arthur Kane and Charles Ra>
tie-up
land & Clark Theatres, has taken the
a portent of big possibilities, is W. S matter in hand and arrangements have
McLaren, manager of the Majestic and been made to complete the building.
Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
Work will be commenced at once and
"Allow us first of all to extend our present indications are that it will be
sincere congratulations to you upon the ready for occupancy about July 1.
The new building will be one of the
formation of the .Arthur S. Kane Picbest in the country. Architects contures Corporation," wrote Mr. McLaren
nected with the Paramount Corporation
to President Kane of the young producand the Eastman Kodak Company are
indeed been a working
has
"It
ing
company.
in conjunction with the Board
pleasure to the writer to have done
business with you in the past, and I of Fire Underwriters in preparing plans.
No
reservations
have been made as yet.
trust that these pleasant business relaThe blue prints are being prepared now
tions may continue into the future
Charles Ray has always been one of our and until they are completed nothing will
be done in the matter of allotting space.
Among many other exhibitors who
favorites."
ies in this tie-up
possibilit
foresee
First Cunard Two Reeler Titled.
of the United States
Marcus,
Max big
are
Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio; F. T. Bailey
Grace
Cunard's first
two-reel
now in production
at the
Nationalfeature,
Film
of the American Theatre, Butte, MonCorporation
of
America
studios, for
the
of
manager
,
Clemmons
tana; J. C.
Amusement Company. Beau- Marion H. Kohn, 90 Golden Gate avenue,
Jefferson
mont, Texas, and N. M. McCullough, of San Francisco, will be "The Gasoline
Buckaroo." This will be a sensational
the Riviera Theatre, Anderson Indiana
comedy-drama, full of thrilling incidents,
according to studio advices. Miss Cunard will be supported in all her pictures
"Daredevil Jack" Bookings
by Cole
Herbert. She will direct her
own
pictures.
Expected to Break Record
tment of Pathe
serial
THEExcha
is authority for the
Inc.,depar
nge,sales
Will Your Marquee Stand Up
ts from the
repor
that
ment
state
Under
a Heavy Snowfall? See
hes indicate that "Dare
various brancwith
sey, which
JackaryDemp
devil Jack," sed Febru
E.
T.
Keyer's
Valuable Percus15, will smash
will be relea
sion on Marquee Construction
for
rds
reco
ng
booki
ny's
the compa
in His "Better Equipment" SecThe reported general character of the
tion.
interest
bookings, it being claimed that

THE
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"Big Four" Picture; No Title Given
ville, Ky.; the American, Terre Haute,
has reBANK
DOUGLAS sumed FAIR
ties Sbefore the Ind.; and the Colonial, Seattle, Wash.
his activi
ing
a
a rest of eight
camer follow
To date this production is outstripping
weeks, during which time the story for
previous Louise Glaum suchis third United Artists production has Mr. Read's
"Sahara," both
in theit performance
of thecess,
theatres
in which
is presented
been in preparation.
While the title has not been an- and in the promptness of its play dates.
Exhibitors either through hearing of its
nounced for the athletic star's next "Big success
with other first runs or through
Four"
picture,
it
is
known
to
be
an
their own confidence in its drawing
original story by Fairbanks, the screen
version of which has been prepared by power have pushed other productions
Tom Geraghty, editor of productions.
back to make way for "The Lone Wolf's
The greater part of the action takes
Other important first runs were conplace in the West, with a generous share
tracted for by the Grand, Williamsport,
of the story dealing with outdoor scenes, Daughter."
Pa.; the Nixon, Erie, Pa.; the Lyric,
thereby affording the star large scope
for a lot of new stunts which have been
Lincoln, Neb.; the Strand, Far Rockaway, L. I.; the Jackson, Lebanon, Pa.;
cleverly worked out.
Many new faces will be seen in sup- the Strand, Oneonta, N. Y.; the Princess,
port of the star. Also a new leading Charleston, S. C; the Liberty, Walla
Walla,
J. Wash., and the Montauk, Passaic
woman, drawn from the legitimate stage N.
and
declared
to
be
a
"find,"
has
been
added to the Fairbanks organization.
Frank Campeau has an excellent part Sullivan Sets March 1 as
giving him an exceptional opportunity
Date for World Tour Start
for his particular character of "villainy."
C GARDNER
has set
Victor Fleming is Director.
March 1 as SULLIVAN
the day of departure
Victor Fleming, who made his initial
•
for
his
long
anticipated
trip
the world. The Thomas H. Ince
bow as a director in "When the Clouds around
scenarioist
will
leave
Los
Angeles
for
Roll By," will shoulder the same responNew York, where his itinerary calls for
sibilities again, with Ted Reed assisting. William McGann and Harry a brief visit. From the metropolis, Mr.
Thorpe, who were responsible for the Sullivan will sail for London and a tour
the principal centers of Great Britain,
excellent photography in the last Fair- of
He then will proceed to France and
banks offering, will again do the camera
work.
gradually wind his "searching trip" to
Few scenes will be filmed at the Fair- the colorful environs of the Orient.
The coming vacation is the first in
banks studios in Los Angeles. The
many years for Mr. Sullivan. It will
story
is
of
a
character
requiring
con-'
represent a combination of pleasure and
siderable location work, much of which
business. .About eighteen months will
will take the entire company to Arizona
be consumed in the coming Sullivan tour,
and the East.
after
which he will return to the Ince
It is planned to spend from three to
five weeks in the desert. Robert Fair- .Studios.
banks, manager of productions, under
whose supervision the little community
Power's "Traveling Sales
which was destroyed by flood in "When
the
Clouds
Roll
By"
was
built,
is
already
Convention" Hits Coast
engaged in the construction of the
necessary accommodations to house the SOME weeks ago S. S. Cassard, sales
manager of the Nicholas Power
company in Arizona.
Company, left New York for a trip
Following the completion of the work
in the desert the company will go East to the Pacific Coast and reports from
these
sections indicate that he has
and spend about two weeks filming another episode of the story. Three cities "arrived." As he goes along he leaves
a trail which is extremely beneficial to
are being considered for this purpose,
his company, for Cassard is one of ihe
with Brooklyn, N. Y., the most probable
location.
authors of that popular publication "How
While no specific date has been set To Make Friends at a Glance." That is
why President Earl made Cassard his
for the completion of the third United
Artists production, it is believed that sales manager some time ago and started
about ten weeks will be required to do him off on these trips which someone has
the entire story.
described as "Power's traveling sales
conventions."
As Cassard goes along, he sends in
Record More Big First Runs
reports reading something like this:
"White Way All Power's," or such and
such a circuit "will standardize on
on "Lone Wolf's Daughter"
Powers," or "the brand new Palace, the
INCREASED momentum was given newest,
largest and finest in this locality,
to the success of J. Parker Read,
with Power's
Jr.'s, second Louise Glaum produc- willMr.open
Cassard,
however, projectors."
does not make
r" runs
"The Lone
this
week tion,
when
it was Wolf's
booked Daughte
for first
these
trips
to
take
orders
machine but to look over the for
field Power's
for Mr,
by Frank L. Newman, the big Kansas
Earl and get in touch with the dealers
City exhibitor for his Newman Thea- and
distributors of the Nicholas Power
tre; by Charles H. Miles for presentation at the Miles, Cleveland: by Jake Company. The orders are taken by the
Wells for his Granb(y, Norfolk, Va;;
distributors or houses
dealers, who
and are
the Power's
confidence,
and his Colonial, Richmond; the Savoy, large supply
Wilmington, Del.; the Walnut, Louis- energy and enthusiasm which Cass.ird

Wes

You Big
Barry"Holdand It,Lewi.s
StoneOx!"go in for
publicity
stills
in
"The
River's End,"
Marshall
Neilan's
production
for First
National.

creates are responsible for the orders
that follow. He will be away several
weeks.
Two

Prominent

Dancers

in Cast of "Very Idea"
cast
in the proare prominen
RS newest
DANCE
of the
Taylor tHolmes
"The Very
Idea,"comedy
picturizebyd
l stage
from (uction,
the successfu
William Le Baron.
Virginia Valli will play opposite to the
comedian as Edith, the wife of the
mollycoddle husband, Gilbert Goodhue.
Miss Valli is a Chicago girl. She was
educated there for the stage, where she
begantiveearly
dancing. to specialize in interpreThe role of the dancer, who Edith
comes to ceptible
believe
her susspouse,has
is "vamped"
enacted by
Fay
Marbe, prima donna last season in the
musical comedy success at the New Amsterdam, in New York, "The Velvet
Interesting to note in mentioning the
cast is that it includes an A. E. F. veteran, Lieut. Jack Levering, who was
decorated by King George, of England,
Lady."
for bravery under fire at the front. Mr.
Levering plays the part of the physically perfect man, the chauffeur in the
childless Goodhue household. The girl
he is to marry, Norah, is portrayed by
Betty Ross Clarke.
Others with responsible parts in the
photoplay are Jean Robb, Edward Lesdirecting.Cooper. Lawrence Windom ter isand George
Simpson Succeeds Quive.
It has taken Ben F. Simpson just
seven months to discover that there is
"no
place like home." He is now firmly
entrench
Francisco.ed in the Realart offices in San
At the first meeting of the San Francisco film board of trade attended by
Mr. Simpson since, his arrival,
he
unanimously elected secretary was
and
treasurer. He succeeds Ralph B. Quive,
previously San Francisco manager for
Realart, who was transferred to Detroit
on January 15.
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Showing

Done

by Its Short Subjects
majority
of the leading theatres of the
streisngth
's cts
d country have established this little feaissuein
subje
shortPathe
fieldsisof of
AN theanaly
ture
as
a
this week by Pathe Exchanges, each week. main part of their programs
es on the approxInc. Basing its onfigurpictu
Without the efTective sales organizare localities in
imate 8,000 moti
Pathe has built up under Paul
Pathe claims supe- Brunet,tionvice
the United States, cular
president and general manfield.
riority in this parti
ager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., it would
the have been
Analyzing first the Pathe News, reel
impossible to obtain the wide
statement shows that the topical
accorded all its subjects.
is- supreme in sixty-five per cent, of the distribution
Pathe
lays
claim to the biggest chain of
8,000 localities.
the country, having thirtyEven more imposing are the figures exchangesits inlist.
This system pulses dipresented on the single reel comedies, two on rectly
the home office, with
which indicate that, in seventy-five per Mr. Brunet through
ever directing the machincent, of these localities, the Pathe laughery which operats every branch.
makers have the fullest representation.
But, considering the short life of a
news reel, it is the wide distribution re- Charles Ray to Continue
ported on the Pathe News that is regarded distributing organization as its
His Characterizations
most noteworthy achievement.
On other of its short subjects, par- CHARLES RAY, in his forthcoming
pictures for First National release,
ticularly the Pathe Review and Topics
will continue to present the human
of the Day, Pathe also offers an imposing record. Neither of these subjects personality which he has made famous
on the screen. President Arthur S.
has as yet
attained
tribution ofthe
Pathe the
Newsthorough
nor the disone Kane of Kane Pictures announces that
reel comedies, but this is because they the recent affiliation of the star with
virtually are infants.
his new producing company will in no
Review But One Year Old.
way terminate Ray's previous eflforts to
character of uniThe Pathe Review only recently cel- build upversalanappealunusual
and consistent box-office
ebrated its first anniversary, and it is value.
less than six months that it has been esUnder the new auspices, particular
tablished as a weekly feature, being
will be paid to story vehicles
previously issued as a semi-monthly re- attention
that
popular in play or novel
lease. However, in that brief space of form.haveBy been
the addition of a strong title
time the Pathe Review has become solid- and story to
the popular appeal of the
ly planted in the admiration of the prin- star, himself, the combination will have
cipal motion picture theatre owners in unlimited po.ssibilities. The forthcoming
every section of the country, and it is
Ray, it is expected will deonly a matter of a short time before picturesvelop of
this additional and powerful sellthe Review's
record
will
be
just
as
remarkable as the Pathe News or the
Theing point.
local Kane offices are already nesingle
reel
comedies,
is
the
claim
of
gotiating for the rights to several BroadPathe.
way plays which are not only especially
Regarding Topics of the Day, Pathe adapted
the appealing work of the
asserts that no short subject it has ever star, but towhich
because of interest and
handled, has met with a more spontan- entertainment qualities have been long
eous approval of exhibitors. A large successes in New York City and later
■nilllilliliiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiiMiniliiiiilMiiiiiinrtiiiiiiiiiiMiNiiiiiiiiiiiiFiiiiiitiiiiirriiMiMiriiiiiiMiiiiiFMI have had extensive runs on the road.
The name of the first Charles Ray
vehicle will be announced immediately
it is finally decided upon.
June Caprice Stars in

Nursery Rhymes
Picturized
"His Temporary
Wife," a
Joseph in Levering
production
for Hodkinson.

Pathe's "In Walked Mary"
OLIVER
D. BAILEY'S
"Liza Ann."
which hasstage
been play,
enacted in almost every city or town
in the country, has been made into a
picture drama, with June Caprice as the
star. Under
the title,
"In WalkedInc..
Mary,"
.Mbert
Capellani
Productions,
will
distribute the production through Pathe.
Release date of the play, which was
directed by George Archainbaud, has
been set for March 7.
"In Walked Mary" marks the debut of
Miss Caprice as a star in her own right,
in the list of Pathe features. Heretofore the young star has shared the
honors with Creighton Hale, but her
consistently charming and capable performances won her the recognition of
all,
and Mr. Capellani decided to star
her alone.
Thomas Carrigan has the most prominent part in the support of Miss
Caprice. As the dashing Northerner,
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who invades the South and carries off
the biggest prize Dixie has to offer, he
is in his element, and gives a rousing
performance. Stanley Walpole shares
with Vivienne Osborne, and Frances M.
Grant the remaining honors in the supRemarkable Advertising
port.
Benefits Nazimova Film

y evens
e, review
pictur
a Nazim
rdinar
ING ovaextrao
RTIS
ADVEfor
of a uniformly and decidedly favorable nature and even special editorials have appeared in the newspapers
s
of Illinoi and Iowa in the wake of the
ge of latest
Thanst Death,
"Stronger
passa
screen"
and greate
Nazimova's
triumph, through that part of the
United States.
The Princess Theatre, Springfield, 111.,
managed its advertising and publicity
campaigns with splendid results. The
manager of this theatre got over far
more space in the news columns, including cuts and advance stories, than he
bought in the advertising columns.
The Liberty Theatre, Davenport, la.,
which
played
for
a solid
week,"Stronger
led off onThan
the Death"
day of
opening with an unusual advertisement.
An enlargement was made from a Nazimova head in a scene still and reproduced in a picture six by seven inches,
this surrounded by a restrained, welldone, pen-and-ink art border and the
advertising copy. The photograph,
though printed with a coarse screen cut,
was singularly striking, giving the impression of a painted portrait rather
than a photograph. The entire advertisement was three-quarters of a page
deep and seven columns wide.
Leonard Starts on Fourth Episode.
Benny Leonard has started on the
fourth episode of the fifteen episode
serial, "The Evil Eye," written by Roy
L. McCardell and produced by Ascher
Enterprises, Inc., and Frank G. Hall.
The producers have completed all arrangements for Leonard and his company, consisting of Stuart Holmes,
Marie Shotwell, Ruth Dwyer, Mme.
Marstini, Walter Horton and Leslie
King, to leave for the Coast to complete the production.
"Sporting: Duchess" in Cutting: Stage.
"The Sporting Duchess," Alice Joyce's
special production which Vitagraph has
made from the Drury Lane spectacular
melodrama of the same name, is now
receiving the final touches. The picture
practically was completed when the
race scenes were taken in New Orleans,
but a few interiors remained to be made
at the Brooklyn studio. Now that these
have been taken the picture is being
cut and will be ready on schedule time.
Barbara Chambers on Scenario StafiF.
Barbara Ann Chambers, who under
the stage name of Livia Nye, obtained
considerable prominence on the dramatic stage, has been engaged as a
member of the reading staflF of the Selznick scenario department. Her dramatic experience and the fact that she
has written a number of stories which
have been published in the popular fiction magazines cause her to be especially fitted for her new work.
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Start Work on New Moore Play.
Announcement is made that Owen
Moore will be the star in "The Wilderness Fear," a story recently purchased
by Myron Selznick. Harry Rapf, manager of the Selznick West Coast studio, reports that work on the production will begin within a short time.
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"Woman God Sent" in Cutting Room.
The production work of the picture
"The Woman God Sent," has been running so smoothly that it is already in
the hands of the cutting room, according to report from the Selznick Bronx
studio. Director Larry Trimble, by systematizing the work, succeeded in getting ahead of the schedule for a few
days. This is a Selznick Special production in which Zena Keefe and Joe
King, juvenile star, have the leading
roles.
Buys Story for Edythe Sterling.
Republic Distributing Corporation, in
an announcement, made known the purchase of an original script to be used as
a starring feature for Edythe Sterling.
The name of the new story is "The
Girl Who
Dared,"
is described
as a
story
of the
greatandWest.
The theme
centers in the capture by Miss Sterling
of a wild but beautiful horse which
roams the plains. The picture is to be
•directed by Cliff Smith.

Bradley Forms Company
to Produce in Cleveland
CLEVELAND
enters the
ranksas
of many othernowAmerican
cities
a Icg-itimate producing center, with
the formation of the I'.radley Features
Company, a concern that plans to make
from four to six big productions a year.
Samuel Richard Bradley is president of
the company. Bradley was formerly
known as Brodsky. He directed "The

Cast for MacLean-May Picture.
When the new Thomas H. Ince production featuring Douglas MacLean and
Doris May, temporarily titled "Shakespeare the
Clancy,"opportunity
is releasedof the
public
will have
seeing
an
unusual cast in support of these popular
stars.
Otto HofTman is cast in a prominent
role. William Courtright is another of
the cast. Others include Lew Morrison,
Wilbur
Collins, Joe Hazeiton andHigby,
Bert Monty
Woodruff.

Forms

to Picturize

successd
afterllytheproduce
FOLL
ofOWIN
his G
firstclose
persona
super-feature, "Back to God's Counn
try,"y whichfilmed
was backed
by a Canadia
compan
by Ernest
Shipman,
James Oliver Curwood has formed the
James Oliver Curwood Productions, Incorporated, under which corporation his
edul super-f
futureturespersona
taken fromllyhisproduc
successf
novelsea-of
rs will be filmed. Mr.
the great
out-doo
Curwood has associated with him David
M. Hartford, as director, and Ernest
Shipman, who will be in charge of the
publicity and sales departments, with
headquarters in New York.
Mr. Curwood was one of the first of
America's
prominent
realize
the absolute
necessityauthors
of an tointimate
co-operation between author and director in order to achieve the greatest results; and when "Back to God's Country"— a First National Special that has
created a sensation — was filmed on the
edge of the Barren Lands of the far
north, it was Mr. Curwood, with a record of fifteen years of exploratory work
and adventure behind him, who went
ahead with Mr. Hartford and worked
hand in hand with the director for the
biggest possible results. In filming Curwood's big stories of nature Mr. Hartford and the author "sit in" together at
every stage of the game.
Big Head Will Cause Downfall.
"Egotism is the deadliest enemy a man
can have," says Mr. Curwod. "In other
words, big-head— and jealousy. Any man
who says that two heads— each skilled
in its profession — are not better than
one must be an idiot. Just that minute
a director gets bloated up with his own
importance you can make up your mind
he is going down-hill— and will toboggan fast. And the same holds true of an
author. Not until authors and directors
get together in this way, each giving
to the other the best that is in him,
will the greatest results be achieved
in
picture making.
"We do not expect to make more than
two pictures
a year for it is our determination to make the Curwood nature
stories stand out on the screen, like
"Back to God's Country," as the classics
of the wilderness. If it takes us an entire year to make one picture, and make
It as we want it made, we will take that
year. We are going
fellows do the hurrying.to let the other
"Our next big super-feature, now in
process of making
for First National,
the North,''
"Nomadwith
my noveldrama
s of wild
awillbigbe human
animal
action in it. We expect it will take us
SIX months to make this screen story as
we want it made."

Mary Miles Minter Is
Honor Guest at Luncheon
MARY MILES MINTER was the
guest of honor at a luncheon at
the Alexandria Hotel given recently by the Advertising Club of Los
Angeles. More than 300 of the prominent business men of the city attended
the luncheon, which was the occasion
for boosting "A Greater Los Angeles in
speakers
prominent
the Scherer,
1920." Dr.Among
t of
presiden
J. A. B.
were
Throop College, Pasadena; John P.
Carter, internal revenue collector; John
F. Murray, United States investigator
In Europe of child conservation, and
Motley H. Flint, vice president of the
Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank.
Miss Minter was not only the guest
of honor but the sole representative on
the program of the motion picture industry. The subject upon which she
spoke was "My New Year's Dream of
Los Angeles
speech
dwelt
upon
the greatin 1920."
progressHermade
in recent
years in Los Angeles busmess afTairs
but called attention to the still pressing
need for more and larger buildings and
housing conveniences. She praised the
various department stores and business
houses and congratulated Los Angeles
business men on furnishing the motion
picture industry with facilities for buying commodities and clothing equal to
New York City.
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His

His

Own

Own

Novels

House tures,
without
Children" being
and other
the productions
made picin
connection with parties identified with
the Argus Enterprises. The new concern is the outgrowth of the success of
Bradley's efforts and the directors of the
company are Fred Desberg, E. P. Strong,
Joseph Laronge, Robert McLaughlin,
Arthur
Brereton, H. H. Cudmore and
S. R. Bradley.
Announcement was made that a lease
has been taken on the Andrews property
on Euclid avenue where a permanent
studio will be fitted up. For each production aspecial company of talent will
be obtained with a well known star.
Special attention also will be given to the
stories, in an effort to get an even balstory.
ance as to quality between star and
In honor of his election to the presidency of the concern and as photoplay
director, Mr. Bradley gave a dinner at
the Hollenden Hotel, Monday night,
February 9, which was largely attended.
Ince Adds to Scenario Staff.
Miss R. Carol Kapleau is the latest
addition to the Thomas H. Ince scenario
department. Miss Kapleau comes to
the Ince Studios after a year of similar work with a large company in New
York.
Receiving her education at the University of California, Miss Kapleau has
had a number
of as
years'
writing
scenarios
wellexperience
as being ina
playwright
ability.on "Two
of her skitsofarerecognized
now appearing
the
Keith Circuit in the east.
Treatment for Rent Profiteers.
In "Raise the Rent," the Rolin Comedy, released by Pathe February 22,
"Snub" Pollard shows how rent profiteers should be dealth with. He is supported by Marie Mosquini, new leading
lady, Eddie Poland and Sunshine Sambo,
the diminutive colored comedian.

Polishing Off the Fish Stories
In "Tho
Safirebrushor,"
Orcat Authors'
production
for Hodkinson.
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'Honey Bee" Starring Mme, Sylva
Answers
Wide Appeal for Novelty
Mnie. Sylva portrays the title role in a
THEin line
American
I'llni
Company, policy
Inc., masterful
with its
announced
style which proves her immense dramatic versatility. It is, as one
of devoting its entire Santa Barbara, Cal., studios to the production of might imagine, a difficult role to perspecial features, now announces that it
form, that of a business woman who
finds, like the bee, that the true mission
has
read}'
for
release
"The
Honey
Bee,"
an adaptation of the novel by Samuel of a woman in life is motherhood.
Merwin. This subject, which is pub"The story relates of a fight in Paris
lished by Bobbs-Merrill Company, is between Carpentier, the French chamsaid to be one the six best sellers in the
pion, and the American champion. To
United States.
portray the role of the French champion,
The cast introducing this special six- we secured the famous pugilist, 'Kid'
reel feature is headed by Mme. Mar- McCoy. The part of the American
guerita Sylva, the famous grand opera champion is taken bj' Nigel Barrie. The
star. The direction was in charge of fight was staged in our big glass studio,
Rupert Julian, who established him- .^n audience of more than 3,000, most of
self in his direction of "The Beast of whom were in formal evening dress,
makes this one of the most elaborate
Berlin" cludedand
Fire-Flingers."
in the "The
cast are
such favorites Inas prize fight scenes I have ever seen staged
Thomas Holding, Nigel Barrie, Albert for pictures.
Ray, George Hernandez, Harvey Clark,
"Additional information can be obDell Boone, Ethel Ullman, Charlotte
tained from the American representaMerriam, Ruth Maurice, Harry Tentives at the Pathe exchanges, and I feel
that exhibitors throughout
brook
McCoy. and the noted pugilist, "Kid" confident
.America will agree that we present in
In discussing the presentation of "The 'The Honey Bee' a theme which is exceptionally unusual and which will prove
Honey
S. Hutchinson,
presidentBee,"
of theSamuel
American
Film Com- a substantial box-office success."
pany, Inc., who recently returned from
California where he supervised produc"Daredevil Jack" Has
tion of the subject, said: "I believe we
New York Trade Showing
have accomplished in 'The Honey Bee'
what the high-class exhibitors throughout the country have been asking for.
of "Dares episode
twothechapter
Many of the larger exhibitors have said THE first
Jack,"
serialdevilfeaturing
JackfifteenDempsey which
to
me
time
and
again:
'Give
us
novelty!
e,
Pathe
Exchang
Inc.,
will
release
on
Give us something out of the beaten
February 15, have been screened at
path. Most subjects are too much alike, Wurlttz
er Hall, New York, at a special
too much along the same lines!'
performance for the trade. Exhibitors
Answers Appeal for Novelty.
of Manhattan, Brooklyn and New Jersey, taxed the capacity of the auditorium
"In 'The Honey Bee' I believe we preand greeted with applause the first efsent
the
answer
to
the
exhibitors'
apforts of Champion Jack Dempsey as the
peal for novelty. For here is a subject by one of the most popular writers hero of Frederic Chapin's adventure
in America — Samuel Merwin — that draws story produced by Robert Brunton.
an analogy between human life and the
The showing was conducted under the
life of the bee. It points out the power- direction of W. E. Raynor, manager of
ful moral lessons concerning which the Pathe New York exchange. After
Maeterlinck comments so graphically. the performance, Mr. Raynor was con-

Alice Brady Does the Act Beautiful While Captain Morrison Approves.
The popular Realart star has Captain J. Morrison, Frenchman distinguished and
Marshal Foch's double, to support her in her Realart, "The Fear Market."
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gratulated by many of the exhibitors
upon the fine quality of the production
Mr. enceRaynor
said: I"In
all my
experiwith serials,
never
before
encountered so much enthusiastic praise
for a production from exhibitors. I
rather expected Jack Dempsey would
register a hit by his acting, but it was
a surprise to me to find that he had
made such a decidedly favorable impression. All the exhibitors had only
the highest praise for Dempsey as a
screen actor, while the story met with
general applause and the production was
pronounced excellent. I expect this picture to prove the biggest money-making
serial Pathe has ever offered the exhibitors of this country."
Among the exhibitors present were
the following: Traubb and Flaume,
Grand Opera House, New York, and
Olympic,
Brooklyn; John M. Squire.
Union Hill;
Frank Keeney, Keeney
Theatres, Brooklyn; Fred Mertens, Jersey City; Weiss Brothers, Greenpoint;
Barr Brothers, Brooklyn; Edward Bimberg, Bimberg Circuit; Robinson and
Burns, Jersey City; .Kht Franchi, Consolidated Circuit; Mr. Motta, Peerless
Theatre, Broooklyn; Henry Bishop,
Hoboken; representatives of the David
Picker Circuit, Mr. Moody, Orient Theatre, Brooklyn, and a number of others
of equal prominence as exhibitors in the
New York district.
Capitol Theatre Books
"The Luck of the Irish"
FOLLOWING
the policy
adopted by
Realart Pictures
Corporation
of
giving its productions box-office
try-outs before general release, "The
Luck of the
an Allan
DwanCapitol
production, Irish,"
was booked
for the
Theatre for the week of February 8.
The first test of this Mayflower Photoplay Corporation special was held remillion
theatre centlyinat Sid
Los Grauman's
Angeles where
it isdollar
said
to have played to large crowds.
"The Luck of the Irish" probably will
be released about February 22. Returns
on its box-office value will then be available to exhibitors from the most important trade centers in the East and
West. J. S. Woody, general manager of
Realart, in a letter to branch offices of
the company, quotes Grace Kinglsey
critic of the Los Angeles Times, as say"See itfrom
and the
be charmed
completely
away ing:even
remembrance
of the
high cost of living. You're lucky to have
Thechance."
cast ofof"The
of the Irish"
the
composed
DanLuck
Kirkwood,
Harryis
Northrup, Anna Q. Nilsson and Ward
Crane.
Return of "Hoodlum" Breaks Recorda.
The "first runs only" policy of the
Victoria Theatre at Rochester, N. Y.,
experienced a sudden change recently
when Manager Jack Ferren was persuaded to try "The
Hoodlum," by
starring
Mary Pickford
and distributed
First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
for
a second run.
The return engagement of "The
Hoodlum" broke records for the Victoria, and as a result Manager Farren
has applied for re-bookings of "Daddy
Long
Legs" Pickford
and "HeartProductions
O' the Hills,"
also Mary
disCircuit. tributed by First National Exhibitors'
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Terriss Working on Big Production.
Tom Terriss is just about commencing
work upon a big special production for
Vitagrapli. The choice lies between the
two stories, "The Great Divide" and
"The
Great production
Ruby." Thisthat
will Mr.
be theTerriss
most
ambitious
has yet worked upon and will be the
first production since he completed Winchell Smith's play "The Fortune HunThis picture
is to be presented
seven ter."
reels,
which constitutes
somethingin
of a record for a comedy.

"Burning Daylight" Ready
for Production by Metro
THE scenario for "Burning Daylight," first of the four Jack London novels that Metro will produce on the screen for C. E. Shurtleff,
Inc., has been completed by A. S. Le
Vino and production will start next
week at the Metro studios in Hollywood with Mitchell Lewis starring.
C. E. Shurtleff, who controls picture
rights to the unfilmed works of the late
novelist; Edward Sloman, who has been
engaged to direct the productions, and
Mr. Le Vino held a conference at the
Hollywood Hotel and discussed the filming of the initial Jack London picture.
Jackson Rose has been engaged as one
of the cameramen for the production.
Mr. Sloman expects to start the picture
before the end of next week. "Burning
Daylight" is a story of the far Northwest and of New York City. The first
episodes will be photographed at the
Metro studios. Later the company will
go to some northern California location
for snow scenes.
Favorable Report on Trademark Bill.
The House Committee on Patents has
made a favorable report on a bill to extend trademark privileges. It provides
that where any person has registered a
trademark upon the ground of its use
•for ten years prior to February 20, 1905,
as to certain articles or classes of
articles, and shall thereafter and subsequently extend his business so as to include other articles not manufactured by
him during that time, registration of the
trademark in the additional classes is to
be permitted. It is required however,
that the mark shall have been in actual
use for two years.
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Productions

lease. "The Double Dyed Deceiver" and
on
Corporatifor
THEhasGoldwyn
gone toPictures
many sources
"The Man
HadforEverything"
are
dramatic and comedy material to other
storiesWho
chosen
him.
turn into photoplays during the coming
months. Popular books, great plays that
Tom Moore in "Stop Thief."
have been numbered among the biggest
Tom Moore will be seen in "Stop
stage successes of the generation, and
and later in a picturization of
original stories by the most fertile cre- Thief,"
ative brains of the day, all contribute to Ben Ames Williams' "The Great AcciHis current
release C.
is "Duds,"
the remarkable list of productions, cur- thrilling dent."story
by Henry
Rowland.a
rent and to come, announced by Gold- Clyde Fitch's "The Truth" will afford
wyn this week.
Madge Kennedy one of her best roles.
With the all-star pictures, adaptions Other stories that promise to reveal her
of renowned plays, the Eminent Authors at her best are "Two Cents Worth of
contributions of their novels, the great Humaneness," by Octavus Roy
Cohen,
screen stories selected for the Goldwyn
Red,"studio
now inin prepstars, the Booth Tarkington two-reel and "Trimmed
aration at the With
Goldwyn
New
"Edgar" comedies and the product of York.
the Bray Studios, Goldwyn Pictures CorThen there is "The Slim Princess," the
poration isoffering a program of variety George
Ade-Henry Blossom success in
and interest that meets the needs of which
Mabel Normand will interpret the
exhibitors.
character made famous on the stage by
In tabulating productions, present and
future, Goldwyn has included only such Elsie Janis. Several more works suitable to Miss Normand's individual style
works as will reach exhibitors within
of
comedy expression have been sea comparatively short time.
cured.
Will Rogers, who has rapidly advanced
Suggested Selections.
From the viewpoint of the exhibitor in favor as a screen comedian, is well
looking for feature pictures it would be supplied with material to follow W. R.
difficult to make a stronger selection Leighton's "Billy Fortune" story,
than Hall Caine's "The Christian," screened under the title of "Water,
"The and
Strange
"Milestones," the remarkable study of Water,
Boarder"^ Everywhere."
is already complete
the
changing generations by Edward Knob- vvork is progressing
on "Jess' Call Me
lock and Arnold Bennett; "Bunty Pulls Jim." Geraldine Farrar's next release
the Strings," conceded to be a most will be a spectacular and colorful rosympathetic study of Scotch character,
mance, "The Woman and the Puppet,"
and "The Tailor-Made Man," the Cohan by Pierre Louys and Pierre Frondais.
Much may be expected from the
& Harris comedy that played for several seasons. These four renowed stage Eminent Authors whose novels are being transformed into pictures by Goldsuccesses are placed among the all-star
wyn. Rex Beach will follow "The Silpictures, along with "Black Pawl," by
ver Horde" with a comedy, "Going
Ben Ames Williams, and "The BrandSome ;" the scenario of Rupert Hughes'
ing Iron," by Katherine Newlin Burt.
No less important are the other stage next offering, "Scratch My Back," is
plays recently secured as vehicles for now in the hands of Director Sidney
Olcott; Basil King has written a rethe filmed
Goldwyn
be
with stars.
Pauline"Madame
Frederick X"in will
the
markable story in "Earth Bound," to be
character played on the stage by Dor- released after his "The Street Called
othy Donnelly. "Officer 666," the Straight;" Mary Roberts Rinehart has
Cohan & Harris farce-comedy by Au- contributed "Dangerous Days," Leroy
gustin McHugh, has been assigned to Scott is represented by "Partners of the
Jack Pickford, whose "Little Shepherd Night" and Gouverneur Morris contributes "The Penalty."
of Kingdom Come" is now awaiting re-

Pauline Frederick's
Emotional
Onceforthcoming
More Dominates
"Roads of Destiny."
Three powerful
stills Power
from this
Goldwyn inproduction.
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sixteen of the leading houses in St.
Louis in the suburban districts. "Nothing But the
Truth"of was
taneously inseven
theseplaying
houses simulwhen
the Metro visitors were in the city, and
four prints were used for the occasion.
Relays of bicycles were employed to deliver the films at the appointed hours at
the theatres. Mr. Moskowitz, manager
of Loew's Garrick, was also visited. He
was showing to capacity business with
a program of vaudeville and pictures.
District Manager Shirley reported excellent business, generally, throughout
the central west. At least that was the
condition before the "flu" scare came.
While in St. Louis the schools were being closed and all theatres were compelled to close one hour daily for thorough ventilating and disinfecting purposes. Exhibitors everywhere were extremely optimistic over business prospects for the approaching season and
Mr. Shirley found conditions really excellent, notwithstanding the epidemic.

Showmen
Planned by Metro Officials
tracted for the entire output, opening
r of
manage
t
SA. SHIRLEY, distric
the central west for Metro, re- with "Stronger Than Death" Sunday,
h February 8. A. H. Blank, owner of the
trip
a week's
turnedry from
, Februa
ry throug
2. He
Monday
that* territo
Des Moines, Garden and Palace theatres, was also visited. He owns the
was accompanied on the tour by E. M.
Saunders, general sales manager for franchise for First National in his territory and reported excellent business
Metro. The cities visited were Minneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas City in both the theatre and exchange deand St. Louis. From St. Louis Mr. Saunpartments. Mr. Blank uses Metro feaders went on to Cincinnati, where he
tures in Sioux City, la., and in Columbus,
Neb.
joined W. C. Bachmeyer, district manager of the territory supplied by CincinMetro Pictures Fill the Newman.
nati, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit,
and these cities were also visited.
At Omaha, Harry Goldberg, who owns
Mr. Shirley and Mr. Saunders were
the Sun, Moon and the Muse theatres,
engaged in a special drive, in the cities among
finest in the city, contracted
visited by them, and they held a spe- for all the
the recent Metro releases. He
cial sales conference in each city with
the Metro exchange manager and all opened at the Sun with "Stronger Than
salesmen connected with his office. This Death" Sunday, February 1.
Kansas City was next visited. There
special drive had to do particularly with
the Metro policy of fewer and better Frank Newman, owner of the Newman
Theatre,
had already booked the Metro
l/ary Kelly Gives Vivid
pictures.
recent releases and reported excellent
Mr. Shirley states that they discovered business
for
all
of
them.
Sam
Harding,
Sketch of Riviera's Prelude
there was no trouble with any of the
offices visited, so far as closing up all who owns the Liberty, and Richard &
Flynn,
owners
of
the
Twelfth
Street
and
THE
atmosphere
houses isA
changing
— and of
for movie
the better.
the key cities — or larger towns in the Wonderland theatres, contracted for the
recent visit to the Riviera, one of
district — was concerned; but they found
second run of all recent Metro produc- Chicago's most magnificent theatres, on
that while doing this the smaller towns
the North Side, warrants the happy ashad been somewhat neglected. The con- tions.
surance that a devotion to artistic ideals
William Siever, of the New Grand
ferences, already referred to, were therefore held for the purpose of devising Central, and Harry Koplar, of the is supplanting the old rampant spirit of
commercialism.
ways and means for getting into closer Greater Amusement Company, at St.
From the moment of entrance one is
touch with exhibitors in these smaller Louis, had already contracted for all the
towns.
iJ recent Metro output when seen. The impressed. There is something in the
Greater Amusement Company controls surroundings, the lights, the music that
Closes for Big Business.
Mr. Shirley says that on the trip Mr.
Saunders and he came in contact with
many prominent exhibitors, both in the
larger and smaller towns, and that they
were very successful in closing quite a
volume of business, which had been
hanging fire for some considerable time
past.
In Minneapolis they found that the
working organization of the Reuben &
Finkelstein enterprises had undergone
wonderful improvement, under the very
eiticient management of General Manager Hays. By the way, Mr. Hays was
formerly manager of the Garrick Theatre in St. Paul. Mr. Hays has installed
systems and methods for handling the
extensive bookings of the firm which
are
marvels
informed
me. in their way, Mr. Shirley
Mr. Shirley sold the entire output of
his pictures to the Reuben & Finkelstein
firm for Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth. He found a strong demand for
Nazimova's latest feature, "Stronger
Than Death," for Bert Lytell in "The
Right of Way" and for Alice Lake in
"Should a Woman Tell?"
In Des Moines the Metro officials
Just a Moment, Dear Readers, and You'll See Them throwing tne ^urnlture.
called on Abe Frankel, owner of the
"Because," says Margarita Fi.sher, "I don't like the color of his shirt" —
Rialto and Majestic theatres, who conIn American's production, "The Dangerous Talent."
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appeals to the finest sensibilities of the
visitor. Here is no ordinary amusement
hall, one thinks, but a stately temple of
art. Here are results which money
alone has not brought, but which would
be achieved only by a fundamental appreciation ofbeauty and refinement. In
other words, the patron gets something
that
he hasn't
for.
Previous
to paid
the scheduled
program,
pianissimo strains of music from a rear
miniature orchestra on the mezzanine,
are heard. Overhead the indirect lights
shed a pale glow over the interior. The
wanderer settles himself for a treat. If
he is musical, he listens and forgets
everything. If not, he rests himself and
about at the pastelby glancing of
eyes decorations
his
tinted
faded rose and
gray, brightened with touches of gold.
Presently the music stops. Slowly,
very slowly, the curtain rises, and the
orchestra members take their places.
Lights go on brilliantly, disclosing on
the screen the name and composer of
the overture. This is always a selection
from the classics. Then gradually the
leaves the screen, falls like a curlight tain
upon the figures of the musicians,
so that only they are distinctly visible.
The effect is psychological. Because
of this arrangement, there is nothing to
divert the audience, and the music receives the whole of their attention. For
eight short minutes the overture lasts.
Then promptly, with a celerity which
must be seen to be appreciated, the
lights go on, the curtain divides, and
there is a vocal solo, duet, quartet or
sextet, varying with the weekly change
in program. These artists are carefully
trained, and maintain in every way the
high standard of the management.
Then the screen program starts. Preceding the feature is a group of pictures on travel news and comics that
seem to have been culled from the best
that filmland offers. For each of these
a fitting musical selection has been
planned,ductorand
is provided
a wary conwho never
misses by
a cue.
By this time the patrons as well as
the stage
"set" forpleasantly
the feature,
which
has are
been allformally,
and
elaborately introduced.
Rothacker Prints Rank
Very High in Europe
well-known
LS,an a films
D P.r HOWEL
DAVI
in New
of Americ
exporte
York, on his return from a recent
trip t o Europe, wrote Watterson R.
Rothacker as follows:
"You will be interested to know that
during my recent stay abroad I saw
Rothacker prints in London, Paris,
Stockholm, Copenhagen, Amsterdam,
Brussels and Prague. Everywhere the
excellence of your printing was evident
and universally praised. I was frequently asked if it would be possible to
induce you either to open and conduct
laboratories or install your system in
existing laboratories in European distributing centers." replied that he had
Mr. Rothacker
very definite plans regarding European
laboratories, and that London will be
the next place after New York.
Hallmark in United Offices.
Hallmark's Chicago force has moved
from the Consumers Building to the offices of United Picture Theatres, on the
fourth floor of the Mailers Building.
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The change of headquarters followed
the announcement that United will
henceforth have charge of the physical
distribution of the Hallmark product.
Maeterlinck Gives High
Praise on Our Pictures

known
K, by
RLINC
MAURinICE
larly
m particu
the
filmdoMAETE
production of his story, "The
of Ameriadmirer
is a greatpicture
Bluebir
s. During
made moving
his
cand,"
present visit he has found occasion to
sound their praises, for example:
"Americans do not esteem the really
great art of the movies. I find that
artists here look down upon the moving
picture theatre. They regard it as raw
and inferior.
"I do not think so. I think that the
moving picture is a great and truly
artistic means of interpreting life. It
expresses the life of all the people.
Some of the movie actors are great
artists.
"Of all the cinemas I have seen the
American are incomparably the best.
They are enormously superior to Italian
or French movies. In technique and
mechanical equipment, American producers are far ahead. In this respect
there is really no comparison between
American and European pictures."
Flaherty Appointed Head
of Unity Photoplays
FRANK
J. FLAHERTY,
the efficient
manager who
of has
the been
Chicago office of Hallmark Pictures
for over a year, resigned that position
Saturday, February 7, to accept the
management of the Unitey Photoplays
Company. This is an independent concern which has been doing considerable
business for the past five years in the
Film Exchange Building, 207 South
Wabash avenue. It is owned by a closed
corporation, of which Frank Zambrino
is president.
The wide acquaintance which Mr.
Flaherty has established among exhibitors throughout the Middle West will
make him a most valuable acquisition
for the Unity Photoplays Company.

George Beranger.
Directing George'
WalshWoman."
in William Pox's
"Find tlie

February 21, 1920
Chicago's Select Office
Breaks Former Records
BEN W. BEADELL,
manager
of Select's Chicago office,
announces
that all previous sales records were
smashed during the week ending January 17. The previous monthly records
were also broken by the showing made
in January last. In honor of the victory. Assistant Manager Eddie Silverman, the salesmen and the cashier, were
entertairied at dinner by Manager Beadell.
A trade showing of "The Land of Opportunity" was given Tuesday, February
3, and created such a favorable impression that it was booked solid in a short
time. Prints were being requested from
nearby Select offices to meet the demand before the week closed.
"Copperhead" at Randolph ;
"The Gumps" at Orpheum
JONES,
& SCHAEFER
has
booked LINICK
"The Copperhead"
for a run
of two weeks at the Randolph, beginning Sunday, February 8. Lionel
Barrymore, who appears in the titular
role, is a big Chicago favorite in stage
roles and will doubtless draw a strong
following vertised
to feature.
view him in this much ad"The Gumps," Sidney Smith's famous
cartoon characters, will be seen at the
Orpheum concurrently with "The Copperhead" at the Randolph.
The A. A. A. Gives Luncheon.
A luncheon was given at the Morrison
Hotel Friday afternoon, January 6, by
the Allied Amusement Association, the
invited guests being dramatic, vaudeville,managers.
burlesque and moving picture theatre
The event was a celebration of the
amalgamation of the Chicago Theatrical
Managers' Association
.\musement
Association. and the Allied
Burton Holmes at Orchestra Hall.
The season of Burton Holmes Travelogues for 1920 will open at Orchestra
Hall, Friday, February 20.
Since his last professional visit here,
Mr. Holmes has motored all over Alsace-Lorraine, northern France, through
Belgium and occupied Rhineland. His
camera corps has brought back vivid
impressions of the sections mentioned
and these will be enhanced by word pictures delivered only as Mr. Holmes
knows how. "Vanished Russia" is the
fifth topic of this year's series.
Altland with National Pictures.
W. S. Altland, formerly assistant manF. J. resigned
Flahertythree
in Hallmark's
Chicagoager tooffice,
weeks ago
to accepte the position of salesman with
National Picture Theatres. Inc.
Marie Schaefer Engaged.
Charles J. Schaefer, owner of the Garfield Theatre, West Madison street, announces the engagement of his only
daughter, Marie Schaefer, to Roger A.
Bailey, also of Chicago. Charles J.
Schaefer is the oldest of the four Schaefer brothers, the others being P.eter J.
Scaefer, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
and Frank and Fred Schaefer. The two
last named are also successful picture
theatre men.
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''The
Coast''
By A. H.
Giebler

Visiting

Coast

With Many
Conferences Pending
of
ent
presid
fornia, and the entertainment, which
UELyn GOLDWYN,
SAMGoldw
Pictures Corporation, is will be followed by other social fucexpected to arrive from the East tions,
marks the inauguration of a new
one day this week. This is his first departure of the association. Maurice
visit to the Culver City studio since Wolf,
of the Goldwyn exchange, is president, and the committee in charge of
the Duponts and the Chase banking interests have become financially inter- the dinner consisted of A. B. Lamb,
ested in the Goldwyn orgaization, and Harry Hicks and W. E. V. Mack.
Edward Wise, president of the United
Cigar Stores, became a member of the
Cody to Finance Aviation Company.
Board of Directors.
Lew Cody has engaged Lieutenant
Preparations are under way at Gold- Ormer
Locklear, aviator, to assist in
wyn for the accommodation of ten com- the direction
of flying scenes that will
panies to work at the same time. Additional stages and equipment are being be
part
of
the
actionat intheCody's
play,
to be filmed
Gasniernewstudio.
built on the new lot recently purchased soon
Cody is also considering the financing
by Abraham Lehr, general manager and of
a new aeronautic company to be
vice-president of the company.
headed by Locklear, and which will be
During
plans operated after the manner of the Merwill
be putMr.in Goldwyn's
operation, stay
and new
increased
cury and the Syd Chaplin Aviation conproduction activities will be tried out.
cerns. Lew Cody and his manager, Louis
Conferences will be held by Mr. Gold- J. Gasnier,
wyn and the Eminent Authors, two of New York. has returned from a trip to
whom, Mary Roberts Rinehart and
Gouverneur Morris, are here, with other
Has Headquarters in Los Angeles.
coming, while he is on the coast. Much
importance is attached to these talks.
Sol Lesser, film exploiter and producer
of spectacular productions, has transferred the headquarters of his film inIbanez at Metro.
terests from San Francisco to Los AnVincente Blasco Ibanez, noted Spangeles during the past few days. Since
ish author, whose novel, "The Four Lesser's purchase, in connection with
the Gore Brothers, of the First National
Horsemen
of the
Apocalypse"
been Circuit
for Southern California and
purchased for
screen
purposes byhasMetro,
has been in Los Angeles for the past Arizona, he has decided that his new
few days, during which time he has interests can best be manager from Los
Angeles, although a branch office will
spent many
hours at Metro's
Hollywood
studio,
in conference
with June
Mathis, stiir be maintained in San Francisco.
who is putting the story into contin- The Los Ageles offices are in the Brack
uity form, and the visiting officials from
the east. Marcus A. Loew, Richard A.
Rowland and Maxwell Karger all entertained the distinguished visitor, and
appeared with him in a film which will
be used to announce the photoplay when
it is ready to be released.
New Kinema Manager Arrives.
Jack Calicutt, who has been appointed
manager of the Kinema Theatre on
Grand avenue by the Gore Brothers and
Sol Lesser, recent purchasers of the
playhouse, arrived from San Francisco
in time to oversee the preparations for
the first presentation under the new
management, which is a film version of
the Emerson Hough novel, "The Sagebrusher." Marguerite
one
of the featured playersDeinLatheMotte,
film, was
engaged to make personal appearances
in connection with the exhibition of
the picture.
Film Exchange Dinner-Dance.
A dinner and dance was given at
Christopher's on February 6 by the Los
Angeles
Film Exchange Board of
Trade. The organization is composed
of exchange managers of Southern Cali-

Sol Lesser and George Beban
Ooing over .script f>f licbnn'.s production
for Ijf.s.ser. "One Man in a Million."

News

Field

Shops on Seventh street. Sol Lesser
and the Gore Brothers recently purchased the Kinema Theatre from T. L. Tally,
and
they are planning to erect a large
ing.
theatre on Broadway as soon as they
can decided on the site for the buildTo Translate Plays Into Japanese.
Tsuru Aoki, Universal's Japanese star,
has been officially requested by a Nipponese Theatrical firm to translate great
American and British plays into Japanese for the theatres of Japan.
Edwards to Produce "School Days."
Gus Edwards, composer-producer-actor-manager, has joined the ranks of
film producers. While Mr. Edwards
was appearing in a local vaudeville
house, he organized the Gus Edwards
Productions, Inc., with Gus Edwards,
Myron Selznick, Harry Rapf, Harry
Caulfield and Mike Levy as members of
the company. Edwards will conclude
his vaudeville tour, then will return to
Los Angeles, where he will supervise a
film production of his famous stage success, "School Days." The story is now
being put into continuity form, and will
be ready for filming when Mr. Edwards
returns, which will be within a few
weeks.
Maeterlinck Comes to Gold'wyn.
Maurice Maeterlinck, famous Belgian
author, is on his way to the Goldwyn
studio at Culver City, to collaborate in
the production of a story to be written by him for the screen. Goldwyn
players will interpret the action, and a
Goldwyn director will have charge of the
production.
Henry King Productions.
Henry King, director of "Twentythree and
One-Half
and
other
successful
film Hours'
plays, Leave,"
has agreed
to direct six Henry King Specials for
Jesse D. Hampton Productions, Inc., to
be made from famous books with allstar duration
casts. Mr.
King's
contract
for
the
of two
years,
and hisis first
production will be from the Frank
Spearman story, "Big Dick."
New Writer for De Mille.
Salisbury Field, author and playwright, has joined the literary staflf of
Cecil B. De Mille, and for the next few
months will turn his attention to mastering the details of scenario writing.
Mr. Field has contributed many short
stories to the popular magazines, and
is the author of several plays, including
"Wedding
Bells," now playing in New
York.
Noted Actress Enters Politics.
Mrs. Tyrone Power, now playing a
leading role in the Mission Play opposite
Frederick Warde at San Gabriel, haj
thrown her hat into the political ring a|
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a can(lidate for delegate from California
TB'the'Reirublican
National
Convention to be
held in Chicago
in June.
Mrs. Power is the wife of Tyrone Power, of stage and screen fame.
Ince Engages Writer.
Joseph Franklin Poland, who has written many screen stories for Mary Miles
Minter during her connection with the
American Film Company, has been entions. gaged to write stories for Ince producFox Hieatre Manager in West.
John Zanft, general manager of all the
William Fox theatres of the country,
arrived in Los Angeles last week, and
has since spent the greater part of his
time out at the Fox studio in Hollywood. Mr. Zanft has not made any announcements inregard to the purchase
of a Los Angeles theatre for Fox.
TTieatre Man Marries.
Harold Armston, house manager of
Grauman's Theatre, was married on January 29, to Miss Catherine Williams.
The couple will live in a new bungalow
in Hollywood when they return from
their honeymoon.
Kansas City Officials
See "The Copperhead"
INDICATION
the big publicity
which can be of
obtained by exhibitors
showing "The Copperhead," the Paramount-Artcraft super-special, featuring
Lionel Barrymore, is given in a telegram
received by AI. Lichtman, general manager of the department of distribution
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, from Frank L. Newman of Newman sTheatre, Kansas City. Newman's
Iheatre
is showing "The Copperhead"
all
this week.
Before the opening of
e, Mr
Newman gave a previewthetopictur
about 300
persons representing the leading citizens of Kansas City.
As the most conspicuous feature of
Lincoln Week in the motion picture theatres_ of New York City, "The Copperimmense popularity
.u
,f the
at
Rivoli Theatre.
Chicago first saw the production on
bunday last, where - opened an engagement at the Randolph Theatre. Studio Shots
MARTproduction
ROBERTS
RINEHART'S next
for Eminent
Authors will
•
be made from her story "Empire
feadfnTVore"' ^^""^'^
^'^y ^^^
Tom Forman will direct Ethel Clayton
/ .,^'"".1"^at Lasky's.
Paramount production,
The Ladder."
Charles Ray's first independent production Will be a film version of "Peaceful
Sol
Smith
J^ f7-lRussell,f •
rose to fame on ^hich
the stage.
The Allan Dwan Company, which
has
been making
for "The Scoffer" on
Mt. Lowe, has scenes
returne
plete the product
ion. d to Brunton to comArt Acord. star of the Universal serial
"The Moon Riders." has so far recovered
the
use of his broken leg that production
on the serial will be resumed
within a few
days.
Lucille Rubey is Neal Burns' new leading woman in Capitol Comedies.
The home of Douglas Fairbanks, which
was partially destroyed by fire a few
weeks ago, is undergoing repairs.
Edward Jose, directing Anita Stewart
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home on Hollywood Boulevard early next
week, after which they will stage a. housewarming for their friends.
J. S. Woodhouse, publicity director at
Goldwyn's,
has been appointed
to the Com-by
mittee of Publications
and Statistics
President McFle of the Chamber of Commerce.
Margaret Loomls is leading woman for
Bryant Washburn in "The Sins of St. Anthony," now being Aimed at Lasky's.
Ashley Cooper, Australian actor, is doing tional
comedy
studios.characterizations at the NaJ. Warren Kerrigan has begun producon "TheBrunette
Green Flame"
with tion
Fritzi
opposite atandBrunton,
Ernest
C. Warde directing.
Helen Holmes has begun on her new
serial,
"The
Danger Trail,"
under Director
Gilbert
P. Hamilton
at the Warner
Brothers studio.

in "The
Yellowon Typhoon,"
holding up
the
production
account of isillness.
H. B. Warner is supported by Anna Q.
Nilsson, Thomas Guise, Adele Farrington,
Lillian Rich, Augustus Phillips, Philo McCullough, J. P. Lockney and Howard
DaviesD. inHampton.
"Behind Red Curtains," for
Jesse
Tully Marshall, Hugh Thompson, Russ
Powell and Harry Laramie will support
Mabel
Goldwyn.Normand in "The Slim Princess" at
Cleo Madison, who has been in hospital
as the result of being kicked by a horse
while working in a serial, is recovering.
Henry R. Symonds, recently of the
Henry Lehrman directorial forces, has
been
Neilan. engaged as assistant by Marshall
David Horsley, film producer, returned
from New York last week accompanied
by his family.
Sidney Olcott will direct the Rupert
Hughes story,
"Scratch
My and
Back,"
Goldwyn,
with Roy
T. Barnes
Heleneat
Chadwick in the leading roles.
Gale Henry, eccentric comedienne, has
just received word that her husband,
Bruno J. Becker, who is also her business
manager, is seriously ill in New York.
Syd Chaplin and Mrs. Chaplin gave a
dinner to a number of noted guests one
night last week in honor of the twelfth
anniversary of their wedding.
Dwight Cleveland, scenario editor for
Jesse D. Hampton Productions, is in New
York hunting new story material for
Blanche Sweet, H. B. Warner, William
Desmond and the Henry King Special
productions.
William Desmond and his bride, Mary
Mclvor, expect to move into their new
Marshall

Neilan
Gives
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Edith Storey and her company, under
Director Colin Campbell, have gone to El
Segundo for Algerian scenes in "Moon
Maurice Tourneur has gone with his
company
Madness." to Balboa Beach to make scenes
for "The Pavilion on the Links."
The Morris
cast for story,
"The Penalty,"
neur
includes the
EthelGouverGrey
Terry,
Lon
Chaney,
Kenneth
Harlan and
Charles Clary.
bessue Hayakawa, star and producer,
was taken suddenly ill while at work at
the old Griffith studio one day last week.
Nervous breakdown, his physician says.
Al St. John has written the story for
his Paramount comedy to which he has
given the startling title of "The Paper

Hanger."
s Studio Policy
Credit

directedg
CISMthe having
CRITI
of creditin
practicebeen
against
on the film and in advertising the
names of the scenario editors, the cameraman, etc., Marshall Neilan comes
through with the assertion that he for
one believes in the policy of* "Live and
let live." Mr. Neilan thus declares himself:
"I
not agree
with the
premise bored
that
the do
average
audience
becomes
when we acquaint patrons with the
names of certain individuals who are
responsible for some of the most essential features of an entertaining picture. True there is a limit, and to
overreach the limit is hardly advisable.
"However,
I am ita is
firmdue.
believer
in giving credit where
I think
the
general public is honest enough to appreciate the efforts of those who so
materially help to make a production
worth while.
"To attain
particular line of recognition
endeavor is intheone's
ambition
of everyone and photographers and art
directors are no exception. But how
are they going to accomplish this ambition if the producers deny them the
credit they deserve?
"And would it not be unfair to patrons
to mislead them into thinking that a
single person — the producer alone — is
solely responsible for every individual
feature of: a production?" Mr. Neilan
continues
Believes Reviews Help Sales.
"The critics of today dwell on the
quality of the continuity, photography
and technical direction almost as much
as they do on the direction and acting.
The success or failure of a picture very

When

Credit

Is Due

often depends largely on the consensus
of opinion of those published reviews so
why they should not the names to
whose skill this important work is intrusted be brought to the attention of
the public.
"It isthetruestudio
that without
no production
ever
leaves
the careful
approval of the producer himself, and it
is he whose reputation will sufifer if the
attraction should prove unsatisfactory
from any standpoint, but, on the other
hand, the very fact that he allows a
picture to go out for distribution is
proof conclusive that he considers the
work of his aids well done and it would
be decidedly unfair to all if he failed
to announce their individual names
when introducing the picture.
Wilson Now Owns Own Studio.
Ben Wilson, who is producing his
second serial picture, "The Screaming
Shadow," for release to Hallmark Pictures Corporation, purchased the studio
located on San Monica boulevard, Los
.Angeles, from the Faust estate. The
studio
has been
occupied by the Bull's
Eye Comedy
Company.
Petition in Bankruptcy.
The Master Craft Photoplay Corporation, which has a plant on the edge of
Middlesex Falls, Medford, Mass., has
been petitioned into bankruptcy by three
creditors. They are Raymond L. Cleveland, who has a claim of $20,000 for
money said to have been advanced and
services rendered; Gladys L. Cleveland,
who claims $675 for services, and Warren P. Jackson, of Westboro, who asks
$300 for legal services.
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Cohn

Take

Over

Production of "Hall Room" Films
"What 'Elaine' did for physical science
HARRY COHN, proJACK AND
ducers of the Hall Room Boys come- our new serial, "The Mystery Mind," will
dies, announce that hereafter they do for psychic science. While we have
will produce as well as distribute this woven a love and adventure story our
series independently. They will also or- dominant theme, hypnotism, has 'jeen
ganize two other production units for treated seriously and scientifically. As
other short subjects. However, the Hall pathfinders we are breaking another new
Room Boys will continue to be the road for the cinema serial. We have beprincipal offering.
come psychopath-finders."
A studio in Hollywood, Cal., has been
secured, and Harry Cohn will be in genMarguerite Marsh Feature
eral supervision. Henry Bergman, formerly of the vaudeville team of Clark
Being Cut and Assembled
and Bergman, has been appointed genAN, s,presiden
eral director of production, while Al
Y GROSSM
HARR
an Picture
Inc., t an-of
Grossm
Nathan, formerly manager of the Broad"Face
first
Face", the
way Theatre, New York, has been made
starring
eight tofeatures
of a series of nounces
studio manager. The Hall Room Boys
ite
and
cut
being
now
is
Marsh,
Marguer
comedies have heretofore been made
assembled at the studio in Ithaca, and
by the National Film Corporation. Howwill be ready for screening within a week.
ever, the contract has expired and the
It is said to be a picture with wonderCohns announce on account of the great
ful exterior and interior scenes, combined
success of the series, they have decided
with an interesting story of an entirely
to produce these pictures themselves.
different
kind from the usual run of pictures.
Jack Cohn, in charge of the New
York office, says: We have determined
Mr. Grossman is working out elaborate
that this series, shall, through merit anJ
plans for production of the remainder of
wholesomeness, become one of the most
is due
to a desuccessful in the field. Though still the series. "Our
termination to doproject
our bit
to fulfil
the
young, compared with other brands, it demand for better pictures. We realize
has already proved a great success. Dur- a star is one of the essentials and were
ing the coming year, the series will be fortunate in securing Miss Marsh for
built around the best stories obtainable,
"Face to Face." Three more stories have
with original comedy situations featur- been accepted and are now being made
ing Neeley Edwards, the boy with the ready for the screen. We expect to
winning smile, in the role of Percy Hall release the pictures one every six weeks.
Room. He will be given the support
of the dians
most
talented
company Beautiful
of comethat can
be secured.
girls, elegant settings, skillful direction
and good photography, are to be the
features gf forthcoming releases.
Grey Tells of Making
First Psychic Serial
SUCCESSFUL makers of serials
must get a lap' ahead in the race
John, W.
ideas," says
for t new
As
Inc.Grey,
Pictures
of Supreme
presiden
pathfinders of serials we are putting over
the first psychic serial.
in addition
beingstory,
authors
and"Today,
producers
of your toown
one
must have the gift of feeling the public
pulse and getting the jump on its changing moods before any one else can do so.
Ipurposely
use the words
'pathfinders
of serials'
for Arthur
B. Reeve
and I
have been connected closely with nearly
all the big serials and a large number of
new ideas have emanated from us. Mr.
Reeve's 'Exploits of Elaine,' made scieiice
familiar to the screen. At the time everysaid 'You
it over.'
went oneover
so bigcan't
thatgetmany
serials But
sinceit
a scientificnotangle.
ahavenewhaddeparture,
only 'Elaine'
in typewasof
story, but it was the first serial booked
for weekly release.

Market

A trade showing will be announced
shortly, hibitors
towill bewhich
invited.representative exKremer to Have Exchange;
Ira H. Simmons in Charge

his
building
change in the same
open anas exR will
KREME
OR ve
VICT
offices, at 126 West
executi
Forty-sixth street, New York, to distribute the Kremer-Chaplin reissues in
New York and northern New Jersey. It
will be known as the New York Independent Masterfilms, Inc.
Ira H. Simmons has been appointed
general manager of the exchange and
will be assisted by a corps of high class,
salesmen, who will assist exhibitors in
the exploitation of the Chaplin productions. Mr. Simmons has for ten years
been actively associated with the film
industry. Recently he handled Mack
Sennett's "Yankee Doodle in Berlin" for
New York and New England states, and
prior to that was special representative
for the New York First National Exchange.
More Sales on Hank Mann.
The Arrow Film Corporation reports
the sale of the Hank Mann two-reel
comedies for New England to Sam
Grand of the Arrow Film Company, 48
Piedmont street, Boston, and for Michigan to Arthur B. Hyman Attractions,
Film Building, Detroit. Minnesota,
North and South Dakota and Wisconsin
territory has also been sold.
This is said to about complete all territorial rights on this series.

Monty Banks Signs with Warner Brothers to Make Two-Reel Comedies.
Former while
SennettSamand Warner,
Vltagraph comedian
the dotted line
Frankherelook
C. crowdingGriffln,
Hawks andDirector
Jack Warner
on. Howard
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Joseph A. Golden.
Author-director of the AUgood aerial,
"The Whirlwind."
Six Road Shows for
"Carmen" Burlesque
now has under
KREM
VICTOR
ion ER
the direct
of Ira H. Simmons,
manager of the new Kremer exchange in New York, six companies in
rehearsal for road shows for "A Burn." Each
ny ,
Carmeprincip
compa
als, two
compriselesque onthree
singerswill
a
premiere dancer and a chorus of six
girls.
The entertainment will be in the nature
of a travesty on the opera "Carmen,"
with a jazz version of the song "Carmen," specially
The show
will written.
open in Albany during
the latter part of this month. Following
this, five other companies will start on
tour.
In connection with the booking of the
Chaplin attraction will be an exploitation campaign. Several novelties are
now being prepared, prominent among
which is a press book, dealing entirely
with the stage presentation.
Pioneer Laying Plans
for Spring Campaign
preparations are being
VE
ACTI
made by Pioneer Film Corporation
for a campaign to bring the exhibitors into closer touch with the service the company is offering. Meetings
will be held at the various Pioneer exchanges at a majority of which M. H.
HofTman, general manager of the company, will be present.
"Exhibitors will be invited to attend
these meetings and express their views as
to the ways and means of making the
company a greater force behind the exhibitor, without impairing the freedom of
actionanofofficial
the individual
theatre operator,"
says
of the company.
Special service departments will be
installed to work with the exhibitor. This
plan has already been tried in some of
the exchanges and is meeting with great
success. This service will be gratuitous.
Mr. HofTm'an announces that Pioneer
in calling these meetings desires to learn
at first hand the kind of pictures, and the
kind of service the exhibitor desires to
assist him in increasing his profits and
rendering better service to his patrons.

serial directors
among author
NENTA. Golden,
PROMI
is Joseph
and director of the new AUgood serial,
nd,"
g
"The Whirlwi
starrin Charles
Hutchinson. He has been writing and
directing serials and features for more
than thirteen years. His entree into
the film field was with the old Biograph,
for whom he wrote and directed pictures for more than a year.
One of Mr. Golden's first successes was
"Monte Cristo" from the famous stage
play of the same title, which was a onereeler. Later, he produced the same picture for Famous Players in seven reels.
Among the stars Mr. Golden has
directed are Nat Goodwin, Blanche
Walsh, James O'Neill, Helen Ware,
Julia Dean, John Mason, Holbrook Blinn,
and others well known to the stage and
screen. Mr. Golden also wrote and
directed "The Great Gamble," a successful serial distributed by Pathe. He also
made the "Wolves of Kultur" serial, as
well as "The Libertine," Redemption"
and
"Would You Forgive" feature productions.
" 'The Whirlwind,' says Mr. Golden,
"I believe to be my best serial as the
thrills I thought big in my former serials
seem commonplace beside those in The
Whirlwind'. Charles Hutchinson is a
star of an unusual type, he is fearless
and possesses nerves of steel. With such
a star, plus a fascinating story and well
rounded cast, no exhibitor can fail of
success if he will make use of the showmanship helps in our great twenty-ei
one
page exploitation book prepared by g'it
of the foremost experts in the film industry."
National Now

Completing

"The Kentucky Colonel"
THE.America
Nationalfirst
Film1920
Corporation
production,of
"The Kentucky Colonel," will be
completed before February 1, according;
to William A. Seiter. director, who will
commence at once on cutting the picture. Over 67,000 feet of negative are
said to have been exposed for this picture, which is a screen adaptation of
Opie Read's novel of the same title. The
picture will be ready for its first New
York preview about March 1, states Mr
Joe
Brandt, the National's eastern .-epresentative.
Francis McDonald to Be Starred.
Francis McDonald, the juvenile lead
in
"Thein Kentucky
Colonel," atwillonce.be
starred
another production
Joseph J. Dowling, who has the title
role in "The Kentucky Colonel," returns to the Brunton studios, for a ■•.pecial production
Reissue of "Tillie" Film
Features Five Funmakers
to a
replied
T once
MACK
t film
men on
of prominen
groupSENNET
being questioned regarding what
in his opinion was the greatest comedy
he had ever produced: "Tillie's Punctured
This production is claimed to contain
Romance"
every element for a successful comj'ly

Field

of Joseph A. Golden
feature. There is a story that is suilicient in itself. And the cast of five prominent comedians, Charles Chaplin, Marie
Dressier, Mable Normand, Chester Conklin and Mack Swain, all contribute to
bring out the comical situations.
"This production," says an official of
Tower Film
advertisingCorporation,
itself from its "has
first been
showing,
and each successive performance has
boosted its reputation. A revival of
'Tillie's Punctured Romance' will bring
crowds to the theatres that run it. It is a
masterpiece that those who see will want
to see again."
Much Interest Aroused by
Latest Abramson Picture

week-stands
ingTS
runs, and
also
regardexhibitors
from and
REQUES
inquiries from many state right
buyers regarding territory, are reported
by the Graphic Film Corporation, regarding Ivan Abramson's latest production,
"A ChildFebruary
for .^,ale,"IS.which is promised for
release
In order to reap the benefit of the
publicity carried in newspapers throughout the country in connection with an
instance which is similar to the one on
which this production is founded, and
which by a coincidence occurred just
after the scenario for this picture was
completed, an attractive twenty-four
sheet has been prepared and will soon
make its appearance on the billboards in
New York City.
A campaign book is also being prepared which will lay particular stress on
the excellent cast, consisting of Gladys
Leslie and Creighton Hale, supported by
Robby Connelly, Julia Swayne Gordon,
.Anna Lehr. William Davidson, William
Tooker and William Rechtel.
Annette Kellerman's Lead
Will Be Wheeler Oakman
SOL
LESSER,
who is featuring
producingAn-a
series
of productions
nette Kellerman, announces the engagement of Wheeler Oakman as her
leading man. Wheeler Oakman first
attracted attention for his work as the
"Broncho Kid" in "The Spoilers," and
later appeared in such successes as 'The
Ne'er-Do-Well,"
"Mickey," "Betrayed,"
and
others.
The Kellerman story was written by
Bernard McConville, and is being directed by Chet Franklin at the Brunton
Studios, Hollywood. The pictures will
be distributed by Sol Lesser.
South Likes Tord Helput."
Tower Film Corporation reports receipt of another statement similar to
several received recently from exchanges who are handling former title,
"Cruel, Cruel Love." which they are
now
releasing
on the Independent
Market.
K. & R. Film Co. of Atlanta, Ga., who
control their single reel Charlie Chaplin special, "Lord Helpus," for the southern territory to Tower Film Corporation, state that it is being received with
enthusiasm, and is proving a big success.
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Stage

While
Rehearsing
for
the
Screen
reality and that the same thing is true
the second day of the big
is
THIS
By Edward Weitzel
blizzard, so cold weather stories
about
should be right in line. Dorothy
"No, you
but on
it'sthe
nicescreen?"
of you to say so."
Dalton, one of the trio of stars who is
"How did you feel the first night you
The
next
morning
was
clear
all
right
—
making pictures by day and stage ap- clear, and about twenty degrees colder. walked out on the Century stage."
pearances by night, was the heroine of
"Like a fly on the head of a bass
'Just director
the day declared
for a movie
rainstorm,' drum. It was so diflerent from screen
an encounter for art's sake with a com- my
enthusiastically,
acting, to face that packed theatre and
bination of fallen temperature and fallwhen I reached the studio."
the sound
my ownto voice."
"Why didn't you refuse to go ahead hear
"Weren't
you ofamused
read in the
papers
that
a
movie
actress with little
with
the
scene?"
"Because," replied Miss Dalton, look- or no stage training was the hit of the
ing at me quite seriously for a second,
"Why?"
"moving picture stars are like good
"Because no woman without the necsoldiers : they always obey orders."
essary experience behind the footlights
"But, if it's a question of health" —
"Always obey orders is the second could have trod the boards so confidently
Golden Rule of our profession; the first and so skillfully kept her voice at the
cast ?" pitch ; both of which things you
is alwaysladykeep
answeredin her
the proper
actress
who healthy,"
is now putting
did. Your training may have been innight and matinee days as the blonde
tensive but it was in the right school."
enchantress Chrysis of Galilee, in 'Aph"You mean, a stock company," said
rodite' at the Century Theatre on Cen- Miss Dalton: "Yes, that is where I got
tral Park West, and wearing with such my
early training in acting. Playing
unconscious ease and grace the aerifer- leads with an organization which
ous but gorgeous gowns designed by changes the bill every week and apPercy Anderson.
pearing as Juliet, Young Mrs. Winthrop,
the heroine in 'Paid in Full' and CaRehearsing a Rain Storm.
mille successively either teaches an acday down
when :thethere
sun was
shonenotanda
tress her business or opens her eyes to
the"Butrainthatcame
the painful truth that she has mistaken
cloud in the sky as you crossed the Hud- her calling. I'm not going to say how
son on the
ferry,
it?"
"Not
one !Fort
But Lee
there
was I atake
property
man with a garden hose waiting for
me and an unlimited supply of water
and a director to see that I was thorThe Blonde Enchantress.
oughly drenched."
"So that's
the way a screen shower is
Dorothy Dalton as Chrysis of Galilee In
"Aphrodite," at the Century.
"One-person showers, yes."
"Howto?" soak
do you
manage
you
made
want
a crowd
or a itfewwhen
hundred
ing rain while at work that would have
dampened the ardor of anyone but a feet of landscape?"
true artiste. Sitting inside of the two
"Ring up the fire department."
"How cold was it that day?"
screens which form her temporary
"Down toto the
dressing room on the stage of the
lookfreezing
as if I point."
believed this,
Famous Players studio she unfolded the butI tried
realized that I was not making a
tragic tale
with
deep
feeeling
and
exbrilliant success of the attempt and took
cellent dramatic effect.
refuge in the original remark.
"It was at Fort Lee among the Jersey
"Really?"
pines,"
began,
"that I togotposing
my first
MisssheDalton's
soon convinced- me
taste of she
winter
as related
for that
was in tone
earnest.
the screen. Fresh from the West Coast
"The property man stood so that the
I contemplated the making of a picture rain
he was making soaked the ground
last fall here in New York as I would
under
feet and he had to keep stepthe same experience in Los Angeles. ing tohisprevent
being frozen to the
But I reckoned without the rise and fall
of the barometer over in Jersey, where spot," she said.
"How about you?"
the exteriors were to be shot."
had to stand still and take it, and
■'You don't like cold weather then, an"I icicle
formed on the end of my
Dorothy in Warm Weather Garb.
Miss Dalton?"
tam-o-shanter."
In contrast with her wintry co.stume
"Oh, yes, I love it— when it's just cold
"What did they do with you — get a
enough to give one an excuse for wearabove. Here In "The Dark Mirror."
lllllllllll1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMllltllllllMNIIMIIIMIIIIIIIIMIlllllll)irilllllllllll<lllllllllll,lilllliii|||||||,|||||iri,li|illtlll
crowbar and pry you loose?"
ing handsome winter furs."
"That
wasn't
quite
necessary;
but
it
A Question of Atmosphere.
was the ceivedcoldest
reception I I've
re- long I acted in stock, but I did my bit
as an actress.
was ever
telling
"What do they do in Southern Caliand received an honorable discharge."
McKay
Morris
about
it
one
night
while
fornia— wear 'em without an excuse?"
"I was sure of it. Now tell me something about the picture you are re"Yes — and without a blush. The day we were rehearsing 'Aphrodite.' The
before my adventure with iced atmo- stage wasn't very warm, and he laughed
sphere the director remarked to me in and suggested that the experience would
"Barrie's 'Half an Hour'— I'm delighted
hearsing."
it! The story is so true to life and
a matter-of-fact tone, 'If it's a clear day be splendid training for my appearance with
so dramatic. Come and watch us retomorrow we'll take that rain scene.' as"He
referred?
—
Chrysis."
Snug and warm in my new furs I smiled
hearse this next scene. It's the one
"To the elaborate scantiness of my where the young wife has learned that
sweetly and replied thoughtlessly, 'That
the man she has promised to elope with
will
nice 1' That
scene, storm
according
Teaching an Actress Her Business.
to thebe scenario
was rain
a summer
and costumes."
has been run over and killed and the
nothing was said about heating the
woman dare not betray her real
poor
told you how much taller
water with which I was to be soaked. you"Haslookanyone
on the stage than you arc in

feelings."
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sation I have had with public officials
I am afraid it is a delicate subject and
apt to bring federal censorship upon the

Mr. Moore is the franchise holder of
York
Executives in New
industry."
the
First National in District of Columex- man)' cases the intention is good, l)ut
-known tres
wellfive
bia, Delaware and Maryland, and gradthe
RE,
TOM MOOhibitor
should
there
be
anything
in
the
beginthea
r
and owne of
ually is co-operating with other exved
in
arri
on,
C,
D.
in Washingt
ning of the picture
to antagonize
one's
hibitors in his territory to extend the
Americanism
or
arouse
it,
that
element
atFebruary 8, to
New York on Sunday,
First National service to their adventend a meeting of the executive officers will walk out disgusted without wait- tage.
ing to see the finish. From converof the First National and to close some
ing year.
booking deals for the ensu
d
a
Mr. Moore has just recovere from
severe attack of the influenza, which
Victory Theatre Opens at Kokorno
laid him up for ten days. It was his
intention to remain in New York until
February 11 and then proceed to Pinewith Martin F. Gruenewald
Mattager
hurst and St. Augustine to recuperate.
The business of the First National was
accessible exits and all doors are of the
so urgent he was obliged to remain until THEkomo,newInd.,
Victory
one ofTheatre
a chain atof Kofive "panic" type. The projection room is
the 16th. Mr. Moore will break ground
s owned equipped with two of the latest promotion
picture
theatre
et
th
and
stre
this spring at Fourteen
jecting machines and a spotlight. A
d
ington, for the erec- and operate by the Victory Theatre
,
Park tionRoad
pipe organ, said to have been installed
of the Wash
Parkway Theatre, seating opened
Company onof 'Monday
Fort Wayne,
was
formally
, February 2, with at a cost of $10,000, is a feature.
heast
2,200ionand for another in the sout
's
TheralVictory
"My
Husband
Other
Wife" offering
as the
of that city to seat 1,400. These
sect
manager isTheatre
F. G. Company's
Heller of geneFort
chief attraction. The premier
two additional theatres will increase his was
d
y
attende
by
capacit
crowds.
Wayne.
The
other
theatres
-owned by
n
holdings in Washingto to seven
company are the Fisher Theatre of
The new Victory has a seating capa- the
houses.
city of 1,025 and is one of the best Danville, III.; the Meridian and Starland
Mr. Moore believes the percentage
theatres
of Anderson, and the Washequipped theatres in the state. Extreme
plan of bookings is becoming more
ington Theatre of Richmond. Martin
simplicity
characterizes
the
decorative
with
particularly
popular every day,
scheme of old rose and gold, giving the F. Gruenewald, formerly manager of the
super-special films like "The Miracle interior an inviting home-like air. The
Washington
Richmon'd,
has been
apMan," "Male and Female," etc. He says
pointedatmanager
of the new
Victory.
emblem, an embellshed golden
he ran "The Miracle Man" for four theatre's
He
is
one
of
the
most
aggressive
exhibi"V," is much in evidence throughout.
tors in the state.
weeks and expects to run "In Old KenThere is no balcony, ail the seats being
tucky" for six weeks. He is arranging
for a special stage setting, a colored on the ground floor, which slopes from
Producers to Invade Hawaii.
the foyer to the proscenium in such a
jazz band and a big exploitation campaign that is unequaled in novelty and way that a clear view of the stage may
.A.
quarter
of a million dollar film probe had from any section of the theatre.
sensational effect.
ducing organization is being promoted
lobby has a width of twenty-six
"The past year has been a record The
and a depth of fourteen. To the in Los Angeles for the purpose of probreaker for Washington," said Mr. feet
ducing pictures on a large scale in the
right of the entrance are three richly Hawaiian
Moore,
"and
I
predict,
after
talking
with
Director William
many Washington public officials, that furnished rooms, a rest room, dressing Chaudet is Islands.
handling
the
negotiations for
room
and
a
retiring
room.
1920 will be the biggest year of prostaking an entire film colony across the
perity the moving picture industry has
Has Expensive Pipe Organ.
Pacific to do a series of pictures with
ever had.
islands, as a locale, and the stories
The structure was also designed to the
"The production of too many Bolsheto be woven around the spirit of the
vik pictures needs close watching. It meet every requirement of safety, saniSouth Seas, but with up-to-date themes.
tation and ventilation. There are ten
is a dangerous subject to picturize. In
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Depicting
Story
of the
Defendant
of Mrs. Gertrude Wilson, actor in the film in question who rep- subject of judicial inquiry, a picture of
trial of
THEaccused
the murder of Charles
resented the murdered man had never the persons, their acts and movements
Brown, at Marysville, Cal., which seen the original, his natural tenden- so taken would be the very best evidence in such investigation.
has been attracting much attention on
cies would be to overact the picture in
the Pacific Coast, has come into even
favor of the side whose version was
"A resspicture
showing
of a fire or
a flood,theor actual
showingprogthe
greater prominence through the efforts taken as a guide.
action
of
a
windstorm,
should
be reto introduce moving pictures as eviHe expressed an opinion that moving
ceived when it can illustrate any disdence. These pictures were made by pictures had their place in courts as
the defense at the actual scene of the evidence and went into detail outlining
puted issue or fact. In all these instances itwill be noted that the direct
shooting with the assistance of eye- the possible use of these. In part he
witnesses.
said :
fact in issue is shown in the picture."
Judge
Weyand
if the quesJudge Ernest Weyand permitted the
When They May Be Used.
tion at issue
in thestated
trial that
in progress
was,
pictures to be shown in court, but had
"It
is
highly
proper
to
use
a
moving
the jury excluded at the time, as well picture in aid of any disputed issue in "Could the homicide have so happened,"
of moving pictures would have
as during the entire half-day given over court in an attempt to have clear and the usepermissible,
but that this was not
to arguments for and against their in- _ truthful mental picture of the incident been
the real matter in dispute.
troduction as evidence. He later renunder
investigation
in
order
to
have
it
dered a ruling against the admission of
and firmly impressed on the
the film, expressing the opinion that clearly
minds of the court and jury. Any court "Live Sparks" Adds to
such evidence might tend unduly to that
refuse to allow the moving
sway the jury by its dramatic effect, as picturewould
Kerrigan's Popularity
as evidence in such a case would,
well as set a dangerous precedent.
in
my
judgment,
be
committing
a
reversTHE
volume
businesshome
received atofthecontract
Hodkinson
The defense contended that the film
ible err-or.
showed the occurrence in the exact manoffice on "Live Sparks," J. Warren
"I may
give some
instances
wheretheI Kerrigan's newest release, is further
ner in which it happened and that in
it would
be proper:
Suppose
evidence that the magnetic star is riding
no other way could it properly be de- think
method
of
operation
of
some
mechanon
high wave of popularity and seems
scribed. It set forth that twelve men
ical contrivance should be the subject of to abear
out the statement of Robert
in the jury box from twelve separate
and it would be impracticable
Bruntoii, when the first print was
mental pictures from spoken testimony, dispute,
actual operation of the conshipped east from Los Angeles, that
some of which must be inaccurate, while to show the
trivance to the court and jury; in my
"Live Sparks" is the finest J. Warren
the testimony of an eye-witness in movjudgment,
moving
pictures
that
would
Kerrigan production made under Bruning picture form would give one clear
fully show such operation should be re- ton auspices.
impression.
ceived. Assume that the operator of a
Though but three weeks have passed
moving picture machine were taking a .since
Judge Weyand's Opinion.
the date of its release, several
first-run
picture
on
the
street
showing
the
movetheatres have enjoyed highly
In giving his decision to refuse the
ments
of
men
or
machines
and
other
admission of the films as evidence. movable objects, and an altercation or profitable engagements on the star's
latest vehicle, which has already surJudge Weyand spoke at considerable
length and went into the matter in de- accident should happen within the scope
passed the spot-booking record on a
tail, stating that he realized that the of the machine, and thereafter the in- Kerrigan picture achieved by "The Joycident become the subject of legal inproposition was a novel and very imLiar." Its snappy, attractive title,
quiry; itwould be gross error to refuse whichous "Live
portant one. He quoted authorities on the introduction
Sparks" lives up to in its
of the moving picture, every situation,
proving an invaluable
the use of photographs and expressed
if proven to have been honestly taken. aid in advertsingis and
exploitation caman opinion that if "juries are naturally
Pictures
the
Best
Evidence.
prone to accept them as absolutely corT. Warren Kerrigan believes in per"I am informed that during a recent paigns.
rect," as is asserted in "Moore on
mitting his supporting players a fair
Facts," this would be even more so in strike a moving picture machine was
stationed
in
a
secreted
position
and
was
regard to moving pictures.
share
of
laurels.
In as
"Live
Sparks"
such well the
known
players
Fritzi
BruHe also directed attention to the fact made to photograph the actual movements of the strikers. Were this strike
that an actor always places special
nette, Joseph J. Dowling, Arthur Millette, Roy Laidlaw and John Steppling
stress upon his attempted reproduction or the question as to who may have
of the alleged acts of the person he participated therein or the actions of have something more to do than \ns\
represents, and suggested that since the the several participants to become the helping the star to shine.

Olive Tell Enhances the Powerful Story of "Love Without Question," Jans Pictures First Release.
A group of views from this production now In the maklntT.
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of "Bringing Up Father" Comedies
of George
beautiful
daughter,"
Mr.
unique
THEMcMa
nus combi
and natio
his nwell known their
Christie.
Raflferty
and announces
Dinty Moore,
newspaper character, Mr. Jiggs, the outlawed friends of Jiggs, are in the
and the directing talent of Al Christie pictures, too. The success of the cartoons and the success of the motion
and Reggie Morris is disclosed in the
announcement that Pathe Exchange, picture should rest upon the fact that
Inc., will shortly release the first of a the characters are essentially human
series of two-reel comedies launched people. The things they do are not
under the auspices of the International caricatures. They are real human incidents, which every one knows and can
ing Up Father" is understand.
Film genera
Servic
l e.title"Bring
the
of the series,
based on
us,
on
the famous comic creati of McMan
"We Manus
havecartoons
madeand a have
studybased
of the
familiar to almost every newspaper
the Mcplot
reader in the country.
of the first of these two-reel comedies
The first comedy of the series has on a combination of four humorous incidents embodied in several of the
been completed under the personal direction of Mr. Christie, and full re- original comic strips. When photoplay
leasing details will be made known in fans see the first of the 'Bringing Up
the near future. They will be issued at Father'
comedies on the screen they
the rate of one a month after the initial will recognize
many happenings which
release. International is backing the
series with the entire force of its entire they remember from the newspapers."
publicity organization, and the news- Large Sum to Be Spent
featurescreen
will contain
mentspaper
of the
comedies. announceRemodeling Princess
Johnny Ray Plays Jiggs.
111.,
field,
of Spring
WATTS
erable
consid
to, spend
Playing the role of Jiggs is Johnny WW. plans
ling the
Prinremode
in
money
•
Ray, who has played in vaudeville and
Theatre, which he recently took
who has enjoyed a big popularity for over. cessThe
second floor of the
twenty years. Maggie is played by building willentire
be taken out to admit a
Margaret Fitz Roy, also a legitimate new balcony which
will seat about 500
and vaudeville player before her first
appearance in pictures several years ago. The lower floor will be extended thirty
feet and dropped thirty-two inches
The daughter is played by Laura La which
will permit the installation of
Plante, who was selected from the ranks about 400
more seats. This will make
of Christie film follies girls.
Princess the largest seating capacIn addition to the personal services of the ity
theatre in the city, exceeding the
Al Christie, Reggie \Iorris will give his
,
Watts'
constant personal attenton to the come- Gaiety
The new
lobbyother
will big
be house.
in the north
dies. He was for a long time associated
of the building. The box office
with Mack Sennett and directed many end
be moved out to the edge of the
of the biggest comedy successes. Aside will
sidewalk and the entrance on Capitol
from his experience with Sennett, Mor- avenue
will be discontinued. Exits will
ris has had a long career as a creator
of screen comedies, and big results are be fnstalled on that side. A new
looked for from him.
canopy will be installed over the main
Mr. Watts plans to go over
"International could have made no entrance.
more popular selection of a type of the house from top to bottom and
comedy to put into a screen version. I expects to make it the most beautiful
believe there is scarcely a newspaper theatreonin the
Central
Illinois.
Princess
is a Mr.
longWatts'
one.
reader in the United States who is not lease
orchestra and a new pipe organ
familiar with Jiggs and Maggie and Awilllarge
be installed.
Mr. Watts will also take possession
of the Lyric on July 1, and will immediately begin remodeling and altering it. It will be ready for opening on
Labor Day.
In the near future the Gaiety will also
be remodeled and the seating capacity
increased.

Breaking into the Pictures
Well-known Jiggs family of "Bringing Up
Father" fame in the McManus cartoons
to be filmed by Pathe.

Ince Buys Three Stories
for Early Production
H.
s from
comethree
WORD
s repInce that
new Thom
storieas
resenting the best and most
popular works
of three prominent authors have been purchased as screen
es
vehicl for Ince stars. "The Counterfeit," by H. B. Daniel; "The Incubus,"
, and "An
by Marjorie
s Benton byCooke
turou
e
Adven
Stell
aseda Wynn
Herron, are theDay,"
stories purch
by Mr.
Ince and scheduled for production at an
early date.
In the language of the trade, "The
Counterfeit" is a first class "crook
story," replete with thrills, mystery and
intrigue. H. B. Daniel, well and favor-
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ably known for his stories of the underworld, has injected dramatic intensity
into an altogether plausible plot which
is said to hold the interest from beginning to end.
"The Incubus" has been read in book
form by millions of persons. It is considered the most convincing piece from
the versatile pen of Marjorie Benton
Cooke. Stella Wynne Herron, author
of "An .'Adventurous
introduction to readers.Day"
Her needs
works nohave
found popularity
in 'PictorialandReview,'
'Woman's
Home Companion'
other
leading magazines. During a contest for
short stories held by Collier's Magazine,
Miss Herron contributed the prize-winning script. Her work received the personal compliments of the late Theodore
Roosevelt.
All-Star Hodkinson Film
Blends Humor and Drama

timeYof and
it battling
upper
havethea merry
drama for
COMED
hand throughout "His Temporary
Wife," Joseph Levering's screen adaptation of Robert .'Ames Bennet's popular
magazine story, prints of which have
just
been received at all Hodkinson
branches.
With an all-star cast, including Rubye
De Remer, Edmund Breese, Mary Boland, Eugene Strong and W. T. Carleton, one might be led to believe that
comedy would be out of place among
such acknowledged exponents of the
serious side of theatricals. Yet lively,
original humor has no small part in the
proceedings, with the famed dramatic
artists demonstrating that it is no
harder for them to convulse audiences
than it is to provoke them to sighs and
sniffles.
W. T. Carleton, famous as a character
artist, wins many a laugh in a sickroom scene. Mary Boland, now appearing in Booth Tarkington's big stage success, "Clarence,"
and Armand
also flash
some delightful
comedy.Cortes
Eminent Players with Doris KenyoB.
Two notable women of the stage have
a hand in Doris Kenyon's new DeitrichBeck production, "The Harvest Moon,'
by Augustus Thomas, for W. W. Hodkinson distribution, Theodore C. Deitrich, co-producer, having enlisted the
services of Mrs. E. M. Holland, widow
of the famous character actor of another
generation, and Ellen Olesen, the famoas
Swedish actress.
Mrs. Holland was herself a player of
prominence and often appeared in support of her illustrious husband. The
Swedish celebrity triumphed for years
as the star, of plays produced at the
Royal Opera House, Stockholm. Both
appear in the Normandy scenes of the
Augustus Thomas story.
Mayer Signs Ward Crane.
Louis B. Mayer has signed Ward
Crane to play the leading role in support of Anita Stewart in "The Yellow
Typhoon," which is being directed by
Edward
Jose. have
Mr. Crane's
appearances
been inrecent
main screen
roles
in Allan Dwan productions. In "The
Yellow Typhoon," which is a dramatization of Harold MacGrath's Saturday
Evening Post serial, he will have the
part of the young naval lieutenant and
will fall irretrievably in love with Miss
Stewart, finally winning her in the end,
as a good hero should.
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Going,

Up

at Metro's
West
Coast
Studios
tween Metro executive officers and Mr.
FIRST steps toward the enlargement Richard A. Rowland anounced his policy
of the Metro studios in Hollywood of 'fewer and better pictures,' and start- Loew. Six companies, headed by Bert
and the general expansion of Metro
ed spending three months on a produc- Lytell, May Allison, Viola Dana, Emma
Alice Lake and a Screen Classics,
facilities iollowing the visit to the Pacition instead of five weeks," Mr. Loew Dunn,
fic Coast plant by Marcus Loew and continued.
Inc., all-star cast, are now working at
"The first pictures made by the
Richard A. Rowland were taken when Screen
studio.
The additional companies
Classics, Inc., impressed me with are not announced.
the work was commenced on the con- their beauty.
Production expansion will not be construction of an enclosed stage to cost
"Metro still retains its identity. Metro
fined to the West, Mr. Rowland stated.
pictures will show in Loew houses. That
$45,000.
Word of this undertaking that reached is all that the affiliation means to the M. P. Staulcup, studio supervisor of art
interiors, has left the coast for New
the Metro home office in the Longacre
public. Has Plans for Expansion.
Building brought with it the announceYork
to prepare
Metro's Sixty-first
street studios
for productions.
mentdent,thathasMr.
Rowland,
Metro's
presiDirector General Maxwell Karger realso authorized the early
"But it means to me that through my
erection of additional executive offices friend,
Mr. Rowland, I will have a share
turned toin Hollywood
from with
a week's
vacation
time to confer
Messrs.
costing many thousands more to house in developing a powerful organization.
increased forces in every department of I will leave the executive work to him. Loew and Rowland, and with W. E. Atkinson and Joseph W. Engel, respective
the great western production plant.
"I plan for expansion of product.
The Metro chief executive sends word Metro
will continue to make better pic- general manager and treasurer of Metro.
tures— but it will make more of them.
that the new stage will be 90 by 150
Mr. Karger will accompany Mr. Rowland East, continuing his vacation sevfeet, with 20-foot wings on each side, As a releasing organization it will
and will duplicate in dimensions the handle distribution of worthy produceral weeks before beginning work. Mr.
Atkinson
will return to New York in
tions made by individuals. It will sign
largest of the present structures on the
ten-acre lot. There are two of these. more stars, and continue to buy screen
three weeks. Mr. Engel will remain in
These big stages, roofed over and sky- rights to the cream of stage plays and charge of the western studios.
Marcus Loew will go to San Francisco
lighted, are used in the taking of in- novels. All that is up to Mr. Rowland.
terior scenes by artificial illumination.
"So Loew's, Inc., is now interested in to consult with his Pacific Coast general
picture production. I value the organi- managers, Ackerman & Harris, returnMove Was for Self-preservation.
zation that is working for us. Yet I
ing to New York from there.
"I went into motion pictures for self- went into pictures in self-defense."
Reichert Joins Realart Forces.
protection," said Mr. Loew. "Metro
Mr. Rowland amplified Mr. Loew's
needed theatre affiliation and Loew's
statement by announcing the large exLouis Reichert, for many years closely
Inc., needed Metro, so that the union
pansion work to be gotten under way
identified wifh the exchange business of
of our interests is mutually beneficial. at once at the Metro studios.
the motion picture industry, has been
"The new enclosed stage will provide appointed
"Loew, Inc., was practically the last room
to assist Harry W. Willard,
for four or five more companies
to invade both fields of the motion picture industry — exhibiting and producing. if needed," he said, "and w_e are going Chicago manager of Realart Pictures
Corporation. Mr. Reichert has pracThe past year I have seen new affilia- to put up additional buildings to accomtions on every side. Exhibitors became
modate the greatly increased executive,
tically
grown up Aswithassistant
the motion
ture
business.
to P.pic-L.
film producers. Film producers ac- directorial and clerical forces required
quired theatre interests. Studios and by an enlarged producing organization. Waters during his regime as general
theatres co-ordinated. The producer
"Metro's expansion is to be not only manager of the General Film Company,
was compelled to own a house in certain physical, but along the lines of creative he made the acquaintance of theatre
and managers in every, section of
large cities to have his first run picture
motion picture art ; we will acquire owners
country.
properly presented. The owner of the- more and better literary material for thePrevious
to his connection with the
atres showing vaudeville or dramatic
General, Mr. Reichert was for three
attractions had to buy picture houses
our pictures."
To
Prbduce
in
the
East.
years manager of the San Francisco exand producing organizations to hold his
change of Metro Pictures Corporation,
own in his game. My move was simply
Immediate steps for studio expansion
and has held other important posts in
to permit additional producing units had the
one of self-preservation.
trade.
"I have watched Metro closely since been detailed in daily conferences be-

Mae Murray Gets "On" Well in George Fitzmaurice's production, "On with the Dance."
Showing the versatile star In this Pararaount-Artcraf t, showing week of February 15 at New York RlvoU.
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convention re-electing Mr. Von Herberg
aization.
trustee and director of the new organDuring their tour of the eastern cities.
Managers Jensen and Von Herberg
on Revivals of Six Super Pictures
closely studied types of latest theatre
construction with a view of incorporating
tween America and England through
some time has been
NOTHING for
everything in their new Seattle house
so gratifying to the executives of the medium of the motion picture."
This is not taken to indicate that that would tend to make it as complete
Fox Film Corporation as have the
and
ornate as any photoplay house in
reports received from all exchanges
is "going into pictures," America.
throughout the country as a result of NorthclifiFe
rather it is believed that NorthcliflFe's
their way to the West Coast the
the first days of the big national drive interest is in seeing more English films twoOn managers
off in Yakima,
sent to America for the purpose of en- Wash., to look stopped
on the six super-production rivivals.
their new house,
With very few exceptions these big
larging upon the understanding of Eng- the Liberty, now over
well along toward comlishmen and their coutry. Mr. Levey
feature pictures have been contracted
on. It will open not later than the
for by the exchanges in every city in the believes in the appeal of pictures to the first week pletiin
April.
seating capacity
country where the Fox company has an masses and believes that Northclifle will will be 1,100, and The
it will be equipped
office, and many theatre men have closed find a way to realize his purpose.
iiitiiiMiiiitiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiliiriitiiiHiiiiiiiiiKiiiPiiiiiiiiiFitiiii itiiiiiiiii iiiiii«iiiiriiiiitiiifiiii(riwiiiit<^ with a giant Wurlitzer organ and other
by wire or mail from oytlying points.
high-class theatre appurtenances.
This, in the estimation of the officials
Von Herberg made arrangements •
of the corporation, furnished absolute
"What Does Lawrence, I forMr.a picture
franchise for his new Seatproof that the exhibitor today is a showtle house while in New York City.
man with a showman's appreciation of
Kansas, Care?"
|
valuemerit.
and a showman's keen knowledge
of
L' IKE
town," proud
Law- | St. Louis Simplex Agent
rence,every
Kan.,"home
is civically
These spectacular films, including "Les
Reports Heavy Business
when one of the "home boys" |
Miserables," "A Tale of Two Cities," =
out in the world, "hits the |
"Cleopartra," "Salome," "A Daughter of I1 goes
of the visitors to the Simplex
and kicks this old world for |
the Gods" and "The Honor System," I line"
a goal. There may be many in | ONEplant was H. Wedemeyer, secrehave been given a new lease of life in- I Lawrence,
tary of the Erker Brothers OpKan., who will read |
tical Company, St. Louis, who holds the
by the activities
producer'sof 1 with gratification
about Jerry |
branch spiredmanagers
and ofthethesincerity
franchise
for Missouri,
norththe exploitation they have received I 'Beatty's advancement. | Simplex eastern
Arkansas and
several counties
through the advertising department of I Jerry, you know, has been writ- | in Illinois. The Erker company was
I ing newspaper advertisements for | established in 1879 by the senior Mr.
the company.
I all the great stars that have put | Erker in a small store on Olive street.
Six Press Sheets.
i the "Famous" in Famous Players- |
Today, besides the five-story buildAs aids in putting these already suc- I Lasky. John Flinn was the "big |
Olive street, a branch office
cessful films over in proper manner, the j boss" and Jerry was the "wheel | does ing aat 608large
optical and
horse" — and the two have set a | motion picture distributing
producer has published six of the most II shining
accessories business at
mark
in
advertising
and
|
attractive
press sheets
seen contained
this sea- I publicity the world over.
avenue, which is located outside
| Grand
son. The wealth
of material
of the business section and which is
in these is bound to aid in the exploita- I Between them these two news- | operated under the management of
tion of the production. There are one- I paper men devised and executed |
of the well known opsheets, three-sheets, six-sheets and I the first really "nation-wide ad- | RobertticalBausch
family of that name.
twenty-fours that are designed on lines I vertising campaign" filmdom ever |
The
entire
third
floor of the Olive
Between them millions
to compel the eye, and, according to the I boasted.
street
building
is
devoted
to motion
I
of
tickets
have
been
sold
to
Mr.
department, the internaadvertising
picture accessories and it is here that
and Mrs. Public — the world over.
tional fame of all the films makes it a
simple matter to strike a common chord I Now "the bigger Boss" has ad- i the Simplex exhibit may be viewed at
in laying out attractive paper for the I vanced John Flinn to a place con- | all times. This department is under the
I siderably higher up. And like a | supervision of H. G. Lihou.
jjroductions.
With these accessories combined with I duck's foot fits into the mud, Jerry |
the literary and artistic values of the I Beatty fits into the position va- f "Who's Your Servant?" Has
by John Flinn. .
|
six big specials, the Fox exchanges re- 11 cated
Lawrence, Kan., will.be glad. |
port more than 1,000 theatres already
Big Exploitation Value
signed up for runs which vary in length 1 And the scores of newspaper men |
from one day in smaller cities to a week I who have worked with, under and |
the special
Servant
d on
n and?" founde
Johnso
in larger cities. In many theatres where
I around Jerry Beatty will be glad | INby"Who's
Julian Your
d New York
play that startle
the pictures have already been shown, I — and the legion of friends he has | whentheacted
ok
by
Holbro
Blinn
at
the
have proved as strong attractions I made on his way from Lawrence, |
they
as before.
son-Cole anRobert
e,
Theatr
I Kan., to the position of director of | Princess nounces
that
has a film which has
For the purpose of creating renewed I publicity and advertising for Fa- f been backed byitsome
the biggest men
mous
Players-Lasky will con- | in police circles in theof United
interest in "A Daughter of the Gods" I
States
him.
|
the producer has sent out on an ex- I1 gratulate
In
addition
to
the
indorsement
of high
For Jerry is a fine gentleman, |
tended vaudeville tour a big girl-act.
police
officials,
newspaper
men
whose
This act, while an extremely entertain- 1 capable and tested by the acid of 1 heads have turned gray solving murder
ing feature in itself, serves also to ex- i long experience. Incidentally, who | tangles have seen the picture and_ deI was it said corporations have no 1
clare it to be one of the most realistic,
ploit "A Daughter
of the Kellerman,
Gods," in which
I fascinating
the celebrated
Annette
most I soul?
melodramatic photodrama
perfectly formed among women, is the
of the times.
featured actress.
"Who's Your Servant?" will shortly
New Von Herberg House
be released as a Robertson-Cole special
Northcliffe's Agents Here.
and
is heralded as a picture that has a
to Cost FuU $2,000,000
Among the English film men now in
large
number of exploitation possibiliAmerica, of whom there are several
ties. Questions which deal directly with
new
for themotion
plans
Jensenrevised
and Von
Herberg
the homes and that society must face
representing different interests, W. G. THAT
Faulkner and Arthur Levey have come
picture palace to be erected m
and conquer as undoubtedly
depicted in "Who's
Your
Seattle, had run the prospective cost of Servant?"
on an interesting mission. They are
flood every
e up to a full ?2,000,000, wr.s theatre thatwillplays
the
structur
representing Lord Northcliffe, famous
the production.
Robertson-Cole officials know the adthe statement of Manager J. Von HerEnglish
lisher. politician and newspaper pubberg when he returned to Seattle with
vertising and exploitation value of this
his partner, Claude S. Jensen, after their production and are leaving no stone
Mr. Levey is known the world round
as an exporter of films and Mr. Faulkmonth's business trip to New York City. unturned to give the exhibitor every aid
The principal object of their eastern possible. To date more than twentyner is the official Northcliffe representabusiness
trip was attendance at the First five accessories have been prepared and
tive. "We come," says Mr. Faulkner,
"to create a better understanding be- National Convention in Atlantic City, the are being given widespread circulation.
William

Fox

Reports

Heavy

Business
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Educational
and
Non
- theatrical
News
Conducted by Margaret I. MacDonald
ing to the Bertillon system is also a
that rend and crush, to the time,
Bray Color Cartoon Is
feature of this issue!. Photographic jaws
when after the grinding in mills that
Distinct Screen Novelty
brings
the rock to the consistency of
records
of New York's
criminals atbeen
police headquarters
have themselves
milady's
talcum,also
the contains
cement is abagged.
THE heralded novelty in the shape
photographed for the screen for the
This issue
colored
of a color cartoon has at last arrived on the screen. And as in first time. The authorization to make scenic, "The Mecca of France, Lourdes,"
this picture was obtained exclusively where every year thousands of pilgrims
similar instances of cartoon progress,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. come to seek healing for their ailments
J. R. Bray is actively concerned with its byInspector
Faurot, who is perhaps the at the far-famed shrines. "Eight Hands
origin and debut.
world's
most
tookfilma vs. One Bounce" is the slow motion numAn amusing subject has been chosen
keen interest expert
in the Bertillonist,
making of the
ber, which is an analysis of the game of
for the launching of the color cartoon,
and
personally
supervised
many
the hand-ball. "The Native Dance of Hawhich comprises an important event in details. As the picture was being ofmade
waii'' interpreted by Princess White
the life of a kitten, when he finds out
case came up that required Inspector Deer, who appeared in "Hitchy Koo
that the winning of cheers is not quite aFaurot
to put into practice the Bertillon 1919" is also one of the attractions of
as easy as it looks to be. It all hapteachings on finger prints and the cam- the Review.
pens on the day when his papa decides
eraman caught him at the work.
that his son and heir is big enough to
An
animated
drawing is used to ex- U. S. Navy Exchange Signs
learn to catch mice, and papa demonplain the various methods of finger print
strates how easy it is to just sit quietly
classification.
for First National Films
at a hole and watch for Mr. Mouse to
appear, and then grab him neatly bePathe Review Shows the
SIMULT
United
the opening
film exchangewithby the
of a ANEOUS
tween both paws. The kitten left to
t Joseph
Lieutenan
Navy,
States
shift for himself attempts to follow in
Walled City of the Wasp
O'Reilly contracted for the entire list
his father's
footsteps,
then
that
he discovers
that and
the it
neatis little
' Circuit reFirstleasesNational
of
ONE
of
the
most
interesting
features
of
the
Pathe
Review
for
February
which are atExhibitors
apporpresent being
trick of nabbing the mouse is one of the
among
crews of
various
the
tioned
most difficult that has yet come into his
22 is a study of the wasp by Rayvessels.
States
United
young life. After several futile attempts
mond L. Ditmars in "The Walled Cities
The Navy distributing bureau has
to catch the mouse tie breaks a pitcher, of Dixie," "A Study of Bugville."
As it is set forth on the screen it is taken offices in the Brooklyn Navy Yard
gets tangled in the family wash, and
and practically every accoutrement of the
finally decides to try all over again. hard to realize that such photographs
This time a rat substitutes for the ex- could be made showing the intimate life average branch office has made the Navy
pected mouse, the kitten meets his of the insect. Their homes are built of Exchange a well systematized film post.
The Navy made this arrangement for
Waterloo, and ends up in the hospital, mud, particle by particle. Thus the tiny their
exchange acting with officials
where he has sufficient time to digest walled cities rise — not for the builders, of theown
First National home office direct.
but
for
next
year's
wasps.
Spiders
are
"Father
Tom on
Catching."
will buy their own prints and each
stored here as food for the coming They
The colors
usedMouse
in the
cartoon are
First National release will be a United
pastel shades in blues, reds, greys, etc. generations; then the wasp deposits an States Navy feature.
egg and seals up the little home until
They do not interfere with the clarity
next spring and the newly hatched wasp
of the picture, and render more attracMountains and Hosiery
emerges, fat with much spider meat.
tive and life-like the improved methods
They used to have a story about magic
of screen cartoons developed at the
in Next Ford-Goldwyn
powders that would do any bidding, but
Bray studios.
today
the
magic
powder
is
called
ceThis cartoon appears in the Goldwynal
attractive
two education
contains dwyn
next Ford-Gol
ment, torn in great chunks from the hill- THEweekly
Bray Pictograph No. 7023 released Febsubjects, the first of which gains
ruary 8.
sides. This is viewed in ''The Dust That
its applause from its intrinsic beauty,
Builds itCities,"
showing
process from
when
is dumped
into theponderous
iron rather than from any educational values
Fing^er Prints and Screen
Evolution Shown in Film
How the motion picture play had
its humble start with the presentation of "Miss Jerry" on October
9, 1894, is told on the screen in the issue
of the Paramount Magazine released
February
15. stereopticon
"Miss Jerry" slides
consisted
a series of
which,of
dissolving one into another, told a complete story on the screen. The creator
of this innovation was Alexander Black,
who is universally known today as the
author of the stirring work, "The Great
Desire."
The motion picture takes up the history of the screen from that time. The
initial offering was reproduced by taking copies of "Miss Jerry" and by skillful photography producing the same effect as was attained by the original
stereopticon slides.
On the twenty-fifth anniversary of
"Miss Jerry's" debut Alexander Black
received a letter from Adolph Zukor,
president of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, congratulating him upon his
initiative in having been the forerunner of a new art.
One More Use of the Airplane; and One More Service by the News Reel.
An explanation of the intricate sysShowing the plane carrying the Fox News Reel cameraman who
"shot" the Mt. Lassen volcano.
tem of classifying finger tips accord-
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which it may possess. "In Higher
Spheres"
is the
the spectator
title of this
which
takes
over picture
snowy
slopes and mountain heights, through
wooded valleys, and past gushing waterfalls, in close contact with a party of
mountain climbers who with their guides
make careful progress over paths of
danger and fascinating lure.
The natural beauty of these scenes is
heightened by the splendid laboratory
work evident in the tinting and toning
of the picture. There is a suggestion
of natural color in this film that is especially attractive.
The second subject on the reel shows
the manufacture of silk hosiery and is
called "Nines-and-a-Half." It is instructive, and gives a carefully detailed illuof howmodern
women'smachinery,
silk hosieryeachis
fashionedstration by
pair requiring 22,000 yards of raw silk
to complete. Each stage through which
the stockings pass is shown, closing
with the sorting and pairing.
Modern Inventions Among
Bray Pictograph Subjects
THE Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph No.
7026, released through tlie Goldwyn
exchanges, presents an interesting
group of subjects which are as follows:
"A Drink on the Fly," a series of interesting and unusual scenes showing
how an engine takes in water while
traveling at high spe)ed. From the
tender, a large scoop is lowered to the
trough between the tracks. These
troughs are about 1,500 feet long and
are filled with special water intakes.
The water is gulped up in eight or nine
thousand gallon quantities by the great
scoop without the train being delayed.
Watering the engine in the old fashioned way necessitated a stop of from
twenty to thirty minutes.
W. L. Finley, of the Oregon Fish and
Game Commission, whose studies of animal life have been a feature of previous pictographs, photographed "A Bird
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City of the
Pacific." The
Bird City
in
question
is populated
by murres
of all
sizes. Little murres just out of the
egg, partly grown murres and finally,
intimate studies of full grown murres
with their beautiful plumage, are pictured in this unusual film.
"A Flying Furnace" is the title given
a picture showing how an aviator is
equipped for a trip into the cold altitude above the clouds. The Flying Furnace is in reality a fur-lined suit heated
by electricity by means of a recently
perfected success. The Jerry on the Job
cartoon concluding this reel concerns
Jerry'sroadunique
ridding
railwarehousemethod
of ratsof that
are aeating
the supplies.
Film to Warn Against Speeding.
Moving pictures to be used by E. Austin Baughman, Commissioner of Motor
Vehicles of the State of Maryland, to
forcefully show the dangers of speeding to motor drivers and to impress
upon the public that they must always
use constant care. A scenario has been
prepared bj' Commissioner Baughman,
which has a plot and many graphic
scenes depicting the dangers of speeding. It is his belief that the public generally can be more easily educated to
this danger through the medium of moving pictures than in any other way.
The State of Maryland has no appropriation at present for taking care of
the cost of making pictures, but money
has been furnished for this enterprise
by C. W. Galloway, Federal manager
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and
John S. Bridges, president of the Automobile Club of Maryland.
Some of the evils to be covered in
the film will include obscured tags, delayed purchase of tags, speeding, delayed registration, tags improperly fastened and children playing carelessly
in the streets. Arrangements are now
under way to film the scenario and it
is to be shown all over the State of
Maryland.

February 21, 1920
Public Health Film Used
in Fighting Influenza
A VALUABLE
public health
film
which was photographed
in Duchess County, New York, in co-operation with the New York State Department of Health is entitled "An Equal
Chance." This film, which is in two
reels, presents the public health nurse
and her work, and was directed by
Carlyle
Rorty. Ellis, of Autograph Films, from
a scenario by Gilbert Tucker and James
The story of the film deals with conditions in Shirleyville Township, where,
during the influenza epidemic of 1918
the inhabitants find themselves with
only one doctor and no public health
nurse. The overworked physician applies to the nursing association in a
neighboring city, and a nurse is sent
to help out the situation. The nurse
points out the necessity for giving all
the families in the district an equal
chance in the emergency. As a result
of her efforts the children in the country schools are taught health habits,
and are given regular examinations by
a doctor. Throu|:h the efforts of one
of the nurse's admirers in the district
the Healthmobile, showing motion pictures covering various branches of the
subject, comes to Shirleyville, exhibiting
the work of the public health nurse in
open air schools for tuberculosis children, also work among the Shoshone
and Arapahoe Indians on the Wind
River reservation in Wyoming, and
among the negroes in Louisiana.
Besides the demonstration of bedside
care, home instruction, and country
school nursing which are woven into
the
body makes
of the it
story,
the "film
within
a film"
possible
to include
accurate representations of other
branches of public health nursing, such
as maternity care, infant welfare and
tuberculosis.
The National Organization for Public
Health Nursing, 156 Fifth avenue. New
York
rent. City, has prints of this film for
Chester Cameraman at Punta Arena*
Richard B. Holt, a C. L. Chester
cameraman, has cabled his arrival at
Punta Arenas, on the Strait of Magellan, at the southermost tip of South
America. He left New York on December 20, 1919, and was six weeks making
the journey. He will photograph the
Indians of Tierra Del Fuego, who still
use the bow and ^rrow, and the great
flocks of penguin and herds of seal
around Cape Horn, before proceeding
to Elephant Island, a virgin field for
the cameraman. It will be a difficult
trip, but worth the effort for it offers
many remarkable pictures, not the least
of which is a volcanic crater bubbling
with hot water almost on a level with
the ice fields of the Antarctic Ocean.

(CojiyriKht Undt'iTcixid
Maurice
The Belgian
Left

A: Vntlenvood)
Maeterlinck Signing His Contract with Samuel Goldwyn.
poet will write one original story for Goldwyn production a year.
to right are: Samuel Goldwyn, Maurice Maeterlinck and
Henry Russell, Maeterlinck's manager.

Georgia Advertising
Through Screen Medium
on,
at Washingt
IT D.hasC, been
of many
motion pictures
that anounced
Georgia scenes will be used extensively by the government this year
to show the opportunities that thie
Southern states offer to settlers, homeseekers and farmers. The development
organizations of the South are co-oper-
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Theatrical Motion Picture Division to
ating with the government in the carrying on of this educational work through
supply a complete service covering
the medium of motion pictures.
every part of the United States.
One film to be used, for example, will
That the Universal Screen Magazine
portray Georgia as the third state in
the Union in the production of hogs. No. 54 contains interesting scenes on
In various of the Southern states the life and habits of the raccoon, the
mink and the bear. It also shows some
during the past year, including Georgia
in particular, about 15,000 feet of films scenes in which the ferret betrays his
have been made illustrating farming and peculiarities.
development work. These pictures are
That Kinograms for February 9 has
to be shown throughout the country
some excellent views of a hockey game
at county and state fairs, conventions,
at Chicago, photographed at night. The
grange
gatherings,
meetings,
agricultural
schools farmers'
and colleges
and occasion is an ice carnival and festival.
A
match between Montreal curlers and
other advantageous places where it is
felt they will do the most good. One of the Brookline, Miss., Country Club also
the principal features of these pictures provides good screen material in this
is the fact that they show what a vast number.
amount of development work is really
That the February 9 Prizma release,
going on in the South that will result
materially in increasing the food sup- "The Coolie," is one of the most attractive of travel pictures taken by means of
plies of the nation and the world.
the Prizma natural color method.
Land development operations shown
on the screen include drainage of wet
That the Fox News No. 37 revives
lands, clearing of cut-over lands, blowroad build- memories of Abraham Lincoln by preing up of stumps, ditching,
senting relics that figured in the history
ing, grading, plowing and cultivating
with late model machinery, etc. In ad- of the martyred president. Among these
dition other pictures show model dairy are his home at Springfield, 111., his
farms and live stock farms throughout
tomb, a model of the log cabin in which
the South. They disclose the enormous
he was born, his powder horn and the
surveying instrument which he used
yields of cotton, corn, velvet beans,
when
he was a deputy surveyor. Among
grasses, sweet potatoes, sugar cane and
other principal crops of the South.
the
relics
his last hours
are heFord's
Theatre atofWashington,
where
was
A. W. Courtney with Interchurch.
shot, and the red brick house opposite,
he died. The final view is the
A. W. Courtney, formerly of the re- ■where
viewing staff of the Moving Picture statue of Lincoln in Newark, N. J.
World, has been appointed to the management of the service branch of the
Motion Picture Division of the Inter- Amsterdam Opera House
church World Movement.
Now First-Class Studio
Mr. Courtney is well equipped to
handle the requirements of his new
ceannoun
ago the
Naulty,
J. N.
made that
the sup- SEVERALment wasmonths
position, which has to do towithProtestant
plying of information
r
general manage of the eastern stuchurches regarding motion pictures ,dios of the Famous Players-Lasky Corsuitable for their purposes. To this
poration, had completed arrangements
end descriptions of suitable pictures are to lease the Amsterdam Opera House at
be
to
Interchurch,
the
by
kept on file
Ninth avenue and Forty-fourth street,
handed on where this information is New York, to be used as an additional
especially required.
studio. The upper, smaller stage was
immediately prepared for work, but on
account of existing leases it was imSome Things Worth Knowing
to use the lower stage until
That the nation-wide church recogni- the first ofpossible the
year.
tion that is gradually increasing in its
Now,
however,
the balconies arwellis
picture
motion
the
support
in a tier around three-quarters
illustratedof by the decision of the Rev. of the ranged
room have been removed and
Dr. Manley, pastor of the Presbyterian the stage in the remaining end of the
Church of Chaumont, New York, to room has been dispensed with. This
makelar motion
evenings
a stage of 82 feet by 137 feet,
feature of picture
the church
work.a reguThis leavesthirty-one
feet high. The upper
decision was reached by Dr. Manley and
stage is 50 feet by 100 feet, with a height
following a showing of "Daddy Long of twenty-four feet, which makes a combined floor sp?ce of 11,734 square feet.
which he has written
Legs,"
Smith, manager of the First
P. H.following
to
National Exhibitors Circuit Exchange
at Buffalo, asking if it will be possible
Blank Declines Goldwyn
for him to show the latest Charlie
Chaplin attractions at his church.
Offer; to Build New House
That Fox News No. .36 has a remarkthe ofhasyndeclin
st
BLAN
an intere
for ed
fer fromKGoldw
able picture of the Spcrry High In- AH.
• in his Des Moines holdings, he
tensity searchlight in Brooklyn, taken
said this week. He prefers to keep the
at night in a blinding snowslorm. This
Moines field in the hands of Des
light has a candlepower of one billion, Des
Moines men.
and has been seen as far as 300 miles
Blank has reached no final decision on
away. It is planned to construct a
battery of 150 such instruments — which,
the proposed
his localhe interests with thosemerger
of Abe ofFrankle,
says.
according to astronomers, would produce a light equal to that given off by The deal is quite likely to go through.
In any case, Blank plans to build 3
a star of the seventh magnitude, easily
discernible as far away as Mars.
new house this year as a means of keeping out competitors. The site, leased
by Frankle at Locust and Eighth streets,
That the Universal Film Manufacturnow occupied by the Royal and Maing Company has established a Non-
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jestic, will probably be used if the theatre is a joint venture of Blank and
Frankle. Blank owns two other down*
town sites.
Hearst News Reel Shows
World at Play and Work

the
snows
have given
newsin reels
heavy the
THEEastrecent
much material for interesting
views. Hearst News No. 5 shows some
fast bob-sleddmg contests at Huntington, L. I., during which an accident occurred in which many girls were inPershing is shown reviewing the
jured.
troops at the Presidio, California. Another sidelight on the war is depicted
in scenes of starving Vienna, where
meat sells at $5 a pound. A parade of
"war profiteers" in Vienna's "Fifth avenue," where the poor congregate to beg
for food, is an interesting light on what
is happening across the water. Racing
at the Riviera, the famous French resort; fighting the seas with the coast
guard at an Atlantic coast station; an
"Indoor Sports" cartoon by Tad and
several other items complete this reel.
Snowpath contests at Portland, Me.,
are a feature of International News No.
5, just released. Across the water in
Davon, Switzerland, the cameraman also
catches some winter views. Here an
avalanche partly buried an Alpine village and scenes are shown in the "digRialto
ging out."and Rivoli Houses
Add Fox News to Programs

F that
PROO
ate motion
reels esis
in newsaudienc
quality picture
appreci
afforded by the constantly increasing number of contracts reaching
the home office of Fox News of which
William Fox is editor. All sections of
the twicein praise
country
the
s on
which ofpresent
newsjoinreel
a-week
ting
events from
the screen interes
everywhere.
Among the latest theatres to handle
Fox News are the Rialto and the Rivoli,
both on Broadway, New York, under
the management of Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, one of the best-known exhibitors
of motion pictures in the country. Dr.
Riesenfeld, much impressed by the
progressiveness and high photographic
quality of Fox News, decided to add it
to the programs of his two houses,
which entertain many thousands of New
Yorkers and visitors to the metropolis
each week.
Contracts from foreign countries also
are arriving in large numbers, showing
that other nations are as keenly interested in what is going on in the world
at large as are Americans.
Like "Empty AnoM."
Want
LesterMore
ParkStories
and Edward Whiteside are
so
pleased
with Gail
the Kane
story and
of directed
"Empty
Arms,"
starring
by Frank Reicher, that they are willing
large sum for another one like
to pay
it.
The a contest is open to professionals
only, and the only conditions the producers lay down are that the story
must fit a woman star, lend itself to
exploitation of an impressive order and
be absolutely an original work. Magazine stories, published novels and produced plays are barred. The author of
"Empty Arms" is Willard King Bradley.
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Arthur B. Reeve
Who will produce a series of his Craig
Kennedy stories for Goldwyn.

William

of the
B. REEVE,
UR Craig
ARTH
, has signed
famous
Kennedycreator
a contract with Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation to produce feature photoplays based upon or adapted from the
Craig Kennedy stories. According to
the terms of the contract there will be
four productions during the year beginning April 1, 1920. Goldwyn being the
sole distributor. They will be known as
Craig Kennedy Pictures.
In securing the screen versions of Mr.
Reeve's renowned detective stories,
Goldwyn has acquired one of the strongest drawing cards in the entire field
of fiction. No author, either in this
country or abroad, has, in recent years,
created a similar character of such
world-renown as Craig Kennedy, who
started his career in 1910 in the Cosmopolitan Magazine where his adveners. tures were followed by millions of readIn superintending the production of
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Craig Kennedy Stories
his stories, Mr. Reeve will profit by considerable practical experience in the
making of photoplays in which he has
been actively interested for the past six
years. As laborated
farwith back
he colCharlesas W.1914-15
Goddard
on
"The Exploits of Elaine," one of the
early successful motion picture serials.
Reeve's
booksuchwasa
notAlthough
publishedMr.until
1912,first
he is
prolific writer that in 1917 Harper &
Bros, published an edition of his works
filling twelveof Craig
volumes,
including
"The
Adventures
Kennedy,
Scientific
Detective"
far asbooks
they numbered
had gone at
that
time. asOther
in
the collection are "Social Gangster,"
"Ear inTerror."
the Wall," "Treasure Train" and
"The
In addition to his contributions to literature, Mr. Reeve found time to follow
his "Exploits of Elaine" with other
equally popular photoplay serials, "The
Hidden
Hand" and "The House of Hate,"
produced
A.
Logue. in collaboration with Charles
The arrangement with Goldwyn is
such that Mr. Reeve will be afforded
every facility for the production of notable features. The scientific element
that did so much towards making the
stories convincing in printed form will
be preserved in the films, to be acted by
a company of superior players.

Farnums
**The Adventurer"
Is Scheduled for Early Release
Devine and Sadie RadclifTe, sustain their
THE second William Farnum tri- roles
successfully.. The story is from
er,"
of
1920,
umph
"The
Adventur
the pen of E. Lloyd Sheldon.
which has been adjudged a record
Salisbury Field Joins *De Mille.
breaker for dramatic strength and popular appeal by those who saw the trade
■ Salisbury Field, noted author and playwright, recently joined the literary staff
showings, will be released before the
Aileen Griffith Deserting
of Cecil B. De Mille and is now at work
end of the month, it is announced by
at the Lasky studio. His advent at the
Fox Film Corporation.
Comedy for Serious Roles
West Coast studio of the Famous PlayMr. Farnum, one of the most magers-Lasky Corporation marks his debut
netic and versatile of screen artists, FROM the tragedy of Red Cross work
to thethecor^jedy
ofexperience
screen farce
has • in the realm of the silent drama and his
adds another success to his rich collecbeen
recent
of
Miss
temporary desertion of the stage and
tion by an exhibition of swordsmanship
.'\ileen Griffith. During the last half of magazine field.
said to be peerless in motion picture
the Great War she was on duty with
For the next few months, Mr. Field
annals. The dueling scenes — there are
the American Army in France.
will turn his attention to the task of
several memorable ones in the producWhen Miss Griffith returned to this mastering the art of scenario writing
tion— scintillate with a reality that cancountry at the close of hostilities, she following the production activities by
of
not be questioned. The settings and
the flawless photography serve to etch
entered the Fox company's "most beau- Cecil rent
on the latter's curMilleArtcraft
B. De
Paramountspecial.
tiful girl" campaign. She was chosen
these scenes indelibly upon memory.
The Fox star enacts the role of a as one of five hundred to take a screen
test,
and
emerged
from
the
ordeal
as
happy-go-lucky adventurer of noble
one of the eight young women selected
birth, the Count Don Caeser de Bazan,
to go to the Coast for work in Fox
penniless but dauntless. The story leads
comedies.
him through a brilliant series of epiHer contract having expired. Miss
sodes, sparkling with humanity and
Griffith intends to enter upon dramatic
spiced with humor. His fate becomes
work,
her preference running strongly
entwined with that of a charming dancto the dramatic as against the lighter
ing girl. Maritana, played with admirroles. Her friends believe her success
able finesse by Estelle Taylor.
in the latter department of screen work
Has Beautiful Settings.
■"serious
be repeated
parts. in the interpretation
of
The staging is another tribute to the
genius of J. Gordon Edwards, who has
created many masterpieces under the
ZaSu Pitts in "Seeing It Through."
Fox standard. The settings are lavish
in their display of gorgeous efTects, calIn "Seeing It Through," the latest
Brentwood production for Robertsonculated to sate the most exacting appeCole, ZaSu Pitts is seen in one of her
tite for beautiful background. At the
same time delicate human touches of pathetically humorous characterizations.
There is something of the atmosphere
sheer
tion. simplicity abound in the producof "The Old Curiosity Shop" in "Seeing
The character of Don Jose, a scheming It
is bound
theThrough,"
public andwhich
fill the
theatretoforplease
the
prime minister, is portrayed with great
point by Paul Cazeiieuve. Kenneth
exhibitor who plays this feature, written
and
directed
by
Claude
H.
Mitchell.
Casey takes the part of Lazarillo, a
Henry Woodward, who plays oppoplucky youngster apprenticed to the
site Miss Pitts; Edwin Stevens, W. H,
court amorer. Dorothy Drake is a
Aileen Griffith
beautiful Queen Isabel and Harry South- Bainbridge, Fannie Midgley and Frank
Gladdened friends by decision to enter
ard makes a very human king. The
Hayes, tionalare
the principals in an excepcast.
dramatic
field,
abandoning comedy.
others, including Pat Hartigan, James
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Potsios in New Quarters.
Constantin Potsios, American buying
representative for the firm of Gaytis
and Morosco, of Rome, with branches in
Greece, the Balkans and Asia Minor has
moved into larger quarters at 1400
Broadway. Mr. Potsios has come in
contact with most all the export film
fraternity and will soon import Italian
productions into the United States film
markets in addition to exporting American films to the territory controlled by
his firm.
Selles Miro in New York.
R. Selles Miro affiliated with the various Jacinto Vinas interests, with headquarters in Barcelona is in New York
staying at the Hotel America. Among
the Vinas enterprises are Studio Films
of Spain, which distributing organization handles the exclusive selling rights
for Monopol Films, the Spanish manufacturing organization, and also distributes a variety of other productions
throughout Span and Portugal. Sr. Selles
Miro is making observations of the
American market and can be reached at
the Hotel America.
Now Mayon Ltda.
Ernest H. Mayer, president of the
Corona Film Corporation, announces
that his Argentinian affiliation, formerly
A. C. Mayer (his brother) has changed
the firm name to Mayon Limitada with a
capital of 1,000,000 pesos. A. C. Mayer
is expected in New York within the
month, as he left Argentine sometimes
ago and is at the present time in Italy.
After about six weeks here he will again
return to Europe before journeying back
to Buenos Aires. There is also a possibility of E. H. Maher spending several months in Argentine within the next
half year.
Gus Schleslnger Returns.
Gus Schlesinger, general manager of
the film department of the Inter-Ocean
Film Corporation, returned to his desk
Monday afternoon, February 9, after a
ten-day sojourn to Atlantic City, much
improved in health and the heavier by
five pounds. When seen but an hour
after his return from his vacation he
was already imbedded in a deluge of
work.
Goldstein Going to South America.
Louis Goldstein, until last week a
popular member of the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation staff, has resigned from the
organization to undertake an independent film venture which entails a trip
to Venezuela. Mr. Goldstein will doubtless make a statement to the trade before he sails.

Sameth Moves to Larger Quarters.
Joseph Sameth, general manager of
the Forward Film Distributors, has
moved down from the twenty-fourth
floor of the World Tower Building to
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Exporters

more commodious quarters on the
twelfth floor of the same building. Mr.
Sameth promises some interesting announcements in the near future.
Hammond "Flu" Victim.
Guy R. Hammond, export manager
for the Kelwin Film Corporation, has
been laid up with a severe attack of influenza. He has just returned to his
desk after a confinement of two weeks.
General Manager W. F. Kelly, however,
announces that it will not delay Mr.
Hammond's journey to Mexico and the
West Indies, on which venture he will
leave about March 1. In addition to
these territories Mr. Hammond will very
likely cover Central America and many
points in South America before his return to the Kelwin offices.
Danziger Sails Again.
A. J. Danziger sailed February 7 on
the Rotterdam for Europe. He intends
to visit nearly all the old countries as
well as the new republics and promises
a story from Berlin. He can be addressed at the Hotel Kaiserhoff in the
latter city.
Ben Howells in Europe.
Benj amin Howells, brother and personal representative to David P. Howells, the exporter, will have arrived in
London by the time this article reaches
the attention of its readers. He sailed
on the Mauretania accompanied by his
wife. Mr. Howells will spend an indefinite period in each of the three European Howells offices located at London,
Paris and Stockholm. He also has other
European metropolitan centers on his
itinerary.
Russell on the Job.
David W. Russell is at the present
time doing general exporting from a location near Brooklyn Bridge. He, however, has not deserted the film export
field and devotes a part of his attention
weekly to the film fraternity.
Cruz Blanco III.
Rafael Cruz Blanco, the Mexican buyer who has been making his quarters in
the office of Joseph P. Lamy while visiting New York, is confined to his hotel
through an attack of influenza. As he
has not yet finished his buying, his return trip will be necessarily delayed.

Famous Players Get Option
on St. Louis Theatre Site
THE Famous
Corporation has Players-Lasky
obtained an option
on the northwest corner of Seventh and Locust streets, St. Louis, and
contemplates the erection of a combination moving picture theatre and office
building. The purchase is said to have
been $1,250,000. The site has a frontage
of 127 feet on Locust street
and 164
feet on Seventh street. F. L. Cornwall,

local attorney for the corporation, said
that a building of fifteen to eighteen
stories is planned, to cost approximately
$2,500,000. The site is now occupied by
five-story office buildings.
Thomas E. Hughes, of Waukesha, who
is said to be representing the Save Theatre interests of Milwaukee, is negotiating with the Waukesha Amusement
Company for the purchase of the Colonial and Auditorium theatres. It is
believed that the Colonial will be razed
and a new theatre and hotel building
built, at a cost of $1,500,000, if the deal
goes through.
The Hostettler Motion Picture Corporation of Waterloo, Iowa, is said to
be investigating the possibility of buying saloon properties
East Dubuque
for theatre sites. Thisin company
controls theatres in Waterloo, Cedar Rapids
and
many
of
the small towns in between.
Representative A. H. Miles is back of
a movement recently started to have a
community theatre in Big Rapids,
Mich. Half the stock" necessa
ry is said
to have been subscribed. It is planned
to have the theatre available for local
organizations in the .afternoon and to
hold the film shows at night.

Pathe Announces Titles
of Dempsey Serial Episodes
THEthe titles
the fifteen
new ofPathe
serial episodes
"Daredevilof
Jack,
starring Jack Dempsey,
have been decided upon by the scenario
department of the Pathe organization
and are announced to be as followsFirst episode, "The Mysterious Bracelets ; second episode , "The Ball of
Death"; third episode, "Wheels of Fate"fourth episode "Shanghaied"; fifth epifode "A Race for Glory"; sixth episode,
A Skirmish of Wits"; seventh episode,
"A Blow in the Dark"; eight episode,
'Blinding Hate"; ninth episode, "Phantoms of Treachery"; tenth episode,
"Paths of Destruction"; eleventh episode, "Flames of Wrath"; twelvth episode, "The Unseen Menace"; thirteenth
episode, "Baiting the Trap"; fourteenth
episode, "Terrible Vengeance"; fifteenth
episode, "The Triple Chase."
Williams on Way to Hollywood.
Earle Williams, who came East to
make "The Fortune Hunter" and "Captain Swift," has started on his return trip
to Hollywood, Cal. Before he begins
astudio
new feature
Vitagraph's
he will atmake
the finalWest
scenesCoast
for
"Saptain Swift," which happens to be a
prologue. Edward Martindale, the only
other actor who appears in both the
prologue and the story proper, accompanied Mr. Williams. With the exception of the prologue all the scenes for
"Captain Swift" were taken in the East.
The prologue is laid in the bush country of Australia and could not be taken
in the vicinity of New York at this time
of the year. It is not likely that Mr.
Williams
will come East again for some
time. His home is in California.
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Burr Makes Statement.
Charles C. Burr, president of Master
Films, Inc., 143 West Forty-fourth St.,
New York, in a statement, says that it
has come to his attention that there are
rumors regarding the personnel of
Master Films, Inc. "For the information of all concerned," says Mr. Burr,
"Master Films, Inc., was organized by
myself in conjunction with the following men who are the directors of the
corporation : E. J. Clode, book publisher;
Sigfried Hart, manufacturer; Alexander
Grosset, book publisher. Together we
own the entire stock of the corporation,
and at no time has anybody else been
associated with us in the formation or
the executive personnel of this firm."

of Such a Picture as "Empty Arms
at the offices of Lester Bela Viragh-Flower has given us some
WHEN
Park seen
and Edward Whiteside, noteworthy artistic interiors, and the
producers of the forthcoming camera work of Harry Keepers and
maternity and birth control picture, George Benoit leaves nothing to be de" at 500 Fifth avenue,
"Empty
New
YorkArms,
City, Mr.
Park said:
"Coming at a time when the world is sired."Loew Books Semen Comedy.
in dire need of just such a photoplay,
Marcus Loew has booked Larry Se'Empty Arms' is destined to be carried
across the continent on a wave of in- mon's latest comedy, "The Grocery
terest such as has been showered on but Clerk," in all his larger theatres in
Greater New York. The bookings befew pictures.
gin on Washington's Birthday.
"While coveries
summarizing
amazing
diswhich we have the
made
since this
photoplay was evolved, we conservatively estimate
that 'Empty
Arms'$100,000,
starts
out with
a valuation
of over
because of the interest with which the Goldwyn Erects Big Cathedral Set
picture abounds.
"An investigation in many directions
has been made by the advertising and
for "Earth Bound" by Basil King
exploitation experts of the company;
HE largest representation of a feet, with a width of fifteen feet. The
interviews have been held with many
cathedral interior ever constructed
wainscot in the transept and baptistry
T on
important men and women in all walks
a motion picture stage is said is sixteen feet in height. The smaller
of life ; correspondence has been carto
be
that
used
in
the
Goldwyn
picture
pillars are thirty and the larger seventy
ried on with public officials, writers,
"Earth Bound." Under the direction of feet high.
noted lawyers, doctors and other pro- Art
Director
Cedric
Gibbons,
his
staff
of the most impressive features
fessionals, with the result that a vast worked for weeks on the planning and is One
the crucifix. The figure of Christ is
library of valuable data has been comconstruction of the big project, and nearly thirteen feet in height and is
piled— data which will serve to enable
the exhibitor to derive the most value when completed Mr. Gibbons challenged done in bas-relief, instead of the full
the most expert critic to point a flaw in figure. This design is exceedingly effecout of 'Empty Arms' when he runs it.
tive The figure, with the background,
the ensemble.
Not a Propaganda Film.
There are few stages besides the huge was designed arid built at the studio, as
Goldwyn stage at Culver City large were the crucifix, font, litany desk, pul"'Empty ItArms'
is not
a propaganda
picture.
is, first
of all,
a picture enough to accommodate so immense an
pit and lectern.
vibrant with dramatic power, made with interior construction as this cathedral.
"Earth
Bound" is one of the Eminent
an excellent cast under capable direc- From the door up the long aisle to the Authors series and is from the pen of
tion. We do not believe in propaganda
rear wall is a distance of 240 feet. The Basil King. T. Hayes Hunter directed
pictures — people do not go to the the- width is nearly ninety feet. If the the production.
atre to be preached to. They want a structure could have been carried on up
story. A powerful one is contained in proportionately to the dimensions of
Neilan Engages H. R. Symonds.
length and width, it would have been
'Empty Arms.'
Marshall Neilan, whose first indepen"Frank Reicher has splendidly han- 150 feet from floor to arched roof.
dled the many delicate and extremely
production,Curwood,
"The River's
JamesdentOliver
will End,"
soon by
be
dramatic episodes of Willard King BradFigure of Christ in Bas-Re'lief.
The
base
of
each
of
the
massive
colready
for
release,
has
engaged
the serley's
story,
and
Gail
Kane,
Thurston
umns is nearly five feet square and the
vices of Henry R. Symonds as director
Hall and J. Herbert Frank have given
finished renditions of their respective same distance from floor to top of base. for Marshall Neilan Productions to fill
roles. The supporting cast, including The pulpit rail is eleven feet from the the place left vacant by Victor HeerIrene Blackwell, Howard Truesdale, floor. The seven-branched candlesticks nian, who recently went over to the
Warren Chandler, Beverly Bruce and are ten feet in height. From floor to Harry Garson Company to direct a special production.
the Princess Kelvah, is a strong one. A. top of altar and reredos is twenty-two

A Few of the Little Things Jack Dempsey Does Before Tea in His Pathe Serial.
From gridiron to the cab of the express — all in the day's work in "Daredevil Jp'
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Exchange
Man
ing picture theatre on Broadway, with
MILLIONS seem to mean little in the film industry, so we are not presenting seating
capacity of 2,500, to cost $150,000.
the accompanying figures on theatres with the hope of startling anyone,
OIL CITY, PA. — Pennsylvania Amusebut rather with the idea of showing a few plain facts. After all, what is
ment Company plans to convert Parson
the sum of nineteen and a half millions? Not very much in stage money, that's block into moving picture theatre. The
a surety.
improvements will cost $100,000.
But these nineteen and a half millions are not weighed over the counter in "prop"
NORFOLK, VA. — Atlantic Development
money. They represent the total estimated cost of forty-nine picture theatres Corporation, 926 Church street, has coneither going up at this writing or contemplated for the spring. And the list takes
tract to erect theatreand office building,
65 by 97 feet and 43 by 75 feet; brick and
in only those theatres costing $100,000 or over. Here it is :
reinforced
concrete, metal roof, concrete
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Fourteenth Street
MOBILE, ALA. — J. H. and C. B. King
floors; for Twin City Amusewill erect moving picture house on site Theatre Corporation, 120 Broadway, has and wood
ment
Corporation,
713 Highland avenue,
Crown Theatre on Dauphin street, with plans by Thomas W. Lamb, for two-story
to
cost
$150,000.
Address Frank G. Russell,
seating capacity of 1,750. Cost $250,000. brick theatre and store building, to be
erected at 24 6-50 West 145th street, to president.
VISALIA, CAL.— Crescent Theatre ComCHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. — Kendlerpany. San Francisco, will erect theatre cost $350,000.
Zimmerman Company will erect moving
at Locust and AceqU|ia streets. Cost
NEW
YORK,
N.
Y.
—
Two-story
theatre
picture
and store building, with
$125,000.
will be erected at 262 West 145th street seating theatre
of 900, to cost about
by One Hundred and Forty-fifth Street $100,000. capacity
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — Plans are Theatre
Address F. W. Troyman, treasCompany, to cost $300,000.
urer.
under consideration to erect new Orpheum
Theatre, seating capacity 4,000. cost
CINCINNATI, O. — Columbia Amusement
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Whitehouse Thea$2,000,000. Address Morris Meyerfleld, Jr., Company, care M. Mueller, Strand BuildCompany has increased its capital
president Orpheum Circuit.
ing, has plans by McElfetrick, 701 Seventh from tre
$50,000 to $250,000.
avenue.
New
York,
for
brick
theatre
to
be
SANber andFRANCISCO,
CAL. — Herman
EUREKA, CAL. — Richard Sweazey has
Herbert L. Rothschild
will Weberect erected at Seventh and St. Clair avenues,
plans by Reed Brothers, San Francisco,
theatre at Market and Jones streets, with to cost $250,000.
for theatre, to cost $150,000.
seating capacity of 4,000, to cost $1,000,000.
OIL CITY, PA. — Columbia Amusement
CHICAGO, ILL.— G. W. Siltes ConstrucCompany, Erie, Pa., has plans by Allen
BRISTOL, CONN. — Wilson Pottver, New W.
tion Company, 11 South La Salle street,
York$125,000.
City, for an up-to- has contract
York, is preparing plans for high school dateJohnson,
to erect four-story brick,
theatre, New
to cost
steel and concrete theatre, to cost $250,000.
to include auditorium, with seating capaSEATTLE, WASH. — Marcus Loew-Harcity of 1,200, to cost $400,000.
MOLINE, ILL. — Zimmerman. Saxe &
ris interests have plans by Thomas W.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Wilmington The- Lamb, 644 Eighth avenue. New York, for Zimmerman. 64 East Van Buren street,
atre Corporation, care Samuel Greenbaum,
theatre, to cost $600,000.
Chicago, 111., are preparing plans for theatre to be erected at Fifth avenue and
103 West Ninth street, has plans for theaLOS ANGELES, CAL. — Site has been ac- Seventh street, to cost $250,000.
tre at 806-8-10 Market street, to cost
quired by Adolph Ramish, general mana$500,000.
BANGOR, ME. — B. S. Moss, 729 Seventh
ger Hippodrome Theatre, for erection of avenue.
New York, has plans by De Rosa
MOLINB, ILL. — Large moving picture new theatre, to cost $1,165,000.
&
Pereira, 110 West Fortieth street. New
theatre will be erected by George R.
LOUIS, ILL. — Site at State street York,
for
brick theatre, to be erected here,
Stephenson at Fourteenth street and Fifth andE. ST.
Collinsville avenue has been pur- to cost $400,000.
avenue, to cost $100,0u0.
chased by Ereo Amusement Company,
BROCKTON, MASS. — B. S. Moss has
upon which to erect theatre, to cost
NEW ORLEANS, LA.— Orpheum Conby De Rosa & Pereira, 110 West
solidated Theatre Company has been in- $200,000. Address denJoseph
Erber, presi- plans
Fortieth street, for brick theatre, 100 by
t. ^
corporated with $50,000 capital to erect
100
feet,
to cost over $300,000.
vaudeville theatre, to cost $750,000.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Howard Shank,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — C. Howard
359 North Illinois street, has plans by Crane,
DETROIT, MICH. — Associated AmuseDetroit.
Mich.. Is preparing plans
ment Corporation, Broadway Market J. F. Klappal, 3753 Ruckle street, for twopicture theatre, with seating capacity
Building, has plans by C. W. Brandt, 1114 story amusement building', to cost $130,000. for
of 3,200, to cost $450,000. Will be known
Kresge Building, for theatre, store and
DAVENPORT, lA. — Blanchard Amuseas Fox Moving Picture Theatre.
officetonbuilding,
120
by
135
feet,
at
Hamilment
Company,
19
South
La
Salle
street,
Boulevard and Tuxedo avenue, to cost Chicago, has plans by A. W. and George
IRONWOOD, MICH. — Ironwood Amusement Corporation will erect large theatre,
$250,000.
L. Rapp. 190 North State street, Chicago,
to
$125,000. Dr. L. O. Houghton and
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Benjamin N. for t^n-story brick and reinforced con- J. A.costO'Neill
are interested.
crete theatre and office building, 74 by
Schneider, 222 Plymouth Building, and IsaGREENVILLE, MISS. — Theatre and
dora Weisman, La Salle Building, have 150 feet, to cost $700,000.
office
building
will be erected by Peoples
plans for theatre, hotel and office building
HURON, MICH. — William H. Reld Theatre Company,
to cost $119,000.
to be erected on Marquette avenue, be- andPORT
Herbert
L.
Weil
have
plans
by
C.
tween Seventh and Eighth streets, to cost Howard Crane, 2323 Dime Bank Building,
GULFPORT, MISS. — Chevalley & Furd$3,000,000.
have contract to erect large theatre
Detroit, Mich., for theatre to be erected sen
for E. N. Hirsch, to cost $100,000.
GREAT FALLS, MONT. — Electric City on Military avenue, to cost $200,000.
Amusement Company has been organized
N. Y.— Chauncey G. Cozlne,
JEFFERSON CITY, MO. — Roy Armto erect large moving picture theatre, 662BROOKLYN,
strong and others have formed company
Putnam avenue, has plans by Thomas
with seating capacity of 2,000, to cost Short, 370 Macon street, for two-story with $100,000 capital for purpose of erect$170,000. Address Le Roy Johnson, pro- theatre, to cost $400,000.
ing
two
or four-story moving picture
prietor, Atcazer Theatre.
theatre, with seating capacity of 1.500, to
NEW YORK. N. Y.— P. Murphy. 371 cost
$125,000.
TRENTON, N. J.— William J. Bernon East 14 4th street, has contract to erect
wijll eredt moving picture theatre on one-story theatre at southwest cornei
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Bancroft Realty
South Broad street, with seating capacity Burnside and Walton avenues for J. Clarplans by Eisendrath & Horof 2,300, to cost $150,000.
ence Davies, 622 Willis avenue, to cost Companyowitz, 18 has
East 41st street, for three-story
brick moving picture theatre. 61 by 100
BATAVIA, N. Y. — N. D. Dlpson, owner $200,000.
feet, to cost $130,000.
Family and Grand theatres, has acquired
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Trepark Realty
site on Main street for erection of theatre Company, Inc., 45 Cedar street, has plans
WILLIAMSON. W. VA.— George S. and
of hippodrome type, with seating capacity for theatre to be erected on south side Samuel
W. Patterson plan to erect a comof 2,000, to cost $125,000.
Tremont avenue, west Washington street,
modious theatre and office building, to
cost $250,000.
BROOKLYN. N. Y.— Julius Hllder, Jr., to cost $200,000.
WOODHAVEN,
L.
I.,
N.
Y.—
Contract
has
71 Seventy-flfth street, has plans by Carl- been let for theatre to be erected at southDETROIT. MICH.— J. A. Hagan heads
son & Wiseman, 226 Henry street, for
west corner 88th street and Jamaica
company organized with $200,000 capital
two-story brick theatre, store and office
to erect theatre, with seating capacity
building, 184 by 157 feet, at southwest avenue, for Hartman & Goodman, 8685 of
1.500.
corner Chauncey street and Broadway, to 111th street, Richmond Hill, L. I., to cost
cost $175,000.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.— The Felt Bros.,
$175,000.
AKRON, O. — Four-story moving picture formerly exhibitors, have Bold to an unBROOKLYN, N. Y. — Midwood Building theatre
disclosed buyer the properties at 6240 and
and store building will be erected
Corporation, 44 Court street, has plans at
12-14-16 East Market street, to cost 5242 Market street, with a piece of ground
for two-story brick theatre, 100 by 300
in the rear. 128 feet on Ludlow street and
feet, at Fifth avenue and Sixty-ninth $150,000.
a depth of 120 feet. A theatre will be
street, to cost $300,000. Address Louis
LORAIN, O. — Dr. A. T. Grills, Wesley erected
on the site, to cost $600,000.
Gold, president.
Grills and Carl Lertzman will erect mov-
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gifted with beauty and brains, so necfor success
the material
screen. Feeling essary
confident
thaton the
they
seek must exist somewhere, the company has started an active campaign in
search of youthful beauties, gifted with
the qualities fitting them for success on
the screen. The girls selected by the
company will be trained and schooled
for the idea of making stars of them if
they display talent.

Beloved Cheater' Plays to
Circuit
Big Business on Rembusch
crowding
picture
studios
daily has been
and
t
iden
BUSCH, pres
shattered by the Character Pictures
FJ.geneREM
Remthe
r
of
ageses,
manrpri
ral Ente
with head- Corporation, which company declares
• busch
quarters in Indianapolis, has writleten a that no such condition exists, but that,
to the contrar)-,
therebusiness
is a distinct
de- shortage
letter to officials of Robertson-Co
in the picture
of girls
"
ter,
the
d
Chea
ove
"The
Bel
claring
Robertson-Cole special starring Lew
Cody to be the most successful picture
Troy Would Make Theatres Refill
of the year. The Gasnier master drama
played the entire Rembusch circuit, and
e
so effectiv were the showings that rePolice and Firemen Pension Funds
ent situation in Troy was revealed the
ure. were made at once for" the
special featbookings
an effort
to restorepension
the depleted
other night when an alderman said that
Mr. Rembusch declares that many pa- IN"police
and
firemen's
funds
of Troy, a movement is now on foot the picture houses in Troy are operating
trons who saw the picture wrote letters
to his various managers and asked that in that city, the first of its kind in New on Sunday without a license. The common council in years past has apparentmore pictures of the Robertson-Cole York State, to exact 2 cents for every
ly paid no attention to the matter and
type be used in the Rembusch circuit.
charg'ed to the moving picture in the
Mr. Rembusch is free to admit that admission
intervening time the question has
house on Sunday, without the proprietors of the theatres being allowed to never been raised in regard to the rights
the picture played to more people in his
territory than any other special produc- increase their admission a like sum. The under which the shows are running.
tion of the year. While the Robert- move has stirred up a storm of protest.
son-Cole special was playing in Indian- The theatre managers claim they are
apolis, the Shriners were conducting a being gouged in order to replenish pen- Universal Reel Shows
sion funds that have become depleted
nine-day celebration called "Slippery by reason
having men on the rolls
New York Snowed Under
Gulch," depicting
the daysand
of '49
with its who are notof entitled
to the benefit.
gamblers,
horse thieves
everything
NIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS
A resolution just introduced, taxes all
that constituted a wide-awake Monte
Carlo.
moving picture house 2 cents each Sun- U NO. 5 is almost snowed under
with views of New York strugday on every ticket, the tax to be paid
Finely Equipped Booth a Feature.
gling in the grip of its first blizzard in
to the city and in turn given over to
One of the attractions at this big cele- the police and the firemen pension funds years. Broadway with its blocked
street cars and trenches of snow is an
bration was an elaborate equipped booth in equal amounts.
unusual sight on the screen. For comat
which
"The
Beloved
Cheater"
was
Prevent
Price
Increase.
advertised to satisfaction. In this space
parison, the next scenes shown on this
Provision is made in the resolution to reel are taken in the Yosemite Vallsy
Robertson-Cole salesmen used the lobby
displays, the specimen advertisements, prevent the theatre owners from raising and feature the wonders of its mountain peaks.
the price of admission on Sundays ; in
pictures of Lew Cody, the twenty-page
Exclusive shots of Captain Bogart
four-colored press book, and the Lew other words, the public will not be called
Cody lexicon of love booklets. Paper upon to pay a higher charge of admis- skimming over Mount Wilson's summit
money was distributed freely and on
sion in order to make good the- two and some "trick" photograph showing
one side the picture was advertised for funds. It is said that about 15,000 ad- an attack on a Zeppelin by an airplane,
missions are paid to picture theatres in with the blowing up of the dirigible,
the local showing. With the payment
of twenty-five cents two persons were Troy every Sunday evening, and that are other interesting items in this reel.
the
revenue
which would be derived
admitted to see the production, in comHavana, Cuba, with its wide-open
from a 2-cent tax would forever elim- cafes, is the mtcca of all dry Americans
bination with the Shriners stage money.
inate any deficiency in either police or these days. Close-ups of saloon scenes
Officials of Robertson-Cole has also
offer
received flourishing reports on the pic- firemen pension fund.
to-day.interesting study to the man who
ture from the Roland & Clark interests
It is claimed that Schenectady pic- is still interested in what we read about
ture houses paid nearly SO per cent, of
in Pennsylvania. The production did
.\s another feature of this reel the
record business at all of their houses.
their Sunday admissions to charities
named by the mayor of the city. Troy giant dirigible Zeppelin L-72, which was
secures a large patronage on Sunday built in Germany to bomb- New York and
Character Wanti Beautiful Girls.
is now being converted for commercial
from ture
neighboring
in which pic- use,
is shown for the first time in this
theatres are cities
not allowed.
The general impression that there is a
country.
super-abundance
of beautiful girls
An interesting sidelight on the pres-

The Kiddie. Will Like Thi. Part of It; Then There*. Something for the Tired Bu.ine.. Per.on AUo.
Hampton Del Ruth, directing this flve-reel Sunshine special, has put over some clever work. The picture is as yet unnamed.
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METRO is arranging to produce four
London's
novelsLewis.
in photoplayof form,Jack
starring
Mitchell
The
first tion
will arrangements
be "Burning
Daylight,"
produc-by
having
been made
C. E. Shurtleff, who owns the screen rights
for the dead novelist's writings.
Lieutenant Jack Levering, who is acting
In support of Taylor Holmes in a screen
representation of the stage play "The Very
Idea," is an A. E. F. veteran, who was
decorated by King George for bravery
under fire at the front.
•' 'Liza Ann" was a stage title for an
Oliver D. Bailey comedy that toured far
and wide. Now it's coming to the screen
with
changed
title — "In
with aAlbert
Capellani,
the Walked
producer,Mary,"
and
June Caprice doing the pedestrian stunts
and the principal acting.
Bennett's
magazine
story
willRobert
have Ames
Mary Boland
as its
chief actress
when
"His
Temporary
Wife"
comes
to
screen. Miss Boland is now acting thein
Booth Tarklngton's "Clarence" in New
York,"
where she
acted the photo scenes
of the Bennett
story.
American photoplays are helping the
uplift in Belgium while the little kingdom
is healing its war wounds. According to
Vice-Consul Charles W. Drew, Jr., pictures produced in the United States are
shown at most of the leading theatres,
with comedies in special favor.
Pathe is getting ready for distribution
"Smouldering Embers," in which Frank
Keenan will star in his self -directed and
produced screen drama. Kate Van Buren
will be Mr. Keenan's leading lady.
Cleveland is entering the list of picture
producing centers with the announcement
that the Bradley Features Company will
erect studios and prepare screen dramas
in the Ohio city. Local capital is invested
in the enterprise and production will begin as soon as studies can be completed.
Jack
as aHescreen
star willDempsey's
soon be appearance
accomplished.
will
act in a serial, produced and circulated by
Jack."to
of "Daredevil
the title will
Pathe,
use his fists
the champion
While under
a considerable extent, it is promised that

and
Paste
he will surprise the fans when he shows
his abilities as an actor and "stunt" specialist.
Betty Compson is soon to blossom forth
as a full-fledged screen star. Not only
will she be a star, but she will have her
own producing organization, lately incorporated in New York. Miss Compson's
work in "The
Miracle and
Man"there
seemsare toplenty
have
justified
her venture,
of "fans" who will second the motion.
After a rest of two months, with just
enough exercise to keep his springs active,
Douglas Fairbanks is again jumping over
all obstacles in the interest of another
screen presentation promoted by United
Artists, with whom "Doug" is one of the
"Big Four." His last production, "When
the screen
Crowd circle
Rolls inBy,"a cloud
is swinging
the
of dust around
kicked
up by the athletic comedian.
"Hairpins," without any particular
brand mentioned, is the title of Enid Bennett's forthcoming Thomas H. Ince screen
product, in which Matt Moore will be the
leading man. C. Gardner Sullivan wrote
the scenario especially to suit Miss Bennett's abilities as an actress.
There will be a new male screen star
added to the firmament of the fans when
Thomas H. Ince trundles Lloyd Hughs
into view as principal in "Wheelbarrow

Anita Stewart is busy on her next proJones."
Yellow
Typhoon,"
to be
screened duction,
for "TheLouis
B. Mayer
by Edward
Jose. Her leading man will be Ward
Crane.
Marguerita Sylvia, prima donna of
splendid reputation, has turned from
opera to the screen and will soon be seen
in "The Honey Bee," under chaperonage
of "Flying A" films. Kid McCoy participated in some of the prize fight scenes
necessary to the plot of this oddly titled
photoplay.
Emma Dunn has completed the screen
presentation of her stage success, "Old
Lady 21." The photoplay will soon be circulated by Metro forces.
After working nearly half the year,
Charles Chaplin has completed another

million
dollar
comedy,
"A Day's remarks
Work."
One of the
screen
paragraphers
that so far as known this is a record. It
is the first time it ever required six
months to do a day's work.
Mack Mabel
Sennett,Normand
who made
in
which
does"Mickey."
everything
known to the art of screen acting, has
made another full-length comedy and soon
will begin showing it broadcast. "Down
on the Farm" is the title, and it has nothing to do
the "back to the old homestead"with
movement,
but is a comedy replete
with high
spots.
Marie Duro is passing across the nation's screen with a production Herbert
Brenon made in England with the American actress as its star. "12:10" is the
title — and it is not a "railroad" drama.
Mrs. Sidney Drew has finished the first
of a series of comedies she will present
under the patronage of Pathe. These features have been adapted to the screen
from the stories of Julian Street, in which
John
Cumberland,
of bedroom farce fame,
is starring.
"The Great Lover," a stage play that
largely increased the fame of Leo Dietrichstein under the Cohan & Harris managehas been purchased
bj- Goldwyn
for
screen ment,presentation.
The Fred
and Fanny
Hatto story will come into public view in
the early days of summer.
Cohan & Harris are finding the Goldwyn
organization ready purchasers of the stage
plays made famous by that energetic
theatrical firm. "The Great Lover," "A
Tailor Made Man," "Stop Thief" and "Officer 666" are stage hits destined for screen
presentation by Goldwyn, with stars best
suited to the varying opportunities the
plays afford.
"ThemousCopperhead"
some fatheatrical nam6swillintobring
the programs
of picture theatres. First there will be
Lionel Barrymore, star of the Augustus
Thomas stage and screen version, supwife,McKee
Doris Rankin;
Rankin, daughter ofportedtheby hislate
Arthur
Rankin, a son of Phyllis Rankin and
nephew
of Mrs. Lionel
William P. Carleton,
son of Barrymore.
Will T. Carleton,
the once popular operatic star, will also
be in theby cast
of "The Copperhead" as
screened
Paramount.
Wanda Hawley, who has for some time
been verging on fame through her cleverness in a supporting role with Bryant
Washburn, Wallace Reid and, just lately,
in "Everywoman," is about to reach the
height
of a screen
queen's
— she
is to become
a star.
And ambition
there will
be
thousands who will acclaim her.
Done with serials, for the present, at
least. Pearl White will soon make her first
screen the
appearance
as aof "feature"
star
under
management
William Fox.
"The White Moll," adapted from Frank
L. Packard's story, will show Miss White
in something
short of "fifteen chapters"
for
the first time.
"The Slim Princes" Is to be screened by
iSoldwyn. This is another musical comedy
of the stage to supply entertainment for
picture fans.

Was Anybody Paging the Blizzard Man?
Evidently not in this bunch of femininity supporting Taylor Holmes
in his production, "The Very Idea" for Metro.

Fay Marbe,
prima has
donnaa prominent
In "The Velvet
Lady"
last season,
role
in 'Taylor Holmes' screen production of
"The Very Idea,"
William
Lo Baron's
farce-comedy
success.
Miss Marbe
dances
exceptionally well and her talent in
terpsichore will be screened.
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Ralph R. RufTner Comes to
Join First National Staff
R. RUFFNER, one of the
RALP
bestH known house managers in the
country, arrived in New York
Thursday to join the press staff of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit. When
it was learned recently that Mr. Ruffnerwas about to terminate his connection
with the Rialto Theatre, San Francisco,
C. L. Yearsley, chief of the publicity department of the First National, got in
touch with him, which adds him to the
well equipped staff.
Mr. RufTner started his managerial
career in Vancouver, Washington, a tiny
town which can be found only on the
large scale maps. He went from there
to the American, Butte, and then to the
Jensen and Von Herberg houses in Portland and Spokane and back again to
Butte as manager of the Rialto there.
He left this last position because the
altitude
health andwastookaffecting
over the Mrs.
Rialto,Ruflfner's
in San
Francisco, a sick house which he speedily
restored to health. Recently he resigned
this position because of internal friction
and now he has passed from the ex-

Ralph R. Ruffner
hibiting to the promotion department of
the industry. In the past six or eight
years his brilliant advertising schemes
have made him known to exhibitors all
over the country and his "RufT stuff" has
helped hundreds of lesser managers to
frame their advertising more successfully. He excels in oddity of phrase and
idea, but is a sound all-round advertiser.
"Kentucky Colonial" Showing Soon.
According to Joe Brandt, the National
Film Corporation eastern representative,
prints of
Kentucky
arrive
in "The
New York
the Colonel,"
last week will
of
February. One will be shown to buyers
immediately.
The cast includes Joseph J. Bowling,
Francis McDonald, Elinor Field, Lloyd
Bacon, Cora Drew, Frederic Vroom,
Fred Kohler, Ed Bjady, Thelma Salter
and Gordon Griffith.
"It is not
a costume play," says I.
Bernstein
of National.
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Considering

Bill to Permit "Sunday Openings"
of the few state rights blocks still held
waged
is now ybeing
ee be-of of "The Mystery of 13," and the confight
the Judiciar
HOT fore
Committ
the House in the Maryland Legisrial pool. sum ation of his recently formed selature over the bill which was recently
At Los Angeles studio, when planning
introduced by Delegate George D. Iverson, of Baltimore, which partly repeals for his flying trip East last week, the
producer said:
ions would
in the "Blue
restrict
certain
d and
the
legalizeLaws"
of Marylan
"The syndication I've formed to supply buyers and exhibitors with an all
opening of places of amusement on Sunday afternoons after 2 P. M. A hear- year serial supply will be found, I think,
ing was given to those opposed to the a logical evolution considerably advantaging serial brokers, theatre men
passing of this bill before the Judiciary
and producers. It will insure variety
Committee of the House on Wednesday,
February 4.
and avoid clashes of similar subjects,
The amendment in the bill which is reduce waste and insure quality of the
proposed to the Sunday observance laws goods. While at present in but tentative form, the scenic backgrounds and
concerning moving pictures reads as follows : "Moving picture parlors, concert main colors of the stories plunge into
halls and opera houses, for the sole pur- sections and character expositions offering many wholly new effects. To
pose of exhibiting moving pictures or
giving musical concerts therein; ball divulge the plans in this respect would
necessarily
at this time be to invite
grounds,
gymnasiums,
golf courses,
nis courts
and swimming
pools; tenand possible added competition.
exhibitions and games may be had and
"Territory for 'The Hawk's Trail' is
played therein after the hour of 2 P. M. being
bought generously at prices that
on Sunday, and prices of admission may bespeak the growing interest in the serial form of picture drama.
be Mr.
charged
thereto
Iverson
also and
has therefor."
another bill by
which the Baltimore city police commissioners and the commissioners of
the several counties are given powers to Large Oakland Theatre
grant special privileges on special ocHas Power's Projectors
casions for Sunday entertainments and
for other things not prohibited by law.
inter-l
theatres, from
a technica
esting largest
and most
ONE of the
Elmer J. Cook, a lawyer of Baltimore,
nt,
Chi-,
of
west
those
of
viewpoi
who said he was there representing
cago is the T, & D. Theatre, Oakland
some of the moving picture people of
Baltimore, asked that a date be fixed Cal., which has recently installed
projectors. It seats 3.611 peofor a hearing for those in favor of the Power's
ple and is built entirely of concrete and
passage of this bill. The hearing will steel.
has an orchestra of forty
It
take place sometime during the week
nately.
pieces and a giant organ is played alterof February 9.
According to Delegate Powell, of AlThe theatre has plenty of lobby room,
legheny County, he, as a Methodist, had
foyers,
vestibules, parlors and lounging
found much sentiment among those with
rooms which accommodate an overflow
whom he had spoken for changing the of from 800 to 1,000 people. In other
blue laws. He declared that a demand
words, the theatre has given shows
for the opening of the theatres had been many times to more than 4,500 people.
made by some.
The acoustic properties are excellent,
and a system of inclines takes the place
The Exhibitors' League of Maryland
is remaining neutral on the question of of
100. steps. The employes number nearly
Sunday opening and at a meeting of the
board of directors which was held on
The T. & D. Theatre has offered many
February 3, which was presided over novel stunts, including a "Made in Oakby Eugene B. McCurdy, president. It
land Week," when forty-two exhibitors
was
attended by several officers and di- displayed
their wares in attractive
rectors.
booths. Many film stars have appeared
The following motion was made by in person in this theatre. Eugene L.
Frank H. Durkee, seconded by B. Clus- Perry has personally directed the theatre for the past year and has made an
ter and carried:
"That take
the Exhibitors'
League
of Maryland
no active enviable record as a result-getter.
part neither for or against the bill now
introduced in the Maryland Legislature
Coen Buys Arrow Pictures.
for Sunday opening." The motion was
carried.
L. C. Coen of the Theatre Owners
Those present at this meeting in- Corporation of Minneapolis, Minn., has
been spending the past week in New
cluded: E. B. McCurdy, president;
Thomas D. Goldberg, vSce-president ; York, making his headquarters in the offices of the Arrow Film Corporation.
Wm. E. Stumpf, secretary; Frank H.
Durkee, Wallace High, Walter Pacey, Mrs. Coen was along and spent the time
to good advantage in the New York
Benjamin Cluster, Charles Hicks.
shops rowwhile
features.her husband was buying ArLouis Burston Comes East
He purchased
from Arrow "The Vigilantes," a seven-reel
super-production
on Short Business Trip
for the territory of Minnesota, North
and
South
Dakota
and
Wisconsin, and
LOUIS
New York
about BURSTON,
February 20,duewillinremain
east "The Desert Scorpion" for the territory
only long enough to complete of Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
measures he has for the sale of the unMr. Coen reports that there is a big
sold territory for the King Baggot se- demand for features in his part of the
country,
and that business is booming.
rial, "The Hawk's Trail," the disposal
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Heavyweight

Champiofiy Signed by Robertson- Cole
Czecho-Slovakia, July 6, Jan Huss Day;
GEORGES CARPENTIER, world Denmark,
June 5, Constitution Day;
war hero, idol of France, heavyweight champion of Europe has France, July 14, Bastile Day; Greece,
been signed by Robertson-Cole to ap- April 7, Independence Day; Ireland,
s dis- March 17, St. Patrick's Day; Italy, Seppear exclusively in motion pictureement
tember 20, Unification Day; Norway,
tributed by that firm. The anounc
was given to the trade in the following May 17, Independence Day; Poland,
ent
statem
of R. S. Cole:
May 3, Constitution Day; Portugal, October 5,Republic Day; Jugoslavia, June
"In view
of
the
various
conflicting
re28,
Kossovo Day; Sweden, November 6,
ports which have been circulated as to
Carpentier coming to this country and Gustavus Adolphus Day; Switzerland,
also as to his having been engaged to August 1, Federation Day.
appear in motion pictures, we feel it
advisable to clear up the uncertainty
Invention Shows Actor
by making the definite announcement
that there has been executed at Paris
in Two Roles at Once
an agreement between this company and
Descamps and Carpentier, whereby we
S, cameraman
D. WILLIAM
FRANK
Hayakawa, the Robertfor Sessue
have the exclusive right to Carpentier's
star,
receiving conis
son-Cole
services in motion pictures to be progratulations on the issuance of a patent
duced in this country and intended for
invention which he has perfected after
world's distribution.
work. relates to a method of
four
R. S, Cole Suggested the Contract.
Thisyears'
invention
taking motion pictures and is especially
"The writer was in London and present at the Beckett-Carpentier fight, adapted to producing pictures showing
or more objects in relative positions
and in alized
viewthat he
of Carpentier's
victory
re- two
in which they have not actually been
must naturally
be the
placed. In this way, Mr. Williams is
next logical opponent for Dempsey, and
that in view of this the American public able to show an actor in two roles at
would be extremely interested in be- one and the same time, standing behind himself or crossing in front of
coming better acquainted with Carpenhimself.
tier. He therefore opened negotiations
Mr.
Williams is also the inventor of
with him with the idea of arranging
a new method of under-sea photography
along the lines as specified above. The
negotiations were carried on by the and has received patents on both innot only from the United
writer's partner from the time that the States, but ventions
from Great Britain, France
writer left London, with the final result that a definite contract has been
and Italy as well.
entered into.
"Carpentier,
with tohisAmerica
manaNew York F. I. L. M. Club
ger, Descamps, together
will proceed
on March 8, and will start his screen
Wants Carrier Insurance
work for our production immediately
upon
his
arrival."
New y York
of the
lastM.meeting
Although Carpentier had signed with AT F.theI. L.
Club, the
secretar
was
instructed to write all exhibitors
Robertson-Cole several weeks ago, officials of that concern would not make
in Greater New York and New Jersey
known the fact until the contract bear- who have their film carried to and from
ing the champs signature, together with exchanges by delivery companies, sugDescamps, was in the New York office.
gesting that they insist on their carriers
It is not known whether the picture taking out insurance to cover loss while
in
their
to be made in this country for Robert- damage. possession from fire, theft or
son-Cole will be produced in the East
A new rule was adopted covering the
or the West. Executives are making
arrangements for a studio and story. membership of the grievance committee.
One of the best known directors in Henceforth, five managers or executives
the production of pictures will be in will be selected by President Chadwick
to serve four weeks. Then five others
charge of the big Robertson-Cole Car- will
succeed them. By this plan every
pentier special.
member will be obliged to serve on the
committee during the year.
President Chadwick made an extenHolidays of Interest to
sive report on his visit to exchanges in
Buffalo and Albany. The American
Our Naturalized Citizens
Film Company, 1,600 Broadway, discontinued its membership in the club.
CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN, of Select
Pictures Corporation, and an active member of the N. A. M. P. I.,
Sullivan Heads New Department.
has supplied Moving Picture World with
Sylvester Sullivan, promotion manager
a list of important holidays of citizens
of foreign birth now ILving in the United of the International Exposition of InStates which it will be to the interest
dustries at Grand Central Palace, New
of every exhibitor to read. The list fur- York City, since its inception, has been
nishes exhibitors with the opportunity appointed manager of the newly established Merchants & Manufacturers Into make special appeals upon these dates
dustrial Film Department in Grand
as a part of their co-operation in the
Central Palace. He states that they
anism.
y's drive for Americ
It
industr
does not include the .American holidays. are prepared to make productions rangThe list, in a condensed form, is as
ing from the one-reel sales "talk" to
follows :
the biggest International propaganda
Belgium, July 21, Independence Day; series.
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E. M. Asher in New York to
Direct Sennett Publicity

tive of Mack Sennett
his proarepresent
personal and
EM. ASHER,
* ductng activities, is a native son
of California, having been born in San
Francisco about thirty years ago. He
was first noticed in the film industry in
1916 when he exploited the "Ne'er Do
Well," and afterward disposed of it.
In 1917 and 1918 Mr. Asher managed
the Tivoli Theatre in San Francisco and
at the same time managed the First National exchange in the same city for
Turner & Dahnken.
Mr. Asher then joined forces with
Mack Sennett in the exploitation of
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" and it was at
his suggestion that the Mack Sennett
bathing girls were added as a special attraction.
Mr. Asher brought this combination to
New York in the summer of 1919 and put
on the show at the Broadway Theatre,
where it played through July and August,
and despite the intense heat showed to
crowded houses. He sold the rights for

£. M. Asher
Sennett
promotion
comes t»
New York to directexpert
Sennettwhopublicity
in connection with Associated
Producers.
the United States to Sol. Lesser for Mr.
Sennett, and he, with Mr. Lesser, put
twenty companies on the road throughout the United States and Canada.
He left the coast, with his family, on
January 31, and arrived en February 4
in New York, where he expects to locate
perminently, to establish offices to handle
the Sennett output under the Associated
Producers, of whicii Tom Ince is president and Mack Sennett is treasurer.
The plan as now outlined is that each
unit of the Associated Producers will
handle
its beownconfined
pictures.
Mr. Asher's
duties will
exclusively
to the
Mack Sennett productions. His temporary offices will be Hotel Astor.
The Mack Sennett productions will not
be confined to two-reel subjects, but six
and seven part features will be included
in its output, and of these from six to
eight will be made each year, according
to time involved. Quality and not quantity will be the main object.
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Metro Completes Camera
Work on "Old Lady 31"
EMMA DUNN has completed her
work before the camera in "Old
Lady 31," the Screen Classics, Inc.,
stage
Croth
Rachoelstudi
rization of Metr
pictu
in Hollyos ers'
success, at Thethepictu
re is now ready for
wood.
titling and cutting. It is, incidentally,
the first of Metro's third round of
"fewer and better" productions to be
phically. "Old Lady
hed phot
finiswill
late February or early
be aogra
31"
March release.
Miss Dunn plays the sweetly sympathetic role of Angie Rose, faithful wife
of the indigent sea captain who starts
for the poorhouse but ends in a home
for aged women.
Henry Harmort has the part of Captain Abe Rose. Mary and John, the
young sweethearts who serve as an admirable foil to Angie and Rose in their
romance of old age, are played respecby Winifred
and AntrimtivelyShort.
Others inWestover
the ensemble
are
Lawrence Underwood, Graham Pettie,
Clara Knott, Carrie Clark Ward, Sadie
Gordon, Martha Mattox, May Wells and
Ruby Lafayette. John E. Ince directed
the production. June Mathis scenarioized the play.
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Select Appoints Malcolm.
T. C. Malcolm, recently associated
with the Triangle office at Salt Lake
City, ager
hasfor the
beenSelect
appointed
branch there,
manCorporation
according to an announcement. He
succeeds Robert A. Brackett.
Mr. Malcolm was for three years
branch manager at Los Angeles and
Portland for the General Film Company,
and for two years was associated with
the Mutual Film Corporation as Pacific
Coast supervisor. Later he was associated with the Triangle company at
Salt Lake.
Winnipeg: Clergy Urges Censorship.
The Ministerial Association of Winnipeg, Manitoba, has decided to press
for the censorship of all moving picture advertising matter, including newspaper advertising, which appears or is
used in the Province of Manitoba. The
association recently prepared a comprehensive report on the subject. This follows the actual decision of the Ontario
Government to enforce a censorship of
all moving picture advertising. The same
matter is receiving the consideration of
the
Quebec Provincial Government, it is
rumored.

Selznick Employes See
Herbert Kaufman Weekly
THE first showing of the Herbert
Kaufman Weekly, which Lewis J.
Selznick is filming and distributing
through Select Pictures, was held at the
New York home office on February 12.
Every employe of the organization is a
screen fan and Mr. Selznick invited the
entire staff to view the picture in an
effort to obtain first-hand information
what an audience of fans thought of the
idea. The general verdict was that not
only is the Kaufman Weekly a novelty
but it has an entertaining value, as well
as teaching a strong moral lesson.
The weekly is made up of pictorial
matter illustrating the editorials of Mr.
Kaufman, which were formerly printed
by a newspaper syndicate. The first of
the editorials is a modern version of
"Little Red Riding Hood," which is its
title, and it tells the story of a young
Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
girl who was lost through her ignorance.
Betty Hilburn, the talented little screen
Director recfntl.v
.staff on added
Coast. to Metro's
actress, is the featured player.
The picture is about ready for release
and will be followed by "The Faded Plan Big Exploitation on Mayer Film.
Butterfly," in which Madame Brozovna,
Plans are being made by the First
a celebrated Polish actress, appears.
National E.xhibitors' Circuit exchange
of Kentucky and Tennessee to send "In
Clune Indorses National Theatres.
Old Kentucky," the Mayer-made First
starring .Anita StewNational Picture Theatres, Inc., of National attraction
tour of the two states with
which Lewis J. Selznick is the head, has one art,ofon its
the
most
efficient
exploitation
progressed on its way from New York
ever provided a picture.
around the continent with such rapid organizations
Harry Brown, who has been put in
strides that it has reaced Los Angeles, charge
of the organization ,has arranged
and has been received in that city
warmly, according to a statement from for three road shows of "In Old Kenthe offices of Mr. Selznirk in New York.
tucky" to tour the two States, each
With the California indorsement, embracing negro jazz bands, jockeys,
which comes from Clune Theatres Com- minstrels
riders" the
to picture
parade
the streetsandin "night
towns where
pany, National Picture Theatres, Inc., is
playing.
is now firmly established throughout
the United States. Among the first exhibitor organizations to favor National
If you neckiare
not reading
was the Northwest Exhibitiors Circuit
ng in Filmland,
it canGiehler's
be only Rubberbecause
and others from representative exhibi- you never let your eyes rest there long
tors and circuits. Chicago fell into line enough to "get a start." Once read. Rubalong with other big cities.
bernecking will attract you every issue.
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Goldwyn Pictures Show
in Broadway Theatres

s at leadare theof featured
attraction
ns
new ofproductio
Goldwyn's
FOUR
ing theatres
the week
February
8 and the following week. At the Strand,
Madge Kennedy
appeared comedy
in "The
Blooming
Angel,"thata sparkling
Wallace
Irwin
bids fair to becomeby
one of the strongest box office attractions
in which the Goldwyn comedienne has
ever appeared. At the Broadway theatre,
Pauline Frederick is the stellar drawing
card in "The Loves of Letty," taken from
the play by Arthur Wing Pinero.
Admirers of Miss Frederick will have
another opportunity to see her in a
strongly emotional role the week of
February
IS whenwill"The
by
Edgar Saltus,
head Paliser
the bill Case,"
at ihe
Capitol Theatre. During the same
period. Jack Pickford, in his first picture
as a Goldwyn star, "The Little Shepherd
of
John Fox, Jr.,
willKingdom
be found Come,"
at the by
Strand.
Jack Pickford's First Goldwyn.
The premier of "The Little Shepherd
of Kingdom
Come"
is awaited
with Jack
particular interest
in that
it marks
Pickford's debut as a Goldwyn star. The
adaptation
John Fox'sscale
novel
made on anof elaborate
andhasthebeen
result promises to be a film of pictorial
beauty
combined
with
exceptional
story
value.
Goldwyn Cites Cast of
Gouverneur Morris Film

pictures
.Authorsoffices
last
at the Goldwyn
of Eminent
received
NEWS
week from the Culver City studios
gives the cast of Gouverneur Morris' first
production, "The Penalty," under the
direction of Wallace Worseley. It includes Lou Chaney, Claire -Adams,
Kenneth Harlan, Charles Clary, Ethel
Grey Terry, Milton Ross and Edouard
Trebaol. Many of the scenes of "The.
will be takennewin toSanthe Francisco
Penalty"
Two personalities
Goldwyn
organization are represented in Rupert
Hughes' next production of "Scratch
My Back." One is the Director Sidney
Olcott, who has had an extensive career
on the stage and before the camera. The
second personality is T. Roy Barnes, who
will play the lead opposite Helene Chadwick, whose performance in Rupert
Hughes' picture,
"The ofCupcinema
of Fury,"
exciting
the praise
critics.is
Lloyd Whitlock is the third member of
the cast so far selected.
Director Sidney Olcott started work
on the Rupert Hughes story by filming
the first scenes in San Francisco.
"Scratch
My author
Back" iswrote
the story
the
eminent
directlywhich
for
the screen, continuity and all, after his
first visit to the Culver City studios last
autumn.
National Has Capital-Labor Film.
The harmonizing influence a woman
has on the conflict between capital and
labor is the theme of "Mary Minds Her
Business," a Ladies' Home Journal serial
story, which will be the second feature
production of this year to be screened
by the National Film Corporation of
America.
Minds Her
Business"
was written"Mary
by George
Weston.
The
film version was prepared by Mildred
Considine.
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Felix Feist Meets Many
Friends in Los Angeles
FELIX FEIST, vice president and
sales manager for Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, arrived in
Los Angeles on Thursday, January 29,
ten days ahead of the schedule arranged
for his transcontinental tour. The hustling Goldwyn executive was welcomed by
Branch Manager Maurice Wolf and his
corps of associate workers and by Goldwyn studio officials.
Mr. Feist's first afternoon and evening
in the city were devoted, in part, to renewing many old acquaintances. John
Zanft, of the William Fox forces; Mr.
Schoenstadt, a prominent exhibitor of
Chicago, and W. A. Sobelman, of St.
Paul and .Minneapolis, all of whom are
visiting the West Coast on business, welcomed Mr. Feist and exchanged views on
conditions in various parts of the counOn Friday evening Mr. Feist was host
at a dinner at which the Goldwyn sales
department of the local branch were
guests. Salesmanship was the topic
under discussion and the Goldwyn
executive gave the boys a talk. Mr.
Feist will meet the exhibitors in the Los
Angeles territory at a studio luncheon,
together with representatives of the local
daily and trade papers and studio stars
and executives.
Talmadge Picture
Praised by Newspapers
independent newspapers oi
FOUR lvania
have joined hand-inPennsy
hand in the lauding of a special
ion.
This occurred when
feature attract
"The Daughter of Two World," Norma
Talmadge's initial release through First
National Exhibitors' Circuit was shown
at the Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia.
The Philadelphia North American, the
Evening Bulletin, Public Ledger and the
Record were the four publications that
reached a concensus of opinion and their
respective praises are as follows:
North American: — "This is Norma
Talmadge's
first Itappearance
a ■ Fii.«t
National star.
is a big as
production
and if it can be taken as a sample of
her work through the new associatiop,
it's a good augur for the future."
Evening Bulletin: — "'The Daughter cl
Two Worlds' is a photoplay of compelling interest and Miss Talmadge
reaches unusual heights of emotion in
the interpretation of the role which she
enacts with much exactness."
Record: — "The whole story is told
with a wealth of detail and a photographic splendor and leaves nothing to
be desired. It is a picture of much more
than ordinary merit."
Public Ledger:
— "It
picture andof
compelling
interest
for isitsa action
thrills."
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Hugh Ford in Hollywood.
Hollywood's
latest isaddition
to its The
extensive film colony
Hugh Ford.
noted director for Paramount Artcraft
has returned to the west, after a stay
at the .Atlantic coast, to make an elaborate special production at the Lasky
studio. Accompanying him are Joseph
Boyle, his assistant, and Hal Young,
cameraman.
Work is to be begun in about ten
days on this new picture which is said
to be unique in picture history. The nature of the plot is unknown to any
but those immediately in direction of
the production.
"False Road" Next Ince Picture.
"The False Road" is announced as the
newest picture produced by Thomas H.
Ince as an Ince-Paramount Artcraft
offering, in which Enid Bennett stars.
The story is by C. Gardner Sullivan, and
was directed by Fred Niblo, with George
Barnes at the camera. Thomas H. Ince
supervised the production.
Lloyd Hughes has the leading male
role opposite Miss Bennett and others
in the cast are Wade Boteler, Lucile
Young, Charles Smily, Edith Yorke and
Gordon Mullen. The production is what
might be termed a "crook" play.

Schedules Wilson's Second
Serial for February 22
FEBRUARY
22 has been
set by Frank
G. Hall, president
of Hallmark
Pictures Corporation, for the release of
Ben Wilson's second serial production,
"The Screaming Shadow." The title of
the first episode is "A Cry in the Dark."
"The Screaming Shadow" follows in
release, the first Ben Wilson serial production for Hallmark, "The Trail of rhe
Octopus." In both of these serials Ben
Wilson is co-starred with Neva Gerber,
and practically the same supporting cast
is seen in both. Duke Worn, who
directed Wilson in many of his first serial
productions, is credited with the direction of both these Hallmark serials and
King Cray was the photographer.
The theme of "The Screaming
Shadow" is based on the recent scientific
discovery by eminent physicians that
human life can be prolonged by transplanting to the human body what are
known as monkey glands. With this
scientific discovery as a basis for the plot
construction of their story, the authors,
J. Grubb Alexander and Harvey Gates,
have fashioned a photo dramatic serial
that is said to be entirely different from
anything
that has even been done in the
silent drama.
Jane Thomas

Norma

Installs Powers' Machines.
The Denver Theatre Supply Company
writes to the Nicholas Power Company:
"You will no doubt be pleased to hear
that we have just made two very important installations on Curtis street.
We have installed three Power's 6B
Cameragraphs in the America Theatre,
which is one of the finest in the West,
also two Power's 6B in the Empress
Theatre. This gives us the Iris, Empress. American and Tabor Theatres on
the Great White Way."
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Bertram Millhauser
directorial debut with "The Mad
Talon," Juanita
Pathe's Hansen.
serial, starring

Sibley Signs with Mayer.
Richard E. Sibley, one of the best
known art directors of the movies and
the
stage,at isthenownewidentified
with "legitimate"
Louis B. Mayer
studios
at 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles. For
eighteen years Mr. Sibley was a successthe "legitimate"
stage.
Hisful artist
firstofwork
was with Universal
where he remained three years. After
two years with Morosco he went to the
Fox studios where he remained two
years. Before becoming identified with
the Mayer interesfs Mr. Sibley was art
director one year for Vitagraph.
The mo7)ing picture machine operator, or
projectionist, of today is the manager of
tomorrots/s moving picture theatre. RichDepartment
in Moving; Picture
World is ardson's^
advising
the projectionist
how to
become the best moving picture showman.

to Appear

in "Trimmed With Red"
AN distinctly
actress who
promisesimpression
to create ina
favorable
her first Goldwyn picture,
"Trimmed with Red," now being produced under the direction of Hugo
Ballin at Goldwyn's eastern studio with
Madge Kennedy as the star, is Jane
Thomas who is cast in a prominent role.
Miss Thomas was selected from a host
of applicants to support Miss Kennedyi
because of her beauty, her charm of personality and her ability as a screen
actress as revealed in earlier motion
pictures. During three years with the
Essanay Company when that concern
was producing many films at its studios
in Chicago Miss Thomas gained an
enviable reputation.
Born and reared in Chicago, Miss
Thomas as a young girl revealed an extraordinary aptitude for artistic expression. Besides studying acting, she
attended the Chicago Art Institute where
she studied landscape painting. At 'he
present time she has a studio in Chicago.
Added to her accomplishments is that of
Greek dancing. Miss Thomas admits to
one hobby, hiking in the country.
Author Praises Film Version.
" 'Dangerous Days' is twice as forceful on the screen as it was when
printed,"
saysauthor,
Mary whose
RobertsbookRinehart,
the eminent
of the
same name is one of the six best sellers
from coast to coast. Mrs. Rinehart is
now at the Goldwyn studios where she
was shown the first production in her
series from Eminent Authors which is
also a Reginald Barker production.
Coming- close upon the heels of Rupert
Hughes' praise for the production of
"The Cup of Fury" by T. Hayes Hunter,
it is evident that the plan originated by
Samuel Goldwyn and Rex Beach for
author-producer co-operation is an
achievement in the making of motion
pictures.
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Toledo Topics
Censors Reject "Amazing Woman."
The Ohio Board of Censors have rejected
entirely the Republic Distributing Corporation s picture "The Amazing Woman."
They -will be asked, however, to look at
the picture again after some changes are
made and perhaps a new decision will be
given.
"The Amazing
Woman"
is a five-part
production
featuring
Ruth Clifford.
Once More Movies Help.
A moving picture of the principal points
of interests in Cleveland, and including
many good industrial "shots" was taken
alongber ofonCommerce
the trip of
Cleveland
to the
California
and Chamcoast
towns. The party left February 7.
This picture will be shown wherever
the party stops for the purpose of informing the people of western cities of
the facilities and beauty of Cleveland. At
the
time and
movies
the toparty's
trip
will same
be made
sent ofback
Cleveland
for showing in the leading theatres of the
city.
Blakeman Joins Patlie.
E. C. Blakeman has been appointed assistant manager of the Cleveland Pathe
exchange. He comes from the South,
where he has been identified for some time
past with the S. A. Lynch enterprises.
Michigan Musings
Gebhardt Goes to M. M. P. K. L,.
FRANK W. GEBHARDT, manager of the
Strand Features, Detroit, has tendered
his resignation and on Monday morning
started in as business manager of the
Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League. Mr. Gebhardt is associating with
the first real
that
Michigan
has exhibitors'
ever had. organization
The membership
is growing and now comprises leading exhibitors in every part of the state. Wally
Baker continues as organizer and will
spend most of his time in the state personally calling upon exhibitors.
Mr. Gebhardt informs us that the association is to issue each week a bulletin
as the official house organ and that It
will be sent to all exhibitors, keeping
them posted as to the activities of the
organization. The club has temporary
quarters at 201 Film Building.
Seltert Manager of New Exchange.
The Independent Master Films, Inc.,
have opened a Detroit office at 202 Film
Building and appointed William B. Selfert manager. Billy, as most exhibitors
know him, has been connected with the
film business for a great number of years
and he knows Michigan conditions thoroughly. Chaplin subjects will be his
specialty.
Weddlge Ontfit Expands.
Bert Weddige, of the Michigan Motion
Picture Supply Company, Detroit, will let
contracts this week for the remodeling
of his exchange, so as to give him more
space
bis growing
"We
want toto handle
carry larger
stocks businesa
and a larger
variety
of
supplies,"
said
Bert.
"Simplex
orders are comins in faster than the fac-
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Everywhere

tory can fill them, although we are now
assured that increased factory facilities
will enable them to ship promptly hereVictor Conquers and Retams.
Leon
special representative on
after." Victor,
exploitation
for the Louis B. Mayer organization, left Saturday for his home
office, after spending two weeks in Detroit in connection with the engagement
at the Madison Theatre of "In Old KenChanges at Pathe Office.
tucky."
E. J. Eichenlaub has resigned as Detroit manager for Pathe and is succeeded
by George W. Sampson, former assistant
manager. Mr. Sampson is probably known
to every exhibitor in the city and state.
He has always been an enthusiast about
Pathe
productions,
so it'syear
no
wonder and
we Pathe
find him
sticking there
in and year out and working himself up
from salesman to assistant manager and
thence to manager.
George Custer has been transferred as
head booker to the position of assistant
manager, another example of how reward
finally comes to those who persevere.
F. B. Rogers, district manager for Pathe,
who is in Detroit for a few days, says he
has been watching both Georges for a
a long while and that he believes
both will not only make good but will
bring the office up to the point where
it will enjoy its biggest business.
Beardsley to Bnlld Another.
Ground will be broken as soon as the
weather permits for the immediate construction of a 1,200-seat motion picture
theatre to be built by E. W. Beardsley
at Royal Oak. Mr. Beardsley, who can
truly lay claim to the distinction of being
a pioneer exhibitor of Michigan, has built
up a patronage in Royal Oak far beyond
the capacity of his present house.
Kansas Klippings
Calbert to Kansas City.
JM. theCALBERT,
Universal formerly
exchange manager
at Omaha,of
Neb., has begun his new duties as head of
the Kansas City office. Shortly after his
arrival in Kansas City Mr. Calvert received agold watch charm from the Omaha
Film Board of Trade. The charm represents a reel of film unwound, the trademark of the Omaha association.
Hntchinaon Visits Kansas City.
W. S. Hutchinson, son of Samuel S.
Hutchinson, president of the American
Film Corporation, was in Kansas City
visiting at the local office February 3 and
4. He is making a tour of middle western
offices of the company.
Saunders Visits Metro.
E. W. Saunders, sales manager for the
Metro Pictures Corporation, was a visitor
at the local office this week. His trip to
the West included visits to other exchanges.
Earl Theatre Changes Hands.
The Earl Theatre, at 2209 East Twelfth
street, was included in the purchase of
a business block bought recently from
Aaron Schultz for $30,000. The new owner
is Ralph L. Fish.

Minnesota Mutterings
Theatres Change Hands.
CONTROL
of threechanged
Northwest
picture houses
handsmotion
this
week. William A. Steffes. Minneapolis
motion picture exhibitor, has purchased
the Cozy Theatre, Penn and Crystal Lake
avenues,
Minneapolis,
from Gottlieb
Nestle. Mr. Steffes
has managed
the Northern
Theatre, Twentieth avenue North and
Fourth street, Minneapolis, for several
years. He Is also reported to be negotiating for the leases on two motion picture houses in the Gateway district.
Purchase of the Lotus Theatre, Red
Lake Palls, Minn., by W. H. Gilfillan, of
that city, was announced this week. Mr.
Gilfillan will remodel the house. It will
be reopened about March 1.
R. W. Farnsworth has remodeled the
opera house at Madison, Minn., into a first
class motion picture house, with a seating
capacity of 600. He plans conducting the
showing of high-class pictures.
District Manager in Minneapolis.
M. A. Chase, district manager of the
Universal Film exchanges of the Northwest,Mr.has Chase
established
offices
in Minneapolis.
has been
connected
with
the Universal company for many years,
starting as a film salesman. Recently he
completed a tour of Japan and RussiaSan Francisco Shots
New Lighting System for California.
THE
management
of the
California
Theatre,
San Francisco,
is inaugurating a new exterior lighting system, planned
after the system used to illuminate the
great buildings of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. Eighteen scintillators, of the type used at the fair, are
being mounted on the roof of a building
across the street, and these will flood the
front and side of the structure with light.
Wage Dispute Settled.
The moving picture operators of Fresno,
Cal., have compromised their previous demands for $70 a week and have accepted
the offer of theatre owners for a basic
wage of $1 an hour, with $8 a day for
operators where vaudeville is shown.
Modesto House Sold.
The Star Theatre, Modesto, Cal., formerly owned by Charles ReindoUar, has
been purchased by William J. Voss, who
plans to make extensive improvements.
The Golden West Amusement has awarded
contracts at $108,000 for the erection of a
new theatre In that city.
Completes Year with T. & D.
Eugene L. Perry, former Shubert and
Keith man, celebrated the completion of
his first year with Turner & Dahnken u
manager of their Oakland house on February 1. His success there has been little
short of phenomenal, and this house,
which is the largest west of Chicago, is
now regarded as being one of the best
money-getters
policy has been to ongivethe theCoast.
publicPerry's
something
in addition to screen attractions and something out of the ordinary. One of his big
stuntstionwas
within atheminiature
theatre. industrial exposi-
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Doings

Goldwyn Increases Holding.
FOLLOWING the leasing of the Tabor
Opera House block by the Goldwyn
Distributing Company two weeks ago, the
same company last week completed one
of the biggest real estate deals in the history of Denver by purchasing the America
Theatre Building for $1,000,000, and the
property on an opposite corner, occupied
by the Douglas Shoe Company, for $750,000, according to A. S. Aronson, vice-president of the company, who is in Denver.
On the site of the latter purchase the
Goldwyn company will erect a modern
hotel, housing a theatre on its lower floor.
This will give the Goldwyn corporation
three big theatres on three of the four
Ruth Langston
corners of Sixteenth and Curtis, often
Who plays "Mollle" in "Daredevil Jack,"
referred to as the hub of Denver's great
Pathe's serial starring Jack Derapsey.
w-hite way.
The cost of the erection of the hotel and
theatre will be approximately $1,000,000.
The America Theatre Building, just purchased for $1,000,000, it is said, belonged
Pittsburgh People
to William Rice, who admits the original
purchase price was $30,000.
Bnild in Colorado Springs.
A. A. Cosatch Dies.
George P. Greaves, Colorado and WyA
A. COSATCH, well known exhibitor
oming pioneer moving picture exhibitor,
• of Rankin, Pa., who has had charge
has leased from Richard Clough the Prinof the Oxford Theatre there for the past
cess Theatre, Colorado Springs, and twelve
three
years, passed away Friday evening,
single properties adjoining it on the east.
January 30, and was buried the following
The net rental sum to be paid Mr. Clough
Tuesday.
The deceased is survived by a
will exceed $1,000,000.
son and
two
daughters, his wife having
Besides owning two moving picture
died
last
fall.
houses in Cheyenne, Wyo.; two in Pueblo,
Leo
Levinson Back.
Colo., and having interests in the Rialto
and Princess in Denver, Mr. Greaves has
Manager Leo Levinson, of the Pittsburgh Select branch, is again back at his
otherout scattering
picture interests throughthe rural sections.
desk, after an illness that kept him in
bed for over a week.
Arrow Buys Pueblo Princess.
Kdlis on Road for Craft.
Joseph J. Goodstein, Denver exchange
B. C. Edlis is again on the road for
manager for the Arrow Photoplays Corporation, has completed a deal for his
Craft Film Service, Pittsburgh, specializfirm whereby the Princess Theatre at
Legally
This
film ingison "Are
goingYouover
big inMarried?"
his territory,
Pueblo, Colo., changes hands. The purchase price of the movie house was $60,000
having broken all existing house records
cash, and will be operated on and after
at the Lyric Theatre, Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, during a recent three-day run. AcMarch 1 by
Arrow will
corporation's
interests. Thethetheatre
be renovated
cordingly the management has secured a
before the reopening.
three-day repeat booking.
Changes at Blg-U.
Joe Beeley Gets "Hep."
Numerous changes have been made in
Joe Beeley recently purchased the Lyric
the Denver exchange oflices of the UniTheatre, DuBois, Pa., and says he finds
versal during the past week. W. R. Armthe picture business very fascinating and
strong, former zone manager, has been
is just getting next to himself.
promoted to Western district manager
Jones Builds; Blitx Will Manage.
and has departed for the Coast, where he
A. Jones has purchased a piece of propwill
be
permanently
located.
Gene
Gererty at Copeland Station, North Braddock,
base, former road man, has been called in
to succeed Armstrong.
Pa., on which he will build a picture theatre with a seating capacity of 500 and
George Quinn, former branch manager,
$50,000. It is expected to have
who recently went over to the Select ex- costing
house completed in the fall. A. Blitz,
changes, is back with Universal and is atheformer
exhibitor of Indiana, Pa., will
office manager. Jack Scott, former oflice
superintend the construction of the buildmanager, has been made road manager,
ing and manage the house.
traveling himself.
Ii)lrick Beeomes Puffllcist.
Organist Rath Improves.
R. T. Elrick, formerly on the staff of
Franz Rath, organist at the Isis Theatre, who was badly injured in an auto the Daily News at Washington, Pa., is
accident recently, will, contrary to re- now connected with the Quality Film Corporation, Pittsburgh, in the capacity of
ports, be able to assume his profession
again in a few weeks. Rath is one of the publicity man.
best known organists in the West and his
Herrln^on Back on the Job.
programs are featured between shows.
Fred Herrington is back in Pittsburgh,
Kllnore to DIrct at Rivoll.
after
montlis' many
tour states
of theforWest,
where ahetwo
organized
the
Carli Densmore Elinore, international
musician and director, who won fame for Exhibitors' Association.
his synchronization and arrangement for
Roth and Moidel Team It.
the music of "The Birth of a Nation," has
Roth and Moidel now have charge of
signed a long contract with the William
the Penn Theatre, Penn and Butler streets,
Fox interests to lead the forty-piece symPittsburgh, which they purchased from
phony orchestra at the Rivoli, to succeed
Walter Artzberger, who built the house
Signer R. Cavello, who recently took over five
years ago.
the Empress orchestra.
To Make Commerdala.
Adda Boy, MUt!
All-Star Film Company, Pittsburgh,
Milt Cohn, exchange manager for the Is The
to make commercial films and is now
Famous Players-Lasky offices here, has ready
for business. The officers are: M.
returned from Chicago, where he attended
Feitler,
manager; Walter Ainsworth, dia meeting of the exchange heads of the
rector and sales manager; Carl Moldenconcern. Returning he has treated himhauer,
cameraman.
self to a new Stephens-Salient-Six.

Canadian Chips
Fight Pictures Permitted.
LIKE
a bolt fromontheFebruary
blue sky 2 came
announcement
that the
the
Province of Ontario had sanctioned the
presentation in theatres throughout the
province of the official films of the Dempsey-Willard heavyweight fight at Toledo
last July, and also that the presentation
of the pictures of the recent CarpentierBeckett fight in London, England, would
also be sanctioned as soon as the prints
are actually received in Toronto.
The sanctioning of these pictures was
authorized by Hon. Peter Smith, the Provincial Treasurer, but the presentation of
the views is subject to the approval of
the municipalities in which they are to
be screened. It is also stipulated that a
share of the profits from performances at
which the fight pictures are shown is to
turned over for the benefit of the war
veteran organizations and for the dependents of the fallen.
The Dempsey-Willard fight views have
alraedy been publicly presented in the
Province of Quebec with fair success.
Special Ottawa Sunday Show.
The St. Brigid's Club of Ottawa, Ont.,
recently conducted a special Sunday show
at the Theatre Francais, when a series of
Canadian Government moving pictures
were presented before a large audience.
The regular theatre orchestra played the
musical accompaniment and various vocal
selections completed the program. No
admission was charged and it was only
by reason of this fact that the performance was permitted, as regular Sunday
shows are strictly prohibited in Ontario.
Brouse Sells Interest in Strand.
Harry Brouse, of Ottawa, Ont., one of
the outstanding moving picture men of
the Dominion, has sold his half interest
in the Strand Theatre, Toronto, to the new
Famous Players Canadian Corporation.
The Strand is one of the largest and best
paying theatres in the downtown section
of Toronto. N. L. Nathanson, of Toronto,
managing director of the Famous Players
Canadian company, visited Ottawa a few
days ago to close the deal, which was
one of the first steps undertaken by the
new enterprise. Mr. Brouse, who is Eastern Canadian franchise holder of the First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
owns and
the
York Theatre,
Toronto;
the still
Imperial
Family
theatres,
Ottawa,
and
other
interests.
Theatre National Passes.
Tenders have been invited for the disposal of Le Theatre National, a moving
picture theatre which has been operated
with varying success in Ottawa, Ont., by
a French society, Societe de Monument
National. This organization has gone into
voluntary liquidation, but the sale of the
property will place it on its feet again, it
is expected. The structure was completed
in 1905 and eventually became a popular
rendezvous. In addition to the moving
picture theatre, an open-air garden was
operated for the sale of soft drinks and
confections, under the management of the
late Henry Cousins. During the war the
ship.
society lost considerable of its memberSelznlck Buys Canadian Filnk
Announcement has been made at Montreal, Quebec, that Lewis J. Selznlck, of
New York, has bought the American rights
of
World Shadow,"
a feature
with"TheBolshevism
which was
made dealing
by the
Adanac Producing Company, of Trenton,
Ont. It will be released through the
Select Pictures Corporation in the United
States. Tyrone Power Is the star of the
picture and at present he is doing an AllCanadian tour with a stage show.
Second British-Made Picture.
The second of a series of fifteen British
photoplay features to be released In Canada by the Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange,
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Iiimited. Toronto and Montreal, Is "Tho
Splendid
Coward,"
Harmataken
production,
the interiors
of whicha were
in Lord
Salisbury's residence. This follows the
British
picture
"Romanyby Lass,"
which was
Introduced
in Toronto
a successful
run
at the Madison Theatre, which Is owned
by J. C. Brady, who is president of the
Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
Association of Ontario,
which Protective
in turn was
responsible for the organization of the
Canadian operative
Exhibitors'
Exchangre on a cobasis.
Trade Topics.
A branch of Sterling Films, Limited,
Toronto, is being opened in Vancouver,
B. C., under the management of Ben Soskin, formerly the Vancouver manager of
the
Exhibitors'
of Toronto.
He Distributing
is the brotherCorporation
of I. Sos.
kin, who is the general manager of the
Sterling company. Ben recently traveled
across the continent to Toronto to discuss
various expansion details.
C. I. Nathanson, Vancouver branch manager of Regal Films, Limited, has also
arranged to return to Toronto. He is the
brother of N. L. Nathanson, of Toronto,
who is the managing director of the new
Famous Players Canadian Corporation and
Regal Films, Limited.
J. P. Bickel. of Toronto, president of
Regal Films and also financially interested in the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, has arranged to make a business tour to Vancouver.
Hoosier Happenings
Evansville Prices Go Up.
MOTION picture entertainment at the
Majestic Theatre at Evansville, Ind.,
increased in price on February 1.
Charles Sweeton, manager of the theatre,
announced that on and after that date the
price of admission would be increased to
20 cents on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. The upward trend in the cost of
films and other operating expenses were
assigned
Increase. by him as the reason for the
John S. Cramp DIm.
John S. Crump, owner of the Crump
Theatre, one of the most popular motion
picture theatres at Columbus. Ind., died
at his home there last week after an
Illness of several months. He was seventythree years old. Mr. Crump was a native
of "Columbus and took an active part in
the city's affairs. He
built plant
the first
car system, the first light
and street
several large busines buildings there. In
1903 the citizens of Columbus presented
him with a gold medal in recognition
his work toward the upbuilding of theof
city. He retired from active management
of the theatre a few years ago.
Incorporate to Build.
Articles of Incorporation were filed this
week with Indiana's secretary of state
for the Artcraft Theatre Corporation of
Franklin, Ind. The corporation is capitalized at $200,000 for the purpose of erecting a motion picture theatre. Tlie
company is headed by Don O. Newland, of
South Bend, formerly of Chicago. The
Franklin building project will be followed
by similar ones in other Indiana cities.
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Installed at a cost of about $8,000. The
measurements of the new addition to the
theatre will be 50 by 90 feet.
WhOMe In Itf
Plans for a large moving picture and
vaudeville theatre, to be located on North
Charles street, between Lafayette and
North avenues, according to reports. The
Famous PlayerS-Lasky and Goldwyn companies are said to be contemplating the
erection of a theatre in Baltimore, but
whether either company is interested In
the North Charles street deal is not
known. This location is within a block
of the Parkway and the site for the proposed new theatre which Marcus Loew Is
said to be backing.
Peraonala of Baltimore.
Prof. Edward V. Cupero, who for the
past five years has acted as director of
the orchestras at the New and Garden
theatres, was unanimously chosen again
as director of the City Park Band of Baltimore on Tuesday, February 3. Professor
Cupero
as "Eddie"
his many
friends is
andknown
directed
the City toPark
Band
last season with complete success.
E. Rossiter, proprietor of the Flaming
Arrow Theatre, 1108 East Preston street,
was sick for several days last week with
a bad cold.
Captain Edwin Bower Hesser, personal
representative of Anita Stewart and the
Anita Stewart Productions Company,
came to Baltimore during the week of
February 2 and called on many exhibitors
in this city.
Jack Whittle, Pathe traveling representative, is now on the Eastern Shore of
Maryland for his company.
Thesonplans
enalrging
of thestreet,
WilTheatre,for418theEast
Baltimore
which is under the management of Guy
L. Wonders, were gone over by George C.
Wilson, of Tyrone, Pa., president of the
Wilson Amusement Company. Mr. Wilson
stopped over In Baltimore for several days
during the week of February 2 while on
his way home from Miami, Fla., where he
has been spending the winter.
During the terrible weather of the week
of February 2 the motor bus of the film
express between Washington, D. C, and
Baltimore, Md., was piloted practically on
schedule between the two cities by Howard W. Hendus and Edgar Hedger, so that
the exhibitors in Baltimore got their
shows on time. The motor bus kept running right along every night in spite of
the onslaught of the elements. On one
night double the quantity of gasoline was
needed to make the round trip.
Film at Auto Club Meeting;.
Motion pictures will be a feature of the
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regular monthly meeting of the Automobile Club of Maryland, which will be held
on Tuesday night, February 10, at the
clubhouse. Mount Royal avenue and Cathedral street. A short address on "The
Road
Maryland"
be dellv-of
ered bySystem
J. N. ofMackall.
chiefwillengineer
the State Roads Commission.
Benefit Matinee at ParlCTimy.
Theineeproceeds
of theat young
people's Theamatwhich was held
the Parkway
tre on Saturday morning, February 7, at
10 o'clock,
under
the auspices
the Balti-of
more branch
of the
National ofCongress
Mothers
and
Parent
Teachers'
Association,
are to be devoted to the work of that
organization.
"New atWizard
of Oz"
was the feature The
attraction
the performance. The work of promoting co-operation between teachers and parents and
keeping an active interest In the education of the Maryland and Baltimore boys
and girls is the object of the association.
To Use Theatre as Church.
The Forest Park moving picture theatre, which is under the management of
Charles E. Ford, will be used on Sundays
after February 15 as a church by the congregation of as
the this
Forest
Parkis toPresbyterian Church,
church
erect
a new structure at the corner of Garrison
avenue and has sold the church now located at Dalrymple avenue. The work of
demolishing the old structure will take
place after February 15 and the congregation will then use the theatre in which
to hold services.
St. Louis Shorts
Chargrini; It to Soag PnbllMhers.
AssoTHE Motion
ciation of St.Picture
Louis Exhibitor
passed as motion
making a charge of $25 per night to any
music publisher tor singing or "plugging"
songs comeinof the
eachseat
theatre,
this being
the outtax imposed
on theatres
playing music written or published by
members of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.
Theatres Closed One Hour.
The St. Louis Health Department has
made a ruling for theatres running continuous performances to be closed between five and six p. m. for ventilation
Famous Flayers t* Build.
purposes.
Announcement has been made by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of the
erection of a combination moving picture
theatre and office building 15 to 18 stories
in height
at the northwest
cornertheofstreet
Seventh and Locust
streets, across
from the 21-story Railway Exchange
Building
the
city. and in the downtown section of
The Bite has frontages of 127 feet on
Locust street and 164 feet on Seventh
street, the agreed purchase price being:
$1,250,000. F. L. Cornwell. local counsel
tor the Famous Players-Lasky Interests,
states that the ground floor would be
given over to one of the largest and finest
moving picture theatres In the United
.States,
whilebe the
remainder
of the building would
of the
office building
type,
the cost of the structure to be $2,500,000.
In the Southland

Baltimore Banter
Buildinicr Aetlvltipx Continue.
FOUR dwellings in the rear of the Linwood Theatre, 902-4 South Linwood
avenue, by the Linwood Amusement Company, in which George A. Finch is interested and of which Charles Nolte is the
manager. These dwellings will be razed
and the Linwood Theatre is to be enlarged, raising the seating capacity from
400 to 1,200. A large pipe organ will be

Registering
Weather.
June
Caprice Joy
livesatup"More"
to her last
name
in her Pathe, "In Walked Mary."

Tn-o New Houses In Snvannah.
will
IMER,
ABEbuildGUCKENHE
Savannah,
houseof atAtlanta,
a 2,000-seat
Ga., to cost $100,000, and a negro house
in the same city seating 1,200.
GoldTryn Exchange Man Builds.
Arthur Lucas, of the Atlanta Goldwyn
exchange, will build a theatre seating
1,200 at Americus,
Colombia, Ga.S. C, News.
Laurence Lester, owner of three theatres in Columbia, S. C. will build a com-
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bination theatre seating 1,800. The theatre will be the finest in South Carolina
when completed. Mr. Lester will also
build a negro theatre there seating 1,500
and to cost
Rivoli, Lester's
leading
house,$76,000.
will be The
remodeled,
making
space for 300 extra seats, and will be
operated as a first run Paramount-Artcraft house. The Rialto is also being remodeled and the seating capacity largely
Increased. The Lester interests have obtained control of the Pastime and Columbia theatres — the latter a legitimate house
— securing them from Rawles Brothers.
Both theatres will be remodeled.
Charleston to Have 2,000-Seater.
John J. Miller is building a 2,000 seat
theatre on King street, Charleston, South
Carolina. Information given out is to the
effect that theatre will cater to negro
trade, but it ia persistently rumored that
It will be operated as a white picture
theatre in opposition to the present interests in Charleston.
Mason Bnllds In Wilson.
H. R. Mason, owner of the Acme Theatre, Goldsboro, N. C, is building a 1,000
seat house at Wilson, N. C, to be completed by March 1. The theatre will give
three picture houses here.
Invading^ Goldsboro.
Outside interests have purchased a lot
and drawn plans for a commodious theatre seating 800 to be built at Goldsboro,
N. C.
Seattle Sketches
Back Hum Agrain.
members of the Greater TheaTHE four Company
— J. von Herberg, C. S.
tres
V. Fisher
Jensen,
week —in
New YorkandtheF. first
from Gottstein
returned Jake
attend
to
February, where they had been
the First .National convention.
Koerpel Back After Trip.
J. A. Koerpel, Northwest manager for
Goldwyn, returned early in February from
a three weeks' trip with Felix Feist, general manager of exchanges. During the
trip Mr. Koerpel visited Minneapolis, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. There was a convention of
branch managers in Kansas City, but the
rest of the trip was merely in the way of
a vacation for Mr. Koerpel.
Taylor Takes Over Publicity Work.
Weyland H. Taylor has arrived from
New York to take charge of the exploitation of Famous Players-Lasky in the Seattle and Portland territory. J. D. Howard,
former exploitation man in Seattle, has
been transferred to San Francisco. George
P. Endert, manager of Famous PlayersLasky in
thethePacific
Northwest,
has returned from
convention
in Chicago.
Slngrelow In Seattle.
Alex. Singelow, well known film man
and theatre manager of Washington State,
has bought the old Oak Theatre, on Madison street, and will probably turn it into
a motion picture house.
Empire Epigrams
Western New York Busy.
THE theatre building boom in Western
New York does not seem to abate, but,
on the contrary, announcements are being
made almost weekly of theatres projected
or of plans for the remodeling or rebuilding of existing houses.
The latest announcement of a new picture palace comes from the thriving little
city of Corning, in Steuben County. The
"Scherrer
cuse, has Amusement
purchased a Company,
site from of
the SyraS. T.
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"Muscle Like a Public Speaker"
Quoth Colleen Moore to Al Christie just
after using said muscle to sign a
two-year
Christie
comedymaking
contract.
Hayt estate and a theatre will be erected
upon it this summer. The location is at
Walnut and Market streets, in the heart
of the business section, and the house will
cost $250,000.
Reaping in L/yons.
Since pictures became the rage. Ohmann
Brothers have conducted the only picture
house in Lyons, the county seat of Waj'ne
County. With their business in an established and prosperous state, they have
decided to completely remodel and enlarge
their house. Almost coincident with this
announcement, Rochester capital has decided to remodel the old Liberty Hotel in
that town into a modern picture theatre.
New Decorations and Prices.
The Temple Theatre at Canandaigua has
reopened after numerous changes in its
architecture, including a new front and
seating arrangement. Upon reopening a
substantial boost in prices was announced,
which under old conditions might not have
got across. However, the new decorations
and more comfortable seating makes the
new scale an easy one.
Manaierer Steps TTp.
Manager George Bachman of the Fisher
Theatre at Seneca Falls has taken a lease
of that house and is now running it "on
his own."
to be surrounding
outdone by picture
houses
in theNotvarious
towns,
he inaugurated his regime by making his
house much more attractive inside and
out and more comfortable within. Fred
C. Fisher, the owner, has retired from
active management of his houses in
Seneca Falls and Canandaigua.
Another to Get SlUned Up.
The Temple Theatre at Geneva is to be
enlarged to 1,600 seating capacity and it
will be equipped with new seats, carpets
and draperies and the interior decorated.
L. G. Brady, former manager of the Regent and Strand at Geneva, is also plancity. ning to build a new picture house in that
Blauvelt and IVIerritt Grow.
Blauvelt and Merritt, who for several
years have conducted the Family Theatre
in Le Roy, are now also operating the
theatre in Caledonia, after thoroughly
renovating and re-equipplng the house.
Nitikas Briniirs Back W. K. Bacon.
Nikitas Dipson, proprietor of the Strand
and Family theatres at Batavia, has returned from New York with plans for his
new Batavia house, which will seat about
2,000. The house will have an auditorium
147 feet In depth and 80 feet wide, and the

estimated cost is $125,000. The site has
already been purchased.
MacFarlane Enlarges and Improves.
Manager William J. MacFarlane of the
Liberty at Canandaigua has announced
that the house will be enlarged and improved. His plans call for the extension
of the first floor of the theatre thirty-five
feet in the rear. The second and third
floors will be converted into a balcony.
When reconstructed the Liberty will have
a seating capacity of more than 1,000.
More Theatres.
A deal is now pending in the city of
Hornell which will undoubtedly result In
the erection of a big new movie house
there in the spring. A New York syndicate is conducting negotiations with Jeremiah Lineham for the sale of his property
in Broadway for this purpose.
An option has been taken on the Odd
Fellows Temple in Batavia by DistrictAttorney Kelly, of Geneseo county, acting
for HarrynectedD.with Crosby,
for enterprises,
a' long time contheatrical
who
plans to promote a community moving
picture theatre project. The sale price
of the building is $25,000, and it is estimated that the changes proposed would
bring the cost up to $80,000. It is understood that a number of responsible Batavians are interested in the plan and that
Mr. Crosby was assured of their support
before taking the option.
Philadelphia Paragraphs
Brightening Up.
HERBERT
EFFINGER,
who hasinmade
considerable
improvements
the
lobby of the Strand Theatre, reports doing a capacity business. Mr. Efflnger employs an orchestra of eighteen pieces in
addition to his organ.
Lewis Pnts All On One.
H. Lewis, who recently sold out his Interests in the Bellevue Theatre in Kensington, is now devoting his entire time
to his Tivoli Theatre on Fairmount avenue.
Stanley CaslUer Recovers.
Bill Carter, cashier of the Stanley Theatre, has been seriously ill during the past
two weeks. Mr. Carter is one of the most
efficient and best liked cashiers on the
Stanley circuit of theatres.
An Artist.
Alexander Boyd
R. Boyd
returned to town
last week, after four weeks spent in recuperation at Hot Springs. Mr. Boyd is
gradually branching out into one of the
leading playhouse owners and managers
of the city. Much of his success has been
gained through his artistic manner of decorating his houses so that his patrons
are immediately
the refinement and charmimpressed
of his with
theatres.
Mr.
Boyd operates the Arcadia, Capitol, Family, Great Northern and Casino in Philadelphia and three houses in Camden.
Omaha

Oddities

Maxwell's Promotion Popular.
NEWS
of theRealart
promotion
of Melville
Maxwell,
exchange
managerE.
in Omaha, Neb., to be Western representative for that firm, was gratifying to hunof Mr. Nebraska.
Maxwell's friends
Iowa dredsand
Since throughout
coming to
Omaha Mr. Maxwell has thoroilghly
covered the two states, meeting all of
the leading exhibitors and making friends
everywhere he went. He remained In
charge of the Omaha branch until Feb. 9,
awaiting the arrival of his successor,
Cornelius G. Klngsley of Detroit, who has
been ill with the Influenza.
Hotel Manager at Republic.
The Republic Film Distributing Corpo-
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ration has opened a branch exchange at
1411 Harney street, Omaha, Neb., with
Manager Hill in charge. The Republic,
Pathe, Hodlcinson and Fontenelle exchanges are now within half a block of
each other on Harney street.
HOHtettler Is Bi^ Exhibitor.
J. E. Hostettler, exhibitor of Waterloo,
Iowa, has hibitors
beenwho control
added tostrings
the group
of exof houses
throughout
and Iowa
Nebraska.
Mr. Hos-at
tettler nowIowa
has in
three houses
Waterloo and one each at Marshalltown.
Sioux City. Charles City and Cedar Falls,
and in Nebraska three houses in Hastings.
He has established headquariers in Omaha,
Neb., from which he supervises his string
of theatres. Mr. Hostettler just recently
bought the Plaza, Strand and Empress at
Hastings from E. C. Preston.
Washington

Whispers

Rosenthal F. P. L. Manager.
LESTER W. ROSENTHAL, better
known as "Rosy," is wearing his arm
in a sling as a result of the handshaking
d his promotion to the posithat tionfollowe
of manager of the Washington, D. C,
exchange of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation. He succeeds Mr. Swift, who
has been transferred .to the Omaha branch
of the same company
During his stay in WashingtonandMr.it
Swift also made a host of friends
was but a few weeks ago that his fellow
elected him secretaryexchange
and member of the executive
treasurer managers
Managers'
committeen. ofMr.theSwiftExchange
conwas formerly
Associatio
nected with the General Film Company
in the Middle West, so that he is no
stranger in the .territory to which he has
been transferred
Victor Keith Is Crandall Manager.
Victor Keith is the new manager of
the Ninth and E streets theatre of the
Crandall Amusement Company. Mr. Keith
Is quite well known locally among the
motion picture folk by reason of his
former connection with the Metro exchange, where he was for a long time
In charge of the bookkeeping department
when the exchange was under the management of Mr. Day.
Personals of the District.
Lawrence
Beatus,
Loew'son
Palace
Theatre,
on F manager
street, isofback
the job
offer
a
three
weeks'
absence,
durwhich he was confined to his home
with inginfluenza.
"Bob" Smeltzer, manager of the Republic exchange, has returned from a
visit to the home office.
Harry M. Crandall, head of a string of
theatres bearing his name, is making
plans for a trip to the Coast with his
family. He will leave here about the
end of the month and will be absent from
Washington for four weeks or more. It Is
safe to say that Mr. Crandall's try will
prove
dustry. of benefit to himself and the InBuffalo Brieflets
Greenwald Resigns from Fox.
MH. GREENWALD, manager of the
• Buffalo exchange of the Fox Film
Corporation, has forwarded his resignation to the New York office to take effect
Satrday, February 21. Mr. Greenwald, in
explaining his action, said that he had
several offers from other film concerns,
but wouia not announce which one he
would accept until some time in the future. Mr. Greenwald came to Buffalo last
fall from the Cleveland Fox office. He has
been with the company two years. While
in Buffalo he has won many friends and
has boosted business at the local ex-
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change, so that the office has made an unusually good showing.
Mooney Visits Buffalo.
Paul Mooney, manager of the Anita
Stewart Production Company, visited P.
H. Smith, First National manager, the
first week in February and discussed plans
for the exploitation in this territory of
Miss Stewart's production of "In Old Kentucky."•
Weinberg Joins Antlered Herd.
E. O. Weinberg, manager of the Strand
Theatre, is now a member of the Buffalo
lodge. B. P. O. Elks, into which order he
was introduced by somewhat rough methods,ber itofisZeuleika
rumored.Grotto,
"Eddie"Veiled
is alsoProphets,
a memso he was prepared for the reception. He
is gladhaveit'stoallpayover.
Membersto ofthetheStrand
Elks
will
admission
just the same.
St. Patricit's Day Feature.
Henry E. Wilkinson, manager of the
Realart office, is starting a campaign to
place Allan Dwan's "The Luck of the
Irish," in every theatre in Western New
Tork on Saint Patrick's Day. He claims
it is turethethat greatest
ever was. little "Auld Sod" pic.\mericanizntion Film Screened.
Before a large audience representing the
various Buffalo committees and Individuals interested in the various phases of
Americanization work "The Land of Opportunity" was screenedman.
by "Andy"
Sharick. Select exploitation
In the central
branch of the Y. M. C. A. on Monday,
February 2. The industrial department
of the "Y" has taken an active interest
in the Americanization program and Intends to make extensive use of the motion pictures furnished for this purpose.
Smith Baelc on Job.
P. H. Smith, manager of the First National exchange is back on the job after
a week's confinement to his bed with an
attack of grip. He left Monday, February
9 for a trip to New York for a conference
with General Manager Thomas Clarke.
First nessNational
Is enjoying
rushing
busiin the Western
New aYork
territory
at present.
Kxchange Fire Ordinance.
The council has directed City Attorney
Ralph E. Robertson, drafter of the film
exchange fire protecting ordinance, to
summon all exchange managers to attend
proposed ordinance
a public hearing on the
in
13. city and county hall, Friday, February
New F. P.-L. Exploitationist.
John P. McConville, connected with the
Boston Famous Players-Lasky branch forof
the past several years in the capacity
has been
publicity and exploitation man.exchange
in
the local F.HisP.-L.
assigned to capacity.
first exploitihg
a similar
."
Copperhead
on at"The
was
job locally
comthe Strand,
weekFebruary
formencinga Sunday,
shown
8.
Crabb Visits Buifalo.
director of
Earl L. Crabb. managing country
and
Universal theatres in this
manager of the
Canada, and former visitor
and
Monday
a
Strand, Buffalo, was
3. Mr. Crabb
Tuesday, February 2toand
Cleveland to look
stopped off en route holdings
there and
over the Universal would
go to Havana
announced that he
soon to inspect the house there. He recently opened a large theatre for Unideversal in Salt Lake City. Mr. Crabbinteris at present
nied that Universal
Buffalo.
in
house
a
ing
ested in establish
Double Bills Popular.
Double bills are strong at the Victoria
most popular
of Buffalo's
one houses,
Theatre, ood
and Manager J. H.
neighborh
the executive
of
chairman
is
Michael, who
the New York State Exhibof
committee
itors' League, is giving his patrons some
excellent programs.
Kahn Signs Contracts.
Henry W. Kahn, manager of the Metro

branch, made a trip to Utica and Schenectady last week and returned with some
"fat"andcontracts,
the and
Alhambra
De Luxe among
theatres them
in Utica
the
Palace in Schenectady. Mr. Kahn was
especially pleased at conditions on his trip
and reported business booming everywhere.
FranktiH Visits Gotham.
Harold B. Franklin, managing director
of Shea's Hippodrome, is a busy man these
days. Since the Shea Amusement Company
Associated
Exhibitors'
franchisegotfor the
Buffalo
and Toronto
Mr. Franklin has "commuted" between New York
and Buffalo almost every other day. Mr.
Franklin left to take up "some important
business" Sunday evening, February 1.
Sharick "Exploiting."
Andy Sharick. exploitation man at the
local Select office. Is meeting with unusual
success in his work throughout the terripopularseveral
with the
exhibitorstory.and "Andy"
has isreceived
flattering
letters for his part in putting over certain Select features in various cities, particularly Syracuse and Jamestown.
I)es Moines Dottings
Stolte Has Good Liincoin Program.
MANAGER
G. STOLTE,
A. H.
Blank's DesA. Moines,
staged ofa special
Lincoln Day program Thursday which
drew big business. The show opened
with the usual news weekly. A large
picture of Lincoln was then thrown on
the screen and given the effect of being
in a gold frame. Manager Stolte gave
a four minute talk on "Americanization."
A Quartet of local artists sang a number of northern and southern melodies.
The special .\mericanization film "Land
of
by Select,
was Opportunity,"
next shown.distributed
The orchestra
had
some special patriotic music. The orchestra solo was Lucius Hosmer's "Northern
"Pollyanna'' Rig at Rialto.
Rhapsody."
The
two
weeks'wasshowing
of "PoUyanna"
at the Rialto
a decided
box office
success. The picture drew capacity at
practically every performance. Manager
E. H. Helmts carried on extensive newsadvertising.was the longest of any
The paper
showing
picture In Des Moines this season. One
week is the usual booking arrangement
of
the Des
Rialto,
which
is Abe Frankle'a
largest
Moines
house.
Exploiting Local War Films.
Sergeant J. A. Ingleston Is touring the
Adams Circuit, headquarters Des Moines,
with (our war films secured from the
government. The pictures show the 168th
Infantry (Iowa) in action, and were taken
by the photographic unit to which Ingleston belenged. Many Iowa boys are In
the pictures and the stunt has been a big
box office success. Ingleston has a little
talk he makes before and during the
showing.
The American Legion post In
Des
March.Moines will show the film here In
fiiiiiiliitriiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiDitiiHiiiiiDiiiiiitiiitiiiiiKiriimiiiiKii iiKiiiiniiiiiitiiiiitiriiiiiiitiit ti i i i i
NEXT

WEEK

Our Special
Export Section
A Valuable Survey
of the Foreign Field
GET IN
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BACKED
by the
criticisms
the leading
film best
critics
and aidedof
by the publicity received by the
numerous newspapers running the story
in serial form, "The Luck of Geraldine

Laird,'.'
the latest
Robcrtson-Cole
re,lease starring
Bessie
Harriscale, bids
fair to be one of the best box-office
attractions of the popular star.
Niles Welch, who was seen with Miss
Barriscale in "Beckoning Roads," again
is on the screen opposite her. There
are other notable actors in the supporting cast, such as William Mong, Body
Idwin, Dorcas Matthews, Nannine
Wright and Mary Jane Irving and
Theo-Alice Carpenter, child actresses.
This
is theBessie
third Barriscale
of Miss Norris'
stories
in which
recently
has
been seen on the screen. Edward SIoman, directed, wielded the megaphone.
Save $4.80 by subscribing direct for MgvPicture World. News men charge the 15
cents per copy price. Send $3 and get your
paper every week, by early mail, and miss
no issues. That will give you $4.80 for War
Savings Stamp investment.

Maeterlinck

to Goldwyns

Fitzmaurice's "On with the Dance" Is
Scheduled for Release February

FITZMAURICE'S special
RGEtion,
GEOproduc
"On Murra
withy the
featuring
Mae
andDance,
David"
Powell, which had its country-wide
re two
, Ohio,at
premie
weeks
ag-os atforDayton
d all
and smashe
record
the week
the Colonial Theatre, is announced for
l release
ount
generaschedu
on the
ry Param
le Februa
craft
15. On this Artdate
also Douglas MacLean and Doris May
s Ankle,"
in "Mary'
screen
to theThoma
come third
s H.
their
Ince production
for Paramount Artcraft release.
The Fitzmaurice production, which was
written by Ouida Bergere and based upon the play of the same name by Michael
Morton, is said to be essentially a play
of New York life. In the brilliant scenes
in Broadway cabarets, the luxurious
apartments of the rich and the myriadlighted sky Hue of the great city, a dazzling spectacle has been filmed.
The story brings to the front the
dramatic talents of Mae Murray, erstwhile dancing beauty of Ziegfeld's Follies, and David Powell. Excellent support is given the featured players by
John Milturn, Alma Tell, Robert Schable,
Ida Waterman and Zola Talma.
Following closely upon their previous
successes, "Twenty-three and a Half
Hours Leave" and "What's Your Husband Doing?" the new Douglas MacLean-Doris May comedy can be counted
upon to firmly establish in the realm of
stardom these two young players whose
rise in the past few months has been
the gossip of filmdom. Even the picturization of the Mary Roberts Rhinehart story and the George V. Hobart
stage farce are surpassed it is said, by
"Mary's
whichto Luther
B. Reed,
scenarist, Ankle,"
has adapted
the screen
from
May
stage farce.
The Tully's
performances
of Mr. MacLean

WORLD
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and Miss May are given worthy support by the other members of the cast
among whom Victor Potel, Neal Burns,
James Gordon, Lizette Thorne and Ida
Lewis are included. Lloyd Ingraham
directed the production.
Bessie Barriscale's New
Picture Promises Well

on

Way

Coast Plant; to Study Film Technique
erary of the tour is so arranged that
As Corporation,
the guest of Maurice
Goldwyn Pictures
stops will be made at a number of the
Maeterlinck, the Belgian poet, playwright
most
important
cities on the line of
and novelist, left, February 10, for the travel.
Goldwyn studios at Culver City. InPlans have been made for "Maeterlinck Days" in a number of cities where
in M. Maeterlinck's
are the visit
Madame cludedMaeterlinck,
a Frenchparty
actress
of the poet will be an artistic
of beauty and charm; Henry Russell, an and social event.
Arriving in Los Angeles, the party
old friend of the poet, who is acting as
his representative in this country; Mrs.
will be met by Samuel Goldwyn, who
Russell, a native of California; W. R. went to the Coast last week. The poetMacDonald, and
Maeterlinck's
businessMayer,
rep- philosopher will be introduced immereseptative,
Edwin Justice
diately to the mysteries of picture proa well known magazine and newspaper
duction.
writer from the Goldwyn home office.
Followmg is the itinerary of the Maeterlinck party : Rochester, BufTaio, Nipurpose is
of to
Mr. visit
Maeterlinck's
trip
toThe
California
the Goldwyn
agara
Falls,February
February
11; Cleveland,
Detroit,
12; Chicago,
February
studios where he will study the technique of picture making preparatory to 13; Kansas City, February 14; St. Louis,
writing one original story a year for February 15; Memphis, February 16;
New Orleans, February 17; San Diego,
Goldwyn, according to the terms of the
contract signed last week. But the itin- Los Angeles, February 20.

The Cause of This "Doctorly" Layout Is "Mary's Ankle."
We see Douglas McLean Con.soling; Doris May, the possessor of the sprained ankle. Then he practises "sounding" the
parrot. Finally he says, "I love you" over the stethoscope. All in "Mary Ankle," released by Paramount.
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''Shod With Fire,
With
recent release of "Shodratio
THEFire,"
n
by Fox Film Corpo
represents another upward move
rity
am Russell's riseard.
to popula
Willithe
in
Dramatic
Fox stand
under
critics and exhibitors who have viewed
showingsin of the latestt picturite isarea unanidrama
mous their verdic that
of great drawing power, throwing Mr.
Russell's personality into bold relief.
The ascent of this star has been remarkable for its consistency. Since he
made his auspicious debut as a Fox
artist in "Sacred Silence," each new production has surpassed its predecessor in
finess of execution and strength of appeal. "Eastward Ho!" followed close
upon the first picture. Then came "The
Lincoln Highwayman." "Shod With
Fire" is the fourth picture.
Possesses Wide Appeal.
In the judgment of those who witnessed advance showings of "Shod With
Fire," its main strength lies in the wide
appeal it possesses for the great American public,
containing
as it doesof great
a directnes of action.
Accessories
drawing power have been prepared by
Fox Film
Corporation
ture crowded
houses. to assure the picThe story is from the pen of Harold
Titus whose work has met with much
success in the past. Emmett J. Flynn
directed the staging of "Shod With
Fire." He had the direction of "Eastward Ho!" and "The Lincoln Highwayman," and demonstrated
what constitute.
a mighty
combination
he and Russell
The latest work of Russel and Flynn has
the support of a high calibered cast including Helen Ferguson, Betty Schade,
Robert Cain, George Stewart, Nelson
McDowell and Jack Connelly.
Historical War Film Draws Crowds.
The Boston Photoplay Company, which
controls the rights for the New England
territory to "The Lost Battalion," the
six-reel feature production being released on the state rights market by
W. H. Productions Company, is meeting with great success throughout its
territory. The picture is attracting
crowds to theatres and exhibitors are
reporting successful showings.
The Boston Photoplay Company is
putting this over on a large scale, em-

PICTURE

for Fox

" Has Wide Appeal
ploying many unique advertising and
publicity ideas and the results of good
showmanship are everywhere manifest
in their territory.
Selznick Back From Australia.
Following a stay of several months in
the Antipodes, Phil Selznick, well known
American moving picture producer, accompanied by his wife and H. Fine, an
Goldwyn

Assigns
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Stars

in Three

is made of the
ANNOUN
nmentENT
of three of the GoldassigCEM
wyn Pictures Corporation's stars
tly purto popularby stageynplays recenation
to
for adapt
chased Goldw
the screen. The selections are Madge
Kennedy in "The Truth," Jack Pickford
in "Officer 666" and Tom Moore in
"
"Stop
ThoseThief.
who recall the character of the
wife
of Clyde Fitch's
"The Bloodgood
Truth" as init
was portrayed
by Clara
the original American production, and a
few years ago by Grace George in an
all-star revival, will recognize how
ideally the role is suited to the Goldwyn comedienne. It calls for the finesse
in character delineation which Miss
Kennedy is so thoroughly qualified to
contribute and promises to be the most
impressive of this actress' screen portrayals.
As Miss Kennedy is still working at
Goldwyn's New York studio in "Trimmed
in
Red,"andunder
the direction
Ballin,
no date
has been ofsetHugo
for
the beginning of the production of "The
Truth,"
it is probable
supporting company
will not that
be the
selected
for
some time to come.
With "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" ready for release and "The
Double-Dyed Deceiver," an O. Henry
story, in preparation, it is likely that
Jack Pickford will be free to commence
work
in "OfficerIn 666"
many scored
weeks
have passed.
this before
play, which
a phenomenal success on Broadway under the management of Cohan & Harris,
the Goldwyn actor will have a role un-

official of the Selznick company, returned to San Francisco on February 2.
While in Australia a distributing branch
was opened and D. J. Selznick, who made
the trip there with his brother, remained
in charge. Plans are now under way
for
greatlythroughout
expanding the
the Orient
company's
business
and
India.
Moving Picture World is sold on newsstands at IS cents the copy. The subscription price is $3 the year. By subscribing,
you
52 issues — and lhaPs
worth save
while.$4.80Do onit now!
to Play
Great Stage Successes
like those essayed in his first starring
vehicles.
Tom Moore is the logical choice for
"Stop Thief," the Cohan & Harris mystery comedy recently secured by Goldwyn. This is a rapid-action play calling
for the most spirited sort of interpretation, such as Moore is admirably
equipped to supply. He is now at the
Culver City studios working on "The
Great Accident," a Ben Ames Williams
story being directed by Harry Beaumont.
Simplex Contracts for
Additional Floor Space
CLOSE
the of
heelstheof Simplex
the fire which
visitedon one
buildings on January 31 comes the news
that the entire ninth floor of the main
building at 317 East Thirty-fourth street,
New York, has been leased by the Precision Machine Company, Inc., and within one hour after the signing, a large
force of millwrights were at work arranging for the hanging of the shafting
while other crews of workmen attended
to the installation of machinery.
This activity resulted in seeing considerable machinery installed on the
floor in question which in floor area
will give the Simplex builders almost
as much manufacturing space as that in
in
fire.the building affected by the recent
The machinery being installed on the
additional floor will be used for manuhouse partsfacturingandand finishing
pedestals.type "S" lamp-

Irene Castle Decides That Being "An Amateur Wife" Has Few Compensations.
As illustrated here in her Paramount- Artcraft of that name, direction of Edward Dillon.
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Theatres

in Western New
York Municipalities
towns
and
cities
not stay spread of the disease, and have
R of the
NUMBE
A of
Western New York are now
announced that no effort will be made
under the same closing ban that to close theatres, schools or churches
was in force last year due to the in- this year. The theatres are taking all
fluenza epidemic. In no instance so far possible precautions, and are co-operating with the health officials in paying
reported this year has the outbreak of
za
influen been in any way as serious as especial attention to ventilation. Crowdc
the epidemi of last year, but it seems
ing is being discouraged either in or at
that health officials are inclined to take the entrance of theatres.
no chances. The disease this winter is
Everything possible is being done to
by no means virulent, say the health allay public fear of the disease, and the
epidemic appears to have reached its
oflficials, but it is a crowd-born one, climax.
making it necessary to prevent gatherings of people.
Rochester is still wide open, the city
oflficials not being so much alarmed as "Flu" Impairs Business
the officials of the smaller places. In
of Cleveland Theatres
Geneva, Warsaw, Phelps and many other
places the theatres have been closed for
northern Ohio
LAND
CLEVE
an indefinite period, depending upon
felt the
effects and
of the influenza epiwhen the health officer thinks they
demic the first week in February
ought to be permitted to resume.
in no small way. All of the leadIn striking contrast is the policy of and ing
picture theatres of Cleveland and
the city authorities of Oswego. There many neighborhood houses reported a
is as much influenza there as in the av- falling off in business which they could
erage city or town, but the authorities
to nothing
else than
the "flu." of
have not jumped to the conclusion that attribute
In addition
to that,
a number
theatres should be closed just because a smaller towns in northern Ohio put the
precedent was set last year. They be- ban on public gatherings, including movlieve that open theatres are a medium
ing picture shows. These included New
for quickly reaching and educating the London, Ada, Frederickstown, Geneva,
public along health lines. However, East Palestine and Dillonvale.
they are not blind to the potential danAlthough the epidemic was not as
gers of the situation and the theatre men severe as a year ago, the people were
are bound to observe the following scared by the warnings and appeals of
rules :
officials and naturally remained away
from the theatres.
Rules Laid Down.
All Cleveland theatres co-operated
No overcrowding will be permitted. with
the health commissioner in keeping
The lobby is to be kept free. In the their houses at the prescribed degree
rear of the theatre, no standing will.be of temperature — 70 degrees — and in postpermitted.
ing signs on the entrance doors appealProhibit smoking in theatres and moving to the patrons to be careful when
ing picture houses.
Thoroughly ventilate the theatres and coughing and sneezing.
all moving picture houses, keeping exhaust fans running at all times. Doors
"Flu" Closes Theatres.
to be kept wide open for two hours each
morning.
The "flu" epidemic has become so
Provide heat so as to cause no dis- acute in Geneva, N. Y., that the board
comfort to the audience in view of the of health has ordered all theatres
closed. Churches and other places of
excellent ventilation required.
Absolutely prohibit the use of all cups, public gathering also come under the
Isan. The town of Delevan, N. Y., has
glasses and towels in common.
Maintain proper ventilation of the adopted a like measure and closed its
theatres,
churches, schools, etc., because
operator's
Ventilate booths.
the water closet apartments of the large number of influenza cases.
and maintain an adequate supply of In Bradford, Pa., a meeting of the
health authorities and city officials has
water to flush all plumbing.
Thoroughly clean and maintain in a been
called to consider closing all theatres.
clean condition all parts of the theatre.
In Buffalo, while the number of cases
Warn patrons sneezing and coughing
to leave the premises, unless they cover has steadily increased, the newspapers
the face with a handkerchief.
have adopted a policy of not "playing
up" the number of cases, and the psychological effect has been wonderful to
date. It is said that the worrying over
the disease is the cause of most of the
Flu Recurs in Salt Lake
cases. Local exhibitors have not even
but Theatres Are Open
given possible closing a thought at this
writing.
CE of the Spanish influRECURREN
enza epidemic has paralyzed thea"Flu" Hits Nebraska and Iowa Hard.
tre business in Salt Lake City. No
closing restrictions have been imposed,
The influenza epidemic in the Middle
but attendance has shown a big falling West is doing much more damage by
off during the past ten days. While the discouraging crowds than it is by closdisease is in a light form, it is said to
ing theatres. These towns were rebe more prevalent than during the epiported by the Omaha Film Board of
demic of 1918, which resulted in the Trade as being closed on February 4:
closing of all theatres for two months.
in Nebraska, Carroll, Crete, Callaway,
The health authorities have become Dewitt, Dorchester, Diller, Du Bois,
convinced that the closing of 1918 did Ewing, Friend, Franklin, Fort Crook,
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Gresham, Crofton, Stella, Handley,
Lynch, wards,
Minden,
Odell, O'Neill,
St. EdShubert, Swanton,
Talmadge,
Tobias; in Iowa, Alton, Auburn, Clarinda,
Castana, Clarion, Fort Dodge, Ida
Grove, Irwin, Lorimore, Manilla, Maynard, Orange City, Pisgah, Russell, Walnut, Smithland.
Ghost of Influenza Appears.
Influenza is appearing in a mild form
in many places in California, and already theatres have been closed in
some towns by health authorities. These
are mostly small places and film exchanges scarcely notice the cancellation of service, but the outlook is made
disquieting. The towns in the San
Francisco territory in which theatres
are closed are Woodland, MaderT, E^calon, McCloud and Clovis. " I
I
Theatres to Aid in Health CampaiKn.
A health campaign is to be conducted
in Kansas City, Mo., through the medium
of the moving picture screen. Members of the Kansas City Film Association m^*,,with Dr. E. H. Bullock, health
director, operate
recently
volunteered
to cowith the and
health
department
by
running health slides in the theatres.
"Copy" for the slides will be prepared
by Dr. Bullock. The first will deal with
the prevailing epidemic of influenza, but
after its termination, there will be no
halt. Other matters of health will be
touched upon in the campaign. The state
and national health departments have
been asked to make recommendations
for use in Kansas City.
"The moving picture theatre is one of
the best mediums for dispensing that
sort of information, and without doubt
the benefit to the public health will be
enormous," the health director said.
"Flu" Ban on Theatres
Is Off in Minneapolis

are ofthattheMinneindicat
PRESENT
theatresd ions
are
rid
, at leastmenace of apolis
enforce
closing
for
•some time. Dr. F. E. Harrington, Minnesioner, after a conapolisferencehealth
commiswith
last week
Dr. B. F. Simon,
St. Paul commissioner, has removed the
restrictions against lobby crowding and
sale of tickets after a theatre was
filled. There have been no restrictions
in force in St. Paul.
Dr. Harrington's
orders,
which,in ittheis
estimated,
cost theatre
owners
city thousands of dollars in patronage
turned away, were modified after theatre men told him bluntly that they
would start action to See that all other
business enterprises of the city were
closed, if they were singled out for
especial restrictions. He has now declared that there is no more danger of
spreading influenza from theatre crowds
than from crowds in street cars and department stores.
The control of the disease in the
Twin Cities has been made more diflficult, physicians reported, by the presence in the two cities of more than
150,000 out-of-town visitors to the automobile show. Instead of the heavy business that exhibitors of the two cities
expected last week, only a normal
amount was received.
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Will Act in "Would You Forgive?
from high school she went
the graduation
of stars
array
big
with her sister to New York. The first
the
TO banner of William
Fox under
has been
added Vivian Rich. Her beauty, engagement for Vivian was in a revival
the spirit of her work, her vivacity and of "The Country Girl" at the Herald
Theatre, where she plunged
her artistic handling of any role as- Square
right into the drama with the solitary
signed to her are refreshing memories
to all who have seen her in motion pic- but expressive line, "Chick, Chick,
tures. Miss Rich has won her position
Chick." Later she was chosen by Gus
as a star by hard work, talent and con- Edwards to play the ingenue part in his
sistent effort to please. Her first ap- vaudeville
act "School
Soon a motion
picture Days."
director got a
pearance as a star will be in the picture,
glimpse
of
the
trim
little miss with her
"Would You Forgive?"
Miss Rich is literally a daughter of curls down her back and the big black
in her hair, and a film enthe sea, having been born on shipboard bow of ribbon
quickly followed. This led to
while here parents were en route from others, andgagement
each
of them took her up a
Cuba to New York. Her father, Cap- little further on the
Among her
tain Nathan Kenny Rich, was a sea cap- appearances was one ladder.
Wallace Reid and
tain born of old Colonial stock in that
land of old sandogs, Provincetown, on Jack Kerrigan. ThenFisher
she wrote
starred"Nieda,"
afterthe tip of Cape Cod; and it was on his in whichward,Margarita
playing
the
lead
with
William
ship that she spent most of her first two
Farnum in "The Price of Silence."
Vivian Rich
Miss Rich's offer from William Fox
Her tendencies and ambitions had al- came
Who has been added to the roster
years.
as a complete surprise to her. She
ways been toward the stage. After her was discussing
of Fox stars.
an engagement with another producer when the phone call
came from the Fox offices. Thither she
hurried and signed.
Mary Pickford to Tour World and
Make Pictures in Various Lands
Pantages Circuit Books
home
in
California,
where
I
will
live
contin
of
Johnny Dooley Comedies
years
nearly ten
AFTER uous
permanently after my return, and I am
appearance before the cam- going
to
furnish
it
myself,
from
top
to
era, during which time she has
the entire
series
Johnny
Circuit
has of
contracted
Much of the furnishings I will THEfor Pantages
appeared in nearly 100 successes, Mary bottom.
purchase abroad, just picking up a few
Dooley Comedies and has guaran," will things
ica's
heart
ord, "Amer
Pickf
Sweet
in each country that I like and
make a complete tour of the world. She
teedjecta twenty
weeks'
run Pictures,
on each subreleased by
Tyrad
Inc.,
will produce two or three plays for the which I would care to have around me featuring
the
popular
Ziegfeld
star.
screen, using the locale of the different in my new home."
The Dooley Comedies will be a feacountries she visits for the exterior
ture part of the program used in the
settings.
Pantages houses and will be given a
For years this tour has been contemFrohman Cast Has Narrow
prominent place in the billing.
plated, but despite no end of urgent reThe Pantages management, prompted
quests from hundreds of sources abroad
Escape
Making
Water
Scenes
by the fame won by Johnny Dooley
for Miss Pickford to be the guest of
on the legitimate stage, decided to look
honor tionsofand the
royalty,
societies,
organizaat the at the film efforts of the young star.
receivend Amusejust Frohma
WORD
officeswas
of the
like, she
has consistently
ment Corporation to the effect After viewing several subjects they
been compelled to extend her regrets
satisfied that he is desbecause of her work. Only recently she that the United States steam yacht were entirely
just as great on the
had the written request from the school "Isis," which was loaned by the Govern- screen tinedasto become
he is on the stage. Contracts
children of Australia to visit their
ment to the Frohman Amusement Corwere
immediately
entered into with
poration for the purpose of taking
country, the invitation having been per- scenes on board
in the serial production Tyrad Pictures, Inc., for first-run privisonally signed by over 30,000 Australian
lege at their chain of theatres. They
girls and boys. Similar messages of "The Invisible Ray," was sunk off the
'endorsement have come so often that coast of St. Augustine, Fla., a few hours have already been scheduled for an
after, the cast and staff employed in the early run at San Francisco and Oaksome weeks ago Miss Pickford decided
land, Cal., and Minneapolis.
making of the serial had left the yacht
to tour the world.
at sea.
Many other large circuits of theatres
Realizing a Life-Long Ambition.
Scenes in the fifth, sixth and seventh are awaiting final contracts and these
episodes called for certain action on are temporarily being withheld by Tyrad
Under her own producing organization,
in conjunction with the policies of the the decks and the interiors of a large until definite arrangements have been
regarding the disposition of state
United Artists Corporation, the possi- steam yacht while in the open sea, and made
in their particular localities.
arrangements were made with the Gov- rights
bility ofsible.
a "round-the-world"
tour
is
posThe Tyrad New York exchange has
ernment for the use of the yacht which
Arrangements are now being
was then coaling at Jacksonville. Fla., booked the greater part of its territory
made for the trip to begin immediately
which was in charge of Commander and has started to allot dates to the
after she has finished her second "Big and
Robert
F. Luce.
larger local theatres on the first Dooley
Four"
production,
be
started
soon. work upon which will
The yacht left Jacksonville for St. release, which just had its premier
Augustine with the Frohman cast on showing at the Broadway Theatre.
"I'm going to have the time of my
life," Miss Pickford said, "for it will be boaid accompanied by a steam launch.
the first opportunity I have had to real- The work was all done by the cast including the escape of Ruth Clifford from
ize this life-long ambition, I will take my
mother and a number of important heads
Bigr Fight
"Empty Arms."
the yacht and her rescue by Jack SherWillard
Kingin Bradley,
author of
rill, both of whom are starred in the
of my producing organization with me
Arms,"
the
initial
Lester
Parkon the trip, and we will not let any serial. The work was finished and the "Empty
Whiteside production shortly
opportunities pass to make pictures as entire cast returned on the launch to Edward
to
be
released,
is
evidently
trying
to
we travel through the different coun- Jacksonville.
tries.
all of filmdom's leading men.
Shortly after the company left the annihilate
Irish, Bradley manages to inject
"Moreover I'm going to give sway to yacht, she struck a part of a submerged aBeing
corking
one of my greatest passions, shopping. wreck, tearing a large hole in the bot- he
writes. scrap into every screen story
tom of the ship.
I am at present building a beautiful
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MOVING

Wants

Projection
motion pictures have
AN
RIC
AME
proved extremely popular in Belgium and are at the present time
shown regularly at most of the best
Belgian picture theatres, according to
Vice-Consul Charles W. Drew, Jr., at
Brussels. Films are generally purchased
in Belgium with an exclusive right
(monopoly) clause secured by contract.
The duration of this contract is, as a
rule, from three to
five years. Quotations are preferred per meter, that
being the unit of measurement of the
country.
Belgian purchasers seldom desire
more than two copies of a film. Comedies are usually purchased in a single
copy, while dramas which promise to
be sufficiently interesting are taken in
duplicate. The usual price for single
copies of ordinary films is 1.50 to 1.75
francs a meter.
The number of reels in a drama is said
to be of no great importance; the feature films, however, are generally in
the vicinity of 1,500 meters in length.
Comedies range from 500 to 800 meters.
Films in episodes (series pictures) are
proving popular in Belgium, especially
in the provincial cities.
Kind of Films Demanded.
There is at the present time no censor
for motion pictures in Belgium, but the
advisability of appointing one is being
strongly considered by the Chambres
des Deputes.
Films dealing with religion, except
when well handled from the broad standpoint of Christianity in general, are not
in demand. Themes involving political
questions, drunkeness, murders, etc., are
not popular. It is only exceptionally
good films of the war that are still interesting, the public having ceased to demand pictures of this sort.
The most popular screen subjects in
Belgium at this time, in the approximate order of their appeal, are : (1)
Society dramas, especially when rich in
luxurious scenes, furnishings, etc.; (2)
melodiamas with rapid, forceful action;
(3) comedies, particularly the exceedingly comical variety; (4) dramatic comellllllllirillliititltriiiMiii iiiiiiir iiiij'KiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiMiririiriiiKiiiiiiiMiitiiriiiririiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitii

Grace Darmond
Supporting Tom Moore in tlie Goldwyn
production, "The Great Accident."

PICTURE

WORLD

American

Apparatus,
dies with rapid action; (5) Far West
(cowboy) scenes, if low in price ; (6)
detective dramas in limited numbers, and
(7) series pictures at a moderate price.
Dramas with wild animals and thrilling
situations, as well as circus pictures, are
also in moderate demand.
Germany Seeks Trade.
American films have been well received in Belgium. During the war
many French firms purchased American
films ,with exclusive rights for France
and Belgium, and all these films have
been introduced on the Belgian market
since the armistice. French films are
well-known also, and there is a limited
number received from Italian, Norwegian, Swedish and Danish producers.
At the present time no German films
are on the market, but it is predicted
that two or three strong German producers will make every effort to regain
their former business here.
There are 811 motion picture theatres
in Belgium, but outside of the larger
cities, such as Brussels, Antwerp, Liege
Central

West

Film

Men
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Films

and

Consul
Says
and Ghent, many of these play only
three days a week, generally on Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays. Very
few of the theatres are equipped with
organs. Music is furnished generally
by either a piano or an orchestra. .In
a few of the better theatres in the large
cities the music is made something of a
feature.
Market for Projection Apparatus.
The best-known and most-used projectors are those manufactured by the
French firms of Pathe, Gaumont and the
German firm of Hernemann. The vice
consul has been informed that Belgium
offers an excellent market for American projection apparatus if it can be
handled through a depot in Brussels,
carrying a small but representative
stock.
The Belgian motion picture industry
is organized under the Chambre Syndicale de la Cinematographic, Palais de
la Bourse de Commerce, Bruxelles. Practically all Belgian motion picture men
are members of this organization.
Prosper

micreEpide
" Flu"
preadWeek.
Despiteon Wides
The Realart
official
picturle zation ports
motithe Centra
INESSS
BUShouse
ghout
s throuin
having found exhibitors generally
West is booming despite a wide- preparing to put on special programs
spread influenza epidemic, according to on Lincoln's Birthday, in compliance
J. C. Ragland, general sales n,manager of with the request of Secretary Lane.
Realart Pictures Corporatio upon his
The snappiest proposition that gets into
return
ritory. from a ten-day trip in that terprint from the West Coast colony of pic"I visited Chicago, Detroit and St.
ture craftsmen is Giehler's Rubbernecking
Louis," Mr. Ragland reported, "and in Filmland. Like so many features in
came in contact with a number of ex- Moving Picture World, Rubbernecking is
hibitors in the district covered by the ivritten exclusively for our oivn readers.
exchanges in these cities. Although the IIJIII IIIIIIIIIMIillllllJIIIIIIflllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIUIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIII llllllllllllllllllllllll<IIIIIIIIIIIII>
influenza epidemic is severe, it is causing
no alarm among the exhibitors, so far
as I could ascertain. I was told that
business was fine and that there were
crowded houses everywhere. Evidently
people have no fear of contagion in the
new modern, well ventilated and thoroughly disinfected motion picture
Onewasof tothe install
objectsRalph
of Mr.B. Quive
Ragland'sas
houses."
trip
Realart's Detroit manager. Mr. Quive
was recently transferred from San Francisco and succeeds C. G. Kingsley, who
is now Realart manager in Omaha. In
Detroit Mr, Ragland closed a contract
with T. H. Ealand, manager of the
Charles H. Miller circuit of vaudeville
houses, for a three weeks' showing in its
three Detroit houses of "Soldiers of
Fortune," an Allan Dwan production.
Finishing his trip in St. Louis, Mr.
Ragland renewed old ac(|uaintances with
excliangenicn and exhibitors in that
city, where for several years he was
manager of the St. Louis office of
Select Pictures Corporation.
Thewas
principal
Mr. Ragland's
trip
to lay object
plans ofthrough
Realart
branch managers for co-operation with
exhibitors in celebration of Americani-

Eve 'n Stephen
Grace narling, otornal feminine in Fir.st
National's "Even as Eve."
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THE

Latest

MOVING

Reviews

Conducted

Sidelights and Reflections
THE Lincoln birthday week enof "There, Coppe
i Theat
York,"
New rhead
at the Rivolgagement
found both the public and the daily
class this Famand eager
pressousready
y produtoction
Players-Lask
among the
best efforts of the screen. If the moving picture ever has a series of standard
works to correspond with those of the
stage this drama, fashioned from a story
by Frederick Landis, will take a promiachieveendur
g thesheet
amon
nentmentsplace
. ing
of the
The tone of
silver
s
otism
which is alway present
lofty patri
in the theme is accompanied by all of
go to make a popular
that
the qualities
entertainment for the theatre.
Of all our national characters Abraham
Lincoln has been seen the most on the
screen. This is as it should be. The
man and his deeds are the highest inspiration ever offered by any one born an
American, and his part in the picture
shows the beautiful humanity of his
many sided nature and his clear vision
when choosing even the most obscure of
militaryobject
aids.lession
"The when
Copperhead"
ahisnotable
the worthis
of the screen is brought into question.
Among the signs of the times in relation to the moving picture is the growing importance of the short comedies and
the prominent place they are taking on
so many programs. The improvement
in this class of screen entertainment
during the past year has raised the rental price of two reelers by leaps and
bounds and given the exhibitor an attraction that amply repays it greatly increased cost. The managers of many of
the theatres have been quick to realize
the advantage in having the orchestra
assist in putting over the comedy points
in these pictures, the trap-drummer beperformer.
A recent
numberingofthethestarScientific
American
contained
an article on this subject with the following opening paragraph:
"Trap-drumming elevated to the nth
degree and its recognition as a properly
interpretative music instead of merely
an incidental to orchestration, is the
latest contribution to music brought
about through the motion picture. Under the direction of the drummer of a
leading New York motion picture theatre— a drummer, by the way, who is a
master noise producer — a well known
film producer is putting out a 'sound
sheet' to be
used in conjunction
his
animated
cartoons.
Indeed, it is with
claimed
that these sound sheets have enhanced
to a marked degree the mirth-provoking
qualities of these pictures. And we can
well believe it."
A visit to any theatre employing this
method of giving a comedy a lift, will
demonstrate its value.
WEITZEL.

by Edward
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"The Strongest"
Fox Releases Five-Reel Subject Based
on Novel by "The Tiger of
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
France."
Georges
Clemenceau,
WHEN
a' world
figure,known
such as
"The Tiger of France,'' goes
about the business of telling a story, the
rest of the world is apt to sit up and
take careful notice. In no way perhaps
can a man of such distinction give a
better idea of his own individuality and
his outlook upon life than by concocting
a story. That is what Clemenceau did —
he wrote a novel called "The Strongest," and later, while still suffering from
the bullet wound inflicted by the wouldbe-assassin, he aided in preparing an
adaptation of this novel for the screen.
Such writing has happened many
times, particularly in Europe. Disraeli,
for one, was the author of "Lothair" and
other novels. It was said of his output
that the reader could feel the movement of the machinery and almost hear
the whir of the plot mechanism. But
nevertheless, the world gave due attention to what Disraeli had to say.
Clemenceau's screen story, "The
Strongest,"
comeforin the
for
a share of will
this undoubtedly
same criticism,
plot movement is at times mechanical.
There are also a number of familiar
situations and some time-tried dramatic
devices. But under it all there is the
steady pulsation of a broad underlying
theme, a theme which proves that love
is stronger than selfishness and avarice.
The greatness of the production is to be
found in the simple strength of its conception, rather than in its development,
though it is by no means free from
moments of real dramatic worth, and
tells an entertaining story.
To get a clear vision of this powerful motive, one must include in the pic-

Editor

ture the all-shadowing figure of Clemenceau himself. It must always be remembered that this comparatively
simple story, with its almost naive way
of driving home a great truth, was the
conception of a rugged, vigorous intellect, an old and lusty fighter, in war
and in peace. It is enough to say of
"The Strongest," whatever its shortcomings in the way of dramatic structure, that it sprang from the brain of
Georges Clemenceau, the grand old man
of France. That it will draw new patrons to the moving picture theatre is
not to be doubted.
The cast, which is largely, though not
entirely, composed of French players,
includes among its numbers Renee
Adoree, a beautiful young Parisian artist.
Carlo Liten, who plays the Marquis, is
a famous Belgian actor, and Harrison
Hunter is well known in this country.
The settings are true to French life and
in keeping with the story.
Cast.
Claudia
Renee Adoree
Henri
Carlo Liten
Harle
Harrison Hunter
Claire Harle
Florence Malone
Nanette
Madame Tressida
Visconte Jean Gauthier de Trigny
Comtesse. .Georgette Gauthier de Trigny
Maurice
Hal Home
Cure
James Marcus
Prefect of Police
C. A. de Lima
Story by Georges
Direction
by RaoulClemenceau.
A. Walsh.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Harle, man,
In "The
is a factory.
French
business
the Strongest,"
head of a great
He is so absorbed In busines affairs that
he continually neglects his wife, Claire.
One day Harle meets Henri, the Marquis
of Puymaufray, an old schoolmate. He
invites
extendedHenri
visit. to go home with him tor an
The Marquis is a cultured man, who
loves music and poetry. He brings a new
breath of life to Claire Harle, who Is
famished for love and attention. Harle
becomes more and more absorbed In business,getherleaving
tomuch ofthetheMarquis
time. and
The Claire
Inevitable
happens, they fall deeply in love.
The Marquis finally leaves and some
months later Claire gives birth to a baby
girl. Harle accepts the child as his own
withoutcause itquestion,
but isClaire,
disappointed
Is not a boy.
a victim be-of
neglect and depression, dies shortly after
the child is born.
Twenty years pass and Claudia Harle
has grown to be a beautiful girl and a
great social favorite. Her father chooses
a count
wed, but Claudia
self lovesfora her
youngto American.
The girlher-Is
abducted and held for ransom by some of
her ingfather's
employes.
Dura fight fordisgruntled
her recovery,
the Marquis,
who has long kept a silent watch over the
girl, loses his life. The young American
succeeds in rescuing the girl. After the
death of the Marquis the truth becomes
known
he was retires
Claudia's
father.
crushed that
In spirit,
to his
big Harle.
estate
and Claudia comes to America with her
young husband.
Program
Do You andBelieveExploitation
That the Catchllnesi
Soul of a
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Woman Rules the World? See This
Inspiring Photoplay for the Correct
Solution.
See This Drama of Extremes Written by
ClemenceauDrama
— "Theof Tiger
France."
Absorbing
Intense ofLove.
Story of the Great Triumph of Love
and Youth Over Selfishnes and Caste.
Exploitation Angles: Hook this entirely
upon Clemenceau. Use only this angle,
"but
go one
to the
limitgreat
withworld-figures
it. Clemenceau
Is still
of the
and
his fame will sell your play. If there is
any French society in your town or any
considerable French population, make a
special drive for them, and in any event
use the tri-color and portraits for your
lobby.
"The Birth of a Soul"
Harry T. Moray Plays Double Role
Effectively in Feud Story of Cumberland Mountains.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
TE with the atmosphere of
REPLE
the southern mountain regions,
the Vitagraph five-part producBirth inofa double
a Soul,"
Harry tionT."TheMorey
role,featuring
pleases
by reason of its sincerity and what
might be termed a tragedy-romance of
the situation on which it is based. It
contains some attractive shots in the
Kentucky mountains and has sufficient
heart
tator. interest to hold the average specThere are a couole of inconsistencies
noticeable in the picture, one of which
occurs in the double role so admirably
played by Harry Morey. One cannot
help questioning the exact similarity
in appearance between members of two
mountain families who still sufiFer from
the feuds of their grandfathers, such
as that between Charles Drayton and
Phil Grey. The situation is not impossible, but rather improbable.
Playing the feminine lead is Jean
Paige. She gives a graceful portrayal
of the character of Dorothy Barlow.
The cast is a god one. As stories of
this kind go, "The Birth of a Soul" is
excellent. It lives up to the significance
of its title.
Cast.

A Moment for the Stronger
Renee Adoree, alive to the situation In
Fox's Clemenceau production,
"The Strongest."
iiiiiiiiiiiKiiitno
in the face of the accusation, he elects
himself a majority of one to protect the
man she loves.
After persuading the Barlows that It Is
George Drayton alone who is the criminal
in the case, he is allowed a certain number of hours to go and bring him to take
the place of Charles, who is to be hung
in case Phil fails. George is thrown from
a cliff into the water and drowned; and
when Phil returns without him, and finds
that his relatives are still firm in their
decision'
makebarnCharles
the penalty,
he
entersto the
where payCharles
is imprisoned, changes clothes with him, and
prepares to take his place, while Charles
goes to join Dorothy. The shadow of the
noose dropping over the head of Phil
closes the picture.
Program
and Exploitation Catchllnes:
Harry Morey in Strong Dual Role Story
of the Cumberland Mountains.
See This Unusual Story of the Cumberland Mountain
Love and
Tragedy.Region Dealing with
Harry Morey in a Dual Role Story That
Adds
to His Many Powerful Characterizations.
Exploitation Angrles: Play up on Morey
and the Kentucky locale. Keep away from
the feud angle and work instead the title
angle.

P?|'"P Grey
.
Harry T. Morey
Charles
Drayton
)
Dorothy
Barlow 'CharlesJeanEldridge
Paige
Lem Barlow
Joe Barlow
George Cooper
Pap Barlow
Charles Kent
George Drayton
Walter Lewis
Parson
Robert Gaillord
Sheriff
Bernard Siegel .
Story by Arthur Edwin Krews.
Edited by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
"The Invisible Bond"
Chester.
Paramount-Artcraft
Direction by Edwin L. Hollywood.
Subject Presents
Length, 4,986 feet.
Irene Castle in Dramatic Role.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
The Story.
Two men of exact similarity In appearance, Phil Grey and Charles Drayton, are A WOMAN
whose trying
love forperiods
her hus-of
batid survives
the central figures in "The Birth of a
disillusionment, and despairs not,
Soul."
Charles
Drayton,
the
son
of
a
mountain family which has for years even though a lawful separation takes
nursed a difference with its neighbors, place, is the heroine of "The Invisible
the Barlows, has become emancipated
Bond." The dramatic possibilities of
from the old idea of holding a grudge, the
story,
frequently hinted at in
and has developed into a successful busi- the screen while
version, have not been utilness man in the city. Phil Grey, still
to their fullest extent. Interesting
driving oxen in the mountains. Is a friend as is izedthe
thematic material with its inof booze. His usefulnes is therefore meavolved situations, it could be helped by
sured by the number of his sober moments.
Dorothy, the pretty daughter of Lem more
rapid action and less lengthy subBarlow, is loved by both Phil Grey and titles.
Irene Castle, in the stellar role, more
Charles Drayton, and when Dorothy's
grandfather is shot and killed by George than justifies the reputation which she
Drayton, an uncle of Charles, because
as a fashion connoisseur. Her
sparks from the Barlow chimney set Are holds
e calls forth admirato the roof of his cabin, Phil aids in im- every tionappearanc
for her becoming and exclusive
plicating Charles In the murder with
Personally
gowns.
, she is sweet and
George Drayton. When, however, he discovers that Dorothy is really In love with appealirig, but emotionally, a trifle disCharles, and in fact has become his wife
appointing, some of her strongest scenes
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being marred by a tendency toward
statuesqueness.
Huntley Gordon, as the wayward husband, has a difficult role which he manages with excellent judgment, and without entirely forfeiting the good-will of
the spectator. The unlovely role of
"the woman between" falls to Claire
Adams, who gives a good performance.
Capable support is given also by Fleming Ward, George Majeroni, Helen
Green, Ida Waterman and
Gamble. The work of the Warburton
entire cast
could have been made more pleasing and
finished had the director made greater
demands upon them. The sets merit the
same appreciation
as does Miss Castle's
wardrobe,
being equally
Cast. distinctive.
Marcia Crossey
Irene Castle
Harleth Crossey
Huntlev Gordon
Leila Templeton
Claire Adams
Curtis Jennings
Fleming Ward
■W'asson
George Majeroni
Imogene
Helen Green
Mrs. Crossey
Ida Waterman
Otis Vale
Warburton Gamble
Story by Sophie Kerr Underwood.
Scenario and direction by Charles Maigne.
Length, 4986 feet.
Tlie Story.
Four years of happy married life have
cemented Marcia Crossey's love for her
husband, Harleth, and her baby.
faith in Crossey has been unshaken, Her
so when certain unpleasant facts aboutanda
flirtation on his part come to her notice,
she is at a loss to know
what
The first disillusionment comesto atdo. one
Harleth's atwhere
parties,
of her dinner
tentions to Leila Templeton. an
audacious
coquette, is generally noticed and discussed. That night Leila dares Harleth,
who has been drinking heavily, to take
her out for a midnight motor ride. He
consents, and they do not return until all
of the guests, except Curtis Jennings, an
old sweetheart of Marcia's, have left. Curtis, enraged against Harleth's treatment of
his
home.wife, leaves the scene and escorts Leila
But this is only the beginning. The
breach between husband and wife widens.
One night after Harleth has telephoned
that he can not come home for dinner,
Marcia's maid suddenly enters and brings
Marcia the word that Wasson, the chauffeur, has gone mad, and is threatening to
kill someone.
Marcia endeavors to get
word to her husband to warn him to be
careful when he returns, but discovers
that he is with Leila. She is led to believe that Harleth is unfaithful to her
and demands an explanation. Her husband answers that he has a right to his
liberty."
"personal
Out of this
state of affairs a divorce
arises. In time, Harleth marries Leila,
who continues her promiscuous flirtations.
Curtis begs Marcia to rnarry him, but she
cannot forget Harleth. Then retribution
overtakes Leila. She is killed in an auto
accident and the happiness, which has always been Harleth
Marcia's avows
right, his
comes
last, when
lovetoforherher.at
PrOKTam
and Exploitation Catchllneni
Irene
Castle,
America's
Well-Knownby
Dancer,
Proves
Her Versatility
Adapting Herself to a Serious Role
with a Great Human Appeal.
"The Invisible Bond" — in Which a Wife,
Though Still Loving Her Husband, refuses to be the Third Angle in the Familiar Triangle. Did She act Wisely?
See Irene Castle in This Role.
"The
Bond"Life.
— a Cross-Sectional
ViewInvisible
of Married
Exploitation Angrlen: The theme is one
that will command attention, if exploited.
Make it evident that the ever-paramount
subject of marital relations is presented
in entertaining style. Mention also that
Sophie Kerr Underwood, well-known
writer
for the Woman's
Is the author.
You can Home
attractCompanion,
feminine
patrons
on
the
strength
of
Irene Castle's
marvelous wardrobe.
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"$30,000"
J. Warren Kerrigan Appears in Mystery
Story Produced by Robert Brunton,
Released by W. W. Hodkinson.
Reviewed by Alargaret I. JIacDonald.
IF the Story on which the Robert
basedit
00" isone,
ced "$30,0
on produ
Brunt
plausible
a more
had been
or
direct
the
for
easier
been
have
would
to have hit the mark of perfection. As
cterisentsestin
a chara
s "$30,0
it standzation
g becau
which is00"
inter
moreprese
it is interpreted by a cast of capable
players, who envelop individual roles
with a realism that claims attention.
The picture has plenty of action, and
the majority will no doubt be pleased
with the mystery surrounding certain
incidents. Quite a large degree of anticipation is aroused when the thirty
thousand dollars hidden behind the picTrask's
lawyeofr wind.
tures on the
t by of
a gust
caughwalls
office are
J. Warren Kerrigan makes better
headway with the role of John Trask as
the action becomes more breezy. The
earlier stages of the picture ofifer little
opportunity
to theas star.
ette is attractive
Aline Fritzi
Norton,Brunthe
"third party" in the manipulation of
the thirty thousand. She does especially
good work. Carl Stockdale is one of
the types of the play, and is distinctly
responsible
the spectator's
interestas
in Ferdinand forSpargo.
Nancy Chase
Christine Lloyd, and Joseph Dowling as
Annester
Norton, are outstanding figures.
Ca«t.
John Trask
J. Warren Kerrigan
Aline Norton
Fritzi Brunette
Ferdinand Spargo
Carl Stockdale
Christine Lloyd
Nancy Chase
Annester Norton
Joseph Dowling
"Shadow" Dan
Arthur Millette
Charley Foster
Frank Gereghty
Sydney Lloyd
Jack Rollins
Mat Lloyd
Thomas Guise
Mrs. Hutchinson Gertrude Valentine
Story Dy H. iS. Daniel.
Direction Dy Ernest C. Warde.
Length, Five eels.
The Story.
The story of "$30, 000" surrounds the
mystery of the theft of a necklace. Sydney Lloyd, the weakling nephew of a rich
old man. is the thief, who uses the costly
article to pay a gambling debt. The sister
of Sydney, Christine Lloyd, is shocked at
her brother's
misdeed,
recover the necklace,
and undertakes
on being toldto that
the gamblers will deal only with a third
party, she engages John Trask, a young
and thus far unsuccessful lawyer, to
handle the transaction. Aline Norton, the
daughter of a penniless aristocrat, accepts
theWhen
task the
of acting
the "third
party."in
sum ofas$30,000
is placed
John
Trask'.s
hands
by
a
veiled
woman,
after banking hours, he looks about for a
safe place to deposit it, and places equal
portions of it behind two of the pictures
on the wall of his office. That night,
when Annester Norton, now making a living for himself and his daughter by cleaning office buildings, opens the window, the
money is scattered to the floor by a gust
of wind and Norton, unable to resist the
temptation, steals the money.
Next day, when hi.s daughter brings the
necklace to exchange for the money. Trask
is faced with a serious problem. That
night he visits the gambling house and
wins $30,000 at the roulette wheel and
triumphantly places the necklace in the
hands of the right party. A tempest in a
teapot occurs when Lloyd examines the
necklace and finds that it is only an imitation of the original. Trask then makes
a raid on the gambling den and recovers
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the right necklace. Norton, repenting of
his theft, gives Aline the stolen money
to return to its owner. The picture closes
with Trask's proposal ^o Aline.
I'rosram
ami R.xploitation
CatchllneR:
See J. Warren
Kerrigan in the
Role of
a Lawyer Who Raids the Gamblers
Den and Recovers the Costly Necklace.
Thrilling
with J. Warren Mystery
Kerrigan as Drama,
the Star.
Interesting Drama Telling of the Theft
and Recovery of a Valuable Necklace
•— This Led to the Love Between John
Trask and .\nBleN:
Aline Norton
in "$30,000."
Exploitation
Play up
Kerrigan
and work hard on the title. You can work
stage money for a lobby decoration, advertising that the bills represent the sum
of the title, or you can get the local bank
to show $30,000 in liberty bonds or banknotes. Try starting off with a "$30,000
Reward"
teaser.
are will
numerous
to the title,
all There
of which
work angle
well.
"The Land of Opportunity"
Ralph Ince Drama of Great Power Portraying Broad Humanity of Lincoln
Produced by Selznick.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
for
ng argument
A MOST
ism, "The
rted American
true-heaconvinci
proves
Land oftheOpportuni
deedsits
of actual
power ty,"
case through
rather than by preachment. The few
sub-titles used are essential ones and
carry weight through their dignified
moderation in sentiment and tone. The
theme is enforced in an episode of Lincoln's early life, showing his deep compassion for the unfortunate, his sympathetic sense of justice and the marvelous influence he exerted long before he
became a national figure.
The story is told by a venerable club
steward in answer to the argument by
a young
club member
the equalization of wealth.
The oldforservant
relates
how Lincoln laid aside important political engagements and walked twenty
miles to save a boy unjustly accused of
murder, appearing at the trial just in
time to win the case. The nobility of
the service rendered is profoundly impressed on the young club member.
He is then reminded that .American
principles declare for the equalization
of opportunity and work out so well

Do Angels Peek?
Madge Kennedy dots in her Goldwyn,
"The Blooming Angel."
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that Lincoln, the rail-splitter, became
thethecountry's
and oneof
of
grandest chief
figuresexecutive
in the history
mankind.
All this is done with the delicate
effectiveness for high-class workmanship
in every department of production.
Ralph Ince is the chief factor, both as
director and actor. His impersonations
of Lincoln in the past have all been
good, and this one demonstrates his appreciation ofevery peculiar characteristic of the martyred President. It is
a masterly impersonation, strengthened
by a strong selection of types on all
sides and given intense reality by careful observance of mood and atmosphere.
A powerful and timely production enthusiastically applauded at the Strand
and
bound to win everywhere in
America.
Proi^ram and Kxploltatlon Catchllneai
A Picture Portraying the Broad Humanity of the Great Emancipator — Abraham Lincoln.
A for
Story Equalization
Based on America's
Principles
of Opportunity,
Showing
Abraham
Lincoln
Impersonated by Ralph Ince.
Kxploitation Angrlea: Work strong on
the Lincoln angle, and work every possible
angle with prize essays, declamations and
the rest. If you can offer Lincoln postcard souvenirs. If you have any real
estate developments in your vicinity, get
a hook-up page with these, working on
the title. Make an especial bid to the
schools and see the principals and school
board well in advance of the showing.
"The Blooming Angel"
Wallace ingly
Irwin'*
Clever
Story It Cast,
CharmPresented
by Goldwyn
Starring Madge Kennedy.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
is suchof that
star
THEAngel"
success
"Theauthor,
Blooming
director
and supporting
cast all
deserve to share in the forthcoming
honors. From every standpoint the production is most enjoyable. The manoeuvers of an ingenious heroine who
launches a successful business enterprise
by sensational advertising and who incidentally cures her husband of hay
fever and a passion for the oratorical
platform, supply an endless amount of
legitimate fun.
In every mood, Madge Kennedy is a
captivating little entertainer. Whether
she engages in a fit of laughter, weeping or sneezing, she is always piquantly
graphic. In direct contrast to her lively
personality and chic appearance, is that
of her husband, a serious long-haired
youth, who washes his way through
college by running the campus laundry.
This role is played with fine underby Pat O'Malley.
Margery standingWilson
has skilfully adapted
herself to the role of the pale-faced
Carlotta,
the seized
college upon
president's
ter, who has
the herodaughwith
the intent of making him a second
Daniel Webster. Equal commendation
is due the entire cast, including .Arthur
Housman, Robert Chandler, Billy Courtright and Vera Lewis. The evidence of
conscientious, efficient directing is
everywhere noticeable, and, perhaps,
most of all, in the court-room scene,
where the management of detail is a
real triumph. Subtitles that are natural
and pleasantly short, add to the artistic
effect. The settings are as far above
mediocrity as is theCaat.
directing.
Floss
Madge Kennedy
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Chester
Framm Margery
Pat O'Malley
Carlotta
Wilson
Ramon
Arthur Housman
College Professor Robert Chandler
Floss's Aunt
Vera Lewis
Appelwaith
B. F. Blinn
Holbetter
Billy Courtright
Story by Wallace Irwin.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Because of getting too much joy out of
college life, "Floss" Brannon is expelled.
Her immediate move is to win over Chester Framm, a struggling student who
works in the college laundry. This requires constant wariness, as Chester is
almost in the toils of Carlotta, an energetic student bent on making an orator out
of him. This possibility Floss regards as
afinding
calamity
plans and
by
an and
officethwarts
positionCarlotta's
for Chester
then promtply marrying him.
But the forthcoming salary is insufficient, and Floss concocts a scheme for
raising funds by manufacturing a face
lotion
whichdisapproves
she calls "Angel
Bloom."
husband
from the
start Her
and
grows more and more irritated as he sees
her face on advertiing posters placed in
drug store windows. Her plan seems
doomed to failure, as the cream does not
prove popular. Then another inspiration
comes. Floss hears of a circus stranded
in the city, and manages to get one of
the elephants, which she coats with her
lotion, tagging him with a huge ad for
"Angel Bloom,"
terested crowd. thereby attracting an inThen suddenly the animal flops. Confusion arises. Carlotta appears and accuses Floss of having stopped the circulation in the veins of the elephant by covering him with complexion cream. As an
agent of the humane society, she has Floss
arrested on the charge of inhumanity. But
Floss has a "way," even in encountering
judges, and is freed because of her personal charm. The escapade only furthers
her success by giving her complexion
cream wide-spread publicity. And thus
good fortune, at last, awaits hero and
heroine.
Program
and Exploitation CatohllneM:
See Madge Kennedy at Her Best in "The
Blooming
Angel."
— HerMoreCharming
Mannerisms
Were Never
Effectively Displayed.
Can a Pretty Girl Hoodwink the Law?
Watch Madge Kennedy Say "Goodmorning Judge" and Be Convinced.
She Feared Her Husband Might Become an Orator and Took Strenuous
Preventive Methods. See How Madge
Kennedy
Managed
This in "The
Blooming Angel."
"The
Angel." — A Story on the
ValueBlooming
of Advertising.
Kxploitatton Angrles: Play up Miss Kennedy and hook up with complexion specialist and dealers in cosmetics as suggested
In the last Issue. In college towns go
strong on the co-educational feature.
Make what capital you can of the fact
that this is from a story by Will Irwin
in The Saturday Evening Post.
"The Fortune Hunter"
Vitagraph Makes Splendid Photoplay of
Winchell Smith's Popular Stage
Comedy-drama.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.
finest comedy-dramas
ONEwithofa the
rural atmosphere that the
screen has ever produced is "The
Fortune Hunter." Thz principal ingredient that makes a good photoplay — a
good story — is found in "The Fortune
rural
type ofwrites.
It smacks
Hunter."
George ofM.theCohan
plays which
The types and the actors chosen for
them are excellent, particularly that
by Wil-in
of "Blinky"
is a banker
Lockwoo,d played
liam Holden.Lockwood
a small town, who has a peculiar twitch-
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The Lover Par Excellence
Is Earle Williams in his Vitagraph,
"The Fortune Hunter."
ing of the right eye when he talks to a
person, and this furnishes a world of
fun. Theer is comedy throughout the
it.
picture,
all of the principals supplying
Earle Wiliams in the lead, plays the
part of Nat Dunham, and does very
good work, being human at all times.
Van Dyke Brooke makes the part of old
Sam Graham, druggist and inventor,
very real. Nancy Lee as the daughter of
Banker Lockwood is not only pretty
but clever as an actress. Jean Paige,
as the daughter of old man Graham,
has a part that does not call for any
extraordinary acting, but she does it
well, and the same can be said for Earle
Metcalfe, as the young village swain,
who is out to win the banker's
daughter.
One of the outstanding features of
the production is that the characters
do not overplay their parts, thus keeping the interest of the average audience
at a high pitch, and Director Tom Ferriss has chosen some wonderfully typical settings. He also has kept the action
moving fast, with frequent changes- of
scenes without breaking up the continuity in the least.
"The Fortune Hunter" will win general
approval.
Cast.
Nathaniel Dunham
Earle Williams
Betty Graham
Jean Paige
Sam Graham
Van Dyke Brooke
Josie Lockwood
Nancy Lee
Banker Lockwood William Holden
Harry Kellogg Charles Trowbridge
Sheriff Willing
Frank Norcro.ss
Tracey
Billy Hoover
Angie
Louise Lee
Roland Barnett
Earle Metcalfe
Adapted from the Smith.
stage play by Winchell
Directed by Tom Terriss.
Length, about 6,700 feet.
The Story.
Nathaniel Dunham and Harry Kellogg
are college mates, the former Idling away
his time, the other busy always at his
studies. They succeed in business life as
they did at college, Kellogg soon becoming a member of the firm he Is with; Dunham losing one Job after another. Discouraged, Dunham decides to leave New
York, and go anywhere his wanderlust
takes him. Kellogg makes him a propo-
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sition. If Dunham will go to some small
town, live rightly, forswearing drink, tobacco and profanity, he will advance him
$500, with the understanding that he meet,
court and wed some wealthy girl in the
town.
Dunham accepts and goes to a small
town. He boards with the town gossip,
who takes him to church and introduces
him to everybody. Then he goes after a
job, finally agreeing to work for nothing
in a broken-down drug shop run by old
man Graham. Dunham puts up money to
stock up the old fellow and pay off a
note, and for the first time in life takes
an interest in something. Of course, the
girls of the town take a fancy to him because he is a slick- clean-looking and
smart nessyoung
follows. fellow, and naturally busiHe has met Josie Lockwood, daughter
of
leadingLater
banker,
falls
in the
love town's
with him.
on who
he meets
Betty Graham, daughter of the druggist
and falls in love with her. Her father
was a failure in busines because of an
inclination for inventions. He has perfected oil refining machinery, but no one
knows about it. However, Dunham finds
this out and sends a plan of it to Kellogg
to see if he can dispose of It at a good
profit for the old man.
Engrossed in his work, he forgets the
purpose of his visit to the town, until
finally he Is led into a marriage proposal
by Josie Lockwood. Then he realizes
that he does not love her and writes to
his friend Kellogg, asking him to release
him from the agreement. Kellog thinks
Dunham is getting cold feet and refuses
to do so. Things drift on, the engagement
is announced and Dunham is on the verge
of going to pieces. One night Kellogg
arrives. He wants to buy the Invention,
sees Betty Graham, and tells Dunham the
agreement is off. But the latter is engaged to Josie and nothing can be done.
However, a telegram comes from New
York telling the sheriff to arrest a man
answering cracking,
Dunham's
and when description
Josie hears forof safethis,
she denounces him. Dunham proves he Is
not the man wanted, and Is accepted by
the girl he truly loves — Betty Graham.
Program
and Exploitation Catchilnes:
A the
Snappy
ComedyTheme.
with Leap Year as
Underlying
This is the Year When Girls Propose —
Learn How by Seeing "The Fortune
A Man Went Seeking an Heiress for a
Wife and Married a Poor Girl. Such
IsHunter."
Love. See Earle Williams in 'The
Fortune
ExploitationHunter."
Angles! : Play on the popularity of the star, but hook him up to the
stage success.
This would be a good
chance to make fortune hunters of your
patrons by hiding passes or tokens good
for small merchandise prizes in localities
vaguely suggested in your advertising.
You can get the entire town out if you
start early enough and work it right.
"Out of the Dust"
J. P. McCarthy Six-reel Production Inspired by Remington Paintings
Stirring and Entertaining in
Quality.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THERE
is aJ. P.
distinct
individuality
about the
McCarthy
production "Out of the Dust." The picture recalls some of the bigger western
pictures with which the market was
surfeited some five or six years ago, and
comes somewhat as a revival of this
type of feature. It is stirring and entertaining in quality, has considerably
more human interest and less of the
spectacular than the old style western,
and should go well with the majority of
audiences. Mr. McCarthy received his
inspiration for the production from the
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Frederic Remington paintings dealing
with frontier days.
In addition to the scenes at the fort,
such as have often been seen duplicated,
there is an excellent ranch and cowboy
flavor to the picture. The old-time
dance hall provides atmosphere for the
big climax,
where
Martha
Evans' husband gives the
villain
the beating
that
he deserves. The fight is a brutal affair,
but thoroughly convincing. The picture
throughout is well staged.
Little Pat Moore is the beauty spot of
the production. The little fellow not
only looks well, but acts well, and seems
to have a thorough understanding of
what is expected of him, despite his
tender years. Robert McKim as the
villain needs no introduction — he is
known as one of the best heavies on
the screen. Dorcas Matthews is attractive as the old-fashioned woman with
affections of the modern type; and Russell Simpson fills the bill of the deserted husband as faithfully as he does
that of the successful army officer of the
early days.
Cast.
Captain John Evans, U. S. A.,
Russell Simpson
Brett Arnold
Robert McKim
Martha Evans
Dorcas Matthews
Sergt. Burns, U. S. A
Francis Powers
Evans grandchild (in prologue and epilogue Nickey Moore
Story and direction
McCarthy. by John P.
Length 6,300 feet.
The Story.
"Out of the Dust" encompasses a story
told by a grandfather to his grandchild.
The tale of the western frontier discloses
a tragedy In which a wife-snatcher
changes the trend of the career of an
army officer, Captain Evans and his wife.
The wife, attracted by the charms of
a trapper, Brett Arnold, listens to his proposal to elope with him. When Evans
discovers that his wife has deserted him.
he decides to resign from the army, and
straightway quits the fort with his little
boy.
Later we find the officer managing a
ranch, and unwilling to enter the company
of women. His wife, Martha Evans, discovering Arnold's vicious
drops
him before they get to theirnature,
destination;
and, after attempting to drown her
trouble In two different dance halls, she
finally comes face to face with her husband. Evans happens in the Red Butte
dance hall when Arnold Is forcing himself
Into his wife's presence and fights the
question out with him. Arnold is beaten
into submission and Evans, responding
to
forgiveness, takes
her hiswithwife's
him appeal
to the for
ranch.
Progrram and Exploitation Catchlinefl:
Stirring Western Drama Replete with
Scenes of Typical Frontier Life.
See the Thrilling Fight In the Dance
Hall Between the Hero and the Villain in "Out of the Dust" — A Production Inspired by Remington's Paintings of the Frontier Days.
Exploitation Angriest Play up the western angle and if you can hook up with
a display of Remington prints work this
for a special window. You might offer
tickets for a loan of prints to get a good
collection and also make some advertising
capital of the offer. Feature the players,
but make the production superior to the
cast.
"Smoldering Embers"
Five-Reel Pathe Release Feature* Frank
Keenan in Another Quaint
Characterization.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
IF^ contest were held to determine —
not the most beautiful moving picture actress, as usually happens — but
the most human performer on the
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screen,besurely
Frank
Keenan's
would
high in
the list.
He isname
one
actor that may be said to live his parts,
giving the rare touch of mastery that is
inherent in certain players. When he
is playing a cold-hearted pirate of high
finance, he looks and acts the part without visible effort; when he is a besotted
drunkard, or a jailbird, or a temperance
lecturer, or a silk-hatted confidence man,
he invariably wears the shoes of the
character as though they had been made
for him.
In this enjoyable comedy-drama entitled "Smoldering Embers," Mr. Keenan appears as a hobo-husband, back
from Alaska or God-Knows-Where,
after an absence of fifteen years. His
wife is married to the mayor of a certain smal city and his son has grown
to young manhood. The hobo, as the
story opens, is sitting around a small
campfire with two Weary Willies as
companions. The scene is true to life
and grips the interest at once. So does
the subsequent action, in which the
tramp hero looks up his former wife,
prevents her from being robbed by her
present husband, saves his son from disgrace and sees that the boy marries the
right girl. He then drifts back to his
campfire and out of the story.
The subject is wonderfully pleasing
and artistic in development. Jay Belasco
and Kate Van Buren are engaging as the
young couple.
Ca«t.
John Conroy
Frank Keenan
Jack Manners
Jay Belasco
Beth Stafford
Kate Van Buren
Tramps
IJ tJraham
Pettie
Russ Powell
Horace Manners Hardie Kirkland
Alice Manners
Lucille Ward
Edith Wyatt
Frances Raymond
Congressman Wyatt
Thomas Guise
The Boy
Burwick Hamrick
Story
by
Kate
Coraley.
Scenario by Yost Dougherty.
Directed by Frank Keenan.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Conroy,
In "Smoldering
Is John
a hobo.
He has
just returnedEmbers,"
to the
states after fifteen years in the wilds of
Alaska, during which time his son has
grown up and his wife has married another man. Conroy and his two compan-
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ions are sitting around a campfire, when
their attention Is attracted to a man with
a stalled automobile at the roadside. They
approach the car, and while Conroy 1»
fixing the mechanism one of his hobo
friends
his
coat. "lifts" the owner's wallet from
The stolen wallet Is later found to contain money and some papers. Also a
photograph
of Conroy's
now
married to the
man just former
robbed.wife,
A letter
Indicates the latter to be Mayor Manners
of a nearby city. Conroy, after inspecting
these Interesting documents, gives hi*
friends
of the stolen money and
bids themsome
goodbye.
Conroy then walks Into the town and
looks up the
Here he
confronts
his Manners'
wife, whohome.Is naturally
startled at his reappearance. He promises
silence, however, and does not break this
until the time comes to save his wife from
being robbed of valuable property by the
mayor. Conroy also takes a decided interest In seeing his son. Jack, married to
the right girl. Then, having effectually
arranged matters to the happiness of all
concerned, he again seeks the open road,
to be a hobo for the rest of his days.
Pro-am
and Exploitation Catchllneai
Decidedly Interesting Story of a Hobo
Who Returns After Years of At)sence
and Saves His Wife from Being
Robbed of Valuable Property and
Sees His Son Wedded to the Right
Girl.
John Conroy and Two Other "Weary
Willies" Rob the Mayor — BVom the
Papers Stolen Conroy Determines That
His Wife Has Married- the Mayor
During His Absence — For the Balance
of This Unusual Drama See "SmolderFrank ingKeenan
as a Hobo Adds Another
Embers."and
Convincing
Powerful Characterization to His Long List in "SmolderExploitation Angles : Make Keenan your
ing Embers."
chief appeal
and tell that in this story he
has an unusual opportunity. Play up the
hobo
anglecamp
withto such
appeals
as "He left
the hobo
go back
to respecabillty,
save his wife from her scheming second
husband and then once more answered
the the
callcharacter
of the open
road." Use
cutouts
of
as liberally
as you
can
and select those cuts for your newspaper
work. If your lobby Is large, you can
build a tramp camp for the showing.
"The Hell Ship"
Madlaine Traverse Featured in FiveReel Fox Story of the Deep Sea.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THEas character
Humphrey,
portrayed ofbyPaula
Madlaine
Traverse in this five-reel Fox sub"The Hell
is an
odd and
unusualject, one,
if notShip,"
entirely
sympathetic
in some of the opening scenes. Imagine
a beautiful, black-eyed girl, daughter of
"Satan" Humphrey, comander of a
tramp schooner — a girl who has lived
entirely apart from her own sex since
her separation from a baby sister years
before. The ship is one of questionable
character, carrying a cargo of contraband powder, and manned by a brutal
set of sailors, most of whom are wanted
by the law.
In this unique setting is this production placed. Paula, a strong, vigorous
creature,
the and
ship'shelps
wheel
turn with asumes
her father
guidein
the skulking vessel on its course. After
her father has been stabbed and killed
by one of his mutinous crew, the girl
cows the men with her pistol and assumes command.
with strong
reality. All this is pictured

Hi> After Dinner Smoke
Frank Keenan Is thinking of his Income
tax In Pathe's "Smoldering Embers."

The rescue of the good-looking
stranger from the waves and the subsequent arrivalwhich
of Paula's
younger
sister
are incidents
are less
convincing.
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but the story is one of such unusual
quality that it holds the interest firmly.
The rescue of the principals from a
raft, after the Hell ship has been burned
makes a strong close, and there are
some moments of real pathos connected
with
Paula's
renunciation
the man
she attempted
loves because
she falselyof
believes that he loves her sister.
Cast.
Paula Humphrey Madlaine Traverse
John Hadlock
Albert Roscoe
Glory, Paula's sister Betty Bouton
"Satan" Humphrey, father.. Dick La Reno
Jaeger
Jack Curtis
Thorpe
Fred Bond
Brabo
William Ryno
Written by Denison Clift.
Directed by Scott Dunlap.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Paula Humphrey, in "The Hell Ship," is
the daughter of "Satan" Humphrey, owner
and captain of a tramp schooner carrying a cargo of contraband powder. The
vessel is manned by a set of mutinous
rogues, one of whom stabs and kills
Humphrey. After the deaht of her father
Paula assumes command, despite the
Bneers and threats of the crew, whom she
holds at bay with a pistol.
The schooner picks up a stranger named
John Hadlock, whose ship had gone down
some hours before. John is nursed back
to consciousness and health by Paula and
she promptly falls in love with him. John
helps her in quelling the crew and later
goes ashore at San Francisco and brings
on
boardhad Paula's
sister. Glory,
whom
Paula
been separated
from from
childhood.
Paula has scarcely known the companionship of women and is herself a hard,
unyielding character, doing the work of
a man and ruling over other men with
an iron hand. Glory is at first afraid of
her, but later learns to love her. The
vessel is consumed by fire during a mutiny. Paula and Glory and John are picked
up from a raft by a passing vessel. Paula,
thinking John in love with Glory, is about
to float away on the raft when the hero
returns for her and assures her of his love.
Progrram and Exploitation Catclillnes:
Madlaine Traverse in Thrilling Fox Picture Telling Story of Deep Sea.
Madlaine Traverse in the Sympathetic
Role of a Beautiful Black-eyed
Daughter of the Commander of a
Tramp Schooner.
Exploitation Angrles: Play up Madlaine
Traverse as the star and advertise her
past performances. It is a picture of the
deep sea, and lay stress on the fact that
a female captain is a novel role for an
actress. Use strong advertising by first
having a few throwaways and state that
the "Hell
First Sail will be on a
certain date.Ship's"
Then follow
up by saying
that the place to board the vessel
will
be at your theatre.
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Carey, but also ride on the popularity
of the Knibbs story. You can use this
angle to make some patrons acquainted
with Carey, with an eye to future business.
"The Turning Point"
First National Production of Robert W.
Chambers'
Novel Starring
Katherine MacDonald
Is Gorgeous.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.

s settings and
the point of gorgeou
INbeauty,
is a
Point"
Turnin.g It
has some
cent, picture
100 per "The
of the most lavish out-door scenes that
ever graced a motion picture, and the
Macbeauty, of the star, Katherine
Donald adds to its brilliance. The
story, which is from a novel by Robert
W. Chambers, is not on a par with the
element of mysgorgeousness, but the
tery which predominates throughout
gets it over. The plot is one of twists
and turns, but just when it gets to the
point where you are somewhat confused,
something happens that makes you
anxious to see how it will all come out.
The .45 Shimmy
"The Turning Point" concerns the
Executed by Harry Carey in his
adventures of two sisters who have become financially embarrassed by the
Universal, "Overland Red."
failuremove
of theirNew
father's
who
York business
to take and
up
gen- society work.to They
and desert settings
and yucca trees
run afoul of a man
erally give a strong atmosphere for the
events pictured.
and woman who are continually interfering with their work, and who in the
Viola Vale is charming in the part
of Louise. Harold Goodwin plays a final reel are revealed as a couple of
splendid juvenile part in the role of crooks bent upon swindling the em"Collie."
ployer of the two sisters.
The work of Miss MacDonald is a bit
Cast.
Overland Red
Harry Carey disappointing in view of her excellent
Silent Saunders Charles Le Moyne acting in "The Thunderbolt," but she
Collie
Harold Goodwin never looked so pretty before. The diLouise Alacarme
Viola Vale
the common mistake of
Billy Wlnthrop
David B. Gaily allowingrector hasamade
new star to do too much
Boggs
C. Anderson
Sago
Joe Harris posing and not enough acting. The
balance of the cast is pleasing, the work
Story by Henry Herbert Knibbs.
Scenario by Lynn F. Reynolds.
of
a society
Directed by Lynn F. Reynolds.
aimNigel
is to Barry,
be idle,a's and
Williamman,V. whose
Mong
Length,
Six
Reels.
as
Mr.
Rivett,
a
railway
king, being
Tlie Story.
Overland Red, in the picture of that especially commendable.
A very notable feature of the producname, is a hobo prospector, wandering
tion is the elaborate Halloween party,
along the edge of the Mojave desert. He
steals a chicken, and while cooking it which is sure to command the admirastrikes up a friendship with a youth
tion of any audience. Most of the
named "Collie." They become pals and action takes place at a beautiful estate
journey along together. While on the which is certainly a treat to the eye.
railroad right-of-way they chance upon
Ca.st.
an old prospector, dying of starvation.
Tennant Katherine MacDonald
After his death they hide some gold dust Diana
Silvette Tennant
Leota Lorraine
and the map of a mining claim found on James
Edgerton
Nigel Barrie
his person.
Mr. Rivett
William Mong
The sheriff of that vicinity. Silent Jack
Rivett
Kenneth
Harlan
Saunders, has conspired with some men Mrs. Rivett
Edith Yorke
to rob the old prospector and jump his Christine Rivett
Bartine Burkett
claim. They discover Red and Collie with Col. Follis Curmew... William
Clifford
the dead body and put them in jail. The Jerry
William Colvin
two manage an adroit escape and flee from Jerry, Jr
"Overland Red"
Pat Moore
the desert town. On a nearby ranch, Billy Inwood
Walter Hiers
Six Part Universal Subject Featuring while
hiding from the sheriff, they meet Mrs. Wemyss
Hedda
Nava
Harry Carey, Based on Wella girl they had seen on a passing train, Maid
Known Novel.
Marion MacDonald
Louise Alacarme. The girl is friendly and
Story
by
Robert
W.
Chambers.
both fall In love with her. She assists
Reviewed by Robert C. McElreavy.
Director J. M. Barry.
Length,
THERE is abundant humor in this them to escape the sheriff when he apThe Five
Story.Reels.
Later Red discovers the mine and works
new Western subject, "Overland pears.
it with a young Easterner named Billy
Red." It is based on a widely Wlnthrop.
The story involved in "The Turning
The fortunes of all are made, Point"
circulated novel,
tells of Diana and Silvette Tenwritten by Henry Hernant, two New York society girls, who
bert Knibbs, and adapted and produced and when it is discovered that Louise is find they
are financially stranded because
the
daughter
of
the
dead
prospector,
she
by Lynn F. Reynolds. The story provides makes the boys her partners. Collie weds of the failure
Harry Carey with a part very similar the girl and Red is made president of the Company. There ofwastheoneEdgerton-Tennant
thing that tendto his familiar "Cheyenne Harry" char- mine.
ed to cloud
Diana's
reputation
and had
retarded her social
progress
— her name
acterization. Ithas a number of riding Program
and Exploitation Catclilincs:
and shooting scenes of the usual meloHarry Carey in Story of the Mojave been connected with a murder in Reno.
Young James Edgerton, whose father
Desert — A Heart Interest Story That
dramatic sort, but the chief appeal is
owned the apartment house where the
Will Appeal to All.
in the fresh humorous bits strung along
sisters
were located, was also affected by
See Harry Carey as a Hobo Who Finds
thr hgoueo rtpitod hucn.
the business failure. When E. H. Rivett,
aBecomes
Map of President
a Gold Mineof and
Who
Later
through the production.
It.
a man of wealth, engages the Tennant
The tale is told in and near the MoCompelling Story of the Mining Regions, sisters to aid In staging a fashionable
jave desert, in which region the scenes
party, Edgerton forces himself Into the
With Harry Carey as the Star.
were actually taken. The giant cactus
Exploitation Anglesi Whoop it up for entertaining staff, much to the disgust
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of Diana, whom he is pursuing. While at
the affair she sees Col. Curmew, who is
determined to bring up the Reno affair.
Curmew follows Diana to her apartment
and he is followed by Mrs. Wemyss, a
widow, who is jealous of the girl because
the colonel is paying her attentions. At
the apartment full revelation of the Reno
affair
made andandDiana's
name isbycleared.
James isret\irns
is accepted
Diana
in the final scene.
Proi;rr3ini lind Exploitation Cntohllnes:
See Katherine MacDonald in Unusual
Society Drama Where a Girl Clears
Her Name of Murder and Wins the
Man She Loves.
Lavish Society Production Starring
Katherine MacDonald.
Exploitation Angles: Play strongly on
Miss MacDonald. using the beauty angle
for your strongest appeal, and then dwell
upon the sumptuousness of the production. If you can get some decorations for
a Halloween setting, use this for a lobby
attraction. Give emphasis to th^ origin
ofname.
the story,
making offullstills,
use ofeven
Chambers'
Use plenty
if you
are not in the habit of doing this.
"The Loves of Letty"
Goldwyn Presents Pauline Frederick in
Screen Version of the Play by Sir
Arthur Pinero.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
ORIGIN.ALLY an English play dealing with the class idea that little
matters what happens to one of
the masses, the Goldwyn production
touches this but lightly, just enough to
show how firmly established it is in the
social fabric of Great Britain. "The
Loves
of Letty" working
develops girl
into who
the story
of
a romantic
finds
her limited and shabby environment
distasteful and who is tempted to sacrifice her soul in order to get rid of material discomforts.
Miss Frederick acts her role with
dignity and charm, and her support is
generously goad. Lawson Butt and
Willard Louis distinguish themselves
as the lovers aristocratic and plebian.
Among the minor characters are many
who contribute in first rate style to the
comedy element and provide bright relief to an otherwise dark story. The
atmosphere and settings are consistently English, amusingly so in the ensembles. The roof party standing solemnly to be photographed is a veritable hit. The general values of the
picture as shown at the Broadway Theatre are good, and it should provide a
fair entertainment wherever shown.
Cast.
Letty Shell
Pauline Frederick
Richard Perry
John Bowers
Nevill Letchmere
Lawson Butt
Bernard Mandeville Willard Louis
Marion Allardyce Florence Deshon
Hilda Gunning
Leila Bliss
Florence Crosby
Leota Lorraine
Ivor Crosby
Sydney Ainsworth
"Coppy" Drake
Harland
Tucker
Slavey
Joan Standing
Adapted from the play by Sir Arthur
Wing Pinero.
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Earliest among the "Loves of Letty" is
Letchmere. London clubman of good family. His attentions cause her employer,
Mandeville, to take an interest in her as
a prospective wife. He warns Letchmere
to keep his hands off. only inciting the
clubman to further effort to win Letty
without the formality of marriage. Poor
Richard Perry, who lives in her lodging
house, tells Letty of his love and of his
hope that a wealthy uncle will establish
him in business.
Letty is given three parties on her
birthday. The first of these Is in Letch-
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mere's
where sheSheis has
chaperoned
by two rooms,
girl friends.
almost
starved herself to buy the gown she
wears, but she bears up bravely under
Letchmere's
ardentmarriage.
wooing, inThe
full second
belief
that he means
party is at her lodging house. Letchmere
appears and gives her some caddish advice tomarriage.
seriously Letty
consider
Mandeville'sby
offer of
is overcome
this revelation. When Mandeville arrives
and offers her wealth with respectability,
she is desperate enough to accept him
and announce that he is to be her husband.
He invites all hands to a big supper party
and gorges himself and drinks so hard
that
he gets
into a dispute with the
restaurant
keeper.
Letchmere appears and carries the disgusted and disheartened Letty off to his
rooms. He has almost persuaded her to
sacrifice herself when he receives news
that his married sister has eloped with a
lover. He is overcome with horror. Letty
now sees that he has one morality for his
set and quite another for her own. She
escapes in a driving rain and faints on
London Bridge. When Letty comes to
herself she is the honored guest of poor
Perry's rich uncle. Letchmere calls to
announce that he is free to marry her,
but she refuses him. She has accepted
the love of Perry because it is founded
on honor and respect.
Program
and Exploitation Catchlines:
She Could Marry a Man with Gold — A
Man with a Title — And a Poor Man
with Love — See Which of the Three
Suitors Letty Chooses in Convincing
Drama.
These Are the Three Questions Letty
Had to Face — "Can I Marry a Rich
Man
Be Happy?"
"Can Be
I Marry
a Manand with
a Title— and
Contented?"— "Can I Afford to Marry a
Poor Photographer Who Will Give Me
His
Love?" See Which One She
Answers.
"The
She Loves
Allowedof Letty"
Riches Numbered
to Blind HerThree
Eyes—
to
the
Light
of
Love
—
But
Then
—
For
the Remainder of the Story See This
Appealing Play.
Exploitation
.Vngles: Play up Miss
Fredericks, but work hard on the problem of the play. Try such arguments as
"One man was poor, but decent. One was
rich and well meaning, but a drunkard.
The third was a most attractive libertine
with money to burn and a plentiful supply
of matches.
lover forms.
won Letty?"
Recast
this inWhich
different
If you
can get cut outs of the three from the
posters, hang a label about the neck of
each one and ask the same question.
"Huckleberry Finn"
Paramount Production of Mark Twain
Story Is Vastly Entertaining.
Reviewed by Clarence L. Linz.
atEVERY "kid" into town is naturally
erry Finn."
from
Mark Twain,
The booktractedby"Huckleb
which this film is adapted, has always
been a favorite with the boys, and the
picture is not a disappointment. It is
full of harem-skarem action that pleases
and amuses. This is not necessarily a
the grown-ups
child's
n,
Washingtothat
GardenforTheatre,
filled thepicture,
at every showing enjoyed every foot
of the film. Its popularity was attested
by the peals of laughter at the particularly funny points and the applause that
closed the performance.
The Washington audiences are not
particularly enthusiastic, but "Hucklewent across
in finetheshape.
Lewis berry
D. Finn"
Sargent,
who takes
part
of that youngster, does not play it,
he just seems to live it. His running
mate, Gordon Griffith as Tom Sawyer,
is very good, and the Duke and the
King, the broken down actors, add to
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the comedy, while lending just a bit
of pathos when they try to swindle a
bevy of good looking girls.
Frank Lanning, as HucV's father, gave
a good representation of the way in
which a man of that type might act.
He puts a lot of action into his work,
especially when roughing it with
"Huck."
The picture is well made. The spectator does not have to exert his imagination at all, and the people can sit back
and enjoy the picture while the scenes
build up themselves, one after another,
into a delightful entertainment.
Cant.
"Huckleberry" Finn
Lewis Sargent
Widow Douglas Katherine Griffith
Miss Watson
Martha Mattox
Huck's
Father Orral
FrankHumphrey
Lanning
The Duke
The King
Tom D. Bates
Tom Sawyer
Gordon Griffith
Aunt Polly
Edythe Chapman
Becky Thatcher
Thelma Salter
Jim
George Reed
Judge Thatcher
L. M. Wells
Uncle Harvey
Harry Rattenbury
Mary Jane Wilks
Esther Ralston
Johanna
Fay Lemport
Mrs. Sally Phelps Eunice Van Moore
School Teacher
Charles Edler
Storyby by
Twain. Ivors.
Scenario
JuliaMark
Crawford
Directed by William D. Taylor.
Length. 7,186 feet.
The Story.
When the story opens Huck has been
adopted by the Widow Douglas, who is
trying to "civilize" him with the aid of
her prim maiden sister, Miss Watson.
With Tom Sawyer, Huck decides to start
ano-account
robber gang.
this time
Huck's
fatherAbout
reappears,
determined
to
get
his
son's
share
of
the
money,
in a cave, and has almost frightenedfound
the
boy into giving him all he has when
Finn Judge
off. apears and chases the elder
the
That night he abducts Huck and starts
down the Mississippi. The boy is thrown
into a lonely cabin and beaten so badly
that he decides to escape at any cost.
Making dered
it andappear
he has
thrownthatInto
the been
river,murho
breaks out of the cabin and gets away
in a drifting canoe.
In the meantime, Jim, the Widow Douglas' slave boy, hears that he is to be sold
to a trader and runs away. Meeting
Huck. the two join Issues. After Huck
hears the news of his own death, he and
Jim leave town on a raft. At the last
moment two broken-down actors, styling
themselves
the by
"King."
run
down tothethe"Duke"
shore, and
pursued
men
and dogs, and get aboard the raft.
At the next town the actors land and
ce at the town
performan
terlble
give
forces the troupe to
audience
hall. aThe
flee for their lives. The King and the
next imperpersonate the brothers
Duke
of a deceased Mr. Wilks and attempt
he has
possession
to getHuck
the daughter,
fondtheof wealth
grows of
left.
Mary Jane Wilks, and steals the money
to prevent. it falling into the hands of the
impostors The real relatives appear In
time to foil the ex-actors. Jim and Huck
run away to escape their wrath.
The inKing
theboys
their and
skiff the
and Duke
come overtake
aboard. The
party lands at Pikesville and the King
sells Jim to a man named Phelps. Huck
determines to rescue Jim. He learns that
Mrs.
Sawyer's
Polly'sIs
sister.Phelps
She ishasTomnever
seen Aunt
Tom and
given to understand that Huck is her
nephew. Tom Sawyer shortly afterward
appearsthatand.
being a convinced
by
Huck
he isafter
not seeing
ghost, agrees
to let the Phelpses believe that Huck is
Tom. He Is to make his appearance as
SidTheSawyer,
Tom's brother.
away,
scuffle boys
Tom spirit
is shot Jim
In the
leg but
and inis the
put
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to bed at the Phelps house. Huck visits
him, when they spy Aunt Polly listening.
She tells them that Jim was given his
freedom a month ago. She then informs
the
Huck'sof true
identity and
takesPhelpses
the boy,of cured
his adventuring,
back to the Widow Douglas.
Program
nn<I E^.xploitatlon Catchlines:
All the Pathos, Fun and Adventure of
Mark blyTwain's
Story AdmiraAdapted toFamous
the Screen.
Some Bright Spots (in ''Huckleberryi
Finn" Are — The Chase of the Slave
Hunters — The "Robber
Band" at
Work and the Riot at the "Royal
Nonesuch."
See Laughing Freckle-faced Huck Finn
— Tom Sawyer and All of His Plans —
Pretty Mary Jane and All the Other
Famous Characters of Mark Twain's
Noted Story in Screen Presentation.
A Tale of the Good Old Days in Missippi
Intermingling Laughter and Tears.
Exploitation Angles: Follow the lines of
exploitation used for the first presentation, which can be found on page 886 of
the issue dated February 7. Especial
attention should be directed to the libraries and schools, if possible obtaining cooperation with the school board.
"The Forbidden Woman"
Clara Kimball Young in Elaborate Production Distributed by Equity.
Reviewed by Donald H. Clark.
the storyin
en Woman"
ForbiddSorei,
THEof Diane
leading iswoman
atre. play
of
that
name
at
a
Paris
She refuses the attentions of a theaman
about town; he kills himself in her
apartment. Living in America under an
assumed
"to forget,"
she falls
love with name,
an author,
the brother
of thein
wife of the Paris admirer. When he
finds the truth he doubts her, then forgives.
While there is little new about such
a plot, yet the picture is one that seems
likely to meet with public favor. There
is no question that the role of Diane
Sorel ofTers Clara Kimball Young one
of the greatest opportunities she has
had on the screen and she makes the
most of it. She is suited to the part,
and she plays it with a reality that
makes it very impressive. Conway
Tearle, playing opposite as Malcolm
Kent, is excellent.
The story moves swiftly and interest
is sustained throughout. There can be
slight criticism of the production aside
from the weakness of the story itself.
Elaborate interiors and well chosen pastoral scenes add much to the beauty of
the picture.
"The Forbidden Woman" is sure to
please all admirers of Miss Young, for
it shows her at her best. It will also
please those who enjoy an old plot carefully and elaborately worked out in a
new setting.
Cast.
Diane Sorel
Clara Kimball Young
Malcoln Kent
Conway Tearle
Andre de Clermont Jaquel Fanol
Mme. de Clermont Kathryn Adams
Edward Harding
Urutes Hall
Maid
Milla Davenport
Author, Lenore Coffee.
Length, 5,663 feet.
Diane Sorel is playing the title role in
"The Forbidden Woman" at a Paris theatre. The author and her manager, Edward
Harding, watches over her like a father,
and she is almost a forbidden woman to
the world at large.
One of Diane's most ardent admirers Is
Andre de Clermont, an impecunious noble-
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man, who has married a rich American
girl for her money. Fearing the affair
will go too far, Harding has Diane send a
note to de Clermont, telling him that such
constant attentions from a married man
are not flattering, and that he could never
see her again. De Clermont comes to
Diane's rooms, demands that the privilege
of at least seeing her often and, when refused, shoots himself. The affair, of
course, gains great notoriety, and Diane
flees to America to escape it all, accomtector. panied by her maid, and Harding as proIn a beautiful country home in America,
living under the name of Diane Durand,
she rapidly regains her old spirit, and
studies a new play with Harding.
She meets Malcolm Kent in the pasture
near her home by accident. He is an author, living on the adjoining estate. The
attraction is mutual and they are together
constantly. Diane tries to tell him something of her past experiences, but he will
not listen. They are engaged before Diane
learns
a picture
on Malcolm's
table
that it from
was his
sister that
was the widow
of Andre de Clermont.
Diane rushes to her home, almost killed
with grief. Malcolm goes over to tell her
that his sister will arrive the next day
from Paris. Diane tells him that she is
really Diane Sorel. Malcolm is horrified
and will not believe her protests of innocence and even accuses Harding of being her lover. He leaves, but returns a
few minutes, to seize her in his arms and
kisses her passionately.
The sister arrives, tells Malcolm that
she had found the letter Diane sent Andre,
and that it was because of her refusal
to be more than an acquaintance that
Andre had shot himself. His belief in
Diane restored, he rushes to her. Diane
forgives him and promises to be his wife.
Pro-am
and Exploitation Catolilines:
Clara Kimball Young in a Role Gives
Her Opportunity to Display Her
Charms.
Story of An Actress Who Wins the Love
of Brother-in-Law of Man Whose
Love She Spurned.
Swiftly Moving Story of the Loves of An
Actress
Told in An Elaborate Production,
Exploitation Angies: CeuLcr interest
upon Miss Young and the character she
portrays, but seek to sell the character
rather than the story. To emphasize the
title put bars across all portrait posters
or festoon padlocked chains across their
fronts.
"The Cup of Fury"
GoldwynStory
Production
of Rupert
Has Strong
Cast. Hughes'
Reviewed by S. J. Anderson.
INnovel,
this production
of Rupert
which appeared
seriallyHughes'
in the
Red Book magazine last year, there
are several thrilling moments, but no
continued suspense except in the last
few scenes. The interest is held
throughout the play by the appeal of
Helene Chadwick as Marie Louise or
Mamise, as her lover insists on calling
her. She gains the sympathy of the
audience in the first reel by her touching portrayal of the frightened and
broken-hearted girl upon the arrest and
suicide of her foster parents. Sir Joseph
and Lady Webbling; and she holds that
sympathy through the remainder of the
production as only an innocent girl,
alone in the world and wrongly suspected, could hold it. Miss Chadwick
fits the part, and she plays it with just
the right combination of patriotic seriousness and of girlish whimsicality.
Rockliflfe Fellows is an interesting and
convincing "Davidge," and Frank Leigh
as "Nicky," the English secret service
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agent who arrests Sir Joseph and Lady
Webbling, does his work cleverly. Jake
could hardly have been better portrayed
than
H. A.
portrayal
of him.
In fact
theMorgan's
entire cast
is very
well
adapted to the story.
The play as a whole is convincing, but
the big incident, that of the bomb exploding on the ship, when it neither
destroys the ship nor hurts Mamise and
only gives Davidge a scratch on the
head, seems to need some explanation.
Cast.
Marie Louise, "Mamise '. .Helene Chadwick
Davidge
Rockliffe Fellows
Nicky
'.Frank Leigh
Lady Clif ton-Wyatt Clarissa Selwyn
Lady Webbling
Kate Lester
Sir Joseph Webbling .... Herbert Standing
Polly AViddicombe Florence Deshon
Major Widdicombe Dwight Crittenden
Verrinder
Sidney Ainsworth
Jake
H. A. Morgan
Abbey
Marion Colvin
Larry
Wade Botler
Mrs. Prothero
Eleanor Hancock
Story by Rupert Hughes.
Directed by T. Hayes Hunter.
Length, five reels.
Tlie Lady
Storj-. Webbling, the
Sir Joseph and
German-born foster parents of Marie
Louise, are arrested just after a dinner
given by them in their London home for
informing the submarines as to the sailings of Allied vessels. Marie Louise is
also placed
under arrest
for having
carried communications
between
Sir Joseph
and the German spy, Verrinder. Sir Joseph declares that the girl did not know
what she was carrying. Under the pretext of gathering up some clothes to take
with them to the Tower, Sir Joseph and
Lady Webbling go into the next room and
drink poison.
Nicky, the secret service agent, upon
finding out that Marie Louise was born in
the United States — having been adopted
by the Webljlings, because of a resemblance to their dead daughter — promises
to let her go back to America, if she will
take oath not to tell what happened there
that night. She takes the oath.
Marie Louise goes to America and looks
up her one-time friend in London. Polly
Widdicombe, who lives near Washington,
D. C. She again meets Davidge, the
American shipbuilder, whom she had met
at Sir
Joseph's
and who performer
had recalledwhom
her
as
Mamise,
a vaudeville
he had once admired. Lady Clifton- Wyatt,
just from London, publicly cuts Marie
Louise and accuses her as a German spy
before an assemblage of guests. Davidge,
however, will not listen to her accusations, although the girl, bound by her
oath, may not clear herself.
Abbey, the wife of Jake, an I, W. W.,
sees
Marie Louise's
picture
the paper
as a visitor
from London
and indeclares
her
to be her long lost sister who ran away
and went on the stage. They bundle up
their onwhole
and go welcomes
to Polly'sAb-to
call
her. family
Marie Louise
bey and promises to get Jake a job Ini
Davldge's shipyard.
Marie Louise herself had already deto workin the
in Uavidge's
that bycided to go
helping
work of plant,
buildingSO'
ships for the Allies she could ease her
conscience for the unwitting part she had
played in Sir Joseph's program of destruction.
While she is living with Abbey and
Jake and working as Davidge's stenogVerrinder finds
but toshelisten
repulsesrapher,
his advances
and her,
refuses
to his suggestion that she help him In his
spy work
Germany.
rinder andfor
promises
to help.lake
him sees
blowVerup
Davidge's plant.
By going to work in the plant as a.
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regular laborer, however, and pretending
to be their confederate, Marie Louise is
able to foil them in their attempt, and
Davidge arrives on the scene in time to
throw Verrinder over the side of the big
ship, after a terrible scuffle. Jake falls
over the side, and both villains are killed.
Marie Louise is sponsor for the next vessel launched, which has been named the
"Mamise" for her, and at the launching
Davidge announces their engagement.
Prueram
and Exploitation Catchllnes:
YouFamous
Probably
Now
NovelReadin Rupert
the Red Hughes'
Book. Come
and
See
"The
Cup
of
Fury"
on
Screen.
More Exciting Than the
the
Book.
An Innocent American Girl Is Suspected
of Being a German Spy Trying to Hinder the Building of Ships in America,
But She Foils the Villains and Saves
Her Lover's
Shipyard from Being
Blown
Up.
Interesting Drama Showing How the
True American Constructive Spirit
Wins Over Destructive I. W. W.-ism.
Exploitation Angles: Play up the cleverness of the American girl in outwitting
the plotters, and mention that the part is
taken by Miss Chadwick.
Advertise also
from
standpoint
Americanism
1. W. the"
W.-ism.
Keepof away
from theversus
war
viewpoint. Make the author and the story
the pivotalvertisingpoints
centers. about which your ad"Shod With Fire"
Five-Reel Fox Subject Features William
Russell in Story of the Plains.
Reviewed by Robert C. McBlravy.
, "Shod
eel Fox productionent
THIS
from
is quite differ
Fire,"age
with five-r
cts
featuring
subje
the aver
Wililam Russell. He is usually seen in
swift-moving, intense roles, and while
Bayard is attracBrucestory
his portr
itself moves
usual,of the
tive asayal
at slower speed. It is really a plot involving more human emotion than those
he generally appears in, and the big
moments are often carried by other
performers. Helen Ferguson and Betty
Schade, the two feminine leads, do perhaps a lion's share of the acting. The
latter gives a pleasing account of herself as the hotel waitress, Nora Brewster.
William Russell appears as Bruce Bayard, a young ranch owner, who, at the
opening of the story, is befriending an
intoxicated man. He meets the heroine,
Ann Lytton, who has just arrived at
the town hotel, and is searching for
her husband. The picture, as a whole,
is not up to the William Russell standard, though it tells a consistent story
with occasional strong moments.
Cast.
Brufe Bayard
William Russell
Ann Lytton
Helen Ferguson
Nora Brewster
Betty Schade
Ned Lytton
Robert Cain
Benny Lynch
George Stewart
The Parson
Nelson McDowell
Tommy Clary
Jack Connolly
Story by Harold Titus.
Sf-enarlo by J. Anthony Roach.
Directed by Emmett J. Plynn.
Length. Five Reels.
The Story.
Bruce Bayard, in "Shod with Fire," Is
a vonng ranch owner, who brings an
Intoxicated stranger into the town hotel
and takes him to a room for the night.
Whiln at the task of reviving the drunken
man he meets a new arrival, Ann Lytton,
a woman in search of her husband. The
drunken man Is recognized as the erring
spouse.
A warm friendship springs up between
Bnicp and Ann, which quickly ripens Into
Jove. But despite this, Bruce determines
to piny fair with both Ann and her hus-
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band. He takes Ned Lytton to his ranch
and sobers him up, Ann in the meantime
remaining at the town hotel. Nora Brewster, a waitress who loves Bruce, tries
to blacken his character with Ann. fearing the latter will steal his affections.
Later Nora's better nature asserts Itself
and she admits that her story was a lie.
Bruce meets Benny Lynch, a fiery young
fellow, who is searching for Ned Lytton
with a gun, determined to kill him for
having swindled his father out of a mining
property. Bruce saves Lytton from the
wrathful Benny for a time, but later the
youth succeeds in killing his man. The
story closes with the beginning of real
love between Bruce and the young widow.
Nora
happiness
hand finds
who loves
her. with a young ranch
Program
ami Exploitation Catchlinea:
"Shod sellwith
Rusin the Fire"
Role Stars
of a William
Toung Ranch
Owner — A Picture That Will Please.
A VividliamStory
Russell. of the Plains, with WilExploitation Angle*: William Russell
is the star, so put his name In big type.
Let them know he Is the leading character and then emphasize the fact that it is
a different role than he usually portrays.
Dress up your lobby with western atmosphere. Play up the title in bold letters
of red and explain that It Is a story of the
plains.
"Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries"
"The Wall Street Mystery" and "The
Scrap
of Paper,"
Twoof Excellent
Samples
of Series
Twelve
Five-Reelers.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
Film Corporation in
THE Arrow
distributing William Steiner's
series of twelve five-reel mystery
stories are fortunate in having something that the masses are sure to like.
Human curiosity is always responsive
to the lure of melodrama and, judging
from the two numbers of the series
under discussion, the second and third,
there is a big promise for the development of a live interest in the adventures
of "Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries."
"The Wall Street Mystery" is based
on a plausible and highly interesting
story, which is clearly defined. Some
of the detail is irrelevant to the story,
and sometimes the feminine lead is too

"He Is Not Dead!"
A holding moment from "The Scrap of
Paper,"of in
Arrow'sseries.
Elucidator
Mysteries
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obvious in her efforts to put across
emotional scenes. But in spite of any
faults which the picture may possess,
when it stretches into the last lap, the
spectator is perfectly satisfied with the
fact that he has witnessed the visualization of a stirring murder story with
a fine vein of suspense. The role of
"Tex" is played by Glen White with the
dignity and deliberation belonging to
a character, which has for its object
the protection of the innocent from the
bane of circumstantial evidence.
The principal events of the story of
"The Wall Street Mystery" take place in
the Wall Street office of Norman Temple. The source of the crime consists of a
package of mis ibonds
is comoned to sell. which
One ofTemple
the office
staff
borrows
them
from
Temple's
safe.
When
Temple discovers the theft, Minkin, the
clerk, attempts to return the bonds, and
in the struggle which ensues, when
Temple enters the room unexpectedly,
Minkin shoots him. Circumstantial evidence points at James Borden, who has
had business transactions with Temple,
and who has been heard to speak
threateningly to him on a recent visit to
the Temple office, by the stenographer.
The girl, who is helplessly mixed up
with the affair, becomes a victim of her
imagination and tells a story which is
believed
the authorities.
who
has been byquietly
working on"Tex,"
the case
by himself, by means of finger prints
and other scattered bits of evidence,
finally
unearths the truth with regard
to
the crime.
Tex Cast.
Glen White
Mary Costello Miss Jane McAlpine
Norman Temple
David Wall
James Borden Alexander F. Frank
Mrs. Borden
Marie Treador
Tom Williams
Joseph Striker
Minkin
Leo Delaney
Temple'sDirection
Housekeeper
by Tom Augusta
Collins. Perry
Length, Five Reels.
"The Scrap of Paper."
"The Scrap of Paper" Is In some respects
not quite as strongly constructed as It
might he, but has the same drawing qualities as "The
Wallcircumstantial
Street Mystery."
The
featured
element,
evidence.
Is well covered, and only one or two
minor inconsistencies occur throughout
the five reels. The cast, which will be
much the same throughout the series, is
for the most part a good one. The director has secured the necessary element
of successful melodrama suspense and
has held It to the finish.
The story Is based on the question of
food profiteering. An agreement signed
by three dealers to hold up the price of
milk is held by Jacob Strauss, head of
the provision pool, who quarrels with his
associates and places them In terror of
a disclosure of their misdeeds. When
Strauss is shot the blame Is traced to
those
last seen
on his
own hook,
traceswith
the him.
crime "Tex,"
to a resident
of Chinatown, and with some helpers
causes a rough house In an opium den,
and brings out his prey. The scrap of
paper
found
the Injured
man's found
hand
fits Into
the Inoriginal
agreement
with
the Chinaman.
Cant.
Jacob Strauss William Fredericks
Sybil
Jane McAlpine
Harry Gray
Joseph Striker
Welby
Royd
Leo
John Harwood
DavidDelaney
Wall
James Blake
Robert Taber
Lloyd Jenkins
Joseph Sullivan
The District Attorney .. Alexander Frank
Direction by Tom Collins.
Length, Five Reels.
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"The Street Called Straight"
GoldwynStoryProduction
Basil King's
Is a Pleasingof Feature.
Reviewed by Clarence L. Linz.
THE Street Called Straight," based
on
Basila pleasing
King's story
of thatis name,
while
feature
in no
way unusual. There is nothing particularly exciting about it and that lends to
the
ries. charm that a "human" picture carMilton Sills, as Peter Davenant, presents a strong character. He well portrays the part of the man who is determined to be successful. Naomi Childers,
as Olivia Guion, and Irene Rich, as Drusilla Fane, are charming. Alec Francis,
as Rodney Temple, comes in for a great
deal of praise. He is quite a favorite
and will earn more friends by his acting
in this film. Lydia Yeamans Titus as
Mme. Victoria de Mecourt adds a pleasing bit of comedy to the picture by her
seeming severity as the disappointed
aunt of Olivia Guion, determined not to
assist her niece financially because of a
refusal to marry the man she had selected for the young lady.
The film, produced by Goldwyn, is well
made. The photography is excellent and
the direction is good. The one outstanding feature is its cleanness and the
lack of morgue and triangle scenes that
are becoming tiresome to theatregoers.
Cast.
Peter Davenant
Milton Sills
Olivia Guion
Naomi Childers
Henry Guion
Charles Clary
Drusilla Fane
Irene Rich
Rodney Temple
Alec Francis
Mrs. Temple
Jane Sterling
Col. Rupert Ashley
Lawson Butt
Mme. De Melcourt. .Lydla Yeamans Titus
Story by Basil King,
r Directed by Wallace Worsley.
Length, 4,986 feet.
The .Story.
The
story
of
"The
Streetsection
Called ofStraight"
opens in the aristocratic
a small
town near Boston. For a number of
years the maintenance of the Guion family social tradition has been a tax beHenry kept
Gulon's
financial resources,
and heyondhas
up appearances
at the
expense
of
the
people
whose
funds he held
In trust.
While visiting with her cousin ,the
widow Drusilla Fane, in England, Olivia
Guion met Colonel Rupert Ashley of the
celebrated Sussex Rangers; and, after a
very dignified courtship, they became engaged. Ashley had once thought of offering Drusilla Fane the honor of his
name, but Olivia appealed to him as a being more fitted for the position.
Peter Davenant, a sincere, intellectual
young engineer whose parents had been
modest missionary workers, had once offered his love to Olivia and been refused.
By a trick of fate, Olivia's approaching
marriage
and the ofrevelation
of Guion'sto
misappropriation
funds promised
come within the same period. Worried
almost to distraction, Guion confessed his
error to Temple, a relative and intimate
friend, and to Peter. The latter promptly
offered to advance money to cover the
deficiency.
He overcame
Guion's
tions by convincing
him that
his actobjechad
nothing whatever to do with his former
admiration of Olivia, The girl could not
understand such open generosity, but her
suspicionssolutewere
soon with
quietedwhich
by thePeter
abindifference
treated her.
When Ashley arrived in America, '^he
found himself the central' figure of an i»n*
possible ofsituation.
He could
vantage
Olivia's offer
to freenothim,takeas ad-'
his
English comi)anions would term him a rotter for backing out. Yet he could not
marry a girl under such great obligation
to a former suitor, Ollvfa's wealthy Aunt
Vic, Mme. De Melcourt, solved the problem. She refunded Peter's money, leaving
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Olivia free to show her admiration for
that sterling fellow. Ashley, in the meantime, has become aware that he prefers
Drusilla, so the several threads of the
story terminate happily for all.

a career, and when her sweetheart. Lieutenant Strong, is called to the war. she
falls an easy prey to the attentions of an
elderly man and consents to accompany
him to fithe
when promised the fullment of hercityambitions.
One day a newspaper reveals the fact
"The Amazing Woman"
that Mrs. Frane has died of a broken
Ruth Clifford Featured in Republic Proheart because
of her
disap-a
duction Portrays Character of
pearance, and the
man daughter's
hands Anitra
Questionable Sincerity.
check to cover her journey to attend her
mother's funeral. On arrival there she
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
receives a letter from him stating that ho
is going away, that marriage between
on,
ted
Lloyd
a
is
by
distribu
producti
Carleton
them would be foolish ,and that she had
THE AMAZING WOMAN"
better forget him.
Republic Distributing Corporation.
Recovered from the shock, she resolves
In it Ruth Clifford plays the role of
Anitra Frane, a woman in which there to devote her life to the sick children of
the poor,
money house
for thiswhere
purare plenty of opportunities to illustrate
pose she and
opensto again
gambling
the changes worked by circumstances
ment
on the manner and where
and environ
she is she
known
onlytheasrich
"Theof Flame,"
and
fieeces
their money
physical appearance of an individual, as through cunning agents. One day she
well as on the general lines of charmeets young Strong, who has returned
from France, and allows him to take a
, angelic creais anto innocent
from Shefirst
last.
ture acter.
journey to her old home to call on her, and
when he arrives she is there to greet him.
The picture is carefully made and She
then decides to give up her gambling
does not play up the unmoral element,
interests,
and remain true to her former
which is a possibility of the story. On
sweetheart. When they have plighted
the contrary its intention seems to be to their
troth he brings his father to see her,
laud the best qualities of its characters,
and it Is then that that she learns that
|'iniiiiiiiriiiiH(iriitiitiiiitiiriii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiii i imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiitiitiiiL the man who wronged her was the father
of herof fiance.
That night
father
dies
heart failure,
and theStrong's
son is spared
the
truth.
When
he
becomes
mayor
of
I
"Alarm Clock Andy"
f
I Paramount-Ince Picture Presents | the city he raids Anitra's gambling house
in search Isof later
the notoxious
"Flame."
The
I Charles Ray in Characteristic | mystery
cleared up
by Anitra,
and the lovers decide to forget the past
I
Comedy.
| and
live in the future.
I
Reviewed by Jacob Smith. |
I
By Telegraph to the World. |
COMMENTS
RUNNERS (Pox). A Mutt
De- jf andTHEJeff RUM
ay Strand,
this week
is being
animated, in which the pair visit
the Broadw
AT troit,
a
subm
irine
cafe,
jast outside the threeB
shown
a Paramount-Ince | mll" limit. They meet
up witha some
meri1 with
production,
"Alarm
Clock
Andy,"
|
maids
aftd
have
altogether
wonderful
Charles Ray, who plays the |
party.
A
typical
number.
I part of a bashful young man, |
THE PLUMBERS (Fox). A Mutt and
I which is one of his specialties | Jeff animated, full of fantastic situations
I which have made him extremely i of an amusing character. They pose as
I popular. It cannot be said that | plumbers in a large apartment house and
I this latest production ranks with | get into numerous difficulties as a result.
T)ie humor
1 his previous one, "Red Hot Dol- | rather
broad. of the bathroom scenes Is
I lars," yet it is above the average |
SHERIFF NELL'S COMEBACK (SunI program picture. There is no big |
shine). This two-reel subject introduces
Moran In her familiar burlesque
I punch or no big scene in "Alarm | Polly
character,
Sheriff Nell. She fights and
II sistent
Clock Andy"
yet itinterest
is a constory, andholds
as 11 subdues a whole police force, single-handed, and finally assists in the capture ot
I good comedy, has many laughs |
Silk Shirt Gus. The fun Is of the roughI and the usual splendid Ince direc- 1 and-tumble,
fast-and-f urlous sort.
I tions and settings as well as sup- . 1
SHERIFF'S
OATH subject,
(Western),
Feb.
I porting cast. The best that can be 1 28.THE
— A two-reel
Universal
by Paul
Annltzer,
with
"Hoot"
Gibson
and
JoseII said
for
"Alarm
Clock
Andy"
is
|
phine Hill In the leads. The number is
that it will please and satisfy most |
in melodramatic situations, some of
I photoplay audiences.
| strong
which
are new. The murder mystery Is a
I Cast and story will be published | good one
the averted hanging, while
I next week.
| a familiarandsituation,
has been carefully
staged. The Subject is a ^od one of its
=:iiniiiau)uuuiuinminiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiminmniiiittnttiirilluiiriiiliNiiiiiriimiriiiiiiitiiiuuiHi,~
RUNNING STRAIGHT (Western). A
in spite of the fact that its heroine is a type.
Universal subject, by Philip Hibwoman who leaves home to become the two-reel
bard, with "Hoot" Gibson, L. M. Wells
mistress of a man years beyond her in and
Virginia Faire In the cast. "Hoot"
age, with the hope of winning success
plays lowthewho role
of a good
youngwith
slum-reared
felmakes
a man who
with her voice, and afterward opens a
gambling house in which she fleeces the befriends him and then sacrifices his good
name to save the latter's son. The numrich to give to the poor. The director
ber has some strong touches of pathos and
has no doubt chosen the least objection- "Hoot"
Gibson does some natural acting.
kind. able way of presenting a story of this
THE SECRET HOST (Pathe).— No. 15,
the closing
"ThehasBlack
Edward Coxen in the role of LieuThis
strong chapter
serial of
story
beenSecret."
grradtenant Strong does justice to the role of ually moving up to a climax which proves
quite
as
interesting
as
could
be
expected.
young medical student.
Evelyij and Kay finally penetrate ti^e se.<i(£>
Cast.
ijjiitra Frane i
Ruby Clifford
cret
whichback
a mlllloa
man turopel,
soldiers through
are pouring
behind Gerthe
Lieutenant Strong? Edward Coxen
The Story.
Allied lines. They destroy the tunnel and
escap«r:l«i an exciting manner. Vaux, whose
Amazing
loyalty has been In constant doubt, finally
is The
Anitraheroine
Frane, ofa "The
beautiful
young Woman"
woman
true blue and gives up his life to
whose mother has sought seclusion with proves
her, after the tragic death of her father. the Allied cause.
Anitra, blessed with a beautiful singing
GETTING HIS GOAT (Rolln-Pathe).— •
voice, becomes possessed with a desire for A "Snub" Pollard subject, which opens up
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a multitude of comic adventures, some of
•whicli are quite amusing and will make
a special appeal to children. Snub acquires a small Koat and starts off with it.
Many knockabout scenes occur, in which
a half dozen policemen take part. The
small colored boy. Sambo, also appears.
PATHK REVIBW. No. 37 (Pathe). —
Tinted views of a forest in Portunal. once
the scene of a fjreat victory by the Duke
of Wellington, lead this number. A strong
feature is a study of the seventeen-year
locusts by Or. Ditmars. Scenes from the
steel mills of France, some dances by
Wme. Desiree Lubovska and other features
are included.
THE SUBSTITUTE MESSENGER
(Pathe), Chapter 7 of "The Adventures of
Ruth."
— Thismanner
opens with
scenesRuth
showing
the clever
in which
and
Bob conceal the saddlebags filled with
gold until they are restored to their
rightful owner. Ruth obeys the injunctions of another key and finds herself at
a. masked ball, where further exciting adventures await her. The number is full of
Incident and picturesque situations.
THE H.\REM MODEL (Pathe). — Chapter 8 of "The Adventures of Ruth." Ruth
Roland is exhibiting a great deal of versatile acting ability in this serial. The costumings and settings are also well ahead
of the average, and it makes a very attractive chapter-story. In this number
«he and Bob Wright recover some bonds,
formerly
possession
of
Ruth's tofather,
-which
The inThirteen
are melodramatic.
planning
steal.
The action
is swift and
THE CELLAR GANGSTERS (Pathe),
Episode
"The Adventures
of Ruth."is —a
The chief9 ofadventure
in this number
kidnapping,
in
which
Ruth
cleverly
stitutes herself for a member of subthe
"Cellar
Gang."
a
girl
named
Annie.
She
thus gains possession of the stolen chil 1.
but is quickly detected in the deception by
other members. Bob aids her in getting
away with the child. The action is swift
and the scenes full of interest.
THE HEART SNATCHERS (Sunshine).
- — A two-reel comic, abounding in pretty
girls and amusing knockabout situations.
The opening scenes are at a reception,
which becomes a riotous event. Later
scenes occur in and near a village blacksmith shop. Much of the business is original and laughable. The cast Includes
Jack Cooper. Marvel Rea and others.
FISHING (Fox). — A Mutt and Jeff animated, full of typical humor. The pair
go fishing and Mutt has adventures with
some skunks. Later he meets a fair
young bathing girl who intrigues his
affections until a rival appears.
HER NAUGHTY WINK (Sunshine).—
A two-reel Fox comic, featuring Bill
Franey, Ethel Teare, Ed Kennedy and
others. Franey plays the role of a tailor
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who flirts with another man's wife. The
husband gets a gun after him and there
are the usual knockabout situations. The
flood scenes in the last reel are immense,
outdoing
anything
this particular
kind
the reviewer
has of seen.
Automobiling
undeiground
is
another
good
comic
feature of this entertaining number.
THE HIDDEN WAY (Pathe). Chapter
14 of "Thecrops
Blackup Secret."
A surprisingof
situation
in this — instalment
this war serial, which carries a strong and
well developed story interest and is altogetherfilmone stories.
of the best
of recent
continued
Evelyn
and McKay
discover the great secret at last, a tunnel
extending well back of the enemy lines,
through which the Germans plan to pour
a million troops. The courageous spies
traverse the tunnel, only to be captured at
the other end, where they are ordered shot
by their supposed superior officer, Vaux.
PATHE REVIEW, NO. 38. — This opens
with a delightful series of tinted views
taken in Morocco, a revelation of picturesque beauty, with scenes from the native
life throws
included.
Ditmar's study
of the
ant
someDr.interesting
new light
on
this tiny creature. The lighting system
employed
along ofthea Hudson
camera studies
horse inriver,
action,"slow
and "
some Egyptian dances are other features.
WALTZ ME AROUND (Rolin-Pathe). —
"Snub" Pollard appears in this comic number as a dandy. Though engaged in the
express and transfer business he has social aspirations. The small colored boy.
Sambo, assists him in breaking into the
dancing academy. There are innumerable
pretty girls in this and riotous knockabout situations of a fairly amusing sort.
ALLlardLIT
(Pathe). the
— A hero
"Snub"
comedy,UPin which
first Polappears as a park dandy, chasing butterflies and flirting with the girls. His adventures take him to a restaurant, where
he gets into numerous difficulties and he
finally winds up in jail. The situations
are of the familiar knockabout type and
contain a fair amount of humor.
GOOD LITTLE BROWNIE (Century). —
A two-reel comic, featuring Merta Sterling. Clint Bowes and the Century Wonder-Dog. Many of the scenes are pictured
at the beach and bathing girls are shown.
The action is the familiar knockabout
sort, not particularly strong in humorous
effect, but will prove entertaining to many
audiencees. It is a comic that will undoubtedly please children.
KAINTUCK'S WARD (Western). Feb.
14. — A two-reel western subject, by George
Hawkes. featuring Dick La Heno, Robert
Burns.
Charles
and Peggy
O'Dare.
The plot,
whichDorian
is rather
conventional,
concerns
a
"square"
gambler
who
breaks and then saves the lover of a first
girl
whom he later loves himself. The girl
gives up her lover in favor of the gambler
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after
learningstrength.
the former's
the latter's
The weakness
productionandis
quite entertaining, though not one of any
great originality.
THE RACING DEATH (Universal), Feb.
16. — Chapter
of "Elmo
Fearless."
This
number is2 full
of swifttheaction,
with
many melodramatic
moments.
The their
survivors of the wrecked Santiam make
way to the Big Bear lumber region, where
it is planned to substitute Lucille Hatton
for Edith. Elmo wins the friendship of
an Indian, Standing Bear, and has numerwithboxHorton's
gang.
Edith's
ride ous
in battles
the wild
car is well
staged.
NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE NO. 52 (Universal).— This opens with scenes from the
life of an aged blind man, who has dehis insense
of touch.
Japaneseveloped
actors greatly
appear
several
fight scenes
of an entertaining sort. Study of reptile
and animal skulls, experiments with liquid
air and funny
excerpts
fromincluded.
children's
examination
papers,
are also
NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE NO. 54 (Universal), Feb. 27. — This opens with some
interesting views of a Tennessee trapper,
Henry Walker, who makes a living from
the sale of pelts. Gowns designed by
Margaret Wade Grinager, some extremely
amusing dog drawings of the animated
type, a study
humorous
want ofadstheareferret,
also and
shownsomein
this strong number.
Book* Pickford Film for Third Tima.
As a result of breaking box-office
records for the S. A. Lynch Enterprises
at Memphis, Tenn., during its first and
second
showings,
starring Mary
Pickford"TheandHoodlum,"
distributed
by
First National Exhibitors' Circuit has
been booked for a third return engagement at Memphis in the near future.
"Daddy feature
Long Legs,"
the initial
Pickford
distributed
by Mary
First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
has
likewise been booked for a return showing
at Memphis.
What U the "Talent?"
producing Film
"The Company
DangeroushasTalent"
theIn .A.merican
gone
to great lengths to keep the talent a secret during its production and advertising of this new "Flying A Special,
which is now just receiving its first
bookings. The posters circle all around
the facts and the ads give some interesting items which
"warm,"
but fie]d
the
exhibitors
are leftarewith
an open
for all sorts of guessing and exploitation possibilities.

It.
to Prove
ker.Harrison
Here Are ThreeandL.ughma
Kul
"Klean. hat i. What
Call Chri. tie ..Comedy.
wnat
roiK.
Folk. y
; right
That'.
rlgh: Is
K ™.dv" —-That
^ , Komedy
lean-Kul
Komedy
W;*'*/."'"
with Dnrothv
Dorothy Devore
Devore and Jimmie
Jimmie Harrison;
Left is "Kids and Kid^e^ts^. center^is^N^^^^^^ l^^^^,,^ „„e forms to the right oblique.
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers
to Comments, and "R" to Reviews. Volume number is also shown where information was published in
previous volumes.
Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
P-1116. Hours (Ince Special). Vol. 43;
Dangerous
TheSpecial).
Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore — Super
FOX FILM CORPORATION
W. W. HODKINSON
February.
Double Speed (Wallace Reid). Vol. 43; P-944.
All-of-a-Sudden
BENJAMIN
HAMPTON — Inc.
GREAT
SPECIALS.
4.'!: P-1114. Peggy (Marguerite Clark). Vol.
AUTHORSB. PICTURES.
The Stroneest (All-Star).
The P-941.
Six Best Cellars (Bryant Washburn). Vol. The Sagebrusher
(Hampton Production). Vol.
■bould a Husband PorsWe? Vol. 41; P-llH.
43: P-297.
While New York Sleeps (All-Star).
On— With
Dance (Mae Murray- Super Special
The Westerners.
Vol. 43 ; P-297.
Seven theReels).
WILLIAM FARNUM SBRIES.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, Inc.
The Amateur Wife (Irene Castle).
Wlaga of the MomlDg. Vol. 42; P-OTS.
The
Desert
of
Wheat
(Six Parts — Hamptoa
Production).
Black
Is
White
(Dorothy
Dalton
—
Ince).
Heart Strings (William Famum — Six Parts).
Vol. 43; P-299.
Mary's AnkleLean). Vol.(Doris
May and Douglas Mc- Desert Gold (Hampton Production).
43; P-ni8.
J. PARKER READ, JR.. PRODUOTIOirS.
Huckleberry
Finn (Super(Ethel
SpecialClayton).
— Six Reels).
PEARL WHITB SERIBS.
Young Mrs. WInthrop
The Seven
Lone Parts).
Wolf's Vol.
Daughter
(Louise Gianni
The White Moll.
Comedies.
42; P-1010.
TOM MIX SBIUBB.
DEITRICH-BECK.
Inc.
The
Night
of
the
Dub
(Ernest
Treux
—
Two
Tke Feud. Vol. 43; P-IOOS.
Reels).
Vol. (Mr.
43; and
P-939.Mrs. Carter DeHaven). The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Keayon).
Excess
Baggage
The
Cyclone.
Vol.
43;
P-776.
The
Harvest
Moon
(Doris
Kenyon
— Six Parts).
Tk« DareAeTll.
ARTCO PRODUOnONS.
P-1H9.
Jan. Vol.
The 43:
Garage
(Arbuckle).
rOX ENTBRTAINMBNTS.
The
Capitol
(Leah
Baird—
Six
ParU)).
Vol.
Feb. Ten Dollars or Ten Days (Sennett).
The Lloeoln Hlghwarman (William Russell).
Feb. Hoodooed (DeHaven).
43; P-149. (Leah Balrd— Six ParU).
Cynthla-of-the-Mlnute
Vol. 48; P-a98.
Burton Holnws Travel Pictures.
The Shark
43; P-633.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIOirS.
Jan. 25 — From Blarney to Broadstalrs.
■ho«
With(George
rtre Walsh).
(WUIIkb Vol.R«aMin.
The Joyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan). T«L
names of the Flesh (Oladra Broekwell). YoL Feb. 1 — Belgium Smiles Again.
42; P-1011.
Feb. 8 — Filmiag Ferocious Formosans.
P-14«. Bheoter (Buck J*bm).
The P-777.
Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrlgaal.
Feb. 15 — Parisian Faces and Figures.
Tk« 48;
Saiiare
Vol. 42; P-1011.
Feb. 22 — Oriental College Boys and Co-eds.
TtB-Paa Alley (Albert Ray and Elinor Fair).
Live Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 43:
Feb. 29— The Yankee Watch on the Rhine.
Vol.
43;
P-28«.
Paramount Mafcazlne.
What Would You Do? (Madlalne Traverse).
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
Jan. 25 — Nature's Beauty Parlor.
Vol. 43; P-778.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
Her P-iMl.
Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43; Feb. 1 — Famous Women In World's Work.
43; P-778.
Feb.
8
—
Museum
Mysteries.
•
Feb. 15 — The Lure of Fashion.
The Last Straw (Buck Jones). Vol. 43; P-111.5. Feb.
22 — On the Job with Grandma.
Extraordinary Specials.
Feb. 29 — TheContinent.
Growth of the North American
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
A Tale of Two Cities (William Farnum).
Salome (Theda Bara).
The
Honor
System
(All-Star).
A Daughter of the Gods (Annette Kellerman).
Releases for Week of January 2S.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Les Miserables (William Farnum).
No. Robbery).
12 of The Black Secret (The Chanee Trail).
No. 6 of The Adventures of Ruth (Tho Baidl
sunshine: COMEDIB9.
Sherlir
Nell's Wink.
Comeback.
Almost
a Husband (Will Rocers). Vol. 41;
P-1014.
The Dippy
Her Private
Naughty
Pathe
ReviewDentist
No. 35.(Harry Pollard— One Rod).
Her
Husband.
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
Topics of the Day No. SI.
The Heart Snatcher.
42; ofP-1014.
The Great Nickel Robbery.
Releases for Week of February 1.
BondsP-364.
Love (Paulina Frederick).. Vol. 43;
A Light Weight Lover.
Other
Men's Shoes (Crauford Kent — Seven
Training for Husbands.
Jlnz P-147.
(MabelLordNormand).
43; P-1186.
Parts).
Vol.Black
43; P-632.
MUTT AND JEFT.
The
Gay
Quex (TomVol.Moore).
Vol. 48:
No.Fury).
13 of The
Secret (Wings of Mystery).
No.
6
of
The Adventures of Ruth (The Border
Cutting Out His Nonsense. Vol. 42: P-1191.
He P-638.
Ain't Done Right by Our Nell. Vol. 43; Jubllo (Will Rogers). Vol. 43; P-1(X»7.
Flame of the Desert (Oeraldlne Farrar). VoL All
Up (Harry
Pollard— One Reel).
PatheLit Review
No. 36.
On Strike. Vol. 43; P-638.
Shaking
the
Shimmy.
Topics of the Day No. 40.
The 42;
Cup P-246.
of Fury (Rvport Hughss).
The Rum Runners.
Pathe
News
No.
10.
Pinto (Mabel Normand), Vol. 43; P-940.
The Plumbers.
Toby's
Moore). (Will
Vol. 41;
P-1188.Vol. Pathe News No. 11.
Water, Bow
Water,(Tom
Everywhere
Rogers).
Releases for Week of February 8.
43;
P-1113.
No. 14 of The Black Secret (The Hidden Way).
The Silver Horde (Rex Beaek Produetloa).
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
No.
7
of tute
TheMessenger).
Adventures of Ruth (The SubstiThe P-1115.
Pallser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol. 43;
Getting His Goat (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Duds (Tom Meore).
His Davis
Royal— TwoSlyness
The Pickford).
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack
Reels), (Harold Lloyd— Mildred
The P-146.
Miracle of Love (Cosmopolitan). Vol. 43;
Pathe Review No. 37.
The
Little
Dears
(Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carter
DaBaTM
—
Twe
Keeli).
An Adventure In Hearts (Robert WarTopics
of theNo.Day12. No. 41.
wick), Vol.Than
43; P-469.
Pathe News
BRAY PICTOGKAPH8.
More Deadly
the Male (Ethel Clayton).
Pathe
News
No. 13.
Jlrl Pottery Makers ef the Caribbeans and Otkor
42; P-1101.
Releases for week of February 15.
The Vol.
Cinema
Murder (Marlon Daviea), Vol.
SublecU.
Taoa Indians and Olhsr SubJeetB.
Respectable by Proxy (Sylvia Bremer and
43; P-462.
Sadie
(Blllle (Hobart
Burke). Bosworth).
Vol. 43; P-942.
FORD BDUCATIONALS.
Vol. 43;
No. 15Robert
of TheGordon).
Black Secret
(The P-939.
Secret Host).
Behind Love
the Door
Vol. 48;
The
Stery
ef
Klaa.
P-300.
"Meat" Again.
No. Model).
8 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Harem
Kreatld*.
His4S;Wife's
Daredevil Jack (Jack Dcmpsey Serial) (The
P-466. Friend (Dorothy Dalton), Vol.
A Girl Named Mary (Marguerite Clarke),
Mysterious Bracelets). Vol. 43: P-1117.
Vol. 43; P-487.
Waltz
Around
Pollard — One Reel)
Jan. 4. The Woman In the Suitcase (Enid
Pathe Me
Review
No. (Harry
38.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Bennett). Vol. 43; P-B37.
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
42.
Pathe News Nos. 14 and 15.
Too Much Johnson (Bryant Washburn). Vol.
43; P-942.
ReIenH<-H f<»r Week of Feltrunry 22.
"FLYING A" SPECIALS.
The 13th Commandment (Bthel Clayton),
9 of The AMventures of Ruth (The Cellar
Vol. 43; P-466.
Six P-1703.
Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41; No. Gangsters)
. Jack (The Ball of Death).
Sand (William S. Hart). Vol. 43; P-1117.
No. 2 of Daredevil
Jan. Olsh).
18— Mary Ellen Comes to Town (Dorothy
The
Hellion
(Margarita
Fisher).
Vol.
43
;
P.
Eve P-854.
In Exile (Charlotte Walker). Vol. 42; After Thirty (John ' Cumberland and Mrs. Sydney Drew — Two Reels).
Jan. 18 — Huek Flan (Bpeetal).
The Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell). Raise the Kent (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Jan. 18. The
Knowledge (Robert Warwick). Vol.Tree
43: ofP-(«4.
No.
.'{9.
Pathe
Vol.
43:
P-463.
No. 43, Topics Hovlew.
of the Day.
The Honey Bee.
Jan. *SBMay).
— What's Tour Husband Doing T (Metiaan The
No. 10 and 17, Pathe News.
Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fishier).
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— Two Ward
Reels). (Bob Bums and Pecgy ODare
Kalntock's
RelemM* for Week of Fekmary IS.
TRIANGLE
ROBERTSON-COLE
No. 8 of The Lion Man (TTie Dungeon of DeNo. 2spair).
of Elmo the Fearless Crhe Racing Death).
Old
(Lyons-Moran
Jan. 4 — The Clodhopper (Clisrles Ray).
The Clothes
Madonna forof New
the Slums
(Holbrook— One
BlinnReel).
aad
B«ekoiilnK
Roadi
(Bessie
Barrlae&le).
VoL
4S;
A
Lunch
Room
Romance
(Mabel
Normand
—
— Sennett — One Reel).
P-14S.
Jeanne
Eaglee
—
Stage
Women's
War Relief—Two
Reels).
Dee. p-iooe.
The Toaf Mka (Bk7»kavm).
VoL 41: Jan. Two
11 — Only
a
Farmer's
Daughter
(Sennett
—
The Dunham
Bull Thrower
(Mna Gregory and Phil
Reels).
— Two Reels).
TheP-633.
Beloved Cheater (Lew Cody). Vol. 43:
Jan. —18—
Mabel's
Sennett
— OneSpeed
Reel). Cop (Mabel Normand A Sagebrush Gentleman (Bob Bnms and CbmrMerriam — Two Reels).
Jan. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton). No. lotte
Haunting
7,7. Hearst
News. News.
P-632. Shadows (H. B. Warner). Vol. 43;
Feb. 1— His Baby Doll (One Reel).
No.
International
The P-77T.
Third (Seneratlon (Betty Blythe). VoL 43; Feb. 8 — The
Master (Alice Lake — Two No. 53, New Screen Magazine.
ReelsDancing
)
Na 7, Universal Current Events.
The Beggar Prince (SesBUe Hayakawa). Vol. Feb. 15— Tiger Girl (Lillian (ilsh).
Feb. 15 — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
Releases for Week of Fe<>niary 23.
43 • P-^43.
Feb. 22— The Love Riot (Two Reels).
The Prince of Avenue A (James Ck)rbett). Vok
The Luck of C^eraldlne Laird (Bessie Barriscale).
43: P-468.
Vol. 43; P-1118.
No. 9 of The Lion Man (Sold Into Slavery).
Seeing It Through (Zasu Pitts).
No.
3
of Elmo the Fearless (The Life Line).
UNRT:RSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Snpreme Coa»*dle«. ■
The Latest In Pants (Lyons — Moran — One Reel).
Jan. — Hearts and Diamonds.
TigerTwoRoseReels).
and Dandy Lions (C^entury LionsJan.^Her Nearly Husband.
R«leaee*
for
Week
of
Jaaaary
IXThe
Sheriff's
Oath (Hoot
Gibson and Joaephlaa
Jan.—
Western—
Two Reels).
Jan. — Mollle's
A Four Millions.
Cylinder FYame-Cp.
The Triflers (Edith Roberts — Six Reels). No. Hill8.
Hearst
News.
MARTIX JOHJfSOTT.
No. 8. International News.
No.VoL14 of4S;TheP-462.
Great Radium Mystery (Henunel
No. 54, New Screen Magazine.
Jait. — SaTlng Savages In South Seas.
In).
No.
S. Universal Current Events.
No.
3
of
The
Lion
Man
(The
Kidnappers).
Jan. — Cruising In the Solomons.
Some Shtmmiers (Lyons-Moran — Oae Reel).
Feb. — Domesticating Wild Men.
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Bill's Wife (Ben WUsoo— Okeh— One Reel).
Recruiting in the Solomona
A Baby
Doll Bandit (Jimmy Adams — Jewel —
TTTAGRAPH
Two Heels).
The City of Broken Old Men.
Marooned in the South Seas. _
Nanghty
Reels).Lions and Wild Mea (Century — Two
ADVEXTCRE SCKlf ICS.
West Western
Is Best— (Hoot
Ofbson and Joaephlne Hill —
Tlis Invisible Hand (Antoolo Morsas
Two Reels).
Jan. — The I*8t Resort. ^
sode
P-1188.Serial — Every Weak).
Relesuses for Week of JaBBSxr 1>Jan. — Flaming Ice.
No. 15 of The Great Radium Mystery (The The (Golden Shower (Gladys Leslts).
Feb.
—
Sheep
CLeaTenwfgtk.
Sons of Saloosktn.
Flaming Arrow).
The Tower of Jewels (C^rlnne Orlfltk). TsL
No. 4 of "rhe Lion Man (A Devilish r>eTic«).
P-150. HourP-29S.
(Harry T. Morey). VoL 1»:
nie Sweet Reel).
Dry and Dry (Lyons-Moran — One The Darkest 43;
Romeo's
Dad
CThomas
Wise
and
Gail
Kane
—
Pegeen
(Bessie ofLove).
41: Jans).
P-4<4. TaL
METRO PICTURES CORP.
The Vengeance
DurandVoL(Alias
Stage Women's
War —Relief).
All for the Dough
Bag (Rainbow
Two Reels)
42;
P-382.
P-1014.
Relcuea for Week of Jaaaary SC.
Dew Drop Ina (Semoa Oomsdy). ToL dit
TTie Phantom Melody (Monroe Salisbury). Vcl. When
P-634.a Man Loves (fZarle Williams). VoL 4S:
43;
P-T74.
liMikardl
LU.
(Bert
L^ell).
VoL
ii;
P-IM.
No. Cataract).
16 of Ilia Great Radlntn Mystery (Orer the The P-»44.
PI««M Oet Married (Viola DaBa). YeL U;
81ns af tka Katkam (Aalta »t«rwnt.
P-11»L
The Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 43;
r&irP-Utl.
aa4 Warmer (May Alllao*). VoL U;
No.
5
of
Tlie
Lion
Man
(In
the
Lion's
Den).
P-7T5.
Bungled
Bungalows
Human Collateral (Corinne Griffith). VoL dS;
Hearst News
No. 57.(Lyoss-Moraa — One Reel).
Tk» BMt e( LMk (III Parts).
ghonld
a
Woman
Tell?
(Alice
Lake).
VoL
4S:
Brownie's
Taking
Ways
(CtmlMTj
Wonder
—
Two
Reels).
The
Blrtk t a Baml (Hhttt T. Marvr).
P-«S.
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce). VoL 43; P-«3a
International News No. 67.
The Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parta).
The
Juggernaut
(Anita
Stewart).
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
SO.
VoL 4t: P-465.
Deadline at Eleven
(Corinne
Grlflth).
Chance
The P-1116.
Right of Way (Bert Lytell). Vol. 43: Blind©"Dare
— Two(Western
Reels).— Bob Bums and Peggy The Parts).
Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Btrtm
Releases for Week of February 2.
The Walk-Offs (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol.
nie Head Waiter (Semon — Two Reels).
43; P-938.
Marked17 Men
43; P-148.(The Tks
rrlaadlr Can (JalU rnyv* •srdaa).
No.
of The(Harry
GreatCarey).
RadiumVol.Mystery
StroDger Than Death (Nazlmova — Seven Parts).
Solid (Concrete (Larry Seirca — Two Reels).
Wheels of Death).
Vol. 43; P-631.
BIG V COMEDIES
No.Horrors)
6 of . The Lion Man (In the House of
Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes —
(Tioo(Jimmy
RfeLt.) Aubrey).
Six
Parts).
VoL
41:
P-4«8.
Dames
and
Dentists
A Modem
P-7T3. Salome (Hope Hampton). VoL 43; Ain't
Dreams and Prizes (Harry Mann).
Reel).Nature Wonderful (Lyons-Moran — One Pipe
and Knighties (Montgomery and Roek>.
February — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn).
Tom's Little Star (Constance Binney and Otis Knights
and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey).
February — Shore Acres (.\llce LjJce).
Skinner
Reels). — Stage Women's War Relief — Two Maids
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock).
February — Eliza Cornea to Stay (Viola Dana).
The Great Air Robery (Lieutenant Locklear and
O. HEXRT FE.ATTTRES.
February — Juda (May Allison).
P-301.
March — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell).
Francella BlUington — Six Reels). VoL 43;
(Tico Rfels.)
March — The Hope (Special Cast).
The
Call
Loan.
Vol. (Gypsy
43: P-llie.
Hearst News No. 5.
The Day Resurgent
OBriea).
New Screen Magazine No. 5L
The
Roads
We
Take
(Jay
Morley).
Universal CJurrent B>enu No. 5.
The Prospector's Vengeance (Mildred Moore and
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
(3eorge Field — Western — Two Reels).
Releases for Week of Febraary
FIRST NATL EXmSITORS
Rouge
RichesGreat
(MaryRadium
MacLaren).
No. 18 and
of The
Mystery (Liquid
Flames) (Final Episode).
The Trail of the Octopus (Serial).
Back to CkMl'i Country (Nell Shipaaa). TsL
No. 7 of The Lion Man (Doomed).
A Woman's
Experience (Baeon — Baker — TeaElmo the Fearless (Elmo Lincoln — Serial). VoL Ths Thunderbolt
42: P-1013.
Twenty -Thirty).
(Katherlas MaaDsaald). TsL
inspense (Releher — Ten-TweBty-Thirty) .
43:
P-»40.
Non-Skid Love (Lyons-Moran — Bne Reel).
The
Screaming
Shadow
(Ben
Wilsoo—
Serial).
43;
P-45S.
Ths
Virtuous
Vamp
(CoBstaaee Tsliasdgs). TaL
ChalBi of Erldenee (All SUr).
Over
Transom
HearsttheNews
No. 6.(Jimmie Adams — Two Reels). MUd 41;
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and Bdward
P-«3a.
P-SS0.
the
Paint
Girl
(AalU Stewart). VoL 4t:
Good
Little Brownie
(Century
Earle).of Vol.
4S;P-467.
International
News No.
6. Dog— Two Reels).
P-353.
Carmen
the North
(Anna Bos).
New Screen Magazine No. 52.
Heart
O'
ths
Hills
(Marr
Plekferd). VsL dt:
The Kellard).
Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr an< Ralpk
Universal Current EvenU No. 6.
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ROMAYNE
CO
The Beauty Market (Katherlne MacDonald).
Culver SUPER-FILM
City, Cal.
Vol. 43; P-774.
In Old
Kentucky
(AniU
Stewart).
Vol.
43:
Jan. 1. The Villain Still Pursued Her.
FEATURE RELEASES
P-145.
Jan. 15. Shot in the Kitchen.
A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma TalFeb. 1. Underground Romeo.
madge), Vol. 43; P-463.
HALL ROCM BOYS COMEDIEt.
The Inferior Sei (Mildred Harrl* Chaplin).
AMBRIOAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Two P-939.
Weeks (Constance Talmadge). Vol. 43; Women
Dec.
30
Men Forget (Mollle King).
Jan. 13 —— The
WrongMillionaire
Again. Paupers.
Jan. 27 — Neck and Neck.
A. H. FISCHER PRODUfTTIONI.
'Ht« Turning:
ald).Point (Eathsrlna MacDonThe Amazing Lovers (Grace Darling).
BULL'S EYE FILM CORPORATION.
The Family Honor (King W. Vldor).
SOL LB88BR.
(ru>o-B«eI Comtdiet
Every
Two Weeks Ttmiuring Oale
Henry.)
■PollyChaplin).
of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris Sky Eye.
Vol. 43 ; P-298.
A Day's
(Charles Chaplin — Two Reels).
UNITED ARTISTS.
This
Way
Ham
Anof Out.
Vol. Pleasure
42; P-1009.
Blossoms (Griffith).
Legends
the(TwoWilderness.
A Twilight Baby (Lehrman — Four Parts). Vol. Broken
Reels Each.)
His
Majesty
the
American
(Fairbanks).
Vol.
43; P-635.
Billy West Comedie*.
42;
P-245.
Hearta
When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks). Haunted
AHotScented
Dogs. Romance.
Vol. 43; P-298.
Pollyanna (Mary Plckford). Vol. 43; P-636. Blue Blood and Bevo.
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Bone Dry.
GATETY COMEDIES.
Fireman! Save My Gal! (George Ovey).
Ladies
Must
Dance
(George
Ovey).
Jl.OOO
A
RuralShort
Romance.
sc:l.znick picrruRBS.
Bounced (George Ovey).
Distributed by Select Bzchances.
FROHMAN
COMPANY.
Saphead's Sacrifice (Vera Reynolds and Billy Texas Guinan AMUSEMENT
Westerns.
▲Tk*Regular
(Elsie Jaols).
43; P-4R4. A Bletcher).
CountryOlrl Cousin
(Klalne Vol.
Hammerateln).
Mack Swain Comedies.
Ruined by Love (George Ovey).
Vol. 42; Jim
P-(536. (Owen Moore), Vol. 48; Twin Bedlam (Vera Reynolds and Billy Bletch- The Invisible Ray (Ruth Clifford and Jaek
ffHccadllly
Sherrlll— Serial).
er).
P-484.
GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.
(One Reel)
Ont Yonder (Olive Thomas). Vol. 43; PrlBO.
Are Floorwalkers Pickle T
Face to Face (Marguerite Marsh).
The P-147.
Broken Uelody (Eugene O'Brien). Vol. 48; Cursed by His Cleverness.
National Film Corporation.
His Fatal Bite.
Bmoaer or Later (Owen Moore).
The Kentucy Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling).
Oreater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein ) .
The Contession (Henry Walthall).
CHRISTIE FILM COHPANT.
Vol. 43; P-e36.
PIONBKR FILM CORPORA-nOir.
All Jazzed Up. (One Reel)
The
Imp (Elsie
Janis). Vol.
P-1120. Vol. Twe
The Long Arm of Mannlster (Henry Walthal).
footlights
and Shadows
(Olive43; Thomas).
A. M.
43; P-1119.
Vol.
P-246.Davison).
Kidnapping
Caroline.
Atonement42;(Grace
His Wife's
(Eugene Hammerstein).
O'Brien).
Bobby's Baby.
Hidden Code.
The
Woman Money
Qame (Elaine
Settled Out of Court.
Sins of the Children.
SKLECT PICXVRBS.
(Two Reels )
Facta and Folliei SerUt.
Dlstrtttiited by Belaot Bzehanges.
Go West, Young Woman (Fay Tlncher),
(One Reel Each.)
The P-B86.
Undercurrent (Ouy Bmpey). Vol. 42;
Vol.
43; Me
P-470.
P-942.
Jan.—
Save
Sadie (Eddie Barry). Vol. 43; Baseball and Bloomers.
Back
to
Nature.
A Seream
P-1192. In the Night (Special). Vol. 42;
Camping By Proxy
CHESTER OUTING PICTURES.
In the Sweet Dry and Dry
lale of Conquest (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 42;
(One Reel Kach.)
P-245.
,
„
.
My Kingdom
a Meal CORPORATION.
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis). Vel. The Fifteen Million. Vel. 42; P-864.
a. I. K. forSERIAL
Considering Posey. Vel. 42; P-8B4.
P-187. and Lies (Norma Talmadge),
The Fatal Fortune Serial.
She 42;Loves
Temple
Bella
and
Wayside
C^-lnes.
No Coma In Acoma.
D. W. GRIFFITH.
Vol. 43; P-469.
PeopleHorseplay.
In White.
The Mother and tlie Law.
Olrl of the duction).
Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro- The
Editorial
Hearts of the World.
Simple Life.
Kimball Young— Tourneur Re- The
The Fall of Babylon.
Trilby (Clara
issue).
Mr. Outing Gets a Soup Dream.
TYRAD PICTURES, Inc.
NATioivAi. picmmBi.
EftUITY
PHTTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue.
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters).
DUtrlbated by Beleet Kxehangea.
Your
Wife
and Mine.
Eyes P-362.
of Youth (Clara Kimball Young). Vel. 42;
JaM.—Jmt a Wife.
Human
Passions.
J«B.— Blind Youth.
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Yoang). The Red Viper (Six Reels).
RBPDBLIO PlCmTRKS.
Man and Woman.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
Dtstrlbuted through Repnbllo Bzehangea.
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
(Tire iCeels Each)
Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro). Vol. 43: P-146.
Brlnd's
Educationals (One Every Week).
Faithful Unto Death.
The Amazing Woman (Rath Cltllord).
U. S. Photoplay Corporation.
Escaped Convict.
rrtsma Pictures (Nature Ck>ler Plotures).
Wasnlngton, D. C.
KlBograms (News Reel).
The Square Gambler.
Determination (All-Star — Ten Parts).
ADOLPH
PHILIPP
FILM
GORPORATIOH.
February
—
Dad's
Girl
(Jackie
Saunders).
TIOrOR KRBMER.
February — The Gift Supreme.
(Mutieal
Film Girl.
Comedie* — T»cie Purti Maeh)
Midnight
Reissuo of Chaplin Burlesque on Carmoa
February— The ling).
Only Way Trail (Edythe Ster- The
Oh!
Louise!
(Four
February — Mothers of Men.
Fob. 1 — Reissue Reels).
of The ChassplOB
(Chaplin — Two Reels).
Reels).
April 1 — Reissue of Work (Chaplin — Two
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
REALART PICTURES
May
1 — Reissue
By the Sea (Cha»lln — One ofReel).
Mareh 1 — Reissue of Jitney Klopeaeat
ARROW
FILM
CORPORATION.
(Chaplin — Two Reels).
Special Feature*.
W. H. PRODUtmONS.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan— Seven ParU). Vol. Vigilantes (Sevea Reels).
42 ■ P-454.
"Ligbtning Bryce (Serial Featuring Am Lit- The Superman (Six Parts). Vol. 41; T-Ui
42; P-382.
the Yellow Room (Chautard— Blazed Trail
Hoxle). Vol.
tle and Jack
The Mystery Sixof Parts).
of Seven Olive Thomas Triangle ProReissue
(Serle*
Productlens
ductions.
Two-Part
Nerthef Twelve
Weeds
STAR PRODUCnONS.
Special
Chaplin
Dramas).
Anne of the Green Gables (Mary Miles Mlnter). The Wolves of Wall Street.
C. P. Jleissue.
PRICE * CO., INC.
Vol.
42;
P-455.
The
Last
of
the
Open
Range.
The
Log
of
U-3B,
P-479.
Srstwhlle Susan
(Constance
BInney).
Vol.
42;
P-854.
JACOB WILK, Vol.
147643;BROADWAY.
Vigilantes (Seven Reels).
Alice Brady Reissues.
Twelve Two- 10
of
(Series
Productions
The
Fear
Market
(Alice
Brady),
Vol.
48;
Trail
Blazed
10 Robert Warwick Ressuea.
Part North Woods Dramas).
P*466
ALOOOD FILM CORPORATION
WARNER BROTHERS.
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan). Vol. 43; P-774.
Lost City (Juanita Hansen). Vol. 43; The Whirlwind (Charles Hutchinson — Serial).
The P-775.
Judy of Rogues' Harbor (Mary Miles Mlnter).
Vol. 43; P-1120.
Vol. 43; P-634.
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LEAVE tureit World
ry 19, 1910,
dated
ed
g
and nothin happen in what was,
even then, an infant industry. That is to
say, news was scarce.
To be sure there was the advertising
section — a mine of information — that meant
more to the developing "movie" business
than would the record of a birth, the appointment of a press agent or the transfer
of a film exchange from one man to
another.
And it will be discovered by any searcher
of musty files that it is the paid announcement that reflects the twists and turns —
the real conditions of the picture business.
For the advertiser pays to keep his trade
well
worth.posted, and tries to get his money's
Solving Some Screen Puzzles.
Take the matter of "Novelty Puzzlettes,"
for instance. Judging from the announcement made by Novelty Slide Company
these screen puzzles were coming along
with the regularity of "program pictures"
of a later day. "Cities of the United
States," "States of the United States,"
"Popular Flowers," "Girl's Names," and
"Letters
of the Alphabet"
were diverting
some of
the
Americanizing
and intensely
subjects headed for the slide market.
Going to the movies to be puzzled was
"something
else Power
again." Company had just
The Nicholas
received another order for Cameragraphs
No. 5 from Bogue & Shepard, owners of
the Bijou Theatre. Johannesburg, South
Africa, an indication of world-wide fame
for the .\merican projector.
The Acme Theatre, Eastport, Maine,
farthest East of all United States Cinemas,
was pictured with snow-ladened garlands
that bespoke holiday decorations. And the

for
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Infant
World

Acme carried electric signs to guide the
plodder through the snoti'.
In Bad With Patents Company.
News? Oh, yes. News of the picture
business in Canada was copied from the
Bioscope. It went via London and back
here quicker, it would seem, than it could
be imported across the border.
The Patents Company canceled the licenses of the S. Nye Bass Film Company, New Orleans, and the Theatre Film
Service, San Francisco, but why and for
what and because was not specified in the
note that marked the passing of these two
concerns from the sunshine of the Patents
Company. Or, it might have been moonshine!
The Vitagraph sent around a cut that
pictured
scene inclump
"The ofWayside
A stone a bridge,
trees, aShrine."
rustic
bench, a man seated on a camp stool and
a girl in Summer-white standing twenty
feet away looking at him ! Action, speed,
ginger — just as snappy as a kodak shot.
They were commencing to illustrate "stories
of "Dear
the films."
Sir," started a letter to the editor,
"I have the honor to announce that your
man who writes 'Comments on the Film'
is
crazyofasMarshfield,
a bedbug."Coos
To Bay,
whichOregon,
P. C.
Levar,
signed his name. It may have been a
crazy film.
The slide companies were, even then
"Americanizing," as per Brayton Manuof "AWashingspecial
lecturette facturing
with Company's
slides offering
of George
ton" to use on Washington's Birthday.
Ten years ago there were more slidereleasing concerns than there were film
distributors.
Its different now, but we could still
stand for a lot of George Washington
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Ten
Years Ago
and .\braham Lincoln screen celebrations
via
so we
'em.
Whatslides
are or
you,films
dear— just
reader,
doinghavetoward
helping along the "Americanization" pur"Scenery
pose of the Free"
screen!'for picture theatres was
advertised by the Turner Company of
New York. "You have to put on vaudeville acts or lose money" said the advert.
No'iv-a-days
or lose money.you have to keep 'em off
"A Trip to Mars" was a film-title timely
then and ready now for revival. "Aviation at Los
indicating
that .\ngeles"
the Infant was
was another
stepping film
out.
W. C. Kunzmann, Cleveland representative of Moving Picture World, had taken
over the renting and selling of the JeffriesJohnson fight slides, thus exemplifying the
difTicult and aKvays unsuccessful stunt of
carrying water on both shoulders, lyhat
a chance a rival "slide" man would have
had in Kunsmann's correspondence !
Next week we'll look into the issue
dated February 26, 1910. Better stick
along. Your ow-n record mayW.popK. up.
H.
Maxwell Milder Returns to Select.
Maxwell Milder, former manager of
the Select office in Philadelphia, is to
return to his old stamping ground after
six months'
foreignLondon,
fields.
He
returned absence
recentlyin from
where he has been actively engaged in
furthering the Selznick interests abroad.
He has been associated with the Lewis
J. Selznick
Enterprisesin since
tion and remained
chargeits ofincepthe
Philadelphia office when Selznick took
over the Select office there. Last fall
he sailed for England, where he established the Select Pictures Corporation,
Ltd., in England.

Simon Pure American Foolery in the Kingdom of Tbermosa.
Harold Lloyd, as the substitute prince, keeps up the Yankee standard of things ludicrous in his Pathe, "His Royal Slyness.'
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projectionist

making

perfect

Today,

everywhere

projection

on

is
al-

ternating cxxrYQVit— silent, constant,
and

brilliant— with

the marvelous

Columbia
White

A.

C.

Special

Carbons

It is never
for extra
low-cost

necessary
equipment

to spend

a penny

to obtain

excellent

a. c. projection

li'rite for folder
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Incorporated
Cleveland, Ohio

in any

theater
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BY

E.T.

KBYSER

pounds, sented
that nearly
the that
saturated
snowof repreamount
solid
water, and that nearly half of the outer
portion of the canopy was covered to
a depth of three feet, it will be readily
understood the weight and leverage exMethod of Doing It
erted upon the chains and their supan sustained cuts on the head and a
colored porter was so badly frightened
A Still More Serious Accident.
that only after the arrival of an ambuMore serious was the result of the
ports.
fall of the canopy of the Playhouse in
West Forty-eighth street during the
same storm, beneath which a passerby
Tell Us Your Troubles
was
badly crushed that he died a few
hoursso later.
The Playhouse canopy measured
or
itor up
gerexhib
e mana
any
housER
runs
fifteen by eighty feet and the owner of
WHENEV
the house states that not only was its
against a snag in the matdesign
and material of the best, but that
ter of equipment — its choice, use
several thousand dollars more than the
or installation; whenever you are
estimate of bidders on its construction
in doubt as to just what you should
do to make a new house attractive
had been expended in making it as absolutely safe as foresight could dictate.
or improve an old one — ask the
It was erected about two years ago
"Better Equipment" Department
and we will dig up the dope for
and the framework was entirely of steel.
But even such material and construction
t toopeenclo
se
you.
BUTed don't
a stamp
returnforge
envel
with
could not stand up under the conditions
that prevailed at the time of its collapse.
your inquiry.
May Occur Elsewhere.
This is something that may occur in
lance was it discovered that he was
almost any other locality visited by
severe snowstorms, and the difficulty of
scared, not injured.
When it was taken into consideration
clearing such structures at the required
that a cubic foot of water weighs 62j4 time renders most timelv a considera-

Free

Here's a Simple
TURE of the front of New
A FEA
York's Rivoli was the flat-topped
glass-covered canopy supported by
heavy welded chains running from the
structural ironwork that formed the
skeleton of the building.
Since the completion of the theatre in
August, 1917, this canopy had withstood
the pressure of wind and weight of snow
without the stretching of a link of the
chains or any sign of buckling of the
iron framework of the giant canopy that
measured twenty-two by forty-four feet.
On February 6 a heavy storm visited
New York. A wind that accompanied
the snowfall piled up drifts along portions of Broadway and deposited snow
to a depth of three to four feet along
the outside edge of the canopy.
Then Came the Rain.
Then a rain set in and the snow on the
roof became saturated with water, a link
of the chain parted and the canopy
gently settled as bolt after bolt of the
fastenings succumbed to the strain and
the whole affair came down on the sidewalk. The fall was so gradual that
there were but two casualties. A wom-

WORLD

Equipment

CONDUCTED

Keep

PICTURE

from

All

Snow;

The Canopy of the New York Rivoli.
It was and after the ereat atonn wrecked lt<
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The
of

Governor

New

Jersey

making

pic-

tures with a
UNIVERSAL

N the State of New
Jersey they are
using moving pic
ture cameras for
educational purposes in con'
nection with State Hospitals,

416 Catn St.,
TrADton, E.J., BoTanber 3, 1919.

Prisons, Homes, Reformat
■tories and various other
institutions. Mr. Frank A.
252 SMt OntaHo St., i^'L
Cliloaeo, 111. '~

Krueger is the official motion

I a feonrardlne to yon tiad»r eapftnt* ooT«r ft
jboWsr^h
oftl&lTorul
Ooramor Oamaru.
Rosyon of TboBsw flgoros
Jsrsi(7 asIs *thooaB»raiii«D
OB*
of
TOUT
plotan V^Vh
or*
M fi»Uova.
Ob tbo (loft) Got* Btuyon of Bo* JorMj, (Control
Blrooter, Br* L.B.BIob, Btp't* of Institatloni and ifono^oo
ofof X>op*t.
B0« Joraiar»
(Rigbt) Offiolal
CiaiDiatoerephor Vt-mc Cnwcor
of iDititBtlana
and Agonolea.
Ch* Dopartmeat
of Inatltutlcmi acd l^Alao of
tho Stat* of Ko« Jaraay aa far &a I imow ara tho firat Ia tho
00BBtx7 to adopt tho notion picture oasipalgn to uham tho pnblio
ko«
Boir Joraoy
for It's
vhlahOirla
laolndoa
Eoapltalo
for thaoaraaInaano,
Statowarda
Frlaoa,
Ecraa, allEon*tboforStat«
fioya,
Voaoaa Bafonnatoiy, and Tarioua othor Inotltntlona.
Vhat I mnt to say la this, that vo liaTa tvo
CtalToraal
400 ft.sad oapaoity,
tbo other Ciaiaraa
no diaaolTa,
thoy hora onogiTonantonatlo
tha rarydlsaolT*.
beat of and
aarrloo
both In Z-Bajr
Base&roh faat
work vpandto Inthaatral^ht
aaklng.
I haroandahit3olantiflo
twanty thousand
prsaant ptoturo
data
and am pleaaod to toy I hove not loat ona foot of flln throng
oanora Introubl*.
^'In DlT.
all mjof exparieno*
with thoU.S.Aic;/
UnlT«raal
«hll*
the Photo.
Si^ial Corpa
and Gaaara
kj praaant
poaltion
tho gooda with
fbr m*«tba Stato of Bea Jaraoy It haa aofor fallod to dallTev
any othax
lltoratnio that yon1 vlali
hero yonon voald
band aaa«ndtharodo aartoatalogoo
aorarml orkt«boa
In
Union idiioh are writing ua for Information aa to our oftaOfttloa
campaign wa ar* ao ably ocodnoting foatorod by Oosulfilooor Bnrdotto
CLevla and I>r.L.B.Blan of ttia I>op*t. of InatitntlOB «ai igoooi'i
vhUa X- m doles photogrivl^o
Tooro truly, .

picture
photographer
for the"
State and
naturally uses
a
UNIVERSAL, as with this
camera, he knows he gets
perfect film all the time and
every time.
Educators, Explorers, Army
Photographers, in fact every
operator who has to depend
on his camera as a soldier
depends on his gun uses a
UNIVERSAL.
Read what Mr. Krueger
says of his trusty machine
and then write for illustrated

416 Oentro St
Tranton, I.Ji

book, catalogue
particulars.

BURKE
&
lAMES
(INCORPORATED)
251 EAST, ONTARIO
225 FIFTH

AVENUE,

STREET,
NEW

CHICAGO

YORK

CITY

and full
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Two Typical Formi of Canopy.
To the left, a flat topped structure. To the right, a canopy with rounded roof.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special
Ticket,
colors, :
a e c uratelyany numbered
every
roll
guaranteed.
CouponDrawings:
Tickets5,000,
for
l^ize
Prompt
shipcnts. $3.00.
Cash with
the order.
Gi-t
thefor samples.
Send Coudianr&m Tickets,
Ilesen-ed
imn
serial Seat
or dated.
All tickets
must
confomi
to
Government
regulation and bear established price of admission
and tax paid.
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
3.00
Ten Thousand
$1.50
4.00
Fifteen Thousand
6.00
9.00
Fifty Thousand
... 15.00
National Ticket Co., shamoitin, Pa.

tion of a method by which recurrences
of accidents of this nature may be prevented.
I strongly advocate approaching the
problem moval
frominstead
theofpoint
of snow re-to
endeavoring
strengthen supports sufficiently to withstand the tremendous weight and leverage to which certain conditions would
subject them.
A Simple Method.
The simplest method of keeping the
canopy snow-free is by utilizing steam
and water, both hot and cold. A threeinch pipe on the roof of the structure
connected with a three-way valve would
permit the use of either of these at will.
The pipetervals should
inof three be
or perforated
four inchesatwith
holes one-sixteenth inch diameter
bushed with standard brass nozzles to
orevent the rusting up of the jets. If
frozen, the apertures could be instantly
cleared of ice by the passing of steam

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set.
GO or 110 volts for stationary or portable
moving
picturesteady
work current,
and theatre
lighting. .Smooth,
no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 30
Universal Motor Co.
OSHKOSH, WIS.

Make
Your

Theatre

All Summer,
Pay—
The Most Popular Form of Slide for
Quick Announcements
Sc. Each
Box of 50, $1.75
Write for Supply Catalog
Erker Bros. Optical Co.
608 OLIVE ST.
ST. LOUIS

Flat Topped Canopy
Sidepipeandacross
top front
views,andshowing
sprinklingconnecting
line.

THE "THEATRt VEMTILATIOII
»PECIALIST8"
SHOW
YOU HOW.WILL QLADLV
Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
0 West 45th St., New York
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Theatres

Installed Oplex Signs
SIXTY-EIGHT of the most modern
theaters in Chicago and nearby
towns have installed Oplex Interchangeable Electric Signs. This shows
their appeal to big town owners and managers. Here are some of the reasons:

You're running your enterprise
for the biggest net profit you
can get out of it. That's
aim in being in business.
then

can

you

neglect

your
How

to install

Oplex Signs are perfect day signs as well
as night signs — raised, snow-white glass
letters, on a dark background.

*

The reading of the sign can be changed
in a few minutes — just take out one set
of letters and put in another. No lamps
or wiring to change.
Oplex Signs have greatest reading distance, aswell as the most artistic designs.
They give an air of quality to the front.
We shall be glad to send you a sketch

Perfected
Automaticket
a—
It helps

you

Register

to realize

every

dollar of profit your enterprise
earns because it sells tickets so
f ast, that it practically does away
with waiting line losses and registers every ticket sold.

showing how your Oplex Sign will look.
THE FLEXLUME SIGN CO. .^"'^X^^Z^.o
Pftcific Cout DUtrtbutors
CanadUn Distribulori
Electric Products Corp.
The Flexlume Sipi Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont
Los Anfieles, Cal.

Protect yourself and your boxoffice receipts by installing an
AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER
at

once.

Ask

us

for

further

facts.

Foreign

Representatives

TRANS-REGIONAL
TRADING
New

York

CORPORATION
London

Paris
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Picture Theatre Architects
Let them plan your house.
District of Columbia
REGINALD W. GEARE
327 Woodward Bnilding, Washlngrton, D. C
ZINK, SPARK LIN, GANDOLFO, Inc.
943 Munsey Boilding, Washington, D. C
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WORLD

or hot water through the pipe, after
which either hot or cold water could
be used for flushing the roof and melting the snow.
There is nothing experimental in the

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West 114th Street, Cleveland, Ohio
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturers of Electric Ticket Issuing Machines
for Moving Sold
Picture
Restaurants.
directThe-or
throughatres andyour
dealer.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TICKET REGISTER COMPANY
NorthMo..Broadway
St.1511Loul>.
U. S. A.

Ia§ytoPay

arn'35t°100aW(^
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big
NOW.
Qualifyopportunltlea
for tiiit faadnatlng
oourve
ooven
all
brandies:
profeaalon. Three montha'
PICTURE—
COMMERCIAL
PORTRAITURE
Caiiien*
and
Matslala
furnithad Day
frM. or vranlat
Practical inatructloo: modem equipment.
claaaea: eaay
Becognlied
Call terma.
or writ* Thefor Sctiool
completeof catalog
No. SuperloiltJ.
25.
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 3«th St., N. Y. SOS State St.. BrooUyn, N. V.

Theatre Architects
RIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CITT, MO.
Consultants to other architects.
AdrUorB to owners regarding plans and
■pedllcations of contemplated theatres.
EDGAR P. MADORIE
1105-6-7 Republic Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
New York
EUGENE DE ROSA
110 West 40tli Street, New York
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 Sooth 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kinarko Carbons
YOUR DEALER, OR
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd St., New York City

Easy to Play

Thia book tells yoo when to use
— sinely, in qoartettes.
IdSaxophone
to^.^settettee.orinreijniarband.how
transpose
cello rartg in orchestra
many
tike to know.other tbioga yoa woold
Vou
can
■•arn
to play[lUTinirpoptilAr
th* aeal* la oa*air*.hmm^mYof.
practlca.
eoonbe
can
duubleandyour
and jo*a
popuIanLT.
Caay int^om«.
to pay byyourour pleaaare.
eaar parnMRt
plAD.
• MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT
S«nd
forfrc*
SaxapSoDc
tHK>k
»ndeat*lo«
of
everrtbiDg in True- Tone band and orchestra inatrunwDt*
DUPCCIirR BAMO INSTRUMENT CO.

Carl Boiler & Brother

Mailing
Lists
MOVINGjPICTURE THEATRES
Every State -total 25,300: by SUtes.Per$4.00
M.
1,057
film
exchanges
$7.50
313 manufacturers and stadios 4.00
368 machine and supply dealers.... 4.00
Further Particulars:
A.F.WiLLIAMS, 166W.Adams St.,Chicago
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SAXOPHONE

Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Kresge Boilding, Detroit, Mich.
C. HOWARD CRANE
100 Griswold Bldg^ Detroit, Micli.
Missouri

GUARANTEED

>ok^
Free Book
CoDtaininfr complete,
story of the origin
Kid history of that
wonderful
meDt— the iostra-.

PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold
Round Top Canopy
Front and top views, showing sprinkler
pipe along ridge.
idea, as Edward B. Kinsila installed such
devices upon all the glass-roofed studios designed by him.
Two General Types.
For purposes of classification, canopy
may be divided into two types;
flat topped and round or peaked. For
the former type, a three-inch pipe running transversely across the front is
perforated on the side toward the building as the main slope will be toward the
house. This transverse pipe is connected to the three-way valve within
the theatre by a three-inch pipe which
need not be perforated.
For the round topped or peaked type,
a three-inch pipe perforated at intervals on both sides along its entire length
and capped at its outer end, runs along
the crown or ridge of the canopy.
With such an apparatus installed, it
would be possible to keep the roof of
the structure free from snow without
sending a knight of the shovel out on
the
roof at frequent and inconvenient
intervals.
Write for our up-to-date price list.
Amusement Supply Co.
Largrest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Bldg.
5 Sooth Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers
InPicture
MoUograph. Standard
and Simplex
Moving
Minusa Screens andMachines,
EverythingNational
for the Cartiona,
Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN

King

Screen

10 Days' Trial
Price per
Square included.
Foot: 75 Cents
Stretchera
Try before you buy. Sold by all the
leading supply dealers.
Factory: ALTUS, OKLA.
ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
Among the Beat Two-Keelera on the Market
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
We Specialize
on Highand Grade
Picture House
Theatre Motion
DECORATIONS
May wa not aubmit you?
our detlgni
without
oMIgatlons
Write Decorative
u>.
William G. to.Andrews
Co.
1426 S. Wabaah Avenue, Chicag*
AMERICAN
jTotopIaper
(Trade-Mark
The Musical
Marvel Registered)
Write for Catalogue
AMERIC.4N PHOTO PLAYER CO.
62 West 45th Street New York City
Standard Motion Picture Co.
Oet acquainted with mir pricet
and facilities for handling your
DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING
All Work Guaranteed
Address:— Service the Beat
1067 Mailers Bldg.. Chicago— Phone: Central 2347
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BRIE

CAMERA
AND
TRIPOD
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
TTiis

is the

Model
De

with

Brie

very

latest

all the new

improvements
100 Ft. Topical
Camera
That will make a good
Motion Picture on standard film. The lens is
included in the price.

24 E. 13th St.
NEW YORK

G. GENNERT
127 E. 6th 0St.
320 S. Wabash Ave.
^5 ""
CHICAGO
LOSy ANGELES
Onl

Can

fill more

seats in hot

weather than the best program you ever ran. The
wise exhibitor features
TYPHOONS

Write for Catalog "M"
Typhoon
Company
281 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
1044 CAMP ST.
Chicago, 111.
New Orleans, La.

National
EAGLE

=—

ROCK

FILM^=

Cash Register Co.
•qnlps ■■Icamcn with
THE NEW PREMIER
PATHESCOPE
HatloB PUt«r« Prajwtw

The

Quality

Raw

Stock

Right photographically.
Maximum service in the
projector.

Bitiooli oaa Mlow Ow majt* at tb»
Htm York Board ot Edaeatlon in mImUbc
tiia
PBSHncs
PAXHSBOon
an«r
oai^nlmw tocholoal
InnatlntUio
of all otbcr
Proloatan and MaoaOaoal rUm Bonlaa.

Made by

The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing

After years of practical experience with commercial
ve tests ond comand recent exhaustiown
motion pictures projector
fully eqidpped
s in their
parisons of all
Cash R«rist*r C:
National
Projection Department the
IER selected
has
an Initial
placed PREM
and NEW
OPE, the
PATHESC
order for a large number of machines
and sets of Pathdscope safety prints
of their own film.
Other manafaetiirar* aitiif ladaitrlal
Film* can mmt»\T wpt th» Mai ut
appr*Tml Mt br National Caah Badatvr Ca.

Company

Verona, New Jersey

tettd tor St-vag* 9imvin«tng catalog.
The Pathescope
Company of America, Inc.
Dept. M. W., Aeolian Hall, New TorkA«oMi«o —4 avifw SMiMt la PilMlpal dOM
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LENS MANUFACTURERS

INDEX

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co
The

MANUFACTURERS
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OF INDUSTRIAL

PICTURES

Palisade Film Laboratories
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co
Standard M. P. Co
Buyers
MANUFACTURERS

' Guide
OF MOVING

PICTURES

Page

Christie Film Co
1162-63
Donald Campbell
1146
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Insert, 1143-45
Film Booking Offices
1192-93
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc
1167-74
Fox Film Corporation
1177-88
George Kleine
1150
Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation
Insert
Hodkinson, W. W, Corporation
1156-57
Numa Pictures Corporation
Insert
Pathe Exchanges, Inc
Inserts, 1159
Photoplay Libraries
1190-91
Pioneer Film Co
1158
Plater Studios
1176
Realart Pictures Corporation
1160-61
Republic Distributing Corporation
1154-55
Robertson-Cole Company
Insert
Romayne Superlilm Co
1304
Schomer Ross Productions, Inc
1164-65
Selznick Pictures Corporation
1151-53
Special Pictures Corporation
1194-95
United Artists Corporation
1148-49
Universal Film Mfg. Co
1147
Vitagraph Company
1175
Victor Kremer Film Features
1189
Warner Bros
1166
CARBONS

AND CARBON

Carbon Imports Co
National Carbon Co
Speer Carbon Co

ACCESSORIES
1304
1299
1307

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
Amusement Supply Co
1304
Automatic T. S. & C. R. Co
1303
Erker Bros. Optical Co
1302
Flexlum Sign Co
I3O3
Hertner Electric Co
I3O4
Monsoon Cooling System
I302
National Electric Ticket Register Co
1304
Porter, B. F
I309
Typhoon Fan Co
I303
Universal Motor Co
I302
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co
1310
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1309
1309
1304
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RERS OF RAW
MANUFACTU
Eagle Rock
Mfg. Co
Eastman Kodak Co

K
STOC
1303
1309

MANUFACTURERS OF M. P. CAMERAS
Bell & Howell Co
Burke & James, Inc
Gennert, G
MUSIC AND MUSICAL

1309
1301
1303

INSTRUMENTS

American Photoplayer Co
Buescher Band Instruments

1304
1304

LOBBY DISPLAYS
Consolidated Portrait & Frame Co

1807

PROJECTION

MACHINE

MANUFACTURERS

American Projecting Co
Pathescope Co
Powers, Nicholas, Co., Inc
Precision Machine Co

1307
1303
1312
1311

PROJECTION SCREEN MANUFACTURERS
Gold King Screen Co

1304

THEATRICAL

ARCHITECTS

Carl Holler & Bro

1304

MISCELLANEOUS
Andrews, \V. G
Bioscope, The
Cinema, The
Clasisfied Page
La Cincmatografia Italiana
M. P. Directory Co
National Ticket Co
N. Y. Institute of Photography
Ritchey Litho. Corp
Werner Film Protector Mfg. Co
Williams, A. F

1304
1304
1304
1308
1304
1309
1302
1304
1142
1310
1304
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Its Lobby
Unconsciously, playgoers
form an opinion of a theatre by the first impression
the lobby gives them. Is
your lobby neat and inviting? Does it radiate a refined, polished atmosphere?

Experience has proven that the new American
Projectoscope is without an equal as a compact,
portable fool-proof projection machine. Gets
current from any electric light socket, runs
film either backward or forward — film can be
stopped and held stationary at any point.

Ask for Booklet C-5
Portrait & Frame

Co.

1029 West Adams Street
Chicago, 111.
New York Representative: ACME AGENCY
2623 Grand Central Terminal Building

PROJECTION

can be effected by employing in
your machine the
Speer ^'Directo-Hold-Ark'' Combination for Direct Current
and
Speer ^'Altemo'' Noiseless Carbons
for Alternating Current
Make your own investigation
of the merits of SPEER CARBONS by purchasing a trial
package from your dealer and
trying them in your machine.
"The Carbons With a Guarantee"
Carbon

AMERICAN

"The Portable Motion Picture Projecting
Machine
Without An Apology."

BILT-RITE Display Frames are a potent factor in establishing the rating of a theatre with its patrons. Made in
many standard styles or built to order from blue prints oi
rough sketches, they offer a large selection to the careful
Exhibitor. BILT-RITE Display Frames carry the endorsement of the country's foremost showmen.
Ask your local dealer for the BILT-RITE line or write us
direct for complete information.

Speer
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PROJECTOSCOPE

Is Dependent

PERFECT

WORLD

The

Theatre

Consolidated

PICTURE

Company

St. Marys, Pa.

FOR DIRECTORS, FILM
EDITORS, EXHIBITORS
For use by a director
or film editor in examining film it is unequalled
— titles can be held stationary on the screen
and inspected. Exhibitors
can use it to project features in their private offices while the theatre
screen is in use.
FOR SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES
The Projectoscope is ideal for schools and
churches. Anyone can operate it— no experience necessary. Either hand-driven or motordriven devices supplied. Throws a perfect picture. Can be set up and taken down in a minute. No rewind necessary.
FOR COMMERCIAL USE
Hundreds of firms ■with reels of
commercial films are equipping
their salesmen with Projectoscopes. "Seeing is believing."
Prospects can be shown every detail of manufacture — the product
in actual use. As a result sales
increase tremendously. Easily
portable — carries like a suitcase.
SEND FOR BOOKLETl
Write today for descriptive booklet. Learn how YOU can use the
Projectoscope to advantage. You
incur no obligation. Ask us for
it Today I
AMERICAN
PROJECTION CO.
DEPT. 25 6227 BROADWAY
CHICAGO : :
ILUN0I8
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ADVERTISEMENTS

3^ PER WORD FOR SITUATIONS WANTED
^ AND HELP WANTED. MINIMUM, $0.50
SITUATIONS WANTED.
AT
LIBERTY
— Leader Good
of orchestra
(piano), ;
pictures or vaudeville.
library ; married
good salary essential. Address Musical Director,
care M. P. World, New York City.
YOUNG MAN desires position as manager ot
a moving picture theatre ; will go anywhere ;
one who knows his business. Joseph B. Walsh,
1500 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.
ORCHESTRA CONDUCTOR of experience and
reputation tor conducting and preparing musical
scores at liberty. Present employer changing
policy towhere,vaudeville
pictures. large
Will goenough
anybut must beandguaranteed
orchestra to make it a feature on program. Only
first class offers considered. References and
recommendation from present employer, who is
one of the
mostcountry.
widely known
exhibitors in the
H., careowners
M. P. and
World,
New York City.
THEATRES FOR SALE.
W£S are controlling four theatres in the same
town. Nosition. oppostion.
Big money
making
The reason selling,
have too
much propoother
business to look after. There was never such
a money making proposition offered before. The
caplul required will be from $50,000 to $60,000
to put the deal over. Do not answer this ad
unless you are after the biggest thing in this
Industry.
The Elyria Theatres Company, Inc.,Address
ElyHa, Ohio.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE. — Million Dollar Mystery, 46 reels ;
"Qlrl From Frisco," 50 reels ; "Socal Pirates,"

WORLD

|" ^ PER WORD
9^ CIAL ADS.

30 reels; Battle
"Italian
Battle5 Front,"
10 reels;
"Griffith's
of Sexes,"
reels ; "Cleopatra,"
8 reels ; "Rip Van Winkle," 5 reels ; also series
offord,"Hamsingle
and reel
Bud,"specials
"Sis Hopkins,"
Mary Pick; other features
and
comedies, large selection. Guaranty Pictures
Co., 145 West 45th Street, N. Y. City.
CAMERAS, ETC FOR SALE.
OUR 35TH ANNIVERSARY CATALOG, chocli
full oftion season's
best bargains
embracing
picture cameras,
etc., is— now
ready mofor
mailing — write and ask for one. DAVID STBRN
COMPANY, "Value, Service, Satisfacton since
1885," 1027 DAVSCO BLDQ., CHICAGO, ILL.
A WINNING COMBINATION. Universal 11.
P. Cameras and De Vry projectors. The nen
Universal with Internal Shutter Dissolve is the
equal of any camera made. Do not be deceived
by high sounding names. Buy a Universal for
genuineDissolve
satisfaction.
model
with 200
Ibternal
$516.00. 200
Bassft.price
$467.00.
ft. model without Dissolve, list $430.00. Price
$367.00. 400 ft. model with Dissolve, list $728.00.
Our
priceworld
$847.00.
C-90 De projectors,
Vry, the lUndard
of the
In portable
$200.00.
Slightly used De Vrys always on hand. The
latest
book,
"Behind
tlie
Motion
Picture
Screen,"
•le only complete book on the subject ever
pObllshed, postpaid $3.67. Telegraphic and C.
O. D. orders shipped the same day received.
Complete bargain list free. BASS CAHBRA
COMPANY, Charles Bass, Pres., 106 Dearborn
St., Chicago, III.

FOR ALL COMMERMINIMUM, $1.00

400-FOOT NEW MAHOGANY camera automatic dissolve, F. 3.5 lens, $175. Tripod with
tilt,
$(iO. Iris, $12. 6-inch F. 4.5 lens, $45.
York
Home City.
projector, $73. Ray, 326 Fifth Ave., New
CAMERAS WANTED.
WANT TO BUY Universal or other good
camera and tripod for cash. No junk wanted.
T. M. Caldwell, Amarillo, Texas.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
3 POWER'S
6A machinesguaranteed,
complete, each
hand drive,
first
class condition
$100:
Webster Electric Co., 719 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
TWO SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, motor drive,
"S
"
lampbouse,
nearly new,
cheapCo.,at $375
guaranteed. Webster
Electric
719 each;
NIntb
St., Washington, D. C.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS WANTED.
WANTED — IN good condition, second-hand
piano orchestra, one asbestos booth for two machines, and four overhead Indirect lighting fixIndiana. tures. Address Alhambra Theatre, Rockport,
MISCELLANEOUS.
IT WILL PAY you to get a copy of "Modem.
Theatretect, before
Construction,"
by an experienced
archiyou start building
that new theatre.
270
pages,
fully
Illustrated,
sent
postpaid
for
$3.00.
Chalmers
New Y'ork
City. Publishing Co., 510 Fifth Ave..

The Chalmers Publishing Company has fostered the motion picture industry since its beginning
through the Moving Picture World and its leader publications on —
Theatre

Construction

Moving

Picture

Projection
MOTION PICTURE
HAMDBODK
roc mWACEKS AHO 0(>EWTO»S

MODERN THEAONTRE
CONSTRUCTI

Picture
liar

Theatre

Picture

Theatre

IM16C TTM lOlTIOIl

Advertising

UEC.
MOTION PICTURE
ELECTRICITY

PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING

LSWAM BtWMASO "iHStl^
^ F.aRICHARD

Electricity

,«3 WWIMMf VlKCWT
g, J. H. HA^XBE^6

I HOVINC fKTUH* WOlve

When plannins a new hoose,
this book win prove a money
■ aver. 270 paces
$3.00

KT* VORK
For a picture on the screen that
will be a credit to yonr hoase.
700 paces
$4.00

MCW VOSK CI TV
Just the information yon want
on yourment.theatre
electrical equip280 parea
$2.S0

Chock full of ideas that brine
money into the box office. 300
pages
W.W

The fact that some of these books are already in their
third edition ought in itself be recommendation enough.
CHALMERS
Wright & Callcnder Bldg.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

PUBLISHING
516 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK CITY

COMPANY
Garrick Theatre Bldg.
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE
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AMERICA'S
FINEST
LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. STREYCKMANS, Managing Director
FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE I29TH STREET
Telephone: Morsemere 621-622

PICTURE
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WORLD

The advantages

of

EASTMAN

PALISADE

GOERZ

VIGNETTING DEVICES
"BARN DOOR EFFECT*^
The GOERZ DOUBLE EXPOSURE DEVICE 1b used to obUln the effect of
sliding
doors. Thisit does
devicenotproduces
the varioua curtain effects. As Multiple
Exposure
needInformation
anyalsointroduction.
Drop us Device
a postal for further
on Qoerz Motion Picture Lenses and
DiBsolrins
Devices.
C. P. Goerz American Optical Company
319-M EAST 34TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

footage numbered

negative film

will immediately assert themselves in the final cutting and
assembling of successive scenes.

le by thein words
Identifiab
marginn" and
the film"Eastma
"Kodak"

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
The Best For The Best of Them

Ml
g
=1
1
g
I
1
g

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or
selected list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor as well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity
mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges
looking asforsuch.
features.
Supplywithhouses
properly
characterized
Producers
addressthatof are
studios,
laboratories
and offices. Information in advance of theatres being or to be
built,
W74
MOTION
PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
244 West 42nd Street, New York
Phone: Bryant 8138
Addressing
Mtilti graphing
Printing Typewriting

In answering advertUements

B.

F.

P.

on

N
A T I O
F O U N
■ MOTION PICTURES
OF PRESENT DAY
PRECISION
ST A N DA R DFsi^ D
MAC H I N ER Y
CAMERAS
EQSUPPLIES
U I P M EN T
PERFORATOR
PRINTERS
OR
MOTION
prcTupe
Keg- -^^^^—^
SPLICER
ACC E S SO R I ES
iTUOIOS — IxHEATREa
.ABORATORICS
U. S. ^^B5^
Off.
PIONEER
DESIGNERS
& MANUFACTURERS
STANDARD
C IN E M A C H IN E R Y
BELL
& HOWELL
COMPANYf
1 so t - 1 1 L«C H I C AGO
NEW YO R K
LOS ANGELES

please mention The Moving Pictur e World

The

Great

White

Way
PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOR
FULL PARTICULARS SEE "SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER OF THIS MAOAZDfB.
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
anemaqaipment Center, Enttre Second Floor, 729 7th Ave., at 49th St, New York
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INVESTMENT-

RETURNSLARGE
This Machine is designed to apply a wax compound to the margin
of New Films, to prevent damage during the first few runs thru the
Projecting Machine.
The collecting of emulsion from "green" films on aperture plate
and tension springs of the projector is in many cases causing untold
damage to the film and excessive wear to the projector as well as
marring the presentation on the screen by jumping.
(PatenU Pending)
Price of Machine, Complete
$16.50
including ten sticks of componnd

Price per Box of Ten Stleka |l.tO
In Lots of Ten Boxes
$.76 per box

Proper Waxing of New Films —
Prolongs the life of the Film.
Eliminates excessive wear on Projecting Machine.
Insure Steady Pictures on the screen.
Prevents tearing of sprocket holes by emulsion deposits.
AND
Saves the film from having Oil squirted all over it by tome
stop.
Operator trying to get "green" film thru his machine without a
The Werner Film Waxing Machine applies the Compotmd accurately to the margin of the film and poaitivelj will not spread
wax onto the picture.
Wax always in position. Requires no adjusting.
Over 1000 in Use in All the Leading Tkeatres and ExchmngM
THE WERNER
FILM
PROTECTOR
MFG. CO., Inc.
RIALTO THEATER BLDG.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

Another
Satisfied Customer

"" El..trl. *
...tint!..lM."
L<» inje '-

C

th. MI' ^„ tM tlae COM..
your ^ner»tor» y

The above letler speaks for Itself.
Wfstinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing
Company
East Plttslnirjh.
P».
Sales OfTiros in All Laree American Cities

W
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KnOws

"W«aT WORdNsiT
fHaT Exp-Ressrt
SATisfACTION. S^W^ic^ AV\D 0M^y

\$ a ?RQjec't/ovfisT"

^''^^J

The word Smpie^c means'
to the motion picture indus-;
tiy what the word Kodak
means
line.

in the photographic

In the 'write- upi ofnewl
theatre openings the iollowin^ hne is invariably present
Two

Simplex

projectors

are

part of the equipment"
TRY
THEM
AND
YOULL

KNOW

WHY

ThePrecisionMachine&.Tnc.
317 East 34th:Si - NowYork

T.

&

D.

THEATRE,

OAKLAND,
LARGEST

HOUSE

CAL.MOTION

WEST

EQUIPPED

POWER^S
TURNER

USES

OF

PICTURE

CHICAGO-

WITH

6B
&

PROJECTORS.
DAHNKEN

CIRCUIT

POWER'S.

NICHOLAS

POWERE D COMPANY
INCORRORAT
EDWARD
E:ARI_. P^ESiDElvnNiNETY Gold St. New York, N.Y.

oh

43.

No.

9

F£,BR.UARY

28. 1920

Price

15

Cents

J.P.Chalmers
in 1907
WOIOD

T

NUMBER

HOLMES

^^YERY

Scenano

IDEA

hi^ WM- LE BARON
by SE V- TAYLOR Vnrectedhu LAWRENCE

PVBLISBKO BVEK.T
CHALMILRS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY,
SubMiiptlon Price: United SUtM miui Ma PosMMloaj, Mexico and Cuba,
ft a year. Batarad aa niand alaM matter Jmne 17, 1»M, at the Poit
Copyrlcht, 1*U. by tha Chalmen

WTNDOM

FRIDAY BT
516 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW
YORK
$3 ■ year; Canada, I3.S* a year; ForelKn Countrlei (poitpald).
Office at New York. N. Y.. under the Act of Uareh S, ifTt.
PuhlUhtng Company.
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THE POOR FISH WOULD BE CONSIDERED AS THE VERY EMBLEM
OF WISDOM IF SILENCE WERE AS GOLDEN AS IT IS SAID TO BE!

PERSONALLY,
We
contrary.

On
we don't consider silence as golden.
believe in shouting our message from

the
the

housetops!
Positively knowing
and

the best motion

in saying so.
With
may

RITCHEY

posters to be the most

picture poster possible to produce, we believe

Not in whispers

either!

a megaphone ! In sonorous
hear ! Particularly

United

we

For the exhibitor knows

At

they have

that we

the top of our lungs!

far flung tones that everybody

have wanted

States to hear us— and

that the RITCHEY

efficacious

every Exhibitor
heard!

speak the truth.

poster always

has

in these

When

the maximum

we

say

of adver-

tising value — he can check up that statement against his box-office
records. And he does, for all that we have said is coming back
from him as a thunderous
demand

for more, and

echo, and it takes the form of a clamorous

ever more,

RITCHEY
406 WEST

31st STREET,

RITCHEY

LITHO.
NEW

YORK

posters!

CORP.

TELEPHONE,

CHELSEA

8388

APRIL
FOLLY
WITH
MAQION
OA

VIES
BY
CYNTHIA
STOCKCeV

(os^mopolitan Productions

PftESENTCDCf^ict
I
ure
^CpOitunouat
g FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION

.
p

Mi-'K

IL

FOLL
WITH Y

MAR(ON
DAV(E5
BY
CYNTHIA
STOCKLEY

3 FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION J

A masque ball is hardly the place one expects to encounter serious
adventure but the heroine in this story does. It leads her across the
ocean into a most amazing and unexpected series of happenings where
only her wit and ingenuity save her from disastrous consequences.
Situation builds upon situation, each one consistently climbing to the
most startling and fascinating climax ever written into a photoplay.
There is romance in abundance, plenty of comedy, a dash of melodrama
and a touch of pathos all so cleverly i—
intermingled that every one of the
emotions are played upon.
As a story it made a host of new
friends for the Cosmopolitan
Magazine.
As a picture it will increase the clientele of every exhibitor showing it.
If s the kind of a production that
everybody in the country will want
to see.

^CpanunouiuCfiiclure

(osmopolitan l-^bductions

CparamountGarter

^e^yavea

Mr.^/ic/Mi-s,
De

Gomedij

CARTER

HAVEN
m
w

HOODOOED

Your

A

NY

Lucky

day

-^^which

Day

is a lucky

you

show

day
a

on

Para-

mount-Carter DeHaven Com-

edy.

Mr.

and

are

the

Mrs.

Carter

Good

DeHaven

Luck

Twins.

They've made people laugh
years — they know how!

for

"Hoodooed," the first of their new
pictures, is a comedy for every sort of
theatre, because it appeals to every sort
of person.
Wholesome, happy, made up of the
stuff of every day life, and therefore
genuinely
taining.

funny and

uniquely

enter-

Show "Hoodooed", the first of these
comedies in your theatre, and it
won't be the last you'll show!
Story by Kecne Thompson Directed by Charles Parrott
Scenario by Bob MacGowan
i FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASIOr CORPORATION W

Criminal•
The. Court

The tower
home in the
VanVechten Where Peter
f i^st hitK
. Building"onia NewYor
AvhereS

97ie
Peacock
Room

Where the
milUonaire

"On with
from the
the Dance" west lived Ladyjoanes
\
\
New Hospital

65th St. and
FifthAvenue
the home of
Ladyjoane

^^^^^
Sonia met
the millionaire
from the west
Home of
Peter and
• Sonia •

AVhere
- lived '
Fay Desmond

fi aiafu anu lu ruucmuua, aac«ivu .
IS ■ year.
BntcnrQn
1
'anting, hea
11(1 cIbm
June U. WM. atnal
the l>(.iil (Ht,.. soul
i.l Ni» Yurk, N.tha
rtdin
0 maltrrGmo
' taj".tio
yrr *Wm Chaiaaara Piibllaliiua
Comnanv.

V
^

THOMAS

H,

INCE

. PRESENTS

DOROTHY

DALTON
IN

BLACKis

w

WHITE

BY GEORGE BARIL McCUTCHEON
PICTURIIED BY MAGNUS INGLETON
DIRECTED BY CHARLES GIBLYNA THOMAS H. INGE PRODUCTION

jdg>aramountj4rtcraftg>icture

She

Married

Her

from her home by his insane jealousy, her little son torn
from her arms, she found a new life, a
new identity, in a new country.
DRIVEN

Own

Husband!

THEN, years later, when she was the
reigning beauty of Paris, he met her,
loved her, failed to recognize her as the
sweetheart of his dead youth !

follows is the dramatic story of the struggle between
WHAT
a man's jealousy and a woman's love, with Dorothy Dalton
the magnificent, in a colorful, diverse, brilliant role !

Y CORPORATE
MlI t%,
PLAYERSUS .jt
FAMOj-^
^-NEWLASK
aMIU£J)«c^^
ECn,Br*aPm.CRK
,» ADOU^ZUKORPrv, JKSSELlASKYZYO

in

er^uson

HIS

HOUSE

order:'
jz^
C/>aramountj4rtcraft
IN

Q>icture

Elsie
has
l^EVER son
so
been
Fergu
lovely,
JA

"His

4

I

I?

so enchanting,

House

as in

in Order."

It is Sir Arthur Pinero's greatest
play. The world's foremost actresses have played it to weeping,
cheering audiences all over the
world.
But never has this play been presented with such beauty and life,
such lavish and magnificent settings, as in the screen version.
Audiences will throng to see it.
Because it is the creation of a
great star, a great dramatist
a great director.

'
Pinero
Arthur
By Sir
io by
Direction and
Scenar
HUGH

and

FORD

FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LASKYCECILCORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR PrttJESSE L.LASKY
B.OE MILLE o/rector C»n»ro/
TMEW Wc*/V»i.
YORie.
CANADIAN DISTRIQUTOftS. FAMOUS -LASKV FILM SERVICE. LTD HEADQUARTERS TORONTO

1

THOMAS H.INCE
, .PRESEisTTS. .
HIS SPECIALLY
SUPEiWTSEDPRODUCTION

"DANGEROUS
HOURS
By C.Gardner Sullivan
Adapted Irotn the
SATl/iUJAy EVENING
POST STORY

■

'A Prodigal
Utopia*
BY
DONN inBYBJSIE.
. . ALL STAR. CAST .
riKECTED BY TUXD NIBLO
PHOTOORAPHED . . BY
GEOR&E BAB.NES
Cparamountj^rtcmft
Qicture

I' ■

To
"Save"

By
S

Mankind!

fire and sword

they

would "save" mankind!

By destroying all that man
loves and holds sacred ! By
wrenching from him his
job, his family, his home!
And every man who loves
his family, his home and
the industry that
supports them will
find "Dangerous
Hours" a wonderful, thrilling and
vital picture!
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Features

Conan Doyle's
that rival
stories Stories
of detective
type Sherlock
ANEWfamous
Holmes.
in five reels with
mystery, suspense and unusual action. There will be
twelve of these famous five-reel features, which insures
Independent Exchanges of one five-reel feature each month
for the next twelve months.

"TEX"

Elucidator

of

Mysteries

is a character that is as well known in Scotland Yards as he
is in the New York Police Department. Primarily himself a
victim of circumstantial evidence he later devotes his life to
the unraveling of the mysteries that have convicted so many
innocent victims of circumstantial evidence.
STATE
Arrow

RIGHTS

NOW

SELLING

Film

Corporation

IV. E. Shallenberger, President
220 WEST

42d STREET

ARROW

NEW

YORK

CITY

V
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TO

Producers

Hereafter when you try to induce artists under contract with the
Universal to break their contracts, I shall call you by name. I shall
dangle you up before the eyes of the exhibitors of the world and
show that these dishonest practices of yours are the direct cause of
the frightful increase in the cost of making pictures.
Some

of you

are now

trying to get Mr. Erich

von Stroheim

be-

cause his picture "Blind Husbands" proves that he is the greatest
discovery in years in the matter of directors; and because you have
heard that his second picture "The Devil's Passkey" is even a greater
triumph. Unfortunately for you, von Stroheim comes of good old
stock and your money and your wiles cannot tempt him from the
path of honor.
When

Mr. von

Stroheim

was

untried

and

unknown

as a direc-

tor, why didn't you gamble on him, as the Universal did? Why
didn't you have vision enough to see that he had the makings of a
great director? Failing to do this, why do you now hang over him
like vultures seeking to grab him by hook or crook, with the accent
on the crook?
Have you no sense of decency or honor? Don't you know that
any profit you might make by causing another man to violate his
written word of honor is polluted profit, tainted money which is
unfit to spend on your wives and your children? Don't you know
that star-stealing or even attempted star-stealing is a specie of
pimping which is loathsome in the eyes of civilized men and
women?
I serve notice on you here and now that Erich von Stroheim is
under contract with the Universal for years to come. And so is Priscilla Dean, whose great production soon to be released will make
your smirking mouths water with desire to smash her contract. And
so is Harry Carey. And so are Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran, Marie Walcamp, Eddie Polo, Edith Roberts, Frank Mayo, Tod Browning, Rollin Sturgeon, Jack Ford, Allen Holubar, Dorothy Phillips and Robert Andersen.

I
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Do

you imagine that by hidinj- behind "agents" and fake corporations you can still violate all principle and all honor and continue to get away with it unharmed?

Do

you imagine that because the Universal has been long-suffering in the past and has never considered any star worth fighting

for when that star developed a sense of dishonor,
tinue to let you pick our pockets hereafter?

that we will con-

Let this sink into your consciousness: The Universal has engaged
counsel at both coasts to prosecute to the fullest limit of the law
any one of you who hereafter befouls the moving picture business
by trying to continue your rotten dealings of the past. We intend
to exercise our rights at any cost and without a let-up. We will not
confine ourselves to enforcing C9ntracts with individuals but we
will punish, as much as the law permits, any crooked agent or corporation who tries to induce any artist to jump a contract with us.
You, and the exhibitors who support you, are directly to blame
for the present frightful costs of making pictures. Drunk with easy
money, you have tried to use the power of that money to corrupt
or dissatisfy artist after artist who had none but honorable intentions and the best of good faith until you came along with your
almost irresistible bribes.
You are not going to get away with it any longer. I am going
to turn the spotlight on your activities every time those activities
are crooked. I am going to frizzle you on the grill of redhot public
opinion. I am
The Truth!

going

to use the one weapon

that you are afraid of —

This is my final warning. I will not write you any more polite
private letters asking you to let our artists alone. As fast as I get
the goods on you I will address you publicly and fight the matter
out before the eyes of the exhibitors as well as before the courts.
I have tried working

with you in National

Associations

and have

found they are not worth a tinker's dam. I have tried every way I
can think of to induce you to play the game with the cards on the
table. But you don't know how. You
deal from the bottom of the deck!

use marked

cards

and

you

Crooks of the world, which one of you will be first to take me
on?
i
UNIVERSAL
FILM MFG. COMPANY

It is a^ainsf our policy
induce in superlafives
but we cantiof resfraiii the hosts of exhibitors,

!

reviewers and theatre-goers who are prodaimiii^

KOLL
clouds
VHEN
the best the
picture
ever made
by
DOUGLAS

5V"

rAFRMNKS

:

I

Ji Great Play is Brought
to the Screen
Romance,
" one ofof the
the past
outstandinir
dramatic
successes
decade,
is coming to the screen.
Its remarkable record on the sta^e —
nearly three years in London, a year
in Chicago, a phenomenal season in
New York, a special engagement of
eight weeks in Boston — made it the
object of the keenest bidding among
motion picture producers.
United Artists Corporation is fortunate,
not only in having acquired the play
for picture presentation, but likewise
in having Miss Keane herself appear
in the role that she has made one of
the
stage.most vivid figures of the modern

UNITED AUTISTS CODPOQATION
AN NOUNCES
ITS FORTH com NG PRODUCTION

Romance" has won its way into the
hearts of drama-lovers, because it tells
an unusual, remarkable story and
because of the rare talent and artistry
that Miss Keane brought to it.
And so the play bespeaks an unusual
picture — a picture of powerful and
lasting appeal.

MOM
m
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary Pickford Cliarlie Cluiplin

ce
gnan
%mi the (jelehrnied ^Icu^
^EDWARD

SHELDON

^zreeted kj ChetlMiheij

Douglas Fairbanks

15. W.' Griffith
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That

Big

Will

Bank

Pack

Balances

IN an idle moment Sherlock Holmes declared to his
friend, Watson, that if he could lift the roofs off all the
liouses in London and peep in upon the hidden lives of
the inmates the number of tragedies would be appalling.
This is what

"TEX"
Elucidator

of

Mysteries

does. He raises the roof and you peep in with him. They
are your neig'hbors that "Tex" introduces to you. Everyday folk they are, but they have their masks oflF, and their
heartrending tragedies and carefully concealed sins are
unexpectedly revealed with a vividness that is startling.
It is this realism and humanness of the twelve five-reel
"Tex" stories, in addition to the sustained interest and
mystery always associated with the best detective stories,
that will pack picture houses and build big bank balances.
STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

SELLING

Arrow
Film Corporation
W. E. Shalleiiberger, President
220 WEST
GLEN WHITE AS "TEX"

42d STREET

NEW

YORK

CITY

J VO

I all the romance
screen.

of motion

pictures has jJet been flashed upon

For v^hat picture kas told tKe bewildering

successful actor of thirty-five, a leading man
blithely forsook a salary of $350
as super in a studio?

a week

for Broadwa))

to begin anew

Yet thus has Charles

sX.o\y of the
stars, v?ho

at $3 a day

Miller achieved success!

It isn't difificult to Ka-Oe faitK in a man like that. Nor is it difficult to believe that in
less than four 2?ears from tKe day

Ke began in pictures, Kis annual in- f^Z^Z^SSJ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^j^
come was exceeding
CKarles Miller's
achievements is his best advertise-

He joins
WER
here he MAYFLO
finds
backing and unlimited confidence.
And Realart opens to
as
cari find.

REALART

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^IP^^^I
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HiPr "^H
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^IP
iBP
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K
^

^^^^^^^^^^^HH^^^^^^^QP"

^^^^^^^

JH^H

B.

A.

ROLFE

presents

t

OLIVE

;n

tke

fi rst

TELL

of

her

series:;

B.

A.

ROLI

E

P.e..„>

OLIVE

the
in

Fas
a

ous

film

stor)),

ional

cast.

—

drama

Faith-

LOVE

-

WITHOUT

II
UEST

Q

A

picturization

"THE

o'

C.

Wad

swor

ABANDONED

tK

\ ! Olive Tell
imes W. Morrison
Peggy Parr
Mario Marjeroni
)Ivo Dawson
jeorge S. SteA)ens
Floyd Buckley
CKarles Mackay
jordon Hamilton
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^merlca's

'Big

Ones"

Boole

Lesser-Gore
Moore's

It

Kinema, Los Angeles

Theatres,

Washington

Jake Wells' Virginia Theatres
The Minerva Theatre, Pittsburg
Strand

Theatre,

San Francisco

Talbot's America Theatre, Denver
Tammen's America, Colo. Springs
The Casino Theatre, Jacksonville
Liberty Theatre, Sacramento, Cal.
Beatty's Liberty, Fresno, Calif.

At every point big, quick-thinking first run
exhibitor factors have in most cases cleaned
out other picturers of lesser power to make
immediate room for

IheSAGEBRUSHER
The photoplay oP the novel by
With an all-star cast:
ROY STEWART
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
EMERSON
HOUGH
NOAH BEERY
BETTY BRICE
Directed by EDWARD SLOMAN
ARTHUR MORRISON
GORDON RUSSELL
^ Benjamin BMampton- ^ Great Juthors Production
This production is made by masters.
The real secret of the great popularity
Months were devoted to its production.
of "The Sagebrusher" is its tremendous
It bears the stamp of an able organization
heart story; its hold upon the emotions.
and Eimerson Hough autographs it with
It is a story of genuine throb and appeal,
his approval.
that attracts audiences everywhere.
W.W.HODKINSON CORPOOTON
527 Fi/ih Avenue. New YbrkOty
DittrlbuUng through PAIH^ [ahangtJnarponMtrd
ForciiinDitlr.buto.J.Frjnk Drocld.ss.Inr JlO-lH \v<,

All of you remember J. Warren
Man!"
in "The
Kerrigan thrills,
Electric
zest,Best
action
and
dash.
Here is another romantic melodrama; livelier; more thrilling;
filled with action and excitement
and carrying in addition all of
the splendid Robert Brunton
production facilities.
Pre-released beginning Feb. 29.
At the price schedules set for
his pictures J. Warren Kerrigan
is the best can
"starmake
buy'''' for
that his
an
exhibitor
theatre.

Robert

Brunton

j)resents
J.WARREN

KERRIGAN
and

$

his own

company

in

30,000

By H.B. Daniel

Directed by Ernest C.>Warde

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 FUlh Avenue. New YorkGty
Disthbuttng through PAJflt [xchangc. Incorporated

THE
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A\i7hite
Man's
Handsome Donald Joseph
Blenhorn, fighting every inch of
the way. battles with bandits,
sticks by his friends and smites
his enemies. He looks death in
the eyes, reveals the character of
a plotting fiance and marries the
fflirl his heart selects BOOK IT

Chance

R

R

I

G

The

Jovous

liar

Picture Kerrigan as a burglar, as
a road agent ; as desperate,
hunted, always-in-danger; loving
and loved by a girl who stuck
tight, despite everything only to
find — There's the secret for your
audiences. BOOK IT.

A

N
The

W

I

Lord

Loves

A story of success in America —
every one loves Success. A
picture for all kinds of audiences.
A highly successful title. Figure
now what you can do with this
for the full week in which St.
Patrick's Day falls. BOOK IT.

N

N
Live

R
S

Sparks

A slashing, modern story of the
oil fields and a wide-awake hero
who. knows how to block a band
of plotters. Now actively playing
the first run theatres throughout
the nation.
BOOK IT.
W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Qty
Dittribullng through PATHC iKhange.ltKOrparated

the

Irish
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HIS

TEMPORARY

WIFE
By Robert Ames Bennet
Directed by Joseph Levering
With an all-star cast
RUBYE DeREMER
EDMUND BREESE
MARY BOLAND
EUGENE STRONG
W.T. CARLETON

Booked instantly by Tom Moore for his Washington Strand; booked on the circuits of New
York and a dozen large cities for immediate play
dates. It catches public attention with five allstar cast names.

Exhibitors are taking quick advantage of the
chances for exploitation, guessing contests, teaser
copy in programs and special nilders — all suggested by making a ^lay on the title itself —
His Temporary Wife. '
W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fi/lh Avenue. New Ifork Gty
DtstribuUng through PAJh£ Exchangt, htccrportrud
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F. Beck

presents

BAIRD

LEAH

The Picture Girl Beautiful

"Thein Capitol"
by week,
week and
by day,
importis leading
in sales
isDayleading
ance of the new first runs booked any
previous Leah Baird production ever made.
This is understandable, and was expected

OL
iT
OP
From the notable sta^e success by

AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

Directed by GEORGE

IRVING

by its distributors, because "The Capitol"
is stronger, abler, more vivid, more dramatic
and more compelling than the previous
Augustus Thomas plays in which Miss Baird
has starred.
Have you booked "The Capitol"?

W.W:HODiaNSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Qty
Distributing through PATHS Fxhanfie.Incorporated
r<wel<nDi«tributor.J. Frank Br«lc]i««.Iivc 719-10 Ave.
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PUNCT

With
and

a complete

powerful

line of

new

advertising

PUNCTURED
matter/TILLIE'S

ROMANCE,"
re
-edited and reconstructed, is
CHARUE
CHAPLIN
MARIE DRESSIER
MABEL NORMAND

ONE

SHEET

SHEET

and

TOWER

TllllE'S PUNCTURE
ROMANCE
THREE

bigger

^^^^^

71 WEST

better

FILM

23rd STREET

■Mil
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ROMANCE

4
PUNCTURED

ROMANCE"
is destined
to
eclipse
own

even

original

its

huge

success.

CORPORATION
NEW

YORK

ONE

CITY
THREE

SHEET

5HEEr
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SPECIALS

1920— A

One-reel

Masterpiece

Each

Week

B EAUTY oi mountain and forest in a series of supreme Specials
photographed by C. L. Chester,
master cameraman.

H OWLING wilderness and
quiet loveliness of remote South
American, by W. O. Runcie, maker
of Specials.

H ARTBEEST, hippopotami,
lions and leopards crashing at closeup in a screeching series by Charles
Cottar, famous big-game cinematographer.
M YSTERY and magic from
Borneo, Siam, Indo-China and
treacherous Tibet, in a Super-Series
by Charles Hugo, cameraman daredevil.

S OUTH SEA soirees, bare-foot
belles and soft southern scenic
beauty in a series of coral gems by
Carl P. Winther.

A WING Alps, by Arthur A.
Porchet; Cape Horn and the
farthest south, by Richard B. Hoit ;
and a secret Special by Raymond
Agnel — far away !

CHESTER-OUTING
Presented
in co-operation
with
;riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

PICTUREC
Outing Magazine

I

|
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COME
STARRING
JOHN
CUMBERLAND

is producing two part comedies of the best feature
the particular
quality. Any theatre that caters to the patronage of
es.
comedi
should at once investigate these
Mrs. Drew

Julian
The FIRST is "The Charming Mrs. Chase," adapted from
Street's "After Thirty." John Cumberland, of "The Gay Old
Dog" fame, is the star.
1

vJl^ Distributors vj^/
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c/i^ <A)mertccL ^ova cMe cM-emdijuC
QUALITY impresses you on every hand in the
stately mansion of George Washington at Mount Vernon.
Americans are quick to recognize quality, now as in
the days of Washington.
To gain the respect of the American public through
quality alone has always been the single aim of Selznick
Pictures.
That is why they are to be found at theatres of
highest standards.
That is why you feel as if you had been associating
with a charming and intelligent friend, as you leave the
theatre where Selznick Pictures create happy hours.

AT

THEATRES

WHERE

QUALITY

RULES

February 28, 1920
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pays

you

mm

Advertising for the Exhibitor
In the media listed below virtually every native
white family in the United^States is being told —
regularly — that Selznick Pictures Pho
"Create Happy
toplay
Saturday Evening Post
Ladies Home JournalHours".
Country Gentleman
Red Book
Blue Book
Green Book

ON the opposite page is a two-color reproduction of the
full page advertisement that appears in the February Ladies
Home Journal, the February 21st Saturday Evening Post
and Country Gentleman, February Blue Book and February
Green Book.
The combined circulation of those publications is more
than 5,400,000, which means that this one advertisement
reaches about 25,000,000 individuals.
And the advertisement reproduced is only one detail
of Selznick Pictures tremendous National Advertising
Campaign — a campaign that is drawing millions of patrons
to theatres that present — and advertise — Selznick Pictures.

Get Your Share of Increased PatronageBook Selznick Pictures Now.

Picture-Play
Motion Picture
Electr
ic Signs
Painted Boards
24-sheet Boards

1350
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REPUBLIC
LEWIS

THE
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DISTRIBUTING

J. SELZNICK,

Advisory Director

WORLD

\_l

CORPOKATION
BRITON

Executive Office*, 130 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.

N. BUSCH,

President

Exchanges Everywhere
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Introducing

A

2-Reeler Released Once-a-week

Starting

March

15th

Comhming
The Fan's Old Favorites
Comedy

Art

Novelty

Presented
For the First Timeas in Modern Form

''COME

DYART

1400 ft. of Comedy — The Grouch-Cure.
400 ft. of Art-Color Scenic— The Soul-Cure
200 ft. of Novelty-The

Fool-Cure.

Total 2000 ft.of"Comedyarf— The Box-office Cure
Produced Under the Personal
Supervision of Ward Lascelle
RELEASED

SPECIAL
Home

ONCEA

PICTURES

WEEK

CORPORATION

Office, 434 H. IV. Hellman
EXCHANGES

BY

Bldg., Los Angeles

EVERYWHERE

THE
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These 1400 ft. comedies

are 2-reel comedies

boiled down to 1,400 ft. That's why they are
the fastest, snappiest comedies made. Real
"Comedy'' brains supported by capital, makes
these laugh producers stand out in the present
market as the work of "Professionals. "
ART
This 400 ft. Art-color scenic is the sensation of
the year. The old legends of the world's beautyspots revealed in all of Nature's glorious colorings and gentle shadings by the new, unrivaled
HANDSCHIEGL
Color Process. Fully protected bypatents. Think of the most beautiful
colored film you ever saw, and then imagine its
faults eliminated.
NOVELTY
These 200 ft. Novelties are distinctly "different.''
A combination of Wit, Philosophy, History and
Prophecy, done in a way that spells "Class."
Combined with any feature it builds "Class"
and sparkling finish into your show, without
any other films. Makes a good "show" out of
a weak feature; makes a perfect "show" out of
a strong feature.
Your inquiry ts prepaid. You -have our
stamped, addressed post- cards. It costs you
nothing to get our proposition; it may cost
you the opportunity if you put it off. Send
that card NOW! I !
Branches Now Being Opened Everywhere.
Names and addresses of our Sales Represent-

I

SPECIAL

I

I '

Home

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Office, 434 H. JV. Hellman

EXCHANGES

Bldg., Los Angeles

EVERYWHERE
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"TVL JBNNING-SFATES FRAME-UP
FATES MOCKERY
FATES DOUBLE CROSS
THE LONG RIDERS
LOST IN SOCIETY
BANKERS TREACHERY
THE UNEXPECTED SHOT
OUTLAWS DEPUTIES
THE FUGITIVES LIFE
BANDITS GOLD

IM

^ET

SHORT

PINAL

IN

Claims

UH

FEATURES

EVEPY

THE

S. STATE

TIME!!

RISING
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A KNIGHT OF WESTERN
LAND
THE DEAD LINE
THE SQUARE SHOOTER
OUT OF THE WEST
SANDS OF THE DESERT
THE ELEMENT OF MIGHT
THE MAN GETTER
THE HEART BENEATH
THE MISSION TRAIL
BAREKNUCKLE
GALLAGHER
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CAPITAL
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ClinchOur
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GIBSON

THE TRAIL OF THE RAILS
DARING DANGER
FLIRTING WITH TERROR
THE BROKEN TRESTLE
THELAW CLUTCH OF THE
BORDER WATCH DOGS
THE GHOST OF THE
CANYON
GOLDEN STAR BANDITS
THE OVERLAND EXPRESS
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'best

seller"
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Read what a famous
motion picture reviewer said of America's
newest special- "The
Dangerous
following a Talent,"
private
view of it in the American projection room:
"Here is a picture that
stands out like a cameo
from the ordinary run
of attractions.
It way.
tells an interesting
story in an interesting
The cast is an excellent
one throughout.
It is instantly apparent
that the utmost care
was taken in the direction.
Margarita Fisher does
some of the best work
of her career.
1 am sure exhibitors
everywhere will find it
an offering far above
the ordinary!"

Samuel
American

S

Huldhinson,

Film

President,

Compani),Iiic.,

Aeffenis

^

A

Story

pretty

of an exceptional

stenographer,

tale, will make
possesses

who

of the

is a problem

sort.

Just

what

is the heroine
dangerous

that

of this

talent

will keep

the

she

audien-

ces guessing right up to the last fade-out.
Miss Fisher is supported by an unusual cast.
The

direction

by

Geo.

Cox

is above

criticism.

See American Film Company representative at
your nearest Pathe Exchange Today regarding
an early booking of this new big special.
Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President

A

Distributed by PATHE

^ind of

'^*"'e

»« of

ong feature
A giant am
iUiamn
^"''^
"tory
.. by WJackso
o"
ti
ac
attr s 5tory
famou
by^.^ with

packer.

au diences

*'Xure' . Wonaet»y
i„g to caP»"«J.
pl w
no
on
ti
ac
1 ..it

If youVe

looking

for proven

box-office

successes —

pictures which

are sure-fire — absolutely certain to satisfy your patrons — enter your
application now for an early showing of any or all of the above feature attractions. They are in big demand — so get your application
in without delay. Advertising Aids : Posters, ones, threes, sixes and
24 sheets, campaign

books, press sheets, newspaper

ads and cuts, etc

See the American Film Company representative
at your nearest Pathe Exchange for complete
booking information — prices, etc.
PICTURES
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:
THE most enthralling detective stories ever screened.
Incomparable in their suspense ;
startling in their climaxes. Here's a series of detective stories that is different. An all-star
cast selected with infinite care, including Glen White, David Wall, Joe Striker, Alexander
Frank, Jane McAlpin, and others.

1
•

.• .

"
of

X
Elucidator
E
T

*1

Mysteries

1

JANE McALPIN
WHY

did she hide the name of the real criminal and thus compel the man she loved to suffer
imprisonment and disgrace? Was it the dread of scandal which kept her lips sealed?
This is a typical situation in the "Tex" series, which gives these detective stories a
gripping, irresistible appeal, which is responsible for the dramatic touch that skyrockets them far
beyond the average detective story.
STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

□1

SELLING

Arrow
220 WEST

Film
Corporation
W. E. Shallenberger, President
42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

I
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is w^orking

on his initial production for First National

"The

A

First National

Family

I mm.

Honor"

}

Attraction
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THIS

Katherine

1^

VB

Donald

The

American

Now

making

Beauty

pictures

that

hit the high mark in production— famous stories and
plays, great writers, directors and supporting casts,
with
made

a perfection
possible

financial

"THE

^

"THE

backing.

Robert

GUEST
By

by adequate

TURNING
POINT"
The Picture Beautiful

By

"THE

of detail

C. N. and

W.

OF

Chambers

HERCULES"

A. M. Williamson

NOTORIOUS
MISS
By Mrs. Bailey Reynolds

LISLE"

THE
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See

First
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WORLD

SERIES

How

These

National's

Pictures

Great

strand. New York
Riviera, Chicago
Liberty, Portland
Grand Opera House, Pittsburgh
Broadway, Richmond
Stanley, Philadelphia
Rialto, Des Moines
American, Salt Lake City
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Queen, Houston
.Coliseum, Seattle
New Garrick, Minneapolis
Circle, Indianapolis
Moore's Rialto, Washington
Strand, Louisville

Book

the

Whole

First

Draw

Run

In

Houses

Rialto, Omaha
Strand, New Orleans
Olympia, Boston
The Old Mill, Dallas
Queen, Galveston
Stillman, Cleveland
Adams, Detroit
Liberty, Seattle
Tivoli Opera House, San Francisco
Kinema, Los Angeles
Strand, Brooklyn
New Grand Central, St. Louis
Rialto, Butte
Ascher Bros., Chicago
Rex, Vancouver, B. C.

Series

NOW!

The Katherine Presented
MacDonald by
Pictures Corp'n.
Sam E. Rork, President and General Manager
By ArrangementB. with
Attractions Distributing Corp'n.
P. Fineman,
President

■]
j
'
j
I

A

"First National"

Attraction
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WORLD

LOUIS E
MAYER
PRESENTS
^keSTAR

MILDRED

HARRIS

CHAPLIN

s^INFERIOR

SEX

Her first picture of a series of specials
being produced for First National witli
all the lavishness characteristic of Louis
B. Mayer-made
Great
Great

productions.

Star — Great

Story

Direction — Great

Cast

A startling story of the problems of love and life
that every girl faces — courtship, the honeymoon,
married life, neglect, flirtations, deceit, divorce.

Adapted from Frank Stayton's play by Waldemar Young
Directed by Joseph W. Henabery
Photo^aphed by Tony Gaudio
Art Director, Georgre Hoplcins

A- FIRST
NATIONAL
ATTRACTION

THE
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ARLE

in QeorgeM.
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/ascinating

FIVE

RAY

comedy-

drama

MINUTES
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A FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

BROADWAY

This

is the first of a series of pictures which Charles Ray is now

making specially for First National.
The new series will excel his other
pictures, in that each is taken
a great
work

stage

success,

from

a popular

of fiction or specially adapted

vehicle.

No

expense

will be spared

to stamp

them with the highest production quality.
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Detective
Screened

Stories

IF you have been hunting for pictures which will appeal to old and young, high-brow and lowbrow alike, without exception, your efforts may heretofore have been disheartening. But
here's your opportunity. Don't let it get away from you ! No one can resist this series of
twelve absorbing stories.
With an all-star cast, brilliant direction, and realistic settings, these pictures will offer an
entertainment that will hold the interest of your audience from start to finish.

"TEX"
Elucidator
of
Mysteries
A Series of 12 Five-Reel Features
STATE RIGHTS NOW
SELLING
Arrow
220 WEST

Film
Corporation
W. E. Shallenberger, President
42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

y
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^low'Book.ini

Circle Film Attractions

at

Big Features Corporation

729 Seventh Avenue
Keith's National Theatre Building
New York City
Louisville, Ky.

Ludwig Film Exchange
Stephens ^\^assman
421 Loeh Arcade Building
26 Moore Building
Minneapolis, Minn.
Atlanta, Ga.

S. T. Stephens Film Distrihuting Co.
700 Carondolet Street
New Orleans, La.

Peerl^ras Pictures, Inc.
39 MVinchester Street
Boston, Mass.
□

•Reserve

Toiir

Territoiy

by

^ire

Clark-Cornelius
Corporettiort
117 Wes^
46'-!! Street.

THE

February 28, 1920

MOVING

9liary 9\i?Jes

FI

UP ROMANCE

ROAD"

^ow

AvebilaWe

"ASqUARE

^i^hl

Exhibitors Film Company
Gloyd Building
Kansas City, Mo.

at

OfcGHOSr^
TAYLOR'
"SOCIAL ROSY
BRIARS"

DEAL'
"tKe

Tollowin.;?

^xclianges

Doll Van Film Corporation
Indianapolis. Ind.

Exliititors Booking Association
Salt Lake City, Utah
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WORLD

rarfta
&HEI\,
lasr
-IMPOSSIBLE SUSAN'

Willi CLTTL^
RUSSELL
IN

state

PICTURE

^

Peerless Pictures, Inc
32 Winchester Street
Boston, Mass.

All Star Features Distributors
San Francisco, Cal.

S. T. Stephens Film Distributing Co.
700 Carondolet Street
New Orleans, La.
Alexander Film Corporation
130 West 46th Street
New York City

DeLuxe Feature Film Company
2014 Third Avenue
Seattle, Wash.
Rosenthal 6? Saperstein
207 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, 111.
Ludwig Film Exchangei
421 Loeb Arcade Building
Minneapolis, Minn.

Masterpiece Film Attractions
Sincere Building
Cleveland. O

C*. I. . GT XM,..^,,,
Dtephens
Wassman
aii o
u
T»' .„'L ^
"""
26 Moore Building Angeles, ^7"''
Cal.
Atlanta. Ga.

Palmore
„
. fe?.Homan
^
421 East Lexington Street
Baltimore, Md.

Clark^Cornelius
CorporatiorL
117 West
46tiJ Street.

Schomer-Ross

Productions,

Inc., now

selling

on
SACRED
FLAME,"
the greatest
independent
ever . screened,
the
photo"THE
drama
that has
alreadyunquestionably
made good in one
the ofhardest
competitive
territory releases
in the world
rr . . the drama
that will still be "getting the money" when many of the biggest so called "super-pictures" will have been
gone and forgotten . . .the drama that presents a tremendous human interest story with one of the most
brilliant and best known stars of the picture industry —

WRITTEN

AND DIRECTED

ABRAHAM

S.

BY

SCHOMER

whose past successes are still the talk of the trade and who has brought thousands of
dollars to the coffers of exhibitors in every part of the world, with such Box Office Winners
as "Today," "The Inner Man," "The Yellow Passport," "Ruling Passions," and others.
BOX

OFFICE

POWER

HE SACRED FLAME" has unique
and extraordinary Box Office
T
powers in that every detail connected with this great play APPEALS with
trip hammer force to every man, woman
and child. It is THE play that enables a
much longer run, because every person who
sees this play goes away talking like a
walking 24 sheet. With such a well known
Star as EMILY STEVENS; with picked
supporting cast, "THE SACRED FLAME"
brings you a money getter way above par.

EXPLOITATION
W

E have prepared a wonderful advertising and publicity campaign book
that is COMPLETE. It shows HOW

to put "THE SACRED FLAME" across with
a wallop. Everything is ready — Ads, publicity, wonderful posters, stunts, ideas
galore so written and executed to make exploitation easy and powerful. We want every
exhibitor to have a copy of this great book. Send
for YOUR COPY today. Note to Exhibitors in the
New York and northern New Jersey territory: Book
"THE SACRED FLAME" through Commonwealth
Pictures Corp, 1600 Broadway. Write and we will
tell you where to book "THE SACRED FLAME"
in your territory. DO IT TODAY.

Schomer-Ross
Productions,
126 W. 46th ST., NEW YORK
General Manacer
E. S. MANUEIMER
State Rirhta Sales Hanacer
A. EG AN COBB...

Inc.
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Change
in the size, appearance,
and

advertising

rates of MOVING

PICTURE WORLD
tive with the next
Beginning
(March
will be

with

becomes
issue.

the next

effec-

number

6th, 1920), the publication

Type Size
Trim Size
Bleed Plates
With

front cover

its new

8" xlO%"
m''x\2V^''
9%"xl2%"

front cover

and

gen-

eral attention given its many departments, the WORLD
in its new
size and dress will have
appeal
The

than

ever before.

rates for advertising

sent upon

Get
want

will be

request.

the

habit — when

the
the

Telephone:
Murray Hill 1610-1-2-3

a stronger

NEWS.
WORLD,

you

READ
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A winning personality and a smile that would
warm the heart of the coldest audience are largely
responsible for the great success of
NEELY
'1 i

EDWARDS
in
"the boy with the winning smile"

HALL

ROOM

BOYS

COMEDIES
Edwards, you will be pleased to learn, is to be
featured in future Hall Room Boys' releases. He is
to be given the support of an extremely capable cast
and the best direction and stories money can buy.
Produced and released every other iveek by
t

|i JACK
and HARRY
COHN
,4 \
1600 Broadway, New York City
in their own studios in Uollywood, California,

^
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I
^/la^igf picture.
o/^tfiQyear
IT WILL QUALIFY FOR SCREEN HONORS
ABOVE ALL OTHER PRODUCTIONS OF 1920
THE

SUPERB

FEATURE

FACE

T

Starring
the

Screen's
Most

Beautiful
Actress

WARGUERITE

WITH COMPETENT
SUPPORTING CAST
A PRODUCTION THAT IS TOTALLY DISSIMILAR TO ANY OTHER, AND WITH
WHICH NO COMPARISON CAN BE MADE
IN THE ANNALS
MUST BE AWARDED
The

Supreme

OF FILMDOM IT
A PLACE OF HONOR

Effort

of True Artistry and
of the Screen

One

of the

THE

FIRST OF A SERIES OF EIGHT
DISTINCTIVE PHOTO-PLAYS
Produced Under the I'ersonal Supervision of Harry Grossman

GR055MAM
PICTURED*.
Inc.
110 We5t 42 nd St.
NewTfbrk City

Classics

^YiEY
Just 1 firw yeafs ngo the spUt reel
comedy iv.is. tacked on the ena of a
rro^aul lo tlir In, and tilso act iis a
"chafer" fDr those who liked to see
a picture Lvfiro for one admission
jirlceedy, nndThen
came admit
the ono
we must
thatree!
somocom-of
tl.ese
aro
real
f:ems.
The
Chrl«i;e
•dies, for Instance. They show com
real
people In real life, with everyday
tltu.itions that do not depend irpon
Kl&psLTk
lau^. Now
we
h:ivp tlie to'
twogetreel1 comedies
comlni::
t.. thi" foreRrnwrvi
-MILWAUlCCe JOURNALComedyChristie
adds miirli
I'un
lo A theChristie
program
has been
trying a line of stuff that h pearly,
always surefire. They are making
travesties on stage play? The first
one had to do with Shakc>pearc and .
was certainly a howline success on
Broadway. This last one is a takeoff on the burning of Rome, while
Nero plays the banjo. The celebrated fight between gladiator? and a
homemade bull threw the audience ,
into fits of laughter,' Patrons were
heard to exclaim that they liked this
I'otter than the feature. Some praise
f a c^nicHv !
- DRAMATIC MfRROR"WHY WILD MEN CO WILD"
One-Reel Christie Convedy
Distributed by State Rights

SAY*-

.
r.er
Jinieodrl arCchhriysly oinniyd)y
.
' ral iiri iig Jayy, Ti.ic
M {ingl i C orae
KCr.hiii
Two reel)
J
d
s
c
d
h
e
e
i
g
e
c
e
v
>
t
goo
.^nucienxc
h whi u com rou and percots tha the
pirgohd tandarfdirm is ooeust f6n reearciou^ withramiats. humho,e torysubj ueiste the saomoed
t
a igrie,is aqc
i s
i d
h e sd
ingd
eTct s
praion
oniid,an lilss, wellaintso,W. ndThe ea>iral;yg iesryperf ssiblaend empber
t?y of locat
pdoy,
ev
a n
id oighthied tr
s
'
t
h
n
uen,Jes they ebe of utdhee
sfoni in come
.•i\laiggera we sodrotng,' "Rofotwedy getAn,
nxcniti"ng has hasae biglonsghar he anodof thefs inwcilftly
n nd i
e
i
e
m
d
n
o
i
n
i
a ^^ t r o a s
c
- \-inef r way a aa e
"Ki
—'
—
-^
tr
rail
- KINEt^ATOCRAPH WEEKLVA Roman Scandal," Christii
^ jincthing novel in the way of farces on stage pro■af-tions is to be found in a two-reel Christie special,
released through First National exchanges calledn "A
An
Roman Scandal." Colleen Moore is featured
y in the
wd has been
production which has numerou.< laughsRoand
screened exceptionally well. The featured player
handles her role splendidly and helps put the ofifering,
directed by Al E. Christie and written by W Scott'
Darling, over Almost
all of the humor centers about
I
an opera company which comes to town and presents
"The Fall of Rome." They burlesque it just slightly
when depicting the eflF6rts of the original cast, but
slaughter it when the actors go on strike and amateurs
take their places. The battle of the gladiators, and"
Ursus' throwuig the mighty bull (which is a cow)
I ave been filmed so as to get genuine laughs You
\'11lriake no mistake if you book this^ -WtD6

( Christie Comedy — Two Reel Sp4ecial i
M.ACK SENNETT
is not theantique
only corliedy
pro- I
ducer who can burlesque
plays. Here
is Al Christie coming forward as the sponsor of |
an ancient pattern and so successfully h»s he ridiculed it that there is no doubt of its reception |
among the lovers of film comedies.
At the Rialto in New York the comedy made the
audience register spontaneous laughter Which is
sure indication that it has its merits. There is
enough incidental business and good nalured lomfoolery to please a mean man. Need more
^mA''—LAVR\ISCII RP.ID
Celebrated Players list 1.100 theatres
Ml Illinois and Indiana as "regular customers." Its .ho'Id
on the
tory is best
indicated
by Chicago
the fact terri-'
that
•^80
Chicago
theatres
are
Christie one-reel comedies. showing the
One of the crowning achievements of
the exchange in the closing days of 1919
was the signing of a contract with the
Playhouse,downtown
one of Chicago's
best known
lirst-run
theatres, whereby
beginning December 21. the Christie come<lies will be giveii week runs permanently.
Bfflw-^eEL

PACTS

-

-EXHIBITORS

HERALD

-

By Ruth Byers
Directed by George Fawcett
This picture would be unusual if only
for the fact that it is a newspaper story
done true to life.
It was written by a newspaper woman
and adapted by a newspaperman, and
then, many of its scenes were filmed in
the editorial offices of a metropolitan daily.

The public is curious about the "behindthe-scenes" regions of a big jiewspaper.
Here is a picture that will
relieve at least a part of
that curiosity.
The throb of
the press is in
this story, and
the clicking typewriters and clinking linotypes.

"Deadline at
is likeEleno
venoth
" er
picture produced
this season.
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The Prcnhiccrs of
"EMPTY
ARMS"
HAVE THE PRIVILEGE TO ANNOUNCE
thittwrite
they ahave
with' one
of the and
most universal
distinguished
literary
the world,
to
hii; contracted
feature picture
of timely
interest.
The men
man ofwith
whom
the engagement has been made is perhaps the most read writer in America. His daily
editorials and gentle philosophical treatises are followed religiously by over Twenty
Million Readers in the foremost cities of the country. Those who know him virtually
worship him. Hence it is a distinguished privilege to announce that the producers of
"Empty .Arms" have made arrangements with DR. FRANK CRANE, in collaboration with
CHARLES D. ISAACSON, Dr. Crane's colleague on the "New York Globe," for the famous
philosopher and teacher to tell in story form his grand conception of
"DEMOCRACY"
A Super Feature will result. We have already read the script of the story, and we
are able to announce at this time that it is one of the most extraordinary dramatic tales
ever conceived for motion picture development 1
"DEMOCRACY" will unquestionably be the biggest Feature Picture made since the
"BirthNo ofexpense
a Nation"
will and
be "Cabiria."
spared iji the filming of the story. The foremost actors and
actresses are engaged, and the picture will be made with the co-operation of Dr. Frank
Crane by Frank Reicher.
Options on "DEMOCRACY" for territorial rights may he secured at once. Preference
will be shown, naturally, to buyers of "EMPTY ARMS."
LESTER PARK and EDWARD WHITESIDE
500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

February 28,
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speed
value

to Remember—Short

release

the

interest

COMEDIES

bill.

may
It has

and

story—

The

modern

of short

subjects.

!

Subject

Headquarters

Controlling the World's Rights for the new "Rotary Portable Projector"
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Screen's

Most

'^Sahara"
"Elaborate beyond the power of description.
A photoplay with a new story. Rarest of the
film species." — New York Evening Mail.
"An enchanting picture. Louise Glaum gives
a wonderful performance."
— Chicago Evening Post.
"A masterpiece. Miss Glaum superb."
— Guy Price in Los Angeles Herald.
"THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER"
"That rarest of rare things, a j»lot intensified and sharpened by a transition into screen
form." — New York Globe.
"NEITHER GRIFFITH NOR DEMILLE
ARE ACCOMPLISHNG MORE THAN
THS PRODUCER.— J. PARKER READ, Jr.
— Chicago Herald-Examiner.
"Best work Miss Glaum has ever done."
— H. E. Dougherty in Los Angeles Express.

J.

PAI^KEPv.
Pl^ODUC
TL-OS.H.Ince Studios

,

February 28, 1920
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Striking

A 'Triumphant

nojsjs

What

the

ies

Critics
of

Bosworth

"A Star, Whose Ability in His
Chosen Line Cannot Be Surpassed.— Cedric Weller in N. Y.
Review.

"Hobart Bosworth's Art Has
Reached Perfection." — Marion
Russell in Billboard.

"That Big Human Being, Hobart Bosworth." — N. Y. Times.

]

WORLD

Ibrsonaait

Artist

Think

^

PICTURE

1/ 1^
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FEATURING

the winners of the fame and fortune con^
I

test conducted by the ''Motion Picture Magazine/*
''Motion Picture Classic'' and "Shadowlandr
The Judges were: Mary Pickford, Thomas
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NUMBER

]y J OVING PICTURE WORLD presents herewith its special export
ly/l number, a substantial symposium of feature articles and advertising on foreign trade, numbering fifty-four pages. Perhaps
never before in the film business did its foreign experts get together m
such a timely and valuable collection of facts and opinions on the
business of selling motion pictures outside of the United States and
Canada. Moving Picture World is proud to present this special number to the trade.
CONTENTS
America Must "Dig Down"
By F. G. Ortega, editor of Cine-Mundial.

The Film, America's Salesman
By Samuel Goldwyn, president Goldwyn

Films
Marketde for
China,
By St.Vast
P. Rudiger
Rodynko, former aid
of Governor of Shanghai.

Pictures Corporation.
Makmg a Film Department
From Penn Export and Import

"Buyer Never Forgets 'Bloomer' "
By Gus Schlesinge^! sales manager, InterOcean Film Company.
Fxnort Fra
the J^xport
Ts tne
This
ims IS
., _ _
^
By Louis Auerbach.£.ra
president of Export
and Import Film Company.
„ .
... , 4
.
o
Films Foster British-American Spirit
By Colonel H. A. Browne, chairman, Walterdaw Company, Ltd., London.
Yankee Enterprise to Develop World
By Emil Shauer, in charge foreign department. Famous Players-Lasky.
Reasonable Foreign Selling
By W. E. Shollenberger, president Arrow

Export Means Specialization
hJ^l.^^^^^' president Foreign Markets
Distributing Corporation.
Producers Must Tighten Belt
By Guy Crosswell Smith, head of Guy
Crosswell Smith, Ltd.
„
t
•
^ . . .
Scandinavia — Prosperous, Optimistic
By Ingvald C. Oes, Scandinavian manager
for Famous Players-Lasky.
Girdling the Globe with Pictures
From Robertson-Cole Distributing Corp.
English Productions To Be Boomed
From British Industries, Ltd.
Export, Fascinating Business
By A. George Smith, foreign representative

Goldwyn.
ers
duc
American
ge Hits
Exchan
By David
P. Howeiis,
headPro
of David
P.
Music Never Balks at Boundaries
Howells, Inc.
From American Photoplayer Co.
The Coming Period to Test Endurance
Rothacker Enters South America
By John Cecil Graham, general foreign
From Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.,
representative. Famous Players-Lasky.
Chj^a Wants Industrial Pictures
Reminiscing — For Value of All
By Julean Arnold, attach^ United States
By William ("Kalem") Wright, pioneer
Chamber of Commerce in China.
film exporter.
Must NouHsh Credit Plan
By A. E. Rousseau, Pathe foreign manager
India
in
Intrenched
Rooster
From Pathe Exchange, Inc.
World-Wide Projection
From Nicholas Power Company.
Films Compete with Chinese Stage
By F. Marshall Sanderson, formerly gen- Growing
From Donald Campbell.
eral manager, China Theatres, Ltd.
Showing the Cannibal to Himself
Projection in Foreign Fields
From Pathescope Company of America.
From Master Projector Company.
This issue has a guaranteed circulation of 3,000 copies in foreign English-speaking
countries, plus our regular circulation in the United States and Canada.
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IF every road leads to Rome, every
discussion on export leads to the
rate of exchange. It is a real, a
tangible obstacle that looms ahead of
whoever attempts to ship a reel of
film to Europe. As the days pass, its
proportions increase. It cannot be overcome by the commercial methods in
vogue at present, particularly in the
film trade.
We could print a few pretty phrases
or the usual "straight-from-the shoulder
talks" so dear to the film man's soul
in his unguarded moments, but unforttinately they would not bring down the
rate of exchange.
Those who are only interested in obtaining one or two more cents per foot
on their pictures will not solve the
problem, and neither ourselves nor anybody else can solve it for them.
For the man whose only ambition is
to "clean
up" orin cares
a few todeals,
that
all
he knows
knowor about
the business is that Great Britain buys
so many copies more than France, we
have no advice tc ofTer.
We know of no panacea capable of
making the Europeans happy and at the
same time increase or even maintain the
price of our oictures.
We believe that the peak in the downward exchange curve has not been
reached. It will be still more unfavorable to trading.
World Must Regain Its Strength.
We believe the fat seven jears just
elapsed will be followed by another
seven years of lean pickings. The world
will have to regain all its strength,
acquire new wealth and start another
mad rumpus before the profits and
profiteerings of the late upheaval can
materialize again.
We are not securing as much profit
from Europe in films or any other article as we did two years ago. These
present profits, instead of increasing,
will decrease, and decrease very rapidly
— for the good of Europe and for our
own good. (It should be borne in mind
that the Europeans are not the only
ones toselvessuffer
respect prices
: we ourare paying'.n this
outrageous
for
almost everything.)
If the price of our films, on account
of the rate of exchange and the desire
for higher profits on the part of the
producers, keeps mounting up, only one
thing can happen : the Europeans will
have to do without them.
They will have to produce pictures
themselves.
If we force Europe to take this step
without our co-operation the outlook is
not pleasant.

need that kind ">{ help, and even if they
did, the rate of exchange would prevent
as from giving it.
If we do not dig in our pockets now
we will have to do so later and deeper.
To do so now is the fairest course to
take; also the wisest.
American producers should establish
themselves in France, Great Britain,
Italy and Germany (some already have
done so), not to compete with the local
manufacturers, but to co-operate with
them — building studios, paying local
taxes, developing national talent, making good pictures and marketing them
throughout the world — the United
States included.
Exporters Should Become Importers.
Our exporters, with their wonderful
first-hand knowledge of international
markets, tastes and financial conditions,
should also become importers, handling
all kinds of good pictures in the territories where they operate.
Europe cannot become an absolute
tributary to us in the realm of motion
pictures. If there were not other reasons to prevent it, the rate of exchange
alone would do it. We should, therefore, aid Europeans to get on their feet
as soon as possible by offering them
the benefit of our superior knowledge
and organization in this field.
Moving pictures, by their very nature,
cannot be a stiictly national industry
or art. If we help now where help is
most needed, when the art becomes international, asit is bound to be, we will
hold in its councils that dominating
position to which we are entitled by
our pioneering efforts and our enormous consumption.
Competition ?
There will be room for everybody.
Only the surface has beer, scratched m
motion picture development.
In Russia alone there are 180
million human beings.
For every theatregoer today there will
be twenty ten ytars hence.
And competition only kills the weaklings, anyway.
When we are all producing and exporting and making money again, we
shall be quite able to take care of ourselves— as in the past.

Should Dig 'Into Our Own Pockets.
How can this situation be relieved?
By digging do-vn into our own pockets.
Of course, this is rather painful adyice to give anybody, but it is the only
practical one. To think that we can
help our customers in Europe by capitalizing their necessity, by waxing
wealthy on their handicaps, is to commit a piece of folly. They do not

EUGENE
H. KAUFMAN,
the accessory
departmentmanager
of Inter-of
Ocean Film Corporation, and who
was recently instrumental in effecting
the contract with the Master Projector
Company for the exclusive foreign distribution of their product, announces
that he has already concluded arrangements for the disposition of Master
Projectors in many foreign territories.
He further reports that exclusive sales

By F. G. ORTEGA
Editor of Cine Mundial

Master Projector Agencies
Opened in Foreign Lands

" Now

So
Later
On
agencies for Master Projectors have
been established in India, Burma, Ceylon, South Africa, Australia, Cuba, Porto
Rico, Brazil, England and other foreign
countries.
During the past two weeks Mr. Kaufman also completed satisfactory negotiations for the distribution of Spacr
Carbons on an e-xclusive agency basis
in Brazil and Argentine. These are
said to be two of the largest contracts
ever closed for Speer Carbons.
Many sales are reported by Mr. Kaufman for the Fulco Accessories in
France, Egypt, England, Philippine Islands, Central America, Belgium, Holland and Mexico. It is interesting to
observe the growing popularity of Fulco
products in foreign territories.
Donald C&mpbell Increases
His Activities in Exports
IN his ing,
new Donald
offices
in the Leavitt
BuildCampbell
is expanding
his export bu,= iness with an energy
that springs from years of successful
achievement in foreign merchandising.
To the trade in India, Burma, Ceylon
and that great district blanketed under
the designation of the Far East the
name of Donald Campbell has for years
been known as a symbol of fair dealing
and enterprise.
Mr. Campbell has exported American
film to ever}' country where coin of the
realm is figured in exchange for commodities and throtigh his recent acquisition of more capital his business will
e.xpand more tlian it ever has. Mr.
Campbell is a student of finances and
money exchange, and knows the foreign
market in all of its ramifications.
Just lately he secured the world's
rights to William N. Selig's newest
serial, "Vanishing Trails." "The fact
that Selig made the serial," says Mr.
Campbell, "is of it.«:elf a twenty per cent,
advantage in marketing 'Vanishing
Trails' in foreign territories. Selig's
animals and Selig's method of producing
serials appeal to the sense of adventure
that abounds particularly in the Far
East, while in European countries the
name of 'Selig' is standard for good
reputation and confidence of the pictureFour Serials for Far East.
public."
going
Another
deal of importance, especially
in India, Burma and Ceylon, is the sale
of four serials cf current interest to
American audiences for exploitation in
the Far East. Mr. Campbell has sold
the Far East rights to N. & H. Woolf,
of London, Eng., for the following
chapter-productions :
"Mystery of 13," produced by Louis
Burston and featuring Francis Ford;
"Lightning
Bryce," produced
by National Film Corporation
and featuring
Ann Little and Jack Hoxie;
"Hawk'sandTra'l,''
produced
Loui."Burston
featuring
KingbyBaggot,
and "Lurking Peril"; a Wistaria Film
Corporation serial featuring Knn Luther
and George Larkin.
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Trade-Mark 'Made In America" — Facts
of America have a
By SAMUEL GOLDWYN
THE
-markctsin foreign lands which President,
tradeprodu
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
our manufacturers and exporters lillllMJIIIIIlMllllMllllllllllirMllllliriirillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJIIIIllllMIIIIMIllllllllirillMIIIIIIIJ
have not yet utilized to its fullest pos- tain that demand to the highest possible
sibilities indeveloping and maintaining
international trade. That trade-mark is point in the face of what will probably
be the keenest competitive era
the American motion picture, which is prove tointernational
commerce has ever
an advertising medium for everything which
seen.
American ; a psychological advance agent
American Pictures in the War.
for America's foreign commerce. Every
photoplay shown abroad inevitably
During the war, and especially after
bringstion the
AmericaButto more
the attenentrya into
it, all appreciation
the Entente
of its name
beholders.
than America's
Allies showed
significant
can
play
that, every Ameri
photo
is cap- of the value of the motion picture as a
able of bringing to the favorable knowl- means for supporting the morale of
edge of its foreign audiences striking their armies and their civilian populaand attractive information about Amertions. At a time when the shipping sitican industry which could otherwise be
uation was so difficult that everything
brought to their attention only through
expensive and lengthy advertising campaigns.
During the past five years America has
had little need for using the motion
picture to trumpet the wares of American commerce. An impoverished world
has looked to America for vitally necessary supplies, first for the carrying on
of the war, afterward for the immediate needs of post-war reconstruction.
Our merchant ships have carried our
country's
corner of
of our
the
globe, andname
with totheevery
expansion
commerce to meet the urgent need of
other nations for our raw and manufactured products American goods have become household familiarities abroad. In
other words, during the war American
products had an inevitable monopoly on
foreign trade because the United States
was the only country in a position to
export a surplus over and above its own
needs.
Our Monopoly at an End.
Conditions, however, are rapidly
changing. An era of international commerce is opening up which will substitute the keenest competition for the
Samuel Goldwyn.
monopoly which America enjoyed dur- MllltliriltlllllKirillllllt IIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINrillllllllllllllllMlllllllllllllltlMtllllllHIIIIItllllMlllllllllllll
ing five years of war. All the nations
of the world are embarking on vast unessential was barred as largely as
plans for reconstructing their devastated possible from taking up space in the
lands and for resuming their interrupted holds of outgoing vessels, room was alindustrial operations. It is true we have
ways found for American films to be
introduced ourselves and our products delivered to our own troops, to the alto Europe, Asia, South America and
lied troops and to the allied countries
Africa. Our merchandise has been eager- in general.
ly sought.
Necessarily, American moving pictures
Everywhere buyers have learned that thus received a degree of fame abroad
the trade-mark "Made-in-America" which it would probably have taken a
means honest value to those who pur- much longer time under normal condichase on the strength of it. But the
tions to develop. Nor were all the picquestion which the American
tures thus distributed war pictures in
must now ask himself is how exporter
he can the strict sense. Many of them were
best develop the demand created dur- on commercial and agricultural subing the war and how he can best mainjects, and in fact it may be said that
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the films sent to Europe and Asia during the war were representative of every
important phase of our American life.
In this way, the American government
was able not only to furnish regular
entertainment to our own soldiers and
to those of our allies, but also by means
of a purely American product to bring
the importance and value of other American products to the attention of the
civilian populations abroad.
In this connection, the report of an
American representative sent to Archangel by the Division of Films of the
Committee on Public Information is significant. In many of the towns in which
he showed his pictures the inhabitants
had never seen a photoplay before. Of
special interest was the demand for
agricultural and industrial subjects. The
Russians seemed far more interested in
modern American methods of agriculture and manufacture, in our fisheries,
mines and forests, than in our feature
photoplays. They had heard vague reports of America, but had rarely come
in contact with American products. And
here was the motion picture showing
industrial life as lived 4,000 miles away.
The reaction of the Russian peasant
and the workingmen to the American
photoplay was similar to the romantic
enthusiasm of the discoverer of a new
country. The Russian masses had discovered a new land — America — at the
very door of their own home. And so
a movement that began as political
propaganda soon revealed , the tremendous possibilities inherent in pictures
for creating a demand for our products.
Growth of Demand for American Films.
Advertising rates are a direct index
of the circulation and distribution of the
advertising medium, showing concretely
how large a public is reached by the
periodical in which an advertisement is
inserted. Considered from that point
of view, the increase in exportation of
American films and film products during the war may be taken as an important indication of the possibilities
resident in American photoplays for
reaching large sectors of foreign buyers.
This increase in the exportation of motion picture films covers every continent.
A statistical report of South American,
Asiatic, and even African exports, reveals the same huge advance that reports on exports to Europe shows. In
Argentine, Brazil and other South American countries, the French and Italian
moving picture films formerly flooded
the market; but during the war the demand for \merican photoplays almost
(Continued on page 1391)
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Mr. Watterson R. Rothacker,
President,
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
Chicago, U. S. A.
Dear Sir:
"You will be interested to know that
during my recent stay abroad I saw
"R^othacicer Prints in London,
Paris, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Brussels and Prague.
"Everywhere the excellence of your
printing was evident and universally
praised. I was frequently asked if it
would be possible to induce you to either
open and conduct laboratories or install
your system in existing laboratories in
European distributing centers."
|Very truly yours,
David P. H Ota ells

DaVid P. Howells
Controlling Foreign rights for output of First
National, United Picture Theatres of America,
Inc., and controlling rights in varirus foreign
territories of Metro - Productions, Screen
Classics, Selznick. Select, "Intolerance" and
"Hearts of the World."

We have thanked Mr. Howells for
his praise and have told him that our
plans for laboratories abroad will be
definitely announced within the year. ]
[

There are reasons—
Come and see them.

e
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Film Is Salesman Abroad
(Continued from page 1387)
completely replaced the former type of
picture.
The figures in Tables I. and II. reveal
statistically what American goyernrnent
agents have discovered by an investigation of the exports to the various countriesucts.whichThe use
America'sis surplus
prodconclusion
unmistakable
that American films — films which are
absolutely American in spirit and subject— have a ready market in every
country in the world.
231,000,000 Feet Exported in 1916.
Despite the newness of the motion
picture industry, and the understandable
limitations of shipping space which
somewhat curtailed our export of films,
the figures in Tables III. and IV., showing the value of films both exposed and
unexposed which were shipped to foreign countries during the war, are indicative of the remarkable increase in
foreign demand for our motion pictures
during the past six years.
When one recalls that America with
her 15,000 motion picture theatres has
only 2,500 less than all the rest of the
world combined, the shipment in 1916 of
231,000,000 linear feet of film, valued at
almost $9,000,000, may be appreciated. At
the present time, almost 500,000,000 linear
feet of motion pictures are made in
America annually.
Compared to this, the shipment of
158,000,000 linear feet of finished pictures in 1916 is a creditable showing for
a new industry in a new field. It is interesting to notice that with regard to
finished or exposed films, as the tables
indicate, the amount exported increased
as the war progressed altogether out of
proportion to the amount of unexposed
films sent abroad.
Big Jump in Norwegian Business.
A notable example of the tremendous
increase in the use of American films in
a particular country may be seen in
Table III. in the case of Norway, whose
imports of American films increased
from $5,666 in 1915 to $220,886 in 1918.
Spain, which imported no American films
previous to 1915 and only $1,276 worth
in that year, bought American films in
1918 to the value of $45,555. Even in
Mexico, where the work of the Division
of Films was somewhat hampered by
German propaganda, it is notable that
from $6,614 worth of American films purchased in 1914 the amount increased to
$65,727 worth in 1918.
British Colonies Big Buyers.
In the British colonies and dominions,
the influx of American films has been
prodigious. Exports of American films
to Australia jumped from $118,553 in
1913 to $682,091 in 1918; and our film
commerce with Canada increased 60 per
cent. In Australia, whTe the Eastman
Kodak Company maintains a factory,
the demand for unexposed film reached
$47,219 in 1918, as compared with $509
in 1914 and none in 1913. (See Table
TV.) While these figures are not large,
they show that new markets have been
opened for our foreign commerce.
Our own island possessions in the
Philippines, which were formerly sup-
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TABLE I.
Value of Bxposed Motion Picture Fllma Exported.
Oceania
1913
1914
1915 1916 1917 1918
British-Australia Tasmania,
New Zealand
118,553
214,373
352,394 514,698 749,482 628,091
French
1,002
231
150 100
German
396
60
Philippine Islands
6,485
14,953
50,551 68,206 84,502 71,295
Total
126,040
229,557
402,945 583,054
834,480 763,446
Africa
British South Africa
651
626
8
6,719 32,357 69,339
Canary Islands
60
Total
651
626
8
6,719 32,357 69,389
Recapitulation
North America
759,544 1,043,321 1,033,961 1,070,823 1,373,399 1 429914
South America
39,629
26.298
47,325 126.007 489 413 675'959
Asia
33,065
33,142
48,429 583,054
119.189 834,480
380.321 763
312'.389
Oceania
126,040
229,557
402,945
446
Africa
651
626
8
6,719 32.357
'45,941 69!389
Before the war Norway imported German, Danish and some Italian films
SpainNote:
imported
Italian and French films. South America imported Italian3' French and
German
o'4',539 Italian
films.
Japan made most of her own films.
and German films.
'3,568 Philippines imported French
1,317,53
TABLE II.
1
949,980Motion PictureVg'.ioo
Value of Unexposed
1915Films Exported.
1914
1916
Oceania
1913
1918
1917
965,83
Aust
riaHungary
' '2187,167
6
•
58,490
Den
mar
k
,
4
229,030
,
110
8
6
5
200
1,000
1,866 71,957
1,964
France
46,303
249,260
23,763
3,523,
Germany
,
i,050
950
2,586
2
3
,
230,006
21 1 9
276,46
460,447
Italy
No
91 3518
rway
0 2 4,201
1,100
5
10
1
10,780
,
282,92200
Russia
415
Sp
ai
4 2
2,837
Swed
enn
,498,
1,366
15,185
592,891
17.714
2,800 1,783,587
504 2,154,851
'
United Kingdom
1,622,704 4,153,586
'
170
6, 57
,658
Total
1,674,458 4,186,677 72,525,906
2,103,101
961,603 1,136,988
6
.633,
640
Northrm
America
2
Be
913.050
uda
5
75
129
1
3
2
20,625
Canada
44,507
• 1,290
448 25,416
64.617
Central America
891
20,430
8,565
279
57
2,529
1,060
7,853
Mexico
962
2,944
2,445
214
Newf. and Lab
2,742
West Indies
610
5,280
4,200
4,310
1,201
13,946
23,516
46,097
85,073
24,467
3,381
Total
45,469
37,940
South America
99
744
476,"5'6'7
30,996
16,403
Argentine
5,000
28,287
1.780
810
977
2,040
14,124
Chile
10,471
10,575
6,504
5,533
1,107
235
Colombia
,.
2,250
1,100
67247
125
Guiana-British
Ecuador
]',]
780
120
335
UrU
Rua
Peru
■
■
'755
y
2,161
Venezuela
431
6,710
50
1,128
2,265
1,710
Total
35,943
22,531
36,673
17,870
39,049
Africa
4, 4 88
400
British South Africa
Oceania
British-Australia Tasmania,
509
11.336
New Zealand ....
100
13,664
47,219
33,712
l'o',47i 12,112
'
403
ch
en
705
Fr
2,445
Philippine
Islands
Tota
9.278
l. , .*.'.'.'.'.'. ' '260
66,497
23,448
^
16,209
34,417
912
Value of Unexposed Motion
Picture
Flimn
Exported
.
1914
750
1913
1915
1917
520
1916
British East India
177 1918
960
819
180
300
China
^A-f
4,945
2,175
386
1,869
19,435
3,132
3,204
......'.'.
JHongkong
apan
qkaq
65,792
62,974
Russi
10,867
a
..
1,440
21,790
14,086
Total
13,166
71,094
10,324
70,060
Recapitulation
961,603
4,186.677
2,103,101
24.467
46,097 2,525,906
23,516
North
^"■["Pe
1,674,458
America
4.5 4(59
85.073
35.943
37.940 1,136,988
36,673
South
America
2?'';ii
4,488
34,417
Africa
400
Oceania
Ul
39,049
56.497
912
23,448
16,209
21,790
'^''''>■i'o'.324
Total
1,753,042

plied With French, Italian and German
films, turned to America and increas
their imports of films from $6,485 edin
9 4 to $84,502
1917 and $71,295 in
lyis. Raw film instock
exports to the
I hilippines increased in an even larger
proportion.
Turning our attention to Asia, we find

increases similar to those that occurred
in other lands. Japan, which formerly
was almost self-suflficient in the moving
picture field, making both the unexposed
film Itself and the pictures, has recently
begun importing finished American films
and a compara
large 1393)
quantity of
(Contintively
ued on page
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Shakespeare

SHAKESPEARE ihouglit of all the world as a stage.
Motion pictures have made that thought a fact. When
the olden plays were first put on at that queer little cockpit in London called the Globe Theatre the audience had to
imagine suitable settings to the action of the drama.
How the old playwrights would have been amazed and
delighted by Paramount Pictures, in which are supplied all
the living realities of romance — scenery, climatic conditions,
tall forests, salty oceans and the flesh and blood of men and
Hardly a community anywhere that lacks a theatre worthy
to show

Cparamouni

(Irtcra£i

jHotUm
pictures
Are you one of the prosperous exhibitors showing these producductions that have come to stand for the best in motion picture art?
'a
•^^V^^SsT^*I:FAMOUS
ADOlPIl ZUKOR PIAYERS-LASKY
/V,-, JESSE t. lASKY ^'..v Pre, CEOLCORPOR/VTION
B DE MILLE Dim-mti.-ixnil yI
vi^S^,

WORLD
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PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT^
DISTRIBUTORS
Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd.
(Crpat Briuin and Iivland)
1
I»iulon Lee<l8
CardilT
Newcastle
Maiuiu'Sti.T
)tirmin«hain
Dublin
Feature Films, Ltd.
(Australia and New Zealandl
Sydney Mellwiime
Adelaide
Brisbane S. Z.
Wellinnon.
Perth
Societe des Etablissements
Gaomont
(France. BelKlum. Holland. Switzerland.
French
Colonlea and Ulle
Protectorates) •
Paris
Toulouse
Bordeaux
Brussels.
Belgium MarspUlce
Lyons
Slrassbourg
NanteA Geneya.
Switzerland
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
(Denmark, CoiH-nhasen.
Sweden. Norway
and MnlandJ
Denmark
Peliculas "D'Luio"
Do Sul Da America
(Itrazlll
Uio de Janeiro Sao Paulo
South Pacific Paramount Company
(Chile. Peru and Bolivia)
Santiago. (Tliilc
Sociedad General
Cinematoerafica
(Spain. Portueal.Paraguay)
Arxentlna, Uruguay and
Barcelona. Spain Buenos Aires. Argentina
Caribbean Film Company
(Cuba. Porto Venezuela)
ilico. Central Anierira.
lla\ana. Cuba San Juan. Porto lUco
Nippon Katsnda-Shashin
Kaisha
Tokyo
(Japan)
Continental Film Company
Mexico
(Mexico)Cltr

i
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(Continued from page 1391)
unexposed film. For example, we shipped
unexposed stock to Japan in 1913 to the
value of only $9,563, whereas in 1918
the amount had increased to $62,974.
Significance of the Increase.
Now, what does this mean to the
export trade? It means that people in
every corner of the world have had one
product from America flashed before
their eyes continually for the past five
years, and have liked it. It means that
they are familiar with America through
a knowledge of her fishing, mining,
forestration and mechanical industrial
methods. And their interest does not
cease with knowing about these things.
It extends to the desire to apply them
to their own countries, to adapt American methods to European, Asiatic or
South American needs.
The exporter who appreciates the advance work which the photoplay has
done for him will keep the new markets
he has secured for his particular goods.
He will realize that the American motion picture is continuously campaigning
for him, that it is advertising the slogan
"Made-in-America" to millions and millions of people. More than that, he
will appreciate that his interest is bound
up with the development of the American film industry abroad. And in order
to keep the hold which the American
photoplay has secured in other lands.

First
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TABLE III.

Value ot
Value of
Value of
Motion Motion Value of All Exported
Picture Films
Picture All Motion Articles
Exported Films Exported Picture
Ready for
Year
Not Exposed Exposed Films Exported Consumption
4,029,502
2,276,460
776,297,360
1913
1,753,042
724,908,000
2,282,924
1914
4.264,722
6,547,646
807,465.511
2,498,504
1915
2,591,444
5,089,948
8,977,776
1916
2,220,118
6,757,658
1,998,298,249
7,759,186
2,942,577.415
1917
1,125,895
6,633,291
6,517,739
1918
1,385,291
2,185,420,221
Year.
Ratio of Motion Picture Films Exported
.45
of 1 Per cent.
1916
to Exports of all Manufactured Articles
26
of 1
5,
132,448'
1917
Ready for Consumption.
.3 of 1
1918
compiled by Jerome Lachenbruch
1913
52 of 1 Per cent. of Tables
GoldwynStates
Distributing
1914
9 of 1
fromthe United
reports. Corporation
1915
6 of 1
TABLE IV.

Year
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

Linear Feet
ofFilms
MotionExported
Picture
Not Exposed
41,500,000
155,359,550
115,067,424
72,298,993
49,486,415
57,995,064

Linear Feet
of Motion
Picture
Films
Exported, Exposed
32.192,018
32,690,104
35,987,460
158,751,786
128,549,816
84,546,576

he will publicize this comparatively new
article of export at every opportunity.
If he has a shipment of goods in which
American films are included, it is to his

Licensed
Seek

MOVING

Producers

Business

in

interest to see that they are well disposed of. In all his business eflforts, the
exporter cannot afford to neglect the
motion picture film.

Slow

Other

IN this day of the keenest kind of film
By WILLIAM WRIGHT
competition, when producers of pictures are counted by the scores and '
There was plenty of rethe export trade is considered a part own country.
to my letters — yes, a bushel of
and parcel of producing and distributing them; plies
many from a lot of philanthropical
plans at good fat footage prices, it
doesn't
seem ago
possible
that but
thirteen
short years
the export
possibilities
of films were not only hardly sought but
often spurned, and when such business
was accepted it brought only a return
of about 8 cents per foot. My knowledge of the film business dates back
only to 1907. From that time until 1910
the eight so-called licensed producers
of pictures in the United States did not
seek export business.
It was in 1910 that the Kalem Company, with which I was then associated,
put serious thought on the possibilities
of the export trade. Kalem had at that
time materially increased the size of
its manufacturing plant and I was selected to get the export business under
way. I started out as systematically as
I could with the facilities at hand at
that time. Through the Secretary of
State at Washington I obtained the
names of all the American consular
agents in South American countries, the
West Indies, Mexico, Cuba, Japan, China
and South Africa. I then made a request
to each consul to supply me with names
William WHght.
of every one in his particular territory
engaged in the film business.
adventurers and fly-by-nighters asking
for samples and willing to pay if they
Initial Calls Through Mail Orders.
liked them. However, among these
^ In the course of a few months I had answers to my correspondence there was
received a fine bunch of names and pro- an encouraging number of legitimate
ceeded to solicit their business by mail, exhibitors and dealers who sought to
addressing them in the language of their know how they could obtain American

TotalFeetLinear
ot
Value ot All
Motion Picture Picture Films
Films Exported Exported, Dollars
73,692,018 4,029,502
188,049.654 6,547,646
151,054,884
5,089,948
231,050,779 8,977,776
178,036,231 7.759.186
142.541,640 6,517.739

to

Countries

film. Their supply at that time, it must
be remembered, came almost entirely
from Europe, purchased through agencies or exchanges in Paris, London or
Spain and produced by Gaumont, Pathe,
and terGreat
Northern
Productions, the lata Swedish
company.
I followed up by firing back at them
with bales of descriptive matter on our
most sensational pictures, suggesting
that their orders be placed through a
New York bank or exporter and always
cash with order. This, in time, Ved to
very desirable business, and many of
the export customers secured during
1910 remained with us until the Kalem
company stopped pioduction.
Indifference of Producers.
Then the foreign trade came seeking
us. I remember very well the coming
of Mr. and Mrs. Spencer, of Australia
to this city. We greeted them cordially
at Kalem when they called at the Twenty-third street office of the company.
Mr. Spencer during his conversation
with me dropped a remark that pretty
well illustrates the indifference shown
by many ducersofat that
the time
licensed
in American
regard to prothe
export market. He seemed surprised
at the open arm reception and said that
ours was the first office where he had
been able to get inside the outer rail.
He was genuinely surprised, at the lack
of desire for his business, especially because he had cash in his pocket to pay
100 per cent, full when he placed his
order.
Eventually
Kalemon acepted
Mr. Spen(Continued
page 1396)
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AWAKE?

United States Senate is still holding up the Peace Treaty.
THE
Meanwhile, the foreign rate of exchange has so far depreciated
that our film exports to Europe are being rapidly wiped out.
The income we used to get from Europe will have to be made
up either by producing cheaper films or increasing the rental fees to
Exhibitors or both.
This country is still in a state of war. No peace-time legislation has
been enacted. Taxes remain heavy through the enormous waste of
maintaining the various departments on a war-time basis. All this
most seriously affects the Motion P ictui e industry in America. It must
eventually bring about a financial reaction here that will cause the
public to violently retrench. Moving Picture Theatres and amusements
of all sorts will be the first to feel the depression. The situation is
exceedingly serious.
There can be no remedy until the Senate gets the peace treaty out
of its way. Bankers, Financiers and Governments will then know
what to expect and be able to move in the daylight in their efforts to
restore and stabilize exchange rates. The Congress wall be free to
work out the problems of peace. Billions of dollars will be saved to
the tax-payers by eliminating cumbersome and obsolete war-time machinery. We will be free to go after our European trade again.
Pictures need not be cheapened — rentals need not be raised — the box
offices need not suffer. The produ cer can proceed with peace of mind
to advance the standard of American-made films
IF

IT

IS

NOT

TOO

LATE

It is up to you to let your senator know what you think about it.
But action will have to come quickly. Leave politics to those who
make money out of it. Be a patriot. Consider the interests of the
American public, and your own in particular. Act today.

CHESTER SIGNED—
BEECROFT
CHESTER

BEECROFT

501 Fifth Avenue, New

York

THE
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First Licensed Producers
(Continued from page 1393)
cer's
order
for a large
of film,
which he bought
from quantity
us direct.
His
previous purchases had all been through
London, which was the biggest export
center at that time. Later on our old
friend the great American hustler J. D.
Williams started operations in Australia
and bought the bulk of American films
direct in this market.
B. Nichols an Export Pioneer.
During 1910 we finally arranged with
B. Nichols of the M. P. Sales Agency,
Inc., of London, owned and controlled
by Mr. Nichols, a good old-fashioned
Vermont Yankee, to handle our film in
England and Continental Europe. Mr.
Nichols bought at a fiat price per foot.
The invoices and documents were presented to the bank in New York that
financed his purchase, and payment was
made within three days. This grew to
be a very large and profitable business,
and in the early years of our business
with Mr. Nichols he also handled ex-clusively the film of Selig, Biograph and
Essanay.
At that time the American pictures
were building the popularity in London
and Europe that is today so well developed and universal. Mr. Nichols did
a big business in opposition to the Continental product and he undoubtedly
reaped a large fortune from this source.
While American film was thus growing
in favor in Europe it also advanced in

popularity
in the Latin-American
countries and gradually
very largely replaced
the European product.
Some of the Early Handicaps.
At one time, however, for a short
space, Cuban importers brought in a
line of European subjects that would
not have been permitted a showing in
the United States. This reduced their
business
"Men Only" men
shows.
ally moreto enterprising
got Eventucontrol
of the field and this condition was remedied and Cuba again become a fertile
field for American productions.
Early experiences with Japan were
not entirely satisfactory. The shrewd
Oriental would buy one print of a subject, dupe it and make ten or a dozen
prints, thus defrauding the American
exporter out of a profit of nine or ten
prints. This condition was extremely
aggravating, not to say unprofitable, and
we met it firmly in the end by refusing
to sell to Japanese accounts and maintained this position for quite a time until eventually legitimate Japanese importers took hold of the business and
relations were resumed that were satisfactory and maintained for years. Our
exports to China largely consisted of
junk film and that in limited quantities,
for until the last few years there were
no picture theatres, except in the Euopean quarters.
London Buys 140 Single Reel Prints.
From 1910 on the export busness increased in leaps and bounds and I would
say, beginning in 1912 until 1917, the

Coming

One

as

Year

Will

Be

of Opportunity

Well

as Endurance Owing to Exchange
By JOHN CECIL GRAHAM,
General Foreign Representative Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
and Continental exTHE year 1920, in my opinion, is to rates. ThehibitorsBritish
are willing to pay well for
be a year of great opportunity as
well as a test of endurance for American pictures, provided they meet
the American exporter of film. Un- the exacting demands of the present
natural conditions, brought about by day. The revival of theatre construction work in Great B/itain, now well
the exchange situation, have complicated matters greatly, but there is no
reason why the company producing pictures which will meet the high standards
set by English and European theatres
generally
should not do a thriving business.
Because he must pay so much more
for his pictures, owing to adverse exchange conditions, the European importer isgoing to be a more particular
individual when he buys productions
from America. The acid test will be
applied to these productions, and the
company which finds itself unable to
maintain the high standard established
by a few of the leading producers will
find itself on troubled seas, insofar as
its export
seems
to me.'business
The old isruleconcerned^
of the sur-it
vival of the fittest will undoubtedly
become an important consideration in
the film export business, if present conditions are to be accepted as a criterion.
Europe Hungry for Good Films.
Europe is hungry for high grade
American productions, and the company
which maintains this standard will be
least affected by the adverse exchange

John Cecil Graham.
General foreign representative of Famous
Players-Laslcy.
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profits on export trade equaled and often surpassed the money made on
domestic business. To illustrate this
I remember a single reel picture that
Kalem made in Ireland, directed by Sidney Olcott and put out under the title
of, "The alone
Lad from
Old 140
Ireland."
London
was sold
prints In
of
this subject, and I think up to that time
It was the largest sale of any single subject inclusive
England.
reckonedmade
exof the sales This
of Mr.is Nichols
on the Continent.
The American producers were thus
making great inroads on the European
markets of some of the Continental producers, as you may see. It became quite
a serious situation for these latter producers and they sought to counter it by
imitating our product. An instance of
their feeble and really laughable attempts to do this was the making of
cowboy pictures in Italy. One of these
particular subjects was a scream. The
cowboys wore derby hats with a feather
stuck in the ribbon band. All their
horses had bobbed tails. It is easy to
conclude that this type of production
did not stem the American advance and
they all soon gave up the idea of trying
to make American pictures in American
style.
In conclusion I will venture to predict
that the export market will continue to
grow even beyond expectations just as
soon as conditions steady themselves
"over there" and the rates of exchange
become more stable.
started, and which will be followed
shortly by the inauguration of similar
work in France and other progressive
European nations, will be of great benefit to the American producer of the
best motion pictures.
Both Great Britain and France have
urgent need for at least 1,000 new highclass theatres, and as soon as building
and labor conditions for this kind of
work are improved work will be begun
on many motion picture palaces.
The year 1919 was the most prosperous
in the history of the European business
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Everywhere Paramount-Artcraft
pictures are holding high place in the
estimation of the public, and the latter's
interest in these productions undoubtedly will serve to make 1920 another
record breaking year for the foreign
department of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
Film Exports Increasing.
Monthly exports of moving picture
films are rapidly approaching the million
dollar mark, according to figures compiled by the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce of the Department of
Commerce. Our exports during December, it is declared, totaled more than
$975,000, 3,853,050 linear feet of unexposed film valued at $109,704, and 20,727,450 feet of exposed film, valued at
$865,919, being shipped abroad.
Our most important customers for
positive films, of course, were England
and Canada which together took more
than half of the total shipments of
exposed films. Our best markets for
unexposed film, however, is not England,
as would be supposed, but Japan and
Spain.
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WILLIAM
DUNCAN

Vitagraph

Productions

THERE are manv territories still available for
VITAGRAPH PICTURES on an exclusive
basis for a definite number of productions to
be purchased during the year.

IN many other markets in which VITAGRAPH
PICTURES are at present being exploited
there are reasons (which we cannot now make
public) why we are able to consider competitive
offers for the productions for the year 1920-1921.
In some cases present contracts are about to expire;
in others, concessionaires are failing to take a
maximum amount of the material offered.
are frank in stating that we wish to sell
as much material as we possibly can in the
market-places of the world from the great
variety of productions at present being produced
by VITAGRAPH. Inquiries and competitive offers
will be kept in strictest confidence by Mr. L. H.
Allen in all cases, and acted upon in the interests
of all concerned. If interested, please get in touch
with Mr. Allen promptly.

WE

FOREIGN MARKETS DISTRIBUTING COR^^^^^
PORATION also acts as confidential buying holloway
agent for any responsible foreign concern.
This work will be transacted under the personal
supervision of Mr. L. H. Allen, whose chief concern will always be for the foreign buyer. Inquiries and buying assignments will always be
treated in the strictest confidence.

FOREIGN

MARKETS

DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
L. H. ALLEN, President
130 WEST

46th STREET
Cable: "MASTERFILM," N. Y.— All Codes

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

February 28, 1920
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picture industry in
THEChinamovin
is gkeeping pace with the
trend of the times, and business,
the exhibi
from actory
the
on
. Intor's
one
fact,poii'.t
is satisf
of view,whole,
might go further and say that the
"movies" are more than holding their
own and constitute a very serious competitor to the many vaudeville and
other shows that are presented in the
larger ports from time to time by traveling companies.
If Shanghai is any criterion, some of
these companies must have been badly
hit; attendances have been mighty poor,
in spite of the fact that many of the
shows have been good in many instances, but the picture shows have
suffered very little where the offering
has been anything at all attractive.
It is a noticeable feature that most
of the screen theatres in China have
considerably brightened up of late, and
improvements in construction and decoration, to say nothing of added comfort, are now conspicuous features.
Shanghai, in particular, is paying more
attention to matters of this kind, probably because patrons are demanding the
best and are becoming more exacting
in their requirements, and while it may
be difficult for people in other countries
fully to apreciate it, it is a fact, nevertheless that audiences in the Far East
are extremely critical in their likes and
dislikes of what is presented on the
screen, and not less so in the manner
of its presentation.
One Projector the Rule.
All this does not infer, however, tlial
China in particular has yet reached
anything like a state of perfection.
Most theatres, in fact one might say all,
are still using only one projection machine, with the inevitable result that
between every reel of a feature there
is that abominable display of advertising
slides crowded in, causing an irritating
delay, and oftentime.s marring what
would be a very good offering indeed.
Probably some day the exhibitors here
will wake up to the fact that the few
dollars obtained as a result of such
screen advertising is not commensurate
with the effect it has upon an audience,
especially when one see night after
night the same old slide advertising
somebody's corsets or toilet soaps.
Imagine the effect, if you can, of sud-

in
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China

Competing

Shows
Traveling
Protest
at
Admission
Prices.
By F. MARSHALL SANDERSON
Immediately
a
howl
of
protest
was
Shanghai
raised, letters appeared in the local
press, exhibitors were denounced as profiteers, and the box office was not a
denly having your interest shattered
place for the manager to show
by the display of a slide announcing a happy
his
face.
invariably been
perfect cure for an ailment not dis- proved thatButwhenit has
the public has been
cussed in mixed gatherings or of some
other patent dope, and remember that convinced that you have the goods they
the price, if they do use language
about thirty of such atrocities are in- pay
heated when handing in the dolflicted upon you during the course of a little
lars for a ticket of admission.
one evening's entertainment. If the
offering is a ten-reel producti«n, then business
It is a pleasing
"movie"
in China feature
to note ofthetheincreased
look out for a repetition, and so the
patronage
of
the
Chinese
themselves.
game goes on.
They are the most conservative people
Shanghai Expects Good Season.
in the world and slow to respond to
The winter season here seems to have anything new, whether in the shape of
amusements or commercial enterprises,
opened with some promise. The Vic- but the "movies" have certainly caught
toria Theatre, Shanghai, is presenting on, and theatres specially catering to
quite an attractive bill of fare and its the Chinese masses and run by the
advance bookings show that some really Chinese
themselves are springing up
good features will be presented at this
in all directions, and it is safe to pretheatre during the next few months.
dict that in a few years a chain of
The Apollo Theatre, Shanghai, has by
will be formed right through
no means been left behind, and is mak- theatres
ing a strong bid for popular favor, and the country; and when this is an accomplished fact a good deal of lucrasome very good productions are booked
tive business will be handled.
and the season here promises to surTheatre Business Being Exploited.
pass anything previously attempted.
New companies are springing up like
China Theatres, Ltd., of Tientsin and
Peking, a company that operates the mushrooms in a night, and syndicates
Empire at Tientsin and the Pavilion are being formed to exploit this business in China. In Shanghai, at the time
at Peking, is steadily forging ahead.
The company relies more or less on of writing, at least a dozen American
Metro and Paramount productions, and financiers are located, all eager to survey the field and get a footing, and all
having practically the monopoly of the
movie business in North China, and, equally positive that they are going to
set the pace in the movie business
equipped as it is with handsome theatres
here.
it has a somewhat easier task to make
Several American concerns, big progood than exhibitors elsewhere in China,
ducers, have sent their representatives
where competition is more keen.
But this monopoly is only for a sea- here to report on future possibilities,
and more than one company has arived
son, and developments are, I understand,
for the purpose of establishing studios
well under way, for a very strong competitor to enter this field. The Empire
and making pictures on the spot. It's
Theatre has a handsome ballroom at- going
to be a slow business and many
tached and as this has recently been thousands of dollars will be utterly last
before
any profitable business will be
enlarged and its capacity doubled, it established.
should become the center of social funcI am not suggesting it is an impossitions and provide an added attraction
for theatrical business.
bility, as there are wiser heads than
mine
in this movie game, but this I am
Exchange Rate Hurting Business.
prepared into this
state,
that combined
several years'
country,
with
Exchange at its present rate is not residence
intimate knowledge of many other
helping the amusement business gene- an
countries
of
the
world,
have
forced me
rally. It is a sort of fixed idea with
to the conclusion that no other country
many people that when they pay a dol- is
so
beset
with
difficulties as China,
lar Mex. for admission they are paying
way you will, transportamore than a dollar American, and this look which
tion,
location,
organization,
and to a
is, of course, actually true, and the same
with but few weeks' exapplies to sterling. When residents in casual visitor,
perience of the country and its people,
China can buy £1 for considerably less the position
is by no means an easy
than $4 mex, and a gold dollar for less one.
than a Mexican dollar, the price of a
Some
of
these
promoters have grand
dolar seat in any theatre seems greatly
up their sleeves, but to imagine
magnified and the question is therefore schemes
that
the
only
thing
necessary to estabpresented shall we pay the dollar to go
lish a show in China is plenty of push
to a movie or save it and buy gold.
plenty of dollars, with a nice little
This is especially true when such ex- and
piece of land located
y to put
pensive prod'uctions as "Intolerance" up a theatre, is about thefavorabl
dream
possible. It sounds very maddest
and "Hearts
of
the
World"
are
presenteasy, but get
ed. It has recently been my pleasure to to work and see what you are
against
organize and present both these pictures in nine out of ten of the bigup cities
of
throughout China, and in order to make China and you will almost die
of a
anything like a satisfactory return on broken heart.
the captial invested it was necessary to
(Continued on page 1401)
raise the prices of admission.

Vaudeville

NINE years
China now
are behind
Marshall inSanderson,
in the F.picture
business in Shanghai, and formerly general manager of China Theatres, Ltd., a
concern operating a chain of fourteen
picture houses in North China with headquarters in Tientsin. During these nine
years he has been close to the practical
showmanship field in the Oriental republic, has written advertising and exploited his pictures with a keen insight
into Chinese psychology. His house organ, edited by him when he was with
China Theatres, and localized for several
cities, was of a higher editorial character than any similar publication in this
country. Consequently, when Mr. Sanderspeaks may
of the
China,son you
rest"exhibiting
assured hefield"
knowsin
his ground.
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PRODUCTIONS
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FOLLOWING:

ENGLAND:
FRANCE
Rue

Vitagraph

Exchanges

and BELGIUM:
M. Petit, 37
de Trevise, Paris, France

SCANDINAVIA:
M. Gunderson, 5 Raadhusdaden, Copenhagen, Denmark
AUSTRALIA:
Sydney,

Australasian

Films,

Ltd.,

Australia

SOUTH
AFRICA:
International Variety
Theatres Assn., Johannesburg
ARGENTINA:
New
Buenos Aires
CHILE

and

York

PERU:

Film Exchange,

Gia.

Italo-Chilena

(Ginematografica Sud - Americana),
Santiago, Chile
Empresa de Teatros y Cinemas,
Lima, Peru
SPAIN:
Salm,
Barcelona

Limited,

CUBA:

&

Blanco

New

Martinez,

RICO:

Juan
Arceley

Film

Mundial

and

Havana

BRAZIL: Cia. Ginematografica
Rio de Janiero
PORTO

York

Brazileira,

Film

Co., San

Co., Caguas

MEXICO:
International Pictures
Paso, Texas, U. S. A.

Co., El

PHILIPPINE
Manila

&

VITAGRAPH

ISLANDS:

CO.,

U.

S.

Wise

A,

Co.,
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is UNIVERSAL

CITY,

California — property of the Universal
Film pictures
M.'f'g Company.
In these
are similar
made
more
and better pictures
than studios
in any other
establishment in the V7orld.
Here

have

been

constructed

the largest and best equipped stages ever
used — here will be found the best directional
brains which the industry has produced — and here has
been assembled a vast company of talented, experienced players
whose names are known the whole world 'round.
The

product

of the

Universal

Film M'f'g Company completely covers
the entire field of moving pictures. In addition to
producing the most successful of all dramatic feature-pictures this Company is the acknowledged leader in one-reel and two-reel
pictures of every nature — Serials, Novelties, Comedies, Educationals,
Industrials,
Two-Reelpicture.
Action-Westerns. You can
never do anyWild
betterAnimal
than Features
to show aandUniversal
LARGEST FILM MANUFACTURING
COMPANY IN THE UNIVERSE
Carl Laemmle, President

Universal Film M'f'g Company
1600 Broadway, New York, U. S. A.
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Motion Pictures in China
(Continued from page 1397)
I was talking to a well-known Chinaman the other day, and in the course
of our conversation he casualy mentioned that he had entered the moving
picture business. Seeing the surprised
look on my face he explained that a
broker somewhere in the United States
had been sending him circulars from
time to time offering great bargains in
films, one in particular that was a sure
moneymaker.
One Chinese Who Was Imposed Upon.
It was an eight-reel production and
the sum required for this was near
$4,000. Convinced that he had struck
something that would net him a fortune
overnight he cabled the cash and the
picture arrived. I saw the masterpiece
at his invitation, and found it was a very
early release by a company that has
long since gone out of business, and
this poor Chinaman has about as much
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chance to make money out of it as I
have to become President of the United
States. No exhibitor will look at it, and
the best he can do is to rent it to a few
cheap Chinese shows at $10 a run.
Thei "Get-Rich-Quick" Desire.
Need I say the attitude of my Chinese
friend to this rascally broker is nothing
short of murder? And yet it is becoming quite a common thing for films to
be offered to firms who have no relation
or interest whatever in the movie business, and who are led to believe that all
that is necessary is to purchase a film
for a few thousand dollars and make
a fortune out of it in a month. \ few
have nibbled at the baif and got caught,
but I have yet to learn of any single
case where money has been so expended
and a return made of a satisfactory
nature. It is not a savory state of
affairs, and certainly a practice that
does not add dignity to the motion picture business.
I am writing this on Christmas day.

Producers

1401
and not for many years have I seen a
more festive spirit abroad in China. The
theatres are offering extra attractions,
but the Christmas season is not good for
business out here, strange as it may
seem to you. People entertain largely
and have the stay-at-home habit, while
dancing at the numerous cafes and cabarets are strong competiters. The Victoria is screening "Aladdin and His
Wonderful Lamp." The Apollo is featuring Jackie Saunders in "The Wild
Cat," while the Oylmpic is showing
"Joan the Woman," with Geraldine Farrar in the leading role. The Isis has
"Hearts of the World" and "Intolerance" and is doing a good business. As
a Christmas attraction Tientsin is
screening Charlie Chaplin in "SunnyChina's
this year
last four
time for
side."

Directly

New Year, which commences
on February 19, and generally
days at least, is a much better
business.

Affected

Howells
Declares
Situation,
by Export
finanture, on which production costs could
THERE is trouble and severe
American Managers Will
eial loss ahead for American probe recovered, with a profit, from distribution only in the country of its origin,
ducers, with a back-fire that will
Have to Shoulder Added
hit the pocket bonk of every exhibitor
thereby leaving to the producer and his
distributor the world rights, including
in the United States, if immediate acBurden to Offset Deficit
tion is not taken to relieve conditions
South America, the United States, Cann
g
ada and the Orient, as additional sources
affectin the world export of America
in Foreign Receipts
productions, in the opinion of David P.
of profit.
Howells, executive head of David P.
"The great question abroad now is
Howells, Inc., who has given to Moving fereign markets are closed to them by that of the kind of production talent
Picture World a statement of discoveries the increased production, which even capable of making pictures which will
he made on his recent tour of Europe.
among American exhibitnow is a fact in England, France and find aors.market
The solution is not so much a matThe revelations he makes may be said Italy.
ter of serious study and investigation
to reflect the general attitude of foreign
"European producers are fast realiz- as it is one of time. Foreign producers
producers, renters and exhibitors toward
I
now
that the most accurate knowledge
their prototypes in the United States.
of the requirements of the American
Mr. Howells spent six months visiting
England, France, Austria, Germany,
market is to be had from capable studio attaches in this country. And it
Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark
is only a question of time before many
and Russia, arranging new contracts for
of them will be offered exceptional opthe
use attractions
of First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit
abroad. He
met all
portunities toaffiliate with foreign proof the important buyers, producers and
ducing companies to provide the technical
genius
needed to inject more of
exhibitors in these countries, and travthe American characteristics into Euroeled extensively with leading film agents
from the Latin countries and the Orpean-made film.
ient, who were negotiating for English,
No Building for Four Years.
French and Italian made pictures.
" 'Theory' and 'exaggeration' may be
charged against me by American proPredicts Higher Rentals at Home.
ducers for this statement, but I will
stand pat on developments to evidence
"Few,
if
any,
American
producers
and
distributors realize the absolute seriousthe correctness of what my observations abroad demonstrated to me. The
ness of the situation affecting the foraverage
American exporter is imposing
eign sale of their outputs," declares Mr.
upon the foreign buyers today the conHowells. "The deplorable condition of
ditions and terms which prevailed when
foreign exchange is primarily rerates of exchange were normal, and
sponsible, but instead of devising
when general economic factors had not
means for countering the havoc and
been shattered by the impositions of
menacing effects of this are great mawar-time restrictions.
jority of our producers and distributors
have ignored the prophetic phases of
"There has been practically no thethe merited attempts foreign buyers
atre construction in England for a period of four years. When Great Britain
have made to negotiate here under
David P. Howells.
declared war the Government prohibited
easier terms and with less stringent
financial considerations.
the use of materials for theatre building.
ing the opportunity before them. The Consequently, the British film market is
"Unless
heed
is
given
to
this
the
American producers and distributors foreign buyers today are paying as sadly limited. It is true, although almost unebclievable, that American prowithin a year will face the task of mak- much for rights in one, two or three
ductions sold in England now for large
ing American exhibitors assume the re- countries to American productions as
cash
sums
cannot be
sponsibility ofpaying increased rentals it would cost an English, French or
(Continued
on released
page 1403)to exhibto offset the deficit that will follow when
Italian producer to make a feature pic-
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EXPORT

PETER
NEW

H. WHITE
YORK CITY, U. S. A.

Confidential Buying

IMPORT

CO.

Agents

OLDEST
BUYING

AND SELLING
IN NEW YORK

INSTITUTION
CITY

Established since 1910
WE OFFER OUR SERVICES AS CONFIDENTIAL BUYERS
AND ADVISERS TO THE IMPORTERS IN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES OF AMERICAN FILMS.
WE HAVE BEEN ACTING AS EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES FOR VARIOUS FOREIGN CONCERNS FOR SEVERAL YEARS, WHOM WE KEEP CONSTANTLY IN TOUCH,
BY CABLE AND CORRESPONDENCE, WITH ALL MATERIAL OF AMERICAN PRODUCTION SUITABLE FOR THEIR
RESPECTIVE TERRITORIES.
OUR LONG EXPERIENCE HAS PROVED OUR EFFICIENCY
TO JUDGE JUST WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR THE DIFFERENT COUNTRIES ABROAD.
ALL INQUIRIES, WHETHER BY CABLE OR LETTER, WILL
RECEIVE OUR PROMPT ATTENTION. WE PERSONALLY
SUPERVISE ALL ORDERS, WHICH ARE HANDLED WITH
PROMPT DISPATCH, FROM OUR OAVN SHIPPING DEPARTMENT.

WE

STAND

ON

OUR

ABILITY

Address All Communications to

CODES: A^^C^SXH EnmON.
CO.
H. WHITE
PETER
:
Cable Address
"PETERWHITE,"
NEW YORK
1107-1109 Leavitt Building
western union
130 West 46th Street
New York City, U. S. A.
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/UPREME
ALWAY/

QUALITY
THE

PLU/

UNEQUALED

nOBERT/-ON"COLE

/ERVICE

yTANDARD

LEW CODY
'I "The Beloved Cheatn

ROBERTSON-COLE, With its unlimited capital
-its prestiges, and its unfailing reputation for square dealing, it is enabled
to carry out its policy of
presenting to the world market only those production
s that come up to
its high standard of quality.
That ROBERTSON -COLE has succeeded is best shown
in the fact that
barely twelve months have elapsed since its first feature was
offered to the
buyers, but in that short period every country under the sun
has received
and accepted them at their true value and they have
won an enviable
reputation of universal merit.

ROBERTSON -COLE with its world-wide organization
, its knowledge of
conditions and shipping facilities is enabled to offer buyers
SERVICE in
addition to QUALITY in its dealing with the buyer. Depen
dable service
extends down to the most minute detail and ROBERTSON COLE has
the reputation of never making a promise that it cannot keep.

/UPREME
AUWAY/

QUALITY
THE

PLU/

UNEQUALED

ROBERT/ON

-COLE

/ERVICE

yTANDARD

"Who's VouT Servanr.'"
uifh LOIS WILSON

■•

4

• f1
TG
follow the successes ot the past year Robertson-Cole
promise the buyers of the world even greater excellence and
magnificence of production in the series of pictures made with
these internationallv famous stars: —
SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

'^CHIC"

SALE

LEW

-

BESSIE

CODY

BARRISCALE

::: H. B.WARNER

and others of even greater fame to be shortly announced, hi addition, from
time to time there will be offered certain specials of ever increasing power to
follow such features as:
"THE
"THE

FORTUNE
BELOVED

TELLER"
CHEATER"

"THE BROKEN
"WHO'S-YOUR

BUTTERFLY"
SERVANT?"

The reputation of the various Robertson- Cole shorter subjects such as "SUPREME
Comedies" and "Adventure Scenes" is fast increasing. They are far above the class
of the usual picture of this length. In fact, those who are showing them have found them
to be equal or superior to most features in drawing power.
THE

ROBERTSON-COLE

Coming

Georges

REPUTATION
CARPENTIER

IS

BEHIND

EVERY

RELeXsE

m h\g Kohenson-CoXe Special

THE
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(Continued from page 1401)
itors there for not less than eighteen
months. And it will be two or more
the foreign buyers or
years before
renters
will receive, in rentals, the
amounts they are paying out in cash
reAmerican-made
today for
leases. Letcurrent
the American
producer and
mathetable-cloth
do a little
distributor
matics for a moment, and estimate the
tremendous financial outlays which foreign buyers must make to fulfill the obligations of their contracts here. There
are very few American film men who,
if placed in the position of the buyers
abroad, would not take active steps to
seek relief in one form or another.
Handicaps of Foreign Buyers.
"And still this country persists in its
utter disregard of consequences and of
the certainties that will follow if remedial measures are not generally
granted. The foreign buyer today looks
at a cost statement for film to be
shipped to him from this country, and
he translates the amount into terms of
his own national currency. With the
pound sterling down to $3.18, it means
that a picture which an American exporter sells to him for $10,00 costs him,
in English funds, $13,760 without import
duty. And the money he pays out is
gone for at least two years, without
interest, and without means of realizing
an equivalent value excepting through
rentals to exhibitors.
and"Theto same
other example
countries.applies
Franceto France
has no
new theatres, not by governmental restriction, but because of lack of building essentials. The theatre market is
just what it was four years ago. Prices
for American made productions have increased, and the number of them exported has increased. This makes for
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to a rean excessive
stricted demand.supply applied
Seeking American Technical Aid.
"Foreign producers have an excepmateof practical
tional There
supply are
rial.
Tiundredsscreen
of books,
novels and plays available to them.
any natural handiThey can overcomeconditions.
Whatever
caps of climatic
knowledge
technical
may lack in
they
of American studio achievements can
be obtained by employing our competent directors, cameramen, scenarists,
lighting experts and laboratory superintendents. These people are not immune to oflfers from abroad. At the
moment representatives of several European producers are in this country to
transplant able departmental workers
from our studios and laboratories.
"These producers have abundant
financialmined backing.
And domestic
they are market
deterto elevate the
price for technical ability so that they
can take advantage of the opportunity
for profit and progress which foreign
exchange has literally thrust at them.
They are keenly alive to the extreme
difficulties attending the affairs of foreign buyers of American films, and they
propose to alleviate these exigencies by
doubling or trebling the sums they now
spend per picture, and produce a quality
of subject that will compare favorably
with American output, and which will
have a definite value in our domestic
market.
Foreign Producers Have Advantages.
"Few American producers and exporters realize that a film made in England, France or Italy for very little
more money than it costs a renter in
either of those countries to buy local
national rights to one American made
film will gross as much revenue in the
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country of its origin as will the American product. This, then, leaves the foreign aproducer
the world
field in which
to seek
satisfactory
profit.
"I have originated none of these
statements. They are but repetitions of
things said to me in all seriousness, and
with the conviction of an ambition to
make them true by foreign producers
and buyers whom I met on my trip.
From the American point of view the
outstanding fact is that an utter disregard of conditions in the markets to
which they look for from 20 to 40 per
cent, of their revenue per picture is
slowlykets toforcing
marclose asthethe doors
numberto those
of English,
French or Italian made productions increase in quality and quantity and provide, on far more reasonable terms, and
with greater fields for profit, the amount
of footage
necessary
nance of foreign
theatres.to the mainte"So far as the future of David P.
Howells, Inc., is concerned, I do not
propose to share the fate of other
American exporters of American films.
of conmodifications
I have granted
tractual conditions
to help lighten the
burden of the buyer, and I intend to
internapolicyareuntil
a similar
pursue tional
conditions again
normal,
and
customers no longer need
my foreign
feel
the necessity for speeding home
production to save them from the menac
of overinvestment at excessive rates of
exchange.
"An identical concession will have to
or the American
by others,
grantedsoon
be
exhibitor
will find our producers
and distributors seeking 20, 30 and 40
per cent, increases in rentals with the
cry that 'we have lost our foreign market and we've got to get the money
somewhere, and you are our only alter-

Indicate

native.' "
That

This
Is the
Era
of Film
Importing
zed
speciali
highly
most
a
is
EXPORT
Holland, Germany, Switzerland, DenBy LOUIS
AUERBACH
phase of the film business as conmark, Austria, Flungary and European
President
Export and
Import Company
ducted today. Its most intensive
Russia got their initial taste of first
development in the United States has
fifty-two Metro.^ and later fifty-two
been within the past two to three years. the nations that comprise Central Eu- World
Film productions per year. This
rope that instead of the sporadic buy- taste more
Prior to that time all those who underthan broke the ice and then
of American made film, a little from
took as their tasks the exploitation of this ingproducer,
little from that one, the bitter conflict that raged throughAmerican films by placing them in that there was aa better
out the whole of Europe proved psyway.
chological for American productions by
profitable contact with foreign releasTheir total purchases from the North
ing and distributing agencies, were American
eliminating
competition from France,
studios
did
not
exceed
S
per
looked upon as idealists. They were cent., one-fifth were new productions. Italy, England, Germany and even neuconsidered to be men who somehow
tral Spain and Scandinavia.
The balance was second hand films of
missed the big opportunities of the mo- doubtful authenticity and in most cases
By
the world-acknowledged.
supremacy of the American1917
film was
By
tion picture field and were condemned
of the development in
to dabble in a small and almost un- irrepresentative
1918
buyers
from
every exhibiting terquality that the studios in California
remunerative end of the business.
ritory of the globe had representatives
and the East were achieving.
It is fair to say that the European in
New
York
buying
Uncle Sam's output
was
"idealists"
for
their
native
screens.
so-called
these
Among
one Ben Blumenthal, today popularly markets then either knew nothing about
In the meantime the larger manuknown throughout the trade on both American films or looked upon them
facturers had revised their estimates on
sides of the Atlantic and Pacific— who with disfavor. Yet Mr. Blumenthal had the matter of export. Their foreign
then had that same foresight and grasp a genuine idea and succeeded in con- revenues had greatly increased their
of the future as he possesses today.
vincing the territories mentioned that scope of activity.
Nor
he an "idealist," as times have Yankee pictures were good, could be
since was
verified.
Yankee Circulation World Wide.
handled profitably, providing current re"scrapped"
be
Blumenthal Among Pioneers.
to
were
leasing methods
Thus we see the Yankee film proor so adapted
as to popularize a series
duction registering practically one hunIt is now five years since Ben Blu- of films of even quality by advertising
dred per cent, sales and distribution
menthal and the writer, having ac- them under their "brand" name.
efficiency throughout the world today.
quired the Metro productions by purBut there are new and mighty factors
Putting American Pictures "Over."
chase, took their ideas and arguments
(Continued on page 1405)
to the Continent. We then persuaded
So it happened that France, Belgium,
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the
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MYSTERY

MIND

15 Episodes of two reels each
Featuring

15 Episodes of two reels each
Featuring
CHARLES

J. R.

HUTCHINSON

The World's Greatest Mesmerist
Directed by

Directed by
JOSEPH

THE

A. GOLDEN

FATAL

JOHN

SIGN

15 Episodes of two reels each
CLAIRE

ANDERSON,
and JOSEPH

PAULINE

HARRY
GIRARD

CARTER

W. GREY

THE

and ARTHUR

EVIL

B. REEVES

EYE

15 Episodes Featuring
of two reels each
BENNY

LEONARD

Champion Lightweight pugilist of the World
STUART

PATON

Director and Author

Story by ROY

Schomer-Ross
THE

SACRED

Directed by WALLY

FLAME

THE

HIDDEN

DOLORES

130 V^EST

46TH

ABRAHAM

S. SCHOMER

S.

CASSINELLl

Director and Author

Author and Director

E.

LIGHT

(6starring
parts)

STEVENS

ABRAHAM

McCARDELL

Productions

(6 parts)
starring
EMILY

VAN

S. SCHOMER

MANHEIMER

STREET
Cable Address
"MANFILMEX" NEW YORK

NEW

YORK,

U. S. A.
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(Continued from page 1403)
now that challenge the lofty position
of our output.
Denmark has returned to picture making since the war and its embargoes
and priority lists are over. Sweden
shook ofif the blighting effects very
■quickly and has also turned out some
productions of present day standards,
■quite as Germany has.
Italy soon restored her lighting equipment, sets and properties to her studios
after the armistice permitted the removal of the machinery and tools which
had been installed to turn out aeroplanes.
Competition Grows Stiffer.
France is again on the job. England
is not lagging; and Latin America, too,
has the fever. Nor have these countries been oblivious to the strides in
<iuality that mark the issues from the
studios of California and Manhattan.
We will not refer to the incursions
into the round percentage of American
supremacy to be made by the better
class of foreign made production in the
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film buying markets exterior to the
United States and Canada. We allow
that foreign output will drive down
the dominating position of Yankee
photoplays, but not essay figures or percentages at best always open to dispute because mere conjectures.
Spent Fifty Weeks Abroad.
Nor will we make more than this
cursory reference to the damaging consequences ofthe unprecedented slump in
the rate of exchange so stimulating to
foreign manufacture. Our limited buying of productions recently will confirm that the Export and Import Film
Company correctly anticipated the present period of inactivity.
Ben Blumenthal has seen beyond
these turns in the road. While others
are worrying and fretting with export
from the U. S. A. he has turned his
attentions to import into the U. S. A.
In the last twelve months the president of our company has spent only
two weeks in New York; the remaining
fifty weeks having been passed in London, Paris, Bru.'^sels, Berlin, Copen-

Undeveloped
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Stockholm, Christiana, Barcelona andhagen,
Rome.
Importing Foreign Productions.
Some months ago we received a shipment of productions from Scandinavia
that rank high in international film appeal. One of these productions in particular stands up with any Americanmade spectacle.
Only lately are we assured a shipment of production Blumenthal is
sending from Germany. What is said
of the Scandinavian series in the foregoing paragraph we can bestow upon
these German photoplays. It is superproductions
such as these that only interest Ben Blumenthal.
He long since has seen the handwriting on the wall. Good foreign made
films can't be, kept from distribution
throughout this country. Logic demands this evolution and North American audiences are not only hetergeneous of nativity but are also keenly alive
to their interest in the lives of the rest
of the populations of this planet.
Indeed, the era of import is dawning.

Territory

Enterprise
of American
can
romance
al
By EMIL E. SHAUER,
industri
No begreater
found in American business
Assistant Treasurer and in Charge of the
life today than that of the whirlForeign Department of the Famous
■wind development of the motion picture as the fifth greatest industry.
Players-Lasky Corporation
Within a period of five years the business of producing and exhibiting mothousands of high grade motion picture
tion pictures developed from an infant
theatres for the entertainment of the
-of more or less uncertain possibilities
amusement hungry millions who have
to the rank of a billion dollar industry.
not been fed upon the motion picture
Today we see in the motion picture
diet made available to the people of
screen the most powerful instrument
for molding public opinion to be found
in American business life. It has become such an intimate, such a vital part
of the every-day life of the nation's millions, that the impairment of its efficiency or future development would
be catalogued as a public calamity.
All of this is more or less preliminary
to the world position occupied by the
American motion picture industry today.
Another five years, it seems to me, will
bring about a period of expansion in
our export trade which will duplicate
the enormous growth of the industry at
home. American motion pictures have
demonstrated their superiority against
the keenest sort of competition from
the other producing nations of the
world, having long since attained world
leadership. Despite this success, however, vast fields are awaiting development, and it is this period of expansion
and development that we have before
us today.
Wide Fields Opening Up.
Central Europe, which has been closed
to American films for more than five
Emil E. Shauer.
years ; Russia, which some day may
emerge from its present turmoil; Africa,
Assistant
treasurer
and in charge of
with its vast undeveloped territory; the
Famous Players-Lasky's
foreign
Orient, practically virgin territory, and,
department.
coming nearer home. Central and South
' Illlllirillirillll IIIIIIIMIIIIJIIMIIIIItJIIIIIIIII <llltlllllMIMt)lll<ll IIIIIMtllllltllllllllllllllllllllllMIII
America, present an inviting field which
will command the earnest endeavors
America, England and the more fortuand dreams of the Alexanders of the
nate nations of the world. To capture
American film world for years to come.
their share of this potential business
There is room in all these territories the American producer will have to
:and some day there will be need of enter into sharp competition with the

Awaits

Picture
Men
film producers and exporters of England, France, Italy, Scandinavia and
Germany, who are beginning to get on
their feet again after the ravages of
the world war.
Heavy Increase in Exports.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation began its preparation for the development of its foreign business long
before the end of the war, in conformity
with its usual policy of anticipating
coming events. Although the war laid
a heavy hand upon the film export busithe corporation's
income from
foreignness,sales
increased approximately
300
cent,was
in three
years' prosperous
time. The
yearper1919
the most
twelve months in the history of the corporation, the foreign business showing
an increase
nearly 100 per cent, over
the
precedingof year.
On the threshold of 1920 the exchange
problem is the most important issue
confronting the foreign film business.
There is no question but that the terrific
slump in the buying power of European
money is having its adverse effect upon
the exportation of film.
Foreign Exchange Vital Factor.
The foreign buyer, for instance, must
pay from 200 to 400 per cent, more for
his film today than he did before the
war. This is due in a measure to the
increase in the cost of producing film
and to the heavy drop in the value of
the franc. It is apparent, therefore,
that his buying power has decreased in
proportion to the increase in the cost
of films. This condition is true of practically every European country, varying
in the degree in which the value of the
country's money has slumped in the
world exchange
markets.
As baffling as the exchange situation
is today there is every reason to believe
the financial leaders of the world will
shortly work out some solution which
will bring to bear a corrective and help(Contlnued on page 1409)
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The foreign rights to
the super serial in
15

EPISODES

VANISHING

TRAILS
Produced

WM.

N.

by

SELIG

featuring
Franklyn

Farnum

and

Mary

Anderson

Scenario by
William E. Wing
Directed by by
Leon de La Mo the
Have been acquired from
Canyon Pictures Corp.

DONALD

CAMPBELL

130 West 46th Street
New York
Cable Address:
DONCAMEO
New York

Factors :
NATHAN & SEMERAD
New York
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is a

SELIG

SERIAL

WM.

N.

SELIG

himself

"I think
Trails'
ever

without
is one

been

a doubt

of the best

says

of

it:

that 'Vanishing
serials that has

made."
Signed
WM.

N.

SELIG
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CEYLON

WOOLF

178 CHARING
CROSS
LONDON

ROAD

Hereby give notice that they have purchased the
sole and exclusive rights for the undermentioned
serial films for the territories known as India,
Burma

and

Ceylon.

"MYSTERY
(Produced by Louis Burston featuringOF
Francis Ford) 13"

"LIGHTNING
(Produced by National Film Corp. of America, BRYCE"
featuring Ann Little
and Jack Hoxie)

"HAWK'S
TRAIL"
Produced by Louis Burston featuring
King Baggot)

"LURKING
PERIL"
(Produced
by Wistaria Film Corp. featuring George
Larkin and Ann Luther)

They

further

been

vested

give notice that the rights for showing
with

of 240 Merchant
company

MESSRS.

THE

Street, Rangoon,

or corporation

who

IVY

Burma,

export,

and

import,

these films have

FILM

SERVICE

that any

person,

firm,

cause

to be

show,

or

shown, any copy of these films in these territories will be infringing
the copyright and immediate action will be taken to hold him or
them responsible for any loss that may be suffered in consequence
of the said exportation or importation or exhibition or through any
attempts toward same.

THE

February 28, 1920
Developing Untold Territory
(Continued from page 1405)
ful influence. The tried and tested recuperative powers of such nations as
Great Britain, France, Belgium, Italy,
etc., will not fail them in the present
crisis. As a result, the film industry can
look forward to the future with every
confidence that time will remedy the
present situation.
Prospects Good for Business Abroad.
The prospects for the foreign business
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation were never better. Contracts signed
to date and those in the process of being
worked out give every indication that
the year 1920 will be a record breaker
in the foreign field. Reports received
from our various offices and from the
agencies with which we are doing business indicate a greatly increased demand for Paramount-Artcraft productions, which will be reflected in the
year's income from foreign sales.
The people of the world are hungry
for high grade motion pictures, and the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is
constantly enlarging its producing and
distributing units to care for this increased demand. By far the most important event of the year, from a production standpoint, will be the inauguration of producing activities in the
London studios of the Famous PlayersLasky British Producers, Ltd., the three
million dollar corporation formed last
year for the production of ParamountArtcraft pictures in Great Britain and
Continental Europe.
Delays caused by the difficulty of ob-

Rothacker

Plans

MOVING

PICTURE

taining labor and materials have postponed the official opening of the studios
for months, but I have been informed
by Milton E. Hoffman, the production
department's
that
work will be representative
begun on the abroad,
first picture
early this year. The inauguration of
production work abroad will be of vast
importance in the future development of
the foreign business of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. The principal aim will be to produce pictures
which will have an international flavor
and which will cater to kindred tastes
for amusement in all corners of the
world.
While American technical men and
other experts were taken abroad last
year to open the new studio in London,
it is the plan of the Famous PlayersLasky British Producers, Ltd., to develop and use British talent wherever
possible. American methods and improvements will be utilized, but within
a short time they will be carried out
by experts more closely in touch with
British and European tastes in the film
world.
8,000 Houses in Central Europe.
Plans now under consideration call
for great expansion in the worldwide
distributing activities of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. Just as
soon as the ban on the importation of
film into Germany is removed the Danish-American Film Company, of Copenhagen, will begin the work of carrying
out its contract for the distribution of
Paramount-Artcraft productions in
Central Europe. It is expected that this

to Photograph

Big South
THE Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Company of Chicago has just been
appointed the official cinematographer of the exposition of United States
manufacturers in Buenos Aires, which
will be held next Notemb-er. American
manufacturers will not be content with
merely exhibiting their products at this
exposition, as they have made arrangements to supplement their display with
the screening of films showing where
and how their products have been made.
Some American firms will use for this
purpose films which the Rothacked Company has made for them in the past,
while quite a number will have new
pictures produced for the occasion.
Mr. Rothacker will send skilled cameramen to picture all the important
sights at the Buenos Aires exposition,
and to attend the exposition to be held
in Rio de Janeiro, in the spring of 1921.
These pictures will not only serve to
show Americans at home what Uncle
Sam's commercial
representatives
are
accomplishing
in South
America, but
they will also be shown in other important South American cities.
To Have United States Week.
It has been planned that American
manufacturers attending the expositions
will divide forces on their way home,
one group returning by the Pacific Coast
and the other by the Atlantic. It has
also been planned to observe a United
States week in each of the other chief
cities of South America, where, by show-

American Expositions
ing pictures of the exhibits at Rio de
Janeiro and Buenos Aires, those expositions can be extended to all of them.
"American manufacturers are awakening to the possibilities of using motion pictures to open the way for the
United States merchant marine," says
Mr. Rothacker. "British manufacturers
this spring are starting a collection of
industrial pictures on a tour of the
world. These pictures will show in other
British

Try
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contract will become operative sometime during the year. Approximately
8,000 motion picture theatres are included in this huge territory, which is
ripe for the fullest possible exploitation
of American pictures.
Arrangements are being perfected
here and abroad for the opening of
Asia Minor, India and other territories
during the coming months. Inquiries
now on hand indicate a record breaking demand from the Continent.
Demand Heavy for New Theatres.
The year 1920 will undoubtedly witness
a revival in the construction of motion
picture houses in Great Britain, France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and other countries, where new building has been restricted for more than five years. Great
Britain alone has urgent need for 1,000
new theatres, and the same is true of
France. Reports from Germany indicate
the resumption of theatre building operations in that territory, and the Scandinavian countries are already turning
their attention to the matter of relieving the world-wide shortage of theatres
for the
presentation of high-grade motion pictures.
With thousands of new theatres required to supply the demand for motion
picture entertainment, there seems to
be no doubt but that the year 1920 will
be by far the most prosperous in the
history of the industry. Much history
will be made in the export field in the
coming months, and I feel certain that
the American exporter will be equal
to the emergencies that may confront
him.
lands
have tojust
oflfer.what England's industries
"The decisive battle for the South
American trade probably will be fought
within the next two years — maybe sooner. The year 1922 will unquestionably
see some nation the acknowledged
victor in that sector of the 'war after
the war.' The leading manuacturers of
this country are determined that America shall be the victor. The right kind
of industrial film can accomplish a g^reat
deal toward turning the decision in
Uncle Sam's lavor. The Rothacker Company is at the disposal of American manfacturer.
Advertising

of Home Products by Use of Screen
ultimate purpose is to widen the
of its
picturtse advert
British produc
is soonising
markets for British products throughout
to be
MOVING
undertaken in all parts of the the world, it will put distant buyers in
world. Pictures showing the produc- direct touch with English manufacturers
tion of many English commodities,
of those products which they most
taken by the Moving Picture Exhibineed. Foreign buyers will be able personally to see the production of British
tion of British Industries, Ltd., a concern organized in 1914, will shortly be etc.
goods of all kinds — textiles, metal ware,
sent out, accompanied by representatives who will explain the pictures to
Three Routes for Films.
audiences in various countries.
Accompanying
the pictures will be
Organized just before the outbreak
explanatory titles in four languages,
of the war, that conflict made impossible
English,guese,French,
Spanish
Portuthe carrying out the scheme for showand the films
will beandexplained
ing the world how British industries
by
representatives
who
are
competent
manufactured goods and it has only re- linguists in the native language of the
cently been possible to resume the country in which they are being shown.
work.
For the first tour the world will be
The scope of the project is most complete, according to reports just received divided into three sections. One set
by the Department of Commerce at of films will go to Latin America, an(Continued on page 1411)
Washington, D. C, from London. While
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Corporation

Exclusively owns the Foreign rights on the collection of choice
productions listed here below and in consequence take pleasure
in offering them to the attention of the film buyers throughout
the world.

L

Lawrence

Weber
featuring

Productions

World

Film

Production

entitled

EDITH HALLOR
And an All-Star Cast
including

"THE

POISONED
featuring

Florence Billings and
Lumsden Hare

JUNE

PEN"

ELVIDGE

in
"BLUE
PEARL"
Five More to Follow

Gale

Henry

Comedies

Twenty-Two Two-Reel Comedies
One

Hallmark Production
entitled

"LOVE,

World

Film

entitled

HONOR

featuring
AND

?"

"ME

AND

STUART HOLMES
and
ELLEN CASSIDY

LOUISE

GLAUM

and

"SAHARA"
and
Lone

Wolf's

FourDaughter"
More to Follow Soon

Apollo

GREELEY

A New Serial Featuring
KID"
BEN WILSON

in

"The

CAPTAIN

featuring
EVELYN

J. Parker Read Productions
featuring

Production

NEVA

"THE

GERBER

SCREAMING

In 15 Episodes — 2 Reels Each
SHADOW"

Trading
Corporation
220 West 48th Street, New York, U. S. A.
Cable Address: Apoltrade," New York
London: 28 Denmark Street
Cable Addrccs: "Benjahickt," L*nd«n
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(Continued from page 1409)
Other to South Africa, Australia and
the Far East, and the third to Western
Europe, Canada, and the United States.
During the next year the films will be
shown incities.
ninety-seven of the world's
leading
The first films to be put out, it is declared, do not represent the best of the
motion picture
art. Inasmuch as the photographer's
diflferent manufacturers
who combined to defray the expenses

of production and the showing of the
films throughout the world naturally
want to have as much space as possible
given them on the film, there is considerable duplication of processes, which
becomes rather tiresome.
Show Sheffield Industries.
Also, the interior lighting of many
of the plants was never intended for
the making of pictures, while so closely
is the process of manufacturing fol-

Fine

for

Market
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lowed that the audience is likely to lose
interest. To care for this last defect,
it has been suggested that some attempt
be made in future films to show something of the historical development of
the industry being depicted.
The first films are those showing the
cutlery and steel industries of Sheffield.
In the near future pictures will be taken
to show the textile and other industries
of
Birmingham, Glasgow, London and
Liverpool.

and

Comic

Major St. P. Rudiger de Rodynko has By ST.
foi^ the war, Interior
the Germans would have
in
China
's Vast
P. RUDIGBR
de RODYNKO
been a resident of Subjects
Ciiina and of ottier
gained a pretty good place in the movie
Major, Chinese Military Forces, Retired
countries of the Far Bast for a consideramarket in China, for, in addition to the
ble number of years and is icnown as
Late Attache of the Governor
ability to understand, the picture, the
author of several books on eastern condiOreintals and especially the Chinese, are
of Shanghai
tions. He is an ethnograph and specialexceedingly proud of their race and
ist on characteristics of various races and
show great appreciation for any ennations, a painter of some note and last five years or so, have made various
deavor of foreigners to attempt to use
masters twelve languages. He is about attempts to swamp China with llieir
to enter the service of American Film goods, including films, of course. Their the language of the Oriental.
producing
concernstouch
in the
of ad- success, however, is small in conipariIt is a deplorable fact that American
viser on natural
and capacity
local color.
son, for the Chinese have a sound and producers neglect to go to the trouble
y,
very justified hatred for the Japanese
of such a small courtesy toward foreign
HAVING left China but recentl
and everything pertaining to Japan, markets which could be exploited to a
several years' residence at which
after hai
even the low prices of Japanese
tremendous extent.
and other places I
Shang
wonder why China and the Far East goods cannot overcome — proofs are the
It is important to mention that the
numerous boycotts of Japanese goods.
have not been exploited by American
Chinese, contrary to the general opinion,
film producers to a greater extent.
Concerning Title Translations.
are possessed of a brilliant sense of huI am not merely dealing with treaty
mor and of appreciation of histrionic
The second difficulty, the translating
ports, with a large foreign population of titles, is almost ludicrous in its small- art, whether on the screen or on the
like Peking, Shanghai, Canton, Tientsin, ness. However, during six years I had stage. This mistake is caused by the
etc., but with the interior of China with
reserved habits of the Chinese, who reveal their feelings very rarely toward
its
seething hundreds of million of inhabitants.
foreigners, fearing ridicule.
There are, for instance, at Shanghai
Chinese Are Born Actors.
about six movie theatres, owned by
I
haveslived
with and among Chinese
foreigners, which cater both to forand am in a position to know, for I
eigners and Chinese; iu addition there
have seen. It is not only slap-stick stuff
is a considerable number of exclusively
the Chinese appreciates, but serious picChinese movie shows, intended for the
tures as well. The Chinese is a born
poorer classes of the natives. These
actor
and has in the average a greater
establishments are receiving their supunderstanding for art than the white
plies of films mostly from the Pathe
man, irrespective of whether the art is
Exchange at Shanghai, and some exforeign
or native.
porters and importers who carry films
Chinese
actors "register" expressions
as a side line. Films of American, Britjust as well as their American colleagues
ish, French, Italian, Danish, German and
and
are
very
studious when it comes to
Japanese prominence were shown, seriimitate popular American artists. I reous five-reelers as well as slap-stick
member when a well-known Chinese
comedies. The unanimous statement of
actor at Shanghai, W. T. Pang, of the
the movie owners is that they were
Sin Wo Tai Theatre, scored a great
"doing fine."
success by an extremely clever imitaFine Market in Interior.
tion of Charlie Chaplin.
The interior of China is a splendid
I
hope
that the few remarks I have
market for films, comical ones as well
made on China will convince American
as serious ones, on acount of the fact
producers of the excellent and prepared
that the percentage of movie fans
market for their pictures which is waitamong the Chinese is far greater than
ing for them in the Far East, and that
among white people — with the exception
the small difficulties, which are almost
Major St. P. Rudiger de Rodynko.
of Latin nations perhaps. This importridiculous to mention will' be overcome
Former aide of Governor of Shanghai.
by them in the near future. The Chinese
ant fact eliminates preliminary and'
preparatory work. There should not be liiMtiiiti iiiiiMtiiiiiMiiiiMiMiirliiiiiriimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiii iiitiiiitiiiiiiiitMiiit ti i i i i Government, modern and progressive
any serious difficulties in establishing only twice an opportunity to see pic- as it is, would be only too willing to
exchanges throughout the interior of
extend a helping hand to any enterprisproducers were far-sighted
China. Many cities and towns possess enoughturestowhose
have the titles translated into
ing American who would take up the
electrc lighting plants to supply electric other languages, and it is typical that mission of making America and its procurrent for the projectors, and in the those pictures were of German and
ducts and its art still more popular in
absence of such, acetylene could and Japanese origin, respectively. In the China. It is an undeniable fact that
has been used to great advantage in German pictures the titles were transChinese
a "warm
spot"even
in their
some instances known to the writer.
lated into English, Chinese, Hindostani the
hearts
for have
America,
which
the
Japanese Meet Strong Opposition.
and Spanish, beside German; while the events of the recent war and foreign
There are, however, two items of im- Japanese product explained the scenes
propaganda cannot eliminate, and it is
to be hoped that American film procompetition, (2) in Japanese, Chinese, Malay (in arable
Translation portance:of(1) Japanese
titles.
characters) and English.
ducers will take advantage of this splendid opportunity.
There is no doubt that, were it not
The Japanese, in the course of the
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MANN

SUPER-COMEDIES

A

SERIES

of 26 Two-Reel

Comedies

featuring

Hank

^ ^ Mann, Madge Kirby and the famous Hank Mann
Beauties. These are the best two-reel comedies on
the market

and are being handled

for the entire world

by Arrow.

SPECIAL

WJ

E

FEATURES

are in a position to offer our Independent
foreign friends a number of Features as well

as many

Short

Reel Subjects

and

overcome

to a large extent

prevailing

at the present time.

INQUIRIES

World^s

Arrow

the low rate of exchange

SOLICITED

Largest

Film

Film

NEW

Brokers

Corporation

W. E. SHALLENBERGER,
220 WEST

at prices that will

President

42nd STREET

YORK,

U. S. A.

For United Kingdom:
FILM RIGHTS, LTD.
MONTAGUE COHEN. Manager
33 SOHO SQUARE
LONDON, ENG.

For Continental Europe:

j. ROSEN
ARRYFRF
L.\BR\ERE
*^
PARIS. FRANCE
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has many

big features

^ the entire world, and features
suitable for the foreign markets.

we have
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Company

In addition

WORLD

to the many

a large number
cludes the following:

features

offering for

that are especially

now

being offered,

of short subjects, which

in-

SERIALS

Two-Reel

Westerns

Two-Reel

Comedies

Two-Reel

TT7

E can secure

want,
nection.

and

World^s

Arrow

Dramas

for Foreign

Buyers

solicit correspondence

Largest

Film

Film

220 WEST
NEW

they

in this con-

Brokers

Corporation

W. E. SHALLENBERGER,

For United Kingdom:
FILM RIGHTS, LTD.
MONTAGUE
COHEN. Manager
33 SOHO SQUARE
LONDON, ENG.

just what

President

42nd STREET

YORK,

U. S. A.
For Continental Europe:
J. ROSEN
43 RUE LABRYERE
PARIS, FRANCE
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BROCKLISS.
J. GARRETT,
Avenue,

inc.

President
New

York

Cable Address: "Brockliss, New York"

4

6

Louis

Joseph

Augustus

Vance

Thomas

In 1919 our organization set the pace among film
exporters in every market of the world.
For 1920 our plans are even more progressive., our
output more select and of the highest quality.
We shall repeat our unparallelable record again. Our
stories are the established best sellers in the literary

8

Great

Authors

2

Zane

Grey

4

Jack

London

market, by the best known popular authors. Our directors have no peers. Our casts are selected to fit types
so as to make each book live genuinely on the screen.
Our output of productions is steady in release, prompt in
shipment and ever qualitudinous .
JVe shall be pleased to enter into correspondence regarding our production output.

February 28, 1920
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Improve

British-American
Understanding
of
man
chair
BROWwNE,
A. urda
It is obvious that all these produc- American films are extremely popular in
COL.the H.Walt
Company, Ltd.,
tions cannot prove profitable under the England because they so frequently depict scenes which have a life and vigor
London, the long established Eng- circumstances. Good films are successful
and bring fair prices, but of course that make a strong appeal to English
lish supply house for many years distributors of Power's Projectors in the competition is very keen.
people, especially
of the
the fact,
younger
generation. In view of
however,
United Kingdom, is in New York and
Browne
said:constructed,
"Although one
no that English
romances have been so
has furnished information about trade newColonel
cinemas
are being
and general conditions in his country, of my objects in coming to the United popular in the United States, it seems
which we believe will be of great in- States is to arrange for an increased to me that English plays enacted in
terest to those connected with the supply of projectors. The order I have their natural surroundings possess an
American film industry. Colonel Browne
placed is, I believe, one of the largest atmosphere which cannot be duplicated
has been chairman of the Walturdaw
ever given to a manufacturer of pro- by mere technique or stage craft.
Company, Ltd., since 1910, and as this jectors.
Suggests Film Reciprocity.
position corresponds with the npresiProjection Machines War-Worn.
dency of an American corporatio his
"If there is any way that good English films can be made popular in the
"Power's machines have a splendid
comments are proportionately authoritative.
reputation in England. I believe I am United States, I think it will serve to
Walturdaw Company, Ltd., has been safe in stating that fifty per cent, of the make your people as well acquainted
in business for over twenty-two years. cinemas in the United Kingdom have with English life as Englishmen are
with American scenes. All this will help
This firm was the pioneer in many im- installed Power's machines.
"During the war, cinemas were, of to cement the friendly relations between
portant developments of the film industry.
course, very short of experienced help. the two nations.
Colonel Browne spoke of the natural Women and every variety of mechan"In addition to this, such reciprocal
bond of brotherhood that existed beically incompetent operators were em- arrangements are a good thing for the
trade
of the two countries. They serve
tween the two great English-speaking
ployed andreceived
it is very
easy hard
to realize
chines
usage. the manations. He expressed the hope that
to stabilize exchange and prevent the
strong commercial relations might be
repetition of the financial crisis such at
popularity
increased
England
four of
or films
five has
hundred
per now exists.
established which weuld be of lasting in"The
benefit to both nations, without doing cent, during the past few years. The
"The Walturdaw Company, Ltd., some
injustice to any of the other great houses now operating will have to re- year and a half ago entered into concountries.
tractive relations with one of your
place much of their equipment.
"As in America, motion pictures are youngest and most progressive film orThe Exchange Stumbling Block.
no longer looked upon as a cheap diExhibitors circuit.ganizations,
Thethe First
resultNational
of this alliance
version for the masses and are patronJust at the present time the depreized by members of the royal family will be an increased popularity of the
ciation in exchange is seriously interfering with export trade, and if not and leaders in every branch of the social artists and directors whose films are
soon controlled may temporarily halt and industrial world in England.
distributed by the First National organipurchases of all American goods exAn Eleven Year Assoriation.
cept those which were vitally necesWhy Comparisons Are Unjust.
sary. Colonel Browne referred to the
"Walturdaw Company, Ltd., has had
In concluding his statement Colonel
possibility of commercial relations be- elevenant years
of
uninterrupted
and
pleasrelations with the Nicholas Power
zation." said: "American film manutween the United States and European
Browne
countries becoming a matter of actual Company, and I am inclined to believe
facturers must remember that it was imbarter.
this industry.
is something of a record in the
possible,
to post-bellum
film
tions and to owing
conditions
arising restricout of
Put in an American way this would
be a matter of swapping goods for
the
war,
for
the
English
exhibitor to
"During
the
war
Power's
machines
goods, but such a condition could not were used by the British Army and keep pace with his American cousins in
last long if the various countries inter- Navy, the Air Force, the Y. M. C. A., the matter of increasing the prices paid
for film hire. Because a film in the
ested use energetic measures to Cor- and Red Cross.
United States passed a million dollars,
rect -the present unfortunate conditions.
"We
are
the
oldest
and
largest
cinema
Regarding the sale of American films supply house in England and we look it would not gross a proportionate
in England, Col. Browne says that the upon our connection with the Nicholas amount in the British Isles.
market is glutted at the present time. Power Company with great satisfaction.
"Generally speaking, English films
He then explained the reasons for this It is just this kind of confidence and made by such well known .firms as
condition.
loyal business relations that can be Broadwest, Hepworth and Samuelson
established in England at the present would command much higher rentals
Theatre Building at a Standstill.
time, and American and British firms than American films. I make this stateNo new cinemas have been built for who are able to overcome the existing
ment merely to illustrate the point that
over five years and none can be built abnormal conditions will have won a as a rule home-made films are of much
for two years more, as they are classi- mutual good will that money cannot greater relative value in the country
purchase when the financial ship again of their origin, so that films, unlike
"luxuryis buildings."
The shortagefiedofashomes
worse in England
than rides on an even keel.
prophets, have honor in their own counin the United States, and in a pracCommends English Films.
Colonel Browne will be in the United
tical effort to overcome this serious
States
for some time. He will shortly
condition all construction not regarded
"In regard to English films they are
as vitally important is forbidden by as yet perhaps technically inferior to leave for a trip to the Coast.
law until the necessary number of American films, but possess certain natdwellings have been erected.
ural qualities of their own, and some
Bulgarian Wants Film Agency.
There are less than four thousand
day I hope to see them more popular
in the United States. The film industry
cinemas in England as against someA merchant in Bulgaria desires to sething like sixteen thousand in the in England was shut down during the
cure an agency for films and machines.
try."
United States. Every week there are period of the war, and in those four Quotations should be given c. i. f.
between twenty-five and thirty films re- years American films have made such Bourges on the Black Sea. Payment in
leased in England comprising films made
strides that they undoubtedly have cap- currency or credit. From "Commerce
tured the film market.
in England, Italy, France, Denmark and
Reports"
the United States.
ticle 31999ofon February
page 816. 9. Refer to ar"Apart from their technical merit
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Must

Have

International
Perspective
of Values
our
clients
on the suitableness of AmeriMoving
the
by
asked
been
HAVE
I Picture World to express my views
By GUS SCHLESINGER
can film productions, and the fact that
Manager,
Department
of
Foreign
Sales
we
are
still
doing business with our
on the buying and marketing of mooldest customers shows that we have
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
tion pictures in foreign marts. I do
not only preached this doctrine but have
not propose to write extensively on these
two subjects in their relation to the satisfy his pocketbook. In our business successfully carried it out in practice.
Heretofore, foreign buyers visiting
foreign market from the point of van- the two go hand in hand, and I am glad New
York lost most valuable time
tage of one who has studied the business to say that we are unalterably opposed
from an unbiased point of view. By to making a profit where we cannot through lack of familiarity of our
language and customs, methods of doing
the very nature of my connection with make a friend.
business and facilities for short cuts
the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation I am
known to Americans only. At Interbetter qualified to talk primarily of the
Customer Never Forgets "Bloomer."
The foreign customer never forgets a Ocean Building, however, the foreign
business of buying and selling as conwill find himself conducting his
ean
ducted under Inter-Oc
auspices, and "bloomer." The average American sales- buyer
consequently shall devote most of my
man of foreign rights (attached to a re- business with the same ease as if he
were in his native country. A place is
attention to this angle.
set aside for his exclusive use during
Five years ago the foreign market was
his stay in America, and to that desk
a thing unknown and exploited. At
will be harnessed the co-operation of
that time an American producer was
content to dispose of his foreign rights
Inter-Ocean's force of experts.
Conveniences for Visitors.
for an amount of money close to what
would now be regarded as negligible.
We have at our building competent
He looked upon the returns which a
translators and interpreters who are
able to speak the language of every
production brought in the foreign markets as that much money found. Today,
foreign buyer. And, besides, we have
however, conditions have changed.
what is regarded as one of the most
When a producer makes a production
thoroughly
equipped projection rooms in
he first of all sleects a story possessing
the
world
—
at thethatvisiting
buyer's
an international theme, and then counts
disposal. Weallrealize
great expense
upon the returns that the production
attached to the maintenance of such a
will bring in foreign territories as an
service gratis to the foreign buyer, but
important item in the cost.
we are also appreciative of the reward
Two Controlling Factors.
it brings in good-will and sales.
In London, where Inter-Ocean Film
The history of the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation occupies the entire building
Corporation is verily a history of the
at
164 Wardour street, the same service
export branch of the motion picture
that one can find at Inter-Ocean Buildbusiness. From the time of my associaing, New York, i£ evident there. The
tion with this organization back in 1915,
London offices were established a few
when thenificantcompany
occupied
an
insigsuite of offices in the Chandler
years ago, and its growth under President Paul H. Cromelin's personal superBuilding, at 220 West Forty-second
street, until the present day, when it
tional. vision has been nothing short of sensahas been found necessary to use an
In London our offices handle the prodGus Schlesinger.
entire five-story building. Inter-Ocean
of Inter-Ocean for Great Britain and
has more than kept pace with the pro- "Exporter must keenly study likes and her uct colonial
possessions. Horace G.
dislikes of his customers."
gressive
strides
which
the
foreign
market has taken and maintained.
tJiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiilliliriiiiiriiiiltiilliiiiiiiliriiiiiiiiiriiilliil[iiiiriiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiliMiiiMiiiiiiiiiilitiiiiriiii» Harper, who is at present in London will
From my experience I have found sponsible concern) is conscientious in doubtless be in full charge of the London offices. Mr. Harper is a film man
that there are two vital factors which his
to customers, both because it of broad experience.
one must consider in purchasing the is a advice
safe business rule and because the
Jean Rosen, Paris representative of
product of an American film manufac- other course spells loss of prestige. And Inter-Ocean,
is a man well-versed with
turer for distribution in foreign territories. He must know what films to its odd h'ow quickly news of a "bad buy" the European film market. His handling
of our French business has been a credit
around.
buy, and at what price to buy. This may gets
As manager of the department of to the film business as well as a credit to
look very simple to one not familiarly foreign
film
sales
for
Inter-Ocean
I
have
associated with the business, but a close striven to show in my dealings that we us.Ricardo Caslro, representative of
and careful analysis will convince one are more than a seller of American films
Inter-Ocean in Central America, is anof the magnitude of the task.
for the world market. We aim to act
other member of our sales staff who we
Must Have International Perspective.
as
the
confidential
and
honest
advisor
of
are
proud to have associated with us.
In order successfully to know what
motion pictures to purchase for foreign
territorial sales, one must of necessity
appreciate the fine technical qualities Foreign Buyers Want the Best Pictures
of a motion picture as well as possess
what I would term an "international
Even as Americans, Says Robertson- Cole
perspective"
of motion
This
knowledge
is only picture
obtained values.
after
countries are now planning an adverROBERTSON-COLE
productions
years of diligent labor in foreign fields
tising and exploitation campaign.
now playing in every
country arein
and personal contact with foreign
Robertson-Cole has inaugurated a
the world today. This announcebuyers. The knowledge of the market
ment was made by the foreign depart- policy by which foreign buyers of merit
you are buying in and the market you
ment of Robertson-Cole, after statistics who handle its films will continue to
are buying for must be at your finger were compiled showing the export of do so indefinitely and that the home
tips, accessible at any moment.
films during the year 1919. Plans are office will not pttempt to arrange exEver since the formation of the firm being made to double the output of
changes outside of the United States.
Robertson-Cole films in foreign lands
of Winik & Brock, the early counterThe special campaign has been arranged for Japan, India, Dutch East
part of the present Inter-Ocean Film during the present year. A staff of "
Corporation, the policy of our company
specially trained advertising writers Indies, Australia, Mexico, Africa, Spain,
(Continued on page 1419)
has been to satisfy the exporter and versed in the conditions of the various
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ADVENTURE

THRILLS

Miraculous Escapes
Railroad Wrecks

THE

Hair Raising Stunts
There is not a dull moment in any foot of
ADVENTURES
OF HELEN
20 Episodes of 2 reels eucli
^Adapted from Starring
"The Hazards of Ualen")

ELEN

The Original

DAREDEVIL
H
OLMES
A few territories still open. Make applicalion to
AYWON FILM CORPORATION, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
Bookings may be had at the following exchanges:
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
LIBERTY FILM EXCHANGE
729 7tli Ave., N. Y. C.
Washington, D. C.
FAMOUS PICTURES SALES CO.
LIBERTY FILM EXCHANGE
Buffalo, N. Y.
San
Francisco, Oilif.
TRIMOUNT FILM CO.
PHIL GOLDSTONE
Boston, Mass.
Omaha,
Ncbr.
PREMIER
FILMGa. CORP.
STERLING FILM CO.
Atlanta,
Des
Moines,
Iowa
EDUCATIONAL FILM CO.
PHIL GOLDSTONE
Minneapolis, Minn.
Kansas City, Mo.
Foreign rights sold to
PENN IMPORT and EXPORT CO.,

THE
MOVING
PICTURE WORLD
February 28, 1920
(Continued from page 1417)
for foreign countries are indeed particular as to the quality of productions
Germany, Argentina, West Indies, Scandinavia, France, Chile, Italy and Brazil. sent broadcast. Prior to the war forThe various trade journals dealing with
eign motion picture fans were educated
foreign purchases will be used in ad- to accept any kind of film as long as
vertising exploitation and publicity. It it was amusing. Now they have turned
is the aim to have the trade-mark as with the tide and, like Americans, want
well known as any manufacturer send- only the best.
ing the necessities of life to various
"The day of the bunk picture shipped
to other lands is over. Those who
parts of the world.
are in charge of purchasing film for
"In spite of the rush for American
productions," said the head of Robert- European countries demand that they
receive
the same calibre of productions
son-Cole's export department, "buyers
Cannibals

Astounded

as Peerless

1419
as are given to America. This is conclusive proof that the motion picture
world has been revolutionized and that
only the best will be accepted in any
country.
in selling
its features
for"Robertson-Cole
other lands have
followed
out in
detail the American policy of the concern ;close exhibitor-producer combination. To do this it was necessary to
give the foreign exhibitor as many hints
and aids as we have been giving to the
local exhibitor.
assembling on it. Another remarkable
thing about the Peerless and the generator is that when we showed among the
cannibals away up in the mountains the
picture was as clear and sharp as any I
have ever seen in a picture show, of course
slightly smaller, but the light was perfect
and the picture showed as clear and steady
as any you ever saw.
To Go Vv Fly Kiver.
The Peerless will be a part of every
expedition I make — my next trip is among
the tree dwellers, six hundred miles up the
Fly River in New Sincerely
Guinea. .yours,
MARTIN JOHNSON.
Willless insend
photographs
of the IPeeruse you
among
the savages.
feel
that I owe the Peerless oedit for most
of the fine pictures I have made on this
expedition. As I said before, it opened
a safe road to savage tribes, which I
never could have reached otherwise. M. J.

Flashes on Martin Johnson Films
be slightly heavier), and we made
GIVING cannibals of the South Seas should
new ones of hard wood.
a thrill surpassing that of "MisThe savages liked a five-hundred foot
sionary a la King" has been the piece of Armistice Day in New York City
pleasant work pursued by Martin John- better than any of the films. It shows
son during his present sojourn in the hundreds of thousands of people on tlie
islands of the Southern Pacific.
streets. These cannibals never dreamed
When Mr. Johnson and his wife left that there were so many people on earth.
New York last summer to film the They thought the earth revolved around
up to this time.
savages of Malekula, they promised to Malekula
here in Sydney several days
show to Chief Nagapate and his wild agoWe andarrived
now I am busy printing positives
men the pictures they had taken of him of the finest
films
I have ever made. They
two years previous.
are going to create a big sensation when
With the aid of the Pathescope Peer- shown. I think I will name them "Wild
less projector Mr. Johnson was able to
of Malekula."
the Peerless set up here in the
fulfill his promise. The following letter MenI have
from Mr. Johnson to Willard B. Cook, house, and will do all my cutting and
president of the Pathescope Company,
describes his experiences in showing the
savages to the wild men themselves. The
letter is a fine tribute to the field work Foto Player and Robert Morton Organs
of the Peerless and is an entertaining
Amaze the Critical Foreign Visitors
account of Mr. Johnson's work in filmthe material and construction of the
ing his next picture, to be called "Wild
nd for instrument being of such character as
with
TENTmerch
CONSIS
Men of Malekula."
e, dema
the Ameriandisthe
ican
Amer
The letter, written from Sydney, N. S.
can Photo Player Company is re- to withstand severe climatic conditions
W., is as follows :
inquiries for the Fotoplayer and everywhere.
ceiving
During the period of the war South
We have been six months among the Robert-Morton Orchestral Organs, not America,
unaffected by actual hostilities,
most savage people on earth, among can- only from foreign exhibitors, but is also
nibals and head hunters, and the greatest booking orders over the seven seas.
enjoyed a continuation of moving picture
pleasure we have had was the nights we
prosperity and this particular territory
Previous to the recent war Australwould hear the exclamations of surprise
asia was a very fruitful territory for made energetic inquiries for Photo Playand wonder as the savages saw the mover products.
ing pictures. They went wild when I Fotoplayer products, the Pianola ComDue
to their artistic temperament, it
showed them moving pictures of themhaving repreof Australia
pany,
Ltd.,
is
quite natural that the Latin lands
sented
the
American
Photo
Player
Comselves that I had made two years ago.
I used radium flares and made movies
would demand better music. The napany for a number of years, and was
tural tendencies and musical temperaat night of the savages looking at them- successful in distributing the Fotoplayer
(Continued on page 1423)
selves on the screen — and the negative in both the closed and open air theatres;
has developed up fine.
Movu's of the "Shows."
We first landed at Malekula — where the
savages (and Chief Nagapate in particular) tried to hold us two years ago. Under
an armed guard we showed them the pictures on the beach and the next day I
was treated like royalty. To think that
anyone could make devil-devil magic and
make their own faces move about on a
white screen was too much for their
simple
natures and it opened Malekula for
me.
I was much In demand, and through the
story having traveled from tribe to tribe
In the mountains I was sent for and
offered safety in the way of whole armies
of savages. Nagapate himself found great
pride in guiding us — and probably behind
our backs he would take credit for bringing us!
For months we traveled from tribe to
tribe — just Mrs. Johnson and myself —
and the Peerless opened the way for us.
It would have done you good to see it
and the generator going over mountains
and into valleys, on the backs of savages,
and at night to have seen hundreds of cannibals squatting around the devil-devil
grounds, watching the wonderful things
they never dreamed of before. Many a
time the trees and houses would be full
of human heads — dried — all about us.
"Huh!
Heap Knotty Problem" — or Whatever South Sea Islanders Say.
We turned the handles of the generating
Natives of Malekula, filmed by Martin Johnson, marvel at Peerless projector
outfit so much they both twisted off (they
used by Mr. Johnson to show pictures of savages taken two years previous.
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Caprice

J. Stuart

Productions

Blackton
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Henley
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Perret

Harold

Lloyd

Mrs. Sydney
Comedies
Bringing
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Reel

Productions
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One
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Reel
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JMusic
The faithfiilService and Willingness to

Rrform at all times makes Ixhibitors believe

RODEaT-MORTON

is ttie best organ in the World

-

The wonderful steadiness and habitual
response under any condition appeals to
the or^nist^/
of tone to
situation i

The sympalhetic variety
describe screen
The Robert-Morton

'o KavQ a

ieai
s':Ga
vGy
ieta
mGpyo
rrti
itor
who mH ^veyou
our - Pdftial
Pdyment Plaa
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Playek
Co.
SAN TRANCISCO CAU.
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Photo Player Abroad
(Continued from page 1419)
merit of these people have always been
characteristic of the best in the arts.
Constantly Entertaining Delegates.
Following the cessation of European
hostilities, exhibitors from the Scandinavian peninsula and the British Isles
have written and sent over representatives to investigate the moving picture
industry, particularly the popularity of
the organ not only because of the solo
possibilities, but the ability of this instrument in augmenting an orchestra.
The American Photo Player Company
headquarters are constantly entertainEnglish,

MOVING

PICTURE

ingtries,
delegates,
not East,
only from
counbut the far
who these
are touring
the continent and stop off at headquarters to listen to a demonstration or to
be shown actual installations of the
Fotoplayer and Robert-Morton organs.
It is the policy of the Photo Player
Company to design the instrument for
installations particularly adapted to the
characteristic tonal requirements of the
various countries to which the organs
are sent,
and the
number
of specifications for these
various
instruments
has
already required a special assistant for
the foreign department.
It is particularly noticeable that European countries demand a more refined
quality of voicing than is characteristic
of this country, which is possibly due to
their greater knowledge of classical

French

and

1423

WORLD

music and more general popularity of
this subject among the masses.
European Is Amazed.
The European, however, is amazed at
the ingenuity displayed by the American
manufacturer, the popularity of the
double touch system, the remarkable,
swift shutter action and the absolute
control of a wealth of orchestral stops,
has opened the eyes of not only exhibitors but foreign organists who have investigated modern pipe organs. The
Robert-Morton type of organ, from a
point of view of power and versatility,!
is aa near
approachorchestra
to the reproduction
of
symphony
and has Al- '
ready achieved a remarkable recognition
from the motion picture industry in foreign fields.

Italian

Will
Reduce
American
on is one
export positi
the
By
A. GEORGE SMITH
TODAY
of the most interesting features
Foreign Representative Goldwyn
of the motion picture business.
There are now so many different angles I first arrived in New York, I was dislt to diagthat it is increaonsingly difficu
cussing prices with an export manager
nose the situati or forecast the future. for certain
territories. One particular
Since the armistice the trade papers territory he advised me was sold, and I
have discussed at great length the rela- asked about an adjoining territory. At
tive positions of London and New York first he said this was open, but upon
as centers for the export trade, but thinking the matter over, he recalled
those who have predicted that London that the party who made the contract
will again become the leading export for the first territory had asked him to
center of the world overlook the altered include
the other without extra royalty,
conditions in New York, brought about which he agreed to do. Judge of his
directly as a result of the war.
great surprise when he learned from me
Prior to and during the early period that
the second territory he had thrown
of the war the export of pictures was
mainly conducted through London.
American producing firms either had
branches or agencies in London, and
the custom was that as soon as possible
after the necessary prints had been
made for use in the United States the
negative was dispatched to the London
office. Returns on the sale of rights
from that center were in the majority
of instances very small compared with
returns received from the same territory during the last three years. They
did not reckon on foreign sales returning a fixed proportion of negative costs
as they do today.
Advance the Date of Foreign Showings.
In addition the custom of release for
foreign countries is. becoming reversed,
so that instead of foreign countries getting a picture twelve months after its
showing in the United States it is now
not unusual to have a picture exhibited
abroad before it has been released in
this country.
When the shipping question became
acute and foreign buyers not only found
difficulty themselves in getting to EngA. George Smith.
land, but even in shipping the goods
they bought, they were compelled to
come to New York to purchase their re- in was twice as valuable as that for
quirements. This immedialclv opened which
tiated. the contract was originally negoup a new phase of export conditions andThis kind of thing can hardly happen
values to the American producing companies.
today. Competitive
demonstrated the value buying
of thehas different
Only the larger concerns maintained
export departments, the bulk of the markets; and, having this knowledge, it
sales being made through agents, but seems unreasonable to assume that
even the special export departments had America will send her produce to London for sale when it can be sold right
little actual knowledge of territorial
definitions or values.
here, and the cost of London agencies
For instance, in the fall of 1917, when
'
avoided.

Films

i

Exportation
True, on account of its geographic
position London may be a better centers
for certain foreign territory, but South
America, the Orient, Far East, Australia
and
here. Africa can be just as easily sold
Decline in Export Predicted.
In regard to the volume of export
trade as distinct from values no man of
judgment will deny that for various
reasons this year must show a considerable decrease over the two previous
In 1918 and 1919 picture production in
years.
other countries was spasmodic owing to
the war. Now England, France and
Italy are planning to produce on a big
scale, and the additional output will
seriously curtail the exportation of
American pictures, especially when we
take into consideration the present foreign exchange rates, which apparently
are going from bad to worse every day.
Notwithstanding this American producers are asking more money for their
product instead of assisting their own
industry by carrying a part of the burden imposed on foreign buyers by the
low exchange.
Take the British Colonies, for instance. Is it not natural to assume that
as soon as tlfey can fill their requirements in London they will do so, and
save a loss of 30 per cent, on exchange?
Many Pictures Barred from Export.
Does the American producer realize
that hundreds of pictures will be made
here during the next twelve months
that cannot possibly he sold for England
and Europe generally? Quality, not
quantity, must obviously be the keynote
of every one who has the interest of the
trade at heart.
The American picture will, in my
opinion, continue to have preference^
over the English or French nictures for
some little time to come. They appeal
to international audiences because they
are created in the international atmosphere of this country by groups of men
of cosmopolitan origin and outlook, who
unconsciously reflect in their productions the art and temperament of their
countries of origin. The result is the
(Continued on page 1427)
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FEW

FOLLOWING

PRODUCTIONS

WHEN

BEARCAT

WENT
The

DRY!

production

America!

THE

that

OF

startled

Written by Charles Ne-

ville Buck, one of America's greatest
writers of fiction. A super-feature
that embodies all that is best in plot,
direction and cast.

AN

LONG

MANNISTER

A big vital drama that beats true to
the pulse of life, starring Henry B.
Walthall, America's foremost emotional actor. Based on the famous
novel of romance, revenge and forgiveness byE. Phillips Oppenheim.

ADVENTURESS

Julian Eltinge, internationally known as the most celebrated male impersonator of female characterizations,
is here shown in a production that is new in theme,
unusual in treatment and startling in development.
Julian Eltinge is at present making a tour of the world,
and "An Adventuress" should prove a ten-strike to the
foreign buyer who is shrewd enough to capitalize on
the extensive publicity that will precede and trail this
famous star's personal appeai'ance.
For Information Communicate At Once With

INTERr
PAULHCSOMEIIN

ARM

OCEAN

FIL-M
218 W.4.2-SX
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Accessory

Products

PROJECTOR is the most recent product of
organization that already enjoys a notable reputation.
rs
ecto^
Proit.iUT
rrujK
rpj^^ mechanical principles embodied in this machine are
new, original and exclusive. By the elimination of numerous gears found in
the ordinary projector, the MASTER PROJECTOR runs noiselessly. The
shutter is driven from the cam shaft, while the take-up is driven by a shaft
connected direct to the mechanism. There is absolutely no friction disc similar
to the take-up devices used in other projectors.
Master

The MASTER

This new portable projector is easily the leader of
Smith Portable
P«>a«^^#;am T\/l^^Utwatt ^11 makes of portable projectors on the market
froieciion macnmes
^^^^^
^^^^^ strength is that every detail of its
mechanism and operation has been worked out on the basis of its availability
for use in the hands of non-experts. The Smith Portable Projector is equipped
with a water-condensed cooler. The light is steady and causes no flicker upon
the screen.
Speer

Why

has the SPEER

the largest international sale of any projector

this carbon
Why does every
^^'^^on?
do
the discriminating
film purchaser
accessory of
dealers
of the re-order?
world swearWhy
by
SPEER? Because the SPEER is constantly improving — each year finds a newer
and better SPEER. 1920 introduces the SPEER DIRECTO CARBONS, which
actually runs more reels per inch of carbon than any other carbon on the market
today.

Carbons

Fulco

The FULCO

list of every necessary accessory product in

"^^^ion pictures numbers 300 articles, every one a timesaver in one or more directions. R would be physically impossible topresent the list of products here, but we invite you to write us for it.
Until you have this list, you have no idea of how accessory standards have improved the past year. Everything from rewinds to carbon holders is manufactured byFULCO.

Accessories

Our

Textbook

on

Projection

Inter-Ocean has taken over for distribution "An Elementary Text Book" in
motion picture projection. R is written by JAMES R. CAMERON, Instructor
of Projection in the Red Cross Institute for Crippled and Disabled Men, and it
tells all that there is to tell about projection. The author has kept his eye upon
simplicity in language, and as a result the book can be understood by a beginner.
The book is reliable and informative. For sale by the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation. Price $2.50 in American currency.
For Information Communicate At Once With

INTERr

OCEAN

Fl lyAV
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THEATRE

CORPORATION

POSSESSES THE GREATEST

AND MOST EXPERIENCED

FORCE OF

Projection
Experts
in the
World
OUR SERVICE BEGINS WITH THE PLANS FOR YOUR THEATRE AND NEVER STOPS
We

Know

We

Do

WE

HALLBERG

How

Not

to Equip

Experiment

M.

P. Theatres

at Your

Expense

HAVE SELECTED ONLY THE BEST APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES
WE GUARANTEE RESULTS.
TRY US.
MOTOR

GENERATOR^The

Light Producer

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH— The Projector
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Export an Interesting Game
(Continued from page 1423)
popularity of American productions in
foreign markets.
Another question which will require
serious consideration during this year
is that of reciprocity. It should be made
clear that the antagonism said to exist
in this country against foreign productions is not because they are foreign,
but for the most part because they are
inferior productions.

Superior Pictures Sells Anywhere.
My own experience is that the superior picture has no difficulty in selling,
no matter on which side of the Atlantic
it is made. The public has become supercritical; and certain producers, who for
years have been making the so-called
program features, have found it necessary to discontinue programs and instead produce fewer and better pictures.
This being the case it is unreasona1)le
on the part of 'be foreign producer to

Screen

Interests

and

Theatrical

Merge

to Control

l evolution of the moTHE gradua
tion picture theatre from the nickoloden to an ever rising standard
of presentation will receive great impetus by the amalgamation of certain
interests of Australasian Films, Ltd., and
the leading theatrical producers, J. C.
Williamson, Ltd., as it is the intention
of the directors to immediately set
about the construction of million-dollar
theatres in both Sydney and Melbourne,
Australia. The houses will bring the
capital cities into line with Broadway
and enable the new organization to lift
the old haphazard tent show proposition
up to the same plane as the legitimate.
The Williamson division of film controls the Goldwyn productions, while
Australasian Films, Ltd., ranks among
the
World's
biggest
firms.
It has
the sole
rightsfilmforimporting
First National,
Greater Vitagraph, Select, RobertsonCole, Jewel and Pathe productions, and
they are buyers on the open market. It
will be readily seen, then, what an enormous organization the amalgamation
of these two firms has brought about.
There are whispers in film circles that
the capital of the new company will run
to ten figures.
Musgrove Now "On His Own."
Harry Musgrovc, one of the leading
motion picture personalities in Australia
and the man who was mainly instrumental in the amalgamation of the companies which resulted in the formation
of Australasian Films, Ltd., has resigned
his position as general manager of that
organization to exploit the world of entertainment on his own behalf. He has
had an interesting career, having risen
from the position of scretary of one of
the concerns which merged into the
original association of companies to the
topmost rung of the ladder.
It is possible that he will leave soon
for the United States, where hp is intimately known,, to give effect to the
new
future.plans he has fomulate'' for the
Wilfred Lucas has finisbtd the "Man
from
Kangaroo,"
whichon was
shown24th.at
the Lyceum
and Lyric
January
They are now cutting his second picture,
"Shadow leasedofin February.
Lightni-g They
Ridge,"areto highly
be repleased here wi*h the work he has so
far done, and he returns to Los Angeles
in February to wind up his affairs to
return and make more pictures. Mr.
Longford is in charge during his absence. Two of the American company
he brought with him. Miss Brownie Vernon and Mr. Wells, have sailed for
America.
The "Selznick boys" are showing the
"Perfect
the Strand.
their firstLover"
releaseat here,
and thevThishaveis

Australian

Houses

been lucky enough to get into the game
quickly, having made arrangements with
Union Theatres for six difTerent pictures
for the same number of consecutive
weeks.
I did I not
the "Dear
Old World"
when
saw know
the last
copy (November).
Well, if its any consolation, strikes are
right in fashion in this country. The
musicians'
strikeregular
is overtheatres
and hasandsignally failed. The
also
the picture houses got help outside the
union, and a number of professional
musicians are playing in street bands for
a living. This, together with returned
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expect a market here for what are really
program features, .-^s soon, however, as
he produces a picture that will coni])are
favorably with the American picture
(and he most assuredly will) the whole
position will have to be reconsidered
and room made for the picture on the
programs of the American exhibitors.
Otherwise
the foreign
producer's
ance will become
a real
instead grievot an
imaginary grievance.
soldiers'
has has
given
a surfeit
of
street bands,
music and
madeus the
police
city.
take notice of the many complaints of
storekeepers at congested parts of the
Havebune ofjust
received30 a incopy
of the
November
which
thereTri-is
a discussion as to whether Le Prince
or Edison was the real pioneer of the
motion picture on flexible film. To settle the argument I should say neither.
This is due acknowledgement of the
great
impetus that Edison has given in
this direction.
The late Dr. Marey, scientist of the
"College de France" in Paris, to my mind
was the real pioneer. He experimented
for year with the assistance of the
French government, first with glass
plates. I personally saw in the fall of
(Continued on page 1429)
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I Industrial
I

Like,

Pictures,

Will

Develop

Which
Market

Chinese

j

for U.S,

|

1 «t>^HINA likes to 'see the wheels go 'round.' China wants industrial
1
I
and commercial pictures of all kinds." Such was the film thought
I States
^-^^ uppermost
the mind inofChina.
Julean Arnold, attache of the United
i
Chamber ofinCommerce
1
When a man has been "at" something for eighteen years, ])articularly
I if he has been on the payroll of the government, it may be taken for
1 granted that he knows what he is talking about.
I
"I do not mean to say that the Chinese do not like the program picI ture," said Mr. Arnold to the Moving Picture World man when inter1 viewed at the Citstoms House, "but they prefer to see on the screen the
1
story of they
America's
details inof ourmanufacturing
the
I articles
use, thegreatsocialindustries,
welfare the
activities
big commercial
I organizations.
I
Cliina Wants to Learn.
1
"China is vast and growing. It wants to see and learn. The picture
I
are have
competing
with the 'legitimate' show in China, for
1 theatres
the Chinese
always strongly
been theatregoers.
1
"Industrial
fromefficient
this country
willthey
not will
only help
showtremendously
China how
i things
are done pictures
on a big,
scale, but
1 to boost American commercial products there. I should like to arrange
I with either the producers of industrial films or the companies for whom
I they are made to give them distribution in China for the advancement of
i American commerce. I have already shown a number of such pictures,
1 but the supply is far from sufficient."
I
Promoting American trade through the motion picture is just one of
I the many ways in which Mr. Arnold develops the consumption of Yankee
i products in the Oriental republic. He is the connecting link — the suggesI tion-box — between the producer in America and the consumer across the
I Pacific. Now in this counrty, his work will take him into the office of the
I railroad president, the oil magnate, the tobacco king, the mine owner, the
I big manufacturer — to suggest ways and means of developing the Chinese
1 market for America.
i
"China would make a beautiful background for jjicturcs made by our
i American film men," concluded Mr. Arnold. "The Chinese would like to
I see pictures dealing with their own social customs. The Chinaman is
I interested in plays. Every Chinaman is an actor, and a casting director
1 would find no trouble at all in getting 'local talent' for his pictures."
I
Well, Mr. Producer and Mr. Maker of Industrial Pictures, are you
1 going after China?
fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^
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Your

Service —

Always —
MOTIOGRAPH

DE

LUXE

Wherever a motion picture projector
is to be operated, thousands of miles
away from its place of manufacture,
unquestionably the biggest argument
in its favor is its dependability under
all conditions of service.
If it costs ten dollars to have a
projector break down in New York, it
will cost one hundred dollars to have
a projector break down in Melbourne.
New York is near the center of manufacturing distribution. Melbourne is
thousands of miles away.
The Motiograph, across many years,
has established an enviable reputation
for being
on the
job."
It is
built
like a"always
battleship
whose
working
parts are staunch and true. It can't
go wrong.
In hundreds of theatres throughout
the United States it is providing that
faultless projection which has done so
much toward elevating the motion picture industry to its present high plane.
For a space of many

years the Enterprise

Optical Company has had an earned reputation for reliability and square dealing.

For

The

"Motiograph" Descriptive
address

Enterprise

564 West Randolph

Optical

Street

Matter

Mfg.

Co.

Chicago, Illinois
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(Continued from page 1427)
1892, shown to a large audience in the
lecture hall of the "Music des Arts et
Metiers" (the Museum of Arts and
Trades) Paris, the first motion picture
taken from one point of view on flexible
film.
It was a mammoth head of a Frenchman saying, of course in French, that
French was a beautiful language. This
was, I believe, the first public exhibition
in France. The film was taken by Dr.
Bigger

Pictures

Only
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Marey's camera, and the projection by
the electrician, Moltoni. You will find
reference
Dr. Marey in Talbot's Practical to
Cinematography.
Suggests Experimental Laboratory.
What would be the matter in having
an experimental national laboratory in
America similar to the Marey Institute? I certainly think the film trade
is able to subscribe to such an institute,
where operators in all branches of the
CanlMake

Money

in Europe at Present Exchange Rate
condition of foreign exchange sterling quoted at the lowest figures
THEthroug
hout the world in relation in the history of their respective counto the value of the American doltries, it is fast becoming impossible to
lar has developed a serious situation in sell ordinary American film in those
the foreign field and is of far-reaching countries at a profit. In fact, the difference in exchange is so heavy that the
consequence to all distributors of American photoplays in Europe and Asia.
profitable prices are prohibitive and
The present unsettled state of foreign there is not enough demand in any Euexchange and the fluctuations of the
ropean
countryrates
to offset
the wide difference in the
of exchange.
European money value is pointed out
^riiiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiii I ml
Unless companies are making only
the big specials and have the minimum
expense of handling them in their overhead charges for distribution throughout Europe with world finances in their
present state, it is impracticable to
waste time upon a film subject. Then,
too, with the war over, the foreign film
companies are now working to better
advantage, and an ordinary American
subject cannot meet the difference in
exchange and compete with the home
product in either England, France, Germany or Italy. Of course, the other
countries are affected in a like manner, so that it can be seen that the
foreign market is fast closing to the
American output except in such cases
of outstanding excellence that they have
to be taken over and can do a business
which warrants the additional cost of
purchase.
Jump Four to Six Times.
At the current rates of exchange pictures in the European countries cost the
film distributor there from, two to six
times what they did a year and a half
back. There are not enough picture
houses in those countries to absorb this
heavy additional expense, and naturally
the foreign market will depend upon
Guy Croswell Smith.
Executive head of Guy Croswell Smith, less expensive subjects until the old
Ltd.
trade relations are working at a sufficient pace to readjust the difference
by Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd., through in exchange.
its directors, Messrs. J. J. McCarthy
As Mr. Smith points out for Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd., this difference is not
Theodore Mitchell, Guy Croswell Smith
so
marked in the few concerns like his
and George Bowles as the thing that is
going to have a far greater effect in company that have reciprocal relations
with foreign distributors and are hankeeping a large bulk of thie American
dling the big vital subjects which can
made motion pictures out of England,
France and other European countries create a market under pressure of more
than any present agitation which has than ordinary conditions of exchange,
been raised to check the heavy flow but for the ordinary run of films it is a
of American material.
serious matter and the outlook for adjustment isnot in sight.
Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd., is an American corporation which has been meeting with success in the foreign field by
elaborate presentation and distribution
of special feature subjects like the D. W. Scandinavians Look for
Continuing Prosperity
Griffith big specials such as "Broken
Blossoms," "The Birth of a Nation," "InBy
INGVALD C. OES,
tolerance" and material of this distinct
quality and stamp. Their relations are
Manager, Scandinavian Office of the
such, as explained by Mr. Smith, presiFamous Playcrs-I.asky Corporation
dent of the company, that they can
finance their affairs in Europe.
HAVING
enjoyed
prosperous
during 1919,
the aexhibitors
and year
imPricU of Film Are Prohibitive.
porters of film in Denmark, Sweden
and
Norway
are
looking
forward
to
With lire, francs, marks and pounds
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in touch with all debusiness couldvelopmentsget
in electrical, photographic
and practical matters of interest.
As in Paris, it should contain a library,
lecture hall, work-rooms and even living
rooms for visiting students. It might be
Institute"
"The Edison
called
in
compliment
to the National
man who certainly
did a great deal for the advancement of
present day cinematography.
S. M. JACOBL
a continuation of this prospertiy during
the coming months. The relief from
the strain of the war period is already
making itself felt in film circles, and
another twelve months should see a
great forward move in Scandinavia.
The demand for Paramount-Artcraft
productions has grown enormously
throughout Northern Europe in the last
few years, and any improvement in the
exchange situation will be the signal for
a much greater increase in business in
the future. The darkest days of the
adverse exchange situation will soon
be a matter of history, in the opinion
I illtlllllllllllllllNllllllllllllB

Ingvald C. Oes.
Scandinavian manager
for Famous Players-Lasky.
iliilliillllllllliililllilliiiliiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilin
of Scandinavian business men, and the
film business is preparing itself for a
record-breaking business.
High grade
motion
are need
extremely popular.
There pictures
is a great
of more high-class theatres, and this
building movement has assumed considerable proportions, especially in
Sweden, which already has approximately 700 theatres exhibiting motion
pictures. The difficulty of obtaining
licenses for the erection of theatres is
one obstacle in the way of building
theatres, but this difficulty is passing.
Clarke Gets Valentine.
Horace T. Clarke, the traveling representative for David P. Howells, Inc., who
traverses Australia, the Far East, and
the Orient
in behalf
Howells' picture productions
and ofaccessories,
received asix and one-half pound son as
a valentine last Saturday, February 14.
Roth wife and baby are doing very well.
Mr. Clarke starts off on his next
swiixg to the Pacific Archipelago in
April.
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STANDARD

PROJECTOR
Tlie unanimous choice of the expert projectionists, because it combines the most
advanced ideas in design with unique convenience inoperation.
Motor (or hand) drive and rewind at any

Price as shown $275.
Also made with enclosing magazines.

Fihn tlireads easily, runs in a straight
speed.
line without twists or turns and where you
can see it. Studios and directors use it to
cut and edit fdm as easily as on a rewind
table.
Less flicker at three-quarter speed than
any other projector at normal speed.
Its skillful design and superior mechanical construction are a revelation to users of
ordinary portable projectors.
Triple, meniscus, bi-convex, French condenser lenses.
Monoplane Mazda Lamps.
Frame and supports all of aluminum.
Widefaced, helical-cut, bronze on steel
noiseless gears.
Oil-less bearings throughout. Westinghouse universal motor.
Operates on 32-volt, 110-volt or 220-volt line current A. C. or D. C or on a small portable storage
battery, or, when no electricity is available, on the
wonderful Peerless Hand-Driven Electric Generator,
weiKhiui,' only fifty pounds!

READ WHAT MARTIN JOHNSON WRITES
FROM THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS:
lor months we traveled from tribe to tribe— just Mrs. Johnson and
myself — and the Peerless opened the way for us. It would have done you
valleys,
good to see it and the Generator going over mountains and into
on the backs of savages, and at night to have seen hundreds of cannibals
squatting around the devil-devil grounds, watching the wonderful things
they never dreamed of before. Many a time the trees and houses would
be full of human heads— dried— all about us.
I have the Peerless set up here in the house and will do all my cutting
and assembling on it.
Another remarkable thing about the Peerless and the Generator is
that when we showed among the cannibals— away up in the mountains, the
show,
picture was as clear and sharp as any I have ever seen in a |)ictureshowed
of course slightly smaller, but the light was perfect and the picture
as clear and steady as any you ever saw.
The Peerless will be a part of every expedition I make— my next trip
is among the tree dwellers six hundred miles up the Fly River in New Guinea.
I feel that I owe the Peerless credit for most of the fine pictures I
have made on this expedition. As I have said before, it opened a safe road
to savage tribes where I never could have reached otherwise. M. J.
PEERLESS

PROJECTOR

32 West 43rd Street

EXPORT DEPT.

COMPANY
New York City

Also Sold by Pathe Cinema, Ltd., Bombay, India; Pathe-Phono-Cinema-Chine,
Shanghai, Hong Kong and Tientsin, China
Responsible Representatives Wanted in AH Parts of the World

Peerless Hand Driven Electric Generator —
Simple, practical, fool-proof. In use with universal satisfaction all over the world. Ballbearing dynamo. Folding stand. Weston voltmeter. Boxed for Export, 15"xlS"x33". Weight,
90 pounds. Price, $175. (Cannot be used with
other projectors havin? the old style optical
systems.)
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Screens

of

the

Projection
American
sion of the
THEcinemexpan
achinerj'
industry, the fact
that American projectors are
greatly preferred abroad, even though
they are sold it i much higher price than
European makes, and the part the
Nicholas Power Company has played in
creating this demand will be of interest
to those interested in the advancement
of the American film industry. The subject takes increased importance when
considering the influence this European
demand may liave upon American prices
and exhibitor needs.
President Earl, of the Nicholas Power
Company, authorizes the statement that
the requirements of .\merican exiiiljitors
will always be paramount with his company and no attempt will be made to
develop the foreign field at the expense
of the home market. There are, however,
certain very definite moral as well as
legal obligations which the company
owes to its foregi'i representatives — some
of the oldest and largest concerns in
the foreign film industry — but those
obligations, it is declared, will be fully
lived up to .vithout neglecting those at
home who have so loyally stood by the
Power's machine during the last twenty
years.
Link in a World-Round Chain.
Will C. Smith, general manager of the
Nicholas Power Company, went to
Europe last June, and spent some months
in England, France and Italy. A number
of important matters were carefully considered during his visit, and one of the
results was the completion of the worldround chain of Power's representatives.
It is important, however, for American
exhibitors to fully understand to what
extent American projectors are favored
in foreign countries. To avoid all possibility of delay and disappointment it
is necessary to order machines for new
theatres or additional equipment for their
old houses well in advance of actual
need. Europe is hungry for American
machinery of every description and
where the arti'-Ie is superior to their own
product it will be readily understood by
exhibitors in this that the foreign demand is very extensive.
.-Mthough American projectors cost
much more than European mochines,
foreign exhibitors realize that no house
is better than its projector and initial
cost of this part of the equipment of a
theatre is comparatively unimportant.
In great international contests the
Nicholas Power Company has frequently
demonstrated that American projectors
arc internationally supreme.
Spanish Grandees Have Cameragraphs.
The royal family of Spain recently
selected Power's machines in an international test in which every efifort to win
was made by foregin manufacttirers of
motion picture machines. The owners of
the magnificent Palads Theatre, Copenhagen, to a description of which the Moving Picture World devoted a page and
a half, purchased the Power's machines
after visiting European centers to carefully test all well known foreign projectors.
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Reflect

the

of Power
s Cameragraph
Finally, a representative of the owners Earl.
the aggressive export policy of President
of the Palads Theatre was sent to the
Under normal conditions the export
Unitedselected.
States and
Power's indicates
machine
was
Thisthe strongly
trade is an excellent thing for American
tiie care taken by European exhibitors in exhiI)itors as it enables American manutlie selection of their projectors and
facturers to sell larger quantities of their
demonstrates the superiority of American products, keeps the factory j)usy in dull
machines. The extent of this European
demand is shown by the statement made periods and serves to keep "down overcharges.for
TheAtnerican
result of as
thiswell
mean.s'
by the Walturdaw Companj', Ltd., that lower head
prices
asforeign
users
of
moving
picture
machines;
it was believed
of 4,000 Power's
projectors
havei:pwards
been installed
in the and its general effect is to promote the
L'nited Kingdom.
advancement of the film industry.
President Earl recently announced that
President Earl Figures Ahead,
the Fox Film Corporation had taken the
manufacturin.g concerns such as,
agency for Power's projectors in France, theLarge
Nicholas Power Company, of course,
Bel.gium and Sv.'itzerland. This com- anticipate
the elfect of their efforts to
pleted a chain of great concerns representing this American corporation in all develop the export market and have provided additional manufacturing facilities.
parts of the world
Nicholas Pov.'er Company supplied
A single order was recently received The
1,800 new machines to the Y. M.
by the Nicholas Power Company for nearly the
K. United
of C, and
various
departfifty machines for Australia. Another C. A., ments
States
Government
order came for a single machine for a during theof the
war, arid mucii of this business
town in the inten'or of .Africa, on which was actually of an export nature.
the
Postmaster
r.
f
New
York
could
give
The Nicholas Power Company, thereno information.
fore, has ample facilities for a large
export business and will be able to take
South America's Lively Market.
care of a very lar.cc foreign demand withSouth Americt has always been a
out, in any way, inconveniencing American exiiibitors. However, there is ever)'
heavy
purchaser
the Power's
machine
and recent
ordersoffrom
China show
that reason to believe that the demand for
Power's picture
projectors
and other
this will some c'ay be a big field for motion
equipment
willAmerican
lie very
.\mericanment.films
,"nd motion
equip-a
The Nicholas
Powerpicture
Co. was
heavy and the far-sighted exhibitor will
pioneer in the foi eign -field as well as in avoid all disappointment by "coming
this country, ^nd the development of this
This is the
important lessontheofrush."
the present
e.xport
great demand fcr American projectors early to avoid
is to a consideral'lc extent the result of situation.
Solving

Problems

Sun

Light

in Studio

Lightings

Arc Pinch- Hits for Old Sol
Arc is capable of commercial as well as
on
iononce
valuat
ate
an immedi
TO SungetLight
Arc and to see at
uses and
every day
findings
new demands
for hehisissystem
of liglitin.g.
the benefit that come to artistic artistic
picture production through the - use of The apparatus may be secured for a day,
month or a year for any pur.Sun Light Arc's possibilities in creating a week,pose toawhich
it may be applied, dislight effects, the Paramount-Artcraft
tributing
stations having been established
production of "On With the Dance" is in the principal
r as embodyg.- States and Canada. c'ties in the United
JusticetesHarme
citeding allbytheJ. requisi
lightin
of skilled
Mr. Harmer declares that the Mae
Sun Light Arc's equipment weighs 764
Murray production is an idea! exposition pounds
— 1,200 boxed for domestic shipof artifice in studio illuminations.
ping. Its candle power is 100,000 and
the lamps l)urn on direct current only
Because it is a release of current in- at
a voltage of letween 95 and 14.S and
terest "Onhave
With been
the Dance"
is cited;
but there
scores of
other consume ISO amperes at the arc.
photoplays in which Sun Light .'\rc has
Mirrors Ce.rry Light Afar.
stepped in where Old Sol could not, or
would not, shine. In repeated instances
Height of lamp 8 feel to center of arc
the Harmer system has been used by l)nt it has a worm lifting mechanism that
Famous Players-Lasky, .Selznick, Norma
raises it to lO'/i feet. The drum is
Talmadge,
Pictures.Fox,
Pathc.Goldwyn,
Educa- mounted on 'runion. arms on the top of
tional Bray
Films, Metro,
the tripod and by a mechanism of a chain
.Sydney Chaplin, Marshall Neilan, Hod- hanging therefrom, can be tilted or
elevated
to any desired angle. In fact,
kinson.Vitagraoii.
United I'ictures,
Joimson-Hopkins,
Guv Emiiey.
Realart, this li.glit can be manipulated the same
Tourneur, Lois Weber, Mayflower. as a camera box on top of a tripod.
Master Films, .-Mian Dwan, Universal,
I'-.xcellent ;ihotographic results have
Mary Pickford, Fairbanks , Rrunton, been
obtained with the light one-half a
Erbograph, Elackton, Novagraph, King mile away
through projection of the light
Cole Comedies and many others.
by the parabolic
flood light(Coiil
inuediviirror.
on pageFor1433)
Mr. Harmer declares tiiat .Sun Light
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(Continued from page 1431.)
through this most wonderful light, it also
ing in a hall 80 by 100 and 60 feet in has the value for general illumination.
President Harmer, of Sun Light Arc,
height two of these lamps will light up
this space equal to a beautiful sunlight. whose knowledge of colors made the art
Mr. Harmer declares the actinic value of studio lighting come so near perfection in his invention, is one of the pioneer
of Sun Light Arc is 100 per cent, with
experts in the art of reproduction. He
that of the sun. It is declared to be per- has
for forty years been engaged solely
fect in definition of color, having the true
in the graphic arts.
spectrum.
The light is supplied with an iris shutPreparing Further Innovations.
ter. In using the iris shutter without the
parabolic mirror a beautiful spot light of
"The day is coming," declares Mr.
wonderful photographic value can be Harmer, "when our corporation will have
three
powerful generator sets mounted
projected to any part of the studio iris- on trucks
several thousand feet
ing down so that the spot would illumin- of cables.carrying
This will be a great step
ate the character desired; and in this case
the production
of motion
picnothing of the surroundings are photo- forwardturesin because
of the fact
that these
graphed other than that covered by the
trucks
can
go
anywhere
in
the
country
beamless spot light.
regardless of conditions. Each set will
Lends Multiplicity of Effects.
carry three of these immense Sun Light
There is no end to the odd effects that Arcs which mean an illumination of
can be obtained through the use of the 300,000 candle power in open flood light
a combination of 12,000,000 candle
parabolic mirror, iris shutter and diffus- or
ing lens; and many spot lights for a power by the use of the parabolic mirror.
One of the most conspicuous successes,
series of beamless spots can be had from
this one lamp, whereby spot lights of of more recent record, was the use of
photographic value can be directed on Sun Light Arcs in illuminating Madison
four, five or jix different objects in the Square Garden during the CaddockStecher wrestling match. So brilliant
set from one lamp at the same time.
Reflected lighting, back lighting and was the illumination that the newspapers
upon it and the photographic
high intensity spot lighting and partic- commented
ularly for back lighting the Sun Light cameras were able to get every move in
Arc has no equal. While this is true of the match from "close-ups" to long shots
the odd eflfe:ts that can be obtained without missing a detail.
Necessary

to Extend

Credit

to

While developing the mechanical features of his light President Harmer has
not overlooked the commercial aspects.
He has arranged for immediate distribution on any demand from either studios
or the textile and other commercial
trades where they are fast coming into ■
use.
Developing the Foreign Market.
The domestic and foreign market is
adequately covered with depots for distribution. Frank Elliott, at 1735 Highland avenue, Los Angeles, has the west
coast with its numerous studios in
charge. William Sandoz, of Rio de
Janerio, is in touch with the Latin Republics and Adolphe Osso, 416 rue St.
Honore, Paris, has assumed control of
Sun Light Arc interests in France, Italy,
Belgium and Switzerland.
Mr. Harmer is particularly gratified in
the sale of two lights he recently negotiated with David Wark Griffith for that
famous director's
new studio
in Mamaroneck.
With America
well covered
Mr.
Harmer is turning his attention to the
foreign studios and feels gratified with
the indorsements he has for Sun Light
Arc in its use in practically every production plant here at home.
for I know that when the conditions
change and are more favorable to the
foreign buyer, that he will be glad to
pay"Ithisis share.
the aim of the Arrow company
to assist the foreign buyer whenever
and however it can, and with this
thought uppermost, has arranged to release at this time a large number of
features, as well as many short subjects, which includes the Hank Mann
comedies, other comedies, two-reel westerns, several serials and other subjects
that are now being produced on the

Foreign Buyers,*'
Says Shallenberger
R, as presi- make money in its foreign business at
WE. SHAL
dent ofLENB
the ERGE
Arrow Film Cor- this time with the low rate of exchange
•poration, has recently arranged so decidedly detrimental to the foreign
with a number of independent producers buyers, but if we can assist the foreign
to distribute their productions for the buyer in maintaining his business in
entire world. For years the Arrow com- American productions we are satisfied, coast for Arrow."
pany has concentrated upon building
up the independent market in the
United States permitting their produc- Allen Believes in Specialization
tions to be handled abroad by outsiders.
in Export; to\Open Far East Depots
Having decided to expand and handle
their various productions throughout the IF L. H. Allen were the kind of chap ard "Specialization," framed
n a judientire world. President Shallenberger
who hangs up "Do It Now" and ciously prominent place.
L. H. Allen believes in specialization,
proceeded to establish connections
"Never Say Quit" signs over his ofabroad that would enable the Arrow
fice desk, he'd probably have the plac- but he doesn't advertise it by office
placard-bromides. He advertises it by
to expand rapidly and in the right direction, and with this in view secured
service. As president of the Foreign
a number of big productions that are
Markets Distributing Corporation he
especially suitable for the foreign trade.
maintains an unbreakable hold upon his
For the United Kingdom, Arrow has
buyers by service.
secured as its representative Montague
Middleiman Dominates.
Cohen, who has opened offices under
the firm name of Film Rights, Ltd., at
"In America the producer dominates
33 Soho Square, London. For Contithe field," said Mr. Allen to the Moving
nental European buyers, Arrow has arranged with J. Rosen, with offices at 43
Picture
World
representative.
the foreign
market,
the exporter "But
or thein
Rue Labryere, Paris, France. At both
of these offices all of the Arrow attracmiddleman
exporter's
buyers
must dominates.
depend upon The
him absolutely
tions can be secured and negotiations
for a square deal, and it is up to him to
conducted.
give dependable service.
Future Depends on Right Prices.
"And since this is an era of specialization, naturally exporters are specialIn an interview with the Moving Picized agents. One man knows Scanditure World, President Shallenberger
navia better than anybody else because
stated: "The future of American produche specializes on that territory. Antions abroad depends on the selling at
other specializes on Australia, another
reasonable figures. At the present rate
of exchange it is impossible for the
South
And America,
before we and
let soMr.on."
Allen get any
foreign buyer to purchase productions
further along in his story, let us interand pay the proportionate share of the
rupt long enough to say that specializcost of said productions. Until condiing in South America is to him like dotions change it is absolutely necessary
ing the popular act of rolling off a
to extend credit to foreign buyers and
L. H. Allen,
log. Mr. Allen long ago saw the po,^assist the foreign buyers by giving them
an advantage in price.
President Foreign Markets Distributing sibilities of the Latin-American field \\\
such a favorable light that he influCorporation.
"The Arrow company does not care to
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ARC

I SUN-LIGHT
I

"THE

THAT

FAILS"

NEVER

■

J. JUSTICE HARMER
President and General Manager
New York City

LIGHT

SUN-LIGHT

is the

only

that would satisfy everybody,
it available at all times.

light
were

ill
Joshua is said to have stopped
the sun in its course. Were he
alive today

he would

have

to also

stop the earth.
You don't have to stop the earth
to get constant and steady SUNLIGHT.
We
the sun
we

^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

do
into

not

claim

to have

a bottle but we

put

do say

have
SUN-LIGHT
Modern

in our

ARC

films are made to suit the more

discriminating public, and the best modern
films are made with light derived from the
rays of the SUN-LIGHT

ARC.

If you need SUN-LIGHT
and must
use artificial light, in the studio or outside,
use the lamps which alone give 100,000
candle power of pure photographic light,
at a price approximately eighty per cent
below the cost of other sources of light
necessary to obtain the same results.
ADOLPHE OSSO
416 Rue St. Honore
Paris, France
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(Continued from page 1433).
of Moving Picture World, now hitting
all the circulation high spots below the
Rio Grande. Mr. Allen was the first
editor of Cine-Mundial.
The Foreign Markets Distributing
Corporation handles all the Vitagraph
product in foreign markets and also
takes independent productions under its
American

Films

MOVING

PICTURE

wing. It has just taken up spacious
quarters at 126 West Forty-sixth street,
where it will be equipped to project,
aedit
day.and title a tidy number of reels
Eighteen Depots.
Another evidence of the fact that the
Allen service is succeeding is that Mr.
Allen has under way a project to establish eighteen distributing depots in
the Near East.

Dominate
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Producers Must Nourish Exchange
By ARTHUR E. ROUSSEAU
Export Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
AT the beginning of the war the of money to bring his productions up
American product, already favor- to the required standard. It is an admitted fact that, with a successful film
ably considered in the foreign marin America, the producer can break even
kets, did not take long to establish some
kind of a monopoly in all countries
aided by the exploitation in this country, whereas few other countries afford
where it was introduced, and until long
after the armistice no change was in sufficient opportunity for a picture to
earn
ritory.back its investment in home tersight.
The American producer, finding a
ready outlet for his product everywhere
Must Supply Market.
and consequently the wherewithal to
make good pictures, took advantage of
It looked as though we were going to
all the facilities at his disposal and his enjoy prosperity for a long time to
inventive genius developed motion pic- come, when within a comparatively short
ture productions, which, the foreign pro- time the rate of exchange with European
ducers admitted, surpassed their own countries rendered all export business
best efforts. Before long the foreign impracticable. This decrease in value
market became a real source of revenue, of European currency was not the effect
giving our producers a larger latitude of
purchases during a few months,
in making elaborate productions and butheavy
the effect of the leveling of a rate
largely contributing to the high stand- of exchange which had been held up arard we have reached these days.
tificial y for several years ; and the wise
Foreig^n Countries Not Self-Sufficient. ones believe that it will take several
years before European currency will be
American films had established themselves firmly in foreign territories and stabilized.
America cannot afford to keep away
were not going to be eliminated so
soon. Home productions started slow- its product from Europe until the rate
ly, as though afraid to tackle the prop- of exchange is stabilized, but must continue to supply the European market and
osition. The producers realized perfectly well that their pictures would not at- take the depreciated European currency
tract from the standpoint of quality, but into consideration. It should go so far
rather from that of curiosity, sympathy as to give its product at the cost price of
or patriotism.
the positive, in countries where the
The foreign producer also realized local money has hardly any value comthat this curiosity or sympathy would
pared to the dollar, this merely for the
not extend far b?yond his home market
of keeping American films beand therefore hesitated as to whether purpose
fore the public and to prevent foreign
he should invest the necessary amount producers from seizing the market, which

"Mesopotamia, Egypt, Syria are all
new
said Mr.
one
knows fields,"
much about
them.Allen.
But we"Noexpect
to find out about them and be getting
good
a few puts
months."
And results
when within
Mr. Allen
on that
housewarming he promises as soon as
the plasterers and plumbers leave his
new quarters — well, just keep the date
open.
in their own currency might represent
a fair return for their product.
The main object of the American producer must, therefore, be to maintain
the demand for his product. In cases
where the foreign currency is depleted
considerably, since the producer is not
waiting for this money to continue his
business, he should either grant the purchaser along credit or leave the money
derived from the sale in banks in the
respective countries, thereby creating
working capital for those countries
which will help it to improve conditions,
tend to increase the rate of exchange
and increase the value obtained for his
pictures.
By so giving the European countries
working capital the American producer
will not only have the benefit of the improved rate of exchange later on, but
he will help to the improvement of the
situation in general in these countries
and allow them to construct new theatres,
satisfy
the the
demand ofsorely
theneeded
public, towhich
during
last few years has developed a tremendous appreciation of good motion
picture shows. This will mean increased
possibilities for each picture and allow
the distributing organizations to pay
the producers higher prices for their
product.
Penn Import and Export
Opens a Film Department

ComNew York,
Row,Export
Park and
pany, of 15
Import
THE Penn
a firm of long standing in the export and import business, has recently
entered the film field. It has established
a cinema department under the direction of a well-known film export man
(Continued on page 1449),

The Folks Who Put the Sun in Sun Light Arc All Over the World.
Adolphe Osso, distributor '"France Italy, Belgium and
general manager;
Justice
J.
right:
to
left
B-rom
yrom leri to "^^sni-^^^J^^u ^^^^^Hormer,
Elliott, president
west coastandrepresentative;
William Sandoz. South American representative.
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American

Films

Abroad

TJHIS issue of the Moving Picture World marks
its last appearance in the page size adopted l)y
its founder, James P. Chalmers, only a week
less than thirteen years ago, the initial numljer having
appeared on March P. 1907. Many things have happened in the film world in the intervening years — in
fact, practically everything pertaining to motion ])ictures as we know them today has developed within
that period.
We believe another factor also marks the present
issue. We believe our readers will agree with us in
the assertion that never before has there appeared
in any motion picture trade journal a section treating so comprehensively of the growing importance of
American film abroad ; that never before have the
conclusions of so many men competent to speak with
authority on this great subject been brought together
within two covers of a trade publication. The story
of film export is well told, from the beginnings in 1910
as outlined by William Wright to the summary of the
latest official figures by Samuel Goldwyn.
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Air. Wright tells us of the inditterence of the American producers in the early days to the possibilities of
selling films abroad. That feeling perhaps may have
been due to the ascendancy at that time of the work
of French and other European producers.
One of the topics under general discussion is
the matter of the world's trade center. A. George
Smith in his informing article touches interestingly
upon this not unimportant question. Mr. Smith is an
Englishman who for many years lived in South Africa,
who has been in New York for two years and now has
returned to London as the representative of an American company. He may be said to look upon the subject with an open mind. His conclusions are that
partisans of London as the coming or returned center
of the world's film trade overlook the altered conditions now prevailing as a result of the war. While
the English capital may be the better center for certain territory, South America, the Orient, the Far
East, Australia and Africa may be sold from New York
with equal facility.
According to the figures compiled l)y Mr. Lachenbruch the United States exported in 1916 231,000,000
linear feet of film, of which 158,000,000 were of finished
pictures. Mr. Lachenbruch estimates that at the
present time almost 500,000,000 linear feet of motion
pictures are made in this country annually.
Showing the growth of the export trade we may
quote from these tables the figures showing that Norway in 1915 imported from this country pictures to
the value of $5,666; in 1918 the sum was $220,886.
Mexico in 1914 bought of us films valued at $6,614; in
1918 the amount was $65,727, and this in spite of the
lively German propaganda under full swing in that
country. Australia jumped from purchases of $118,553 in 1913 to $682,091 in 1918. Coming to larger figures while Europe's bill in 1914 was but $949,980, in
1916 the peak was established at $4,851,866, the
amount declining to $1,991,351 in 1918. Not all figures
are dry, and there are many more in the tables from
which these statistics were gathered that well will
repay perusal.
Mr. Goldwyn points out that the United States with
15,000 motion picture houses has only 2,500 less than
all the rest of the world. His description of the motion
picture of America as the Yankee salesman abroad
fits in with the remarks of returning travelers. The
statement, too, that the advertisement "Made in America" is one the exporter cannot afford to neglect, that
the American film is a psychological advance agent, has
sound business force.
Mr. Shauer sees an expansion abroad during the
coming five years that will equal the one through
which the trade in this country has passed recently.
He sees thousands of theatres under construction in
the near future throughout the world to provide entertainment for amusement-hungry peoples. He predicts the financial leaders will work out a solution of
the exchange problem, so that there will come a
marked change in the situation compelling the foreign
buyer to pay from two to four hundred per cent, more
for film today than he did before the war.
The exchange situation naturally is uppermost in the
minds of many of the contributors. Guy Croswell
Smith expresses the opinion that the present unsettled
state of foreign exchange and the fluctuations of European money value will have far greater effect in
keeping the large bulk of American motion pictures
out of England, France and other countries than will
any agitation which has been raised to check the
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heavy flow of American material which poured into
that field during the war. He says there are not
enough picture houses in these countries to absorb this
great additional expense, and that naturally the foreign market will depend upon less expensive productions.
Mr. Howells calls attention to the same angle of the
export situation as that of which Mr. Powers talked
in our issue of last week — i. e., that the reduction of
foreign demand for American pictures will throw
added burdens upon the producers and exhibitors here.
Mr. Howells' statement that foreign buyers today are
paying as much for rights in one, two or three countries to American productions as it would cost an English, French or Italian producer to make a picture may
cause concern. He pleads for easier terms for the
foreign buyer.
Colonel Browne speaks with authority from the
viewpoint of the English distributor. He tells us of the
building shortage in his country, which is even more
serious there than here, he says ; that no new cinemas
have been built for over five years and that none can
be for two more, as they are classified as "luxury
buildings." Every week, he says, between twentyfive and thirty productions are released in England,
and consequently all can't make money. As one reason, and a sound one, too, the Walturdaw chairman
urges that, as English romances are so popular in the

Speakers

at Northcliffe

Luncheon

PICTURE

WORLD

United States, English plays enacted in natural surroundings possess atmosphere that cannot be duplicated by the arts of technique or stagecraft.
Major De Rodynko wonders why China, with its
hundreds of millions of inhabitants, has not been
more exploited by American film men. He refers
not alone to the treaty ports, but to the interior, which
he declares is a splendid market. The major says producers should cater to the native pride of race and
translate the sub-titles, explaining that the Oriental
and Chinese display great appreciation for any effort
in that direction. He adds that the Chinese government will help the producers. Mr. Arnold, an attache
of the United States as Major De Rodynko was of
the governor of Shanghai, says the Chinese are enthusiastic over industrial and commercial subjects.
The year 1920 undoubtedly will show a lessening in
European demand for American film. Several reasons
to account for this readily will occur to the mind.
Aside from the exchange factor there is the growing
number of re'eases by foreign producers. The lull
will be temporary. With the restoration of normal
conditions and the building of many theatres throughout the world and the consequent addition of millions
upon millions to the number of screen followers the
makers and exporters of American pictures will find
ample opportunities for the expansion of their business.
GEORGE BLAISDELL.

Urge

Better Anglo-American Film Relations
Levey conception, that include reels depicting
the invitation of Arthur
fourscore representatives of the English life, are occasionally spoiled by
financial world, the press and mo- little but damaging mistakes which
tion pictures gathered at a luncheon make the public disregard the fine createndered at the Hotel Astor February
tive and accurate portion of such films.
17 to W. G. Faulkner, visiting the United Such errors hurt filmland as badly as
States on behalf of Lord Northclifife, false news hurts newspapers. They
make people doubt the accuracy of all
the English publisher. The object of films.
the gathering avowedly was to discuss
ng the relaways and means of betteri
"A people
good ofunderstanding
the
tions between England and the United film
our countries between
is the more
States, with the employment especially essential because the development of
of motion pictures as a means to that cheap private projectors will produce
end.
such an increase in the manufacture of
Present were many of the producers films and the desire to see films that
and distributors of motion pictures. for every film put on the screen to-day
Melville E. Stone, head of the Asso- I venture to predict that there will
ciated Press, presided. At his left was be a hundred produced in ten years'
William A. Brady, president of The time.
National Association of the Motion PicEngland Not Awake to Possibilities.
ture Industry, and at his right Mr.
Faulkner. The speakers were the two
"I find that my own private projector
just mentioned and Walter W. Irwin and has increased the desire of my houseLouis Tracy.
hold and circle of friends to go to all
"The educational value of the picture the neighboring picture theatres.
is almost limitless," declared the presid"This ;iew development has infinite
ingsibleofficer.
is a great
and responIn Great Britain we are
work the"Itpicture
men conduct.
The possibilities.
not
awake to the fact that
manner in which they carry it on may the sufficiently
moving
picture
is absolutely the
make for the welfare or the injury of greatest instrument of
recreation and
education that the world has ever
theMr.world
the alargest
Stonein read
messagemeasure."
from Lord known.
Northcliffe, in part as follows:
"In the United States I found during
Pleads for Better Understanding.
my residence there two years ago that
there
were plenty of people even in
"In the
asking
my friend
country, which is the home of the
cross
Atlantic
I had Faulkner
in my mindto that
the creation of a better understanding film, who did not realize the possibilities
in the film worlds of our country and of 1925 in filmland
"My friend Faulkner goes to you
yours. My personal interest in films is
a message of good-will from all
frankly educational — not in the dull with
us here, and especially to say that
sense, but largely in the sense of ac- of
any efforts in the direction of accurate
cflracy of detai'.
"Some American films, beautiful in and elevated production will meet with
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very warm suppor: from the NorthcliflFe
Press.
"NORTHCLIFFE.
"London, 14th January, 1920."
English Houses Cater to All Classes.
Mr. Faulkner in opening his remarks
expressed his appreciation for the attendance of the prominent representatives of finance, the press and the
motion picture. He described how impressed he had been by one of the subLandonoftheOpportunity,"
which titles
hein "The
had seen
evening of
Lincoln's
Birthday,
and
which
the Great Emancipator as sayingquoted
that
"Nations like individuals sometimes
need friends."
for year
the
motion
picture inHe1920predicted
the biggest
in its quarter century of history.
"For tures
fiveshown
years
cent, of were
the picon 90ourper screens
of
American origin," said Mr. Faulkner.
"Today the picture theatres in our country are drawing all classes where five
years ago they were drawing practically
only one class. Thirty millions of our
people turesouteveryofweek.
forty-five millions see pic"A year ago in London the average
newspaper gave two thousand words a
week to motion picture news. Lord
Northcliffe gave some 12,000 words.
Now all of the London press prints
30,000 words weekly, a record which
has not been approached by any other
industry
in our country."
The luncheon
ended with the adoption of a resolution pledging those present to co-operate in the plan to promote
good-will between the people of Great
Britain and the United States along the
lines suggested by Lord NorthcliflFe.
A bill has been introduced in the National House prohibiting the sale of
tickets in any theatre in the District
unless there are available corresponding
seats. Forfeiture of license is to be imposed 'or a third offense.
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Introduced

Thirteenth

LOSING bill for the
trict of Columbia on the Lord's Day,
SUNDAY-C
A Distric
t of Columbia has been in- commonly
called Sunday, for any person,
firm, corporation, or municipality,
troduced in the House of Representatives. The author, or the sponsor, or any of their agents, directors, or officers, to require or permit any employes
of the measure is Representative Henry
Wilson Temple, Republican, of Wash- engaged in works of necessity or charity
ington, Pa. It is a sure-enough closing to work excepting in household service
bill, and although Dr. Temple does not unless within the next succeeding six
agree, it would preclude the sale of all days during a period of twenty-four
kinds of merchandise, even down to consecutive hours he or it shall neither
bread, milk, cigars, Sunday papers and require nor permit such employe to
work in his or its employ.
whatnot.
This bill has been in the offing for
That any person who shall violate any
some time, so that its appearance on of the provisions of this act shall, on
conviction
thereof, be punished by a
Friday, February 13, a day that may be
ominous for or against it, was nothing fine of not less than $5 nor more than
of a surprise. Dr. Temple is one of the $50 for the first offense and for each
ablest members of the House of Repre- subsequent offense by a fine of not less
sentatives. He is a native of Ohio and than $25 nor more than $500, or by both
graduated from Geneva College in 1883, fine and imprisonment in jail of the
and from Covenanter Theological Semi- District of Columbia for a period of
nary at Allegheny in 1887. Later he not less than one month, nor more than
six months, in the discretion of the
became pastor of churches in Baxter, court.
Leechburg and Washington, Pa. In 1898
That all prosecutions for violation of
he became adjunct professor of political
act shall be in the police court of
science and in 1905 of history and this
the
District of Columbia.
political science in Washington and Jefferson College, where he remained until
Congress Is Now "Going Slow."
his election to Congress. This is his
Dr. Temple states that the terms of
fourth term in the House.
his bill have been tried out in other
Wants Full Expression of Opinion.
places where there are "blue laws," its
Asked regarding his bill. Dr. Temple provisions being worked up from those
stated he simply wanted to bring the of a number of state laws, some of
proposal before the people for full dis- which, however, are not observed. He
declined to state who is advocating his
cussion and expression of opinion.
measure. Resolutions have been adopted
"There is agitation in a good many by
a number of organizations religiously
places, both for Sunday closing and for inclined
which from time to time have
Sunday opening legislation, and I believe
it will be wholesome to have a full ex- met in Washington. The Lord's Day
pression of public opinion on the sub- Alliance has urged the passage of legislation that will bring about a closer object," he told the Moving Picture World
servance of Sunday.
correspondent in answer to a suggestion
was a time when a bill such
that for the most part the people in the asThere
the one proposed could have been
places where the amusements were denied them the activity was for Sunday
opening. "The purpose of the measure
is to give every man who works an opportunity to rest one day in seven and
to protect those who wish to spend that
day in religious observance."
The text of the bill is as follows:
That from and after the passage of
this act it shall be unlawful in the^ District of Columbia on the Lord's Day,
commonly called Sunday, for
any person to labor or employ any person to
labor or to pursue any trade or
secular
business, works of necessity and charity
always excepted; provided, that persons
who recognize as a day of rest any
other day in the week than Sunday shall
not be held to have violated the provisions of this section if thev observe
as a day of rest one day in each as herein provided.
That from and after the passage of
this act it shall be unlawful in
the District of Columbia on the Lord's Day,
commonly called Sunday, to
open
and use for secular purposes keep
any dancing saloon, theatre, bowlin alley, or
place of public assembly or gamusem
ent
where sports are carried on for such
purposes.
That from and after the passage of
this act it shall be unlawful in
the Dis-

in

Congress

shunted through Congress with little or
no delay or obstruction. In view of the
trouble brought about by the adoption
of the eighteenth amendment, Congress
is "going
slow"saidin toadopting
reforms.
No
one
can be
be a slave
to the
"screen habit"; no one is prevented from
attending church, if they want to go ; the
motion picture theatres are not noise
producers and cannot be said to form a
nuisance; there is only one thing against
them, and that is they form keen competition for the churches, and the ministers, finding their attendance dwindling, seek assistance through the passage of laws of a subsidizing nature.
The members of Congress are aware
of these things, and they are not going
to stir up any more unrest than will
normally come about. Further, they see
pending requests for legislation that will
prohibit the use of tobacco. The women
of Kentucky are planning to memorialize Congress for legislation that will
regulate
dress.all Ifit will
Congress
wants to women's
close up shop,
have
to do will be to levy a few more taxes
and make a few more regulations restricting personal liberties and Congress
will be successful.
CLARENCE L. LINZ.
Evans Manages the Garden.
Bert Evans, formerly manager of the
Royal, Flint, is now in charge of the
Garden that city. Howard Dean, treasurer of the Bijou Theatre, Battle Creek,
Mich., succeeds Mr, Evans. Both theatres are a part of the Butterfield circuit.
Reviews printed in Moving Picture
World are written with authority by experienced craftsmen; written from the
production exactly as it will be presented
on the screen of your theatre.
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Ctiarles Kay and Jerry Storm.
Star and director of Arthur S. Kane productions for First National; tirst to
be "Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway."
Censors Invite Clergy
to See Condemned Reels
Winnipeg beg in Board
boilinoba
THE potcauseisthe Manit
of Moving Picture Censors invited memerial
peg
AssoMinist
bers of the Winni
ciation to see a private screening of
condemned portions of moving pictures
which had been examined by the censors. Objection was taken to this stunt
l)y the local exhibitors on the ground
that such an exhibition would tend to
increase the prejudice on the part of
some preachers against moving pictures
as a whole.
The opinion has been expressed that
the presentation of deleted sections of
pictures without continuity or context
would undoubtedly convey the wrong
impression. The censors have also been
asked why the objectionable film should
be shown to the preachers and not to
other people.
The Manitoba censors also recently
notified two Winnipeg exhibitors that
the continued
use would
of "strong"
paper advertising
lead tonewsthe
cancellation of their theatre licenses.
The theatre managers assert that the
censors have no real authority in the
matter and that the board is attempting
to extend its own powers. A couple
of local managers have submitted newspaper advertising to the censors for apl)roval but the majority claim that the
censor board has no jurisdiction.
One Winnipeg exhibitor recently "enthe distinction inofa having
comediesjoyed" condemned
row so three
that
he was unable to show his complete
program for three weeks as booked.
City Council Holds Up
Construction of Theatre
s against the proDUE to objection
posed building of a moving picture theatre, which, it is said, will
be exclusively for colored people, at 161012-14 Druid Hill avenue, Baltimore,
Councilman McGuinn made a motion
that the ordinance granting permisssion
to John T. Murphy to construct this
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Presented
Punch
and
Pep
iTiiiimwiiniMMUuninmiiuuMiuiiiuiiiiinuuiimiiinuiiiiiMiiniiiitMiiiiniiiiiMiiHmumiuummiittMiHiHiminiiriiuiiiui.
were examined before the jury was
theatre be sen'. l)ack to committee on finally
selected.
Monday night, February 9. when it made
Walker, however, was not the only
its second appearance in the City Council. Indiana
exhibitor who was victorious
It was sent 1 ack to committee so that in the Sunday
closing fight that is being
resithe
given
be
may
an opportunity
waged in some sections of the state.
dents in the neighborhood and property Angelo
and Fred Howe, who
holders near this site to be heard. Plans operate Ghlarinda
a theatre at Cambridge City
for this theatr.' have been drawn up by and
who
were
arrested
two weeks ago
Oliver B. Wight, architect, Munsey for operating their show
on Sunday,
I'.uilding, Balt'niore, who designed the
were discharged by a jury i-i the Wayne
Parkway and McHenry theatres, and the county
circuit court at Richmond. Their
theatre is to be erected by the Druid contention
was that the show was given
Theatre Compyny, which recently filed a
certificate of incorporation. The capital for charitable purposes and that a percentage of the proceeds was given to a
stock of the company is $500,000 and the
fund.
incorporators are Charles H. Knapp, charity
The
case
of the state agaiast Dolly
Robert B. Enni'i and Leo H. Miller. Tho
offices of the company are at 1515 Spurr, who operates the Lyric, Indiana
and Royal-Grand theatres at Marion and
[•"idelity Building.
is charged with violating the SunAccording to the plans the theatre will who day
closing law, will be tried in the
measure 64 by 171 feet, will be two
stories on the front and will be con- Grant county circuit court on Wednesday, Feljruary 18. There are four separstructed of reinforced concrete and
ate charges against Miss Spurr for opmarble with a slag or composition roof.
erating her theatres on Sunday.
The seating capacity will be 1,500 and
the cost of construction will be approximately $150,000. A dance hall on the Compares Censorship to
roof of the theatre, provided in alternate
Devil Screens in China
plans to measure 64 by 75 feet, will cost
probably over $50,000.
Eminent
/.ulhors ,associat
the
of with
one ed
RT HUGHES
RUPE
Government Gives Figures
Goldwyn in the production of picsuch as t"The
Cup ofto Fury,"
on Rental and Seat Taxes some tures,
pertinen
remarks
on
make had
ip at the annual luncheon of the
censorsh
films
l
moving
Board
Nationa
of
Review
of
Motion
ALSthe ofGovern
mentpicture
6.66
RENT
netted
$362,50
Pictures. He considers censorship very
in taxes during the month of No- much
the devil screens in use in
accordmg
vember,
to a report from the China. like
The National Board of Review
Commissioner of Internal Revenue. In
addition, the seating tax resulted in a does not believe in devils and that is
revenue of $59,364.76 for the inonth, an why Rupert Hughes loves it.
"In devil
China,"
saysin Mr.
"they
increase of $41,831.32 over the collec- erect
screens
frontHughes,
of the houses
tions of November, 1918, while the tax
on admissions totaled $5,877,692.43, an on the theory that when the devils approach the house in a straight line they
increase of $3,891,249.27 over the sum
collected during the same month of the hit these screens and bounce off."
Mr. Hughes suggested this as a test
preceding year.
Total collections during the month of the alleged evil influence of the movpicture; take a community, he said,
were $163,736,297.48. This was an in- that ingnever
has had a moving picture
crease of just rnder $37,000,000 over the
theatre
— in Italy, Spain or the heart of
amount collected during November,
— do girls go wrong there? Are
1918, despite the fact that the Govern- Africa
of the crimes and delinquencies to
ment lost $40,000,000 in liquor taxes some
be found there which some people in
through the operation of the war-time the
United States are fond of ascribing
prohibition act.
the motion picture?
Collections in wh.ich the moving pic- to "Consider
what Bradford said in his
ture industry is interested were freight.
$9,714,884.58; express, $80,199.07; per- history of New England," said Mr.
sonal transportation, $7,514,645.34; seats, Hughes. "After relating how pure and
berths and staterooms, $889,474.61; long religious were the motives from which
colony was founded, by a group of
distance telephone and telegraph mes- the
people who left the shores of the wicked
sages. $1,217,991.77.
Old World and sought in the wilderness
to establish a state free from corrupting
Exonerate Indiana Man
influences, he plaintively confessed the
— that crimes had multiplied in this
of Sabbath Desecration result
new haven to an extent so far exceeding
number in the places they had left
propriestorat their
R, theatre
M. WALKE
that this condition could be accounted
CHAR
picture
two motion
ofLES
Plymouth, Ind., who was arrested for only by the extra overtime effort.-;
on December 28 charged with desecratAnd the Pilgrims, as Mr. Hughes
, has been recently exoning the Sabbath
erated of the charge by a jury in the pointed
of Satan."out. were not subjected to
circuit court there. The charges against modern temptations such as magazines,
Walker were brought by the Plymouth light evening gowns, fox trots — and
Ministerial Association.
motion pictures.
The evidence in the case was very
brief and the attorneys for the defense
"Manager Wanted*' is an advertisement
were so confident of acquittal that they
appearingGive
in The
World's
Claswere willing to submit the case to the frequently
sified department.
it a try
and better
jury without argument. Eighty-five men your position.
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in Short
Snappy
Statements
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Here's the Very Latest
in Exhibitor Taxation
of Shere manag
THEbrooketheatr
, areers
, Quebec
taxed by the
ssion"
palityof a2 000
municireal
"commi
ion
of $1 local
on every
admiss
tickets used in the box office of a theatre. Because of this requirement, a
tax is paid on admission tickets used
at the local theatres in two different
ways. One is the regular admission tax
which is paid by patrons and the other
is the special additional tax which is
collected on each reel of tickets used.
R. L. Vallee, proprietor of the Casino
Theatre, Sherbrooke, has complained
vigorously against the new tax and has
asked for advice from exhibitors in
other cities in Canada. Mr. Vallee has
been getting it hot and heavy for more
than a year because of prosecutions
over the holding of Sunday performances in the Casino. The charge of
violating
the Lord's
him has been
hanging Day
fire Act
for aagainst
year,
but a final decision is expected shortly
as Judge Alfred Desy of the Court of
King's Bench has promised an early
judgment.
$250,000 Theatre for Knoxville.
The construction of a new motion
picture theatre, which will exploit First
National attractions at Knoxville, Tenn.,
has been announced by Frank H. Dowler, Jr., secretary and manager of the
Signal Amusement Company.
Work on the new playhouse, which
will cost approximately $250,000 will begin about May 1, according to plans. It
will have a total seating capacity of 2,500
nearly 1,800 of which will be arranged
on the main floor. Special heating and
cooling systems will be installed. A
twenty piece orchestra and a $30,000 organ will provide elaborate musical programs.
The Signal Amusement Company has
obtained a sixty year lease on the site
for the theatre, which will probably be
called the Rivoli.
Police Captain Aided
New York Exhibitors
of every exhibitor as
THEwell thanks
as of the general public of
Greater New York are due Captain James Cooper, chief of the telegraph bureau of the police department,
for the transportation of film during the
recent crisis which the combined forces
of influenza and the big snow storm
precipitated.
Hylan's
orderforrestricting
the
useMayor
of trucVs
except
carrying fuel
and food resulted in film delivery trucks
being held up by the police while on
their way from the exchanges to the
theatres. H. H. Buxb-^im, manager of
Famous Players-T^asky s New York exchange, appreciating that this was the
time when nothing should be left undone to hold up the public morale, called
up the station house in his district and
was referred to Captain Cooper at headquarters.
When the matter was explained to
him. Captain Cooper said that in case
the police oflficers continued to hold up

the film trucks the drivers should refer
the officers to himself. This was communicated to the various film exchanges
and there was no further trouble.
Sidney Cohen Addresses Directors.
At the regular meeting of the Motion
Picture
Sidney
S.
CohenDirectors'
outlined Association,
a method whereby
a closer co-operation between the exhibitor and the director would work
out to the ultimate advantage of both
the producer, the man who directs the
picture and the exhibitor.
The address included many excellent
suggestions as to how the plan outlined
could be put into action, which were
enthusiastically applauded. Many of the
members,
after the meeting, sought further information.
Goossen Becomes Art Director.
Stephen Goossen, nationally known as
an architect, has been engaged as art
director by Harry Rapf, West Coast
productionterests.manager
Selznick the
inIn 1911, he forwasthe awarded
scholarship gold medal bv the New
York Association of Architects from
competitors from the United States,
Canada and England.
More recently Mr. Goossen has specialized in the designing of expensive
homes. One of his recent assignments
was the executing of plans for the home
of a well-known automobile manufacturer which will cost $1,500,000 to build.
Byron Morgan Signs Contract.
Byron Morgan, popular fiction writer
of Saturday Evening Post fame, has
just signed a long term contract as a
member of the scenario staflF at the
West Coast sHidio of Famous PlayersLasky, according? to an announcement
made by Charles F. Eyton, general
manager of the corporation's producactivities ''n
Mr. tionMorgan
hasthebeenWest.
at work on the
adaptation of 'The Hipoopotamac
Parade," the first motor truck story in
fiction. Wallace Reid will start on this
picture under the direction of Sam
Wood as soon as "Sick Abed" is completed.
Some Theatres Close
in Southern Michigan
have hit
and pneumon
INFLU
someENZA
of the
smalleriatowns
in
southern Michigan hard and the result has been that quite a number of
the theatres in tb^t section of the state
are
closed.
In Detroit
"flu" hasof
reached
its peak
and thethenumber
cases is now on the downward grade.
At no time, however, during the epidemic was there any effort made by
local or state officials to close the motion picture houses.
All theatres have for sometime been
showing a slide in co-oneration with
the Detroit Board of Health, urging
peonle handkerchiefs.
to be careful — For
and ato few
sneeze
their
weeksin
attendance at the motion picture houses
was "ofT." but business has regained
its normal stride and managers are reporting satisfactory conditions.

Rhea Mitchell.
Plays
role in Kins
r.ur.stoii's
"The
Hawk'simportant
Trail," starring
Baggott.
Bankruptcy Proceedings Are
Instituted Against Waldorf
KAUF
EL ed H.ancilla
ry MAN rhasat been
SAMU
Newf
appoint
of the Waldor
assets receive
York of the
Photoplays, Ltd., which was engaged in
the production of motion pictures in
Boston, which were released through
the Republic Distributing Corporation.
Bankruptcy proceedings were instituted against the corporation in Boston
by David G. Fischer, who asserts a claim
of $9,897 for salary and advances and
$40,000 for alleged breach of contract;
Dixie Lee, who asserts a claim of $2,200
for salary and advances and $4,800 for
alleged breach of contract, and George
M. Carleton, who asserts a claim of $786
for salary and expenses and $2,400 for
alleged breach of contract.
It is alleged in the bankruptcy petition
that the corporatian recently transferred its assets to a company incorporated under the style of the Waldorf
Photoplays, Inc., with intent to evade
the creditors of the debtor corporation.
A.mong poration
thewere the
assets
of the photo
debtorplays
cor- :
following
"Kismet," "Where Bonds Are Loosed"
and "Dad's Girl." The receiver is taking
steps to collect the percentage of the
receipts due the producing company
from the distributing company and marshal any other assets which may be
located in this jurisdiction.
The liabilities of the corporation are
reported to be approximately $100,000,
including the contingent claims for alleged breach of contract, and the assets
are indeterminate, depending upon the
amount realized from the distribution
of the motion pictures produced by the
companv, which are now being e.xhibited.
Adler Goes to Indianapolis
Bert Adler, recently connected with
the publicity department of Realart, is
now a resident of Indianapolis, associated with S. Barret McCormick as
publicity director of the Circle Theatre,
"the shrine of the silent art."
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"Captain Swift" Being Completed.
Earle Williams' last scenes for his
next Vitagraph production, "Captain
Swift," are now being completed by Director Chester Bennett at the Hollywood studios and on location near San
Diego. Another ideal location for Australian exteriors has been found* at
Palmdale, Cal., in the Mojave desert, and
many scenes particularly fitted to this
back ground will be taken at this point.
Kangaroos and other typically Australian animals have been obtained for the
scenes. Only the prologue for "Captain
Swift"Coast
is being
West
studio. made at Vitagraph's
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Luxe

Premier

Before

Canadian Club at Biltmore
from Mr. Neilan and Mr. Curwood in
inl
which
they expressed their regrets at
initia
AN'S
NEIL
LL
SHA
MAR
ion, "The not being
product
able to attend and voiced
ation
River's End,"depende
an ntadapt
from
their
pleasure
over the fact that the
od'swest,
ar given
James
populwas
novel
of
the Olive
CanadrianCurwo
North
picture
was
receiving
fore the Canadian Club. its premier bea de luxe premier before 1,000 members
of the Canadian Club and friends in the
The
picture was then shown, accomgrand ballroom of the Hotel Biltmore,
panied by a special musical score, which
ary
ng,
ay
accented the merits of the film, as did
New York, Mond
eveni
Febru
16.
projection under the suA view from the balcony of the ball the excellent
pervision of Thomas G. Wiley and Will
room oflFered one of the most auspicious C. Smith, of the Nicholas Power Comsettings ever given the debut of a moInce Arrives February 21;
tion picture. Seated at as many tables
to Speak at Columbia as could be crowded into the immense pany. Wire Neilan Congratulations.
Immediately following the presentaS H. INCE, who arrives in hall, men in evening dress and women
THOMA
New York Saturday, February 21, in beautiful gowns ofifered a striking
tion various prominent Canadians dishas been invited by the faculty of color contrast to the gold and grey appatched telegrams to Mr. Neilan, conp
o
i
n
t
m
e
n
t
s
o
f
the
ball
room,
with
its
ty
to address the
Columbia Universi
gratulating him on the great success of
mirrored walls reflecting a thousand
Photoplay Class on Monday evening, times
the picture
on this occasion
-and prethe splendor of the gathering.
February 23. The occasion will mark the
dicting aparticularly
bright future
for
In view of the fact that the entire plot it.
first time this compliment has ever been
extended to a motion picture producer. of "The River's End" is laid in Canada
Arthur Knowlson, president of the
Its advantages to students of photoplay and involves the Royal Mounted Police, club, wired Mr. Neilan as follows:
technique will be of the greatest value it was particularly appropriate that this "Premier of 'The River's End' before
for they will hear every angle of the premier should take place before the Canadian Club tremendous success.
scenario question discussed by a veteran members of the Canadian Club, compris- Everyone immensely pleased with your
producer.
ing on its membership roster the names wonderful production, which will surely
The subject of Mr. Ince's talk will be of many prominent persons in civic and prove a triumph for the motion picture
the "Great Opportunity Confronting socialout aflfairs
Canada. of New York and through- art. You are to be congratulated on this
Screen Authors." It is his intention to
achievement which thoroughly vyargive his audience first hand informaranted the ovation given it here tonight
Has Special Musical Score.
tion such as could only come from inPreceding the showing a sumptuous byArrangements
the assembled for
members
timate contact with the subject and
the and
affairguests."
were
with his hearers as well.
dinner
was
served.
At
9.30
o'clock
with
handled
by
Peter
Gridley
Smith
of the
Mr. Ince purposes to tell precisely the sound of a bugle call the lights were
organization, in conjunction with
what the writer must furnish to please slowly dimmed as the orchestra took Neilanentertainment
committee of the
the public and wherein the original up the opening prelude to the presenta- the
story, if it answers the requirements
tion. Featured in the musical prelude Canadian Club. Among the motion picture people present were: Mr. and Mrs.
of the producer, answers more satisfac- was the rendition of the song, "The
Johnston, Australia; E. B. Johntorily the question of what the public River's End," inspired by the picture Millard
son, Turner & Dahnken; Mr. and Mrs.
wants than the picturization of a novel and sung by Harold Hoch, the author.
R.
H.
Clark,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Klein,
or stage play.
From a balcony, Grace Hansen, a beauti- Ernest Shipman, Mr. and Mrs. David
Preparations are being made to acful and talented artist, took up the
Howells, Louella
O. Parsons,
Mccommodate several times the number theme of the song with the accompani- Caffory,
Lilian W.
Brennan,J. M.
Joseph
ment of a violinist, and enhanced by
of students in the class, Mr. Ince's acDannenberg,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Blaisceptance of the invitation by wire hav- various lighting effects.
James Beecroft, Lawrence Reid,
ing awakened interest throughout the
Witli the conclusion of the prelude a dell,
Tom "Terris, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
University.
1 '
111 off disclosing telegrams
Wiley, Mr. and Mrs F. Rothenberg.

One of the Biggest Pre-Release Showings Ever Arranged, Marshall Neilan's "The River's End," at the Biltmore.
Because of the setting in Canadian country, this First National
feature
February
16. was shown first to the Canadian Club on the evening of
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"Forty-Five
Minutes
from
season after season by companies
which
FORTY-FIVE Minutes From Broad- continued
to itage it in cities from coast
way," the famous George M. Cohan
play that made a name and a for- to coast, is an unusually valuable advertising asset today, in the opinion of
tune for its producer, has been pur- First National
officials. Such was the
chased by Arthur S. Kane as the vehicle
impression
made by the play during its
s
al
for
Charle
Ray's
initial
First
Nation
extensive run over five seasons that
attraction.
Negotiations were concluded last we^ik publicity on the film will be in the naby the producing company for the
ture of a contmuance of a definite reputation that is permanently associated
screen rights to the famous stage success, and Ray will begin work on his with the title, "Forty-five Minutes from
first independent film as soon as he returns from a short vacation in the Cali- Broadway."
To Benefit by Past Publicity.
fornia hills.
The additional value that comes with
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway"
Ray's determination to do the
is a name to conjure with among fam- Charles
adequately for the screen makes
ous stage plays that have become story
the news of the production of strong
American theatrical institutions. In se- interest to picture patronage everycuring for Charles Ray a title that is
where. The that
new he
sponsors
Ray's
known everywhere because of its work declare
not onlyof agrees
brilliant stage associations, the Kane with their desire to see him continue
corporation Is fulfilling the promise in the winning screen character with
made at its inception to present Ray
industry has come to assoin unbeatable combinations — one of the which ciatethe
his name, but he is also anxious
greatest stars of the day plus big to take advantage of the added benefits
vehicles and great stories — as the intro- of a well-known story vehicle, such as
ductory contribution to the industry.
the forthcoming First National picture
will be.
Fit* Ray's Personality.
The selection of George M. Cohan's
"Charles
Ray is dueof for
a home Kane
run," play
was
the comment
President
Ray's first
his
new for
affiliations
is offering
causing under
favorable
following the announcement of Ray's comment as being an especially fine
first production for First National disfor the star's honest-to-goodtribution. "If there's a story that bet- vehicle
ness personality.
ter fits Ray's lovable and appealing personality than the tale that George M.
Cohan made famous up and down the British Army Barracks
country, we have given up hope of comReproduced in Detail
ing across it.
"
'Forty-five
Minutes
from
Broadway'
s int the
barrack
army
r, the
is as bright as gold dollars fresh from BRITI
fortcityin
stronges
Peshawu
of SH
the mint. It simply sparkles and there
India, have been reproduced in exisn't any doubt that if the play was a
act scale by Metro technicians for "The
classic
it's Ray
going
be Hope," the Drury Lane melodrama now
immortalononthethe stage
screen.
has tobeen
being picturizcd by Screen Classics, Inc.,
seeking just svch an opportunity for a at the Metro studios in Hollywood.
long time, to put a national favorite of
Second only in size to the Pekin street
this type on the screen, and he feels of "The Red Lantern," this East Indian
that he has ample room with this story cantonment is one of the largest sets
to do something really big and lasting. ever constructed by Metro. It is 500
"Just mention this piece of news to feet long and 150 feet wide. There
the average picture fan — Charlie Ray in are seven barracks buildings, each fifty
feet high. The gateway to Peshawur
'Forty-five
and see theMinutes
result. From
Ray Broadway'
is going —to from the Khyber Pass road is also
create a screen character that will live. part of the setting. The cantonment
This First National picture will make was built at the old Universal ranch
under the supervision of A. W. Alley.
photoplay history."
He was assisted by H. R. M. Maddock
Play Had Spectacular Career.
who, as a British soldier, was for some
One hundred thousand dollars was the time housed in these Peshawur barracks.
Director Herbert Blache will take
profit to the producers for the George
M. Cohan play in the first nine months, scenes showing the return of British
alone, of a spectacular stage career that soldiers after a victory over Afghanistan
extended over five seasons and made it troops. The battle was photographed in
an immediate necessity to send out Santa Susanna Pass several weeks ago.
road companies to the western, central Scenes on a street of Peshawur were
and eastern parts of the country. The recently photographed.
Cohan stage production, which played a
solid year at the New Amsterdam Theatre in New York, was credited with
"Tarnished Reputations" Is
being one of the biggest money makers
Dolores Cassinelli's Next
in recent theatrical history, the unusual
attraction being attributed to the rough
RES CASSINELLI, whose last
DOLO
and ready humanness of the character
big Pathe successes were "The
who gave to a humorous story tears and
Web of Deceit," "The Right to
laughter and all the genuine situations
s Model," will
Lie," and
Virtuouance
make
her "The
next appear
under the
that go to make up real life.
The reputation of the play, built up Pathe banner, in a Leonce Perret Pro-

Work

on

Broadway
Reputations,"
which14.
has beenduction,
set "Tarnished
for release
on March
Mme Alice Blache directed. She has
handled
thisbystory
a woman's
gle written
Mr. ofPerret
himself strugin a
manner that brings out most convincingly the woman's
angle.
A small
but select
cast assists Miss
Cassinelli. Aibert Roscoe, George
Deneubourg and Ned Burton comprise
the support.
As is the case in a Leonce Perret production, the settings when the occasion
presents, are lavish and highly artistic.
The lighting effects are beyond the ordinary. Particularly effective are the
artist's studio scenes. An entire street
was built in the Perret studio in order
that the director might obtain the
proper lighting eflfects for some night
pictures.
"In Old Kentucky" Breaks Record.
"The exhibitor gleanings in the motion picture business often amount to as
much as the initial harvesting," says
L. R. Downs, manager of the Knickerbocker Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. Downs referred to his recent experienceStewart
with "In OldandKentucky,"
ring Anita
distributedstarby
First National Exhibitors' Circuit. After the Strand, Metropolitan and Orpheum Theatres had run this attraction
simultaneously,
Mr. Downs apolied to
ing.
the First National Exchange for a book"You can't play a big picture out in a
week," said Mr. Downs. "Why, the advertising I'll get
from me
word-to-mouth
sources will
enable
to attract
His philosophy proved correct. "In
Old history
Kentucky,"
crowds."
the
of hisbroke
house.every record in
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiltliiliiltiiiiitiiiiiitinis

Julian Eltinge
Will return
screen inby"AnRepublic.
Adventuress,"
to beto released
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Market

Product, Says Director Read
the announce- ately upon the conference of the "Big
T with
COINCIDEN
from Los Angeles of Six," which is composed of Thomas H.
ment by wire
the appointment of J. Parker Read Ince, president; Mack Sennett, treasurer; Allan Dwan, Marshall Neilan, Mautive
al business representaRead
Jr., as generiated
rice Tourneur and George Loane
Producers, Mr.
of the Assoc
Tucker.
telegraphed a special statement to
Allan
Dwan already is in New York
Moving Picture World in response to with Mark
his representative
its query relative to the distribution George LoaneLarkin,
Tucker is here also.
of the "Big Six."
Mr. Read brings with him from the
plans
The naming of Mr. Read for the miportant post of business manager is the West Coast a print of "Sex," Miss LouGlauni's third
super-film
in seven
first definite step taken by the Associ-g reels,isedirected
by Fred
Niblo and
with
ated Producers toward formulatin
plans for a releasing scheme that will an all-star supporting cast that is said
to rival that of "The Lone Wolf's
operate for the interests of the producing directors who compose that
Reservations have been made at the
organization — an organization whose Daughter."
activities, incidentally, have been Claridge for the "Big Six."
watched with perhaps greater interest
than any
Pictures Via Simplex
ment of theother
hour.motion picture developEntertained President
In company with Thomas H. Ince and
Marshall Neilan Mr. Read left Los Angeles on Tuesday morning, February 17. RECENT newspaper articles touching
The trio were to arrive in New York
on President Wilson's condition
on Saturday morning for the conference
speak particularly of his great interest in viewing motion pictures that
of the "Big Six" that is to determine are shown
him in the East Room of
their future policies, and which will
eventualize in the announcement of a the White House. Always an ardent patron of the theatre, the President feels
combined system of distribution.
that the amusement afforded by the
May Distribute Themselves.
screen does much toward aiding his condition during the convalescing period,
"Whatever the plan for the marketing
showing of entertaining dramof the Associated Producers' pictures and the
atic and news weekly subjects are a
will be," wires Mr. Read, "it will be decided upon in New York. Despite ru- household.
mors and reports to the contrary, part of the program in the President's
The President, who was interested in
nothing has been done as yet and no new
contracts have been signed.
motion pictures while going back and
forth
to the Peace Conference in Paris
"Of course, the Associated Producers
have received offers from every import- on the U. S. S. George Washington,
tant distributing corporation in the in- which had three Simplex projectors, has
dustry— and, it goes without saying, been using a Simplex during his confrom many of the smaller companies as
valescence athis official home. The installation was made under the personal
well.
"Present indications are, however, that supervision of Edwin S. Porter, vice
the producers will form their own ex- president of the Precision Machine Comclusive system of distribution and will
In order that nothing should mar the
market their productions direct to the pany.
exhibitor. This is not definite, on the tile floor nor the furnishing of the East
Room where the presidential showings
other hand, and the meeting in New
York may develop an entirely different take place, a special truck was devised,
attitude on the part of the members
equipped with rubber-tired wheels upon
which is mounted a battleship-grey,
of Mr.
the organization."
Read stated, also, that actual nickel-trimmed Type "S" motor-driven
detail organization will follow immedi- Simplex. This truck, when the machine
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is not in use, is kept in one of the
White House storerooms.
Advertisers Vote to Aid
Americanization Work

vertisers, of New
its
e AdPicturat
MotionYork,
ated
Associ
THEweekl
on on February 11,
y lunche
voted unanimously to co-operate acti\ely with Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane, in the .•\niericanization campaign. This was decided upon after C.
C. Pettijohn had outlined the situation
with regard to motion pictures and
Americanization.
After the vote had been taken. Chairman Paul Gulick announced that a committee composed of members of the A.
M. P. .\. would meet at noon on February 17 at the Claridge to discuss the
appointment of a special A. M. P. A.
committee on Americanization to handle
all trailers and other motion picture
propaganda
.\mericanism. for the furtherance of
"We have 250,000 feet of these trailers," said Mr. Pettijohn. "These will
have to be assembled and others prepared. It is my belief that this matter
should be handled by a committee from
theTheA. A.M. M.P. P.A."A. voted to communicate
with Harriette Underbill, who is ill at
Lake Saranac, and express the hope
that she soon would return to her post
as motion picture critic for the New
York Tribune.
Buffalo Managers Elect.
The annual election of officers of the
Buffalo Motion Picture Exchange Managers Association was held on Friday.
February 13. The new officers of the
ensuing
are: J. E. office,
Kimberly,
manager of year
the Republic
president;
Henry W. Kahn, Metro exchange manager, vice president; P. H. Smith, manager of the First National office, treasretary. urer; C. A. Taylor, Pathe booster, secretary", and Warner Bates, executive secA committee was appointed to investigate film thefts and alleged abuses,
such as keeping films overtime, sub-letting, etc. This committee is composed
of Henry W. Kahn, C. A. Taylor, W. P.
Allen, Vitagraph ; and I^. D. Lawlor,
Hallmark.

Those Who Haven't Believed It Heretofore Will Hafta Believe It Now.
What? Why, that "Black Is White," which is the title of D.oroth.v Dalton s current raramount.
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Metro
To

to

Build

Get

MOVING

Big

More

EXPANSION plans involving among
other things the immediate construction of new studios in the
.East and enlargement of its plant on
the West Coast are announced by Metro Pictures Corporation with the return of its president, Richard A. Rowland, from California to New York.
Additions and improvements to the
Metro studios in Hollywood, already under way, will call for the expenditure
of a quarter of a million dollars. The
proposed erection of a complete production plant in the neighborhood of
New York will run to a figure far in
excess of the amount spent in the West.
Metro further announces that its scenario department is to be trebled in
size and made more imposing in personnel by the acquisition of several playwrights of national reputation. Moreover, the company is about to add a
number of successful stage plays and
noteworthy novels to the material it
has acquired for screen production.
New stars also are to be added to
Metro's
the very
future;
so that galaxy
viewed infrom
everynear
angle,
the
recent Western trip of the organization's president, in company with Marcus Loew,
Loew's Inc., has been
fruitful
of head
large ofresults.
Karger in New York.
Returning from Los Angeles with Mr.
Rowland was Maxwell Karger, director
general for Metro and Screen Classics,
Inc. Mr. Karger, who for more than a
year had been in sole charge of all
production activities on the West Coast,
is now permanently located in New
York. He will reopen Metro's present
New York studios, in Sixty-first street,
just ofT Columbus Circle, within the ensuing fortnight as supervisor of several
important screen productions.
Three or four sites are now under
consideration for the new studios to
be erected near New York. Selection of
one has not as yet been definitely decided upon. The choice arrived at will
be made publ ic as soon as full title is
acquired, and building work will start
immediately thereafter. Metro officials
make it known, however, that parrels
of land on Long Island and also in New
York state, along the Hudson, have been
looked over and are being compared
with a view to greatest accessibility and
surroundings.
Buys More Land on Coast.
On the West Coast Metro has just acquired title to Rose Hill Park, a tract of
sixty-three acres on the outskirts of
Los Angeles City. This heavily wooded
park, with an open space of six acres,
will be utilized for panoramic exteriors
and for the putting up of special outdoor scttitigs, such as temples, streets
and sometimes even complete villages.
A third dark stage is being built at
the Hollywood studios and additional
office building are going up to house
the increasing executive, technical and
clerical staff.
Bayard Veiller, the successful dramatist, author of "Within the Law," "The
Thirteenth Chair," and "The Fight," has
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Studios

Stars

and

b'een
engaged
Metro asstafif.
contributing
member
of itsbyscenario
He will
write original screen dramas as well as
construct continuity. Other well-known
playwrights are to be added.
identity
Metro's anew
starswhile.
will
beThemade
publicof within
short
With its enlarged studios in Hollywood
able to accommodate from twelve to
fifteen companies at one time and the
two studios in the East with equal facilities, Metro is making its plans to be
able to produce from twenty-five to
thirty special productions at once.
Rowland Pleased with Conditions.
"I found everything running smoothly," said Mr. Rowland in spea <ing about
Metro's zationprospects.
"Thea entire
is imbued with
spirit organiof zeal
and confidence that promises big things
for Metro. The enthusiasm that was
everywhere apparent made an instant
impression upon Mr. Loew when we
went through the plant. He was astonished and pleased by his first view of
our large motion picture producing establishment infull operation.
"Mr. Loew likened the Metro studios
to be a beehive. It certainly is a busy
place, where every effort is bent upon a
consistently conscientious endeavor to
turn
out better
and betteron pictures."
Marcus
Loew remained
the Coast
after the departure of Mr. Rowland.
Mr. Loew went to San Francisco to
look after some of his theatre interests
in the Bay City, which are taken care
of by Ackerman & Harris. Maxwell
Karger and his family accompanied the
Metro president on his return trip.
Staulcup Supervises Changes.
Meanwhile M. P. Staulcup, supervisor
of art interiors, came on to New York
in advance of Mr. Karger to prepare
the Sixty-first street studios for him and
make the necessary changes.

Rare Study in Trees.
Taylor Holmes has just glimpsed an alligator— pardon — .shark — while at Miami
filming his Metro, "The Very Idea."

in

East;

Scenarists

Mr. Karger did not say what will be
his first production in the East. This
will be announced after he has had an
opportunity to look things over.
Among the early productions, howbe "Polly with a Past," starringever,InawillClaire.
Final arrangements for the production
of "The Four Horsemen of the Apocpicturization
the
big novelalypse,"
byMetro's
Senor
Vicente of
Blasco
Ibanez, are still somewhat unsettled,
owing,centamong
things, to
illness of other
the novelist,
whotheis re-to
give
co-operation to the
ma'-inghisofpersonal
the picture.
William E. Atkinson, Metro general
manager, will remain at the studios in
Hollywood for perhaps a fortnight
longer, when he will return to New
York, urer,leaving
in charge.Joseph W. Engel, treasWilliam Worthington Is
Now Allied with Haworth

h N.Picture
of the Hawort
ganizerWORTH
orINGTO
L^M tion,
WILLCorpora
who directed many
of the most striking successes of Sessue
Hayakawa, Japanese star, notably Hayakawa's two last plays, "The Tongman"
and "The Beggar Prince," and who is
also director of Bryant Washburn feature pictures for Pathe and Mae Marsh
pictures for Goldwyn, has resigned his
connections on the West Coast to fulfil a contract with Gibraltar Pictures, of
which Arthur F. Beck is president. By
the terms of the contract he will direct the new series of pictures from
Louis Tracey novels to be produced by
the Louis Tracy Productions, Inc., the
newest Gibraltar producing unit.
The Tracey series with an all-star
east
withthe"The
notedwillas open
one of
bestSilent
actionBarrier,"
stories
Mr. Tracey has written. Production
has been commenced at the Leah Baird
studios, Cliffside, N. J. Virgil Miller, Mr.
Worthington's chief cameraman in all
his work on the Pacific Coast, has also
joined the organization.
The Louis Tracy series built on Tracy
novels will include, in addition to "The
Silent Barrier," "The Bartlett Mystery,"
"His Unknown Wife," "Diana of the
Moorland," "Cynthia's Chauffeur," "The
Wheel of Fortune," "The Red Years,"
"The Terms of Surrender," "Flower of
the Gorse," "The Revelers," "The Postmaster's Daughter," "The Message,"
"The Captain of the Kansas," and "Carl
"The Law Bringers" Changes Cast.
Two players in the cast of "The Law
Krier."
Bringers,"
the current Ralph Ince pro
duction, have been switched in parts, acD. L'Estrange,
tor at thecording toSelznick
studios.casting direcP. C. Hartigan, who had the role of
"Robinson," has now been assigned the
part of "Ducane" and Harry L. Southard is assigned the role of Robinson,
after originally having' been cast as
Ducane.
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in Congress

Stand

Slim Chance of Being Considered
u of the
on Burea
ingtre
THEMovinWash
g Pictu
World, following the bill dealing with "Wild West" subThe World bureau is keeping a close
the appearance in the newspapers jects.
of a press service report that Congress watch on legislative developments, and
had enacted additional legislation deal- expects to be able to give early advice
ing with motion pictures, received a of any movement in Congress to enact
having a bearing on the motion
large number rs,of inquiries from inter- laws
ested exhibito exchange managers an picture industry. In connection with
story that caused all this stir it
producers, anxious to learn of the the
has ascertained that Subcommittee No.
authenticity of the report.
The story was to the effect that the 1, of the House Committee on the Judiciary, to which the bills were referred
Senate was considering and the House
for consideration, has not taken them
had passed a bill "prohibiting the bring- up as yet.
ing into the United States and the carrying and transporting therein, from one
state, territory, or district, to another
"Other Men's Shoes" Has
state, territory, or district, of pictures,
Warm Welcome in Indiana
films, moving picture film or films, purporting to show or to simulate the acts
epidemic
WHILE
and conduct of ex-convicts desperaand
Ind., was
Fort Wayne,
raging thein influenza
business was at its most dedoes, bandits, train robbers, bank robbers or outlaws, in the commission or
pressed stage, Edgar Lewis's big Pathe
attempted commission of crime or acts
"Other Men's Shoes," had its
of violence, and to prohibit the use of special,
premiere public showing in the United
the mails in carrying communications
States at the Jefferson Theatre, Fort
relating to the same, and providing Wayne. In spite of the most adverse
conditions, which included one of the
punishment therefor."
worst storms in the annals of Indiana,
Little Likelihood of Passing.
the production made a great showing
Three bills of this nature are pending and induced W. C. Quimby, managing
in Congress, two in the House and one director of the Jefferson Theatre, to
in the Senate. There seems very little dispatch the following wire to the Pathe
likelihood of any action being taken home office :
on them, according to the best informa"Despite inclement weather and gention obtainable by this bureau. In the
eral depression in business due to infirst place, the Senate and House find
epidemic, 'Other
Shoes'
themselves confronted with too much played influenza
Jefferson
Theatre Men'r
to enormous
far more important legislation to take business, exceeding all expectations on
up a matter of this type.
extended ■ run booking. Receipts built
The bill that did pass the House, and daily, demonstrating that they were
which was really involved in the press talking about the production. Nothing
report, has been sponsored by Repre- but highest praise heard. Am delighted
sentative Walsh, of Massachusetts. It with results and tender congratulations
made motion picture films subject to to Pathe for having such an excellent
the same laws as immoral, lewd and attraction. Also my hat off to my
lascivious pictures and post cards. This
friend Edgar Lewis. He has given the
is legislation that was desired by the
industry, and had no relation at all to theatre a real feature again."
Mr. Quimby exploited "Other Men's
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Shoes" with greater forcefulness than
he has backed any picture he has played
this year. Conditions were such that
he had to have a mighty good attraction to run up his box-office figures,
for people of Fort Wayne were shy
of theatre-going because of the spread
of influenza.
Frisco Critics Praise
"Soldiers of Fortune"
in the
of wassuccess
Y
us first deGUILT
the unanimo
returnedgree" recently
by a jury verdict
of San
Francisco newspaper critics in the case
of "Soldiers of Fortune," an Allan
Dwan production, when shown at the
Imperial Theatre. The verdict was a
popular one. Charged with having
liroken house records wherever shown
and with having broken the peace by
causing crowds to collect, the defendant
was convicted. The jurors did not even
leave their seats.
Writing in the San Francisco Examiner, Buford G. Bennett said: "Anyone who has read 'Soldiers of Fortune'
is fortunate; anyone who sees 'Soldiers
of Fortune' at the Imperial is fortunate;
and anyone who has read the book and
has then seen the picture is doubly
In the San Francisco Chronicle,
fortunate."W. Daily gave his opinion in
Thomas
the
following
emphatic
terms under
: "Allan
Dwan's
first big
production
the
Mayflower and Realart banners is a
filmatization of 'Soldiers of Fortune,'
Richard Harding Davis' thrilling story of
South American love, romance and
chivalry. Filled from the first foot of
film to the final fadeout with thrills of
every kind, it is a photoplay offering
that is bound to suit the movie fan
orThe
the San
booklover."
Francisco Call, Curran D.
Swint wrote: "It was to be expected
that Richard Harding Davis' 'Soldiers
of Fortune'
a motion
ture far out would
of the make
ordinary
should picits
picturization be attempted. It has been
attempted — and done — and yesterday at
the Imperial Theatre, where it had its
first local presentation, the expectation
just mentioned was carried to an eminently satisfying conclusion."
George
P. Hyde's
in the
San Fran-in
cisco Bulletin
and George
C. Warren,
the Daily News also praised the picture.
Second National Picture
Is Now in Cutting Room

Stay.Frank Keenan Thought He'd Make Him
Somebody Said the Hobo Was Going, So
And he "stays" via. the celluloidEmbers,"
film andfor Keenan's
starring vehicle, "Smoldering
Pathe.

ion, Nahas
product
tional Theatres
second
" the
YOUTH,
D cut
BLIN
and is now being asbeen
sembled, according to Harry Rapf, West
Coast production manager for the Selznick Enterprises. This story was taken
from the play by Lou Telegen and
Willard Mack. The screen version was
directed by Edward Sloman.
As announced before all National Pictures productions are featuring excellent casts. As proof of this statement National Pictures offers, this week,
a list of the members of the cast of
"Blind Youth." The more prominent
members are Walter McGrail, Ora
Carewe, Leatrice Joy.
Clara Horton. who is in her tenth year
in pictures, although she is but sixteen
years old, is another member of the
cast. The cast also includes Colin
Kenny, Buddy Post, Claire McDowell,
Joseph Swickard and Leo White.
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Penn Import Story
(Continued from page 1437).
and is buying pictures for continental
Europe. This firm is specializing in
productions suitable for the new Slavic
countries and placing releases as fast
as communications can be opened up.
At the present time permanent offices
are maintained in Stockholm, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Moscow, Riga, PetroPathe,

in India

Since

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

grad, Bombay, Calcutta, Madras. The
firm'sNational
financial City
transactions
the
Bank of are
Newthrough
York,
one of the pillars of finance.
Pending the possibilities of business
in Russia, Poland and other Slavic
countries, the firm is handling extensive
accounts in South America and the Far
East. Inquiries should be addressed to
the main office at IS Park Row, New
York.
Cradle

Days
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representatives arid getting up petitions
supporting the bill. He expressed the
hope that the industry would attend the
hearing on the bill in a body.
After Dr. Hespe had finished his address, the F. I. L. M. men passed a resolution, pledging their full support and
co-operation.
Dr.much
Hespe
afterwards
said:
"I feel
very
encouraged
by my
conference
with the F. I. L. M. Club and will work
with renewed effort."
Pickford-Wilkenning Suit Again.
Mary Pickford lived up to her sobriquet as to
"America's
by
demurring
the suit Sweetheart"
recently instituted against her in the United States
District Court by Mrs. Cora Wilkenning
to recover $112,625.
Miss Pickford, through her counsel,
raises the legal proposition that the
plaintiff is foreclosed from pressing her
suit having already done so in the Suwherevictory.
the popular actress
scored preme
a Court,
handy
Sad to relate. Judge Knox did not accede to Miss Pickford's idea and consequently she will have to defend the action once more at a trial in the Federal
Court.

of Films, Now Strongly Intrenched
ICAN motion pictures have is housed in a handsome building which
AMER
gained a hold on the film market has been especially constructed for
in India, according to Alex. Hague, them on the Ballard Estate, within a
manager of the Pathe motion picture
throw of the new pier and railinterests in India, who recently arrived stone'sway station.
in the United States. Mr. Hague makes
his headquarters in Bombay, where, Dr. Hespe Urges New Jersey
to accommodate the ever-increasing
business there, Pathe recently erected
to Support Sunday Opening
a three-story building devoted entirely
presiden
to its motion picture business.
ES HESPE
DR.of CHARL
orst
Jersey, Exhibit
the New
Serials have a strong appeal to the
the
address
to
invited
was
League,
people of India, according to Mr. Hague, F. I. L. M. Club at their meeting held
and one of the reasons for his visit here in
the Mecca Building, New York, on
was to arrange for the exploitation of Wednes
day evening Feljruary 18, on the
the new Pathe serials, "The Black Se- Sunday opening question, in the state Makes Comedy with Newspaper Flavor.
cret," "Bound and Gagged," and "The of New Jersey. Dr. Hespe stated that
The new Rolin comedy, with "Snub"
Adventures
of Ruth."
Owingin toIndia,
the Sunday opening k a live and not a dead Pollard,
the "pint sized comedian,"
limited number
of theatres
which
will be released by Pathe Febng more attention, edithe majority of features released in this issue, receivi
.
than
question
public
other
any
torially,
ruary 29 is entitled "Find the Girl."
country find no outlet; but there, all the
He deplored the fact that the motion "Snub" is assisted by his new leading
good continued plays are very popular. picture
industry, as a whole, exhibitors woman, Marie Mosquini and Eddie Boland. "Sunshine Sambo," the diminutive
Bombay "Wonderful Big City."
and filmmen generally had "fallen down" colored
actor, further demonstrates his
on
the
issue,
while
the
Lord's
Day
Alliance
and
kindred
associations
were
"Americans have a strange conception
comedy ability by his antics with a little Chinese kid, who is a new comer to
of India and Indians," said Mr. Hague. waging an active campaign against Sunfilmdom. Most of the scenes are laid
"On my arrival here, I met an American
day
movies.
business man, who marveled at the wonUnless the New Jersey exhibitors in a newspaper office. The fun that
derful time people of Bombay must have awake
to concerted action and show their Pollard injects into his role of a reriding around on elephants, and enjoy- interest in the movement there is little
porter shows that the little comedian
ing other most extraordinary things. hope of passing a bill favorable to Sun- can get screaming humor out of any
We have not seen an elephant in Bompictures, according to Dr. Hespe. situation he is given to handle.
bay in years. Why, it is a wonderful, At theday present
time fifty per cent, of the
big city, with what the people of Eng- public are in favor of them and many
The newsstand price of Moving Picture
land would call skyscrapers, and with of the church element will vote for the Picture World is 15 cents. The subscripa population that is just as metropol- bill. Dr. Hespe made a strong appeal
tion price is $3 the year. Subscribe direct,
itan and cosmopolitan as can be found that the industry get busy, writing their saztc $4.80 and miss no issues.
anyIt place
the that
world."
was inin1907
the French firm,
true to their progressive methods, opened a branch in India. In those days
the office was situated in Calcutta, with
a small branch in Bombay. The venture
did not prove very successful and the
Calcutta office was closed in 1910.
The firm, however, did not lose heart,
and opened again in December of the
same year, but transferred their head
office to Bombay. In those days, of
course, the demand for films was much
smaller than it is now and the present
manager relates that when he opened
the Bombay office the entire outfit consisted of but one projecting machine
and about sixty films, which he himself brought from the Singapore office
of the firm.
Well Located Now.
From that time the success of the Indian office was never in doubt and spacious premises in Hornby Road were
taken over just a year after the first
opening. The management early realized that the termination of the war
would inevitably cause a greatly increased demand for cinematograph films
and machinery, and they therefore deWould You Call This the "Bump" of Superstition
termined to erect their own premises.
believe in signs or dreams in their Paramount
Thus it is that today the film of Pathe Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven don't
comedy, "Hoodooed."
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Rambles
BEI^I^RINGING
FOR
pi:fflicists
To make
Kditors
Scrap the
Mimeograph.
fan a
Film-can
Can" a
Vfrj^-jr^ rufflicity

Impossible Headlines
For Film Trade Newspapers.
nce
President Wick Tilton, of St. LawreNew
Film Corporation Declares His
Superfeature Will Be a Disappointment
to Himself and Everybody Else.
Crimp Washburn Wasted His Time
the Rough
ond ain Blizza
"Diamse
Exploi
rd "Keptat
lle Becau
Pineviting
Week.
a
for
House
the
in
Everybody
Grant Claxton Is Canned from St.
y
Corporation's Publicit
Lawrence Film
ned the
Department Because He Mentio
Item He Wrote.
Boss's Name in Every Departm
ents Saw
When the Heads of
the First Pro"Gumming the Cards" at Sales
Manager
jection Room Showing
Over.
t Get Borrow
Wouldn'Had
It Tilton
l Said
Filmspei
to
President Wic'<
$15 from the Janitor to Pay the Fee to
Incorporate his n!$15,000,000 St. Lawrence
Film Corporatio
The Entire Week Passed Without One
Single Press Agent Turning in Copy
With His Star, Name of Play and Name
Company Written all in CAPITAL
of
LETTERS.
Some

"Do the Dead Tnlkf" (Kliony).
Sheldon Lewis, who will appear in the
title roles, is making a careful study of
the characters of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
as played by the late Richard Mansfield,
and in many respects his impersonation of
the dual role will follow that of the great
tragedian's conception of —thePublicity.
part.
Put the **dime** museum In a reformed
Broadway ginmill suggests to Kpes Winthrop Sargent that the admission, instead
of 25 cents, should be 2.75.
Logically enonsh the aotor nho iilayH
the role of a crooked promoter in Guy
Kmpy's
Eville. "Oil" is monickered William
Getting An Earful.
Walking up Broadway, opposite the
Mecca Building:
The Man. — "What was the name of
that picture that had 'blind' in it?
The Woman. — "Guess you mean 'Universal Blindness.' "
Look out for trouble when:
"The TemperamentaT Wif e"
AsVs "The Woman Under Oath"
"What's Your Husband Doing?"
She may not get "Strictly Confidential."
Vivian Rich Becomes William Fox
Star;
"Would You Forgive?" Her First Vehicle.
Answering this Trade Review headline we'll say we would.
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Round
With

Walter

Filmtown

K. Hill

Wntch \ "ur Kye and .Not the !Sky.
It Vour Eye Is Yellow, See the Other
Fellow's.
If Your Eye Is Black It's Been to the
.\stor.
If Your Eye Is Blue. Another One's Due.
If Your Eye Is Green, Don't Let It Be
Seen.
If Your Eye Is Pink, Better Stop and
Think.
If Your Eye Is Brown, Don't Come Down
Town.
If tric
Your
Lights.Eye Is White, Watch the ElecLeading the Wide-Awakes.
We are convinced by Fox News that
fox snooze is not a sleep.
•
This in"ph.\sical
we readto
about
puftlicitydistribution"
might be applied
the passing coin in crap games of filmdom.
**Good I'roirresK .>laile on *'rh'.' Heart of
a Child' " is a tradepaper headline that
indicates
undersized.that they're still picking on the
Now that we have been told Mary
Pic!<ford cried at herself on viewing
herself
"PoUyanna," we may expect
to
hear inabout:
Frank Keenan applauding himself;
Charlie Chaplin laughing at himself;
Julius Singer singing to himself;
Gunning interviewing himself.
self"Wid"
;
Harry Reichenbach boxing with hm.\nd Charley Pettijohn breakfast-fooding himself.
Theatre advertising agents did not avail
themselves of the possibility of snowbank
publicity this winter for the reason that
nobody could plough through the street
to read the signs.
i*l4*tiiriiiK tlie Foot 'I'hat
Footed the "Kmpy" llilix.
Quoting from a heart-to-heart comandof "appreciation"
with one ofbination
the Interview
captains
THE industry
we are able, for the first time in Ohio, to
give this cross section illustration set
to the following words:
"One can but faintly realize the enormity of the expenses in the course of pic-

ture productions, but by the force of his
almost
supernatural financial genius, this
bill. reserved
silent,
figure always footed the
"When to I the
saw point,
him, because
he spokethislittle,
always
mao butis
not subjective, but absolutely objective.
out towith
achieve
aim, and Hewillis
not"Hebe sets
satisfied
half aansuccess.
a dreamer, but his dreams are not visionary. He intends everyone of them to
come true."
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Pufflicists for Jumping Star
Balks at Taking the Big Jump
Carlyle
Robinson,
for Charley
"Doug,"
was
reported
to havepufflicist
married.
Moyer sent him condolences. Carl re"Flaunt
not the gauntlet of matrimony
plied :
.-Xgainst
my burning cheek.
Nor
hurl
the dart
from ofCupid's
Aye, through
the war
weddedbow.
bliss
I battled once before.
The scars I bear now tell me:
No! No! angle
NO!" of the percentage quesAnother
tion :
Players of Studio and Stage Plan to
End 10 Percenters. — Tradepaper HeadWith "Empty Pockets" and "Empty
Arms" used in film titles there still remains "Empty Bottles" — and lots of 'em.
"$30,000" is a Hod<inson film title.
That many millions would have been
more li'--e film business.
"$1,000,000
more
li^e it! Reward" (Grossman) is
tional).Temperamental Wife" (First NaOne towith
disposition and the
nerve
showa rotten
it.
"Hon'K Typhoon Fannf nnid nx to Jim
Milligan.
"Oh, breezing along," said Jim.
Anthony Galiliok may be a Kood director,
but his moniker would well suit a film
peddler.
Sermti that mo«t of the clerkii In department stores are counter irritants.
RpHonndlng ChoruN by Yrampn.
We fancy the publicity Items (that
might as well be kept standing) about
employees of a film firm seeing their own
bosses pictures and enthusing over them.
Fdnard
Klein dlacovered In the New
York Times this headline:
"Mack
by Women."
Thus doSenate
the Booni
SennettStarted
bathing
beauties
show admiration for their boss.
De careful with exploitation on "Black
line.
is White" south of the Mason & Dixon
Hln Hearch for "Who Ik >o. I f" took
Jerry Beatty
Famous department.
Players-Lasky's
publicity
and into
advertising
Now Jerry is, himself. No. 1.
" 'Romance' la Well Under Way" li> a
Louella Parsons headline she might prefix to most any publicity story.
With Water as a Chaser.
The Canadian Club viewed "The River's
End" atshalltheNeilan.
Biltmore
invitation ofNo.Mar-18
Despite onAmendment
the picture reeled.
for wall drcorntlon in
theMotto
AstorauKKCiited
Grill:
"If we can't be sweethearts, let's be
"Love One Another — occasionally."
friends."
Accordlni^
to Sam Productions,
Palmer, who apuffllcizes
Cosmopolitan
key
city la one having a Hearst newspaper.
In the final analynla (phrase beloved of
pufflicists)
whiskey
city.the most desired of all is a
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F FRANKLIN K. LANE, Secretary of the Interior until March 1, and Chairman
of the Americanization Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, has just
completed writing the trailers that are to be used in connection with the
campaign against Bolshevism. The trailers are all quotations from Lincoln, and
Secretary Lane asks that the exhibitors of the country use them on their screens
immediately.
The trailers that are being made will be furnished to the various exchange
centers and will be attached to feature pictures. Harry M. Crandall, chairman of
the Exhibitors' Branch of the General Committee, says : "There is no reason why
a large majority of the exhibitors cannot begin immediately the using of these
Lincoln quotations.
"Slides can be made without much trouble and should be shown immediately.
In all of these slides it is suggested that we use a fac-simile of Lincoln's handwriting.
"This can be found in any Abraham Lincoln book. He usually signed his name
'A. Lincoln.'
"It issibilityessential
that quotations
each individual
uponslides.
himself
of using these
either exhibitor
as trailerstake'
or as
They thehaveresponbeen
selected after much study by Secretary Lane, and we owe it to our Government
to get behind this great movement and to make it a success.
"We have had a good start and the eyes of the whole country are watching us.
We Secretary
cannot fallLane
downdeclared
at this that
timeheifwas
everyveryexhibitor
will do athistheshare."
much pleased
manner in which
the
campaign
opened
on
Lincoln's
Birthday.
The
following
are
the quotations
that have been written :
Lincoln on Mob Law
There is no grievance that is a fit subject of redress by mob law.
A. LINCOLN.
Hear What Lincoln Said!
In a democracy, where the majority
rules by the ballot through the forms of
law, physical rebellions are radically
wrong, unconstitutional, and are treason.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln on Suspicion
Suspicion and jealousy never did help
any man in any situation.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln on Women
God bless the women of America.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln on Public Opinion
With public sentiment, nothing can
fall; without it, .nothing can succeed.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln's Belief in the People
This country with all its institutions
belongs to the people A.who
inhabit' it.
LINCOLN.
Lincoln's Modesty
Others have been made fools of by the
girls, but this can never be said of me;
I made a fool of myself.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln on Capital and Labor
Capitol is only the fruit of labor, and
could never have existed if labor had not
first existed.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln to His Mother
All that I am, or hope to be, I owe to
my mother.
A. LINCOLN.

Lincoln's Religion
When any church will inscribe over its
altar, as its sole qualification for membercondensed
statement
both ship,
lawthe Savior's
and gospel,
that church
will ofI
join with all my heart and soul.
A. LINCOLN.
As True Today as Then
If all that has been said by orators and
poets since the creation in praise of
women were applied to the women of
America it would not do them full justice for their conduct during the war.
A. LINCOLN.
Ballots vs. Bullets
Among freemen there can be no successful appeal from the ballot to the
bullet.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln's Confidence
Why should there not be a patient
confidence in the ultimate justice of the
people? Is there any better or equal
hope in the world?
A. LINCOLN,
Lincoln, Friend of the Poor
It is a cheering thought throughout
life, that' something
can ofbethose
donewhoto
ameliorate
the condition
have been subjected to the hard usages
of the world.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln's Test
It is not "Can any of us imagine better?" but "Can we do better?"
A. LINCOLN.
fliiliriiilitiiiiiriiiiMriiMitii[iti(iiiiitiiriiiiiririiiiiriiriritiiititiiiiiitriiiiMiiMiiriiiiiFiititiitiiriiiiriiiiitiiiiiiiiiiMiit|
Lincoln's Resolution
Many free countries have lost their
liberties and ours may lose hers; but, if
she shall, be it my proudest boast, not
that I was the last to desert, but that I
never deserted her.
A. LINCOLN.

With

Your
Screen
In Time of Stress
My advice is to keep cool.
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln's Method
Answer with facts, not with arguments
A. LINCOLN.
Lincoln's Faith
I look to the American people and to
that God who has neverA. forsaken
them.
LINCOLN.
" "' '■■'■i"'"iii><i"i"riiiirriiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiinilii|
Lincoln on Bolshevism
We shall sooner have the fowl by
hatching the egg than by smashing it.
A. LINCOLN.
Hear What Lincoln Said!
Mercy bears richer rewards than strict
A. LINCOLN.
justice.
Kinema of Salt Lake Is a
Picture House of Beauty
A MODEL
artistry Theatre,
and comfort,
the new ofKinema
Salt
Lake City, was formally opened
Saturday afternoon, February 14. The
theatre is a vision of beauty; nothing has
been overlooked for the accommodation
of a discriminating audience. From box
oflfice to screen it represents the last
word in moving picture theatre construction.
A novel lighting effect forms an important part of the general decorative
scheme. The lighting is indirect, no fixtures being in sight. The light is so
diffused that the screen is unusually
clear and free from shadows though the
house is at no time in darkness. Two
thousand and one hundred electric lamps
are used for illumination purposes.
The ventilating system is of the most
modern and approved type. During the
winter months the smokeladen air is
drawn through a huge reverberating
reservoir and is thoroughly washed and
cleaned before being forced into the
building by way cf mushroom ventilators
under the seats. The same system is
pursued in the summer save the heating
plenum is converted into a cool chamber.
The air in the auditorium undergoes a
complete change every three minutes.
William
Cutts is the manager of the
house.
Hugh Walpole Sees Ince Studios.
Among last week's visitors at the
Thomas H. Ince studios was Hugh Walpole, celebrated English novelist and
author of scores of books that have
enjoyed popularity throughout the universe. Mr. Walpole is on a tour of
America, lecturing on literary topics in
many principal cities, and during his
stay at the Ince plant he took occasion to interview
'Thomas H. Ince and
C. Gardner
Sullivan.
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Demand Continues for Fox Revivals.
News from the office of Louis Rosenbluh. the executive of the New York
E.xchange of the Fox Film Corporation,
confirms the wide demand existing from
exhibitors for the Fox News Reel, Fox
Entertainments, and the revivals of the
six super-pictures, "A Daughter of the
Gods." "The Honor System," "Salome,"
"Cleopatra," "Les Miserables" and "A
Tale of Two Cities " The revival of "A
Daughterandof dancing
the Gods,"
the novel
singing
act with
introduced
by
William Fox, is meeting with exceptional favor everywhere it is booked.
Extra performances were given at
Jamaica, Long Island, this week owing
to the demand for "The Sea Maidens."
who comprise as pretty a lot of entertainers ever booked at a moving picture
theatre. The act has been handsomely
staged with a special and elaborate
scenic setting and is .eflfectively
costumed.

Restrains "Flu' Epidemic Hysteria
es in small ones in Washington and Idaho m
fact that theatr
the towns
spitedsof of
INhundre
throughout the the vicinity of Spokane. Although there
of cases in western Washcountry have been closed on ac- are numbers
ington, there is practically no closing.
count of the epidemic of influenza, the
The
epidemic
now on the decrease
special committee of the National As- in Seattle and is
whatever
sociation of the Motion Picture In- have been made noon restrictions
the theatres or other
dustry, consisting of John C. Flinn, John
M. Quinn and Frederick H. Elliott, feels gatherings.
that the situation is now well in hand
There are not so many cases in Oreas in Washmgton and no closings
and that the epidemic of hysteria, which have gonbeen
ordered. It is not thought
has been even more destructive of public morale than the influenza has been likely that many more closings will take
destructive of life and health, has passed place, because the tendency among the
its peak.
larger cities has been to take the situation coolly, not to talk about it and
The national association committee's not to order closings. The smaller
campaign has been productive of most towns will no doubt be guided by their
satisfactory results. Besides providing attitude. The largest town now closed
trailers for all the motion picture news is EUensburg, Washington.
weeklies, the committee sent out complete sets of literature to every exhibitor in the country and to municipal
health and school authorities in all the Recurrence of Influenza Closes.
larger cities and villages. This literaMany Theatres Along West Coast
ture urged co-operation all along the
line and mapped out a course of procelALIFORNIA
is
undergoing another citj- joined in an advertising campaign,
dure in case a movement to close should
siege of influenza and theatres m advising people to go to theatres to
assume menacing proportions.
and get
rid fact
of fear.
many places are being closed by forget thewas"flu"directed
to the
that
Reports Show Many Closed.
local health boards. Houses are re- ."Xttention
these
theatres
are
fumigated
twice
daily.
maining open in the larger cities of the
Through the medium of hundreds of state, and it is believed that the ex- The city council of Marysville is permitting theatres to remain open, but
telegrams sent to exchange managers
ample that is being set will prevent the has ordered
thax these be fumigated at
and film boards of trade, a fairly accu- wholesale closing of theatres, such as least
once a week
rate line on the number of towns al- was the case a year ago.
The board of trustees of Jackson has
ready closed was obtained, and in each
At the commencement of the second
instance a veritable parcel post barrage week of February, twenty-two towns m abolished dancing, but the moving picture house has been permitted to rewas laid down. Reports from many of the territory served by San Francisco
the towns afTected are to the efifect that film exchanges had a ban against theamain open, if fumigated three times a
week.
The organized theatre men at
the authorities have ordered the retres and public gatherings, as compared
with five the preceding week. These Fresno have taken legal action against
opening of the theatres.
to prevent the enIn the Charlotte, N. C, territory sixty- were Clovis, Corning, Davis, Escalon, the board offorcement ohealth
f the influenza closing oreight towns were reported closed on Esparto, Fresno, Gustine, Grafton, Hanaccount of the epidemic. The St. Louis ford, Lemoore, Los Banos, Mare Island, closed.der, but in the meantime the houses are
Merced, McCloud, Petaluma,
Film Board of Trade reported fifty Madera,
Pleasanton, Red Bluflf, Sanger, Tulare,
towns closed and the Minneapolis board Visalia
and Woodland.
reported 100 closed. Seattle reported
Many Kansas Houses Closed
fifteen, Chicago twenty, Denver ten,
Berkeley Order Rescinded.
Kansas City ten, and telegrams from
in Influenza Quarantine
Berkeley theatres were closed for
some twenty-five other centers reported two
STRICT
quarantine was placed on
days
when
the
city
council
from two to five towns closed in their
the order of the health offi- A many Kansas towns in the week
respective territories. Accompanying rescinded
cer. The three leading houses of that
just closed because of the rapidly
most of these reports were requests for
spreading influenza epidemic. The result
sets of the committee's literature.
is that many of the Kansas City exchanges have had numerous canceled
contracts. However, the crest of the
100
St. John Theatre Still Open.
epidemic was believed to have been
While there are something over no
reached the week ending February 14.
cases of influenza in St. John, N. B.
and
film men are hoping that the ban
steps toward the closing of the theatres
will be lifted speedily.
have been taken as yet. All the pubAll of Topc'<a, Kan., was placed under
lished advice has included the warning
quarantine February 9. City health
to stay away from theatres or public
authorities have closed all places of
places when having a cold, but the epiamusement at Lav. ience, Kan., also. The
demic is of a mild type and it seems
order did not close the public schools.
unlikely that it will be considered necesMany smaller towns in Kansas and
sary to shut up the motion picture
some
towns in Missouri also have been
houses.
placed under the ban. according to reports reaching Krnsas City.
The disease seemed to be on the deSpokane Houses Close
cline in Kansas City, however. Fewer
cases were being reported by the health
One Hour an Afternoon
authorities dailv, and it was believed that
the worst
was over
THE influenza epidemic has reached
antine in Kansas
City.There was no quarsuch proportions in the Pacific
Northwest that over fifty towns
have ordered their theatres closed enTheodore Williams, formerly Philatirely, and Spokane has ordered its
delphia manager of the General Film
theatres to close for one hour every
Exchange,
and C. J. Tevlin, recently
afternoon for the complete airing of the
Kenneth
Spear.
with
Realart,
has joined the National
houses.
forces, in Philadelphia, under
manager Films,
for Inc.
Charles Burr's Theatre
Most of the towns that are closed are Production Master
Harvey Day.
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Riesenfeld Books Pathe Review.
Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director
of the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, New
York, has booked the Pathe Review
for an indefinite period.
Mr. Riesenfeld was most anxious to
obtain the Pathe Review, because of the
wide variety of subjects it contains
weekly, He has been particularly impressed by the latest novelty introduced
in the Review. Julian OllendorfT's "Spirit
of the most
Dance"
in whichwilltheappear.
foredancers ofseries,
the world
The slow motion demonstration which
is featured weekly, was another appealing subject for Dr. Riesenfeld, because
of its popularity with motion picture
theatre goers.
Books "The Sagebrusher"
for Washington Theatre
a succession of big pictures
THAT
made under the same guiding hand
build exhibitor confidence and
create a heavy volume of business for
the next production to come from the
same maker, is evidenced by the success
of Emerson Hough's "The Sagebrusher," the second Benjamin B.
Hampton-Great Authors production.
This producetion, distributed through
Hodkinson, is the third winning picture made in California by Benjamin B.
Hampton, the previous two having been
rs"
"The
"Desert Gold."
Tom Westerne
Moore, the and
Washington,
D. C,
exhibitor, has booked "The Sagebrusher"
for immediate presentation in his biggest first-run house, and A. G. Talbot,
Denver exhibitor, has booked it for his
America Theatre, where "Desert Gold"
and
Westerners"
played
record"The
business.
The Jakeboth
Wells
housesto
in Norfolk and Richmond have also
made first-run bookings for quick play
dates.
Sagebrusher"
has :been
by"The
the following
theatres
the booked
Palace,
Wichita, Kan.; Rex, Racine, Wis.;
Columbia, Peoria, 111.; Liberty, Davenport, la.; La Salle, La Salle, 111.; Majestic, Erie, Pa.; Rialto, Kewanee, 111.;
Gold, Madison Square and Vendome,
Chicago; Princess, Terre Haute; Grand,
Williamsport ,Pa. ; Lyric, Fort Collins;
Wonderland, Clinton, la. ; and by several hundred ether theatres tributary to
these larger houses in the territory.
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Continues

Buying

Stories,

Planning

Big Achievements for 1920
part of Jacques. Mary Brennan, child
recent
of a to
INtosuppor
the player, ' attached her signature by makthatmade
ef?ect ent
the statem
the ttrade
to a contract which
Selznick organization expected to givesing anher"X"themark
role of Baby Rosemary
ts
within
vemen
achie
former
surpass its
the coming year, the Selznick offices in the Eugene O'Brien production "A
ceFool
and Hisof Money."
have made some important announ
-A group
players including Thursoriginal statements which bear out the
ton
Hall, William Davidson, Bobby Agess
a
and
ssiven
progre
In
ment. fact,
new and Miss Anna Lehr have left for
means to a worth-while goal are seen Waterville, N. H., where they will take
in each of the statements which follow. part in the outdoor lumber camp scenes
the major announcements of
theAmong
week from the Selznick offices is of the Selznick special production, "The
PrinceMack
of Pines."
The continuity
story is bybyWilthe one announcing the purchase by lard
and the
R.
Myron Selznick of five new stories for Cecil Smith.
.
screen production Despite the fact that
Mr. Selznick has purchased more than
a score of good stories since the first Success Attends Showing
of the year, he continues to obtain them
with a view of obtaining as many worthof Industrial Picture
while stories as possible.
Michael J. Phillips, well-known au- THE first serious and systematic
effort to present a special industhor, has sold his "Toll of the Wildertrial picture at Toronto moving
ness" to Mr. Selznick. It has been given
theatres was conducted recentthe production title of "The Wilderness picture
ly when the Seaman Kent Company,
Fear." The story originally appeared
in Munsey's Magazine and tells of the Ltd., 263 Wallace avenue, Toronto, arregeneration of a selfish business man.
ranged for the showing of a film which
"Heart of Flame" is the title of another
depictedwood the
flooring.manufacture of a new hardstory just
purchased from Robert Alexander Wason.
This reel was booked for three-day
runs at seven diflferent Toronto theatres
"Poor Margaret Kirby" Secured.
and complimentary tickets were disKathleen Norris, who since 1910 has
tributed among patrons at the various
been a consistent contributor to the theatres befori! the presentation of the
more popular magazines, is the author picture. Numbered admission c^rds,
bore details of the product, the
of
"Poor hasMargaret
Kirby,"
Mr. which
Selznick
purchased.
This which
story was
name of the company and the theatres
published in the Saturday Evening Post at which the picture was scheduled to
be screened, were used for the purpose,
in
"The Way
of a Maid," has
a story
by 1913.
Rex Taylor
of Hollywood,
also and the company arranged to pay for
been purchased.
the price of admission and ticket tax
the cards were presented. The
An original story titled "Daphne, Co- when
tickets enabled the user to enjoy the
Respondent,"
was
purchased
from
Marc
Connelly, author of many vaudeville whole performance at the theatre as a
sketches. Mr. Connelly has left for "guest" of the company.
Florida, where he is at work on another
The stunt worked out very well for
scenario, besides preparing a musical all concerned. The company was encomedy for Miss Irene Franklin and
abled to have its film screened at theaBurton Greene.
tres in all parts of the city at a cost
that was not out of proportion to the
Jack Costello and Bobby Agnew have
advertising secured. The theatres did
been signed for parts in "The Prince
not lose because the company paid for
of Pines,"
by
Richard
L'Estrange,
casting director. This is the new Benton
the tickets, while the patrons were entertained with an industrial film that
George production. Agnew will have
was interesting and educational.
the role of Tommy and Costello the

This Is "Blind Youth"; So They Dolled Up a Christinas Tree for the Kiddies.
Clara Horton Is featured in this National Pictures production, relea.sed by Lewis .J. Selznitlt.
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ruary 3. The meeting of the officials
has been set for May 4, unless an emerforegency
that should
date. necessitate a meeting be-

to Fight for Repeal of Sunday Law
Mastbaum Circuit Books
EXHIBITORS of North Dakota are
Many Slides and Trailer*.
preparing for one of the bitterest
Hundreds of slides and trailers are
fights in the state, with the repeal
"Lone Wolf's Daughter"
to send
the exhibitof Sunday closing their goal at the refer- now orsbeing
over themade
state.
Theseto will
contain
endum election to be conducted throughout the state on March 16.
Louise
ion, JR.'S
the message, "Do as you please. Vote J PARKE
GlaumR Daughte
product
"The
Lonel
READ,
r,"
• Wolf's
the
powerfu
Representative exhibitors from all to make the state free."
on
W.
W.
Hodkins
release,
has
been
conFollowing the meeting, H. L. Mitchell,
over the state gathered at Fargo on
tracted for immediate presentation for
February 4 and 5 and completed an or- secretary of the Exhibitors' Protective the entire
Mastbaum and Nirdlinger
ganization known as the North Dakota
League,
who, league,
with several
of the atdirectors of the
was present
the chain ofs theatres in Philadelphia under
Exhibitors' Association, which has as its
contract
made
by the Stanley Booking
avowed object the repeal of the state organization of the association an- Company.
enactment against Sunday theatrical
nounced: "The North Dakota ExhibiThe productic'n will have a downtown
performances. Samuel P. Cornish, of
tors' Association has the backing of the
Fargo, was elected president. The other
Exhibitors' Protective League. We will first run in one of the organization's
officers are Gus Windgren, Philip W. give them our moral support in their big Market street theatres and full
fight against the injustices of Sunday weeks in its bii? regional first runs in the
Myers and Joseph Isaacs, vice-presi- closing
and we will help them in every West Philadelphia, Kensington and
dents; Floyd Junkin, Fargo, secretary,
and Amos Tweeden, treasurer.
way possible. The two organizations Germantown sections of Philadelphia.
are working in close harmony.
The Stanley organization and its several
Among the features of the campaign
chief executives have consistently apto be waged by the organization are:
Delete Advertising in Copy.
Showing special slides and trailers in
proved the big productions released
"The Independent Legion is com- through the W. W. Hodkinson organizaall theatres of the state advocating retion
and
have given the majority of the
posed of 30,000 lovers of personal libmoval of Sunday restrictions on theaerty.
They
are
among
the
most
substanHodkinson
releases widespread booktres ;printing of a magazine for widetial men of the state and are doing all
ings in their chain of theatres, beginning
spread dissemination of information on
Sunday closing laws, throughout the in their power to call a halt to intoler- with "Sahara," Louise Glaum's first big
ance. The legion is preparing thousands
state; distribution in all motion picture
Read. Jr.,
production
summer. "Sahara"
is said
to havelastplayed
houses of the state of thousands of cir- of circulars for general distribution J. Parker
throughout
the state. Many of these a larger number of days in Mastbaum
culars printed by the Independent Le- will be handed
out by the exhibitors at and Stanley-booked houses than any
gion explaining the injustices of Sunday
closing laws; raising of a substantial
contracted for by that organizatheir
theatres."
Several large pictures now being picture
tion in the past two years.
fund to conduct propaganda against the
marketed through the Northwest are
law.
Koplar** St. Louis Chain.
being considered by the league officials
In(lepen<lent Legion to Help.
from their advertising standpoints, Mr.
Another
big organization which conMitchell
said.
It
is
probable
that
in
some
At the meeting last week, the exhibtracted for the Louise Glaum producinstances the exhibitor members will be
itors made tentative plans for co-opertion is the Harry Koplar chain of
ating with the 30,000 members of the In- advised to eliminate part of the film and
St. Louis, "The Lone Wolf's
notify the advertisers that because the theatres in beirig
dependent Legion in the state to comcontracted
early
bat the North Dakota Ministerial Asso- producers did not share part of the pay Daughter"
presentation at eleven
Koplarforhouses,
ciation and the Nonpartisan League, they received for the advertisements all of which enjoyed profiable runs on
which are said to be allied in the fight.
in the early fall of 1919.
did henot declared.
appear onThis
the action
exhibitors'
The exhibitors will distribute at their they
screens,
was "Sahara"
Many other important first runs elsetheatres all pamphlets, circulars and considered at the last meeting of the
where closed contracts for "The Lone
handbills brought out by the legion.
league officials in Minneapolis on FebWolf's Daughter."

Into His Hand— He Gripped His Automatic
End of Chapter L— "She Slipped a Tiny White Package
of the flve-reel drama. Scenes from "The White Moll," her flr«t
In which Pearl White steps from serial ranks Into the realm
picture for Fox.
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Advertising
By Epes

for
Winthrop

Pretty Displays in Small Spaces
Mark Brooklyn Strand Publicity
has not much space at his command
HYMAN
EDWARD
in the Brooklyn newspapers, for even across the river
they charge a heavy line rate, but this two-column display, 35 lines deep, is a very good example of what can be
done with a little space and brain work. We would like

FULTDN ST. &. ROCKWELL PL.
A»ArioN>M.' iNSTrruTiON
\
THE SEA'SON'S SSNSAriON^
BACK

10 GODS
COUNTRT
Bf JAMES OUVER. CURWOOO

E* '
,n THE IGARAG
ARBUC—KLE
"^TTY
strand
I OVJKKTtIRE
Second Hungarian.
IVIarJoiie Piingle
ftcTlew 1
Rhapsody — lAstt. l Soprano
Beg. Sonday, Fab. 8, MART PICKFORD In "Pollyanna"
A Double Thirty-five Line Display from Edward Hyman,
Now in Brooklyn.

WORLD
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Exhibitors
Sargent

very well as it stands. The big lines are given the proper
emphasis both through placement and typography and we
agree with him that the panels "Daring in Intensity" and
"Boundles in Beauty" helped
sell.
—P. T.to A.—
Kansas Exhibitor Paints His Own
Scenery for Lobby and Features
Kansas,
Salina,managers
of theof Strand,
J. THATCHER,
HERBERT
is more fortunate
than most
his brother
in that he can paint his own scenery when he wants
a special lobby or production. His latest stunt was a pro"The Yellow
which logueanfor "Broken
Oriental Blossoms,"
delivered astyled
Confuscian
sermon Man"
from ina
pseudo-Chinese text. It was something different and put
the audience into an appreciative frame of mind since it was
calculated to throw interest to the Chinaman in the story.
If you have any skill at drawing, you will find painting
scenery much easier than —p.
it sounds.
T. A.— Look into it some time.
Benday and Line Effectively Used
in Combination Hippodrome Space
MDST
of the
Shea'sandHippodrome,
Buffalo,
are all
line space
work, from
but now
then Mr. Franklin
makes good use of benday for his backgrounds. He
does not employ enough to destroy the light effect, but it
works well, where not too much is done it makes the
space even more effective. We have shown innumerable

more type and less lettering, but in so small a space the hand
lettering does get the title over better than the average
n*hvspaper display face, as Nelson Bell, of Washington, has
pointed out. Note particularly the border frame. It works
unusually well.
—P. T. A.—
Here's One Man Who Never Curses
His Printer; Says It's Unnecessary
HE. BOATRIGHT, of the Tabor Theatre, Tabor, la.,
says he never cusses out his printer. He says he
•can get what he wants by asking for it, and they
usually
whatfor isa needed.
That mancandoesn't
know
how
fortunatehave
he is,
poor compositor
do a lot
to spoil
a good display. Mr. Boatright sends in an all-type cross
page fives. He had some mats ordered, but that is all the
good it did him, so he went ahead and did the best he
could with type.
The Great
EYE
for
EYE

N AZIMO
V A
Of All Actrewe* the Matt Wonderful in the Worid.
BoMteiD BesDlyj
Daniii 11 iDleosilT
Tabor Theatre

Weds., Feb. 4

A Cros* Page Five* in All Type That Get> the Message Over.
The layout is by no means bad, and about the only suggestion we can offer is that it might have paid to have
brought up the questions to arouse curiosity. The middle
bank
reads haters
"Are thethanOrientals
— more
vindicative
those ofmore
the passionate
Occident? lovers
See the
vast
difference
in
character
in
the
two
people
in
"Eye
for
Eve'."
Putting this in question form might have bought some selling
curiosity, and the space was sufficiently large to permit it to
be played up properly, but we think Mr. Boatright has done

A Four Threes Showinganda Benday.
Tasteful Combination of Line
examples of
Franklin's
but that
this we
fourgive
threes
for
Nazimova
is soMr.much
above thestyle,
average
it space
here. Mr. Franklin has learned that poster proportions give
the best layout as a rule and a four threes or a five fours
will be much more conspicuous than equivalent space in a
narrow measure. The cut above could never have looked so
well as a two sixes, for example.
—P. T. A.—
Sometimes Dignity Is Better Than
Jazz in Getting Over Big Features
SOMETIMES dignity works better than jazz in getting
over a subject. It does not always follow that the
noisiest display is going to make the most business.
C. E. Tipton, of the Orpheum, Huntington, W. Va., felt that
he could do more with "The Miracle Man" if he went at it
with a dignified approach and he made an appeal to Oscar
A. Doob, of the Cincinnati Paramount office. Mr. Doob
saw the point and he turned out a series of announcements
which are classics of their kin<f, simple, sincere glorifications
of the play which told what it was instead of how great it
was supposed to be.
"Great" was the strongest adjective he employed, yet you
felt, after reading, that here was a play in a million. People
crowded the house in spite of storms and they were there
in just the right frame of mind. They went prepared to
like it. All of the underworld cuts were thrown out. The
only pictorial matter used in the advertising was a set of
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cuts showing only the figure of the man himself and the
strong face and rugged poses harmonized well with the
subject matter of the spaces. That man Doob seems to be
able to make all the changes from a high hat to a fright
wig. He is there forty ways.
—p. T. A —
Try Your Advertising on Yourself
Some day when you can spare a few hours try your advertising out on yourself. Get a pile of your advertisements and look them over. Try to figure out if the stuff
could
money
if you ordidn't
happen
own the
house. getSeeyour
if you
are selling
merely
usingtonewspaper
space. See if you think you are selling up to the limit
or barely getting by. If you are honest with yourself you
will improve vour stuff and make more monev.
—P. T. A —
"Broken Blossoms" and Slapstick
Should Not Show on Same Programs
EVIDENTLY there are still some who consider that a
pre-determined number of reels constitute a program,
no matter what those reels may be. Here is a cross
page twelves from the Modern, Providence, which would be
better if less crowded. It offers "Broken Blossoms" and

WORLD
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sented and holds the undivided attention for the moment.
The same amount of argument in the shape of a large sheet
would not be read, or, if read, would not be as thoroughly
absorbed. It is just another variant of the series slide, invented years ago by Hay and Nicholas, but it gives a new
twist and offers a suggestion
—P. T. toA.—house advertisers.
Got Out a Special Throwaway Booming
First National Lehrman Comedy Film
JOHN L. JOHNSTON, of Milwaukee and St. Paul generally, got out a special throwaway for the first First National Lehrman comedy. It was an S'/i by 11 sheet,
printed on both sides, the reverse in a good open type display. The cut shows the pictorial side and the arrangement
of the lines. The bulk of the space is given the comedy on
The greatest cast you have ever been offered
in motion pictures —
Withend turd
Feathered and Powdered
wft boiled'
boiled e;ea
heir
CHICKENS —
With mootuluiw to »p«re
TK*t jive milk and ^
BABIES
•nd M>mc«nlKoutabit
ftome that don'l ^
COWS —

MEN

"^1^^"^
LEHRMAN'yIGHT
A HENRY
TWIL
ALSO
WWEm'-'NEWyORK.
WEEK5 .- miLflOf
■.- CHfOlCO
1010 WtSKS
[PHM ."J.SS!'"
,c . . i
5 WEEKS ? BOSTON- Z5< " *3??

,
mimimcnm
/<■ '"\ ■BROKEN
MOBEHN MPWLjan PRICES BLOSSOM
WILL PREVAIL HERE —
JVFTERNOONS |Q< U«
VENI N GS 15^ ^23^
TuEewa
„,
I^^W' PE/«a WHITE
secret:......-MflRY P1CUORD rPOLiV^NN>("
A Cross Page Twelves from Providence.

Fatty
.Arbuckle
in "The
Garage"
samethey
bill.willNaturally
they played
to big
business,
but onwe thethink
lose in
the long run, for the people who came to see the Griffith
play will resent the crude comedy and the comedy lovers
may not have appreciated the drama.
There are some few plays so well done, so gripping and
compelling that they should be regarded as in a class by
themselves,
"Broken
Blossoms"
is onea prologue,
of these.or Itit
should either and
be run
alone with
or without
should be preceded only by carefully chosen scenics. .A news
reel can be tolerated, though it is out of place, but a comedy
is a decidedly poor booking and the better the comedy the
greater the offense. When you get a really good play, send
your patrons out still thinking about that play and not about
the Ford car jokes of the comedy. .\nd from another angle
the .Arbuckle could have been used for a business getter another week, for it is one of the best advertised comedies
Arbuckle ever did.
~P. T. .t.—
Forty Reasons Boom Benny Leonard
in His Ascher Serial "The Evil Eye"
ASCHER'S
INC.,Leonard
is sendingin out
advertisingENTERPRISES,
stunt for Benny
Roya novel
MacCardell's serial, "The Evil Eye." It is a mailing package printed "A Pack of Why," and below "Forty Units of
Reason." Inside are forty-two slips of white paper, % by 4,
the forty reasons, a title and a mailing card asking for
further information. Curiosity will probably carry the
average recipient through the pack, and the value of the
stunt lies in the fact that each argument is separately pre-

MABEL

J^'.., <oHtov
f..--BABY

TALIAFERRO

& ROBERT EDESON
IN
RACHEL CROTHERS'
"A CD 1 Drlirblfdl,
MITE
A ikon R(*i Drwj
lalcrriliei Story u4OF
Bniiiei tkt LOVE
itfttt Sr.ft.l Stegr"Sun fer tW F«l Tmt
A Special Throwaway for a Comedy.
the proposition that if tTiat gets over the feature will also
appeal, and apart from the flambolant top line the copy is
e.xcellently written. This line is written to match the cows
and chickens, but it is a little too strong, and "most unique"
would have been better than "greatest." For another house
Mr. Johnson got out a fake
—P. T.extra
.!.— for "The Third Degree."
Another Idea in Cartoon Displays
Is Used to Work for Harold Lloyd
RECENTLY
we showed some cartoon advertisements
from S. Barret McCormick, and now comes another
angle of the same idea from the Clemmer Theatre,
Seattle. It is not a copy of the McCormick idea, for Dr.
Clemmer has been using cartoons off and on for a number
1 CURrtLNT TOPICS 1
COME AND SEE TT
1 *ND A WEEKLY 1
Ba«fTT
A>d C*,> AliaCm
H, H.trh^
Swipnl •R.rrWH.*l
Clu.j«
t'M
» W>..l ,
W.th MiMj
L«r«Ur<b* TMt
11

w
A Cartoon Strip from the Bottom
ment. of a Clemmer Advertiseof years, but this strip for a Harold Lloyd comedy shows
what can be done to make a real comedy. The space is a
five fifteens, with the cartoon taking three inches at the
bottom, with rhymed lines above. This works better than
a non-committal sketch and sold enough tickets to more
than pay for the fifteen inches of space talcen.
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Telling a Bookful in a
Single Column Short
CLIFF A. CARROLL makes one of
his infrequent appearances with a
batch of stuff from the New Orpheum, Utica, N. Y. The last time he
came in we suggested that he put his
displays together without a fixed plan,
and he wants to know if we think that
he has bettered this fault. He has to
some degree, but he still gives too even
a display for the best results, though
his work does show a decided improvement. His spaces are single sevens in
NEW ORPHEUM
NOW
'TIL 11 P. H. 1
TO-NIGHT
Harry
1 1 MR?! 1QrpheuM
CAREY 1
TO NIGHT ff*
Bessie 1 ^1 laslZTimes |
Olive
Thomas
Barriscale |
'Prudence
"MICKEY"
MABEL
on
EXTRA BIG
DOUBLE BILL
NORMAND
To-Morrow, 2 lo 1 1
Broadway'
Alice Joyce
U--ALSO-C
|ln-TlKS|>vk D;y,f.c "1
Mack Senoat Coineil)
Harold Uckwood
"BIDE AND SEEK" FATTY lU-ALSO-C
ARBUCKLE
ISbowYou
Should See "FATTY'S TIMID WIFE
COMING
SOON
The Lo*t Battalion
GEfWALSH
Three Single Sevens From Cliff Carroll.
one paper and a double three and a half
to five in another.
We take it that probably one paper
charges for breaking the column rule,
which explains the single column space,
which seldom, if ever, is as effective as
the double space. It is not easy to get
a long title well displayed in a single
NEW

ORPHEUM

MOVING

SOUTH AND
MILLER
STS.

T HARRY
CAREY
O
in "THE ACE OF THE SADDLE"
D BESSIE BARRISCALE
A
45 "The Woman Michael Married"
Y
Lioyd and Briggs Comedies
I GREAT DOUBLE BILLS 2
ijContinuoas Showa To-day and To-morrow — 2 to 11 P. M.|
SPECIAL SELECTED SUNDAY SHOW !
ALICE
JOYCE
in "THE SPARK DIVINE" (5 AcU)
HAROLD LOCKWOODi
and M*y Allison in "Shftdowt of Fear'' (6 AcU)
Big Array of Stars and Features Next Week.
A Double Five Advertising Two Shows.
column space whicii, at best, is little
more than two inches wide, and when
he tries to get distinction with twelve
point border, his type space is less than
the double inch. It cannot be worked
effectively.
If you will compare the double column space with the left hand display

is
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of the trio of singles, you will note that
the text is practically the same, but the
additional three inches and the shape
of the space makes a wonderful difference in the results, even when you remember that the double column advertisement isnot reduced as much as the
three ones. For example, the "Harry"
in "Harry Carey" is much smaller in
the single, while the "Carey" is the same
size inhave
both better
displays.
The "Harry"
could
displayed
in the
single had the cornpositor cut d,own
that "Now 'til 11 P~. M." to let it in.
But Miss
is given
much
betterBarriscale's
display and name
the lower
panela
is more than twice as conspicuous. The
results are so much better that we
think it would pay to break the rules
even if there is a charge for this. But
the great
with to Mr.
Carroll's
stuff
is that trouble
he is trying
do too
much
with the space at his command.
You cannot adequately advertise two
days in a seven inch space. This is
proven in the other single column displays where but a single day is handled.
And here by cutting down the display
for that "U-also-C" a greater space
could be given the titles. Mr. Carroll
is trying to make his space work far
too hard. That left hand single, for exemple, not only carries four main titles,
but it carries a six line underline for
the entire week to come. The job is
too big for the space. Wete we in Mr.
Carroll's place we would advertise but
one day at a time and make' that a
double column, getting a distinctive sigborder. nature to render unnecessary the heavy
—P. T. ,1.—
Used a Bird to Build
for a Run-Down House
has moved
NDFresno
H. WENDLA
HARRY
o to
from Sacrament
where
he has been building up the
Strand, lately taken over by J. Walter
Byrd. The Strand enjoyed a reputation
none too good, and it was not easy to
get the proper sort of crowd in, but
strong advertising did it, and a parrot
helped a lot. The parrot was not a steal
from Ruffner but was suggested by the
owner's surname.
For a time the Strand was closed for
repairs and disinfecting and before the
reopening the bird made his appearance with no supporting text. After
people began to wonder who was paying space rates for the picture the
teaser carried the addition of "If the
old birdoversaysintoit'sa sofour
— it'sfulls
so,"signed
and this
broke
by
Mr. Byrd followed by another signed
by Wendland. By this time the entire
town was interested and the citizens
were informed that other things than
murder were now barred at the house.
Now the
mark andparrot
mascot. is a combined tradeMr. Wendland pins his faith to the
framed display. For a time he did not
get very good results in the papers, but
he knew the way out. He found the
door to the composing room and was
nice to the men who actually set his displays as well as to the foreman and now
he can get about what he wants. His
spaces vary in size and in a threes or
twos we think he uses too heavy a

of Ad
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frame for the space, but in the larger
sizes he works to better advantage,
though he does not realize that his hand
lettering does not look as well as all
This seven elevens (it sounds like
type.
the
built upa from
a press
bookcraps
cut "gig,")
of Missis Brady,
skyline
picture from an old magazine, some stock

A Seven Elevens Built Up From a Pressbook Cut, a Magazine Picture and
Some Stock Border.
border and lettered by the house card
writer. Outside of the lettering it is
good, if rather too black, but Mr. Wendland should get hold of some Los Angeles Sunday papers and look at the
Grauman ads, which are about the last
—t'. picture
T. A.— combinations.
words in type and
Used All-Type Displays
and Put a Feature Over

ample tosupis an
there cut
be
material
ply of excellent
ALTHOUGH
had for "Blind Hnsbaijds," Frank
J. Shea, of the Palace, Little Rock, Ark.,
used all type and got his feature over.
In default of cut attractors he used the
situations from the play, and got inter-

MEN will admire him;
ape him; want to Itill
The Husband
03

Blind lusbsi
i» I nWnClm Played the Leading Role; and
CTRdUPIBI ''■ Directed It. and
Will AdmitandHe Know,
t.a
"HEAll VAMP"the Frailty of Women
The Neglect of Men!

SHE
HE
AND THEN-

A Three Nines in Which All Types Very
Successfully Replaces a Cut Attractor.
est through appeal to the intelligence
instead of through the pictorial side,
The
shown better
here. display is a three nines
The panel at the right gives the high
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points briefly and directly and should
get the interest. Set as some compositors might try it, with a mass of heavy
type capitals, the stuff would not get
over, but Mr. Shea uses rather light
faces, plenty of white space for spacing,
and gets a strong effect. Capitals are
very cesssparingly
used. Muchis ofduetheto sucof the advertisement
this
moderation. A five sixes is less successful. The shape does not give as good
opportunity for display. It gets a broad
line for the title, but the all capital bank
STROHEIM

1
Sh€:
"Cn Oicoy,
Ht: •■Bui
hr don I i»U

u
Blind
MONDAY Husbands**
AND ALL WEEK
A Fixe Sixes, Taking Three Inches More
Space Yet Not Suiting the Display
As Well.
in the upper left hand corner does not
work as well as the upper and lower in
the other display, and this spoils that
portion of the space. The two, taken
together, form an interesting study in
space proportioning.
And before you stop looking at them,
notice the rule work. This gives all
of the emphasis of a twelve point solid
border with a more graceful outline. In
this respect it works better than the
linear border most often used when
lightness is sought. He likes the six
line effect better than the four line, but
both are good.
—P. T. A.—
San Francisco Theatre
Plays to Titles Only
LIKE most of the western exhibitors,
C. M. Pincus, of the California
Theatre, San Francisco, trusts
largely to title to get his attractions
over. The pair of three nines shown are
Sunday spaces, and show up well, since
the title is all he seeks to tell. The
lightline paneling gives a good efifect

Califoriiial

MOVING

California

ENID BENNETT
JJLEWOMAK™SUITCASE
liiiiiVLiL..:t...-....u,MI
A Pair of Three Nines from San
Francisco.
without making the display too black
and helps the use of black mass, which
is better handled in the Bennett announcement than in the double title, and
for the Bennett story he has picked up
a strong selling situation play up. He
does not always use all line, for another

PICTURE
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display shows effective use of half tone
for "Behind the Door"; the still of the
fight scene being cut out and provided
with a top drawn to suggest the locale
of the story.
—p. T. A.^
Regular Arrangement Is
Against Strong Display
banks and
nt ofagainst
arrangeme
R almost
REGULA
cuts is
always
the
best display. Stanley Koch, manager of the Novelty, Anthony, Kansas,
sends in a couple of three sixteens which
would have been better with less cut
material. It is seldom that more than
a single cut is needed to get attention,
and sometimes more will kill a display.
Mr. Koch seems to use all he can get
from the exchange.
Take this display for Fairbanks, for
example. There are three cuts, each
one good for a single advertisement, but
not all are needed for a single space.

Your

Display

the dog sledge should have been omited
to gain white space and the suggestion
of open display. Both advertisements
are too crowded, largely because there
are too many cuts.
—p. T. A —
Riot of Hand Work for
"PoUyanna" at Clune's
NOTHING
handby work
seems
have beenbutused
Clune's
Audi-to
torium,
Los
Angeles,
for
"Pollyanna." Even the small spaces at the
end of the run were hand lettered where
type would have been more effective and
in the large displays shown a spidery
effect is distressing to the eye. The
fact that Miss Pickford is to be seen
in "Pollyanna" is apparent, but the mass
will be puzzled over by few. From the
fact that the four tens uses a press book
original design for a basis, we infer that
the original was double size, or larger.
In this proportion the lettering probably
showed up well, but when reduced the
letters grew attenuated.
A drawn design will coarsen or re-

SHOW!
I>uugla« Fairbank*
-Alien the Clinds fM Br"

v»«**»«*«»' .
"Back to God's Country"
-Ota t*^ •! na IM-

A Pair of Three Sixteens With Too
Many Cuts.
It resolves itself into a matter of getting
all of the material into the given space.
That black cat would have made an
excellent foundation for an advertisement all by itself if surrounded by some
of the talk from the press book on the
superstition angle. It would have made
a capital three six or sevens with the
Fairbanks name in a better type display
and without the portrait cut. Then
the portait could have been used for a
three twelves, or the ark could be made
the basis of another three sixes.
In a country town it might even be
better to split the space into two advertisements on different pages and get
a double effect. We certainly would
not use a cut which required the condensation of the name of so popular
a star, save in a district where a majority of the patrons could not read — and
then we would not use the papers at all.
Too much is as bad as too little or even
a bit worse than not enough. In the
other display the "Follow the tracks of
Wapi" should have run directly above
the pad tracks, and these pads should
have run down to a bank of copy with
the cut below. Then the smaller cut of

Two Poor Examples of Hitnd Lettertng.
duce in proportion and stand cither
change, but a letter which may look all
right in the original may reduce to too
thin a line in the cut. This is probably
the chief trouble with both of these
displays, though under no circumstances
is there good reason why type should
not have been used for the bulk of the
argument. Because the press book lettering was too small to work with the
reduced window design, the name was
specially drawn, though the artist might
with profit have followed the press book
suggestion in this instance. He would
happy. gained a more attractive letter.
have
The result obtained is by no means
Picture Theatre
Advertising
Will tell you more about
Profitable Advertising
Than you ever dreamed about
Send $2 Today for Your Copy
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 Fifth ATcnae. N*w York. N. Y.
Schlllgr Building, Chicago, III.
Wright *L Callnider Building, Lot AngHn. Cal.
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Who Need Assistance
And this brings us down to the very
By W. L. Parker
purpose for which the modern campaign
Editor of Selznick Campaign Books.
NOTE. — This is the first of a series of book, as viewed by most distributors, is
four articles by Mr. Parker on this in- prepared and circulated.
teresting angle. The second will appear
Book Real Help.
In an early issue.
These books — the better ones — we beaccesno other
s isindustr
THERE sory perhap
y which of
to the film
lieve are probably the most valuable
recent months has received more single accessories to the motion picture
frank and thorough discussion than the industry. Not that the press book lays
to any special greatness; not that
exhibitor's campaign book, more gener- itclaim
is the high and mighty work of genius;
known
ally
as
the
"press
book."
Fact
is,
there are certain members of the exhib- not that it is entirely indispensable to
itor field who have singled out this in- any particular individual, but the comstrument as an object for criticism, fair
plete, up-to-the-minute plan book of today is a might help to the vast majority
and otherwise, and in some instances the
arraignment has been so severe and of exhibitors whose showmanship activities are serious and progressive.
unjust as to make the attack ludicrous.
For instance: In a recent issue of a
There are plan books and plan books —
good and some bad. And there are
leading trade paper a prominent first- some
run exhibitor of the Middle West began exhibitors and exhibitors. Fourteen
a signed article with this statement: thousand, we believe, is the estimated
total, and of this number it is agreed
"I've yet to see the press book that was that
less than 10 per cent, of them are
of any use to me."
in the large, first-run class. Assuming
Not for Supermen.
that all those 10 per cent, are so reAll of which is very well, and probtheand self-reliant
press book that
that "they've
was of
ably true, for there doubtless are cer- yet to seesourceful
tain few exhibitors whose own creative any use to them," let us ask what is
genius is so great that they not only do to be done about the remaining 90 per
not require, but likewise do not desire, cent., or approximately 12,600 exhibitors
the assistance of any instrument or in- who are unable to maintain the necessary and desired thought to the exploitadividual in the presentation of his protion of a production? They are the
gram. But, admitting his superior capabilities in that direction, let us ask fellows who swear by the press book and
hovv it would be possible for him to in- they are the ones whom these books
telligently plan his campaign? In order benefit most. Also, because they operate
to properly present a photoplay the ex- in a relatively small way, without pubhibitor must at least have a working
licity men who may at times be "proknowledge of the production, and what
fessionally jealous" — they are the ones
other medium of communication, other from whom the least is heard.
than the plan book, exists between proBooks Represent Thoug-ht.
ducer and exhibitor? Without the plan
book he could not even publish in his
As
for
to a cerprogram the cast of characters and
tain few,the
thatplanis books'
of littlevalue
consequence.
synopsis of the story, to say nothing But as to their usefulness, there is no
of capitalizing all the selling angles con- doubt. Accepted and used for what
tained in every picture. We
all they are, the campaign books certainly
very well for him, but what repeat,
about the will aid any exhibitor in obtaining the
other fellow?
best of results with a production.

Red

Rye?

The Selznick book, we believe — and
we can speak for only the one — is as
complete as it is practical to make it.
This book does not contain the "exalted" thoughts of any one individual,
but represents the consolidated thoughts
of a corps of experienced and capable
publicity men scattered throughout every
section of this country. Not only that,
but this staff — and particularly the home
office members — are men not only familiar with photoplay construction, publicity and exploitation work, but also
with the exhibitorial end of motion pictures.
These men, whose sole business it is
to write publicity material of an acceptable nature, and devise exploitation
plans for the succeeding production, literally "live" with each production from
the day of its inception and are enabled
to give weeks and months of thought to
the picture where the average exhibitor
would at best be able to give it days or
minutes
of thought.
do not
fess to know
all thatWeis best
in prothis
work, but we do strive to incorporate
in our book enough good material to
aid the busy exhibitor, who is pressed
for time, in securing the maximum of
results with Selznick Pictures.
And this,
Busycent,
Exhibitor"
represents about"Mr.
90 per
of the total.
Quick Watson, the Water Jug!
Here's a new exploitation idea
for Bryant Washburn's Paramount
picture, "The Six Best Cellars !''
from Oscar exploitation
A. Doob, Paramount's
Cincinnati
man.
Get an old street sprinkling
wagon and banner it with :
"Climb aboard the water wagon.
Stick on till you see Bryant Washburn in 'The Six Best Cellars' at
the Family
Theatre."
loose
on the main
street. Turn it
To the exhibitor first using this
stunt Mr. Doob will award a quart
of 12-year-old stuff, to be delivered
when prohibition has been rescinded.
iiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiittiiiuiiiiiiiiiinil-

If It Pays to Advertise, Just Look This Over.
How the Hearst newspapers tnrougnoul
throughout me
the country are helping to put over "The Cinema Murder"
Murder"
critics. CosmoDolltan oroand other
ductlons with advertising displays and special writeups by the staff of sob sisters and
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Used Red Fire to Sell
It Isn V Your

Space,

Says

Stolte,

But What You Do with That Space
place in justified its publication. The comedy
HAS artistic sentiment aation?
Or, distinctive — nothing like it ever shown
motion picture exploit
is promotion merely a matter of before' was the way we handled this
bulk space, with class and attractiveness
forgotten in the rush to dominate the
How to Handle Comedy.
display advertising either on billboards comedy."
As an illustration of the high class
or in newspapers?
One answer comes from Arthur C. way in which a society drama may be
Stolte, manager of the Des Moines The- exploited artistically, Mr. Stolte pointed
atre, Des Moines, la., a tributary of the out "The Thunderbolt," starring KatherMacDonald and released by First
A. H. Blank chain of houses. If there ine
were an organization of exhibitors National Exhibitors' Circuit. Standing
of a black background was pertinent
pledged to elevate the standard of ex- out
word matter that excited curiosity and
and bring
motion picture
pro- aroused
interest. A flash of lighting ran
motionploitation
into the
classification
of works
of art, this body would certainly have through this ad which was only two
columns by nine inches and yet seemed
a hearty devotee in Mr. Stolte.
important because of its makeup.
And
it
is
Mr.
Stolte's
contention
that
the maximum efifort of exhibitors should
"I have taken especial care in the
be to reach the newspapers. In this preparation of ad copy for Norma and
contention, he is supported by A. H. Constance Talmadge in their latest First
Blank to such an extent that in Des National productions," said Mr. Stolte.
Moines, a town of 125,000 people, the "In my estimation, fey pictures have
total newspaper expense for the Des lent themselves to artistic promotion
Moines theatres will average between like 'The Daughter of Two Worlds,' the
Norma Talmadge feature. Naturally in
$4,000 and $5,000 per month.
exploiting this subject it was our effort
Not Space — But Idea.
to picture the girl in her two atmos"The amount of space you buy is not
pheres. We used no type matter whatever, instructing our artist to hand letthe big factor in advertising," says Mr.
Stolte. "It is the method by which you
ter all word matter."
use that space. The exhibitor who is
Splendid effect in ad copy was obunder the impression that by brute force
from ".\ Virtuous
starringtainedConstance
Talmadge.Vamp,"
The hand
and
the only
use ofputwhat
'flood' spaceis
he can
overI call
his attraction
lettered word matter was the quinteswasting
money."
of neatness and set within' a heart
Mr. Stolte
illustrated his theory ....
on ence
suggestion was the word matter: "She
the higher class ad work by specimens vamped
'em, yes — but she didn't wanta
of
his advertising on a number of attractions.
Small photographs of the ad copy are
of the size estimated. A proof of
"Take 'A Twilight Baby'," he sug- made
do it."
this
may in turn be retouched for highgested,
"Henry
Lehrman's
first
comedy
lights before engraving takes place. This
for First National — the easiest way
would have been to barn-storm the com- careful attention to detail distinguishes
munity with the circus come-one-come- the advertising matter of the Des Moines
all stuff. We didn't do it. We had a house and avoids the use of copy which
neat cartoon drawing made and used looks all right in the original but which
only such word matter the wit of which
reduces poorly."

Out "The World Aflame"
REDagentfirein v\as
chief promotion
the the
campaign
of Hippodrome, Portland, Oregon, to put
over "The World Aflame" and it worked
exceptionally. Manager Ely trusts
chiefly to his vaudeville bills to get his
show over. His film feature is usually
a poor second, but he saw the trade
showing of the Pathe-Keenan subject
and decided that it would pay to adverartists.tise this above the song and dance
He used his litho boards for paper for
the film and not only made cut-outs for
his entrance, but he also placed these
at half a dozen prominent street intersections.
But the red fire was the winning card.
He obtained from the authorities permission to burn red fire on his roof, and
the first night everyone who was out
rushed downtown looking for the conflagration. When they found that it was
the world and not the Hippodrome
which was not aflame, a large proportion of them went in to see about it.
.After that the value of the surprise was
gone, but the advertising was none the
less strong and it played to standing
room.
He made much use of the indorsement
of many leading citizens, playing up
most strongly the approval of the editor
of the Labor Press, the labor organ, but
the red fire really turned the trick and
did a good job, too.
Women Stars Make Appeal
This Manager Discovers
TH.'\T
women
moreof
strongly
than stars
men toappeal
the bulk
theatregoers is the discovery made
by Manager Hanson, of the .Adams
Theatre, Creston, la. Mr. Hanson, in
an effort to discover his audiences,
preferences, mr.de a test recently. He
displayed in the lobby eighty-eight portraits of players and offered a prize of
five dollars and a season pass to the
first person to name them correctly and
tell some of their productions.
He argued that the contestants would
recognize their favorites and from the
lists he would be able to judge who had
made the best impression. The first
complete list was turned in just one
week after the offer was made, but other
complete lists came in so slowly that
Mr. Hanson offered a free admission
for any list turned in. however incomplete. This brought out hundreds of
lists of varying amplitude.
Tabulating the returns Mr. Hanson
made this discovery that few of the men
were recognized. .Almost everyone
seemed able to identify Mary Pickford.
Marguerite
Katherine
MacDonald,
Norma Clark,
and Constance
Talrnadge
and a host of others, but a majority of
the lists seemed to stop with Charlie
Chaplin and Charles Ray in identifying
the other sex. TJiis is rather surprising,
as the bulk of the lists were turned in
by women to whom the good looking
heroes presumably make the stronger
appeal, but the lists tell their own story
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the street was an army of small boys.
The boys were yelling, the dogs were
Clever Idea which Went
snarling and Ben was saying a few
things about his bright idea. No one
Straight to the Dogs, But It Won
heard him, but he did not need an audience. He was talking for his own
the
house,
date
and
attracSOMETIMES an idea which goes letteredtion.with
All Ben wanted was to tie the amusement. Every now and then a pair
wrong works better than one which
of
scrappers
upset a lobby frame
goes through without a hitch. blankets on the dogs and turn them or take a bitewould
out of a hired three sheet
loose.
He
offered
a
dime
a
dog.
e.
There's Ben Pflaum, for instanc Had
instead of another dog, but the big idea
The Ice Is Broken.
seemed to be to bite the handiest dog.
he haddone
the it,slightes
he itwouldn't
have
but het idea,
did and
was a
Ten cents for the loan of a dog seemed
About the time Ben decided to rebuild
lot better than he thought it was, and to be too good to be true. The amthe
box office with a flat roof the
he started in by admitting that it was
bassador scooted around the corner and janitor appeared on the scene with a
a whale of an idea.
presently all of the dogs in town were hose and eventually he washed the
Pflaum
is the chauffeur
of the headed
toward the Majestic. Every dog
biting mass out of the lobby
Majestic, Johnson City, Tenn. Recently in town was on his way, but one was howling,
and down the street, not getting the
he booked in Charley Chaplin in "A later than the others. That's what made
boss
any
wetter than he could help.
the trouble.
Dog's
the Great
There was not a single blanket left
to him.Life."FirstThen
he smiled
and Idea
thencame
the
Pflaum was right on the job with a larger than a half dollar, and no one
smile broadened into a chuckle and so pocket full of dimes and in no time at but
Pflaum and the boys and the
to a big laugh. Johnson City may be all the dogs were blanketed and ready printer
ever saw them, but it was a
for
the
grand
lush,
for
it
was
explained
little
a
Life"of years
to "Abe Dog's
getting
advertisement for all of that and
late
and around
still iT7ay
a couple
that the dogs were all to be turned loose good
it got the whole town talking.
away
"Shoulder
Arms,"
but the
he at the same moment. They were all to
That part is all right, but they laughed
figured from
that he
was going
to show
be shooed out of the lobby in a pack so blamed hard that Pflaum has to look
big time fellows that even a small time to pick their several ways, and each boy at the box office report to keep smiling.
man could put over a big stunt. The was at liberty to chase after and reclaim
That does the trick, for it worked alonly trouble was that he did not realize his own property.
though not according to schedule.
at the time how big it was going to be.
Enter the Villain.
What He AdvertUed.
Then came the last dog. He was a Swain Doubled Up His
His first move was to hustle over to very
large dog and he was piloted by
the newspaper and put in a display a very small boy. He was about the size
Double Decker Pages
advertisement which read :
of a furniture van and he looked like a
OUBLE
tied-up pages are so
WANTED
cross between a mastiff and a polar D common Deck
as no longer to excite
SO to 100 Dogs
bear. And it was evident that his breakgreat
comment.
Now it is the ten
We will pay cash for every dog you
fast had not agreed with him — or per- page special supplement or nothing, but
bring to the
haps he had not breakfasted at all. In H. L. Swain, of the Saenger houses in
any event he fixed his somewhat bleary Shreeveport, La., has found a new idea
Majestic Theatre
eyes
upon a bulldog in the crowd and in doubling up his double deckers. He
Saturday Morning at 10:30 O'clock
spoke the unforgivable word in
Boys, bring your dogs, receive pay for he
used
the misspelled
word "Everywoman"
them and then see them turned loose. canine conversation.
hook-up,
recently described
as used in
That was all he said in two fours, but
The bulldog made the retort dis- .'\tlanta, but he gave it twice; once
and the big fellow waded in. when the contest was announced and
it was plenty to get the entire boy courteuos
population of Johnson City talking. His small master was not even ballast, again when the winners were given. Anlet alone anchor, and speedily let go of
other new angle. was the make-up. There
That
"see them of
turned
loose"
the possibility
selling
the suggested
dog and the
killed.leash, wailing that his pet would be were eight spaces and each pair of
then reclaiming him, a sort of eating
spaces had inset a stock title cut. formThe Man Behind the Ho*e.
your cake and having it, too, which
ing a strip of titles across the centre
It is probable that he would have of the pages. The double decker also
naturally appealed to boy nature. But
dark doubts aiose. What had gotten been, had Pflaum the slightest influence
served to get window displays for the
into Ben Pflaum that he would be will- in the matter, but just then Ben was prizes and other windows for the display
trying to jump on top of the box office, of cut-outs and one department store
ing to buy dogs and turn them loose?
Somehow that did not sound plausible. and he did. He does not know even yet went this last one better and faked a
how
he did it, but there was entirely too series of characters with flieir wax disDark Conjecture.
much dog in the lobby and the box office
This last stunt is worth
Then the infant mind began to look was the handiest place. He had no makingplayafigures.
special note of. Put it in your
for reasons as to why Pflam should be wings, but somehow he got up there and ideas book, if you have one. If you
willing to pay for a whole eight inches sat on top and helped the boys yell.
have no such volume, use this wrinkle
of space just to advertise his benevolent
Below him v as a see of dog. .'\cross as a starter,
intentions. Someone suggested that he
had been appointed dog-catcher and
sought to take a quick census of unregistered pups. No kid was willing to
risk his pet in the pound even if he
did get paid for it, and yet—.
Alongto gather
about attena safe
o'clock
the from
kids
began
distance
the theatre. Each boy chaperoned from
one to three dogs. Some of them were
plain dog and some of infinite variety:
a regular hash of pedigrees, but not a
dog but was the apple of his young
owner's
chances. eye, and they were taking no
A last a small boy turned his dog over
to a friend and approached the waiting
MarshWeiin
"The
River's End"
James Oliver
Curwood
Pflaum. Just what was the big idea?
Was it some sort of a skin or did the
kids really get the dogs back?
As the simplest answer Pflaum took
What's That Chinaman in For?
the lad into the theatre. There were a He's there because he belongs, but the queer company in which he finds him.solf will
make interest In the play.
couple of hundred dog blankets each
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Exhibitor's Model Kitchen
Caught Business of Women Fans
G to women with a dis- looking cookies must be a whopper of
APPEALIN
play dear to the heart of most a picture, so they were sold on the bywomen was the business-getting
product. Kitchen cabinets conveyed no
stunt Miss Oweka Woodruff used to get
to the matter.
child mind, but cookbusiness for the Southern Theatre, suggestion
ies were another
With the women and children sold.
Bucyrus, Ohio, during the run of MarDad did not so much matter. He had
guerite Clark in "Come Out of the to
come because the vote was against
Kitchen
Miss ."Woodruff knew that if she could him.
get the women in the men would have
And a Drug Store.
to come, and she knew that every norThere was a drug store window availmal woman has dreams of a model kitable, but Miss Woodruff did not fill
chen whether she employs a servant or the window
with dyspepsia remedies.
not. Model 1 itchen display were not She
built an enormous cook book, ilnew, but she knew the idea did not
lustrated with a 22 by 28 colored picture
have to be original to pull. She ar- of Miss Clark, and worked the display
ranged five window displays, but she
centered her energy upon a display in around that. A Paramount trademark
a hardware store in which an entire ran
where bethe looked
publisher's
naturally
for, imprint
and got would
over
window was given over to the house- that selling pomt without apparent emkeeping aids every woman longs for
phasis, though the trademark was not
whether or not she works in her own to be overlooked.
kitchen.
Three
other windows were borrowed
It was the sort of a kitchen no woman
not hopelessly blind could pass by. She for this engagement, but the hardware
store showing was the big clean-up,
simply had to stop, and whoever was and
the big point of this window was
with her had to stop too. Mrs. Wood- the feminine
of the arrangement.
ruff got it started early and the hard- It looked likeappeal
a kitchen and not like
ware man had no cause to complain of
man's assembling of cooklack of interest. He had put in every someing mere
materials.
housekeeping convenience he could
And
it
sold
tickets and it sold cabinets
think of. Many of the objects he had
a couple of gas stoves and the next
had in the window before, and they had and
Miss Woodruff wants to borrow
attracted some attention, but this time time
there was the picture of the star to the same windows, she will be welcomed. That's the big point. She can
serve as an attractor and the general play a repeat
because the first stunt
display was better aimed at the woman
worked.
by a woman. There was just that little touch of home which had been lackPostcards Permanent
ing in the man-built displays.
Repeated in the. Lobby.
House Advertisements
When showing time came a somewhat similar display was built on one
pubpostcard Philavalue oftheatre,
side of the lobby; merely a gas stove, TESTING licity,the
the Stanley
a kitchen cabinet and a few utensils,
delphia, recently distributed two
but it hooked the house up with the thousand postcard portraits of Katherine
hardware display in the minds of the MacDonald, whose "The Thunderbolt"
patrons and a basket of cookies — real was underlined. After each performance
cookies — on a table made a conquest of the house and the street to the intersectthe kiddies. They were not interested
ing thoroughfares were examined and of
in kitchen problems, but they were con- the 10,000 cards less than fifty had been
vinced that any play with such nice thrown away, from which it would appear
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that the postcard advertisement, if attractive, comes within one-half of the one
per cent, of the hundred per cent, efficiency
seldom see.we hear so much about and so
Special Pay Day Shows
Kill Prohibition Sting

tion
ed
e prohibi
predict
it was
into effect
went before
wartim
EVEN
that the picture theatres would
profit by the ary spell and the results
have more than justified this belief, but
it has remained for Michigan to directly
capitalize prohibition for the theatre.
C. C. Turning, of the Pastime, Walkersville, Mich., began it during the peach
picking
season last
year. Walkersville's
350
population
is increased
many times
during the brief fruit season and Mr.
Turning made a special drive for business on pay days with a banner reading
"An evening of more fun that you ever
had on pay day. No headache and a
fullTheenvelope
the these
day after."
first of
specials offered
Chaplin in "A Dog's Life," and he
played to 938 people in a town of 350.
He followed this with other comedy
offerings, varied with the Talmadge
sisters, some of the Anita Stewart productions and more recently Katherine
MacDonald. "Shoulder Arms" played to
1,023 admissions.
The success of the scheme has led to
its adoption in the vicinity of the lumber
camps and wherever labor is employed
in numbers, and the idea is slowly
spreading to other States. It is only a
question of time when the pay-night
shows will be regular features everywhere. In most instances the employers
of labor offer every facility to the
theatres to advertise these shows, for
they realize that it brings the men in
with clear heads and full strength. If
you have any large labor undertakings
in your town, try a pay night drive and
see what you can do. Much advertising and a comedy bill are the only requirements.
SEND US YOUR IDEAS
One good exploitation idea deserves another.
Send us your's and
we'll pass
it along.

Come Into the Kitchen Then "Come Out of the Kitchen."
Model kitchens in hardware stores and the lobby helped to boom the Marguerite Clark play In Bucyrus. That on the left is the
lobby display, while on the right Is the window of the chief hardware store In town.
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Attractions
G the morning matinees
EMPL
to OYIN
sell his attractions to parents
through the children is a new idea
used by Jack Myers, of the Grand,
Williamsport, Pa. He argues that while
the morning performances may give a
little extra work, they bring in a large
return.
The first experiment was tried lately
for "A Day's Pleasure," the latest
Chaplin comed}'. Mr. Myers had this
for Thursday to Saturday, and he took
plenty of space to tell about the
matinees when the kiddies could come
in for five cents, the performance consisting of the Chaplin farce and four
reels of comedy in addition.
Two performances were given, starting at 9:15 and 10:45 Saturday morning.
This was the last day of the run, but
Mr. Myers figured that the matinees
would commence to work for him from
the start. They did. The idea of a six
reel comedy show for only five cents
hit every kiddie in town. It hit not only
the kiddies, but by Thursday night there
was not a parent or a close relative or
friend who did not also know that
Chaplin in a funny new story was to be
seen. At the regular performances the
comedy was to be shown in connection
with a five reel feature, but it was
figured that an all comedy bill would
appeal more strongly to the children.
Hbv. It Worked.
There were not lacking those who
predicted
thatNo Mr.
Myers'they
experiment
would
fail.
mother,
argued,
was going to be pleased with a management which required her to get the
youngsters
a nine
show. They ready
even for
declared
that o'clock
there
would not be enough children in to pay
the light bills. They lost. By nine
o'clock the street in front of the theatre
was packed with kiddies and after they
filled the house there were enough left
outside to sturt a collection for the
second show, which was a life saver,
for there was another huge house for
the second, showing and a juvenile riot
would probably have followed an announcement that all of the children
could not be cared for.
From a purely financial angle the
shows were highly successful. In addition Mr. Myers had them talking for
three days about the attraction. No
parent could escape. Instead of one paid
press agent he had hundreds of paying
publicity promoters and the afternoon
and night houses were all he could
desire. It worked so well that he is
going to use the idea whenever he has
an attraction which will appeal to the
youngsters.
The Campai^.
Mr. Myers believes that his space
should be gauged by the -value of the
attraction. Instead of trusting to a feature to get itself over and using his
advertising appropriation to get over
the doubtful films, Mr. Myers takes the
largest spaces for his biggest attractions. He argues that this pays in the
confidence such a system creates. He

of

WORLD
Same

Through the Children
does not believe that it pays to take
large spaces in order to sting a patron.
He feels that it pays better to devote
himself to getting them in for the big
shows. Then if they come to see the
sick sisters they do not blame the house.
His opening gun for Chaplin was a
five twelves. One good feature was the
cast, which is reproduced for the benefit
of those who have yet to play the production :
Chauffeur De Flukes of his own family
flivver
Charles Chaplin
A Father
Happy Wife Despite Her KidsEdna
and Purviance
Their
(1) Fat Woman witha Gang-Plank Back,
By Herself
(1) Flivver with a Shimmy Motor
by
Pleasure Bent
By Itself
(1) Barrel of Tar That Sticks Around. By Itself
(2) Traffic Cops Who Ran Down Clues and
Heels
By Themselves
(1) Tender Young Couple of Forty Who
Get Tough
By Themselves
(1) Negro Slide Trombone Player with No
Sense of Humor
By Himself
(1) Boat that Puts the Curse in Excursion,
By Itself
The second day a three tens
was
sufficient and a still smaller space
sufficed for Saturday. Saturday afternoon there was no need for an advertisement at all, for by then the children
were all over town singing the praises
of the story.
any butformif you
of children's
matinee
is Almost
beneficial,
work it right
you
can make it bring you more than a full
page of display.
Just to Make Excitement
RECENTLY
an amateur
writing contest
cleaned advertising
up strong
for Mr. Addison. Here's another
idea along the same lines. Cover your
spare boards with white paper and offer
a prize to the girl who does the neatest

Old
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job on a three sheet, copy and execution to have equal weight. Have plenty
of colored inks on hand, put a floor
cloth down in the lobby and let the girls
go to work some morning. Post the
winning sheets in some store window.
Give notice a week in advance and supply the girls with the facts from which
to write their copy in advance. If your
local newspaper uses a web press you
can get your paper cheap by using the
ends of rolls, and a single easel can be
used for all the sheets. Keep the entrants in the theatre so that they may
not see each other's copy, whoop it up
in the papers to get a crowd on Saturday morning.
Changes Setting Each Week
CHANGING
picture busieach
week as a the
meansstage
of making
ness is an exploitation stunt not
possible to the average manager, but it
works powerfully for the Madison and
Adams theatres, Detroit, two of the
Kunsky string. John H. Kunsky operates eleven theatres in Detroit, with
more under consideration, and is enabled to maintain a construction staflF
with a paint bridge, a carpenter shop,
sign letterer and all of the other requirements. He even maintains his own
trucking department. Each week the
Adams and Madison display a new stage
setting, and these are then sent to the
less important houses, for while the setting is not long visible, Mr. Kunsky
knows what B. F. Keith discovered years
ago, that a regular patron gets to loathe
the sight of the same old scenes week
after week. New settings are possible
only to chain managers and dollar
houses, but something can be done to
give a new aspect to your old set. Try
and jazz it up a little, even if all you
can do is to move it around a little or
add a couple of potted plants.
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Masked Man Failed, But
Stunt Went Over Strong
masked mystery man
UGHted,a Horwitz
ALTHO
Brothers got
disappoin
over the same idea with a slide tor
r\s
of the Yellow
Mystery
"The
have been
was to Room."
the picture
planned
stopped at the end of the next to the
last reel, the screen flied and a purple
floor light used while a man wearing ?
yellow mask was to have come forward
to say:
"The action
of the
has beenof
stopped
purposely.
Thepicture
management
this theatre, knowing that each of you
is endeavoring to pick the guilty one,
wishes to give you a minute or two ni
which to concentrate on this problem.
"Decide definitely on the criminal and
then we will continue the picture— and
show you that you guessed wrong. It
is a hard proposition to baffle an entire
audience, and to do it logically, but wc
think this photoplay does that.
"Thebefore
audience
shallthebefinal
the reel
judges.
Now.
running
that
reveals the mystery of the Yellow Room,
we request that the people witnessing it
do not speak about it after they leave
the theatre.
"This for the reason that we wnit
their friends to enjoy the same puzzliu.c;
doubt, the same suspense you are jiow
experiencing. If you talk of this last
reel you will spoil this enjoyment for
your friends. We, therefore, earnestly
request that you DO NOT TALK
ABOUT THIS PICTURE AFT1:K
LEAVING THIS THE.4TRE."
Through an error in booking, the
masked man did not appear, but the
"Pollyanna" Posters Can
Supply Good Cut-Outs
BOTH the three and 24-sheets for
make excellent cut"Pollyanna"
outs as these displays from the
Schade Theatre. Sandusky, prove. The
24-sheet, in particular, to exceptional
advantage and can be planted in vacant
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text was put upon slides and it worked
about as well, though it lacked the spectacular efTect of the human speaker. .\nd
having been told not to, it was only
human nature for everyone to go out
and talkciselyabout
play, 'which
was were
prewhat the theHorwitz
brothers
counting upon.
Mi'liiiimiiiilKiiiiiiiiiitilliiiiimiiilliiitiiiiimlilliiiiiliiiiiiilHiiHiliiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiiitiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii^
Here's the Answer
In a recent issue of this maga- |
i zine w^s described the extensive |
; exploitation campaign put behi.id |
1I cinnati
"Huckleberry
Finn" by
Cin- ||
exchange
of theFamous
I Players-Lasky Corporation for the 1
premiere showing at the Sherman 1
I Theatre, Chillicothe, Ohio. Some I
exhibitors, scoffing at this new- i
fangled exploitation, have asked: I
I "Well, what's the result at the |
\ box-ofTice
Manager C. A. Smith |
\ of the -Sherman Theatre reports |
that he played
to 4,000
paid .-'.d- |
!j missions
in 3 days,
or one-fourth
i of his 16,000 population. One out I
I of four men, women and children |
I in the town isn't bad!
|
'"• '" "" ' '
^
Old Fashioned Readers
Suit Colorado Patrons
Lydia
days of
to the Oats
Gm back
e,
Pinkha
and Scotch
Essenc
GETTIN
the Liberty theatre, Colorado
Springs, is using readers with the inconspicuous "Advt." tagged on, arguing
that if they take a three tens for the
sake of a two inch reader, it will be
lots along the traveled thoroughfares
to better efifect than usual. Mr. SchaJe
makes free use of this idea for all pictures which offer the proper material
and he does not confine their use to
his lobby. He takes them up and down
the street. For "Pollyanna" it would
seem possible to reproduce this cart in
actuality and use it as a perambulator
with a led or driven dog.
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cheaper to pay for tlic two inch reader
direct. Medicme advertisers long ago
found out that a lot of people would shy
away from the display advertisement
who would read avidly every line of close
print. The Liberty merely goes back to
the old style reader advertisement, takes
less space and believes that it get greater
good. It does not start ofif in the good
old style with a headline "Almost Killed
Her Grandmother" and winding up with
the statement
old lady's
life
was
saved with that
JonestheJinger
Injection,
but it makes the headline work too, a
recent headline starting off "Mabel
Normand stampedes the 400 with a .45,"
and
on to play
tell allit about
"Pinto"before
and
whatgoing
a lively
is. Long
peoplearegetsolddown
to the
betraying
"Advt."
they
on the
story,
believing
it to
be the newspaper recommendation, and
they sometimes do not even notice the
tag. Try it sometime even if reading
notices do cost more by the line than
inch space.
Permanent Advertising
Novelties Boom Semon

campaignby
ing started
APH has
for populariz
Larry aSemon
VITAGR
aiding the managers to play him up
locally. Perhaps the most useful of a
trio of novelties is a cut-out nearly ten
inches high, printed in three colors and
sold so cheaply that the town can be
flooded with them. They show the comedian in his first release, but are not
lettered with any particular title and
can be used repeatedly. An easel back
with a locking devise make them handy
for window work and they are cheap
enough to be used for souvenirs. Lapel
buttons and a surprise lapel novelty
complete the series. The press sheet
also illustrates 24 cuts or varying sizes
up to a one column and in a diversity
of costuming. There are also offered a
number of coarse screen and line cuts
in larger than single column sizes. It
is
helpful co"llection
material.
Thea very
use thereof
should be ofbeneficial.
To Dodge Overlong Titles
SOMETIMES
that thea
exigencies ofit ahappens
story require
lengthy leader, perhaps filling several frames. These are tiresome and
often prove a distinct detriment to a
story.a leader
In "Theoccurs
Vengance
Durand"
such
and N.of W.
Redmond, of the Lynch theatres. Atlanta,
overcame the handicap by having a person costumed as the devil speak the
leader while the film was broken. The
costume was the same as that worn by
"Durand" in the play, and Mr. Redmond
made advertising capital of the fact that
"The Devil Himself Speaks." In "Everywoman" the
the jump
character
of the
"Nobody"
ing.
covered
in much
same
fashion. The idea is worth remember-

All Aboard for the Schade!
••Pollyanna" posters make capital
made express wagon will draw
business cutouts,
right upandto that
the home
box office.

your f>ay
shozvto -i'ith
advertising.
It Match
does not
ivasteyour
money
getting
extra crowds for a poor attraction.' They
Zi'ill
aivayhave
sorea and
coaxedyourin
xvhengo you
goodwon't
one.he Save
splashes for your smashes.
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Projection
Department
By F. H. RICHARDSON
DC
^=■^^111111117111111111111111 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTmr
Clears Up a Knotty Point
N AUERBACH in the following
JDH
letter clears up a point which has
puzzled many, the editor included.
We have understood and have for
years said that the further the light
from the center of the shutbeamter was
shaft the less time it would take
the blade edge to cut through it, but
the degree end of things was not so
clear.
Frankly, we got a bit balled up when
we tackled that part of it.
Makes It Very Clear.
Mr. Auerbach's letter makes it very
clear when he says that if we decrease
width in inches we must decrease width
in degrees.
Beyond this his letter requires no
comment from us. He says :
Jarden*.H TheorieM Sounil.
Thank
tor .sending
me Mr. Jarden's
interestingyouletter
dated January
3, with
diagrams enclosed. Mr. Jarden seems to be
pos.sessed of sound theories, with a faculty of expressing them clearly and logically. You must pardon me for agreeing
with him. for in doing that I must diswith you
say increasing
that "an
error isagreemade
if wewhen
assumeyou that
the distance from shutter shaft to lens
will allow us to decrease the number of
degrees which must be added to a basic
60 degrees, if the beam is more than a
pinpoint.
The theory of the relation of the circle
to its diameter is a somewhat complicated
one to grasp at first, but after a little
study, the thing is really quite simple.
It is this relation which is at the bottom
of all shutter blade problems of this
nature.
Putting It in a DllTerent Light.
Jjet me see if I cannot put the thing
before you in a little different light.
Take a long shaft and mount on it a
number of shutters of different circumference (or diameter).
Revolve the shaft. For every revolution
of the shaft each shutter revolves once.
They are traveling at the same speed, in
that 360 degrees on each shutter, passes
a given point for each revolution, but in
order to do this, the rate of speed in inches
at the periphery of each shutter, is different. The larger the shutter, the higher
the periphery speed. But tlie numlier »f
deffreeH of circumference* pUMHing: a i^ven
points per Heconfl, Ih the; name for eacli
stintter.. This is the thing, I think, that
confuses so many.
Retumlngr to Old Prol>lem.
Now
to
return to the' ofold5 problem.
have an intermittent
to 1, andWea
light beam of 1% inches in diameter.
How many degrees in width must the
main shutter blade be to exactly cover
the beam completely during movement
of intermittent?
We must have a blade of 60 degrees to
start with in order to cover a pinpoint
during movement of intermittent.
The larger the shutter, the greater will
be the width of this 60 degrees blade in
inches at the periphery .although the
number of degrees remains the same, for
at this point the shutter is traveling
faster than a shutter of less size, and the

ing a certain point covered for a certain
length of time, while in the second part
of the problem, we have to find out the
length of time it takes for a point of the
shutter circumference to get from one
I
Notice to All
| place to another.
IS jy RESSURE
our columns
is gg
Agrees witli Jarden.
such that onpublished
replies to
I further agree with Mr. Jarden when
1
questions cannot be guaranteed g
g under two to three weeks.
If g he says "in the issue of December 13, 1919,
Griffith says, if we are to cut the ray
1 quick action is desired, remit four m Mr.
entirely before the film starts, and leave
11 cents,
stamps,
and
we
will
send
carg
it
entirely
until the film stops, the
bon copy of department reply as 1 width of thecutshutter
blade must be the
1 soon as written.
g
1 For special replies, by mail, on g intermittent angle, plus the diameter of
g matters which, for any reason, can- g
I cannot
agree with this, etc., etc. I
light beams."
g not be replied to through the de- g two
have been intending to write you about
g partment, remit one dollar. M this,
but felt sure Mr. Griffith made a
rect. which he himself would want to corI
QUESTION BOOKLETS. | slip,
M We have two paper covered book- g
What he evidently meant to say was
de- 1g "the
gg lets
signedcontaining
as a guide150 to questions
study. They
Intermittent angle plus the diameter
1 indicate what
the projectionist B of one light beam, or two halves of a
g should know.
m
1 Either booklet, postpaid, twenty- S light beam."
1 five cents; both, forty cents. United g
Suggests Heating Discussion
1 States stamps accepted; cannot use g
g Canadian stamps.
g
An
Eastern
projectionist,
who prefers
to remain
incog,
says :
I
THE LENS CHARTS. |
I am a constant reader of our departg Are You Worlcing by "Guess," or Do g
ment and fully realize how much you have
g
You Employ Up-to-Date g done to improve projection in general and
g
Metliods?
g the health of all the men engaged in prog You demand that your employer S
jection by insisting on better projection
g keep his equipment in good order g room conditions, including ventilation.
I would nice to suggest the possible
g1 and
up
to
date.
He
owes
it
both
to
=
himself and to you to do so, but you g value of a discussion .of practical heating
g owe it to him to keep abreast with g of the projection room. It surely would
1 the times in knowledge aiid in your g be beneficial, from the educational viewg methods.
g
point, to the exhibiting end of the indusg The lens charts (two in one, 11x17 g try.
g inches, on heavy paper for framing) g
It is a subject of no seeming importance
g are in successful use by hundreds g to the average exhibitor.
g of progressive projectionists. g
Seems Ridiculous.
g Don't "guess." Do your work g
It certainly does seem ridiculous to see
g RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps, g
= Address Moving Picture World, g dressing rooms amply supplied with hot
= either 516 Fifth avenue. New York g and cold water, convenient toilet facilities
g City; Schiller Building, Chicago, III., g and steam heat for those who have only
g or Wright & Callender Building, Los g to remain perhaps an hour, and at most
g Angeles, Cal.
§ not to exceed three, and then to find most
or all these things conspicuous l)y their
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
absence in the projection room where men
must remain constantly for six. seven or
problem now is to cover a pinpoint for eight hours.
Name fessionforor even
me that
the other
proa certain length of time, that is, a certrade skilled
which must
tain number of degrees out of every 360. labor under
such conditions.
That, I think, is clear.
And the exhibitor is filled with amazeWhen, however, we come to the second
part of the problem, we have an entirely hours ! ment at the continual howl for shorter
different proposition. We now have a cerNew theatres should be compelled to
tain distance in inches (light beam 1%
inches in diameter) to cover over with an mal<e conditions healthy, and at the same
additional width of blade.
time decently comfortable for i)rojectionists.
It Is Evident.
Wants Kastman to Donate Liliraries.
It is evident then that the faster the
When I read of Mr. Eastman, of Eastperiphery of the shutter is traveling in
man Kodak Company, donating large sums
inches, the more rapidly will this distance
be covered, for we are now considering for educational purposes the thought ocspeed in inches, not speed in degrees.
curred: Why might not we get him to
Now we have already proved that the donate a library of works relative to
same number of degrees In each shutter photography and projection to all propasses a given point in the same time.
organizations in the United
Consequently, if we are able to cut down States and jectionist
Canada.
time, we cut down degrees, hence the
That is a matter which would have to
larger the shutter, or, in other words, the
greater the distance from shutter shaft be taken up with Mr. Eastman nerto lens, the less number of degrees re- sonally. The principle objection might
quired to cover over the light beam.
be that such organizations have no facilI repeat, for the sake of emphasis, that
ities for the care of such a library.
in the first part of the problem, we are
In most instances I am afraid the
confronted with the necessity of keep- books would be permanently scattered

1466
among members who forgot they had
them within, say, three weeks.
As to the other matter, why while
your remarks as concerns the relative
care for the actor and the projectionist
is very well put indeed, and timely as
well, I am afraid the great problem as
applies to heating the projection room
is really how NOT to heat it.
There may be projection rooms which
are uncomfortably cold, but frankly I
have never yet had one complained of
in that respect. How about it, gentlemen of the light rays?
Foolish Lighting
It is remarkable how much damage is
done through stupidity in motion picture
theatre lighting. Not a miHion miles
from New York is a new and really
theatre.
splendid motion picture
When the theatre opened its lighting
was little less than a crime against
room
common sense. In the projection white,
the walls and ceilings were dead
and the projectionists had to plead to
get them painted dark.
"It will look like a vault,' said the
management, which seemed unable ngto
grasp the idea that it was contendi
room at the
for a "pretty" projection
expense of the projectionists eyes and
the picture on the screen. They finally
did consent to black on the walls, but
did it under protest.
Observation Port* Too Small.
When the house opened the ofobserva
idiotic
tion ports were nothing short
d,
remedie
been
has
That
n.
as to locatio
but they are, under the circumstances,
still too small. They should be made
twice as wide as they are, and covered
plate glass set at an angle. Twentywith
four inches square would be none too
much.
The Crowning Iniult.
crowning insult to ordinary
the
But
intelligence is found by examination of
the proattached diagram, in which A Cis the
near
jection port, B the light ray,
gallery ceiling, D a curve connecting the
upper with the lower, main auditorium
ceiling, E the lower or main auditorium
the lightingC fixF one of the
and Strung
ceiling tures.
are
ceiling
along
several (four, I think it is) indirect
lighting fixtures which, at the time of
my last visit (January 14), gave off so
much light that I could sit under them
and read ordinary newspaper print — in
fact, I did so in the presence of the
house electrician. These fixtures plaster
curve D with light and that curve is
painted a light color. Not only is it
very difficult for the projectionist to
look past that blare of light at a screen
nearly a hundred feet beyond, but the
light on D makes it hard on the eyes
e
of
lery.those who patroniz the upper galGallery Lighting Necessary.
The lighting of this gallery is necessary, but there certainly is no valid
reason for so much light that a newspaper can be read with comparative ease
by a man wearing spectacles, and certainly common sense wowld demand
that the curve D be painted a dark color
at once. That such a color would interfere with the color scheme of the
auditorium is of absolutely no importance, because it can only be seen by
those few who sit at the very top of
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"step on 'er," but I, in company with the
rest ot the box office pasteboard buyers
do NOT want the programs we pay to see
turned into a ridiculous cross between a
shimmy dance and a foot race!
Here is one of the slides I saw: Coming
next week — "Ten reels! Clara K. Young
In Eyes oif Youth and two-reel Harold
Lloyd comedy. Two shows each evening,

the gallery, and they will bless the act
which relieved their eye,s from the
strain of looking past the blare of light
on curve D at the picture beyond.
But even if the interference with the
color scheme were really an important
item it would still be well worth while
because it would make the rear seats
much more satisfactory. As it is, the
"color scheme" of curve D is doing its
best to take a club to the picture on the
screen, and no amount of lowering of
the illumination in fixtures F, except by
extinguishing them entirely, will remove
the objection. A very dark color,
dark chocolate brown, on curve D issaythea
answer. There is no other.
Mister Shoot-'Em-Through
From a man in Iowa comes the following interesting letter:
I am one ot the millions who watch
what the projectionist puts on the screen.
In the majority of cases what we see
locally is fine, except that an old Edison
projector in one of our theatres tries to
drown
out the musician's efforts with its
rattle and
bang. I suppose its poor old
joints ache with age.
threeup "movies"
each week, and
amI average
pretty well
on the lingo.
Have been a subscriber to the "World"
for three years and read your department
regularly and with much interest. Also
I have the Handbook (Bible of Projection)
and some actual projection experience.
What I viewed tonight led to my present
agitation of the typewriter. Noticed
George
Walshto advertised
in "Theto Beast"
and decided
go. Am unable
determine exactly what It was I saw.
Might have been what was claimed, or
It may have been a race. When I entered
Walsh was dashing — no, tearing through
the scene. His actions were beastly. They
were inhuman. The Slmplexes were
surely hitting the high spots.
Not Projectionist'* Fanlt.
It was no fault of the projectionist, as
I took the trouble to learn.
He had a program to run and a certain
set number of minutes in which to run it.
He gave the best results he could In light
and change-over and — let It go at that.
There really was nothing else to do. (I
do not agree. Personally I would have
told the manager (?????) to go plumb to
the devil. I would NOT outrage the producer and the exchange, prostitute my
own professional pride and the art of the
artists, whose shadow forms were at my
mercy, to say nothing of aiding In perpetrating a swindle on the audience. I
would have quit right then and there before I would have done any of these
things. — Ed.)
The Modest Progrram.
The man was required to run the following three times each evening (Run Is
good. — Ed.): Walsh feature, Ford weekly,
one-reel comedy, Mutt and Jeff cartoon,
Pathe
and twenty
slld'is.
ActualNewsrunning
time foradvertising
film, 75 minutes.
Les than nine minutes to the reel!
I have seen what I called some considerable speed in the Chicago loop district, but this got my goat. If 1 want
speed I get out my own Nancy Hanks and

Quite evidently another "treat" (?) for
our
7 andeyes!
9."
A Crime.
If there is a ten minute intermission
poor Clara K. will certainly move some.
Allowing five minutes for the slides and
ten for intermission it would be twelve
reels in 105 minutes, or just a fraction
under nine minutes to the reel, which,
if the reels all be 1,000 feet will be 111
feet to the minute.
Such speed is nothing short of an outrage! It is a crime against the motion
picture industry and all connected therewith;also it is a downright swindle on
the audience.
Mismanagers who perpetrate .-iuch
outrages should be denied film service,
Has Had No Help at All.
For years this department and its
editor have waged unrelenting WAR on
the speed demon. IN ALL THAT TIME
HE HAS NOT HAD ONE PARTICLE
OF ENCOURAGEMENT OR AID
FROM ANY ONE EXCEPT PROJECnamethisis
this? Why TIONISTS.
are Whywein Heaven's
left to fight
battle alone? A bit of active help and
encouragement from exchanges and producers would have worked and still
will work wonders. We look for assistance in the checking of so obvious a
wrong from producers. Why is it not
forthcoming?
Grerson Reaches Home
Mr. R. Grerson, Engineering Department,'Limited,
ProvincialLondoin,
Cinematograph
Theatres,
who recently
visited America (both the United States
and Canada) in search of ideas which
might be adapted to British practice,
writes that he has arrived in England
safely, full of new ideas.
He also is kind enough to express
friendship for the editor of this department and approval of his work. While
here he ordered twelve copies of the
handbook, with intent to place one in
each company.
of the larger theatres owned by
his
It is our hope to return friend Grerson's call in the not distant future.
Compliments Projectionist Bllvens
saysD. : J. Brown, Putnam, Connecticut,
I have the question booklets and the
lens charts and have sent for the handbook, which has not yet arrived. By the
way, what do you think of brother Joe
Blivens' (New London. Conn.) work? ITl
say he is a PROJECTIONIST and that hia
mind is on his work and not on the dally
paper. My best wishes for a big futur*
for both yourself and the department.
I am a bit hazy on names, but if Blivens is the man I have in mind (Majestic, Ithink the theatre is) he is all yon
say and then some. Wish we had more
men like him. He is, or was in the
last theatre out on Bank street.
He Shoots a Few
J. R. Thompson, Sharline, Ohio, relieves his mind of the following:
I will shoot a few at the department aa
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Equity

Policy

EQUITY'S
Policy
of BIG
PICTURES
has earned
the magnificent
support
of theWINNING
largest and finest
theatres throughout
the
entire country as well as the smaller houses. Exhibitor? evervwhere are
today seeking that type of BIG WIINNER that pla\s for one, two or three weeks
in larger theatres and from two days to a week in the smaller houses. "EYES
OF YOUTH" is that type of BIG PICTURE. It s amazinjj record of profits
earned for exhibitors has made it one of the "most sought for" pictures among
the big three acknowledged winners of the season. Equity is also prepared to
take on pictures made by other producers for marketing, if such productions
measure up to the standard set. Correspondence invited.

Eyes

of

Youth

ONLY one deduction can be made from the mass of telegrams
and letters that reach the Equity offices every day on the amazing success
of "EYES OF YOUTH" all over the country, and that is that "EYES OF
YOUTH" is the character of BIG picture that the trade wants. Playing a week
where three days was the former record, playing one. two and three weeks
and then repeating where big productions foimerly held out for a smgle week,
is the wonderful record that "Eyes of Youth" is now accomplishing. It is the
"sought for" picture of the season. Have you been fortunate enough to have
secured your playing engagement as yet.*
II ICO
8,1
1A our a<l last week we dared to call a - a ^^)atle, a spade." We
dared to come out and say that "Silk Husbands and Calico Wives" is not
as big a picture as "Eyes of Youth," yet compared to the average good picture,
"Silk Husbands and Calico Wives" stands "aces." We hand you a powerful boxoffice star in House Peters. We give you a caj>tivating human interest story, and
we give you exploitation and advertising helps that practically guarantees you
success before you start. Write and we will tell you where you can book it.
Special proposition to Independent exchanges on "SILK HUSBANDS AND
CALICO WIVES."
Write us.

EQUITY

PICTUKES

"Kin,,,,,,,,,
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follows: Our objective is just one inch in giillllllllilliillillliiliiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniriiiiiiitiiiiiii
diameter in the clear.
I
Have a distance of projection of thirty- 1
Projection Experience p
seven feet. Working distance of objec- g
tive 115/16 Inches.
MOTION PICTURE
B
It is sixteen inches from condenser i
(what part of condenser? Ed.) to film.
Have one 6 and one 6.5 condenser lens. I
HANDBOOK
|
We cannot buy new lenses, so would like M
For Managers and Operators ^
to know if that is as good as we can
make it.
By F. H. RICHARDSON |
With regard to running film sixty feet I Tlie recoenized
standard book on the work of pro- ^
per minute, why I think that is too slow. g
It gives a jerky motion to figures walking s jection. Complete descriptions and instructions on M
across the picture or sitting down or get- g all leading machines and projection equipment. M
ting up from a chair. If the projectionist
There isn't a projection room in the universe in M
who has his mind on his work knows ^
= which this carefully compiled book will not save its ^
after the first show the exact place to =1 purchase price each month.
is
change.
g
Buy
it
Today
$4
the
Copy,
postpaid
I
Light In Projection Room.
With regard to light in the projection
MOVING PICTURE WORLD |
room, personally I do not think a dark I
room Is the right thing.
m 516 Fifth Avenue, New York City
g
Schiller Building, Chicago. III.
g
Too many things may happen which call =
for plenty of light and call for It quickly. I
Wright & Callender BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal. 1
Here is a remedy for glare from the light:
To save time, order from nearest office. g
Use it and you have the light right where M
you want it; also you will have light for iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
framing the picture in the aperture.
Remove the top and bottom from an
C apply equally to A C? I am
ordinary condensed milk can and slip marked50 Damperes
A C.
what remains over an incandescent globe. using
In Chart No. 2, taking my five inch E F
Hang this so that it is on the left side objective for an example, is 11.6 inches
of the upper magazine and the bottom the correct distance from aperture to reof the can even with the bottom of the
volving shutter, where distance from
front of the magazine. It works fine — center of condenser to aperture is 17
throws the light where it is needed and inches?
Should Use Piano Convex.
keeps
It out ofit the
By hanging
from projectionists'
a drop cord oneeyes.may
You are using 50 amperes AC, and
attachbea swung
small hook'
can, so that
may
over toandthe fastened
besideit should use a piano convex combination.
the lamphouse for re-setting carbons. If You will observe that two 6.5 lenses are
this is not worth printing you have a nice right for either forty or sixty amperes
basket beside your desk.
AC and that no fifty ampere rating is
It is nothing startling, friend ThompThis means that two 6.5 lenses are
ston, but nevertheless it might be very given.
handy for some one.
right for anything between 40 and 50 AC
One can never tell what idea will be and that you should locate your conjust THE thing some one wants, so we
denser a distance from the aperture
welcome all of them which are not which is proportionate to the sixty and
basically wrong.
forty distance, in other words, in your
As to the dark room it is easy to so case, half way between, since fifty is
arrange that all kinds of light may be half way between 40 and 60. The forty
turned on practically instantly. But distance of 21 inches and the sixty 18.5.
our own experience is that four fifths
The difference is 2.5 inches, half of
of the need for light is purely imagi- which is 1.25 inches, hence we would
nary— that most things can be done ex- locate your condenser 18.5 plus 1.25
actly as well with a bit of practice, in equals 19.75 inches from aperture. Do
semi-darkness.
you understand now.
Favor Automatic Illumination.
As to the Other Matter.
We favor an arrangement which will
As to the other matter, exac*Iy the
automatically illuminate the lamp house same thing applies. Your right disinterior (see page 302 of the handbook)
tance would be that for a 19.75 condenser distance, which would be so
when its door is opened; also an automatic framing light and maybe one close to 20 inch column that the twenty
which will light automatically when inch figure would be correct. BUT, as
lower magazine door is opened, but I recently told you in the department,
2.always SUBTRACT one inch from all
open light in the room — NO.
As to your lenses I cannot tell unless shutter location figures in chart No.
I know the amperage. Lens systems
are based on number of amperes used,
Your right distance would not be
insofar as has to do with focal length 11.25, but 10.25; also the figures in chart
of condenser and distance from film to two are not necessarily exact, though
center of condenser.
close enough for all practical purposes.
Remember this: using chart two is of
I, too, favor a faster projection than
sixty, but not for the reasons you name. no use unless you follow it up be reducMy reasons are that camera speed now
ing the shutter master blade to its lowaverages nearer seventy than sixty and
est possible dimensions.
that with modern brilliancy of light
Setting the revolving shutter at the
there is too great flicker tendency at right location is only of value in that
sixty feet.
it usually
permits
rower shutter
blade.of the use of a narLens Chart Information
Von Schalk Again
From Walter Davis, Unionville, Texas,
comes the demand for lens chart inSome
time
since you will remember
formation as follows :
a man named Von Schalk wrote from
I have the lens charts. There is one Boston, giving an address which proved
thing
that Moving
I don't quite
understand.
In the
Picture
World it says ficticious. He writes again, this time
"both A C and D C Is covered from 25 to without address (postmark on enve60 amperes and I only find A C down to
lope is "Maiden"),
and beon forgiven,
the ground
40.
that the
sinner should
we
Does this mean that all other amperages print his letter:
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With for
regard
to brother
Van Allen's
request
suggestions
tor improvement
in his projection (December 20 issue) I
would suggest the following: Two projectors of a more up-to-date model would
help some, also have arc lens a 6.6 menvex. iscus and the front one a 7.5 piano conI presume this will not be approved
by yourself or brother Griffiths, but try
it out and see. Give me a good roasting
if it does not deliver the goods. Front
lens to aperture should be sixteen to
eighteen inches. I would also suggest
that if he uses rheostats, he rebuild them
so that each two grids be in parallel, makin ga multiple
seriesAllen
resistance.'
Would Like
to Try It.
I have done this in a number of plants
using motor generator converters and the
like with great success. I suppose some
"projectionists" who stick to lots of resistance and small amperage because it
makes the arc easier to handle would not
approve
of this.is better than cutting out
The above
when all grids are in series. Would like
brother Van Allen to try it. It will help.
Astonishing Lack of Knowledge.
The writer shows an astonishing lack
of knowledge of very fundamental matters, or else he fails to express his true
meaning. What he proposes is exactly
the lens piano convex line-up for Van
Allen's amperage, except that Von
Schalk proposes the use of a meniscus
instead of a piano for the arc lens,
which would make very little difference
in the total result, so far as I can see.
The full M Bi-C 6.5-8.5 set would be
better, owing to focal length of objective. Von Schalk does not seem to
understand that we are no longer
"guessing" at these things, but know
whereof we speak.
As to monkeying with the resistance
in the way Von Schalk suggests, would
not that be a bit tough in the rheostat,
if hitched direct to the line, or if you
mean the ballast resistance used in connection with the Wotten Rexolux, which
Van
Allen of
has,thatdon't
you think
the makers
machine
know that
better what is needed for successful and
CONTINUED successful operation- of
the machine they designed and built
than you do?
The starting or field resistance you
would
of course,
with innot,that
way. presume to monkey
My Own Advice.
My own advice to Van Allen would
be to let his ballast resistance severely
alone, that is unless he is looking for
trouble. Whether a parallel connection
of the Rexolux ballast grids would burn
them up or not I could not undertake
to say without the specifications of
the machine before me, but it certainly
would act to greatly overload both motor and generator.
Society Motion Picture Engineers
The papers committee of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers is busier
than a stand of bees in springtime. They
do tell us the Montreal meeting is going
to overtop anything and everything yet
done,
lem'me and
tell that's
you. traveling quite some,
Many newspapers are now using criticisms of photoplays the day after
are
first seen at your theatre. Reviews they
written
by Moving Picture World reviewers may
be cut out or copied and handed to your
local newspaper. They are written by
quaMed reviewers and deal with salient
points in both story and production.
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THE
Possible

Solution

of Locating

N'ES looking for an honest
DIOGE
man, "super"
actors
looking
for,
super
parts at
super
salaries
thirsty citizens looking for tickets to
Havana and an expectant public looking
for definite action on the peace treaty
have nothing on the anxiety of the
writer who is looking for the reason
l exrationa
sanetheandplannin
why suppose
g of a
turn over
hibitors dly
projection room to an architect who
knows absolutely nothing about projection or its practical requirements.
Why does not the owner of a projected theatre make it a requirement of
his agreement with the architect that
the architect shall consult a competent
projection engineer as to the location
and general arrangement of his projection room? Wouldn't that be merely
common
incomeuponof
the futuresense?
theatreDoesn't
depend thelargely
the excellence of the presentation upon
the screen of good pictures?
One has but to -enter almost any of
the great Broadway picture theatres to
see the damage done by well-meaning
but ill-advised architects working without the co-operation of a competent projection engineer. Speaking of one of
the most modern of them all, the man
who made the projection installation
said to me: "Richardson, I almost cried
when
I saw that
Somebody
shouldprojection
tell theseroom."
architects
that four-fifths of the time a little care
and study on their part would result in
the right location for a projection room.
But that is not all. More often than
jjot, not only is the location bad but
the planning of the ports is worse and
the interior arrangement makes highclass screen results impossible.
Balcony Location Not Easy.
From a Middle West city comes the
following :
"Your article in the issue of January
10 is timely, at least so far as I am concerned, for I am promoting a local company to erect a $200,000 theatre, though
no mention of this is desired publicly as
yet. The last theatre I built in 1910, and
I located the projection room so high
that it was necessary to tilt the screen.
I have always maintained that the projection room should be located in the
front of the balcony, and will be glad
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of Problem
the Projection Room
to know what suggestions you have in
mind
thatofline."
The along
location
the projection room
in the balcony is not a matter which
can be finally solved by any other than
a competent architect. There are problems which must be met, but I am quite
sure that can be met if there is the
determination so to do.
"Hiding" the Light Ray.
As I see the matter, it would be necessary to locate the room within the balcony structure itself, and in such a way
that the light ray would not come within
sight of the audience during its first ten
feet of high concentration. Taking a
typical case of a seventy-foot distance
of projection and an eighteen-foot picture, this would mean that at the point
the ray became visible it would be about
22 by 30 inches in area, hence it would
require two openings of that size. The
plan explains my idea, but if you show it
to an architect he will very likely elevate his nose at a dangerous angle and
declare it impossible. But don't mind
the indignation. Make him show you
wherein the idea is not fundamentally
right and entirely possible in practice.
I do not mean the diagram to do more
than show the crude idea. It is for the
architect to work it out into form. It
would mean the raising of the balcony
vertically, as a whole, except for its
under ceiling, four feet. Well, that is
no killing matter is it, if by so doing
we can get the projection room where
we want it, and get it there without
sacrificing anything at all in seating
capacity or beauty? The only inconvenience would be the necessity for a
bridge over the ray, as indicated in the
front view, but what is that as against
a level projection?
Big Vent Necestary.
Let me warn you against one thing.
If this plan is worked out, be sure and
provide ample vent flue area, so that in
case of fire all smoke and gas will be
carried away. Five hundred square
inches should be enough, but the vent
flue should be thoroughly insulated from
all inflammable material.
I believe I have given you a practical,
workable idea. The rest is up to the
architect. Raising the balcony seating
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by four feet is decidedly better than
making forever impossible the best possible result on the screen, upon which
the whole investment depends.
Oh yes, one other objection is the
flat ceiling below. Well, it need not be
entirely flat except for the first ten
feet, though it is better so, but save
exceptional
I don't
that
ain flat
balcony cases
ceiling
wouldknow
be very
seriously objectionable, especially if the
back part can be sloped, as per dotted
line.
F. H. R.
"The Copperhead" Praised
by Confederate Veterans
tneial,Paramount .^rtcrafl
TH.\T
,"
Super-Spec
"The Copperhead
is destined to achieve
as big a boxoffice success in the Southern States as
it has already demonstrated itself capable of in the North, is the conclusion
of the Famous Players-Lasky executives
following a recent showing of the picture before as critical a Southern audience as could be found below the Mason
and Dixon Line.
The showing was held at the State
Confederate Home at .Austin, Texas,
where a large number of veterans of
the Confederacy reside. Here, natural'y,
was afforded a test for the Civil War
play quite as severe as it possibly could
be subjected to anywhere in the South.
Vigorous applause greeted many of
the scenes of the picture and after the
showing was over a score or more of
the veterans crowded forward to offer
their personal congratulations to the
Famous Players-Lasky representative,
who obtained written indorsements from
Superintendent J. C. Loggins, of the
Home; from Superintendent Thomas, of
the Confederate Women's Home, a large
delegation from which was also present;
from Dr. W. D. Yett, Mayor of the city,
and from Justice William E. Hawkins,
of the Texas Supreme Court.
The special showing was arranged by
Leslie F. Whelan, exploitation representative at the Dallas exchange of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Flint Regent Nearly Ready.
The Regent Theatre. Flint. Mich..
W. S. Butterfield's fifth theatre in that
city, opens March 10 with pictures.
The house will seat 1,800. Jack Prescott, having
well known
in the "legitimate"
field,
been manager
for Robert
Edeson,
Elsie
Ferguson
and
other
is to be in charge of the Regent. star.';,

Rough Diagram Outlines F. H. Richardson's Projection Room Idea.
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in
the
Open
Conducted by d
S. Sewell

Teaser Campaign on "Tex*'
Results in Sale of Several Rights
tion reports on an elaborate scale is planned. Mr.
Corpora
Film
THE Arrow
that returns on the teaser cam- Christie arrived by way of Dallas, New
paign inaugurated as an introduc- Orleans, Atlanta and Washington, and
tion to the series of twelve five-reel de- on the return trip will make stops at the
tective stories under the title of "Tex, large inland cities of the north and
tor
Christie'spublicity
arrival
Elucida
of torily.
Mysteries"
coming
in Newwest.
York,UponPatMr.Dowling,
most satisfac
Sevenarestate
rightsin middle
director
of
thecompany,
who
had
prebuyers have viewed these pictures durceded him, resumed his tour of the
ing the past week, and in every case
Christie exchanges.
desired to book them.
Frank Zambreno, of the Unity Photohas bought
the First Doro-Pioneer Film
rights plays
for Company,
IllinoisChicag-o,
and Indiana,
while Ben
Amsterdam of the Masterpiece Film
Exchange, Philadelphia, has secured
Titled "Midnight Frolics"
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
N "Midnight Frolics," which is to be
the
of the picture in which
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia
I Mariename
Doro is to star under the
and District of Columbia. The states
of North and South Carolina, Alabama, Pioneer banner, M H. HofTman believes
Georgia, Florida and Tennessee have his concern has one of the most remarkalso been sold, as well as three other
able dramatic productions that has been
territories.
offered to the public recently.
It is stated that the buyers are pleased
The story deals with the midnight
frolics and near-indiscretions of a young
over curethe
prospects
of being
to sea series
of features
at oneabletime.
As girl who finds herself the victim of
one
buyer saidto : "It
a lot prenatal impulses. The back ground of
of overhead
be does
able away
to buywith
a series
the story is laid in the white light disof twelve features at one time and be
tricts of the great cities of the new and
able to book these same twelve features old world.
to exhibitors at one time. Think of the
Godfrey Tearle heads a large supportexpense
save in when
salesmen's
timetripanda
ing company. "Midnight Frolics" is
traveling weexpenses,
on one
finished, ant' will shortly be ready
salesman can book the entire twelve nearly
for exploitation through the Pioneer
chain of co-operative exchanges and on
pictures."
Arrow is highly pleased also with the the state right market.
confidence in that organization shown
by the buyers in taking the entire series
Marion Kohn Names Titles
as only three of the features have been
completed. A big advertising and exfor His Initial Releases
ploitation campaign, which includes
many pages of advertising in this paper, THE first issues of the three series
as well as special exploitation stunts,
of short subjects being produced
has been planned. A press book has
for Marion H. Kohn of San
been completed which consists of twen- Francisco, by the National Film Corty-four pages, with the cover in two
poration, will be ready about April 1.
"colors. This book is said to contain The first Grace Crnard offering, which
nothing that the average exhibitor can- was directed by herself is "The Gasonot use. Four pages have been devoted
line Buckaroo," a two reel comedy. Cole
to exploitation
awake exhibitors.stunts for live, wide- Herbert is leading man for this former
One special stunt has been planned by
the Arrow
Prom-as
inent localpublicity
detectivedepartment.
bureau heads,
well as several nationally known private
detectives, have been invited to attend
aandspecial
of these,
asked screen
to express
their"Tex"
viewspictures
which
will be utilized for the benefit of theatre owners.
Arrow announced it is planned to
spend a larger amount of money in exploiting these films than has ever before been spent on a series of independent production.
Arrow's

Charles Christie in New York.
Charles H. Christie, general manager
of the Christie Film Co., is in New York,
on business which concerns new production plans of the company. Expansion

Market

Universal star, and in this picture he
performs
some sensational motorcycle
stunts.
The title of the first Polly Moran pictures will be "The Ragged Road to
Romance"by and
and They
Scents,"
written
L. V."Dollars
Jefiferson.
are
slapstick single-reelers, and Ward Hayes
is directing. Both Miss Moran and Mr.
Hayes stone
werecomedies.
formerly with Sennett Key"Smiling Bill" Jones Featured.
One reel polite comedies will be the
typefeatured.
in which This
"Smiling
will
be
seriesBill"
willJones
be marketed by Mr. Kohn on a new basis. The
first two, which were written by L. V.
Jefferson, are "The Blow That Killed
Father"
and "A Doggone
Shame."
It is announced
that plans
are being
formulated whereby the National Film
Corporation's
department
will
render extensivepublicity
assistance
to Mr. Kohn
in his project to make these stars the
"big three" of short subjects.
Kremer's "Carmen" Revue
to Open at Kingston, N. Y.
presentation
in connection
with
VICTOR
KREMER'S
special stage
the
Chaplin
"Burlesque
on
Carmen"
.vill be given its premiere at the Kingston Opera House, Kingston, N. Y.,
March first, for one week. Rehearsals
have been going forward for several
weeks under the direction of Frank
Saunders, stage producer. As a background for the act, a special setting
suggestive of the opera Carmen, will be
used. The company consists of three
principals, a tenor, baritone and comedian, and six dancing girls. The show
will open with a rendition of the favorite melodiesonfiom
"Carmen,"
followed
by a travesty
the big
scenes from
the
opera itself. The stage presentation
will run for twenty minutes, followed by
a screening
"A engagement
Burlesque on atCarmen.''
Following ofthe
Kingston, the Victor Kremer attraction will
play two more theatres up state, and
will then be brought to New York City.

"Trailed by Three" Did You Say? Well, Here They Are.
Stuart Holmes and Prankie Mann, co-stars; and Perry Vekroff, director of the
Beck serial, "Trailed by Three," to be released by Pathe, April 4.
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Is Keynote of First Jans
Feature with Olive Tell as Star
The story contains elements of love
print of "Lovwne Without and mystery and is said to lend itself
THEQuesfirst
'
tion
the
to
sho
was
executives of Jans Pictures, Inc., to unusually sensational stunts, and
mystifying action. The serial will be
and the members of the B. A. Rolfe completed
in about three weeks.
. Olive
producing organization recently
ers
Tell, the star, and the other memb
several promi- Many Offers Received for
of the cast as well asange
men being
nent independent exch
Sennett's New Five-Reeler
present.
Herman F. Jans, president of Jans EM. .-^SHER, personal representative
for Mack Sennett, now in New York
Pictures, says: "I am immensely pleased
with this production, we have one of
•to arrange for the distribution of
dramas yet pro- "Down on the Farm," Mack Sennett's
the greatest mystery
duced, and am willing to wager that latest five reel comedy, announces he
mystery before has not completed arrangements for the
this
solve
can
no one
the last reel, if be has not previously distribution of this production.
He has been confined to his bed for
read the book.
"Five of the principal characters come several days with an attack of tonsilitis,
under suspicion for having murdered and was forced to delay many negotiations under way, but says that many
Silas Blackburn, and with each succeeding foot the mystery grows deeper. oflfers have been received from distributing
companies and state right buyers.
This is not a picture where, after havMr. Sennett is now busy at the studio
ing seen the first 500 feet, you know
what the balance of the film will be like. turning out special comedy productions
"I would like to suggest to exhibitors to comply with his new arrangement
that they do not tell the story in full, with the Associated Producers, Inc., the
but leave the mystery to be solved by newly formed directors organization,
seeing the picture, also suggest that but may visit New York soon, says
they caution their patrons not to spoil Asher.
Mr. Asher is at present making his
the enjoyment for the other patrons by
office headquarters at the Astor Hotel.
telling them how the mystery ends.
on the Farm," is a rural comedy
"Already, we have had numerous in- "Down
quiries from various territorial buyers featuring Louise Fazenda, supported by
and one concern desires to buy the en- an all star cast and many famous animal
tire United States rights west of the actors. It is five reels, the fourth of
Mississippi. From present prospects, Mach Sennett's special productions.
entire rights -o the Olive Tell series
of these super productions will be closed
even before the second picture is comCohns to Feature Neely
pleted.
"A complete exploitation campaign is
in Future Hall
being laid
of the best
tation menoutin bytheonebusiness.
The exploistory
is being
syndicated
through
Thomp-of
N Neely Edwards, "the boy with the
son Feature
Service
in a the
number
I Cohn
winning
smile,"
the largest newspapers, which will daily
believe
they Jack
have and
one ofHarry
the
most
unique
personalities
on
the screen
carry a chapter of the novel, "The Abandonedtaken.
Room," from which the picture today. He has already made a hit in
has been
the Hall Room Boys comedies produced
and released by the Cohns, and will
"I
think
that
a
great
deal
of
credit
is
due to Mr. B. A. Rolfe and his studio be featured in subsequent releases.
organization for the wonderful picture
they have produced."
Mystery

"Invisible Ray" Embodies
Sir Oliver Lodge's Theory
the serial "The InTHE plotvisibleotRay" being
ced ratio
produCorpo
by the
n
Frohman Amusement
is unusual and is said to be exceedingly
daring. The story revolves around the
discovery of a new force known as "The
ble Ray,'
laistsis
Invisiand
lost,
a band the
of secret
crooked formu
scient
seek to employ its wonderful powers
for criminal purposes.
The wonderful powers of this ray are
visualized, and it is shown as being capable of destroying all matter, and of
being able to transmute the baser metals
into gold. The Frohman Amusement
Corporation calls attention to recent
statements of Sir Oliver Lo-lge, the
famous English scientist and authority
on psychic matters regarding tl^e earth
holding a great store of pent-up energy,
many times greater than the greatest
force now known, and states that m
"The
Ray," Guy
the
author,Invisible
has embodied
thisMcConnell,
theory.
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"The Boy With the Winning Smile."
Neely Edwards, featured In Hallroom Boys
comedies produced by Jack and
Harry Cohn.

Coit Albertson in "Face to Face."
Colt .-Mbertson. well-known leading
man of the legitimate stage and many
prominent screen productions, is seen in
support of Marguerite Marsh in the
Grossman Pictures, Inc., production,
"Face to Face," which has just been
completed. Other productions in which
Mr. .^Ibertson has appeared recently
are "The Carter Case," the Oliver Films
serial; "$1,000,000 Reward," the Grossman
Pictures serial production and "Wits
vs. Wits," another Grossman production
in which he supports Miss Marsh.
Burston Back in New York
Working on Fourth Serial

an absence
for several
months,
, afterduring
which
BURSTON
LOUIS
he has been on the Pacific Coast
producing serials, has returned to his
New York office, and is now arranging to take charge of the exploitation
campaign for his fourth serial which
is now nearing completion. Neither the
title or nature of the story has been
revealed, but it is stated that it is distinctly unusual in theme.
Mr. Burston expressed himself as being pleased with the reception accorded
his third
"TheforHawk's
Trail,"
which
has serial
been sold
the following
territories : North and South Carolina,
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Tennessee, Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana California, Arizona, Nevada,
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Jersey, Canada, also foreign rights.
Edwards
Room Boys Comedies
Mr. Edwards has severed his connection with the vaudeville team of Flanagan and Edwards, and in the coming
subjects will be supported by a company
of the best comedians it is possible to
obtain, say the producers. Hugh Fay,
experienced in both vaudeville and film
work is already under contract to support Mr. Edwards.
The Cohns announce that wherever
the Hall Room Boys series has been
shown, the winning smile and personality of Neely Edwards has been commented upon, anc: they have received
numerous letters from all parts of the
country praising his work.
Harry Cohn will probably remain at
the Cohn studio in Hollywood for several months supervising production, in
carrying out the announced plan of the
company to produce a high class of
wholesome and refined comedy, with
distinction of story, cast and settings.
Pre«i
"Kentucky
"How Book
to Put for
It Over"
is the ColoneL"
title of an
exploitation manual being prepared by
the National Film Corporation of
.■\merica for 'The Kentucky Colonel,"
which will be ready about March first.
This press book, according to Mr. Joe
Brandt, the
eastern
representative, National's
will be a distinct
departure.
Besides short press stories it will contain hints on presenting the picture, a
music cue sheet, many synopses of "The
Kentucky
advertising
use
and
many Colonel"
diflFerentfortypes
of sample
theatre display ads and "teasers."
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Price Gets Darkfeather Releases.
C. B. Price Co., Inc., has secured the
state rights to more than fifteen of Princess Mona
of 1,000
feetDarkfeather's
each. All of short
these subjects
possess
the thrill of historic warfare and redblooded action. Their popularity is attested by the large demand for them,
both here and abroad.
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National Film's "The Kentucky Colonel"
Ready for Its Premier New
York View
tion of readers, is said to be uniformly
Cor- excellent,
l Filmrican
Nationa
the series
THE first of poration
particular stress is laid upon
of All-Ame
the exterior scenes, for which three
features, Opie Read's, "The Ken- mansions were built complete and a
tucky Colonel,"
is ready
for its
premier
remodeled to suit the acg. This
ion whole ville,village
New York
showin
product
Ky. story,
tion of the
which is laid in Emerytook five months to film at an outlay of
Art-O-Graf Film Company
.
over
$150,000
It
was
directed
by
William
Celebrates Anniversary
Besides having a multitude of plots, all
A. Seiter from the screen version by
bearing upon the theme of the story
Company, located
Art-O-G, raf
THEin Colorado
n.
y
"
L.
V.
Jefferso
"The
Kentuck
Colonel,
has just celebrated its all-artist cast, includes Joseph J. Dowl- itself, there is plenty of comedy action in
first anniversary, and at the annual
ing, who played the part of the healer the seven reels of "The Kentucky
well as thrills galore, acmeeting in the Denver offices the stockin
George Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Colonel" cordingasto advices
from the west coast,
ion
over the Man";
holders expressed satisfact
Francis MacDonald, who shared where the picture has
results attained. The features, based on high
already been exhonors with Henry Walthall in
hibited at a private showing.
books, have been produced. The first "The Confession"; Elinor Field, star of
was "Miss Arizona," followed by "Hearts and Masks"; Lloyd Bacon, rd,
Fred
Kohler, Cora Drew, Jill Woodwa
"Wolves of the Street" and "The Desert
c
Frederi
Vroom,
Ed.
Brady,
Gordon
Byron Park Touring Country
n." within
re- Griffith and Thclma Salter.
last two
Thea short
Scorpioleased
Arrow
by be
time will
Film Corporation.
Accordingmanager,
to I. Bernstein,
National's
on Behalf of "Empty Arms"
Edmund F. Cobb, who starred in all production
who is credited
with
YRON PARK, president of Photobeing in a great measure responsible for
three productions, has renewed his contract and will appear in five features
play Libraries, Inc., 500 Fifth aveB
the
success
of
this
feature,
"The
Kennue. New York City, exclusive sellduring the comink year. Mr. Cobb has
leaves nothing
to be desiredtucky
in itsColonel"
treatment
of the characters
been in the picture business since 1911,
ing agents for the Lester Park-Edward
and played leads with Lubin, Universal, of the novel.
Whiteside Productions, of which "EmpAlthough
the
portrayal
of
the
various
ty Arms,"
starringReicher
Gail Kane
diEssanay and in several of Warner's
features.
rected by Frank
from and
Willard
roles, which -ire known to three generaKing
Bradley's
screen
story,
is
the
first,
has left for a tour of the principal cities
of the United States in behalf of the
Why Let Poor Cutting Ruin a Good
production.
Mr. Park will start from Los Angeles
and work eastward, stopping at different cities to confer with state rights
Production?'' Says Arthur B. Reeve
effect upon the story or how it may buyers, exchangemen and exhibitors who
sident of Supreme Pic- confuse
THE vice-pre
the audience.
tures, Inc., Arthur B. Reeve, proare desirous of buying or booking "Emp"This explains why people are conducing the serial "The Mystery
ty Arms," a print of which will accomMind" starring J. Robert Pauline, has
pany him. "rhis he intends to screen
saying: 'How did he get there?'
propounded the question as to why cer- 'Why didtinually
she
do
that,'
etc.
The
picture
by
appointment for all parties interested.
business
is
a
business
of
detail
and
all
tain producers after making costly pro- of this careful work should tiot be
ductions, with high salaried star, direcforThethefollowing
first halfis ofMr.hisPark's
tour: itinerary
tor, etc., seem not to realize that a pro- turned over to an indifferent workman
duction costing thousands of dollars can to butcher. Pictures must be made by
Monday, February 23, Hotel Alexeasily be ruined by turning it over to a process of elimination for five hunandria, Los Angeles; Wednesday, Feban inexperienced cutter and titler to
dred feet are taken to get one hundred
ruary
25, Hotel St. Francis, San Franfinish off.
[ feet to use, but that hundred must be
cisco;
Saturday,
February Ore.:
28, TheMonday,
Multnomah
Hotel, Portland,
"That is the greatest mystery of the judiciously selected, and it is the idea
of Supreme Pictures, Inc., to have the March 1, New Washington Hotel, Seated
cinema,"and continu
Reeve,
"time,
money
the labor Mr.
of many,
ruined
by author work along with an expert cuttle; Thursday, March 4, Hotel Utah, Salt
one man, who often does not read the
ter in preparini? the production, and Lake City; Saturday, March 6, Albany
story in continuity form, but finds that the cutter should be as familiar with the Hotel, Denver; Monday, March 8, Adolstory as the author and director in phus Hotel, Dallas; Thursday March 10,
a certain numbe- of feet must be taken
out and does so, irrespective of the order not to ruin the logical continuity." Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City, Mo.
aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Edgar Allen Poe Stuff Is Heavy Throughout the Frohman Amuftement Serial, "The Invisible Ray."
Clanking: chains, torture chambers, slinking shadows, and of course, the clutching hand In this new chapter play.
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"Dream

THE
of Fair

Women

Fan Magazines'
and Fortune" competiTHE "Famephotopla
y, "A Dream of Fair
tion
Women," is the second picture to
be released through State rights distribution by General Manager M. W. GarFoundation Film Corporason, oftion.the
The production is appropriately
titled because of its source of inspiration.
"A Dream of Fair Women" has resulted from the effort put forth by Eugene
V. Brewster topavethe w ayf o
introduction of new talent to the screen.
To this end competitions were conduct"fan" mag-to
ed through
azines athatcombination
awakened ofaspirants
screen fame from all over the country.
As a result many admittedly beautiful
aispirants were given opportunity to
display their talents before the camera.
Producers seem to have been awakened
to the advantages of producing pictures
adapted from great stories rather than
stories ticular
adapted
to the abilities of a parstar.
Thousands of girls forwarded their
pictures to the judges for consideration.
Cecil B. DeMille, Maurice Tourneur,
Howard Chandler Christy, James Montgomery Flagg, Olga Petrova, Mary
Pickford and others equally well-known
found difficulty in arriving at the finals.
After much consideration twenty-five
entrants were invited to come to New
York at the expense of the fan magazines. All of them were given an opportunity to "make a list."
Wilfred North the Director.
Out of this number four were selected
by the judges to play the leading roles
in "A Dream of Fair Women." The
scenario
was same
a portrayal
Tennyson's
poem
of the
name. of
Wilfrid
North
was engaged to direct the picture.
In the story the four "prize beauties"
portray such roles as "Idleness," "Indulgence," "Selfishness," "Unhappiness"
and "Idle Love." They are supported
by a competent cast.
Mr. Garson, in speaking of this release, said: "'Aas Dream
of Fair Women'
is as unique
it is beautiful.
It will
prove a great box office attraction because of the great amount of publicity
it has received throughout the country,
and
the interest
of the 'fan' to see the
winners
in the movies.
"That itexploitation
lends itself ofto innumerable
unique and
valuable
varieties seems obvious. Its unusual
story, its photography and its 'prize
beaOty'
cast showman
should insure
its successAddas
far as the
is concerned.
to this the publicity it will receive in
magazines that conducted the competition will make it especially appealing
to the public.
Free Publicity an Asset.
"In addition
the publicity
available
throughto those
magazinesmade
we
are preparing a varied advertising campaign to be directed toward both the
exhibitor and his public.
"This will
include
directed
toward
the teaser
fans, campaigns,
illustrated
post cards calling attention to the release of the picture and many other
angles now in the making. State rights
buyers can be assured of active cooperation from our office.
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from

"Prize Beauty" Drive
"Our advertising will not stop, as is
the usual custom, as soon as we have
disposed of territory. It will be continued throughout the time the picture
is being exploited.
"This plan proved exceedingly popular with State rights buyers handling
"The Blindness of Youth." We intend
to continue doing the same thing on
all our future releases."
Jose Collins Added to
List of Pioneer Stars
JOSE COLLINS has been added to the
list of stars to be presented in pictures by the Pioneer during the
spring season. She will be supported by
Godfrey Tearle ir. a drama of high
society in the capitals of two continents.
Miss Collins' picture together with
Emily Stevens in "The Place of Honeymoons," Marie Doro in "Midnight
Frolics," and Mary Anderson will be
given a nation-wide publicity campaign
to reach both exhibitor and public.
Anderson'sitspicture,
is Mary
now receivmg
finishing"Bubbles,"
touches
and will be the first of the trio. It will
be followed by the Marie Doro and later
by the Jose Collins picture.
Emily Stevens and Montague Love
picture, "The Place of Honeymoons,"
will shortly be ready and will be exploited not only through the medium
of the trade press but through several
of the big periodicals.
Pioneer looks forward to the biggest
season in its history.
"Screen Snap Shots" Show
Sidelights on Film Folk

t's
Bennet
is Enid
n Snap
WHAT
"Scree
Her eyes?
hair? color
Shots," the intimate and refreshing chronicle of unconventional and inhappenings in studioland, a newby Jack Cohn,
be distr'buted
series to teresting
will answer thesj questions in a novel
and interesting manner. The date of the

February 28, 1920
first release will be announced soon by
Jack Cohn.
"Screen Snap Shots" will also show
how a well-known tragedienne puts in the
time between scenes. When Louis
Lewyn, producer of the series, visited the
set where Nazimova was at work, he
found her tripping the light fantastic,
and her best friends declared she "often
danced to light music between heavy
scenes." And that was just the way
Lewyn caught her for "Screen Snap
Other stars who will be introduced in
unconventional and entirely human poses
are Alice Lake, Pert Lytell, J. Warren
Kerrington,
Viola Dana, Charles Ray,
Shots."
Mildred
Harris
man and Bessie Chaplin;
Barriscale.Howard HickOne of the early releases will contain
a section in vhich famous screen stars
demonstrate, to those of the public who
need such instruction, just how kisses
of various types or transacted. Another
section wi41 sho-v how the Griffith settings for "Intolerance" are being torn
down to salvage the lumber.
Grossman Moves Company
to Studio in New York

s, Inc.,
givenof
has nt
Picture
Grossm
Preside
MAN,
Y anGROSS
HARR
up the studio at Ithaca and secured
one in New York City where he will
continue the production of a series of
eight feature pictures. The company
began production in Ithaca last August
where it made the serial "$1,000,000
Reward," featuring Lillian Walker, and
two features, "Wits vs. Wits" and "Face
g Margue
rite Marsh.
to Face,"
d of
by states
was dispose
serial starrin
The
rights and the first feature, "Wits vs.
Wits," was sold to Hallmark Pictures.
"Face to Face," the second feature,
has just been completed and will soon be
given a trade showing.
Mr. Grossman has announced it as his
intention to make the best pictures possible. He recently returned from an extended trip, during which arrangements
were completed tor the distribution of
the serialviously"$1,000,000
Reward"It isin reported
the preunsold tei ritory.
that the production is a distinct success
and thatusuallythe
heavy. bookings have been unSeveral Sales of Rights

Mona Darkfeather.

Reported on "Confession"
BR.^ND
gram from TGeo.justH. receive
Davis dthata teleZick
JOE
.\brams of San Francisco bought
the rights for Illinois and Indiana for
"The Confession." also rights for Cuba
and Mexico. Selene and Doyehert
bought the rights for Colorado, Utah
and New Mexico. He has also sold
"The Confession" for North and South
Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama to
Savini Films, Inc. Mr. Savini has made
arrangements for a premier in .'\tlanta
and reports bookings from some of the
biggest theatres iii
these states. George
H. Davis announces he has closed with
Gus Metzger, of the Equity Pictures
Corporation of Portland, Oregon, for
"The Confession " for Washington, Oregon, Montana, laaho and Alaska. First
National Exchaiigr^. of New York secured
the rights on this picture for Greater
New York. Long Island and Westchester
County.
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Rubbernecking
in
Filmland
Chariot is small, polite, deprecating,
The
.
wetness
of
FILMLAND is full
Tears Aid Precipitation
and the last man in the world that you
long-looked for rains have started
would take to be a dare-devil. But
at last. We are terribly behind
he's all of that, and he's got photoin our precipitation this year. Accordin Los Angeles — Nat
graphs, press notices and letters by the
to schedul
ingteen
we are
to get fifdozen to prove it. Chariot, or Senor
inches ofe rain
eachdue season.
So
Enrique Molini, to give him his regufar we have had less than five, and
Naps on Slat —
lar name, has been touring South
the season is almost gone. If old J.
Eddy Polo
America,
and Central America, and makPluvius delivers all the water our coning
personal
appearances
theatract calls for, things are going to be
tres where films
made from inhistheexploits
pretty moist for the next five or six
are shown.
By Giebler
weeks.
Four Letters for Four Figures.
Stars, would-be stars, movie magnates
know how to spell it, and hope to be
I went out to Universal City one day
and others contemplating a trip to the Iable
to
pronounce
it
in
a
few
days.
It
is
coast are warned to bring their rain- Caoutchouc. That's the elite name for this week and called on Eddy Polo.
coats, goloshes, umbrellas and other wet
Rubber, and now if some kind reader way
Did you
get the
"Eddy?"
the
he spells
it now,
and byThat's
so doing
weather things along. They had also will
kick in with a high-brow name for he marks
himself as a most modest
better bring a cot with side curtains "neck,"
I'll be right in the swim with hombre.
that can be set up in a hotel lobby along
other refined ones.
with them, if they do not want to sleep theSometimes
Eddy has just signed up a new fourI have to seek far afield year
with a four figure salary
in the park. The Alexandria, Van Nuys, for fodder for
this department, and with contract
Lankershim, Angeles, Rosslyn, Stowell sometimes
Universal. Most any other actor
interesting
things
drop
right
—all of our big taverns are playing into the office. One of them dropped would have added a few letters to his
name after that. No one would have
to capacity and booked solid for weeks
this week. It was Chariot.
blamed the former Eddie for blossoming
ahead, and the little dumps are putting in Who
is
Chariot?
That
shows
you
or at least Edward,
on airs and putting up the prices.
have not been to a bull fight lately. out intotheEdouard,
circumstances. But instead
Los Angeles Bows to Frisco.
Chariot is a slapstick bull killer, and under
of that he takes the axe to his cognoNat Bregstein, Moving Picture World
in Portugal, Spain, and all of the Spanmen and chops it down. I suppose if
special representative, who landed m
ish speaking countries where the gen- Carl Laemmle gives him another raise
tle art of bull fighting is regarded as
town Sunday, spent his first night on
he'll call
small
e. himself Ed and spell it will a
the right-hand slat of a single bed. The a pastime, he is a great hit.
tourist season, as well as politics, makes
A Bear with the Bulls.
In
addition
to being modest and unasstrange bedfellows.
Eddy is as friendy as a basket
Chariot goes into the bull ring in a of chips, suming,
We are worried, nervous and obfusa very entertaining person to
comedy make-up and puts as many bulls talk to, and on top of that he plays
cated (yes, there is such an animal;
out
of
business
as
the
regular
toreadors,
look population.
it up if you don't
about
the —saxophone.
don't
and he doesn't kid the bulls to death, know
our
Some believe
of our it)citizens
for just afterHow
I hadwell,
got Ithrough
either; he slays them with the sword,
have been doing a little bragging now
as though asI didn't
regarda harmplayand then about L. A. having more pep the snickersnee, or whatever it is that talking
ing the saxophone
more than
than San Francisco, and we confidently
bull fighters use; and as he has to creless
eccentricity,
and
he
was
in
the
noate comedy situations with the bulls,
expected that when the census was
tion of tearing oflf a few tunes, Thelma
taken it would show that we had the he naturally takes about twice as many
chances as the regular performers. Percy, who is his leading lady in "The
fogridden town to the north skinned
Dagger"
came to
along
to the tune of about two hundred thou- That's the reason the bull fight audi- Vanishing
and said the
rushes serial,
were ready
be
sand souls.
ences are strong for him.
But, alas, the advance dope so far
makes things just the other way about.
Frisco, it seems, has it on us! Of course
they
us all. taking
Why, way
along haven't
before counted
they started
the
census, a chap out here with a dome
for data who was figuring on the advance population possibilities, discovered that there were as many actors
as real estate dealers in town, and since
every adult citizen of either sex in our
fair city is a real estater, that easily
gives us more than a million people.
Refining the Industry.
' The wave of culture that struck the
industry a few months ago has reached
this department. I stood by in unconcern when the cameramen became cinematographers. I did not get excited
when the property boys went through
the metamorphosis that changed them
into technical directors. I saw the
stenographers become secretaries without any feeling of hysteria. I was calm
when the press agents ignored Noah
Webster's definition of the word "publicist" and adopted it as their moniker.
But Culture has caught me at last.
Bryant Washburn made a speech before the Ad Men's Club not long ago
word "movie"
the precincts
said that
wherein
was
neverhe uttered
in the
of a
modern studio. That settles it!
How's Senor Pescuezo de Caucho?
I am going to get a nice "tony" name
for myself. I've got part of it already.
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looked at, and all went down to the
projection room and gave Ihem the
once over.
Attending the "Rushes."
Did
you
ever especially
look at "rushes?"
is great sport,
if it is serialIt
stuff that is benig run.
You go into a little room, about big
enough to whip a cat in; the screen is
about as big as a foursome poker table,
and the operator is so near that he can
stick his head out of his coop and be
part of the audience and help make
funny cracks about the stuff on the
screen.
The hero and heroine and the head
villain and two or three of the assistant
"dirty
devils"
sit and
therewatch
in thethemselves
greatest
peace and
amity,
commit murder, mayhem, manslaiighter
and assault and battery, and every kind
of physical violence that a scenario
writer with a hectic imagination can
contrive upon one another.
I enjoyed the rushes of "The Vanishing Dagger" more than many a regular
movie I've seen.
Proficiently Perforating Eddy.
The first stuff we looked at showed
Eddy coming down an alley; he reached
an automobile at the curb; a tough guy
hopped out of a doorway and shot him.
The next scene showed Eddy coming
down an alley; he reached an automobile at the curb; a tough guy hopped
out of a doorway and shot him. The
next scene showed Eddy coming down
an alley; he reached an automobile at
the curb; a tough guy hopped out of
a doorway and shot him. The next
scene showed Eddy — well, the same
thing for a dozen times.
Thelma Percy sat through it all in unemotional silence. She saw herself kidnapped about half a dozen times and
didn't
get a thrill
out of
wonder seem
if theto players
get any
funit.outI
of going
to reading
the movies;
I guess
like
a writer
his own
stuff. it's
We looked at a lot of rushes. There
must have been parts of two or three
episodes of "The Vanishing Dagger,"
and it was all good. The serial is going to be a whizz when it is finished.
Eddy foughc .1 bunch of roughnecks
on adumped
stairway,
whipped
thena
got
through
a trap'emdoorall,into
cellar full of water, and he was wading around trying to get out and go
to the rescue of Thelma Percy, who
had been tied up in a rug and taken
away in an airplane by a lot of dirty
devils, when I left.
It all looked pretty good to me, but
Eddy said the next to the last was the
best, and he would use it. Some of
the stufT did not suit Eddy at all, and
he said it would have to be made over,
and one of rhese scenes showed him
being thrown down a stairway. I wonder if the know
pe'opla how
who hard
get their
thrills
in serials
the players
work for their benefit?
A Justifiable Sigh of Relief.
They showed one scene where Eddy
took the part of a kite-tail for a seaplane and got dragged and bumped all
over the bosom 6f the Pacific Ocean
dangling at *he end of a long rope.
It was great strff. and I heard Eddy
heave a sigh of relief.
"I swallowed about two barrels of
salt
No water
wonderin hethatwasscene,"
relievedhe tosaid.
see that
the thrill and the punch of the stuff was
all there and the scene needed no retaking.
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Accomplishments of Six Months
the Northwest, controls Oregon and
general man- Washington, with Lichtenstein Brothers
ER,
JOSEPH agerSCHNITZ
of
Equity
Pictures
Corporation, in a resume of the activities in charge in the mountain states. Jules
and J. Jay Allen handle Canada, and
of
the
first
six months
of thatngconcern's
Film Booking Offices of London has
existence, gives
an accounti
that is secured
the British rights.
both unusual to read and remarkable
The foremost paper in South America,
for its clarity.
Equity Pictures, which was launched La Prensa, has entered the film renting
for the specific purpose of producing business and has purchased the entire
and distributing the creations in which Equity product for Argentine, Uruguay
Clara Kimball Young appeared, suc- and Paraguay. The South African Film
ceeded within five weeks of its incor- Trust
procured
"Eyes
Youth"India,
for
both South
Africa
and ofBritish
poration in disposing of its first year's
output to the foremost independent ex- and Universal, through its foreign
changes throughout the United States branch, bought Cuba and the West Inand most foreign countries. The first dies.
Plans for the Future.
issue, Clara Kimball Young in "Eyes of
Youth," proved to be all that was anAll in all, there has been no greater
nounced in advance, and since its re- sales
achievement than that consumlease has proven one of the most pomated by Equity, and the very fact that
tent box-office attractions yet distribit
has
disposed of the entire country
uted and continues to inspire records
for its entire manufacture, and most
in hundreds of cities.
speaks highly of the conThe second issue will be "The For- of the world,
fidence the big buyers have in Clara
bidden
Woman,"
in
which
Miss
Young
will be seen in an even more elaborate Kimball Young's vitality as a star.
The special features constructed for
enterprise than any previous film in
which she has appeared and which has Equity by Harry Garson have shown
been chosen by the directors of the House Peters in "Silk Husbands and
huge Capitol Theatre, New York, as Calico Wives" and Conway Tearle in
the first feature under the new policy "Michael and His Lost Angel," both of
in which films are to be the chief at- which, in all likelihood, will go through
traction at that house.
the regular Equity distribution channels.
Its Franchise Holders.
Miss Young is working on "The Soul
As to its policy, Equity points to its of Rafael" and then in another big stage
success, after which the second series
franchise holders.
Samuel Zierler, of Commonwealth, of four films will be named and excontrols New York State. Mr. Zierler
The personnel of Equity consists of
ploited.
was
in charge
Universal's
New formerly
York branch
and gaveof his
position well-known film figures in charge of
each
department. Harry Reichenbach
up to establish the new exchange.
The First National Exhibitors Circuit, is in charge of all branches of exploitation and advertising, with Nat
Pittsburgh, under the management of
Joseph Skirboll, controls Western Penn- Rothstein advertising manager. Harry
sylvania; Benjamin Amsterdam, of Garson is production manager and Herbert K. Somborn, president of Equity,
Equity Productions Company, Philadelphia, controls Eastern Pennsylvania, is located at the studio in a "suggestatorial"
capacity.
and Herman Jans controls the rights
in New Jersey.
FoureralClara
Young's theandentire
sevspecials Kimball
will constitute
Edward Golden, Boston, handles New
output
the
first
year,
with
another
very
England, while the Criterion Film Exchange, Atlanta, and the Saenger prominent and successful star to start
Amusement Company, New Orleans, early during the coming summer in a
controls the South, save Virginia, which four series.
is under control of Truart Pictures, a
new concern formed to handle Equity
Making "Inferior Sex" Prints.
products.
Equity Pictures of Michigan, another
exchange concern inspired by Equity
The negative of "The Inferior Sex,"
Harris
Chaplin's
first Mayerand in charge of William Haynes and MildredFirst
National
Attraction,
is now
Herbert Weil, distributes throughout made
in
Chicago,
where
prints
are
being made
Michigan, with H. B. Hadfield, of the at Rothackers for the release
date,
Wisconsin Film Company, which han- March 2.
dled "The Birth
of a Nation,"
Minnesota,
Wisconsin,
North andhandling
South
In the past it has been Mr. Mayer's
a sample print of his proDakota, and Brockell and Elliott, under policy to ducsend
tions toNew York, where it was subthe firm name of Greater Stars Producject to such changes in titling and assembling as his eastern organization
Indiana.tions, Inc., in control in Illinois and
might suggest. With his present facilHolders of Foreign Rights.
ities in his new Los Angeles studios this
procedure is no longer necessary, as
Paul Gusdanovic handles the Ohio dis- everything
to the final assembling
tribution and Col. Fred Levy and Lee of the pictureup can
be done there.
Goldberg distribute throughout Kentucky and Tennessee.
T. E. Larson recently incorporated
Lasky Off to the Coast.
Peacock Productions, Inc., and launched
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of the
"Eyes of Youth" in Oklahoma, Texas, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, in
Arkansas and Missouri. Equity Pictures of California controls that state charge of production, left February 14
as well as Arizona and Nevada.
for California for his mid-winter visit to
Gut Metzger, one of the pioneers of the Lasky studio.
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Tributes from Coast to Coast
E. Smith, gen- that hesaidsucceeded
Mr. Kettering.
"It is and
not
of Merle
THE death
in business
eral manager
for George Kleine, world"
for all his interests, at the Repub- climbed high on the ladder to success;
lican Club, New York, Thursday morn- but as the devoted family man, rushing from the railroad station to his liting, February 5, created widespread sortle home, in the north section of Chirow and regret in film circles throughcago, that he will be remembered by
out the country. The grief over his
demise was made all the more poignant those who knew him best. His first
to those who knew him by the fact duty was to his wife and kiddies. He
that he had just passed his thirtieth has three little girls, the eldest six,
year and because the success which the youngest two years old. He loved
he had achieved in so short a time gave them dearly. His home life was an
rich promise of a still more brilliant idyl, his husbandry a thing for adfuture.
miration. Meile was a man in every
George Kleine and his office force sense of the v;crd."
have been in deep mourning ever since
As a boy Mr. Smith began his theatrithe sad news was flashed from New
cal career in 1906 by distributing candy
York, and the great sorrow over his
loss is a golden tribute to the lovable
qualities of the man. On the day of the
funeral, Monday, February 9, the office
was closed all day.
Mr. Kleine told the writer that during the progress
Mr. wires
Smith'swere
illness,
numerous
letters ofand
received from interested friends all the
way from New York to San Francisco,
and that after his death many letters
of regret, with touching tributes to his
high character as a man, had been received at his office. It is Mr. Kleine's
intention, at a later date, to give out a
personal appreciation of Mr. Smith, both
as a friend .^nd an official.
The deceased had the consolation of
his wife's
presence
throughout
his Mr.
illness at the
Republican
Club.
Kleine's secretary, Mrs. Swanson, accompanied Mrs. Smith to New York
and remained with her throughout the
ten trying days of the brave fight
against pneumonia.
Five of the most eminent physicians
in New York were engaged to care
for the patient. They made a great
fight for the patient, but lost.
Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Swanson and Ted
Merle E. Smith.
Hardcastle, George Kleine's eastern
manager in New York, and Mrs. Hardcastle accompanied the remains to Chi- in the Bush Temple Theatre, Chicago.
cago. The funeral took place Monday, In 1907 he was advanced to a position
in the box office, and the following year
February 9, at St. Gertrude's Church became
treasurer. In 1909 he became
(the Smith
church),
Glenwood
avenue,
thisfamily's
city, and
high mass
and treasurer of the Garrick Theatre and
burial were afterward held at Calvary was transferred the same year to the
Cemetery. Mr. Kleine and the entire Princess, in the same capacity. There
office force attended the obsequies. A he met Mort Singer and was soon aplarge
Smith's friends a Singerpointed
manager of 'TheIn Golden
Girl,"
in the gathering
trade aiso ofwasMr.present.
production.
the summer
of 1910 he married and in the autumn
"A Man in Every Sente."
he became manager of the original comRalph T. Kettering, general reprepany of "The Film
Rosary."
Entered
Work in 1913.
sentative of the Jones, Linick & Schaefer enterprises, has known Mr. Smith
In
1913
he
was
attracted
to moving
since boyhood. They played together
and each has watched the other's prog- pictures by George Kleine's "Quo
Vadis?" and applied for the position of
ress in life's battle since.
Mr. Kleine, with his cus"There is one honest man less in the manager.
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tomary insight and foresight, engaged
him and Mr. Smith soon had charge
of
the management
the entire
"Quo country.
Vadis?"
campaign
throughoutof the
The writer cannot recall Mr. Smith
in
"Quo that
Vadis?"
days, probably
for the
reason
his work
necessitated
his
being out of the city most of the time;
but he distinctly recalls him in the
campaign
on "Gloria's
Romance."
His
work
on this
serial, which
impressed
me at the time as being a most difficult subject to handle successfully, unquestionably proved him to be a salesman of remarkable type, with reserve
forces that few men possess.
In the position of district representative for George Kleine, in his system
of exchanges, Mr. Smith developed a
fine aptitude tor the handling of men
in subordinate positions and in securing the best results from each exchange.
It was only a step to his securing the
general management, and this was
taken,tion,under
Kl«ine's
when theMr.proper
timecareful
came. direcAlways Fair and Considerate.
Mr. Smith possessed in a marked degree the fine art of submerging his official self when he came in contact with
men under him. He worked with them
on their own plane, learned their difficulties or mistakes and righted things
by kind advice and instructions; but the
official self was always asserted when
the occasion called for it. In this connection, Mr. Kleine says that no man
has ever held malice against Mr. Smith
for any of his official acts, for the good
reason that he was always fair and
considerate.
The friendship of such a man is a
thing to be highly prized and I am glad
to be one of the many who can justly
claim that privilege. While his friends
deeply mourn his untimely death and
their irreparable loss, they pray that
his devoted wife and little ones may be
comforted.
The accompanying cut was made from
a photograph of Mr. Smith taken six
years ago.
Story Death
of Billin Stowell's
Belgian Congo
PLINY
HORNE,Smithsonian
the cameraman
Universal's
African with
expedition, in which the late William
Stowell and Dr. Armstrong were the
prominent members, arrived in Chicago,
Thursday afternoon, February 12, on his
way from South Africa to Universal
City, Los Angeles. He left that city
June
23, last year, for the Belgian Congo
country.
Mr. Horne gave an interesting story
of the train accident in which Mr.
Stowell and Dr. Armstrong lost their
lives. The accident was most unexpected. It happened in the evening as
the train conveying the party was mak-
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cago, Minneapolis and Indianapolis, the
latter being new and just about to be
opened.
Mr. Creswell's
career
with bytherapid
organization has been
marked
advancement. He started as salesman
in Atlanta, Ga.,. about four years ago,
and soon became branch manager at
New Orleans. But he was a Chicago
boy and yearned for his home city.
This led to his resignation as branch
manager at New Orleans to accept the
position
salesman
for the That
organization in of
Indiana
territory.
was
about two years ago.
His ability as a salesman there was
promptly recognized as he was made
manager of the Chicago office of Famabout a year after he
left ous
the Players-Lasky
Crescent city.

He will confer with Tarkington Baker,
ing the jump from Sakania to Elizabethville, a distance over 100 miles.
general manager of Universal City;
The passenger car on which the party Percy Heath, scenario editor of the west
traveled was attached to the rear of a coast studios, and with the stars and
freight train, the caboose being imme- directors on the policy to be adopted
diately behind it and a water tank car in forthcoming productions.
in the rear. On coming to a hilltop
It will be the future policy of Unithe water tank car was detached and
versal to have the eastern representathe train proceeded to the bottom of
tive of the scenario department visit
the hill, where it stopped.
the coast studios twice a year to confer
Meanwhile a number of Kaffir la- with the scenario forces there, as it is
borers attempted to move the tank car believed that closer personal contact
to a siding by pushing it; but it got will bring better results.
away from them somehow and ran down
the hill with ever increasing speed,
Old Sturgeon Bay Being Remodeled.
striking the caboose car with terrific
Hahn. owner of the Sturgeon
force and causing it to telescope the BayHarney
House, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,
passenger car for over one-third of its will Opera
immediately remodel the present
length.
intothat
a modern
ture house
will be theatre
a creditandto picthe
was afterward.
fractured building
andDr. heArmstrong's
died half skull
an hour
city. He built the present opera house
Poor Bill Stowell's back was broken and many years ago and has owned it ever Banks Winters Off to Charlotte, N. C.
he suffered for thirty-six hours without since.
medical aid. Luckily the grass hut of a
Winters, for some time past
Mr. Hahn states that this larger thea- in Banks
Greek woodcutter was near the scene of
charge of publicity and exploitation
tre has been made possible by the great
the wreck and he was carried there.
increase of patronage, due to the many
in Universal's
reBy good chance the woodcutter had a new
covered from aChicago
severe office,
attack has
of grip
industries which have been estabfirst-aid kit, and by this means the
city and to the building and has been appointed publicity manasufferings of the dying man were some- of over lished300in the
miles of fine macadam roads
ger for Universal in the Southern diswhat alleviated. Both Dr. Armstrong in Door county,
with headquarters at Charlotte,
which Sturgeon Bay N. C. trict,
and he were conscious until the end is located. Over in 1.500
He left for that point Sunday
automobiles
are
came. Their remains were taken to
February 15.
now owned in the county, thus enabling evening.
Elizabethville, where they were buried. amusement
The best wishes of a host of friends
seekers to attend shows at
President Laemmle, of Universal, will
accompany him to his new field,
Sturgeon Bay Opera House from all here
bring both bodies back to the United the
where the climate will be just the thing
States. By a peculiar law, in force in parts of the surrounding country.
after his sickrcss.
the Belgian Congo, the removal of
Creswell Fills Place of J. W. Allen.
bodies from the country is forbidden
until six months have elapsed from the
Fred F. Creswell, who only recently Maeterlinck Has Busy Day in Chicago.
time of burial. As the accident oc- was appointed special representative for
Maurice Maeterlinck, the Belgian
curred late in November, and as it took general sales promotion of the Famous
poet, who has been engaged by the
Mr. Home and Ed M. Thierry — a news- Players-Lasky Corporation, with head- Goldwyn Distiibuting Corporation to
paper correspondent representing the
quarters in New York, has been .ip- write one film story a year that will
N. E. A. on the expedition — two months pointed special representative of that net him $100,000 each, according to reto make the trip from Elizabethville organization in the fifth district, with
ports, was in the city all day Friday.
to New York, the remains will not ar- headquarters in Chicago, the position February 1,3. making his headquarters
rive in America for several months to left vacant by the unexpected death of in his private car, on a railway siding.
come.
He was entertained and made much
John W. Allen.
of
prominent people during his stay
Mr'
Stowell's
body,
most
probably,
Mr.
Creswell's
district
covers
Illinois,
will be brought on to Chicago for burial Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, the andbywas
kept so busy that he forgot
and maybe to Los Angeles, while Dr. Dakotas and the river cities of Iowa. all about giving a short address at
Armstrong's
remains will be taken di- He will have supervision of the three Orchestra Hall, which had been inrect to Hollywood.
cluded in his rushing day's work.
Mrs. Rogers, of Chicago, aunt of Mr. exchanges in this territory, namely, ChiStowell and his only living relative, is
the beneficiary of his estate which, it
is understood, mainly consists of an
Chicago Picture Theatres
Around
insurance policy taken out by Universal
in his favor before he started on his
By Mary Kelly
adventurous trip.
what the title of the photoplay is —
Mr. Horne bears a deeply indented,
Managing
Director
Karzas
merely a precautionary measure for not
vertical scar, about two inches in
Boosts Picture, Not Star seeing the same feature twice.
length, on his right temple as a reminder of the fatal accident. He was
"Because they have learned that we
Chicago manager is re- give the same detailed attention toward
looking out of a window of the pas- AT least one
over
joicing
the
fact
that
starmaking
each wiekly program a success,
senger car when the wild tank car
movie- they have come to regard us as reliable.
worshipping on the part of Karzas,
strunk it. He cannot recall anything
Our musical programs alone assure
goers is on the wane. .Andrew
about the wreck, as he was unconmanaging director of the Woodlawn, one them of enjoying high-class entertainscious for three days afterward. I of
ve
the
most
attracti
picture
houses
on
ment. And GUI supplementary screen
learned from a prominent Universal offiSide, says that this improveattractions, such as comedies travelcial that Mr. Horne is a splendid the South
ment in public taste is the reward which
ogues and news budgets have established
cameraman, fearless, and possessing
nerves of steel, and that he was chosen progressive theatrical firms have earned a certain standard.
"1 have been interested in observing
m up to a high
keeping
specially for the expedition because of by
. every progra
standard
this change in the attitude of movie
these qualities.
fans toward the stars. I have found
"Until two years ago," Mr. Karzas
He certainly impressed me as being
that the largest crowds do not necesa man of unusual type, he was so un- said, "it didn't make much difference
affectedly pleased to keep himself in how excellent a picture we were showsarily go with the largest filtr personalities. Very often our business is the
ing, ifactress
it didn't
happen why,
to feature
a poputhe background while giving the parlar
or
actor—
business
was
best
when
the featured performer is
ticulars of this story.
bad. Our patrons would call us up be- someone who is comparatively new to
fore venturing out. and ask us which the cinema world.
star was scheduled for that particular
"In selecting feature productions I
Brownell Visits Universal City.
evening. If it was a well-known fa- personally pay small attention to the
vorite,
all
right.
If
not,
our
patrons
lost
reputation of the star. There are so
John stopped
C. Brownell,
scenario
editor,
over Universal's
in the city for
a few interest.
many other points to consider — more
hours last week, on his trip from N'.-w
important ones, such as the nature of
"But now, it's different. We no longer
York to Universal City, where he will have such telephone inquiries. Those
the story, the photography, the settings,
make a stay of two weeks.
we do have, consist of questions as to and the acting as a whole. I think a
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Educational
and
Non
- theatrical
News
Conducted by Margaret 1. MacDonald
a serious thought to this angle of the
game, and strive to forget the market as
Special Production from New Angle
it stood ten years ago. Since that time
each tomorrow has found us farther
Is Requirement of Child Audience
than today along the road to bigger
things. We have arrived at a period of
THE questioii of the motion picture suited to the children. This would, of specialties
and classifications to which
in its application to the child mind course, involve a producing stafT whose
has been receiving a great deal of chief study would be the psychology of the industry cannot afford to close its
eyes much longer.
attention from thoughtful citizens. It the child mind. The same craftsmanship
is only natural that a medium so well at work from a dififerent angle is necesadapted to the conveying of influences,
Pathe Shows Wrestling
sary to overcome the defect of the orgood or evil, should be not only sought
dinary motion picture applied to the
Among Timely Subjects
adolescent
period.
after by those whc have the best interests of the youth of our country in mind,
A serious effort is being made by the
NE of the interesting subjects of
but watched with an untiring vigilance, National Motion Picture League of 381
o the Pathe Review No. 40, released
lest the message carried by the screen Fourth avenue. New York City, to stimFebruary 29, is a demonstration by
be evil rather than good.
ulate an interest in the production of
George Bothner, lightweight wrestling
While there is a problem ahead of the films for the children. They have conchampion, of the leg trip, the head
producer which these good people do
tinually at work a board of reviewers
throw, and other feats well known to
not see, there is also a certain amount
vvho keep watch over the film producwrestling enthusiasts. It appears under
tions and list those which come nearest
either of indifference or stupidity conto meeting with the requirements of the the
title of this
"Keeping
Your Feet analysis
Down."
nected
with
the
producer's
handling
of
Following
is a Novograph
the question. He tries to make the children's matinee. They also make an of
the skill of the wrestler.
shoe fit both purposes, which is only effort to get in touch with the possible
"The Dance of Vanity," interpreted by
possible in a few instances. What the consumer of such films by the circulaLubovska in the ancient Grecian style
tino of literature pertaining to the sub- is
producer
may
term
the
"meddler"
is
slow
the terpsichorean number.
to recognize the fact that the art of the
"In the
Lakein of
the Four showing
Cantons,"thea
motion picture has advanced to that
Stories
for
Children's
Pictures.
scenic
study
Pathecolor,
stage where it has entered the race with ject.
An appeal from the Kindergarten and storied territory in which William Tell
the spoken drama, and that its com- First Grade Magazine a short time ago
win her indepenmercial possibility lies in catering to the resulted in the receipt by Adele F. helped Switzerland
dence. The shores of the lake today
adult rather than the child audience. Woodward,
president of the National
are
dotted
with
numerous
and
The filming of the drama often leads the Motion Picture League, of a list of the famed chapel of William hamlets
Tell stands
producer to seek his material from stories recommended by kindergartners
out like a beautiful cameo. For sheer
various parts of the country for beauty there are few spots in all the
among
life's deepest
problems,
are
not always
of the calibre
suitedwhich
for from
production in motion pictures. They world to rival Lucerne and all the expresentation to the child mind.
are as follows : "Peter Pan," "Three
quisite tints are brought out with wonMake Pictures for Children.
derful clearness, by means of the Pathe
Billy Goats Grufif," "Three Bears," handcoloring
process.
This difficulty can only be overcome
"Elves and the Shoemaker," "The Little
by directing a certain amount of atten- Red Hen," "The Gingerbread Boy,"
"Making
Recipes
for the
Strength"
is presented as taken from
U. S. Bureau
tion to the production of films for chil- "Epaminondas," "Red Ridinghood," "Leof
Standards
in
Washington,
D.
C.
The
dren exclusively. As the situation stands
gend of the Christ Child," "Christmas
Tide," by Elizabeth Harrison ; "Twas the creation of good metal is a whole lot
at present, with the children's matinee
idea being pursued with avidity, and Night Before Christmas," "How Patty like making good pies — it depends on
special boards of review busy on the Gave Thanks," by E. Poulson ; "The the recipe and the government is constantly trying new recipes and tests. All
problem of culling out from among pic- Search for a Good Child," from Mother
the different tests for strength which
tures, in the making of which the child Stories by Maud Lindsay. Industrials
mind has not been considered, there
recommended are "A Modern Bakery," copper must go through before it is
pronounced durable are shown.
should be sufficient incentive for spe- "The Modern Shoemaker," "The Modern
c
i
a
l
i
z
i
n
g
i
n
productions
of
the
kind
Dairy," and "The Making of Cloth."
Rtlllflllirtl'IIMIIIIIIIIirlMMMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIK JIMII
This list gives a clue to what is required; but if we will brush the cobwebs
from our brains we will discover many
stories as good, if not better than any
suggested for
in the
the child
kindergartner's
list.
Especially
who has passed
the infant stage the writing of stories
of modern life, which may contain most
of
the elements
of the 'grown-up'
films,
without
their objectionable
features,
should be encouraged. A boy loves a
stirring story of adventure, which can
he written in such a manner as to inspire heroism rather than a desire to
be destructive; while a girl will be
wonderfully interested in a drama built
around clean characters of everyday life.
Romance Has Its Appeal.
And both the boy and the girl will be
ready
to "eat
attractivethemselves
romance,
in which
they up"mayan imagine
the chief actors, applying the beauty of
sentiment which the story should contain, to an imaginary world of their own.
Even melodrama, with all its e.xaggerations, can with c;,re be applied to the
child mind without harmful effects ; and
T. H. Gibson-Gowland.
Hetty Gray Baker.
comedy
without
vulgarity
as rest
health-of
ful for the
children
as foristhe
Film editor for Fox; another example of
Plays Jo Portugais in Bert Lytell's starwomen who have succeeded in the
ring vehicle for Metro, "The Bight
us.Let us hope that the producer will give
Industry.
of Way."
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France, where for centuries famous perfumes and confections of candied rose
petals have been made. Here millions
of pounds of orange blossoms and roses
are produced each year to be used in the
production of these two subtle aids of
Cupid.
Prizma brings all its charm of color to
you of a land of beauty, leaving behind
only the fragrance.
The creation of new perfumes is an
art in itself and the making of these
delicious confections is the development
of a craft centuries old.
Included in the picture are some beautiful mountain scenes around Grasse,
and others of the rose gardens, orange
groves and old Roman aqueducts which
are still in use.

System Progressing Rapidly
thorough knowledge of boy nadent of with a ture.
presi
viceEW.tbie HAMM
Much of the action transpires
tional Corporation of
EducaONS,
when
Dud
goes to a barber shop, and,
• America, announces that the plans
for the organization of the new system inspired by a picture in "The Cop's
going for- Gazette," instructs the barber to give
of Educational exchanges are end
of the him a "pugilist's haircut." Even Dud's
ward rapidly and that the
dog. Spot, fails to recognize him
a good start made toward faithful
week is to see ent
of the chain of twenty when he emerges from the shop with
the establishm
a
closely
shaven head.
■officesr.that will be in operation by midsumme
Prizma Shows "Aids to Cupid."
Joseph Lee, whom Mr. Hammons has
selected to open the new offices, has
"Aids to Cupid" is the comely title of
left for New Orleans, and is to make
Prizma's latest release for February 16.
a three-weeks' tour of the exchange This is a picture taken in Southern
cities of the south and west before returning to New York. Mr. Lee is the
department head directly responsible Goldwyn-Bray Launches Expedition
for the operation of the new offices and
he is picking his men carefully, with the
to Photograph Bolivia and Brazil
idea of securing the best type of exchange manager and salesmen. Future
water turtle.of alligators and the freshY following the start ing shots
IMMED
Educational subjects, now in preparaof E.IATEL
Alexander Powell on his exWhen
it is considered that Matto
tion, are to have something new in the
pedition into the Far East to secure
line of is exploitation, and an organiza- pictures for the Goldwyn-Bray Picto- Grosso, with an area of approximately
tion being built up to handle this
532,000 square miles and a population in
cement of ancomes the icannoun
novel development.
graph,photograph
neighborhood of 150,000, is ihe
other
tour under the same the
Ginsberg in Kansas City.
auspices, this t:me with the unexplored largest and most sparsely populated of
twenty-one states, the opporcountry between Bolivia and Brazil as Brazil's tunities
for securing pictures in an unHarry Ginsberg, also of the Educa- its objective. Philip Tannura is in
explored country will be recognized.
tional staff, and assistant to Mr. Ham- charge of the party that left for South
mons, is in Kansas City and St. Louis,
visiting the offices in those cities, and America last week to be gone several
Latest Ford-Goldwyn Has
making arrangements that will lead to months. Under the recent Goldwynthe completion of the new general plan. Bray alliance, which means a large inSilverware in Making
crease in the product of the Bray stuBoth Mr. Lee and Mr. Ginsberg will
dios, cameramen are being despatched
be engaged in the inauguration of new
latestforFord
Educational
Weekly
offices and reorganization in cities to all parts of the world for the pur- THEready
immediate
distribution
and travel studies
scenic
pose of getting
where Educational has been repre- of countri
through
the
Goldwyn
company
is
es never before pictured on
sented, for several months to come.
screen.
the
"Silverware."
The
picture
reveals
the
Mr. Hammons leaves Monday, FebMr. Tannura is going far out of the molding of the most delicate silver platruary 23, for Chicago and the west, also
ed ware, and follows the skilled workon business connected with the dis- beaten track on his visit to South
ers through all the processes of manuIn the Matto Grosso territributing policy, and expects to be out America.
facture.
tory
of
Brazil
and
in
the
Paraguay
of town for a week or more. The new Basin views will be taken of the many
The first process consists of placing a
system of exchanges, under this direc- beautiful lakes, whereas pictures of a flat plate in a machine which cuts and
tion, is to be the first nation-wide chain
it into a tray or plate. Another
of offices to be devoted exclusively to human interest value will be found in shapes
short subjects, and is the result of studies of the native Indians, the Por- machine cuts the plate into beautiful
whichof are
then basket.
shaped inSpanish set- lacyto thepatterns
and the
tuguese, Italian
carefully laid plans which Mr. Hamfluted sides
a cake
tlers in this
region.
Some interesting
mons has had in preparation for months.
In shaping a coffee pot, the process
subjects should develop out of pictures
of the animal life of Brazil, where there seems almost like a return to the anAnimated Drawings Show
cient potter at his wheel. A perfectare no less than fifty different species
ly flat, isround
plate is placed
a wheel
of monkeys.
which
set whirling.
With on
great
care,
Mysteries of Human Eye
Birds
of
Brilliant
Plumage.
the workman shapes the plate, until
AT the head of the list appears
The birds of Brazil, noted for thiir inch ingbysidesinch,
a spreading
and while,
curv"How You See," a series of techare visible.
Afterbase
a little
nical drawings that show the re- brilliant plumage, also ofTer an invit- a coffee
pot
appears
in
place
of
the
flat
markable process of the eye that make
ing subject for the cameraman. They plate. The handles and spouts are made
vary
in
size
from
the
tiny
humming
icompar
sting
intere
le. An
sightson possib
and soldered on by hand.
is drawn between the formation of bird to the rhea, or American ostrich. separately
With the shaping completed, the pot
of a There are many varieties of falcons,
the eye and the construction
into liquid silver and the propcamera. The lens, the iris, the dark box, owls and vultures, and, of course, par- is dipped
er amount of plating put on. Then it
rots, all of which will be sought by Mr.
the screen or retina and the method of
goes to the emery machine where it is
on his travels.
obtaining focus are shown in a way that Tannura
From Manaos the excursion will go up polished to mirror-like smoothness.
makes an intricate process clear to any
"The final process shows how delicate
the Madeira F?lls to the village of St.
....
layman.
where navigation is cut off by engravings are traced on the silver.
Ice harvesting, under the timely title Antonia,
the
falls
of
the
same
name.
At
this
of "A Cold Proposition," is the second point, the Mf.deira Mamore railway
Torchy Picture at the Strand.
ph. The Goldsubject in this Pictogra
But for the fact that the laboratory
visited a lake in will be taken, going to the end of the
wyn-Bray cameraman the
ice harvesting lines in Guajara-Mirim. Here a steamer handling the printing of the Sewellthe Northwest during
season and secured pictures of each will be boarded to make the trip to the Ford Torchy prints could not turn out
the extra prints in time there would
of Matto Grosso.
step in the interesting process, from city
In the Amazon lowlands, to be visited have been three of the major theatres
the time the ice is marked off into blocksto
on this expedition, there are white on Broadway playing Torchy's comedy
until it is cut, drawn from the lake
week. Owing to the lack of prints,
elevators on the bank and finally stored herons, bitterns, blue herons, scarlet this
ibises and spocn bills, whereas in the the only theatre that was able to get its
for
to be kept
away in the ice house
highlands, among other rare birds that booking was the Strand. The comedy
use the following summer.
be hunted by the cameraman will which stars Johnny Hines in the title
Wallace Carlson, the cartoonist cre- will
be the ceriema and the jacamin. Dur- role went
overwasgreat.
Every
moreveals the
Hair Cut,"
ator of "Dud's
ments there
a laugh
or few
a giggle
ing the trip up the Amazon there also
sense of humor that has made his
from
the
audience.
films such a strong drawing card, along will be opportunities to get interest-
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"Solitude."
One of the most attractive series of
snow scenes that has been presented in
film appears under the title of "Solitude." This picture, shown at the Rialto
Theatre, is a Robert Bruce scenic, released by the Educational Films Corporation of America. In the film there
is visible only one man, who wanders
over the mountains in search of solitude. After miles of snow-covered
country have been traversed, he finally
arrives at the heart of the thing that
he is looking for, on the side of a mountain where there is nothing but fir
trees to break the silence.
This picture abounds with beautiful
silhouettes of snow-laden evergreens.
One scene which stands out as a distinct
novelty contains only long shadows of
the trees and the man falling across
the snow. The picture has been carefully assembled, and the scenes and
their subtitles are in perfect unison,
points which are of the greatest importance to the making of an artistic
picture.
Some Things Worth Knowing
That plans for a high school at Madison, Union and Merrill streets, Indianapolis, include an auditorium with seating capacity of 1,200, and a stage and
moving picture equipment.
* ♦ ♦
That the McKinney Steel Company,
Wolfpit, Ky., have under the supervision of the Welfare Department, an
Amusement Building which houses a
theatre, refreshment parlors, pool rooms
and barber shop. Three nights a week
a moving picture show of good up-todate pictures from the Paramount and
Pathe exchanges at Cincinnati, is run,
for an audience that numbers from 150
to 300. The plan to add a library and
reading room will be completed this
spring.
# * 4>
That the pedagogical films of the Appleton-Universal educational series,
which are to be exhibited at the convention of the National Education Association, at Cleveland, beginning February 23, were made from the text books
of Cyrus Adams, and David Starr Jordan and Harold Heath. From a chapter in the Adams text book bearing on
Manufactures in the United States a
film on Commercial Georgraphy was
made; while a chapter on Animal Forms
by David Starr Jordan of the Leland
Stanford University, and Harold Heath
of the same institution, formed the basis
qf a zoological film.
♦ * •
That a film on the making of rubber
tires recently exhibited before the Ad
and Rotary
called "The
Link."
This
is one clubs
of theisevidences
of future
popularitydustrial film.of the advertising and in♦ ♦ ♦
That "A Trip to the Moon" and "Hello
•Mars"
shownmade
in a from
recentanimated
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictograph
drawings in cooperation with some of the
foremost scientific authorities, were received with more interest than anything of the kind that has been shown
on the screen. These subjects presented
at an opportune time, when the possibility of signaling to planets is under discussion, are sure ,to attract unusual attention wherever shown. ■ ■ '
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Tarkington-Goldwyn

Comedy

Is "Edgar and the Teacher's Pet'
cook. Next to his boy characters. Booth
of boyhood
CAPTU
Tark- Tarkington is fond of picturing the
of Booth
seriesspirit
the film the
forRING
Afro-American
mind, and he makes full
ington's "Edgar" stories is said to
have been achieved with great success use of his knowledge in these two-reel
comedies
which
by Director E. Mason Hopper at the for the screen. he has written directly
Culver City studios of the Goldwyn PicThe cameraman for the Edgar stories
tures Corporation. The first film has
and the assistant dibeen taken, cut and edited and given is Johnrector Mescall
is William Wellman.
Pet."
Teacher's
the
and
"Edgar
title
the
In this episode is also the famous moment when Edgar imagines what he
would do if he was President of the These News Reels Show
United States. Johnny Jones is regardMany Interesting Events
ed as an ideal interpreter of Edgar.
In the comedies are the following
characters who will be interpreted by
York Anne,
harrHEstranded
plight outside
of the New
Princess
the same actors throughout he first
in International
twelve reels. They are as follows : News No. bor,6 is pictured
just released. Birds-eye
Johnny Jones as Edgar Pomeroy, Ar- glimpses of the
Statue of Liberty and
thur H. Litke as Edgar's family doctor, snow-bound New York are also shown.
Ellison Manners as Edgar's school A novel means of snow removal proves
teacher, John Cossar as Mr. Pomeroy,
partly successful in New York,
Virginia Madison as Mrs. Pomeroy, Ken- only
where flame throwers, loaned the police
neth Earl as Charles Pomeroy, Marie department by the army, are employed
Dunn as Betty Pomeroy, Fred Moore as in Central Park.
the Rev. Shelby, Buddy Messenger as
France welcoming the Shah of Persia,
Freddy Littlefield, Lucille Ricksen as troops guarding Cuban piers. Daffy
Alice Littlefield, Nick Cogley as Mr. News, the loading of liners in the
Littlefield, Cordelia Callahan as Mrs. United States and Japan, scenes of
Littlefield and Lucretia Harris as Iris.
storm-wrecked Atlantic City, the American fleet at Cuba, destroying war bombs,
Lucille Ricksen Plays the Sweetheart.
troops in a preparedness reLucille Ricksen as Alice Littlefield and border
view are also in this reel.
plays the girl with whom Edgar is madThe storm-wrecked Atlantic coast is
ly in love, or as madly in love as a boy depicted in No. 6 of Hearst News. New
of 11 years can be. She has a promi- York is shown "digging out," as is the
nent part in the second release, which rescue of those aboard the Princess
is called "Edgar and Shakespeare's Anne. France honoring the heroes of
Hamlet." In these episodes the boys Zeebrugge, the Atlantic and Pacific
of the small town hold a dress rehear- fleets in action, scenes of the City of
sal and stage a show that is almost Babel, Pershing reviewing the border
funnier than anything in real life. In guard, "shots" of Representatives Quinn
order to get costumes for their roles as (Mass.) and Rucker (Miss.) smoking
actors,
theirsometimes
parents' corncob pipes, the Countess of Sandwich
closets the
and boys
they ransack
learn that
and herround
daughter,
and reel.
Tad's Indoor
it is easier to borrow than to return.
Sports
out this
Some of the American ships which the
Hamlet's father's ghost is played by
a colored boy who is said to get al- United States contemplates selling to
most as many laughs as Iris, the colored Great Britain are pictured in the Universal Current Events No. 6. There are
also scenes of the racing in Cuba, Uncle
Sam's tanks in an endurance test. Dame
Fashion's studio on a New York beach,
Armenian kiddies receiving American
food, a train crash at Lemokin, Pa.;
the Westminister Kennel Club show in
New York, outdoor sports at Quebec,
and Americans visiting the citadel of
Salidan, Aleppo, Syria. "In the Public
Eye" contains intimate shots of Thomas
A. Edison, Ignace Jan Paderewski and
Walter D. Hines.

Henry Harmon.
Veteran actor "Old
who Lady
is Abe31."Rose In Metro's

Demaree's Plans for Franklin.
O. I. Demaree heads a new company
which is planning to erect in Franklin
what is promised to be "one of the
finest small photoplay theatres in Indiana." Options on two sites have been
secured and it is expected that the
project will be put across this year.
Mr. Demaree has been unusually successful as manager of the Franklin Opera House.
As planned, the new theatre will cost
about $35,000. It will have a stage large
enough for the presentation of stage
plans and will be thoroughly modern in
all its appointments. A pipe organ will
probably be installed after the theatre
is put into ojieration.
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STOERMER, for sevWILLIAM
eral years active in motion picture work, has been appointed
assistant to Myron Selznick at the Fort
Lee, N. J., studio. Mr. Stoermer succeeds Joseph SchIief, who has been appointed personal secretary to Mr.
Selznick.
* * «
L. George Ross has resigned as salesman from Robertson-Cole and accepted
a position with Pathe.
» * ♦
Ham Thompson, big chief of the Fox
scenario department, is tickled silly.
He received a postal card from E. Lloyd
Sheldon, in Asakusa Park, Junika, Tokio.
Lloyd writes that the Park looks like
Coney Island. if * *
Charles F. Steiner, general sales manager of the Foundation Film Corporation, has just returned from a trip West.
He states that he has disposed of nearly
all of the territory of the United States
for "The Blindness
* * of» Youth."
M. F. Tobias, the well-known sales
representative, is now exploiting Harold
Bell Wright's picturization of his novel,
"The Shepherd of* the
* * Hills."
Richard A. White, head of the Fox
contract department, took a vacation
about three weeks ago, supposedly for
a short rest. He was gone for two or
three weeks and returned all smiles;
then the secret was out. He had been to
his home town, Worcester, Mass., where
he attended Holy Cross College years
ago, and married Miss Charlotte V.
Fitzgerald, his boyhood sweetheart. Mr.
White joined Fox Film Corporation in
June, 1919, after his release from the
army, in which he served overseas as a
captain in the ordinance departments
of the 78th, 92d and 69th divisions.
» ♦ »
, J. McDonald, of the Republic advertisirtg
ill withMiss
the Ruth
"flu"
for thestafiF,
lasthasfewbeenweeks.
Weisberg, of the same department, secretary to Mr. Van Horn, is back at her
post after two weeks'
« i» sickness.
*
Miss Solita Solano, general assistant
in the Capellani office in the Brokaw
Building, jjew York, is vacationing in
Cuba for a week or two.
* ♦ «
George B. Seitz and Frank Leon
Smith, his scenario writer, who were
spending two weeks at Palm Beach with
their families, returned to the Seitz Studio in New York,
17.
* *February
*
Billy Quirk, the vaudeville and motion picture comedian, has been near
death at the Harlem Hospital, 136th
street and Lenox avenue. New York.
On Tuesday, February 10, in his delirium
he jumped out of a third story window
and landed in snowbank. Since that
happened he took a turn for the better
and is now on the
* ♦road» to recovery.
Warner Oland returned from the
Coast on Saturday, February 14, after
finishing a Pathe serial, "The Third
Eye," supporting
immediately
start Eilene
anotherPercy.
serial Hein will
the
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Personal
Touch
Feltman's
Airdrome at Coney Island,
By Sam Spedon
has purchased the Bunny Theatre, 314
iiiiiiKiiii iiiiiiij iniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiNiniiiititiiiiiiniiiNWO Flatbush avenue, that borough, from
Ike Hartstall. Ike is looking for a locaEast, "The Mad Talon," supporting in the borough of Manhattan.
Juanita Hansen in* a* Seitz
production.
* * *
*
Mabelle
Heikes
Justice, the photoMr. Saperstein has assumed the mandramatist, is in Washington, where, with
agement of the Palace Theatre, Bridge- the assistance of the Department of
* * *
port, Conn.
State, her claims are being formulated
to present to the German Government
Charles Williams of the Strand Thea- for
loss of members of her family and
tre, Providence, R. I., was in New York personal
on the Lusitania. Her
a few days last week, looking over the activities property,
in the war have been recogfilm market
and
getting
an
idea
of
gennized by Secretary Baker and the War
eral conditions.
Department.
* * *
* * *
Henry Needles has resigned as manMerritt
Crawford
assistant publicity
ager of the Regent Theatre, Norwalk,
manager of Fox, has caused much anxiConn.
ety at the new studio by his prolonged
* • •
absence at lunch hour looking for a suitRocco De Orio Amusement Company
able eating place. He has to wend his
has taken over the Rivoli Theatre at
eastward several blocks and then
Waterbury, Conn., and after alterations way
some.
The Astor is a long way from
it will be known as the De Orio Theatre.
* * ♦
Tenth avenue and Fifty-fifth street.
soon as the lunch room is inSheldon Lewis, with the rest of the Just as stalled
in the studio he can eat and
players appearing in the Arthur Beck work in the same place without looking
for
locations.
production,
"The
Silent
Barrier,"
under
* * *
the direction of Frank Worthington,
left for Lake Placid, New York, on
Harry E. Lotz, Realart branch manWednesday, February 18 to portray
ager at Pittsburgh, was in Nev/ York
some scenes of *the* frozen
North.
*
several days the week of February 16 in
conference with the home office.
Giles Warren, of long service in the
* * *
industry as a scenario writer, formerly
Bertram
Millhauser,
a protege of
of the World Pictures Corporation, has
been ill for some time at his home at George B. Seitz, is directing his first motion picture,
"TheSeitz.
Mad Talon,"
a serial
Dumont, N. J. He is now on the road written
by Mr.
Mr. Millhauser
to recovery.
was a continuity scenario writer for
« * *
Mr. Seitz and the Astra company and
T. W. Henderson, looking after Comhad muchMr.toMillhauser
do with Pearl
White'sa
munity Films, is now located at the Re- serials.
has written
public salesrooms. The Community is
serial,
"The
Velvet
Hawk,"
for
George
releasing through the Republic Distribu- B. Seitz, in which Mr. Seitz will
star
ting Corporation.
under
his
own
direction.
Production
* * «
was started Tuesday,
* * * February 17.
C. B. Price Company, Inc., has sold
the rights to fifteen Indian dramas starGeorge F. Rabott, of the Alcazar Thering Princess Mona Darkfeather to the
atre, Naugatuck, Conn.; I. J. Hoffman,
Alexander Film Corporation, 130 West
of Pastime Theatre, Ansonia, Conn.;
Forty-sixth street. New York, for Mrs. A. S. Skidmore, of the Elite,
Greater New York and Northern New
Bridgeport, Conn., and M. J. Leighton,
the American Theatre, Bridgeport,
Jersey. Also the rights of the "Log of
"flu" this
havemonth.
all befin laid up with the
of the U-35" to Breedlore and Wagner, Conn.,
Los Angeles, for California, Nevada and
Arizona.
* ' ♦
* * *
Rudolph Sanders is increasing the
Arthur James, director of advertising seating capacity of his Globe Theatre,
and publicity for the Fox Film Corpora- Union street and Fifth avenue, Brooktion, is back at his desk after an attack
lyn, from 600 to 1,000. The weather has
of tonsilitis, which kept him at home for greatly interfered with his progress and
more than a week.
its hard for Rudy to smile. He is con* * *
templating enlarging his Marathon TheJames E. Hennessey, traveling repreatre from 600 to 2,000 scats. He has alsentative of Realart, is now in New
ready purchased the adjoining property.
York in conference with Morris Cohen
Herman A. Manchester, of Select Picand J. C. Ragland about the exploitatures, has been confined to his home
tion of the big feature picture "The
with pneumonia. * * •
Luck
of
the
Irish."
The
campaign
to
be
inaugurated is said to be of the most
Mark Larkin, publicity director of the
novel and ingenious
* • character.
*
Mayflower Productions and formerly
David Klein has been appointed publicity manager for Mary Pickford,
branch manager of the United Produc- arrived from the Coast Sunday, February IS. This is his first visit East, being
ing Corporation at Cleveland. Arthur
Bitters has been made a salesman at a native son of California.
Milwaukee. Dave Rodgers, Southern
* * *
A. Levy has reopened the Broselin
division manager, is spending considerTheatre
at
110th
street
and Fifth avenue
able time in Atlanta
* * and« vicinity.
New York, on Monday, February 16!
William Brandt, owner of the Carle- The Broselin was closed for improvements and repairs for about two months.
ton and Marcy theatres in Brooklyn and
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uuoiiiMiuiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiMinniiiniiiiirniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiMniiininiiiiiiiMMitiiiiHiiiiiiiuiiiiiitiiiiiuiiiiuuiin
George B. Aimes, formerly with Pathe
at Philadelphia, is now with the Republic Distributing
* *Corporation.
*
Maurice Rabanus, of the United Picture Productions exchange at New
Haven, employs "GoniSf," the window
cleaner, to keep his windows clean. ReMr. the
Rabanus
with a cently
bill"Goniff"
for presented
three times
usual
amount. Mr. Rabanus questioned the
bill
by "Gonifif"
since
the and
officewaswastoldoccupied
by thethatUnited,
Hallmark and Triangle he thought he
was entitled to three times the amount.
* * *
D. Leo Dennison, formerly of the
Hodkinson Detroit office, is in New
York.
* ♦ *
Colvin Browne, publicity director and
general representative of Cornelius and
Clark Pictures Corporation, has returned from the Coast, where he has
been negotiating for some special productions. Cornelius and Clark are now
occupying their new offices at 117 West
Forty-sixth street. New York, while the
building is undergoing
* * * alterations.
F. gerB.at Oklahoma
Pickrel, Pathe's
City, exchange
arrived inmanaNew
York the week of February 16 to confer
with Phil Ryan, Pathe director of exfirst visit
New York,changes.
andThis ishe"Pick's"
will remain
a weekto
or more.
* * *
John Manheimer, besides building the
Albermarle on Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., has broken ground for the
new Highway Theatre on Kings Highway and Coney Island avenue, Brooklyn
to seat 2,000.
« * *
Charles Ray's leading woman in
"ParisYork
Green,"
New
from Ann
the May,
Coast.hasShearrived
intendsin
staying here all *summer.
* *
Nugent J. Flynn of Richards and
Flynn, Kansas City First National franchise holders, was in New York the
week of February 9, and left for home
on February 13. He reported splendid
business up until February 1, when the
cold weather and the "flu" struck them.
He is rebuilding the old Twelfth Street
Theatre.
* * *
B. R. Tolmas, of the Equity Productions of Philadelphia, was in New York
last week on his weekly
* * * visit.
Wardwin Amusement Company, owners of the Webster Theatre at 167th
street and Webster avenue, the Bronx,
has purchased the Paradise Theatre, located in the same neighborhood.
* *
Pete Smith, director of publicity for
the Marshall Neilan Productions, won
new laurels by the way he put over the
showing
River's
End,"Hotel
to the
Canadian ofClub"The
at the
Biltmore
on
the evening of February 17. He not only
arranged the menu and managed the
dance, but he selected the music. Pete
is an impresario of no mean calibre and
a very fine conductor. Fares, please !

Film

Charles G. Branahan, former publicity
director for the S. A. Lynch Enterprises
of the South, is in New York for a week
or two or maybe* longer.
* *
Mr. Saperstein has assumed managerConn. ship of the Palace Theatre at Bristol,
* * *
C. B. Price Company, Inc., has sold
the rights to Alaska for the "Log of the
U-35" to A. R. Thorne of Fairbanks,
Alaska.
* * *
Sidney Wurzel and Jessie Touraine of
the Select home office have decided to
abandon the film business and enter the
vaudeville field. * ♦ ♦
Rod La Roche, who was playing in the
Florence Binney Company at Chicago,
has just left for Saugerties, N. Y., with
the Corinne Griffith
* * players.
*
Winifred Dunn, author and editor of
many photoplay successes, is rapidly
recovering from an attack of pneumonia
and, it is expected, will soon be able to
resume work on the feature she had
been titling for Tyrad Pictures, Inc.,
previous to her illness.
* * *
Robert G. Vignola's first production
for the International, "The World and
His Wife," is well upon its way. The
cast, with Mr. \'ignola, returned from
the South February
* * 18.*
James M. Minter, of the Minter United
Amusements, Detroit, was in New York
the week of February 16. He was getting
a line on some new
* *productions.
*
Charles Giblyn, directing the Fox pro"The Tiger's
Cub," inat six
PortfeetHenry, New duction,
York,
was buried
of
snow on Tuesday,* *February
17.
*
Arthur C. Bromberg, 73 Walton street.

Burton Gaorg«.
Selznick director who helps "create happy
hours."
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Atlanta, is now in business for himself,
handling the state rights and the Victor
Kremer-Chaplin pictures. Mr. Bromberg
was formerly connected with the Southern Pictures Corporation.
* * *
Frank P. Bryan, since last August, has
been branch manager of the Vitagraph
Exchange in Atlanta. C. R. Beacham is
in charge of the First National. Neal
Bugle is still in charge of the Pathe.
John R. Simpson presides over the S. A.
Lynch Enterprises, and has been since
1916. All these gentlemen shook hands
with our traveling representative, Nat
Bregstein, while passing through
Georgia's capital city.
* * *
Joseph Friedberg states that the Carlyle Blackwell production made in California recently has been disposed of to
Robertson-Cole. It will be released as
"The Third Woman."
* * *
Nat Royster, former manager of Hallmark in Atlanta, is now publishing a film
paper of his own and will soon open a
state rights office. R. M. Savina, one of
the oldest state rights buyers in the
Southern territory, is still doing business at the old stand.
* * *
"Ken" Spear, production manager of
Master Films, Inc., has taken a short
trip to the White Mountains to make
arrangements for one of the forthcoming Sewell Ford * "Torchy
* * " films.
M. A. Lichtman is directing the Criterion Film Service and handles the
Equity pictures and the Pioneer. Mr.
Lichtman was formerly an exhibitor at
Sheffield, Ala., before starting business
in Atlanta. He is doing a big state
rights trade.
* * *

Frank Curby is producing a picture,
"The Daughter of the Devil," in Atlanta.
The leading man is Kempton Green, the
leading woman is Irma Harrison. The
other members of the cast are William
Corbet, Walter Lewis, Lawrenc AshHeritage.James Larbell, Jack Burns e and E.
brook,
* * *
The Reeves and Grey serial, "The
Mystery Mind,"
produced by
Supreme Company,being
has been held up the
for
several days owing to the sickness
of
the leading woman, Peggy Shanor, who
is down with the "flu."
Arthur Langr Is Convalescent.
Arthur Lang, manager of the export
department of the Nicholas Power ComYork City, is recovering from
pany, Newand
influenza
pneumonia. He has been
ill for two weeks. It is hoped that he
will
be
weeks. back at his desk within three
HOW DRY IS TEXAS?
Well, Read Our Exclusive Story
from Phil Fox on Page 1493
and Learn the Disastrous News
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Everywhere

Minneapolis Musings

Baltimore Banter

Special Office Established.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION, an
organization formed on the Pacific
Coast for one and two reel weekly films,
will have an office in Minneapolis. Following a recent visit to Minneapolis by
H. J. Roberts, of the company, Thomas
Kress, special representative of the Robertson-Cole organization, was made manager of the local branch. The company
will begin its releases in the Northwest
about March 1, Mr. Roberts announced.
Another Independent.
A new independent film exchange — the
First Film Company — has opened offices
in the Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis. B. L.
Hadfleld is manager and Jack Hickey is
office manager. They have had considerable experience in the film industry in
Milwaukee and will have among their
early releases the four Clara Kimball
Young pictures produced by the Equity
Plctuies Corporation.
Barnes and RothcUId for Fox.
W. C. Barnes, Minneapolis, has been
appointed branch manager for the Fox
Film Corporation at Detroit. Mr. Barnes
was 'special
representative
the Minneapolis branch
of the Fox ofcompany
for
eighteen months. His place in Minneapolis will be taken by Jack Rothchild,
salesman.
Erlckson !■ ''Featured."
Charles Stombaugh, manager of the Minneapolis Pathe exchange, has appointed
Edward E. Erickson feature salesman for
the Minneapolis territory. Mr. Erickson
has been assistant manager of the Pathe
branches at Pittsburgh and St. Louis.
Nelson Succeeds Plelow.
Stewart Nelson has succeeded Ralph
Pielow as Minneapolis exchange manager
for the American Film Company. Mr.
Nelson has been connected with Detroit
and Indianapolis branches of the American. He has office space on the seventh
floor of the Produce Exchange Building.
Nemec In Stillwater Also.
Frank Nemec, manager of the Nemec
Theatre, St. Cloud, Minn., has taken an
option on the Auditorium at Stillwater,
Minn. He has gone to Stillwater to continue negotiations.
Woenpner Buys Another,
Oscar Woenpner has purchased the
Third Ward Theatre, Minneapolis, a large
suburban theatre. Mr. Woenpner is owner
and manager of the New York Theatre,
Minneapolis.
Publisher a Showman.
Purchase of the Torgerson Show at
Marietta, Minn., is announced by Caverly
& Ellickson. They have renamed the
house the Amuzu. It will be under the
direction of T. D. Caverly, publisher of
the Marietta News.
Hall Jlnunle Keough.
Jlmmle Keough, veteran Minneapolis
motion picture theatre manager, known
to thousands of screen fans of the Twin
Cities and the Northwest, has returned to
Minneapolis to manage the New Strand
Theatre, one of the most Important of the
Ruben & Finkelstein holdings in the loop
district, where he first rose to fame.
Perry at Lyric
Charles
Perry, who has been managing the Kew Strand, has assumed charge
of the New Lyric.

Hennessy Visits City.
T HENNESSY, of New York, special
J. representative of the Realart Film
Company, visited Baltimore for several
days during the week of February 9. He
was Introduced to many of the Baltimore
exhibitors by W. H. Rippard, manager of
the Washington, D. C, branch of Realart.
Mr. Hennessy, who has been in the film
business for some years, at one time acted
as
representative for General Film
in special
Baltimore.
B. L. .Mendelsson Now Here.
B. L. ciated
Mendelsson,
become
assowith Realarthasandnow will
represent
that company In Baltimore. Mr. Mendelsson was connected with Select before Joining the forces of Realart. He has been
in the filmresented
business
years andat repWorld FilmforIn sixBaltimore
one
time.
To Knlarse Waverly.
Work will probably be started next
month on the enlargement of the Waverly Theatre,
whichKahn.
is under
ment of Harry
Plansthearemanagegoing
aheadtion Issteadily
and
when
the
reconstruccompleted the seating capacity will
be 1,400.
Mrs. JOMph V. McLaashlin Dlea.
Having been 111 with pneumonia for
two weeks, Mrs. Joseph V. McLaughlin,
mother of Leonard B. McLaughlin, manager of the Auditorium Theatre, died at
her home in Baltimore on Wednesday
morning, February 11. She is survived by
her husband and four other sons besides
Leonard.
Death uf Mrs. Mary E. Henkel.
Mrs. Mary E. Henkel, wife of Harry A.
Henkel,
the Academy
of Music, diedmanager
at Mercyof Hospital
on Monday
morning, February 9. Mrs. Henkel was
admitted to the hospital on Friday,
January 30 and operated on the same day
for appendicitis. Pleurisy later developed
and caused her death. Mrs. Henkel Is
survived
husband. by two daughters besides her
Ont-«f-Town Building Notes.
A moving picture theatre with a seating capacity of 700 will be built in Shlppensburg. Pa., shortly to cost approximately $30,000, by Frank E. Holler, prothat city.prietor of the New department store In
A two-story moving picture theatre to
cost about $75,000, part of which will be
used as an office building, is to be built
in Beckley, W. Va., by Frank Mlddleberg,
of Logan, W. Va.
The Broadway Theatre in Statesville,
N. C, is to be remodeled by J. A. Knox
and when completed will measure 116 by
22>4 feet. This playhouse is under the
management of W. D. Van Derburgh.
Personitl Out of Town Note*.
The Star Theatre and Opera House at
Westminster, Md., are both beinir conducted under the management of George
Osborne. Mr. Osborne formerly ran only
the Star Theatre.
C. C. Landls, proprietor of the Lyric
Theatre at Sbippenburg, Pa., died of the
influenza about three weeks agro. Mrs,
Landls is conducting the theatre at the
present time.

Oh, Very Young.
Ethel Clayton has the title role in "Young
Mrs. Winthrop," a forthcoming Paramount.
Seattle Sketches
Montgomery Makes Successful Trip.
star d salesma
RC.
, has ,returne
from na
RealartOMERY
. for MONTG
three months' tour of, Montana, which A.
W. Eden, his manager claims to be one
of the most successful ever made through
that territory. Mr. Montgomery is very
modest in not taking all the credit to
himself for his success. He says that the
clever and original sales letters which J.
V. Aust, assistant manager of the Realart
office, sent out ahead of him made his way
to acknowlvery easy,the and he talso wishedation
of Miss
co-operof the staff.
Miss Shertzer
Broom edgeand efficien
Mr. Montgomery reports that the eastern partpendof
Montana,
is largely
deent on crops
for itswhich
prosperity,
is now
entering
on
a
period
that
promises
to
the best in the last four years. Goodbe
crops are expected this year. They have
been spoiled for the last three years by
drouths. The western part of the state
had a period of unusual prosperity during
the war on account of the great demand
for its mine products.
Martin Buys Vollmer bouse.
The Film Theatre in Vollmer, Idaho,
has been bought by C. H. Martin, editor
of the Lewis County Register.
Good Jewelry Hooked on NazlmOTU.
One of the leading jewelers of Seattle
co-operated with James Q. Clemmer In
advertising Nazimova's latest, "Stronger
Than
placedshowing
In the the
backbustof
windowDeath."
the largeHe poster
portrait of Nazimova in the act of fastening around her neck a gorgeous Jeweled
collar.
the spaceoneinoffront
of the picture wasInarranged
the handsomest
displays of precioud stones ever seen In
Seattle. It consisted of diamond and sapphire dinner rings, diamond sunburst
brooches, large diamond bar pins, and a
few handsome pearls.
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Pittsburgh Points
Jeanette Tbeatre Remodeled,
OLIVERtre, KITCHBL,
of the Eagle
TheaJeannette, remodeled
the interior
of his house recently. Besides putting in
new seats, he has had the interior beautifully redecorated, and also new lighting
fixtures installed.
Stehler IVotv An Exhibitor.
H. E. Stehler, formerly salesman for
the Pittsburgh Pathe Exchange is now
manager of the Opera House and Coliseum
theatres at New Castle, Pa. The former
runs road shoys only, while the latter,
vaudeville and feature attractions. Stehler
says business is good.
Hats Off!
J. G. Furrier has completed two years
as traveling representative of the Standard Film Service, Pittsburgh. Mr. Furrer is one of the youngest as well as one
of the best liked film salesmen in the
Pittsburgh territory.
Here Comes the Groom.
One of the Browarsky Brothers, Morris,
was rtiarried February 8 to Miss Sadie
Edlis, sister of B. C. Bdlls, of the Craft
Film Service. The couple have gone on
an extended honeymoon trip, on which
they will take in New York, New Orleans
and Los Angeles.
Rlgrht at >£;m!
J. Frankel and Charlie Flarity, two new
salesmen at the Pittsburgh Goldwyn exchange, are reported as hitting the high
(sales) spots at a lively clip.
Once More the Groom!
Thomas Bello, of the BlJou T.heatre,
Belle Vernon, Pa., was married Wednesday, February 4, to Miss Mary Costello.
Realart

to Release
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The couple spent several days at Cumberland,ingtoNew
n, D. C.York, Philadelphia and WashGood Business.
Mather-Collieres have erected a new
$80,000 theatre to seat 600 at Mather, Pa.,
which it is expected will be open about
the first of March. The Pittsburgh U. T. E.
has equipped the house in its entirety.
"A Record" — A Real One.
"Mickey" has just repeated for the third
time at the Globe Theatre, Washington,
Pa., with a three-day run, and broke each
of its previous records. Manager Mercer has booked the production for a
three-day fourth repeat run.
Noah Richards Dies.
Noah Richards, an usher at the Regent
Theatre, East Liberty, died recently, a
victim of the flu. Noah was 18 years of
age and well liked by patrons of the Regent as well as the employees.
Detroit Dottings
Metro Landing Bi^ Ones.
WN.
of the Detroit
office,
• hasSKIRBOLL,
landed a number
of first-runs
and reports that he has negotiations pending which will practically assure Metro
of a first run on all future releases.
"Stronger
Death"later
recently
played ata
week at theThan
Majestic,
was shown
the Regent for a week and Is booked into
the Orpheum for a week. "Should a Woman Tell?" with Alice Lake, has been booked
for a week at the Madison Theatre, starting February
"Lombardi,
will
be shown
for 29.
a week
at theLtd.,"
Majestic,
ending February 23. Mr. Skirboll reports
that he has practically closed contracts

Service

Tales

Made by Director Charles Miller
proved this, but established him as the
LES MILLER productions
CHAR
have been acquired by Realart. foremost interpreter of dreams of the
Mr. Miller is to make a series of great out-of-doors. Exhibitors will reout-of-door pictures based on the works
call 'The Ghost of Yesterday,' 'By Right
of Robert W. Service. The news of the of Purchase'
and 'The Sawdust Ring' as
among other succesful Miller producdeal, concluded with Mayflower Phototions, and there are only a few titles
play Corporation by President Morris
Kohn, of Realart, was announced last which come to mind at the moment."
Charles Miller was 38 years old when
week. Mr. Miller is already at work
near the Canadian border in New York
state on his first Mayflower production,
further anouncement of which will be
soon forthcoming.
In concluding negotiations with Mayflower for the release of these out-ofdoor photoplays. President Kohn declared that Director Miller will bring
to the screen a product, every detail
of which, even the Robert W. Service
poems themselves, will be of his own
choosing.
"The new
entered into
by
Charles
Millercontracts
with Mayflower
Photoplay Corporation, mark the approach to
an ideal in the motion picture industry,"
said Mr.
creation
of aartist,
picture playKohn.
is the "The
business
of an
and with complete freedom to follow his
own inspirations, unhampered by any
consideration whatsoever, Mr. Miller is
achieving a dream that has been the
aim of a lifetime. He brings to Realart
the experience of many years as a director of motion pictures, as an actor
and stage manager and as a student of
film technique in all its branches.
Made Many Successes.
Gun Man?
Nope, Night Watchman.
"We all know Mr. Miller can make
A
shot
from
"Dangerous
Hours," a Thomas
pictures which have big box office value.
H. Ince production for FaramountArtcraft.
'The Flame of the Yukon' not only

1487
for first-run
state
theatres.on Metro in all of the leading
Tripling Capacity.
Charles Kane is enlarging the Castle
Theatre, Detroit, from 400 to 1,400 seats,
making
one of the largest houses on
the
east itside.
Regrular
H. A. ARoss,
Detroit"Magnate."
manager for Famous Players-Lasky, is on a two weeks'
trip to Florida, where his family is spending the winter.
Young Goes to Kansas City.
Fred Young has resigned as Detroit
manager for Hallmark to accept the manof the Robertson-Cole exchange
in Kansas agementCity.
Family ISqnlpment.
Ernest Forbes, manager of the United
Theatre Equipment office in Detroit, is all
smiles these days. There's a good reason
—baby
the boy.
arrival recently of a seven-pound
To Build Ttto.
The Schlossman Amusement Company,
of Muskegon, has been incorporated for
$100,000. Practically all of the stock is
held by Mr. Schlossman, who plans to erect
two new theatres — one in Muskegon
proper and another in Muskegon Heights.
We're "Pur" H. T. Snonden.
H. T. Snowden, who for the past five
years has been connected with various
exchanges and newspapers, has been appointed manager of publicity and exploitation at the Detroit exchange of Robertson-Cole. For three years he was in the
Northwest putting over such pictures as
"Crisis,"
of aofNation,"
etc. For "Birth
a number
years he"Cabtrla,"
was an
exhibitor. He has for some time frequently contributed clever material to
Moving Picture World's "Rambles Round
Filmtown."
the motion picture first appeared to
him as a field to which a man of ideas
and ideals could turn profitably. To
learn to make photoplays Mr. Miller
abandoned a salary as actor at $350 per
week and as a $3-a-day super began to
study at the Thomas H. Ince studios in
Santa Monica, Cal.
Cameragraph Club Dinner
and Party Is Big Success
THEgraph
big winter
eventtheatre
of the party
Camera-to
Club, the
see "Aphrodite" and dinner after
at Reisenwebers, New York, which took
place Saturday night February 14, proved
a great success and was well attended
by members of the club. The members
of the Cameragraph Club, many of them
veterans of the industrial film world
and charter members of the International Order of Associated Film Fans, were
of
the opinion
thriller
was not that
in it"Aphrodite"
compared as
witha
many of the good film plays that are
shown nightly on the screen.
Among the members of the Cameragraph Club who were present were Edward Earl, president of the Nicholas
Power Company; Alfred D. Bell, treasurer, and W. C. Smith, general manager;
Theodore F. Uhlemann, president of the
Cameragraph Club; Raymond Dengel,
vice-president, and Bennet Goldsmith,
secretary and treasurer; Louis Merkin,
James Stillman, P. A. McGuire, Charles
Linderer, Thomas Uhlemann, Max Bauer,
William Ellwood, Ferdinand Elsbeck,
Charles Wickerscheimer, Gabriel Rigger, Joseph Koch and Joseph Abrams.
The wives of many of the members were
present and they were also of the opinion that the Cameragraph Club ought
to see a film play next time it was looking for thrillers.
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Philadelphia Paragraphs
To Show "Brat" on Percentage.
MANAGER TECKER of the Fulton
Opera House, Lancaster, Pa., will
on, on
play "The Brat," the Metro producti
a percentage basis, beginning the week
Metro's
,
Milligan
N. E.will
y 16.tative,
of Februar
supervise the
represen
special
will carry on an extensive
and
showing
advertising campaign.
Mrs. Weller 111.
Mrs. Weiler, wife of the managerN. ofJ.,theis
Colonial Theatre, Egg Harbor,
reported to be seriously ill. Her many
friends in the film business wish her a
speedy recovery.
"Erstwhile Susan" on Percentage.
• G. W. Lederer, Jr., exploitation manager
for Realart, is on a visit here, offering
local and out-of-town exhis serviceshibitors.to
G. M. Krupa, of the Hamilton
arranged with ManTheatre, Lancaster,
play
ager Emanuel of the Realart to basis
"Erstwhile Susan" on a percentage
Mr.
16.
during the week of February
extend his advertising
Krupa promisestheto coming
week.
ability during
League May Revive.
ExhibThere are indications that the
reitors' League of Pennsylvania willwasbe anmeeting
vived shortly. A special
nounced for next week, when the election
of officers will take place.
"Everywoman" Snccessfnl.
third suc"Everywoman" concluded itsPalace
Thethe
cessful week's showing at for
an indefinite
is engaged
it
atre,
where
run.
Hoosier Happenings
Kokomo Paramount Changes.
A DEAL was closed at Kokomo, Ind., this
week between A. R. Nelson and Ernest Walton by which the former becomes
owner and manager of the Paramount
Theatre, on Mulberry street. Mr. Nelson
recently purchased the Star Theatre, at
the corner of Walnut and Buckeye streets.
Both will be operated under his supervision.
Shining Up In Logransport.
Finishing touches are now being made
on the new addition to the Paramount
Theatre at Logansport, Ind. The improvements, which have been in progress
for the last two weeks, consist of a new
lounging room and lobby. Four large mahogany finished doors have been placed
at the entrance and the interior of the
structure has been redecorated in a light
colored design. Two large indirect lights
have been placed in the lobby and a large
and attractive mirror now adorns the
wall.
Karl Goes Into Bnaineas.
F. R. Karl, owner of a cigar stand at
Anderson, Ind., has purchased the Cozy
Theatre of that place from Frank Lockwood and will take charge of it immediately. Mr. Lockwood will give his entire time to the management of his other
theatre, the Madison. F. L. Walker, who
operated the Isis Theatre at Anderson, has
gone out of business. The Isis was originally known as the Nicholodian and as
such was the first motion picture theatre
In the city.
Hotel Installs Theatre.
A new motion picture theatre has been
built in the West Baden Springs Hotel at
the famous watering resort at West Baden, Ind. It will be open to guests of all
the hotels at the springs.
Heasman and Buck In Danville.
William Heasman and Fred Buck, of
Attica. Ind.. have bought the Colonial
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Theatre at Danville, 111., from John W.
Hollin and his wife, Lela N. Hollin, who
have operated it for the last few years.
The new managers have announced that
they intend to make some extensive improvements in the place in a few weeks.
In Again — Out Again.
The Misses Lavaughn and Ellen Parish,
who recently purchased the Midway Theatre at Knightstown, Ind., last week sold
it to R. Sipe and Howard Bundy, of Newcastle. Mr. Sipe operates the Starette
Theatre at Newcastle.
Kankakee Luna Opens.
The Luna Theatre .at Kankakee, 111.,
owned and operated by the Luna Amusement Company of Lafayette, Ind., was
opened tween
to $4,000
the and
public
Saturday.
Be$5,000lasthave
been spent
in remodeling the building, formerly the
old Gaiety Theatre, into the new Luna.
A five-act vaudeville program will be
given on Saturdays and Sundays and the
other days of the week will be devoted to
motion pictures.
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Cleveland Chips

House at "Five Points."
ONE of tres
thein Cleveland
largest neighborhood
will shortlythea-be
built
at This
what isisat known
as street
the "Five
Points."
East 152d
and
St. Clair avenue. Within the last two or
three years this section has built up wonderfully, many factories being located to
theThesouthpromoters
of the "Five
Points."
behind
this enterprise
are John Kalafat and associates. About
two months ago Mr. Kalafat sold out his
two theatres, the Jewel, at East 124th
street and St. Clair avenue, and the Savoy,
at East 103d street and St. Clair avenue.
Sharp Promotes in Cktlumbaa.
A new theatrical firm was incorporated
at Columbus. Ohio, the first week in February, known as the Sharp Theatres Comof Cleveland.
B. B.pany,Sharp
is one of the promoters. He
is not known widely in the Cleveland motion picture or theatrical field.
Snrrell at Jewell.
San Francisco Shots
Jimmy Surrell, for years associated with
Paul Gusdanovic in the ownership of the
Orpheum and Strand theatres, Cleveland,
Licenses May Be Doubled.
is now guiding the destinies of the Jewell
Theatre, one of the popular east end
RALPH
of theof neighborhood
finance M'LERAN,
committee chairman
of the Board
houses.
Supervisors, has proposed the adoption of
Jimmy recently sold out his interests
an ordinance doubling all license fees in danovic.
in
the
Orpheum
and Strand to Mr. GusSan Francisco to make up the loss suffered
by the elimination of liquor licenses. MovLioew Incorporates at Colnmbns.
ing picture exhibitors are voicing strenLoew's Ohio Theatres Company, of
uous objections.
Cleveland, lumbus.
hasThis concern,
been incorporated
at Coit is understood,
Asked to Forego Electric Signs.
will
hold
the
present
Loew
houses
In the
Owing to an unprecedented drought,
new ones, being a subwhich has cut the supply of hydro-electric state andsidiary ofdevelop
Loew. Inc.
power to a low level, electric light companies throughout the state are requesting theatre owners and others to cease
the operation of large electric signs and
Cincinnati Chats
all unnecessary lights. Should the shortage continue it is likely that power will
be sold only for the most necessary purWolflierg Promoted.
poses. Many New Theatres to Open.
f J ARRIS P. WOLFBERG, manager of
ri the
Cincinnati Corporation
office of the
Many new theatres in the San Francisco
ous Players-Lasky
has Fambeen
territory are nearing completion and open- appointed district manager for all the
ings will be of almost daily occurrence Paramount offices east of Chicago, acduring the next few weeks. The Ramona
cording to an announcement made today.
Theatre of Theo. Berling at Walnut Creek These include among others the offices at
will be opened on February 26 with "The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis. Buffalo, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. Fred
Isle ofis an
Conquest"
the opening
attraction.
This
exceptionally
fine house
for its Strelf, who is one of the oldest and most
size, 400 seats, being handsomely deco- popular film salesmen in this territory,
rated and equipped with a stage. Pro- succeeds Mr. Wolfberg as the resident
visions have been made for the construc- manager of the Cincinnati exchange. Mr.
tion of a balcony when necessary. Shows Wolfberg has only been out of the miliwill be given three nights a week at first.
tary service for about a year, and has been
The Majestic Theatre at Benecla is near- markedly successful as Cincinnati maning completion and will be opened this
ager. He is the president of the Cinmonth. The Merced Theatre of C. H.
cinnati Film Board of Trade, but will resign that position, and his successor Is
Douglass at Merced is also about ready
and, if possible, this will also be opened to be named at the next meeting.
Walle Retires Temporarily.
with "The Isle of Conquest," which also
Owing to an affection of the foot, from
opened
new house
at Sanof which
Rafael. Sam
The Gordon's
new California
Theatre
he has been suffering for some time,
Enea Brothers at Pittsburg, a 1,200-seat Al Walle, resident manager of the Palhouse, will be opened in March, and Vail
ace Theatre, Cincinnati, will retire tem& Waters are remodeling the old Grand
from the He
business,
undergoingporarilytreatment.
is to while
be succeeded
Theatre in Alameda and will open it shortly as the Royal. Carl Mortensen is mak- by H. R. Beattie, former manager of the
ing arrangements to open the Isleton The- Keith Theatre, 125th street. New York,
atre at Isleton at an early date.
who is already in this city to take up his
duties.
Kiddies Strong for Essay Stuff.
Forest Theatre Sold.
Ber Goodman, manager of the Frolic
The beautiful Forest Theatre, Avondale,
Theatre, has been making special efforts costing $80,000, has been purchased by
to get the good will of the youngsters the McMahan & Jackson Film Exchange.
since taking over the management of this The deal was completed last week. Nehouse and of late has been featuring Satgotiations had been under way for some
urday morning matinees at intervals with
take 1921,
posgood success. At a recent event of this time. Thesession ofnew
the owners
theatre will
untilnotMay,
kind he presented "Tillle's Punctured when the present lease expires.
Romance" as one feature of a double bill
Bettesberg with McMahon A Jackson.
and offered money prizes for the best
Steve nected
Hettesberg,
for many
conessays on the feature of the show that
with the various
film years
exchanges
appealed most to the young folks. The in this city, has accepted a position with
kiddies flocked to the theatre and re- the McMahan & Jackson Film Bxchang*
sponded with a flood of literary efforts.
as traveling representative.
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Infant
World

Ten

Industry
Years

Ago

the "exhibition"
game in raised machine operators in picture houses
announcem
most important
"the made
TO ever
in the history
of ent
the exploitation
the St. Louisof Republic.
It is reasonable
the veil
higher
estate was
of "projectionists."
of secrecy
being lifted from
believe that the first advertising page to The
moving picture industry" (up to that to
the
photo-player.
Pathe
submitted a picin
a
daily
paper
fully
devoted
to
the
time) Moving Picture World dated Febture of Victoria Lepanto, an Italian actress
ruary 26, 1910, gave just eleven lines under exploitation of picture theatres was there
("Carmen") as a "get back," probably, to
the heading "$2,500,000 Company Incorpo- represented. Just to start a possible argu- Edison
for picturing Mme. Pilar-Morin.
ion
rated." Articles
of incorporat
the it was! ment and to provoke research we'll say
Chicago Notes : George Kleine unreeled
General Film
Company
were noted asof filed
Not a Rivoli, Rialto or Capitol was a batch of "educative" films to an admirin the office of the Hudson County Clerk
mentioned. Those listed were the Grand
ing Moving Picture World man, and others.
in Jersey City.
Central,
White House, Savoy, Broadway, "If Andrew Carnegie would only put some
"To manufacture and deal in moving Alice, Dewey,
of his millions to build picture palaces to
Astor, Family, Hippodrome,
picture
apparatus" wasHarry
the stated
purposeof Victor, Nightingale,
Casino, Novelty and show educational films" said the World
of the corporation.
M. Gough,
Glen Ridge, N. J.; Guernsey R. Jewett, Gem. There was also an advert of the man, "he would do better work than the
of Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Willoughby J. Kings- St. Louis Calcium Light Company — and building
of so many
libraries."
Mr. Carnegie
is gonepublic
to greater
rewards,
bury and Emil O. Mann, of Manhattan ; Buster Brown Shoes ! The "merchandisbut the opportunity is still open to Wall
William G. Hovey, Woodmere, L. I., and
ing hook-up" was under way ten years ago! Street.
Harry J. Mullineaux, of Bethlehem, Pa.,
The Infancy of an Infant.
were listed as the incorporators.
Down the middle of the page ran a
Early Rumbles of "Rambles."
Candy stores were going out of business
Theyears
fellowfrom
whonowwrites
Years Ago"
nine
will "Ten
be recording
the columnture ofTheatre
textNow
headed:
"The Moving
Pic-in because the kiddies were spending all their
a
Permanent
Factor
fact that General Film surrendered in
pennies, nickles and dimes in the movies
bankruptcy after having led a life that Public Amusement" from which we quote theatres, said an editorial. The Confecnumbered the crucial years of the Infant a phrase : "In the earlier days, when the
tioners' Review was reported as being in
picture was in its infancy, it was
Industry. That a $2,500,000 corporation moving
natural that those who saw its possibilities a condition of editorial panic because so
could be formed without "Wall Street" was, in a commercial sense should waste as the
manyscreen.
small stores had been "K. O.'d" by
of itself, an event. But "The Street"
little time as possible ..."
"Some scientists have gone to the trouble
hadn't
heard
of
the
movies
ten
years
ago!
All
of
which
led
into
a
fine
"boost"
for
Mounting the Ladder of Fame.
theatres that had electrical musical instru- to prove," said an . editorial note, "that
Now the brokers and bankers and mes- inents, carpets on the floors and a fine at- celluloid film if placed in a corked bottle
and the bottle be subjected to heat, that
sengers and everybody down there are
mosphere of "uplift."
the movies
will be generated to exare seriously
consideredWhile
by some
papers, enoughplode gasses
"fans."
And
stock
in
picture
corporations
the bottle. Ignorant writers in the
is listed along with steel and copper ! The ten years has not served to open the eyes
daily
papers
have
siezed upon this to point
some publishers to the fact that in a
Infant
the danger in theatres where celluloid
child. is growing like an elephant's step- of
family of five four are interested in films out
films are being shown, but reasoning from
While General Film was forming and lohile baseball "thrills" onlv one.
of the experiment it would reWalter E. Greene was running a film tile result
fomenting the Burton Theatre, at Thirtyquire a million or more feet to explode
ninth and Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, cxcnange in Boston ; William H. Swanson
was sold to a young man who continued
was similarly occupied in St. Louis and a building and even then it would have
its previous policy of giving a dollar show Eugene Cline was "the whole thing" in to be as tightly closed as the bottle."
"Letters from Reade's" disclosed a kick
for 5 cents, kids ; 10 cents, grown-ups.
Chicago. We mention Eugene thus be- because
the name of the authors did not
.The young man was stepping on to the
cause he carried a full page, back cover,
appear
in the proper place for credit in
bottom rung of the ladder of tilm-fanie.
stating he zvas all that — and more.
advertising and in throwing pictures on
Just like we used to "fist" a ball-bat
the screen. It was declared that a famous
Something About "Projectionists."
to
decide
"first
choose"
the
yoimg
man
William Havill was pictured in dress name saw the light but only when they
went after the ladder, hand over hand.
famous enough to carry an advantage
chief of Chicago's Board of Mov- were
You'll find him now with United Artists suit ingasPicture
the manufacturer.
Operators' Examiners. He was • to The
— biggest
"4"
of
all
the
"Fours"—
as
gensearch for news of the Growing
then
in
his
third
year,
having
been
presieral sales manager. Shake hands with
dent of the very first board, established Infant may produce better results in the
Ralph 0. Proctor!
October 5, 1908. The writer knew Bill issue of March 5, 1910, which we will
St. Louis Republic Pioneering.
Havill — but never saw him with his "soup tackle with undaunted spiritsW.nextK. week.
H.
Fifteen "movie" houses were represented and fish" on board. // was doubtless Better stick along !
in a full-page reproduction of a full-page Havill's sartorial c.roiiif-lc that has since

Says American: "'The Honey Bee' It Going to Lead a Whole Storming Swarm of Dollars Into Your Box-Office.'
So get out the old $$ beehive for this American feature, starring Mme. Marguerlta Sylva.
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Arrow Has Two New Press Books.
Handsome press books have been prepared by Arrow Film Corporation on
"The Desert Scorpion" and "Wolves of
the Street." A striking portrait of
Edmund F. Cobb, who stars in both pictures, is shown on each cover, and in
addition on the book for "The Desert
Scorpion" are scenes from that production.
There are many hints and suggestions
which will be of benefit to exhibitors in
exploiting these pictures in an unusual
manner, and in addition there are reproductions ofa full line of accessories,
including, cuts, slides, posters, and cuts.
Special Pictures Gets
Belgian's Color Process
THE Handschiegl color process, first
used in the De Mille feature, "Joan
the Woman," has been acquired exclusively for the Special Pictures Corporation, accordini; to Louis W. Thompson, president and general manager of
this new organization, and will be used
in connection with a series of Art Color
Scenics, to be featured as a part of the
comedy-art release.
Handschiegl, .i Belgian, after several
years of experimenting has succeeded in
bringing this process for coloring films
to a point which now insures its success
commercially, it is said. Although it was
at first believed that it would prove to
be the most revolutionary device brought
for the motion picture, its success was
limited by the fact that film could not be
colored throuj;h this method in sufficient
quantity to make the process of commercial value. Now, however, Handschiegl has overcome this drawback, and
Mr. Thompson believes that the way is
now open for practical color photography for the picture theatre.
Production with the new company is
progressing rapidly, according to Ward
Lescelle, director general. The first
release is practically ready and arrangements are now under way for the adding
of other companies as rapidly as accommodations can be obtained. At .present,
production headquarters for the company
is at the Balboa studio in Long Beach.
Cal.
Thinking of installing a new projection
machine? Be rid of the old one through
The World's Classified Advertising. It's a
quick way.
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Fitzmaurice-Ouida
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Bergere

Join

in New

Deal with Famous Players- Lasky
He joined the scenario department
E, whose of Pathe, where he wrote adaptations
AURIC-Lasky
FITZMPlayers
GE Famous
GEOR
special
fea- and original stories. Eventually he beture production, "On With the
came a director, and from the outset
Dance," director
has establi
as aa most
, hasshed
skillful
justhim
signed
new was successful.
contract with Jesse L. Lasky. By the
When Dan Cupid Came In.
terms of the new agreement Famous
It
was
while Mr. Fitzmaurice was
Players-Lasky Corporation is assured
Pathe that he met his future wife.
of all Fitzmaurice productions for sev- with
Ouida Bergere had deserted the stage
eral years to come.
At the same time that Mr. Lasky for a screen career, and it was while
acting
a picture that she turned over
signed this contract with Mr. Fitz- to the indirector
a story which earned
maurice, he signed another with Ouida
place in the scenario departBergere (who in private life is Mrs. for herment ofaPathe.
Fitzmaurice). She has written the sceShe and Mr. Fitzmaurice worked tonarios for all of the subjects which have
brought Mr. Fitzmaurice so prominently then thatgether their
on "Via romance
Wireless"started.
and itLater
was
before the photoplay public.
Miss Bergere opened an agency and beThe probability is that the Famous
came associated with the American
Players-Lasky Corporation will release Play Company.
five or six Fitzmaurice productions each
Again turning to scenario work, she
year. It is the intention of the man- went
to the coast with Mr. Fitzmaurice
agement to provide such funds and co- and there
made adaptations for all the
operation of every nature that these
productions shall be rated as second to photoplays in which Fannie Ward apnone.
peared under his direction. In addition to her many notable adaptations,
Listing Fitzmaurice Productions.
she has written a number of original
It was several months ago that it was stories for the screen.
announced that owing to the success
scored by the Elsie Ferguson features,
"The Avalanche," "A Society Exile," Title Named for Second
"The Witness for the Defense" and
Hank Mann Two Reeler
"Counterfeit,"
of Mr. beFitzmaurice's
future
picturesall would
known as
George Fitzmaurice Productions. The
Hank
of the
release
THEMannsecond
Hanger,"
Paper
"The this
first picture so produced was "On With
As
week.
released
will beseries,
the
Mae Murray
and evidence of the popularity of the Hank
DavidDance,"
Powell,featuring
just released
and already
Mann Comedies. Arrow reports that
shown in several cities.
nearly every territory in the United
He is at present working on "The Man
States has been sold on series of twoWho
Killed,"
an adaptation
play reelers.
by Pierre
Frondaie
and novelofbytheClaude
The Arrow Film Corporation has
Farrere,
Qui into
Assassina."
The
play "L'Homme
was translated
English gotten out a series of cards on these
by Gilbert Canon and Francis Keyjer comedies showing the Hank Mann
beauties, and these are being sent for
and was London.
reproduced
Majesty's
Theatre,
Bothat ofHisthese
screen distribution to all theatres that are
adaptations were made by Miss Bergere. showing the comedies.
Various theaties are devising different
Born in Paris of Irish parents, Mr.
in using these cards. Some are
Fitzmaurice obtained his early educa- schemes
tion in that city and embarked on a handing them out in complete sets to
business career which took him all over all patrons, others are dealing them out
Europe and to India. Coming to this one at each showing of the pictures,
country, he was attracted to the fit-Id while others are having them thrown
of motion pictures.
from a'rplanes.

As Flames Go, We'd Offer Nothing Warmer Than "The Flame
of Hellgate" for Consideration.
Beatriz Michelena and her own company put the Are into this Supprior picture for Robertson-Cole.
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Corinne

Griffith

Meets

a

ceiling of the room was at least
THEtwenty
feet above our heads and
the window in the north wall filled
the entire space. It was the workshop
of a painter. Not the abode of a struggling young artist, but the studio of a
man who has tnade his name and can
afford to occupy a suite in the Hotel
Des Artistes and have his living rooms
p combined. The most noand worksho
of the room was
ticeable decoration
southern moss, made into wreaths or
d
festoone over the doorways.
"I haven't had my Christmas decorations taken down yet," explained Corinne
Griffith. "I'm from the South, you know,
and I had the moss sent from home."
"Is thisHowyourarefirst
in New
York?
youwinter
enjoying
our
snow?" I asked politely.
Miss siastic
Griffith's
but tactful:reply was not enthu"Oh I quite as much as the rest of the
New Yorkers I" said she.
"Thank you for them kind words ;
I'll
passa 'em
to aMayor
Hylan.snow
He
needs
few —onalso
few more
shovelers and an additional man or two
with picks to dig down and bring the
famous New York City pavements once
more to the surface. You must find
your trips by automobile between your
apartment and the Vitgraph studio in
Brooklyn rough, but invigorating — a sort
of midwinter 'bumping the bumps.' But
how did you come to select this apartment? Are you going to set up an
atelier and turn out some masterpieces
of your own?"
"Oh, dear
sublet ithotel
from and
an
artist.
This nois Ia I've
community
professional folk of every description
live here. The original settlers own
their apartments and have a voice in the
running of things."
Winning the Beauty Prize
"This
is where
they hada the
other night
and awarded
prizeball
to the
the
most beautiful woman present?"
"A golden apple — yes."
"Wasn't it winning just such a contest
that brought you into moving pictures?"
"Yes — in New Orleans."
"It's a wonder some one doesn't write
a scenario about this place, have that
ball for one of the big scenes, and cast
you for the prize-winning lady. It
would be like playing an old part over

on

Police

Courteous
By Edward

Beat

Taxicab

Weitzel

them have so much grit and come up
smiling after every knockdown of fate.
I should like to play a girl of that type.
I met one the other day — she'd been trying to get an opening in moving pictures and had been going the rounds
of the agencies for weeks without receiving any encouragement, and her
money was running very low. A streak
of luck brought her a letter of introduction to the casting director of one
of the companies and yesterday she
came in to tell, me she had been given
a small part in a picture and Would
start working next week."
"I hope she didn't forget to thank you
forThethatVitagraph
letter." star shook her head :

Driver

"No— I didn't give her the letter— I
only asked a friend of mine to get it
"Your influence was the key which
for her." the door; and, anyway, she's
unlocked
no "Ilonger
the the
failures."
hope among
not, but
test is yet to
come. I shall never forget that dreadful
first day at the studio while I was waiting to take part in my scene. Everybody was kind to me, but I kept think"And
now you're
ing— suppose
I fail!" a star in your own
right, and have to be bored by an interyou'd much
be
reading viewer
an when
interesting
book.rather
By the
way,
been game
learning
something
about you've
the writing
yourself
lately,
"Von mean_ as the heroine of 'DeadI believe."(Continued on page 1521)

Miss Griffith thought for a moment.
again."
"It
said. only
"I'll
suggestsounds
it to promising,"
our scenariosheeditor;
I think I'd rather play one of the girls
who doesn't get the prize."
"May I ask why?"
where onetowins
and"Because
it takesso somany
muchfailcharacter
accept defeat bravely and keep on trying
to do the best on can. Do you remember
the him
lines who
of Joaquin
Miller's
to
tries and
who poem,
fails 'But
and
dies, I give great honor and glory and
tears.'butMy since
own struggle
a hardI
one,
reaching was
Newnot York
realize that thousands of clever girls
come here every week hoping to start
a career and never get a foothold on
the first rung of the ladder. Lots of

"Not That I'm for Grape Juice and Prohibition — But—"
We'll finish It for her — "Because
It looks
so nlr—star.
•• Our compliments to Corinne
Vltagrraph
Grlfllth,
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Players

in the Cast of "The Honey Bee
thean casting directornyof the Germany, and trained for service in the
WHEN
was English Army.
Film Compa
Americ
given the scenario for Samuel
His first appearance in theatrical work
's notables
sev- was with Frank Benson in Shakesperian
HoneyandBee,"
"The inside
novel,both
Merwineral
outside
and later, in "Half an Hour," he
the world of film were brought together. plays,Grace
George's
leading man.
Musical
First, the star, Madame Marguerita was
comedy leads
and vaudeville
claimed
Mr.
Sylva, the Belgian diva of world wide Barrie until the screen lured him for
operatic fame; Thomas Holding, an Jane Grey's support in "When My Ship
English actor, a dark six-footer of
athletic build, who has carried the lead- Comes In." Ray a Pioneer.
ing roles in many plays on the "legitiAlbert Ray, who puts over an excelmate" stage, and Nigel Barrie, recently
lent comedy role, is one of the pioneers
discharged from the Royal Flying Corps
of the British Army, and Albert Ray, the in motion picture acting. He began his
New Yorker, who made his advent on stage career at the age of seven in "Busthe stage at the age of seven years.
ter Brown." During the summer months
Madame Sylva is one of the most between road engagement Mr. Rayversatile artistes on the international worked in several of the Biograph pictures, having had his first experience
st^ge, and, although of Belgian birth,
is an American doubly, if not trebly. with the old American Mutoscope Comhe became a director of
She won her first and greatest profes- comediespany.inLaterNew
York, but returned to
sional triumphs in this country, beginning at the age of fourteen, when she the silent drama, and made a hit as
arrived in this country with the late "Peck's Bad Boy."
Sir Herbert Tree.
George Hernandez, Dell Boone, Kid
McCoy, Harvey Clark, Ethel Ullman,
Within a few years she had won such Charlotte
Merriam, Ruth Maurice, and
distinction and success that she became
Tenbrook complete the cast.
the star of the Marguerita Sylva Comic Harry
Julian was both the writer of
Opera Company. Returning to Europe Rupert
the scenario and the director.
she began her operatic career, and, under Hammerstein's direction, created
"Harvest Moon" Finished;
something of a sensation in "Carmen."
Holding Began Career in London.
Now Being Cut and Titled
Thomas Holding began his career in THE final scenes of the DeitrichBeck production, "The Harvest
Londontions andin then
Charles
Frohman's
appeared
in NewproducYork
Moon," starring Doris Kenyon, for
Hodkinson
release, were completed at
as Billie Burke's leading man in "Love
Watches." Following two years for the Leah Baird Studios in Cliffside, N. J.,
Klaw & Erlanger in "Ben Hur," Mr. last week. J. Searle Dawley, who directed the production and Theodore C.
Holding returned to London for a vacation, where Hugh Ford of Famous
Deitrich are now cutting, editing and
Players asked him to go into pictures. titling the picture.
His first appearance on the screen was
Harvest Moon" is a picturization
as leading man for Pauline Frederick in of "The
Augustus
of theseason
same
name,
which Thomas'
ran for play
an entire
"The Eternal City," filmed in Rome.
Nigel Barrie, who also may be consid- at the Garrick Theatre in New York,
ered by some spectators of "The Honey was played for three seasons in practically every city in the country by
Bee"
as the suitor
leading through
man, asthree
he seems
the favored
acts, road companies and has been presented
is in real life the scion of an aristocratic by many leading stock companies.
English family, born in Calcutta, India,
The story has a big theme dealing
and educated in England and Heidelberg, with the power of suggestion for good
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or evil and is replete with tense and
dramatic situations and amazingly beautiful and artistic surroundings. Some
wonderful lighting effects are used to
demonstrate the psychology of light
upon
suggestion.
A strong
cast supports Miss Kenyon
in the production. Among the principals are Wilfred Lytell, George A. Lessey, Earl Schenck, Peter Lang, Marie
Shotwell, Stuart Robson, Grace Barton,
Marcia Harris, Mrs. E. M. Holland, Fred
Radcliflfe, E. H. Leffler, Ellen Olson,
famous Swedish emotional actress who
is making her first picture in this country, Daniel Pennell and Fred Kallgren.
"His Temporary Wife"
to Be Seen This Week
vivid picturization
HIS Levering's
TEMPORARY
WIFE," Josephof
Robert Ames Bennet's leap year
romance, will be the subject of simultaneous trade showings at all Hodkinson
exchanges the week of ^February 21,
many of the big first run exhibitors
throughout the country having evinced
keen interest in the maiden effort of a
producer with the ability and foresight
to corral such screen celebrities as Ruby
De Remer, Edmund Breese, Mary Boland, Eugene Strong and W. T. Carleton.
Few productions this year have been
made with so lavish a hand, it is said.
Interior settings reveal the technical
perfection reached by Mr. Levering, one
of the screen's pioneer directors, in
"His Temporary
attesta-to
tion that nothingWife."
was Similar
left undone
make the production a scenic as well as
a dramatic triumph is found in the creations worn by the leading feminine
members of the all-star aggregation.
Pathe Lists Fifth Blackton Picture.
J. Stuart Blackton, who has given
Pathe four big pictures since affiliating
with the distributing organization, follows a new line of effort for his fifth
release. In "The Blood Barrier," which
has just been completed, he has given
Pathe a production marked by rapid and
forceful action from start to finish. The
melodrama is the work of the late Cyrus
Townsend Brady, and was written in his
most effective fashion.

Showing That "The Cup of Fury" Is One Flagon, at Least
'
That's Filled to Overflowicg.
Filled with dramatic moments, of course, from
the Rupert Hughes story picturized by Gold wyn in his Eminent Authors series.
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Border

Dean
Wave of Mexican Wetness Beats
Against Adamant Boundary;
Even Cat-fish Pole Sluggishly
Tozvard Three-Mile Limit.

Law in Texas Prohibits Even Juleps in
Kentucky. Kunnel Films

the

'n Moonshine
nessee

in

Ten-

Glasses Clinking on Lone Star
Screens Might Raise Huge
"International Thirst," Choke
up Bridges and Dam River,

By PHIL FOX

NOT content with the Federal canonization of the camel, Texas
legislators have passed a law
so tothespeak.
his hump,"
"pumps palate
which parched
very
measure,
This
acme of dryness, is known as the Dean
law and is the product of long and
scientific delving into the laws of superaridity.
Booze Wave Stops at Border.
The United States may be dry, but
Texas, as wet as a red hot stove, flaunts
its Lone Star escutcheon to a moistureless world as an example of oven-baked
sterility.
A wave of wetness, a maelstrom of
Mexican moistness, tons of tequila,
flagons inefifectively
of foaming against
"cerveza"
and
gurgle
the beat
adamant
beverage boundary of the Rio Grande.
The optimistic population of the border
country announces that the center of
population is moving swiftly southward
despite the fact that rebel horses still
swim the silvery international stream.
And Galveston, as an embarkation point
for Cuba, has put on a new assumption
of waterfront bustle and enterprise.
Much "International" Business.
But the fact remains that the international bridges to Mexico merely linger
as mo'numents to times gone by and as
roadways by which the red-nosed and
bibulous may, if proper business credentials are presented to the customs officers, stride confidently forward for a
one
day's
souse.
Twenty-four
houris
leave the court
the canteens
is all that
granted nowadays to the thousands who
have ingeniously devised excuses for

pressing
al scope. border business of internationSo dry is Texas that its drought affects
every human being, every living creature, every entity tangible or intangible
within its border lines.
*
Dust from Catfish's Goatee.
The solitary scorpion in the Big Bend
country curls up and dies of thirst amid
its native sand hills. The very cactus
withers.
Catfish, dust flying from their whiskers, tediously pole themselves along dry
water courses leading toward the Gulf
of Mexico and the three-mile limit. Human thirst is intolerable.
Naturally the moving picture business,
which provides the main recreation
stimulus to hundreds of thousands of
amusement hungry Texans has not escaped the blight of the redoubtable
Dean law. The legislative measures, so
dry that the text of the league of nations is comparatively a limpid brook,
restricts all alcoholic demonstrations
upon the picture screen.
No Moonshine, No Juleps.
Glasses in Texas may no longer clink
in actuality, even in the sub-basement,
nor can they touch as animated shadows in the realm of moviedom. The
noiseless toasts of the moving pictures,
even though they be quafifed in nothing
stronger than cold tea, are banned here.
The Dean law forbids them.
No longer may Texas picture fans
legally grip the arms of their chairs as
Burglar Bill hoists three stiff drinks of
rock and rye before gouging the eye
of his-childhood sweetheart. The drinking of the hard stuff here, even on the
film, is verboten.

No longer can the gray-haired colonel
stroke his goatee and smile quietly in
the hiding shadows of the playhouse as
on the screen is reflected a good old
log cabin, brush-camouflaged still-house,
from which smoke is rising and around
which a feud is waging. Any pictures
showing the distillation of intoxicating
liquorslaw.are barred in Texas under the
Dean
They Might Create a Thirst.
Movie drinks, whether frapped on the
screen in plays of high society, drained
from the bottle in Bowery romances or
gulped amid a hail of pistol shots in a
portrayal of the Wild West of 1917 are
barred by the Texas law.
Such demonstrations and picturizations create a bad example, the legislators think. Or maybe they create a
thirst, which lacking realization, may
turn to something desperate. Anyhow,
all drinking scenes ,are exiled from
Texas movies. The writer of this article
expects
arrest for even thinking about
the
subject.
Growing Demand for Short Subjects.
A renewed demand for two reel subjects, similar to the Baby Marie Osborne
series distributed by Pathe, has been
noted by the short subjects department
of .Pathe Exchange, Inc. Within the
last few months, exhibitors who, heretofore shunned the short subjects, have
been giving them an especially big
play.
Bookings on the Baby Marie Osborne
pictures, which included "Baby Marie's
Round-Up," "Daddy Number Two," and
"Little Miss Gingersnap" have mounted
skyward, indicating the exhibitors' attituiU- towards the shrirt subjects.

Here Are the "Empty Arms."

GaU Kane ana Thurston Ha„ put over tMs title v-.on^or .;Ar.s^ ana -Ma.^^ produce.

.ester ParK and Edward Wnites.d.
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Unrest

that serial pro- made recently as two years ago. I betion ing
FURTHER indica
ductions are becom
as widely
lieve there is still room for improvepopular and as much in demand in
ment, and Republic will endeavor to
America as in foreign countries is evi- supply exhibitors with serials that surdenced in the news that is current this
thus far."
pass any made
week to the effect that Republic DisPopularity
of Short Reels Increasing.
tributing Corporation is considering the
release to exhibitors of some of the best
Mr. Busch further declared that short
serial features obtainable.
subjects, as released by Republic, are
This announcement follows closely on making steady strides forward in the
the heels of the recent announcement favor of both exhibitor and public. The
from the offices of Selznick Pictures Charlie Chaplin reissues, twelve in numthat Lewis J. Selznick has made all arber, are reported as booking so steadrangements to produce serials and that
ily that all prints are working regularly. Prizma is said to be pursuing its
Albert Payson Terhune has been engaged to write the first one.
a pace thatthehadindustry.
awakened way
attentionat throughout
When seen in regard to the serials c^)lorful
for Republic, Mr. Beach, president of The Judge Brown series is announced
the distributing
corporation,
"Yes, as very popular, and Kinograms holds
Republic
in its rapid
progresssaid:
is laying
its own with the best news reels beplans to include serial productions. We
ing circulated.
have received many communications
Republic Distributing, through Mr.
from representative exhibitors through- Busch, has announced its willingness to
out the country who, pleased with our negotiate with persons having extraorproductions, ask if they can expect any
dinary serials. Independent producers
serials. The serial as it is produced are already conferring with Republic on
today is a big improvement over those this, it is reported.
of Hellgate" is Michelena's
Next Robertson- Cole Production
GATE," the picture and the star linked with
HELL
OF dram
ME melo
FLAling
THE
atic
pic- Middleton's name as a director will put
a thril
turization of the great outdoors the production over in a really big time
starring Beatriz Michelena, is the cur- style.
rent Robertson-Cole release. This picThe story,
a series the
of melodramatictold
incidents,in concerns
fight
ture, which gives the former operatic
singer a chance to display her real between an unscrupulous cattle king and
dramatic ability, was written by Earle a hardy old mountaineer of the west,
Snell and directed by George E. which fight is carried on by the daughter
Middleton.
of the mountaineer after her father has
murdered by the cattle king who
"The Heart of Juanita," the last been
Michelena release for Robertson-Cole, dominates the valley.
Miss Michelena is supported by one of
was a picture th^t made good with exhibitors, and it is declared that the cur- the finest casts of depictors of frontier
rent production excels by far her work types obtainable. The plotting, domineering cattle king is made real by
in the emotional role of the "girl of the Albert Morrison.
Clarence Arper is the
dance
hall." is seen as the head of a bigoted and cowardly
Michelena
reactionary
band of outlaws. How she rides and the sheriff. D. Mitsoras, the half-breed gunmanner in which she copes with the
man, and William Pike, the regenerated
daring exploits of the great outdoors is man who plays opposite Michelena.
portrayed
in believe
vivid form.
are played by Cliff ThompCole officials
that theRobertsonname of Otherson,parts
Katherine Angus and Jeff Williams
"Flame

Many

Fete Maeterlinck

on

Trip to

Study Photoplay Technique in West
clusively for the use of President
commitbyingrecep
WELCOMED
tees compris
citytion
officials ind Wilson.
The last report was dated Kansas
leading citizens, the guest of
honor at banquets and the subject of City where the Maeterlinck program
,
ge
covered
the entire day, starting with
t-pa
apers
ies
fron
stor
in newsp
Maurice Maeterlinck is being given a the greetings of the reception commitroyal ovation on his journey from New
tee headed by the mayor of Kansas
York to the Goldwyn studios at Culver City. Three hundred Camp Fire Girls
City where he will study the technique escorted the visitors to the Hotel
of photoplay construction preparatory Muehlebach. M. Maeterlinck was ento writing one original story a year for
tertained at luncheon at the Woman's
production by Goldwyn.
City Club
thenhewent
the Men's
Club, and
where
was toreceived
by
The Maeterlinck party, which in- City
cludes Mme. Maeterlinck, Henry Rus- Governor Gardner, Irving Cobb, Dr.
sell and Mrs. Russell and others closely Burris Jenkins and other celebrities.
associated with the Belgian poet and
In Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit and
philosopher, is travelling in the private other cities visited, the welcome was no
car ATayflower customarily reserved ex- less cordial.
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Leonard Company Leaves for Coast.
Benny Leonard and the members of
his supporting cast including Stuart
Holmes, Ruth Dwyer, Marie Shotw»!l,
Mme. Marstini; supervisor Wally Van,
director J. Gordon Cooper, assistant
cameraman, Glenn Kunkel left Tuesday,
February 17, for Los Angeles stopping
en route at Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis,
Denver, San Francisco and Los Angeles
where the renaining twelve episodes of
the champion's
'The EvilwillEye,"
written
by Ro) serial
L. McCardell,
be
completed.
"Luck of Irish" Has
Big Pre-Release Demand

fice tested
rable
of "box-ofconside
picture
has gained
thes"policy
THAT
ity among exhibit
ors
popular
is attested by the brisk pre-release demand
for "The Luck of The Irish," an Allan
Dwan production presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation. Following a successful pre-release eastern
showing of the feature at the Capitol
Theatre, New Vo'-k, exhibitors in the
East opened negotiations for early bookings, although
the oflF.
general release date
was several
weeks
The box-office
testdescribed
at the world's
largest
theatre was
in the
following letter sent by Edmund Bowes,
managing directoi of the Capitol, to
Morris tures
Kohn,
president
Realart PicCorporation,
on ofFebruary
16,
following the week of showing: "It is
quite of
a pleasure
inform quite
you that
'The
Luck
The Irish'to proved
as pleasing to our patron' when shown on the
Capitol screen a; was the case with the
management when we viewed the picture to book it. The general impression
was that it was a good, clean, wholesome
picture, with splendid entertaining
qualities, and this general satisfaction
was"Thereflected
the Irish"
box office."
Luck ofin the
had its prerelease try-outinat Los
Grauman's
dollar theatre
Angeles.million
The
premiere was unattended by any largescale publicity or advertising, but the
Mayflower markable
special
demonstrated
rebox-office
strength, asa Sid
Grauman's enthusiastic comments and
the resulting bookings in that district
showed.
Lichtman on Exchange Tour.
Al Lichtman, general manager of the
department of distribution. Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, has left
New
York inon the
a tour
of the and
company's
exchanges
Southern
Middle
Western territories. He will take up
with the various branch managers the
details of the plans formulated at the
recenttionconvention
of the sales organizaheld in Chicago.
The offices which Mr. Lichtman will
visit are Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas,
Oklahoma City, Kansas City and probably St. Louis, Omaha, Minneapolis and
Chicago.
New Director for Aubrey Comedies.
Jess Robbins. pioneer director of
comedies, and associated with Charlie
Chaplin during the Essanay days of that
comedian, has been obtained by Vitagraph to direct Jimmy Aubrey in Big
V laugh-getters. Leo White, who played
the part of the Frenchman in many
Chaplins, has also joined the Aubrey
company.
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Moreno Completes Serial.
Antonio Moreno has completed the
fifteenth and final episode of his current Vitagraph serial, "The Invisible
Hand" at Los Angeles Harbor, San
Pedro, Cal., where daring scenes aboard
a liner were taken. Director William
Bowman, who has been ill for two
weeks, was back at work and took
charge of the climax of the serial. Mr.
Moreno did his own directing during
Mr. take
Bowman's
will
a rest absence.
of two or Mr.
threeMoreno
weeks
before he does any more picture work.
Fox Adds Four Writers
to His Western Staff
ever growing demand
meetitstheproduct
To for
ions, Fox Film
Corporation has expanded its staff
of writers at the Hollywood, Cal., studios
by the addition of four prominent men.
Three of them, by a peculiar coincidence,
bear an identical Christian name —
Stephen Fox, Stephen Reynolds and
Stephen Chalmers. The fourth is
Arthur Jackson.
Stephen Fox is a journalist and fiction writer with an enviable reputation
in the profession. His talent runs
towards fundamental questions in
human relations. Some of his writings
have been published under the name of
Jules G. Furthman. The society drama
in which delightful Vivian Rich makes
her debut as a star, "Would You Forgive?" is from
his pen. is a well known
Stephen
Chalmers
newspaper man. His short stories and
poems have won a wide circle of admirers. As long as fifteen years ago
he was already a respected journalist,
working on the New York Times. Since
then he has published many works,
among them a "Life of Dr. Trudeau,"
which
tion. he based upon personal investigaThe first A^ork of Arthur Jackson
under the Fox standard, "Leave It To
soon be
ready offora release.
isMe,"
an will
absorbing
romance
rich youngIt
man and makes an excellent vehicle for
William Russell, under the direction of
Emmett
J. Flynn.
writingin
has
secured
for himMr.a Jackson's
solid standing
the profession. He possesses a
scintilating sense of humor that makes
him and his work welcome everywhere.
May Stage "Prince of Pines."
It became kiiown this week that
"Princeducedofby Selznick
Pines," Enterprises
which is being
withproan
all-star cast, under the direction of Burton George, will in all likelihood be presented on the speaking stage in the near
future.
Willard Mack, it is said, is making
plans to produce it as a spoken drama
and play the stellar role himself. Mr.
Mack wrote the story for the screen,
and R. Cecil Smith made the adaptation and wrote the continuity for it.
Butterfield to Build in Lansing.
W. S. Butterfield, owner of many
theatrical enterprises in Michigan, has
just completed arrangements for the
erection of a half million dollar playhouse at Lansing. The theatre will play
vaudeville and pictures. Ground will be
broken March 1. The seating capacity
■will be in excess of 2,000.
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^'The

Third Woman
" a Robertson- Cole
Release, Is Story of Racial Difference
by Charles Swickard. While the greater
other part
the which
withnts
of the action is laid in Arizona the
MING
CLAI
ant equalit
annouynceme
import
have been made recently by opening is in the East, where scenes are
laid in a number of homes of the
Robertson-Cole comes the word that wealthier
class.
this company will release "The Third
Possibly
the greatest artistic triumph
r picture with an all of the picture
," a Insuperio
Womancast.
are the great series of
this picture for
star
obtaining
scenes
which
have for their background
distribution Robtrtson-Cole executives
believe that they have put their name a picturesque Pueblo village in which
to one of the greatest stories of the the everyday life of the tribe is logically
plains which has been put on the screen. connected with the action of the story
The white vivid light of the
"The Third Woman" is a story that is effectively.
beating down on this little city of
bound to please. Its big sets taken at sun
large expense together with the society baked mudbricks was taken splendid
theme and the exciting moments of the adventage of for the photography is
its clearness. In every direcfashion drama compel recognition of the superbtion in
stretches the boundless sands above
elaborate feature. Clothes a year
which
the
Indian city rises, tier on tier,
ahead of the times linked with the
modes of men and women of the day as it has been built by generations of
will no doubt break records for every patient brick-makers.
Heightening the dramatic effect is a
exhibitor who books this production.
The production is an intense study of glimpse of the quaint Pueblo custom of
the question of lacial difference along the betrothal, which has a direct bearing
an angle which has not been touched on the story, and there follows also an
before. J. Grubb Alexander wrote the excellent series of night pictures, showing the out-door fire celebration of the
continuity from the story by Raymond
L. Schrock, and the picture was directed betrothal.
Helen

Ferguson

Will

Support

Lewis

in

Picturization of ^'Burning Daylight'
with Bryant Washburn, Taylor Holmes
eigh- and Harry Morey.
girl of parts
who hasSON,
played a leading
HELEN teenFERGU
in motion pictures for several
Edward ("Ted") Sloman, who will direct "Burning Daylight," has gone to
years, has been engaged by Metro to
Huntington Lake, Cal., to look over posng
ht,"
the
Daylig
"Burni
in
Dora
play
sible locations for scenes of the producn
first of four Jack Londo stories to be
picturized for C. E. Shurtleflf, Inc., with
tion. Like most of the late novelist's
Mitchell Lewis as the star.
works "Burning Daylight" is a story of
cessary. and many snow scenes are neAlaska,
Miss Ferguson was stenog in "The
Lost Battalion." She comes to Metro
Filming of these will start in about
from Fox, where she appeared in "Shod three weeks, as several interior settings
with
Fire" before
with William
Russell.
She are to be used at the Metro studios in
was once
with Metro
in New
Hollywood before the company goes
York, where she played the role of Amy
northward. The first setting for the
Gordon in "Why Germany Must Pay" production, the New York office of
opposite Creighton Hale. She was lead- "Burning Daylight," which part Mitchell
ing womanProblem,"
to Mitchell
Lewis in
"Life's Lewis will enact, is now being conGreatest
a picture
produced
structed. The company expects to start
by Blackton last year.
next week.
Miss Ferguson did her first screen work
Jackson Rose has been engaged as
workEssanay.
with Henry
"Temper"
for the production. He has
for
She Walthall
was with in
Essanay
for cameraman
three years. She has had leading parts had a varied experience.
Metro

Acquires

California

Park

for Elaborate Outdoor Settings
The first setting to be constructed
ationof will be an East Indian town which figTHEhas Metro
a term
lease esforCorpor
taken a Pictur
years on Rose Hill Park, a tract of
ures
prominently
in celebrated
"The Hope,"
version
of the
Drurya
sixty-three acres at the northern limits screen
Lane
melodrama
by
Cecil
Raleigh
and
of Los Angeles. The park will be used for
Hamilton, now in preparation
motion picture settings too extensive Henry
with an all-star cast including Jack
for the five-acre open lot that adjoins Mulhall,
Frank Elliott, Ruth Stonehouse
the main studio plant in Hollywood.
de la Motte. This elabThe sixty-three acres cover wooded, and Marguerite
orate
is to be destroyed by an
hilly land, with a beautiful level space earthquakesetting
in
the
course of the picture.
of six acres across the center. The hills
Here will also be constructed scenes
are covered with pepper, eucalyptus and
pine trees. In places there is a luxuriant for the coming productions of the other
undergrowth. Wide opportunity for de- Drury Lane melodramas obtained by
velopment of exterior scenic effects is Metro, including "Hearts Are Trumps,"
afforded in a variety of natural settings "The
Great Millionaire" and "The Marin the tract and its lease is another
of Mayfair."have had their eyes on
Metro
example
Metro's policy of expansion the parkriages officials
for a long time.
on
a largeof scale.
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Nation's Exhibitors,
Goldwyn Guarantees Co-operation
arrival each picture the minutest care in every
on his
GOLDWYN
SAMU
n studios
in Culver detail of direction and casting.
the Goldwy
at EL
City, this week, made the follovving
"No Exhibitor'* Competitor."
statement to the exhibitors of America:
"Goldwyn will give the public, via the
"The
Company stands for the
exhibitors, the best that motion picture integrityGoldwyn
of the producer as well as the
production affords. That we mean what integrity of the exhibitor. Goldwyn is
we say is no better evidenced than by a producing organization. As such it is
the list of the pictures that Goldwyn
willing to help every exhibitor who
has announced as part of its future pro- shows the Goldwyn product. We want to
es and
sen-d help and improve the theatre of the
and big
gram.
scanne
combed
been success
sationsThehavestage
with the utmost care and no obstacle progressive exhibitor. We want to
him entertainment.
get more business
through
bethas stood in the way of securing these help ter
And at
the same
great themes for screen presentation. time, we are going to be sure that there
"Within the past few weeks we have is a home for Goldwyn pictures, where
purchased the motion picture rights to such homes do not exist today. We are
such features as 'The Great Lover,' Clyde and shall be no exhibitor's competitor.
Fitch's 'Truth,' 'A Tailor-Made Man,'
"The day of bulk production is passed.
•The Slim Princess,' 'Stop Thief,' 'Officer Each Goldwyn picture is a unit and will
666,' 'Milestones,' Hall Caine's 'The be presented to the exhibitor as such.
Christian' and numerous other novels It will be exploited and advertised as a
The Wire Tapper.
unit.
of equal
repute.
WithonlyreferMadge Kennedy sounds a flat (iron) note and plays
ence to work
on these,
I can
say
in her Goldwyn, "Two Cents Worth
"We shall
that
the
Goldwyn
company
will
give
fornia and continue
increase totheproduce
scale inof Caliour
of Humaneness."
production there. California is just as
greating asa itplace
motion
picture
ever forwas.
Indeed,
we makhave
Fox Adds to West Technical Staff
acquired twenty acres adjoining our
Golden City studios as an evidence of
our belief in this.
to Facilitate Completion of Films
L.
Nosier,
whose
special
bent
is
western
Develop Facilities Everywhere.
y adsteadratio
the Corpo
ANOTHER vance ofStep
n melodrama and whose knowledge of film
Fox inFilm
"But the East is vital to our needs no
toward perfection in product and technique has been gained by years of
less than the West. While it provides
service for the exhibitor is marked by experience in this field.
the announcement that each of the seven
of scenery which is essenMiss Shirley Mason's new starring that tialvariety
to variegated types of production,
companies now engaged in making Fox vehicle, a comed-y-drama entitled "Molly
it
also,
we
feel,
is not good to have too
pictures at the western studios has had and 1," which is under the direction of
assigned to it a regular editor and cutter Howard M. Mitchell, will be edited by many production units working in one
who will devote his or her entire time Carl Himm. Mr. Himm has been at- place. The separation of our producto the assembling of films.
tached to the Mason company permation centers by the width of the entire United States is a psychological asnently by Mr. Wurtzel.
Some time ago — in fact, when the
set to a viewpoint that will not become
A definite assignment for the William
William Russell company went to the
so we shall develop production
West Coast with Emmett J. Flynn as Farnum and Buck Jones company has warped,
director — William Fox sent with the not yet been made, although both these facilities in the East.
"I feel proud to have allied to the
company C. R. Wallace in the position stars have begun work on new photo- production
sources of my organization
of film editor. Mr. Wallace has replays. Mr. Farnuni's play is a screen the brain and
pen of Maurice
mained with the Russell-Flynn combina- adaptation of Clarence E. Mulford's Maeterlinck, andinspired
to establish as a poltion ever since, and the result, as seen western novel, "The Orphan,' 'and Buck
icy of Goldwyn the desire to secure the
in "The Lincoln Highwayman" and more Jones' story is taken from "Forbidden
by
Charles
Alden
Seltzer.
Until
greatest
creative
from ontheexclusive
world's
recently in "Shod With Fire," has proved Trails,"
literati.
We havebrains
already
Mr. Fox's contention that the use of film editors for both companies are
separate editors tor each picture affords named, J. Gordon Edwards, veteran contract Rex Beach, Rupert Hughes,
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Gertrude Aththe best results so far as continuity of Farnum director, will continue cutting erton,
Gouverneur Morris, Basil King
trimming, and Scott Dunlap will cut
story is concerned, as well as in the and
it.
and
Scott. To these we have
amount of time consumed in this im- the Jones picture in addition to directing added,Leroy
besides Maeterlinck, Ben Ames
portant department of the industry.
Therefore it was natural that Sol. M.
Williams,
who author
wrote of'Jubilo,'
and Arthur B. Reeve,
Craig Kennedy.
Wurtzel, superintendent of the West
"We stand sponsor for and support
Japs Appreciate "Flying A" Star.
Coast studios, should at once appoint a
Margarita Fisher, who is playing the anything that will develop our indusfilm editor and cutter for each of the six
try and nothing can do this so efother companies engaged at Hollywood. leading role in American's new superfectively as great pictures. Whether
The following appointments thus far drama,
"The
Dangerous
Talent,"
appears
these
pictures be made by individual
to
be
as
popular
with
the
Japs
as
with
have been made, affecting four of the American fans. The Players Graphic, producers
is no less of a tribute and
remaining six companies :
a source of pride to us all, and I shall
published in Tokyo, carries a photo- continue
to
take as keen a pleasure in
graph of the star on its cover, and makes
Four Appointments Announced.
its appeal through the Japanese, Chinese the transcendental work of an indepenand English languages. Rupert Julian,
dent producer as'if this work were done
Conley,filma experience,
young woman
•of"Miss
wide Delia
and varied
has director of the latest "Flying A" Special,
"The
Honey
Bee,"
also
appears
to
have
com- made a hit with the almond eyes, as
been assigned to the Denison Cliftscenes
Goldwyn." Joy Poses for Statue.
pany, now engaged upon the final
he is featured in the midst of a bunch of by Leatrice
of
"The
Iron
Heart,"
in
which
Madlaine
stars.
Shigeru
Imura,
the
editor
of
the
A life-sized statue called "Blind
Traverse is the star.
is used in the National Pictures
"Nothing
ismarket
more than
ap- Youth"
For Edward J. LeSaint, who is direct- Graphic, says,
production
of that name and Carle
p
r
e
c
i
a
t
e
d
i
n
the
Japanese
ing Gladys Brockwell in the first of the the American films now-a-days, the most Romanelli, one of the most distinguished
Barbar Le Marr Deely stories, "The popular of which is, no doubt, five reels sculptors of the West, was engaged to
Earl Turner dramatical play. Italian productions are make the model. It fell to the lot of
His Children,"
Mother
has
been ofappointed
editor.
To Tom Mix, now on location making just as well powerful and popular, and Leatrice Joy, who has been in other
have large admirers too. Keen com- National productions made at the Selzexteriors for his newest picture, "Desert
petitions between American and Italian nick West Coast studios, to pose for
this statue.
Love,"' under direction of Jacques films is worth paying attention."
Jaccard, Mr. Wurtzel has assigned Lloyd
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General

Manager

Woody

Urges Fight
A BILL passed recently by the United
States House of Representatives
and now under consideration by
the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee would, if properly interpreted in
dispatches printed in newspapers, bar
from the screen many of the great
masterpieces of the English speaking
stage, such as Shakespeare's "Hamlet"
and "Macbeth," Hugo's "Les Miserables," Dumas' "Monte Cristo" and Du
Maurier's "Peter Ibbetson."
The proposed legislation, according to
news reports, provides that all motion
pictures in which the hero has committed a crime shall be barred from interstate comerce and foreign exportation.
Declaring it to be arbitrary and discriminatory legislation, J. S. Woody,
general manager of Realart Pictures
Corporation, suggests exhibitors take
immediate steps to defeat it. He urges
that they enlist the aid of their patrons
in the fight. Mr. Woody argues that a
"free screen" is as vital to American
liberties as a free press and is inseparably a part of that institution.
Fight for a "Free Screen."
"Exhibitors should place the facts
squarely before the public in their publicity and on their screen," Mr. Woody
says. "The
of newspapers
should bebe
enlisted
and aid
theatre
patrons should
urged to write immediately to their
senators urging the defeat of the proposed bill. The occasion should be made
the start of a fight for a 'free screen.' It
seems to me that the principle of a 'free
screen' is as strictly American as the
well-established principle of a free press
The two are inseparably linked.
"The measure is discriminatory because the stage and newspapers are not
affected. Plays in which the character
is a crook or murderer may still hold the
boards in our cities and be allowed to
travel from state to state and into foreign countries. Magazines and novels
presenting the same theme are not
affected. But when motion pictures do
what the stage and the press are allowed to do, the act becomes a crime!
What the Law Would Bar.
"Take Shakespeare's 'Hamlet' and
'Macbeth'
plays
which wouldas brilliant
be barredexamples
from theof screen
under the proposed law. Consider the
Robin Hood stories for children that
were made into one of the best operas
of our time. Goethe's 'Faust' would
come under the ban, and hardly one of
the great operas of Wagner, Mascagni,
Verdi, Beethoven and others could survive a strict interpretation of the proposed law.
"Hugo's 'Les Miserables' and Duma's
'Monte Cristo,'
both andmasterpieces
literature
and drama,
the numerousof
plays by Pinero, Jonas and Ibsen would
be banned. And what would happen to
screen productions of Du Maurier's
'Peter Ibbetson' or Tolstoi's 'Power of
Darkness ?'
of sinpowerful
and regenaration
is "The
one oftheme
the most
in drama,
poetry, literature and opera. It is a vital
part of religion, life and art. Is it to
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of Realart

on Bill Before Senate
be barred arbitrarily from motion pictures? If its presentation encourages
crme in motion pictures, should it not be
barred at the same time in plays, opera,
poetry and literature?
"Half a Law Already."
"There is another practical aspect of
the case which is of interest. Must the
federal courts and the Interstate Commerce Commission be called upon contnually to decide what productions present acrook or murderer as their principal character.
"Let no one get the idea that this measure will be defeated unless there are
protests. It is half a law already, having passed the House of Representatives, and the chances of its passage by
the Senate will be materially strengthened if it is recommended favorably by
the committee to which it has been referred. The time to protest is now!"

William

Fox

Starts

and

George

"My Dear! a Press Agent!"
Pauline
Starke
extends the
"welcome"
Goldwyn's
"Dangerous
Days,"
by Mary In
Roberts
Rinehart.

Pearl

White

Walsh on New
Vehicles
which
is
declared
to
be
a
distinct novWILLIAM
started Pearl
two
elty, full of tense, dramatic scenes.
companiesFOXon has
location.
In the West, Gladys Brockwell has
White, who will be directed by
Charles Giblyn, has left for Port Henry, just completed "The Mother of His Children," under the direction of Edward
N. Y., to make the exteriors of "Tiger J. LeSaint.
Miss Shirley Mason, the
Cub."tion George
Walsh,
under
the
direcof Dell Henderson, has left for delightful star whose work in "Her Elephant Man" has been universally
Tennessee, where the exteriors of "The
Dead Line" will be made.
is at workof on
"MollyM.andMitchell.
I" under the direction
Howard
All interiors for the eastern companies praised,
of Fox Film Corporation are now being Tom Mix is working on "Desert Love,"
photographed in the new Fox building with which picture Jacques Jaccard
on West Fifty-fifth street. The com- makes his debut as a Fox director.
Buck Jones Hurt.
panies have been recalled from the four
studios formerly leased by Fox and in"The
Iron
Heart," which Denison Clift
stage. teriors will be confined to the new large wrote, adapted for the screen and is directing, isthe new vehicle for Madlaine
During Pearl
the week
Moll,"
starring
White, "The
was White
completed,
as Traverse, while William Farnum is at
work on "The Orphan" under the diwas "A as
Manhattan
with will
George
rection of J. Gordon Edwards, Louise
Walsh
the star.Knight,"
The films
be
Lovely
is playing opposite Farnum.
placed on the Fox schedule of releases
William Russell's next picture will be
in a short time.
"Leave It to Me," on which he will beIn making
"The White
the
gin work in a few days.
Frank
L. Packard
story.Moll"
Pearlfrom
White,
An injury to his toe interrupted temmost popular of all international favorporarily Buck Jones' work on "Forbidites, is seen in a role entirely different
densumeTrail."
he will
soonhe re-is
from any in which she hitherto has ap- Dunlap.
work
onHowever,
the picture
which
peared, and one that promises to be a making under
the
direction
of
Scott
revelation to her followers. It is the
first time that this popular actress has
definitely deserted serials.
Buys "God's Country" for Japan.
Other Artists.
I. Omita, Japanese film magnate, has
"A Manhattan Knight," the George
Walsh picture which George Beranger purchased the rights for "Back To God's
the Cnrwood-C
Producdirected, is founded on Gelett Burgess' Country,"
tion distributed
by Firstarver
National
Exwell-known novel, "Find the Woman."
hibitors Circuit, for Japan.
It is described as a novelty melodrama
Mr.
Omita
left
recently for his native
and promises much in the way of action.
Virginia Hammond plays opposite Walsh land with his film and a giant Great
to make extenintends
and, incidentally, this is the first pic- Dane Dog. He
sive use of this dog in the exploitation
ture that the former star of World
Pictures Corporation has made for Fox. of "Back to God's Country," in Japan.
to Mr. Omita, his Great Dane
The first part of "While New York According
will be the first of this species to be
Sleeps,"
the
big
Fox
special
which
Eastern land.
the
in
seen
Charles J. Brabin is making with an
"When I return to New York," said
all-star cast, has been completed. EstcUe Taylor, Marc McDermott and Mr. Omita, "it will be with as much
Harry Southern are studying their parts weight in money as I took away in
for the second edition of the picture, film, dog and advertising matter."
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Juvenile and
the best attended meetings
ONEof of
motion picture exhibitors in
Greater New York was held on
Friday, February 13, in the Hotel Astor.
More than 200 theatre owners representing every borough of the Greater
City were present.
The call had been issued by the officials of the state league to consider the
following questions: The refusal of certain exchanges to sell unmounted paper
to the poster companies from which exhibitors are now renting mounted
posters, and the report of the legislative
committee of the state organization in
reference lation.toAn pending
proposed
legisinvitationandhad
been issued
to the F. I. L. M. Club and to the
mounted paper renters. Both invitations were accepted and members of the
F. I. L. M. Cluii attending were I. E.
Chadwick, Mr. Connors, Henry Siegel, I.
Schmertz and W. E. Raynor. All of the
five companies cealing in slides, accessories, photos and mounted posters were
represented.
O'Reilly Speaks for Exhibitors.
State President Sydney S. Cohen
asked for opinions on the question of
mounted
L. O'Reilly
stated thatposters.
he could Charles
not understand
the
big minds represented in the national
association bothering themselves with
such petty details as six sheets and one
sheets. The mounted poster was an
absolute necessity for the small exhibitor, he said. The exchanges having
declined to furnish posters to the men
who had heretofore mounted and sold
them, the exhibitor was in a serious
predicament.
Mr. Raynor of the F. I. L. M. Club
replied that it was merely a question of
having the poster department break
e^en. Under present conditions, Mr.
Raynor said, the poster departments
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Poster,

Percentage Problems
are losing money because the men who
bought paper for mounting; purposes
naturally decreased the quantity of sales
from the exchange to the exhibitor. To
this Mr. O'Reilly responded with the
suggestion that the producers cut out
the tons of literature now shot at the
exhibitor for the purpose of telling him
how to run his business.
Would Have Matron Appointed.
Mr. Chadwick suggested that a committee be appointed to consider this
question. The chair named Gus Koenigswald, I. Saphier, H. Snediker, E. Falter,
S. Sheer and A. Knaster.
State President Cohen spoke on the
legislation to oe introduced at Albany
to repeal the present law which absolutely prohibits the admission of unaccompanied miners into the motion picture theatres. Mr. O'Reilly explained
that he hoped to get the co-operation
of the Gerry Society in the form of a
bill which will be satisfactory to everybody. The bill will provide for a matron
whose appointment must be approved
by the Gerry Society and who must be
licensed somewhat in the same manner
in which children are licensed today for
appearance on the public stage.
President Cohen called attention to
hostile legislation proposed in Albany.
He said that there was talk of a statewide license bureau and of a bill making
an hour's intermission between each
performance compulsory. Censorship
bills are also in the making.
Protest Percentage Booking.
"Thisfects ourlegislation
afinvestment which
we canseriously
only defeat
by 100
organization,"
he said.
"It
was perin cent,
this way
that the old
blue
laws were repealed last year. Every one
of you has an opportunity to show his
faith and interest in the organization by
attending our state convention, which

February 28, 1920
willMr.be Cohen
held on invited
March 9anandopinion
10 in Utica."
from
the meeting on the question ef percentage booking. Executive Secretary
Samuel I. Bermau said that southern
exhibitors have put up forfeits obligating themselves to deny access to their
screens to any proposition that is
offered
basis. them on a forced percentage
Mr. Manheimer said he did not believe
that there were any arguments in favor
of percentage Dockings. A motion was
quickly passed declaring the unanimous
protest of the meeting against forced
percentage booking.

"Checkers," Racing Drama,
Pleases British Public

took the United States by storm
"Checke
dramaversion
racing
THEin its
, isrs,"'
gripfast which
screen
ping the motion picture public of Great
,
ing
s
to report that have
Britain accord
reached Fox Film Corporation from its
exchanges in England. With the allstar pro(^uction booked for a solid week
at the great Biimingham Picturedrome,
at Sparkbrook, Birmingham, a success
on the English screen paralleling the
American triumph is foreshadowed.
The management of the Picturedrome
has communicated directly with the
executive offices in New York, expressing satisfaction at being able to book
the great photoplay and congratulating
the producer upon the valuable press
sheet and exploitation aids issued for
the picture.
"Checkers" is a visualization of a most
famous racing drama. Its showing on
the speaking stage was responsible for
more slang phrases now in popular use
than any other single play. It fairly
bristles with plot and counterplot and
tense situations, and the real racing
scene taken at the Belmont Park track
furnishes a climax of its kind never
surpassed in thrilling effect.
The likelihood of an overwhelming
success for this scieen drama in England
is particularly strong because of the tremendous popular
interest The
in horse
ing in that
country.
storyrac-of
"Checkers" is so realistic both in its
clear cut detail and in its entirety that
it should capture the popular mind.
Mary Beaton Makes Her
Screen Debut with Metro

The Smoke Lifted; the Big Guns
Wheeled
Pictures
Taken. into Position — and Had Their
A group of Metro-Loew big guns shot at the Metro studios. Prom left to rlffht
are: Irving AckermanRowland
and SamandHarris,
E. Atkinson, Richard A.
MarcusW. Loew.

s fresh
to motion
NGa girl's
COMI
near
school
finishingpicture
from
Philadelphia, Mary Beaton has
joined the Metro forces at the company's studios in Hollywood, Cal., as
the only feminine member of the studio
stock company. Miss Beaton was placed
under contract recently by Richard A.
Rowland, Metro president, during his
visit to the Pacific Coast in company
with Marcus Loew.
Miss Beaton, who is a young woman
of singular beauty of face and figure, had
long been desirous of launching upon
a career in the silent drama. She is
well known in the younger social set
in and about Philadelphia.
Before going to the Pacific Coast Miss
Hampton posed for test pictures at
Metro's New York studios in Sixty-first
street, and the results were so satisfactory that she was sent to Maxwell
Karger, Metro director general in
Hollywood.
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Mayer Engages Rene Guissart.
Rene Guissart, recognized as one of
the foremost picture photographers of
the day, has been secured by Louis B.
Mayer to take charge of the camera
work on future Anita Stewart productions. His first picture will be Harold
MacGrath's
in
which Miss "The
StewartYellow
will beTyphoon,"
drected by
Edward Jose.
Mr. Guissart comes to the Mayer studios with an enviable record for photographic achievement. For years he
was manager of the Reutlinger studios
in Paris, later holding the same position
with the Felix Company. From there he
went to Eclair, and then decided to try
his fortune in America. He was associated with the Manuel Tourneur Productions, where he was in full charge
of the camera work.
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Artists to Release "Romance;"
Doris Keane Plays the Leading

hastionbeenof
LLEN
EXCEmade
on Tthe progr
screenessproduc
"Romance," Edward Sheldon's popular story, for United Artists Corporation, in which Doris Keane plays the
leading role. The release date of the
picture will be announced shortly.
"Romance" is one of the most exceptional stories that has ever appeared
on the stage and is filled to overflowing
with the emotional glamour of love, m
which on the speaking stage, Miss
Keane appeared more than 3,000 times,
in New York, Chicago, Boston and London, and which has had continuous runs
in those cities for more than five years.
The story is that of the romance of a
famous grand opera singer and a young
clergyman, who despite their different
"Jiggs in Society" Is First
callingsfound are
drawnlove.
together
by a proand sincere
The woman
has
Bringing Up Father Comedy
drained the cup of life so deeply, that
THE
first of the "Bringing Up
to the minister is imposFather" Comedies from the Mac- her marriage
sible, yet in the hour of trial, she rises
Manus carlcons just completed at
to
sublime
heights
of self-denial, provthe Christie Studio in Hollywood has
ing herself stronger than the man.
been
christened
"Jiggs
in
Society."
The comedy is in two reels. It was
The charm of "Romance" has proven
directed by Reggie Morris, a recruit irresistible on the stage. Its sentiment
IS delightful end the acting of Miss
from the Sennett studio, under the Keane
most admirable, for it is a quaint
superision of Al Christie, and it will be
released by Pathe within the next two story of sentiment, love and power, one
months under a distribution contract that grips at the heart-strings of its
made by International Film Service every audience.
Company, Inc.
Sparing No Expense.
The principal roles are played by
As Mme. Cavallini, the prima donna
Johnny Ray as "Jiggs," Margaret heroine, Miss Keane has unlimited opCullington Fitz Roy as 'Maggie" and
portunities togive vent to her qualificaLaura La Plante as the pretty Jiggs
heiress. Other important parts are
tionstional
as one actresses
of America'simpersonation
foremost emo-of
played by Marjorie Payne, Ward Caul- the difficult role Her
on
the
stage still is
field, Jack Henderson, George Burton, conceded to be one of the most
Eddie Baker and Gus Leonard. A. Nagy acting achievements of the past brilliant
decade.
and A. L. Lane were the cameramen.
United Artists is sparing no time and
The
second
"Bringing
Up
Father"
to make this picture a remarkfeature comedy is being produced at the expense
able production. It will vividly portray
Christie studio under the direction of
Reggie Morris. Johnny Ray, Margaret
the
life interesting
of New York's
its most
period society
and theduring
most
Cullington Fitz Roy and Laura La- minute
care
is
being
taken
to faithfully
Plante who enacted the principal roles
in the first Jiggs comedy are also in the
second.
Hodkinson Promotes Branch
Heads; Puts on More Men
FB. WARREN, vice president of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corp., an• nounces
certainin managerial
promotions and changes
the branch sales
organization as follows:
Rudolph Berger, Hodkinson manager
in Washington, has been promoted to
the management of the Philadelphia
Hodkinson office, succeeding Charles
Henschel, who has resigned to enter the
brokerage business with his brother.
J. J. Milstein, manager of the Hodkinson interests in Omaha, has been
promoted to the management of the
Hodkinson Washington, D. C, interests
as successor to Mr. Berger.
H. K. Moss, former manager of the
Triangle office in Detroit and later manager for the Stephen A. Lynch interests, has been placed in charge of the
Hodkinson sales in Omaha.
G. H. Quigley, formerly one of the
honor salesmen in the Pathe organization, has been made Hodkinson manager
in Buffalo, succeeding, O. T. Schroeppel,
resigned.
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represent its every well-known detail, as
the plot of the story confines much of
its action to the well known section
of New York's Greenwich Village, which
has necessitated the erection of big settings. Chet Withey is directing the
production.
The book and the play have been internationally proclaimed by critics the
greatest story of life, passion, action
and power, containing in its whole, an
exceptional amount of action and heartinterest, sufficient suspense and with
the very necessary qualification, an ultimate justification.
Warner Oland Comes East
Starts on New Pathe Serial

n roles,
has
preter of serialD,villai
s interfamou
Los
from
New York
arrived inOLAN
WARNER
Angeles to begin work before the camera
at the George B. Seitz studio in the
Pathe serial "The Mad Talon," which
is being directed by Bertram Millhauser
and
role. offers Juanita Hansen in the star
Apparently the only way for Mr.
Oland to get a little vacation from the
studio is to alternate between the coast
and New York, for he finished work
at the Gasnier studio on "The Third
Eye," a forthcoming Pathe serial in
which he will be co-starred with Eileen
Percy Wednesday, January 3, packed up
and boarded a train for New York on
the 6th, arrived in New York the 10th,
at noon, and the following day was at
the Seitz studio arrayed in full makeof the
up in day.
time for the first "camera" call
Work on the serial was started sometimes ago and Mr. Oland said that he
expected he would be worked at top
speed to make up his share of the scenes
for the early episodes of the serial.

"Be Careful! Don't Drink That too Fast !"— There's a Reason. (No Advt.)
Crawford Kent Imbibes the old stand-by
In hNShoes."
Rdsrar Lewis 'rathe Production,
•'Other Men's
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^'Land of Opportunity" Receives
Praise of Prominent New England Men
IN the Americanization plan of Frank- result has been that the Americanization
lyn K. Lane, secretary of the in- plan has been given a big boost.
terior, wherein he asked the coBig Showing in New Haven.
operation ofthe motion picture industry,
of the biggest private showings
"The Land of Opportunity," the Ralph of One
the picture took place in New Haven
Ince-Lincoln picture, presented by Lewis
J. Selznick, seems to have struck a lead at the Bijou Theatre on February 5
for others to follow.
before a distinguished audience of officials and Yale University men. There
The first of the Americanization pictures to be released, it has been watched were present Ex-President William
very carefully and the volume of con- Howard Taft, President Hadley, of Yale;
gratulations sent to the Selznick offices Mrs. Osborne, his secretary; Mayor
show beyond a doubt that it has struck David Fitzgerald, of New Haven ; L
the right note. Governors of states, Osborne, the mayor's secretary; S. Z.
M. Segal. O. C. Edwards, mangovernment officials and prominent ex- Poli, agerL.of the
Palace Theatre, New Haven;
hibitors have forwarded telegrams and
Fred
Valles,
manager of the Bijou Theletters of congratulation unsolicited to
atre, New Haven; L D. Doty, auditor of
Mr. Selznick, praising him for the
promptness with which he responded to the Poli Enterprises; J. J. Splain, genmanager of the Poli Enterprises;
Secretaryof Lane's
call as well as for the L. D. eral
Garvey, publicity director of the
quality
the production.
Poli Enterprises, and E. J. Poli, besides
Distribution Rather Than Profit.
exhibitors and representatives of newsIn the first place, after the picture
From Governor Coolidge, of Massawas completed and found to be about papers.
chusetts, has come the following telewhat was wanted, plans were promoted
"Dear Mr. Selznick: You are
for extensive distribution during Lincoln entitled gram:
to great praise for your first
Week. The result is that "The Land Americanization picture portraying some
of Opportunity"
was theatre
not only with
showing
at
every Broadway
one anecdotes in the life of the great president and man. 'The Land of Opporexception during the week of February
' is a everyone
picture that
can aswith
profit
8, but there is not a city in the United be seen tunityby
of us,
it shows
States of any size where it is not be- where Abraham
Lincoln plainly stood
ing screened in at least one theatre.
the issue of Americanism."
To assure extensive distribution, the onFrom
M. L. Brittain, state superinfollowing telegram was sent to all
tendent of schools of George, came a
branch managers of Select who are re- similar letter.
These are but a few of
leasing the play: "Extensive distribu- the letters received.
Land the
of Opportunity'
more tiontoof 'The
me than
price for the means
same.
To Start Production Next Month.
We want the largest distribution posr
sible and every print must be kept busy.
Geo. H. Callaghan, special representaLewis J. Selznick."
tive of the Smith Syndicate of Los AnThe response to this telegram was
geles, which company has recently enmost liberal and Select and Republic
tered the picture producing field with
salesmen found that the exhibitors were ZaSu Pitts as its first star, announces
more than willing to co-operate. The that production activities will commence

"A Key City," Says General Pershing,
Studios.Receiving the Key to the Goldwyn
The General .seems pleased: so does Mayor Snyder, of Los Angeles; so does Clarke
Irvine, in naval uniform, representing the studios on the General's recent visit.
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next month in its new studios now under construction in Hollywood. Miss
Pitts is now finishing her last picture
for Brentwood.
Sara Nason, who is responsible for
most deroftheMiss
Pitts' successes,
while been
unBrentwood
banner, has
engaged by the Smith Syndicate to write
stories especially adapted to the star's
personality.
Marshall Neilan Leases
Studios in Hollywood

ini, whose
NEILAN
t
on, "The
MARSHALL
tial independen
James Oliver
End," byproducti
River's
,
Curwood will soon have its first showing in every large city of the United
States, has just completed a deal with
John Jasper, manager of the Hollywood
Studios, Inc., on Santa Monica Boulevard, which provides that Mr; Neilan
shall have the exclusive use of one of
the big stages for a period of six months.
At the end of this time it is expected
that the new Neilan studios will be
ready for occupancy. This puts an end
to the rumor that the director-producer
would soon come east to produce.
The Hollywood plant is one of the
best and most modernly equipped in the
country.
It was built in 1919 under
the supervision of Mr. Jasper. It consists of four separate units, each unit
comprising a light and dark stage, individual lightmg equipment, a projec
Lion room and a set of offices for carr\
ing on the business affairs of the pr
ducing company.
Neilanunitoiganization
will lake
ov.-r
oneTheentire
and the young
producer
is enthusiastic over the prospects of filming his pictures for the next six months
without the delays which have handicapped him in the past because of the
lack of available studio space.
New York Fire Fighters
to Be PoUar's Guests
from
California, back
wherein heNewrecently
York
GENE POLLAR,
completed the star role in Numa
Pictures Corporation's production of
"Theofficials
Returnandof members
Tarzan," ofwillthebe Hook
host
to
,
and Ladder Company No. 20, of the
New York Fire Department located at
157 Mercer street, at a special showing
of the film, shortly. The aflfair is in
recognition of the interest shown Mr.
Pollar by these men who were, for a
vigorous season, co-workers with him
in the exciting task of guarding one
of the
mostcity.dangerous fire districts in
the
entire
Sought Genuine Thrills.
Mr. Pollar's enrollment as a member
of the Fire Department followed an examination in which the big fellow received a 100 per cent, rating. It took
place about three years ago, when the
actor, bored with the imitation heroics
and the uncertainties of screen and
stage activities, decided that he must
have some of the genuine thrills that he
had been imitating so successfully.
Mr. Pollar left the Department to enlist in the United States Army where
he saw nineteen months of service.
His guest list for the coming showing is headed by Chief of the Department John Kenlon, Deputy Chief H. B.
Helm, Captain Edwin Hotchkiss and
Captain Edward Harmon.
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C&rlin Joins Metro Publicity Staff.
George A. Carlin, until recently of the
editorial staff of The Evening Sun, has
joined the publicity department of Metro
Pictures Corporation, under J. E. D.
Meador, which is composed entirely of
newspaper men. He is another addition to the former service men on the
staff, having served a year in France as
sergeant with the First Army Headquarters Regiment. He was admitted to the
New York bar on his return from overseas. He passed his bar examinations
in 1917, after he had enlisted in the
Forty-seventh New York Infantry on his
graduation from Fordham Law School.
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Tax

May

Abolish

and

Raise Import Tariff
timated that one of his important proposals will be the abolishment of the socalled reel tax and the increase in the
duty on American pictures. Up to the
time that Sir Henry reached the decision to repeal the reel tax, exhibitors
in all parts of the country made loud
complaints against the injustice of the
law, inasmuch as they were paying, in
some cases, a larger reel tax total than
the rental of their theatres by the year.

the
prospect
E isn every
THER
nt, at that
its sesParliame
Canadia
sion which opens at Ottawa, Ontario, on February 26, will take up the
questions of re-arranging the tariff on
moving picture imports into Canada. It
has already been intimated that this
tariff will be adjusted so that British
moving pictures will be given decisive
preference. This development has been
assured to representatives of exhibitor
associations who have interviewed a cabinet minister with regard to government
taxation.
List Big Advance Bookings
Promise Great Things
Another promise is that the special
for New Fox Feature
on Pathe's "In Walked Mary" federal ta.x of IS cents a reel a day will
mana- be abolished entirely and that the revEARLY reports from branch
enue
from
this
source
will
be
made
up
gers of Pathe Exchange, Inc., inREPORTS
the West
Coast
studios offrom
Fox Film
Corporation,
dicate that "In Walked Mary," the by an increase in the duty on moving
Albert Capellani production featuring picture prints from the United States. is under
whereway,
the staging
of
"The
Orphan"
that this first
June Caprice, will be put down in the It has been intimated that there will be effort of Williamindicate
Farnum since his rerecords as the third great success of no increase on the duty on moving picturn to California will be flawless in its
from Great Britain, and if this
the director in the last year. Pre- plan istures
followed out there will probably "atmosphere." Under direction of J.
release showings to exhibitors have re- he considerable
preference in favor of Gordon Edwards, who has an enviable
sulted in important bookings and pre- British productions.
leputation for consistently faithful
dictions that it would meet with the
effects, there is every reason to believe
England
May
Have
Preference.
that the finished product will justify the
same popular favor as "Oh, Boy!" and
"The Virtuous Model."
Secretary Thomas Scott, of the Mo- reports.
All of the clever human touches and
tion Picture Exhibitors Protective .AsFarnum at Palm Springs.
the witty action that has marked the
sociation of Ontario, has been urging
William Farnum and a company of
work of the director in past productions that the duty on British film imports
is given play in "In Walked Mary," and into Canada be removed entirely so that 100 persons began work at Palm Springs
June Caprice delightfully interprets the the English producers would have free on this story from tlie pen of Clarence
E. Mulford. With a view to absolute
spirit of the story. It is the romance of
Canadian mar'<et. In- authenticity of setting, an area of many
a Southern girl and a Northern boy and access to cidthe
e
n
t
a
l
y
,
t
h
e
Canadian
Exhibitors
ExLos Angeles was cantheir happening together at times when
change, Ltd., of Toronto and Montreal, miles aroundpainstakingly
to find the right
each one needed the other.
which is a subsidiary company of the location.vassedWhen
the technical director
The settings and the physical charac- Exhibitors Association in Ontario, has
teristics of the production, also, bear contracted for the Canadian rights of had decided upon the types of houses to
all remarks of a typical Capellani pro- eight British features, the first of which be used in "The Orphan." he had his
duplicated for the interior scenes,
duction. The interiors are in the best "Romany Lass," has already been pre- plans
are to be done at the Fox studios
sented in a number of Ontario theatres. wlilch
taste, with a richness not overplayed;
.n
Hollywood.
the outdoor scenes were selected with More of these English productions are
the discrimination of the director.
to be secured by the Canadian Exhibitors
screenwith
advent
of interest.
"The Orphan"
isThe
awaited,
great
The
Exchange, it is intimated.
■■■tory is said to be tensely dramatic and
Sir
Henry
Drayton,
the
federal
minisEnthusiastic Exhibitors
ter of finance, is the governrrcnt rep- 'o constitute a fine vehicle for the actor
resentative who has prospective tariff of manly characters marked by strength,
changes in hand, and it has been in- passion and intense sympathy.
Want More "PoUyanna"
ty of "Pollyanna,"
THEMary populari
Pickford's first production
for United Artists, is best exemplified in the fact that it has not only
broken box-office records in many sections of the country, but that there has
arrived already in the home office of
the corporation numerous requests for
extended runs and repeat bookings on
the production, from exhibitors who
have made exceptionally successful engagements out of the picture.
Will D. Harris of the Grand Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio, is exceedingly enthusiastic over the two weeks' engagement clusion
of "Pollyanna"
at theArtists
conof it he wiredandUnited
to this effect: "Closed Mary Pickford
in
nightbusiness.
after wonderful
two'Pollyanna'
weeks oflastgood
There
was not one day of even fair weather,
cold, rain, snow, slush, icy streets. Almost impassable. Send me contracts for
her next production and also contracts
for return engagement of 'Pollyanna' to
be shown when the sun shines."
A wire was received from the
Cabrillo Theatre, San Diego, Cal., to
the effect that the management would
hold "Pollyanna" over for a second
week, since it was impossible for them
"Yonder Stripling Is an Upstart: He Must Die!"
to accommodate the tremendous crowds
Hope Hampton gains her point
in "A release
Modern -Salome" in which she stars.
A Metro
during the first week's engagement.
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Select Exchanges

Increase in
has had little
winter
severe
THEor no effect on the efficie
ncy of the
Select branch office forces, a statement from the home office contends. In
fact, the statement says, the general
trend of the exchanges is toward a constant increase in efficiency and service
to the exhibitor.
From Philadelphia comes the report
that four new towns were added to
the list of that exchange. E. L. Castor,
salesman, succeeded in booking Select
productions in the four towns that heretofore had not
beenwere
on the
Select
"map."
Additional
prints
called
for by
the
Philadelphia office on "The Isle of Conquest," the Norma Talmadge Special production. The report says there is an extraordinary demand for this production
in all parts of Pennsylvania. "A Regular
Girl" headlined the bill at the Alleghany
Theatre two weeks ago and last week
this theatre showed the Owen Moore release, "Piccadilly
Jim."
The Alleghany
is the largest
theatre
in Philadelphia.
Closes for Two Washington Houses.
A report from Seattle states that the
two towns, Raymond and South Bend,
Washington, had not shown Select Pictures for two years but that Salesman
Knox of the Seattle office recently succeeded in signing the Reizner theatres
in the two towns for two Select pictures aweek, under a contract covering
several months. Branch Manager Rennie, of Seattle, is at the present time
touring Montana and his reports indicate an increase in Select's business in
that state.
Exploitation representative J. H. Lichtenstein of the Pittsburgh office assisted in putting over the Talmadge production, "She Loves and Lies," which
played at the Olympic and Cameraphone
theatres last week and is now busy exploiting "Greater Than
Flame,"
Elaine Hammerstein
release,
which theis
showing at the same houses this week.
The Omaha office reports the success
of Jake Cohn, who recently was appointed Eastern Iowa representative, in closing an unusual number of excellent contracts. These are not only on the regular productions but on the Specials as
well.
"Fires of Love" Is Title
of New Griffith Picture
DW. GRIFF
uted byattraction to beITH'S
distribsecond
First
• National Exhibitors Circuit will
be entitled "Fires of Love" and will be
released in March. The greater portion
of this production was screened on the
Island of New Providence in the Bahama
Islands, and it during the cruise to this
location that the entire Griffith party
gale that for ninewas swept into the
teen hours threatened their lives.
The cast for "Fires Of Love" is comprised of many Griffith favorites whose
absence from the screen, it is understood, was for the extreme purpose of
rendering their work fresher and more
vivid in this attraction. Clarine Seyof "Cutie
fame, has and
the
role of mour,her
careerBeautiful"
in this production

PICTURE

WORLD

Show

Bookings and Service
among others who have prominent parts
are Richard Barthelmess, Creighton
Hale, Anders Randolph, Kate Bruce,
Porter Strong, Herbert Sutch, Florence
Short, Walter James, Thomas Carr,
Adolphe Lestina and Ben Grauer.
Though not finally completed, "Fires
of Love" is fast approaching the "finishing touches" stage.
Army

Cameraman Joins
Fox News Office Staff
miles
ed 17,000
NG astravell
HAVI
signalin
in the
a captain
Russia
corps of the United States army,
during which jc'urney he obtained priceless motion picture views of the doings
of the Bolshcviki, the Czecho-Slovak
soldiers and the scenes of the place
where the Czar and his family were
killed, Howard P. Kingsmore has been
brought by Fox News to New York
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Siberia and Russia proper. We were
under way nearly a month before we
reached Omsk, the headquarters of
Admiral Kolchak.
"Part of the supplies were unloaded at
Omsk; the rest was sent on toward
Ekaterinburg, 1,000 miles farther west.
It took us nine weeks of riding to get
to Ekaterinburg. Our accommodations
on Major
the train
were of the
Kingsmore
tellspoorest
of thesort."
great
interest the Russians of all classes displayed in his motion picture camera, and
of the great
delight
had in film exhibitions at the
armytheybases.
Begin on Fifth Kaufman Picture.
Following the showing last week of
the first Kaufman Weekly entitled "Little Red Riding Hood," which Lewis J.
Selznick will present through Select Pictures, it is announced that the fifth of
the Kaufman editorials is about to be
screened at the Selznick Bronx studios.
"EasytheMoney"
under
directionwillof be
Johnstarted
Lopez soon
and
William Duffy, assistant director. George
Wright and Louise Lee play the leading roles. The scenario is by Merle
"Rich Man, Poor Man, Beggar Man,"
Johnson.
the fourth Kaufman Weekly was finished recently, and has gone into the cutting room. Mr. Wright and Miss Lee
also play the leads in this.
"Other Men's Shoes" Goes
Big in the Larger Cities

Major Howard Price Kinysiuure.
Returns laden with Russian (Jictures to
Join Fox News.
City where he has joined the home office
staff of news cameramen. King:smore,
who formerly lived in Philadelphia, was
decorated by Admiral Kolchak, late
leader of the anti-BoIsheviki forces in
Siberia, receivmg the Order of St.
George.
Few men have had an opportunity to
see Russia in its darkest days so
thoroughly as did Kingsmore. The
(-ameraman, although honorably discharged from the army with the grade
of captain, was commissioned a major in
the Reserve Corps in recognition of his
services in obtaining remarkable motion pictures in the heart of Russia.
"In November, 1918," says Mr. Kingsmore. "I boarded a Red Cross train at
Vladivostok bound for Ekaterinburg, a
distance of 6,000 miles. The train was
made up of twenty-five freight cars
filled with food, clothing and medicine
for the thousands upon thousands of
destitute refugees in the interior of

for
produc
first, bigSHOES
Lewis'
,"tionEdgar
MEN'S
ER srelease
OTHPathe
week
in the initial
ution
has proved to be one
of its distrib
of the best box-office attractions which
Pathe has ever issued. Reports to the
home office indicate that the most important first-run theatres in the United
g "Other
are
States
ChiYork,Shoes"
The NewMen's
runs.
for extendedbookin
cago and Indianapolis exchanges are parg
ticularly active in the bookin of the
Lewis extra special.
Among the big theatres booked out of
Chicago are the Jefferson, Fort Wayne;
Centennial, Warsaw, Ind.; West, Galesburg, 111.; Avoy, Moline, 111.; Liberty,
Davenport; Orpheum, Rockford, 111., and
Strand,
Freeport,Indianapolis
111. These are
all firstrun
accounts.
records
the
booking of the Lewis attraction by the
Liberty, Terre Haute; Murette, RichInd., and Wyaor-Grand,
leadingmond,screen
palace. The Muncie's
Liberty,
Spokane, will feature it as will the Pinney, of Boise, and' the Burley, of Burley,In la.
New York, in addition to booking
the foremost of the Loew and Fox
theatres, the local exchange has placed
the production in the entire M. & S.
Circuit,pect,the
B. F.Winter
Keith'sGarden,
ProsPastime,Plaza,
National
Majestic, Keystone, West End, Fourteenth Street
Theatre,
Poll'sBayonne;
Garden,
Waterbury,
Conn.;
Strand,
Empire, Port Richmond; Academy, Jersey City; Steinway. Astoria; the entire
David Picker Circuit; the Beverly and
the Crescent.
D. C. Naegley. who also operates the
Opera House. Columbia, Pa., has taken
over the Star Theatre, in that town,
with Charles Shirley, his associate in
both enterprises.
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Rotchford Remembered on Birthday.
J. J. Rotchford, assistant to General
Manager Sam E. Morris of Selznick
Pictures, is wearing a new watch and
chain as a silent reminder that he has
passed another milestone upon the highway of life.
Uponbefore
Mr. Rotchford's
days
the country birthday,
solemnizeda few
the
anniversary
of
Abraham
Lincoln's
birth,
Mr. Rotchford was presented with the
watch and chain by the branch managers of Select as a token of their esteem.
The presentation speech was made by
Morris Safier, of the Select New Haven
branch.
Henry Siegel, manager of the New
York branch, presented Mr. Rotchford
with a gold knife as a charm to wear on
one end of the chain.
Bert Lytell Will Do
"The Temple of Dawn"
"iana
OF DAWN,
E young
THEnovelTEMPL
by the
Austral
author, L A, R. Wylie, will be
Bert Lytell's next Screen Classics, Inc.,
production following "Alias Jimmy
s announc
e.
Valenti
Metro
official
Arthur ne,"
Zellner
of the
Metro
scenario
ent
departm
has started work on a scenarioization of the novel.
Templeaimyof officer,
Dawn" Leigh
is theDering
story
of "The
an English
by name, who through unfortunate circumstances becomes an outcast in India
and later finds himself.
Miss Wylie is the author of "Towards
Morning," a novel of the world war
that attracted much attention. "Stronger
Than
Nazimova's
Metro
release,Death,"
was adapted
fromnewest
a novel
by
Miss Wylie.
Bert Lytell i.s now on his sixth week
picturizing "Alias Jimmy Valentine," the
famous Pa'ul
Armstrongthestage
play. Hein
expects
to complete
production
four weeks more. Production of "The
Temple of Dawn" will be started immediately following the completion of
"Alias Jimmy Valentine."
Kunsky Takes Over the
De Luxe Theatre, Detroit
THE nam; of John H. Kunsky of
Detroit again comes to the fore
in the aimouncement of the taking over by Mr. Kunsky of the DeLuxe
Theatre from its present operating company. The DeLuxe, recognized as perhaps the most beautiful of all residential
theatres in the "city of the straits" adds
one more to the already extensive chain
of Detroit theatres operated by Mr.
Kunsky and m.arks but one of a chain of
several new theatres to be operated under the Kunsky banner.
With a capacity of 1,800 and with
everything that money can purchase in
the way of luxury and comfort, the DeLuxe operates daily to a clientele composed mainly of residents of the "Indian
Village,"dential
Detroit's
district. It most
will exclusive
be noted resithat
the auditorium of the DeLuxe is constructed upon the Roman Coliseum style.
thus_ allowing for added capacity and
making the main floor and balcony one,
thus eliminating much of the trouble experienced by the average theatre in inducing its patrons to be seated in the
balcony.
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Returns

in Third

INofresponse
picture
motion requests
of written
thousandtos the
hunpatrons and the s demands of
dreds of exhibitor throughout the
country, Mrs. Sidney Drew has decided
to return to the screen. She will begin work at once on the third comedy of
the Mrs. Sidney Drew series and her
initial appearance upon her return will
be in this production, "The Emotional
thougivesbooked
The s decision
Miss Vaughn."
who have
sands of exhibitor
her entire series of comedies an unexpected asset.
It was the original intention of Mrs.
Drew to refrain from a screen appearance for some time, but the third picture of the series carries a part exactly
suited to her talent, and this fact,
coupled with the extraordinary demand
for her, decided her. Her reappearance
adds the finishing touch to the remark-

to Films

of Her Pathe Comedies
for the entire series without knowing
that Mrs. Drew herself would be seen
in some of the comedies, and the Pathe
offices have received a multitude of
comedy.
telegrams of congratulations on the first
The second picture, "The Stimulating
Mrs. Barton," has already been completed, and at the first showing it was
generally agreed that it was an even
better production than the first. The
story
of the
"spring
making
restlessis the
hearts
of a urge,"
nice marriedcouple.
Harry McRae

Webster to

Direct "Determination"^
arrived McRAE
in Washington
with Johre
HARRY
WEBSTER
ha&
J. Livingston, one of the largest
motion picture representatives in the
world, and has closed a contract with
Capt. F. F. Stoll, author of "Determination," to direct the production of
this photoplay. Mr. Webster has directed the following stars in features :
Dorothy Dalton, Gloria Swanson, Beverly Bayne, Bryant Washburn, Dorothy
Phillips, Delores Cassenelli, Francis X.
Bushman, William Farnum, Louise
Glaum, Stuart Holmes, King Baggot,.
E. K. Lincoln and many other wellknown stars.
"Determination" is being produced by
the United States Photo Play Corporation and actual production will start on
June 1 at Grantwood, N. J. Between
now and that date Capt. Stoll and Mr.
Webster will be getting everything in
readiness for this production. There
will be an all-star cast. It will take at
least eight months to produce "Determination," then the company will follow
with "The Soul of Man," "The Home of
Man" and "Deception," all ten-reel
photoplays.

Mrs. Sidney Drew.
Returns to acting
for roles
Pathe. in her comedies

Many Popular Players in
"Away Goes Prudence" Cast

able series of pictures which she is creating to fill the long-felt want for comedies made famous by the late Sidney
Drew and Mrs. Drew.
Mrs. Drew the Guiding Power.
In all of her work with her late
husband, and in the first two comedies
of the present series, Mrs. Drew was
the guiding power. She wrote, directed
and appeared
in the
Drewshecomedies, and in the
newfirst
series
has
adapted for the screen the "After-Thirty
Stories" of Julian Street and has personally supervi.^ed the direction of the
first two pictures, "The Charming Mrs.
Chase" and "The Stimulating Mrs. Barton," in which
will
also appear
in theJohn
thirdCumberland
comedy.
"The Charming Mrs. Chase" is meeting with remarkable success with exhibitors in every territory. In New
York City it makes its initial appearance at the Capitol Theatre and the
management of that important picture
house has booked the entire series. The
finest theatres in the country contracted

JOHN S.ment ofROBERTSON'S
announcethe cast for "Away
Goes
Prudence," the original story oy
Josephine Lovett which Billie Burke is
working on for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, includes a number
of names familiar to the stage and
screen.
Percy Marmont, the well-known English actor, appears for the first time as
Miss Burke's leading man. Though in
America only two and one-half years,
Mr. Marmont has made a big name for
himself on l^e American stage and
screen.
Prudence's father, Mr. Thorne, is
played by Charles Lane. Mrs. Thorne
is being characterized by Maude Turner
Gordon. Dorothy Walters, who is making a hit has
in thethepart
of Mrs.partO'Dare
"Irene,"
comical
of thein
washerwoman, Mrs. Ryan.
In the part of the "tough guy," Mike,
is Bradley Barker, who has just finished
a principal part with Constance Binney
in "Little
Missas Jimmie
By-the-Day."
Albert
Hackett
is cast
Ryan. George
Stevens and Walter James are also in
the cast.
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R, Sheehan,
Sails

Winfield R. Sheehan.
Fox general manager, who sailed on
annual foreign trip.
New

York Critics Praise

Lloyd's "His Royal Slyness"
leading
York'shigh
Newwere
S ofer;
CRITIC
their
in daily
iie\\spa|;
praise of Harold Lloyd's newest
"His Royal
two
Strand
of theSlyness,"
the audience
whichreelkeptcomedy,
and Rivoli Theatres on Broadway in a
constant mood of mirth during the week
of February 8 S. Jay Kaufman, celebrated "round-the-towner" of the Evening Globe, aid the young Pathe favorite
a high compliment, when he wrote:
"Harold
one comedy
comedianon who
knows
how Lloyd
to putis over
the
screen."
The New York Tribune,' in reviewing
the Lloyd
feature,
Lloyd
is seen
in a declared:
delightful "Harold
comedy,
'His
Royal
Slyness',
in
which
looking kings and queens letrakishtheir
crowns and ermine fall off, while the
proletariat hammers at the door."
"Very funny" is the tribute paid the
"His
Slyness"
New picture
York
Times Royal
reviewei
who bysawthe the
both at the Strand and the Rivoli.
Pantages Theatres Book Pathe Serial.
The Pantages theatres in Seattle and
Tacoma, Wajh., recently added to their
programs the Pathe serial "The Black
Secret," starrmg Pearl White.
"The November
Black Secret"
by
Pathe
1^. andwasin released
view of the
fact that the Pantages houses usually
show only first run pictures this booking is notable, and Pathe points with
pride to the remarkable contract which
put their serial in these Pantages theatres at this date, and also the statement by the theatre men that "The
Black Secret" v as booked in these theatres in response to an overwhelming
popular demand
"Manager Wanted" is an advertisement
frequently
apftearingGive
in The
World's
Classified department.
it a try
and better
your position.

WORLD
Fox
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Official,

on Annual Trip to Europe
the Eagle, Manchester N. H. ; the Rivoli,
trip ins be-of Columbia S. C. ; the Empress Omaha,
Europead n activitie
ON his halfannual
of the expande
Neb.
Fox Film Corporation, Winfield R.
Among the bookings reported on the
Sheehan, general manager of the com- production
this week are The Casino,
pany, sailed on Saturday, February 14.
Fla. ; the Star-Palace,
Mr. Sheehan, whose regular Euro- Jacksonville,
Sioux City, Iowa ; the Rialto, Glens Falls,
pean trips were not interrupted even
during the war, will make his first stop N. Y.; the Attaway, Charlotte, N. C; the
Mass.; the Hippoin London, where he will remain sev- Lyric Fitchburg,
drome, Pittsburgh, Pa.; the Dreamland,
eral days and will be present at the
Colombus,
O.
;
the
Bucklin, Elkhart,
opening of the new Fox Film building
Ind.; the Quincy,
Strand, 111.,
Altoona, Pa., and the
at 13 Burnham street in that city. This, Belasco,
it is announced, will be the model film
building of Europe. It was formely occupied as headquarters for the Canadian army, and has been remodeled to Reginald Barker Starts
make room for the larger film activities,
which will include executive offices, shipWork on "Branding Iron"
ping and poster departments, film vaults,
projection rooms and equipment for the REGINALD BARKER has begun the
direction of "The Branding Iron,"
other departments.
based on a successful novel by
After his brief stay in London, Mr. Katherine
Burt; the story which
Sheehan will go to Copenhagen, making Rex Beach Newlin
said that he wished he had
his headquarters at the Fox office there;
thence he will proceed to Berlin, Vienna, written. "The Branding Iron" is a novel
camp and ranch life in WyomRome, Milan, Paris and Brussels, ac- of lumber
as well as life.
a vivid picture of New
cording to his present itinerary. In York ing,theatrical
Paris he will join Abraham Carlos at
Barbara
Castleton
has the remarkable
24 Boulevard des Italiens, the French
headquarters of Fox Film Corporation, part of Joan sud is supported by an allstar cast including James Kirkwood,
over which Mr. Carlos presides.
Russell Simpson, Nigel Barrie, Sydney
To Install Printing Plants.
.•\insw-orth,
ham Standing.Marion Colvin and WyndMr. Sheehan, while abroad, will arrange for the installation of two large
Reginald Barker, who directs "The
film printing plants, one in England, Branding
Iron." was recently married
to handle the output for the market of to Clara Williams, a motion picture
star
known
both as a beauty and as an
Great Britain, the other in Paris to care
for the demands of the continental busi- actress of emotional parts. Both Mr.
Barker and Miss Williams attended loness.
cal schools in Los Angeles. Miss
The foreign activities of Fox Film Cor- Williams
was associated in pictures with
poration
have
grown
to
such
proportions that there now is a Fox branch in Lubin, Ince, Triangle and Paralta, but
every leading city of Europe as well as now declares tliat she is abandoning the
in all the countries of the Orient, Aus- screen forever.
tralasia and South America. A system
of operation has been inaugurated
whereby the exhibitor is in direct con- Neal Bums Remains with
tact w'th a Fox manager precisely as
National Film Company
in the United States, and this has resulted in a cordial relationship which
has increased still further the Fox busioffers
, Nealte Burns,
legitima
producers
other many
fromING
SPURN
ness m tlie outside markets.
who has been starring in a series
During his tour Mr. Sheehan will ar- of Capitol
comedies with the National
range for additional facilities for these
branches to keep pace with their I'ilm Corporation of .'\merica, put nis
growth. It is expected that he will bring signature to a contract on Monday, Febback with him on his return the usual
ruary 9,which gives the National a ri^ht
number of foreign plays, and as the to his services for another year, with
dragnet is already out for foreign stars contract
a five years'
force. to continue the
now inoption
some interesting announcements are
awaited.
is understood
Nealwhat
Burns'
newIt salary
is almostthat
double
be
received on his first thirteen Capitol
comedies.
Hodkinson Managers Report
Neal Burns' popularity is the result
Big Business on "Capitol" of the Capitol comedies, which the National makes for Goldwyn release, acto I. Bernstein, production
in Leah
L," third
CAPITO
THE Baird's
ons manager cording
series
of producti
of
the National.
s
'
from Augustu Thomas stage
Mark Goldaine, who has been directtriumphs, gives every promise of passing Neal Burns since he joined the Naing the high mark set by Miss Baird's
tional staff, will continue to handle this
previous W. W Hodkinson release, "As rising young comedian, who will be
Aof Man
Thinks."
to
judge
by
the
volume
the business reported by Hodkinson supported by Lucille Rubey, formerly
the Pa^amou^t-.^rtcraft cross-country
managers the past two weeks.
Listed among the big first run houses
where "The Capitol" played to topnotch business recently are The Tudor,
William Wcisbrod's Elite Theatre,
New Orleans, La; the Poli Theatres, at Philadelphia,
February 16. The
girl. house is opened
Scranton and Wilkesbarre; the Lyric, new
located at Twenty-seventh
BufTalo, N. Y.; the Royal, Waco, Tex.; and Girard Avenue.
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4 Release

for Serial,)^' Trailed by Three
very best picture this time. The box
"Trailed by office
announces thatepisode
FlTHE
receipts say so and there is no
Three," dthe fifteenserial
produce by Arthur F. Beck, in higher supreme judge than the grand
which Stuart Holmes and Frankie Mann
are co-starred, has been chosen to fol- total line."
low "The Adventures of Ruth" on the
program of Pathe serial oflEerings and Miss Louise Huff Weds
will be released on April 4.
Wealthy Manufacturer
The story and scenario are by Charles
Turner Dazey, author of the famous
knownt
is well
who fans
HUFF,
LOUISE
throughou
picture
to motion
stage success,
Old Kentucky,"
and
numerous
screen"Insuccesses,
among them
the country through starring m
"Wolf Lowry," starring William S. many Paramount, Lubin and other feaHart, and the Douglas Fairbanks features, was married on Monday, Feb"Manhattan
Madness."
to Edwin A. Stillman, a
The ture,
main
line of
action developing wealthyruary 16,machmer
y manufacturer of
through the fifteen chapters of "Trailed New York City.
by Three"
centers
about
a priceless
Miss Huff recently obtained a dirope
of pearls
which
represents
the
from her first husband, a motion
ransom of a tribe of South Sea Islanders picturevorcedirector,
with custody of her
from a group of villains practicing op- young daughter Mary Louise. Mr. Stillpressions and cruelties of the typically man also obtained a divorce from his
serialesque character. The group is first wife about a year ago. He is the
made up of three men who keep dili- son of Mrs. Francis H. Stillman, of a
gently on the trail, hence the title.
The characters are involved in a prominent Brooklyn family, and has
series of adventures which carry them been living of late at 52 West Fiftyfrom New York to the Arizona desert, second street. New York City.
The ceremony took place at the MarSan
Chinatown,
an toisland
Collegiate Church with the Rev. Dr.
in theFrancisco's
South Pacific
and thence
the O. P.ble Barnhill
only relatives
bizarre and colorful atmosphere of and a few near officiating,
friends of the bride and
India.
groom being present.
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman will make their
Vekroff the Director.
home on Park avenue and Miss Huff will
her career as a motion picPerry Vekrofif directed the produc- continue
Her last appearance on the
tion. Mr. Vekrofi' has directed for screenture star.
was
in the American Cinema
American Kinemacolor, Metro and Vitagraph. He was selected for this serial Corporation's feature "The Stormy
because of his familiarity with peoples
and customs of the far East. Mr. Vekroff was born in Alexandria, Egypt ; edu- Petrel."
cated in Constantinople, and studied law Long Missing Cameraman
and dramatic art at the University of
Escapes from Bolsheviki
Sofia, Bulgaria. His record with American producers as a director is one of FEARS for the safety of Victor O.
distinction.
Kubes, a New Yorker, missing for
The supporting cast includes such well
months in the heart of Soviet Rusknown actors as John Webb Dillion,
sia, were allayed on February 14 when
Wilfred Lytell William Welch and a cable was received from Paris stating
Ethel Kay. Important parts are played that Kubes had telegraphed from BerIn that he was on his way to the French
by the well-known Chinese actor, Sam
Kim, and an 11-year-old Oriental child capital. Kubes, formerly a lieutenant
prodigy whose name is May Toy. Sam in the U. S. army signal corps, was a
Kim also assisted in the supervision cameraman for Fox News, and left Paris
of costuming and make-up of characters October 26 last to try to make his way
playing in the scenes laid in Chinatown
to the stronghold of the Bolsheviki.
It was known that he had succeeded
in San Francisco.
Pathe has completed plans fot an ex- in entering Russia by way of Finland,
tensive advertising and exploitation but after that no word was received
him. Alarmed by his silence of
campaign.
"Trailed
to pub- from
months, Fox News recently telegraphed
licise on the
same bybigThree"
scale isaccorded
every Pathe serial. It is announced
to the State Department in Washington,stirequesting
that "Trailed by Three" is a serial lendtute a search that
for the
him. government ining itself particularly well to novel exIn his message to the Paris office of
ploitation ideas, and Pathe promises
many suggesticns and plans to aid the Fox Film Corporation, Kubes said
exhibitor.
briefly that his journey had been full of
excitement and hinted he had reached
Germany
ficulties. only after the greatest difChaplin Film Blocks Traffic.
For the first time in the theatrical history of Atlanta, Ga., local police reserves
Starts Studio Paper.
were called out five different times to
A semi-monthly studio newspaper,
regulate traffic conditions about the Criterion Theatre during the showing of started by James Hood MacFarland,
eastern studio publicity representative,
"A
Day's
Pleasure,"
fourth million
dollar Charlie
comedy Chaplin's
released with the modest purpose of interesting
the employes of the eastern studios of
by First National Exhibitors Circuit.
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
"No
matter
how
we
judge
it,"
said
Willard Patterson, manager of the Cri- and in that way obtaining closer cooperation between the different departterion, "Charles Chaplin has pulled his

ments and creating more interest in the
publicity work of that organization, has
just made its appearance. The newspaper, the first issue of which is in
mimeograph form, is called "Long Shots
and Close-Ups." It has received the
hearty approval of J. N. Naulty, studio
general manager, and will be a permanent feature.
"The Lone Wolf" Still Booking.
"The Lone Wolf," Select release starring Bert Lytell, which was distributed
to exhibitors throughout the country
some time ago, has shown a big spurt
in bookings recently, according to reports from the Select offices at 729 Seventh avenue, New York.
This increase in the popularity of the
film is attributed by Lewis J. Selznick
to the declaration which has been made
that "The Lone Wolf" is one of the
best productions that Bert Lytell has
appeared in. The box office reports
and exhibitor satisfaction are cited as
ample proof that this is so.
Neilan Loans Players to Tourneur.
Marjorie Daw and J. Barney Sherry,
two of the leading players in Marshall
Neilan's "The River's End" which will
be released the middle of this month
through First National, have been loaned
together
Neilan's
twelve yearwith
old Wesley
boy star, Barry,
to the Maurice
Tourneur Company.
All three of the above mentioned stars
are under long term contracts with Mr.
Neilan but as the producer is contemplating avisit to New York City before
starting work on a new picture, he
agreed
to Mr.of Tourneur's
request
for
the services
his talented
players.
Eight Directors with National.
The National Film Corporation of
America now has eight directors on its
permanent directorial staff. They are:
William A. Seiter, Paul Hurst, Mark
Goldiane, Harry Edwards, Ward Hayes,
Robin Williamson. Lou Carter and Jack
Hoxie,
" Caldwell,
director,andhas"Mickey
been added
to thetechnical
studio
council. Tom Gibson has been engaged
to write the continuity.
iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiii iiiiiiNiiiiKiiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiillllllll

Lon Chaney
Playingin ' Tlie Morris
Penalty."
written by
Gouverneur
for Goldwyn
production.

1506
Roanoke Operators Elect.
Many New Year's resolutions were
made by Local No. 55, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and
Moving Picture Operators, of Roanoke,
Va., when it elected officers at its meeting of January 4, and the spirit of the
organization since then paints toward
a realization of hopes for a happy and
prosperous new year.
R. M. Hartigan was re-elected president and Stafford M. Price vice-president. Two other re-elections were J. R.
Frazier, Jr., as secretary and treasurer,
and L. C. Priddy as business representative. -The other officials are: Cecil Simpson, press reporter; William M. Huff,
sentry; Sid Priddy, E. Van Miller and
Emmett E. Hughes, trustees; E. B.
Brown, Bernard B. Glover, Charles K.
Kennett, R. W. Cook, R. Knight, A. L.
Chocklett, L. J. Duncan, R. O. Glover,
Joe Darago, Ben Law, George R. Jannay, Lewis Evans, VV. H. Rose, Bobby
Jones, R. X. Sibold, Lewis Magalis, Rudolph Spencer, Earl Wysong, Kent
Evans, Z. N. Dowdy and Ed. Jockson,
honorary members.
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"$30,000/' Has Thrills and Laughs
been disposed of : Iowa and Nebraska
nsonaryCorpo
W. Hodki
W.nces
THEannou
releasne to Ernie Holmes of Omaha; Northern
29, ratio
for Febru
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey
n t Kerri
gan's
in his to Masterpiece Film Attractions of
fifth tions,
on produc
Brunt
Bober
series J.ofWarre
Philadelphia; Western Pennsylvania and
ng, fast-movingy advengrippi
•$30,000,"
West Virginia to S. & S. Supply Co. of
societ life by Pittsburgh.
New York
ture storya of
H. B. Daniel, author of a dozen popular
s, including "Timber McKee,"
novel's
"What Money?" and "Snobs.'
Leah Baird Completes
It is said
"$30,000"
the liveliest
vehicle
in that
which
Mr. isKerrigan
has
Latest Hodkinson Picture
been seen in many a day, the role of
John Trask giving the popular star
hia
e,"
"Cynt
of
Leah
Baird'
VANCE'S
PH series
JOSE
many opportunities to revel in that
IS the
LOUfourth
in Minut
her
of Artco
pro-s
brand of comedy and dramatic situations
ductions for W. W. Hodkinson distrithat has won for him the big popularity
bution, has been completed at the Leah
he enjoys among patrons of the cinema. Baird studio
Besides cohesive action and a striking cutting stage.s, where it is now in the
The final scenes were taken at the
plot,
mor. "$30,000" is rich in rollicking huN. J., studios following the
Some of the most popular players of Cliflside,
return of Miss Baird and her company
the stage and screen support Mr. Ker- from Tampa, Fla., where the many
rigan in the new production. Fritzi thrills, always looked for in a Louis
Brunette, the clever little heroine of Joseph
Vance story, were photographed.
Louise Glaum in New York;
"The Lord Loves the Irish" and "Live Not all of the tense situations were
in the South, however, much of
Sparks,"
is again
in thearefeminine
lead. Others
in seen
the cast
Nancy enacted
Star Acclaimed Enroute
the shipboard action having been taken
Chase,
an
English
beauty
late
of
the
The
aboard
the
former German liner Kronz
town.
in
is
LOUISE r GLAUM ator
of the silver London stage, who makes her first ap- Prinz Wilhelm in the Hudson River, bepopula fascin
fore the vessel was turned over to the
pearance on the screen; Joseph J. Dewsheet enjoyed a thrilling trip 'cross
ling, who played the patriarch in "The Cunard line.
-country, having been "held up" at KanMiracle Man," Thomas Guise, Arthur
sas City by a dozen exhibitors and exPlayers of nation-wide repute were
changemen who tried to induce the J. Millette and Carl Stockdale.
selected by Mr. Beck to support Miss
Director Ernest C. Warde, who ofParker Read, Jr., star to stay over for
ficiated in the production of all previous
Baird Thompson,
in "Cynthia
of the
Hugh
an actor
withMinute."
a long
the premiere of "The Lone Wolf's
Kerrigan-Brunton pictures, also di- list
of successful achievements, is Miss
er"
n
.
Theatre
Newma
the
at
Daught
Ben Blotcky, the Hodkinson exchange
Baird's leading man. Burr Mcintosh
rected "$30,000."
was assigned one of the outstanding
manager, arranged the reception. In
Albuquerque, N. M., and in Chicago,
roles. Others who support the star are
Stecher-Caddock Pictures
.A.lexander Gaden, erstwhile leading
where S. J. Goldman, the Hodkinson
representative, met Miss Glaum, the star
"Going Big," Says Pioneer
man
for Doris Kenyon in "The Bandalso was warmly acclaimed.
box" and later with Miss Baird in "The
antion
Corpora
Film
Pioneer
that
nounces
the
motion
pictures
THE
"Give us another 'Lone Wolf's DaughRuby Hoffman, Matilda Brundage,
of the Stecher-Caddock wrestling Capitol";
ter' was the te.xt of the exhibitor.
Dillion.William Welsh and John Webb
Miss
Glaum
is
in
New
York
to
"catch
match aresurprise
proving
one wide
of theinterest
season'sis
the liners from Paris with the latest genuine
s, and
"Cynthia of the Minute" has to do
with the extraordinary adventures of a
being manifested in them. At various
Parisian creations," among other things. centres
out
through
the
country
they
are
young
American girl born to good social
Miss Glaum is at the Claridge. Accompanying the star were Mrs. Porter H. repeating the success made at the ini- position and wealth, who finds herself
by the exigencies of fate compelled to
tial showing at the George M. Cohan
Albright, her sister, and Sig Schlager,
Theatre in New York.
fight her own battle against a band of
J. Parker Read, Jr.'s, press representative.
crooks bent on securing possession of
.Mready. the foUowing territories have
her property and ready to use any foul
means to achieve their ends.
Bobby Vernon Featured
in ''Petticoats and Pants"
the feature
is Christi
Y VERN
BOBB
e Spe-d
newest
in the ON
player
s
"Petticoat
schedPants,"
and
cial,
ced
uled for March release. It is announ
as one of the funniest as well as most
elaborate comedies ever made so far as
sets, costumes and photography are concerned, to say nothing of a use of the
Christie Follies girls.
The chief action is laid in a lavishly
equipped
cabaret. feminine role is in the
The principal
hands of Helen Darling, who appears as
a solo dancer in a cabaret. William
Beaudine directed. The story was written by Frank Roland Conklin and
scenarioized by W. Scott Darling. The
photography was by E. G. Ullman.
Banquet of Roanoke Local 55, I. A. T. S. E.
Followed recent election of officers for the ensuing year. R. M. Hartigan was re-elected
president.

The Opera House, Green Lane, Pa.,
opened with pictures and vaudeville,
January 15, giving shows the last half
of each week.
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will occupy part of the basement and
sections of the first, second and third
floors.
This theatre, the largest in New England, will fill a long felt want and will
give the public a motion picture house
unexcelled by any in America in attractions and equipment. It will show
the highest
pictures
obtainable andclass
will first-run
offer other
features
unique in the amusement business of
New England. Just how the remainder
of the building will be utilized has not
been fully decided.

by Robertson- Cole as a Special
it is their intention to dethe ownersvote thesaid
TELL
TUNsE drama
rear portion of the building
THE
ticER,"
producWood
A. H.FOR
to
a
motion
picture
theatre that will be
d
d
which
playe a recor run
tion
in New York City and startled the superior in appointments to any in the
country on tour, will shortly be given country. Its seating capacity will be
4,000, being exceeded in this respect by
to the screen world by Robertson-Cole
only one theatre in America, the new
a
al."
pro
big
This
speci
"extr
an
as
Capitol in New York City. The theatre
duction directed by Albert Capellani was
obtained by Roberston-Cole this week.
Marjorie Rambeau acts the leading role.
She is supported by a cast of notable Maddened
Steer Injures Joe Ryan,
stage and screen artists.
" 'The Fortune Teller' is without doubt
the most elaborate and best staged film
Delaying Exciting Vitagraph Serial
thus secured by Robertson-Cole," said
Ryan's fight with the steer will probably
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and
neck appear
with nghis point,
steer,breaki
A MADDE
as one of its supreme high
twistedNED
to the
general manager of the Robertson-Cole
several days ago made a last lights. The encounter lasted forty minDistributing
utes and the final climax brought the
is a dramaticCorporation.
setting of a "The
play picture
of the lurch and heave that hurled a Vitagraph
same name which had a continued run serial many weeks out of its schedule. complete defeat of the steer even more
dramatically than the story required.
not only in New York City but in every Joe Ryan, known widely as "the best For
the steer died.
large city in the United States.
loved villain on the screen," suffered the
direct
force
of
the
steer's
wrath.
"In thisoutdid
production
Albert
Ryan lies bedridden with three broken
Capellani
himself.de Itluxe,
is true,
he
ribs and contusions that will permit all Republic Buys "The Great
had a marvelous story to work with and the
steers in California to breathe more
Shadow" from Adanac Co.
a star who has been proved as one of
for some time. His injuries are
the best drawing cards both on the easily
described as severe but not serious.
Corporation
considers Distributing
one of its
legitimate stage and on the silver sheet They
WHAT
the Republic
caused Vitagraph, however,
but, on the other hand, his artistic to issuehaveformal
most important purchases was anannouncement
that
the
nounced when it became known that
touches, together with the elaborate
scenes and dramatic settings, has release date on the forthcoming Joe "The Great Shadow," said to be a powerful picture depicting the general social
stamped this as one of the best produc- Ryan-Jean Paige serial is indefinitely
tions given to the picture field.
of today, was bought from the
postponed.
Joe Ryan was being raised, together unrest
.\danac Production Company for release
Wide Exploitation Planned.
with Jean Paige, the winsome little at an early date.
of many Vitagraph feathe picture is declared to be
"When we say that it is the greatest leading woman
serial stardom for the first in While
picture Robertson-Cole has ever been time bytures, tothis
sense propaganda, it is described
production. He has ap- as no
fortunate enough to release, we are not
timely in theme, vigorous in treatpeared as leading heavy in several of
boasting — we want the exhibitor to know
ment and absolutely convincing.
Vitagraph's
recent
serials.
that the stamp of approval of this conWhile the play teaches the folly of
The exploit of the new star and the capital
cern has made this not only a special healthy
and labor, who depend much
steer was being enacted as part
upon each other, getting into a tangle,
but anis'extra
special'
the third episode. The erstwhile film it
This
the first
time feature
in the production.
history of of
also
shows
the logical and happy conhas a penchant for steer fighting.
clusion when the country recovers from
this corporation that we have given the villain
He has had long training on the plains
a species of insanity.
and in his him characters as a handler
trade an 'extra special.'
The story is dramatic and full of
'"The
Fortune
Teller'
will
be
exploited
of
cloven-footed
animals.
in the most thorough manner. The
action. The dominating character ii
When
the
serial
ultimately
is
resumed
caliber of the picture will be told in and completed, the aclual scene of played by Tyrone Power.
national advertising; and its exploitation
possibilities explained in publicity and
advertising matter.
"The press campaign books, the lobby
; nd the paper will be a surprise in motion picture work. We know what we
have in this picture and we are not
going to allow money or time to stand
in the way of making this the biggest
box office attraction of the times."
Boston Will Have Second
Largest Theatre in America
PLANS for a new moving picture theatre, the largest in New England,
were revealed with the announcement of the sale of the Seigal department store building, Washington and
Essex streets, Boston. The great building, which has been vacant for several
years, was sold by the department store
trust to Benjimin A. Prager, of the
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation; Max
Mitchell, president of the Cosmopolitan
Trust Company; Adolph Leve, of the
New England Waste Company; L. Agoos
and L. Agoos Company, wholesale
leather merchants, and Reuben Broomfield, president of the Stoughton Mills.
Announcing that the eight-story $4,When Man Meet* Beast.
100,000 vacant store is ,to be converted
Joe
Ryan,
Vitagraph
villain,
battaling
for hi.s life with a maddened steer for Vitafnto a motion picture theatre and a
graph aerial. When time was called J oe had three broken ribs, and suffered
business producing building, the new
from many contusions.
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Selznick Engages Red Eagle.
The Selznick studio roster of players
now contains the name of a man whose
ancestors date back farther in American
history than those of any other American stage or screen star, or player.
This personage is Red Eagle, a real
Indian who is a direct descendant of
the chief of one of the oldest tribes in
America. He has been engaged for
the role of Payatuk in the new Ralph
Ince special production for Selznick
which is titled "The Law Bringers."
Charles Ray Studios
Ready for Production
WITH a statement from Charles
Ray promising exhibitors and
public the best efforts of his organization comes the news that the studios of the Charles Ray productions
in Los Angeles will be ready for actual
production by the time Moving Picture
World reaches subscribers.
Steady progress has been made on
the extensive alterations and additions
to the original Fleming street studios
which will house the new Ray products,
and the plant will be cleared for action
in time to conclude plans for the first
work of the star. Ray is enjoying a
much needed vacation away from Los
Angeles and will return to commence
independent pioduction in the latter
part of the month.
Jerome Storni. who has declared his
intention of continuing as director of
the star, is already on the scene, making arrangemer.ts for the initial First
National attraction in which the Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation will present the star. Mr. Ray is highly pleased
to have obtained the services of Director Storm, who has long been a close
associate of the actor. Mr. Ray believes that co-operation between all the
vital factors in the making of photoplays is the first law of successful production, and that with such support he
can safely promise both exhibitors and
public even better and more entertaining pictures than he has done in the
past.
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Admire

"The Strongest" Despite Blizzard
once impressed all who saw it as distinctive and without fault as regards
of theNewmost
one which
DESPIT
City
Yorksevere
snowsEtorms
of its French settings. Anhas experienced in years, William the detail
other notable feature observed was the
Fox, overcoming all traffic obstacles, skilful performance of the entire cast,
introduced to the trade press on Thurs- an all-star cast including Harrison Hunter, Carlo Liten, Georgette Gauthier de
day, February 5, the 'sall-star super-production of Clemenceau great and only Trigny, C. A. de Lima, Jean Gauthier dcTrigny,
Florence Malone, Renee Adoree
est."
Strong lines blocked between
story,
With "The
all traffic
and the young Hal Horne, a juvenile
the big new Fox studio building in West who
shows great promise.
Fifty-fifth street, into which Fox Film
of the reviewers regarding
Corporation recently moved, and the theOpinions
Fox version of the great ClemenFox laboratories at Fort Lee, the outbook are more than gratifying
look for the trade showing of this to the ceau's
producer and his organization,
widely heralded special looked rather and
the
effect
has already been felt in
dark. Mr. Fox, however, came to the
increased demand for first runs on
aid of the projection department by the
turning over his private car, and in this this special.
high-powered machine the Fox messenArrange Foreign Distribution.
ger wardraced
fromFortthe Lee
new ferry
building
north-to
Arrangements have been made for
to the
in time
connect with one of the few boats that shipment of a quantity of prints of "The
were kept running.
Strongest" to France, England, Russia,
other
continental
counThe trade paper reviewers, mean- Germany
tries whoseandvital
interest
in the theme
while, were entertained by the current
issue of Fox News, a Sunshine Comedy of the story finds its germ in the conditions resulting from the recent world
entitledBud
"HerFisher
Naughty
Wink" and
the war. Already
latest
Animated
Cartoon
the Fox representatives
in
these
countries have reported the
starring Mutt and Jeff in a timely subwidest interest among the trade, and the
called "I'm
Your features
Party." international
With jectthese
threeRinging
interesting
publicity which has been
before them, the reviewers passed the given this film has awakened exhibitors
in
districts
where
the big special type
time pleasantly.
of screen entertainments never has
A Sensational Entry.
been shown.
"The Strongest" is the fourth of the
The company's messenger on his return trip raced from the Fort Lee stu- big Fox specials for the 1919-1920 seadios to the Fifty-fifth street building
son, the others
beinga Husband
"Evangeline,"
and "Should
Forthrough snowbanks wheel-high, testing "Checkers"
the power of the -engine to the last
give?"
A
print
of
"The
Strongest"
comounce. Finally with his engine smoking
plete, with the finished art titles executed in French, has already arrived in
hot, and snow piled high on all exposed
France
on its way to the home of the
portions ofswung
the big
Fox's
chauffeur
the machine,
car onto Mr.
the Fiftycelebrated
"tigerof ofFoxFrance."
The Paris
Film Corporation
sixth street ramp which leads to the representative
second floor of the big structure, and also is on his way to confer with the
the messenger rushed in with the film.
and will cable the exIt was a sensational introduction for the great statesman,
pressed opinion of the author concernsensational film.
ing the Fox Film production of his only
The production of "The Strongest" at novel.

Watching the Dramatic Reaper Swing a Powerful Scythe Under "The Harvest Moon."
Scenes from "The Harvest Moon," a Deltrlch-Beck production Dawley.
forHodkinson, starring Doris Kenyon, and directed by J. Searl*
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Wolfberg Fights Censorship Bill.
Harris P. Wolfberg, manager of the
Cincinnati exchange of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, is martialing the
forces of his exhibitors through Kentucky to make a determined fight
against the state censorship bill introduced in the Kentucky Legislature by
Representative T. C. Pryne of Lee
County, Kentucky. Immediately upon
learning of the censorship movement,
Mr. Wolfberg sent out letters to every
Paramount-Artcraft exhibitor in Kentucky urging them to have their
senators and representatives take a
stand against the censorship, outlining
the dangers and difficulties surrounding
the plan.
Exhibitors Already Begin
Booking "Deadlier Sex"
cement of March 28 as
THEthe announ
release date of the Blanche
Sweet production, "The Deadlier
out
Sex,"
has brought
exhibito
through
the United
Stales into
the rsPathe
branch
offices to book the attraction. Pathe
is just starting on the sales campaign
for the production and the demand at
this time is therefore not due to sales
effort but is caused by the remarkable
results achieved everywhere by Blanche
Sweet in "A Woman of Pleasure" and
"Fighting Cressy,"
In "The Deadlier Sex" Miss Sweet has
of course, the advantage of a story by
Bayard Veiller, author of "The Thirteenth
another Inof the
the production
great successes of Chair,''
the year.
Miss Sweet appears in an entirely different role than any in which she has
been seen in some time, that of a young
woman who undertakes to run her
father's
railroad wreckers
after his are
death.
Street railroad
afterWall
the
property and in a battle of wits she
proves herself the master of the situation.
Mahlon
Miss magnate,
Sweet's gives
leading man, theHamilton,
Wall Street
a fine performance of the man who
couldn't be tamed. Russell Simpson,
who has appeared
productions and was inlastmany
seennotable
with Miss
Sweetcast.
in "Fighting
Cressy,"
also in
the
Walter Perry,
Borisis Karloflf,
Winter Hall and Roy Laidlaw are among
others who strengthen the production.
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at Annapolis

Arguments

Hears

Favoring

George D.
the will
advocat
THEJverson,
Jr.,esbill,ofwhi/;h
permit
the opening of moving picture
theatres on Sunday after 2 p. m., were
heard by the House Judiciary Committee
on Wednesday morning, February 11, at
Annapolis, Md. Some of the facts
brought out at the hearing were that
minor crimes are lessened by moving
pictures on Sunday, that the education
of people and the Americanization of
aliens is aided by the screen and that
the people want the moving pictures on
Sunday.
The principal speakers were Elmer J.
Cook, representing the Whitehurst
Theatrical Enterprises, of Baltimore,
including the New, Garden, Parkway and
New Century tlieatres; Charles E.
Whitehurst, of the Whitehurst interests;
George A. McDermitt, manager of
Stanford,
aLoew's
citizenHippodrome;
who said heHoward
represented
the
unorganized majority; Edward Hirsh,
who represented the Castelberg interests operating the Strand Theatre, and
D. C. Creecy, also appearing as a citizen,
who was the attorney who defended the
"Blue
Law" ca.'^es recently heard in
Baltimore.
Predict Favorable Action.
It was predicted that the bill permitting the Sunday opening of moving
picture theatres would be reported
favorably by members of the committee
after the hearing.
The willingness to submit the matter
to a referendum of the voters was expressed by all present. When questioned by Mr. Webb, a member of the
Judiciary Committee, as to whether the
employes of the moving picture theatres
would be obliged to work seven days a
week if the bill should be passed. Mr.
Whitehurst gave an affirmative answer,
but Manager McDermitt of the Hippodrome interrupted to state that it would
be seen to by tne union that these employes would be paid double time for
Sunday work.
The county members of the Judiciary
Committee were informed by Mr. Cook
that no objection to the exemption of
the counties from the operation of the
measure would be offered by the sup-

Sunday Opening
porters of the bill. He pleaded with the
county members that Baltimore be not
kept behind other cities.
The members oi the committee were
asked to visit the moving picture theatres on any Sunday afternoon to make
their own observations.
Moves Studio Headquarters
from Fort Lee to the Bronx

moving
the Selznick
of the
to NCEME
new Ciuarters
NT of
ANNOU
eastern studios headquarters was
made this week. The staff, headed by
Myron Selznick and Frank J. Hampton,
studio manager is now located in the
former Biograph building near Crotona
Park, the Bronx. The move was made
with a view of increasing the efficiency
of the studio staff which recently has
been augmented by several capable
members. In the new headquarters
there will be room to accommodate not
only the present staff but the larger
staff which Mr. Selznick is now about
to assemble.
The former headquarters at the Fort
Lee studios became too small for the
staff and in addition the daily trips
across the Hud.^on river caused a delay
at times which will be overcome in the
new location. The address of the new
headquarters is 807 East 107th street.
The entire upper floor which was at one
time used by the Fox company is now
utilized by Myron Selznick and his staflF.
P. A. Powers on Way to Coast.
P. A. Powers, treasurer, and John
Brownell, scenario editor of Universal,
have left for Universal City, where they
will confer with West Coast officials
upon many
topics ofwillimmediate
ance. Mr. Powers
carefully importsurvey
the
trip. situation at the Universal studios
and it is expected that some interesting
announcements will be the result of his
Mr. Brownell, it is understood, will
stay on the coast for an indefinite
period, during which time he will plan
for closerof co-operation
between
the
members
his staff and the
directors.

Take These Down: Facing the Future; Facing About; Facing the Mirror; Facing the Street; and "Face to Face."
A few facetious remarks, none of which are Intended starring
to detract
from the Marsh.
serious nature of "Face to Face." the Grossman feature
Marguerite
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of Big Demand for Dempsey Serial
R O. BROOKS, serial sales are also under way with Pantages for
EDGA
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., presentation of the serial in all that
has completed his tour of the
in the
West. has
eastern branches. After visiting the organization's
The Majestictheatres
Theatre,
Albany,
cities of Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cin- booked the picture for a week's run
cinnati, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Washing- and the T. L. Kerse Theatres in Charleston and Philadelphia in the interests of
ton, W. Va., has taken it for runs of
one week. It is unprecedented for a
s newreturne
Pathe'
serial,
d to"Dared
Mr.
Brooks
New evil
York Jack,"
with town the size of Charleston to show
each episode of a serial for a week
the report that the Jack Dempsey star- straight.
ring vehicle is being looked upon generally by exchange men and exhibitors
Two Houses Change Policy.
as the greatest serial Pathe has ofifered
to date.
The Hauber Theatre, Pine Bluff, Ark.,
"I found,"
Mr. Brooks
stated,
will present
Jack"in three
where expectations
for this
new "everyserial each
week. "Daredevil
Two houses
which days
serials
have
never
been
shown
that have
■keyed to the highest pitch. Our branch
managers to a man expressed their con- signed for Palhe's latest are the Klock,
that in 'Daredevil
Jack' they
had Pittsburg,
Kan., and
Elk'sand
Theatre,
Parsons, Kan.
The the
Model
Star,
a serial fidenceproduction
of artistic
qualities
and drawing power that would enable Sioux City Iowa, and the Rex Omaha
them to achieve results surpassing their Neb., are also on the list.
best records of the past. The number
Dempsey as a screen star has
-of unsolicited contracts concluded and won"Jack
from exhibitors everywhere,"
the interest shown by exhibitors in the said praise
Mr. Brooks.
new serial heightens the conviction that
'Daredevil
Jack' to
willreach
set a with
mark future
difficult for Pathe
Plan Big Exploitation
serial offerings."
Lynch Book* Serial.
for "Smoldering Embers"
Some of the contracts reported for PATHE is living up to its promise to
exhibitors by giving big exploita■"Daredevil Jack" include a booking for
aids toofbig advertis
picturesingand will
an un■every theatre of the S. A. Lynch Enterusualtionamount
be
prises for the entire Atlanta territory.
d
launche
for
the
new
Frank
Keenan
The Gaiety Theatre, Cleveland, has confor the bigger
serial for
a week's
run. production, "Smoldering Embers," to be
Some oftractedthe
houses
in Texas
released February 29. The combined efwhich will show Jack Dempsey as a
forts of the exploitation and art departments have left nothing to be desired
serial star are the Dixie, Galveston ; Lin•coln, Houston, and Grand Central. Dal- by enterprising showmen in campaignlas. The Sunbeam and Diamond are
ing this new feature.
the Duiuth, Mich., theatres which will
In "Smoldering Embers," Mr. Keenan,
who
not only stars in the play but also
present
"Daredevil Jack" for the first directed
run.
it, has endeavored to produce
It is reported that practically every something different than any of his late
Tegular Pathe serial user in the New vehicles. Getting away from political
York territory has booked or is nego- and labor dramas, the distinguished character actor appears as a wandering vagatiating for the picture. Negotiations

February 28, 1920
bond who returns to his former home
town where the plot soon develops his
past and gives him a big part to play in
the life of his son. The whimsical
comedy touches are something new, as
undertaken by the star, and although
he carries off many gripping situatioirs,
he also demonstrates he is an inimitable
comedian.
As a character actor Frank Keenan
has few rivals. For a supporting cast
he has chosen Jay Belasco, Kate Van
Buren, Lucille Ward, Russ Powell,
Graham Petlie, Hardie Kirkland, Frances
Raymond, Thomas Guise and Burwick
Hamrick.
"12:10" Leads Republic's
Films in Booking Records

last week
thought
a banner
week that
in bookings
for
ITwaswas
pictures being distributed by Republic Distributing Corporation, but the
sweep of the features put out by this
organization not only continues to move
on but is increasing in volume and
number. "12:10," with Marie Doro,
heads the list in popularity with "The
Amazing Woman" and "The Blue Pearl"
running
close ns
behind.
"Girl picture,
of the Sea,"
the
Williamso
undersea
featuring little Betty Hilburn, is also beto give adate
goodis account
of itIts release
self. ginning
March 15.
"12:10" bookings this week were in
from two to four theatres in Boston,
Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Chicago Denver and
Minneapolis. In New York alone there
were fourteen new bookings playing
the same day and date.
Boston, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas.
Texas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Seattle and
New York also took kindly to "The
Blue booked
Pearl," and
"The Amazing
was
in nearly
all of theWoman"
houses
whose owners contracted for the other
productions.
Two new pictures secured by Republic recently are "The Convert of Revenge" with Grace Davison, and ".\n
Adventuress" with Julian Eltinge.
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Western Studios Claim
the Greatest Generating Capacity
pervision of Louis Kolb, master elecTHE installation of a 450 horsepower
trician, is a new motor-generator set
motor generator set at the Goldwyn studio, Culver City, Cal., gives which holds the distinction of being the
first of its kind to be installed west of
this studio probably the greatest gener- the
Rocky Mountains by the Ridgway
ating capacity of any studio in the
world. This, supplemented with other Company of Pennsylvania, manufacturers of electrical equipment.
generating sets already in use, gives a
This generator set has a capacity of
total capacity of 1,250 horsepower, which
consumes an average of $70 worth of 300 kilowatts and is equipped with a
electricity each working day.
450 horse-power synchronous motor.
this generator is an immense
studiofor "juice
makers"
are With
switchboard consisting of four panels,
oneThese
of thehuge
reason
the clear
and distinct photography appearing in Gold- two generating, one line and one alternating current, as well as the latest
wyn pictures. The source of this im- model Weston
57 instruments and all
portant adjunct to motion picture pro- modern conveniences
and mechanical
duction can be traced back into the effects.
mountain wilds, 100 miles from Los Angeles.
Carried over the mountains and valleys through huge cables suspended Big Paris Picture Theatre
from lattice-work metal towers, the elecBooks Selznick Pictures
tricity finally reaches the new sub-station near Culver City, where these 60,000
statement
from of Jean
odd volts meet with another force equal- WITH
Rosen,thegeneral
manager
the
ly as strong, but generated at a steamSelect Pictures Corporation of
power plant nearby. This substation France, that the new Select headquarters
was constructed to meet the ever-in- have been established in Paris comes
creasing demand from the motion pic- another from the same source which
vice. ture studios for adequate power ser- states that Selznick productions have
been booked in Paris' most exclusive
house, the Letetia Wagram.
Continuous "Flow" Assured.
Export Manager Louis Brock received
Power is furnished from this terminus
of the two lines so that in case one line this information last week. The theatre is the premiere first run house in
is interrupted the power may be directed
and is said to be one of the finest
from the other, thus assuring the studios Paris
in appointment in all France.
a regular flow of "sunlight" twenty-four
The new Select headquarters are on
hours of the day. When this power
Place Clichy. This is in the heart
reaches the studio in the form of 2,200 the
motion picture theatvolts, alternating current, it passes of thericalParisian
district and is of central location
through the large motor-generating sets in the city.
which convert it to direct current, which
produces a steady, even flow of light and
eliminates all flickering.
The power generated by the studio Anita Stewart to Star
generator sets is capable of furnishing
in "The Yellow Typhoon"
lights for the five large glass-covered
stages as well as for the mammoth
A WIDELY
discussed
magazine
story will find
visualization
on
"dark" stage, all of which have a floor
the
screen
when
Louis
B.
Mayer
space of nearly 100,000 square feet and
Typhoon" channels
for rewhich are continually in use by the com- presentslease"The
through Yellow
First National
panies producing Goldwyn pictures.
with Anita Stewart as the star.
First West of Rockies.
Both the author, Harold MacGrath,
The recent addition to the studio and the story came in for much compower plants, which are under the sument and praise when "The Yellow Ty-
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phoon" was introduced as a serial in
the Saturday Evening Post, about a year
ago. Since then it has been published
in book form and has been in great
demand throughout the country.
The two l';ading feminine roles in
the picture, both of which are played
by Miss Stewart, fit the star as perfectly as though the story had been
written especially for her. She will be
seen as Hilda and Berta Nordstrom,
twin sisters who are identical in appearance except for the color of their
hair. In their natures, however, the
girls present a strange contrast.
Edward Jose is directing the picture
from the screen version by Monte M.
Katterjohn. Chief among Miss Stewart's
supporting players are Ward Crane,
Joseph Kilgour and Donald MacDonald.
Rene Guissart is in charge of the photoplay and effects.
Selznick Campaign Books
Now Contain Editorials
IN the evolution
of the
exhibitor campaign book irom
a conglomeration
of meaningless and wasted words
and phrases to a book that is of real
benefit and value to exhibitors, Selznick
Enterprises lays claim to the distinction
of being among the first in the field.
Selznick's newest campaign book, the
one for Owen Moore's production,
"Sooner or Later," is probably the first
supplied to an exhibitor with an editorial page incorporated. It is not a
lengthy nor weighty editorial — it is an
editorial for the busy exhibitor who has
time only for worthwhile suggestions
and helps. In the Selznick press books
this editorial is carried under the head
of "The Silent Partner." In the "Sooner
or Later" book the Silent Partner says;
"The leaders of mankind, the giants of
industry, are men who not only do new
things but also old things in, perhaps, a new and more efficient way. Any
man may build a theatre, or rent one,
equip it, project a picture upon its screen
and call himself a showman. But, what
kind of showman would he be? Do
everything humanly possible to create
public interest in your theatre and its
attractions. That is your business — the
business
creating
interest."camFor theofreal
worth public
of Selznick
paign books much credit is due to Watt
L. Parker and Randall M. White.

Among Our Very Best Judys are Punch and Judy, Judy O'Grady, and "Judy of Rogue's Harbor." K "
.Strange but true, the last named is the title ot Mary Miles Min ter'a second Realart from which the above
scenes are taken.
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Packs

by Tie- Up
RG, manager of
GOLDBE
Y
HARR
the Sun Theatre in Omaha, tied
up his exploitation of Mary Mrles
Minter inlocal
"Anne charitab
of Greenle Gables"
with
ns
three
institutio
through the Omaha Daily News in such
a way that 500 youngsters had a free
outing to see the picture.
The box office record had been
smashed only the week before by "Soldiers ofduction
Fortune,"
Allan DwanPhotopropresented byan Mayflower
play Corporation, but "Anne of Green
Gables" came within a few dollars of
equalling it, according to Mr. Goldberg.
Newspaper Gladly Accepted.
Mr. Goldberg was so enthusiastic
over the two successive weeks of recordbreaking business that he dispatched
the following wire to J. S. Woody, general manager of Realart : "At last there
is a company that has solved the golden
rule of what the public wants, and that
company is Realart. So far as I am
concerned your batting average is 1,000
per cent. My heartiest congratulations."
Exploiting "Anne of Green Gables"
from the angle of its childhood appeal
and the youthfulness of the star, the
management of the Sun Theatre invited
the Omaha Daily News to entertain
a party of youngsters at its house. The
News liked the idea and invited the
children in the City Mission, Father
Flanagan's home and the Social Settlement. R. A. Leussler, president of the
Omaha and Council BlufTs Street Railway Company, notified Mr. Goldberg
that he must have a hand in the business, too. He arranged to have street
cars at the various institutions to carry
the youngsters to the theatre.
Theatre Got Much Publicity.
The Sun Theatre received much publicity. The entertainment was arranged
for January 17, the last day of the week
during which the picture was shown.
For the entire week of showing the
News carried a front-page story of considerable length each day, in addition
to granting the attraction more than
the usual space in the reading notices
because of its own interest in the matter!
More than two columns of front-page
When
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with Local Newspaper
space were printed about the aflfair during the week by the newspaper. On the
day of the showing the account concerning itwas the featured news story.
It held the entire first column on the
front page for all editions of the day,
and in addition was accompanied by
two large four-column photographs of
the youngsters, one of which showed
the cars loaded with children and bearing announcements that they were to
be the guests of the News at a performance of "Anne of Green Gables" at the
Sun Theatre.
Mr. Goldberg prepared a special and
very effective lobby display for the production. In addition, a tie-up was affected with the one book store in Omaha
and with two stores having book departments.
S. E. V. Taylor,

Noted

February 28, 1920
First Gale Henry a Straight Comedy.
Gale Henry announces she will start
work in a few days on the first of her
new series. Four weeks have been spent
in preparing the first story, which is
announced as a straight human comedy,
with thrills, and here and there a touch
of pathos. Her new contract calls for
six two-reelers a year. Miss Henry has
an entire new cast engaged.
Christie Working on Five Reeler.
The first five leel picture made by Al
Christie will soon be under way. It will
be a comedy drama starring Charles
(Chic) Sale, the vaudeville headliner,
who makes his film debut in "The Smart
Aleck,"
picturization
Irvin ofCobb's
Saturdaya Evening
Post ofstory
that
name. "The Smart Aleck" is to be made
under an arrangement with the Robertson-Cole company, and will no doubt be
followed by a series of Chic Sale features.
Playwright,

Adapted New
Taylor Holmes Picture
'HE scenario for "The Very Idea
Blossoms" and "True-Heart Susie." In
the second of the Broadway com- addition
to this, he also wrote the origiedy successes in which Taylor
nal story and scenario of "The Hun
Holmes stars on the screen, was written
by Chester Withey
by S. E. V. Taylor, for several years Within,"theproduced
supervision of Mr. Griffith
script-writer and production adviser to under
with
Miss
Dorothy
Gish in the stellar
D. W. Griffith, and during the war in
charge of motion picture work for the role, and a number of other Dorothy
United States Government. Taylor Gish pictures, including "Battling Jane"
Holmes Productions, Inc., is making andDuring
'^oots."
Mr. Taylor served
"The Very Idea" for distribution as secretarytheof war,
the Motion Picture War
through Metro Pictures Corporation. Service Association,
of which D. W.
"The Very Idea" was adapted from the Griffith was president, and Mack Sennotable stage hit by William Le Baron. nett treasurer, and in this capacity had
S. E. V. Taylor has been playwright charge of all the motion picture work
and production adviser to D. W. Griffith of
the United States Government that
for the past two and a half years. Dur- was executed by the various units of
ing that period he had a personal hand the motion picture industry on the Pain all the productions made in the D. W.
cific Coast.
Griffith studios In addition to these,
to this, Mr. Taylor had been
he either wrote the original stories or forPrior
three
years
playwright
and with
producthe scenarios of a number of production adviser
to D.
W. Griffith
the
tions by Mr. Griffith personally, and Biograph Company, during which time
he
wrote
more
than
80
per
cent,
of
the
these include: "The Great Love," "The
Greatest Thing In Life." "The Girl stories which were produced by the
Who Stayed Home," "Scarlet Days" and
"The Romance of Happy Valley."
Biograph Company under Mr. Griffith's
direction.
Before this, Mr. Taylor had been a
Adapted "Broken Blossoms."
of melodrama and vaudeville
In association with Mr. Griffith, Mr. writer
acts; also stage and stock company
Taylor wrote the scenarios iiiiHiiiriiiiiliiiiiiirniiiriiiiiMiii
of "Broken director in the Middle West.

Goes to Heaven. — By Sam Spedon.

"His Word of Honor" Stars Moore.
Word has been received from the
West Coast that Owen More is now
working with his company in "His Word
of Honor," a story that was bought for
him a few weeks ago by Myron Selznick, head of production of Selznick Enterprises.
This indicates that Owen Moore has
finished production work on "Love
Amonguled asthe
which picture,
was schedhis Chickens,"
third Selznick
following "Piccadilly Jim" and "Sooner or
The Los Angeles report states that
the Moore company is now in the Santa
Monica valley near Los Angeles, where
a country fair set has been erected.
Later."
In the supporting cast are Gloria Hope,
Henry Miller, Jr., Emmett King and
recting.
Charles Arling. Wesley Ruggles is di-
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Another Electric Sign for Selknick.
Another spot has been found along
New
York'selectric
great sign.
WhiteCrowded
Way for
an
additional
as the
old thoroughfare was, room enough was
discovered on the building at 727 Seventh avenue, for the erection of a big
sign that will shine forth a motion picture message — and the message will be
from Lewis J. Selznick, of Selznick Enterprises.
This latest electric sign to be erected
by Mr. Selznick is probably one of the
most intricate in design of the many in
New York. Its colors will be many and
its animations varied. The stars who
will look down upon Seventh avenue
throngs will be Owen Moore, Olive
Thomas, Eugene O'Brien, Elaine Hammerstein, and Elsie Janis. "Selznick
Pictures Create Happy Hours" is the
slogan.
Fox News Cameraman
Is Filming Asia Minor
THERE is much of interest to see
and photograph in Smyrna and in
all of Asia Minor. Viviane
Whittall Adams, a Fox News cameracorrespondent in the Near East, left
New York early in December to return
to her home in Smyrna and to tak€ pictures there and in the Holy Land. She
stopped in Italy and in Greece and now
is back in Asia Minor, where she was
born, her father having been an English
merchant there.
Mrs. Adams writes that she expects
to go to Jerusylem, boarding a train at
Constantinople that will carry her
through the most beautiful sections of
Asia Minor and Syria. At present, she
adds, the interior is overcrowded with
Armenian, Greek, Syrian and Turkish
refugees, all livmg together and helping
one another while their governments
are disputing about the ownership of the
territory. The motion picture opportunities are unlimited, she says.
There are in Asia Minor excellent motion picture theatres of which the "Turks
are enthusiastic patrons. American pictures are very popular, the people tiring
of heavy French and Italian films. The
people there like American actors.
Pearl White, Mrs. Adams finds, is a
great favorite.
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TS from all branch offices to
REPOR
Paul Brunet, vice-president and
general manager of Pathe Ex-c
change, Inc., indicate a most optimisti
outlook for the coming spring months,
and the volume of inquiries on the three
Pathe productions to be released in
March foreshadows a very successful
month. June Caprice in "In Walked
Mary" will be released on March 7; Dolores Cassinelli in "Tarnished Reputation" is scheduel for March 14, and the
Blanche Sweet Extra Special ProducMarch tion,28."The Deadlier Sex," will go out on
"Reports
from everywithpartcertainty,
of the country have indicated,
that
this spring would find motion pictures
in greater demand than ever," said Mr.
Brunet,
discussing
the very
situation,
"and
we find in
ourselves
in the
fortunate
position oftensified
being
readj'
to
fill
this
inpublic demand with several
high class pictures.
"The breaking
of the
winterat
conditions,
which uphave
kepthard
people
home, and the coming of pleasant evenings permitting people to get out to
the theatres, will undoubtedly make the
next few months the best of the year.
Exhibitors seem to sense this and there
is an aroused interest everywhere in
the new productions which may be had.
June Caprice in "In Walked Mary."
"In production.
Walked Mary"It isis ana Albert
Capellani
story of
the
young love of a girl of the South and
a boy of the North. Mary, in the person of June Caprice, has an odd trick
of appearing in the life of the boy
from the North, and a romance, of odd
angles and unusual thrills, has been devised under Capellani's direction.
"Tarnished Reputations" is a tense
dramatic story of an innocent girl in
a small town, who becomes for the
moment the plaything of an artist.
She is deserted by him and faces a bitter struggle for existence in the city.
A false charge sends her to the reformatory for thirty days, and, upon her
release, she visits the home of the judge
who sentenced her and demands redress.
It is a Leonce Ferret prodiiction with

Among

the

Scheduled for March
Dolores Cassinelli in the title role, and
the artistry of both director and star
are clearly evidenced in the picture.
Blanche Sweet, whose first two pictures for Pathe, "A Woman of Pleasure"
and "Fighting Cressy," are among the
big hits of the year, is seen in "The
Deadlier Sex," written by Bayard Veiller and produced by Jesse D. Hampton.
It is a light drama which spreads from
Wall street to the North Woods in its
locations, and betrays a charming new
style for Mr. Veiller in the creation of
plays.
Paul Brunet Announces
Promotions of Employes
PAUL
BRUNET,
and
general
managerviceofpresident
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has announced the promotion of Frank Hudson to manager
of the Atlanta branch; Jack Auslet as
manager of the New (Drle^ns .branch,
and Arthur Miller to the important position of superintendent of the Bound
Brook Laboratories. All of the men
promoted come from the ranks of employes in the Pathe organization. This
is in line with the Pathe policy of rewarding those who display conspicuous
ability and loyalty.
Mr. Miller started with Pathe fifteen
years ago in the New York office as
projection operator and was transferred
in 1908 to the Bound Brook Laboratories,
where he worked at first in the shipping
department. He has been a keen student
of the mechanical end of the industry,
and a year intendeago
became
assistant supernt at bound
Brook.
For the last six months Mr. Auslet has
been special feature salesman at New
Orleans and he has shown splendid results in that field. He has been with
Pathe for about four years. Mr. Hudson was manager of the Pathe branch
office at San Francisco several years ago.
After an experience with other firms,
he returned to Pathe as assistant manager of the Boston branch a few months
ago.

"$30,000" Isn't Much in Film Circl**, But It'» Enough to Make Good Drama in Warren Kerrigan's Picture.
Which dollar title is the name of J. Warren'B newest Brunton picture for Hodkinson.
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Confiscation

of Feature Was Wrong and Restores It
By C. S. JENSEN, of JENSEN & VON HERBERG
ing to be allowed to make further elimiPortland, Ore., February 18.
nations and continue with the picture.
The film was taken off at 7 p. m. in
has
ance
ordin
rship
censo
of the fact the theatre was filled.
A LOC
d in court
a- spite
been ALprove
to be maint
imperain
Hisses and hoots followed the action.
ors still
tive. The cens
The film was reclaimed and put back
the right to make eliminations. The
ordinance allows one individual as rep- at 9 o'clock. The manager of the Paramount Exchange was arrested. The jury
g
tatin
nate
d
resen
the Loar to elimi
or
take off an entire film and control any immediately returned verdict of not
situation as she desires.
guilty and declared the film had been
The idea of a'lcwing one person to wrongfully confiscated.
tell the masses ■what they shall and
The censor board is politically influenced and is used as a political asset
shall not see is obnoxious, un-American
and distasteful to the majority. We have by present office holders. This is what
we
are
fighting.
proved that no legal permit has ever
been issued in the nine years of local
The few demand stricter censorship
censorship.
under the present system, while the
The trouble broke over an elimina- many are for a board consisting, of three
tion ordered ')y the board in "The Thir- persons, one appointed by the city, one
Commandment."
When the after
pic- by the picture interests, these two to
tureteenth
was viewed
at the exchange
appoint the third. An ordinance to this
effect will appear shortly.
He Only Does This in the Winter.
runningtainedtwo
days the secretary
that examinations
had not mainbeen
Women's clubs and ministers are wagNope,
it
ain't
cocoanut
calte.
It's
snow.
made as ordered and confiscated the
ing a campaign to have all films cut to
Honest. Used exclusively by George
when a careful
film in spite of the house managers ask- suit children,
■V\»alsh in Fox pictures.
tion of the .ittendance
in our computatheatres
shows from but 3 to 5 per cent, are
children.
We are merely asking for fair and
Metro Technical Expert Coming East
square censorship and most decidedly
expect to win.
to Prepare Studios for Big Features ^•HiiiiiHiiiinnniitiiimitiriiimiiiitiiiiiitiit,
supervisor of art current stage hit, "Adam and Eva." Miss
STAU
MP. inter
iorsLCUP
for ,Screen Classics, Inc., Claire
was featured in David Belasco's
Hello, Lunnon!
• is on his way from Los Angeles stage production of this comedy.
Here Comes Rothacker
to New York, where he will prepare
Stern Produced N. Y. U. Film
Metro's Sixty-first street studios for a
You'll Like Him.
number of big productions to be made
We are glad to rectify a mis-statement
there, starting with "The Four Horse- in our issue of last week, to the effect
g the
the wake
in super
key-cityof,
lypse."
men of the
the New York University endovvcomes
NDWfollowin
Metro
has Apoca
not used its eastern plant that
ment
and
pro-Americanism
film
was
dier's
on
exRothack
Watters
pansion and enterprise.
for more than a year. Late in the fall
rected by Vincent Roberts.
Chicago
has
known
him
since
he
of 1918, because of the exigencies of
This picture, a three-reeler, made for
the war — chiefly on account of the re- the University's $6,500,000 endowment
began operations in a one-man
strictions placed on the use of coal — the campaign, was written by Mr. Roberts,
way towasdevelop
That
in 1910. a big man's idea.
company transferred its entire produc- but directed by I. Martin Stern. Mr.
ing activities to the Pacific coast after Stern, a graduate of N. Y. U., like Mr.
Ten years later and the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Comhaving maintained two studios in sim- Roberts, had complete supervision of
ultaneous operation. Since then other the production of the picture.
pany is an institution
— in all the
effectiveness
and essentials
the
companies have from time to time made
Mr. Stern, it will be remembered, put
term implies.
use of the Sixty-first street studios as over the exploitation of "Yankee Doodle
sub-leasees.
He's going to make 1920 his big
at the
mer. He will
be Broadway
connected last
with sumthe
The coming to New York of Mr. Staul- in Berlin,"
year. He is right now in Los Angeles establishing a branch plant
with the recent announcein byline
cup is ment
second N. Y. U. production, a five-reel
Richard A. Rowland, Metro college
on the site he has already purand pro-Americanism production
chased.
president, that the company would re- to be used to boost the university to
sume dual production operations with preparatory schools and promote colIt doesn't take Rothacker long to
the advent of spring. Maxwell Karger,
"do things," so Londoners might
lege education in general.
director general, will make his headbetter "put his name in the pot"
quarters in the metropolis.
for a cup of tea about mid-sumExhibitors' Pays Dividend.
mer.
To Chicago and Los Angeles,
After being in business just thirteen
Preparing to Film "Four Horsemen."
New York will be added, the
Preparations for the early production, weeks, the Exhibitors' Film Company of
Rothacker arrangements for a
with an all-star cast, of "The Four Kansas City, C. S. Edwards, president,
plant here having already been
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," the book has declared a semi-annual dividend of
by Vicente Blasco Ibanez, the Spanish 5 per cent, on its preferred stock and
completed.
London will make the fourth
writer, have been under way for several 10 per cent, on common stock, payable
weeks. June Mathis, head of the Metro March 1, 1920, to holders of certificates
super-key city. And when the
Rothacker laboratory starts
scenario department, has about com- registered
the books of the concern at thaton date.
pleted her scenario from the book; an
"grinding,"
Englishbefore
films will
on a new luster
the take
eyes
endeavor in which she received the perThis company started active business
sonal co-operation of Senor Ibanez him- November 3, 1919, with offices in the
of our "cousins" across the briny.
self.
Further
and
full
details
later.
building,
and not
sinceonlythento has
.Ina Claire, the young Belasco star Gloyd
This is simply a tinkle of the
ed sufficient
profits
pay earnthese
dividends,
but
have
created
a
reserve
warning bell. That is to say, Lonnow
playing
in
"The
Gold
Diggers,"
will
make her appearance before the camera
fund toward retiring their preferred
doners are going to like Rothfor Metro at the New York studios. stock at the expiration of five years.
acker when he gets there and
Miss Claire is to be starred in a screen
starts doing Rothacker things in
Both C. S. Edwards, president of the
the Rothacker way.
version of "Polly with a Past," the suc- company, and his son, C. S. Edwards,
cessful farce comedy by George Middle- Jr., who is a member of the firn;, *re
ton and Guy Bolton, authors of the Well knowti to the film trade?.
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City Bandits Rob Loew's Garden
Get Away with $900 on a Bad Night
DARING motor bandits made a fly- Jacobs, manager of the theatre, said
ing stop
Loew's
GardenMcGee
the- later. "Receipts are not so hesvy now
th and
atre,atThirteen
because of the influenza. Anyway. Tues, Kansas
streetsof
at 11up o'clock
the
day is not our best night."
night
FebruaryCity,
10, held
Al Strode,
assistant manager and treasurer and esTheatre Owner Asks Writ.
's
with $900,
capedceipts.
the
evening
ticket
reG.
L.
Hooper, a theatre owner of
The bandits escaped in a big
who was arrested Febbrown touring car without their pres- Topeka,ruaryKan.,
his theatre in
ence being suspected by the many ped- violation 10,offora opening
city health board ordighted
passing
estrians
on
the
well-li
nance
closing
all
public
meeting places
downtown street.
the influenza epidemic, announced
Miss Vivian Miller, one of the ticket during
he would seek a restraining order in the
sellers, noticed a young man approach
district court to prevent the city from
the window
shortlyof after
10 o'clock.
asked
how much
the show
could He
be interfering with his business.
seen. She told him the pictures were
being shown then. He declared he
McLaughlin Injured at Chicago.
Alexander McLaughlin, of Kansas
didn't
want Heto stood
go in inif the
the lobby
vaudeville
was over.
and
dangerously
injured
in a mowaited. Mr. Strode came down from City,tor was
car colision
in Chicago
February
12,
the upper office and into the ticket office, according to word reaching the former
emerging a moment later with a box in city. Both McLaughlin and his wife,
which the money was kept.
who also was injured, are said to be in
"Yousaid.
can give me that box," the young a dangerous condition in a Chicago hosman
pital. Mr. McLaughlin was on his way
"What is this, a joke?" said Mr. to New York at the time of the accident
Strode.
to make final arrangements for the
The bandit then whipped out a re- promotion of a big motion picture disvolver and gave it to another young man
tributing and booking agency. The constanding near, the only other person in
cern was known as the J. Cooper Thethe lobby at the time, except the dooratre
Company.
Mr. McLaughlin was for
man who attempted to interfere. The
two years manager of the Select Picbandit turned his gun on the doorman
City. tures Corporation branch at Kansas
and commanded him to stand still.
The bandits then fled with the money.
The taxicab which is reported to have
Both appeared to be about 23 or 24 crashed into the machine containing Mr.
years old.
and Mrs. McLaughlin, was said to h.ive
"They picked a bad night," Wiliam
been speeding at the rate of 50 miles
jniiiiiiiMiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiririiriiiiiMiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiriiiiiriiiiiiirJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 5 an hour. The police are searching for
the driver of the taxicab.
I San Francisco Mob Likes
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Kansas
and

Not the "Irish Stuff"
in Film; Wrecks Theatre
of pov- ||
to scenes
CTIN
OBJEerty
in GIreland
as portrayed
i
in "Kathleen Mavourneen," |
I featuring Theda Bara, a mob j
I rushed the operating room of the |
1 Sun Theatre, San Francisco, on |
1 the evening of February 8, beat |
j the opciator,
William
Ulrich, I
I smashed two new projection ma- |
I chines and made away with two |
I reels of film.
|
I After demolishing the operating |
I room the mob turned its attention |
I to the upper gallery and smashed |
1 railings and chairs. A riot call i
1 was sent in, but no arrests were |
I made.
1
i Manager Abe Markowitz was I
1 warned just before the raid com- |
I menced that trouble would be i
I started by members of the Ameri- |
I can Committee for Irish Freedom |
i who openly declared the film to be |
I' British propaganda.
"There is |
I nothing objectionable in the pic- |
I ture and we will continue to show |
I it," said Manager
Markowitz, i
I "even if it is necessary to have |
II police
Two ofreels
of |1
film toprotection."
take the place
those
i stolen were rushed to this city |
I from Los Angeles by airplane and |
1 the house was opened on time the |
I following day.
|
EiliiiiililitiiiiiliiilillllllllllllllllliliiiiiriiMitiiiiriiiiiiililillliriliiilliillllllrilMitiiiiiiiriiliilllliiiiiiiiliiiilillliiliiii
I
I

Mann Reported Organizing
$2,000,000 Film Company
City
left Kansas
AD ryH. 14MANN
CONR
York City,
for New
Februa
s
where he expect to spend ten days
completing final arrangements for the
promotion of a new two-million-dollar
film company which will enter the producing and distribution end of the film
industry. The concern will have its
headquarters in Los Angeles and will be
headed by Mr. Mann.
The new film venture will be backed
by an influential group of Kansas City,
Cleveland and New York capitalists, according to reports in circulation in
Kansas City.
Mr. Mann is well known in business
circles in Kansas City. He formerly vvas
in the brewing industry in that city
for many years, and with the coming of
national prohibition January 16 began
looking about for new fields of endeavor.
Mr. Mann said he expected to have plans
under way in a short time and that the
actual production of pictures would be
begun within a very few months.
Insures Newman Employes.
All the employes of the Newman Theatre of Kansas City, and of the Regent
and Royal, all owned by Frank L. Newman, have been given insurance certificates covering both life and total disability. Included in the plan are more than
160 employes who are insured for
amounts ranging from $500 to $1,000, the

E. W. Hammons.
Vice-president Educational
Films Corporation.
JiiiiliiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiririiuiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiilliillMHIIililllirillllMHIiiiillllllll
amount
service. being based on the length of
Those in the employ of the company
continuously for five years will receive
policies of $1,000 each ; less than five
years and more than three years, $750,
and less than three years $500. The plan
"Was put into efifect February 10.
The insurance provides lor trie services of trained nurses in case of sickness of any of the employes.
Tom North Joins Tom Moore
Tom North has been made managing
director of Tom Moore's theatrical enterprises in Washington and assumes
his new duties February 23. Only recently Mr. North resigned from the
William Fox organization where he was
in charge of sales and distribution of
short subjects.
He went to Fox from Pathe and in
'lis previous engagements has for years
been active in- every branch of the film,
theatrical and circus publicity business.
Contracts for Dramas.
The Exhibitors Film Company, of Kansas City, has just closed a contract with
the Clark-Cornelius Corporation to distribute its Goodrich, Kane and American
five and six reel dramas, twenty-four
in all, in the Kansas City territory. It
also has contracted for twenty-one
Rothacker outdoor scenic subjects. This
concern is doing a large business with
churches, schools, seminaries, universities, boy scout organizations and other
religious and educational institutions in
the Middle West territory.
Sensations in News Reel.
Pathe News No. Thirteen has some
remarkable
at theFlorida.
navy's
largest
aerialpictures
base at taken
Pensacola,
The cameraman accompanied one of
the aviators in a series of sensational
nose dips and head spins which afforded
some fine camera stuff.
Reviews printed in Moving Picture
World are written with authority by experienced craftsmen; written from the
production exactly as it will be presented
on the screen of your theatre.
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Carpentier; Picking the Story
As soon as the story is chosen for
the foreof dom,
JOHN G.mostADOLFI
directors ,of one
screen
has Carpentier, Mr. Adolfi will seek his cast.
expense will be spared to secure the
been selected by Robertson-Cole to No
finest artists that are obtainable for
produce the Georges Carpentier Special
the
screen.
for exclusive distribution by the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation.
"There is no doubt that America will
Mr. Adolfi signed his contract this go wild about this chap," said Mr.
week and is busily engaged with a staff Adolfi.
"I was more than interested in
him owing to his war record and when
of experienced scenario men to choose
a story for Carpentier so that he can I had the privilege of seeing him on
the screen, I decided that we had the
commence work on this special production as soon as he arrives in this coun- bet of the year.
try the latter part of March. In addiCarpentier a Good Screen Subject.
tion to the heavyweight champion of
Europe, Descamps, his manager, and
"Carpentier
is not
experiment.
He
has made good
andan his
screen tests
two sparring partners will arrive in New
bear out in detail the reports sent from
York City about March 22.
abroad that he is an actor of no mean
Will Write Story if Necessary.
ability. He has natural poise, strength
Mr. Adolfi already has more than a and character to back it up and a determination that spells success. He can
dozen stories to choose from and he
play any kind of a role and is as much
has been given free hand by RobertsonCole to select the vehicle by which Car- at home in front of the camera as he
pentier will be introduced to the Amerin the
squaredCarpentier
arena." Special will
Georges
ican public. If Mr. Adolfi should cast is The
aside the scripts presented to him, plans be produced and exploited in the same
elaborate, dignified manner as other
will be made so that a new story can
Robertson-Cole specials have been. A
be written for Carpentier.
Robertson-Cole executives, together big staff of publicity and exploitation
with Mr. Adolfi witnessed screen tests experts have been employed to handle
made of the French war hero this week
this phase of the Carpentier picture.
and all agreed that from his appearance
on the screen, one would never regard
him as the logical contender to Demp"Sporting Duchess" To Be
sey's
but a matinee
idol whose
Next Alice Joyce Feature
looks crown,
and personality
wins admirers
by
the thousands.
VITAGRAPH
has definitely decided
Cast Will Be of the Best.
on
Duchess" Due
as its
next"The
AliceSporting
Joyce release.
to
At the present time, Carpentier is weather conditions, which even necessitated atrip by the company to New
traveling
a sixPresent
weeks' reports
vaudeville and Europe
lecture on
tour.
Orleans for the racing scenes, the spegiven to Robertson-Cole is to the efcial production occupied more than the
fect that the Frenchmen is about to usual time in the making.
become a benedict and that the future
The star and her supporting company
Mrs. Carpentier is no less a personage .'.pent more than two months on outside
than one of the famous Parisian beau- locations in the vicinity of Rye, N. Y.,
ties. If screen tests made of the woman and Stamford, Conn., where country esare as good as those of the French
tates of typical English architecture
fighter, then it is probable that Mr. were found, and more time was conAdolfi will cast her with Carpentier.
sumed at various points on Long Island

Georges Carpentier and John G. Adolphi, Star and Director.
Two men who will figure in the Robertson-Cole
productions, starring the much-heralded
French fighter.

February 28, 1920
than
at other country homes and at the
seashore.
But few scenes remained to be made
after the company returned from New
Orleans, a trip made necessary by the
closing of the race tracks in the North,
and now that they have been completed
and the necessary cuts made the feature
is practically ready for a public showing.
Tower Prepares Unique
Exploitation for "Tillie"
IN reviving
Mack "Tiilie's
Sennett'sPunctured
masterpiece of comedy,
Romance," the six reel feature which
will be released on the state rights
market soon through the Tower Film
Corporation, the picture is said to have
been re-edited, and reconstructed to
make it even more attractive than when
originally released and to have been
broughtspect.upThe prints
to theareminute
'everyin exreall newin and
cellent condition. Special art titles have
been made. The draggy portions of the
film have been eliminated and the picture has been re-edited.
A
complete
and new
"punch"
advertising matter
has line
beenofprepared,
consisting of two styles of ones, threes,
sixes and a twenty-four sheet poster.
There are 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28 lobby
display photographs. A special hand
painted, beautifully colored 30x40 and
40x60 lobby display has also been prepared. In addition there has been completely outlined for the exhibitor's use
a unique and practicable exploitation
campaign in which are included many
novel and
inexpensive
bring
attractive
results."stunts" that will
Paramount-Artcrafts for
Solid Month at Capitol
MANAGING DIRECTOR BOWES, of
the Capitol
York's
biggest
motionTheatre,
picture New
palace,
has
booked Paramount Artcraft pictures
solid for four successive weeks starting
March 7.
Leading off the Paramount Artcraft
month is Dorothy Dalton in her Thomas
H.
Is Giblyn.
Black,"
whichIncewasproduction,
directed by"Black
Charles
The picture is based on a story by
George Barr McCutcheon. The week of
March 14, Ethel Clayton in "Young Mrs.
Winthrop"
be the main
This
is an will
adaptation
of theattraction.
play by
Bronson Howard and was directed by
Walter Edwards.
The Maurice Tourneur special production, "My Lady's
uponis
the famous
novel byGarter,"
Jacques based
Futrelle,
the feature for the week of March 21,
while for the week of March 28 the CosProduction,
Folly,"
with Marionmopolitan
Davies,
will"April
be presented.
The last named picture is taken from
the story by Cynthia Stockley and was
directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
Buys Territory on Dooley Comedies.
The Peerless Film Service, of San
Francisco, has purchased the rights
from Tyrad Pictures, Inc., on the
Johnny waiian
Dooley
Comedies
the holds
HaIslands. This
companyforalso
the franchise on these comedies for
California, ArizonS and Nevada.
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Change in Release Date.
"Man and Woman," originally scheduled by Tyrad Pictures, Inc., for March
1, has been put forward on the program and will not be released until
March IS. Betty Mason is the star of
this production.
Allan Dwan Discusses
Associated Producers
ments in
nt develop
importa
THAT
ion with
the Associated
connect
Producers, made up of Thomas H.
Ince, Marshall Neilan, Allan Dwan,
George Loane Tucker, Mack Sennett
and Maurice Tourneur, may soon be
expected, was indicated by the arrival
in New York, early last week, of Allan
Dwan, who will be followed shortly by
Thomas H. Ince and J. Parker Read,
acting business representative of the
new organization.
Mr. Dwan brought with him from the
West Coast his three latest productions, "A Splendid Hazard," "In the
Heart
of
and "The aScofifer,"
an
original bya Fool"
Val Cleveland,
New York
newspaperman who died recently of
influenza. These pictures will be presented by the Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation, of which Isaac Wolper is
president. While Mr. Dwan is in New
York, exploitation campaigns for these
productions will be outlined as the result
of conferences between the producer
and Mr. Wolper.
Kremer

Chaplins Active
in Sales and Showings
VICTOR
KREMER
Film Features,
Inc., announce The Feature Film
Company, Inc., of Minneapolis, has
acquired for North and South Dakota
and Minnesota four Chaplin reissues.
"A Chaplin
Burlesque
on Carmen,"
reel
reissue
was shownthe atfourthe
Rivoli Theatre in New York and the two
reel
be
shownChaplin,
at either"The
the Champion,"
Rialto or thewill
Rivoli
within the next three weeks.
Arthur C. Bromberg, of Atlanta, states
that "A Burlesque on Carmen" has been
booked for a week's run at one of the
most important first run theatres in the
South, which will present it as the feature attraction. One hundred twentyfour sheet stands will be used, extra
space taken in the newspapers and ten
thousand of the miniature scene cards,
carrying the chorus of the song "Carmen" ontributedthe
by thisreverse
theatre.side, will be disProduction Started on
Second Olive Tell Film
Tell's
Oliveis based
forwhich
THEsecondfirstJansscenes
Picture,
on Charle> Belmont Davis' novel
been
already
a Year,"
"Nothinatg the
in Fort
Peerlesshasstudio
filmed
Lee. The working title of the script is
the same as the novel, but it is announced that the picture will probably
be given another title.
Prominent
in Miss and
Tell's
supportLowe.
are
Lucille
Lee Stewart
Edmund
Other members include Donald Hall,
Annette Bode, Warner Richmond and
Stanley Walpole. The story is laid in
the South and around New York City,
opening with a "shot" at Fifth Avenue
and Forty-seventh Street.
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is gmade
Corpora
tractions Distributin
ANNOUNCEMENT
of the stories that will be
starring vehicles for Kathscreened asMacDonald
as the second series
erine
of three releases through First National
Exhibitors Circuit.
The first of the new series, following
"The Turning Point," third of the first
series, will be an adaptation of "The
Guests of Hercules," by Mrs. A. M. Wiliamson, who, in collaboration with C. N.
Williamson, her husband, has long been
in the forefront of American literary
ranks. "The Guests of Hercules" is a
story of Monte Carlo and an American
girl of mysterious parentage, reared by
nuns in a French convent. She is a girl of
such extreme beauty that it commands
sensational attention at the famous
resort and results in an amazing and
dramatic series of events.
The second production will be an
adaptation
of "Curtain,"
a dramatic
story of domestic
life written
by Rita
Weiman and published in a recent issue
of the Saturday Evening Post. Miss
Weiman will go from New York to the
Katherine MacDonald studios in Los
Angeles to write the continuity. The
third release in the second series will
be a screen version of the "The NotoriLisie," from
book byis Mrs.
Baileyous Miss
Reynolds.
The the
continuity
now
being written. It is a drama of mystery
and adventure.
James Young, who directed Norma
Talmadge in "A Daughter of Two
Worlds,"
her initial
release
through
First National
Exhibitors
Circuit,
has
been engaged to direct Miss MacDonald
in "Curtain." Mr. Young is now in Los
Angeles awaiting the arrival of Miss
Weiman, with whom he will collaborate
in drafting the scenario. Miss Weiman
is an experienced dramatist and the
author of one of New York's big stage
successes, "The Acquittal."
"The Turning Point," which was released on February 2, is the most recent
of the novels by Robert W. Chambers
to be screened, and as a starring vehicle
for Miss MacDonald is proving a great
success. Her first release through the
Circuit was "The Thunderbolt" and the
second was "The Beauty Market."
Brandt Will Soon Show

Vehicles

Katherine MacDonald
gentlemen, is a sea captain in his next
Vitagraph
SeatheRider."
Early
in thefeature,
story he"The
is only
mate
of a fishing smack, but he rises to the
dignity of captain of a sizeable schooner.
He has been working on his new picture for more than a week, sailing both
the smack and schooner around in
Sheepshead
Lower Bay. Bay, New York, and the
English Actor-Athlete to
"Invade" American Field
No, invasion
it couldn't
called "anfilm
English
of beAmerican
circles." There isn't a large suggestion of hostility in the appearance of
this clean, athletic-looking young Englishman. But even though it isn't an
English
campaign
as such,
BrucesureGor-of
don, British
film actor,
seems
making the results the same — namely,
his entry into American picture acting.
And he appears well equipped. He
carries with him a batch of reviews of
pictures in which he starred in England, and the critics write such laudatory things as "charming personality,"
"subtle touches," "tactful handling,"
"mastery
of technique"
"unlimited
future." Mr.
Gordon hasandacted
under
the banners of Progress Film, Gaumont,
and Phillips Productions.
Most everybody in the film business
quit something else to join the picture
circle, and Mr. Gordon, not to be at all
outdone, casually mentioned to the Moving Picture World man that he quit surgery for the screen, after having been
aLondon,
student forat three
St. Bartholomew's
Hospital,
years.
Mr. Gordon is a keen athlete and looks
forward
to enjoying
sports.
He
is twenty-six
yearsAmerica's
old, stands
six
feet in a nationally advertised brand of
holeproof
hosiery
can't mention,
and
should have
littlewedifficulty
in landing
stellar or leading man roles under the
tuition of American producers.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiMiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<iiiiiiiiiiiii<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

"The Kentucky Colonel"
JOE BRANDT announces that the first
showing
Kentucky Film
Colonel,"
the
first ofof "The
the National
Corporation's
All-American
photoplays,
be held immediately upon arrival of will
the
print, which will be the last week in
the current month.
This ispicture,
based
on Opie William
Read's
novel
being cut
by Director
A. Seiter into seven reels. The cast is
headed by Joseph J. Dowling, supported
by Francis McDonald, Elinor Field,
Lloyd Bacon, Cora Drew, Frederic
Vroom, Fred Kohler, Thelma Salter,
Gordon Griffith and Ed. Bracy.
Morey in Role of Seaman.
Harry T. Morey, who has played about
every sort of a motion picture hero,
from policemen and a detective of the
Nick Carter type to tramps and society

Bruce CnliMi,
English actor, sportsman and athlete la
America to play In her films.
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Feature Players of Special Talent
feature productions have Christy Cabanne, appeared Frank Mayo,
FIVE
beennewstarted at Universal City Josephine Hill, Betty BIythe and Ruwithin the past two weeks and a
dolph Christians.
strong cast has been engaged for each
In Von Stroheim's production, "The
of them.
Devil's Passkey," now in the cutting,
appeared Clyde Fillmore, Una Trevelyn,
Frank Mayo is starring in "The Girl in Sam
Maude George, Mae
Number Twenty-Nine," a photoplay Busch DeGrasse,
and Leo White.
based on Elizabeth Jordan's popular
novel,
'The byGirlClaire
in theAnderson,
Mirror." Elinor
He is
In Dorothy Phillips' latest feature,
supported
"Ambition," directed by Allen Holubar,
Faire, Harry Hilliard, Ray Ripley, Ruth Robert Andersen, Rudolph Valentino,
Royce, Arthur Hoyt, Robert Bolder and Frank Elliott, Emily Chichester and
Bull Montana. Jack Ford is directing. Elinor Fields made up the strong supEdith Roberts is starred, supported by
porting cast.
Katherine Kirkham, Harold Miller, RuIn Mary MacLaren's recent producdolph Christians, Stanhope Wheatcroft,
tion, "The Forged Bride," directed by
Ogden Crane, Leonard Clapham, Vir- Douglas Gerrard, Barney Sherry, Dagginia Ware, Henry Woodward and Leota mar Godowsky and Thomas Jefferson
while Edward Peil and BonLorraine, in the comedy drama "The appeared,
nie Hill are seen in prominent roles in
Daring rectedDuchess,"
which is being diby Harry Franklin.
her newest feature, "The Road to DiEddie Lyons and Lee Moran are provorce," directed by Philip Rosen.
ceeding with their first five-reel comedy
Eason Begins Western.
feature,
"Everything
but
the
Truth,"
Reeves
Eason has begun work on an
from the magazine story by Edgar action western
starring Hoot Gibson
Franklin. Their support includes Anne
and
entitled
"The
Rattler's
Kiss."
Cornwall and Katherine Lewis.
Prominent in the cast
are Mildred
Moore,
George
Field,
Toto
DuCrow,
Ten in Carey's Cast.
Harry Carey has a splendid cast sur- Charles Newton and Breezy Eason.
"Held for a Honeymoon," a snappy
rounding him in his current production,
photodrama by W. C. Tuttle,
"Bullet Proof," based on John Fred- western
in the course of production unrick's story "Luck," which is being di- is now
der Arthur Flaven's direction. In the
rected by Lynn Reynolds. The company
includes Robert McKim, Kathleen company are Josephine Hill, Bob
Reeves,
Edward Moncrief, Otto Nelson,
O'Connor, Beatrice
Burnham,
J. Farrell
MacDonald,
Charles
LeMoyne,
Will Chick Morrison and Louis Pattee.
Eddy Polo and Edward Kull have
Ryno, Bob McKenzie, Joe Harris, Fred
reached the ninth episode of the Polo
Gamble and Captain Anderson.
In her new feature, "A Tokio Siren," serial, "The Vanishing Dagger." Mr.
Tsuru Aoki, Universal's popular Japa- Polo's principal support includes Thelnese star, is supported by Jack Living- ma
Percy, Peggy O'Dare, Ruth Royce
ston, Arthur Jasmine, Eugenie Ford, and Ray Ripley.
Director Philip Rosen, who has just
Toyo Fujita, Caro Kino, Fredrick Vroom
and Elinor Hancock. Norman Dawn is completed "The Road to Divorce," with
Mary MacLaren, is selecting a cast for
supervising.
"Virginia,"
a southern drama based on
Oakman and Beery Together.
Ida that
M. name.
Evan's popular magazine story
of
In Priscilla Dean's production, "The
As soon as Edith Roberts has finVirgin of Stamboul," under Tod Brownished her current production, "The Daring's direction, Wheeler Oakman and
Wallace Beery were cast in the imporing Duchess," Universal will star her
tant male roles.
in "Jewel," a screen adaptation of Clara
Burnham's a book,
whichago.attracted
In "Burnt
at Uni-of Louis
much attention
few years
versal CityWings,"
under just
the finished
guidance
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"The Dangerous Talent" Throwaways.
The "Flying A" salesmen are "starting
something" with neat little throwaways,
bearing a warning to exhibitors: "All Is
Discovered, Beat It I" But on closer inspection they find that "All is discovered
in Margarita Fisher's Latest Production,
The
Talent.' and
Beataskitfor
to the
the
nearestDangerous
Pathe Exchange
American
representative."
C. A. Stimson,
the general sales manager, has had several thousand of these
cards printed in red and blue, the two
lines quoted above in bright red type,
eighteen and twenty-four point, respectively, with the explanatory lines in
six and eight point, blue ink, so small
that they do not detract from the effect of the story which appears at first
The same style of card with a little
glance.
change in the wording of the explanatory small type lines would make this
card a "fetching" throwaway for the
exhibitor's use.
Jack Nelson to Direct
MacLean-May Features
JACK
formerstage
leading
light
of theNELSON,
"legitimate"
and later
an ambitious pupil under Thomas H.
Ince at Inceville, has been placed under
contract by Mr. Ince to direct the
Douglas MacLean and Doris May productions.
Entering the theatrical profession as
a "lead" in one of the successful Broadway attractions, Mr. Nelson, in 1911,
abandoned the legitimate stage in favor
of a berth with the Selig company in
Chicago. In 1913, he migrated to California and promptly attracted the attention of Mr. Ince. He was placed
among the leading men of famous Inceville and later appeared with Clara
Williams, Charles Ray, Jack Kellar and
Robin Adair in prominent roles.
After three years at Inceville, Mr.
Nelson went to Fox. While playing
juvenile lead with Tom Mix, his director was compelled to retire because of
sudden illness and Nelson was called
upon to complete the direction. His
vivid imagination and keen appreciation
of the requirements of drama and art
served him to fine advantage and the
title of director remained steadfast.

Pauline Frederick in wig and chips, stars in the one and Tom Moore, In navy blue in the other.
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Abounds with Comedy Touches.
According to advices from the Thomas
H. Ince studios, the new Ince special,
"Wheelbarrow Webster," featuring
Lloyd Hughes, is a picture redolent of
humor and human interest. Hughes first
appears as a country boy with a longing
to do big things in life. Tired of pushing a wheelbarrow, he engages in the
study of law, though much against the
desires of a father whose dearest wish
it is that his son uphold the family
reputation
of "imexcelled
farmers."
He
is at last seen
elected district
attorney.
Foundation Films Boosting
Releases with Exploitation
DING to reporT:s received by
ACCOR
M. W. Garson, general manager of
the Foundation Film Corporation,
s of Youth,"
first re"The Blindnes
ng
, isthedevelopi
lease of the company
quick profits for state right buyers.
Circuits already have booked the picture and leading theatres of the country are planning to run it in the near
future.
Little difficulty was experienced in
disposing of the territory, according to
Mr. Garsson's statement. "State right
buyers appreciate the co-operation we
are giving them in helping to make the
production a success financially," says
he.
"Wetise theare
going directing
to continue
adverpicture,
our to
campaign
exclusively toward the exhibitor," conGarsson,as "and
order
assure tinues
its Mr.success
far asinthe
show-to
man is concerned we have prepared effective exploitation material for his
campaign direct to the public.
"We are going to continue this policy
with all of our releases. Our second picture, 'A Dream
Fair manner.
Women,' We
will albe
handled
in the ofsame
ready have in preparation unusual and
distinct mediums of exploitation for this
picture and it is indicated, from the
interest it already has created, that it
will be just as successful as our first
release."
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Advertisements

Exhibitor
or obcilable
seems
exhibit
stacle
as
irrecon
an
as
of
capital
NG
MAKI
patting yourself on the back when
you hit your finger with a hammer or
slip in the mud. Yet it has been done, is
being done and was accomplished only
recently by H. M. Thomas, the energetic
manager of the Rialto Theatre, operated
under the ownership of the A. H. Blank
Enterprises at Omaha, Neb. This time
the obstacle was something hard to combat. It was the potent force of public
opinion, educated, alarmed and warned
against attenaing public gatherings for
the reason that it was a hard battle
to be exposed and not to join the victims
za's army. antidote to
l Influen
ofThere
Generawas
a formidable
offset the public's stay-away feeling.
There was a method that, applied universally, would convert the refrainers.
This system was a special feature attraction and an exploitation campaign that
in its intended intensity has had no
equal in the theatrical history of that
part of the country surrounding Omaha.
Full-Page Advertisements.
Thus it was that "In Old Kentucky,"
the Mayer-madt Anita Stewart production distributed by First National Exhibitors Circuit, went into the Rialto
Theatre at Omaha accompanied by the
most concentrated efforts in the way of
newspaper exploitation that Mr. Thomas
and his publicity assistants, Bill Karbach,
Gordon Bennett and Tom Knisely, could
conceive. Full page advertisements, a
number of them made from drawings by
members
of the Rialto's
department,
were the medium
that Mr.artThomas
used
to fight the "flu" scare. During the
opening stages of the attraction, no display ad less than five columns by twenty
inches was brought into play.
Cartoon sketches of Anita Stewart
were the cardinal feature of the newspaper displays. A six-column spread
brought the portrait of the star and a

Helped

to Offset "Flu" Scare
suggestion of the Kentucky negro life
into play. Well displayed word matter
stated the attraction strongly and briefly
and no elaboration was used regarding
the production except a statement that
a "special old plantation prologue combining jubilee singing, buck and wing
dancing and special stage and electrical
effects" was on the program.
According to Mr. Thomas, ad space
properly used will offset any kind of a,n
anti-theatre scare. And the box office
receipts of the Rialto during the run of
"In Old Kentucky," showing the second
best week in the history of the theatre,
bear him out.
Tyrad Pictures Buys a
C. A. Taylor Production
Tl'RAD cured
PICTURES,
INC., onhas"The
sethe world's rights
Whiphand,"
a
five-part
feature
written and produced by C. A. Taylor.
This photodrama has just been completed in California and is one of several
secured by Matthias Radin, president of
the Tyrad organization, now in Los
Angeles, where he is attending to final
details regarding
before
announcing the titles contracts
of the other
subjects
he has obtained for his company.
"The Whiphand" is a strong drama
with an unusual theme. Many tense
scenes depict in sequence the principal
points in the story, while a vein of human interest runs throughout the entire
production.
A cast of popular screen stars was
asembled by Producer Taylor. Clare
MacDowell makes a reappearance on the
screen in a role admirably suited to her
type. Little Ben Alexander, a popular
child actor, plays a prominent part.
Frank Mayo and Prudence Lyle are the
featured members and are ably assisted
by Tom Sawyer, Dell Boone and George
Gebhardt.

A Little Bit of Everything? Well, the Kink's English Fails Us, That's All.
Scenes from Mack Bennett's latest comedy, his flve-reel special, "Down on the Farm."

1520
Clergymen View "Empty Arms."
A number of clergymen were guests
of Lester Park and Edward Whiteside
at a private exhibition of their initial
production, "Empty Arms," Willard King
Bradley's
birth control.
From allmotherhood
reports theandclergymen
were
intensely
interested
in
the
lilm's
sage and all seemed to be united inmesthe
opinion
that
"Empty
Arms"
will
yield
a great influence for good.
A Catholic priest who was present
stated that in some episodes of the picture sin and vice are painted in deepest
black and this only went to emphasize
and accentuate the whiteness of a
number of charming scenes devoted to
driving home the sweetness and purity
of mother love.
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State Exhibitors
in Important

exhibitleof New
motion
will assemb
Yorkpicture
WHEN orsthe
for their State convention in
Utica on March 9 and 10, they will be
invited to give their views on some of
the most important motion picture bills
ever proposed in the State Legislature.
acThe onewill subject on which definite ors
tion be taken before the exhibit
adjourn is the "Children's Bill," as it is
called.
This bill repeals that section of the
Penal Code which makes it a misdemeanor to admit minors, actually or apparently under the age of sixteen, into
S-L Pictures Buys Tales;
a motion picture theatre. The phraseology of the law "actually or apparTo Release Through Metro
ently" under sixteen years of age has
S, INC., has bought for been a source of harrassing experiences
PICTURE
S-Lproducti
on and release through to motion picture theatre owners
Metro Pictures Corporation, the pic- throughout the State and especially in
where it is enture rights to two big stories; one, "The the cityforcedofwith New
drasticYork,
severity.
Trap,"
a an
novelFoster,
of modern
society running
life by
Maximili
at present
Seek More Liberal Definition.
serially in in
McClure's
magazine
and form;
to be
published
the spring
in book
The committee which has charge of
and the other, "The Fallen Idol," Guy the subject expects to be able to make
Bolton's dramatic stage success of a few a satisfactory report to the convention.
years ago, whicii was first presented at This hope is based on an effort of the
the Comedy Theatre, New York, under committee to use ideas expressed by
the management of Joe Weber, after- the late Justice Gaynor in a decision
ward playing on the road to big success. in which that jurist defines the word
These two productions are to be the first "guardian" in a more liberal sense than
of a series of five pictures S-L will make
strictly legal one, when applied to
for distribution through Metro this year. the
the man or woman who accompanies a
As may be noted from the nature of minor into a theatre.
the purchases, "The Trap" and "The
In addition
the on"Children's
Bill,"
Fallen Idol" are to be adaptations of a action
will be to
taken
hostile legislapopular novel and of an outstanding
tion now pending
about
be instage success. S-L Pictures, Inc., has
troduced. One of or
these
billstoprovides
announced that only novels and stage for intermissions of one hour each besuccesses will be used as material for its
tween every performance in the motion
super-productions.
theatre.
Production of the first of these two picture
These questions will provide ample
features will be begun by S-L within material for serious consideration and
the next few days, according to a state- action of the convention, but they do
ment from Arthur Sawyer and Herbert not by any means constitute the entire
Lubin, of S-L Pictures.
program. Plans to defeat any censorship legislation will also be discussed.
The newsstand price of Moving Picture
"Big Gun»" at Convention.
Picture World is 15 cents. The subscription price is $3 the year. Subscribe direct,
It n>ay interest every exhibitor to
safe $4.80 and miss no issues.
know that many of the big film men and

to Meet

Convention at Utica
exchange managers will be at Utica,
assurances to that effect having been
received both by President Cohen and
Treasurer Linton. The idea is to have
exhibitors meet these men personally
and get acquainted with a view to the
establishment of more friendly relations.
A good many annoying wrinkles will
be ironed out in this way. The exchangemen propose to establish headquarters in the Hotel Utica, each producer to be represented by booths and
boxes of their own. The F. I. L. M.
body.
Club is going to be represented in a
As to the lighter side of the convention, there is talk that the Utica newspapersThewillyoung
arrangemana and
"popularity
contest."
young womman heading the poll will be assured
of enacting a scene under the supervision of a well-known director, the picture thus made to be screened the night
of the movie ball.
"Movie Ball" to Be Feature.
Various news weeklies have displayed
considerable interest in the convention.
Arrangements are being made to have
motion pictures taken of all important
events of the convention and of the
e.xhibitors who will attend.
The "Movie Ball" will be a spectacular
feature of the program. Permission
has been secured from the Governor for
the use of the State armory, in which
the affair will be staged on the evening
of March 10. Picture stars and directors
will be prominent and numerous in attendance and the scene will be handsomely put on.
Mr. Linton, the State treasurer, who
is on the ground (his home being in
Utica),
reports inantheextraordinary
hibtor interest
convention. exHe
says that his circularization campaign
promises to produce the most gratifying results.
What the "Big:" Men Say
Read the Export Section

Three Beauties Taking the Air.
three proves that there's a chance for a fine
trunk. Scene
the tree sdistributed
are inComedies,
clothea Mann
surplusin Hank
Don't tell anyone but in the picture the catch
by Arrow.
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Corinne Griffith Story
(Continued from page 1491).
line
at
yes. It's
newspaper
story andEleven'
was —written
by aa newspaper
woman, and George Fawcett, the director, took every precaution to have
the correct atmosphere."
"What's your part?"
"One of those independent American
girls who refuses to exchange the fortune left by her father for a title, and
who gets a position in a newspaper office so that she can learn what earning
one's own living is like."
"What did you do — study the subject
at close range?"
"Nearer
than the
that,
we got
enough
to touch
target.
All ofclose
the
newspaper scenes were taken in the old
editorial rooms of The Sun, and I did
the police beat with a real reporter and
absorbed local color at the criminal
courts
and the
'Tombs.' toHelen
Stevens,
the heroine,
is supposed
be given
the
'Advice to the Lovelorn' column when
she starts working on the paper. This
leads to her unearthing a crime and
clearing the man she eventually marries. There is all of the excitement of
getting a daily to press, coupled with a
dramatic love story right in the editorial rooms of the paper. You know,
of course, the meaning of the title,
'Deadline at Eleven'?"
all"Oh,
copyyes;
mustthat's
be intheforhour
the at
firstwhich
edition."
"This editorial rule is connected cleverly with the human interest of the plot
and makes an excellent name for the
picture."
"You must
a good
manywhile
interestinghave
touches ofseen
human
nature
onAnd
the police
beat."
Miss Griffith made this unbelievable answer:
"The most amusing incident had a
courteous taxicab driver for its hero."
"It starts like a fairy tale," said I.
"It ends like one," said she. "His cab
stood in front of the Tombs. A lady
who was passing suddenly clutched her
skirts and sent out other signals of
needing a harbor of refuge. The driver
opened the door of his cab and invited
the lady to enter. She accepted immediately and the door was slammed shut.
A moment later she stepped from the
cab, smiled sweetly at the driver and
no longer clutched her skirts. And he
didn't charge her for the time she was
in the taxi."
Picture Theatres Projected
Los
ANGELES.
CALIF.— Thomas F.
Power is preparing plans for brick
theatre to be erected at Western
avenue and Santa Monica boulevard, with
seating capacity of 750. Address Martin
Kane.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.— A. C. Blumenthal & Company have plans by G. Albert Lansburg for large theatre to be
erected at Ackerman, Harris, Taylor and
Market streets, with seating capacity of
800.
STOCKTON, CALIF. — Moving picture
theatre is planned by F. A. Giesea.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.— Paul C. Rellly,
749 Fifth avenue. New York, is preparing
plans for moving picture theatre to be
erected at Main and Howe streets.
ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA. — St. Augustine
Amusement Company will erect fireproof
moving picture theatre, with seating capacity of 800. Address Frank Genovar,
manager.
CARLINVILLE, ILL. — O. B. Therson has
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contract to build an extension to Landale
Theatre.
CHICAGO, ILL. — Brighton Theatre Company has leased moving picture theatre
at 4221-27 Archer avenue to Pastime Photoplay Company.
CUBA, ILL.. — Orpheum Theatre has been
purchased by W. C. Miller.
MONMOUTH, ILL. — Frank Barrows has
leased Elite Theatre to Glenn Brown.
AUBURN, IND. — Eugene E. Pierce, Newcastle, Ind., has purchased New Empire
Theatre.
CLINTON, IND. — Theatre is being erected on Main street by Standard Theatre
Company.
COLUMBIA, IND. — Site at corner Van
Buren and Main streets has been purchased by Fred F. Morsches, James D.
Adams and Arthur E. Hancock for erection two-story fireproof theatre, with
seating capacity of 1,000. Will be known
as
New
installed. Columbia. Pipe organ will be
NORTH WEBSTER. IND. — Recreation
Moving Picture Theatre has been reopened by W. H. Bookman and Edwin
Black.
CLINTON, lA. — New main entrance will
be 8th
constructed
to St.
at
avenue and
5th Mary's
street. Auditorium,
•LOUISVILLE, KY.— A. Markham &
Company, 434 South Floyd street, have
contract to erect two-story theatre at 9th
and Walnut streets, for Samuel Rubin,
care Mutual Amusement Company, 714
West Walnut street; to cost $40,000.
ALMA, MICH. — Raymond J. McLaughlin,
Theatre.
St. John's, Mich., has purchased Genesta
ROCKFORD, MICH.— Stock company of
local business men have plans by Benjamin & Weemholp, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
for moving picture theatre with seating
capacity of 500.
ST. CLAIRE, MICH. — Harry Goseline
has store property and will convert It
into up-to-date moving picture theatre.
DULUTH, MINN. — New moving picture
theatrement ofhas
here under manageA. J.opened
Knowlton.
NORTHOME, MINN. — Building has been
purchased by village. It will be converted
into combination community hall and moving picture theatre. Address P. J. McLinn, village recorder.
BILOXI, MISS. — Biloxl Amusement Company has been incorporated with $150,000
capital
by GeorgQ
Loeffel and
others. T. Overing, George. J.

theatre at 320 West Ferry street. Address E. E. Peters, manager.
JAMAICA, L. I., N. Y. — W. C. Baker, 76
Hardenbrook avenue, has plans by W. H.
Spaulding, 34 Bergen avenue, for moving
picture theatre to be erected on south
side
to costFulton
$4,000.street, east Standard place;
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Sidney Stone Productions has been incorporated with $200,000 capital by D. Arden, P. A. Zizelman
and Sidney Stone, 264 W. 57th street, for
purpose of conducting theatrical and moving picture business.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Walter C. Jordan
has purchased site at 208-16 West 41st
feet.
street, for erection of theatre. Ill by 110
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Siiber Amusement
Company will erect one-story moving picture theatre at Seventh avenue and 145th
street; to cost $50,000.
ONEONTA, N. Y.— McFee & Borst. 43
Market street, have contract to make alterations and build an addition to theatre
for O. H. Hathaway; to cost $75,000.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.— J. Savage,
Highland Falls, N. Y., has leased Empire
Theatre,
manager .address William Gallagher, local
First Run Picture of First
Run Exhibitor With First
Run Trade Paper—First
— Always First
You

know
the idea
getting THESomepicture taken with
THE— champion.
times it's a cow, sometimes it's a $5,000
hen, sometimes it's a family, and sometimes it's a trade paper. In this case Henry
C. Schweppe, owner of the Colonial Theatre, Elmira, N. Y., picked his champion
trade journal.
And which one did he pick? Why, the
one with the meat, the name, the service,
the policy that backs the clean things of
the industry at any cost. Sure there it is,
plain as day — "Moving Picture World" —
with
Jack Meador's
layout on Nazimova on
the cover
and everything.
Prosperous looking, Henry Schweppe, eh?
You bet! The M. P. W. does the trick for
him at the box office.

McCOMB. — L. D. Dickerson , and J. E.
Alford will erect three-story moving picture theatre with seating capacity of 1,500.
QUITMAN, MISS.— Long-Bell Company
reported to erect moving picture theatre
here.
ST. LOUIS, MO. — Yale Amusement Company, a new corporation, has leased Yale
Theatre at 3700 Minnesota avenue.
BOUND BROOK, N. J,— Pathe Exchange,
25 West 45th street, New York, has plans
b-y Stone & Webster, 120 Broadway, New
York, tureforstudio.contemplated brick moving picNEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.— K. S. and
K. Amusement Company has been incorporated with $50,000 capital by Philip
Klivan, David Snapper and S. R. Kilsey,
Perth Amboy, N. J. Company has leased
Strand Theatre on Albany street.
NEWARK, N. J. — Prospect Amusement
Company has been incorporated with
$5,000
Tedden capital
Terrace. by Henry Austerman, 100
PRINCETON, N. P. — Princeton Theatre
Company plans to erect large theatre here
next spring, with seating capacity of 1.000.
Pipe organ will be installed.
WOODBURY. N. J.— Site for moving picture theatre has been purchased by W. L.
Wilklns.
HORNELL, N. Y. — Majestic Theatre will
expend $6,600 in making alterations to

"I'll Tell the World."
"It's
the
trade
paperHenry
for me"C.— an
excluslvo
interview with
Schweppe,
owner of Elmira,
the Colonial
Theatre.
N. Y.
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Sidelights and Reflections
ln week observances in
THEthe Linco
moving picture theatres in
Times Square brought the character of The Great Emancipator graphically before the eyes of the throngs
which filled four of the pictures houses
on Broadway. "The Copperhead," which
was transferred tc the Rialto after being shown at die Rivoli, is strongly
influenced by the spirit of Lincoln all
through the story, although the man
himself appears only in a few short
y"
s.
tunitsed
scene
"Thel Land
Opporsuppo
he is theIncentra
figure.of The
incident in his life is told with Ralph
Ince as the Martyr President and told
with deep feeling and fine simplicity.

by Edward
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's stage drama "AbraJohnham Drinkwater
Lincoln" is still attracting crowded
houses at one of the New York theatres
"The Little Shepherd of
and receiving nothing but the highest
praise for both play and players. All
of this is, of course, a source of great
Goldwyn Kingd
Presentsom JackCome"
Pickford in a
satisfaction to all real Americans.
Realistic Story of Kentucky in
In the reviews of this play no mention
Civil
War
Times.
seems to have been made of a play written on the same subject in this country
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
some thirty years ago. It followed
about the same course of events in Lin- VIVIDLY realistic, "The Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come," Jack
doeswiththetheEnglish
made
drama coln's
andlife as
ended
death scene
Pickford's first release through
about his bed. The part of the presi- Goldwyn, is an attractive Illustration of
dent was excsllentiy impersonated by El- a novel by John Fox, Jr. It deals with
Kentucky life just before and during
mer Grandin, who is still an active member of his profession; but the play was the Civil War, which, in such border
not a financial success. After a brief states, divided families, pitting brother
but stormy career the final curtain de- against brother and father against son.
scended in the city of Washington, leav- Jack Pickford plays the leading role in
ing the members of the company to re- a creditable manner, but the Goldwyn
turn to New York and apply at the production is meritorious chiefly
through the direction of Wallace Worsdramatic agen'-ies for new engagements.
An actor nam.-d Evans had been play- ley. It depends largely for interest
ing Secretary Stanton, and to him fell upon atmosphere, upon the care and
with which the pervading
the clo.sing line of the play. As Lin- thoroughness
coln breathed his last the Secretary re- influences of the time are set forth.
patience the director has
peated the historical speech; "He be- With infinite
a great number of scenes aptly
longs to the ages!" On this closing night prepared
Evans repeated the tag in his accus- suited to the telling of the story and
tomed impressive manner, and added lifted his curtain on a glimpse of American life as it was in Kentucky sixty
with still greater pathos but so low that
years ago.
only his fellow actors heard him:
There are touches of humor in "The
"And we, heaven helps us, belong to
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come," and
the agents!"
notes of tender pathos, quaint characterizations of plantation darkies, moNothing has been heard lately from
the scenario writers who are fond of
ments of heart-breakng womanly sacrifice.
The
big
cast is selected to clearly
rushing into prmt with the assertion
that the screen should practically limit reflect the very look of daily life three
itself to original material. Well, let's score years ago in the mountains and
have it. The more the better — if it's blue-grass regions of "Old Kaintuck."
of the right quality. In the meantime All this makes for human interest and
for plausibility, hence the director can
novel-stage-screen productions like "Pol- be
cheerfully excused for distracting the
lyanna" are continuing to attract full attention
of the spectator once in a
houses of delighted spectators. The genwhile
by his insistence on accuracy of
eral public does not give a hang where
the material comes from, so long as it is detail. Instead of trj'ing to be true to
drama and to the novelist at the same
entertaining. The reports from "Huckle- time, the director has attempted no
berry pinn" indicate that Mark Twain's compromise. He has produced a photomost popular character is as great a suc- novel pure and simple. That it is a
cess on the screen as he ever was begood one could be easily judged by a
tween the covers of a book.

Editor

crowded house at the Strand. It holds
up the mirror to a phase of American
life at a critical period
Cast. of our history
Chad
jaclt Picltford
Margaret
Clara Horton
Melissa
Pauline Starke
Dan Dean
j. Park Jones
Harry Dean
Clark Marshall
Mrs. Dean
Edythe Chapman
Major Buford
Jamfes Nelll
General
R. d. McLean
Schoolm
aster
Dwight Crittenden
Cousin Lucy
Aileen Manning
Joel Turner
Dudley Hendricks
Mrs. Turner
Aggie Herring
Turner Boys Tod Burns. Lee Phelps
Pop Dillon
Milton Brown
Daws Dillon
George C. Dromgold
Bill Dillion
John Foster
Nathan
H. Milton Ross
Toby
Nick Cogley
Story by John Fox. Jr.
Directed by Wallace Worsley.
Length,
The r'lve
Story.Keeia.
Into the Kentucky valley of "Kingdom
Come" comes Chad, a "Little Shepherd"
from the hills. The boy's combined poverty and) high spirit strongly attract
childless Major Buford, and Chad's education begins when it is discovered that he,
also, is a Buford. He finds playmates
among the neighboring proud
family of
Deans, but he leaves all his friends and
returns to the hills when it is rumored
that he HeIs leaves
a "woodbehind
colt,"tender
an illegitimate
child.
Margaret
Dean, only to infiame the heart of a mountain girl, Melissa. It is through suffering
and self-sacrificing Melissa that his name
is cleared, the poor girl dying with her
love unrequited. Meanwhile, Chad is
sought out by Major Buford and given a
fine education at Lexington.
The Civil War finds Kentucky a bouse
divided against itself. All the Deans are
for the South, except Harry, who declares
for the government of Abraham Lincoln.
Chad Buford and Harry Dean become
officers in the Union Army and are In
Kentucky when Dan Dean and his father
are with Morgan of the Confederates.
Chad is sent with a squad to search the
Dean mansion for guerrillas at the moment when Dan Dean is secretly visiting
his mother and sister. Dan is captured
in the raid, along with two genuine guerrillas, and all are condemned to be executed at sunrise the following day. Chad
pleads
in vain heforrides
Dan's
life. dangerous
All other
means tailing,
through
territory to a General he knows and saves
Dan's well
lifeto his
whenmother
the latter
bidding fareand isMargaret,
his
sister.
When peace comes, when Harry Dean
in blue and Dan in grey are taken to
their mother's arms, Chad refuses to enter
the house. He had once been called upon
to tear down from it a Confederate flag
placed there by Margaret, and she had refused to surrender. Her brothers tell her
that Chad is in the garden. She takes the
flag with her. Koes to Chad and surrenders
unconditionally for life.
Program
and Exploitation Catchllncat
Stirring Story of Old Kentucky During
Civil War Times with Jack Pickford
as the Star.
Heart
•— andInterest
Pathos. Drama of Love — Humor
Vivid Picturlzation of Well-known Story
Starring Jack Pickford.
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THE

Appealing Drama of the Civil War Period Shows the Trials and Tribulations of the Inhabintants of North and
South.
Bxploitation Angles: Play up Pickford
and the novel origin of the story, and
boom it as a story of the Civil War to
remove the suggestion that this is a more
or
less "sacred"wil theme.
A plentiful
use
of lithographs
help as will
stress upon
the accuracy of the picture.
"Alarm Clock Andy"
Charles Ray Starred in Another Bashful Country Boy Role for Paramount-Artcraft.
THE critical revievi' of "Alarm Clock
d on ypage
Andy"
It is ofa
21. 1293
of Februar
the issueappeare
typical Charles Ray production, with the
star as a bashful country boy.
Cast.
Andrew Gray
Charles Ray
William Blinker
George Webb
Dorothy Wells
Millicent Fisher
Mr. Wells
Tom Guise
Mr. Dodge
Andrew Robson
Story by Agnus C. Johnston.
Directed by Jerome Storm.
Length, 4938 feet.
Tlie Story.
Andy Gray is a motor truck salesman
of retiring nature and his ideal salesman
is William Blinker, who is a bluffer. Mr.
Wells, the boss of the company, favors
Blinker, who is trying to land a sale to
Mr. Dodge, a buyer of trucks. Andy meets
Mr. Dodge and the latter is impressed with
him.
Andy hashisto daughter,
visit the boss'
Dorothy,
and house,
whom where
Andy
loves, receives him. It happens that Dodge
is there on a visit. Somehow or other
the truck dealer thinks he is talking to
Blinker, and as they are about to close
the deal Blinker appears, and Andy vacates.
Finally matters are straightened out
and Andy gets the order. This leads to
happiness for Dorothy and the young
salesman, who decide to spend their lives
together.
Progrram and Kxploltatlon Catchlines:
Laughable Comedy Drama of a Stuttering Salesman.
Charles Ray as .i Bashful Salesman
Wins "the" Order for His Firm and
as Commission.
Pretty
Daughter. He Claims the Boss'
CharlesfulRay
in Another
His Please
BashHero Roles
That ofWill
Everyone.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Ray as
strongly as you can, for he means money
to most houses. Then hook the title with
the jewelers and other dealers in clocks.
You might work over the Ruffner stunt
and use alarm clock cuts in place of scene
cuts for your newspaper attractors. If
you can borrow a bunch of alarm clocks
for lobby decoration, with a credit card
for their use, time them to go off about
every five minutes around show times, setting them again for the next show.
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Spencer go on a yachting trip. Russell
and his confederates learn of their
plans, get on board ahead of them, bind
and gag the crew and plan to abduct
Betty. As soon as she is alone, Russell
comes stealthily upon her. She screams
so that Spencer, on the deck above,
hears, and Russell aims his gun at her.
There is a wide variety of settings and
an abundance of exciting action in this
chapter.
"Torchy"
First Master Films Release of Sewell
Ford "Torchy" Comedies, Featur"Johnny"Reeves
Hines. Harrison.
Reviewed byingLouis

the first
of a series
of Sewell
be
d toFord
is announce
"Torchy"
THAT
comedies commends it to attention, and there is seen in it a sincere
attempt to be entertaining. The role of
"Torchy" is played by full grown" Johny a pert byoffice
ny" Hines, supposedl
boy.
He secures
his first situation
sending
s
all other applicant for it to the story
below and assuming that he is already
Leaving Kingdom Come Ridge.
hired. He has attracted the attention
Jack Pickford bids farewell to Pauline of the boss, who is looking for a live
Stark in Goldwyn's "The Littel Shepboy, and this saves him from being fired
Kingdom Come."
liiMmiiiiiiiiirililitinilltltiiiJiiiiherd ofiilliiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiriiililiirm
i Iiil riiiiiriiiiiiirilllillio at once. He shows the boss how to
for finding her by the stockholders of wake up a lazy girl at a telephone switch
the mine, who are anxious that the board and this constitutes his first day's
property be divided. A band of crooks work.
He manages to get the evening job of
read of the offer, and decide to win it, a check boy at a fashionable restaurant
preferably by foul means. At the same and dancing cabaret. While engaged in
time
the girl's of
welfare
is endangered
by checking the wraps of guests and pickthe schemes
William
Russell, who
ing up tips, he becomes interested in
hopes by getting her out of the way, an impulsive
young lady who is bored
to gain a large share in the mines. He by conventions and looking around for
kills Hannah, Betty's nurse since child- something new. "Torchy" elects to
hood, by hurling a deadly arrow at her dance with her, but he cannot go on
on the night of the ball at Bradleys. the floor in his uniform. He snatches
the drps coat and waistcoat of a
At
the same
timeandBradley's
diamond
is stolen,
the sceneprecious
closes off
terrified
young man and sails out on
with Russell carrying Betty of¥. Lillian the dancing
floor with the venturesome
Walker and Coit Anderson in the lead- young lady.
ing roles have pleasing personalities,
Their dance is difTerent — it is the
and the entire cast, William Pike, Leora sensation
of the evening — but the young
Spellman, Charles Middleton, Bernard
lady's
mother
intevenes
"Torchy"
Randall, Joseph Marba, George Lessey, is
sent back to his
job in theandcloak
room.
and Ray cessful
Allen,
are
excellent
types.
SucWhen
the
evening
is
over,
he
is seen
as an introductory number, riding on the rear axle of a limousine,
which insures the interest from the start.
puffing a cigarette, murmuring "home
Episode 2.
Spencer rescues Betty £rom being
kidnapped by Russell. Soon after, Betty
River's End"
sees and follows the man whom she Marshall"The
First Neilan's
National Initial
ProvesProduction
to Be a for
suspects of having stolen the diamond
James." Well-Made and Strong
to his den. She is holding him up, when
Curwood Story.
Russell, who has watched her, appears
and grapples with her opponent for the
Reviewed
by George Blaisdell.
diamond. She leaves through a window,
comes out on a roof, sees that Russell
developing
withreela snap,
NG first
is now following her, and terrifiedly STARTI
in the
a genuine "touch
mounts to the belfry oi an old church.
of nature," "The River's End,"
From here she swings out onto the cable Aiarshall Neilan's initial production for
Rewar
00,000 Inc.,
"$1,0
Seriald"Featur- and is half-way down when Russell ap- First National, swings steadily through
Pictures,
Grossnrian
ing Lillian Walker Is Full of Suspears above with a knife in hand ready nearly six thousand feet to a truly
to cut the rope. This closes the chapter smashing and gun crashing climax. The
pense.
story — there
a story
— is ofwan
the
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
which scores especially for its realistic frozen
northreally
and isthe
Saskatche
and the successful creation of
A SENSATIONAL serial in fifteen settings
country best
and style.
it is in James Oliver Curwood's
d," W.
des B.
episour
is "$1,00
by suspense throughout.
e andRewar
Arth
Reev0,000
John
As
to
that
touch of nature : It is all
Episode 3.
Grey. Popular Lillian Walker has the
Spencer and Bradley, approaching in the more noteworthy because it is not
stellar role. The first chapter, which
an automobile, see Betty hanging on related to the love of man for a woman
is devoted to the brewing -of a conspi- the
They speed up to her and save or vice versa. It is the bond of regard,
racy of double strength, promises her.rope.
Russell disappears, but presently or of affection if you will, that ripens
enough villainy to keep the spectator
in suspense for an indefinite period. follows in another machine. Upon be- between two real men, natural enemies
ing discovered, he escapes to the wharf by ail the rules — one the representative
The victim of both plots is Betty
goes off in a launch. Bradley gets of the Law, the other captured by the
Thorndyke, daughter of a diamond mine and
owner in South Africa. Betty has been into another launch and gives chase, but first on a charge of murder after a three
years' hunt. His lung affected by the
carefully and secretly reared in Cali- is outwitted by Russell, who has the cold
the Northwest Mounted man colfornia, and a reward is suddenly ofTered other's boat blown up. Later Betty and
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lapses. The captive battles to save the
life of his new friend — and loses.
Early in the action there is shown a
representation of the northern lights
that will draw attention to the cameramen. One of these is Henry Cronjager,
who nearly ten years ago was photofor Edison —
graphing Maine scenes
with the thermometer
40 degrees below
and the resulting film showing no static.
The writer abominates dual roles.
When "The River's End" was started
on its way he had failed to note in the
cast the fact that Lewis Stone sustained
two parts, those of the hunter and the
hunted. His near chagrin when he discovered that the smooth-faced Conniston and the bearded Keith had been portrayed by the same man was shared by a
well-known director sitting at his elbow.
All of which would seem to reflect to the
joint credit of cameramen and director.
It may be trite but it is true to say
the work of the cast is of uniform excellence. Mr. Neilan's selection of
Lewis Stone is especially worthy of
praise. isSome
of the
best ofbetween
the player's
work
in the
dialogue
the
dying policeman and the one-time lawyer, who realizes that the death of his
companifm means his own freedom. His
execution of the lone battle with the
many Orientals who spring to the aid
of Shan Tung is most thrilling. Marjorie Daw is a continuing delight. She
has abounding youth and abundant
charm, the unaffected winsomeness of
the girl of sixteen, and she has her full
share of gray matter.
Then there are the veterans Barney
Sherry, who is with us all through the
story, and George Nichols. Jane Novak
has a serious role, that of a woman relentlessly pursued by the infatuated and
influential Shan Tung, Togo Yamamoto's
cold-blooded performance as the Oriental fascinates even as it repels.
The writer of these lines sees comparatively few pictures. No longer may
he truthfully be accused of being another one of the blase and satiated reviewers. Nevertheless he makes bold
to assert Marshal! Neilan has scored —
again — and strongly. "The River's End"
will fill the eye and grip the mind of the
wuarer of flannel shirt and boiled shirt
al.ke — whether in hamlet or in town.
Renunciation is the chief theme of the
story — and in the working out there are
two splendid examples of this greatest
of human attributes.
The picture was given its first showing
before the Canadian Club of New York
at the Biltmore on February 16. Naturally the gathering was most critical —
not only from the viewpoint of education and worldly wisdom, but also from
the sentimental angle of pride of mother
country. Consequently the unanimity
and spontaneity of the applause at the
conclusion of the showing was significant.
Caat.
Derwent Conntston i
Lewis Stone
John Keith
I
Mary Josephine
Marjorie Daw
Miriam Kirkstone
Jane Novak
McDowell
J. Barney Sherry
Judge Kirkstone George Nichols
Peter Kirkstone
Charles West
Shan Tung
Togo Tamamoto
Story by James Oliver Curwood.
Directed by Marshall Neilan.
Length, 5,750 feet.
The Story.
John Keith, wanted for the murder of
Peter Kirkstone, is captured after a threeyear chase by Derwent Conniston, of the
Royal
Northwestern
Mounted Police.
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While bringing his long-sought prisoner
back to the post Conniston contracts a
deadly malady. Instead of taking advantagecape,of Keith
thisnurses
opportunity
to make
his him
eshis captor
and tells
the storytifiableofkilling
what
he
believes
was
the
jusof Kirkstone.
A bond of love and mutual sympathy
grows between
two men,
a peculiar course ofthenature
fate and
has bydecreed
that Conniston and Keith bear a remarkable resemblance to one another.
Realizing that death is but a matter of
days Conniston conceives a plan whereby
Keith can make his way back to civilizawithout fear of
hangman's
Keithtionsubstitutes
for theConniston
and noose.
after
the latter's death he returns to the post,
where the deception proves successful and
he reports the death of the outlaw to
McDowell, the post commander.
Shan Tung, a Chinaman with an uncannycognizes
facultyKeith,forbutremembering
for reasons faces,
which rehe
uses as a means to an end he keeps the
secret.
Shan Tung is In love with the dead
Kirkstone's
daughter, theMiriam,
and young
under
threat of disclosing
fact that
Peter Kirkstone is the real murderer, he
forces Miriam to consent to marry him.
Conniston's
young
sister,after
Marya seven
Josephine,
arrives
in Prince
Albert
year
search for her brother, and believing
Keith to be the object of her search showers her sisterly affections on him, although a deeper love grows in his heart
for her.
When Miriam Kirkstone confides in
Keith the power Shan Tung holds over
her Keith has a double reason for doing
away with the Chinaman. After a terrific
struggle with Shan Tung and several of
his hirelings, Keith is the victor. He
can no longer live the lie with Mary
Josephine, so after telling her the truth
from beginning to end he leaves to find
peace and comfort at the end of the Saskatchewan. After his departure Mary
Josephine learns the true story of old
man Kirkstone's death and her fraternal
love for the supposed Conniston turns
to a greater love for the real John Keith.
With the aid of one Andy Duggan, Mary
Josephine
the arrival
river's
end ahead makes
of Keithherandwayuponto his
happiness greets them both.
Program
and Exploitation Catcblines:
Gripping Story of the Frozen North.
Inspiring Story of a Girl Who Goes to
"The River's End" to Meet the Man
She Loves and Whom She Once
Thought Was Her Own Brother.
Lewis Stone Featured in Interesting
iiiiiiiiitiiitiiiliiiiitiiiiijiiiriiiMiiiiiMiiil

"Sooner."
Owen Moore Mostly
lends heavy
support in his
Selznick "Sooner or Later."

February 28, 1920
Dual Role Story of Love and Intrigue
with the Frozen North as the Background.
Exproltation Antirlea: Don't tell how
strung the story is. but make It very
plain
that well
it is a worth
story out
of the Play
ordinaryrun and
seeing.
up
Nlelan's past productions which hav«
shown in your house — or the opposition,
for that matter, and tell that this Is hla
first Independent production for First National. And don't forget to cash in on
Curwood's popularity as well. Use plenty
of paper and
pictorial as well.stills and make your ads
"Sooner or Later"
Selznick Production
Starring Owen
Moore Is Lively Farce
Tried Situations. of Well
Reviewed by H. Clyde Levi.
OWEN MOORE,
in theAllen
Selznick production^ of Lewis
story, "Sooner
or Later," Browne's
appears
as a young attorney who gets into
all
sorts of comic difficulties while trying
to straighten out other people's love
affairs
and keep from being snared by
some designing female himself. The
complications are lively and
well tried
and a capable cast gets good
from the material at hand. Theresults
star
has the necessary light touch
the
part of Patrick Murphy, and . for
ably
seconded by Seena Owen as Ednais Ellis
Patrick
Murphy
r)w»„ m„
Edna
„Ellis..
Cast.
Robert Ellis... ruV ^^^^^^
Clifford Gray
is
Mrs. Ell
Scenario
R. Cecil Smith
Charles
Porter byby Wesley
w ^""^3°^""'^
Directed
Ruggles
Five
ReelsB^'rowne"""""
Story,
Story Length,
by The
Louis'
Alanbooner or Later" is based on thn si.h
ject of mistaken identity,
and the idea
carried pretty far, inasmuch
it concerns two ladles with the sameas surname
and initials, both wearing the same ki^d
of clothes even to the vanity bag one
living in Fairhaven, New Jersey, and the
other in iairhaven, Connecticut. Both
have an engagement at the same hotel at
the same time and they have mutual
friends
although unknown to each other.
, % <l'fference
that isone
Is married, while the isother
not, ofbutthem
apparently
The
husband
of
the
married
one becomes'
willing ousto be.
suspici
of her and
to a lawyer
friend to induce her appeals
to return to her
home. The lawyer is afraid of women,
which in fact does not deter him from
attempting to kidnap his friend'
s wife
but, of course, he gets the other one.
He
takes her to his friend's home and the
situation becomes complicated by the appearance of two burglars, who are
The burglars eventually land in the twins.
stocked cellar
with two policemen andwellall
four of them fall to the lure of John
Barleycorn. The wife, who has been on
an innocent errand to reunite her sister
and her sweetheart, appears shortly after
her husband, and finds the heroine fainting in his arms. The wife then faints
reunite
and the
lawyer'appear
in theearts
s arms,
explana
sweeth
, when
tionsd
are in order. The final fadeout shows
suparms, and
the hero's
the heroine
are properl
posedly the Inothers
y disposed
Numerous familiar devices of the farof.
ceur's art are utilized during the action
of the story,» notably a chase through
multiple doors, a vase broken over the
wrong head, etc. The most startlingr
scene is a rear view of the hero In his
B. V. D.'s, he having torn his trousers
in an attempted second-story entrance,
and discarded them for the precarious protectionparently
of a thiswoman's
Apis what kitchen
causes apron.
the heroine
to faint. The title means that eventually
the female of the species will get even
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the most pronounced woman hater.
Program
and Exploitation CatcUInes:
While Owen Moore Is Searching for AnWife Farce
He Finds
One for
HimselfotherinMan'sThis
Comedy.
Story of a Young Man Who Abducted
the Wrong Girl Which Leads to Many
Humorous Situations.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Moore for
your big talking point and then work
on the dromio idea, picking up situations
to play up either singly or in series. If
you run more than one advertisement, use
the single situation. For a new angle
you might try "Two policemen found two
burglars in another man's wine cellar.
What
do do
you with
suppose
has
little to
the they
story,did?"but This
you can
sell tickets by offering for sale only this.
Wings" Presents
Five-Reel "Burnt
Universal Production
Adaptation of Play by Bayard
Veiller.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
* N attractive presentation has been
a five-reel
given "Burnt ofWings,"
j \ adaptation
"The Primrose
Path," by Bayard Veiller, but the underlying theme is unpleasant. The plot is
one of the sex type, familiar to Broadway playgoers in particular a few years
back, and carries little genuine emotion
or feeling of reality to the spectator.
The cast is a competent and agreeable
one, but the characterizations present
a strange mixture of false sentiment and
human weakness.
Josephine Hill, while a comparatively
inexpereinced young actress, does very
well with the role of the artist's wife,
who sells herself to support her struggling husband. Frank Mayo appears as
the artist, who wavers between an apparently real love for his wife and the
fascinations of a society girl named
Helen Cartwright, Betty Blythe has the
latter role, which she plays with charm.
Rudolph Christians has the most difficult
role, that of Cartwright, father of Helen.
Cartwright, after having bought and
paid
for bribe
the love
of the artist's
tries to
or blackmail
her intowife,
divorcing her husband so that he will be
free to marry Helen, Cartwright's
daughter.
The opening scenes occur in Paris and
the later ones in the United States. The
social events and artists' exhibitions are
well staged and there are some beautiful exteriors and interiors. The disappointing feature of the production is the
sordid character of the plot.
Cast.
Joan Templeton
Josephine Hill
Ned Templeton
Frank Mayo
James Cartwright Rudolph Christians
Helen, his daughter Betty Blythe
Hortense
Beatrice Burnham
Play by Bayard Veiller.
Scenario by Hal Hoadley.
Directed by Christy Cabanne.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Joan Templeton, In "Burnt Wings," is
the wife of Ned Templeton, a struggling
young American artist In Paris. They
are In bad financial straits and Ned succumbs to hunger. Joan, in this extremity,
chooses onthe the
"easiest
to gain
money,
acting
adviceway"
of the
threatening
landlord.
The scene changes to America, where
Ned and Joan are now living in happier
circumstances. He is meeting with some
success with his paintings, and Is engaged
by a wealthy man, named James Cartwright, to paint his portrait. Cartwright's
daughter,
very pretty society girl,
falls In loveHelen,
with a Ned.
Joan, meeting Cartwright In the hall
on one of his visits to the studio, recog-

"Steady
— Kiddies
Says ZaSu Pitts
in her
laterest!" RobertsonCole, "Seeing It Through."
nizes him as the man to whom she had
sold herself In Paris in order to obtain
money for herself and Ned. Cartwright
later learns who she is. He Is desirous of
procuring Ned as a husband for Helen and
offers Joan a large sum of money if she
will give him up. Joan protests that In
spite Isof genuine.
what she did In Paris, her love for
Ned
Later both Ned and Helen learn the
truth of what transpired in Paris. Helen
gives up Ned and the artist returns to
Joan, convinced that her love is true.
Program
and Bxploltatlon Catchlines:
Story ofselfanin Order
Artist'sto Wife
Sells HerHelp WhoSupport
Her
Struggling Husband.
Attractive Adaptation of "The Primrose Path." Story of Artist Life FeaInteresting
turing Frank Mayo and Josephine
Hill.
lExploitation Angles: Although this Is a
stock production, you have several names
to play up which will mean ticket sales.
Identify the story as Velller's play, but do
not work the story angle strongly.
"Seeing It Through"
Zasu Pitts Displays Striking Individuality in Brentwood Production Based
on Story of Original Character.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ONEordinary
is forced
to give tomore
the
attention
the than
Robertson-Brentwood production "SeeIt Through."
Therefor iseven
more ifthan
one ingreason
for this;
the
star, Zasu Pitts, had failed to display
the striking individuality of conception
which she has done, the story itself,
with an atmosphere well established in
the picture and a rather unusual characterization, iscompelling.
Zasu Pitts plays a character lead. If
there is a weakness in the story, it is in
the arrangement of a romance between
the robust, good-looking young man,
Jim Carrington, and the delicate, peculiar mannered little girl, Betty Lawrence, who is totally without physical
attraction. This, however, could hardly
be called a weakness, and is not even
improbable; but it may be less satisfying
to the ordinary imagination than the
usual mating of the handsome pair. Zasu
Pitts' portrayal of the character of Betty
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is refreshing. She is quite different from
any of the other screen favorites and
makes her innings by her talent, not
by any beauty which she might possess.
The director has been successful in
mingling comedy with tragedy and in
securing a quality approaching grotesqueness in the mysterious atmosphere of the home of Bogrum, a receiver of stolen goods.
Edwin Stevens
as Ichabod Bogrum,
Mack and
Anna Hernandez asHughie
Mr. and Mrs
Tweeny are all excellent. Last but not
least Frank Hayes as Bolter, gave one
of
of the picture.the best characterizations
Cast.
Betty Lawrence
zasu Pitts
Jim Carrington Henry Woodwar
d
Ichabod Bogrum
Edwin Stevens
Allen
w. H. Bainbridge
Mrs. Lawrence
Fannie
Frank-Midgely
Hayes
Janice Wilson
Julanne
Johnson
Mr. Tweeny
Hughie Mack
Mrs. Tweeny
Anna Hernandez
Sandy MacPherson
Fred Mack
Story and direction by Claude H. Mitchell.
Length,
Five
Reels.
The Story.
Betty Lawrence, the heroine of "Seeing It Through,"
with her mother
in a suburb of Los lives
Angeles. Her
home, a
small but indlpenden
t property, forms
the
corner of the Carrington estate, which has
been taken in hand by young Jim Carrington, who has Just returned from France.
Betty's mother is falling health,
and
both are weary with intrying
to hold their
little home without sufficient
means.
Finally, when it
necessary for Mrs.
Lawrence to go to Is
a sanitarium, they pay
a visit to Ichabod Bogrum, a money lender
living nearby, about whom little is known.
In their plight Bogrum sees an opportunity to enrich his purse and agrees to loan
them a couple of hundred dollars and to
get a tenant for their home, the rent of
which is to be sent by him to pay the
mother's bills at the sanitorlum. In addition he offers Betty a position In his
home as an assistant stenographer to
Bolter, a peculiar character taken from
an orphan asylum and beaten into submission by Bogrum. When the mother
dies Bogrum piles up debts against the
Lawrence property, and succeeds In
swindling Betty out of it.
Information supplied by Bolter, who
finally turns as did the proverbial worm,
leads Jim Carrington, who Is In love with
Betty, to Investigate. Bogrum is rounded
up, made to relinquish his spoils, and Is
landed In prison. Jim Carrington and
Betty decide that after this they will see
things through together.
Program
and Explottatlon Catchlines:
Compelling Story of How a Plucky Girl
Foiled the Plans of a Crooked Real
Estate Dealer at His Own Game.
Zasu Pitts — The Girl That Is Different —
See What She Sees in "Seeing It
What Did the Girl See In the Secret
Room
of Bogrum's House?
See for
Through."
Yourself
It Through."
Zasu
Pitts —inThe"Seeing
Personality
Girl In a
Stirring Drama of Pathos and Humor.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Pitts,
but hammer away on the many other
favorites in the cast, all of whom have
supporters.
"Seethe ItfullThrough"
teaser,
workingUse Into
title and for
playa
strong on Hughie Mack In a dramatic production.
"On With the Dance"
George Fitzmaurice Production with
Mae Murray and David Powell Is
Interesting Paramount Release.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

ion with
is a reflect
of the
tes, "On
the name
AS Dance"
sh lifeindica
feveri
of today under the
lights of Times Square. Taken from a
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play by Michael Morton it deals interestingly with men and women with the
average amount of good and bad in their
natures and indicates clearly the uselessness of trying to evade the moral
law. The story does not boast a hero
who is the possessor of all the virtues
or a heroine whose conduct will always
meet with approbation; but both learn,
through suffering, that contentment and
happiness come only with right living,
and the final scene finds them traveling
different paths in the company of life
partners suited to their temperaments.
The theme of "On with the Dance" is
not a big one, but the George Fitzmaurice production of the scenario by
Ouida Bergere adds vastly to the picture's importance qualities
and brings
out story.
all of
the entertaining
of the
Sound judgment of its dramatic possibilities and thorough artistic ability to
transfer them to the screen is demonstrated throughout, the efforts of the
two leading players and the supporting
company being uniformly excellent. The
casting of the picture required unusually
careful thought. Mae Murray and David
Powell are admirably suited to their
characters, and in selecting Alma Tell
and John Miltern for the two persons
who finally bring joy and peace to the
mis-mated couple, the situation is made
convincing by the force of correct personality. Miss Murray's skill as a dancer
is utilized naturally during the unfolding of the plot and her indication of the
many moods of an impulsive, warmhearted but self-willed Russian girl, who
is thrown into unaccustomed luxury and
almost spoiled by the experience is
cleverly calculated to please and to persuade. David Powell as Peter Derwynt
presents a human portrait of the character that is without one false or overacted touch. Robert Schable as the unmoral but breezy Jimmie Sutherland
wins unexpected laughs for a likable
rascallesswho
pays in the end for his reckmaterialism.
Ouida Bergere has constructed her
scenario with skill, and keeps the steady
progress of the plot always in mind.
Director, Fitzmaurice, by his strict attention to every detail and generous policy
of production, has made his first special
for Paramount-Artcraft
a picture of
distinct
merit.
Cast.
Sonia Varinoft
Mae Murray
Peter Derwynt
David Powell
Lady Loane Tremelyn Alma Tell
Schuyler Van Vechtan John Miltern
Jimmie Sutherland Robert Schable
Countess
'of Raystone IdaZola
Waterman
Fay Dehmond
Talma
Story by Michael Morton.
Scenario by Ouida Bergere.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
Length, 6,483 feet.
The Story.
Peter Derwynt, a young architect from
the South, cornea to New York and obtains
a situation with the wealthy Schuyler
Van Vechtan. Here he meets Lady Loane
Tremelyn, whose mother has brought her
to America to find a rich husband. She
falls honestly in love with Derwynt, but
the arrival of Sonia VarinofE at the Van
Vechtan home and the circumstance under
which Peter and the Russian girl are
thrown together causes Lady Loane to believe the two are strongly attracted to
each Peter
other. has
Thislearned
is true toon care
Sonla'eforpart,
but
the
Knglish woman. Sonia, who is passionately fond of dancing and who has never
known luxury until brought under the
protection of Van Vechtan after the death
of her father, fairly throws herself at
Peter. Lady Loane having put herself
out of the architect's reach by marrying a
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western millSonalre known as Jimmie distributed by Arrow Film Corporation,
Sutherland, the Russian girl catches Der- sets a rapid pace for the subjects that
wynt on the rebound.
are to follow.
Finding
husband's
incomeclothes,
canThe star appears in his usual type of
not supplythatherherdesire
for fine
Sonia determines to earn the money by comedy characterization and there are
her dancing. She has attracted the atten- many laugh-provoking situations. He is
tion of Sutherland and he suggests that supported by a competent cast headed
she appear at a cabaret owned by him and by Madge Kirby. The story deals with
bill
herselfdoesas so
the and
"marked
dancer."
a poor chap, with only fifty cents, who
Derwynt
Is a great
hit.Mrs.In hesitates
whether to buy a meal with it
the meantime Peter and Lady Loane dis- or visit a fortune teller. He chooses
cover the fatal mistake they have both the latter, and gazing into a crystal
made in their marriages, but remain true
globe, he is told to follow the horses.
to their
Sutherland's
old
flamesbetter
flnds halves.
out who One
the ofmasked
dancer He is then shown working around a racis and tears off her mask while Sonia is in
ing stable, and, of course, rides the
the midst of her dance. This leads to a
horse to victory. That night
violent scene between Peter and Suther- heroine's
decide to celebrate in a cabaret,
land and when the architect Is accused of they
where several amusing complications
havingshoots
compromised
Peter
him dead. Sutherland's wife, ensue. All this is revealed in the crystal
At the trial there is but one way to ball and, waking up, Hank finds himself
save Peter's life and Sonia takes it. She in the fortune teller's booth. Going out,
goes on the stand and swears away her he gazes longingly at the sign advertising meals for a half a dollar.
own reputation
claiming that
her misconduct with by
Sutherland
justified
the
some audiences may not like
shooting. Derwynt is acquitted, Is freed theWhile
pitchfork episode, there are several
from Sonia and marries Lady Loane. The
final scene shows Sonia the wife of Van other situations, both in the racing and
scenes which will cause many
Vechtan, who has stood by her through cabaret
everything and who has always loved laughs.
her.
Prosram and
Exploitation Catchllnes:
Lavish Production That Tells a Vivid
Story of the Human Souls That Took Arrow
"Wolves
of the Street'*
Film Corporation
Presents EdWay.
Too Much "Life" on the Great White
mund F. Cobb in Highly SensationtA Six-Reel Melodrama.
See What Happens When the Extravagant Wife Finds a Wealthy Man Who
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Wants Her to Play the Game.
See the Dance of the Masked Dancer
That Was the Talk of the Cabaret.
in a lavish
action atic
charscenes profuPLENTY sion ofofmelodram
acterizes 'The Wolves of the
What Was the Butterfly's Confession
in the Court That Saved the Man's Street." The hero plunges along
Life?
See "On with the Dance" for through all sorts of dangers and difficulthe Answer.
ties with headlong vigor, and there is
Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Mur- character
ization, something unusual in
ray in a play of hectic New York life.
Make a pictorial appeal throughout, using this kind of play. The hero impersonby
Edmund F. Cobb has the spirit
ated
the scantily clad figure of the star in cuts
and cut-outs alike. A recent Issue sug- of adventure in his soul. He takes desgests a simple and effective lobby display.
perate chances in truly American style
from love of what stirs his blood, trusting to escape through keen use of his
"Broken Bubbles"
brains and physical strength. It is this
First Hank Man Two-Reel Comedy for spirit of measuring mind and mettle
Arrow Contains Many Laughs.
against hard things to achieve which
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
appeals powerfully to American youth
GETTING off with a flying start, and to many of us who refuse to grow
"Broken Bubbles," the first release old. Through this characterization the
of a series of twenty-six two-reel Arrow production has a strong appeal
comedies starring Hank Mann, to be to man who still believes himself master
of his own fate.
Though
"Wolves
of between
the Street"
tures a bitter
conflict
men picof
vast wealth, the consequences depend
on the energy and determination of
the son of one of them. On his manly
traits and on his courage in breaking
out of the dull routine of existence
hinge all the incidents and most of the
feeling. The mood of the story, leading
straight on to his success, is one of
high optimism. This sort of melodrama
will suit all classes. Edmund F. Cobb
has caught the mood in his impersonation. Constantly alert, ever ready for
action, he represents something, the
American who fights to his last breath
for his ideals. The scenes of infinite
variety are short and swift. The whole
production deserves to win, and there
is little doubt that it will meet with
decided success wherever shown.
Cast.
James Trevlyn ^

"Well, the
DancethisHasfictitious
Started."remark
Mae Murray
directs
to David Powell in their Artcraft,
"On With the Dance."

F. Oobb
Edmund
J
Eleanor
Fernwood
VIda Johnson
Denver Devers
Mangan
A Stock Broker
Grotman
His Partner
Roderick Trevlyn
The Father
John Adams
Office Manager
Directed by Otis B. Fair.
Length, Six Reels.
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The Story.
"Wolves
of
the
Street"
are Mangan
and
his asoelates, brokers
attempting
a corner
in wheat, injurious to America and the
whole world. Determined opponent is
Roderick Trevlyn. Between Mangan and
Trevlyn it is a battle to the bitter end,
with the radical element and labor agitators dangerous aids to Mangan. A sudden change comes when Trevlyn is mysteriously murdered. His son, James, is
called from the active management of a
Wyoming mine to avenge the murder and
carry on the fight. He does so with staggering vigor, utilizing all the resources
of hisMangan
youth party
and hisis father's
the
obliged wealth
to resortuntilto
one hideous crime after another to escape
defeat.
Again and again the life of James Trevlyn is attempted, and every mean device
of the cunning and unscrupulous is used
to defraud him . He and his sweetheart,
Eleanor Fernwood, have made many
friends among the humble, and warning
eomes from these to help guard against
evil machinations. Young Trevlyn, however, is as alive in vigilance as he is in
action. Once he fails. He comes upon a
man who closely resembles him, Denver
Devers, and trusts Devers to impersonate
him ous
while
he goes
Westmine.to untangle seridifficulties
at the
Devers quickly becomes the tool of the
Mangan party for what there is in it.
From
him totheyhavelearnhimof kidnapped
Trevlyn's trip
contrive
on and
his
arrival. Dever's, meanwhile, impersonating oTrevlyn
In theon latter's
office,crowd
disrganizes the attack
the Mangan
Only by wonderful presence of mind and
remarkable exhibitions of daring does
young Trevlyn escape from the toils cunningly laid for him, but he triumphs in
the end. He wins the men of his mine
from the radical agitators, brings Mangan
to justice. Is the Indirect cause of Dever's
tragic death, and guides his sweetheart
into a harbor of security and love.
Program
and E}xploitatlon Catchllnes:
Sensational
Melodrama Featuring Edmund F. Cobb.
Story of a Young Man Who Defeats the
Cowardly Deeds of His Father's Rival
and Wins a Great Victory in the End.
"Wolves
the Street"
TellsthetheMenStoryof
of the ofConflict
Between
Wealth.
Exploitation Angles: Play this up as a
story of action and hammer on that angle
with cuts and paper. Use the "men of
vast
wealth"
styletoofthose
talk most
to get interested
over, for
this will
appeal
in the play. Don't let the stuff get socialistic, but use
the linetltlans.
to suggest a struggle
between
financial
"Black Is White"
Thomas H. Ince Production for Paramount-Artcraft Starring Dorothy
Dalton Grippingly Portray*
Mother Love.
Reviewed by Charles Bennett.
love, the most irrestible
ER to
MOTHappeal
audiences the world
over, is grippingly portrayed in
"Black Is White," the Paramount-Artcraft picture adapted from George Barr
on'sworthily
McCutchesented
novel.
True rather
drama isheavy
prein this
subject, which centers about the unreasoning jealousy of a husband who is
suspicious that even his son is not his
own, finally drives his wife from his
home. The wife flees to the home of
her invalid sister and causes her husband and the world to believe she has
died.
Dorothy Dalton displays creditable
dramatic ability in the double role of
the devoted young wife, Margaret,
driven
from asthe Yvonne,
'shelter of
home;
and later
theherbrilliant,
charming French woman with whom the
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Story of a Man Who Fell in Love with
the Wife He Had Spurned.
Artistic Production
Telling How a
Mother's Love for Her Son Brought
Her Back to America and Recreated
a Happy Home.
Emotional
Dorothy Dalton in Superbly
Produced Production Dealing with
Motherly Love.
Exploltntoln Angles: Play up Miss Dalton and "hook her up with her success in
"Aphrodite."
Use the McCutcheon novel
the bookgetting with
for a secondary
such
Strengthen
sellers interested.angle,
lines as "The Woman who died, yet lived."
"The Very Idea"
Metro Presents Taylor Holmes in An
Adaptation from the Popular Stage
Comedy by William Le Baron.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

Polka Dots are Neutral.
Dorothy Dalton's attire is appropriate in
her Paramount, "Black Is White."
husband, after long years of exile, falls
in love and re-marries without suspecting her identity. The story is replete
with tense, emotional scenes, quite successfully staged and well timed.
The photography is deserving of
praise, and no small portion of the
success of the presentation is due to
the beautiful settings, showing to advantage the superb gowns worn by Miss
Dalton. The titles are good, but the picture might perhaps have been enlivetied
by a bit more of humor, to relieve the
constantly recurring anti-climaxps and
emotional scenes. Withal the story is
appealing and merits the success which
it is sure to meet. The role of the
jealous husband is cleverly handled by
Holmes E. Herbert, and the supporting
cast is agreeable. Cast.
Margaret ]
Theresa ^
Yvonne
J
Dorothy Dalton
Lyda Desmond
Claire Mesereau
Mrs. Desmond
Lillian Lawrence
Jim Brood
Holmes E. Herbert
Fred Brood
jack Crosby
Kanjab
Joseph Granby
Daws
Patrick Barrett
^^SSS
Tom Cameron
Story by George Barr McCutcheon.
Scenario by E. Magnus Ingleton.
Directed by Charles Giblin.
Length, 5562 feet.
The Story,
Margaret Brood is the pretty young
wife of Jim Brood, of whom he is very
Jealous. During one of
his tempera
spells he unjustly accuses her of anmental
with another man and as a result ofaffair
accusation she leaves him. She goes histo
Theresa, her Sister, to whom she bears
a very great resemblanc. Theresa dies
and Margaret learns that she was about
to be adopted by Baron Skrakosch and his
daughter and supplants her sister In the
Paris home of the nobleman. After many
Margaret matures into a woman of
years
rare charm.
At but
a banquet
husbandher.meets
her,
he doesMargaret's
not recognize
He
falls In love with her and they marry.
After returning to America they live
happily and Margaret realizes that Jim
loves her when she hears him murmur
"Margaret" in his dreams.
Progrram
and Exploitation Catchllnes:
Dorothy Dalton Given Opportunity to
Display Her Charms In {Unusually
Gripping Story of Motherly Love.

g
longings of ay child
parwithlesstheyoun
Gental principall
DEALIN
couple having more money than
brains, "The Very Idea" lightly touches
en ion.
vernics,practhe
a problemofferiofng aeuge
l solut
ticascre
very
Some sionof the lines of the original play
which brought spontaneous laughter
when uttered make fairly good subtitles
on the screen, and they are helped out
by lively caricatures, but they play a
t part than might be exless importanTheir
pected. bright double meanings
are often obscured from lack of vocal
intonation. Where the effect of the
enon for
depe
is not
spoken word tertainment,
o nded
the Metr
moves
product
ugh d pleasant scenes,
ly throecte
along easiwell
-sel
cast furnishes
and the
many interesting personalities.
Taylor Holmes does so well as a
wealthy young inanity that one intuiwithhow
the Edith
eugenist's
remark,tively
"I sympathizes
don't know
ever
came to marry such a simp." His role
of amiable stupidity could not be better interpreted. Possibly the greatest
charm of the production comes from
the impersonations of Virginia Valli,
Fay Marble and Bessie Rose Clarke,
These three ladies are not only exbut screen,
they are
veritableof
actressesquisiteoftypes,the
graceful
movement, of pose and of poise, their
faces
lence. eloquent in the language of si-

The best general effect of "The Very
Idea" as pictured is a visualized answer
to the question of how to have children. The reply is plainly "Go fit yourselves for it by active physical exercise in the open." If this gets over
strongly, the comedy is well worth
showing in all parts of the country.
Cast.
Gilbert Goodhue
Taylor Holmes
Edith Goodhue
Virginia Valll
Norah, the maid
Betty Ross Clarke
Joe, the chauffeur Jack Levering
Alan, Green
Edith's brother — Edward Jean
Martlndale
Mrs.
Robb
Mr. Green
Edward Lester
The Dancer
Fay Marbo
Fisherman
George Cooper
Play by William
Baron.
Scenario
by S. E. Le
Y. Taylor.
Directed by Lawrence Windom.
Leiigth, Six Reels.
The Story.
"The Very Idea" of adopting a baby is
hard to adopt by childless young Goodhue
and his wife Edith, though they lack nothing on earth except that which money
cannot buy. At the suggestion of a eugenic friend they arrange to forward
the marriage of two of their servants,
Joe, the chauffeur ,and Norah, the maid,
already In love, but top poor to rear
children. An agreement Is entered Into
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that the first child of the sturdy chauffeur
and healthy maid shall be adopted by
young Mr. Goodhue and his wife. They
thereupon go on a long vacation and
await events. At a Florida resort they
both become interested in the superb
dancing of a public entertainer. Edith
takes up strenuous morning exercises and
daily sea bathing. Goodhue has to follow
suit to keep his wife from overexerting
herself. He also becomes interested in
the dancer for another reason — he hopes
to purchase a pretty baby he thinks is
hers. He is bound to succeed, even if
he has to vamp the lady.
Edith, now fast becoming vigorous, finds
her emotions so highly developed that
she becomes desperately jealous. In a
moment o£ wild impulse she abandons her
husband and is only restored to him after
many exciting adventures. She then
learns that his motives were to buy a
baby, and the young couple become ardently in love with each other. On their
return home they find that the maid has
given her robust husband a bouncing boy,
but she cannot bring herself to part with
him. Some embarrassment follows as the
eugenist has prepared a hygienic nursery
and friends call to see the supposed Goodhue baby. When the whole foolish plot
is revealed, and Norah is allowed to go
home with her child, the eugenist offers
her the baby clothes, but Mrs. Goodhue
refuses to part with them. Asked for an
explanation, she whispers to her husband,
and he announces with a broad smile that
Florida is a great state.
"The Charming Mrs. Chase"
First of Mr». Sidney Drew "After
Thirty" Seriet for Pathe TwoReelers One of the Best Ever.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
Julian Street "Afof the
THE first
s to y be adapted
ter Thirty"
storieSidne
to film
by Mrs.
Drew for
the Path Exchange, Inc., is 'The Charmety ling
ing Mrs. Chase
The ves
subtlsubtit
of prewhich invol
sentation,."
as
ion,
y
well
as
direct
is
a
"carr
on"
from
the former Drew comedies. It contains
an abundance of refined humor, pleasing
domestic touches, with a moment of
retrospect adding an artistic splash of a
diflerent color.
Mrs. Sidney Drew adapted the story
to the screen and also directed the picture. And if Mrs. Drew is able to do
continuous work of such a high order,
let us hope that she will not grow tired
of helping to provide the public with
the refined comedy entertainment, which
she has proved herself able to do.
John Cumberland, the featured member of the cast, is delightful in the role
of Mr. Wickett who, in his matrimonial
canoe grown to the size of a canal boat
with the weight of family cares, decides
that his dull domestic life will stand a
leavening of adventure. A social event
brings him in touch with Mrs. Chase,
a charming woman who admits that she
is over thirty, and under the influence
of the bright lights responds to Mr.
Wickett's flattering comments on her
accepts anday.invitaappearance,
youthful
tion to lunch
on the following
Mrs. Wickett, who has had her eye on
the pair, is equal to the occasion, and on
morning is unusually buoythe following
ant in manner, and not in the least put
out when her husband admits that he is
going to lunch with Mrs. Chase. The
inevitable follows— the adventure suddenly loses
its Chase
"kick" atandthebyrestaurant,
the time
he meets
Mrs.
it has entirely lose its flavor. Mrs.
Chase is also regretful, and the end of
it all is that each is discovered at home
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admitting that adventure after thirty
requires too much effort.
The role of Mrs. Wickett is skilfully
handled by Eleanor Custis, and Dorothy
Wallace is equally attractive as Mrs.
Chase.
A Correction
IN the review of the Arrow Film Corporation's pictures "The Wall Street
Mystery" and "The Scrap of Paper,"
two of the twelve feature series "Tex,
mistake
of Mysterie
the
two
solutions,"ofa the
in the
made or
was Elucidat
plots. The Chinatown scenes, which
establish a false lead, belong to "The
Wall Street Mystery." In "The Scrap
lostedmoney
Paper"onea ofmanthe who
of
with
connect
men has
through
the provision pool, and has placed a dictograph in the room in which the three
men met in the home of Jacob Strauss.
He enters by the window, shoots Strauss
and in wresting the agreement from
him a portion of the paper is left in
te
immedia
hand.the His
injured
the
aranceman's
on the
blame
throws
disappe
last man to leave the room after the
quarrel.
■Comments
THE BALL OF DEATH (Pathe), Chapter 2 of "Daredevil Jack." — This installment gives Jack Dempsey numerous opportunities to show his fistic abilities, of
which he takes full advantage. As a serial
star he Is clean-cut and athletic and
trounces his opponents without undue
brutality. In this number he interrupts
a safe robber and later is threatened with
death while about to kick a loaded football which his enemies have prepared for
him. The action of the number is good
and the incidents are stirring.
LIQUID FACES (Universal). No. 18, the
final chapter of "The Great Radium Mystery."
This conclusion.
brings Gloria
the serial
satisfactory
has to
the aradium
restored to her by the man of mystery
and is overjoyed when she learns his true
identity. The Buzzard and others of the
gang are killed. The serial, as a whole,
has contained considerable padding and
repetition of situations, but on the other
hand has had a lot of legitimate thrills.
As a whole It has carried the Interest well
and runs stronger than the average.
A SAGEBRUSH GENTLEMAN (Western), Feb. 21. — A two-reel subject, written
by Karl R. Coolidge. Robert Burns appears as the cowboy hero and Charlotte
Merrlam as the heroine. The girl is abducted by some bandits, who mistake her
for an heiress named June Martin. The
hero saves her from them. The plot of
this is rather conventional, but it contains
good action and holds the interest well.
THE PERILOUS PLUNGE (Universal),
Chapter 10 of "The Lion Man." The man
of mystery
, known part
as the
"Lionnumber,
Man,"
takes
a prominent
in this
appearing Just at the moment Enright
is preparing to destroy the Cavendish will.
The later events on the mine derrick are
01 an exciting nature. Jim saves the
Lion Man from death and in accomplishing this meets new dangers on his own
account.
AT THE MERCY OF MONSTERS (UniChapter 11 ofnumber,
"The Lion Man."
This tionis andanversal),
interesting
acmelodramatic
incidents.fullJimof and
Stella enter into a mining partnership.
One
Enright's
enters their
employ
and ofdisrupts
the men
laborers.
Jim has
an
exciting combat with the men, while Stella
goes for the payroll money. An explosion
and a fire bring the number to a strong
climax.
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Baltimore News (Continued)
Will HaTe Singing Conteata.
An amateur singing contest for quartets
is being arranged by E. C. Sandell, manager of the Lord Calvert Theatre, 1627
Harford avenue, for the week beginning
March 1. Amateurs only will be allowed
to enter the contests and three money
prizes will be given to the quartets singduringwill
the beweek.
On each
night
severalingsongs
rendered
by the
quartets
entered and three newspaper men will act
as Judges and on the following Saturday
night theupon.
winners of the contest will be
decided
Start Work on New Belnord.
E. Eyring & Sons have been awarded
the contract for the construction of the
New Belnord Theatre at Fayette street
and Belnord avenue. This theatre Is being
built on the site of the old Belnord Theatre and preliminary work was begun on
Wednesday, February 11. The New Belnord
will be operated by the Greater Baltimore
Theatres, Inc., of which Eugene Fischer
is president and Charles Nolte general
manager. The playhouse will have a
seating capacity of 1,500 and the cost of
the theatre will be about |120,000.
Pictures for Roland Park.
A moving picture projection machine
will be purchased by the Roland Park
Community Service Committee, according
to a decision which was made by the executive board, of which Mrs. R. C. Cole Is
chairman, on Monday morning, February
9. Several plans for providing moving
pictures for this suburb of Baltimore were
offered by Mrs. Cole. It Is planned that
moving pictures will be shown all day,
every Saturday, and at least one afternoon
and sevsral evenings during each week.
Aprobably
large room
of the
be used
in Woman's
which to Club
hold will
the
performances.
Alexander Brothers have sold the
Lansford (Pa ) Opera House to Edward
J.
O'Donnell,
of Carbondale,
who aswilla
continue
to operate
the theatre
picture house.
Arthur J. Maier, manager of the
Family Theatre, Locust Gap, Pa., has
been appointed postmaster of that town.

Grace DavUcn.
In "The Convert of Revenge," distributed
by Republic.
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Dates

Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers
to Comments, and "R" to Reviews. Volume number is also shown where information was published in
previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
On— With
Dance (Mae Murray- Super Special
Seven theReels).
The Amateur Wife (Irene Castle).
FOX FILM CORPORATION
W. W. HODKINSON
Black Is White (Dorothy Dalton — Inoe).
Mary's AnkleLean). Vol.(Doris
May
and
Douglas
Mc43; P-1118.
Huckleberry Finn (Super-Special — Six Reels).
BENJ.\MI1V
HAMPTON — Inc.
GREAT
SPECIALS.
AU'l'HORSB. PIfTLRKS,
Vol.
43
;
P-1290.
Young Mrs. WinthropMarch.
(Ethel Clayton).
The Strongest (All-Star). Vol. 43; P-1284.
The
Sagebrufher
(Hampton
Production).
Vol.
Sbould a Husband Forgive? Vol. 42; P-U91.
AlarmP-12!)3.
Clock Andy (Charles Ray). Vol. 43; The Westerners.
43; P-297.
Willie WILLI.^M
New York Sleeps
(All-Star).
Vol.
43
;
P-297.
F.*RNUM
SERIES.
iSAIME GREY PICTURES, Inc.
His House in Order (Elsie Ferguson).
Wings of the Morning. Vol. 42; P-fl72.
The Desert Production
of Wheat ). (Six Parts — Hampton
Straw (Robert Warwick).
Heart Strings (William Farnum — Six Parts). Jack
Mary
Ellen
Comes
to
Town
(Dorothy
Gish).
Vol. 43; P-299.
Desert Gold ( Hariiptnn Production).
The Adventurer
Excuse
My
Dust
(Wallace
Reid).
J. PARKER READ. JR., PRODUCTIONS.
PEARL. WHITE SERIES.
April Folly (Cosmopolitan Production) .
The Lone Wolfs Daughter (Louise Glaum—
The White Moll.
My
(Tourneur
Production).
Seven DKITRICH-BKCK,
Parts). Vol. 42; P-lnlO.
TOM MIX SERIES.
EasyLady's
to GetGarter
(Marguerite
Clark).
Inc.
CoiiieilieN.
The Feud. Vol. 42: P-1008.
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
The
Cyclone.
Vol.
43;
P-776.
The
Night
of
the
Dub
(Ernest
Treux
—
Two
The
Harvest
Moon
(Doris
Kenvon—
The Daredevil.
Reels). Vol. (Mr.
43 ; and
P-fl.Sn.Mrs. Carter DeHaven).
ARTC'O PRODUCTIOIVS. bli Parts).
FOX ElVTERTAIIVMEIVTS.
The
Capitol
(Leah Baird — Six Parts)). Vol.
The Lincoln Highwayman (William Russell). ExcessVol.Baggage
P-111!).
Jan. The 43;
Garage
(Arbuckle).
Vol 43; P-2!t6.
43; P-149. (Leah BaIrd — Six Parts).
Cynthla-of-the-Minute
Feb. Ten Dollars or Ten Days (Sennett).
The
Shark
(Oeorge
Walsh).
Vol.
43;
P-fi.33.
ROBERT KRi:iVTO!\ PHtlDUCTIONS.
Feb. Hoodooed (DeHaven).
ShodP. With
The Joyous Liar (J Warren Kerrigan). Vol.
1292. Fire (William Russell). Vol. 43;
Burton Holmes Travel Pictures.
42; the
P-1011.
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. Jan. 2.")— From Blarney to Broadstairs.
The P-777.
Lord Loves
Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan).
Feb. 1 — Belgium Smiles Again.
43; P-146.
Vol.
42;
P-IOll.Kerrigan). Vol. 43:
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Formosans.
Live
Sparks
(J.
Warren
Tln-Pan Alley (Albert Ray and Elinor Fair). Feb. l.T — Parisian Faces and Figures.
Feb.
22
—
Oriental
College
Boys
and
Co-eds.
Vol.
48;
P-2!I8.
$.30,000 (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 43; P-1286.
What Would Yeu Do? (Madlalne Traverse). Feb. 2!) — The Yankee Watch on the Rhine.
JO.SEPH LEVKRING PRODUCTIONS.
P;ir:iinoiint MnKazine.
Vol. 43; P-TT8.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
Her P-!M1.
Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43; Jan. 25 — Nature's Beauty Parlor.
43; P-778.
Feb. 18—— Famous
Women in World's Work.
The
(Buck Jones).
Vol. 43; Vol.
P-1115.
Feb. I.T — Museum
The Lure Mysteries.
of Fashion.
The Last
Hell Straw
Ship (Madlaine
Traverse).
43; Feb.
P-1288.
Feb. 22 — On the Job with Grandma.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Extraordinary Specials.
Feb. 29 — TheContinent.
Growth of the North American
A Tale of Two Cities (William Farnum).
Salome (Theda Bara).
ReleaKca for Week of February 1.
The
Honor System
(All-Star).
A Daughter
of the Gods
(Annette Kellerman).
Other Men's Shoes (Crauford Kent — Sevea
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Vol. Black
43; P-6.'?2.
Les Mlserables (William Farnum).
No.Parts).
13 of The
Secret (Wings of Mystery).
SUIVSHIIVE COMEDIES.
No.Fury6 of) . The Adventures of Ruth (The Border
P-1014.
Almost
a
Husband
(Will
Rogers).
Vol.
43:
SherlfT
Nell'a
Comeback.
Her Naughty
Wink.
All Lit Review
Up (Harry
Pollard— One Reel).
No. 36.
Her
Private Husband.
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy); Vol. Pathe
The Heart Snatcher.
Topics
of
the
Day
No. 40.
Pathe News No. 10.
The Great Nickel Robbery.
Bonds42;
ofP-1014.
Love (Pauline Frederick). Vol. 42: Pathe
P-364.
News No. 11.
A Light Weight Lover.
Training for Husbands.
Jinx P-147.
(Mabel Normand). Vol. 42; P-1188.
for Week of February 8.
MUTT AND JEFF.
The Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore). Vol. 48: No. 14Releases
of The Black Secret (The Hidden Way).
I'm
Ringing Your Party.
No.
7
of
The
Adventures
of Ruth (The SubstiFishing.
Jubllo (Will Rogers). Vol. 42; P-1007.
tute Messenger).
Flame of the Desert (Geraldine Farrar). VoL
Dead-Eye
Jeff.
Getting His Goat (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
The
Sour Violin.
42: P-246.
His Davis—
Royal TwoSlyness
The Mint Spy.
Reels). (Harold Lloyd — Mlldr««
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Helene
The Pawnbrokers.
Pathe Review No. 37.
Chadwick). Vol. 43; P-1291.
The Chemists.
Pinto (Mabel Normand). Vol. 43; P-940.
Topics of the Day No. 41.
Putting on the Dog.
Toby's
Moore). (Will
Vol. 42;
P-lin.Vol. Pathe
Water, Bow
Water,(Tom
Everywhere
Rogers).
Pathe News
News No.
No. 12.
13.
; P- 111.3.
Releases for week of February 15.
The 4:iSilver
Horde (Rex Beaeh Produetlon).
Respectable
by
Proxy (Sylvia Bremer and
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The P-1115.
Pallser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol. 43:
Robert
Gordon).
Vol. 43No.
15
of
The
Black
Secret
(The P-939.
Secret Host).
The Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol. No. Model).
8 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Harem
P-1286.
The Cinema Murder (Marion Davtes), Vol. Duds43;(Tom
Moore).
43* P-462
Jack (Jack Dempsey Serial) (The
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol. Daredevil
Sadie
(Blllle (Hobart
Burke). Bosworth).
Vol. 43; P-942.
Mysterious Bracelets). Vol. 43; P-1117.
43;
P-1290.
Behind Love
the Door
Vol.
43;
Waltz
Me
Around
Pollard — One Reel),
The Plckford).
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack Pathe Review No. (Harry
P-800.
.38.
Jan. 4. The Woman In the Suitcase (Enid The Street Called Straight (Basil King— All- Topics
of
the
Day
No.
42.
Vol. 43; (Bryant
P-a37. Washburn). Vol.
Pathe News Nos. 14 and 15.
Star). BRAY
Vol. 43;PICTI'OURAPHS.
P-1293.
TooBennett).
Much Johnson
Releases for Week of February 22.
43;
P-942.
Taos Indians and u)ber 8ub]eetB.
No. 9 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Cellar
The 13th Commandment (Ethel Clayton),
FORD
BDUCATIONALS.
. Jack (The Ball of Death).
"Meat" Again.
Vol. 4»: P-466.
No. Gangsters)
2 of Daredevil
Sand {Winiam S. Hart). Vol. 43; P-1117.
BveBtlda.
After Thirty (John Cumberland and Mra SydJan. 18. The Tree of Knowledge (Robert Warney Drew — Two Reels).
wick). Vol. 43: P-(«4.
Raise the Rent (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Jan. «29—
What's Tour Haabaad Doing T (IfoLeaa
No. 39, Pathe Review.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Mar).
No. 43, Topics of the Day.
The P-1285.
Invisible Bond (Irene Castle). Vol. 43;
No. 16 and 17, Pathe News.
(Releases for Week of February 29.)
"FLYIIVG
A"
SPECIALS.
Dangerous
Hours
(Ince
Special).
Vol.
43;
P-1288.
P-1703.
P-1116.
Six Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41; Smoldering Embers (Frank Keenan). Vol. 43;
TheSpecial).
Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore — Super
10 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Forged
The P-854.
Hellion (Margarita Fisher). Vol. 43 ; P- . No. Check).
Febmary.
Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker). Vol. 42; No. 3 of Daredevil Jack (The Wheels of Fate).
Double Speed (Wallace Reld). Vol. 43; P-944.
The Valley of Tomorrow (William Ruasell). Find the Girl (Harry Pollard— One Reel).
All-of-a-Sudden
43; P-in4. Peggy (Marguerite Clark). Vol.
Vol. 43: P-463.
Pathe
Topics Review
of the No.
Day.40.No. 14.
The P-041.
Six Best Cellars (Bryant Washburn). Vol. The Honey Bee.
Pathe News, Nos. 18 and 10.
The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher).
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to
Comments,
"R" to otherwise
Reviews. specified
Volume all
number
previous volumes.and Unless
dramas isarealso
fiveshown
reels inwhere
length.information was published in
No. 7, Hearst News.
No. 7. International News.
No.
53, New Screen Magazine.
TRIANGLE
ROBERTSON-COLE
No. 7, Universal Current Events.
Releases for Week of February 2S.
The Prince of Avenue A (James Corbett). Vol.
Jan. 4 — The Clodhopper (Charles Ray).
No. 43;
9 of P-468.
The Lion Man (Sold Into Slavery).
Beekonlnc
— SennettRoom
— OneRomance
Reel). (Mabel Normaad —
P-148. Roads (Bessie Barrlseale). Vol. 4S; A Lunch
No. 3 of Elmo the Fearless (The Life Line).
The
Latest
One Reel).
Dee. P-1009.
The Tong Man (Hayakawa).
VoL 4S; Jan. Two
11 — Only
Reels).a Farmer's Daughter (Sennett —
Loose Lions inandPants
Fast(Lyons
Lovers— Moran
(Two —Reels).
TheP-633.
Beloved Cheater (Lew Cody). Vol. 43; Jan. —18—
The Hill
Sheriff's
Oath— (Hoot
Gibson and Josephine
Mabel's
— Western
Two Reels).
Sennett
— OneSpeed
Reel). Cop (Mabel Normand
No. 8, Hearst News.
Jan. 25 — A Gamble In Souls (Dorothy Dalton).
Haunting
No. 8, International News.
P-632. Shadows (H. B. Warner). Vol. 43;
Feb. 1— His Baby Doll (One Reel).
No. 54, New Screen Magazine.
The P-777.
Third Generation (Betty Blythe). Vol. 43; Feb. 8— The Dancing Master (Alice Lake — Two
No. 8, Universal Current Events.
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol.
Feb. l.'v— Tiger Girl (Lillian Glsh).
UNIVERSAL.
Feb. 15 — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
43;
P-943.
{Releases tor Week of March 1.)
Feb. 22 — The Love Riot (Two Reels).
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barrlseale).
The
Peddler
of
Lies (Frank Mayo and Ora
P-1118.(Zasu Pitts).
Carew). Vol. 43 : P-776.
SeeingVol.It 43;
Through
No.
10
of
The
Lion
Man (A Perilous Plunge).
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
No. Death).
4 of Elmo the Fearless (The Flames of
Supreme Comedies.
Officer, Call a Cop (Lyons— Moran — One Reel).
Jan. — Hearts and Diamonds.
MajorJaguar
Allen's
Releases for Week of January 18.
Jan. — Her Nearly Husband.
— OneAnimal
Reel). Hunt (The Story of the
No. 15 of The Great Radium Mystery (The
Jan.
Millions. Frame-Up.
Flaming Arrow).
His Arthur
Woman— Two
(StageReels).
Women's War Relief — Julia
Jan. —— AMollle's
Four Cylinder
No. 4 of The Lion Man (A Devilish Device).
MARTIN JOHNSON.
Reels).Hot Finish (Virginia Warwick — Two
The Sweet Reel).
Dry and Dry (Lyons-Moran— One A Red
HairMoore
Trigger
Stuff —(Hoot
Gibson and Mildred
Jan. — Saving Savages In South Seas.
Romeo's Dad (Thomas Wise and Oall Kane —
— Western
Two Reels).
Jan. — Cruising in the Solomons.
Hearst
News,
No.
4.
Stage
Women's
War
Relief).
Feb.
— Domesticating
Men.
All for the Dough Bag (Rainbow — Two Reels).
International News, No. 9.
Lonely
South Pacific Wild
Missions.
Releases for Week of January 241.
New Screen Magazine, No. .55.
Recruiting in the Solomons.
The
Phantom
Melody
(Monroe
Salisbury).
Vcl.
Universal
Current Events, No. f).
The city of Broken Old Men.
Marooned in the South Seas.
P-774.
No. 43;
16
of
Tbs
Qreat
Radlam
Mystery
(Over
ths
Cataract).
ADVENTURE SCENICS.
No. 5 of Bungalows
The Lion Man (In the Lion's Den).
VITAGRAPH
Jan. — The Last Resort.
Bungled
Hearst News No. 57.(Lyons-Horaa — Ob* Reel).
Jan. — Flaming Ice.
Feb.
O'Leavenworth.
Brownie's
Reels). Taking Ways (Century Wonder — ^Two The Invisible Hand (Antonio Uoreae — U BylSons — ofSheep
Salooskin.
P-1188.Serial — Every Week).
sode
International News No. 67.
The Oolden Shower (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 4S;
New Screen Magazine No. 50.
BlindO'Dare
Chance
— Two(Western
Reels).— Bob Bums and Fsrey The Tower of Jewels (Corlnne OrltDth). Val.
Releases for Week of February 2.
P-150.
METRO PICTURES CORP.
The Darkest 43;
HourP-205.
(Harry T. Uorey). Vsl. 4S:
Marked17 Men
(Harry
43; P-148.
No.
of The
GreatCarey).
RadiumVol.Mystery
(The
Wheels of Death).
Pegeen
(Bessie
Love),
4>; P-4(4.
P-1014.
Comedy).
Vol. 41|
No.Horrors).
6 of The Lion Man (In the House of Dew Drop Inn (Semon Vol.
ralr and Warmer (Hay Alllsoa). Vol. 42;
P-634.
P-1191.
When
a
Man
Loves
(Earle
Williams).
Vol. 48;
Ain't
Nature
Wonderful
(Lyons-Moran
—
One
P-944.
The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
Reel).
Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 48;
The
Midnight
Bride
(Gladys
Leslie).
Vol.
43;
Tom's
Little
Star
(Constance
Blnney
and
Otis
P-63.
P-775.
Skinner — Stage Women's War Relief — Two
Reels).
Human Collateral (Corlnne Grifflth). Vol. 48;
The willow Tree (Viola D&na — Six Parts),
48; P-465.
Great Air Robery (Lieutenant Locklear and
TheVol.
Right
of Way (Bert Lytell). Vol. 43; TheP-301.
Francella Bllllngton— Six Reels). Vol. 43; The Birth of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
P-1116.
The Walk-OfTs (May Allison— Six Parts). Vol. Hearst News No. 5.
Slaves43; ofP-1285.
Pride (Alice Joyce). Vol. 43: P-6M.
43; P-938.
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
51.
The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams — Six
Universal Current Events No. 5.
Stronger Than Death (Nazlmova — Seven Parts).
Reels).
Vol. (Anita
43; P-12S7.
Vol. 43 . P-631.
Juggernaut
Stewart).
■The Prospector's Vengeance (Mildred Moore and The
Deadline at Eleven (Corlnne GrlSth).
Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes —
George
neld
—
Western
—
Two
Reels).
Six
Parts),
Vol.
4J;
P-468.
Releases for Week of February 0.
The Parts).
Sporting Ducliess (Alice Joyce— Sevsa
A Modern
Rouge and Riches (Mary MacLaren).
P-773. Salome (Hope Hampton). Vol. 43; No.
18 of The Great Radium Mystery (Liquid The Head Waiter (Semon — Two Reels).
February — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn).
BIG (7'too
V COMEDIES
Flames) (Final Episode).
Reels.)
February — Shore Acres (Alice Lake).
No. 7 of The Lion Man (Doomed).
February — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana).
Dames
and
Dentists
(Jimmy
Aubrey).
Elmo
the
Fearless
(Elmo
Lincoln
—
Serial).
Vol.
February — Juda (May Allison).
Pipe Dreams and Prizes (Harry Mann).
43; P-940.
March — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell).
Knights and Knightles (Montgomery and Rock).
Non-SkId
Love (Lyons-Moran — Bne Reel).
March — The Hope (Special Cast).
Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey).
Over
Transom
HearsttheNews
No. 6.(Jlmmle Adams— Two Reels). Throbs
and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock).
Good
Little
Brownie
(Century
Dog
—
Two
Reels).
O. HENRY FEATURES.
International News No. 6.
(Two Reels.)
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
52.
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
The Call Loan. Vol. 43; P-llie.
Universal Current Events No. 6.
Day Resurgent
O'Brien).
We Take (Gypsy
(Jay Morley).
— Two Ward
Reels). (Bob Burns and Peggy O'Dare The Roads
Kaintock's
Releases for Week of February 16.
The Trail of the Octopus (Serial).
No. 8 of The Lion Man (The Dungeon of DeFIRST NATL EXHIBITORS
A Woman's
Experience (Bacon — Baker — ^Tsn- No. 2spair).
of Elmo the Fearless (The Racing Death).
Twenty-Ttlrty).
Old
Clothes
for
New
(Lyons-Moran
—
One
Reel).
Suspense (Re icher — Ten -Twenty-Th Irty ) .
The Madonna of the Slums (Holbrook Blinn and
The
Shadow(All(Ben
ChainsScreaming
of Evidence
Star).Wilson — Serial).
Jeanne
lief— Two Eagles
Reels).— Stage Women's War Re- Back to God's Country (Nell Sblpman). Tsl.
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and Edward
42; P-1013.
(Kstherla* MacDsaald). Tal.
The
Bull
Thrower
(Edna Gregory and Phil Ths Thunderbolt
Earle).of Vol.
48;P-467.
Dunham — Two Reels).
P-353.P-458.
Carmen
the North
(Anna Bos).
42;
The Kellard).
Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and lUlpk A Sagebrush
Heart
O'
the
Hills
(Wary Plckford). Vol. 4»:
Gentleman
(Bob
Bums
and
Charlotte Merriam — Two Reels).
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers
to Comments, and "R" to Reviews. Volume number is also shown where information was published in
previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
ROMAYNE
CO
The Beauty Market (Katherlne MacDonald).
Culver SUPER-FILM
City, Cal.
Vol. 43; P-774.
In Old
Kentucky
(AnlU
Stewart).
Vol.
43;
Jan.
1.
The
Villain
Still
Pursued
Her.
FEATURE RELEASES
P-14S.
Jan. 15. Shot In the Kitchen.
A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma TalFeb. 1. Underground Romeo.
madge),
Vol.
43;
P-463.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
The Inferior Sex (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
AMERICAN
CINEMA
CORPORATION.
Dec. 30
Two P-939.
Weeks (Constance Talmadge). Vol. 43; Women Men Forget (Mollis King).
Jan.
13 —— The
WrongMillionaire
Again. Paupers.
Jan. 27 — Neck and Neck.
The Turning Point (Katherine MacDonald).
A. H. FISCHER PRODUCTnONB.
BULL'S EYE FILM CORPORATION.
Vol. 43; P-128!).
The Amazing Lovers (Grace Darling).
The Family Honor (King W. Vldor).
(Two-Reel Comediea
Every
Ttoo Watkt Vtmuring Oale
Henry.)
SOL LESSER.
Polly of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris
Chaplin).
Sky Eye. Vol. 43 ; P-298.
This
Way
Ham
Anof Out.
UNITBO ARTISTS.
A Day's
(Charles Chaplin — Two Reels).
Legends
the(Two
Wilderness.
Vol. Pleasure
42; P-1009.
Blossoms (Orlfflth).
Reels Each.)
A Twilight Baby (Lehrman — Four Parts). Vol. Broken
His Majesty the American (Fairbanks). Vol. Haunted Hearts.
Billy. West Comediet.
iZ. P-63.5.
When42;theP-245.
Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks).
A Scented
Hot
Dogs. Romance.
Vol. 43; P-298.
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Poliyanna (Mary Pickford). Vol. 43; P-636. Blue
Bone Blood
Dry. and Bevo.
GAYETY COMEDIES.
$1,000
Why Cooks Go Cuckoo (George Oyey).
\ RuralShort
Romance.
SGLZNICK PICTURES.
Dry and nolds).Thirsty (Billy Bletcher — Vera ReyFROHMAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
Distributed by Select Exchances.
Good
Morning
Nurse
(George
Ovey).
Texas Gulnan Westerns.
A Regular
(Elsie Jants).
42; P-454. Parked in the Park (Vera Reynolds).
Mack Swain Comedies.
The
CountryQlrl Cousin
(Elaine Vel.
Haramerateln)
Hip Hip Hypnotism (George Ovey).
Vol.
42;
P-536.
The Invisible Ray (Ruth Clifford and Jask
Rough on Rubes (Vera Reynolds).
Piccadilly
Jim
(Owen
Moore),
Vol.
4S
Sherrlll— Serial).
Silk Stockings (George Ovey).
P-464.
GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.
(One Reel)
Out Yonder (Olive Thomas). Vol. 43; P-160.
Face to Face (Marguerite Marsh).
Are Floorwalkers Fickle T
The P-147.
Broken Melody (Eugene O'Brien). Vol. 43
National Film Corporation.
Cursed by His Cleverness.
Sooner or Later (Owen Moore).
His Fatal Bite.
The Kentucy
Colonel
J. Dowling).
Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammersteln).
The
Confession
(Henry(Joseph
Walthall).
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY.
Vol. 43; P-636.
JANS
PICTURES,
INC.
The
Imp (Elsie
Janis). Vol.
P-1120. Vol. All Jazzed Up. (One Reel)
Love Reels).
Without Question (Olive Tell — Seven
Footlights
and Shadows
(Olive43; Thomas).
Two A. M.
43; P-1119.
Kidnapping
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
The Land of Opportunity (Two Reels — -Ralph Bobby's
Baby.Caroline.
Atonement (Grace Davison).
Ince). Vol. 43; P-1286.
Settled Out of Court.
The
Long Arm of Mannlster (Henry Waltkal).
His Wife's
(Eugene Hammersteln).
O'Brien).
(Two Reels)
Vol. Code.
42; P-245.
The
Woman Money
Game (Elaine
Hidden
Go West, Young Woman (Fay Tlncher),
se:l.e:ct pictturbs.
Sins of the Children.
Distributed by Select Bzchsnges.
Vol.
43;
P-470.
P-942.
Facts(One
and Reel
Folliet
The P-536.
Undercurrent (Quy Bmpey). Vol. 42; Jan.— Save Me Sadie (Eddie Barry). Vol. 43;
Bach.)Beriet.
Baseball and Bloomers.
CHESTER
OUTING
PICTURES.
A Scream
In
the
Night
(Special).
Vol.
42;
P-1192.
(One Reel Sach.)
Back to Nature.
Camping By Proxy
Isle P-245.
of Conquest (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 42; The Fifteen Million. Vol. 42; P-864.
In the Sweet Dry and Dry
Considering Posey. Vol. 42 ; P-864.
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis). Vol. Temple
Bells
and Wayside G --lnes.
My S.Kingdom
a Meal CORPORATION.
No
Coma
In
Acoma.
42;
P-187.
L. K. forSERIAL
8be Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadgs),
The Fatal Fortune Serial.
The
People
In
White.
Editorial Horseplay.
D. W. GRirriTH.
Vol. 4S; P-469.
Qlrl of the duction).
Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro- The Simple Life.
The Mother and the Law.
Mr. Outing Gets a Soup Dream.
Hearts
of
the
World.
Trilby (ClaraIssue).
Kimball Toung — Tourneur ReThe Fall of Babylon.
EftUITY
PICTTURES.
Silk
Husbands
and
Calico
Wives
(House
Peters).
TYRAD PICTURES, Inc.
NATIONAL PICrrURKS.
Eyes P-362.
of Youth (Clara Kimball Young). VeL 49;
729 Seventh Avenne.
distributed by Select Bzchaagss.
Jaa.^ast a Wife.
Your
Wife
and Mine.
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young).
Jm.— Blla« RKPUBLIO
Touth.
Human
Passions.
Vol. 43; P-1291.
PICTTURES.
The Red Viper (Six Reels).
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
Dtstrlbotad through Republlo Exchanges.
Man and Woman.
(7u70 Reels Xoch)
Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro). Vol. 43; P-146.
Johnny
Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
The P-1293.
Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford). Vol. 43; Faithful Unto Death.
Brlnd's Educatlonals (One Every Week).
Escaped
Convict.
U.
S. Photoplay
Prisma Pictures (Nature Color Pletnrss).
The Square Gambler.
Wasnlngton, Corporation.
D. C.
Klaograms (News Recti).
ADOI.PH PHILIPP FILM CORPORATieil.
Determination
(All-Star
—
Ten
Parts).
February
—
Dad's
Girl
(Jackie
Saunders).
(Musical
Film Girl.
Camediet — Ttec Parti Baek)
VICTTOR KRBMBR.
February — The Gift Supreme. <
Midnight
Reissue of Chaplin Burlesque on Caraaa
February — The ling).
Only Way Trail (Edythe Ster- The
Oh! Louise!
(Four Reels).
Feb. 1 — Reissue
of The CliaBsylM
February — Mothers of Men.
(Chaplin — Two Reels).
Reels).
April
1
—
Reissue
of
Work (Chaplin — ^Tw*
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
REALART PICTURES
May
1 — Reissue
of
By the Sea (CkAylln — One Reel).
March
1
—
Reissue
of
Jitney BlopeBMt
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
(Chaplin — Two Reels).
Sp««lal PeaturMi.
W.
H.
PRODUCmONS.
Tex,
Eiucidator
of
Mysteries.
Vol.
43;
P-1292.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts). Vol.
"Lightning Bryce (Serial Featurlag Ann Lit- The Superman (Six Parts). Vol. 41; P-U4.
42; P-454.
tle and Jack
Hoxle). Vol.
42; ofP-3«2.
Reissue of Seven Olive Thomas Triangle ProThe Mystery Sixof Parts).
the Yellow Room (Chautard —
Blazed Trail
Productions
(Series
TwalTs
ductions.
Two-Part
North Woods
STAR PRODUCTIONS.
Special
Chaplin
Dramas).
Anne of the Green Gables (Mary Miles MInter).
C. P. Reissue.
PRICK A CO., INC.
The
Wolves
of
Wall
Street.
Vol.
42;
P-4.55.
The Last of the Open Range.
The •lACOB
Log of WILK.
U-35, Vol.
P-470.
Erstwhile Susan
147043;BROADWAY.
P-854.(Constance Blnney). Vol. 42; Vigilantes (Seven Reels).
10 Alice Brady Reissues.
Productions
(Series
of
Twelve
TwoThe Fear Market (Alice Brady), Vol. 43; BlazedPartTrail
10 Robert Warwick Ressues.
North Woods Dramas).
P-46B.
ALGOOD FII-M CORPORATION
WARNER
nit OTHERS.
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan). Vol. 43; P-774.
P-775.
The
Lost
City
(Juanlta
Hansen).
Vol.
43;
The Wbfrlwlnd (Charles Hutchinson— Serial).
JudyVol.
of 43;
Rogues'
Vol. 43; P-634.
P-1120.Harbor (Mary Miles MInter",
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Equipment

CONDUCTED

How

PICTURE

BY

Room

Equipped

E.T.

May

KEYSER

Be

to Advantage

By J. H. Hallberg, vice-president. United Theatre Equipment Corporation
accompanying illustration pounds can easily support its weight.
E
THshows
the interior of a modern pro- It should not be bolted to the floor, but
jection room for motion picture should be placed on flexible pads, such
theatres. The lay-out is simple and as double thickness rubber heels as are
consisting of two Power's 6-B ordinarily used on shoes. The rubber
efficient,
Cameragraphs properly placed, together will absorb the vibration without transmit ing it to the floor and will practiwith one Hallberg motor generator for
cally kill all noise, so the motor may not
changing alternating or direct current,
be heard above the sound produced by
nies'r the
ied direct
compaprope
electr
from the
suppl
as
projectors when operating. The
nt ic
, into
of the
curre
mains
modern projector operates so quietly
voltage and intensity for the two pro- that
it cannot be heard outside of the
jector arc lamps.
The function of the motor generator operating room; therefore, it is better
is, in the first instance, to dispense with practice to put the entire equipment
the use of the rheostat usually required within one room, as illustrated.
Where electricity is not to be obtained
in series with the arc, and, in the second instance, where the current sup- from a city plant or other installation,
plied by the city system is not direct and where it becomes necessary for the
but alternating, to transform the alter- motion picture theatre to produce its
nating into direct current, which is the own electricity for projection and the
only satisfactory current for a pro- regular house illuminating system, the
practice is to install a gasoline or kerojector arc lamp.
sene engine directly connected to an
The illustration shows the small
amount of space required for the motor electric generator, together with the
generator, which can be located in a necessary switchboard with instrument,
corner of the operating room, in an controlling devices and cooling radiator or tank for the water required to
adjoining room, or in the basement if
keep the cylinders of the engine at
so desired. The better practice, how- normal
temperature.
ever, is to always put the motor generator within the operating room, within
A Complete and Self-Contained Unit.
constant view and reach of the operator, who will then be more likely to
The unit which is herewith illustrated
give it the ordinary and regular atten- is known as the Hallberg 6 k.w. Electric
tion, such as cleaning and lubricating, Light Plant and is complete as a selfwhich it requires.
contained unit, ready for immediate installation and operation after it has
Quiet and Smooth in Operation.
been unboxed.
Attention
is directed to the three point
The motor generator runs quietly and
smoothly, with minimum vibration, and suspension, which gives free access to
the ordinary operating room capable of the crank case under the engine, which
sustaining a weight of not to exceed 600 may be removed without disturbing any

other part of the plant after unscrewing
eight bolts. This feature is of great
importance, especially where the plants
are used long distances away from regular service stations, as it then becomes
a simple matter to remove the crank
case for cleaning and for the examination of the various bearings and fittings
within the lower part of the engine, and,
likewise, the complete connecting rod
with the piston from either cylinder may
be removed in this manner without disturbing the upper part of the engine.
The engine shown is equipped with
the highest efficiency carburetor, ho^
air stove, magneto and silent muffler,
making a most convenient, practical and
efficient unit, and the generator is wound
for either 60 volts 100 amperes or 110
volts 60 amperes. The total net weight
of the unit is 800 pounds and the gross
weight boxed for export is 1,000 pounds,
and the box containing the plant measures 68x45x30 inches.
The engine is of twelve horsepower
capacity and operates at a speed of 1,000
r.p.m., and is of just the right size for
the average motion picture theatre,
keeping in mind that the auditorium
lamps would not be burning when the
moving picture arc is on.
What Inquireri Should State.
It is essential for buyers to state,
when inquiring about engines of this
type, whether kerosene or gasoline will
be used as fuel, and also to specify
whether
110
volts. the winding is to be for 60 or
When inquiring for prices on motor
generators, it is not sufficient to merely
state the voltage and the number of
amperes, but the following information
should be submitted with the request
for prices:
(\) Line Voltage.
(2) If alternating current, specify

A Well Arranged Projection Room and It* Equipment.
for the motor generator when current from central
substituted
The Hallberg Generating Plant at right Is station
Is unobtainable.
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STOP

O
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right here

and
consider

to at
be done
wh 's

about Cooling
and Ventilating
your theatre
this summer

your patrons
demand comfort

install —
TYPHOONS
Write for Catalog "M"

I
=
^
=
Til

Company
Typhoon
281 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1044 Camp Street
New Orleans, La.

64 West Randolph Street
Chicago, 111.
li?.
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cycles of the system and whether the
system is single, two or three phase.
(3) Specify the number of amperes
required at the arc.
One or Two Arcs?
(4) Specify if one or two arcs are to
be operated at the same time. In some
instances a generator may be installed
with capacity for one arc, when it is
desired to light the second arc, it is possible to "steal" the current from the
operating machine to the one cut in
without practically any interruption on
the screen, and in that case a generator
delivering the necessary amperes for
one arc only will serve the purpose, but
the better practice is to install a generator large enough to carry the two
arcs at full amperage for at least live
minutes at a time.
(5) If you are not competent to judge
the amperes required at the arc, specify
the make of your projector, the focus
of your lens, if you know it, and the
distance from the lens to the screen;
also the height and width of the picture, as well as the quality of your
screen, that is, if it is white, aluminum
finish or of the gold fibre kind.
What Cautes Delay.
With this information at hand, the
inquirer may receive prompt replies
with absolute prices; otherwise the inquiry may be subjected to considerable
delay.
The above described Hallberg Motor
Generators and Hallberg Electric Light
Plants are manufactured by J. H. Hallberg of New York and are distributed
exclusively in the United States and
Canada by the United Theatre Equipment Corporation, 1604 Broadway, New
York, U. S. A.
The U. T. E. Corp. also distributes
complete theatre equipments and supplies of all kinds through anyone of its
eleven branch stores in the larger cities
throughout the United States Complete
proposals covering the entire equipment
or remodeling of old equipment with estimates and specifications are furnished
without charge.
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•PLAM OF ATTIC-& •
■R.OOPOVEft-J"TA6EShowing the Monsoon installation, adapted to heating or cooling the atmosphere.
How

the Monsoon

System

Ventilation

of Theatre

Cools

or Heats

at Will

By E. O. GARFIELD, Chief Engineer Monsoon System
with the fresh air and rises to the
INtheatres
THE heating
and ventilating
the customary
procedureof ceiling). The tesult is only a partial
is to locate direct radiation, or to movement of the air within the room
introduce heated air at or near the — and poor veutiiation.
floor line, with the exhaust at the ceilSpeaking from the standpoint of econing line. Naturally the air brought in.
omy, this is very inefficient — due to the
being at a higher temperature, and con- exhaust at the ceiling line. This resequently lighter than the air in the
moves much of the fre.sh air and with
room, quickly rises to the highest point it also an unduly large amount of heat.
— where it is exhausted. The heavier, Actually the freshest and warmest air
foul air remains at the breathing line in the entire room is exhausted before
(except a small percentage which mixes
it has fulfilled its function of replacing the foul air and supplying heat to
the theatre.
An Even Temperature at Floor Lin*.
A method already used with excellent
success in several theatres is to introduce warm fresh air at the ceiling line
and exhaust it downward at the floor
line. While this is contrary to the
natural upward movement of warm light
air, it does eflFect a complete change of
air, with an even distribution of fresh
air and an absolutely even temperature
at the floor line. And, because with this
system the air exhausted is the coldest
air in the room, it is efficient.
Regarding this method of heating and
ventilating, such an authority as Vernon Hill, M. D., Chief of Ventilation
Division,
Health Department,
has
this toChicago
say:
"The location of the coils at the ceiling line and the distribution around
the four sides cf the room make it
possible to obtain much more uniform
temperature where the direct radiation
is split up into small units at the floor
line. The fact that the air is introduced at the ceiling also removes the
warm air in the neighborhood of the
radiation and prevents the wide difference in temperature between the ceilShowing how the fresh air descends and clroulate&
ing and the floor that is observed in
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your own special
Ticket,
colors,
accuratelyanynumbered;
every
roll
guaranteed.
Coupon Drawlnss:
Tickets5.000.
for
Prize
J3.00.
Prompt
shipments. Cash wltJi
the order.
Get thegram forsamples.
Send CoudiaReserved
pon Tickets,
serial Seat
or datedAll
tickets
must
conform
to
Govenunent
retfulatlontaxandpaid.bear established price of admission
and
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Fire Thousand
$1.50
Ten Thousand
3.00
Fifteen Thousand
4.00
Twenty-6ve Thousand
6.00
Fifty Thousand
9.00
One Hundred Thousand
15.00
National Ticket Co., shamokin. Pa.
LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
fldUW Onaa <t tk* ItalUa qn— aHiTMifc Wm
Poblished on the
16th and 30th of Each Month
MItvrUI aad Badncn OVIcm:
Tla Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
Write for our up-to-date price lift.
Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Bldg.
5 Soath Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealera In MoUograph, Standard and Simplex
MoTliig
Plcturs
Mlnusa Screens andMachines,
ErerrtlilngNational
for the Carlmns,
Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN

"THE BIOSCOPE"
Tka RepreaentatlTc Weekly Journal
•f the Britlak Film Indnatrr
0f uMlal latarwt all wtM key (r mH rnmm
OFFICES:
•5, SHAPTESBURY AVKNTm
LONDON, W. L
■vaolmcB earn fm oa iunt
ranUB •abKTlpaoBC Oa* poaa* Ub ilillllan (OM)
MIRROROID
The Perfect Projection Screen
OVER 12,000 IN USE
Write for Sample and Quotations
H. C. CENTER & CO.
NEWBURGH. N. Y.
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
L Manufacturers of Electric Ticket Issu*f etree
lri« MachinesRestaurants.
for Moving Sold
Picture
directThe-or
t tliroughand your
dealer.
I
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
I1TICKETISIIREGISTER
COMPANY
NerthMo..Broadway
■
St. Louis.
U. S. A,
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the ordinary installations. The entire
air travel being downward, with a very
slight lateral motion, prevents drafts on
the occupants,"
What the Plana Show.
The accompanying plans show a
method of heating and ventilating and
of cooling in hot weather — all as designed and installed by the engineers of
the Monsoon Cooling System, Inc., for
the Century Theatre, Baltimore.
For heating and ventilating, Units C
and D are the sole means of supply,
located at practically one point. Each
unit consists of one No. 7 Monsoon pulling fresh air through heating coils and
blowing it directly into the theatre
through cenium
grilled
openings
in the prosarch above
the stage.
About seventy-five per cent, of this
air is exhausted through properly distributed openings at or near the main
floor line and other openings at the
rear of the balcony. As the foul heavy
air which, because of its low temperature, lies at the floor line is exhausted,
it is replaced by the fresh warm air
which settles like a blanket of even
warmth over the entire audience without the slightest tendency to drafts.
Build* Up Static Presiure.
The air supply not exhausted through
the openings mentioned above builds
up a slight static pressure in the room.
This prevents the inrush of cold air attending the opening of a door in most
theatres.
This method of heating and ventilating is effective. Briefly its advantages
may be summed up as follows:
1— Rapid heating of theatre. 2 —
.Abundant supply of warm fresh air,
equally distributed. 3— Absence of objectionable drafts A— Economy of operation.
And the first cost also is low.
Because it acts from the roof, expensive duct work, underground
trenches and other costly appliances are
eliminated. In the Century Theatre, the
saving in cost of the underground
trench work paid almost the entire cost
of the Monsoon System. And more, it
saved time in the construction of the
theatre and permitted an earlier completion.
For Baltimore's warm climate, witn its
several very hot weeks during the summer months, .in efficient method of cooling is necessary. The Monsoon Cooling System used in this theatre is based
on the cooling effect resulting from a
steady flow of huge volumes of fresh
air.
Hot Weather Capacity Doubled.
Monsoon Engineers so designed the
system that the same two No. 7 Monsoons (Units C and D) used for heating and ventilating in winter are arranged with simple by-pass dampers to
give complete free air intake, thus doubling their capacity for hot weather duty.
They are further augmented by two
No. 12 Monsoons above the stage (Units
A and B), and by two No. 7 Monsoon
Duplex Sets (Units E and F), over the
lower edge of the balcony on each side.
The arrows indicate the course followed by the air currents in their sweep
through the house. In the Century
Theatre a to^al of 34.000,0(X) cubic feet
is passed through the theatre every
hour — lO.CXX) cubic feet for each person, or a complete air change every
forty-five seconds.
It can readily be seen that a refreshing breeze is thus set up, reaching every

person
in the audience
— and summer
making
him comfortable
in the hottest
weather.
These Two Devices Effect
Projection Room Economy

ild and
describe
two devices
of inprove
lustrated below will
terest to the progressive house
his sermanagerand who seeks to improve
vice cut out unnecessary costs.
Theybonare
products
of
the
National
Company of Cleveland, Ohio, Carthat
has
accomplished
so much in putting
map.
American carbons upon the projection
THE

The Columbia Carbon Saver.
The Columbia Carbon Saver saves
money— saves time — saves trouble. By
the aid of this holder, motion picture
projectionists are using their carbons
to the best advantage.
Simply placing the Columbia (upper)
carbon in the holder and then tightening the clamp — which requires but little
efiPort — the projectionist is assured of the
following results :
Absence of arcing — the carbon being
held compactly in the holder.
Maximum life of carbons — the holder
burns
stub. the carbon to an extremely short
Full current carrying capacity — due to
high electrical conductivity of the adaptor jaw and firm security of the holder.
Ruggedneas and Simplicity.
The illustration shows the ruggedness
and simplicity of the Columbia Carbon
Saver. It will fit any carbon jaw and is

I THEATRE
I ARCHITECTS
|
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yours. I
I
District of Columbia
I
REGINALD W. GEARE
I 327 Woodward Bide., Washintrton, D. C.
I ZINK, SPARKLIN, GANDOLFO, Inc.
I
943 Manaey Bids., Washincton, D. C.
j
M ichigan
1
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
I
1114 Kresge Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
I
C. HOWARD CRANE
I
100 Griawold Bldr-. Detroit, Mich.
I
Missouri
I
Carl Boiler & Brother
Theatre Architects
I RIDGE BXJILDING, KANSAS CITY, MO.
i
other plans
arcliltects.
= Consultants
Advisors to owners tore(;ardintt
and
I spedflcations of contemplated theatre*.
1
EDGAR P. MADORIE
I 1105-6-7 Republic Eld?., Kansas City, Ho.
I
Neuj DE
York
I
EUGENE
ROSA
I
110 West 40th St., New Yoric
I RITCHER-LEE
Pennsylvania
1
COMPANY
i 32 South 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

\
|
1
|
I
I
1
1
\
|
I
j
f
1=
=
1
|
I|
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What the
architect says :
The engineering staff
of Monsoon Cooling
System, Inc., has laid
out and installed
several systems for
theatres designed by
us. . We are glad tosay that these systems
are giving the best of
satisfaction — ^ventilating perfectly at all
seasons of the year.
The cooling results in
hot weather have been
excellent ; and the
houses are exceptionally comfortable during the hottest summer -days. Every
house equipped with
the Monsoon System
does a good business
during the hot season.
Zink, Sparklin, Gandolfo. Inc., Architects, Theatre Specialists, Washington, D. C.
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npHE choice of the new CENTURY
1 THEATRE at Baltimore, Md., is the
Monsoon

Cooling

System

This beautiful new 5500-seat house, without doubt one of the most up-to-date in
the entire country, will always be perfectly
ventilated.
During the summer

months, the Century
Theatre will be delightfully cool and comfortable— always
drawing big capacity
houses all through Baltimore's hottest
summer weather.
You, too, no matter how large or small
your house, whether it is old or new, can
enjoy the business-building advantages of
Monsoons in hot weather.

A copy of our new booklet, "A 'Better Summer Business," is yours for the asking. The
coupon below will get you your copy by
return mail.

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Dept. 660, 70 West 45th St., New York.
Gentlemen. If it pays the Century Theatre Company to install
Monsoons, it ought to pay me. So mail me your free booklet,
"A Better Summer Business."
Address <
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"NEWMAN''
Brass
Frames and Rails
Read What C. A. Morrison of The Princess
Theatre, Hartford, Conn., says about
Newman Quality
Gentlemen :
We have
purchased
quiteanda
number
of Brass
Frames
Easels, together with Brass
Ticket
Rail and Three-Sheet
Brass
Company.Poster Frames of your
All of these goods reached
us in perfect
condition
and
the
quality
was other
the
best.
I have
told several
managers
in
the
city instances
of your goods
several
ordersandhavein
been
all your
of which
goes tosentshovyou —that
beat
advertiser is a satisfied customer.
PRINCESS THEATRE
Inc. CO.,
C. A. Morrison,Hartford,
Mgr. Conn.
Insist on the Name "Newman"
When Buying Frames
Write for New 1920 Catalogue
We manufacture
various flnlihes
which do thenot frames
require Inpolishing.
The Newman Mfg. Co.
ESTABLISHED 1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washingion Street, Oiicago. 111.
Canadian Representative
— J. T.Canada.
Malone, 337 Bluery
Street, Montreal.
Padflc Coast — G. A. Metcalfe. San Frandsco. Cal.
Frames, Easels,
Signs, Choppers,
Kick Grilles,
Plates, Ralls,
Door Bars.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has tlte quality circulation of the trade
in Great Britain and the Dominions.
AH Official Notices and News from the
ASSOCIATION
to its members are
published exclusively in this journal.
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY. $7.25
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING KATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7|8J14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
EXHIBITORS'
ATION OF GREAT BRITAIN
&. IRELAND,ASSOCILTD.
Standard Motion Picture Co.
Get acquainted with our prices
and facilities for handling your
DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING
All Work Guaranteed — Service the Beat
Addre«s:
1067 Mailers BIdg., Chicago— Phone: Central 2347
Kinarko Carbons
YOUR DEALER, OR
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42nd St., New York City

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West 114th Street, Cleveland. Ohio
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4 K. W. Electric Generating Set.
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
movinging. picture
work current,
and theatre
lightSmooth, steady
no flicker.
Portable type witli cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 30
Universal Motor C9.
OSHKOSH, WIS.
Two Good Stunt*.
The Columbia Carbon Saver and the
the Silvertif) Adaptor.
made of special material enabling it to
function properly despite heat effects.
Users note the absence of any tendency
for the working parts and screw to
"stick"; or any difficulty in clamping
or in removing carbons from the holder.
This device takes all carbons up to and
including the ^^ inch size.
The Silvertip Adaptor.
Like the Columbia Carbon Saver, the
Silvertip
Adaptor
not only
a viselike holder
but an isadjunct
to carrying
the full current without arcing.
It is designed to permit the use of the
Silvertip (lower) carbon in any type of
projection
and inwillthepayeconomy
for itself many machine,
times over
effected by burning the carbons to very
short stubs.
By reason of the material from which
this adaptor is made and the ruggedness of construction, it is practically a
permanent accessory to the projection
apparatus.
Breadth of Rim a Feature.
Attention is called to the generous
breadth which characterizes the top rim
of the holder. This lends great strength
to the device. It takes but a slight turn
of the clamp to hold the carbon firmly
in place; in fact the user is cautioned
not to turn the screw too tightly, otherwise the pressure is likely to break the
carbon. If this one precaution is observed there is no chance of anything
going wrong. Any deposit from carbon
is easily removed from the jaw because
of the simple design of the adaptor. The
screw plate and the freedom of play
within the holder allow for complete
burningsome effects.
of the carbons with no troubleThis adaptor takes all sizes of Silvertip Carbons, namely the 5/16 inch, 11/32
inch,
inch and 7/16 inch sizes.
The Price is But One Dollar.
In our issue of February 14 we made
a mis-statement as to the price of the
"Pocket Reference Book for Projectionists of
and Managers."
The cost
the book is but one dollar, which makes it even a greater bargain than we gave it credit for being.
It is published by the Theatre Supply
Company, 125 West Forty-fifth street,
New York.

GUARANTEED
Mailing Lists
MOVING IPICTURE THEATRES
M.
Every State — total 25,300; by States,Pert4.00
1.057
film
exchancea
}7.S0
313 manufacturers and studioa 4.00
368 machine and supply dealers.... 4.00
Further Particular*:
A.F.WILLIAMS, 166W.AdainsSt.,Chicago
PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold

King

Scre&i

10 Days' Trial
Price per
Square included.
Foot: 75 Cents
Stretchers
Try before you buy. Sold by all the
leading supply dealers.
Factory: ALTUS, OKLA.
We Specialize
on Bixh
Picture Boose
and Grade
Theatre Hotien
DECORATIONS
May we not wbinlt our deslgnt wlthovt eMIsadeM
yon? Write Decorative
ut.
William G. toAndrews
Co.
1426 S. Wabash Arenoe, Chicase
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOfl
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
Among the Beat Two-Reelers on the Market
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
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Gundlach
Projectioii

RIGHT

Can not be surpassed for critical definition, flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination,
and we maintain absolute uniformity of quality.
That's the reason they are used in nearly every
theatre in the United States and Canada.

PHOTOGRAPHICALLY
MAXIMUM
SERVICE
IN THE

Lensws

PROJECTOR
Made by

I IN THE I
pfs/uO

The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing

Company
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., RoclMSter, N.Y.

Verona, New Jersey

D£

BRIE
The advantages

CAMERA
AND

f3

TRIPOD
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
TTiis
Model
De

EASTMAN

is the
with

Brie

very

latest

footage numbered

all the new

negative film

will immediately assert themselves in the final cutting and

improvements
FOR
100 Ft. Topical
Camera
That will make a good
Motion Picture on standard film. The lens ts
included in the price.
.00

24 E. 13th St.
NEW YORK

of

Only ^50
G. GENNERT
320 S. Wabash Ave.
127 E. 6th St.
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO

assembling of successive scenes.

Identijiahle by the words "Eastman" and
Kodak" in the film margin
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y,
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WORLD

RAISE

WORLD'S

ADVERTISING

The war began to affect the price of various commodities
in 1915.
Gradually the advance in everything that carried a price
increased.
AYhen the United States entered the war, labor and all
essentials connected with newspaper publishing jumped
abnormally.
For the year following the armistice the already extreme
cost of production was immensely increased. Everybody
knows what everything costs nowadays — and we are still at
war.
Moving Picture World decided to raise its advertising
rates only when absolute necessity impelled the commonsense business move.
The rates to-day are the same per page as when the world
war started.
For five years Moving Picture World shouldered the
increased cost of production; stood it until finally a changed
rate became a necessity.
Our advertising friends have reaped the benefit of a lower
rate than any other trade-class hs^xe enjoyed in their
publications.
Our subscribers have benefited because we did not raise
the subscription rate, and they will continue to receive
Moving Picture World without increased cost.
Now

IN

the time has come when

the advertising rate must

be increased. Had three "raises" been applied to the rates
while war existed, the percentage of advance would appear
small.
The advertiser who figures the new rate, considering the
price he has paid while everything else has been "boosted",
will find that the new charge is only a fair advance.
The new rates as advertised will become
the next issue.

effective with

THE
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Great

White

Way

PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOB
FULL PARTICULARS SEE •'SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER OF THIS MAGAZINE.
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
Cinemaquipment Center, Entire Second Flo or, 729 7th Ave., at 49th St, New York

F o u N DA
T I o
N
OF PRESENT DAY
MOTION PICTURES
PRECISION
STAN DARDIZED
M AC H I N E R Y
CAMERAS
EQUIPMENT
PER FO R ATO R
SUPPLIES
PRINTERS
lOTION PH
SPLICER
AC CESSORIES
^^^^^^^^^ qATORICS'
Beg.
U. 8.^^^^^^'^^
^^^H^'^
OffPIONEER
DESIGNERS
& MANUFACTURERS
STANDARD
C IN E M A C H IN E R Y
BELL
& HOWELL
COMPANY
30t-11 Larchmont
C H t C AGO Ave^
LOS ANGELAS
NEW YO R K

"MARTIN"

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago 1010 Brokaw BIdg., New York

YOUR
Moving Picture Projection Lenses
Our lenses give the greatest brilliancy
combined with a wonderful depth of focus
Write for Particulars
WESTERN OPTICAL WORKS, Inc., Charles City, Iowa

I
a
3
=^
g
g=
Si
1

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or
selected list of theatres In any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor as, well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity
mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges
looking
featuresSupplywithhouses
properly
characterized asforsuch.
Producers
addressthatof are
studios,
laboratories
and
offices.
Information
in
advance
of
theatres
being
or
to be
built.
W74

|
i
g
g
=
gg
==
1

MOTIO;* PICTURE
ELECTRICITY

VJXWriLv^'^
:

J^

220

Electricity

Send $2.50
to
Chalmers
Publishing

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
Tho Lcadinc Independent Orsan of Italian Film Trad*
BUB8CRIPTI0N FOR otv nrkT T AOQ A WAD
FOREIfiN COUNTRIES: OAA JLIUJL.L<AK9 A I CAM
Adveriitementi : Tariff on appHoation.
BdltorUI Office! : TURIN (Italy)— flalleria NaalonaU

DISAPPOINT'^

Upon

SHOW

HALLBERG'S
"Motion Picture Electricity"
Will show you how to equip your house
effectively and economically.

,

NEVER

WHOLE

Is Based

I MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
COMPANY |
1 244 West 42nd Street, New York
Phone: Bryant 8138 |
1 Addressing
Multtgraphing
Printing
Typewriting j
iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu^

" WE

CONVERTER

Co.

516 Fifth Ave.

J, J. H. HALLBERG

New York, U.S. A.
and get your book by
return mail.

THI MOVING PICTURE WOMJ)

-

telepmone

bryant 5576

WEST
STREET
-^^^^^^ 155^^
^EW 42
_ _YORK
.
.
" GEN. MGR.jjf>^

THE
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ADVERTISEMENTS

3^ PER WORD FOR SITUATIONS WANTED
^ AND HELP WANTED. MINIMUM, $0.50
SITUATIONS WANTED.
AT
LIBERTY
— Leader Good
of orchestra
(piano), ;
pictures or vaudeville.
library ; married
good salary essential. Address Musical Director,
care M. P. World, New York City.
MANAGER,
vfire, twelve
experience, bookinglive
specialist,
expertyears'
projectionist
with New York license; superior references.
William, care M. P. World, New York City.
ORGANIST,
engaged
tion on Pacificnow
Coast,
wishesby tolargest
make corporachange.
Twelve
years'
picture
experience
;
that
show box office results ; composerconcerts
; enormous
repertoire ; experienced on all makes of organs.
Including Wurlitzers. Any manager having
large organ and able to pay real salary to first
class man, write or wire Organist, Box 1481,
Tacoma, Wash.
MANAGER of considerable experience desires
a change fromrespondence
present
position parties.
and solicits
corfrom interested
Highest
credentials. S. R., care M. P. World, New
York City.
MANAGER,
gUt-edge advertising
references, and
nineprojection
years in
business
; understands
thoroughly. Only reliable companies answer.
R. S. Deal, 419 34th St., Norfolk, Va.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE.— Million Dollar Mystery, 46 reels ;
"Qlrl From Frisco," 50 reels ; "Socal Pirates,"
30 reels; "Italian Battle Front," 10 reels;

February 23, 1920

WORLD

|" ^ PER WORD
9^ CIAL ADS.

"Griffith's Battle of Sexes," 5 reels ; "Cleopatra,"
8 reels; "Rip Van Winkle," 5 reels; also series
offord,
"Hamsingle
and reel
Bud,"specials
"Sis Hopkins,"
Mary Pick; other features
and
comedies,
large
selection.
Guaranty
Co.. 145 West 45th Street, N. T. City. Pictures
25 TWO-REEL
Mack Westerns,
Sennett comedies,
9 tworeel
Wm. S. Hart
also features
Pavlowa in "The Dumb Girl of Portici," 8
reels ; "The Witching Hour," 6 ; "Burglar and
the Lady," spi5;
"The Waif,"
In-5;
ration," 3; "Should
a Girl5;South
Be"Diana's
Told,"
"Shore
Acres,"
5
;
single-reel
American
scenlcs, all in fine shape, with ample advertising
matter ; bargains. Queen City Feature Film
Co., 2212 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
CAMERAS. ETC FOR SALE.
OUR 35TH ANNIVERSARY CATALOG, chock
full oftion season's
b«st barsalns
embracing
picture cameras,
etc., Is— now
ready motor
mailing — write and ask tor ona. DAVID STBRN
COMPANY, "Value, Service, BatUfacton (Inea
1885," 1027 DAVSCO BLDQ., CHICAGO, ILL.
A WINNING COMBINATION, Unlverttl U.
P. Cameras and De Vry projectors. The new
Universal with Internal Shutter Dissolve Is the
equal of any camera made. Do not be deceived
by high sounding names. Buy a Universal for
genuine
satisfaction.
model
with 200
laternal Dissolve
$516.00. 200
Bassft.price
$467.00.
ft. model without Dissolve, list $430.00. Price

FOR ALL COMMER.
MINIMUM, $1.00

$367.00. 400 ft model with Dissolve, list $738.00.
Our the
priceworld
$647.00.
C-90 De prsjectors,
Vry, the lUndar*
of
In portable
$200.00.
Slightly used De Vrys always on hand. Tk*
latest
book, complete
"Behind book
the Motion
Picture
Screen,"
Mie only
on the
subject
ever
pObllshed, postpaid $3.67. Telegraphic and 0.
O. D. order* shipped the same day received.
Complete
free.
COMPANY,bargain
CharleslistBass,
Pres.,BASS
100 CAMBRA
Dearbora
St., Chicago, 111.
CAMERAS WANTED.
WANTED
— MotionAddress
pictureNash,
cameras
also tripods
and
lenses.
550 Couch
St.,
Portland, Ore.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
3 POWER'S
6A machinesguaranteed,
complete, each
hand drive,
first
class condition
$100.
Webster
ton,
D. C.Electric Co., 719 Ninth St., WasblngTWO SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, motor drive,
"S"
lamphouse,Webster
nearly new,
cheapCo.,at $375
each ;
guaranteed,
Electric
719 Ninth
St., Washington, D. C.
MISCELLANEOUS.
SAVE MONEY on that new theatre building.
Get a copy
"Modern
Theatre270Construction,"
written
by anof expert
architect.
pages, postpaid
for
$3.00.
Chalmers
Fifth Ave., New York City. Publishing Co., 610

The Chalmers Publishing Company has fostered the motion picture industry since its beginning
through^the Moving Picture World and its leader publications on —
Theatre

Construction

Picture

Moving

Picture

Picture

Projection

Theatre
Theatre

Electricity
Advertising

When planninc a new honse. For a pietare en the screen that Jast the information yen want Chock foil of Ideas that brins
this book
will prove a money
will pares
be a credit to yenr hanse.
on year280theatre
electrical eqnipmoney into the box office.tt.M
>•'
saver.
270 paces
$3.00
700
$4.M
ment.
paces
$X.W
paces
The fact that some of these books are already in their
third edition ought in itself be recommendation enough.
CHALMERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Wright & Callender Bldg.
516 Fifth Avenue
Garrick Theatre Bldg.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Combination

Cabinet

ROOMS

LABORATORIES

Combines Efficiency, Safety, Durability and
Compactness at a Reasonable Cost
Complete, f. o. b. San Francisco, $150.00
Weight, crated for shipment, 335 pounds

Reels

—

Film

Waxing

Ma-

Cement

and

chines — Film
Menders
—

—

Film

Cameras

and

Raw

305-7-9 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

Gold

Trim

Snips

^1

Eastman

Film

G.
A.
METCALFE
Specialty Equipment for Theatres and Film Laboratories
Cable Address: "Metmopic,"
117-119 GOLDEN GATE AVE.
N. Y. or s. F.
SAN FRANCISCO

Fibre

Screens

To this Company belongs the prestige of
providing the finest projection surface of all
screens for the Photoplay World.
There's a distributor near you.
Samples and Literature
upon request
Minusa Cine Screen Co.
WORLD'S
OF
MOTIONLARGEST
PICTUREPRODUCERS
SCREENS
Saint Lonis, Mo.

CEMENT
Is used exUnslTelT
years. That's why ItItcosts
has stood the test of miny
more. Out psi-m
anddo theatrea.
eichanges
studios,
by the largest
to
object
not
ramlta
for
looking
buyers
tlcular
price. 25a will bring you an ounce bottle prepaid. the dlffercnoe
THEATRE ACCESSORIES

ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
I' AMElUCA-a CHEATIST INDEPENDENT MOVrNC PICTURE MAIL ORDEB SUPPLY HOUSE")
i ^^^_i^tnp^

PROJECTORS

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL atteation.
Has the QUALITY i^id PUNCH iililefa SELL priats.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY prodactioB.
UBlform SUf>ERIOR QUAUTY soeh u MUy
EXPERTS with scientific snperrlsittB caiB pro4«ec.
SPECIALTIES
If yea have work reqnirinf EXPBRT SCffiNTVK
kaowledfe, we are BEST quUfled to do it.
Empire City Film Lab., Ine.
345 W. 40tli St., New York aty
B«t n«k«h Ba4 Ntetk k.-wm.

AMERICA'S
FINEST
LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. STREYCKMANS. ManaeinK Director
PALISADE

FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE I29TH STREET
Telephone: Morsemere 621-622
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ADVERTISING

INDEX

The

Buyers
MANUFACTURERS

' Guide
OF MOVING

PICTURES Page

Arrow Film Corp
1324, 1330, 1356, 1365
Capital Film Co
1354
Chester-Outing Pictures
1338
Christie Comedies
1374
Clark-Cornelius Corp
1366-67
Educational Films Corp
1377
Equity Pictures Corp
Insert
Famous Plaj ers-Lasky Corp
Insert, 1315-23
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc
1357-64
Fox Film Corp
1339-46
Garsson, Murray
1380-81
Goldwj'n Pictures Corp
Insert, 1355
Grossman Pictures Corp
1372-73
Hallmark Pictures Corp
Insert
Hodkinson, W.
Corp
1331-35
Jack & Harry Cohn
1371
Jans Picture Corp
Insert
Metro Pictures Corp
1382
Park, Lester
1376
Pa the Exchange, Inc
Insert
Realart Pictures Corp
Insert
Read, J. Parker
1378-79
Republic Distributing Corp
1351
Schomer-Ross Productions
1368-69
Selznick Pictures Corp
1347-50
Special Pictures Corp
1352-53
Supreme Pictures Corp
Insert
Tower Film Corp
1336-37
United Artists Corp
1328-29
Universal Film Mfg. Co
1325-27
Vitagraph Co
1375
EXPORT SECTION
Allen, L. H
1396
Apollo Trading Co
1410
Arrow Film Corp
1412-13
Beecroft, Chester
1394
Brockliss, J. Frank
1414
Campbell, Donald
1406-08
Export & Import Film Co
1416
Famous Plavers-Lasky Corp
1392
Howells, David P.
: 1388-89
Inter-Ocean Film Corp
1424-25
Manheimer, E. S
1404
Pathe Exchange, Inc
1420-21
Penn Import & Export Co
1418
Robertson-Cole Co
-.
Insert
Universal Film Mfg. Co
1400
Vitagraph Co
;
1398-99
White Co, Peter
.'.
1402
CARBONS AND CARBON ACCESSORIES
Carbon Imports Co
1538
National Carbon Co
1438
Speer Carbon Co
1545

ELECTRICAL

AND MECHANICAL

Page
EQUIPMENT

Amusement Supply Co
Automatic T. S. & C. R. Co
Erker Bros. Optical Co
General Electric Co
llertner Electric Co
Lucas Theatre Supply Co
Melcalf, G. A
Monsoon Cooling System
National Elec. Ticket Register Co
Northwestern Electric Co
Porter, B. F
Sturtevant, B. F
Sunlight Arc Corp
Typhoon Co
Universal Motor Co
United Theatre Equipment Corp

1536
1545
1538
1432
1538
1542
1543
1537
1536
1541
1541
1535
1434^35
1533
1538
1426

LENS MANUFACTURERS
Gundlach Manhattan Opt. Co
Western Optical Works

1539
1641

MANUFACTURERS OF INDUSTRIAL
Cromlow Film Lab
Empire City Film Lab
Palisade Film Lab
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co
Standard M. P. Co

PICTURES
1541
1543
1543
1390
1538

MANUFACTURERS OF RAW
Eagle Rock Mfg. Co
Eastman Kodak Co

STOCK
1539
1539

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS
Bell & Howell Co
Gennert, G

1541
1639

MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
American Photoplayer Co

1422

LOBBY DISPLAYS
Newman Mfg. Co

1638

PROJECTION MACHINE MANUFACTURERS
.American Projecting Co
Enterprise Optical Co
Peerless Projector . Co
Precision Machine Co
Powers, Nicholas, Co

1545
1428
1430
1647
1548

PROJECTION SCREEN MANUFACTURERS
Center, H. C
Gold King Screen Co.
Minusa Cine Screen Co

1536
1538
154J

THEATRICAL ARCHITECTS
Boiler, Carl, & Bros
MISCELLANEOUS
Andrews, W. G.
Bioscope, The
Cine Mundial
Cinema, The
Classified Page
La Cinematografia Italiana
La Vita Cinematografica
Motion Picture Directory Co
National Ticket Co
Ritchev Litho. Corp
Williams, A. F

153e
163»
1536
1436
153*
...154»
153ft
1541
1541
153«
1314
1638:
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Motion

Pictures Anywhere!
With the new, portable American
Projectoscope you can show motion .
pictures anywhere — on a white wall,
a window shade, even on the ceiling.
Uses standard film. Runs forward or
backward. Film can be stopped at
any point and held stationary on the
screen. Ideal for use by directors
and film editors in examining film —
for exhibitors to use in private offices
to view features while the theatre
screen is in use.
The

PICTURE

rhe

QUESTION

andtAeAHl
Will the Perfected AUTOMATICKET REGISTER do what we
claim it will? Will it make

day in and day out? Ask the
thousands of motion picture
theatre users.

AMERICAN
THE

PROJECTOSCOPE
This new, compact, easily-portable little projecting
machine carries like a suitcase — is fool-proof — can be
operated by anyone — uses current from any electric
light socket. Throws perfect pictures anywhere. No
rewind necessary. Set up and taken down in a moment.
Write for descriptive literature. Do it noiv. You incur
no obligation.
THE

AMERICAN PROJECTING CO.
Dept. 25 6225 Broadway
Chicago
Illinois
If you so desire the Projecting Company can arrange for the
printing and developing of film subjects for you.

PERFECTED

AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER
is selling on what
and is doing.

to make

his enterprise
PERFECT

PROJECTION

Speer ''Alterno'' Noiseless Carbons
for Alternating Current
Make your own investigation
of the merits of SPEER CARBONS by purchasing a trial
package from your dealer and
trying them in your machine.
"The Carbons With a Guarantee"
Carbon

exhibitor

more

money

tell-

is what

out of

sells it.

stall an AUTOMATICKET
you.

full it.
information
for

AND

REG-

ISTER, it's good business for
We'll be glad to send you
if you'll write

REGISTER

CASH

Foreign

Representatives

TRANS -REGIONAL

TRADING

CORPORATION
New York

Ca

New York City

1731 Broadway

Company

St Marys, Pa.

done

If it is good business for thousands of other exhibitors to in-

can be effected by employing in
your machine the
Speer "Direclo-HoW-Ark*' Combination for Direct Current
and

One

it has

ing another that the AUTOMATICKET REGISTER is helping
him

Speer

good

London

Paris
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SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTORS
IMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF SIMPLEX SERVICE
ABGU8 THKATKB SUPPLY DIV18I0N
of the
NOBTHBSN
ABGUS LAMP Jk APPLLANCB CO. OHIO
815-21 Prospect At«.
CLEVELAND. OHIO
□
BOSTON MOTION PICMASSACHUSETTS
TURE SUPPLY CO.
BHODE ISLAND
U Broadway
BOSTON. MASS.
D- CONNECTICUT
B B E C K PHOTOPLAY
NOBTBEBN
CAUFORNIA
SUPPLY CO.
WESTERN NEVADA
(8 Geldrn GaU At*.
SAN FBANCI8CO. CAL. D- OREGON
J. SLIPPEB * CO.
SOUTHERN
728 Sooth OIIto St.
•nd CAUFORNLA
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
ARIZONA
ScUlnx Acenta
DWYER BROS ft CO.
SOUTHERN OHIO
(31 Walnat St.
and
CINCINNATI, OHIO
KENTUCKY
-D- EASTERN
MISSOURI
N0RTBEA8TEBNin
ARKANSAS
Madison
Conntlca
St. Clair Ulinols
Monroe
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. ILLINOIS
(Except Madiion, St.
846 Soutli Wabash Ato. Clair
and Monroe
CHICAGO, ILL.
Conntiea)
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
«08 Olive St.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
INDLANA
157 NorUi Illinois St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. DSOUTHERN and
EASTERN
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. WISCONSIN, and
Des
Moines Coontles
Henry
Cl'nto"
WIS.
Manhattan Baildin*
2MMILWAUKEE.
' in Iowa
Jackson
Lee
Louisa
Moscatlne
Scott
WEST VIRGINIA
HOLLIS-SMITH'UOK I
and
COMPAQ
WESTERN
12«1 LlbertT
PENNSYLVANIA
PITTSBURGH, f ♦
LELAND THBATBK SUP- MAINE
PLY HOUSE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
t7 State SC
MONTPEUER. VT. □- VERMONT
N. Carolina Alabama
LUCAS THEATRE
S. Carolina Louisiana
SUPPLY CO.
Georria Tenneasoe
188 Marietta St.
Florida
Southern
ATLANTA. GA.
Mississippi Vlrsloi*
MICHIGAN MOTION
PICTURE SUPPLY CO. MICHIGAN
(3 Bast Elisabeth St.
DETROIT, MICH IDLUCAS THEATRE SUP- TEXAS
PLY CO.
SOUTHERN
1816 Main St.
ARKANSAS
DALLAS. TEX.

ALBANY THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
4 Clinton Ave.
ALBANY, N. Y.
Sellin* Acenta

EASTERN
NEW YORk
York
(ExceptCity)
Greater Nnr

AUBURN
THEATRICAL
CENTRAL
SUPPLY
CO.
ACBURN.
N. Y.
NEW YORK
'iellins Acenta
CDSTATE
BECKER THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
WESTERN
184 Franklin SC
NEW YORK
BUFFALO, N. Y.
STATE
Sellinc Acenta
GREATER NEW YORK
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Dutehea*
Putnam
Oranre
B. F. PORTER
N»-w T«rli
Ceantlsa
72> Serenth Ato.
Suffolk
NEW YORK. N. Y.
SolllTan
SUto
Rockland
and
SEATTLE INGSTAGE
CO. UGHT- WASHINGTON
21 Madison Block
OREGON
SEATTLE, WASH. □DELAWARE
EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine St.
SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
PHILADELPHIA. PA. EASTERN
MARYLAND
SW ANSON THEATRE
NEBRASKA
and
EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
WESTERN IOWA
423 South 15th Street
OMAHA. NEB.
SWANSON THEATRE
CENTRAL AND
EQUIPMENT
CO.
318 Locust St.
DES MOINES. lA. □- SOUTHERN low A
WYOMING
SWANSON THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.
COLORADO
1514 Welton St.
MONTANA
DENVER, COLO.
NEW MEXICO
SWANSON THEATRE
IDAHO
UTAB
EQUIPMENT CO.
132 East Second Sooth St. EASTERN NEVADA
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAHDMinnesota, Sonth
TECO PRODUCTS MFG. CO. and North Dakota,
245 Loeb Arcade,
Northern
and Eastern Iowa
and
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. Northern and
Western Wisconsin
WEBSTER ELECTRIC WASHINGTON. D. C
WraTERNMARYLAND
COMPANY
71J 9th St.. N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. CD- NORTHERNVIRGINIA
YALE THEATRE
PLY CO. SUP2«1 Sheldley Bide*th and Main SU.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

WESTERN
KANSAS MISSOURI
OKLAHOMA
NORTHWESTERN
ARKANSAS

February 28, 1920
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Foreign

Representatives

Power's
African Films Trust, Ltd.
Johannesburg, So. Africa
South Africa
American Foreign Trade Corp.
Constantinople, Turkey
Turkey, Egypt, Roumania, Greece,
Arabia, Bulgaria
American Trading Co.
New York City
China, French-Indo China
Antonio L. Drago
Lima, Peru
Peru
Bidwell, Larrain & Co.
Santiago, Chili
Chili

of

Projectors
Harringtons, Ltd.
Sydney, Australia
Australia, New Zealand
Hawaii Film Supply
Honolulu, T. H.
Hawaii
Howells Cine
Equipment
New Brazil
York
City

Co.

K. D. & Bros.
Bombay, India
India, Burma, Ceylon
Francisco Maymon
Mayaguez, Porto Rico
Porto Rico, Haiti, Dominican Republic
Moss & Company
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Argentina Rep., Uruguay, Paraguay

Cuba Electrical Supply Co.
Havana, Cuba
Cuba

John Olson & Co.
Copenhagen, Denmark
Norway, Sweden, Denmark

Ehlers Company
Mexico City, Mexico
Mexico

Oriental Trading Company
Soerabaya, Java, D. E. I.
Java, Siam, Straits Settlement and
Federated Malay States

Empresa El Darado
Panama, City, Panama
Venezuela, Colombia, Panama, Costa
Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras,
Salvador, Guatemala
Fox Film
Paris, France
France, Belgium, Switzerland
Handelmatschappij
Transmarina
Amsterdam, Holland
Holland

Carlos Vinas Sagarra
Madrid, Spain
Spain, Portugal
Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Manilla, P. I.
Philippine Islands
Walturdaw Co., Ltd.
London, England
Great Britain
Italy
Wochicevic, Rag. S.
Milan, Italy

NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
EDWARD
EARl_, PpfESiDENT
N iNETY Gold St . New York, N .Y.
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Posters!

"DETWEEN
poker and real life there are many
^
similarities, and in both the shrewder man is
the winner in the long run, for he grows to know and
understand
and

the

the

dislikes,

actions

and

the

of the

people

he

reactions,
plays

the

likes

with.

The exhibitor's game is played with the public, and
the public like, and invariably re-act favorably to
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to trust
and

to luck
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size
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to
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—for

the

substitute!

LITHO.
NEW

the amount

to white

is

a full house

YORK

CORP.

TELEPHONE,

CHELSEA

8388

CHANGE
YOURWIFE
CECIL
B,
DeMILLE
PR-ODUCTION
5y William DeMUle
PRESENTED BY
JESSE L.LASKY
Cj>anunounb /Irtcraft
picture.

?

ADOLPH^KOIL
PILE S ENTS

Clsie

Cjer^uson
" His

In

House

Order'

Cj^aramounl
Jl

Cpiclure

A

Great

in A

Adress

Great

ELSIE

FEROUSON

Play

✓^11^ ARTHUK PINERO has
writien in "His House in
Order" one of the greatest
plays of modern times. Great
in heart appeal, great in dra^
matic adioti, great in emotional
depth
1 1 \ ELSIE FERGUSON as
vly the star in the wonderful
pi<'liire version of this play,
<-xliil)itors have a combination
I hat means box-office value in
ilie highest degree.

I'N her hands the play takes
^ on new life and meaning,
I I le role of Nina becomes more
poign.'uii, more alive, more stirling, than it was on the stage.
Sir Arthur Pinero's
11 greis
atest play and it is
I I I.- Ferguson's greatest pic'
luir,

I.AHKY COKI'OKAI
l AMOlJH
KWwfn
fuiujH IM-AYKRH
jr«»e i
..../•..
« at mhh w-^ ION
CANADIAN n»IHI(tl<IOH» fAMilm tAfchV MiM *IHVI|.I 1 1(1 r)l*0gM*t»t»M_TOI*ONI«
•ty SCI-NARIO
umH HON AND
I H ir.i I roRD

SIK ARTHUR

WING

PINERD
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WORLD

RAY

CLOCK

ANDY

Cparamountj^rtcraftCpicture

<t A LARM CLOCK
il.'em-up picture
Wind it up and set it
ones will wake up and

It'll Wake
Up
ANDY" is a buzzing wakethat'll stimulate any town.
going and even the sleepy
come to see it.

Dead Business!
YOU know what Charles Ray in a hick role
means to your box office. In "Alarm Clock
Andy" he has a sympathy part that'll get them all.
And there's enough suspense to keep them excited.

A,n« ChrUtine
n m
J^^^'Vl » ADOLPH
FAMOUZUKORPrw
S PLAYER
-LASK
jessf Si iiQvv
Stor
directed by Jerome Johnsto
^„Y
^S^^fl

YOR^

CORPO
llA
>-*^IVrRATin
UK/Vl lUW
iV ^
B DE MlIiE

1^

Photosrraphed hj Chester L70IU
A Thomai H. Incc Prodaetioii

®

JESSE L, LASKY
PRESENTS

®

ETHEL

CLAYTON

®

IlsT
®

@
®

VOUNG

MRS.

®
®

®
®
®
®

®

V, OP''
WINTHR
Brons on Howard
Directed .... by
Walter EdwardsScenario
by
Edith

Kennedy

®
®
g>aramounpfrtem/t
@

Qpidure

®
®
®

®

o
o
o
o
9

@

Cares?'*

P<

she

cried!

And in the whirling
madness of a masked

®

ball, drowning in music
and dancing, she tried to

®

®

®

®

''Who

@

Cares?'' he cried!
And under soft candle

®

light, soothed by the
voice of a flattering

®

woman, he strove to forget his wife and the girl
she used to be.

At

®

®
®

child —

®

by fever, her

®

life ebbing away, pitifully striving to bring
back her parents, called
in vain.

®

Home,

their

Stricken

What had come between them?
What could bring them together?

®

®

forget — to kill the memories that cut like knives.

@

^

®

Their story is the story of many,
and it will touch the heart of every
man and woman.

"Young Mrs. Winthrop" will
them weeping but happy. leave
You
know what that means to your box
office.

FAMOUS
ADOLPM ZUKORPLAYERS
JtSSE L.LASICV -LASKY
iit.»~. CECILCORPORATION
8.DE MILLE
CWADIAN DItTHiauTOWt. MWOUS-LASKV FILM StRVICE.LTO

®
®

®
®
®
@

9
o
o
o
o

Jesse

ROBERT

L.Lasky

presents

WARWICK

aACK

"

AW

R

^ST

f

By

Iceman

?

W. Somerset
Waiter?

Maugham

Duke?
Directed

by

William

DeMille

Scenario

by

You'll

never

know

It's
picture ends.
till the
comedy
snappiest
the
in a long while.

Olga Printzlau
ft

Albert E. Smith presents

ALICE

'the

JOVC£

99
ing

spqri
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Jl Great Play is Brought
to the Screen
Romance/'
one ofof the
the past
outstandinsr
dramatic
successes
decade,
is coming to the screen.
Its remarkable record on the stage —
nearly three years in London, a year
in Chicago, a phenomenal season in
New York, a special engagement of
eight weeks in Boston — made it the
object of the keenest bidding among
motion picture producers.
United Artist? Corporation is fortunate,
not only in having acquired the play
for picture presentation, but likewise
in having Miss Keane herself appear
in the role that she has made one of
the
stage.most vivid figures of the modern
Romance" has won its way into the
hearts of drama-lovers, because it tells
an unusual, remarkable story and
because of the rare talent and artistry
that Miss Keane brought to it.
And so the play bespeaks an unusual
picture — a picture of powerful and
lasting appeal.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary Pic kfoid C'luirlic Chaplin
Douglas Fairbanks
]). \V. Griffith
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TEEE

APRIL

-THE

KING

GMIOP

RELEASE
OF

THE

COWUNCHERS

Reeves Eason
Directed \sy^

by
millionsArtof Acord
fans ,as idoli
"thezedwonHERE'S
der of the saddle," fresh from
his Western triumphs, bringing all the
snap of youth, the pep of popularity
and the daring of an Argonne Forest
doughboy into as fast and furious a
serial as was ever made. "The Moon
Riders" starts with a wallop that will
make you gasp, and the hot pace never
lets up through the whole eighteen
chapters. Frankly, here's a serial
you're going to thank us for.
si Three

WmVSE

of the
FIVE"

THE

this

Book

nov

to

hoti^e

MOVING

Ace

make

Five

"Winning
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Qtieen

and

yoxxv

VvCLl^

tlie

"J^ar'sr

Serial

Hand

fans
yournotserial
to givethat
your year's
Tojustcomplete
even the
of attraction
kind success,
that irresistible
Summer can keep the crowds away from, you have here
two of the biggest pulling stars — Eddie Polo and Marie Walcamp.

The Herculean idol of the serial fan, whose name alone is a
guarantee of a full house, comes just at the very time of the j'ear
you need his big eighteen weeks, and in the mightiest serial he
ever had,
release
now."The Vanishing Dagger."

With fearless Marie Walcamp in her latest and greatest offering,
"The Dragon's Net", you have an unbeatable combination of
top-notch serial star and superb serial story. Miss Walcamp
and her company are now in the Far East, completing the
most magnificent and astonishing production the serial world
has ever known. Booking the Full House Five now will secure
for you this August release. Don't let your competitor beat
vou to it. Don't delay. Act today.

"FULL

HOUSE

FIVE

Make

sure of this June

.March, 0; .mo
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Little

Gems

full Outdoor
by experts

of actionDratna

made

fo fit in the

program of every shrewd
showman,
^eafurjn^

"A Sage
Gentleman"
(Bob
Burns Brush
and Charlotte
Merriam)
"Kaintuck's Ward"
(Bob Burns and Peggy 0'Dare>
"Blind Chance"
(Bob Burns and Peggy O'Dare)
'The
Prospector's
Vengeance"
(George
Field and Mildred
Moore)
"The Line Runners"
(Arnold Gregrg and Helen Howard)
"The Lane
Counterfeit
Trail"
(Masrda
and Ed. J. Heneaaey)
"The Kid and the Cowboy"
(Art Acord and Mildred Moore)

-J -^^^

IMVERTAL

always

1fiffe«st- SHORT

did

make
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"BEAR

INTEPNATIONAl

NEWS

CURWNl
NEWS
HEAPST

fVENK

UNIVCRSAl

^

MUM

Ulim

TRAILING

YOU

^"^f^

■.

"LION
TRAPPING

>S|%'/

r^-^t^

'

'IIW

If you're as particular in giving your
people the news while it's news as you
are in making your theatre outwardly
and inwardly attractive, you'll know
that you can't do one without the
other and that the

BIG

NEWS

THREE

released thru Universal, is the only
News Service that completely turns
the trick. Step into any Universal
Exchange and inside sixty seconds
you'll be given evidence that will
prove this fact beyond the shadow
of a doubt. Try it today.

EARiy
RELEASE

STORY

'/v'lUA
-

'0(.J

o/fAe

JACUAR

"TIO
>V/OLF"
o/Z^o
Y EP
LAND
"r/ie STOR
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actors,

"Brownie's Doggone Tricks"
"A Lucky Dog's Day"
"Brownie's Taking Ways"
"Good Little Brownie"
"My
Dog Pal"
See Them
All At Your Nearest
UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGE

T..O--D-.A.-Y
c

Comedies

AND
RAINBOW
COMEDIES

LESc u pand
DIMPand
i d-bsmiles,
o w s, curls
bare
knees and one-piece closele
ups — here's a delectab band of
seashore cut-ups
that will dance
across ms.
your screen likeOW happy
sunbeaRY
Play RAINB
and
CENTU
Comedies and make
sure of the prettiest (Isuros that
ever tickled the eye and the box
olTice.
that's
all
— " Rememb
R A I er
N B the
O Wname,
BEAUTY
al ExCHORUcS."
Any
Univers
ange— anyyourday business
— the sooner
the
.
better hfor

•fho fur»i7/€»st /an ofaAif/ie/r^d years
"Looney Lions and Monkey Business"
"Frisky Lions and Wicked Husbands"
"Howling Lions and Circus Queens"
"A Lion Special"
"Lonesome Husbands and Loose Lions"
"A Lion in the House"
"Daring Lions and Dizzy Lovers"
"African Lions and American Beauties"
"Weak Hearts and Wild Lions"
"Naughty Lions and Wild Men"
"Loose Lions and Fast Lovers"
and more coming to fill a demand that
has us on the Directed
run — theyby cat 'em alive!
FRED C. FISHBACK
Lions trained by
CHARLES GAY
Released thru
UNIVERSAL

THE. MOVING
; .7, tf. i> '. 'i

9TAR

COVfEDlE9

Bright as a patent leather pump — cute as a pretty
girl's wink — up-to-date as a bell-top hat — the
clean, foiL xcell dressed kind of money-makers
that
havereleases.
produced yourself. Take
a lookyou'^^ke
at these to
latest
"AIN'T NATURE WONDERFUL?"
"NON-SKID LOVE"
"OLD CLOTHES FOR NEW"
"THE LATEST IN PASTE"
"OFFICER, CALL A COP"
Play every Lyons & Moran that's offered and
you'll be making a profit on your advertising of
their bigger comedy-dramas soon to come. Your
Universal Exchange today.

PICTURE . VVORLD
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Picturizatioiv,

of Stuart
Famous

Sinclaifs

Humdnity

Play

CARLE E. CARLTON'S 1920 SPECIAL
It has an all star cast
It has a syndicate story
It is released to 500 newspapers
W

O

E

G

A

CRESli

T

I V

I

Why
Why

woman's
girls
make

life is at stake
mistakes
in life

Why man's passion brings misery in life
;
Question— WHO
IS THE FAULT MAN
OR WOMAN?

A

Timely

A

Title You

A

Box

9cnsalior\
Ginl

Office

Beat

Appeal

^
way

.^^^^^^
down

east

Albert

Capellani

ProduclionSiNc.7,7e>5<?72/s
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CAPRICE

WALKED
MARJY

Eomthe

sloiyby Oliver D. Bailey

Diiecled by Geor(3e Archainbaud

From" the land of
cinnamon
seed ana
sandy bollom she ^
came to New York,
alone and friendless
Then she walked in
upon, a man whort\^
she had mel but once
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a
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remember
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all
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success&l

Lewis

picture

Men's

were

declared

of

houi

Edgar

a better

"Other

that

of his heinq
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ors.lfbu

and

Dever

than

Shoes."

the
in

best

the

known

million,

man

dollar

in

the

Pathe

world
serial

IhREDEVILjACK:

We can hear some one say "I'll admit that Dempscy is a superlative
box office attraction, but is the serial itself good?"
Listen, Mr. Man;

the Pathe

film committee

looks at so many

pic-

tures that it is "fed up**, it*s hardboiled. It takes a ring dinger of a
picture to get a good rating from that crowd. Weeks ago the first
episodes of "Daredevil Jack** were shown all together to the committee, hard
a
test. There were fourteen present; thirteen gave the
serial the highest possible rating and the fourteenth the next highest!

If we know serial audiences they*ll just eat this serial up. Dempsey
as a star is there and Robert Brunton has given true feature
production.

^^^^

ViV

IT-NOW!

Distributors

CL^yy^er,

'boo^d

to

in

Ikis

TTwra

Imsiness,

or

Ttvore

HaioldllcMl

Tfere is a partial list qftMJiryt
mm
o/iJy
St. Louis, Mo
West End Lyric
Newr York City
Strand
Nashville, Tenn . . .Crescent Amusement Co.
San
Francisco,
Cal
Portola
New
York
City
Rialto
Nashville, Tenn .... Signal Amusement Co.
San
Francisco,
Cal
...
.Mission
New
York
City
Marcus
Loew
Circuit
Birmingham, Ala
Colonial
San Francisco, Cal.. .
Fillmore
Jacksonville, Fla
Republic
New York City
Proctor's Fifth Ave.
Fresno, Cal.
Strand
BrooUyn, N. Y
Strand
Macon, Ga
Capitol
San Jose, Cal
Liberty
Knoxville, Tenn Signal Amusement Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y
Keith's Prospect
Reno, Nev
Majestic
Yonkers, N. Y
Hamilton
Dallas, Tex
Old Mill
Richmond, S. I
Palace
Amarillo, Tex
Mission
Albany, N. Y
Leiand
Waterbury, Conn
Garden
San Antonio, Tex
Empire
Schenectady, N. Y
Palace
New Haven, Conn
Olympia
Houston, Tex
Prince
Troy, N. Y
Proctor's
Ft. Worth, Tex
:
Palace
Syracuse, N. Y
Top
Bridgeport, Conn
Plaza Palace
Pittsfield, Mass
Union Square
Boston, Mass
Modern and Beacon
Ranger, Tex
Lone Star
Boston, Mass
Washington
Wichita Falls, Tex
Majestic
Pittsburg, Pa
Blackstone
Chicago, 111 ... . Lubliner and Trinz Circuit
Maiden, Mass
Orpheum
East Liberty, Pa
Cameraphone
Chicago, 111
Riviera
Providence, R. I
Strand
Erie, Pa
Columbia
Rockford, III
Palm
Lynn, Mass
Waldorf
Altoona, Pa
Strand
Ft. Wayne, Ind
Colonial
Lowell, Mass
Owl and Royal
Wheeling, W. Va
Liberty
So. Bend, Ind
Auditorium
Springfield, Mass
Capitol
Cincinnati, O
Strand
Chicago, III
Rose
Fall River, Mass
Empire
Dayton, O
Columbia
Peoria, III
Empress
New Bedford, Mass
Casino
Charleston, W. Va
Virginia
Decatur, HI
Lincoln Sq.
Lawrence, Mass
Rialto
Columbus, O
Colonial
Indiana Harbor, Ind
Auditorium
Portland, Me
Strand
Princess
Springfield, O
Dubuque, la
Princess
Waltham, Mass
Waldorf
Louisv ille, Ky
Alamo
Davenport, la
. Family
Strand and Orpheum
Worcester, Mass
Poli's
Cleveland, O
Moline, III
American
Los Angeles, Cal
California
Warren, O
Hippodrome
Aberdeen, S. D
Princess
Dome
Long Beach, Cal
Hoyt's
Youngstown, O
Minot, S. D
Orpheum
Pasadena, Cal
Strand
Strand
Akron, O
Sioux Falls, S. D
Jewel
Springfield, III
Gayety
Bank
Akron, O

Tiave

tTiere

heen

representative

comedies

Jumses

than

tKS

Lwo

Keel

Toledo, O
•
Alhambra
Toledo, O
Empress
Canton, O
Alhambra
Lima, O
Faurot
Newark, O
Grand
Tulsa, Okla
Strand
Easton, Pa
Third St.
Chester, Pa
Wm. Penn
Bethlehem, Pa
Lorenz
Wilmington, Del
Savoy
Reading, Pa
Lyric
Lancaster, Pa
Hamilton
Scranton, Pa
Strand
Wilkes Barre, Pa
Savoy
AUentown, Pa
Hippodrome
Harrisburg, Pa
Victoria
Philadelphia, Pa
Stanley Circuit
Trenton, N. J
State St.
Mobile, Ala
Dauphine
Beaumont, Tex
Jewell
Washington, D. C
Metropolitan
Richmond, Va
Colonial
Norfolk, Va
Wells
Kansas City, Mo
Liberty
Wichita, Kan
Wichita
Joplin, Mo
Electra
Denver, Col
America
Casper, Wyoming
Lyric

onedies

Trinidad, Colo.
Palace
Colorado Sp'gs, Colo
Liberty
Pueblo, Colo
Rialto
Omaha, Neb
Strand
Lincoln, Neb
Colonial
Sioux City, la
Princess
Counc il Bluffs, la.
Liberty
Seattle, Wash
Clemmer
Tacoma, Wash
Liberty
Ogden, Utah
Ogden
Pocatello, Idaho
Rex
Boise, Idaho
Pinney
Twin Falls, Idaho
Idaho
Indianapolis, Ind
Circle
Marion, Ind
Luna Lite
Terre Haute, Ind
Liberty
Muncie, Ind
Wysor Grand
Lafayette, Ind
Luna
Lansing, Mich
Gladmer
Kalamazoo, Mich
Majestic
Detroit, Mich
Washington
Grand Rapids, Mich
Majestic Garden
Saginaw, Mich
Franklin
Battle Creek, Mich
Regent
Flint, Mich
Garden
Dodge, la
Strand
Iowa City, la
Pastime
Newark, N. J
Newark

Produced

b/ Hal

Newark, N. J
Proctor's
Elizabeth, N. J
Capital
Paterson, N. J
Lyric
Raleigh, N. C
Superba
Columbia, S. C
Rivoli
Charlotte, N. C
Broadway
Winston Salem, N. C
Amuzu
Ithaca, N. Y.
Strand
Buffalo, N. Y
Strand
Buffalo, N. Y
Olympia
Rochester, N. Y
Victoria
Rochester, N. Y
Regent
Elmira, N. Y
Majestic
Milwaukee, Wis
Strand
Beloit, Wis
Majestic
Oshkosh, Wis
Rex
Racine, Wis
Rex
Spokane, Wash Liberty Amusement Co.
Walla Walla, Wash
Liberty
Great Falls, Mont
Imperial
Butte, Mont
American
Billings, Mont
Regent
Little Rock, Ark
Gem Amusement Co.
Ft. Smith, Ark
. .Victory
Portland, Ore
Liberty
Salem, Ore
Oregon

JRoacA.

in
IMF CHARMING
a
two
reel
Adapted

From

MRS.

CHASE

comedy

oixe

o£

tHe

well

known
"After Thirty stories by
Julian
Street,
tliis picture
sounds

a new

note

in

motion

picture
conxedy.
It is HumaTi;
natural;
true
life;

full

provoke

of

subtle

a smile

toucHcs
or

^
to

that

arouse

a

laugH. Produced
with a care and
an atmosphere
that will appeal to
the

most

particular

audiences.
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Lewis J.Selznick Presents

OLIVE

THOMAS

in Bra.dleij Kin6^
FOOTLIGHTSand

SHADOWS

Scenaino bij R.Cecil Smith
Direction- John W. Noble

CUGCNC
aBHItN
in Maij Tullij and DuVernet Raljl>cirs

HIS

Wire's
MONcy
RALPH
INCE.
PRODUCTION

ELAINE

HANMCRSTCIN

in Frank Dazcij and Lci^hton Osmun's

"THE
WOMAN
GAMC
Scenario Bij G.Marion Burton
Direction -Williaan P. S. Earle

CLSIC

JANIS
in.

b\j Elsie Janis and IEdmund
MP''Gouldin^
THE
Direction*

Robert

Ellis

* Distributed bij Select
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^
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Direction

- Wesley

R.. Cecil

Distributed

by

Later
Smith
Rug-gjle^s
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GOLDWYN

BOOTH
TARKINGTONS
The Adventures and Emotions of Edgai- Pomerqy
EDGARS- TEACHERS
PET
DIRECTED
B^' E MASON HOPPER^

A GARDEN

hose is an innocent

thing in itself. But in the hands
of Edgar it becomes
terrifying weapon.

a deadly and

Before Edgar got through "getting
even" on the teacher's pet, he flooded
the front lawn, drenched Freddy's
mother, and nearly drowned himself.
And

then he had to face

his father! Two
comedy

reels of

that will leave

your audiences helpless with laughter and
hungry for more.

GOLDMTYN

PICTVRES
lAMVCL COLOWVN mndM CORPORATION

Pet!

He

Crashed

Through

SAMUEL

the

Graf fer's

GOLDW'VN

LEROY

AND

REX

Ring !

BEACH

PRESENT

SCOTTS
FAMOUS STOR.-*'

PARTNERS
tfe NIGHT
DIRECTED
BT PAUL SCARDON

OINGLE-

HANDED

^
this young detective
attacked the formidable
crook
New

combination

of

York's underworld.

He was "framed" by the
chief of detectives and
discharged from the force
in disgrace. The girl he
loved was a thief wanted
by the Paris police.
How

he smashed

his way

through his enemies, broke the
ring and reformed the girl is
told in Leroy Scott's most exciting story, enacted for Goldwyn
by an all-star cast.

GOLDMTYN

PICTVRE
(OMvn. eOUMVMS KtwUim CORPORATION

To

A

Gapacity

te,le:gram

from

WASHINGTON,
CTREET

Business!

D.

C.

Called Straight playing

to capacity business at Moore's
Rialto Theatre, all this week, against
Mary Pickford in Pollyanna at
Palace, Nazimova in Stronger Than
Death at Metropolitan, Huckleberry
Finn at Garden. Tom IVIoore very
well pleased and strong for Eminent
Authors. Everyone praised production and all proclaim it one of the
biggest hits of the year.
WALTER F. HAYNER
Washington
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SixComedief
FEATURING THE WORLD'S GREATEST ECCENTR/C COMEO/AN

Ben

Turpin

Sidr of "Uncle Tom Without d Cabin "
STATE RIGHTS MEN: Here's your opportunity! Six
smashing, rousing comedies featuring the famous star of
Mack Sennett comedies — BEN TURPIN. Everyone a knockout I Wire us quick for territory!
We now offer, for the first time, rights for the United
States and Canada to these six big money makers:
The Harem (adapted TWOfrom
REELS"Poultry A la Mode")
A Cheerful Liar (adapted
from "His Bogus Boast")
TWO REELS
He Looked Crooked (adapted
TWO REELS from "Why Ben Bolted")
The Leading Man (adapted
ONE REELfrom "Hired and Fired")
The Landlubber (adapted
from "A Deep Sea Liar")
ONE REEL
The Plumber (adaptedONEfrom
REEL "His Blowout")
Every exhibitor in America knows the value of this great
eccentric comedian.
Never was he starred to better advantage than in these knock-out mirth provokers.
You must see these subjects!
Attractive posters and
lobby displays — for BIG business.
A Sensational Money-making Opportunity!
WIRE FOR TERRITORY! Somebody in your territory will get these
six feature comedies. Will it be you? Wire us territory you are
interested in. Applications will be given attention in the order
received. Get in first! WIRE US for details.
CAMEO
FILM
COMPANY
64 W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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It is not the action and the great "rushes"
that make "The Sagebrusher" so wonderful
and popular with exhibitors and the public.
Yet. the action of the picture is tremendous.

—

It is a big jtroduction, a big story, because
of its downright humanness, its warmth, its
romance, its tenderness. Its love story is as
warm us a mother's heart.
Millions of people are crowding into theatres
to see and feel the wonderful players ivho
live before their very eyes a genuine, beautiful
drama of life.
"The Sagebrusher" has everything in it that
all kinds of audiences like and seek on the
screen. It was slowly, deliberately made and
that "touch'"
to givebyitaccident.
that
can were
never taken
be achieved
months

Benjamin

Ihe

B. Hampton

Its first-run successes with the largest and
most important theatres have given it the rank
of the leading j)roduction in most of the exchange territories'ofifhe ie<jitintry.

^reseats

SAGEBRUSHER

With an all-star cast.
ROY STEWART
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
NOAH BEERY
BETTY BRICE
ARTHUR MORRISON
GORDON RUSSELL

The photoplay

of* the novel by

EMERSON

Directed
tJ Benjamin

"The Sagebrusher" represents the skill and care of the
Benjamin B. Hampton producing organization. It is the third
consecutive success of an organization that has produced only
three pictures.
W.

by

HOUGH

EDWARD

SLOMAN

B. Hampton-- Great Jathors

Production

Several thousand exhibitors are familiar with "The Westerners,"
his Great Authors' picture and "Desert Gold," his big Zane
Grey success. These productions have made a profit for ex:
hibitors everywhere.

HODKINSON CORPOMION
527 Fi/th Avenue. New Yorkaty
DlstribuOng through PAIR£ Lxhangrjncorpomwt
Foreign DittribuUK.Jl Frank Brocklis(,Iiic.729-7« A«
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First Runs
Kerrigan
Some
ial and
Chas. H. Williams' Strand, Providence ; Mastbaum theatres,
Victoria, Buffalo; Metropolitan, Cleveland; Colon
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anoog
Chatt
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Co.,
Harry
ment
Valentine Toledo ; Signal Amuse
Philadelphia; Barton & Olsen, Indianapolis;
,
and
Paul
Casino
St.
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Finkelst
Nashv
&
kum.
Ruben
theatres, Chicago;
Knoxville; Harry Sude
cities
thirty
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t
chain
circui
Loew
tors
Marcus
Exhibi
;
Texas
Angeles
Los
Entire
,
;
Garrick
Jacksonville
Minneapolis;
and towns; Rowland & Clark theatres, Pittsburg.
New York; Feiber and Sh^a in Youngstown, Akron, Canton.
CORPOMnON
W.HODKINSON
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Qty
Distribuang^throut^ PATH^ Bxhans^, Incorporated

March 6, 1920
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Rubye de Remer is a famous beauty
from the Ziegfeld ""Follies" and -was
the star of Rex Beach's 'The Auction
Block." Edmund Breese, one of the
best known stars of the stage and
known through a dozen big photodramas. Mary Boland. star of both
the theatre and the screen.

riCTURE

WORLD

These are names and reputations in an
all-star cast that exhibitors have been
quick to seize upon for advertising
and exploitation. First run bookings
of "His Temporary Wife" have been
instantaneous throughout thecountry.
The picture points the way to powerful advertising possibilities.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Qty
Distributing^ through PATHE Fxchange. Incorporated
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A typical "Jim, the Penman" 4ype of story with
a girl as the central character. It is a tense drama,
brimming over with action, thrills and romance.
Directed by George Cox.

One famous critic said

of it: "Here is a picture that stands out like a
cameo from the ordinary run of attractions!"
See American Film Company representative at
your nearest Pathe Exchange for more detailed
Information.

AMERICAN

PICTURES I

Produced by
FILM COMPANY. Inc.

Distributed bv
PATHE
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"The Abandoned Room"
by C. Wadsworth Camp.

This story will appear in
serial form in the leading
newspapers throughout the
United States.
Foreign rights controlled by
Export and Import Film Company
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Mr.
Here

Exhibitor

Is Your

WiU

RIGHT

You

Opportunity.
Grasp

It?

"COMEDYARr' Pictures tell the whole story. The exhibitor ytho
is quick to realize those opportunities, which mean greater success
to himself, will be quick to discern the far-reaching possibilities
of "COMEDYART" Pictures.
"COMEDYART"
beauty divided asPictures
follows:afford a combination of comedy, art and
1400 feet of comedy
400 feet of art-color animated scenic
200 feet of "Memories"
Total of 2,000 feet in which QU.^LITY reigns supreme in addition
to the fact that "COMEDYART" Pictures constitute an entirely
new IDEA in filmland. It is an absolute "knockout." That's why
now.
literally
thousands of exhibitors are booking "COMEDYART" right
The wide-awake exhibitor will investigate today. Your business,
your patrons and your future success demand keeping abreast of
the
the time.
answer. "COMEDYART" Pictures loom powerfully before you as
SPECIAL
PICTURES
434 H. W. HELLMAN BUILDING

C

OM

E

CORPORATION
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

D

Our own branches are
being opened in every
exchange center. Our
own service on our own
productions
satisfaction. guarantees
Our own
sales representatives
are being appointed.
Names and addresses
mediately.
will be announced im-
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SUPREME
Perfection is the principle on which "COMEDYART" Pictures are
produced.
The comedies are refreshing. They are NOT all matrimonial troubles,
NOT all newlywed mixups, NOT all slapstick, nor all scantily-clad
women. VARIETY is the predominating keynote.
Made For Wholesome Fun Only
The themes are as varied as the changing moods of human nature. The
only "Sameness" running through all these comedies is the convincing
spirit of fun.
Here Is a Big Punch!
The art-color scenics, the new color pictures, are more beautiful than
any other color film ever offered. Science has given up a secret of art
color heretofore unknown. The 400 feet colored scenic beauties carry
stories and legends that are at once fascinating, full of absorbing interest.
The Art Color Section Alone Is Worth

More Than

You Pay For the Entire Two-Reel "Comedyart"
Memories — there is no limit to your patrons' pleasure in it except their
own "MEMORIES." Artistry, pains and money have not been spared in
this 200-foot novelty.
Mr. Exhibitor, You Can't Resist
Yon have our stamped, addressed postcard, so
yonr reply is prepaid. Therefore, it costs yon
nothing to find out. Will you mail it TODAY?
Our Franchise Will Be a Valuable Asset to You
SPECIAL
PICTURES
434 H. W. HELLMAN BUILDING

COM

E

CORPORATION

D
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Look over this sample of their
ads and the enthusiastic message
of the Strand manager to Marshall Neilan.
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No need to use the shears or blue pencil a single word.
We're giving you the criticisms in full.
Moving Picture World
"The River's End"
Marshall Neilan's Initial Prodaction for First National Proves
To Be a Well-Made and
Strong Curwood Story
ReTlerred by George Blalsdell,
Editor Moving Picture World.
Starting with a snap, developine in the flrnt reel a {genuine
"touch of nature," "The River's
Enil."
Marshall
initial
production
for Neilan's
Flrtit National
■nlnjjiH steadily through nearly
<!,0<H) feet to a truly smashint;
and Kun crashlni^ climax.
The story — there really Is a story —
Is of the frozen North and the Saskatchewan country, and It Is In James
Oliver
style. It Is all
As toCurwood's
that touch best
of nature
the more noteworthy because It is
not related to the love of man for
a woman or vice versa. It is the
bond of regard, or of affection if you
will, that ripens between two real
men, natural enemies by all the rules
—theoneother
the captured
representative
the onlaw,a
by theof first
charge
of
murder
after
a
three
hunt. His lung affected by the years'
cold,
the Northwest Mounted man collapses. The captive battles to save
the life of his new friend — and loses.
Early in the action there is shown
a representation of the northern
lights that will draw attention to the
cameramen. One of these is Henry
Cronjager, who nearly ten years ago
was photographing Maine scenes for
Edison — with the thermometer 40 deand the resulting fllm
showinggreesnobelowstatic.
The writer abominates dual roles.
Whenits "The
River's
startedIn
on
way he
had End"
failed was
to note
the cast the fact that Lewis Stone
sustained two parts, those of the
hunter and the hunted. His near
chagrin when he discovered that the
smooth-faced Connlston and the
bearded Keith had been portrayed by
the same man was shared by a wellknown director sitting at bis elbow.
All of which would seem to reflect to
the
Joint credit of cameraman and
director.
It may be trite, but it is true to
Bay the work of the cast is of uniexcellence.
Neilan's selectionform
of Lewie
StoneMr.Is especially
worthy of praise. Some of the best of
the
player's
work
Is
in
the
dialogue
between the dying policeman and the
one-time
lawyel",
who realizes
the
death
of his
oampanlon
means that
bis own
freedom. His execution of the lone
battle with the many Orientals who
spring to the aid of Shan Tung Is
most thrilling. Marjorle Daw is a
continuing
She haa
abounding youth delight.
and abundant
charm,
the
unaffected winsomeness of the girl of
sixteen, and she baa her full share
of gray matter.
Then there are the veterans Barney
Sherry, who is with us all through
the story, and George Nichols. Jsine
Novak has a serious role, that of a
woman relentlessly pursued by the
infatuated and Influential Shan Tung.
Togo Yamamoto's
cold-blooded
performance as the Oriental
fascinates
even as it repels.

Triumph

The writerparativelyoffew pictures.
these lines Noseeslonger
commay
he
truthfully
be
accused
of
being
another one of the blase and satiated
reviewers. Nevertheless he makes
bold to assert Marshall Neilan haa
scored
— again — andAll strongly.
"The
River's
the eyeofandflannel
grip
the mindEnd"of will
the wearer
shirt
and
boiled
shirt
alike
—
whether
in Renunciation
hamlet or In Istown.
the chief theme of
the
story
—
and
In
the working
there are two splendid
examples outof
this greatest of human attributes.
The picture was given Its first
showing before the Canadian Club of
New York
the Biltmore
on February IG.atNaturally
the gathering
was
most
critical
—
not
only
from
the
viewpoint of education and worldly
wisdom, but also from the sentiangle of pridetheofunanimity
mother country.mentalConsequently
and
spontaneity of the applause at the
conclusion was slgnlflcaBt.
Motion Picture Nezvs
Rich Production
Is Given to Vivid
Northwest Story
By Laurence Reid
Marshall Neilan's first independent
production,
River's offering.
End." loomsIn
up as a very"Thesatisfying
fact, the producer has revealed the
artistry of his "Daddy Long-Legs"
and much
"Rebecca
Sunnybrook
Farm,"
so
of hisof own
personality
has
he incorporated into the work. The
subject is far removed in plot and
characterization from these otferings
and goes to prove that Mr. Neilan is
equally at home in melodrama as in
tales of heart Interest and sentiment.
To sum up the achievement we
would say that there Isnt a flaw
in the production.
The vitality and vividness of
this story of the Northwest and
the Mounted Police are brouKht
out emphatically, and these factors are realized throusb a
thread of mystery, colorful eliaratrterliuitlon, a pleasant vein of
romance and some of the most
picturesque
photography
has
ever Iteen Hashed
on the that
screen.
The double exposure work is highly
commendable and so admirably conthat even
an expert
cannot well
detect ceived
It. Mr.
Neilan
has covered
the flaws of the story. One overlooks
the unreality of the dual role. In
fact, it appears actually lifelike, so
genuine Is the Interpretation of Mr.
Stone
rector. and his guidance by the diThe formula Is an overworked one
on thewardscreen,
it is brought
forwith such buta wealth
of incident
and detail that the obviousness
is eliminated. Space forbids detailing the plot, but rest assured that
love and hate. Intrigue and conflict,
romance andtablished. sentiment
fully and
esThe continuity areis clear
the action carries its quota of suspense. Mr. Stone's
Is a delight.
Jane graphic
Novak, portrayal
Marjorie
Daw,
Barney
Sherry
Yaml toMata
are others who lend and
vitality
the
picture.
Length,
six reels. Released
through First
National.

in

mds
Neilan's First
Independent
"Big League"
The completion and presentation of
"The River's End" has been anticipated withasno itlittle
degree
Interest,of
inasmuch
Is the
initalof effort
Mr. Neilan as an independent producer. In his first attempt at "going
It alone" Mr. Neilan, both as producer and director, deserves the congratulations that he surely will receive.
"The River's End" Is sorely a
box office bet. It haa all the elemcMts of a B. O. success. Not
only because it is biK but because
there are enouKh Ingredients to
suit a variety of Interests. The
The story
mystery, contains
hiimnncncss romance,
and a dcKTce
of traerrdy with certain sequences
to satisfy the lover of thrills.
Derwent Conniston, with the motto
of the Royal Northwestern Mounted
Police foremost in his mind, "gets
his
a three
hunt,
but man"
before after
Conniston
and years'
his captive,
John Keith, reach the post, Conniston
dies, but suggests that Keith take
his place as a member of the mounted
police. Keith takes the big chance
and returnswithto the
the news
post that
as Derwent
Conniston
he has
captured and buried John Keith.
The post commander, played by
Sherry, does not note the substitution.
However, Shan Tung, employed because of his peculiar facility for remembering faces, recognizes the deception. He doesn't butdisclose
fact
to the authorities,
makes theknown
his discovery
to
the
supposed
Conniston himself.
The uncanny yellow man has a
strange hold over the daughter of
the dead Klrkstone which Is not made
known until almost the end, and clears
up the whole affair. Shan Tung has
the girl'sthatbrother
in his power,
and
knowing
the Chinaman
will prove
the brother the real murderer of
Klrkstone, she has agreed to marry
the Chinaman. But Conniston (really
Keith) comes to the rescue and kills
Shan Tung. The mystery element
In connection with Shan Tung is pareffective Infor ftsa way
and fight
affordsticularly
opportunity
terrific
In the den of the Chink.
Lewis Stone la excellent In a dual
role and Marjorie Daw la wlnaome
and appealing.
There's no need for hesitation
when itEnd."
comes Ittowillbooking
"The
River's
please most
of the people most of the time. If
not all of the people all of the
time. In other words, it la ncood
all the way throuKh, but there
are special bits that will have
particular appeal for certain
tastes.
Outside
of Its lavariety
of look
attractions, the picture
good toto
at.
Much care
has been given
artistry
and technique In Its production. The
lightings tiare
decidedly
cularly the snow
scenes.beautiful, parUse the name of the producer in

''The

your advertising, mentioning some of
his previous successes and promising
them unusual entertainment value la
his first Independent production. The
cast consists
namesthem
that stop,
in themselves shouldofmake
look
and listen.
Exhibitor's Trade Reviezv
"The River's
End"
An Excellent
Production
Reviewed by George T. Pardy.
Hearty congratulations are due
Marshall Kcllnn for the hitchwater marii of success he attains
with this production. The picture
is unique in every way, a veritable triumph constructed,
of the camera's
art, skilfully
i>ossesRlng a plot which fairly vibrates
with
romantic
heart
interest and breathless suspense.
There isn't a draKgins moment In
it, and Lewis
a tre-of
mendous hit inStone
the scores
dual role
Conniston, the Royal Mounted
oiilceri and Keith, the hunted outlaw.
The double exposure effect sare
simply wonderful, clearly defined and
producing a perfect illusion. The
photography
as a whole
a masterpiece of filming;
nothingis finer
than
the views of the great wilderness of
snow, with tall, somber pines in the
background,
has feel
evercoldbeen
screened.
It makes a body
to gaze
upon
that grim
region
of
ice,
and
exquisitely
beautiful
are
the
woodland
and
water scenes of a milder clime. The
closeups
are
remarkable
for
distinctness and neat posing, and there are
long envy.
shots
in evidence
with
make
the average
camera warranted
operator illto
The tionstory
swingstheInto
quickkeeps
acright from
start,
one guessing vainly as to what is
coming next and never falters in
Its stride.
most exciting
situation is that The
In which
Keith, singlehanded, fights his way out of the
yellow man's trap, a combat of truly
savage areintensity,
the and
emotional
scenes
strong Inandpathos
clean
sentiment. Majorle Daw Is charming
as Keith's
Novak
wins
sympathysweetheart,
In the roleJane
of Miriam,
and excellent performanoea are given
by
moto.J. Barney Sherry and Togo Yama-

A

River's

**First National"
Attraction

End''
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AGREES

critical reviewers

are unani-

mous in declaring MARSHALL
NEILAN'S presentation of "THE RIVER'S END" a masterpiece in direction. A triumph in art and a thrilling and unique
entertainment.
N. Y. Journal
Neilan Film Is Triumph
For Screen Art
"The River's End," Shown at
Strand, Adapted from Curwood's Famous Novel
Marshall Nellan's initial Independ"The River's End." an
ent production,
adaptation
from James Oliver Curwood's famous novel and now appeariBg at the Strand Theatre, nutrkii a
diMtlnct advance In the profrrea»
•f the motion picture art.
Mr. Neilan has closely followed the
Mr. Curwood's
in visualizing
at«ry
of the Canadian Northgreat weststory
and has introduced various novel
effects in motion picture presentation
help but win the adwhich cannot
miration of the devotee of the silent
drama. It is safe to say that this
production is one of the really greatIt
photoplays of the season and that
win achieve unusual success is assured.
In offering thin Mtory In Hcreen
form Mr. Nelinn had a wonderful
opportunity to aHsert bin unuxunl
capabllltieH aH a dlri^etor, andIt
that he has made the moiit of
la readily apparent. The »tory
alloTVH for prrent dramatic muni
penne and thrllllni? ultnatloni
and the young dlrector-Bcnlun
has used his capabilities In hansuch a plot to great advantage. dling
In the leading male role, playing
both parts of Keth, the outlaw, and
Royal Mounted
the registers
Conni.ston,
the
one of Police I.,ewis ofStone
of
most dramatic characterizations
of
Stone is an actor
the screen. Mr.
both screen and stage fame and In
"The River's End" is called upon to
histrionic ofaccomdisplay his unusual
those
plishments. Stone Is notbutone rather
a
heroes,
movie
pretty
artist that registers
an
of
sort
human
true to life.
OppositetractiveMr.leadingStone
that veryDaw,
atlady, laMarjorle
who tor some months played lead for
Douglas Fairbanks. In the part of
Mary dramatic
Josephine,characterization
Miss Daw givesof her
the
most
entire tionsAimof becoming
career and
shows
indicaone of our most
popular movie
standing featurestars.
is the Another
portrayalout-of
Miriam other
Klrkstone
by Jane lady
Novak,of antalented leading
the
films. Miss Novak, as the victim of
the Chinaman, displays a dramatic
technique
to a the
degree
evidenced on either
stagerarely
or screen.
Others in the excellent cast are
Togo Yamamoto, the Chinaman In the
part of Shan Tung, a thankless
will
that part,
a characterization
and yet the
demand
respect of every one who
sees the picture. J. Barney Sherry,
as McDowell, head of the Royal
'West,andas
and ofCharles
Mounted
the real Police,
murderer
the story
the dope fiend.
It Is quite apparent that In staging
this film Marshall Neilan has selected
his players to fit the parts, rather
than the reverse, as Is often done In

"The

the movies. Each player is obviously
adapted to the particular kind of a
part hetray, andorthesheresult
Is called
upon balanced
to porIs a well
cast and an exceptional
performance.
Mr. Neilan, whose policy It is to
give bercredit
to each staff,
Important pointed
memof his heproducing
out that
is proud of has
the results
attained
In "ThetheRiver's
Marion Fairfax,
scenarioEnd,"
writerby ;
Henry Croninger and Sam Landers,
the camera men ; Ben Carre, the art
director,tricaland
elecexpert inHoward
charge Ewing,
of lighting
effects.
Among the big thrills of the play
Is the situation where Keith, the outlaw, who Is impersonating Conniston,
the ellpolice
faces Chief
McDowtor the ofllcer,
first time.
Knowing
that
he will "win or lose when he meets
the Chief,"
Keith,
afterNorth,
months
hardship
in the
frozen
meetsof
his supposedly
ofBcer.
The
manner
In whichsuperior
Mr. Neilan
reaches
this climax offers a series of thrilling episodes
one spellbound. Manywhich
other hold
situations
of a
similar degree of dramatic tensity are
offered throughout the film, and with
the big fight scene toward the end,
when menKeith
whips your
a gangeyes,of as
Chinaright before
the
building
in
which
the
Chinamen's
is located blazes and finally burns dento
the ground, the audience is given one
of the feredmost
startling thrills ever ofin pictures.
Taken from every angle, «The
River's Knd" Is Indeed one of the
best photoplays Broadway has
seen in months and Marshall Neilan is to be congratulated on hla
first offering produced by his
own organisation and released
through the First National exchanges throughout the country.
A''. Y. Herald
The Mystery Is
Highly Sustained
Despite an inept title, "The River s
End," Marshall Nellan's llrst Independent production shown at the
Strand Theatre, U unasnal
enough to be worthy of Its aurora borealls setting. The story by
James Oliver Curwood deals with
John Keith, arrested In the frozen
North for a murder by Derwent Con, of theplace
Northwest
Mounted
Police,nistonwhose
Keith one
takesof when
Conniston
dies through
those
close resemblances that not only lead
to remarkable trick photography but
also to some trick complications. The
atmosphere of mystery Is highly
sustained throughout and the
tale ends with a very stirring
flght In which Shan Tung — In this
caae a Chlneae prince— gets the
worst of It, as usnal.
Lewis strainStone
plays role,
with effective
rehis double
and Misses
Marjorle Daw and Jane Novak are
part of the highly decorative background.

Riveras

End"

by

N. Y. Telegraph
Strand Presents
Neilan Special
Producer'slease First
Independent
Is .\bsorbing
ScreenReVersion of "The River's
By Gordon Trent
"The River's End," Marshall Nellan's
first
Independent
the box office
magnet ofproduction,
the Strandis
Theatre's program for this week.
James
Curwood's
story ofOliver
the great
Northwestabsorbing
Is the
basis of Mr. Neilan's
new picture,
End"
which sonal
wasdirection
produced
his per-of
with theunder
assistance
Victor Herman.
"The River's End" Is so full of
adventure it fairly Intrigues the
mind while the clock spins merrily on without giving an Inkling
of the passing time. Marshall
Neilan has not only kept all this
intact, but he has actually Increased the value of the dramatic
situations. Ills touches are so
delicate, so sure and so pleasing
that the highlights are emphasized without any clumsy obvious
detail of the sort that so often
makes a good tale go wrong.
The story, which centers about the
Northwestern mounted police, Is full
of surprises. It concerns the efforts
of oneder, John
suspectedunder
of murto hide Keith,
his Identity
the
mask ber of
Derwent
Conniston,
a
memof the Canadian mounted police
force. It further Involves a Chinese,
of faces is unfailing
whosewhomemory
and
knows the game Keith is
over
not turnhe Keith
He doesbecause
playing.
wishes to
to the
use
him police
to further the interest he
white
a
has In Miriam Klrkstone,
head
the woman
girl,
of theandmounted
police, McDowell,
loves.
To give In minute detail the unwinding of Keith's Identity, his final
acquittal, the mystery of the Chinaman's
life would part
spoilin theMiriam
pictureKlrkstone's
for those
who haven't seen It There is Mary
Josephine, a sister of Conniston, who
arrivesson whyfrom
England
Keith
wants andbackIs one
his reaown
identity.sephineMargery
Daw's
Mary
Jomakes
her
claim
as
the
logical successor to Mary Plckford
stronger than In any preceding apWhether lady
it Isherself
Marshall
Neilan or thepearance.
young
who
is responsible for this exceptional
piece ofStone
workdoesremains
be finest
seen.
Lewis
one ofto the
bits of dual Impersonation ever seen
on the screen. He gives an excellent
and
Conniston.as the two men — Keith
performance
The Chinese devil, Shan Tung, does
some creditable work, as does Jane
Novak as Miriam Klrkstone, daughter
of the murdered man, and J. Barney
Sherry
as McDowell.
The resemblance
story
lapses during
Into moments
serial
the flght ofIn
the
Chinese
den,
when,
single-handed,
Keith cleans out a whole room full of
Chinamen. While this has a thrill
for some. It will seem a bit unneces-

James

sary to others
to of
givethea most
Nick
Carterlsh
effect and
to one
absorbing
pictures
seen
on
the
screen
in many a day. The comedy, too,
could be eliminated without being
detrimental to the picture — the goose
and out
Japanese
adds may
footage
cause. Mr.scene
Neilan
havewithfelt
a little comedy relief necessary, and
since personally I have great respect
for Marshall
Nellan'sare Judgment,
may
be these scenes
only a partIt
ofThe
the snow
generalscenes,
excellenee
"The
the of
northern
River's
lights, etEnd."
cetera, deserve special mention. Perhaps we shall like them even
better when snow Is not so prevalent
a scenic addition In New York. The
northern lights were cleverly faked
and, despite their tendency to Imitate
an
overdone
egg now and then, were
really
very good.
N. Y. News
"The River's End"
Proves Skill of
Director Neilan
By McElllott
Do lan,you
all remember
Marshall
Neithe curly
headedthrough
young
man many
who
bustled
his way
so
pictures? His last appearance, I
think, was as one of Judy's suitors,
with Mary Plckford, In "Daddy LongLegs." Anyhow,
forsaken
the
business
of actinghe's
to play
director
Instead, and the first fruit of his venshownthisIn week.
"The River's End,"
atturng
the IsStrand
Adapted
from the story of that name
by James Oliver Curwood, It has all of
the earmarks of a best seller. A rattoo, ittrappings
must haveof
made, tling
withgood yarn,
the colorful
Northwest
"mountles"
against
the
rugged background of the town ; with
the slap-bang, blood-and-thunder hapof that sinister
ber In thepenings house
of Shan upper
Tung, chamwhere
glowering Chinamen popped out of
doors like hideous Jacks-ln-bozes.
And Marshall Neilan has made an
Interesting and cleaa-eut screen
drama from it, using Marjorle
Daw as the girl and L/ewls Stone
as thelover.
rugged, consdenc^tortoured
As for Marjorle Daw, she Is utterly
charming, prettlness
with a wide-eyed
wholesome
that grows andon
one. L,ewls Stone plays Keith with
virility, and Jane Novak, a favorite
with many discriminating fans, has
a more
or less "heavy" role.hand Is eviMr. dent Nellan's
In the last practiced
scene, where In place
of
the final
"fadeout"usually
— the
"clutch,"
as romantic
bored observers
describe It— the heroine clumps funnily away on snowshoea, with the
hero terInstroke
grotesque
pursuit.
It's a muof comedy
!

Oliver
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"River's End" Is
Film of Thrills
Picture at the Strand That Depicts Adventare, Romance and
Intrigae in the Frozen
Northwest Is a Realistic Portrayal
By Alan Dale
The dual role, beloved of stage and
screen artists, is unusually and flambuoyantly fascinating in tbe picture
at the Strand called "The River's
End."
And the duality
so odd, isandit
so differentiated,
that nois sooner
announced than the pleasurable anticipation of "thrills" pervades you.
Imagine one actor playing the part
of an outlaw accused of a cold-blooded
murder, and also enacting the role of
the relentless officer pursuing him !
That struck me as being so out of
the ordinary groove that at the very
start I sat up and took notice. The
two met in the frozen Northland and
the officer
law, with
a frostbitten lung,ofwasthe tended
by the
man
whose life he sought.
On the spoken stage, of course,
such an Incident might be imagined
but
In "The
River's screen
End"
we not
are shown.
permitted,
by clever
tricks, to see the two men played by
the one actor at the same time. Every
time I view this feat it amazes me.
Of course,
it doesn't
astonisheverythe
average
who accepts
thingmovie
as his fan,
inalienable
right and
asks no questions. You see In this
little shack in the frozen North the
dying and
officertheofDiscovered
the Royaloutlaw.
Mounted
Police
Can you imagine what happens?
The officer, realizing that his death
Is approaching and convinced of the
Innocence of his victim, offers his own
name and belongings to the outlaw.
The resemblance between the two is
very law
marked.
shouldn't
outassume theWhyentity
of tbe theofficer,
return to civilization as that dignitary and live happily ever afterward?
Every
Is the
capitally
out.
For detail
Instance,
officer worked
has a
acar on his temple. It Is necessary
that the outlaw possess such a mark.
So he Is branded with an Iron by
the moribund officer, who further
coaches him in the incidents of bis
life and gives talm Instructions how
to meet the Chief of the Royal
Mounted
self away.Police without giving himI mention these details In order to
show how carefully the picture is
worked up. Usually this sort of thing
Is Illogical and unplausible. It
wouldn't deceive a babe in arms. But
In
"The River'sput End"
the story
Is so
scrupulously
together
that when
the "thrills" take place— or set In —
you
feelinghaven't
them. the least excuse for not
I don't know If It was the "frozen
North" that
that set methetingling,
but I
confess
masquerading
outlaw
reachedwhencivilization
and was
up against the terrors of possible recnition Iwasusual
"all condition
wrought up."
And
this not ogtoo
prevailed
throughout tbe rest of the story. Of
course, he WAS recognized by a wily
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Chinese, whose genius enabled him to
detect and memorize the photographic
details of any face.
This Chinese personage gave the
story aItsmore
"villain"
— and
never
was
there
sinister
villain
! Shan
Tung put it all over the conventional
stage villain,
did dramatic
It in that way
furtive, stealthyandand
peculiar to his race. I think that
Chinese and Japanese villains are the
only really plausible ones that the
stagefaith
or screen
knows.who I wears
can't tan
pin
my
to a villain
kid gloves, creased trousers and a
colored necktie. He seems so absurd.
Worse, you often prefer him to the
River's End"
hero ! ungButIs Ina "The
Shan
masterpiece
lainy, and the later
scenes ofin vilthe
Chinese home would give any one
the creeps. This is the cue for the
"love" interest, which is extremely
strong. The masquerading outlaw dissome
"double"
covers that his
girl to whom
he was
closely had
attached.
The scene in which the girl rushes
in herisarms
takes him Who
him and original.
up
is todecidedly
the
girl?
What
must
he
say
to her? It
ting.
setIs a comic situation in a tragic
She and,
turns out to be
the
sister,
outlawofficer's
not feel any naturally,
brotherly the
interest
in canher.
He does experience a stronger interest,
and
this
grips
him
and
influences his life.
However, I have said enough about
the "plot"
River's
Never
(or of
one "The
moment
doesEnd."
its
thrill lessen. There is not one
single dnll episode in the picture.
one solitary excurThere Is not
sion Into those renlm-s that are
sometimes assigned exclusively to
movie improbability. It is the
best Instance of persistently sustained excitement that I have
seen.
It is a long picture, but it seems
ridiculously short. I felt like Oliver
Twist when It was over. I wanted
a "second
serving" —Lewis
and I Stone
have outlived greediness.
was
Ideal for the dual role. He neither
posed nor preened. He was the typical hero of dashing adventure. Marjorle ine,
Daw Togo
was aYamamoto
cunning little
madeherothe
Chinese andvillain
exceedingly realistic.
If you can't get a whole batch of
thrills from "The River's End" make
up your
mind that
liver's sluggish— nothing
moreyourromantic
than
that
N. Y. Times
Neilan Uses His
Independence Well
What Marshall Nellan calls bis
"firsting Independent
production,"
that It Is the first
picture hemeanhas
made entirely as his own boss, Is at
the Strand this week. It Is a screen
adaptation
of James End,"
Oliver Curwood's
noveland"The
Is an
out
out River's
melodrama of and
the Canadianmiliar
Northwest,
faexpedientsemploying
as the such
physical

Neilan*8

York

APPLAUSE

audiences

or greeted
as to shake

a picture
the rafters.

identity of two men, a hero wrongly
accusedtress,ofa diabolical
crime, a villain
woman (Chinese
in disthis time), and a brisk fight between
the hero and a roomful of enemies.
But, with all this, it is not the usual
melodrama. In the first place, Mr.
Neilan is undoubtedly
skilfulmoving
cinematician.
He has made a many
pictures ofdramaticscenic
beauty
and
meloforce, and seems to have
spared no pains in staging his production.
Also,
his knack
modify-of
ing intense action
with of
touches
humor is more effectively evident in
"The River's End" than in some of
&ls other works, and the continuity
of the picture is better than that of
any of its predecessors that come to
mind. Mr. Neilan has used his
"Independence"
well. however, must
Considerable credit,
go to the cast. As the hero and also
in another role, Lewis Stone is as convincingmayas any
one
a melo-as
drama
be,
and inJanesuch
Novak,
the woman
in distress,
plays
up to
her own high standard. Yama Mata,
as the Chinese villain, is not only
thoroughly Chinese but accurately
villainous,
and Marjorie
never
fails
to be attractive
as theDaw
heroine.
"The River's End" is interesting.
That'sto all
that a frank melodrama
tries
succeed. be, and relatively few of them

A''. Y. Tribune

At the post of the mounted police
Keith reports under his assumed name
the death of himself, and passes sucs ful y the scrutinyandof McDowell,
his new sis-of
ter,
Mary ceConniston,
the
mounted
police,
neither
of whom
had seen Conniston for more
than
three years. But Shan Tung, a wily
Oriental attached to the post because
of his uncanny memory for faces, bad
seen Keith
timenotof deceived.
the Kirkstone murderat andthe was
From
this
point
complications
come
thick and fast. Shan Tung is madly
in love with Miriam Kirkstone, the
daughter of the murdered man, and
has already a secret with which to
menace
for Peter
he and
she alone
^now thather,
it was
Kirkstone,
and
not Keith,
who
killed
Judge
stone. With this secret he forcesKirkthe
girl
the point
of surrender,
but nearly
he goesto too
far, tor
when he
threatenstheto masquerader
disclose Keith's
unless
aids identity
in the
plans against Miriam, Keith defies
him. Hard
the heels
of theShan
defiance comesupon
a fight
in which
Tung is killed and Keith lays some
dozen Chinamen low ; the building
catches
and just
Miriam's
brother
dies
fromAre,burns
after he
has
confessed to the murder of his father.
Miriam derstand
andeach McDowell
come
to
unother very well then,
and at "the river's end" Keith and
Mary inJosephine,
erstwhile
sister,
meet
a new andhis ever
old relation.
Mary Josephine, let it be said, in the
person ofgenuousMarjorie
Daw, interpretation,
has very inand Stone
irresistible
and Lewis
gave dignity and
strength to the part of John Keith.

Marjorie Daw Pleasing in "The
River's Strand
End", Picture
This Week's
By Edwin H. Blanchard
A New York that has been so recently at the mercies of the Weather
Bureau and the Street Cleaning Department shouldthebe feature
interestedpicture
in "Theat
River's
End,"
the
Strand
this week, for the
scenes
are laid in the great white North.
But the picture has much more to it
than lies in its temporary appeal to
recently beleaguered picture-goers, for
there Is told a moving: story, rich
in beantlfnl scenes and well
acted.
The first scenes of the film, which
was adapted from the story by James
Oliver Curwood, show John Keith,
hunted for several years for the murder of Judge Kirkstone, a victim of
the long arm of the Canadian Mounted
Police,
throughButtheonefforts
Derwent
Conniston.
the oflong
trip
back from the far North with his
prisoner Conniston is stricken with
disease, and It Is then, when Keith
refuses to leave the sick man to save
his own the
Hfe, two
that friendship
between
men who comes
were
hunter and hunted. In a log cabin
In that frozen country Keith watches
over Conniston, and when the latter
grows certain that he la to die he suggests, because
remarkable
resemblance of
between athem,
that Keith
take his name at bis death and return to the post Keith Is carefully
coached for tbe part he Is to play, and
when Conniston dies the bunted man
turns south with a new name.

First
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A^. v. Evening Sun
Capacity House
Watches Picture
"The River's End," a melodrama of
the great Northwest, is the feature
picture at the Strand this week, and
a capacity honse watched it yesterday afternoon. It is a First
National production, and Lewis Stone,
J. Barney Sherry, Marjorie Daw and
Jane Novak play the leading roles.
A flghtnese against
odds in feature.
a Chi"joint" is aheavy
spectacular
The
two
pairs
of
lovers
find
happiness
in the end, of course, but only after
much bloodshed and suffering.
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Louis B. Mayer presents

ANITA

STEWART
to

"The

Shepherdess'^
OF
A
GIRL

Fighting
THE
STORY
WHO

FOUGHT

TOWN

AND

A thrilling romance
where

civilization

A

WHOLE

WnffPED

of the rugged
touches

land of the primitive,

IT

West

the border-

with

its terrific

battles against nature, its fiercer feudal
hates and relentless warfare between
cattlemen

and sheepmen.

A Louis B. Mayer-made prod action adapted by Frank M. Dazey
from Caroline Lockharfs novel. Directed by Edward Jose,
assisted by Millard Webb. Photographed by Tony Gaadio.
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Franchises

Notice

The delay in replying to your letters of inquiry has been due .
to the magnitude of the task of our statistical staff at present
engaged on pro-rating the Franchise Units to be allocated to
each and all territories. In order that the percentages allocated
to each territory be absolutely accurate and fair to all it is
necessary to complete the statistical division of the entire United
States and Canada before any one theatre is given an estimate
as to its Franchise percentage.

,

The gigantic task is now nearing completion and we can assure
the very great number

of exhibitors who are anxiously awaiting

a reply by mail or in person by a First National representative
that we will give their applications consideration at the earliest
possible moment.

;

The widespread interest in our new Franchise proposition is
very gratifying. It is the strongest kind of indication of the
realization by exhibitors generally of the benefits that it is
certain to bring to those fortunate ones who

secure a First

National Franchise and the many advantages that will accrue.

Ebdiibitors'

Defense

Committee

Composed of Members of
The First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.

Address inquiries to
Exhibitors' Defense Committee
The First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.
6 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
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THE An'ow-Hank Mann Comedies are being shown in the
best theatres Everywhere. First runs for solid weeks in
the best theatres in New York, New^ Jersey, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Atlanta, Chicago, Minneapolis,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
BOOK

THESE

ARROW-HANK
AT LEADING

ARROW
220 WEST

INDEPENDENT

FILM

42nd STREET,

MANN

COMEDIES

NOW

EXCHANGES

CORPORATION

w. E. shallenberger.
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FEATURES

National Edacators Foster Picture Instruction.
Page 1601
Cleveland conference of National Educational Association promotes separate organization for use of pictures. An educational triumph.

Censorship Gets a Few Knockout Drops
Sixty-two city governments of New York State
Mayors declare Empire commonwealth in no need
on question in Massachusetts brings out powerful
tatives of industry.

Pages 1605 and i6op
through Conference of
of censorship. Hearing
arguments by represen-

Exhibitors Turn Preachers of the Gospel
Page 161 3
At least, so it would seem by the offer of the showmen in Kokomo, Ind,
to help ministers fill churches by adjusting the Sunday show question.
A real bid for co-operation.
Come On! Beat the Board of Health To It
Page 1687
Cash in on a real germ-proof house. Read how in E. T. Keyser's discussion
on the subject of ventilating and disinfecting in his Better Equipment section. A big topic ably handled in this department every week.
Alfred S. Black in New England
Page 1670
Incorporation of new Black Theatre Company strengthens power of exhibitor executive in New England states.
Why Throw the Spotlight on Your Business Secrets? Page 161 1
Says Lewis J. Selznick, as he turns spotlight and guns on percentage. Take
a look at his marksmanship.

But Harry Raver Disagrees
Page 161 1
Saying that percentage is the proposition for the showman with initiative.
Which side do you favor?

What Is Said by the Reviewers?
Page i6ip
A new service department inaugurated in this issue of Moving Picture World,
giving the picture showmen the opinion of the reviewers on the five trade
papers on all recent productions. An invaluable collection of judgment.

Published weekly by the Chalmers Publishing Company, 516 Fifth Avenue,
New York (Telephone: Murray Hill 1610-13). President, J. P. Chalmers,
Sr.; Vice-President and General Manager, J. F. Chalmers; Secretary and
Treasurer, E. J. Chalmers; Assistant General Manager, James L. Hoff;
Editor, George Blaisdell; Advertising Manager, A. MacArthur, Jr.
The office of tlie company is the address of the officers.
Chicago Office: Suite 917-919 Garrick Building, 64 West Randolph Street
(Telephone: Central 5099).
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Partisans

IN this issue of the Moving Picture World opponents of official censorship will find matter for
congratulation. They will find it in the action
of the New York State Conference of Mayors and
they will find it in the proceedings of the censorship
hearing in Boston before the Committee on Mercantile Affairs of the Massachusetts Legislature.
While the second of the two incidents enumerated
does not represent — as yet- — a victory for the partisans of a free screen, the first, the opinion of the New
York Mayors as expressed in the long awaited report
of its special committee, distinctly does represent a
victory. This carefully selected commission, comprising adozen or more persons chosen for their
ability impartially to examine the situation in New
York State, has decided after deliberation that there
is no need for further censorship of motion pictures
in this commonwealth. It is believed the decision if
it does not discourage will at least have the effect of
nullifying any attempt on the part of ambitious
reformers to jam through a censorship measure in
the present session of the Legislature.
As our Albany correspondent points out, the conference represents the consensus of the chief executives of sixty cities of the Empire State^ — a body of
no small influence. Had the report been on the side
of censorship the entire official weight of these men
would have been behind a bill embodying their views.
Consequently all the more significance is there in
the declaration that "Legalized censorship of the film
is a dangerous departure in a free country. It places
a ban upon ideas."
Motion picture showmen in states other than New
York will find satisfaction in reading the committee's
assertion that the experiments in this particular line
that have been tried in other sections of the country
do not justify New York making such a radical
departure from the principles upon which our government is founded.
If in New York there are on the statute books
measures designed to handle any situation that may
arise from showing pictures that would tend to
corrupt morals it is reasonable to assume similar
laws are in force in other states.
The committee does suggest that in every community there should be passed two ordinances, one
relating to motion picture advertising and the other
to the regulation of films. ' The one is designed to
make punishable the display of "pictures such as
show the female form in one-piece bathing suits or
in other suggestive costumes," and the other to give
the locality the right of censorship to meet its own
requirements.
The recommendations concerning the National

Have
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Board of Review are worthy of serious consideration. One of these suggests enlarging the influence
of the board and another urges that that body establish official relations with municipal administrations
in the larger centers.
The hearing before the committee of the Massachusetts Legislature was notable for several things.
Among these was the number of the opponents of
the censorship measure under discussion and dissection and their authority to speak with first-hand
knowledge of what the plain people of the state want
in a motion picture way. An unusual feature of the
occasion was the fact that a thousand persons
followed with intense interest the telling points made
by the respective partisans.
Judge Brackett summed up the case of the opponents when he pointed out that any person showing
an improper picture can be imprisoned for a year or
fined $500, or be given both fine and imprisonment.
When he insisted that the proposed measure be considered from the Massachusetts viewpoint and not
from that of Pennsylvania or Ohio he was on solid
ground. "There is nothing in the bill," went on the
judge, "that allows
decent appeal. The
people have an inherenta clean,
right to see, read
or discuss
what they want; that is their inalienable right."
Mrs. Ayef, manager of the Exeter Theatre,
situated in the Back Bay of Boston, a well-to-do district, declared the measure was "a menace to business, an insult to intelligence and an unjust discrimination." She told of the complaint on the part
of a few — a precious few — that in "Little Women"
there had been too much kissing. "Women want to
have all evil remedied," she said, "but censorship is
not the way to do it."
The speaker for the American Federation of
Musicians declared the "wave of reform" sweeping
the country had become a mania, and added : "Pretty
soon about all you can do is to go to work and then
goAllhome
to itbed."
in all
has been a hard week for the proponents of censorship. The two stories of which we
are writing contain an abundance of meat for those
who now are fighting efforts to inflict this burden
on the industry in other states or who never know
what moment they may be called upon to defend the
screens of their communities. The new enthusiasm
developing against censorship marks the rebound
from the indifference of the past. It means that the
people at large are tired of the fast growing tendency
to fasten upon the large majority of broad-minded
men and women the narrow views of the vociferous
and frequently well organized— and incidentally well
paid— minority. GEORGE BLAISDELL.
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Filmsdom's Contribution to
Lore and Lure of Draw Poker.
"Jes' Call Me, Jim" — Goldwyn.
"Read and Reap." — Arthur
James.
("Read 'em and Weep.")
"The Grim Game." — (Paramount).
"Two A. M." — (Christie).
"The City of Broken Men." —
(Robertson-Cole).

What the Dictionary Know*
About Percentage Matters
Per. — Through, by, by means
of.
C«nt. — The hundredth part of
a dollar.
Age. — To make old; a period
or age or existence.
And we admit we never knew
so much about it as we did after
we had opened the old Unabridged. In which we confess
what a lot of others won't.
OoDBtance Talmads^ "In Search
of Here!
a Sinner"
Here!(First National).
— o—
Stuff that goes to the boss for
approval before being sent to
the newspapers and at which he
smiles with satisfied delight is
generally just the paragraph or
more that is apt to meet sudden
death under the editor's bluepencil.
<*The Tilrd Woman" (Robertson-Cole) presupposes two other
expensive luxuries during these
times of profiteering.
— o—
Going vanced
Up!in executive
— John C. t'linn
adresponsibility. Jerome Beatty takes his
place. A. M. Botsford takes
Jerome
Beatty's
empty A.chair.
Pat Kearney
succeeds
M.
Botsford.
That's what we call Paramount Progress
— 0 —(and) Advance.
•'The Law Brlnger'' (Selznlck).
Revenue officer on a "still"
hunt.
— 0—
BERT ADLBR
GETS CREDIT
FOR COIMXG "PUFFICIST."

LobbT' Attraction. — The new
theatre described as "having an
inviting
has a manager air"
wearingprobably
an expectant
look.
What to Wear at the Movies.
"If your heart is blue," says
Southard Brown, in a Pioneer
advertisement,
full
of
trouble, put "and
on a you're
smile and
go see 'Bubbles.'"
"Benny Leonard can act like he
can fight," according to Frank
Hall.
Without "getting his hair
mussed?"
Sometblneto Else
A\~blch ToUh.
Pay onTelegrraph
"A
wire
received
><ew York oflfice fromat Universal's
Harry Rice
states that he Is comfortably settled in his new quarters in Chicago."
"Republic Has Romance FilmOcean Depth"
is a Louelia ed in Parsons
headline
that
might lead into
— o —a fish story.
F.O.B.,l,08.\ns'eIe«,$780.,Net.
Miss
Balrd has established an
innovation in star equipment.
When she leaves for the Coast
Bhe will take with her five women
whose sole business is to take
care of the Baird wardrobe.
— o—
Dodging^ the Sleuths. — "Mrs.
Lewis
Returns
withheadline
'Sherry' that
" is
an Empy
World
will interest many to the point
of fascination. — o —
Real Estate Intlcements.
"Shore Acres" (Metro).
"The Land of Opportunity "
(Selznick).
— o—
Among
the
screen's
"striking**
personalities might
be mentioned
Jack Dempsey. His exploits
should have plenty
— o — ■ of "punch."
Superfluity. — It you attend the
presentation
of "Aphrodite" at
the
Century
tion at home.leave your imagina"Boxing'* the Calendar. — Cosmopolitan having announced
"April Folly" we help the titlehounds along with these suggestions: "March Hares," "June
Bugs," "May Flowers," "October
Ale," "July Vacations," "September Morns," "January Resolutions," "November Nuts," "December Presents" and "February
Twenty-ninth."
sal). Key** (Univer"The Devirs Pass
Properly used by the Queen
of Holland would make a holiday for humanity.
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SUPPRESSED DEFINITIONS.
(By a Modest Contributor).
Double Exposure. — Mae Murray in "On —with
Dance."who
Close-up.
Thethe man
laughs when the boss does.
Fade-out. — The man who does
not.
All - Star Production. — Any
picture without a star.
Secretary. — A stenographer
taught to ask: "Who wants to
Signedto Statement
— Something
speak
him?"
the outpufTlicist
a signature.can't get by withCo-operation. — Only one lettion. ter removed from con-operaHis Day of Re«t. — Our Wen
Milligan wonders who Earl Hudson takes to luncheon Sunday,
there being seven editors of moving picture tradepapera in our
village and our Astor reporter
being off duty— oon— the Sabbath.
Drinking water from a moving pitcher is the acme of devotion to THE industry.
"Mary's .\nkle'' and "IWy Irfidy's
Garter"
are Paramount
releases
that should
make
attractive
o — offerings.
double-feature .—day
Standing on the Comer
.\ot a-Meanlng Xn-y Harm.
Two men conversing. One
dropped
his watch on the stone
sulting.
pavement with great damage re"Did it stop?," Don Walk was
asked.
"Sure." came the answer, quick
as a tick, "did— you
think that it
would go straighto — through?"
Men of Letters in Filmdom:
— o — scenarist.
S. E. V. Taylor,
"Mr. and Mm. Not Married" and
"Some Honeymoon" are stories
lately purchased by Thomas H.
Ince. — Howard G. Ramsey, Royal
Theatre, El Dorado, Kan.
Observe that one of the big
guns of filmdom Is "located at
the studio in a 'suggestatorial'
That makes film peddlers act
capacity."
in a "senatorial" capacity.
.4.lrplane
exploitation
picture entertainments
wouldfor seem
to be the ultimate
in
high-flying advertising.— 0 —
Going at a Killing Space.
"This story is totally dissimilar
to any yet shown on the screen
and the production as a whole is
one with which little comparison
can be made when the masterpieces
for the year 1920 are selected."— Publicity.
— 0—
"Sooner or Later" has been
suggested as the date of A. M.
P. A.'s dinner to the bosses.
And the Others? — Without Being a World Beater This Is the
Best Made Picture from Selznlck
to ToDate.
— Wid's.
which
this further praise Is
added: "Get Your People in: They
Will Hardly Be Disappointed."
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H. T. Snowden Rises to Make
Some Tery Convincing Remarks
Detroit Exchange
Managers'
Association
passed a ruling
that
unless checks reached exchanges
seven days in advance film would
not be shipped C. O. D.
This brought from an old
showman, who had previously
been
in the circus business, this
telegram:
"I'm no plumber. I'm a showman. Show me. I pay for goods
when they reach the lot."
"The Broken Melody" (SeUnlck) — Second hand electric piano
in "A.a "Nickelodeon."
Scream In the Night" (SeUnlck). — Music suggestion: "Somewhere a Voice Is Calling."
"The Blooming Angel" (Gold»vyn).
—
What ho! An English
title-writer!
"DangeroDs Honrs" ( Paramoont).
— Between
and street.
7 o'clock
in a theatre
on a 5side
"While XeiT York Slc^p*"
(Fox). — Branch managers will be
creating havoc in their respective
exchanges.
Real Enterprise. — Plans are
well under way to wreck the
courthouse at Sapp Center, Mich.,
— o—
and erect an airdome.
"Tarnished Reputations"
(Pathe.)
Outcome of
a ride from New
York to Syracuse in a smoking
compartment on the Twentieth
Century Limited.
"Who's Yonrson-Cole).
Servant" (RobertThey say one never knows from
week to week.
Coming — "The White Dove"
might indicate that Robertson
Hyphen
Coleseriously
may be concerning
themselves
in getting
the peace treaty signed.
Yes,They
Fred,Often
,*fter Lose
the "Fin"
Their Hair.
One of the cellar-loid tradepapers sets forth that William
Fox is going to produce a fillum
version of the late Dick Davis's
story
"The toCard
I pause
ask Sharp."
if It would not
be of greater Interest should Joe
Schenck
produce
with role?
a former friend
in— Freddie
the ittitular
Schader.
her; of Tampa Unto Cuba
Nearness
Affects A. M. P. A. NovlHatea.
When (By
firstT.I D.laidBonneville.)
eyes on Ampa
1 thought I must try to vamp
When I sat down to lunch
And gazed on the bunch
I was
lamp given
her. my first chance to
I fain would court her good favor
And the
started
a lotmy ofright
palaver
With
man on
Who wanted to fight
And called me an ambitious
shaver.
With thisfondest
damper,hopes dashed by
I've hid my love under a hamI'm one
per; of the bunch
But have a good hunch
I'mAmpa.
not going to Tampa with
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Separate

Instruction
Visual
for
Association
Cleveland, February 24.
J. Klein, tension
Secretary
ExBy MARGARET I. MacDONALD.
.Association,National
was putUniversity
as a motion
l meeting of the
semi-ce
THENatio
Staff Representative, Moving Picture World,
nal ntennia
Education Association
by
J.
H.
Wilson,
Detroit
Public
Schools,
at Cleveland N. E. A. Convention
with amendments by Don Carlos Ellis and
opened in Cleveland, on Monday,
Carl Carson that the chairman appoint a
February 23, with hurry, bustle and much
Among
those
present
at
the
meeting
committee of nine educators to call a conconfusion. Trains were hours late and were Don Carlos Ellis, Universal Industrial
ference to which would be invited combelated individuals rushed to the hotels and Educational Department; George
mercial men, to be held two months later.
for accommodations, only to find thousands
Company of America; ArIf possible the conference is to prepare
of reservations ahead of them, dating back Pearce,thur J.Kaneto
Klein, executive secretary of the platform of action for national organizato last September.
National
University
Extension
Association;
tion on visual education to be entirely
It was estimated that Cleveland had to Carl Carson; Dolph Eastman, Educational
from the N. E. A. Present were
put ten thousand extra people to bed that Film Magazine; Charles Roach, State Col- separate
thirty
to
forty educators and commercial
men.
night, zenswith
the result
that her
privateButciti-in
lege of Iowa; S. G. Reinertsen, Alta, Iowa;
were forced
to lend
a hand.
J. P. Brandt, Moving Picture Age; J. B.
Discussions at cross purposes lasted some
spite of it all the question of visual in- Ankeney, University of Minnesota.
time, after which the meeting adjourned
struction had its inning in the first round.
In addition to the many programs on leaving the chairman to appoint commitThe plan to call a meeting for an in- various phases of education given in the
tee at his leisure. The commercial interformal discussion on the subject of visual hotels and other places in the vicinity of
ests present were De Voy, Atlas Educationinstruction seems to have originated at the Public Square, Cleveland, a commeral
Film Co., Educational Film Corporation,
the University of Wisconsin. With the
cial exhibit was held at Ninth and Bolivar Universal,
Ford, and others.
wise object in view of gaining the co- streets, at which the moving picture inoperation and advice of persons connected
dustry was fairly well represented. Here
Eastman Kodak Company Wins
with the motion picture industry, invita- was formed a rendezvous for those from
tions were sent out, many of which were the industry who were present, as well as
in Court from Julius Lewis
accepted.
many other interested ones.
Booths
were
established
by
the
PatheChanges Cause Confusion.
Kodak Company
Julius
by the
man instituted
East-L.
against
Company, the Moving Picture Age, THE suit
This meeting scheduled to be held at the scope
Lewis, dealer in photographic supHotel Hollenden was switched to the Ho- the Argus Enterprises, Inc.; Bausch and
plies at 522 Sixth avenue. New York City,
tel Cleveland, with the result that late Lamb Optical Company, Acme Motion Pic- to recover
damages of $3,000,000 under
ture Projector Company, American Pro- the Shermantriple
comers were unable to gain information as
was dismissed by Judge
to its whereabouts.
jecting Company, Community Motion Pic- Mayer in the Law,
States District Court
United
ture Bureau, De Vry Corporation, Enter- on February 24.
The important outcome of the meeting
prise Optical Manufacturing Company,
at the Hotel Cleveland included the laying Ford Educational
Weekly and Mcintosh
In dismissing the suit at the conclusion
of plans for the formation of a national Stereopticon Company.
Industrial and of the plaintiff's case. Judge Mayer held
association on visual education ; the dis- Educational Department The
of
the
Universal
that
plaintiff had failed to establish a
closure that the work of the National Uni- shared the D. -Appleton and Co. booth and basis the
for damages which, at the best, are
versity Extension Association has pro- exhibited films on commercial geography
purely speculative and might or might not
gressed so far that it has no less than and animal forms.
have been sustained by the plaintiff in the
forty-three motion picture distributing
conduct of his business as the result of the
Pictures for Main Association.
centers throughout the country at the
acts of the defendant, of which he compresent time, covering practically every
The motion picture was used quite gensection of the Union; and last, but not
erously
throughout
the
programs
of
the
plained.
least, that in the event of the failure of week. The four-reel biological feature,
Mr. Lewis alleged that since 1904 the defendant had created a monopoly by means
the motion picture producer to manufac"How
Life
Begins"
(owned
by
the
Carter
of what he described as a restrictive reture suitable films, the University of Wis- Cinema Company) was one of these.
agreement under which he alleged
consin and the State College of Iowa will
The Ford Educational Weeklies projected dealersbatehandling
undertake the manufacture of films for
Eastman products were
at
the
exhibit
hall
were
"Sacred
Silence,"
prohibited from handling the products of
distribution through the University Exa
film
on
teaching
the
blind;
"From
Mug
to
tension Centers, which they are already
its competitors. He also charged discrimMug," a study of pottery, and "Genuine
equipped to do.
ination on the part of the defendant corPanama," a travel film.
poration in the distribution of its products.
Among motion picture people present, The plaintiff
Forming National Association.
sought to establish that he
not
already
mentioned,
were
Bernard
De
The formation of a National Association
had sustained a loss of $1,000,000 in profits
Levey, Mr.
Universal;
M. Alex- as the result of the alleged illegal acts of
on Visual Education, as it is intended to Vry, Harry
ander, Universal;
Brooks, T.
Educational
the defendant.
function, is the most important mpve
Films Corporation; J. Millan with De Vry
which has yet been made toward stimulatAnita Loos Back From Palm Beach.
ing the manufacture of films for the and M. Schonberger, Universal.
schools and colleges. It would be the duty
After she
a three
weeks' one
"vacation"
— during
of this association to find out the actual
which
completed
photoplay
and
Wednesday's Session
requirements of the schools, and to carry
Cleveland, February 25.
formulated
the
plot
of
a
second
— Anita
the message to the producer, thereby
The visualization program Wednesday
Loos returned from Palm Beach February
bringing about the personal contact be- afternoon in the ballroom of the Hotel Hol- 25 to her post at the Talmadge studios.
tween educator and producer, which in
lenden included: L. N. Hines, State SuperShe brought with her a unique reel of
the past has been lacking.
intendent Public Instruction, Indianapolis,
film wherein Norma and Natalie Talmadge
The decision given by such an associa- "Visual Education in Community Center
and their mother, together with Miss Loos
tion would be authoritative, and would Work." Chas. Roach, Iowa State College,
herself, appear (heavily disguised) as
help to relieve the uncertainty regarding
of Education." John H. extras in Constance Talmadge's new picthe non-theatrical market, which has been "Concreteness
Francis, Superintendent of Schools, Columture "The Love Expert."
the
cause theof field.
the producer's hesitancy in
bus, "Economic
of Visual ofEducation."
entering
J. Paul
Goode,Side
University
Chicago,
Beck and Garrett Going to Coast.
"Round Table Discussion." Led by Frank
Much Interest Manifested.
Arthur F. Beck, president of Gibraltar
A. Gause, Superintendent of Schools, Bay
Pictures, and Sidney Garrett, president of
This meeting was not intended for the City, Mich.
Frank
Brockliss, Inc., will leave in a few
carrying out of final arrangements, but
Formation of new organization was cardays for Los Angeles, where they will
ried over until the Wednesday night sesmerely as a "get-together" for the interlook over studio properties with the insion. One resolution by W. H. Dudley,
change of opinions and to form a committention of buying or leasing a production
tee to carry the plan as outlined before University of Wisconsin, to appoint a complant
for
Gibraltar.
the parent association, of which the Unimittee of three to investigate standardizaBeck also will investigate several propoversity Extension is merely a branch. W.
tion of equipment was adopted.
sitions now under consideration for an
H. Dudley, of the University of Wisconextension of the interests of Gibraltar, the
Decide Upon Organization.
sin, was appointed chairman of the comprobability being that at least one new
mittee to present the plan at the regular
After dinner at the Hollenden for those
producing unit and perhaps two will be
visual instruction program arranged for interested in visual education (W. H. Dudadded to the four already in operation.
Wednesday afternoon.
ley, chairman), a proposal was made by A.
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Word to the wise from Leah Balrd In Arthur
P. Beck's production for Hodkinaon,
"Cynthla-of-the Minute."
iHMHyiniiiniiniiiiitHiiiiiiiiiiiMtirtiiitiiKiiiiiitiitiiiHiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiitPiitiiitiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit
Congressman

Dallinger Is

Industry's Friend, Not Foe
of censorany knowledge setts
DENIAL shipofactivities
in Masachu
was
made by Congresman Dallinger, of
that state, when it was brought to his
attention that rumors had him sponsoring
the proposed censorship law there.
"You may deny the truth of that rumor
very emphatically. I did not know that
there was any move for censorship in
Massachusetts until I was informed of that
fact by Jack S. Connolly, national reprentative of the statement
motion picture
was the sebrief
made industry,"
by Mr.
Dallinger to the Moving Picture World
correspondent.
During his service in Congress it may be
said that Mr. Dallinger has consistently
fought censorship as a national proposition, believing it to be wholly un-American.
When it looked as though a law would be
pased by the House of Representatives, it
was the report drafted by Mr. Dallinger
that was responsible for its being shelved.
He has proven to be one of the best friends
the industry has. The rumors afloat in
Boston have been spread either out of a
desire to injure him politically or because of a lack of knowledge of Mr. Dallinger's activities.
Aliens Plan Second Theatre,
to Seat 1,800, in Cleveland
C-EVELAND will have a second theatre
by the
Aliens ted
of Canada. Aoperated
deal was
consumma
last
week whereby they take the lease on a
new house to be bult by the Gordon Square
Company at East Sixth street and Detroit
avenue. The theatre will be a part of a
group building which includes a market,
store and office structure.
It is reported that the Aliens took a
forty-year lease on the theatre, which will
seat about 1,800 people. Most of the seats
will be on the ground floor. There will be
a balcony, which will start at the last row
of the ground floor seats.
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Snaring
Snappy
Stuff
MilimiHimmiiiiMilufiriiiiiiHiitniiimimriniiniflMmiHMrtmiimiHiitimMMiniiimrtitiwiimiiijiitiwirilMuninramuinuinuHiiiHimiiu
The members of the league are still neuThe Aliens have already started work on
tral as to whether the Iverson bill for
a big new theatre on Euclid avenue at East
Twelfth street, which they hope to open Sunday moving pictures should be passed.
inquiry from Operators Uuion, Local
before the year is over. They also an- An
181, of Baltimore, of which G. Kingston
nounce that their plans for theatre devel- Howard
is president, was received at the
opment in Cleveland include several other
locations.
meeting on February 10. It asked how the
league stood on the matter. This letter
was referred to Secretary Wm. E. Sttimpf,
Cleveland Association Warns
who was directed to send a copy of the
Against Screen Advertising resolution on the neutral attitude of the
league to the union.
Mr. Stumpf has also been instructed to
Gift from
The Coflfee
DON'T ingrunNational
you get in touch with the various state leagues
unless durWeekHeaven'
throughout the United States to find out
advice bywhich
is the
are paid
the their
members
to its
out it,"
sent for
has been
attitude on percentage booking.
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association.
Women Attack Character
This action was taken after a member
read at a meeting of the league an article
of Fort Wayne Pictures
from
to theof effect
thatCof"a
featurea oftrade
the paper
celebration
National
character ofcomplaint
some of against
the motion
the
fee Week" would be the exhibition of a A GENERAL
shown in theatres of Fort
motion picture of the above name in the- Wayne, pictures
Ind., has been registered before the
atres throughout the country. The coffee
week is really two weeks, from March 20 board of public safety there by a committee of women from the Daughters of the
to April 4, and is under the auspices of the
National Coffee Trade Associations of American Revolution, the Parent-Teachers'
America.
clubs and juvenile court.
The notice from the association reads :
In addition to the complaint, the delegation also asked that a board of censor"If
you rates,
have paid
your the
coffee
sugarto
ship be named to pass on films shown,
at war
simplyfor refer
filmandagent
us and we will get you some free coffee especially those exhibited on Friday and
when children fill the theatres.
and sugar
at theatre
rates.since
Of Saturdays
Speaking for the board of safety, Dayton
course,
if you
have hadowners'
free coffee
the armistice was signed, why just run the F. Abbott, chief of police, declared that
any picture believed to be harmful to children would be stopped by the police department.
picture."
Many of the films shown on the screens
Congress
May Provide Fund
in Fort Wayne are not suitable for the
for Propaganda on Screen school children to see, the women argued.
a schedule which will peradver- They mitproposed
motion
THE use of
children to attend the theatres only
Americanpictures
tising
productsfor abroad
through the medium of the bureau on Friday afternoons and evenings, and
of foreign and domestic commerce of the they insisted that a board of censorship
Department of Commerce may secure the be appointed. The board of safety, howattention of Congress in the near future,
ever, took no action on the matter.
a fund of $69,000 having been asked by the
bureau to be used for that purpose during Dog Comedy Banned by
the fiscal year which begins July 1 next.
Manitoba Censor Board
Hearings were recently held by a subcom it e of the House committee on appropriations on the legislative, executive THE Manitoba
Moving Picof aroused
ture Censors Board
recently
unand judicial appropriation bill, at which
usual attention because of the deciPhilip B. Kennedy, director of the bureau,
sion to condemn a one-reel comedy, "The
and Roy S. MacElwee, assistant director, Eternal
" in which there is not
appeared to urge that the United States one humanTriangle,
actor. The film is an out-andfollow the example set by other countries out dog picture
in which the various roles
nad resort to motion pictures as a means
by various dogs. The picof acquainting the people of foreign lands are portrayed
ture is the age-old story oftion
a faithless huswith our products.
and
and there is
band a final reconcilia
no trace of vulgarity in the whole picture.
The comedy had been passed and shown
Maryland Exhibitors Suggest
in Ontario before it was presented to the
Manitoba Board of Censors and the reCensor Board Appointments
jection of the picture created a furore of
moving picannualconsidered
THE holding
by amusement and comment among moving
ture ball is ofnowan being
the Exhibitors League of Maryland. picture men. The banning of the comedy
The matter was taken up at a meeting of was also given due notice in the several
newspapers. One paper followed
the board of directors on Tuesday, Feb- Winnipeg
up the condemnation by publishing the
ruary 10, at which President Eugene B. Mc- synopsis
of the picture in full.
Curdy presided.
.'Mbert C. Ritchie, governor of Maryland,
Warn Exhibitors Against Music Royalty.
wrote that he had received a list of the
The Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
names suggested by the Exhibitors League
of Maryland as desirable for appointment Association has sent out another warning
to
its members to beware of the music
on the Board of Motion Picture Censors
and on the Motion Picture Elxamining royalty levied by the Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. Attorneys have
Board.
"I believe there is no vacancy in the male notified the league that they will prosecute
membership of the former board until next about a dozen Cleveland theatres for playing the association's music without paying
June," wrote the governor, "but am not
quite sure when the latter board is apThe league urges all members to play
pointed. Ithank you, however, for sending me your view and I will see you about only "tax-free" music and to absolutely rethe matter before the appointments are the "tax."
frain from using song pluggers whose employers are members of the society.
made."
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Washington Managers Oppose
Use of Double Feature Shows
THE use of double feature shows to
attract patronage, resorted to by two
or three motion picture exhibitors
scattered through the Washington, D. C,
territory, is not being looked upon with
any degree of approval by exhibitors generally or by the heads of the various motion picture exchanges.
"The public will become 'fed up' on pictures if we all adopt such practices," was
the remark of one exhibitor. "I consider
that the worst kind of competition, and if
it once gets a start it will mean the destruction of a large part of our business.
"We
are havingthat
enough
troubleupnowvia with
the competition
has come
our
orchestras. I remember how in the old days
the people , were satisfied with music
pumped out on an automatic piano. The
next step was a piano and violin, then came
the drums and the horns and the other
stringed instruments, until today a thirtypiece orchestra in a motion picture theatre
is far from being a novelty. And the worst
of it is there is no telling where it will
end — perhaps we will have to take out a fcv
more chairs in the front rows and prepare
to accommodate an orchestra as big as the
one Sousa takes out on tours."
Similar sentiments were expressed by
other exhibitors. No one wants to see a
film war start up in this territory. If it
does, the result will be that the public will
get the benefit and will not appreciate it
because a three-hour motion picture show
gets monotonous, especially if the pictures
are not as good as they might be, and some
of the exhibitors will be driven out of
business. The Washington Exchange
Managers Association adopted a resolution
to this eflfect.
Salt Lake Showmen and
Operators Reach Agreement
DIFFERENCES between the moving
picture theatre managers and members of the operators' union in Salt
Lake City have been adjusted and the
union men are returning to the booths in
practically all of the theatres. The nonunion men who have substituted during the
strike, _ however, will be allowed to join
the union provided they pass the required
examination.
The theatre managers finally have agreed
to pay the men the union scale, which in
most instances represents a slight increase
over their former wages. The theatres will
not, however, grant the six-hour-day demand for which the men struck a month
ago. At that time the increase of wages
was agreed to, but the theatres stood firm
against a reduction of hours.

in St. Louis and general counsel in the
West for the Fox corporation. Announcement also is made that William Fo.x will
make St. Louis the headquarters for the
entire West, including Chicago, Denver,
Salt Lake City and Los Angeles.
Construction will start this spring on the
structure, which will also house a roof garden, where pictures will be showm during
the summer in addition to the main theatre on the gfround floor.
Messrs. Zanft and Fields came to St.
Louis from Los Angeles, Salt Lake City
and Denver, where negotiations for new
houses were completed, three addditional
theatres bein^ acquired in Denver. One
theatre now is being constructed in Salt
Lake City. Mr. Zanft stated that Mr. Fox
is planning the largest chain of theatres in
the United States.
New Poster Rental Exchange
Is Planned for Minneapolis
PLANS
the establishment
of a for
poster
rental for
exchange
in Minneapolis
the
use of motion picture exhibitors of the
Northwest, are announced. The organization is proceeding rapidly and is expected
to behindready
work soon, exhibitors bethe moveforsaid.
The exchange is working in close harmony with the Exhibitors Protective
League, and H. L. Mitchell, league secretary, will supervise its activities, according
to the announcement. Its organization was
necessitated by the high price of paper
and other materials entering into the advertising and exploitation of films, and the
possibility of passage by Congress of legislation restricting lithographers to from 25
to 50 per cent, of their present output,
Mr. Mitchell said.
All material sent out to members of the
exchange organization will be mounted, to
insure its permanency, according to the announcement. The rental is expected to
be on a basis of about 50 per cent, of the
present sale price of the material. The
exchange, which will have temporary headquarters in the Loeb Arcade, is being rapidly organized and the personnel of the sponsors will be ready for announcement soon.

Ministers Base Their
Opinions on Film Scraps
AT the annual convention of the Ottawa Teachers' Institute at Ottawa,
Ontario, on February 19, the proposal
was made by Dr. F. A. Jones, of the Ottawa Normal School to have moving picture projection machines as permanent
equipment in all schools for the teaching
of geography and other subjects to pupils.
At the meeting of the National Educational Council held at Ottawa on the same
day, a Winnipeg clergyman told of having
seen a private exhibition of condemned
Fox Enterprises Will Built
portions of moving picture features which
had been saved by the Manitoba Board of
Theatre-Hotel in St Louis Censors. He referred to the exhibition
ANNOUNCEMENT of the intended as nauseating and he made a plea for beterection of a $1,000,00 motion picture
ter pictures for the theatres, basing his
theatre and apartment building by opinions on the presentation of banned
William Fox in St. Louis is made by scraps that he had seen.
John Zanft, general manager for the Fox
A few weeks before, the exhibitors of
theatre enterprises, and H. J. Fields, also Winnipeg, Manitoba, had protested against
representing the Fox interests. The the- the screening of condemned scenes before
atre-hotel will be the largest of its kind the local ministers on the ground that
in the United States and will be located in such scenes would only tend to make the
the West End section of the city.
preachers biased and such films, shown
Lehmann & Lehmann, of Newark, N. J., without continuity or proper context,
have already drawn up the plans and con- could not help but convey a poor impresferred with A. M. Frumberg, an attorney

Cowpuncher de Luxe.
Tom Mix,"Westerners
ready to step
out in his
for William
Fox.galloptag'
iitritiiiiiimiiiHiiniiiiinniiioiniiiHmmiiiimiiiiiiMiiiiiHliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirntininiMnimHHUtmnmtlimnfinwini
George Loane Tucker Scores
Temporary Success in Court
JUSTICE
PLATZEK,
in a York
decision
just
handed down
in the New
Supreme
Court, has denied temporary injunctions asked by both George Loane Tucker,
producer of "The Miracle Man," plaintiff,
and the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation,his
defendants,
in Mr.were
Tucker's
suit,
alleging that
interests
not lived
up to according to contract, but subsidized
to the interests of the defendants. The
practical efifect of the decision is to give
Mr. Tucker freedom of action so that he
may produce motion pictures as he sees
fit, pending the final trial of the action.
Mr. Tucker had brought a bill for an injunction and prayed for a temporary injunction, among other things, restraining
Mayflower and Famous Players from exploiting "The Miracle Man" contrary to
paragraph ten of the distribution contract,
and restraining the defendants from interfering with his securing other directorial
engagements.
The defendants sought a preliminary injunction restraining Mr. Tucker from rendering his services except to them until be
had completed five motion pictures for
them.
Introduces Bill to Prevent
Standees in Picture Houses
A

BILL
to prohibit
the salepicture
of tickets
of admission
to moving
theatres of Washington, D. C, when there
are no seats to accommodate the holders
thereof, has been introduced in Congress
by Representative Loren E. Wheeler, of
Illinois. Provision is made for the revocation of theatre licenses when the offense
occurs on three separate days. A fine of
$10 is to be assessed for each ticket sold in
violation of the proposed law. All the theatres and other entertainments in the district of Columbia would be affected. Tickets
could not be sold or given away unless
seats were available for each.
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MAS H. INCE arrive
THOYork
from Los Angeles, Saturday,
February 21, accompanied by J.
Parker Read, Jr. They were guests of
honor at a luncheon arranged by prominent film folk at the Hotel Claridge, at
which Mr. Ince, as president and general
manager of the newly formed Associated
Producers, accompanied by his associate,
Allen Dwan, had vital things to say of the
plans of the organization.
"While we cannot at present announce
it as a sponse
certainty,"
said Mr. Ince
reto an introduction
from inTom
Moore, of Washington, who presided at
the after-luncheon talkfest, "I am safe in
predicting that the Associated Producers
will have their own distributing organization. This means that our productions
will be sold with no hampering restrictions— that the pictures will be sold on
their own merits. Our productions will
come to the exhibitor free from the dictation of any other organization than the
one making them. It is obvious that for
this we shall need our own company. It
is rather premature to announce the precise means by which this will be accomplished, but within a week or so everything
will be settled."
Tells Artistic Advantages.
In outlining the artistic advantage of a
combination of six of the leading makers
of pictures in the country, Mr. Ince expressed himself succinctly. "We shall be
rivals,"
he said.
"In our
business
we
shall work
together,
helping
and plans
advising
each ether. It stands to reason, however,
that we shall vie with each other in surpassing the work of our associates. We
shall work as we never have before, now
that we are one family, to exceed the efforts of our brother producers. I mention this because it means better pictures.
"Wecommand
will gamble
with every
our
to outstrip
our means
previousat
achievements and from this the exhibitor
— and the public — will gain. The Associated Producers are in it for all the profits
they can legitimately make and with this
spirit it means that we shall stake our
highest endeavors against the merely commercial picture."
Mr. Dwan.
in a brief speech following.
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said that the encroachments of Wall street
capital in the motion picture business had
something to do with the formation of the
Associated Producers.
"Capital
not so
interested
advancement of theis art
much as initthe
realizes
the
power of the screen for world propaganda," he said. "It is to keep the door
open to exhibitors and to maintain the
freedom and democracy of motion pictures
that we aim to achieve success. We shall
make precisely the sort of pictures our
experience has taught us that the public
wants and shall not make those pictures
which financial backers might, for their
own ends, force us to make. In a word,
we shall be free. And I think we have
Speeches
earned
it." also were made by, among
others, Louise Glaum, J. Parker Read, Jr.,
Harry
Walter
Irwin, Exhibitors
Louis Blum-of
enthal Crandall,
and William
Brandt.
New York and other cities were present,
and included Messrs. Bock, Landau, Steiner, Schwartz, Branden, Wolf, Bracher,
Picker, Goldreyer and Yost as well as a
full representation from the press. Fred
Warren efficiently aided Toastmaster
Moore in picking those to pick on for
short talks.
Exhibitors Entertain Associated Chiefs.
The Motion Picture Chamber of Commerce entertained on February 24 Messrs.
Ince, Dwan and Read at its weekly luncheon at the Astor. President Brandt introduced the guests of honor, who spoke
briefly along the lines of their talks the
preceding Saturday.
Baltimore Efficiency Office
Will Aid Censorship Board
ton, D.
Washing
THEManager
ion C,hasExchange
s Associat
notified
its members and their home offices of
the establishment at 412 East Baltimore
street, Baltimore, of a branch office for
the handling of films for presentation to
the Maryland Board of Censors and for
the making of such eliminations as the
board may order.
.•\ report of the action taken was made

*

^ *
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to the association at its February meeting
by R. E. Smeltzer, who, with Jack S. ConNational
Association nolly,
of the representing
Motion the
Picture
Industry,
had
made ficethe
necessary
arrangements.
The
ofwill be in charge of Edward Fowler,
former Washington theatre manager, who
has had much experience with road shows
and who has a good knowledge of the
film business.
The Baltimore quarters will be equipped
for receiving and shipping, inspecting and
presenting the films to the censor board.
"It is equipped," said Mr. Smeltzer, "to
give as nearly as possible 100 per cent, of
efficiency. The national association wanted
to control its work in Baltimore and directed that this office be opened. It feels
that
problems can better be handled
in thisitsway.
H. A. Wales Succeeds P. J. Swift.
"There are many things that can be accomplished bythis office as time goes on.
Space can be set aside for the different exchanges that may desire desk room in these
quarters. Later it is probable that films
coming in from one Baltimore theatre destined to go to another on the following day
can be subjected to inspection in this office. All screening
be confidential."
Herbert
A. Wales,willmanager
of the Universal office, was selected as secretarytreasurer to fill the vacancy caused by the
transfer of P. J. Swift of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. He formerly held this
office.
A. Lincoln Hart Becomes
Production Head for Read

figures
mostof importan
joinedin
the staget has
world
ONEthe ofoldthe
his fortunes with the motion picture
industry. He is A Lincoln Hart and some
of the most prominent men in the realm
of the silent drama were tutored by him
before they reached their present eminence
in films. .A.mong them were D. W. Griffith,
Howard Hickman and a host of others.
In his new capacity with the J. Parker
Read, Jr., Productions, Mr. Hart will be
connected with the special productions of
Louise Glaum and Hobart Bosworth. In
a short period of observation under J.
Parker Read, Jr.'s, supervision Hart developed aremarkable appreciation of the business as well as the artistic angles of photoproduction. He is acting as production
manager for Read, and it is predicted that
he soon will direct for the producer.

^ ^

The Luncheon Tendered Thomas H. Ince, J. Parker Read, Jr., and Allan Dwan at the Claridge, February 21.
The trade press helped greet these members of Associated Producers, as did many prominent exhibitors of New York and other citle..
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censorship of moagainst
THE battle
tion pictures
in Massachusetts is
under way. William A. Brady, president of the National Association of Motion
Picture Industry, arrived in Boston on
February 23 to lead in the fight. In a statement issued upon his arrival Mr. Brady
opened the first broadside against the measure now before the Massachusetts legislature. Perils of censorship officially imposed were pointed out by Mr. Brady, who
declared the National Board of Review already is eliminating undesirable pictures.
Censorship for children is a matter for
parents, said Mr. Brady.
R. K. Fuller, executive secretary of the
association's censorship committee, in a
letter to the newspapers, furnished illustrations of how films have been mangled in
Pennsylvania by the state censorship board
there. Mr. Fuller told of the grave political
and religious dangers in censorship.
Michael Leydon, motion picture man,
fired a shot at censorship. Speaking before the Boston League of Women Voters,
Mr. Leydon said censorship would be a
matter of the taste of a few persons.
Mayor Opposes Censorship.
Announcing his opposition to state censorship, Mayor Andrew J. Peters, of Boston, former assistant secretary of the
United States Treasury, declared that it
would conflict with the city censorship,
which has maintained a high standard of
films in Boston. Incidentally, the mayor
announced that Boston is to have a minia"movie theatre"
in the City Hall for
city ture
censorship
purposes.
On the ground that consorship of motion
pictures would mean an additional expense
to producers and then to the public, that
it would bring about political corruption
and that it would ultimately cause censorship of speech, newspapers and thought,
the Massachusetts Association of Women
Lawyers, the Professional Women's Club
and the Boston Films Club all joined in the
fight against the censorship bill.
The battle against censorship in Massachusetts was opened on the eve of a hearing before a legislative committee at the
State House, Boston. The censorship bill,
introduced by a committee of citizens, is
almost identical with measures defeated
last year in twenty-four states and already
beaten in four legislatures this year.
Excitement Attends Hearing.
Intense excitement marked the hearing
on the proposed censorship bill on Tuesday,
February 4, before the legislative committee on mercantile affairs. Time and again
there were demonstrations by the more
than 1,000 persons present, many of whom
were women. A warning that censorship
of motion pictures is only another step
in taking away personal liberties and that
ultimately the people will rise up in social
revolution, emphatic denial by legislators
that money is being poured into Massachusetts by the motion picture industry to
defeat the bill, and denial of charges that
"immoral
indecent"
pictures
are being
shown in and
the state
featured
the addresses.
That the opponents of the bill may be
given an opportunity to finish their case.
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the hearing was adjourned until March 2 at
3 p. m. Interesting developments are expected, as it is rumored that several wellknown producers are to be on hand to
speak.
Pleads for Freedom of Expression.
Sounding the keynote of all the opponents of the bill — that it is a violation of
free speech — Charles Fleischer, of Boston,
foirmer rabbi, social worker known
throughout the United States, said: "I represent only myself and a principle — that of
freedom of expression. I tell you people
are resenting this legislating away of their
personal
liberties,
andin ifsocial
we don't
look
out
they will
rise up
revolution.
Prohibition was brought about whether
people wanted it or not, whether they were
ready for it or not. Now it is proposed to
take away another liberty.
"How dare we enact legislation that will
prevent the people from getting knowledge.
We have had enough of government by
personal opinion, even that to which the
President treats us. There is more involved
than this bill — liberty itself is involved.
Motion pictures do not put a premium on
vice; virtue always is triumphant. Let freedom of expression alone."
Indignantly Deny Rumored Bribes.
Rumors that the motion picture industry
had sent large amounts of money to Massachusetts to "buybyup"Senator
legislators
vigorously denied
JosephwereO.
Know, of Somerville, chairman of the committee hearing the bill. Mrs. Maude Murray Miller, of the Ohio Board of Motion
Picture Censors, was explaining that a
state censorship bill in that state was
passed
at the request of the "movie men"
themselves.
"Money was sent from New York the
following
she Isaid,
"to bring
a repeal ofyear,"
the law.
am glad
to sayabout
that
they could not buy up the Ohio legislature
and I do not believe they can buy up the
Massachusetts legislature."
Senator Knox interrupted, saying: "I

Front

Mayor

Clubs, Film

Peters, of
Clubs

of Arguments
wish you would not make such statements
as that. The story has been widely circulated that a lot of money is being sent into
Massachusetts against this bill. I want to
say here and now, for the benefit of the
people here and of the public in general,
that I have heard nothing of this money.
I want it distinctly understood that this
committee is too big and too broad to be
bought
up by hastened
anyone."
Mrs.I did
Miller
explain:
said
not think theyto could
buy "Iup only
the
Massachusetts legislature. I was defending your legislature and my own."
Threaten to Eject Demonstrators.
Frequent threats were made by members
of the committee to eject demonstrators
from the hall, many of the demonstrators
being women. Tension was at high pitch
when proponents of the bill hit a snag as
Senator F. Tarbell, of Brookfield, scored a
number of defects in the measure, the senator becoming involved in a verbal duel with
Nathaniel F. Forsythe, Lincoln House
worker and chairman of the State Committee on Motion Pictures, petitioners for the
legislation.
you believe
that pictures
shown
in"Do
Boston
are detrimental
to now
the morals
of the people?" inquired Senator Tarbell.
"I certainly do," said Mr. Forsythe.
"Are they more detrimental than articles
appearing from time to time in the public
press?" demanded the Senator.
"I believe so," was the reply.
"Do you mean to say that these pictures
are worse than such articles as those relative to the Spiker case or the Freeman divorce case?" continued .Senator Tarbell.
"Getting Their Money's Worth."
"Such articles are not so harmful to
children under thirteen years of age as
the pictures I mentioned, because the
children are not so apt to get a vivid impression from a printed paper," retorted
Mr. Forsythe.
"Would parents take their children to

Our Thirteenth Birthday Present to Ourself: These Views of Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Thank you. Mildred. Louis
We wish
you tons
of luckthrough
in yourPirst
picture
"The Inferior Sex," which
B. Mayer
releases
National.
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indecent shows?," asked the senator.
"They do not know that the pictures are
indecent
until they see them," answered
Mr. Forsythe.
"Do they
up and leave the show?,"
insisted
the get
chairman.
"No, pliedthey
had
paid their admission," reMr. Forsythe.
"Oh, they insist on getting their money's
worth," retorted Senator Tarbell.
"Yes," admitted Mr. Forsythe.
not know
there 14is years
a law
in"But
this you
statedid that
a childthatunder
cannot go to the movies unless accompanied bysenator.
an adult, parent or guardian?"
asked the
"I did not know it, but I do know that
parents take their children in large numbers," said Mr.as Forsythe.
Frequently,
one remark or another
was applauded. Senator Know, chairman
of the legislative committee, was obliged
to rap for order, threatening to eject the
disturbers.
Another demonstration occurred when
Mrs. Miller said that when she arrived in
Boston she heard that children of Massawriting
on "Whyof
we shouldchusetts arenot
havecompositions
state censorship
motion pictures."
Judge Brackett Outline* Case.
"Can you prove that statement?" demanded Senator Knox. "I do not want to hear
any such talk as that unless you can prove
it. I, for one, have received no such composition of such a nature from any child
in this commonwealth."
"I said I had been told that such was the
case," explained the Ohio woman. "If I
amOutlining
wrong Itheam case
sorry."
of the opponents of
the measure, Judge J. Albert Brackett, of
Boston, said there were 575 motion picture
theatres in Massachusetts; that $200,000,000
was invested; that 15,000 persons were emplayed by the theatres; that the weekly
payroll was $250,000, and that 700,000 were
entertained daily in the motion picture
houses of the state. Judge Brackett pointed
out that laws on the Massachusetts statute
books already cover the point involved.
"No form of public entertainment can be
given without a license," he said. Another
law provides that any person showing an
improper picture can be imprisoned for a
year or fined $500 or be given both fine and
imprisonment. Let us approach this subject from a Massachusetts standpoint. Let
us not look at it from the standpoint of
Pennsylvania or Ohio.
Composition of Board.
He explained that the bill under discussion provides for a board of nine to establish a standard of motion pictures and for
a board of three to inspect all films to see
that the standard dictated by the first board
is maintained.
"There is nothing in the bill," he said,
"that allows a clean, decent appeal The
people have an inherent right to see, read
or discuss what they want; that is their
inalienable right."
Judge Brackett said that letters sent to
heads of reformatory institutions all over
the country brought back the answer that
the motion picture had but a small influence upon juvenile crimes. Censorship already in practice shows its folly, continued
the judge. Censors in one state allow a
film to be shown, where in another state
it is forbidden.
haveand
the witness
right," hewhat
continued,
"to
see"People
and read
they want
without having their democracy taken
away."
Woman Exhibitor Condemns Bill.
Mrs. Marcellus, owner and manager of
the Exeter Theatre in Boston, catering to
residents of the fashionable Back Bay dis-
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of the strike districts, but the censorship
board cut them out of the motion pictures.
Censors make a bird of paradise look like
a bat in the dark, he said. Since the inauguration of censorship in Pennsylvania,
there has been a decrease in the number
of films shown. Barrows said.
"Let us have a land of the free," he
cried. "Some people are looking for soft
jobs as censors. They want to look after
theHarry
welfare
of otherof people's
children."
Jennings,
the Boston
Central
Labor Union, said the 100,000 members of
that body are on record as oppwDsed to the
bill. Jennings said he was a father, adding: "I believe a father and mother should
have control of the thoughts of their own
children."
As forand
children
seeingscenes,
cigarette
advertisements
bathtub
all
they have to do is to look at the advertisements inthe street cars, he said.

"Head and Shoulders."
The old familiar line ^iven a new slant \>y
Shirley Maaon in her Fox, "The EUephant
trict, told the legislators that the bill was
"a menace to business and an insult to indiscrimination."
Man."
Mrs. Ayer telligence
said and itanwasunjust
necessary
for her to
run clean pictures, for she caters to a class
of people of intelligence. If it were possible to eliminate bad pictures from the
industry she would welcome the plan, she
said, for it would relieve her of a great
responsibility and efiFort and expense.
But this bill, she continued, does not propose to do that. Citing the differences of
people regarding pictures, she pointed out
that the picture, "Little Women," endorsed
by hundreds of thousands, met with opposition from a few in Boston because there
was too much kissing in the picture.
A "Ridiculous" Propostion.
"If you are going to allow the restriction
of
a fewgreat
persons,"
she said,
"you
are pictures
going toto have
difficulties.
Women
want to have all the evil remedied, but
censorship is not the way to do it."
Mrs. Ayer says she sees thousands of
pictures every year and that very few are
evil.
"They are
in the minority,"
she said,to "and
I know.
Manufacturers
are trying
give
the public the clean pictures that it wants.
It would be ridiculous to have to go to the
public library to get books only fit for
children to read. It is the mother's part to
look out that her children do not see pictures intended for grown-ups. No legislation must pass that must govern the home
influence."
During the past year, Mrs. Ayer declared,
she had come across only two improper
films.
Labor Men Oppose Action.
A great array of labor men appeared
against the bill. Fred Dempsey, business
agent
Stagewhich
Employes'
Union, of
said the
that Boston
the expense
would
result from the bill would throw thousands
of labor men out of employment — teamsters, electricians, firemen, engineers, machine operators, stagehands, scrubwomen
and many other trades.
"We don't want outsiders from Pennsylvania and Ohio to come here and tell
us in Massachusetts what to do," he said.
"This tionsbill
devised
create
few newsposifor a isselect
few.to Get
aftera the
papers and the magazines if you are going to censor motion pictures. They are
more corrupt than the screen. No manager wants to show immoral pictures. It
hurts his business, and he doesn't do it."
Camouflaging a Bird of Paradise.
Tod Barrows, of the Boston Motion PicMachinesteel
Operators'
said that
duringture the
strike Union,
in Pennsylvania
newspapers were allowed to carry pictures

Reform Becomes a "Mania."
Mr. Jennings told how Boston policemen
arrested a man with drawn revolvers with
only
children
looking toon.
is gun three
play for
the children
see "There
on the
streets," he said. He scored dresses worn
by many women as indecent and the boys
and girls don't have to go to the motion
pictures to see them.
Representing the American Federation
of Musicians' Union, with a membership of
100,000 members, William D. Dodge, of
Worcester, said it was folly for western
cities to send representatives to Boston
to preach morality. "There is a wave of
reform sweeping this country," he declared. "It's got to be a regular mania.
Pretty soon about all you can do is to go
to work and go home to bed."
Difficulties of Censorship.
Mrs. Alice Marsh, of the Worcester
Board of Film Censors, declared that the
present regulation of motion pictures in
Massachusetts was adequate. She desscribed the difficulties of state censorship. Resolutions advocating censorship
passed by many women's clubs, she felt,
vvere
without hearing
the foropponents'
side ofdone
the question.
The thing
mothers
to do, she said, is to go to the theatres
with their children, as she does, and to
pick the sort of pictures they want the
children to see. She lauded the managers
of the theatres in Worcester. When she
went to Philadelphia, she said, she found
just as many dime novel pictures being
shown as in Massachusetts.
"But in Pennsylvania," she continued,
"They
covera lot
theirabout
limbsthein bad
the
movies.have
We tohear
influence from pictures, but nothing is
said about the good that comes from them.
What is needed is not a movie censor law
but a law requiring parents to take more
interest in their children. It it unjust to
say that motion pictures are bad, as stated
here Woman
today." Lawyer Fears Antocraey.
Miss Sybil H. Holmes, president of the
Massachusetts Association of Women Lawyers, said that the bill if enacted would
create an autocracy which should have no
place in America. Miss Holmes flatty contradicted the statement of Mrs. Herbert
Gurneyfavored
that the
of Women's
Clubs
the Federation
bilL
'That is a mistake," she said, "While a
largemeasure,
number there
of theis women's
clubi favor
the
also a number
who
oppose it. The women lawyers, for instance, oppose it, although they are members of the federation which went on record as endorsing the bill. I hope that on
this anniversary
our freedomgovernment.
you won't
begin
to give usof autocratic
Existing laws are sufiicient to handle the
Mystery in Action by Women's Clabs.
That the state federation of women's
problem."
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clubs gave
approval
to th* bill
cause the its
National
Federation
had"beso
willed it," was the statement of Mrs. Walter Hartsone,
of the Professional
Women's
Clubs.
She declared
that the legislative
committee of the Massachusetts Federation of Women's
had that
reported
unfavorably on the Clubs
bill, but
by some
mysterious manner the bill wajs taken froni
the legislative committee's hands. The
proposition was turned over to the executive committee. That committee, she
charged, put the measure through at its
mid-winter meeting.
Speaking as a showman, Representative
Walter Hayes, of Hingham, said that in his
experience not a single objection had been
made against films shown in his theatre.
Better films were coming out than ever, he
declared.
Film Club Charge* Unfair Tactics.
"I book on the star system," he continued.tributor.
"I amBut always
at theif mercy
the disa film of
happens
to
come
that
I
don't
like,
a
substitute
is given
me. Never have I had a complaint
on
moral grounds. This shows that clean pictures are being shown, and the people as a
whole
no complaint."
Mrs. have
J. Wentworth
Brackett and Miss
Edith Haynes, respectively president and
chairman of the legislative committee of the
Boston Film Club, came out in opposition
to the bill. The film club is a body of
women who recommend pictures that are
good amd condemn those that are bad. Mrs.
Brackett charged that the group conducting
the campaign for the bill had used unfair
tactics in soliciting postcard appeals in its
favor. She read from one of the cards:
"I wish to go on record for examining and
licensing of films shown in this state."
"Anyone would think from that, that
moving picture shows were not licensed,"
she said.
kind of a has
publictoentertainment in "Any
Massachusetts
have a
license."
Boston Censors Tell Situation.
Moving pictures censored in Boston are
really censored for a large section of the
state, declared John M. Casey, film censor
of Boston.
"Parts cut out here," he said, "are not
returned to the film men, but are kept right
in my office. So when the show goes outBoston it are
is minus
the censored
Many sidepictures
distributed
over the part."
state
after an early showing in Boston, Mr.
Casey explained.
Judge Brackett said that newspapers
throughout the state had expressed opposition to the bill and that the editorials were
to be presented to the committee; also,
various petitions against the bill and a brief
giving
side. was objected to
^. One the
of opponent's
the films which
by the advocates of censorship in their list
of suggestive titles, it was brought out by
Louis A. Herman, of Boston, has been
shown in Pennsylvania, where there is a
censorship board, but has not been permitted in Boston.
Calls Bill UncenstitntionaL
Senator George E. Curran declared that
the legislation was aimed at the entertainment of the masses and that it should be
handled with care. Representative John P.
Carey had heard no complaints about motion pictures being bad.
Philip Davis, Boston lawyer, now head of
the Community Motion Picture Bureau
handling educational and religious films,
said that the bill was unconstitutional.
"I don't believe," he said, "that three or
nine persons can legally dictate to the rest
of the population what they shall or shall
notThesee."
good resulting from motion pictures
outbalances the bad, he said, characterizing
as unsound and unintelligent the argument
that a state censorship board would relieve
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parents of the responsibility of deciding
what pictures their children should see.
"Why pick out this one industry to
censor," he said. "Attack all free speech
and free press and free thought if you attack the pictures. Look out or you will
legislate the state out of existence."
Would Bar Children from Harmful Films.
Former Representative M. J. Coyle, now
manager of a theatre in Dorchester, came
out against the bill. If films are considered
harmful for children, the proper thing, he
said, is to pass a law forbidding children
under
theatres. sixteen years from entering the
Mr. Loyden declared that children, under
the law are not allowed in the theatres
during unless
schoolaccompanied
hours or after
6 o'clock
night
by their
parents.at
The principal argument is that pictures are
harmful to children, he said, but the law
protects them and the parents should help.
John Houser, of the motion picture operators union of Worcester, declared that
Worcester was against the bill.
Further interesting testimony is expected
next Tuesday. It is rumored that a number
of well-known motion picture producers will
be on hand to speak.
Proponents Claim Past Success.
Proponents of the bill opened the session.
They outlined the provisions of the measure. They claimed that the method had
been tried in Pennsylvania, Kansas, Maryland and Ohio with success.
The proponents were B. Preston Clark,
former member of the Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety; Former State
Senator William J. Sullivan, representing
the St. Vincent de Paul Society; Mrs.
Fannie Slattery, representing the League of
Catholic Women; Mrs. Herbert F. Gurney,
General
Federation
of Women's
Clubs;of the
Leslie
L. Smith,
representing
the
Massachusetts State Grange; Mrs. John L.
Grandin, representing the Y. W. C. A.;
Maude Murray Miller, of the Ohio Board of
Censorship; Mr. Lincoln, of the Educational
Motion Picture Bureau; J. S. P. Oberholtzer, secretary of the Pennsylvania State
Censorship Board; and representatives of
the Massachusetts Federated Churches, the
Society of Social Hygiene, the Association
of
Chief'sof of
the Catholic
Council
the Police,
Civic League,
the GirlWomen's
Scouts,
the League of Women Workers, the ParentTeachers Association, the W. C. T. U., the
Women's
the Catholic
Charitable Suffrage
Bureau Associatiofi,
and the National
Civic
Federation and Parents' League.
Would Supervise Studio Ou^Mit.
Mr. Oberholtzer declared such pictures
as "The Amazing Woman," "12.10," "The
Womanthein sex
Room
13" and
with
matters
wereothers
not dealing
fit for
dramatic use. There was no financial disadvantage incensorship, he said. In Pennsylvania the industry is adjusting itself.
There was an income there of $80,000 last
year, more than meeting the expenses of
the censors. On one-third of the films sent
to that state in a year eliminations were
made. Twenty-three, he said were condemned and seventy-one were reconstructed.
"But we must get into the studios," he
exclaimed. "We must get at the source, and
the way to get clean pictures is to have all
the states keeping the bad pictures out."
Evades Press Censorship Question.
He said that censorship in Pennsylvania
came about through the desire of a Philadelphia politician with a large family of
children desiring to have them see clean
pictures. Secretary Oberholtzer charged
the National Board of Censorship with
being
being honest."
Being "deceivers"
a voluntary and
board"not
it cannot
hope to
make the pictures much better. Freedom
of the press was another matter than censorship of films, he said.
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A member of the committee inquired:
"If you are going to censor films you've got
to "It's
censor
magazinequestion,"
articles, was
haven't you?"
a different
the reply.
"Have
you
any
statistics
to
show
the
children of Pennsylvania are anythat
better
under censorship?" asked the legislator.
"I fancy that statistics of that nature
would be hard to obtain," the speaker replied. "We all like to think so but have no
actual knowledge on that line."
"Boston Wants Home Rule."
Corporation Counsel Hill, of Boston,
speaking for Mayor Peters, said Boston wat
against state censorship which interfered
with Boston censorship as now practiced.
Boston wants home rule. There is no complaint in Boston now, he added.
If it is deemed necessary to safeguard
workingmen and women with safety appliances for their bodily protection, it is
also necessary that the public be safeguarded in matters pertaining to their normal welfare, declared H. Preston Clark.
He expressed the opinion that the motion
picture was shortsighted in opposing the
bill in that the industry had grown in
states that have censorship. He believed
any public board would have judgment and
knowledge enough to reject bad pictures.
He charged that the industry in which
some $700,000,000 is involved has strangled
legislation in twenty-three states already.
Attacks National Board of Review.
Charging that the National Board of Review is controlled by the industry, Mr.
Forsythe said it was not unbiased. Of the
1,100 pictures examined by the Pennsylvania Board, said the speaker, 178 were
toned down in comparison with 41 eliminations by the national board. He decried
the film "Auction of Souls," but later a
speaker pointed out that this film was put
out by the Armenian Relief Committee
with
ment. the approval of the national governLegislation forbidding children under
fourteen to go to the theatres has fallen
down, Mr. Forsythe said, because people
take them in, desiring to please the youngsters. Mr. Forsythe charged that efforts
are being made by certain Motion picture
managers around Boston and in Boston to
enlist the aid of their patrons in defeating the bill. He characterized as foolish
the suggestion that the screen if left alone
would purify itself. "It would seem," he
said, "as if they were saying, 'Let us alone
and we will grow out of our filth.'"
Bad Boy Burglars.
Fo rmer State Senator Sullivan told of
instances where boys after coming from
theatres emulated some of the things they
saw by breaking into houses. Girls under
sixteen years he described as being haled
into court on immoral charges and in defense cited the examples of some screen
stars.
Mrs. Slattery, of the Catholic Women's
League, denied that the present laws protect the public.
Since the establishment of a censorship
board in Maiden, the class of pictures
shown has improved, said Mrs. Kirkland,
member of the Maiden censorship board.
Points to Spiker Case.
Mrs. Miller, of Ohio, had a small tilt
with Representative Andrew P. Doyle, of
New Bedford. The legislator asked if censorship of pictures would not lead to censorship of newspapers, the drama and possibly women's dress. Mrs. Miller replied
that she
did not believe censorship would
ever apply to the press because it would
be a violation of the Constitution of the
United States.
"If the Spiker
had been
in a been
film
neverputhave
it would
for use in Ohio case
passed by the Ohio board of motion picture censorship," she declared.
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JUST about this time, ten years ago, matters
were beginning to get "peppy" in the
Infant Industry and things were starting to pop. In March, 1910, the General Film
Company was getting under way and the
Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company was starting. Spring was coming and
prognostications were in order.
One of those who was then reading the
tea-leaves for filmdom was W. W. Hodkinson, of Ogden, Utah, an exhibitor of motion
pictures on an advanced scale. Since then
Mr. Hodkinson has moved his goods and
chattels several times, going first to Chicago
and later to New York, where he now resides and may, possibly, read here how his
prognostications
have come true — and then
some.
Introducing Showman Hodkinson.
First let us speak of Hodkinson the showman before referring to Hodkinson the fortune-tel er. In the days when "circuit wide
bookings"
in Ogden
Chain we read
in coldmeant
type the
the Hodkinson
Hodkinson
self-told biography :
"From
all trades
vocations
came the
first
exhibitors.
Theandbutcher
laid down
his
cleaver, spent a few hundred dollars remodeling his shop and behold : 'A Picture
Palace.'
"Likewise the banker, small merchants and
recruits from every source who imagined they
could see large returns from a small investment."
Mr. Hodkinson was none of these — he was
just
bulge on
his hip"fond
was of
somepictures"
currencyandhe that
had assembled
in commercial pursuits. When he couldn't
take a lady to pictures, because the "Nickelto put odeon"
itin Ogden
mildly, was
Mr. conducted
Hodkinson"ofT-hand,"
put the
bulge on his hip behind the ideas in his head
and — presto !
He Bought the Darnecl Nickelodeon!
This
was partner,
in 1907. H.TwoA. years
"his
friend and
Sims later
and Mrs.
Sims" werehad running
foura theatres
the
admission
gone from
nickel to and
a dime.
Each ran three to four thousand feet of film
and two illustrated songs for an entire iveek!
Each and
househadwasa "equipped
orchestraof
chairs,
three piecewith
orchestra
skilled union musicians who carefully selected
the music to accompany the pictures and after
the first day the accompaniment was perfect."
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Rocks

Ten Years Ago
thereafter the Hunzollerns again will don
the Spiked Hat and start Goose Stepping?
What Were YOU Doing
Imperfections in detail were disclosed in
TEN YEARS AGO.
moving pictures ten years ago — just as they
still are, sad to relate I A Canadian exDrop us a line, whoever you are, if
hibitor ripped to pieces a list of Patents Comyour
film-record
covers
ten
years
in
pany presentations that had English military
harness.
tactics all balled up. And he found other
Tell us what you were doing and
mistakes — just as he could find now.
where you were doing it ten years
Park Row's Picture Demands.
ago.
City
Hall Theatre, 93 Park Row, was just
Help
us
"jazz
this
thing
up"
and
make it the most interesting section
opening and Bridge Theatre, 118 Park Row,
of Moving Picture World.
was going full blast. Very likely newspaper
"Kick in." Don't be modest.
men then and there got the hunch that a
It wasn't modesty that made the
photoplay editor might, eventually, become a
goldfish famous.
necessary factor in printing a successful daily.
Selig wasTheputting
books into
pictures.
first Opie
story Reade's
to be filmed
was
And that was ten years ago, mind you!
"A Kentucky Colonel." Joe Brandt might
up, as it seems Selig beat the NaOn May 21, 1908, the New Lincoln Park look this
tional Film Corporation to it by some ten
Theatre, 845 North Clark Street opened with
years.
And
they could photograph real mint
W. W. Hodkinson trying out his ideas on
residents of a big city. He wanted to see juleps ten years ago!
if human nature in Ogden ran any different
We quote from Essanay Notes: "G. M.
in form than the folks in a million-or-more .'Anderson, the western producer of Essanays,
settlement. The Hodkinson idea cleaned up! tells a funny story about picture taking, in
Santa Barbara, Cal. The prohibition question is a big topic in Santa Barbara, the
Reading the Infant's Horoscope.
town
seeming to be about equally divided
It was in March, 1910, that Mr. Hodkinson
between the two factions." That's not all
made
this
prediction
:
"You
Tcill
see
picture
theatres, shoifing pictures only, running all the story — but it's funny enough.
evening performances, programs changed
Getting Players' Names in Print.
weekly, pictures accompanied by orchestras,
lecturers, effects and attended by people in
The veil of secrecy was being drawn aside.
evening dress — no, not yet for a while — the The world was being told who was who in
baby
creep before
walks." and films. Fred J. Balshofer, stage director of
.Justmust
readlearn
that toparagraph
overit again,
the Bison Stock Company (New York Motion Picture Company), let it be known that
see how far Mr. Hodkinson missed his prediction? Along in 1914 — four years later — his players were: Jewell Darrell, Evelyn
Graham,
J. Barney Sherry, Charles Avery.
Roxy Rothapfel
had New
"sold"Yorkhis Strand
idea (the
Rothapfel
idea/) and
was Frank Montgomery, Major McGuire, William
running on the Hodkinson prediction and Gibbons and Charles K. French.
"Old Mamma Ten Per Cent Has the Pip."
"attended
by peopletea-leaves
in evening
that for reading
f dress." How's said R. H. Cochrane in top-lining a Laemmle
advertisement. "A new scheme is being ribbed
Giving Hodkinson Credit.
up to take her place. As soon as I find out
-More was written by Mr. Hodkinson ten what it is I'll expose it," said Mr. Laemmle.
years ago, but space vanishes under the And he could do it!
hammering of an Underwood, hence suffice
Personalities were scarce in Moving Picit : Hodkinson predicted the Bigger Picture,
ture World of March 5, 1910. Read the "box"
the Longer Runs, the Better Theatres, the
goes with this — and "kick in." FilmOrchestra Accompaniments, the Higher Ad- that
folk
had their
the "reverse
on willingness
have
names English"
printed ten
years ago.
mission Price. It's all down in black on to
It's
different
now.
white. Wonder if he can predict just when
W. K. H.
He will have a Peace Treaty and how soon

Yes, the Kiddo Plays an Important Part

It's Carle E. Carlton's Special Production

Infant

the

WORLD

Industry

You See It's "No Children Wanted."

Showing Edith Day, the Star, in the Center.
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Conference

of

Mayors

Declares
Against
Official
Censorship
in
its
attempt
to
advance
the
interests of with the National Board and with local
Albany, February 23
all
concerned.
exhibitors, and that this would meet all
AS predicted in a recent issue of the
Moving Picture World, the New York
"The committee believes that the two the necessities of the so-called moving picState Conference of Mayors, through
ture problem, becoming more effective and
suggestions concerning ordinances will give
a report of a special committee that has all the added power desirable to the Na- other
far-reaching
ultimate results than any
official in
method.
been at work for the past month, disclaims
tional Board of Review, and further urges
that the mayors of New York State recomthe need of further censorship of motion
"The committee further advises that
pictures in this state. The report of the
mend such legislation. The only difficult producers be required to resume the pracspecial committee, made at a meeting in situation is in handling the one per cent,
tice of displaying the shield of the National
of fil ms which do not come under the su- Board on all films passed by that body.
this city today, and which will be adopted
Reof
Board
National
the
pervision
of
"It further recommends the adoption of
at the mid-winter conference of mayors
of the
view. The mayors should consider which means to increase the influence
here tomorrow, will no doubt kill any atwould be the greater evil, to leave this National Board of Review by an extension
tempt on the part of the individual or organization to introduce any bill or bills one per cent, utterly unreviewed and so of the advisory committee membership and
in the state legislature this session along
liable to do continual harm, or to throw the working out of some plan to secure
censorship lines.
the supervision of this one per cent, to the greater
of such. activity on the part of members
licensing agencies of the communities
Today's
meeting
and
the
adoption
of
the
"It is further recommended that the Nareport tomorrow are of paramount im- themselves."
tional Board of Review establish official
portance to the motion picture industry
Present Laws Are Ample.
connection
s with municipal administraof New York State. The State Confertions throughout the State and establish
The report of the sub-committee today
ence of Mayors is a powerful body in which
followed a long session at which nine of also representative advisory boards or
evcrv city is represented. It was for the the
committee were present. The report committees in all the states in the larger
purpose of ascertaining if there was any
itself is a matter of a dozen or more typereal need of censorship that the state body
written pages, the fore part being devoted centers of population."
of mayors named a special committee of
Report Settles Longr Disputei
the activities of the commita dozen or more persons to investigate the to reviewing
tee since its formation.
situation in an impartial way and report.
Today's report will settle a wrangle
In connection with the report today, at- which
Had this report recommended censorship,
started several years ago and which
tention iscalled to the fact that there is a has been
the State Conference of Mayors would
revived with every subsequent
law
in
New
York
State
which
is
designed
have been behind any bill introduced along
session of the legislature. Up until today
to
handle
any
situation
that
might
arise
that line, and carrying with it the influ- from showing pictures that would tend to there has been talk through the corrience that it does, the bill would in all
dors of the Capitol of possible censorship
corrupt the morals. This provision, known
likelihood
have been passed by the legis- as
legislation, although it is a safe guess that
Section 1140-a of the Penal Code, was 99
lature.
per cent, of the senators and assemblyin effect when the late Mayor William J.
are of the opinion that pictures now
Gaynor wrote in 1912 a veto message to being menshown
"Places a Ban Upon Ideas."
are well censored and with
an
ordinance
which
attempted
to
set
up
a
rare exceptions suitable to both young and
The attitude of the New York State Concensorship
of motion pictures in New York old.
City.
ference of Mayors on the question of cenWhether or not there will be any attempt
sorship to a greater extent than at present
Committee Makes Comparative Study.
on the part of the New York State Civic
is clearly outlined in the report rendered
today, and which says in part:
to bring about a repeal of the pres"We have the evidence of this great jur- League
ent law which permits municipalities to set"Legalizeddeparture
censorship
film is Ita
ist,"
said
the
committee
today,
tle
for
themselves
the question of Sunday
"and
yet
dangerous
in a offreethecountry.
despite this ecidence there are those who
is no less dangerous than a censorship of say the law cannot be enforced. It should movies is a matter which the league itself
answer during the weeks to come.
the press or the stage, for it places a ban
be remembered that no penal law is self- will
The Rev. O. R. Miller and his associate,
upon ideas. The indecent, improper and
been.
has
and
be
can
this
but
enforcing,
immoral film can be eradicated by the same
George H. West, are in favor of a greater
becomes guilty of a misde- censorship
as well as a law which would
methods as are used against indecent, im- The violator
coma
make
can
person
any
meanor,
and
close every motion picture theatre in New
proper and immoral books or plays. It
ofthe
with
charged
party
the
plaint
and
may make the passing of films a matter
York State on Sundays. Today's report
fense can be brought into court."
the predicted adoption by the State
of political influence and result in conThe committee in the course of its re- and
sequent abuses of power.
Conference
of Mayors tomorrow is generport said that it had compared the laws
ally admitted as a stunning defeat of the
relating to motion pictures in New York
Undesirable in Any Form.
State with other states to see if there was league's propaganda, and one which cannot be revievyed with even the shadow of
room for improvement. The New York
"It
does
not
reflect
public
opinion,
but
merely the personal views of the censors
success. To all appearances censorship
law,
according
to
the
committee,
is
themselves. The experiment, which has stronger than that of Vermont, the com- of the motion picture in New York State
been tried in other states, does not warrant
mittee stating in conclusion that it does is a dead letter, as the result of the investigation of an unbiased committee reprenot recommend any change in the present
"New ture
York
making
such aupon
radical
senting the educational as well as the refrom the
principles
whichdeparour
law, as it is believed that the situation can
government is founded. Nor does there
ligious
side, not forgetting labor and kinbe clearly handled by laws as they now
dred organizations, each and every one of
appear to be the necessity for that de- e.xist.
which is in some way identified with the
parture. Great as has been the improveFor Closer Relations with Review Board. pleasure and profit accruing from the moment in recent years, it would be greater
and more rapid were the menace of cention picture.
"There should be passed, however, in
When the State Conference of Mayors
sorship eliminated and the art allowed
every
communit
two
ordinanc
one
relaes,
y,
the report of today sixty cities exto develop along its natural lines, govto motion picture advertising and the adopts press
themselves against further censorerned by common sense and the good othertive to
the regulation of motion picture
taste of the American people.
ship of the motion picture in New York
GRANT.
report. "In the one, pro- State.
"This of
committee
finds picture
that owing
the film," saysprietorsthe
picture
or managers of motion
nature
the motion
art, tostate
houses
shall
not
be
allowed
to
use
suggescensorship in any form is undesirable, and
"The Superman" Going Big.
tive advertising either in the press or in
that the only promising method of regulating the production and exhibition of front of their places of business. This
motion pictures so that the public shall shall include such display pictures as show
Thefeature
successbeing
of "The
Superman,"
sixreleased
through the
Tower
receive the greatest possible good from this the female form in one-piece bathing suits reel
Film
Corporation,
is
another
confirmation
art is now in operation in the form of the or in other suggestive costumes. The
other ordinance gives the locality the right of the appeal of thrilling melodrama to
National Board of Review.
of censorship to meet its own require- the public.
Would Give Review Board More Power.
In every territory where this production
is being played, the breathless suspenses
"The committee believes that a wider use
"The committee is firm in its belief that
because art has always been attended by should
ments." be made of the facilities and ser- and daring stunts, the gripping interest of
vices of the National Board of Review and the story and the thrilling melodrama of
general, self-sacrificing patrons and
critics, the National Board of Review will that there should be a more general co- "The Superman" is meeting with popular
never cease to function and function wisely
operation on the part of municipal officials
applause.
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Completion at Lasky's Western Studios
da Hawley, Lewis Stone, Robert Cain, Walmonth or two have witnessed
THEthe past
tion
ter Hiers, C. H. Geldart, Clarence Burton,
of a large number of
produc
big productions from the Famous Robert Brower, Lillian Leighton and Josephine Crowell. The production is nearing
Players-Lasky West Coast Studios, and a
list of the forthcoming releases by Par- completion.
amount Artcraft will prove illuminating to
Ro»coe Arbuckle in "The Round-Up."
those who follow the trend of screen proGeorge Melford is practically through
duction.
William De Mille has just completed his with his production for Paramount Artcraft,
first individual production, "The Prince "The
stars Round-Up,"
in the role inofwhich
Slim Roscoe
Hoover,Arbuckle
the fat
Chap," adapted by Olga Printzlau from sheriff. Mr. Melford is enthusiastic over
Edward has
Peple's
stage indrama.
Whileof this
of the star in this play by Edpicture
not been
the nature
an the work
mund Day, the scenario for which was
experiment,
inasmuch
as Mr. ofDetheMille's
experience and
the character
play written by Tom Forman who plays Jack
in the cast.
alike insure its success at the outset, there Payson
Besides the two mentioned the following
are certain features about the production appear
in
the cast: Irving Cummings, Mabel
which are said to make it distinctive.
Scott, Jane Acker, Edward SutherThomas Meighan plays .the leading role Julieneland,
Wallace Beery, Guy Oliver, Lucien
and in the cast are Lila Lee, Kathlyn
Fred Huntley, Jane Wolff and
Williams, Casson Ferguson, Ann Forrest, Littlefield,
George
Kuwa.
Paul Perry photographed
Theodore KoslofT, Charles Ogle, C. H. Gel- the picture.
dart, Lillian Leighton, Bertie Johns, May
Two New Reid Picuret.
Giracci, little Peaches Jackson and Agnes
Marc. Florence Hart, a new face to the
The
dancing
craze which is almost perscreen, has a brief role.
ennial in this country receives added im"The Fighting Chance."
in "The
Dancin'
Fool,"by a Sam
new Wood
WallacepetusReid
picture,
directed
Not content to rest upon the laurels he
and scenarized by Clara G. Kennedy from
had gained by his direction of "The Copperhead" and other Paramount Artcraft Pic- Henry Payson Dowst's Saturday Evening
tures, Charles Maigne has plunged into the Post story. Reid's leading woman is Babe
The cast includes Raymond Hatproduction of Robert W. Chambers' society Daniels.
ton, Tully Marshall, Sylvia Ashton, Ernest
novel,
"The
Fighting
Chance."
Will
M.
Ritchey is responsible for the adaptation. Joy and a number of others.
Having brought to a successful compleConrad Nagel, Anna Q. Nilsson, Clartion the production for Paramount Artcraft,
ence Burton, Dorothy Davenport, Bertram
"Thou
Art the Man!" with Robert WarGrassby, Ruth Helms, Maude Wayne, Herwick as the star, Thomas Heffron, the dibert Prior, Frederick Stanton and William
rector, is starting on his second picture
H. Brown make up a strong cast. Faxon
M. Dean was the photographer.
with the same star, entitled "The City of
Masks," bybyGeorge
McCutcheon,
scenario
WalterBarrWoods.
The with
first
"Held by the Enemy."
named
picture
was
from
a
novel
by F. E.
William Gillette, creator of "Sherlock
Mills Young, scenarized by Margaret TurnHolmes"
upon plays
the stage
and heauthor
other popular
in which
himselfof bull, and in both productions Warwick has
starred, Marie
wrote "Held
the Enemy,"
which as his leading woman, beautiful Lois WilBeulah
Dix hasby recently
translated
"Thou Art the Man!" is a story of
into screen terms and which Donald Crisp South son.
Africa,
"The City of Masks" is
has under direction at the Lasky studio. a tale of
New while
York City.
This will be a Paramount Artcraft Special.
No Respite for Washburn.
The play deals with the Civil War, and the
cast includes Jack Holt, Agnes Ayres, WanBryant Washburn has completed "Mrs.

Temple's Telegram" directed by James
Cruze and adapted by Elmer Harris from the
play by Frank Wyatt and William Morris.
In this picture Wanda Hawley is leading
woman, with Carmen Phillips playing an
important role.
Mr. Washburn is now finishing "The Sins
of St. Anthony," from the Saturday Evening Post story by Charles Collins, scenarized by Elmer Harris and directed by
James Cruze. Lorenza Lazzarini plays the
role of the girl who throws him over. He
then seeks advice from a dancer, interpreted by Margaret Loomis, whereupon he
gains
the necessary
love with
his teacher."pep," but also falls in
Ethel Clayton Making "The Ladder."
Under the direction of Walter Edwards,
Ethel Clayton has completed "A Lady in
Love" from the play by Harriet Ford and
Carolyn Duer, with scenario by Alice Eyton.
In this picture Miss Clayton had as her
leading man, Harrison Ford.
Work has just been started by Miss Clayon "The
concerning
thereton are
few Ladder,"
particulars
available,which
but
which is notable for the fact that Tom
Forman is to be the director. Edith Kennedy wrote the scenario.
Although Houdini, the famous escape artist, is already in England appearing on the
stage in his remarkable act, his second
Paramount Artcraft thriller, "Terror Island," remains to be released, and from all
accounts will be superior to "The Grim
Game,"
has it.
proved
enthralling
all who which
have seen
Jamesso Cruze
directed.to
Lila Lee has the leading feminine role,
while Rosemary Theby the heavy part.
Cecil B. De Mille is at work on another
production which follows "Why Change
Your Wife?" his recently completed special, but there are no facts obtainable concerning the picture.
Thomas ^feighan, Gloria Swanson, Bebe
Daniels and others appear in this photoplay, which was scenarized by Sada Cowan
and Olga Printzlau from an original story
by William De Mille.
I
Page 1601Moving PicI
Margaret Read
MacDonald,
I turc World's Authority on Educational
I Pictures, Reports the Cleveland N. E.
1 A. Convention.

Elsie Ferguson, Aristocratically Capable of Putting "His House in Order."
Three charming views of the Paramount-Artcraft star in her latest feature, directed by Hugh Ford.
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Exhibitors

Means

Throwing
Spotlight
On
Business
Secrets
about
on
fair
price.
Then
you
have a chance to
THERE is a lot of talk going
ly LEWIS J. SELZNICK
playing pictures on percentage. I
clean up when you pick a big winner. But
have been asked by numerous exhib- ness man. He knows his town, knows his don't be a piker. Don't try to buy gold
his patrons.
inside will
in- at brass prices, or you will force the perlook at house, knows
itors what I think about it. Let's
formation in the
hands of His
outsiders
it as a general business proposition.
centage system upon yoursslf. Be fair
Every business has its important secrets. be used to boost prices on his service or to return.
to the producer as you expect fairness in
The man who divulges these secrets about start an opposition house. The percentage
his business places himself at the mercy system throws a spotlight on his gross
"Heads I Win."
of his opposition. If a clothing dealer lets receipts and other secrets and offers them
I want to go on playing the game under
his competitor know how much he pays as a tempting bait to competitors.
for his stock and what percentage of profit
present league rules, because they have
When he plays percentage the exhibitor been
the rules under which live exhibitors
he makes he gives the other fellow a dan- shows his whole cards and plays the game
with his entire hand exposed. And the have made big money. There is more
gerous weapon.
man who does this may win a little ante money under the percentage system for
Spotlight on Business Secrets.
money now and then, but he never pulls the producer and distributor of high class
pictures, but I would rather forego this
Again, a clothing dealer laying in his in a big pot.
than discourage enterprising exhibitors. I
summer goods would never agree to let
So,
if
you
don't
know
what
your
patrons
the manufacturer go through his books want, play percentage. If you don't know want them to make as much money as posand take his payment on a percentage ba- a good picture from a bad one, play per- mine. sible because their success is the basis of
sis. The retailer knows his business, and
Ifyou haven'tby anyall confidence
But percentage is not a fifty-fifty propohalf his success lies in keeping every one your own centage.judgment,
means playin
sition and wise exhibitors are bound to see
else from knowing it and cutting into it. percentage.
So he buys his goods at the best price he
through it. It's "heads I win, tails you
Not
a
Fifty-Fifty
Proposition.
can and keeps his secrets to himself.
lose," and if I thought I could get away
Use your brains. Buy your service at a with it I think I would try it myself.
The successful exhibitor must be a busi-

Why

Percentage

Booking

Is

Best

for

Every
Branch
of the
Picture
Industry
is not an advantage to these managers, nor
PERCENTAGE booking is a proposition
By
HARRY
RAVER
is it an inducement. They hold the whip
for showmen. To any other type of
hand to force low rentals. You play your
exhibitor the idea will have little ap- Keith, Proctor, Poli and other showmen
peal, for the showman, by nature, is a
played the picture that a percentage picture for what they offer you or you
speculator and does not thrive on a sure who
policy
was all right. A mutual desire to don't play. The theatre owned by a stocK
thing:. Deprive him of an outlet for his create big
of local
"business
men"Instances
is also
and to break box-office company to
a sharing
basis.
imagination by price-tagging the value of records wasrevenue
equally strong in both parties opposed
have been known where such exhibitors
his attraction and you muzzle his initia- to the agreement.
tive. Apply the same rule to the employactually paid in cash for a year's servNeither is it uncommon for big-time have ice,
ment of men. The man who draws a vaudeville
in advance, because they were alhouses to give a percentage
lowed a 10 per cent, discount.
regular, week-in-and-week-out salary will of the gross to an important act. In fact,
Then there is the exhibitor who lacks
never deliver as much as the man who re- percentage is a fixed and permanent facceives a percentage of the business he
initiative and is inclined to be "tired." He
tor in amusements, and should be.
produces.
usually opposes any plan entailing mental
Blames First-Run Houses and Circuits.
or physical exertion. He runs his theatre
And the show business — dating back as
far as you care to go — has been operated
Opponents of the percentage plan may as easily as possible but is always the
upon a sharing foundation. Imagine the
guy" when he breaks into
among those who control impor- "wise incrackin'
opera house manager renting a theatrical be found
a tirade against the producer who
tant first-run houses, or circuits of houses print
attraction for so much a day and see what dominating
to own an automobile.
certain localities. Percentage happens
would happen. The theatrical business liiiiiiiiilHllliiliiliiMriiiitiiiiiiiMitiiiniiiiwiilHiniilliiiltiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiMiiiiiiii)iiiiriiiiiitiiiiititMnti
Percentage will elevate the standard of
showmanship in the industry and in conwould have been stifled long ago. No producer would risk $100,000 in a production,
sequence a more intelligent appeal will
be directed towards the public. At. the
with a heavy salary list, weekly, if his possible receipts were limited to a fixed daily
same time, overproduction of mediocre picor weekly rental. Besides, the local manatures will be reduced and many electricger would be obliged to do all the work
sign-stars will be forced to deliver acting
of exploitation because the producer would
ability or drop back into the niche in life
where they belong.
have no interest in the receipts of the
theatre.
Would Show Producers Types WanteiL
Has Been Done for Ten Years.
Percentage booking will serve to educate
and inform producers, for they will learn
Since everybody concedes that the mowhat class of picture to make and what
tion picture has always been an imitation
to
avoid. Under the present plan of fixof the legitimate theatre, except in point
of dividing receipts with the attraction,
ing a gross schedule of rentals and dividdoes it not follow that the fundamental
ing territories into quotas, each rental office of the distributor must calculate acprincipal upon which the latter operates
cordingly, upon a basis of fixed rentals.
should also apply to its young imitator?
For as much as ten years the motion
Suppose
the South
picture would
were "Uncle
picture theatre has been playing pictures
Cabin." The
not playTom's
the
picture at any price, while in sections of
on a percentage basis with more or less
the
North
such
a
picture
would
prove
imsuccess depending on the picture itself and
mensely popular; yet the established quota
the degree of intelligence displayed in exwould prevail in all sections of the country.
ploiting
it.
The
writer
booked
America's
Many productions have gone over big in
first important production for more than
certain sections of the country and have
a year on either a straight percentage
fallen flat in others. At the same time,
or a rental with percentage of the gross
added. This was in 1914 after sixteen
many productions have proved profitable
for
the producer and distributor when
companies had completed engagements in
Bayard Veiller.
legitimate theatres throughout the United Well-known playwright who has signed to the exhibitor has lost money, simply because the pictures lacked public appeal.
States. It was not difficult to convince
write four scripts yearly for Metro.
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Indiana
Free

Clergy
Screen

of Kokomo, one of the
RESIDENTS
principal cities in central Indiana, are
all agog over the question of Sunday
shows, and as a result of the activity manifested by those in favor of the movement,
public sentiment is just about ready to rise
above the law.
The agitation for the Sunday shows,
which has been smoldering for some time,
burst forth rather spontaneously a few
days ago and since then has been the main
topic of conversation. The daily newspapers of the city have carried column after column of communications for and
against the movement.
That there is a great amount of sentiment in Kokomo in favor of the Sunday
shows no one will deny. That there is
considerable sentiment against them also
is evident. However, as the case now
stands the "ayes" seem to be in the majority.
Labor Wants Liberal Sabbath.
The agitation has reached the stage where
polls are being taken in factories and business houses to ascertain the views of the
employes. In the plant of the Apperson
Brothers Company, automobile manufacturers, which employs 232 persons, 203 voted
in favor of Sunday shows, 18 against them
and 11 did not vote. Polls taken in other
factories and business places express the
same sentiment in about the same proportion.
All of the motion picture exhibitors of
the city are in favor of giving the Sunday
show a try, but there is said to be some
diflference of opinion as to just what step
should be made. They have not definitely
decided as to whether all theatres should
try the Sunday operation out together or
whether just one theatre should undertake
it for the purpose of making a test case of
the question. These and other problems
confronting the exhibitors are to be worked out at an early date.
Offer Clergy Real Co-operation.
At a conference last week the motion picture exhibitors, represented by J. E. Whitley, John Shirk and Fred J. Byers, made a
proposition to the ministerial association's
representatives but it was not acepted.
The proposition was about as follows:
• That the theatres be operated on Sunday from 1 to 7 p. m., that only pictures
of good moral character or educational
value be exhibited, that ministers be invited to the theatres to speak for five minutes on religious subjects, that the exhibitors carry on their screens without charge
programs of evening church services and
an urgent suggestion that all persons attending the theatre in the afternoon attend religious services at some church in
the evening.
This proposition was submitted by the
theatre men as evidence of their willingness to work in harmony with the churches
and to promote the general welfare of
the community.
One Solution Suggested.
The Kokomo Ministerial Association announced that it can not compromise on the
proposition so long as the law in its present form remains on the Indiana statute
books. They said a compromise would
practically brand them as countenancing
a violation of the law.
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Laws
of

to

Services

It has been suggested as a possible way
out of the difficulty, that after polls have
been taken in all the factories and other
business houses of the city, in event the
majority are to favor Sunday shows, a bill
legalizing Sunday exhibitions be drafted
and placed in the hands of the senator and
representatives from Howard County and
introduced at the special session of the
state legislature, which is to be called in
a few weeks to transact other matters.
<]tJiririiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[|F<liiiiiiiii<iiiii Mil mill iiiiiiiiiiiiiii3iiiMriiniiiiiiiiiiiiiriiriii Mil lull iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii.

Mr. Goodchild's
of the
country
north of 53, novel,
is one aof story
the strongest
Northern tales of love and struggle ever
transcribed to the screen. The action is
high-pitched and sweeps to its climax with
a stirring directness and power calculated
to
whipinterest.
the spectators'
blood to for
a frenzy
tense
The location
the ex-of
teriors, upper New York State, was chosen
after the director and his staff had explored
a wide territory. Mr. Giblyn feels that the
spot used is so thoroughly true to Alaska
in atmosphere that the sacrifice of comfort
attending the sojourn in that part of the
state at this season is well worth it.
The Offer of Co-operation
I
That the theatres be operated on |
JosephformedRuttenberg,
cameraman,
the Fox executive
offices thathashe in-is
I Sunday from 1 to 7 p. m., that only |
I pictures of good moral character or | wholly satisfied with the photographic
effects attainable on the location.
I educational value be exhibited, that
The Pearl White company includes
I ministers be invited to the theatres
Thomas Carrigan as the leading man and
I to speak for five minutes on religious
J.
Thornton Paston as the heavy.
1 subjects, that the exhibitors carry
I on their screens, without charge, proi grams of evening church services and
Charlie Tyson W^ins Promotion.
1 an urgent suggestion that all perCharlie Tyson, city salesman with the
I sons attending the theatre in the
Philadelphia Robertson-Cole Exchange, has
I afternoon attend religious services
been appointed branch manager of the
I at some church in the evening.
Washington branch. Tyson is only twentyone years of age, and probably the youngest exchange manager in the country.
Pearl White at Work on Her
Special Publicity for London Stories.
Second Picture for Fox Film
-Sam W. B. Cohn, formerly Realart exagent, has been engaged by C. E.
PEARL
workstandard,
on her Shurtleflf, ploitation
second WHITE
feature has
underbegun
the Fox
Inc., as company publicist for
"Tiger's Cub," a visualization of the "Burning Daylight" and the other Jack
novel by George Goodchild. The staging of London stories Metro is producing with
the story, now in full swing at New Port Mitchell Lewis as the star. Mr. Cohn was
Henry, N. Y., where an Alaskan village has a newspaper man for many years, and
been constructed on the shore of Lake
more turerecently
motion
theatres on has
the managed
Pacific Coast
and pichas
Champlain for the exteriors, is under direction of Charles Giblyn.
handled film exploitation.

Close Harmony — ^AII the Bars Necessary, But the One Key Missing.
Barring any typxogrolocal
errors, this distributed
should comeby outLewis
"BlindJ. Youth,"
Theatres production
Selznick. a National Picture
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Be in Sympathy, Says George D, Baker
the stars only such stories as fit and the result of our system speaks for
GIVE
them and only such directors as are
in sympathy with the star and the
A strong defender of the motion picture,
Baker takes issue with the prominent
story and you will have gone a long way Mr.
itself."
ing
motion
the mediocre
toward eliminat
New York legitimate manager who recently
blamed the motion picture for the decline
picture."
Thus did George D. Baker, director of of the stage.
"Motion pictures have not hurt the
Cosmopolitan Productions, "The Cinema
Murder," Marion
a Paramount
Artcraft his
picture
saidthe utter
Mr. Baker.
"It isatthethespecustarring
Davies, epitomize
idea stage," lators,
indifference
box
for the improvement of the screen.
office, and the number three casts on the
roads.
When
the
citizen
of
Podunk
can
see
"Producers are beginning to realize that
it is well nigh impossible to cut, trim and the same high class cast in the motion
picture that the Broadwayite sees at the
rebuildtions
a without
story losing
to suitsome
any of
star's
the limitaspirit first-run houses, he isn't going to be satisfied with a third rate cast in the traveling
and heart of the original story. They are
learning that a star should not be obliged show. He wants a good show and he's
to
which doesn't
fit her
or him willing to pay for it. When the legitimate
as doit aisstory
originally,
and that
a director
managers realize this the theatre wijl reshould not handle a production with which
turn to its own, but not before."
he has no sympathy. In the past too many
producers were prone to take a story that Hiram Abrams Celebrates
called for an ingenue role and rehash it
to suit the dramatic star. In the rehashBirthday; His Philosophy
suffered, and
the final was
fcsult ingthethe story
star suffered.
The intreatment
of
generalion,manager
M ABRAMS
United
Artists ,Corporat
who, his
unfair not only to the original author but HIRA
also to the star.
n says, "put purity into milk
historia
when a kid, pep in the New England silk
Miss Davies' Stories Suit Her.
business, system in the illustrating slide
llence into Parasong trade, the par-exceage
becoming
and more
a "But
thingallofthat
the ispast.
The more
company
with
mount and the percent
in the motion
which I am so happily associated, Cosmo- picture industry," celebrated a birthday on
politan Productions, is far in advance of Sunday, February 22. Mr. Abrams spent
the field. It has access to some of the the
day at home with his wife and daughter,
greatest stories ever written. It numbers Grace. The following day he entertained
among its exclusive writers some of the his "Big Four" associates.
most famous of contemporary English and
Mr. Abrams' philosophy is interesting.
American authors. But no story is changed He's
not a moralist, but any man who has
to suit its leading players. If the story had organizations
of such size as he, and has
never
found the necessity for discharging
doesn't carded
fitor given
as it stands
originally,
it
is
disto some one else.
a single employe, must have something in
the back of his head. He was asked what
"In the
of MisssheMarion
whom
I amcase
directing,
is givenDavies,
only is his "trick of the trade."
such stories as suit her capabilities. She
"Success in any kind of business was
is required to do no story which she
never attained by 'tricks of trade'," said Mr.
doesn't like and I am required to direct Abrams. "If there are tricks, never use
no story which I don't like. We were all them. Know them if you will, but keep
agreed that 'The Cinema Murder' as E. away from them. Follow but one rule: let
Phillips Oppenheim had written it orig- the other fellow make a profit.
inally was perfectly suited to Miss Davies,
"Everybody is in business for himself.

The Four-Way Lodge Keeps Open House for Goldwynites.
Pauline
Frederick's
companyMaude
taltesGeorge;
lunch while making
"Roads of Destiny." Left to
right are: Miss Frederick;
and JohnDirector
Bowers. Frank Lloyd; Cameraman Jennings
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He has his assets, his stock in trade, his
whole business contained within himself.
And it is that 'business' which he must keep
selling every day in the year, selling it
always so that the other fellow makes a
"Profit is not always money. Most profit
is service — service to your business suprofit.
periors and customers. Service is always
compensative wherever it is rendered. My
success has been due to a single fact: I
have let the other fellow make a profit. To
me it is the best rule of business."
Goldwynner Reappears to
Serve the Small Exhibitor
AFTER a temporary
suspension
publication, the Goldwynner,
the ofofficial
exhibitor organ of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, makes its reappearance
this month. More elaborate than its predecessors and embodying a four-page
colored insert announcing forthcoming
Goldwyn attractions, in addition to twelve
pages of news matter, the new Goldwynner
will be on its way to exhibitors within the
ensuing week.
Aside from a marked alteration in its
physical aspects, the forthcoming issues of
the Goldwynner, it is stated, will be based
on a policy catering more definitely than
ever to the requirements of second and subsequent run exhibitors. The reflection of
current methods of presentation and promotion successfully used by the country's
largest exhibitors, together with suggestions for the adaptation of these methods
to the requirements of the smaller exhibitor,
will constitute a major portion of the Goldwynner's
A steadyservice.
and dependable source of live
news for the forthcoming issues of the
Goldwynner is assured by the designation
of
Goldwyn's twenty-two
service
representatives,
located inpress
eachandGoldwyn
exchange, as contributing editors. In addition,
prominent
tributemanyexclusive
articles.exhibitors will conFirst of Chester Comedies Is
Booked by the Rivoli Theatre
Chester
a series
first of
THEComedies,
produced
by C. ofL. Chester,
of Chester-Outing fame, is being
shown at the Rivoli Theatre this week. It
is entitledparts"Four Times Foiled," the principal being played by a monkey, a
horse and a dog who outwit a band of kidnappers and rescue the infant heir to a
fortune in many a thrilling escapade. The
picture was directed by William S. Campbell. The picture was titled by Katharine
Hilliker, whose wit is familiar to those acquainted with Chester-Outing scenics.
The showing at the Rivoli is a pre-release.
Twenty-six Chester Comedies are being
planned leasesfor
the next
two Chester
years, thirteen
rea wear.
C. L.
will leave
New York within a few weeks for Los
Angeles, where he will be permanently
located and will exercise direct supervision
over the new comedies. He has a menagof trained animals already assembled at
Los erie
Angeles.
Make Scenes in Theatre for "Memento."
Corinnc Griffith, motion picture star, will
appear as Rosalie Ray, vaudeville star, in
a Brooklyn, N. Y., theatre during the coming week. True, the big audience that will
greet her act, and she will be the whole
show, will be paid by Vitagraph, as Miss
Griffith will be making scenes for her next
feature, "Memento." It will, however, be
the star's first appearance before an audience in person, but she is assured that her
act will
the
script."go over big" — it has to — it is in
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Policy

to

National

Govern
Theatres

Diefense Committee Outlines It as Industrial Equivalent
Building and Loan Plan, Which Will Obviate Need

of Exhibitors

company in
TIVE p theatres
CO-OPERA
A which
membershi
and the extent of
interest held is strictly volimtary, as
an industrial equivalent to the nationally
known building and loan plan, and which will
function in defense of individual sources
when they need funds for increasing capacity, general remodeling or the erection of
a new house to keep pace with local conditions, is the general outline made public
this week by N. H. Gordon, of Boston, of
the policy which will govern Associated
First National Theatres, Inc.
This is one of the two new companies
created by exhibitor franchise owners of
First National Exhibitors Circuit. It will
have officers and an executive personnel
entirely separate from that already elected
to administer the afTairs of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., and while it
will be conducted as an independent enterprise, its resources will be at the disposal
of exhibitors who are subscribing to subfranchises for First National attractions
now being granted as an e.xtension to
smaller exhibitors of the same co-operative
and protective booking and productionsupply systems which have been the privilege of the larger theatre owners who own
original franchises in First National Exhibitors Circuit.
Mr. Gordon Describes the Plan.
Mr. Gordon, who is chairman of the Exhibitors Defense Committee of First National, and a member of the Board of Voting Trustees for Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., was in New York last week
to attend a meeting of the board of directors of the latter concern. In his statement
Mr. Gordon placed special emphasis on the
separate and distinct identities of the two
new organizations.
"They will not operate as one enterprise,"
he declared. "There has been a considerable speculation among exhibitors about
this. To clarify this confusion and to give
the industry an official and accurate explanation of the purposes in the minds of
the exhibitors who are united in a cooperative undertaking in First National, I
want
to
make
the distinction a very definite
one.
"Associated First National
branch of-is
solely an exhibiting body, with Pictures
fices owned, controlled and operated by
exhibitors to perform the mechanical functions of distribution. Each exhibitor who
is, or will be, a member of this organization by franchise, is guaranteed the ex'■lusive rights in his zone or locality of all
First National attractions, for which he
will not pay a variable rental, hut a fixed
and abiding percentage of the total exhibition value of every production purchased
and released by the company.
The Distinction Between the Two.
"Independent of this, and as an individual
enterprise, with entirely dififerent aims in
mind, the exhibitor members of First National have organized the .A.s.sociated First
National Theatres, Inc. Exhibitors who
are awarded franchises in the pictures
company are at liberty to subscribe to the
collateral of the theatres company, but
this is not obligatory. The theatres enter-

Calling

on Outside

Financial

prise is the crystallization of one phase of
the exhibitor defense measures we adopted
last fall as an absolute essential to meeting
the proposed theatre activities of certain
of
the big producing and distributing concerns.
"A theatrical example will serve to illustrate just how the theatres company will
help the material interests of the exhibitors
who hold sub-franchises in the pictures
company. First, it is necessary to interpolate here one of the principles of fair
dealing between the picture company and
the independent stars and producers whose
pictures it will exhibit. As exhibitors and
franchise owners, we must be capable of
realizing from the public in any zone or
locality the maximum of patronage for
each and every release. Not to do this
would be neither fair nor progressive.
Several Things to Be Considered.
"As in the past, we will continue to encourage production talent to strive for
greater results. And to support them in
their efTorts, we, as individuals and as a
co-operative group of theatre operators,
must be equipped to attract the greatest
possible number of people. To do this
exhibitors owning franchises must possess
the physical theatre assets which are so
important a factor in public estimation.
"There must be house capacity up to the
highest point which any zone or community
can support with a profit to the exhibitor.
There is no justice to the independent star
and director, and none to the individual
exhibitor, in a limited capacity which autoductions. matically restricts public support of pro"Moreover, if a First National franchise
house is in competition with a theatre
controlled by a producing or distributing
oi-ganization, and the latter has a greater
capacity, it has a psychological effect on
theatregoers which inclines them to the

Edward Sloman.
Directing Mitcliell Lewi.s in his first
Jack London story for Metro,
"Burning- Daylight."

Interests

subconscious belief that if First National's
releases were the equal, if not the superior
of other studio effort, they would justify
presentation in the first-class house in
any locality. Then thtre is the matter of
box office receipts which require the maximum of house capacity to bring up to a
gross that will permit a franchise owner
to pay his pro rata percentage of the cost
of exceptional pictures, and leave an encouraging profit for the e chibitor.
Fellow Exhibitors Provide the Assistance.
"This, in brief, is the crux of the general
thought which prompted the formation of
Associated First National Theatres, Inc.,
as a company which will have the funds,
voluntarily invested by franchise owners,
to enable other exhibitors who may now
lack the necessary theatre facilities to enable First National to be represented by a
house the equal, if not the superior, in
every respect, of any competing theatre in
each enfranchised zone, to obtain the
money needed for enlargement and improvement without seeking the aid of
financial interests outside the industry.
There is a considerable hazard in this for
the average exhibitor, and it is an obvious
one.
"It is the purpose of Associated First
National Theatres to provide that financial
assistance as coming from fellow exhibitors, with their own interests pledged to
the same organization and supply sources
as the owners who require money for improvement. Funds of the theatres company, invested in the erection of new theatres for franchise owners, or in the enlargement and remodeling of their respective properties, so that they will give First
Nat ional attractions theatre facilities second to none, will be disbursed in much the
same way as is the money voluntarily
subscribed by stock purchasers in the
hundreds of building and loan, or home
country.loan, associations throughout the
and
A Plan Familiar to All.
"Every
especially with
the residents
small towns,one,is acquainted
this methodof
of home making. And it is but a short
step, and a comparatively simple one, to
adapt it to the maintenance of exhibitor
independence in the motion picture industry, by rallying to the support of smaller
theatre owners needing financial assistance
for the purposes I have explained, the resources of the larger and, perhaps, more
successful exhibitors.
"Exhibitors who have led the way to
theatre and studio independence
as First
Nat ional franchise owners, are seeking a
practical approach to something that will
have the semblance of stabilization and
permanency in the exhibitor and producer
branches of the business. The theatre company is a great contributing factor. It
gives exhibitors financial assistance, wherever it is needed, on and under conditions
which the benefactors could not obtain
from institutions outside the industry. And
it is a business proposition for the exhibitors who subscribe to the theatres company stock, thereby providing the funds,
because they will receive a nominal interest return for their investments."
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Romance" Will Shortly Be Released by
United Artists; Doris Keane Is Featured
has been heavy. Over twenty contracts
been fora have
never
probably
has that
E story
THER
been closed within the week for
single
was ever
written
the stage or screen that has caused
showings in Boston territory for St. Patso high comment, as has that of "Romance,"
after. rick's Day and immediately before or
by
Edward
Sheldon,
one
of
America's
greatest writers, which is now being
"In California, also, as a result of the
screened by United Artists Corporation, and
showingtractsathave Grauman's,
a number
of conbeen closed.
From our
Atin which Doris Keane,l one of ,America's
most famous emotiona actresses is play- ceived. lanta oflnce twenty-six contracts were reing the leading lole of an operatic primadonna, the same as she has on the stage in
"The Minneapolis office announces the
New York, Chicago, Boston, and London,
Eltinge Theatre in Bismarck, N. D., the
Opera House in Marquette, Mich., and the
during the past seven years.
Edward Sheldon, who wrote the play, Delft in Escanaba, Mich. Of course some
have been disappointed because
first offered it to Charles Frohman for pro- exhibitors
duction. After reading it he passed it on we have not been able to accommodate
with the comment that he did not think it them. The number of prints is limited, and
was particularly suited for production for naturally it's a case of first come, first
any of his stars, despite the fact that it
was written with Miss Keane in mind. Miss
Keane then came under the management
of the Shuberts and the play was accepted
Doris Keane
served."of "The Third Woman"
and produced with big success. So great Cast
Starring produced
in "Romance"
for Griffith.
United Artists, was it popularity that Miss Keane desired
Is Announced for First Time
by D. W.
to own the play outright and it passed into
g for
in securin
LE, Third
Miss Keane's and her manager, Charles
N-CO"The
RTSOution
ROBEdistrib
Woman"
William Fox Says New Film
picas a superior
which it will release
Dillingham's hands, from Winthrop Ames
for the largest money conture with an all-star cast, was impressed
Will Show the True Alaska and Lee Shubert
sideration that any American or foreign particularly with the exploitation strength
of this production. Coupled to this were
e screen pictures of play had ever demanded.
Y strang
M^NAlaska
have been flashed upon the
For that sum Miss Keane or Mr. Dilling- the possibilities to be found in the names
n
heet,
and the usual Alaska
silvers
ham did not, by any means, own the play of half a dozen people who themselves often
picture, no matter how dramatic the story, outright. They merely acquired the produc- have been starred.
ly
s
general become a comedy — or rather a
tion rights and Mr. Sheldon was still paid
The cast for
of the
"Thefirst
Third
burlesque — in that northern territory, as a ten per cent, royalty on the gross the play announced
time,Woman."
contains now
the
well as in the Pacific Northwest, because produced each week.
names of Louise Lovely, Carlyle Blackwell,
of its absolute disregard for details. Wilmanagers contended that in view Gloria Hope, Myrtle Kelso, George Hernanliam Fox purchased the film rights of of Many
this success Messrs. Ames and Shubert Lanning.
dez, Walter Long, Winter Hall and Frank
George Goodchild's novel, "Tiger's Cub," a should have made very much more money
story of the country north of "S3," and then by keeping the rights for the play in their
The contrast which is drawn between the
determined to give it a truly Alaskan at- own hands, but the cold cash was tempting East and the great outdoors of the desert
mosphere.
and the deal consummated, with the proviso country makes the picture an attractive one
Mr. Fox felt that the details of the pic- that when Miss Keane appeared in the play from a box office standponit. The lives
ture should be correct, that the atmosphere it was to always be in Shubert theatres.
society people in the East are contrasted
should be typically Alaskan, not so much
As a matter of fact. Miss Keane could of
with the simple, primitive fashion among
because the average person would profit by
the plainsmen and the Pueblo Indians with
had thenothing
exclusivetworights
"Romance"
knowing the truth as because Alaska, much have
for exactly
yearsforbefore,
when telling effect. From the palatial homes of
maligned by the spread of false impressions, Mr. Sheldon wrote the play, for he wrote rich
Easterners, the action shifts to a large
was entitled to have its life faithfully rep- it especially for her and at the time stipu- Pueblo village where a remarkable picture
resented. Accordingly, every scene in
lated that whoever bought it would have to of the life and customs of this interesting
'Tiger's
Cub,"will
in bewhich
Whitespotis have her in the leading role.
Indian tribe is given. Also there is a vivid
being starred,
a copyPearl
of some
At that time "Romance" was worth only picture of a small desert town. There
in Alaska that fits the story, Charles
takes place a fight in which Blackwell and
estimation, inandAlbany
in fact there
until were
after Walter
Giblyn, who is directing Miss White, has its
its author's
first performance
Long are the principals.
made a determined effort to carry out the only
Charles Swickard directed. The picture
or two persons who had any great
idea of Mr. Fox to make every detail faith one
is
founded
on a story by Raymond L.
in its drawing value for they did not
perfect.
Schrock. J. Grubb Alexander wrote the
continuity.
know
then
how
the
amusement
public's
Nothing has been left out in the picture, pulse was beating. Miss Keane believed in
it
is said,made
and while
"Tiger's
Cub" be
wasmore
not it; so did Mr. Sheldon, and when it came
actually
in Alaska,
it should
New York
it was with
the season's
greatestin
typically Alaskan than some pictures which to
success;
it followed
two seasons
Author of "Honey Bee" to Sete Film.
have been made there, for the latter us- Chicago, one in Boston and nearly four
ually show the glaciers and the bald rocks straight years in London.
S.
S. Hutchinson, president of the Ameriof that country, and these are by no means
can Film Company, has invited Samuel
"Romance" will be released shortly by Merwin
and members of his family to a
typical of it. Without stinting in the least, United
Artists and the announcement that
the true atmosphere of Alaska has been comes from Hiram Abrams says that it
of "The Honey Bee" in
showing
private
put into
"Tiger's
and she
withhas Pearl
will undoubtedly be among the greatest his home in the suburbs of Chicago, deWhite
in one
of the Cub,"
best roles
had, emotional
siring to share with the author his own
love
pictures
ever
produced.
should prove a great drawing card for
satisfaction with the picturization of this
the exhibitor.
fancy. While the novel met
of his success
productinstant
with
on publication, and
was
one
of
the
seven best sellers of the
Rush of St. Patrick's Day
West Virginia Likes "Lost Battalion."
believes it has been
year, Mr. Hutchinson
Bookings for Realart Film
immortalized
by the screen production.
W. H. Production Company reports "The
INDICATIONS point to March 17 being
"In 'The Honey Bee' we have a record
T.ost Battalion," the seven-reel feature
unusually well observed, says J. S. Ragnow being distributed on the state rights
the finest of the 'Flying A' Spebreaker—
market, is making good in every section.
land, Realart's general sales manager,
"The
to date," said Mr. Hutchinson.
From M. E. Morgan, who controls the after receiving reports from the field. All name cialsand
reputation of Madame MargueWest Virginia territory, the reports re- of which has caused Mr. Ragland to turn rita Svlva is a big drawing card. This is
ceived are indicative of successful showings in that part of the country. He says to thought of Allan Dwan and "The Luck the prima donna's first appearance in picin thisincludes
country."
the Irish."
men in the field were the ones who
The turescast
Thomas Holding, Nigel
"The Lost Battalion" is a human, living of "The
document of history, re-enacted by the directed attention to the suitability of 'The Barrie, -Mbcrt Rav, George Hernandez,
actual survivors of that momentous page Luck of the Irish' for St. Patrick's Day
Dell Boone. Ethel Ullman.
Harvey Clark,
in American life. It is a picture that grips
They called attention to it by Charlotte
Merriam, Ruth Maurice, Harry
the interest, attention and hearts of every programs.
sending
in
bookings.
celebrated heavyweight,
the
and
Tenbrook
Kid McCoy.
audience.
"From Boston the number of demands
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Is

Said
by
the
Reviewers
Mozing Picture World { Uniudicatcd ) ; Motion Picture Nez>.'s (N.); Exhilntors' Trade Review {T.R.); IV id's (W.);
Exhibitor's Herald {E. H.)
IN OLD KENTUCKY (First National)
Seven reels of active entertainment wliich
held a crowded house at the Strand from
start to finish.
N. — A quota of exciting thrills
Rich atmosphere and an adequate vein of
humor.
VV. — A picture that has enough real audiencedinary
stufif pictures.
in it to supply 'half a dozen orSHOULD A WOMAN TELL (Metro)?
Has considerable merit and a story of real
life, but the acting of Alice Lake is finer
and
self. better than anything in the picture itN. — The director and star pull this picture up by its very roots and plant it on a
pedestal.
W. — Artistic production handling delicate
situations in commendable manner.
T. R. — Is excellent . . . The story is
clearly developed . . . action is compelling.
THE MIRACLE OF LOVE (Paramount)
Strongly dramatic story on unpleasant
theme. The reproduction is admirable
throughout.
N. — Exhibitors who would please their
patrons with romantic love stories need
have no scruples about booking this picture.
W. — Not a faultless picture by any means
. . . but it provides pretty fair entertainment.
FLAMES OF THE FLESH (Fox)
Holds by the unusual character of the
plot.
N. — Continuity is well arranged to emphasize the high lights. Its daring conclusion may shock some sensitive patrons.
W. — Sensational melodrama of the old
Theda Bara type.
T. R. — "Flames of the Flesh" lurid melodrama . . . The story is not far different
from all the other stories of this sort ever
written.
E. H. — There is a definite field for pictures of the type for which this one is
eminently fitted by reason of its general
excellence.
TWELVE-TEN (Republic)
A generally good entertainment. Story
holds good attention.
N. — Very heavy drama with a mystery
felement.
T. R. — Gives every indication of proving a
popular program attraction.
E. H. — Has foreign flavor . . . that tnay
not be wholly conducive to success during
its American presentation.
THE SAGEBRUSHER (Hodkinson)
Adaptation of Emerson Hough novel
meritorious production of wholesome type.
N. — The sequences, replete with thrilling
incidents, are skillfully sewed together by
a silver thread of sweet sentiment.
T. R. — Might be exploited successfully
because of its reputation as a novel. As
screen entertainment it lacks sparkle and
life.
W. — -Lacks conviction for the most part
but will make satisfactory program offering.
WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY
(United Artists)
For continuous and unalloyed good fun, it
is in the front rank of Fairbank releases.
N. — Sure-fire winner with any audience.
T. R. — It is a real Fairbanks success with
the star's radiant smile, expressive pan-

tommie and weird acrobatic agility in evidence all the time.
W. — Great — best this star has turned out
in a long while.
E. H. — Advertised to the limit and presented as the best Fairbanks production to
date.
THE GREATEST QUESTION (First
National)
A pliotographic enchantment dealing with
survival after death.
N. — Photoplay of sadness, artistically
produced.
T. R. — The story is of frankly melodramatic type with a ghostly turn from
which the title is derived.
\V. — This picture is certainly gripping,
intensely gripping, but at the same time it
is not exactly pleasant entertainment.
SKY-EYE (Lesser)
Thrilling melodramatic offering produced
by William Steiner showing spectacular
aeronautic stunts.
N. — This could be correctly described as
a thrilling melodrama in mid-air.
T. R. — The play ought to prove entertaining to the majority of the public.
THE WEB OF DECEIT (Pathe)
The settings and situations in this production have been designed for a strong appeal
to the masses.
N. — The story is not the kind of material
that is being turned out in this modern day.
T. R. — There isn't a moment in the entire
picture that is real or suspenseful.
W. — Old-time meller doesn't hold and
lacks the better production points.
HEART STRINGS (Fox)
.\ radical and welcome departure from
the more conventional type of stories
located in the Canadian wilds.
N. — Hodge
drama here. podge of sentiment and meloT. R. — The picture never impresses with
its realism, but it contains romance, heroism,
villains and the supreme sacrifice a brother
makes for his sister.
W. — Obvious and far-fetched melodrama
with utterly impossible villain.
ROUGE AND RICHES (Universal)
The production as a whole is a brilliant
one.
N. — Often told tale makes obvious picture.
T. R. — The picture is a good one of its
kind and should have a particular appeal in
the small towns.
W. — Old time chorus girl stuff uninteresting and tiresome.
BEHIND THE DOOR (Paramount)
.\ remarkable combination of tiirills and
shudders has been achieved in this Thomas
H. Ince production.
N. — This Thos. H. Ince special is tremendous drama, but it cannot hope to find
universal favor because it is so vividly
brutal and cruel
T. R. — It is an artistic masterpiece,
gruesome, terrible and grimh' effective.
W. — This picture has never been equalled
for thrills, sustained interest, accumulative
force and terrific punch of climax.
THE WILLOW TREE (Metro)
Metro classic starring Viola Dana is
charming
story of Japan, beautifully produced.
N. — It strikes us as being well out of

the ordinary and therefore entitled to attention for that reason if no other.
T. R. — Dazzled by the well maintained
atmosphere.
An audience can well overstory. look the lack of
action and suspense in the
OTHER MEN'S SHOES (Pathe)
It is interesting and enjoyable. The closing scenes are quite melodramatic.
N. — This picture should register favorably with an audience not too critical of
the requirements of dramatic construction.
W. — Wholesome sentiment and sure-fire
drama in this.
A DAUGHTER OF TWO WORLDS
(First National)
Made intensely interesting by a talented
star and a highly intelligent director.
N. — A wealth of melodramatic incident.
T. R. — There is lots of action to this
picture, not a dragging moment in it, and
no denying its melodramatic punch and the
emotional
intensity of the cleverly outlined situations.
AN ADVENTURE
IN HEARTS
(Paramount)
Cheerful, spring-time comedy, made up of
pretty sentiment, some quick action, a
wetter-than-wet rainstorm and the romantic back-ground of an old Italian castle.
N. — The majority of any audience will
call it first-class entertainment and go
home perfectly satisfied.
T. R. — Is exciting, amusing and entertaining to a high degree.
THE CORSICAN BROTHERS (United)
While the production contains many
points of merit, it has not the earmarks
of a finished production.
— Moderately
ofW.Dumas
classic. attractive picturization
N. — Famous story and play makes a success.
T. R. — The acting leaves nothing to be
desired. The photography is excellent,
giving the final artistic touch to a well balanced production.
OUT YONDER (Selznick)
Touches life interestingly if not deeply
and adds another piece of fiction to that
class of pictures that are meant to while
away an hour pleasantly.
N. — Excellent entertainment for maT. R. — "Out Yonder" is a highly effective
jority.
love romance.
E. H. — Should be welcomed as the best
Olive Thomas production under the Selznick trademark.
THE GREAT
AIR ROBBERY
(Universal)
Six-part Universal production presents
marvelous melodrama in midair.
N. — An amazing photoplay of death-defying stunts in the air, patrons are sure
to make a beaten path to its door.
R. — The picture
is a real "whopper,"
a T.masterpiece
of originality,
splendidly
photographed.
W. — Spectacular air stunts will get this
through.
E. H. — Was evidently made to order
after O. S. Locklear, a flyer whose exploits have gained considerable fame, had
been engaged for picture purposes. It is
surprisingly
good, under the circumstances.
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Verse-Story

to Be Filmed Will be "Law of Yukon
first of the series of productions he to be located. "Some Mind Reader," the
is to make for Mayflower Photoplay first of the Dooley releases, will be given a
Corporation, Charles Miller has se- premier showing this week at Denver, San
City.
Oakland, Seattle and Salt Lake
lected "The Law of the Yukon," one of Francisco,
ies
verse-stor
popular
Service's
W.
Robert
of the frozen North. Work on the picture
The comedies will occupy a prominent
place on the program and will be featured
started
been
has already
State.the Ca- as specials in all the advertising done by
Yorkalong
in New
nadian frontier
Realart officials have received a number the theatre management. This arrangeof congratulatory messages on the new
ment was made by Matthias Radin, presicontract with Mr. Miller. A number of
dent of Tyrad and Ale.xander Pantages,
exhibitors stated the new series would fill head of the Pantages Circuit, during Mr.
a big need for red-blooded, virile, American West.
Radin's trip through the West and Middle
pictures.
Several admirers of Robert W. Service's
Territory on these comedies is fast beworks expressed appreciation of the picing disposed of. The latest to be sold has
turizing of the famous poetrj' of the been purchased by the Arrow Photoplays
Northwest.
of Denver, that has secured the rights on
The colored insert prepared to announce
Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah
the Charles Miller production also came in and the southern portion of Idaho.
for a big share of favorable comment. It
Moe Kerman, general sales manager of
was accorded the honor of being selected Tyrad's
Exchange,
closed
for publication in the March number of contracts New
on theYork
Dooley
Comediesjustwith
the
"Printing Art," a de luxe journal of the Yost, S. R. S.. Steiner, M. & S. and Picker
printing trade, as illustrative of the high Circuits, all of whom control from four to
class of advertising in the motion picture ten houses.
business.
Director Miller has built a village of the
type on the Yukon when Cheechako and Garsson Gets Favorable Reports
Sour Dough alike made a mad rush for
on "The Blindness of Youth"
gold. Dog teams and sleds have been
brought from western Canada as well as a
Blinds on "The
former officer of the Royal Mounted Police
E report
of Youth,
release
FAVO
n " of the
Filmof
Foundation
the initial
W. nessGarsso
M. RABL
who will be seen in the picture.
Locations have been chosen both on the Corporation, are being received from State
American and the Canadian side of the Right Buyers throughout the country, according to an announcement.
frontier, and Mayflower reports it is the
Reports received from coast to coast and
plan to go out to BanfT, in the Canadian
Rockies, with a view of transferring the from border to border indicate that the picture is proving a success from the point of
beauty of the mountains to the screen to
view of the State Right buyers, as well as
round out the pictorial qualities.
The same policy that was followed in the exhibitor, Mr. Garsson says.
The plan of the Foundation Film Corcasting "The Miracle Man" and "Soldiers
poration isto continue to exploit its producof Fortune" has been followed in "The Law
tions even after all territory is disposed
oi
the
Yukon."
No
actor
will
be
starred,
but Director Miller has selected players of, and is proving popular with the independent distributors, it is announced, and
wjiomeralhe
roles. considers best suited to the sev- is proving a great help in making the production afinancial success.
The adaptation of the Service poem was
made by Harry Chandler.
Nearly all territory has been disposed of
and many oflfers have been received for
what little remains unsold.
Pantages Circuit Gives Long
What is believed to be a record on quick
sales is claimed by Mr. Garsson in disposing
Bookings to Dooley Comedies
of the territory of Western Pennsylvania
FOLLOWINGes the announcement that and West Virginia. Harry Lande, of the
the Pantag Circuit had booked the Quality Film Corporation of Pittsburgh
John Dooley Comedies for twenty made a special trip to New York to secure
weeks on each release comes word from
the rights of his territory.
the Tyrad Pictures, Inc., that it is all to
be given an
early showing in the terri- Kann, Big "U" Export Head, Oflf
tories where a Pantages theatre happens
linilllllililiiliMlillilliliiliniiii riKliiliiliiliiiiiiiDilMliiur rilllillllliiiil iiiiilllillilllltillllltliliiiiiiillttliiilll
to Europe to Study Conditions
exr of
al,thesailed
department manage
of Univers
GEORGEport KANN,
for London on February 21. This is
the sixth time Mr. Kann has crossed the
ocean in the interests of Universal foreign
business. He will make his first stop in
London where he will visit the Universal
office and close some new contracts. .\
tour of Europe will follow and as Mr. Kann
expects to be gone several months he inall nt.
the important film cenon thevisiting
ters tends
contine
From London he will go to Paris, and
from there to Berlin, Vienna, Rome and
other European key cities. He will study
conditions wherever he goes with a view
to bettering the Universal export service.
By talking to foreign motion picture men
at first hand he expects to evolve a scheme
whereby it will be unnecessary to make
any changes in the films when they are exported. In other words Mr. Kann is working on the idea that a happy medium can
"Remember, Polly, It'» a Secret."
States Priscllla Dean to the word-maker In be determined which will be beneficial to
the production of films for this country
Universal's "The Virgin of Stamboul."
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and abroad. As a rule American films are
"out" a good deal when they are shown
in foreign houses. Mr. Kann expects to
find a way out of this difficulty by starting
of propaganda for longer films abroad. The
title question will also be carefully studied
no doubt.
Actors in "Invisible Ray"
Are Injured by Explosion

Amusefor the Frohman
reason
ment Corporation
temporarily
susproduction
pending
on the "Invisible
Ray" serial, is announced as being due to
an explosion in a chemical laboratory set
in the studio, during which Jack Sherrill
and Miss Uzzell were burned, while Ruth
Cliflford was hurled a considerable distance
and rendered unconscious.
The script called for the demonstration
of the power of a shot of light operating
on certain chemicals, a premature and intense explosion occurred which demolished
the set, and an electrical and laboratory
employed by the company has been unable
to determine just what caused the explosion,
but the circumstances are said to be striksimilar to the action called for in the
fiction inglyscript.
This serial, however, though dealing with
science, has been produced so that it may
be easily comprehended. The story deals
with a powerful ray, supposed to be strong
enough to destroy the world, discovered by
a man supposedly dead, and the secret of
which a band is attempting to secure.
Eight episodes had been completed before
the explosion.
THE

Kelley Joins Bacon as Publicity Director.
Joseph L. Kelley, for the past year director of publicity for Frank G. Hall, has left
the Hall organization for the Gerald F.
Bacon Enterprises. Mr. Kelley will have
complete charge of the new bureau established by Mr. Bacon, with headquarters in
the Fulton Theatre Building, West Fortysixth street.
During
Mr. heKelley's
Frank
G. Hall
handled association
the publicity with
for
more than eight separate producing companies, including the Rothapfel Unit Program, Hobart Henley, Charles Miller, Gerald Bacon, Keanan Buel and Dallas M. FitzPrior of
to Mr.
Kelley's
the
duties
director
of assumption
publicity forof Mr.
gerald.
Hall, he was on the editorial and reviewing stafif of the Motion Picture News and
director of publicity for the old Kalem
Company. Before entering the editorial
end of the motion picture industry he was
a reporter in Washington, D. C, covering
the State, War and Navy departments, and
writing
special
featuresis aforgraduate
the Washington Post.
Mr. Kelley
lawyer
and an alumnus of Georgetown University.
W. C. C. S. Acknowledges Publicity
Moving Picture World is in receipt of a
pamphlet from the War Camp Community
Service, containing a summary of all the
publicity its1919.activities received up until
December,
The pamphlet, which is titled "Community Service in Periodical Literature" is put
forth edgebytheirthedeepService
workers to"totheacknowlindebtedness
writers
and editors who have aided in disseminating information through this channel regarding the community
movement."
Over 300
periodicals service
are listed
in the
pamphlet, showing that the journalistic
fraternity of America did what was in its
power toward assisting the W. C. C. S.
Moving Picture World is pleased to see
that under its name are listed more articles
than under any other moving picture trade
publication.
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Mendelsohn Now In "Cincy."
LSOHN, special repreFELIX MENDE
sentative for the Goldwyn Corporation, is in Cincinnati to supervise
the moving of the Queen City branch from
its present quarters on East Fifth to the
Film Building, Broadway and Pioneer
street. Mr. Mendelsohn will remain in
charge of the Cincinnati branch until Oscar
Bower, resident manager, recovers from
his present illness.
S. A. Shirley, district manager of Metro,
recently spent several days in Kansas City
while making a trip through the middle
western territory. His headquarters are
at Chicago.
Mclntyre Opens Canadian Chain.
R. E. Mclntyre, special representative
of the home office of Famous PlayersLasky, after opening a chain of offices in
Canada, extending from Vancouver to
Saint
John's,
went weeks,
to Buffalo,
where thehe new
has
been for
several
installing
local manager, Allan S. Moritz. While in
Buffalo he has visited many of the exhibitors in the territory. George R. Rogers,
formerly with Fathe in Boston, has been
engaged by Mr. Moritz as a member of
the local sales staff.
H. L. Craig, formerly with the Universal
Exchange, Kansas City, is now traveling
in north central Kansas for RobertsonCole Distributing Corporation.
J. M. Duncan, of the Vitagraph Exchange,
has been elected president of the Detroit
Board of Motion Picture Exchange Managers.
Hodkinson Managers Change.
Rudolph Berger, one of the young "veterans" of the film industry in Washington,
said good-bye to his friends last week when
he packed up his belongings to go to Philadelphia, where he will reign as manager
of the Hodkinson office. He is succeeded
in Washington by J. J. Milstein, formerly
manager of the Omaha branch of the same
organization.
In honor of winning the second prize, W.
D. Ward and staff of the Detroit Universal
Exchange, recently gave a stag party to
the exhibitors, at which one hundred attended. The Detroit share of the national
prize money was $3,000.
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Robertson-Cole office in Kansas City.
Prior to affiliation with the exchange end
of the business, Mr. Hennessy was house
manager of the Majestic and Regent theatres, Detroit.
Paramount's New Buffalo Exchange.
The new Famous Players-Lasky Exchange in Franklin street, Buffalo, at the
head of Film Row, is nearing completion,
and, according to Allan S. Moritz, the new
local manager, the building will be ready
for business by April 15. The structure
will be one of the most modern exchange
offices in the country and will cost $80,000.
Features of the building will be a miniature theatre for screening and a mammoth
vault for storing of films. There will be
an up-to-date exploitation department
under the direction of John P. McConville,
who recently came to Buffalo from the
Boston office.
Lotz Visits Realart Home Offices.
Harry E. Lotz, Pittsburgh manager of
Realart Pictures Corporation, visited the
home offices this week. He conferred with
the company's executives on extensive plans
he has prepared for giving "The Luck of
the Irish," an Allen Dwan Production, an
elaborate send-off in the Pittsburgh territory.
In a serious motor car accident February
19 the parents of Harry Taylor, manager
of Pathe for Kansas City, his sister and
brother were seriously i.njured. The motor
in which they were riding was struck by a
street car. The brother and father, who
were the most seriously hurt, were taken
to a hospital.
A. E. F. Veteran on the Job.
Lou Stahlbeig, who served in France with
the 328th Infantry, and was with Sidney B.
Lust, of Washington, D. C, after being released from the army, has now joined the
Reliance
FilmBaltimore
Company's
forces and is
covering the
territory.
iiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiliiiiiNiitiirMiillljiitiitiiilillMiiiliriiiiiiiiiii

Territory a "Look."
Giving His trip
A four-weeks
through the Missouri,
Kansas and Oklahoma territory tributory
to Kansas City, was begun February 21 by
J. N. MacMeekin, manager of Realart Pictures Corporation.
will include
visits toMr.
all MacMeekin's
cities of any trip
size
in the district, where he will visit with
the exhibitors and learn their wants and
how to supply them.
is selling in southwestFieldman
Joseph
for Robertson-Cole. He was
ern Kansas
until recently connected with the Metro
service at Minneapolis.
Hennessy with Hallmark in Detroit.
Earl Hennessy, former salesman for Fox.
has been appointed Detroit manager for
Hallmark, succeeding Fred Young, who has
resigned to accept the management of the

Tom North.
Super-Graduate Exchange executive who is
now managing
directortheatres.
of Tom Moore's
Washington

Smeltzer Now District Manager.
Members of the film industry in Washare congratulating
"Bob"
Smeltzer,
of the ington
Republic
Distributing
Corporation,
upon a well deserved promotion to the position of district manager. He is one of
the most popular film executives in the territory, is constantly being selected by his
fellow exchange managers for various
offices in their association, and has recently
completed a very successful term as president.
His territory will include the Dallas, New
Orleans, Atlanta and Washington districts,
with his headquarters in Washington. He
has appointed LeRoy Breitbarth, who has
been connected with the organization for
about two years, as a salesman, assistant
manager of the Washington branch.
William Honing, for many years on the
staff of the Cincinnati Enquirer, and later
exploitation manager of the Cincinnati district for Selznick, is now publicity manager for the Robertson-Cole Distributing
Corporation in Cincinnati.
Jake Flax Joins Liberty Films.
Jake Flax, who for the past six months
has been general manager for Sidney B.
Lust, of the Super Films Attractions, Inc.,
has resigned to join his brother, Sam Flax,
who operates the Liberty Film Corporation
in Washington. Jake Flax started in as an
errand boy with the General Film Company
and was manager of the Washington office
when the business was discontinued. He
company.
had
nearly eight years' service with that
W. C. Barnes, former Fox manager in
Minneapolis, has been appointed Detroit
manager for Fox, succeeding Harry Fox,
who has returned to New York to do
special work for Select.
Moritz Transferred to Buffalo.
Allan S. Moritz, well-known in the
Washington, D. C, territory where he was
for some time a salesman traveling out of
the Famous Players-Lasky exchange, is
followed by the congratulations and well
wishes of his many friends to Buffalo,
where he has been appointed manager of
the branch exchange of the Famous
Players-Lasky organization. He succeeds
Richard C. Fox, who has resigned. Prior
to his connection with Famous Players,
Mr. Moritz was a traveling representative
for the Fox Film Corporation, and spent
considerable time in the South.
Another promotion from Washington is
that of Paul J. Swift, branch manager, who
assumes the management of the Omaha
branch. He will be succeeded here by
Lester Rosenthal, former sales manager of
the Washington office.
Officers for Queen City Film Association.
W. W. Rowland was elected president
and Jack Kendall vice-president of the
Cincinnati Associated Film Exchanges at
their meeting at the Chamber of Commerce
February 21. Mr. Rowland, who was vicepresident of the organization, succeeds
Harris P. Wolfberg, who recently has been
transferred to New York. Mr. Kendall
succeeds Mr. Rowland as vice-president.
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Make Extra Specials for Next Two Years
has been Guth and Bessie Wheeler will impersonate
ALBERT CAPELLANI
signed by Robertson-Cole to give that the spirit of the north wind's malice. The
company the exclusive rights to his company left for location on Sunday, February 22, and expects to be at Port Henry
features for a period of two years. This five weeks.
nt is made after a series of conannounceme
ferences between the French producer and
officials of Robertson-Cole. The contract
which was signed this week provides that Press Book Suggests Stunts
Capellani shall Cole
produce four specials a year
for Revived "Tillie" Film
for Robertsonand that the pictures
shall be of extra special calibre.
book for
n page
sixtee
THE"Tillie
red press
's Punctu
Romance," for
After he finished work on "The Fortune
exhibitors is now complete for the
Teller," starring Marjorie Rambeau, Mr. Mack Sennett six reel super comedy beCapellani decided that he would devote his
ing revived and distributed on the indetime and energy to the making of extra
amarket bycontai
Tower
Film ting
Corporand
special productions which would outdo his
ns interes
This book
tion.pendent
former attempts. Rol)ertson-Cole officials newsy press stores specially prepared for
were so impressed with "The Fortune newspaper use.
TTeller," which will soon be released as an
A hand painted, colored lobby display is
extra special, that they immediately decided illustrated, and there are also reproducthe best pictures obtainable by makto get
tions of lobby photographs as well as the
ing Capellani a producing ally.
posters, with hints for their distribution
The contract which gives Robertson-Cole and
display to the liest advantage.
prothe exclusive rights to the Capellani .\fter
A varied selection of newspaper cuts with
ductions goes into effect at once,
suggestions for copy is also shown. They
affixing his signature, the director set about represent a strong contrast of black and
securing a story which would be in keeping white, with a punch in each, no matter how
with the Robertson-Cole policy of giving small the space.
the exhibitor the best obtainable.
A valuable section is devoted to exploitation suggestions and hints, including
Have Big Stories in Mind.
and catch phrases. These ex"I have in mind several stories which are advertising ploitation
ideas are practical and inexpenbigger and carry more intense interest than
sive and the exhibitor does not require an
ever before filmed," said Mr. Capellani. elaborate staff or crew to carry out the
"These stories I hold options on and if they stunts as the ideas are adaptable for ^ny
by the executives of Robert- theatre.
are approved
son-Cole, Ishall go to work at once.
In addition, special service and help will
"It is indeed a pleasure to produce pic- be furnished direct by the Service Departtures which have a box office value and the
ment of the Tower Film Corporation.
finish of elaborateness, but it is more pleasing to know that your product is to be given
to the trade in a manner in keeping with Fox News Cameraman Induces
the class of the production. I have followed
Russian Soviet Head to Pose
strides of the Robertson-Cole Disthe rapid tributing
Corporation for many months and
figure
sombre Soviet
LENINE
of , thetheRussian
the head
an indeed happy that they shall be the NICOatLAI
distributors of the Capellani specials for
government, has bowed to motion
the next two years.
pictures. For the first time the dictator of
"The demand of the motion picture world the Bolsheviki has been recorded on the
today is for pictures which unfold a story film. X'ictor O. Kubes, Fox News cameraman, succeeded in inducing Lenine to pose
that grips; a cast capable of portraying the for him.
characters, a finished product, beautiful
Kubes, a New Yorker, recently made his
photography and detailed direction, which
brings the details to the front. To do this it way out of Russia, after having disappeared
is necessary to have plenty of time to pro- into that country about November 1 last.
duce the picture and sufficient money with The absence of any word from him for
which to carry out the wishes of the months caused considerable anxiety, and
director.
"Robertson-Cole are out after the best
pictures money and time can produce. They
are in full accord with my plans and I
promise that the Capellani productions,
which will be given to the trade world via
Robertson-Cole, will set a standard hard to
hit."
Goldwyn Company Departs to
Film "North Wind's Malice"
L HARBAUGH and Paul Bern
CARhave
been made co-directors by the
Goldwyn Company for the next Rex
."
Malice
Wind'shave
NorthBeach
picture
Beach direct
ors, "The
The
and Rex
gone
with the actors to location at Port Henry,
N. Y., where the cabins and store buildings provide the right layout for this Beach
photoplay.
Jane Thomas, a beautiful and talented
young actress from Chicago, has arrived
to play the leading role. This is her first
picture in the East. Tom Santschi has been
sent east from the Goldwyn studios at
Culver City to play the part of Roger Folsom. Joe King will play Henry Carter
and Edward Abeles will play Tom Folsom.
Vera Gordon has a fine acting opportunity
as Rachel Guth, Edna Murphy is Dorothy

Do Farmerettes Have Reputations?
We'll believe so in Dolores Cassinelll's Pathe.
"Tarnished Reputations."

March 6. 1920
the State Department at Washington was
requested to help in the search for him.
The cameraman, formerly a lieutenant in
the signal corps of the United States army,
accompanied Lincoln Eyre, New York
World correspondent, into Russia, and the
pair left the country at the same time,
making their way to Berlin by way of
Riga.
They are now
in Berlin.
An interesting
account
of the reception
accorded the Americans was published in
the New York World in the form of a
dispatch from Mr. Eyre, filed at Riga and
sent by courier to Berlin.
Harold Lloyd Comedy
Promised for March 21
WITH
the arrival
of thethenegative
"Haunted
Spooks,"
fifth of
of
Harold
Lloyd's
series
of
comedies from the Rolin studios two-reel
in California, Pathe announces the picture for
release
Marchenhanced
21. Lloyd's
will be on
greatly
with popularity
the issue
of
"Haunted
to a isPathe'
report,
whichSpooks,"
asserts according
the comedy
the
funniest ever made by the comedian.
Following the policy pursued with the
four previous Lloj'd two reelers. there is
astory
realis plot
Spooks."
not in
so "Haunted
deep, however,
as to The
rob
the comedy of anj' of the numerous ludicrous "gags," and the film provoked roars
of laughter when shown to the reviewing
committee of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
"Jitney Elopement" for March 1.
The second of the short length Essanay
Chaplin productions handled by Victor
Kremer, "The Jitney Elopement," will be
released March \. The initial release, "The
Champion," was issued on February \.
"The and
Jitney
Elopement"
hastitles
been have
reedited
re-titled,
and the
been provided with pictorial backgrounds.
The advertising accessories are all new and
are said to be of a more elaborate character than usually expected of reissued
films. They comprise lobby photos, two
styles of slides, one's, three's and sixes, an
eight-page booklet illustrated with drawings in colors, a four-page press sheet, cuts,
mats, etc.
Elopement"
is in twoon parts.
It "The
will beJitney
followed
by the release
April
1both
of "Work"
and
on
May
1
of
starring Charlie Chaplin. "By the Sea,"
"Sporting Duche**" in Seven Reels.
"The Sporting Duchess," Vitagraph's new
.^lice Joyce
special
will be presented in seven
reels.production,
Lucien Hubbard,
who
made the screen version of this Drury Lane
success of a score of years ago, found
such a wealth of material in the original
script, so much splendid action referred to
in the spoken drama but which, in visual
form, added greatly to the strength of the
story, that he made no attempt to keep the
action down to the formal five reels. As
a matter ductions
of fact.
Missmore
Joyce's
prousually run
thanspecial
five reels.
George Terwilliger, who directed the picture, has obtained excellent results and so
engrossing is the story that few will realize
that the feature has the maximum footage.
Rothman Made Assistant Secretary.
Joseph
Rothman,
formerly
chief assistant
accountant for Pathe,
has been
appointed
secretary and assistant treasurer of .\ssociated Exhibitors. Inc. Mr. Rothman immediately will begin the installation of an
accounting system that will meet fully the
needs of the recently-formed organization.
Mr. Rothman has been with Pathe for
more than
five years,
as theYork
assistant to the
auditor beginning
of the New
branch.
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grand sight. The native soldiers began to
flee, and at that moment a tall and graceful "dummy" that had been standing in
Press Agents, Dummies
rapt attention and a muddy spot lost a
look of intellectual calm and a loose-leaf
note book and started to go away from
and Persuasive
there.
Publicity
It was too late. He was hemmed in on
all sides by w^d horses and wild riders.
Why every horse on the lot should have an
By Giebler
ambition to soil its feet in that particular
mud
is quite beyond me, but that
across the street from the studio where seemedhole
to be the idea. I had the greatest
William C. Dowlan was staging a big scene trouble in the world to keep one steed from
for Viola Dana's new film, "Eliza Comes to putting its front feet in my pockets.
As soon as things calmed down I sought
The scene was intended to show how Mr.
Taylor and asked him if there was
Eliza lost her father. It will be only a anything of a less strenuous nature going
little
bit
in
the
story,
but
it
was
a
big
bit
on, and he took me over the stages to
Stay." on that lot.
there
watch Ted Sloman shooting "Burning
"We will stop here," said Ted Taylor, Daylight,"
first for
of C.theE. Jack
Londonat
selecting a nice place that had been stories beingthemade
Shurtleflf,
churned into nice squashy mud by the two Metro.
or three hundred horses that were being
Immune to the Publicity Germ.
used in the action.
Mitchell
Lewis was playing the lead in
"The sents ascene
before
you,"
said
Ted,
"repretown in India. The men inside the
I never saw an actor so enwalls of the town, on horses, are native the film, and
thusiastic over a role. They were working
soldiers. The English cavalry will attack on the part of the story where Mitch, as
them; there will be a sharp fight; the "Burning Daylight," after cleaning up a
natives will be defeated; they will ride out set
of crooks in Alaska, comes down to
through
this end of the town hotly pursued New York, bucks the stock market and
Even the P. A.'s Are Traveling.
by the British. You will see the natives gets laundried himself.
Marcus Loew, who came out here to riding like mad, their long cloaks swinging
Helen Ferguson is supporting Mr. Lewis,
look over his Metro interests, went away in the wind, their swords, knives and and the two of them were making scenes
and took Maxwell Karger and Richard spears gleaming in the bright California in a stock broker's office — and after it
Rowland with him. Tom Ince, Allan Dwan, sunshine. It will be a grand — an unfor- was all done, I had the pleasure of being
Mickey Neilan, J. Parker Read, Jr., Mary
introduced to Miss Ferguson, who turned
I was gettable
so sight."
impressed with the burst of out to be one of the small number of
Roberts Rinehart and Jesse Lasky also
have shaken the dust of our fair city from press agent eloquence that I stood rooted players who do not believe in press-agenttheir feet.
in the mud, and Mr. Taylor, not wishing to ing themselves. Mr. Sloman told Miss
If the hegira keeps up, pretty soon there disturb me, thoughtfully withdrew to the Ferguson that this was a good time to say
side lines, where, I am informed, he a few kind things about herself, insomuch
won't butbe Bull
anyone
of anyandconsequence
out watched
the subsequent events through a as the testimonial might find its way into
here
Montana
myself.
Even the press agents have got the go- knot hole in a fence.
but in spite of the fact that I stood
Things started. Bang! Bang! Bang! A print,
away bug in their systems. Pat Bowling,
there with one of my most encouraging
sentry
was
shot
from
a
wall
and
fell
in
the
of Christie's, has been in New York a
"irritating" my countenance, and
month; Carlyle Robinson, of the Doug street — and the horses walked on him and smiles
my nice new gold-plated pencil poised
Fairbanks organization, is rattling around broke every straw in his body. The British with
air, the young lady would not throw any
on the rattlers somewhere between coast soldiers began pouring into the town. in
and coast; and Sig Schlager, of the J. More bangs ! A perfect fusilade of bangs ! bouquets at herself.
An Agreeable Solution.
Parker Read Company, and Mark Larkin, Other dummies lost their lives. It was a
Mitch Lewis and Tel Sloman then
of Mayflower, stepped on an east-bound
train this week.
volunteered to put on a praise record in
I hope New York will be kind to Sig
her behalf if she would do the same for
and Mark. They are both nice boys, and
them — so what could the poor girl do? At
any rate, I have to report that according
neither of them "mean any harm" no
matter what they may do while away from
to the testimony of Miss Helen Ferguson,
the restraining influence of the old home
Mitch
is "some"
and line;
that Ted
town.
Sloman Lewis
is ditto
in the actor,
directing
and
according to the combined reports of the
Weather Means Little to Mark.
above mentioned gentlemen. Miss Ferguson
is a capable, conscientious and charming
Mark is a native son, but no one holds it
leading lady, and as documentary proof of
against him out here. He is not the kind
her
devotion to realism, I was shown the
of native son that goes east with an
orange, an English walnut and a prune in
stenographer's note book she was using
his pocket and a loud song of the sunny
in the
part were
in "Burning
the
leaves
covered Daylight,"
with real and
Ike
southland on his lips. You can cuss out our
Pittman pothooks.
climate right in front of him and make
scathing remarks about how the apartment
dropped
Christie'sto this
notI also
for long,
but in
longat enough
meet week,
Chic
houses and the hotels skin the tourists, and
Sale, who is going to make Irvin Cobb's
oldI Mark
doesn't
care
a
cent.
toddled around the studios as usual
"The Smart Aleck" into a five-reel comedy.
this week, and in spite of the fact that
Right Out of a McManus Strip.
everybody is trying to grab oflf as much
Al Christie has arranged to use the
location stufT as possible before the rains
Wortham Carnival Shows, that are booked
set in, I found quite a few film folks workfor a date in Los Angeles, as a background
ing in the studios.
Out at Metro, Ted Taylor, who has the
for "The Smart .Meek." As soon as the
portfolio of publicity, told me I was just
Wortham's
engagement
is over,
the
whole outfit public
will move
out to the
Christie
"Sure, You Can Go to Dinty's."
in time to see some big stuff, and as "big
camp until the comedy is finished.
stuff" is my particular dish, I said, "Lead The Maggie Millenium arrives in Pathe's lotI and
also picked up a good laugh looking
picturizatlon of MacManus' Jiggs cartoons.
me to it." And we went over on the lot

I'M
prognostigator.
Last charts
week,
aftera punk
a careful
study of the rain
for previous years and a consultation
with Jimmy Tynan, who's almost as good
a goose-bone weather prophet as he is a
publicist, (Jimmy gets away with a lot of
murder in the P. A. line) I made the positive assertion that we would have considerable precipitation from now on until
dry weather sets in — and the very next day
things cleared up and the sun has been
shining like the tresses of an ingenue after
a visit to a peroxide parlor ever since.
Skies Smile at Predictions.
Of course, there is no one who likes to
see our sunny southland live up to its
reputation any more than I do, but I do
hate to have the weather make me out a
liar that way. It's gotta rain some time,
though, doughnuts
and I'll bet
of Ham
cream
that one
by the
time Beall's
this is
in print the skies are weeping like an emotional lead with onion juice in her eyes.
If
this
doesn't
happen,
I'm off all
the over
weather
for life.
It can
precipitate
the
place and never get a line out of me.
There is always considerable coming and
going in the colony, but this week it has
been mostly going.
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at a scene that Al Christie was making for
a "Bringing Up Father" comedy. Al Cohn,
who is handling a special exploitation camon the before
"Father"we comedies,
would paign
laugh
got to thetold
set. me I
"ThatFather,
pair,"andmeaning
Johnny
Ray,whowhois
plays
Margaret
Fitzroy,
Maggie,
screams,"
he said.
"It's the
only
stufiF"are
I ever
saw that
was funny
in
theI making."
took this statement like I do many
press agent announcements, with a grain
of salt. But Al was right. Jiggs and
Maggie are screams. Their make-up and
characterizations are perfect. They are as
natural as though they had stepped right
■Hit of a George McManus strip.
Grimm Becomes Associated
Exhibitors Advertising Head
resigned his posihas manager
BEX H.tion asGRIMM
advertising
of Select
tion
Pictures Corpora
to become
ng
director of advertisi and publicity for
.Associated Exhibitors, Inc., under Fred C.
Quimby, general manager.
Although a comparatively young man,
Mr. Grimm has a wide knowledge of his
work and an extensive acquaintance in the
industry.
Coming to the motion picture industry
from the field of general newspaper work,
Mr. Grimm became connected with Metro,
where he wrote publicity and later was
sent to California in a similar capacity.
Later he joined the staflf of Moving Picture
World,
where
tion in the
trade.his writings won his recogniIn 1917, Mr. Grimm enlisted in the Air
Service of the U. S. Army, and served as an
aerial photographer for eighteen months.
On his discharge he went back to Moving
Picturethere
World
and to
thenSelect.
to Wid's Daily.
From
he went
Before entering the motion picture field,
Mr. Grimm worked on the staff of various
newspapers in the country, chief of which
was his connection with the New York Evening Journal, of which he was assistant to
the city editor when he resigned.
Changes Title of Griffith Film.
With the announcement that the title of
D. W. Griffith's second personally directed
production for release through First National Exhibitors' Circuit has been changed
from "Fires of Love" to "The Idol Dancer,"
is revealed a remarkable exhibitor exploitation feature in the fact that it was Mr.
Griffith's
efforts
obtain locations
genuine for
South
Sea settings
and to
outdoor
its
scenes which led to the narrow escape he
and his party had from death aboard the
yacht
cember.Gray IDuck ofT the Bahamas in DeA number of special feature stories, especially prepared for exhibitor use, and
based on the near-disaster phase of the
production, is incorporated in the First
National press sheet.
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Annually

Spend

$l,170y000 at Ottawa's
Twelve
be a combination
theatre, ofTheatres
course. The
been compiled
havemoney
FIGUR
the Famous Players' Canadian corporation also
is spent tobyshow
howESmuch
oeople of Ottawa, the Canadian promises to erect still another large new
film palace in the Canadian capital this
capitol, for moving picture entertainment year
and this one will also probably have
during the year. With a population of aplarge capacity. Thus, the total theatre patproximately 127,500, including suburban
ronage in Ottawa may take a big jump durresidents, and twelve theatres at which
ing 1920. Incidentally, Ottawa is a repremoving pictures are presented regularly, it
sentative Canadian city.
has been estimated that the sum of $1,170,000 is spent annually for admission tickets
— or at least that this was the total amount
of the box office receipts during the past Various Argus Enterprises
twelve months.
Consolidate in Cleveland
It is figured that the daily attendance at
the twelve theatres reaches the total of
has been made
Cleveland of the consolidation
of thein
31.200. This gives a weekly attendance of ANNOUNCEMENT
various Argus companies in the mo187,200. Taking into consideration that
tion picture and supply and equipment field
patronage at the various houses during the
summer months is not quite up to the under the incorporated title of the Argus
mark, the statistician estimates the total Enterprises. The combination takes in sevannual attendance at 4,680,000.
eral companies, which were formerly related to each other, among them the Argus
Wide Variance in Prices.
Lamp and Appliance Company, the Argus
Prices in the various local moving pic- Motion Picture Company, the Argus Theatre Supply Division and the Argus Film
ture houses vary from 10 cents to 50 cents
and the average admission price is placed Laboratories.
The Argus Lamp and Appliance Company
at 25 cents. The total receipts for a year
are therefore figured at $1,170,000.
manufactured the Argus-Sheck Universal
Ottawa has three combination moving Adapter for the use of Mazda lamps in projection machines. It also distributed napicture and vaudeville theatres, nine movthe Argus Crystal Bead Screen.
ing picture theatres and one legitimate The ArgustionallyMotion
Picture Company made
theatre. The lone legitimate house pre- industrial pictures and
any other producsents a road show once in a while, the
tions on a cost plus basis. The Argus Thebookings being irregular. This house is
atre
Supply
Division
handled
the sale of
dark probably one-third of the time. All
other theatres are running full blast six equipment in Ohio. This included the Simdays in the week. The combination
plextoriesprojector.
The Argus
did a general
line of Film
work Laboraas its
theatres are the Dominion, Casino and name indicates,
having
a
very
complete
Family, but the latter has become practically an exclusive film theatre.
All of the various activities of these comThe seating capacities of the various plant.
panies will be continued by the new conhouses are as follows: Regent, 1,300;
cern, and it was further stated that Argus
Francais, 1,300; Imperial, 1,200; Centre. Enterprises,
Inc., now has the sales agency
1,200; Family, 1,200; Dominion, 1,200;
the entire United States for General
Strand, 700; Casino. 700; Fern, 400; Rex. for
Electric motor generator sets.
400, and Cinema, 400.
The company will continue under the
Ottawa to Have Two New Houses.
management of H. H. Cudmore and H. A.
Brereton, the founders, and no changes
The above figures do not take into con- will be made in the personnel of the execusideration the moving picture theatres
tive staflf as a result of the combination.
situated in Hull, Quebec, which is located It has an efficient corps of salesmen covjust across the Ottawa River from Ottawa.
the United States and working out
In Hull, the theatres include the Odeon, of the ering
general headquarters, which are loEden and Princess. These are operated
cated in the Sloan Building, Cleveland. It
seven days in the week, Sunday perform- is preparing to open branch offices and
ances being tolerated in the Province of stores in Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, Detroit,
Quebec. Hull has a population of about
Cincinnati, Buffalo and other cities.
30,000 people, many of whom cross the
river to patronize Ottawa theatres, except
on Sundays when a considerable number
Nolan Buys First National Franchise.
of Ottawa citizens take the trip across
Harry T. Nolan has purchased the full
the bridge in order to attend a show.
interest of William H. Swanson in the
Ottawa will shortly have a new large First National Exhibitors Circuit franchise.
theatre, a Loew house, which will have a The officers are at 1732 Welton street, Denseating capacity of about 2,500. This will
ver, and 60 Exchange place. Salt Lake City.

Among the Very Best Months for Folly, According to Marion Davies, Is April.
Scenes here from her big forthcoming Cosmopolitan production for Artcraft, "April Folly."
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Winthrop

Large Spaces and Few Words Typical
Features of Coliseum Displays in Seattle
LARGE spaces and few words are the characteristic of m'any
of the western advertisers, but J. W. Sayre, of the Jensen
and Von Herberg theatres, Seattle, is a past master in the
art of handling white space, although he is not always as happy
in his employment of cuts. The two spaces reproduced here are
the Sunday
thatappears
on the the
left second
being
the
opening advertisements
announcement, for
while"Pollyanna,"
on the right
week's display when the film had only three days to run. For
NOW
In
MARY
PICKFORD
"POLLYANNA"
One uf Ihc greai iiorte* for
loving world hti long
wi.lldi, hlll.bolloi

WORLD

Sargent

was coming to his patrons he went out and hooked up fourteen
merchants to come in with him on a double page in the daily
World. He took about half the space himself to smear the
comedy bill, and every last one of the outside displays got in on
the "Oh, Boy" catchline. They had to. You can imagine the
grocery store or the butcher shop hooking up with "From Hand
Mouth."decker
It can't
done.
unusually
good for
ato double
andbe the
houseTheenddisplay
of itiswas
not spoiled
by
crowding. The only possible comment is that the lines have too
nearly the same value throughout.
—p. T. A.—
Two Detroit Advertisements in Which
Good Hand Work Is Expertly Utilized
ALTHOUGH hand lettering is never as good as clear type,
these two examples from the Kunsky houses, Detroit, are
better handled than most. The lettering is fairly clear, the
Tom Moore title getting over better than that for Miss Talmadge, partly because there is less of it to the line both in star
and title, and also because it more closely approximates actual
MAD

I SON

.«^^ INfltWAIfnCTALEOf rHECVlS-UNCtRIAINVUVOfVWjnAN

Pollyuina i>iB,dtheiifm
high
pnalcM
o/ oplimiun
Sh«
I*im.lxii
Do< maely
the
diKov
the IM,iihc ■live
i
«plo,(
Th; lajno oho midc
uinihtoF
ll>c oicumIvii weieItominiignillcani
bcinjji
^. lirll10olPoliyanru.
ailjoo .ndShe
ipukle
aiid piihot and
w.llliilpyoiiioninvoui
»ro...
.n,o glad,,. .nd .mall.

TOH

^ j^NAPEPPYTALEOFA
PABTY.SDrtE
.^•^
WILD feiENDSANDASCANDALOUS
IJCWmiC POKED
OOMANCZ.
^'TO
BYS
E
BOW
;<
OR
HI C
i' HAOTIn! rAMOU! l<E*VOI!KMO0tX5
;PNGfASlllONSWOW
LIVE.PRETTY
SHOWING TWE rtSHIONS HDQ GIRLS
THE
5PRING.»<dEARLY5UMMEN920
Two Hand-Made Displays for the Kunsky Houses, Detroit.
type, and the real success of hand lettering is to be judged by
his similarity to clean cut type. The heart efTect in the Madison
display has been very well treated. The cupid and the b^nday
both help to kill the bare effect, while not interfering with the
value of the white space, and the background does not kill the
fade in Miss Talmadge's hair, but this helps to make
pose.faceIt does
more prominent and the high lights on the head of the
the
masculine figure gives a clear outline where this is needed. It
will be noted that the Adams is announcing a fashion show.
that will bring
Have you planned yours yet? There is nothing
It is easier
the same return for your outlay. Think it over. an
attractor
of
idea
our
is
bandbox
that
than it sounds. And
cut.
Every woman who is interested in bandboxes will be mterthe "Live, pretty
ested in the fashion show and will read while artist
would stop
girls" will catch the men. But we wish the
lines. It is just
light
the
for
uses
he
lettering
that "shimmy"
enough off the straight line to make you feel that it is you and
D. T.'s.
approaching
not the artist who has the —p.
T. A.—
Suiting Treatment to the Attraction
Helps California Theatre Displays
one advantage when intelligently used. It
brings
ART work
gives an advertisement which matches to some extent the
style of attraction. Compare these two announcements of
Francisco. On the left is the an»he California Theatre, San
nouncement ofa Wallace Reid story. It is a story of vivid action
SELECTED NCVtlTlEI

A Front Page Fives and from
an Inside
Seattle.Full Fours for "Pollyanna,"
■the first a full fives, less the space for the head, was taken on the
front page of the theatrical section, while for the following week
an inside four fulls was used to announce the prolongation of
engagement.
the has
cut ofnot"Pollyanna"
athespanking
upon Super-imposing
the larger subject
worked outgetting
well.
The small cut would have worked better in the lower right-hand
corner, but we like very much the silhouette in the O of the name
and the placement of the express wagon. The second space is in
many ways much the better.
Here the play had been established and cuts were less necessary, and the copy is very well written. If you will notice the
border of the left hand cut closely you will find something new
in the handling of rule to make a border. The corners are
formed of two pices of rule, one within the other, while the sides
and bottom are three pieces of one point rule, each shorter than
the one next nearer the edge. It looks better on the page than
it does in the reproduction, and can be recommended for large
spaces, though it will not work well under a ten deep.
—p. T. A.—
Took Two Full Pages to Tell About
the Glories of His Double Bill
JUST to get in the comedy swing, the manager of the Liberty,
Wenatchee, Wash., let the Pathe salesman rent him "Oh, Boy"
and the second of the Harold Lloyd big comedies, "From
Hand to Mouth," and he felt so good over the big laugh that
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and not only does the drawing convey the idea of speed, suggested by the title, but the line cut lends itself better to this style
of story than would half tone or benday. On the other hand a
line cut for Miss Talmadge would not be as effective as this
benday. This story is not of the slam bang type. It is a polite
drama and the reserved treatment of the figures is more in
harmony with the type of the tale. It is more apt to attract the
type of patron who will enjoy this style of play more than the
auto story.
California

WORLD
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for years, as back files will prove, but more and more others seem
to be coming to a realization that the much despised press book
cut has a real use. Try it some time. You will be pleased with
the result if your printer is any good, and it takes a poor printer
to spoil most press book cuts.
—P. T. A.~
Steve Farrar Overlooks a Ciiance
IT IS not often that Steve Farrar, of Harrisburg and Eldorado,
III., overlooks a bet, but he lost a good chance in his crosspage three for the Orpheum when he offered "Why I Would
Xot Marry." The nine line "Go Slow" is a good catchline, but in

Why I Would Not Marry
SLOW'
nn
lymmteMiKtimsimi ORPHEUM THEATRE litiiwiiif

WALLACE REID
DOUbLE SPEED
SPECIAL MUSKM ATTOCTIONS CUIFOOIIA niME 08O1BTIA
raWOEST OB0ANI5T
AT HIE »2™'i'ii"ilT^,
WORLDS
LARGEST ORGAN
L)ARDANELLA5

Which the Medium Matches the
Two Advertising Displays inStory.
It is not unreasonable to argue that some people will be reached
■by this type of advertisement who would ignore the story were
it treated in line and with dash. This may seem to be a farfetched argument, but if you will take the trouble to study how
that the shoe
you are sold on various merchandise you will find
merchant who advertises like a grocer does not get your business.
Not all houses can afford art work, but in a limited way it is
possible to do the same thing with type and stock cuts and suit
jour display to the character—P.of T.theA.—story with profit to yourself.
How George A. Bleich Plays up Features
weekly
ALTHOUGH we have shown many examples of thethis
new
newspaper program invented by George A. Bleich,
something
display for the Empress, Owensboro, Ky., showsspace.
This
jvew in the handling of an extra feature in the usual
-was followed during the week with other strips, but Mr. Bleich
through
in
crowd
the
get
trusts much to his Sunday space to
F2=m:Z Ethel Clayton Tuesday and Wednesday Special!

"SOLDIERS
E"
■ " M«»Miii"i. — HT of
T -. — . r FO
T •RT
■-— . — - w UN
»_— — ..—-.
MucnowLf
TXUI90AT
charTxs
ray
UENE CASTLE
-«tD MOT DOUJ*y_

'"^^ '"^ "^'H

MlsoiiiK
ALLAN DWAHOFFHODUCnO
forS .Vj^B

OMMA MumOI*''it.U'Xl'C'^
^_
Marlon-THEDavics

A Bleich Weekly Program with the Feature Cared For.
the week, and this cross page 6}^ gives him an ample display at
little greater cost than his usual spaces. There is a lot of sixpoint in this pace, yet it is handled so that every line may be
read.
—p. T. A.—
Try Using Stocli Cuts for Tlirowaways
ALTHOUGH it is fashionable to decry the press book cutsthatas
not being what the exhibitor wants, it will be found
the three and four column sizes will make capital throwa-ways with very little additional work and often will get out a
piece of printing far better than a herald or more costly style
than
of work. The United Artists sends in a couple of better with
usual throwaways fabricated from press book cuts merely
Elks' Theatre, Presthe addition
cott,
Arizona. of the house signature by the
Blossoms and
Broken
and
The two sent in are for Fairbanks
It is not a costly
are printed in a green ink on rough wood stock.
times its cost. For years the
piece of printing, but it looks many
Hardwicke Brothers, down in Clovis, have been using this idea

A Cross-Page Threes from Steve Farrar.
an eighteen point line below he says that there are 341,277 divorced persons in the United States. That would have made a
better attractor line and might arouse some speculation as to
who got the half divorce. It is good as it stands, but he could
have made it stronger. Steve is getting out a very nice looking
weekly program, but he gives too much space to his commercial
ads and does not take sufficient for the house. It would also
pay to date the issues on the front page. The front is sold to
a bakery, and as the text is not changed you cannot tell this
week's from last week.
—P. T. A —
Ornamental Frame Gives Good Display
Where Art Work Spoils Prominence
ALTHOUGH he is not yet entirely converted to the frame for
his three fives, J. Fred Lovett, of the Royal Theatre, Providence, R. I., is using the frame more and more, as against
the special art work. He uses both styles and his drawn designs

A Contrast Between Drawn Attraclors and a Framed Display.
than
are pleasing, but we think that he gets more from big type
he does from cuts. We reproduce two of the spaces and leave
it to the jury. It sometimes happens that a cut will sell better
than type, but where Mr. Lovett has to get an entire week over
.As before exin one display, we think that type is thepagebetter.
without competition
plained, he gets on the local Olneyville
of any other theatrical advertising, and he has only a few smaller
trade spaces to fight.
There is virtually no fight. The ad carries about a quarter
news and generally a twocolumn of announcement in the local
straight
column cut, the only one on the page. We believe that
out of twnty. We
type would be the better plan nineteenat weeks
last coming more to the
are glad to see that Mr. Lovett is
there is probably
frame He is so alert in other directions that but
perhaps he is
some reason for his holding to the drawings,
before.
conditions
similar
his own artist, which has explained
—P. T. A —

Split His Attractor Fifty-Fifty
and
for "Male
be pretty
o, sends
two swould
ationin oftwothedisplay
Strand,
a combin
THEFemale" andToront
or
attract
good
one
only
was
close to a model, but there
a rather dead
cut, apparently, so the best displayed space gets
with an oar while
figure of Meighan doing something or n other
lion. The liot^
Swanso and the
the cut of Miss
the other gets
have made a pretty display, though it
cut in the six 9^'s would
space.
would have been a little wide for the
at the
It works better on a four four fourteens, where it rides
as
not
is
which
''"e,
single
a
getting
title
the
space,
top of the
and
Male
other.
the
of
line
three
the
as
,
instance
this
good, in
will be better split into
Female" is one of the few titles which
by presenting the male
three lines getting over the sex ideamany
titles will ride better
and "female'^on separate lines. Not
an example which will
comes
there
then
and
now
b^
split,
show to better advantage if divided.
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If You Ever Expect Raised
Prices Keep This Argument
ing
of the
is one
HERE
ments
ever seen.
have price-rais
we best
advertise
It is an even better argument than
ph" talk,
copy butof
famousIt "phonogra
Mr. Wilby's
is not merely
years back.
some
argument , and the sort of argument that
will appeal to every man and woman. It
is all right to make a lot of high-flown
remarks about the improvement in pictures
and the necessity for charging more, but
when you show that eggs have tripled in
price, that butter is worth double what it
was, that sugar is two and a half times
what it used to cost, and potatoes four
times what they were in 1915, you can
boost the price a little and get away with
it to the approval of your patrons.
The copy was written and the layout designed by Howard G. Ramsey, of the
Royal, El Dorado, Kans.
Mr. Ramsey
NOW!Hight Now—
EGGS 18 EGGS

THE

to

PICTURE

WORLD

Increase

Full Pages Widely Used
to Advertise Comedies
to the
extreme
from one now
SWINGI
seem to feel
the managers
other,NG
that there is nothing they cannot do
to exploit comedy subjects. A year ago
comedies got a few lines among the also
rans below the big space devoted to the
five reel feature, but now half pages are

BUTTER ABE BUTTER
St'GAR BE SUGAR
Add lh« Quill, I
POTATOES AM l•O^ATOE^

XmNKITOVER

And the Quklily
Has Improved lOOOfo
\\r ( iio'l Ke»p I>o«n ilic \ o

A Full Page Display from a Virginia Sunday
paper for a Lloyd Comedy.
common and full page displays are by no
means uncommon and presently they, too,
will be so common as to excite small comment. Sometimes the exchange splits the
cost with the house, for one reason for

At the L«wnl TossiWc ^tc
THE ROYALA Price Raisings Advertisement Which Is
All Logrical Argument. Written by
Howard G. Ramsey.
writes that there are three houses in town.
All three were charging twenty cents when
two of them decided to go to a quarter.
The other house held out for a couple of
weeks, hut when it found that the other
houses suffered no loss in business and that
they gained no new patrons by saving them
a nickel, the third house swung into line.
He gives it as his belief that the pictures
can sell for any price under fifty cents
and draw, and his own practice is to sell
regularly at a quarter and about once a
month offer a picture for thirty or thirtyfive cents. He sees all pictures personally
if he is to run them for more than a day,
or if he is to ofTer them at an increased
price, and his personal indorsement is sufficient to sell any picture at the higher
price. His patrons have confidence in his
statements, and if he says a picture is
worth more, they pay it cheerfully and go
out in entire agreement with him. He
shows Paramount-Artcraft, Goldwyn and
First National, with now and then a special, and he has just put over "In Old Kentucky" in great shape.

Prices

booking of a dramatic feature. Two recent
pages come from the Pathe ofiice, one of
them being from the Roanoke (Va.) Times.
The most noteworthy line is that just
above the signature of the Isis. It reads
in a small eight point, "A five reel feature also showing — 'The Gay Lord Quex,'
with Tom Moore , Mon. Tue. 'Stepping
Out' with Enid Bennett on Wed." The
drawing is too general in its make-up tobe a good selling proposition and only the
size gets it over. We like much better a
page from Little Rock, Ark., which holds
more nearly to the play and gives some
idea of the jazz of the subject. This merely
gives the dramatic feature in a panel in thelower right hand corner, almost an afterthought. This display carries the address
of the exchange in a panel to balance the
dramatic attraction for the benefit of outof-town exhibitors. It is a much better
piece
work because more characteristic
of the ofoffering.
—P. T. A.—

Putting "Plan" in the Plan Books
Pleased with the comment on his "The
Willow Tree" plan book, J. E. D. Meador
sends out several others for differing attractions and even at the risk of necessitating
his
purchase
a hat of more ample
dimensions we are ofwilling
to say that J. E.
D. Meador, of Metro, is putting plan in the
plan books. He does not put the stuff
merely
the exhibitor
pages. He
real'
scheiTies toto fill
helpup the
makeruns
money,,
and he gives about everything needed. They
are good because they are practical and not
merely fantastic. —P. T. A.—

3
THE H. C. OF L.
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"Qaptain Vat^ of Laufkttf
Kidd's
in Oc*. Kids'
lOc and 30c
Another Full Page Which Offers a Better
Selling Cut.
the new interest in comedy is that the producers have at last come to realize that
comedy is not a by-product: merely something to be thrown in free to clinch the

Putting Over "Soldiers of
Fortune" a Week in Fresno
nmg theJ. Strand,
Fresno, who
HARRY
WENDLAND,
Cal., is
set runout
to do something with "Soldiers of
Fortune." It is not locally
as
good booking to try and beat regarded
Los Angeles
or San Francisco with a picture, the idea
being to get the big city notices for publicity work. A run for a full week was still
less to be thought of, but Wendland booked
in the film for a week and played it before the rest of his territory, and he got.
away with it.
He had to hustle like a vagrant cat two*
jumps ahead of a bulldog, but he not only
put it over, but he made the going in theface of strong split-week opposition. TheStrand, as told lately, is a house with a
bad third
former
It was a ahoodlunr
second'
or
ratereputation.
house in which
element had had pretty much its own way.
To attempt to get it into the first line was
regarded as tempting fate, but for this
very reason Wendland decided to try the
moral effect of a premiere.
He took few big spaces, but he varied
his displays in every way he could think
of,
fourmanaged
fulls to toa get
K. C.ontoB',
style,running
one of from
which a he
the editorial page. He started two weeks
in advance with his newspaper work and
followed immediately with a bill posting
campaign which covered the surrounding
territory as well as the city itself. Every
book handler was hooked up with the published story even down to the little fellows,
and he got out a midnight extra the day
before showing with "War Declared" in
big
and "in
Southbelow.
American
in atype
smaller
letter
This Republic"
was distributed by boys and the stuff caused so
much excitement that distribution was
stopped by the police, though he had taken
out a permit.
.'Knother novel stunt was to mail out
several thousand fake telegrams in regular
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Western Union envelopes. The next day
the post office told him not to do it again,
and he promised not to. Once was plenty,
but he got it over to a lot of people who
probably would not have read a mailed
circular or postcard. The envelopes were
the real Western Union stock and not in
imitation. It was a feverish campaign, but
business held up for the week, and now
there is a disposition to accept the Strand
as a production house instead of a reformed "bad boy" whose reformation has
yet to be tested. And the strongest incentive to getting it over was that everyone told him he could not do it. After that
he felt he had to, and so he did.
—P. T. A.—
Portraits Best Argument
To Sell Miss MacDonald
THIS five tens is one of a number of
similar displays from various parts
of the country for Katherine MacDonald in her various productions, but it
works especially well when used for "The
Beauty
Market," Friedman,
as shown in
from William
of this
the display
Loew
houses in Cleveland. Miss MacDonald has
been widelv advertised as the most beau-
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Tell

Your

line, and if it did not make business it is
because Wichita has no imagination. Mr.
Chambers makes e.xcellent use of these
little all-type ads, and they often sell better than larger spaces with cuts. If you
can get one good line like that you do
not need cuts. You can sell on the interest
you create and sell better than you can on
a hundred average cuts. A line like that
appeals to thought where a cut will merely
reach the eye. They are not easy to
write, but they —F.
are T.worth
A.— trying for.
Nice Study in Proportion
Offered in This Display
l
the Crandal
BELL,
SON s, B.
NELtheatre
gton,ofwrites
that he
Washin
is still unconvinced by our recent
comments on his displays. He contends
that as long as it is different from the other
displays on a two page dramatic department, he is right. To that extent he most
assuredly is. Anything different is going to
get the money, no matter in what way it
differs from the others. That is not the
We argued that
point we are making.
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Patrons

approximates the standard of excellence
than any single display we have shown in
a long time. The proportion of color, the
placement of the letter press, the choice
of cuts and the copy all contribute to this
result. Study it carefully. It can be sensed
better than it can be dissected. Mr. Bell
has gone ahead —P.
of hisT. A.~
record.
Eve Wears Clothes in Her
Exile, So the Ad Misleads
THIS
a very pretty
three tensbutfrom
the is-■Mhambra,
Indianapolis,
the
attractor docs not match the title
and we think that Charles M. Olson found
that a number of persons who came to see
how Charlotte Walker looks when she

'f'stoect
Craitt^atO^ "-at temth
' METROPOLITAN
POSITIVEUV ONE WEEK ONLY
. 10IM!ir,0Q0ltt.pFIil.AT aLJMULV 101*0 A.H. TOM ML

K/ffHERlNE
IVklXMLD

A Novel Advertisement from Cleveland.
tiful woman in pictures, and the screen
does not belie her press agent. To capitalize this, the use of portraits is, naturally, the best angle, and while some routine advertisers will bewail the lack of selling talk, it will be found that the pictures
speak for themselves.
An advertisement is useful in proportion
to the number of tickets it will sell over
and above the normal business of the
house, and if for one time the use of portraits will sell a greater number of tickets
than words can dispose of, then the portrait is clearly the best selling angle. But
if portraits are used care should be employed that the cut is press proof, for
muddy looking pictures will not sell to advantage. The Cleveland press work is only
indifferent, but good enough to get the
idea over.
Well, and WhatVould You Do?
STANLEY CHAMBERS, of the Palace,
Wichita, Kans., sends in a batch of
good stuff, mostly about Lew Cody,
which seems to be press book cuts, and
excellent ones. But there is a little double
five for "Fair and Warmer" with a band
up on one corner reading:
// you found your wife under a bear-rug
in another man's apartment, and she poked
out and said, "Wuff! WufFi" —
her head
what
-would you do?
We don't know whether this is original
or press book, but it is a remarkably good

An Example of Good Taste in Advertisingr.
there were other ways than hand lettering,
and our position is unchanged. But Mr.
Bell sends in a three twelves so well displayed that we give it space even though
it does take up m.ore room than any singic
cut has the right to expect in this department. It is not easy to put your finger
upon any one particular point and say that
this is what makes the cut a good one. It
is rather the general excellence which goes
to make an harmonious whole. It does not
offer one good point of super excellence
which saves the entire space. It is that
every component is right. It more closely

A Prettjr But Somewhat Misleading Thre«
Nines.
takes a bath, will go away disappointed
when they find that this is not a bathing
girl comedy, but a society play. The
reader, clipped from the press book, does
not clarify the matter, for it does not
touch upon the modern theme. The drawing is unusually well handled, particularly
in the treatment of the masses of shadow
to throw, the figure in relief, but it makes
the wrong appeal.
Offered merely as the attractor to a
get over,
modern, it wouldconjunction
story palpably figure,
taken in
but the nude
with the "Eve" in the title, is misleading,
and while complaint may not be audible,
at what
there is apt to be some resentment
some will denominate a sting. It is a nice
of psychology, but an attractor
question
should either intimately suggest the film
or it should be so remote as to remove all
suggestion of connection. The picture does
not fit here, but it offers an excellent
study in values and should commend itself
to those who really study advertising, for
it is above the average in art value.

PICTURE THEATRE ADVERTISING
(P. T. A.)
l8 only $2 the Copy by Mail, Postpaid
PICTURE WORLD
516 MOVING
Fifth Avenue. New York City
Schiller Building. Chlcaso. II.
Wrttht II Callemlef Building. Lo» A*«dw. C«l.
To sare time, order from ne»re»t office.
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State-wide Hook-up with "Huck Finn
May Become National W, S, S. Scheme
terest, about
finest location Mr. Madup Chillicothe with the
cleaning
AFTER
dox could
havethe found.
premier of "Huckleberry Finn," OsAnd for a week before the engagement
car A. Doob, the Paramount Cincinnati man, hustled over to Columbus to a trailer was used on the screen reading,
help James Maddoj: put it over at his
Oh, about
Joy! Look
who'sYoucoming!
Southern. Between them they cooked up "Oh,
Start Boy!
thinking
it. Dad!
know
the foundation of a state-wide campaign
you're
going
to
bring
the
family."
This
to hookcampaign.
"Huck" to the War Savings
was decorated with Huck's face and this
Stamps
changed
expression
as
the
trailer
ran.
Mr. Maddox started the scheme in colAs a result of all the hustle the opening
laboration with the Franklin County Comday was just one dollar shy of $1,500, with
mittee, and it is possible that the movesix days to run.
ment will become nation wide. "Huck" and i:iiiiititiiiiMiiitiiitiriiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiliiiNilliliriitj|iil[l[liMriitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiriliiriiiiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiiriiiriiriililll[Illliili<i^"Tom
Sawyer"
a hidden
and each
gets discover
about $6,000,
the treasure
income
from which was a dollar a day. This thrift
angle is used to connect with the W. S. S. I
Send Me Your
Any child selling $100 worth of the
stamps before a given date was made a I
Exploitation
Ideas and Schemes
I
member of the
"Huckleberry
membership
in which
carries a Finn
free Club,"
ticket
to the theatre where the stunt is worked. I Let me have them to pass along =
I
Small cash prizes were given in addition I to the other live wires.
to the three children disposing of the I An exchange of ideas will benefit |
greatest values. That is all there is to the i the business.
1
scheme, but it has rich possibilities, for the
1
You
will
share
in
the
general
good
i
W. S. S. literature is posted on the bulletin
boards of all schools and elsewhere, so that I that comes from exhibitor co-opera- E
I
all children are reached, and each child i tion.
becomes an unofficial press agent for the I Make the picture business better |
film in explaining why he or she is trying I by passing along the ideas you have 1
to dispose of the required quota.
I tried out and found practicable. |
To Be Widely Worked.
I
Kick in with the good stuff. 1
The scheme will be worked all over Ohio
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT. I
wherever the film is booked, the drive be- I
ing opened well in advance to permit the
children to get busy, the quota to be determined by the possibilities of the town.
As Washington is always on the lookout
Service Man Sees Chance
for new ideas to push the stamps, it is
probable that the scheme will be extended
to Clean Up for House
to other states.
Another contest scheme was a double
HARRY
MARTIN,
Goldwyn
serviceV.staff,
out ofofthethe Cincinnati
page hook up with nine advertisers.
office, saw his chance the other day
Prizes aggregating 100 tickets were oflfered
for the best fifty-word replies to the ques- to clean up for his house, and he certainly
did clean up. Recently the Palace, Hamiltion, "What would you do with the money
Ohio, a house about to open, booked
Huck Finn found?" In addition to the in itston,attractions,
including the Goldwyn
reply, each child was required to write films. Fred S. Meyer,
managing director,
out the name, address and business of the
nine advertisers. Forty-five prizes were knew he would be up against it for he had
given, a six-seat box, one with four seats
and forty-three pairs of seats.
Used a Stamp.
Rubber stamps reading "Huckleberry
Finn Apple Pie. See the play at the Southern," and also advertising biscuits were
given the hotels and restaurants and were
freely used by the eating places because
ofThe
Mr. film
Maddox's
popularity.
was also
used to drive on the
nursery, where the very small children
could be checked during the performance.
This stunt is not new, but was worked for
an additional angle. Each baby checked
is given a tag, half of which is torn ofT
and given the mother. It carries a serial
number and reads :
Dear Mother:
It T need you the nurse will have my number displayed at the west of the stage. I
hope you enjoy the show.
(Signed) BABY.
The check is a straight baggage tag and
the numbers displayed in a special panel
when a mother is needed.
Plenty of Paper.
Thirty 24-sheets were displayed, in addition to the smaller sizes, and one of these
was placed on the ruins of a large department store which had burned the previous
week and was still a matter of local in-
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Yet

to
residents, so
he buck
asked two
for along-established
little help.
Meyer with Harry Turnberg and Harry
Silver owned the Palace and he was the
only practical theatrical man of the trio.
He was busy getting the house ready to
open, so Martin shot advance stuff down
from Cincinnati and ran over to Hamilton
to plant it. He helped book advance orders
for seats over the wire, wrote letters, arranged a menu card for the banquet which
was to be the opening gun and did a few
odd jobs that did not give Meyer any poor
opinion of Goldwyn.
He was back for the opening day with
another man from the Cincinnati office,
Eddie Connolly, a shipping clerk. Connolly was put in charge of the wire ticket
sale while Martin had the more congenial
task of looking after the banquet. He
also helped the local paper get out a four
page supplement for the opening, writing
the
story. Nazimova
was cover
the opening
attraction in
and"'The
was Brat"
duly
played
up,
but
to
read
the
full
story
"By
Harry V. Martin, Special Staff Correspondent," was to get the idea that the house
really did not open until the Goldwyns began to come along. It was a legitimate
stunt, but it was a big thing for Goldwyn
and gives another angle of the resident publicity man idea. Because the Goldwyn
man was on the job the town took on a
Goldwyn tinge that should last.
False Box Office Front
for Harold Lloyd Comedy
PLAYING
Lloyd
the first ofup thea Harold
new series,
the comedy,
Liberty
Theatre, Council Bluffs, la., even went
to the expense of building a false front for
the box office, while most of the lobby was
also given to the comedian, almost to the
exclusion of the dramatic feature. The
two sides of the box office were merely
built up three sheets, while the center was
enlivened with a cut-out from a one sheet,
cut-outs also being pasted on one of the
threes. This forms a cheap and flashy special box office and by retaining the frame
it can be used repeatedly for different attractions. Wall paper may be used for the
backingsheet.
where the booth is larger than a
three
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Minneapolis
that will
ion allcampaign
THEstandexploitat
out above
other local efforts
in behalf of comedy attractions in
Minneapolis, has just been completed, conceived and steered by Charles C. Perry,
manager of the Strand Theatre of that city.
Notable in that it is representative of a
strain of originality that is today marking
exhibitor exploitation and in the fact that
it is a departure from the routine theory
that comedies were not meant to be exploited, Mr. Perry's accomplishment with
"A
Baby,"
Henry National
Lehrman's
mitialTwilight
production
for First
Exhibitors'
Circuit
in
which
Lloyd
("Ham")
Hamilton and Virginia Rappe were starred,
merits considerable exhibitor attention.
Basing his exploitation campaign upon
the most ludicrous features of the film. Mr.
Perry found that the explosive egg, the
cow that gave 2.75, the "tight"-riders and
the chickens and dogs were the most appropriate factors which he might assemble.
A Sawbuck Cow.
It was far from a simple matter to erect
a paper-machine cow to stand in the lobby
of the Strand. Yet, it was done after a
goodly amount of perspiration, inspiration
and earnest cooperation. The cow was
built on saw buck lines and its tail was
fashioned from an artistically-bent piece of
gas pipe. It's legs were two by fours and
the milk-bag resembled a small washboiler in which clothes-pins had been stuck.
However, when the artist had touched up
the frame work and when a paper machie
dog was located conveniently near the
milk-bag the effect was as desired with a
sign reading, "The Hop-Fed Cow in "A
Twilight
.\t longBaby."
range it was difficult to tell
whether or not a real cow was stationed
in the lobby of the Strand Theatre. At
close range the burlesque was funny and
the attention it created and the jests it
provoWed proved highly profitable from a
box office standpoint, .^s Mr. Perry said :
"The first laugh came when they looked at
the lobby.dicationThe
first were
laugh inwasstore
a good
inthat more
for the
prospective ticket buyer. If the exhibitor
can get a laugh by just one little stunt, it
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to See "Twilight Baby"
was good reason for the general public
to believe that the producer had rolled up
many other laughs. "
A Nondescript Parade.
But an even greater aid, and responsible
for arousing more interest than the lobby
display, was the parade that Mr. Perry devised to cover the streets of Minneapolis
at regular intervals during the day and
night, creating by its novel and grotesque
assemblage wide attention toward the attraction which the Strand was presenting.

Up
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ing andof breathing.
"2.75%"
each
the robes, and
each was
man written
carried ona
stein of something that resembled nearbeer.of "On
trail carried.
of 2.75" was the sign that
one
the men
With Eggs at Ten Cents!
Next in line was a three foot long by
eleven inch in diameter egg, labeled the
"explosive
A hen egg.
was attached
the top of egg."
this monster
There wasto
considerable speculation as to the exact
place during the parade its explosion would
take place.
Last followed a collection of five dog's
of divers breeds and dispositions, the antics
of which created considerable interest in
the
that lips
stated:
"Warning,to
Peoplelarge
withsign,
cracked
are cautioned
stay
from antheauto
Strand."
The away
fact that
show was m Minneapolis at the same time "A Twilight
Baby,"orwas
little
no scheduled
difTerence toto beMr.shown,
Perry.made
He
soon found a way, and a rather spectacular
way at that, of turning this apparent distraction into an asset. He hired two unusually attractive young ladies to locate
themselves in a prominent auto and distribute novel hand-bills calling attention to
the showing of "A Twilight Baby," at the
Strand.

The Saw-buck Cow.
This parade was headed by a standardbearer who proclaimed in large type : "Now
at the Strand — Season's Best Comedy Feature— 'A Twilight
the
standard
was a manBaby.'"
bearingFollowing
a large wax
doll mounted on a long pole. Another
sign which followed directly in the rear of
the doll, stated: "'SOME KID' We say—
And
Too." employe leading a
Thenyou'll
cameSaya sosturdy
real, live, honest-to-goodness cow upon
which a sign stated : "Hop Fed Cow. This
is the real article." Imitations of the disciples of thefollowed
"wild thirst"
depicted
the picture
next inas line.
Thesein
men were attired in the garb of nightriders with the exception of the headgear
which consisted of huge paper sacks
through which holes had been cut for see-

SOME KID

'irfwiuour
/ •DA.BY* I

The "Twilight Baby's" Odd Nurses.
How a Minneapolis
Tlieatre
gained
FirstandNatlonal-Lehrman
nondescript
parade
and interest
banner for
escort
beat bad weather.release with a

Cold Spoiled the TighU.
The tights in which these two girls were
supposed to have been dressed were not
worn except for two days, due to the very
cold weather that struck Minneapolis at
this time and the fear of the girls that they
might catch
selves to takeinfluenza
colds. if they allowed themAll in all Mr. Perry designed an exploitation campaign that future campaigns will
have difficulty in superceding in local favor
and interest.
Wuerz

Gives the Lowdown
on Record-Breaking Sale

the Rivoli,
H. Wuerz,
Charles
WHEN
the
recentlyof broke
Colo.,
Denver,
box-office records for the three
years the picture house had been opened by
ld ind "The
playing
MacDona
up Katheri
that
most nepersons
imagine
Thunderbolt"
he would feel contented. They giaessed
wrong, for Mr. Wuerz holds that only a
sensational picture can rouse the proper
enthusiasm. A society play, even with
the most beautiful woman on the screen,
cannot ma'<e a permanent record.
A few wee' s later the Western Livestock
Show was held in Denver. Mr. Wuerz
papered the town two deep and then set
out eight girls, dressed as jockeys and
mounted on thoroughbred stock. There
was not much of a margin for a new record,
but such as it was Mr. Wuerz took it up
and now he feels that he has set a permanent mark until he can get a larger house,
.^nd he has proved his point that beauty
of face and strength of play cannot bring
the ultimate results. There must be added
a strong sensation to reach the limit of
enthusiasm.
Supplies Idea for Production
its last
toions,
C.A.R
theRYING
Peacockservice
Product
Inc.,analysis
Tulsa,,
Okla., supplied its patrons \yith ideas
for productions for the more important
films it handles. These are supplied on
sheets and can be put on at the expense of
a couple of dollars. The samples sent in
Youth".
"Eyesand ofeflfective
for ive
the product
showis practica
ble, ion
and
inexpens
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"The Copperhead" with Good Results
MOVING over into Indiana for the most the Dispatch, with advertisements of the
recent Paramount first-time-in-the- stores visited to square the advertising
manager. The stunt sounds simple, but it
world
"Theof Copperhead"
was given W.premier,
C. Meloy,
the Strand, worked extremely well.
Shelbyville, to see what he could do with
Other Publicity Stunts.
it. What he did was ample, but the big
The Journal gave a six-page section to
angle was to book up the Loyal Legion
through the patriotic appeal, and this is the film, the front page carrying a layout
to be recommended to all who handle this for the play with four pages of advertising hooked up to the title and a page of
story when the film is regularly released.
Paul Meloy, son of the manager, is him- general matter. It was the first time the
self a member of Victory Post, No. 7, of Journal had ever gotten out a special section for a theatrical attraction.
the Loyal Legion, and he described the
The Times Herald came in with a tenfilm to such advantage that the Post attended the opening performance in a body page section with more than forty advertisements of local merchants, each hooking
in testimonial of their appreciation of the
sound patriotism of the story.
up with the film through some apt referBut before this Mr. Meloy, with the asence to "Everywoman."
A hook-up
with one newspaper is comsistance of Jerome H. Cook, of the Cinmon enough, but in Dallas all were used.
cinnati Paramount exchange, gave a private showing to the leading people of the
town, including educators, professional
men and Frank Rembusch, who conducts
Hooked up "Loot" and the
the opposition house in Shelbyville and
New Bond Theft Sensations
yet did not have the least hesitancy in
declaring "The Copperhead" to be a great
adthe Universal
ptation of a"Loot"
Saturday
Evening Post
HOOKING aup
picture.
story with the sensational stories of
Showing Brought Results.
the big bond thefts in the New York finanOne of the results of the private view
cial districts, brought real money to Barney
was a Sunday sermon with the picture as Goodman, of the Frolic, San Francisco.
the text, preached by the Rev. A. F. Von
The Arthur Somers Roche story also
Tobel, who recommended the story to his deals with a man higher up who directs the
congregation. Another direct result was operations of a gang and Mr. Goodman was
a powerful endorsement from Prof. J. W. quick to see the advantage of cashing in
Holton. Superintendent of Schools, who on the big news story. He posted synopses
recommended it to the children "and every- of the story and the newspaper accounts of
in Shelbyville."
Frank
of thein"Master
Mind"
Walter bodyJ.
Myers endorsed
the Wolfe
picture and
on the
sameoperations
easel frames
the lobby
and ongotthea
behalf of the Legion and the newspapers
lot of people who read the papers and
not the weekly.
took the story over into the news columns.
Mr. Meloy secured a number of advanJust to help along he made an extra electageous window locations for cards and
trical display for this showing and between
other displays and got half a dozen 24- the two angles rang capacity for the wee'<.
sheets right in the heart of the business
Mr. Goodman worics on the theory that if
district, with plenty of paper elsewhere.
the picture is worth the trouble of a good
In his regular advertising he followed
the dignified lines of the plan book, but
he preceded this with a teaser campaign
asking tions
"Are
the quesrunningyoubotha Copperhead?"
in the newspapers
and
on snipes. His opening announcement was
a five fourteens. In all the advertising
a special drive was made on the afterschool performances at 3.45 on each of the
two days of the run. This took the strain
ofif the night performances and also sent
■the children home to tell about the film.
Adaptability Contest New
Appeal to Local Interest
LOCAL contests bring rich returns to
theatres, and where some local paper
can be induced to take over the idea
for a circulation scheme it brings returns
all out of proportion to the time and
money invested. One of the newest
schemes was worked by Leslie F. Whelan,
exploitation man for the Famous PlayersLasky, for the Lynch theatres in Dallas,
Tex.
This took the form of an "Adaptability
Character
Contest"
the Dispatch.of Prizes
were
oflfered
for the inphotographs
young
women who would seem to be best qualified
to play the characters of "Youth," "Beauty"
and
"Modesty"
in "Everywoman."
Several
hundred
photographs
were received
and
the judging
was
done
by
three
representative citizens. The winners were taken on
a shopping tour, extensively written up by

Copperhead
production it is worth extra exploitation,
and he plays his theory to the marked advantage of his bank account.
So Simple It's Foolish
ANYONE
an electric
motor
and get acan
goodtake
moving
advertisement,
but one exhibitor did better than
that. He tied a piece of fishline to the top
of the door, running it through a pulley
just above the top, over the front of the
lobby to another cord fastened to a light
card banner. This second line runs over
pulleys at either end and terminates in a
pair of springs such as are used to hang
bird cages from. Each time the entrance
door is opened the banner gets a shaking
up sufficient to keep it in motion during the
entrance hours, and the sign is not heavy
enough to tax the strength of the patron.
Another Orphan Outing
to Boom Pollyanna
HOOKING
UP "Pollyanna"
with the orphans
and
cripples
to
have beenforcleaning
up all seems
over the
country, and if it is approached from the
proper angle it is both valuable and inexpensive. Edward L. Hyman, of the Strand,
Brooklyn, worked with a newspaper, which
is the surest method of getting it over, and
Lawrence Beatus, of Loew's Palace, Washington, went it alone because he figured
that he could get all of the newspapers to
come in with stories — and he did.
But two local auto concerns supplied the
transportation in the shape of sight-seeing cars, and a local confectioner saw his
chance to kick in with an apple, orange and
box of candy to each child, while the War
Camp
Community Service kept the kiddies
in order.
These outside hook-ups are valuable, not
alone in that they cut down expense, but
because they add to the army of pluggers
for the stunt, and this last angle is the
more important one.

The Kiddies and the Candy Man.
Washington
Orphans
helping
the Ballyhoo thefor candy
"Pollyanna"
at on
Loew's
Palace, Washington.
A local confectioner contributed
to get in
the advertising.
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for "Yellow Room" in Four Day Town
the right and the remainder had the arrows
TRYING to get a week run for a four pointing
in a reverse direction. They were
day town, N. E. Bernower, of the Alhambra, Canton, Ohio, not only got tacked all over town, growing thicker as
his goal, but he played to big business the vicinity of the theatre was reached.
against the worst sort of weather. To do Care was taken to see that the arrows althis he used teasers, a contest and a lot of
ways pointed in the proper direction.
novelty ideas to make everyone know that
Working a stunt first tried in New York,
was the police were invited to attend a private
Room"
of the itYellow
"The
a week.
was worth
week because
there aMystery
showing at which the film was stopped before the end and the crime experts were
Perhaps the best pulling stunt was a contest in which three prizes ranging from asked to give their solutions of the mystery.
$10 to $5, and totaling $30 were offered for None was able to do so, and this fact was
the best two hundred word essay on secret spread broadcast.
The direct newspaper campaign was
marriages, the announcement being made
by means of a special two fives running in- started with a half page the preceding Saturday, going to three quarters on Sunday
dependently of the regular house advertising and reading:
and holding at a qaurter page for the remainder of the engagement. This was in
$30,000 In Cash
addition to the two fours and the two fives
First Prize, $15; Second Prize, $10; Third for half of the week.
Prize, $5.
"Are Secret Marriages Justifiable?"
Do you think that the heroine of "The
Mystery
of thesheYellow
Room" Write
was right
in
the course
pursued?
your
answer in less than 100 words and leave it
at the Alhambra Theatre. The best answers
will receive the cash prizes. Contest open
to all. Closed Wednesday Night.
The story was given that all might compete, to comply with the lottery laws, but
the interest drew many additional patrons
to the house.
Ran Teasers, Too.
At the same time a teaser campaign
was run with a hand lettered two fours
reading "What the deuce is this mystery
of
the was
yellowin room?"
An outline
mark
the background
andquestion
in the
lower left hand corner was a drawing of a
lamp, the rays from which formed the
background of the display. This was run
for a full week without hooking into the
regular displays. It carried the title and
this was trusted to make the connection
clear and in this form it was a better draw
than with a complete tie-up. People supposed it was in connection with the showing, but it was not quite clear, and there
was room for conjecture and they waited
to see if it had some other ending.
Pointing the Way.
One thousand tack cards were prepared
reading "To the Yellow Room." Five hundred of these carried arrows pointing to

All-Comedy Anniversary Bill
CELEBRATING
its tenth
anniversary,
the Eagle Theatre,
Jeanette,
Pa., used
an almost all comedy bill. The first
half of the week was given over to Douglas Fairbanks and Larry Semon, while the
second half was topped by Chaplin with
Mae Murray in "The A. B. C. of Love," the
only part of the offering not strongly comedy. And the Eagle took an entire page
to get across its announcement. Light ofgerings are best for anniversaries, and the
Eagle made an ~i\
excellent
T. A.—selection.

and
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Normand on one side to a cut out of her
victim on the other. The lariat was twisted
to
formon the
of "Pinto"
flashed
and letters
off, giving
the effectandof was
the
thrown rope. In spite of the fact that a
large portion of the regular clientele did
not turn out the turning of the appeal to
the transients kept the business up to the
mark in an unusually poor week for most
houses.
Try to Get Lieut. Locklear
for "Great Air Robbery"
sible to many stunt
managers,
THIS publicity
will notbutbe when
posGuy Smith, of the Strand, San Francisco, played the Universal Jewel, "The
Great .\\t Robbery" with Lieut. Locklear,
he
took Francisco
advantage toof arrange
the aviator's
in San
for a presence
personal
appearance and he dressed up his house
like a Christmas tree.

STRAND
PICTUBF
FALACE

Electrical Lariat Helped
Advertise Miss Normand
CUTTINGtisingdown
because ofhisthenewspaper
epidemic adverof influenza, William Kotch, of the New
.\stor, Minneapolis, went to heralds, a
novelty front and a street worker for the
exploitation
"Pinto."
Twenty
thousand
heralds were ofthrown
out for
the attraction
and the streets were worked by a girl
dressed in cowboy costume and riding the
nearet approach to a painted pony Minneapoli afforded. For the lobby a device
not unlike that used by the Columbia, Daythewas
Dance,"
was tried
only ton,infor "On
this With
case it
an electrically
lifted lariat which flashed across the space
above the lobby from a cut out of Miss

rSTRANO^T"
The Strand, San Francisco, a* it looks at

Locklear made aNight.
semi-appeal for air recruits in his talk instead of the usual "stuand the
basedmodern
this on aircraft.
the safetyFewof
the dioairstuff"with
managers will be able to time their engagements to coincide with his schedule,
but almost every town can boast an airman
or at least a returned soldier who can talk
about the air service, and if you cannot
get Locklear you can at least do the best
you can. Near recruiting stations you can
probably
get not
somehave
helptofrom
thatclose,
office —at
and
you do
be too
that. It's worth trying, in any event.
Frohman Booklet is Both
Attractive and Permanent

Mabel Normand Roped Them In.
With an electrical lariat and a street worker, not to mention several thousand heralds,
Minneapolis grot them during the Flu scarce. It's another New Aster stunt.

Frohman
FROM the poration
comes one Amuseme
of the nt
most Corattractive publicity booklets ever issued
for general distribution to patrons. The
sixteen pages contain fourteen full page
cuts of stars and authors under the Frohman banner and the work has been exceptionally well done; so well done, indeed
that few of them will be thrown away.
The books are intended for theatres to
distribute to their patrons and are elaborate enough to qualify as real souvenirs, (or
they will be prized by their possessors and
there is no intrusive house advertising to
spoil the effect, though each page carries
a pertinent paragraph about the star or
author pictured which has a distinct advertising value.
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Vocational Training for Projectionists
FROM
a projectionist correspondent
comes this letter:
Mr. Richardson: I as well as other members of our profession are in sore need of
advice. We are confronted with what we
consider a very real difficulty.
I presume you know that the government
has included motion picture projection in
the program of vocational training or
schooling for soldiers. There can be no
•question but that many soldiers will avail
themselves of what they believe to be the
opportunity to become projectionists, not
realizing that the instruction offered in these
schools is not in any way adequate to encompass that end.
I find that here in camp the men have
been told by the school officers that they can
learn the basic principles of projection in
three months, which may, in a way be true,
but that will by no means make of them competent projectionists.
And right there lies the rub. That they
will leave the school believing themselves
competent to, or at least expecting to enter
directly Into the projection field as full
fledged projectionists is, I think, beyond
•question, and we believe the encouragement
of men in such a belief to be entirely wrong.
To Make Matters Worse.
And to make matters even worse, I find
that in this school men who expect to
"graduate"tending inonly two
three ormonths
actually
atthree are
sessions
of the
school per week.
The evil of this procedure is operative In
several directions. The foisting of incompetent men on the industry will only add to
the already too great abuse of film and projection apparatus, to say nothing of the injurious effect upon screen results. The pushing of incompetent men into a profession already suffering from lack of men of high
class competency and overcrowded with the
other kind will lead to trouble, in that many
short-sighted exhibitors will be ready to use
them in emergency to defeat the just demands of projectionists for better conditions.
This is so because we still have with us
the
holds
ability
in the"exhibitor"
projection (?)roomwhoneed
not that
extend
beyond the making of a splice, striking of an
arc and threading of a projector.
What would you advise a local union in a
city where one of these schools is located to
do? What attitude should we take with reto permitting our members to instruct
these gardmen?
This is not intended for publication. Your
reply will be considered by the union as
coming from a recognized authority and will
go
local.far toward governing the action of the
Matter Is Important.
This matter is too important to be answered privately, so I have used the letter,
concealing even the section from whence
it eminates.
First and foremost, I have reason to believe— in fact, to know that you have not
yourselves pursued a course very well calculated to impress the exhibitors of your
city with your high importance in the
scheme of affairs. With some exceptions
the men of your city are still regarded
merely as operators of machines, and not
as projectionists who bring to their profession that high degree of skill and professional ability which demands and receives respect and ample remuneration.
But in this matter you are, nevertheless
entirely in the right. The methods pursued by the government in all the schools
of vvhich we have knowledge in which projection istaught are wrong. They pursue
methods which result exactly in what you
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Notice to All
PRESSURE on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two or
three weeks. If quick action is desired,
remit four cents, stamps, and we will
send carbon copy of department reply
as soon as written.
For special replies, by mail, on matters which, for any reason, cannot be
replied to through the department, remit
one dollar.
QUESTION BOOKLETS.
We have two paper covered booklets
containing 150 questions designed as a
guide to study. They indicate what the
projectionist should know.
Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five
cents; both, forty cents . United States
stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian
stamps.
THE LENS CHARTS.
Are You Working by "Guess," or Do
You Employ Vp-to-Date
Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and to
you to do so, but you ofe it to him to
keep abreast with the times in knowledge and in your methods.
The lens charts (two In one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
are in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.
Don't "guess." Do your work RIGHT.
Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World, either
516 Fifth avenue. New York City;
Schiller Building, Chicago, 111., or
Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
have set forth, and we hold such procedure to constitute a crime against common
sense, against the moving picture industry
and against the men themselves.
Should Be Fully Fitted.
Wtih the vocational schools for disabled
soldiers we have every sympathy, but they
should be conducted in such way that the
men will be finally fully fitted for the vocation they select, and that, too, before
they are dropped by the government.
The Vancouver, British Columbia, men,
Local Union 348, worked out the eminently
right plan, but it was worked out because
the British Columbia officials were ready
and willing to take advice from men who
knew the profession of projection— willing
to cooperate and work with the union, instead of butting ahead regardless of ultimate consequences of evil to all concerned,
including the men to be helped.
As nearly as I am able to recall, the plan
was as follows: First, the vocational
school for projectionists was in the form
of a course in one of the provincial colleges. It covered six months minimum —
longer if the student was unable to pass
examination at the end of that time.
At the end of his college course the student was apprenticed under one of the
Vancouver or Victoria (I am not sure about
the Victoria end of it) union men for a further period of six months, at the end of
which time he was expected to be able to
take an examination and secure license as
a first class projectionist— a thing only

possible
through a year of intensive trainmen
only.
ing. This plan was applied to disabled
If the government proposes to foist upon
the profession and upon the motion picture industry a lot of incompetents who
are able bodied men, then the plan becomes a cold-blooded outrage. For the
disabled man we are glad to do every
possible service, but we fail to see wherein a soldier who loses his job is entitled to
have himself forced into an industry unless
he is first given the training and experience necessary to make him thoroughly
competent.
Expenses Were Paid.
I might add that the British Columbia
government paid all expenses, living and
otherwise, of the men until they finally
graduated as first class projectionists, ana
I don't believe that the people of sparsely
settled Canada are any better able to do
this than are we of these United States.
The plan of our own government looks to
me like a "get 'em off our hands" one— a
plan to shirk the expense and trouble of
making the discharged soldier really competent to enter the field it proposes to
place him in.
That the profession is already filled
with men who are less than half-way
learned is no excuse. We have been fighting the tremendous damage they have
done for many years. We cannot afford to
have ciety
a atnew
large. crop foisted upon us by so-
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As to Licenses
j
1
The
editor
of this department has had
| several conferences
with the Commissioner
m
i of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity with
i regard
a really competent exCity. to securing:
amination for projectionists in New York

He has found the commissioner himself
to apparently be inclined to listen to reason, but there has been what amounted at
an almost stone wall opposition from his
advisers. Mr. Wynkoop, for one, seems
very much opposed to any change of any
sort, though he did finally agree to recomchanges.mend to the Commissioner certain minor
But there is need of a regular upheaval
in New York examinations. We are compelled to make the bald statement that the
examination is nothing less than a farce,
insofar as it serves to ascertain the competency of the applicant.
Do Not Blame Board.
We do not blame the examining board
for this deplorable state of affairs. It is
probably doing all that it is allowed to do.
The charge has been repeatedly made to
this department that licenses are issued
at the behest of politicians after a purely
farcical examination.
Of this we have more than amply satisfied ourselves, viz. : that men are given
licenses who have no real ability as projectionists and we are quite willing to back
up this statement with ample proof.
We here and now challenge the Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity
to let us select names at random from the
list of men the examining board has passed
within the last thirty days and examine
them before a committee composed of the
Mayor, Commissioner of Water Supply,
Gas and Electricity, the President of the
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American Projection Society, the President
of the International Projection Society, a
representative of the film exchanges and
Hugo Reisenfield as representing the exhibitor.
If we do not prove to the satisfaction of
the aforenamed committee that at least
four out of six of the men so examined
are thoroughly incompetent to hold license as projectionists, we will undertake
to forfeit one thousand dollars to the Red
Cross, if the Commissioner of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity will agree to do
the same if he loses the decision.
Tampa Has Improved
Manuel Nosti, projectionist, Tampa, Florida, says in regard to the handbook and
Tampa projection:
Received the handbok and lens chart and,
believe me, 1 am glad to get them. Am as
proud as a father of his first boy.
The lens chart certainly is an immense
help to the projectionist. 1 am only wishing
you might take another trip down here. You
would notice a great difference.
The men here now put on what can be
called perfect projection, at least in most of
the theatres. We are receiving eighty cents
per hour straight time, with time and a half
for overtime.
I am sure the Tampa men will make
good. They seemed to me to be enterprisr
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ing, and of the right sort .though, of course,
there was plenty of room for improvement,
just as there is, and always will be, everywhere.
My compliments to the men of Tampa.
High Amperage Lens Chart
Again has John Griffiths delivered the
goods, this time in the form of a lens chart
for high amperage.
It will be observed that this chart, unlike
the others, is based upon size of crater as
determined by actual measurement.
Taking, for example, a 6.5 and a 9.5 lens
combination, we find that with a crater
measuring 7/16 of an inch across a spot
1.75 inches in diameter will be had when the
condenser center is 19.25 inches from the
aperture, whereas if the crater measure %,
the center of the condenser would have to
be 14^ inches from the aperture in order
to get a 1.75 inch spot.
Now Suppose.
Now suppose we have a crater measuring ^ of an inch across and an objective
working at six inches working distance,
what would be the logical thing to do?
Why just this : Lay off on a drawing ^ board
/ of
an aperture opening precisely the size
the width of your projector aperture. ^
At a point six inches away make two
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marks representing the exact diameter of
your objective working diameter, Ithen,
.BNS
using a perfectly true straight edge, draw
two lines, one from one edge of the diameter of the lens, at the six-inch mark, to
just touch
the other
opposite
the aperture and the
fromedge
the ofother
edge
of the lens at six-inch distance to just
touch the other edge of the aperture. Extend these lines out beyond the aperture
opening marks a couple of feet.
Measure Condenser Opening.
Next measure the actual condenser opening and mark the point where the spread
of the lines just equals the condenser opening, as at A in the sketch. We shall probably find that the point occurs at about 24
inches amine
from
the and
aperture.
We wethen
exthe chart
find that
cannot
have a y% crater make a 1.75 inch spot at
18 inches, and that a 6.5 and a 17.5 condenser combination, spaced not to exceed
1/16 of an inch apart is the best we can
do, unless we increase our objective diameter. We ask reports on results from those
who try this out, which should be from
every man using high amperage.
The required lenses can undoubtedly be
had from the Bausch & Lomb Company,
Rochester, New York.
It will, of course, be understood that by
no possible
lens waste
combination
can aperture
we entirely eliminate
between
and objective where very high amperage
is used, but we may, nevertheless, materially reduce it by the use of this chart,
always assuming it to work out in practice, as allIf Griffiths'
stunts
to date.
any of you
are have
puzzleddoneas up
to
any point in the application of the chart
we will be glad to explain.
International Projection Association
The International Projection .'\ssociation.
New York
City, election
is in most
condition. Its late
of excellent
officers resulted
as follows: President, A. Polin; vice-president, R. E. Weiss; treasurer, W. Guth ; secretary, P. Finneli.
The new officers announce their intention
to continue the social and educational policies of the association. On February
21 a house party was indulged in which,
according to all accounts, was one huge
success.
Will C. Smith recently lectured before
the association, his subject the Power projector mechanism.
Other equally interesting lectures will
be scheduled for the near future. Any
licensed projectionist is welcome to attend lectures, which are educational in
character.
Focal Length of Objective
James
Scobie,
a handbook
and Colquet,
inquires: Minnesota, orders
Our distance of projection Is ninety-two
feet,
a sixteen-foot picture. What size
lens iswith
required?
Have two Simplex projectors, with only
one compensarc. Which Is the best way to
connect up? Will anxiously await arrival of
handbook; also your advice on abve.
As tiontois set
lens forth
size, all
the onrequired
informafully
page 105
(last
paragraph)
and page
106 of your
new hand-to
book. It would
therefore
be useless
set it forth here.
I would advise you to make the connec-
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tion as per figure 100 of your handbook, 'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ g
which will allow you to operate one arc on
Projection Experience |
the compensarc and at the same time burn I
1I
crater in new carbon on the other lamp I
m
MOTION PICTURE
through rheostat.
You could connect as per figure 165, page
HANDBOOK
|
354, and then simply connect from the two I
wires leading to the lamp shown to the ma- H
For Managers and Operators =
chine table switch of the other projector.
By F. H. RICHARDSON |
You could connect to the wires at any 1
p The recognized standard book on the work of pro- =
convenient point between the compensarc
p| jectlon. Complete descriptions and instructions on ^
and projector table switch.
H all leading machines and projection equipment. s
Multiple Connection.
= There isn't a projection room in the universe in m
p which this carefully compiled book will not save its ^
This is what is known as a "multiple s purchase price each montli.
^
connection."
Its disadvantage is that you cannot burn g
Buy It Today
$4 the Copy, postpaJd g
both lamps at one time. The instant you
strike one arc the other goes out, hence I
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
|
you cannot burn in craters, or get the idle I 516 Fifth Avenue. New York City
B
lamp crater up to normal brilliancy before g
Schiller
Building,
Chicago,
111.
S
starting the projector.
g
Wright tc Callender BIdg., Los Angeles. Gal. S
I would also, while I am at it, advise you s
To save time, order from nearest oiTice. M
to arrange your projection circuit fuses
as per figure 102, so that the blowing of
a fuse will not cause a shutdown while a iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui^^
new one is installed.
PAID FOR THEMSELVES, and thereafter
you have thirty dollars a month additional
It Does Not Pay
revenue — enough to pay your garage bill or
buy gasoline and oil.
R. P. Smith, projectionist, Jacksonville,
Pretty good investment, is it not? Do
Florida, orders lens charts and .says:
you honestly think it is good business, Mr.
I agree with Brother Stringer's correction
of method employed by Brother Jardin In the
serfor filmwhich
money
to pay
Employer,
solving of the shutter problem, but think
vice and then
use good
a couple
of lenses
his correction might be greatly simplified;
immediately
detract
from
its
box
office
also the trigonometry or geometry. Will value by at least ten per cent? Do you?
write of that, explaining my views, later
My picture overlaps on the screen border
Remember, YOUR entire income is deseveral inches, but my employer refuses to
pendent on what comes through the lens.
That is absolutely true, as you, I and every
get either new lenses of proper focal length,
or to get a barrel of different length so that
one else knows, and being true, it follows
I can alter the distance between lens factors,
a lens which does not give the best
and thus secure the desired focal length to that
possible result is a mighty poor thing to
give
proper
size
picture
—
a
thing
I
know
use. Think it over, friend employer. A
you are opposed to.
The rings in which the different factors
portion of your income depends upon it.
are held do not fit snugly in the Jacket, hence
will not remain in place when unscrewed in
the middle and pulled apart.
The Angle of Total Reflection
Can you suggest some way by which I
could
pull
them
apart
and
have
them
remain
San Francisco, CaliJames fornia,L.says Anderson,
:
In place.
Do you not think that if I could get a
a projectionargument with known
I have had an that
as the
sleeve long enough to separate the rings the
what is
ist who claims
desired distance, and which will fit the jacket
"angle
of
reflection"
total
has
bearing on
no
snugly, I could get the desired results?
projection work.
From what he said I suspect he does not
I Don't Know.
know what the angle of total reflection
really
is. Will you be good enough to explain it.
I don't know, friend Smith, but even and
to
decide if it has any bearing on prothough you might make it work, after a
fashion, it would be a very, very poor jection.
makeshift.
The angle of total reflecion is the angle
Does your employer quite understand the at which a polished glass surface acts as
damage he is doing his own box office re- a mirror and reflects a high percentage of
the light, although the reflection is never
ceipts by refusing to purchase new lenses?
May we suggest to him that in process of complete except in cases where the rays
saving the price of a lens he may easily pass from a more to a less dense medium.
In such case if the angle be greater than
lose the price of ten lenses.
The public buys tickets to his theatre for forty degrees and forty-three minutes,
there is total reflection. It, therefore, folwhat? To see what is on his screen. And
lows that total reflection cannot be had
the more satisfactory the result on the
at the rear surface of the arc condenser,
screen the more tickets will be sold.
though it might be had at the front, curved,
Is is not so, Mr. Employer?
surface when the light attempts to leave
You neither could nor would undertake
the denser medium (glass) and enter the
to dispute the absolute truth of that propolighter
one (air).
sition, would you? All right, then, let us
Whether your friend knew or did not
go aingstep
further.
I
don't
know
the
seatknow, he is right in that the only place
capacity of your theatre, or how many
total reflection could occur would be at
shows you give a day.
Let us assume 500 seating capacity and the rear surface of the condenser, and in
four shows. That means 500 x 4 = 2,000 practice the arc is never brought close
enough to the condenser lens of standard
seats you have for sale every day.
Do you sell them all? If you do you diameter to bring the angle of total reflection into operation.
certainly are a stem winding wonder. The
It Does Not Follow.
very best theatres in the country don't do
that.
But it does not follow that the distance
Suppose.
of the crater from the condenser has no
Suppose by getting two new lenses at bearing on loss through reflection, because
the cost of $50.00, thus bringing your pic- the closer the crater is to the lens surface
ture all on the screen and adding to its the greater will be the angle at which the
beauty, while at the same time obtaining light rays will meet its outer diameter,
a more brilliant screen with the same
hence the more reflection there will be.
current, that you sell ten more of those However I believe it may be said that the
seats per day at ten cents per seat. IN item of light loss through rflection is one
JUST FIFTY DAYS THE LENSES HAVE
beyond the control of the projectionist, ex-

cept that a dirty lens surface reflects more
light than a clean one, hence he can keep
reflection losses at their lowest possible
clean. by keeping the lenses scrupulously
values
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Flicker
E. Hamminga, Olcott, New York, orders
a lens chart and says:
Recently the power company changed our
current from 110 voit 60 cycle to 110 volt
25 cycle. We have installed a mercury arc
rectifier, with the result that Mr. Flicker is
right onquency the
job, doubtless
due to low freof current
supply.
We use aonePower's
condensers,
6.5 and Six-A;
one 7.5,plano-convex
spaced 6/16
of an inch apart. Objective is a 6.5 Bausch
and Lomb.
Projection distance 85 feet.
Have tried shutters of different designs
and the only one that works good has four
blades, two four and a half and two two and
a quarter inches wide.
Waste Light.
But this shutter wastes a lot of light and
picture is not as bright as it should be, although we use 70 amperes at arc, as indicated
by Have
ammeter.
.5 inch solid lower and ^ cored
above. Rectifier seems to work all right and
arc burns steady at all times.
Can you advise us as to how we can get
more screen illumination and less flicker?
Motor Generator the Answer.
Not knowing whether you measured the
shutter blades at center of light ray or at
heavy.
periphery, I cannot say what percentage
of light is being cut, though it probably is
As to flicker, it is undoubtedly due to
current frequency. A mercury arc rectifier
is not suited to projection work where
current frequency is very low.
A motor generator is the only right answer, and either of the two companies
making mercury arc rectifiers also make
excellent good motor generator sets. Get
the series type if you do make a change.
If mercury arc rectifier men object to our
opinion as above set forth, we will give
them all the space required, within reason,
to prove
us wrong — if they can. Aren't
you
is itsoverloading
capacity? your rectifier tube? What
Interesting Paper
F. T. Braun will read what should prove
to Theatres
be a most from
interesting
paper onof"Design
of
the Standpoint
Safety
to the Audience" at the Montreal meeting
of the neersSociety
in May. of Motion Picture EngiThis paper is induced by the fact that
there is lack of proper building ordinances
in the smaller cities and towns of the
country. "In theatre construction," says
Mr. Braun, "there are many things which
should be standardized, and theatres without stage should follow the same safeguarding details for the rest of the building as is deemed necessary for those havEquipment
will be dealt with in detail
ing a stage."
in this
paper and ordinances of ten of the
largest cities in the country will be reviewed in their provisions governing theatres.
In discussing safeguarding of the audience from fire panic the following items
will be considered:
Type of construction, entrance lobby,
foyers, stairways, seats, aisles, exits, passages,
room,
stage design,
curtain,projection
ventilation
automatic
sprinklers,
equipment outside the building and buildings in connection with the theatre.
This should be a most valuable paper, as
well as one replete with interest. The editor of this department will be right on the
job when the projection room end of it is
read.
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PHOTOPLAY EDITORS
Copy Freely and
Credit Occasionally

"Clip
and
Paste
Earl Montgomery and Joe Rock have startY MARSHALL, who is now at the
TULL.
Goldwyn studio playing in support of
ed a up
newin Vitagraph
In- which
both
wind
a hospital, comedy
and if they
go through
,"
in "The Slim Princess
Norman
his drecord for playing varied with the script as planned they will. Patsy
to stake
offers Mabel
again appears with them as leadthat of any living actor. Prob- DeForrest
parts ablyagainst
ing woman.
he could be persuaded to enlarge the
limit and include dead actors as well. He has
The Catalina Island, now owned by a chewe and he has played Hamlet —
playedhe blackfac
has played every conceivable kind of
and
magnate, is the background for
many ingofgum the scenes in the final episode of
extremes. He hastens
a part between those
ne
masculi
played
not
to add that he has
Antonio Moreno's Vitagraph serial "The Inrs only. He has played old women —
characte
visible Hand."
negro, Irish and New England.
Clara Horton, who is appearing in Selznick
is now in her tenth year in picPaul Bern has been promoted to the rank productions,
tures, although she is not yet sixteen years
n.
of co-director of the Goldwyn organizatio
with Hugo of age.
He had been associate director
Ballin on the Madge Kennedy picture,
R. N. Bradbury made the adaptation of
"Trimmed with Red," and he is now in Port
Henry, N. Y., as co-director with Carl Har- James Oliver Curwood's book, "The Courage
of Marge under
O'Doone."
which is of
being
madeSmith.
into
the Rex Beach picture, "The North pictures
baugh onMalice."
the direction
David
Wind's
Pauline Starke and Niles Welch have the
leading roles.
In the general record-smashing on New
Birthday,
n's
Washingto
on
Broadway
York's
the Rialto Theatre washed out all its previous
marks with 10,060 paid admissions and the
Rivoli did likewise with 9,S40 who paid to
see "Huckleberry Finn."
E. J. Ratcliffe offers a prize to the editor
who will see to it that his name is properly
spelled. Usually it comes out from the lineo'-typeyears,
with Mr.
a "d"
where says,
the "t"he should
be.
For
Ratcliffe
has been
pursing his name, as it appears on the
printed page, but that "d" is an obstinate
letter.

PICTURE SHOWMEN
Copy for Fillers
In Yoor Prosimn

"A Dream of Fair Women" is expected to
live up to its screen title In the personalities
of its leading players. Out of 75,000 entrants
in a nation-wide competition conducted by
"fan" magazines five of the prettiest girls
were
in the selected
photoplay.to portray the leading roles
Charles Ray will produce "Forty-fivo Minutes from Broadway" as his first "personally
conducted" screen presentation. This George
M. Cohan musical piece had Victor Moore
playing the role of Kid Burns in the stage
production, a part well suited to Ray for
screen presentation.
June Caprice will be presented by Pathe
in an Albert Capellani production of Oliver
D. Bailey's story, "In Walked Mary." George
Archinbaud directed this story of "the land
men will know better than the
of Newspaper
cotton."
general public what is meant by the title
"Deadline at Eleven" used for Corinne Griffith's latest Vitagraph story. But the plot
will be generally appealing and that makes
deadline.
it all right for everybody, regardless of the
Vivian Martin is to be queen of her own
organization and Edward Bowes, director of
the Capitol Theatre, New York, is to be her
manager. Thomas F. Walker, film editor of
the Capitol Theatre, Is included in the directorate. All the girls and boys of the
bosses. are stepping out to become their own
screen

Viola Dana says that hereafter nocturnal
husbands, in coming home late with the excuse of a lodge meeting, will have to specify —
in view of the recent spiritualistic movement sweeping through the country. For instance, the Metro start remarks, the conversation will go something like this:
"I've
been
lodge
Whereupon tothetheirate
wifemeeting,
will say:dear."
"What kind of lodge meeting: Masonic or
Sir Oliver?"

In the case of screen presentations by Olive
Tell "Love Without Question" led to "Nothing
a Year," byphotoplays
those titles being
presented
Miss Tell by
in sequence.

Mary MacLaren's latest Universal will be
"The Forged Bride," in which she will be
supported by a cast headed by Thomas Jefferson. She will undertake at once the production of "The Road to Divorce."

Louise Glaum has prepared a problem
'Irama for the screen. "Sex" is the title and
it will soon be in general circulation on the
world's screen. "Sahara" and "The Lone
Wolf's pictures.
Daughter" are other recent I.,ouisp
iJIaum

Frank Mayo is starring in "The Girl in
Number Thirty-nine." a photoplay Universal
has based on Elizabeth Jordan's popular
novel, "The
in Faire
the Mirror."
Claire
Anderson
and Girl
Elinore
are his leading
women.

George McManus will in person supervise
tor Pathe the screen presentation of his cartoon series, "Bringing Up Father." This
will be done under the title of "Mr. and Mrs.
.Jiggs," introducing his famous characters.
William Farnum has just been presented by
William Fox in a romantic drama entitled
"The Adventurer," screened from E. Lloyd
.Sheldon's story. It Is classed as a "historical
drama without the history."

Wheeler Oakman and Wallace Berry are
cast in prominent roles supporting PrisclUa
Dean in "The Virgin of Stamboul." Tod
Browning directed the presentation for Universal.
Christian Scientists will be especially interested in the revival of "Jewel," a photoplay of great popularity when Universal presented it some years ago. Edith Roberts will
be star of a new presentation of this adaptation fromtitle.
Clara Louise Burnham's book of
the same
"Apartment for rent to share woman with
improvements," inwas
way thepaper
classified
advertisement
a Losthe Angeles
read.
June Mathis, head of the Screen Classics, Inc.,
scenario department in Hollywood, came
across the item, unpuntuated as quoted, in
the course of her perusal of the paper.
"It's all very clear." said Miss Mathis, "except one point: what is a woman with improvements?"
Earle Williams is finishing "Captain Swift,"
his nextrection Vitagraph
feature, The
underscenes
the are
diof Chester Bennett.
being made in the Mojave Desert and near
San Diego.

Twoprepared
ways to and
end the
"Thepublic
Rightwillof decide.
Way ' have
l)een
The
logical ending is by no means a happy one,
liut the public demand for "happy endings"
may
"The Right
of Way"
end the wrong
way — see
according
to the
original.

Little Miss Dutch Do-Funny.
Shirley Mason as she appears in her next
Fox, "Molly and I."
Jane Thomas, who arrived in New York
from the Tree studios in Chicago a little more
than a month ago, has been selected to play
the leading woman in Rex Beach's next picture,teriors"Thefor this
NorthAlaskan
Wind's story
Malice."
exwill beThetaken
at Port Henry, N. Y. Miss Thomas has been
actingcagoinstudios.
pictures for five years in the ChiHoot Gibson, the Richard Mansfield of
cowboy actors, is working on a production
for
Universal
be titled "Thevillainy
Rattler's
a tale
of theto sagebrush,
and Kiss,"
wild
western love affairs.
Julian Eltinge, famous stage impersonator
of females, comes back to the screen — from
whence he once declared he had finally departed— to have circulation as the "heroine"
of a photoplay to be titled "The Adventuress." Eltinge, of course, plays both male
and
film female
tale. roles during the unreeling of the

Finances, as may be judged from the title,
figure largely in J. Warren Kerigan's newest
photoplay,
"$30,000."
Chase,appearance
an English stage beauty,
makesNancy
her first
on the screen in this picture.
"Burnt Wings," a screen adaptation of
"The Primrose Path," will soon be circulated
on the world's screens by Universal. Frank
Mayo will star.
Anita Booth, who won the Motion Picture
Magazine Beauty Competitions, has been
added to the cast of the Selznick special production, "The Prince of Pines."
scenario of
Great isShadow,"
to The
be released
by "The
Republic,
the worksoonof
Rudolph Berliner, of the Ritz Carlton Hotel,
Montreal. The story portrays the effects
of a ous
great
strikeof called
through
the ininsidipropaganda
Bolshevik
agents
thla
country.
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Western Pathe Office Opened.
PERMANENT Pathe office has been
established in the Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, for the
convenience of producing companies who
are operating in the west and releasing
through the Pathe Exchanges, and in order that matters of importance to the producer may be settled without the delay
that has been necessitated heretofore because of the long distance to New York.
Paul Brunet, vice-president and general
manager of the Pathe Exchange, Inc., during his recent visit to Los Angeles, completed arrangements for headquarters here,
appointing Gilson Willets, author of famous novels and photoplay serials, at the
head of Pathe's Pacific Coast Productions.
Mrs. Phyllis Daniels will handle the publicity.
ZaSu Pitts Signs New Contract.
ZaSu Pitts, now starring in Brentwood
productions, has just signed a new contract
with the R. C. P. Smith Syndicate to star in
films to be produced by that organization.
Another of the Smith Syndicate stars is
Georgie Price, formerly a Gus Edwards
player on the Orpheum circuit, who will
be remembered as the dancing partner of
"Cuddles" Edwards, now known as Lila
Lee, of the Famous Players-Lasky Company.
Miss Pitts' contract with Brentwood does
not expire until June of this year. Under
the new management she will be presented
plays ofsitethehas"Merely
Mary Ann"
type.
Ain studio
been selected
in Culver
City by the Smith Syndicate, and as soon
as the final deal for the land is adjusted,
construction will be begun on the studio.

A

Lesser to Handle Special Releases.
Arrangements have been made by the
Special Pictures Corporation, a recently
organized film company, of Los Angeles,
to release its output through the Sol Lesser
distributing organizations, which includes
the First National exchanges of the Southwest, and a number of states rights exchanges. According to Louis W. Thompson, president of Special Pictures, only the
actual distribution of the films will be
handled by Lesser, as the sales force and
traveling representatives will be engaged
directly by the Special Pictures officials.
Dave Thomas has been appointed eastern
division manager, with supervision over
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburg and Buflfalo territories. Other
district representatives who have already
been engaged are Frank Marshall, Cleveland; Frank Drew, Detroit; E. C. Davies,
Chicago; Tom Kress, Minneapolis; Sol Davis, Dallas; W. E. Matthews, San Francisco, and Joseph Quinn, Los Angeles.
The aim of the Special Pictures Corporation is to issue a two-thousand-foot feature filler, which will consist of a comedy, a
400-foot scenic and a 200-foot novelty, and
arrangements are being made to begin
filming these features immediately.
A Dinner to Goldwyn.
A dinner was given recently in honor of
Samuel Goldwyn at the Alexandria Hotel
one evening by Abraham Lehr, vice-presi-
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dent of the Goldwyn corporation. Among
the guests were Thompson Buchanan, J. G.
Hawks, Reginald Barker, A. G. Gibbons,
Gouverneur Morris, Henry Ittleson, Sydney
Olcott, T. Hayes Hunter and Tom Moore.

the past few weeks supervising the scenario of one of her coming plays, has returned to her home in Pittsburg. Her husband. Dr. Rinehart, accompanied her.

Moranti Reorganizes Company.
Milburn Moranti, comedian, has reorganized his producing company, with a capital
stock of $100,000, which takes in eastern
as well as local capital, the company to be
known as the Moranti Comedies, Inc.
A new releasing arrangement has been
made for twelve two-reelers a year, and
work on the first of the series has been
started at the Balboa studios at Long
Beach. Al Moranti, brother, of Milburn, is
directing. Helen Williams, Joe Bonner and
Albert Huston support Moranti in his
pictures.
Stars Hold Auction Sale.

Browning Going East.
Tod Browning, director at Universal, and
his wife, Alice Wilson, of the Katherine
MacDonald company, will start on a trip
to New York within a few days, stopping
over
Louisville,
visit Mr. Browning's
parentsin on
their wayto east.

Six motion picture stars, Mary Miles
Minter, Gloria Swanson, Pauline Frederick,
Bebe Daniels, Lew Cody and Douglas MacLean acted as auctioneers at a seat sale
that was held at Hotel Alexandria last
week for the benefit entertainment of the
Los Angeles Post, American Legion, to be
held in Clune's Auditorium on February 21.
Mayer Moves Into New Studio.
The new studio that has been erected for
the use of the Louis B. Mayer company
at 3800 Mission Road, adjoining the Selig
Zoo, is now completed and being occupied
by the administrative and executive force
of the organization. Two bungalows belonging to the studio are used as dressing
rooms by the two Mayer stars, Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin. The buildings are of early French architecture.
Mrs. Rinehart Returns to Pittsburg.
Mrs. Mary Roberts Rinehart, one of the
Eminent Authors producing at Goldwyn
studios, who has been in Culver City for
■iK'ix liiMiilliiiriMiiiiniiiiKriiniitMiMill riiiiMiiir iiiiMriiiiir i tiiiiniiiiiiitniiiiitiiitiKriiMriiiiiiiiiii

Veiller Signs with Metro.
Bayard Veiller, noted playwright, has
signed a contract with Richard A. Rowland
to write four stories a year to be produced
for the screen by Metro. His first story
will be a melodrama for Bert Lytell. Mr.
Veiller is perhaps best known for his
plays, "The Thirteenth Chair" and "Within
the Law."
Lehr Elected Vice-President.
Vice-President Abraham Lehr, of Goldwyn studio in Culver City, has been elected
president of the Motion Picture Producers
Association in Los Angeles.
Church to Have Regular Picture Show.
The members of the Boyle Heights Methodist Episcopal Church have approved a
plan to hold regular motion picture entertainments atthe church, and have voted a
special appropriation to secure and install
a projection machine without loss of time.
In the Interests of Doug.
Carlyle Robinson, publicity director for
the Douglas Fairbanks company, is making a tour of the large cities of the United
States and Canada in the interests of the
Fairbanks
productions for the United Artists' -Association.
Battles Ten Days with Flu.
Sol Lesser, who was laid up for ten days
with influenza, is back at his desk in his
office in the Brack Shops. Lesser is plannmg a big exploitation campaign for
George Beban's newest picture, "One Man
Million
in a Cohn
." London Films.
to Exploit
Sam W. B. Cohn, formerly connected
with the Realart Company, has been enby C. E. Shurtleff, Inc., as publicity
directorgaged for
the Jack London productions
that are being made at Metro with Mitchell
Lewis as star.
Schertzinger's Mother Dies.
Victor Schertzinger, director at Goldwyn, who lost his father a few months ago,
IS now mourning the loss of his mother,
who passed away just last week.
Mr!
Schertzi
has the sympathy of the entire filmnger
colony.

Yep, She's Lost Her Balance!
"Bank-book balance only," says Alice Lake,
making "Shore Acres" for Metro.

Original Booking Agent Dead.
Harry S. Taylor, who opened the original theatrical booking agency in New
iork forty years ago, and came to California six weeks ago, died of chronic kidney
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trouble at the Clara Barton Hospital on
February 15. Hal Taylor was known to
a large number of people of the theatrical
profession, both of the stage and screen.
Carol Dempster Returns East.
Carol Dempster, who came from New
York a few weeks ago to be with her
mother in her last illness, will, now that
her mother has passed on, return to the
Griflfith organization in the east to resume
her screen career.
Charles Murray's Father Dead.
Isaac Murray, father of Charlie Murray,
noted film comedian, was found dead in
his bed at the home of his son on the
morning of February 12. Mr. Murray was
82 years of age, and had made his home
with his son Charles in Los Angeles for
the past two years, having lived prior to
tha time in Muncie, Ind. Four sons and
two daughters survive the deceased. The
elder Murray and his son Charles were
constant companions and their devotion to
each other was a beautiful example of filial
and parental aflfection.
Studio Shots
WHEELER OAKMAN and Walter Long
are playing important roles In Annette
Kellerman'8 new society drama, now being
filmed at Brunton's for Sol Lesser distribution.
William C. De Mille, who has recently comPrince Chap" at Lasky's, has
left for pleted
New"The York.
Marshall Neilan has purchased the film
rights to Booth Tarkington's "Penrod"
stories, according
to J. R. Grainger, Nellan's
eastern
representative.
A number of G. B. Samuelson players made
a trip to San Francisco in a lumber freighter
to get Titheradge.
sea scenes for "Her Story," featuring
Madge
Lewis Sargent, boy star of William D.
Taylor's "Huckleberry Finn" production has
been cast in the leading role in "Young
America,"
TaylorBennett,
at Lasky's.
Fred Nibloto beanddirected
his wife,by Enid
gave
a dinner in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Winchell
Smith on Valentine Day.
Sessue Hayakawa and his wife, Tsuru
Aoki, film stars, are planning to visit their
parents in Japan during the coming summer.
Fred Kley, studio manager at Lasky's, is
recovering from a recent operation, and expects to soon be back at his desk.
Betty Compson has formed her own producing company and will soon announce her
plans and the title of her first production.
Gordon Griffith, clever boy player, will star
in the film version of "Peck's Bad Boy." soon
to be produced by the National Film Company.
Screen rights to "The Furnace" have been
purchased by the Famous Players-Lasky
Company for a William D. Taylor production.
Anna Q. Nilsson will make a trip to Stockholm, Sweden, this coming summer to visit
her parents, whom she has not seen for fifteen years.
Colleen Moore Is entertaining her father,
C. R. Morrison, of Danville, 111., at her home
In Hollywood.
Hap Ward, formerly chief support to Gale
Henry In her Model comedies, is now with the
orace Cunard Company at National.
Mystery note: Madlaine Traverse is engaged
to be married to a handsome aviator whose
name she refuses to divulge.
Henry Walthall is forming plans to organize his own producing company.
Max Linder is making preparations to begin producing comedies at the Metro studios.
Agnes Christine Johnson, scenario writer of
recent Mary Pickford and Charles Ray productions, is to be married in June to Frank
Dazey, son of Charles Dazey, the playwright.
David Productions,
Butler's first Inc.,
picture
Schwab
will forbe the
fromD. theN.
story,
on the
is being
put into"Sitting
continuity
formWorld,"
by LeeandRoyal.
Conrad Nagle has canceled his trip to the
east to play the leading role in Sidney Franklin's first picture
for Mayflower,
which book.
will
be from
the Robert
W. Chambers
"Athalle."
George Haekathorn, of the Lois Weber
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production, has been a sufferer from flu for
the past week.
Julien Josephson. Ince scenario writer, is
taking a vacation.
Peggy O'Dare, of the Eddy Polo "Vanishing Dagger" company, is to be married on
March
cisco. 1 to N. O. K. Pegge, of San Fran-

Herbert
Heyesatis the
leaving the cast
of "Civilian
because theClothes"
Ruth RolandMorosco
company,Theatre
of which
he is a member. Is going to Arizona on location.
Ralph Bushman, seventeen-year-old son of
Francis X. Bushman, who came west recently, will play in Christie Comedies.

Harvest

PICTURE

Moon

" Featuring

Is Ready; Based on
editing of Augustus
and Harvest
cutting
THEThomas
' "The
Moon," the
second Deitrich-Beck production
starring Doris
Kenyon
for
W.
W.
Hodkinson distribution was completed this week
by Theodore C. Deitrich and Director J.
Searle Dawley at the Leah Baird Studios,
Cliflfside, N. J. "The Harvest Moon" in its
screen version bids fair to equal the success achieved by the stage play, which ran
for a year on Broadway in the days when
a six-month engagement of a production
was considered a big achievement.
The new Hodkinson release is another
chain
link Her
of successes
creditedinto the
Dorisyear's
Kenyon.
world of
picture admirers acclaimed her in her first
Deitrich-Beck
production.
"The given
Bandbox,"
which aided by
the publicity
the
artiste because of her brilliant performance as the stellar player in A. H. Woods'
big stage success, "The Girl in the Limousine," is still proving a most profitable picture.
Prominent Players in Cast.
The cast supporting Miss Kenyon in
"The Harvest Moon" comprises several of
the best-known players in filmdom. As
her leading man Miss Kenyon has Wilfred
Lytell.
.^n important role is in the hands of Earl
Schenck, former leading man, but now one
of the best-known of screen character
actors. Peter Lang, formerly a big vaude, ville favorite, has a role commensurate
with his ability. Another important role is
entrusted to Grace Barton, for years a
popular musical comedy favorite.
Marie Shotwell. remembered as one of
the most popular and talented members of
Charles
famous players
stock company
and oneFrohman's
of the leading
in the
original
production.
"Mme.
Sans
Gene,"
Mrs. Winthrop, a role worthy of heris
talents in "The Harvest Moon." Stuart
Robson, son of the popular actor of that
name, and for years prominently identified
with worth while cinema productions, has
a role of big opportunities. George
Lessey and Frederick RadclifTe, well-known
character artists, complete the roster.

Doris

Kenyon

Thomas'
Stage
ised
by Messrs. Jule
and J. Success
J. .Mien for
the new house that they are erecting in
Montreal and which will be known as the
"Palace Theatre." This theatre will also
be the first amusement building in Montreal to be fitted with an oil burning furnace. The seating capacity will be 3,000
with 2,000 seats on the ground floor. The
orchestra will consist of twenty-five pieces.
ZaSu Pitts Still with Brentwood.
While it has been widely reported that
ZaSu Pitts has been signed to star with
a producing organization to be formed for
the purpose of exploiting her in a series of
pictures, she is still appearing in Brentwood pictures, and according to the latest
announcement from the latter studio, plans
have been definitely formed for the production of at least four more Brentwood
pictures
for Miss Pitts under Henry Kolker's direction.
Associated in New Quarters Soon.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., announces
that its new offices in the Capitol Theatre
Building, New York, will be ready for occupancy in about three weeks. .\t present
the organization is occupying temporary
quarters
fifth
street.in the building at 25 West FortyIt is stated that the new offices will be
the last word in appearance and business
efficiency. The organization will occupy
.>;uites on the second floor.
Lauds Power's Projectors.
In appreciation of the perfect projection
supplied by Power's Projectors at the
showingshall of
River's End,"
Neilan"The
Production,
recentlytheatMarthe
Hotel Biltmore, New York, Peter Gridley
Smith, licity,
Marshall
director ofto pubhas writtenNeilan's
congratulations
the
Nicholas Power Company.
Lest We

Forget

Legion Post Handling "Everybody's
The .AmericanBusiness."
Legion, headed by the
Chas. .A. Learned Post N'o. 1, of Detroit,
is giving publicity to the five-reel feature,
"Evervbodv's Business," now being released by W. H. Productions Co.
This post, which controls the rights for
Michigan, find a great popular interest in
the picture. Now, when .•\mericanization
movements ai e in progress, this production
is said to be focussing attention in every
section where it is shown.
Orphans See "Pollyanna."
The Hulsey-Lynch interests entertained
the orphans frotn the dififerent homes in
Dallas at the Old Mill to see Mary Pickford in "Pollyanna." Several of the large
automobile concerns took upon themselves
the job of conveying these kiddies at different times throughout the day to the
theatre.
Installs Oil-Burning Furnace.
The largest theatre pipe organ yet constructed for a Canadian theatre is prom-

»ja«UiiBe *^y Our ee(l«« of 'tha VvrlA' tevr act
■••r/ *fr»a ts <o*af' eer.t*iaa mfaimtic* of
untoi« v>lu« tL ua Cosaa^wntl/ wti«. it Tkilwd \i. *■•
■ on tiM aaia iwtu auirh aiBcamad «Mut it
ao««««r. fttli/ XMsiiaa youi foaitiM •{fi«cl«*a
ilw atenri jeu te*a UKao la pratact Uia mtsraat* af *< «
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played in "The Kentucky Colonel," and in
the "Huckleberry Finn" as Tom Sawyer,
will be the "bad" boy. He will be directed
by William A. Seiter. Production will start
about March first.
"Pecks Bad Boy" was first published m
1883. The book was written by George W.
Peck, who wrote many of the popular boy
stories of the eighties and nineties. Although the original book will be used in
the adaptation, costumes and other details
will be modernized.

'^Children Not Wanted,'' Ready for Release
the first of his 1920 offerings Carle believe the Arrow Film Corporation should
E. Carlton, president of the Crest I)e congratulated for securing this series
Pictures Corporation, announces the of features for the independent exchanges."
It is expected that the entire territory
most ambitious, special super-production
he has thus made. It is a six reeler enwill be sold-by the date of the first release,
which
is March 15.
Wanted"
adapted
from a titled
short"Children
story Not
by Stuart
Sinclair
and
directed by Paul Scardon under the perAl Christie Signs Ralph,
Kremer Plans Elaborate
sonal supervision of Mr. Carlton.
Son of Francis X. Bushman
There are many reasons why the production should have an unusual box office
Campaign for Film-Revue
ALPH
BLISHMAN,
eldest son of
value. In the first place, the story, as
I'rancis X. Bushman, is to become a FORattraction,
the combination
stageBeauties
and screen
the Carmen
Rethe title suggests, deals with the most vital R ■screen
making his debut under
subject of humanity and digs at the very tlie tutelage player,
vue with the Charlie Chaplin film, "A
of
Al
Christie.
roots of modern society. It is a problem
on Carmen,"
exploita-of
Ralph is not yet eighteen but is two Burlesque
tion department
under a thespecial
direction
to be faced alike by the mtellectualist,
six feet in height and a hand- Bert Ennis has been created.
the sociologist and the shop girl. In ad- inches someover
He is taller than his father and
In addition to complete accessories for
dition to the humane qualities there is in- a decidedboy.blonde.
the film, a full line of advertising will be
terwoven in the action a mysterious murThe Christie studio was the first one available
for the Carmen Beauties Revue.
der plot which further enhances the sus- visited by young Bushman. Five years ago
.•\ four-page press sheet devoted to the
tained interest. Second of importance only
Revue has been prepared and contains
to the story itself is the appearance of it was occupied
by the
Bushman's
Al Christie
met elder
the young
man
stories, suggestions, details of a beauty
Edith Day, the star of one of the sea- company.
and was impressed with his desirability competition,
for stunts, photos of the
son's most successful musical comedies
for the screen. He stated that Ralph would principals andideas
chorus, etc.
"Irene,"
now
in
its
six
month
of
its
Broadbe
given
an
important
part
in
one
of
the
A motion picture announcement trailer
way run at the Vanderbilt Theatre.
special productions.
showing the Carmen Beauties singly and in
Miss Edith Day signed an exclusive newYoung
Bushman
is
no
stranger
before
dance
ensemble has been made, as well as
agreement with the Victor Talking Maplayed days.
numerous "kid" small cards carrying photos on one side
roles camera
during asoldheEssanay
chine Company to make records of "Irene" the
and "Alice Blue Gown" for world distribuand
the chorus
song "Carmen"
on
the other.
A lineofofthelithographs,
depicting
tion. A Victor press campaign will begin
National Film to Transfer
scenes from the Revue, has been made up
in March, reaching every city and town
in various styles. The beauty competition is
where records are sold. A great colored
"Peck's Bad Boy" to Screen
three foot cutout and a number of new
for young women who bear a striking readvertising novelties will be distributed.
semblance to Edna Purviance, Chaplin's
be filmed
BAD BOY"
on liy
of leading woman
Corporati
Film will
the National
PECK'S
in "A Burlesque on Carmen." A teaser compaign to be carried out
America, according to an anniouncethrough
the
use
of postal cards is also
ment made by I. Bernstein, production
Arrow to Widely Exploit
Gordon Gritlith, ■ who recently available.
manager.
Series of "Tex" Features
ALTHOUGH the Arrow Film Corporation has been advertising its new series of "Tex" pictures less than ten
days, about fifty per cent, of the territory
has been signed up. Arrow announces that
more advertising will be done on these
"twelve
five-reel
features
than they
ever used
to exploit
a series.
After have
the
first release set for March 15, they will
continue to advertise each release during
the next twelve months.
The Tex pictures are by well-known authors and deal with detective stories based
on circumstantial evidence.
Arthur G. White, formerly New York
exchange manager for Paramount Artcraft,
has bought these pictures for the New
York and Northern New Jersey territory
for his exchange. The Modern Feature
Photoplays. Mr. White expressed himself
as follows ;
"I believe the Tex pictures are in a class
by themselves when it comes to moneymaking possibilities for the independent
exchanges. The idea of being able to buy
a series of twelve five-reel pictures at one
time, with the assurance of having these
features delivered once a month for the
next year, is an excellent one and should
prove attractivp to all independent exchanges. In contracting for twelve fiveThe Trap? Sure! But You Didn't Expect J. Robert Pauline to Fall Into It?
reel features at one time, I feel that I have
Showing the hypnotist in action
the Supremestory.
Pictures .■'crial, "The Mystery
saved myself a lot of worry and time. I
Mind," ain Reeve-Grey
As
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at Strand, Release Set for March 13
the Capitol Theatre recognized this.
HERMAN F. JANS, president of Jans and
s arrange- Visitors from all over the United States
announce
Inc.,
Pictures,
have
ments been made for a trade will be able to see their favorite comedian,
and it will be like meeting an old friend
"Love Without
showing
in the "nearat from home.
New York,Question
the StrandofTheatre,
men
future. State rights buyers, exchange
"The management of the Park Theatre
and exhibitors, as well as members of the believes
that the comedy is the thing topress, will be invited.
day. People want to laugh and forget
the high cost of living, politics, epidemics,
Mr. Jans has also arranged for a sym- etc.
phony orchestra and special music. The
producers place so much confidence in
"The addition of the Capitol and the
"Love toWithout
it isrelease
their Park, completes a long roster of promidesire
witness Question"
it before itsthat
actual
nent theatres that are now showing these
to the public.
two reel comedies, including the Stanley
March 13 has been set as the release date Circuit in Pennsylvania, Reuben and Finkelfor this production from Jans Pictures, Inc., stein in the northern central states, and
produced by B. A, Rolfe and starring Olive the Saenger Amusement Company in the
South.
Tell, adapted from the novel, "The AbanRoom," by C.of Wadsworth
In thedonedestimation
the producersCamp.
March
Hoxie to Remain with National.
13 will see the advent of an exceptional
The
National Film Corp. of America anState Right attraction for the exhibitors,
nounces that Jack Hoxie, star in the
A lot of territory has been sold throughout
Bryce
" serial,
remain
the United States, and announcement of "Lightning
the
National
pennant
for will
several
yearsunder
and
the buyers will be made at a later date.
will resume work on a western feature
The producers announce that owing to
the publicity this feature will gain from during March.
the syndication of the book to appear
serially in daily newspapers in the large Christie Comedies Praised
cities of the United States and Canada,
by W. S. Naval Lieutenant
showmen will be favored with an amount
of advance advertising that spells success.
the Christie
always booked
WE Comedies
they
we couldall because
Without
Question"
is a story
an"Love
absorbing
mystery.
According
to B.withA.
were clean ; we knew there would
Rolfe the mystery element has been well never be anything offensive in them."
This commendation was given by Lieut.
maintained.
But for
mystic
surprise,
the love interest
has allnotit'sbeen
sacrificed.
M. J. Hageman, U. S. N. R. F., lately detached from duty aboard the George Washington which took President Wilson and
Grossman Cast in Florida
advisors to and from France and also
brought King Albert of Belgium to the
Working on Second Feature
United States.
PRODUCTION on the second picture
Lieutenant Hageman, previous to enterof the series of eight features to be
ing the navy, was employed in motion picmade by Grossman Pictures, Inc., will
production. He visited the Christie
be begun in a few days at Miami, Florida, studioturesoon
after his return from active
ion.
n's
The
supervis
Grossma
Mr.
under
Florida work will be devoted to exteriors service and it was here that he paid tribute
to this brand of comedies. "We had to be
while the studio shots will be taken in New
York in a studio recently leased by the careful so that nothing shown would prove
offensive to our distinguished passengers"
company.
had to
"Face to Face," the first picture of the he
run continued,
films and "and
cut we
themfrequently
before showing
series, was recently completed and an- them, but it was never necessary to censor
nouncement of distribution arrangements
will probably be made in a few days. It a Christie Comedy."
is said to immediately set a high standard
for the Grossman productions. Marguerite
Marsh, is the star.
The Grossman company will produce the
series of eight features at the rate of one
picture every six weeks. Stories for three
more of the pictures have been accepted
and prepared for production by the scenario department of the company.
New York's Capitol Theatre
Books "Hank Mann" Comedies
THE two-reel Hank Mann Comedies,
being distributed by Arrow Film
Corporation, have "broken into
Broadway." The Capitol Theatre has
signed the show the entire series. "The
Bashful
Blacksmith" is being shown during this week.
Another first run theatre which has contracted for this brand of comedies, is the
Park Theatre, Boston, which booked these
subjects for two weeks run, and reports
big attendance despite inclement weather.
"It is a dozen times harder to make a
hit as a comedian than in any other line
of work in the business" says W. E. Shallenberger,
presidenthasof taken
Arrow,a funny
"but when
once
an audience
man
to their hearts they are very loyal. A man
must be born a comedian. Hank Mann
h.as established himself with the public,
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"I Always
Christie
Line
from Lt. Featured
M. J. Hageman.
who Comedies."
liad charge
of motion picture entertainment on board
George Washington. Seen here with
Al Christie. Everybody else
write.

Jail Scene in Latest Hank Mann.
Scenes for Hank Mann's latest two reels
of fun, a detective tale, were taken this
week at the city jail in Glendale, Cal.
Hank is chief of a detective agency and is
known wears
as "Willie
Peap —lest
I never
sleep."
Hank
ear muffs
he overhear
something. Vernon Dent plays the part of
a crook. Herman Raymaker is directing.
Fine Cast Selected for
Jan's "Nothing a Year"

announced
been the
cast has Year"
A STRONG
for "Nothing
n for A Jans
productio
Pictures,second
Inc.,
and starring Olive Tell. Adapted from the
novel
Davis. of the same name by Charles Belmont
Edmund Lowe, leading man for Lenore
UlricfulinBroadway
"The play
Son has
Daughter,"
a successbeen engaged
by
B. A. Rolfe to play opposite Miss Tell.
Other members of the cast are Lucille Lee
Stewart, Donald Hall, Warner Richmond,
Stanley Walpole and Annette Bade.
Lucille Lee Stewart has been in motion
pictures for a number of years and needs
little introduction. She will be seen in a
very important role. Donald Hall is also no
newcomer to the realm of the photoplay.
He will likewise present a characterization
artistry.
that is said to reach a high standard of
Not being satisfied with just a story with
a far reaching appeal, Mr. Rolfe, who has
been well known as a producer for years,
realized that the selection of a cast was
a most important factor, and he considers
that the above named artists are such as
to bring out the real dramatic worth of
the second feature production under the
Jans trade mark.
"Down

on the Farm" Films
Clever Trained Animals

comedyis fealatest
Farm"
on the
ture "Down
'S
M ACK SENNETT
made an-in
been
nounced as having
response to a demand for comedy, possibly
not so fast in action, but more pleasing m
its realism and environment. It deals with
rural life and contains a varied assortment
of trained animals, including a mouse, dogs,
cats, chickens, turkeys, geese, cows, pigs,
etc.
The principal
role, entrusted
that of theto farmer's
daughter,
has been
Louise
Fazenda, while the cast includes such funmakers as Marie Prevost, Ned Finlayson,
Bert Roach, Harry Gribbin and others, including John Henry, Jr., a two and a half
year old player who is said to do very apanimals. pealing work with "Teddy" and the other
Leading the animal cast is Teddy, the
famous Dane dog, and there is also Pepper,
the clever cat, both of which are familiar
to lovers of Sennett comedies. The various other animals are also said to play
their roles like born actors.
Moranti Leases Half of Balboa Studio.
Moranti Comedies, Inc., of which Milburn Moranti is star and head, have leased
one-half of the Balboa studios at Long
Beach, Cal., where a series of twelve tworeel "situation" comedies will be made by
the company. Work on the first subject,
"Barbershop Gossip," has already started
with the company on location at San
Francisco. Helen Williams has the leading
feminine role, while Joe Bonner and Albert
Huston are playing character parts in support. Al Moranti, brother of the star, is
directing. Clark Bond, formerly cameraman for the Hampton Productions, has
been engaged by Dick Currier, business
manager, to operate the camera.
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■"A Dream of Fair Women" to
Be Distributed by Garsson
THE announcement that Murray W.
Garsson is to distribute "A Dream of
fortune
and interest
the famemuch
Women,"
is arousing
picture,
contestFair
throughout the country. The contest was
conducted by the Motion Picture Magazine,
Motion Picture Classic, and Shadowland,
and covered a period of one year.
There were 75,000 photographs received,
coming from every city, town and hamlet
throughout the country and it was no little
task for the judges to select from this total
twenty-five of the most beautiful; and in
turn were brought to New York to be interviewed and screened; to ascertain their
talents, abilities and value.
After the usual tests, five of the contestants were selected for their beauty,
ability and talent, and since then these five
have been
"grabbed"organizations
up by various
motion
picture
producing
to become
futufe picture stars.
"A Dream of Fair Women" will be one
of the most widely exploited pictures of the
year, not only in the trade papers and individual sources, but through the various
fan magazines which conducted the contest.
Every means of co-operation of putting
over the picture will be given to the exhibitor, and the interest aroused from coast
to coast during the fame and fortune contest will surely make the picture a big
box office attraction.
The exhibitors and state right buyers can
realize the big box office value this picture
has. As far as exploiting the picture is
concerned we are going ahead just as if
no one else was rendering any assistance,
says Mr. Garsson.
Six Ben

Turpin Comedies

Now Being State-Righted
ANNOUNCEMENT is ymade that the
Cameo Film Compan has secured
six comedies featuring the famous
star of Mack Sennett comedies, Ben Turpin, which it will offer to state rights buyers throughout the United States and Canada. The six comedies are "The Harem,"
"A Cheerful Liar" and "He Looked Crooked," two reelers, and "The Leading Man,"
bber" and "The Plumber,"
"The
reelers.
single Landlu
The comedies are of the knock-out, slapstick type and are typical of the work
which has earned for this eccentric comedian such popularity among fans and exhibitors throughout America.
The six comedies offered to state rights
buyers in the United States and Canada are
now ready at the offices of the Cameo Film
"Company,
64 West Randolph street, Chicago.
"The Confession" Continues
to Establish New Records
JOE BRANDT, eastern representative of
the National Film Corporation, contines to receive enthusiastic reports of
the
showing
"The Confessio
William
y,
Shirley,
of theof Palace
Theatre, n."
Schenectad
n' to
wires
as
follows:
"Played
'Confessio
the largest week in the history of house.
This is a wonderful picture and should do
the same for every exhibitor."
Just previous to this, Mr. Brandt received the following from Charles L. Dooley of the Garden Theatre, Paterson, N. J.:
"We have just finished a record-breaking
week with 'The Confession.' I consider
it one of the strongest plays we have ever
presented. The city, irrespective of race
or religion was enthusiastic over the picture. In spite of rainy weather we held
them out to the sidewalk every night this
week,"
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Lesser Names

Tall ReHecting.
Executed by Marguerite Marsh in her Grossman feature, "Face to Face."
Richard C. Travers Signed
as Star of "Determination"
mopopular
TRAVER
C. star,
RICHARD
ted with
tion picture
hasS,contrac
the United States Photoplay Corporation to play the star part in "Determination." One of the big events in this picture is a boxing match under the auspices
of an international sporting club in Paris.
The United States Photoplay Corporation has been advertising for some time,
offering $1,000 award, and received over 300
applications for this part. Mr. Travers
was selected, in the main on account of his
past experience as a motion picture actor,
being an all-round athlete and qualifying
to all conditions and specifically by Captain F. F. Stoll, the author, because of
being one of the first motion picture stars
to volunteer for foreign service in the
World War, where he served with honor
for thirty-two months and was commissioned acaptain. The award was paid him
at the Occidental Hotel in Washington,
D. C, in the presence of Senators, Congressmen, officers, and other prominent
Mr. Travers will take a special course of
people.
training for the sporting events, which include a horse race, an auto race, an aviation meet and a boxing contest.
Circle Film Attractions
Open a New York Exchange
e to
exchang
independ
THEenternewest
the New
Yorkent field
is Circle
Film Attractions, of which B. C. Cook
is manager. This company is also opening exchanges in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh serving West Virginia, Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey.
The New York exchange, under the management of R. Nadler, is now located at 729
Seventh avenue, however after March 1 it
will be located at 130 West Forty-sixth
street.
This concern has just purchased the
rights from Clark-Cornelius Corporation for
the series of eleven two reel subjects featuring Tom Moore, also twenty single reel
Billy Rhodes comedies. Rights for western
Pennsylvania have also been secured for
theAn feature
"Thecampaign
Married isVirgin."
extensive
being prepared
for the Tom Moore subjects, the first of
which will be "The Adventures at Briarcliff"
featuring Tom Moore and Marguerite
Courtot.

Territory

Disposed of on "Sky Eye"
THE Sol
controlling theLesser
United organization,
States and Canadian
rights
for
"Sky
Eye,"
the
six-reel
serial feature which they are distributing
on a state rights basis, announces that the
following territories have been sold for
this picture :
Leon Netter, Masterpiece Film x\ttractions, Cleveland, for Ohio and Kentucky;
Herman Rifkin, of the Eastern Feature
Film Company, for New England; M. R.
Rosenberg, of the De Luxe Feature Film
Company, for Washington, Idaho, Oregon
and Montana; Hulsey and Lynch First National Exchange for Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas; Joseph Skirboll, of the First
National Exchange, for Western Pennsylvania ;Nathan Hirsch for northern New
Jersey, and to M. A. Lightman, of the Criterion Film Service, Atlanta, for Georgia,
Alabama, Florida, Virginia and North and
South Carolina.
Ralph H. Clark, manager of the First National Exchange of New York, has taken
"Sky Eye" for Greater New York, also
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin," the Mack Sennett comedy
Spoilers"
for
Greater
New special,
York. and
Due "The
to the
fact that
Sol Lesser will confine his interests mainly
to the Pacific Coast, he has given up his
New York Exchange, and the deal was
closed with Mr. Clark for the pictures
which the Lesser organization handled in
New York.
Pauline
in "Mystery
Makes
Debut AsMind"
an Actor

W.
and rsJohn
B. REEVE
UR authors
of the
and produce
Grey,
ARTH
Supreme Pictures, Inc., new psychic
serial "The Mystery Mind" state that when
they engaged J. Robert Pauline for the
g on
pertheyforwerethe gamblin
star role,
rolehisrather
kind of
sonal fitness
than his ability as an actor.
While Mr. Pauline had long experience
on the lecture platform and vaudeville stage
in connection with demonstrations of scientific hypnotism, he had never attempted to
act, and he anticipated petty failures in
the role of an actor.
The result of the screening- of the comportions that
of thehe film
are said,
however,pleted
to show
is really
a gifted
actor and registers his effects without theatricalism, and according to the announcement of the producers, particularly in the
hypnotic scenes there is a convincingness
that could not have been secured by another actor without Pauline's knowledge of
the subject.
Pioneer Names Features
for Its Spring Program
THEseason
Pioneer
its Spring
with will
fouropenbigupproductions.
They are Mary Anderson in "Bubbles,"
Emily Stevens and Montague Love in "The
Place of the Honeymoons," Marie Doro
and
Godfrey
Tearle
"Midnight
Frolics"
and Jose
Collins
and inGodfrey
Tearle
in a
society drama as yet unnamed.
These will be followed by an American
version Sheldon
of "Dr. Lewis
Jekyll and
which
will Mr.
have Hyde,"
the titlein
roles.
Pioneer's production will follow the stage
version which was one of the plays in the
repertoire of the late Richard Mansfield
for more than twenty years. Through the
aid of trick photography and special lighting effects, this production, however, will
have many novel departures.
A complete line of paper made from
special sketches is now being painted in
the art studio of W. C. Weiss.
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Cincinnati Chatter
PETER DOBUAS has made extensive improvements in his Electric Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, by way of enlarging the seating
capacity and re-decorating his theatre. He Is
also
two Power's
graphhaving
Machines
installed. Model 6-B CameraShowmen Protewt Daylight Saving:.
Strong opposition to the passage by City
Council of an ordinance providing for an additional hour of daylight from the last Sunday in April to the last Sunday in September, was raised by the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Leaguemeeting.
and labor organizations at
a recent council
I. W. McMahan, representing the motion
picture interests, said their business was the
fourth largest industry in the United States
and must
that itbe isconsidered.
the laboringHeman's
amusement
and
advised
waiting
until Congress takes some action on the
four daylight bills now pending.
J. A. Ackerman. another member of the
organization, said the more daylight law is
the greatest cancer in the motion picture
business. After considerable discussion it
was decided to refer the matter to the committee on public hearing.
Ne»v HouHe for Bellevne, Ky.
"Shady
Grove," Ky.,
one of
desirableby
lots in Bellevue,
has thebeenmostacquired
Peter Smith, Dayton, Ohio, theatrical man,
who Intends to erect a $100,000 moving picture house on the site. Mr. Smith paid, approximately $8,000 for the property, which is
located in the heart of Bellevue, Ky.
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Jack Rosenthal, of the Model and Imperial
theatres, will supervise the management of
the Victor Theatre, North Philadelphia., for
the new
owner, B. 8.Snyder, who took possession on February
E\Hie JaniB In Projection Koom.
Elsie Janis. the Selznick star, who was appearing at the Garrick Theatre in her "revue," attended a special showing of her latest
picture,
"The Imp,"Max
at the
Selznick
exchange.
Branch manager
Milder
accorded
Miss
Janis a most cordial welcome and had the
representatives of all the Philadelphia newspapiers and several ipromineat exhibitors
present at the showing.
Rothapfel on the Job.
A new $400,000 theatre, which will be constructed in Wilmington, Del., to seat 2,000
persons, was announced recently by Oscar
Ginns, assistant manager of the Majestic,
Rialto and Queen theatres. The theatre will
be financed by James N. Ginns and Charles
Topkis, who will operate under the name of
Topkls-Ginns Corporation. Samuel Rothapfel, reported to be prominent in motion
picture circles, %vill supervise the interior
finishing of the new theatre.
Ne»v HouMc In Allentown.
Dr. Benj. Stuckett, of the Strand Theatre,
.\llentown, was elected president of a newly
formed corporation, capitalized at $500,000.
The new company is planning to erect two
new theatres in Allentown.
Theatre MnnaKcr?* TrauNferred.
C. Hammond, for many years manager of
the Market Street Theatre, has been transferred to the Savoy, while the former manager, Joe Battersby, will resume the management of the Market Street Theatre, where he
will have an opportunity to exploit his ability
ir lobby display woik.

Washington

Whiffs

JOH.N' J. agerPAYETTE,
general
manof the Crandallassistant
enterprises
in Washington,
D.
C,
"put
across"
a
harp
solo
conjunction with the showing of a Prizmain
film, "The Apache Trail." Mr, Payette has
been making a number of experiments with
the enlarged orchestra at the Metropolitan
Theatre.
A harp solo of itself would fall flat, he believed, but coupled with a picture such as
the one used, it should make a hit and It did.
The
music
proved to be particularly appropriate.
Sbemrood Controln Variety Ptlma.
Edwin A. Sherwood, popularly known
throughout the territory as "Sherry," is carrying on the business of Variety Pictures
Corporation. This was formerly a Baltimore
concern. Mr. Sherwood, with W. A. Ballenger, took over the proposition a few weeks
ago, and opened offices in the Mather Building, Roms 1005 and 1007. Mr. Ballenger has
since severed his connection with the connow Mr. Sherwood is going ahead
with cern
it andalone.
Tom Moore Han New General Mnnaicer.
Tom Moore, who has a number of theatres
In Washington, has announced the appointment of Tom North as general manager of
his interests in this city. Mr. North has seen
considerable service with Pathe, Kleine and
Fox, both in the exploitation and selling ends
of the business. He Is a showman of wide
experience and a hustler from away back.
Iowa Items

Philadelphia Paragraphs
In the Southland
USE of moving plcture.s by the church was
advocated by the Right Rev. Ethelbert
Talbot, D.D., Bishop of Bethlehem, Pa., in
his address last week at the noon Lenten
services in the Garrick Theatre, Philadelphia,
for business people. The services are under
the auspices of th Brotherhood of St. Andrew.
"Some people are disposed to deride the
'movie,' is" great
said power
Bishop inTalbot,
"but forI do
not.
There
the movie
uplifts.
I would be greatly disappointed if the church
did not, in the years to come, use the movie
more and more to reach the people."
Columbia Star Change)).
J. Shverha, of Columbia, Pa., has sold his
Star Theatre to the owners of the Opera
House in that town.
Stanley Circuit IncreaseM.
Jack Delmar, representative of the booking department of the Stanley Company, reports that a large number of theatres recently joined the Stanley Booking Circuit.
The circuit includes the large chain of theatres controlled by George Bennethum
throughout the state and those houses of
William Hunt in Philadelphia, Cape May,
Wildwood and Haddon Heights.
Death Take« Tnro Phlladelphlans.
Harry Saunders, for many years the popular projection mechanic for Lewis M. Swaab,
and a member of Local 307, I. A. T. S. E., succumbed from an attack of the "flu" after a
brief illness. Another victim of the "flu" was
the wife of Charles Burghart, a well-known
South Philadelphia exhibitor.
Herbert HuMtler at Victor.
Herbert Hustler, assistant manager to

Neiv Theatrew.
FOLLOWING
theatres
be
erected in are
the additional
southeastern
states tothis
year, as anonunced In the past few days:
Sam V. Bacon, of the Queen City Amusement Company, Gadsen, Ala„ stated that the
company would erect a $25,000 vaudeville and
picture house. Miss Ida Stocks also plans
to finance a new theatre there.
W. V. Williams will construct a theatre
at Goldsboro, N. C, and Batchelor Brothers
will
N. C. build a moving picture house at Weldon,
Dexter Brown will build a $25,000 theatre
at Anderson, S. C, with a seating capacity
of 800.
Sheffield Bridgewater will erect a $50,000
picture house at De Rldder, La., with a seating capacity of 1,000.
J. F. Leitner, an Atlanta architect, has
completed the plans for a moving picture
house to be erected at Goldsboro, N. C, by
the Diamond Theatre Company. It will be
about 70 by 100 feet.
W. Rylander will build a theatre and office
building at Americus, Ga.
Mayor 0«n» Thentre.
The new Strand Theatre, devoted entirely
to moving pictures, has been formally opened
to the public at Tuscumbia, Ala. It was
erected by O. B. Clarke, mayor of the city, at
a cost of about $60,000, and Is one of the
best pictures houses in any of the small
cities of the Southeast.
Our Thirteenth Birthday!
First to Have One!

f-p
-l HREE
bookingsDesof Moines
films houses
the had
first week
time
this season, week ending for
February 21. The
Des Moines (A. H. Blank) did a big business
with "On with the Dance" and the Larry
Semon comedy, "The Head Waiter."
The Garden,
a Blank house, ran "Two
Weeks,'with also
Constance Talmadge. This
followed Lionel Barrymore In "The Copperhead," which
to the biggest business
of the season played
at the Garden
the previous
week.
Abe
Frankle's
Rialto
did
well
with
of Fortune." This followed a week"Soldiers
of excellent business with Nazimova in "Stronger
Than Death" and a two weeks' run of Mary
Pickford
in "PoUyanna," which broke all
house
records.
Blank RemalnM Independent.
A. H. Blank has declined an offer from the
Goldwyn Co. to buy a share in his Des Moines
interests. Goldwyn suggested a deal by
which a new Des Moines picture house would
be financed by the film company and operated
by Blank. Goldwyn would also get certain
rights for bookings at the twenty Blank
theatres In Iowa, .Nebraska and Missouri.
Blank said he preferred to remain independent in the local field. His contemplated
merger of interests with those of Abe Frankle
in the city is still under consideration.
Blank has had several conferences with
Frankle the past week, but has announced no
decision in the matter.
A Blank-Frankle house is practically a
certainty this summer or fall if the merger
goes through. Frankle has an option on
the downtown corner occupied by the Majestic and Royal theatres.
The First Baptist Church gave two free
performances for Des Moines children last
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week, follow. ng a custom of four years.
There were no color, class nor creed lines
drawn, and the aim was to show a picture
that would aid in the child welfare Americanization movement.
The film used was the "Modern Mother
Goose," which has been endorsed by the
Congress of Mothers and the Parent-Teacher.s
Association. The first showing was at 4:30
p. m., Friday, and the second at 7:30 p, m. the
same day.
Circuit's Uniform Progrrams.
The Adams Theatre Co., of Des Moines, is
getting out a weekly program for the twenty
houses owned and operated by the company.
The programs are uniform in cover and material, but vary in number of pages, depending upon the size of the city and the amount
of advertising obtainable.
Thus the Garden at Waterloo, la., has
sixteen pages, and the Rlalto, at Newton, la.,
has eight pages for its program. All of the
program's
are printed
the company's
printing plant
In Des atMoines.
Red inkownon
buff paper is used.
The third page of the program carries a
little editorial about the Adams Circuit and
Its desire to please Its patrons. The name of
the manager and the hours of the showings
are
given. The week's bookings are then
announced.
Inside there are notes about the plays and
players, acterscuts,
page prominent
of "Fun," cast
of charfor the a more
features
and
advertisements.
Blank Wants More Houses.
A. H. Blank is reported as being in the
market for five more Iowa theatres. His
agents have been visiting a number of the
smaller cities in the state, with a view to
extension of the Blank string of houses.
Baltimore Briefs
DUE to Guy L. Wonders, manager of the
Wilson Theatre, being very busy with
the work connected with his theatre, he
has given up the work of looking after the
films censored for the State of Maryland by
the Maryland Censor Board. This work will
now be taken care of by J. E. Fowler, who
has been appointed by the Exchange Manalook after their interestsgers'
in thisAssociation
city andto state.
Mr. Fowler has been in the theatrical business for several years and was until recently
located in Washington. He will have his
headquarters on the third floor of 412 Bast
Baltimore street, and will do the assembling
and cutting of the censored pictures there.
Screen Art Offices Opened.
The formal opening of the new Baltimore
offices of ScreenArt Pictures, at 412 East Lexington street, took place on Monday, February 23. Michael Siegel, formerly salesman
\yith Universal, will act as manager.
The first floor of the building will be used
by Mr. Siegel for his private office and liis
general offices. The cutting and assembling
and storage of films will be taken care of
on the second floor. "The Sacred Flame,"
"The Blindness of Youth" and the Pioneer
productions are being released by Screen
Art.
Stanleys In Trenton f
The Stanley Company of America announces that they are preparing plans for
the construction of a photoplay theatre in
Trenton, N. J., to cost one million dollars.
Negotiations have been in progress for
some time by representatives of the concern for the purchase of the entire block
known as the Dolton Block. It is reported
that the Stanley Company will not only erect
a theatre, but also a modern apartment house
and a group of stores.
Showlnie 'Km Hoiv It's Done.
Special cameras and equipment will be installed on the Walton Roof for Wednesday
evening,
February 2.'"),
Pictures Corporation
willwhen
show thehowGoldwyn
photoplays are made. Louis Bennison, star of
Goldwyn-Betzwood, will appear in person. The
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recently, Louis A. DeHoff, manager of the
New and Garden theatres, now has his right
arm in a plaster cast. Mr. DeHoff was returning to the New after supper when the
accident happened and striking his elbow
on the pavement found, upon its being exfractured.amined by a physician, that it had been
Martha Holmes Andrews, aunt of John T.
and Charles E. Ford, of Ford's Opera House,
and the latter of the Forest Park moving picture theatre, died February IS. She was 92
years old and died from infirmities of age.
The announcement of the engagement to
be married of Lewis Bloom, manager of the
Clover Theatre, 414-16 East Baltimore street,
willSimon
soon Feldstein,
be ma'de. Pathe special salesman. Is
now a proud and happy father of a bouncing
eight-pound baby girl, who arrived on Tuesday afternoon, February 17.
W. F. Ballinger is now taking a trip over
the eastern shore of Maryland for Select.
"Will be back at 2 p. m. — but not to pay
any bills," was the way a small sign read
that was tacked up over the door to Wallace
cently. office and signed by him one day reHigh's
Detroit Doings
Says Buck Jones, with four aces on his chaps
in "The Last Straw," his latest Fox picture.
exhibition will be free to the guests, who will
be Invited
to participate
and then see themselves on the
screen.
Pictures Help Lift Debt.
Moving pictures were a feature of an entertainment which was given on Monday and
Tuesday nights at the Trinity Lutheran
Church in Baltimore. The performances were
given
debt. in order to raise funds for the church
York May Have Daylight Saving.
A daylight saving ordinance for York, Pa.,
was introduced in the City Council of that
city by Mayor Hugentegler on February 17.
It is provided that on the last Sunday in
March the clocks be set forward one hour
at 2 a. m., and that on the last Sunday in
October, they be turned back one hour.
Worship Ai;ain In Church.
After having held services for over a year
in the Parltway Theatre, North avenue at
Charles street, due to the Seventh Baptist
Church, North avenue at St. Paul street, having been partly
by fire, the again
congregation of thisdemolished
church worshipped,
in the restored building on Sunday, February 22.
Out-of-Town Building Activities.
The Broadway Theatre in Danville. Va.,
which was recently damaged by fire, is to
be replaced by a building to be erected by
the
Southern
Amusement whether
Company.thisSois faiit cannot
be ascertained
to
be another theatre or not.
A theatre to measure 68 by 99 feet, to be
built on fireproof lines, is to be built in
Goldsboro, N. C, by the Diamond Theatre
Company. This playhouse Is to be constructed after the plans by J. F. Leltner, architect
of Atlanta, Ga.
A building, of which the upper floors will
be used for offices or apartments and the
lower floor as an opera house, is to be erected at Easton, Md., by Henry P. Turner.
A motion picture and vaudeville theatre to
cost approximately
constructed in Anderson,$25,000,
S. C, isbytoJ.beDexter
Brown. The building will measure 38 by 140
feet, and will be built of brick, with wood
floors. The building was designed by Casey
and Fant, architects of Anderson, S. C.
May Show Moving Pictures.
Negotiations are now under way for the
purchase of the Colonial Theatre, on North
Eutaw street, by New York theatrical interests, by the Condon Realty Company, according to Ephraim A. Condon, of that company.
Mr. Condon will reopen the Colonial if the
deal falls to materialize, but at present he
will not say whether it will be with motion
pictures or vaudeville.
Personals of Baltimore.
Due 'o having slipped on an icy pavement

Butterfleld Fast Expanding.
THEopened
W. S.a Butterfleld
Enterprises
have
Detroit office
at 607 Film
Building, in charge bf E. C. Beatty. This is
established for the purpose of facilitating
picture bookings over the Butterfleld circuit
in Michigan. Col. Butterfleld informs the
World correspondent that his Regent Theatre
in Flint will open March 10, and that ground
will be broken for his new theatre in Lansing, seating 1,985, some time in March.
H. C. McCourt Managing Theatre.
H. C. McCourt, who came to Detroit to
handle publicity for the .Select exchange, has
resigned to become house manager of the
Family Theatre, Jackson. He is succeeded by
Walter Griffith, who has been doing exploitation work for Selznick in New Haven, and
who
formerly
Meridian,
Conn. managed the Poll Theatre in
C. C. Johnson Visiting Detroit.
C. C. Johnson, secretary of the United Picture Theatres of America, was a Detroit visitor last week, conferring with local manager,
M. Harlann Starr, and Detroit exhibitors
holding United Picture franchises.
Sells Half Interest In Theatre.
Joe Optner, of the Olympic Theatre, Detroit,
has sold a half interest in his house and expects to leave shortly for California with
Mrs.
Optner. whose health requires a warmer
climate.
Jackson Colonbil Resumes.
The Colonial Theatre. Jackson, which recently suffered heavy damage by fire, reopened.
Equity Pictures Moving.
Equity Pictures will move March 1 to 202
Film Building, where they will have larger
quarters. This flrm has the Michigan rights
to all Equity productions, and in addition
buys independent productions. Herbert L.
Well, Robert J. Churchill, W. A. Haynes and
others comprise the company.
Some Personal Briefs.
James Minter, of Minter-United exchange,
is back from New York, where he contracted
for considerable new product for Michigan
distribution.
George W. Sampson, of the Pathe exchange,
report.s
the bigbetter
special,
Men's
Shoes." isthatbooking
than "Other
any feature
he has ever handled for Pathe, booking it for
long runs In all of the best houses. It
February.the Colonial Theatre the last week in
played
H. A. Rosa, Detroit manager for Paramount,
is back coming
from a home
threeviaweeks'
Florida,
New sojourn
York City,in
where he conferred with the home office.
Famous Players Building.
It is reported that Famous Players-Lasky
win have a new Detroit theatre in the near
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future. This will in no way interfere with
Its flrst-run franchise at the BroadwayStrand.
Snowden Jazzing Thln^rs Up.
H. T. Snowden^
publicity
jnanag-er
for
Robertson-Cole
in Detroit,
is doing
excellent
work and getting splendid results with his
punchy sales letters and exploitation stunts.
He came from the Cincinnati exchange.
Trendle in Hospital.
George W. Trendle, general manager of
the John H. Kunsky Enterprises, is at
Providence Hospital, going there for appendicitis. He expects to be back at his desk
about March 1.
Replenlsliins Hip Poclcetsf
Cress Smith, manager of the United Artists
in Chicago, and Harry Smith, manager of
the Playhouse in Chicago, were in Detroit
recently to spend a day with B. A. Lucas,
manager for United Artists, and formerly
from the Windy City. The question is did
they
come to see B. A. or was it to get
close really
to Canada?
Standard Serrlce Prosperous.
Jess Fishman, of the Standard Film Service,
reports that his receipts have doubled during
the past sixty days. This concern operates
independently, handling short subjects only.
Harry Charnas, president of the company,
who lives in Cleveland, where the company
also has a branch, was a recent visitor here.
Northwestern

Notations

F. IFTEEN motion picture houses in the
northwest changed hands last week.
Plansoneforwasnineremodeled.
new theatres were projected
and
A. H. Brown, Mobridge, S. D., has ordered
plans drawn for a combined motion picture
theatre and office building to cost more than
$100,000, he announced last week. The theatre, which will be one of the most commosummer.dious in the state, is to be finished next
Stoughton, Wis., is to have a new motion
picture house. The proposed new theatre,
which
to be and
erected
interests, is
to
cost is'$60,000
seatby700local
persons.
Glass Enclosed Binrsery.
H. N. Turner, who is now operating the
Family Theatre, Pine City, Minn., has arranged for the construction there soon of a
new house to seat 400. The building will be
of stucco. It will be one of the first motion
picture houses in a small town to have a
specially enclosed room, where mothers may
take fretful children and watch the picture
through glass enclosures.
A new motion picture house is being projected for Watertown, S. D., by E. A. Doyle,
It will have a seating capacity of about 1,400.
Construction work is to begin soon.
Another theatre is planned for Watertown.
M. W. Sheafe has announced that he will construct abuilding of colonial type to seat from
1,100 to 1,200. Mr. Sheafe plans to have his
_aildlng completed before fall.
A theatre syndicate has been formed in
Huron, S. D. It is reported to have paid
$25,000 for a site and to have made preliminary plans for an elaborate structure.
H. P. Brackelberg has opened a new theatre
at Hanks, N. D. It is one of the smallest
towns of the state.
Adding^ a Long String:.
G. E. Windgren, manager, opened the new
Eltinge Theatre at Bismarck, N. D. The new
theatre is one of the largest in the city. Mr.
Windgren
owner of a string of North Dakota movieishouses.
Roy Schneider and Ed Wille are the new
owners of the motion picture house at Underwood, N. D.
W. E. Rice has purchased the Lyric Theatre at Pequot, Minn. Mr. Rice was formerly
in the motion picture business at Walker,
Minn.
The Milltown, Wis., State Bank has taken
over the management of the Club House
Theatre in that city. It has purchased all
the fixtures of the former owners.
L. E. Matthews, of Elmore, Minn., has purchased the Cozy Theatre at Truman, Minn.
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Mr.
took immediate possession of
the Matthews
house.
Andrew Norberg has purchased the moving picture house at Bowbells, N. D., from J.
H. Mohr.
Still They Bnild and Buy.
The Melrose Theatre Company has been incorporated at Melrose, Minn., by August L.
Sauer, Harry H. Exted and Casper Maus.
Opening of a movie theatre show in the
opera house at Cumberland, Wis., has been
announced by S. D. Hook. Mr. Hook purchased the building from H. S. Comstock.
Ness & Howe are the new proprietors of
the Star Theatre, Erskine, Minn. Maynard
Howe, new member of the firm, recently purtheatre. chased the interests of H. H. Chandler in the
R. W. and Alfred Bartz have leased the
Empress Theatre, Elgin, Minn., from H. J.
Bartz. They will take possession March 1.
Rudy Deutschman has purchased the interests in the motion picture house at Dundee,
Minn., from Arthur M. Johnson.
Levi Sower has reopened the Midway Theatre, Midway, Minn., under new management.
Remodels An Opera House.
Remodeled as a motion picture house, the
Grand Opera House, Stevens Point, Wis., will
be reopened in about two months.
Edwin Ness has leased the Peterson, Minn.,
opera house and will convert it into a movie
theatre.
The Hawley, Minn., Lumber Company has
been awarded the contract to build the new
motion picture house in that town. It will
be called the New Garrick.
Free Movies for Employees.
The Rogers-Brown Ore Co., Cuyuna, Minn.,
one of the largest ore handling companies
on the Cuyuna Range, will furnish free motion pictures to its employees hereafter. It
has rented the old moving picture theatre
there for that purpose.
The motion picture theatre at Renville,
Minn., has been leased by J. P. Roach, proprietor of the Palace Theatre.
J. G. Heywood, Chippewa Falls, Wis., has
leased the Lyric Theatre, Cornell, Wis., from
F. E. Noyes, the former manager.
The Iris Theatre, Velva, N. D., has been
taken over by A. C. Russell. Mr. Russell
plans extensive improvements in the theatre,
he announced.
The Majestic Theatre, Ashland, Wis., was
recently badly damaged by fire.
Kansas City Komment
THEColeBELOVED
CHEATER,"
a Robertsonwillatstart
a week's
run at
therelease
Doric which
Theatre,
Kansas
City,
February 29, is the cause of a flood of inquiries at the local office, according to Fred
W. Young, manager. The picture is being
booked rapidly in the territory.
Ince and Read Pass Through.
J. Parker Read, Jr., and Thomas Ince were
brief visitors at Kansas City, February 19.
They were met by local film officials between
trains. The trip to New York is for the purpose of completing final arrangement for the
big releasing company known as the "Big
Six,"
which these well-known producers are
organizing.
Buffalo Bulletins

in Buffalo's
Theatre, asfamous
Gardenl history
THEtheatrica
the former
Shea
vaudeville home, and later a burlesque house,
has again changed its policy, and commencing Monday, February 23, opened as a motion picture house,da with "Some Wild Oats,"
a health propagan
whichoner
had Francis
the indorsement of Health film,
Commissi
E. Fronzcak, as the opening attraction. The
Garden Theatre property is owned by the
International railway company and in the
last quarter
century has housed many theatrical notables.
It is the intention of Manager William F.
Graham, under the new policy, to run nothing
but special attractions. He will endeavor to
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appeal to the tastes of the women and children, and it is announced that there will be
two shows daily, one at 2 p. m. and the other
at 8 o'clock. Venus Theatre Sold.
The Venus Theatre, located on Seneca
street, near Chicago, has been sold for John
E. Hoffman to Mrs. Minnie Gramlich. The
Venus is in the heart of one of the most
thickly populated sections of the city and hasstanding.
an established patronage of many years'
Roherts Is Injured.
Walter Roberts, assistant manager of the^
Strand Theatre, suffered injuries to his head,
when, in arising from picking up something
in the men's rest room of the Strand, he
struck his head on the wash stand bowl, receiving several deep gashes. As a consequence Walter had to wear his hat most of
the time during the week of February 16, because a large and well-padded bandage
adorned his crown. At this writing he is well
on the way to displaying a normal skull.
Proving Pictures' Popularity.
To show the popularity of motion pictures
in Williamsville, N. Y., the Glen Theatre Is
advertising that the theatre is open Sunday
nights only during the severe cold weather.
What better proof would one want of the
drawing power of the film play?
Falling' Polfr Ends Show.
A fire near the Oliver Theatre, North Tonowanda, N. Y., caused the falling of an electric
pole, which, in turn, shut off the power toi
the projection machine in the theatre. Manager L. R. Barger was forced to dismiss tli»
capacity house in attendance.
Praises BInney Feature.
Manager
of the local RealartHenry
oflSce, E.wasWilkinson,
visited recently
by
Judge John W. Schatt, manager of the
Opera House at Gowanda. N. Y. The judge
was enthusiastic in his praise of the Pennsylvania Dutch atmosphere in the Constance
Binney
production
Susan."
The judge lived inofthe"Erstwhile
Pennsylvania
Dutch
country for fifteen years and Is thoroughly
familiar with the customs of the district.
Before the picture was projected on the
screen in his Gowanda Opera House Judge
Schatt gave a brief talk from the stage. He
described the quaint customs of the Keystone state Dutch residents and said that the
detail in "Erstwhile Susan" was the best he
had ever seen. He also said that he owned a
house in Pennsylvania that was the exact duplicate of the one in which Barnabetta lives
in the picture. He declared that every detail,
including the dialect in the subtitles, waa absolutely perfect. The patrons, following the
talk, greatly enjoyed the feature, said the
judge and he complimented Mr. Wilkinson on
the production.
A. R. Sherry, Jr., Arrives.
A. R. Sherry, manager of the Star Theatre,
introduced as his biggest attraction last
week A. R. Sherry, Jr., a bouncing baby boy.
The arrival was well billed throughout the
town and Mr. Sherry is now busy passing
out the
Pittsburg
fine,
thank
you. stogies. Everybod'y's doln'
Planning Brndy Reception.
Alice Brady, daughter of William A., is
coming to the Shubert-Teck early in March
in
her stage
play, "Forever
After."
While inIs
Buffalo,
Manager
Henry E.
Wilkinson
planning a banquet and reception in honor
of Miss Brady, to which leading exhibitors
will be invited. It is expected that Miss
Brady's first Realart production, "The Fear
Market," will be screened at the banquet.
Mr. Wilkinson screened Allan Dwan's "The
Luck of the Irish," In Shea's Hippodrome,
Tuesday evening, February 17. . Harold B.
Franklin, managing director of the Hippodrome, will soon
show "Erstwhile Susan,"
Mr. Wilkinson
announces.
Spang Making Industrials.
Harry cameraman,
Spang, former
Events
is nowNews-Strand
making filmsLocal
for
local
Industries,
having
screened
the operafalo. tions in several of the large plants
In Buf-
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Listing

Live
Exhibitors
from
Nat Bregstein, Moving Picture World
By Nat Bregstein
traveling representative and official exhibitor greeter, is swinging on his way from
New York City to Everywhere, United
and
we look forward to big things," quotes
Mr. Lowenstein.
States and Canada. The following lively
Tucker Brothers run the Dreamland,
comment from him takes in his string of a The
600-seater, doing a splendid business.
cities between Atlanta and Denver.
R. Dent runs the Lyric, seating 1,000. The
exhibitors in Oklohoma City have Henry W.
Ferguson, a publicity man of their own,
doing their work. "There are several exAtlanta
changes in this city: F. P. Pickerel, of the
NUMBER 91 is not the number of an auto Pathe; Jack Bralnard of the First National:
license; neither is it a house number or S, Benjamin, manager of the Universal; M.
telephone number. Guess again. It is a B. Tritch, of the Metro office; R. D. Lewis
Film
Company.
movie house in the colored section in Atlanta
also has
an office.C. A. Gibbs; manager. Lynch
run by Manager Roberts, one of the best
fellows in the city. If you wish to prove
this assertion, tell him you are with Moving
Pueblo
Picture World and he will Immediately call
his juvenile chauffeur and instruct him that
Puehlo is as qiilet a town as one can exhis car is at your disposal, at least that is
pect to find. The population is about 60,000,
what he did in my case. I paid several visits of which, the exhibitors claim, there are
only about lS,00O Americans. When the steel
to Number 91 and I can say that it gathers
the money. Several impromptu performances
strike was on it hurt business considerably.
were pulled off in front of this theatre. They
Moore & Greeves own the RIalto, seating 1,200, and the Princess, an 850 seater. Since
had
a colored
bandcolored
and several
danced
around jazz
as all
boys do."picks' this story was written the Princess has
been sold to J. Goodstcln, former exhibitor in
Roberts is a hard worker. He hasn't had Philadelphia,
also in the state rights business
a vacation in years, and certainly knows
in Denver under the name of the Arrow Film
the game.
Corporation.
The Majestic, another Pueblo house, is run
by Cutshaw & Shepherd. This concern has
Little Rock
been doing business in the town for twelve
firm claims that this is a poor
Baseball players have their training trips years. The
town. Western stuff is what the
in the aprinsT to get in condition. Pugilists matinee
public likes. Cutshaw & Shepherd claim
train to get into the movies. Miss Arleen
that big pictures do not reach the town
Taylor, manager of the Gem Theatre of the on
account of the exorbitant prices asked.
Harris & Kempner Interests of Little Roel<,
Foster Brothers, who run the Colonial,
is training to be a Rothapfel. She is not
seating 750, believe that the serials of today
going to take a coarse in the I. C. S. on howtoo long; that they ought to be cut down
to run a theatre. This Miss is going to get are
to
ten or twelve reels at the most.
her experience watching the productions,
paying earefnl attentions to all details, studying the audiences, and la.st, but not the least,
Fort Smith
from Trhat she reads in Moving Picture World
Fort Smith is a town that looks like one
A Giebler page v?ill also claim her attention,
of those spots mentioned in one of the Jesse
OTving to the fact that Miss Taylor has spent James
stories. It would be an ideal location
several years on the lot in California. She
has played with Charlie Ray; also worked for for some one to produce "Diamond Dick, the
Boy Detective." The population is about
Thomas Ince in "AmerlcanLsm." The Gem
:{0,000, and about 10,000 are colored. It is a
Theatre
10 to 20 seats
cents. 740, has an admission price of mighty easy town to get in, but it is the
other thing getting out.
The other houses in town are the Kempner
Some of the theatres doing business in
Theatre, seatins? 1,100; the Crystal, seating town
are the Joie, seating 450; the Princess,
799, and the Royal, seating 600.
Beers & Malone also have a theatre In seating 400; the Lyric, seating T.'M). Mr. Kirkcharge their
of these
theatres. ' from
The
town, the Victory, seating 400, which will patriok takesreceive
productions
soon Increase to 500. The admission prices exhibitors
dlHerent towns. Little Rock, Oklahoma
are ten to twenty-five cents straight. They three
City and Dallas, Texas.
use Pathe, Fox and all western stuff. Beers
& Malone claim the picture business from
the exhibiting angle is a good deal like
racing;
a winner.you have to be a good picker to pick
J. Frank Shay runs the Palace Theatre
for the Lynch Enterprises. Mr. Shay has
this to say:
believe
great deal
good
inusic.
We "Ihave
been a giving
our in
patrons
tlie right kind of musical entertainment.
That is why we get the business. I believe
this town needs plenty of publicity in exploiting pictures. When an exhibitor gets
to the point where he will do this every one
will get business."
Oklahoma City
There are very few towns of any size in
Oklahoma. Oklahoma City is the key city
for Oklahonm and the largest in the state.
Geographically it is situated in a bad spot
to get in and get out. The theatres doing
business In town are as follows)
New cents.
Polly, admission
prices ofis the
ten
andj.'hetwenty
R. D. Hutchinson
manager.
The Lyric Theatre, seating 1,200. Mr.
Slnopoulo, the proprietor, claims to be the
pioneer in the state. "The dramas are better
than anything in Oklahoma City," claims
Sinopoulo. This theatre will increase seating capacity to 2,000 soon.
The Majestic seats 600. Admission is ten
cents. Mr. Lowenstein is the proprietor. This
is a second-run house. "Oklahoma City is
growing very rapidly for the picture business

Rubye De Reiner.
Who will be starred in forthcoming Selznlck
productions.

1645

Every
Town
Hot Springs
Hot Springs has a population of 11,000. At
this time of the year it is a mecca for tourists. The exhibitors seem to be in a healthy
condition. Blumstell and Wolf run two
theatres, the Lyrie and the Princeas.
Blumsteil has been in Hot Springs for
thirty-one
years,has and
has this
"The
exhibitor who
a 2,000
seaterto Insay:a small
town is up against it if he wants to get the
money. I believe that the small town movie
fan doesn't want to see padded features. A
good number of the flve-reelers could easily
be The
pulled
downexhibitors
to four and
better."are J. G.
other
in town
Blaschke, who runs the Royal, a house seating 630. Mr. Blaschke claims Hot Springs is
not a good picture town on account of the
short season. Sidney M. Nutt runs the
Central Theatre, seating 600. As Mr. Nutt
was out of town at the time of my visit, I
spoke to Mrs. Nutt. She claims everything
is running along smoothly, with business
Hutchison
good.
Hutchison, Kansas, with a population of
20,000, is a quiet town. There are four picture theatres doing business. Fred Savage
is the proprietor and manager of the De
Luxe. This house will shorily remodel to
increase its seating capacity. "This is a
splendid little town to be in," says Savage.
"They like Western stuff here. Yet highclass
overIris,
In mya 300
house."
Ike productions
Rynon runsgo the
seater.
Robinson runs the Royal, seating 429. Mr.
Robinson was formerly connected with the
Moore and Greeves Amusement Company.
The Liberty Theatre, seating 250, is managed
by H. C. Hutchins. This movie runs on the
open market plan.
Denver
Curtis street, Denver, Colorado, is like a
part of old Broadway. They certainly have
a gay White Way out here, and the movies
top the bill. Goldwyn Company bought the
Tabor Grand Theatre. It Ls an old land mark
in town on Curtis street, and when it is
completely remodeled It will add more lights
to Curtis street.
All the producers have exchanges in this
town. At the Fox office on Walton street we
find Kalitski manager. This young fellow has
just recovered from an attack of the flu.
At the ager.
Goldwyn
officehere
W. L.about
Gillett
manHe has been
twois years.
At the United Artists T. Y. Henry is the
guide. Mr. Henry is an old-timer, having
been with the old General Film Company and
wants atitthe
to be
known
"Pollyanna"
play
Rivoli
for that
two solid
weeks. is to
B. F. Rosenberg is at the Metro office.
He came here about three weeks ago from
Salt Lake City. At Robertson-Cole H. D.
Cassidy is manager. He also had a struggle
with old man Flu. Eddy Gerbase is over at
the Universal, and in spite of the Flu, claims
the outlook optimistic. At the Pathe office
Ward E. Scott is the manager. This felloebooked
is a hardsolid.
worker and claims everything "Ife
J. H. tional.
Ashby
managerPhotoplays
of the First
NaAt the is
Supreme
G. Kyler
is manager. At the Arrow Film Company J.
Goodstein, exhibitor in Philadelphia, runs
the works. Mr. Goodstein is a mighty busy
man,
right and
along.keeps in touch with Philadelphia
The Merit Film Company have an office
in town. M. Kravitz is manager. The ArtO-Graf, Independent producers, have an office
in the Guarantee Trust Building. They have
just re-organized this company and will soon
start producing again. There is a studio
at the other end of the town; while it is not
In action at present, it will be soon.
1907 TO 1920
THIRTEEN YEARS OF USEFULNESS
AND
WE'VE
STARTED!
MOVING
PICTURE JUSTWORLD
not only
"COVERS
THE
FIELD"
and
"PLOWS
IT IN,"
but
"REAPS
THE
HARVEST"
for
Pictare
Showmen.
GIVE YOUR
BREG-or
STEIN, or aendSUBSCRIP'nON
direct to MainTOOffice
Branches: Los Anceles and Chicago.
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Olive

Till-:

Thomas

From
An
Olive
by
ed
occupi
apartm
THKriionia
s is onentCentral
Park South and
the view from tier front windows
will be beautiful when the grass and the
trees turn green and tlie long stretch of
meadow, lake and hillock is bathed in the
rays of a fine spring morning. At present
the wintery landscape to the north has its
claim to the esthetic, of course; but seated
on the divan in front of a blazing gaslog
and looking at a book of "stills" made from
the scenes in "Youthful Folly," said scenes
having been taken on a lovely old plantation near New Orleans when the jasmine
was blooming and summer duds were airing on the line, had counter attractions
that made a trip to the Southland seem
the most desirable thing in the world at
this time of the year.
I said as much to Miss Thomas, and she
agreed with me — with reservations, said
reservations having to do with the railroad travel incidental to the trip. I was
then
gazing
a "still"
the
owner of the enviously
apartment,at clad
in a of
quaint
but flufTy costume of cool antl comfortable
cut and perched upon the sturdy limb of
a towering Eucalyptus or banana or what
ever kind of a tree it was, while everything
in sight, including a group of admiring little
darkies in the background, registered ninety-seven in the shade.
"Any one should be willing to go through
fire and with
waterconviction.
to get to that spot," I reniarked
Two Lucky Lunch Hunters.
"That is precisely what we did." replied
Olive Tliomas. "and it wasn't a pleasant
experience. W'e ran into floods and were
days
in reaching
Orleans.
water late
put the
lire t)ut in N'ew
the engine
and The
left
us stalled more than once. This loss of
time was dreadfully irritating and it got
on
everyone's
nerve.when
Our hedirector
was
doubly
exasperated
found that
two members of the company had been left
behind at a small station just before wc
struck the worst part of the floods. Orders
had been issued that none should leave the
sleeping car, but the pair wanted a change
of diet and the train pulled out while they
were lumting for a restaurant. It was a
curious sensation to look out of the window
of the coach and see nothing but water,
the train barely crawling along. We tried
to be as cheerful as possible but the director would thiTik of the extra expense the
delay was costing and be would fervently
bless the two lunch hunters for adding
to the delav. 'We'll be lucky if we don't
have to wait for them in N'ew Orleans for
a week !' he wonlil exclaim."
"How long did you wait for them?"
"Not a second — when we pulled into a
station next morning there they were, waiting for us."
"How did they travel — by airplane?"
"No. We were stalled nearly all that
night, but they caught a train that was
switched around us, and they had just
tinished a good breakfast when our train
pulled in and tliev saw the name of our
sleeper on one ot the Pullmans."
"Your director must have been delighted
to see the absentees."
"He was,
whatthey
he said
them todidn't
soimd
like but
it. and
stuckto close
the
train for the rest of the trip."
The Secret of Perpetual Youth.
1 too'<ture. up
another of"Youthful
The heroine
the storyFolly"
had picdiscarded
her
gown
of
the
vintage
of
'(\?
and
her pendulo\is but eminently proper pantalets that made her look as if she had es-

M()\ i.\(,

Has
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Embarrassment
of Actors
trees which form an unbroken arch over
By Edward Weitzel
it The
for nearly
mile." held up warpicture half
Miss a Thomas
ranted the enthusiasm expressed in her
caped from an ancient daguerreotype, and
was wearing an evening frock of the latest tone but the charming landscape furnished
a background for an unconventional scene.
mode.
"What's been going on?" I inquired; "you Jogging soberly along that stately old road
appear to have taken a flying leap over the was an ancient nag pulling an equally ancient carryall. On the front seat sat the
heads of some seventy-tive years. One
picture indicates that the attractive South- young lady of the vintage of '63 driving the
ern miss you are acting was born about rickety turn-out with a look of keen enfifteen years before the opening of the
joyment and swarming over every inch of
Civil War, and this other picture shows available space were grinning little darkies
plainly that you have discovered the se- that evidently thought moving picture acting the finest outdoor sport yet invented.
cret of perpetual youth : you are wearing
a 1920 creation and do not look a day older
"It looks like a picnic," was my comment.
An Embarrassment of Actors.
than
your dimity
and curls."
Missin Thomas
refused
to satisfy my
"Is
was
— to the little colored boys," said
curiosity. She smiled and settled herself
Thomas. "They enjoyed every minute
more comfortably among the pillows at her Miss
of our stay and wanted to be in every
end of the divan as she replied :
scene. While we were driving along I over"You must wait until you see the pichead one of the little chaps whisper to the
ture before you find out how I manage it.
boy next to him: "My mammy says Mis'
Thomas gits more'n ten dollahs a day foah
actin' up. Golly, I'd do it all th' time foah
nuthin'. I'm goin' tuh ask her tuh let
".■\nd did he?"
"Indeed, he did! The day we left he came
over to where I was waiting for the auto,
or rather was pushed over by the other
members of my recent bodyguard, and offered his services and those of his companions for an unlimited engagement in
the movies at nothing a day. "But how
would you all live?' I asked. 'Where would
" when
you get
meals?'
see mylooked
emme.' your
l)arrassment
that Can
littleyoudarkey
up at me with those big eyes of his and
remarked confidently, 'We all kin live with
"■^'ou don't mean to say that you refused
the offer?" Miss Thomas.
"It was a splendid chance to reduce the
high cost of picture production, I know;
l)Ut my landlord may have objected to a
"
youah.' orphan
colored
asylum in the apartment."
New
Who Will Sympathize?
Dllvi' 'I'li.'Miii.t litT.' ill lur Si'liiiiek.
"Youthful Folly."

York F. 1. L. M. Club to
Aid New Jersey Exhibitors

the New Yorkto F.
I. L. members
M. Club of
in
AMON'EMENT
interest
assisting New Jersey exhibitors in
securing Sunday opening for theatres was
begun recently, when a number of men
The secret is explained in the story. You prominent
in the industry addressed the
know, youth is one of the things that club. Dr. Charles
Hespie gave a detailed
never loses its attraction for everybody. outline of the efforts
made thus far to
That is why Mr. Selznick and I have de- have such legislation passed, and appealed
cided upon a certain line of youthful hero- for the moral support of the New York
exhibitors. He suggested that slides be
ines for me in tny coming pictures."
used for propaganda work. He estimated
"What
sort
of
youthful
heroines?"
■'That's another secret that must be an- the number of New Jersey people favorable
swered by the pictures themselves ; but we to Sunday opening at 75 per cent.
Secretary Frederick H. Elliott, of the
have great faith in the young ladies."
How th» Picture Gets Its Title.
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, was another speaker. .\. M.
general manager of the New JerThe upnextshowed
"Youthful
took
Miss F'olly"
Thomasphoi^raph
(^Hsed inI Fabian,
sey First National exchange, asked that
bridal robes, the central figure o^a wed- New Jersey exhibitors be notified officially
ding ceremony. Her hand was in the
tha* for
Dr. Sunday
Hespie opening.
is the leader in
clasp of a handsome but worldly-wise look- by
the letter
campaign
ing chap who seemed to be thinking more
President
I.
E.
Chadwick.
of the club,
of himself than of his demure little bride.
pledged Dr. Hespie all possible assistance
named a ways and means committee
I "Is
asked.this how the picture gets its title?" and
to work with him, consisting of H. H.
Buxbaum. chairman, and Messrs. Jans,
"Yes." replied the Select star; "but the .\belcs.
Gersten and Rosenblueh.
bride
isn't
made
to
pay
too
dearly
for
her
H. H. King, president of the F. I. L. M.
experience and she finds happiness at last.
We had a royal time taking the plantation Club of Havana, talked interestingly on
scenes. It was so beautiful there and the conditions in the industry in Cuba. Reports showed intense interest fn the comgentleman who owned the place did everything to make things pleasant. Look at
ing
exhibitors' convention to be held at
this view of one of the roadways lined with Ctica on March 9 and 10.
Wltli
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Chicago to Form Permanent National Body
NAL convention of the chief social unrest, when alien firebrands, who
A NATIOndent
indepe
exchange owners of the believe only in revolution and bloodshed,
United States will be held in Chicago are attempting to destroy government by
from Monday, February 23, until Friday, the people and for the people in this beloved country of ours.
February 29, inclusive, under the auspices
It should be esteemed a solemn duty by
of the Capital Film Company. The spacious
offices of the Capital, on the second floor every exhibitor in the country to show this
of the Consumers rs.Building, will be con- picture as often as possible within the coming two years. Especially should this be
vention headquarte
The main object of the convention will done in sections of great cities, which are
be the formation of a permanent national inhabited largely by people of foreign birth
independent association, the name of which and who still speak a foreign tongue.
From the youngest to the oldest, people
will be chosen by vote.
Among the other matters that will be of every tongue can learn from this picture how the rail splitter rose to be presitaken up are the mapping out of a codent— and how he saved this government
operative, national advertising campaign,
of
the
people and by the people from
the permanent adjustment of all boundary
line disputes between exchange territories, perishing from the earth.
the definite fixing of the percentage question in each territory — in the matters of Novel Exploitation Stunts
prices for pictures, and the determination
of what types of pictures shall be made by
for "Great Air Robbery"
independent producers for the coming year,
with respect to both stars and subjects. THE opening
RobAir
of "The atGreat
Bandbox,
bery" in Chicago,
The selection of the types of pictures best
22,
February
in Sunday, the
was ushered
suited for each exchange territory will be in a most spectacular manner. Four Curtiss
determined by ballot, by those present.
planes made that number of flights, of an
All the big independent producers of the hour each, high up over the city, dropping
United States will be present at the con- literature and passes to the Bandbox.
vention, among them being Isidore BernAnother big exploitation feature was the
stein, National Film Corporation, Los parading of a prize Jersey cow. owned by
Angeles; E. W. Hammons, Educational .Armour & Co., wearing banners reading:
Film Corporation, New York; C. M. Griffin,
Pinnacle Pictures, Inc., Los Angeles ; S .L. "This Is No Bull; 'The Great Air Robery'
the Greatest Sensation of the Day."
Barnhard, Capital Film Co., Chicago, etc. Is "Princess
Locklear." as the prize animal
Among the independent stars at the con- was christened,
paraded throughout the
vention will be Neal Hart, Helen Gibson, "Loop" district and created great amuseIrving Cummings, Billy West, Hank Mann,
ment and attracted wide attention.
etc.
The foregoing will serve to remind the
Gene Pearce, of Pearce Film, Inc., New reader
that Harry Rice is back in town
Orleans, will act as chairman during the with Universal,
indulging in some of his
convention.
"The Land of Opportunity"
Praised by Chicago's Mayor
ofte Select's
managaerpriva
BEAD
BW.Chica
go ELL,
showoffice, gave
tunity"
of "The
ing Thom
pson Land
official staff
his Oppor
and of
to Mayor
Tuesday, February 17, in the City Hall
censor room.
The mayor was greatly impressed Ijy
Ralph
impersonation
of Abraham
Lincoln Ince's
and expressed
his surprise
that so
much of the history of that eventful time
could be condensed in two reels of film. He
also complimented Manager Beadell on the
fine action in this phenomenal two-reeler.
He concluded his remarks by saying: "I
tell you, Beadell, that I have seen many
five-reel
a greattwodeal
less The
action thanpictures
is shownwith
in these
reels.
picture should run for the next two years
in the United States."
"The Land of Opportunity" was released
in Chicago territory Sunday, February 8.
and twelve prints have been working constantly ever since.
Some exhibitors are to be found who
think that this picture should be shown
birthon Abe Lincoln's
appropriately only
lesson of his marday, forgetting
velous life is that
for the
all time and more
especially during the present season of

Want a Private Secretary?
Margarita Fisher's one in her American,
"The Dangerous Talent."
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novel exploitation stunts. Harry is responsible for "The Great
Air Robbery"
for the introduction
of Lieut.
Locklear andto
Carl Laemmle.
George L.
Levine,wasUniversal's
Milwaukee
manager,
in the cityyoung
last
week and told the writer that "The Great
.Air Robbery" was released in that city,
February 1, and that it is doing phenomenal
business in his territory. He came in to
steal some of the Harry Rice thunder.
Morris Fleekels Is Elected
Vice-President of Universal
MORRIS
FLECKELS,
Universal
since its associated
birth and with
for
many years manager of the old
Chicago office on Lake street and Fifth
avenue, and holding other important positions in more recent years, spent a day in
the city last week on his way to New York
from Universal City, where he has acted
as President
personal representative for theLaemmle's
past five months.
Mr. Fleekels is m.um concerning his most
recent preferment; but it is known to a
select few that he was elected vice-president of the organization at a recent meeting of the board of directors in New York.
He will now make New York his headPat Powers, treasurer of Universal,
quarters.
passed through the city Monday, February
16, bound trip.
for Universal City, on a flying
business
Chicago Offices of the United
Report Increasing Business
tures Corporation,
Chicago
JE. OTOOLE,
manager inof the
United
Pic• office, is pluming himself over the fact
that tothree
first runs
in the
"Loop"
are
credited
his office
for the
week
of Sunday, February 22. These are "Between
Men," a Hart reissue, at the Castle; "The
Tiger Girl," a Griffith reissue, at the Pasand "ThefirstCorsican
Brothers."
a
United time,
picture,
run, at the
Rose.
He reports business exceptionally good,
thirty-seven new franchise holders having
been added to the list in the last two
weeks.
Al. Scates, brother of Walter S. Scales,
who is manager of the Boston office of
United Artists, has been appointed assistant manager of the Chicago office by Mr.
OToole.
R. H. Smith, formerly Chicago manager
of Triangle's office and now in charge of
Triangle's bookings on the south side, is
doing splendid
work. Manager
formed me. Sydney
Smith is O'Toole
holding inup
his end for Triangle on the north side.
Mr. Vandawalker, formerly manager of
Doll Van Pictures, in the Film Exchange
Building, 207 South Wabash avenue, has
been appointed manager of Hallmark Pictures Corporation, to succeed Frank T.
Flaherty. Mr. Vandawalker is now booking
both Doll Van Pictures and the Hallmark
product in Illinois territory, the phj-sical
<listribution being made by United. Mr.
Vandawalker's quarters are now in the
Chicago offices of United. When seen, he
was careful to state that the Chicago
transaction refers to the state of Illinois
only and that Doll Van still retains its
Indianapolis office, which will attend to
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advertising and many other similar aids.
customers in that territory as in the past. the big national convention of Famous
The object is to make these salesmen
G, N. Montgomery, who has been Players-Lasky, recently held at the La
Salle
Hotel,
and
Mr.
Roche
has
been
flooded
manager for the old General Film Company,
not only valuable as an asset to the organization but also to exhibitors. Indeed,
in various cities, and who has held a with congratulations. Mrs. Roche and the
similar position at various times with the baby stranger are doing well.
from the time a picture is sold to an exhibitor up to the date of its showing, these
World, Metro, First National and Parasalesmen will be expected to furnish him
mount, isnow field manager throughout the Urges Chicago Film Veterans
valuable
technical assistance.
country for Hallmark Pictures Corporation.
to Join Cinema Post No. 494
It can be gathered from the foregoing
that the Chicago offices of United Picy of the Dear, Old Tom Comerford,
secretar
tures Corporation, in the Mailers Building, JOHN
G.er HAHN,
turing
ComFilm Manufac
Rothack
Fine Actor, Passes Away
form an interesting beehive, the busiest I
pany, has sent out a call to all Chicago
know of in the city.
former service men in the moving picture
D, widely
men
in oldknown
artistic acting
for his COMERFOR
THOMAS
business, to join Cinema Post No. 494, which
proEssanay
numerous
in
parts
the
from
charter
its
received
just
has
Discuss Handling of Metro's
for
away
passed
years,
many
ductions
Fewer and Better Productions American Legion.
February 17. He was a delight"If Chicago film folk are to have their Tuesday,
ful old gentleman and everyone around the
of Metro salesmeeting
AN interesti
big Essanay studios loved and venerated
working
out of the Chicago own Legion Post, let's made it a real post. him.
men, ng
Send in your names, buddies," says Mr.
office, in Illinois, Indiana and Wis- Hahn.
He was buried at Olivet cemetery, this
consin, was held Saturday, February 14, at
All Chicago veterans connected with city,
on Friday, February 20. It was sad
which District Manager Shirley presided. moving picture work in any way — movmany friends among moving picThe main object of the conference was
ing picture operators, actors, directors, that his
ture actors could not have been present
to discuss and formulate plans for the cameramen, theatre attaches, etc. — are induring teredthe
are regret
scatvited to join.
proper
handling
exploitation
of Metro's
far andobsequies;
wide and but
will they
deeply
fewer and
betterandclassic
productions
that
to learn of his death.
are coming. Much time was devoted to the Creswell Will Form School
handling of "The Right of Way" and
Bradford Succeeds Creswell as
for Training of Film Salesmen
"ShoretheAcres,"
Alice
Lake,
bright, the
new latter
star infeaturing
the film world.
of Special ofRepresent
intention
IT is the ative
Mr. Shirley is confident that in "Shore
Fred J. Creswell,
Famous
Famous Players Chicago Head"
Acres" the organization has a box office
asky,
Players-L
to
open
a
school
for
attraction that will far excel any yet re- salesmen in the Chicago office in the near
filled the
who has
RD,branch
position
manager
for
BRADFOof
RE.
leased this year and that it will prove a
• Famous Players-Lasky in Atlanta,
future.
He
has
divided
the
Chicago
terriclose rival of "In Old Kentucky" as a
tory into twenty zones and he plans to Ga., for the past eight months, has been apmoney-getter.
have a salesman in each who will be held
pointed manager of the Chicago office to
Few among the older generation can for- responsib
both for the sale of the picture succeed Mr. Creswell, now special repreget the old reliable stage success, in which and its lesuccess
at all times as a money district.
James A. Herne scored so many triumphs.
sentative of the organization's Chicago
"East Lynne," "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and getter.
Mr. Creswell will select twenty young
Mr.
Bradford
has many friends in
"Shore Acres" were life savers that never men for the purpose, preferably those Chicago among exhibitors
and in the trade
failed theatrical managers of the old days
The writer can vouch for his
in a pinch.
having no film experience but w'ho have a generally.
desire to enter the film business a^ sales- fine ability as a business getter and his
men. These men will be given a two- great popularity when manager of TriIndorses Bill Prohibiting
weeks' course of instruction not only in
angle's Chicago
office.
also established
splendid
record
in He
Minneapolis,
when
Shipment of Indecent Films salesmanship, but in exploitation as well. afilling
the position of branch manager for
They
will
also
be
taught
the
value
of
pubGoldwyn.
united
has
Club
M.
licity and every means of securing it; also
THE Chicago F. I. L.
with other picture organizations
throughout the country in support of
the Walsh bill, recently introduced in the
House of Representatives, at Washington.
Chicago Picture Theatres
Around
This bill classes rtioving pictures with
books, newspapers, photographs and other
By Mary Kelly
printed matter. It stands for the protections produced in this country and played
tion of the public by prohibiting the sendRay's Social Blunders
in this country's style by American citizens
ing of indecent films from one place to Charles
with
just
the right amount of jazz in their
Cause Low Delighted Giggles
another, by mail or otherwise.
Prominent men in the film business are
systems to make their playing interestManage
ctionr
bet."satisfa
Martin
of the opinion that the passage of this bill HE'S
male with
best smiled
my Saxe
ing to our patrons."
Despite
of its
instrumenas the mass of chattering femininity,
will do much to solve the annoying probtal music, the
the excellency
Pantheon still
clings
jto the
lem of censorship, as it will ultimately re- exuberant in their praise of the hero of idea of introducing vocal soloists. With
move from the film business the producers "Red Hot Dollars" moved through the all due credit to the soloists engaged, is
and the distributors of unclean films.
lobby of the stately Pantheon Theatre.
there not a superfluity in this provision
"It is not ever thus with the he-stars" for additional entertainment? Is not cinema
he
continued
with
a
sigh.
"Now
for
in"The Stolen Kiss" Supplants
stance there's Mr. So-And-So, who goes big art in itself, when appropriately and attraca complete and potential tively
form ofaccompanied,
amusement?
with ourtract men
patrons, Charlie
but who Ray
doesn'tdocs.
at"Little-Miss-by-the-Day"
the women.
PicRealart
of
RD,
The
Pantheon
orchestra
has demonWILLA
M\NAGERtures Corporation, reports fine busi- Women of all ages appreciate him."
strated to a fine degree the possibility of
At that very moment they were appreciat- finding a perfect musical complement for
ness in Chicago territory for
him, judging from issuing sounds. everything that happens on the screen. This
"Soldiers of Fortune" and "Mystery of the There ingwere
low delighted giggles, and now
Yellow Room," and that exhibitors are and then a girl's unrestrained laugh, as harmony between picture and orchestra is
much pleasedions.
with the box-office values of
noticeable not only while the feature is
these attract
Charles
on with
a grand
showing, but during the presentation of
or
sat instepped
the seat
the dame's
chauffeur,train,
or travelogs
and comedies, as well. In fact
"The Stolen Kiss" has supplanted the made any other of those awkward, altotitle of "Little-Miss-by-the-Day" for Confor "Molly's
gether
charming
social
errors
which
are
arranged comedy,
musical
the
picture, bya his wont.
Mumps," a setting
Robertson-Cole
exchange stance
thatBinney's
will second
be muchRealart
appreciated
And
in
all
of
these
original
antics
the
hibited just before
"Red
Hot
Dollars"
was
exhibitors, as the dramatic title was cum- Pantheon orchestra was proving equal to a delightful
revelation of how humor can
bersome for advertising purposes and in- the task of accompanying this hero who be expressed through music.
definite as to meaning.
Kiss"
will be released
March 4. "The
It is Stolen
of six reels.
never grows up. It was a "red hot" pic- Big Organ at Co vent Garden
ture served up with "red hot" music. The
organ
selections as well, including a popuMakes Vain Peals for Irish
Dan Roche Now a Proud Father.
lar overture, were peppy and started the
Daniel Roche, publicity and exploitation show with a dash.
a part
spent Garden
the Covent
last week
TE onCLARK
manager in the Chicago office of Famous
"It's because we have a thoroughly
MARGofUERI
Players-Lasky, has added about an inch .American orchestra" explained Manager
ed
"Allas
appear
she
where
screen
to his stature since he became the proud Saxe. "There is little adherence to for- of-a-Sudden Peggy." A blind man would
father of a baby girl.
eign musical traditions with our musicians. have had no difficulty in detecting the naThe happy evtnt occurred shortly after Our programs consist mostly of compositionality of this engaging little heroine.
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Peggy, had he entered the theatre, so complete was the tribute which Dr. T. J. A.
Mapp, organist, paid to her connection with
the Emerald Isle. All the familiar Irish
ballads (yes, all of them) he collected for
this occasion, and played them for all the
sentiment and lilt that is in them.
Probably
they other
wouldn't
have beenbutas the
effective on any
instrument;
Covent Garden organ, the largest in any
motion picture theatre in Chicago, has a
reputation for perfection of tone and correct distribution of sound, that it fully
sustains. It has 250 stops, and a reproduction of every orchestral instrument. On
this particular occasion, the harp played an
impertant part in the program, for obvious
reasons. The chimes, too, rang out the
glory due a daughter of old Erin. But perhaps the Covent Garden is in the wrong
section of the city, or the wrong section
of the globe. In Dublin, for instance — well
there would have been a demonstration.
At the Covent Garden, the attendance fell
below average.
How Balaban Knows Whether
Pictures at His Riviera Take
IFpicture
the Riviera
don'tnight,
like the
new
on itspatrons
opening
General
Manager Dave Balaban knows it. He
has a carefully trained corps of ushers stationed in the lobby and entrance at the end
of each show on the night of the change
in program. Their ears alert to any criticism, favorable or adverse, they make note
of whatever they hear, on cards printed
especially for this purpose. If they sight a
disappointed looking fan just emerging
from the theatre, they make an effort to
hear his expression of his attitude toward
the picture. If there is an enthusiastic
comment from another, the usher records
that with equal attentiveness.
These cards are all submitted to Mr. Balaban who, at the close of the show, checks
up. If there are two complaints to one
expression of praise, he knows there's
something wrong with the picture, and proceeds to right it— which sometimes means
procuring another feature. In other cases
the remedy can be found by cutting out
certain scenes that are proving unpopular,
or which are dragging out the picture to
too great a length.
"We might be able to fill our houses with
this picture just as it is," said Mr. Balaban,
"but we couldn't afford to displease the
public. We can't afford to be money-mad.
It isn't a question of what we want to
give our patrons. It is entirely a question of what they want to see. And this
system of commandeering the services of
our ushers in sounding the public, has
proven a most efficient one. For every
valuable suggestion from our employes in
regard to an idea that will improve our
house or presentation, we offer one dollar.
Many times an alert employe will see an
opportunity which a manager might miss."
Artists and Not Favorites
Grace the Playhouse Screen
RIGHT off Michigan Boulevard, up a
flight of marble steps, through a lobby
done in grey and coral, and you find
yourself
one Playhou
of Chicago's
super picturese. Famed
theatres. inThe
for its
high-grade photoplays, as well as their atmospheric presentation for which Manager
Harry Smith is responsible, this theatre
has become somewhat of a rendezvous for
fashionable ladies en promenade and for the
cultured classes who are looking for something above mediocre in the way of films.
Its location — in the Fine Arts Building —
brings to its doors people with discriminating tastes, art students and connoisseurs.
Having established for itself a flattering
reputation, The Playhouse faces the neces-
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gests the same care and refinement that is
everywhere noticeable in the management
of this theatre. The keyboard is back of
the scenes so that the sounds, in reaching
the audience, are slightly muffled and have
a pleasing far-off effect. The organist is enabled to follow her cues on the screen by a
system of mirrors, devised especially for
this theatre. For unusually elaborate spectacles an appropriate prelude consisting of
a ballet number or of vocal selections is
arranged.

sity of living up to it and in this effort is
gratifyingly successful. The first essential,
naturally, is the choice of productions of
a sort that for star, photography and settings excel. Only the stars who have come
to be recognized as artists, not merely public favorites, are permitted to grace the
Playhouse screen. Thus Norma Talmadge
has been chosen as a two-week attraction
in her latest First National release, "A
Daughter
Two World."
In close ofkeeping
with the quality of this
picture is the excellent musical program
that has been especially outlined. Organ
recitals by day and orchestral music by
night accompany the scenes. An arrangement for softening the organ tones sug-

Even the matter of advertising has been
placed in the hands of artists. Attractive
hand-colored, hand-lettered posters have an
actual decorative value in the lobby and
entrance where they are placed.

Paul

Serials

Brunet
Will

Says

Pathe

for 1920

Improvement in Artistic Value
than that due merely to the normal adserialforprogram
CING bythePathe
ANNOUN
this year,to
be followed
vance of film plays because of increased
Paul Brunet, vice president and gen- experience in production. For Pathe has
eral manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., set itself a much higher standard for serial
stated that the installment form of photo- stories, players and production. The serial has arrived at the point where it must
play is daily receiving more general recognition as an important element of the be treated by the producer with as much
program by exhibitors.
concern for well-wrought scenarios, capable and artistic production as the feature
"We have hardly ventured far enough
into 1920 to permit dogmatic statements as film.
to developments characteristic of the new
"With
the more
business regard
connection tobetween
the direct
distributor
year," Mr. Brunet said. "Still there are so
many indications, unmistakable in the and the exhibitor, Pathe has inaugurated
message they carry, that I unhesitatingly a policy that will vastly increase the value
hazard the opinion that the serial film in of the service rendered the showman. To
this year will realize greater strides to- the end that haste in booking a serial may
wards universal recognition than during be avoided and that sufficient time to exany one previous year.
theatre's
offerings
given, ploit
theproperly
Pathethe serial
program
is nowbe
Serial Popularity Increasing.
determined upon for a period of eight
"The increasing popularity of the serial months in advance of release."
was amply evidenced last year in the number of theatres, long established, which
Feiber and Shea Circuit
added this form of photoplay to their regular programs. This condition, along with
the obvious conclusion that coincident
Books "The Sagebrusher**
with the opening of new houses all over
latestS Great
brusher,"
Sage"TheAuthors'
the country would come a greatly increased
HOUGH'
ON n the
EMERS
presented by Benjamin B.
productio
demand for films of all kinds, was a big Hampton,
K.
W.
praise.
great
winning
is
factor in the adoption by the Pathe or- Hollander, critic of the Chicago Daily
ganization of a much broader policy with News, hails it as one of the genuine big
regard
to serial production and distribu- screen dramas seen in Chicago in a long
tion.
time and the first run of the picture at
"Naturally Pathe serials this year will
show an improvement over last year iji Moir's Alcazar Theatre was as big a success as was a week's presentation in Los
artistic value. But the improvement will Angeles
at the Kinema Theatre.
be observed to be greater in this respect
Latest of the big first run circuits to give
the production enthusiastic approval is the
Feiber and Shea Ohio chain of theatres
under the general management of D. B.
Cool, which includes the Park Theatre,
Youngstown, the Colonial in Akron and
the Grand Opera House in Canton.
C. E. Stillwell, of Stillwell's Casino, Spokane, has contracted for a week's presentation, and this
opened aTheatre,
week's
engagement
at picture
the Columbia
Pittsburgh. The picture is also playing a
week's engagement
Washington,
D. C. at Tom Moore's Strand,
First run booking has been made by the
Ansonia Theatre, Butte; Imperial, Great
Falls, Mont, and by M. L. Markowitz, of
the Strand, San Francisco.

Nigel

Show

Bringing Up a White Hope.
Barrie. the "Rouurh-Neck" in American's production, "The Honey Bee."

Walter Miller's Services Loaned.
Walter Miller, shortly to start work as
a featured player wjth Artclass productions,
and who is in California where he played
an important role in Numa Picture Corporation's production of "The Return of
Tarzan," has been loaned by Artclass to
the Selznick company. He is working under the direction of Thomas Mills. Incidently, the association resumes a friendship between director and actor that has
endured through the screen years since
both were associated in the Vitagraph company together. Mr. Miller is expected in
New York shortly.
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Finely

Cast
99

in FARXUM
Fox
"The
WILLIAM
finds aProduction
blithe
By ROBERT C. McELRAVY.
and congenial role as Don Ceasar
de Bazan in his new six-part Fox of the situations is felt even in meloproduction, "The Adventurer." Surrounded
dramatic moments which might slip into
by a capable cast, with Estelle Taylor play- burlesque in less capable hands.
ing a strong feminine lead as Maritana,
In going back over the lists of actors
the gypsy dancing girl, he carries the
actresses who have done good service
spectator with him in one of the best aforid the
screen, it is doubtful if one could
romantic dramas yet produced.
be found whose contribution, as a whole,
"The Adventurer,"
by Edwards,
E. Lloyd has been more substantial and consistently
Sheldon
and staged bywritten
J. Gordon
as strong. William Farnum was one of the
is a historical drama, without the history. first of the better actors who saw the
In other words, it is a story of old Spain,
laid in the seventeenth century, told without particular reference to the facts of
the period, though King Charles II and
Queen Isabel are present in many scenes,
with full court attendance. It is a tale of
the of
"Zounds!"
and "Gad-Zooks
!" school,
full
dark intrigues,
bold adventure
and
charming love scenes. The costuming and
settings have been well looked after and
the illusion of real life is constantly felt,
though there are dramatic surprises in
plenty.
A Fine Production.
This type of story is well-known to mature readers of the present generation,
who will find a pleasant troop of memories set in motion as they watch this screen
subject. It recalls "When Knighthood Was
in Flower,"
"Totales
Haveof and
to Hold,"
and
even
the lusty
Alexander
Dumas.
Don Ceasar De Bazan, a penniless adventurer, proud of his noble birth and loyal
to his King, even though the latter is a
weakling, has the dashing fascination of a
P'Artagnan.
is
sentenced He
to fights
death innumerable
for drawingduels,
his
Rapiers and Romance.
sword during Holy Week, enters into a
marriage with a veiled woman at the be- With William Farnum in his newest Fox.
"The Adventurer."
hest of a scheming prime minister, and
finally lives to restore his name and prestige throughout the kingdom. The six screen for what it was — a new medium
reels are crowded with colorful action.
for reaching the masses in greater numMr. Farnum again proves his readiness
bers than the stage would permit. He had
as an actor in this subject. He has just played successfully on the legitimate stage,
the proper conception of the theatrical
winning approval in "Ben Hur," "Virginius,"
to carry off such a role. He is never bet"The Prince of India" and many other
dramas.
ter than when depicting a virile, romantic
character, full of vitality and humor. The
The screen opened up a new and unaction is so cleverly shaded that the humor
doubtedly wider range for his extraordi-

EM.M.V DUNN
and Her Curls and
Cape in
"OLD LADY 31"

Adventurer
nary abilities. His dual role in "The Tale
of Two Cities" is easily remembered. He
won success as Jean Valjean in "Les
Miserables." All told, he has appeared in
about thirty-five pictures, all of which
reflect his strong personal appeal.
An Actor of Many Parts.
Prominent among his list of screen successes are the tales of our own early Western period, some of them based on the
novels of Zane Grey. In these dramas
he appea.rs sometimes as a member of the
Texas
sometimes
as. a "Killer"
and at Rangers,
other times
as the familiar
cowboy hero. But in all these stories Farnum
carries with him a broader and deeper
feeling than the average plainsman protagonist. When you are watching him as
Buck Duane, the last of a family of bad
men, or as a member of the Rangers, whose
business it was to preserve order under
difficult conditions, you sense in his movements a real historical background. He
fills the imagination, not only as the chief
figure of a particular story, but as one
who visualizes the man of the plains as he
must at one time have actually existed.
He brings to the spectator an impression
of the old West which suggests a truthful representation of its romantic life, its
sinister melodrama and above all, its constant hardships. In such subjects he has
undoubtedly done much to perpetuate a
genuine picture of this life.
In "The Wings of the Morning" William
Farnum played the hero in a story of romantic adventure that was brilliantly succes ful in its way. Based on the fascinating
novel by Louis Tracy, the picture seemed
like an actual realization of the original
story. Almost every important episode
in the novel came in for satisfying treatment on the screen. In other subjects Mr.
Farnum has appeared as a still virile, but
more restrained and compassionate hero.
That Mr. Farnum is a compelling actor
has been demonstrated many times. He
proves
it again
"The another
Adventurer,"
and
he is said
to havein still
role under
way that will have wide appeal. He has a
cumulative drawing power a'ter seeing him
in a few subjects.

I'uts Sweet
Personality
This
Famous Into
PUy
|
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KEEPING

K FERENDINI, of Richmond, and
FRAN
R. D. Carver, of Charlotte, N. C, with
their wives are stopping at the Hotel
Aster. Messrs Ferendini and Craver are
First National franchise holders and came
to New York, primarily to attend the First
National
meeting of the Board of Directors.
* * *
Harry H. Bernstein, who has been employed as a writer on the Evening Sun for
five years, has accepted a position with
Selznick.
* * *
Abe Goodstein, a prominent exhibitor of
Philadelphia, is managing the Arrow Exchange at Denver. While he retains his
business interests in Philadelphia, he was
obliged to go to Denver on account of his
wife's health. Recently, it is reported, he
purchased
one ofCol.Moore and Green's theatres in Pueblo,
* * *
William C. Patterson, manager of the
Criterion Theatre, Atlanta, is stopping at
the Hotel Astor for a week or more. Mr.
Patterson is one of the live wires and leading exhibitors of *the* South.
*
H. H. Van Loan, who for some years was
identified with Universal and other motion
picture organizations, has interested Rodman Wanamaker in producing a series of
feature productions.* * *
Gene Mullin, of the Goldwyn staf? of
writers, will leave for the Coast about
March 1. Whether Mr. Mullin will go
west for the Goldwyn interests was not
learned. His contract with Goldwyn expires shortly.
* * *
Terry Ramsaye, of Kinograms, received a
print, taken from the London, England,
Daily Mail, showing a modern gasoline station tank, the first automatic tank installed
in England. It was accompanied with a
request to publish it in Kinograms. Another one of Kinograms camera correspondents sent word that the London haberdasheries were seriously considering laying in a stock of coat shirts, the kind that
buttons down the front.
* * *
Harriett Underbill, editor of the motion
picture department of the New York Tribime, was obliged, on account of sickness,
to go to Saranac Lake, where she is now
living. Many of her friends have written
her.
* * *
C. W. Barrell, with James Goebel, as
assistant director and cameraman, left for
the lumber camps of Michigan and Minnesota to direct a picture depicting the process of procuring and finishing telephone
poles. These scenes will be used in connection with an industrial for the Western
Electric Company. They left New York on
Sunday, Februarv *1, to* be
* gone two weeks.
Wray Physioc, several years with the
Biograph as a director and recently in
Florida producing a series of one-reel comedies for the Pioneer, is now producing
the Herbert Kaufman editorials for Selznick.
* * *
M. A. Lightman, of the Criterion Film
Service of Atlanta, was in New York the
past two weeks, buying up a number of
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special attractions. Mr. Lightman took
over the Educational Film Exchange at
Atlanta for the distribution of the Educational films for Atlanta and the South
Eastern territory. He also purchased the
rights for the Comedyart comedies and
the Al St. John comedies in the southern
section. Mr. Lightman returned to Atlanta
Friday', February *26. * *
William G. Smith and M. Lewis have
organized the Fidelity Pictures Corporation with offices at 117 West Forty-sixth
street. New York. Their first production,
"The Married Virgin," is being sold on
state rights basis. Sol Lesser has purchased the rights for California and Northwestern territories. The Program Feature
Service, Harry Sanwick, has taken Northern New Jersey and Greater New York.
The Circle Film Attractions has taken over
Western Pennsylvania.
* * *
John F. Driscoll is now with the Boston
Photoplay Companj' covering the Connecticut territory. Joseph Leighton, form.erly
with the Boston Photoplay Company in
Connecticut, is now representing Federal
Film Corporation in the same section. Mr.
Leighton is one of the oldest salesmen in
New England.
* * *
Agnes Egan Cobb is recuperating from a
severe attack of the grippe at the Hotel
Traymore, Atlantic City. She will return
to her desk as sales manager of SchomerRoss Productions *on *Monday,
March 1.
*
Edward Hauck, the negative developer of
Kinograms,
says:
"I am
glad
to be infrom
New Chicago,
York. I am
convinced
Chicago is dryer than ever and more negative. New York has it beaten for snow
* * *
Randolph Bartlett is back again with
scenes."
Selznick, in a position of irnportance. He
has been on the Coast with the PhotoMagazine. He hasn't lost his fondnessplays
for omelets.
* * *
Lieutenant Jim Anderson, touring the
United States and Canada with "Auction of
"Laughin' Through"
with Zena
EugeneKeefe
O'Brienin
and
Selznick's "His Wife's
Money."
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Souls" over the Keith circuit, is in New
York. Aurora Mardiganian, the Armenian girl who plays the lead in the production, made the tour with Lieutenant Anderson, making a personal appearance at
each performance.
Jerome Herzog, of Hallmark, has been
appointed manager of the newly acquired
offices of the company
* * at* New Haven.
H. G. Lux, Jr., president of the Alhambra
Amusement Company, Inc., of Utica, N. Y.,
and W. H. Linton, of the Hippodrome
Theatre, of Utica, also the treasurer of the
New York State Exhibitors' League, were
in New York all last week taking reservations for the exhibitors convention to be
held in Utica, March 9 and 10.
* *a * visit to Montreal
Stan Twist made
for a week before returning to Chicago.
Stan says he owes himself a few weeks'
vacation before starting
* * * in new enterprise.
Will C. Murphey, of the Selznick publicity stafif, is a sufferer from the grippe,
and February
was obliged
of
22. to keep in doors the week
* * *
Theodore Dietrich, of the Deitrich-Beck
Pictures, left for Pittsburgh, on Saturday,
February 21 in response to a telegram announcing the serious
of his mother.
* *illness
*
Charles Gatchel, the editor of Motion
Picture Plays, published by Street & Smith,
was married in early February to Miss
Fannie
Kilbourne, a magazine writer of
note.
* * *
Tracy Matthewson, a Kinogram cameraman at Atlanta, on his return from photographing John Schnell, 134 years old, of
Laurel Creek, Ky., said: "I don't wonder
he has lived 134 years. He lives so far up
the creek the Lord never will get a chance
* * *
to Carlisle
call him."
Ellis, Autographed Films, is producing an educational for the Y. W. C. A.,
Who Works."
"The Woman
entitled
partly historical
and industrial.
MarieIt S.is'
Barrell is the author. Ellis is also making
another for the Y. W. C. A. called "Open
poo;-s,"anniversary
including ofthethepageant
for the
fiftieth
* ♦ ♦ association.
Fred Schaefer, who was the last publicity
director with the General Film Company
and at one time with the V. L. S. E., is now
writing continuity in the Vitagraph scenario department at the Flatbush studio,
Brooklyn, under George Randolph Chester,
editor-in-chief, and Graham Baker, assistant editor.
* * *
Jacob Fabian, of Paterson, N. J., has purchased the Montauk and Play House theatres at Passaic, N. J., from the Metropolitan Theatre Syndicate.
* ♦ *
Robert Horsley, formerly in the Connecticut territory, has been appointed special representative of the New York Vitagraph offices. He is handling the Larry
Semon comedies exclusively.
* * *
J. A. Kent, formerly sales manager with
General Film and later with RobertsonCole at Washington, D. C, is located in
New York.
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Sam Dembo, who is stopping at the Claridge Hotel, New York, has been appointed
assistant general sales manager of the Fox
Film Corporation. * * *
Arthur F. Irwin, exploitation representative for Select Pictures Corporation, at
Indianapolis, has tendered his resignation.
It is said Mr. Irwin's action was prompted
by a desire to get back to New York City,
where for a number of years he was employed on various newspapers and by several prominent theatrical producers in capacity of director of publicity.
* * *
Conway Tearle arrived in New York
Monday, February 23. He talks about
starting his own company.
* * ♦
Guy L. Wonders, manager of the Wilson
Theatre, Baltimore, was in New York last
week with his architect, E. G. Blenke, who
is constructing Mr. Wonders' New Wilson.
Mr. Blenke
designed Tom
Rialto
Theatre
at Washington,
D. C.Moore's
Mr. Wonders
was in New York acquiring new equipment
and ideas of recent design.
* o *
C. R. Beachham, manager of the First
National at Atlanta, P. J. Wilder, traveling
representative, and W. A. Sanes, special
representative of the same exchange, exchanged greetings with the Moving Picture
World man during his recent visit to the
Southern metropolis. Others at Atlanta
who said "how-de" were Doc. U. T. Koch,
of the Consolidated Film and Supply Company on Marietta street; Arthur C. Bromberg, of the Arthur Bromberg Attractions
on Walton street; B. T. Bac, of the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation of 111 Walton street, and John T. Ezell of the E. and
H. Film Distributing Company in the
Moore Building. They all had that mightyglad-to-see-you way that made us feel like
meeting them again.
* *
W. W. Irwin is still actively interested
in the affairs of filmdom. He says it is only
a question of a very short time when he
will again be in harness. He is located at
469 Fifth avenue. New York.
* * *
Howard Boyle, special representative for
Fox, traveling out of Philadelphia, has been
in New York in conference with Sam
Dembo at the home office.
« * *
Jake Wells was in New York the week
of February 22, on one of his frequent business trips. We saw him at the Astor — just
for a moment.
* * «
Maurie Meyers, who was doing publicity
for Sol Lesser Attractions in New York,
is tentatively connected with E. M. Asher,
Mack
Sennett's promotion expert, in a like
capacity,
* * *
Virginia Pearson is taking a much needed
rest at Lake Saranac, N. Y., taking advantage of the excellent skating, hockey and
sleigh riding. She is different in the selection of the snow country instead of the
sunny South.
* * ♦
Jack E. Storey, who has been western
district supervisor at Los Angeles, has been
appointed assistant director of exchanges
for Pathe productions. He is now located
in the New York office.
* * *
Miss Frances B. Roset, secretary to
Randolph Lewis, publicity director for
Pathe, announc'.i her engagement to Julian
W. Loewensteii
?oth reside in New York.
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James (Jimmy) Grainger, general representative of the Marshall Neilan Productions, returned from the Coast on Monday,
February
23, fullstrong
of "The
River's
says its going
on the
Coast,End."
full Heof
punch and no kick.
* * *
Frank Bruner,
Pathe's
publicity
manager,
suffering
fromserial
appendicitis,
underwent an operation at the Park HospiNew

Santa

Cruz
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tal, New York, Saturday, February 21. The
operation valescing
was favorably.
successful and he is con* * *
Milton E. Kronacher, Pathe salesman in
the New York office, making a specialty
of the lower east side, has returned to his
work following an attack of influenza. Mr,
Kronacher led the entire United States
Pathe sales organization for December and
January.

Theatre

Is

Oneat the
ofHotel
California's
Finest
St. George the visitors
toured
12,
on February
Cal.,
Santa& Cruz,
AT Kahn
d opened
Greenfiel
the New Santa Cruz with their decorated cars.
Santa Cruz Theatre, the fifth in their They were then taken to the wonderful
chain of houses and the first outside of grounds of the Santa Cruz Country Club,
San Francisco. Ideal weather conditions where moving pictures were made and golf
prevailed and the city "where sea and was enjoyed by those who wished to play.
form. onThose
rare attend
mountains
was didin not
meet" who
Banquet Crowns Hospitality.
its residents
of
the
opening night at least made the attempt
In the evening all attended a banquet
to do so and the affair was a big success. tendered by the Santa Cruz Chamber of
One of the most interesting features of Commerce, at which Edward H. Baron, of
the opening was the attendance of film ex- the United Artists Corporation (to whom
change men, exhibitors and representative much of the success of the party is due),
business men of San Francisco, with their presided as toastmaster. Among the
wives, making a party of more than one speakers at this delightful affair were
hundred and fifty. These visitors were the Mayor Carl C. Kratzenstein ; W. O. Kerguests of Kahn & Greenfield and the Santa rick,
president
of oftheSanChamber
of H.
Com-D.
Cruz Chamber of Commerce, and a lavish
merce; H. D. Keil,
Francisco;
program of entertainment was arranged Connick, of the Famous Players-Lasky
for their enjoyment, no expense having Corporation ; Herman Wobber, and Louis
been ablespared
to make their stay a memor- R. Greenfield.
one.
In his
talk,fact
Mr. that
Wobber
attention to the
Kahn directed
& Greenfield
World, As Usual, Leads.
more seats than any exclusive movThe film folks making the trip from San controling picture
exhibitors west of Chicago,
Francisco gathered in front of Photo while H. D. Keil outlined the history of
Louis
R.
Greenfield
and told of his success
Player Hall at 9 o'clock on the morning
and were
places members
in the automoAt the close of the banbiles of theassigned
more affluent
of the at Sanquet Francisco.
all repaired to the theatre close by,
trade by starter William Jennings Citron, where loge seats had been reserved.
of the United Pictures Theatres of AmerThe New Santa Cruz Theatre, seating
ica. At the crack of a gun the race for capacity
of 1,500, is similar in design and
Santa Cruz was on and all were soon speed- appointments
to the New Mission and New
ing through the Santa Clara Valley, the Fillmore theatres,
of San Francisco, which
garden spot of California, with its wealth are considered the finest neighborhood
of fruit blossoms, and over the redwood- houses in the entire country. Finished in
clad Santa Cruz range.
restful tones of pink and blue, equipped
As usual. Moving Picture World was not
with by
a delightful
ladies' parlor
presided
to be denied the lead. The car bearing over
a maid, carpeted
throughout
and
its representative, piloted by Milton Birn- containing many innovations entirely new
baum, of the Novelty Electric Sign Com- to Santa Cruz, this theatre is a duplicate
pany, was not passed on the trip of three of the larger San Francisco houses.
hours.
Following a highly enjoyable luncheon
SpeciaJ Attention to Projection.
niiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiriiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiMiiiitiiiiiitiitiiiiiitii
Following their usual policy, Kahn &
Greenfield have paid special attention to
the projection room and have provided
large quarters, with conveniences not surpassed in any other theatre. Three Simplex machines have been installed and this
department has been placed in charge of
Operator W. T. Green. Music is provided
by an organ presided over by Organist
Newell Alton.
Mayor Pays Tribute.
The opening program was a fortunate
choice,Enid
the Bennett.
feature being
"Stepping
Out,"
with
The theatre
certainly
did "step out," and with its best foot forward. A Mack Sennett comedy, "Back to
the Kitchen,"
furnished
of laughs,
while
a news weekly
and plenty
a Literary
Digest

"Prohibition's Approaching!"
Fiction in Vitagraph's "The Courage of
Marge O'Doone," with an all-star cast.

"Topics
of thededication
Day" rounded
The formal
of the out
housethewasbill.a
short affair, the only speakers being Mayor
Kratzenstein and resident manager T. J.
Larkins. The former paid a tribute to the
foresight of Mrs. Minnie Hihn and Fred D.
Hihn, owners of the property, and to the
San Francisco firm which leased and
equipped
theatre.
Alexander singing,
Bevani,
the
famoustheleader
of community
followed the speakers and succeeded in getdience.ting the desired response from the au-
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In

Closer
Co-Operation
by Exchange
Men
pects either the producer to continue to
BECAUSE the Frohman Amusement
By WILLIAM L. S MERRILL
Corporation has definitely determined
President Frohman Amusement Corporation
'plug' the production in his territory, or
its plan of extended operations and
throws the burden upon the shoulders of
the exhibitor.
increased production, William L. Sherriil,
tion,
t
has issued very much in language such as this: 'We
presiden of that organiza
"In other words, the independent exa plea to independent exchanges through- can't book the production without adverchange man, once having booked the atout the United States for a greater spirit
traction, does little or nothing, to either
tising matter.' 'What good are the pictures
create
a
popularity for the production, or
tion
dent
proindepen
the
with
of co-opera
to
us
if
we
can't
get
advertising
matter.'
ducer and a more substantial evidence of 'When you make a picture you should al- assist the exhibitor in putting it over.
leave the exhibitor to his own limited
business sagacity. Mr. Sherriil says :
ways see to it that our wants are supplied.' They
resources.
'Are we supposed to buy all the advertising
"The
discouraging
aspect
of
state
rights
distribution that rise because of lack of matter we need when we buy the picture?'
"They try to sell, but seldom assist. They
co-operation on the part of the state rights 'You are supposed to stock up for our bene- will dump on the exhibitor the advertising
matter
and ship the print, feeling that
distributor is made clear by the recital of
their duty is well performed, but they make
the following methods still pursued by the
Holding the Bag.
independent distributor. They purchase
no suggestions for exploitations nor do
''But what if we do stock up," continues
prints only to supply their immediate needs,
they,
study the exhibitor's
needs from
or hisanybestangle,
interests.
expecting the manufacturer to either hold no
Mr. further
Sherriil,orders?
"and theWeexchange
sends
in
are required to
the negative ready to fill all orders as hold the bag.
"Now
the the
manufacturer,
perforce, cannot know
individual situations
that
placed for additional prints, during the life
of their lease, or if the negative is to be
surround each theatre playing its produc"Is fit.'
it not only fair that since the manshipped to Europe to supply the foreign
tions and does not know the peculiarities
ufacturer makes no profit on his advertismarket, that the manufacturer invest in a
of each neighborhood, or the program gening matter but, in fact, suffers a loss considering
his
proportionate
overhead,
which
erally that is being run in connection with
surplus of prints and keep them on hand
he does not tack on to the cost, while the his attraction. He, therefore, cannot lend
in order to supply the buyers' wants.
exchange
sells
every
piece
of
advertising
that
intimate
help that a different situation
Too Much Expected.
matter to the exhibitor at a profit, that the would justify.
should at least study its business
Exchange Men Know Conditions.
"They expect the manufacturer to con- exchange
requirements sufficient to place its orders
tract for and always keep on hand a sup- all
at
one
time ?
"The exchange man, or the salesman callply of advertising matter consisting of lithing on the theatre, is in a position to make
ographs, photo enlargements for lobby
"Another regrettable situation that ex- inquiries of the theatre owner that would
display and general printed matter. In the
ists, proving how little the independent
him to make suggestions and to
first instance, and when they acquire the exchange man seeks to bear his share of permit
co-operate along lines that would give the
production they order a minimum quantity the burdens or even to operate for his own
exhibitor the full measure of service that
without attempting to gauge their needs or benefit is in the matter of publicity and he deserves. There are numerous other
future requirements, during the life of advertising. While it is true that the pro- incidents of lesser importance that all tend
their lease.
ducer should keep his wares before the to prove that the independent exchange
"One can readily appreciate that with trade generally, yet the life of the busi- man is not taking advantage of the opporseveral productions made in any one year
ness of the exchange man, naturally detunities which now present themselves.
the liability incurred by the manufacturer
pending upon the public s demand through
"Unless they reform their methods," conin the making of advertising matter would the local theatre, requires the exchange
cludes Mr. Sherriil, "get down to business
run, at the end of a year, into a staggering man to properly exp4oit the attractions
logic and legitimate business methods, the
amount. The best we can do is to approxi- handled by him in his own territory.
time may come when the so-called program
mate requirements of each exchange and if
Producer Does Exploiting:.
producer will take advantage of the laxity
any production, or series of productions,
of
the independent distributor and bring to
prove extraordinarily popular, we meet
"The producer will advertise in the trade
life again the program bookings."
with a speedy exhaustion of the advertis- journals; first, to sell his merchandise and
ing matter.
secondarily, to acquaint the exhibitor with
In This Issue We Go Into Our
"Then issues a loud wail and a hurried the merits of his productions. The exNew Size — Look Us Over!
change man acquiring the attraction excall on the part of the exchange, couched

Well, Ahem! Er Ah--Ahem!
S-ss-say Miss K-Kuh-Kennedy, Wuh-We Thuh-Think You're Uh-Uh-Awful N-n-n-n-n-Nice.
After which "instalment" statement we'll retire, first remarking
Madge Angel."
Kennedy's friends are increasing with every Dlctu're
was "Thethat
Blooming

Her last
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Fox's Policy Is Made Evident
by His Picturization of Famous

of exclupurchase
FOX'S
WILLIAMsive screen
ven
for sixty-se
rights
stories by Richard Harding Davis
is in line with his pohcy to transfer to
the cinema literary works of transcending
interest. This policy was manifest in the
art production "Evangeline," the screening
of Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables" and of
the Charles Dickens novel "A Tale of Two
with
togetherconstiRecentnowFoxinreleases,
Cities."
the making,
productions
tute a treasure-house of choice literature.
They include visualizations of classics, upto-date novels and stage successes.
The expansion of producing facilities resulting from the opening of the new building in New York and the construction of
a large indoor stage on the West Coast
will enable Mr. Fox to film the masterpieces of noted authors to an even larger
extent than heretofore. The staff of
scenario writers has been enlarged.
The topurchase
of the success
world's ofpicture
rights
the Broadway
three
years
ago,
"Her
Honor,
the
from
the pen of Miss Arline Van Mayor,"
Ness Hines,
is the most recent transaction in conformity with that larger policj'. Madlaine
Traverse will play the lead in the screen
version.
I
Naming the Authors.
Edward Knoblauch is another Fox
dramatist. "My Lady's Dress" is from his
pen and will be presented as a superproduction. Larry Evans also stands high
in the dramatic scale and is a Fox contributor.
The two Fox productions thus far announced, in which Pearl White takes the
lead, are faithful adaptations of novels
by prominent writers which had a big
sale as books and will now reach an infinitely larger public.
Moll.'
already completed,
is by "The
FrankWhite
L. Packard.
"Tiger's Cub" now being made was written by aGeorge
Goodchild.
"White Gladys
Lies"
is from
novel by
Charles Reade.
Brockwell stars in this picture.
Pearl Doles Bell has provided two
vehicles of exceptional merit for Shirley
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ation. A. big garage near the business
center of the city, has been purchased
for the reported sum of $30,000 and will
be fitted out to meet the requirements of
the company. A fifteen-year lease has been
taken on the building. It will be ready
for occupancy in May, with a force of
about forty employed. J. H. Seidelman is
in Albany in charge of the preliminary
work.
Richard C. Fox Off to London
To Be Fox Film Sales Head

Mason; "Her Elephant Man," praised as a
superb circus story, and "Love's Harvest."
The latest Shirley Mason feature, "Molly
and I,"teller,
was Frank
written R.byAdams.
another excellent
story
The most notable change made in the
filming of the N. P. Niesscn novel, "The
Love Thief." is in the title. It is called
"The She Tiger" on the screen, but retains
all the power, intense interest and love
appeal of the original.
JL'ST
one general
week manager
after Winficid
R.
Sheehan,
of Fox Film
Requires Virile Western Stories.
Corporation, sailed from New York — on
The Fox heroes of western drama call Saturday, February 14 — for a general tour
the corporation's foreign offices, Richard
for a type of stories in which action and of
virility are the keynotes. Charles Alden C. Fox sailed from New York on Saturday,
February 21, with the London office of the
Seltzer
the author
of "Forbidden
Trails." firm as his destination.
Harold isTitus,
a prolific
writer, provided
The arrival of Richard C. Fox in London
several vehicles for Tom Mix.
will mark the opening of a sales campaign
"The
Orphan,"
an
intense
story
of
the
the United Kingdom with cerreal West featuring William Farnum, i.s throughout
tain distinctly new elements. Mr. Fox,
from the novel of Clarence E. Mulford. E.
throughout the Eastern
Lloyd Sheldon is among the successful whoseof reputation
the United States has been recently
authors whose talents have been placed half
strengthened
by
the
record he established
at the service of Fox Film Corporation.
Without mention of the name of William while branch manager at various points for
Players, spent two weeks just
C. Lengel the personnel of Fox writers Famous
prior to his departure making a study of
would be incomplete. Mr. Lengel has the
equipment installed in the new Fox
given to the screen through William Fox
studios on West Fifty-fifth.
his
widely
read
"Tin
Pan
Alley"
stories
On the same steamship with Mr. Fox and
as published in the Red Book Magazine
and has several others now in work for consigned to his private office in London
quarters
are three special prints of Fox
early production.
releases which he takes with him for
Among others are Paul H. Sloane, immediate
showings to the exhibitors of
Natalie Sumner Lincoln, J. .\nthony
Roach, Gelett Burgess, Denison Clift, H. H. Great Britain. The films include ClemenVan Loan, Henry ClifTord Colwell, Paul ceau's "The Strongest," "The Adventurer"
"The Daredevil" in which William
Dickey, Justin Huntley McCarthy, Richard and
Farnum and Tom Mix are the respective
Stanton.
stars.
Four new men have just been added to
the staff of writers on the west coast.
Tom Moore of Washington
They are Stephen Fox. who writes under
the name of Jules G. Furthman : Stephen
Reynolds, Stephen Chalmers and Arthur
Engages "Temporary Wife"
Jackson.
THEclosed
Hodkinson
organization
just
a contract
with Tom has
Moore,
Famous Players Busy in Albany.
the Washington showman, for a
Through a deal just consummated, -M- week's presentation early in March of
bany. N. Y., will become the main distrib- Joseph Levering's all-star production, "His
uting point between New York and Buffalo Temporary Wife," at the Strand Theatre.
marks the fourth Hodkinson release
for the Famous Players-Lasky Corpor- This
to be presented by the big Capitol City exhibitor within the past two months, Zane
Grey's "Desert Gold" and "The Lone Wolf's
Daughter,"
starring
Louise Glaum,
ing two weeks
of splendid
businessrecordeach
and Leah Baird's "The Capitol" following
in turn with a banner week's engagement.
"His Temporary Wife," starring Rubye
De Remer, Edmund Breese, Mary Roland,
I'-ugene Strong and W. T. Carleton, concluded on Sunday a big week's run at the
Crystal fluenza
Theatre,
St. L.
Louis,
despiteowner
the inscare. John
Sweeney,
of
the Crystal, laid particular stress on the leap
year angle of the production in his newspaper advertising spreads and in his disThe Levering picture was produced for
plays.
the most part in Long Island and in the
.\dirondacks, though the all-star aggregaN. C. tion enacted the final scenes at .^sheville,

Quick! How Many Titles Can You Suggest for This Picture?
Great circulation builders, these title contests. This is Charlie Ray in his Paramount
"Alarm Clock Andy." First prize is a bale of interviews with Mayor Hylan.

"Fashion Show" in Fox Film.
Why go to Paris or any other big fashion
center to enjoy a real "Paris Fashion
Show" when you can find a wonderful display of the latest Parisian styles brought
to
your
door? Innow
"Leave
It Tomaking
Me,"
the new very
photodrama
in the
at the William Fox studios on the West
coast, with William Russell as star, the
costumes worn by the feminine members
of the cast are the last word in the way ol
designs for the coming season.
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■"Fresh Paint" is New Rolin Comedy.
"Fresh Paint" has been selected as a
title for the new Rolin Comedy, which
release on March 7. "Snub" PolPathelard iswill
starred in this one-reel laugh-getter
assisted by Marie Mosquini, Eddie Boland,
"Sunshine Sambo," the diminutive colored
comedian, and a chorus of artists models,
who appear in the garb of classical dancers.
Raging Blizzard Fails
to Check Pearl White
the raging blizINGd Port
NOTWITHS
which grippe
zardTAND
Henry, N.
Y., the Pearl White company has
progressed well in its work on "The Tiger's
Cub," a story of the country north of 53
from the book by George Goodchild. The
Fox picture is under the direction of
Charles Giblyn.
For a time the wild weather threatened
to halt the completion of the Alaskan mining camp which the carpenters were building on the shore of Lake Champlain for
the exteriors, but the grit of the artisans
seconded by high-spirited encouragement
from Miss White and her company triumphed.
The first night scenes were taken and
served
to brighten
everybody's
the
effect was
so realistic.
William spirits,
Black, cast
as
the
"Tiger,"
broke
the
trail
on
snowshoes ahead of a dog team driven by J.
Thornton Baston. Two hours later,
Charles Giblyn, clad in furs from head to
foot, and Joseph Ruttenberg, the cameraman, rehearsed John Woodford as Colonel
Summers and John Davidson as Lone Wolf,
in a scene in which the latter carries the
colonel, who has been mortally wounded,
through the deep snow from gambling hall
to cabin.
Eight Kaufman Pictures To Be
Ready Before Release of Any
THE announcement is made from tlie
offices of Lewis J. Selznick, head of
Selznick Pictures, that the first of
the Herbert Kaufman Weeklies, "Little
Red Riding Hood," will not be set for release until six or eight of the editorial subjects have been completed and are in the
hands of the Select branch managers
throughout the country.
The decision is the result of Mr. Selznick's
belief the
thatseveral
the subjects
of suchbe
importance
releasesareshould
on hand to avoid any delay whatever to
the exhibitors and the public.
Accordingly, the following information
was sent out from the home office to tlie
branches: "Fully realizing the importance
and meaning of a weekly editorial subject,
and in order to make this proposition an
unmistakable success for the exhibitor, we
will schedule the first Herbert Kaufman
Weekly at such time as we can safely guarantee every exhibitor prompt delivery of
these single reel features each and every
week. It is therefore our desire that all
branches have at least six or eight of the
subjects on hand before the first release
is made."
Dempsey Serial Episode Sets Standard.
The introduces
fourth episode
of "Daredevil
Jack"
which
Jack Dempsey
as a Pathc
serial star, was shown recently to officials
of that concern at the New York offices,
and the artistic qualities of the production are said to be so notable that congratulations were soon on their way to
Robert Brunton, the producer.
This out
episode.
"Shanghaied,"
singled
by Pathe
as an exampleis ofbeing
the
■"installment-feature" quality, which will be
Pathe's standard henceforth.
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the Sum

of $648,616

Admission

the war
that was
two onyears
DURIN
coltickets
admissi
tax Gon the
lected by the Province of Quebec the
total amount of $648,616 was collected
through the theatres of the province and
a few others from patrons. One of the
provisions of the tax act which was passed
by the Provincial Legislature in 1916 was
that all cities and towns were to receive
1 cent from the assessment on each admission ticket. The province paid back to
the municipalities the total sum of $467,584.86, leaving $181,031.14 as the share for
the province.
This arrangement was made because the
cities of Montreal and Quebec had previously been charging a tax of 1 cent on
all theatre tickets and other municipalities
had been asking for such a privilege. Jt
was really because of the demand to the
government
from athetaxvarious
citiesProvincial
for permission for such
that the
Legislature decided to adopt a war tax
for the whole of Quebec and to give the
centers a share of the revenue.
The above figures do not represent the
net revenue to the governmnt and the
cities, but the expense of collecting the
moneytors didwas
inasmuch
mostlight
of the
work. as the exhibiQuebec Cities Continued Levy.
The Province of Quebec abolished its
theatre admission tax altogether in 1919,
but granted the privilege to all cities to
continue the levy as a local source of
revenue with the proviso that the cities
of Montreal and Quebec were to give 1
cent from the sale of each tax ticket to
local hospitals and charitable institutions.
The cities did not return to the 1 cent tax
which was in force before the matter became a provincial feature, as they were
authorized to use the tax schedule fixed
by the province. This ranges from 2 cents
on tickets up to 35 cents in value and 3
cents on tickets worth from 35 cents to
75 cents, up to a tax of 10 cents on tickets
priced at $1.50 and up.
The abolishment of the provincial tax
made practically no difference to the peo-

Taxes in Two Years
ple as the nnuiicipalities took over the
revenue with only one or two exceptions.
Patrons at the one theatre in the small
town of Gatineau Point, Quebec, do not
pay a tax because the local authorities
have not seen fit to take up this form
of revenue. In passing, it should be mentioned that the mayor of Gatineau Point
is also the proprietor of the local moving picture theatre.
Prohibits Price Reduction.
■The fact that no tax is less than 2 cents
has tended to kill the lower prices of admission to theatres. The people do not
like
to
pay
a tax
of 2 cents
10-centto
ticket and the
exhibitor
does onnota care
assume the comparatively heavy tax on
the small-priced admission tickets.
.'Ml other Canadian provinces continue
to collect what was originally known as
a war tax on admission tickets and there
has been no move to follow the example
of the Province of Quebec in giving the
admission tax to the cities. In no province,
aside from Quebec, is a city or town permitted to collect a tax on theatre tickets
for any vincial
purpose
assessment in addition to the proHagenah Joins Mayer Staff.
Harry Hagenah, who has acted as codirector in the filming of some thirty-five
of his own scenarios, has joined the Louis
B. Mayer staff and will be assistant director of the Chaplin-Mayer Pictures Company, Inc. In this capacity Hagenah will
assist Director John Stahl in Mildred HarChaplin's next
feature production for
FirstrisNational
release.
Leah Baird's Next Nearing Completion.
Prints
of Baird,
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute,"
starring Leah
the Artco picturization
of Louis Joseph Vance's gripping story,
will soon be on their way to Hodkinson exchanges, Director Perry Vekroff having just
completed the cutting of the newest Leah
Baird vehicle at the Cliffside, N. J., studios.

"My Dear! So You Were in the Battle of Los Angeles!"
May Allison, Metro star, impressed by the blouse-full of medals displayed by Sydney
Chaplin. "What battle wasn't I In?" replied Sydney.
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Six

Feature Productions for March Release
leases, will be a most popular release. It
IN selecting six productions for March
releases the officials of the Republic Dis- is a C. R. McCauley production and was
tributing corporation believe they have directed by O. L. Sellers. It is said that
picked six pictures that showmen will it is one of the best underworld pictures
appreciate. The releases scheduled are ever produced.
Bernard Durning and Seena Owen, have
"Mothers of Men," "Girl of the Sea," "The
roles. Others of wide reputaGift Supreme," "The Adventuress," "The the leading
tion in the cast are Lon Chaney, Jack
"
Plaything.
"Man's
and
Shadow"
Great
Attention is called by Republic officials Curtis, Anna Hernandez, Eugenie Besserer,
to the fact that several of these produc- Scott McKee , Claire McDowell, Stanton
tions are of the all-star type and feature Beck and TuUy Marshall.
a number of the leading players of the
American screen. Among them may be
Tyrone Power in "Great Shadow."
named Tyrone Power, Julian Eltinge, famTyrone
is featured in "The Great
ous impersonator, stage and screen star, Shadow." Power
This is a timely production and
Claire Whitney, Lon Chaney, Grace Davi- it deals with a vital question of the hour
son, Montague Love, and Stuart Holmes. in an extraordinary entertaining manner.
Ranking as one of the best productions Rudolph Berliner is the author and Harley
of the year according to the Republic offi- Knoles directed it. It is a product of the
Adanac Producing Company.
cials is "Mothers
of Men,"
an Edward
production.
Claire
Whitney
heads Jose
the
Different in theme from any of the precast of this story which was written by
is that
"Man's
Plaything,"
William H. Warren and DeWite Kaplan. a dramacedingofstoriescity
life ofwith
a strong
heart
The story is purely dramatic and deals with appeal. Republic obtained the production
the sacrifice of a mother during the world from the J. G. Pictures, Inc., and believe
war. The scenes are laid in France but it they have in it an especially strong drama
is cited that the war is merely a backing that will appeal to all admirers of modern
to the theme of the story.
drama. Grace Davison and Montagu Love
are the leading players, while the popular
Julian Eltinge Returns.
screen villian, Stuart Holmes, is in support
The "Girl of the Sea" is declared to be a of the well-known pair. The picture was
big special production in that it was pro- written and directed by Charles P. Horan.
duced by means of the Williamson sub-sea
process. Betty Hilburn is featured as the
leading player in this picture.
Inter-Ocean Has Rights
Julian Eltinge, the stage star, who has
not been seen in pictures for some time,
to "An Adventuress"
comes back in the leading role in "The THE Inter-Ocean Film Corporation has
acquired for exclusive foreign distriAdventuress,"
a story which
especially
the dual characters
Mr. adapted
Eltinge soto
bution the rights to "An Advenably portrays. The production was
turess," starring Julian Eltinge, internadirected by Fred J. Balshofer and the story
tionally known for his female interpretawas written by Charles Taylor and Tom
tions on the stage and screen. The news
J. Gerahty. William Clifford, Virginia just made public has already caused a
Rappe, Leo White, R. Di Vanentina, Stan- decided stir in the foreign film market in
ton Back and Chas. Millsfield are in the
view of Julian
Eltinge's
supporting cast.
throughout
the world,
which,extended
accordingtourto
Republic officials are of the opinion that his itinerary, will take him into every principal city.
"The Gift Supreme" one of the March re-
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The announcement from Inter-Ocean is,
in part, as follov/s ;
" 'An Adventuress,' starring Julian Eltinge, is the latest cinema acquisition to
the list of notable attractions now being
distributed by Inter-Ocean Film Corporation throughout the entire world, exclusive
of the United States and Canada. The
new production marks the return to the
screen ofsonatorthe
world's
most famous imperof female
characterization.
"There is every indication that 'An Adventuress' will duplicate the success of
previous Eltinge productions in foreign
markets. In point of story, cast and direction, it is conceded to be better than the
previous Eltinge vehicles. Julian Eltinge
is now beginning a two-year tour of the
principal cities of the world. Publicity and
advertising of a nature never attempted
before will precede and trail his personal
appearances." of Lies" Is
"Peddler
New Universal Picture

l
the Universa
attractionforon the
specialprogram
week of
THErelease
March
1,
is
"The
Peddler
of
Lies,"
featuring Frank Mayo and Ora Carew.
This production was directed by William
C. Dowlan and is the screen version of
s story,in"The
Henry recently
C. Rowland'
which
appeared
the Peddler,"
Saturday
Evening Post.
An able cast, including Bennie Hill, Harold Miller, Truman Van Dyke, James Barrow, Dagmar Gedowsky, Ora Deveraux,
Flora Hollister, William Brown and Ray
Ripley, makes
Peddler of
Lies" an
interesting
and "The
entertaining
production.
The serial release for the week include
"A Perilous Plunge," the tenth episode of
"The Lion Man," in which Kathleen O'Connor and Jack Perrin are featured, and "The
Flames of Death," the fourth episode of
"Elmo the Fearlous," in which Elmo Lincoln is starred. The Lyons and Moran
weekly offering is a one-reeler called "Officer, Call a Cop." There is also a rainbow
comedy,
Red Pat
Hot Harmon
Finish," and
in which
Virginia"AWarwick,
Cliff Bowe
are featured.
A two-reel westerner, "Hair Trigger
Stuff," presents Hoot Gibson and Mildred
an originalis plot.
"His Woman,"
aMoore
Jewel inproduction,
the eleventh
of the
Stage Women's
War
Relief
series
to berole.
released. Julia Arthur plays the leading
Launches

Fan Advertising

Drive on "Eve in Exile"

of "Eve
to exhibitor
profact thats the
is the
Exile" ce
OF in importan
ducers have launched a "direct to the
fan" advertising campaign in the newspapers in all the large cities. A quarterpage advertisement is inserted in the Sunday issues preceding the first showing of
this super-drama in each city, and this
advertising is tied up with the local exhibitors by a coupon to be cut out and
signed by the fans, and returned to the
executive
Company. offices of the American Film

Charlie Ray Starts Work on New Addition to His Studios.
By "personally"
conducting
the first load Charlie
of earth avi'ay.
In E.theKidder,
group are Architect
Nance;
Richard
Willis,
AlbertArthur
manager, and Mr. Ray,
Sr., general
father ofmanager;
the star, whose Ray;
pictures
S. Kaneassistant
will release
through First National.

Those who desire to see Charlotte
W'alker in "Eve in Exile" are requested to
fill in the name of their neighborhood
theatres. Whatever advertising the local
exhibitors may do on their own account
acts as a follow-up.
The name of Cosmo Hamilton is played
up in big type as the writer of "Eve in
Exile."lotteThe
including
besideWheeler
CharWalker,cast
Thomas
Santschi.
Oakman, Melbourne MacDowell. George
Periolat, Violet Palmer, Harvey Clark and
Martha Mattox, is given generous space.
An attractive cameo portrait of the star
is prominently displayed.
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Frankie Mann To Co-Star In Pathe Serial.
When the scenario for "Trailed by
Three," the fifteen episode serial which
Pathe will release April 4, had been completed by Charles T. Dazey, Arthur F.
Beck desired to secure Frankie Mann for
the leading feminine role; but she had
returned to the stage as the Baby Vamp in
"Upstairs and Dciwn."
The fact that the studio's call was for a
serial star role did not enhance its attractions as it seemed to Miss Mann that it
would be more serene to continue treading
the boards six nights a week and two afternoon performances than to jump off cliffs,
get oneself trampled upon by runaway
houses, etc.
But Mr. Beck was determined. Frankie
Mann agreed to give the scenario a reading and now is to make her bow, co-starring with Stuart Holmes and directed by
Perry Vekroff. Pathe promises a serial
of adventure along lines far removed from
the conventional.
Ship Prints of "$30,000"
to All Hodkinson Branches

PRINTS of J. Warren Kerrigan's newest
Robert Bjunton picture, "$30,000," announced by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for February 29 release, have gone
forward to all Hodkinson branches where
arrangements have been made for simultaneous trade showing a week before the
release date.
That "$30,000" measures up to the standard set by preceding Kerrigan-Brunton
successes may be gleaned from the personnel of production,
the popular a star's
support in his
newest
vivid picturization
of
H. B. Daniel's widely-read story of the
same
name.
The partFritzi
of "John
Trask"
typically
Kerrigan.
Brunette
againis
has the feminine lead and plays a dual role;
one moment she is a petted society beauty,
the next she is a tough little denizon of the
underworld.
Nancy Chase, the English stage beauty,
makes her first appearance on the screen
in
"$30,000."
JosephKerrigan
J. Dowling,
fixture
in J. Warren
pictures,long
doesa
some excellent character acting and Carl
Stockdale, prominent as a delineator of
heavy roles, portrays the part of a master
crook and gambler.
Ernest C. Warde, who directed all of the
star's pictures since the amalgamation wit'n
Robert
duction. Brunton, also officiated in this pro-
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Trade

Will

Have

Details

of Metro's Co-operative Booking Plan
be swallowed up by financially powerful inMetro
of
S are perfecting Picture
terests?" askedIn Mr.
Rowland.
notion
OFFICIALation
plans sforCorpora new is ridiculous.
round
numbers"The
there
are
booking arrangement with motion 17,000 picture theatres
in
the
United
States.
picture showmen throughout the United The largest circuit or chain of picture
States. As soon as the project has been
worked out in detail, Metro promises to houses in the country, that of Loew's Inc.,
make an announcement in full, which the of which Marcus Loew is president, represents in the neighborhood of 200 houses.
y
producing
lieves willand
be ofdistrib
the uting
utmostcompan
interest beto
"Say that the other two or three major
counted in, and you have a sitevery exhibitor and more especially to the circuits uationarein which
16,500 exhibitors stand in
smaller ones.
awe
of,
or
are
presumed to fear, extinction
Co-operation
between
Metro
and
the
individual exhibitor is declared to be the by 500 exhibitors. The so-called 'big interare confronted with odds of more than
primary purpose of the plan now being thirtyests' to
one against the circuit. On the
whipped into shape. Company officials
face of these figures it should be the cirstate that it is intended to protect owners
cuits
rather
than the individual exhibitors
of the smaller theatres against unjust competition, affording even the weakest of that cried 'Help !'
"We are proud of Metro pictures, proud
them a fair chance for substantial profits
our new friends among the men who
and a guarantee of independence no mat- of
their own houses, and we yearn to
ter how extensive or influential the great own
increase
their number. For these reasons
chains or circuits of picture houses may
we are perfecting our new booking arbecome.
rangement on a co-operative scale that is
On a Co-operative Basis.
A
statement
setting forth in detail every
Under the proposed arrangement Metro
proposed co-operative arexpects to reach every independent exhib- phase of the
rangement ispromised by Metro officials
itor with its product on a co-operative within
the next two weeks.
unique."
basis. The actual scope of this co-operation is being considered from every angle
and will be made known in full when
Selznick Corrects Spelling.
Metro issues its forthcoming announcement. The guiding heads of the corporaIn the announcement of the cast of "The
tion, however, intimate that terms of rental Woman God Sent," the all-star Selznick
production, which was made some time ago,
and facilities
for obtaining
Metro's big
cial productions
will be adjusted
to spethe the name of one of the players, Fanny
complete satisfaction of the exhibitors Cogan, was misspelled. It was published
themselves.
as Fannie Vogin. The Selznick publicity
department wishes to correct this error
In
making
known
Metro's
intention
to
by announcing her correct name as spelled
deal with all exhibitor, big and little, on above.
a co-operative basis, the company's president, Richard A. Rowland, again characterized as groundles the apprehension said to
Fitzgerald to Direct Bert Lytell.
exist among some of the smaller theatre
Dallas M. Fitzgerald has been selected
owners that the entrance of big financial
interests into the industry will curtail their to direct Bert Lytell in "The Temple of
the star's next production for
livelihood,
if not force them out of busi- Dawn,"
Screen Classics, Inc. Mr. Fitzgerald has
ness.
City.
"What reason is there for any man to arrived in Los Angeles from New York
fear that he and his theatre are going to

**Man's Plaything" Named as
Title for Grace Davison Film
REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION, of which Lewis J. Selznick is advisory director and Briton
N. Busch, president, announced that the
production recently bought from J. G.
Pictures, Inc., starring Grace Davison and
Montague Love, and which was announced
in the trade press as "The Convert of Revenge," will be distributed to exhibitors
under the title of "Man's Plaything."
Stuart Holmes, the well-known and
popular
"heavy,"andis chief
of the Charles
support of
Miss Davison
Mr. Love.
P.
Horan directed the picture, which is described as a big city drama of dramatic
appeal. The release date has been scheduled for March.
Arline Pretty in "Prince of Pines."
Arline Pretty, well-known ingenue and
leading woman, has been signed for her
first appearance in Selznick productions,
according to an announcement by Myron
Selznick. Miss Pretty is to have one of
the leading roles in the special production, "The Prince of Pines," which is now
in production, directed by Burton George.

Gol Dern this Metro Bunch fur Gettin' Big Folks in Front th' Camera.
Here (or Instance, they have June Mathis, Marcus Loew, Vicente Blasco Ibanez.
A. Rowland and Maxwell Karger, taken while Sr. Ibanez was conferring on Richard
Metro's
production of "The Four Horsemen."
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two new picture theatres — the
WITH
cost of each running into the millions— in prospect of early erection,
St. Louis expects to pride itself on being on
a par with any city in the country in the
size and magnificence of its screen palaces.
Announcement has been ofncially made
of the completion of negotiations by
Marcus Loew, Inc., for a site for a $1,000,000
theatre to be devoted to movies and vaudeville, and a store building, in the heart
of the downtown district.
Announcement of the purchase of a site
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
is expected at any time. Some time back,
the Famous Flayers-Lasky Corporation,
through F. L. Cornwell, its St. Louis counsel, secured an option from the First National Bank on a site on which, it was announced, acombination picture theatre and
office building would probably be erected at
a cost of $2,500,000. Since the option was
secured, with a cash payment of $10,000,
nothing definite has been obtainable in the
way of information as to when the deal
would be closed, or other plans of the
company.
Expect Definite Statement Soon.
However, the presence of Max Goldstein,
of
the Louis
Famoushas Players-Lasky
organization,
in St.
led to the belief
that some
definite announcement regarding the closing of the deal may be forthcoming soon.
The site on which the Famous-Players
has an option is located at the northwest

WORLD

Theatres for St. Louis
corner of Seventh and Locust streets and
is now occupied by five-story business and
office buildings. It fronts 127 feet on
Locust street and 164 feet on Seventh
street. The price asked for the site is
$1,250,000.
Mr. Cornwell stated the plan of the
Lasky organization is to erect a fifteen to
eighteen story building, the lower portion
of w-hich will be given over to one of the
finest picture houses in the country, the
remainder of the building to be devoted to
office space. The new Loew enterprise is
to be erected at Eighth street and Washington avenue,
two onblocks
the corner"
from jrst
the site
which "around
Famous
Players-Lasky Company has its option.
Annual Rental of $60,000.
Announcement of the signing of a niiietynine-year lease for the site was made by
the Mercantile Trust Company, acting as
agent for Loew. The annual rental will be
$60,000. The site has a frontage of 135 feet
on Washington avenue and extends 226 feet
on Eighth street. A five-story and a sixstory building, which now occupy the site,
are to be torn down, it was announced, as
soon as
leases building
expire, andwillerec-be
tion ofthe
the tenants'
new theatre
started, it is expected, within two months.
Leo Friedman, of New York, counsel for
the Loew corporation, signed the lease for
the ground.
The theatre will seat 4.400 and will exhibit feature films and vaudeville at popular
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prices. Arthur Moskowitz, manager of
Loew's Garrick Theatre, commenting on
the new house, stated that it will be an
exact
duplicate
Loew's
New York
City,ofand
will Metropolitan
undoubtedly bein
the finest picture house in Missouri.
Cameraman Chester Lyons
to Stay with Charles Ray

man,
veteranon camera
LYONS,acquisiti
R latest
of Charles
is the
CHESTE
Ray as an independent star. Ray has
brought with him to the studios of the
Charles Ray Productions some of the best
talent with which he was formerly associated, having last week signed up Jerome
Storm as his director. The addition of
Cameraman Lyons is the final coup which
will insure continued technical excellence
for the products of the star, to be presented by Arthur S. Kane for First National
release.
Known for many years in the industry as
"Chet" Lyons, the veteran photographer
will come on as leading cameraman with
the newly organized Charles Ray Productions, Inc. In this post, Lyons will not
only manipulate the camera for Charles
Ray, but will work with thcstar, director
and electrician in devising new methods of
lighting, as well as new tricks of photography.
Turning the crank for Ray is no new
experience for Cameraman Lyons. He has
photographed most of the films in which
Ray has appeared. Lyons, Jerome Storm,
the director, and Charles Ray, the star,
have worked together for many years, and
their association is not only of a professional nature, but an unusual example of
friendship and co-operation.
Selznick Officials Praise
McCauley's "Gift Supreme"
SuGift and
revealed to ofthe"The
Selznick
preme"showing
A PRIVATE
Republic officials what in their
opinion is one of the best pictures made for
some time. The entire group of officials
expressed themselves as being not only
Supreme"
"The Gift
but elated.
satisfied
from
release
for Republic
obtained
was
the C. R. McCauley's Photoplays. It has
all-star cast and was directed by O. L.
an
.Sellers.
The reviewers at the private showing
were impressed with the manner in which
the entire cast portrayed their pans.
Bernard Burning, who scored a success in
"When Bearcat Went Dry," and Seena
Owen are in the leading roles. Both of
these players do excellent work, but no
less commendable is the work of Lon
Chaney, Jack Curtis, Harry Lonsdale, Eugenie Besserer, Melbourne MacDowell,
Tully Marshall, Claire McDowell, Scott
McKee and .\nna Hernandez.

Mary Miles Minter and Her Own Sunlit Checher-Board.
This beautiful picture of the Realart star was taken at the Mathewson home,
Angeles, oi which M. M. M. has taken possession.

M. P. T. Association Incorporates.
Papersciationincorporating
the M.
T. Assoof the World were
filedP. last
week
with Secretary of State Hugo by James
and Lillian Quinn, A. G. Maul, J. C. Brubaker and A. M. BischofT, all of New York
City.
The incompany's
be
located
New York.principal office will
In its papers the company outlines its
purpose as being one to stimulate public
interest
and to generally
elevate
stand-It
ard of motion
picture films
and the
plays.
will also diffuse reliable information on
motion picture plays and scenarios, as
well as to furnish the best methods of
production and exploitation. The company also intends to act as a mediator in
differences that may arise between the
various branches of the motion picture and
theatrical business.
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Topics Arc Widely Advertised.
In four-column, twelve-inch advertisements of the Literary Digest, appearing
in 350 daily newspapers in the country,
"Topics of the Day," released by Pathe, is
being advertised. A striking topic from
each week's issue is selected to appear at
the top of all the advertising.
Exhibitors Get New Prints
of Record Selznick Pictures
Select exchanges throughout the
THEcountry
are now supplied with new
prints of several Clara Kimball
Young, Constance Talmadge, Alice Brady
and Norma Talmadge productions. These
prints, it is made known, are some of the
ones in which those stars made their biggest bids for popularity and success,
and include 'The Heart of Wetona," with
Norma Talmadge; "A Pair of Silk Stockings," with Constance Talmadge; "Mrs.
Leffingwell's Boots," with Constance Talmadge; "The Common Law," starring Clara
Kimball Young,
and "Her Silent Sacrifice,"
starring
Alice Brady.
Manager Henry Siegel, of the New York
branch
is quoted
wood toof Select,
burn; old
booksas tosaying
read;"'Old
old
friends
to
trust.'
A
very
ancient
and
very
true bit of philosophy. And particularly
true when you apply it to the film industry is that last phrase, 'old friends to
trust.'
"Should
a picture
be shown No.
onceAndandI
then
relegated
to obscurity?
know that exhibitors all over New York
State and other states are echoing that
'No.' Select's New York branch is distributing dozens of favorite bo.x office attractions of which new prints have been
made — and they are making good for the
exhibitor and pleasing the public beyond
measure."
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Indicate

Great

Success

for Edgar LewisW. B."Other
Men's
Frank as branch
feature Shoes
sales manaEdgar
"
ger.
Mr.
Frank
works
under Branch
Shoes,
Men's
T "Other
THALewis's
ion
initial big special product
Edward Eschmann. He is confor Pathe release, is destined' to take Manager sidered
one of the most successful feaits place amongst the foremost motion
ture
salesmen
in the entire Pathe orpictures of the year, is quite apparent from
the booking record it has established dur- ganization.
What is true of the Chicago territory
ing the first fortnight of its distribution,
is true also of every other section of the
according to Pathe.
reports from its early reIn the first two weeks of its issue, "Other country,
turns on Pathe
the picture.
Men's Shoes" has surpassed the great recThe premiere New England presentation
ord made by "The Thirteenth Chair" and will be held in Providence, where it is
"Common
Clay,"
Pathe's
greatest
successes, in the same period. The prospects booked for a week's run. Most of the
screen attractions are receiving
are that the Lewis attractions will mate- foremost
rially surpass the financial returns on each their baptism of criticism in Providence
now, following a custom established by
of these offerings, Pathe announces.
In Chicago alone, four of the most repre- legitimate producers, who find the Rhode
sentative first-run houses — the Alcazar, off"
Island
metropolis a profitable "jumping
point.
Playhouse, Woodlawn and Pantheon — have
Chicago, however, is setting the pace.
booked the picture for week runs. The
Lubliner and Trinz circuit will also play Already this exchange has obtained more
than
half of its quota, which was set at
the production, and, in addition, during
the first week of the campaign more than an exceptionally high mark by the feature
sales department of Pathe.
a score of leading Chicago neighborhood
houses also were brought into line.
Maigne To Direct Mary Miles Minter.
Highly Successful in Chicago.
Charles Maigne, who recently directed
Lionel
in "The Copperhead."
On
the
whole,
Pathe's
feature
business
in the Chicago territory has taken on a and has Barrymore
number
otherbeen
notable
productions toa his
credit,of has
engaged
by
powerful impetus with the recent addition
Realart
Pictures
Corporation
to
direct
of a staff of six special feature sales rep- Miles Minter in her next production. Mary
resentatives ami with the appointment of

Universal to Release
"Burnt Wings" March 29
a young wife sacrifices all that
Howshe holds
dear to bring her husband
back to health, and how this very
sacrifice creates a chasm that threatens
to engulf them both, is told in "Burnt
y starring
Wings,"Universa
a photopla
Mayo,
l announc
es forFrank
which
release
on
March 29.
"Burnt Wings" is an adaptation of "The
Primrose Path," the stage success of
Bayard Veiller, author of "The Thirteenth
Chair," "Within the Law" and other successes. The work of Mr. Mayo is up to his
usual standard.
Christy Cabanne, who supervised the
production, was formerly chief-of-stafF for
David
Griffith,
and inaid"Burnt
he hadW.every
possible
to a Wings"
perfect
photodrama
—
a
story
of
.America's
leading
playwright, a cast including Josephine Hill,
Betty Blythe, Rudolph Christians and
Beatrice Burnham, and a production that
stopped
at no expense in the smallest detail.
King to Produce Independently.
Burton King has completed arrangements to produce a series of pictures under his own name. His first six pictures
will be distributed by Hallmark. Production will be begun at once on the first of
the series, a comedy drama by Lawrence
McCloskey and Harry Chandlee, based on
"The Road to Arcady," a novel by Edith
Sessions Stupper, which appeared in serial form in The Ladies Home Journal.
Mr. King has leased the Mirror studios at
Glendale, Long Island, and is now engaged
in choosing his first cast and arranging
other details preparatory to commencing
production.

To Elaine Hammeistein, Selznick Star
By Herbert J. Hoose.
There was a sweet prirl named Elaine;
She posed by a windowless pane;
With braids hansing down
And her big eyes of brown —
She's my gal in "The Woman Game."
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Studios Surmount Difficulties of Storm
king who had been popularity for Miss Thomas as a Selznick
storm
the
W JEN
reigning in the East for several star. Alan Crosland is named as the didays, demoralizing the commercial
rector who will make "The Flapper."
life of New York and its kindred cities,
Ralph Ince, Zena Keefe and the comdecided to abdicate he left a trail of upset
pany which journeyed to the Northland
routine from Maine to Washington.
for locationsmeeting
on "ThewithLawgreat
Bringers"
But, according to report, the Selznick apparently
success arein
studios at Fort Lee, N. J., and the Bronx getting the scenes wanted, according lo
surmounted the difficulties and when the advices received at the Selznick offices.
The Burton George company, in New
sun peeped out work was progressing on
current films as though California weather Hampshire filming "Prince of Pines," re.had prevailed all the time.
ports of good progress being made in getExcellent progress is reported on Elaine
ting snow scenes. Favorable reports of
progress made also come from Director
Hammerstein's next picture, "The Shadow
George, whose story in hand calls for
of
RosalieEastern
Byrne,"studios
which and
is being
made such
at both
on location
weather as he is now encountering
in various sections of the East. Edward
in the New Hampshire hills.
Langford has the leading male role opEugene O'Brien's Next.
posite Miss Hammerstein in this production.
Eugene O'Brien's next Selznick picture,
The Herbert Kaufman weeklies, from following
"A Fool
and His 29Money"
for March
release,whicti
has
editorials written by Mr. Kaufman in the is scheduled
daily papers, are said to be progressing on been announced as "The Figurehead." It
is from the pen of John Lynch, scenario
schedule despite the weather handicap.
chief for Selznick, who has written many
"The Flapper" Next Olive Thomas.
stories which have proven successful on
The next picture for Olive Thomas, fol- the screen. ■ Work on "The Figurehead"
is expected to start shgrtly.
the release for
or "Youthful
Folly,"
Elaine Hammerstein is also scheduled to
which islowingannounced
March 8, will
be
"The Flapper" instead of "Jenny" as was
start on "Dap'nne, Correspondent," as
previously reported. "Footlights and soon as she finishes work on "The Shadow
Shadows" is declared to have won further of Rosalie Byrne."
American

Legion

Post

in Shelbyville

Aided Exploitation of " Copperhead"
SHELBYVILLE happened to be the first Lincoln Birthday anniversary celebration.
Indiana city in the territory of the A speech by a war hero was on the program, as Secretary Lane requested.
Cincinnati Famous Players-Lasky exWith the co-operation of Jerome H.
change to play "The Copperhead," Lionel
Cook, of the Cincinnati Paramount Attcial.
Man- craft
dramaticof super-spe
Barrymor
exploitation forces, Mr. Meloy staged
Theatre,
the Strand
C. Meloy,
ager W.e's
made a special trip to Manager Harris P. a special private showing of "The Copperhead" in advance of the opening, .^mong
's office at Cincinnati to get the
Wolfberg
a Lincoln Birthday showing. the guests was none less than Frank Remproduction for
l)usch,
who operates the opposition theatre
," in Shelbyville
state "premiere
Having
ion of the
in addition to piloting the
the aexploitat
went itto for
Mr. Meloysecured
engagement with the same vigor and vim destinies of the National' Exhibitors' Association.
Mr. Rembusch and his wife
that he used to put over "The Miracle joined with other
prominent Shelbyville
Man" and "Male and Female."
Paul Meloy, son of the manager, is a citizens in praising "The Copperhead."
World War veteran himself and he made a
As a result of the private showing, the
speech at a meeting of Victory Post, No. 7, Rev. A. F. Von Tobel spoke of "The CopAmerican Legion, telling them of the stirin his Sunday
tendentperheofad"Schools
J. W.sermon.
Holton Superinheartily
ring their
Americanism
of "The
He got
undivided
and Copperhead."
enthusiastic recommended the picture to his school
support, and when the engagement started children and everybody in Shelbyville,
there was a theatre full of American Leg- Frank Wolfe and Walter J. Myers gave the
ion veterans, attending in a body and mak- .American Legion's official approval and the
ing "The Copperhead" the feature of their newspapers printed lengthy comment.
"The

Forged Bride" with Mary MacLaren
Heads Universal List for March 8 Week
SHOULD a child suffer for the sins of production in which Miss Faire, winner of
the parents? That is the question the "Screen Classic" beauty contest, has
dealt
with in Attraction
"The Forged
Bride,"Mary
the appeared.
Universal Special
starring
The comedy program includes another
MacLaren, which tops the release program
Lyons-Moran polite society comedy. This
for the week of March 8. The production
time they appear in "Wives and Old Sweetis based on J. G. Hawks' story, "Sins of
hearts," which is just another spasm of
the domestic difficulties they regularly exthewrongly
Father," suggests
a rather a misleading
it
sex drama.nameIt as
is.
perience in their laugh reels.
however, the story of a forger who is
Another comedy which is listed for resent to jail while trying to provide for
lease is "Mywonder.
Dog Pal," featuring Brownie,
the canine
his daughter, who has remained ignorant
of his occupation. Miss MacLaren gives
Included in the serial releases for the
a fine portrayal of the daughter who mar- week are "At the Mercy of the Monsters,"
ries intodirected.
a rich judge's family. Douglas
the eleventh episode of "The Lion Man."
Gerrard
Kathleen and
O'Connor
and episode
Jack Per-of
The Western feature release for the week in
rin which
are featured:
the fifth
is "Runnin'
Straight,"
featuring
Hoot
GibFearless," starring Elmo Linson and Virginia Faire. This is the first "Elmocoln inthe
"The Smugglers' Cave."

March 6, 1920
Alice Brady Views "The Fear Market."
Alice Brady, Realartist, was in New York
City last week during her stage engagement
in "Forever After" at the Majestic Theatre
in Brooklyn. Miss Brady visited the home
offices of Realart Pictures Corporation and
viewed a special showing of "The Fear
Market," her recent production. She expressed much pleasure at seeing the completed film.
Famous

Players Draw on
Paris for Late Fashions

PARAMOUNT
the future areARTCRAFT
to be more pictures
firmly en-of
trenched in public favor than ever as
the mirror of the latest and best in
fashions, according to a letter received
from Milton E. Hoffman, studio manager
of the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., of London.
Mr. Hoffman has completed arrangements in Paris for the establishment of
a costume department, which will create
costumes from the latest and most popular Paris fashions for the use of the players
working in the studios at Islington. It
is expected that the benefits of this department will be felt in America, so that
all of the producing organizations engaged
in the making
of Paramount
productions will have
the use Artcraft
of costumes
of the most up-to-date fashion.
Sennett Plans to Present
Musical Show on Broadway
sentative, E.M. Asher,personal
who is now
MACK SENNETT'S
repre-in
New York for the purpose of establishing an eastern organization and handling the releasing arrangement for the five
reel
comedy that
feature,
on the way
Farm.,"
announced
plans"Down
are under
for
the presentation of a Sennett show on
Broadway at an early date.
Several scripts and books are under consideration, and Mr. Asher is also negotiating with prominent lyric and song
writers. The plans call for bringing several of the Sennett California Bathing
Girls to New York, and probably some of
the leading Sennett stars.
In case Mr. Sennett, who is expected in
New York within a short time, arrives in
time, he will supervise the production,
adding some of his unique humorous situations. Later, the show will be converted
into a Sennett film special.
Frances Marion Writes Story
for Olive Thomas Productions
EXHIBITORS
will no doubt
be interestedandinpublic
the announcement
' that the next starring subject for
Olive Thomas, Selznick star, was written
by Frances Marion. Miss Marion is one
of the best known and most capable writers
in the industry. She has written many of
Mary Pickford's most successful plays.
The story which Miss Thomas will use,
in which she is presented by Lewis J.
Selznick, is called "The Flapper." It is an
original Marion story, for which the wellknown writer also did the continuity.
Myron Selznick. head of production of
the Selznick Enterprises, is said to be well
pleased with the story, so much so in fact,
that he withdrew a plan he had made for
another story in order to produce "The
Flapper" in advance.
The Other Half.
Government will combat social unrest
through the movies. One good way would
be to stop showing the poor way the rich
are supposed to Viv. — Pittsburgh Press.

March 6, 1920
Anita Booth in "Prince of Pines."
The announcement that "Prince of Pines"
is to be an early motion picture production
from the laboratories of Selznick Pictures
took on added interest when it was made
known that Anita Booth has been added
to the cast. Miss Booth is the winner of
a recent contest held by a picture magazine
and as a consequence has been widely exploited.
Feinman

Will Conduct

Inter-Ocean Publicity
NEWGASS, vice president
W.
GEORGE
of Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, announces the appointment of A. L.
Feinmaton as advertising and publicity director succeed Bert Adler.
Mr. Feinman, who is well-known to the
trade, comes to Inter-Ocean after a thorough training in the advertising and publicity branches of the motion picture business. He was formerly connected with
Select Pictures
Corporation's
department as associate
editorpublicity
of Motion
Picture
Times, an exhibitor's service journal.
Mr. Feinman is familiarizing himself with
Inter-Ocean requirements preparatory to
mapping out an extensive advertising and
publicity campaign in behalf of the company.
President Kane Receives
Scores of Congratulations
known exRG, isthethewell
J VON HERBE
hibitor of Seattle,
latest of many
•prominent figures in the industry to declare Charles Ray a star of unlimited possibilities and "one of the biggest bets in
theIn country
a letter." of congratulation to President
Kane of Kane Pictures, Mr. von Herberg
makes plain his estimate of Charles Ray.
Since corporation
the news of
Ray's pictures
tie-up with
the
Kane
to make
for First
National release, similar expressions of expectations have come into the local offices
from such well known exhibitors as Tom
Moore, of Washington, D. C. ; Harold B.
Franklin, of the Hippodrome Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. ; W. S. McLaren, of the Majestic
and Colonial Theatres, Jackson, Mich.;
Thomas D. Soriero, of the Strand Theatre,
Lowell, Mass., and other showmen of equal
standing in the industry.
William De Mille Comes
East for Conferences
HAVING put the finishing touches on
"The
Prince forChap,"
his firstArtcraft,
special
production
Paramount
William DeMille came to New York from
Hollywood for a series of conferences with
the heads of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
Mr. DeMille will remain in New York
for a week during which he expects to be
busy go.ing over new plays and laying plans
for the series of William DeMille productions which are scheduled by Jesse L. Lasky.
Prince Chap" is the first of this
series"The
of productions.
Norma Talmadge Film Goes Big.
Lewis J. Selznick announces the report
of Manager Henry Siegel of the New York
Select Exchange which states that the
bookings on the Norma Talmadge Special,
"She
and Lies,"
are continuing
arrive Loves
at a truly
remarkable
rate. It hasto
been so highly commended and received
wherever it has been shown that Mr. Selznick offers the opinion that it will play in
time to come, to capacity houses in every
theatre in this country. It has been drawing capacity crowds ever since its release.
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Thomas, Owen Moore, Eugene O'Brien
Are Starred in Selznick March Releases

and one
productions
star subject
E pecial
THRE
are announced
super-s
for Alarch release by Selznick Pictures through the Select exchanges. The
features known as star subjects will present Olive Thomas, Owen Moore and
Eugene O'Brien, supported by casts that
are declared to be top-notch. The superspecial has a large cast of well known
and capable players, headed by Zena
Keefe.
The order in which the subjects will go
to exhibitors is announced as follows ;
"Youthful Folly," starring Olive Thomas,
on March 8; "The Woman God Sent," with
Zena Keefe, on March 15; "His Word of
Honor," starring Owen Moore, on March
22, and "A Fool and His Money," starring
Eugene
O'Brien,
March 29.are interested
Believing
that onexhibitors
in the nature of the releases scheduled,
Selznick Pictures accompanied its announcement with a brief explanation of
each film.
Olive Thomas is the star and author of
the first March release. This is a story
especially appropriate for the action of
this star and her beauty adds to the atland directed.tractivenes ofthe production. Alan CrosThe second production is the special
called "The Woman God Sent" taken from
Big

Wheat

Crops

and

the story by Sophie Irene Loeb. It is an
intensely
with anLarry
allstar cast interesting
headed by drama
Zena Keefe.
Trimble directed. The cast includes, besides Miss Keefe, Joe King as leading
man, Warren Cook, William Fredericks,
Louise Powell, William Gudgson, William
Magner, andRussell
Hewitt,
warden,
John H.
Wade. Duncan PenMoore in "His Word of Honor."
Owen Moore is starred in "His Word
of Honor," from a story originally published in the All-Story magazine. Gloria
Hope, Henry Miller, Jr., Emmett King and
Charles Arling have important parts in
this production. Wesley Ruggles directed.
In "A Fool and His Money" Eugene
O'Brien is said to do some of the best
work of his career. This picture was taken
from the story of the same title by George
Barr McCutcheon. In carrying out the
production of the picture, Robert Ellis,
story.
the director, held closely to the original
R. Cecil Smith adapted the story to the
screen. The cast includes Arthur Housman, Charles Craig, Jules Cowless, Frank
Goldsmith, Wray Page, Emile LaCroix,
George Dowling, Eric Finstrom, Ned Hay,
Louise Prussing. Little Dorothy Roscher,
Elizabeth Garrison and Margaret Forrest.

Oil Wells

Prosperity

ty
prosperiand
unprecedydented
WAVE
in whichof everybo
is sharing
in which motion pictures appear to
be the popular fad is sweeping over the
Southwest, according to Fred. B. Pickrel,
branch manager of the Pathe exchange at
Oklahoma City. Mr. Pickrel is on a visit
to the home office. He is the first of the
branch managers to reach New York in
accordance with the new system which
willl take the place of the annual sales
conference.
Under the new arrangement the branch
managers will not all come to New York
at the same time, but each one in turn
will spend a week in the executive offices.
During that week the particular problems
of
territory
be discussedto
andthehe manager's
will be given
everywillopportunity
prepare himself for his work in the coming year.
"The Southwest, territory operated out
of Oklahoma City, is rapidly developing
into the richest little piece of ground in
A

"The
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Bring

to Southwest

Exhibitors

the
entire iscountry,"
Mr. big
Pickrel
"The
oil boom
going over
and said.
enormous
fortunes are really being made. Of course,
high wages are the order of the day and
although that means the higher cost of
living for all of us, the motion picture
business men cannot kick for they are getting their share of the prosperity. Tulsa,
with a population of 60,000, has fifty-four
millionaires.
"Few good road shows get into the territory in these days, and those that do
come around are two or three days old.
The people demand entertainment and
naturally they turn to the motion picture
theatres. The exhibitors, who have been
fighting along for years, realize that their
day is here and they are building and expanding
in every pianos
direction.
chestras aretheatres
supplanting
and Orold
organs in the smaller towns, and the
Southwest exhibitor is generally showing
them that he can put a show over when
the business justifies it."

Hope" Is First of Five Drury Lane
Dramas
To Be Released by Metro Pictures

the
the first
THEfiveHOPE,"
masof purLane bemelodra
Drury will
chased by Metro Pictures Corporation to be completed for the screen and released. During his trip to Europe several
months ago, Richard A. Rowland, Metro
president, acquired the rights to the quintet
of plays in London and thus far two of
them have been played in production by
Screen Classics, Inc., at the Metro studios
in Hollywood.
Metro originally planned that "The Best
of Luck" should be the initial release of
the five. Then, in order, were to follow
"The Hope," "Hearts Are Trumps," "The
Great Millionaire" and "The Marriages of
"The Best of Luck" was gotten under way
last
fall, but the picture has encountered
Mayfair."

delay
and "The
startedprogress
meanwhile,
has passed
it inHope,"
production
and
so will be the first release of the five English melodramas.
The
climax of
of thrilling
"The Bestscenes
of Luck"
comes ingreat
a sequence
amid
the barnacle-encrusted ruins of an ancient
Spanish galleon five fathoms down from
the surface of the sea. Submarine photography is necessitated in the shooting of
these scenes. In addition there are many
surface shots leading to the dramatic subsea incidents.
No such obstacles loomed up in the course
of
producing
smash
scenes in"The
this Hope."
melodramaThearepowerful
in connection with that classic of the turf, the
aEnglish
March Derby.
release."The Hope" is scheduled as
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Exploitation

Launched for Metro's
Salome
2. What "Modern
is the strongest dramatic
situaIN launching a "tremendous" exploita"campaign
tion
in
the
plot
of
"A
Modern
Salome?"
Salome,
Modern
"A
for
tion
the first of the productions starring
3. How would you describe Hope
HampHope Hampton to reach the screen, Hope
ton's type of beauty?
4. What is your ideal of what a motion
Hampton Productions, Inc., and Metro announce a$3,000 prize contest. It is ofifered picture star should be?
5. What is the lesson taught by the story
as an "invaluable stunt" by which exhibitors 'of the picture will reap a large of "A Modern Salome?"
Exhibitors will be provided with a synopamount of advertising without extra exsis of the plot for free distribution to the
pense to them.
Exhibitors booking Hope Hampton in "A public upon application at the box office.
For the first prize Hope Hampton ProModern Salome" will be able, under this
ductions, Inc., will pay a cash prize of.
offer, to invite motion picture fans everywhere to participate in the contest. The $1,000. A second prize of $500 will be paid
cash prizes, ranging from $1,000 to $25, are to the person submitting the second best
to be awarded to the persons submitting letter or essay, and in addition there will
what are adjudged to be the best essays be five prizes of $100 each, ten prizes of $50
of 500 words or less in answer to five ques- each, and twenty prizes of $25 each.
tions relating to the star and story of the
Announce the Judges.
film.
The terms of the contest as arranged by
The judges are Eugene V. Brewster, editor and proprietor of the Motion Picture
Hope Hampton Productions, Inc., provide
that any adult person shall be eligible to Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and
compete, regardless of whether that per- Shadowland; Burns Mantle, dramatic critic
son shall have seen the picture or not. In of the New York Evening Mail, and Penshort, nobody is obligated to attend the rhyn Stanlaws, one of the most widely
artists in the country.
theatre showing Hope Hampton in "A known
The contest will close January 1, 1921.
Modern
Salome"
in
order
to
qualify
as
a
contestant for one of the prizes.
Metro Promise's National Publicity.
Metro has launched a nation-wide publicity campaign. In this connection, a great
deal of space will be given the contest in
the ''fan"
magazines
throughout
try, and among
the paper
availabletheforcounthe
production will be a three-sheet poster
with the contest featured upon it.
The rules provide that any person may
compete by submitting an essay of not
more than 500 words, answering the following five questions:
1. Who was Salome in Biblical history
and what did she do?
Guy

Empey

Returns

Postpone Releiase of "Empty Arms."
Despite the fact that they have received
many large offers from national distributors and independent state rights buyers
for
their
initial
"Emptyby Arms,"
starring Gail
Kaneoffering,
and directed
Frank
Rcicher
from
Willard
King
Bradley's
screen
story, Lester Park and Edward Whiteside
are holding back particulars of the release
date
distribution'
plans Park,
of thepresident
picture
until and
the return
of Byron
of Photoplay Libraries, exclusive selling
agents for the Park-Whiteside series of
unusual productions.

from

Louisiana

and

Reports Finishing Special Production
GUY EMPEY has returned from the Mayor Ford stood the party in good stead,
South and announces that the filming however, and resulted in their final bivouac
one of the hotels of the city.
of his special production, "Oil," has in While
some of the scenes were made inbeen completed. Mr. Empey, his co-star,
side Shreveport, most of the filming reFlorence Evelyn Martin, and leading memquired actual location on the oil fields.
bers of his company have concluded a two
Conditions were far from ideal, the inLouisiana
the
of
region
the
in
stay
week":'
clement weather of the winter having e.xoil fields. Headquarters were established
at Shreveport, and the work of picture- tended to this section of the South.
Nevertheless,
Empey secured all the oil
making proceeded both in and around that
centre of the oil boom, and at Caddo Lake. fields color and atmosphere he could possibly use, and was enabled to give a new
Homer and other hot-beds of the oiltwist to the ending of his story which
seeking activity.
Mr. Empey found that the tales of sends its dramatic values high.
Empey
declares
that hein has"Oil"
he prohas
Shreveport's
mushroom
not easily
outdone
anything
before
been exaggerated,
and hisgrowth
companyhadfound
duced. He said that the titles had been
hard the task of securing living quarters virtually completed, and the cutting and
inside that city, whose population has been assembling
of the big picture would occupy
tripled within the year. The courtesy of another three weeks.
Bayard

Veiller Signs

to Write

Four

Original Scripts a Year for Metro
ican dramatists who have achieved an inBAYARD VEILLER, noted American
ternational reputation. That came as a
dramatist, author of "Within the
with
contract
a
signed
has
Law,"
result
of
his
notable drama, "Within the
Richard A. Rowland and Marcus Loew by Law," which, besides
for five years
the terms of which he will write four in the United States running
and Canada, had record runs in London, Paris, Berlin, Melscripts a year for Metro Pictures Corporation and will cooperate in their production.
bourne, Petrograd and Copenhagen.
Mr. Veiller is the author of thirteen sucMr. Veiller has been assigned an office
in the administration building at the Metro
cessful plays, ten of which have been
studios in Hollywood, and has taken pos- made into motion pictures. He has written one original script for motion pictures:
session of it. His first picture play will be
a melodrama for Bert Lytell.
a story of the South seas recently completed for Louise Glaum.
Bayard Veiller is one of the few .Amer-

March 6, 1920
Vitagraph's Montreal Cashier Embezzles.
Charles E. Chapman, former cashier of
the Montreal branch of the Vitagraph
Company,
pleaded last
guilty
Judge
Bazin
of Montreal
weekbefore
to the
charge
of
havingThestolen
$4,850 from
the company's
funds.
defalcations
extended
over the
period of a year, it was found, and during
this time he had used the money in gambling on the horse races.
The money was obtained by forging
checks and by manipulating the bank accounts of the branch. The accused has
been held for sentence.
Realart Makes a Record of
Seven Straight on Broadway
THEbooked
RialtoMary
Theatre,
York,latest
has
Miles New
Minter's
production, "Judy of Rogue's Harfor the week
of February
29. straight
■
Thisbor," makes
a record
of seven
Realart
attractions
tant Broadway
houses.playing' four imporSays
J.
S.
Woody,
general manager of
Realart :
"It is almost incredible that any firm, let
alone one that has been in existence only a
short time, should be able to produce seven
consecutive pictures that could obtain
Broadway bookings.
"Our first production, 'The Mystery of
the Yellow Room,' an Emile Chautard production, played a Theatre.
three-weeks'
at the Broadway
Thenengagement
the Capitol
Theatre
booked
'Soldiers
of
Fortune,'
an Allan Dwan production, and came
back
a short time ago with 'The Luck of the
Irish,' also an Allan Dwan production.
"A second case. Some few months ago
the Rivoli Theatre played 'Anne of Green
Gables' as its feature attraction. Then it
booked 'The Fear Market.'
"And again. The Rialto Theatre last
fall played 'Erstwhile Susan.' Now it is to
show 'Judy of Rogue's Harbor.' It is Realart's intention to continue making the sort
of pictures that will bring Broadway bookings. We have just started."
Walsh Makes Additions to
His New Producing Staff

to hishasstaff
the addilast
several
madeduring
WALSH
RA.tion^
ion forer work on ay
week in
ionpreparat
first *product
for Mayflow
Photopl his
Corporation. Ralph S. Mahon, formerly
executive secretary to James West, chief
executive of the Boy Scouts of America
during the million-dollar Boy Scout campaign, has joined R. A. Walsh Productions
as personal secretary to Mr. Walsh. He
is making his temporary headquarters at
the Algonquin Hotel, New York.
Jamesthe T.office
O'Donohue,
formerly
connected
with
of Charles
B. Dillingham,
the stage producer, has signed up as head
of the Walsh play-reading department.
Mr. Walsh has recently had his staflE
searching the city for suitable offices for
the new organization. His temporary
headquarters are at 1465 Broadway, the
home of the Mayflower Photoplay CorThe following announcement regarding
poration.
policy is made: "As in all past productions,
the watchword of the R. A. Walsh superfeatures will be real human, clean drama.
Mr. Walsh feels that there is no excuse
for morbidness in photoplays when it is
considered that even darkness has its rays
of light. It is up to the director to find
these rays and produce a thing of beauty
rather than a morbid tale. Mr. Walsh
realizes that life is not all happiness and
sunshine, but that sadness can be brought
out in a realistic way without over-emphasizing the shadows."

March 6, 1920
Canadian Theatre Comes Back.
After lying idle for practically the duration of the war, the Grand Opera House
of St. Thomas, Ontario, is being remodeled
for use by the Trans-Canada Theatre Company, which consists of a syndicate of British and Canadian interests. The theatre
has been purchased by this company and
upwards of $20,000 is being spent to modernize the house to accommodate both
moving picture performances and road
shows. The company owns or controls numerous other theatres across Canada.
Browning

Finishes Cutting

"The Virgin of Stamboul"
Pris.NG,her who
TopcillaBROWNI
n,
Dean in
recentdirected
productio
"The
Virgin
of
Stamboul,"
has
just
completed the cutting of that film, which
will be sent to the New York office immediately. The footage shot for this Universal-Jewel feature has been reduced to
eight reels, and General Manager Tarkington Baker and other officials at Universal City who viewed the picture after
its final titling are a unit in pronouncing it
a real gem.
H. H. Van Loan wrote the story especially for Priscilla Dean. She appears as
a beggar girl on the streets of this Turkish city. She is a wild desert girl, with
the temper of a tigress and the passion of
an untamed gypsy.
Prominent in the cast are Wheeler Oakman, Wallace Beery, E. A. Warren, Edward
Burns, Eugenie Forde and Ethel Ritchie.
Nearly six months were spent in the
filming of the picture, six weeks of which
were occupied with making desert scenes
in Arizona. Out on the hot sands a Turkish city was constructed. At Universal
City over forty individual sets were constructed, the most important of which were
six different streets in Constantinople, a
panorama of Stamboul, the exterior and
the interior of the mosque, the great bazaar, the Sultana Gardens and the rug
weaver's home.
Mary Roberts Rinehart and
Governor Cantu Face Camera
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of First Episode

"Lost City" in
IN the face of a biting blizzard, records
were established in the first presentatation in the United States of "The Lost
City,"ing the
wild inanimal
serialOrpheum
featurJuanita.Selig
Hansen,
the New
Theatre, Cleveland, Sunday, February 15,
according to an announcement from Warner Brothers. Not only did the New Ora "turn-away"
but set pheum
a donew
attendance business
record forSunday,
Monday, though that day was little better than
Sunday from a weather standpoint. The
business continued all week, establishing
more than an attendance record.
The showing of one episode of a serial
for an entire seven days was an experiment being watched by exhibitors. This
first showing of "The Lost City," arranged
by George Ryder, general manager of the
Paul Gustanovic Theatres, and by the staff
of Standard Film Service Company, which
is handling the Warner Production in Ohio,
Michigan and Kentucky.
The New Orpheum has not shown a serial for more than four years. The house
was remodeled a year ago and has been
playing big pictures to a high class patronage, and the offering of a serial was attended with misgiving.
The use of an episode running seven
days solid was another experiment, but
maintenance of attendance justified this
innovation.
Possibly no more interesting angle of
this serial presentation can be mentioned
than the exploitation employed. Trailers
showing startling bits of the serial were
shown in the New Orpheum and also in the
Strand, another of the Gustanovic downtown houses, for two weeks in advance of
the opening
"The Lost
The anilobbies of both oftheatres
were City."
filled with
mal cut-outs also. Framed paintings from
Red
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Clevel
a Big
s
the serialand
and house
programSucces
carried announcements for two weeks in advance.
The newspaper exploitation was of the
briefest description. No advertising appeared until Saturday .before the opening,
then quarter pages were used in the two
evening newspapers and half pages in the
Sunday papers.
All these advertisements
stressed
the wild animals.
News announcements were carried in the
afternoon newspapers Thursday before the
opening, and in the one morning newspaper Saturday before the opening.
An unusual feature of the display advertising was the fact that all the space was
devoted
to "The
for one
line across
the Lost
bottomCity,"
of except
the advertisements in which the feature picture was
announced. The subordination of the feature to the three-reel first episode of a
serial was another innovation.
A moving picture man dropped in on
General Manager Ryder well along in the
evening Sunday. "It's too bad you had to
have such a blizzard for your opening,"
"I couldn't take care of more people if
they did come out," answered Ryder; "we've
been
theminside
away toallsee
day."
he
took turning
his visitor
the And
packed
house for the final show.
Mabel Normand Wins in Contest.
All doubt as to who is the most popular
star with patrons of the twelve theatres
conducted by the Wehner Amusement Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., was settled recently
when the votes were counted in a contest
launched by Manager George J. Wehner.
Mabel Normand, the comedienne of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, was returned the
winner by a large majority.

Cross

Employs Moving Pictures
to Teach Sanitation to the Serbians
prevention and cure of disease and the inCANsawyouyour
remember
when and
where And
you tion.
troduction of modern methods of sanitafirst moving
picture?
do you recall what it was about? It
Col.
Edgar
E. Hume, of Frankfort, Ky.,
is a pretty safe bet that it was not an edu- is the American
Red Cross commissioner
cational film. And yet that is the experience in store for the young people and to Serbia in charge of this task of relief
reconstruction. A string of American
grown-ups of Serbia, in their first intro- and
laboratories, dispensaries, hospitals and
duction to the world of motion pictures.
The American Red Cross is using the clinics has been organized, each one of
screen to teach Serbians how to combat which is the center for the American Workers and health propaganda. The motion
tuberculosis, malaria, typhus and other infectious diseases that have ravaged this picture instruction is an important feature
of
this
work.
section of the Balkan peninsula. They have
Instruction in health, sanitation and
been found valuable assets in the Red Cross
campaign for health and sanitation, and tuberculosis prevention is needed, especialpeasants who never have seen anything of
ly among the 350,000 war orphans of Serbia,
the kind before come for miles to see the 60,000 of whom have lost both parents. It
is hoped that the soap and water campaign,
new pictures that move and tell stories.
The American Red Cross is co-operating carried on in the Red Cross moving picwith the ministry of health, organized last lives. tures, will benefit these pathetic young
fall by the Serbian government, for the

RINEHART, whose
MARY
first RpBERT
picture Sfor Goldwyn-Eminent
, "Dangerous Days," is
d for release
on March 14, has just
srheduleAuthors
paid a visit to Governor Esteban Cantu of
the northern district of lower California.
Both Mrs. Rinehart and the governor appeared in motion picture with a number
of leading actors and actresses of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. Mrs. Rinehart
entitledLike"Half
wrote
To
You isWould
Withscenario,
Hours the
Personswhich
r
of
The
and
number
a
governo
Know."
officials conducted Mrs. Rinehart and the
Goldwyn actors to the California-Mexico
ranch out of Mexicali, where most of the
scenes of the picture were filmed.
C. T. Wardlaw, general manager of the
ranch, which embraces 800,000 acres and
Dr, Jekyll and Mr, Hyde" Will Open
affords every variety of scenery which can
Summer
Drive for Famous Players
be found in the famed Imperial Valley, exthe Madison Square Theatre, New York,
tended the hospitality of the ranch to the
THE
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corpora
then Mansfield took the production on
governor and the noted writer, and every
tion announces that "Dr. Jekyll and aandlong
tour of the larger cities, going as
facility
possible
was
afforded
the
ranch's
Mr.
Hyde,"
the
Paramount-Artcraft
guests for the successful filming of the picture in which John Barrymore is starred far west as St. Louis. The following summer he went to London and played a highpicture.
in the Robert Louis Stevenson dual role,
Mrs. Rinehart has written the scenario will
ly successful engagement at the Lyceum.
probably be released some time in
In the meantime, Daniel E. Bandman, the
for the entire series of pictures, which will June. According to present plans, this big
be released in serial form, and is herself tak- super special, upon which much time and noted German-American actor, presented
ing personal supervision of the production. money have been lavished, will serve to in- York
anotherCity.
version
Niblo's version,
Garden, New
Stillatanother
by j.
augurate the summer season.
Some of the best-known people in the
Comyne
Carr, was presented in January
United States will appear in the individual
A dramatic version of the Stevenson
episodes. The episode just filmed had as story was first acted by Mansfield on May Irving,
1910, at the Queen's Theatre, London, by
the center and leading actor Governor 9, 1887, at the Boston Museum, Boston. The Henry B. Irving, eldest son of Sir Henry
Cantu.
following September it was presented at
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Bert Adler Has Not Severed
His Connection with Realart
ising six lines with a
AN oneitemlinecompr
head in the lower right
hand corner of a page in last issue
■of Moving Picture World has caused Bert
Adler a lot of embarrassment. Let somebody say to Bert that Moving Picture
World is not read in the trade and he will
tell them differently.
While working in Indianapolis in fulfillment of his duties with Realart as exploitation manager, Mr. Adler sent a postal card
to Sam Spedon. the wording of which
transmitted the impression to the man who
"Keeps in Personal
Touch" tothatIndianapolis
Adler had
transferred
his activities
■as
Barret
mickpublicity
at Circlepromoter
Theatre. forSuch
was McCornot the
case.
Mr, Adler is traveling in promotion of
"Soldiers of Fortune" and was in Indianapolis only for a few days in connection
with the showing of Realart features at the
Circle. Mr. Adler telegraphed to Moving
Picture World from Cincinnati to correct
the misunderstanding and to ask Moving
Picture World to explain that he is still
with Realart and has no wish to sever the
agreeable connection.
Therefore we gladly correct a misapprehension that was originally based on the
eagerness of Sam Spedon to fulfill his mission as a reporter
of the continues
individual "doings"
in filmdom.
Mr. Adler
as manager of the exploitation department for
Realart specials and Moving Picture
World gladly devotes this increased space
to correcting the six line item that originated from Mr. .\dler's postal card.
"Clip and
Paste"
(Continued
from page
1636)
Many busy New Yorkers stopped to see
what it was all about as camera men, directors and actors, including Miss Elaine
Hammer.stein shot scenes about the Hotel
Astor and the Pennsylvania Hotel: But then
New Yorkers will stop in droves to watch
snow shovelers at work.
"The Miracle of I>ove" is being revealed
In photoplay by Lucille Cotton. It Is a Cosmopolitan production, meaning that the story
origin.-lly
appeared in the magazine of that
name.
Shirley
Mason, the
star circus
of "Her atmosphere
Elephant Man,"
now
bringing
Into
theatre.-! as harbinger of spring, is at work
on another William Fox production, "Molly
and
work. I.' with Howard Mitchell directing the
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Buffalo Brieflets
(Continued from page 1644)

"Did We Forget Anything?"
Colleen Mooie and Kddii- Barry, after a second-story act in Christie's "Her Bridal
William Fox recently
dedicated his new
Night."
.studios — five minutes
from Broadway, and
within easy walk of Times Square, heart of
the metropolis. In this new building every
feature of film production goes on under and
upon the same roof — for there is a mammoth
roof-garden studio, where several companies
can work at once without rubbing elbows
line with the other. Laboratories, scenario
departments, production stages, developing
plants
and every essential of picture proday.
ducing and distributing goes on night and
Binney to inpicturedom
"The Stolenby Kisa"
theConstance
latest offering
Realart.is
This photodrama has been created with Lucille Van Slyke's novel. "Little Miss By-theDay," as the •basis.
"The Blood Barrier," latest of the J. Stuart
Blackton screen productions, will have as its
theme "America for Americans." It will
the "Americanipropaganda
good movement
serve as zation"
that is, inunder
belated imthe evil incombat
to
forward
pulse,
fluencegoing
of foreign agitators.

The National Board of Review, that looks
■■It pictures for everybody with a view to
keeping the screen pure and clean, has taken
cognizance of the demand for pictures that
religious
and of
churches
from end
is coming
eties. To that
the Board
Review socihas
suited
particularly
list,
compiled a special
to the more sacred and less profane uses of
the screen.

MoNher 1m Aiipoliited.
TRA M. MOSHER, manager of the Palace
■•• Theatre and president of the Buffalo Theatrical
has committee
been appointed Managers'
member of Association,
the convention
■if the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce. Frank
.S. Hopkins, manager of the local Universal
'iffice,
is associated with Mr. Mosher on this
.same committee.
Thomimon on Job.
E. E. Thompson, exploitation manager at
the local Goldwyn office, put over a lot of
publicity
the ofnewspapers
sion of theinvisit
Maeterlinck onandthehis occawife
to this city. The name of Goldwyn appeared
in the most of the stories and there were
P.hotos of the distinguished couple adorning
the frontmentalpages.
Mr. Thompson
in arranging
a banquet wasby instruMayor
Buck
Maeterlinck's
well as a
public inreception
In the honor
Hotel asIroquois.
Smith VlMitii Gotham.
P. H. Smith, manager of the First National
office, journeyed to New York Thursday.
February 12, remaining over the week end
for a conference with oflicials at the home
office. Business is booming at the First National office.
Wallner With P. P.-L..
H. W. Wallner, formerly with the local
Goldwyn exchange, has been engaged by
Manager Morltz of the Famous PlayersLasky exchange as a sales representative.
F. H. Zimmerman Return*.
F. M. Zimmerman, sales manager of Gardiner Pictures. Inc.. has returned from a twoweek trip In the South and Is now at the
Albany office boosting Clara Kimball Young
in "Eyes of Youth," and preparing for the
second release of this star, "The Forbidden
Woman," both of which features the Gardiner
company is handling. The Gardiner publicity department Is planning a great exploitation
for "Tlllie's
Romance."
whichcampaign
Gardiner
controlsPunctured
for the
state.
Realart SaleM GratlfylDK.
Manager Henry E. Wilkinson, having fully
recovered from a recent attack of grip, is "In
the saddle"right
againandand left.
ridingMaurice
down Realart
contracts
Cohen,
the new sales representativa. reports exhibitors taking very kindly to the product In
the western New York territory, and Lee
Marcus, assistant manager and booker, is
working late each day keeping up with the
"dates."
Port Colburne Theatre liurna.
The Colonial Theatre at Port Colborne,
Ont., was destroyed by fire, February 12.
The blaze is believed to have been caused by
an over-heated stove in the box-office. The
theatre was owned by the Metlazuk Brothers,
who estimattd the loss at $9,5(i(i. The building is .said t(i have been insured for {5,500.

William Courtleigh, ex-shepherd of the
one of the most versatile of
Lambs, and
.\merican
actors, has been added to the cast
(if "Children of Destiny," which is being made
.It the Selznick West Coast studios.
The duplex
set Pictures
used in
"Blind
Youth," sculptor's
a Nationalstudio
Theatre
to be an exact reProduction, is declared Stanford
the
studio of murdered White,
of the architect
New plica
York
by Harry
Thaw.

"The

in "Wilder-by
the starpurchased
will berecently
Moorea story
Owenness Fear,"
Alyron Selznick.

"The Papers" Becomes "The Picture."
■With Bob Warwick in his Artcraft, "Jack
Straw."

Pubilnhea Own Newspoper.
the Central
Elmer Winegar, manager isofpublishing
his
Park and Premier theatres,
own newspaper. It is a four-page publicaOn
News."
Park
tion entitled "The Centralused
several large
Winegar
page one Mr.scenes
s
production
of
and stars
cuts showing
at his two houses. The sheet alsoParkcarries
and
ads on the Central
quarter page
Premier. It is distributed to the homes in
the vicinity of the two houses.

Pick-ed Pictures.
Among "em Harry Morey's Vltagraph,
Flaming Clue."
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Offices and Laboratory To Be Erected
ture was to indicate how the operation
CL. CHESTER, who has been an im- of water power machinery is restricted in
portant figure in New York's moving cold weather. It was established that a
rs for arters
e
some time,
to Losis difference of one one-thousandth of a dehis headqu
to movequarte
about* pictur
gree in temperature below the freezing
Angeles, where he has purchased a plot of
ground 180 by 320 feet, at the corner of point meant the attraction of frazil ice to
Fernwood avenue, adjoining the Fox submerged machinery and a consequent interference with its operation. It is also
studio, on which the construction of offices
and laboratory v/ill begin shortly. The shown that ice does not collect on submerged parts when they are charged with
Chester building is expected to be completed and ready for occupancy in the electric energy or when the machinery is
hollowed for the circulation of steam.
spring.
The picture proved so interesting to the
The
architect's
blueprints
for
the
new
offices and laboratory at Hollywood were engineers that it was screened a second
time.
Announcement was made that a
received by Mr. Chester a few days ago,
and show a careful arrangement in which number of prints have been made so that
two floors will be fitted up for the con- the picture may be screened before the
venience of the producers of Chester- engineering institutes in all parts of Canada. The use of moving pictures in this
Outing pictures. The building, for which
the plans were drawn by John C. Austin, connection is expected to solve the bugbear which confronts the users of water
a Los Angeles architect, will be in Spanish
mission style, and one of the most attrac- power machinery in Canada during the
tive in the Hollywood district.
winter months, or at least to permit scientists to study the trouble.
Besides the usual laboratory facilities,
provision has been made for a library to
contain reference books, manuscripts and
volumes on travel, as well as various
trophies that Mr. Chester has collected in Wireless Telephone in
his tours in all parts of the world.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph
C. L. Chester has been one of the largest
and best contributors to outdoor photog- AMONG the subjects scheduled for the
raphy. His subjects have been well chosen,
Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph, No. 7028, is
and well photographed. To this has been
an explanation of the system of wireadded the technique and artistry of careless telephony with animated drawings by
ful assembling and subtitling;, which have F. Lyle Goldman. This marvelous invenmade the Chester-Outing pictures stand
tion, developed in the stress of the World
alone in their class. Cameramen located in War, is the mechanism by which the human
different parts of the world, China, Brazil voice talks across the ocean, linking continent with continent.
and other faraway lands are at work
The illustration shows how similar sound
gathering unique material for a splendid
series of travel pictures.
waves are to the ripples of the water when
C. L. Chester, who entered the competi- a stone is thrown in. A device for transtive side of the industry from a door that
mitting electric waves, which readily travel
opened from the big outdoors, has found a great distance, is clearly pictured.- Then
the game an alluring one, and with the the remarkable invention by which the
true spirit of enterprise has, in addition to electric waves are made to carry the sound
his other interests, taken a plunge into the waves is shown with telling eflPect. Even a
comedy field. A story on the Chester
comedies will be found on another page of tiiriitiiiiiiiiitiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiliiiiiilliiJriiiiirniiiitiiilrijiiiiiriiiiiMNiiiiiriitilliiiiMiMiiitiriiriitiiiillliiririiiitlltiiiiii
this issue.
Films of Ice Formation
Awake Scientific Interest
THE formation of ice is depicted in a
picture film which was taken under
the direction of John Murphy,
M. E. I. C, electrical engineer of the Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa,
Ontario, by the moving picturey cameramen of the Exhibits and Publicit Branch
of the Department of Trade and Com
merce. The views were taken in the refrigerator of the Chateau Laurier, the
great hotel of the Canadian capital.
They are considered a triumph in moving picture photography. When shown
recently before the Canadian Engineering
Institute, they aroused considerable enthusiasm because of the beauty of the ice
formations revealed. So great was the
prettiness of the flaky spicules and so
changing in form as the freezing proceeded that the engineers at times forgot
the scientific purpose of the reel.
The formation of both frazil and anchor
Topping the Mountain.
ice was depicted in the interesting film It's easy for C. L. Chester who makes the
Outing-Chester travel classics.
and the primary intention of the pic-

child can comprehend this clear and thrilling story. The picture was edited by the
Western tifically
Electric
correct. Company and is scien"Lining Up the Presidents," another interesting subject, shows Marius M. Baldwin at work making an engraving of the
head of Lincoln. Marius M. Baldwin has.
for forty-five years past been employed by
the United States Government in engraving likenesses of our presidents on the five
dollar bill.
Film Study of Volcano
Nears School Requirements
THEAmerica
Educational
Filmstudy
Corporation
has a film
of a volcanoof
which should revive hope in the
minds of those who have waited long and
cheerfully for the semblance of an interest
in the pedagogical moving picture.
It is not presented as a perfect type, but
rather as a sincere effort toward a fuller
development of the big idea. Animated
drawings coupled with explanatory subtitles tell the story of how the cracking of
the earth's surface, produces fissures,
through which finally the red hot lava
forces its way^ creating what is known as
the burning mountain or volcano. Added
to this are realistic scenes which illustrate
the destructive qualities. The lava bomb,
streams of lava similar to rivers of mud,
avalanches of ashes, and even the spectacular fire of eruption enter into the explanation of the volcano.
"Topics of the Day" to
Campaign for Teachers
BELIEVING
that the
American
is in geneial
sympathy
withpublic
the
movement for higher wages for
teachers, and encouraged by the thousands
of letters of approval which have been received onfor
"Topics
of the
Day" favoring
better pay
teachers,
the Literary
Digest
will support a nationwide campaign
through the Topics on behalf of the
teachers. The campaign has opened at
Cleveland, where a convention of teachers
was held and it met with popular favor.
Announcement of the opening of the
campaign will be made in the "Topics of
the Day"
and utilized
the initial
step is a contest
that
can be
to advantage
by all
exhibitors showing the film.
It is believed that local managers will
be certain to take advantage of the opportunity to co-operate with school
teachers in tlT,eir communities.
"The Log of the La Viajera."
When Robert C. Rruce set sail at Seattle,
Wash,, for Vancouver Island and the inside
passage, he tackled a subject considerably
different from what he had already presented in pictures. His method of handling
the situation with regard to subtitles is
rather unique, and represents a brief diary
of the days consumed in making the trip.
The city of Victoria from the harbor and
some of the public buildings and streets of
the city figure in the early scenes, and later
as we progress through the strait of
Georgia we come to villages, of which a
large portion of the inhabitants are Indians. Totem poles and other sights of
interest have been treated in the comedy
vein.
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Shown in Screen
COINCIDENT with the plan outlined
by Hal Hodes, editor of the New
Screen Magazine, to present to the
American public, through the screen, intimate pictures of cutoms in foreign lands,
Universal announces that in No. 58 of the
New Screen Magazine, booked for release
March 12, will be contained scenes showing
the method of whale hunting, as conducted
in Japan.
It is an interesting industry. Aikawa, on
the coast of Japan, is the headquarters for
the whalers, and daily fifty or more ships
set out in quest of the mammoth fish. The
whale is captured by means of a harpoon,
which is shot out through a gun, \yhich is
about the same as the monster 16 "inchers"
aboard the American men-of-war, except
for the fact that it is not nearly as large
or powerful.
Once harpooned, the whale is a goner;
then it is buoyed and left for a crew which
will return for it later. These pictures, as
presented through the New Screen Magazine, are perhaps a step forward in the
art of motion picture weeklies.
This issue of the reel also shows John
Burroughs, world famous naturalist, at his
home not far from New York. It is an interesting fact that he has lived at one
place continuously since 1874 and is always
finding new anmial friends to interest him.
The wonderful mechanism which controls the four-dial electric clock in the
tower of the Metropolitan building, New
York, is shown, and one is wont to gasp
at the immensity of the time piece, which,
when viewed from the ground 346 feet below, seems hardly larger than the ordinary
alarm clock. A small clock is shown,
which, in addition to regulating the monster
timepiece, regulates forty others of varying
sizes.
The inimitable "Cinema Luke," and the
ever "laugh
round
out this getting,"
interesting"Laughographs,"
feature. This
issue of the Screen Magazine is declared
to be the most entertaining, both from an
entertainment as well as instructive standpoint, yet presented.
Pictograph Shows Wirele»» Telephoney.
No greater marvel has been invented by
man than the wireless telephone, which
is the scientific feature of a Goldwyn-Bray
Pictograph B 7026 announced for early release. In the stress of the world war, the
mechanism was perfected by which the
human voice talks across the ocean, and
under the direction of F. Lyle Goldman, of
the Bray Pictures Corporation, the film
shows unusually well how the marvel is
accomplished. The device for transmitting
electric waves which travel great distances
is picturedderstandsohow the
thatelectric
even awaves
child are
canmade
unto carry sound.
Three other subjects are included in this
Goldwyn-Bray release — a flirtation in Zooland between a baby monk, a Saki and the
Matamata and the wily Chameleon ; lining
up our presidents on government bank
notes, and the comic cartoon of Jerry on
the Job in "The Wrong Track."
Activities of Old Women Shown.
The proverb that a person is only as old
as she feels is illustrated in the Paramount Magazine of February 22, which
shows the keen intellect and strenuous activities of women well advanced in years
who refuse to grow old, under the title of
"On the Job with Grandma." Mrs. Mary
Barton, age sixty-three, has no difficulty
in navigating a huge truck on a crowded
New York thoroughfare encumbered by
snowdrifts. Miss Celeste Lambert, in spite
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Magazine for March 12
of advancing years, holds down a job as
traffic specialist, and does it in tiptop style.
The picture shows her business-like
methods of supervising vehicles at a busy
corner. Great Grandmother Luneschloss is
another example of the fine standard that
refuses to yield to Father Time. In her
grandmotherly capacity she still knits
socks, sweaters, wristlets, mufflers and
mittens for the boys in the service. She
will continue, she says, "as long as a single
boyThis
shivers
land or
issueonofthethewintry
magazine
alsosea."
shows
the effect of music upon different kinds
of animals as shown by a series of tests
made recently.
Shows Development cf Continent.
Palezoic, mesozoic and cenozoic are
terms that have little significance to the
novice but to the initiated, sophisticated
geologist they spell history in the development of a continent. How they have
figured in the growth of North America is
shown in the Paramount Magazine of
February 29 under the title of "The Growth
of the North American Continent." As the
result of careful research work the picture
is also able to depict accurately the forms
of animal life existent on this continent in
the early days. Dinosaurs, the great amphibious animals, mastodons and others
are introduced with a real thrill that furtorial. nishes an unusual event in a magazine pic"Studies in Kids," another of this issue,
15 a typical "boy" film. It shows children
as they are naturally — playing, working
and sometimes fighting.
Some Things Worth Knowing
That the motion picture has been re-sorted to in Leroy, N. Y., in order to get
persons to attend the mid-week service
at the Methodist church. The members of
the church are invited to bring their supper to the church. .After the repast is
served and the dishea put back in the baskets, ahalf hour prayer service is held and
the remainder of the evening is spent enjoying the new film plays.
* * * *
That Laurelton Hall, a convent school at
Milford, Conn., is about to install moving

Charles Giblyn.
Directing Pearl White in her second Pox,
"The Tiger's Cub."
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picture equipment. To raise funds for this
purpose a concert was held at which the
receipts were more than live hundred dollars. Another proof of the popularity of
the screen.
* * * *
That the University of Pennsylvania employs a cameraman continuously for the
purpose of keeping a record of happenings
at the university. Every time, for instance,
that it is visited by a notable, or an
atheletic competition or other important
happening takes place, the moving picture
camera is on the job to make sure that the
* * * *
event is duly "canned."
That Kinograms for February 24 shows
some interesting scenes in a winter camp
in the forests of Ontario. It also gives the
"once over" to a Los .Angeles alligator
farm, and stops to look at the Mission Indians in their Pow• *Wow* * at Riverside, Cal.
That the '^Jniversal New Screen Magazine
is giving good satisfaction and has been
booked by the Kinema Theatre of Los
-Angeles for six months on an non-cancelable basis.' This
theatreBros.,
is controlled
Sol. Lesser
and Gore
who own bya
circuit of ten houses.
» * * »
That the Fox News, No. 40, has some
views of Algiers, on the northern edge of
the Sahara Desert, showing some of the
.Arabian dances suggestive of the recent
terpsichorean in America. The same issue
shows scenes in Chicago when the city
presented to its inhabitants identification
tags, similar to those issued to the sailors
and soldiers. Child recipients were in the
majority.
• * * •
That in the forthcoming issue of the
"Garden of American Motion Pictures," an
annual report of good films made by the
National Committee for Better Films, a
committee of the National Board of Review, are listed thirty-nine issues of the
Pathe Review. During the period of one
year, which the Pathe Review has been in
existence, many valuable studies in slow
motion photography as well as an interesting series of Ditmar animal pictures have
been presented.
Metropolitan Clock System in Film.
The current issue of the Universal New
Screen Magazine has some remarkable
views of the clocks of the Metropolitan
Tower. The interior of the clock tower,
the working of the mechanism, the intricate system by which the master clock
and the score of control clocks are set by
telegraph from Washington, is shown in
detail. The control clocks in turn regulate
the hundreds of clocks throughout the
building. We believe that this is the first
time that the "big time" arrangement of
the famous skyscraper has been unfolded
to the public.
Other interesting subjects of this issue
are brief glimpses of whale hunting in
Japan, and John Burroughs "close to
Prizma Releases Novelty Reel in Colors.
The title of Prizma's latest release is
nature."
"Pennywise,"
but it has nothing to do with
Pound Foolish, for Pound Foolish would
probably
be Stock.
found buying some "Verv
Hopeful" Oil
"Pennywise" is a novelty reel which
shows some of the beautiful and useful
things which can be made in idle hours
for personal adornment or home decoration. This should particularly be of great
interest to women who are always eager
for new ideas. It is a very unique reel on
the art of wax and crepe paper and one
which
creates the
desire to try
for one'-;
self. distinctive
Prizma's
"Pennywise"
willit show
you
how
heads, decorated
vases,
beautiful flowers and charming lamps are
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easily made from "paper, wax and strings."
In
"Pennywise"
you how
to other
make words,
beautiful
things intells
a beautiful
way.
Best Pathe Features Booked at Camps.
Motion picture entertainment is still
being
Sam's defenders
khaki. furnished
Through Uncle
the Community
Motionin
Picture Bureau, the principal regular army
concentration points have frequent screen
entertainments. Only the finest pictures
are being exhibited to the soldiers, as is
evidenced by the recent bookings made by
the Community Bureau, through the Washington Exchange of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
by which the following productions were
shown at Camp Lee and Camp Humphries :
Dolores Cassinelli, in "The Web of
Deceit"; Hobart Henley's "The Gay Old
Dog"; Blanche Sweet in "A Woman of
Pleasure," and Frank Keenan in "Brothers'
divided."
A larger booking was recorded for the
camp at Hampden, Md., where the following pictures were exhibited: William Desmond in "The Prince and Betty"; Sylvia
Breamer and Robert Gordon in "Respectable by Proxy"; "Dawn"; and "My Husband's Other Wife"; Dolores Cassinelli in
"The Web of Deceit" and "The Right to
Lie"; Mae Murray in "Twin Pawns" and
"The A. B. C. of Love"; June Caprice in
"A Damsel in Distress."
"The Yankee Watch on the Rhine."
In his Famous Players-Lasky release for
February 29, Burton Holmes takes you to
see the Yankee Boys in their watch on the
Rhine, to see the flag flying over Ehrenbreitstein, the one-time pride of every German heart, now firmly held by our boys in
khaki. He takes you through the cities
where American "M. P.'s" control the street
traffic; he takes you to the Royal Palace,
formerly the favorite residence — outside
of Berlin — of the Hohenzollerns, especially
of the Empress Augusta, grandmother of
the ex-Kaiser, the cafes, the Y. M. C. A.
Hut, the water front — all these you will
visit before you cross the famous pontoon
bridge over the Rhine and go up into the
very Citadel of Ehrenbreitstein where, with
the Stars and Stripes waving over your
head, you may look down upon Coblenz on
the opposite bank, picturesquely situated
between the Rhine and Moselle Rivers.
Ford Weekly Shows Clock Making.
The Ford cameraman has invaded the
factories of the Maiden Lane jewelers.
Following his recent eavesdropping in a
silverware factory, the cameraman entered
a clock factory and gave his lenses full
scope. The resulting picture, which is released this week through Goldwyn, shows
the making of the innumerable small clock
wheels, balance shafts and screws, their
assembling and polishing. The picture further shows how the clock cases are made
by machinery and the mechanism installed.
Each finished clock is tested for several
days before it is considered ready for shipment. The picture is aptly called "Tick
Tock."
To Curb Baltimore Truancy.
The moving picture and vaudeville theatre managers in Baltimore will probably
be asked to co-operate with the school
board and Big Brother League in an effort
now being made to curb truancy among the
local school children.
Numerous children stay away from
school in order to go to moving picture
shows, it is claimed, and children have
been seen at 9.30 in the morning asking
for admission at these theatres. The action that will probably be taken will be
to ask the managers of the theatres and
also the police department to co-operate
in stopping this practice of the children.
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Release

Productions

of
the order
ces from
announ
WYN
GOLD
tions
issue
of produc
February
22 to the last of May and the release
date of each picture. Under the present
system of distribution, one feature photoplay will be released every Monday, starton Februin "Duds"
Tom Moore
ing
ore, Goldwy
n product
ions
22. Heretof
ary with
have been issued in series lots without a
definite date being attached to any one
picture.
Rex Beach, the Eminent Authors and the
Goldwyn stars, several of them in famous
stage successes recently purchased by
Goldwyn, ductiare
in a list
proons of the represented
first magnitude.
Theyof offer
wide variety in subject matter, running
all the way from light comedy to serious
drama.
The release chart reads: Tom Moore,
"Duds," February 22; Eminent Authors, "Partners of the Night," February 29; Will Rogers, "The Strange
Boarder," March 7; Eminent Authors,
"Dangerous Days," March 14; Madge Kennedy, "Trimmed With Red," March 21;
Rex Beach, "The Silver Horde," March 28;
Geraldine Farrar, "The Woman and the
Puppet," April 4; Eminent Authors, "The
Tower of Ivory," April 11 ; to be announced
later, April 18; Tom Moore, "The Great
Accident," April 25; Will Rogers, "Jes' Call
Me Jim," May 2; Rex Beach, "Going Some,"
May 9; Pauline Frederick, "Roads of Destiny," May 16; Mabel Normand, "The Slim
Princess," May 23.
Tom Moore in "Duds."
The Tom Moore picture, "Duds," was directed by Thomas R. Mills, with a cast including Naomi Childers, Edwin Stevens
and Christine Mayo. "Partners of the
Night," Leroy Scott's first contribution to
Eminent Authors Pictures and the first picture made by Goldwyn in the East, was directed by Paul Scardon. It is a new kind
of detective story. In the cast are Pina
Nesbitt, Emmett Corrigan, William Ingersoll and William B. Davidson. Will Rogers
will be seen in "The Strange Boarder." an

Dates
Up

Jor

to End

of May

adaptation
of a story
by Will Irwin, directed by Clarence
Badger.
New Geraldine Farrar Picture.
In "Dangerous
Mary story
Robertsof
Rinehart
contributesDays"
a powerful
contemporaneous interest interpreted by a
company rectionofof Reginald
Goldwyn players
diBarker. under
Rex the
Beach
presents another of his vivid out-of-doors
dramas in "The Silver Horde."
"The Woman and the Puppet," starring
Geraldine Farrar, will come to exhibitors
on April 4, the first Farrar production since
the spectacular
the Desert,"
released last fall."Flame
It is aofcolorful
and dramatic version of a play by Pierre Louys
and Pierre Frondaie, directed by Reginald
Barker, Lou-Tellegen, husband of the famous prima donna, has the principal role
in her support.
Atherton Novel "Picturized."
"The Tower of Ivory" is the pictorial
version of Gertrude Atherton's novel, directed by William Parke and acted by Barbara Castleton, John Bowers, Sydney Ainsworth, Doris Pawn, Edythe Chapman, Clarissa Selwynne
others.
.Occident"
Tom andMoore
has Ina "The
Ben Great
Ames
Williams story that enjoyed a tremendous
vogue. Will Rogers' second representation
on
the list of character
releases isstudy.
"Jes' Call
Jim,"
a humorous
The Medirector
was Clarence G. Badger. Another comedy
of an entirely different type is Rex Beach's
"Going Some." an adaptation of the successful stage farce.
Pauline Frederick will make her next
appearance the second week in May in
'Roads of Destiny," a photoplay version of
Channing
play. The
It islast
in picture
charge
of
Director Pollock's
Frank Lloyd.
named on the present schedule is "The Slim
Princess,"
Mabel NormandIt and
rected by starring
Victor Schertzinger.
will dibe
recalled that "The Slim Princess," written
by George Ade and Henry Blossom, was a
great stage success with Elsie Janis as the
star.

1 his Is a Deteckative Picture: That's Why We're Usins It.
The chief Is giving the youngster on the roil a calling down in Goldwyn's Leroy Scott
story, "Partners of the NiEht."
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Purpose,

Writes Methodist Conference
approach. These movements must win
church of
many leading
that guilty
RING are
DECLA
public favor locally first and then spread,
of Sabbath
members
as, notably, prohibition and suflFrage.
breaking and that the movement ;
"To introduce a bill in Congress to stop
a stricter observance of Sunday must co.ne
from within the churches. Senator Mc- all interstate trains, interstate traffic, interstate freight, interstate news, interstate
Kellar, of Tennessee, in a letter to the
Methodist Conference of his state, has mail, interstate telephonic communication,
interstate
felegraphic communication and
flatly refused to be the medium through
newspapers would undoubtedly give
which any drastic legislation on the sub- aSunday
legislator very considerable notoriety, but
ject may be introduced in Congress.
A draft of a bill drawn by the Methodist it would not, in my judgment, and accordConference, prohibiting the operation of
ing to views expressed here, in the slightest degree change the ugly fact of Sabbath
trains, the handling of mails, the publication or delivery of newspapers or the op- desecration. I have not suggested the matter to a single legislator here who has
eration of theatres, other places of amuseapproved. All say that the bill would die
ment or any business enterprise on Sun- in
the
committee, or could not in any event
day, was recently transmitted to Senator
McKellar with the request that he intro- get anywhere in the Senate."
duce it in the Senate. Fines ranging from
$100 to $10,000 in the case of individuals,
and from $1,000 to $100,000 in the case of Interest Steadily Increases
corporations, are provided as penalties for
W. H. Linton.
violation, together with imprisonment of
in Exhibitors' Convention
Treasurer N. Y. Motion Picture Exhibitors the individual and the forfeiture of the
League and president Motion Picture
marked increase
gainedin
and a momentum
the interest
day shows
EVERY
corporation's charter.
Exhibitors League of Central
by the preparations for the big New
New York.
Urged Stringent Regulations.
York State convention of exhibitors to be
"We * * * urge the enactment of held on March 9 and 10 at Utica. A conlaws to prohibit all professional baseball
crete example is the recent meeting of
Industry Mourns Death of
playing on Sunday, the operation of movRochester exhibitors. Twenty-eight of the
Major Raymond W. Pullman
ing picture shows and all theatres on Sun- thirty-one members attended and twentyday, the publication of advertising in and
their attendance at the conTHE motion picture industry lost one circulation of all Sunday newspapers, the two pledged
A committee was appointed to
of its best friends when, on Febru- operation and using of all freig^it and establish vention.
headquarters in the
Rochester
ary 22, death called Major Raymond passenger trains on Sunday, all trading on convention city.
W. Pullman, chief of police of Washing- Sunday,
One of the most gratifying indications ot
and the carrying on of any vocaton, D. C. Major Pullman had for some
tion for profit." the organization wrote Mr. a large attendance at the convention is the
time been working for the betterment of McKellar.
response of small exhibitors. There will
the motion picture industry and was very
bill, if enacted into law. will stop be delegations from every section of the
active in Americanization work, being a all"This
interstate
trains
and
trafific
on
Sunday,
state. New York will have a very substanmember of the executive committee having
tial representation.
the circulation of Sunday newsthe handling of Americanization work in will stoppapers
through
our
postal
facilities,
and
Speakers of national repute and members
charge.
persons who act under of both branches of the state legislature
Major Pullman was well known to most will stopof all
or under the employment of will be heard at the banquet the first evenof the big producers; his dealings with authority
ing of the convention. Preparations for
them and with the exhibitors and exchange our government from carrying on their
vocations on Sunday. This ac- the ball on the following night are nearing
managers of Washington were such that his ordinary
tion of our conference vi'as based upon completion.
passing is a matter of deep regret to all. the commandment
of our God to honor the
Many prominent exchangemen have apA meeting of the executive committee of
Sabbath
day
and
keep
it holy, a commandplied for space at the hotel where the con.AsManagers
Exchange
the Washington
ment
we
must
keep
if
we
would
save
our
vention will be held. Among those whose
sociation was called for the purpose of
applications
have been favorably acted on
drawing up suitable resolutions expressing people and our nation from destruction."
are First National Exhibitors Circuit, Merit
Senator McKellar's Reply.
of the managers for his bethe sympathy
Film Corporation, Selznick Enterprises,
reaved parents. The National .\ssociation
"It seems to me that it would serve Gardner Syndicate, National Screen Service,
of the Motion Picture Industry expressed
Players-Lasky, Commonwealth
its sympathy in the form of a handsome no useful purpose to introduce such a bill," Famous
declared
the senator
in better
his reply.
"I be- Pictures, Simplex Machine Company, Powfloral
piece.
'
lieve
it
would
be
much
to
organize
er's Machine Company, Stanley Frame
The deceased was only 38 years of age.
and other local Sabbath-ob- Company, Moving Picture World, Motion
He was looking forward to the time when the churches
servance societies first, and if successful Picture
News, New York State Journal,
things would so shape themselves as to the movement would undoubtedly spread Photoplay
News of Rochester, Pioneer
permit him to cast his lot with the indus- until action of the kind you suggest would Film, Pathe Exchange, United Artists Cortry. As a newspaperman, before becom- be possible.
poration and United Theatres Pictures
ing head of the local police force, he had
am in doubt whether this is the way Corporation.
considerable experience with motion pic- to 'Tproceed
the matter. Even some of
ture work and it was his desire to "get into our ministersindefend
certain Sunday amuseas possoon
as
game"
picture
the motion
sible. He was ill only a week with double
ments like baseball, and many of our lead- Rose Sanders Establishing
ing church members — probably the most
pneumonia. Despite the best of medical
Agencies in India and Straits
attention he lost his fight, and there passed of them — indulge in one form or another
of
Sabbath
breaking.
away a man who was 100 per cent, the
SANDERS, forwhothe went
IndiaROSE
last September
Trans-to
friend of everyone who knew him ; a man
"The running of trains, frei.ght and pas- MISS
Atlantic Film Company of London,
who had the highest of ideals: a man who
senger,
the
use
of
the
telephone
and
telelived a moral life.
graph, the carrying of mails, riding and for the purpose of establishing sales
driving in automobiles, and to a more or agencies in India, Hong-Kong and the
less degree nearly every other kind of Strait Settlements, reports her mission
Complete Cast for "Sea Rider."
or business or amusement, when progressing and prospects excellent.
t of Louiszito Valen- work
engagemen
the
With
tine for the role of The Girl, Vitagraph has deemed important or excusable, is done on
Miss Sanders was sent out by John 3.
the
Sabbath.
Indeed, the most of us have
of Trans-Atlantic, bethe cast for "The Sea Rider," indulged in one or another form of Sab- Tippett,cause ofpresident
completed
her familiarity with conditions
Harry T. Morey's next feature. The other
bath
breaking
ourselves.
The
great
body
important feminine role will be played by
in that part of the world. She purchased
.-Mice Calhoun, a regular Vitagraph player of the public have become accustomed to films for those parts of the globe for sevthese
forms
of
Sabbath
breaking.
enacted
be
will
roles
male
tral years while with Levetus & Co.
principal
and the
Hindu buyers who knew Miss Sanders
Campbell, Van DyVe Brooke
Webster
by
The
Wrong
Method
of
Approach.
and Frank Norcross. Edwin Hollywood is
by
greeted her warmly
"To undertake to restore an observance and correspondence
directing the picture. Mr. Morey has had
made every effort to co-operate with
about every sort of a role during the ten of the Sabbath by federal law, without in- her and make her work agreeable. She
culcating the wisdom and duty of Sabbath is at present located at the Grand Hotel,
years he has been associated with Vitagraph, but in his new feature he is a sea observance in the people at home, seems Calcutta.
faring man for the first time.
to me certainly to be the wrong method
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to Form

Sales

Department for Short Subjects
churches and patriotic organizathe success of the mo- schools,
ant to
So import
tions, were present.
theatre has the short reel
tion picture
Mr.
Mathews
then proceeded to get
become that Republic Pictures has in- statements from those
present. He had
stituted aspecial department to take care
of this important factor in the distribution these printed in full in the Dayton Journal
of pictures. Briton N. Busch, president of as news matter. This has been done before,
Republic Pictures, has engaged George but Mathews did it so cleverly that the
Ames, who for sometime past has been newspaper carried photographs of the
connected with the Pathe exchange in citizens quoted.
Philadelphia, to come to New York and
organize a special sales department for
Schools and Clergy "Boosted",
one and two reel pictures.
In
Ohio,of"The
securedColumbus,
the support
the Copperhead"
schools, the
Busch
"Thereelsuccess
we have
hadMr.with
one says:
and two
pictures,
such American Legion and the clergy. In
Shelbyville,
Ind.,
it
was
made
the
center of
as
Slumbercharacter
Mountain,'
by 'The
reasonGhost
of itsof unique
was which
used the Lincoln Day celebration of Victory
in many theatres as a special feature irre- Post, No. 7, American Legion. The school
gardless of its length, and later with the superintendent dismissed school early so
Chaplin reissues, Prizma Natural Color the children could see the picture on
Pictures, Kinograms and Chief William Lincoln's Birthday. A newspaper that had
J. Flynn series of eight two-reel pictures in never
given a moving picture a press notice,
which Herbert Rawlinson is featured, has
convinced me that thp one and two reel felt it a patriotic duty to boost "The
Copperhead" and gave its first screen
picture is as necessary to the success of comment.
the picture theatre as any feature of longer
length.
Universal Current Event?
"The public demands that entertainment
shall have the element of variety. NothFull of Interesting Topics
ing drives patronage away so quickly as
the deadly monotony of program that lacks
INTERESTING
scenes
of theOrleans,
greeting La.,
of
pictures
contrasting
seGeneral Pershing
at New
cret of theof success
of thecharacter.
B. F. Keith The
houses
are shown in Universal Current Events
can be directly traced to the genius of E. No. 7. After delivering a brief but weighty
F. Albee, who demands that the Keith
talk on "America First," the General was
theatres present programs in which no two
with a gold membership card to
acts are booked that are similar in char- presented
the
American Legion by Captain Newman,
acter.
of that organization. Doctor Clemens PirMay Influence Entire Program.
quet, the eminent European scientist who
is said to have discovered a new serum
"The same reasoning or psychology ob- with which to combat tuberculosis, is also
tains in the picture theatre. Often a mediseen on the reel.
ocre feature may be lifted out of a rut by
Other topics filmed are Frankfort,
surrounding it with one and two reel pic- Germany, flooded by overflow; Princess
tures. The one-reel picture can, because
the British Girl Guides; Railof its subject matter and treatment, be a Mary leads
road Wrecks at Trussville, Ala., and
bigger drawing card than a five or six reel
feature that lacks the element of interest. Schneicemuel,
Germany;Minister;
Cuba's Welcome
to the New British
Rescuing
"It
will
be
our
policy
to
give
exhibitors
Trawler
from
Davy
Jones'
Locker;
New
a full list of productions irregardless of York Women Prepare for National Camlength so that they can book their shows
paign;
and
Thrills
for
Society
in
Alpine
from the one distributor, and thereby save
Ice Racing.
quite an item in express charges which
This issue also presents unique views of
would result in the booking of a news reel
Kaiser Karl's
an
from one company, an educational picture American
food palace
kitchen.converted
The home into
of the
from another, a comedy from another and former ruler of Austria is now a heada feature from another company. Thus, by
quarters for food for the needy.
Republic Pictures distributing short as well
This reel also contains the following
long-length subjects, it will be quite a
factor in helping the exhibitor to save a newsy items : Record Speed Made in DeTest; The ; "Big
Clash with
PresidentstroyerWilson
WorldThree"
Ski Champions
tidy sum of money during this season."
in Thrilling Carnival; Daflfy News; Hints
on How to Keep Fit; Explosion on Ship
Causes Spectacular Blaze; and the Great
Intluential People Join in
Earthquake in Southern Mexico.
Chief among the interesting features
Irdorsing "The Copperhead"
'T^HE ease with which "The Copper- presented in issue No. 7 of Hearst News is
Paris' Welcome to the new President of
I special
head," theproduction,
Paramount-Artcraft
super-to France.
lends itself
Former Secietary of State Lansing is
exploitation along certain lines is vividly
also shown at his desk in Washington and
illustrated in reports from several cities at
the Peace Conference in France.
playing this big picture in the territory of
the Cincinnati exchange of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. The exploitation de- Paramount Magazine Shows
partment of that exchange seems to have
had no trouble in securing the co-operation
Evolution of the Photoplay
of the finest people and most influential interests in each city. The result has been
shortis submost ininteresti
of the released
the
a longng time
engagements of unqualified financial suc- ONEcurrentjectsissue
of Paramount Magazine
cess for exhibitors. .
In Dayton, Ohio, a striking example of which shows the evolution of the photoplay. A series of original slides by Alexanthe splendid support which "The Copperder Black produced in 1894, which marked
head" rallies to itself, is seen. W. K. the humble
beginnings of the present moMathews,
for Charles
Cross'
tion picture industry are reproduced, formColumbia publicity
Theatre, man
secured
whole-hearted
ing a subject of surpassing interest.
support of the schools and patriotic organizations ofDayton. He arranged a speUnder
title ofby "Miss
the initial motionthepicture
Black Jerry"
was flashed
on
cial showing prior to the opening at which
the
screen
by
means
of
a
gas
projector
twenty-five leading citizens representing the

Briton N. Busch
President of Republic Pictures, going strong
for "shortiiiiiiiirstuff."
iiiiiiiitiiMititiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiimmir
initi tiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiitiia
which allowed each still to be exhibited
for about five minutes. Each picture was
dissolved into the one following, so that
complete sequence of action was mainatained.
The present issue of the Paramount
Magazine shows about 16 of the original
stills, about three feet of each having been
taken and dissolved. Howard I. Young,
editor of the Paramount Magazine has
quoted Mr. Black saying "that the efTect is
exactly the same as at the first performance
of By
'Miss
Jerry'." of Mr. Black these stills
permission
have been used for the opening examples
in
"The
the science
PicturethePlay."
With
the Evolution
advancementof of
section shows more modern scenes, one of
them being Grover Cleveland at his desk
in the White House. The film in which
this originally appeared was titled "Capital
Courtship."
Aeroplane Wind Machine
Is Idea of Goldwyn Company
PROBABLY
the first
nimetheinaerothe
history of theformotion
picture,
plane isto be used as a wind machine.
This interesting departure in the use of
the aeroplane is occasioned by the filming
of
Rex Beach's stocy, "The North Wind's
Malice,"
which is now being
at Port
Henry,
on the shores of Lakemade
Champlain
New York.
Last week. Rex Beach, Robert B. McIntyre, Goldwyn's eastern production manager, Harbaugh and Paul Bern, codirectors,Carl and
a company of players left
for Port Henry to take the exteriors. Accompanying the players were the fuselages
of two Curtiss aeroplane
s. These are
equipped with motors of 90 horsepower,
and are capable of developing 2,400 revolutions aminute. The machines are complete aeroplanes save for the wings. They
are mounted on their own running
gear,
and will be operated by two mechanicians
who traveled from the Curtiss Garden City
plant with the machines.
In "The North Wind's Malice," Rex
Beach
has created an allegorical figure
the North Wind in the form of a beautifulof
woman of Junoesque proportions. The continuity of the story, which Mr. Beach himself prepared, clothes this figure
fifty
yards of chifTon. and the north windin blowing the material will suggest the destructive
oower of the northern elements.
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on New England's
Theatrical
.Several
other options in Horizon
Massachusetts
than sixty motion picture
more
WITHtheatr
es in the six New England pending.
In Rhode Island.
states in operation or being built,
and with options on many others, the newly
Building new theatre next to Slater
organized Black New England Theatres, Trust Company building in heart of PawInc., looms up as the biggest proposition tucket. This theatre will seat 2,200.
Closed deal for a new theatre to seat
on the horizon of the industry in that district.
1,200 at Arctic.
"We have been an active force in New
Has several other deals pending in
England and I promise you that our activi- Rhode Island.
ties are fast broadening out," said Alfred
In Vermont.
S. Black, president of the new company and
leading spirit in its scores of enterprises.
Completed negotiations for a new theatre
Mr. Black
without
doubt New
England'sof at Brandon.
livest
wire, isand
his message
to readers
Work on new theatre at Northfield inMoving Picture World means that things
terrupted by the blizzards.
are going to hum in New England from
Remodeling the Bijou Theatre at Morrisnow on.
ville.
Will strip the Bijou Theatre at Barre.
Summarized,
Black'sincompany,
addition to housesMr.already
operation,in will
New theatre will seat 1,400.
do the following in the New England field :
Number of other propositions in Vermont hanging fire.
Activities in Maine.
In New Hampshire.
Remodeling the Bangor Opera House.
This theatre will seat 1,700 persons. It
Several propositions about to be closed.
should be ready for an opening on .\pril 1. Company not in a position to announce
Bids arc all in and work is ready to begin what they are. Will be given to Moving
about March 1 on a new theatre at the Picture World within next few weeks.
corner of Congress and Highland streets,
In Connecticut.
Portland. This theatre will be one of the
largest in New England. It will seat 2,500.
Company is especially active in ConnecRenovating the motion picture theatre
ticut. Ready to take over several theatres
at Fort Kent.
and options have been taken on a number
of
others.
Taken over the Park Theatre at Fort
For some time the Black interests have
Fairchild. Building a new house to seat
l)een strong in the northern tiers of Maine,
1,100 persons at that place.
, Secured options on places at Presque New Hampshire, Vermont and MassachuIsle and Caribou.
setts. Now the newly organized company
Company has a number of other options ■vill make a drive in the direction of Rhode
Island and Connecticut.
pending in the Maine territory.
The Black Theatres, Inc., was recently
In Massachusetts.
incorporated under the laws of Delaware.
Work to start as soon as weather per- It is a $10,000,000 proposition. The officers
mits on a new theatre to seat 2,200 at New are Alfred S. Black, president; John A.
Bedford.
Black, vice-president; H. A. Mintz, secreTaken over the Carey property at Tauntary. The new company will be the holding company for all other companies in the
ton. Theatre in Taunton to seat 1,800 persons.
Black chain. Its offices are located in BosSecured long-time lease on front of ton.
property of Merrimac Square Theatre.
"We will confine our efforts to New EngLowell. This playhouse to be remodeled.
land for a while," said Mr. Black with a
Now seats 1.400 and will seat 2,300.
l\v n le in his eye.
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Go to Santa Barbara for Scene.
To obtain a stone tower and a house
of English architecture as a setting for
"The Cheater," May Allison and members
of her company have left the Metro studios
in Hollywood, for Santa Barbara, to be
gone several days. Henry Otto, Miss Allison's director; King Baggot, her leading
man; Frank Currier, Harry Van Meter,
William Esmond, cameraman; E. J. Zerr,
assistant director, and four other members of the company made the trip.
Fox Entertains His New York
Exchange Head and Assistants

ned tmanager
FOX entertai
IAM Rosenblu
WILLLouis
h, assistan
managers and salesmen of the New York
ion
e
at
Exchang of the Fox Film Corporat
the new Studio Building recently. Mr. Fox
received his guests in person and conducted
them over the new building. Later he Complimented Mr. Rosenbluh and his staff on
the splendid showing made in business by
the New York Exchange.
The offices assigned to the New York
Exchange, and which cover the entire tenth
fioor of the Leavitt Building, have been
completed. The reception rooms and executive offices have been handsomely finished
in mahogany with furniture to match. The
projection room is of ample size and is
fitted with two projection machines with a
screen capable of taking the largest superpicture. Each of the salesmen has his own
private office fitted with personal telephone
and direct wire.
The advertising room and stock room
has been enlarged, all printing, billing and
newspaper advertising being handled by
Mr. Rosenbluh, for the territory under his
control and which embraces, part of Connecticut, part of New Jersey, Long Island
and New York.
Maeterlinck's Tour Finishes
with Arrival in Los Angeles

ed one
United
States, Swhichtripresembl
the
NCK'
ERLIous
MAETcontinu
ovation, ended across
in a wholly
ctory
satisfa
manner when his special car,
the Mayflower, pulled into Los Angeles
recently.
The city outdid
in welcoming him. Charles Winsel, itself
Belgian consul,
headed the receiving committee. Louis
Santous, French consul; Harry Gearing,
president of the Canadian Society of Los
Angeles, and Mrs. Willoughby Rodman,
who was chairman of the Commission for
the Relief of Belgium during the war, were
also on the committee.
The party
to the Windermere Hotelwas
at escorted
Santa Monica,
where
luncheon was served. The city council,
commercial club and women's clubs welcomed the poet here. There was an added
interest
in the g'reeting,
and
Mme. Maeterlinck
are to because
reside inM.Santa
Monica in a house selected for them by
Samuel Goldwyn.
Soon after arrival, Maeterlinck asked for
a few days' rest, as he was fatigued by the
long trip. Therefore, a number of social
events were postponed. Los Angeles
Belgians are planning a celebration of King
Albert's birthday on April 7, at which
Maeterlinck will be an honored guest.
Bulls-Eye Has New Studio.
The Bulls-Eye Film Corp. west coast
studios are now located on a new plot of
ground in Hollywood. The new studios
are about a block from old Bulls-Eye lot,
recently sold to Ben Wilson. Although
Texas Guinan is now screening her western dramas on an open stage, an enclosed
stage of the most modern type is under
construction.
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Charles Brabin Directing- Carrigan.
Thomas Carrigan, well known behind the
footlights and before the camera, whose
latest screen success was in the leading role of William Fox's production
"Checkers,"
placed under
contract
with
WilliamhasFoxbeen
to appear
opposite
Pearl
White
in
a
late
picture,
"The
Tiger's
Cub,"
started this week under the direction
of
Charles Brabin. Mr. Carrigan has left with
the Pearl White Company for Arctic City
in the Adirondacks. The company will also
go into Canada for snow scenes.
Goldwyn to Start Work Soon
on First Craig Kennedy Film
, author of the
ARTHUR B. REEVE
Craig Kennedy stories, and John W.
Grey, associated with- Mr. Reeve in
his motion picture enterprises, are completing plans for the first production to be
made at the studios in Flushing, L. I., for
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. According to the terms of the contract, recently signed by Mr. Goldwyn and Mr.
Reeve, four feature photoplays based on
the exploits of the fictional detective will
be turned over to Goldwyn during the
coming year.
Several directors who stand at the top
of their profession are now being considered and the cast is being selected. The
choice of a story for the initial production
will be made within the next few days.
Everything at the Flushing studios is in
readiness to start "shooting" as soon as
the company for the first of the five-reel
pictures is assembled. Both the author
and Mr. Grey will be on hand to assist
in making the screen interpretations true
to the original stories that occupy a unique
place in American literature.
Quimby Picks McConnell
as One of Chief Assistants
NNELL, one of the
J. McCO
D known
FREbest
and most capable former
newspapermen who have made their
mark in motion pictures, will be one of the
chief assistants to Fred C. Quimby, general
manager of Associated Exhibitors, Inc. Mr.
Quimby brings to the organization experience and knowledge that will be of
inestimable value to Mr. Quimby and to
the organization.
Mr. McConnell first made his reputation
as a newspaperman. Having met with high
success in that field he began to specialize
in motion pictures and their connection with
daily newspapers.
For three years Mr. McConnell was the
New York representative of the Chicago
Herald, after which he met with unusual
success in the exploitation of motion pictures, particularly serials. He has done exceptional work along this line for numerous
big companies,
versal and Mutual.among them Pathe, UniMr. Quimby's chief assistant has been
handling recently the motion picture and
theatrical departments of the Cleveland
Sunday News Leader and the Cleveland
News.
Borzage Completes First Cosmopolitan.
Director Frank Borzage has just finished
his first Cosmopolitan Production at the
studios, 127th street and Second avenue,
New York City. The title of it is "Humoresque" and it is from Fannie H. Hurst's
short story which appeared in the Cosmopolitan recently. Alma Rubens is the
featured player and others in the cast are
Vera Gordon, Dore Davidson, Miriam Batista, andofGaston
Glass.Jewish
"Humoresque"
a story
orthodox
life in theis
maelstrom of New York and is said to be
one of the best stories that Miss Hurst
has ever turned out from her typewriter.
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Marshall Neilan's "River's End'' Smashes
Six-Year-Old Record at Strand Theatre

office
Nationa
to First
RTSfirst-r
REPO
un theatr
es l inhome
from
the East,
Central States and the West of their
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday receipts on
"The River's End," first of Marshall Neilan's series of independently made and personally directed productions for First National Exhibitors Circuit, state that boxoffice records of long standing have been
broken and that every indication points to
ors
un
a new the
highscreen
recordversio
for nfirst-r
with
of the exhibit
book by
James Oliver Curwood.
First intimation of what the production
was doing to first-run box offices on the
opening day of its public run, came when
Jack Eaton, managing director of the
Strand Theatre, New York, telegraphed
Marshall Neilan in Los Angeles that "The
River's End" had broken every record of
six years' standing, including every high
mark achieved as a" record by any other
picture shown in the house. On the second
night Mr. Eaton supplemented his first
wire
withhadanother,
thatthethat
business
exceededstating
that of
firstday's
day
and that the crowds for matinee, dinner
hour and first and second evening performances had extended from the box office to
Forty-seventh street on Broadway, and
west on the cross thoroughfare to a point
200 feet beyond the farthest limit of the
Strand building. This, in itself, Mr. Eaton
declares, is an unprecedented example of
patience among New York theatre-goers.
Established Advertising Precedent.
The Strand management established a
new precedent in its newspaper advertising for "The River's End" by describing it,
in theis Monday
as "a production
that
breaking dailies,
every attendance
record
in the history of the Strand." This is the
first time that any New York first-run
house has used a reference to exceptional
patronage as endorsement of its entertainment.
Heralded by S. Barrett McCormick, of
the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, with an

advertising campaign which is not completed as this is published, the production
opened with
at thea big
Hoosier State
house
phenomenal
result,first-run
v^hich
Floyd Brown, manager of the H. Lieber
Company
there, suinmarized in a telegram
to New York.
Simultaneous with its accomplishments
in Indianapolis and New York, the Neilan
picture opened at the Kinema Theatre in
Los Angeles.
of Sunday's
business bears out The
the results
exhibitor
opinion, given
in advance by Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser, who recently purchased the First National franchise previously held by T. L.
Tally, that it would do the unexpected.
They reviewed it on Saturday, the day before it opened, and wired the New York
offices of First National that it would be
a record breaker.
Comment on Mystery and Suspense.
New York newspaper critics concur in
the opinion of newspaper reviewers in Indianapolis and Los Angeles, reports of
whose comments have been wired to New
York. A majority comment was given to
the combination of mystery and suspense
in the development of the story, which they
describe as "the first successful directorial
attempt to register mystery through pantomime without sacrificing suspense and
without making the climaxes and revelations amount to a ridicule of audience intel igence for not outguessing the producer
forAmong
his acts
elimination."
the ofwires
of congratulations and
comment from other exhibitors and exchange managers sent to Marshall Neilan,
praising
River's
End," ofwere
messages him
from forMoe"The
Mark,
president
the
Strand Theatre Company; Harry Scott,
exchange chief at Detroit, and C. F. Senning. holding a similar position in Richmond.
The Old Reliable—
Our Thirteenth Anniversary
And We're Still Setting the Pace!
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Crisp, Attractive Lobby Displays,
Carl Laemmle Tells Small Exhibitors

on is paid to the big felMUCH lowattenti
in the exhibitor world. His theatre appears in photographs in trade
papers, his advertisements are copied, he
is quoted in news articles and he is an
all-round example of the leader in the
fastest growing industry in the world.
The little fellow gets practially no attention from anybody except the man who
takes his orders. His theatre is very rarely
photographed, his opinions are never
asked, his ads are not worth while reproducing. And yet it is the small exhibitor who is the back-bone of the industry. What he lacks in importance he
makes up in numbers.
In a statement just issued by Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, particular attention is paid to this class of exhibitor.
He is criticised, but Mr. Laemmle uses
constructive criticism in pointing the way
to better efforts.
"One of the Worst Evils."
"One
of the worst
small exhibitors
is theevils
use practiced
of mountedby
posters," says Mr. Laemmle. "Of course
no first class exhibitor follows this practice. He is too good a showman, too good
a merchant.
"In other lines of business, the man with
goods to sell puts his best foot foremost.
Even the smallest merchant in the cheapest street makes the best window-display
he can possibly dig up. He does not put
his worn-out, fly-specked goods in the
window. He uses his best. In this respect
he is a better showman than the theatre
man who uses mounted posters.
"Mounted
postersThey
are bound
to misrepresent your show.
are dirty,
cracked
and mussy after being used only once.
They are anything but an attractive invitation for people to enter your house. The
excuse given for the use of mounted posters is that the small exhibitor 'can't afford' tothe
buy matter
fresh, isnew,
paper.afford
The
truth of
thatclean
he cannot
to use anything but clean paper.
The true sliowman, the suc^■e'-^f^ll 'liow-

man, hever lets the people see the seamy
side of his business. The first principle of
■showmanship in any line of business on
earth is a good, clean front.
The Lobby is His Show Window.
"The showman's show window is his
lobby. His wares are represented by posters. Is he dealing in cast-offs or is he
getting patronage because he shows different pictures each week? Will he get
more patronage if the people passing his
house see that some new picture has come
to town? Of course he will.
"Put out new posters. Let their bright
colors, their crispness make the lobby look
clean and modern. The picture will draw
crowds which never before frequented your
theatres because you have 'wrapped your
wares' attractively."

Big "U" Porto focan District
in Charge of Herbert Wall
JEAN WALL, who formerly conducted
Universal's Porto Rican office and who
has been spending the last eight
months in Mexico City, has just returned
to the United States, and was a visitor at
Universal's New York offices,
Mr. Wall spent most of his time in the
South Atnerican country in looking over
the movie field and arranging for the distribution of Universal films there. To this
end he established branch offices in Merida, Yucatan and Hermosillo, Sonora. His
l)rother, Herbert Wall, will be placed in
charge of this territory.
Mr. Wall states that Mexico offers a
splendid field for American moving pic"The Mexican
censor tures.
board
which isgovernment
clothed withhasthea
highest
Mr. Wall.
"At the
head of authority,"
this censor said
committee
is a woman,
Adriana Ehlers, who was sent to Universal
City some time ago by President Carranza
to study moving pictures from every angle.
She spent two years there, familiarizing
herself with American stories and methods
certain form of pictures are taboo
of While
production."

Alice Joyce Gets a Little Racing "Low Down" from the Checked Gent.
A glimpse of "The Sporting Duchess,"
the big
wil] soon
put Drury
forth. I^ne melodrama which Vitagraph
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in Mexico, the censor board is usually fair
in its decisions, in the opinion of Mr. Wall.
South Americans,"
he says,
"like
the"Theemotional
actor and very
dramatic
situations. Their temperament is fiery and
they like plenty of action and fast moving
"Serials,Antherefore,
are isvery
.Mexico.
entire serial
shownpopular
in threein
plots.
days,
and Mr.
then Wall.
repeated two days later,"
concluded
Screen Stars Help to Open
New Loew Theatre in Canada

of the
history
unique inwasthe the
event Theatres
opening
of
AN Loew
the beautiful new Loew Theatre in
London, Ont., Monday night, February 16.
It was marked by the presence of some
of the best ktiown stars of the stage and
screen, who ran into the worst blizzard
that New York State had ever encountered,
and were thirty-tliree hours on the way
from New York to London. They missed
the opening Monday night, arriving in
town at 3 o'clock Tuesday morning, but a
second official opening was held Tuesday
night.
Marcus Loew had chartered a special car
consisting of compartments and drawing
rooms. His guests included Doraldina,
famous as the creator of the hula dance,
the Hawaiian craze and the "shiver
dance"; and
June the
Elvidge,
Caprice,
Luther
Lee June
children,
Jane Anne
and
Katherine. With their maids the party included sixteen persons.
London opened its heart to the stars,
and
were given a welcome they will
never they
forget.
Gifts and honors of all sorts were showered on them. All of them asked Mr.
Loew to include them in the party the next
time he opens a theatre. Mr. Loew was
deeply appreciative of their efforts and is
planning a little souvenir to present to
each of them, as a sort of a memetto of
a wonderful occasion and a great success.
Mary Pickford Gives Big Party
to Orphans at Clune's Theatre
letter
signed ofhera name,
a child,
from D
the pathos
by who
TOUCHE
"one of ycur admirers, who has
neither father nor mother," Mary Pickford
entertained all the orphans and friendless
children of Los Angeles, at a party at
Clune's Auditorium, to see "Pollyanna," the
ion.
' product
United
Miss Artists
Pickford
appeared in person and
took the opportunity to propagate the
philosophy of "Pollyanna," the "Glad Girl."
The orphans' party was during the fourth
week
the successful
run During
of "Pollyanna"
at the ofClune's
Auditorium.
all that
time, capacity houses prevailed.
Many Press Notices on "Children" Picture.
Robert McLaughlin, author of "The
House Without Children," is receiving hunof clippings
a clipping servicedredson his
big statethrough
right feature.
Nathan Hirsh and some 150 exhibitors in
Greater New York are putting out advance notices on engagements current and
pending
on and
the picture
and around
N'ew
Vork City,
Leon D.in Netter,
the Ohio
.State Right
specialist
is
advertising
extensively in conjunction with percentage dates
on the same picture, while Messrs. Cohen
& Pearl, owners of Hi-Art Productions,
who control Up-State New York, have
just launched a whirlwide campaign at
Buffalo, where the picture opens a week's
engagement at the Family Theatre February 9. The Buffalo contract calls for
four pages in the Buffalo daily and Sunday
papers.
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Alice Lake on Location Trip.
A fisherman's hut and a lighthouse built
by the Metro technical department near
Laguna, Cal.. will furnish the setting for
scenes
of "Shore
Acres"
next
few
days.
Alice Lake,
who during
is to bethestarred
in the Screen Classics, Inc., production of
James
A. Heme's
celebrated
twenty members
of her
company play,
have and
left
the Metro studios in Hollywood for the
location, expecting to remain five days.
Public Taking Stock in
Allen's Canadian House
IN offering preferred shares in the new
Alien's Montreal Theatre Company to
the public a few days ago, announcement was made that each of the fortyseven Allen theatres in actual operation in
the Dominion is showing a profit and that
each of the Allen companies, such as their
exchanges, in which the public has an interest is paying a dividend.
The new Allen Theatre in Montreal,
which is to be known as the Palace Theatre and is to have a seating capacity of
3,000, is to cost half a million dollars and
$350,000 worth of preferred shares is being
ofifered to the public. The estimated gross
annual revenue from the theatre is placed
at $468,000 and the estimated fixed and operating expenses are placed at $253,000.
The eight per cent, dividend on the $350,000 stock amounts to $28,000 leaving an
estimated surplus of $187,000. Incidentally,
a bonus of twenty-five per cent, of common stock is ofifered with the preferred
shares.
"The Flame of Hellgate"
Offers Exploitation Stunts
ATE,"
OF HELLG
THEthe FLAME
on-Cole
procurrent Roberts
duction starring Michelena, is
bound to be a winner both from the standpoint of production and the various exploitation and publicity angles of the title.
Beatriz Michelena in "The Heart of
l success
the
Juanita"
d the for
women
she portraye
whichadditiona
manner inwon
of the dance hall. First run exhibitors who
saw the production are loud in their praise
for the work of the accomplished star, and
have contracted with Rolsertson-Colc to
play all of the Michelena productions.
"The Snell
Flame and
of Hellgate"
written by
Earle
directed was
by George
E.
Middleton
for
Michelena's
own
company.
The poise acquired by Miss Michelena,
while on the operatic stage, is brought out
in force by her superior work in the current
Robertson-Cole production.
William Pike plays opposite Miss
Michelena as the man she prompts to run
for sheriff. Albert Morrison is the villainous
cattle king. Other leading parts are taken
by D. Mitseras, Cliff Thompson, Kathrine
Angus, Clarence Arper, and Jeflf Williams.
Leonard Completing "Restless Sex."
Director Robert Z. Leonard is putting
the finishing touches to "The Restless Sex,"
Marion Davies'Productions,
latest starring
vehicle for
Cosmopolitan
at International
.Studios, 127th street and Second avenue,
New York City. Robert Chambers is responsible for the story and the production
is one of the most massive and expensive
that Cosmopolitan has ever turned out. One
of its striking features is a scene called,
"The Ball of the Gods." Over five hundred
people were used in it as Nubian slaves,
Egyptian dancers, charioteers, warriors,
etc. Marion Davies plays a particularly
effective role which gives her unusual opportunities for the display of her rare
histrionic talent.
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Accelerate

Progress ,

John

S. Woody of Realart Company
luxurious motion picture theatres in
THEtake dire
alarmists
who all"Our
large cities have made possible better
the prophets
joy out of and
life for
the motion
picture exhibitor get no encourage- pictures. Control of these is not driving
ment from John S. Woody, general manager the smaller exhibitor out. It is giving him
of Realart Pictures Corporation.
better pictures. The competition to fill
these houses is stimulating individual
"Those who are bewailing the entrance efforts
of large capital into the motion picture in- reward. in production and increasing the
dustry as the death-knell of the independent producer and exhibitor, show an amaz"Economy and efficiency are developing
ing disregard of natural business evolution rapidly, but a view of the situation which
and facts and figures concerning it," said regards the motion picture industry as
swollen beyond natural size is not based
Mr. being
Woody.forced
"Theoutindependent
not
of businessproducer
and he isis on sound business facts or the natural
not being forced to sell. Many have gone evolution of industry. If we had taken any
into bankruptcy by production of inferior other view of the matter, Realart never
films that could not make money under the
present strong competition, and many ex- would have been started."
hibitors are taking big profits on selling
their
houses and retiring to live on their Colonial Gives Long Run to
incomes.
"The natural
evolution
business
increase
sales and
decreaseof the
numberis toof
establishments. That has been the case in
all important enterprises. It has never impeded progress or hindered individual
initative, and it is not going to affect the
motion
picture produced
business." statistics on other
Mr. Woody
industries to sutsain his point.
Auto Industry Furnishes Comparison.
"It is unfortunate that figures of the
motion picture industry are not available,"
said Mr.servedWoody,
"butrecent
those events
who have
the trend of
will obsee
that what is taking place is simply a repetition of what has occurred in the other
cases I have cited.
"Progress of an industry depends upon
increased sales, and this naturally resolves
into a situation of fewer and larger units.
And the competition that results affords
the greatest opportunities for specialization
and diversification. The automobile industry illustrates tliis point. Not until a few
large concerns had entered the field did the
automobile reach a high practical and commerical position. We are going to witness
some such change and prosperity in the
motion picture business. Big combines
afford unlimited capita! for improvements
and progress based on effective experimentation.

Pioneer's Wrestling Pictures

in regiturned
L, toMASS.,
s CaddockPioneer'out
look gat pictures
LOWEL
which from
Stecher mentswrestlin
present indications seem to be booked at
the Colonial Theatre for an indefinite run.
The pictures are being shown under the
direction of R. C. Paradis, sporting editor
of the Lowell Courier-Citizen. The city of
l.owell^nd
outlyingblock
suburbs
werebanners
billed
like
a circus,thespecial
stands,
as well as the full line of lithographic paper
are to be seen in all parts of that section.
The newspapers without exception gave
the pictures an enthusiastic reception.
Like reports have been received at the
Pioneer office from other sections of the
country. Ernest Holmes, with headquarters
in Omaha, is now working Nebraska and
Iowa with five prints which are touring
through the territory as road shows.
The Masterpiece Attractions in Philadelphia, the S. & S. in Pittsburg and Sidney
Lust in Washington, as well as the Pioneer
exc'anges in New York, Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit a'-e all being flooded with
requests for bookings. Each of these offices arc working several prints.
n YEARS OLD WITH THIS ISSUE
STILL FAR IN THE LEAD I
HE CONVINCED— READ THE BOOK

"What! The Necklace! I Just Left it at Uncle's an Hour Ago!"
.Ml In a day's work with George Walsh in his Fox production. "A Manhattan Knight."
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Tsuru Aoki in "A Tokio Siren."
"A
Tokio
Siren," Tsuru
the third
production
by
Universal starring
Aoki,
was begun
recently with Norman Dawn directing. "A
Tokio Siren" is a screen adaptation of
Gwendolyn
and
its scenes areLogan's
laid in story
Tokio "Sayonara,"
and San Francisco. The cast supporting Miss Aoki includes Jack Livingston, Eugenie Forde, Arthur Jasmine, Dolly Hipp, Frederick Vroom,
Elinor Hancock, Goro Kino and Toyo
Fujita.
Voluminous

Bookings Prove

Blanche Sweet's Popularity
CONCRETE evidence of the return of
Blanche Sweet to the foremost ranks
of motion picture stars is to be found
in the voluminous bookings on "Fighting
Cressy" and the heavy demand for dates
on "The Deadlier Sex," which will be her
next release through Pathe. New York
always furnishes a fair indication of what
a star can be expected to accomplRli
throughout the country and has given its
stamp of approval to Miss Sweet's "comeback."
Exhibitors who found "A Woman of
Pleasure," her initial Pathe feature, a profitable venture, readily booked "Fighting
Cressy" and are now prepared to play
"The Deadlier Sex," which is rated as Miss
Sweet's
best Pathe
The rapksby ofa
this number
have offering.
been augmented
host of other showmen, who, quick to
sense the box-oflfice value of a star, have
added Miss Sweet's name to the luminaries
they depend upon to fill their houses.
Pathe officials are following Miss Sweet's
"come-back" with particular interest, seeking vindication of their belief that she is
one of the most popular players before
the public today.
Wyoming Home Folks Plan to
Honor Mrs. Charles Chaplin
SS of what honor and
REGARDLE
acclamation exhibitors throughout
America are planning for Mrs.
s Chaplin's initial release through
Charle
First National Exhibitors Circuit, entitled
spot
"The Inferior Sex," there is a little
called Laramie, Wyo., inhabited by exactly
the
ng
prepari
4,962 prdud people who are
aniasof anthisaccomp
the year
ofpresent
gala event
picture.
ation
ment to the
E. B. Hearst, manager of the Empress
of the
one
Theatre of this city, is perhaps
most insistent and encouraging of Mrs.
admirers. In letters to the First
Chaplin's
National Exhibitors Circuit, Mr. Hearst has
applied for the earliest possible release on
of
"The Inferior Sex," because the return
Mildred Harris, born and raised in his city,
most famous
the screen's
as the wifewillof mark
the showing of this
comedian,
attraction.
Mrs. Charles Chaplin has signified her
intention of making a brief visit home just
about the time her initial First National
attraction is scheduled to be shown there.
Two New Vitagraph Comedies.
"Squeaks and Squawks" has been selected
Aubrey's latest Vitaas the title of Jimmy
graph comedy. It was made under the
Girls." He alof a"Gas
workingready hastitle
be<?un
new and
comedy.
The new Montgomery and Ro-k romeciv
will be called "Sauce and Senoritas," made
under the working title of "A Spanish
Romance." In this comedy Patsy De Forrest, who has been absent from the screen
for two years playing in musical comedy,
is the leading woman, appearing
as a Soanish senorita. Montgomery and Rock are
now at work on another comedy called, at
present. ".As the Wind Blows."
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Urges

of the Motion

"the
termed
has been
which period
history
in the
critical
a time
AT most
of the motion picture export business; when external conditions are particularly unsettled, necessitating the strictest vigilance in the disposition of motion
picture films and motion picture accessory
territories at the presproducts in foreign
ent depreciated rate of foreign exchange,
the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation feels
the urgent need for the transaction of a
greater volume of export business than
ever
sued. before," is an announcement just is"This conclusion, which may appear drastic to many exporters of motion picture
films, who have expressed the belief that
the sane policy to pursue is to wait the
present foreign upheaval, a temporary reaction of the world war, has somewhat
subsided,
result amount
of matureof deliberation and isan theendless
research
work
on
the
part
of
Inter-Ocean
officials,"
the statement continues.
"As an unswerving confidence in this
plan of action, which, it is hoped, will
bring conditions back to its pre-war basis,
Inter-Ocean
Film are
Corporation's
the
coming year
bigger and plans
wider forin
scope than at any other time in the history
of the company. Contradictory rumors notwithstanding, Inter-Ocean Film Corporation's
plans
for
the .comingof year
the wholesale acquisition
manyembrace
stellar
productions from the ranks of large independent producers in America, for exclusive
distribution through the important filmrenting agencies of the world.
Inactivity Would Be Fatal.
"Inter-Ocean Film Corporation maintains the belief that a period of inactivity
in the export branch of the motion picture business would lead to fatal consequences. It cannot see its way clear to
endorse the policy of 'watchful waiting' in
the present crisis, but it heartily recommends the transportation of greater quantities of motion picture films and motion
picture accessory products to foreign territories. It feels that such action will
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiin

"Blow, Bugle, Blow."
Marjorie Daw is not at all
Kun-shy in Marshall Neilan's "The River's End," for
First National.

Stimulation

Picture Export Trade
Stimulate motion picture export trade in
the future.
"Reports from all over the world indicate that newly organized producing units
are forming at the rate of almost one a
week. Increased motion picture production seems to be the watchword everywhere. At present the American product's
supremacy in the export field is unquestioned. If we are to maintain this supremacy, the logical thing to do is to export, export and export. We cannot place
too much emphasis on this point."
Many First-Run Houses Book
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter"
THE
second
J. Parker "The
Read, Lone
Jr.'s
Louise
Glaumbigproduction,
Wolf's Daughter," by Louis Joseph
Vance, is enlarging its first run successes.
In Los Angeles, where a successful first
run
held in this
Tally's
Theatre,
the Garrick was
has booked
W. W.
Hodkinson
release for a week's second run, but a few
blocks removed from the Tally. In PasaTheatre
for a
week; dena
in Jensen's
Baltimore
the booked
Bernard it Depkin
chainsonofTheatre
theatres
Guy it.Wonders' Wilhave and
booked
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter," Hodkinson
also
reports,
opened Theatre,
to turn-away
business
at the
Newman
Kansas
City,
where Milton H. Feld, manager of the
Frank L. Newman enterprises, waged what
is declared to be the biggest advertising
and exploitation campaign ever attempted
in promoting a picture presentation in the
Xewman houses. Also on Monday the
Liberty, Colorado Springs, Col., opened a
week's run on the production.
Effective Campaign

Books

Issued by Robertson-Cole
THE Robertson-Cole
is gratified by the manner inCompany
which showmen
have employed the suggestions and
aids contained in its campaign books. In
accordance with its announced policy of
closer co-operation with exhibitors, an illustrated booklet of at least sixteen pages is
issued on each feature.
The campaign
on type
"Who's
Servant?'"
which isbook
of the
issuedYour
on
each production, is divided into four parts,
advertising, exploitation, publicity and general service, and so arranged that the exhibitor can tell at a glance what will be
practicable for his particular needs.
In addition to samples of type ads, reproduction of slides, poster copy and lobby displays and newspaper suggestions, there arc
many merchants,
exploitation teaser
hints, campaigns,
such as tie-ups
with
etc.
There are also four pages of advance stories
reviews and newspaper notices written by
trained newspaper men, music cue sheets, a
fictionized
the what
picture,
catchy linesstory
for ofads,
youa who's
will seewho,in
the picture, projectionist's cues for fading
out, and sentingother
valuable suggestions for prethe production.
The Marion Kohn Releases Ready.
.Although his organization is barely two
months old, Marion H. Kohn, head of the
Marion H. Kohn Productions, announces
that his three short-subject producing units
has each three prints ready for state
rights. Grace Cunard, Polly Moran and
"Smiling Bill" Jones are the stars.
While Mr. Kohn will spend a good deal
.of his time in Los Angeles looking after his
interests. I. Bernstein, production manager
of the National studios, will be in charge
of all production.
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Requests So Heavy for "Empty Arms" Plan
Book Second Edition Had
To Be Printed

s for the Hundred ThouSo manysandrequest
aDollar Packet, the bigtion
with
in connec exploit
tion aid issued
g r Kane and distarrin
Arms,"
"Empty rected
by Frank
from Willard
ReicheGail
's
King Bradley screen story, were received
by the producers, Lester Park and Edward Whiteside, that they found it imperative to have an additional five thousand copies printed.
The second edition is now being circulated among those exhibitors and State
Rights buyers whose requests were received too late for them to receive a copy
of the first edition.
From cover to cover the Hundred Thousand Dollar Packet is interesting, giving
many helpful hints for the successful exf "Empty a Arms."
The coverploitation odesign,
symphony in black
and green, shows a huge packet, from the
bursted ends of which pours a profusion
of silver and paper money.
Page two is devoted to illustrations
showing the line of lithographic paper prepared for the production. Reproduced in
black and white are the twenty-four sheet,
two kinds of six-sheets, two kinds of threesheets, three
window
card. kinds of one-sheets and the
On page three, headed by the general
caption,
Prelude,"
is given "A
to Summary
discussing for
the a vast
numberspaceof
clubs, movements and noted professionals
interested
in the subject
of "Empty
and to a reproduction
of the
banner Arms"
issued
in connection with the production.
Comments by Well-Known Women.
Page four gives the comments of famous
women on the subject and reproductions
of the slides. Page five contains reproductions of the lobby display, which is composed of eight 8x10 photographs, two 22x28
photographs, four 40x60 oil paintings and
four 30x40 oil paintings.
On page six are found reproductions of
the newspaper cuts. Pages seven and
eight, nine, ten and eleven carry a series
of illustrated advertising suggestions for
local newspapers.
Page twelve furnishes information about
the producing organization of Lester Park
and Edward Whiteside, in addition to giving a number of biographical stories about
the author, star, director, supporting cast,
etc.
Page thirteen contains interviews with
the star and the director. Page fourteen
presents a lobby set which will attract.
Page fifteen is devoted to showing how
one display on "Empty Arms" was made
and suggestions for a post card which
will bring results, and page sixteen is
given up to Dr. Frank Crane and the editorial titles this famous editor and author
wrote
especially
"Emptyin two
Arms."
The plan
book isforprinted
colors on
heavy calendar stock, eleven by sixteen
inches. It is being mailed in a specially
manufactured tube which prevents damage
to the copies while in transit.
F. I. L. M. Club Will Attend
March Convention at Utica
THE New York F. L L. M. Club, at its
last meeting, received an invitation
from Sydney S. Cohen, president of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
New York State, to attend in a body the
annual convention of exhibitors to be held
March 9 and 10 at Utica. He suggested that
each exchange procure booths where the
manager could meet personally many hundred exhibitors. The invitation was enthusiastically acepted, and President Chad-

wick delegated Lester Adler, Fred Salinger,
Max Nathan, J. J. Iris, I. J. Schmertz and
Henry Siegel to co-operate with Mr. Cohen
in making the convention a success.
E. M. Saunders, Metro general manager
of branches, was a visitor at the meeting
and gave an interesting history of the
club during the two years he was its president. The new grievance committee, composed of H. H. Buxbaum, Lester Adler, J.
Bellman, S. Eckman, Jr., and Sam Zierler,
submitted its first report, showing how
three exhibitors have received substantial
awards for claims that were in dispute.
First National Directors
Meet in Special Session
ELECTION of two new directors for
First National
ed by and
the
recommendCircuit,
of plansExhibitors'
adoption
Exhibitors' Defense Committee as essential
measures for the protection of independent
theatre owners affiliated by sub-franchises
were the important features of a joint session of the directors of First National and
of the Associated First National Pictures,
Incorporated, held at the Hotel Astor, New
February
York,
Samuel
Katz, of23-25.
Balaban & Katz, owners
of the Riviera Theatre, Chicago (who recently purchased the half interest owned in
the First National franchise for Illinois by
Jones, Linick & Schaeffer), was elected a
director
of FirstAaron
National
Exhibitors' Circuit to succeed
J. Jones.
E. B. Johnson, general manager of Turner
& Dahnken, owners of the First National
franchise in Northern California and Nevada, was elected a director to succeed
T. L. Tally of Los Angeles, who recently
disposedforniaofand Arizona
his francliise
for Southern
to Gore
Brothers Caliand
Sol Lesser.
With the exception of Nathan Gordon, of
Boston, J. G. Von Herberg, of Seattle, and
Colonel Fred Levy, of Louisville, all directors of both organizations, were in attendance. Beyond a general statement that the
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meeting was for the purpose of taking
official action on matters of importance to
First National Exhibitors' Circuit and the
newly organized Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., no detailed explanation was
given out.
Those present were: Robert Lieber, Indianapolis; John H. Kunsky, Detroit; Moe
Mark, New York; Jay J. Allen, Toronto;
A. H. Blank, Des Moines; Jacob Fabian,.
Paterson; J. B. Clark, Pittsburgh; H. O.
Schwalbe, Philadelphia; J. D. Williams,
New York; Samuel Katz, Chicago and E. B,.
Johnson, San Francisco.
Pioneer Books
Serial "Lost
in FoxCity"
Theatres
Pioneer
is handling
New City"
York
IN which
the face
of a blizzard
"Thein Lost
and Northern New Jersey opened up in
four of the William Fox Houses in New
York. The Academy of Music, the Crotona, the Folly and the Jamaica Theatre.
Trailers were run for a week before the
openings, while the lobbies of the four
theatres were filled with animal cut outs
depicting the scenes from the initial chapter of the serial. The house programs
were a big factor in putting the attractions
over.
Twenty four sheet stands were also devoted to "The
Lost City."
Despite
the weather,
reports of excellent
business
received.
will
play were
the entire
Fox "The
Circuit.Lost City"
Exhibitors Compliment Pathe
on Success of Dempsey Serial
JACK
has made
his bowas toa
the DEMPSEY
motion picture
audiences
screen star, and excellent reports are
arriving at the office of the Pathe Serial
sales manager.
One of the congratulatory telegrams is
from the Gaiety Theatre, Cleveland, which
has "Daredevil Jack" booked for a week's
run per episode. "'Daredevil Jack' opened
yesterday. Gaiety Theatre filled to capacity on coldest day this winter. It is now
2 P. M. Monday and not a vacant seat in
the house. Congratulations on this serial.

"Daredevil
Jack's campaign
Gaiety
Theatre."
be
he will announce their confidence thatmanagers
elected a hit by an overwhelming majority.
The Kearse Theatre in Charleston, W.
Va., also booking the serial for six-day
runs, started
Jack" oflfclaims
on February 16 and "Daredevil
the management
to
have had as many visitors as they could
possibly entertain in their theatre.
Moreno Completes "Invisible Hand."
Antonio Moreno kept right up to schedule
in finishing his latest Vitagraph serial, "The
Invisible
Hand,"
last week,
and his
thisdirector,
despite
the fact that
William
Bowman,
was taken ill, and the serial star directed
two of the episodes himself as well as playing in them.
Before beginning another picture Mr.
Moreno California
will take ain few
vacation,
touring
his weeks'
automobile,
and
playing golf.
Fox News Shows Torpedo 'Plane.
Uncle Sam's latest fighting machine — a
new torpedo 'plane — is pictured in FoxNews landNo.
The bears
'planea tested
at Cleve-in
for the39.Navy
huge torpedo
the carriage and is expected to prove an
advance over the destroyer that must remain on the surface of the sea.

"Allee Same Pup Hungly."
Says Charley Wong-, cook, to Harry Carey
on the Universal star's Western Ranch.

Reviews printed in Moving PicUirc
World are written with authority by experienced craftsmen; written from the
production exactly as it will be presented
on the screen of your theatre.
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I Richardson to Present Evils |
I of Overspeeding in Paper at I
1
Picture Engineers' Session I
F=
H. RICHARDSON, Moving Picture |
World's projection authority, will |
5
• present a paper on "The Various 1
II convention
Effects of Overspeeding"
Spring ||
of the Societyat the
of Motion
1 Picture Engineers to be held in Men- |
I treal in May.
|
I This paper will be read with the idea |
I of bringing up for discussion the evil |
I effects of overspeeding motion picture |
I projectors. The sources of damage to |
I films, the consequent monetary loss, 1
I the grotesque effects produced on the |
i screen, the throwing out of harmony 1
1 the tenijjo of the picture and that of |
I the orchestral accompaniment are all |
I taken uj) and elaborated upon.
|
I It is hoped that this discussion will |
i mean the taking of a big step forward I
I in checking the evils of overspeeding. 1
T.iiiiiitiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiuiraiiinip
Paramount Films Break Records.
New attendance records were set up at
both the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, New
York, on Washington's Birthday, or rather
on February 23, when the holiday was observed, the management announced.
At the Rivoli, where William D. Taylor's
Paramount Artcraft production, "Huckleis the
the new
ordberrywasFinn,"
9,840
paidattraction,
admissions.
At recthe
Rialto a still more achievement was recorded, for although the house is smaller
than the Rivoli, no fewer than 10,060 paid
during the day to see Marguerite Clark in
"Easy to Get."
Remodeling International Studios.
These are busy days at the International
Studios, 127th street and Second avenue.
New York, where Cosmopolitan Productions are being made for Paramount Artcra"ft. Under
supervision
of William
Sistrom,
studio the
manager,
the plant,
which
was
formerly
Sulzer's
Harlem
River
is being thoroughly rebuilt to conformPark,
to
the needs of an up-to-date motion picture
studio. The studio is large enough to
permit six companies to work at once.
May Name Town After Little Mary.
There is a movement on foot among some
of the prominent citizens of Grand Rapids,
Wis., to have the name of that town
changed to Pickford. There is much confusion between the Wisconsin town and
Grand Rapids, Mich., that the Grand
Rapids-ers of Wisconsin experience much
trouble with mis-sent mail and the like.
Several names have been presented, but
according to a local Grand Rapids paper
Pickford is the favorite of the majority.
Fidelity Presents "Married Virgin."
The Fidelity Pictures Company, a newly
organized concern with offices at 117 West
46th street. New York, with William G.
Smith and M. Lewis in charge, will distribute for state rights throughout United
States and Canada, its first feature, a Maxwell production, titled "The Married Virgin." TheKirkham,
cast includes
Sisson,
leen
Edward Vera
Jobson
andKathRodolfo DiValentine. The production was
directed by Joe Maxwell.
Claude Ezell Wins Promotion.
In recognition of his good work in behalf
of Select, Claude Ezell has been appointed
by Sam E. Morris, vice-president and general manager of Selznick Pictures, to the
position of supervisor of the New Orleans
district. Mr. Ezell is also manager of the
Dallas district.
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Operators

in Chicago

May Force Closing of Picture Theatres
union also demanded an increase in the
FILMDOM
in
and Local 110,Chicago
I. A. T.isS.inE.anM. uproar,
P. O., wages of all operators, in some cases nearly
is the cause. .\ short time ago Local 110 double what they were receiving formerly ;
ordered that the Crown Theatre, an .Ascher also that the number of operators be
house, place a union bill poster on its pay- doubled at many theatres. This demand
roll, his work to be confined to the post- was made through Dr. Atkinson, vicepresident of the Allied Amusement Assoing offusedtheto dotheatre's
bills. Mr.
Ascherwere
re- ciaiton,
this. Similar
demands
on Saturday, February 21.
Dr. Atkinson met the union on Saturday,
made on other theatres, and a meeting was
called at the Hotel Alorrison on Friday February 21, but could not change the demands of its officers.
afternoon, February 20, at which all memA meeting of all Chicago exhibitors and
bers of the A. A. A and the Film Associamembers
of the Film Association was then
tion were present.
called for Monday morning, February 23,
Aaron Jones and Nate Ascher addressed
the meeting and asked the co-operation of at Cohan's Grand Opera House. At this
the exchanges to combat the demands of meeting it was unanimously decided to provide each exhibitor in Chicago with a notice
the union. Their request was agreed to
and Dr. Atkinson was appointed to repre- to be handed the operator or operators
sent both organizations and appear before on Monday, February 23, either at the
the union with full and complete authority matinee or evening presentation to the
effect that one week from that date their
to act, and, if it became necessary, he was
empowered to say to the union that all services would be no longer required.
It is understood that the A. F. of L. is
picture theatres in Chicago and in that
part of Cook County served by Chicago
not in sympathy with the drastic action
exchanges, would be closed before they contemplated by Local 110. In answer to a
wire from Chicago President Samuel
would
submit
to theforunion's
But the
demand
union demands.
bill posters at
less in thefrankly
matter.stated that he was powertheatres was only a minor demand. The Gompers

Douglas

Fairbanks'

Next

"Big

Four"

Production Announced as "Mollycoddle*
steps in the discovery of new material for
DOUG'S"
next picture
will bethecalled
"Mollycoddle."
an- the screen, will even be surpassed, states
nouncement thatThis
came was
from Hiram
Fairbanks, by other features which he has
Abrams, of the United Artists Corporation, embodied in the production now nearing
added to which information was the fact completion.
There is but one thing similar about the
that this picture, the third that Mr. Fairlatest and his last production. That is that
banks
has
done
for
the
"Big
Four,"
would
be released in the near future. The date it is an original story, written by Mr. Fairof release will be announced shortly.
banks himself. The screen adaption will
While box-office records in every section be by Tom Geraghty, editor of productions,
of the country continue to be broken by who prepared the scenario for the picture
the record crowds that have swarmed to that is now attracting wide attention.
new faces will be seen in support
the theatres showing "When the Clouds of Many
Mr. Fairbanks in this next production,
Roll By," "Doug's" second United Artists
production, he is hard at work before the including a new leading woman, drawn
from the legitimate stage and declared to
camera
completing
"Mollycoddle."
Activities
were seemingly
at a standstill
Frank Campeau, long idenat the Fairbanks studio for some weeks be a "find."
tified with Fairbanks productions, has an
since the completion of his last picture, excellent part, giving him exceptional
during which time, however, the star was opportunities for his particular type of
resting and also preparing some novel "villainy." Charles Stevens, who has won
much favor with Fairbanks in the past, the
"stunts" for his forthcoming release.
The numerous "stunts" and novelties in Indian Eagle Eye, "Bull" Montana and
others
familiar in previous supporting
"When the Clouds Roll By," such as the
flood, the nightmare episodes and the ultra- casts, will again surround the star in supmotion photography, while considered big
port of the story of "Mollycoddle."
Goldwyn

Executives

Studios

Leave

for East;

Gold, president
GOLDWYN
SAMUELwyn Pictures
on, andof AbraCorporati
ham Lehr, vice-president, left the Culver City Studios. Sunday, February 22,
bound for New York.
During his brief stay on the Coast, Mr,
Goldwyn has been active in .supervising the
production activities of the company,
which has started many new pictures, including those of the Eminent Authors and
others selected as vehicles for the Goldwyn
stars, among them the adaptations of a
number of popular stage plays, the motion
picture
chased. rights to which were recently purThe production program for the early
spring, launched by Messrs. Goldwyn and
Lehr, includes Mabel Normand in "The
Slim Princess," directed by Victor Schertzinger; "Milestones," directed by Paul Scardon ; "The Double-Dyed Deceiver" an O.

Culver

City

Spring Program Given
Henry story starring Jack Pickford;
"Scratch My Back," a Rupert Hughes
story; Williams
and "Thestory
Great
Accident,"
a Ben
Ames
in which
Tom Moore
is starred.
Mr. since
Lehr's November,
trip East is1918.
the first
has
made
Sincehethen,
as executive head of the Culver City plant,
the Goldwyn vice-president has devoted
his energies to building up the studios to
their present state of efficiency.
purpose
of Mr. Lehr's visit East has
notThebeen
announced.
Teddy Sampson in New York.
Teddy Sampson, star of Supreme Comedies made by the Southern California Producing Company for Robertson-Cole release, is spending several weeks in New
York visiting her parents. This is Miss
•Sampson's first visit in two ;-ears.
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Big Business

Drive; Honoring Vice President Brunet
ORTED by a greater variety of
SUPP
"Haunted
leased on March
21. Spooks," will be rehigh class productions than at any Comedies,
time in the history of the organization,
In arranging the contests the sales force
the sales force of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has been divided into four sections, the
starts on the first day of the second anni- eastern, western, southern and central.
versary of Paul Brunet as vice-president The selling force of each branch in these
and general manager of the exchange. The sections will constitute a team. The winsum of $6,000 in prizes will be awarded to
ning manager in each division will receive
s
hing the best. rec- $500 in cash, and each salesman on the
branchords inmanager
collectionsestablis
and new business
winning team will receive a $100 gold
Since Mr. Brunet assumed office the watch. The sum of $100 in cash will also
business of the Pathe exchange has in- be paid to one salesman in each division
creased to a remarkable extent and many who secures during the month the greatest
things have been inaugurated that have amount of business on the new Mrs. Sidbenefited the sales force and stimulated
ney Drew Comedies.
In the event of ties in either of these
business. With a bonus system and many
competitions men in the exchanges have contests, each of the winners will receive
had great opportunities for sharing profits, a prize of equal value as is announced for
and in appreciation of the work of Mr. the winner.
Brunet they are out to smash all records.
Reports from all parts of the country
to the home office of Pathe indicate that
Realizing that; the sales force would
the drive during anniversary month will
necessarily require an exceptional produc- meet
with the favor of exhibitors because
tion output to keep pace with the great
efforts to be put forth, the month of March
of the general strengthening of the busiwill see a great array of releases from
ness everywhere at this time. It is conceded, in reports, that the exceptionally
Pathe. Among the new features are "In
hard
winter
weather and the influenza epiWalked Mary," with June Caprice; "Tardemic have worked toward a feeling of
nished Reputations," with Dolores Cassi- ing.
timidity, which is now rapidly disappearnelli, and Blanche Sweet in "The Deadlier
Sex." The latest of the Harold Lloyd
London

Papers

Wax

Enthusiastic

Over

Private Showing of "Broken Blossoms
ADVICES just received from London by End theatres and presented in time for
Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd., the Ameri- the spring season in the British center.
can corporation controlling all foreign
Conservative trade periodicals like BioCinema and the Kinematographic
rights to D. W. Griffith's film triumph, Weekly scope,
all highly praised the production
"Broken Blossoms," assure the American
owners that at a private press showing in and devoted full page reviews which declared that it opens a new vista of the
that city, a fortnight
ago, it created a tremendous sensation.
art and sets Griffith further forward than
all others in the film world.
Such conservative and powerful London
papers as the Times and the Daily Mail
Thomas Burke, whose Limehouse Nights
proclaimed it the finest film offering ever story, "The Chink and the Child," was the
presented by any producer in that country. basis upon which Griffith builded "Broken
The consensus of the London critical re- Blossoms," has written an open letter to
sume shows that the verdict of New York the press expressing his gratitude to Mr.
for the beautiful treatment of the
on this artistic success had been carefully Griffith
estimated by the reviewers, who enthusi- theme.
astically endorsed the local press comImmediately following the London presentation upon the same elaborate scale the
ments in their appreciation.
Acting upon the suggestion of the Lon- piece was given here, Guy Croswell Smith,
don Times, plans have been perfected in Ltd., will present it in exactly the same
London to get around the usual delay of manner in Paris at one of the leading thebooking theatre time many months after
atres and then complete negotiations now
a press showing, and this offering will be pending for a like production of the classic
put into one of the representative West in the principal art centers of Australia.
J. Parker

Read,

Jr., Announces

His

Plans
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Fine Cast for Grossman Feature.
Each member of the cast supporting
Marguerite Marsh in the Grossman Pictures,
feature,
to Face,"
selectedInc.,because
of his"Face
or her
special was
fitness
for the part to be portrayed. The leading
man, Coit Albertson, has appeared in a
number of stage and screen productions,
also in "The Carter Case," "$1,000,000 Reward" and "Wits vs. Wits," the latter two
being Grossman productions.
Joseph Marba, another actor of wide
stage and screen experience, is seen in an
important role. Other principals are Frances White, Edna Holman, Richard Stewart
and Wilbur Kendall.
Texas Guinan to Appear in a Feature.
As soon as Texas Guinan finishes her
present contract with the Bulls-Eye Film
Corporation, which calls for a series of
two-reel westerns, she will be presented
in a five-reel feature, to be produced by
the same concern. Miss Guinan has eight
two-reelers already to her credit on her
Bulls-Eye contract, with all territory sold.
Jay Hunt, now handling Miss Guinan,
will also direct the five-reeler. Her latest
Bulls-Eye
is called
of Fire"about
and
will be ready
for an "Letters
eastern preview
March 1.
"Tarzan" Print on Way East.
The completed print of Numa Pictures
Corporation's production of "The Return of
Tarzan" was shipped from Los Angeles
Saturday, February 21, to New York. Harry
Revier, the director, recently arrived in
New York, illness forcing him to leave a
few days before the task of cutting and
assembling was completed. George M.
Merrick, who supervised the production,
accompanies the print East. The trade
showing will be announced shortly. Bids,
on the picture by releasing corporations,
are reported brisk.
National Forms a Studio Council.
Under a new ruling adopted by the Na-tional Film Corp. of America a studio
council, composed of a member of the board
of directors and all the unit directors, will
hereafter pass on vital phases of production. The council is composed of J. Bernstein, production manager, and the following directors: William A. Seiter, Harry
Edwards, Mark Goldaine, Ward Hayes,
Robin Williamson, Paul Hurst, Jack Hoxie,
"Mickey" Caldwell and Fred Bauman.
McManus

to Supervise

"Bringing Up

After a trip over all the battlefields of
the Western front with what is said to be
the first touring Father."
party officially permitted'
on all the old fighting ground, George
McManus, the well-known comic artist, i!i
preparing to return to the United States
to supervise the screen debut of his "Mr.
and Mrs. Jiggs," the famous characters of
his "Bringing Up Father" will be seen in
a series of comedies to be issued by International through Pathe Exchange, Inc.

for Twelve Special Productions in 1920
THAT J. Parker Read, Jr., has entered star casts — or at least that is my present
the ranks of the important film pro- intention — and with the finest directors I
ducers to stay is proven by the plans can obtain at the helm of production. The
Fred Young With R-C in K. C.
of the young creator of the Louise Glaum public, so the exhibitors indicate, want
The Kansas City branch of Robertsonand Hobart Bosworth specials for this year. special pictures.
Cole Distributing Corporation is now under
"Miss Glaum's and Mr. Bosworth's stories the
"In intend to have Miss Glaum make only
management of Fred W. Young, who
subject to the most careful super- has succeeded
live production a year," said Read, "and will be vision
E. W. McAvoy. Mr. Young
during the coming year and I feel
Hobart Bosworth will be busy on five other
specials. I feel that this scheme will give safe and happy in saying that I am con- came from Detroit, where he was manager
the Vitagraph and Hallmark exchanges.
my stars plenty of time to express their
fident that these forthcoming productions, of
Mr. McAvoy has accepted a position with
abilities to their fullest extent and thereby based on actual knowledge of popular likes the
Fox Exchange in Kansas City.
offer the public the best both they and I and dislikes, and backed by motion picture
have to give them.
experience and art, will compare most
Universal's Sales Head on Tour.
"In addition to the ten Louise Glaum favorably with the finest product of the
E. H. Goldstein, general sales manager
and Hobart Bosworth productions I ex- cinema mart."
-Announcement has been made of the of the Universal, will make a flying tour
pect to film in 1920 I have in preparation
two stories of sensational character, my signing of John Ince's name to a directorial of the country, stopping at all the principle
treatment of which I hope will prove contract and of negotiations under way exchanges and making such changes as are
unique.
for another prominent figure in films to necessary in the sales plans of the company. His first stop will be Chicago.
"These specials I will make with all- direct certain Reed productions.
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LATEST

REVIEWS

CONDUCTED

BY EDWARD

and

COMMENTS

WEITZEL, ASSOCIATE EDITOR

1
Sidelights and Reflections
Last week this department contained an
article
beginning:
"Nothingwriters
has beenwhoheard
lately from
the scenario
are
fond of rushing into print with the assertion that the screen should practically
limit
itselffollowing
to original
material."
This
week the
explanation
has been
received from two industrious workers in
the f^eld:
We'llbroken
be glad
to tell
aboutstrain
them. ofMany
have
under
the you
horrible
trying to make logical and plot-tight pictures
out of the worthless Junk producers buy on
the child-like theory that whatever finds its
way into the pages of magazines or books
MUST be good photoplay material.
Others, surviving these terrors, are abused
by directors as being "the curse of the Industry," aswith
your asserting.
pages recently
one director
Yet, howcredited
many
directors attempt the adaptation of stories
they are to produce? Funny they should so
rely
the "cusses."
Someon few
of us are finding it very profitable to write an occasional adaptation, but
specialize
mainly
"saving"productions
pictures byof
editing and titlingonpicture
books and plays that have no releasing possibilities because of inconsistencies, absurd
story mechanics and false situation. Tou
might be surprised to know how many former scenario writers are doing this.
Those of us who are thus sitting tight and
hanging on are some day going to take fiendish delight in holding up the industry for
very fat and juicy sums in payment for
original stories. If the demand for original
stories doesn't return — and many believe
itto will
you what weso are
do. not
Now— I'll
this tell
is confidential,
holdgoing
this
page close to you and don't let anyone in on
it.
going towith
startthewriting
send We're
to producers
warningstories
that toif
they don't snap them up at our reasonable
price,
we'll have
sell them
some times
magazine
and
then they
to payto fifty
as much
for them.
For experience whispers that they will do
Just this.
The following communication to the
Moving Picture World explains itself :
Mr. Charles Ray has done me the great
honor of asking me to direct him In his new
productions, and before starting to work I
want to thank you for your interest in the
past. I appreciate what your publication
has meant to us with the public and the
exhibitors and your sincere criticisms have
helped us more than I can say.
If possible, I want to set the public and
the press right in regard to a rumor which
seems to have been spread by mistake. It Is
said that Mr. Ray means to change his style
of work and step forth in an entirely new
line. I am sure Mr. Ray appreciates too
much what he owes to the public ever to
think of making such a change.
Both Mr. Ray and myself feel that we owe
a great deal to Mr. Ince for the way in
which Mr. Ray has been handled, and we
hope to build on the wonderful foundation
he has made.
Thanking you again for your co-operation
and hoping you will be with us in the same
way in the future, I am
Yours very truly,
JEROME STORM.
A glance at the titles In the next column
V. 11 reveal the pleasing fact that the marr.ed ladies are very much in evidence in tliis
week's
and that
at least against
one of the
picturesreviews,
is a strong
argument
divorce. WEITZEL.
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Wit Wins (Burton King Pictures).
Blary
Ellen Conies to Town (Paramount).
The Chambers Mystery (Schaner, Rosa)
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"Why Change Your Wife?"
Brilliant Comedy Satire Directed by Cecil
B. DeMille and Released by Paramount.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.

L B. DeMILLE has hit the bullsCECIeye
again. "Why Change Your
" his latest Paramount reWife?,
lease, is totally diflferent in character from
"Male and Female." It is a comedy satire
on married life. Nothing of a farcical
nature is introduced. It is truth itself, with
rare bits of sparkling drama, and it runs
along smoothly and fast. The dialogue of
the sub-titles is replete with homely philosophy, the kind that strikes every married
man or woman, every lover or sweetheart.
There never was a more costly and lavish
display of gowns in a DeMille picture as in
this; never more elaborate settings. These
two items are real features of the production. But the acting of the three principals,
Gloria Swanson as the first wife, Bebe
Daniels as the second wife and Tom Meighan as the husband, stands out above anything. Their work leaves nothing undone;
in fact, throughout the story they command
your attention and admiration.
"Why Change Your Wife?" is about as
near a 100 per cent, perfect picture as it
is possible to make one. You can boost
it
without the slightest fear of disappointment.
Cast.
Robert Gordon
Thomas Melghan
Beth Gordon
Gloria Swanson
Sally Clark
Bebe Daniels
Radinoff
Theodore Kosloft
The Doctor
Clarence Geldart
Aunt Kate
Sylvia Ashton
Harriette
Maym Kelso
Butler
Lucien Littlefield
Maid
Edna Mae Cooper
A Woman Client
Jane Wolf
Story by William C. DeMille.
Scenario by Sada Cowan and Olga Printzlau.
Directed by Cecil B. DeMille.
Length, Seven Reels.
The Story.
"Why Change
Yourwho,
Wife?"
is the story
husband
and wife
although
deeplyof ina
love with each other, do not seem to get
along owing to slightly opposite temperaments. Robert Gordon likes Jazz music; Beth,
his wife, likes such classics as "The Dying
Poet." The husband likes to take his wife
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out to a cabaret, the wife llkeg to listen
to Professor So-and-So give a musicale on
his violin. Gordon prefers to see his wife
dressed in expensive gowns, with a plentiful
display of flesh, while Mrs. Gordon shrinks
with horror at such a costume. So one night
Robert goes out, meets a girl, has a good
time and goes home at one a. m. All is well
until his wife notices the odor of perfume
on his clothes. Then a divorce. The husband
later weds the girl, but soon finds out that
sheGordon
Is too then
"flashy"
him. as they are and
takesforthings
makes the best of It, but fate intervenes. He
and his new wife are at a fashionable summer
resort. Here they meet his first wife. Having
heard her society friends hint that she lost
her husband because she did not dress or act
to suit him, Beth makes up her mind to show
them that they are wrong. When the meeting takes place, she is beautiful In an elaboherself.rate bathing suit, and evidently enjoying
The old spark of love returns, but that U
all. Nothing can be done to fix things as
they used to be, so they part. Later Gordon
meets Beth again, and while walking together he slips and injures himself. His first
wife takes him home, and the doctor tells
her he cannot be moved until he is better.
Wife No. 2 Is notified of the accident by
Wife No.on 1.taking
She hurries
to Gordon's
insists
him to her
home, andbedside,
there
ensues a bitter fight between the two women.
When It is over Wife No. 2 makes up her
mind that she doesn't want her husband any
more,
saying: "The only good thing about
marriage, anyway, is the alimony."
I'rogrram and Fxploitatlon Catchllnesi
Can You Tell Why Wives Don't Remain
Their Husband's Sweethearts? See "Why
Change
Your Wife?"
SeeLife.
the Man's
Side of a Modern Marriage
in This Luxurious Drama
on Married
If Your Husband Is Inattentive Tell Him
SeePicture
"Why Bearing
Change on
Yourthe Wife?"
A to
Vital
Problem of
Love After Marriage.
Kxploltntlon Angles: Circus this If you desire before the full campaign with teasers
along the lines of the title and the divorce
angle. Start this well in advance to get interest for the title, but when you launch
your regular campaign
down to a more
dignified appeal. Hook tone
up with the success
of "Male and Female" by telling that it Is
by the same producer; but do not make the
mistake of trying to make people
it is
the same type of production. believe
Lay stress
upon the fact that it Is something
very
different, that it is a discussion of social unrest and the over-readiness of men and
women in society to change their
partners.
Go back to "Male and Female" to hook up
with "Old Wives for New" and "Don't Change
Your Husband."
"Easy to Get"
Paramount-Artcraft
Picture Presenting
Comedy.
Marguerite Clark
in a Sparkling
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
INto mockery
of man's
"Easy
Get," a story
with egotism
and nois infirmity of purpose. It is aziphoneymoon
comedy, thoroughly modern in exhibiting the
multiplicity of woman's moods. It is interpreted bya bright
the star shining
with a distinction allcast,
her own. It is a
pleasure to watch her as an infatuated
young bride, her eyes beaming with love,
and then flashing with the internal fire of
an entirely different emotion.
bride
of four hours becomes aware forThe
the first
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time of man's
his deeply
embedded
beliefhollow
in hisvanity,
own superiority,
and those eyes no longer reveal her wealth
of affection. They burn with the pride and
resentment working busily within her. It
may be said without detriment to the story
that
Miss Clark's
expressive
eyes and face
constitute
its leading
attraction.
A light comedy, cleverly adapted and arranged and admirably directed, "Easy to
Get" and
has daring
a themeshown
forever
amusing.
The
skill
by the
little bride
in bringing her over-confident husband
down a few pegs lead her into an interesting series of adventures. She emerges triumphant, though somewhat scared, while
he is, at least, temporarily cured. The
Paramount-Artcraft comedy delighted a
packed house at the Rialto, and it will undoubtedly please wherever shown.
Cast.
Mllly Morehouse
Marguerite Clark
Bob Morehouse
Harrison Ford
Dick Elliot
Rodney LaRocque
Pauline Reid
Helen Greene
Talbot Chase
Herbert Barrington
Thaddeus Burr
Kid Broad
Jim Tucker
H. Van Busen
Harm Tucker
Julia Hurley
Story by Izola Forrester.
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Length, 4,110 Feet.
The Story.
"Easy to Get" boasts Bob Morehouse to
his friend Dick Elliot, in referring to the
conquest he made of Mllly, his bride. She
Ov-erhears
the men
chatting
about after
her instartthe
smoking room
of the
train soon
ing on her wedding trip, and her Infatuation
is swiftly replaced by resentment. Burning
with rage and wounded sensibility, she descends from the train when it slows up
twenty miles from their destination.
With only one thought in mind, that of
proving she is not so easy as he imagines,
Mllly wends her way to the rustic bungalow
of a scientist and tells him she fled from a
man madly in love with her. She is given
shelter and food, but she soon finds that her
husband has traced her. She manages to
get out of the house as he enters it, bribes
the chauffeur of the car he has hired, goes
to the country hotel where they intended
to pass the honeymoon and registers under
an assumed name. She can rest easy for a
while, as she has entangled him in difficulties
with a rustic sheriff.
She next encounters her husband's friend,
Dick, who is pursuing a girl not easy to
get, and she enlists his services to make
another getaway when Bob returns. They
leave together and encounter an old woman
driving a wagon. Milly is now determined
to give Bob a good scare. She sends back
word by Dick that she has been kidnapped by
a gang of toughs who will not release her
for less than a ransom of five Lhousand dolold woman's
house,
Milly finds
a ganglars. AtoftheruflSans,
but her
suspicions
are
allayed, and she tells them of her scheme
to frighten her husband. They promptly
agree to assist her.
When Dick returns to the hotel with his
story of the bandits he becomes a hero in
the eyes of the girl, who has thought him
commonplace. Bob raises the necessary fund
to pay the ransom and goes to meet the
gang. They turn out to be the real thing
instead of a joke and get the money, but
Bob gives up willingly, and peace dawns
on their honeymoon.
ProKTom
and
Bxploitation Catchlinen:
What Would You Do If, After Being Wedded Two Hours, You Heard Your Husband Say "All Women Are 'Easy to Get' "
— See What Marguerite Clark Does In
This Sparkling Comedy.
As a Bride, She Said "I Do" — Then She
Turned Around and Didn't — See Why in
"Easy to Get," Starring Marguerite
Clark.
It Cost Him a Honeymoon — Hours of Sleep
— $5,000 and Many Other Things Because
He Boasted That Women Are "Easy to
Exploitation
Angrles: Make all you can of
Get."
Miss Clark, but plug away on the story angle,
for this should sell almost as well as Miss
Clark's
name. UseTellthesnatches
the story
teaser form.
title to ofindicate
that init
will not be easy to get in to see "Easy to
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"Oh, It's Terribly Easy."
Explains Marguerite Clarke in her Paramount, "Easy to iiKifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriNimiu
Qet,"
miiiiiiiiiiiiililiiiillliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiititiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiKiitiiiiiiiriii
Get." You can make this a slogan In the
form of "It's 'Easy to Get' but not easy to
get in unless you come early."
"His Wife's Money"
Selznick Presents Eugene O'Brien in a
StorytheofSelfishness
Manhood's ofRevolt
Against
Inherited
Wealth.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

of "His
is thatwhen
theme time
OPRIATE
APPRWife's
doMoney"
g more
relations atarea becomin
mestic
strained than ever on economic questions.
The Selznick release offers a manly viewcomIt also s shows
all-tooup the
selfishnes
well off
women
of married
mon point.
in their own right. There are male creatures in our midst who do not hesitate to
sacrifice personal honor and dignity of
character in order to live on wealthy wives,
but they are not objects of admiration, even
when they are socially tolerated. The
genuine American, as impgrsonated hy
his prodisregardsubsist
Eugene O'Brien,
on
and happily
tective instinctscannot
"His Wife's Money." It is deep in his
nature to go to the front where the fighting is hardest and do his share in the
general struggle, hence he revolts at being
a camp follower in his own family.
Such is the essence of the Selznick story.
Its mood is fully appreciated by Eugene
O'Brien and Zeena Keefe as the wife.
Their performances are the more creditable in that they are of difficult characterizations. Their highly intelligent interpretations of the leading roles and the vitality
of
the theme product
make "His
satisfactory
and aWife's
good Money"
entertain-a
ment.
Cast.
Ralph Barlow
Marion
Phillips Eugene
Zena O'Brien
Keefe
Bob Oppington
Ned Hay
Eve Oppington
Louise Prussing
James Caldwell
Cyril Chadwick
Mrs. Ralph Caldwell
Dorothy Kent
Story by Scenario
May Tullyby and
Du
R. Cecil Vernet
Smith. Rabbell.
Directed by Ralph Ince.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Ralph Barlow is ready to carry the burden
of life as a man should, not on "His Wife's
Money," when he meets his fate in Marlon
Phillips. She comes to his hunting lodge
while lost in the woods and is so deeply impressed by his manly gallantry that she falls
instantly in love and inspires him with
procal passion. On being restored to reciher
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friends she betrays her feeling through an
indiscretion, and he announces their engagement without knowing she is a great heiress.
They are happy in their married life until
she insists upon entertaining in lavish style,
when she is forced to confess that she Is
"stupidly rich."
Barlow feels deeply the ironic remarks of
his
wife's
friendsof and
decides
to West.
developShea
mining
property
his own
in the
only smiles with tolerant superiority at the
idea of accompanying him — it Is unnecessary
for either of them to go. He feels that she
has become attached to the material inanities
of social life and leaves to engage in his enterprise alone. He is, later on, in the midst of
a desperate struggle to find a lost mining
shaft when she joins him from complex motives, principally to induce him to give up his
plans and return with her. This failing,
she leaves with a group of gay friends on the
very day with
his success.
efforts, unknown to her, are
crowned
Months later, when Marion is sated with
social pleasure and so oppressed by melancholy that she plans a trip abroad, the friends
who weaned ner from her husband find themselves badly involved financially. Some unknown power is slowly and determinedly
destroying their holdings and her own. Barlow has secretly returned and used his newly
acquired wealth to bring about a reversal of
fortune. He relents, however, on seeing that
his wife's heart is as truly his as when their
troth was plighted, and he enjoys the happy
triumph of tender and forgiving love.
Program
and
Kxplottatlon Catchllncai
Pleasing Drama of Love — Romance and
Adventure with Eugene O'Brien as the
Star.
What Do You Think of the Man That Ruins
His Wife Financially to Win Her Lore?
That's What Occurs in "His Wife's
Is It Possible for Money to Drive Away
the Happiness of a Loving Couple? See
Money."
"His Wife's Money."
He Was Miserably Poor, Although He
Earned $12,000 a Year — That's Eugene
O'Brien in "His Wife's Money."
Bxploitation Angles: Play the star according to his popularity with your patrons.
Work hard on the theme of the story. This
will lend itself to essay contests and symposiums in small towns or centers. Use striking catch
phrases "Are
as "Are you living on your
wife's
money?"
you a slave to your
wife's whims?" "Is matrimony a balloon
or
aahead
ball and
and get
chain?"
in at least a week
peopleStart
talking.
"Wit Wins"
A Story of Romance, Big Business and Revenge, Produced by Burton King
Picture Corporation and
Released by Hallmark.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.
containing
an eleWIT worked
WINS"outis and
a good
story, logically
ment of mystery that makes it a
satisfactory production. It is that combination of society, romance, intrigue
big
business that makes an entertainingin performance and sends the audience out with
a feeling of having enjoyed a good show,
however short of being a masterpiece the
feature might have been. The story is one
that has been used before, yet probably not
quite in the same manner. For most stories
of big business generally leave nothing for
guess-work on the way they
will turn out.
Hence, the mystery helps this one wonderfully and makes it all the more interesting.
"Wit Wins" concerns a financier, Wharton, who has been ruined by a tricky friend
m the stock market. His daughter, Marion
makes a resolution of revenge. The crooked,
friend, Lawton, becomes prosperous, although you are not sure that Lawton
one who ruined Wharton till the end ofis the
the
Florenc
e
Billings
plays
picture
the
part of Mari.
on Wharton. She gives it just what it requires, a strong personality and clever
thinking. She grasps the melodra
atmosphere of the story perfectly. matic
Thompson is featured as her brotherHugh
and
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Eugene Strong is the young lover. E. J.
Ratcliffe, who seems to be made to fit any
business man's part, is right in his element.
It was directed by Burton King. A satisfactory picture.
Caat.
Marion Wharton
Florence Billings
Her Brother
Hugh Thompson
.Mr. Wharton
Joseph Smiley
Mr. Lawton
E. J. Ratcliffe
Lawton, Jr
Eugene Strong
Watte, the servant
John Nichols
Story by Leander De Cordova.
Directed by Burton King.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Wharton, a banker on the verge of ruin,
makes a last splurge in society by giving a
party. When the guests are gone he tells
his daughter, Marion, of his plight. She
knows
is treachery
her Down
father'sin
ruin andthere
determines
to get behind
revenge.
Wall Street is Lawton, a prosperous banker.
He has a son, however, who is the opposite in
character. Later Marion Wharton obtains a
position in the offices of Lawton as his
.secretary, and the younger Lawton is so
attracted to her that he decides to go to
work for his father.
girl's engagement
to work
forPrevious
Lawton toa the
mysterious
man has been
employed
for
confidential
work.
He
'and
are seen frequently in conversation, andMarion
seem
to carry on a secret code. Shortly afterward
things turn for Lawton. His operations
becomeable stocks
of a and
losingbonds
nature,
one day
valuare and
missed.
Evidence
points to the girl, but detectives are unable
to fasten the theft upon her or to recover the
collateral.
Meantime, young Lawton has fallen madly
in love with Miss Wharton and calls on her.
On one occasion he sees her embrace the
mysterious man. As the time passes Lawton.
Sr., becomes worried over his misfortune and
his inability to stop the losses. He still thinks
the missing stocks and bonds are in the
possession
of his Insecretary
her aapartment searched.
this hisandson hastakes
part,
although at first he protests against being
drawn into it because he truly loves the
girl. But all this is of no avail.
Finally when Lawton, Sr., finds himself
practically ruined Miss Wharton calls in the
mysterious man and tells the banker where
his collateral is. During this, Mr. Wharton
walks in, and in him Lawton recognizes the
man whom he ruined. He is the father of the
girl and the mysterious man is her brother.
Everything is cleared up, the youthful lover
forgives Miss Wharton for embracing her
brother and all is happiness.
ProKram
and
Exploitation Catchllnen:
The Most Unusual Mystery Drama of the
Billings
Wins."a
X Season.
Woman Florence
Shows That
She inCan"WitOutwit
Great Financier. Florence Billings in
"Wit Wins."
Her Father Failed — She Succeeds in Business— and in Love. Florence Billings in
"Wit Wins."
Exploitation Anelen: Play this up as a business mystery story or even the hackneyed
"A romance of Wall Street— but with a new
twist."
offered as a from
stock some
produc-of
tion youAlthough
can get considerable
the players, including Miss Billings, Joe
Smiley and E. J. Ratcliffe. If you can rent a
story and news ticker, set it up in your lobby for a week, either wired up or merely on
a pedestal. In most places you can probably
get hold of one.
"Mary Ellen Comes to Town"
Paramount- Artcraft Picture Starring
Dorothy Gish.
Reviewed by H. Clyde Levi.
THIS Paramount-Artcraft story, apparently written with the sole purpose of affording Dorothy Gish an
opportunity to display her peculiar talents,
serves its purpose admirably. Miss Gish
makes excellent use of her features and
feet to the amusement of her audiences,
and the laughs average about one a minute
throughout the running of the picture. The
plot is melodramatic in form,, with a strong
vein of comedy.
Gish's bits
comedy
delightful,
of
theMiss
funniest
beingis her
attempt some
to cry
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through a liberal application of grease
paint and cold cream; her method of measuring her hall bed room, and her singing of
"Sweet Adeline." If the latter effort
sounded anything like it looks, it must have
been a "scream." Charles Gerrard, as the
villain; Ralph Graves, as the hero, and
Rhearather
Haines,
as theopportunities.
"vamp," make The
the best
of
limited
rest
of the cast is adequate. The photography
is good.
Cast.
Mary Ellen
Dorothy Gish
Mary
Ellen's Mother
Kate Graves
Bruce
Bob Fairacres
Ralph
Colonel Fairacres
Adolph Lestlna
William Gurson, alias "Will Charles
the Weasel"
Gerrard
"Beauty" Bender
Raymond Cannon
"Hard"
Bert Haines
Apling
Flossie Harris
Fleurette
Rhea
Story by Helen G. Smith.
Scenario by Wells Hastings.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
Length, 4,704 Feet.
The Story.
"Mary Ellen Comes to Town" concerns a
young stage-struck girl in a sleepy little
southern town, who is the dispenser at the
only modern soda fountain in the place. She
spends most of her time day-dreaming, and
never fails to go down to the depot to see the
N'ew
Tork oftrain
One itday.
hundreds
tripsgoonby.which
doesafter
not some
even
hesitate, a combination of a hot-box and a
cow on the track brings the train to a stop.
During the wait a famous actress descends
to take the air and Mary Ellen prevails upon
her to give her a card to a theatrical agency.
She then coaxes her mother for permission
to Ongo the
to New
fortune."
trainYork
with toher"make
is a her
young
man recently returned from the army, who is the
only person in town she has never met. She
lands a job in a shady cabaret, whose maniiger runs it merely as a blind to cover his
criminal activities. He puts up a scheme to
rob staging
Mary Ellen's
and forcesher,her,to
by
a fake townfellow,
robbery implicating
help him work the badger game.
However, at the last moment, Mary Ellen,
who has fallen in love with the proposed victim, refuses to go on with the game, and the
tables are turned on the villain. The finale
finds Mary Ellen, on her honeymoon trip,
back in her home town, a wiser and happier
Progrram
and
Exploitation CatcliIineH:
girl.Hustling Dorothy Gish in a Picture That
Has a Punch and a Laugh in Every Scene.
Dorothy Gish Becomes Tired of Country
Life — See the Fun When She Visits New
York and Endeavors to Try Her Arts on
the White Way.
She Tried to Wake Up the Town Where
She Lived and Couldn't — The Next Best

Wall Street Dope: ParaioU Go Up.
Especially Dorothy Gish's in her Paramount,
"Mary Ellen Comes to Town."
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Thing Was to Go to New York — See What
Happens
When She Lands in the Metropolis.
Exploitation Angleat Play up Miss Gish as
strongly as you can afford, then hook in the
girl who went on the stage angle. This will
make a particularly strong appeal in the
small towns, but will do almost as well in
the cities. Also work the returned soldier
angle for what it will be worth in your
community.
"The Chamber Mystery"
Sprightly Comedy Drama — Mostly Comedy
— Produced by Schomer-Ross, Shows
Claire Whitney and Earl Metcalfe
in Leading Roles.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
CONTRARY
to what
be inferred
from its title,
"Thewould
Chamber
Mystery,"
is
a
lively
farce,
with more
mirth than mystery, more laughs
than
thrills. An obedient heroine with too much
father for her own happiness, who is
about to be forced into an alliance with
a pickle merchant, and a young doctor,
whose ardor exceeds his discretion, thereby
causing
to hide
in his sweetheart's
boudoir, him
wherein
she herself
is presently
locked, furnish much but not all of the
amusement.
The whole is pleasantly clean and entertaining, and while its cast boasts of no
renowned personalities, it has been chosen
with an admirable regard for type, and
shows, on the part of its members, a general adherence to the traditions of good
acting. A number of clever characterizations add to the merriment.
Claire Whitney, as the wistful-eyed lady
in distress, realizes the requirements of
her role, and Earl Metcalfe gives a spirited
sympathetic impersonation
doctor. Robert Lee Allen ofasthetheunlucky
pickle
king;
Sam
Edwards
as
the
girl's
dictatori
al parent; Dorothy Walter, the complacentcook; Howard Morgan, the much-married
alderman; Ricca Allen, his wife; Fred
Stanton, the omniscient detective, and Camilla Dolberg as the worried, hurried mother,
all contribute generously to the picture's
success. Director and producer have concentrated their attention upon the matters
of characterization and plot-manipulation,
rather than upon any elaborate outlay of
sets or any particular effort toward perfecting the sub-titles.
Caat.
Kitty Parker
Claire Whitney
Dr. Carroll We.st
Earl Metcalfe
Peter Parker
Sam Edwards
Gus Woozle
Robert Lee Allen
-Mrs. West
Camilla Dolberg
Dorothy Walter
Mr. Smiggles
Morgan
Mrs. Smiggles Howard
Ricca Allen
Detective Rhombus
Fred Stanton
.•Scenario and direction by Abraham Schomer.
Length. Five Reels.
The Story.
There is agitation in the West household,
liie young Dr. West having mysteriously
disappeared
without taking his coat, hat.
rubbers or gloves. His mother notifies the
police, who assign the search to Detective
fthombus, a self-acknowledged expert.
In the meantime the cause of all this exritement is in the Parker apartment on the
door above, whither he has come at the call
of his sweetheart,
Kitty is In a desperate situation. Kitty.
Her father
has decreed
that ousshedealershall marry Gus Woozle, a prosperin pickles, who is just paying her
a morning visit. They over-rule her protests
and blame the doctor for poisoning her mind
against Woozle. They order Dr. West to go
home, and then the two leave to get Alderman Smiggles, a notary public, to come and
perform the wedding ceremony.
West sees them depart and hurries upstair.s
again to Kitty. They plan to elope, but before they can accomplish this Parker returns,
and Kitty, afraid for her lover's safety, hides
him in her boudoir. Her father has left
word for Smiggles to come at six o'clock to
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marry Kitty to Woozles. Determined tliat
she shall not escape, he locks her in her
room, where she and the doctor are compelled to spend most of the day. They manage to keep from starving by receiving food
through the transom from the cook, who,
unaware of the doctor's presence, Is unable
to Later,
accountwhen
for Woozle
Kitty's tremendous
appetite.
has reappeared,
the
detective arrives and in ferreting out what
information he can from those present, accuses Parker and Woozle of having murdered
the doctor and disposing of the body afterward. Thereupon the house is searched, but
Kitty skillfully prevents them from entering her room. Parker and Woozle are taken
to court. Alderman Smiggles arrives while
they are gone, marries Kitty to Dr. West
and when father returns there is nothing left
to do but give them his blessing — which he
does.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchllnes:
"The
Mystery"Disappearance
— the Story of of
Howa
the Chamber
Unaccountable
Young Doctor Leads to Suspicions of
Murder and Ends in a Joke.
Her Father Ordered Her to Marry a Pickle
King, But She Fell in Love with a PillMaker. — See How Love Found a Way in
"The Chamber Mystery."
"The
— Showing
Girl Chamber
and Her Mystery"
Sweetheart
Were How
Put ina
Cold Storage for a Day and How Their
Love Stood the Test. Claire Whitney and
Earl Metcalfe Play These Interesting
Roles.
TheBody
Police
Certainin That
the Victim's
Was Were
Concealed
the House.
They
Were Right — But It Was Alive.
Exploitation Angles: Use the stars, remembering that Metcalfe was a strong favorite
before he got into war activities, but hammer on the comedy angle. This is what will
sell and it is a lively farce from start to
finish. Try a hook-up with the grocery
stores
with not
"We handle
do not the
sellproduct
Woozle'sof pickles.
We would
a man
who could treat a beautiful girl so despicably. What did he do? Go see 'The Chamber
Mystery' at" and add the house and date.
Break this about ten days before showing
and come in five days later with your full
campaign.
"In Walked Mary"
Five-Reel Pa^he Release Features June
Caprice in Engaging Little Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
AN enjoyable little story is pictured in
this five-reel Pathe-Capellani release
entitled "In Walked Mary." June
Caprice, in the leading role of Mary Ann
Hubbard, was never sweeter and more bewitching in her personal appeal. The plot
is a light and pleasant one, with a good
undercurrent of humor running through
it. One or two of the transitions are so
abrupt as to miss a certain desirable dramatic effect, but in general the continuity is
excellent.
Mary Ann is a typical Southern girl, with
Southern notions of hospitality. When her
negro mammy advises her to go to New
Vork and cast herself upon the mercies of
a young Northern gentleman who had befriended her, the girl has no doubt whatever as to her reception. Even the fact
that she makes an embarrassing appearance in the midst of a bachelor's party,
much to Dick's chagrin, does not disturb
her feeling that she is entirely welcome.
And in the course of events she wins out.
She also interrupts Dick's proposed matrimonial alliance with a designing girl and
finds his love turned to herself.
The scenes on the Southern estate at the
beginning are quite realistic and picture
the humor and pathos of a sheriff's sale of
the heroine's household effects. Frances
M. Grant plays a life-like role as the negro
mammy. Thomas Carrigan and Stanley
Walpole have the masculine leads and
Vivienne Osborne does well as the adventuress.
Cast.
Mary Ann Hubbard
June Caprice
Dick Allison
Thomas Carrigan
Wilbur Darcey
Stanley Walpole
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Betsy Caldwell
Vivienne Osborne
Mammy
Frances M. Grant
Story by Oliver D. Bailey.
Scenario by George D. Proctor.
Directed by George Archainbaud.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
Mary Ann Hubbard, in "In Walked Mary,"
is the surviving member of a fine old Southern family, and as the story opens the estate
is In the negro
sheriff's
hands.see The
girl and pass
her
faithful
mammy
everything
under the hammer of the auctioneer. Even
the old family bed, which the heroine desired
to keep, is sold to a young Northerner, Dick
Allison.
Dick, seeing
sists uponButrestoring
the bedMary's
to her.grief, inThe girl and her mammy go to an old
tumble-down cabin, near the estate, to make
their home. One stormy night Dick seeks
shelter
with them.
Mammy's overcome
suspicions andof
the Northerner
are gradually
he becomes an intimate friend of Mary. When
he is called to New York suddenly he leaves
his address with her and tells Mary to look
him up if she ever needs a friend.
In course of time Mary is threatened with
becoming a charity charge and Mammy urges
her to go to New York and appeal to Dick
for aid. This Mary does, with amusing re.siilts. She invades a bachelor party and
embarrasses Dick greatly at first, but later
she finds a place in his affections. Mary
even upsets a burning love affair between
Dick and an adventuress and wins Dick herself.
Proft-rnm
and
Exploitation Catehllnes:
"In Walked Mary" — Right Into the Midst
of a Bachelor's
PartyLoved
Much— See
to the
the Man She
HowChagShe
Winsrin ofOut.
Engaging Love Story Abounding in Pathos
and Humor.
The Adventuress Was Winning His AffecBut Lover
"In Walked
Theretions— the
DecidesMary"
to WedandHerRight
.
Engaging Story of a Pretty Southern Girl
Who Comes North in Order to Avoid
Poverty — She Finds a Home and a Husband Besides.
Exploitation Angles: Make your play on
the star and the predicament in which she
finds herself. Tell the story in a sprightly
rather than a pathetic vein, playing up the
comedy
appearance
at a
bachelor angly
party of andMary'signoring
the earlier
scenes.
"Even as Eve"
First National
Adaptation
of Robert
Chambers' Story, "The Shining Band,"
Features
Grace
Darling Surrounded by Capable Cast.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
THAT'
so fills
beautiful
and
humannature
naturecanso beugly
the spectator with wonder as he views the
superb out-door scenery in "Even as Eve,"
which serves as a background for the activities of wicked, deluded mortals. True to
life it may be, but such a revelation of decayed society and dishonest human impulses may not meet with general approval.
However, the author's close observation
of men and women, his interest in the unusual, his admiration for natural beauties
and splendid animal specimens, are carefully reflected in this picturization of his
novel and call forth due praise.
The cast includes but one character who
elicits anything but disgust, at least in the
beginning of the story, and she is Eileen
Darling, who has accurately reproduced the
O'Hara, of
thean heroine,
played somewhat
by Grace
manners
unsophisticated,
primitive daughter of a mountain recluse.
G.
as the insincere
"prophet"to
of V.a Seyffertitz
fanatical religious
cult, opposed
love and marriage, has interpreted his role
with subtle cunning. Peyster Sproul, a
rascal in moral and business relations
alike, and his designing wife are played
satisfactorily by E. J. Ratcliffe and Sally
Crute. The role of the cynic, who eventually regains confidence in women, is discreetly handled by Ramsaye Wallace.
There is a decided tendency toward melodrama in many of the scenes, the popu-
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tastes larity
of of which
patrons.will vary according to the
Cast.
Eileen
O'Hara
Grace Wallace
Darling
Dr. Lansing
Ramsaye
Peyster Sproul
E. J. Ratcliffe
Agatha Sproul
Sally Crute
O'Hara
Marc Mcbermott
Amasa Munn
G. V. Seyffertitz
De Witt Coursey
John Goldsworthy
Col. Hyssop
John L. Shine
Major Brent
Robert Paton Gibbs
Story by byRobert
Scenario
Chas. Chambers.
A. Logue.
Direction by B. A.Vonde.
Rolfe and Charles De
Length, Six Reels.
The Story.
Eileen O'Hara lives with her father in a
remote retreat in the Adirondacks, where
she does not come in contact with conventional folk. Her father has determined that
■«he shall lead a single life, because of an
unfortunate affair some years before, which
brought about a separation between his
wife and himself. The man who is responsifor his up
wife's
Peyster Sproul,
who bleturns
later,infidelity
and, as ispresident
of the
Sagamore Club, attempts to buy O'Hara's
land
O'Hara's
him for
and adeath.
asummer
quarrel resort.
ensues O'Hara
which recognizes
results in
The girl then falls into the hands of "The
Shining Band," religious faantics opposed
to love and marriage, who attempt to enforce theirforideas
uponof her.
Sproul's
interferes
reasons
her own.
She wife
has
discovered that Dr. Lansing, a young man
with cynical ideas about women, is really
falling in love with Eileen, and in order to
carry out her sinister design she temporarily
adopts Eileen.
In the meantime Sproul has secured an
illegitimate hold upon the land by paying
Amasa Munn, dishonest leader of the "Shining Band," ausesmall
and haswhich
keptwere
for
his personal
the sum,
club funds
entrusted to him for purchasing the site.
Upon receiving orders from the club that he
produce the deed, Sproul is in desperate
straits. He endeavors to force Eileen to give
up the deed which she has hidden in a cave.
Sproul's wife pretends to assist her husband
by staging an episode which really results
in his disaster
disgrace. But the and
girl inis Eileen's
innocent, apparent
and Lansing
surprises Agatha Sproul by defending Eileen.
Later he saves her and the box of precious
papers after Munn has followed her to the
hidden recess. Sproul is dishonorably dismissed from the club, and Eileen and Lansing
come to a happy understanding.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchlines:
Unusual Story of the Romance of a Girl
Who Was Reared in the Wilderness.
See What Happens: When a Girl Brought
Up in the Woods By Her Hermit Father
Is Suddenly Thrust into Society Circles.
"Even as Eve" — A Gripping Drama of
FemininePlayers.
Wiles with a. Cast of WellKnown
Exploitation Angles: Be careful not to give
the suggestion that this is a biblical story,
as some of the pre-release exhibitors have
done. Offer it as "A powerful tale of decadent society
Add, theif
you desire,
the bytitleRobert
of theChambers."
novel. Make
decadent society angle your keynote in all
advertising.
This is what will sell the story
without
a comeback.
"Faith"
Five-Reel Fox Production Features Peggy
Story. Heart-Interest
Hyland in Simple,
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
IN andthisnear
simple
in Scotland,
the story,
city oflaid
Edinburgh,
Peggyin
Hyland plays the leading feminine role.
She appears as the niece of a hard-headed,
grasping old Scotchman, whose love of the
girl is the one softening influence of his
life. Edwin B. Tilton plays the part of
MacGregor very well. J. Parks Jones is
pleasing as the country lover, David Harden, and Edward Hearn plays the scheming young doctor acceptably.
But the chief character of the little tale
is .\dam Harden, the "faith healer." This
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role is effectively portrayed by Winter
Hall, who makes of Adam a sweetly-smiling old man, always ready with a helpful
word for suffering individuals. He possesses the healing touch, which in truth
seems to be possessed by certain individuals, regardless of creed or medical pretense. Adam, who follows along someMan,"a
is not whatinin the
any lines
senseof a "The
fakir,Miracle
but simply
kindly, religious man who has a happy
faculty in dealing with sick persons. It
is he who, in the closing scenes, restores
the heroine to health, when medical treatment has failed, and wins over the heart
of MacGregor to her rightful lover.
The Scotch settings and characters are
pleasing and many charming country
scenes are pictured. As a whole the story
is one that will appeal to the family circle
and make friends in spite of the lack of
dramatic pretense.
Cast.
Peggy Laughlin
Peggy HylancJ
David Harden
J. Parks Jones
George Kyle
Edward Hearn
Adam Harden
Winter Hall
Sir Kent MacGregor
Edwin B. Tilton
Hag Harper
Milla Davenport
Sandy Burns
Frederick Herzog
Story by J. Anthony Roach.
Directed by Howard Mitchell.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
A young doctor named George Kyle, in
"Faith,"
lives impoverished
in the city of through
Edinburgh.
He
has become
failure
to get on as a physician, despite his good appearance. While Kyle is in a despondent
mood, his housekeeper, Meg Harper, suggests
a plan by which they may become rich. She
induces him to pose as the missing nephew
of the dead Lady Murrell, and commends him
to the friendship of Sir Kent MacGregor, a
stingy old Scotchman living near the city.
Kyle goes to see MacGregor and finds him
in a state of wrath over the love affair
that has developed between his niece, Peggy
Laughlin, and a young shepherd lad. David
Harden. The latter is the son of an old faith
healer, Adam Harden, who goes about treating the sick. MacGregor accepts Kyle as the
missing nephew of Lady Murrell and makes
him welcome. Kyle at once becomes interested in Peggy .though she does not care for
him, and proceeds to help MacGregor in his
efforts to break off the match between the
girl and David.
David is finally put out of the house by
MacGregor. Peggy escapes and flees to David
but returns home on the advice of Adam
Harden. Peggy succumbs to an illness on
the eve of her forced marriage to Kyle, and
sinks into a state of weakness, which thoroughly alarms MacGregor. The latter, relenting, sends for Adam. Peggy is restored
to health and MacGregor gives her to David.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchllnea:
Peggy
Story. Hyland in Simple Heart-Interest
Pleasing Love Story with Charming Country Scenes Depicting the Beautiful Scottish Scenery as the Background.
Story of a Girl Who Is Restored to Health
by the "Faith Healer," and Wins the
Heart of MacGregor to Her Rightful
Lover.
Kxploltatlon Angles: Capitalize Miss Hyland's name, but make your chief play on
the faith healer angle. Don't try to get it
confused
"Thewithout
Miracle reference,
Man," but which
work
the
same with
angle,
will invite comparison.
"Four Times Foiled"
Chester Comedies Open Series with Mirth
Provoker of Extraordinary Merit.
Reviewed by Walter K. Hill.
IN every clime where human beings have
eyes to see and hearts to laugh "Four
Times
Foiled"
will bearehailed
with genuine delight.
Not alone
the laughs
well
scored, but the extraordinary character of
the cast will create expressions of amazement.
A toddling child, just getting its balance
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a four-leaf clover to avert disaster. He is
so nervous at the office that he soils his
employer's
ink and
given
a day off. trousers
It is an with
eventful
day.is After
lunch he walks out with his wife, carefully
avoiding stepping on a crack, "for luck you
lack." cat
He and
is delighted
be followed
black
makes a tocushion
of his by
coata
picking up pins.
After all these preparations, and after
the dinner, he is offered the desired position and his employer leaves. His wife
now shows him it is Friday the 13th. He
suddenly decides to give up superstition.
He throws the horseshoe out of the door.
Calamity. His employer is brought back
insensible, hit on the head by a horseshoe.
"Bird and Animal Life"
Eight-Reel Educational Photographed bj
W. L. Findlay Shows Interesting
Educational Picture.
Reviewed by A. J. Chalmers.

Measuring Up a Hali Bedroom.
Dorothy Town,"
Gish. ain Paramount
"Mary Ellen
release.Comes to
a-foot; a dog of shaggy coat and remarkable "education"; a horse of dashing style
and fearless demean, and a chimpanzee so
close to human that amazement crowds
appreciation of his work almost into the
state of disbelieving what the eyes behold,
constitute
the leading
in aandcasta
that has three
or four "actors"
mere men
woman to contrast their work with the
skill of their animal "inferiors."
The child is a repeated victim of attempted "kidappings," but the dog, the horse and
the chimpanzee combine their skill in cooperative rescues that time and again foil
the "villains." Katharine Hillaker's titles
add greatly to the enjoyment of the subject and, of themselves, punctuate ^he
progress of the comedy with many laughs.
It is for Mr. Chester to worry about following up this amazingly good start with
subsequent "animal comedies" — but there
is a smart task cut out for this producer
by the merits of his initial offering in the
new series. Suffice it now to say: "Foiled
by Four" is a corker.
"Hoodooed"
Paramount-Carter
De
Haven Comedy
Ridiculing Familiar Fetishes About
Good and Bad Luck.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
A LOT of wholesome sanity emerges
from
the comedy
"Hoodooed."
Very
pointedly,
but amusingly,
it shows
how small a part old superstitions play
in what happens adversely or for our
benefit. In its motive this keen little Paramount-De Haven story rises superior to
the average, holding up to scorn as it does
the hidden emptiness of weakness and
stupidity. And it is timely.
Carter De Haven plays the role of a
young business man on the edge of advancement and eager to take advantage of
every token of good luck. He even consults a dream book and jumps over the
bed ten times to overcome the evil influence of a bad dream. His wife is nearly
distracted by his absurdities, but she tolerates them and suggests that he invite his
employer to dine with them. His agitation
only increases. He spills salt and throws
a lot of it over his shoulder into the eyes
of the house servant and thus loses a
good cook on the day of the dinner.
He finds « horseshoe and hides it in a
box near his entrance door, dropping it on
a mirror as he does so. He also discovers

EXHIBITORSterestingthat
looking
inpictures are
of bird
and for
animal
life will do well to see those taken in
Oregon and vicinity by W. L. Finley and
recently brought to New York. Three
y«ars have been spent in the field getting
these pictures and the results obtained well
warrant the time spent. Mr. Finley has
taken considerable pains to inject the note
of popular appeal in his pictures necessary
for good entertainment. By throwing in
bits of animal comedy and by using clever
subtitles he has arranged a series of intimate studies of wild animal and bird life
that is both interesting and instructive.
Excellent photography marks the whole
production,
withclear
beautiful
scenic
"shots"
and unusually
close-ups
generously
thrown in. Mr. Finley has certainly succeeded in presenting natural history subjects in a most interesting series of pictures that will go far towards arousing interest in bird and animal life and in awakening that
derlust.wonderful
(Eight reels.) feeling called wan"A Man There Was"
Radiosoul Presents Victor Seastron in a
Strong and Spirited Adaptation from
Ibsen.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
ASCRIBED
to aThere
dramatic
Ibsen, "A Man
Was"poem
has by
plenty
of full-blooded activity all its own.
There is in it an Ibsen unfamiliar, though
it contains his belief that to live is to
continually war with fiends of self that inf-st the brain and heart. The Radiosoul
release is replete with incident and desperate situation, while presenting the mental processes of a heroic man. What he
feels and suffers the spectator lives through
while watching the vigorous interpretation of Victor Seastron. Under his personal direction all superfluous action is
eliminated. Even the auxiliary characters
are used only to heighten an effect dominated by a single figure, that of man at
his best and worst under the stress of
acute suffering.
The perfortpance of Victor Seastron as
an actor deserves abundant praise, but his
handling of the subject matter as director
awakens enthusiasm. This will be more
clearly brought out when his product is
scientifically perfected, but there is enough
of it to show vivid flashes of potential genius. His oainstaking attention to details in landscape and interiors merits
critical
spir-is
ited andapproval,
realistic but
sceneshis ofhandling
storm atof sea
almost a revelation. In this, his native
country, he has made an effort which is
bound to attract attention. Because he is a
director who has the courage of his instincts there results in "A Man There Was,"
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a picture of high intensity and tender pathos, adrama of the soul.
Cast.
Terje Vlken
Victor Seastrom
Hie Wife
Bergliot Hausberg
My Lord, the Captain
August Faulk
My Lady, ttie Captain's Wife.. Edith ErastofC
Story by Henrik Ibsen.
Directed by Victor Seastron.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
"A man there was" by the name of Terge
Viken, of Viking blood, for he loved the sea.
One day. returning home from a long voyage,
he found his sweet wife spinning and rocking a cradle. From that moment the Intrepid
sailor found all his happiness at home. Then
came a time of war. The island on which
Vlken lived was isolated by enemy warships.
His people were slowly starving to death.
He risked a thousand dangers in a light skiff
and evaded a man-of-war lying in the offing.
Keen eyes detected him, but he escaped by
his skill and daring. He found friends and
food on a neighboring shore and returned.
He was weary of body when nearing home,
but he made a mighty struggle for those he
loved. A declaration of peace released him
war vessel and his skiff sunk on the shoals.
In vain Vikin pleaded with My Lord, the
war
He was
loaded
chainsvessel's
and castcaptain.
into a land
prison.
Therewithhe
endured cruel treatment and hardship five
years, his mind forever fixed on those he
loved. Adeclaration of peace released him
and he returned to his island hnme bowed
and gray. There was no one to welcome him.
Wife and child lay in one grave by the sea.
After that he lived a recluse, sweet and kind
to all he met except in times of storm, when
fires of hate glowing in his bosom shone in
his burning eyes.
Years of solitude passed — he was thought
to be nalscrazed
— whenwhere
a private
yachtwarflewvessel
sigof distress
once the
swung at anchor. Vikin alone went to the
rescue. It fell to him to guide the yacht.
He recognized in the owner none other than
My Lord, the heartless captain of the warship. Viken steered the yacht on a reef.
He took off the owner and his wife and
child. He stove the boat on the same shoals
where his own went down and heeded no
pleadings for mercy until he looked into the
child's
eyes.andThen
finer manin rose
him, pure
warm,the sunshine
a skyin
storm, and he saved those who had destroyed
his family and his lifetime happiness. A man
he was.
"Young Mrs. Winthrop"
Emotional Role for Ethel Clayton in Paramount Adaptation of Howard Play.
Reviewed by Jane McCloskey.
the stage
," fromis the
Winthrop
YOUNG
story
Howard,
Bronson
play of Mrs.
of a domestic tragedy growing out of
rushing,
of a city's
baleful
the
erate,influenc
lives
on the
tinsele activity
inconsid
of a happily started couple. Ethel Clayton
in the title role plays a part which abounds
in emotional opportunity, and to which
she does commendable justice. Her dramatic scenes are sincerely done, she does
not pose, and her acting does not pall or
drag out the performance. Personally she
is her own attractive self, revelling in a
lavish wardrobe and the chance to display
it. Harrison Ford's Douglas Winthrop is
a decidedly creditable interpretation — he
has just the properly convincing amount
of youth, good looks and stage presence,
and he does seem to be the embodiment
of the character's successful, stubborn,
blindly intolerant and yet manly personality. Helen Dunbar makes a statuesque
mother, Mabel Van Buren is quite pleasantly despicable as the lady villainess, and
Charles Ogle scores a certain hit with
his part of the kindly lawyer. The play
has been carefully prepared, the acting is
forceful and in the last part there is sure
amusement in the "phychology scene" in
the lawyer's office. It does not leave a
hurried impression, as do so many otherwise good features. The settings are in
good taste, and especially noteworthy is
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the ball room view, with its varied and
fantastic masquerades.
Quite passable amusement for Ethel
Clayton's staunch Cast.
admirers.
Toung Mrs. Winthrop
Ethel Clayton
Douglas Winthrop
Harrison Ford
Elder Mrs. Winthrop
Helen Dunbar
Mrs. Dick Chetwyn Winifred Greenwood
Mrs. Delaney
Mabel Van Buren
Buxton Scott
Charles Ogle
Baby Rose
Dorothy Lasher
Story by Bronson Howard.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Length,
The 4,707
Story. feet.
Young Mrs. Winthrop la the society-spoiled
wife of a rising young business man. The
romantic "newlywed" atmosphere of their
lives has been dispelled by business absorption on the part of Douglas, the husband, and
by a continued dose of giddy revelry with
Mrs. Dick Chetwyn on the part of Constance,
the wife. The only happy elements in their
home are provided by Baby Rose, their small
daughter, and the elder Mrs. Winthrop. who.
seeing the drift of events, partially succeeds
in bringing the young couple to a realization
of their peril. In reparation, they agree
to re-make each other's acquaintance by a
quiet evening at home, for which Constance
foregoes a gay masked ball, and Douglas his
usual bnsines.s evening. It is the eve of the
baby's
and both
happy birthday
readjustment.
But look
Mrs.forward
Delaney.to aa
malicious neighbor whose vindictive Ire has
been aroused by the fashionable Mrs. Wlnthrop's deliberate snubs, has managed to
scrape tip an acquaintance with Douglas, and
by false
phonein mes.sages
of home
business succeeds
detaining and
him talk
at her
on the all-Important evening. Constance,
mortally piqued by his suppo.sed indifference,
throws herself Into the spirit of the masqueradespite.
party, determined
answerfinds
cold-a
ness with
Her returnto home
dying Baby Rose and a broken-hearted, mishusband.straw
The baby's
quent death is understanding
the last
and thesubsetwo
agree to separate permanently. But the
mother's
prayers, seconded
by the
disclosuresfervant
of a discharged
servant and
the
clever insight of Douglas' lawyer — a family
friend of the old small town days — bear fruit
in a joint
interview
During
Its course,
the In
old the
man lawyer's
so plays office.
upon
their recollections of lost love and happiness
that both the erring young Wlnthrops come
back
to realities and achieve ultimate understanding.
"The Amateur Wife"
Irene Castle Starred in Fascinating Love
Drama.
Reviewed by Herbert Caryl.
latest . fashthe traeedy
gowns
and
high oflife,
ion, romance,
CHARMING
love are intermingled in "The Amateur Wife," Paramount Artcraft's latest
production. Miss Irene Castle, that favorite of the screen, who always fascinates the
women, and men, too, with her beauty,
stunning dresses and clever acting has a
vehicle in "The Amateur Wife" to display
all her beauty, gowns, and talent.
While it is not a story to stir the soul,
"Amateur Wife" is very good entertainment.
From beginning to end it has a dash and
spice that is alluring and fascinating. High
flying parties, the murder of an actress, the
story of the girl from the convent who
comes into modern life and captures the
hearts of men, finally that of her husband,
is all very interesting and entertaining.
Arthur Rankin, nephew of Lionel Barrymore, plays the role of the young hot head,
Billy Ferris, in an excellent manner. W. P.
Carleton does good work as Spotiswood
and Augusta Anderson portrays Dodo the
dancing queen in striking fashion.
Cast.
Justine Spencer
Irene Castle
Cosmo Spotiswood
W. P. Carleton
Billy Ferris
Arthur Rankin
Randolph * erguson S. J. Warrington
Oliver Ferris
A. Saskin
Dod Spencer
Augusta Anderson

LotI, a maid
Mrs. Charles Dewey
Sara
Ellen Olson
Story by Nalbro Bartley.
Scenario by Jaxle Murfin.
Directed by Edward Dillon.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
A young French convent girl comes to
America to live with her mother, a musical
comedy actress. The girl's plain clothes
and
the mother's
nerves.
Left Innocent
alone theways
girlgetis onbefriended
by Spottlswood, an admirer, of her mother. The
mother is killed by a jealous lover, Ferris, In
a quarrel, and Spotiswood marries the girl.
She has become a lady of the world when
her husband deserts her, but later they are
brought together.
Progrram and Exploitation Catchllnes; She
Retired at Nine O'clock Every Night and
Was Bred in a Convent — Then She Came
to New York — For the Remainder of
This Appealing Love Story See Irene
"The Come
Amateur
SheCastle
Might inHave
from Wife."
a Convent But
She Made Broadway Take Heed.
SeeLife.
Castle
as "The
a Irene
Snappy
Picture
of Amateur
Love andWife"
Show—
Plastic Artist Engaged by Bulls Eye.
R. A. Wolfe, A. E. F. artist and cartoonist, whose drawings have been published
by the Rolcrofters, has been engaged by
Nat Spitzer at the West Coast studios of
the Bulls-Eye Film Corporation to make
a series of animated plastics, which will be
added to a short reel, soon to be released
by the Bulls-Eye on the states rights plan.
1907-1920
The
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King of Kids.
( n the river bank with Hui l< in Paramount.Artcraft's "Huckleberry Finn."
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Numbers following- titles of pictures indicate on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to Comments,
and "R" to Reviews. Volume number is also shown where information was published in previous volumes. Unless
otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
Huckleberry Finn (Super Special)-L — 7186
Vol.Winthrop
43; P-1290.(Ethel Clayton).
YoungFt. Mrs.
W. W. HODKINSON
FOX FILM CORPORATION
March.
.\larm Clock Andv (Charles Ray)-L, — 4938 Ft.
Vol. 43: P-1293.
BENJ.\MIN B. HAMPTO.N— GREAT
SPECIALS.
His 4942
HouseFt. in Order (Elsie Ferguson)-L —
.\UTHORS PICTURES, Inc.
Jack Straw (Robert Warwick)-L. — 4707 Ft.
The
Strongest
(AH-Star).
Vol.
43;
P-1284.
Should a Husband Forgive? Vol. 42; P-1191.
MarvL —Ellen
to Town (Dorothy Gish)- The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). Vol.
4704 (i'omes
Ft.
■\Yhile New York Sleeps (All-Star).
43; Z.4NE
P-297. GREY PICTURES. Inc.
ExcuseFolly
My Dust
(Wallace Production).
Reid)-L, — 4330 Ft.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
April
(Cosmopolitan
The
Desert
of Wheat (Six Parts — Hampton
Wings of the Morning. Vol. 42; P-672.
Production).
4823 Ft.Garter (Tourneur Production) -L —
Heart Strings (William Farnum — Six Parts). My Ladv's
Desert Gold (Hampton Production).
Vol.
43;
P-299.
Easy
to
Get
(Marguerite
Clark)-L.
—
4110
Ft.
The Adventurer.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTTIONS.
Comedies.
PEARL WHITE SERIES.
The Night of the Dub (Ernest Treux — Two
The Seven
Ijone Wolf's
(Louise Glaum —
Parts). Daughter
Vol. 42; P-1010.
The White Moll.
Reels).
Vol.
43:
P-939.
Excess Baggage (Mr. and Mrs. Carter de
DEITRICH-BECK, Inc.
TOM MIX SERIES.
Reels).
Vol. 43; P-1119.
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
The Haven
Garage— Two
(Roscoe
Arbuckle).
The Feud. Vol. 42; P-1008.
Harvest
Moon
(Doris Kenyon — Six
The
Cyclone.
Vol.
43;
P-77G.
Ten
Dollars
or
Ten
Days
(Sennett — Two The Parts.
Reels).
The Daredevil.
Hoodooed
(Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carter
de
Haven
—
■
ARTCO
PRODUCTIONS.
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS.
Two Reels).
Parts).
Cynthia-of-the-Minute
(Leah Baird — Six
The Lincoln Highwayman (William Russell).
Burton Holmes Travel Pictures.
Vol. 43: P-296.
.Jan. 25 — From Blarney to Broadstairs.
The
Shark
(George
Walsh).
Vol.
43;
P-633.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
Shod P.With
1 — Belgium Smiles Again.
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerri1292. Fire (William Russell). Vol. 43: Feb.
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Formosans.
Vol. 42;
P-1011.Kerrigan). Vol. 43;
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. Feb. 15 — Parisian Faces and Figures.
Live P-777.
Sparksgan). (J.
Warren
Feb. 2922 —— The
Oriental
College
P-146.Shooter (Buck Jones).
P-1286.
The 43;
Square
Feb.
Yankee
WatchBoyson and
the Co-eds.
Rhine.
$30,000 (J. Warren Kerrigan).
Vol. 4S;
Tin-Pan Allev (Albert Rav and Elinor Fair).
Paramount Magaxlne,
Vol.
43;
P-29G.
What Would You Do? (Madlaine Traverse).
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
Jan. 25 — Nature's Beauty Parlor.
Vol. 43; P-778.
Feb. S1 —— Museum
Famous Women
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
Mysteries.in World's Work.
Her P-941.
Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43; Feb.
Feb. 15 — The Lure of Fashion.
43; P-778.
Feb. 22 — On the Job with Grandma.
The
(Buck Jones).
Vol. 43; Vol.
P-1115.
The Last
Hell Straw
Ship (Madlaine
Traverse).
43; Feb. 29 — The Growth of the North American
P-1288.
Continent.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Extraordinary SpecialM.
ASalome
Tale of((Thcda
Two C'ties
(William
Farnum).
Bara)
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
Releases for Week of February 8.
The Honor System (All-Star).
No.
14
of The Black Secret (The Hidden Way).
A Daughter
of
the
Gods
(Annette
Kellerman).
No. 7 of the Adventures of Ruth (The SubCleopatra (Theda Bara).
Almost
a Husband (Will Rogers). Vol. 42
stitute Messenger).
P-1014.
Les Miserables (William Farnum).
Getting His Goat (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Strictly
Confidential
(Madge
Kennedy).
Vol
His
Royal
Slyness
(Harold Lloyd — Mildred
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
Davis — Two
Reels).
42; ofP-1011.
BondsP-364.
Love (Pauline Frederick). Vol. 42
Pathe
Review
No.
37.
Sheriff
Nell's
Comeback.
Her Naughty
Wink.
Topics of the Day No, 41.
Her
Private Husband.
Jinx P-117.
(Mabel Normand). Vol. 42; P-1186.
Pathe News
The Heart Snatcher.
Pathe
News No.
No. 12.
13.
The
Gay
Lord
Quex
(Tom
Moore).
Vol.
43
The Great Nickel Robbery,
Releasea
for Week of February 15.
A Light Weight Lover.
Jubilo
(Will
Rogers).
Vol.
42;
P-1007.
Training for Husbands.
Flame of the Desert (Geraldine Farrar). Vol. Respectable by Proxy (Sylvia Bremer and
Robert Gordon). Vol. 43; P-939.
MUTT AND JEFF.
42; P-246.
15 of The Black Secret (The Secret Host).
The
Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Helene No.
No.
8
of The Adventures of Ruth (The Harem
I'm
Ringing
Your
Party.
Chadwick). Vol. 43; P-1291.
Model).
Fishing.
Pinto (Mabel Normand). Vol. 43; P-940.
Dead-Eye
Jeff.
Daredevil
Jack (Jack Dempsey Serial) (The
The Sour Violin.
Toby's Bow (Tom Moore). Vol. 42; P-1189.
Bracelets). Vol. 43; P-1117.
W'ater.
Water.
Everywhere (Will Rogers). WaltzMysterious
The
Spy.
Me
Around
(Harry
Pollard — One Reel).
Vol.
43;
P-1113.
The Mint
Pawnbrokers.
Pathe
Review
No.
38.
The
Silver
Horde
(Rex
Beach
Production).
The Chemists.
Topics News
of theNos.
Day 14No,and42.15.
The Paliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol. Pathe
Putting on the Dog.
43: P-1115.
The Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
Releases for Week of Februar>- 22.
P-1286.
No. 9Gangsters).
of The Adventures of Ruth (The Cellar
Duds 43;(Tom
Moore).
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol. No. 2 of Daredevil Jack (The Ball of Death).
43; P-1290.
and Mrs. SydThe Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack After Thirty
ney Drew (John
— Two Cumberland
Reels).
Pickford). Vol. 43; P-1522.
Raise
the
Rent
(Harry
Pollard
—
One Reel).
January.
The Street Called Straight (BasU King— All- No. 39, Pathe Review.
Star). Vol. 43; P-1293.
The 13th Commandment (Ethel Clayton) -L —
No. 43. Topics of the Day.
BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS.
4721 Ft. Vol. 43; P-4G6.
Nos. 16 and 17, Pathe News,
Too Much Johnson (Bryant Washburn) -L — Taos Indians and Other Subjects.
Releases for Week of February 29.
4431 Ft. Vol. 43; P-942.
FORD
EDUCATION.\LS.
Smoldering Embers (Frank Keenan). Vol.
"Meat" Again.
Sand (William S. Hart). Vol. 43: P-1117.
The Tree of Knowledge (Robert Warwick)-L Eventide.
No. 43;
10 P-1288.
of The Adventures of Ruth (The
— 4940. Vol. 43; P-634.
Forged Check).
The Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore — Super
No.
3
of Daredevil Jack (The Wheels of
Special)-L<— 6351 Ft. Vol. 43; P-733.
Fate),
February.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Find the
Girl (Harry
Double Speed (Wallace Reid)-L — 4144 Ft.
Pathe
Review
No. 40. Pollard — One Reel).
Vol. 43; P-944.
Topics of the Day No. 14.
All-of-a-Sudden
Peggy
(Marguerite
Clark)
Pathe News Nos. 18 and 19.
L — 4448 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1114.
"FLYING A" SPECIALS.
Releases for Week of March 7.
The 4822
Six Ft.
Best Vol.
Cellars
(Bryant Washburn) -L Six P-1703.
Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41; In Walked
43; P-941.
Mary (June Caprice).
Trap).
On With the Dance (Mae Murray — Super
No.
11
of The Adventures of Ruth (The
Eve P-854.
in Exile (Charlotte Walker).
Vol. 42:
6483 (Irene
Ft. Vol.
43; P-1525.
The Special)
Amateur-L—Wife
Castle).
4 of Daredevil Jack (Shanghaied),
BlackVol.Is 43;
White
(Dorothy Dalton) -L— 5562 Ft. The Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell). No.
Fresh
P-1527.
Pathe Paint
Review (Harry
No. 41.Pollard — One Reel).
Vol.
43:
P-463.
Honey Bee (Mme. Marguerite de Sylvia). Topics of the Day No. 45.
Mary's
Ankle
(Douglas
and Doris The
The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher).
May)-L
— 4660
Ft. Vol.MacLean
43; P-1118.
Pathe News Nos. 20 and 21.
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No. Reel).
3 of Elmo the Fearless (The Life Line).
The Latest in Pants (Lyons-Moran — One
Loose Lions and Fast Lovers.
TRIANGLE
ROBERTSON-COLE
The Sheriff's Oath
(Hoot — Two
GibsonReels).
and Jo— Western
No. 8, Hearstsephine HillNews.
No. 8, International News.
Jan. 4 — The Clodhopper (Charles Ray).
No. 54, New Screen Magazine.
BeckoningRoads (Bessie Barriscale). Vol,
A Lunch Room Romance (Mabel Normand —
43;
P-148.
No. 8. Universal Current Events.
Sennett
—
One
Reel).
Dec. P-1009.
The Tong Man (Hayakawa). Vol. 42
Releases for Week of March 1.
— Two
Reels). Daughter (Sennett
Jan. 11 — Only
a Farmer's
The Peddler of Lies (Frank Mayo and Ora
The P-633.
Beloved Cheater (Lew Cody). Vol. 43
Jan. 18' — Mabel's
Speed
Cop Reel).
(Mabel Normand
Carew). Vol. 43; P-776.
— Sennett
— One
Haunting
10Death).
of The Lion Man (A Perilous Plunge).
P-632. Shadows (H. B. Warner). Vol. 43
Jan. 25 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton). No.
No.
4 of Elmo the Fearless (The Flames of
Feb. 1— His Baby Doll (One Reel).
The P-777.
Third Generation (Betty Blythe). Vol. 43
Feb. 8 — TheTwoDancing
Officer. Call a Cop (Lyons-Moran — One Reel.
Reels). Master (Alice Lake —
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol
MajorJaguar
Allen's
Animal
Feb. 15 — Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish).
— One
Reel).Hunt (The Story of the
43; P-943.
Feb.
15
—
His
Day
of
Doom
(One
Reel).
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie BarrisHis
Woman
(Stage
Feb. 22— The Love Riot (Two Reels).
Reels).Arthur — TwoWomen's
Julia
Reels). War Relief —
cale). Vol. 43; P-H18.
Seeing
It
Through
(YaSu
Yitts).
Vol.
43
A
Red
Hot
Finish
(Virginia
Warwick — Two
P-152,5.
Hair Moore
Trigger
Stuff
(Hoot
Gibson
and Mildred
UNIVERSAL
FILM
MFG.
CO.
— Western
Supreme Comedies.
Hearst News
No. 4. — Two Reels).
International News No. 9.
.January — Hearts and Diamonds.
New Screen Magazine No. 55.
January-^Her Nearly Husband.
Releases
for
Week
of
January
26.
Universal
Current Events No. 9.
January
Millions. Prame-Up.
The Phantom Melody (Monroe Salisbury)
Releases for Week of Mareh 8.
January —— Mollie's
A Four-Cylinder
The Forged Bride (Mary MacLaren). Vol.
MARTIN JOHNSON.
No. Vol.
16 of43;TheP-774.
Great Radium Mystery (Over
the Cataract).
No. Monsters).
11 of The Lion Man (At the Mercy of
January — Saving Savages in South Seas.
No.
5Reel).
of TheBungalows
Lion Man (In(Lyons-Moran
the Lion's Den).
January — Cruising in the Solomons.
Bungled
— One
Cave).
February
—
Domesticating
Wild
Men.
No.
543;of P-Elmo the Fearless (The Smuggler's
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Hearst News No. 57.
Recruiting in the Solomons.
WivesOne andReel).
Old Sweethearts (Lyons-Moran —
The City of Broken Old Men.
Brownie's
Taking Ways (Century Wonder —
Two Reels).
Marooned in the South Seas.
My Dog Pal (Lois Nelson — Two Reels).
International News No. 57.
Runnin'
Straight
(Hoot Gibson and Virginia
New Screen Magazine No. 50.
FaireNews
— TwoNo. Reels
.\DVENTtJRE SCENICS.
in. — Western).
Blind Chance
(Western — Bob Burns and Hearst
International
News
No. 10.
January — The Last Resort.
Peggy O'Dare — Two Reels).
New
Screen Magazine No. 56.
January — Flaming Sea.
Releases
for
Week
of
February
2.
Universal
Current
Events
No. 10.
February—
Sheep O'Leavenworth.
Sons
of Salooskin.
Marked Men (Harry Carey). Vol. 43; P-148.
No. Wheels
17 of The
Great
Radium
Mystery
(The
of Death).
VITAGRAPH
No. 6rors).
of The Lion Man (In the House of HorMETRO PICTURES CORP.
Ain'tReel).
Nature Wonderful? (Lyons-Moran — One
Tom's Little Star (Constance Binney and Otis The Invisible Hand (Antonio Moreno — 15 EpiSkinner
— Stage Women's War Relief —
sode Serial — Every Week).
Two Reels).
Fair P-1191.
and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. 42;
The P-1188.
Golden Shower (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 42
The Great Air Robbery (Lieutenant Locklear
The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
and Francelia Billington — Six Reels). Vol. The Tower of Jewels (Corinne Griffith). Vol
Should
43: News
P-301. No. 5.
P-63.a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 43; Hearst
P 295. Hour (Harry T. Morey). Vol
The 43;
Darkest
New Screen Magazine No. 51.
The Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts).
Universal Current Events No. 5.
Vol. 43; P-465.
43;
P-150.
P-1014.
Pegeen
(Bessie Love). Vol. 43; P-464.
The P-1116.
Right of Way (Bert Lytell). Vol. 43; The Prospector's Vengeance (Mildred Moore
Dew Drop Inn (Semon Comedy).
Vol. 42
and George Field — Western — Two Reels).
The Walk-OfCs (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol.
Releases
for
Week
of
February
0.
When
a
Man
Loves
(Earle
Williams).
Vol
43; P-938.
43;
P-634. Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 43
P-944.
Rouge and Riches (Mary MacLaren).
.Stronger Than Death (Nazimova — Seven No.
The
Midnight
18
of
The
Great
Radium
Mystery
(Liquid
Parts). Vol. 43; P-631.
(Final Episode).
Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes — Six No. 7Flames)
Human Collateral (Corinne Griffith). Vol
of The Lion Man (Doomed).
Parts).
Vol.
43;
P-468.
A Modern
BirthP-775.
of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol
P-940. (Elmo Lincoln — Serial). The 43:
P-773. Salome (Hope Hampton). Vol. 43; ElmoVol.the43:Fearless
Love (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels). Non-Skid
43;
Slaves
ofP-1285.
Pride (Alice Joyce). Vol. 43; P-636.
Over Reels).
the Transom (Jimmie .-^dams — Two
Vol. 43; P-1527.
The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams — Six
February — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn).
Hearst News No. 6.
Reels). Vol. 43; P-1287.
February — Shore Acres (Alice Lake).
The Juggernaut (Anita Stewart).
Little Brownie (Century Dog — Two
February — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana). GoodReels).
Deadline
at Eleven (Corinne Griffith).
February — Juda (May Allison).
Parts).
International
News
No.
6.
The Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Seven
March — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell). New Screen Magazine No. 52.
March — The Hope (Special Cast).
Universal Current Events No. 6.
The Head Waiter (Semon — Two Reels).
April — Parlor,
Dana). Bedroom and Bath (Viola Kaintock's
BIG V COMEDIES.
(Bob Burns and Peggy
O'Dare — Ward
Two Reels).
April — Fine Feathers (May Allison).
(Two (Jimmy
Reels) Aubrey).
Releases for Week of February 16.
April — The Skylark (Bert Lytell).
Dames and Dentists
.\pril — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
No. spair).
8 of The Lion Man (The Dungeon of De- Pipe Dreams and Prizes (Harry Mann).
Knights and Knighties (Montgomery and
No. Death).
2 of Elmo the Fearless (The Racing MaidsRock).
and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey).
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
Old Reel).
Clothes for New (Lyons-Moran — One Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock).
O. HENRY FE.VTURES.
The Madonna of the Slums (Holbrook Blinn
(Tivo Reels)
and
Jeanne
Eagles
— Stage Women's War
The
Call
Loan.
Vol. 43; P-1116.
Relief
—
Two
Reelsl.
The Trail of the Octopus (Serial).
The Dunham
Bull Thrower
(Edna Gregory and Phil The Roads
Day Resurgent
O'Brien).
We Take (Gvpsv
(.lay Morley).
— Two Reels).
.'V Woman's
Experience (Bacon — Baker. — TenTwenty -Thirty).
A Sagebrush Gentleman (Bob Burns and
Suspense (Reicher — Ten -Twenty-Thirty).
No. Charlotte
7, Hearst Merriam
News. — Two Reels).
The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson — Serial). No.
7, International News.
FIRST NAT'L EXHIBITORS
Chains of Evidence (^.11-Star).
No. 53, New Screen Magazine.
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and Edward No.
7, Universal Current Events.
Earle). Vol. 43; P-467.
Releases for Week of February 23.
Back to God's Country (Nell Shipman). Vol.
Carmen of the North (Anna Bos).
The Vol.
Prince
of Avenue A (James Corbett).
P-1013.
43: P-468.
The Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph
The 42:Thunderbolt
(Katherine MaoDonald).
Kellard).
No. 9 of The Lion Man (Sold Into Slavery).
Vol. 43; P-453.
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ROMAYNE SUPER-FILM CO.
HeartP-353.
o' the Hills (Mary Pickford). Vol. 43;
Culver City, CaL
The Beautv Market (Katherine MacDonald).
Jan.
1
—
The
Villain
Still Pursued Her
FEATURE RELEASES
Vol. Kentucky
43; P-774. (Anita Stewart). Vol. 43;
Jan. 15 — Shot in the Kitchen.
In Old
Feb. 1 — Underground Romeo.
P-145.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma TalAMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Dec. 30 — The Millionaire Paupers.
Vol. (Mildred
43; P-463.Harris Chaplin).
Jan.
13
— Wrong Again.
The madge).
Interior Sex
Forget (Mollie King).
Jan. 27 — Neck and Neck.
Two P-939.
Weeks (Constance Talmadge). Vol. 43; WomenA. Men
H. FISCHER PRODUCTIONS.
BULL'S EYE FILM
CORPORATION.
The Amazing Lover (Grace Darling).
The Turning Point (Katherine MacDonald).
Henry.)
(Two-Reel ComediesGaleEvery
Two Weekt, Featuring
Vol. 43; P-1289.
SOL LESSER.
The River'stion). End
Vol. 43; (Marshall
P-1523. Nellan Produc- Sky Eye. Vol. 43; P-298.
This
The Family Honor (King W. Vidor).
UNITED .\RTISTS.
Ham Way
an —ofOut.
Legends
the Wilderness.
Polly of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris Broken Blossoms (Griffith).
BILLY WEST COMEDIES.
Chaplin).
Hie
Majesty
the
American
(Fairbanks).
Vol.
(Ttoo Reels Each.)
42* P-245
A Day's
(Charles Chaplin — Two
Reels). Pleasure
Vol. 42; P-1009.
Haunted
Hearts.
A
Scented
Romance.
A Twilight
Baby (Lehrman — Four Parts). When 'the bClouds
Roll By (Douglas Fairanks). Vol. 43; P-298.
Dogs.
Vol. 43; P-635.
Pollyanna(Doris
(Mary
Pickford). Vol. 43; P-686. Hot
Blue
Romance
Keane).
Bone Blood
Dry. and Bevo.
GAYETY COMEDIES.
A$1,000
RuralShort.
Romance.
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Why Cooks Go Cuckoo (George Ovrey).
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
Dry nolds).
and Thirsty (Billy Bletcher — Vera ReyTexas Guinan Westerns.
Good Morning Nurse (George Ovey).
Mack Swain Comedies.
SELIVICK PICTURES.
Parked in the Park (Vera Reynolds).
The
Invisible
Ray (Ruth Clifford and Jack
Hip Hip Hypnotism (George Ovey).
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
Sherrill
— Serial).
on Rubes (Vera Reynolds).
A Regular Girl (Elsie Janis). Vol. 42; P-454. Rough
Silk
Stockings
(George
Ovey).
GROSSMAN
PICTURES
INCORPORATED.
The Country Cousin (Elaine Hammersteln).
(One
Reel.)
Vol. 42; P-536.
$1,000,000
Reward
(Lillian
Walker— Serial).
Are
Floorwalkers
Fickle?
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore). Vol. 43; P-464.
43; (Marguerite
P-1523.
by Bite.
His Cleverness.
Out Yonder (Olive Thomas). Vol. 43; P-160. Cursed
Face Vol.
to Face
Marsh).
His
Fatal
NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.
The 43;
Broken
Melody (Eugene O'Brien). Vol.
P-147.
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY.
The
Kentucky
Colonel
J. Dowllng),
Sooner
or Later (Owen Moore). Vol. 43;
The
Confession
(Henry (Joseph
Walthall).
P-1524.
(One
Reel.)
-\11 Jazzed Up.
JANS
PICTURES,
INC.
Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammersteln).
Two A. M.
Vol. 43; P-636.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell— Seven Reels).
Kidnapping Caroline.
The Imp (Elsie Janis). Vol. 43; P-1120.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
Baby.of Court.
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas). Vol. Bobby's
The I^ong Arm of Mannister (Henry WalSettled
Out
43; P-1119.
thall). Vol. 42:Davison).
P-245.
The Land of Opportunity (Two Reels — Ralph
Atonement (Grace
(Two Reels.)
Ince). Vol. 43; P-1286.
Code
Go West, Young Woman (Fay Tincher). Vol. Hidden
Sins of the Children.
His Wife's
O'Brien).
43; —P-470.
The
Woman Money
Game (Eugene
(Elaine Hammersteln).
January
Save Me Sadie (Eddie Barry). Vol.
FACTS AND
FOLLIES
SELECT PICTURES.
(One Reel
Each.) SERIES.
43; P-942.
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
Baseball
and
Bloomers.
CHESTER
OUTING
PICTURES.
The P-536.
Undercurrent (Guy Empey).
Vol. 42;
Back
to Nature.
(One Reel Each.)
Camping
by Proxy.
A Scream
in
the
Night
(Special).
Vol. 42; The Fifteen Million. Vol. 42; P-854.
In
the
Sweet Dry and Dry.
P-1192.
Considering
Posey.
Vol.
42;
P-854.
My
Kingdom
for a Meal.
Isle P-245.
of Conquest (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 42; Temple
Bells and Wayside Shrines.
M.VSTER
FILMS. INC.
Acoma.
( Torchy Comedies. )
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis). Vol. No
The Coma
Peoplein in
White.
Torchy
(Johnny
Hines).
Editorial Horseplay.
She 42;
LovesP-187.
and Lies (Norma Talmadge). Vol. The Simple Life.
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION.
43; P-409.
Mr.
Outing Gets a Soup Dream.
The Fatal Fortune Serial.
Girl duction).
of the Sea (Williamson Submarine ProD. W. GRIFFITH.
EaUlTY PICTURES.
The Mother and the Law.
Husbands and Calico Wives (House
Trilbyi SS U(Clara
Hearts of the World.
6 } • Kimball Young — Tourneur Re- Silk Peters
IVATIOIVAL PICTURES.
of Babylon.
Eyes 42'of P-362
Youth (Clara Kimball Young). Vol. The Fall TYRAD
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
PICTURES, INC.,
January — Just a Wife.
The Forbidden
Woman
(Clara Kimball
729 Mine.
Seventh Avenue.
Your Wife and
January — Blind Youth.
Young).
Vol.
43;
P-1291.
RKPUBLIC PICTURES.
Human Passions.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
The Red Viper (Six Reels).
(Two
Reels
Each.)
Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro). Vol. 43; P-146.
Man
and Woman.
Unto Death.
The AmazinsT Woman (Ruth (Clifford). Vol. Faithful
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
Escaped Convict.
43;
P-1293.
Brind's Educationals (One Every Week).
The Square Gambler.
Prizma Pictures (Nature Color Pictures).
U. S. PHOTOPL.*Y CORPOR.*TION.
Kidograms (News Reel).
ADOLPH PHILIPP FILM CORPORATION.
Washington, D. C.
February—
Dad's
Girl
(Jackie
Saunders).
(Musical
Film
Comedies
—
Two
Parts
Each.)
Determination
(All-Star — Ten Parts).
February — The Gift Supreme.
Midnight Girl.
VICTOR
KREMER.
February — The ling.
Only Way Trail (Edythe Ster- The
O, Louise!
Reissue of Chaplin Burlesque on Carmen
(Four Reels).
February — Mothers of Men.
Feb. 1 — Reissue
The (Champion (Chaplin
— Two ofReels).
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
Apr. 1 — Reissue
of Work
(Chaplin — Two
Reels).
REALART PICTURES
Mar. 1 — Reissue
of
Jitney
Elopement
(Chaplin— Two Reels).
Reel). of By the Sea (CThaplin — One
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
May 1 — Reissue
Special Features.
Tex. Elucidator of Mysteries. Vol. 43; P-1292.
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan).
Vol. 43; Lightning
Bryce (Serial Featuring Ann Little
P-774.
and Jack Hoxie). Vol. 42; P-362.
The Superman (Six Parts). Vol. 42; P-354.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts). Blazed Trail Productions (Series of Twelve
Reissue
of
ductions.Seven Olive Thomas Triangle Pro42; P-454.
Two-Part North Woods Dramas).
The Vol.
Mvstery
of the Yellow Room (Chautard Wolves
of
the
Street
(Six
Reels).
Vol.
43;
P-1526.
Special
Chaplin Reissue.
— Six Parts).
C. P. PRICE & CO., INC.
Star Productions.
Broken
Bubbles
(Hank
Mann
—
Two
Reels).
The
Log
of U-35.JACOB
Vol. WILK,
43; P-470.
43: P-1526.
Anne of the Green Gables (Mary Miles Min- The Vol.
Last of the Open Range.
ter). Vol. 42; P-455.
1476
Broadway.
Vigilantes
(Seven
Reels).
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney). Vol. Blazed Trail Productions (Series of Twelve
Alice Brady
P-854.
1010 Robert
Warwick Reissues.
Reissues.
Two-Part North Woods Dramas).
The 42;Fear
Market (Alice Brady). Vol. 43;
-P-775. WARNER BROTHERS.
P-465.
ALGOOD FILM CORPORATION.
Vol. 43; The Whirlwind (Charles Hutchinson — Serial).
Judy Vol.
of Rogues'
Harbor (Mary Miles Mlnter). The Lost City (Juanita Hansen).
43: P-1120.
Vol. 43; P-634.
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KBYSER

to It and

In on a
last we suffered an epiYEAR before
demic of infantile paralysis ; last season it was the influenza, which latter
has chosen to play a return date with us
during the present winter. And during
these visitations the exhibitor lost a goodly percentage of the box office receipts
that would have been his under normal conditions.
Not that the house was closed in each
event but that people who habitually
crowded into unventilated trolleys, engaged
in bargain counter rushes in department
store cellars and whose homes were often
the reverse of sanitary remained away
from the shows while the scare prevailed.
And many children who were allowed to
attend school, where their companions
freely coughed and sneezed over them,
were sternly bade to shun the movies.
Might as Well Face Fact.
We might as well face the fact that we
are going to have epidemics from time to
time and that it will be money in the exhibitor's bank account to make his house
the most sanitary establishment in town
and then so firmly impress the fact upon
everyone that people will be more afraid
of eating meat from a marble trimmed
'<nitlilflliiiiiiifwliHiuiiiUitiiiiiiiiirirtiiii[iiiHiitiiitiiiliiiiirriTiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiriiiiiiiiitiiiitriiiiiiiMrMNMiiiiiiiiir[i
Do You Notice How Good
I
The Air of This House Is?
|
It's because our
Ventilating |
System changes it completely every |
minutes.
|
You don't use any second hand breath 1
in the
Theatre.
|
Can this be said of any other build- |
ing in town?
|
J)BuaMIIHmfmiHUiilNimiiiliiiiinMiiiMiiininiiinjMiiitniiitiiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiiMiliiiiiii:iMMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitbutcher shop than attending his feature
pictures.
We have already devoted considerable attention to the subject of ventilation and our
readers appear to have been thorough impressed with the importance of frequent
changes of atmosphere as a means of popularizing their houses. But after the Typhoon, Sturtevant or Monsoon has been
installed, don't iM1liIlilltHliliiiiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiliiiltiiiiiiiiiriiiriiliiniilllitlllllllllllimilliri£
wait for the ideal air conatmmitniiiiiiiiBliililliillilllllitiiiliir
Willie's
Teacher Originated;
Asked Him
|1
Where Diseases
Willie Said:
1
"The germs come from Germany, |
the microbes from Ireland and Para- i
sites from Paris." Whether or not |
Willie was correct, they are all for- |
eign to the
Theatre |
that is daily disinfected with
|
Is any other building in town equally |
sanitary?
|
naHUIlmilllllUtMIIIUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllllhllllllllllllirilllMlllllllllllltlltlllllltlltllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
dition to slowly percolate into the consciousnes of the patron.
Put the first slide on the screen and
capitalize to the utmost the amount that
the said ventilating system cost.
Eliminate draperies as much as possible
and if walls are painted, let the paint be
one that many be thoroughly washed with-

WORLD
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Real Germ-Free House
out injury and wash it frequently. Where
steps are absent, linoleum is preferable to
bare floors as it affords no cracks or seams
for lodgment of dust, dirt or germs.
Disinfect Liberally.
Be liberal in the use of a good disinfectant. By good I mean one that actually disinfects and does not rely upon one smell
covering up another. Use it whenever the
lloors and walls are washed and flush all
drains with it. Never allow a dust rag, a
mop or a broom to be used in the theatre
without applying the disinfectant to them
— and keep on applying.
And don't make the
choosing
You
by the ofprice.
the brand of disinfectantmistake
would not choose your physician by competitive bids and the disinfectant is your
physician of prevention.
Have no false modesty about blowing
your horn good and loud regarding your
^iiiiiimniiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiuiiiimiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiriiriiiriiiiiiiiiriiiriiriiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitii'
I Howdy Folks !
1
I I'm the official dust catcher of this j
I house.
i
I Did you notice how clean everything 1
I is? That's because I'm on the job |
I before each show.
|
Mllinuilitllitiiiiiiiiillltriiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiitliililiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiinriiiiiiillliiillllillilimiili.^
disinfecting campaign. A slide something
like the second will drive the point home.
If building a house, arrange for a vacuum cleaning system as part of the equipment. If this is not possible, one of the
many excellent portable machines will do
the trick. Be sure and get a big husky
machine such as is used in hotels and institutions and get the entire bunch of tricks
in the way of accessories with it so that
you can clean mouldings, blow out the
piano, organ and radiators, clean the hangings and get into corners and then have
the
machine's
portrait
on
your screen with
a fewtaken
wordsandtoput
the itfollowing effect :
An item that will add much to the comfort of patrons and cause them to feel
more safe in having their children attend
the shows is the installation of sanitary
paper drinking cups. These may be arranged for free use or be retailed from an
automatic vending machine.
Solution of the Drinking Problem.
These cups are the solution of the drinking problem for public places where con='iritirtiiiiiitiiiiiiii iiiMiiiriiiiiiiMriiiiiiiiiiiiiltiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiitiiiiiiirililltiliiiiiiltllirMliiitiiiiitiiillliiiiL
1 Said the monkey to the owl
|
I "Oh! What'll you have to drink?" [
I Said the owl, "Since you are so very |
I
kind,
I
I'llyou
takewant
a bottle
of ink."
II If
ink, the
stationery store 1|
I down the street has a very good as- |
I sortment. But if you'd like a nice }
I cool cup of water there is a sanitary |
I cup dispenser on the rear aisle, filled t
I with brand new cups that have never 1
j been used. Could you get this in any |
I restaurant in town?
1
'llllllHlrillllllUIUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHIIIIimillllllllllrilMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllllllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllll.^

yenienceitationofmustthe
thirsty and These
absolute
be combined.
maysanbe
featured by a slide that will make their
presence known and appreciated by the
audience.
You have a lavatory of course. It cost
money to equip it. Spend a little more and
make it a big asset. Throw out the old
fashioned soap dish and the linen toweling
and substitute liquid soap containers and
individual paper towels so that it will be
possible for the most fastidious patron to
realize that he can have germ-proof cleanup on your premises.
And then get this slide on the screen.
|i|MrllllunillllUllltllllJIIIIII1IIUIMIIIII1lllllllllllirilliri ililllllLllll llllllllllllliini uuuniitii M....H..
I Financial Tip
|
j Hovv to Make a Cleanup
|
I Utilize the individual liquid soap |
I drops and the individual paper towels i
I that we have installed in the lavatory. 1
I You cannot get such a hand bath any- 1
I where else in town.
|
r.iiiiiiininoniiiiirHiinnuiiiiiuniiitiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiriiiiiMrni niiiiiiLiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuuiiiwiuHiuiuiiiimi i£
Do It Now.
Do not wait for an epidemic to strike
your town before you put this santiary
campaign into operation. Start right now
and make so much noise about it that your
patrons will gradually assimilate the knowledge that yours is an establishment that
has absolutely no room for disease germs
and that they are better guarded in it than
in their own homes.
It is a great point to make but
can
make it and, when you have put ityou
over,
will be hard sledding for any official whoit
endeavors to close you up while any other
enterprise continues to do business.

Lightning Coin Changer Co.
Extending Its Field of Effort
THEof Chicago
LightninghasCoin
Company
just Changer
closed a deal
with
the Perkins Electric Company of
Montreal, whereby the latter concern becomes the exclusive Canadian distributors
of the Lightning coin changer.
The initial order of the Perkins Company was for two hundred and fifty machines which the factory is now adapting
to handle Canadian coins.
This is not the only agency recently
established by the Lightning Coin Changer
Company. It has arranged with the Universal Film Manufacturing Company for
the distribution of its device in Cuba and
is now negotiating with the same company
representation in South American
for
countries.
The De Vry Projector
Stimulates Interest
A

BRISKabledemand
Vry PortProjector for
in the De
Kansas
City
territory was announced by W. H.
Bell, manager of the Equitable Film Corporation at Kansas City. A delayed shipment recently caused the office to be
"sold out" for several days. Many commercial concerns as well as churches and
schools are buying the machines, Mr. Bell
said.
A large mercantile concern in Kansas
City recently purchased six of the machines
for its salesmen. Film was made showing
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0™ YFool-Proof Splicing Machine
Laboratory
Exchange
Theatre
Price :
Write $7.50
for Folder
or
Ask Your Dealer
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
359-363 East 155th Street New York City
eco Color Hoods
Instead of Dipped Lamps
Infinitely Better
More Lasting and
Cheaper in the Long Ran
Made of Natural Colored
Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Oat

^'lU-ioX^
Reynolds
Lampi
426 S. Tallman Electric
Ave., Chicago,Co.III,
We Specialize
on Hish
Pictore Hoase
and Grade
TlieatreMotion
DECORATIONS
May w< not lubmlt our detlgnt without obllgatleu
to you? Write u>,
William G. Andrews Decoratiye Co.
1408 S. Wabash ATenne, Chleace
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
klanufacturera
of Electric
Machines for Moving
PictureorTicket
TheatresIssuing
and
Restaurants.
Sold direct
through
your
dealer.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TICKET
REGISTER COMPANY
151 1 North Broadway
St. Louli, Mo.. U. S. A.

B.

F.

PICTURE
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the process used in making overalls sold by
the company and this will be used by the
salesmen in talking to the retail dealers.
Exhibitors Are Satisfied.
A large cracker manufacturing concern
and loose-leaf ledger manufacturing concern also purchased machines for their
salesmen.
Mr. Bell said that exhibitors are not
complaining because the machines are being sold to churches and schools for educational purposes, as it has been proved to
them that the machine merely stimulates
interest and is not in the nature of competition.
Miiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiinifiv
Tell Us Your Troubles

Use
.SI,

MOVING

P.

on

or
tor up
gerexhibi
any
house
runs
ERmana
WHENEV
against a snag in the matter
, use or inof equipment — its
verchoice
n;
stal atiowhene
you are in doubt
as to just what you should do to
make a new house attractive or improve an old one — ask the "Better
Equipment" Department and we will
dig
up the
dope efora you,
don't
ed return
forget
to enclos
stampBUT
envelope with your inquiry.
The Government Retained Them.
Moving Picture World:
What are the present whereabouts of the
hundreds of moving picture projectors that
the government. Red Cross, Y. M, C, A. and
similar bodies must have had at the end of
the war? Can you tell me whether or not
any of the foregoing have these machines for
sale now, or where they may be bought, If at
all?
An advertiser in a certain mechanical
magazine offers a 12 light, 110 volt generator
at a very moderate price. Would not this
machine, in all probability, furnish ample
light for the average moving picture projector?
What's the
light forIs moving
projector,
wherebestelectricity
not to bepicture
had?
What's
the
lowest
candle
power
sate
to
use
at say, 35 feet?
JOHN T. PERRIN.
(1) As nearly as I can ascertain, the army
and navy have retained and stored these
machines for future use at army posts and
aboard vessels of the navy.
The great work performed by pictures in
the late war opened the eyes of the government to the fact that the screen was a
mighty factor in upholding the morale of
its forces and, from now on, projection
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ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yours.
District of Columbia
REGINALD W. GEARE
327 Woodward B\dg., Washinston, D. C.
ZINK, SPARKLIN, GANDOLFO, Inc.
943 Monsey Bide Washington, D. C.
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 KresKC Bids., Detroit. Mich.
C. HOWARD CRANE
100 Griswold Bide., Detroit, Mich.
Missouri
Carl Boiler & Brother
Theatre Architects
RIDGE BUILDING. KANSAS CITY, MO.
Consultants
other plans
architects.
AdTisors to ownen toregarding
and
spedflcaUons of contemplated theatrea.
EDGAR P. MADORIE
1105-6-7 Republic Bide Kansas City, Ha.
New York
EUGENE DE ROSA
110 West 40th St., New York
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 Sonth 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Standard Motion Picture Co.
Oet acquaintei with our price*
and facilities for hajullina your
DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING
All Work Guaranteed — Service the Best
Addreii: 1007 Mallen BIdg., Chicago — Phone: Central 2347
Kinarko Carbons
YOUR DEALER, OR
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
New York City
110-112-114 West 42nd St.

Great

White
Way
PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE "SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER
OF THIS MAGAZINE.
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
Cinemaquipment Center, Entire Second Floor, 729 Seventh Avenue, at 49th Street, New York
FIDELITY FAMOUS
MOVING PICTURE MOTOR
This is the 1/10 H.P. Variable Speed Motor
you have heard about. Thousands in use on
machines successfully. Price, $20. Send us your
order for careful attention and mention your
kind of current.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC CO.
LANCASTER, PA.
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FINEST

LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. STREYCKMAN3, Managing Director
PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Morsemere 621-622

The

AMERICAN

SOMETHING

than a good program is necessary to
get the crowds when the hot summer
days come. Theatres equipped with the
TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM al-

PROJECTOSCOPE

The Perfect Portable Projector
Enables you to show motion pictures anywhere. Takes
current from any electric light socket. Uses standard film.
Runs either forward or backward. Film can
be stopped and held stationary on screen. Ideal
for directors, film editors, exhibitions, schools,
churches,
carries likecommercial
a suitcase. uses.
AnyoneEasily
can portable
operate —it
— no experience necessary. Write today for
descriptive
Ask us aboutliterature.
it NOW ! You incur no obligation.

ways have the advantage — they are
cool and refreshing —
Install TYPHOONS
WRITE

The American Projecting Co.
6225 Broadway
Chicago, III.
Dept. Z5
If you so desire, the Projecting Company can
arrange for
for you.
the printing and developing of film j
subjects
illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllHIll'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIII^ IIIIIIIIIINIIII I
I
1
I
§
1
1
1
g

A

Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or selected
list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of exhibitor as well
as the theatre In address. A list of publicity mediums desiring
motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information In
advance of theatres being or to be built.
W74

I Motion Picture Directory Company
i
244 West 42nd Street, New York
Phone: Bryant 8138
1 Addressing Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting
In answering

advertisements,

We

are desirous

purchasing
BELL

&

HOWELL

|
1
g
J
M
g
g
g
|

please

WANTED
of

MORE

FOR

CATALOGUE "M"

Typhoon
281 Lexington Avenue
1044 CAMP ST.
New Orleans, La.

THE

FOUNDATION

Company
New York, N. Y.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
Chicago, III.

OF

PRESENT-DAY
PICTURES

MOTION

□
STANDARDIZED
PRECISION
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
PRINTERS
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES
SPLICER
For
MotionStudios,
PictureTheqtret
LahoACCESSORIES
Tatoriei,
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO. losangeles
JSOMI Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO
,
mention

The

Moving

Picture

World

CEMENT
has
stood
the
test
or
many
yean.
Tbat'i why ItItoostj
Ij used extenalTel7
by the largest
but par-In
ticular buyers studios,
looking exchangea
for resultsanddo theatrm
not object te themore,
difference
price. 25o. will bring you an ounce botUe prepaid.
-Service fHS(j]^uaUtjj
THEATRE ACCESSORIES

one
CAMERA

Address communication to
MR. ROBERT McINTYRE
306 East 48th Street
New York City, N. Y.

ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
|"AMER1CA3 GREATEST INDETENDENT MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE")
! SOUTHERN
SOLE
I DISTRIBUTORS

PROJECTORS
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THE
SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Your own special 'ncket,
«jy colors,
number d ©very
; accurately
roll guaranteed.
Coupon
Tickets5.000,
for $3.00.
Prize
DrawlDKs;
iPromj)t ahlpments. Cash
With the order. Get the
J Borved
Mmples.Seat Hand
ReCoupondiaKrara
Tickets,forserial
or dated.
All tickets must
conform to Govenimeut
regulation
and bear established price of admission and tax
paid.
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$1.50
Ten Thousand
3.00
Fifteen Thousand
4.00
Twenty-five Thousand
6.00
Fifty
Thousand
9.00
One Hundred
Thousand 15.00
National Ticket Co.
Shamokin, Pa.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has the qaality circulation of the trade in
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively in
this jonrnal.
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID. WEEKLY, $7.25.
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST.
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE
ASSOCIA.
TION CINEMATOGRAPH
OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
& IRELAND.
LTD.
GUARANTEED

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every StaU— total 25.300; by States, Per$4.9%.
H.
1,057 film exchangres
$7.50
313 manufacturers and studios
4.00
363 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars :
A. F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold

King Screen
10 Days' Trial
No. 1 Grade, 75c.; No. 2 Grade, 50c.
Stretchers included
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the lending supply
dealers throughout the country.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA
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material will rank high in military and
naval equipment.
For a second hand machine, try Theatre
Supply
Company,
street, New
York. 125 West Forty-fifth
(2) If the outfit were suitable for picture work it would probably be advertised
in our columns.
Why ta!;e chances when you know that
Universal Moton Company, Oshkosh; General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. ;
Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., and J. H. Hallberg,
1604 Broadway, build generating plants for
picture theatres?
4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
(3) .\cetylene gives a particularly good
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
result when electricity is unobtainable.
moving picture work and theatre lightWrite Oscar F. Ostby, Small Tank Deing. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
partment, Prestolite Company, Inc., 30 East
Portable type with cooling radiator all
42nd street. New York, who can advise you
self-contained.
regarding outfits.
Send for Bulletin No. 31
Some Question.
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
Moving Picture World:
I am considering embarking in the movOSHKOSH, Wise.
ing- picture show business and would like to
have you advise as to the following-, if possible:
About how much should the monthly expense be oij a show, seating 1,000 people,
aside from the rent of the buildings.
arn'SStolOOaWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
About how much would the monthly film
PHOTOGRAPHER
rent amount to if the show only ran from
about 7 to 11 p. m., and each show lasting
Bin
NOW.
about one and one-half hours, using one orQualifyOpportunities
for this fasdnatlns
dinary comic film, one dramatic film and a
profession.
monttis'
course
coversThree
all branches:
film of world events, etc.
Motion Plcture-CommerclstWhat would you advise in the way of
Portralture
equipment for such a show; or kindly give
and Materials furnished free
me the names of some books dealing with Practical Cameras
Instruction ; modem eauipment Day or erenlBi
the above if possible.
classes; easy terms. The School of Konoffnlzed SuperiorityThanking you for your kind attention In
Call or \Trlte for complete catalofi No. 25.
the above, I remain, L. J. FISCHER.
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
So far as an inquiry of this nature may
141 W. 36th St.. N. Y. 505 State St.. BrooJilya. N. Y.
be answered, you will find the answer on
page 783 of the Moving Picture World of
January 31.
LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
The best possible guide to the purchase
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
of equipment that is equipment is to be
found in our advertising pages. The conOiridaJ
Organ of the It&llan ClDematoffTa,sik Union
cern that talks to our readers through our
Published on the
advertising columns must be reliable to
be admitted to those columns and it must
15th and 30th of Each Month
manufacture something mighty good to
Foreign Subtcrlptlon : 20 franca per aonna.
be able to keep selling it to the critical
Editorial and Basiness Offices:
subscribers who look to our columns for
the latest and best in the field of pictures.
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
Take No Chance*.
Of course, there are a few good concerns
who do not advertise with us, but the majority are with us, and you will take no
ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
chances
by confining your purchase to our
advertisers.
Amonff the Best Two-Reelers on the Harkei
WRITE OR WIRE
The Exhibitors' Library, consisting of
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
"Modern Theatre Construction," price $3,
will tell you how to plan and arrange your
LOS ANGELES
house; Richardson's Handbook, price $4,
will tell you all about projection; HallAMERICAN
berg's "Motion Picture Electricity," price
$2.50, will aid you in arranging your electrical equipment, and Sargent's "Picture
Theatre Advertising," price $2, will show
you how to fill your house with patrons.
Jfotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)
The Mosical Marvel
Write for Catalacn*
The entire library costs but $11.50 delivAMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
ered and it will smooth out a lot of bumps
from your path.
62 West 45th Street New Y«rk City
The newsstand price of Moving Picture
Picture World is 15 cents. The subscription price is $3 the year. Subscribe direct,
save $4.80 and miss no issues.

Write for our up-to-date price list.

Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Bldg.
5 South Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers inPicture
MotioKraph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
Minnea Screens andMachines,
EverrthingNational
for the CartMns.
Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
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"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Jonrnal of
the British Film Industry
Of special Interest to all wlio buy or lell FMmi.
OFFICES:
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. I.
Specimen copy free on requartPoredgn Sabscriptlonfl: One pound ten shlUlnn (Gold).

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires.
of current
eKIn ballast.
rt
^No^waste
T
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West lUth Street CleTeland, Ohi*
THE NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
FLICKERLESS
"SAFETYPROJECTOR
STANDARD"
MOTION PICTURE
Dept. M.W.
The Pathescope Co. of .\inei1cm, lac.
Aeolian Hall
New T»rk
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PERFECT
PROJECTION
can be effected by employing in
your machine the
Speer

**Directo- Hold -Ark" Combination for Direct Current
and

Speer "Alterno" Noiseless Carbons
for Alternating Current
Make your own investigation
of the merits of SPEER CARBONS by purchasing a trial
package from your dealer and
trying them in your machine.
"The Carbons With a Guarantee"
SPEER

CARBON
COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.

-JrJSTEN!

The PERFECTED
AUTOMATICKET REGISTER is supreme in
its field because it "tops" all other
machines as a Ticket Selling and
Cash Accounting Device.

The

1920

Automaticket

ticket sold and
check

The

on

your

A. METCALFE
High Grade Theatre Equipment
117-119 GOLDEN
GATE AVENUE
3*t-T-* BROADWAT
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK CITY

Ticket

gives you
cash

an exact

receipts.

be tampered

Selling Register

The

with or

that is

making good for other exhibitors
day in and day out is the best and
safest machine for you to buy.
Write for further facts.
Note

to Dealers:

We

want

help in

filling the nation-vs^ide demand for
AUTOMATICKET
REGISTERS and
have a live proposition
Write for it at once.

HERE'S
WHY
The Latest Invention in Screencraft
THE DIAMOND CRYSTAL SCREEN
Is Selected by All Discriminating Bayers
It absolutely overcomes all distortion of the object projected, no matter how wide the angle from which it is
viewed.
The advantage of the gold screens (softness of tone)
and of the silver screens (clear definition at lowest possible current consumption) are most marvelously
blended into one
Perfected Projection Surface
85c. per square foot. Including stretching frame, F.O.B. San Francisco.
Small sample mailed on request.
G.

Register

sells tickets faster, registers every

register cannot
turned back.
FASTER
Slower, any
Speed you
want.
The MetCiilfe
Spped latoRegurtiivselposiy the
most practical
and satisfactory controllthat inghasdeviceever
been manufactured.
It can be
used with
any
C. or
D. C.A.motors
up
to
%
H.P.
LUBRICATED BY OIL CUPS
EXTRA LONG BEARINGS
HIGHEST CLASS WORKMANSHIP
In F.O.B.
ordering,
pulleys
%" roundpacked,
or 10flatpounds.
belting.
San specify
Francisco,
$30.00.for Weight,

Perfected

to offer you.

REGISTER^
New York City

Foreign

Representatives

Trans-Regional
New

York

Trading Corporation
London

Paris
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ADVERTISEMENTS

3I« PER WORD FOR SITUATIONS WANTED
^ AND HELP WANTED. MINIMUM, $0.50
SITUATIONS WANTED.
LIVE limited
WIREexperience
publicity
wants best
position.
Unand canmanfurnish
references.
It may be worth your while to address Frank H.
Burns, care M. P. World, New York City.
CAMERAMAN, with good camera, long experience,
go anywhere ; moderate salary. Photographer, 142
West 15th St., New York City.
PROJECTIONIST,
experience,
not
afraid
of work ; musttwelve
have years'
first class
equipment
and top wages. F. C. Shivers, Lexington, Neb.
ORGANIST, now engaged by largest corporation
on Pacific Coast, wishes to make change. Twelve
years' results
picture; composer
experience; ;enormous
concerts repertoire
that show ; box
office
exall makeshaving
of organs,
litzers. Anyperienced onmanager
large Including
organ and Wuralile
to pay real salary to first class man, write or wire
Organist, Box 1481, Tacoma, Wash.
MANAGER,
gilt-edge advertising
references, and
nine projection
years in
business
; understands
thoroughly. Only reliable companies answer. R. S.
Deal, 419 34th St., Norfolk, Va.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
CAMERAMAN will cover South America for a
year. Can furnish finest travel, educational, industrial and news Expert,
negatives.
ing apparatus.
care Wants
M. P. agencies
World, sellNew
York City.
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
NEW 400-FOOT professional camera, automatic
dissolve, $250 : 200-foot walnut camera F. 3.5 lens.

WORLD

|" p PER WORD
9^ CIAL ADS.

FOR ALL COMMERMINIMUM, $1.00

$85;
$60; tripod, $20. Ray, 326 Fifth
Ave., second-hand,
New York City.
FROM CANTON, ILLINOIS, to Canton, China.
100.000 customers use our wonderful catalog and
service for all their photographic needs. Movie
cameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text
books, suppleis, etc., etc., all at sensational money
saving prices. Write for this valuable, F-R-E-E
catalog today. David Stern Company, "Value, service, satisfaction since 1885," Chicago, III.
A WINNING COMBINATION, Universal M. P.
Cameras
and DeShutter
Vry projectors.
with Internal
Dissolve isThethe new
equalUniversal
of any
camera made. Do not be deceived by high sounding
names. Buy a Universal for genuine satisfaction.
200 ft. model with Internal Dissolve, .$516.00. Bass
price $467.00. 200 ft. model without Dissolve, list
•54.30.00. Price $367.00. 400 ft. model with Dissolve, list $728.00. Our price .t;647.00. C-90 De
Vry, thejectors,
standard
of the used
worldDe inVrysportable
$200.00. Slightly
alwayspro-on
hand. The latest book, "Behind the Motion Picture
Screen," thepostpaid
only complete
book on the and
subject
published,
$3.67. Telegraphic
C. O.everD.
orders shipped the same day received. Complete
bargain list free. BASS CAMERA COMPANY.
Charles Bass, Pres.. 109 Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.
CAMERAS, ETC.,
WANTED— Bell & Howell,
other good make of camera.
Gaylord Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

EQUIPMENT WANTED.
WANTED — Entire equipment for moving picture
theatre, 500 chairs, 2 machines, screen and booth.
Harry Wunderllch, 207 North 8th St., Lebanon, Pa.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
3 POWER'S 6A machines complete, hand drive,
first ster
class
guaranteed,
each $100.D. WebElectriccondition
Co., 19 Ninth
St., Washington,
C.
TWO
SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS,
motor
drive,
"S"
lamphouse,
nearly
new,
cheap
at
$375
each
;
guaranteed. Webster Electric Co., 719 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE— Million Dollar Mystery, 46 reels:
"Girl From Frisco." 50 reels : "Social Pirates," 30
reels ; "Italian Battle Front," 10 reels ; "Grlfflth's
Battle of Sexes, " 5 reels ; "Cleopatra," 8 reels ;
"Rip Bud,"
Van Winkle,"Hopkins,"
5 reels ; also PIckford,
series of "Ham
and
reel
specials "Sis
: other featuresMary
and comedies, single
large
selection. Guaranty Pictures Co., 145 West 4oth
St., N. Y. City.
MISCELLANEOUS.
COMPLETE INSTRUCTION In detail on leading
makesday of
projection
in simple,
language.
There machines,
is not a day
but whateveryyou
can refer to this book for information to advantage.
The
twelve-page
index
affords
a
quick
guide
WANTED.
for your trouble and greatly Increases the efficiency
Pathe or Debrie or
"Richardson Motion Picture HandAddress Baker. 932^ and value book."of 700thepages,
Chalmers
Company. 516 Fifth Ave.,$4.00.
New York
City. Publishing

Exactly what you need if
contemplating the building
of a theatre. A big factor
in helping you to decide the
type, size and design of
,vour house. Keep up with
your architect when going
over the proposition. The
reading of this book may
be the means of saving you
a few hundred dollars
worth of mistakes and unnecessary expenditures.
270 pages, $3.

Complete instruction in
detail on leading makes of
projection machines, in
simple, every-day language.
There is not a day but what
you can refer to this book
for information to advanThe twelve-page
index tage.
affords
a quick guide
for your trouble and greatly
increases the efficiency and
value of the Handbook. 700
pages, $4.

Chalmers

Publishing

516 Fifth Avenue, New

Company
York City

Garrick Theatre Building
Chicago, 111.

The very book that hus1 1 i n g wide-awake theatre
managers want when using
printers' ink for house programs, folders,advertising.
throw-outs
and newspaper
It tells about type, sizes
and styles, paper stock, etc.
Full of good business-winning ideas that get them all
coming to the box office to
swell your receipts. 300
pages, $2.

Wright & Callcnder Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif.

MOTION PICTUKE
ELECTRICITY

A book mercial
withvalue.a All
real about
comtheatre wiring, circuits and
lamps, arc lamps, signs,
1 o b b J' lamps, exit lights,
auditorium ceiling and side
lights; chine,
moving
picture
mastcreopticon
and spot
lamps; lights for projection
room, ticket booth and
special purposes. Will save
you money on your current,
repair and equipment bills.
280 pages, $2.50.
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EAGLE
The advantages

ROCK

of

FILM—

EASTMAN

footage numbered

The

negative film

will immediately assert themselves in the final cutting and

Quality

the

projector.

Identifiable hy the words "Eastman" and
"Kodak" in the film margin
KODAK

ROCHESTER,

Stock

Right photographically.
Maximum
service in

assembling of successive scenes.

EASTMAN

Raw

Made by

COMPANY

The Eagle Rock

N. Y.

Manufacturing

Company

Verona, New Jersey

A

SMALL

INVESTMENT-

RETURNS—
LARGE
This Machine is designed to apply a wax compound to the margin of New
Films, to prevent damage during the first few runs thru the Projecting Machine.
The collecting of emulsion from "green" films on aperture plate and tension springs of the projector is in many cases causing untold damage to the
film and excessive wear to the projector as well as marring the presentation
on the screen by jumping.
Proper

(PaUmts Pending)
Price of Machine, Complete
$16.50
indnding ten sticks of componnd

Keep Place
ma \\IJ
Cool
Rwerner's
Life Film
for Woxinj;
Films Machine.
Compound
Jfe
For U»oNew
in Wcrnrr'.
^ 0,,)-r iy,^-f tTcnn WKt'NtR f ll.M PI- 1 r i "! OP, ".It CO

Waxing of New Films —
Prolongs the life of the Film.
Eliminates excessive wear on Projecting Machine.
Insures Steady Pictures on the screen.
Prevents tearing of sprocket holes by emulsion deposits.

AND
Saves the film from having Oil squirted all over it hy some Operator trying
to get "green" film thru his machine without a stop.
The Werner Film Waxing Machine applies the Compound accurately to the
margin of the film and positively will not spread wax onto the picture.
Wax always in position. Requires no adjusting.
Over 1000 in Use in All the Leading Theatres and Exchanges
THE

Price per Box of Ten Sticks
$1.00
In Lots of Ten Boxes
$.75 per box

WERNER

FILM

PROTECTOR
MFG.
CO., Inc.
RIALTO THEATRE BLDG.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
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Announcing
the enlarged orgaftization and
increased capitalization of

The

Argus

Enterprises,
Capital

inc.

$500,000.

and the consolidalion with it oj the
following corporations and dioisions
The

Argus

Lamp

and

The

Argus

Theatre

The

Argus

Motion

The

Argus

Film

The
The

Argus
De

Vry

Appliance
Supply

Division

Picture

Company

Laboratories

Enterprises
Portable

Company

Division

Company

Projector

Company

THE INCREASED CAPITALIZATION AND ENLARGED
ORGANIZATION UNDER THE DIRECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF ONE CORPORATION WILL INSURE GREATER
OPERATING EFFICIENCY, BETTER SERVICE TO THE
TRADE AND MORE RAPID AND EFFECTIVE IMPROVEMENT IN THE INDUSTRY AS IT IS AFFECTED BY THE
VARIED ACTIVITIES OF THE ARGUS ORGANIZATION

The

Argus

NEW YORK

Enterprises,
inc.
CLEVELAND
BOSTON
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

THE
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^
the

and

at

VATICAN

ROME

in

the

renders

the

same

sei-vice
splendid
which
prompts
its
installation
worlds

in

finest

edifices.

MADE AND GUARANTEED BY
r:^*

ThePrecisionMachine
317 East 34th: St " NewYork

r:

the
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Practical

of

We

That
The

Power^s

have

The

Beautiful

The

Royal

And

the

Are

Power's

The
a

of

"Power's

That's

Palads

T.

&

the

of
D.

Theatre

of

of

Cincinnati

Copenhagen

—

Spain —
House,

Prominent

Oakland,

Cal.

Purchasers

of

Projectors.

Trade

Matter

Studio —

Palace

Family

Big

Among

advertised

Splendid

Magnificent

Proofs

Leadership

recently

Fox's

March 6, 1920
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Accepts

These

Big

Things

Course —

Did

What

You

It—

Why

Expect

of

Not?
Power's."

COMPANY
POWER
INCORPORATED
EDWARD
E:/^RI_, Rrelsidem-t
N IN BTY Gold St , New York, N . Y.

NICHOLAS

As

Vol

43, No

11

MARCH

Price 15 Cents

13, 1920

MOVING

ICXURE

WO
FOXWDED

BY

J. P. CHALMERS

IN 190?

^
SIMPLE HUMAN STORY THAT
C^WILL APPEAL TO ALL CLASSES
OF PICTURE G0ERS,PRODUCED
WITH THE ORIGINAL NEW
YORK
STAGE CAST

OLD

i
ADY
By RACHEL CROTHERS St

31

EMMA.DUKN
Adapted from Directed
LEE KUGEL'S
Staae ESuccess
by JOHN
INCE byJUHE MATHIS
l^irectov General

^ajCWetLKar^er METR
O

'Published
Chalmers
Company
,
A Weekly. Subscription^Publis'hing
Price: United States
Ita
Possessions, Mexico and
15 a year. Entered as second class and
matter
June 1920,
17, 1908,
the Post
Copyright,
by theat Chalmers

hy

516
Cuba, |3 a "r^ifth
year; Canada, oAvenue
»3.50 a year: Forelon, U^ewyorh
(postpaid).
Office
at NewCompany.
York, N. Y., under the Act of March Countries
3, 1879.
Publishing
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SUGGESTS

THE

IS

the

film

performs
and

a

executed

ONE

LOVELY

FIGURE

FOR

PICTURE

very
by

THAT

LINES

ATTRACTIVELY

OF

UNDERNEATH

it exploits

the

similar

men
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RITCHEY

service.

who

have

prehensive knowledge of crowd

SEDUCTIVE

poster

It is designed

a sound

and

psychology.

com-

There-

fore it invariably suggests that the photo-play it advertises is one that must be seen. Because of the
consummate
than

artistry

suggest.

It absolutely

that, perforce
admissions.
And

that

not

function

maximum

sometime,

every

phase

greatest
Their

sells

but

poster

it does

more

! Having

done

the

maximum

every

exhibitor

of the

number

can

RITCHEY

all the time, and

advertising

number

is in the

experts

It does

is to
that,

it because

hands

in the

to

word

poster

it does

of

apply

to take our
receipts !

of tickets.

of its execution

of the

world

!

concentrated efforts, under absolutely incomparable direction, have
resulted in making
the

RITCHEY

trade

stamp

silver!

is on

mark

RITCHEY
406 WEST

convinces

posters, he doesn't have
can count the box-office

essential

sell the

it

is a test that

RITCHEY
for it.
He
The

of its rendition

31st STREET,

as valuable

LITHO.
NEW

YORK

as

the

sterling

CORP.

TELEPHONE,

CHELSEA

8388
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MERIT

ALONE

; njJkereiJer Motion
Picture
: Machines
are discussed the
supremacy

oP

the

Simpiex

is

conceded'^

Qhat's why a perusai oF the
eoer grou)ing tist oP Simplex
users is like calling the roll oP
the Leaders in all branches oP
the Motion

Picture

industry.

^-dhese results haOe only been
obtained after conOincing the
trade

that our policy oF building

the Finest projector and selling
it on merit alone u)as to be an
established

one.

Qlealizing
ing our

. .

that u)hen

Simplex

product

r,t

builds
u)e put

a generous 100 per cent Oalue in-to it our trade does not expect us
to depart
policy

Prom

our established

oF selling

distributing

through

Forces

our

at a Figure

that not only insures machine
Valuation but serOice as u)etL

I
1.

1^1
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Reliabl

NICHOLAS
POWER D COMPANY
INCORPORATE
EDWARD
E:ARI_, Presidemt
Ninety Gold St. New Yoric,N.Y.
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A UDIENCES

the world

over have

/"^ clamored to see "His House in
^ Order" on the stage. They have
watched it, thrilled by its depth and
beauty, and

they have remembered

it

as a great experience.
On the screen, with Elsie Ferguson in
her most appealing and poignant role,
the play is more
Pinero's

real, more

stirring.

greatest play has found

a

worthy interpreter. It is Elsie Ferguson's
greatest picture.

ADOLPH ZUKOR Presents

Elsie

^

Ferguson
44
His
House

inOrder
By SIR ARTHUR PINERO
DIRECTION and SCENARIO by HUGH

FORD

C/>aramounl0rtcraftQ>icture
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASK.Y CORPORATION f^"'

A

Great

Actress

in

a

Great

Play

'

ISLAND

vervsoa
Louis Ste
By Robert
IT-S A REAL MONEY CHEST^^^^
^ '° 8° S"fuU of^doliars for every
is pacKea
1 "Treasure Island
, ,j ^d^enture stories, marvellously
exhibitor.

VOU

don't

T^^"°'\lTrord

w ld1hr.ll of romance.

the treasure.
P'tefyoTiato?
J »DOLP» !^"0R JESSE ^^^^ ^°»^„.,,c, .td ....nno.»T,M TO.O~^°

\-

9s

Your

Home

Town

Any

G&bd

YOU

KNOW

?

IT

IS !

W^^H^'
that'll
. ^^^'^
^^"^^
g-et'"^every
booster picture
in the

"ewspapers, merchants and
place.
Chamber of Commerce will back
it
because it hammers home the
big idea:
"Stay at home.
The home
town's best!"
Does that mean money in your town?
With Dorothy Cxish? You know it does!

You

can exploit it to the limit.
The picture's worth it.
Dn;cte,l by Elmer Scenari
Clio fto
n Hasting
storys by Helen O. Smith
by Welts

The

New

Art

Film

. Presents

Company
.

.''^

DOROTHY

GISH
m

To

"Mary
Comes

Ellen
toTowr

i

jiC/>aramounl^rtcraftg>icture
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

Maurice

JACQUES

My

Tourneur

presents
FUTRELLE'S

LADY'S

FAMOUS

NOVEL

GARTER

jdCparamountj^rtcraftQicture

From

the

Knee

of

a

to
NDER the eyes of a dozen guards the gaiicr—
England's most priceless treasure — stolen
from the British Museum. Who had it?
That is the start of the most thrilling and absorbing story Jacques Futrelle ever wrote.
First published in the Saturday Evening Post, it
was one of the biggest successes that magazine ever
had. In book form it was a tremendous seller.

Countess

the

Hands

of

a

Crook

in the hands of Maurice Tourneur, who
NOW
has given new life to so many masterpieces,
"My Lady's Garter" is far more thrilling,
more absorbing, than in the book.
With a wonderful cast, headed by Sylvia Bremer
and Wyndham Standing, it means money to every
exhibitor in the country.

presented by
JESSE
L.LASKY
Adapted from the
Saturday Evening Post
Stoiy*Tlie Bear Trap"
by — Byron Morg;
Directed hy Sam Wood

Scenario

Will

bv
M. Ritchey

WALLACE

REID
IN

^EXC

USE,

MY

DUST

Cparamountjiirtcraft
Q^idure
Faster!
Faster!

nURNINGthe white road, tearing through fences, dashing
past thundering locomotives, racing with death — risking all —
For what? For honor— love and
a child's life!
And the hearts of your audience
will beat faster, their pulses will
throb with the throbbing engine,
and tears of joy will spring into
their eyes when Wallie wins safely
home!
Better than "The
'"Nrw YOU.
W

Roaring

RoadPLAYERS
"Double Spee
" and -lASKV
d"
FAMOUS
TION
♦DOIPM
Jesse L.LASKY CeCILCORPORA
•.Ot MILLt <>«ni„c««-/
MAOU) lUKOR
OiJKtUnnt.KmM-MK, tt«Viet LTD HtlXmUniS TOTOMTO

THE
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He can have
fortune — and
had it within
"The Fortune
for the things
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WHICH?
one or the other, but not both. He had started out after the
he could have annexed this very easily. Then when he practically
his grasp, he wasn't sure that it was worth it
Hunter" is life in the living — the crying need that all of us feel
that we want most and seldom get.

It's a picture that
unusual — the Leap
From the Famous
By WINCHELL

palpitates with drama and bristles with humor. It's the
Year Picture.
Directed hy
Play
SMITH
TOM TERRISS
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"!h!
itus
a ld"h-r
E ingof go
Lop
gaAll
WH
e
A ALa
ic
ff
ss
nd-o
busine !
— Sweeping the board!
Never in all serial history was there anything
to equal the rush — never, in our recollection,
was any serial offering snapped up with such
speed as the Full House Five.

! sense was all that
on a buresi
onss
asne
CommS
THEREs' eded
to realize that here in the
wa ne
Full House Five is something positively und
opporparalleled invalue — an unprecedente
d,
ne
io
sh
haphazard,
tunity tothrow the old-fa
h
t
u
o
m
g
o
method into
serial bookin
hand-t
the discard and make sure of your straight
year solid success.

ELMO

elmo4fearle$s

Full House Five! Look at this list
THE
— five sure-fire big headliners — five
of the greatest super-serials Universal
or anyone else, ever produced to make the
fans gasp — designed on the only plan that
can keep your people coming week after
week and month after month. If ever or

CORD

never you played a serial here's something
you owe it to yourself to investigate today.
Do it NOW, at
Your

Universal

Exchange

MOON

POLO
O'COHM

OR

VANISHING
"THE

LION

MAN"

mDEI2S'

like

its

own

Devilm^n

HOUSE

FIVE

If will

make

the

kids

!

shiver

Half the fun in life is other
people's troubles. Lyons &
Moran put those funny
troubles in dress clothes.

9TAP

C0MEDIE9

Recent Releases
The Sweet Dry and Dry
Bungled Bungalows
Ain't Nature Wonderful
Coming
One Every Week
Non-Skid Love
Old Clothes for New
The Latest in Paste
Ofificer, Call a Cop
Wives and Old Sweethearts
Stop That Shimmie
Oiling Uncle
UNIVERSAL

1710

THE Sultan of Turkey once remarked that
it was known to all grown men that one
of two horses could always run faster than
the other — so why all the excitement about
horse races?
The same is true of News Reels. There can be but one
"best." There always is one "best." One that gives your
theatre more scoops and more beats and more subjects
in the course of a week than any other Service. Once
you know which News Service this is, there is no longer
need for argument. Competition, so far as you are concerned, isdeader than the Sultan of Turkey's horse-race.
Here are the facts as to the BIG THREE:

In

Only

8

Months,

BETWEEN May 1st- and December 1st, 1919, a period
of eight months, the Big Three, the Service that
gives you the cream of the news three times a
week, gave you no less than 31 separate and distinct
scoops. Seven of these were in May — five were in June

-four were in July — two were in August — five were in
September— three were in October — three in November,
and two in December. This makes an average of four
absolutely ezclasive pictures a month and proves that
you can depend on the Big Three for just this kind
of news service month in and month out.

ahead!
and
scooping vour competitor conies "beating him to 23rd
NEXT
just aslo a san.ple the Big Three offers the fact thai on April
that
it released a picture of the Government's Aviation OrientaontorMarch
W IS sixty-two days ahead of all competitors. Previous to that, was
sixty
(lavs
it released a picture of Great Britain's Airship R-33, that
2Gth, ahead.

Dags

62

5IScoopsi

THE
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competitors

Subjects

of

FROM May 1st, 1919, to December 31st, a
period of eight months, our nearest
competitor released sixty-nine issues,
at the rate of two a week. These sixty-nine
issues contained, in all, 546 subjects — a
pretty fair record as news-gathering and
news-picturing goes — except for the following fact:

We

beat

Dates

all

of

fhaf

Book

tfie

International
IN the same eight months ing
917 subreleased 106 Issues, contain
jects, or seventy per cent, more than its
competitor. In other words, if you were
showing the Big Three you had nearly two
chances to one of showing a big news picture ahead of your competitor, leaving out
the fact that the Big Three would probably
beat its competitor anyway.

you
Neiys

you're
proi^es
Shou/man

IN the same period of eight months, International
issued 917 subjects. Of these, our nearest competitor was ahead in only 4 2/10% — in other
words. International was nearly six times as enterprising as its nearest competitor in showing your
people -the news while it's news, the pictures they
want to see.

knon^

the

Serv/ce

an

in

Subjects

Mutual

stated above, our nearest competitor issued
in eight months 546 subjects. Of these International was ahead on 129 in the date of showing— in other words, was ahead to the extent of
twenty-three per cent, in the dates of showings of
mutual subjects. Now compare this with our comshowing on mutual subjects, as given in
the next petitor's
column.

in

showa

competitors

As

A^ou^

WORLD

truth

that

Up -to -Date

the
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WORLD

He

catches

'em

alive!

"King of rhc Desert and Jungle"
ojidWS FAMOUS
Wild

Animal

mwms
Already released
Trailing the Leopard'
'Bear Trapping*
Lion Trapping'
m
The Story 0/-THE Jaguar*
The Story or the Liom*
"Tiger. Land"

^^^^
"Brownie's Doggone Tricks"
" A Lucky Dog's Day"
"Brownie's Busy Day"
"Good Little Brownie"
"Brownie's Taking Ways"
YOUR NEAREST
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE
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PIONEER
FILM COCR
Isow. 46-51
NEW YORK aiy
NY.C.flhD5TAlTE
ANDNODTWERN
N.J.

PIONEER
FILM COI^P
812 PR05PKTAV.
CLE Vf LAND, 0.
OHIO AND ,
KENTUCKY )

PIONEER
FILM CORP
145 FRANKLIN 5T.
BUFFALO, N.Y.
(WESTERM H.y. 1

PIONEER
FILM CORP
53EUZABETH5Tf.
DETROIT mCR
( MICHIGAN)

PIONEER

130
m

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

MASTERPIKEFILn
ATTRACTIONS
mmwm cntinui
1235 VI N EX 5T
PHILA., PA.
(EPA.AtlDS.n.J.)

M & R.
EXCHANGE
7305.0UVE5T
ID5 ANGELES CAL
AND NEVADA)
(CAL..
ARIZ.,

EXCHANGE
i07G0L0EH6ATEfiV
5Af1 FRANCISCO.
CAL.

GREATER 5TARS
PRODUniONS
BIWKWEimmOIMCIfS
CONSUHERS BltXi
CHICAGO, ILL.
(ILL .IND.e WIS.) .

FILM

March 13, 1920

DftTRIBUTINOCO
CJflElZtER. PRPST.
403
5TI?"
PORTIANO
ORE.
u I T^
EaDAVIS
«NP WASH
MONTANA)
(ORE
IDAHO

5CREEN ART
PiaURESINC
M.LES5y, PREST
BALTIMORE. MP.
(MP DELJ).C.ANI>VA)

FILM CO.
H RIFKIN PRE3T
57
CHURCHMASSST,
BOSTON,
(NEW ENOLANO)

CRITERION
FILM SERVICE
tinUCHTM/W.PRBr.
67
WALTON GA3T
ATLANTA,
M.TFNn.aA.ALA
M.C.ANO 5.C) .

SlfRLinGFjlflSlTl)
I .^OJKIN aNLtlCR.
l66BAY5rT0TOKTa
0NT.,-3456lEURy
STMONUEAl.f Q.
87,
UNION 9T.
5T J0HN,N.8.

5f5 FILM t
5UPPLy CO
5.5AMUEl.t
^TEINBERO BROJ.
AI4 PENN. AVPITTSBURG. PA.
(w.v».£.w. vA ;

COPRORATION

^V^^ELSX
46ti2
NEIWYORK

3t,

^CP TMlP(ONEEfl>
^ISTOWPVLV THE
PROGRESSIVE
THE &POUCV^
lEXUmiTDP
EXCHAN6n|
\W1TH rtSlt. ARTISTIC J
^5UPErJ
FEATVjRE/
.OUCtAMOHTH/
^AND
DIOMATIC

*'Cliarming!"

''Cap-

tivating!" "Beautiful!"
So will critics and public declare in
trying to describe
ALICE

B

R

AD

Y

direction of Kenneth Webb, scenario by Clara Beranger, in the
picture version of the stage success,
''THE
FEAR
MARKET"
By AMELIE RIVES (Princess Troubetzkoy)
It's a stirring story of a girl' s hunt for blackmailers which
leads to her own father's door. But it is more than
drama — it presents a pew and more bewitching
Alice Brady, surrounded by magnificent sets
and truly regally gowned.
R
E
A
PICTURES

L
A
R
T
CORPORATION

We

Thank

You!

things that really count in this
THE
world are those you can't buy —
things there isn't money enough on
earth to buy. Hence Realart finds more
satisfaction in these few voluntary lines
from THE EXHIBITORS
HERALD
of January 3, 1920, than could be
squeezed from realms of inspired publicity:
" 'What kind of pictures will they
make?' is the natural exhibitorial question when a new producing company
is launched. 'What kind of ad. service
will they give?' is a question once unvoiced that is coming to be of more
and more importance It may now
be recorded that the press material
provided with Realart Pictures is altogether in keeping with the announced
policy of that organization Add that
the material is at once artistic and practical, that its appeal is directed to no
single class, that the exhibitor of high
and low estate can use it with equal
facility, and the quality of Realart
advertising material is established."
But Realart's service men don't claim
a// the credit! There's something, you
know, in having pictures to work with
that are themselves an inspiration to
unusual endeavor.
REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenue
New York City

CAPTURED
BY

NEW

STORM

AT

YORK
THE

Sensational
as a novel

aind sta^e

production, this stii-rin^ story
that won for it's author Jcni^ht^
hood^is doubly striking ancf dra^
matic on the screen .....
It ^iyes BERT

0/

LYTELL

the finest
'
part of his hi-illiant
career
and magnetic'
in hisDeft
characterization,
he reaches

new

heights ';

3 5 the screen'^ ^reat^'
est interpreter of
male roles

5frGILBERr

PARKETiS

^moisterplece

AND
E CPI
GREAT TUR
ADTAJCE
VMSTTAGE

MIGHTo
/WAY
Starrc
nff

'S
iTUS
ooMO
OFOR
EN
BERT

LYTELI

cJ^dapted

by JUNE

MATHIS

JDirecUd

by JACK

DILLON

MAKWELL

KARGER

director

General

J

^^
ISES
RTLU
ADGVEVA
IN

METRO

THE
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Brunton^

f>resents

\

J.

Warren

KERRIGAN
and his own company in

$30,000

By H.B. Daniel

A

Directed by ErnestCWarde

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: "$30,000 '
will be a delight to the admirers of
J. Warren Kerrigan. He is a favorite
and his pictures are followed with keen
interest.
V

MOVING PICTURE WORLD: "$30,000"
has plenty of action and the majority will
be pleased by the mystery incidents.
EXHIBITORS

TRADE

REVIEW:

If you

want to enjoy "$30,000" keep your eyes
glued tight to the screen every moment of
the time. It's a myslery-comedy-drama.
W.¥.HODKINSON CX)RPORmON
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
VixtribuUng through PfJUt Xkchangt, htcutyMUttd

I
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Benjamin B.Hampton

Ihe

presents

SAGEBRUSHER
The photoplay oP the novel by
. •

EMERSON
,

WORLD

HOUGH

Directed by EDWARD SLOMAN
^
iJ Benjamin h Hampton-- Great Authors Production
With an all-star cast.
ROY STEWART
MARGUERITE De La MOTTE
NOAH BEERY
BETTY BRICE
ARTHUR MORRISON
GORDON RUSSELL

Here is a remarkable test of the
popularity and the greatness of
a picture:

Since the first trade_showing or
pre-release of "The Sagebrusher"
no exhibitor has ever failed to
give it enthusiastic approval and
not one exhibitor voice has ever
been raised to say: "I don't like
this picture."
Everyone has said: "It's a great
heart story and a wonderfully
acted production."
W.

HODKINSON CORPOR/fllON
527 Rfth Avenue.
New Vn-kCtr
DttrrtbtiOnfOvoi^
PATHf {xduwgr.lnarjmmi
foreign DUtributor.J. Frank BipckIis«,Iac.729-7> Are.

»

. °
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UNITED

ARTISTS

CORPORATION
ANNOUNCE?

THE

RELEASE

OF

MACK

SENNETTS
Bi§ New

Five-Reel

Cottiedtf

^ensafioti

DOWN
ON
THE
FARM
The best comedy Mack Sennett has ever made is the word thai comes out o{ the West from the
critics who have watched this masterpiece ol mirth in the making
Mack Sennett s special productions have made marvelous box-office
history " Down on the Farm," his latest creation, has all the
elements tha. make for sensational business — a bumper crop of fun.
thrills and furious farce, seasoned with thai greatest of all appeals —
heart interest
Here is a picture thai will give the exploitation genius the
chance of his entire career as a showman "Down on the
Farm will gei them ail — the masses and the classes.

Now

Booking!

United

Gdrporation

Mary

Charlie

Chaplin

D. W

G ri f fith

Pickford

Douglas

Fai rban k«;

"Pollyanna" is the best known, mosttalked-about little lady in the world today.
Just a tender litde wisp of a girl, but her
"glad" message is reaching out wherever
human hearts are beating.

Just announce "Pollyanna" to your
audience — and see what farne and popularity really mean.
then, too.

You'll be glad

IvlAW

PICKFODD

wumm
From Elleanor H. Porter's Famous Novel,
"Pollyanna,"
Published by The
Page Company,
And the Four Act Comedy by Catherine
Chisholm Cushing,
Screen adaptation by Frances Marion,
Photographed by Chcirles Rosher.

.

—
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WORLD

CITY

Serials

the Following

Exchanges:

YORK
NORTHERN
PIONEER FILM CO., 130 West 46th Street, New

NEW JERSEY
York

MARYLAND
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DELAWARE
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
METRO FILM CO., 1321 Vine Street, Philadelpliia, Pa.
WESTERN

PENNSYLVANIA
HATCH

FILM

WEST

VIRGINIA

CO., 412 Ferry Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

NEW ENGLAND STATES
ARROW FILM CO., Roston,. Mass.
OHIO
MICHIGAN
KENTUCKY
CLEVELAND EXCHANGE
DETROIT EXCHANGE
CINCINNATI EXCHANGE
H. CHARNAS, PRES., STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
GEORGIA
FLORIDA
FIRST NATIONAL

FIRST

NATIONAL

NORTH CAROLINA
ALABAMA
SOUTH CAROLINA
VIRGINIA
EXHIRITORS CIRCUIT, Richmond, Va.
TENNESSEE
EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT,

Louisville, Ky.

ILLINOIS
INDIANA
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP., Chicago, 111.
MINNESOTA

NORTH DAKOTA
FEATURE FILM

SOUTH DAKOTA
CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

KANSAS
WESTERN
CRESCENT FILM CO., Kansas City
UNITED
CANADIAN

WARNER

WISCONSIN
MISSOURI

EASTERN MISSOURI
FILM SERVICE CO., St. Louis

RIGHTS:

BROS.,

CROWN

220

FEATURES,

West

42d

Toronto, Can.

Street,

New

York

March 13, 1920 !,
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onniM
uis
Wipe
s money'
RALPH
INC
E
PR
UCTION
Scenario
CeciOD
l Smifh

_™ _,>_™..^nii
in Frank DazeM and Leidhfon Osmun's
^^THE bcena
rioJb^
G. N
Marion Burton
WO
MA
CAME
Direcfion -William P.S. Eaile

Lewis Allen Browne's

'SOO
NE
R bq R.
OR
Scena
rio
LATER
Cecil Sm\iU
Direcfion- Wesleii Hlu^^les

in Elsie Jani*j and Edmund Gouldin<5's

Direc
"'THE
IMPr^^
fion-Robei
t Ellis

Owen _ Ji
Moore.
^
^ ^

Disfiibuted

btj Salticf
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Introducing

SELZNICK

NEWS

REEL

THROUGHOUT
his many years
in the general business of making
and distributing motion pictures,
Lewis J. Selznick has been tabulating
information of value against the day
when
his cherished SELZNICK
NEWS
would be born.

Sunday, April 4, the first issue of
SELZNICK
NEWS
will be offered to
exhibitors.

It will represent the fruits of years of
experience and months of active,
painstaking organization.

SELZNICK
NEWS
will j be issued
twice a week— Sundays and Thursdays.
SELZNICK
NEWS
will 'be available
for every theatre in the United
States
and Canada, supplied through Select
exchanges.
Remember
Sunday,

the

D

April

at
4

e—

THE

1726

Adapted

fioiti i\\e plai|

bi| Eugene

Walfei^

DirecfioM—
Howard

Hickman

Scenario
Kafherine

hi\
lieed

NATIONAL
PICTURE
THEATRES
Lewis J.Selziiick
President

Disfiibufed

bi^ SelGct

MOVING
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REPUBLIC

lla$A^<[uimd
IMMEDIATELY

dWILLWSTRIBUTE

tko

Trade

WORLD

k TAlkin^Aboui

Outchi^on

THE
Written

WUIDLWIND
and

Produced

Directed

bij Jo$. A.Groldon

tij All^ood
We
We

Wanted
Looked

WeSiekcteJ

Picliuref}

Corp.

a 3^i'ial
at

Manij

Thi$OneBocame

It 1$ The Bc^t Yet Produced
Predict
Whirlwind
15 POWEarUL

For

It

a

Success
tPISODCS

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
no W46iK$T.,NCW YOliK

l^tPUBLIC
LEWIS

XStLZNICK.

EXCHANGES
EVERYWHER.C

DISTI^IBUTING
AJvisomj

Dii-ectoi-

COI^POI^TION
DKITON

N.BUSCU.

P. 'est Jen t
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PRODUCTIONS^
^1

The
What

T/me

is

Up!

are you going to do about

aiming straight at you

Mr.

it?

Kxhibitor.

We

are

We've

only one subject to talk about —

Comedy art ^'Pictures
FROM
time to time in these pages we have
endeavored to convince you that you must not
overlook "Comedyart" Pictures, that wonderful
combination of comedy, scenic art, and "Memories,"
a triumvirate triumphant.
Sales have started with a tremendous rush. The
releasing date is almost at hand. Now then — are
you going to adopt the "waiting policy" or are you
going to be among those on the ground floor?
Prepnralion
Half the Battle
/jW "Comedyart"
// theis Forerunner
of Preparedness
MR. EXHIBITOR you must act now. The
opportunity is yours to grasp, to hold and to profit
thereby. You have our stamped addressed postcard
so your reply is prepaid. Therefore it costs you
nothing to find out.
Will you write us today?

Special Pictures Corporation
H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California

March 13, 1920
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F.nv/
PKODIXCTTONS

Consider

These

Facts

"COMEDYART"
Pictures are 2000 feet in length, a
combinatiun that establishes a perfect balance for your
feature. There is nothing like '^^Comedy art'' It is supreme, powerful, convincing.

What is ''''Comedy art''
force of Nature? Who can
IT has three component
resist the feast of unmatched
parts — T 400 feet of comedy,
artistry of color in Scenic Art?
400 feet of scenic art and 200
There is no other method of
feet of "memories."
tinting
and toning that will
The Comedies
compare with what we have
to offer.
Variety is the fundamenta'
principle of the comedies.
Memories
Something different, absorbThe heritage of the masses
ing— always with a punch.
rich and poor alike, is the
"Sameness" is forgotten, un"memory" of the yesterdays.
known in "Comedy art."
It is a little short subject, at
The Scenic A rt
once appealing, refreshing,
invigorating.
T ncomparable inspiring beauty
marks each foot of Scenic Art.
Acknowledged to be a super-idea
Who can resist the impelling
that IS in advance of the times.

Will

You

Act

Special Pictures Corporation
H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California

Now?
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and

RIGHTS

Film

West
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Mabel

NOW

Narmaiidza

SELLING

Corporation

23rd.St.NeWYork

Albert

Capellani

present'^%

^

the

play

^

j^aprice

„Uune

fiom

Inc.

Rroductions,

Liza-Anri

Directed

by

by

George

Oliver

ArcKaiiibauid

This is the hat she wore.
ones
had.

D. Bailey

You could find better

in an ash can, but it was

the best she

This is the suit case she carried to New
It held
value.

mighty

This is the gown

little and

she wore.

York.

that little of little

She had no other.

It was worth about $1.69, but money can't
buy a heart so brave as that which beat
beneath it.

This is the card that took her to New York.
He was almost a total stranger but she went to
him and told him she needed a protector and
he was IT.

Kickard Gtllieoa
Oroaimncy^^artnifms
v.!.*/ Distributors
(^Pafhe'(¥)

J esse

D.Hampion

BIMCK

presents

SWEET

(( THE

VEILLER

BAYARD

by

Like a picture of "the vide,
pen places.of lakes.riverSfe
Ii2oanxains,fore5ts, canoes,
campfires
Like

and

a picture

allthe
where

rest?
the

of a great sittenseness
aatton is relieved
the
next

moment

" ugh? A
Aias class
>

rerg

by a hearbj

picture that
and finish in

foot

of

iet this; gou
jO ^rong

the

film?

can't

f ;Pafhe

I—

D

olore

s

Cassinelli

Tarnished

Reputations

Produced
La

Jennesse

Directed

<Jhe
isaid

and

hy Alice

the

hold

them.

out

sin

Viiy

was
both

him

cast

the

her

remember^
who
first

Distributors
'

fhe

Pa
(f)

too

f T
\ -

1'c 1i

of Ihem

this ;Iet

Blache

mon^ers^

village

to

one
ed

Corporation

scandal

small

by

is, mlh
stone!

-J

On
the daij of release ii is our
belief that there were more bookings on theDempseu

serial

than

anq

serial ever made
ax a correspondingtime. Exhibitors recognized
the superlative value or a name
on

everq tongue
ed countrq in the
ing seen tne

^

Produced
by
Robert
Brunton

first

in everq civilizworld: and havepisodes

saw

clearlg the surpassing
excellence in storg,production^d
acting of this epochal serial. The
vord
is being passed
along;
*'DAIiEDEVILJACK"lSP0IL[NGTHECR0WD5

Distributors 'V.L^
(^Pathe'Cf)

MRS.

DREW

has created a new style of comedy,

one that is true to life; one that reaches the heart.
Her

comedies

may be seen by the whole family;

never is there anything to offend; always there is
the quiet humor
John Cumberland
him

in "Twin

Warmer,"
Bedroom
The

"Up

of the brighter side of life.
is the star; the public remembers
Beds," "Baby

Mine,"

in Mabel's Room"

"Fair and

and

"Parlor,

and Bath."

production is of the very best. The comedies

in every way are adapted to the most particular
audiences in the best class of houses.
The

first Mrs.

Charming

Sidney Drew

Comedy

Mrs. Chase," from the well known

Thirty" story by Julian Street. The
"The

is "The
"After

second is

Stimulating Mrs. Barton," also by Mr. Street.

THE
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Explosion!

•- 1 \

/■■A

"r^UDS" means something more than
'-^ you think it does — not clothes, but
a surprise that explodes just when you
think it safest!
It's a story of nights on the waterfront,
of New York wharf -rats, gem-smugglers
and international thieves and its big
scenes just lift them out of their seats!
Book "Duds" and watch the enthusiasm
explode in your audiences!
PRESENTS

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
TOM

MOORE
IN

DUDS
BV HENRY C. ROWLAND
DIRECTED
BY TOM MILLS

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES
SLMMVCL OOliWYN /

CORPORATION
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"It Cost Me Two Trips to Jail and $10,000, But It Was Worth It."
— Will Rogers in "The Strange Boarder."

The Inspector

Florry

Jake Bloom

es
S
tR
OrGaE
st
emonR
WILdL
once more his right to be
called the most human
figure on the screen.

4

This is important for
you to know — now !
Your prompt acceptance
of this fact means money
in your pockets. You
can't go wrong on Will
Rogers. Start going
right by booking "The
Strange Boarder," his
finest picture to date.

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

WILL

THE

SE NTS

ROGERS
IN

'GER
STRANGE
BOARDER
BY WILL PAVNE

DIRECTED

GOLDWYN

PRE

BYCLARENCE

PICTVRES CORPORATION
SAMVEL COLDVOTsi Pn,.,

"

NERS

PART

SAMUEL

GOLDW'VN

LEROY

AND

RCX

BEACH

PRESENT

SCOTTS

NIGHT
PARTNERS
ON
SCARD
PAUL
BY
DIRECTED

has a police
YOU
we hope it has no
and WN
ce, TO
forR
"higher up" ring to exact tribute
from the underworld.

But these things do happen in
great cities— and Leroy Scott chose
a particularly exciting instance as
a theme for his amazing picture.
"Partners of the Night."
When Ithe New York Strand
played this picture, it made the
audiences sit up and applaud. The
story's a money-maker. Make a
partner out of "Partners of the
Night" and your profits will justify your business ljudgement.

GOLDWYN

CORPORATION
PICTVRES
tAf«fVVL OOCOWVN Prrndrn
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COULONOTBU^

evolved

OF

'C'^GflBAT

^

BONO

XtStfV

EVIL

PLOT

^

mm
mm
TO mmm
if
\\biiil is mmirney

"

cyE

d BoiMl
Chief Robbtries.
Director otThrougn
Whole-

^
^i

m

Bona Tbeh Fupl

'.Si-***'

foAgreM
Autlwrilin
the
M Give 11HimDfB< Cut
Suretyto SS0£OO.
on necoj-

Wilt* on
in, known
Actress
Mm.andArnsfc
Hlage an Fannie Bricc.
i'S

I air

MSTE

ight.

5TACJ^ By J.dORDOM dOQPgR
vrtderme persorcs/ Jhpermwft
, a M«rneV ^^l^i^'

000
CASH

IN

PRESENTED

OH

BY

THIS

^SCHE

R^S

<»»

TREMENDOU
$50 S

tllTeRPfelSeS,

IN^.

Con- '

AcW
s
a
C

COINCIDENCE.

Jh^EF^T

Pace

Headlines

RnwnPinTSUSPEa

BELOW
UcL
B^fTe
niE
DEADLINE

eye"

'wmm

^

Tied >
mil

AROTSIFE
OFFERS TO m
<er.

'i 'Reasonable'
CanBeFixef
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Short

HERE'S
FOR
"THE

Stuff

ONE

A

FIFTEEN
FIGHT

ON

WEEK
WEEKS

THE

DEADWOOD

"THE WAR BONNET"
"DEFilNG THE CHIEF"
"COMITNRGAILO"F LONE WOLF"
RS"
"RAID OF THE RED MARAUDE
"THE INDIAN AGENT"
PED
BY INDIANS"
"KIDNAP
"INDIAN UPRISING IN SANTE FE"
S
ES"
AND RENEGAD
"REDSKIN
"CALL OF THE TRIBE"
"THE NEW MEDICINE MAN"
"
"GREY EAGLE'S REVENGE
"THE BATTLE OF FORT LARAMIE"
ESS"
"A PRIEST OF THE WILDERN
"
"THE NAVAJO BLANKET

THE REAL INDIAN PRIN'CESS MONA DARKFEATHER
APPEARING IN ALL PRICEFILMS INDIAN DRAMAS

THE
dearth of single-reel subjects in the state right field
makes these zip! bang! westerns full of the sort of action
that makes your
market toda3^

blood

tingle; the

biggest

bu}' on

the

open

They aren't just westerns or just fillers, but pictures that sell
to both exhibitors and public for real money.

IF YOUR

THEY

TERRITORY
WILL

BOOK

AS

A

IS STILL OPEN
URGE YOU TO

YOUR
WIRE

SERIES

15— ONE

OF

POCKET

A

BOOK

WEEK
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THE

2,000

PUNCH

OF

STORY

OF

AND

CROWDED
FEET

ACTION

FILMS

WITH
IN

FEET

1000

INTO

REAL

EVERY

INDIANS
PICTURE

When such companies as The
Alexander Film Corp., 130 W.
46th St., New York City, buy the
rights for New York City and
Northern New Jersey, and the
Crescent Film Company, 315
Gloyd Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.,
tions for
purchase these produc
Western Missouri and Kansas,
there's something big back of
them. There's a money earning

ARRANGE
YOUR

FOR

TERRITORY

C. B. Price
Times

that has
power back of themequall
ed in
never before been
single reel subjects.
And the reason is that they are
not only knock-out pictures but
have a line of advertising with
them that helps put them over
comin a big way. There is a aphs,
plete line of lithos, photogr
slides and electros on each
subject.

NOW

Co., Inc.

Bldg., New York
Telephone Bryant 799

City

WUKLU

Buyers

DRAMAS

INDIAN
WITH

PlCiUKK

Right

State

for

MOVING

irtii

JOyEPH

J.

MUVliNU

riClUKh-

RE-AD
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DOVLING
E

OPI

*The Miracle Man"
AND AN
ALL ARTin CAST,

Francis* McDonald
Elinor Field
—
Llopcl Dacotv^-"
Fvedeinc
Vroom
Cova DrciO
Fred lCx)hlGf
Jill Wbodu)ard
Ed BradO
Thclma SaXlev'
Gordon GrVfJim
and c>l:Ker5

-T/ff- AP/fTOCfiAT

Mastei-JullLj Directed
by WM. A.5EITER
Aclap-ted b
L.VJErrEi^SON

or

F£ATUQ^S

^ruX)od
Philli
■\ic
hed
iUep end oj llie
etcn

^
\on^, dujt^ P^^.'
Adoenluve-tlospi
lalilp
Ifinfol k- ^mance and
lo\>e-'\ji)eve
iheve io
I.
hxni'
rrj meeh

PRODUCTION
MANAGER^

I I LI

I

DUTLkJ'

MR.
AS

"COU

See.vuiieoru;nte

INCTpN

J(;^.gg^|)Pfe00

OS8URY"

5i'^^^

Studios
Il<^yii^,

Cal.
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Wanted

Hulu

Hulu

Hawaiian

Get in touch
First

!

Dancers

Singers

Hawaiian
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and

Musicians

with any of the following

National

Exchanges:

First Nat. Exhibitors' Circuit, 146 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Georgia
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 35 Piedmont Street, Boston, Massachusetts
First National Exchange, 215 Franklin Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 110 South State Street, Chicago, Illinois
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 402 Sloan Building, Cleveland, Ohio
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, Old Mill Theatre Building, Dallas, Texas
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 1732 Welton Street, Denver, Colorado
A. H. Blank Enterprises, 326 Iowa Building, Des Moines, Iowa
First National Film Exchange, 63 East Elizabeth Street, Detroit, Michigan
The H. Lieber Company, 24 West Washington Street, Indianapolis Indiana
A. H. Blank Enterprises, 317 Gloyd Building, Kansas City, Missouri
Richards & Flynn, 12th Street Theatre, Kansas City, Missouri
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 833 South Broad -vay, Los Angeles, California
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, National Theatre Building, Louisville, Kentucky
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 402 Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 409 Loeb Arcade Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 126 Meadow Street, New Haven, Connecticut
First Nat. Exchange of N. J., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 1401 Tulane Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana
First Nat. Exchange of N. Y., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
First Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 127 South Hudson Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
A. H. Blank Enterprises, 314 South Thirteenth Street, Omaha, Nebraska
Dominion Amusement Company, Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, Canada
First National Film Exchange, 1339 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
First National Exhibitors' Exchange, 414 Ferry Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
First National Exhibitors' Exchange, 904 East Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia
Grand Central Film Company, New Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis, Missouri
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, 60 Exchange Place, Salt Lake City, Utah
Turner & Dahnken, 134 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California .
First National Exhibitors' Exchange, 2023 Third Avenue, Seattle, Washington
Regal Films, Ltd., Temple Building, Toronto, Canada
Allen Brothers, Allen Theatre Building, Toronto, Canada
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Ltd., 1318 Standard Bank Building, Vancouver, B. C.
First National ExhiTjitors' Exchange, 916 G Street, N. W., Washington, D. C,

We

have

a

big

South

Sea

Island

picture

to be road showed and presented in big towns with appropriate
atmosphere and music and require a number of performers.

The

First

National

Exhibitors'

Circuit,

Inc.

THE
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And

Devil
us!

of

one
that
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is why

this

picture is as fascinating asSIN. Peppy,
lively, naughty,
Joseph

nice.

M. Schenck
presents

Constance

Talmadge
in

a
of
Search
By Charlotte Thompson

"In
A

John

Elmerson-Anita

Loos

Sinner''
Production

Directed by David Kirkland
Tech. Director, Willard Reineck

A

First National

j( IfiMt a

Photographed by Oliver Marsh

Attraction

Knoc

Every

Sinner

Will

Be

There
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New

Series

Sets

KatherineJ^Donald

The
is presented
a new

American

in a new

high standard

Here's

THE

series of pictures that sets
in production

quahty.

the first three:

POINT"
TURNING
The Picture Beautiful
By Robert

"THE

Beauty

GUEST
Adventures

W. Chambers

OF
HERCULES"
at Monte Carlo

By C. N. and A. M. WiUiamson
liHiiiiitMhiiriKiiiiiiniiiri

"THE

NOTORIOUS
MISS
Love and Romance

LISLE"

By Mrs. Bailey Reynolds
Produced by the
Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation
Sam E. Rork, President and General Manager
By arrangement with Attractions Distributing Corporation
B. P. Fineman, President

Tremendous
Value

In

Box

Office

This

Series

MacDONALD, the star, has a rare
KATHERINE
beauty and a magnetic quahty that attracts
both men and women.

Her

specially designed Paris gowns and wonderful millinery creations are a delight to all women.

A great matinee

attraction.

Her

all thrilling

stories are

romance and adventure
and stage successes.
Her

taken

pictures are all produced

that an adequate
being

perfect

dramas

from

"best sellers"

with

the lavishness

financial backing

in scenery,

of love,

can guarantee,

settings, photography,

lightings — artistic in every detail.
Her casts, directors

and technical

for their artistry, without
Watch
At

A

the

First

"First National

regard

Big
Run

staff are chosen
to expense.

Crowds
Houses

Attraction
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Independent

Exchan^sj

Yoa simply <!drit afford io m\ss this piclune

Uaroh l3t,1920

0* * -te^

:orp..
City.

My dear Mr. Zlerler;i iS
tes tha
Btaven
JEIt£I2"The
E^lt lTto Ste
sacred Flame- featuringI wan
nltr^.
jl^rtjasSr of the fjret mag
paer pl^
aftle^
I have had patron
jng^th
,.on oo.e and compliment me for hoo
t^rstfrer^ra:^Y-T%h€'fan^-Veri^^ro^

k3*

^vMZ
v..

:rfhir.uaiity.
jure for euooe^e,
M & S CIHCUIT OF THF.ATRES

ifa.

to

as

■Peo

Did
^eoj^j iiffiee/i°^ i-e^i^«ise
To

0

You

get a copy of the wonderful advertising and
publicity exploitation campaign book on
"The Sacred Flame" prepared by one of the
worth
trade. It'sWRITE
in the
greatest experts
thousands
of doUars
to exhibitors.
OR WIRE and we wiU send you YOUR COPY
free. You've never seen its equal for money
making ideas, plans, advertising and exploitation.

j
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"Winner
of the
first magnitude''
says Elias Mayer of
& S" Circuit of Theatres. "I have had patron after patron come
and compliment me for booking this picture and without a doubt any Exhibitor playing
'The Sacred Flame' can be assured of a certain prestige for his house which can be
derived only from playing productions of this class."
"More
of this
type andisSymphony
what theatres
we of
want"
says
Mr. A. J.pictures
Wolf, Vice President
of the Adelphi
Brooklyn,
New York. "Gives me pleasure to tell you you of the marked success with 'The Sacred
Flame' for it is a production which will please the most critical audience." Note: —
These theatres have the toughest competition of any theatres in any city in the country.
"Sorry we didn't book it for five days instead of three"
says David Schaefer, Manager of the Roebling Theatre of Brooklyn. People are getting
tired of the blood and thunder dramas. Give us more genuine human interest stories
such as "The Sacred Flame." Thus three exhibitors out of hundreds have written us, and
so will hundreds more write and wire us before this production has run its course.
INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES AND STATE RIGHTS BUYERS HAVE THE
SEASON'S BIGGEST OPPORTUNITY
THIS SMASHING BIG WINNER—
EMILY

TO CLEAN

UP A SMALL

FORTUNE

WITH

STEVENS
IN

"THE

SACRED
6

WONDERFUL

WRITTEN
ABRAHAM

and

FLAME"
ACTS

DIRECTED
S.

6
BY

SCHOMER

Monarch of the Human
Interest Photo Drama
No Independent Exchange Manager who really wants great big
sure (ire box office productions can for one single moment
afford to overlook this tremendous drama of the moment. It
makes a walking 24 sheet out of every person who attends.
THAT'S WHY EXHIBITORS EVERYWHERE ARE BOOKING
IT FOR A RUN OF FROM 2 days to a FULL WEEK. DO you
want a production that's getting the trade the money like wild
(ire and that gets bookings of from two days to a week? If
you do communicate by letter, phone or wire with.
Schomer-Ross Productions, Inc.
126 W. 46th Street, New York
E. S. MANHEIMER, Gen. Mgr.
A. E. COBB, State Rights Sales Mgr.
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like

her!

Never a ston^ like the tale of her
love and her mating.
Humor there is — and pathos —
and wild, thrilling adventure

that

pulls

an

audience

out

The

BIG

next

First National

of it's seats —

Special
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INDEPENDENT

EXCHANGES

|1

X)

ISTAIUA
Produchonj/z^c

J>resents

ON
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BU
KI
MASTER.

•od

PRODUCTION

(ie
rs'ion us
ve
J^cree
L erm
ly
^Ji
nd/
tion
Int
famo
melodrama

o/ tAe s'sme

feaiunng

Anne

Luthci^

Supported,
bt/ cSTi
ALL STA/i CASr including
CLAiQe

vniTNBr

A.J.RAOCLIFFE
/(^LBeftT
MLLE

HART

NANA

CHARLES

GERARD

cJ-WTcJOHNSTON

" nONS. At£XIS
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Next
Show
'Em
t
t
Se
b
The most important innovation in years!

13
P

3 rj

Coming ^

t3

While theatre construction, photoplay music, picture production,
and even the class of theatre patronage has advanced — your
screen announcements are ten years behind the times — and your
audiences walk out on them.
NATIONAL SCREEN
house announcements
life— with CLASS.

SERVICE holds your audiences. Your
are flashed on the screen in motion — in

They become a part of your show, and tell your patrons about
coming attractions in Class A, artistic, entertaining motion pictures; beautiful hand-lettered titles, actual scenes, closeups of
stars, etc.
National

Screen

Service

Fits

Any

Program

The illustration on the left explains fully except that the title,
"COMING MONDAY, TUESDAY
is made to fit your program.

AND

WEDNESDAY"

IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE WHETHER YOU
change your program without regularity, or every day,
or two or three times a week, or once a week — all you
have to do is to send your advance bookings in time and
the NA TIONAL SCREEN SER VICE DOES THE REST

Saturday

fiite

BiacKtW

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE is an instantaneous hit! Among our first
subscribers are theatres controlled by B. S. Moss Enterprises, Keith's, Proctor's,
and many prominent individual Exhibitors.
Producer's Co-operation assures positive, reliable supply to Exhibitors. National
Screen Service now has contracts with the following producers:
Paramount
Metro
First National Republic
Goldwyn
Robertson-Cole
Universal
Equity
Selznick
Hallmark.
Select
United Picture Theatres
Realari
Clark-Cornelius Corp.
This is a yearly service — covers your daily or weekly
announcement needs — the nominal cost is so low that
it will surprise and please you. N. S. S. gives you a
new business asset. You can't afford to let a day go
by without getting full information. Costs you
nothing to find out. Write today.
NATIONAL
130 WEST

SCREEN

46TH

STREET,

SERVICE
NEW

YORK

March 13, 1920
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Territories Already Sold
SOL LESSER
San Francisco
and Lof Angele*
(falifomia.
Nevada,
Wa.shlnBton.Hawaiian
Oregon.Islands.
Idalio Arizona.
and Montana)
GREATER PRODUCTION CO.
Des and
Moines,
la.
(Tr)wa
Nebraska)
PRODUCERS'
729 Seventh FEATURE
Ave., New SERVICE,
York City Inc.
(GieatiT New York and Nortlicm New .Tersey)
CIRCLE Pittsburgh,
FILM ATTRACTIONS
Pa.
(Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia)
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For Open Territories Apply to
FIDELITY
COMPANY
PICTURES
117 West 46th Street, Nf^w York Citv
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The foreign rights to
the super serial in
15

EPISODES

VANISHING
TRAILS

WM.

Produced

by

N

SELIG

featuring

Franklyn

Farnum

and

Mary

Anderson

Scenario by
This is a
William

E. Wing
by
Directed by

SELIG
Leon

O 1~^T^ TAT
SERIAL
WM.

says

of

Mothe

Have been acquired from
Canyon Pictures Corp.

N. SELIG

himself

de La

it:

"I think without a doubt
that 'Vanishing Trails' is
one of the best serials
that has ever been
made."
Signed
WM.

N. SELIG

DONALD
130 West

CAMPBELL
46th

Street

New York
Cable Address:
nONCAMEO
New York

Factors:
N\TH*\ * SFMERAD
New York
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Still
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Renewed

Subscriptions

Subscrip-

tions have been

since

January

are

13,200

The
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issue
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"Alas, Poor Movie, We Knew You Well!"
1761
So read one of the many humorous signs in Fort Worth theatres on Sunday,
February 22, as Texas Sabbath law of two years' standing was put into
effect for first time. An exclusive Phil. Fox yarn.
Watch the Independents!
1783
Convention of independent exchangemen in Chicago, called by Capital
Film Company, develops an organization for mutual benefit. A big step in
this field which is growing stronger every day. Keep track of the activities
of these independent operators through C. S. Sewell's thorough state right
department.
"No Production to Cost Less Thaji $200,000"
1765
One of the items in the big expansion plans which Marcus Loew has for
Metro. Looks like heavy doings in a production Way.
"You're Attempting to Kill a Fly with a Trip-Hammer"
1771
"When you try to remedy the movie situation with a commission ..."
says Mayor Creamer of Lynn, Mass., at the censorship hearing in Boston,
where in spite of charges of lobbying, the anti-censorship cause progresses.
Howdy, Mr. Busy Exchangeman!
^794
Seen that little note about you and your office on our new Exchange page?
We call it "Among Busy Exchangemen," and we're sure proud of it. One
of our many features.
The Road Divides— NOW
1763
Says J. D. Williams, First National's chief, as he touches off the harpoon
gun in the direction of the producer-exhibitor.
The Sign of the Fasces
1769
Fred Quimby, general manager of Associated Exhibitors, analyzes power of
his organization. Read his story.
The Bible to Be Put Into Pictures
1781
Historical Film Corporation, reorganized under laws of Arizona, plans to
film great stories and incidents of the Bible.
Producers Must Take Public Into Their Confidence
1773
Says Abraham Lehr, vice-president of Goldwyn, who believes the public is
growing more and more critical.
Glimpses of Eastman's National Academy of Motion Pictures. . 1772
The great Rochester institution as visualized by the architect, and an exclusive story to Moving Picture World therewith.

PubHshed weekly by the Chalmers Publishing Company, 516 Fifth Avenue,
New York (Telephone: Murray Hill 1610-13). President, J. P. Chalmers,
Sr.; Vice-President and General Manager, J. F. Chalmers; Secretary and
Treasurer, B. J. Chalmers ; Assistant General Manager, James L. HoiT ;
Editor, George Blaisdell; Advertising Manager, A. MacArthur, Jr.
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
Chicago Office: Suite 917-919 Garrick Building, 64 West Randolph Street
(Telephone: Ontral 6099).
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ADVERTISING INDEX
MANUFACTURERS OF MOVING PICTURES Pafte
Associated Exhibitors, Inc
1713
Capital Film Co
1718
C.Hoiialrt
B. Price
1736-37
Campbell
1753
Famous Players-Lasky
Com
Insert, 1699-1701
Jldelity
Pictures Corp
1750
Jtrst National
Exhibitors' Circuit, Ino 1739-43. 1748, 1749
1752
Gaumont
Co
Goldivjn
Pictures
Corp
1731-33
HaUmark Pictures Corp
1734-35
Hodkinson,
W. Corp.
W., Corp
1716-17
Metro
Pictures
1715
National
Film
Corp.
1738
National
Screen
Sendee
1751
Pathe
Exchange,
Inc
Insert
Pioneer Film Co
1714
Itealart Pictures Corp
Insert
Schomer-lloss Prod
1744-45
Selznick Pictures
Picture Corp.
Corp
1723-27
Special
1728-29
Supreme
Pictures.
Ino
Insert
Tower Film
Corp
1730
United
Artists'
Corp
1719-21
Universal
Film
Mfg.
Co
1703-1712
VifasraphBros
Co
1702
Warner
1722
Wistaria I>rod
1746-47
CARBONS & CARBON ACCESSORIES
Carbon Imports Co
1850
S|K-er Carbon Co
18S2
ELECTRICAL
&
JWECHANICAL
EQUIPMENT
Amusement
Supply
Co
1850
Automatic T. S. & C. R. Co
1857
Eiker
Bros.
Opt.
Co
1848
General
MachineCo
Co
1848
Hcrtner Elec.
1850
I.ueas
'rheatre
Supply
Co
1855
Metcalfe, G. A
1854
National
Elec.
Ticket
Register Co
18.10
Monsoon
Coolins
System
1855
Northwestern Bleo. Co
1856
Porter.
B. Eleo.
F.
1852
Reynolds
Co
1848
.Sturtevant. B. F
1851
T>phoon
1852
Universal Co
Motor Co.
1848
Westinghouse Lamp Co
. . . 1853
LENS MANUFACTURERS
Giuidlach-*lanhattan Opt. Co
1854
LOBBY DISPLAYS
Newman Mfg. Co.
1S50
MANUFACTURERS OF INDUSTRIAL PICTURES
Cromlow Film Lab
1852
Empire
Film Lab
1855
Palisade City
Film
1857
Rothacker
Film Lab
Mfg. Co
1856
Standard M. P. Co
1848
MANUFACTURERS OF RAW STOCK
Eagle RockKodak
Mfg. Co
Co
".
Eastman
1854
MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS
Bell & Howell
1852
MUSIC & MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
American Photoplayer C-j
1850
PROJECTION MACHINE MANUFACTURERS
American
Projecting
Co
1849
De
Vry Corp.
1855
Pathescope
Co
1850
Powder. Nicholas.
Co
1860
Precision
Mcli. Co
1858-59
PROJECTION SCREEN MANUFACTURERS
Center.
H. C
18.TO
Gold
1850
MinusaKing
Cine Screen
Screen Co
Co
1855
THEATRICAL ARCHITECTS
Carl Boiler & Bro
1850
MISCELLANEOUS
Andrews. \V. G
1850
Bioscope.
The
1S50
Cinema. The
1848
Classified
Page
1856
Eq.
% M. P. World
1848
La Cinematografta
1850
National
'ricket Co
1848
M.
P.
Directory
Co
1852
RItchey
Litho.
Corp
1698
Williams. A. F.
1850

Los Angeles4649).
Office: 610-611 Wright & Callender Building (Telephone:
Broadway
Address ail correspondence to the company.
Cine-Mundial, the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World,
is published at 516 Fifth Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Company.
It reaches the South American and Spanish-speaking market. Yearly subscription, $2.00. Advertising rates on application.
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All Set for Utica
IN the 1919 convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
of the State of New York 281 votes were counted on one
of the motions submitted to the body. That figure indicated the largest convention ever held in the history of the
industry. This year the officers of the organization believe
the number of exhibitors assembling at Utica on March 9
and 10 will be in excess of that showing.
From Rochester it is reported twenty-seven out of the
twenty-nine motion picture showmen in the municipality will
attend. From the Borough of the Bronx, in the northern part
of New York City, a dozen exhibitors have made reservations.
Reports coming into New York from the interior of the
state indicate that the managers of houses large and small are
planning to get into Utica for the two big days.
There will be an election of officers as one of the incidents.
There will be discussion of the hampering measures already
introduced into the New York legislature and of others
threatened. Among these are the attacks on the existing
Sunday law, put on the statute books last year; a law that
heartened the friends of liberalism in every state in the Union.
If you are a New York exhibitor go to Utica and lend your
influence to the state organization.
O
Public Indifferent as to **Ending "
AN experiment at Loew's Stillman in Cleveland to determine whether the public preferred a "happy ending"
or the more sombre one called for by an adherence to
the author's script resulted in no decision. In Metro's "The
Right of Way" the producer had prepared two interpretations
of the story's finale. For a certain number of days the
Stillman's management showed the "happy" finish and for an
even number of performances the play as the author conceived it. A careful watch kept on the comments of those
leaving the house indicated that the author's idea of the fitness
of things had as many partisans as did the alternative suggested bythe producer.
The experiment may be useful as tending to weaken the
■ exhibitor's belief that he must "send 'em away smiling." If
a book or a play containing an unpleasant finish is by the public
at large declared to be big and strong in spite of that factor
it is a safe conclusion the author has logic on his side. The
business of the screen as of the stage is to portray life — and
life contains targedies. Let us have the truth, whether its
color be gray or golden.
-O-

Sunday
Opening
Gaining
Two recent decisions in Indiana courts contained encouragement for motion picture men, and both of the cases
had to do with Sunday opening. A jury in Marion exonerated Dolly Spurr and her brother Howard of the charge of
desecrating the Sabbath. The action was based on the opening
of their theatres last October 12.
In Kokomo City Court Judge Wills declared obsolete the
law under which managers of local theatres had been tried
for desecration of the Sabbath. Judge Wills in his decision
pointed out he was not atternpting to pass on the legality of
operating motion picture shows on Sundays at all hours or in
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all communities, but was confining himself solely to the situation in Kokomo. His suggestion that pictures to a certain
extent are engaged in the distribution of local, state and national news is novel and, even better, has a basis in fact. Practically the whole town was on the side of the theatre nfen.
Not the least important of the witnesses for the defense were
the manufacturers who testified as to the difficulty encountered
in holding skilled labor in the city owing to the absence of
proper Sunday recreation.
In New Jersey on March 8 there will be a hearing on the
proposed moderation of the blue, laws to the extent of permitting the opening of the motion pictures of the state on Sunday afternoons and evenings. Dr. Hespe is representing the
exhibitors and he is receiving aid from sources outside of the
picture industry. One of these agencies is the Motion Picture
Bureau of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce.
O

Mr,

Lehr's

Philosophy
on the
months' stay of
sixteen
from atalks
New York Lehr
BACK
Coastin Abraham
entertainingly
his
"philosophy of the screen," as that philosophy has been
developed in close contact with the workers in the studios.
Not in the slightest degree does Mr. Lehr minimize the importance of the author; in fact, he accentuates it. But he
does illuminate the statement by insisting that every one,
\"hether in major or minor position, who contributes to the
animation of the dominating idea is entitled to be ranked as a
CO author. In this category he places an assistant carpenter
who may construct a set that happens to catch just the atmosphere needed to give life and reality to a certain siuation.
Mr. Lehr is particularly happy in his expression when he
siys that "one of the really hopeful indications of the day is
the opening up of the studio doors and windows to let in the
sunlight and fresh air of inspiration. If the change can be
expressed in a single word I would say the motion picture
business
'receptive'."
There has
havebecome
been directors
in the past — there still may be
some of them at large and active — who insisted a player was
in a measure an automaton taken under his supervision for
ihe sole purpose of doing what he was told to do when and
as he was instructed to do it ; that there should be no advance
information as to the plot; that there should be no opportunity
for a display of initiative. At the studio with which Mr. Lehr
is associated it is plain there is not room for men of this sort.
"No individual is allowed to feel that he is just a cog in the
wheel," he says. "He is part of. the creative brain power that
goes
picture."
Oneintoof athe
stimulating impressions gained from a perusal
of Mr. Lehr's remarks is his conviction that the advance in
photoplay making is not confined to a part of the industry
but extends all through it, that there really is an "opening of
a new era in production."
O
AS

an aid to those many exhibitors who bank strongly on
the opinions of reviewers the Moving Picture World
has undertaken to collate from the five journals exclusively devoted to motion pictures brief extracts which in its
judgment best indicate the verdict of the writers. It will
be our aim to seek out the spirit of the reviews and set these
forth for the benefit of our readers. We believe the department will fill a requirement of busy showmen.
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and

ship. could be any possible form of censorthan
"At a recent conference of New York
.State tionmayors
the question
film regulawas advanced
and the ofMassachusetts
system was voted as the best regulation oi
any of the many systems which were advanced. So our municipal censorship treatment is to be installed throughout New
York State."
Defendants File Answer in
Westcotts' $1,000,000 Suit
answer to the amended complaint has
$1,000,the 'action
filed in brought
been
A.
Eugene
by for
000 damages
er Film
Rochest
the
of
manager
W'estcott,
Exchange, and his wife, Cora VVestcott,
against the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry and Irving I.
Brown. The defendants admit having entered the home of VVestcott, but claim that
entrance was made legally and that the
door was battered in only after entrance
was refused.
VVestcott was arrested last summer after
his place of business and residence had been
raided by police acting on a warrant secured by Irving I. Brown, an agent of the
national association. VVestcott secured
bail and when his case came up before two
grand juries the authorities were unable to
locate Brown. VVestcott began an action
against the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry and Brown. He
also swore out a warrant for Brown's arrest, alleging false arrest and malicious
prosecution.
VVestcott alleges that his business has
been ruined, that his losses are due to the
unwarranted actions of the defendants and
their agents. Under the law, if a verdict
for this amount was returned, the court
would double it. Two like suits are pending against the same defendants, brought
by
John
R. V^an
of Syracuse,
an
exchangeman,
and Arnam,
Hans Frohman,
of New
York, a broker, as the result of a raid in
Syracuse last summer. Each asks for damages in the amount of $1,000,000. If all
three plaintiffs should happen to win their
suits and be awarded verdicts in the
amount they ask, it would mean that the
defendants would have to pay $6,000,000,
in addition to the costs of the actions.

AN

Ruth Clifford.
Star in "The
Invisible feature.
Ray." a Frohman
Amusement
Mayflower Attorney Denies
Tucker Won Point in Suit
PUBLISHED statements attributed to
attorneyin that
Loaneof Tucker's
George
the
Justice Platzek
the decision
Tucker-Mayflower suit was a victory for
Mr. Tucker have been vigorously denied
by Alfred Beekman, attorney for the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation.
Mr. Beekman said the decision did not
give Mr. Tucker the right to produce motion pictures as he saw fit until the trial
of the case, as was claimed in the statement credited to Mr. Tucker's attorney, but
that the efifect of Justice Platzek's ruling
was to deny the application for an injunction asked by Mr. Tucker against the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation and Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
In this injunction Mr. Tucker asked that
Mayflower and Famous Players be enshowing
Man"
prior tojoined
thefromfinal
trial, "The
which Miracle
will probably
take place in April. He also asked that
Mayflower be prevented from cutting the
negative of "Ladies Must Live," Mr.
Tucker'sflowersecond
picturethatunder
his May-be
contract; also
Mayflower
prohibited from stating that he is in that
company's employ.
"Under Justice Platzek's ruling," said Mr.
Beekman, for
"we anstillinjunction
have the against
privilege Mr.of
applying
Tucker to restrain him from directing pictures for himself or for others upon the
ground that it violates his contract with
Mayflower. That phase of the litigation
has in no sense been passed upon and is
still open for determination should we decide to bring it to the attention of the
court at any time before the trial."
Boston Censor Declares for
Action by Municipalities
censorship is the most
IPAL
MUNIC
feasible and sensible solution of the
motion picture regulation problem,"
declaredunder
JohnMayor
M. Casey,
censor
Peters. Boston's official
"Our present Massachusetts laws prohe continued,
you see
there videisfor this,"
no need
of a state"socensorship
board, as proposed to the legislature. The
systematic inspect-on of films in co-operation with the National Board of Review
and based upon its weekly bulletin service,
is to mv mind far more effective from
the standpoint of the best public interest
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Admission Tax Collections
Show Big Increase in Year
ion taxes
admissmore
ONS berof were
ECTI
COLL
than
during Decem
double those of the same month of
1918, according to the monthly report of
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and were
000 greater than those colnearly $2,000,
lected during the preceding month.
A total of $7,268,688.41 was turned into
the government during the month, according to Commissioner Daniel C. Roper, as
compared with $5,877,692.43 during the
month of November and $3,453,747.94 during December, 1918.
Rentals of moving picture films netted
the government $435,454.86 during the
month, as compared with $362,506.66 in November, while, in addition, $275,409.94 was
received from the seating tax, a decided
increase over the $59,364.76 reported for
November.
Total collections for the inonth were
$1,030,684,083.41, as compared with $163.736.297.48 for November, and $193,997,066.65
in December, 1918.

Snappy

Stuff

Proposed Tax Bill Would Bear
Heavily on Film Industry

existing
thesubstitu
THEprofitsrepeal
tion excess
andof the
tax,
merchandisetherta general
for of tax
together with the imposition of a stamp
tax on all bank checks, drafts and other
similar negotiable paper, previously prolated in a bill just
introposed,
Representatives,
the House of
ducedis incontemp
sman
ton,
Ernest
D. C, by Congres
Washing
R. Ackerman, of New Jersey. Under this
latter proposal, Mr. Ackerman estimates
that the Government can collect approximately $2,000,000,000 and can, therefore,
ion that stunts
along
"get
ges capital
at a time
discouralegislat
industry and without
m
when a maximu amount of production in
all lines is necessary.
General Merchandiie Tax.
The .-Vckerman bill provides that on and
after July 1, next, there shall be levied a
tax of 25 cents on each $100, or fractional
part
of sales, or turn-over,
of allthereof,
articlesworth
of merchandise
sold for
cash, or any consideration being of or representing the equal cash value. The tax
would be paid quarterly by the vendor.
Any person failing to make a proper return would be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to an additional tax
of
50
per cent,
have been
paid. of the amount that should
Another bill introduced by Mr. Ackerman contemplates the assessment of a tax
of 1 cent on each 100 matches sold at retail, to be paid by affixing stamps to the
carton in which the matches are contained.
It is estimated that $12,000,000 in revenue
would be derived from such a tax.
Incorporations in New York
Show a Surprising Slump

months
a fewincorpora
tingago,at
whenRED
concernsto were
COMPA
the rate of a dozen or more each week
in New York State for the purpose of engaging in the motion picture business, the
past week has witnessed a decided slump in
the number incorporating at Albany.
Among those, however, that have filed
the necessary papers of incorporation during the last week are:
The S. M. Distributing Company, consisting of Morris Eskin, Louis Halle and
Wendell McMahill, all of New York, the
capital stock being but $500; Projectocator
Film Corporation, $250,000, Thos. W. G.
Donovan, Brooklyn, F. L. Brown, Brookline, John Penny, New York City; Burton
King Productions, $1,000, Burton King, I. E.
Chadwick and E. D. Barron, all of New
York; Rolter Corporation, $1,000, R. L.
Noah, B. J. Blickman and L. J. Rosenbluni,
all of New York; P. VV. Pictures, Inc.,
$50,000, E. B. Wilson, K. F. Clark and H. M.
Volckening, all of New York; Film Booking Ofi^ces, $10,000, Nancy Katz, L. J. Cohen,
Henry Margoshes, all of Brooklyn ; Empire
State Film Corporation. $10,000, Nancy
Katz, Jennie Dutsch, L. J. Cohen. Brooklyn; O'Brien Productions, $300,000. E. J.
Kelly,
F. WooIIey and J. B. O'Brien, all
of
NewD. York.
In addition, two motion picture theatres
filed papers of incorporation the past
week, these being the Kingsway Theatre,
of Brooklyn, capitalized at $400,000, with
Max Barr. Adolph Barr and John Manheimer being named as directors, and McKenna's Plaza Theatre, Bavside. L. I..
$50,000. with J. F. and Z. C. McKcnna and
J. C. McKnight as directors.
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Americanization Committee
Outlines Production Plans
A LETTER to all motion picture producing companies and to the stars
and directors associated with them
has been written by Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane, chairman of the
Motion Picture Committee on Americanism, which also includes Adolph Zukor, in
charge of productions; Lewis J. Selznick,
in charge of distribution; Harry M. Crandall, in charge of exhibition, and President
VVilliam W. Brady, of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
The letter promises a financial return
on Americanization pictures to the amount
of the negative and prints' costs. The
campaign plan is to promote the production of fifty-one one-reel or two-reel subjects on original American themes, similar
to the Liberty Loan stories which were
so generally praised. The films will be
released at the rate of one a week for one
year, to the number of 100 copies of each.
Therefore, 2,600 prints of interesting and
absorbing Americanism stories will be in
circulation within six months.
Under the plans of the committee no
profit for the production or distribution is
to be taken. It is agreed that the producer
may select such distributing channels for
his product as he desires, but the division
of rental is to be 50 per cent, to the producer, to cover the cost of production;
35 per cent, to the distributor, and 15 per
cent, to the general expense fund of the
committee in charge.
All films will be placed on their merits
in competition with each other. It will
be the function of the distributor of each
picture to give it proper advertising.
Mastercraft Company Charges
Manipulation of Its Funds
GHARGING that its affairs were exploited, the Mastercraft Photoplay
Corporation of Medford, Mass., has
brought suit in the Suffolk County Superior Court at Boston against Raymond
L. Cleveland, his wife and his father, Wil' liam
A. Cleveland.
The suit
charges
that
d for
t was mismanage
Mastercraf
the benefit of the Filmland City Operating Company, a company promoted by the Clevelands. A receiver is asked for the Filmland company and an injunction is requested, restraining banks having deposits
of the Mastercraft corporation from paying any of these funds to the Clevelands.
Asking that the bill of sale transferring
the assets of Mastercraft to Filmland be
destroyed, the bill seeks to have the court
determine the amount of losses to the
plaintiff corporation through alleged manipulations by the Clevelands and by certain
banks should they be found to be involved.
The bill, filed by Attorney Samuel L.
Bailen, names the Massachusetts Trust
Company, of Boston; the Third National
Bank, Company,
of Springfield,
Mass.;
the People's
Trust
of New
Haven,
and the
First National Bank, of Hartford, as known
depositories of Mastercraft funds.
Saenger Amusement Company
Holds Business Convention
MOTION PICTURE interest in and
near New Orleans for this month
centered
annual Amusement
managers'
convention of in
the the
Saenger
Company. It was held in New Orleans at
the Saenger general office building for four
days, commencing
February 16. Some
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seventy-five theatre managers with department heads of the administration offices of
the Saenger company were in attendance.
The meetings were practically all of a
business nature, the managers being
assigned regular periods for studying the
various lines and angles of the motion picture
business under the Saenger department heads.
The general sessions were directly in
charge of E. V. Richards, general manager;
President Julian Saenger, Maurice Barr,
manager of the Liberty Theatre, New
Orleans; G. J. Bureau, in charge of the
booking department, and E. M. Clarke, special representative. Outsiders who addressed the general meetings were John S.
Bleecker, manager of the New Orleans
railways, and Charles Rosen, prominent
New Orleans attorney.
Mr. Rosen lauded the part played by the
motion picture industry in the war and the
work that it is doing at the present time.
"The motion
he said,States
"is the
greatest
stabilizerpicture,"
in the United
jn
these days of stress and of that radicalism
that is threatening the world."
Quebec Exhibitors Launch
Their Own Film Exchange
THE exhibitors
in theto Province
of Quebec have decided
open their
own
film exchange. They came to the
conclusion that this was necessary in order to protect their interests, on account
of so many manufacturers, producers and
distributors opening up theatres in direct
opposition to them, they have explained.
They have taken out a dominioii charter,
the title of the company being The Amalgamated Exhibitors Circuit, Ltd. Stock is
now being dffered for sale at a par value
of $100 a share, preferred stock bearing 7
per cent, interest. One share of common
stock is given to each subscriber as a bonus
with every share of preferred stock subscribed for.
There are now over 50 per cent, of the
theatres in Montreal which are shareholders in the company, and a considerable number throughout the province.
It is the intention of the Circuit to open
up a chain of exchanges throughout Canada which will be managed by competent
film exchange "managers.
"The Amalgamated Exhibitors Circuit is
an exhibitors' organization, as it will ba
owned and controlled exclusively by theatre owners and managers," said Harry
Pulos, of the Midway Theatre, Montreal,
who is president.
Joseph Stern Plans to Erect
3,300-House in Newark
NEWARK,
N. J.,of awaits
the erection
what with
will interest
be its
largest motion picture theatre. It
will be located on Ferry street between
Polk and Merchant, near Wilson, and will
seat 3,300 people, 2,300 of whom will sit
in orchestra seats. The owner will be
Joseph Stern, proprietor of more than half
a dozen motion picture theatres in Newark
and its suburbs, and tTie cost will be
$350,000. It will he named the Capitol
Theatre, and will have a $20,000 organ and
a ten-piece orchestra.
Mr. Stern owns the City Theatre, Roseville; Plaza. Springfield and Fairmount
avenues; Bellevuc, at Belleville and Bloomfield avenues; Grand and Casino, Kearny,
and Lincoln and Empire, in Bloomfield.
He is president of the Essex County Exhibitors League and chairman of the legis-

"I Sent Him, Clay."
WhichMary
remark
means Rinehart
much in story,
Goldwyn'S
Roberts
"Dangerous Days."
liMitriiitiiriiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiii I tiiiniMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiiJinll
latiye committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of New Jersey. He beu^aii
in business ten years ago and has grown up
with the industry in Newark.
Ground for the Capitol Theatre will be
broken within a month.
Mary Pickford Gets Divorce
from Owen Moore in Nevada
divorcePICKFORD
from Owen was
Moore awarded
on Marcha
MARY
2, at Minden, a small town near
Carson City, Nev., on grounds of desertion.
She had been staying at the Campbell
ranch at Genoa, near there, since February IS. Moore was not in court, being represented by attorney.
Miss Pickford's
mother, Mrs.
Smith, accompanied
her.
The actress said that Mr. Moore had deserted her on several occasions and had
only returned in response to her solicitations, but that about a year ago he left her
and refused to return. She said she was
looking for a quiet place to live and intended to remain near Minden for a long
time and to make the state her permafying. nent home. She wept freely while testiMr. Moore arrived at Virginia City a few
days before the court action, saying he intended to take snow pictures for a coming production. He drove over to Minden
for hotel accommodations and was served
with the papers while at luncheon.
Harry Bugie Leaves Film Business.
Harry A. Bugie, until recently exchange
manager for Pathe in Atlanta, has left film
work to become associated with Cincinnati
headquarters of Dwyer Brother & Co., and
is now actively engaged in his new work.
While he is "out of films," Mr. Bugie is
not entirely -disassociated with the business, as Dwyer Brothers
specialize in
seats and accessories for& Co.
moving picture
theatres.

New Foundland Theatre Owner Killed.
M. B. Hicks, owner of the Bonavista Theatre, Bonavista, New Foundland, was instantly killed by the accidental discharge
of hi.s shotgun when he went partridge
shooting. His body was not found until
searchers had been hunting for him for
more than twenty-four hours.
Mr. Hick's loss will be keenly felt in the
community where
entertainment means so
much to the people, who appreciate such
courage and enterprise as displayed by
their fellow townsman and benefactor.
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To the Bank! To the Bank! To
the Bank, Bank, Bank!
An exploitation stunt on "His
Wife's
book : Money" in the press
"Nothing is more attractive
to the human eye than a mass
of real money, gold or currency. Your local banker will
grant you the loan of a vast
quantity of one dollar bills"

NOT A MOVING PICTURE."
Film Statistics.
Writes Statistician •Smith C.
McGregor, of Stamford, N. Y.:
"Recently I suggested 'Nubian
Hockey' as being the correct scientific term for the pastime previously referred to as:
•■ 'African Golf
" 'Mississippi Marbles'
"Leaping Dominoes' and
" 'Ethiopian Polo.'
" 'Later researches seem to establish that the following terms,
though somewhat obsolete, are
correct, viz.:
" 'Carolina Cricket'
" 'Sudanese Soccor."
Wen MllUgan, although dlaclaiming foreknowledge of the
art, declares for "Senegambian
Cubes"
education.in our urge for higher
— 0—
1920— Then and Now— 1920.
Rex (Beach).
Lux (Soap).
Imp (Films).
Edison (Phonographs).
Emma Dnnn rebuked a Metro
pufflicist (.lack Meador now
speaking) who wished to bise u
story upon the figures that the
added ages of the cast cf "OH
Lady 31" approached the 2,uO0
mark.
Which Is not much — outside oi
Germany.
— o—
Viola Dana, atarrlng in Metro's
"Dangerous
to Men" (Meador
again
speaking)
film
title
thus: comments on the
"It's just like
— o —leap-year."
"What Is Said By the Reviewers" isa new World.
department in
Moving Picture
The "working title," here, in
the office, is "Lo'isensus" — more
briefly referre.i
— o —to as "Con."
Lee Ferguson has discovered
a "missing letter" contest in
headwriting.
One of the tradepapers captions a story "ZaSu Pitts Has
a In
Bu —the Schedule
Ahead."
line referred
to there
is room for only one letter.
"M" is barred.
When the James Gordon Bennett Home for newspaper men is
established
Street" may
build a home "Wall
for puflliclsts.
We suggest Bnhl, Idaho, as the

In These Days
Cellara IsMan's
His Castle.
Mrs. George K. Spoor, wife
of the president of the Essanay
Film Company, has again
proved that she is a heroine by
foiling an intruder who was attempting to loot the cellars of
the Spoor
Picture
News. mansion. — Motion

"Kasy to Get" having been
titled by Paramount may we soon
expect to see —"Hard
o — to Please"?
Some Titles Based
On Current Topics
"Investigations."
"Half of 1 Per Cent."
"Cash and Carry."
"Personal Liberty."
"Beating the Amendment."
"Lust for Lucre."
"Bullets for — Bolshevists."
o—
"What Do Men Wantr' (Paramount).
From the wail of the saloonatics they want the Constitution
to be declared unconstitutional.
— o—
"A Joyous Liar" (Hodkinson).
He who wins a victory over
his income tax blank.
— o—
"It goes without saying^' is
an expression often found in
pufflicity.
Space conservers always bluepencil the expression; for if it
"goes" without, what's the use
of saying it?
— o—
Freddie Schader, lamping a
Clipper headline, " 'Rreakfast in
Bed' Puts Heavy Load on Florence Moore, ' is still wondering
where she gets it since Amendment No. 18 came Into effect.
— o—
Deep Stuff, — There was lively
demand for the "one best cellar" when
of the AdverAssociatedmembers
Motion Picture
tisers held their annual meeting
under the Continental Hotel.
o — big men of
Admitting —that
filmdom are big men, none of
them are big enough to warrant
a pufTlicist typewriting their
name in CAPITAL LETTERS
in pufflicity matter.

o — a change in
Years may —bring
the personal appearance of film
magnates, but their cuts in
tradepapers always look the
same.
—
At a Kelly— O Game.
— "If you
have anything real funny," said
Louis Reid to The Rambler, "I'll
print it on the Mirror's front
page, if you'll —submit
o — It."
H. T, Snowden, who pressagents for Robertson-Cole cites
their title, "The Brand of Lopez" and would add to the series
Ricoro, Admiration, CoronaCorona, Preferencia and some
other
big-time brands he has
heard about.
— o—
"The City of Masks" should
have Orleans
been pre-released
New
Mardi Gras. for the
"Ruff Stuff." — Ralph Ruffner.
speaking of the island where
David Wark Griffith made some
of the exteriors
for the "Idol
Dancer,"
says:
"It's some country. When the
girls want to change clothes they
go out and pull up a handful of
"But when they are warm and
want a palm leaf fan," adds Chicot, "its all off!"
grass."
Some printer is sure to give
automobile makers a shock
when he misprints its "The
— o—
L Mitr Six."
On the Hip. — Willard King
Bradley, who created "Empty
Arms," is of the opinion that our
recent reference to "Empty Bottles" bore S(,'ne relationship to
"Arms and the— Man."
o—
Film PrudeR.- I-'ijeaking of
"Arms and the Ma:.." some folks
are finding fault with screen
comedies that feature legs and
the womar..

POEM
(From A. M. P. A.» Bulletin.)
When Walterkayhill
Puts ink on his quill
He Hillifles all of the cult.
He
the publicity)
"pufflicity"
(Onceflouts
called
With Hillish, goshawful result.
Oh, how shall we cope
With this line of dope
This tion?
Hillbilly, Hill-bent- for-elecHe's a movie, this Hill,
When he should be a "still" —
A Hillion
tion! that's past all correc-

DITTO
By
Injured
Says WalterkayhillInnocence.
(Oncedeplores
a movable
He
more "still")
the cause than
effect.
But
"pufflicity"
(Whywith
call careless
it publicity?)
What more can press agents
expect?
The safe way to cope
With the "puffllcists" dope
And humored
keep the "big bosses" goodIs to run it in quotes
(Thus make readers the goats)
Under 60-polnt caption: "It's ru-

I ^iVr M n 1 1■'^'[j^

OUR OWN
SCHOOL OF
PUFFLICITY.
riiiiiiiiiinmmninmtiiiiiiMiiiiiimHiniiiittitiiiiiiitimiiitiKiii
We shall not let the Columbia
University
ism beat us School
too far of
to Journalit in the
establishment of a school of
pufflicity. Dorothy Richardson
has been named as head schoolmistress at Columbia's department of instruction.
Wall Street.
If the boss won't give you
any real news about the organization— news that couldn't possibly be kept OUT of the tradepapers — reel off a few sides for
or against
"big money" coming
into
the game.
Editors may get sick of the
stuff in due time; but they are
stillbe able
printing
and you
to Percentage.
vampit some
space.mayThis is a subject nobody
knows very much about, and it
has both the pro and con side —
meaning BOTH sides. As meat
goes in one end and sausage
comes out the other — grind it.
Editors may get sick of the
stuff in due time; but they still
print it and you may be able
to snare considerable space.
News.
Don't bother with that stuff.
The boss won't give you any to
bother
so that
don't there
bother.is
Despite about
the —fact
enough REAL NEWS in a fill
organization to give the scrap
book two or three pages out of
the tradepapers every week —
nobody ever sends NEWS to be
When you were a newspaper
printed.
man yourself you knew that
NEWS was desirable, printable
and sought after. But now that
you
the "pufflicity"
forgetare allin you
know aboutgame,
the
newspaper business.
(To be discontinued).
The JoshiUKS
— o — of Jesse
(J. Goldburg).
Condemn
wares,
for atnot
leastthypartneighbor's
of thirte
own house is made of glass.
Honor thy Stars and Directors
and
da>s shall be miserable
on thethyearth.
Shun thine own shadow, for
he who walks in the light of his
own greatness blinds the vision
of the multitude.
Falsify not thy wares, for the
lie is usually stamped on the
face of the picture.
Stall not,
verily the staller
becomes
the for
stalled.
Glory STRKET.
Be to
WALL.
Building and Loan Plan to Aid
Needy Exhibitors. — Tradepaper
Headline.
o — is musical
Harvey B. — Gaul
critic of the Pittsburg Post.
It takes nerve to write that
line of stuff.
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That Famous Players Has Demonstrated Reliability in Production — Will Keep
on Making Only Big Pictures, With Long List of Artists to Draw From —
to Visit English Studio and Plan Increased Foreign Activity.

a most con1AM leaving
tended frameforof Europe
mind, forin I believe the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is
now ready to meet the demands of what I
am confident will be the most prosperous
year that motion picture exhibitors ever
have enjoyed.
It will be a year of unprecedented profit
for theatres that can supply the public's
rapidly increasing demand for genuinely
fine motion pictures. Success, in turn, v^ill
come to the producer who best can furnish
these theatres with the quality of product,
week after week, that these theatres must
have.
There is no profit in poor pictures or in
poor tion
theatres.
a producthat is tooYou
goodcan't
for make
the public,
for
now they are ready to pay increased prices
for increased quality. The producer and
the exhibitor who recognizes this can work
together for mutual benefit. The successful exhibitor needs a constant influx of big
productions, and the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation is now equipped in every department of its vast organization to furnish him the productions and the service
that will bring him profit.
Public Wants Big Productions.
We have demonstrated our reliability.
We have recently given to the public,
through the great motion picture theatres
of the country, such Paramount Artcraft
productions as Cecil B. DeMille's "Male
and Female," "Everywoman," directed by
George Melford; "The Copperhead," with
Lionel Barrymore; George Fitzmaurice's
"On with the Dance," William D. Taylor's
production
"Huckleberry
Finn," and
scores
of theofsame
quality.
We have demonstrated that the public
wants big productions, and that the crowds
will come to see a great attraction, a great
story, superbly produced, adequately acted
and properly exhibited.
Jesse L. Lasky, in charge of production,
has organized
producing
tivities extenda around
the force
world.whose
It isac-a
solid unit, a permanent organization of the
greatest creative artists the world has ever
known. A huge corps of directors, actors,
stage directors and designers are combining their talent and are producing a neverending stream of pictures of the type I
have named.
Will Make Only Big Pictures.
This production department is of a size
capable of turning out 200 feature pictures
a year, if made on the ordinary production
schedule, but will make only half that
number. It will be hampered by no limit,
and each director will be asked to use all
the time he believes is necessary for making each production a perfect one.
Realizing that there is profit for the exhibitor and for ourselves only in big pictures, we shall make nothing but big pictures. We have the facilities, the personnel and the financial means to carry out
our plans.
Our distributing department has obtained
the widest possible distribution for our
product, and from now on it is dedicating
its time to perpetuate that market by creating permanent affiliations with exhibitors.
Already thousands of important exhibitors have effected permanent arrange-

By ADOLPH ZUKOR.
President Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
lti1ill1ilii[Hili<iiiiiiiiriiiiiiriiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiMiiiiiiiiir riii i ti
ments for the showing of all our product.
They have confidence that we can supply
them with the productions they need to
insure their success, and have decided that
a permanent franchise for showing Paramount Artcraft is a guarantee of big profits
as long as that franchise exists.
Many theatres are being converted into
long run houses, dedicated entirely to the
showing of our best pictures at higher
prices for engagements of weeks and
months. Among these theatres are Phil
Gleichman's Broadway-Strand in Detroit,
Marcus Loew's Euclid in Cleveland, Grauman's Rialto in Los Angeles, Tom Moore's
Garden in Washington, Bernard Depkin's
Wizard in Baltimore, Jacob Lourie's Park
in Boston, Spyros Skourae's West End
Lyric in St. Louis, Jones' Linnick and
Schaefer's Randolph in Chicago, the Stanley Booking Company's Stanley Theatre in
Philadelphia, Frank Newman's Royal in
Kansas City, George
Paramount-Empres inSalt Carpenter's
Lake City, Ralph
Thayer's
Rialto
in
New
Haven,
Hulsey's
Queen theatres in Dallas and Houston,
Hulsey's Palace in Fort Worth, J. A. Partington's Imperial in San Francisco, Southern Enterprises' Rialto in Atlanta, Ellison
& Greaves theatres in Denver, Colorado
Springs and Pueblo. The Criterion Theatre in New York City will soon be converted into a theatre for long run showings
of Paramount Artcraft Pictures, with presentations arranged by Hugo Riesenfeld.
To Depend on Paramount Artcraft.
Hundreds of theatres are making permanent arrangements to depend upon Paramount Artcraft Pictures for the backbone
of their programs. Some of these theatres
are Shea's Hippodrome in Buffalo, the
Stanley theatres in Pennsylvania, the Simpson theatres in Rochester, Ruben & Finkelstein theatres in Minneapolis and St. Paul,
the Strand in Newark, the Harris and Libson theatres in Cincinnati, the Harris and
Davis theatres in Pittsburgh, the Jensen
and Von Herburg theatres in Seattle, Portland and Butte, the A. H. Blank theatres
in Omaha and Des Moines, the Sanger
Amusement Company in New Orleans, the
Lubliner and Trinz, Balaban arid Katz and
Asher Brothers theatres in Chicago, the
Koplar-Cornwall theatres in St. Lopis.
This list includes only a few of the theatres in the more important theatres. The
complete list is unending.
2^00 Theatres Playing Percentaj^e.
More than 2,200 theatres are playing our
productions on a percentage basis, realizing that the percentage is the most equitable plan for film rental. The percentage
system guarantees that the exhibitor shall
never overpay for a production as well as
that he shall not underpay.
Our enormous producing organization is
now working to furnish productions for the
public that is seeking the finest entertainment at these splendid theatres. The support given us by exhibitors and public is
justifying our efforts to produce the highest quality pictures, and our production

policy is guided only by the demands of the
public and our franchise holders.
Our exploitation force has been increased. We are now furnishing special
exploitation service to every exhibitor
who needs it, and the results are justifying
our efforts. We are showing exhibitors
throughout the country how to increase
their earnings manyfold through the medium of proper exploitation.
To Continue National Advertising.
Our national advertising will be continued. It has built up the reputation of
Paramount Artcraft Pictures and has transmitted that reputation to every theatre that
advertises Paramount Artcraft. This advertising is insurance for the holder of
Paramount Artcraft franchise, adding daily
to the value of the right he holds to advertise that he shows Paramount Artcraft
Pictures. National advertising has taught
the public to look for Paramount pictures.
We are constantly endeavoring to improve our exchange service to our customers. Recently we have opened exchanges inOklahoma City and in Charlotte,
N. C, in order to better serve exhibitors.
We shall soon add exchanges in Indianapolis and in Albany, making a total of
thirty exchanges. It will not be long before this number will be increased to perhaps fifty exchanges— fifty service stations
for supplying exhibitors not only with
films, but with ideas for presenting pictures
and for exploiting them. Our whole idea
is based on service for the theatres showing our pictures.
Ours is an organization of permanent
service, and we are now in a position to
give the greatest service ever known to
those theatres that are joining with us in
our efforts to furnish the public with the
best in motion picture entertainment. We
shall profit only as the theatres profit, and
our entire plan and all our efforts are to
be devoted to building business for the
exhibitor.
Many Productions Ready.
Our supply of material for production is
unlimited. Current and near future releases give an indication of the strength
of the productions we are releasing. They
include Elsie Ferguson in Sir Arthur Wing
Pi nero's famous play, "His House in
Order"; W. Somerset Maugham's play,
"Jack Straw"; Dorothy Gish in "Mary
Ellen Comes to Town"; Walace Reid in
"Excuse My Dust"; Charles Ray in "Alarm
Clock Andy"; Marion Davies in "April
Folly"; Maurice Tourneur's production of
Jacques Futrelle's great mystery story, "My
Lady's Garter," and Marguerite Clark in
"Easy to Get."
Other pictures which already have been
produced for Paramount release include
Maurice Tourneur's wonderful screen
translation of Robert Louis Stevenson's immortal story, "Treasure Island"; Robert
Warwick in "Thou Art the Man"; "The
Cost," a picturization of David Graham
Phillip's most widely real novel, featuring
Violet Heming; Enid Bennet, Thomas H.
Ince's star, in "The False Road," and William S. Hart in a big, wonden'ul play which
Mr. Hart produced himself, called "The
Toll Gate." Besides these we have just
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Reardon, Julia Faye^ Robert Cain and where the Famous Players-Lasky British
Lucien Littlefield.
Producers, Ltd., will have its producing
headquarters. Labor difficulties have deDeMille Heads Directors.
layed the opening of this new studio, which
Directors who will create pictures for is situated at Islington, a suburb of London,
Paramount include Cecil B. DeMille, Wil- and is under the management of Milton E.
liam De Mille, George Fitzmaurice, William Hoffman. Production work will begin this
D. Taylor, George Melford, Hugh Ford, spring in the London studios, with Marie
Harley Knoles, Tom Forman, John Rob- Corelli's famous story, "The Sorrows of
ertson, Charles Maigne, Walter Edwards,
Joseph Henaberry, Donald Crisp, Elmer
Many thousands of dollars have been exClifton, Sam Wood, Lambert Hilyer, James
pended in making alterations and improveCruze and others whose names are to be
ments, and when completed, I am informed,
announced in the near future.
the
studio will compare favorably with the
Satan,"
The cleverest and most resourceful of all company's New York and Los .Angeles
studios.
An interesting development in
the trained writers for the screen will translate the dramatic situations of these plays connection with this studio is the establishment in Paris of a fashion bureau which
and novels into terms of motion pictures.
Scenarists who will write for Paramount will insure the very latest Parisian fashions
pictures will include Guida Bergere, who for all the feminine stars and players in
has just been placed under a long-term con- Paramount pictures.
tract;Eve Unsell, who is now in London-;
Large Supply of Dramatic Material.
Clara Beranger, Walter Woods, Elmer
Harris, Sada Cowan^ Olga Printzlau, Jeanie
No outline of Famous Players-Lasky's
Macpherson, Salisbiiry Field, the wellcan be complete without mention of
known dramatist; Luther Reed, Beulah pla-ns
this
company'sdrama.
interests
productionof
Marie Dix, Marion Fairfax, Eugenie of legitimate
By in
the the
acquisition
Mangus Ingleton, Julia Crawford Ivers a controlling interests in Charles Frohman,
Kathryne Stuart, Tom Forman and others. Inc., which was founded by that master of
the theatre, the late Charles Frohman,
Seven Studios for Worjcshops.
Famous suredPlayers-Lasky
Corporationsupply
has infor itself an invaluable
of
Seven big studios will fumrsh. the workdramatic
material,
not
only
for
production
shops of these stars and directors— ra,lr
though, of course, the whole world, is the on the stage, but also for motion pictures.
workshop of the F. P. L. director when he . Through Charles Frohman, Inc., we own
seeks the correct location for a .certain
Short Subjects Still on List.
Sir which
James William
M.' Barrie's
play,is"Dear
Gillette
scoringBrutus,"
a big
scene. Operations of the new $2,000,000 in
Purchase also has been made of Hartley Famous Players-Lasky Corporation studio success thfs season; Arnold Bennett's play,
Manners "Peg O' My Heart"; Augustus in Long Island City are nearing completion, "Sacred atrd Profane Love," which marked
Elsie Ferguson's return to the spoken
Thomas' play, "The Witching Hour"; Ed- and the actual staging of pictures will be drama
and which probably will be produced
ward Knoblach's play, "The Shulamite"; under way there May 1. In addition to this
for
the screen with Miss Ferguson in the
new
studio,
which
will
be
the
most
complete
Booth Tarkington's best known book, "The
Conquest
Canaan";
Celebrated
Case," and up-to-date institution of its kind in role she has created; Lee Atkins's play,
one
of the ofbest
known "Aplays
in the English
the world and will have a ground area of "Declasse," in which Ethel Barrymore is
language; the motion picture rights to the 140,000 square -feet, we shall continue to use, achieving the triumph of her career, and
original book and play, "Aphrodite," as of course, the Famous Lasky studios in
Skinner play,
association
with "Pietro."
John Williams we
written by Pierre Louvs and Pierre Fron- Hollywood, known all over the world as theIn Otis
the birthplace of motion pictures as we own Elmer Rice's play "For the Defense,"
dise; Victor Hugo's "Toilers of the Sea"; know
in which Richard Bennett starred, and the
them today.
Marie Corelli's "The Sorrows of Satan";
Paramount Pictures will be made in the Brieux play, "The Letter of the Law," which
Peter B. Kyne's famous book, "Cappy
Ricks"; Dullaurier's "Peter Ibbetson"; Da- Famous Players-Lasky studio at Fifty-sixth with Lionel Barrymore as the star, is
sensation at the Criterion
vid Belasco's great play, "The Heart of street, Manhattan; at the Amsterdam Opera creating Ina association
with John Williams
Maryland"; "The Crimson Alibi"; "The House, in Forty-fourth street, and at the Theatre.
we
also
have
contracted
for Anne Crawford
Yonkers
studio
in
Yonkers.
In
addition
we
Charm School," and "The Great Day," the
are using the Morosco studio in Los Flexner's play, "All Souls' Eve," and a
immense
Drury
Lane
melodrama.
*
Besides these feature productions, of
Then, of course, there are the play based on Vincente Ibanez's great book,
course, we will continue to release the Angeles.
Mack Sennett studios.
"Blood and Sand." Besides these plays we
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies, the
own Edwin Milton Royle's newest play,
Will
Produce
Soon
in
London.
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies, the Para"The Aftermath."
mount Magazine and the ParamountI am looking forward with great pleasure
Wide Foreign Distribution Planned.
Burton Holmes travel pictures.
to visiting our newest studio in London —
All
of these plays will furnish material
tiiitiiiiiiiitiitiiniitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiuiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiifiiininiiiiiiiiiiiitiMiiiMitiiiiiHiiiitiii
Long List of Players.
for
motion
pictures, and because of the inI have given a list of plays which we
creased value which these productions will
have through advertising and through the
own. To insure the best possible interpretation ofthese plays and stories for the
fact that their dramatic attractions are alscreen the Famous Players-Lasky Corporaready established, they will make singularly
tion has the exclusive services of the greatgood motion picture properties.
est galaxy of stars and directors that has
While I was arranging for this trip
abroad I looked over plans which our
even been assembled
a motion
'picture
company.
Stars and byleading
players
apforeign department has for the expansion
pearing in Paramount-Artcraft Pictures inof the already world-wide distributing acclude Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, John Bartivities of the Famous Players-Lasky Corrymore, Lionel Barrymore, Enid Bennett,
poration. We are already firmly estabBillie Burke, Sydney Chaplin, Marguerite
lished in all the leading countries of the
Clark, Ethel Clayton, Marion Davies,
world, either through our own branch
Dorothy Dalton, Elliott Dexter, Elsie
offices, subsidiaries or through agencies, and
Ferguson, Dorothy Gish, William S. Hart,
arrangements are being perfected for the
Douglas MacLean and Doris May, Mae
opening of Asia Minor, India and other
Murray, Thomas Meighan, David Powell,
territories to Paramount pictures during the
Wallace Reid, Charles Ray, Gloria Swancoming months.
son, Lila Lee, Frank Losee, Theodore
Fine Prospects for Foreign Business.
Roberts, Tom Forman, Raymond Hatton,
Percy Marmont, William P. Carleton, Bebe
The
prospects for the foreign business
Daniels, Wanda Hawley, Margaret Loomis,
of the Famous Players-Lasky CorporaAnna Q. Nilsson, Charles Ogle, Rosemary
tion were never better. Contracts signed
Theby, Lois Wilson, Mabel Julienne Scott,
to date and those in the process of being
Monte Blue, J. M. Dumont, Jack Holt,
worked out give every assurance that the
Wallace Beery, Noah Berry, Harrison
next few months will be a record breaker
Ford, Holmes E. Herbert, Irving Gumming,
in the foreign field. Reports received from
Fore
!
Alfred Hickman, Theodore KoslofT, Crauour various offices and agencies indicate a
ford Kent, Walter Hiers, Maym Kelso, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven In their greatly increased demand for ParamountArthur Rankin, Ralph Graves, Mildred
Artcraft productions.
Paramount comedy, "Teasing- the Soil."
completed or are working on a large number of big productions which will be released in the future.
Syd Chaplin Completing Comedy.
Sydney Chaplin has nearly completed the
first great comedy for Paramount-Artcraft, called "One Hundred Million," which
is expected to be one of the comedy sensations of screen history. Lois Weber is
completing the first of a series of big special productions for Paramount-Artcraf t.
William S. Hart is now producing his own
pictures and has built up a splendid organization that is making the finest productions Mr. Hart ever appeared in. He is
'devoting many months to each of his pictures, the first
whichis iswriting
"The Toll
Gate."as
Sir James
M. ofBarrie
a story,
yet unnamed, for a Paramount-Artcraft
picture. We also own his "Peter Pan,"
"The Little Minister," and "What Every
Woman Knows." We own the motion picture rights to "Amos Judd," John Ames
Mitchell's famous story; "All in a Night,"
by Samuel Merwin ; "The Frontier of the
Stars," by Albert Payson Terhune; "Rozanne Ozanne," by Cynthia Stockley ; "Free
Air," by Sinclair; "The Black Bag" and
"The Husbands of Edith," by George Barr
McCutcheon; "Where Julia Rules" and
"What Happened to Jones," by George
Broadhurst ; "The Builder of Bridges," and
"The
Princess of New York," by Cosmo
Hamilton.
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Declares

for
"greats divide"
is theproducer
present
THEexhibito
rs and
! Neither
can be neutral. You are either an
independefit as an exhibitor or producer
or you are a passive victim scheduled for
annihilation with a weapon tried and
proved in other industries and now being
sharpened to razor edge by master
grinders secretly at work in the motion
picture business.
There is no middle road, no impartial
zone, for exhibitors and producers in de■ciding between the two issues or factions
into which the industry is resolving itself.
If you want to be independent, with your
success, your future and your business life
in your own keeping, you have got to
declare for independence and act for independence. Ifyou prefer to remain passive,
in
an
"it
me" attitude,
you no longer doesn't
amount afifect
to anything
as an
industrial force. Your business life is
■doomed.
won't find You
the finish
profitable And
one you
for yourself.
will bea
allowed to write your own death notice,
but its text and terms will be dictated by
'Others.
Says Trap Is Being Laid.
Present conditions which everyone recognizes, but which few have analyzed,
prompt this statement of prophecy, and its
accuracy and certainty of fulfillment can
be proved. View for a moment the trend
of events and activities in the theatre field,
and study the trap that is being laid for
the unwary exhibitors and the stars and
producers who lack foresight and vision.
Here we have the proposition of profits
derived by producer-distributor concerns
from hundreds of thousands of dollars in
rentals from independent exhibitors being
invested in theatres to be controlled by the
producer-distributors and for the sole purpose of giving a life-and-death battle to
the very men from whom they are obtaining an existence in their originally chosen
branch of the industry.
"Situation Menacing and Disastrous."
How much longer are you, as an exhibitor, going to tolerate and support a plan
which has for its goal the determination
to drive you from the business, if it can?
How much longer are you going to patronize asystem that is making you its tool
only until its competitive machine ie completed and ready to be put in motion across
the street or next door to your theatre?
Are you going to sit back and wait,
doubting and lacking in brain action until
you are suddenly notified that your film
service will be discontinued on such and
such a date, because the producer-distributor faction _ from which you have been
booking has just bought a neighboring theatre aad wants the service for its own
screen? Or are you going to throw your
strength into a demand for absolute theatre independence, using the greatest
weapon you have to drive the invaders
from a branch of the business which has
been and which by every right and creed
of successful enterprise always should remain exclusively your field?
The time has come for a real showdown,
not only from exhibitors, but from independent stars and producers and those who
want to be independent. The situation is
as menacing and disastrous for one as the
other, with the major danger, if it can be
apportioned, leading to the stars and producers.
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Two

Factions

of

First
National
and free from producer-distributor dictaNo Middle Road, No Impartion. As producers they are not trying to
usurp
the
exhibitor's
They the
are best
detial Zone, for Exhibitors
voting all their
energiesplace.
to making
productions of which they are capable, and
with the knowledge that the independent
and Producers, He Says
exhibitor channels through which their
BY J. D. WILLIAMS.
pictures reach the public are pledged not
lliiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiMiriiiiiiiMliiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillllllllirillljiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iMiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiti to invade the producing field they are
Figure it out in simple terms. You want shrewdly content to preserve and inten'sify
a theatre market. Without it your work the "great divide" between the two.
The time has come, and it is now, when
has no value and no chance to repay your
costs or return a profit. Unless there is producers who want independence and a
competitive
market, and exhibitors who
an immediate showdown that will compel
producer-distributors to get out and stay want to conduct their houses in opposition
out of exhibiting the result and its com- to exhibitors and not in opposition to producer-distributors, must support one anplete domination of your talent and genius
is obvious.
other and co-operate to the absolute exclusion of every proposition which seeks to
Will Continue to Get Theatres.
throttle the theatre market as a certain
means
of controlling and subsidizing stars
These producer-distributors will continue
to invest the profits they are making on and directors of ability. There is no organization of independent exhibitors of
rentals from present-day independent exhibitors and buy, lease or build more the- any consequence in existence today that
atres. Every time they open a theatre con- has gone into production in the least detrolled by them they take their own film
gree. But we do have the contrast of
service away from a competing independ- producer-distributor concerns of conseent exhibitor who has supported them for
quence making their way into exhibiting
years in that particular neighborhood or and "biting the hand that feeds them."
locality and book it for their own screen.
Declares Menace Is Real.
In a year, perhaps two years, such a comThe menace is real, and its future is not
bine would have a national chain of houses,
and be in excellent position through con- pleasant to contemplate from the viewpoint of the independent exhibitor and introl of a goodly part of the theatre market,
dependent producer, but there is a sure
to dictate to you what you could and could
way
to
put an end to it for all time. Call
not do as stars and as producers. You
for a showdown, individually and collecwould be limited in the amount of money
tively. The moment you learn, as an exyou could spend for a production. You
hibitor, that a produced-exhibitor whose rewould be allowed to produce only certain
leases you are showing is planning its
stories. Your income would be fixed for
theatre in opposition to you or any
you. Your talent would have no value be- own
other
exhibitor,
complete your present
yond what the directors of such a combine
contract and refuse to renew, making it
saw
fit
to
give
it.
And
if
you
don't
like
the
very plain why you refuse. There is
terms you can get out of the business.
enough good independently made film
Calls for Mutual Support.
available to make such a move practicable.
Certain stars and producers have - fore- You'll find hearty support and co-operation
seen this condition, and they have become awaiting you from the sincerely indeindependent, determined to rharket their
pendent producers. It is a matter so big
pictures only through channels that do not and so important that it deserves the conseek to exploit them to acquire a monopoly
certed action ofinevery
exhibitors' league
in the two most important branches of the and association
the country.
business. They are helping, wonderfully,
Official notice should be served on every
in the fight to keep the theatre independent producer-distributor concern operating or
acquiring theatres to sell out its holdings
to independent exhibitors, and to function
in the future only as producer-distributors,
or lose the patronage of every independent
exhibitor who has the vision to refuse to
contribute his rentals to sources that use
the profits on them for creating opposition.
Give the free-agent stars and producers
your support. They deserve it for the exceptional quality of their work. Check a
list of the real big successes of the last
two years, and you will find that 80 per
cent, of them were made by independent
producers. And they are not trying to acquire theatres of their own to compete
with you. They are helping you to preserve your independence, and you, in turn,
must let your rentals go where they will
be reinvested in bigger and better pictures
and not in theatres.

Claire Anderson
Appearing'"ThewithGirlPrank
Mayo in29."Universal's
in Number

Henabery Back on Lasky Lot.
Joseph Henabery is back on the Lasky
lot at Hollywood again and has begun the
direction of Robert Warwick in the star's
latest
Paramount Artcraft vehicle, which
is the picturization of "The Man from
Blankley's," the stage production in which
Charles Hawtrey, the noted English actor,
was starred for several seasons.
Bebe
Daniels is Warwick's leading woman.
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LES H. MILES, proprietor of
CHAR
the Orpheum, Mystic and Regent
theatres of Detroit, and his general
manager, T. F. Ealand, were in New York
on March 2 for a few days. Mr. Miles has
just closed negotiations to again take over
the Miles Theatre, of Detroit, which he
originally built. He announces that he has
made all arrangements to build a S,000-seat
house in one of the leading sections of
Detroit. * * *
Charles Giblyn, directing Pearl White in
the "Tiger's Cub" for the Fox company,
brought his company back to New York
on March 1 after completing the exteriors
at Port Henry, N Y.
m * *
Charles J. Giegrich, who was coast publicity director at the Vitagraph studio, at
Hollywood, for two years, returned to New
York on Thursday, February 26, to accept
a position with Robertson-Cole, as special
publicity director for Georges Carpentier,
who is to be featured in a serial to be produced for Robertson-Cole. Mr. Giegrich
was formerly with the V. L. S. E. and in
his early career was with the Morning
Telegraph. ♦ » *
Oswald Brooks, serial sales manEdgar
ager for Pathe, has purchased a home at
Colonial Heights, New York. He is a near
neighbor of Lewis Inerarity, secretary of
Pathe Exchange. « * *
J. Stuart Blackton has returned from
White Sulphur Springs, Va., where he was
taking exteriors for his new feature, "The
Soul Spinners." * * *
William Gueringer, assistant general sales
manager of the Saenger Amusement Company, New Orleans, will open a New York
office about March 10 in the Goodrich
Building, Fifty-seventh street and Broadway. « ♦ ♦
Frank V. Bruner, serial publicity manager
for Pathe, has left the Park Hospital, New
York, after a successful operation lor appendicitis. * ♦ *
A. G. Skidmore, owner of the Elite
Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., has sole* it to
Louis Auger, manager of the Bostwick, of
the same city.
* * *
The Schomer-Ross production, "The
Hidden
Light,"
process
be
released
aboutis inApril
10. of
Thisediting,
will beto
the second of the Schomer-Ross features.
* * *
C. B. Price Company, Inc., Times Building, New York, has purchased the world
rights to a comedy drama entitled, "His
Pajama Girl," starring Billie Rhodes, produced by the Southern California Producing Company. It will be sold on the state
rights basis. It will be aided by an exceptionally attractive line of advertising. Those
who have seen the trade showings say it
is one of the most marketable pictures
offered for consideration.
* * *
Neil M. Birk, general auditor of the
United Pictures Producing Corporation,
left on March 3 for a trip to Philadelphia,
Washington, Atlanta and New Orleans
branches, spending from three days to a
week at each.
• • •
Jeff Dolan, after fifteen months as salesman with Robertson-Cole's New York ex-
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Association, which would claim
has resigned.
has not deter- aMechanics
number of persons who might otherwise
mined change,
his future
businessHeaffiliations.
* * *
want to attend the* M.« P.* D. A.'s ball.
Ben Wilson leaves for the Coast March
Tracy Matthewson, Southern Kinograms
9 to produce a serial to be released as a
Ben Wilson production.
cameraman, has "discovered" Annie Oakley,
« * *
of Buffalo Bill days, conducting a school of
J. P. Kilfeather, a cigar manufacturer, is marksmanship for women at Pinehurst,
behind the erection of a new film exchange N. C. Among her pupils was Mrs. Martin
G. Brumbaugh, wife of the former Governor
building at New Haven, Conn. Plans have of
Pennsylvania. * * «
already been drawn* *for * its construction.
Louis F. Blumenthal, of Jersey City, is
W. R. Howard, of the Universal, assistant to Tarkington Baker, came to New building a house seating 2,000 at Central
and
Sherman avenues, Jersey City, to be
York last week on a sad errand, to bring
the body of his cousin, who died in Cali- called "The Central."
fornia. Mr. Howard returned to the Coast
* « *
Joseph Stern, of Newark, N. J., who owns
on Tuesday, March * 2.* *
seven theatres in New Jersey, is building a
T. E. Larson, of the T. E. Larson Attrac- 3,500-seat house on« *Perry
* street, Newark.
tions of Tulsa. Okla., arrived in New York
The Palace Theatre of Bristol, Conn., has
on Monday, March 1, to remain for a week
been sold to a local corporation.
at the Astor Hotel.
* * m
Morris Kashin, former manager of the
Broadway and Symphony theatres. New
York, is now managing the Holman
Theatre, Montreal, owned by the Universal
Company. Mr. Kashin's ability as a manager and his many original ideas and innovations will prove
Holman.
* « *beneficial to the
James Shelly Hamilton, associate editor
of Romance Magazine, has been engaged
by George B. Seitz, to do scenario writing
for
a serial
Pathe"Velvet,"
at the Seitz
studio.being produced for
* * *
Besson & Sabo. owners of the Temple
Square Theatre, Clinton avenue, Newark,
N. J., are contemplating buying the Ditmas
Theatre, at Perth Amboy,
* * m N. J.

More Keys to Adventure
Presented to Ruth Roland, Pathe star, by
Gilson Willets. who wrote the scenario
for "The Adventures of Ruth."
Ed. Rosenbaum, of Los Angeles, has embarked in. business for himself under the
moniker, Ed. Rosenbaum, Jr., Company,
in the Security Building. He has been on
the West Coast for fourteen months as
publicity director for the Fox Film Corporation and business manager for Tom
Mix. He recently exploited the Anita
Stewart
Kentucky."
In
his newproduction,
enterprise "In
he isOld
handling
plays,
players and publicity.
« * *
Sam Applebaum has been employed by
Robertson-Cole
to handle
the L.
company's
Connecticut
territory,
rcolacing
George
Ross.
* * *
William Bernstein, brother of Jule Bernstein, is traveling upper New York State
for the Commonwealth
« « * Film Corporation.
The Motion Picture Directors Association
ball, scheduled for March 20, has been postponed until Saturday evening, April 10.
This was made necessary on account of a
ball to be given on March 20 by the Theatre

Tod Browning, director of "The Virgin
of Stamboul," a Universal feature, arrived
in New onYork
28 after
months'a
work
the February
production.
He five
brought
copy of the picture with him, and it is
being highly praised.
* * •
Gene Mullin, Eastern editor for Goldwyn
productions, wishes to deny that he is going
to the Coast in March. Mr. Mullin's duties
will keep him in New York for some time.
* * *
W. C. Patterson, of the Criterion Theatre,
Atlanta, Ga., one of the most progressive
exhibitors of the South, and E. C. Hulsey,
of Dallas, Tex., a First National franchise
holder, were stopping at the Hotel Astor,
New York, week of February 23.
* * *
Byron Park, of the Photoplays Library,
returns to New York on March 12 after
finishing his itinerary of the state rights
centers for "Empty* Arms."
* *
Lewis Allen Browne, who wrote "The
Landsold
of Opportunity"
for Lewis
Selznick,
has
the picture rights
to his J.stage
play,
"100 Per Cent Girl."
* * *
Rumor has it that a combination of
theatrical interests will soon start building
in New England. Present plans call for
large Conn.
theatres in both
and Norwalk.
• • Stamford
*
Dave Rodgers, United Pictures Production Corporation,
division man(ContittuedSouthern
on page 1766)
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THAT the Metro Film Corporation will 'The Cheater,' is another big picture. Each
enlarge and increase the number and of these pictures cost at least $200,000. I
quality of its output to an enormous don't believe we will ever make a picture
for less than this amount, and many will
extent, and that he is bringing into picture run
over.
production those big ideas which have
marked his career as a showman, is indi"We
will make between fifty and seventycated in an interview with Marcus Loew, five pictures
during the coming year.
whose corporation now owns 100 per cent About $15,000,000 will be spent on production, but it will be spent advisedly, by men
of the Metro Film Corporation.
The infusion of unlimited capital and the who know, and every dollar's worth of
ability greatly to enlarge the Metro com- value
will show in the picture. We won't
pany will result in production of nothing spend anything that will not show. A few
but the finest and costliest features, pro- years ago we could make a picture for $30,duced on an elaborate and spectacular 000 or $40,000, but now it can't be done.
scale; the building of a $2,000,000 studio Formerly si.x companies could work in a
on Long Island, and the increase in the certain space, now only two can work.
number of features a year to such an ex- Everything else is on the same massive
tent that between fifty and seventy-five
Mr. Loew then discussed the value of a
pictures will be released during the coming
season.
star, and stated that a star is necessary,
scale." a bad story and a bad picture can
The main facts brought out in the inter- although
view with Mr. Loew indicate that the day
of the small picture, in his opinion, is over;
that only big pictures with big production
will be made, and that he will bring to
producing pictures that same daring and
ability to execute on an enormous scale
which makes
Loew
one ofandtheexhibitors
biggest individual theatre
owners
in
the world. The plans revealed in the interview are merely preliminary, for Metro
will advance steadily as a producing organization.
"I purchased
and todetermined
make
pictures Metro
primarily
protect ourto
own interests," said Mr. Loew. "We have
millions of dollars tied up in theatre properties and we must have the finest entertainment in the world to ofifer our people.
For that reason we want absolutely to assure ourselves of a supply of such entertainment in the form of the best pictures.
If we make some of them ourselves, and
spend thousands to secure the very finest,
we know we can secure what we want.
To Build Big Eastern Plant.
"We
will soon
studio ever
built start
in the work
East.on Itthe
willbiggest
be on
Long Island, and will allow twelve companies to work at once. It will cost close
Marcus Loew
to $2,000,000. We are getting our Sixty-first
Plans great increase in Metro
street studio ready for immediate producproduction scope.
tion and have greatly enlarged the West
Coast studios. While in Los Angeles we
purchased a ranch of fifty-nine acres, giv- injure a star. He plans a happy combinaing us plenty of room for production and
tion of a star surrounded by a magnificent
the building of enormous sets and scenes. production and a great story. Talking
about
the value of stage plays and books,
day now
of the
small
picture is done.
The"Thepublic
is so
discriminating
that he said that the price of even mediocre
no longer will it be satisfied with merely stage plays, or even failures, have risen
an ordinary picture, fairly entertaining, to such an extent that he feels he doesn't
without a big production. I believe firmly want to pay the price, and prefers good
in lavish production. I believe that every original stories. Metro has engaged Baydollar spent on a picture, discreetly of
ard Veiller for a term of years to write
course, will come back through rentals. for the screen.
Offer the public a weak story, but a mon"We paid $75,000 for 'Polly With a Past,' "
ster production, and the public will not
Mr. Loew, "but it's worth it because
complain. Ofler a great story and a great said
the play was a big success and Ina Claire
production and you have something worth will appear in the screen version."
while.
All the Ibancz novels, secured by Metro,
be made in the East. Other stars will
"All are
the ofpictures
beingI saw
made completed
now by will
be distributed between the East and West
Metro
this type.
parts of several productions while I was Coast studios, and sent from one to the
in Los Angeles, and they were wonderful. other as conditions dictate.
I never saw such a remarkable collection
Mr. Loew plans to work the two organizations, Loew and Metro, into a cohesive
of
great
pictures
together.
'Old
Lady
31'
whole.
is almost finished and is a great story as
well as a massive production. Bert Ly"Metro
and
will
remain issoa toseparate
a great organization
extent. The men
tell's
'Jinimy
Valentine,'
great
as
the
story
is, also has a wonderful production. I be- who handle its affairs agree with us absolutely, and have been working along
lieve that 'The Heart of a Child,' with
Nazimova, will be a sensation. 'Shore these lines before we had anything to do
Metro. They will continue to remain
Acres,' starring Alice Lake, is the biggest with
thing I ever saw. May Allison's picture, in charge. It has always been my theory

in

Corporation
that we should advance our people from
the ranks, for long service with the organization makes for loyalty, and loyalty
is what we are after."
Building Forty Theatres.
Loew discussed briefly the extent of the
theatre building operations of his company.
"We are building forty theatres now,"
said Mr. Loew, "and have bought ground
for many more. Theatres now under construction will open rapidly during the coming few months. It has taken a long time "
to plan for this, and some of the houses
now going up have been schemes of mine
for four or five years. We are building
theatres which in some cases are the most
marvelous ever dreamed of. Millions will
be spent, but the public will get what it
wants and the money will come back again.
"We are building one in Newark and in
St. Louis, three in Los Angeles, three
in
San Francisco, two in Memphis, also in Toronto, Ottawa, Windsor, Buffalo, Indianapolis, New York, Brooklyn and other
cities. The present day tendency of the
American public is toward amusements
and plenty of it. Whereas in former years
theatre-going was a luxury and an event
to look forward to, today it is a vital necessity in every life."

Resolutions Express Regret
Over Death of Major Pullman
ON Picture
Tuesday, FebruaryAssociation
24, the Motion
District Exhibitors'
of Columbia met atof the
the
Metropolitan Theatre Building and adopted
the following resolution, which will be engrossed and delivered to the family of the
late Major Raymond Pullman and to the
District of Columbia Police Department:
bia,
Whereas the Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association has heard of the death of
Raymond Pullman, major and superintendent of police in the District of ColumAnd whereas, the association feels that in
his untimely and sudden death the nation
and District of Columbia has lost the services of an upright citizen, and a capable
and energetic ofiicial, whose efforts for the
good of the country and of this community
have always been characterized by the highest sense of honor and sincerity,
And whereas, this association has, in his
death, lost a friend whose unselfish advice
and sympathetic counsel have oft assisted
their deliberations.
Be it therefore resolved, that the Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association of the District of Columbia extends to the family of
Major Pullman their entire sympathy im
the hour of their bereavement and that the
secretary of the association be instructed
to transmit to them an engrossed copy of
these resolutions, and to inscribe the same
upon the minutes of the association,
And be it further resolved, that a copy of
these resolutions be passed to the district
commissioners, with the request that the
same be filed among the archives of the
police department.
Reviews printed in Moving Picture World
are written with authority by experienced
craftsmen, who express an honest opinion
in just and fair judgment of what they see
upon the screen. Thafs why our reviews
are dependable.
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In Personal Touch
(Continued from page 1764)
ager, will leave Atlanta, after a long visit,
and journey to Kansas City and St. Louis
for a spell.
* * *
R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of the
Universal, has been confined to his home
for some time by sickness. He was back
to work March 3.
* * *
Hop Hadley, publicity director of Hallmark, made himself famous at Kew
Gardens, L. I. He took part in an amateur
minstrel show, as endman. After much
coaxing, he went on and did so well the
townspeople told him he had real talent
and advised him to follow it up as a profession.
* * *
Leo Dennison, formerly with Fox, has
been appointed salesman in the Cleveland
office of the United Pictures Producing
Corporation. exchange,
"G. W. Davidson
with theat
Minneapolis
J. Earleis Wells
the Philadelphia office, and W. T. Kinnebrew has been made manager of the Atlanta
exchange.
* * *
Park and Whiteside, producers of "Empty
Arms," have purchased another one of
Willard King Br?dley's photoplays called
"The Scarlet Dragon," directed by Frank
Reicher. Thurston Hall, Gail Kain, J.
Herbert Frank, Ted Lewis and his jazz
band and Mile. Dazie are in the cast.
* * *
Sam Zierler, general manager of the
Commonwealth Film Corporation, and R.
W. Barremore, United Pictures Productions
Corporation's publicity director, will attend
the New York State Exhibitor's convention
at Utica, N. Y., on March 9 and 10.
* * *
Ben Grimm was tendered a luncheon at
Keene's Chop House, New York, on February 28 by the publicity department of the
Selznick Pictures. Mr. Grimm resigned as
advertising manager of the Select to
assume charge of the advertising department of the Associated Pictures.
* * *
Peggy Shanor, playing a leading role in
the Reeves and Grey serial, "The Mystery
Mind," has been very ill, but despite her
precarious condition, due to tonsilitis, she
accompanied the rest of the principals to
Jacksonville on location,
* * * Monday, March 1.
Milton Caplon, president of the Varieties
Pictures Corporation, of Washington, and
Edwin Sherwood, general manager of the
same concern, came to New York on
Wednesday, March 2. They were in town
buying pictures and negotiating for six new
features for the Southern
* * * territory.
L. J. Bamberger, contract manager of the
United Pictures Production Corporation,
announces the appointment to his staff of
Charles McGovern, formerly of Fox and
originally with Mr. Bamberger at the V. L.
S. E.
* if *
Agnes Eagan Cobb, general sales manager of Schomer-Ross, will tour all the
state rights exchange centers during the
month of April. * * *
Charles M. Steele, auditor of the Republic
Distributing Corporation, is back at his
desk after being at home for more than a
week with the "flu."* * ♦
Joseph L. Kelley, in the Fulton Theatre
Building, is doing personal publicity for
players in addition to his work for Gerald
Bacon.
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J, Mclnerney

York Lieutenant-Governor
legal practice has made him famous and
Mclnerrneyof wealthy. He is general counsel for the
J. overno
John
to make
A BOOM
nant-g
lieute
the next
New York State seems destined to New York State Motion Picture Exhibitors League and attorney for the Theft
meet with success. If it does, it will be
because the powers that be in politics have Bureau of the National Association of the
at last awakened to the mighty part which Motion Picture Industry, as well as holdthe motion picture screen may have to dustry.
ing many other commissions from the indo with future elections. A candidate with
ful
man who can
a clean record, a success
command the support of the picture fans,
Utica Exhibitor Convention
and, who — something not to be overlooked
— has the confidence and good-will of the
Promises to Break Records
exhibitors who own the screens, is about
what the Republican dopesters are said to
have in mind when they began to mention
Marchcom-9,
next Tuesda
pleted andations
have y,been
Mr. Mclnerney.
prepar
THE Utica,
N. Y., the curtain will rise
Mr. Mclnerney is a Republican, a former on whatat may
be the biggest convention of
.\ssemblyman and prominent as an attor- exhibitors ever held anywhere in the counney throughout the state. Of late years he
try. State Treasurer W. H. Linton, who
has been closely connected with the mo- has thrown
whole heart and soul into
tion picture industry and the automobile the work of his
tion, is somewhat tired
industry in the capacity of legal counsel. hut extremelyprepara
happy. According to Mr.
His friends in these industries, in view
the two biggest hotels in Utica are
of the fact that many think he is just Linton,ally
reserved for the delegates to the
naturally heading for the gubernatorial practic
convention and the overflow is filling every
other hotel in the city.
At least more than half a dozen stars of
national reputation have been secured.
Their names will be announced at the convention.
The banquet promises to be an affair of
considerable importance. Senator George
F. Thompson and Assemblyman Charles
D. Donohue, who were the sponsors of the
Sunday opening bill in the last session of
the tionlegislature,
their
intenof attending.hasIt issignified
hoped the
governor
can attend. Among other speakers whose
presence is probable are Speaker Thaddeus
C. Sweet, Senators James W. Wadsworth,
Jr., and William M. Calder, and Mayor
Lunn, of Schenectady. The toastmaster
will be State Senator James J. Walker. The
president and Lieutenant Governor Harry
Walker, of Binghamton, will represent the
State Senate. One of the engrossing topics
that will be discussed will be the question
of Americanization work.
Business Program Devised.
complete
program" has
mappedto
outA for
the convention,
and been
according
State President Sydney S. Cohen, it will be
a business convention from start to finish.
The demands for booths continued during
the week and the following have been added
to the concerns which were published in
last week's issue as having hired space: Fox
John J. Mclnerney.
Film Corporation., Realart Pitcures, Metro
Pictures Corporation, Pathe Exchange and
Vitagraph.
chair,
him in.say that now is a good time to shove
James J. O'Connor, mayor of Utica, will
open the convention with an address of
No information has been given out by the welcome.
state leaders to the effect that Mr. MclnRochester Wants Next Convention.
erney will be the Republican candidate for
the office of lieutenant-governor, but his
Rochester
is to make a determined bid
name is linked prominently with that of- for the next session
of the state league. A
fice. In Albany and elsewhere where the
delegation from the Kodak City, thirty
dopesters
are
t-ying
to
compile
a
slate
that will meet with popular approval by strong, will at least make a strong effort
to stampede the Utica convention on March
the
voters, mentioned
Mr. Mclnerney's
name
hason been
9 and 10 to vote \o have the next annual
frequently
for
a
place
the
ticket.
gathering in Rochester.
Mr. Mclnerney has not expressed his
The delegation from Rochester will include William A. Caliban, vice-president of
personal views on the matter, publicly at
the
state body; Irving H. Salyerds, state
least. He is a busy man — too busy to seek
office. It is doubtful if he would sacri- organizer; John J. Mclnerney, general
counsel for the state body; Erwin J. W.
fice his growing interests in the business
world for a political career, but his many
Huber, managing editor and treasurer of
friends hope that he might be prevailed
the Pictureplay News, and a representative
upon to do so.
group of exhibitors. George Blair, sales
Ten years ago, after a whirlwind career
Picture Film
MotionKodak
manager ofofthethe
as one of the most successful criminal
Division
Eastman
Company,
lawyers in the state, Mr. Mclnerney
is expected to make the trip and may add
served several terms in the Assembly, repthe invitation of his company to that of
resenting aMonroe county district. Then
the Chamber of Commerce and the city to
he retired from the political arena and his the convention.
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Prevails

Sunday

of Theatres

Under

Texas

Closing
Blue

Laws

and

to Dallas for Amusements — Sunday Papers May Be Discontinued
and Church Choir Leaders Forced to Sing Without Salary

lly disregenera
and law
THE unpopu
Texas state
which forbids
gardedlar
ion
of moving picture thethe operat
atres on Sundays was made effective for
the first time in two years at Forth Worth
on Sunday, February 22.
Although business organizations such as
the Fort Worth Advertising League had
gone on record as opposed to Sunday closing, the demands of an organization known
as the Law Enfori,'ement League caused
the county oflficials to serve notice that
proprietors of moving picture shows operating on Sunday wouIq be prosecuted. At
the request of citizens wishing to see all
the Blue Laws enforced without discrimination, absolute business inactivity was
efifected in Fort Worth during the day.
Theatres, garages, drug stores, building
operations, gasoline stations, shoe-shining
parlors, cigar stands, cold drink establishments and other places of business which
had formerly operated on Sunday were
shut tight. Complaint was universal.
No Medicines for the Sick.
Sick people were unable to secure drugs
from the drug stores, automobiles stalled
in the streets through lack of gasoline,
garage doors were locked and the owners
of stored cars were unable to secure them
until after"
The restaurants were Sunday
the only midnight.
places of business
operating, and it is understood that the Restaurant Men's Association will close their
eating places on the Sundays to come unless the rigor of the Blue Laws affecting
picture shows is relaxed.
It has been announced that moving picture shows would be kept open on Sunday
and the matter contested in the courts,
but at the last moment the proprietors
changed their minds. Groups of indignant

theatregoers found signs on the ticket windows of the shows, such as : "Hush ! Don't
Make Any Noise. Fort Worth is Dead."
"Alas, Poor Movie, We Knew You Well."
"We Fought for Liberty and Get This."
"Closed in Sympathy with the Law Enforcement League."
The picture
shows and theatres were
open in Dallas, thirty miles away, and Fort
Worth amusement seekers by the thou^iiitlliiriiiiiirilllllilMiriitiiiiiiiriititlltllMlllllllliliMiltriiiiiiliiiritltliriilMtitlliriiMrtiiiiriiriMltlliiirllitriiili
I
"Alas, Poor Movie!"
I
Groups of indignant theatregoers
j found these signs on ticket windows:
i
"Alas, Poor Movie, We Knew You
I
"Hush, Don't Make Any Noise. Fort
ll." IsFought
Dead." for Liberty and Get
We"We
I\I Worth
I
"Closed in Sympathy with the Law
II Enforcement
League."
This."
iitiitiiiiiiiiiiitrinillniiiMlillliiiiiiiiiliiliitirliiiiMitiiiiitiiiiriiMiinilliiilllltlllll
sand thronged interurban cars and made
the pilgrimage to the sister city.
Under the interpretation of the Texas
Blue Laws, complaints are to be filed
against salaried choir leaders in various
churches who may sing on Sunday unless
they give their services free. The question
as to the legality of printing Sunday newspapers isalso to be investigated. Since the
theatres have been closed through an agitation directed particularly against them,
those interested in the matter say that they
are determined that every Blue Law on
the statute book shall be enforced. Music
in
the hotels
meal' times on Sundays
is also
to be during
suppressed.

Proprietors of Fort Worth theatres estimated that $15,000 in cash, which would
have been spent in their city on Sunday
for amusements, went out of town. Dallas
theatre owners for the present are reaping a harvest but expect a similar caijipaign in their home city.
The state law of Texas forbids the operation of any business on a Sunday. When
the army camps were located in many
Texas cities, the military authorities asked
the civil authorities to permit the moving
picture shows to open so that the men
might have wholesome amusement. Now
that demobilization has been effected, the
Sunday closing law is being evoked.
Five to One for Sunday Opening.
Dallas is in a peculiar position as to the
closing of theatres on Sunday. Four years
ago the citizens of the town voted for Sunday amusement at a ratio of about five to
one. Fifteen thousand votes were cast. This
vote is claimed to legalize Sunday amusements in Dallas under a section of the
state constitution which allows cities of
over 100,000 people in Texas some small
degree of home rule. Opponents of Sunday shows claim that no such measure can
be efifective in opposition to a well founded
state law. A warm contest is expected in
Dallas should the already discussed move
for Sunday closing come to a head.
Other large cities in Texas, with the exc :eption of Austin, the state capital, permit
Sunday amusements. Texas towns being
inland, and for the most part in a flat and
geographically uninteresting country, have
few outdoor recreational advantages. The
working people are almost wholly dependent for their Sunday amusement on the
moving picture show. Any movement to
close the theatres is a vastly unpopular
one in the larger cities.

IMPOSING LINE-UP OF OFFICERS, DIRECTORS A>
As Indicated by the numbers under the photographs they are: (3) Messmore Kendall, president; (1) Edward Bowes, vice-president; (5) James Q.
Clemmer, second vice-president; (2) Saul Harris, third vice-president;
(4) Harry Crandall, treiisurcr; (G) H. H. Wellenbrink, secretary; (7) F. C.
Quimby, general manager. The directors are: (8) Dr. Hugo I^imbach,
Spokane; (9) Dennis Harris, Pittsburgh; (10) I. Libson, Cincinnati; (11)
Sam Harding, Kansas City; (12) Paul Brunei, vice-president and general

3 MEMBERS OF 'SSOCI.VTED EXHIBITORS, INC.
manager of Pathe; (1.1) Harrv M. I.ubliner, Chicago. Members are: (14)
L. H, Ruben, Minneapolis; (15) Alvin G. ralt>.it, Denver; (IG) M. S. Cohen,
Council Bluffs. la.; (17) H. B. Franklin, Buffalo; (18) Joseph Morgan. WashCounBen Hanling,
(20)Harris,
San Francisco;
Ackerman,
(19) Irving
Bluffs;ington;Gusdanovic,
(21)
JosephC. Trintz,
Chicago;
San Francisco;
(2.3)cilPaul
Cleveland;
(24) (22)
E. G.Samuel
Sourbier,
Indianapolis;
(25)
C.Theodore
Clemmer,L. Hayes,
Seattle. Minneapolis; (26) J. H. Cooper, Wichita: (27) Howard
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Power

Is

Shown

by General
Manager
Quimby
it
has
been
found
that the elimination of
who
becomes
part
of
the
enterprise
through
farand deep and ted
power of
national
THEreachin
the middleman has resulted profitably.
g purpose
the Associa
the possession of a sub-franchise.
Exhibitors, Inc., are set forth by Fred
"And so it is with Associated Exhibitors,
"Under
the plan of holders
Associated
Inc.,
all franchise
enterExhibitors,
into an Inc. — in a tremendously bigger way. The
C. Quimby, general manager, in a careful
merely the physical repan- agreement on an equal basis. There will organization resentatis
analysis which emphasizes l the firsttion
ive of every one of its members,
nouncements of the powerfu combina
not be a single exhibitor who will have a
of interests and shows that the new factor better proposition than any other franchise
not only permitting its members economically to buy product, but also to make a profit
in the motion picture industry, with its 250 holder. Every one comes in on an equal
for themselves, and at the same time furfirst-run theatres and the assurance of 8,000 share of everything.
nishing protection against the perniciotis
smaller houses, came into being as an acAppeals to All Members of Industry.
forces working against the individual in an
, sinewed
strength
of
giant
tive, operating'
by unlimited capital and directed by shrewd
"The plan will have a tremendous appeal effort to obtain a monopoly."
minds in exhibition, distribution and for the really talented director who is a
finance.
producer of big, special productions. In
The men back of it have dealt and are Associated Exhibitors, Inc., he will find an H. I. Day, Ex-Buck Private,
dealing with a public of millions of theatre- organization that is capable of marketing
Now International Publicist
goers and while being practical men they his product in a manner that will meet the
are nevertheless moved by a fine idealism artistic and commercial value of his work.
HARRY
DAY, director
in seeking the perfect thing and perfect Associated Exhibitors, Inc., assures such
publicityIRVING
and advertising
of Inter-of
national Film Service, Inc., first beconditions for the handling of it.
a producer a ready-made audience, highcame acquainted with type, layouts and
class presentation, full protection and appreciation for his part in the work.
such things in a large advertising agency,
First Insight of the "Idea."
All this is made impressively apparent in
"To stars of renown the plan also offers where he learned the game from the ground
the statement of Mr. Quimby, recently di- the best possible medium of reaching the up. After a long period of faithful service
rector of exchanges for Pathe, and an largest audience; it permits them to know with another advertising agency, he went
authority on exhibition, exploitation and that their triumphs shall receive the full into the motion picture game via the
selling. He gives the first insight of the amount of appreciation. Also, it gives them Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. He
the knowledge that their works shall be spent five years with Paramount-Artcraft
"idea" back of the newly formed exhib- oflfered
to the public through the medium
doing a variety of things, handling among
itors'
combination
and
explains
how
the
of
the screens of the foremost theatres of them trade and national advertising copy,
new organization, in the very beginning,
the
country,
for
premiere
showings
in
the
has profited by the mistakes of previous orProgress-Advance, and Paramount
ganizations sothat it is absolutely lacking most prominent theatres throughout the editing
Pep and Picture Progress.
in any element of experiment.
country are guaranteed even before the picThen war clouds gathered on the horizon
ture is produced.
Messmore Kendall, its president and also
and Harry went in as a buck private. He
president of the Capitol Theatre CorporaEliminating the Middleman.
came out as a first lieutenant. From the
tion, New York, who is associated with
he went to Goldwyn where he did
"And the producer who spends thousands army
large capital, with Edwin Bowes, of New
promotion work, and then into his
making a truly commendable pic- sales
York, vice-president, submitted the finan- of dollars
present
where he has entire supervision
ture is also certain of the full benefits that of the job,
cial scheme to the most astute minds in
advertising and publicity. The
This
ro-operati
exhibitor
from
accrue
on.
finance; James Q. Clemmer, of Seattle, sec- is true because
the producer can know, even campaigns on "The Miracle of Love" and
ond vice-president and Harry Crandall, of
, that in dealing with Associ- "The Cinema Murder" were gotten out by
Washington, treasurer, with other big ex- beforehand
ated Exhibitors, Inc., he is dealing with Mr. Day. Under Mr. Day's supervision the
hibitors studied the problem from the angle
department of advertising and publicity is
from 9,000 to 10,000 exhibitors in the United subdivided
States.
of the
showman's
interest,
and
Mr.
Quimwith the advertising end in Mr.
by gave his intimate experience to the
Day's personal charge and the publicity
adjustment of distribution and selling.
"From the producer's end the plan can end
in the charge of Arthur M. Brilant.
be likened, in a sense, to the proposition
Pathe to Distribute.
of a manufacturer selling his product to
Pathe Exchange, with its conceded high the ultimate consumer through a repreGreat Interest in "Empty Arms."
sentative body of consumers, as opposed to
efficiency in its system of branches, has
Byron Park, general manager of Photoplay Libraries, Incorporated, selling agents
been selected as the medium of distribu- the more costly and less profitable scheme,
merchandising, ■ of selling the product for the Park-Whiteside productions, retion, and Paul Brunet, vice-president and in
to
the
consumer
through
a
middlema
n who
ports great interest among exhibitors and
general manager of that organization, is a
member of the board of directors of the must get a profit merely for handling the state rights buyers on the Pacific Coast for
big exhibitor body.
"Empty Arms," starring Gail Kane and
The Associated Exhibitors will soon goods.
"A very easily understood simile is the directed by Frank Reicher, from Willard
make an announcement, which, in the be- plan
employes'
The
stores.
communit
of
y big corporati
Bradley's
screencities
story.of Mr.
will
ons of many
visit the
remaining
his Park
itinerary,
ons have King
ginning, will show the largeness of its pro- associatitheir
own stores for the purchase published recently up to Kansas City,
gram for the acquisition of the very best formed
and subsequent sale to members of food- when he will return to New York to show
productions, and individual stars.
stuffs, and even in these days of high prices "Empty Arms."
Mr. Quimby thus outlines the plan:
"Various organizations have been formed
for the purpose of giving exhibitors the opportunity of participating in a plan that
would give them protection and result in
many other mutual advantages. These
plans have met with varied degrees of success and many of them, while containinggreat merit, were formed in such a manner as to leave loop-holes that proved them
ineffectual in some way or another.
Profits by Past Mistakes.
"The Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has
profited by the mistakes and partial successes of all of these various organizations. In 'the perfect plan' it believes that
the solution of virtually all exhibitor problems has been arrived at.
"The exhibitors' sub-franchise, which is
part of the plan of Associated Exhibitors,
Inc., will be equitable and sound in its application to every exhibitor — not only to
Paul Gilmore, Who Has Just Signed with Character Pictures.
exhibitors holding immediate franchises in
the association, but also to every exhibitor
Seen here "straight" and aa he appeared In "The Better "Ole."
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Burke's
and

Views

on

SHE was leaning over a balcony railing
watching Hugh Ford direct a scene in
Tom upMeighan's
new coat
picture
when I
glanced
and saw the
and trousers
which had caused all the trouble. They
covered, but did not adorn the trim figure
of Miss Billie Burke. I had been given
their history the day before and their relation to "Away Went Prudence," and told
how, although "the apparel oft proclaims
the this
man,"
had got
failed
tell the
in
case,it but
awayto with
the truth
bluff
just the same.
It came about in this fashion:
One day last week I dropped in at the
Famous Players studio and found director
John Robinson over in a carefully screened
off corner of the building, busy with a
scene ofpicture
"Away now
Went inPrudence,"
the Billie
Burke
the making.
The
environment, sartorial and otherwise, was
a new one for Miss Burke. Accustomed
to seeing her on the stage or in photoplays
gowned in the most fetching and expen-

Away Went — Prudence and the Davenport
Billie Burke, though, smile.s at the wreckage in "Away Went Prudence."
sive of creations and employed in the
amusingly romantic pusuit of setting some
poor
brainsfor tolovewobbling
his
heart chap's
to dancing
of her, and
it came
as a surprise to behold the enslaving
heroine of a hundred comedies, more or
less, in entirely different surroundings, and
wearing garments known as plain but substantial. She was at her old trick of subj
u
gating amale an
being's
of course;
but was making
equallyheart,
willing captive
of the devotion of one of her own sex
at the same time.
The Lure Which Is Billie's.
Seated at a table in the living room of a
neat hut modest home the star who is the
Prudence of the picture, was the object
of the adoring glances of a boy
and a
girl, both in their early'teens. The three
were being helped to bountiful
plates
of
steaming soup by the mother of the children apleasant-faced Irish woman of the
'y.'"dress type. I could not hear what
Miss Burke was saying to
s
but she was chatting away theas youngster
one
thought in life was to be niceif toherthose
children, and was enjoying her task. The
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Prudence

Too

Well

WEITZEL

scene was repeated several times, and her
smile and beguiling animation were as
spontaneous as ever.
There was a wait of a few minutes presently for Miss Burke, and I walked over
to where she stood. I had intended to ask
her about her own part, but she at once
started to talk about the youthful actors.
"Aren't they nice children?" she exclaimed. "I'm supposed to be quite fond of
them in the story, and it isn't a bit of
an"Where
effort." did they get them?" I asked.
"From the Rehearsal Club," was the
reply. "All of our children come from there.
It's a wonderful institution and I'm getting
up a benefit performance for it. Bishop
Greer's daughter is at the head of the
club, you know. It looks after the children and helps to educate them and should
be encouraged by every professional."
Prudence Over-reaches Herself.
"Tell me something about Prudence, and
why she went away," I requested.
"That was the reason — away went pru"You mean, she was Prudence by name
dence."
but not prudent by nature?"
"Yes. The double play in the title is
quite
clever, isn't
"Unusually
so. it?"
But what makes her act
so"Iimprudently?"
mustn't reveal too much of the plot;
but she decides to run away and have her
friends think that she's been kidnapped."
"Does the scheme work out as Prudence
\o
one ever saw the corners of Billie
planned
Burke's ?"mouth run a race with her eyes
to decide which set of features could put
the most drollery into a roguish expression, and forget how she looked. The race
started afresh as she replied:
not only works
out, but
overruns
her"It imagination
of what
suchit an
affair
would be like. It turns out to be the real
thing — the kidnapping, I mean— and Prudence finds herself in tough society before
she gets back home."
home, credit
I take atit, all
is one
wealth
and"That
unlimited
the ofmost
expensive dealers in feminine fashions?"
"Oh, yes! the story must start and end
right," said Miss Burke, meaningly. "I
don't mind plain clothes in some of the
scenes and I'm rather proud of myself in
the boy's suit I wear; but Prudence has
the normal woman's love of fine frocks,
and I've done my best to suit her taste in
the matter."
The Too Perfect Disguise.
Director Robinson and the cameraman
appeared to nave about completed their
changes in the set and the arrangement of
the lights and were glancing in our dibut that boy's suit promised somethingrection,interesting
an investigation : and I made haste to start

"What do you and the boy's suit do.
Miss
Burke— slide down a water spout to"Not exactly; but it gets me into all sorts
of
trouble
. In fact, it's such a born trouble
gether?
"that
maker
it started to make things unpleasant for me before I got over
to the
set and began work with it the first day
I looked
I put
it on."over at the director to see if
time was up. A forgotten "prop" favored
me.

Disguised

"How was that?" I asked eagerly.
"It disguised me too perfectly. I hadthe cap pulled down low and was 'chivied
about a bit,' as they say in England, by
several of the stage hands because I happened to get in their way. Once when I
was watching another company work I was
told, with more force than politeness, that
my room was better than my company."
"You must have found it amusing?"
did, and I not
nearly
embarrassing
the"I actress
heard
aboutas in
England whoas
was playing Shakespeare Jarvis in 'The
Lights o' London' found a similar mistake.
The play was touring the provinces and
one night
walkedwhile
over theto stage
the' peephole in theshecurtain
was
dimly lighted, and started to survey the
house. One of the stage hands caught
sight violating
of what ahesacred
supposed
wasthean theatre.
'extra'
boy,
law of
He was a man of action, not of words. He
stole softly behind the culprit, raised his
foot and planted a kick that horrified the

The "Roughneck"
Surveys her
self" in views from
her "better
latest Paramount.
stage hand when the 'boy' turned around
and began to relieve her feelings."
Snapshots of Miss Ziegfeld.
The arrival of a friend of Miss Burke's
put an end to the interview, but she was
back in a moment with two snapshots of
a certain little Miss Ziegfeld of whom she
is extremely fond.
"See the pictures of my baby that have
just been brought me. They were taken
last summer at the seashore. My! doesn't
she look serious? . . . Ready, Mr. Robinson I
A moment later Billie
Burke was again
seated in the Excuse
home ofme.'
the laundress, chattingdren,pleasantly
with the woman's two chilwho were
with adoring
eyes.once more gazing at her
Burton King Announces New Star.
Burton King, who is now producing a
series of special pictures under his own
banner, announces that Virginia Lee is
to be the star of his first feature.
Burton King's first independent production is based on a novel by Edith Sessions
Tupper.
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Against

Boston

of Pennsylvania,

Makes

Hearing
Decided

Impression

by Pointing Out Failure of Boards in His State and Ohio — National
Board of Review Secretary Denies Control by Industry
i^MiiinriiniMniiiiiinitriiiiMiiijriiriiirNtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiriniiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiM^
If it is kept up we shall soon have a cenng a losing battle,
APPARE
ates Yof fighti
advocNTL
the bill to provide a
sorship of free speech. When you are attempting to remedy this matter with a com-,
ssion for Massachu- I Humorous Sidelights at
censorship commi
mission, you are attempting to kill a fly
setts were hard put to answer the flood of
ents of the bill, repThata trip-hammer."
Massachusetts cities have all the
d by oppon
logic offereresenting
with
the Bay State Hearing
the motion picture industry, at I
laws necessary to safeguard the morals of
the second hearing, held on Tuesday, March
vied || the community, was the declaration of,
and at sarca
with logic
the smhearing.
HUMOR
2, at Boston.
Attorney Wolf was one of | Mayor Charles E. McCarthy, of Marlboro..
The star speaker for the opposition was i
heard a protest in my city
Morris Wolf, formerly attorney general of I the star speakers for the industry. | of "Ianyhaveof never
motion pictures shown there,
Pennsylvania. He was applauded time and 1
Pointing out a number of absur- | and we arethesatisfied
that we can take care
again by more than a thousand spectators I dities in the work of the Pennsyl- |
crowded in the auditorium of the State I vania censors, he told of that | of the question without further legislation," he said.
House.
1 board's evident desire to prevent |
Mr. Wolf made a decided impression upon 1 scandal by marrying principals in |
Ohio Is Dissatisfied.
the committee with the statement that only I the first reel. He also told of what |
■one state has followed the example of 1 lengths the board carried its op- |
Judge Brackett then submitted letters
Pennsylvania in establishing a censorship i position to all indications or hints | and reports which, he said, prove that
Ohio
is dissatisfied with its censorship
I
of
approaching
maternity,
saying
|
board, while the bill has been before twep- 1 that it cut out one scene showing | board and
that the people are to vote on a
ty-three states, going to prove, he said,
referendum
autumn as to whether the
that the example set by his state has not I
a respectable
married woman sew- || board will bethiscontinued
1
ing
baby
clothes.
or not.
come up to expectations.
Charges that paid woman lobbyists were
I
"The
reason
for
the
deletion,"
he
|
Adopted Without Opposition.
1 said,
"is thatinthe
boardandsaysit would
child- || among the proponents of the bill were made
ren believe
storks
by State Representative F. B. Phinney, of
"No one can tell you why we have a 1
I be a pity to disillusion them. If | Boston, a member of the committee on
censorship law," he said.
affairs, injecting a dramatic
"Unlike Massachusetts, we held no hear- I that is so, babies brought by storks | mercantile
ings upon this matter. So when the censor i in the Pennsylvania climate cer- | climax into the closing hour of the session.
The charge was made while Miss Amy
plan came before our legislative body, no 1 tainly need clothes."
_ |
"The censors who see these pic- | Woods was speaking for the bill. She apone appeared in opposition. No one, as 1
I
tures
to
cut
are
not
afraid
of
their
|
peared as secretary of the Massachusetts
far as I can find, knew that such a bill was
I own morals; they are afraid of | Committee on Moving Pictures.
in project.
The
only
man
active
in
the
mat"Isn't it a fact. Miss Woods, that some
ter was the one in favor of the bill, a man I other people's," Mr. Wolf also said. |
who later was appointed as censor at a I "Here is one order which reads : 1 of the women whose names appear here as
committee of this state comsalary of $4,000.
I 'Cut the length of kiss eight feet.'" 1 the executive
mittee in favor of the censorship bill, are
"When you are attempting to |
"It has been said here that the motion I
remedy this matter with a commis- | paid lobbyists, registered at the State
picture business has prospered in our state, 1
as legislative agents as a matter of
but that prosperity is not due to censor- 1 sion you are attempting to kill a | House
ship. In fact, censorship by a state group I fly with a trip-hammer," another | business?" he asked.
|
has proved a hardship, and the business has 1 speaker said.
Charg'es Paid Lobbyists.
prospered in spite of it.
Fear for Morals of Oth^s.
There
was
an intense silence in the auditorium.
sylvania
should
be
considerably
more
moral
"The and
cutting
of pictures
their
do not know," replied Miss Woods.
artistic
literary
features.reduces
You cannot
than the people of Massachusetts, for we "If"Iyou
tell me their
names For
I canmyself,
give you
cut, twist and distort a picture without do- have had 54,(XX) cuts made in our films, in what
information
I have.
my
ing this. The result is we have pictures pictures which were shown without these salary is paid by the League for Preventive
without logic. They make the pictures so cuts in Massachusetts. And yet you people
they are interesting to only one class of here would not like to admit that we are
"Well, I see on this list the name of Mrs.
people, and those people are the ones who more moral for all this cutting.
Wenona Osborne Pinkham, who, I believe,
do not attend the motion picture houses at
Phinney.
is registered as a lobbyist," answered Mr.
all; people who do not go to houses where
"Cut the Kiss."
pictures are shown and who are proud of
"Mrs. Pinkham, I believe, is secretary of
Work."
it. People of that kind do not understand
"Thelous andwork
of censors
is childish,"
ridicu- the
League of Women Voters," Miss Woods
ludicrous.
And while
on the subject
the antics of Charlie Chaplin and the other
responded,
I do not know of any one
features which so many hundreds of thou- of these cuts, here is one order which reads, who is paid"but
to come here to support this
sands of other people enjoy.
'cut
the
length
of
kiss
eight
feet.'
They
seem amusing to listen to, but they are
The industry had other powerful allies
"Theare censors
who of
see their
theseown
pictures
cut,
not afraid
morals.to disastrous to the industry. The expense of besides Mr. Wolf in the persons of Dr.
Cocks, of the National Board of ReThey
are afraid
people's.You
Thiswillis such
cutsJ. isAlbert
great."Brackett, in charge of the Orin G.view;
Judge
the essential
viceof inother
censorship.
Attorney Hiram Miller, representing
be surprised to see the foolish things which opposition, introduced Mayor Walter H. the exhibitors, and Miss Marion Howard
Creamer, of Lynn, the first speaker. The Brazier, a Boston clubwoman.
have been done by these censors.
mayor said that the bill is a remedy worse
A Court of Three for Ten Million.
Speaking for the Professional Women's
than the disease, as it would give auto- Club,
Miss Brazier characterized the procratic
and
arbitrary
powers
to
a
commis"On thenoquestion
of what
moral
or sion.
as "amalgamated rebill." ponents
immoral,
one person
can isever
agree.
formers"of the
and saidbill
that the people objected
to
having
For instance, there are six pictures showa
few
men
and
women
tell
What Lynn Did.
them what they should and shouldtrynotto see.
ing in Ohio that we say are immoral in
"We met this problem in Lynn," he conPennsylvania."
Denies Control by Industry.
Attorney Wolf, in enumerating these
tinued, "by my appointment of a committee
plays, drew a laugh from the spectators of twenty-three
men and women and later
Dr.
Cocks
the organization of
when he listed two of them in sequence, by a committee of 244 to regulate the mo- the National outlined
Board of Review and emtion picture houses. The committee visits
"Mary's Ankle" and "Dangerous Hours." all the
phatically
declared
that
all attempts to
motion picture houses, and their show that the board
"It is a vicious matter to leave to three
is controlled by the
people to determine what is right for ten work has proved effective. We should hes- industry
are false and malicious. He told
itate before we censor too much in Amerimillions of people to see.
can life. This <bi\l is an entering wedge, how the board is paid a flat sum a reel for
"According to the censors, we of Penn-
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each picture it reviews, whether the picture
is accepted or rejected.
"Those who search for something which
is obscene in motion pictures, day in and
day out, become pathological and it behe said. comes pathological for them to censor,"
Attorney Miller said that the hearing was
only a duplicate of a hearing held five years
the same arguments and the
ago,
same with
measure.
"Thetheonlycommittee
difference,"
said Mr. isMiller,
"is
that
personnel
changed
and there is a whole new group of reformers in place of the old group of reformers
who then appeared in favor of the bill.
"To agrant
would bring
upon the
state
new this
case bill
of arrested
development.
It would mean a state control of public
opinion."
Labor Wants Freedom from Censorship.

should found such a school in common in
they have "plenty
out
Paris, pointing
of
and assistance
thatthat
the if
state
would give
themmoney"
financial
necessary.
He
would have a number of paid instructors,
but he would also count upon the free
services of the most successful actors and
actresses. He hopes to form a national
library of the best films produced both by
the conservatoire and private firms.
M. Honnorat adds that one of the greatest arguments in favor of the establishment
of a conservatoire is that "the moving picture is the best means of international pub-

Charles E. Sands, representing the Central Labor Union, of Springfield, Mass., said
that labor is opposed to the bill and believes
in free speech, a free press and free motion pictures. He said that the working
people are entirely capable of taking care
of their own morals if left alone by wouldbe reformers.
At one point in the session. Dr. Ellis P.
Oberholtzer, secretary of the Pennsylvania
board, who furnished some amusement at
the hearing the previous week, could not
refrain from melodramatically interrupting
Mr. Wolf during his "roast" on the board's
work.
argumentsHe andfailed
failedto toanswer
presentMr.anyWolf's
new
arguments himself, and so he was asked
to sit down.
French Minister Advocates
Conservatoire of Pictures
THE formation of a conservatoire to
encourage art and perfect the mechanism of moving pictures is urged by
M. Honnorat, minister of public instruction, in Paris, according to a special cable
dispatch published in the New York Times
of Thursday, March 4. The article describes the aspirations of the minister as
to the placing of motion pictures on the
same plane as the theatre and opera, and
the teaching of action, production, scenic
arrangement and all other crafts necessary
to making a finished film.
M. Honnorat believes that private firms
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to be paid in at the time of absorbing was
not so paid. The court also rules that
there is an ascertainable value for the
stock and the plaintiffs are therefore not
entitled to specific performance of the option by the delivery of stock called for.
The action grew out of the selling of
stock in The Powers Film Products, Inc.,
last year, at a time when Powers stock
rapidly advanced from $7 a share to more
than ^5 and was then withdrawn from the
market. The stock was sold through the
Donovan firm in Rochester, New York and
elsewhere. It found a brisk sale in Rochester and elsewhere and at stated periods
made substantial advances in price.
When the stock was withdrawn the
Powers Film Products Wins
licity."
Powersment that
company
announceno morepublished
would beansold
for the
Suit Over Stock Purchase
time being. The Donovan firm claims that
its
agreement
with
the
Powers
company
down in
been athanded
N hasCourt
A DECISIO
the Supreme
Rochester by entitled them to further shares. The PowJustice Adolph J. Rodenbeck in the
ers company then published a statement to
case of Thomas E. Donovan against the the effect that it had no authorized stock
,
ng
Powers Film Products Inc., sustaini the selling agents, and that if at any future
demurrer of the latter to the complaint time Powers stock was offered to the pubof the former. The plaintiffs are brokers,
lic it would be through the Powers comto whom the Powers company gave an
pany and not through brokers. The Donovan company objected to this also, and
option to purchase certain shares of stock
the suit resulted.
within periods of one and two years.
Justice Rodenbeck holds that the option
The Powers company in the action maintained that there was no law by which it
was not good as a subscription to the stock,
could
be compelled to issue or sell stock.
in that 10 per cent, of the amount required
National

Academy
Will

of Motion

Pictures

Have

Auditorium Seating 3,300
to orchestra concerts and visiting musical
DEFINITE
plans for
the construction
artists. Pictures will be changed twice
of the National
Academy
of Motion
Pictures at Rochester, N. Y., have weekly, the first bill being shown on Sunbeen completed and have been outlined by
day, Monday and Tuesday, and the second
bill on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
George Eastman , head of the Eastman
Kodak Company, who is financing the proTo Project 157 Feet.
ject. Ground was broken some time ago
Pictures will be projected to the screen at
and with the arrival of spring it is expected that the construction work will be a distance of 157 feet from the operating
booth and at an angle of fifteen degrees,
pushed rapidly. Engineers are now occuwhich is said to be ideal for optical effects.
pied in tabulating figures for the 2,000 tons
of structural steel which will go into the The stage will be ninety-one feet wide and
building, and contracts are to be let for the forty-two feet deep. There will be no boxes
in the theatre. The ground floor will seat
major construction soon.
The large auditorium is to seat 3,300 1.840 persons and there will be 1,100 seats in
the balcony. On the mezzanine floor there
people, showing motion pictures to the ac- will
be seats for 350 subscribers. These subcompaniment of a symphony orchestra on
six days of the week. On Wednesday
scribers will have their own private en(Continued on page 1774)
evening the auditorium will be given over

The Great National Academy of Motion Pictures Which George Eastman Is Building at Rochester.
A motion picture program, changed twice weekly, will be presented in the auditorium, seating 3,300. The School of Music,
housed in the same building, will accommodate 2,600.
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Becoming

Producers

M LEHR, vice-president of
AHA
ABRGold
wyn Pictures Corporation, after
sixteen months on the Coast, is in the
East. Accompanied by Samuel Goldwyn,
he reached New York last week after
the task of buildweeks of application toucin
g organization
t prod
the rgrea
at theing upCulve
City Studios.
As the associate of authors, directors,
actors, and, in fact, the technical experts
concerned in every department of photoplay production, from the time the idea
for a story is conceived until the completed print is distributed to exhibitors,
Mr. Lehr has kept in closest touch with all
the elements that contribute to the making of a photoplay. He speaks with the
authority of actual experience.
When asked to express his views on production tendencies, Mr. Lehr frankly admitted photoplays are not perfect today,
that even in the light of decades to come
they may not be considered good.
Public Opinion Should Guide.
Before explaining what may be termed
his philosophy of the screen, Mr. Lehr expressed it as his belief that one of the
big mistakes of the past has been the
failure of the producer to take the public
into his confidence; in other words, to invite and be guided by public opinion in
the selection
of subjects
and in their
ment. Producers
have worked
too treatmuch
under cover, behind locked doors, as it
were, and in soundproof rooms where the
voice of the public could not be heard.
Too frequently they have been so concerned with the technique of picture making that they have been impervious to
fresh, live ideas, without which mere technique is a dead thing.
"One of the really hopeful indications
of
Mr. Lehr,
"is the opening
of the
the day,"
studiosaiddoors
and windows
to let
in the sunlight and fresh air of inspiration. If the change can be expressed in
a single word, I would say that the motion picture business has become 'receptive.'forget
Forward precedent
looking producers
are
ready to
and welcome
ideas from any source. It is their task,
and the task of those who surround them.
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to assimilate these ideas and give them
concrete expression.
Public Becoming More Critical.
"The opening of the new era in production finds all the creative forces in the industry keyed up to high artistic effort, and
ready to regard technique as a means to
an end and not an end in itself. The public, each year becoming more critical and
exacting, is largely responsible for the new
impetus to artistic accomplishment, and
much credit also should go to exhibitors
who have learned to reflect the views of
their audiences and communicate them to
the producer.
"The value of the author has been sadly
underestimated, particularly when it is
considersd that the heart of a picture is
the idea on which it is founded." And here
Mr. Lehr came to his "philosophy on the
screen." It is the animation of an idea.
He holds that everyone who contributes to
that animation is a co-author, even to the
assistant carpenter who may construct a
set that happens to catch just the atmosphere needed to give life and reality to a
certain situation.
All Are Part Authors of Picture.
"Too much importance cannot be credited to the author and the brain group surrounding him," continued Mr. Lehr. "The
director, continuity writer, art director, actors, cameramen, scenic artists, even the
electricians and carpenters, are part authors of a picture, and everyone of them
should be familiar with the idea the picture aims to express.
"Valuable contributions to a production
are likely to come from the most unexpected sources, providing each individual
concerned in the making of a picture knows
the purpose of the story. Merely followingsultsdirection
not enough
best reare to beis secured
from ifa the
combination
of brains all inspired with the same idea.
Out at Culver City we are striving to
make this unity of aim and effort the
guiding spirit of the studio. No individual
is allowed to feel that he is just a cog in
the wheel. He is a part of the creative
brain power that goes into a picture.
"If I were a director, I would never un-

Critical
Its

Opinion

dertake the production of a story without
first writing clearly and fully a description
of the idea behind it. Then I would make
certain that every member of my producing
company assimilated the idea before we
started
workdidonnottheexplain
picture."the purpose of
Mr. Lehr
his trip East and was indefinite about the
time
dios. of his return to the Culver City StuTheatre Owners Wire Mary Pickford.
The Theatre
Chamber
merce of GreaterOwners'
New York
has of
sentComthe
following telegram to Mary Pickford at
Hollywood, Cal. :
"The Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce of Greater New York announces
with pleasure that your selling organization has abandoned the percentage plan of
booking your pictures, which plan this organization incommon with other exhibitor
organizations throughout the country has
deemed unfair and injurious to the interests of the entire film industry, affecting
alike exhibitor, producer, star and others
employed in serving the public with the
people's favorite entertainment — the motion picture."
Cleu-a
Beranger Writes Stagre Play.
Again a prominent screen writer will
have a play produced on the spoken stage.
This tirne it is Clara Beranger, well-known
continuity and scenario writer who has
contributed screen successes for John
Barrymore, Marguerite Clark and other
popular picture stars. Miss Beranger, in
collaboration with Forest Halsey, has writentitled "The
Unwanted
whichten a play
was produced
for the
first timeOne,"
on
any stage at Hartford, Conn., on Friday,
February 27. It is scheduled for a New
York showing at a prominent New York
theatre on Easter Monday.
The advertising pages of Moving Picture
World tell the story of picture production as
■ give
it_ progresses
by iveek. The text pages
the minuteweek
details.
What the style pages
represent to the up-to-date merchant so do the
advertising pages of Moving Picture World
inform and keep posted the picture showman.
Doesn't Look Like It, But This
Is "Black Shadows," Peggy
Hyland's Newest Fox
Picture.
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National Academy Plan
(Continued from page 1772)
trancenine floor.
and stairway leading to the mezzaIn the School of Music, housed in the
same building, there will be accommodations for 2,500 people; in the school part of
the building will be an auditorium having
500 seats. Between the motion picture
atiditorium and the school proper there
will be a corridor on the first and second
floors, twenty-five feet wide and nearly 200
feet long. On the walls of these corridors
will be displayed the works of American
painters. The works will not be catalogued,
but explanatory panels will be placed on the
walls beside them. The paintings will be
changed from time to time.
The drawing of the building shows another building in the rear which projects
several stories above the main building.
This building in the rear is not to be built
at present, but plans will be worked out so
that it can be added at any time. It is designed to house the overflow and provide
additional quarters for the work of the institution when such conditions shall make
the extra space desirable.
Schoenbaum Made Director
of Pathescope Publicity
THE appointment by Willard B. Cook,
president of the Pathescope Company
of America, Inc., of M. H. Schoenbaum as director of Pathescope publicity
IS of interest. Very few, however, know
that Mr. Schoenbaum originally came to
this country some seven years ago from
Pathe Freres of Paris because of the
Pathescope.
Even in those early days his faith in the
Pathescope was an absolute religion.
Before coming to America, Mr. Schoenbaum had been fighting for the Pathescope
cause in England, Germany, Scandinavia.
Switzerland and other European countries.
The beginning of 1913 found him at the
Patent Office in Washington, where he appeared personally before Commissioner
Moore and where his presence for seventeen days won for Pathe five patents for
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which famous lawyers of both hemispheres
had been fighting in vain for three years
previously.
When the Pathescope was first demonstrated before the Franklin Institute in
1914, Mr. Schoenbaum accompanied Mr.
Richard
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Barthelmess

and

Cook to Philadelphia, anxious to learn the
opinion of the American savants in regard
to the new system. Today his faith and
enthusiasm in the Pathescope are justified
by its success,
he proposes
world"
about it and
through
his copy. to "tell the
Lillian

Gish

Will Be in Griffith's "Way Down East"
he should prove a most connt that Richard Down East"
vincing champion of the rights of Anna
THEBartheannou
lmess nceme
will play opposite Lil- Moore (Miss
Gish).
lian Gish in the D. W. Griffith screen
It
is
a
pleasure
to chronicle the asversion of "Way Down East" clearly indisembling of a group of players whose incates Mr. Griffith's intention to make this
dividual
talents
merit
the highest classificaone of the really notable productions of the
tion, .^side from Miss Gish and Mr.
year. Through his admirable work in
Barthelmess, the cast for "Way Down
et Days,"l Kast"
en elmesoms"
"Scarl
"Brok
s hasandtaken
will include Burr Mcintosh in his
his rightfu
Mr. BarthBloss
original
role of Squire Bartlett, Edgar Neld
guishe
artists of
place among the distin
son as Hi Holler, the chore boy; Clarine
the screen. .\s David Bartlett in "Way
Seymour as Kate Brewster. Vivie Ogden as
Martha Perkins, the village gossip; Creighton Hale as Professor Sterling, Porter
Strong as Seth Holcomb (originally played
by John Bunny) and George Neville as
Reuben Whipple, the town constable.
While a number of parts still are to be
tilled, the above g:roup of players is sufficiently representative to establish the company as among the most eminent ever
assembled for a single production.
It already has been recorded that Mr.
Griffith paid to William A. Brady the tidy
sum of $175,000 for the motion picture
rights to Lottie Blair Parker's story. Judging by the salaries represented in the ag.ijregation of players engaged to interpret
"Way Down East," it seems destined to
take its place in the very front rank.
Le Guere to Combine Work.
George Le Guere, now playing the juvenile character lead in the Harvard play,
"Mama's Affair, " running at the Fulton
Theatre, will combine his work on the
stage with work before the camera. He
is being considered for a forthcoming
Vitagraph production. Mr. Le Guere was
M. H. Schoenbaum
Long time champion of Pathe.scope projector, last seen in pictures in Gerald F. Bacon's
now appointed director of publicity by
six-reel production, "Blind Love," starring
President Willar 1 B. Cook.
Lucy Cotton.
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Company's
Convention
n of have a 100 at
this product
throughout the United States.
per cent,New
box office value.York
Banks
first semi-annual conventioPlans
THE
the branch managers and field super- in all parts of the country carry this sepaMr.
Neilan's
statement follows: "From an
visors of the Robertson-Cole Disrate account, and our contracts with the advertisement which recently appeared in
tributing Corporation will be held at the exhibitors prohibit us from drawing one trade papers it might be inferred that arHotel Astor, New York, on March 16 17, penny on this advance until the service
rangements had been concluded for the
18 and 19. This session is being held so covered by these advance deposits is com- foreign rights to my product. This is not
that the men who represent Robertsonso. Rights to no foreign countries on
Cole in the field can receive first hand in- plete
Marshall Neilan Productions have as yet
"Robertson-Cole is spending large sums
formation as to the future policy of Robbeen closed, although we have many oflfers
in giving exhibitors the Robertson-Cole
ertson-Cole.
standard of production. For this reason, it which are now under consideration.
As soon as Robertson-Cole announced its is fair to show the branch managers who
"The product of this organization for
intention to invade the film business their in turn can relay this information to the foreign
markets will be distributed through
the First National Exhibitors Circuit in a
motto of close exhibitor-producer co- exhibitor and secure further co-operation
operation has been carried out to the letter so that we may lay foundation for further manner similar to that employed in the
and in spirit. It is to further acquaint the expenditures which will be in keeping with United States. Each production will be
exhibitor who shows the biggest pictures a better class of pictures.
sold as an individual unit and each sale will
that Robertson-Cole wants to familiarize
Managers Will Be Kept Busy.
be made subject to our approval."
its representatives so that the plans for
the season of 1920-21 will be divulged in
"From
timeuntil
the their
managers
detail to those who are firm believers in New
YorktheCity
trains arrive
pull outin Dwyer Brothers, Inc., Cincinnati
the Robertson-Cole policy of fair play.
;iiiiiirii:jiiilliriiitillililliilitiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii1lliMliLiiiiuilil1illrlliililiiiiiiiiiiiri1[iiiMiiiriiliil[iiiliiiiiiillMliiiliii
Simplex Distributors, Expand
Send Call to Managers.
of the
newsCincinna
ti
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and genaccesso
week
the the
storyryfrom
G comes
AMON
eral manager of the Robertson-Cole Diss expansion protelling
of
a
generou
tributing Corporation this week sent invigram incorporated by the Dwyer Brothers
tations to the twenty-six branch managers
& Co., Simplex Distributors for Southern
and three supervisors. In asking them to
Ohio and the entire state of Kentucky.
this session, Mr. Kirkpatrick made it clear
Dwyer Brothers & Company recently
that the trip across the country to New
took a five year lease on a large space
York was
not amore
"jaunt,"
days in
ground floor with entrance at 520 and 522
which
to learn
aboutbutthefour
RobertsonBroadway, which will afford them fine
Cole method of doing business.
window display space. Dwyer Brothers is
"Robertson-Cole is not in the film busilaying plans to make its new store one of
ness as a gamble, but established on sound
the biggest
finest equipment institutions in the and
country.
business
principles,"
said
Mr.
Kirkpatrick
in discussing the first semi-annual convenThe new store will be equipped with a
organization
has grown sowithin
rapmodern projection room, modern repair
idly intion.
the"Ourpast
year, and particularly
department and complete film laboratory
the last three months, that it is necessary
for making commercial motion pictures.
to have a heart-to-heart talk with the men
Dwyer Brothers
& Co. was for
recently
rewho represent us in the field.
organized and incorporated
$200,000,
"There is nothing secret in the manner
the
new
officers
being
Leo
E.
Dwyer,
of conducting our business. We place our
cards on the table at all times. Promises
president; Dr. Otto Dieckman, vice-president; Fred P. Dwyer, secretary; Charles
we make in announcements are backed
Weigel, treasurer and assistant secretary.
with cold, hard cash. We work just as
hard for the exhibitor and the public as
Oscar Lund Leaves for Europe.
we
ners.work for ourselves. They are our partA. S. Kirkpatrick
Oscar Lund, a director identified with
Vice-president and general manager of
Fox, World and Metro successes, left sudBranch Heads to Get Full Data.
Robertson-Cole, who will preside
denly for Europe upon cable advice from
at
the
R-C
convention.
mother, whom he will meet in London
"We are proud of the fact that the series iMiiiiKilirtiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiriniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiN iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiii. his
at
the
Eccentric Club. Mr. Lund has not
of big announcements made by RobertsonCole in the past month has greatly en- of the station bringing them to their re- seen his mother in sixteen years. They
will travel together in Europe for a couple
riched the prestige of Robertson-Cole. We
spective branches, it will be hustle and
believe in taking the exhibitor into our
of months, and then repair to Stockholm,
confidence and for this reason we are go- bustle. We have arranged a program
Sweden,
Oscar's to
birthplace,
settle
up
which will give them a better insight into affairs according
the will ofto his
father,
ing to tell our representatives everything
the methods pursued by Robertson-Cole in who died some years ago. A man does
we know so that the fame
of our future climbing
to its present high position.
not become of age in Sweden until he is
productions will be sent broadcast and the
"In other words, the branch managers,
thirty-five. That is why Oscar has waited
man who plays only the best productions
they leave the city, will know as "over here" until he was acknowledged a
will know just what to expect from Robert- when
much about Robertson-Cole business as we
son-Cole.
know. That is our policy of letting the grown man "over there."
"The exhibitor has taken more than public
know just what we are doing, what
kindly to Robertson-Cole productions in
Glantzberg Back from Trip.
the first year of our business life as a re- we intend to do, and to show them just
Ernst
Glantzberg, president of the Tywhat
part
they
will
play
in
the
advanceleasing firm. We are proud to point to
phoon Fan Company, has just returned to
ment of the Robertson-Cole standard of
our record, and that in spite of our infancy
New York from the South, where he spent
merit and box office value."
we are in a prominent position. We must
the past five or six weeks looking over the
remain there, and we have planned to go
Southern territory. There is considerable
further by again demonstrating that the Neilan Denies
activity
being shown throughout the South
He Has Closed
Robertson-Cole standard is the business
on the proposition of ventilation and coolstandard, fostered by clean, honest methods
ing. Because of this fact, Mr. Glantzberg
Foreign Rights on His Product
and commanded by men who have made
was able to close many sales for the Tygood in the field and who have the right
phoon Cooling System for both new and
MAR.SHALL
issued a
to engineer from the home office.
statement inNEILAN
which hehasemphasized
old theatres.
the fact that he has closed no arThe
New
York office of the Typhoon
Showmen Give 100 Per Cent. Deposits.
rangements for foreign rights on his pro- Company has so far this week received orductions as might have been inferred in an
ders for the Typhoon Cooling System for
"That the exhibitor has faith unsolicited
the following theatres: Palace Theatre,
in Robertson-Cole is best evidenced by the advertisement which appeared in the trade
Burlington, Iowa; Montgomery Theatre,
manner in which they have given us 100 papers recently. Marshall Neilan productions will be sold to foreign markets via Philadelphia, Pa'.; Opera House, Wilson,
per cent, deposits on all bookings. They
First
National
Exhibitors
Circuit
in
a
manrealize that we want protection and that
N. C; Acme Theatre, Goldsboro, N. C;
Grand Theatre, Kinston, N. C.
ner similar to that emplayed in distributing
they in turn are secured by pictures which
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tional important contracts. He also was
formerly with United.
Still another new recruit to National's
forces is B. R. Keller, manager of the
Seattle branch. Mr. Keller has just completed a trip through Oregon, where he
closed a number of National franchises and
reports that the exhibitors of the Seattle
territory are strong for the co-operative

at Work in Universalis Western Studio
ger for United Picture Theatres of Amerir does not have an
average exhibito
THEinkling
ca, Inc., and has been in the territory four
regarding the really enormous
organization which goes to make up
During his first week with National Mr.
a big production. Universal officials point years.
out that there are 700 people at work daily Rosenthal closed franchise contracts with
at Universal City, exclusive of the actors several of the most important accounts in
Mr. Selznick's brother, Phil Selznick, has
and actresses. This army is composed of the Cleveland territory, among them the
appointed
National's
managerfromin
skilled workers of all trades, and the suc- Schade Theatre, of Sandusky, and the just
Kansas
He recently
returned
plan. beenCity.
cess of Universal-Jewel productions, as Dome Theatre, of Youngstown, Ohio.
Australia,
where
he
closed
several
imporwell as the lesser lights turned out by this
Mr. Aronson, during his first three days
tant deals for the handling of Selznick piccompany, are largely dependent on this with National, closed first-run franchises
tures. He reports that the exhibitors
working corps.
in three of the largest towns in western
Expense or work is not spared to make
Pennsylvania, and has since closed addi- there are keenly interested in the National.
Universal sets as perfect as is humanly
possible. All the technical brains available are put into their construction. No
detail is overlooked. The exterior and inCourt Frees Sabbath ''Desecrators/'
terior sets are either the exact reproductions from famous paintings and places, or
Holding That Films Disseminate News
they are the advanced visions of architec- DECLARING that the Indiana law news and there is a reasonable doubt as to
tural geniuses.
under which managers and operators whether or not the operators of motion picA complete model of every set is deture shows come within the exception of
of motion picture shows are prosesigned before it is made up for a real movcuted for desecration of the Sabbath is the statute exempting those persons from
ing picture set. This involves a good deal obsolete,
Charles H. Wills, judge of the prosecution who are engaged in the publiof planning. The color combinations used City Court
at Kokomo, Ind., Saturday,
and distribution
of news."
on the exteriors and interiors of Universal
The cation
defendants
in the
case were John
28, discharged the managers of
sets are studies in themselves. A staff of February
Shirk,
manager
of
the
Theatre; A. P.
the
Kokomo
motion
picture
theatres
who
artists is employed to attend to this alone. were arrested the previous Sunday when Nelson, manager of the Sipe
Star; J. E. Whitely,
manager
of
the
Colonial;
S. C. Blande,
Everything Highly Specialized.
they attempted to open their theatres for
manager of the Grand; John Shirk, manEvery color photographs a different hue. Sunday entertainments.
The case was tried on Thursday and
ager of the Pictureland ; Martin F. GruenRed, for instance, appears on the screen
as a deep black. Yellow photographs clear Judge Wills took the matter under advise- wald, manager of the Victory, and Ivan W.
white. Blue shows almost white on the
ment until Saturday afternoon. As a re- Arnold, manager of the Isis.
screen.
sult of the decision the theatre men exLabor Wants Recreation.
pected to reopen their theatres on Sunday.
The
"props,"
made
up
of
furniture,
fittings
When the case was called to trial pracand the thousand and one things which
Engaged in Distribution of News.
tically every manufacturer in the city took
are used in pictures, occupy a separate dethe
stand and testified in favor of Sunday
In
announcing
his
decision.
Judge
Wills
partment of unusual size at Universal City.
The manufacturers testified that
The artistic taste of the property men in said he was not attempting to decide the shows.
legality of operating motion picture shows they were unable to hold skilled labor in
selecting the material for the directors
the city because of the lack of proper Sunand keeping everything in good taste goes on Sunday at all hours and in all comday recreation, and for that reason held
munities, but was deciding the case on the
a long way toward injecting quality into
that
Sunday motion picture shows should
law and evidence as they apply to Kokomo.
the pictures.
be construed as a moral necessity and exA staff of tailors and designers is re- He said he believed that strict enforcement
empted from prosecution under the law.
sponsible for the costumes. This is a mat- of the law would close many classes of
The witnesses for the state advanced
which now operate on Sunday
ter of extreme importance, for if the pic- business
opinions that Sunday motion picture shows
ture is an old-fashioned or a costume play, and which are regarded as necessities.
are not a moral necessity. Two ministers
hats, shoes and the little niceties of the
"The picture shows as now operated." he and
two state.
policemen were the chief witnesses
costume must be actual reproductions of said, "are engaged to a certain extent in the for the
those worn in the period utilized in the distribution of local, state and national
story.
It is these little things which make the
filming of pictures very expensive. Thouto Benefit by Bookstore Tie-up
sands of dollars are spent weekly in buy- Showmen
ing antiques and modern furniture, lamps,
draperies, etc. Some of this material is
on Two Paramount-Artcraft Productions
used over and over again but much of it
are
facilitiesDorois disposed of after its initial use.
L toexploitati
SPECIA
available
exhibitorson showing
Each detail of a Universal picture is abount proDalton
thy
in
the
Ince-Param
solutely correct, assert Universal officials.
duction, "Black Is White" and the Maurice
A skilled worker is in back of every perTourncur picture, "My Lady's
Garter," two
fect detail. It is a tremendous organizapictures on the Paramount-Artcraft schedule. As the result of arrangements just
tion, asuper-skilled and a highly paid army,
but it earns its keep, because it is the imconcluded between Famous Players-Lasky
mensity of it which makes for quality, and
Corporation and the A. L. Burt Publishing
quality in motion pictures more than pays
Company, theatre managers in every part
for everything else.
of the country will be able to arrange
special book window displays on these
two productions. The A. L. Burt ComMastbaum Circuit Joins
pany has issued instructions to all its
dealers and agents advising them of the tieNational Picture Theatres
up so that they would have sufficient time
THE Mastbaum circuit of theatres has
to profit by the showing of these pictures
in their neighborhood.
joined National Picture Theatres,
Inc., of which Lewis J. Selznick is
At the same time Famous Players-Lasky
president. This is one of the largest cirissued instructions to its twenty-eight excuits in the country and has theatres in
ploitation representatives in the field, anmany of the eastern states.
nouncing the arrangement and urging
Harvey B. Day, National representative
prompt action to give the local exhibitor
in Philadelphia, was instrumental in the
every opportunity to reap the full benefit.
signing up of the Mastbaum circuit.
"Black Is White" is founded on the
Among the recent additions to the Naromance by George Barr McCutcheon,
author of some sixty novels, notably the
tional field force are Syd Rosenthal, of
Graustark series.
Cleveland, and Ira Aronson, of Pittsburgh,
the former as National's Cleveland branch
"My Lady's Garter" is the picture version
"Straight?
It
Must
Be
So!"
representative and the latter as field repreJacques
Futrelle's
well-known
from Basil King's Goldwyn, "The of
sentative inthe Pittsburgh territory. Mr. A moment
story.
It was
originally
publishedmystery
as a
StreetCharles
CalledClary Straight,"
Showing
Rosenthal was formerly Cleveland manabeing consoled.
serial in the Saturday Evening Post.
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Visual
Educator
call
into
conference
men of the commercial
BY MARGARET I. MacDONALD.
issue of the NaTHE mosttionalimporta
side, for the purpose of preparing a platEducation ntAssociation convenform of action for a national visual education at Cleveland, Ohio, last week, as
tion association, which is to be an entirely
far as the moving picture industry is conseparate organization from the N. E. A.,
cerned, was the getting together of educator and producer in the formation of a I Covering The Educational \ the first report of the committee to be given
in not more than two months' time if
platform of co-operation on the production
of films for the schools. Inasmuch as the I
I The idea advanced first as a proposal by
Field
grievance on both sides, as long as the S= ROWING
its conviction that
the || possible.
Arthur J. Klein, Executive Secretary of the
field of non-theatrical
pictures
moving picture has existed, has been the
is one requiring all the attention | National University Extension Association,
lack of this co-operation, the event must be
I possible. Moving Picture World sent | was later put in the form of a motion by
hailed as the forerunner of big things.
educational authority, Margaret | J. H. Wilson, Detroit Public Schools, to
To the average observer it might seem 1I I.itsMacDonald,
to represent it at the | which was added two amendments by Carl
that the issue is still rather vague. Of the
conference of the Na- | Carson, one of the pioneers of visual educaten to twelve thousand delegates that 11 Cleveland
tional Educational Association. |
tion, and Don Carlos Ellis of the Industrial
swarmed the streets of Cleveland during
The accompanying story from Miss | and Educational Department of the Unithe week of February 23, it was only a II MacDonald
versal. The amendments provided for the
proves that the field |
chosen few who attended the meeting on
by the National University ! participation of industrial interests in the
visual education, held in the Hotel Hollen- II opened
conference,
and a time limit for the first
Extension conference on visual in- I
den on Wednesday afternoon, February 25 I
struction justified every attention | report of the conference.
— three hundred at the most.
Try to Speed Up.
I
paid it by Moving Picture World. |
Addresses Cut Short.
1
The educational picture is the |
In
apprehension
of the long delays and
L. N. Hines, State Superintendent of I coming factor in the industry. This | inaction which usually
attend the best inpublication intends to develop its |
Public Instruction, Indianapolis, Ind., I
tentions of persons not conversant with the
growth and distribution as largely | rapid methods
chairman of the occasion, was over scrupu- II as
of modern business, Bernard
possible.
1
lous with regard to time limitations on the
De Vry, of the De Vry Corporation,
rendering of papers and addresses on the
Chicago, made an effort to stimulate the
subject of visual education, with the result
meeting to immediate action. The attempt
that carefully prepared discourses were
was in vain, however, and the actual transheaded off just as they were approaching might be had. The dinner at the Hollenden
action of business confined itself to the
what might be called the "punch of the announced for 6:30 of the same day, appointment of W. H. Dudley, as chairman
story." The subject is an important one, afforded the opportunity. A group of be- of the committee which was to be appointed
tween thirty and fortv persons attended the
and speakers should have been given a little
at his leisure.
more "rope" in order to bring what they cafeteria dinner which was preferred by by himBetter
Organization Next Year.
had to say thoroughly home to the way of expediency.
audience.
Wherever one went during the term of
Before the last few "swallows" had been
As it was, an excellent paper by Charles cleared from the plates of the latest the convention, the moving picture was endeavoring to call attention to its efficiency
Roach, Assistant Professor in charge of In- comers, W. H. Dudley, one of the prime
struction Service, Iowa State College, movers in the visual education issue, was
in the educational field; and it is a safe
chairman, and the business of
Ames, Iowa, on "Visual Education in Com- appointed
that bythe
the scene
time another
has
further discussion was again under way, so prophecy
rolled around
of theyear
annual
munity Centerthusiastically,
Work"
along withwasan received
address enon eager were the pioneers of the great quesmeeting together of the nation's educators
tion to formulate some definite plan, will
be still more plentifully studded with
"Concreteness in Education" by John H.
Francis, Superintendent of Schools, Colum- whereby a forward movement might be gems of the camera. It is also to be hoped
bus, Ohio, and a paper by J. Paul Goode, made, centering in the contact of consumer
that at that time the motion picture trade
University of Chicago, on "The Economic with producer, and the establishment of a will be more fully represented, and that
clearing
house
for
the
educational
-film
prodco-operation
between the educator and the
Side of Visual Education."
producer will be more fully established.
Equipment to Be Standardized.
uct already on the producer's shelves.
Idealist Meets Commercial Man.
The question of the psychological soundThe round table discussion led by Frank
ness of the appeal of the moving picture,
A. Cause, Superintendent of Schools, Bay
To the onlooker, the situation was an in- as expressed by Charles Roach of the State
teresting one from more than one angle, for College of Iowa, the fact that big business
City, Mich., was entered into eagerly, not
alone by those interested in the moving here was the theorist, the man of ideals, is guided by dollars not sentiment, that it
picture side of vist:al education, but also by the dreamer as it were, face to face with has been discovered that thousands of
those who had in the past found the the busines man probably for the first time
can be saved in school work by the
stereoscope, lantern slide and other forms in the history of visual education. There dollars
use of visual aids, that visual equipment
of visual education efificient aids in teaching was evident a great effort on the part of compels
careful daily preparation on the
A motion was made regarding the advising each to be understood by the other, and
part of the teacher, and insures higher
of schools to adopt machines using standard perhaps there was a tiny bit of suspicion
marks for the pupils, are reasons why
width film was temporarily sidetracked on the part of the educator that the over- the
educator cannot longer afford to stand
along with another which proposed a com- zealous commercial man might have "an
aloof from the producer of motion pictures.
mittee of educators to study the needs of axe to grind." At any rate after much
"The moving picture justifies its presence
the schools and pass the information along discussion and msiunderstanding of certain
the school
the time
is a wiseto
to the producer.
phraseology used in the wording of pro- in
remark
whichby also
must it besaves,"
attributed
posals, and resultant explanations, after Mr. Roach.
The only motion which carried was pro- rather tiresome
It
is
bound,
therefore,
sooner
repetitions, a motion and
posed by W. H . Dudley, Chief of the
later; to become the most honored
Bureau of Visual Instruction, University its two amendments were seconded and or
servant of the educator.
of Wisconsin, and provided for the stand- carried.
A question which promises to become a
We had now come to the climax of the live
ardization of equipment. Unfortunately
issue in the near future, and in all
for the matter under discussion there was situation — something had really happened.
a bitterly contested one, is a
much talk with little action, and nothing It made hearts beat faster in anticipation probability
contemplated effort to bring about the
of at least a partial realization of dreams adoption
definite was arrived at.
in the schools of machines using
long deferred. The abrupt closing of the
Adjourned too Hastily.
only fire
the hazard
narrow ofwidth
"non-flam" film.
cafeteria at 8 p. m. caused the meeting to The
the inflammable
film
In spite of the inspiring character of adjourn to a room on one of the upper seemed to be a mattter
of
more or less
addresses and suggestions, in spite of pre- floors of the hotel, where the rather con- general discussion at the convention
and
meditated efforts on the part of a few
fused discussion continued until nearly ten
no doubt considerably overdrawn.
ardent visual educationists, the meeting was o'clock, without progressing much further. was
The fact remains that the attention of the
hastily adjourned "until next year," amid
To Prepare Platform.
educational public is riveted on this parmurmurs of disappointment from the proticular feature of the moving picture, and
The motion with its two amendments
gres ives of the group.
no doubt make it an issue in the larger
But the end was not yet, for there was called for the appointment of a committee will
still another loophole by which an inning of nine educators who were enjoined to adoption of the film for school use.
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"Why Women Sin*
Wisteria Production,
The Rio occupies nearly a whole city
THE always productive combination of block
a seating capacity of 3,000
a popular star in an effective pres- persons.having
In its luxurious appointments and
entation of popular photodrama will
again be offered to picture showmen by latest improved equipment it ranks among
finest theatres in the country, where the
Wistaria Production, Inc., in William Mur- the
motion
picture is presented in truly artistic
This
Sin."
rama,ally"Why
melodorigin
phv's
title was
used Women
in presenting the fashion.
A large concert orchestra composed of
stage offering on which the picture is solo
artists under the direction of an
based.
Wistaria decided to retain the stage title eminent conductor is one of the features of
despite the fact that it is, in a large rneas- the house. The very latest scenic and lighting devices have been installed and several
ure, a misnomer. There is nothing either
in plot or action to fulfill in the least any innovations in the matter of presenting a
diversified
program are promised.
ideas that the character of the picture reflects any socially prescribed undertakings.
The Rio will be under the personal supervision of Mr. Picker with Francis A.
"Why Women Sin" is a melodrama of
speed and stirring action, set in the elabo- Mangan assisting as production manager.
rateness that picture production allows in
excess of stage creations — great numbers
Sunshine Special Is Hailed
being involved in the big scenes, while
heavy sets and impressive exteriors lend
as Del Ruth's Best Picture
enchantment to the dramatic developments.
Cast of Excellence Provided.
el Sunfive-re
tionat ofthetheWest
THE comple
shine Special
Coast
studios of Fox Film Corporation brings
In
casting
"Why
Women
Sin"
Director
General Burton King chose not alone Anne
into the limelight once more an author
Luther as an ideal screen personality to and director of almost boundless energy.
fit the star role, but selected the individual
Hampton Del Ruth, in the production of
support with view to their adaptability to the big Fox comedy, is said to have carthe roles assigned to them. Claire Whitried to a brilliant consummation an underney will head the players who will support Miss Luther, others cast for prominent and essential roles being Charles
Gerard, E. J. Radcliffe, J. W. Johnston, Al
Hart and Baby Ivy Ward.
One of the big scenes is an event in a
Parisian cabaret, and for this action Mile.
Nana and Mons. Alexis were selected to
do their dancing specialty. In vaudeville
Mile. Nana has an enviable reputation as
an eccentric dancer and with Mons. Alexis
she features
Parisian
dancethehall"Apache"
scene. dance in the
Offered to State Right Buyers.
"Why
Women Sin"
be distributed
picture showmen
on thewillstate
right system,to
with Jacques Kopstein director of the sales.
Prints are ready for showings to buyers
and another announcement will be made
of the date when the feature will be
screened for preview.
Frank T. Gallagher, president and treasurer of Wistaria Productions, Inc., is another man of big business who are interesting themselves in the screen. Mr. Gallagher is in business under the firm name of
the Goodwin-Gallagher Sand and Gravel
Co., supplying the largest building contractors in the East. He is finding in WisHampton Del Ruth
taria productions an opportunity to enlarge
Whose five-reel Sunshine special Is
and develop new interests in an attractive
predicted a "knockout."
field.
Picture showmen are reminded that
taking which put his mettle to a decisive
test.
"Why
Sin"from
has itsansuccess
advertising
value toWomen
be revived
upon
Mr. Del Ruth not only is the immediate
the stage. The William C. Murphy melo- supervisor
the funfest, but is the author
drama was long a successful attraction on of it. Theof narrative
framework of the
the road, playing season after season in
picture originated with him, and many of
the
larger
cities
and
principal
one-night
stands.
the most sensational features he improvised
As a screen attraction much is expected as the filming progressed and revealed new
for mirth-making.
of it — for Anne Luther in a good screen possibilities
While he was directing the screening
drama
may
be
depended
upon
to
attract
favorable attention.
of the special he permitted no let-up in the
making of the regular two-reel Sunshine
releases, retaining his personal supervision
Picker Opens Rio Theatre ;
of
them with unabated enthusiasm and assiduity.
a 3,000-Seat House
His career, despite occasional rebuffs, has
DAVID V. PICKER, a prominent New been a steady ascent. In his work with
York exhibitor who operates a chain Fox Film Corporation he has attained the
of theatres in the Bronx and upper apex of that career. The Sunshine ComeManhattan, opened his new Rio Theatre on
dies have become internationally known,
Broadway at lS9th to 160th streets on and in the five-reel special he gives an exThursday evening, March 4. The opening
ample of what can be done in the comedy
line for the screen. The producer claims
attraction was Basil King's story, "The
it is by far the greatest thing ever
Street
tion. Called Straight," a Goldwyn product- that
attempted in that field.
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All Foreign Rights on "Sky Eye" Sold.
Mr. David J. Mountain, special representative for William Steiner, announces the
following
leases
on Ltd.;
"Sky Eye":
Spain andto
Portugal, to
Salm,
Scandinavian,
the Scandinavian Film Agency; France,
Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, Central
Powers and Balkans, to Chester Beecroft;
Philippine Islands, to L. H. Allen; India,
Burma, Ceylon, China, Japan, Dutch East
Indies and Straits Settlements, to the International Variety and Theatrical Agency.
This closes the entire foreign territory on
"Sky Eye."
"Eyes of Youth" Reaches
Fourth Week in Baltimore

history
the accomplishments
remarkinable
mostever noted
of theents
ONEof amusem
at Baltimore, Md., is
the run of Clara Kimball Young's production, "Eyes of Youth," at the Blue Mouse
' and
B. Price,
Theatr
ly
r ofArthur
original
Mouse,owner
the Blue
managee.
run.
week's
a
for
Youth"
of
"Eyes
booked
At the end of the first week, business had
such a stage
reached
week. that it was he-Id over
for '.he second
The Blue Mouse Theatre has but 400
scats and is in the heart of the shopping
dis'.iict, which, at night, is no: iho most
traveled thoroughfare. However, during
the first
two weeks
of Youth"
the
business
during ofthe"Eyes
evening
hours
was greater, if anything, than during the
day, and on three occasions during the
second
midnight
performances
necessaryweek
to take
care of
the tickets wi'ire
sold.
Noting no decrease in business toward
the end of the second week, Mr. Price decided to hold the picture over a third week.
Last Saturday, when business leaped again,
making midnight performances necessary,
it wasfor decided
to hold
Youth"
over
still another
week,"Eyes
and onof Tuesday
Mr. Price wired Equity that the first two
days of the fourth week were the largest
of any, and he now thought he would run
it two additional weeks, and then bring
it
back in the summer for an additional
week.
"Eyes of Youth" has been a consistent
pulling power throughout the entire counand now at"The
Forbidden
Woman,"
which try,opened
the Capitol
Theatre,
New
York, to record business, has broken the
record of "Eyes of Youth" at the Kinema
Theatre, Los Angeles, for the following
wire was received at the Equity offices this
week from Jack Callicott, managing director: "'Forbidden Woman' opened yesterday to absolute capacity business topping
'Eyesout week.
of Youth.'
Indications Miss
for aYoung
sellA bully production.
more popular than ever."
Goldwyn Sign* Football Star.
Maurice B. Flynn, better known as
"Lefty" Flynn, former Yale football star,
has signed his name to a contract which
means that he will remain with the Goldwyn Repertory Players at the Culver City
Studios.
Mr. Flynn has done excellent work in _a
number of the Goldwyn productions, his
most
recent an
appearance
"Roadsby
of Destiny,"
adaptationbeing
of thein play
Channing Pollock, starring Pauline Frederick. During the comparatively short
period that Mr. Flynn has been in motion
pictures, he has proven his adaptability
to
roles.screen work and his fitness for big
The moving picture machine operator, or
projectionist, of today is the manager of tqmorroiv's moving picture theatre. Richardson's Department in Moving Picture World
is advising the projectionist how to become
the best moving picture showman.
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two or three fracinch and
ANOTHERtions of precipi
tation has been added
to the future of the summer squash
and the cauliflower, and we are having sunshine again.
The crux of the flu epidemic has passed
and the dread of dark theatres that has
been hovering over us is gone. Ten thousand tourists have turned their faces to
the East in the past fortnight, and the
bulge in the walls of the hotels and apartment houses is subsiding.
This does not mean that travelers can
walk right up to the desk and say, "Gimme
adoes
goodmake
roomit better
and bath,"
get riser,
it. Butwhoit
for theandearly
can now eat his matitudinal mush without
the accompanying snores of the overflow
parked in the dining room.
Jesse L. Lasky is paying one of his periodical visits to Filmland. Pat Dowling,
wearing a look of sophistication and a
hard-boiled hat, has come back from New
York with a lot of good dope for the
Boosters'
Club about the storm-driven
East.
Who Told Him That?
Maurice Maeterlinck, who is to form another link to Authors,
Goldwyn'sarrived
alreadyMonday.
long chain
of Eminent
Almost one of the first statements made
by the great poet and mystic after setting
foot in our fair city was that he was surprised to find that the motion picture was
regarded as a second rate art in this
country.
M. Maeterlinck does not hold this view
of motion pictures. He only decries the
false valuation (he thinks) we give them,
and he puts the film drama in its rightful
place
"The toarttheof sophisticated
the future, which
appealasboth
and will
the
naive audience."
What I would like to know is, where did
the great poet get the impression that the
movies are looked upon as a second-rate
art in this country? Has he been talking
of our American authors who have had
their writings politely but firmly refused
by the producers? Or was he entertained
by
Authors' League while he was in
New theYork?
Bill Opens Up at Last.
I went down to see Bill Hart this week
and found him in a talkative mood— about
his work, I mean. Bill will talk about any
subject under the sun, but when it comes
to boosting his own pictures, he's one of
the
cat's-got-my-tongue
of standing
persons.
Several
times in the past,kind
while
around watching Bill work, I have ventured the remark that the action engaged
on looked interesting, and indicated a good
film, and he would always say, "Well, it's
fair, but I won't say much about it until I
hear what the fans have got to say; they
are the best judges."This time, however. Bill opened up.
"I have
said,
and just
then finished
he toldmymebest
the story,"
story he
of
"The Toll Gate," and after listening to it,
I'm inclined to say that Bill is right.
Bill was getting ready to go away on
location up near Truckee when I went into
his dressing room, and he stopped lacing
up his best western shirt, and reeled off
the story — from the time he plunged into a
real whirlpool in a real underground river
up near Sonora, and almost lost his life
and the life of the Pinto pony to get a
thrilling opening— to the last action taken
down near the Mexican border.
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Hampton
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Slips in

High Speed
BY GIEBLER.
"The Toll Gate" is what most anybody
wouldern, thecall
it's all
west-to
kinda humdinger,
of stuff that and
is best
suited
Mr.
Hart's
delineation.
There
is
enough
action in it for half a dozen ordinary films,
and two or three places in the story are
so tender that I had to blow my nose to
keep Bill from seeing that I am kind of
chicken-hearted when I listen to soft pedal
stuf¥.
Anna Q. Nilsson plays the opposite lead
to Hart
"The Richardson
Toll Gate," have
and Joe
ton andinJack
bigSingleparts,
and there's a clever kid named Richard
Hedrick in the cast. Lambert Hillyer diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitinitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Getting the Hang of Things
Dore Schwab helps Dave Butler get said hang
in a (very) idle moment at the studios.
rected the action, and Joe August, as usual,
handled the camera.
An Amiable Moon and Well-Trained Clouds
Another day, I went out to Jesse D.
Hampton's
new studio,
away took
out onme Santa
Monica Boulevard,
and Jesse
over
on a stage where Henry King was making
moonshine.
No, gentle reader, I do not mean household hooch, or any one of the various kinds
of home brews. Mr. King was directing
H. B. Warner and Anna Q. Nilsson in a
film representing
called "Behinda garden
the Red with
Curtain,"
in a
set
a pergola
and a lot of flowers and trees, and one of
the best behaved moons and some of the
most perfectly trained clouds I've ever
seen.
All Mr. King had to do was to say, "All
right. Bill,
her shine,"
the moon
would
start let
in shedding
its and
beneficent
and
romantic rays all over the garden. Then
the clouds would go into action and pass
gently before the face of the moon, soft-

ening the lunar rays and making the scene
more romantic.
Hampton Plans Big Specials.
In addition to Mr. Warner, who is the
star, and Miss Nilsson, his leading lady,
Walter Taylor, Adele Farrington, Thomas
Guise, Augustus Phillips, Lillian Rich,
Frank Leigh, Eddy Burns, Howard Davies
and Dorothy Hagar, all have good parts in
"Behind the Red Curtain," which will be
the first of six special productions featuring H. B. Warner to be released on the
Pathe program.
Mr. Hampton is arranging for a series
of special productions to be directed by
Henry King and Robert Thornby. The
story and the director will be featured in
these films, and all-star casts will be used
for the interpretation.
Books written by John Galsworthy, William J. Locke, Jerome K. Jerome, F. Hopkinson Smith, Frank H. Spearman and
other equally well-known authors, will be
used as scenario material. Work will begin on the new series at once.
Fred Makes Dave Act.
After leaving the Hampton plant I
stopped
Jasper's session
Hollywood
dios, andathadJohn
a pleasant
with stuthe
members of the D. N. Schwab organization.
A nice, friendly bunch of folks.
The Schwab company is making films
with David Butler as the star, and they
are using Sophie Kerr's Satevepost story,
"Sitting on the World," for the first production.
Dave Butler has a great part in the story,
and
doing full
it, as Bebe
anyonein
who he's
remembers
his justice
work astoMons.
Griffith's "Greatest Thing in Life," and in
other films, knows he is capable of doing.
But, forhe that
Dave's
got picture.
to act
whether
wantsmatter,
to or not,
in this
His father, Fred S. Butler, stage director
at the Morosco Theatre, and one of the
best known legitimate directors in the
country, is an official of the Schwab organization, and on top of that he's directing theactpicture,
got to
or get soin you
bad see
with Dave's
Dad. simply
Taming the Temperamental.
While we were standing around between
scenes we got to talking about this, and
Dore N. Schwab, the big boss of the studio,
came along and said: "I'll show you what
we do with players when they get temperamental around here," and he led Dave
to where a long rope with a noose in the
end was dangling from a rafter in a set,
adjusted the noose over Dave's head and
shut off his wind so that poor Dave couldn't
tell
tion. anybody what he thought of the situaLillian Hall, who went some in her part
of "Going Some" at Goldwyn, is playing
opposite
Dave and
in "Sitting
the World."
Harry Todd
Eugenie onBesserer
do a
father and mother part; Fred Bond is the
rascal. Murdock McQuarrie is helping
direct, and Hugh McClung is doing the
camera work.
To Make Five-Reelers.
Texas Guinan, who will soon complete
her contract for a series of two-reel
westerns with the Bulls-Eye Corporation,
will next been seen in a series of five-reel
features for the same company. Jay Hunt,
her present director, will be in charge of
the new productions.
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Clip
and
Paste
specially Written for Moving Picture
World.
BATARD VEILLER, author of stag©
melodramas that have chilled the spines
COMl\G TO THE SCREEN.
of thousands, has joined the writing forces Film Version of Plays, Popular Books and
of Metro's
organization
and hereafter.
will turn His
his
Original Scenarios for the "Fans."
product
to screen
production
"Just Outside the Door" (Republic).
first story will be a heavy-going drama
"Children of Destiny" (Seiz.nlck).
for Bert Lytell. You will recall Veiller as
"The North Wind's Malice" (Goldivyn).
the author of "Within the Law" and "The
"Love Among the Chickens" (Selznlck).
Thirteenth Chair."
"The Honor of the House" (Selznlck).
"The Devil's Pass-Key" (Universal).
Pictures are going to church. Members
"The Temple of Dawn" (Metro).
of Boyle Heights Methodist Episcopal
"Scratch My Back" (Goldwyn).
Church, Los Angeles, according to Moving
♦•Trimmed
with Red" (Goldwyn).
Picture World, have approved a plan to
"Dangerous Paradise" (Selznlck).
hold regular motion picture entertainments
"Young America" (Paramount).*
at the church and have voted a special ap**Penrod"
Stories(Paramount).
(N'eilan).
on to secure and install a projec"The Furnace"
tion machinepropriatiforthwith.
"The Fighter" (Selznick).
"The Girl from the Sky" (Vitagraph).
Six motion picture stars, Mary Miles
"Athalie" (Mayflower).
Minter, Gloria Swanson, Pauline Frederick,
"The Virgin of Stamboul" (Universal).
Bebe Daniels. Lew Cody and Douglas Mac"Little Miss By-the-Day" (Realart).
"Sinners" (Realart).
Lean acted as auctioneers at Hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles, for the benefit enter"The Road to Divorce" (Universal).
tainment of the Los Angeles Post, American
Legion.
In reviewing silver screen affairs of ten
years ago. Moving Picture World recalls
T. Roy Barnes In playing for the first time the
production
of "Hiawatha,"
with under
Florence
in motion picture.* — and playing the lead at Lawrence
and King
Baggot stars,
the
that. The -well-known variety entertainer Is management of Carl Laemmle, now presiat the Goldwyn studio, appearing in "Scratch
dent of Universal. "Hiawatha" would be
My Back," by Rupert Hughes. . Barnes had
more interesting now, revived under the
to his credit, twenty-four hours after he newer methods of film production.
passed through the studio gate, a new name
for motion pictures. He dubbed them "the
Corinne Griffith has just entered into a
new contract that will continue her as a
jumping tintypes." ?
star of Vitagraph presentations for some
time to come. Miss Griffith is working at
Sessue Hayakawa and his wife, Tsuru
Aoki, film stars, are planning to visits their the Brooklyn studio, on a dramatic feature
soon
to be announced.
parents in Japan during the coming summer. They are each busy making a lot of
moving picture dramas to last while they
Gloria in
Hopethewillforthcoming
be Owen Moore's
are away.
woman
Selznlckleading
production, "His Word of Honor." The scenario
Marshall Neilan, according to Moving Pic- was made from a story by Edgar Franklyn.
ture World, has purchased the film rights to
According to Moving Picture World MadBooth done
Tarkington's
"Penrod" stories, now lalne
Traverse is engaged to marry an aviabeing
on the stage.
tor whose name she refuses to disclose. That
puts
everybody
up in the air along with the
Agnes Christine Johnson, scenario writer
of recent Mary Pickford and Charles Ray prospective bridegroom.
productions, is to be married in June to
Alice Brady, who starred upon the stage
Frank Dazey, son of Charles Dazey, the
in
"Sinners,"foris screen
preparingpresentation.
the Owen Davis
playwright.
"In
Old
Kentucky,"
most
sucmelodrama
Miss
cessful of the Dazey stage plays, is now
Brady
is
a
Realart
star
on
the
silver screen.
going
the
rounds
of
the
world's
s'-reens,
with
Anita Stewart playing Madge Brierly and
Bringing the Canadian Mounted Police to
riding
"Queen Oaks.
Bess" to needful victory in
the Kentucky
the screen, Marshall Neilan's presentation
of "The River's End," began circulating for
Lois Weber, skillful woman director, has It
a pre-release
weektheat picture
New York's
is declared that
broke aStrand.
house
transferred her activities to Paramount-.\rtrecord
for
receipts
that
has
stood for six
craft pictures and will present as her first
production "What Do Men Want?" If the years — with Sunday and Washington's Birthmatter is fully covered and finally settled the
day crowds to "put it across."
film is sure to be a great success and add
Arline Pretty has been signed by Myron
materially to domestic felicity.
Selznlck to star in a series of photoplays,
Edward Martindale, well-known to the starting with a Willard Mack story, "The
stage, is Earle Williams chief support in his Prince of Pines." Miss Pretty will play
neither a prince or a pine — but she will be
next Vitagraph picture, "Captain Swift."
the leading woman in Director Brunton
Olive Thomas and thirty members of her George's company.
company have completed exteriors at Sleepy
Annette Kellerman is preparing a screen
Hollow, Tarrytown, N. Y., for her new pic- feature
in which the famous mermaid be"Dangerous
Paradise." The scenario
is by ture,
Frances
Marion.
comes a regular actress of emotional temperament. Very likely the plot will lend her
Edith Hallor Is to be starred in another into the sea for a few high dives antl swimming stunts — but the ocean will be photoLawrence Weber production, "Just Outside
graphed along with the stunts so that the
the Door." It was taken from the Jules
famous one-piece-suit bathing beauty can
Bckert Goodman story, and the continuity take
It with her.
was prepared by Harvey Thew.
Sylvia Breamer will star in Mayflower proSeveral hundred children, many of them
ductions under supervision of M. Sidney
accompanied by parents applied to Director
A. Franklin, having the leading role In
Desof
"Children
in
roles
for
George Irving
Roberttial W.
Chambers' "Athalie" as her iniscreening.
tiny," thinking it was a "kid" picture.
H. H. Van Loan, who formerly served as
Robert Ellis, who directed Eugene O'Brien
in "A Fool and His Money," donned the uni- publicity promoter for Universal films, has
form of an ItaUan military ofllcer and acted turned to scenario writing and lately sold,
the part. The man who was cast for the role at a goodly figure, the script of "The Virgin
was busy in court explaining the workings
of Stamboul" to his former employers. You
of a kitchen "still" he had been operating never can tell what a newspaperman may
at home.
be doing next.
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Copy for Fillers

Having tried the experiment of making
two endings to "The Right of Way," Metro
and Metro's star, Bert Lytell, are "up in the
air."
publicstory
likesandboth
"regular"
ending The
to the
alsothefancied
the
"happy ending" that was supplied. It was
a novel departure in film making that seems
to have pleased enough to satisfy everybody— but the producer.
Clara Kimball Young has followed her
former screen success, "The Eyes of Youth"
with a still more. popular novelty, "The Forbiddenscreen
Woman." originality.
And she Is now working
on a third
Vitagraph Is screening a version of the
Gouverneur Morris novel. "Trumpet Island"
under the film-title of "The Girl from the
Sky."
observed,of
are not Book
alwaystitles,
suitedas tofrequently
screen versions
the same works.
Miss Peggy will become Mrs. Pegge when
Peggyries >.O'Dare,
of Eddieof San
Polo'sFrancisco.
company, MovmarO. K. Pegge,
ing Picture World makes the announcement
In a recent Issue.
So filled with visitors is Los Angeles this
season that property men around the film
studios are reaping a small fortune leasing
space
on moving
picture
lodgings,
according
to furniture
a report for'night'v
that may
have origin in the fancy of some paragrapher.
Betty Compson has formed her own producing company and will soon announce her
plans and the title of her first production.
Anna Q. Nilsson, screen queen, will make
a trip to Stockholm, Sweden, this coming
summer to visit her parents, whom she has
not seen for fifteen years.
Ralph Bushman, seventeen year old son of
Francis X. Bushman, will play in Christie
Comedies.
"ThewasLand
whichtheRalph
Ince
the ofstarOpportunity,"
and director,in was
first
motion picture to be shown in the Hall of
Congress. It is being exploited by the film
industry as an "Americanization" subject.
The estate of a famous chewing gum magnate in Pasadena, Cal., was used for the
filmingmansion
of scenes
for "Children
of Destiny."
The
served
as the exterior
of a
private gambling house in France.
Screen rights to "The Furnace" have beea
secured by Famous Players-Lasky for a William D. Taylor production. This will be a
photoplay for entertainment puri>oses and
not an "industrial" to Instruct the suburbanites in the art of keeping from freezing to
death through the trickery of heating apparatuses.
Constance Binney has completed her second screen production for Realart. It is
titled "The Stolen Kiss." and was produced
with the novel, "Little Miss By-the-Day" as
its abasis.
This favorite
stage celebrity
has "repeated"
as
popular
in her screen
work.
The transformation of a Los Angeles
newsboy into a film actor has been accomplished inFinn,"
the fine
screenvisualization
version of of
"Huckleberry
Mark
Twain's juvenile classic. Lewis Sargent is
the lad's name, and he has become at once
a permanent star of the screen. His next
piece will
"YoungWilliam
America,"
now being
filmed
by be
Director
D. Taylor
for
Famous Players-Lasky.
Eugene O'Brien has Just completed his
fifth film as a star, "A Fool and His Money,"
well
Barr McCntcheon's
George"fans"
from Film
adaptednovel.
read
are assured that
they will not be dislocated according to tkc
title, says Moving Picture World.
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Historical Film Reorganizes.
tion of
Historical Film Corpora
THEAmerica
has reorganized under the
laws of the state of Arizona, with a
capital stock of $500,000, and has begun the
active work of filming the Bible under a
new plan. The reorganization was for the
purpose of increasing the capital stock,
and to enlarge the scope of the corporation. According to the new plans, each
Bible story will be elaborated by a modern
story applying the Bible text to present
day people and conditions.
The Bible program will begin with the
Garden of Eden and continue straight
through the Bible, ending with the death
of Paul, and making upwards of one hundred spectacles of two reels each.
As its contribution to the National
Americanization campaign, the Historical
Corporation has arranged to produce one
hundred two-reel American Biographies,
which will be made up of incidents taken
from the lives of men and women who
have done most to upbuild and maintain
the American nation from early colonial
times to the present time.
Shurtleff Signs Peter B. Kyne.
C. E. ShurtlefT, motion picture producer,
who is now filming the Jack London
stories
at agreement
Metro's Hollywood
has
signed an
with Peterstudio,
B. Kyne,
noted writer, whereby he will have exclusive screen rights to all of the short stories
and novels written by Mr. Kyne for the
next three years. The deal also includes
the entire output of the author up to date.
Production will be started in June on
"Kindred
the Dust,"
a Peter
Kyne
novel now of running
serially
in a B.popular
magazine.
Holubar Signs with Kauffman.
Allen Holubar, producer of "The Heart
of
Right
Happiness,"to
and Humanity,"
other noted"Thefilms,
has tocontracted
produce features for Al Kauflfman, for-
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merly connected with Famous PlayersLasky. Dorothy Phillips will star in the
Holubar productions, which will be known
as the Phillips-Holubar Productions. Since
leaving Universal this pair of artists have
received numerous offers from film producing concerns, but until the Kaufifman
plan was presented none seemed to know
just what they were looking for. Exceptionally attractive salaries have been stipulated for, besides a certain percentage
of the earnings of the films, in the Kauffman contract. Pending the erection of
the new Kaufifman studio, to be built during the summer, work will be started on
the first Phillips-Holubar production at
one
wood. of the community studios in HollyFilms Tenth Curwood Novel.
Vitagraph has begun production on the
tenth story by James Oliver Curwood to
have been made into films by that company
in the past few years. Niles Welch and
Papline Stark will play the leading roles,
and David Smith will direct. The story is
calledmany
"Theof Courage
O'Doone,"
and
the snow ofandMarge
ice scenes
will
be filmed at Truckee.
Metro Screens "New Henrietta."
Winchell Smith, playwright and stage
producer, who recently announced that he
would organize a company to produce his
plays, has made arrangement with Metro
to
produce
Henrietta"
the
Metro
studio."The
JuneNew
Mathis
is now atatwork
on the continuity, and Mr. Smith will personally supervise the filming of the story.
American Studio Idle.
R. H. Nehls, of Chicago, general manager
of the American Film Company, has arrived on the West Coast to determine upon
the nature of the future productions to be
turned out of the American plant at Santa
Barbara. His decision, according to announcements, may be in favor of all-star

productions, now so popular with many
producing companies. After William Russell and Mary Miles Minter left the American fold, there remained only the Margarita Fisher company at work at the studio,
but since she, too, has gone, the plant is
temporarily deserted.
Cameo Productions Organized.
Robert H. Kelly, formerly of the Empire
All-Star Corporation of New York, and
Henry A. McCarty, author and scenario
writer, have organized and incorporated
an independent producing company for
$50,000, tions.
to Thebepictures
known will
as the
Producbe Cameo
made from
Mr.
Mr. Kelly. stories, and will be directed by
McCarty's
New Theatre for Venice.
A $50,000 theatre is to be built at Venice
by C. Gordon Parkhurst, of Santa Monica,
and George J. Cleveland, of Venice, in
time to
coming
summer
season. Theopen
site for
is thetheone
formerly
occupied
by the scenic railway, and is directly on
the ocean front. The building will be a
three-story structure, with a frontage of
106 feet by 175 feet in depth, and will be of
brick and concrete construction. Special
lighting effects will be used, and the furnishings planned for the theatre will cost
approximately $35,000.
Universal Scenario Chief Here.
J. C. Brownell,
York
scenario
chief, has Universal's
arrived on New
the West
Coast to remain two or three weeks. Mr.
Brownell brought with him a number of
versal City.stories to be screened at Uniplays and
Exchange Man Now at Studio.
Arthur Lamb, who has been manager of
the Metro Exchange in Los Angeles for
the pastferred toyear
and a half,staffhasofbeen
transthe executive
the Metro

Givespajamas,
Some asKinky
Hair a Little
"Haunted
Spooks." shows.
He has noHarold
belief inLloyd
haunted
the centerview
from Exercise
this, his in
newest
Pathe comedy,
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studio in Hollywood. Harry Listig, who
has been district representative for the
exchange, is now manager. Arthur Lamb
started in with Metro four years ago as
salesman out of Los Angeles, and was for
a time in charge of the Salt Lake exchange, later returning to manage the Los
Angeles branch.

under the direction of Joseph Henaberry, at
Lasky's.
Charles Ray has bought the screen rights
to the George M. Cohan play, "45 Minutes
from
for his first
offering on the
First Broadway"
National Exhibitors
Circuit.
Harry Carey, Universal star, is spending
a between pictures vacation at his ranch in
th« San Francisquito Canyon.
Mauriceis now
B. Flynn,
better known
as "Lefty"
Flynn,
a permanent
member
of the
Goldwyn player forces.
Arthur Rosson has been engaged to direct
a series of features for the Betty Compson
Photoplays, Inc., at the Brunton studios.
Frank Keenan, who has been in the East
for Angeles.
the past two months, has retutned to
Los
Frank Mayo, of Universal, will make a trip
by auto through Mexico, Arizona and Nevada
when he finishes his present picture.
The Tom Mix Company has left for Sonora,
acter part in the coming Marshall Neilan
Cal., for location stuff.
Jack Holt and Mabel Julienne Scott are
cast for the leading roles in "The Translaa Savage,"
tiontion toof be
filmed at a theGeorge
LaskyMelford
studio. producEdgar Lewis will soon begin work on his
first independent production in California,
with Russell Simpson in the leading role.
rriiniMMItlilijriMiMiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiMiilliiliiiiiiiiMiHIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiirilulliiiiiiiuiniiuiimuuilullu

Cameraman Returns from Africa.
Pliny Horne, the Universal cameraman
who accompanied the Smithsonian Universal expedition to Africa, and was in the
wreck which killed William Stowell, has
returned to Universal City. Edward M.
Thierry, newspaper correspondent with
the expedition, accompanied him.
Kohn Distributes "Illiterate Digest."
By an agreement with Will Rogers and
Samuel Goldwyn, Marion H. Kohn, head
of the Marion H. Kohn Productions, will
distribute "The
Illiterate
Digest,"events
an epigrammatic review
of current
by
Will Rogers. Polly Moran and Grace
Cunard are two of the Kohn Productions
stars.
Scenario Editor Returns.
Dwight Cleveland, scenario editor of
Jesse D. Hampton Productions, has returned from a flying trip to New York.
Preview of Campbell Picture.
Colin Campbell, who. has completed
"When Dawn Came," recently gave a preview of the production at Clune's Auditorium. The picture has much of the early
California history woven into the story,
and many of the picturesque missions
around Los Angeles were used as background and local color.
Shaffers to Build New Theatre.
A new theatre for the Westlake Park
district is being planned by Frank L. and
Mrs. Mary C. Shaffer, proprietors of the
De Luxe Theatre on Alvarado near Orange
street. The new house, when built, will
seat 3,000 persons, and will be equipped
with one of the best Hope Jones organs
obtainable. The site on which the theatre
will stand has already been purchased for
the sum of $75,000, and actual construction
on
May.the building will begin- some time in
Spitzer Signs Stars.
Conway Tearle and his wife, Adele Rowland, of stage fame, are to be co-starred
in features soon to be made at the BullsEye studio, under the management of Nat
Spitzer, according to late reports in Filmland. Ora Carewe, screen star, is another
player
ment. to be under the Spitzer manageP. A. Powers Arrives.
P. A. Powers, one of the principal officials with Carl Laemmle in the Universal
Film Company, has arrived for a short
stay in the West, during which time he
will confer with the business heads of the
Universal City studio.
Studio Shots
SYLVIA BREAMER is expected from New
York to play opposite Conrad Nagle in
the Mayflower picture to be made from
the
"Athalie," under
the Robert
directionChambers'
of Sidneystory,
Franklin.
Ben Turpin, Mack Sennett comedian, has
gone
on a visit to his parents, who live in
New Orleans.
Dallas M. Fitzgerald will direct Bert Lytell
in "The Temple of Dawn" for Metro.
hisDustin
next Farnum
picture atis g-etting
Brunton. ready to produce
Hebe Daniels is playing opposite Robert
"Warwick in "The Man from Blankley's,"
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C. Downing
Is going to get mad because we print his
picture,
but he's
so efficient
Fox's
West Coast
publicity
directoras that
we can't keep it out of the book.
Jack Hoxie is soon to appear in another
serial for National which is being prepared
for filming by L. V. Jefferson.
Frank Currier, Wallace Beery. Aggie Herring and MoUie McConnell, are all in the
cast of "Lucid
Intervals,"
Douglas
MacLean
and Doris
May atfeaturing
Ince.
Lloyd Ingraham, recently a director on the
Ince lot, has been engaged to direct Mildred
Harris Chaplin in a coming Louis B. Mayer
production.
Anne Cornwall, who played with Lionel
Barrymode in "The Copperhead," and recently with Lyons and Moran in Universal comedies, has signed a long-term contract with
Universal.
Harry Lorraine and Russ Powell are important Normand
members of "The
Slim Princess" cast
with Mabel
at Goldwyn.
Mme. Rositi Marstini has canceled an enent to play inshe
the isnext
Chaplin picturegagembecause
goingCharles
to Belgium
after her mother, whom she thought had
been killed in the recent war, but who proves
to be still much alive and wanting to come
to America.
Luther A. Reed, scenarioist. has returned
to his desk at the Ince studio after having
witnessed the premiere of his new play,
"Dear Me," at the Cort Theatre in Chicago.
Clark Irvine, Goldwyn film librarian, is
promoting a leap year dance for the West
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Bull Montana has been engaged for a charCoast film folk, to be given at the Culver
City Club House.
The Marshal! Xeilan company has moved
to the Jasper studios In Hollywood, where
the next Neilan production will be filmed.
Bill Franey is now being featured in a
series of one-reel comedies by the Bulls-Eye
Corporation.
Peggy Pearce, formerly of Keystone comedies, is now playing in support of Tsuru
Aoki in "A Tokio Siren," for Universal.
Viola Dana's new picture for Metro, made
from the story "Eliza Comes to Stay," has
been renamed "Dangerous to Men."
Colleen Moore is leading woman for Chic
Sale in "The Smart Aleck," now being filmed
at Lillian
Christie's.
Hall is leading woman for David
Butler in his first independent production,
"Sitting on the World."
production.
May Allison will next appear in Eugene
Walter's drama, "Fine Feathers," which has
just
been atputMetro.
into continuity by H. Thpmpson Rich
Bert Lytell is spending a few days in San
Francisco before starting on his new Metro
picture, "The Temple of Dawn."
Doris Keane Soon to Make
Screen Debut in "Romance"
and
actresse
stage
est emotional
s sgreatof America'
as one
DED
HERAL
effort have
of earnest
years
whose
brought her her deserved reward, Doris
Keane will soon make her bow to screen
lovers in "Romance," the love story by
Edward Sheldon, which Hiram Abrams of
United Artists says will be released within
a few weeks.
By no means an unknown quantity to
the American amusement loving public,
Miss Keane awaited the opportunity to
make her screen debut a sensational one,
and it will be in her stage success of the
past six years that she will first make her
bow to the lovers of the screen.
During the past seven years Miss Keane
appeared for a season in New York, a year
and a half in Chicago, a season in Boston
and almost four years in London, in the
play "Romance," and her work in this stage
piece has been a great achievement.
It was in "Romance" that Miss Keane
came into her own. In the part of Rita
Cavallini, the Italian opera singer, she concentrated all of the qualities which have
made her work distinguished in the past —
emotional strength, a genius for comedy, a
rare fascination of manner and simple and
unforced pathos. Her success has been
overwhelming and her Cavallini has been
one of the most notable impersonations of
the last decade, and her play one of the
most successful.
Change Title of Olive Thomas Film.
Announcement was made from the Selznick offices this week that the title of the
next Olive Thomas production has been
changed from "The Flapper" to "Dangerous Paradise." This new title, the report
says, attractive.
permits more exploitation and is
more
Miss Thomas started work on this picture soon after the completion of "Youthful Folly," which will be released March 8.
F.
Alan Crosland is announced as the director.
Corinne Griffith Renews Vitagraph
Contract.
Corinne Griffith has just entered into a
new agreement which insures her services
to Vitagraph for the next three years.
Both Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, and Miss Griffith took time by the
forelock at the Vitagraph Brooklyn studio,
and signed the renewal of the old contract
some time before it had expired.
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Men
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Form

Co-operative Organization in Chicago
form an organization of independent
body which will settle all boundary disexchangemen representative of 100
putes, proportion the cost of negatives by
territories,
and arrange for the raising ot
per cent, of the United States, so far
as the distribution of films is concerned,
any financial support that may be necessary
representatives of the largest and most im- at any time for the furtherance of the
portant film exchanges met in convention
legitimate objects of the organization.
The delegates to the convention were :
at Chicago on February 24, 25, 26 and 27.
While the details of the meetings and Gene Pearce and H. J. Hermann, Pearce
Film Company, New Orleans; H. E. Coffey,
many of tlie social features of the convention were planned by the officials of the Empire Film Distributing Company, WashCapital Film Company, it was made plain
ington; A. A. Millman, Capital Film Exat the opening session of the convention
change, Philadelphia; Al Kahn, Crescent
that the Capital company ceased to be a Film Company, Kansas City; H. A. Kyler,
factor in the business of the convention.
Supreme Photoplays Corporation, Denver;
Dave Mundstuk, Strand Features, Detroit;
Balloting for the officers of the convention resulted in the following selections : Dave Chatkin, Consolidated Film Corporation, San Francisco; W. A. Baier, W. A.
A. A. Millman, of Philadelphia, chairman;
Gene Pearce, of New Orleans, treasurer,
Baier Film Company, Oklahoma City; S.
Saniel, S. & S. Film & Supply Company,
and Dave Chatkin, of San Francisco, secretary; ways and means committee, R. D. Pittsburgh; R. D. Lewis, R. D. Lewis Film
Lewis, Oklahoma City, chairman ; A. A. Company, Oklahoma City; T. W. Dooley,
Millman, Philadelphia; Gene Pearce, New
Dooley Film Exchange, Syracuse ; Sam
Werner, United Film Service, St. Louis;
Orleans; Al Kahn, Kansas City; Dave
Max Waintroub, Fontenelle Film Company,
Chatkin, San Francisco; E. J. Farrell, Boston; R. C. Cropper, Chicago, and Harry A. Omaha; E. J. Farrell, Major Film ComKyler, Denver.
pany, Los Angeles; C. C. Hite, C. C. Hite
Attractions, Cincinnati; A. C. Rromberg,
Lay Groundwork for National Movement.
Atlanta ; R. C. Cropper, Bee Hive Film Exchange, Chicago, and Dave Warner, Warner
The ground work of a national movement having as its objectives the protection
Films, Cleveland.
and encouragement of independent proIsadore Bernstein Addresses Convention.
ducers was effectively laid, and it was determined to fight for independent success
Among the guests of the convention were
by all means and with every resource at the Isadore Bernstein, general manager of the
command of the organization.
National Film Corporation, who addressed
It was also decided to form a co-operative
the convention on "Greater Quality ProTo
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ductions for Short Subjects"; H. E. Hinrichs, Ever Ready Reel Company and Supreme Film Corporation, Denver; David
Townsend, Artograph Film Company, Denver; E. W. Hammons, Educational Film
Corporation,
New York;LosL Berstein,
tional Film Company,
Angeles; NaJoe
Brandt, National Film Corporation, New
York; William Steiner, San Antonio; R. A.
Kipling, Los Angeles; C. M. Giffin, Los
Angeles;
Neal A.Hart,
Capital's
famous
western star, and
V. Lee,
Gaumont
Company,
Flushing, N. Y.
J. S. McQUADE.
"Nobody's Child" Is Title
of First Jose Collins Film

to Pioneer's list
latest addition
THEof spring
ns
attractio
will
"Nobody's Child,"
in which
JosebeCollins
appears as an opera singer, who, in her
climb to fame, sacrifices love, home and the
greater things in life to the fulfillment of
her ambition.
"Nobody's Child" was adapted from the
play,
in this
country"The
and Whirlpool,"
in England, presented
and directed
by
George
Edwardes
Hall.
Miss Collins is supported by Godfrey
Tearle, J. Fisher White, Christine Maitland,
Bruce Winston, Frances Wetheral and Saba
Raleigh.
The story, while tensely dramatic, at no
time falls back upon melodramatic situations to carry its points.
"Nobody's Child" will probably be the
thirdreleased.
of the Pioneer's
spring
be
The first
willofferings
be Maryto
Anderson in "Bubbles," followed by Marie
Doro in "Midnight Frolics."

The Convention of Independent Exchange Men, Chicago, February 24-27.
this conclave developed ideas for a national organization of Independent producers and
Film Company,
Planned by the Capitaldistributors,
a co-operative body bound together for mutual protection and benefit.
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Jans

THE
and

Backer

Report

Also Start on
AN F. JANS, president, and
HERM
F. E. Backer, general sales manager
of Jans Pictures, Inc., will leave soon
for an extended trip through the West.
They will include the key cities of the
Western state rights territory, their purpose being to establish a chain of state
rights buyers to handle the series of Olive
Tell features, the first of which, "Love
n,"
Withoutpleted byQuestio
B. A. Rolfe.has just been comMessrs. Jans and Backer hope to interview the majority of important exhibitors
as well as state rights buyers before returning East. They will travel as far West
as the Pacific Coast. From practically al!
of this territory bids and inquiries as to
this series have been received.
In this connection it is announced that
much territory has already been contracted
for, including New York to Sam Zierler,
president of the Commonwealth Film Cor
poration, and Northern New Jersey to the
New Jersey Rolfe Film Company, while
the Minter United Amusements of Detroit
has bought the Michigan rights.
Delavyrare, Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia territory contracts were
closed with the Baltimore State Right
Company, and Royal Pictures, Inc., of
Philadelphia, Pa., has purchased Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
Foreign rights, with the exception of
Canada, are controlled by the Export and
Import Film Corporation. Canadian Rights
are controlled by Jules and J. J. Allen.
is Mr. the
Jans'above
belief mentioned
that the short
time
in Itwhich
territory
was sold proves his contention that they
have been successful in producing a photodrama that is of unusual interest and sure
to arouse the curiosity of the public.
Gaumont

Announces

Sales

on "Husbands and Wives"
GAUMONT COMPANY reports the
sale of territory on "Husbands and
g VivianHarris
and
Martinnovel,
Wives,"
the Corra
from featurin
adapted
"Making Her His Wife," as follows: First
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Sales

Extended Trip to West
National Exchange New York and Buflfalo
for New York; First National Exchange
Pittsburgh for Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia; First National, Washing-^
ton, D. C, for Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.
Superior Film Exchange, Philadelphia,
for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey; Sol Lesser's First National
Exchange, Los Angeles, for California, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaiian Islands; Minter United Corporation, Detroit, for Michigan; R. D. Lewis Film Company, Dallas
and Oklahoma City for Texas, Arkansas
and Oklahoma; Exhibitors Distributing
Corporation for Canada.
Clark-Cornelius Corporation, Atlanta, for
the Southeastern States; Fantanelle Feature Film Company, Omaha, for Iowa and
Nebraska; Pearce Films, New Orleans for
Louisiana and Mississippi; Celebrated
Players Film Corporation, Chicago, for
Illinois and Indiana. It is expected tiiat
the remaining territory will be disposed
of within a short time.
Fidelity Pictures Announces
Several Territorial Sales
THEclosedFidelity
initial
on itsalready
territories have
several Pictures
Sol
Virgin."
Married
"The
feature
Lesser has secured California, Nevada,
Arizona, Washington. Oregon, Idaho and
Montana, as well as the Hawaiian Islands,
and New York City and Northern New
Jersey will be handled by Producers Feature Service of 729 Seventh avenue, while
Circle Film Attractions of Pittsburgh have
bought the rights to Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia. The Greater Productions of Des Moines recently closed for
Iowa and Nebraska.
Deals now pending for the remaining
sections of the country are expected to
result in sales which will give the "Married
Virgin"
a full
cent, distribution within
the hundred
next few perweeks.
The Fidelity Pictures, which •< ^'-Thtlv
more than a month old, is now busily enpaged in building tin a sales organization

with which to handle the list of offerings
which will shortly be released.
Jerome Lewis and William G. Smith are
the directing heads of the Fidelity. Both
have had long training in both theatrical
and film fields, and announce their determined effort to develop an organization
along conservative and constructive lines
to take its place among the foremost.
"The Scarlet Dragon" to Be
Next Park-Whiteside Picture
THEand second
of Lester
Edwardproduction
Whiteside,
to be Park
distributed through Photoplay Libraries,
Inc., willnouncedbe
"The sociologically
Scarlet Dragon,"
anas dealing
with the
subject of commercialized vice. This picture will have the same personnel as the
first
"Empty
Gailrelease,
Kane, the
star, Arms."
is cast as a girl who
combats the efforts of a crime juggernaut
to find her sister, who has been caught in
the whirlpool. The featured players are
Thurston Hall and J. Herbert Frank, while
the supporting cast includes Williani
Bechtel, Norbert Wicki, Nellie Burt, Paul
Lane and Rene Gerard.
It is stated that the big feature of the
production will be a lavish scene in s
Chinese cabaret, with Ted Lewis, vaudeville headliner and member of the cast of
"Greenwich Village Follies" with his jazz
band; also Mile. Dazie, well-known dancer
now
in "Aphrodite,"
with aappearing
Nubian dancer
and several together
beauties
from Broadway cabarets.
The interiors are being designed by A.
Bela Viragh-Flower, and the camera
handled by George Benoit who photographed such productions as "The Honor
System" and "On With the Dance."
Titles of Next Five Hank Miain'*.
Titles of the next five of the series of
two-reel Hank Mann comedies being distributed by Arrow Film Corporation are
"Roming Romeo," "The Paper Hanger,"
"Broken Bubbles," "Gum Riot" and "The
".\ Poster."
Bashful Blacksmith" was shown at the
Bill
Capitol
Theatre, New York, during the past
week, and is said to have been viewed by
the largest number of people who ever attended atheatre in a week's time.

Olive Tell, Beautiful Centerpiece of Jans Pictures' First Production, "Love Without Question."
The love without question doesn't mean love without drama, as the above illustrations show.
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Big Foreign Sale on "Tex."
The Arrow Film Corporation reports the
sale of the twelve five-reel detective features entitled "Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries," to L. H. Allen for Mexico, Cuba, Porto
Rico, San Domingo, Venezuela, Central
America, Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Chili, Bolivia, Peru, Brazil, Italy, Spain,
Portugal, India, Burma, Ceylon, China,
Japan, Straits Settlements, Dutch East
Indies, Philippine Islands, Turkey, Mesopotamia, Egypt and Syria.
Character Signs Paul Gilmore
for a Series of Productions
THE Character Pictures Corporation
has signed a long term contract to
feature Paul Gilmore, the well knov/n
special produca serieshasof become
stage star,
known
tions. Mr.inGilmore
to theatregoers throughout the country by
his performances in such successes as "The
Better 'Ole," "The Miracle Man," "ExFor
Allah,"theetc.
perience," "TheheGarden
United
toured
has of
several years
States and Canada at the liead of his own
companies until he has gained for himself
a worthwhile prestige and following.
Several attractive offers for the curre!it
season had been made Mr. Gilmore by
stage producers, but he was persuaded to
sign with Character Pictures for a screen
career. He recently toured the country
with "The Better 'Ole," playing the piincipal part of Old Bill and drew forth unusually favorable notices from the press.
He is not a newcomer to the screen, having already been featured with success by
Triangle, Metro and Patlie in such pictures as "Rosemary," "The Other Girl,"
"The Penitentes" and others.
Character Pictures has planned for Mr.
Gilmore a special series of six-reel features along somewhat diflferent lines than
anything heretofore attempted by other
players. Character feels that in Paul Gil
more it has an actor of proved popularity
whose long career fits liim admirably to
do some big things.
Popular stage plays and novels vi'ill be
purchased for Mr. Gilmore and nothing
will be spared to bring them up to Ihe
highest standards of the screen.
Burr Announces

Production

of Another "Torchy" Comedy
THE first Torchy picture produced by
Charlie Burr's Master Films, Inc., and
presented at the Strand Theatre,
New York, will also be shown in the Mark
Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, in the week of
March 7th.
Another Torchy comedy has been put in
production and the working title is "A
Knight tainedfor
Night." ofThe
conin thisa comedy
the incidents
Torchy series
are based mainly on the stories, "A Whirl
With Kazedky," the stories relating to the
adventures of the "Great Skid." Mr. Burr
announces that several distributing companies have made offers to handle the entire series.
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Newspaper Campaign for "Hallroom Boys"
"Oh, Baby! " To Be First of New Series
in the story is a demented monarch
IN co-operation
the syndicate
con- whose cipalsdelusions
conjure into being whole
trolling the H. with
A. McGill
strip appearing in a number of daily newspapers
colonies of strange people, and these are the
dealing with the adventures of Percy and pygmy folk represented in the picture.
Ferdie Hall Room, Jack and Harry Cohn,
Louis Burston, who is at present in New
prodcuers of the Hall Room Boy comedies, York closing out the unsold territory on
have started a campaign of newspaper ex- "The Hawks Trail," is also working on his
ploitation.
plan of bringing about a pool of serial producers which will insure a varied supply of
Fifty-five newspapers have already contracted for the cartoon series, and this ad- serials for buyers and exhibitors throughout
ditional publicity, it is believed, will en- the year.
hance the value of and interest in the
screen version. The motion pictures are
not cartoons. Percy Hall Room is por- Frisch Buys Territory
trayed by Neely Edwards, who is featured
in the series, and Hugh Fay plays Ferdie.
on "Desert Scorpion'*
This co-operative plans appears to be PRESIDENT
M. J.
Frisch, of and
the General
GreaterManager
Productions
meeting with favor, as the readers watch
Company, Des Moines, was in New
the papers for the new antics of this comic
pair and then see on the screen the charac- York during the past week and purchased
ters for which they watch in the daily from Arrow Filin Corporation for his
territory,
to "The itDesert
and
states rights
he considers
one ofScorpion,"
the best
press.
western features he has seen in some time.
Mr. Frisch was accompanied by A. H.
Blank, president and general manager of
First National of Des Moines, and will
present this attraction in the Blank circuit
of theatres, which are among the highest
class in his territory.
The president of Greater Productions
Company is well known in the middle west,
and was formerly manager of the Universal
exchange in Des Moines.
Many First Run Bookings

"Mopping Up."
Giving the kiddo many reasojis to cry for
mother in "Oh, Baby!" the Hallroom
Boys' comedy
released
and Harry
Cohn. by Jack
"Oh, Baby!" First of New "Hall Rooms."
From the coast, where he is supervising
the production of Hall Room Boys Comedies, Harry Cohn, of the firm Jack and
Harry Cohn, has sent to New York the
names
leased. of the next three comedies to be reThe first
of theseHall
is "Oh,
in which
Percy
and Ferdie
RoomBaby!"
are dismayed
and bewildered in suddenly having foisted
upon them
baby.
Their one
trialsof and
lations areasaid
to make
the tribumost
laughable stories these two have ever appeared in.
"Oh, Baby!" marks the advent of a new
kind of comedy in this series, according to
Jack Cohn. While losing none of their refinement and wholesomeness, enough slapstick and "hokum" has been introduced to
get the laughs. The next one will be "This
Way Out," to be followed by "The Line is
Busy." "Oh, Baby!" will be ready for a
New York showing this week.

Tower Reports Sales on "Tillie."
Tower Film Corporation announce the
following territories sold for their sixreel Mack Sennett comedy, "Tillie's PuncNew tured
YorkRomance":
State, north of Westchester
County, to Gardiner Syndicate, Buffalo.
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, to Standard Film Exchange, Pittsburgh.
"The Great Reward" Is Title
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
of Burston's Latest Serial
Jersey, to Twentieth Century Film Company, Philadelphia.
serial,
Burston
latest Ford,
of the
THEwhichtitlestars
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
supported
Frances
Florida, Alabama and Tennessee to M. A.
is "The
Ella Hall,
Lichtman, Atlanta.
novelties
many Reward."
and Great
episodes,
It is inbyfifteen
are promised, including a serie.* of scenes
Wisconsin, to Wisconsin Film Corporation, Milwaukee.
of people in miniature. One of the prin-

on "Burlesque on Carmen'*
Essanayrevised
and "A
retitled
THEChaplin
on
Burlesque
comedy,
Carmen," is continuing to prove
popular throughout the country announces
Victor .Kremer. A. C. Bromberg of Atlanta
reports first-run bookings in the Criterion,
Atlanta; Strand, Nashville; Capitol, Macon;
and Republic, Jacksonville.
Abe Dresner, manager of the Exhibitors
Film Exchange, Washington, also reports
first runs in Crandall's Ninth and East
Washington, Appollo, Avenue Grand, and
Savoy, Washington; Victor, Richmond;
Virginia, Petersburg; Palace, Milford, Del.;
and Olympic Theatre, Newport News.
Pioneer Adds Two

States

to Its Co-operative Chain
As M.a H.
result
of a recent
made by
Hoffman,
generaltrip
manager
of
the Pioneer, contracts were signed
between the Pioneer and the S. & S. Film
and Supply Company, 414 Penn avenue,
Pittsburgh, whereby the latter concern is
to handle the Pioneer productions m
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
The first Pioneer offering in that territory under the new arrangement will be
"The
Long ArmTheof executive
Mannister" heads
with of
Henry
B. Walthall.
the
S. & S. interests are Samuel Saniel and
the Steinberg Brothers. These gentlemen
have been very successful in their territory and they look forward to a great increase in business and prestige with the
Pioneer pictures.
Kremer Corrects an Error.
Victor Kremer announces that an error
was made in reporting the offices of Independent Masterfilms, Inc., which will
distribute the Kremer productions in New
York and Northern New Jersey. E.
Kremer, instead of being vice-president, is
treasurer, while Paul Gross is vice-president. The exchange is incorporated for
$100,000, under the laws of New York.
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Report

Majority

Sold on Selig
Warner Brothers, who have the
THEAmeric
an and Canadian rights of
"The Lost City," Selig's big ganimal
serial, and which they are releasin on a
state rights basis, announce the following
territory disposed of within the last few
days :
To Feature Film Company of Minneapolis; for Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Wisconsin; to Crescent Film
Company of Kansas City, for Kansas and
Western Missouri; to United Film Service
Company of St. Louis, for Eastern Missouri.
In addition the following territories have
already been disposed of: to Pioneer Film
Corporation of New York City, for New
York City and Northern New Jersey; to
Metro Film Company of Philadelphia, for
Southern New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware,
District of Columbia and Eastern Pennsylvania; to- Hatch Film Company of Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia;- to Arrow Film Company of Boston, for New England; to Standard Film
Service Company of Cleveland, for Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio; to First National
Exhibitors'
for Georgia,
Florida,
North and Circuit,
South Carolina,
Alabama
and
Virginia; to First National Exhibitors Circuit of Louisville, for Tennessee; to Celebrated Players Film Company of Chicago,
for Indiana and Illinois; and Canadian
rights to C. L. Stephenson, general manager
of the Crown Features of Toronto, Canada.
The above exchanges are now accepting
bookings over their individual territor and
report that prereleasing booking records
are being broken.
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of Territory

Serial ''The Lost City
Film Company, Atlanta, for Georgia,
Florida, Alabama and Tennessee; Regal
Films, Ltd. for Canada; Consolidated Film
Exchange, Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey; Doll
Van Film Corporation, for Indiana; Frank
Gersten, for Northern New Jersey, and
Hygrade Film Features, Charlotte, for
North and South Carolina.
Specialty Film Company has bought
rights for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas;
Standard Film Corporation of Kansas City
for Missouri; Standard Film Company of
Pittsburgh, for West Virginia and Western
Pennsylvania, and to Sun Films, Inc., for
Washington, Oregon, Ihaho, Montana,
California, Arizona and Nevada.
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but which will now be released by Warner
Brothers on the independent market.
The new series of Al St. John comedies
will consist of twelve two-reelers a year.
This star was one of the Keystone comedy
favorites, and has an excellent record as a
comedian, being for a long time associated
with Fatty Arbuckle.
Warner Brothers announce their intention to make these subjects among the biggest farce comedies on the market.
Sermonettes for "Empty Arms"
Written by Dr. Frank Crane

teside producinitial Park-Whi
FOR the tion,
Crane, the "Empty
noted Arms,"
editorial Dr.
writer,Frank
has
prepared a number of sermonettes, which
together are announced as forming a
od.
powerful
essay on motherho
These sermonettes
have been priated on
artistic placards and will be sent to exhibitors to be hung in the lobbies of their
Pioneer Reports Big Demand
theatres before and during the run of
"Empty
for Stecher-Caddock Film
Messrs. Arrhs."
Park and Whiteside also recently
announced
that Dr. Crane had signed a conof Pioneer's
Stecher
thanoffiftytheprints
picture
CaddockMORE
tract to prepare for them an original photowrestling match for the world's title
play called "Democracy,"
which
have
are working. Herman Rifkin, of tlje the support
his magazine
of will
the same
Eastern Feature Film Company, of Boston, title. Frank ofReicher
will direct.
has purchased the New England rights.
The Criterion Film Service of Atlanta will
Demand for Short Subjects
handle in Georgia, Alabama, Florida, North
and South Carolina and Tennessee, and
Heavy, Says Marion H. Kohn
Greater Stars of Chicago in Illinois ani
Indiana.
lik-;
ing utor
distrib
one and
produc
goes torights
myselfaelers
The Masterpiece Film Attractions of WHEN
must be a need
two-re statesthere
Philadelphia, of which Ben Amsterdam is
the directing head, has received more re- for
this type of production," says Marion
quests for bookings than they were able H. Kohn, head of the Marion H. Kohn
to fill, and have ordered several additional Productions. Mr. Kohn is a San Francisco
man, with offices both in his home city and
prints in order to fill the demands.
Sidney Lust, of Washington, has the Los Angeles. He recently began producing at the National studios with Grace
rights for the District of Columbia, and the
States of Maryland, Virginia and Delaware. Cunard, Polly Moran and "Smiling Bill"
as his leading stars, and states that
Ernest Holmes, of Omaha, controlling Iowa Jones
other units will be added before July.
and Nebraska, has been touring his terri- three
"The short-subject release has at last
tory with three road shows and meeting
come into its own. This applies both to
with great success.
comedy-dramatic pictures as well as slapstick and 'situation' comedies," continued
Warners to Make and Handle
Mr. Kohn.
"We towillmake
exploittheourexhibitors
productions in order
understand that we are giving real worth
the Al St. John Two-Reelers
Warner for their money."
of theAmerican
one the
T WARNER
ALBER
, who , have
Brothers
and Canadian rights on Selig's big
Hirsh SelU
Territory
on "Blind
Nathan
Hirsh,
president
of the Love."
Aywon
City,"
"The toLostclose
animalLosserial,
Pacific
the recently
ou left
Angeles
for
Film
Corp.,
handling
Gerald
F.
Bacon's
his brother
wentproducti
him the
With ng
territory.
Coast who
' Jack,
six-reel production, "Blind Love," starring
on of Lucy
is supervisi
Cotton, with George Le Guere in
the Al St. John comedies, heretofore re- chief support, has sold the Chicago terrileased by Famous Players-Lasky Company,
tory on this production.

Burston Summarizes Sales
on His Two Latest Serials
TON reports that the folBURS
S
LOUI
lowing territory has been disposed of
on his two latest serials: "The Hawk's
Trail," featuring King Baggott, to Special
Features, Knoxville, for Georgia, Florida,
Alabama and Tennessee; to Sun Films, Los
Angeles, for Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, California, Arizona and Nevada,
and to Twentieth Century Film Company,
Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and
southern New Jersey.
Canadian rights have been sold to Regal
Film Ltd., of Toronto, and Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia to the Reliance Film Exchange,
Washington.
"Mystery of 13" has been sold to K. & R.
Yes, She Flies Higher Than a Bubble Can

' 'Bubbles' Is for Joy," Says Pioneer,

MOVING

Does Mary Anderson in Pioneer's "Bubbles."

"The Yawn Is for Politeness," Says Mary.
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Chicago

culties. He stated that the business manaof the operators'
unionlikedid the
not business
like him
and gerthat
he did not
manager, and told of what he was accomA. A. A. plishing as business manager of the
Harry Koffman then took the floor and
announced that he had just been advised
by telephone that Thomas Reynolds and
Tom Maloy, president and business manager, respectively, of Local 110, were an.xious
to appear at the meeting and give their
side of the question. Mr. Koffman made a
motion that this be done. The motion was
seconded by several of those present.
Situation Not Clear to Jones.
At this point Aaron J. Jones took the
floor and announced that he had just returned from New York. While there he
had heard about the pending differences;
but it was not clear to him just what they
were until after he had arrived. He stated
that he had taken it upon himself, imtnediately after his arrival, to call Business
Manager Maloy on the phone and invite
him to his office. Mr. Maloy agreed.
Mr. Jones then said he had taken it upon
himself to suggest to Mr. Maloy that a
committee of five members of the .\. A. A.
should meet a committee of six members
of the Union at his office, at 3 p. m., Thursday afternoon, Fel)ruary 26, for the purpose
of arbitrating existing differences so as to
permit business to go on uninterruptedly.
Mr. Maloy had accepted the offer, he said.
After considerable discussion, in which
several exhibitors took part, it was unanimously decided to have the two committees
meet Thursday afternoon, at the hour
named, at Mr. Jones' office, in the Rialto
building. •
On the exhibitors' committee were Aaron
J. Jones, Joseph Trinz, Maurice Choynsky,
Harold Hill and Sam Atkinson. Repre-

Operators End In Permanent Arbitration
IN accordance with my night dispatch of
Thursday's chief features in the strife
were the rehiring of all the discharged movMonday,'
February
23,
a
notice
was
ing picture operators by Business Agent
handed every moving picture operator
working in Chicago theatres, either at the Maloy, who ordered them to report for
work,
at the respective theatres where they
matinee or night show, to the effect that
their services would no longer be required were formerly employed, Monday, March 1.
It was also given out that President
after Sunday, February 29. This notice
read in part:
Thomas
J. Reynolds of the operators' union
We are compelled to do this because of the and Business Manager Maloy would leave
fact that the organization to which you be- on the Twentieth Century for New York
long is very unfair in their treatment of the City to consult with Charles C. Shay,
theatres in general.
president of the I. A. T. S. E. M. P. O.,
Their demands to the theatres to employ
of the United States and Canada, as he had
men who are not needed, just so that some
taken the matter out of their hands.
unemployed men in your organization may
International Boycott Threatened.
be
paid,
regardless
of
the
theatres'
need
of
them, is unwarranted.
This new turn in the determination of
The theatres of the city of Chicago have
issue was due to the disclosure that if
unanimously decided that this method of the
certain film concerns refused to furnish
procedure cannot continue. We, however, are films
to independent theatres in Chicago,
willing to continue employing you provided
which would refuse to be governed by the
we can get a fair adjustment from members
ultimatum
of the A. A. A., an international
of your organization other than your present business agents.
boycott against the product of such film
There is no personal feeling in giving you
this notice, as every exhibitor in the city of concerns would be made, both in the United
Chicago is doing the same thing at the same States and Canada, from the New York
time.
office of the operators' organization.
It was also understood that after Sunday, events
Another
of Thursday's
was important
a meeting feature
of exhibitors
and film
February 29, Chicago film exchanges would exchange
managers,
called
at
Corinthian
refuse to book any films in Chicago or in
Hall, Masonic
at 11 o'clock
a. m.
that part of Cook County served by Chicago Attorney
Lewis Temple,
F. Jaccbson,
of the Allied
exchanges.
Amusements Association, was chairman
Business Manager Maloy, 'ji Chicago
about 230 persons were present.
Local 110, I. A. T. S. E., countered this by andMaurice
Choynsky, president of the A.
threatening injunctions on all film com- A. A., made a statement as to the issues
panies whose exchanges refused to deliver involved. citing differences that have
films to theatres that were open after Sun- existed in the past up to the present disday, February 29. He also stated that a
pute. He was followed by Sam Atkinson,
boycott would be established in New York
and business manager of the
City on such companies, which would pre- vice-president
vent their film from being used in picture A. A. A., who explained the present diffitheatres throughout the United States and
Canada.
New Agreement Demanded.
Business Manager Atkinson of the A. A.
A. demanded for the A. A. A. that a new
arbitration agreement must be drawn up
and agreed to before the theatres would
reopen. This agreement would include the
following provisos:
That theatre owners will not employ extra
operators unless needed.
That the present business heads of the
union shall be removed from office and more
reasonable men appointed to succeed them.
The suspension of stink bomb throwing in
picture theatres.
The attempt of the union to control the
screen
the censorship, of . advertising matter mustby cease.
Business Agent Maloy, on behalf of the
union, denied all the charges made and
denied that the union was responsible for
the present situation.
On Wednesday, February 25, it looked r.s
if matters were a little more promising,
notwithstanding the fact that Business
Manager Atkinson of the A. A. A. and
Business Manager Maloy of the union had
declared they would have no further dealings with each other and that the fight
would be to a finish. Indeed, if the wordy
clashes in which both these officials engaged in the daily press had been omitted,
the situation would have been considerably
Yep, It's All Too Plain: The Coppers Are Closing In.
Margarita Fisher seems to be hemmed in in her American production,
relived, so far as the chances of the adjustment of differences were concerned.
"The Dangerous Talent."
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senting the operators were Thomas J
Reynolds, Tom E. Maloy, Dick Green, international vice-president; Hal. Johnstone,
secretary and treasurer, and F. H. Clifford
and Sig Kaufman, members of the union.
Meeting Adjourned Till Friday.
The meeting was then adjourned until
Friday morning, in the same hall. The
arbitration committees, previously referred
to, met in the private offices of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer at the appointed hour,
Thursday afternoon. In brief, the articles
of agreement entered into at the meeting
are as follows:
In the class of the de luxe theatres,
called so by the union and including the
Riviera, Pantheon, Howard, Central Park,
Crystal and the Broadway Strand, which
use electrical appliances for electrical
effects, separate from spotlight and moving
picture machines, two men shall be used
for matinees and two for the night shift,
making four in all daily. In theatres where
the separate electrical effects are not used
at matinees, but only at night, the extra
operator must have the same pay as the
regular night operator. Where separate
electrical effects are used at matinees an
extra man must be employed at the same
weekly pay as the matinee operator.
The agreement also provides that in the
future the union shall not arbitrarily pull
off any man from his work in a theatre
and that all grievances from either side
must be submitted to a board of arbitration,
comprised of the officers of the A. A. A.
and the president and business agent of the
union; also that a meeting of this arbitration board shall be held on Friday, every
week, for the purpose of adjusting any
grievances or differences that may arise.
These articles of agreement are in writing
and are signed by all the members of the
arbitration committees.
Thanks Exchange Managers.
At thian
Friday
morning's
meeting
in CorinHall, Masonic
Temple,
a rousing
vote
of thanks was given the film exchange
managers for their loyal co-operation with
the A. A. A. in the trouble just happily
ended. Joseph Friedman, president of the
Chicago F. I. L. M. Association, thanked
the meeting on behalf of his colleagues and
assured exhibitors that any honest cause
would receive the support of the exchange
managers.
In response to a call, Nathan Ascher
claimed that the fight was a victory for the
A. A. A. and that the result could only
have been accomplished by the film exchanges standing in with the exhibitors.
He asserted that there are as many owners
of theatres of small size, who are not members of the A. A. A., as there are owners
of theatres who are members of the organization. Mr. Ascher expressed the
opinion that if theatres had closed down
in the threatened lockout of operators, the
fight could not have been possibly won, as
all the non-member theatres might have remained open; but that the co-operation of
the film exchanges in refusing to book any
films in Chicago, beginning Monday, March
1, would have made it imperative for all
to close.
The writer holds that Aaron J. Jones
deserves the hearty thanks of exhibitors
and film exchange men in Chicago for his
timely and successful plan of settling a
serious dispute. His fine business acumen
and prompt action delivered Chicago picture theatre owners and film exchanges and
the business generally from what might
easily have become a catastrophe.
Abe Stem in Chicago.
Abe Stern, vice-president and eastern
manager of the Century Comedy Company,
came into Chicago from New York last
week to meet Mrs. Stern, who arrived from
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were run off Mr. Mountain was so pleased
that he invited Lieut. Locklear and Col.
Pickens, also Harry Rice and everyone concerned in the production of "The Great Air
Robbery"
to York
attend City,
the atcoming
airplane
show
in New
his expense.
When seen last week, Lieut Locklear
stated that he was infatuated with moving
picture work and that he has made more
real friends and has had greater happiness
than field.
he ever dreamed of since entering
this
He appeared to be well satisfied that his
future is assured in the moving picture business and he has fully made up his mind
to remain in it. When he makes his next
appearance on the screen he promises to
surpass his feats in "The Great Air Robbery" by still
that have
nevermore
beforedaring
been exploits,
attemptedsomeby
any other flyer.
Aurora's Beautiful Rialto
Was Opened on February 23

Los Angeles, after a stay of six months at
Universal City. They will spend several
weeks at French Lick Springs, Ind. Mr.
Stern stated that the Century Comedy
Company has practically monopolized the
"lion comedy" production field. His company is now preparing elaborate comedies,
in which from fifteen to twenty well-trained
lions are used in each picture. He drew
special attention to the Mrs. Joe Martin
comedies.
E. H. Goldstein, general sales manager of
Universal exchanges, who is making a trip
through the central west, arrived in Chicago
Friday, February 27. The object of Mr.
Goldstein's
present tour
is to territory
get all thein
exchange managers
in this
readiness for Priscilla Dean's next production, "The Virgin of Stamboul."
"The Greatest Question" at Randolph.
D. W.suchGriffith's
"The Greatest
Question,"
with
big favorites
as Lillian
Gish,
Robert Harron and George Fawcett in the
cast, was a big drawing card all Through
the week of Sunday, February 22, at the
Randolph Theatre. It was supplemented
by "A Twilight Baby," an entertaining
comedy by Henry Lehrman.
The same bill has been retained for another week.
Lieutenant Locklear Says He
Is in Love with Picture Work

acLOCKLEAR,
LfEUT. ORMER
companied by his manager.
Col. William Pickens, was in Chicago all last
week, attracting the attention of thousands
by his thrilling air feats, by way of advertising the first week's run of "The Great Air
Robbery"needless
at theto Bandbox
almost
state that Theatre.
this house Ithasis
been showing to "turn away" business daily.
Harry Rice, Universal's Chicago publicity
manager, accompanied by the "Daredevil
of the Skies," went over to the Congress
Hotel one day during the week to make a
call on William Mountain, vice-president
and general manager of the Curtis Airplane
Company. Harry had a moving picture
machine under one arm and a film copy of
"The Great Air Robbery" under the other
as he met the Curtis magnate, and arrangements were made for a private showing of
Locklear's
great
picture
in the
hotel. who
Among the
guests
of Mr.
Mountain,
viewed the picture, were Eddie Rickcnbacker,alted"Ace
Aces."
the Grand
ExRuler ofof the
Elks.and After
the films

of the, most
events ofin one
its
was the scene
ILL.,memorable
AURORA
history on Monday evening, February 23. This was the opening of the Rialto,
a beautiful modern picture theatre seating
1,400 persons. This house was built by
the Thielen-Rubens-Burford organization,
which controls all the moving picture
houses in Aurora, Elgin and Joliet.
The Rialto can boast of chaste archibeauty and all
improvementstectural
that conduce
to modern
the comfort
and
safety of its patrons. The lighting and
heating systems, safety exits, ventilation,
etc., were pronounced excellent by the first
nighters. Over $100,000 was spent in the
completed structure.
The opening night drew quite a gathering
from a number of the leading Chicago exchange?. Among these visitors were Ben
W. Beadell, manager, Eddie Silverman,
assistant manager, and A. Steinberg, publicity representative, of Select's Chicago
office; Manager
of Realart's
Chicago
office; PaulWillard,
Bush, manager
of the
Republic Exchange; Maurice Heilman,
representing Universal; Frank J. Flaherty,
manager Unity
Jack O'Toole,
manager
UnitedPhotoplays;
Picture Theatres,
Inc.;
Floyd Brockell, manager Greater Stars
Productions; Mr. Goldman, manager
American Film Co.; Percy Havill, Chicago
salesman for Robertson-Cole, etc.
The occasion also brought out all the
notables of Aurora and the surrounding
country. The program was well chosen
and offered fine opportunities to the well
equipped
which has eight pieces
and
a fine orchestra,
organ,
A beautiful array of floral offerings was
banked on the stage, the gifts for the occasion of Chicago exchange men and
friends in Aurora, Joliet and Elgin.
After the show a banquet was given in
the Aurora Hotel at 10:30 p. m., the guests
including many prominent people of the
home city, as well as the large Chicago
contingent. Speeches and music were in
order while the festivities lasted.
Request Brief History of
"Dad" Comerford's Career

Comerford,
I have
reques
"Dad"to
of ted
tedy been
CE a the
SINgive
brieflamen
histor
ofdeath
his career by
an unknown friend, who furnished the particulars which are given here, and which
will be. preserved and treasured by his many
friends
Mr, Comerford was born in New York
City and made his first appearance in stock
at the Bowery Theatre, at an early age.
Later, he was as.=ociated with the Harry
Miner Enterprises.
In 1888 he married Miss Maysil, well
known in the profession as leading woman
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and ingenue. Together they toured the
country with Harry Miner's "Zitka" Company, J.Z. Little's "World," Edwin Arden's
"Eagle's
and came
Barred
etc.where
Mr.
ComerfordNest"
finally
to Out,"
Chicago,
for a number of years he was manager of
Rowland
& Clifford's
Mr. Comerford
made various
his first enterprises.
appearance
in moving pictures, in the early days, with
the Selig Polyscope Company. Then he
joined the Essanay forces, and with that
organization did his best work. He will be
recalled for his fine character portrayals in
"Graustark" and "Thirteen - Down," with
Francis X. Bushm.an; "The Sting of Vic-
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tory," with Henry B. Walthall, and the
archbishop to Viola Allen's "White Sister."
He was the star in "At the Foot of the
Hills" and "A Failure at Fifty," and he
was
Judgeetc. in the "Mystery of Mary
Page"theserial,
It will be remembered that Mr. Comerford secured the prize as the most popular
old man of the screen, in the contest held
several years ago, which was conducted for
the most popular screen stars.
He is survived by his wife and two
daughters. Sister Mary Vera, B.V.M., and
Maizie Ysobel. Frances Mercedes, a third
daughter, passed away three years ago.

Around

Chicago Picture Theatres
By Mary Kelly
of sand conveyed the idea of the desert.
Gold Not to Be Outclassed by
For two days previous an advertising
scheme was effected with an adjacent music
Picture Theatres in the Loop
shop whereby a Victrola was procured and
s of the outlying theatre used on the Gold stage to play one of
problemning
THEin maintai
ality
its individu
and Farrar's records for inciting interest in the
in keeping itself above the drowning operatic-cinema star.
waters of competition were touched on rePatrons Is Best Press Agent.
cently by Glen E. McDorman, manager of
Manager McDorman believes thoroughly
the Gold. This motion picture theatre, with
a seating capacity of nearly 1,000, is located
in the "better pictures, better business"
on Roosevelt road in West Chicago, forty- foundation for success.
five minutes from State street, and is con"Publicity is great," he admitted, "but our
trolled by Samuel Abrahams, proprietor patrons make the best press agents. If a
also of the Waverly on South Halsted.
picture is all that it should be, the firstHaving obtained protection by contracts nighters are going to tell the world about
with the film exchanges, the Gold receives
the first-run privilege on all pictures shown
A large percentage of Gold patrons consist of children, in fact there were so many
in its district, and endeavors to procure
them as soon after their exhibition in the of these juvenile fans that it was necessary
to start the daily matinee plan to take care
"loop" as possible. The type of photoplay
which they aim to display can be judged of them. This leaves the evening presenfrom the two features which were shown
tation almost exclusively for adults, although children are not barred. On one or
during the first and second half of the
week of February 23. These were, respecttwo occasions, Mr. McDorman has coit." operated with the schools in soliciting
"The Sagebrusher,"
Benjamin
Hamptonively,production
released athrough
W. patrons. Thus on Lincoln's Birthday he
K. Hodkinson, and "Flame of the Desert," distributed hundreds of souvenir cards with
produced by Goldwyn and starring Gerpicture
and face
short
biography
aldine Farrar. Both of these are highly aAbe"
on the
of the
card andof a"Honest
reprodramatic features selected with special
duction
of
Mabel
Normand
in
"Pinto"
regard for the preferences of Gold patrons. showing at the Gold on the back of it. Theas
For the last mentioned a special lobby experiment proved profitable.
display was arranged. The box office was
An up-to-date lighting device in the projection room is a further means of placing
draped in red and gold to suggest the
this
theatre on a par with the more metro"flame" while rows of palms and stretches

How's This for an Ad— " 'Knockout' Boots Are Best for Rough Stuff."
serial, "The Whirlwind,
here in Allgood's
boots
Charles Hutchison displays
by Republic.
distributed
will be
which said

politan ones. This arrangement provides
for direct electrical currents instead of the
customary alternating currents and in this
way produces a brilliant white light on the
screen, which is far superior to the dim,
yellow light noticeable in most of the
smaller houses. This necessitated an investment of some $2,000, but is bringing
paying results.

"Community

Policy May Not

Always Be Best," Corrigan
CATER to your neighborhood if it has
good
taste,Thomas
otherwise
don't," advises
Manager
J. Corrigan
of the
Marshall Square Theatre, one of the six
owned by the Marshfield Amusement Company. "The community policy may not albe themeet
best,"
continued,
it may waysnot
withhe the
approval "because
of your
visitors from other sections of the city, and
from other cities. If your nearest patrons
prefer Western thrillers to society drama,
and you plan your bookings accordingly,
you may please that particular group but
you have reckoned without your host from
Mr. Corrigan is especially fitted to voice
elsewhere."
his
opinion on this subject because of the
location of the Marshall Square, which is
on Marshall Boulevard, one of the popular
auto thoroughfares in Chicago. Much of
the patronage consists of motorists and
tourists who, attracted by the good-looking
exterior of this theatre and still more by
the standard of films indicated by the outside posters, are frequently tempted to stop
and linger. And they constitute so imortant a part
the Marshall
Square'sto
clientele pthat
Mr. ofCorrigan
cannot afford
overlook them.
"Specials are our specialty," he said. "We
make every effort to run as many 'supers'
as
possible."
and this.
a glimpse
into the
his week
bookingof
dates
confirms
During
February 23 two big productions v/ere
shown, including Bert Lytell in "The Right
of
Way," aa Metro
feature, and
"Dangerousby
Hours,"
Paramount,
supervised
Thomas Ince. Near in the future others of
as "Mary's
merit such both
equal orandsuperior
Ankle"
"The Copperhead,"
Paramount, will be exhibited. Of these pending
attractions the spectator is never left in
ignorance, for there are several tantalizing
"trailers" shown at each presentation.
The Marshall Square with a seating capacity of 1,620 is the largest motion picture
theatre on the Southwest side. It is comfortable, well ventilated, has a spacious
lobby and an excellent arrangement of
organ selections proseats. videdAppropriate
the accompaniment for the pictures
oran eight-piece
and theatre
daytime,This
during the
chestra at night.
belongs to
the Marshfield Amusement Company, which
not only controls several houses but owns
such corporaall of them. Unlike other
tions each Marshfield house is advertised
effort to boost the theatre essingly in an
sentially rather than the company. The
erection of four more houses, each to have
a seating capacity of at least 3,000, is now
being planned by the owners.

Secretary Hugo's Life Filmed.
given to SecAt the dinner which will be Hugo
at the
retary of State Francis M.
Hotel Commodore, New York City, on
March 18, a motion picture will be shown
g Mr. Hugo's life from the time
depictin
he served as a purser on steamboats plyriver up to and inSt. hisLawrence
ing the cluding
present term as secretary of
state. During the last week a New York
cameraman visited Mr. Hugo's home town,
Watertown, as well as Cornell University
Mr. Hugo graduated.
at Ithaca, from whichwere
also taken in and
A number of scenes
around the State Capitol.
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Philadelphia Paragraphs
C'onuiiittee ChangeH.
AT a meeting held last week by the Motion Picture branch of the Chamber of
Commerce, as the newly organized exchange
men's association
Bob
Lynch,
chairman of istheofficially
grievanceknown,
committee,
accepted the resignation of George Bennethum to provide for a member of the Excommittee. hibitors' League to serve in the grievance
Poster Figrht Slill On.
The poster situation in the past few days
has remained unchanged. The attempt of
the exchanges to compel the exhibitors to
purchase posters direct from the exchanges
and their refusal to supply them with mounted paper, has provoked a storm of criticisms
from the theatre men in this city.
Phlladelphin Hns Clean FilmN.
More than 150 prominent Philadelphians
who enlisted under the Inter-Church Federation of Philadelphia recently in a city wide
campaign for clean moving pictures, reported
upon the whole the moving picture film displayed in this city are free from objectionable features. Complaints against several
poster* outside some theatres were made,
stating that they verged upon the Immoral.
Mrs. William S. Ashbrook, chairman of the
Social Purity Committee, directed the campaign.
Exhibitors Elect Oflicera.
At a meeting held last week at the Exhibitors' League
Philadelphia,
the for
following members
wereof elected
to offices
the
current year. Albert J. Fischer, president;
Samuel B. Blatt, first vice-president; J. S.
Evans, second vice-president; Chas. H. Goodwin, recording secretary; David Starkman,
financial
secretary and solicitor; Harry
Green, treasurer.
Sic 'Em. Dill!
Bill Wilson, manager of the Imperial Theatre in West Philadelphia, Is putting the house
on the theatre map with his up-to-date management and novel advertising stunts.
From Ground Up.
M. E. Comerford has purchased ground on
Wyoming
avenue,of Scranton,
opposite Poll's,
for the erection
a new theatre.
Buffalo Bulletins
lluffalo'Ii He Tliere.
AN unusually large delegation of Buffalo
exhibitors and exchange men will attend the state convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
J. H.
Michael,
managerLeague,
of theaccording
Victoria toTheatre
and chairman of the Executive Committee.
The delegation will leave Buffalo Monday
night, March 8, for Utica. Among the prominent local film men who will represent the
Queen City of the Lakes will be Harold B.
Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome; E. O. Weinberg-, Strand; Ira M. Mosher, Palace, president
of the Buffalo Theatrical Managers'
Association; J. H. Michael, Victoria and Regent;
Bruce Fowler, Elmwood; Elmer C. Winegar,
Central Park and Premier; L. S. Moritz,
Famous Players-Lasky ; Frank S. Hopkins,
Universal; P. H. Smith, First National; Archie
Moses, Select; Henry E, Wilkinson, Realart;
J. H. Greenwald, Fox; Henry W. Kahn,
Metro; J. E. Kimberly, Republic; Eddie
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Hayes. Robertson-Cole; Hub Taylor, Triangle;
J. C. Lawlor, Hallmark; George Hall, Maxine
and Capitol, and Joseph Schuchert, theatrical
promoter.
00 Per Cent. Simplex.
Al Becker, manager of Ihe Becker Theatre
Supply Company, announces that Buffalo
filmdom is approximately 90 per cent. Simplex
equipped. Mr. Becker has closed contracts
to furnish all of the new theatres now being
built with Simplex machines, including the
Capitol, Avenue
Rivoli, Theatre,
Shea's and
Metropolitan,
Hertel
two new new
machines
recently
installed
in
Shea's private
Hippodrome. Mr. Becker is busy resenting
film programs in the local hotels for various
Buffalo organizations.
Elks Aid Maimed Soldiers.
Saturday evening, March 6, the local lodge
of Elks presented "The Way Back," produced by the National Elks War Relief Commission. The receipts went to the fund to
aid maimed American soldiers. Henry C.
Price was chairman of the arrangement
committee. The affair was largely attended.
Claire Whitney has the leading feminine
role in the film play.
HncFarlane in BulTalo.
William MacFarlane, manager of the
Liberty Theatre, Canadaigua, N. Y., was in
Buffalo the week of February 29, visiting
Buffalo exchanges. Mr. MacFarlane had been
confined to his home for several weeks with
throat trouble and this was his first trip
to Buffalo in many moons.
Majestic, L'tiea, Sold.
According
to "Andy"
Sharick,Theatre,
local Select
exploitation man,
the Majestic
Utica,
owned by the Empire Theatre Corporation of
Syracuse, has been sold, and the manager,
Al Hogan, will go to the Syracuse to guide
the policies of the Top Theatre, now operated by the same company and managed
by T. Li. Hogan, Al's brother. It is reported
that "T.
is going into a new line of business thisL."spring.
Back From Atlantic.
Ned Kornblite, manager of the Star Theatre, Binghamton, N. Y., and his wife, have
returnedMr.fromKornblite
a week's iavacation
in Atlantic
City.
president
of the
Symphony
Amusement
Company
of Binghamton.
Buys Tonananda Site.
The recent sale to the General Theatres
Corporation of 140 feet front on Main street.
North Tonawanda, discloses a deal that will
call for the building of a large theatre in
this town. Plans have been made for the
expenditure of $150,000 in connection with
the building
a business
and theatre building.ofHarry
G. Ess, block
Al Becker
and
Harry Marsey are among the officers of, the
corporation.
News Briefs.
Al Lichtman, of Famous Players-Lasky,
was a Buffalo visitor Wednesday and ThursFebruaryof25-26.
Moeday,Mark,
the Strand, New York, was
in Buffalo for a conference the week of
February 23.
The Jazz band has been discontinued at
Shea's Hippodrome and the personnel of the
big symphony
orchestra
change
is a welcome
one. augmented. The
It is expected that the Capitol being built
in the South Park district by George Hall
and George Haney, present owners of the
Maxine, will be open early this spring.
News of Real Folks!
3 Pages Plus!
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Ward a Theatre Man.
JACK V.ager WARD,
formerly
of the Moose
Jaw advertising
News, and manmore
recently manager of the Allen Theatre at
Regina, Sask., has been appointed manager
of the Gaiety Theatre, Winnipeg. Manitoba,
in succession to Mr. McCullough, who has
taken a position in eastern Canada. While In
Moose Jaw, Mr. Ward organized the Moose
Jaw Advertising Club and was also prominent in amateur theatricals, being a member
of the Garrick Players. The Gaiety is onfr
of the Allen houses in Winnipeg.
Paramount Builds.
The ciated
Paramount
TheatrePlayers
Interests,
assowith the Famous
Canadian
Corporation, have decided to erect a large
new moving picture theatre at Danforth and
Pape
avenues,
the Toronto,
rapidly growing
Bastern
sectionin of
Ontario.NorthThi»
house will have a seating capacity of 2,000,
and will be ready for use next October. It 1»
promised.
Jule and J. J. Allen opened a fine Allen
theatre on Danforth avenue, not far from
the site of the new Paramount house, last
.\ugust,
the start. and it proved a great success fron»
Robson to Australia.
Frank Robson. for many years manager of
the Yorksigned toTheatre,
has rereturn toToronto,
his homeOntario,
in Melbourne,
.\ustralia. Before his departure Mr. Robsott
was tendered a farewell banquet at the St.
Charles Hotel by the moving picture men of
Toronto. In behalf of the Toronto exchange
managers and others, Mr. Claire Hague,
presidept and general manager of the Canadian Universal, who officiated as chairman,
p-esented
Mr. Robson with a handsome gold
watch.
Practically all local exchanges, many of
the exhibitors, the exhibitors' association of
Ontario, the Toronto Moving Picture Operthe musicians,
newspapers
others ators'
wereUnion,represented
at the
dinner. and
Under the direction of Mr. Robson, the
York Theatre has been one of the most substantial amusement enterprises in Toronto.
For several years he followed the policy of
changing his entire program every day in
the week because of the transient nature of
the patronage. It was only quite recently
that Robson abandoned this policy.
Detroit Doings
.Miles Gets Theatre Bark.
THEyearsMUes
ago Theatre,
by CharlesDetroit,
H. Miles,built
and tenof
which he relinquished control eight years
ago again will come under his management
.\pril 1. On February 24 Mr. Miles obtained
the lease on the theatre, bidding |500,00O
more than the next highest bidder. After
building the Miles Theatre, Mr. Miles managed it for two years and then organized
the Miles-Detroit Theatre Company. He
sold 50 per cent, of the stock, retaining the
balance, later disposing of all his stock.
Mr. Miles now operates the Orpheum, Regent and Majestic theatres in Detroit, and 1»
planning the erection of a new theatre at
Grand River and Roosevelt avenues to seat
1.800. The Miles and Grand theatres In
Cleveland are also a part of the Charles H.
Miles circuit.
G<M>d Pletures .Made Money.
Colonel W. S. Butterfleld, of the Butter-
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field Enterprises, operating extensively
through Michigan, says this is the best year
his theatres have ever had, and he attributes
•considerable of this prosperity to the quality
of special productions that he has been showing. Edward Beatty, booking manager for
the Butterfield Circuit, will have a Detroit
-office March 1 at 607 Film Building.
Burns Goes to Jacksonville.
Frank H. Burns, for the past niri* months
assistant manager of the Majestic Theatre,
Detroit, has resigned to accept the management of one of the S. A. Lynch theatres in
Jacksonville, Florida.
Exhibitors Prospering.
M. L. Livingstone, supervisor of branch of•flces for the United Theatre Equipment Corporation, stopped off in Detroit recently en
route home after making a trip through
the west. He said he found exhibitors
everywhere recovering from the "flue" and
cold weather and that business was graduits judging
normal basis.
"The bestof
way ally
we resuming
have of
the prosperity
the exhibitor Is the way in which he is buying our theatre equipment, demanding the
•very best and ordering in larger quantities
than ever before," said Mr. Livingstone. "We
are
sellinggenerators,
more Power's
more
Hallberg
more machines,
Minsua screens
and more of everything than ever before."
Chamas Has the Pep.
Harry Charnas, president of the Standard
Film Service, was here recently. He came
100 per cent, enthused over "The Lost City"
■serial,made.
whichHehestated
says while
is the here
greatest
«ver
that itserial
was
going over tremendously in Ohio.
Talte Over Holland Tlieatre.
iFitzpatrick & McElroy, who already operate in about ten Michigan towns, have taken
over the Knickerbocker Theatre in Holland,
Mich.,
modeled.and are now having it enlarged and reMinneapolis Musings
Gilretli Buys Fotopla.
AGILRETH, manager of the Fotopla
• Theatre, Watertown, S. D., has purchased from F. J. Riley & Son, their theatre
at Doland, S. D., it was announced this week.
Mr. Gilreth will take possession of the house
March 1. The firm of F. J. Riley & Son plans
entering the motion picture theatre business again in the northwest soon, according
to the announcement.
Muir Heads New E^xclianges.
Organization of another Independent film
exchange In Minneapolis, to be called the
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, was announced this week. Harry Muir, for the
last two years in charge of the Minneapolis
branch of the Standard Film Corporation,
will head the new company, which will distribute only short reel subjects, including
comedies, scenics and educational features.
The company's first releases, which will
begin March 15, will be a two-reel Alice Howell comedy, one two-reel Billy West comedy
and a single-reel subject entitled "Pointed
Paragraphs."
John sistant
Stokes,
whoyear,
has has
beenbeen
Mr. placed
Muir's temasfor the last
porarily In charge of the Standard Film Corporation office.
West Becomes Advertising Man.
C. R. West, former Minneapolis newspaper
man, has been appointed advertising manager
for the La Crosse Theatres Co., which operates six theatres in La Crosse, Wis., playing
motion pictures, vaudeville and legitimate
drama. Mr. West, who was formerly city
editor of the Minneapolis Daily Tribune, Is
known to thousands of newspapermen and
motion picture fans throughout the northwest asthe
"HI."
For several
he wrote
most of
reviews
on playsyears,
in Minneapolis
theatres for the Tribune. Last September he
went to Dallas, Tex., to join the publicity
and exploitation staff of the Southern Enterprises, which position he resigned to take up
his new work.
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Pittsburgh Points
Millvale Grand Opens.
THE
Grand
Millvale, Amusement
owned by
the WesternTheatre,
Pennsylvania
Company, was formally opened Tuesday
night, February 24, the attraction being
Douglas Fairbanks in "When the Clouds Roll
The Grand is an exceptionally fine house
of 650 capacity and the decorations are beautiful. The projection equipment includes
Powers 6B machines. An organ is used for
music. L. J. Bender, of Millvale, is resident
manager.
By."
Oppenbeimer Remodeling'.
Sol Oppenheimer is remodeling his People's Theatre at Tarentum, Pa., and when
the
is finished
"Oppie"
says he
will
have work
one of
the prettiest
theatres
of that
section. While the painting and decorating
is going on a new projection equipment, consisting of Powers 6B machines, latest models,
are being installed by the U. T. B.
Diner Takes Rialto.
Meyer Rothschild has sold his Rialto Theatre, 1600 Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, to P.
Diner, who was formerly in the manufacturing business in New York. The new owner
is remodeling the entire house and says he
intends to give the film fans of his district
the best photoplays he can secure.
Some Monopoly.
Homestead, Pa., is to have another large
theatre, according to John Stahl, the movie
king of the town, who owns every theatre
there, five in number. The corporation of which
he is the head has purchased the lot adjoining the Grand Theatre, 30x100 feet in size,
which will be used to enlarge that house to
a seating capacity of 1,500. Mr. Stahl is undecided as to whether the improvement will
be made the coming summer or deferred to
next year. When completed the enlarged
Grand will be used as a vaudeville and picture house and will be a model theatre in
every respect.
Tri-State in McKees Rooks.
R. B. Webb, of the Tri-State Theatre Corporation, states that his company is having
plans prepared for a large building in McKees Rocks, work on which will be commenced early in the summer. The structure
will be built on a lot 50x250 feet and will
LIVE!
3 Pages Plus— NEWS!

Corinne Griffith.
Attractive star who has just renewed her
contract with Vltagraph.

contain oflSce and storeroom space in addition
to a 1,200-seat theatre. The building will be
three hoodstories
and will cost in the neighborof $150,000.
The Tri-State company now operates the
Liberty and Lyric theatres in McKees Rocks,
and the Lyric, Grand and Majestic in Butler.
The company has options on other theatres
in Western Pennsylvania and it will likely
become a strong chain within the next few
McClelland O. K. Again.
years.
Captain Alfred H. McClelland, well-known
Pittsburgh film man, who has been in bad
health for the past year, and who has been
seriously sick at his home on the North
Side, is rapidly recovering, and expects soon
to be back in his old hounts among the film
men and exhibitors.
K. &> K. Changes Hands.
The K. & K. Theatre, Carson street. South
Side, Pittsburgh, has changed hands, the
new owner being Mr. Paulson, of Braddock,
who took charge February 9. The house has
been newly painted and renovated and presents a handsome appearance.
Jack Gets Better Half.
Jack Grier, manager of the Diamond Film
Co., Pittsburgh, was married Saturday evening, February 21, to Miss Clara L. Knowles
at Cincinnati, Ohio. The happy couple are
spending their honeymoon at Atlantic City.
"Wilt" Thou Accompany Me?
The Wilt Brothers, who own the Wilt Theatre, Ligonier, Pa., are prominent in the
town's band. R. A. Wilt plays the cornet and
H. G. Wilt the traps and drums.
Joseph Sherman Dies.
Mayer Sherman, of the Liberty Flm Renting Co., Pittsburgh, and the Silverman
Brothers, of the Strand Theatre, Altoona,
Pa., have the sympathy of their many friends
in the loss of their father, Joseph Silverman,
who died last Sunday.
Salt Lake Summaries
Printers' Ink for Kenneth.
KENNETH tativeM'GAFFEY,
personalwasrepresenfor Mary Pickford,
a Salt
Lake visitor this week. He is touring the
country in the interests of Miss Pickford
and arranging
for campaigns
tions to ascertain
what sort inof various
stories secthe
public wishes "America's Sweetheart" to apThe pear campaign
for the Utah and Idaho terin. will be conducted
ritory
through the columns
of the Deseret Evening News.
Robinson Elngaged.
Carlisle Robinson, personal representative
for Douglas Fairbanks, was in the city this
week on business connected with the Fairbanks company. He met with local exhibitors and the moving picture editors of the
several newspapers.
Mr. Robinson admitted his engagement to
marry Miss Maurie Newell, a Salt Lake girl
who is playing in motion pictures. Miss
Newell is the daughter of Mrs. S. P. May, of
this city, Academy.
and she wasSheeducated
Mary's
Catholic
has beenat St.
connected
with the Universal and Christie Film companies.Swanson Buys National Franchise.
W. H. Swanson, president of the Swanson
Theatre Circuit, which operates the American, chased
Gem theand
Theatres,of has
purfirstStrand
run franchise
the just
National
Picture Theatres, Inc., for the local territory
taking in Utah and Idaho. Mr. Swanson
thereby becomes a director of the company,in
which is a Selznick enterprise organized
the interest of exhibitors.
promises some producThe new company
tions of more than ordinary merit and these
will be exhibited at the Swanson theatres in
the
a Wife,"
this city.
company,
the new
by "Just
out of
pictureTheputprint
first
yet
not
Is
It
city.
just arrived in this
has
released.
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Cleveland Conversations

SpiUnLan Theatre Coming.
newest theatre to be projected for
Cleveland is a vaudeville and film playhouse to be located at 11914 Kinsman road.
Its name will be the Spillman Theatre.
The owner and builder is Jacob Spillman,
and he also will manage the house. The
building will be of concrete construction,
and will cost, it is estimated, $100,000. It
will have stores and living suites and the
theatre portion will accommodate 1,200 persons.
The house is scheduled to open in the
summer.
Cleveland now has a Stillman Theatre,
operated by Marcus Loew. But this one
will be the Spillman.
Con'rentlon Sees "Deliverance."
The thousands of teachers attending the
National Educational Association convention
in Cleveland had an opportunity of seeing
the
whichto stars
Helenphotoplay
Keller, and"Deliverance"
as they return
their
respective
homes,
there
Isn't
any
doubt
but
what the production will be given wonderful
word of mouth advertising.
The picture was shown at the Strand
Theatre and made a very good impression
on the public because of its novelty and
the fact that the director made a good
drama of the life of this famous woman,
paralleling it with the life of another blind
child whose parents did not give her the
opportunities to educate herself as in the
case of Miss Keller.
Pantages In Cleveland .
It was reported in Cleveland last week
that Alex Pantages, the western vaudeville
man, tureandman ofC. Cleveland
H. Miles, and
vaudeville
Detroit, and
were pic-In
a deal to erect a big theatre in Cleveland.
THE

San Francisco Shots
MARCUS
builder,
whose LOEW,
activitiesmaster
have theatre
been extended
to the Pacific Coast as an exhibitor and producer, arrived at San Francisco last week to
inspect his local properties and to confer
with Ackerman & Harris, his representatives
and co-workers in this territory. While here
he stated that work on the Metropolitan
Theatre at Market and Taylor streets, a theatre that is to represent an investment of
$2,000,000, will be commenced on May 1 and
that before this house is finished work would
be under way on still another one. Each
of these theatres will have a seating capacity
of about 3.600.
In addition to erecting theatres In this city
Loew's,
is buildingLos houses
Oakland,
Stockton,Inc.,
Sacramento,
AngelesIn and
Long
Beach, with plans under way for invading
still other cities.
New Lease on Hippodrome.
A.
C.
Blumenthal
actinghave
for effected
Loew's,
Inc., and Ackerman && Co.,
Harris,
a deal for a lease on the Hippodrome Theatre on O'Farrell street for a terra of fifteen
years at a gross rental of about $1,000,000.
This theatre was built by G. M. "Bronco
Billy" Anderson and was originally operated
as The Gaiety. Taken over several years ago
by Ackerman & Harris, It became their first
downtown house and formed the nucleus for
the Hippodrome Circuit, which has since
spread over the Coast. Within the next six
months improvements costing in the neighborhood of $50,000 will be made. It is the
plan to continue to operate it under the
present
tures. policy of vaudeville and moving picOrpheum Treasnrer Dead.
Franklin Maurice Leavy, treasurer of the
Orpheum Theatre, and one of the best known
men In the amusement business, passed away
at his home in San Francisco on February
10, following a brief Illness. Mr. Leavy, who
was forty-two years of age, had been connected with the financial department of the
Orpheum for the past eleven years and for
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the past five years had filled the position of
treasurer.
Robert Barton Passe* On.
Robert Barton, of the White Theatre,
Fresno, Cal., Is dead of Influenza. For many
years he was connected with the amusement
business in the San Joaquin Valley and
handled many of the large productions shown
at Fresno.
Civic Workers View FUms.
Miles Brothers, who maintain a studio at
1149% Mission street, San Francisco, gave a
private showing of business and educational
films on the afternoon of February 14 to representatives of various improvement associations. The showing was for the purpose
of illustrating the advantages of using the
screen
licity. as a means of securing desirable pubPabllcity Expert Weds.
W. Harold Wilson, who handles the publicity work of the Kahn & Greenfield Circuit, as well as for other amusement interests, was married during the. past week to
Miss Josephine Martin, a well-known newspaper woman.
Producers Seek San Francisco Scenes.
G. B. Samuelson, a leading producer of
England, arrived at San Francisco recently,
accompanied by several London players, and
is making
the local
waterfront. Withpictures
hlra are along
Miss Madge
Tltheradge,
a stage celebrity; Sydney Blythe. his general
manager
and chief
cameraman;
Basson, associate
manager;
MalcolmWilliam
S. Boylan,
director of publicity; Campbell Gullan and C.
M. Hallard.
Theatre License Fees to Rise.
The Board of Supervisors of San Francisco, Is investigating possible sources of
additional Income and theatre owners are
making preparations to pay higher licenses.
The proposition of doubling all present license fees is being considered, but strenuous
objections are being voiced against such a
drastic advance.
Bids Taken for Theatre Constmction.
Architect A. W. Cornelius, of San Francisco, is taking bids for the erection of a
moving picture house at Richmond, Cal., for
the Turner & Dahnken Circuit. The amount
of the bids will determine whether the theatre will have a seating capacity of 1,600 or
2,000.
Eldlson Theatre Closed.
The Edison Theatre, conducted for years
on Powell street, near Market, under the
management of H. J. Gosllner, has been
closed and the premises are being remodeled
to furnish additional room for a confectionery store. A new site for the theatre has
been secured a few doors away in the same
block and efforts will be made to get this In
readiness for patrons at the earliest possible
date.
Additions to Coliseum Theatre.
S. H. Levin has awarded contracts for additions to the Coliseum Theatre, already one
of
the
San short
Francisco's
houses. largest
Duringof the
period suburban
that the
theatre will be closed patrons will be accommodated at the Lincoln Theatre nearby.
American Photo Player Company Elects.
The annual election of oflficers of the
American Photo Player Company, whose success Is closely linked with that of the moving picture Industry, was held recently at
the headquarters at 109 Golden Gate avenue.
The new officers are: President, H. J. Werner, vice-presidents, R. P. Matthews and A.
L. Abrams, and secretary-treasurer, P. G.
Jacobus, Jr. The past year has been by far
the moat successful on record, both in the
sale of oFtoplayers and Robert-Morton organs. Mrs. Barton to Managre Theatre.
Mrs. Nan Barton, widow of Robert G. Barton, of Fresno, Cal., who died recently, has
been elected president and manager of the
Central California Amusement Company,
which operates the White Theatre. Those
composing the company are S. A. Glesea,
Albert Bettens, the Barton Estate, H. W.
Lake and A. W. Burdlck.
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Atlanta Advices
Consult Atlanta's Mayor.
IN a telegram to the mayor of Balnbrldge,
Ga., Mayor James Key, of Atlanta, stated
that he did not feel it was necessary to
close the'
churches
and schools
because oftheatres,
the Influenza
epidemic,
providing
the buildings
were
well
ventilated.
The
decision of the Atlanta mayor was given after
the Atlanta health authorities had made an
Investigation, deciding that well ventilated
buildings did not add to the spread of the
malady even If crowds did gather therein.
Several mayors of Georgia cities have asked
the advice of Mayor Key in this matter.
Glsh Film In Atlanta.
Dorothy Glsh and other Griffith players
have been In Charleston, S. C, for the past
several days filming various scenes In a new
production,
Majesty." Ralph Selgmann
Is
directing "Her
the production.
New Theatres In the South.
J. G. Whitfield will build a $75,000 theatre
feet.
at Birmingham, Ala., two stories, 60 by 140
Ernest Boehringer, of New Orleans, will
erect a $250,000 theatre at Pensacola, with a
seating capacity of 2,500.
L. D. Joel and others will build a $100,000
moving picture house at Jacksonville, Fla.
Work has been actively resumed on the
new Howard Theatre In Atlanta, one of the
largest and finest motion picture houses In
the South. It will be completed this summer, it Is believed.
W. L. McKenzie, owner of a building foroccupied by the
Montezuma,
Ga., having
Georgianmerly
, a newspaper,
is spending
$10,000
the building entirely remodeled Into an upto-date picture theatre.
Baltimore Brieflets
DayUsht Bill in City ConncIL
AN ordinance has been Introduced In the
to proof Baltimore
Council saving
City
and
law. TheCityWays
vide a daylight
Means Committee of the City Council will
'wlU
which 1.they
meeting MTch
up at aafternoon,
take onIt Monday
A pubhold
lic meeting will be held In order to obtain
the views of business men, merchants and
others Interested by the committee of which
William G. Towers Is chairman.
Schanse's Theatre Sold.
Schanze's Theatre, Pennsylvania and North
avenues, which was built and has been operated by Dr. F. W. Schanze for a number
of years was sold last week to Harry Reddish, who has been managing the playhouse
for Dr. Schanze. Mr. Reddish also manages
the Patterson Theatre In Hlghlandtown. He
Is well known to the film fraternity in
Baltimore. Schanze's Theatre will still be
operated as a high class moving picture
theatre by Mr. Reddish, who has had wide
experience in the moving picture business.
Blechman Buys Picture Garden.
The Picture Garden Theatre, property $1
West Lexington
street,bywhich
been operated under a lease
JosephhasBleachman
for a number of years, was purchased by
him onman Wednesday,
Februarythe25.operating
Mr. Blech-of
Intends to continue
the theatre on a high-class basis as formerly. Thistoproperty
ton street
an alleyextends
In the from
rear Lexingand is
four stories high.
Matthews Buys Govana.
The avenue,
Govans which
Theatre,
York road
slter
measures
26 by and
100 Rosfeet,
has been sold to William F. Matthews by
J. J. Jacobson. Mr. Matthews was formerly
associatederationwith
Cluster Inon theSouth
opof the Benjamin
Liberty Theatre
Broadway.
The Govans is to be slven a
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reneral overhauling and repainting and will
then be reopened to the public.
Baltimore Theatre Sold.
The Baltimore Theatre, 3205-7-9 Fait avenue, which was owned and operated by the
Broadway Amusement Company, of which J.
Louise Rome is the general manager, has
been purchased by the Greater Baltimore
Theatres, Inc., of which Charls Nolte is the
general manager. The purchase price is said
to have been near $10,000. The Broadway
Amusement Company also operates the
Broadway and Arcadia Theatres. The
Greater Baltimore Theatres, Inc., controls
the operation of the Linwood, New Belveing). dere, Aladdin and New Belnord (now buildMay Have to Change Plans,
Unless some arrangement can be made
with the lessees of the old Shriner lot on
which the Marston University School is located, on the northeast corner of North avenue and Charles street, so that they will
give the property before the expiration of
the lease, the construction work on the
new moving picture and vaudeville theatre
in which Marcus Loew is interested, will
have to be put off until that time. The
working plans for the building will be
started very shortly. It is thought.
Takes Lyceum Over May 1.
The attractions which will be put in Albaugh's near
Lyceum
Theatre,
street,
Preston,
will onbe North
decidedCharles
upon
after Frederick C. Schanberger, president of
the James L. Kernan Company, returns from
Florida. This company will take over the
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theatre on May 1, having recently purchased
it.
Personals o( Baltimore.
C. B. Price is now in Baltimore with his
picture, chased
"Log
the U-35,"
which he purfrom theof British
Admiralty.
In"
order
to
loolc
over
this
the National Picture Theatres, territory
Inc., one forof
L.
enterprises,
D. men
F. O'Donnell,
whoJ, isSelznick's
well known
to the film
in Baltimore visited this city during the week of
February 23.
Frederick R. Hellman has now become the
traveling representative of Palmore & Homand and Wallace High and is taking a
trip over the Eastern Shore of Maryland
to sell the pictures they are handling. Mr.
Hellman served with the 110th Machine Gun
Battalion in France during the war and
was released from the army recently.
Hoosier Happenings
AMOTION
picture
theatre,
betweenat
$60,000 and
$75,000,
is toto becosterected
Columbus, Ind., in the near future by Frank
J. Rembusch, widely known Indiana exhibitor, according to an announcement from
Columbus.
Mr. Rembusch has his motion picture theatres incorporated under the name of "The
Rembusch Enterprises." For a number of
years he has owned the Alhambra Theatre at
Shelbyville and two theatres in Indianapolis.
He is also interested in the new Ohio Thea-

Gets Albert

Capellams

1793
tre 'in Indianapolis
has theatres in Anderson, Muncie and and
Martinsville.
Victor Buys Property Block.
The Victor Theatre Company, of Fort
Wayne, which operates a
of motion
picture theatres in Indiana chain
and Illinois, has
bought a ninety-nine year lease on the Wakefield block in Richmond, Ind., and will erect
a handsome motion picture theatre
on the
site. The proposed house will have a seating capacity of 1,500.
The Victor Company is identified with the
Richmond
Amusement Company, which has
the controlling Interest in the Washington
Theatre at Richmond.
Hombeck Sned.
Harley Hornbeck, president of the Hornbeck Amusement Company, which operates
the Orpheum, Strand and
theatres in
Lafayette and other theatresLyric
U©
and Montlcello, has been sued inforKendallvl
of the Strand Theatre at Monticellpossession
o
by
Cy
B. Williams, of Frankfort, owner of the
building. Williams alleges that Hornbeck
IS occupying the
unlawfully. Mr
Hornbeck contends building
that he has a five-year
lease on the structure and
that the lease
carries with it an option
the purchase
of the building. The suit for
was
filed In the
White county circuit court.
Helping Irish Bond Sale.
Many of the motion
theatres at
Fort Wayne have been picture
doing
bit recently in helping the sales of their
Irish
The majority of the theatres have hadbonds.
cial programs of Irish music and ballads speand
a number have used slides showing
the Irish
nag upon the screens.

lease The Fortune Teller." So that the
routme work of the company might go
on as usual and to prepare the way for
another series of startling announcements
exploitation and advertising
otr rhe '^''y'
Fortune
Teller" will be carried
out by a special corps of experts.
The lobby and paper display
be the
most elaborate ever printed by will
onLole. The advertising will beRoberts
centere
upon no one point, but will be nationwided
Nothing will be left undone to release this
photodrama in keeping with the announcethat It is the best ever offered to the
public by Robertson-Cole.

"Fortune Teller;" Is Based on Wood's Play
lease 'The Fortune Teller.' In this manSON-COLE sprang another
ROBERT
ner I can take the public into my confisurprise in securing Albert Capeldence and without fear of contradiction
lani's "The Fortune Teller" as a
foretell that this screen version of a big
super-special release, in which Marjorie
play, with a well-known star, will add
Rambeau is starred. The releasing of "The
another page to successful motion picFortune Teller" is ns
a forerunner to the
calibre of productio
which are to be
Release Will Be Deferred.
offered exhibitors by Robertson-Cole. Following closely upon the announcetnent
tures."
Robertson-Cole
will be in no hurry to rethat this Capellani feature had been secured comes the statement that the French
director will produce a series of eight
master productions for Robertson-Cole
within the next two years.
President Thompson of Special Pictures
Screen Version Is Elaborate.
Names Comedyart Distributing Porsonnel
The drawing power of "The Fortune
Dave Gross and Julius Schwartz, New
Teller" can best be estimated in bringing
COMPLETE arrangements for the York; Harold Rodner, Philadelphia; Harry
to light the fact that "Out of the Fog"
physical distribution of the "ComedyE. Reiff, Pittsburgh; Dave Mitchell, Washand
Eye two
for pictures
an Eye," which
starringwere
Nazi-in
art"ionreleases of the Special Pictures
mova,"Anwere
ington, D. C.
perfected,
almost
been
have
Corporat
big demand.
E. C. Davies and Frank Williams are repaccording to announcement made at Los
resenting the Chicago office; Harry GriAngeles this week by Louis W. Thompson,
'"The Fortune Teller' is a story which
grips from the opening
scenes until the president of the new organization, and Sol belle, Cincinnati; Frank Marshall, Cleveland; Frank Drew, Detroit; O. P. Fauchier,
under whose general supervision
final
fade-out,"
said Mr.
Capellani
after Lesser,
the physical distribution is to be carried Indianapolis; Joseph A. Quinn, Los Ancompleting
the cutting
of that
production.
geles; Tom Kress, Minneapoli
W. E.
"The plot comes from the celebrated A. on.
Mathews, San Francisco; E. T. s;
Wakefield
Among the more prominent exchanges
A. Woods production which had a conSeattle.
tinued success on Broadway and at the through which "Comedyart" releases will
Irving linger is in charge of the Toronto
be handled are Ascher brothers, for the
leading theatres in the country.
territory; Louis J. Arado, St. Louis; Sol
territory adjacent to Chicago; Arthur S. City.
"The
spoken
drama
was
indeed
a
great
Davis, Dallas; and W. F. Coleman, Kansas
drawing power, but the time necessary to Hyman, for Detroit and vicinity, and Ruben
convey the beautiful thought of the story & Finklestein for the Minneapolis district.
Other exchange affiliations include the
was too great for the legitimate stage.
Fifth Avenue Scenes in Jans Picture.
Realizing this, I was quick to take the Criterion Film Co., Atlanta; Major Film
story at a high figure and worked it to Company, Boston; Gardiner Syndicate, BufAll exterior locations for B. A. Rolfe's
the limit to bring human interest and
falo; Masterpiece Film Co., Cincinnati;
second production to be released through
heart drama to the front via the film.
Masterpiece Film Company, Cleveland;
Jans
Pictures,
"Nothing
a Year,"
Henry Dolman, Indianapolis; Alexander
have been
filmedentitled
and work
will begin
im"Every man, woman and child who has Film
Company, New York ; Twentieth Cenmediately
on
the
interiors
at the Peerless
seen
'The
Fortune
Teller'
on
the
stage
Fort
Lee
studios.
tury
Film
Company,
Philadelphia;
Supreme
will demand to see the improvement made
Photoplay Company, Pittsburgh; All Star
upon the story by the screen version.
One of the difficulties experienced by DiSan Francisco and Los Anrector Rolfe was during the time of his
The elaborateness of the motherly char- Film Exchange,
geles;
M.
Rosenberg,
Seattle,
and
Snyder
acter played by Miss Rambeau is shown
filming the exterior views of the fashionFilm
Attractions,
Washington,
D.
C.
to perfection in the silent drama.
able Fifth Avenue shops. In order to gain
D. M. Thomas is special eastern repre- the desired
effect he secured a police persentative, with supervision over the New
Production Not Scheduled.
mit to use the new elevated traffic reguYork, Buffalo, Washington, Boston, Phillators along the avenue in order to perch
adelphia and Pittsburgh exchanges. Work"I Iwasdid sonotimpressed
picture
that
allow anywith
one this
to edit
the
ing with him are Theodore Williams, with the camera. Director Rolfe feels that the
attention
paid to detail will mean a lot to
film or to touch it after I had perfected
G. J. Corbett in the Boston territory;
the value of the story.
arrangements with Robertson-Cole to re- George Wright, Buffalo; Dave Silverman,
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Billy Watson with Robertson-Cole.
of Billy Watson, veteAPPOINTMENT
ran Minneapolis motion picture
heuse manager, as publicity and exploitation director, is announced by the
Robertson-Cole Minneapolis exchange. Mr.
Watson has for several years been manager of the New Garden Theatre, Minneapolis. Prior to that he was on the Orpheum stage. Later he managed a vaudeville
house.
Quive Batting High.
Ralph Quive, Realart manager in Detroit,
has booked first-run in Detroit at the Majestic Theatre, two more Realart star
series pictures, "Erstwhile Susan" and
"Anne the
of Green
Tom Ealand,
books
Miles Gables."
houses, which
include who
the
Majestic, will play "Soldiers of Fortune"
first-run at that playhouse and then show
it for a week at the Orpheum.
Author Visits Big V Exchange.
A recent visitor at the Detroit Vitagraph
exchange to see Manager J. M. Duncan
was Frederick Van Renssalaer Dey, the
famsus Nick Carter author. He came here
to address a meeting of fathers and sons
at the Detroit Board of Commerce and
spent a few minutes talking "films" with
Manager Duncan. Incidentally, he said
that the first Harry Morey picture — the
story of which he wrote, was very good.
Cohen Added to Realart's Sales Force.
Maurice Cohen, formerly connected with
Universal and the Gardiner Film Syndicate, has been added to the sales force
of Harry E. Wilkinson, the Bufifalo manager of Realart Pictures Corporation.
A. R. Ninninger, formerly representative
in Florida for Vitagraph, has taken the
management
of the Bonita Theatre, Tampa,
Fla.
T. W. Brady, Buffalo manager for National Pictures, Inc., has returned to the
office after being confined at his home for
two weeks with a serious attack of grippe.
Al Botham, booker at the Select office, has
also returned following an attack of influenza.
B. C. Edlis, one of the best known film
salesmen in the Pittsburgh territory, is
now on the road for the Quality Film Corporation.
Al Brandt, special representative of Universal's
spent branch
a few days
at the Educational
Pittsburgh Films,
Universal
recently.
Ira Aronson, formerly special representative for the United Picture Theatres
Corporation is now field representative for
the National Picture Theatres, Inc., with
headquarters at the Pittsburgh branch.
A. W. Woodward has joined the sales
staff of Gardiner Pictures, Buflfalo, in
charge of Rochester and adjacent territory.

Atlanta's Colony of Exchangemen.
From a list published in Southern Picture News we are able to assemble some of
the representatives who serve the trade in

the Southeast with headquarters in Atlanta.
Among the lot are listed:
Arthur S. Dickerson, Goldwyn ; M. C.
Coyne, United Artists; U. T. Koch, Consolidated; Jack Simpson, Enterprise;
Frank Hudson, Pathe; Walter R. Liebman,
Select; Charles E. Kesnich, Metro; C. R.
Beacham, First National; Joe L. Marantette, Realart; O. P. Hall, National; Frank
P. Bryan, Vitagraph; George R. Allison,
Fox; William Sipe, Criterion; R. A. Davis,
Robertson-Cole; Mrs. A. H. Sissons, Republic; J. W. Hanlon, United; Adolph
Samuels, Southwestern, and Carl B. Rountree, Scenic.
Frank Drew, recent salesman for Fox,
formerly with the Hyman Attractions, for
ten years manager of the Avenue Theatre,
Detroit, and former president of the Detroit Universal Film Co., releasing Universal productions, has been appointed
Detroit manager for- Special Picture Productions.
W. D. Ward, manager of the Detroit
Universal exchange, recently gave a stag
party to Detroit exhibitors as a token of
his appreciation for the splendid support
they gave himself and salesmen to help
win second prize in the national $6,000 contest of Universal exchanges. It was strictly
stag and everybody had a great time.
Congratulate Jack Simpson.
Everybody is congratulating Jack Simpson, and all his friends in the Atlanta territory are offering him that glad hand because of his recent appointment to the
position of Manager of the Atlanta office
of the Paramount-Artcraft exchange. Having been associated with the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises practically from the start of
this corporation, and for the past few years
having functioned as the chief executive
of the Enterprise Distributing Corporation
at its local office in his own home town,
Mr. Simpson has acquired a host of friends
in the film industry.
Division Manager W. J. Pratt, in announcing the appointment of Mr. Simpson,
who will start on his new duties March 1,
reports that Former Manager R. S. Bradford, whom Simpson wall replace, was
transferred from the Atlanta Paramount
offices to become chief executive of the
Paramount Chicago exchange.
Good Work!
Harry V. Martin, publicity man for the
Cincinnati office of Goldwyn, was the recipient of many telegrams last week from
the home oflice and exhibitors for the excellent publicity he gave "Pinto," Mabel
Normand's
picture, while being exhibited
in this territory.
The first of the 1920 Sales Dinners by
Pittsburgh Universal sales force was held
in the Blue Room of the Hotel Anderson
Friday evening, February 20.
Vitagraph Office Visited.
H. Bradley Fish, Far Western Division
manager for Vitagraph, spent a few days
at the San Francisco office, coming up from
Los Angeles. H. H. Hicks, Los Angeles
manager for Vitagraph, has also been here
visitmg old friends. Larry Semon comedies have been booked at the Rialto.

On Screen and Stage.
Alice Brady, Realart Star, was in Buffalo
at the Shubert-Teck the week of March 1
in herPalace
stage the
play,same
"Forever
the
dates After,"
in her and
screenat
vehicle, "The Fear Market." During Miss
Brady'sRealart
stay inexchange
Buffalo she
inspected
local
as the
guest the
of
Manager Henry E. Wilkinson.
Clayton Sheehan, district manager for
the Fox Film corporation, has returned to
Buffalo from a trip to the Pacific Coast,
during which he visited the principal Fox
exchanges en route. Clayton is a brother
of "Winnie" Sheehan, general manager of
Fox, who is a former Buffalo newspaper
It's in the Atmosphere.
Following the announcement last week
of an addition to the Al Sherry family, the
World correspondent must needs report
another gain in Buffalo's population in the
arrival of "the prettiest baby in the world,"
at the home of C. A. Taylor, local Pathe
manager. Congratulations "Buck."
F. C. Bonistall, Pittsburgh manager of
the National Pictures, has his head bandaged as a result of a fall which he sustained on the icy street. The genial
"Bonny" was knocked unconscious by the
fall and three stitches were required to
close the wound made by it.
William Humphries, late Philadelphia
manager of Triangle, has resigned from
the United Picture Theatres Corporation
in company with Joseph Green, representative. Mr. Humphries is present looking
over the field for future atconnection
s.
The vacancy recently caused by the resignation ofGeorge Ames, former manager
at the Philadelphia Pathe Exchange, is being temporarily filled by assistant manager
Epperson.
Harry Tyson, a pioneer in the film business, has succeeded J. Starkman as salesman with the Fairmount Feature Film Exchange, Philadelphia.

Emanuel Marks, who has been in the
him business for eight years and until recently worked in the New York territory,
IS now in Baltimore for the present to represent the United Picture
es of
America. Mr. Marks covered Theatr
the Connecticut territory for W. W. Hodkinson prior
to his connection with United.
Jo^n* First National Staff.
M Edwards, formerly connected with
Realart Pictures Corpor
and Gardiner
Pictures Inc has beenation
engaged by P. H.
^mith, Buffalo manager, as a First National salesman. Mr. Edwards has many
friends among Western New York
exhibitors. He will cover the southern tier.

Pittsburgh branch of the United Picture
theatre^ u^^u"*^".
P.ff^lf
the
Exchange, locatedmanager414 ofPenn
avenue, which distributes the atUnite
d
Triangle and Hallmark productions. Mr. Bronand Mr. Aronson, formerly district minanrl Mr I"""'^ manager of the Triangle,
tions recently.

^

QUITY'S Policy of big. sensational, dignified productions done on a scale surpassing anything ever attempted in the
industry is meeting with spectacular
success everywhere in America and
abroad. Equity is providing pictures that
set the pace for artistry and investittire,
story and KNOWN DRAWING POWER of the
Star. Equity is also^open to exploit and market big
pictures from other phsducers. If you have that
character of attraction commtmicate Avith us at once.

EYES
ofYOVTW
entering now in its most popular period is playing
return engagements in hundreds of the finest theatres
in the land, with reports of capacity everywhere.
For example after a full two weeks' record breaking
run in the Rialto Theatre in Rochester, "EYES OF
YOUTH" has been re-booked for another run. This
is one instance in hundreds of houses enabling millions to see it who could not do so on account of
the record crowds on its initial run. Capacity on
return engagements MUST mean something to you
as a showman. HAVE YOU PLAYED "EYES OF
YOUTH" as yet?
"SILlI

HUSBANDS
AND

WI—VE
CO Oklahoma:
GetCA
this LI
from Tulsa,
"'SilkS"
Husbands
and Calico Wives' opened yesterday to biggest
Wednesday Matinee business in history of theatre.
For first time at afternoon showing had to turn
crowdsnessaway.
this amazing
foi'' daypicture.
businever moreConsider
than average
on ANY
(Signed)natingRialto
Theatre,
Tulsa,
a domibox office
Star in
an Okla."
alluringWith
present-day
story, "SILK HUSBANDS AND CALICO
WIVES" furnishes a new brand of entertainment.
Write us and we will inform you where you can
book thisDENT
picture
in your
INDEPENEXCHANGES
wireterritory.
for terms
on this
f

picture.

eQuity
AEOLiAr* UALL

pictures
■•• •■"TV yoano
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Open Displays from Loew's Euclid Are
Models for Smaller Sized Ad Spaces
SOME of the half pages coming in from M. A. Malaney, advertising manager for the Loew theatres in Cleveland, are
among the prettiest we have reproduced, and they run to a
high average of excellence, but we think that this for "On with
the Dance" is about the best of the lot, thus far. For one thing it

l^rf.vnti the Pltiperfccl Photoplay

i^''DavidSeettePowell
Lavnh//apA/urray
Hcyond l)c^cripuon~f.vcry
a Rmelatifii

A Half Page from Cleveland Which Stands as a Model.
offers more cut attractor and gets the cut in artistically. Cut attractors are less essential in so large a space as in smaller displays
where these must reach out and get attention, but they serve their
purpose when they help to sell the story, as they cuts undoubtedly
do. And you will find that this space will look just as well, save
for the bottom lines, from one column up to the width of the
page. That is the real test of a good large space. It is no more
than an enlargement of a smaller advertisement as a rule. The
only exception is where the extra space is taken to give room for
a lengthy statement, and then
—P. itT. isA.—not really an advertisement.
Personal Contact With Your Printer
Gets Results in the Small Offices
WALTER C. BENSON, of the Haines Theatre, Waterville,
Maine, writes : "I am having a little better luck with my
printer of late. I adopted your suggestion and am spending a little time in the printing shop myself." That is about the
only way to do where the printer does not know. Get on friendly
terms with the man who actually sets your stuflf, then get him
interested in results and help him to find out how to get those
results. You do not have to actually be able to stick type to
know what you want. Tell him what you are after and if he is
any sort of a printer he will, in time, catch your ideas and give
you results. Mr. Benson is now using a ready print colored cover
with the picture on the back so the house can get the display.
This is something new and it is by no means a bad idea, though
it eats up an entire page, which is a consideration in a fourpage program.
—P. T. A.—

WORLD
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Exploitation
Sargent

and tickets were sold those waiting in the lobby to fill the house
to capacity. A large number of persons took in the double-header
not only because it saved them a wait in the lobby, but because
it gave worked
them first
scheme
two choice
ways. of seats for the special, so that the
—P. r. A.—
Large Spaces Should Merely Be Smaller;
Advertisements Properly Magnified
ALTHOUGH we have shown many capital advertising examples from the Kings, Pershing and allied houses in St.
Louis, this half page from the Kings does not come into this
class. Apparently it was felt that a half page called for much
more copy than the usual smaller spaces, and the result is a display so stufifed with type that you despair of reading it all. The
eye does not feel equal to the task. This is a common error
among advertisers who do not habitually use large spaces. They
seem to feel that if it takes a certain number of words to fill a
given space it will take twice that many words to stuff the larger
area. This is not true, however, for often it is good practice to
cut down the text to get over big what you still have to say.
This space carries about three times too much for the play itself,
and yet, in addition, is made to carry the underline for nine
coming attractions. It would have been better had the title run
clear across the page, instead of being crowded by the cut in
the left-hand corner. Then there should have been white space
above and below to throw the cut into prominence. To do this
the orchestra picture should have been dropped a little toward
the bottom of the column and the nine underlines should have
been wiped out entirely. This would have also given more space
to the fashion show which was run in conjunction with the
picture. We think "The mightiest appeal to womankind ever
screened" is excess baggage, and this space might better have
been given to the fact that this was the first and exclusive showing in St. Louis, which would have done away with the awkward
phrasing "The only first run theatre presenting the premiere
THE MIGHTIEfT APPEAL V
TO WOMANKIND
t

A Half Page Far Too Full of Type.

showing of the world's greatest super-special productions." "If
it's new and good it's here first" would have meant much more to
the average reader. But the chief thing to remember is that a
half page merely calls for larger, not for more, type, or the chief
value of the space is lost.
—P. T. A.—
Put This Away Until Next Christmas
Manager
Uses
Form
Letter and Enclosures
Then Use It for Your Midnight Mat
to Interest Patrons in Future Dates
HANDLING the special crowd at midnight matinees is sometimes something of a problem. An excellent scheme worked
a little dififerent from the usual form letter was
by the Grand, Columbus, Ga., is to be recommended. Make SOMETHING
recently put out by Fred McCoy, of the Liberty, Fort Scott,
Kansas.
He
does not hold it to one attraction or a week, but
a note then,
of thebutideathere
for isnext
Eve cannot
if you do
try onit
before
no New
reasonYear's
why you
worknotthis
tells of the coming events for a month ahead, enclosing heralds and
some big special. The regular attraction was Marguerite Clark in other copy. His last letter, for example, enclosed a folder for a
"A Girl Named Mary," while "Male and Female" was to open New road show, the poem "Lasca" for that attraction and a herald for
Year's Day.
Regular
were sold
the last the
regular
"In Old Kentucky." He told in detail of five attractions coming,
formance as well
as a tickets
special double
ticketfor entitling
holderper-to and
talked a little about the house policy. It is overlong for the
remain for the special screening of the big production. After average letter, yet he makes it interesting by adopting an easy,
the regular show was done these special tickets were taken up chatty style that disarms resentment.
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Attractive

the three enclosures it would be doing well, but this does more
than that. It works by itself.
—P. T. A.—
Jazz Copy Breaks the House Records
for H. A. Albright at the American
SENDING in a four fifteens for the American, Butte, H. A.
Albright writes that the attraction broke the house records
back to Christmas, 1917, the previous high water mark. We
think it was the copy rather than the design which sold, though
Mr. Albright had drawn a very neat frame design of scythes
and pitchforks surmounted by a talf tone of "Fatty" Arbuckle
to advertise him in "The Hayseed." He has had Arbuckle comedies before, and he has run them with features as good as "The
Miracle of Love," so it must have been the presentation. The
copy reads :
Speed, action, avoirdupois and hayseed go to make this
rural outburst
a genuine
Al St. John, German
Buster
Keaton,
Mollie Malone
and "slicker"
Luke (the— well-kno^Tn
"K-9") assist Fatty in parting you from chuckles that
will quake your frame!
"THE SIIRACLE OF LOVE"
The
eternal
triangle
de lux —theCosmo
Hamilton's Magazine
throbbing— ■
romance that anappeared
Cosmopolitan
all-star inParamount-Artcraf
t cast.
PEARL, WHITE
— in—
"THE BLACK SECRET"
Robert— gripping
W. Chambers'
"In Secret," Shown
made into
serial
— tense — story,
but reasonable.
everya
Saturday and Sunday at the Matinee only; all day Monin while
still but
young!
There does days
notand Tuesdays.
seem to beGeta lot
to theit'scopy,
if you read
it over a couple of times you will begin to like it. It sounds
as though it had been written by a man who was dead certain
that he had just about the best show he could very well put
together. He is by no means modest in his phrasing, but at the
same sime it avoids extremes and he does carry conviction. It
makes you feel that Mr. Albright means what he says. Starting
as an artist, Mr. Albright has developed into a very good copy
writer, which makes the ideal combination.
Few artists can
write good copy and fewer copy writers can illustrate.
—p. T. A.~
White Spaces Show to Best Advantage
and Get Selling Argument to Patron
THEY all fall sooner or later, according to Rulie Goldberg,
and Stanley Chambers, of the Palace, Wichita, is the latest
to
on man
a cake
ice.white
We'vespaces
been intelligently,
applauding and
Mr.
Chambers step
as one
who ofused
then he comes along with the Arbuckle-Washburn display to
the right of the first cut. It is not bad to look at, but the lines
obscure the titles. Just as he was slipping, Mr. Chambers maneged to gasp out that he wanted mortises cut for the selling

Three Displays from Stanley Chambers, Two of Which Are Not
in His Usual Style.
talk, so he saved that much, but it is not what we would call
a good display for Mr. Chambers, though it is not distinctly
bad. The display on the left is better. It combines, black with
type talk and the hand lettering is not distinctly bad save that
"Victory" in which the artist seems to have done his worst. The
letters look worm-eaten and are twice as difficult to read as they
■would be in a straight outline. It may not matter much, but

Yet

Not
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when you are paying space rates for display, the clearer your
appeal the better. The smaller space in between is only two
nine and halfs against twelve and a halfs, but it stands out
with double the display because you can read every line and are
not too busy looking at pictures to want to read. If the pictures
will sell better than talk, then pictures are all right, but few
pictures sell as well as good, strong talk. If you give a quick
look to the next pair of examples it wouldseem that the open
cut is a three against a two column space, but they are both
doubles ; the one on the right merely looks larger because it is

An Odd Silhouette and a Nice Underline.
not so crowded. At that we like the silhouette display because
it is unusual. A straight cut similarly handled would not be
good, but the black is odd and will attract attention, especially
as the text announces the appearance of a local man in his
first picture. This same drawing was made in several sizes
for different days and probably got over. The right hand display
is
with for
a last
times' announcement
up ain Saturday
the corner advertisement
and a larger space
the coming
favorite. Mr.
Chambers also sends in a very pretty post card for the house
showing two views and intended
for
distribution. Not alone
P.'r. pretty
A.— freepiece
is the idea good, but it is a —verv
of color work.
New York Lobby Made Attractive with
Its Painted Posters Neatly Displayed
ATTR.^CTIVE lobbies are seldom plastered with one sheets
and plenty of them. The best results are generally gained
without recourse to too much paper unless the house is a
transient one dependent wholly upon the chance of getting the
passer-by. This picture of the lobby of the Strand, New York,
shows an exceptionally pretty display without the use of any
lithographs, these being replaced by original drawings in colors.
For the week in question Harold Lloyd got the inside displays and
Madge Kennedy the street side of the column.

The Lobby of the Strand Theatre, New York.
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If

Your

Printer
Grouches;
Book
'Tollyanna
the
full
page, the front carries a four
never
will
be
excusable
in
advertising.
It
Grouchy Printer Takes
may be all right in some classes of work, twelves for Douglas Fairbanks in "His
All Joy Out of Living but in an advertisement, the main point is Majesty, the American," a two sixes for
house, star and title in the plain- small
Miss Gish
"Brokenas Blossoms,"
and a
currentin display
well as a number
LATELY we showed some samples from to getest,over
letters so that even the
H. L. Boek, of the Grand, Newark, man whomostislegible
of
readers
in
the
local
news.
The
entire
not looking at the space cannot
Ohio, and told how he was out of luck
layout must be close to a page and a half.
with one of the two papers in his town.
White space is a virtue, but we think that
He sends in another example of the genthis is almost too bare a space.
eral cussedness of some printers. His copy
A pair of twelve point banks, one above
the house signature and the other below
for "Upstairs and Down" called for a stair
effect. It was better handled than manythe title would not only have helped to
big town displays, because Mr. Boek took
sell the play, but would have bettered the
fives and got a width for an ascending and
appearance of the page. It would also
descending stairway that looked like somehave been a good plan to have added the
thing. One man told him that they would
title below
the "D.to W.
inhave to make an extra charge for the comstead of trusting
the Griffith's"
cuts. Evenline,
white:
position. The other foreman said he would
space
may
be
carried
to
excess.
It
is
not
set it up himself to make certain it would
white space itself which counts, but white
be right — and it was.
space uaed to throw up the message, andl
here there is no message.
This Grauman Is Reverse
But There Is a Reason
/

■ :ji'^^ aw? io "*'°&r 20c

Wdic Barry .
Carl R«Intr

•■Oh! You Baby Va>
A Five twelves Spoiled by the Lettering.

USUALLYverse, butGrauman
use and
retrusts to does
a cutnotframe
all type talk, but in the lower of
these two displays there is a good reason
for the use of reverse. It will be noted
that the black gives a white outline of the
figure of Lincoln with the legend, "Who

fail to get unconsciously as he runs through
his paper. Hand lettering will not do this
as well as will type and mussing up the hand
lettering merely aggravates the defect.
Block type would have made something out
of this space, but as it stands, it is not a
pretty display no matter what the artist
may think.
Two Results from the Same Copy. Compare Them.

Took a Full Page Month
in Advance of Feature

In a sense the first printer was justified
in making an additional charge, for the
stuflf is not easy to set and involves a loss
of time, but Mr. Boek is a liberal advertiser and a live man would have figured
that he would get back his lost time on
some simpler copy and would have put the
job through without a time charge. He is
losing right along, for that matter, for Mr.
Boek always gives a larger space to the
other paper because it is more willing to
work with him to get a good effect.
There is a mighty short-sighted printer
out in Newark and he needs to get clearer
vision. The- grouch also spoiled a half
page for Fairbanks by poor selection of
type. He had all the chance in the world
to make a fine display, but he was not
"there"
set itof allit.upMr.
on Boek
the machine
and madeanda hebotch
surely
has his troubles.
—p. T. A.—
Hand Lettering Is Bad

FULL-page
displays
are but
getting
common all
the time,
the more
Gem,
Philip, S. D., used a full page for
"Broken Blossoms" a month in advance
of showing. We think the management
must also run the paper, for in addition to

But When It's Jazzed —
EVEN at its best hand lettering is bad,
but when an artist goes crazy and puts
line or spots of blotches into the stuff,
his crimes exceeds the limit of human endurance. The Colonial, Toledo, sends in
a five twelves in which the design overshadows the lettering, and then, to make
matters
worse,
artist white
"jazzes
the
star and title by the
marking
linesup"down
through the letters. Probaby he imagines
that this helps, but he entirely overlooks
the fact that the chief value of the space is
to sell tickets and not supply him with proof
of his crimes. This broken letter was
fashionable about a year ago and ran from
coast to coaSt, but it never has been and

D.W. Griffith's Supreme Picture

A Pair of Six Sevens from Grauman, of
Los Angeles.
was this man?" running into a thirty-three
word paragraph which sells the story. The
outline perfectly suggests Lincoln, yet
spares ussubject.
the result of a poor drawing of a
difficult
The title does not come up as well as it
might in the original for the black is a
bad surface, but the selling is done with
the two banks, one set in type within the
figure of Lincoln and the other above the
figure of Milt. Both are exceptionally well
done. The Rialto space is more nearly
typical of the usual Grauman display with
the cut nicely framing the type display. If
you will make a collection of these Grauman displays as they are reproduced here
you will presently have a valuable study in
the combination advertisement. Start your
collection now. Some day you may need it.

GEM
I IirDAYTHEATRE
& SAmUDAY
%bruarySPECIAL
20thMUSIC
and 21st
A Full-Page Display Run a Month
Advance of the Showing.

Telling Too Much in a
Full Page Display
lELLING too much is a comrjion fault,
in full page displays, As a rule a full,
page is nothing more than a threes
set large so it wijl attract, more attentionand to try to g|et a pag^ or, ,even a .h^If,
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Mr.

THE

Smith

Makes

page of text into the space just because it
is paid for is largely to defeat the end
aimed at. This full page from the Liberty,
Fort Scott, Kansas, is a good example of
what not to do, plus poor composition. To
take a full page and get only a six-line letter for the main title is bad typography.
The title is short. It should have been
thrown across the page.
LIBERTY THEATRE I
PAID
ADVANCEf^I

MOVING

i,=

PICTURE
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WORLD

Trade

Mark

single check may pass through many hands
where a throwaway will be dropped when
read, if it is not dropped before being read.
They work best as mail enclosures. These
are apparently real bank checks and are
filled in with pen and ink, instead of being
printed.
—p. T. A.—
Mr. Smith's Trade Mark Cut
Cuts Down His Space Bills
S. Barrett
thana good
knowsthe better
Y ck
NOBOD
trade
value of
McCormi

theaMr. Smith's
cut, and orforsister
a little brother
to the Circle,
tre, mark
he uses the trade mark which is apparently

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
ALH.^ HOLLBAR
DOROTHY PHIUJPS "
- t
— ■--LOiS CHANY
PRISCILLA- -liKAN
SrCCm! SI>EU4LI

ANOTHER SPRCIALI
LARY SEMON

"OU> rAmmiL"

A Full Page Display Far Too full of Type.
This entire layout suggests that having
purchased the space, the manager did not
know what to do with it all. It is filled
with
but it doesn't
Some
of thetype,
argument
is good, say
but much.
it is spread
so that nothing takes hold and makes you
want to see the play. If you have the patience to read all the way through you will
get the idea that "Paid in Advance" should
be pretty fair, but even if you read the
entire argument you do not put the paper
down feeling that nothing short of death
can keep you away from the theatre that
particular night. It is space largely wasted
save for the moral effect which comes from
the use of a large space, no matter how it
is employed.
—P. T. A.—
Write a Check to Provide
Funds for Deposit Slips
FAKE checks have been used in many
forms, but this check from the Happy
Hour Theatre, Two Harbors, Mich.,
is something new. It is signed by "Turnme
Over" and when your turn it over you find
(knninimrclal ^laic Bank "

A Smetll Cut in Which the Trade Mark
Replaces Extra Size.
a reproduction of the house sign. This
runs in every display and gives an eighty
line, double column space the value of a
quarternopage.
Smith
matterYou
whatcan't
else overlook
runs on Mr.
the
page. Outside of the cut, "Mr. Smith"

The*
hinadf.Tliawho LoM
plarcdWo(rlh«
faata
aalo Ihoaah
e^hialone.frwoi< the dead
eaemr.
Ihrcateflcd whose
a BaUea.plot

I Ihccnonxc
Mood kjtd
dArinjc
"Tht Un«ard
Woir lAwlU,herof
matching
hattUnx
crJiDlDal InIhtIbccrafUest
world.
THEATRE
LOUISE

Something New in Advertising Checks.
on the back a printed endorsement which
reads: "This check is endorsed by the
Happy Hour Theatre. Bert Lytell will supply a thousand rollicking laughs in his presentation 'Easy follow.
to Make Fictitious
Money'."checks
The
date and prices
are always good advertising because people
will keep them and show to others and a

JJLAUM
—BY"The Lone wTlf's
Daughter"
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
Aothor of -THE LONE WOLP" aad "FALSE FACES"
A Striking Contrast in a Small Display
works as he pleases. This display for
"Desert Gold" is neatly framed in the cut,
yet the cut, at no point, intrudes on the
type space, for Mr. McCormick wants his
advertising read, and to have it read he

Save
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puts it in type, save for the title, which is
hand lettered and in this case not particularly well done. We like better a display
for Louise Glaum in "The Lone Wolf's
Daughter." Although this looks smaller
than the other in the reproduction, it is
three columns by 100 lines, the only extra
large display sent in. The contrast bethe face of istheunusually
star and good.
the wolf's
head intweensilhouette
It is
not often that the story permits such a
contrasty attractor, but it does happen now
and hen, and his artist has been quick to
perceive his opportunity. It is a little late
to help the early run houses, but it is a
fine stunt for those who have not yet
played the picture.
—P. T. A.~
The Best Way to Drive a
Balky Horse Is to Back
known tendencycapitalizing
on the parta ofwellthe
APPARENTLY
average man to do what he is told
not to, the Penn Theatre, Springfield, Ohio,
oflfers some unusual copy for "Broken
Blossoms." The first paragraph is rather
involved and does not read smoothly. It
announces that the management wishes to
warn the public that the picture deals with
the seamy side of life. It reads on:
This picture, "Broken Blossoms," has not
one ray of sunny life In it — that you may
expect. Rather you must expect a gruesome spectacle as pertaining to the traffic
and the lowness of its habitat. The picture
was shown in New York at three dollar
prices and ran several weeks to tremendous business. No person but D. W. Griffith could detail and direct such a theme
without public criticisms to the detriment
of its success as a picture of moral uplift.
The management makes the future announcement that the public is forewarned
of its gruesomeness and what they must
expect — again this announcement gives you
an idea if you should see it or not.
We have had many requests to show this
picture and feel it our duty to do so only
for two days next week. Monday and
Tuesday. Ordinarily, this picture should
be shown a solid week, but we are led to
believe that the picture will not be appreciated and again thousands will fully appreciate it because of the advice and moral
teachings for the young and innocent that
are
enticed into such societies and environments.
THINK IF YOU OUGHT
NOT. TO SEE IT OR
This is the chief item of a six fulls, nicely
displayed. It is set three columns wide in
a heavy twelve point, with a very legible
letter. It is topped by the title and Griffith's name in five line letters, with a picture
of
the producer
at the left
ornament
composed
of and
two a home-made
point rule,
twelve
point
linear
border
and
cap O's.
Below, the house signature and admission
prices run at the left, and there is a cut to
the right of that. It makes an open, legible
display hat is out of the ordinary and attractive inappearance. There may be some
question as to the value of this angle, but
we do not believe that any business yvill
be lost, and it is more probable that business was created by this attitude.
PICTURE

THEATRE ADVERTISING
(P. T. A.)
Is only $2 the Cepy by Mall, Poatpald
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WORLD
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New
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Style Ads

to Get Over "The River s End" to a Clean-up
In all of the displays there was nothing
NG the value of his advertising
TESTI
for the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, definite about the play other than it was
S. Barret McCormick made his work taken from the Curwood novel. The only
for "The River's End" somewhat of a test play angle read "Marshall Neilan's producof the position the theatre held in the estion of James Oliver Curwood's greatest
teem of the theatregoers. In each of his tale of
'God's Country'." They all read
alike
and the aim was to play interest in
advance spaces for this First National attraction, he made use of some phrase to the characters plus the assurance of the
fortell an unusually large business, and management. Mr. McCormick wanted to
he had the satisfaction of being able to see if the public would take his word for
it. He was trying to sell the reputation of
say "I told you so" in a less irritating form the
house. He wanted to see just how the
in his during-the-week announcements.
In other words, in addition to a carefully Circle
trons. stood in the estimation of its paplanned interest campaign, he invited the
reader to play his hunch.
His opening
"The '^■^aP
thing
to find inguntownannounced
next week'Thewillhardest
be an
empty seat at the Circle." This was not
River's End" ^WM|
merely a brag. It was a virtual declaration that the story would be unusual. Week
• after week his elaborate campaigns have
filled the house, but he put this in the
h
nature of a test. He wanted to see if his
word was believed, and the box office statements give the answer.
A Semi-Teaser Campaign.
Starting in this idea, he did not adver- Two of the Advancements.
Personality Advertisetise the play as a whole. He did not at
once dwell upon the play and its production. Instead he took up the characters
The Friday advertisement, the last of the
and introduced them singly, commencing series, introduced Mary, the girl
loved
with the producer in a three fives. There Keith yet supposed him to be herwhobrother
is no superlative praise apart from that This was the largest space of the series,
"Most intense dramatic picture of 1920." U5 lines across three columns. This openHe does not pile description on descripread "This is Mary, who Loved Keith
tion. He makes a statement and adds : the ingOutlaw—
Yet She Thought Him Her
"Cut this out and paste it in your hat, and Brother and He Was Helpless to Tell Her
remember
early birdIt gets
The
time that
tablethefollows.
is upthe toseat."
the What Was in His Heart."
A New Teaser Form.
reader to believe Mr. McCormick or not,
as he may elect.
Even here there was no suggestion of
the story; nothing to motivate the explanation. In a sense the advertisements were
This is Marshall Neilan
teasers and intended to arouse curiosity
Hxa Oramatic
Director ofPictare
tfm Mott
to the point of wishing to see the play.
of 1920InUnta
of the introductory paragraphs wound All
• — Yoo U"SeeThHi.eWork at—
up
with "You'll meet him at 'The River's
End'," running into the "Marshall Neilan's
River's End"
production" line quoted above.
This is not a wholly new style of inter■UntnbtT Ui* tJrfj
est getter, but it is a radical departure from
Mr. McCormick's usual style and where a
week of advance work can be done for a
play with something more than a single
star
part there is nothing better.
.All Neit Week STJUtm SUNDAY
If Mr. McCormick had done nothing more
than work this idea to
full and logical
conclusion he would haveitsbeen
doing much,
but he put in the prophetic angle as well
and made two approaches.
One of McCormick's Test Ads.
Broke on Saturday.
This was the introduction to a series of
In Indianapolis, as in many towns, the
personal displays much along the idea of big break comes on Saturday instead of
the familiar nursery rhyme of the House waiting for Sunday to announce the new
that Jack Built. Each display was sized shows. The afternoon papers on Saturday
to carry its cut, and each space introduced carry practically the same advertising as
but one of the characters of the play, first the Sunday space. The Saturday space
Keith, the outlaw, then McDowell, the was about eighteen inches across four colchief of the Mounted, whose scrutiny the
umns, with the Sunday space a trifJe smaller The cut shows the Saturday on the
outlaw-impostor feared, then the girl who
loved McDowell, the Chinaman who loved left and the colored Sunday display on the
the girl, and so on. Each advertisement right. This last does not come up as well
't might because of the greens and reds.
led naturally to the next and so held the
interest over. Each, moreover, carried a The Saturday space plays up three scenes
from
snapper line such as
thes. play and the Sunday gives four
situation
Get in early — that's the important thing.
The Sunday business was tremendous
Begin planning now the day you will go even for the Circle. Mr. McCormic
k had
and see the performance.
his answer, and here the second angle of
Nehct week records.
will break all of the Circle's his scheme came to the top. He was now
attendance
in a position to use the "I told you so"
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in

New

Form

with the business to back him up. This
worked not only for the current attraction,
but it will be of service for weeks, until the
stunt is forgotten. The Monday advertisement started off "Did you meet them?"

The Saturady Space on the Left and Sunday on the Right.
reciting the characters and the billing and
running
into "Or
the several thousand
whowere
couldyounotonegetof in?
Try
again today." Below was the schedule of
performance.
An Idea for Others.
The entire campaign is unusually interesting, even for McCormick, but the advance work is the best, for it gives a suggestion which will work for many other
plays and which will arouse interest as few
other schemes can. This is partly due to
the fact that but a single approach is
made each day, the displays being so worded that the interest becomes cumulative.
By the time the story of the play is touched
upon you have become so familiar with
the characters that you feel that you already know them and, therefore, are interested in what happens to them.
To break a record at the Circle, where
so many records have been made, is no
longer an easy task, but this campaign succeeded in giving a new standard for "The
River's End," and gave the house something which will last long after the film
has passed.
^

McCormick
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Used 500 Throwaways for
Population of Only 900
USING
500 throwaways
for a to
townbe ofa
only 900
population seems
record for intensive advertising. J.
G. O. Klink, of the Opera House, Primghar, la., held Fairbanks for two days in
"When the Clouds Roll By" and he made
up a throwaway 15 by 22 inches, chiefly
from press book cuts and phrases.
He had
500 of these printed up and put into every
house in town. The others were just passed
around, and as a result he played to 80 per
cent, of the population in the two days.
He did it in two nights and a matinee with
prices 25 and 10 cents for the matinee and
40 and 20 for the evenings. That may not
sound like doing much to the man who has
a thousand seat house, but in a town that
size it means a lot. It means, for one
thing, that the manager is waking up and
presently he will be going into the country for more business. Mr. Klink laid out
a very neat bill with the material at hand
and made a better disposition of the cuts
than some of the larger managers have
done. More power to him
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''Selling

Schemes''
to Help
Others
Rothstein Campaign Book
for Special
Unites Art and Utility

Designs for House Advertising Spaces
ING plan book drawings and interesting to note the variety in treatUTILIZ
the special designs done for the trade ment.
Here the artist merely blacked out the
press is becoming increasingly common and often better results are had by entire panel, letting in the house signature
this means than could be gotten from the at the top and giving star and title further
down the space. Some selling talk is added
ready made cuts designed to meet a more
in addition to the same paragraph from the
general demand. Many managers want
something out of the ordinary run and press book used in the larger space. The
rest of the design was not touched other
are willing to pay for special art work
where they can get away from the beaten
than to paint out the trade mark and the
track. The cut with this story shows how
"Campaign
Book"
aboveup Miss
two managers used the plan book for The
signature
comes
betterBrady's
than inhead.
the
other
display,
even
though
it
is a third
"The
Fear
Market"
to
get
art
work
at
a
minimum of cost.
smaller, but in both instances we think
The central cut shows the title page of that it would have shown up better in
the plan book. This was designed by Real- black against the white ground, either in
art to attract attention to the offering, and
type or lettering.
was not included in the cut and mat service
Plenty of Chances.
because it was believed that not many
would desire to work reverse cut in newsIt frequently happens that some design
paper spaces.
in the press book or in the trade press will
end itself better to art displays than the
Painted Out in Part.
prepared cuts, which must be of a nature
The design on the left is 175 lines across
to appeal to the majority of the exhibitors
four columns. The house is the Colonial,
rather than to the few, and houses employbut the town is not stated. Here only the
ing staff artists no longer complain because the press book cuts are not what
lower half of the panel was painted out
and relettered. The name of the director;
they want. They simplly lift out whatbalancing that of the author, was painted
ever they want from plan book or advertising and with a clever letter painter can
out as was the Realart signature below. In
the latter space the house lettered eight get a better result because they have at
lines of description picked up from the their command the services of artists
press book. The trade mark below was
whose salaries would be prohibitive if
charged to a single house.
also painted
over
to
read:
"Liberty
Quintette. Music That Charms. American HarIt is not even necessary to employ an
monists." The band was also broken to let artist. In this cut, for instance, it would
been possible to have reproduced the
in the house title and "All Week, Starting have
design, eliminating the undesired portions,
Sunday,"
and the comedy
titled
At comparatively
small was
cost also
for art
workin. and by mortising the panel to let in type
the house had an effective design and the against a white ground an even more readable advertisement would have resulted. A
space was sufficiently large to permit the
little brains and a little brush work will go
white lettering to be read with comparafar.
tive ease, though chief reliance was placed
on the strong title and the portrait of the
Star.
What Baltimore Did.
Save $4.80 hy subscribing direct for MovPicturc World. News men charge the 15
The smaller space on the right is a three
cents per copy price. Send $3 and get your
nines picked up from the Sunday edition
paper every iveek, by early mail, and miss
no issues. That will give you $4.80 for War
of the Baltimore Sun. This space is rather
too small for good reverse work, but it is
Savings Stamp investment.

A Press Book and the Advertising Copies.
How exhibitors in Indianapolis and Baltimore worked over a press book cover
to get art work v/ithout heavy costs for figure drawings.

STRIKING
a happy
the handsomely
printedmedium
campaignbetween
book
which appeals to the exhibitor but
does not help him sell his patrons, and
the more useful if less ornamental books
which give selling plans in the plainest
forms, Nat G. Rothstein has prepared for
Clara Kimball Young's "The Forbidden
Woman" a campaign book which is at once
an unusually handsome piece of printing
and a helpful guide to selling. The cover
is in black, green and orange, intelligently
handled, with buff tint blocks on some of
the reading pa.ges, while much of the art
and photographic material compares favorwith Mr.
Rothstein's
well-remembered
book ablyon
Dorothy
Phillips
issued some
years ago.
But where the Phillips book was merely
to sell to the exhibitor, this booklet is a
complete plan book with about everything
a manager can need. There is a wealth .
of scene and ad cuts as well as all-type displays in various proportions which will
give the local printer a guide to style, as
well as stunts and schemes, letters, teasers
and about all that even the most energetic
manager can need.
One notable point is the offering of the
art work in cut form. Too many ol 'hcse
"artistic" books hold all of their best drawings to the descriptive pages. Mr. Roi>istein repeats them in practical cut form
for exhibitor use. In this it is an advance
upon the old idea worthy of imitation.
Doob Gets New Kink for
a Missing Word Contest
OSCAR
A. DOOB,
publicity Cincinnati
man for
the Famous
Players-Lasky
exchange, got out a new idea in the
old missing word contest. He wanted something to help get
over and
"Male
and Female"
in Charleston,
W. Va.,
evolved
a hookup page with some words represented by
blanks. Ticket prizes were given to those
who best filled in the blanks. Some of the
words were so easy that they made the
other blanks all the more aggravating, but
we would like to know if it was Mr. Doob
or
John Men
Lee who
it afor"Gloria-us"
picture.
have called
been shot
less than
that. Anyhow it was a good page with
the stores nicely hooked in even to goods
for "The Little Female and Male."
The picture was booked in for a whole
week in Charleston, which is about equivalent to a six weeks' run on Broadway, and
they had to work to keep interest up. The
house was able to use the stuff from the
Strand, Cincinnati; the house names being the same, and got a lot of good cut
copy which might have been specially
drawn. That helped a lot and was a distinct service from the Exchange.
Mr. Doob also worked the "A Day with
Gloria Swanson," which he first ran in a
Cincinnati paper. This was not a special
series, but was cleverly faked from stock
stills. He also brought down from Cincin ati aset of window cards, hand painted
in blue and gold, which T. L. Kearse, the
owner of a string of theatres including the
Strand, got into some of the best windows
in town; windows which would have been
barreddow to
cards.lithographs or even ordinary winWith paper ranging from 24-sheets to
ones plastered all over town business held
up for the entire week — and a week is a
long long time in some places.
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Elephant
Man
rent the happy couple a flat before anyone
would dare get married, but perhaps housProjected Popularity Test a Failure
ing conditions are better in Zanesville.
It is not recorded that anyone took up
Because Patrons Saw Both Attractions
the offer. It probably was not expected
that anyone inwould,
advertising
plenty. but it certainly made
ATTEMPTING to discover whether
mates
of
the
Old
Men's
Home
to
writing
patrons prefer the strong drama to love letters," and
the lighter comedy-drama led the
"The story of a miss with principles as
Pantheon and Valentine theatres, Toledo, to pure
as the ten commandments, with a pair Cabaret Hook-up Another
enter an amiable contest. The Pantheon
of eyes that made Cleopatra look like a
Exploitation Possibility
consumptive selling-plater and with a list
had "The Thunderbolt," with its rather
sombre theme, and the Valentine selected, of vamped victims stretching from Frisco
to
Main
street,
New
York.
t,
ion man, forthetheSanParamoun
exploitat
"A Virtuous Vamp" as a good type of the
Francisco
p. HOWARD
A close watch on the audience drawn by JOHN
more sprightly entertainment.
a new idea when he hooked
hit upon
the
two
pictures
revealed
a
fact
of
unusual
The natural conclusion that the compeup with a cabaret to advertise "Huckletition would prove nothing whatever by interest. Young people, it was found, were
Huck
on a of
putting troupe
berry Finn"theby cabaret
virtue of the fact that no matter how beaufavoring the drama and the elderly folk dance with
girls
ten Finn
tiful an oparatic gem might be, it would were flocking to the light, breezy Constance
t,
Odeon
restauran one of
at the Portolanot appeal to jazz music lovers, and no Talmadge "vamp" picture.
the best patronized of the San Francisco
But when final totals were checked it eating places. The picture was playing at
matter how syncopated ragtime might be
it would not influence those with a taste
was found that the majority of people
the Imperial and a statement to this efwent to see both pictures and all bets were
for classical music was offset by an agreefect was made prior to each performance
declared off.
ment that box office receipts from the third
of the dance, which took its name from
side of the triangle that made the test
the fact that the girls were dressed in
practicable.
overalls and danced in bare feet, more or
less in imitation of the film here. There
Was to Be a Test.
Many Wedding Presents
are many other plays which will lend
themselves to this form of exploitation
Help Out Hook-Up Pages
Before the "battle" started it was silently
even better, and Mr. Howard has
perhaps
agreed that, everything equal, the contest
an offer
of $25on totheanyone
would be a good insight to just what sort MAKING
would get
married
stage who
the opened up a new field of endeavor.
of motion picture plays the Toledo photoopening day of "Please Get Marplay public preferred. Was it drama or
ried" the basis for a hook-up page, the Same Old Circus Front;
lively comedy? The occasion to bring out clean
Libertyup.Theatre, Zanesville. Ohio, made a
Same Old Ticket Lines
a test had been found for Katherine MacLTHOUGH the circus front dates
Donald, the American beauty, was appearEnough merchants came in to make it a
ing in her initial production for First Na- double truck, and in the centre the house
back several years, it still works as
reproduced the window card with the prize A strongly as ever. It ranges all the
tional Exhibitors' Circuit, "The Thunderoffer of $25, the license and the minister
bolt," at the Pantheon Theatre.
way from a cheap muslin false front with
It was logic that justified the Pantheon
entrances cut to a real canvas with side
to any couple who would be oublicly marmanagement in believing that if anyone
ried on the stage at the opening performshow posters, sawdust and pink lemonade.
could make the drama appeal to Toledo
ance. A leading jeweler offered to con- The cut shows how Fred N. Schaefer, of
drama advocates it was Katherine Mactribute the ring, a shoe store offered
the Corona, a New York neighborhood
Donald. Her national popularity as the the bride a pair of pumps and a department
house, worked the stunt for Shirley Mason
most beautiful woman on the screen was
store added a georgette blouse, while a in "Her Elephant Man." The iishers were
dressed as clowns and the ringmaster and
well established locally. And "The Thunmeat market kicked in with five dollars'
worth of steaks and chops and a furnishother factors of a "real" circus were imderbolt"
was
possessed
of
just
such
elements as might lend themselves to splendid
ing house offered a hat to the groom. In
personated by the ticket seller, the doorinan and other house attaches. The stunt
dramatic exploitation. The beauty of the this part of the country it would be necessary to have a real estate concern offer to is inexpensive, but it pays large returns.
star was emphasized by special type matter
through which an American Beauty rose
was entwined, and the story was billed as
"The Screen .Sensation of the Year." All
of which clearly demonstrates that the
Pantheon was nobly upholding its side of
the argument against any line of jazz exploitation the Valentine might advance.
Copied the Titles.
The art inatter depicted the beautiful
star attempting to sympathize with Thomas
Meighan, whose face wore a dark expression. Excerpts from the word matter show
such statements as :
"Hating his beautiful wife long before
he had seen her — marrying her to make
sure she would be the last of her family
— denying to her the right of motherhood —
this unnatural
unique revenge
was
frustrated husband's
by the Providence
that
watches over mothers."
A most significant bit of word matter
in thementPantheon's
ad was the announcethat :
"Owing to the immense crowds the
management has concluded to hold over
for another week, Katherine MacDonald,
in 'The
of ToledoThunderbolt,'
and vicinity toa give
chancethe topeople
view
one of the finest productions ever shown
in this city."
Valentine Needs Jazz.
"The Sweetest Vamp in the World. — Doctors, lawyers, merchants, elevator boys,
lingerie drummers and crap shooters, Nellie vamped 'em all. She even set four in-
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"Bring Your Own Peanuts, We Have the Rest."
How Shirley
a New Mason-Fox
York exhibitor
cashed
in theon time-tried
"Her Elephant
Man." the
using
to overcomefeature,
his lack
of newspaper
space.circus front
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and the ship of the desert cruised up and
down the main streets and shooed the
people into the American to forget all
that the camel typifies.

Paramount on "Treasure Island" Drive
GENERALLY book drives have been know
like. what the modern motion picture is Impromptu Stunts Offer
worked by means of cheaper editions
It may seem absurd to argue that there
put out especially for use in connecAdvertising Suggestions
tion with the photoplay version of the are today any unfamiliar with modern
pictures,
but
it
will
be
found
that
where
novel, but it is announced that the FamBECAUSE
one of
papers
wanted some
cut the
copyCincinnati
to go with
the
the Scribner hook up extends, new busious Players-Lasky presentation of "Treasannouncement that the Paramounture Island" will have behind it the coness can be made not alone for "Treasure
Artcraft exchange was moving to the Paiaoperation of the house of Charles Scrib- Island," but for pictures in general.
mount Building, Pioneer and Broadway,
ner's Sons in getting over the film.
Cincinnati, Accessory Manager, dug up
"Treasure Island,"
from itsseller
first This Balloon Stunt Was
publication,
has beenalmost
a wonderful
some ideas which will be just as useful to
theatre managers.
and wholly without advertising could still
Mob Proof, So Got Over
The simpler of the two stunts was to show
command
a large
sale, but the
Scribner's,
who
publish
the American
edition,
have
two
film cans, one containing seven reels,
of
by the recent
NG Theatre,
spent huge sums in pushing its editions ; PROFITI
which tied while the other held but two. They were
Omaha,experience
the Moon
offered with the statement that big Fatty
about $50,000 having been spent on adverpasses to gas balloons and had its Arbuckle
tising for this single book in 1919.
came to town in the smaller can
Colonial,
the
boys,
small
by
mobbed
truck
They realize the tremendous advertising
while tiny Marguerite Clark required the
possibilities to be derived from the film Indianapolis, recently advertised Alice larger box for her conveyance. The next
presentation and have arranged to give Brady in the Realart feature, "The Fear time you have Arbuckle, try showing the
of tickets
a distributio
by makingdropped
Market"
all possible assistance to the picture play via
upper
fromn an
air balloons
not only directly, but through efforts to story window. The stunt was pulled off
hook up the stores handling the Scribner
during the noon hour and it gave the lunch
publications throughout the country, of crowd
a half hour of keen enjoyment. The
which there are more than 2,000.
balloons are so light that they will bounce
Booksellers Will Help.
around in the air for some time before
Arrangements have been perfected
landing and then elude the would-be captor
whereby exhibitors showing the film will at the slightest touch.' A couple of dozen
balloons will make a ballyhoo worth a hunhave all possible help from the publishers
dred times the price of the tickets. And
and their selling representatives, and the
working from an upper window is the
Scribner publicity department is sending
out material to the literary editors to sup- safest plan, so go upstairs if you try this
stunt.
plant the Paramount publicity handled
through the photoplay departments.
The value of this is clear to the active
exhibitor. There are a vast number of This Camel Humped Himself
persons who are more interested in books
to Fan the Desert Flame
than in photoplays. They cannot well be
reached through photoplay departments,
birds in these
popular
not the
are but
CAMEL
Goldwyn Denver
dry Sdays,
but they can be interested — and vitally —
the winter
in
camel
a
found
office
through their favorite literary magazine or
The Arbuckle and Clark Cans.
book department which can be reached
quarters of a circus and gave him a job
only through the publishers. Just as the advertising "The Flame of the Desert" at
film will create a demand for the book
the American theatre, to help make busi- cans either in your lobby or in some prominess for A. G. Talbot. Painted banners
among theatregoers, the book notices will
nent window. It will attract more attenbring to the theatres many who do not were tacked to the regular show blanket
tion than you will probably think possible.
If you have some reserve reels and are
showing in a window, set the wound reels
beside the cans, for greater contrast.
This should be good for a sizable press
story in any town under 20,000 population,
particularl}' if you have a photograph to
give the editor, so make a photograph in
advance and have it ready.
The other stunt was merely to cut out
the fact from a one-sheet and insert the
face of one of the girls in the office. In
the original the lithograph was one of
Miss Dalton and the girl selected was not
unlike her in appearance. You might prepare two posters, one mounted uncut and
OJ^ THE
one with the face out and ofifer a prize to
the girl who can most acceptably fill the
blank, placing the two posters in your
lobby or a window to which any girl can
DESERT
have access, or you might use some local
girl and ofifer a prize to anyone guessing
her identity. In this case extreme care
should be taken to screen the model from
view, and as much mystery as possible
should be thrown about the stunt.
^
/'^
EkI
IVE
NEXT
ALL
It's simple, but that is why it is good.

A Camel Cannot Go Through the Eye of a Needle.
But this double humped emblem of prohibition promenaded the streets of Denver for
a whole weelt for "Flame of the Desert" and cleaned up.

Every time a local newspaper carries an
advertisement concerning your theatre, have
a "reading notice" go with it in another
column. Get the full value of your investment. Reviezvs printed in Moving Picture
World are valuable as "reacfers." Copy thef
■when you play the film they refer to.
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Is

Is Now

Merely

50-50

display for a song and plug the same at
their counters when they realize that the
theatre is not disposed to cue the song into
the orchestral score or have it sung at the
program. The exhibitor who wants a
song tie-up can have one. But he must
devote space on his program to the billing
of the number.

by First National Heffernan
obtaining window displays
THEan<l arttheof little
advanced from an unselfish viewpoint. "For
inside tips that make
instance,
when I ofwent
a jeweler's
that pictures
AnitaintoStewart,
playingto
this method of exhibitor advantage ask
'Old Kentucky,' in Jackson, be placed
Work It a Week Ahead.
possible are here given by a field "exploit- in
in some of their sterling silver frames, the
whose expertnes
has won
in this oflineexhibitors
first thing that occurred in the mind of
p and s esteem
friendshi
the er"
"I have found that the best use for the
the jewelry man was what he would gain song
throughout the state of Michigan. This
can be found a week in advance of
from the arrangement. A little argument
man, who seems to have an almost imthe initial showing of the attraction. In
canny ability of inducing any mercantile
like
this
sold
him
the
proposition:
"Anita
song for 'In Old Kentucky,'
Stewart is going to play here this week. boosting our
establishment, from jewelry stores to gropicture was showing at the Madceries, to gladly accommodate with window
The theatre will spend lots of money ad- when isontheTheatre,
in Detroit, we found that we
space for the promotion of motion picture
interested every local music store when we
vertising find
this girl'a more
and her
picture.person
You
could hardly
prominent
attractions at local theatres, is Harold
told them that we were going to use the
to
feature
in
your
window
and
hardly
a
,
ion
Heffernan in charge of the Exploitat
song a week ahead of the first showing
more popular favorite. This display will of
Department of the First National Exhibithe picture. We had two singers give
strengthen your window and attract many
tors Exchange at Detroit.
this number at every show. We knew
people
who
would
otherwise
not
be
interabout the music business and the
he doexhibitor
it?" is perhaps
of
ested in your line of unfilled picture enough business
the"How
most does
popular
questionsonethat
to know that our having
frames. The gain will be mutual. We will show
arise in any discussion of exploitation
the
song
given
on
the attractive portrait photos and to make it popular.our program was bound
around Detroit film circles. The "he" re- furnish
fers to Heffernan. The "it" reverts to the you furnish the frames and window. Both
difficulty of coaxing a grocer to use his of us will be the winners. The co-opera5 and 10 Cent Stores Agree.
tion will help sell tickets to the theatre
window for a display of Constance Tal"At one 5 and 10 cent store in Detroit,
madge when he is almost bent upon de- and will help you sell picture frames.' The
argument was accepted and we got our the manager accommodated us with a large
voting it to the promotion of his sale on
pork and beans — or a like case. And in display, while many people wondered how framed floral wreath, with a large head of
it could be accomplished — what in the a race horse forming the centre of the
the explaining of his knack at this art, Mr.
world could have induced a prominent
Hefifernan begins with this foreword:
display. Copies of the song were arranged
jeweler to give space in his window to the neatly about the window. Another Detroit
Shows Mutual Benefit.
5
and 10 cent store chose the basement
promotion of a photoplay star and a new
stairway
for its biggest smash on the song.
"What little I know about the show- attraction."
With the music department in the basebusiness I am willing to scatter broadcast.
To Get Song Hook-Ups.
ment,
the
first thing that caught the eye
It's been my aim to plug along with the ex"With the many songs being issued with of music lovers was a huge banner of
hibitors, and if the few things I've learned almost
Anita Stewart in jockey attire, and the
every picture today, what chances
about window displays can be of any sertitle of the song and picture.
are
there
for
getting
a
window
display?"
vice I'll gladly submit to any interview
"Above all, the exhibtor who wants any
Mr. Heffernan was asked. "There is a
youThereupon,
see fit to put
to
me."
popular conviction that the day of the shop man to help him in the way of a
Mr. Heffernan was asked
motion picture song is passing, due to the window display must remember that the
upon what basis he asked the various store
fact that the 5 and 10 cent stores will not proposition can't be one-sided. Unless you
owners or managers or department superintendents for co-operation in the matter
have doped out the other fellow's gain as
grant
window the
displays."
"Whenever
exhibitor is disposed to well as your own, your proposition is not
of window displays.
come
half
way
with
co-operation
in
pluggood
you're wasting your time to try
"My system is a thoroughly co-operative
ging the song, I have found that the Kress to put and
it through. When you've got someone," answered Mr. Heffernan. "The most
or
Woolworth
or
any
of
the
other
music
popular error, I believe, that occurs in stores are very willing to help out. It is
thing that's logically profitable for both
parties you're on the right track and can
showmen's efforts to get window displays
unfair
to
expect
a
store
to
give
a
window
is the failure on the part of our brotherput it through with surprising ease."
hood to properly put the case before the
owner of the store window.
"Just look at it in this light and the
matter can be well
understood. The proprietor of any store — it may be a hole in
the wall or it may be as big as any of New
York's emporiums, is justly proud of his
window space. To him it means a means
of bringing his selling inducements before
the public. The very fact that exhibitors
the nation over realize this value of window space is double reason why the man
whose property it is should appreciate it.
Hence, when an exhibitor frankly calls
upon a. store manager to turn over to him
(I mean the exhibitor) something that
means dollars and cents, do you wonder
why the store manager is going to think
twice and with a good deal of accent on the
negative side of the question before he allows such a thing.
Showmen Should Plan It 50-50.
"I don't think there is any science connected with the art of getting window
display
is mostly a matter of
showing space.
the man"Itfrom
whom you want to
obtain this display that by serving your
mterests he is serving his own, that by
helping you he is helping himself. Once
this is impressed upon him, the coast is
clear and your purpose is accomplished.
"But what are some of the arguments
you would
advise exhibtors to use?" Mr.
Sure, the Ten-Cent Stores Will Hook-Up.
Hefifernan was asked.
But the way to work it is to fcive the ten-cent store an equal chance
"Any argument," he responded, "must be
for a profit, says Heffernan.
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Sold His Patrons Strong
on Stars New to Town
pictures into LanBREAKIXGcaster, Pa.,Realart
was a simple stunt for the
Hamilton Theatre. Instead of merely
announcing the new stars, the management
inaugurated a "Leave-your-heart-at-home
Week," with Constance Binney in "Erstwhile Susan" and Alice Brady in "The Fear
"
Market.
The slogan was started in the newspapers, taken up in window cards and finally hooked up
house lobby
innumerabletoheartsthe
of colored
card, with
pendant
from the ceiling with streamers running to
a central sign with the slogan. Additional
press work was had from the fact that
many of the locations for the Binney picture were made in the vicinity of Lancaster.
By means of this special drive, the pictures were better established in a single
week than they could have been otherwise.
Paintings and Phonograph
Used for "Desert Gold"
PAINTINGS and a phonograph hammeraway at thethe"Desert
plugger
songing formed
lobby Gold"
boosters
for
that play at the Alhambra, Los Angeles.
H. H. Bosley had two large paintings made
one for either side of the lobby, each suggesting a vista through a broken away
wall. These were elaborately done and
lighted and were much more eflfective than
straight framed paintings since the novelty
demanded attention.
The phonograph was enclosed in a box
similar to those in which gold shipments
are made, and was placed just at the entrance as seen in the cut. The title was
lettered on the sidewalk, as well as being
set out in letters of light above the awning, and the combined efTect brought
crowds the entire week.
The plugger song was ground out continuously, being helped by hook-up displays in the store windows.

New

York Falls for Same
Stunts as Country Towns

bediflfere
York real
and the
townnce with
theNew only
ABOUT tween
800 population is in the number of
people. They are the same sort of people
and respond to the same appeals, only
there are more New Yorkers to be reached,
though if you can reach enough, it does
not matter how many more there are.
The Cow Was No Bull.
Only a couple of weeks ago B. S. Moss
tore the town up by having a cow led down
Broadway with a statement that "This is
no Bull," adding that the best show in
town was Universal's "The Great Air Robl)ery" with Lt. Locklear, at the Broadway

Theatre.
For Fifth avenue one of the
regular stages was hired, provided with
a banner and run up and down the street
"Special" with a section of the Naval Militia
band
the roof
It's ittheworked
same oldin
specialon street
car garden.
stunt, but
the good old way. A more novel idea was
to send a couple of aeroplanes over the
city to drop aerograms advertising the
show, and these messages were given out
at
all of the many Moss theatres in New
York.
The stunts were simple, but they made
for a big second week, and it could have
stayed a third.
Milk Bottle Publicity for
a Twilight Baby Effective
a,
Alhambr
R, ofhistheexploita
tion
FISCHE
found
Milwauk
GE ee,
GEOR

's
First National
madeHefordecided
props ready
that this
Baby."
"A Twilight
first Lehrman comedy was worth real exploitation, and in casting about for publicity means he recalled that a local dairy
company had used some huge paper milk
bottles some time previously. He borrowed these, lettered them with suitable
legends and not only used them in his
lobby, but he sent them to a Motion Picture ball one night, provided with manpower motors, and they proved the hit of
the show, enabling the baby to pay many
milk bills through the box office takings.
Margarita Fisher Contest
Worked Along New

"Music Hath Charms," Says Los Angeles.
The phonographmorning,
seen in noon
the foreground
of this
the plugger song
and night; and
see picture
how theyground
piled in!

Lines
the
from
es
some ydepartur
ING similarit
OFFER
regular
contest.
Florence Fenyvessy,
of theMissStrand,
Rochester, recently made a clean-up with
a Margarita Fisher Contest. All girls who
thought they looked like the star were
invited to send in photographs. Competent judges made a selection of the six who
bore the closest. This is where the average contest ends, but Miss Fenyvessy had
slides made of these six portraits, sent a
pair of seats to each of the contestants,
threw the selected pictures on the screen
and let the audience vote, getting double
value from the idea, and building up a large
interest in the outcome.
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The Same Old Trouble
NORTH CAROLINA has the same old
trouble that many who use a combination moving picture and stereopticon projector experience. He thus
describes it :
Am projectingin (names
pressed for very pictures
obvious here
reasons);
also supoccasional y do relief work in a nearby town.
Projectors at both places are Powers.
At one place a current is taken through a
110-voIt D. C. generator, belt driven by gasolene engine, using regular Power rheostat
on next ofto objective,
highest contact.
focal
length
but thinkDon't
it is know
5.5 inches.
Distance of projection is 70 feet. Picture is
about 12.5 feet. Condenser is G.5 and 7.5, with
the 7.5 next the arc. National cored carbon,
with Silver Tip below. Get fine light on both
moving picture and stero. Am well satisfied, but here we have a 5.5 E F Bausch and
Lomb (other objective same make) and a 22
inch stero lens, also B. & L. Picture is 13
feet at S8 feet. Amperage between 30 and 35.
Home-made generator set consisting of
Holtzer-Cabot motor and Lincoln generator.
Condensers .5 and 7.5. Damphouse back as
far as it will go. National cored carbon
above, Silver Tip below. Regular Power
rheostat, set at third position. One setting
of
carbons less
laststhan
not atmore
hours — •
somewhat
the than
other two
house.
Light is poor, though I get a clear field for
the moving picture. As for the stero, it is
just plain bunk. Cannot get a clear field.
A Hard Job.
We use many Radio typewritten slides and
the reading of their outer margin is a hard
job. Am unable to get crater near enough
to condenser to clear stero field. At the
other place the spot is round, clear cut and
with a light haze of blue surrounding.
Here the spot is not clear cut on the edge,
but blends from dark to light; exactly as
though out of focus. Have Handbook, though
not the last edition; also have not the lens
tables.
Was with the A. E. F. Just got back. Saw
and ran some Dutch projectors and while
they are not the equal of the United States
machines in optical results (terrible flcker),
they are SOME machine mechanically. Their
lens is nearly as large as our stero lens.
Now, for
sake, help
out. and
My
manager
getsland's
the Moving
Pictureme World
I get a glimpse of the projection department,
all I am interested in.
First and Foremost.
First and foremost, the very greatest
real help I can possibly give you is to give
you what is commonly termed the devil —
a "laying
out,"it and
going
do itI too,
just
because
is theI'mone
BIG to help
can
give you.
You are projecting pictures upon which
the income of a theatre depends. You
are handling the presentation of productions costing tens of thousands of dollars.
You are controlling the actions of the
shadow forms of artists whose art is for
the time being entirely dependent upon
your knowledge and skill. You are putting
on the show that your fellow townsmen
pay to see, and yet you calmly tell me
you have only a handbook published so
long
date.cents
You ago
havethatnotI've
evenforgotten
invested thefifty
in a lens chart. You do not subscribe to
the Moving Picture World, but depend
on a "glimpse" of the projection department, which is "all that you are interested
Ought To Be Ashamed.
in."
You ought to be ashamed of yourself.
If your profession is not worth investing
a few dollars in text books, subscribing
to the trade paper which gives you real
information, and if its various branches
other than the one you are in do not in-
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tion to aperture. This would give you
the right thing for 30 amperes D. C. for
|'illiillllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiilllliliiiiiiiiiiiliiiiintiiiiiiiiiiin;iiiiiiiiii!iiiiii;^
moving
picture,
and I really
don't perfectly
see any
reason why
it would
not work
I
Notice to All
1 for the stero as well.
The Nicholas Power Company, 90 Gold
1 n RESSURE on our columns is such 1
I [ that published replies to questions 1 street. New York City, will supply rods
I
cannot be guaranteed under two or 1 long enough to let you get the lamphouse
I three weeks. If quick action is desired, g 30.
far, BUT, mind you, I am assumi remit four cents, stamps, and we will s back ingthat
your amperage to be between 25 and
I send carbon copy of department reply g
= as soon as written.
g
As to the Dutch projectors, the large
I1 ters
For which,
specialforreplies,
by mall,cannot
on matany reason,
be gg diameter objectives, unless stopped down
replied
to through lar
the department,
actual requirements of the insI mit
one dol
. re- p1 to the dividual
case, would set up additional flicker
tendency
by reason of excessive revolvI
QUESTION BOOKLETS. |
ing shutter master blade width required.
i We have two paper covered booklets 1
1 containing 150 questions designed as a 1 is The
fact that your
spot is "clear
not necessarily
a commendation
and out"
the
I guide to study. They indicate what the m blue
haze shows the aperture to be on the
i projectionist should know.
g
back
focus,
which
is
not
good.
i Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five g
The projector in question is giving a
gM Stamps
cents; both,
forty cannot
cents . United
States Mg
accepted;
use Canadian
field, but it is my judgment that you
g stamps.
g clear
have very small reason to feel satisfied.
field is important, but that is just
I
THE LENS CHARTS.
| Aoneclear
point of many.
p Are You Working by "Guess," or Do 1
The condenser combination of that mag
Yon Enploy Up-to-Date g
chine is wrongly placed; also it is too far
g
Methods?
| from the aperture. One must never be
1 You demand that your employer keep g satisfied with a good result, unless that reg his equipment In good order and up to |
sult is obtained efficiently. The spot should
g date. He owes it both to himself and to g be round, but that is a matter of lamp
g you to do so, but you ofe It to him to i angle and carbon adjustment to get a
g keep abreast with the times In knowl- 1 round or nearly round crater.
g edge and in your methods.
1
g The lens charts (two In one, 11x17 g
Now cism.
don't
fly offfriend
the handle
at my critiThe best
is sometimes
the
g Inches, on heavy paper for framing) g
g are in successful use by hundreds of j surgeon who causes us terrific pain. He
1 progressive projectionists. | finds the unhealthy spot and cuts it out
g Don't "guess." Do your work RIGHT, i that we may be well.
g Price, fifty cents, stamps.
|
You eat crackers and milk for a week if
g Address Moving Picture World, either J
g 616 Fifth avenue, New York City; j necessary and save enough money to get
1 Schiller Building, Chicago, 111., or | an up-to-date handbook, the lens charts
question booklets.
I Wright & Callender Building, Los An- | andThen
be a sport and support, by your
g geles, Cal.
_
i
subscription, the paper which is honestly,
iiiniiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiw
and perhaps we may venture to say, efficiently fighting your battles.
terest you, my advice to you, given in all
kindness and good faith,- is to get out of
it and get into some business you will be
Suggested Possibilities
really interested in, or into something
Recently
R. P. Smith, Jacksonville, Floriwhich has no knowledge requirement—
da, made san
inquiry which suggested posthough the Good Lord only knows what
ibilities, as follows:
that would be.
A very great many theatres are using such
As to your iens problem, for thirty am- high
amperage that it is not practical to use
peres D. C. you need the following: Two on objective
of sufficient diameter to pick
6.5 piano convex condensers, spaced not up
thusthe.setentire
up. light ray, under the condition
to exceed 1/16 of an inch apart, with 21
for instance, we use a hundred,
inches from center of condenser combin'a- or Suppose,
even ninety, amperes D C, which calls for
not to exceed 16 inches from center of condenser combination to film; in fact ,a little
less is usually the rule. Also, as a rule, the
OR.
working distance of the objective in the
MT i LET
W
nnijL
SHO
THEMOT
RUNTHE
Kil
present
top-of foisted
-the -balcony-abovethe-ceiling5ee5
line location
on all too many
present
Remember
day high class theatres, is long.
With condenser sixteen inches from film
IKe motor more
and a six inch working distance a 2.5 Inch
ipttblhink.
than
vou
diameter
would not pick up the entire ray,
important
and at seven incli working distance a threeinch-diameter objective would be lacking In
size.
Now we all well know there is objection
to such large lenses, from at least two viewpoints, and certainly there is no benefit in
a light ray larger than the lens.
Whnt In It All About?
And now here is what 1 am driving at. By
reducing the condenser diameter we reduce
the diameter of the ray where it encounters
the objective. Query: Would reducing the
diameter of the condenser by means of a
carefully designed shield on the arc side of
the lens allow us to advance the crater
nearer the lens without breakage whicli
would, of course, call for the use of a shorter
focal length arc lens; also would there be any
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AB be rotated about point A, AB and AC
would be equal, an impossibility of course, if
BCA is a right angle, but this is merely a
slip
result.in expression, and does not affect the
Using his theory then, the answer to your
shutter blade problem would be as follows:
Find the distance from center of shutter
shaft to center of light beam. Measure
diameter of light beam. This formula would
then result:
% diameter of light beam = sine of angle BAG
disance from center of shutter
shaft to center of light beam
Refer to a table of natural sines and find
the number of degrees in the angle. Then
apply this formula:
Angle
BAG equals
multiplied
2, plusofintermittent angle,
total bynumber
degrees
for main shuttfer blade.
I think this somewhat condenses and simplifies his solution, although the entire credit
belongs to Mr. Stringer, and I think he should
be awarded this prize. It seems to me that
the above formulas, in some form or other,
should be included in your next handbook
and in every standard text book on moving
pictures,
and should
be known
as
Shutter
Blade
Formulas",
they"Stringer's
the
first concrete
formulas
to asgive
theareexact
width of the main shutter blade In degrees,
to meet any local conditions.

Guys We Know.
"Didn't cha see the fuse go out — you poor
sardine?"
"N-o-o. Was he here?"
real advantage in so doing under those conditions. What say the Wise Ones? My ear
Is to the earth, listening for reply.
Auerbach Backs Up Stringer
John Auerbach, New York City, approves
of John
Stringer's
working
ter problem.
He says
: out of the shutMy dear Mr. Richardson: — In my opinion
the palm should be awarded to Mr. John
Stringer. Until his article was published I was
of the opinion that it was going to be very
difficult to arive at a definite solution of the
shutter blade . problem on paper that would
be absolutely correct.
Mr. Jackson's
close
asI had
we though
could come
in theorysolution
to theas right
answer, although it was evident that It was
a little out of the way.
As Mr. was
Stringer
points that
out, the
Mr. tangents
Jarden's
mistake
in assuming
AH and AF representing the angle of blade
sufficient to cover the light beam, intersected
the light beam at the points ED, the exties of theradius
diameter
of the
beam drawn
perpen-to
diculartrteomithe
of the
shutter
the centershowed
of the this
lighterror
beam.clearly.
Mr. Stringer's
diagram
Error Is Small.
The tion margin
of error
in Mr.AsJarden's
is very small
indeed.
a mattersolu-of
fact, the difference in final result between
the answers of Mr. Stringer and Mr. Jarden
Is only 13 minutes, 12 seconds, a difference of
less than V4 of a degree or l/1240th of the
whole circle. But, after all, there is a difference, and Mr. Jarden's answer does not absolutely satisfy the conditions of the problem, while that of Mr. Stringer does. The
further distant the light beam is from the
shutter shaft, the less the error in Mr. Jarwhen thefairly
distance
very
short den's
the method,
errorbutbecomes
large,is while
the method of Mr. Stringer meets every condition entirely.
It was very clever of him to dig out just
the geometrical theorem needed and apply
It so aptly. In case any readers have not
his particular geometry book at hand, the
theorem in question may also be found in
Wentworth's Plane Geometry — page 125.
Statement Ambiguous.
While Mr. Stringer's theory is absolutely
correct, I think he has stated the thing a little ambiguously. He says for instance, "if
line
AB be is,
rotated
pointrotated
A," etc.about
Whata
he means
if lineabout
AB be
point halfway between A & B, for If line

Shutter Pattern
R. P. Smith, Jacksonville, Florida, sends
in a shutter pattern for examination. Says
that he is getting good results from same,
using a Powers machine.
The shutter has an 85 degree main- blade,
then a 30, 25 and 30 degree blade, in the
order named, leaving two 70 degrees and
two twenty-five degree light openings.
I would not expect good results from
such a shutter when using brilliant illumination, though it gives ten degrees more
than fifty per cent, of light, hence is efficient. He has perforated the master blade
with l/16th inch holes, spaced a quarter of
an inch apart, which certainly would have
the efTect of injuring the contrast.
As to Non-Flam Film
Charles Roach, Visual Instruction Section Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, propounds irfiportant inquiries, as follows:
I have not yet been able to reconcile the
statements made by exchange managers and
manufacturers. The latter claim that nonflam film is the equal of flam film, while exmanagers
claim has
it isnotsoyetmuch
feriorchange
that the
industry
seen in-fit
to adopt it for general use. I know of no
other individual who can give us correct information, which will be unbiased by commercial or other considerations, hence please
give us such information as you can and will.
Exchange Manager Correct.
..What the exchange manager says is the
exact truth. The question is one which
has been, in some of its phase, taking up a
vast amount of the time of the last two
meetings of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers. It has been very thoroughly
discussed by that body, which called into
conference Dana Pierce, head of the Underwriters Fire Prevention Bureau. There
were Eastman film experts present and Mr.
Cook, head of the Pathescope Company of
America, which corporation uses nothing
but non-flam film.
The general opinion of all those competent to speak with authority was that
non-flam costs more and has only about
eighty per cent, efficiency as compared to
flam film, meaning that it would last only
about eighty per cent, as long. At all meetings men were present who fought for the
adoption
of non-flam stock for general use
in the industry.
But they accepted the fact that it would
cost more and have a shorter life as fact,
arguing that the industry should shoulder
the additional financial burden for the sake
of the added safety.
This discussion was not directly brought
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about
either non-flam
or
flamthrough
film, butadvocacy
through ofopposition
to the
special width non-flam film standard adopted by the society at its Rochester meeting.
These are the facts : Cost about one cent
per foot more than inflammable stock;
lasts only about 80 per cent, as long.
At the last meeting the fact was brought
out (Eastman representative being the
authority) that while quantity production
would probably operate to reduce the cost
of non-flam to some extent, it would never
be as cheap as the inflammable stock because of the costly chemicals required in
its manufacture.
In the foregoing, having quoted from
memory, the actual figures of relative cost
may be slightly in error, but the main
facts are absolutely correct.
Looks Practical to Me
Robert P. Smith, Jacksonville, Florida,
proposes the following as a simple, easily
applied, practical solution of the shutter
I submit: herewith my Idea of a simple, easquestion
ily applied and thoroughly practical solution
of the shutter problem. I may be in error,
but believe my plan will give desired results,
and that, too, without the necessity of applying either geometry or trigonometry, both of
which were so successfully employed by
brothers Jardin and Stringer, but with both
of which the average projectionist is perhaps
not very familiar.
Smith's Solution.
My solution is as follows: Draw rectangle
A, B, C, D, the EXACT size of light ray at
point It is to be intercepted by shutter blade.
From exact center of side of rectangle
nearest where shutter shaft will be located
in pattern, draw a line perpendicular (at
right angles to) side of rectangle, said line
to be the exact length of distance from
center of shutter shaft of your projector to
edge of rectangle of light, at point where
it is to be Intercepted by shutter blade.
The end of this line (line E, K) will be
point E, which will be center of shutter
shaft. From point E, using a comi^ass, draw
curved line J, G, H about an inch beyond
edge B, C of light rectangle.
Outer Edge of Sliutter Blade.
This will be outer edge of your shutter
blade. Next draw line E, G and, by means
of a project r, line E, J. This will be the
sixty degrees necessary to cover a pin point
when using a 5 to 1 movement.
Next draw line H, D and then cut out your
pattern with E, H, J as the master blade, ajid
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the exact requirements of the question propounded in the question will have been fulfilled.
It Seems Right.
Seems to me this is absolutely right, except in cases where the ray is, by reason
of too-small objective, round.
In such case, however, it would not alter
the correctness of the solution, though it
would modify or change the method of its
application to this extent: we would then
draw the line E K straight through center
of circle representing exact diameter of
light ray at point shutter intercepts it and
draw lines E, G and E, H to just pass sides
of circle.
On Second Thought.
On second though it would be very difficult for the average man to get line E K
exactly at right angles to line AD. I would,
therefore, suggest adding point K exactly
half way between B and C. A line drawn
exactly through points F and K, as per
dotted line, would, of course, of necessity
be exactly at right angles to line AD.
Still another way would be to extend
one side of line AD a foot or so, as per
dotted line D, L. One could then apply a
triangle
an ordinary
carpenter's square
with
veryor tolerable
accuracy.
Oh, Boy!
The story goes that a certain union in a
certain city received from a certain exhibitor the following letter in response to a
demand for increased emolument in return
for services to be rendered. We cannot
vouch for the correctness of the yarn,
but, anyhow, it is mighty good reading, and
so close to the truth, in many cases, that
the two could not be told apart. Here is
the letter :
Local Union No. X Y Z, International Association of Theatrical Stage Employes and
Moving Picture Machine Operators of the
United States and Canada.
Gentlemen: — For the following reasons I
am unable to concede the raise for which you
ask. I have been held up, held down, sandbagged, walked on, sat on, flattened out and
squeezed, first by the United States Government for federal war tax, excess profit tax,
income tax, liberty bonds, thrift stamps,
capital
stockof tax,
by
the state
New merchant's
York for anlicense,
income then
tax,
and an auto license tax next; by the city for
water tax, theatre license, dog tax, special
assessment tax and property tax, and afterward by every society and organization the
marvelously ingenious mind of modern man
can suggest or invent to subtract me from
that which I may or may not possess.
The Society of John the Baptist, the G. A.
R.,
K. oftheC, RedtheCross,
Women's
Relief,Cross
the
Navy theLeague,
the Purple
the Black Cross, the Double Cross, the Y. M.
C. A., the Y. W. C. A., the Boy Scouts, the Girl
Scouts, the Jewish Relief, the Belgian, Italian,
Turkish, Armenian, French, English and
United States Orphans and every hospital in
the city insist upon separating me from my
hard won coin, and Just for good measure the
Associated Charities, which picks up any
stray crumbs the others may have Inadvertently overlooked.
One Sweet Dream.
And to the end that life be but one sweet
dream, our beneficent government has so
hedged my business about with must and
must nots that I don't quite know who owns
It.
I am Inspected, suspected, scrutinized, examined, overhauled, re-examined, investigated, supervised. Informed, required and
commanded
don'tI shall
know much
who
I am, why Iuntil
am Ior really
whether
longer continue to be.
The one thing I do know with surety Is
that I am supposed to be a sort of Christmas tree, from which money may be plucked
throughout the year — a horn of plenty from
which an Inexhaustible supply of money may
be drawn
every race.
known need, hope or desire of theforhuman
And because I have failed in some degree
to live up to that Idea — because I will not
go out and beg, borrow or steal sufficient
coin to make up the deficit, I am cussed, dis-
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Questions and Answers
|
George J. Homer, Mankato, Minnesota,
| wants something we are now engaged in
preparing
him, : in the very best possible form.to give
He says
I
HANDBOOK
|
I purchased the questions, lens charts and
I
For Managers and Operatora |
handbook. With regard to the questions I
I
By F. H. RICHARDSON | think some of them are a bit confusing. I
believe, and the belief is shared by others,
I The recognized standard book on the work of pro- | that it would be an excellent idea to publish
I jection. Complete descriptions and instructions on all | the questions and answers in book form.
I leading machines and projection equipment. =
It would give those who are anxious to
I There isn't a proiection room in the universe In which | make the most of their profession and reach
I this carefully compiled booked will not save Ita purchase | its real heights a chance, and they would
I price each month.
1 want the book, regardless of what its price
be.
I Buy It Today
(4 the Copy, pottpatd | might
We have no local here, as in larger cities,
which
fact places us at disadvantage.
I
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
| Jn the
larger cities they get together in
I 516 Fifth Avenue. New York City
| club rooms and discuss various things,, which
1
Schiller Building, Chicago, III.
| is a privilege denied us of the smaller towns.
1
Wright & Callender BIdg., Lo> Angele*, Cal. |
1
To save time, order from nearest oflfice. |
Regarding "Get Together."
liiinililiMiiiiiililliiliiitiiilliiilillllllillilliitiiiiiiiiliulillliiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiriiiiiiiilliMliliiiiiiiiitiiiiiliiiiiiilliliiiiijiijT
With regard to the "get together and
things,"
is quite
true that
cussed, boycotted, talked to, talked about, discuss
union men
do do itthat
very thing,
more city
or
sworn at, hung up, robbed and all but ruined. less. But such meetings and discussions
The only reason I still stick around is that will be helpful or harmful, according to
I may bet money I have not got with myself their nature.
on what in H — Is going to happen next.
As citing the possibility for harm, we
Gentlemen, I am sorry, bul you are too late.
The others beat you to me. I cannot accede visited the rooms of the projectionist local
in
one of the largest cities of the country
to your very reasonable reqtiest. because in
a well-sucked egg there is no meat. I am a couple of years ago.
the egg. Very truly yours.
This local had letter-heads and stationery
suggestive of a high class membership. The
union president accompanied us through
the rooms, in one of which were many
Screen Surfaces
members engaged in animated discussion.
From Ellenville, New York, comes an inquiry as to the advisability of purchasing a
Discussing Cubic Contents.
metallic screen surface. It would seem that
On
a
large
table certain cubes were rolled
as we have many times set this matter
forth and it is thoroughly treated in the and according to computation of the sum
handbook, such inquiries would be a thing of the uppermost spots each discussion
of the past, yet scarce a week goes by was decided. True, all our feeble intellect
could see in the discussion which pertained
without one or more reaching us.
was the fact that the aforeFrom the purely artistic projection view- to projection
said cubes were projected.
point, while one may equal it, that man
However,
the
above was merely an isodoes not live who ever has or probably
lated exception, not, praise be, representever will improve upon plain white plaster,
ing anything even faintly resembling a
calsomine, non-gloss white paint or fine general
condition. It is only mentioned as
woven white muslin.
showing that gatherings of city men for
Another Story.
discussion may be harmful as well as helpful, so you have no reason to feel disBut when it comes to the power required
couraged by your semi-isolation. As a
to give different surfaces a given bril- matter of fact,
however, let it be said that
liancy it is quite another story.
more
and
more
is it becoming the fact that
The benefit in the semi-reflective surface, such as a metallic surface, lies in the city men really do meet, more or less regularly, for helpful discussion.
fact that it reflects back to the eye a much
greater percentage of the light received
As to Questions and Answers.
upon its surface per unit of area than do
the other surfaces named.
As to the questions and answers, we
It is therefore possible to do two things could not publish them in the form you
with the metallic surface screen, viz.: get propose without supplying an encyclopedia of questions and answers to examina more brilliant screen with less amperage, or the same brilliancy with less, as
ation questions, thus turning loose upon a
defenseless
profession a horde of men who
compared with plaster, cloth, etc. It is
possible to get a brilliant picture of large secured license without anything in the
size which could not be made brilliant if way of knowledge except answers to questhe other named surfaces were used.
tions, which they had learned to repeat like
a parrot.
Other Points for Comparison.
We have, however, finally hit upon a plan
The other points for comparison are fade- which will give you exactly what you want,
away, which does not exist in any degree and give it you in a helpful way. It will
supply the questions and answers all in
in the non-reflective surfaces named, and one
book, but not in just the way you
may or may not exist in the metallic surface screen, according to whether it is or mean. The way will, however, be entirely
is not rightly made.
practical. We cannot, for purely business
In connection with the screen problem, reasons, tell you what the plan is at this
you will remember that a few years ago time; also we will not be able to get it
many were vociferating loudly in favor of into shape for a year or more — probably
more, but take it from us that it will be
yellow in the screen surface.
This department withstood a storm of well worth the waiting.
censure for not "falling for the yellow."
Well,
hear now,
any one
declaiming
The advertising pages of Moving Picture
about you
yellowdon't
screens
do you?
It is
World tell the story of picture production
just another instance out of dozens where
as it progresses week by week. The text
this department and its editor have refused to follow the crowd, when it was
pages give the minute details. What the
thoroughly convinced that the crowd was
style pages
to the pages
up-to-date
merchant so do represent
the advertising
of Moving
wrong, being roundly abused for such rePicture World inform and keep posted the
fusal and then, long afterward, being acknowledged right.
picture showman.
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Educational

and

Conducted

N on

by Margaret

-theatrical

News

I. MacDonald

QiiHiimiiiiiiiiitiiii
Grammatical

and

Mathematical

To Be Solved
WARD BAILEY, well known
ALIC
asEa writer of magazine stories, and
particularly beloved to the children
of Minneapolis, was one of the interestili.;
figures met in Cleveland during the week of
the N. E. A. convention. She has a tiny,
fragile personality, and one wonders in
looking at her how she is able to put so
much vim into life. But looking down the
line of people who have accomplished much,
we find that not all of them — in fact, a
small majority — have gained either great
height or avoirdupois. So, perhaps, it is
not so surprising after all that Mrs. Bailey
has attacked big problems and been able to
get away with them.
One of her latest accomplishments is the
making of' a moving picture intended to
lessen the difificulties of the study of grammar. This production is called "Mr. Noun
and Mrs.
Pronoun,"
and author
was enacted
by
girls
and boys,
with the
in the role
of Old Mr. Grammar. The story opens
with a little girl trying very hard to understand the relations of the different parts
of speech. Finally, she falls asleep, and
dreams that Old Mr. Grammar steps from
the book, calls his nouns and pronouns,
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc., around him.
And like real people they enact the story,
in which they are kept in order by rules
who appear as policemen.
The picture is not yet in the hands of
distributors, and in fact there are but four
prints made. The inspiration for making
the film came from the fact that Mrs.
Bailey has for several years been looked
upon in Minneapolis as an elucidator of
problems of the schoolroom. Cases of
children who found it impossible to understand through ordinary mediums were
brough to her. And it is an interesting
fact that the little trick through which she
arouses their interest, and brushes away the

Problems

by the Moving Picture
cobwebs, was learned by accident when a
little girl of her acquaintance tearfully
acknowledged thai she was beaten by the
complications of the text book on granimai. Mrs. Bailey solved her problem for
her bj' lining up the parts of speech and
representing them to her as real people.
The little girl was happy, and many other
children have since been made happy
through her experience. In her apartment
in Minneapolis. Mrs. Bailey now retains a
clinic to which children w-ith like problems
are brought to have them simplified.
We will no doubt hear more of this picture, and of another which she is about lo
make,
calledof "Fractions,"
a^ :in
elucidation
the subject inintended
the classroom.
Brussels and Rhine in
Burton Holmes Latest
IN the Paramount-Burton Holmes travel
number for February 29 the .'\merican
soldiers watching on the Rhine affords
some interesting scene in the occupied territory of Germany. The cameraman guided
the onlooker through cities under control
of the American military police and to the
Royal Palace, a favorite residence of former
German royalty, especially Empress Augusta, grandmother of the onetime Kaiser.
The cafes, the Y. M. C. A. huts, the water
fronts are all visited by Mr. Holmes in his
camera-chaperoned tour including the
famous pontoon bridge over the Rhine
which leads up to the citadel of Ehrenbreitstein where, with the Stars and Strips
flying overhead, the tourist looks down
upon Coblenz,
between the Rhine picturesquely
and Moselle situated
rivers. The
picture
is called number
"The Watch
on the 7Rhine."
The Holmes
for March
shows
that last summer, at the time the picture

was taken, there was more life on the
streets, more eating, drinking and entertaining in the beautiful cafes and on the
sidewalk
terraces
than
in Paris
itself. of "Bustling Brussels"
For five years the Belgians had lived
under every conceivable restriction and
under the shadow of every fear. When the
armistice was signed and their liberty assured, the Belgians quickly rejected this
restraint and horror, and Mr. Holmes shows
Brussels and the Belgians enjoying life to
the utmost. He gives a glimpse of everythingBrussels;
worth seeing
in enchanting,
ated
the celebrated
Guild rejuvenHouse,
the lovely flower markets and the famous
city hall. The hard working dog doing carrier duty, the interesting phases of daily
life in and about the streets, the wonderful
displays of Brussels lace give the finishing
touch to an unusually interesting and timely
picture.
Diversity of Subjects in Screen Magazine.
The fifty-seventh issue of the Universal
Screen Magazine heads off with a fashion
feature "Inspirations from the Court of
King Arthur, directed by H. Christensen.
Following this are other interesting scenes,
in which appear James Hunter, manager
of the Denver Municipal Zoo, and some
of his pets. Interesting shots are shown
of prize antelopes, mountain lions, bears,
and "Snowball," said to be the only pinkeyed, white-haired coyote in the world.
Denver's
bisononherd
also and
shown.one
Anotherprize
subject
thisis reel,
which will be of absorbing interest to the
naturalist is "Monuments of the MicroscopelargedWorld,"
showing of
reproductions,
ena millionfol4,
the numerous
skeletons of polycystina, the fossilized remains of which, accumulated through the
ages, composes the undersea foundations
of the Barbadoes and other island groups.
Boys, earning while they learn, are
shown at work in the Vocational School at
Kansas City. They build a complete house
in full view of the camera.

When Adjective Modifies Verb Then the Trouble Commences.
Scenes from "Mr. Noun and Mrs. Pronoun," grammar
co-stars inbyAlice
Ward ciiildren.
Bailey's production whicli simplifies tlie learning of
backward
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First Shipment

of Negative from North African Party
lastof the
meeting
the board ofFilm
dishipment of negative from "At the rectors
THEthe first
Atlaeof Educational
Educational-Interchurch Expedition in North Africa has been re- Company, John Melville Boggs was elected
ceived in New York by Vice-President E. vice-president by a unanimous vote. Mr.
Boggs served with distinction during the
W. Hammons, of the Educational Films
Corporation of America, together with a late war as major in the Ordinance Department. He was assigned by the department
detailed report of the activities of the camera party.
as supervising port ordinance officer at
The North African expedition is in charge
Philadelphia, Pa. -Wilmington, Del., and
of Willard Price, editor-in-chief of World
had charge of the shipping of high explosives to Italy and France.
Outlook Magazine, and includes Horace D.
Ashton, of the Educational staff, camera"Prior to the war Mr. Boggs was known
man. It is one of two expeditions sent out to the business world as the vice-president
and general manager of the Philadelphia
early last December by the Interchurch
World Movement, in co-operation with Casualty Company, also the Pittsburgh
Educational.
Casualty Company, which was taken over
The second party, under the direction of by the National Life Company of Chicago, Mr. Boggs retaining his position of
E. Lloyd Sheldon, the well-known author,
includes Dr. S. V. Casselman, of the Intermanager."
church Movement, and Harry Keepers, general
Atlas has
recently been busy sounding
cameraman. This party, known as the In- out the possibilities and requirements of
dia Expedition, is now in China, and is to the school market, and will doubtless be
spend some months in India as a part of one of the educational concerns to whom
a program which will carry it around the we may look early for interesting developments.
world.
To Release in Two Groups.
The purpose of both expeditions is to
secure a better type of travel film, built to Films on Fruit Packing
conform to present-daj' standards, which
and Road Building Shown
Mr. Hammons has carefully planned in advance to insure a maximum of entertainment and action. All the subjects thus proion, an
ationGrowers'
organiz
having
Fruit
County
Ontario
duced are to be edited and released in two
THEAssociat
s of members in one of the
hundred
groups, the first under the title, "World
most prosperous rural counties in New
Outlook on the Screen," for general release
State, met in Canandaigua on March
through the Educational organization, and 4,York
and the sessions were held in the Liberty
the second classification for the use of the Theatre
. The movie house was selected as
Interchurch movement.
a meeting place in order that the members
Mr. Price and Mr. Ashton have had un- of
the association might have the benefit
usual success to date and the material now
motion pictures showing the latest and
in hand proves that the arrangement is cer- of
tain to result in a different sort of travel most improved methods of growing, packing and handling fruit in Niagara countj-.
subject. In the first place, Mr. Hammons
members are interested in co-operative
states, the camera party has enjoyed ex- The
packing houses, among other things, but
traordinary privileges, which was antici- before
they invest hundreds of thousands
pated, and therefore things that have here- of dollars
it was decided that it would
tofore been inaccessible have at last been be a good idea
for the whole membership
photographed.
to become thoroughly acquainted with the
Each of the subjects thus far completed
subject through special motion pictures.
conforms to the original plan of containMotion pictures are also playing a big
ing more than mere scenery, combining it part
in the building of town roads in Westwith a thread of story that is accepted beern New York. In the towns the superfore the party sets out and which guaranintendents of highways are elected, and
tees a greater degree of success. Mr. Hamas often as not are practical road builders,
present
than scientifically trained engineers.
will result
in a regular mons'
release
of plans
the World
Outlook
films rather
For the firms selling road machinery and
through the Educational exchanges, begin- material
to reach these men with convincning about August 1.
ing reasons for buying their product has
not always been an easy matter, until the
Atlas Appoints New Vice-President.
recent advent of motion pictures as salesThe following interesting announcement
men. Road building and machinery are
comes from the Atlas Educational Film
now demonstrated with the aid of film for
Company, of Chicago, which is now mak- the benefit of highway officials who are in
the field for such equipment, and the screen
ing more or less elaborate preparations
for future educational film requirements: has proven far superior and more con-
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vincing than the usual sales talk of the
glib-tongued salesman.
At a meeting of the Town Superintendents' Association of Monroe County, held
in Rochester, and also attended by representatives from Ontario, Genesee and
Livingston counties, pictures were used to
demonstrate the use of local materials,
including grave! and broken stone, to meet
the traffic requirements of the present day.
At a meeting on March 2, a film entitled
"A Concrete Romance" was presented,
showing the benefits of modern road-building methods. A love story runs through
the film to make it doubly interesting, but
it is closely interwoven with the possibilities of using cement not only on highways,
but also for general farm use.
Films Used to Instruct
Dry Goods Employees

salesng availare now
workinstructi
persons in their for
MOTION able forpictures
retailers. The Department
of Research and Information of the National Dry Goods Association, anticipating
the interest of our members in the use of
motion pictures for educational work, has
been gathering together information relanow being done and postive to thesibilitieswork
for the future.
Very often sales are lost because of the
ignorance of the salesperson as well as
that of the customers. There are comparatively few books on the process of
manufacture of the various commodities
sold over the counter and what books have
been published are not attractive to the
average sales girl. Everyone realizes the
popularity of motion pictures and there
are very few salespeople who do not find
them one of their chief methods of entertainment. If the sales force can see the
story of their wares they will be able, more
intelligently, to guide the choice of their
patrons and by stressing valuable points
could almost invariably sway the undecided buyer. If, on the other hand, the
public knew more about the character of
goods they were purchasing, they would
make fewer unwise selections and many
returns would be eliminated.
Because of the fact that the expense of
production is so great, few retailers have
been able to employ this valuable method
of instruction. However, two or three of
the very large concerns have made a good
beginning. These productions were along
the lines of delivery and window decoratrade. tion, and a community film to attract rural
f. H. Richardson's Projection' Department
in Moving
Picture
World
is admittedly
'the
best
and most
useful
compendium
of projection knowledge extant. Week after week,
Richardson talks ivith authority on the subject of projecting pictures—and he talks to
the future theatre manager, -who is the
present projectionist.

China's Famous Yangtse River as Caught by One of the Cameraman of C.
Chester.
Some Yangt.se types are seen, left and right, while in the center, the junks laze along L.through
the meadows.
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Blamed

for "Vulgarizing" World War Ideals
hunting grounds. The picture closes with
now being shots
ING pictures are
MOV^blamed
of rare varieties of pheasants.
"cheape
the great
t toning"
war. A for
statemen
this effect
was
The second subject in this Pictograph,
made by Prof. J. L. Morison before the "Knife Throwing,'" deals with the remarkable performance of Chief Zatzam, an
Ottawa Teachers' Institute at Ottawa, Ontario, on February 20. Moving pictures, he Aztec Indian, sixty eight years old, whose
believed, were largely responsible for the proficiency at knife throwing is marvelous.
In all the fifty-one years that he has been
"vulgari
the great
fortedwhich
the
warzing"
was offought.
He cause
illustra
this
he has had but one acciassertion by telling of a motion picture hurlingdent, knives
and that was not his fault.
which he had seen in a theatre in Scotland.
A boxing contest in which the participants are mice instead of men is the subThis picture was called "The Beast of Berject of the cartoonist's humor in Krazy
lin."
"The impression one received from wit- Kat in "Best Mouse Loses." The artist
nessing thiswon
picture,"
he said, of
"was
that shows a grotesque view of the match with
the war was
by a succession
parades
the ring-side bet makers.
down Broadway and that peace was obtained by a meeting in Europe at which
Some Things Worth Knowing
one nation was the predominant factor."
So disgusting had this propaganda beThat the Prizma release for March 2 is
come, he continued, that a certain British painfully
reminiscent of the days when
officer had told him that "he thought he John Barleycorn was in his prime. This
was fighting for the Allies, but found thai reel reproduces in colors the preparation
he was fighting for Horatio Bottomley."
of various alcoholic drinks. The latter part
Soldiers "Howled" at Front Line Scenes. of the reel is a clever burlesque on the
methods which are supposedly employed in
Prof. Morison declared that British sol- the
home to produce substitutes.
* * *
diers in a hospital had "howled" when
films
from
Lord
Beaverbrook's
department,
That International News No. 48 shows
which were supposed to depict scenes in
the front line, had been shown to them. the resumption of pre-war industries in the
He ventured the opinion that indulgence in near east, furnishing interesting scenes in
which Persian men and women are shown
flag-waving is a great evil.
At the same convention the proposal turning out the fine rugs for which their
was made by Dr. F. A. Jones, of the Ottawa
country is famed. In the same issue AmerNormal School, to have moving picture
ican marines are shown in lively work at
projection machines as permanent equip- the president's palace in Hayti, where they
ment in all schools for the teaching of are helping to quell the frequent revolugeography, history and other subjects.
tions which make life interesting in this
At a meeting of the National Educational
little South American republic. Other items
Council in Ottawa on the same day, one of interest show coal being doled out to
of the delegates from Winnipeg, Manitoba, shivering Austrians, and penny lunches
told of having seen a private screening of being provided for hungry children of the
rejected portions of moving picture sub- New York schools.* * *
jects which had passed through the hands
of the Manitoba Board of Moving Picture
a three-reel moving picture story
Censors. He referred to the exhibition as of That
the manufacture of an automobile tire,
"nauseating."
starting with a view of the crude rubber as
it arrives after its long journey from the
Shown Despite Protests.
Goodyear in
Tire
and Rubber
Company's
The presentation of these condemned
Sumatra.
The picture
takes
scenes before a gathering of clergymen and plantation
the
spectator
step
by
step
through
the
others at Winnipeg a few weeks before various intricacies of the manufacturing
had aroused a protest from local exhibi- process, showing wonderful machines at
tors on the ground that such a screening
mixing and rolling the rubber, and
would only add to the prejudice against work
looms for the weaving of the fabric. The
moving pictures that is held by a number
of preachers. The exhibitors pointed out dexterity of the tire builders, and the huge
that if the scenes had been condemned by steaming pits in which the casings are
the censors for showing in Manitoba, they cured provide interesting sights. The picshould not have been shown to a select
ture was made by the company's own corps
and cameramen, under the difew, and it was also argued that the con- of experts
rection of Ralph M. Lambeck, formerly a
demned portions of the films, when pre- cameraman with big producing concerns.
sented without proper sequence of context,
* ♦ *
could not help but appear crude.
That the filming of Mount Timpanogoa,
one of the highest peaks in the Wasatch
ridge, will
be the feature
Utah's
campaign for advertising
its of
scenic
wonders
Game Birds, Sports and Fun
this year. Dana Parkinson, supervisor of
in Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph
the Wasatch forest, has made arrangements with the International Film ComAN unusual study of the scientific
pany to make pictures of the mountain. E.
breeding of game birds as practised
L. Roberts, professor of physical education
by the New Jersey Fish and Game
Commission at Fork River, N. J., is the at the Brigham Young college at Logan,
will accompany the photographers on the
lead-ofT subject in the Goldwyn-Bray Picto- hike
up the mountain.
graph, B-7CC9, scheduled for release at an
* * *
early date. It is entitled "Pheasants —
That the bad effects of the incorrect
Aristocrats of Birdland."
The scenes photographed at Fork River handling of apples were graphically shown
show how thousands of pheasants are by a moving picture which was exhibited
raised every year under the most scientific at the Maryland State College of Agriculconditions. After the nests in the main
ture at College Park, Md., recently in the
hatchery have been pictured; also the auditorium. This picture was shown by
method of feeding the chicks, the spec- the State Extension Service and the correct method of handling apples and how
tator follows the growing birds through
their various stages of development until incorrect handling will hurt them was dethey are crated and shipped to distant
picted. The county agent of Washington

Bally Much Algerian Atmosphere.
H. Burton
T. Cowling,
cameraman
for ParamountHolmes
Travelogues,
making
films In North Africa.
County, Maryland, and the College Extension Service members made the demonstrations.
* * *
That in order to thoroughly expose the
methods used by crooks in forging checks
and to show how to detect false checks,
Robert A. Bond, president of the Credit
Men's Club of Baltimore, arranged for the
showing of a moving picture entitled "A
Modern Black Art," which was exhibited
at the monthly dinner of this association
at the Hotel Emerson on Wednesday night,
January 21. This picture was shown
through the courtesy of the Todd Protectograph Company. It is estimated that
about $250,000 is lost each year by Baltimore merchants by bad checks. The same
subject was treated by George E. Darrell,
of the William J. Burns International Detective Agency, and the principal address
was made
by Assistant
Attorney
Horton
S. Smith,
in which State's
he showed
that
the existing laws are insufficient to cope
with forgers even *though
* * detected.
That a three-reel film made for the government by Major L. C. Mitchell with the
purpose of teaching the men in the military
camps the proper care of mouth and teeth
is called "Come Clean." This film was not
quite finished when the armistice was
signed, and it was therefore in a measure
diverted from its original purpose. In
finishing the picture Major Mitchell had
the foresight to inoculate into it certain
things which pertained particularly to the
child. The film is now awaiting certain
formalities preparatory to its distribution.
Thirty copies of the picture have been made.
That the Pathe Review, No. 41, contains
a remarkable animal study by Raymond L.
Ditmar called "The Dog that Taught Men
to Cuss." This is a series of scenes showing the prairie dog and his habits. A Pathccolor of views in Tangier, Morocco, an Algerian Dance, a Novograph number, "Just
Legs," in which the New York mounted
police perform, and German prisoners rebuilding France complete the reel.
That Rowland
"Reflections
of a its
Bachelor
Girl" by
Helen
makes
reapparance
in
film in the Paramount Magazine for March
7. This issue also contains a subject called
"On the Wings of the Morning," whiqh
shows the valuable service rendered by ice
boats in facilitating the work of the U. S.
Life Saving Corps.
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Softly
We

Cooing
Glance

at

JUST to start an argument, and perhaps
to be called down for making a few
we'll bybegin
this week's
lessonmisstatements,
in ancient history
recording
a few
"firsts" and to get to them, the earlier years
of
Infant's life must be delved into. As,
for the
instance:
The first slide manufacturer was Joseph F.
Coufal, of the (then) Novelty Slide Company. He's here still and going strong.
The first "Imp" picture was "Hiawatha"
with Florence Lawrence and King Baggot
leading — although their names were never
mentioned.
It was
"policy"
let the names
of against
the players
be. then
known.to
Different now.
The first publicity writer for films was R.
H. Cochrane. He was then in Chicago, head
of his own advertising agency. Carl Laemmle
was getting into the film game via reelrenting and Mr. Cochrane gave a few inpments of his time to devising advertisements
and reeling off publicity.
"0!d Mamma 10 Per Cent."
In Moving Picture World dated March 12,
1910, there is a lively sample of the Cochrane
skill
in putting
the "punch"
into antheargument.
At that
time Imp
was battling
Patents
Company and the Independents were fighting
the Trust.
"She is Dead," wrote Mr. Cochrane as the
caption under a drawing of an old lady
stretched out on a cot with men labeled
"Certain Licensed Exchange" mourning her
demise.
of southeast
Carl Laemmle's
face held The
downcut the
corner smiling
of the
same page.
"She's dead !" wrote "R. H."
"Old Mamma Ten Per Cent is dead !
"Deadernell !
"Get out the crepe !
"Sound the doleful drums of death. Boom!
"Let the mournful trombone croon its
agonizing dirge !
"Oom-pah! Oom-pah! Toll the bells!
Ding-a-ling !
"For she's dead!"
R. H. Cochrane "Nails a Lie."
Gives you an idea of advertisement writing ;
advertisements that put Carl Laemmle "on
the map" (with exchanges in Chicago, Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Portland, Evansville and Denver) and all over the map ten
years later. And some mighty printable publicity went along with the advertisement
writing.
On another page of the same issue Imp

As

the

the

Infant

Old

Industry

Cradle
Ten

What Were YOU Doing
TEN YEARS AGO
Drop us a line, whoever you are, if
your
film record covers ten years in
harness.
Tell us what you were doing and
where you were doing it ten years
ago.Help us "jazz this thing up" and
make it the most interesting section
of Moving Picture World.
"Kick in." Don't be modest.
It wasn't modesty that made the
goldfish famous.
advertising said: "The blackest and at the
same time the silliest lie yet circulated by
enemies of 'Imp' was the story foisted on
the public of St. Louis last week in effect
that Miss Lawrence (the 'Imp' girl, formerly known as the 'Biograph' girl) had been
killed by a street car."- Gradually the names
of players zvere getting into print!
Samuel L. Rothapfel, destined to later on
become quite well known in the industry,
broke into type with a contribution to Moving Picture World concerning picture theatre
management. This was the first of a series
of arguments and expressions of opinion that
later came into full operation at the hands
of the same Rothapfel on the street called
Broadway in the city of New York.
In the history of moving pictures that is
still to be written these letters from Rothapfel
should find place. For "Roxey" has done
more for pictures than pictures can e'uer
do for him.
Thanhouser's First Release.
New Rochelle flared forth on the map of
moving pictures when Thanhouser released
his first picture — and Bert Adler wrote his
first tradepaper advertisement. "The Actor's
Child" was the title ; release date March 15,
1910. 22."St. Elmo" was underlined for
March
Four stills were used by New York Motion
Picture Company to advertise, in a page of
space, as many Bison releases. Nowadays
Clarence R. Yearsley uses a dozen stills to
tell the story and advertise one First National on two pages of tradepaper adver-

Years

Rocks
Ago

tising. The Infant is just that much grown
and more sensible.
Panning the movies was a popular pastime
ten years ago — as in 1920. We quote the
remarks of Dr. Anna Shaw, whoever she was:
"There should be a police woman at the
entrance of every moving picture show and
another inside. These places are the recruit"Reverend.")
ing stations of vice." ("Doc" was also a
Like the rest of her ilk, "Doc Ann" made
no exceptions. She swept 'em all into the
ash-heap and covered 'em with her apron.
Note, also,(and
the "policewoman's
Woman's
suffrage
suffering) was idea.
coming
on —
like prohibition — ten years ago and nobody
seemed to realise it!
"Education, Science and Art and the Moving Picture" was the caption on the first
educative department ever established by a
moving picture tradepaper. "House Fly
Actors
DebutAndUpon
was the Make
leadingTheir
article.
there the
wereScreen"
other
interesting educative film references.
The First Educative Department.
"Nick Carter, the Acrobat" (Eclair) indicated that the slippery detective, dear to
millions, was being filmed in some of the
hurt!)
aforesaid "dens of iniquity." We'll say for
Nick we'd rather read one of his tales than
to have heard "Doc" Shaw rave. (Bet that
Pause also to remark that Essanay filrned
"The Egg Trust" in 1910. Been generally
revived lately. "Mexican Faith" (Essanay)
was filmed to make things harder for Taft
and Wilson later on. The synopsis set forth
the "Greaser" as a very treacherous sort of
a cactus.
Chris Taylor was signing Vitagraph publicity. The boys are not signing their stuff
now-times, for some reason or other. Chris
entered about three inches of matter in competition with Edison Notes,' Essanay Notes,
Bison Notes and Lubin Notes — and 7iot a
"Statement of Policy" in the lot.
Just to lend a dash of personal interest to
this stuff — tell us what YOU were doing ten
years ago. Something like this, for instance:
Lynde Denig, now writing publicity for
Goldwyn, was on the staff of the Springfield
Republican, a Massachusetts newspaper with
national circulation.
W. K. H,
Tell us about yourself.
P. S. — Read that last line again.

The pictures were
a series of slides, following in quick succession while someone recited the story of the Dlay "Miss Jerrv"
has :re
been put into the Paramount Magazine and should be
of great interest to picture fans, old and new
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F. B. 0., the Great Filmway/* Explains
Its Method of Feature Exploitation
notable fact in connecGermany," which appeared in over 1,000
A SPECItionALLY
with the English exploitation of picture
theatres, is famous in the history
of
the British trade. Starting off with
D. W. Griffith's masterpiece, "Brok' ii private
views given on two consecutive days
Blossoms," is the fact that before the trade
show has been arranged, Film Booking
in London West End picture theatres, to
Offices (1919), Ltd., was able to secure the audiences numbering, among them, 400 of
opinion of the leading film and dramatic the leading members of Parliament, amcritics at a press view held in its private
bassadors, agents, admirals and generals
theatre at 22 Soho Square, when forty of as well as famous clerics, the Gerard film
was screened before H. R. H. Prince
the leading English pressmen pronounced
Albert and thirty members of the House
a unanimously eulogistic verdict.
The Times led off with the statement
of Lords, while the lord mayors and the
principal city officers of leading British
that "Broken that
Blossoms"
is the
"the credit
greatestof cities,
achievement
stands to
who had been invited to see it, sent
the silent stage — pictures of rare beauty in a long stream of testimonials to its value.
The W. J .Flynn Secret Service Serial,
which
have was
rarely
if ever within
been surpassed."
As this
achieved
two days known in England as "The Eagle's Eye,"
after the arrival of the film in England, it launched
by "F. B. ()." under the title of
is something of a record in press views.
"Count Bernstorflf's
had a phenomenal
run at everySecrets,"
leading theatre,
and
"F. B. O." are also responsible for the
highly successful launching of Clara the British press devoted nearly 400
columns to it. It was under their aegis
Kimball Young's latest vehicle, "Eyes of that
Essanay Chaplin Comedies achieved
Youth," achieved
which isby breaking
previous
records
this star.allThe
fame their supreme popularity in Britain, while
of Film Booking Offices (1919), Ltd., better the "Great Filmway" holds the record for
known on the British side as "F. B. O.. the bookings on features like "Raffles," "On
"The Argyle Case," "Sherlock
Great
an outstanding
of
howFilmway,"
scientific ismethods
applied example
to film Trial,"
Holmes," the Bairnsfathers Cartoons, and
exploitation in Great Britain can secure the well-known
American productions.
ultimate of financial results.
Twice
a
week
the "Great Filmway" issues
Under the managing directorshij) of
celebrated news picture film, "The
Arthur and Albert Clozcnberg, who have its
Topical
Budget,"
which
is screened
been closely associated with the film trade most of the picture
theatres
in the daily
Unitedat
Kingdom.
during the past eleven years. Film Booking
Offices, Ltd., has made a close study of the
The head office of "F. B. O." is situated
most effective methods of putting a fca
in the hub of the London film-world at
ture over. The two salient points in the .Soho Square. The premises consist of a
policy have been scientific salesmanship
modern eight-floored self-contained buildand expert publicity. Having taken ining, housing a staff of over 120 persons.
finite i)ains to secure the most fully- There is a luxurious private theatre on the
equipped system of film distribution for ground floor reserved for the use of exBritain and the Isles, film exploitation plus
hibitors, and a second private theatre which
the salesmanship and publicity referred to is used for vie wings, etc.
From the central office in London, the
became an easy matter, and it is worthy
of note that during the past two years F. B. O. activities radiate in every directheir most prominent successes have oction of the L^nited Kingdom, and the "Great
curred in connection with American produc- h'ilmway"
is linked up with nine branches
tions
situated at such central points as ManThe unparalleled results achieved in
chester, Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool.
Great Britain with the film version of cx- Newcastle, Glasgow. Cardiff, Sheffield and
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four ^'ears in Dublin. Each of the exchanges is equipped

Say, Now, Would You Think He Could Keep All These on "$30,000?"
Must be a dream or sumpin' — this view from J. Warren Kerrigan's
latest Hodkinson, "$30,000."
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with travellers, private theatres, hire and
despatch departments and the other impedimenta of an up-to-date exchange.
It is worthy of note that the governing
director of Film Booking Offices, Ltd., Sir
Edward magnates,
Hulton, Baronet,
is one
of Britain's
press
being the
owner
of the
Hulton Press, which operates eleven
dailies and weeklies covering a circujation of 8,000,000 readers.
Film Booking Offices, Ltd., is prepared
to pay spot cash for any acceptable production in hand.
Batavia Showman Is Willing
to Build Community Theatre

efforts ofthe Harry
the money
SING
OPPO
Crosby
erec-in
tiontoof asecure
community fortheatre
Batavia, N. Y., and offering to provide half
the necessary capital for such a project,
operate the theatre on a fifty-fifty basis and
guarantee a return of 6 per cent, to subscribers to the fund, Nikitas . Dipson, exhibitor, has carried his fight to the citizens
with a large advertisement in the local
newspaper. He explains that the statement
is made because of the use of his name by
Mr. Crosby at a recent meeting in Odd
Fellows' Temple.
Mr. Dipson sets forth four general arguments why a community theatre running
in opposition to his theatrical interests
could not be financially successful. Among
them is the charge that the moment the
Crosby theatre was opened, exchanges
would double the rentals of films and admission prices would have to soar. He
gives
figures
to prove that Mr. Crosby's
estimate
sufficient. of $20,000 for expenses is far from
Mr. Dipson offers to turn over his new
site on Main street for the erection of a
community theatre, or to rebuild his Family
Theatre on Jackson street and operate it
on the community plan.
"I stand ready to give my experience,
invest my own money and turn over my
property
to the community
says Mr. Dipson
in closing. theatre plan,"
Hugh Ford Takes Company to Cuba.
Hugh Ford, with an entire company of
Paramount Artcraft players headed by
Thomas Meighan, has gone to Cuba to
make a series of scenes for a new production about which little information has
been given out beyond the fact that it
promises to be one of the most notable to
l)e made by Famous Players-Lasky in some
time.
In the party, which went by rail to Key
West and thence to Havana by boat, were
Martha Mansfield, Frank Losee, Alfred
Hickman, Warren Cook, Marie Shotwell,
Maude Turner Gordon and Albert Gram,
all members of the cast; Clara Beranger,
who wrote the scenario; Hal Young,
cameraman,
Mr. Ford. and Joseph Boyle, assistant to
They will remain in Cuba about ten days
and upon iheir return to the United States
will go to one of the large army camps
in the South for some more exteriors before coming to New York for the studio
work.
Monkey Conie<lian in Rolin Comedy.
In "Flat Broke," the Rolin comedy which
Pathe will release March 14, the little comedian "Snub" Pollard has a strange partner
in fun in Jocko, the Rolin comedy monkey, who makes his first bow to the films.
Jocko proves that he has a true sense of
humor. Eddie Boland and Marie Mosquini
display their talents in the laugh-making
line, making
"Flatproduced
Broke" tothe
comedy
Rolin has
date.funniest
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Senator Capper Congratulates Kane.
The latest to extend the hand of friendship to the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation isSenator Capper of Kansas, one
of the biggest publishers in the country
and a well known political figure, having
been formerly Governor of the Sunflower
State. Senator Capper has written a letter
from the national capital offering the wish
that Mr. Kane's new venture be his "crowning success." Kane was associated with SenPresident
ator Capper during his Kansas days when
the film executive was a newspaper man
on the Topeka Capital, one of the many
-organs owned by the Kansas publishers.
Baltimore Crowds Flock to
Witness "In Old Kentucky"
REPORTS from all over the country
indicate that there has been no letup in the business being done by
Anita Stewart's massive production, "In
ky." The latest has come
Old
from
ore in
BaltimKentuc
the form of a telegram from
Louis A. De Hoff, manager of the New
Theatre, where the picture opened on Monday, February 23.
Mr. De Hoff states that not only did
"In Old Kentucky" break all records for
his theatre, but is the most profitable production he has played in five years. He
has extended the engagement a week.
Mr. De Hoff is entitled to credit because
of the splendid exploitation he gave the
production — pickaninny bands, trained
jockeys on thoroughbred racing horses and
girls costumed to look like Anita Stewart
as Madge. An effective prologue preceded
the picture and the stage setting was a
work of art. A local singer scored with
Anita Stewart's own song, "In Old Kentucky."
"In Old Kentucky" has opened at the
Regent Theatre, Toronto, for an extended
run. It will be presented in Philadelphia,
Washington and Boston within the next
few weeks.
List "Tarnished Reputations"
as Pathe Feature March 14

" ga
ONS,
TATI
TARNIS
tion,
e PerretREPU
starrin
produc
LconcHED
Dolores Cassinelli, is announced by
Pathe as the special feature for release of
March 14. The production was directed by
Mme. Alice Blache. Exhibitors are unanimous in praising the work of Dolores
elli by virtue of her splendidsesemoCassin
as
toinal work in such box office succes
"The Virtuous Model," "The Right to Lie"
and "The Web of Deceit." In "Tarnished
Reputations" she has again been provided
with the type of a role that gives her the
greatest opportunities.
.\s with most Leonce Perret productions,
the story evolves around but few characters.
Albert Roscoe plays opposite Miss Cassinelli. George Deneubourg appears as a
playwright and impresario. Ned Burton
also has an important role.
It's "Dangerous to Men."
"Dangerous to Men" is the title under
which Viola
next Metro
duction willDana's
be released.
The special
picturepro-is
adaptation
of H."Eliza
Comes author
to Stay,"
aanstage
drama by
V. Esmond,
of
"When
We
Were
Twenty-one"
and
other
theatrical successes. In the process of
translation to the screen, however, the
character of Eliza has been developed on
somewhat more sensational lines than
planned by the dramatist, and the new
title chosen by Metro officials was considered not only more applicable to the
amplified story, but infinitely more valuable from the angle of the box office.
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Spurr

Are

Exonerated

of Desecrating the Sabbath
on the violation of the city orthe Miss Spurr
of ing
, ny,headoperat
Y eSPURR
S DOLL
MISMutual
Compa
Theatr
dinance governing the Sunday shows, and
it
is
on
these
cases that the legality of
d
-Gran
a,
her brother, the ordinance will be tested.
and Royal
Ind., and
Marion, Lyric
theatresthe atIndian
Howard Spurr, who is associated with her,
Her Fight Began in 1914.
were exonerated of a charge of desecrating the Sabbath by a jury in the Grant
Miss Spurr's fight for Sunday opening
County circuit court at Marion last week. started in 1914, when she opened the theatre, was arrested, appealed her case to the
The charge against them resulted from the
operation of the Lyric Theatre on Sunday, circuit court and there was acquitted. The
October 12, 1919.
same thing happened in 1916.
The verdict of the jury, however, will
On October
she opened her
theatre and when12, 1919,
the authorities
arrested
have no bearing at this time on the Sunday
show questions at Marion. Both Miss her the enraged people threatened vioSpurr and her brother stated after their
lence. Miss Spurr, herself, prevented riotacquittal that no attempts will be made to
ing by appealing to the crowds to disband
reopen their theatres on Sunday until the and go to their homes. Within the next
ing. days 4,000 citizens petitioned the city
legality of the city ordinance, prohibiting few
Sunday shows, and passed at a time when administration to permit the Sunday openthe Spurrs were trying to get Sunday e.xThe following Sunday, October 19, she
hibitions for their patrons, is tested.
Although the fate of the Sunday show opened her smallest theatre, charging no
question at Marion rests with a decision admission. More than 2,500 attended. She
of a higher court on the legality of the was not molested by the police. On October 26 she opened again, taking donations
ordinance, the verdict of acquittal by the
jury is regarded as an important step for the Roosevelt Memorial. It rained all
day,
but more than 5,000 people attended,
gained in the fight for Sunday motion pictures.
donating a good-sized sum to the memorial
fund.
Fourth Time Acquitted.
On November 2 and 9, after the new orThe exoneration of Miss Spurr and her
dinance providing for a jail sentence bebrother marked the fourth time they have
came effective. Miss Spurr did not open
been acquitted on the same charge. In because her attorneys were not prepared.
almost an)' other city one or two acquittals She did open a week or so later and was
would have been enough to convince the arrested and arraigned in the city court.
most skeptical authorities that Sunday She waived arraignment and appealed the
shows are not a violation of the law and case to the higher courts.
that the people are denfanding them, but
Miss Spurr's
fightinterest,
at Marion
the Marion officials, it seems, ignore the aroused
state andplucky
national
and
decisions.
many letters pledging her their moral and
were received from ex"Although the acquittal fails to give us financial supportproducers
and exchange men
Sunday shows because of the existing or- throughouthibitors,
the
country.
dinance, itis still a decided victory from
a moral standpoint," said Miss Spurr in
commenting
the gained
case. in
"It our
is just
Rapidcomes
Work from
on "Silent
other forwardon step
fight an-to
Word
the WestAvenger."
Coast that
give the thousands of people of Marion William Duncan is making splendid progwhat they want and what they should have
ress on "The Silent Avenger," his new
—a harmless, clean Sunday recreation for Vitagraph
serial. Already five episodes
have
been completed. Mr. Duncan, as
theThere
entire family."
are still two cases pending against usual, is directing his own picture.
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at " Summernight Festival"
Cold and Royally Entertain Friends
themselves "panned" they got up and
festivalAd-of good ingnaturedly
night's Picture
summerMotion
THEthe grand
Associated
returned the compliments.
vertisers at the Cafe Boulevard on One of the features of the evening was
the evening of February 27 took place on the presentation of a pair of gold cuff buttons to Ben H. Atwell, of the Capitol
a cold evening, but after the affair was
over every one present declared he had Theatre.
"hotthetime."
enjoyeds a of
Among
whoH.attended
the "festival"
zation aandhundred
organiNearly
member
their were
Earl those
Gulick,
H. Schnitzer,
Victor
friends were present. When the Adver- M. Shapiro, Russell Mitcheltree, Sam D.
tisers had finished with display copy of Palmer, William Mulligan, Frank Hyman,
an intimate nature concerning themselves, Mark Larkin, W. H. Leahy, J. R. Quirk,
they turned on their friends. Meantime Jack Alicoate, Edgar O. Brooks, Phil Ryan,
the jazz band played and the laughing saxo- Frank Duflfy, T. E. Storey, J. L Greene, H.
phone shrieked.
B. Crocker, W. E. Milligan, C. F. Chandler, S. F. Clark, J. J. Craven, Paul M.
President Paul Gulick opened the gathering with dignity. Mr. Gulick always Sarazan, Terence S. Reiss, Sig Schlager,
A.
L.
Selig, Nat G. Rothstein, Hugo Mayer,
tries to be dignified. With universal blandness he gave one flash of quiet reserve Julius A. Louirs, P. A. Parsons, Sam Katz,
A. H. Blank, Joe Dannenberg, Harry H.
and then Jerome Beatty jumped up. Mr
Beatty, with Tom Wiley, Harry Reichen- Poppe, Wetzel Swartz, Charles Pettijohn,
Fred Beetson, John A. Gentile, John A.
bach, George Landy and "Bill" Yearsley, Archer,
George Blaisdell, John Meador,
had charge of the entertainment. He announced that they were there for fun. Then Arthur M. Brilant, Edgar J. Carney, Burton
Rice,
Harry Graf, Charles Ryan, Hal
he introduced three mysterious guests,
whose names were not announced, but who Phyfe, Walter F. Eberhardt, Georgi
started the merriment going within a few Landy, Jerome Beatty, Paul Gulick, Tom
minutes. After the three guests had fin- Wiley, R. W. Baremore, Theodore Liebler,
ished with the crowd every one tried to Jr., Horace Judge, Vincent Trotta, James
make a speech, but Messrs Beatty, Reich- Beecroft, C. L. Yearsley, Worthy Butts,
enbach, Yearsley and Landy held the gath- J. M. Loughborough, Harry King Tootle,
J. McCosker, L. W. Boynton, Wells
in check.
one time
wasn'ta speech
speak- A.
Hawks, Fred E. Baer, Sydney Singerman,
ingeringanother
was, When
and each
was made President Gulick was introduced J. A. Gausman and L. R. Thomas.
under a new name.
A feature of the evening was a sketch
in which Nat Rothstein. Paul Lazarus and Gardner Pictures to Open
Mr. Beatty were the stars. Lazarus and
Exchange- in New York City
Beatty represented two publicity men sitting in a restaurant kicking against the
extensive
, Inc.,
Pictures
THEstateGardine
world in general. Then entered Rothstein,
ors,
with offices in
right rdistribut
who impersonated Arthur James. He
Buffalo and Albany, are arranging to
preached a doctrine of mildness until some- open a state right exchange in New York
one mentioned a rival advertising expert, City, at 729 Seventh avenue. T. A. Gardiner,
and then began a war of words. Another president of the company will be in charge.
feature was the repartee indulged in by
This company has recently secured
Harry Reichenbach and Charles Peftijohii rights to extensive territory on "The Lost
and the stories told by the pair.
and will begin booking in PennA. H. Blank, exchangeman and exhibitor Battalion,"sylvania
early in April. .\ second comfrom Des Moines, Iowa, and Sam Katz,
pany of Jazzophiends which have proved a
hit
with
the
first road show has been orof Chicago, were present, and after hear-

Advertisers
Defy

Must Be Looking for Either the History of Camden or the Cookery Year Book.
Doris Kenyon is a Deitrich-Beck
bit of a bookworm
in this forviewHodkinson.
from "The Harvest Moon,"
production

ganized to accompany the big production.
The Gardiner Company have secured the
New
York andrights
on "Tillie's
Punctured
Romance"
"A Trip
to Mars Ten
Years
From Now."
Lightman Visits New York;
Buys Two Arrow Westerns

Ary was
of the
Corpora
officesrecentl
the tion
VISITrowORFilm to
n,
nt
M.
A.
Lightma
preside
of
Criterion Film Service, Atlanta. He reports
that the greatest demand in the South
is for red blooded stories where adventure
and daring predominate.
Mr.tors Lightman
is well
in his territory,
and known
during totheexhibipast
two years has built up his exchange to a
point where it is a big factor in the indefield. subjects which he purchased
Two ofpendentthe
from Arrow for Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
North and South Carolina are "Fool's
Gold," Florence
a six reeler
starring
with
Turner
and Mitchell
Evelyn Lewis,
Brent,
and
Desert
Scorpion,"
a six-reeler,
with "The
Edmund
F. Cobb
and Vida
Johnson.
A

Chamberlain

Made General

Service Head of F. P.-L.
manage
MAN,
AL theLIGHT
tion,r Fa-of
ment general
of distribu
depart
mous Players-Lasky Corporation, has
just announced the appointment of Fred
V. Chamberlain as general service mansion over all those deager, with supervi
partments and divisions which control the
physical distribution of the Famous
Play.ers-Lasky product. These include the
purchasing, exchange service, inventory,
central warehouse and warehouse printing
departments.
In the course of his duties Mr. Chamberlain will supervise the physical operation
of the branch exchanges, embracing matters of standardization, routine, expenses,
service, equipment, quarters, etc.
Mr. Chamberlain takes up his new duties
with a splendid equipment of experience in
matters connected with exchange operation, having been identified for a long time
with the Famous Players-Lasky organization as special representative.
"Oriental College Boys and Co-Ed*."
The Burton Holmes release for February 22, released through the Famous-Players-Lasky, is "Oriental College Boys and
Co-Eds." In this picture we visit a Philippine university. The principal building of
the university isa wonderfully beautiful
structure of classic design, typifying the
high standard of education therein obtainable. Here you are introduced to undergraduates of both sexes ; you see the cadets
of the university being put through their
military manoeuvres, and the girls playing
all sorts of American games and out-ofdoor sports. You also see the pupils of
the normal school in some of the most interesting branches of manual training, especially in the branch of art industrial
training, the boys making baskets and the
peculiar heelless slippers of the Philippines
called "Chinelas," popular as house slippers among the Philippino ladies. The
manual training of the girls is principally
present in the markets of the civilized
drawn-work, especially sought after at
devoted to the far-famed embroideries and
world, because of the war-time cessation
of this kind of work in the one-time busy
European centers where lace and embroidery and drawn-work were the staples of
export. This mingling with the "Oriental
College
Boys
and who
Co-Eds"
be anof eyeopener to
those
do notwillknow
the
wonderful educational facilities to be found
in the Philippines.
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Arrow Announces New Series.
The Arrow Film Corporation is now distributing a series of two-reel westerns,
known as the Border Pictures, featuring
Harry Myers and Allie Ray.
This series of six is said to be full of
action of the sort demanded by lovers of
thrilling westerns. The titles are "Squatters' Rights," "The Trail's End," "When Lad
Came Home," "On the High Card," "A
Modern Lochinvar," "The Wildcatter."
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Announces

Rights

Purchase

to Several

celebratedin
'S Hour,"
TUS"TheTHOMAS
AUGUS
drama,
which
the late Witching
John Mason
scored
his great success as a legitimate actor,
heads an imposing list of plays and novels
recently acquired for early production in
motion pictures, the purchase of which is
announced by Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in charge of production of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
The other plays included in the list are
"A Celebrated Case," by D'Ennery and Cormon ; "What Happened to Jones," by
George Broadhurst; and "The Shulamite,"
by Edward Knoblauch. The books purchased for picturization are "The Conquest
of Canaan,"
Tarkington's
novel,
which isBooth
considered
by many famous
second
only to "A Gentleman from Indiana" in
popularity among his works, and "The HusCutcheon.bands of Edith," by George Barr Mc-

Greenwich Villagers to Have
Film Theatre All Their Own
GREENWICH VILLAGE, New York
City, will have its own motion picture theatre soon, negotiations having
been completed whereby the Sheridan
m
Realty
Company
has obtained
a long-ter
nder Real
lease from
the Rhinela
Estate
Company on a triangular plot of ground
bounded by West Twelfth street, Seventh
avenue and Greenwich street.
Despite the leaning of villagers toward a
brevity of everything but speech the program will not be monopolized by short
subjects. Feature pictures will be presented
"What Happened to Jones" and "The
to the accompaniment of a large orchestra
Husbands of Edith" will be used respectively as starring vehicles for Bryant
and vocal and instrumental selections.
and Wallace Reid, and all the
Here, producers will probably try out their Washburn
others
be produced as Paramount
picturizations of George Bernard Shaw and Artcraft will
Specials.
Ibsen. The theatre will seat 2,500.
Has Spiritualistic Theme.
The Sheridan Realty Corporation has
just been formed by Max Spiegel, Sol Brill
"The
Witching
is probably
of
and William F. Rafferty. Mr. Spiegel is the strongest Hour"
dramatic
works one
which
vice-president of the Mitchel H. Mark
American playgoers have seen. It was first
Realty Corporation which controls the vari- produced by Charles Frohman at the
ous Mark Strand theatres; Mr. Brill is a
Theatre, New York, in 1907, and
theatre owner and Mr. Rafferty is a banker Hackett
ran almost two full seasons. Coming at
with theatrical interests.
a time when spiritualism was little talked
of, it was for this reason perhaps the
Many Simultaneous Showings
more startling. The play was Actionized
and &published
set
Dunlap. by Harper & Bros, and Groson Semon's "Grocery Clerk."
"The Conquest of Canaan" was published
BOSTON and Chicago are adding their
and later
1905simple
by A.Harper's
"day and date" approval to that of by
of countryd
story republishe
L. Burt.in The
New York in behalf of Vitagraph's life and
politics
had
a
tremendou
s appeal
latest Larry Semon comedy, "The Grocery and the book attained a phenomena
l sale
Clerk." Vitagraph reports that the numfor
a
work
of fiction. It has never been
ber of simultaneous showings of this picpresented before the footlights.
ture establishes a record.
On the basis of its advance bookings, of"What Happened to Jones" is a sample
George Broadhurst in his best mood
Larry Semon Comedies hereafter are likely
to abandon completely the rule of exclu- of light, farcical comedy. The play is of
sive firstpearing
runs.
ap- the general style of "Why Smith Left
day and "The
date Grocery
in nine Clerk"
of the ischief
downtown theatres of Boston, and in all
the theatres controlled by the two chief
chains in Chicago.
The same thing happened in New York,
when the Loew circuit set nine prints of
the comedy to work, beginning on Washington'sthat
birthday,city.
in its twenty principal
theatres of
C. W. Sawin, Vitagraph's branch manager
at Boston, reports that the comedy is appearing there this week simultaneously
in the following big downtown theatres;
Keith's Boston Theatre, Loew's Orpheum
Theatre, Loew's Globe, Gordon's Scollay
Square Olympia, Gordon's Washington
Street Olympia, Lowrie's Modern Theatre,
Lowrie's
the Star Beason
theatres.Theatre, the St. James and
In Chicago the comedy is having day and
date first runs in the theatres controlled
by Lubliner & Trinz and the Ascher circuit.
Each of these two chains control fifteen
large film playhouses in Chicago. Even
with the maximum number of prints playing on the day and date system, the cornedy is booked for a long, continuous run
m order to cover that territory.
Wesley Barry with Tourneur.
Wesley Barry, the freckled faced little
boy who has been attracting unusual attention oflate, is now under contract with
Maurice Tourneur, and will appear in one
of the roles of his new production, "The
Pavilion on the Links."

oj

Plays

and Novels
Home," which in its Paramount Artcraft
version furnished a splendid role for Bryant Washburn. It was first produced in
London some twenty years ago, and soon
after in New York. It was revived here
for a short run in 1917-18.
Back to the Battle of Fontenoy.
"A Celebrated Case" deals with the days
of the Pretender in France, centering at
the time of the battle of Fontenoy. Following its premiere in London in 1878, the
play was produced in New York in the
early '80s by A. M. Palmer at the Union
Square Theatre, with Charles Coughlan
and Sarah Jewett in leading roles. It was
revived in 1898 and again in 1915 at the Empire Theatre.
"The Shulamite" was founded on a book
written by Alice and Claude Askew, authors of "Eve and the Law," "Anna of the
Plains" and "The Etonian." It was published in this country
by Brentano's
1907. Dramatiz;d
by Edward
Knoblauch, init
was presented at the Savoy Theatre, London, in 1906.
"The Husbands of Edith," from the pen
of George Barr McCutcheon, was published
by Dodd, Mead & Company in 1908 and later
republished by A. L. Burt. It has a distinct
vein of light comedy suited, it is said, to
Wallace Reid. Mr. McCutcheon's "Black
Is White"mount was
produced
for ParaArtcraftrecently
by Thomas
H. Ince
with
Dorothy Dalton in the stellar role, and his
"The City of Masks," starring Robert Warstudio. wick, is now being produced at the Lasky

To Handle Comedy Art Program.
Contracts have been closed between Sol
Lesser and the Alexander Film Corporation
whereby the latter will do the distributing
in the New York and northern New Jersey
districts for the new Comedy Art program,
vvhich consists of a two-reel novelty and a
single reel comedy each week. Release
date on the initial release is set for March
22.
Busy Exchangemen?
Read 1794!

1816

Battle for Open

THE

Sunday

Will Be Fought
of the
THE battle for the liberalizing the
enJersey and
blue laws actmentofof a New
law which will permit
the localities of the state to decide whether
or not the motion picture theatres will be
open Sunday afternoons and evenings will
be fought out at a hearing in. the State
House in Trenton on Monday, March 8.
The thousands of picture patrons who are
attending the 400 motion picture theatres
of the state every day are giving splendid
H. C. Hespie, repreco-operation to Dr.
senting the exhibitors, and to the other
branches of the motion picture industry,
which have been mobilized for the fight.
The Motion Picture Bureau of the Philadelphia Chamber of Cornmerce at a recent
meeting unanimously indorsed the bill
which has been introduced by Senator AlThis bureau is inbin Smith,terestedofin thePassaic.
southern section of the
state. Many chambers of commerce and
boards of trade in New Jersey cities which
in other years have taken no action on the
bill have come out unSunday opening
reservedly this year for the abolition of
the stringent Sunday laws.
Reports Are Encouraging.
Reports received from all sections of the
state are encouraging for the success of
and others in large inEmployers
the bill. dustrial
centers declare that the opening of
the theatres will do much toward allaying
the unrest which is engendered when the
workers see men and women automobiling
and playing golf Sundays while they are
deprived by law from any amusements.
This has been a potent argument in bringing to the support of the bill many localities which in other years have opposed
Sunday opening.
Another very eflfective argument with
men who are open to conviction has been
the experience of the New York cities
which opened the theatres after the enactment of the local option Sunday law in
that state last year. Reports compiled by
William P. Capes, director of the New
York State Conference of Mayors, show
that in the cities which adopted Sunday
opening there was a marked falling oflf in
the number of cases in police courts. This
feature of the benefits of Sunday opening
has won the support of many ministers
who had opposed the Sunday opening.
It has also been found that the women
are very much in favor of Sunday opening
where it has been in vogue. Men who formerly found their recreations away from
their families, in gambling and other ways,
now theatres.
take their families to the motion pic •
ture
The theatres have been using the screen
in arousing the people and gaining their
support for Sunday opening.
Appropriation Asked for
Circulating Dental Film
THERE is now before Congress an
amendment to the Legislative Appropriation Bill to provide for printing
and circulating in the states the dental
Clean,"
"Come
named
film,army
t
amendmenby
The prepared
the war.
during
the
carries an appropriation of $15,000. Part
of this sum will be used by the Bureau of
Education, if the item is approved by
Congress, to print copies from the negative
now owned by the Government and the
remainder for paying the expenses of Major
L. G. Mitchell, who was responsible for and
directed the preparation of the film.
Major Mitchell will be engaged by the
Bureau of Education and sent to the
various states to co-operate with the State
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Jersey

at Trenton on March 8
institutions in promotiuf^ better health
through care of the teeth.
The film, although prepared for army
use, shows by means of pictures and diateeth.
children's
grams the proper
It is woven
about acare
storyof of
keen interest.
.\n exciting fist fight is one of the most
interesting features of the picture.
The School Hygiene Association and the
Society on Oral Hygiene have approved the
film and requested Congress to appropriate
the money for its use in the states.
Pathe Appoints J. E. Storey
Assistant Exchange Director
and
nt ge,
ET,
L lBRUN
r ofvice-p
PAU
genera
manage
Pathereside
Exchan
Inc., has announced the appointment
nt director of exof J. E. Storey as assista
changes. Mr. Storey, who has been m
charge of the western district for Pathe,
has already assumed the duties of his new
position. He has been associated in tlie
film business with the Pathe director of exchanges, Elmer Ti, Pearson, for severai
years, and, like Mr. Pearson, he enjoyed a
long commercial experience in organiza-

John E. Storey
Appointed
to ElmerforE. Pathe.
Pearson,
Directorassistant
of Exchanges
tion and salesmanship before entering the
motion picture industry.
Mr. Storey was for several years in the
engineering and operating departments of
the Union Pacific Railroad and became
chief clerk of the general manager. He
was later made secretary to the president of the Kansas City, Mexico and Orient
Railroad. Given control of the land development of the railroad, he is reputed
to have sold more land by mail than any
other man in the country.
Border troubles resulted in a receivership
for the railroad and Mr. Storey joined tlie
selling organization of V. L. S. E. in Kansas City. He became branch manager there
for the Kleine System and held that post
until he became manager of the Pathe
branch in Kansas City. His exceptional
work brought him proinotion to the post
of manager of the western district last
October.
International Elects Hobart.
At a special
of the Film
board Service
of directors of the meeting
International
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Company, Inc., held Tuesday, March 2,
Henrydent ofM.theHobart
was elected vice-presicompany.
Mr. Hobart has been general manager
of the International for a number of
months and his election to this important
office, while coming a little sooner than
anticipated,
theshort
excellent work was
he haspredestined
done duringby his
connection with the company. He came to
the International from the Hearst Magazine, of which he was general manager.
Training of the Deaf Shown
in Ford Weekly No. 191

nal Weekly,
Educatio
THE191, Ford
treats ofNo.a
Silence,"
"Broken
subject unlike those usually presented
in these pictures. It shows how deaf children are taught to talk, read, write, and
become as thoroughly educated as any
normal child. Scenes were photographed
in a school for deaf children where the
class room work was depicted during the
hours of patient instruction in talking,,
singing and rhythm.
By careful training, the unfortunates are
taught to read the lips of others and then
to make their own lips duplicate the motions. Next they are taught to control
their breath, so that they can not only make
the movements with their lips, but alsosounds, and finally to talk. They learn toread and write and solve difficult problems in arithinetic, until in point of knowledge, they are on a par with other children.
One of the most interesting parts of the
picture concerns the method by which the
pupils
are taught
to "feel" music
the
vibrations
communicated
by the through
keys of
a piano on which their fingers are placed.
Much the same system is employed in
teaching them to talk. As they place their
hands on a violin or piano to "feel" the
music,
so they of
learn
talk cord.
through feeling'
the vibrations
the tovocal
Fox News Reel Has Good Material.
Amongleasedthe
Fox News
No. day
42, re-\n
Feb. 28,items
is ainrecord
of the
Berlin when the workmen stormed the
Reichstag
buildingin causing
a counter-attack by troops
which many
persons
were killed and scores of others injured.
.A. Fox News cameraman was on the scene
as the mob gathered and he obtained excellent views of the rioters being harangued
by their leaders to attack the building, of
the troops on the steps with their machine
guns covering the crowds, and of Frau
Luise Zietz, the independent member of
the Reichstag, who left the building and
called onlatorsthe
people passing
to drive an
out unpopular
the legiswho were
factory law.
Another extraordinary subject consists
of views of the first woman to leap from
an aeroplane with a parachute. These
were taken at San Francisco and afford
exciting glimpses of the daring woman
from the moment she left the machine 2,000 feet in the air until she landed.
On the picturesque side are scenes from
the Carnival at Nice, the most famous of
all European fetes. These show the many
beautifully decorated floats, from which
flowers are thrown by the thousand.
Still another subject in the release is
the val
Cornell
Day Festiheld at University
the Hotel Spring
Commodore,
New
plays, ballet and side shows were part of
the fete. The students and alumni had
transported from Ithaca three relics dear
to the hearts of all who attend or have
been graduated from the University. These
relics are a much-used street car, the tobat.
boggan slide at Beebe Lake, and a famous
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"Big

Four' Will Stick to
But Exhibitors
IN answer to an inquiry regarding the
report that the United Artists Corporation is now accepting contracts on
its productions without insisting on a percentage arrangement, Hiram Abrams stated
that the company is as firmly convinced as
ever of the equity and fairness of percentage, and that in accepting contracts from
exhibitors without the per centage arrangement he is simply making it possible for
theatres
the "Big
pictures,
who
are tonotshow
convinced
thatFour"
a percentage
plan is to their best interest.
"Some fortime
ago Ipercentage,
stated thatandweI are
headed
straight
am
more convinced than ever that the whole
motion picture business will be on that
basis before long. At that time I pointed
out that forward movements in the industiv
had been opposed from the beginning by
certain factions among exhibitors who did
not realize that they were fighting against
their own best interests, and you can p'.it
down as an absolute forecast of fact, that
in not so remote a future the same men
who are today opposing percentage will
turn down a booking offer of a flat rental
and demand peccentage.
engagements
all"We
over are
the playing
country;percentage
we shall do
all in nur
power to encourage percentage, and our
entire organization is being built with an
eye to the day when straight pei centage
will be in full force. If, however, an e.\hibitor is not convinced that he will benefit by the percentage method, if he waiit^
to take the entire risk of an engagement
himself, if he is going to be satisfied with
the limitations of flat rental, if he is going
to let the real showmen exploit and profit
all around him on the percentage basis
while he takes the older method with a
"good
for me"
have toenought
be his loss.
If he attitude,
wants to that
play v>'ill
our
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Percentage,
Have Choice of Rental
playing our pictures on a percentage basis,
and they will receive every encouragement,
for I really believe that the future development of motion pictures exhibition is in the
hands of the men who are sure enough of
their own ability as showmen to go out and
get theandbigger
profitsgenius.
that come to niitiative
theatrical
"The best argument for percentage is the
exhibitor who has played it."
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Hoxie in Another Serial for National.
Jack Hoxie, star of the "Lightning
Bryce" otherserial,
soon begin
work in anserial forwill
National
Film Corporation.
The continuity is being prepared by L. V.
Jefferson
from a story by a well-known
serial writer.
Bruner Recovering from Operation.
Frank V. Bruner, director of Pathe's
serial publicity, who underwent an operation for appendicitis at the Park Hospital,
New York, on February 20, is now well on
toward complete recovery and expects to
quit the hospital soon.

on the Farm,'* Sennett' s Five Reel
Comedy, To Be Released by United Artists
to-goodness farm with everything that a
comedy farm boasts.
'S newest
SENNETT
MACK
the inFarm,"
"Down
creation,
by
April will
some ontime
released
be
"Down on the Farm" opens when the
champion rooster of the ranch puts the
United Artists Corporation. Hiram Abrains
announces that arrangements had been sun to work early in the morning of what
completed with E. M. Asher, personal rep- proves to be the busiest little day ever
experienced on any farm with results that
resentative for Mr. Sennett, whereby
"Down on the Farm" would be made avail- are thrilling, comic, hilarious, farcical and
furiously funny. Thrills are divided by
able to the theatres of the country through
United Artists Corporation.
laughter, suspense is relaxed in grins, and
dramatic action of grave significance is
It has been known right along that
United .Artists would not confine itself to interrupted by typical Mack Sennett comthe distribution of the productions of Mary
Theedy episodes.
production quality is derived from
Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith exclusively, but its unique blending of many elements —
would distribute the occasional big picture comedy and serious moments, satire and
that came
to the open market for speciali- straight drama, character delineation and
zation in distribution.
grotesqueries.
Though the plot is melodramatic and
The announcement of the release of
concerins the romance of a pretty maiden
"Down
on
the
Farm,"
following
so
closely
of
rustic life, a menacing mortgage, a vilon the announcement of the Doris Keane
lainous landlord and a harrassed and beaupicture,
"Romance,"
indicates
that
United
tiful wife, the treatment will be found as
.Artists Corporation will have a release list
of wide variety in addition to the produc- new as it is refreshing and dififerent.
tions of its four principals.
Has All Elements of Melodrama.
Maryland
Exhibitors'
Now Favors
Sunday League
Opening
Every resource of the large Mack Sennett studios and farm in the suburbs of
pictures that way, we'll let him, because,
Los Angeles contributed to the remarkable
though he is the equal beneficiary unde^
THEnow Exhibitors
favors theLeague,
openingof ofMaryland,
moving
the percentage plan, if he will not take tiie results achieved by Mr. Sennet in the propicture theatres on Sundays. The
extra profits, it is not for us to go against
duction. Visitors to that institution know
resolution recently passed by this body of
his will in the matter.
that there is a farm on the fifty acres that exhibitors, proclaiming a state
of neutrality
"An interesting number of theatres are comprise the "lot." It is a regular honest- on the question, was rescinded at a special
meetmg called to order by President Eugene B. McCurdy at the league headquarters on Thursday, February
26.
About thirty-two members, including officers and directors, were present. Postcards were sent out with the letters announcing the meeting, and those who could
not attend were asked to state how they
stood and return the card. It was
found
that a great majority were in favor of
Sunday opening. The motion was carried
by a large majority, with Franke Durkee
and Julius
"no." city
The .action taken Goodman
applies tovoting
Baltimore
only.
An amendment has now been attached
to
the George D. Iverson ,Jr., Blue Law repealing bill, it is understood, which eliminates the provision for allowing the moving picture theatres to open on Sundays.
The House Judiciary Committee at Anruary 24.napolis still had the bill on Tuesday, Feb.'\ new bill was introduced in the House
by Mr. Iverson, of Baltimore city on February 24, which gives permission for moving picture theatres to open
2 p. m.
on Sundays, but which makes after
no reference
to any other business on Sunday and will
api)ly to Baltimore city only. It is thought
])robablc that a yearly state license will be
included in this bill.
The chairman of the State Board of Moving Picture Censors of Maryland has been
chosen to succeed Charles E. Harper by
Governor
Albert C. Ritchie, and he is not
Maeterlinck Pauses at Kansas City to Be "Goldwyned" and Otherwise Entertained.
an exhibitor. Dr. George Heller, a Dem<»Seen here with Mayor Cowgill and George Mignolet, Belgian consul. The
crat, will succeed Mr. Harper.
Belgian poet is on his way to the Goldwyn Culver City studios.
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dustry in the furtherance of the Americanization movement."
One Reel Chaplin Going Big.
Tower Film Corporation reports conpopularityChaplin
on "Lord
Heipus,"
the
one-reel tinued
Charlie
special,
formerly
entitled
"Cruel,
Cruel
Love,"
and
now
ing released on the independent market beby
Tower Film Corporation.
"Lord Heipus" is said to be a hilarious
comedy with plenty of action and laughs.

Begins with Speech by C. C. Pettijohn
movement of tying with Mr. Lane in every manner possible.
the
THE start of
lip schools and colleges with the
"As a representative of one of the largest
Americanization campaign now being film companies in America, which produced
conducted by the motion picture industry
the first Americanization picture, 'The
was made when Charles C. Pettijohn, vice- Land of Opportunity,' I am asking you and
president of the Selznick Enterprises,
every other college and place of education
spoke to 600 students of the New York
in America to use your ability in co-operatUniversity at the Judson Memorial Church
ting with the government and the film inlast week. Mr. Pettijohn represented
Lewis J. Selznick, who had been invited to
address the student body, but who was not
in New York at that time. The address
Good Will, Oratory, Wit and Jazz Tunes
concluded a program which included the
first propagand
showing aof picture
the university'
Feature Gathering of Indiana Managers
reel
produceds threeunder
the supervision of I. Martin Stern.
W. Wilson, manager of
film salesmen dance by George and
GE s manag
HAN
songs by a jazz or"Some time officials
ago," Mr.became
Pettijohn
said, "theof EXCand
booker
joineders,
in banquet festiv- Bee Hivechestra; andmusic
government
convinced
stories by the whole bunch.
ity at the Indianapolis Chamber of
the value of the motion picture as a means
Those who attended were Floyd Brown,
Commerce on Saturday night, February 21,
of influencing the public. Although the at the first annual banquet and get-together M. J. Doody and H. C. Knox, of First Nanewspapers aided the government in every
tional; P. S. .-Mlison, E. A. Sipe, T. C. Baker
meeting of the Indiana Board of Motion
way possible, impressions obtained through
Picture Exchange Managers, which was and Morris M. Jacobs, of Doll-Van; Robthe reading of a newspaper can hardly be organized in 1918 to further the interests
ert S. Schrader, S. C. Williams, A. V. Barr,
Paul McDaniel and A. W. Carrick, of
of the motion picture industry throughout
compared with those obtained by a moPathe; C. E. Penrod, Edwin Booth, S. H.
the state.
tion picture. This is because one newsAbrahams, J. G. Wilson, V. A. Fuller and
paper explains an issue in one way and still
Paul Allison, manager of the Doll-Van
another newspaper explains it in an al- Film Corporation and president of the H. J. Bailey, of Fox; R. W. Abbott, Sam
together different way. The motion picture board, was toastmaster and treated his co- Rosenfclt, Cleave Adams, F. Cauldwell and
can explain a movement in but one way,
workers with some of the most eloquent Earl Penrod, of Universal; George W. Wilson, Ross Smith, G. C. Parrish and D. L.
oratory that the local film men had ever
just as it happens, and the best way."
heard.
He
explained that it is the wish Hammer, of Bee Hive; Samuel Sax, DudNot Students, But Teachers.
ley Williston and J. Smith, of Select; F. B.
and effort of the board of exchange managers in Indiana to establish a spirit of Cobb, of Robertson-Cole; C. C. Wallace, of
Mr. Pettijohn explained how former Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane had good will among all.
Famous Players-Lasky ; Wade W. WillMetro; Tony Clotz, Vitagraph; Louis
invited the leading film producers to join
The other features of the evening in- man,
B. Gouldan, Celebrated Players; E. M.
him in what was to be known as the
cluded toasts and stories by Ralph Abbott,
Miles, National Pictures Theatres, Inc., and
Americanization movement. He told the manager of the Universal exchange; Claude
students about the various meetings that Penrod, manager of Fox; Samuel Sax, of
T. J. Macevoy, of "Mic'.;ey."
were held in Washington and praised the Select; Robert Schrader, of Pathe; two
Matthias Radin to Devote
original poems by Floyd Brown, manager
spirit of the film men who had expressed
of the First National exchange; a new
themselves as being willing to co-operate
All Time to State-Righting
UPON
return Radin
from California
week, hisMatthias
announced last
his
intention of giving his entire attenFrohman Company's "The Invisible Ray"
tion to the state-righting of high-class pictures of merit. With this object in view
Will Be Released on State Right Basis
he has secured complete control of Tyrad
prepared
that
will
be
a
valuable
addition
Pictures,
Inc., having purchased the stock
tion
Corpora
ent
Frohma
THEannoun
ces nitsAmusem
decision to release on a to the other advertising matter.
held by his partner, Jacques Tyrol, viceJesse J. Goldburg, general manager, un- president of the corporation, who has restate right basis the fifteen-episode
der whose direct charge the exploitation
signed. Under the new arrangement, Mr.
e Ray," in which
serial
entitled
"The
Invisibl
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sherrill are starred. will be conducted, believes that "The In- affairs.
Radin assumes entire charge of Tyrad's
Eight episodes have been completed and
visible Ray" offers as great opportunities
order that nothing will interfere with
the corporation has had a difficult prob- for innovations as any other serial ever hisIn determination
to give strict and sole
n
inatio
lem to solve, in the determ
as to produced.
attention to the product bought by his
the method of release.
company for the state right market, Mr.
Several offers for the negative rights
Radin has arranged with the Famous Picwere placed with the corporation, but they
tures Sales Company to take over the diswere balanced by the numerous telegraphic
and other communications from state right
tribution of Tyrad's releases in the New
York
territory,
which means that the local
buyers making offers for territorial rights.
houses
heretofore
supplied direct by the
William L. Sherrill, president of the corTyrad organization will be taken care of
poration, however, determined that the
by the aforementioned company, which has
policy of his agency, pursued ever since its
been handling the Albany and Buflfalo terorganization, justified, if it did not compel,
ritory for Tyrad under the supervision of
that the serial be released through indeCharles P. Saunders.
pendent or state right exchanges.
Times
Good for State Right Men.
Mr. Sherrill states that the offers he received for the negative rights for United
"A
general
era of prosperity is being enStates and Canada guaranteed substantial
the
joyed by state right men throughout
profit, but that it was made easy for him
country," said Mr. Radin in speaking of his
to take his chances on realizing as much
new plans. "Perhaps at no time in the hisor more through the state rights market,
tory of the industry have so many independent distributors met with such success
by the fact that the entire foreign rights
were sold to J. Frank Brockliss, Inc , for a
as at present. There is a demand for picsubstantial sum of money. Announcement
tures, and more pictures, not of the ordinary and mediocre type, but photoplays
as to the sales made will not be published
which are different; that contain an ununtil after all the territories in the United
usual twist; something that attention can
States have been disposed of.
be called to by special advertising and exThe advertising matter will be of a decided variety and original in its creation.
ploitation.
During the six weeks Mr.
In addition to the usual forms of lithospent
on the road he visited Dallas, Radin
Chicago,
graphs and lobby displays, there will be
Louis, San Francisco and Los Angeles St.
an exploitation book of unusual proporWinchell Smith
the interest of his company, disposing inof
tions and containing "startling" material.
Author
of
many
stapre
surcesses
who
has
territorie
s on the Johnny Dooley Comedies.
A form of advertising novelty is also being
Joined Metro to write original stories.
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Tippett Arrives
New

MOVING

Link

Here

to Establish

in International

D. TIPPETT has arrived in New
JOHN
York from London. The direct cause
visit to
present
the fihn
the building
at once
begin e's
is to executiv
America
on
of studios for the producti of big feature photoplays, to be co-related with the
production of pictures in London and on
the Continent. While one or two American film producing companies have inaugurated the production of pictures in Europe,
Mr. Tippett's contemplated program is the
first evidence of an international film producing organization initiated by England.
Mr. Tippett laid the ground-work for one
of the biggest motion picture studios yet
erected in London before his departure for
America, and he intends at once to consult the foremost studio architects in connection with the building of the American
producing factories.
In speaking of his plans for exchanging
pictures produced in America for those
produced in Europe under a single management, Mr. Tippett said:
"The
motion
picture
industry
is direct
today
broader and more
effective
in its
appeal to the masses than ever before. The
war has developed the usefulness of the
motion picture, both as an entertainment
and as an educational agency, to a point
which could not normally have been attained in two decades. The screen has also
revealed through the recent crisis in the
world's afifairs
influence
upon
mankind
as the its
onepotent
dependable
universal
language. It is my purpose to exert this
influence of the screen to its fullest possible extent — to bring the peolpe of England, indeed Europe, and America together
via the screen, with the view of having a
better
knowledge of and sympathy with
each other.
"As the screen is
in its appeal,
more
should produce
so, I believe, we universal
stories with a universal background. Instead of adhering to one locale, whether it
be Los Anffeles, London, Rome or Paris,
I intend to produce several feature photoplays, parts of which will be produced in
all those centres. That is one reason for
"my
planWhile
to build
studios throughou
world.
my immediate
purpose t istheto
have three producing plants in London,

Studio

Chain

Paris and Los Angeles, the purpose will
later be expanded, so that in time we will
be producing in South America and Japan
as well, thus constituting the first actual
international producing organization in the
history of the cinema.
To Produce in Orient Also.
"I have
in the companies
past exploited
the productions of other
through
offices
located in all the principal cities of Europe
and the Orient. I am now launching a
producing campaign of my own, because I
feel that the present producers are not
taking full advantage of the unlimited and
ever-widening opportunities for universal
service
through is
the stopping
silent drama."
Mr. Tippett
at the Hotel
Astor, and will go from here to Los
Angeles, where he will inspect the various
producing plants before his return to
London.
Work

the Psychic

Is This

I
Nat Bregstein,
|
I Traveling representative of Moving Pic- |
1
ture World, will call on exhibitors |
I
in the following cities approxi- 1
I
mately on the dates here named: 1
i Norfolk, Va., March 8, 9 and 10, I
I covering also Portsmouth and Newport |
I News.
i
1 Raleigh, N. C, March 11 and 12, |
I covering also Durham and Goldsboro. \
I Wilmington, March 13.
|
I Charleston, March 14 and 15.
j
I Savannah, Ga., March 16 and 17. |
I
Brunswick, Ga.,
March
18. '
|I
1 Jacksonville,
March
19 and
20.
j St. Augustine, March 21.
|
I Tampa, March 22.
|
I Tallahassee, March 23.
|
I Pensacola. March 24.
1
1
Mobile,
Ala.,
March
25.
1
1 New Orleans, March 26, 27, 28, 29, i
1 30 and 31.
\
I Dallas, Ft. Worth, San Antonio, Waco 1
I and other Texas towns in April. |
^iiiMiiiiiMiiiiii[iiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ii<iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiitiiiiij|liiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiitiiii[|iiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiliu

Hunch

and

Golden

question
the generally
is she?
WHOexhibitor
s andThatthe was
trade
were asking this week, following an
announcement that a new star had been
secured by Realart Pictures Corporation.
The name of the young woman was withheld in order that the trade might make
its guesses. For several weeks past Realart has been conducting a teaser campaign
on this subject, directed to its branch managers. In successive letters, meager information had been given about the new
star and managers have been trying to
identify her.
Advertisements just published give
glimpses of the new star in various poses
and limited data concerning her career.
Her eyes, mouth, profile, hair, legs and
arms were presented under the caption,
"Can You Put Her Together?"
Her birthplace is stated to be Pennsylvania and her age is given as "permanently
eighteen." Her eyes are described as deep
blue, her hair "very golden," and her height
as a "abeen
quarter
past five."
She isDesaid
have
discovered
by Cecil
Milleto

Girl

Guess

Who

with

Azure Eyes
"not so long ago," and among her qualities
.are listed striking beauty, winning personality, studiousness and natural ability.
Already Has Large Following.
Officials of Realart Pictures Corporation
expressed great satisfaction over the signing of the new star, which, it was said, was
effected in competition with several other
producing organizations, among them one
of the most powerful in the motion picture
business. The news follows announcements that Realart has arranged with Mayflower Photoplay Corporation for R. A.
Walsh Productions and Charles Miller
Productions, both of which were announced
within the last six weeks.
"In obtaining this new star," said President Morris Kohn, "Realart has simply
'put one over.' We have jumped into a
competitive market and carried off a prize
that a number of others were seeking — only
we got there first. This new star already
has a large following. She is a thoroughly
experienced and capable actress. Her
beauty, personality and ability have brought
her to her present position and are going
to carry her to greater heights under
Realart.
"On the clues
are furnished the
trade is given a that
guess. Out of favorite
actresses considered worthy of stardom let
exhibitors select five they feel lead the
list. Then let them put the list away and
when the young lady's name is published,
bring it out and see if she isn't at the head

it."
near Character
or Fine
ization in "Everybody's
"Everybody's Business," says W. H. Productions Co., hasBusiness."
an appeal for everyone.
There
uations.is plenty of action and thrilling sitCharles Richman, who is starred with
Grace Calhoun in this six-reel feature bemg released on the state rights market, is
said to have done some of the most notable
work of his motion picture career in this
production.

Gosh! But Can't Them Picture Actresses Change Quick!
Pearl White, "herself," and as she appears in her first production
for Fox, "The White Moll."

Tourneur Completes "Treasure Island."
Maurice
has story,
finished filming'
Robert
LouisTourneur
Stevenson's
"Treasure
Island," and is now at work on his
second
Stevenson picture; which he is adapting
from "The Pavilion on the Links," one of
the author's short stories.
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the Screen,

To the Rear, Look!
Executed by Tom Moore and Naomi Childers
in their Goldwyn, "Duds." Front!
Completing "Daring Duchess"
Edith Roberts' Latest "Big U"
HARRY FRAXKLIN, who directed
Edith Roberts' latest starring vehicle,
puttingat
is now
Duchess,"
"The Daring
picture
on the
touches
the finishing
Universal City.
When Edith Roberts and Frank Mayo
were
"Lasca,"
scored co-starred
such a hit in
in the
role ofthe
the actress
Mexican girl that requests began to pour in
from all over the country for another
photodrama showing Edith Roberts as an
outdoor girl. In the meantime, Miss
Roberts'
released. next
This feature,
comedy "The
dramaTriflers,"
showed was
the
petite star in a society role, and she was
even better liked in the drawing room
than on the range. More requests came
from exhibitors and theatregoers for a
photoplay which would permit Edith to
wear pretty clothes and assume the society
swagger.
In order to meet all these requests
General Manager Tarkington Baker asked
the scenario department for a story that
would afiford Miss Roberts an opportunity
to combine the outdoor and parlor elements, andfor
"ThetheDaring
Duchess,"
written
especially
charming
star, was
the
result.
Prominent in Miss Roberts' support are
Katherine Kirkham, Leota Lorraine, Virginia Ware, Harold Miller, Rudolph
Christians, Leonard Clapham, Ogden Crane,
Stanhope
Wheatcroft and Henry Woodward.
Shift Caused in Selznick's
Releases for March by "Flu"
0\\ IXG to some delay due to the epidemic of influenza, blizzards and
other disturbances that have somewhat upset studio schedules, Select Pictures is forced to make a revision of its
release dates for March sent out last week.
There will be no delay in the delivery of
any of Selznick Pictures, but the dates
have been changed around somewhat in
order to meet recent conditions.
"Youthful Folly" with Olive Thomas, directed by Alan Crosland, will be released
Marchcial 8; "The Woman God Sent," a spefeaturing Zena Keefe and directed by
Larry Trimble. March 22; "A Fool and His
Money,"
with March
Eugene 29.O'Brien, directed by
Robert Ellis,
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Blue
d "The
produce
nck came
Maeterli
before
— longwho
THEBird"man
to America — has something to say
about present day picture production and
what may be expected unless the type of
production is soon changed. He says it in
the following article, giving credit to the
picture showman as the real hope of the
moving picture industry.
Maurice Tourneur, who produced "The
White Heather," "Treasure Island," "The
Whip," anddramatic
other
plays ofbeimpressive
meloforce, should
entitled to
an
opinion and his opinion should carry
weight. When men contribute so much to
an industry as Mr. Tourneur has done his
opinions are to be seriously considered.
Mr. Tourneur writes :
"Conditions are leading us rapidly to
the point where the exhibitor is going to
be king. The days of the program are
numbered — the days when the exhibitor
had to take what he was given are gone.
"Now stars, directors and authors are
going into the business for themselves,
releasing their product on the open market.
The exhibitor has the power to select the
pictures he wants and discard the others
The State of Public Mind.
"Being armed with that power of being
the supreme judges between the producer
and the public are the exhibitors of
America going to raise the standard of
motion pictures? The day for such productions as 'Intolerance,' 'The Woman
God Forgot,' 'War Brides' and 'The Blue
Bird' seems past — we are now producing
the more modern themes, such as 'Male
and Female,' 'Scarlet Days' and 'The Life
"The
public
evidently
remaining
faithful to its
old islove
of punches
and thrills.
ItLine.'
has not yet been convinced that there
may be more of a thrill in a glance from
one character to another in the proper
situation than in the wrecking of a railroad train. Has public taste not changed
since 1912 — do they still want 'The Perils
of Pauline' and 'The Mysteries of Myra'?
"Under
old program
system,
tors had the
to take
what they
were exhibigiven,
which was possibly a good thing for those
days. Cheap admissions, cheap theatres,
cheap advertising, daily changes and cheap
exhibitors did not allow for much originality. The man who opened his show
with a 'Broncho Billy' Western used 'The
Passiona Chaplin
Play' for comedy
the feature
closed
with
was and
considered
not at all out of the usual.
New Men at the Helm.
"Only a few of these exhibitors have
survived. In their place have come men
with a sense of artistic refinement ; with
advertising ability, the judgment of showmen. And, above all, they have a good
business sense.
Every radical change that has come into
the industry has been brought about either
directly or indirectly by the exhibitor.
The multiple-reel feature, the elimination
of worthless stars, and all the rest of the
changes. We have heard this producer
and that producer claim that he brought
about the open booking policy, but it was
the exhibitors that abolished the program
system.
"And now that the exhibitor is the final
word of authority, will he cleanse the
market of those pictures which are reflecting ridicule on the industry by every
thoughtful man and woman ? It has often
been said that nobody knows what the
public wants — not even the public itself.
"The book publishers insist that they

of

Says Maurice Tourneur
are continually asked for better stories,
and that the days of the old yellow-back
novels are gone forever. A higher class of
literature is being sought than in years
Showmen Are the Power.
"When a few years ago I presented
Maeterlinck's "Blue Bird" for public appast.
proval, it was praised by the critics in
laudatory phrases, but after it had been
run in the larger theatres it was practically
lost, because the managers of the smaller
houses considered it too high-brow for
their patrons. Since then I have made such
pictures
'Sporting
Life,' which
'The Life
Line'
and 'The asWhite
Heather,'
are being
more widely shown.
"Had I continued making pictures like
the 'Blue Bird' they wouldn't have made
any money, which is not so important, but
they would not have been shown, which is
the main thing for a producer.
"The exhibitor, I am certain, is going to
be the power that will raise the standard
of motion pictures. Just so long as we continue producing and exhibiting the sort of
pictures that are occupying the screen
todaj', will the thinking public continue to
ridicule them. And it is, after all, the thinking public that counts.
standard
the screen
we"Bywillelevating
not onlythehave
a moreof substantial
following, but a larger following than could
be possible under the present day condiManager H. W. Vance Makes
Laurier Theatre a Success
tions."
manthe Vance,
of H. W.
control under
twoagement andmonths
AFTE
Theatre, Hull, Quebec,
theR Laurier
has become a very successful enterprise.
For a number of j'ears this house had been
a white elephant andd eventually the theatre was only operate on Sundays.
The theatre had been controlled by a
rather large syndicate of Hull citizens and
even their united efforts did not result
in the obtaining of a comfortable share
of support. The theatre changed hands
just before Christmas and was remodeled
throughout.
The house had been known as the Odeon
Theatre, but this name was changed in
memory of the late Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
one of Canada's greatest statesmen. .\
handsome lobby replaced a store in the
building and about $2,500 was spent for
new projection equipment, including two
Powers 6B power-driven projectors, a
Hertner Transverter and a gold fibre
screen. One of the brand new features
is an eight-piece orchestra and, last but
not least, Mr. \'ance booked a number of
really worth-while pictures. These bookings came . on top of an expenditure of
$15,000 for changes and improvements in
the house itself.
The first aim of Manager Vance was to
build up the mid-week patronage and, accordingly, he boosted the programs which
he arranged for Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday. In addition to big features and
special music, he arranged for a series of
popular
stunts including a "Country Fair"
runs. a "Money
and
Night" for the mid-week
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Fox

Productions Scheduled for March Release
The Mutt and Jeff contributions to the
ENT in the list of productions
PROMIN
listed by Fox Film Corporation for March list include "The Mint Spy," "The
release during March, "The Dare- Pawnbreakers," "The Chemists" and "The
stands Honest
the star,offerings
Mix as
Jockey,"
all impossible and mirth
devil," withofTom
provoking
subjects.
important
the most
out as one
of the month. J. Anthony Roach of the
Fox staff made the scenario and Dev. Jen- Widespread Showmen Interest
nings did the photography. The cast includes Eva Novak, Charles K. French, L. C.
Seen in "The Harvest Moon"
Shumway, Sid Jordon, Lucille Younge, L.
S. McKeem, Pat Chrisman, George Her- THE widespread exhibitor interest in
nandez and Harry Dunkinson. The story
Augustus Thomas' 'The Harvest
is of a hard-boiled tenderfoot and offers
Moon," the second Deitrich-Beck
a score of opportunities to the reckless production starring Doris Kenyon, followWesterner, which are both new and hairing thementHodkinson
organization's
announceraising.
of its completion,
augurs for
it even
ing.
greater
success
than
was
achieved
by
"The
Farnum in "The Adventurer."
Bandbox," the initial Deitrich-Beck offer"The Adventurer," which has already
been shown to the trade press, is the WilThe stage being
drama thewashitoneof oftheMr. season
Thomas'at
liam Farnum picture offered by Fox for successes,
March release. The story is by E. Lloyd the Garrick Theatre, New York, in 1910 and
Sheldon. The theme is of the romantic
having enjoyed, a big road popularity.
The Misses Horatius-at-the-Bridge.
drama type and gives Mr. Farnum the role
"The Harvest Moon" deals with the psy- Josephine Hill and Dagmar Godowsliy say
chological
power
of
mental
suggestion,
and,
"They shall not pass" — at- Universal City.
of an adventurous Italian whose sword carries him undaunted through a maze of en- as it furnished the author with an opportunity
to
make
use
of
some
very
novel
tangled situations. J. Gordon Edwards dihe was stage director for John Drew, and
rected the production. The cast includes lighting effects in the speaking stage has
served in the same capacity with
Estelle Taylor, Paul Cazeneuve, Kenneth
version of "The Harvest Moon," it is safe
Doro, Nazimova, and Annie Russell.
Casey, Dorothy Drake, Harry Southard, to say that these effects have been en- Marie
Others in the cast include Bradley
hanced in the picture.
Pat Hartigan, James Devine and Sadie
Barker, George Backus, Richard Carlyle,
Radcliffe.
The story was selected for Miss Ken- Joseph
Latham, Edyna Davies, Agnes
yon
because
of
her
special
qualifications
Gelett rights
Burgess'
novel, "Find
the Woman,"by as a student of psychology as well as on Everitt and Ada Nevil. The cameraman
picture
to which
were purchased
was George Folsey.
Wililam Fox, has been completed. The pic- account of her beauty and charm — the
ture title selected for it is "A Manhattan
lovely girl graduate type. "The Harvest
Moon" is replete with exciting episodes
Knight."
be released
in
March. This
It is film
what also
the will
producer
classes and some of the scenic effects are superb. J. V. Bryson to Be Foreign
as a novelty melodrama and the athletic It includes twenty-four sets and on ocUniversal Representative
casion there were five sets in the studio at
and popular George Walsh is the star. Geo.
one time, alternating shots from one to
A. Beranger directed, while Paul H. Sloane
another.
of the Fox staff, did the scenario.
JAMES
V. BRYSON,
for themanapast
twelve years
L^niversal exchange
The picture is full of novel and effective
In the cast are Virginia Hammond as
ger
at
Minneapolis,
has
arrived
in
New
leading woman, William H. Budd, Warren
lighting — some of the night incidents be- York for a conference at Universal heading of especial merit. One midnight scene
Cook, John Hopkins, William T. Haves,
quarters. He will be sent to Australia on
Cedric Ellis, Charles Slattery, Louis R. on the deck of the ship as she lies off the a big business mission very shortly.
Bahamas is hull down and sinking. A
Wolheim, Jack Raymond, Walter Mann,
It was Carl Laemmle's idea that the
Pauline Garon, W. A. Sullivan and L. J. striking incident is Miss Baird's high dive Australian
territory was being overlooked
off the deck of the ship in an effort to and he investigated
O'Connor.
the matter with the
rescue the leading man, Hugh Thompson,
result that Universal is now preparing to
New Shirley Mason Picture.
who is cast as Bruce Crittenden, purser invade
this field in a big way. Mr. Bryson
The second Shirley Mason picture for of the craft.
will head a party which will sail from San
Francisco about March 16. DeWitt G. C.
Fox
is
called
"Molly
and
I,"
and
it
gives
this young star a role of unusual scope
Adams will accompany him as assistant
Constance Binney Completes
manager. General ofiices will be opened at
for versatility. "Molly and I" is a screen
Second
Realart
Production
Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.
adaptation of Frank R. Adams' story, "MolMr. Adams will remain at Sydney as
ly and IbyandIsabel
the Johnston,
Silver Ring."
It was
ed
complet
has
BINNEY
adapted
and directed
E
TANC
CONS
while Bryson will proceed on a
her second production, "The Stolen manager
by Howard M. Mitchell, with George
three years' tour of the Orient as Mr.
CorporaPictures
Realart
for
Kiss,"
Schneiderman at the camera. Supporting
tion. It is scheduled for early release. Laemmle's personal representative. He
Shirley Mason are Albert Roscoe, Harry
will visit Bombay, Calcutta, Singapore.
Dunkinson and Lilie Leslie.
The picture is founded on the novel, "Little Java, Manilla, Canton, Shanghai, Port
Day," by Lucille Van onSlyke. Arthur, Yokohama and other Asiatic film
By-theMiss
The latest of Peggy Hyland's vehicles Kenneth Webb directed the producti and
under the Fox banner, a comedy-drama en- the adaptation was made by Kathryne
centers, conferring with the Universal
managers at these points.
titled "Black Shadows," is also listed for Stuart.
March. In it the power of hypnotism is an
Universal exploitation will be inaugu"The Stolen Kiss" is described as absorbimportant element and Miss Hyland shines
rated at all these points with the intentions
ing drama and comedy, touched with flashes
in a cast of notables including Albert Ros- of pathos. It is the story of a little Brook- of properly introducing the feature procoe, Correan Kirkham, Henry J. Hebert,
ductions to this territory.
lyn girl, Felicia Day, who is kept in sheer
Edwin Booth Tilton, Estella Evans and ignorance
of the simplest things of life by
Cora Drew. "Black Shadows" is from the her misguided but really affectionate grandMakes Long Contract with Browne.
story by Natalie Lincoln Sumner and J. father.
Myron Selznick announces that he has
Anthony
Roach. Howard M. Mitchell diMiss Binney really has three roles in this signed
rected.
a long term contract with Lewis
production. She portrays both Felicia Day Allen Browne,
scenario writer, following
From Hampton Del Ruth, supervising and
Felicia's
mother,
hut
Felicia
appears
director of the Sunshine Comedy comin the picture at the widely different ages of Mr. Browne's success with the Americanipanies on the West Coast, come two ratand young womanhood. Rodney
zation picture,play
"The now
Landbeing
of Opportunity,"
a second
made.
tling good Sunshine Comedies, bearing the childhood
La Roque, who plays opposite Miss Binney, andSince
joining
the
Selznick
organization
titles of "The Heart Snatcher" and "The had a long career in stock companies
Mr. Browne has written "Sooner or Later"
the country before starting his for
Lightweight Lover."
llllllllimilillllillluitiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiijiiMiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiMiMiiiiitiiiiiHriiiiiriiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif
mil 1 (1 Ml 111 iiiiiiilf throughout
Owen Moore, which was adapted for
screen work. Frank Losee, one of the best the
screen by R. Cecil Smith, and has put
known "heavies" on the stage and screen,
is also in the cast.
awilltune
in "TheforLand
Opportunity"
some oftime
to come in that
the
Robert Schable plays the part of Allen echoesbe heard
from
the
applause
of
the press and
Graemer in the picture. He is a graduate public for its strong and patriotic
princiand former instructor of the American
Academy of Dramatic Art. For ten years
ples.
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in Three

Different Sections to Heavy Business
in Michigan was attributed to the transfer
than premedi- of
, rather
COINCIDENTAL
the franchise from Kunsky to Equity
tated, three Equity
productions made
first bows in three different sections of Players of Michigan, which Haynes and
control, and who have held the Deon's birthday
the country
on Washingt
and Weil troit
engagement until their offices were so
the
three pictures
succeeded
in breaking
house records.
equipped
to give
the engagement.
utmost co-operation
the theatre
for the
"The pleted
Forbidden
Woman,"
the latestYoung,
com- to The
business at the Adams during the
work starring
Clara Kimball
first week was more than exceptional and
and
secondopened
of that atstar's
series Theatre,
of four promises
specials,
the first
Capitol
to smash the house record.
At Tulsa, Okla., under the direction of
New York, February 22, to what its njanaging director, Edward Bowes, announces T. E. Larson, the first Equity special rethe largest business the theatre has known
lease, "Silk Husbands and Calico Wives,"
since it opened, and in his statement on
W'ednesday, February 18, and for
business done, which continued record opened
four da)-s the theatre was jammed, and the
breaking throughout the entire week, he manager volunteered a telegram to Gencredits Equity Pictures with having given eray Manager Schnitzer, of Equity, that he
the Capitol stafif perfect co-operation in was going to repeat the picture for a week.
every respect.
83 Prints Out on First Runs.
An unusual preliminary campaign of pubThis was the first showing anywhere of
licity and e.xploitation preceded the opening at the Capitol.
this of
feature,
augurs
well for
Equity's
makingandhighly
dramatic
productions
The blind campaign in which the daily idea
papers were used and the public, for seven with unusual titles, and intersperse them
weeks, requested to watch the color of for release between the Clara Kimball
lights in the sky on February 21, referred Young units.
For the next few weeks eighty-three
to "The Forbidden Woman," and on Saturday night previous to the opening thou- prints of "The Forbidden Woman" will be
sands of people craned therr necks to watch occupied on first runs in such cities as San
the sky for the color that would tell them Francisco, Philadelphia, Boston, Toledo,
Chicago, Indianapolis. Denver, Salt Lake
at which house "The Forbidden Woman"
would be projected, and, despite the snow- City, Seattle, Portland, Washington, Baltistorm, anumber of powerful sunlight arcs,
more, Atlanta, and on the big circuits, incovered wilh green shades, penetrated the
cluding Loews, Ashers, Balaban & Katz,
dense atmosphere and the crowded streets Lubliner & Trinz, Ackerman & Harris, etc.
saw that green designated the Capitol as
the house at which "The Forbidden
Kane Pictures to Move to
Woman" was to be seen the following day.
New Association Building
Heavy Business the Result.
S. KanenewPictures
More than twenty thousand paid admis- THE Arthur
in thequartersCorpora
tion has leased
sion Sunday and more than twenty-two
National Association Building which
thousand and a commensurate number on is rapidly nearing completion at 21-31 West
following days rewarded the conceivers of Forty-third street. New York City. The
the idea to light the sky.
young producing company will move from
its present location in the Knox Building at
At Detroit, "Eyes of Youth" opened at Fortieth
street and Fifth avenue as soon as
the Adams Theatre for a two weeks' run,
and from early noon until night crowded its quarters in the new building are ready
houses were in vogue, an unusual event for for occupancy.
Detroit, people were standing out in zero
Established only a month ago, the .Arthur
weather.
S. Kane Pictures Corporation, which is
The delayed openinp; of "Eyes of Youth" headed by the former organizer and presi-

dent of Realart Pictures, is already finding
its original offices insufficient for the rapidly expanding needs of the growing institution. The erection of a new office building in this part of the city has answered
the problem of the young concern.
The lease signed last week by President
Kane calls for office space four times the
size of the present location, and provides
for continuous expansion in all departments
of the organization. Officials of the producing company feel that the response
which has met the organization of Kane
Pictures, and the needs of developing the
business facilities demand an immediate removal to larger quarters.
Kane Pictures will have a suite of offices on the eleventh floor. With a total
space of more than 2,000 square feet looking out on Forty-third street. Forty-fourth
street and Fifth avenue, half a block away,
the young concern will be admirably
situated
to carry on its work in the lieart
City.the amusement
of
district of New York
"Show-Me Attitude" Obliges
Making of Good Productions
THE

most
change picture
in the busiselling end ofstriking
the motion
ness in the last year is the attitude
of managers toward taking things for
granted," said Paul Tessier, the Pathe
branch manager at Cleveland, who is spendweekshow
in thethem
homewhat
office
really
haveing a to
you "You
are trying
to sell. Telling them about it is a thing
of the past.
"It is a fact that, a few years ago, most
exhibitors bought carelessly, but today
more than half of them demand a screening of a picture before they will consider
it. This means that the day of the poor
picture is over, for you cannot sell it.
"All the exhibitors with whom I have
talked catedsayto good
' that pictures
the public
and has
that been
they eduwill
not stand for mere fillers. Practically every
one going into their theatres is a screen
fan. They follow developments and pictures carefully, and if a house runs too
steadily
to weak pictures, the business is
sure
to go.
"This situation has, of course, made the
exhibitor careful in his selection of pictures, and he certainly must be given due
credit for thus doing his best to protect
himself and to protect the industry. It is
up to every other element in the business to help the -exhibitors in thus holding
Mr. Tessier said that the winter season
in
the Cleveland
public." and surrounding territory has
been remarkably good, with the exception
of a period of about three weeks in the
end of January and the beginning of February. He expressed the opinion that the
prospects tionally
forgood. the coming year were excepCrandall Family Begins Trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Crandall and
their three children have left Washington,
D. C, for New York, preparatory to going
to Los Angeles. Mr. Crandall is making
this trip in the interests of the Associated
Exhibitors, but declined to make known
the exact business involved. The return
trip will be made over the southern route,
with stops at New Orleans and other southern cities. It is probable that an eflfort
will be made at these places to interest
other exhibitors in this organization.
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Hamilton Joins George B. Seitz.
James Shelly Hamilton has joined the
George B. Seitz Scenario Department. Mr.
Hamilton left the Romance Magazine,
where he was associate editor, to take up
writing with the Seitz organizaphotoplay
tion, and he is now engaged in doing the
scenario for Mr. Seitz's new serial "Velvet,"
from an original story by Bertram Millhauser.
Charles Ray Visits Frisco
While Studios Are Erected
CHARLES RAY is a visitor in San
Francisco prior to beginning production work in Los Angeles on his first
Arthur S. Kane picture to be released by
First National. He has a host of friends
in the Pacific Coast city, and his schedule
is crowded with much activity and several
personal appearances before local gatherThe star will meet the
ings. officials
National
of San Francisco, First
in whose
hands his forthcoming motion pictures will
be distributed to theatres.
Mr. Ray will have an opportunity to get
an impersonal view of his latest film release, "Alarm an
Clock
said
to be proving
evenAndy,"
better which
drawingis card
than his other recent successes. At Grauman'sture
Theatre,
Angeles, intheprice
Ray when
piccommanded Los
an increase
it opened
on February
week'sof
run.
The price
of admission16 inforthea body
the house was raised for the first time
from 39 to 50 cents, and reports tell of
continually crowded houses with long boxoffice lines for the evening showing.
Ground for Studio Broken.
Ground on the big addition to the Ray
studio in Los Angeles has been graded
after considerable interference by rainy
weather, and work on the foundation is m
progress. Meanwhile, the original Fleming street studios, where the star will begin
production within the next week, are being constantly equipped. When Ray returns from San Francisco he will find his
new home splendidly equipped for highclass picture work.

All Paramount Artcraft Records
picture is more interesting than the book.
ms received at the home
four oftelegra
IFoffice
the Famous Players-Lasky Cor- .Some say they will want to see it over and
poration recently are fair criterions,
officials are justified in their belief that the over
Concerning
opening
of "Everyin New the
Haven,
Paul Morgan
sent
month of March will see the highest woman"again."
the following: " 'Everywoman' shatters
records yet made by the Paramount-Artcraft Super-Specials.
openingmale' night
set by Picture
'Male and
Feat Rialtorecord
Theatre.
enthuThe telegrams were all received by Claud
Saunders, exploitation manager, in accordsiastically received."Out in Force.
ance with the instructions given to the
Buffalo
exploitation men in the field to wire facts
From John P. McConville, of the Buffalo
concerning the opening of the super-spe- office,
perhaps the most remarkable
cials in the first-run cities for the infor- messagecomes
of all. It was sent from Syracuse,
mation of the home office. The first was
from H. Wayne Pierson, of the Atlanta where Cecil B. DeMille's "Male and Female" opened at the Strand Theatre, and
office, who wired from Miami as follows :
read as follows : "Greatest outpouring of
"The
honor
of
presenting
for
the
first
time in this part of the country the Cecil motion picture lovers ever known in Syracuse greeted 'Male and Female'; matinee
B. DeMille production, 'Why Change Your
at Strand breaking all atWife?' was given to the Hippodrome here. IJerformance
tendance and box-office records in history
The word 'honor' is used at the suggestion
of house. Long line in street constantly
of Harry Leach, manager of the five Miami
for seven hours awaiting admittance.
houses. He had not seen the picture and Forced
to stop selling tickets many times
was inclined to doubt its greatness, but
after the first show he mentioned that the and hundreds turned away."
Hippodrome had really been honored by
being allowed to show it ahead of release
Cast Is Named for "His Word of Honor."
date, andtimentshe
to you.asked me to express his senThe cast for "His Word of Honor," which
is now being produced at the Selznick stuMade His Patrons Talk.
dios on the West Coast, with Owen Moore
in the star part, was announced this week
"Mr. Leach experienced a near-sensation
for
the
first time following its completion.
to-night as he stood at the exit doors. PaGloria Hope has the leading feminine
tron after patron stopped to tell him what
a really great entertainment he had given role opposite Mr. Moore, as Mabel Darrow;
them, and all expressed a desire that he Henry Miller, Jr., is cast as Alan Moss;
run it long enough so they might have an Emmett King is Philip Darrow; Arrow
opportunity to send their friends. I heard Hoyt is "Whitey"; Charles Arling is Joseph
a great number of people say it was the Plant; Nell Craig is Evelyn Plant; VirCaldwell is Dorothy and Tom Ricketts
best motion picture they had ever seen. is theginia
butler.
It rained all day, but the house was filled
to capacity. Mr. Leach said you can say
The stoy is by Edgar Franklin; the sce-^
nario is by Zelda Crosby. Direction is by
anything about the picture to your clients Wesley
Ruggles.
over his name, as he does not fear anyone
questioning
his judgment."
Leslie F. Whelan,
exploitation representLynch Circuit Books American Film.
lows :ative at Dallas, wired from Houston as folS. A. Lynch of the Lynch Circuit, At"Under unfavorable weather conditions,
lanta, Ga., signed a contract for "The Val'Huckleberry Finn' opened here . today in
ley of Tomorrow," the American's Western
Queen Theatre, seating only 850 people, to super-drama featuring William Russell, for
$1,550. Consensus of opinion is that the his entire chain of theatres.

Willis Becomes Sales Head of
National Picture Theatres, Inc.
R well-known film man in
ANOTHE
the person of Lloyd Willis has joined
the National Picture Theatres organization. Mr. Willis has resigned his
position as director of United Picture
Theatres and assistant to President J. A.
Berst to become general sales manager for
l organization. Mr. Willis' resthe Nationaignation
took effect immediately and he
began with the National company last
week.
Theatre* Unhurt by Fare Increase.
The recent increase in street car fares in
Albany, N. Y., which it was at first feared
would work harm to such motion picture
theatres as are located outside the business center, has failed to bring about any
decrease in the audiences. Albany is now
paying
7-centhills
fare,several
and onofaccount
of its
locationa and
the theatres
are rather hard to reach except by the
street cars. Proprietors of all the houses
report an excellent business.
Proctor's Harmanus Bleecker Hall, with
its two features changing semi-weekly, still
continues to draw capacity houses, but
seemingly without materially afTecting the
smaller theatres about the city.

"We're wild: We Crave Attention," Say Charlie Chaplin and Marie Dressier.
They've just
Inherited handled
a wagronload
of money
in "Tillie's Punctured
Romance,"
by Tower
Film Corporation.
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Detroit's Majestic Theatre
Books Two Realart Pictures
EALAND, of the Majestic
TOM
Theatre, Detroit, has closed contracts
for showing "Erstwhile Susan," starring Constance Binney, and "Anne of Green
Gables,"a contract
starring aMary
Minter.
He
signed
short Miles
time ago
to show
"Soldiers of Fortune," an Allan Dwan production presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, during the week of
March 22.
Alice Brady's first production for Realart, "TheRives,
Fear had
Market,"
from run
the showing
play by
Amelie
its first
recently at the Washington Theatre.
The closing of the contract with Ealand
for the two star pictures gives Realart,
according to Ralph Quive, manager of the
Detroit otiFice, first runs on all pictures thus
far released in the Detroit territory.
Mr. Quive was particularly pleased with
this record, as he only recently assumed
control of the Detroit oflice for Realart.
Mr. Quive also reported that he had closed
contracts with Fitzpatrick & McElroy for
Realart's star series of productions.
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Universal Lists Last of Stage
Women's

Big Chief Iron Face
Bill Duncan is once more his strong self in
Vitagraph's serial, "The Silent Avenger."

First of V itagraph's Super Productions
Is Based on a Gouverneur Morris
AFTER several weeks of preparation,
casting and supervising the building
of sets, Tom Terriss is about to begin
active work on the filming of big special
productions with all-star casts, which Vitagraph will present during the current year.
The first of these to b^ directed by Mr.
Terriss will be an adaptation of "Trumpet
Island,"
one of Morris.
the most Its
widely
novels
of
Gouverneur
screenreadtitle
will
be "The Girl from the Sky."
"The from
Courage
of Marge
O'Doone,"
adapted
the novel
of the same
name
by James Oliver Curwood, is another of the
big all-star special productions. Production on this story of the Northwest is already under way under the supervision of
David Smith, who has already made a name
for himself as a director of the Curwoqd
type malsofin their
story native
with its
scenes of wild anihaunts.
Other Big Productions.
Other big special productions on the same
lavish scale to follow closely, and for which
scenarios are now being written, are "The
Hidden House," based on the novel of the
same name by Amelie Rives, and "The Son
of Wallingford," being the first adventures
of
the son of
the famous
"Get-Rich-Quick"
J. Rufus.
George
Randolph
Chester, the
creator of that lovable vagabond, J. Rufus,
is now at work on the novel, in collaboration with Mrs. Chester. Vitagraph's special
production
"The the
Sonnovel
of Wallingford"
will be filmedof while
is being run
serially zines.
in Theone
of
America's
greatest
production will be made magaunder
the supervision of Mr. Chester, who is
Vitagraph's
While the editor-in-chief.
cast, so far as is possible, will
be assembled from well-known leading men
and women, names alone will not be the deciding factor. There must be a corresponding ability, and each member of the company must be peculiarly adapted to the type
he or she is to portray.
The special Tom Terriss production will
be unusual in a scenic way, and it is expected that Mr. Terriss will take his company to the West Indies for some of the
scenes. Some new and really wonderful
mechanical effects have been worked out
for this feature. The scenario was written
by Rudolph de Cordoba.
"Hidden House" a "Spook" Play.
In "'The Hidden House," Albert E. Smith,
president of the Vitagraph, promises not

WORLD

Novel

only a picture par excellent but an absolute
novelty. Mr. Chester has been working on
the picture and planning startling effects
for more
months.TheIt isstory
a "spook"
play
with than
realsixpeople.
is so
weird, and yet withal so real, that Mr.
Chester has felt at liberty to go to any
lengths for the groundwork of the picture
proper. Big sets of novel lighting will be
prominent features. The scenes of this
production will, to a great extent, be interiors.
These are but four of the special superproductions planned by Mr. Smith, and
these will in no way conflict with Vitacomedies. graph's output of features, serials and
Easter Sunday Brings First
Issue of Selznick News Reel
will usher into the
R SUNDAY
EASTE
theatres
of the country the first issue
of the Selznick News reel. Announcement that plans were being formulated for
s activities
this
addition
the company'
was made a fewtoweeks
ago.
Replying to the exhibitor inquiries Mr.
Selznick
am glad
to be aable
give
exhibitors,said:
on "IEaster
Sunday,
newto news
reel which I feel will help their program
wonderfully. For eight months we have
been creating this first reel and forming
plans for the ones that will follow, and I
am positive showmen throughout the country will be agreeably surprised.
"Cameramen have been engaged and
placed throughout the world to rush the
very latest and best news ever gathered
since the inception of news reels. The word
"class" will be written all over our news
reel. It is our purpose to have the reel
in keeping with the same atmosphere that
permeates throughout our best producFollowing the initial release date, on
April
4, the news reel will be released
tions."Thursday
every
and Sunday thereafter.

Pictures for March 15
Stage
of thepictures,
last Jewel
twelfthWarandRelief
THEWomen's
"The Mad Woman," is announced for
release on the Universal program for the
week of
Nance .O'Neil
TyPower are15.featured
rone March
The and
Capitol
Theatre, New York, booked the entire series
and because of the very prominent stage
stars appearing in them the twelve pichave proved
tures hibitors
drawing
card for exthroughouta the
country.
The two serial releases for the week
are "The Jaws of Destruction," the twelfth
episode of "The Lion Man," featuring
Kathleen O'Connor and Jack Perrin, and
"The Battle Under the Sea," the sixth
episode of Elmo Lincoln's entertaining production, "Elmoclean
the Fearless."
An amusing,
Rainbow comedy two
reel picture on the program is "A Roaring
Love Affair," directed by Jess Robbins and
featuring Zip Monberg, Harry Swett and
Consuela Henly in a mirthful tragedy back
home on the farm.
The Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran weekly
offering is a one-reel comedy "Stop that
Shimmie." Magda Lane and Robert Burns
are featured in a western, "When the
CurrentCalled."
issues of Hearst, International,
Cougar
Universal
Current Events news reels and
the weekly Universal New Screen Magazine complete the list of releases for the
week.
Public Liked Both Endings
and So Experiment Failed
conductedStillman
an interested
LOEW'S
Theatre, experiment
Cleveland,
the week ending February 28, but
when much
it was more
over than
the management
didn't
know
when it started.
Two endings were made for Metro's "The
Right
of Way," atstarring
was announced
first thatBert
the Lytell.
both end-It
ings would be shown to newspaper critics
and that the theatre would show the one
they decided upon. But this plan went
wrong when one of the newspaper men
made a premature decision before he had
seen both endings.
Then the Stillman announced it would
show ber ofthedays,
director's ending a certain numother days. and the book ending on the
"Now we will see what the public wants,"
said Manager Klein, who figured that the
attendance
would
tell. the
But attendance
it didn't work
out
that way
because
was
big
every
day
and
the
comments
patday. rons as they went out were favorableofevery
"Several letters were received from patrons praising the picture, but not one
mentioned anything about the endings,"
said
Mr. Klein,in"so
guess all
thisthechatter
and argument
the I papers
as to
right
of a director to change an author's story
doesn't interest the public."
Shanks — Pullian.
Earl V. Shanks, formerly connected with
Mary Pickford's
organization,
now
business
manager of
The Special and
Pictures
Corporation, sprang a surprise on his
friends this week by announcing his marriage to Pauline Pullian, screen actress,
appearing in Special Pictures features.
After a short honeymoon, the newlyweds
will locate at Long Beach, Cal., and the
bride will continue her picture work at the
Balboa Studio, where, under the supervision of Director General Ward Lascelle,
The eral
Special
Pictures
Corporation has sevcompanies
operating.
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Weil-Known Film Men Are
Directors of New Company
s' Chamb
Ownerincor
THECommTheat
ed of
porater
ercere was
in
Albany, N. Y., on February 27, with
eight directors named. The organization is
unique in its intents and purposes, which
are outlined as follows: to promote the
interest of those persons engaged in the
business of exhibiting motion pictures; to
reform abuses relative to motion picture
exhibiting and the industry in general; to
secure freedom from unjust or unlawful
exactions; to diffuse accurate and reliable
information as to the standing of persons,
firms and corporations engaged in the motion picture industry ; to procure uniformity
and certainty in the customs and usages of
the motion picture industry, and all those
business, financial or prohaving any trade,
fessional interest therein; to establish and
in
mainta a credit system for its members;
to co-operate for the , improvement of all
conditions relating to the business, and to
promote a more enlarged and friendly intercourse between those engagee* in the
motion picture industry.
The directors are William Brandt,
Frederic W. Anderson, Samuel G. Bock,
Charles Steiner, David V. Picker, Rudolph
Sanders, John Manheimer and Louis
Bluinenthal, all of New York with the exception of the last named, who is a resident
of Jersey City.
"Sex" Is Title of Third Read
Film for Hodkinson Release
third special production by J.
THEParker
Read, Jr., starring Louise
Glauin, was delivered to W. W. HodkinsonmadeCorporation
mingannounce
release
forthcoand
of itsrecently
ment
through that organization.
"Sex" is the title of the new Read-Glaum
screen play. It was written by C. Gardner
Sullivan and directed by Fred Niblo, who
was loaned to the producer by Thomas H.
Ince to make this super-feature.
Among
"Se.x" isphotographic
said to possess is thatthe ofqualities
extraordinary
value. Charles J. Stumar, who filmed the
two previous J. Parker Read, Jr., productions distributed by Hodkinson, also was
head of the camera staff for "Sex."
The production is in seven reels. Irving
Cummings and William Conklin are Miss
Glaum's leading men, while Myrtle Stedman and
Peggyroles.
Pearce have the subordinate feminine
Bosworth Film Nearing Completion.
Hobart Bosworth is nearing the completion of his first vehicle for J. Parker
Read,
Jr.
It is merely
called tentative,
"Mister MacNeir,"
this title being
however.
The story is by Frank Brownlee and is being photographed by J. O. Taylor, who also
filmed
the Door."
Goldwyn
release "Behind
this J. Parker
Read, Jr.,
special.will
Building Big Stage at Universal City.
Activities at the studios at Universal
City have increased to such an extent that
it has been found necessary to enlarge the
plant. Work has already begun on a new
stage that will occupy about one-third the
area of stage space already covered. The
new stage will measure about 140 feet by
400 and will contain a sub-cellar generating
plant, which will supply light and power
for the buildings known as the main stage,
the north stage, the west stage, the old and
new light buildings and the new theatre
building. The structure will be known as
the new stage and will be able to accommosets. date from sixteen to twenty-four individual
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"Pulling" Power — for the "Dough"
Has Alice Brady in her Realart, "Sinners.'
Ince's

"Dangerous
of Current

1825
Pathe Serial Organization
Prepares Episode Thriller
THEdivision
various
departments
in the
of Pathe
Exchange,
Inc.,serial
are
occupied these days with plans for
the next serial release, "Trailed by Three,"
a fifteen-episode adventure story co-starring Stuart HoliTies and Frankie Mann,
that will begin its public career on SunApril 4.
Theday,production
has been completed and
hereafter any work done on the picture
will be confined to editing and cutting.
The details of the advertising campaign
and the various exhiliitor helps customarily
issued with a Pathe serial have been completed ,by the publicity and . advertising
departments, and posters, press books and
other press matter are now in work at
lithographers and printers.
The new serial, which was produced by
Arthur F. Beck Serial Production, Inc.,
from an original script by Charles T.
Dazey, according to announcements from
Pathe, is notable chiefly from the standpoint of the story. The Pathe organization, equipped for serials, will get behind
this release with full force.

Hours" Is Among
Trio
Paramount Artcraft Releases

to the
co-opera
their Committ
lending
INMotion
eetion
Picture
on Americanization, exhibitors will do well,
Famous Players-Lasky states, not to overlook the Thomas H. Ince production,
"Dangerous Hours." This timely film divides the honors of the Paramount- Artcraft film released February 29, with William Taylor's production of M ^rk Twain's
"Huckleberry Finn" and "Young Mrs. Winthrop," a picturization of the Bronson
Howard play, in which Ethel Clayton is
starred.
New York and several other cities have
already seen and placed their seal of approval on "Dangerous
Hours,"Sullivan
which ofis
an adaptation
by C. Gardner
the story, "A Prodigal in Utopia," by Donn
Byrne, which was published in the Saturday Evening Post. Fred Niblo directed.
The leading roles are portrayed by Lloyd
Hughes and Barbara Castleton. Interesting character roles are in the hands of
Claire DuBrey, Jack Richardson, Walt
Whitman,
Lew Morrison and Gordon Mullen.
"Dangerous Hours" is not a preachment,
but a forceful play, whose lesson is conveyed in a series of moving and realistic
pictures of present-day life — the struggle
of humanity and the clash of opposing
ideals.
"Huckleberry Finn" Scores.
The triumph scored by William D. Taylor's "Huckleberry Finn" in the pre-release
showings in several cities is a matter of
current box-office record. Here, Famous
Players-Lasky asserts, is a picture which is
wholly delightful and destined to rank as a
photoplay classic, just as the story is numbered among the immortals of literature.
The acting of young Lewis Sargent as
Huck is declared to be as fine a performance as was ever contributed to the stage
or screen by a youngster. Moreover, the
other familiar characters — Tom Sawyer,
"Pa," Nigger Jim, Miss Watson, Aunt Polly, Widow Douglas, the Duke, The King,

Mary Jane, by
they're
all anthere— have been
pronounced
no less
authority
than
Albert
Bigelow
Paine,
Mark
Twain's
friend
and biographer, to be perfectly portrayed.
The Bronson Howard play, "Young Mrs.
Winthrop," adapted by Edith M. Kennedy,
brings Ethel Clayton again to the screen
to duplicate and even to exceed, it is said,
her recent success in "The Thirteenth
Commandment."
is described
as a highly
dramatic slice of Itreal
life.
The supporting cast includes Charles
Ogle, Raymond Hatton, Walter Hiers and
J.
Monte Dumont. Walter Edwards directed.
New

York Theatre Has Run

for "Lone Wolf's Daughter"
DESPITE'
booking an
and admitted
the fact congestion
that picturesm
already bought would have to be deferred the United Booking Office circuit of
B. F. Keith and Keith & Proctor theatres
have booked J. Parker Read, Jr.'s second
Louise Glaum production, "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter" and this Hodkinson special opens a full week's engagement next
week at the 81st Street Theatre with engagements follov/ing atStreet
Proctor's
Avenue, the Fifty-eighth
Theatre Fifth
and
engagements across the entire metropolitan
chain of this organization. Brooklyn first
run of "The Lone Wolf's Daughter" has
been captured by Frank Keeney's Keeney
Theatre and Sydney Cohen's chain ol
Metropolitan houses, the North Star, McKinley Square, Tremont and others.
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" has begun
by more than exceeding the splendid record
of "Sahara" in the New York district and
Marx Nathan, the Hodkinson manager in
New York, has called for more prints than
were ever used before on any other production distributed through his office in the
New York zone.
President Harper Makes Appointments.
Lawrence Beatus, manager of Loew's
Palace; Harry M. Crandall, head of the
Crandall string of theatres; Tom Moore,
head of the Tom Moore theatres, and Sidney B. Lust, president of Super Films Attractions, Inc., have been made members
of the committee on conventions of the
Washington, D. C, Chamber of Commerce.
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Exploitation

Policy

Inaugurated by Famous Players-Lasky
exhibitors put over their pictures in a way
at the lgeneral
ENTHUSIAST
perity of IC
the theatrica
businessprosall never before attempted in the motion picover the country, and reporting an
ture industrj'.
rm Paraincreasing demand for long-te
The King's Theatre Success.
mount franchises, Al Lichtman, general
"For instance, when I was in St. Louis
manager for the department of distribution of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor- I saw the campaign which King's Theatre,
poration, has returned to New York after assisted by our exploitation representative,
a three
weeks'
took him
all Charles L. Winston, conducted in connecthe
leading
citiestripof that
the South
and into
Middle
tion with the showing of the ParamountWest.
Artcraft Super-Special 'Everywoman.'
During his trip Mr. Lichtman had an Open
letters to prominent people, a whirlunusually good opportunity to study the
wind advertising campaign and exploitaoperation and success of the policy of
tion of every feature of this big producexploitation which, inaugurated last
made 'Everywoman' the talk of St.
autumn by Famous Players, was widely Louis.tionThe
result
that King's
did
four
times
morewasbusiness
than Theatre
it ever
extended ventionafter
the recent company conin Chicago.
did before on any other picture. '
"That is merely a sample of what the
"Exhibitors," said Mr. Lichtman, "are
realizing more and more the great oppor- Famous Players-Lasky exploitation policy
tunities for increased profits which lie in is doing, and exhibitors everywhere are
the Paramount-Artcraft policy of giving
availing themselves of this exceptional
A Man of Power
exploitation to individual pictures. With
service
and are declared
increasing
Mr. Lichtman
thattheir
in allprofits."
of the
an
exploitation
man
in
every
exchange.
Is William Farnum in Fox's
"The Adventurer."
Famous Players-Lasky is equipped to help cities he visited he found theatrical conditions unusually prosperous. This, he said,
is particularly true in Texas and through
other parts of the Southwest, where the
Staff of First National Home
Office
oil wells have gushed a deluge of dollars.
Use More Intelligent Exploitation.
"Gets Together" at Hotel Dinner- Dance
Another development which struck Mr.
THE first of a series of recreational
Chandler, Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Lichtman with unusual force is the growevents for the entire membership of Becker and daughter, R. H. Pornhagen,
tendency of exhibitors to demand longFirst National Exhibitors' Circuit Miss Sadie Mcintosh, Slade F. Clark, Miss termingfranchises
to show Paramount-Arthome office staff was held recently at the Alice S. Mallett, Mrs. Louise Lancaster,
craft pictures.
Hotel Astor, New York, when more than Miss Leonie Marsden, Jack Weaver, James
"I have learned something that is partic100 co-workers, their wives and those as- M. King, J. W. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. J. P
sociated with the Circuit assembled for Gourlay, B. Allison, V. M. Powers, H.
ularly gratifying," he added. "That is that
Gutentag. Miss Rita Ann McCarthy, J. L. exhibitors are learning to exploit individa dinner-dance and get-together.
ual
pictures
for the pictures.
special features
conAt the disposal of the First Nationalites Hunter, Miss Lena B. Fox, Miss Evelyn
tained in those
The wise
was the Belvedere room of the Astor, C. Quadland, Miss Louise M. Biehl, John
e.xhibitor no longer contents himself with
equipped with the latest improvements in L. Powers, Ernest Shipman, Miss Edna
merely giving the name of the star and
the name of the picture. He plays up, in
jazz music, and Lieutenant James P. An- Shipman, E. Unterweiser, J. C. Bruggy,
derson, who had just returned to New E. B. Johnson, general manager of Turner
his advertising and publicity, the strongest
York after a nationwide tour with First & Dahnken, of San Francisco; Mr. and
features in the story as well as the name
Mrs.
Frank
Ferrandini,
of
Richmond;
W.
of the star. This is of benefit to the star
National's "Auction of Souls" with Aurora
Mardiganian. Mrs. Jane S. Johnson, secre- E. Lusk, of Cleveland; Lieut, and Mrs.
because it makes each of his pictures distary to J. D. Williams and H. O. Schwalbe, J. P. Anderson and R. D. Craver.
tinctive, shows his versatility and brings
was hostess.
Robert Lieber, president of the Circuit;
him new admirers."
J. D. Williams, manager; P. C. Mooney, Finds "Earth Bound" Contains
Robinson Tours Country in
of the Anita Stewart productions, and
All Qualities of Big Picture
David P. Howells, representing First NaInterest of Doug Fairbanks
tional in foreign lands, made short addirecR, aGoldwy
dresses. The affair was arranged by C. L T HAYES
tor, has HUNTE
never had
bettern vehicle
a closer
Yearsley, George R. Grant and E. J. Hudof formin
nshipaimbetwee
n theg exhibit
ors
relatiothe
* for the expression of his ideals of WITH
son. The reception committee consisted motion
and
motion
picture
editors
of the
ion
picture
product
than
"Earth
of Mrs. J. D. Williams, Mrs. Moe Mark, Bound," from the story by Basil King, just newspapers throughout the entire United
City. at the Goldwyn Studios in Culver
Mrs. Tom Moore, Mrs. David P. Howells, filmed
States and Canada, Carlyle R. Robinson,
Mrs. Frank Ferrandini and Mrs. R. D.
director of organizati
publicion,ty of the Douglas FairCraver.
banks
is touring the country
Mr. Hunter believes that a successful picThis first of the series of entertainments
ture must have an unusual story as its as personal representative of the athletic
to be given by the First National organiza- basic bid for success. "Earth Bound" is Doug and is expected to complete half the
tion for the fostering of a loyal spirit of an unusual story, a radical departure from journey about the middle of March, when
co-operation
was titledwas
"Theburlesqued
Idle Dancers,"
type of screen offerings. He be- he will arrive in New York for a sojourn of
which nomenclature
from the usual
lieves also in all-star casts as a general one week.
D. W. Griffith's second production through rule. "Earth Bound" has an all-star cast,
Fairbanks started Mr. Robinson
including some of the most capable players outDouglas
the Circuit, "The Idol Dancer."
on his journey on February 12, the
Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. on the screen today.
initial
stop
being San Francisco. In the
H. O. Schwalbe, Mr. and Mrs. Worthy
"Earth Bound' 'is a picture which pre- Bay City the star's representative spent
Butts, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Williams, Mr.
sented some almost insurmountable diffi- two days, making his headquarters at the
and Mrs. C. L. Yearsley, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
culties in filming. Its artistic value depends United Artists exchange which is in charge
Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Morgan, Mr. on absolute perfection of technique, and of Edward Baron. Portland, Seattle,
and Mrs. W. E. Mulligan, E. Mandelbaum, Mr. Hunter obtained this perfection. He Spokane and Salt Lake City were next
custodian of the First National franchise for is a man with infinite capacity for taking visited and the first lap of the trip ended
Ohio, Miss Florence Mandelbaum, Miss pains, and when he seeks a certain eflEect
Denver.
Mae B. Sullivan, Paul M. Sarazan, Miss no effort is too great for the obtaining of it. in From
Denver, Robinson will go to KanEleanor Benedict, Steve W. McGrath, Sol
sas City, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Chicago,
"Earth Bound," says Mr. Hunter, "is a
Shernow, Miss Helen Blumkin, C. F. story
of
the
high
quality
to
be
expected
Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo and Toronto,
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiinuuiMiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Dntiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiintiiiiiriniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriittiiiiiiii
going next to Boston and completing half
from
man upof ofBasil
King's
ability. The
cast isa made
players
of sympathy
and the trip upon his arrival in New York. The
understanding, and finished technique. The final half of Robinson's trip will take him
theme is remarkable. In my estimation, it to Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
is a picture which will have a potent in- Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Atlanta, New
fluence, and will make a deep impression Orleans, Dallas, Houston and, at last, Los
on every individual who sees it."
Angeles.
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Flame

of Hellgate" Last of Michelena's
Outdoor Productions for Robertson- Cole
business cards bearing the Gauthe possession
ATE,"
HELLG
FLAME
THEmelodr
zation
amatic OFpicturi
of the
mont trade mark, copy of which, we are
great outdoors, starring Beatriz told,
they obtained in a most peculiar manMichelena, rounds out a series of three ner.
We desire to inform the trade that the
features from the studio of this star, which
have been released by Robertson-Cole.
two persons mentioned are not in the employ of the Gaumont Company, nor have
The new picture is filled with swift, exciting action and shows Miss Michelena
they the right to pose as representatives
at her best. Its marked contrast with her of this company. Therefore, any persons
having dealings with them should be
other two Robertson-Cole pictures, "The guided
accordingly.
Heart
of
Juanita"
and
"Just
Squaw"
brings
out her versatility strikingly.
GAUMONT COMPANY.
"The Flame
of Hellgate"
was directed
by
George
E. Middleton
and written
by Earle
Snell. It comes from Miss Michelena's
Sampson, Modern "Strong Man."
own studio, which is situated at San Rafael
There are four Detroit houses showing
It is a study of life as it used to be when
picture 365 days a year. They are
the California mountain country was new athePathe
Rialto, Family, Del-The and Palace.
and riding, shooting and throwing the Manager
George W. Sampson, of the Pathe
lasso were things in which the women as office, states
that this is what film folks
well as the men were trained.
mean says
whenthatthey
per cent."
He
Miss Michelena plays the part of Star also
the talk
Jack "100
Dempsey
serial will
Dowell, the daughter of a homesteader
"Springing" the Spring Straw.
net
more
than
any
other
chapter
play
he
who has taken Government land in the has handled.
Harry Morey is a "style sheet" here, as he is
mountains. Her portrayal of the daughter
in his latest Big V, "The Flaming Clue."
who avenges her father after his murder
by a dishonest cattle king is the best thing
she has done.
Robertson- Cole Gets Shackletons Pictures
Story Different from "Just Squaw."
This ytory is a great deal different from
"Just
Squaw,"
in Fawn,
which a Miss
takes the
part of
white Michelena
girl who
has been brought up to believe that she is
of Indian parentage. This latter role
places her in more or less of a passive
part, making her beauty and womanliness
the more appealing by reason of the sympathy which her situation arouses.
The popular character man, Andrew
Robson, supports Miss Michelena in "Just
Squaw," as well as William Pike, who is
also her leading man in "The Flame of
Hellgate."
In "The Heart of Juanita," Miss Michelena is a more independent and sophisticated character. She plays the part of a
dance hall girl of the older California days.
Over her two men fight a desperate duel.
Superb Mountain Views.
In "The Flame of Hellgate," the latest
of the three pictures, she appears before
some of the most beautiful mountain
scenes ever put into a picture. She rides,
shoots and uses the lasso like a veteran,
but the part is not one which makes her
masculine, for she has ample opportunity
for the display of the feminine caprices
and
ality. arts which characterize her personShe is supported in this production by
William Pike, Albert Morrison, Clarence
Arper, Cliff Thompson and Jeff Williams.
Prepares for Busy Summer.
Plans to materially aid producers in their
coming summer drive are being formulated
by the Publicity Service, of 1587 Broadway,
New York City. Indications are that the
release of pictures during the coming summer months will be great, and for that reason the Service has added to its staff one
man for each of its publicity, advertising
and art departments.
The Service also announces that several
large theatres have lined up, and that its
heralds will soon be used by every prinripal theatre in the country.
Gaumont Repudiates "Representatives."
It has been brought to the attention of
the Gaumont Company that two persons,
namely, Joseph Mattlingly and B. O. Mattlingly, are posing on the Pacific Coast as
representatives of the Gaumont Company;
in fact, it is charged they have in their

of His

Antarctic Exploring Expedition
A VIVID portrayal of Sir Ernest for seventy days. Throughout this time
Shackleton's famous South Pole ex- the "Endurance" remained imprisoned,
nothing but ice for hundreds of miles
ploring expedition, "The Bottom of with
in either direction. It was impossible to
the World,"son-Colehas
been
obtained
by
Robertfor release in the near future. obtain any kind of fresh food supplies,
Realizing the big drawing power and the with the exception of a seal now and then,
unlimited exploitation and publicity angles or perhaps a Penguin.
of this production, Robertson-Cole inMany times during the long wait on the
cludes the acquisition of the Shackleton
ice the Antarctic storms and packs of ice
drama among its big announcements.
threatened to tear the "Endurance" to bits.
The picture comprises a complete record But
each time she upheld her name.
of the expedition, from the time it left
Throughout the long and perilous stay
civilization until the arrival back at Val- on the ice the dog teams were trained
paraiso, after being shut off for nearly two daily in preparation for hard work when
years from the outside world.
the southermost point possible was
Not only is the picture a most interest- reached with the "Endurance." And then
ing and vivid portrayal of the Antarctic came the greatest disaster of the journey
expedition, but frofti an educational and
started to break, and the "Enentertaining standpoint it would be diffi- — the ice durance,"
which had been the home of the
cult to surpass.
crew for such a long time, was torn to
The film, according to the announcebits
by
the
ice
as it was dashed against the
ment from Robertson-Cole, contains every- sides of the ship.
thing that is desired in a successful draAs the ship started to settle it was abanmatic production, with the added value of
doned by the expedition and all available
picturesque, natural scenery.
provisions were salvaged. And preparaReplete with thrills, pathos and humor
tions were started for the long and perilit tells the story of a mere handful of
ous journey back to civilization.
brave men who fought the unknown perThe production vividly portrays in every
ils of the Antarctic, the southermost point detail this thrilling adventure.
of the world, to add to the knowledge of
the world of science.
Arline Pretty in Selznick Special.
Has Surpassing Beauty.
Myron Selznick added another name to
list of Selznick celebrities
For sheer beauty, the picture surpasses the fast growing
placed Arline Pretty under conthe majority of the best scenics ever made, when tractheto play
the feminine lead in the speand for action, thrills and true entertainall-star production, "The Prince of
ment value, it is said to contain all the Pines,"cial now
beingGeorge
filmed from
under a the
direcelements to be found in present day piction of Burton
story
by
torial versions either of scenic or dramatic Willard Mack.
standard.
Within twenty-four hours after the contract had been signed. Miss Pretty had
In hiscially ship,
the "Endurance,"
built below
espe- assembled
her wardrobe of far north
to withstand
the ice battle
the Antarctic circle, Shackleton left Bue- clothing, and. was en route to a snowbound lumber camp in northern New
nos Ayres, October 27, 1914, just at the
beginning of the world war. His first stop Hampshire, where many of the outdoor
scenes of the production are being made.
was to be South Georgia.
Miss Pretty will have the support of
After battling the ice for weeks below
Thurston
Hall, Anna Lehr, William Davidthe Antarctic circle the "Endurance" finally
son, Jack Costello, Bobby Agnew.
iiiiitliliiiKiiiiiiitiiiirliriitilliintlillllll
was imprisoned in the ice. Seeing that
there was no opportunity to break the
veritable prison bars of ice before the
coming of "warm" weather, the members
of the expedition prepared for the long
wait for the ice to break.
To add to the discomfort of the party
of explorers the sun set, not to rise again
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Third Round of Special Films
Are Bunched Near the Finishing Line
THE spirit of friendly rivalry which
Right behind these three are "The
starring May Allison; "Dangerexists manifeste
among dMetro's
again
in the directors
news fromis Cheater,"
ous to Men," with Viola Dana, and "The
the
studiosthe
thatthird
the Hope," a Drury Lane melodrama, with an
six company's
productionsWest
thatCoast
comprise
all-star cast featuring Jack Mulhall, Ruth
Stonehouse, Frank Elliott and Marguerite
round of the "fewer and better" pictures de
la Motte.
are
getting
under
the
finish
wire
neck-andneck.
In each case the director of the producOf the six productions three have been
tion personally will supervise the cutting,
completed so far as the actual camera work titling and assembling of the respective
is concerned, and the other three are so productions.
nearly finished that they will be in the
"Old Lady 31," starring Emma Dunn, is
cutting roms for editing, titling and as- an adaptation by June Mathis of the sucsembling within a week. The trio that
cessful stage play by Rachel Crothers,
which was produced on the stage by Lee
are now undergoing final cutting are "Old Kugel,
with Miss Dunn featured in the role
Lady 31," starring Emma Dunn; "Shores of Angie,
which she also interprets in the
Acres," starring Alice Lake, and "Alias screen
version.
Jimmy Valentine," starring Bert Lytell.

March 13, 1920
are supposed to transpire in one night.
These scenes involve nearly every part of
a big tramp steamship, from the captain's
cabin to the fo'c'sle head. Miss Baird in her
character of Cynthia fighting all over the
ship to defeat a gang of conspirators
bent on scuttling the craft for the insurance.
Katherine Porter Joins Kane StafiF.
The Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation announces the addition to its publicity
staff of Katherine Anne Porter, a widely
known magazine and newspaper writett
who will be in charge of feature writing
for the fan publications and newspapers.
Schlesinger and Miles Plan
Highly Specialized Service

mot^ie Serfelt want
a long
FILLINGtion picture
business,
the inFilm
vice Bureau will have its inception on
or about March 10 with headquarters on
Hodkinson Exchange Heads Report Banner
the sixth floor of the Leavitt Building 12699 30 West Forty-sixth street, New York.
Leon Schlesinger and Joseph R. Miles, who
are responsible for this new departure, are
Week's Business on "His Temporary Wife
pleased with the enthusiasm with which
FROM all territories Hodkinson mana- Sidney J. Goldman, obtained contracts on their
first announcement has been met.
production in seventeen other Chicago
gers reported a banner week's busi- the
Under
the general management of Mr.
theatres,
and
many
of
the
big
houses
in
ness of contract bookings on ."His
the Film Service Bureau will
the territory, including the Palace, Musca- Schlesinger,
y
Temporar
Wife,"
Joseph
Lovering's
leap
render
a
service intended to alleviate the
year romance, starring Rubye De Remer,
tine, la.; the Crystal, Joliet, 111.; the Palm,
shipping
and
forwarding troubles, of the
Edmund Breese, Mary Boland, Eugene Rockford, 111.; the Chateau, Kankakee, 111.;
Strong and W. T. Carleton. An idea of the the Lincoln Square, Decatur, 111., and the producer, exporter and state right distributor alike. For many months the lack of
way this W. W. Hodkinson release has Opera House, Dubuque, la.
proper shipping facilities and specialized
caught on may be gleaned from the imMetropolitan
Bookings.
mediate booking engagements given it by
packing and forwarding services has handisuch prominent picture showmen as Tom
In the New York district Marx Nathan, small degree.
capped the activities of these men in no
Hodkinson manager, has equaled the mark
Moore for a week's
run
at
his
Strand
The
Film
Service Bureau, specializing in
Theatre, Washington, D. C, and W. C. set by Mr. Goldman, the lists of bookings
Dineen, general manager of all Harry Moir in the metropolitan zone, including the packing, shipping and forwarding for export, will also take care of shipments for
Symphony, the Adelphi, the Majestic, the
housesment atineither
Chicago,
for aor week's
engage-of 77th
the Rose
the Alcazar
St. Theatre, the City Hall, Proctor & domestic distribution. Title work in all
the Moir first run theatres to be followed
Keith's 58th St. and 23rd St. theatres, and languages, insertion of titles, cutting and
within two weeks in every house of the the Sydney S. Cohen chain in New York editing pictures; in fact, everything will
Moir chain.
City, the Mardi Gras, the Roebling, the be done to relieve a distributor of all the
In addition to the big booking from Mr. New Atlantic, the Sheffield, the Cleveland, worrisome details of physical distribution.
in Brooklyn.
Dineen, the Chicago Hodkinson manager.
More Theatres Fall in Line
for $100,000 Lloyd Comedies
Bert Lytell in "Right of Way'' Brings
ge gthata
knowled
becomin
is fast
Harold
by the
Big Flood of Booking Orders to Metro
RED Lloyd
SPUR
cometwo-reel
in
prime public favorite
having
been
put
off
a
week
to
permit
of
the
dies, the thirty-two branch managers of
UGH "The Right nof Way," arrangement of special effects.
ALTHO
Pathe Exchange, Inc., during February
Metro's
screen
productio
of
the
celebrated novel of regeneration by
As announced before the release of "The
the biggest business yet recorded
Sir Gilbert Parker, starring Bert Lytell, Right of Way," Metro has provided for wrote
monthly on the new $100,000 subjects.
has been in the market for booking only exhibitors a choice of endings for the Every Pathe branch surpassed the best
about a fortnight, the exchanges and the story; the first following, with only minor previous figures established on the Lloyd
home offices of the Metro organization an- changes, the original story by Sir Gilbert comedies. More than a score of the most
nounce that they have been virtually de- Parker, and the second diverging to the
t first-run theatres in the United
luged with requests for dates and with in- extent of its becoming "happy," or, in other prominen
Stales were added to the host of houses
quiries regarding options on first show- words, without the death of the hero, nov; jjlaying the multiple rcelers.
ings.
"Beauty" Steele, at the end of the picture.
Ruben & Finkelstein, who stand preThe managing director of the Capitol,
Has Choice of Endings.
eminent in the exhibition field in their lerEdward Bowes, did not make any advance
ritoiv, during the past monti; booiced the
For its first, big metropolitan showing, announcement to the public as to which entire
Lloyd
series, beginning with
ending he would use, but Metro believes
"The Right of Way" is the current attrac- that
"Bumping into Bioadway" and including
the
Capitol
screen
will
display
the
tion at the the
world's
motion
Kidd's Kids," "His Royal Slyplayhouse,
Capitollargest
Theatre,
New picture
York, solution of the story as written in the "Captainness,"
"From Hand to Mouth" and
for the week of February 29, the showmg novel by Sir Gilbert Parker.
"Haunted
Spooks,"
theatres in Minneapolis, inSt.their
Paulfirst-run
and Duluth.
A. H. Blank, managing director of the
new Des Moines Theatre, cne of the finest
in the entire country, also subscribed his
Cynthia-of the- Minute" with Leah Baird
name with the other prominent bookers of
Has Many Remarkable Lighting Effects the Lloyd funmakers.
Spooks," considered by Pathe
wherein nearly all the important scenes by"Haunted
CYNTHIA-OF-THE-MINUTE,"
starring
far the best of the entire Lloyd series,
Leah Baird, latest feature special
to are laid on board ship. Eight weeks were is
to
be
released
on March 21.
be completed by Gibraltar Pictures consumed in the filming of the drama, half
for W. W. Hodkinson distribution, is re- of that time being utilized in and about giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiti
garded by those familiar with the work of the studio at ClifTside, N. J., and the other
Louis Joseph Vance as one of his most half in shooting marine episodes at Jack'
powerful stories, possessing as it does the sonville, Port Sewall and Tampa, Fla.
maximum of pictorial value.
The production is remarkable for the fact
This is practically the only picture com- that four of the six reels are devoted to
pleted since the beginning of the world war marine features of the story, all of which
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Pick Players for "Dangerous Paradise."
Following the announcement that
"Dangerous Paradise," the Frances Marion
story in which Lewis J. Selznick will present Olive Thomas, has been started in the
Selznick Eastern studios, some of the players who will appear in the cast were named
this week.
Among those engaged for the first shots
in the picture are Dorothy Kent, Theodore
Westman, Jr., Warren Cook, Charles Craig,
Aleene Bergman, Katherine Johnston, Marcis Harris, Norma and Athole Shearer (the
Shearer Twins), Russell Hewitt, Maury
Stewart,
Jr., William P. Carleton and Arthur Houseman.
Vitagraph Buys More Acres,
Enlarging Hollywood Plant
the purchase of ten acres
THRO
land adjoining its present plant at
of UGH
Hollywood, Cal., Vitagraph becomes
the owner of one of the largest motion
picture studios grounds in the country. The
land acquired, part of the Skinner estate
in East Hollywood, has been in the probate coi^t for several months and the sale
to Vitagraph .was consummated only after
dealings extending since last July. The
bid made by W. S. Smith, manager of the
West Coast studio, acting for Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph, was accepted and with the approval of the probate
judge the executors of the Skinner estate
have transferred the property.
Vitagraph, through its new purchase, now
has twenty acres of land laid out in a
square, north and east from the intersection of Talmadge street and Prospect avenue.tenTheacres.
original site, now in use, contains
Mr. Smith is having the technical staff
design several brick and stone buildings
for the additional land. Work on these
will be commenced immediately. Mr. Smith
is leaving for California to personally superintend the improvement.
Many

Popular Players in

"Why Change Your Wife?"
ASIDE from the masterly manner in
which he tells his story, two things
that Famous Players-Lasky Corporation cites, stand out with notable clearness
in the production of Cecil B. De Mille —
sumptuousness of settings and the high
acting standard of his casts. In "Why
Change Your
same high
of the Paramount
the casthisis latest
special,Wife?"
Artcraft
plane of ability which has marked the
players
creations.selected for all of Mr. De Mille's
In the role of Robert Gordon, the young
husband who becomes estranged from his
wife, is Thomas Meighan. Gloria Swanson plays the role of Beth Gordon, the
wife, who because she is not a playmate of
her husband, loses him only to regain
him later by adopting a mode of life her
husband wanted her to live.
Another favorite who has been seen in a
number of notable productions js Bebe
Daniels, who plays the role of "the other
woman."
Theodore Kosloff, the famous dancer, is
shown as a classical dancer, and other wellknown players whom Mr. De Mille selected
to interpret his action are Clarence Geldart,
Sylvia Ashton, Maym Kelso, Lucien Littlefield, Edna Mae Cooper and Jane Wolff.
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Comedy

Not

Using

Faces

of Actors and Without the Use of Subtitles
have believed it possible to work out a
SOMETHING
in the
of comedy isentirely
being new
brought
to way
the photoplay, keeping the action complete,
screen by Ward Lascelle, formerly con- without the use of subtitles or players'
nected with the directorial staflf of Mary faces, but this is the first opportunity I
Pickford.
have ever had to undertake such an experiment. The result, I assure you, has been
Lascelle, who is now director general for
The Special Pictures Corporation, has just most gratifying, and, in my opinion, a new
finished a feature which promises to be one
has been opened for the screen."
of the most novel pictures ever attempted. possibility
Lascelle
that film
"Uneasy
one of declares
many novel
featuresFeet"
whichis
He has made a comedy without using the only
will
be
presented
through
Special
Pictures.
facesout of
actors
or actresses, and also withthe use
of subtitles.
Exhibitors may look for something new in
This feature is claimed by the best au- the Comedyart release and also in the Art
thorities in Los Angeles to be one unique. Color Scenics, in which the Handschagel
In spite of the fact that neither faces or color process will be used, the exclusive
subtitles appear, direction and continuity right for this method of coloring motion
picture film having been secured by the
and community are said to be perfect.
"For a long time," said Mr. Lascelle, "I Special Pictures Corporation.
Vitagraph's Big Newspaper Story Seen at
Private View by Reporters; Picture Praised
wealthy yong society woman who enters
profess
it be ethical
LD
per to orprint
WOU for a newspa
a ional
story the field of journalism under the impulse
to
earn her living and do something worth
of disgrace about one of its own
men? Would it be a dereliction in its while.
The dramatic events that ensue lead to
duty, on the other hand, if a newspaper
should suppress or submerge such news? a love affair between her and one of the
reporters. The story then proceeds
These questions came to the surface re- star
toward a situation in which the newspaper
cently and have caused a wide discussion is
confronted by the necessity of either
among newspaper workers as the result
printing the report of an arrest and murof private showings of Vitagraph's feader charge about one of its own men or
"Deadlineisatstarred.
Eleven,"
in whichof of deliberately suppressing and suffering to
Corinneture,Griffith
A number
be scooped.
The manner in which the characters
newspaper mfen were invited to one of the
first screenings
meet this situation provides one of the
The picture is based upon a story of big punches of the picture. The newspaper
newspaper life, and much of its action is critics expressed the unanimous opinion
set in the office of a great New York
storyproblem.
had presented a logical soludaily. Miss Griffith plays the role of a that the
tion of the
Pathe

to Distribute

"The

with Max Linder,
PATHE'S
the
way of promise
features of
forbigthisthings
springin has
been partly fulfilled with the addition
to the schedule of two exceptional productoins, one of which will bring back to the
American screen the famous French comedian, Max Linder, in the first big feature
he has ever made. Pathe has taken over
the distribution of "The Little Cafe," a
five-reel comedy starring Linder, and will
release it on April 25.
Pathe also will issue Leonce Ferret's
"Lifting Shadows," in which Emmy Wehlen is starred. This production has been
set for release on April 4, following Blanche
Sweet in "The Deadlier Sex."
"The Little Cafe" is an adaptation of the
successful stage play of the same name proWinchell

Smith

"New

Joins

Little Cafe,''
and "Lifting Shadows
duced by Klaw and Erlanger. Wanda
Lyon, lately of the Winter Garden of New
York, portrays the part played on the stage
by Hazel Dawn.
Emmy Wehlen was signed by Mr. Perret
for the leading role because of her particular adaptness for the role of Vania
Ostrowski. Miss Wehlen for years has
been one of the prime favorites of the
screen and stage. Among her most successful screen works may be numbered
"Miss Robinson Crusoe," "Nobody," "The
Outsider," "The Shell Game," "House of
Gold" and "His Bonded Wife."
Mr. Perret has surrounded Miss Wehlen
with a support including Wyndham Standing, Stuart Holmes. Julia Swayne Gordon and F. French.

Metro

Authors;

Henrietta^' To Be His First Film
Supervision of a screen adaptation of
t and
playwrigh
SMITH,
ELL
WINCH
of "The New Henrietta," the revised version
stage producer, is now a member
the Metro scenario forces in Hol- of Bronson Howard's celebrated stage play
lywod, Cal. He will serve not only as a of high finance and Wall Street gambling,
writer of original stories, but will assist on which Winchell Smith and Victor
in the picturization of several of his own
Mapeseffort
collaborated,
first
for Metro. will be Mr. Smith's
plays.
Acquisition by Metro of the services of
The Screen Fascinates Him.
Winchell Smith follows closely the announcement that Bayard Veiller, another
The playwright declares motion pictures
dramatist with an international reputation, always have held a peculiar fascination
had signed a contract to write four original for him, that he believes their prospects
sories a year for Metro, the first to be a were never better, and that they offer a
splendid field for the dramatist.
vehicle for Bert Lytell.
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to

Kill Censorship Legislation in Ohio
that the motion of Rogues' Harbor," making it a straight
s
charge
of
DENIAL e
pictur industry is using money seven
of Realart's first seven productions
among legislators in efforts to kill to have Broadway runs.
hip
tion
censors
legisla
was made by J. W.
The following telegram was received by
Binder, of Hackensack, N. J., in a letter
S. Woody, general manager of Realto the Massachusetts Legislative Commit- John
art, "The Fear Market," from the play by
tee on Mercantile Affairs.
Yellow Room' packed Tally's Broadway all
The letter said:
day today and tonight. In my opinion, it
"I am advised that at a hearing before is a most excellent box-office attraction
your committee on Tuesday last, one Mrs. and one of the most absorbing and baffling
Maud Murray Miller alleged that I had ap- mystery pictures ever made. Am highly
peared in Ohio in opposition to a motion pleased with Realart product and will use
picture censorship bill introduced by one
Nefif, and had made statements that I had as frequently as opportunity offers."
$50,000 to spend in defeating the bill and
Fox South American Manager
as much more as was necessary.
"I understand that this statement was
Sees Rich Market for Films
placed in the record of the hearing. I
therefore take this occasion to deny em- J P. RY.A.N, South American district
manager of the William Fox interests,
phatically and categorically that I ever
made any such statement or that I had
• has arrived in New York after an
any money whatever to spend in defeating absence of three years, surcharged with inthe legislation in question.
formation on the motion picture market
ive standing
varitheHecomparat
"I was in Ohio representing the National there ousandstars.
d at of
Buenos
was statione
Board of Censorship of Motion Pictures, an
organization composed of men and women Aires, the acknowledged picture center of
of the highest standing, to whom the mak- the continent, and therefore was in a posiers of motion pictures voluntarily subtion to make an exhaustive study of conditions. In addition to gathering data in his
mitted their pictures for criticism and review before sending them out. This body
city he made extensive exwas naturally and rightly opposed to the headquarters
cursions to other parts of the continent.
pernicious belief that any form of expres"The motion picture made in the United
sion can in the United States be submit- States,"
Mr. Ryan asserted,, "is by far the
ted to pre-publicity censorship through le- largest factor tending towards a better
galized channels.
understanding between our country and
"In justice to bemyself
this the South American republics. This better
communication
spreadI demand
upon thethat
records
understanding will manifest itself most
of your vised.committee
and nor
that have
I be Isobeen
ad- noticeably in larger trade relations. The
I am not now
idea entertained by a great
for two years connected in any way with exaggerated
proportion of Spanish-speaking Americans
about the North American and his way of
the motion picture industry."
living and trading, is so thoroughly upset
by what they see on the screen that a
Metro's Alice Lake Feature
change in attitude in inevitable.
Breaks Records Down South gradual
"One sees foreign pictures only in the
cheaper
show houses. In the recognized
durdone
DESCRIBING the business
ing a week's showing; of the Screen theatres American productions hold their
Classics, Inc., production, "Should A
Mr. and
Ryanmore."
is emphatic in his statement
Woman Tell?" featuring Alice Lake, as own,
that the South American market is a rich
"one of the best since we have been oper- one
for
the
motion
pitcure producer. He
e,
" Daniel
this theatre,
Atlanta,
Theatre,Michalov
the Strand
manageratingof
cites his own success in spreading Fox picGa., has written to Charles E. Kessnich of
tures as an example of what can be done.
The volume of business that Fox Film
, heartily
indorsexchange
Atlanta
Metro's
ing the picture and recommending it to Corporation does in Latin America has increased at a phenomenal rate during the
othee exhibitors as one which will yield box
few years.
office returns to "compare favorably with lastPearl
White, he said, is the most popular
year."chain of star.
anyThepicture
Strandreleased
Theatreso isfaronethis
of the
theatres owned and operated by Southern
Enterprises, Inc., with a capital of $5,000,O'Brien to Make Pictures on Coast.
000. The Strand is one of the leading moMyron Selznick, head of production of
tion picture houses in Atlanta, with a fixed Selznick
Enterprises, announced this week
policy of following the record of all productions it books, with the aim of obtainmg that Eugene O'Brien left for California
28, where he will appear in a proonly the best possible quality ot screen February duction
which is scheduled to begin shortproductions for its patrons.
ly after he arrives there. The reason for
Mr. O'Brien's journey to the West Coast
Selznick studios, according to Mr. Selznick,
"Mystery of the Yellow Room"
is because the Eastern studios at Fort Lee
Cleans up in Los Angeles and in the Bronx are so crowded that no
TL. TALLY has scored an impressive more productions can be taken care of
success with "The Mystery of the there at the present time.
• Yellow Room," an Emile Chautard
Production, presented by Mayflower PhotoRaid Takes a Flier on the Stage.
Corporation, Theatre
during a inweek's
showing
at hisplayBroadway
Los Angeles.
Wallace Reid is back on the stage again.
The showing gives Realart Pictures a The excursion of the Paramount Artcraft
record of having played in substantially all star into the "legitimate," however, will
of the big Los Angeles first-run houses, in- not be for long, as he has signed only for
a limited engagement and is not to leave
cluding Grauman's Theatre, Miller's New Los
Angeles.
Theatre,
Cinema. the California and Sillcotte's
It was Frank Egan, of the Litte Theatre,
This showing follows rapidly after the Los Angeles, who offered Wallace the juveestablishment of a new Broadway record
nile lead in Harry Corson Clarke's producmade when the Rialto Theatre in New York
tion of the English comedy satire, "The
City booked Mary Miles Minter in "Judy
Rotters."

"The very idea"
of forgetting to make space on
the booking calendar for this

Taylor
Holmes
picture is enough to make the
wise exhibitor shudder. A big
New York stage comedy success.
Written by William
Le Baron
for

William

Collier
To make a Jiit in.
And it more than fulfilled expectations.
You have to use a split-second
watch to catch the interval between laughs.
The giggles drop all around
you, like hailstones.
It's as full of chuckles as a
barber is of conversation.
Six reels of celluloid hilarity.
If you can laugh painlessly,
ask the
Metro
exchange to show them to you.
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I Two New Picture Corpora- I
I
Hons Will Produce in
|
I
San Francisco. |
has |
& G. Filmat Company
THEbeen D. organized
Oakland, a |
i
suburb of San Francisco, and a |
I tentative site for a studio has been |
I selected. R. C. Durant, president of |
1 the Chevrolet Motor Company, is a |
1 member of the new concern, and Charles |
I Grapewin is another. It is planned to |
1 produce a series of comedies in which |
I Charles Grapewin, the Orpheum star, |
I and Anna Chance will be featured. |
1 The California Projector and Film |
1 Corporation has been incorporated at |
1 Oakland, Cal., with a capital stock of 1
j $50,000 by William H. F. Ziedrich and |
I John J. Dashiell, of Oakland; Henry |
I G. Laffman, of Berkeley, and Samuel |
I J. Jones and Owen Roberts, of San |
I Francisco. The company proposes to f
1 establish a studio for the production 1
1 of films in the Greater San Francisco, |
i which includes the east-bay suburbs. 1I
1
luili imMmuiiiiiiiimim m«, ...Mun.<„i.mm.im mmm mn.!
Strief Finds Original Motion
Picture Fans of Cincinnati
THAT first motion picture shown in the
old Dime Museum, on Vine street,
25 years ago, created a sensation, but
not nearly as much of a sensation as it
would have done had we believed it
genuine. Folks in those days thought it a
fake. We couldn't believe the actors on
the sheet were projected there. We
thought they were real live humans
way." with offices in
shadowed
Attorney inJ.some
A. Mingus,
the Wiggins Block, was commenting on his
experience when he saw the first motion
picture play ever flashed on a Cincinnati
screen. It was in 1894 at the Keck Dime
Museum. Mr. Mingus wrote to Manager
Fred Strief of the Paramount-Artcraft's
local offices in response to Strief's efforts
to find the "original motion pictre fans" of
Cincinnati. The first photoplay was "Miss
Jerry,"
1894. a crude affair, presented in October,
Mr. Mingus and several other "original
fans" inwillthebe private
guests oftheatre
Strief soon
afilmparty
of theat
Famous Players-Lasky when a reproduction of "Miss Jerry," will be shown.
Several
others
who Strief.
saw "Miss
have
written
to Mr.
Mrs. Jerry,"
Frank
Bennett, Williamson, W. Va., with her
son, will attend the performance.
Jack Jordan, 807 Scott street, Covington,
Ky.,
For going
18 to to20
years, isheanother
says, he"original."
has not missed
a picture show more than two nights in
any week.
Mary MacLaren in "Roads to Divorce."
A picture which should have a strong
appeal to all married couples, or young
people who expect to embark on the uncertain sea of matrimony, and which
should therefore prove to be a big boxoffice attraction for exhibitors, is the Uni"The Road
Divorce,"
where versal
Maryproduction,
MacLaren
plays tothe
stellar
role, and which is announced for release
on April S.
Aside from its gripping story, its photographic effects and the splendid work of
the star and her supporting company, the
photoplay contains a lesson by which every
young man and woman may profit.
Miss MacLaren's supporting cast includes
Edward Peil, Bonnie Hill, Eugenie Forde,
Helen Davidge, Roy Stocker and several
others.
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to Buy

for Theatre

Entire

Block

Building in Trenton, N. J,
is said to be a worthy successor to DePLANS tionare
maturing
for themotion
construcof another
$1,000,000
picMille's last release, "Male and Female," by
ture theatre in Trenton, N. J. The those who
have seen it. It takes up the
Stanley Company of America, with home
opposite point of view of the marriage
offices in Philadelphia, have been negotiat- question to the one expressed in the earlier
ing for the purchase of an entire city block DeMille picture, "Don't Change Your Husenclosed by North Broad, East Hanover,
although it is in no sense a sequel
Warren and North Warren streets. The to that band,"
production.
company is said to be planning the erection
of a large picture theatre, an apartment
house building and a group of stores. The
real estate alone will cost upward of $950,- Realart Lists Alice Brady's
000, it has been estimated.
"Sinners" for Early Release
The new Strand Theatre, of which T. O.
and R. A. Fleischbein are the proprietors,
art, is announced
as completed
and
SINNERS,"
starring Alice
Brady, Realwas opened in Cloquet, Minn., on February
on the schedule for release after it has
finished
its
preliminary
box
office
tests.
19 with Mary Pickford in "Daddy LongThe picture is an adaptation of Owen
legs."
is in the
end of the
town
and
costIt$45,000.
The east
Fleischbeins
operated
Davis's
stageBrady
dramastarred
of modern
in
the Diamond Theatre in Cloquet prior to which Miss
for morelife,than
the big fire of October 12, 1918.
a year in New York City and for a longer
The Saxe Brothers, well known through- period in the larger cities of the country.
out the Middle West as owners and opera- It was produced on the stage by William
tors of hotels, theatres, restaurants and A. Brady and has been one of the big dramatic hits of recent years. The success
taxi-cab lines, are negotiating in Waukesha, Wis., for the purchase of property of the drama created a demand for its
novelization and this work was done by D.
upon which to erect a hotel and theatre Torbett.
building. Thomas Hughes, who repreThe play was adapted to the screen by
sented Saxe Brothers, said that the concern is also negotiating for the purchase of Eve Unsell and the production was made
theatres at Janesville, Fond du Lac and under the direction of Kenneth Webb.
other Wisconsin towns.
Many of the scenes were photographed on
It is reported that a syndicate of Chicago Nantucket Island, off the coast of Massachusetts, according to the demands of the
moving picture interests are planning a original play.
large picture theatre for Milwaukee, to be
Miss Brady's
leading
is James
located on Wisconsin street. The state- Crane.
Frank Losee
has man
the role
of Wil-L.
ment was made by Carlton Rieger, manaliam
Morgan.
William
P.
Carlton
also
has
ger for Milwaukee, at the opening of the an important part.
Iris Theatre, North avenue and Fourteenth
Others in the cast include Nora Reed,
street, recently. He said that the new the- Robert Schable, Crauford
Lorraine
atre, for which no site has been yet se- Frost, Augusta AndersonKent,
and Agnes
cured, would cost about $250,000. The Iris Everett.
is the first of a chain of houses which will
be taken over by the syndicate within a
year.tre atItTwelfth
is also and
proposed
build a thea- Predict "Virgin of Stamboul"
State tostreets.
Will Go Big the Country Over
It is now an assured fact that the Lyceum
Theatre, of Duluth, will be made over into
a first class picture theatre by the Clinton
Universal
has at last beena
VIRGIN special,
OF STAMBOUL,"
Investment Company, in conjunction with THEbig
completed.
Tod
Browning,
who dithe Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
feature, brought the picture along
The work probably will be started about with himrected thewhen
arrived at the New York
March 1. The theatre lease held by the Universal officeshefrom
the coast a fcv/ days
Lyceum Amusement Company does not
expire until September 1. More than $200,showing was immediately ar000 will be spent in improvements, not in- ago.A private
ranged at which Carl Laemmle, R. H.
cluding apipe organ costing $50,000.
Cochrane and the other leading lights
of
the Universal organization were present.
"The
Virgin of Stamboul," said Carl
Buxbaum to Head Paramount
Laemmle, tations.
"hasTod Browning
even surpassed
our expec-a
has produced
Convention Representatives
truly wonderful picture. Priscilla Dean will
take the country by storm when this photoof the
er Famou
managof
s
YorkAUM,
exchange
drama is released. I am really proud to
HH.New BUXB
• Players-Lasky Corporation, will stamp this production with the Universallead the Paramount Artcraft representatives at the convention of New York State
Exhibitors to be held at Utica on March 8 Jewel trademark."
and 9. Other Famous Players-Lasky rep- American Works Overtime on New Prints.
resentatives who will attend the meeting
The laboratory
the American Film
will be Manager Allan S. Moritz, of the Company is working ofovertime
on new prints
Buffalo exchange; Joseph Seidelman,
for the Russell-Minter-Fisher series, acmanager of the newly organized Albany excording to Sam Silverberg, superintendent
change, and Henry Randall and W. A. of the plant.
Roosevelt, of the New York City exchange.
are just getting eight new prints
A booth will be maintained by the Para- off"We
to the New York
exchange to take care
mount Artcraft interests at the convenof
recent bookings and meet the present
tion. Decorations of posters, accessory
needs," he said. "There seems to be a
steady demand for 'Wives and Other
displays
and exhibitors'
aidsofwill
be lavishly exhibited,
while copies
press
books, Wives,'
'Where the West Begins,' 'The
trade organs and publicity material issued
Mantle of Charity,' 'The Eyes
of Julia
by the organization will be available to Deep,'
"When a Man Rides Alone' and
exhibitors.
'Money
Isn't
Everythi
ng.'
We got out
One of the convention features will be a about 100 prints in the first place,
but there
showing of Cecil B. DeMille's latest Para- has been no let-up on these features. These
mount Artcraft production, "Why Change comedy-dramas must have been very sucYour
Wife,"
Gloria
Swanson
and with
BebeThomas
Daniels.Meighan,
The picture
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Allgood

"The

"The very idea"
of forgetting to make space on
the booking calendar for tliis

Taylor
Holmes
picture is enough to make the
wise exhibitor shudder. A big
New York stage comedy success.
Written by WilHam Le Baron
for

William

Collier
To make a liit in.
And it more than fulfilled expectations.
You have to use a split-second
watch to catch the interval bet^teen laughs.
The giggles drop all around
you, like hailstones.
It's as full of chuckles as a
barber is of conversation.
Six reels of celluloid hilarity.
If you can laugh painlessly,
ask the

Metro
exchange to show them to you.
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Whirlwind
Corpora-is
buting
ic Distri
N. Busch
Briton
tion, of which
THE Republ
president and Lewis J. Sleznick is
advisory director, has enlarged its activities
to include the distribution of serial subjects. The announcement states that contracts have been signed between Republic,
represented by Mr. Selznick and Mr. Busch,
and Allgood Pictures Corporation, represented by Charles Alperstein and Joseph A.
Golden, whereby Republic will handle the
of "The Whirlwind," a fifteendistribution
episode feature serial in which Charles
Hutchinson has the "daredevil" star part.
According to present plans, "The Whirlwind" will be released in the early part of
April. George Ames, who lately became a
member of the Republic sales organization,
specializing in short subjects, will be in
active charge of sales for this serial.
In describing
this of
"continued"
feature
which
marks the entry
Republic into
this
branch of motion pictures, stress is laid
upon the fact that the officials responsible
for
selection ofthat
"TheRepublic
Whirlwind"
took
into the
consideration
will have
to build up a serial reputation beginnig with
this initial release. Not having established
itself among exhibitors as producers or distributors of serials, it behooved Republic
to exercise a keen sense of discrimination
in selecting as its initial release a subject
that has every earmark of popularity.
In an announcement to exhibitors.
Republic
"We have,
reason such
of ouras
success insaid:
handling
short by
subjects
the Chief William J. Flynn series, Prizma
natural color pictures and Kinograms, and
because exhibitors are seeking good serials
now more than ever before, been encouraged to take on the distribution of a
serial and are negotiating for two more at
the present time. Our first, 'The Whirlwind,' is in fifteen episodes, each one of
which contains two or more thrills calculated to lift the audience out of its collective seat. The director, Joseph Golden, it
will be remembered, has lately to his credit
The Great Gamble,' which was one of the
biggest money-getting serials of the year."

Serial,

" Teaturing Hutchison
made an honorary member of the San
Francisco local a short time ago, he must
be veryCoast.
popular with the unions on the
West
Mr. Cassard, who left New York during the early part of January and has been
traveling through the West for his firm,
will return home in about ten days. He
reports a very successful trip, and those
who have known "Dick" Cassard during
the nine years he has been connected with
the film industry will not be surprised at
these honors that have come to him, for he
has an unusual faculty for making friend.s
and keeping them.
Six Big Columbus Theatres
Show Paramount-Artcrafts

been celehas Paramou
nt
OHIO, ptu
brating an "improm
COLUMBUS,
Artcraft week," starting February 29.
Every one of the six leading theatres had
complete Paramount Artcraft programs,
not to mention the suburban theatres.
At George
the Grand,Fitzmaurice
"On With super-special,
the Dance,"
the
opened
a two weeks'
engagement
with Ata
lavish prologue
and big
advertising.
the Colonial, Douglas MacLean and Doria
May, Thomas H. Ince stars, appeared in
"What's Your Husband Doing?" At the
Southern, was Marguerite Clark in "Luck
In Pawn"; at the Hippodrome, "Hawof the U. S. Marion
A." with Davies
Wallace inReid;
at the thornePastime,
the
"Cinema Murder"; at the Majestic, Billie
Burke
in "Wanted
— A theHusband."
The week
previous,
downtown houses
had "The Thirteenth Commandment," "The
Miracle Man," "Counterfeit" and "Why
Smith mount
LeftMack Home,"
in addition to ParaSennett comedies.
Colonel J. E. Brady of Metro
Addresses Columbia Students

Neilan's "The River's End" Is
Breaking Records Everywhere
indeNEILAN*S initialRiver'
MARSHALL pendent
s
on, "The
productithe
End," is sweeping
country with
big success. At the Strand Theatre, New
York, tionthe
film histo
prove
the that
greatest
ryd of
ution,in the
institattrac
which fact was extensively advertised in
s
ffice
the daily
paperons.theAllfirst
box-o
were
smashed
day and record
on the
second day the records of the first were
shattered. The film on closing in New
York was immediately transferred to
Brooklyn Strand for a week's run.
At John
Kunsky's
Adams
Theatre, and
Detroit, the H.picture
broke
all records,
the latter part of the week exceeded the
business of the first half.
The picture opened at the Circle Theatre,
Indianapolis, last Sunday and created a
sensation the first day when it broke all
records. At the Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles, the production also broke all records.

ediscenari
ingo New
BRADY,
tor oftureMetro,
interest
lecJ. E.gave
COLONEL
ity,
ia anUnivers
at Columb
York City, on Friday evening, February 27.
The large audience was composed of the
members of the Cinema Composers Club and
of the students of Mrs. F. T. Patterson's
photoplay classes at the university.
Colonel Brady gave a vivid description
of the writing as well as the production
of the modern photoplay. He emphasized
the fact that the main requisite for successful motion picture writing is an innate
creative instinct, and that photoplay writing differs
no other business
or profession from
in its demands
for painstaking
work, even from the most talented authors
To illustrate his point, Col. Brady recited
the action of a story recently submitted
to him, wherein the author through sheer
carelessness had failed to realize the pcssibilities of his theme.
Col. Brady concluded with a note of
hopefulness, assuring the audience that in
spite of
prevailing
demand
for adaptations ofthe
published
stories
and plays,
thero
was still a market for good original scripts.

Manager Cassard Is Honored
by Admirers on West Coast
the
of has
manage
CASSA
s RD,
y, rInc.,
SS.Nichola
Power sales
Compan
• recently been made an honorary
member of the Moving Picture and Projecting Machine Operators Union, Local
169, I. A. T. S. E., and presented with a
gold card case. As Mr. Cassard was also

Go to Charleston for Scene*.
Dorothy Gish and the members of her
company are at Charleston, S. C, securing
scenes forproduction.
Miss Gish'sAmong
next ParamountArtcraft
the players
with Miss Gish are Ralph Graves, Marie
Burke, George Siegemann and George Fawcett. Mrs. Mary Gish, mother of the Gish
girls, turn
also
is with
party.March
They 10.
will reto New
Yorkthe about
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Big Extension

of Foreign

Territory

Is Announced by Pathe Exchange, Inc.
T, vice-president and Dunbar. Mary Roberts Rinehart has proPAUL
manager of Pathe Exchange,
generalBRUNE
vided unusual acting opportunities for her
Inc., announces that plans have been woman characters, interpreted by Barbara
completed whereby Pathe Exchange takes Castleton, Ann Forest, Florence Deshon,
over from Pathe Cinema, the great French Pauline Stark and Clarissa Selwynne.
concern, all the territory situated east of
Suez and extending as far as the Atlantic
Ocean.
Irene Rich Signs Contract to
The new arrangement is bound to prove
beneficial to both companies, inasmuch as
Appear in Goldwyn Pictures
it gives Pathe Exchange all facilities to coIRENE
RICH, inwho
has of
played
opposite
operate directly with its foreign agencies
Will Rogers
several
the Goldwyn
and an opportunity to devote all its attenstar's
pictures,
has
just
signed
a contion to the European market, which is now
tract which will keep her in Goldwyn proready for intensive development. The
ductions for a period of years. Miss Rich is
French company will, however, continue
to exploit its European productions now playing the lead opposite Mr. Rogers
in "Jes' Call Me Jim," which is being filmed
through its former concessionaires in said under
the direction of Clarence G. Badger
territory.
at the Culver City studios.
While the details of the plan were beMiss Rich has achieved popularity in the
ing worked out, the contract with Max
short time since her picGlucksmann for the exploitation of the comparatively
debut, which took place in 1917. She
Pathe products in Argentine, Paraguay and came turedirectly
to the screen from private
Uruguay, expired, and a new agreement life, without stage
experience, and at once
was entered into, extending the franchise proved
her ability to play appealing, heartunder which the Glucksmann firm has
with sympathy and underhandled Pathe pictures in its territory for interest roles
standing. Her work with Will Rogers has
almost two decades. Mr. Glucksmann was been especially
successful, for her natural
also granted the concession for Chile, Peru inclination is toward
the type of role reand Bolivia.
quired
by
his
pictures,
and her interpretaPathe Exchange is following the policy
tions are excellent.
of Pathe Cinema in its new territory by
giving to its foreign agents an opportunity
to purchase their respective branches with
a long-term franchise for the Pathe prod- Sidney Olcott Starts Work on
uct. Alex Hague, who has been in charge
Hughes' "Scratch My Back"
of the Bombay branch of the Pathe motion picture interests for several years, has
picture,
Authors Hughes'
Eminent
Goldwyn
of Rupert
CTION
PRODU
just gone back to India, after having made
arrangements for the purchase of his
begun under
has Olcott
Back,"
My
"Scratch
n
with
Sidney
of
directio
the
branch, in conjunction with a contract under which he secures the Pathe product a scenario prepared by Rupert Hughes and
for India, Burma and Ceylon for a long E. T. Lowe, Jr. In the all star cast the
four principal players are T. Roy Barnes
period.
Arthur E. Rousseau, export manager of as Val Romney; Helene Chadwick as
Secor; Lloyd Whitlock as RodPathe, says: "There is no country on the Madeline
man Loton arid Cesare Gravina as Jahoda
globe where we are not represented. Whenever we do business, the name of Pathe — a professional artist in decay, with the
of eleven races, the vices of all^ and
stands for integrity and quality, but it was blood
gratifying to me to learn that the excellent the virtues of none.
Rupert Hughes is said to have written
reputation which we enjoy in this country
extends all over the world. Our export this comedy directly for the screen and has
business has entered into a new era of secured a number of novel and amusmg
prosperity and never in the past has the effects that will make it one of the most
interesting productions on the Goldwyn
outlook been so optimistic."
list. The story ranges from London and
Paris to New York, and from a convent to
a dancing school, the opera stage, tenement
"Dangerous Days" Heralded
house and yacht.
Instead of the conventional triangle situaas Barker's Best Production
tion Rupert Hughes has developed a surGOLDWYN executives saw Mary Roberts Rinehart's first picture for bilities. prising plot that is full of comic possious Days,''
Authors,in "Danger
Eminentshowing
exthe New York
at a private
change this week and pronounced it the
r
ion
of Directo Reginald
master product
Pathe's "Blood Barrier" Is
Barker. Its great success is evident in the
Picture for Real Americans
fact that Mrs. Rinehart is also highly
pleased with it. The film ranges in seven
be released as a propareels from domestic trouble and the WHILE not topicture,
ganda
J. Stuart Blackton's
tragedy of young lovers to ball room
next production, "The Blood Barscenes of novel splendor and lurid scenes
rier,"cans.is aIt will
picture
of
America
Ameribe released by for
Pathe
on
of riot, fire, dynamite and industrial
destruction.
April 11, and already indications are that
it will be a worthy successor to "My Hus"Dangerous
Days"of March
is the14. Goldwyn
release
for the week
It comband's Other Wife" and "Respectable by
bines the qualities of screen presentation Proxy," which are now enjoying unusual
y. Sylvia Breamer and Robert
popularit
notable in Barker's work with the unusual
popularity of Mrs. Rinehart's story telling Gordon are again featured in "The Blood
Barrier,"
and from
reports
they roles.
give
gift, which made "Dangerous Days" as a able
ions Pathe
presentat
of their
difficult
novel the best seller in forty-nine test
When Commodore Blackton and the late
cities in America during the past year.
The novel was also published serially in Dr. Cyrus Townsend Brady, author of "The
"Pictorial Review"
Blood Barrier," discussed the story, the
Lawson. Butt plays Clayton Spencer; producer told the author that he felt there
was
abroad in the United States an insidiFrank Leigh is Rudolph Klein; Rowland
Lee is Graham Spencer; Stanton Heck is
ous movement fostered by foreign inHerman Klein; and H. Milton Ross is
fluences, and that he wished to produce a

I Wants Them

to Say "I Went |

I to the New Theatre" Instead |
1 of'I Went to a Picture Show" I
I
I

the New
of Arkansas,
ownerSmith,
LICK, Fort
CA.^ Theatre,
I
is an admirer of the service
I given by the Statler Hotels. Taking
I the idea of the Statler Service Code,
I he issued one in pamphlet form on the
I New Theatre, putting out over 10,000
I copies.
I On the title page is the motto, "Life
I 'is Service. The one who progresses is
I the one who gives his fellow-beings a
1 little more— a little better SERVICE."
I The talks used to the employes of the
I Statler system are given to the emI ployes of the New Theatre, with the
I idea of making little services count so
I that the patron, on going away from
I the theatre, instead of saying listlessly,
I "I went to a picture show," says, "I
I went to the New Theatre." Such pubI licity is priceless.
1 Since Mr. Lick is a printer as well
I as a picture showman, his pamphlet
I is attractive and well made up. ExI hibitors who have the "superior" theaI tre to back up such copy as Mr. Lick
I gives out would do well to consider
I his idea.
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story that would combat by its own lesson
such influences. Out of that conference
grew "The Blood Barrier," and while a
thrilling play of mystery resulted from the
pen of Dr. Brady and Stanley Olmsted,
there is a very definite demand that "America be for Americans."
New Style Detective Play
Pleases Broadway Audiences

the
of Thers Eminent
Sas "Partne
Night"
shown
atthethefirst
Strand
SCOTT'
Y atre was
LERO
last
week
Authors' production made in the East and
presented to a New York audience. "Partof the because
ners ion
Night" itwasis selected
this
distinct
a story for
of New
York life; a police drama presented from
an unusual angle under the direction of
the author and director, Paul Scardon.
Emmett Corrigan's performance as
Bradley, chief of detectives, is effective.
Mr. Corrigan won his reputation on the
legitimate stage and has played many of
the great police characters in American
drama. The leading woman character of
Mary Regan, played by Pffina Nesbit,
created a good impression. Others in the
cast are William B. Davidson, William Ingersoll, Mario Majeroni, Vincent Coleman
and Frank Kingdon.
Leroy Scott wrote all his own titles and
edited the film. The scenario was written
by Charles S. Whittaker.
Heyes to Continue in Serials.
Herbert Heyes, whose playing opposite
Ruth Roland in the Pathe serial "The Adventures of Ruth" has attracted the attention of motion picture audiences, has decided to keep up his worlc in serial films
and will appear in the leading role in
"Broadway Bab," which is to be Ruth Roland's next episode feature for Pathe.
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ar**
See Big Interest in "Edg
Comedies; Working on Third
's
Tarkington
Boothcomp
the first
WITH"Edgar"
leted and
Comeofdies
itors
on
exhib
to
ibuti
ready for distr
er's
of "Edgar and Teach
under the title
episode
Pet," and the second two-reel
sent
is
e
it
ion
befor
revis
ng
final
rgoi
unde
to the exchanges. Director E. Mason
City studios, has
Hopper, at the Culverthird
of the series,
started shooting the
le Brother
is tentatively called "Litt
whichie."
The second release carries the
Charl
name of "Edgar's Hamlet."
"Edgar
and toTeacher's
Pet," which
been
shown
many exhibitors
at has
the
Goldwyn exchanges, has been hailed as
marking a new development in two-reel
photoplays. Reports received at the home
office assure a great demand for the series
that will be carried through twelve episodes dealing with the adventures of Edgar
and his young friends.
A unique feature of the stories as written
by Mr. Tarkington, and one that has been
commented on by many who have seen the
initial release, is the success achieved in
indicating the thought and emotions of
boyhood. Each episode presents a distinct
story, but beyond that there is a true reflection of the spirit of childhood.
Civil War Veterans Honor Barrymore.
In appreciation of the motion picture
version
of "Theto Copperhead,"
was
shown recently
1,000 Civil Warwhich
veterans
at the New York State Soldiers' and Sailors' Home, Bath, N. Y., James R. Silliman,
president of the board of trustees, yesterday afternoon presented a framed copy of
a resolution to Lionel Barrymore in the
latter's
dressing
the the
Fifty-sixth
street. New
York,room
studioat of
Famous,
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Mr. Silliman, in presenting the resolution, said: "Weforwill
remembrance
the always
noble hold
manneryou youin
portrayed
soldiers' atduty
called
upon the
to perform
the you
time were
our
country and Old Glory were in danger, but
was saved by the boys in blue, and such
Copperheads as portrayed by you."
Long Runs for Russell Feature.
"The Valley of Tomorrow" bookings are
making a starring
record, William
even for Russell.
a "Flying A"
Western
The Victory Theatre of Providence, R.
I., has booked the picture for a week; Blue
Mouse of St. Paul, a week; Alcazar of
Chicago, a week ; Rialto of Chattanooga, a
week; Garrick of Salt Lake City, a week;
Astor of Minneapolis, a week; Jewell of
San Antonio, a week; White Star and
Pastime of Detroit, a week; Lubin Theatre
of Cincinnati, a week; Jensen & Von Herberg have lined up this special for extended
runs in their chain of theatres in Portland,
Tacoma and Butte.
"Slam-Bang Jim" Soon Ready.
"Slam-Bang Jim," another American Special, adapted from "Snap Judgment," is now
in the titling stage. The art work introduces some animated titles, which are indicative of the tenor of the drama — a
thrilling comedy starting in the conservative East in polite society, and rushing
westward to the snappiest, peppiest, fastest
sort of adventures. In "Slam-Bang Jim"
William Russell has every opportunity in
the world to display his athletic prowess.
Toumeur Engages Charles Rosher.
Charles Rosher, who has been doing the
camera work for Mary Pickford for some
time past, has been engaged by Maurice
Tourneur and is now photographing Mr.
Tourneur's
Pavilion on forthcoming
the Links." production, ""The
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"Polly" Drew Tours the West
in Search of a Studio Site

"The very idea"
of forgetting to make space on
the booking calendar for this

Taylor
Holmes

picture is enough to make the
wise exhibitor shudder. A big
New
cess. York stage comedy sucWritten by William Le Baron
for

William
Collier
To make a hit in.

And it more than fulfilled expectations.
You have to use a split-second
watch to catch the interval between laughs.
The giggles drop all around
you, like hailstones.
It's as full of chuckles as a
barber is of conversation.
Six reels of celluloid hilarity.
If you can laugh painlessly,
ask the

Metro
exchange to show them to you.

ss with a pleasure
busine
G lly
ININ
COMB
to be
intend
origina
trip,
York
Newa vacaDrewed left
tion, Mrs. Sidney
on February 27, accompanied by her
brother. Hartley McVey, en route for Los
Angeles. While Mrs. Drew is going west
for a needed rest, she will make the journg awester
locasuitabl
choosiher
by build
ney
n estudio.
which e to
tion inprofitabl
Mrs. Drew has not definitely decided just
where she will build, but she intends makink her headquarters while in the west in
Los Angeles,
a viewof tothatlocating
where in the with
vicinity
city. somePlans
for a very complete and model studio arc
now ready, and as soon as a desirable site
is secured work upon the building will be
immediately started.
Following the erection of her new studio, Mrs. Drew will continue to produce
her two-reel comedies, and, in addition to
these,ture inseveral
features
of a dramatic
nawhich she
will appear
in the stellar
role.
Mrs. Drew and her brother will probably remain in Los Angeles for about five
weeks, returning to New York after that
time to work upon the fourth instalment
of her "After Thirty" series.
New Edith Hallor Picture Is Named.
"Children
of Destiny,"
theHaving
first ofcompleted
the Lawrence
Weber
Productions to be released by Republic Distributing Corporation, the Weber organization
announces its second production for Republic, afeature entitled "Just Outside the
It is described as a powerful drama from
a story by Jules Eckert Goodman. The
scenario was made by Harvey Thew. Edith
Hallor will be the star.
The Weber Productions are under conDoor."
tract with Republic to make six pictures
for the distributing company during 1920.
Edith Hallor will be starred in all of the
features.
Destiny" will be
released by "Children
Republic inof April.
Arthur Lamb Changes Duties with Metro.
Arthur Lamb, manager of the Metro
exchange in Los Angeles for a year and a
half, has taken up new duties on the Pacific
Coast. Harry Lustig, Metro district manager, was temporarily in charge at the
exchange until B. F. Rosenberg came on
from
the
Denver branch to succeed Mr.
Lamb.
Mr. Lamb has been with Metro for nearly four years, having started as a salesman
in Los Angeles. He was transferred to
Salt Lake City as branch manager, later
returning to Los Angeles in a similar
capacity.

Opens Exhibitors Service Bureau.
The Publicity Service, with offices at 1S87
s that beBroadway, New York, ofannounce
its specialties will
ginning March 1, one
of programs and exploitabe thetionarranging
stunts for exhibitors. Heretofore, the
service has been dealing exclusively with
the publicity and advertising of producers,
ies in exploitathe ,possibilit
but realizing
this new
it has opened
tion for exhibitors
branch.
Peterson in Casting Department.
director at SelzDick L'Estrange, casting
nick's Fort Lee Studio, has a new assistant
director in Elmer O. Peterson, who has
been transferred from the transportation
L'Estrange in pickdepartment to aid Mr.
ing the companies to make the Selznick
pictures. Mr. Peterson has been with the
organization since June. Mr. Peterson has
had previous casting experience.

March 13, 1920
Tamar Lane on Business Trip.
Tamar Lane, production manager of the
Character Pictures Corporation, has left
New York for Florida, to be gone several
days in the interest of the company. The
exact
purpose
is notto
disclosed,
but itofis Mr.
said Lane's
to be intrip
regard
an important business move that will radically affect the future plans of the company.
Mr. Lane will visit all the important
localities of Florida. Interesting announcements are promised by Character Pictures
upon Mr. Lane's return to New York.
"The Honey Bee" Wins Crowd
at Chicago Trade Showing
1 NEVER saw a crowd of exhibitors enjoy a picture more than they did that
afternoon,"
saidbranch
Charlesof Filkins,
manager of the Chicago
the American
Film Company, referring to his first trade
showing of "The Honey Bee."
Albert Ray,
with hisputheadoverall that
tied
up,"When
and George
Hernandez
side show in the box at the prize fight, the
exhibitors just sat back and howled. The
story was just right for Madame Sylva, and
the supporting cast is very strong. They
were unanimous in their verdict that it is
a wonderfully good picture and bound to
go big. Ralph Crocker, of the Star Theatre
in Elgin, said it is the best picture that the
American has ever put on the screen."
Among
the exhibitors
"Jake" Cooper, of the
TwentiethwereCentury;
John
Freundt, of the Claremont; Leslie Sparr, of
the Vilage Theatre of Wilmette, and Louis
Bre'^-es, of the Lincoln. There will be another trade showing at the Pantheon soon.
"The Honey-Bee" on the Billboards.
"The
Honey-Bee"
posterslay are
ready for
the bilboards
and should
a foundation
in public interest which will make the way
of the exhibitors easy, announces the
American Film Company. Each poster tells
a story in a way to attract the attention
of even the pre-occupied passer-by. Madame Marguerita Sylva, the celebrated
opera singer, is pictured in each case in
some dramatic pose in the one-sheet, threesheet and six-sheet. Another three-sheet
shows a few members of the strong supporting cast, namely Nigel Barrie and Albert Ray.
The posters also claim attention through
the name of Samuel Merwin, author of
"The
Honey was
Bee," one
which,
in the
of its
publication,
of the
mostyearpopular
novels, one of the seven best sellers of the
year.
Sylvia Breamer on Way E-ast.
Sylvja Breamer, who will star in Mayflower productions under Sydney A. Franklin, with whom she has a two-year contract, will arrive in Los Angeles from New
Yor e the latter part of this week to play
the leading role in Robert W. Chambers
"Athalie," which will be Franklin's first
production
under his new Alayflower contract.
Miss Breamer expects to be on the coast
six weeks, but announces that she will return to New York between each production. "Athalie" will be Franklin's first
screen offering since he directed Mary
Pickford in "The Hoodlum" and "Heart o'
the Hills."
F. I. L. M. Club to Hold Ball.
The first annual ball of the F. L L. M.
.Association of Milwaukee will be held at
the .Auditorium on Saturday evening, April
24. Invitations to many of the prominent
screen stars will be made, and it will be
the "gala
film
men. event of the year for the local
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Select Cast for Anita Stewart.
The cast supporting Anita Stewart in her
new Louis B. Mayer-First National attraction, "Thepleted.Yellow
Typhoon,"
has beenJoseph
comIt includes
Ward Crane,
Kilgour, Donald MacDonald, George
Fisher, and Ed Brady. The story is by
Harold MacGrath and Edward Jose is directing the picture from the screen version by Monte M. Katterjohn. Rene Guissart is in charge of the photography and
light effects.

I Buffalo Theatre Managers
I
Adopt Near East Orphan,

1
i

Theatrical
Buffalo has
adopted Managers
a Near'
THEAssociation
5
East Relief orphan, according to
I an announcement made by Ira M.
I Mosher, president of the association.
I The employes of the Palace Theatre
I contributed almost $200 to the fund.
I Local theatres co-operated in the drive
1 by showing slides and running trailers
1 and allowing booths in some of the
I lobbies.
I Although the Buffalo despatches do
I not so state, the Managers' protege will
I no doubt be trained up into a picture
I showman, owning a string of theatres
1 and all the franchises in sight.
I Anyhow, BuCTalo exhibitors are to be
I complimented on this act of theirs
I which goes to prove once more that
I picture showmen are interested in big,
I humane things.
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High Praise for Pathe News.
Following a series of exclusive pictures
of national and international events, culminating with killing
a most ofremarkable
on the recent
six persons"beat"
in a
riot before the Lexington, Ky., court house,
the Pathe News has received sterling praise
from the foremost exhibitors of the United
States. Among those who have paid tribute to the Pathe News are S. Barret McCormick, of the Circle, Indianappolis ; J. J.
Parker, of the Majestic. Jensen and Von
Herberg's big Portland house; Theodore
L. Hayes, general manager of the Finkelstein and Ruben circuit; Sid Grauman, of
Los Angeles; Harry Koplar, of the Consolidated Theatres, St. Louis; Harry Watts,
manager of the Strand, Omaha; George
Clark, manager of the Empress, Des
Moines, and Jack Eaton, managing director
of the Strand, New York.
Bookings on "Blue Pearl"
Pass "12:10" for Republic
THERepublic
bookers'
reports disclosed
from the the
various
exchanges
fact
that for the first time the bookings
of "The Blue Pearl' 'have passed those of
"12:10," which has heretofore been the leading Republic release. The new record of
"The Blue Pearl." it is said, was especially
gratifying to the Republic officials.
"12:10" for some time has been enjoying
a rapid increase in bookings and last week
"The Blue Pearl" bookings almost equaled
those o£ "12:10." This week's report shows
that in one state alone the bookings on
"The Blue Pearl" passed those of the other
picture by six. This was in New York
.State. Illinois. California, New Jersey,
Arizona and Missouri showed the greatest
increases in bookings this week.
Another Republic production scoring
heavily, accordin,g to the exchange reports,
is "The Amazing Woman." The bookings
on this have been rising in a manner similar
to those of the two other Republic releases.
American Film Breaks Records.
Gny E. Bacon, proprietor of the Lyric
Theatre, Mr. Pleasant, Mich., is wishing
be could get another picture like "When a
Alan
records.Rides Alone." It broke his house
"When a Man Rides Alone," one of
American's Russell-Minter-Fisher series,
ha> alwavs been a money getter, and exhibitors find the interest in it never wanes.
It is a story after Russell's own heart, a
gripping tale of a rough diamond of the
desert,
who was slow
to love, "Captain
but quickBonfire,"
on the trigger.

Paul Scardon Joins Goldwyn's
Culver City Directors Staff
PAUL
SCARDON,
who has
just joined
the Pacific
Coast force
of Goldwyn
directors, having completed Leroy Scott's
"Partners of the Night" in the east, is making his first visit to the Coast since 1906.
He has been assigned to the production of
"Milestones," the stage play by Edward
Knoblock and Arnold Bennett recently purchased by Goldwyn.
"It's amazing," says Mr. Scardon. "One
has to visit Los Angeles to really appreciate what an enormous thing the motion
picture business is I was last in California
in 1906, having come here from my home
in Australia with Nance O'Neill and her
company. D. W. Griffith was also a
member of our organization.
Mr. Scardon says he is going to enjoy his
work in California immensely. He has
brought with him his assistant, Tenny
Wright, who has been with him for three
years. He prefers to direct strong,
dramatic pictures with mystery and heart
interest combined.
Selznick Gives Film to Northcliffe.
In return for the many nice things W.
G. Faulkner, Lord Northcliffe's representative in this country, has said about "The
Land of Opportunity," both privately and
in his public speeches, Lewis J. Selznick
has given him a print of the picture.
The presentation was made at a luncheon
in the Hotel Astor, New York, Wednesday,
February 25. The print is a specially prepared one, especially titled, etc., and Mr.
Faulkner will take it with him back to
England and give it to Lord Northcliffe
as a present from Mr. Selznick.
Faul'-ner has been particularly enthusiastic about the Americanization picture,
and in an address made the week previous
told a gathering of film men what an impres ion it made upon him when he first
viewed it in the Capitol Theatre.
Fox
Secures
"Her Honor
Mayor."the
Fox Film
Corporation
has the
purchased
world's motion picture rights to Arline
Van Ness Hines' stage success, "Her
Honor the Mayor," which attracted lively
attention when it was presented on Broadway about three years ago. The Fox
organization points to the fact that the
spoken drama, being crammed with action
and rising to a logical and superb climax,
lends itself exceptionally well to filming.
The story
is essentially
contains awholesome
leaven dramatic,
of mature buthumor.
the ^layor"
will Itbe will
screened
at"Her
the Honor
West Coast
studios.
be a
vehicle for Madlaine Traverse.
Arthur Mackley Returns to the Screen.
Arthur Mackley, who will be remembered
as the "Sheriff"-in all of the Broncho Billy
western pictures of a few years ago, has
again returned to the studios after several years in the army, and will be seen
in the near future supporting House Peters
in his forthcoming production, "The Great
Redeemer."
L. D.more Lyon
covering
Baltiterritory is'
for now
Realart,
havingtheresigned
his position with the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation.
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Reviewers
the
by
Is Said
What
Moving Picture World (Unindicated) ; Motion Picture News (N.); Exhibitors' Trade Review (T. R.) ; Wid's {W.);
Exhibitor's Herald (£. H.)
N. — Sticky sentiment and the overworked
human interest, good comedy, a bit of pathos
The Copperhead (Lionel
monnt) Barrymore, Para- and all the atmosphere of Avenue A that one satire spoil what otherwise would be an
Interesting
theme.
desire. It will delight the Irish.
Rich In Its spectacular features, and more could
T. R. — The story is appealing and holds
Greater Than FameSelznlck)
(Elaine Hammerstein,
a rich amount of pretty sentiment.
valuable In Its human appeal, "The Copperhead" Is greatest
In what Americanism.
It stands for — unW. — idea.
Very poor entertainment buries nice
Production featuring Elaine Hammerstein;
little
comprlslngr
and militant
only interesting, but wholesome.
T. R. — It Is an American film for the is N.not
Toby's Bow (Tom Moore, Goldwyn)
American people. It will go down as a story.— Mediocre picture made from pot-boiler
The entire production is artificial, though
real drama In film history.
T. R. — It lacks originality and is con- it provides a bright ensemble or two.
Dramatic
and Inspiring
picturlzatlon
structed on painfully familiar melodramatic
N. — A very entertaining photoplay that
of W.a — great
American
play.
lines.
should
give pleasure to all classes of paSelect)
E. H. — Is destined to be one of the big
The
Last
of
Hia
People
(Mitchell
Lewis,
trons.
-pictures of the present season.
T.
R.
—
This is a pleasing comedy-drama,
The Phantom Melody
(Monroe SallBbnry,
Is a commendable production.
imbued with a touch of pretty sentiment and
Universal)
N.
—
A
picture
calculated
to
please
for
its
a good deal of quaint humor.
Many strong dramatic moments occur. The vivid appeal and vital qualities.
E. H. — Will entertain by reason of the
rather
involved plot is consistently and
T. R. — Offers entertainment of a kind star and the acting of the cast.
clearly handled.
E^re in Exile (Grace Darling, Pathe)
N. — The picture Is rich In suspensive value whiched" appeals
melodrama. to all admirers of "red-bloodand the backgrounds are atmospheric and
The plot is at all times entertaining, but
Select)(Norma Talmadge,
She Loves and Iiies
colorful.
promises
develops. rather more drama as the story
T. R. — It carries interest, a strong plot,
There
is
never
a
moment
when
the
picture
clever acting and able direction, all of which
is not enjoyable.
N. — You have an absorbing drama In "Eve
blend into a film drama of real value.
N. — Scores for its humor, charm and the
E. H. — There Is nothing to take it out of acting of Norma Taimadge and Conway
T. R. — A story rich in dramatic values,
In Exile." by a capable cast and beautifully
sponsored
the class of "ordinary entertainment."
Tearle.
A Modem Salome (Hope Hampton, Metro)
photographed.
T. R. — Provides excellent light entertainProper classification puts this picture In
ment, moves swiftly, offers exquisite photog- The Teeth of the Players)
Tiger (AU-Star, Famonathe popular price list of entertainments.
raphy
and
should
prove
a
lucrative
box
office
Here's a picture which should satisfy asset.
A story of tense Interest, so constructed
anyN. —audience.
(Katherlne MacDonald.
by Roy Somerville as to keep expectation
T. R. — For all of its superb framing the The Beanty Market
First National)
constantly on edge.
feature lacks sympathetic appeal.
N. — A high-class mystery story with
The
story
persistently
displays
Miss
MacThe Lnck of the Irish (James Klrkn-ood and Donald's charms, but is very far from being thrills.
Anna Q. IVilsson. Realart)
drama.
T. R. — Is one of the better class mysteryAffords interesting material for a movN. — A very orthodox play is this, given a detective pictures and patrons who favor
ing picture production.
that class of amusement should, In the
very
good
production
with
correct
types
in
N. — This is a good Dwan feature which
should satisfy the patrons who enjoy the allT.theR. —roles.
language of the low-brows, 'eat it up.'
Despite the jarring inconsistencies Blind
work of this producer.
Love (Lncy Cotton, Gerald F. Bacon)
the
unconvincing
plot
"The
Beauty
T. R. — A succession of scenes which will of
The picture should succeed through the
be remembered for their beauty chiefly and Market" affords Katherlne MacDonald and beauty and charming personality of Lucy
for their human appeal as an afterthought.
Roy Stewart opportunities to register effect- Cotton and the richness and extensiveness
ively in its many emotional scenes.
of the settings.
Pleasing as a whole.
Wife (Sylvia Breamer,
E. H. — Will be found a permanent asset My Husband's OtherPathe)
N. — Nothing wonderful, but will entertain.
to the exhibitor who plays It.
T. R. — A society drama, which Is dressed
The Fear Market (Alice Brady, Realart)
From aductionpictorial
standpoint
the
entire
proluxuriously,
has good plot Interest, and the
is unusually appealing.
Alice Brady in well acted society play.
undeniable
imprint
of "class."
N. — Satisfying offering on a martial theme.
N. — Is well acted and for that reason will
Piccadilly Jim (Owen
Moore, SeUnick)
T. R. — Ranks high in story and production
make many friends. Its settings are gorA
good
clean
comedy
with an abundance
geous.
and
should
prove
a
lucrative
box
office
proof
human
interest
and
is
sure of meeting
T. R. — Offers a story with a consistent duction.
with widespread approval.
The Web of Chance (Peggy Byland, Fox)
degree of suspense, an abundance of action
— Entertaining light comedy from popu- '
A light-running detective story Is pictured larN. story.
and a character exposition on the part of
Alice Brady that makes of It an exceptional titles.
with a plentiful sprinkling of humorous subT. R. — Light and pleasing farce.
attraction for the exhibitor.
,E. H. — There Is no question of Its pleasing.
N. — This picture does not pretend to be
E. H. — Is sumptuously staged, well written
Ber Elephant Man (Shirley Mason, Fox)
anything but light and frivolous, and it Is
and capably enacted society drama.
In keeping with the standard of the best
Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barrlscale, Robert- both.
son-Cole)
T. R. — An ordinary program offering that Fox productions.
N. — New star In Interesting vehicle.
while away the hour for the npt-tooStory of moderate strength. Bessie Bar- will
T. R. — One of th6 best of all the circus
rlscale covers herself with glory in the discriminatlng.
more dramatic moments of the play.
Wanted a Hnsband
(Billle
Bnrke,
Paramonnt-A
rtcraf
t
)
pictures.
W. — Big sympathetic appeal and thrilling
N. — A fair quota of dramatic situations.
A fair entertainment.
climax In story of circus life.
Bessie theBarrlscale's
acting subject.
miakes It rise
N. — Registers a highly amusing comedy.
above
average program
E. H. — A story of circus life and circus
T. R. — Billie Burke saves the day in a characters,
T. R. — An unimportant bit of melodrama,
cleanly and entertainingly told.
with Bessie Barrlscale beginning as a child measure, by sheer force of her radiant per- It should .be widely successful.
sonality and vivacious charm.
and finishing as a young woman.
The Peddler of Lies (Frank Mayo and Ora
W. — An average feature with a fine per- The Capitol (Leah Baird. W. W. Hodkinson)
Carew, Universal)
formance by the star.
Contains a fairly interesting situation
The picture makes its great appeal
has not met with the best treatment
E. H.— lAn altogether satlsfa.ctory erve- which
through the Interesting cast and the sheer
in its transition to the screen.
ning's entertainment.
beauty of its presentation.
N. — Intrigue
and
politics
burden
this
picThe Walk-Olfa (May AUIson, Metro)
N. — Good
Leah Baird assumes the burden of unreal
plot. production of mechanical and
Smart production of rather ordinary soci- a dual ture.
role
with
admirably
adaptability.
ety story.
T.
R.
— A good, average melodrama and
T. R. — Rather meagre entertainment.
N. — Praiseworthy effort to make someought
E. H. An expert picturlzatlon of Augustus
traction.to prove a satisfactory program atthing of poor idea.
Thomas' stage play. . . . The picture
T. R. — Good satirical comedy.
B. H. — Adds to Unlversal's string of crook
promises made for It.
E. H. — The star Is perfectly cast. The will bearTheoutCyclone
dramas another very much worth while unit.
(Tom Mix, Fox)
production is lavish In the extreme, both
Slaves of Pride (Alice Joyce, Vltagraph)
There are some splendid scenic effects in
as to settings and costuming.
Pride"
the opening
reelskind.
and the plot is a compelup, "Slaves
Nothing But the Metro)
Tmth (Taylor Holmes,
In the
a definite
there Is of
ling one of its
high because
verysumming
stands
N.
—
Familiar
formula
makes
fair
picture
n
made.
impressio
Contains considerable good entertainment
for Mix.
N. — Enough force and vitality to make It
and should satisfy the average screen patron.
Interesting.
T. R. — It is an example of the outdoor generally
N. — A mildly amusing farce comedy which
T. R. — The feature as a whole gives every
melodrama which travels at high speed and
has been given a good production.
indication
ot proving a good drawing card.
tosses
T. R. — Fails to reach the bright glimmer
outrages.off all sorts of heroics and villainous Pollyanna (Mary Pickford, United Artlsta)
of previous screen classic successes.
A gem of exquisite pathos and humor.
premierhishorsescreen's
Presents
E. H.man in— what
Tbe Prince of Avenne A (James J. Corbett,
best
pronounce
N. — The supreme effort of true artists.
will
manytheFox)
Universal)
T. R. — It is a photoplay that will live
picture.
The comedy as a whole, sets a strong pace Tin
Fair,
EUnor
and
while
memory lasts; its appeal is universal
Ray
(Albert
AUey
Pan
for screen stories of this type.
and lasting.
W. — An entertaining photoplay.
W. — A wonderful entertainment and a
Albert
Ray
and
Elinor
Pair
appear
In
TC. R. — The picture contains a wealth of pleasing five-reel Fox production.
wonderful drawing card.
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Sidelights and Reflections
y's
seen
has vers
k ure
ion "Mar
of the
AT Anklast
pict
le."NewTheYor
May Tully stage play had already
been shown in several of the larger cities,
and a glance over the screen "ads in lastSunday's papers disclosed a genekralof book
l"ebing of the feature for the wee
li
ruary 29th. Its engagement at the Rivo
,
week
e
sam
, the es of uniformlre-y
York
Theatre,sultedNew
in excellent hous
n and
Douglas MacLea
pleased patrons,
n been trimly fitted
Doris May having agai
edy
py
com
snap
n
and
with the brand of clea
that best suits their youth and unfailing
sense of good fun.
itself is not in the least origstory
The inal.
The condition of being dead broke
of young chaps
and hungry, which the trio
exhibit at the opening of the picture, is
and in ficfamiliar enough both in fact
tion;but by expert handling it is made to
ome and
wholes
of
flow
yield a continuous humor.
apparently fresh
There is that last desperate resort of the
in which the "Pretty
famished youths,
Polly" of the confiding landlady figures and
the pawnbrokthe exchange of the bird at under
the preer's for three ninety-five,
be taken to
must
and
ill
is
Polly
text that
patients.
feathered
for
hospital
a
Then, the start for the waflle shop with
the precious cash, and the encounter with
the "Have a Heart" girls! Few male beings
there are that will not recognize an experience that has befallen them, when the
dolthree chaps are forced to surrenderanda only
lar apiece to the tag day pirates
parrot's
worth of thestands
ninety-five cents'
beransom
pawnshop
crime stained
tween them and
starvation.
of waflles, with the reAnd that feast
membrance of the longing faces of the
three hungry young chaps watching from
outside the window as the smiling cook
flips over the browning batter on the shinning hot plate and sees to it that each
tempting cake is done to a turnl Nothing
out of common in this, perhaps. But mixed
and blended of the proper ingredients as
are cook's waflfles, the combined humor and
one's
fellow feeling of it all gets under
of the "feed" the
skin with
boys
tuck each
under mouthful
their belts.
There is also the acting of Donald MacLean and his companions in the pawning
of Polly or the crime of the keen scented
wafifle hounds. Young Mr. MacLean is developing rapidly into a light comedian of
admirable quickness and variety of method.
He has already learned how to wrinkle his
nose into a dozen amusingly expressive
positions, and there is no lost motion to
anything he attempts.
Almost at the end of the column and
nothing has been said about Mary or her
ankle or Doris May who really supplies
the ankle and furnishes the doctor v^ith a
patient and a wife. Well, the omission is
entirely gether
thetoo interesting
fault of the in
story.
all tothe It's
beginning.
However, as it never weakens in that respect and Doris May is the best possible
foil or mate for young Mr. MacLean, the
reader can hardly do better than go and
see for himself what the rest of the picture
is about.
WETT7F.L.
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"Jack Straw"
Warwick Play.
Is Presented in Paramount Release from Former Stage

Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.
may be
names
E byarethemany
THER
r inthat
used
exhibito
advertising
raft's
"Jack
, theStraw."
First Paramou
Robert Warwick
there isnt-Artc
star;
then there is William C. DeMille, who directed the picture. The photoplay is based
upon the stage play by W. Somerset .Maugham, in which John Drew starred But
"Jack Straw" is not a wonderful story,
though the talent used in making it has
provided a pleasing entertainment.
In the first place the plot does not allow
the star sufficient latitude to show his
ability. Others in the cast take up more
feet of film than Warwick. And it lacks
genuine love interest. On the other hand,
there are many clever comedy situations
and a general atmosphere of fun throughout.
Mr. Warwick, as "Jack Straw" gives a
mighty good interpretation of the part.
He is a very natural actor and carries the
role easily and convincingly. Carroll McComas as Ethel Parker Jennings and Chas.
Ogle as her father are well cast. The
work of Sylvia Ashton as Mrs. Parker
Jenkins also stands out. She really has
the biggest part in the picture, for it is
around her social ambitions that the entire
plot
revolves.audience.
"Jack Straw" should please
an average
Jack Straw Cast.
Robert Warwick
Ethel Parker Jennings ....Carroll McComas
Mrs. Parker Jennings
Sylvia Ashton
Mr. Parker Jennings
Charles Ogle
Mrs. Wanley
Helena Sullivan
Holland
J. M. Dumont
Rose
Frances Parks
Sherlo
Lucien Littlefleld
Count of Pomeranla
Robert Brower
Story by W. Somerset Maugham.
Scenario by Olga Printzlau.
Directed by Wm. C. DeMille.
Length, 4,707 feet.
The Story.
Jack Straw, Ice man, falls In lovo with
Ethel Jennings, daughter of a hard-working
clerk. Her mother has a penchant for clothes
and longs for social standing. The family
becomes wealthy through investment In oil
lands In California, and Immediately moves
out there. Jack Straw leaves a note for
Ethel, telling her not to marry and that he
tvlU follow the f"rpi1y. In Ca'ifor';!n. JTr.«!.

Jennings rents an estate from Mrs. Wanley,
then insults her by refusing to associate
with her. Mrs. Wanley, a widow, has a
friend, Holland, who vows revenge on the
newly rich woman.
Jack Straw turns up as a waiter and Is
persuaded by Holland to impersonate a
nobleman as a hoax on Mrs. Jennings, who
is ever eager to get acquainted with such
people. Straw, seeing a chance to be near
his sweetheart, takes the job, introducing
himself as the Archduke of Pomeranla. Ha
is Invited to spend a week at the Jennings
home. There Ethel and the "archduke" fall
deeply in love, but Straw reveals himself
to her. Mrs. Wanley and Holland lose their
nerve and confess the whole affair to Mrs.
Jennings. She is shocked and threatens to
jail Straw, but is compelled to carry out the
hoax because that evening she is giving a
great
affair her
for guests.
the "archduke"
and
cannot social
disappoint
In the midst
of the reception the ambossador from Pomer
ania appears and bows low before Straw.
thrownto
outNext
on morning
the lawn Straw's
and he baggage
and Ethelis plan
elope, when the ambassador arrives with
his aides and documents from the Emperor,
promising to restore his revenue, if he will
keep himself and his democratic Ideas out
of Pomeranla. Mrs. Jennings tells the ambassador that Straw is an impostor, but the
latter tells her she is wrong, and Straw
admits he really is the archduke. Of course,
Mrs. Jennings is filled with pride, announces
the engagement of her daughter to the
nobleman, and exclaims that she knew all
along that he was the archduke.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchlines:
He Posed As an Archduke — Someone Came
In and Exposed the Fact That He Was a
Waiter — Then the Fun Began.
Robert Warwick in a Dashing Role of Brilliant Comedy Drama.
He Was An Iceman-Walter, But Posed as
an Archduke to Win the Pretty Daughter
of the Rich Snobs — Did He Get Her?
See "Jack Straw" for the Answer.
"Myof Lady's
Garter"Story by
Adaptation
Jacques Futrelle
Famous Players Presents Attractive
•Qualities.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

t-Artofn the
THE
productio
"Myn Paramoun
Lady's
. craft
whichopening
is an adaptatio
of the Garter,"
Jacques
Futrelle story, turns backward a few centuries to the period of Henry III of England, and presents the engrossing incident
from which emanated the famous Order
of the Garter. The pretty Countess of
Salisbury, a favorite of the king, drops her
garter on the floor of the ball room, and
on the following day is presented with a
jeweled substitute for the lost article,
which is appropriated by the king as a
souyenii*
of the
lady. All with
of this
period is well
done,lovely
and presented
the
dignity and conventionality belonging to
that period.
The story proper plunges into a thrilling
pursuit of the garter, which is now a matter for the museum, and continues with a
pleasing
rapidity ofconcealed,
action. The
hero'sa
secret is splendidly
affording
pleasant diversion of mental exercise not
always supplied in film productions. Adventure, mystery and suspense characterize the picture; and what will linger longest in the minds of those who happen to
see it is the impersonation of Bruce Calhoun, a secret service agent, by Wyndham
Standing. This character is welded into
the romance of the story in such a way
PS to e.xc'te the curiosity r>f the ave^'age.

1838
observer. Sylvia Breamer is attractive as
the heroine, and the supporting cast is an
excellent one. The production is wholesomely attractive, and develops amooig its
other attributes, a comedy vein.
Cast.
Bruce Calhoun
Wyndham Standing
Helen Hamilton
Sylvia Breamer
Henry Van Derp
Holmes E. Herbert
Meredith
Warner Richmond
Dexter
Paul Clerget
Brokaw Hamilton
Warren Cook
Mrs. Hamilton
Louise Derigney
Keats Gaunt
Charles Craig
Story by Jacques Futrelle.
Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan.
Directed by Maurice Tourneur.
Length, 4,823 feet.
The Story.
"My
Lady's
Garter"
suppliesof a a situation
which arises in the pursuit
jeweled
garter given by Henry III of England to the
Countess of Salisbury, a favorite at his
court, the garter having disappeared from
Its accustomed place in an art museum. The
owner of the article enters the employ of
the secret service for the purpose of trailing
the stolen garter, and Is pursued by' other
secret service men as the "Hawk," a notorious thief, believed to have the garter in his
possession.
In the meantime the real "Hawk" is occupying an enviable social position at the
side of Brokaw Hamilton, whose spoiled
daughter, in trying to stage an elopement
wtih a would-be-poet, has dropped her jewels
out of the window to the wrong party, and
discovered too late the thief had cheated
her of an elopement. By chance, she meets
Bruce Calhoun when, at an unwise moment,
she swims out too far, and is rescued by
him and taken into his yacht. The rescue
results in the establishment of friendly relations between the young woman's family
and Bruce,
forming
romance which
ends inthethebeginning
marriageof ofa the
pair after the mystery of the stolen garter
is cleared.
The Incidents of the revelation of Bruce's
identity, the arrest of the thief and the consequent discovery of the jewels afford a
series of thrilling moments.
Proi^am
and
Exploitation CatchlineN:
Stolen! A Dainty Jeweled Garter — See How
it Is Recovered After Blackmail — Robbery and Romance.
SeeBank
in "My
Lady's
— TheDeath
Daringon
Robbery
— RaceGarter"
Against
Runaway Train — The Recovery of the
Lost Supporter.
Sylvia Breamer in Sensational Love Drama
Telling of the Loss and Recovery of the
Jeweled Hose Supporter.
Kxploltatlon Anglesi Hook up with the
fiction presentation of this story in the Saturday Evening Post. Hook. department store
and jewelers to displays of garters and offer
a ticket prize for the best home-made garter,
displaying these in the lobby. Then, in your
advertising, tell that it is a capital detective
story.
"His House in Order"
In Charm
Which Are
ElsieEffectively
Ferguson'sExploited
Beauty byand
Paramount- Artcraft.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

WING PINERO'S story,
SIR"HisARTHUR
House in Order," as translated
for the screen, falls into the* class of
one-star vehicles and can best be judged
from that standpoint. It is an artful
frame-work for Elsie Ferguson, and by
very reason of the enforced somberness
of its scenes, it serves to enhance her
scintillating beauty.
As the young irresponsible daughter of
a \,<}0T English rector, transplanted to the
home of Filmer Jesson, M. P., where she
serves first as governess, later becoming
Filmer'stunitywife.
Miss Ferguson
opporfor versatile
acting, andhassucceeds
in making three distinct, interesting characterizations. Itis her performance essentially, rather than the story itself or the
surrounding cast, that makes the greatest
appeal. Through some fault in the directing, there is an effect of slowae** »bsio»'
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Exploitation AnKlrx: Elsie Ferguson, her
beauty and vgrsatile accomplishments In this
feature, furnishes
theofbest
for advertising. Several
hermaterial
most striking
scenes can be exploited, such as the solo
dance number in the prelude, her appearance
ing.
at the Paris ball, her emotional moments
when she finds her husband's affection wan-

"Order! Order!"
Elsie
Ferguson
insists Paramount-Artcraft.
in "His House in
Order."
her new'est
IllllllllltllllltljlllllllllllllllllllllllOlltlltlllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllttlilllllltlllllllllltlltllllllllltlltlllllllllllllllllllllll
inertia, in the progress of events. The
sub-titles lack punch and originality.
Holmes E. Herbert as Jesson is not always convincing, but rises to the occasion
in his emotional scenes. The sets have
been attractively designed, with apparent
disregard of expense.
Cast.
Nina Graham
Elsie Ferguson
Filmer Jesson
Holmes E. Herbert
Hilary Jesson
Vernon Steele
Annabelle Jesson
Margaret Linden
Geraldine Ridgley
Marie Burke
Story by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero.
Scenario and Direction by Hugh Ford.
Length, 4,942 Feet.
The Story.
At the sudden death of Nina Graham's
rather she is left penniless and accepts a
position as governess to Derek Jesson, small
son of Filmer Jesson, M. P. Annabelle. his
wife, is secretly in love with an army officer
and is planning to confess all to Filmer
thereupon leaving the country with her lover.
Before she can accomplish this she is killed
in a motor accident. Nina continues in the
capacity of governess and finds her only
comfort in the gloomy household to be the
companionship of little Derek. Geraldine.
the dead wife's sister, looks upon her with
disfavor,
but Nina,
Filmer.
the child's
fondness for
asks observing
her to marry
him.
They go to Paris on their wedding trip.
While there, Nina meets Hilary, her husband'sand
brother bent
who, upon
like herself,
in love
with life
enjoying is Innocent
pleasures. She asks her husband to take
her to a fancy dress ball. He refuses, reminding her that Annabelle would never
have cared for such frivolity. Hilary offers
to take her. She goes with him, and wears
a striking costume which wins the first
prize, thereby giving her some publicity.
Filmer is enraged at this, and plans an immediate return to England. After returning
he grows more and more critical and finally
she overhears him telling his brother that he
has made a mistake in choosing her as his
second wife. Nina, now thoroughly unhappy,
prepares to leave, but before she does, some
old love letters betraying Annabelle's infidelity fall into Filmer's hands. He senses
his
disregarding
true love
for amistake
mistakenin illusion,
and anNina's
understanding
between them is effected.
I'rograni
and
E^iiploltatlon CatchllnpN:
"His House in Order" — Starring Elsie Ferguson as Who
a Poor
YoungtheEnglish
ness
Becomes
Wife Goverof a
Wealthy Member of Parliament.
Elsie Ferguson Gives a New Glimpse of
Her Charming Personality as the Girlish,
Fun-loving Wife in a Dignified English
Household Intolerant of Gayety.
For the Sake of Keeping "His House In
Order" he Married Her, But Reserved
His Love for His First Wife. Then
Disillusionment Came, and He Found He
Had Bees WorsbippLar »j> lUuaioo.

"The Mad Woman"
Universal-Jewell Two-Reel Subject Features Nance O'Neil and Stellar Cast.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS
of thestandpoint,
most satisfying,
from isa one
dramatic
of the
two-reel subjects made by the Stage
Woman's War Relief and released by Universal. It features
O'Neil inbythea
leading role,
and sheNance
is supported
cast which includes Alfred Hickman, Mildred Holland, Paul Gilmore, Ben Grauer
and Tyrone Power. The story is a tense
Miller.
and gripping one, written by Howafd E.
All of the scenes are laid in Russia, the
heroine being a peasant girl of unusual
beauty.
Nance experience
O'Neil, whoon has
a long
and
successful
the had
legitimate
stage in tragic roles, has no difficulty in
registering the same passionate emotion
on the screen. Her sensitive, expressive
features photograph with unusual clearness, and in every scene she acts with ease
and authority. Alfred Hickman also plays
the leading male role eflfectively and Tyrone Power has a few moments of appeal.
Though somber in its general tendency,
the story has a happy ending of an unexpected sort. It tells of a peasant girl
who married a Russian nobleman against
the wishes of her parents. A son is born
to them and the husband takes it away
from her in order that it may be reared in
luxury. The wife spends two years searching for the husband, intending to kill him.
She
known
as theclouded
"mad by
woman,"
her
mind isbeing
partially
grief. But
when she finds the husband a reconciliation follows his promise to restore the son
to her.
Exploitation Angle*: Hammer away on
Miss is
O'Neil,
hook upconsiderable
with the fact
that
she
now and
enjoying
success
on Broadway. It might pay to run a teaser
campaign with "What made her mad?" "Who
made similar
her mad?"
"Would
make town
you get
mad?"
and
phrases.
In a itsmall
all
of the local merchants who advertise to
come in with the same phrase after It has
run for a few days, not In a hook-up page,
but apparently in an effort to steal your
thunder, then get back at them goodnaturedly and say that it would make you
mad to have your thunder stolen.
"Tarnished Reputations"
Five-Part Leonce
Perret-Pathe Release
Presents Dolores Cassinelli in the Lead.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

is this
subject
five-ree
Patheining
release,
by Leonce
Y l enterta
AVER
hed
Perret, entitled "Tarnis
Reputadespite some
rather
abrupt
transima that
hes
and some
tionstions,"
melodra
approac
burlesque. W'hile the treatment is not all
that could be hoped for at times, it is satisfactory in a general waj' and the number
has some good surprise moments. The
stage rehearsal was cleverly brought in
and this, as well as other developments,
keep the spectator in a pleasant anxiety
about what is going to happen next. Even
the faults of this subject have a tendency
to save it from the obvious, which is altogether in itsCassinelli
favor. has many charming
Dolores
poses and does some good acting. She appears as Helen Sanderson, a country girl
who comes to the city and has sotne unlooked for e.xperiences. One of these is
being haled into the Xight Court and sentPticed to one mootb in » reformatory for
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in the two arts may have something in
common as to purpose, they differ widely
because of the manner of telling. The inability of some producers to fully discern
this fact leads in many cases to hardship
for star performers who deserve, and
might otherwise attain, unqualified success.
The author of "April Folly" may have
pleased many readers by a personally conducted tour over familiar ground by clever
narrative and bright comment. The problem of Marion Davies is a far different
one. It is to present a story of intense interest, or of tender pathos, or of bright
Helen Sanderson
Cassinelli
"
The Ca.9t. Dolores
Robert Williams.
Albert Roscoe
humor by illustrative action and revelaGeorge de Wenbourg .... George Deneubourg
tion of character. There is in "April Folly"
Judge Princeton
Ned Burton less attempt
to adapt it to screen presenStory by Leonce Ferret.
tation than to adapt the screen to the ilDirected by Mme. Alice Blache.
l
u
s
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
fa novel. The idea that a girl
Length, Five Reels.
of intelligence would crowd herself in her
The Story.
a steamer, have herself
Helen Sanderson, a convent-reared girl in trunk aboard
in by a stewardess, endure the
"Tarnished Reputations." is living In a vil- locked
lage with her aunt. She meets a young art- cramped position while the trunk remains
ist from the city named Robert Williams, and aboard, is put on the wharves and is transduring the course of their friendship poses
ported to its destination, an African farm,
for a painting, called "The Saint of the Lil- may do for the printed story. An indilies." The two are strongly attracted to
vidual reader might swallow it,, an audieach other, but just as the painting is finence never. "April Folly," without that
ished
the
artist
is
called
to
New
York
hurriedly.
farce-comedy incident, provides fair enHelen reads his farewell letter tearfully, tertainment.
Caxt.
thinking the parting is final. But her aunt
Marion Davies
dies and she reads in a newspaper of her April Poole
Marshall
Diana Mannister. .. .Madeline
artist friend's great success with "The Saint Lady
Mrs.
Stanislaw
Hattle
De Laro
of the LiUies." She resolves to go to the Clive Connal
Amelia
Summerville
city and appeal to him to help her. When
Kerry
Sarle
Conway
Tearle
she arrives at Williams' home a party is in Ronald Kenna
Frank
progress, and after one look through the Earl of Mannister Herbert
Warren
Cook
windows, she turns away with a sore heart.
Dobbs
Spencer
Charters
Many incidents befall Helen. She finds Butler
Charles Peyton
work, but meets with a predatory manager
Story by Cynthia Stockley.
who practically drives her from her place.
Scenario
b.v
Adrian
Johnson.
Then she is arrested and sent to a reformaDirected by Robert Z. Leonard.
tory for women, though innocent of the
Length,
charges brought against her. Through the
The Five
Story.Reels.
visit she makes a real friend, who helps her
The
"April
Folly"
of April Poole, young
to get liams
on the
time snubs
she meets
again.stage.
She atIn first
him, Wilbut authoress, is one described in a story she
reads to her publishers by whom she is relater they find happiness.
as an unusually clever writer of
Program and Exploitation CatctaUnes: En- fiction. garded
She assumes the role of heroine in
tertaining Story Telling of a Pretty
her
story
and
meets and falls in love with
Country Lass Who Falls in Love with An Kerry Sarle, her
publisher itn real life, at
Artist.
mask ball. At the same ball she recognizes
She Was His Model for a Painting — She aRobert
Kenna,
an
crook, and detects
Was Also His Model in Love — See "Tar- him receiving a notearchconcealed
in a match.
nished
Reputations"
—
a
Drama
That
Will
She picks up this note when he has dropped
Satisfy.
it
and
learns
that
he
is
after
famous
Dolores Cassinelli Featured in Convinc- Mannister diamond being brought the
to the city
ing Story About a Country Girl Who
Visits the City in Search of Her Lost
Diana's
Ladyacquaintboards an
Diana.
Ladyfinds
train,
her She
and next
cultivates
Love and After Many Trying Situations by
ance. Lady Diana confides that she wishes
Finds Happiness.
marry a poor artist. Will April carry the
Exploitation Angles: Feature Miss Cassi- to
diamond to her cousin Clive on a South
and try his
the earlier
use of Ferret's
name InIf you
African farm? April consents. On board the
have nelli
played
productions.
the steamer
for South Africa, April, now posing
newspaper work use the angle of the Innocent girl sent to the reformatory by way of utiliiriillllliillillllliiirililirilliiilMiillllliliilliMilirilllMiliiiiriiillllllllll Ililllliiu mil i| mil
the night court and in the smaller places
work the night court angle heavily. You can
get a surprisingly good hook-up with stores
handling polishes by window displays of
partly cleaned silverware and stills with a
card stating that the polish can remove the
tarnish from silver, but that reputations are
more
difficult ittosounds
repolish.so simple.
Don't pass this
over because

women. This incident, while startling in
the extreme, is rendered plausible by the
manner of its presentation and has undoubtedly happened to innocent girls in
real life.
The story is one in which a country girl
falls in love with an artist. They are separated and years pass before they are reunited in marriage. The theme is familiar,
but has been dealt with in quite an original
way. The atmosphere of the picture, in
spite of certain depressing incidents, is
cheerful on the whole.

"April Folly"
Paramount-Artcraft
Presents Marion
Davies in a Cosmopolitan Production
of Light Melodrama.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Folly"a
"April and
ted
tedin beauty
THER
undoub
a Estar isofassocia
novel that ran as a serial last year
in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. Marion
Davies pleases the eye with personal charm
and excellent taste in dress. There is an
added pleasure in the backgrounds and
settings provided. Particularly true is
this of such large ensembles as the mask
ball and the animated scenes on deck of
an ocean liner. It is undeniable, however,
that few novels succeed as plays, just as
most plays fall down when novelized, and
ion.
It aptly
no except
"April Folly"
al possibil
itiesilemotion
lustrates thatiswhile

Two of
"Follies."
Marion Davies
and theConway
Tearle in the
Cosmopolitan-Artcratt, "April Folly."

1839
as Lady Diana, makes the acquaintance of
her hero of the masked ball and of the noted
crook who is following the trail of the
diamond.
The hero confesses his love, but is distres ed to seeis Kenna
enterMannister
April's stateroom.
The crook
after the
diamond.
The hero hears a struggle within and enters
in time to throw the villain out. April now
confesses that she is not Lady Diana. Her
distress is Intensified by the arrival of the
Captain and several pasengers. The Captain
openly denounces April for admitting a man
to her stateroom. To the hero later on cornea
ato note
begging him to take April's trunk
Its destination.
A search of the ship follows, but April is
not to be found. The hero sadly takes her
baggage
to Clivefrom
on an
ing his absence
the African
room in farm.
which Durit is
placed Kenna and his accomplice enter and
unlock the trunk. The jewel case Is there,
but no diamond.
Instead is a note from
April saying he has been fooled. While he
is reading it she rises from the trunk and
puts him under arrest. Such Is the story
April bracereads
to Publisher
The gives
emat the end
she omits toSarle.
read, but
it to him personally in a confession of love.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchlines:
Glowing Young Thing Blended Inito a
Dashing
Mysteryto Story
from England
AmericaThatandTakes
Ends You
Up ,
with a Bang in South Africa.
She Found Life Extremely Tame — Out She
Went for Adventure — And She Wasn't
Disappointed Either — See Marion Davies
"AprilYoung
Folly."and Pretty and in Search
SheIn Was
of Excitement — She Slips Into the Place
of a Runaway Heiress and Then — See
"April Folly."
Exploitation Angles: Work hard with Miss
Davies because newspaper publication has
given her name a value in your town, even
though she may not have played your house.
Play up her personal charm and then go on
to tell about the lavish production and call
attention to the fact that this is taken from
a story in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. Use
plenty of posters and stills and if possible
portrait
cuts in your newspaper work or on
throwaways.
"The Devil's Riddle"
Five-Reel Subject Features Gladys Brockwell in Story
of Fair Dramatic
Strength.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

this five-reel
inDevil's
THEFox story
on, "The
productiinterest
onRiddle,"
itself.
the producti
than
is stronger
The plot has a certain growing strength,
which carries the interest along through
a series of quite ordinary situations. The
work of the actors also picks up as the
tale proceeds and the subject winds up with
some creditable dramatic moments.
There is a strong contrast of scenes in
this picture, which opens in a solitary
shack in a remote district in Montana. A
young girl is alone in the place, except for
a kitten and a dog, and the food supply is
low. Her stepfather, a drinking man, has
been absent some time and is likely to remain away indefinitely, as a hard snowstorm is in progress. During the storm
a young doctor seeks refuge in the cabin.
The girl nurses and feeds him until he recovers from the effects of his exposure.
He then leaves to bring aid, but is once
more ta'-eii ill and meets a second girl at
the home of her parents.
Interest remains with the girl in the
cabin, played by Gladys Brockwell. The
stepfather returns and she revolts against
his brutal treatment. She joins a show
troop and eventually reaches New York.
Two love affairs intervene before she is
reunited with the young doctor.
The number as a whole is produced with,
only average skill, but is strong in plot ,
and continuity.
Cast.
Esther Anderson
Gladys Brockwell
Dr. Jim Barnes
William Scott
Potts, the Banlter
Richnrd Cummtng."?
Mrs. Potts
Claire McDowell
Arline Potts
Esther Walter*

1840
Paul Evers
i^.oholas Dunaew
Mrs. Frank
Kate Price
Sam Tuttle
Louis Fitzroy
Theatrical manager
Chance Ward
The Leading Lady
Vera Lewis
The Leading Man
Louis Natho
Hotel Proprietor
Tom Bates
His Son
Benny Susslow
Story by Edwina Levin.
Scenario by Ruth Ann Baldwin.
Direction by Frank Beal.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Esther Anderson, in "The Devil's Riddle,"
Is alone in a cabin in Montana, her stepfather being absent on a prolonged drinking
spell in the distant town. A heavy snowstorm is raging and the food supply is running low. During the storm a young doctor,
Jim Barnes, falls before the cabin door. The
girl takes him in and cares for him until
he recovers his strength. She feeds him a
greater part of the remaining food.
Jim is alarmed when he learns that but
little food remains and he determines to go
for aid, promising to return in 48 hours. But
he is again overcome by exposure and remains ill for days in the town at the home of
a banker named Potts. Mrs. Potts likes
Jim and wishes to arrange a match between
him and her daughter, Arllne.
While Jimreturns
is at to
the the
Potts'
homedrunk.
Esther's
stepfather
cabin,
She
leaves after a scene with him and visits the
town, thinking Jim has forgotten her. She
joins a theatrical company and wins the
attentions of the manager and the hatred
of the leading lady. The manager is square
with her. but Jim is made to imagine otherwise when he appears. Later Esther has
a second love affair with a young artist in
New York City, but her heart is still with
Jim and he arrives just in time to save her
from an unhappy marriage with the artist.
ProgTam
and
Exploitation Catelillnes;
Stirring Story of a Woman Who Pawned
Her Heart.
Story of a Girl Who Battles Her Way
Through a Great City and Wins in the
End.
Gladys Brockwell Star in Powerful Drama
in Which She Answers "The Devil's RidE^xploitation
Angles: Feature Miss Brockdle."
well, but make much of the title with such
.appeals as "Can you guess the Devil's Riddle?" andthesimilar
question
phrases.
You
can sell
title to
advantage,
so work
hardest with this.
"The Road to Divorce"
Universal Features Mary MacLaren in
Slight But Artistic Story of Married Life.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THERE is much in this five-reel Universal picture, entitled "The Road to
the critical
to appeal
Divorce,"
withob-a
been towrought
server, for it has
great deal of skill and fine feeling, despite
the slender character of the plot. Mary
MacLaren, in the role of Mary Bird, Edward Peil as Dr. Shaw and Bonnie Hill as
Pauline Dallas, present the familiar triangle situation in a new and pleasing manner. Their playing in each instance is
free from exaggeration or sensationalism
and the little story drives its message
home very skilfully.
The title of the story does not seem well
chosen, giving an unfortunate and misleading touch to what is really a delicate
and charming theme, entirely free from
suggestiveness. The opening scenes depict the marriage of Mary Bird to Dr.
Myron Shaw, both residents of a small
community.
'Their though
early married
swing
along in a happy,
prosaic,lifemanner.
Two children are born to them and the
young mother finds her life filled with
domestic cares. Then comes Pauline Dallas, of Boston, to visit them, dressed in
the height of fashion and remarkably
free from care or responsibility. The
husband is attracted to her and the matrimonial craft seems likely to upset until
certain
developments bring the
husband dramatic
to his senses.
Some delightful scenes furnish the set-
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and you will hit a larger percentage of
your patrons — single or married — than you
probably realize, so go to it strongly and
make your paragraphs pointed and strlkingr.

"And You Have Found the Road!
Cries Mary
MacLaren
in Universal's
Road to Divorce."
ItiiiiiiiiiiriiiMiiriiiMiii "The
iiiiiiitiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiittiilliriiiiiliiliiiiiliiiiiliiliililliiliiillllliliilliltiiiiiilliililf
ting for this picture, but it is the undercurrent of true feeling which wins the
spectator.
Cast.
Mary Bird
Mary MacLaren
Nathan Bird
William Ellingford
Mrs. Bird
Albert Lee
Dr. Shaw
Edward Peil
Aunt Mehitable
Eugenie Forde
Little Jane
Gloria Hott
Little Johnny
Arthur Redden
Pauline Dallas
Bennie Hill
Little son
Ray Stecker
Nora
Helen Davldge
Story by J. Grubb Alexander.
Directed by Philip Rosen.
Scenario by J. Grubb Alexander.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Mary Bird and Dr. Myron Shaw, in "The
Road ing intoa Divorce,"
are two
youngcolony.
people The
livNew England
farming
doctor is just beginning his practice and
they have loved each other from childhood.
They are married early in the story and the
event is celebrated in a quiet, happy manner
by their relatives and friends.
Nothing occurs to disturb their first years,
during which two children are born to the
young wife. She has an Increasing load of
family cares and has small time for the
feminine charms her husband craves. Neither
think much of this altered condition of
aflairs until they receive a visit from Pauline
Dallas, of Boston, who had been Mary's
bridesmaid.
Pauline, still unmarried. Is a fresh, goodlooking girl, who has known little of responsibility. Her appearance attracts Dr.
Shaw, and much of the entertainment of the
guest falls to him because Mary is constantly
busy. He is really in the first stage of a new
love affair, though his lite with Mary up to
this time has been a happy one.
The crisis comes when Dr. Shaw and
Pauline return from a boat ride and discover
that Mary is out alone in another boat, having followed them when her housework was
finished. A storm comes up and Mary Is
thought to be drowned. Her re-appearance
in an exhausted state later serves to awaken
Dr.
consciousness of his own deep
regardShaw's
for her.
Pro^rnun
and
Exploitation Catchlinea:
Mary MacLaren Featured in Artistic Story
of Married Life.
He Was Married and Seemed Happy —
Along Came a Woman Dressed in the
Height of Fashion — He Is Attracted —
See What Brings Him to His Senses and
Sends Him to His Wife Again.
Entertaining Story on Married Life, Telling How a Husband Was Made to Realize
the Value of His Wife and Home.
Exploitation Angltmi Draw heavily upon
the star, and for the secondary angle use
the basis of the play, the contrast of the
fresh young girl with the woman who has
helped the man to success. Work this angle

"The Sporting Duchess"
Vitagraph Presents Alice Joyce in an
Adaptation from the WelUKnown
Druryby Lane
Reviewed
Louis Melodrama.
Reeves Harrison.
ma derived
melodra
English
Duchess"fromis aanracetrack
THEstageSporting
product of the same name and
produced by Vitagraph. Like most of its
kind, it is dominated throughout by a villain of the deepest dye. The entire action
springs from his misdeeds. There are some
appropriate settings in "The Sporting
" ofmany of them giving an atmosDuchess,phere
English society and sporting
life, and there is an intention shown to
be elaborate in these details. This is especially true of the exteriors. They, are
more imbued with the spirit of the picture
than some members of the cast. Many of
the their
latter roles.
seem affected by the artificiality
of
Alice Joyce, so perfectly at home as an
American girl, is rather languid as a sporty
member of the English aristocracy. Most
of her support seems to be in the same
mood. More "zip" in their performance
would not have been amiss. G. V. Seyffertitz, as the arch villain. Major Mostyn,
looks and acts his important part in true
English style. His performance and those
of Percy Marmont and William Turner
are consistent.
The general value of "The Sporting
Duchess" depends largely upon the drawing power of a rattling good title and the
fame of the melodrama from which it was
derived. As shown at the Broadway Theatre it held the attention without applause.
It might be justly estimated as a fair enties.
tertainment with good billboard possibiliCast.
Muriel, Duchess of Desborough .... Alice Joyce
Douglas, Duke of Desborough,
Percy Marmont
Major Roland Mostyn G. V. Seyftertitz
Mrs. Delmaine
Edith Campbell Walker
Capt. Cyprian Streatfield Lionel Pape
Rupert Leigh
John Goldsworthy
Harold
Dan Comfort
Mary Aylmer
May McAvoy
Dick Hammond
Robert Agnew
Joseph Aylmer
William Turner
From play by Sir Augustus Harris, Cecil
Raleigh and Henry Hamilton.
Adapted by Luclen Hubbard.
Directed by George Terwilliger.
Length, Seven Reels.
The Story.
Muriel, borouthe
"Sporting
Desgh, is a happy
youngDuchess"
wife and ofmother
when she entertains Major Mostyn among
her guests. Mostyn proceeds to ruin the
young Duke at cards, causing him to pledge
the winnings
he expects
"Cllpstone,"
already
a favorite
at the from
Derby.
Mostyn
enlists the services of Mrs. Delmaine, former
flame of the Duke, to upset the confidence
of his wife. She is too loyal. She finds
Mrs. Delmaine In his arms, but forgives
him. The Duke is told that his wife parherself.dons him readily because she needs watchingMostyn seizes an opportunity to accompany the Duchess to London at night, and
has her husband Informed of what appears
to be an elopement. Mostyn goes with the
Duchess to a hotel and registers there as
man and wife while she is engagd at the
telephone. She permits him to accompany
her to her room, where he forces a way In
and enters upon a struggle with her. The
Duke
evidence.arrives in time to get compromising
At a divorce trial great stress Is placed
on the false testimony of a caddish friend
of Mostyn, and the Duke is granted a decreeMostyn next forces a public sale of "Clipstone."
An old admirer
of the Duchess
buys
in the horse.
Mostyn corrupts
the jockey
who was to ride Cllpstone, but his villainy
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Is revealed by a girl he has ruined. He now
attemptsstrike
to. win
the race
his
Jockey
Clipstone
a foul byblowhavingnear the
finish. For this he is ruled ofE of the track.
The Duchess is a winner when the race Is
given to Clipstone. When she attempts to
visit her child, however, she is repulsed at
the door. The confession of the caddish
friend of Mostyn, however, clears her name,
and she is restored to those she has always
truly and loyally loved.
Progrram
and
Exploitation Catchllnes:
Their Fate Rested in the Balance — One of
the Men Would Be Ruined by the Derby
—Who
See Was
"The Victorious.
Sporting Duchess" and See
Alice Joyce Starred in Famous Drury Lane
Melodrama
— "Theof Sporting
Thrilling Story
the Race Duchess"
Track. — A
Sensational Race Track Story in Which
a Master's Fate Depends Upon His Race
Horse, Clipstone — The Race Is Started
and — For the Remainder of This Drama
See
"The Sporting
Duchess."
Exploitation
Angles: Tell
that this is one
of the famous Drury Dane melodramas of a
day when the annual production at the Lane
was a matter of international importance.
It is a big story and can be boomed as such.
Make full use of Miss Joyce, but connect this
play with and "Theother Great
Heather"
plays Ruby,"
from the"White
same
source.
"Who's Your Servant?"
Julian Johnson Stage Play Adapted to
Screen for Robertson-Cole Affords
Thrilling Material for Film.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THERE is excellent screen material in
Johnson play "Who's Your
the Julian
Servant?" It contains a situation
which, with careful handling, should result in as thrilling a melodrama as one
could wish. The Robertson-Cole adaptation of the play, while it measures up in
some respects, falls down in others. In
ordinary entertainment valu&, however, it
stands fairly well. Its appeal would have
been greater if certain discrepancies had
not appeared in its make-up, if its subtitles had been more carefully edited, both
with regard to wording and spelling, and if
its interior sets had been neutralized to a
greater degree.
There is little if any fault to be found
with the work of the players who jointly
interpret
an interesting
characterization. Loiswell
Wilson
as Madeleine
Bancroft
betrays personal charm and ability and
Yukio Aoyama as the servant, Ito Natsume
has a fine conception of a crafty character.
Others of the cast are equally well suited
to the parts allotted to them. The climax
of the story, which is thrillingly melodramatic, atones in a measure for slight
inconsistencies which occur early in the
picture.
Cast.
Madeleine Bancroft
Lois Wilson
Ito Natsume
Yukio Aoyama
Admiral Bancroft, U. S. N. ..Andrew Robeson
Capt. Norman Sharp
Albert Morrison
Lieut. Clifford Bruce
William Scott
Dorothy Taylor
Frances Burnham
Story by Julian Johnson.
Length, 4,950 feet.
The Story.
The
principal
the the
playhome
"Who'sof
Tour Servant?" events
center of
about
rear admiral Bancroft and his pretty daughter, Madeleine. The admiral has plans for a
new type of battle cruiser, and one day
when he opens the strong box where they
are kept he finds them missing.
It so happens that Lieutenant Bruce, Madeleine's sweetheart,
by mistake
letter which
she has has
written
him amongleftthea
papers on the admiral's desk at headquarters.
In the lieutenant's desire to regain it before
the admiral discovers that he has been making love to his daughter without his consent,
he climbs in at the window. On his way
out he is seen by the sentry, and when the
question of the theft of the plans is taken
up, the finger of suspicion is pointed at
Bruce, and with other complications, which
appear to strengthen the evidence against
him, a case is framed up with the help of a
rival.
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Madeleine, in the belief that Ito, the house
servant, has stolen the plans, takes advantage of the fact that he is in love with her,
and decides to sacrifice herself so far as to
accept an invitation to Ito's room that evening. Ito shows her the plans, which he says
he will sell for big money, with which they
may elope, and in a struggle which ensues,
in which Madeleine gains possession of the
papers braces
while
tries they
to hold
Ito'sto emwith a she
dagger,
bothofffall
the
floor, and Ito is stabbed to death. The supposition thatfurther
he has investigation,
commltteed "hari-kari"
avoids any
the plans
are returned to th«ir owner, and Lieutenant
Bruce receives the consent of the admiral
to marry Madeleine.
Pro-am
and
Exploitation Catchlines:
Would You Trust the Safety of Your Family to Some Unknown Servant? See
"Who's Your Servant?"
Have You a Criminal Servant in Your
Home? Perhaps He's There for a Pur,pose Other Than to Serve You. — See
Who's Your Servant?" for a Discussion of
the Subject.
•
Thrilling Melodrama Bearing on the Household Servant Question.
Exploitation Angles; Play up the theme
rather than the players. This will work
particularly well on the West Coast. In the
East, where the Jap servant is less wellknown, you can make more out of a semihumorous hook-up with the servant problem. Where there are classified advertisements, go into the "help wanted" with snappy
two-liners.
"The Confession"
Henry B. Walthall in a Drama Based on
the Sanctity of the Confessional,
Produced by the National
Film Corporation.
Reviewed by L. B. Skeffington.
thriller
the lifts
A MELODR
but with AMA
a themeof that
it totype,
the

plane of a real feature, "The Conpresents
splendid fession"
advantageHenry
ai.d isB. aWalthall
productionto
abounding in human interest throughout
its entire length. That a priest cannot,
under the most tremendous moral pressure,sionalviolate
secrets
of the
confesis thethetheme
around
which
the
story revolves.
Mr. Walthall is cast as the priest, Father
Bartlett. Attired in the black robe of his
calling he stands out as a striking character. The simple, lovable qualities of
the man are sensed rather than visualized
by his acting or the sub-titles.
"The Confession," although a strong
drama, is conventional enough in parts.
The interest is unusually well sustained.
iiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiitijiiiuiiuiiiiuiiuiliiiiiiiiijiilliiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimnuf

Well, the Chauffeur's a Servant Here.
A Glimpse
of "Who's
Your Servant?"
released
by Robertson-Cole.
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The audience is kept guessing as the story
approaches
climax. isTheinnocent
priest
knows that the
his strong
own brother
of the murder, another man having confessed. Yet he refuses to speak. While the
center of interest is Mr. Walthall in the
role of the priest, other parts are well
taken. Francis McDonald as Tom Bartlett
and Margaret Landis as his sweetheart are
excellent. Dumont is a good villain.
Father BartlettCast. Henry B. Walthall
Tom Bartlett, his brother. Francis McDonald
Joseph Dumont
William Clifford
Mrs. Bartlett
Margaret McWad©
Rose Creighton, Tom's sweetheart
Margaret Landis
Jimmie Creighton, her brother
Barney Furey
Michael Dugan, the sexton. . .HenVy Stanley
Paisy
Moran
Johnnie
Mrs. Dumont
SallyRevell*
Cohn
Fanchette, Dumont's sister. .Irene Aldwyn
by Hal
Scenario by Story
Franklyn
Hall Reid.
and William H.
Clifford.
Directed by Bertram Bracken.
Length, Seven Reels.
The Story.
When Bartlett
the storyis ofin "The
Confession"
Father
the rectory.
The opens
sexton is worried about Tom Balrtlett, the
priest's brother, as a storm is raging. He
places a lantern at the gate to guide him,
and Tom's mother waits for him with a light
in the kitchen window. Tom is drinking
with Jim Creighton, brother of his sweetheart, in tells
a saloon.
ensues
when Jim
Tom thatAn heargument
has had enough
to drink. They engage in a fight outside
of the saloon. Tom drops his gun, which is
picked Creighton.
up by the lurking Dumont, who
shoots
In the meantime Kate Creighton goes to
the priest and tells him that she had broken
her engagement with Tom because of his
drinking. Her brother, she says, had told
Tom that if he did not stop drinking he
would break his neck.
Dumont
comes a toman.
the priest
fesses thatthen
he killed
He saysandhe condid
so because the man wronged his sister. He
swears to make reparation if the crime falls
upon another man and is absolved. Tom
comes to the rectory and says that he has
been accused of the crime. Although the
priest knows his brother is innocent, he
does restnotand onmake
to prevent
arthe any
standmove
refuses
to revealhiswhat
Dumont told him in the confessional. Tom
is sentenced to death.
The sexton organizes a party to get Tom
out of Jail, but the priest asks the men to
leave the matter in the hands of a Greater
Judge.
The chokes
priest visits
his
brother They
in hisdisperse.
cell. Tom
him and
succeeds in making his escape. He next ena fight and
occurs,
but Tom
Dumont counters
knocks Dumont
Tom andsenseless
flees.
escapes to the Canadian Northwest, and the
priest follows. Before he finds his brother
the latter is arrested by the Northwest
Mounted and returned to the states.
The priest finds Dumont crazed with fear
and saves him from drowning after he jumps
from a cliff. The rescued man promises to
tell the truth and the two start for the
states. Tom's sweetheart and mother go to
the governor, but he refuses to interfere.
The priest and Dumont arrive at the jail
just as Tom is led to the scaffold. Dumont
drops dead before he can confess. The
warden orders the execution to proceed, but
Just then two guards find the confession in
the clothes of Dumont. Just as the trap is
about to be sprung the confession clears
Tom and he is freed.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchllneas
Can a Priest Absolve Murder?
AreRevealed?
the Secrets of the Confessional Ever
The Star of "The Birth of a Nation" in a
Strong Drama.
The Priest Who Would Not Speak to Save
an Innocent Man from Death.
Exploitation Angles: Play Walthall for
your chief point. Work the Catholic angle,
and the endorsement of Cardinals Gibbons
and Mercier through special circularizing.
Try and interest the Catholic societies and
if possible induce them to attend in a body.
Keep the sectarian angle out of your general
advertising, but use the main situation to
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g-ain
in the and
story,rousing
chiefly curiosity
through
tellinginterest
the situation
as to what the priest did.
"Silk Husbands

and Calico

House Peters in "Silk
Husbands and Calico
Wives"; MadeWives"
by Equity and Distributed by First National.
Reviewed by Elmer H. Mayer.
HUSBANDS AND CALICO
K
SIL
," an Equity pictur
e,
WIVES
shownof
the finest human interest dramaiss one
here in some time, and will appeal especially to the older folks.The story runs along smoothly in a
simple manner and is easy to follow. It
concerns the affairs and rise of a small
town lawyer, who becomes famous in the
big city as a result of his keen perception
of human nature. His greatest source of
worry main
is hisold-f:»shioned
"calico wife,"
reand who
cooklikes
her toown
meals rather than wa.ste her time with
other women's husbands. How the husband is brought to the realization of his
wife's true love forms the basis of a
photoplay out of the ordinary and very
true to life.
The production is exceptionally clean
and free from sex problems, and the greatest punch comes in the sub-titles. The
palace home and gardens are fine examples of scenic beauty. The only apparent drawback in the film is the poor
photography, especially of the interior
sets.
House Peters, as the lawyer, handles his
Tole with skill. Mary Alden as the oldfashioned wife plays her part with a sympathetic touch that reaches the hearts of
all who watch her. Vincent Serrano as
the "spider" and Eva Novak as the "baby
vamp" lend Mildred
much to Reardon
the success
the
production.
fills aofsmall
part well, and is very pleasing to the eye.
All in all, the picture is an ideal photoplay
production for almost any kind of a playhouse.
Ca»t.
Deane Kendall
House Peters
Edith Beecher
Mary Alden
Marcia Lawson
Mildred Reardon
Jerome Appleby
Edward Kimball
Alec Beecher
Sam Sothern
Georgia Wilson
Eva Novak
Charles Madison
Vincent Serrano
Directed by Albert Green.
Length. Five Reels.
The Story.
Deane Kendall, the leading character of
"Silk Husbands and Calico Wives." is a brilliant young dreamer who comes to the sleepy
village of Harmony for the purpose of studying law.population
Among theis remainder
of Harmony's
meagre
Edith Beecher,
a pretty
court stenographer.
Kendall gets his chance when he pleads
the case of a man who has killed an ardent
admirer
of hisThrough
wife's, whom
he had forbidden
Tier
to see.
his masterful
handling
of the matter he wins the ca.«e. Before going
to New York, where he thinks there is a
■bigger
weds begins
Edith. toThey
reachEdith
the
pity, butfield,
theirhe love
wane.
Is accustomed to country life and the social
whirl of the city doe.s not attract her, while
her husband is there for social and professional advancement. After many trying
episodes both realize their mistakes and
happiness is finally restored.
I'rogram
and
Rxploitation ^ntchlinf^H:
Ho\iso Peters Starred in Drama Telling of
the
Unequalness
a Woman's Life as
Compared to Her ofHusband.
Will Silent Love Keep a Husband? See
"Silk Husbands and Calico Wives."
E;.\|>loitatlfin Anis;Ies: This title offers ex•cellent exploitation opportunities. Apart
from offering a popular star, use the title for
your selling angle. A\sn play up Vincent
Serrano and Miss Alden. There are also rich
possibilities in the theme of the story. Work
all angles it possible. You can get store
Ihook-ups with window displays of silks and
•calico.
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"Partners of the Night"
Goldwyn and Rex Beach Offer a Clever
Detective Story with an Element of
Social Criticism.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
ADAPTED from the story of Mary
Ryan by Leroy Scott, "Partners of
the
openly
humanis.
movement in
tarianNight"
dealingfavors
with acriminal
A chance to reform is accorded them, not
by the court, but by the police who arrest
them. The story also places in melodramtic spotlight the collusion of police
and criminals. The Chief of Detectives
prefers to have graft handed to him in
some public place, where no one will suspect. He therefore goes to a cabaret
dance and sits down with a well-known
gambler and a notorious con man for a
social evening. This first product from
the hands, of "Eminent Authors" is, however, made interesting through an unusually fine selection of types, nearly all of
therh of distinct personality and of unqualified ability. Their performance and
good taste in settings more than offset
some obvious inconsistencies of production.
Top-notch interpretations are those of E.
Corrigan, Chief of Detectives, Pinna Nesbit as Mary Regan, William B. Davidson
as Robert Clifford, Mario Majeroni as
Mary's
uncle and William
soll as crooked
Police Commissioner.
This Ingerstrong
group carries the story over through force
of characterization. Flawless camera work
and capable assembling finish off a satisfactory product. "Partners
the sum
Night"of
has a humanizing
motive andof the
its values class it as good entertainment.
It was so regarded by a large crowd at
the Strand Theatre.
Cant.
Mary Regan
Pinna Nesbit
Robert Clifford
Wm. U. fJav.dson
Thorne, Police Commissioner. . Wm. Ingersoll
Matthew Bradley. Chief of Detectives
Emmett Corrigan
Uncle Joe Russell
Mario Majeroni
Gerald
Vincent Coleman
Louis Gordon
Frank Kingdon
Harrigan
Tenny Wright
Bill Dempsey
Lew O'Connor
Story by Leroy Scott.
Directed by Paul Scardon.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
"PartnersandofBradley.
the Night"
successful
criminals
Chief are
of Detectives.
This is discovered by Detective Clifford in
the Mary Regan case. He has become interested in Mary during a voyage from
Europe. He believes there is in her the
makings of a fine woman. He traps her and
her uncle in their apartment when they are
about to get away with an enormous sum
of money, stolen by a bank teller in love
with Mary. Clifford holds them in duress
over Sunday and meanwhile spots his chief
trying to collect hush money. Clifford takes
them, not to headquarters, but to the bank,
where the young teller has opportunity to
make restitution. Mary and her uncle are
set free with something to think about.
Clifford has refused a liberal offer to divide
the spoil and has put them on their honor
to
go straight. The chief of detectives is infuriated.
Clifford is put In charge of a spectacular
raid on a gambling establishment. There
he is framed in a rough struggle, ten new
notes of a hundred dollars each thrust in
his pocket. He is accused of double-crossing by one of the gamblers and the money
found on him in the presence of Police Commissioner Thorne. He is thereupon dismissed from the service. But Thorne is in
sympathy with the young detective's methods and arranges with him and with Mary
Ryan
crush the biggest crook of them all.
Chief toBradley.
Bradley has arranged for Mary to pass
Commissioner Thorne an envelope containing a bribe at a cabaret dance, and has
promised the j-eporters a sensation. They get
it. The envelope is passed by Mary and an
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accusation is made by Bradley, but the
crooked chief is caught in his own tolls. The
envelope contains nothing but blank paper.
His downfall is assured when Mary snatches
a big tacigar
pocket.
conins a largefrom
sum the
thatchief's
had been
just It
handed
him by a notorious gambler. Now the Commissioner springs a spectacular arrest. All
the crooks are caught. Mary completes her
redemption by accepting Clifford as a partner of the day for life.
Program
and Detective
Exploitation
Beach.
^
Entertaining
Story Catchllneai
by Rex
Story Which Depicts the Humanitarian
Movement in Dealing with Criminals.
Detective Story with a Compelling Theme
and Well-Known Cast of Players.
Ex|iIoitatl<in .4niB;leH: Work hard on the
fact that this is a Mary Regan story. Use
the leads, but make the story your chief
offering, for it carries a strong appeal.
"The Veiled Marriage"
Hallmark Presents Anna Lehr and Ralph
Kellard in Production
Merits. of Ordinary
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ITbe ishealthy
not necessary
a situation
in order for
to maVe
it inter-to
esting. And we are even prone to become interested in plots that present faise
or overdrawn ideas of life. "The Veiled
Marriage," Pictures,
one of the
Hallmark
Directors
featuring
AnnaFamous
Lehr
and Ralph Kellard, is based on a situation
which, while it is not imposible, is at the
same time rather improbable. At least it
is far enough removed from the average
methods of living to fail to be convincing.
.'Knna Lehr and Ralph Kellard do good
work; and had the production been more
carefully assembled; if more skill had been
evident in the cutting of the picture, the
general effect would have been much better. As the production nears the cIu.mx,
however, the spirit of romance prevails,
and the earlier shortcomings are apt to
be forgotten.
In spite of the production's defects, the
picture contains elements which the ordinary public likes ; and there is a chance for
its popularity in theCast.
average picture house.
Margaret Fallon
Anna Lehr
John Browning
Ralph Kellard
Widow O'Hara
Dorothy Walters
Fred Peyton
John Charles
Jimmy Dolan
Frank J. Murdock
David Fallon
William Carr
Story by J. L. Bufke.
Scenario by John Glavey.
Direction by Keanan Buel.
Length, The
AboutStory.
4,500 Feet.
The central figures in "The Veiled Marriage" are Margaret Fallon and John Browning, together with the busy villain Fred
Peyton. The plot treats of a strange complication of affairs, in which fate shufHes two
of its victims into the same channel.
Margaret Fallon lives with her father In
a modest apartment, worshipped at a distance by Jimmy Dolan, "a thorn in the side
of the police force." John Browning, a young
man ' indictedeasy
to the circumstances
use of liquor, and
is a much
friend ad-of
Fred Peyton, a member of society usually
mentionedmeeting
in theMargaret
list of Fallon
"those bypresent."
Peyton,
chance
one day, becomes a frequent visitor at her
home. One evening when they are returning
from a dinner, a gas expl.'Si :i overturns
their automobile, and temporarily blinds
Margaret. Her father, who has come to the
door to look for her, is also injured.
One day when Jimmy Dulan enters the
Fallon home he finds Peyton assaulting Margaret, jumps at conclusions, and exhorts
from him a promise to marry her. Peyton
schemes to get Browning under the influence
of liquor, and erases the name of his bride
to be from the marriage certificate which
he has just procured, replacing it with that
of Margaret Fallon. He then sends for Margaret and the marriage ceremony is performed, which makes the girl the wife of
a man she has never seen. The next day
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Peyton covers his tracks hy telling Browning that he insisted on being married while
he was under the influence of liquor.
At
of Margaret's
she is
forcedtheto death
loojc for
a position, father
and happens
to findvateemployment
as John
Browning's
prisecretary. Finally
the matter
is cleared
up, and Browning finds that the wife from
whom he is seeking a divorce is none other
than Margaret. Peyton Is shot and killed
by a former mistress.
Prostrnm
nnil
Exidoltatlon Catohliiies:
Compelling Story on Marriage with Anna
Lehr as the Featured Player.
Thrilling Drama Which Tells an Unusual
Story of Marriage.
A Storylems— Marriage.
on One of Life's Strangest ProbKxploitnfion .^n!/;Ies: Make most of your
play on the stars, but use the director to
work in with the "Famous Directors" idea.
Offer it as "A story of the life you read about
but never see," and make this the keynote of
your exploitation, pulling up the forced marriage for your chief advertising appeal.
"The Silkless Bank Note"
First of William J. Flynn Detective Films
for Republic Evidences Careful
Preparation.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE first of the series of two-reel detective stories for Republic by William J. Flynn, former Chief of the
United States Secret Service, and now Director of the Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice, is an interesting, wellmade production, carefully directed, capably acted, and subtitled with professional
neatness. Wilson Mizner, in making the
scenario, has encompassed the salient
points of the story without bringing in
unnecessary detail. It also contains a wealth
of human interest, and fine character conception. The Irish terrier, whose canine
faithfulness furnishes the clue by which
the detective trails the body of his master
to the bottom of the docV, is a pathetic
figure which would go far toward assuring
the success of the picture, even if the story
had not been as carefully constructed as it
is. Herbert Rawlinson in the role of Deor "Lightning,"
as he
known, tective
doesArnold,
a neat
piece of work,
alertis
yet unobtrusive in his methods. The picture was directed by J. Gordon Cooper and
Carl Harbaugh.
The Story.
"The Silkless Banknote" concerns the trailing of a counterfeiter to his haunts, and his
eventual arrest. The story opens in the
offices of the detective bureau, and shows
the method by which headquarters keeps
track of its men. The scene then shifts to a
fiarrow street in the slums, where a man who
tries to pass a counterfeit bill is given a
run by the police, and Is wounded and finally
evades them, finding shelter at the headxiuarters of the master counterfeiter. When
he appeals to the counterfeiter to go and
get him a doctor, he is killed for his pains,
placed in a barrel and dropped over the edge
of the pier under the cloak of night.
The little Irish terrier who appears with
patches of hair clipped from liis coat, suggesting the origin of the hair used in place
of silk in the counterfeit notes, scratches
his way out of the den in search of his
master. Detective Arnold, discovering the
dog sitting on the side of the pier looking
Into the water, finally locates the body of
the dead man In the barrel. He orders a
truckman to drive out of sight with the
barrel,
the counterfeiter's
is easily
found byandfollowing
the dog, whoden goes
back
to where he believes his master has returned.
Arnold gains admission while the counterfeiter is off his guard, arriving in time to
pave the dog from meeting the same fate as
his master. The police, notified by messenger,
reach the scene in short time, the counterfeiter along with Arnold is taken into custody. The next morning an empty cell greets
the guard, who is then made aware of the
fact that Arnold is a secret service man and
not a criminal. The dog finds a home with
the detective, who expresses the hope that
he may be as faithful to him as he was to
(lis former master.
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"The Adventurer"
William Farnum Finely Cast in Latest
William Fox Production.
of this latest
review
critical
THE William
Farnum
production appeared
on page 1650 of the issue of March 6.
Cast.
Don Caesar De Bazan William Farnum
Maritana
Estelle Taylor
Don Jose
Paul Cazeneuve
Lazarillo
Kenneth Casey
Queen Isabel
Dorothy Drake
King Charles II
Harry Southard
Captain of the Guards Pat Hartigan
Marquis de Rotunda
James Devine
Marchioness de Rotund i
Sadie Radcliffe
Story by E. Lloyd Sheldon.
Suggested by Victor Hugo Drama.
Direction by J. Gordon Edwards.
Length, Six Reels.
The Story.
Don
Ceasar
De
Bazan,
in "The ofAdventurer,"
is a reckless young
nobleman
Old Spain,
proud of his title, the Count of Vencia, and
loyal to his king, Charles II. Don Ceasar is
penniless, but stout of heart and ready for
any adventure. Early in the story he falls in
with Maritana, a gypsy dancing girl, whose
chief ambition in life Is to go to Madrid and
dance before the Queen.
Maritana is insulted at a wayside inn by
a drunken brute, and Don Ceasar wins her
love
the rescue.
gallant They
manner
'in towhich
comes byto her
proceed
Madrid,he
where the girl wins quick recognition and
is summoned to dance before the Queen. She
also attracts the attention of King Charles,
who desires to win her love.
Don Jose, the prime minister, who secretly
loves the Queen, desires to procure Maritana
for the King. To accomplish this he schemes
to marry her to a nobleman in order that she
may enter the court. Don Jose selects Don
Ceasar De Bazan, who has been imprisoned
for fighting a duel in Holy Week, and is
under sentence of death.
Don Ceasar agrees to marry the woman
selected for him by the prime minister,
though she is heavily veiled. After the ceremony he is led out to be shot by the guards,
but escapes death through the work of a
boy he had befriended. He is presumably
buried alive, but escapes to revenge himself
upon both the King and the prime minister.
Later the King recognizes his services and
he wins royal approval. Maritana. who was
the veiled bride, now becomes his wife in
fact.
Pro!!;ram
and
Exploitation Catchlines:
William Farnum in Another Powerful Role
— That niless
of Don
Caesar
De Bazan
Adventurer
of Noble
Birth.— a PenStory of a Reckless Nobleman of Spain
Who, After Many Trying Episodes, Wins
the
Girl. Girl of His Heart — A Gypsy Dancing
The Noblemen Do Their Best to Get the
Penniless Adventurer's Sweetheart Away
from Him — He Fought Like a Real Man
and Even Though They Imprison Him
He Wins Her in the End.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Farnum, but
don't
let your
patronson overlook
fact gave
that
this story
is based
the tale thewhich
"Don Caesar de Bazan" to the dramatic stage
and "Maritana" to the light opera repertoire.
Many persons will be interested in Don Caesar, who will not care for the non-committal
title. Dwell upon the strongly romantic
flavor of the story and upon the unusual
opportunity it offers Farnum.
COMMENTS
THE MINT SPY (Fox).— A Mutt and Jeff
animated, in which they play detectives,
snooping around after violators of the prohibition law. They round up one offender
with a barrel! of booze in hiding. This will
bring many smiles.
THID SOUR VIOLIN (Fox).— A Mutt and
Jeff animated In which the pair run a music
store. Jeff gets into a fight with two cats and
a lady customer thinks the noises come from
a new phonograph record. An amusing satire,
full of the usual knockabout action.
..THE FIVE DOLLAR PLATE (Republic).—
The second of the William Flynn detective
stories, in which Herbe;-t Rawlinson is starring, is almost as good as the first nu-iiber.
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In
fact,
by
some
it
may
be
considered
better.
It has a wealth of human interest, and
affords Detective
"Lightning"
fascinatingly heroic role.
A man Arnold
who hasa been
imprisoned for implication in the manufacture of counterfeit money is totally blind
when released from prison. His little
daughter,
the detective, comesthrough
to meetthehimkindness
at the ofprison
gate,
and becomes
her
father's
helper
at
newsstand, where he Is placed by Arnold. theThrough
his friendship for the little girl and her
father, the detective is able to trace the
gang of counterfeiters when they negotiate
for the Harrison plate, the whereabouts of
which is known only to the released convict.
Athe spectacular
raid occurs at the climax of
story.
MONKEY SHINES (Christie Comedy). —
Eddie Barry, Earl Rodney and Helen Darling
are the leading actors in a lively farce that
shows the effects of the transference of
monkey glands to the human animal. >A
decrepit old gentleman takes the treatment
and gets so full of pep that he leaves his
wife, goes the rounds of the cabarets and
llirts with all the choru.i! girls. His better
half also takes the treatment and becomes
as full of youth and vigor as her husband.
The comedy is amusing in a slap-dash fashlou
and is well acted.
LIGHT HEARTS AND LEAKING PIPES
(Rainbow). — A two-reel comic, with a lot of
amusing new business and some laughable
situations. The "noodle" picture is a good
stunt, though something similar to this has
been done
before.
experiences are funny,
and The
thereplumbers'
is an exceptionally good climax, in which three characters
climb a tall eucalyptus tree, which is
brought down with an axe.
RAISEPollard
THE comic
RENTnumber
(Rolin-Pathe).
"Snub"
based on— Aa
situation that has a live interest just now.
He and his young wife give up their bungalow and allow another couple to move in.
Then
develops
theyan can't
find another
home, itand
must that
live in
improvised
tent.
One of the funny scenes in this is the general
panic that results when a real estate agent
putsa avacaht
"For Rent"
on
house. sign for a few moments
THE BLACKSMITH (Arrow). — A Hank
Mann comedy which is rather savory in spots.
The daughter of the blacksmith elopes with
the blacksmith's helper, and in the barber
shop which she has inerited a series of amusing incidents happen through the incompetence of the barber. This comedy is capable
of being trimmed into fairly acceptable
shape. It contains a great deal of the kind
of horseplay that the average audience likes.
DEAD EYE JEFF (Fox). — A Mutt and Jeff
animated number. The scenes are In a circus, where Mutt becomes a lion tamer and
Jeff has plenty troubles of his own. The
subject is typically amusing.
HER PRIVATE HUSBAND (Sunshine). — A
two-reel comic, featuring Chester Conklin,
Alice Davenport and others. This opens
with scenes in a restaurant and later moves
to a theatre, where some amusing burlesque
scenes are staged. The number contains some
entertaining new business, though most of
the action is the conventional sort.
Annette Kellerman in New Role.
Sol Lesser announces the Annette Kelderman picture will have a new type of
heroine. "Annette Kellerman," said Mr.
Lesser, who
"assumes
the character
of a dive,
fair
athlete
can sprint,
box, swim,
climb and is perfectly at home on any piece
of acrobatic apparatus.
"In the role of Annette Van Buren Miss
Kellerman is building up a personality
which is bound to find favor with audiences. As a comedienne she has shown
great
underThethestory
direction
of
Chester promise
M. Franklin.
which she
is producing embodies comedy, built on a
framework of gripping drama. Gowns of
the latest model, Parisian importations,
will be utilized in arraying the star in her
depiction of a daughter of wealth."
Moving
soldsubscription
on newsstands at 15Picture
cents theWorld
copy.is The
price is $3 the year. By subscribing, you
save
' $4.80 •■on ~r-52 • issues — and that's zvorth
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Dates

Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
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Huckleberry Finn (Super Slpecial)-!.! — 7186
Ft. Vol. 43; P-1290.
Young Mrs. Winthrop (Ethel CHayton). LW. W. HODKINSON
FOX FILM CORPORATION
4707 Ft: Vol. 43; P-1683.
March.
Alarm Clock Andy (Charles Ray)-L — 4938 Ft.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON — GREIAT
SPECIALS.
P-1293.
His Vol.
House43;
in Order (Elsie Ferguson) -L —
AUTHORS PICTTURES, Inc.
The Stronirest (AU-Star). Vol. 43; P-1284.
4942
Ft.
Should a Husband Forgive? Vol. 42; P-1191.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). VoL
Jack
(Robert toWarwick)-L
— 4707 Glsh).
Ft.
Mary Straw
Ellen Comes
Town (Dorothy
■While New
York
Sleeps
(All-Star).
43; P-297; C-R, P-1619.
WILLIAM FARNIJM SERIES.
L-4704 Ft; Vol. 43; P-1680.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, Inc.
Excuse
My
Dust
(Wallace
Reid)-L
—
4330
Ft.
Wings of the Morning. Vol. 42; P-672.
The
Desert of Wheat (Six Parts — Hampton
Production).
Heart Strings (William Farnum — Six Parts). April Folly (Cosmopolitan Production).
My Lady's
43: P-299; C-R, P-1619.
Desert Gold (Hampton Production).
4823 Ft.Garter (Tourneur Production)-!. —
The Vol.
Adventurer.
Easy to Get (Marguerite Clark) . L-4110;
J. PARKER RE.4.D, JR., PRODUCTITOira.
PEARL WHITE SERIES.
Vol. 43; P-1678.
The White Moll.
The
Lone Wolf's
(Louise Qlaum —
Comedies.
Seven
Parts). Daughter
Vol. 42; P-1010.
TOM MIX SERIES.
DEITRICH-BECK, Inc.
The Reels).
Night ofVol.the 43;DubP-939.
(Ernest Treux — Two
The Feud. Vol. 42; P-1008.
The Daredevil.
Cyclone. Vol. 43; P-776.
Excess Baggage (Mr. and Mrs. Carter de The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
The
The Parts.
Harvest
Moon
(Doris Kenyon— 61x
Haven — Two Reels). Vol. 43; P-1119.
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS.
The Garage (Roscoe Arbuckle).
Dollars or Ten Days (Sennett — Two
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
The Lincoln Highwayman (William Russell). Ten Reels).
Vol. 43; P-296.
Parts).
Cynthia-of-the-Mlnute
(Leah
Balrd — Six
Hoodooed (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven —
The
Shark
(George
Walsh).
Vol.
43;
P-633.
Two Reels). Vol. 43; P-1682.
Shod P. With
1292. Fire (William Russell). Vol. 43;
ROBERT
BRUNTON
PRODUOTIOWS.
Holmes Travel Plctnrea.
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. Feb. Barton
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerri1 — Belgium Smiles Again.
P-146;Shooter
C-R, P-1619.
P-777. gan). Vol. 42; P-lOir.
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Formosans.
The 43;
Square
(Buck Jones).
Live P-1286.
Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 41;
Feb.
15
—
Parisian
Faces
and
Figures.
Tin-Pan Alley (Albert Ray and Elinor Fair). Feb. 22 — Oriental College Boys and Co-eds.
Vol. 43; P-296.
t30,000
(J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 41;
Feb.
29
—
The
Yankee
Watch
on
the
Rhine.
What Would You Do? (Madlalne Traverse).
Paramount Magazine.
Vol. 43; P-778.
Her P-941.
Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43; Feb. 1 — Famous Women in World's Work.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS.
Feb. 8 — Museum Mysteries.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye de Remer). Vol.
Feb. 15 — The Lure of Fashion.
The
Last
Straw
(Buck
Jones).
Vol.
43;
P-1115.
43; P-778.
Feb. 22 — On the Job with Grandma.
The P-Hell
1 288Ship (Madlalne Traverse). Vol. 43; Feb.
29 — The Growth of the North American
Continent.
Faith (Peggy Hyland). Vol. 43; P-1681.
Extraordinary Special*.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Salome ((Theda Bara).
The Honor System (All-Star).
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
A Daughter
of the Gods (Annette KellerRelcasea for Week of February IB.
man).
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
No. 15 of The Black Secret (The Secret Host).
Les Miserables (William Farnum).
No.
8
of The Adventures of Ruth (The Harem
Almost
a Husband (Will Rogers). Vol. 42;
Model).
P-1014.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
Daredevil
Jack (Jack Dempsey Serial) (Th«
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy). Vol.
Her Naughty
Wink.
Mysterious
Bracele's). Pollard
Vol. 43;
Her
Private Husband.
42;
P-1014.
Waltz
Me
Around
— OneP-1H7.
Real).
Bonds
of
Love
(Pauline
Frederick).
Vol.
42;
The Heart Snatcher.
P-364.
Pathe Review No. (Harry
38.
The Great Nickel Robbery.
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
42.
Jinx
(Mabel
Normand).
Vol.
42;
P-1186.
A Light Weight Lover.
The P-117.
Gay Lord Quez (Tom Moore). Vol. 43; Pathe News Nos. 14 and 16.
Training for Husbands.
Releases for Week of February 33,
MUTT AND JEFF.
Jubilo
(Will
Rogers).
Vol. 42; P-1007.
No. 9 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Cellar
Flame
of
the
Desert
(Geraldine
Farrar).
Vol.
I'm
Ringing Your Party.
Fishing.
2Gangsters).
of Daredevil Jack (The Ball of Deatb).
The 42;
CupP-246.
of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Helene No.
Dead-Eye
Jeff.
The
Sour Violin.
After Thirty (John Cumberland and Mrs. BydChadwick).
Vol.
43;
P-1291.
ney
Drew — Two Reels).
The
Spy.
Pinto (Mabel Normand). Vol. 43; P-940.
Raise the Rent (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
The Mint
Pawnbrokers.
Toby's
Moore). Vol.(Will
42; P-1189.
The Chemists.
Water, Bow
Water,(TomEverywhere
Rogers). No. 39, Pathe Review.
No. 43, Topics of the Day.
Putting on the Dog.
P-1113.(Rex Beach Production).
The Vol.
Silver43;Horde
16 and 17, Pathe News.
The Paliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol. Nob. Releaaea
for Week of February 2V.
43;
P-1115.
The Blooming Angel (Madge Kennedy). Vol. Smoldering Embers (Frank Keenan). VoL
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
P-1286.
No. 43;
10 P-1288.
of The Adventures of Ruth (Tlio
Duds43;(Tom
Moore).
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol. No. Forged
Check). Jack (The Wheel* of
3
of
Daredevil
Fate).
43;
P-1290.
JannaiT.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack
The 13th Commandment (Ethel Clayton) -L< —
Pickford). Vol. 43; P-1522.
Find the Girl (Harry Pollard — One Il««l).
4721 Ft. Vol. 43; P-466.
The Street Called Straight (Basil King— All- Pathe Review No. 40.
Too 4431
MuchFt. Johnson
(Bryant
Washburn)
-L
—
Star).
Vol.
43;
P-1293.
Topics
of theNos.
Day 18No.and14. 19.
Vol. 43; P-942.
Pathe News
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS.
Sand (William S. Hart). Vol. 43; P-1117.
Taos
Indians
and
Other
Subjects.
Release*
for Week of Marck 7.
The Tree of Knowledge (Robert Warwick) -L "Meat" Again.
FORD EDUCATIONAIiS.
InP-1681.
Walked Mary (June Caprice). VpL 48;
— 4940. Vol. 43; P-634.
The Copperhead (Lionel Barrymore— Super Eventide.
Special)-!.— 6351 Ft. Vol. 43; P-733.
No. Trap).
11 of The Adventures of Rnth tTko
February.
No.
4
of Daredevil Jack (Shanghaied).
Double Speed (Wallace Reld)-L— 4144 Ft.
Fresh
Paint
Vol. 43; P-944.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Pathe
Review(Harry
No. 41.Pollard — One Roel).
All-of-a-Sudden
Peggy43; (Marguerite
Clark) Topics
of
the
Day
Lr— 4448 Ft. Vol.
P-1H4.
Pathe News Nos. 20No.and45.21.
The Six Best Cellars (Bryant Washburn) -L
••FLTING A" SPECIALS.
4822 Ft. Vol. 43; P-941.
.Releaaea for Week of Marck 14.
On With the Dance (Mae Murray — Super Six P-1703.
Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41; Tarnished
Reputations (Dolores CasslnelU). ^
Special) -Lr— 6483 Ft. Vol. 48; P-152B.
of
Terror).
No.
12
of The Adventures of Ruth ^
(The Vault
TheP-1683).
Amateur Wife (Irene Castle). Vol. 43: Eve P-854.
in Exile (Charlotte Walker). Vol. 42;
No.
5
of
Daredevil
Jack
(A
Race
for
BlackVol.Is 43;
White
(Dorothy Dalton)-!.— BB62 Ft. The Valley of Tomorrow (WUlIam Russell). Flat Broke (Harry Pollard — One Reel).Glory).
P-1527.
Vol.
P-463.(Mme. Marguerite de Sylvia). Pathe Review No. 42.
Honey43; Bee
Mary's
(Douglas
and Doris The
Topics
of the22 Day
May)Ankle 4660
Ft. Vol.MacLean
43; P-1118.
The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Flaher).
Pathe Nos.
and No.
23. 46.
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My Dog Pal (Lois Nelson — Two Reels).
Runnin'
(Hoot— Western).
Gibson and Virginia
Faire Straight
— Two Reels
Hearst
News
No.
10.
ROBERTSON-COLE
International News No. 10.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
New
ScreenCurrent
Magazine
No. No.
56. 10.
Universal
Events
Releases for Week of March IS.
Release* for Week of Febraarr a.
Beckoning Roads (Bessie Barrlscale). Vol.
No. 17 of The Great Radium Mystery (The No. 12 of The Lion Man (The Jaws of De43;TheP-148.
struction).
Wheels of Death).
Dec. P-1009.
Tongr Man (Hayakawa). Vol. 42;
Elmo the Fearless (The Battle Under
The P-633.
Beloved Cheater (Lew Cody). Vol. 43; No. 6 of The Lion Man (In the House of Hor- No.the6 ofSea).
Reel).
Ain't
Nature
Wonderful?
(Lyons-Moran
—
One
Stop
That
Shimmie
(Lyons-Moran — One
rors).Reel).
Haunting
P-632. Shadows (H. B. Warner). Vol. 43; Tom's Little Star (Constance Binney and Otis
The P-777.
Third Generation (Betty Blythe). Vol. 48;
TheRelief
(Last and
StageTyrone
Women's
Skinner
— Stage Women's War Relief —
TwoMadReels).
— Woman
Nance O'Neil
PowerWar—
Two Reels).
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol. The Great Air Robbery (Lieutenant Locklear
Roaring
Reels).Love Affair (Consuela Henley —
and Prancelia Blllington — Six Reels). Vol. A Two
The 43;
LuckP-943.
of Geraldine Laird (Bessie BarrlsWhen the Cougar Called (Magda Lane and
43; P-301;
C-R. Events
P-1619. No. 6.
Universal
Current
cale).
Vol.
43;
P-1118.
Robert
BurnsNo.— Western
— Two Reels).
Hearst News
11.
Seeing
It Through (YaSu Titts). Vol. 43; The Prospector's Vengeance (Mildred Moore
P-1B26.
International News No. 11.
and
George
Field
—
Western
—
Two
Reels).
The White Dove.
New Screen Magazine No. 57.
Releases for Week of Pebmary 9.
Supreme Comedies.
Rouge
and Riches (Mary MacLaren) ; C-R, Universal Current Events No. 11.
P-1619.
January — Her Nearly Husband.
No. 18 of The Great Radium Mystery (Liquid
Flames) (Final Episode).
January
Millions. Frame-Up.
VITAGRAPH
No. 7 of The Lion Man (Doomed).
January —— AMolUe's
Four-Cylinder
Elmo
the Fearless (Elmo Lincoln — Serial).
MARTIN JOHNSON.
Vol.
43;
P-940.
Non-Skid Love (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
January — Cruising In the Solomons.
The P-1188.
Golden Shower (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 42;
FebruarySouth
— Domesticating
Wild Men.
Over Reels).
the Transom (Jlmmie Adams — Two
Lonely
Pacific Missions.
Hearst News No. 6.
The 43*
Tower
Recruiting in the Solomons.
P-295.of Jewels (Corinne Griffith). Vol.
The
City ofin Broken
Old Seas.
Men.
GoodReels).
Little Brownie (Century Dog — Two
Marooned
the South
The Darkest Hour (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
International News No. 6.
ADVENTTRE SCENICS.
43;Drop
P-150.
New ScreenCurrent
Magazine'
No. No.
52. 6.
Pegeen
(Bessie
43; P-464.Vol. 42;
Universal
Events
Dew
Inn Love).
(Semon Vol.
Comedy).
P-1014.
January — The Last Resort.
Kaintock'9
(Bob Burns and Peggy
O'Dare — Ward
Two Reels).
January — Flaming Sea.
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams). Vol.
February
— Sheep O'Leavenworth.
Releases for Week of Febmary 16.
P-944.
Sons
of Salooskin.
Midnight
P-634. Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 43;
No. 8spair).
of The Lion Man (The Dungeon of De- The 43;
No. Death).
2 of Elmo the Fearless (The Racing Human Collateral (Corinne Griffith). Vol.
BirthP-775.
of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Old Reel).
Clothes for New (Lyons-Moran — One The 43;
Pride (Alice Joyce). Vol. 43; P-636.
The Madonna of the Slums (Holbrook Blinn Slaves43; ofP-1285.
The Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams — Six
ReliefJeanne
— Two Eagles—
Reels^. Stage Women's War
Fair P-1191.
and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. 42; The and
Reels).
Vol. (Anita
43; P-1287.
Juggernaut
Stewart).
Bull Thrower (Edna Gregory and Phil The
Deadline
at
Eleven
(Corinne Griffith).
Dunham — Two Reels).
The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Seven
Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 43; A Sagebrush Gentleman (Bob Burns and The Parts).
Charlotte Merriam — Two Reels).
P-63; C-R, P-1619.
The Head Waiter (Semon — Two Reels).
7, Hearst News.
The Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts). No.
No. 7, International News.
BIG V COMEDIES.
Vol.
43;
P-465;
C-R.
P-1619.
The P-1116.
Right of Way (Bert Lytell). Vol. 43; No. B3, New Screen Magazine.
(Tvx)(Jimmy
Reels) Aubrey).
No. 7, Universal Current Events.
Dames and Dentists
Releases for Week of February 23.
The Walk-Ofts (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol.
Pipe
Dreams
and
Prizes
Mann).
The Prince of Avenue A (James Corbett). Knights
Rock).and Knlghties (Harry
(Montgomery and
43; P-938.
Stronger Than Death (Nazlmova — Seven
No. Vol.
9 of 43;
The P-468.
liion Man (Sold Into Slavery). Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey).
Parts). Vol. 43; P-631.
Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes — Six No. 3 of Elmo the Fearless (The Life Line). Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rook).
Reel).
Parts).
Vol.
43;
P-468.
The Latest in Pants (Lyons-Moran — One
O. HENRY FEATURES.
A Modern
P-773. Salome (Hope Hampton). Vol. 43; Loose Lions and Fast Lovers.
{Two Reels)
The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels).
The Sheriff's Oath (Hoot Gibson and Jo- The Call Loan. Vol. 43; P-1116.
Vol. 43; P-1527.
sephine
Hill
—
Western
—
Two
Reels).
The Roada
Day Resurgent
O'Brien).
We Take (Gypsy
(Jay Morley).
February — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn).
No. 8, Hearst News.
February — Shore Acres (Alice Lake).
No. 8, International News.
February — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana).
No. 54, New Screen Magazine.
February — Juda (May Allison).
No. 8, Universal Current Events.
March — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell).
Releases for Week of Marcb 1.
FIRST NAT'L EXHIBITORS
March — The Hope (Special Cast).
The Peddler of Lies (Frank Mayo and Ora
April — Parlor,
Dana). Bedroom and Bath (Viola No. 10Carew).
Vol.
43;
P-776.
of The Lion Man (A Perilous Plunge).
April — Fine Feathers (May Allison).
No. Death).
4 of Elmo the Fearless (The Flames of Back to God's Country (Nell Shipman). Vol,
April— The Skylark (Bert Lytell).
P-1013.
The 42;Thunderbolt
(Katherlne MaoDonald).
April — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
Officer, Call a Cop (Lyons-Moran — One Reel.
P-353.
Vol.
MajorJaguar
Allen's
Animal
Hunt
(The
Story
of
the
Heart o' 43;
the P-453.
Hills (Mary Plckford). Vol. 43;
— One Reel).
His Julia
WomanArthur
(Stage
TRIANGLE
— TwoWomen's
Reels). War Relief — The Beauty Market (Katherlne MacDonald).
Reels).
Vol. Kentucky
43; P-774. (Anita Stewart). Vol. 43;
A Red
Hot Finish (Virginia Warwick— Two In Old
P-145; C-R, P-1619.
Hair
Trigger
Stuff
(Hoot
Gibson
and
Mildred
Moore — Western — Two Reels).
Jan. 4— The Clodhopper (Charles Ray).
A Daughter of Two Worlds (Norma TalHearst News No. 4.
A Lunch Room Romance (Mabel Normand —
madge).
Vol. (Mildred
43; P-463.Harris Chaplin).
The P-»89.
Inferior Sex
International News No. 9.
Sennett — One Reel).
Two
Weeks (Constance Talmadge). Vol. 48;
New Screen Magazine No. 55.
Jan. 11 — Only
a Farmer's
— Two
Reels). Daughter (Sennett Universal
(Jurrent
Events
No.
9.
The Turning Point (Katherlne MacDonald).
Releases for Week of March 8.
Jan. IS' — Mabel's
Speed-One
Cop Reel).
(Mabel Normand
— Sennett—
The Forged Bride (Mary MacLaren). Vol.
43; P-1289.
Jan. 26 — A Gamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton).
The Vol.
River's
End (Marshall Nellan Production). Vol. 48; P-1623.
No. Monsters).
11 of The Lion Man (At the Mercy of
Feb. 1 — His Baby Doll (One Reel).
Even
As
Eve (Grace Darling — Six Reels).
43;
PFeb. 8 — TheTwoDancing
Master
(Alice
Lake
—
Reels).
Vol. 43; P-1681.
No. Cave).
6 of Elmo the Fearless (The Smuggler's
Feb. IB— Tiger Girl (Lillian GIsh).
The
Family
'W. Vldor).
Polly
of the Honor
Storm (King
Country
(Mildred Harris
Feb. 15 — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
Chaplin).
Wives
and
Old
Sweethearts
(Lyons-Moran
—
One Reel).
Feb. 22 — The Liove Riot (Two Reels).
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ROMAVXE
CulverSUPER-FILJI
Oily. Cnl. CO.
Jan.
1
—
The
Villain
Still
Pursued Her
HALLMARK PICTITIES CORP.
FEATURE RELEASES
Jan. 15 — Shot in the Kitchen.
Feb. 1 — Underground Romeo.
H.\LI. ROOM noYS COMEDIES.
Dec. 30 — The Millionaire Paupers.
AMERICAN tl.NEMA CORPORATIO.V.
The Trail of the Octopus (SeriaH.
Jan. 13 — Wrong Again.
Women Men Forget (MoUie King).
Jan. 27 — N<.ck and Neck.
A Woman's
Experience iBacon — Baker — TenTwenty-Thirty).
A. H. FISCHER PRODICTIOXS.
BULL'S EVE FILM CORPOR.'iTIOX.
Suspense (Reicher — Ten-Twenty-Thirty).
The Amazing Lover (Grace Darling).
(Ttco-Beel ComediesGaleEvery
Tko Weekt, rtatvring
Henrv.)
The
Screaming^
Shadow
(Ben
Wilson
—
Serial).
SOL
LESSER.
Chains of Evidence (..11-Star).
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and Edward Sky Eye. Vol. 43: P-2JS: C-R. P-1619.
This
Earle).
43; P-46T.
Ham Way
an —ofOut.
rXlTED .\RTISTS.
Carmen
of theVol.North
(Anna Bos).
Legends
the Wilderness.
BILLY WEST COMEDIES.
Broken Blossoms (Griffith).
The Veiled Marriage (.^nna I.ehr and Ralph
(Two Reelt Each.)
His Majestv the .\merican (Fairbanks). Vol.
Kell.<*rd).
Hearts.
P-246.Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair- Haunted
.\HotScented
Romance.
When42: the
Dogs.
banks). Vol. 43: P-298: C-R. P-1619.
Blue
Blood
Pollyanna
(Mary
Plckford).
VoL
43;
P-636.
L. J. SELZXICK ENTERPRISES
Bone
Dry. and Bevo.
Romance (Doris Keane).
GAraTY COMEDIES.
ASI. 000
RuralShort.
Romance.
Whv Cooks Go Cuckoo (CJeorge Ovrey).
SELMCK PICTURES.
FROHMAX AMCSEMEXT COMPAXT.
Dry nolds).
and Thirsty (Billy Bletcher — Vera Rey- Texas
Guinan Westerns.
Distributed
by Select
Mack Swain Comedies.
Good Morning Nurse (George Ovey).
A Regular
Girl (Elsie
Janis). Eichang-es.
Vol. 42: P-454.
The Invisible Ray (Ruth Clifford and Jack
Parked in the Park (Vera Reynolds).
The Country Cousin (Elaine Hammersteln).
Sherrill — Serial).
Vol. 42: P-5S6.
Hip Hip Hypnotism (George Ovey).
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore). Vol. 4J; P-464. Rough on Rubes (Vera Reynolds).
GROSSM.*X PICTURES IXCORPORATED.
Out Yonder (Olive Thomas). Vol. 43: P-160. Silk Stockings (George Ovey).
Jl. 000. 000 Reward (Lillian Walker — Serial).
43: (Marguerite
P-1523.
The 43:
Broken
Melody (Eugene O'Brien). Vol.
Reel.)
P-147.
Face Vol.
to Face
Marsh).
Are Floorwalkers (One
Fickle?
SoonerP-1524.
or Later (Owen Moore). Vol. 4S; Cursed
XATIOXAL FILM CORPORATIOX.
by
His
Cleverness.
His Fatal Bite.
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. DowUng).
Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammersteln).
The Confession (Henry Walthall).
Vol. 43: P-636.
JAXS PICTURES. IXC.
CHRISTIE {One
FILM
COMP.\X"l'.
The
Imp
(Elsie
Janis).
Vol.
43:
P-1120.
Reel.)
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas). Vol. AU Jazzed Up.
Love Without Question (Olive Tel! — Seven Reels).
43: P-I119.
Two .\. M.
Nothing a Tear ((^live TellV
PIOXEER FILM C0RP0R.4T10X.
The Ince).
L.and ofVol.
Opportunitv
Kidnapping Caroline.
43: P-1286. (Two Reels — ^Ralph Bobby's
Baby.
The
Long
Arm of Mannister (Henry WalHis43: Wifes
thall). Vol. 42:Davison).
P-245.
P-1679. Moner (Eugene O'Brien). Vol. Settled Out of Court.
Atonement
(Grace
(Tiro
if
eels.)
The Woman Game (Elaine Hammersteln).
Sins of Code
the Children.
Go West. Young Woman (Fav Tincher). Vol. Hidden
SELECT PICTCRES.
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
F.\CTS AXD FOLLIES SERIES.
43: P-470.
Januarv
Save Me Sadie (Eddie Barry). Vol.
The Undercurrent (Guy Empey).
VoL 42
(One Reel Eacfi.)
43:' —P-942.
P-5S6.
Baseball
and Bloomers.
CHESTER OrriXG PICTURES.
A Scream in the Night (Special). Vol. 42
Back to Nature.
P-1192.
(One Reel Bach.)
Camping by Proxy.
Isle P-245.
of Conquest (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 42
In the Sweet Dry and Dry.
The Fifteen Million. VoL 42: P-854.
My KingdomM.%STER
for a Meal.
Considering
Posey.
Vol.
42;
P-854.
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis). Vol. Temple
FILMS. IXC
Bells and Wayside Shrines.
42: P-IST.
(Torchy Comediet.)
No
Coma
in
Acoma.
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadge). Vol. The People in White.
Torchy (Johnny Hines).
43: P-4e9.
Editorial Horseplay.
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPOR.4TIOX.
Girl duction).
of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro- The
Simple Life.
The
Fatal
Fortune Serial.
Mr.
Outing
Gets
a
Soup
Dream.
Trilbyissue).
(Clara Kimball Young — Tourneur ReD. W. GRIFFITH.
The Mother and the Law.
EQUITY PICTURES.
X.*TIOXAL PICTrRES.
Hearts
of
the
World.
Silk
Husbands
and
Calico
Wives
(House
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
The Fall of Babylon.
Peters.
January — Just a Wife.
TYRAD
PICTURES. IXC,
Eves
of
Youth
(Clara
Kimball
Young).
Vol.
January — Blind Youth.
729 Seventh Avenue.
P-362.
REPCBLIC riCTCRES.
Your Wife and Mine.
The 42:Forbidden
Woman
(Clara Kimball
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
Young). Vol. 43: P-1291.
HumanRed Passions.
Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro>. Vol. 43; P-16: CThe
Viper (Six Reels).
CAPITAL FILM COMPA.XY.
R. P-1619.
Man
and Woman
The Amazing Woman (Ruth cnilTord). Vol.
(Too
Reeli
Bacfc.)
Johnny
Dooley
Comedies (Two Each Month).
43: P-1293.
Faithful Unto Death.
Brin(]''s Educationals (One Every Week),
Prizma Pictures (Nature Color Pictures).
r.
S.
PHOTOPLAY
Escaped
Convict.
Kidoprams (News Reel).
Washington.CORPOR.\TIOX.
D. C.
The Square Gambler.
February
—
Dad's
Girl
(Jackie
Saunders).
.\DOLPH
PHILIPP
FILM
CORPORATIOX.
Determination
(.\I1-Star — Ten Parts).
Februarv — The Gift Supreme.
VICTOR KREMER.
Comedies — Tiro Partt Each.)
February — The ling.
Only Way Trail (Edythe Ster- The(3fu*ioal
Reissue of Chaplin Burlesque on Carmen
MidnightFilmGlrL
(Four Reels).
O. Louise:
February — Mothers of Men.
— Two ofReels).
Feb. 1 — Reissue
The Champion (Chaplin
-Apr.
1
—
Reissue
of
Work (Chaplin — Two
REALART PICTURES
:TATE right RELEASES
Reels).
.Mar. 1 — Reissue
of Jitney
lin— Two
Reels). Elopement (ChapReel). of By the Sea (Chaplin — One
May 1 — Reissue
ARRUW FILM CURPOR.4TIOX.
Features.
The Luck of Spe-cial
the Irish
(Dwan).
VoL 43; Tex. Elucidator
W. H. PRODUCTIO.XS.
Mysteries.
VoL 43;
P-7-4. of Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts). Lightnins Bryce of(Serial
Featuring
.\nn P-1292.
LitUe The
Stipennan
Parts).
42; P-354.ProSoldiers
Reissue
of
Seven(SixOlive
ThomasVol.Triangle
and
Jack
Hoxie).
Vol.
42:
P-362
42; P-454.
ductions.
Blazed Trail Productions (Series of Twelve
The Vol.
Mvstery
of the Yellow Room <Chautard
Two-Part North Woods Dramas).
Reissue. * CO, IXC.
— Six Parts).
C. P. PRICE
Wolves
of the Street (Six Reels). VoL 43; Special Chaplin
!>tar Pi««liirtl«BK.
P-1526.
The
Log
of
U-35.
Vol. niLK.
43; P-470.
Anne of the Green Gables (Mary Miles MinBroken Bubbles (Hank Mann — Two Reels).
J.4COB
tcr). Vol.
P-455.
VoL 43:(Seven
P-15:6. Reels).
1476 Broadway.
Erstwhile
Susan42: (Constance
Binney). Vol. Vigilantes
42: P-S54.
Alice Brady
Wanted. BROTHERS.
1010 Robert
Warwick Reissues.
Reissues.
The P-465.
Fear Market (Alice Brady). VoL 43: Children Not
WARXER
ALGOOD FILM CORPORATIOX.
V-775.
The
Lost
City
'Juao'ta
Hansen).
VoL
43;
"»4t ▼♦L
Of RoguesHarbor
'^fary
M»im
Hlnte").
The
Whirlwind
(Charles
Hutchinson — Serl*!?43; P-1120.
VoL 43; P-634.
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Equipment

CONDUCTED

BY

E.T.

KEYSER

characterof its design
Because
writers.
istics itcannot
be damaged
by overheating,
even though the lamp carbons be left in
contact with each other indefinitely.
Itself In the Theatre Projection Room
This device is designed with low current
densities, and the best grade of steel is
By A. D. CAMERON, of General Electric Company.
used in its construction, insuring minimum
of electric current are pro- serted in the circuit and either a direct loss and high efficiency.
TWO kinds
Because of these features, the cost of
duced commercially— the direct cur- or alternating current arc used, depending
rent and the alternating current. The on
the kind of current available.
is low.
direct current is usually found in the:
This method was wasteful of energy and operation
Because of the high power factor of the
downtown districts of our larger cities
unsatiswas
arc
current
companies do not object to
power
alternating
the
device,
110 or 220 volts, 2-wire ; 220 volts, 3-wir),e
factory in operation, being unsteady and having it connected to their service lines.
(or Edison 3-wire, as it is usually called
Since alternating curType A compensarcs can be built in any
of lowrentcandlepower.
was the only kind available in many size and for operation on supply circuits
and 500 volts, 2-wire or 3-wire.
a circuit cases, the first efforts were directed of any voltage and frequency. Standard
By Edison or 3-wire is meant
or 3 wires with, say, 220 volts between the toward reducing the energy losses existing sizes are as follows: 2 KVA, 110 volt, 60
middle (or neutral) and either outside wire in the rheostat and resulted in the design cycle, 30-40-60 amperes; 2^2 KVA, 220 volt,
and 220 volts between the two outside of the G. E. Compensarc.
60 cycle, 30-40-60 amperes.
wires. This may be 550 volts across the
The Type A Compensarc.
outside wires and 250 between the outside
G. E. Motor Generator Sets.
and neutral wires.
rc is a transform
compensa
type byA means
Theing device
In the case of the alternating current we
The development of arc lamps for proof which it is possible
jection purposes proved that the direct
have not only the various yoltages of 110- to connect an alternating current arc prowas steadier and more ef220-440-500 volts, but in addition the cur- jettion machine directly to any alternating currentficientlamp
from a light-giving standpoint. Most
rent may be single, two or three phase current source of supply, and obtain re- of the current
available was alternating,
and 60-25 or 40 cycles.
sults which are comparable to those of the
so
it
was
necessary
to provide some elecarc.
current
direct
Voltage Too High.
trical device to not only maintain the
This device consists of a transformer
proper
voltage
at
the
also to
These voltages are too high for the op- core and coils, rigidly supported in a cast change from alternatingarc,to but
direct cureration of the projection arc, which re- iron frame, making a construction which is rent.
quires only 50 to 60 volts at the arc, and both substantial and convenient of operaFurthermore, most theatres of importherefore some intermediate device is re- tion.
tance installed two projection machines in
Four cable loads are brought through the
quired to reduce this to the proper value
booth, so that it was necessary to
top casting. Two of these are connected each
for
the
operat'on
of
the
arc.
In
many
cities,
however (and this is particularly true of to the source of supply — the other two to provide electrical equipment to operate one
lamp continuously with reserve capacity
the outlying districts), direct current is the projection machine.
not available, and it is necessary not only
By means of a switch handle projecting to carry two lamps during the period of
in order to prevent interto reduce the voltage available to that re- through the top casting, variation in the "change over"
ruptions between reels.
quired by the arc lamp, but in addition it arc current through a considerable range
is
possible.
At
no
time
in
the
adjustment
is also necessary to transform the alterTo eral
meetElectric
all Company
these requirements
designed the
A. C.Gen-to
nating current before an arc light can be of this switch is the current to the lamp
interrupted, and therefore lamp flicker is D. C. And D. C. to A. C. Motor Generator
secured satisfactory for projection pur- eliminated.
Sets, consisting of : and A. C. or D. C.
poses.
motor mounted on a sub-base with and
In the early days of the motion picture
Will Not Burn Out.
when the electric current was first used for
connected by a rigid coupling to an espethe arc lamp, the proper reduction in voltThe compensarc complies with the standcially designed direct- current generator.
ards of the National Board of Fire Underage was secured by using a resistance in
Design Bsised on Requirements.
The design of these outfits are based on
certain specific requirements of the electric
arc, modified by the limitations imposed
by the alternating current supply. Briefly,
the results desired are
(1) A steady arc; (2) a white light free
from discoloration; (3) current must stay
at set value; (4) current at arc easily raised
or lowered; (5) arc strike and settle down
quietly.
(a) The outfit must be as simple as possible; (b) must stand overloads without
damage; (c) must be quiet in operation;
Cd) must successfully operate two arcs at
the same time; (e) must be easily and
quickly repaired in emergency; (f) must
not be affected
changes in current conditions outside by
itself.
The General Electric equipment is the
result of many years of practical experience in building this particular line of
machines.
This new Motor Generator differs materially from the former type in that the
lamps operate in series instead of in multiple when changing over or dissolving the
The
pictures.new type of motor generator has
been developed for two reasons : First, to
improve the overall efficiently when operTwo General Electric Contributions to Perfect Projection.
ating two lamps, and second, to produce
4t the left, A.C. compensars; to the right, A.C. t» DC compenearc.. E.F.-3-36
a machiae -wljifb ■■% mccf easily bandVi?
Ampere g«n&ratar

Making

the Alternating

Current

Behave
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WANTED
Machines

PROPOSITIONS

and

IN ALL

Supplies)
LARGE

CITIES

IF YOU ARE A REAL LIVE WIRE, UP-TO-DATE, ENERGETIC, NOT AFRAID OF WORK AND THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED IN SELLING MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES.
THIS IS THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME TO MAKE THE RIGHT CONNECTION. STATE AGE,
EXPERIENCE, AND SALARY DESIRED. REPLIES TREATED CONFIDENTIALLY. ADDRESS EQ.
DEPT., M. P. W., 516 5TH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour own Bpedal Ticket,
mny colon,
numbered ererr
; ftOcur»t«ly
roll guaranteed.
Coopon
TlckeU6.000,
for WOO.
Prize
Drawlnm;
fTrompt ihlpmenta. Caih
^rttJi the order. Get the
Rertmples.Seat Send
'■ served
CouponAiRgnm
Ticket*.foreerUl
or
dated.
All tlcieU mujt
con—
- form to Government
regulation
1 bear eetabUahed priot of admlsalon and tai
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
Ten Thouaaiid
Fifty Thousand
9-00
Fifteen Thousand
4.00
Twenty-fire Thousand
6-00
One Hundred Thousand 15.00
National Ticket Co.
shamokin, Pa.

oNLlFool-Proof Splicing Machine
FOR
Laboratory
Exchange
Theatre
Price:
Write$7.50
for Folder
or
A»k Tour Dealer
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
359-363 East 155th Street New York City
eco Hoods for
Sign, Stage or Canopy Lights
They Cover the Bulb and
Show Brilliant and
Lasting: Colors
Possessin every
you
dollars
lamp advantage.
renewals. Save
Preclude
bothersome
dipping.
Are
easily
put
on or taken off.
For S. 10,
25 andLamps40 W. Reynolds Electric Co.
426 S. Tatman Ave., Chicago, III.
Standard Motion Picture Co.
Oet acquainted with our prieet
and facilities for handling your
DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING
All Work Guaranteed — Seryice the Best
Addresi; 1007 Mailers BIdg., Chicago— Phone: Central 2347

by an inexperienced operator, particularly
on two-lamp operation.
General Mechanical Construction.
These equipments are built in three
standard sizes, for 35-50 and 70 amperes,
each machine capable of operating two
lamps in series for a short period of time.
These two lamp outfits are intended for
use on two or more picture machines
where it is desired to operate two rnachines for a brief interval, in changing
over the picture from one machine to another to give a dissolving effect.
There is, however, no objection to putting a greater number of arcs in series so
long as only one arc is burned continuously and not more than two lamps are
burning at the same time. In this manner the two picture machines and the spot
light could be operated from the motor
generator with the understanding that only
two of them will be used at the same time
and the same current is taken by each
lamp.
These standard sizes will meet the requirements of practically all picture theatres except, perhaps, the very largest, in
which case the other requirements to be
met would doubtless require the use of a
special machine.
The smallest outfit for 35 ampere arcs is
only suitable for the smaller theatres, as
our experience over a number of years
shows that the outfit for 2-50 ampere lamps
is preferable, even though the requirements at the time the set is sold may be
somewhat less than this.
A 100 ampere size is not listed, but several have been built and sold with entirely satisfactory results, so that this
larger size can be listed if desired.
Electrical Characteristics.
These motor generators are built with
special generators and standard induction
motors. Those mounted on a cast iron subbase and connected by a rigid coupling,
forming a three-bearing set.
These machines are desigaed to give an
open circuit voltage of approximately 180
volts which drops to 60 volts when one
lamp is burning. The two lamps are connected in series with the generator and
without any steadying resistance.
Short circuiting switches are provided to
close the circuit around the lamp that is
not burning, and these being connected
ahead of the lamp disconnecting switches
allow the lamps to be trimmed without
opening the circuit.
When the second arc is struck, the machine automatically increases voltage until
there is generated a terminal voltage of
approximately
are burning. 120 volts when both lamps
The machine voltage accommodates
Itself to the length of arc drawn, so that
It will give practically the same current

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable
type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 30
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, Wise.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has the
quality'
of theAll trade
Great
Britain
and circulation
the Dominions.
OfficialIn
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusiyely In
this ioBrnal.
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.25.
SAMPLE
COPY ONANDREQUEST.
ADVERTISING RATES
Appointed
by Agreement
DatedOF7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL
ORGAN
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIA.
TION
OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
& IRELAND.
LTD.

ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
Amonr the Best Two-Reelers on the Msrkot
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPUE8
WRITE FOR BATALOO
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
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View of American
Projectoscope Closed

IDEAL

FOR

O

E

N

E W

PROJECTOSCOPE
T

O

R

- D

R

IV E

N

The American Projectoscope, known throughout the film trade as
"The Portable Motion Picture Projecting Machine Without An
Apology" — the most perfect type of portable projector yet put on the
market, is now obtainable with a motor-drive. It is approved and
endorsed by the foremost projection experts of the industry.

SCHOOLS

AND

CHURCHES

Here is the ideal machine for showing motion pictures in
schools and churches. Small, light, fool-proof. Film can be
stopped at any point. Run either forward or backward. No
experience necessary. Anyone can operate it.
FOR

SELLING

MERCHANDISE

The American Projectoscope is perfect as a commercial projector. Equip your salesmen with rolls of commercial film
showing your product in process of manufacture or in
operation; provide them with American Projectoscopes and
watch the orders roll in. "Seeing is believing." Your salesmen will be able to "show" prospects. They can demonstrate
your motion pictures in a customer's office. Show pictures
on a wall, window curtain, even on the ceiling. Thousands
are in use for this purpose.
FOR

FILM

View of American Projectoscope Open
INSPECTION

Directors, film editors, etc., find the American Projectoscope without an equal for inspecting
films in the laboratory. It permits you to stop the fihn anywhere. Run it backward or forward. No possibility of further mistakes in titles or scenes. Inspect any portion of a film at
your leisure.

EASILY

PORTABLE— RUNS
FILM FORWARD
OR BACKWARD
The new American Projectoscope, motor-driven, weighs but 25 pounds. In the hand-driven
inodel the weight is but 20 pounds. It carries like a suitcase. The fact that films can be run
either forward or backward, or stopped and held stationary on the screen makes the Projectoscope an especially desirable machine for demonstration purposes. Permits a salesman to lecture any point of a film, to turn back to any point desired.
BACKED

BY

GUARANTEE— REASONABLE

IN PRICE

The strongest kind of a guarantee goes with each and every American Projectoscope. The thousands already in use have all given satisfaction plus. Houses that began with two or three Projectoscopes are now ordering enough to equip all their sales force. The Projectoscope is
reasonable in price. Write for descriptive literature and prices.

AMERICAN
6227

PROJECTING

BROADWAY

Dept. 25

COMPANY
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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"NEWMAN'^
Brass
Frames and Rails
Read What Josiah Pearce & Sons Says
About Our Goods
Gentlemen
: you have
Now that
completed
equipment
our new theatres
here InIn
New ton,
Orleans,
Texas, weandwantHous-to
take this means of eipresslnR topreciatiyou
apthehaveour
manner
Inbusiness
whirh withweon of you.
alsodoneas
to the character of your
goods.out exception,
You have, withour
orders
Just aseverfilled
promptly
as we could
eij)ect
and
probably
quicker
than we had anticipated,
and ingthesupplh-d
fart usof with
your brass
havframes andIs evidence
various other
in our
theatres
that weequipmenr
are pleased
withfifteen
your
gonda.practical
for they arewethehavemostas yet
atiradive.
durable
and
found.
wish youthatgood
luck
Inverythetruly.
prosecution of
yourWe work.
Yours
JOSIAH PEARCE
& SO.NS, I>a.
PEARCE.
Orleans,
We.T. E.manufacture
the frames New
In various
finishes
which do not require polishing.
The Newman Mfg. Co.
ESTABLISHED 1882
Write fur our Latest Catolofjue.
717-19
Sycamore
O.
68 W. Washin^on Street,
Street.Cincinnati.
Chicago. 111.
Canadian Representative
—
J.
T.
Malone.
337
Bluery
Street. Montreal. Caictda.
Pacific
— G. A.Grilles.
Metcalfe, SanSigns,
Frandsco. Cal.
Frames, Coast
Easels.
Kick Plates, Ralls,
Door Bars. Choppers,
GUARANTEED

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State — total 25,300; by States, Per$4.00.
M.
1,057
61m
exchanges
$7.50
313 manufacturers and studios
4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
Write for our up-to-date price list.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

fromseries.
one very short arc to two long arcs
in
Wiring: Scheme Is Simple.
This results in a very simple scheme of
wiring, since
containing
instruments andthe
fieldpanel
rheostats
can be the
placed
in any convenient part of the booth, while
the two individual short circuiting switches
can be mounted conveniently on the stand
of the picture machine.
The very flexible source of current behind the lamps tends to keep the arc
quiet and at the same intensity which allows the picture to be faded in or out,
without any change of the light on the
screen.
The design is such that the current at
the arc can be varied by the operator over
a wide range by means of the field rheostat. This scheme of operation is practically foolproof, as the operator has only
to remember to open and close his short
circuiting switch when his carbons are
frozen.
Since the motor is a standard Induction
Motor, it can be supplied for any standard
frequency or supply voltage.
The smallest size multiphase equipments
require no starting device, on the two
larger sizes motor starters are usually required by the local power companies and
are supplied as a part of the complete
equipment.
Method of Operation.
On open circuit this machine generates
a voltage of approximately 180 volts. The
first arc is struck in the usual manner. The
second
lamp is short circuited by means
of
a switch.
When ready to change over to the second lamp the carbons are closed together
until they touch. The short circuiting
switch is then opened and the carbons
gradually separated, the machine voltage
automatically increasing to take care of
the added resistance ®f the arc maintaining the current practically constant.
To shut ofT the first lamp the carbons are
gradually brought together until they
touch and the short circuiting switch
closed. Machine voltage will automatically
decrease as the first lamp carbons are
broughtmain constant.
together and the current will re-

Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers BIdg.
5 South Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers InPicture
Motiofrrapb. Standard
and SimpIeoE
MoTins
Miniua Screens andMachines.
Ever>thingNational
for the Carbons.
Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN

mn^rteK
.\utom.nticaIly
such voltage
arc
re<iuires. Nosupplies
waste ofonlvcurrent
in ballast.as
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West 114th Street Cleveland, Ohio

PERFECTION IN PROJECTION

DECORATIONS
May we not submit
our designs
to you?
Write us.without obtloatlOM
William G. Andrews Decorative Co.
140S S. Wabash Avenue. Chlcaco

Gold

King Screen
10
No. 1 Grade, Days'
75c.; No.Trial
2 Grade, 50c.
Stretchers included
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturers
of Electric
Alachlnes
for Movinn
PictureTicket
TheatresTftsulng
and
Restaurants. Sold direct or through your
dealer.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
TICKET REGISTER COMPANY
151 1 North Broadway
St. Louis. Mo., U. S. A.

We Specialize
on Hieh
Picture House
and Grade
TheatreMotion

March 13, 1920
PICTURE
THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yours.
District of Columbia
REGINALD W. GEARE
327 Woodward Bide, Washington, D. C.
ZINK, SPARKLIN, GANDOLFO, Inc.
943 Mansey Side., Washinston, D. C.
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 KresEe Bids.. Detroit, Mich.
C. HOWARD CRANE
100 Griawold Bidr., Detroit, Mich.
Afissouri
Carl Boiler & Brother
Theatre Architects
RIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CITT, HO.
ConsultantB
other plana
arcblMcU.
Advisors to owners torevrarding
and
Bpecin<^tlons of contemplated ttieatre*.
EDGAR P. MADORIE
1105-6-7 Republic Bide Kansaa City, Mo.
New York
EUGENE DE ROSA
110 West 40th St.. New York
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 South 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Otriclal Or«an of ttie Italian Clnematocraph tTaloo
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: 20 francs per annum.
Editorial and Business Offices:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representative
Weekly Jonrnal of
the British Film Industry
Of special Interest to all who buy or lell Films.
OFFICES:
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. L
Specimen copy free on refluesl.
Foreign Subscriptions: One pound ten sUlllngs (Oold).

MIRROROID
The Perfect Projection Screen
OVER 12.000 IN USE
Write for Sample and Quotations
H, C. CENTER & CO.
NEWBURGH. N. Y.

Kinarko Carbons
YOUR DEALER, OR
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
New York City
110-112-114 West 42nd St.

THE NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
FLICKERLESS
"SAFETYPROJECTOR
STANDARD"
MOTION PICTURE
Dept. M.W.
The Pathescope Co. of America, Inc.
Aeolian Hall
New York

AMERICAN
jFotoplaper
<Trnde-M.irk Reristered)
The MusicTi Marv.l
Write for Catalocne
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
62 West 4.'>lh Street New York City
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What

Does

One

Warm,

"Sticky"

Day
Cost
You?
Weather, when it is not right for drying, is costly to the
film manufucturer.
Ideal drying weather, the year 'round, through

yri@¥ani
(REG. U.S. PAT. OPP.)

AIR-CONDITIONING
is inexpensive because

of the weeks

creating and maintaining
of the weather — an

of time

it saves by

all the tirne — regardless of whims

absolutely

regulated and suitable climate
the maximum

SYSTEMS

uniform,
for drying

quantity of film per day,

every day.
Sturtevant Air Conditioning Dries
50,000 Feet in 15 Minutes
This
Film

is its performance
Corporation.

more?

Send

for

"Climate

Doctors."

May

with

the Fox

we

tell you

illustrated booklet,

MULXrVANE FAN
Direct Connected to Motor Type
used in Sturtevant
ditioning Systems. Aip Con-

The W. L. Fleisher engineering and construction organization of
New York are experts in the Held of air conditioning, and by joining their experience with the quality standard of Sturtevant apparatus, assure and guarantee the results in all cases.

B.

F.

STURTEVANT

HYDE

PARK,
AND

ALL

COMPANY

BOSTON,
PRINCIPAL

CITIES

MASS.
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CARBONS

A joy to the projectionist because they
operate so perfectly and because there is a
size and style for every operating condition.
A joy to the audience because they work
noiselessly and make the picture appear on
the screen clear and steady — there is no
straining of the eyes to follow the story of
the photoplay.
Speer Directo-Hold-Ark
Carbons

INCREASE

SUMMER
BUSINESS
Many
exhibitors
write
us
that
their TYPHOON
50%
COOLING and VENTILATING SYSTEM increases their summer receipts at least 25% —
in many instances the increase is 50% and
over — in summer every theatre cooled by
TYPHOONS draws the crowds.
Install TYPHOONS

Combination

for Direct Current

Speer Alterno Combination

Carbons

for Alternating Current
Write your dealer for descriptive folders
and price lists.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "M"

"The Carbons That Are Guaranteed"
SPE,ER
CAKBON
ST. MARYS, PA.

B.

F.

P.

on

IN

Typhoon
Company
ERNST GLANTZBERG. President
281 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1044 C.\MP ST.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
New Orleans, La.
Chicago, III.

CO.

The

Great

White

Way

PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE "SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER
OF THIS MAGAZINE.
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
Cinemaquipment Center, Entire Second Floor, 729 Seventh Avenue, at 49th Street, New York
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A SavesDependable
Senice
you from 30% to 50% Mailing
in i>ostage, etc. List
Reaches all
or selected
list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of exhibitor as well
as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring
motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information In
advance of theatres being or to be built.
'W74

I Motion Picture Directory Company
Phone: Bryant 8138
244 West 42nd Street, New York
Printing Typewriting
Addressing Multigraphing
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PICTURES
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STANDARDIZED
PRECISION
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
PRINTERS
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES
SPLICER
For
Motionratories,Picture
LaboACCESSORIES
Studio*, Theatres
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO. losangeles
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These lamps come in two sizes, 600 and 900
watt, and may be used on alternating or
direct current. They are rapidly taking the
place of the troublesome arc. Write for
particulars.
Westinghouse Lamp Company
165 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Sales Offices and Warehouses Throughout the Country
For Canada — Canadian Westinghouse Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Oat.

WESTINGHOUS

MAZDA

For

Motion

LAMPS

Picture

Projection

1853

1854
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Motor

EASTMAN
FILM

is identified by the words
"Eastman" and "Kodak"
in the film margin.

It is the film that first made
motion pictures practical

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Rewind

Combination
For
Operating
Rooms
and Film
Laboratories
Combines
Efficiency,
Safety,

and

Cabinet

Durability and
Compactness
at a
Reasonable
Cost
Complete
f.o.b.
San Francisco,
$150.00.
Weight,
crated
for shipment,
335 pounds
Reels — Film Waxing Machines — Film Cement
and Menders — Film Trim Snips —
Cameras and Eastman Raw Film
G. A. METCALFE
Specialty Equipment for Theatres and Film Laboratories
305-7-9
BROADWAY
117-119 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK
CITY
SAN FRANaSCO
Cable Address: "Metmopic.' N. Y. or S.

EAGLE

ROCK

FILM
Gundlach
Projection

Lenses

Can not be surpassed for critical definition,
flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination, and we maintain absolute uniformity ofquality. That's the reason they
are used in nearly every theatre .in the
United States and Canada.

The

Quality

Right

Stock

photographically.

Maximum
the

Raw

servicejf

in

projector.

Made by
IintheI
pfS AUl
Vlens/
The Eagle Rock

Gundlach-Manhattan Oplical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Manufacturing

Company

Verona, New Jersey
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COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE
Specially
Uniform
EXPERTS

WORK
equipped for QUANTITY production.
SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
with scientific supervision can produce.

No

Vibration

SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St., New York City
Bet. Eighth and Ninth Aves.
Bryant 5437

Y ou can balance a De Vry on a
tea cup and it produces motion
pictures as if shot from a stone wall.
You can put the De Vry on a table,
a chair — on any non-rocking object
with four legs or none, and it does

CEMENT
hu
atood
Uie
t«st
of
many
yeara.
That', why ItItooHm
1* uied axteiulTdr
byticular
the largest
but pw-In
buyers atudioe.
looking exchange,
for remitsanddo theatre..
not object to themore,
difference
price. 25c. will bring you an ounce bottle prepaid.

perfect work. It's in a class by itself
in this, as in all other respects. See
it and know for yourself.

THEATRE ACCESSORIES
THrAW§[lJ][WBl

Preview

ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
["AMERICA'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORD£R SUPPLY HOUSE "[
' SOLE
SOUTHERN
PROJECTORS
DISTRIBUTORS

with

a DeVry!

A projector which stands up to that test
is what professionals need for previewing.
To a Film Exchange, also, a DeVry
invaluable.

is

We ask that you let us give you a De Vry
demonstration. Say the word and our representative from one of 60 cities will come
and show you — in your own office.
tlicdtrc PAY
- all j'ummcr
Send for newj
Booklet No. 6
NEW

VOR.K.

7.

There's nothing like the DeVry. So light!
So handy! So compact! Remember, a poor
projector kills a good film. So see the
DeVry before you decide. It is endorsed
by the best and most successful people in
the motion-picture profession.
A letter, or the coupon below filled out
and signed, lets you see for yourself. Why
not send the coupon today?
The

V
Gold

Fibre

Screens

Last Year We QUADRUPLED Our Largest
Previous Annual Output of Minusa Screens.
What's the Answer?
A

GOOD
INVESTMENT
Samples and Literature upon request.
There's a Distributor Near You
MINUSA CINE
SCREEN CO.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

DeVry Corporation
1256 Marianna Street, Chicago
New York Office - 141 West 42d Street

The DeVry Corporation, 1256 Marianna St., Chicago. Dept. 3.
hlame..
f
demono
s
n
o
i
t
a
r
t
s
the
De
Vry,
give
may
You
I I Yes.
without obligation, at Street .
the following address.
City ....
send asfreeit isbooklet as soon
off
Q Yes. Please
State...
the press.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

31 PER WORD FOR SITUATIONS WANTED
^ AND HELP WANTED. MINIMUM, $0.50
SITUATIONS WANTED.
MANAGER,
live wire,
years' experience,
booking
specialist,
expert twelve
projectionist,
with New
York license ; superior references. William, care
M. P. World, New York City.
AT LIBERTY — Moving picture operator, technically trained ; go anywhere. Oliver Blaine, East
Garro St., Plymouth, Ind.
PHOTOGRAPHER. — First class photographer, at
presenttion,manager
department
of largeClass,
corporadesires New
to still
make
change. First
care
M. P. World,
York City.
AT LIBERTY — Pianiste and trap drummer,
ladies, competent in all lines ; pianiste can lead ;
good library ; union. E. H. Pianiste, 4 Leroy St.,
Suite 2, Dorchester, Mass.
MANAGER,
eight
years' thoroughly,
experience, solicits
understands
projection
and respondence
advertising
corfrom interested
parties anywhere.
Highest credentials. L. S. Rappaport, 77 Simonson
Ave., Mariners Harbor, Staten Island, N. Y.
HELP WANTED.
EXPERIENCED laboratory superintendent wanted
by Middle West industrial motion picture producers
to take charge of new laboratory now being constructed In large Middle West city. Must be expert.Midwest,
Splendid care
opportunity
for theNew
rightYork
man.City.Address
M. P. World,
LOCAL No. 448 can use a few good operators.
Write Business Agent, P. O. Box 225, Pueblo, Colo.
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
PROM CANTON, ILLINOIS, to Canton, China,
100,000 customers use our wonderful catalog and
Bcrvlce for all their photographic needs. Movie
cameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text
books, suppleis, etc., etc., all at sensational money
saving prices. Write for this valuable, F-R-E-E

TZr
9^

PER WORD
CIAL ADS.

catalog today. David Stern Company, "Value, service, satisfaction since 1885," Chicago, 111.
UNIVERSAL MOTION PICTURE CAMERA DIRECT TO YOU,
record-breaking
200foot model,
brandat new,
list $430, prices.
net $345.00;
200-foot model, with internal shutter dissolve, list
$516.00. net $425,000 ; 400-foot model, list $640.00,
net pricesolve, list$525.00
model,$595.00.
with internal
dis$728.00,; 400-foot
Bass price
The above
are the
latest
models,
brand
new.
Immediate
delivery, cash with order or 25 per cent deposit, balance
C. O. D. This is the greatest opportunity ever
offered and may not be repeated again. This is
in line with our campaign to double our sales, and
you are the winner. Send your orders or write
for complete PICTURE
catalogue. HEADQUARTERS.
Write today to AMERICA'S
MOTION
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY, 100 North Dearborn St., Chicago, 1 1.
THE MOTION
a "BEHIND
complete treatise
on makingPICTURE
and takingSCREEN,"
the picture,PANY,
price Chicago,
$3.65,111.postpaid. BASS CAMERA COMC-2 DE VRY, perfect condition, ready for use,
$100.00.
DeVry, perfect
guaranteed,
$150.00. C-90
Headquarters
for newcondition,
and used
portable
projectors. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, 109 North
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
CAMERAS, ETC., WANTED.
WANTED— Bell & Howell, Pathe or Debrle or
other good make of camera. Address Baker, 9325
Gaylord Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
EQUIPMENT WANTED.
WANTED
Entire 2equipment
moving
theatre,
500 — chairs,
machines, forscreen
and picture
booth.
Harry Wunderllch, 207 North 8th St., Lebanon, Pa.

FOR ALL CO MMERMINIMUM, $1.00

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
POWER'S
motor driven,
10x12chairs,
curtain, $40.00;6B,rheostat,
$20.00; $375,000;
110 folding
$125.00 ; 5 K. W. generator, $250.00; 6 H. P. gas
engine, $200.00 ; rewlnder, $5.00 ; complete outBt,
$950 ; used short time. Box 861, Roanoke, Va.
LOOK before you leap Into unnecessary expenditures onPicture
your Electricity,"
theatre electrical
equipments.
"Moby J.Chalmers
H. Hallberg,
280
pages,tionsent
postpaid for $2.50.
Publishing
Co., 516 Fifth Ave., New York City.
FILMS WANTED.
WILL BUY five and six reel new and used features. Only those having condition, star casts,
striking titles and full set of paper. Specialty
Photoplay, Inc., 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE— Million Dollar Mystery, 46 reels;
"Girl From Frisco," 50 reels ; "Social Pirates," 30
reels ; "Italian Battle Front," 10 reels ; "Orlfllth'«
Battle of Sexes," 5 reels ; "Cleopatra," 8 reels ;
"Rip Bud,"
Van Winkle,"Hopkins,"
5 reels; also PIckford,
series of "Ham
and
reel specials "Sis
; other featuresMary
and comedies, single
large
selection. Guaranty Pictures Co., 145 West 45th
St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Mutt and Jeff Comedies, also features
and serials ; alsoExchange,
"Seven Deadly
Federal
Inc., 145Sins,"
West 3745threels.
St,
New YorkFeature
City.
FILMS FOR SALE— One million feet, all makes,
lengths and varieties. $4.00 per reel and up. Send
for
list Feature
Minneapolis,
Minn. Film Company, Loeb Arcade,

"MARTIN"

CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago
1010 Brokaw BIdg., New Yoft

S

s

What'
the

MOTION PICTURE IThis Is the Book
HANDBOOK
That WiU Cut
rot nwACERS m> opewtoks ■

F.H RICHAR.03t.:

Use?

and

Of running a good
show, if nobody
knows about it?

Improve Your
Screen Results

After you've read
Sargent's Book and
pulled the stunts that he tells about, the only ones
in town who won't line up in front of your box
office will be the ticket sellers.
Send
and get this money

[Projection-Room
Expenses

$2.00
maker postpaid.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York, U. S. A.

NP«- YORK

You Are Handicapped Without It
Richardson's

Handbook

Costs

$4.00 Postpaid
Its Readers Would Not Be Without
It for $100.00
Send Check, P. O. Money Order or Cash

TO
PURLISfflNG CO.
CHALMERS
516 Fifth Avenue, New York, U. S. A.
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Or

A

Big

You
Price

Pay'

Penalty

Can you afford to do business without an AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER and pay the penalty of hundreds and possibly thousands of
dollars of losses through the careless handling of your tickets and
money?

AMERICA'S
FOREMOST PRODUCERS
Certainly not. Be wise in time. Get
the full facts on the 1920 Perfected
AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER and
you'll decide to save money, by putting one in your box office at once.
JOINERS
You may think you know all about
the AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER,
WANTED

HIGHEST

but you don't, if you're not using
the 1920 Perfected
AUTOMATICKET REGISTER. To know it is
to use it.

SALARIES

Get the facts. Write us right now
for your copy of our 1920 catalogue.
It gives important box-office information that you should have.

PAID

DEALERS
NEGATIVE

Write
DEALER

:

for

the AUTOMATICKET
proposition. AUTOMA-

TICKET DEALERS "find business

DEVELOPING
and Sample Prints a Specialty
H. J. STREYCKMANS,
Mana^ng Editor

REGISTER
CO.
New York City

good."
PALISADE

FILM

LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Morsemere 621-622

Foreign

Representatives

Trans-Regional

New

York

Trading Corporation

London

Paris
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FOUNDED

J. P. CHALMERS

IN I907i

SHORE
ACRES
Starring
ALICE
LAKE
Scenario by Aithur J. 2ELLNEIL
Directed By Rex INGRAM
Maxwell Kai^ei-BirectorGcnl.
METRO

Chalmers
^

[Publishing

'

Company

, 576

cl^ifth oAvenue

CopTTlght, laao, by the Chalmers Piihllihlm Company.
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advertising
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experts
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camera.
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to the
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medium
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as necessary
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world.

efforts, under a perfectly co-ordinating leadership, have made
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and

ever

ever

they

exhibitor
time

he

bring

in.

conceived

exhibitor

attract

!

lens

is

they

public.

and
the

a

public,

the

knows
counts

as

the

sell

developed,

he

demon-

receipts

that

after all, money talks truthfully, and the financial returns from RITCHEY
posters become
an

unanswerable

argument

RITCHEY
406 WEST

31st STREET,

for their

constant

LITHO.
NEW

YORK

use.

CORP.

TELEPHONE,

CHELSEA

8388

in

"THE

A Williams.

TOLL

GATE

Hart

Production
"The greatest picture I
have
produced" says
WilHamever
S. Hart.
Why? Because it's the
story he's wanted to do for
three years. And now, producing with his own company, he has let nothing
stand in the way of making
"The Toll Gate" his greatest work.
A wonderful story, six
months in the making, sixteen hundred miles for locations. No expense, no
trouble, no detail, no time
spared.
That's why!
By Wm. S. Hart and Lambert Hillyer
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
Photographed by Joe August.A.S.C.

jz^ C/>aramountj^ricrafi

Cpicture

'"pHE wind s in our
J- sails and we re off!
Off to the Spanish
Main to hunt pirate

S|)amsliGoId .'HiddeaTi
Q marvelous pvodmiion of the oreafesf

oj all adventure stones

"

gold!
Off with the wicked'
est gang of pirates
that ever flew the
black flag!

Off for a port where
the years don't count
and a boy's wild
dreams come true!
Here's a super'Special
that means record
business the minute
you tell folks it's
coming!

ICE

MAUR

RNEUR
TOUPR
ESENTS

* *

BY ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
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lumph

"the best Western

I have

seen

!

since

Hector was JULIAN
taughtJOHNSON—
to beg."
PHOTOPLAY
''Hats off to Harry Carey for a superb
characterization."

DRAMATIC MIRROR

" 'Overland--St Red' goes right over the
REVIEW
top as a human interestTRADE
drama."
"a picture you' should

be proud
~^."irWEto
W5

tHMl^ HARRISON'S REPORTS
'entitled to the highest praise.
OVERLAND
fr^om the Ttory^

The

RDEVNOLDJ*

pleasing as a

'Knight of the Road.'"

'Directed t>Y

LYNN

show."
Star is mighty

'Harry

scores— humor and
YORK REVIEW
pathos are excellently NEW
commingled,"

UNIVEQ9AL

Carey

WID

SPECIAL

ATTDACTION
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a baby-

and
the

a diaper -in
middle
of a

dry

lake

Ain't

PICTURE

tliat

hell

,„
!

HARRY

"This is the topnotcher of Western screen drama. It has enough
pathos and human appeal to fill
a dozen more reels. Star, director and story make it an irresistible attraction. Women xvill
admire this picture; in fact,
every one ivill like it— and want
Ito see it." — The Billboard.

CAREY

Eve.Post
Satmday
Adapted from feter B. Kyne's famous
Directed
by Jack
FordStory "The ViMl GODFATHERS"
A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTION

lection, has any
our
NEVER,
a, recol
nor many dramas of
Western indram
any nature, received such absolutely
unanimous praise from every well-known critic in the
land as this marvelously human production by Jack
Ford, starring Harry Carey. Here is a picture that
is just as certain to please every single person in your
audience as the sun is certain to rise tomorrow morning. Put on your hat, or 'phone, right now and nail
this wonderful picture. This is real entertainment.

turee

Proven

HERE

T

is a tendency among the smaller theatres of the country to believe that a so-called
l)ig production costs more than it is worth.

THIS may be true when the production has not
been proven — but when a picture, no matter
how big, has an unbroken record of successes
in all the large cities of the country it is only
common sense that it should succeed in exactly
the same proportion in a small town. As a matter
of fact, the small theatre has much the better of it,
because it waits — and because it gets the benefit
of all those big town exploitation methods which
have been shown to be practical.

THIS fact is being proven every day in the
case of these three Dorothy Phillips pictures,
the first two having been directed by Allen
Holubar, who directed that amazing triumph, "The
Heart of Humanity," and the other by RoUin Sturgeon. Every small theatre in the land which has
played these three, or any one of the three, has
been tremendously successful. Ask us for our testimonials to this elTect — they will amaze you. See
your nearest Universal-Jewel exchange todaij for
ex|)loitation ideas that have brought in the money
on these pictures.

what "Observer" says in the
R EAD
Chicago Herald and Examiner:
"With the heavens for a stage and
reckless gods and devils of the air for
actors, Universal has gone far from
the beaten path of pictures. No superlatives can describe the daring aeroplane feats in mid-air of Locklear in
his fearless pursuits and battles with
the Robin Hoods and Deadwood Dicks
of the clouds."

SO much for what the critics say —
here's the dollars side of it':
Says Harry Hart, of the Princess in
Milwaukee: "The receipts went higher
than Locklear ever did. Send along
twenty of this kind a year and we will
be satisfied. I am so pleased that I
want to go on record as saying that if
any exhibitor has a doubt of the draw-

ing power of 'The Great Air Robbery'
let him wire me."
Directed by JACQUES JACCARD

' ^KiEr
DAREDEVIL
ofifte

1670
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Carl Laemmie
presents

HACLAREN

ARY

"P^OUGE
AND
FklCAn
HES"
intimate view of life behind
the footlights; and the story of
a beautiful girl, one of the
South's "quality folks," who
wasn't as bad as she meant to
be. Directed by Harry Franklin.

is recognized

as

of

notable

examples
where

the

on

sincere

by
and

most

the

native

polished

to the

MacLAREN

screen

talent
the

today

has

been

friction

intelligent

splendor

one

of

a

of

effort

star.

THE
FOPsGED
E"
BRIDIn
which Mary MacLaren is
seen as the daughter of a notorious convict who secures her
happiness by his skill as a
forger. Directed by Douglas
Gerrard.

HAT'S
why
knowing
the
power
and

of her

ability to fill their

eager-to-return

patrons,

play every

MacLaren

Play these

two.

Showmen,
irresistible
youth, beauty
houses
are

release.

with

sure

to
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TAKEN

OUT

FULL-HOUSE

YOUR

FIVE

INSURANCE?

you grasped this tremendous opportunity, presented for the first time
in motion picture history, of insuring
record breaking crowds for your theatre and
the chance to bank big profits every single
HAVE

week for a whole year? In "The Full House
Five" you get a quintet of unrivaled serial
head-liners — every one of them a crowdpuller, a crowd pleaser of absolutely proven
power.
The thing for you to do, as an exhibitor who

knows his business, is to insure your theatre
right NOW, not against loss of crowds, but
for an unparalleled gain in attendance for
twelve good long months. Grab this entire
proposition while it is enjoying the force of
our advertising campaign. Forget about all
former hand-to-mouth serial bookings and
insure the life of your business with all five
of these money-getting serials. Your Uni~
versal Exchange will give you complete information. Ring 'em up right NOW!

POLO
WALCAMP
LINCOLN
O'CONNOR
ACORD

!3(j>S WH7

Bwffi.

l°s

(Sip MgassD
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IN MLACE
IMohammed
First Turkish
Ruler EverVI.,Photographed,
Poses for Hearst News. ^
Carl Wallen Tells How He Accomplished Record Feat in the

mimniMi/iinMiiiinniMiiiiiiiniMiMMiiuiiliiiMiiiiuiiiiiiMiiHiniuMMiniMiiiimMiiiiiiiiitiiiimu^

M

[Mim

Ever

a iu»miMmiiiiiii^iMiiniiiin

Throne Room.'
^or the flret time In lUt history
o(the Turkey,
hail poigj^bffor,'
camera a ofSult«n
an American
photop' rapher — a member of Hearst News.
Xhii remarkable concession was
m&de by -Mohammed \'I , who Is the

taken
of
yi.i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|u
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the

most

talked
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of

man

in

the

world

iMfr

IT'S taking a world of international agitation
to get "The Sick Man" out of Europe — and
it took
International Newsthe
to dounbeatable
what no otherenterprise
News Serviceofcould
tlo
•— bring him to your screen. Just another instance of
our exclusive, up-to-the-minute service for the up-to-theminute exhibitor.
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Despite a great deal of producer anS
distributor "hokum" and extravagant
publicity —
Good pictures, in ninety-nine out of
a hundred cases, are known by the first
grade first run theatres in which they play.
Measured by this test and standard "The
Capitol" is a popular and appealing piclure. It is playing the big theatres every^
Where.
Arthur

P. Beck.

jDresents
LEAH

SAIRD
The Picture Girl Beautiful

Prom the notable sta^e success by
AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

Directed by GEORGE IRVING
Leah Baird since last April in
a series of Augustus Thomas'
great stage successes has
drawn with increasing power;
in the best theatres.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPOMION
527 Fi/th Avenue. New YbrkOtr
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Robert

Bruntoa

J.Warren
presents

KERRIGAN
and his own company in

I

$30,000
By H.D. Daniel
Directed by Ernest CWarde
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanksj.
Roscoe Arbuckle and /. Warren.
Kerrigan: —
Two comedians without rivals, the
most popular male star^in_the world
and next to him :
J. Warren Kerrigan.
iMr.
is liked
and played'by
moreKerrigan
exhibitors,
is admired
by ai
larger public and is longer established in public alBTection than any
other dramatic male star except
Fairbanks.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPOmON
527 Fifth Avenue. New YbrkOnr
DittribuUng throu^ PATR^ fac^a rty. hccrporattd

BIG BOSS of the biggest amusement palace in the world — the man
THE
whose clear vision and gift of prophecy caused the great Capitol Theatre
to replace a block of tumble-down shacks on Broadway — infallible interpreter of tastes for the most worldly-wise clientele in existence — Director Bowes
did not hesitate, when opportunity offered, to book his third Realart Picture for
a protracted run. Mr. Bowes announces that his feature picture for the week
beginning April 25 will be Realart's screen production of the Owen Davis stage
success. "SINNERS." featuring Alice Brady and directed by Kenneth Webb.

WANDA

HAWLEY

IS REALART'S

HOLLYWOOD.

NEW

STAR

CALIFORNIA
March 12. 1920

Realart Pictures Corporation,
New York City.
Gentlemen:
Permit me to congratulate you upon the announcement that Miss Wanda Hawley is
to be starred in pictures produced under the Realart Brand.
I am delighted also at the opportunity given Miss Hawley to star, for I feel
that she has long since merited a stellar position in the film world.
In a number of my special productions, notably "Old Wives For New," "We Can't
Have Everything" and "For Better, For Worse," Miss Hawley has evidenced the possession of more than ordinary talent, and of a whimsical, ingenuous charm which renders
her work and her screen presence wholly individual.
I consider her one of the most promising young actresses in the entire motion
picture field and I can only reiterate that I heartily concur with your judgment in
engaging her for stellar purposes in Realart productions.
Very sincerely yours.

Director General Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

i
After

Clouds

Comes

\

Sunshine

Years before, young love had been
awakened and there had been a stolen
kiss, over the garden wall. Then separation— trouble — the world's turmoil —
how love held supreme — the appealing tenderness and whimsical touch of
delicious comedy which only
CONSTANCE

BINNEY

can furnish. Exhibitors are offered the
picture of a decade in
THE
STOLEN

KISS

Based on the widely popular novtl,
"Little Miss By-the-Day," by Lucille Van
Slyke. Scenario by Kathryne Stuart.
Direction Kenneth Webb.
Realart Pictures Corporation
469 Fifth Avenue, New York Cily

Albert

Capelloni

Inc. presents

CJVPSICE

JUNE

IN

Productions

mLKED

AIASY

Adapted
fix)m ihe plag "Liza-jAim 'jbu OliverD.
Boileu. Directed
Lg George Arc^aii^Qiid
Jane

Laprice,

fresh

from

the

5accesse5"OBoqr'and

'A Damsel in Di6tre5s'! in a plag that is humorous,
thetic and stronglu dramatic
bg tums.Ptit aaaint
5oathe™

iru

.umose onlg friend
on gear screen .

i5 her

palittle

old momraii

Inestimable
a9

a

dravin^

possiDiiicies
card"
oP

gay

the

JACK

DEMPSEY
the

best

world,

in

known

man

the

million

Pathe

serial

in

tine

dollar

DAREDEVIL

JACK

Distributors

Produced
®dbert

by

Brunt

on

"This serial is going to be a winner. Dempsey
gets away with the title role in a surprising
manner." — Moving Picture World.
"The manner
the audience
howling with
how strongly
ity at least.

0

-

1

in which the masculine portion of
voiced its approval of Dempsey by
glee at his manoeuvers proves just
the picture will appeal, to masculinAs a drawing card the serial has in-

estimable possibilities."--£^x^t6ifors Trade Review.
''Like the star's good right arm, the serial carries
a punch, many thrilling and exciting scenes.. Dempsey screens as well as any of our well-known
leading men and plays his part without the
least
-Motion
semblance of self -consciousness.
Picture News.
"*You will be wise to use this!" — Wid's.
"The breathless audience punctuated the serial
with gasps."— Aforning Telegraph.

t

>5

^

1^

(^Pcvcrj
tawnvould
cJcsse

picture vas as ^ood
make theatre -goin^

as this, cvcrjr person inyour
an almost daily habit !

SWEET

5LANCHE
in

THE

Bayard

Vcillcr's

the clean,

of a Wall

play

SEX

DEADLIER

9?^ story oP the pinelands.
and

presents

"Diamptoii

healthy

Street

man

^

rushing

streams,

tail mountains

liPe of th.e open; oF the
in order

to teacK

Rathe
Distributor.^

him

kidnapping
humanity.

^^Jty Distributors

^^leonccSlPcrrct

preserirs
DOLORES

CASSINELLI

TARNISHED
REPUTATIONS

is tke vay o^" the -world tKa.tr
most men are' born to prey, and. most
-women to be pursued.
CT^nd vhenr-cputa.tioaas a.re taLrnished and slanderous tongues sl^^
^ood na-mes. almosb anything is
easier For a ^irL tKan to fight back,
and vin. .

Prod-accd
qJcvlyicssc
Directed

hy Mmc.

by

S-ilmlSorph.
Alice

BlacKe

THE
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WONDER

PICTURE

SERIAL

WORLD

PRESENTING

SCREENDOM'S

FAVORITES

AfiUCe AS WELL
KNOWN
THE
MAN INAS THE
MOON

KING

BAGGOT
with

RHEA

MITCHELL

"
and
GRACE
T
H
E

DARMOND

H
T
ALREADY
ALMOST RALL
SOLD!!
A
M
A
'Leads in Superb Acting
in Advertising Value
Leads
rin Prominence of Stars
Sin New Situations
Leads
Leads in Interest for Adults
to the Box Office
to Crowds
Leads in Surprise Effects
Leads in Fascination for Women
to Dollars
Leads in Beauty of Feminine Prin- Leads in Appeal to Juveniles
cipals
Leads in Praise of Press
all Competitors
Leads
in
Dramatic
Suspense
Leads in Praise of Audiences
in Exciting Incidents
Leads in Daring Acting
Leads in Sensational Staging
in Beautiful Backgrounds
Leads in Camera Cunning

IS

Leads
Leads
Leads
Leads
Leads
Leads
Leads

PRODUCED

UNDER

THE

PERSONAL

SUPERVISION

LOUIS
BURSTON
DIRECTED BY W. S. VAN DYKE
Address All Communications to
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.

71 West 23rd St., New

York
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EXHIBITORS
HOUSE

MANAGERS

Here are four books that constitute
afford to be without:

a working

library that you cannot

Kinsila's "Modern Theatre Construction"
fprice $3 postpaid), tells you how to plan
your house.

Hallberg's "Motion Picture Electricity"
(price $2.50
postpaid),
gives
you an expert's
advice
on the
electrical
equipment
of the
theatre.

Richardson's "Motion Picture Hand Book"
(price $4 postpaid), tells you how to get the
best possible screen results.

Sargent's "Picture Theatre Advertising"
(price $2 postpaid), tells you how to pack
your house by advertising your show so as
to make people want to see it.

The entire set will be sent you, all transportation
cash, post-office money order
ment that you ever made.
Address

orders

and

make

checks

CHALMERS

and

It will prove the best invest-

money

PUBLISHING

516 Fifth Avenue

MODERN THEATRE
CONSTRUCTION

or check.

:

[ MOTION PICTURE
HANDBODR
^TlOS '■• l^l^^f^ ^ OPERATORS

:

paid, for $11.50. Send

orders

payable

to

COMPANY
New

York

City, U. S. A.

"

^ F H RICHARDS' ;

MOTION PICTUPvE
ELECTRICITY

^ J. H. HAUBEKG

NG PICTf
YORKliE WORLD
TM MOVIKEvr

The Exhibitor's and House Manager's Working Library
The
|our
books
shown
above will make and save monev for their readers. It's a decided handicap
not to possess them.
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1r is a pleasure — as well as a policy — to record, on
this page, the occasional picture which seems to
us to mark a distinct and broad advance in production.
Such a picture is " Dangerous Days," the first Mary
Roberts Rinehart contribution to the Eminent Authors Series.
" Dangerous Days," the novel, is said to have been
Mrs. Rinehart's best selling book; so the picture goes
forth with this considerable advance advertising.
But this, to our mind, is not so important, not nearly
so important, as the fact that the story was written with
the picture clearly in mind, or else by a mind which
naturally expresses itself in picture values.
So we have here, to begin with, a theme successfully
created for the screen.
That is a big point. Such stories, no matter who
write them, will mark the good picture of the future.
And the theme is a thoughtful one — not merely a
story created to get picture effects. The author looked
into and under our social, spiritual and economic life
at the moment of this country's entrance into the war,
and tells what she saw. The story makes you think;
it aims at something.
The second big point is harmony in production.
This, clearly, is a high type of an organization made
picture — one in which several trained minds have successfully worked to a common end.
To express these results separately, we have:
* * *
FIRST, perfect continuity. We understand this
to be a collaboration of Mrs. Rinehart and
Charles Kenyon, supervised by J. G. Hawks.
The task was not a simple one. We have the separate
romances of the steel maker with a wife and the other
woman he loves; the son, with his youthful problems
of love and duty; the German born foreman of the
works, and his daughter who loves the steel maker's
son. There were grave dangers here of jerkiness and
confusion; yet the story moves clearly, swiftly and
logically along.
The subtitles. They are exceptionally brief, apt
and strong: "wallops," every one. We are told that
Mrs. Rinehart wrote them. Why not?
The acting by an all-star cast is so sincere, the setGOLDWYN

1893

WORLD

Picture

Vol. XXI

The

PICTURE

News

13, 1920

Its

No. xii

Treatment

tings throughout are so realistic that you forget you
are viewing a picture.
Realism is the keynote clear through. There is
lavishness only where it is truly expressive of the millionaire's home and entertainments. Dominant,
always
in city.
the picture, is its locale, the smoky, thunderous steel
All of which mean that Reginald Barker has done
an exceptional piece of direction. And direction here,
as always in pictures, is of the utmost importance. Yet,
we are sure, Mr. Barker will be the first to say that
he could not have got these results without such a
theme, and such preparation of a theme, for the screen.
* * *

a wellpicture
to citeof this
are glad
rounded
example
the new
kind as
of picture,
the kind the screen calls for now, the genuine
example of fewer and better pictures.
W have seen pictures as well and carefully made,
but they may have lacked a theme suitable for picture
presentation. And we have seen good themes carelessly produced, though there is much less excuse these
days for poor production than for unsuitable themes.
If is the harmonious whole that counts : and such
pictures will come only from a harmonious organization highly trained in picture creation and expression.
This may be a very large organization; or it may consist of a very few people.
The theme is of the utmost importance. Without a
theme stars and directors are of little avail.
The theme must be a picture theme — a story capable
of expression, not in word values, but in picture values. This is the paramount point. Without this quality authors' names and books' names are inconsequential.
Then comes the adaptation to the screen. We are
glad to note that an author like Mrs. Rinehart thinks
well enough of pictures not merely to create for them,
but to adapt her creation and write her own subtitles.
And we predict that many more authors will soon
be similarly engaged.
WE
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CRITICS:

wish to thank you heartily and sincerely, not for your praise, nor your approval, nor

the enthusiasm with which you have received "A MAN THERE
All this, we assume, was done in justice to yourselves
and in fairness to your readers.

WAS,"

])y Henrik Ibsen.

We thank you for that which would appear unfavorable
to us in your criticism.
After having declared "A MAN THERE WAS" one of
the greatest photoplays shown in this country, you have
unhesitatingly and in one or two instances, even harshly,
announced that the wonderful effect of the drama, its
absorbing charm and power, as w^ell as its consummate
art of action and direction, are hampered by the superabundance ofpoetry in the sub-titles.
This criticism of yours we found to be absolutely true
and just, and we thank you for it.
For it gave us the opportunity to eliminate from the
greatest play ever shown in this country^ a defect, which
you properly singled out as the only one of "A MAN
THERE WAS."
L. E. MILLER, President,
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
What the Leading Critics of the Motion Picture Press Said

VICTOR SEASTKOM
The Great American Artist
Acclaimed
in Europe the"Prince
of thePre«a
Screen"
Who overwhelmed
American
aa
a Great Actor and a atill greater Director.

About "A MAN THERE WAS" After Its First (imperfect)
Private Projection Specially Arranged for the Press:
We quote them alphabetically :
tic. Presenting, as he docs, a powerful theme logically worked out and
L. R. Harrison in the MOVING PICTURE WORLD
directed
infinite
care and splendidly acted, "A Man There Was" may
of March 6, 1920:
be called with
a real
achievement.
The performance of Victor Seastrom as an actor deserves abundant
There is but one fault in this picture. Too much of the drama is
praise, but his handling of the subject matter as director awakens enthu- told through the sub-titles. Aside from this weakness, the feature is
siasm. . . . There is enough of it to show vivid Hashes of potential above reproach.
genius. His handling of the spirited and realistic scenes of storm at sea
Helen Rockwell in oftheMarch
EXHIBITOR'S
Is
almost
revelation.
"A Man
Theresoul.Was" is a picture of high intensity
and tendera pathos,
a drama
of the
6, 1920: TRADE REVIEW
is presented
with suchof simplicity
and realism
John Morrell in the NEW YORK REVIEW of February 28, 1920:
that"Aits Man
effectThere
is twiceWas"as forceful
as if moulded
the conventional
melodramatic
metal.ocean
The picture
has beenmoods.
beautifully
produced with
exquiIn looking at "A Man There Was" we cannot think of an American
site
views
of
the
in
its
various
The
camerawork
is excellent
director
who
could
have
brought
out
its
psychology
or
its
realistic
scope
and the picture worth viewing if only for the marvellous glimpses of
any better — perhaps not so well.
sea, which are shown.
The picture keeps the spectator completely fascinated. In point of the Titles
— too plentiful, too poetic.
picturcsqueness,
story
quality,
interpretation
and
direction,
it
is
an
exceptional offering.
WID'S, February 29, 1920:
The star is Victor Seastrom, who is also the director. Fine as his permance is, his direction is better. The angles he has caught on the
"A
Man
Tliere
Was"
a whole
is a verywellpowerful
sea story.
Direcwreck are foralmost
like animated conceptions of marine paintings.
tion— has handled the sea asscenes
wonderfully
and registered
the drama
As an actor
he resembles
William
Farnum
inSeastrom
countenance,
but
his effectively.
Photography — generally very Une. The star renders a powerful
characterization.
performance
is
more
finished.
It
is
said
that
Mr.
is
an
American who js recognized in
as one of the foremost artists
The drama unfolded is one of strict elementals. All the sequences are
the
cinema. He should come toEurope
his native land and teach some of his ofrivals
handled
verythrill.
dramatically.
Viken's
boat ofisthepictured
how to GBT INTO CHARACTER.
with a real
Again, when
Vikenattempt
puts outto tosavethe hisrescue
yacht
which proves to be owned by his enemy the drama is swift and strong.
Lawrence Reid in the MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Certainly no sequence of sea scenes produced in this country has ever
equaled in sheer natural force the sequence that leads to the climax of
of March 13, 1920:
"A Manand There
star, Victor
Seastrom,His isphysique
a splendidis admirable
character
In this picturization of "A Man There Was" there is revealed one of actor
plays Was."
the
role Tlie
of Viken
feeling.
the treats of the season. As intelligent and carefully wrought as is the and his ability
at makeup
quite with
superior.
performance of Victor Seastrom, his direction is even better. His marine
No telling what fame "A Man There Was" might achieve if properly
views resemble animated masterpieces. His entire work is highly realis- subtitled.

Summarizing all, "A Man There Was"— not a moving picture, but a moving painting.
Victor Seastrom— not a movie star, but a screen luminary of first magnitude. And both
combined are "the treat of the season."

ALBERT

E . 5MITn

nhood is
woma
The glory ofMA
NO powe
r of this,
infinite. WThe
which is called the weaker
sex, is in fact tremendous.
It required an
ALICE JOYCE
the absolute ideal of beauty,
spirit, verve and the grandeur
that is in womankind — to
personify the big thought of

THE SPORTING DUCHESS"
an —
is wom
ght brav
ery, her
, her
ndorthou
splebig
herThe
virtue, her trial and her con'
A Vilagraph Special Production
quest.

\ ^1
4/ N

NDOR
SPLE
'/\t Epsom
Downs
in Surrey,
the^
nobility of England — and the world,
'in fact — gather just before Whitsuntide, to^
reach the zenith of their quest. This is the"*
'occasion of the annual Derby — the classic racing\
event of this earth.

Here emotions and thrills touch their peak.
It was so twenty years ago when
"The
Sporting
Duchess"
became the
dramatic
record
of nobility.
■ It is so tO'day, while Vitagraph's master
picture carries the epic story world'Wide.
Directed b\} George Terwilliger

r/

AUCE

JOKX

I

NEW

YORK

EVENING

SAID:

AFice Joyce as the star of "The Sporting Duchess,"
the picturized version of the famous old Drury
Lane melodrama, at the Broadway this week, does
some of the best acting of her long and generally
happy association with the drama that overcomes
its modesty in celluloid. Miss Joyce is one of the
very best of our screen actresses, exhibiting a poise
and freedom from affectation which produces excellent results upon the wide-eyed witness of the
screen solution of dramatic problems. The plot of
the Drury Lane melodrama

lends itself excellently

to the extravagance of the screen in pictorial settings, and the story is sufficiently absorbing to keep
the temperature of the audience at 104 or thereabouts until the final happy moment when the
villain is clutched by the eager hands of the law;
the hero by the eager hands of the heroine and the
final close-up by the eager hands of the movie
director. "The Sporting Duchess" provides excellent entertainment.
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OFFERS
anc

BRYANT

WASHBURN
IN

THIS IS THE STAR

Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc.
HANDLES
Only Sure-Fire State Right Successes
"Skinner's Dress Suit" has all the necessary success elements.
Bryant Washburn, the star, is too well known to
need comment.
The Saturday Evening Post story is known to
millions.
The picture will be re-issued with new decorative sub-titles, new prints and an entirely new
complement
of publicity and advertising accessories.
Audiences are crying for high-class comedydrama entertainment.
"Skinner's Dress Suit" will sweep the country;
nothing can stop it.
The time is ripe — your state is open — "Skinner's
Dress Suit" is ready for You.

BIDS

THIS IS THE SUIT THAT MADE THE STAE FAMOUS

126-130

FOR

OPEN

VICTOR

KREMER

West

46th Street, New

York

PHONE: BRYANT

8352'
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Comedyart

productIdns

Exchan^
polxitsO

Established
To Date—
Atlanta
67 A Walton Stieet
Boston Criterion Film Company
16 Piedmont Street
T. Williams— D. J. Corbett
Buffalo
48 West Geo.
SwanWright
Street
Chicago
110 SoutliE.State
Street
S. Davies
Cincinnati
Mast<^^piece
Company
Harry Film
Gribbello
Cleveland
405 Sincere
Frank Building
Marshall
Detroit
202 Film Frank
Eiichange
DrewBuilding
Dallas
1911% Commerce
Sol DavisStreet
Denver
H. H. She
Indianapolis
160C Merchants
Bank Building
Kansas CityO. P. Fauchier
EQuitable
Corporation
W. Film
F. Coleman
Los Angeles
514 West 8th Street
MinneapolisJ. A. Quinn
First National Exhibitors Circuit
New York Tom Kress
130FilmWestCo. 46th Street— Alexander
D. M. Tliomas
Philadelphia
1337 Vine
StreetRodner
Harold
Pittsburgh
1201 Liberty Ave.
St. Louis Harry Relff
Arrow Film
Lewis Bzchange
Jarado
San Francisco
101 -Golden
Gate
Ave.
W. E. Matthews
Seattle
2014 Third Ave.
Toronto E. T. Wakefield
34 Victoria
ErwinStreet
Under
Washington
Oil Mather
Building
Dave Mitchell

Special

Pictures

CORP'N.
'^^riH&n
and
direcied

hy

l4oo^t.CDmecj5r

4ooli.Ai*tcoloi*
2oo{t.Meniories
2ooofi.l.reels
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Booked by Fox Circuit, N. Y. Keith-Proctor Circuit, N. Y. Sid S. Cohen Circuit, N. Y. B. S. Mo«« Circuit, N. Y. Crandall Circuit, Washineton, D. C.
Northwest Exhibitora Circuit, Seattle. Lynch Circuit, South. Consolidated Circuit, St. Louia

Are

You

Legally
A PICTORIAL

A NEW SPECIAL PRODUCTION STARRING
Supported by Rosemary Theby and an all-star cast.
Story by Miles Dobson — Scenario by Henry C, Warnack
Direction. Robt. Thornby — Art Direction, Robt. Branton and Staff

"THE
TEN

FILM

DAYS— HARRIS

FOUR
NO

SOLID

THE

OF

NEW

CODY

SEX

RIALTO

CENTURY"

YORK— PRICES

L. J. MEYBERG:
President Success Pictures Co., Los Angeles, Calif,
feature,Exhibitors
"Are You Circuit
Legally from
Married?"
bought Features,
by the North
West
the Greater
Inc,
of Seattle, Wash. Played one week at Clemmer Theatre
to good business all week. Picture went over in very
satisfactory manner.
JAMES Q. CLEMMER.

WEEKS

NUDITY— NO

LEW

THEATER,

?

SENSATION

SENSATION

One Wash.
Week — Clemmer Theatre, Seattle,
One Week more,
— Bluemouse
Theater, BaltiMd.
One Week — Savoy Theater, San Francisco, Calif.
One Mo.Week — Royal Theater, St. Louis,
Two Weeks
land, Ohio— Gayety Theater, CleveOne Week — Rialto Theater, Birmingham, Ala.
Fight
Week—
Toledo,
Ohio Colonial Theatre,

Married

THEATRE,

LOS

PROBLEM— NO WAR— NO
A PICTORIAL SENS.XTION

25c.

TO

$1.00

READ THE CRITICISMS
A CLEAN PICTURE
The greatest line of novelty
advertising ever offered to
the exhibitor and
A Clean Up Picture

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

VULGARITY— NO

VAMPIRES

NOW

BOOKING AT THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
BERNARD H. MILLS, Mgr. NEW YORK CITY
Greater
Northern NewJerseyYork
ELK PHOTO-PLAYS, INC.
W. 46th St.Mgr.
A. 130DRESNER.
Delaware. Maryland
WASHINGTON,
D.
C.
Mather
BIdg.
EXHIBITORS' EXCHANGE
D. C, Virginia
E. J.10 FARRELL,
New England States
MAJOR FILMS, INC.
BOSTON, MASS.
Piedmont St.Mgr.
MORRIS
BERGER.
Mgr.
W.
PITTSBURG, PA.
CRAFT FILM SERVICE
Wett Penntylvanla
Virginia
4121/2
Ferry St.Mgr.
Florida. Georgia.
M.
MITCHELL,
ATLANTA,
GA.
QUALITY FILM SERVICE
Alabama,
No. and Tennessee.
So. Carolina, Tennessee.
73 Walton St.
Upstata
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
THOS. DOOLEY, Mgr.
DOOLEY FILMS, INC.
445 So. Warren St.
New York
BUFFALO, N. Y.
J. SHEFFIELD,
Washington. Oregon,
GREATER FEATURES, INC.
SEATTLE, WASH.
2020 Third Ave.Mgr.
Montana. Idaho
FLOYD LEWIS. Mgr.
ARROW FILM EXCHANGE
ST. LOUIS, MO.
E. Missouri
Empress
Theater Mgr.
BIdg.
W.
A.
L.
KAHN,
KansasMissouri
Kansas City
CRESCENT FILM EXCHANGE
KANSAS CITY, MO.
L. 13BACHE.
Mgr.
E. Pennsylvania
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
ELECTRIC THEA. SUPPLY CO.
So.
Jersey
Vine St.
E.
MAYER,
Mgr.
California,
M. & R. FEATURE EXCHANGE
Nevada. Arizona.
FRANCISCO,
CAL.
107 Golden Gate, 729 8. Olive \SAN
/LOS ANGELES, CAL.
YORK ELLIOT, Mgr.
Mlnnlsota.
ELLIOT FILM CORP.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Produce Exchange BIdg.
North
and Wisconsin,
South Dakota
TORONTO,
REGAL FILMS, LTD.
CANADA
J. P. O'LOUGHLIN
FOREIGN RIGHTS AVAILABLE

STATE
Address

LEONARD

RIGHTS
J.

NOW

SELLING

MEYBERG

905 HAAS BUILDING LOS ANGELES, CAL.
PRODUCED BY SUCCESS PICTURES COMPANY, LOS ANGELES

Distributor

S>rrtmaBjt>ir»ctedtj\mS mj^lbfn-t Capellani

FOUR SUPER-SPECIALS A YEAR

Ike record of CapelIoLni'«3
many ^^reat AcKievemenH
i«
t"jOHon picture producUon
aad
ki-s aLb«?orbind ©.ttd
ina«3>erful confiepHoni -s^omd
^1 <^,i*)onumenl ^ ki^ creative
ei mcN^stei^^
o-bilittj
.
•
•
•
direc^toi'.
DCCLU$IVELYy6r ROBERfrSON COLE
S^P^^h^^l WlJ-i- DIRECT

vJe-creD.Hampl'on preyent^jH.B.mRNER
in the famous novel

J.Locke
by William
In ike theatres wlieve llie
better jDictures are ^demeincled "DieWhite DoveVill
loud vun-s by virhie
play fox;
vivid porh'aya.1 of a
^tory tliak.^ cionta^in^ ocll
the elemenW nec:e«i<iavy
rai' dopd enlertAinmenl •
It is Mi'.Wai ner'^ ^re^vtcst
interpretation. •

ROBERT/^-COLE
S

P
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in the

trade

recently

and

Edward

"EMPTY
ARMS."
been working on

By

Whiteside,

have for a long
the film
^

DR.

FRANK

1903

publications,
producers

period

of

of time

CRANE

the foremost philosopher of the day whose editorials
are read throughout the United States in thousands
of newspapers and magazines. Dr. Crane has in
collaboration with Charles D. Isaacson developed a
powerful story and it has been acted by a very
celebrated cast under the direction of Frank Reicher.
The film
magazine

takes

its inspiration

from

Dr.

Crane's

(Established 1918)
This

magazine

is considered

the popular

successor

to Elbert Hubbard's magazine, "The Philistine."
The circulation is well into the hundreds of thousands and has rendered an important ground work
for the exploitation of the film with the various
other works of Dr. Crane's
the public for many years.

I. On.<l

H

LESTER

PARK

AND

"EMPTY

which

have

EDWARD

been

before

WHITESIDE,

ARMS"

Piobor.
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y I

territory

your

that

you

is to inform

OHIS

is
''Empty Arms''
has been purchased.
than you offered to pay!
more
for 25%

sold

We

take

this extraordinary

this information,
value

to other

because

buyers

your

across

means

to impart

experience

might

to you

prove

of

the continent.

You remember the first announcement on "Empty
Arms." It told how we refused an offer of One Hundred
Thousand Dollars guarantee from one of the big distributors.

"

irS

Then we sent you a copy of the "Hundred Thousand
Dollar Packet" which told in detail of the tremendous boxofl^ice possibilities in "Empty Arms."
You remember that you wired
tory; that you made us an
remember that you thought

terrioffer which we refused. You
the price we quoted too high,
the film and

to see

the opportunity

but you had

us to hold your

judge for

yourself.

Then
13

screen

drama

tion in your

saw

you

and

u^ht

to prove

territory. But you

for time, thinking

we

would
You

said

You

the film.

it was

a powerful

a j^reat box-office

procrastinated.

reduce

remember

You

attracsparred

our price.
that we

wired

you that

other buyers in your territory were also interested. You thought we were bluffing.
The

picture

for 25%

more

is now
than

sold in your
you bid for it.

territory
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However,
more
and

pictures:

''The

Dr. Frank

You

have

first call. He

Scarlet Dragon/'

''A Good

Great

American
RACY/' ~

an opportunity

purchased

didn't

Byron
New

must

Park

admit

"EMPTY
!

is in
show-

ing the film, "Empty
Arms" to the buyers of the territories
still open.

Don't

be

like

appointments

Mr,

with

Z.

MrJ^Park

PHOTOPLAY LIBRARIES, Inc.
(Exclusive Selting Agents)
500 Fifth Avenue
New York City

bsjer

Make

ftrkand

^^id
OR
UNUSU>!^L.
PICTURES
Whiteside

your

at once,

1905

are

three

Woman/'

epic, ''DEMOC-

to acquire

procrastinate

York

WORLD

ARMS^'

territory, but we

who

PICTURE

^ EMPTY

Crane's

tures for your
competitor

following

MOVING
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presents

MSchenck

Norma

^Imad

Gives

Woman

of Mew
A romance
ihe
from
Bohemia
bif Owen
Directed

Tech.Direcbov

National

Johnson

hz/ ^01/ Neil ^

Photographed

A First

Jbrh's
novel

by David

Abel

WM.J^eineck

Attraction

THE

1908

TAKE

MOVINCj

FILTUKK

WUiLLD

NOTICE!

Marshall

Neilan's

Productions
First
be

for

National

booked

on

INDIVIDUAL

can
an

BASIS

ONLY

Positively no bookings will
be accepted for the series!

The First National
Exhibitor's Circuit

''The

River's

By James
Now

Oliver

End''
Curwood

Booking

f
i

March 20, 1920

WATCH
the crowds gather at First
National's
big first-run houses
to see

Mildred

Harris

The Star Charming
in
"The Inferior Sex"
Her first picture
for First National
Louis B. Mayer-Made
Adapted from Frank Stayton's Play
by Waldemar Young
Directed by Joseph W. Henabery
Photographed by Tony Gaudio
Art Director, George Hopkins
A First National Attra^li<>n

lyiu
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r
A

Great

Family

Picture!

Vidor's
W.
King
first production for
First

"The

National

Family
Honor"
It's Dixie Land, with all the
glamour of the Sunny South,
its beautiful women,
mance and chivalry.

its ro-

A

LIFE

MELODY

OF

WITH
A

GREAT

THOUGHT

Portraying the homely realties of
of every-day folks, with the charm
of personalities — picturized in the
simple, direct Vidoric style.

Your

Patrons

Will

Love

It!

Written by John Booth Harrower
Scenario by William Parker
Photography by Ira H. Morgan

A

"First National"

Attraction

She^s

wild
She

won't

wear

clothes

because they "smell missionary."
Sprite of the sands, plaything of the waves, coveted and fought for by the
renegade white men of the
exotic South Sea Isles.

1

D.

W.

GRIFFITH

has created a new and
fascinating personality in

"The

Idol

The

next

"First National"

Dancer"

BIG
Attraction

THE

1912

The

Sale

First
Will
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of

National
Start

Franchises

Soon

As explained in our last advertisement, the task of
figuring percentages for the entire United States and
Canada has required more time than anticipated. It
has been our firm purpose not to sell a single franchise
until the correct rating of every territory has been
made.
To the great number
we counsel patience.

of exhibitors

Do

theatre.

Do

not
not
film

Sell your
sign

long

term

have

applied

contracts

for

service

Until you
sition.
A

up

who

have

Franchise

investigated

is worth

waiting

our

for.

Exhibitors Defense Committee
composed of members of
The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.

Exhibitors Defense Committee
care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y.

propo-
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YES

BOOK
OR BUY

The Thrilling Railroad Serial
THE
20

ADVENTURES
OF HELEN
(Adapted from "The Hazards of Helen")
This Stirrins, Thrilling Serial will be Released in
EPISODES
ELEN

OF
Starrinjr2

REELS

EACH

ORIGINAL

DAREDEVIL
OLMES
It contains action, adventure, excitement and thrills. They follow
each other in rapid succession. If you are an independent exchange,
it will pay you to buy it. If you are an exhibitor, it will make money
for you if you book It.
For Territorial Rishts apply to
Aywon Film Corp., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES ARE NOW BOOKING
THE 729PICTURE
RESPECTIVE
DISTRICTS San Frandaoo, CaL
ATWON
FILM
CORP.,
SCTenth
Am, INNemN.THEIR
York
LIBERTY
FILiI EXCHAMOE,
FAilOCS
PICTUHES
SALES
CO..
Buffalo,
Y.
PHIL. GOLDSTONB. Omaha, Neb.
TRIMODXT
FILM
CO..
Boston,
Man.
STERLING FILM CO., De* Molnea, la.
PREMIER FILM COKP.. AUanU. G».
EDUCATIONAL
FILM CO., MlnnoapoUB,
FmST NATIONAL EXCHANGE, Kansas City. Mo.
LIBERTY
FILM EXCHANGE,
Waillintrtoo. Minn.
D. C.
LYRIC FILM SUPPLY CO., Tene Uaut«, Ind.
Foreisn Rights controlled by

H

PENN

IMPORT
and EXPORT
15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y.
CaUa Addrau: "PENNIMPORT," New York
All Codes

CO.

THE
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We are pleased to announce, however, that there still
remains some GOOD territory, and that information
and details may be had by communicating with

ARROW

FILM

CORPORATION,
220 W. 42d St., New
W. E. SHALLENBERGER, President

York

City

1916
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"Torchy"
Extremely

Is

funny two-reeler,

went over big at the New

a

York

JOHNNY

Success

featuring Johnny

mediately booked for Brooklyn

is the best comedy

March 20, 1920

WORLD

Strand —

HINES

bet since Harold

"Wid's"

Lloyd, but it

bet on the market

to-day — some time to get into New
and finest photoplay theater.
what

and was im-

next week — at top price.

took Mr. Lloyd — the best comedy

Read

Hines,

York's

biggest

says (every word):
•Torchy"

Yea, Bo ! Want a good comedy — a good two-reeler — with
the latest innovations in shimmying music captions ? Then get
to "Torchy."
This is a new one. The "Torchy" comedies featuring
Johnny Hines are being produced by Charles C. Burr, and if
the rest of them come through as well as the first, shown this
week at the Strand, it's a bet that they are going over big.
And the titles! Some titles. One or two of them are too
long, but otherwise they get across in great shape. Probably
the captions really make this two-reeler a feature. Johnny
Hines is good, of course, and the director has seen fit to let him
alone so he plays his natural self. When he crosses himself
after rubbing the countenance of a young Hebrew before he
shoots crap, will get a giggle out of anybody.
And his shimmying feet. If there is a girl who loves to
dance who comes to your house who just won't rave over
Johnny's dancing, and the way shimmy music notes are shown
on the screen — well then — she just isn't a dancer.
It is a good deal harder, so some say, to make a snappy
two-reel comedy than a feature. If so the Johnny Hines organization doesn't seem to be afraid of the job. They've certainly got a knock-out in their first one.
We

have

to offer the best comedy

proposition

of

the year.
MASTER

FILMS,

Charles C. Burr, Pres.
133-5-7 West 44th Street, New York City

INC.
Phone: Bryant 6903
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1917

TO

PRODUCERS

wo factors have served to delay
and to render more difficult the
1

task of those who have sought to

bring about a solution of the perplexing
international economic problems upon
which depends the healthy continuation of
foreign trade of the United States, and the
stabilization of world conditions. The first
of these, of course, has been the unavoidable delay in the conclusion of peace. The
second has been the inexperience and lack
of specific information in the country at
large. Merchants and manufacturers who
heretofore conducted

a business largely

confined to national boundaries, felt a certain strangeness when faced with the necessity of taking into account, in all their calculations, the conditions prevailing not
here at home

alone, but also throughout

the world." .
—/Bulletin of the Guaranty Trust Company o/ New York.)
This is true not only of American motion picture
producers who enter the foreign field, but of foreign producers who attempt to marliet their productions inAmerica.
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORPORATION meets
exactly this need for the American Producer. Its
thorough and practical knowledge of the American
market as related to foreign territories is at the
disposal of all producers who seek intelligent and
profitable foreign representation.
Write us for further particulars.

INTBRr
INTER:OCEAt<
iSUIUOINQi

OCEAN

FIDAi
aiS W.YOTK42.1,CITY
ST.
NEW

1918

Booked
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Petticoats
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Special

Comedies

Tkey Imve lived up to
tite Christie Standard
and establisked themselves
as the Hi^kest Grade
EntertainmeHt in tke
crtRISTlfe

Field oP skoi-t subjects

\ KUELIM
SPECIALS
CHRISTIE

FILM

COMPANY

iisic

Los

Angeles

Cal
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SUBTLE

MYSTERY

fascinatingly interwoven with romance and
human appeal and unfolded under a master
narrator —
That is what you get when you buy
this series. Its merit is proved in the
rapidity with which territory is being
disposed of.
The "Tex" series comes to you in twelve 5-reel
episodes, each complete within itself, and each
adapted for the screen from a famous detective
or mystery story.
They

are

the kind

of stories

all classes

like!

No need to impress upon independent buyers the tremendous saving possible in the booking of 12 5-reel featu res, the form in which this series is being released. ACT NOW!

ARROW

FILM

CORPORATION,
220 W. 42d St., New
W. E. SHALLENBERGER, President

York

City
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DE

SPECIAL

A

Superb

Screen
the

LUXE

Version

quaint

oF

Broadi^

way Comedy
Drama
of Smiles and Heatt
Throbs

ith

the

Original

New

York

Sta^e

Cast

...Headed

by

EMMA

DUNN

and HENRY
HARMON

ff

2y
^Adapted by
OLD
JUNE
MATHIS

Racbel
Crotbers
directed
by Y
AD
L
JOHN
E.INCE

31"
"B y Spec ial Jrra nqe me ni
with LEE KUGEL

Director QeneraL
METRO
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of
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sure

BERT
LYTELL

MAY
ALLISON

ALIAS JIMMY
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Sydney Cohen Re-elected at Utica Convention
,
1929
New York State Exhibitors' League does this and many other things in largest
assembly of their members yet. A rattling good story of the convention.
"Do God and One Man Make a Majority? The Kaiser Thought So'M935
Hot shot is exchanged between ministerial and moving picture factions in
hearing on Sunday opening bill in New Jersey Senate, the above bon mot
coming from the movie side. A special story by our staff representative,
Sumner Smith.
Waking Up and Finding a New Theatre Across the Street
1939
A sensation described by Willard C. Patterson, president of the Southeastern
Theatre Managers' Association, as he backs up J. D. Williams' "showdown"
statement of last week.

"Five Trade Papers in One"
.,
2002
That's the comment we've been receiving on all sides concerning our new
feature, "What Is Said by the Reviewers," giving the consensus of all the
trade paper reviews on all productions. "That's a real feature," is more
than one opinion.
Ministers Plead for Sunday Shows in Texas
1941
Voices from pulpits add to protest on closing of picture theatres in Fort
Worth and Dallas, An exclusive story.

Speculation in Oil? No, Moving Picture Theatres
1937
Rife in the Middle West, brought on by splendid business, building of many
theatres, and the hope of big turn-over. Another scoop.
Canada Urges Use of Pictures in Nationalization Work
1977
Convention of National Education Association speaks for use of motion
pictures in schools, and advocates municipal theatre for showing of educational and Government subjects.
Real Comedy or Just a Foot Race?
19g9
Al Christie takes a fall out of exhibitors, who run their comedies and short
stuff through as if trying for a speed record.
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Making
Real Progress
IF the convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League
of the State of New York in session at Utica accompHshed
^ nothing more than was achieved at the banquet held on
Tuesday evening it would have established a record that will
entitle it to rank among the most notable of state gatherings
— or of national gatherings either. What was done on that
occasion in a way was intangible ; it could not be classed with
the formulation ot constructive legislation. The great value
to motion picture exhibitors of the state directly and of the
nation indirectly lay m the statements made by the men prominently associated with the making of the laws of the Empire
State.
The toastmaster was James J. Walker, minority leader
of the Senate. The speakers included Thaddeus C. Sweet,
speaker of the Assembly, and George F. Thompson, majority
leader of the Senate. These three men, most influential in
converting bills into laws — or in consigning measures to oblivion— publicly went on record as being friendly to motion
pictures and to motion picture men such as those at the head
of the New York League. Supplementing these men in their advocacy of rational motion picture legislation were Sophie Irene
Loeb, president of the Child Welfare Commission, the one
person who more than another was responsible for the passing in 1913 of the bill shutting out unaccompanied children
from picture theatres, and Mayors James K. O'Connor of
Utica and George R. Lunn of Schenectady.
Mr. Walker praised the officers of the league for straightforwardnes , for directness, for their recognition of the fact
that legislators were human beings and also that they were
compelled by reason of their responsibility to the whole public to consider all sides of a question.
Mr. Sweet referred to the agitators other than reds who
beset members of the legislature to deny the public the things
it wants and assured his hearers that "we are not moved by
that hysteria."
"Whatever you think you deserve stand by and tell the
people that is what you deserve and tell them why," said Senator Thompson. "Be just as free and open as is your picture
when it attacks the problems of life. When you do that
you will get everything you deserve." The Senator promised
his help in all good things. He declared he did not think censorship necessary.
Miss Loeb made a strong appeal for the children, emphasized their "right to play," urged that every effort be made
to give them greater opportunities of seeing pictures and promised her help in bringing this about. Also she expressed her
antagonism to censorship.
The Convention a Success
THE convention of the New York State Exhibitors has
been marked by a record-breaking attendance and by
harmony. One of the indications of the oneness of purpose of the Empire State men was the action of the presiding officer on Tuesday in inviting to the platform Lee A.
Ochs and Sam Trigger, both former state presidents, and the
first named one time national president.
That the work of the past year has met the approval of
the membership was indicated by the unanimous re-election
of the entire roster of officers. Messrs. Cohen, Dillon, Mosher,
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Caliban, Elliott, Berman, Linton and Michaels are representatives of the best type of motion picture showmen. The members have proved that they can agree among themselves, and
that is no minor achievement when we consider the outcome
of many other conventions. The unanimous re-election shows
that organization
politics
has state
no place
in the leaders
league's atcounsels. And the words
of the
legislative
the
banquet demonstrate that the body enjoys the confidence
of the men who make the laws of the commonwealth.
New York surely has a healthy organization.
Mrs,

Rineharts

Signal

Success

MANY

foolish things are written about fhe moving picture by otherwise wise persons who would know better if they stopped using snap judgments and applied
themselves to an intelligent attempt to learn the truth m regard to the steady artistic advance of the screen. In one case
we have the misleading but highly flattering statement in a
book devoted to a technical description of the moving picture, the author believes that, "The photoplay of today
leaves little to be desired : motion picture acting and storytelling technique and photography appear pretty nearly
perfect . . . the attainments of today fulfill all that
could be wished for — and more."
The reverse of this opinion is expressed by a writer in a
New York daily after this fashion : "The cinema, following
out its manifest destiny, attracts today that section of theatregoers who are opposed to anything but the least serious and
theInleast
elevatingof forms
of thesnap
drama's
art." is the editorial
refutation
the latter
judgment
indorsement of the Goldwyn production of Mary Roberts
Rinehart's story "Dangerous Days," which is reproduced on
an advertising page of this issue of Moving Picture World.
A writer of Mrs. Rinehart's standing and to whom goes the
credit of having written the brightest and most entertaining
of all screen comedies, it will cause little surprise that a serious story from her pen has achieved so signal a success. With
authors of Mary Roberts Rinehart's stamp to elevate the
screen there is no danger of the stage being left in sole possession of the higher forms of the drama's art. That the
Goldwyn production of the Rinehart story is in keeping with
the importance of the subject is a point that is easy to accept.
Shall

the

Majority

Rule?

New Jersey exhibitors, other representatives of
WHEN
the moving picture industry and representatives of
labor unions appeared in the State Capitol at Trenton on Monday, March 8, to plead that the people be given a
chance to express through the vote their preference as to a
conservative or a liberal Sabbath, they faced the most determined resistance on the part of the Lord's Day Alliance.
The question whether New Jersey people shall have the
opportunity to vote for or against the privilege of attending
moving picture theatres on Sunday, and enjoying other recreations on that day, was bitterly debated. It was a clash of two
utterly different viewpoints. That was shown when a minister declared that sometimes God and one man may constitute
a majority. The reply flung back at him was that one man
(Continued on page 1928)
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he expressed the opinion, in his reply to
Mr. Lane, that the Selznick Enterprises
were well-represented in the Americanization movement by Lewis J. Selznick, who
is chairman of the committee on distribution of Americanization films.

The Iceberg Lover
Is Earle Williams liere in his newest
Vitaeraph, "Captain Swift."
Quaker City Amusement Bill
Is Nearly Million Weekly
As a result of his annual tour of the
ses, Fire MarPhiladelphia playhou
shall Elliot, announced last week that
there are 160 picture houses and 56 theatres
in that city. During the past two or three
years few houses have been added, although plani are on hand for several notable additions to the amusement places in
the central section.
An extraordinary attendance to all places
of amusement has followed the war. Showmen and house managers have no cause
for complaint. Records show that even a
motion picture house has proved a tenthousand-dollars -a- week producer.
For the first time the city has an index
of its amusement -bill in the reports of Collector Lederer as to the amount of ten per
cent, amusement tax collected in this revenue district. Although the district embraces
more
Philadelphia
and takes
other than
counties
in the eastern
partin-ofmany
the
state, the bulk of the collection is made in
this city.
The total amount of the tax collected at
the revenue office now indicates that the
amusement bill in this part of Pennsylvania exceeds twenty million dollars a year.
It is estimated that the attendance at all of
the
city's amusement
amounts
to nearly
a million aplaces
week.nowAdmission
prices are higher than they have ever been,
and although Philadelphia has not yet
reached the scale of prices charged in New
York, there are indications that the policy
of charging what the traffic will bear will
continue to stand as long as the amusement
rush continues.
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Light-Absorbing Compound
May Revolutionize Industry
Uniof the
en, ly
Andersrecent
ed
versal Company,
return
WHEN Robert
from his vacation abroad, he
t with him
broughman
the story
of a ped,
new Gerinvention which,
if develo
may
revolutionize the film industry.
By means of the discovery of a new compound which absorbs light, German cinema
scientists now assert they can show photoplays in broad daylight. The Germans use
their new compound in making moving
picture screens.
The first broad attempt to capitalize the
new discovery is in the formation of a company to install miniature moving picture
machines in private homes. German families, it is promised, will soon be able to
see the latest features while eating dinner
or pursuing other household activities. The
home projection machine will take its place
beside the piano and the phonographs.
As an it
adjunct
of the
company's
activities
is planned
that new
the new
home
machine will be a combination projection
machine and camera. Events in the home
can then be photographed for future generations. The greatest good of this novel
project, it is said, will be the doing away
with the family album.
The new screen compound is called Petragaggan. It is cast in big flexible sheets and
looks something like leather. Its make-up
is zealously guarded as a secret. It also is
expected to supplant the billboards, its
makers say, since it can show moving pictures on the housetops in daylight.
Andersen has returned to Universal City
carrying with him a long term contract to
direct pictures as well as to act in them.
He is now at work on his first production,
which he says will bristle with new ideas
in directorial art. His ultimate object is to
produce a picture with no sub-titles.

May Ask Minneapolis Board
to Oppose Daylight Saving
by
being made rs
are picture
IONS
ARATolis
PREP
exhibito
motion
Minneap
against re-estabto carry of their fight
lishment daylight saving to the city
council, if the unofficial referendum on the
proposed measure is carried this week.
Following conferences between a special
committee of the Minneapolis Theatres
Petti john Declines Place on
Protective League with the special daylight saving committee of the Civic and
Americanization Committee
Commerce Association, the association
this
made
was
MENT
UNCE
agreed
to permit ballots to be counted in
ANNO
week that Charles C. Pettijohn, vice- the referendum from residence districts.
k
ises
nt
preside of the Selznic Enterpr
It had previously stipulated that polls
and well-known film official, had declined would be conducted only in the downtown
business
and industrial sections. The offer
the offermitteeofon Americ
the secreta
of the
anismryship
offered
him Comlast of the theatre men to place special ballot
week bj' ex-Secietary of the Interior boxes in all the theatres of the city for
Franklin K. Lane, but that he would if their patrons was rejected by the assonecessary do any of the detail work neces- ciation.
The committee of the league, which was
sary to the progress of the committee. "
The vacancy on the committee was appointed by President W. A. Steffes, consisted of Daniel Chamberlain, Theodore
caused by the death of Major Raymond
Pullman, of Washington, D. C, and Mr. Haj's and Clyde Hitchcock. They will continue to function until the matter has been
Lane later asked Mr. Pettijohn if he would
serve as secretary of the committee. Al- decided. Another committee composed of
though Mr. Pettijohn appreciated the honor. Mr. Steffes, A. E. Parks and William

Snappy

Stuff

Koenig met with the Minneapolis Trades
and Labor Assembly. The assembly representatives promised their aid in fighting
the revival of daylight saving.
In case the measure passes in the referendum, the association plans to draw up a
special ordinance for presentation in the
city council immediately. The ordinance,
according to H. R. Shepardson, chairman
of the association committee, will provide
for turning the clock ahead one hour from
April 1 to October 1.
Quimby Arrives at Coast
for Associated Exhibitors

hasr arrived
sociated
of Asmanage
l Inc.,
genera
Y, Exhibitors,
FC.
s. While
Mr. Quimby
Los Angele
• in QUIMB
declines definitely to state his mission
among the picture folk of the West Coast,
and while he has been in and around Los
Angeles only a few days, it is known that
already he has been in conference with
many of the big stars, directors and other
important persons connected with the production of pictures.
It is expected that Mr. Quimby will return to New York shortly. En route from
the coast he may stop over at several imsociates. portant cities for conferences with his asNorth Dakota Showmen Want
Repeal of Sunday Blue Laws

on
referendu
state-wide
the theatre
WITH
less mthan
closing
Sundaj'
two weeks away, North Dakota exhibitors are preparing for renewed activity
up to March 16 when the vote on the
measure will be conducted.
Backed by the Independent Legion, a
voluntary organization, which numbers
among its membership of 30,000 some of
the most prominent citizens of North
Dakota, the exhibitors are confident of
success. They are opposed by the North
Dakota Ministerial Association and most
of the Nonpartisan League officials.
For more than six weeks, the 300 exhihibitors of the state, united in the North
Dakota Exhibitors' Association, headed by
Sam P. Cornish, Fargo exhibitor, have been
conducting an active campaign to remove
the Sunday closing legislation which has
for years seriously curtailed their business.
Until the day of the election, every motion picture fan in the state will be greeted
by the caption,
"Vote 'Yes'
to banishelection
intolerance at the coming
referendum
March 16," flashed on the screen. Trailers
explaining how to vote to remove the Sunday ban will also be carried.
Thousands of circulars and throw-aways
urginghave
the been
repeal
the to"Blue
Sunday"in
laws
givenof out
the public
the motion picture houses. These will be
increased until the election takes place.
Public sentiment throughout the state has
been rapidly crystallizing in favor of removing the ban, the exhibitors declare.
At
its
Protective recent
Leaguemeeting,
voted tothegiveExhibitors'
its support to the North Dakota exhibitors in
their fight.
Refowich Bros, to Build Another.
The Refowich Brothers, of Mahanoy City
and Pottsville, Pa., have bought a plot of
ground 60 by ISO feet on Center street near
Main street, Freeland, and will soon build
a modern motion picture theatre. The
company
nowtown.
operates the Refowich Theatre in that
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Resolution Asks Showmen to
Hold Americanization Film
A RESOLUTION was adopted by the
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association requesting all its members to refrain from showing the Americanization picture, "The Land of Opportunity," with Ralph Ince, until six exhibitors are appointed to the board which has
undertaken to make and distribute the
Americanization pictures recently requested by ex-Secretary of Interior Lane.
In explaination of the resolution, Secretary Samuel Bullock stated he had information that the picture was made for a sum of
$20,000 and that the producers stood to
receive $50,000 in returns from rentals, and
that furthermore the exhibitors will not
receive the proper credit from the government that they are entitled to because there
are six producers on the board and only one
exhibitor.
The Cleveland association recently protested the action of the board complaining
that it was impossible for it to make a
definite offer that these pictures would receive a universal distribution because the
exhibitors of the country were not properly
represented.
Cartoonist Pat Sullivan Signs
Contract with Famous Players
N, creator of "Felix, the
PATCat,"SULLIVA
and other animated comics, has
signed a long-term contract with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to
make cartoons for the Paramount Magazine.
Outsideis of
Bobbie
Sullivan's
cat,
Felix,
among
the Bumps,
best known
character

of
motion
picture run
'comics
and its houses
antics
havethe had
a record
at leading
throughout the country.
Sullivan hails from Sydney, Australia, but
he left the Antipodes before attaining full
majority to continue his art studies in
Paris and London. Subsequently he came
to American where he drew cartoons for
leading publications, notably the McClure
Syndicate and the Evening World, gaining
added laurels to the name he had acquired
through his drawings for leading Australian,
English and American publications.
Palmetto Enterprises Buy
South Carolina Theatres
of some magniA THEATR
was closed deal
S. C,
in Columbia,
tude ICAL
this week when George C. Warner,
veteran Columbia Theatre owner, sold to
the Palmetto Enterprises, Inc., his Ideal
and Broadway theatres. The Palmetto
Enterprises, Inc., was recently incorporated
with a capital of $100,000, the incorporators
being W. E. McNulty, J. P. Matthews, J.
W. Thomas and John J. Seibcls. The
former named is president.
It was announced simultaneously that the
new concern had engaged Laurence T.
Lester, owner of the Rivoli and Rialto
theatres there, to manage the Ideal and
Broadway temporarily. Mr. Lester in turn
announced that he had sold his Pastime
theatre to the Lynch interests of New York,
through their Atlanta office. While no
definite figures were given out as to the
consideration for the purchase of the
Warner theatres it was understood to be
in the neighborhood of $70,000.
The Famous Players-Lasky group in
taking charge of the Pastime announced
that they would send their own representative to Columbia to take charge of the
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theatre, and that it will be a first run Paramount-Artcraft house.
George C. Warner is the oldest motion
picture exhibitor in Columbia, and as a
coincidence, he sold his interests there exactly ten years to the day from the time he
came to Columbia and took charge of the
old Grand Theatre. In 1918 he bought the
Broadway from J. W. Lambeth. Mr.
Warner states that he will engage in other
business in Columbia. He is president of
the South Carolina Exhibitors Association,
and was largely influential during the
recent censorship fight in South Carolina.
Screen and Phonograph Will
Aid Reconstruction Program

Governor of New
E. SMITH,
ALFRED
employ the newest deYork, will
velopments of art and science in
placing his reconstruction program before
the people of New York State, with the
assured result that within the next two
weeks a majority of the men and women
voters of the State will have seen the
Governor in action and heard his voice lifted
in a plea for sound and economical government.
Governor Hughes, on his famous "swing
around the circle" when he was fighting for
the adoption of his legislative program of
reform, used trains and automobiles, the
telegraph and the telephone, and the press,
of course, in getting his message to the
voters. In addition to these. Governor
Smith will employ the motion picture and
the talking machine.
Preceding the Governor's departure from
Albany on Friday, March 12, it was announced that a motion picture showing the
governor making a reconstruction speech
had been purchased by Harry Levey, of
the educational department of Universal,
for immediate circulation throughout the
state. At the same time, a talking machine
record of the speech was made which will
be used in connection with the appearance
of the governor on the screen.
National Screen Service, Inc.,
Has Animated Announcements
THEpicture
seventh
everywhen
motion
showinning
is theoftime
the
slides begin to advertise coming attractions. The people utilize that moment to uncoil their limbs and readjust
themselves in the chairs, to tell Dolly some
little bit of news about the new babv Molly
forget to tell her. The exhibitor has for
the moment lost the attention of his parons. They walk out or begin to talk.
The National Screen Service, Inc., has
an animated announcement service designed to prevent the audience from temporarily losing interest in the screen. This
new organization has mailed descriptions
of its service to exhibitors everywhere,
whether they operate one, two or seven
days of the week. It answers three questions in which exhibitors are interested:
How the .service operates, what subscribers have alrerdy been secured and what cooperation itwill receive from producers.
Among the subscribers are such important exhibitors as the Stanley Booking
Company, Keith's Circuit, and B. S. Moss.
The company has contracts with producers
which enables it to secure from them the
main titles, close-ups and most dramatic
scenes from their different productions for
incorporation into the animated announcement. The producers are represented as
anxious to see that their pictures are advertised inan artistic and effective manner.

Said Moon in the Background.
Dori.s Kenyon here in her Deitrich-Beck.
feature tor Hodkinson, "The
iHiiiuiinriiniiiiiiimiimiimuiiliiiiiitiiitiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiitiiii
Harvest Moon."
Enjoins Pioneer from Using
Title of "Midnight Frolics'*
WHEN
a copyright
a copyright?
That isis the
question which
is puzzling the minds of the Pioneer general staff. Sometime ago Pioneer announced that it had given to one of its
forthcoming productions the title of "MidImmediately
following the announcement,
night Frolics." Jr.,
Flo Ziegfeld,
who owns the musical
comedy which is running on the New
Amsterdam Koof under the name of
Ziegfeld's
Midnight
Folliesupon.
claimed that his
title
was being
infringed
The Pioneer legal staff took an opposite
view of the matter as the first and last
words of the two titles differed, one being
frolics
other
Follies.
When and
this the
point
was Ziegfeld's
put forward
by the
Pioneer in its answer to the charges of infringement, the Ziegfeld interest claimed
that they had protected both words, frolics
and follies.
It now develops that Ziegfeld is using
both titles for the one show, and secured
a court order enjoining the Pioneer from
using the title until a verdict is rendered.
Exhibitors Talk Co-operation.
New Jersey exhibitors and other members of the industry met at a luncheon at
the Hotel Astor, New York City, on March
4 and discussed the Sunday opening bill
which was argued before the New Jersey
legislature four days later. The speakers
were Harry Buxbaum, president of the F. I.
L. M. Club ; Dr. Charles Hespe, president of
the New Jersey Exhibitors League; Harry
M. White, president of the Philadelphia
Exchangemen's Association; Louis Innerarity, of Pathe and the national association ; Henry P. Nelson, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Elizabeth, N. J., and Joseph Stern, of Newark. Chairman Buxbaum appointed a committee of five to enlist the co-operation of the industry.
Taylor Out of Inter-Ocean.
Official notification is made to the trade
by Inter-Ocean Film Corporation of 218
West Forty-second street, New York, and
Inter-Ocean Film Company, Ltd., of 162
Wardour street, W., London, that John
H.
Taylor is no longer in the employ of either
of the above-named companies, his relainated. tions with said corporations having term-
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Shall the Majority Rule?
(Continued from page 1925)
himself with God and attempting to dictate
ally
to
pretending
to the majority is now sawing wood in Amerongen.
The ministers replied to the charge that they are trying to
inflict their will upon the majority with the counter charge
that motion picture interests are seeking to "commercialize"
the Sabbath. They termed the issue one of "conservatism
The industry's representatives
opposed
admitted to
the commercialism."
existence of conservatism and denied the existence of commercialism. They claimed as high ideals as any
citizens of the United States and resented being put into a
class separate and distinct, being termed "money-mad."
One of the most dwelt-upon arguments of the ministers
was that people outside of the state are trying to tell New
' Jersey what to do. The reply that 70 per cent, of New Jersey people favor a liberal Sunday was not refuted, but the
ministers persisted in their claim.
Contrary to expectations, the members of the Lord's Day
Alliance fought the bill as a straight moving picture proposi-
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tion, practically ignoring the fact that it would permit horseracing and other amusements especially obnoxious to them on
Sunday. So confident were they of their strength, having
defeated thirty-three attempts in thirteen years to have similar bills made laws, according to their own figures, that they
let the question narrow down to whether or not New Jersey
wants motion pictures Sunday and whether or not the state
should have motion pictures on Sunday even if it wants it.
In thus clearly defining the question the opposition let itself
into a trap, for proponents of the bill did not fail to point out
that New Jersey must want a liberal Sunday, else the ministers would have no fear of letting the bill go to the people
for a decision at the polls. That obliged the opposition to
intimate that it preferred "the voice of God to the voice of
in attendance at the hearing who were not carried
theThose
people."
away by the dramatic oratory of the opposition — there were
many women present at the invitation of the Lord's Day Alliance— were impressed with the arguments for the bill as
presented by the proponents, and it is a certain fact that their
cause has been materiallv advanced.

the Golden Girl with the Azure Eyes?
Why, Wanda Hawley, the New Realartist
is the new Real- n%z.-ierous productions in which she played
WANDA
She isEYto appear in a series the leading feminine support to Paramount
artist. HAWL
stars. The most notable role was that of
of light romances. The announcement was made this week by Realart Pic- "Beauty" in "Everywoman," which was
considered to be a deserving tribute to her
tures Corporation, following an extensive
teaser campaign in the trade papers and personal beauty and charm. She also had
important role in Cecil B. DeMille's,
compa
from h the
ers.ny's home office to its an
manag
branc
"For Better, For Worse."
Some of her most recent productions are
The importance of the deal is emphasized not only because of the introduction
"Double Speed," with Wallace Reid; "The
of a new star, but as further evidence of Tree
of Knowledge," with Robert Warextended Realart activities following other
wick, and "The Six Best Cellars" and "Mrs.
recent acquisitions by the company.
Temple's
Telegram," with Bryant Wash"Each day for the last three weeks," ac- burn.
cording toMorris Kohn, president of Realart, "we have been posting our branch
managers, and through them the exhibiRepublic Has Special Staff
tors, on the fact that a new star had been
to Handle Serial Publicity
signed. Her identity was not revealed, but
the number of replies expressing the hope
the announcement of
that the new star was Wanda Hawley was
FOLL
lastOWIN
week G
that the Republic Distributvery gratifying.
ing Corporation is to distribute the
Record Includes Many Successes.
e cement
fifteen
serial, "The
Whirlwi
another-episod
announ
has been
madend,"to
"Miss Hawley's record certainly indicates the effect that a special staff has been enlegitimate and proper preparation for stargaged towithhandle
this serial
and gto it.co-opdom. As leading woman for Douglas Fairors bookin
erate
the exhibit
banks in one of his best pictures, 'Mr. FixThe Republic organization, of which
It," and at various other times for Charles Lewis J. Selznick is advisory director, has
Ray, William S. Hart, Bryant Washburn, engaged George Ames to handle the sales
Wallace Reid, Robert Warwick and others. of the serial and the press department has
Miss Hawley has had the widest and best acquired the services of three writers
possible introduction to motion picture familiar with serial publicity.
fans.
Campaign Book a Feature.
"Her face and beauty are known to
hundreds of thousands and her ability has
One of the innovations of this serial will
again and again been the subject of favor- be the campaign book and the press sheet.
able criticism. Her name has been fea- The campaign book, which is now in the
tured often. These facts, of course, are
hands of the printers, was made to conmatters
of interest
to the type
exhibitor."
form with every requirement of the exhibiMiss Hawley
is a striking
of blonde
tor booking the serial. Special stunts are
beauty, with grayish-blue eyes and a fair, outlined,
advertising hints are included and
dainty complexion. She announces her many methods
of exploitation have been
age
as
"permanently
eighteen."
She
made
her screen debut with Fox. She then went carefully studied and set forth. From the
sheet the exhibitor can select not
to the Lasky studio and made her first press
only his advance and current publicity
appearance under the Paramount-Artcraft stories
and ads, but special newspaper
banner as leading woman for Douglas Fair- readers as
well.
Fix-It."
"Mr.
banks in his successful picture,
Appreciated by DeMille.
Rowland and Clark Theatres
Her next role was in Cecil B. DeMille's
for New."
Play William Fox Picture
, "Old
production
Artcraft
noted
that the
workWives
was her
So excellent
director-producer selected her to play the THE Rowland and Clark chain of
leading role of Kedzie Thropp in his next
theatres, consisting of nine first-class
houses of most up-to-date construc."
Everything
, "We Can't
production
tion located throughout the best sections
Then followed,
under Have
her contract
with
urgh, are playing William Fox
Pittsb
of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,

productions. Rowland and Clark are the
best-known theatre men in the Smoky City
and for some time past have been booking all Fox features in addition to the
regular program releases. Very recently a
record was established by their circuit,
when more than 50 per cent, of the houses
showed Fox productions on the same day.
Reports show that Buck Jones, the new
screen star, scored heavily in his first Fox
starring production, "The Last Straw," at
the Savoy
"Lureto of
with
Theda Theatre.
Bara, played
big Ambition,"
houses at
the Plaza and the Belmar on the same day,
while William Russell's latest success,
"Shod With Fire," crowded the Arsenal
Theatre.
Have Proved Big Attraction*.
The Fox Sunshine Comedies have proveu
solid attractions in this field and are regular program balancers at the R and C
theatres. Other Fox films contracted for
include the full Mix series, the Farnum
series, the schedule on Fox News Reel
and
Bud Mutt
Fisher's
Animated Cartoons costarring
and Jeff.
"Evangeline,"' "Checkers," "Should a
Husband Forgive?" and other Fox specials
also have fulfilled their box-office mission
through the Rowland and Clarke chain,
playing from one-day to three-day stands
with large financial returns to the theatres.
Typhoon Names O. R. Brown
as Southern Representative
pictureA.suppl
mo-y
partandnSuppl
man
well
P.
M. know
& yB.
the
intion WN,
the
OR•. ner BRO
Company of Raleigh, N. C, was appointed
sole representative of the Typhoon Company for North Carolina, South Carolina
and Virginia.
Mr. Brown is well qualified to handle
this large territory for the Typhoon Coman exyears familiar
manybecame
for he
pany,
having
hibitor
himselfbeen
where
with the results obtained by the operation
of Typhoons in his theatres.
In recent years, Mr, Brown has represented some of the largest supply manufacturers, and enjoys perhaps one of the
widest acquaintances throughout this territory. He will make his headquarters, as
heretofore, in Raleigh, where, within a very
short time, he expects to carry a stock
of Mr.
Typhoon
Brown equipments.
came to New York last week
and conferred with President Glantzberg,
of the Typhoon Company on the prospects
of the summer season.
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Advertising — Urge Formation

of National Organization — Sydney Cohen
Utica, March 10.
By C. L. GRANT.
S.
n ofasSydney
re-electio
the
WITH
president
Cohen, of New York,
for another year, together with the
of Utica, who handled the preliminary
re-election of the other officers, the choice ton,
details in a most satisfactory manner.
,
of Rochester for next year's convention the
the features of the convention
most important and the best attended con- wasOnethe ofdinner
on Tuesday night at which
vention in the history of the New York the speakers were
Thaddeus C. Sweet,
'
League
Exhibitors
Picture
Motion
State
concluded its sessions late this afternoon. leader of the Assembly; James Walker,
minority
leader
of
the
Senate, who was
Outstanding features of the convention
Mayor James K. O'Connor,
were the adoption of resolutions opposing toastmaster;
of Utica; James Vincent, president of the
the following:
Motion Picture Directors' Association;
Forced percentage bookings.
George R. Lunn, mayor of Schenectady;
The advance deposit system.
State
George F. Thompson, Sophie
Illegitimate screen advertising of a thin- Irene Senator
head of the child welfare work
ly disguised nature, smuggled in dramas in the Loeb,
metropolis and a well-known newsand comedies, without the knowledge of
paper woman ; I. E. Chadwick and Presiexhibitors.
dent
S. Cohen. An account of this
The Ford weekly, under conditions of- dinner isSydney
to be found elsewhere. A ball
fered exhibitors at the present time.
Vulgar, salacious and so-called sex-pictures.
A measure now before the legislature of
New York State, seeking to raise the age
of admission of minors to motion picture
houses to 18 years.
The league went on record as favoring
the following:
A ture
national
exhibitors.organization of motion picThe repeal of the daylight saving law.
Uniform and equitable contracts.
Independent exhibitors and producers.
Discuss Posters and Music Taxation.
In addition, the league started the bail
rolling in what it is hoped will result in
the present situation afifecting posters being bettered in so far as the exhibitors
are concerned. A movement was also
started, accompanied by applause, which it
is hoped will result in the present taxation on music in motion picture theatre
houses being
and with
the New
formation of a eliminated,
musical bureau
in the
York office of the league.
President Cohen outlined a policy for
the coming year that will include the formation of three service stations in as many
Sydney S. Cohen
sections in the state, one being located in
head of New York State exhibitors
New York City, the other in Albany and Re-elected
amid applause of convention.
the third in Rochester or Buffalo, and each
covering a zone. To these stations, exhibiheld on Wednesday evening, which
tors may take their grievances with ex- was
change managers and other matters re- marked the close of the social activities.
quiring aspeedy action. President Cohen
Tuesday's Session.
also stated that he would endeavor to emThe session
opened
about 2 o'clock,
ploy a state organizer throughout the en- President
Cohen
introduced
Mayor when
J. K.
tire year, who would cover the state and
O'Connor
of
Utica,
who
welcomed
the
delekeep
in
close
touch
with
exhibitors
gengates to the city.
erally.
In
the
course
of
his
talk,
and
it
was
a
Attendance Smashed All Records.
good motion
one, too,
Mayorhad O'Connor
said that
In point of attendance, the convention the
picture
revolutionized
the
smashed all previous records. Every sec- theatrical world, but warned those in his
tion of the state was represented despite audience not to press things too far, and
unfavorable weather conditions. A greater above all not to bring about animosity to
interest along co-operative lines was shown the motion picture by attempts to overduring the convention than at any time reach.
in the film history of New York State.
"Keep your hands clean, keep everything
Mention that the league had a member- connected with your places clean," said
ship of 938, representing about 90 per cent, Mayor O'Connor, "and produc.e and show
of the motion picture houses of New York nothing that will create feeling against
State, was greeted with prolonged applause. you. Work along artistic lines. Produce
The Capitol Theatre, of New York City, and show that which will tend to uplift.
has recently joined the league.
You are educating the masses, for thousands attend the motion picture theatres
Much of the success attributed to the conwho
rarely read the newspapers, and so
vention isdue to the efforts of W. H. Lin-

Is Re-elected
you become a valuable source of information, with your weeklies and such.
"Make your pictures good and better.
Let nothing of the poor type be. shown.
Keep the indecent and the suggestive off
*
Cohen's Speech.
the screen."
Mayor O'Connor's speech brought frequent interruptions in the way of applause.
He was followed by Sydney Cohen, president of the League, who outlined the developments ofthe past year.
Mr. Cohen said in part:
"In submitting
a brief record
the organization toof you
the past year, I amof
glad to state that it is a record of achievement and realization. The credit for the
success of the activities of the League belongs to no individual or set of individuals, to all the League — to every single
member butthereof.
Many Cities Have Sunday Pictures.
"I need not acquaint you with the fact
that through the efforts of our League and
through the staunch support of our public, we have succeeded in repealing a law
which had ceased to be an expression of
the will of the majority. I refer to that
section of the penal code which made it
a criminal offence to keep the motion picture theatre open on Sundays. In place
of this law, we now have a provision which
permits the voters of every municipali
of this state to pass on this question ty
by
a direct vote of the governing body. The
league has prepared a table of statistics
showing that the following municipalities
have sanctioned motion pictures on Sundays since the enactment of the law: Cohoes, Binghamton, Hudson, Ithaca, Oswego, Saratoga, Mt. Vernon, Utica, Beacon,
Watertown, Auburn, Schenectady, Amsterdam, Buffalo, Batavia, Corning, Dunkirk,
Fulton, Glen Cove, Glens Falls, Hornell,
Jamestown, Lockport, Lackawanna, North
Tonawanda, New York City, Niagara Falls,
Oneida, Olean, Rochester, Syracuse, Salamanca, Tonowanda, Troy and White Plains.
As far as we know — and our information
on the subject is derived from the best
sources, from the press and from the public authorities— the effect of allowing the
motion picture theatres to open on Sunday
has been uniformly good—
order and
decorum have everywhere public
been promoted.
"While on the subject of legislation I
want to say that we are doing
our best to
modify the present law on the admission
of minors to our theatres. The original
law provided for the exclusion of minors
from all places where liquor was sold
and
from all places generally which were held
in bad repute. In 1909 the legislature included the motion picture theatre in the
list of these presumably disreputable
places. The very language of the amendment in which the motion picture theatre
IS described as a 'kinetoscope' shows that
infancy.
the motion picture was then truly in its
"In view of
passing
which
motion picture the
accomplishes good
in the mind the
of
a child as an educational factor, does it
not seem that the time has come for more
efficient and enlightening, if less drastic,
measures ?
Under these circumstances I have every
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confidence that if the matter is presented
to the legislature in the proper light we
may look to such an amendment as will
safeguard the morals of the child without
injustice to the motion picture
doing
theatre anowner.
Coming of Screen Advertising.
"From the viewpoint of the organized exhibitor one of the most important events
of the year has been the development of
screen advertising and of using the revenue derived from it for the purpose of
financing or helping to finance the state
organization. I want to say at the outset
that there are certain forms of screen advertising that are highly improper and
offensive and that must be, and I hope will
be, stopped by this convention.
"You have frequently observed that
every one of the bigger producing companies has an art director. They now
have added an advertising director, ctfily
not carry his name on the introthey do ductory
chapters of their features. As a
result of the pernicious activities of the
advertising director very many of the features we are paying for so liberally have
carried more or less thinly disguised advertising messages.
"Seriously speaking, gentlemen, we must
check this fraud. Indeed, we must stamp it
out before our patrons begin to show their
resentment by staying away from our theatres. This practice to trespass on our
screen and appropriate its advertising value
without the semblance of any legal or
moral consideration, is nothing more and
nothing less than a violation of one of the
best known of the Ten Commandments.
Advertising Nullifies Contract.
"The
league
legaladvised
counselthatin
this matter
and has
we taken
have been
this fraudulent advertising practice renders
every contract null and void, and that the
perpetrators of it may be held to an accounting of their profits in a court of law,
that every exhibitor has the right to cut
out the offensive advertisements, that
when we pay for enertainment we are entitled to entertainment, and that advertising is not entertainment. I trust that this
convention will use every lawful means to
protect both the public and the exhibitor
against this form of deceit, and that other
states will follow your example.
"Thelars ondrama
comedy
are therests
pilwhich and
our the
whole
structure
and we cannot permit these pillars to be
used for billboards by the greed of shortsighted producers. What would the public
say if the rostrum from which Marc Antony addressed the mob of Rome were
placarded with handbills and one sheets
announcing the benefits to be derived from
the use of a certain brand of cheese, or if
the balcony on which the drama of young
love makes its progress were covered with
the announcement of a sale of neckties and
corsets? Let us have an end of this vandalism on the screen.
Exhibitor Does Not Want Advertising.
"Thecompared
screen having
often and soit aptly
been
to theso newspaper,
may
be that there is room on it for honest
advertising. As every exhibitor must ever
be the sole judge of what is to go on his
screen, he must be the one to decide this
question. I do not believe that any exhibitor wants any kind of advertising
either in his drama or his comedy at any
time or any place.
"There
latelyandcomeindustrial
into vogue,
however,have
educational
pictures.
Skillfully made and properly supervised by
the exhibitors themselves, many of these
films have found great favor with audiences
and have therefore a legitimate place on
our screens. The making of gowns, to cite
an example, the story of furs or other
wearing apparel, an attractive and instructive depiction of household articles, their
histories, etc., may in the judgment of many
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exhibitors be properly shown on the
screen.
"If in the judgment of the exhibitor such
films possess a genuine entertainment value
and are not in any way offensive to the
patrons, they may carry an advertising
message, provided always, of course, that
the entertainment predominates and the
advertising message is a mere incident.
Revenues derived from such advertising
have in this state, and in others, been accepted in lieu of dues of membership in
the organization and the organization has
in every way been benefited thereby.
Strong Body Would Redeem Errors.
"Let me make it very plain, however, that
no pressure
anyleague
kind will
be exerted and thatof the
leavesever
it entirely
to the option of its members how they
want their dues paid to the organization.
Once we have the state organization in
good shape,
goodno men
structive led
ideas, I byhave
doubtwith
that conwe
will get a national body of exhibitors
strong enough, intelligent enough to redeem the many errors and follies and worse
that constitute the record of previous attempts, and really render service to the
exhibitor, to the public and to the industry
at large. Only with a strong national or-

Charles L. O'Reilly
Chairman of Utica conventioft.
ganization may the exhibitor ever hope
for his
just industry.
and proper place in the councils of the
"In all matters and questions that call
for the use of the screen as a medium of
publication to the people of this country,
leadership of right belongs to the men
who own these screens and to no other
branch of the industry. The sight of the
great oratorical Screen Pledgers Association going about the country and parading
in the public prints, when they are really
without title to any screen or any part
of a screen, is of course amusing, but it is
getting the least bit tiresome. We owe it
to ourselves, to our public, to our government, to proclaim the fact that the screens
of the country belong to us, to us alone
and to nobody else.
Anxious for National Body.
"I will not venture to predict how soon
we mayitors such
expect
national
of exhibas at a this
hour body
we need
more
urgently than at any time in the history
of the exhibitor. Acting under your authority and under the special instructions
of your executive
committee,
I have
municated with many
of the men
who comare
active in organization matters in other
states, and they tell me to give you this
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message
: WeWeareareanxious
national
or- .
ganization.
ready toforjoin
with you
and any other state to bring about such a
national organization. We want such a
national organization to be absolutely free
from the influence of producer or promoter,
to be devoted wholly to the promotion of
the interests of the exhibitor, to consist
exclusively of 100 per cent, exhibitors. I
am giving this message to you and I earnhope you
give it consideration
on the estly
floor
of thiswillconvention,
and by your
action advance the cause of national organization ina practical and tangible manner.
"There are many problems of a national
nature confronting us, not the least of
them is the 5 per cent, tax, which was calculated on a scale of rental prices as they
existed years ago. Figuring on that basis
it was intended to bring a certain amount
of revenue. Unfortunately, the rental of
films has mounted sky high since then and
we are paying about three times as much
as the government expected from us. We
cannot pass this tax on as it has been
passed on to us by the producers. We
have about reached the limit in prices of
admission.
"A committee of our organization representing not only the state of New York,
but acting under a mandate from many
other states, registered this protest at
Washington. We were fortunate enough
to enlist on our side one of the foremost
educators of the country who is now at
the head of the Federal Bureau of Education, Dr. Claxton. Dr. Claxton believes that
by reason of its great educational value,
the film, like the press, should be exempt
from taxation.
"In cereconclusion,
wish toto give
sinand earnest Ithanks
our most
executive
committee which has met whenever necessary and whose members have gladly
given of their time and money rendering
service to the organization.
"I want to thank each member of our
league for his interest in organization.
The fact that we have this great convention here, easily the greatest on record, is
due to the energetic work of your state
treasurer and his associates and to your
executive committee, and in no small measure to the motion picture press, from which
we have received very generous treatment.
I take this occasion of expressing my
thanks to them.
"Gentlemen, the convention is in your
hands. What is your pleasure?"
Charles of
L. the
O'Reilly
was then
chairmen
convention,
withchosen
Edwardas
Weinberg of Buffalo as secretary. The
session got down to business, Lee A. Ochs,
former national and state president and
Samuel Trigger, former state president,
being escorted to the platform amid apGood Resolutions.
plause.
Resolution after resolution followed in
rapid succession, including those against
forced percentage bookings, against screen
advertising, in favor of a national organization of motion picture exhibitors, in
favor of supporting the high standards of
the picture, and waging warfare against
the indecent and so-called sex pictures
and
against the advance payment system
for films.
The convention gave an indication of
what will probably be adopted tomorrow
in connection with a bill now before the
legislature at .'Mbany, which if passed
would fix the admission age of boys and
girls to motion picture houses in this state
at eighteen
years, one this
of the
pernicious bills introduced
year,most
according
to exhibitors.
The convention will oppose the bill, according to the resolution introduced this
afternoon and which will be reported by
the committee tomorrow. Other resolutions today included one seeking to brins*
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about a uniform and equitable contract
between the producer and the exhibitor,
the support of Congress in the repeal of
the daylight saving law, the disapproval of
the Ford Weekly on the grounds that it is
an advertising proposition pure and simple.
Tribute to "Triumvirate."
One ofternoon
thecalledpleasant
features of
of Messrs.
the affor the exclusion
Cohen,
Herman,
of the
league, O'Reilly
from theandroom
for a officers
few minutes.
As soon as they were safely out of hearing, a letter was read from the Buffalo
Theatrical Managers Association, accompanied by checks aggregating $50, as the
nest egg toward a present to the three
men who have done so much for the league
and the motion picture in this state. The
letter gave the delegates a thought that
resulted a moment later in the introduction
of a resolution that proprietors of houses
under 1,000 seating capacity contribute $5
and those with houses seating over 1,000
the sum of $10, the whole amount to go
toward a more handsome token to the
three men, to be presented tomorrow. The
money was quickly forthcoming.
Buffalo and Rochester appeared with bids
/or next year's convention, the Flower City
delegation sporting badges with the "Rochester" across the face,
Ochs Pay* Respects.
The M. P. T. League of the World, of
which John A. Quinn is president, and
which is working to raise the standard of
pictures and plays, was indorsed in a resolution. The last resolution of the day was
oflfered at 4.30 and gave the support of the
league to O. F. R. Bruce and his Americanization pictures. These resolutions were
later tabled.
Those present were interested when
Lee Ochs was introduced, and particularly
in what Mr. Ochs had to say in view of
his differences with the league and some
of its officers in times past. Mr. Ochs
said that he had journeyed to Utica to pay
his respects to the convention, but especially to pay a tribute to Mr. Cohen and
his associate officers, with whom he said
he had not always agreed, but whom he
wanted those present to know, had accomplished wonders in the formation of the
state body. Mr. Ochs was warmly greeted,
his remarks being followed by a few wellchosen words in reply from Mr. Cohen.
The session closed at 420 o'clock.
Wednesday Morning Session.
Although
Wednesday
morning's
was scheduled
to get under
way atsession
10:30
o'clock, the large amount of work before
" the respective committees resulted in the
session opening about 1 :30 o'clock in the
afternoon, but from then until the closing
it was a case of business every minute. The
resolutions that had been introduced Tuesday afternoon and referred to the committees were reported back to the convention,
one after another, with the delegates exhibiting intense interest in each. Some of
the resolutions were adopted with applause.
The first to be adopted was in regard to
that type of screen advertising which is
now being smuggled into a considerable
number of dramas and comics without the
knowledge of exhibitors, but with considerable financial return to producers. The
league unanimously adopted a resolution
opposing this illegitimate advertising, the
resolution calling for the league to take
all lawful means to put a stop to it and
furthermore to notify national advertisers
to that effect, also that no producer has
the right to notify advertisers that they can
deliver the screens of this state to the showing of such pictures. All exhibitors in this
state
action. are to be notified of the league's
Favor National Body.
A resolution was adopted in favor of a
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national organization of motion picture
exhibitors, those of this state joining with
other states, a convention place to be
named
rializes. at an early date if the plan mateThe Ford Weekly came in for plenty of
discussion and probably elicited as much
interest in those present as any one subject. A resolution was adopted voicing the
emphatic disapproval of the weekly under
prevailing conditions offered exhibitors, it
being the sentiment of the league that
the exhibitors should be paid for running
a picture rather than to be called upon
to pay for the picture, the picture being
treated as an advertising message from the
Ford company.
The resolution called for the league to
discontinue the reel unless some satisfactory arrangement can be made with the
Ford company. Some of those present said
that they had paid for the weekly for
some months in advance and a count was
made of those present who had so paid
out their money. President Cohen urged
a strong resolution being sent directly to

Samuel 1. Berman
Re-elected executive secretary of League.
Henry Ford
pressed today.as outlining the sentiment ex"Burglar's Licenses."
A resolution in favor of more uniform
and equitable contracts in the purchase of
pictures commanded the attention of the
league, sample contracts being read. The
whole matter was left to the officers of the
league,liamelected
the comingreadyear.
WilBrandt, offorBrooklyn,
a couple
of the contracts which were shown to be
decidedly one-sided affairs and which he
said a certain attorney had recently informed him were not contracts at all but rather
a "burglar's
The repeal license."
of the daylight saving law was
favored in a resolution adopted without
comment.
The advance deposit system called forth
the protest of the convention, being characterized as "the greatest of abuses in the
industry olution
today,"
league
through
a resgoing on the
record
as being
decidedly
against the continuance of the system and
urging exhibitors everywhere to assert
themselves. If necessary, the league will
invoke legislative relief.
A resolution was adopted to support the
high standard of pictures and urging a
warfare on vulgar, salacious and sex-pic-
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tures and asking exhibitors to withhold
their patronage from companies distributing such pictures, also, to send out a list
of pictures of a vulgar or salacious nature
to members of the league in order that
they can guard against showing such pictures.
A resolution was adopted of encouragement and support to independent exchanges
and producers.
A resolution
ment of the seeking
M. P. the
T. league's
League endorseof the
World and its president, J. A. Quinn, as
well as its objects, was placed on the table.
A resolution seeking to bring about some
relief from the present law which fixes the
age of minors being admitted to motion
picture houses at 16 years, and likewise a
bill now before the legislature which would
place the age limit at 18 years, was adopted.
It is expected that a new bill will be immediately drafted and presented to the legislature. President Cohen planning to meet
with Miss Loeb and others interested in
child welfare work next week. The present law placing the age of admission at 16
was adopted back in 1909 and is an amendment to the statute adopted two generations ago and intended at that time to keep
children from resorts in which intoxicants
were sold and which were notorious in
other respects, and which had little or no
bearing with present conditions and the
motion picture.
A resolution was tabled pledging the
screens of this state and the influence of
the league to C. F. R. Bruce and his Americanization pictures.
Condemn Perceintage Bookings.
A resolution was adopted against forced
percentage bookings, which were condemned as being an indirect move on the
part of producers to obtain the ultimate
control of the motion picture theatres, it
being asserted that forced percentage
bookings were but a partnership with the
risk almost entirely on the side of the exhibitor, and equivalent to surrendering the
rights of the motion picture theatre to the
producers.
A resolution was introduced by Samuel
I. Berman, which it is hoped will bring
about a better condition of affairs affecting
posters.
The resolution was referred to
act. executive
the
committee with power to
William Dillon brought up the matter of
the present taxation on music and as a
result the league will give it its immediate
attention and there is a probability of a
musical bureau being formed.
In the course of the afternoon's session,
Ira Mosher, of Buffalo, presented to President Sydney S. Cohen, on behalf of the
league, a beautiful platinum chain; to Samuel I. Berman a silver holder for his eyeglas es, to W. H. Linton pearl cuff buttons
and studs,
to Charles
L. O'Reilly a diamond and sapphire
stickpin.
Cohen Applauded and Re-elected.
While both Rochester and Buffalo were
out for the 1921 convention, the action on
the part of Irving Salyeards, of Rochester,
who has been so instrumental in organizing
the exhibitors of New York State, was
largely responsible in Buffalo relinquishing its claim and Rochester will be given
next year's gathering.
It was announced that the zone grievance
committee would be a permanent one, serving throughout the year.
A motion to re-elect Sydney S. Cohen as
president evoked prolonged applause, being
made unanimous by George Roberts, of Albany. Mr. Cohen, in outlining the policies
of the league for the coming year made an
excellent speech. Samuel L Berman, of
Bensonhurst, was re-elected executive secretary, Ira Mosher, of Buffalo, William
Callahan, of Rochester, Fred Elliott, of Albany, and William Dillon, of Ithaca, being
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re-elected vice-presidents. Jnles Michaels,
of Buffalo, was elected chairman of the executive committee and William 11. Linton,
of Utica, was re-elected treasurer. Henry
Cole was chosen sergeant-at-arnis.
One of the new features of the league this
year will
organi/ins"
maintaining ofhe
threethedistinct
serviceandsections,
one being located and serving the exhibitors of New York City and vicinity, the
second being at .Mhany and covering that
section, the third being located either in

Rochester or Buffalo. Mr. Cohen outlined
his plans in connection with these service
stations and said that tlicy would work in
close harmony with the zone grievance
coi\imittees, and, furthermore, that the importancefromof the
couldlast
be year
comprehended
the work
fact that
the
league through its grievance committees
liad been able to compromise without service stations claims of exhibitors aggregating $UX1.(XK).
This work President
will now beCohen
consideraMv
broadened.

said that it was planned to maintain a state
organizer, who will visit the exhibitors,
hear their complaints and work to bring
about itorsa of New
closerYork
organization
of the exhibState.

Exhibitors

Wlio

ors registered from ManhatTHE exhibit
tan were Harry Miller. Samuel Berwitz, F. Gilderman, B. X'eischuler. BenKnobel. Nergrs
J. Henry
Cole,S.Nathan
N'ine-,
elect,
grad, jamin
James
B. Kramer
^lorris Sussma, Herman PoUak, M. Resnick. Sam Sousin. Herman F. Bolte. Harry
A. Sauiwick, Herman Gordon, John J. Henderson. J.Irving Cohns. Max Oestreicher.
Sam rhonheimer, Sydney S. Cohen. Sam I.
, Charles F. der,
y, Dennis
Berinan
Ma-,
s Steiner
honey, Sam
Schroe O'ReillCharle
Joseph Steiner, Sol J. Saphien, Jack
Schwartz, S. G. Bock, Elias Mayer, H.
Gainsbon. T. R. Gardiner. S. Schwartz,
Charles A. Goldreyer, James H. Pryor, Leo
Meader, Charles Schwartz, Herman Rachmiel, S. R. Bchrends, Sam Trigger, Lee A.
Ochs, Morris Goldman, Charles F. Goldeyer.
Brooklyn Well Repretented.
Those from Brooklyn were H. S. ^L•lnus,
John Manheimer. Otto Lederer, Charles
Crenides, William Brandt, Harry Shapiro,
Max Pear, William Hilkermeier, Rudolph
Saunders. A. L, Schwartz, P. Rosessy. Sam
Shear,
"McAdoo" Reilly, John Martineau, John
Gus Koenighwald.
From Albany : William Broenstein,
George
Roberts, Sam Suckno, Fred P, Elliott.
From Rochester: F. Moscow, J. M. Salyerds, Ira ^L Mosher, T. G. Thompson,
Chester Fenny vessey, George Frank, J.
Greenwaul, Williatu Frank, Harold R. Dygett, Henry F. Kurtz, C. F. Staley. A. A.
Fennyvessey, F. H. Fennyvessey. Thomas
.\. Aspesdeites, W. A. Caliban, Frank J.
Koch, J. J. Johnson.
From Fniffalo: J. H. Michaels. B. H.
WoUersten, F. M. Binnerman. Harrv T.
Dixon. G. C. Hall. A. C. Willats, E, M.
Michaels. Charles Winegar, F. H. .\n\m, Eddie Weinberg, Harold Franklin, J. F. Feeoler, E, O. Newherg. Ira Mosher. F. G. Hall.
From Utica : H. G. Lux. W. P. Darlon. F.
G. Lux. Fred Duffy, Arthur J. Lux, Bill Cotter. Nathan Kobbins. Peter Karl, W. H.
Linton.
From here and there: Louis Buettner,
Cohoes: W. A. Dillon. Ithaca: J. C. Ellis,
Alexandria Bay: George W. Jackson, Elmira ; C. A. McCarthy, Hoosic Falls: W. J.
McFarlane. Canandaig\«a ; J. W. Schatt,
Gowanda: C. .\. Tennis. Norwich; A. M.
Berton, Ticonderoga : C. J. Hayes. De Ruyter;
F. S. V.Kirk.
Malone;FortV. Plains;
.\. W"arren,
Massena;
F. Saxton.
J. A.
Colin, Johnstown ; C. A. Elliott. Hudson ;
Morris S. Silverman, John J. Walker and
Claud V. Fisher. Schenectady; Charles P.
Gilmore, Oswego; F F. Peters, Hornell;
.\rthur Kasson, Hoboken, N. J.: A. E. Mulligan, Saratoga : J. P. Paysaniakos. Watertown : Fred B. Howe. Ithaca: Charles L,
Harner. Ithaca; Tony Lally, Binghamton;
F. J. Schweppe. Elmira; j. S. Burnham.
Cortland: Dr. Harry Hall, Troy.
Charles P. Gilmore, Oswego; F. F. Peters,
Hornell: M Slotkin. Buffalo: S. P. Slatwick.
Syracuse: M. Blum. Rochester; .-V. C, Hay-
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Attended

Exchange Men Hold Meeting.
During the exhibition convention, the
V. I. L. M. clubs of Albany and New Y'ork
and the Buffalo
Exchange
Association held a joint
meetingManagers'
at the Hotel
Martin, Tuesdav afternoon.

the

Convention

man, Niagara Falls ; William Tischkoff, T. Joy and E. C. Markens, New York State
representatives.
Rochester; L. M. Dolbeck, Ticonderoga;
Robertson-Cole — Fred Sliter, district
W. C. Hubbard. Rochester: .\. N. Wolff,
Rochester; R. C. Cash, Watertown; M. manager; C. A. Saunders, manager .Albany;
J. Kallett. Oneida: J. C. Hayes, De Ru>ter; .Eddie Hayes, Buffalo manager, and P. A.
\'. .\. lone:
Warren.
Kirk, Fort
Ma- Kelly, .Albany representative.
Peter Karl,Massena
Utica: ;V.F.F. S.Saxton,
Gardiner Syndicate Pictures — T. R. Gardiner, president; F. M. Zimmerman, genPlain; Edgar F. Weill, Syracuse; A. E.
Rogers. Dexter; H. T. Nickum, Olean; J.
eral sales manager; Clair S. Williams, manW. Swartzwalder, Auburn; Dave Cohen,
agerseasof "Lost
Battalion,"
with W.Ebert's
overJazz Review
; George
Ferguson,
Binghamton; D. Mackessey, Herkimer;
Jim Savage, B. H. Wallerstein, W. W.
Henry L. Clark, Manadea.
Woodard, .Albany representative : Mr.
Otiierc in Attendance.
Y'oung,
production manager, and M. Bell,
artist.
James Roe. Doc. .\. N. Merriman, Mich. scenic
United
Pictures Productions — Smiling
Fitzer, Morris Fitzer and Ben Fitzer, SyraBuffalo manager; H. L, Taycuse :A. N. KautTman and W. P. Blessing. Jimmylor,Kelly,
assistant manager; ^L Rineck, Max
Rome;
"Judge"
John
Schott,
Gowanda;
W.
T. Jackson, Elmira; Benjamin J. Young, Rowley, special representative: R. W. BareUion; Charles H. Moses, Staten Island; R. York
n\ore. manager.
New Y'ork office ; Sam Kramer, New
H. Lee, Crogan ; Emmett Cornell. SyraHallmark
— F. P. Lawler, Buffalo mancuse; Al J. Saulnix. Syracuse; R. O. Gilager; Mr. Meyer, New York exchange
lette. Greene; Harry Gilbert, Syracuse;
manager;
William Smalley, Cooperstown ; William
resentative.J. N. Marz, Buffalo, special repGautier, Gouverneur.
-Automatic Ticket Seller and Cash RegisE. J. Huber, Rochester; W. J. Johnson.
ter— S. G. Lamm and J. C. Enslen, eastern
Lesly Mason, James Beecroft. Herman
representatives.
Howard, Bert A. Gibbons, J. C. ^^Enslen,
Precision Machine Company — Charles
Eugene Roder,
A. Roberts,
J. \'. Charles, .Albany representative: Fred ElRitchey,
BeckerGeorge
Machine
Supply Comliott, .Albany, and Clark Duncan, New York
representative.
pany.
From the Producers.
United Theatres Equipment Company —
Realart — Lester Adler, New York manL. National
W. .Atwater,
New Service
Y'ork branch
Screen
— M. F.manager.
Tobias,
ager; Bernard Schwartz,
New Y'orkBuffalo
State New York representative.
representative:
Henry Wilkinson,
Banner Film Corporation.
manager: Miss E. Roselan. Buffalo sales
Moving Picture World — George Blaisdell,
representative, and M. Cohen, Buffalo
Sam Spedon and C. L. Grant.
salesman.
Motion Picture News — William .A. JohnMetro — Edward \(. Saunders, general ston.
sales manager; H. M. Kohen, Buffalo manMotion Picture Journal — Tom Hamlin.
ager; T. J. Connors. New York manager;
Booth Holders and Exchangemen
Present
tion manager, and Miss Minnie Clcary.
vocalist.
\'itagraph
—
William
P.
Allen,
manager
Buffalo; .\rthur Dana. Buffalo; Bert Gibbons, M. Elliott and P. M. Flacks. Albany,
Robbins Film Company. Inc. — F. D.
Wolfe, sales manager; Nate Dobson. Elastand J. E. Beck, Albany manager.
Pathe — B. NL Moran, .■Mbany manager;
ern New Y'ork representative, and E. H.
G. Blackman, Mr. Bissell and S. Hoch- tive.
stein. special feature salesmen ; T. Sachs, .Arnold. Western New Y'ork representaMerit Film Corporation — I. E. Chadwick,
short subject salesman ; H. Thompson. Hodkinson; Wallace .\kin, American; C. A. president; N. J. Filkins, manager Buffalo;
Taylor, Buffalo manager; W. K Raynor, John H. McCullough. .Albany manager;
Harold Filkens, representative.
New Y'ork manager.
Photoplay*.
Universal — Frank Hopkins. Buffalo manager; Howard F. Brink, special represenHall Room Boys— Jack Cohen, general
tative ;C. C. Charles, Albany manager ; manager.
Charles
Rosensweig,
New Y'ork manager;
Mr. Ruffner.
sales manager.
Pioneer— R. T. Murphy, Buffalo manFamous Players-Lasky — H. H. Buxbaum,
ager; J. Bellman,
New Y'ork;
H. Kaplan,
special manager
representative;
M. H.J.
New York manager: .-Vllan S. Moritz. Buf- Hoffman,
general manager: H. F. Dixson.
falo manager: Joseph Seidelman, Albany
manager: Henry Randall and W. .\. Roose- northern New Y'ork representative, and F.
representative, who came divelt, of the
New Y'ork Exchange ; G. A. Klem, rectforeign
from Europe.
Rodgers.
Buffalo.
Commonwealth
— Sam Zierlo. general
First National — Joseph Klein, manager
Charles Moses. Buffalo manager,
New Y'ork Exchange: R. H. Clark. New manager:
and Tom Gardner. Buffalo.
Y'ork; bert
P. H.Kauffman.
Smith. Buffalo
Buffalo manager:
Herrepresentative;
Goldwyn — V. H. Bendell. general repreLieutenant Jim Anderson, general exploitasentative New Y'ork: Sam Eckman, resi-
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Fox — Louis Rosenbluh, manager. New
York; F. C. Moynihan, Buffalo sales representative; M. H. Greenwald, BuflFalo, manager; J. J. Spandau, sales representative,
and Bill Cook from New York publicity
department.
Selznick — Charles E. Rodgers, general

sales manager; Will C. Murphy, New York
publicity department ; Charles McClintock,
director of exploitation of Buffalo; A. J.
Sharick, Buffalo exploitation department;
Archie Moses, Buffalo manager; Charles
Faust, Buffalo; Arch Moses and Zena
Keefe.
SAM SPEDON.

dent New York manager; Howard
Buffalo representative; Howard Van
Vonoer, Buffalo, and Howard Morgan,
state representative; George Hickey,
falo manager.
United Artists — Jack Von Tilzer,
York sales manager; A. M. Landau.

Reel,
Den
midBuf-

Banquet

Empire

of

New

PICTURE

State

Exhibitors

Notable
for
Flow
of Wit
ExPicture
Motion
the
of
By
GEORGE
BLAISDELL.
THE banquet
the Martin,
State ofUtica,
New out such little things as his own party or
York, heldhibitors'
at League
the o£Hotel
on the evening of Tuesday, was one of the the traction trust. I never knew him to hit
more notable functions in the history of
exhibitor conventions. About 400 were in a poor man, but he loves to take a millionaire by the throat and shake him to death."
attendance. There was a strong list of
The foregoing is a sample of the introspeakers. James J. Walker, minority leader
ductions and the interpolations on the part
of the Senate, was toastmaster. It was Mr. of the toastmaster. Behind it all, however, was the big fact that the leaders of
s second
nce inn, that
Walker'
experie
at a motion
picture
occasio
the capacity
former the state governmen are heartily in syminstance being the dinner given a year ago
pathy with any worthy aims of the motion
picture men and that they pledged themto the
Messrs.
Cohen,
O'Reilly
f. Mr.Berman
at
Waldor
Walker and
stands
secselves to do everything consistently possible to aid the exhibitors.
ond to none among the many who have
Mayor Lunn made a deep impression on
guided after-dinner motion picture ceremonials. He possesses a superabundance the diners. Like Senator Walker he detion
bly
clared his fondness for motion pictures.
of Irish wit. Invaria
his introduc
puts a speaker on his toes to bring out From the standpoint of speaking ability
the program was notable and demonstrated
the best he has in the way of goods.
The speakers included Thaddeus C. that "up state" fully can hold its own with
Sweet, speaker of the Assembly, and George the lower part of the commonwealth.
R. Thompson, majority leader of the
Praises League for Forbearance.
Senate. Then there were Mayors James
W. H. Linton of Utica, treasurer of the
league, following an address of welcome,
K.
of Utica,
and Irene
GeorgeLoeb,
R. Lunn
of O'Connor
Schenectady.
Sophie
pub- introduced Senator Walker as toastmaster.
licist and writer, greatly interested in mo- The senator in opening praised the officers
tion pictures, came up from New York City.
the league for their straight-forwardness
So, too, did James Vincent, president of the of
when coming to Albany seeking legislation,
Motion
Picture
Directors'
Association,
and
declaring
that when they went home they
I. E. Chadwick, president of the New York left the members
of the legislature grateful
F. I. L. M. Club. President Sydney S. for their forbearance.
He then introduced
Cohen of the league completed the list.
"the
most
distinguished
citizen of Utica,"
Walker in Festive Mood.
James K. O'Connor.
There were laughs aplenty throughout Mayor
The mayor's greeting was even heartier
the two and a half hour program, in spite than that extended to him at the morning
of the many serious moments when the session. The mayor had made a hit with
speakers declared their opinions on vital the film men. He expressed his appreciamotion picture topics. The toastmaster at
tion to the League for bringing "these big
timescomeback
"kidded"never
thosefailed
aboutto to
speak, and time people to Utica."
the
arrive.
"Your
coming is the first big event we
Mayor Lunn expressed the hope that have had here since that fateful sixteenth
Sydney Cohen would not be inflated by day of January," continued Mayor O'Conthe praise bestowed upon him, that he
nor. "I assure you it is a matter of exceeding regret to me I was not mayor anwould not be like the hen strutting cacklingly about a small town. One of the
to Aid Exhibitors.
otherAnxious
year."
townspeople explained to a stranger that
the Methodists had just laid the cornerSpeaker
Sweet
paid his respects to Presistone of a large church and the hen was
Cohen, declaring he had made up his
laboring under the delusion that she was mind dent
if
the
president
was a fair sample of
responsible for it.
the membership of the league, he wanted
When the mayor had finished Toastmasto meet them all and know them better.
ter Walker asked if any one could con"You men are engaged in a most imceive of Syd Cohen bragging about laying
portant work in this old world of ours,"
the cornerstone of a Methodist church.
said the speaker,
that is educating.
not only
Senator Walker in Action.
entertaining
but "work
wonderfully
The
producers
of
the
films
which
you
"It is not often I have a chance to eat
gentlemen exhibit bring from the depths
with
Senator
Thompson,"
said
the
toastmaster in introducing the majority leader. of the sea and the heighths of the air the
"You know during the day they keep everyday occurrences, give to the people an
thirty-five of the fifty-one members be- opportunity to see what otherwise without
tween us. When the curtain drops at the this wonderful achievement of the film
end of the day I want him to feel I have would have been impossible for but a small
nothing against him. I do want to see him minority to enjoy. The film brings travel
get along — on crutches — and I know there within the vision of the great majority of
are many imes when he would be glad to people, takes their minds oflf the routine of
attend my funeral. He is a man whom
their daily occupation and puts them to
every one in the state admires — not his sleep at night with the thoughts of some
politics— him. He is wholesome and dis- great picure which has been made possible
gustingly honest. He has been a student by the activities of the members of your
of government. Sometimes he is ten years
The speaker praised the work of motion
ahead of his time, but he knows what is association."
picture
men ofinsociety
reconstruction,
putting
coming
and
we
don't.
Like
Mayor
Lunn
he
affairs
back on a"insane
and
never will pick out a man smaller than the
normal basis.
himself — there's no such thing. He picks

and
Oratory
"In Albany you know we frequently are
beset by the agitator," went on the speaker.
"I don't refer to the agitator known as the
red, but the agitator who would disturb
the orderly conduct of our civil life. We
are not moved by that hysteria." Mr.
Sweet said the men at the helm in the legislature desired to do all they could to help
the exhibitors in order that the public
which they serve might derive even a
richer benefit than they do now.
Tribute to the Director.
The toastmaster described how after a
busy week in Albany he always made it a
point when home in New York to see at
least two pictures every week end. "I love
the
movies,"to hethesaid,
"and drama.
go to them
preference
spoken
I havein
seen them in the making in Hollywood. I
have seen some of the most distinguished
men and women in the profession make
their pictures and I have learned something. Iappreciate them much more after
seeing them from the inside.
"Notwithstanding I was a confirmed fan
I found there was something more in pictures than actors and screens, I found that
there was a soul in pictures, the very soul
of Mr.
the Vincent
director, spoke
the maker
of the picture."
interestingly
of the
work of the director and of the efforts made
to create atmosphere so that the players
story.
may the better fit into the spirit of the
Chadwick Speaks for Exchangemen.
"There was a time not so many years
ago," said Mr. Chadwick, "when a gathering of exhibitors as large and as representative as this would have been viewed
with no small degree of alarm by manufacturers and distributors. I am happy to say
under the competent and wise leadership of
the state league no such feeling at this
time exists and that there is no prospect
any such spoke
feelingimpressiv
again will and
exist."
Mr.
Chadwick
well and
ely
to the credit of himself and the organization of which he is the head.
"I have come up here from New York
with a message," said Miss Loeb. "I want
to get it over because I feel the time is ripe
for that message. I know that we have now
in the state exhibitors association a group
of men entirely unlike that of which Senator Walker spoke just now. They never
could have been the men who had the holes
in the wall. One of the things I am particularly interested in is motion picture
Situation in 1913 Not That of Today.
legislation."
Miss Loeb reviewed the situation in 1913
at the time the store show legislation was
passed, the measures that shut out unaccompanied children from motion picture
shows. She said a half million children
daily were visiting theatres without proper
supervision being provided for them and
told of her efforts to have the present law
There was hearty applause when she depassed.
clared that when it became necessary to
take the other side of the argument she
went to Albany and helped to kill a censorship measure. She told of how when
money was needed for certain child welfare

1934
■work Lewis J. Selznick promptly drew a
check for $5,000.
"This industry is going to be the biggest
thing in the world," Miss Loeb continued.
"It is just beginning an era of education
and entertainment, entering into civil and
industrial life as is nothing else in the
world. Really, you men are pioneers, but
you don't realize it.
Pleads for Stories, Not Stars.
"The picture of the future is going to be
•the play and not so much the star. (Applause). Idon't believe you ought to pay
-the enormous prices for stars you are doBirth of a Nation' and
ing. (Cheers.)
The Miracle
Man''Thewere made without stars.
Effort should be made to get over stories,
not stars. It is up to you exhibitors to
say what
want.
You you
must want
chooseandthe what
thingsyou
for don't
your
.audiences that you think will be of the
greatest benefit to them.
"I am intensely interested in the children of our state. Under a comparatively
mew law the state has appropriated a million dollars to aid widows with children.
We are taking care of 17,000 children and
16,000 widows. I want to make it possible
for every child to get to the movies just as
• often as it can. I believe the time has come
when we can feel assured the children will
'be safeguarded.
Believes New Child Law Possible.
"I think if we could prepare some measure that would provide for segregating the
.children under the care of a big sister, say,
so that the public would be sure the children were safeguarded, I believe you could
get it through. I have just written a book
in which I have laid emphasis on the right
• of children to play. I believe the mission
■of the motion picture, if developed to its
logical conclusion, is to take the child into
the motion picture house. I charge you,
gentlemen, with seeing to it that you get the
best things. In so doing you are safeguarding your own children and then there will
be shown nothing no one else's children
ought
not to
see." referring to a point
Senator
Walker,
raised by Miss Loeb in which she depreciated inconsistencies in pictures, declared:
"My
primary
in going
box
•office is not topurpose
be educated
— thatto istheforced
on me every day. There is one thing, however, to which I take exception and that is
the proneness of directors to paint men
who occupy public office as carrying a
blackjack all the time. I say to you it is
a libel and it is one of the things that is
keeping good men out of public life. There
are men in private life who will not take
positions because they have families and
don't want to be held up to ridicule as
fatheads."
Misskiddies
Loeb
his support Theof senator
any billpromised
giving the
proper pictures under proper circumstances.
"If exhibitors with children are satisfied,
I am," he said.
Child Welfare Paramount.
"We
had
a discussion
fall as to whether
motionin Schenectady
pictures were last
fit
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Of course, it is absolutely a commercial
proposition, but I do believe there should
be some kind of commercial development
greater than we have at present, whereby
on Saturday mornings, if feasible, special
pictures for children might be shown under
such supervision as would guard against
danger from fire or not.
"People are very careful as to where
children go, but educating these children to
the right kind of pictures from their youth
up provides a splendid opportunity for service on the part of producers and exhibitors.
Not Believer in Censorship.
"I don't believe in censorship. No one
can understand the situation as regards
censorship so thoroughly as does the man
in politics. If you exhibitors go contrary
to a definite state of public opinion it is
shown in your capacity houses. It is not
well that everybody should agree with you.
I am out
gladof they
zest
life. don't.
I like Ita would
fight. take
I lovethea
fight. I sometimes express my sympathy
for the exhibitor who has to satisfy his
The Schenectady mayor appealed for the
clientele."
picture with a bit of nonsense, declaring he
enjoyed it. Also he spoke for the pictures
that carry lessons that sink deep into the
human heart. "There are productions that
are not to the credit of the industry," he
said, "but the exhibitors are by their combining, by their getting together, discovering and carrying out higher ideals."
Screen Goes Where Press Doesn't.
Mr. Lunn paid a tribute to the industry
for its work in the war. "Continue to stand
for America and all she stands for," he concluded; "her splendid institutions, splendid
principles, as eternal as the skies; the processes of government, all orderly processes;
these principles are as deep laid on the
groundrock of democracy as can be. You
can help the great populations to see them.
You can reach the great populations the
newspapers cannot reach. Your work will
be greater. And may the blessings of an
appreciative populace be more and more
yours, and may the restrictions of a more
or less captious minority be removed, that
that minority may rise up to serve the people, as I know that is your object."
Senator Promises His Aid.
Senator Thompson remarked on rising
that he had discovered the men and women
seated theat motion
the speakers'
table knew
about
picture business
thanmore
the

exhibitors and producers. The senator's
talk was quaint and it was funny. He referred to Miss Loeb's dislike for slapstick.
"One of the best pictures I ever saw was
where a fellow hauled off and hit a policein the stomach,"
said.message
"I don'tin
know manwhether
there washe any
that or not. You have got to have comedy,
because
you can
knowstayif for
youthedon't
like and
the
feature you
comedy
forget.
"In Albany only the reputable goes
to be shown on Sunday evenings," said through
and only the needed gets by. You
Mayor me
Lunn.
charge
was inmade
against
that I"The
was not
interested
the came to Albany with a message. Whatever
child. Now if there is anything in which I you think you deserve stand by and tell
am interested it is in the welfare of the the people that is what you deserve and
child. All my political philosophy is cen- tell them why. Be just as free and open as
tered on the child. If every bit of legisla- is your picture when it attacks problems of
tion were based on how is this going to life. When you do that you will get everyaffect the children we would have the best
thing you deserve." The senator promised
kind of legislation.
his help in all good things and declared in"When we think of the child we are sary.
cidental y he didn't think censorship necesthinking of the very foundation of society,
without which no nation can continue. No
Mr. Cohen read a letter from the governor. Turning to Miss Loeb the president
nation can become great that neglects its
of
the league said the members were prechildren, it can't go on after a certain time.
pared to set aside a part of their houses
is nothing
pathetic
me"I asthink
to gothere
by picture
housesoafter
pictureto for the children where they would be under
the
control
and guidance of a matron. It
'house and see the little ones standing on was 12:30 when
the dinner broke up.
•the outside desiring to be on the inside.
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Metro Purchases "Clothes"
from Channing Pollock's Pen
to
chase of the
the purthis weekrights
ces screen
announ
RO es"
MET"Cloth
from Channing Pollock,
who, in colloboration with Avery Hopwood,
wrote this powerful drama of high society.
Mr. Pollock previously had disposed of the
s" he
, rights
to an"Clothe
picture
motion other
, but
zation
producing
reorganito
almost
and
play
the
back
cently bought
mediately afterward sold it to Metro. imThis Pollock-Hopwood play, according to
intimations, will not be made into a vehicle
for any one star but will be done on the
screen with an all star cast, and in all
probability will come under the special attention of Maxwell Karger, Metro director general.
"Clothes" is the second play from the
pen of Avery Hopwood, either as collaborator or sole author, that Metro has acquired. The first of the recently inaugurated series of "fewer and better" pictures
produced by Metro was "Fair and Warmer," the farce
comedy in
of which
cocktailsMadge
and
domestic
complications
Kennedy, John Cumberland and Janet
Beecher appeared on the stage. Metro
chose
"Fair andit Warmer"
for round
May Allison
and released
in the first
of the
"Perfect Thirty-Six" picturizations of big
stage successes and bett-selling novels.
Many American Salesmen
Have Received Bonus Checks
profit sharing
sales plan
crackerU^DER
the American
FilmtheCompany's
jack
"Flying
A"
salesmen
are
ing substantial bonus checks. W. C. receivHuey
and N. Meyer in the Boston territory, W.
E. Wallouf and W. Hollander at New York,
A. M. Bowles at the San Francisco branch,
E. P. Briggs at Denver, F. McFarland at
Spokane, William Bugle at Atlanta, J. C.
Conners at Los Angeles, F. J. Leonard at
Pittsburgh, W. Wickham at Oklahoma City,
F. Normand at Salt Lake and Denver, have
been the recipients of some extra money on
"Six Feet Four" sales.
"This plan gives the boys a proprietary
interest in each picture," says C. A. Stimson, general sales manager for the AmeriFilm Company.
"Instead
dropping
the can
older
features and
talkingof only
the
newest, they are willing to push such successes as The Hellion,' 'Six Feet Four' and
'Eve
in
When Exile.'"
a picture is completed the production cost is figured and each branch is
charged with its share, pro rata. After collections are made which cover this pro
rated
amount
on each "Special," the bonus
begins to operate.
Utah Exhibitor Praises "The Helion."
H. E. Skinner, manager of the Alhambra, Ogden, Utah, a palatial theatre with
a seating capacity of 2,300, says of 'The
Helion": "It has the title, and is filled with
heart interest from start to finish. 'The
Helion' thoroughly pleases. It went over
great tures
at the
Alhambra."
picturerole.feaMargarita
Fisher in The
a double
"Carmen" Road Show Has Premiere.
The road show sponsored by Victor
Kremer Film Features, Inc., consisting of
the film, "A Burlesque on Carmen" and
"The Carmen Beauties Revue" had its
premiere in Kingston, N. Y., recently and
is reported to have been a big success.
The revue is a travesty on the opera
"Carmen" called "Carmen a la Jazz." The
operatic melodies are in jazz style; there is
a beauty chorus and Carmelita, a Spanish
dancer who dances a Spanish version of fhe
shimmy dance, and there is a special song
number, "Carmen," written for this revue.
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Clergy

Trenton
at
of Hypocricy
Charges
Swap
by
passed
were
sy
the gospel as much as they did years ago."
By SUMNER SMITH.
CHARGES of hypocri
illlltiiiiiiiiiiililiiiliillliiliililllllililliiliiiiliilliiiHilllliliiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiniliilllirlillirlitliiliiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iii i i i i He said that one had to stand in line an
motion picture men and clergy-memhour after church hours on Sunday in order
e at
of
Allianc
Day
Lord's
the
bers
a tumultous hearing held on March 8 in appeared in those cities which allow moto get in a Newark picture theatre conducted lawlessly. He wanted it legalized.
the senate chamber at Trenton, N. J., on
tionPettijohn
pictures onquoted
Sunday."
As had been expected, the Rev. Johnson,
Mr.
letters
from
chiefs
ts
the
of
residen
give
would
which
a bill
of police in Buffalo, Niagara Falls and speaking for the ministers, prefaced their
state an opportunity to express their de- other
attack on the bill with the statement that
to show that Sunday motion
sires on the question of a liberal Sunday. picturecities
have aided law and order "it is unfortunate outsiders have to tell
Motion picture interests were attacked as on that shows
day. He filed the letters with the
seeking to rs"commercialized the Sabbath,"- committee. Only one, a letter from
New
what to do."of Paterson,
The Jersey
Rev. people
D. S. Hamilton,
and ministe were charge with attempt
Rochester, failed to praise the efifect on quoted an unnamed exhibitor as saying
ing to inflict their will on a majority of people
of Sunday picture shows, and this that there ai^e many immoral pictures nowthe people.
One minister replied to the latter charge letter was vague in tenor.
adays and "no fair censorship." He preferred the "voice of God to the voice of
with the statement that sometimes God and
Refutes Commercialism Charge.
one man constitute a majority. The reply
the people,"
everybe com"I
have
had
the
opportunity
to
visit
munity theredeclaring
are thosethat
who "inmust
proflung back at him was that one man premany
places
in
the
country,"
said
Mr.
tected against themselves." He repeated
tending to ally Ijimself with God and at- Pettijohn, "and I have noticed that in some
tempting to dictate to the majority is now
fifteen or sixteen states there is a tendency that "a large proportion of the people do
sawing wood in Amerongen.
not know what is best for them."
toward wholesome recreation on Sundays.
Another point which the ministers We motion picture men are not disregardQuinn Voices Desires of Labor.
sought to drive home in the minds of New
ing the church and we are not money-mad.
The Rev. Harvey L. Wyatt, of Jersey
Jersey people was that the motion picture
"We are even
nowWeengaged
an Ameriindustry as a whole is trying to tell New
canization drive.
have ininvaded
the City, made counter charges of hypocrisy.
Jersey what to do. The reply that 70 per educational field and we have even in- He said it was a question of "conservatism
cent, of the people of New Jersey favor a
opposed
to commercialism."
He befeared
vaded the churches, if that is the proper
that
a $250,000
picture theatre to
built
liberal Sunday was not refuted by the word to use.
ministers.
next
door
to
his
church
would
"undermine
"We
are
helping
the
churches
to
foster
a
General Demand for Liberalism.
true community spirit. We want to leave
Hespe asked permission for Presihere the impression that we have our theDr.church."
A delegation of twenty-nine motion pic- ideals
dent Arthur Quinn, of the State Federation
and that we stand for constructive
ture men, including residents of New
of Labor, to speak as he had arrived late.
Jersey as well as New York, went from things, but not things which stand still."
"These
by the
beLigon Johnson, counsel for the United
New York to attend the hearing. Their
lief that gentlemen
the churchareis guided
the only
agency
number was augumented at the capitol. Managers' Protective Association of New
which good can come," said President
Introducing the array of speakers in York City, appeared merely to testify as from
Quinn.
"They have said thatthewhile
labor
the efifect which liberal Sunday laws is
favor of Sunday opening, Dr. Charles Hes- to
represented
bill, labor
have had on residents of different locali- has never taken asanyfavoring
pe, president of the New Jersey Exhibitors
definite
action
in
favor
ties. He pointed out that the regular of it. Such action was taken at the Atlantic
Association, pointed out that the press
theatres are not affected by the bill and
and a multitude of organizations have come
out openly in approval of his stand. He that he was speaking solely on behalf of Ctiy
Speaking during the rebuttal, in favoi
submitted a number of press clippings motion pictures.
of theconvention."
bill. Commissioner Matthews said.
Newark Mayor Pleads for Poor.
and letters from the Jersey City Chamber
"Almighty
God and one may be a majority,
of Commerce and influential citizens of
One of the most forcible speeches of but one man who said that is now sawing
the state.
the afternoon, from a New Jersey point
in Amerongen."
He declared the movement no spas- of view, was made by Mayor Charles P. wood
Summing
up for the ministers, the Rev.
modic effort by special interests, but a Gillen, of Newark. He proved himself a H. L. Bowlby, of East Orange, charged the
general demand for a liberal Sabbath, tell- man of deep convictions as well as a real motion picture interests with greed.
ing how seven grand juries in Hudson orator in describing the tenement house
Big Delegation from New York.
County have refused to indict on the sections of Newark, where many poor
Those who traveled from New York to
strength of the blue laws. He termed the families are crowded together in a small
Trenton in the special car were: A. S.
blue laws bad because they encourage peoAbeles, Pathe, Newark ; H. Austerman,
ple in the belief that all laws on the statute space.
He told of their limited means and how
books are not meant to be enforced.
they want recreation on Sunday. They Newark ; L. L. Barent, Aywon Film Corporation, New York ; Charles Bechtold,
Peter A. Brady, of New York, represent- have no automobiles in which to ride and
J. Binkov, Union Hill; L. F. Bluing theatrical labor unions, introduced him- no golf clubs to visit, and most of them Newark;
menthal, Jersey City; Philip Bornstein,
self by saying that his organization has go to church and want some recreation
Newark; Jack S. Connolly, N. A. M. P. I.
many members who are residents of New
out of church hours on Sundays. WorkJersey and that he attended the hearing to
ing six days of the week, they must have representative at Washington, D. C. ; Frederick Elliott,
of the
National John
Asspeak for them. He declared that the said.
some pleasure on the seventh day, he
sociation Felix
; secretary
F. Feist,
Goldwyn;
"movies" do more to unite a family than
The speeches had worked the gallery C. Flinn, Famous Players-Lasky ; N. H.
almost any other agency and that working
Friend, Famous Players-Lasky; R. K. Fulup to a high pitch of excitement when
people depend on them for recreation.
ler, of the National Association; M. GinsPettijohn on Law and Order.
United States Commisioner John A. Matberg, Paterson; H. K. Hecht, Pasisaic;
began to speak. His
Charles C. Pettijohn, counsel for the minglingthews,ofof Newark,
Ligon
Johnson,
counsel for United Manahumor
and
sarcasm
with
facts
legislative committee of the N. A. M. P. I., brought down the gallery time and again,
gers' Protective Association of New York;
said that the most important question now
Moe
Kridel,
Newark;
Joe Lee, Famous
until it looked as though the interested
occupying the minds of legislators in this visitors
Players-Lasky;
Leslie
Mason,
Exhibitors'
to the senate chamber were al- Trade
country is the question of law and order.
Review; Charles C. Pettijohn,
Selzunanimously with him. It developed
nick ; Henry S. Richland, Goldwyn; Louis
He found the present unrest partly attrib- later, most
however,
that
the
ministers
had
utable to the existence of laws which are
Rosenthal,
Passaic,
Newark
and
Ruthernot enforced and therefore are not re- strong
ford; J. Sarzin, Famous Players-Lasky;
son of moral
scores support
of women.present in the perAaron Shusterman, New Brunswick; Marspected by the people.
Matthews Charges Hypocrisy.
tin .Singer, Newark; Sumner Smith, Mov"The days of legislation against witches
ing Picture World; Joseph Stern, Newark;
Mr.- Matthews opened his appeal for the
and
bath
tubs
have
passed,"
he
said.
"Even
bill
with
the
declaration
that
the
bill
is
Eugene Steinkart, Newark; J. R. Walsh,
now it is unlawful in New Jersey to kiss
Theatrical
Labor Federation of Essex
one to remove hypocrisy. He said that
one's wife."
legislations of morals and religion is im- County, and Frank R. Wilson, representing
"One
wife?"
queried
a
voice
in
the
gallery.
possible and that it is up to the churches
D. W. Griffith.
"I said one's wife," replied Mr. Petti- to fill themselves as much as it is up to
Jack Frazier, for some time shipper at
john, and there was a gale of laughter. the motion picture theatres to fill themselves. He declared that the ministers
the Pittsburgh First National Exchange, is
'Tigures compiled by the New York
now
on the road with the United Picture
in ofthementerms
ofnowtoday,
al- Exchange,
State Conference of Mayors," he contin- "do not thoughpreach
and making good with a bang.
the
hearts
are
craving
ued, "show that corner loafers have dis-
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Transcribing the Babblings
of a Wagging Shoe-Tongue.
Earl Hudson's Narrow Escape.
First National Exchange, from
a town in New York, received
a wire that relieved everybody
with friendly interest in the
welfare of First National's
clever publicist :
"'Virtuous Vamp' left Hudson
on Tuesday train."
— o—
Noisy Exploitation. — Blanche
Sweet In "The Deadlier Sex"
Will Be Screamed at the Broadwayline Theatre
— Headin New Next
YorkWeek.
Illustrated
News.
— o—
In one of the tradepapers
Beulahered that
Livingstone
has discov:
"Leland Woosters is now
handling the publicity and advertising for the Sun and the
Moon theatres in Omaha."
"I suppose," adds Miss Livingstone, "he is featuring the
stars."
— o—
Goshdarned Dude.— J. Ray Murmakingray, ina Exhibitors'
great holler Herald,
about theis
price of silk sox. "We knew him
when . . ." — o —
George G. Shor, publicist of
the Rivoli-Rialto, first announced "Good Cheer" week for
Rialto's week ending March 13,
but changed it to "Good Spirits"
when "The Six Best Cellars"
was announced as the attraction. There were many alcoholic discontents among those
present.
Some Film Statistics.
In 1919 a total of $1,754,849 was
expended in sending to tradepapers 573,891 photographs (8x10)
of theatres with great crowds in
front of them without any explanation whatever of how they
came to be there or what the
managers did to draw the crowds.
In the turessame
period 9 of the picwere used.
-— o —
Sewell
Soys:
In the heavens
there are fixed —stars.
In filmdom there are "movlebuU" stars of— 0pufElicity.
—
'Twas n Long Match. — Colonial
Gives Long Run to Pioneer's
Wrestling Pictures. — Tradepaper
Headline.

Registering Action. — This, in
the New York Times, you
might have missed: "Another
director is 'rushing' East with
a print of the picture he has
just completed. If any motion
picture director, producer or
player has ever made the trip
across the continent at normal
speed the phenomenon has not
been recorded."
— o—
Jolin B. Carliart, of Philadelphia, observes that Preeport, 111.,
is to have a Lincoln Theatre. Patriotic exhibitors in other states
can do likewise, there being near50 towns
the word
"free"
in lytheir
titleswithwhere
the "Great
Emancipator"
may
be
appropriately honored. — o —
"Her Private Husband" (Fox)
is too good a title to be done
in only two reels.
— o—
Grimm "Rolls His Own."
That game you refe- to so often
In your columns may be "Brunette Baseball" to some folks; It
may be "African Golf" to others,
but it's Just plain
to me.
— -Ben"Craps"
H. Grimm.
The rivalry between Power
and Simplex
facturers isprojector
intense. manuWhen
Simplex pulled an expensive fire
to grab space. Power countered with Arthur J. Lang sick
abed. The fire was good only
for a "once over," but we rejoice to say that Lang survives
to continue a perpetual cause
for space usage.
— o—
"Weejee" Says: — The "physical
distribution"
of
films having
erally been provided
for, genthe
spiritual distribution thereof
might be turned over to Sir
Oliver Lodge.
— o—
Jack Dempsey in his serial,
"Daredevil Jack," is shown in an
advertising cut protecting, with
automatic gun, a girl in onepiece bathing suit.
Hope this
he summer.
doesn't patrol Rye
Beach
— o—
Louts Reid Is going to spend
his
vacation
in the Canadian
Rockies..
The Canadian-Pacific Railroad
has started
matic Mirror. advertising in DraThe Rambler wishes one of the
steamship lines calling at Havana
wouldture World.
advertise in Moving Pic— o—
"Dog Team with Sled Will
Catch the Eye" is an exploitation stunt headlined in Aletro's
press sheet.
Speaking for towns outside of
Canada and Alaska — we'll say it
will.
— o —Statistics.
More Film
Because Abel was galloping a
bracebrother
of loaded
dice, Cain
o'd
his
in Eden,
Ala., k.long
before the Patents Company tried
to 2-cross and Inner-Seal C.
Laemmle.

Open Season for a Prize
Contest and Competition.
Arthur S. Kane has selected
the ten most popular screen
players, awarding Chaplin,
Nazimova and Charley Ray
straight, place and show.
We should be glad to print
everybody's
the
best executive selection
staflf for of
a moving picture corporation, naming
The Most Impressive President.
The Least Obscure Vice
President.
The Most Efficient Managing
Director.
The Most Famous Director
General.
The Most Important Sales
Manager.
The Most Inventive Director
of Publicity.
The Most Piffling Efficiency
Expert.
The Most Productive Exchange Manager.
The Most Honest Purchasing
Agent.
The Most Resourceful Studio
Manager.
In the event of a tie (explanation demanded by postal regulations) for first place, or for
any subsequent prizes, an
amount equal to the prize designated, shall be given to each
contestant entering into the tie
when the tie is untied, the
starting date of the competition being now and the finishing date being then.
— o—
List of Finest Films to Be Published.— Tradepaper Headline.
— 0 — World's ReSee Moving
lease Pages. Picture
Film Titles That Tell
Their Own Little Story.
Fifteen reviews of current
film releases were covered in
Moving Picture World dated
March 6. Besides "Wit Wins"
and "Bird
and Animal Life," the
titles
ran thus:
"Faith" : "His Wife's Money,"
"Easy to Get."
"In Walked Mary" "Even as
"Young Mrs. Winthrop," "The
Amateur
"A ManWife."
There Was" "Four
Times
Foiled."
"Mary Ellen Comes to Town"
"Hoodooed."
Eve." Chamber Mystery."
"The
"Why Change— oYour
Wife?"
—
"Old Boys" of Pniniclty.
"The story is one that, while
rich in character drawing, has
an abundance of action and
"The most important annoucesuspense."
ment in the history of the film
industry
madeihisin week
the stateissued
by thatis has
ment
been
A Flivver. — Spaniards speak of
a Mayhap
Henryfordsomeone
as a "Fotlngo."
will edge In
with a wheeze on the subject.

TheReviews
Spring-time
This WayPoet
While WUd Geese Starve
On Great South Bay.
"Etc." (By P. S. Harrison.)
You must have read some tlm«
in your life books in which vivid,
colorful descriptions of springtime were given, descriptions
painting nature n all its beauty
— the fragrance of the atmosphere, the trees in fuU bloom,
the petals of blossoms dropping;
in the gentle breeze, the birds,
now ingperched
bough now
and flying
singtheir happyon acarols,
from branch to branch, frightened by the sudden cry of the
shepherd, etc.
Tou remember the feeling It
gave you?swarmed
Picturesto the
described
your author
mind,
and you felt that lazy feeling
which is natural in that time of
the year.
calledbecause
them masterfulTou
descriptions,
the
author, by skillful grouping of
words,
was
able
to
make
you
feel
what he felt.
These are the emotions this
picture arouses, not because of
the beauty of the outdoor scenery
shown, combination
but on account
of the
skilful
of scenery
and
story.
He flew so high and fell so far
To be saved in time by etcetera.
— o —Is Added
To Which
This(ByhereSewell
picture& Weltzel.)
on the screen
Is the finest thing we've ever
seen.
The hero's good, the girl Is
view.)
sweet, the whole darned thing' Is
hard to beat. (That's the ReThe villain is so awful bad, ho
tries to ruin poor old dad.
But brave young Percy comes
to view, a hero, dashing, daring,
true.
He saves the girl from awful
harm and lifts the mortgage off
the farm. (That's the Story.)
the villain
good o'erthrow
theThus
111, doth
and the
gets an
awful spill. —(That's
0 — the Moral.)
"Currents," says Jim Mulligan, of Typhoon Fans, "do not
— o—
all grow
bushes."
More onJoshlngs
By Jesse
(J. Goldburg).
Meet thy fellow man as before,
for I flated
say unto ye
Inthat children
what ego.goeth
before a withfallpride
is enlarged
Harken ye unto the voict of
the Prophets
of thecreated
Lord, not
but the
remember the Lord
Motion Picture Executive.
not thy
sheep,
norCovet
his cow,
nor neighbor's
his Star, nor
his
Director, for verily wilt thou be
damned in the eyes of the Lord —
and applauded by the Industry.
Proclaim not thy virtues In Ink,
nor In lights electric, for whether
the sky be made green, or yellow,
or blue, or red, honesty and truth
will always remain white.
Our Own Ed. Weitzel says:
"All pictures may not be clean,
but most screen stars of the
more alluring sex are — to judge
from the number of them that
have been publicly shown taking a dip in the privacy of their
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Huge

of Money in Buying and Bu tiding Scores of Picture Houses —
Admission Prices Rise Without Loss of Patronage

Midthe prosper
N inturned
SPECULATIO
oil wells,
from ous
dle West has
farm lands and automobile tire factories to the motion picture theatre. Probably no part of the United States has
more small investors than the rich cornbelt states of Iowa and Nebraska, and
probably no part of the country has seen
nal speculation on a numermore sensatio
ous scale than have these two states. It is
a rare citizen in the Middle West who has
d sums all the way from hunnot venture
dreds of dollars to hundreds of thousands
of dollars during the last year. And now
most of this spirit of speculation, it seems,
has centered on the motion picture houses.
"I know
of forty
prominent
tres in Iowa
and fairly
Nebraska
that theahave
changed hands within the last three
months,"
said Sidney
Meyers,It manager
of
the Fox exchange
in Omaha.
is not likely
that one manager would know of all the
changes in ownership. Other exchange
men frankly place the number of changes
at at least 100, and several said it would
be easier to furnish a list of theatres that
have not changed owners than it would be
to record those that have been sold.
Speculation Just Starting.
Film men are watching the situation
with frank interest. They think it spells
improvement for the motion picture theatre situation in their territory. For years
Iowa and Nebraska small towns have
muddled along, many of them with madeover stores, and most of the others with
opera houses altered to a motion picture
theatre or a small house with a timidly
ornamental front and little else. Hopes
are expressed that the era of speculation
will develop into a wave of new building
activities. The speculation movement is not
more than four months old and appears
to be just starting. No one will venture
a guess as to when it probably will end.
Exhibitors, most of whom have plodded
along for several years hoping for better
days, have not sold their houses in order
that they might quit the business. The
financial inducement in almost every case
was so strong that they felt they could
not afford to refuse it. Without one known
these sold-out exhibitdrs 'are
exception
willing
and anxious to buy again, or to
actually start a motion picture theatre
somewhere. The field is being combed by
them for motion picture theatre possibilities.
Two Reasons Suggested.
Film men attribute the speculation in
motion picture theatres to two things:
splendid, profit-making business and the
building up of strings of houses. The
third element of speculation— buying at the
expectation of sellpresent price with the price—
is based upon
ing at a future higher
the
the present and future prosperity ofhouse
the
that
business, and upon the hope
will be demanded at a name-your-own
price by some syndicate.
The motion picture theatre busmess was
and Nenever more prosperous in Iowa
not conbraska. The Dakotas, heretoforealso
more
sidered apromising field, are
prosperous than ever before. Increased

admission prices are announced here and
there constantly, without a falling off in
business. Exploitation of big pictures and
the booking of big features for longer
runs have become the rule.
Hostettler Buys Three.
The development of strings of theatres
is progressing as never before. Last week
it was announced that J. E. Hostettler, who
started by gaining control of three houses
in his home town of Waterloo, Iowa, and
who now has fourteen theatres in fairly
large towns throughout the two states, had
purchased the Lyric, Rialto and Liberty
theatres from Joe Gorman in Lincoln, the
capital city of Nebraska. The consideration
was said to be not less than $150,000.
Many Mammoth Theatres Planned.
A. H. Blank, who at the present time
controls the largest theatres in the key
cities of the two states, and who has a
string of sixteen of the largest houses
in Iowa and Nebraska, recently bought
theatres in Sioux City, Iowa, and in Columbus, Nebraska. Mr. Blank is planning
to build another large house, costing nearly
$250,000, in South Omaha, the big packing
center of Iowa and Nebraska. There are
constant rumors of his plan to build elsewhere, too.
The World Realty Company, which now
owns the Sun, Moon and Muse, big downtown houses in Omaha, has announced its
plans to build a mammoth motion picture
palace at Fifteenth and Douglas streets,
Omaha, at a total cost of nearly $1,000,000.
Huge signs are now displayed on the
buildings to be razed, announcing that
work on the new theatre will begin this

spring. This house, it is expected, will
surpass anything at present in Nebraska.
The Rialto, a Blank house, is now the
largest motion picture house in Omaha.
Larry Longnecker, wealthy young exhibitor of Sioux City, owner of the Sun
Theatre in that city, announced last week
his plans to build a 2,000 seat house at a
cost
least
have and
beenI
holdingof aatsite
that$300,000.
cost me "I
$140,000
can't afford to hold it and wait for the
price
of building
materials
he said,
when asked
why to
he come
would down,"
build
in the face of such high prices.
Moreland Is Adding to String.
A prominent exhibitor in a city not far
from Omaha said he intended to build a
large house this spring, at a cost of more
than $250,000, with the expectation of selling it immediately after it is finished to a
town.
big syndicate that wants to enter that
K. Moreland, who for years contented
himself with the Majestic Theatre in Missouri Valley, Iowa, has recently accumulated six theatres in some of the prominent Iowa and Nebraska centers, and
frankly announces that he is far from
reaching the end of the string of theatres,
he expects to control.
Wall Street Capital Not Needed.
The Adams Circuit, which has built up a
string of more than a score of theatres in
Southwestern Iowa, is understood to be
in the market for more houses.
No Wall Street or big company capital
has entered Iowa or Nebraska openly —
it has not been needed. Apparently
the middle western exhibitors are able to
handle the local situation, and they are
doing it at a startling pace. Not many
plans for new houses this spring have
been announced, but the announcements
fast.
are expected daily, as things are happening
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Hodkinson

Produces

Holman

"King Spruce
of the
storylove
N F.a DAY'S
COLMA
faith
and Maine
story of
forests,
packed with melodrama, has been
made into a multi-reel production by Otto
Bollnian and Roy Clements, of Los Angeles,
and W. W. Hod<inson Corporation has
acquired the distribution of it, announcing
the release date for April 18.
Mitchell Lewis is the star of "King
Spruce," and is declared to enlist work
of power
and sought
conviction.
"King asSpruce"
has
long been
by producers
being
one of the best stories of its kind still unWilliam

A. Brady
New

MOVING

BOSTON has a motion picture forum,
an outgrowth of the open forum meeting. William A. Brady, president of
(the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, dropped in at the forum durnig a visit to Boston. In an address from
the floor he stated that the motion picture
forum idea had made a deep impression
upon him.
"The motion picture industry," said Mr.
Brady,
to co-operate
withaiding
you
in
this "will
work.be Itgladofifers
a means of
public opinion in the consideration of some
of the most serious problems of the day —
problems as important to the welfare of this
country as any which it faced during the
war. To emphasize the importance of this
forum idea I agree to furnish Ford Hall
(where the Boston forums are held) with a
modern
projector."
In the film
ordinary
forum meeting a musical
program is followed by a lecturer, who
speaks for about an hour on a subject on
which he is especially informed. Afterwards he answers questions from persons
in the audience, who have other points of
view or who wish to have certain points
made entirely clear.
In the motif)ii picture forum the motion
picture is sulistituted for the lecturer. Since

WORLD

Story,

Michell Lewis is Star
produced. In the face of spirited bidding
several months ago Mr. Bollman and Mr.
Clements, who control the Dial Film Company, began
obtained "King
Spruce"
Mr.
Day and
production
of from
the story
without flourish or publicity.
It is said the finished work bears the
stamp of quality and sincerity and is one
of the most satisfactory picturizations of
a big novel that has been made in the industry in these past two years. The picture will be introduced to the trade by the
Hodkinson organization.

Promises

Motion

Day

PICTURE

to Assist

Picture

Forum

in Boston

the picture cannot reply to questions,
George W. Coleman, prominent Bostonian,
founder of the motion picture forum and of
the Open Forum National Council, gives
the Ford Hall audience an opportunity
itself to answer the questions raised. The
possibilities of the new method of stimulating thought and discussion are very wide.
The evening when Mr. Brady attended
the forum, the picture shown was "The
Miracle Man" After the film Mr. Coleman framed these questions: Was it wholesome? Was it technically a well-made film?
Was the story interesting, true to life or
exaggerated? Was the moral lesson what
it should have teen? Were there any
defects in the film?
The volley of cemments represented every
point of view. Psychology, religion, economics and other questions were brought up.
David Picker Gives New Film
Theatre to Upper Broadway

opening- andof
THEBroadway
York City, on
March 4, was marked
p. m. a crowd had

TheatreNewat
the
159thRio street.
Thursday evening,
by success. At 7:30
congregated outside,
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which made it impossible for late comers to
get near the doors. And when representatives of the press finally managed to gain
an entrance by the stage door, it was found
that a goodly number had already found
their way into the building.
The Rio Theatre is equipped to seat comfortably about 2,700 persons, divided between its orchestra seats, boxes, loges and
double balcony. The fittings of the theatre
are arranged in a color scheme of which the
predominating colors are blue and gold.
The rest rooms and smoking rooms, carpeted and upholstered in peacock blue, are
lighted from wall bracket groups of softly
shaded yellow. In the main theatre an
opalescent effect is used in the decorations
and lighting in which different shades of red
are evident. In every instance the hand of
the artist is seen, even to the design of
black on gold of the asbestos curtain.
When at last the program commenced
under subdued lights, an orchestra of
twenty-seven pieces was revealed against
a back curtain of dark blue velvet, presumably. The parting of this curtain a few
moments later brought into view the
moonlit gardens of a fanciful palace.
To Francis A. Mangan is due the intelligent assembling of the program which consisted of an organ selection by Prof. R. H.
Warren; "The Awakening of the Beautiful," an orchestral number dedicated to
David V. Picker, manager of the Rio; "The
Rio Grande" and "Ancient Spain"; "The
Birth of the Rio," symbolized by classic
dances by pupils of the Helen Moller
Temple of the Dance; "Rio Review of
World Affairs"; Serenade, "Sing, Smile,
Slumber," by Gounod — violin, 'cello, flute ;
Comedy, "Teasing the Soil" (Carter De
Haven) ; Prologue ; Feature, "The Street
Called Straight" (Goldwyn) ; "Star Spangled
Banner."
Saul
Klein. The orchestra was conducted by
The entrance and mezzanine promenade
were filled with beautiful floral tributes from
the various film exchanges, and friends of
Mr. Picker. This is only one more added
to the chain of successful moving picture
houses controlled by Mr. Picker.
Louis B. Mayer Gives Dinner
in Honor of Departing Guests

crowded important
themselves into
one recently
week in
events
THREE
Los Angeles, and Louis B. Mayer
took advantage of the fact to recognize
them with a dinner served in the dming
room at his studio.
The first of these events was the purchasing of the Kinema Theatre and the
taking over of the First National Exhibitors Circuit in Los Angeles by Sol Lesser
and the Gore Brothers. The second was
the planned return to Minneapolis of Mr.
and Mrs. M. L. Finkelstein. Mr. Finkel?tein of Finkelstein & Rubin, has been
visiting in California, getting acquainted
with his First National brothers in the
producing and releasing ends of the business. The third was the farewell appearance of Mr. and Mrs. Grosberg who left
on an early train the next morning for
Boston. Mr. Grosberg, who is allied financially with Louis B. Mayer, had made an
extended visit to the Coast to see the Anita
Stewart and
ductions in theMildred
making.Harris Chaplin proAmong those present as the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Mayer at the dinner were
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Lesser, Mr. and Mrs.
M. Gore, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Grosberg, Mr.
and Mrs. A. Linick of Chicago, Mr. and
Mrs. M. L. Finkelstein, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jose, Col. William Selig, J. McCann,
Miss Virginia Norden, Bennie Zeldman,
Rudolph Cameron, Miss Florence Browning, Mr. and Mrs. William Furber, George
Morris, George Stewart, Jack Neville and
Charles R. Condon.
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hoard;

Don't
Be
Content
with
Being
organization whoInactive
is using any of the money
an exhibitor and in charge of Sig
By WILLARD C. PATTERSON.
receives from Criterion rentals to come
Samuels' theatre interests in Atlanta Manager, Criterion Theatre. Atlanta, he
into Atlana, or any other city or town, and
I want to give an immediate and abbuild theatre competition for me or any
Ga., and President, Southeastern
solute endorsement to the statement pubother exhibitor. They are independent in
lished this week from J. D. Williams, manTheatre
Managers'
Association.
every
sense of the word. They have still
ager of First National Exhibitors Circuit,
another great appeal to me. Each producing
pointing out to independent theatre ownmultiple
going
use organization with a First National releasing
ers the need for an instant show-down with their
own ambitions.
films in it, They're
naturally.
And towhat
the producer-distributor concerns that are will happen to the independent exhibitor contract is an individual unit, a separate
buying, leasing and building theatres with who has been using that particular service organization, unaffiliated in any way with
the certain intention of trying to oust the to compete with me as a first-ran proposi- any other studio organization. There is
combination of producing talent, no onepresent-day independents and of establishtion. He'll either take second choice from no
man control of their work and releases
ing a theatre monopoly whereby they can the independent
market,
book
in
another
control production sources.
service until such a time as that which can make the strong carry the weak.
, I have always been an independent and program
Each of them stands on his or her own'
program
company decides to build there, ability,
I always will be. Here in the Southeast
and that is why they are delivering,
or
he
will
play
the
producer-distributor
the
goods.
there is evidence galore that every word
house or the Criterion second run, and
Mr. Williams wrote as a warning of the perhaps third, because I think the present
"Let's Have a Show-Down."
plans and intentions of the would-be-exsecond run accounts will make a big fight
or
hibitors among the producer-distribut
Were Ia amoment
programto exhibitor
I wouldn't
before they consent to become third or hesitate
join in the
demand
factions is absolute fact. Make no mis- fourth
run exhibitors.
for
a
show-down.
I
can't
go
any
farther
take, whether you are a quick thinker and
than I have in giving 100 per cent, support
That is just one illustration. Mr. Wilan observer, or just "content with things laims said there were many of them. He
to independent producers, excepting to
as they
are,"ships
you immediate
have gotly.to get aboard
is right. The South has been stampeded make public the fact that the Criterion has
one
of two
in the last six months with rumors, re- not needed program pictures to make it
Independent Films Have Quality.
ports and threats about what certain pro- famous in Atlanta and the territory. I
Either you are an independent exhibitor
ducer-distributors would do to acquire comdon't deny that program releases, of any
who will fight for independence, and do the
peting theatres if their present accounts
brand, are not good, worthy booking propothings you can do, without loss of money,
did not "come across" as demanded. And
sitions. But I do believe, with Mr. Wiltime or energy, to compel the producerthe funny part of it is that a number of exliams, that they are not entitled to exhibihibitors foolishly lost their heads, saw
distributors to stay out of exhibition and
tor patronage until the people who create
stop their plans for a national chain to disaster before them, and took their medicine. The same tactics are being tried, or them stop their attempts to dominate the
compete with independently owned, and
theatre situation with the exhibitors' own
operated theatres, or you are going to find will be, in other territories, according to money,
or with any other money, recruited
yourself one of the fatalities aboard the what I have learned of the plans that sponfrom
any source.
sor
them.
other boat, a victim because you slept.
Let's have want
a show-down.
producerdistributors
theatres, let Ifthem
go get
Wake up to the actual situation. WithWon't Aid "Theatre Monopoly^'
draw your busines from the combinations
them,
but
not
with
your
money.
You
I am giving my entire support to the
that are going to compete with you mighty
independent stars and producers. They are know, as well as I do, that they cannot
soon. You don't need to worry about pro- my salvation, and I don't propose to help succeed in further encroachments into our
ductions.market
There are plenty
of excellent
pic- along with Criterion money any proposidomain without the financial strength they
tures on the
that have
been made
tion working for a theatre monopoly so are receiving from film rentals to you
by independent stars and producers for in- it can subsidize these independent studio
fellows who are using their service. Drop
dependent exhibitors. No? I'll prove it.
them until they call quits. Then, wheri
forces. I have found, as a week after week
I
haven't
shown
a
program
picture
in
the
they promise to behave, get behind them
Criterior Theatre for two years. I have comparison, that the independently made
again and let quality as between program
depended entirely upon the independently pictures can more than hold their own with
made pictures to provide the quality and the best of the program specials and regu- releases and independently made prodiiclar releases. You'll make the same dis- tions decide to whom you will go for picvariety and degree of star and story value
tures. But compel a show-down.
necessary to the profitable conduct of
y, if you don't
alreadyNational
know it.
I have coverbooked
the First
attracFears Reduction in Number of Producers,
Atlanta's best known first run house. And
tions consistently, because there is not a
the Criterior, so I am told, is far from be- star or producer releasing through that
If you don't the finish is in sight for a
ing a failure. In fact, and I know this
great many of you. Keep on paying over
myself, it has a remarkable clientele of
your money for rentals, part of which will
regular patrons.
go
into the
the number
theatres,andandscope
it won't
be long
before
of the
proCharges Highest Admissions.
ducer-distributor owned houses will be
suificient to enable them to reduce the
Of equal importance to you as an independent exhibitor who must help to drive
number of independent stars and producers'
the producer-distributors out of the theanow. They'll
it is quantities
less, oftowhat
to a half,
the field by supporting independent prohave
the orhouses
absorb
of
ducers until the other fellows are willing
releases.
They'll
do
it,
even
at
a
loss,
until
to go back home where they belong, and
they've got everything you want and need,
be good, the Criterion Theatre, using only
and until you have to close up and get
independent releases, is charging the highout. Then they'll get back their losses at
est admissions of any motion picture house
a handsome profit by squeezing tight the
in Atlanta.
sources. And the stars
on production
grip
Why should I pay out money in rentals
and directors
who get caught in the fight
every week, only to wake up some morning
will find a stone wall cutting off all proand find a new theatre across the street,
the controlling
the limits
gressthe
beyondmonopoly
built with some of the dollars that I spent
minds in
permit.
in buying film service from the producerdistributors who bought or erected it? Not
Pictures in Cutting Room.
me. I want to stay in the business as an
The
cutting
rooms of the Fort Lee anj
exhibitor. I don't propose to work for
Bronx studios of Lewis J. Selznick are both
some combine of studio, cut-off sheet and
box office as house manager, on wages, not
to a studio report. "A Fool
according
busy, His
salary. So I will not give my support to
and
Money,"
starring being
Eugeneworked
O'Brien,
is
one
of
the
productions
on,
any proposition that will give competition
as
is
"The
Shadow
of
Rosalie
Byrnes,"
the
to the Criterion.
latest
Elaine
Hammerstein
picture
to
be
Latest in Neckpieces
What Will His Competitor Do?
completed. Several of the screen versions
Shown here by Herbert Rawlinson in the
of the editorials of Herbert Kaufman are
There's a big house to open soon in Atfourththe Flynn
"Change
now in the cutting room.
lanta as the property of the concerns with
Law," picture,
a Republic
release.and
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World's Greatest Moving Picture Area
IN his statement published last week in remain through vaudeville and "girl numMoving Picture World, Adolph Zukor
bers" before they get screen action do not
said that "the Criterion Theatre will come away entirely satisfied.
Figuring the Capitol in as a picture
soon be converted into a theatre for long
while forecasting next season on
run showings of Paramount Artcraft pic- house
tures with presentations arranged by Hugo Broadway may not be a safe proposition
far ahead. However, pictures are
ld." fruition.
Riesenfe
This plan seems likely to very this
there now, in close opposition to the Rivoli
soon
reach
The Criterion is in the Forty-ninth street (just a block away) and the Strand, still
end of the immense building originally another block down Broadway.
built by Oscar Hammerstein and opened
Bunched at Forty-Second.
as Olympia. At the Forty-fifth street end
is the New York Theatre, now conducted
The Rialto is the center of another group
(in conjunction with the roof theatre) by of close opposition— the Stanley half a
Marcus Loew as a picture house, changing block down Seventh avenue and the Broaddaily.
way, at Forty-first street. The Saturday
The Olympia property was recently pur- night and Sunday crowds "mill" up and
chased by interests controlling Famous down Broadway in such throngs that all
Players-Lasky, and Marcus Loew will ulti- of the moving picture theatres have capacmately vacate the New York and roof thethe largely
pictureonthat
a record"
figure
how "breaks
much wall
paper
atres. Just across Forty-fifth street, at the mustity— and
Broadway corner, Loew is now razing can be torn from the side walls.
buildings to make way for a new strucAt Broadway, between Forty-third and
ture combining an ofTice building and Forty-fourth, facing directly onto Times
Square, is the Putnam building, an office
Loew's State Theatre.
structure some time ago purchased by FaCriterion's Last Stage Show.
mous Players-Lasky interests certainly with
Now running at the Criterion is the re- an eye to its ideal location for theatre
cently begun engagement of Lionel Barry- property. Some of the present tenants
more in "ThethatLetter
of the
a stage have long leases and may hold up whatproduction
will be
the Law,"
last dramatic
ever plans were originally contemplated.
show to play the Criterion. With nice
Still More to Come.
spring weather here, the run of Barrymore's prosperity may be restricted, and
In this connection a sidelight of interest
it is safe to assume that Famous PlayersLasky will be showing pictures there by shines on the Shanley people, who run a
popular and high-priced restaurant — poputhe middle of April.
these days, because it is high-priced.
Considerable reconstruction will be nec- The lar,
had a five-year lease, dating
essary to fit the house for pictures — a chief from Shanleys
just
before the Putnam building
essential being an entrance and lobby suited changed hands.
to the requirements of screen presentabecame operative, and when
tions and the crowds attracted. The Cri- theProhibition
landlords stepped into conference
terion has always been a disagreeable with ne#
Shanleys it looked like a quick
place to reach, because the entrance was bargainthe and
cancel the lease. The Shanright on the sidewalk, at the corner, where
leys,
fortified
with their lease, asked $500,street crowds added to the jam and con- 000 — just a hundred
thousand cold for each
fusion at the door.
ahead of them.
When Loew will quit the New York is not year
Negotiations are still under way, it is
stated, but it is safe to assume that Famous said,
with the Fiume, and Italy, and the
Players-Lasky will not let an established Adriatic
situation a kindergarten affair in
picture house like the New York get away comparison. The Shanleys are selling
from them. Presumably that firm will soon bread at $10 a loaf and ginger ale at $5 a
be operating two cinemas in the Olympia "scuttle," while one or two more picture
building. That seems logical, if there is theatres on Times Square dance attendanj logic in show business.
ance.
Referring again to the Criterion, it was
Riesenfeld Will Be Busy.
this house that Vitagraph, in 1914, did
Hugo Riesenfeld is now managing direc- in
some
pioneering. They rented the house
tor of the Rivoli and Rialto, two well estab- and were
the first producing firm to lease
lished cinemas known to' be in possession a theatre on Broadway to show exclusively
of interest favorable to Famous Players- their own offerings.
Lasky. With the third house to take care
Vitagraph entered into the deal as a
of, Riesenfeld will be called upon to test publicity scheme more than in the hope of
his ingenuity in diversifying triple presenmaking
great profit. They I'nstalled
a $30,tations in close opposition to each other.
Wurlitzer-Hope-Jones
unit orchestra
Subscribers to Moving Picture World 000
and gave their productions an elaborate
who are constantly reading publicity and presentation. There was shown J. Stuart
advertising references to Times Square as
a moving picture section will be interested Blackton's "The Battle Cry of Peace."
in these and other details of the greatest
New Exchange for Cleveland.
moving picture exhibition and exploitation
center on the face of the earth. There are
New
York Masterpiece Distributors, Inc.,
now within a stretch of street running have opened
an exchange in Cleveland, at
through Times Square and extending from 416 Belmont Building.
C. Buttolph
Fortieth to Fiftieth streets seven theatres is manager, and EdwardRobert
A. McAuliflfe is
exclusively devoted to pictures. The Cap- sales representative.
itol at Fiftieth street is the newest and
largest of the Times Square cinemas.
There is much gossip and many rumors
centering around this place, and every ru- Harper Brothers' Workers See
mor that races down street is denied at the
"Huckleberry Finn" Picture
Capitol.
INSquare,
the historic
old building on Franklin
What About the Capitol?
New York
City, that has long
been associated with the name of Mark
Because of its immense size, not everybody who sees the pictures is pleased. Twain, some 500 employes of Harper &
There is a diversity of entertainment— plus Brothers, the publishers, saw the Paramount
pictures—
Capitol's arrangement, and on
Artcraft
production
of "Huckleberry Finn"
those who in gothethere
the afternoon
of Friday,
for pictures and must
March 5. The
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staff of the publishing house was out in
full force — officers and directors, the council of the literary department and of
Harper's Magazine, the bookkeepers,
boys.
stenographers, clerks, printers and office
With the booth for the projection machine towering over the educational department, and the screen, at the other end
of the long hall, overshadowing the bailiwick of the magazine's advertising manager,
the long rows of solemn roll top desks were
audience.
pressed into service as seats for the "movie"
Greenland Hooks Up with
Rothacker Eastern Force

for the past
AND,
K. GREENL
ing manager
ALBER
of
advertis
fourT years
Cine Mundial, has resigned his position with the Spanish Moving Picture
World, effective March 13. Mr. Grei?nland
on the following Monday will join the
eastern sales forces of the Rothacker
uring
immeunder themanager
Manufact
of J. A. Leggett,
diate direction Company,
of the eastern department of that progressive Chicago concern.
The departure of Mr. Greenland will be
a matter of real regret not only among his
associates on the husky young monthly in
the upbuilding of which on the business
side he has had so conspicuous a share,
but also on the part of the members of
the staff of the Moving Picture World.
Mr. Greenland from the beginning has
been a strong believer in the future of
Cine Mundial. He has seen it grow in a
little over four years from nothing to a
circulation of 12,000 copies each month.
He has seen it firmly established throughout Latin America.
Following his graduation from the University of Cincinnati in 1910 Mr. Greenland
entered the office of the Billboard and was
immediately assigned to the Chicago office
for training. The liead of that office at
that time is the present head of the Rothacker company. Mr. Greenland was sent
to Chicago to observe the superior methods
employed by Mr. Rothacker in the conduct of the branch. The friendship established there has continued through the
intervening decade.
Mr. Greenland is an authority on film
export and state right subjects, having paid
a great deal of attention to these angles
of the motion picture business. He has a
host of friends in the trade at large who
will join his associates at 516 Fifth avenue
in wishing him a full measure of success
in his new affiliation.

Al K. Greenland
Resigns from advertising managership of
Cime-Mundial to go with Rothacker.
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Fort
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Worth

DURING these windy days of March,
North Texas is seeing a truly remarkable conflict in regard to Sunday
amusements. Dallas and Wort Worth are
the storm centers. The rest of the Lone
Star State is looking on with the keenest
of interest. The conflict is between the
great force of public opinion and a clearly
defined Sunday closing law which has been
on the Texas statute book since the days of
early statehood.
The early closing fight has spread from
Fort Worth to Dallas. A meeting of the
Methodist Pastors' Association which demanded the closing of moving picture theatres on Sunday was passed up to the Dallas
Pastors' debate
Association,
which the
met introduction
March 1. A
stormy
followed
of
the question
before were
the general
meeting.
The clergy
divided pastors'
and no
decision was reached. Another meeting of
the pastors has been called for early next
week.
The Rev. Randolph Ray, dean of St. Matthew's Episcopal
Cathedral
in Dallas,
a statement,
following
efforts
to keepissued
Fort
Worth closed on Sunday, to the effect that
moving pictures provided clean and necessary amusement for the masses. He pointed
out that picture shows in Dallas are properly controlled and are orderly and educational and improving in their nature. He
strongly opposed the Sunday closing move.
Evangelist Denounces Closing.
The Rev. J. G. Seltzer, well known Texas
evangelist, who is holding Sunday revival
meetings in Dallas, from the pulpit denounced the Sunday closing movement, declaring that it was impossible to legislate
Texans into the observance of Sunday contrary to the dictates of their own individual
consciences. He told his congregation that
man was entitled to recreation on the day
of rest and that no law should force him
to restrict his personal liberty during his
days of leisure. He deplored what he styled
efforts to link church with state through
Sunday legislation.
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Sunday

Win

Mayor Frank W. Wozencraft, 25 years
old, who was elected mayor of Dallas after
a brilliant military career overseas, has put
his foot down firmly on the agitation for
Sunday closing in Dallas. Mayor Wozencraft is the younger mayor of any major
city in the country.
Mayor Is "Unalterably Opposed."
"The city administration of Dallas sees
to it that the people secure only clean
amusements," Mayor Wozencraft says.
"There is no reason why thousands of Dallas people should be deprived of their
Sunday recreation through moving picture
theatres. The shows do not open Sunday
morning. Dallas people consequently can
go to church and later in the day enjoy
themselves at a good wholesome picture
show. I am unalterably opposed to inflicting ancient blue laws on Dallas. People
can profit by amusements based on a high
plane, such as are the Dallas theatres, more
than being left to their own devices on
Fort Worth was closed on the last SunSunday."
day in February. The theatres will open
there during March and continue open.
Public opinion in that city has forced a
withdrawal of the bitter opposition on the
part of certain of the pastors and of a
kindred law enforcement association to
Sunday amusements.
Planned to Enforce Law in Toto.
With the shutting down of moving picture theatres in Fort Worth late in February, business men, working men, professional men and people in all walks of life
commenced an earnest movement to the
end that the Sunday closing law, if enforced against theatres, should be made
efl^ective in regard to every industry.
Street car men were seen and signed up
to promise the non-operation of cars on
Sunday, drug stores actually closed on one
Sunday, printers were urged to stop the
publication of Sunday papers, the restaurant proprietors' association was listed to

Closing;

Over

Clergy

close every eating place in the city if the*
theatres were discriminated against. A total paralysis of business was promised
should the Sunday closing law be made effective against the theatres.
Promise No "Overt Action."
Bus iness men of Fort AVorth, seeing the
harm that such law enforcement would do
their city and cognizant of the fact that
other Texas towns were allowing their
amusements to run on Sundays, called a
mass meeting. Preachers, amusement men
and business men were present. It was
succinctly agreed that while the pastors
did not withdraw an inch from their declaration that the Sunday laws should be
enforced, that no overt action should be
taken against the theatres. The meeting
was held on Saturday, too late for Fort
Worth theatre men to order film from their
exchanges or advertise their Sunday attractions. The theatres were closed on
Sunday, February 29, therefore, but will be
open on Sunday, March 7.
Dallas Situation Complicated.
It has been pointed out at the various
meetings which have discussed Sunday
closing that while the state law is clear on
the matter, the selection of an unbiased
jury in any law cases is practically impossible. Both defense and prosecution will
exhaust their challenges since every talesman will have a fixed opinion on the matter. The jury when finally selected will invariably bring in a verdict of not guilty.
Such has been the result of test cases in
recent years.
The Dallas situation is complicated, since
the city claims that imder the home rule
law of Texas,
certain
self-governmental rightsgranting
to cities
of over
100,000
people, Dallas theatres are entitled to keep
open on Sunday. A vote on the matter
was taken four years ago under the home
rule law and the city of Dallas gave a majority for Sunday amusements of about
five to one, with over 15,000 ballots cast.

"The Hunting Winds Are Loose" in These Big, Sunshiny Views from "The Deadlier Sex."
Blanche Sweet Is the star of this Pathe production, backed by a strong cast, Russell Simpson "among 'em,'
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Used Prizma Film to "Color"
Show that Parched the Throat

moving- pictures are rapidly
THAT
growing up, in so far as the presentation of programs is concerned, is
further evidenced by the new trend of
thought on the part of exhibitors in arthe
tral idea.ranging complete show around a cenNow that the production of moving pictures includes reels of every nature, covering every sort of story known to mankind,
it has been proved possible by representative exhibitors to build a program from
overture to exit march that blends more
perfectly than is the case when the feature is chosen independent of the short
reels, or vice versa.
Probably some of the most significant
cases of the new idea in presentation are
those cited this week by Prizma in an announcement which tells of how various theatres have booked the whole show with
the view in mind to have the program not
alone harmonious, but hinged upon one idea
throughout. These instances include programs in w^hich Prizma Color Pictures have
been used in conjunction with suitable fivereelers, coHiedies and news weeklies.
Rialto "Good Spirits Week."
One of the most emphatic examples of
the success of the new idea, which shows
signs of boosting the popularity of any
house where it is followed out, was seen
in the Rialto Theatre presentation in New
York during the week of March 7. Managing Director Hugo Riesenfeld had decided
to make the whole week a "Good Spirits
Week,"
and with
this in mind
selected
each subject
to dovetail
into he
a unit
instead
of
running
the
program
in
distinct
units.
The show started with an overture whose
name and harmony at once conjured
thoughts of bygone days in the minds of
the audience. '"Good spirits" in connection
here
"departed
spirits"' ofa more
than meant
2.75 peralso
cent.
Then followed
news
reel which had current views regarding
prohibition, anti-prohibition and other
things in connection with the spirits which
are no more. With the last foot of this
reel the curtains parted and a baritone
sang a "drinking" song.
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Going back to the screen, without breaking the theme, the audience was taken into
the confidence of ex-beverage-mixers. The
Prizma reel, "The Ghost of John Barleycorn," in colors so truly natural that every
dry and parched throat in the house was
drawn reluctantly toward the ice water
cooler, went more deeply into the "good
spirits" idea and completely warmed the
audience up to the scheme. "The Ghost of
John
Barleycorn"
showsandhowclever
mostsubtitles
of the
best drinks
were mixed
keep the interest at the highest pitch.
In the music for this was noticed "The
Alcoholic
and other
all Sahara Blues"
residents.
Next airs
camefamiliar
anotherto
song, by a young woman, which also had
its proper connection with the "good
spirits" scheme, and then the flicker sheet
unreeled a comedy drama, "The Six Best
Cellars."
which
no explanation
in
view of the
title.needs
The comedy,
at the end
of the show, also communicated with the
spirits, and when it was over the audience,
although feeling possibly dryer, was much
in accord with the way the show had been
arranged.
A Touch of Color Adds to Bill.
It is claimed that in working out a program on this central idea the touch of
color aided by Prizma is a large element
of the success of the presentation. The
exploitation material available, it is cited,
is also of the best and most pliable, while
at the same time inexpensive.
Samuel L. Rothapfel used the Prizma
reel "Gowns" in connection with an Elsie
Ferguson picture in which the actress wore
many wonderful creations. This was at
the California Theatre in Los Angeles, and
Mr. Rothapfel is quoted as saying that the
presentation was one of the most satisfying
he had ever arranged. The Prizma color
reel, in addition to carrying out the central idea of the show, impressed its colors
upon the eye of the spectator with the
result that the color scheme was seemingly
incorporated in the five-reel picture.
The State Theatre. Trenton, N. J., showed
the Prizma reel "China" with "Broken BlosThis, as in the
case of
Rothapfel,
proved soms."
successful
mainly
through
the

blending of pictures into one idea. The
California,
of San Francisco,
used "Gowns"
with "Everywoman"
and reported
success.
Many other instances of the central idea
in arranging programs are coming to light,
and it is predicted that before long the
majority of the houses in the United States
will have tried it out with success.
Nye, in Orient for Goldwyn,
Finds Japan's Customs Law
Hard Barrier to Surmount

fromreceived
been
has far
LETTER
represent
Geoflrey Nye,
eastern
of Goldwyn Picturesa,Corporaative
Japan,
tion, who has reached Yokoham
in the course of his travels. Mr. Nye left
New York several months ago with a suppictures which he is disply of Goldwyn
tributing inthe Orient and Australasia.
After commenting on the popularity of
motion
Japan,of where
thei-ebuildare
about 700pictures
theatres,in most
which are
ing up a clientele on the strength of Amerison films rather than thost of European
make, ilr. Nye referred to the difiiculties
to be met in handling pictures in Japan.
He writes : "The entry of foreign cinema
prints into Japan is carefully watched by
the customs authorities, the regulations
calling for a high rate of duty. This duty
must be paid before the prints are released from bond. Ko provision has been
made for a rebate on sample prints when
theConsidering
same are taken
out Nye
of thecarries
country."
that Mr.
nearly
100,000 feet of sample prints for trade
screening purposes, he found the stringent
regulations a rather difficult problem to
surmount. After many interviews with officials, however, each one with a man
higher up, he arranged for the release of
his prints under a guarantee and providingtomsthatofficial.
they should be in charge of cus-

A

his last
visit to Japan,
farSince
eastern
representative
finds
increase in the interest shown
plays and a broadening of the
for the American producer who
the market.

Goldwyn's
a marked
in photoprospects
cultivates

Associated Exhibitors Will
Soon Make Announcement
THE whichAssociated
Fred C. Exhibitors,
Quimby is Inc.,
generalof
manager, had expected
to make
formal announcement of ' their plans and
policytureinWorld.
this But
week'sthe issue
Moving
matterof is
delayed.PicOwing to unavoidable mechanical delays
in preparing the illuminated insert delivery
cannot be made by the printer until next
week. The announcement was issued ;hat
this week's editions of the tradepapers
would carry this announcement, and this
explanation is made in the interest of keeping faith with readers.
Offer Picture Rights for "Highwajs and
Harry Chanlee and William B. Laub, film
editors and exponents of a new sub-title
technique, are in receipt of many offers for
picture rights to their serial novel, "Highways and Low," now running in a popular
monthly. This story, submitted as a sceLow." was repeatedly
nario to several producers,
rejected, yet upon publication under a new
title, these same producers have eagerly
sought it for production, according to «
statement made by the authors.
Advertising for Exhibitors, conducted for
Moving Picture World hy Epes Winthrop
Sargent, ivas the first department to be established by any trade paper to aid shozvmen
withthehisBest.
publicity problems. It continues to
be
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"Non-Theatrical"
Washington

exhibitors and
WASHINGTON, D. C, gemen
are besome of the exchan
ginning to take alarm at the growing proportions of the so-called "nontheatrical" business. Complaints are being
made by the exhibitors that schools,
churches, community centers and other
like propositions are cutting deep into their
businesis. Some of them have seen a
marked dropping of? in receipts and this is
ized during the Lenten seabeing
son. emphas
"I do not believe that the manufacturers
and distributors realize the importance of
this situation," said a member of the
Grievance Committee operating in the District of Columbia, Virginia, Maryland and
North Carolina territory, following complaints to the committee from exhibitors
in Washington, Baltimore, Richmond and
other places where the practice of giving
community shows is said to be becoming
a menace to the commercial motion picture
business of these places.
One "Get-Rich-Quick" Plan.
"Onetionofsomethe
cases
to our
attentime
agobrought
involved
a colored
school. When the complaint was received
we looked into the matter and found that
there were eight schools in the District of
Columbia alone that were operating picture shows. An employe of one of the
exchanges undertook to manage one of
the shows put on in a colored school. It
is said that after paying all expenses — the
pictures cost him only $15 — he divided the
profits with the organizers of the scheme,
and he realized $159. That brought in the
original complaint.
"To begin
with,canthese
community centers
do schools
businessandwithout
being subject to the taxes that we must
pay — they escape more than a dozen taxes.
Generally there is no additional rent to
pay and sometimes the services of cashiers,
doorkeepers, ushers and even the orchestra are donated.
"There has been some talk of a com-
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Protest

bination of these interests. It is not at
all unlikely that organizations of this
character located in the various cities will
at some future time get together in some
sort of a chain system, and then will come
a little bit of worry for the distributors.
When this comes about, that combined
organization will be able to go to Mr. Producer and dictate not only the kind of pictures it wants, but will be able to do a
whole lot of talking about prices and the
way
in which the pictures are to be distributed.
"That organization can go further. It
can make its own pictures. Some of our
exchange managers are beginning to see
what the future is likely to produce. The
home oflices will have to take cognizance
of this growing menace. It is all very
well to say these places obtain only pictures that have been run in the theatres —
that is not necessarily so and it does not
mean anything. They may be running
films as much as six months old now, but
when they attain the necessary power they
will be able to demand first-run pictures.
No Opposition to Educationals.
"It is only a question of time when the
exhibitors handling first-run pictures will
have to say to the exchanges : "We cannot paycauseyou
$200 a day
your off
picture
our receipts
haveforfallen
and bewe
do not take enough in to warrant that
"The exhibitors have no desire to prevent the showing of strictly educational
payment.'
films
in the schools and churches. But
when theyhibitionbegin
to enter
exfield, minus
taxes, the
rentgeneral
and other
overhead expenses which bear heavily on
the
exhibitor, it's
timetake
to kick,
and the
manufacturers
should
cognizance
of
that and lay down a rule for our protection.
"I just want to call attention to this —
large sums of money came from the saloons
for use in fighting vice, and prohibition
came. The manufacturers are furnishing

Trade,
in

Alarm

films at low prices now — eventually they
will face the situation of having no theatres to serve or able to pay the price that
must be secured for each picture, and with
these community organizations banded together and in position to dictate to them."
Rowland & Clark Theatres
Now Control Strand in Erie

the 0interchange of more
than e$250,00
has
to involv
A DEAL
resulted said
in the Rowland & Clark
Theatres securing control of the Strand
Tlu'atre of Erie, Pa. This deal, which is
pr()l)al)ly the most important consummated
in picture circles in many months, had been
hanging fire for several months. A. P.
(iillcspic, formerly a well-known real estate
liroker of this city, and now associated with
the Rowland & Clark Theatres, assisted
in the completion of the deal.
The Strand Theatre has the choice location in Erie and is one of the leading first
run houses outside of Pittsburgh. It is
the best established photoplay theatre in
that city, and vvas one of the first to show
pictures. It has a seating capacity of
2,000, first floor and balcony,
Bernhardt Becomes Manager.
It is announced that the interior and exterior will undergo a complete change. It
is hoped to have the house rejuvenated in
time for the gala opening under the new
management hy April 1. This will not
necessitate a suspension of business, as the
work will be done after closing time and
during landthe& Clark
early Theatres
rrorning hours.
RowassumedThe charge
March 1.
William J. Bernardi, for years associated
as manager of the R. & C. chain and probably one of the most popular men in the
showmanager.
business, drew the Erie assignment
as
openin.g starring
week's feature
will be
"InTheOldgala
Kentucky,"
Anita Stewart

"Huckleberry Finn" I* a "Must" for Your Patrons:
They "Must" See It.
A group of views from Paramount-Artcraft's picturization of the great Twain storj
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KEEPING

Rio,
the New
S new
PICKER'
DAVE
Broadway,
and theatre,
street
at 159the
y
York, was opened Thursda evening,
March 4. It is one of the largest and
handsomest theatres in the city, seating
2,500, with a twenty-f
* ive
* * piece orchestra.
W. L. Shepherd, of W.-H. Productions,
has been seriously sick for the past month
with pleuro-pneumonia arising from an attack of the "flu." He is now able to sit up
and take nourishment, although it will be
fully a month before he will be able to be
about his business.
* * *
Henry Janet, formerly with Pathe, has resigned and is now in charge of the Famous
Players-Lasky booking department of the
film exchange, in New York.
* * *
The National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, will occupy offices after
May 1 in the Bulkley and Newhall Building, Forty-first street and Sixth avenue.
New York.
* * *
Hughey Brennan occupies a position in
the auditor's department of the Famous
Players-Lasky film* exchange
in New York.
* *
Charles Pettijohn, of the Selznick Pictures Corporation, has been blessed with
another son, Bruce David Pettijohn, named,
in second place, after Dave Selznick. Mrs.
Pettijohn is the former Belle Bruce, before
her marriage one of the Vitagraph players.
* * *
The Kansas Exhibitors' convention will
be held at Wichita, Kansas, the latter part
of this month, probably March 29 and 30.
J. P. Harrison has been invited to address
the convention. * * *
Abraham M. Fabian, general manager of
the First National Exhibitors' Exchange,
of New Jersey, says he has taken over
Gaumont's News Weekly, for distribution
in Northern New Jersey.
* * *
Henry P. Nelson, of the Capitol Theatre,
Elizabeth, N. J., at the meeting of the legislative committee, held at the Hotel Astor,
exhibitors
March 4, said :I "All
York,
New
believe in co-operation.
was convinced
of this when I gave an early Saturday
matinee performance to the children of
Elizabeth of Pollyanna at an admission of
ten cents. My competitor co-operated with
me by giving matinee to the children at the
same time. I had an empty house but evidently the children
didn't the
appreciate
the
free show.
They broke
chairs and
did other damages and I had a packed,
jammed house at my regular matinee and
all my other shows* that
* * day."
William H. Hollender, Brooklyn salesman
for the American Film Corporation, has
been promoted to New York branch manager, in place of M. G. Noyer, resigned, to
join a state rights* organization
of Seattle.
* *
Magnet Film Exchange, Jules Bernstein,
general manager, it is reported, has been
taken over by the Gardner Syndicate of
Buffalo and Albany.
* * *
Jack Brown, formerly with Pathe, has
been made head of the Famous PlayersLasky film and shipping departments.
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PERSONAL
SPED ON
By SAM

Charles N. Harding, well known to the
industry, as the general representative of
the Standard Lithograph Company, has retired, and is now living on the old McGregor Homestead, built in 1840, at Upper
Dyke, Nova Scotia.
* * *
Bide Dudley has written a new stage play,
which is promised a Broadway showing this
summer. Bide is a well-known writer for
the New York World.
* * *
Anthony Paul Kelly is writing the conof "Way
Down East"theforpicture.
D. W.
Griffith, tinuity
who
is now
* * casting
•
E. Lanning Masters is organizing a new
corporation for the production of a series
of features by a well known author.
* * *
George Krebs has been appointed Long
Island salesman for the Famous PlayersLasky distributing organization.

TOUCH

ing of Universal City in 1915. He will not
return to the Coast before April 1.
« * *
Jack
C. O'Brien,
in theis very
Commercial Trust
Building, located
New York,
busy
these days arranging for some big special
productions, announcement of which will
be made in the near future.
* * *
Richard Brady, of the motion picture film
department of Eastman Kodak Company
for many years, was in New York recently.
Everybody knows Dick and it was an
agreeable surprise and pleasure to come
up with him at the Times Building.
* * •
George Rabbott, of Naugatuck, Conn., has
been removed to a hospital. He has been
ill for several weeks and his sickness demanded the immediate attention of a sur* * ♦
"Pop" Hart, veteran film man, is in New
geon.
England exploiting a feature for the Elks.
* * *
Phil Ryan resigned as feature sales manager of Pathe to become affiliated with the
Associated Exhibitors.
* * *
Henry Reilly, of the Strand Theatre, Walnut Beach, Conn., is interested in a big
theatre project in Connecticut.
* * *
The Selznick advertising and art departments have removed from 729 Seventh avestreet. New
York. nue to 146 West *Forty-sixth
* *

Britton N. Busch, president of the Republic Distributing Corporation, is now located in the Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh
avenue. New York.
* * ♦
Jack Levy and W. Rodue have resigned
as salesmen of the United Pictures Producing Corporation. They operated in the
state of Connecticut.
* * *
Harry Stafford has purchased the Whitney Theatre, of New Haven. Mr. Stafford
was organist for Poli for five years.
Dave Rodgert
* • *
United division
Picture sales
Production's
southern
Lee
Benoist,
a
prominent
banker of St.
manager.
Louis, has been elected president of the
Prizma Pictures Corporation.
* * *
Billy Brandt, owner of the Carleton,
Brooklyn, was driving his car toward the
Nathan Hurst, of the Fox Company, has
subway station when he saw a Catholic started on a strenuous drive to win a
priest, and offered to give him a lift, which place among the lucky ones for the $20,000
offer was accepted. Arriving at the sub- cash prize offered by William Fox for the
way the priest alighted and handed Billy
a small book, a mark of his appreciation. highest sales marks.* * *
After the priest departed Billy opened it
and discovered it was a book of Catholic
Elmer Pearson, Pathe director of exchanges, reports the highest sales in the
devotion entitled "Ave Maria." Billy says
of the organization. During ofFebhe is going to treasure the book as evi- history ruary,
the
although the shortest month
dence that he doesn't look like the rest of
his brethren.
all previous Feb* * *
surpassed
sales
year, the
ruary records.
* * *
Isadore Bernstein, producing director of
the National Film Corporation, is in New
purchased the Lyceum
has
Glackin
John
York, for the first time in a year, bringing, Theatre at New Britain, Conn.
*
» *
with him a copy of the seven-reel National
Inc., reports that
Company,
Price
B.
C.
production, "The Kentucky Colonel," from
the story
written
by
Opie
Read.
The
redramas, feaIndian
2,G0O-feet
fifteen
the
lease date has not been definitely set. Mr.
r, will be
turing Princess Mona Darkfeathe
Bernstein has been a resident of Califor- shown for fifteen consecutive weeks at the
nia since 1913 and superintended the build- Broadway Theatre, New York.
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Scientists

Would
Solve
Mystery
of Actinic
Ray
that through these various experiments
Is your face in tune? Does your skin Seek Means of Quickly Desome secrets of producing the perfect afpresent a surface upon which the camfinity will be formulated.
era lens plays a symphony? If so, the
termining
Whether
Subject
movies are screaming for you. Whether
The work is only started. But if the seyou are in tune, or whether you produce
cret is ever solved "it will save the motion
picture producers millions of dollars annuphotographic discords depends upon something which scientists call the actinic ray. Is "Photographic" or Not —
ally. There will be no excuse for a poor
You are attuned to the actinic ray if the Zena Keefe Under the Lens
film
or
a star who doesn't register well. It
chemical composition of your features is MiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiMriiiiiiiuiriniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiriiiinitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriitiiiiiimmiiiiiii will be one of the biggest contributions of
properly proportioned to become an af- color have been studied. Artists have the age to science.
And thus the oldest of sciences is being
finity to light propulsion as it is diflfused
the rainbow and caught its color restudied to promote the newest of arts,
by the camera. If this affinity is estab- analyzed
vibrations
for
their
canvases.
Lighting
has
the
motion picture.
lished the certainty of your success as a passed from a mere matter of sunrise and
screen star is assured.
There are certain flowers so constituted sunset to an electric push button. The
chemically that they absorb those rare camera lens records the merest shadow.
of the Yellow Room"
Bu tthe actinic ray is still unsolved. Just "Mystery
tints of color that immediately establishes
Acclaimed by Prison Inmates
their beauty and rarity and removes them what chemical combination of the complexion will produce the perfect affinity^ THE mysteries of the mail service have
as far from the common garden variety of
nothing on "The Mystery of the Yelflowers as the orchid is from the sunflower. with the camera — that is still a mystery.
But
it
is
the difference between a screen
low Room," an Emile Chautard proThe chemical substance that is created
duction, according to the entertainment
star's
salary
and
yours
and
mine.
committee
the Mutual Welfare League
in nature's laboratory will attach itself
If the actinic ray could be reduced to of Sing Singof Prison.
only to theganisms.most
delicate
of
nature's
orsubjection
motion
picture
photography
The same condition exists in the would become an exact science. For it
The production made a big hit, acco^rding to the chairman of the committee, who
matter
of
a
human
being's
susceptibility
to
would
be
possible
for
every
applicant
for
photographic reproduction.
deep sighs were audible througfi
screen honors to submit to a few simple declared
the hall when the fourth reel had been
Who Said the Camera Never Lies?
tests and her susceptibility to the ray shown
and one man gripped his neighThe actinic ray is as elusive as love and could be determined and her hopes raised
in the
but didn't get
as irregular in its habits. We know that or blasted accordingly. Or if the ray could "bawledbor's armout"
untilexcitement,
later.
more than beauty is required to make a be analyzed, it might be possible to proThe chairman writes that he has viewed
perfect photograph. Most of us have only
well over 2,000 features in the last three
to gaze at our photographic insults to
years, but has never seen one in which
realize that something more is needed.
the interest was so well sustained as in
Under the camera's lens the most beau"The Mystery of the Yellow Room."
tiful of women may become uninteresting
"This is an additional test of the mystery
and dull, while another with ho particular
in this picture," said J. S. Woody, general
claim to pulchritude comes forth radiant
manager of Realart. "We have shown the
and charming. The fault, dear Brutus, is
picture to the best detective brains in the
net with the photographer. He probably
country, stopped the picture before the
has no grudge against beauty nor is he demystery was explained, and given them a
siring to deceive his less lovely subjects.
chance to guess. In no case has the soluHis results are not purely accidental. The
tion been given, and yet it is logical and
actinic ray turned the trick. The camera
probable, as they afterward admit.
may not lie, but it comes close to it.
"In numerous cities where 'The Mystery
For centuries scientists have studied the
of the Yellow Room' has been shown, the
exhibitor has given the local police a
subject of light. Long before Cleopatra sechance to solve it, and they have invarduced the gullible Antony there were Egypiably failed. As a mystery picture it stands
tian scholars who spent their nights under
in a class by itself in this respect. It now
the blue Egyptian skies trying to get light
has
the
unique record of having baffled
on the subject of light. And they learned
men who bafifled the police and bafifled the
the
that light travels in a straight line.
The Birth of an Axiom.
police who nabbed the men."
This knowledge traveled into Greece and
Fox Department Heads Praise
the Greek scholars carried it further. They
determined that they ray of sunlight was
Tom Mix's Work in Thriller
the shortest possible path from the light
to its object, and that well known geometON prmt
Friday afternoon,
March
S, the first
Tom arrived
Mix's
latest
Zena Keefe
ric saying that a straight line is the short"Desertof Love,"
in Newvehicle,
York
est distance between two points was born Selznick star aiding in photographic efforts from the William
Fox studios in California.
and has stuck ever since.
to uncover secret of actinic ray.
The
film was inspected, wound and thrown
The Greeks made other discoveries. The
iitiiiiiimruiiiiiniiiiiii iiiiiitiiiiiitiimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiMiliiMMiriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiriiiii i i i i
in the new Fox
proPlatonists developed the idea of reflection, duce the right complexion by chemical aid. on the screen
jection room for the benefit ofstudio
the entire
absorption and refraction. That is, that
And
that
is
exactly
what
photographers
executive
stafi^,
all department heads and
when light falls upon its victim it does one
and chemists at the Selznick Fort Lee stu- the publicity department.
of three things — it is returned by reflection,
dio
are
trying
to
do—
they
are
trying
to
Considerin
g the fact that "The Dareas in the case of a shiny nose — it is entirely solve the mystery of the actinic ray. A
devil" with Mix in the stellar role has just
absorbed or gobbled up by the pigments, or special
been shown
to the trade press and is
studio
has
been
inclosed
in
glass
it may be refracted and come back someand fitted up with every invention and ap- scheduled for release this month, "Desert
thing quite different.
pliance added. And not only have the tools Love" is said to place Mix in a class by
Pythagoras had a different idea. He
provided, but pretty Zena Keefe, the
star."
as a "stunt
thought vision and color were caused by been
The picture
1920 star, has offered herself as a victim of himself
is listed
by Fox for release
the bombardment of the eye by minute par- science and is daily permitting herself to be during April and it is planned to
bring it
ticles projected from the surface to the the object of countless experiments.
out
with
art
titles
of
western tone and
objects seen. And other scientists brought
Some days her face is daubed with a color.
forth other ideas. The Greeks made many
Coincident with the arrival of the "Desert
sickly yellow powder and she is subjected to
observations on the subject, but with their the
lens. Other times she is concealed Love" print, the puhlicitv department has
philosophical minds they were more cona blue preparation which would received a sketch of one of the principal
cerned with the reason for light than the beneath
disguise her features beyond the recogni- stunts done by Tom Mix in this picture.
possible uses to which it might be put.
tion of her own mother. Orange colored The sketch is in water-color and gives a
Actinic Ray Still Puzzles.
of exterior and interiors in an epiliquids and powder and every shade of red view sode
which runs 200 feet in the film with
from the most anaemic pink to deepest
And from that time to this, through cenonly
one
break in it.
turies of thought, the subject of light and scarlet are applied to her skin. It is hoped
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Appeal

Judge

Hough's

Decree
Injunc
tlic decision of Judge
from tion
appeal
Hough in refusing to modify the injunction decree in the case of Henry
L. Wallace and Harper Bros, against Klaw
& Erlanger so that the plaintiffs may prowas
Hur,"
of "Ben
versio
duce a screen
ct Court
d nStates
Distri
the Unite
filed in
of New York City on March 10.
In asking the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals to review the case and reverse
the decision the plaintiffs contend that
Judge Hough erred in concluding that the
owners of the dramatic rights to the play
have complied strictly with the terms of
the decree which provided that the play
must be produced during each theatrical
season.
The plaintiffs assert that the failure of
Hur"
to produce
Erlanger
Klaw
on the& stage
between
October"Ben
12, 1918,
and December 24, 1919, constituted a breach
of the provisions of the decree under
which it is alleged that the producers have
forfeited any rights which they may have
had under the decree.
Moreover, it is alleged that the dramatic
value of the play has terminated and that
the owners of the dramatic rights are
seeking
to produce
for
amerely
limited
engagement
each"Ben
yearHur"
on the
stage for the purpose of preserving their
technical_ rights under the decree to an interest in the film rights and not with any
prospect of securing profits from such performances. In short, the plaintiffs charge
that the producers are taking an unfair
advantage of the cross injunction in the
original decree which was never contemplated by the court to prevent them from
producing the play on the screen.
Moreover, it is alleged that the dissolution of the partnership of Klaw & Erlanger
has changed the conditions formerly existing and by virtue of this dissolution of
the producing firm it is contended that the
injunction existing in the original litigation against Klaw & Erlanger and in favor
of that firm is no longer binding.
The litigation revealed for the first time
that the "Big Four" had been negotiating
for the screen
rightstheto play
"Ben onHur,"
offered
to produce
the having
screen
with Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
in the leading roles on a "fifty-fifty" basis
with a the
guaranty
of $250,000
the author's
estate,
producers
and thetopublishers.
The offer was not accepted for the reason that Mr. Wallace places a valuation
of $1,200,000 on the film rights to the play
and the executives of "Big Four" regard
this as a high figure even for such an artistic and financial stage production as "Ben
Hur."
Kenneth Earle One of Three
Killed in Seaplane Accident
KENNETH E.A.RLE. of 185 Gates
avenue, Montclair, N. J., son of President Edward Earle, of the Nicholas
Powder Company, New York City, and
Mrs. Earle, was one of three aviators killed
on March 9 about twenty miles south of
Palm Beach while making a forced landing in a hydro-aeroplane. Their bodies
-were found the following morning by fliers,
after a lighthouse keeper told of having
seen a plane falling.
One particularly sad feature of the accident is that, after the plane had apparently developed engine trouble, the pilot
failed by but a scant 200 feet to reach the
water for a safe landing.
Those with Kenneth Earle were Charles
T. Sims, of New York City, and Maxwell
Blanchard, of Chicago. Earle and Blanchard were pilots and had seen service in
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ingSims "Ben
Involv
France. Charles
was a student aviator.
The bodies of all three men have been
sent north.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle are receiving many
letters of condolence from members of the
industry.
A. S. Black
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California Theatre Men Meet.
About a hundred members of the Exhibitors Protective League, Inc., which is composed of Northern California exhibitors,
met recently in San Francisco and discussed the accessory controversy and percentage booking. Some action will probably be taken at the next meeting.
It was voted to hold the charter open
until April 15, after which date an initiation
fee of $25 will be charged and the applicant
for membership will be balloted upon.

Invades

Playhouse

n picture theatre
MODEngRNto motio
A cateri
the thousands of undergraduates and faculty of Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass., is the latest
venture of the new Black New England
Theatres, Inc.
Alfred S. Black, president of the recently
organized $10,000,000 company, announces
that a long-term lease has been taken on a
section of Harvard's famous College House
in Harvard Square, just across the street
from the college yard.
College House, a landmark of old Harvard, has been purchased by Edward A.
Barnard, the millionaire reality man of
Cambridge. Mr. Barnard will remodel the
place into a 300-room hotel. A section of
the property, beside the Charles River Trust
Company's
offices, has been allotted to thebanking
Black company.
Available for Harvard Plays.
Discussing this latest addition to his already long chain of motion picture theatres
in New England, President Black said:
sMniimiHiiiitiiiiiiiiiHiiiiHiiiiriiiwitiiMiMiimtiiiiiimiiiMiMiiiiiiiiHiiimiriiiiiiiiiliimiiiiintniiiiiiiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiii<£

Cambridge

for Harvard Students
"We are going to have a thoroughly modern motion picture theatre. It will be called the Harvard Square Theatre and will
seat 2,000 persons. It will be ready for
operation by early fall. As our patrons
at Harvard Square will be mainly Harvard
students, members of the faculty and residents of the exclusive neighborhood about
the college, we intend to present the highest grade of motion pictures.
"Especial attention, of course, will have
to be given to the musical end. Both in
fittings and in photoplays this new theatre
will be high-class in every respect. Architects are already at work on the plans. A
feature will be a large stage, which will
be something like forty feet deep and eighty
To a man, Harvard students are all motion picture fans. Hundreds of them take
feet wide."
the Cambridge tunnel for the movie houses
in Boston every night.
Another addition to the Black chain of
theatres is the Opera House at Westerly,
R. I. Several other deals are pending and
shortly.
an
announcement of them is expected

I "In the Spring"— Come
|
I
appendicitis — and New
| United States District Court
Acts in Role of Producer
1
Faces at Breakfast Table j

A LOT of things happen in the |
Spring besides the annual tarn- |
I
ing of the young man's fancy to |
1 thoughts of new silk shirts, as Tenny- |
I son once said in poetry. Take Cine- |
i Mundial, growing, blossoming, burgeon- |
1 ing Spanish edition of Moving Picture |
I World, for example. Spring has brought f
I more commotion into its spacious office |
I suite than if a regiment of choice |
I Mexican bandits were to drop in to pay |
I their respects to the sheet.
|
I Frank Ortega, who wields the edi- |
1 torial pen, blue pencil, and typewriter |
I for Cine-Mundial, glancing over the list |
i of Spring affections and ailments, as |
1 listed in "Who's Who in Spanish," |
1 selected appendicitis as his most popu- |
I lar brand, and in spite of his doctor's 1
1 pleas, "went right to it." True to form, |
I Frank is recovering rapidly, at the same |
I time making great strides in augment- |
1 ing the membership of his newly- |
I established "Brotherhood of Appendix |
1 Missers."
|
I A. Obregon, circulation manager of |
1 the same Cine-Mundial, not to be out- |
I done in Spring affairs, is shining up his i
I medals as the proud father of a happy |
I family, just lately increased to four, f
I A boy, of course, and mother and child |
I are doing well.
|
I Some sheet, Cine-Mundial!
Doing |
IiliiiiniHuniiMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirriiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiinimiiiiiiiiiiniiiii^
things!
*

THE"That
production
version
Woman,"of abycinema
Captain
Sabineof
W. Wood, which was commenced by
the Films, Inc., last December, is being
completed under the supervision of Goldthwaite H. Dorr, who was appointed receiver for the film company on March 4
by Judge Learned Hand in the United
States District Court, New York City.
The appointment of a receiver for the
film company was made by George R.
Holmes, one of the creditors whose claim
amounts to $1,300, and upon the consent
of the film corporation which admitted its
inability to meet its obligations, in the belief that this was the best solution of the
temporary embarrassment.
The Films, Inc., was formed in the early
part of 1919 with an authorized capitalization of $100,000 which was subsequently
increased to comparatively $500,000, but the
stock did not meet with a ready sale and
only a comparatively small portion of the
issue was floated. Consequently the corporation soon became handicapped on account of lack of capital to continue its
operations.
The firm corporation engaged a large
and competent staff to produce the photoplay last December and planned to make
a super feature picture but the expense of
producing the picture rapidly ate up the
company's available capital. The expense
of producing the picture to date has exceeded $60,000 and it is estimated that at
least $15,000 more will be required.
Receiver Dorr is arranging to complete
the photoplay and finance the company
temporarily through the issuance of receiver's certificates which constitute a first
lien on the receipts from the release of the
photoplay, which it is anticipated will aggregate more than $150,000.
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out to Goldwyn this week.
I WENT
Never was a neck put to such a test;
never was a pair of dark and passionate eyes so filled with sights; never a
couple of shell-like ears so filled with
pleasant sounds; never a pencil pushed
with such persistency; never a mind so
filled to the gunwales with dope and data.
The truth of the matter is that I saw so
much
Mr. upGoldwyn's
vasthowlot much
that Iagog
will
have toon pass
telling you
we are over the news of Little Mary and
Owen Moore getting themselves unhitched
from the marital ties that bound them.
Neither can I tell you how badly we were
shocked at the news that Mark Larkin is
not coming back to our fair city, but will
hereafter reside in N. Y.
Cruel N. Y. There are several more of
our press agents in your midst. Will you
bedazzle them with your bright lights,
vamp them with your vanities, and keep
them from coming back to their native
sage brush, as you have done with Mark?
We hate to give Mark up to Manhattan, but if it must be, it must be. But we
don't want
to lose any more of our publicists !
Lon Chaney, a "Perennial Cripple."
But to get back to Goldwyn's. I never
saw so much movie making in one day beAnd sets ! They've
got one
set that
out
there, fore.
representing
an oriental
palace,
is so big that they had to rent a ranch to
build it on. And interesting sights — My!
Oh My!
Do you remember Lon Chaney, who played_ the part of the Frog in "The Miracle
Man," and "crippled" around as if he didn't
have the use of his legs? Well, Lon's playing a part in a story out at Goldwyn's where
heAnother
hasn't any
all ! Normand in a
sightlegswasat Mabel
rubber suit to make her look fat for her
partRoyin Barnes,
George Ade's
"Slim vaudeville
Princess;"fame,
and
T.
of former
who has to have an "extra" scratch his
back all the time because he is playing in
a Rupert Hughes story called "Scratch My
Back;"
Gravina, who is working in and
the Cesare
same picture.
Cesare
cannot
speak
flllllllllKHIIIIIII Illlllllllllltlllllllllllllll Ill English, and Sydney

Mabel Looks Immense
In her rubber gown for her Goldwyn,
"The Slim Princess."
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Legless Lon, Inflated Mabel
and Chevalier Cesare
Cause

the Neck

to Stretch
By GIEBLER.
iriitiiMiMtiiiiiMiiiiiMiiiHriiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiinMiiiiiiiniiMiiMiniiiiiiirniiiiiiiitiriiiriiiiii]iiiiiiiiMiiiiiJMiii
Olcott, the director, has to use an interto tell him
put toover,
and my preterword!
how what
Cesarehe'sdoesto go
the
bat with the stuff. Cesare is from Spain,
where he was famous in comic opera, and
the owner of his own theatre in Madrid for
twenty years.
An Opera in Staccato.
The King of Spain has made, him a
chevalier for his excellent work, and one
time when he was presenting an opera and
the royal family was in attendance, and
the Queen sent word that the King wanted
to go to San Sebastino on a train that
left
at ten
bells,theandtrain
the orkingthedidn't
to miss
either
endingwantof
the show, Cesare speeded up the performance into three quarters of an hour less
time than was intended without losing a
note ! Some stunt ?
Some of the Goldwyn companies were
out on location. Reginald Barker, who is
directing Barbara Castleton and Russell
Simpson, was up at Truckee getting snow
stuff for "The Branding Iron."
"Blizzard" a Powerful Character.
Frank Lloyd was over at Santa Catalina
Islands
"Madame
with
Pauline getting
Frederickready-for
as the star;
and T.X,"Hayes
Hunter was at Santa Barbara making Basil
King's "Earthbound." Hugo Ballin and the
Madge Kennedy company are in New York.
There was plenty a-doing, however.
I watched Wallace Worsley makirig "The
Penalty,"
Gouverneur
Morris,
Gouverneurby was
right there
on and
the the
set
seeing
how
it
was
done.
"The
Penalty"
the play in which Lon Chaney has theis
legless part.
Lon is "Blizzard," a wicked 'old devil who
is a newspaper vendor on a street corner
in the daytime, and a king of the underworld and a power in crooked politics at
night. A whale of a part in a whale of a
story. Ethel Grey Terry, Kenneth Harlan,
Cla ire Adams, Charles Clary and Edward
Trebold, one of the famous Trebold family,
thirteen of them and all movie actors, are
also in the cast
of "The
Penalty."
Beware
the Tack
!
Mr. Worsley was putting on a big mob
scene with a hundred or so people and a
lot of soldiers, and I watch the action until
the sun slipped behind a cloud, and then
went over to stage six, where Vic Schertzinger and Mabel Normand, with Tully
Marshall, Hugh Thompson, Russ Powell,
Lillian Sylvester and Harry Lorraine as
assistants, were making the interiors for
"The Slim Princess," George Ade story of
a country where no awoman
is considered
fair unless she is fat.
Mabel, the princess, is slim, and to make
herself lovely she gets a gown made of toy
balloon material and has it blown up. She
looks immense in the outfit, bvit God help
Mabel if she ever sits on a tack while she
is wearing the costume.
The big oriental sets, spoken of previously, aregular city with towers and spires
and gold plated minarets and court yards

with fountains, are to be used as background for Mabel's play.
Jimmie Helps Papa Rogers.
Will Rogers was working on the east en<f
of the same stage where "The Slim Prin^
cess" interiors were being made. Direc-tor Clarence Badger was staging a court
room
for a play
called including
"Seven Oaks,"
with ascene
fine bunch
of talent,
Will
Rogers' small son, Jimmie, who has just
recovered from the measles, Raymond Hatton, Lionel Belmore, Nick Cogley, Bert
Sprotte, Sidney De Grey and Irene Rich,
who is supporting lead. Irene is a happy
girl — she
just signed a two years' contract withhasGoldwyn.
Tom Moore was making "The Great Accident," aBen ofAmes
the direction
HarryWilliams
Beaumont,storyon under
stage
four, and Jane Novak, Andrew Robson,
Willard Louis, Ann Forest, Philo McCuilough, Otto Hoffman, Roy Laidlaw, Edward
McWade, Don Bailey, Lillian Langdon ano
Lefty
over. Flynn were helping him put the storx/'
Goldwyn's Own Art Museum.
Over on stage two I found Director Af
Green, with Jack Pickford and Marie Dunn,
who is playing her first leading part, and
James Neill, Edythe Chapman, and Manuel
Ojeda working out interior action for O.
Henry's
story,
"A Jack
Double
aforstory
gives
a lotDyed
of fineDeceiver,"
chances
fine that
comedy.
While I was there somebody said something about Johnny Jones and Booth Tarkington's
could find"Edgar"
E. Masonseries.
Hopper,I asked
who iswhere
makingI
the series, and got a bad steer that made me
wander all over the lot. It was a profitable
trip, however, because it caused me to butt
into the art department, where I got, acquainted with Charles J. Schrieber, artist
and sculptor for the Goldwyn studio, and
he showed me a lot of interesting stuff:
how artificial stone is made; a bust of Lors
Chaney with horns; and a most wonderful
piece of work representing the Crucifixion,
seventeen
feet high
work of art
that
is to be used
in —thea real
Gouverneur
Morris
story,
'
After"The
this Penalty.
I saw a blue
light coming from

Walks Away with His Part
Does Lon Chaney, in spite of the fact thaf
he seems short a few legs in
"The Penalty," a Goldwyn.
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iContinued from page 1497)
a big glass stage that I had not previously
invaded, and went over there and ran into
Sidney
company.Olcott and the "Scratch My Back"
T. Roy Barnes, who has the lead in this
story, is making his maiden movie, and if
all signs do not fail, T. Roy is going to make
as big aville.
hitHelene
in the
films ashas
he did
vaudeChadwick
the infeminine
lead and a dandy part.
Here is where I met Cesare Gravina, who

plays the part of Gehoda, the owner of a
dance hall. Senor Gravina is a most interesting person, and I had a lovely conversation with him. His part of the conversation sounded very much like some of the
stories in Cine-Mundial look, but I got his
meaning almost as quickly as the interpreter, who translated his speech, because
the senor acted out everything as he talked.
By this time it was time to close up the
studio for the day, and I went away without
ever finding, hide or hair of Johnny Jones.
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Otis Skinner

Signed

by Robertson- Cole

to Appear in His Role
of Hajj
in "Kismet
that Robertson-Cole
has sethat Otis Skinner nouncement
THEis toannounc
cured the combination for a special picappearement
on the screen in the
vehicle that stands out prominently,
ture is of particular interest to every showin a decade of great stage plays, is per- man.
The
play itself was acclaimed by the
tinent with promises of something unusual- critics to
be one of the most harmonious
big.
ly
Otis
Skinner
in
"Kismet"
is
indeliljly linked in the public mind as inseparable blendings of color and dramatic action
ever presented on the American stage. It
and so firmly established in remembrance,
that it would seem as if this actor had combines all of the pomp of a spectacle, all
of the suspense of a tragedy, all the allurenever appeared in any other production.
Coming Up to the Scratch.
ment of romance, and the keen subtility of
T. Roy Barnes in his maiden movie,
philosophy.
To
the
public,
Otis
Skinner
and
"Kismet"
are one and the same thing; and the an"Scratch My Back." a Goldwyn.
With all of these elements in the action
of the story itself, and the unlimited scenic
possibilities of pictureplay construction
added, it may confidently be expected that
Dustin Farnum Joins Robertson- Cole; Signs
the screen
versionto ofthe"Kismet"
big
contribution
offeringswillof bethea
Three- Year Contract; Limit on Pictures
AN announcement of unusual interest is eral hundred twenty-four sheets will be
The production of "Kismet" with Otis
made in the news from the office of spread throughout the city, many of them Skinner in his famous role of Hajj will be
commenced at once, but the picture is not
year.
in special preferred positions.
Robert:on-Cole, that Dustin Farnum
Pathe expects the production to create expected to be finished until next Septemhas been secured by that company for a
ber. The action of the play is set in Bagdad
series of special features to be offered dur- something of a sensation as a gripping and therefore
the picture will be produced
melodrama. The story by Henry Ardel is
ing the 1920-1921 season.
in California where the topography of the
The new contract was consummated a a powerful tale of a Russian woman who
an American. Her father had been
few days ago in Los Angeles, and its pro- marries
suited
to thesizestory's
quirements and sets
of any
may rebe
involved in Russian revolutionary intrigues country is ideally
visions cover a period of three j-ears. Syd- and
his associates found the daughter in erected and left standing as long as necesney L. Cohan negotiated the transaction
lected. sary. The director has not yet been seUnited States and sought to use her.
and
will be interested in the production ac- theMiss
Wehlen is supported by a strong
tivities.
Wyndham Standing is her leading
To Have New York Presentation.
Only a limited number of Farnum pic- cast.
tures will be made, but work under the man and Stuart Holmes is the leader of
the
band
who
are
endeavoring
to
force
the
Upon
completion of the picture it will
new contract has already been started, and beautiful girl to do their bidding. Julia
be
given an elaborate New York presentation.
"shooting"
on
the
first
subject
will
commence in about ten days. The character Swayne Gordon is also in the cast.
"Kismet" played for two seasons at the
of Mr. fectlyFarnum's
workof makes
him subjects
fit perWilson Visits New York.
Knickerbocker Theatre in New York City,
into the array
stars and
and
was then taken to Chicago, Boston,
Ben Wilson, star of the two Hallmark
that will be presented under the RobertsonPhiladelphia, Washington and the principal
Cole trademark.
serials, "The Screaming Shadow" and "The cities
of the East and Middle West for exof the Octopus," arrived in New York
Mr. Farnum's
recent screen
work, caused
while Trail
tended runs and was then taken to the far
on Tuesday, March 9, from Los Angeles.
gathering
new friends,
may have
He will remain in the city a little over a West where it repeated its eastern suchis former successes on the speaking stage week.
cesses.
to be somewhat forgotten by the exhibitors, but the public still recalls his triumphs
Hirsh Reports Sales on "Blind Love."
as the star in such great plays as "The
Nathan Hirsh announces the sale of
Ranger," "Cameo Kirby," "The Littlest
Rebel," "The Squaw Man," and "The Vir- Gerald F. Bacon's six-reel production,
ginian" and in portrayals
of the character, "Blind Love," starring Lucy Cotton, with
Dustin Farnum
stands supreme.
George Le Guere in chief supports to HerWhile the dispatches from the coast do
man Rifkin, Eastern Features Film Comnot name the title of the first story to be
pany, Boston, for the New England terriproduced, the information is t© the effect
tory, and to Equity Film Company, San
that it is a tale of exceptional strength by Francisco, for California, Nevada and
Arizona.
a celebrated French author. Announcement will be made later of the selection of
a director.
Price Secures Rights to
a Billy Rhodes Feature
"Lifting Shadows" to Have
CB.
PRICE
AND into
COMPANY,
Large Billboard Campaign
has developed
a busy and which
very
g
advertisin
of
campaign
special
•
active
factor
in
both
the export and
BIG
A and exploitation has been arranged by
market, recently purchased "His
the Pathe Exchange, Inc., for the domestic
Pajama
Girl,"
a Billy preparations
Rhodes feature,
and
is making elaborate
to also
Leonce Ferret production, "Lifting Shad- exploit
a
big
feature
production
in
which
is starred.
Emmy
ows," in whichs of
Brook- the Clark-Cornelius Company is interested.
York and
New Wehlen
The billboard
This company also announces it has been
lyn will be used as one feature of this campaign which will, of course, be of great found necessary to augment its staff by enbenefit to exhibitors in the New York area.
"appraising
reviewer"appraise
who can
Manhattan and the Bronx with outlying judge thegaging anquality
of a picture,
its
boards will be billed on March 20 and value to the exhibitor and designate its
Dustin Farnum
Brooklyn will be posted on April 1. The appeal to the public. The results, so far, are
Who has been signed up as a star
showing will be for an entire month. Sev- announced as being very satisfactory.
for Robertson-Cole.
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Cent

Series
"Tex''
on with
Already Sold
of Territory ION
tion in conjunction
a girl show marks
reCORPORAT
ARROW portsFILM
that although only four weeks an innovation in productions of this type,
inasmuch as this style of entertainment
first announcehavethat elapsed since the
ment it would distribute the series of alone.
thus far has been peculiar to feature films
twelve "Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries" picAn Athletic Revue will be the added attures, seventy-five per cent, of the territraction. Itwill consist of a twenty mintory of the United States has been disute diversion introducing a series of athposed of.
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of the
letic novelties offered by a company of six
company, holds that this is proof that a girls and two principals. Boxing, wrestling,
series released in five-reel episodes is not fencing and a series of artistic poses will
only practical, but to be desired, as evi- be included in the revue, intermingled with
denced by the quick sale of the majority
singing and dancing.
of the territory, and is confident that the
New York Independent Masterfilm, Inc.,
remainder will be disposed of shortly.
this
That there is a big saving in booking the Kremer's
attraction local
for exchange,
New York will
andhandle
Northern
entire series, by obviating the, overhead
New Jersey. Following the presentation of
and general expenses that booking twelve
Chaplin inin "The
Rialtoof
separate features would entail, is pointed Theatre
New Champion"
York for at
the theweek
out by Arrow, as after the initial invest- March 21, the attraction will be offered to
ment, the independent exchangeman has exhibitors, under the title. The Champion
only to look out for the receipt and dis- Girls' Athletic Revue.
tribution of the prints and accessories.
At the same time, each story is complete
in itself.
Four Ten-Reelers Due from
"In my opinion," says Dr. Shallenberger,
U. S. Photoplay Corporation
"this
single exchange
thing for that
the
benefitis ofthethebiggest
independent
has been introduced in the industry, and
FOLLOWING
the release
of "Determination," the United
States
Photoplay
its success is gratifying. This is but the
Corporation will produce "The Soul of
first of its type that Arrow will market.
Home of Man" and "DecepOf course, we will continue to devote a Man," tion,""The
all ten-reel feature productions.
great part of our time and attention to
The
board
of
directors, at its last meetshort subjects.
ing, decided to build a studio and buy
"Each
episode
relates
an
interesting
story, replete with mystery, suspense and ten acres of ground for a studio large
thrills, presented by experienced players.
The general direction of the series is in
the hands of William Steiner."

enough to work four companies at one
time, so as to have four releases a year.
Plans are now under way for the studio.
"Determination" will have an all-star
cast and the following contracts have been
closed: Richard C. Travers, as star; William H. Turner, Leslie Stowe, Irene Tams,
Corene Uzzell, Lieutenant B. W. Maynard,
the "Flying Parson"; Tod Sloan, the wellknown
jockey, and
Broad.
Harry
McRae Webster
will "Kid"
direct this
production,
having associal-^d with him John L. McCutcheon as co-director and Herbert L.
Messmore, as technical director.
The E. K. Lincoln Studio at Grantwood,
N. J., is under lease for two years commencing June 1. Production work on the
building of scenery starts April 15.
Pioneer Inaugurates Big
Campaign for "Bubbles"
INplays
"Bubbles,"
in which
Mary Anderson
the part
of a tomboy.
Pioneer
officials believe they have a picture
which is destined to be a great success.
At Forty-seventh street and Broadway,
New York, a large illuminated sign has
been erected, and numerous twenty-four
sheets have been posted. This will be followed by an extensive campaign in the
newspapers of the LTnited States and Canada.
Simultaneous with the release in Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia and the Coast,
there will be billboard advertising on a
large scale. All of the other of the nineteen co-operative Pioneer exchanges will
be given the assistance of the publicity
department of the main office.

Johnny Hines Has Leading
Role in "Torchy" Comedies
THE idea of transferring to the screen
Sewell Ford's famous character,
was years
conceived
Charlie
Burr, "Torchy,"
who for five
was by
associated
with the Famous Players-Lasky Company,
and by arrangement with the publishers of
the Ford stories, these subjects are being
filmed by Master Films, Inc., a company
formed for this purpose.
As the title character, Mr. Burr selected
Johnny Hines, who will visualize Torchy,
his advantures, scraps and antics on the
screen. Johnny Hines is a well-known
screen comedian, and is said to be the
ideal actor for the part. One of the
Torchy comedies was shown at the New
York Strand, and Manager Eaton was so
pleased that he induced the managers to
book it in other houses of the chain.
Kremer to Present Another
Chaplin Film with a Revue
DUE to the success which has attended
Chaplin's
"A Burlesque
Carmen,"
in
conjunction
with a roadon show,
Victor Kremer has decided to present "The
Champion" in a similar manner. "The
Champion" is in two reels and its presenta-

j

Marion H. Kohn Talks Over Plans with His Three Stars.
The head of the Marlon H. Kohn Productions la seated, while back of him
stand Polly Moran, "Smiling Bill" Jones and Grace Cunard.
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Studio

and Extensive Grounds at Tampa
picturesque parts of Spain have
THE Character Pictures Corporation showing
been secured; also a special motion picture
has purchased a studio and labora- of
the
Carmen
Beauties chorus and princitory at Tampa, Fla., and thirty-six
pals, showing the company arriving at the
acres of land on Oriental Island, just outside of Tampa.
theatre, entering the stage door and making up and in their various changes of
A still larger studio and an outdoor stage
measuring 125 by 225 feet are to be erected costume. Close-ups of the various members of the company, together with scenes
there. Their present New York office will
showing part of the comedy bull fight in
be maintained.
Character Pictures settled upon Florida the revue, are features of the film.
This will be used as an announcement
as the most logical producing center, hitting the happy medium between New York in the various houses which play Chaplin's
and California, and feels that Tampa, Fla., picture and the Carmen Beauties Revue,
combines the advantages of both places. which is sponsored by the Victor Kremer
Oriental Island is said to be one of the Film Features, Inc.
most beautiful spots in Florida. The scenery on the island is somewhat tropical and
oflfers wonderful opportunities for scenic W. H. Tooker Added to Cast
backgrounds.
of "Invisible Ray" Serial
The company will do practically all its
Amusement
production in and about Tampa, only trav- THEhaveFrohman
contracted
with W. Corporation
H. Tooker
eling to other neighborhoods when the
location calls for it.
to appear in the serial, "The Invisible
Character Pictures production staff will Ray." Mr. Tooker is an accomplished
actor, his experience in motion picture
leave for Florida shortly. The first produc- work
dating back to the earliest days of
tion to be made in Tampa will be "The Isle the industry.
Prior to entering the field of
of Destiny," by Mack Arthur. It will be a
lavish production with an all-star cast, and
it is estimated it will take over two months
in the making.
Jans Pleased with Outlook
on His Initial Sales Tour
his genJANS, whoF. with
F. manager,
HERMANeral sales
E. Backer, is
now on a trip to various state right
exchanges throughout the country, reports
from Chicago that he is gratified to see
that all of the exchanges which he has visited appear to be in a healthy and prosperous condition, and he is pleased with
the reception accorded the first Olive Tell
feature, "Love Without Question."
"It is gratifying to see the manner in
which this production is being received,"
says Mr.
"The this
buyers
realize
thata
while
we doJans.
not claim
feature
to be
spectacle or something so big as to stand
out in contrast to others, it is at least a
strong attraction due to its mystifying
story and the care with which it has been
produced."
F. E. Backer, in charge of the selling, end,
reports that he expects to experience very
little difficulty in disposing of the remainder of the territory for this production,
judging from the rapidity with which the
sales have been made so far.
Marion Kohn

to Distribute

.
Roger's "Illiterate Digest"
I TTTILL ROGERS' "Illiterate Digest,"
' VV ^"
epigrammatic
of current
events,
will bereview
distributed
by
Marion H. Kohn of Marion H. Kohn Productions, in accordance with the terms of
an agreement with Will Rogers, with the
consent of Samuel Goldwyn, president of
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
This subject ran first in Goldwyn's California Theatre in Los Angeles. According to Mr. Kohn, it will be broadened in
scope and placed on the market at once.
Releasing arrangements are in the hands of
Joe Brandt, who will shortly announce the
method of distribution.
Added Novelties for "Carmen" Revue.
To further enhance the presentation of
the combination road show, Chaplin's "A
Burlesque Revue,
on Carmen,"
with thehaveCarmen
Beauties
two novelties
been
added. Several hundred feet of tinted film
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Distributing Corporation. He states that
the new exchange will be what the name
implies, an independent film exchange for
exhibitors operated on co-operative lines.
Mr. St. John has been succeeded as manager of the Republic exchange by Edward
C. Mix, formerly with the local Select office. Arrangements have already been
made by Mr. St. John for handling several features and he plans to go East
shortly to get additional films.
Helen Keller in Vaudeville
Duplicates Screen Success

the
star ofwhich
therance,"
R,
N KELLE
HELE
screen
drama
"Delive
received
great praise
from the critics,
has entered vaudeville, and once more
proved to be a big success. At the Palace
Theatre, New York, she was made the
headlin
after isthe
first day's woman,
showing.and
Miss erKeller
a wonderful
though she can neither hear or see, is
heralded as a sensation in vaudeville. One
vaudeville critic says she is the greatest
vaudeville attraction discovered in the last
ten years.
According to reports she is also proving
to be a great screen attraction. World
rights to "Deliverance" are owned by
George Kleine, who is handling the film
in the United States on state right basis,
retaining only a limited amount of terChicago.ritory to be handled from his office in
M. H. Hoffman on Tour of
Pioneer Exchange System

r y,of
, left
Montrealmanage
recentl
L\X,for general
HOFF^
MH. Pioneer
•where he will begin a tour of some
of the exchanges composing the Pioneer
Co-operative Exchange System. From
Montreal he will go to St. John, N. B., Tofalo. ronto, Chicago, Detroit, Qeveland and BufIf time permits Mr. Hoffman will also go
to the Coast, touching at Portland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles. While in the
latter city he will visit the producing organizations making pictures for Pioneer.
On his way back Mr. Hoffman will touch
at Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta, Washington, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, in all of
which cities the Pioneer is represented.
W. H. Tooker
Appearing-"Thein Invisible
Frohman Ray."
Amusement's
silent drama Mr. Tooker appeared as leading man with stock companies in the principal cities of the United States, and also
supported such stars as Madam Fiske, Olga
Nethersole and Maud Adams. Mr. Tooker
is supporting Ruth Clifford and Jack Sherrill, who are now being co-starred in the
serial,
The "The
entireInvisible
cast andRay."
studio staff of the
Frohman Amusement Corporation left New
York for Jacksonville Tuesday night, there
to complete the last five episodes of the
serial,
"The Invisible
Arrangements
have Ray."
been made with the
Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce for the
use of the X-Ray and operating rooms of
the Jacksonville Hospital, and as well as for
the use of surgical and medical appliances,
as the tenth episode of the serial deals
mainly with the powers of "The Invisible
Ray" in biological and physiological work.
Co-operative Film Exchange Launched.
The Co-operative Film Exchange has
been opened on Golden Gate avenue, San
Francisco, by Floyd St. John, for the past
two and a half years manager for the
World Film Corporation and the Republic

Titling' of Tarzan Cause of Delay.
The completed print of Numa Pictures
Corporation's production of "The Return
of "Tarzan," arrived in New York late this
week. There has been a delay of several
weeks owing to the elaboration of the
picture's
titles. These
made fromillustrated
clay originals
and arehavesaidbeento
be decidedly an advancement in the interesting field of picture-assembling and editing. The wide variety and locale of the
Tarzan story afford scope for illustrated
titles, and George Merrick, who supervised
the production of the Tarzan film and who
is in charge of its assembling, promises
splendid testament to his realization of this
opportunity.
Boston Likes Hank Mann Comedie*.
Advices received by Arrow Film Corporation indicate that the Hank Mann
Comedies are going over big in Boston.
"The Blacksmith," after playing two weeks
in a prominent downtown theatre, was immediately booked for the succeeding two
weeks by another first run house, while
still another first run house booked it for
the next week, making five successive
weeks in first run houses in Boston. The
bookings were made by Arrow Film
Exchange of Boston, of which Sam Grand
is president.
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Kohn'* Stars Start on New Subjects.
Each of the three Marion H. Kohn Productions short-feature stars have commenced on the second of their series of
twenty-six pictures each. Grace Cunard
has started on "The Man Hater"; Polly
Moran on "Dollars and Scents," and "Smiling Bill" Jones on "The Blow that Killed
Father.'
National Director Has New
Method of Filming Scenes
dean of the five
HARRY y EDWARDS,
comed directors employed by National Film Corporation, claims to
have introduced an innovation in comedy
direction. As soon as the script has been
approved he reads the continuity to the
cast, and then films the first set shown on
the script. The other scenes as they will
appear on the screen are then filmed in
succession.
This method is said to do away with
considerable negative wastage, and although the interiors must be left standing,
there is an increase in morale and interest
of the staff which more than compensates
for the increased cost.
Dana of Arrow Film Starts
on an Extensive Sales Trip
MANAGER P. B. Dana, of the
SALES
Arrow Film Corporation, left recently
for an extended trip through the West
in the interest of the "Tex, Elucidator of
e and
Mysteries"stories.
series Chicago
of twelvewilldetectiv
mystery
be his first
stop, as he has been called there on account
of numerous letters and inquiries regarding negotiations for this series.
Mr. Dana is in charge of the general exploitation and sales for these productions,
and Arrow points with pride to the fact
that within about three weeks a large majority of the territory has been sold.
Hugh Fay in "Hall Room" Comedies.
"Oh, Babyl",
the first Hall
Boys
comedy
to be produced
under Room
the direct
supervision of Harry Cohn, of the firm
Jack and Harry Cohn, introduces a new
comedian, Hugh Fay.
Like Neely Edwards, the original Percy
Hallroom, Fay is a recruit from the stage,
where he played in many successful farces
and comedies. He and Edwards, formerly
of Flanagan and Edwards, will continue to
be featured in this series.
McCutcheon Praises "Black Is White."
"Black Is White," the latest Ince-Paramount picture, starring Dorothy Dalton, to
be released and which is being shown this
week at the Capital Theatre, won high
praise from George Barr McCutcheon, author of the book on which the picture was
founded, hibiwhen
he attended
a private
extion at the executive
offices
of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. Director, star
and cameraman came in for laudable comments from the well-known author as the
reels flashed upon the screen.
Accidental, But Kept in Picture.
The speed with which comedians grasp
afilming
new "gag"
the
of the was
latestdemonstrated
Montgomery during
and Rock
comedy at the Vitagraph studios. A necktie salesman was working among the extra
men. Earl Montgomery grabbed his samples and draped them about the belt of
Joe Rock. The former then picked up a
ukelele and strummed on it while the latter
did a burlesque hula-hula with the necktie
skirt. The onlookers laughed so much that
it was put in the picture.
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in

Wistaria's Melodrama
"Why Women Sin
consideration immethe sold fordiatelya afterbigthecash
secretar
VASSEY
AS a DECompany
THOM
, , announc
esy of
buyer had witnessed a
Claire
Wistari
Whitney as one of the principals in special showing of the production.
the all-star production of the melodrama
F. Shoninger, of the foreign film sales
was responsible for the sale of
"Why Women Sin," which has just been department
the
Brazilian franchise.
completed by Burton King, the director
general of the company.
Miss Whitney is well known to followers
of the screen, having appeared in numerCompany Goes to Florida
ous productions, including "The Man Who
Stayed at Home," "You Never Know Your
to Finish "Mystery Mind"
Luck" and "Mothers of Men," and also in
the stage
production,
"The of
Net,"
which J ROBERTingPAULINE and the company
she
received
the praisfe
thein critics.
him in Reeve and Grey's
support
While she is said to be a born comedienne,
Mind,",
MysteryPictures
serial,d "The
by Supremebeing produce
now• psychic
she has almost invariably appeared in Inc.,
ille,
Florida,
Jacksonv
for
recently
left
screen productions in emotional roles in where the last few episodes of the serial
which she has proved very successful.
taken. Fred W. Sittenham is servHer work in "The Net" was followed by will ingbein the
double capacity of director and
a prominent
in "An feel
Innocent
Idea,"in actor, since he is playing an important part
and
Wistaria role
Productions
gratified
being able to secure her services for this calling juredforhis foot
" He arecently
"stunts.
a few while
set forin-a
testing
production.
Miss
Whitney's
work
has
been
compared with that of Marie Tempest in "stunt," by demonstrating it himself. A
her younger days, and she is also said to smear of wet paint caused him to slip and
bear a striking resemblance to Sarah Bern- twist his ankle, but the slight injury in no
hardt in her youth.
way prevented his leaving with his company for Florida.
Territorial Reports Many
Sales on Jester Comedies

n re-g
Sales Corporatio
THE Territorial
ports that the Mid-West
Distributin
Company, of which Ralph Wettstein
is general manager, has purchased rights
to Jester Comedies for Wisconsin, while
rights to Mississippi, Louisiana and
Arkansas have been secured by J. Eugene
Pearce for the Pearce Film Co., New
Orleans.
C. W. Budwell,
of the street,
Magnet Davenport,
Film Exchange, 418 Harrison
Iowa,
has secured
rights to these comedies
in
Nebraska
and Iowa.
Novelty the Keynote of "The Superman."
"The appeal of a novelty — something different— has been illustrated by the success
of 'The Superman,' the five-reel melodrama
now being distributed on the state right
market," says the Tower Film Corporation. "'The Superman' is a melodrama of
thrills, adventure and suspense, all woven
together in a production that has a universal appeal because of its novel construcIiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiirtiiririiriiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiii<iiriiii>itiilltllllllilli>'iiiiii<ii iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiitiiiiliiMiiiirMiiiiitt
Secures Rights to Griffith Film.
The Twentieth Century Film Company,
of which A. Luchese and E. Marcus are in
charge, have secured the rights to D. W.
Griffith's
"Fall This
of Babylon"
Eastern
Pennsylvania.
company for
reports
that
"Tillie's Punctured Romance" has been
booked for week stands at several of the
big theatres, and a total of 110 days secured on "The
Hawk's
Trail" serial prior to
its release
in that
territory.
"The Transgressor" Is Sold
for Brazil by Inter-Ocean
OCEAN reports the sale of the
INTERBrazilian territorial rights to "The
offering of
Transgressor," the second
the Catholic Art Association, and for which
Inter-Ocean is exclusive world distributing
agents.
The story
of "The
Transgressor"
is one
which
is said
to possess
an appeal
for
everyone. A love theme with an international background furnishes the basis for
the plot. This naturally makes the production suitable for almost any territory.
"The Transgressor" is said to have been

Fine Press Book for Jans Film.
For the first Jans production, "Love
Without Question," a special campaign
book has been prepared. The art work
hastion."
been designed by a competent artist,
and is said to be attractive as well as helphas been
Mr. beJans'
idea to compile
a bookful. It which
would
ornamental
as well
as beneficial, and aside from displays of
posters, cuts, etc., there are also suggestions for lobby displays and unique exploitation stunts.
McDonald to Star in Northwestern Story.
The next National Film Corporation of
America's
production
starringNorthwest
Francis
McDonald will
be a Canadian
story. Mr. McDonald, who was ill shortly
after "The Kentucky Colonel" was finished,
is now reported on the road to recovery.
Hap Ward with National.
Hap Ward, recently in support of Gale
Henry, has been engaged to do characters
with Grace Cunard, in the two-reel comedy
dramas the National Film Corporation is
producing for Marion H. Kohn.
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Burston Reports Serial Scoring Heavily,

Byron

Park

Returns

from

Western

Trip

Louis serial,
Burston,withproducer
of "The Hawk's
Trail"
King Baggott
as the
star, announces that it is scoring heavily
in all sections, and that in it King is again
achieving his former popularity. He also
believes that the success of this picture
points a lesson, as it avoids the ordinary
paths of serials and cuts out a method of
its own. There is an absence of collisions
and other picturesque disasters and stunts,
but has a consistent, tense story evolved
from character and incidents.

Interest in "Empty Arms
Big
Reports mana
ger of six-reel Mack Sennett comedy. During the
, general
ONoplaPARK
BYRPhot
ys Libraries, Inc., selling week of April 4 it will be shown at Fenneard vessey's Theatre in Rochester and Suckthe Lester Park-Edw
agents for ction
s, has returned to now's Theatre in Albany.
Whiteside produ
The Gardiner Syndicate, who control the
est
of
New York after a tour in the inter
rights
for upper New York, advise they are
and
Kane
ing
Gail
,"
starr
ty
Arms
"Emp
planning to put over unique advertising
directed by Frank Reicher from Willard
stunts in connection with these showings.
King Bradley's screen story.
Mr. Park visited Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake City,
Negatives and Prints Reach New York
Denver, Dallas and Kansas City. "I am
delighted with the results of my trip," says
Mr. Park. "In every city I visited I found
the majority of buyers and exchangemen
Final Episodes of "Lost City"
intensely interested in the picture, its un- WARNER BROTHERS, for
who are rap- of 350 feet showing sensational scenes from
usual theme and box-oflfice drawing power,
so it only remained for me to screen the
idly disposing of the territorial dis- the early episodes."
print to convince them that we possessed
tribution rights of Selig's wild ania picture that measured up to everything mal serial, "The Lost" City," announce
that Jans Sells Exchange to Give
we have said about it.
the negatives and sample prints of the final
and
California
from
arrived
Time to Producing Specials
"In the various cities I visited I found episodes have
be ready for the state right buyers durthat public officials, the clergy and promi- will ing
^ERMAN F. JANS, president of New
the coming week.
nent men and women are heartily in
The last three episodes are said to be
Jersey Metro Exchange, announces
theme — the even better than the first three. Harry
the picture's They
of this exchange
sympathy with
glorification
of motherhood.
have Warner is enthusiastic over the serial, and and hasthatsoldhe ithasto disposed
the Metro Pictures Corsignified their intentions to do all in their is confident it will prove the greatest boxporation. Regarding his reasons for givpower to bring it before the public. My office attraction in serial history.
ing up the management of the exchange,
trip has shown me that there is a need for
"Reports
indicate
pre-release
booking
Mr.
Jans
stated
to histo producmeritorious box-office productions. For the
tion activities hethat
had owing
little time
devote
next ten days I expect to be attending to records have been broken," says Mr. Warto
the
exchange
and
consequently
felt
that
ner.
"Many
of
the
largest
first-run
theinquiries for prices and screenings which
atres that have never offered a serial have it would better conditions all around if he
poured in while I was on the road, and in booked 'The Lost City." Box-office logic would relinquish holdings in the exchange.
projecting
Arms'for for
buyers tells the shrewd exhibitor that a serial of In this way he stated more time and enwho made it'Empty
impossible
me the
to continue
this magnitude with the African jungles
ergy could be devoted to his producing
my trip further east than Kansas City. Be- for a background, with its uncivilized na- features for the state right market.
sides having the picture screened for him,
tives and the wild beasts, will appeal to
It is further stated that Mr. Jans will
every prospective buyer will be shown re- the masses. Sensations are crowded into sill remain an active force in the indeproductions of the lithographs, banners, this story with such rapid sequence that
pendent exchange field. "It is my purpose
slides, stories and cuts for publication in
are hardly allowed to re- to supply the independent exchangeman
local newspapers, which our advertising and the spectators
cover
from
one
gasp
before
another
is
and
the
state
right buyers with big attracexploitation experts have prepared for forced upon them.
tions,"
said
Mr.
Jans. "We are going to
'Empty .^rms.' "
'"The Lost City' will grip and hold an specialize in productions that are out of
audience, as it possesses that element of the ordinary. By becoming specialists in
curiosity as well as sensation that makes this line I feel that we can serve the indeAlbany and Rochester to See "Tillie."
Tower Film Corporation report a great one anxious to know the outcome of each
pendent exchange to better advantage and
deal of interest by exchangemen and ex- episode. To assist in exploitation, circus will enable me to devote more time to
hibitors inthe special exploitation and pub- methods have been followed. Every sheet producing the special Olive Tell series
licity campaign in connection with the re- of paper
a wildthere
animal
tense situaare now in the process of making."
tion. In has
addition
is anin advance
reel which
The disposition of the New Jersey exissue of "Tillie's Punctured Romance," the
change, according to Mr. Jans, will not interfere with his future plans, as he is going
ahead in establishing representative heads
in every "key"' city in the United States,
so that he will be in touch with every
section of the country. Mr. Jans states
that he will have further announcements
to make as to his future activities as soon
as he returns from his trip through the
West.
Argus Enterprises Finishes
Second McLaughlin Picture

"Look Out! I Think It's a New Movement in the Film Business!"
Peggy Shanor and De Sacia Savllle are much upset about it in this moment from
"The Mystery Mind," the Supreme picture starring J. Robert Pauline.

ARGUS
INC., prohas
finished ENTERPRISES,
its second McLaughlin
duction and titled it "Hidden
Charms." Mr. McLaughlin adapted and
dramatized the story from the immortal
poem by Thomas Moore, "Believe Me If
All Those Endearing Young Charms."
The picture is an exposition of drama recorded on the screen. It has a theme that
it at once emotional and full of dramatic
possibilities. It is built squarely upon the
proposition: "Is a woman beloved for
beauty
or beauty
of soul?"
While
it does ofnotbody
attempt
to preach
or proselyte,
it tells a fascinating love story.
Robert W. Priest, sales agent for Argus
and McLaughlin, states that the method of
distribution of the new production has not
been decided upon as yet. "Hidden
Charms" was directed by Samuel R. Bradley, who has since organized his own company with a capital of $250,000 to produce
from four to six big specials a year.
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McCormick's

Sunday Color Displays
Show Unusual Skill in Art Work
S BARRETT McCORMICK was not only the first to use two
colors and black in a Sunday space, but he is the only one to
• get art effects every week instead of merely by chance. The
displays will not reproduce because the colors photograph black,
but these three key plates will give some idea of the layouts and
are unusually interesting. It will be noticed that in two of
these three uses are made of the orchestra along the lines of
Harold B. Franklin's Hippodrome advertisement, though the
handling
is different.
the suggesting
display for a"Even
Eve,"
artist
has
not made
the errorIn of
Gardenas of
Edenthe locale.
Instead he has gone in for new art and handled it effectively.
In color there is a red background to the top, outlining the
theatre in white. The benday circles print brown with green
and red, and the white space through the center is a continuation
of the circle idea in red and green with slashes of red across
the bottom space and green desks for the orchestra. Without

1953

WORLD

Sargent

The artist has studied his effects and has obtained results. The
half-tone cut to the left is not clear in the stone proof. It probably showed up better in the printing, if they got any results at
all, but it balances the line head on the other side and holds the
space together more surely than the border does. Here the
border is merely ornamental. It is not needed to act as a boundary

MrHERINE'
FofivR

Three Key Plates to McCormick's Color Ads.
the circles the space is somewhat bare, but the splashes of color
:give life to the entire space. The same ornamentation is sugthe space
"The to
Greatest
but and
here green,
more
black isgested inused
in theforcircles
work Question,"
with the red
and the circles are smaller. In the center the color is used in
the circle around the head and for the cloak. It will be noticed
that Mr. McCormick follows the fashion in selling Miss MacDonald's beauty, but runs into
story after the first few lines.
—P. the
T. A.—

An Unusually Pretty Display for Loew's Euclid.
line. The cuts serve this purpose far better. And it will be noted
that, apart from the signature and title, type is employed for the
lines, a light italic, which works well with the hand work, and
which comes out much better than some of the other all-hand
lettering displays. It is not only artistic, but it has selling copy,
based on the success of the previous week; which is about as
good an argument as you can
for an expension.
—P. getT. A.—
Katherine MacDonald Advertisements
Make Best Appeal Through Portrait
HERE are two displays for Katherine MacDonald. Both are
good and both make appeal in the same manner though
they look very different. The Strand has more space and could
use more pictorial matter, but the Fairbanks got almost as
FAIRBANKS

Pennsylvania Theatre Specializes in Serials
SERIALS seem to make a special appeal to the children, and
the Globe Theatre, Clearfield, Pa., runs a different serial
every day except Saturday, keeping five going all the time.
The current list includes 'The Great Gamble," "Perils of Thunder
Mountain," "Mystery of 13," "The Trail of the Octopus" and "The
Tiger's Trail." And to make a special bid to the children, a special
price of five cents is made at an after-school matinee daily, which
keeps the children out of the night house and at the same time
sends them home to tell the older folks about the show. Serials
may be inartistic, but they assuredly help the bank account.
—P. T. A.—
Loew's Cleveland Theatres Present
Unusual Examples of Line Displays
larger spaces, but working along the lines of Harold
TAKING
B. Franklin, the Loew theatres, Cleveland, or, more properly,
the Euclid, has offered a succession of unusual open displays; but about the best of the lot so far is this cross page
elevens for "PoUyanna." It is not merely laid out; it is composed.

^ McicDpualcf
tStitl'icniic
"■cy/ie TURNING I'OIN I"

Two

Displays

in Which Portraits of the
Strongest Appeal.

Star Offer

much display with a single cut, though this cut has not the value
of the halftone in this case. It is a better attractor, but not
so good a seller, for the halftone does justice to Miss Mac-
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Porto
Rico
Keeps
Up
With
the Procession
iiiniiHiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiu^
iiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnui
Donald's
beauty,
a line
cannotof do,
Miss rather
MacDonald
is still best
sold which
through
the cutappeal
herandbeauty
than
through the production; and this without predjudice to the
production, for her name stands sponsor for that. But a MacDonald picture means an unusually beautiful woman in a sumptuous setting and is best sold through the appeal to the love of
beauty rather than through any story angle. The story angle
helps, of course, but the beauty of the star and the lavish production are the chief selling points and should be emphasized as
is done here. The larger space is 175 lines across four columns
while the other is a four tens. Both are excellent.
—P. T. A.—
Open Spaces Always Show Up Better
Than Heavy Black and White Designs
THREE displays from the California and Portola, San Francisco, sister houses, give emphasis to the fact that the open
space almost always shows up better. Take the end displays
and they look far better than that in the centre. The letter is
used to advertise "Black Is White," which probably accounts for
liforfiia

! ELSIE
FERGUSON
» His House

Then he pelted down the street to the office of the Post-Intelligencer, one of the largest of the coast publications, and offered it as
an art study. It landed as a three column cut in the first news
section, top of column and all the rest of the trimmings, and it
did not cost a cent.
Hundreds of managers have used this picture, but Mr. Sayre
seems to have been the first to realize that it was sufficiently out
of the ordinary to be worth something as plain press work, and
yet
the average
editor will
a picture many
of a pretty
to dress
his columns
with"eatandup"probably
more woman
editors
through the country would do the same if they had first chance on
it. That is press work as opposed to the routine handling of cuts
and copy and Mr. Sayre can go to the head of the class until
someone beats him — and it—P.
will T.take
A.~ some beating.
Grauman's

Theatre Offers Another Very
Pretty Drawn Design with Type Talk
HERE'S
very pretty
drawn design
from theappearance
Grauman
houses, another
Los Angeles.
It announces
the personal
of Lewis Sargent, the announcement appearing in the smoke
of the fire. Apart from the title, which is clearly lettered, the announcements are all in type, mortises being cut to let the material in. The Grauman Theatre announcement takes the rest of
the five fulls and is mostly given to a fashion show, the announcement of Elsie Ferguson, in "His House in Order" being appended
SHI

ALTO

|/ j in Order'
Three Displays from San Francisco.
J. A.
Partington's
"Black"
is white
and the get
"White"
is
black,
but there design,
is too for
muchthe black
to let
the message
over
and in the lower portion there are lines of black and white letters
that make you wonder if you have 'em again in spite of prohibition.
The lighter spaces for the California, designed by Eugene H.
Roth, come up much better, adapting plan book material to the
needs of the house very acceptably. They make a pair of very
be done with planning. Somewhat can
and showtheatres
prettyhow displays
those far western
seem to lay all over the east and
middle west for advertising and general hustle, and yet the hustlers
he came to a producare never brought east. Ruflfner came, butgood
house offers since
tion office, though he has had a couple of
he arrived.
—P. T. A.—

Say re Gets Into Oscar Doob's Class
by Press Agenting Unique Still Pose
JW. SAYRE, of the Jensen and von Herberg theatres, Seattle,
gets into the class of Oscar A. Doob by a recent stunt. Late• ly he got one of the kneeling stills of Constance Talmadge,
sent out, we believe, with "A Virtuous Vamp." It was so much
SlOcc Cl«ed Toni«TOW
In Cowmmanoof of

WUfe Stwbg Machwe Co.
How J. W. Sayre Broke into the News Section with a Publicity Still
out of the ordinary that instead of using it in his newspaper
space (for which he had other good material), he set it aside
until after all of the theatrical supplements had gone to press.

An Exceptional Five Eights from Los Angeles.
apparently as an afterthought. Think about a fashion show for
yourself. This is the season and it will pay you as well as it pays
the big cities.
—p. T. A —
Camouflaged His Advertisement
BOOKING
"Male of
andtheFemale"
its initial
cess. Willback
D. Harris,
Grand, because
Columbus,of Ohio,
felt sucthat
something
better sothanhe "Return
be workedit
to interest
the public,
bought a engagement"
page and thencould
camouflaged
as a dramatic page with almost a half page layout of cuts. It
fooled a lot of people into reading the material who might have
passed over the regular advertising style, and it sold most of those
it fooled. These were the people he was reaching for; the people
who had not seen the picture the first time, and who would have
passed over the advertising because they had seen it before had
it been a full page regular display, but the cut layout was interesting and they read on and decided to go. It was good work,
—p. T. A.—
Porto Rico's Handsome Weekly Program
PORTO RICO does not seem to be far behind when it comes
to hustling. The Rialto Theatre, San Juan, sends out a weekly program of thirty-six pages and colored cover. One thirtytwo page form is printed on news print with the remaining four
is a Hennegan offThe cover
cuts.states
handlein the
paper to here
on surfaced
set. Most theatres
would regard this as an
accomplishment for a monthly, but the Rialto issues the booklet
patronage and even some naheavyit merchant
carrying
weekly,tional
advertising,a but
holds enough space to give some real
chat. The promagazine features as well as programs and house and
English.
gram is printed on facing pages in Spanish
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up as well in the reproduction, but it will
Hutchinson Exhibitor Can
days
only."
We New
hope York,
that but
Mr. weRaleigh
give an idea of the intricacy of the design.
manages
to make
warn
For a follow they took a similar space on
him to bring his own house with him unless
Proportion His Half Pages
Sunday. This is a prettier display from
he
wants to sleep on a sofa in the property
room.
a
is
there
Kansas,
son,
Hutchin
most angles, and is more legible, type being
in
OUTman who runs the Royal Theatre,
used for much of this announcement. The
—p.
T.
A.—
and who knows that he does not have
peacock design is here apparent at first
Now
Jensen
and
Von
Herberg
to write a book every time he buys a half
glance,
and gets the idea over even more
page space. He wrote part of a book, but
clearly. It announced the opening of the
Turn to Birds for Mascots
he handed it to the editor for a reading
house "January 31," though the advertisenotice, where it belongs, and he got most
fashion.d Ralph
be in Wendlan
BIRDS
Ruffnerseemandto Harry
each
ment
appearedhave
the been
following
and pages
"now
of the rest of the page free, including anopen"
would
better.day Two
pinned their faith to parrots, and on succeeding
other cut. But in his space he knew that if
days
is
something
of
a
run,
he tried to tell too much he would tell now Jensen and Von Herberg defy superbut we think that the cumulative effect
nothing. He knows that in a half page you
stition and make their newly reopened Pal- was worth the double cost. It certainly
do not tell more about your film, but
seems to set a record for house openings.
ace, Portland, "The
of Peacocks,"
- -A.House
_
merely tell it louder, so he got up what
—P. T. A.—
would have made a nice four threes and
H. A. Chenoweth Moves
had it set in larger type. And he tied up
each bit of talk with rule, so you could
Back to Milford, Mass.
get one statement without running it into
have
tousetts
seems
WETH
CHENO
HA.comple
ted
Massach
"See
his
at
Milford,
in
back
is
and
tour
First"
•
4 Mm, TllHdlT.Wtl)..Tbuf<JiT
the Opera House. Right away he got busy
for "Auction of Souls," which is still cleaning up in the small towns. He ran it with
iM ARY
^
45 cents top, plus the tax, and got away
with big money merely because he made
PICKFORD
his people realize that it was a big story.
He started in advance to tell about it as
an underline, as shown in this four sixes.
Both sides of the frame carried a talk on
"PoUyanna"
emphaspecial
withThen
attraction,
the siscoming
on the advance
he plugged
sale.

in with special spaces, got out two differr6w opera

A Half Page Not Overrun with Type.
the rest. There are times when it pays to
say a lot in a half or full page, but as a
rule the best use of a half page is to give
larger display to what you might have told
in a three twos. The Royal has the right
idea.
~P. T. A.—
H. A. Albright Now Shines
As a Snappy Copy Writer
POSSIBLY the fact that Ralph RuflFner
got out of Butte and into New York is
giving cheer to H. A. Albright, of the
American, Butte, for he is asking what sort
of office furniture they have in the Capitol.
We hope he lands, though we would advise
him first to write RufiF for his views on the
high cost of New York. But something is
putting jazz into Mr. Albright, and he is
due to land. When he started in, his drawings were better — very much better — than
his copy, but he has turned himself into a
first class copy writer. Look at this for
:
"Double
This ladSpeed"
whipped
out of New York for
the West Coast hell-bent-for-'lection ! A
million dollars, a speed-boat and oodles of
pep to start with. Up popped old man
"fate" — left him robbed, frisked, cleaned,
broke. He walked into Los Angeles without even a monkey wrench — nothing left
but his high-powered PEP! That's the
start — now multiply by two and you'll have
"Double Speed," Wally's second, sizzling
automobile picture!
dignity itself
will notis
sellIt isas notwell"dignified,"
when thebut picture
speedy, and Mr. Albright hits just the right
note in his selling talk. He frames it with
border and caps it with an adaptation from
the pross book with a portrait and:
Tonight
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
which is a great deal better than "four

house

Si'fi,

An Ornate Full Page Used to Get Over a
New House Slogan.
which explains the decorative scheme in
the two full pages they ran in the Oregonian onadvertising
Saturday and
Sunday.
would for
be
poor
to take
all thisIt' space
decoration for a film subject, but the idea
was more to get over the house opening
and the new slogan than to get publicity
for Miss Pickford, the opening attraction.
The first shot was an unusuall}' elaborate
drawing, marred to some extent by hand
lettering not clearly done, yet we think

A Second and Rather Better Design.
that the display will attract sufficient atention to make people puzzle it all out
to know what it is all about. The house
was reopened on Saturday and this was
the shot for the opening day. It is largely
crayon work, apparently, and will not show

A Four Sixes with Side Lines for a Coming
Big Feature.
ent throwaways and a tie card. He played
it all over the lot and made just as much
money as though it had been a first run.
The campaign made the town realize that
it was something really big and they all
wanted to see it — so they did. Mr. Chenoweth is keeping right up to schedule, but
he has sent in no poetry lately. We wonder
if he has reformed
this direction.
—P. T.in A.—
Uses the Newspapers Only
to Drive in Programs
CHARLES
of ofthehis Driggs,
Clearfield, BEAHAN,
Pa., in telling
advertising display of that house, writes:
"We lessdoit isno for
splashing
in thevery
newspapers
unsomething
special, like
'Male and Female.' We find it more profitable to give the stories in the program and
then drive the production home through
the newspaper space. We use a mailing
list of about five thousand names, having
a number of smaller towns to draw from.
What
do youof think
of the idea?"
We like
both angles
the scheme.
The newspaper
space can be used to better advantage to
drive home the big selling point. Unless
the price of space makes it possible to take
enough to tell all the stories and virtually
print the program in the newspaper, it does
story.
not pay to clutter up the space with the
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a Chance
'Em iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
— i"i"iininGive
Dont
iiiii iiiiiiii iiiiiii i iiiiiiiiinniiim
«" ' mmm\m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiniiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii"iiiiiiiiii"i«"
iiiiii'ii"""' 'iiiiiii II"""Pages
niiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiinFull
iiiiiiiiiiiiii""' iiiiiiiiiiFill
OEpiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
tion.
Both
classes of patrons will leave
is
the
short,
compelling
argument
which
Another Study of Crowded
feeling that the show is incomsells the best, and it can run in a three the theatre
plete. Few will leave satisfied. We have
nines or a full page. The space merely
Full-Page from Oklahoma
gone
past
stage, where anything in
helps to impress with its suggestion of the way of the
a picture will get over merely
to the crowded size.
HERE is another angle
because
Tl
is
a
picture.
It may not always
—P. T. A.—
full page in a display from the Rialto,
be possible to offer a well blended bill, but
Tulsa, Okla. This time the page is Line and Crayon Drawings
■it assuredly is possible to avoid bringing
crowded, but it is so handled that you do
into contact such widely different classes
not have to read it all, and so there isToa
Cannot Well Be Excelled of
attraction.
ng
over.
getti
idea
better chance of the
—p. T. A.—
cannot
s
drawing
the upper of the two
crayon
and
line
the right and left of ns
THAT
er
ed
be
improv
upon
for
newspap
ent
comm
press
of
e
colum
cuts are doubl
work is pretty clearly shown in the Display Is Not Attractive;
served
and the reports of exhibitors. This rms
no campaign for "Pollyanna" from the Sun
But It Will Sell Many Seats
to f^ll in, but we think that it perfo
and Muse theatres, Omaha. The stufi
runs from four sixteens down to a single
this five cannot
twelves befromcalled
the
five for the last day and there is not a ALTHOUGH
Strand, Toronto,
muddy cut in the entire lot. Mostly they
Announcement
Extraordinary
artistic
or
even
attractive,
it
is
someTo (hp People of Tulsa and Surrounding Vidnit^f
thing better than that. It is a ticket seller.
used the press book ready made drawings,
zing in the crayon picture, repro- In some ways it is a poor looking adverspecialiduced
here from a four elevens, but they
tisement, but it is an advertisement all the
varied the display without losing effect. way through, and it probably worked better for the house than artistic layouts
would have done. There is a strong star
name and title, wtih a few punch lines on
the left and a resume of the story on the
right, and either side will get and hold
interest, which is the big idea in any advertisement. A companion display is a
four fourteens with a better layout, yet it
probably will not sell as many tickets.
This large cut splits the space so that two
big statements can be gotten over with a
punch. The other is not as clearly marked
because some of the talk drops below the
title and cut. It is a good display, but not
so good as this one from a selling angle.
The cut makes about half of this display.
SUNDAY
FEBRIARV
RIALTO fflfiffl TODAY -ihe 22nSA Full Page Which Carries Too Much
Constance Talmadge
Type and Yet Yields Some Display.
Ii « -HAPPINESS A LA MODE"
the only endorseuseful function. About
TheThit ift
ment worth while is the endorsement of
^
that
D
possible
is
It
1
Why
did
the
D
world
known.
tKcj
in
locally
O
oi^
persons
Fknown'.st
Wist
tljpa
i^l^inl
^HE
opinin Tulsa people still care about the quesand LnckLOVED(hji
Funny
Tangle aD
we
ions of the New York papers,ofbut
HE Hf.R
LOVFD
the country
tion the fact. Most portions
guide
safe
?
know that the press notice is no
•
to amusements or patent medicines and
A Four Elevens with a Fool Proof Cut.
Herimile.ilt
•
relethis form of appeal is in most places men
gated to the times when all advance
This
was
a
joint
engagement
at
the
two
Tbme« do hum
wore fur collared coats and silk hats. Cut- houses, so that they could take larger
and ihcrc't a
SNAPPY
ting this out, placing the cuts on either spaces and divide the cost between the two
of admisthe prices
with have
the page,would
side of
accounts,
and
it
was
not
until
the
engagefor
I
UNSXPECTEO
room
given
sion in between
ment was nearly over that they began to I AUNCXTWEEX
[ ENDING
the personal state-of cut down the spaces. We like very much
a better display to
alone
which
Smith,
ment of Manager
the matter on the page carries real weight. the Sun signature, the seal reading "There
in the
Sun."
T. A.—
They know Smith. They will believe him, is a place for U —P.
A Five Twelves Which Does Not Look
care that the announcebut they will not
Weir, But Is a Hard Worker.
ment of the engagement of the film in Why Not Better Balanced Bills?
Portland, Maine, was "the best of news to
the but the copy backs up the cut ani gets it
d phrase,
oft-repeate
theexhibiting
E of
bettergoodto DESPIT
local motion picture fans." It is one
business
motion
pictures
over. In a special for the submarine pictake large type in order to get
is
no
longer
in
its
infancy
and
selling statement over than to take a lot seems about time that this fact was realizedit
tures the chief bank is a three line "Submarine Murder Pictures" in a four line letof bunk press stuff and try to sell with that and an effort made to balance programs.
ter
that
fairly barks at you. That line will
charbeen
has
page
entire
an
just because
Before
us
lies
the
very
nearly
fill
page
dissell several times as many tickets as would
tered for the day. If we had the remaking
of
play
a
southern
theatre
where
a
lecture
of the page we would have thrown out all on the old Chinatown of San Francisco is "German Submarines in Action," used by
but the signed statement, setting that
exhibitors.andThat
as a ballyhoo,
yet "murder"
it belongs.is as good
double column in eighteen point light face. used to supplement the showing of "The many
We would have swung this so that the Greatest Question." This is almost as bad
star and title would have been slightly as the joining of Chaplin and "Broken
above the centre of the page. This and the Blossoms." The two do not fit. "The PICTURE THEATRE ADVERTISING
house signature would have been the only and
Greatest Question"
with light
spiritualis
to those deals
who seek
on thism
big lines on the page, and the big lines greatappeals
question, interest in which has been
(P. T. A.)
would have sold to those who merely
an extraordinary impetus through
glancedthe at the page. They could have got- given
the
deaths
in
the
war.
It
will
attract
to
a
Is only $2 the Copy by Mail, Postpaid
ten message without reading. As it
stands there is too much to detract from house a class of thinking people to whom
lism
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
the
cheap
sensationa
of
an
alleged
the essentials, and what is used is unim- expose of Chinatown will not appeal, and
portant and unconvincing. The number of the lecture will draw many to whom any 616 FIflh Ave., New York City
Schiller Bldj.. Chicago. III.
words in an advertisemet has nothing
Wright & Callender BIdg.. Lm AngHe*. C*l.
To save time, order from nean-st office.
whatever to, do with the selling quality. It phase of spiritualism will not offer attrac-
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with
a sign reading
"Soldiers
of Fortune
at
the Victoria
Theatre,
Market
street at
Ninth, all week. Enlist in the U. S. Army
and
become a hours
Soldiertheof truck
Fortune.'-'
Duringin
the showing
anchored
front of the theatre and worked the crowds
entering and leaving the house. No figures
are given, but the officer in charge declared
that it was a valuable angle of approach
and brought good results, appealing to the
adventurous, just as the school feature of
the army appeals to the more sober minded.

That Mabel Normand's "Pinto" was There
the switchboard plugging each hole
UNLESS the townsfolk rise up and down
slaughter him in his youth and enter- in turn to give the answer. She had been
posted
Landauwasonly five minutes before
prise, Louis Landau, of the Washingand thebyanswer
ton, Granite City, 111., is going to make
advertising history. He is on his way and
"Pinto Is Here!"
he has lasted through one stunt that would
That was the answer. It was Landau
make a fine excuse for a lynching bee in
most parts of the country.
firing a salute of twenty-four aerial bombs
It all began when Laudau booked Mabel
32 minutes past midnight to tell a fright- A Constance Talmadge and
ened populace that the film had arrived.
Normand
in "Pinto."
He liked
title, soA
he ordered
a thousand
tack thecards.
Next morning the entire town petitioned
Pictorial Review Hook-up
thousand tack cards will cover Granite City the United States Railroad Administration
torial Review will contain a stunning
like the Liberty Loan posters covered the not to turn the roads back to private ownBECAUSE the April issue of the Picership until the train schedules had been
country, and when the press man says that
portrait, in colors, of Constance Talso that the night trains arrived
l Colifin, nea hook-up is
HaskelThe
madge, by ed.
"Granite
was literally.
covered with the cards" re-arranged
in the daytime or v/ent through without
magazi will appear
being arrang
it might beCitytaken
stopping.
on the stands March 20, and the traveling
You might think that Landau would be
ves
entati
content to rest on these laurels, but that
of the Pictorial Review
But they all knew that Landau spoke the
repres
have been instructed to collaborate with
was just preparation for the event, as the truth when he tack-carded the announceexhibitors having Miss Talmadge on or
literary professor tells the would-be fiction
ment that "Pinto is coming soon."
writer. Most people thought that Laudau
about that date for window hook-ups. The
And a Kid Parade.
First National exchanges are collaborating
had shot his bolt when he did all that, but
he alone knew better.
Just as a side bet Mr. Laudau offered
with these representatives. In case you
He went right on and bought space in prizes for the best entries in a miniature
have a Talmadge picture booked and the
the daily papers (2— count 'em — 2) to tell circus parade hinged upon the amateur cir- advertising man does not get around, arcus in "Jinx," the preceding Normand showthat "Pinto will be here soon." People
range your own hook-ups with window dising in Granite City. This did not make as
didn't care about that. Laudau has as good
plays of the magazine showing the picture
much
noise as the bomb stunt, but it made
a reputation for truthfulness as any man
ly lettered cards.
proper
and
can enjoy who runs a picture theatre. He a lot of talk and created less disturbance.
had told them on the tack cards, and they The "animal cages" contained a white cat, Used Live Bulls to Boom
called a polar bear; a pigeon, called an
were willing to take his word for it.
And Still He Talked.
American eagle, and a rabbit with "hippothe Chaplin-Carmen Revue
potamus" for an alias. The photograph does
Then he saw the lobby had a few spare
not give a clear picture of the novelty
the usual
up onGilders
leeve, publicit
DINGGeorge
of they
BUILstuf?,
inches of space, so he told them there that cages, but you can get the idea. There were
Kingston Opera House, Kingston, N.
"Pinto will be here soon," and they replied, forty-four entries and they were paraded
Y., used two bulls, which were led through
around town with a brass band. The con"Yes,
on. Go on." But he stopped
the streets by men costumed as Chaplin in
there —yes.
for aGotime.
test was announced by means of slides and
Carmen Revue. They were taken all
Night descended upon the fair town of by handbills distributed at the schools as the
over town with banners telling about the
Granite City. That happens pretty reguthey were dismissed for the afternoon. It Carmen burlesque and the beautiful yoiang
larly, but this is a particular night. By was a stipulation that each cage should
girls who were members of the revue cast.
half past ten the last belated theatre-goer
contain a "wild animal," and considerable
after the opening matinee the girls
cleverness was shown in forming the And
had slipped out of the all night lunch
were cinematographed, in costume, out in
stunts.
wagon and had wended his way homeward.
front of the theatre by George Bunny, son
Only the lunch man, the sation agent, waitof the late John Bunny, and that was done
ing for the 12:30 to roll in ; the night operafor a couple more items — one for the girls
tor in the telephone office and Landau were
Used 'Soldiers of Fortune"
and one for Mr. Bunny.
still awake.
to Help Army Recruiting
On the back-yard fences of such yards
as had fences, the midnight cat prowled
Every time a local newspaper carries an
Navy
Armybeenandworked
thes has
G-uping with
TYINrecruit
and yowled. All else was quiet, save for
advertisement concerning your theatre, have
service
the snores that rose from the Granite City
a "reading notice" go with it in another
many times and always with advandomiciles and made the blue vault of
tage to both sides. In Philadelphia the U.
column. Get the full value of your investheaven tremble.
ment. Reviews printed in Moving Picture
Recruiting Headquarters got beMidnight came and the telephone girl S. Army
of "Soldiers of Fortune" at the Vichind
World
are
valuable as "readers." Copy them
when you play the film they refer to.
yawned and phoned the girl in the next
toria, a large truck parading the streets
town about the new dress she was building.
A quarter hour passed and the station agent
that the twelveyawned and gave thanks
thirty was on time and cussed the schedule
Fifteen mmutes more were ticked oft by
the exthe clocks and the train rolled in, truck
a
g upon the
press agent depositin
tin box addressed to Landau.
Then It Happened.
Two minutes more passed and Bill Hicks,
who wears two gold service stripes on his
sleeves dreamed that he was out wmning
another medal in the face of a new Hun
his
onslaught. Bill slept on and dreamed City
Granite
gory dreams, but the rest of on
its shins
was getting goose pimples
e, while the sylbeating it for the telephon
van quiet was torn to shatters by a series
of deafening detonations. If you startedot
with the first there were twenty-four
Climbing Aboard the Band Wagon.
*^Th"en Si Spivins got the
girl at central
rang
In this miniature
as smalls as"Jinx.
arc Goldwyn'
waRons for
and the rest formed on the right and went
band Landau
^^
when theLouis
task
gj^^gg
a'"'^^;^
a
not
IS
difficult
Is
and rang, and a busy telephone girl
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Only

a Legitimate Publicity Campaign
record, play- to ask for a couple of policemen to help
office
box
his
BREAKING
ing to an extra night performance and handle the crowds.
calling the police to protect his front
■And an Extra Show.
doors from being bulged in were accomd
,
scored
plishments by Edwar L. Hyman
The police helped out the rest of the
River's week and on Saturday they had their hands
Brooklyn, with "The
Strandhe, did
of the And
it with straight publicity full. Mr. Hyman planned to give three
End."
evening performances on Saturday instead
workin
instead ofteresting
part of git. stunts. That's the in- of the usual two, but he had for his speA full week before the showing at the
cial feature the Prison Scene from Faust,
Brooklyn house, Mr. Hyman started in with which cannot well be cut, and the picture
a quarter page in the New York American, was of extra length, so that it was nearly
telling that the show was coming. At the eleven o'clock before he could run the picture for the third time, but the house was
same time he got the book stores to hook
in with displays of the story. This was the as full as though it were a regular performance.
only approach to a special stunt he used.
His billing covered the street car fronts
It was a big end to a big week and when
and subway stations, but this is a part of the count up was made a new record was
his regular advertising scheme and was not hung up that is going to tax extra perpeculiar to this attraction. He also used
formances to beat. Mr. Hyman has vion
to advantage the electric sign on the side out on a straight advertising proposition
of the theatre.
without any special stunting. He proved
that even in New York with space at fifty
Has a Preferred Position.
cents a line and a dozen papers to be cared
The Strand is on Fulton street, facing the for a picture can be put over profitably
elevated structure used jointly by the Ful- with advertising — if it be a good picture to
ton street and Brightton Beach elevated start with.
lines.of At
the* sign
flashes
eyes
the night
theatregoers
on their
way into
to
and from the New York houses, and in Horseshoes Replace Cans
the morning the trains fairly creep past the
in Time-Tried Scheme
theatre, due to a block getting into the
station just above where the heaviest
old one-tic
the make
transfer to the subway lines is made. As a REME
hit to
-cans theused
MBER
how
and ketfor-tin
result this sign is one of the best located in
the kids used to provide a Saturday
Brooklyn.
oon ballyhoo? Elwyn M. Simons, of
In addition to this Mr. Hyman took space aftern
, Adrian, Mich., rememin both the New York and Brooklyn the New
free tickets for ten
he offered
bered andFamily
papers, using a larger number of lines than horseshoes presented at the first performmany of the Broadway houses, so that
of "When
By,"
Clouds
every one knew what attraction he was which anceFairba
ition.in
nks the
superst
from Roll
suffers
ofifering. As a result the show started off He not only got a lot of publicity, but he
with a rush Sunday afternoon and there gathered in about 200 shoes, and had an
was not the usual falling off on Tuesday, interesting session with the junkman after
usually accounted the worst day of the they had served their advertising purpose.
week at the Strand. To the contrary it He was not hard-hearted about it and a
was on Tuesday tliat it became necessary gid who could only win eight or nine with-

for

Pheggers

out robbing a horse got in anyhow, but it
had to be eight or better. For a full week
he has been advertising with black cats
and other delights of the superstitious and
the shoes merely gave the clincher.
And he followed this up with a money
prize free for all contest on "The Gladdest
Moment of My Life" for Pollyanna, and
gave a special showing to the good little
girls in the local Industrial Home, cleaning
up both stunts in the newspapers.
Made His Ushers Cheer Up
a Line of Waiting Patrons
FR.ANK attle,
STEFFY,
of theoneColiseum,
worked a new
for the Seengagement of Mary Pickford in
"Pollyanna." There was a line of watting patrons almost all day during the
engagement. Anticipating this, and knowing that the wait in the cold might induce
grouches, Mr. Steffy called his house staff
together before the opening, told them
of the "glad" theme of the play and instructed them to cheer up the waiting line.
It was not easy to make them see the
idea, but hey finally got it, and when the
line grew long a couple of nimble-tongued
ushers went up and down the line adapting
the precepts of gladness to the immediate
situation and made so much clever fun
that the patrons at least partly forgot their
discomfort and caught the spirit of the production. The ticket seller handed out quotations from the play along with admission slips, the doorman oozed gladness and
Mr. Steffy said glad things when he counted up the cash.
Tireless Race Horses Ran
Money

into Box Office

HARRY tawa,
POMEROY,
the Strand,
played up theof racing
angle Otof
"Vagabond Luck" with sporting
phrases in his advertising and a horse race
in the lobby. For this lobby feature five
cut-out horses were mounted on endless
belts, actuated by a small motor. In front
the mechanism was masked in by a low
fence
a judge's filled
stand,to while
behind
was a and
grandstand
overflowing.
The lobby itself was built up with grass
mats and white fencing to suggest the entrance to a race course. It put the picture over in great shape and introduced
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair to Ottawa
theatregoers.
Charles Ray Picture to
Have Novel Hook-up
with Cohan's Songs
for
Arthur
S. Kane
Corp.,
BECAUSE Charles
Ray'sPictures
first picture
to be distributed through First National, will be Cohan's "Forty-five Minutes
from the
Broadway,"
hooksongs
up made
will bepopular
made
with
revival of a the
by Fay Templeton and her associates. The
most popular of these are "So Long Mary"
and
"Mary theis bulk
a Grand
Name," though
which
will carry
of theOldpublicity,
it is announced that "Give My Regards to
Broadway" will be included. This last
was
in "Little Johnnie
Jones" andWith
not
in theused
dramatization
of New Rochelle.
plugger songs so generally used these days,
the result of the revival will be watched
with interest. Certainly it cannot be
made. that "So Long Mary" is machine
claimed

Here's Another Display "Heff" Grabbed.
As told last week, he can still make the ten-cent stores help out, but to do so
he works the plugger song a week in advance of showing.

Advertising is the veast that raises your
dough. M. D. Selph.'
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Non-Attendants

Sell "On With the Dance'' to Patrons
itself to cutting out and there were some
WAYLAND H. TAYLOR got behind stunning
figures staring the Bellinghamites
the exploitation of "On with the in the face
for several days before the
g showing.
western showin
Dance"an,for its firstgham,
Washington,
Bellin
at the Americ
Yama-Yama costumes were sent down
and devised a series of stunts, most of
which will aid others in putting this picture for the ushers from a costumer in Seattle,
and
a local agency supplied a large touring
over.
in which the girl ushers toured the
The opening gun was purely local ; an car,
open letter to the Mayor, telling that this streets in the morning before the house
was the first showing of the picture ; that opened. They enjoyed the ride and helped
Bellingham was seeing it ahead of New jazz things up with streamers and balloons.
banners on either side of the car
York and inviting him to attend the open- Large
and at the rear told who they were. The
ing performance. This F. B. Walton, of the girls
were all masked in copy of the masked
American, ran on the first page, following
this up with a series of large displays for dancer.
Windows Were Easy.
several days before the opening. It was
an appeal to local pride which interested
Window
grabbing was easy. "On with the
the readers and put them in a receptive
frame of mind.
Dance"
lent itself
to several
angles
and
the
cut
shows
the window
of the
leading
At the same time all of the local stores
a tastefulness display of evenwere given stickers, of'the sort technic- storeingwith
wear. The same idea stole windows
ally
known
as
"gummed
labels,"
bearing
a
from
the
department
for evening
cut and the house and playing date. These gowns and cloaks, while stores
drug stores hooked
were 2}^ by 4J4 and were designed to be in with beautifiers and the
larger groceries
used in place of the gummed tape for seal- and caterers appealed on the food angle.
ing packages. A sufficient number were It was easy to get windows, and it was
used to supply all of the leading stores, so easy to supply good attractors.
that not one but many of these found their
One thing which made window getting
way into every household. They were
also affixed to the menu cards at the hotels easy was the appeal to local pride, and
angle is going to grow
and restaurants. They could also be used this "first-time"
popular as the scheme is developed,
on the backs of envelopes intended for more
but
almost
any
merchant
will come in on
local delivery.
a display if he can get as much attraction
For the Business Man.
to his goods as he gives the house for its
feature.
An ample supply of desk blotters of good
Dressed Up the Lobby.
quality were also sent. The blotters had
a tint front and were printed up with a cut
The lobby was dressed to carry out the
of Miss Murray in the abbreviated costume carnival idea. Wires were strung across
she wears in the dance. The face carried the upper portion and over this streamers
calendars for February and March for such were thrown in profusion, while here and
tired business men as did not care for the there blown balloons were hung which
picture, but no one came down to the the- swayed in the slight breeze created by concealed electric fans run on the slowest
atre to complain of the scantiness of Miss
speed. Potted plants were added for floor
Murray's
attire.
And
it
was
a
good
enough
blotter to stick around on the desk until decoration, completing the gala touch
its absorbent qualities were exhausted.
which is but poorly suggested by the cut,
There were cut-outs from the ones, sixes which gives no hint of the riot of color.
Further carrying out this idea, a dance
and 24-sheets for use on stage, in the lobby
and in store windows. The paper lends prologue was staked before the showing

of the feature and further served to get
the spectator into a receptive spirit. As
a result the picture ran to huge business
for four days, and the run was an event
ture. than the showing of a motion picrather
Works

in South Carolina, Too

NOWColumbia,
it is L.S. T.C, Lester,
of cleaned
the Rivoli,
who has
up
on the graveyard stunt for "The
Greatest
Question."
He New
followed
the with
lead
of
the Saenger
theatres,
Orleans,
a newspaper hook-up which brought from
a half to a column of pure reading daily in
addition to the house stuff. And it helped
business for the shows running at the
Rivoli while the story is breaking — which
is another angle of a special stunt in that
it works for the house generally while it
works for a special show.
Offers Free Pass for Names
of Any Ten Who Have
Never Visited His Theatre

crafhadt for
Parayear, upCharles
mount-Art
booked
just the
SE he
BECAU
^ Krebs, of the Cherokee, Louisville, felt
that it was up to him to get a hustle on.
His house is a suburban theatre and he
hit upon the scheme of offering a free
ticket to any person who would bring in
the names and addresses of ten persons
who had never been inside of the Cherokee. Now there is not a kid in the section who does not devote his spare time
to looking for ten delinquents. Now many
are making up a complete list, but Mr.
Krebs is getting the names of some who
do not know his house and to these a letter and a pass are sent that they may
see the error of their ways. It's one of
works, betstunts that
thoseter simple
than manylittle
for
campaign
elaborate
there is not a man, woman or child in
reaching distance of the house who does
not know of the Cherokee. "Have you been
to the Cherokee" is locally more famous
than the soap "Good Morning!" Everyone
is using it and it has become a catchphrase.

Putting the Bells on Bellingham for "On With the Dance."
How a Washington exhibitor dressed his lobby and hooked up with the local merchants for another first-time-ever
showing of the Paramount-Artcraft subject.
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nothing
closer
to a woman's
the size lies
of her
clothes
allowanceheart
and than
this
interest was real and lasting.

for "On With the Dance'' in Atlanta
St. Louis Paper Co-operates
She was announced to appear
up with the Atlanta Geor- contest.
DOUBLING
with Hall Room Boys Comedies
at the Rialto the following week without
gian, H. Wayne Pierson, the Para- her
mask.
mount publicity man for that district
novelty of seeing a woman in tights
operator
in the
a coto become project
daily publicity
latest big
"On with the Dance" at the Rialto in The
overtime.
put jig
a store window instead of on the stage THEstarted
in
by Jack and Harry Cohn to
The hook-up took the familiar form of drew throngs to the store at each per- exploit Hall Room Boys Comedies, is the
an essay contest on the question of a
formance, and was good business since, be- St. Louis Times. This newspaper, which
ing that far, many women went in to make has featured the Percy and Ferdie Hallclothes budget for women, prizes being offered for the best letters of 300 words on purchases. The daily story kept the in- room
cartoons for several years, is urging
terest framed and the crowds continued its readers to watch for the adventures of
•the subject as follows:
How much should a man with $5,000 throughout the week.
these two boys in the movies, in return for
annual income allow his wife for her
Meanwhile the paper kept plugging away
s name
which
Cohnsdistribute
use the d newspaper'
clothes ?
on the contest with a daily story that made in
each therelease
in that territory.
letter
writing
secondary
only
to
the
masked
To
call
attention
to
its
co-operation
should his wife arrange her budget' dancer and the replies poured in. Of the Standard Film Corporation, whichwithis
forHowclothes?
How much should she spend on each course every woman read all she could handling the Hall Room series in that terof these items: suits, coats, hats, gloves about the play to help her get that angle
ritory, the St. Louis Times ran advertiseand the rest?
to the reply, and the theatre saw to it
ments, calling the attention of its readers
And if her clothes budget is not enough that no one went without the facts.
to the fact that the adventures of Percy
for her tastes, should she curb her deand
Ferdie
Hallroom were now in the
movies.
>
Large Returns — Small Cost.
sires for fine feathers or, like Sonia in
The
idea
was
accepted
by
the
newspaper
"On
coming
The characters Percy and Ferdie HallRialto with
next the
week,Dance,"
earn more
moneyto asthea as a circulation scheme and no charge was
room are depicted by Neely Edwards, "the
masked dancer with which to buy made for the handling. The theatre con- Fay.
clothes?
tributed the ticket prizes and, of course, boy with the winnning smile," and Hugh
WHO IS RIGHT?
swelled its usual advertisement, but the
The prizes were one yearly pass to the larger spaces did not come anywhere near
Cinderella Feet Employed
Rialto, one for six months, one for three, costing what that much reading matter
ten passes for that week, sixteen pairs and would have done, for the story started and
to Interest in Trilby
thirty singles.
ended on the front page and in the interIt would seem that any woman who
val it ran so large on one of the inner
could put so important a matter in 300 pages that it could not possibly be over- OAKLAND,
California,
recently went
from onephotographers
end to the
words should be given a prize if she did looked.
other and specialized in foot photonot add a P. S. without regard for the
Early in the week the masked dancer
graphs in response to a demand created
winning quality of the letter, but the prizes was nicknamed "Miss Somebody" and the by Eugene L. Perry, of the T. & D. Theawere held to the first fifty.
tre, who offered $50 for the prettiest pair
name atrestuck,
so her appearance
at the when
thewas advertised
under that name
And a Dancer.
of feminine feet photographed and submitted in the contest, which was organized
she appeared as a prelude to "On with the
Ostensibly to advertise the contest, there Dance."
And what might have been a in the interest of "Trilby." The Mayor, a
was a masked dancer, dressed as "Sonia"
act was given real distinc- court official and the publicity director of
in the play, who made four appearances very ordinary
through the hook-up with the window the Chamber of Commerce were the judges
daily in the show window of one of the stunt,tionand
she was worth the price of a and the size of the prize and assurance of
largest stores, at 12.30, 2.30, 3.30 and 5.30. star act to the house at the cost of a fairness brought out a big response.
The window was dressed to suggest a fill-in.
cabaret stage and carried announcement
But the best angle of all was the fact
of the prize contest, the paper contributing that the discussion created a real interest Dancing Academy Stages an
a daily news story on the dancer and the in the problem and the story alike, for
"On With the Dance" Stunt
academy Paradise,
with an average
atGUYON'S
a Chicagonightly
dancing
tendance of about 1,800, staged an
"On With the Dance"
latelylocalin
conjunction with Daniel contest
Roche, the
Paramount publicity man. Two Thursday nights were set apart when a photograph of Mae Murray was given every
lady attending, these being supplied by the
exchange at a cost of $60. In return Guyon
spotted 500 one sheets on the elevated
lines for the two weeks the play ran at
the Randolph and hooked the theatre up
with the contest, which is cheap publicity
at $60. In addition several lobby frames
were displayed and minor publicity stunts
put into to
practise,
was to
interest
make for
the itstunt
as Mr.
big Guyon's
as possible.
Plantation Prelude Used

"Steamboat Comin' Round de Bend — Toot! Toot!"
The New old
YorktimeRivoli's
"Huckleberry
Finn" was
songs, prelude
with theto chorus
in ante-bellum
dress.a series of

Before "Huckleberry Finn"
TAKING
advantage
of the Mississippi
river
scenes
in "Huckleberry
Dr. Hugo
Reisenfeld,
of the Finn,"
Rivoli
and Rialto, used a levee scene for the opening of this production at the Rivoli, but
instead of using colored singers, as is usually done when levee and plantation stuflF
is shown, he employed the Rivoli chorus in
white face and got a dainty and effective
setting, as shown by the cut below. This
offers a new angle and a change from the
inevitable blackface.
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1961
mm
Works

Hard

Ancient Potato Matinees
Still Work Like a Charm

to Give Variety to His Film Program
has
matinee
ed of late,
the potato
notOUGH
been
is eviarrangement of strings, heightened by ALTH
dent thatmention
it still works
as itwell
as
Y on the alert for some odd native
CONSTANTL
costuming, made a pronounced
special attraction to give variety to the
effect.
ever.
Harry
Kress,
of
May's
Opera
House,
his film programs, Sid Grauman, of
Piqua, Ohio, is the latest to swing it and
A masked dancer was employed in a pro- he reports that it is still in good working
ofifereard many e.odd attrac
Los Angeles, has n-doll
duction on the same bill, it being an- order. Lately the Memorial Hospital istheatr Between
tions at his millio
nounced that she was a society girl who
Revues and Fashion Shows and prologues,
sued an appeal for potatoes. Mr. Kress
did not wish to reveal her identity, and
the day of the straight film presentation in much
was
doing
well with the Griffith-Artcraft
was
made
of
the
mystery
feature,
.
es
e
large pictur theatr seems to have passed
"True Heart Susie," with a longer than
Almost all of the progressive managers though masked dancers are becoming too usual
run, but he figured the local advernow offer something in addition to the fea- common to excite the comment they were
tising and announced that on a stated day
ture film, following the lead of S. Barret wont to elicit. For this another special one or more tubers would be the admisMcCormick, who was the first to establish setting was used and the star was supsion price to the matinee. The papers
an actual production department.
ported by secondas in two selections, "The took up the stunt and gave the house and
Mr. Grauman has the instinct of the true Spirit of
the attraction a lot of publicity, and when
and "At a Woodland
showman and many of his productions Pool." The Water"
cut shows the setting and also it was all over several bushel baskets of
the
disposition
of
the
orchestra
in
this
have attracted more than passing compotatoes were sent over to the hospital,
ment. Lately he discovered in San Fran- new house, the organ console showing at for many of the kids brought more than
cisco an Arabian orchestra. They were the right, just below the pillar of drapery. one.
Mr. Kress lost a matinee, but he
about ready to sail for the Orient, but he
To Eliminate Competition.
more
than
up onplenty
the run
of "True
persuaded them to drop down to Los
Heart Susie"made
and itwith
of good
will
Angeles for a week and made them one
It would seem that the larger houses are
to spare to boot.
of the features of his bill.
employing these special stunts to eliminate
Just before the showing the house or- the
competition of the second run houses.
chestra was stopped and the lights were By waiting
is possible to see the same
dimmed. The curtains slowly parted Jo pictures in it
a week or two at much less Louise Glaum's Personal
show the eight players seated upon taAppearance Helps Business
bourets before an Arabic exterior with a cost, but
specialof productions
are limto thethehouse
origin and must
be
characteristic arched doorway in which seen itedthere
or not at all. The picture is PERStheONAL
only for
are Newman
,
lucky appear
few, ances
but the
swung a lantern of hammered brass and still the chief
entertainment factor, but ,
Kansas City, profited largely through
red glass; the one touch of color beyond the
production makes it possible to offer
the personal appearance of Louise Glaum
the violet lights with which the players something
different from any other house,
were flooded.
in connection with "The Lone Wolf's
and in the west the Grauman productions
Daughter." Hearing that she was on her
more than hold their own with the eastern
Used a Special Setting.
way East, the Newman management got
offerings.
For a full minutes the house was silent
In New York the Broadway is practically into touch with the Hodkinson offices and
as the spectator took in the details of the the only Broadway production house, if we arranged for a stop over. Announcemerit
picture, the players sitting motionless. except the Capitol, which does not seern to was made of her arrival and as the train
in during the noon hour, a mob of
Then they broke into some of their na- have as yet decided as to whether it is a came
stenographers and office workers besieged
tive airs, or rather native airs made suit- vaudeville theatre with pictures or a picthe
star,
while the motion picture editors
able to the American clientele, for to Euture theatre with vaudeville. The Strand
of the local papers looked on and got
ropean ears the Arabic and Syrian music and Rialto and Rivoli place their dependfor their stories. But the Newis even more trying than the Chinese. The
ence upon the orchestra and singing with material
man did not stop there. Several window
instrumentation was stringed guitars of now and
then an interpretative dance, but
modern
a huge
'cello-like
gui- the Broadway goes in for revues and fash- hook-ups were secvjred with modistes and
tar with design
plucked with
strings
for the
bass. They
one with a sporting goods store just across
ion shows, and cleans up.
started playing very faintly and again at
from the theatre, while quarter page adthe end of the last selection the music
vertisements were regularly run and the
Chamber of Commerce weekly carried her
decreased almost to nothingness, heightGeorge
Dembow,
Philadelphia
Fox
manening the effect.
ager, who was confined to his home by ill- portrait on the cover page. The work was
Their program ranged from native love
ness, has completely recovered and is back
done by Milton H. Feld, aided and abetted
songs to undeniable American jazz and the at his desk again.
by Ben Blotcky, the local Hodkinson man.

How Sid Grauman Jazzes Up Los Angeles.
A woodland nymph and an Arabian
orchestra
were not
the find
added
attractions
on one
something
they could
at any
of the other
houses.week's bill to give patrons
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PHOTOPLAY EDITORS
Copy Freely and Give
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Paste
and
Clip
specially Written for Moving Picture World.
in
opens
season
theatrical
Since 1878 "A Celebrated Case" has been
next
the
WHENNew York there will be nine theatres
played matic
by all sortsin and
conditions
of draAmerica
and England.
exclusively devoted to moving pictures in the Whenever companies
one of the traveling repertoire
heart of the city — the Times Square district.
organizations needed a play they inserted
Marcus Loew is building- an entirely new
"A Celebrated Case" as the "grand Saturday
house to be called the State; Famous Playersnight bill." It always scored a hit and was
Lasky will have the New York and Criterion
worth seeing time and again. Famous Playein's
the Hammerst
operatingthe inCapitol,
theatres building;
ers-Lasky will now present it on the screen,
Strand, Rivoli, and this revival
Olympia
will take it into the R. F.
Rialto, Broadway and the Stanley are all D.'s
of
screendom.
strung along the great white way within
a distance of ten blocks.
Making out his income tax recalled to Al
that five years ago he was earning
Bert Lytell's first appearance in a motion —St.andJohnworking
hard for the money — $3 a day
picture
theatre
was
in
a
spoken
play,
"Under
.
at
the
carpenter
trade. Now he is a screen
Cover," in his own stock company, then giv- celebrity contracted
to draw $50,000 in 1920.
ing waiian
performances
In
Wailuko,
on
the
HaThe
loss
of
income
on booze would not be
island of Maul, in 1916.
missed by the Government if there were
Rubye de Remer Is appearing opposite enough first class carpenters like St. John.
Eugene O'Brien in his latest Selznick picture,
the first time since she has appeared
"A Fool and His Money." Miss de Remer is in For
motion pictures, Marie Shotwell in playcredited with possession of the largest coling "opposite"
Meigban,
the newlection of kimonos this side of Japan — and Paramount
screenThomas
star, will
NOT wear
her
she will wear most of them in support of famous
diamond pendant. Miss Shotwell will
O'Brien.
be otherwise and more decorously costumed.
Considerable Joy Is taken out of life for
Seena Owen, leading woman of Owen
lieatrlce Joy every time her name srels into
"Sooner or Later," has the feminine
print as Beatrice Joy. Sometimes it is print- Moore's
ed "Teatrice" — and otiier variations include lead in the newer Selznick screen drama,
most o( the twenty-seven wrong ways to "The Gift Supreme."
spell it. Because she Is playing in "Blind
Youth"
the printers thinli she cannot see
Edith
be supported
in "The
their errors.
Blue
PearlHallor
— screen-willversion
of the stage
play
—
by
Florence
Billings,
Lumsden
Hare
and
Vitagraph is in a hurry to make known its Faire Binney. Lawrence Weber is making
screen version of the James Oliver Curwood
the production.
story, "Courage of Marge O'Doone." It is
is preparing for the screen a version
being ers"advertised
flaringreleased
billboardfor "screambefore it hasin been
circula- of Metro
"The Penalty,"
because
tion. That's enterprise in advance.
Gouverneur
Morris story
wrote widely
it. Lon read
Chaney
will
play
the
role
of
Blizzard
—
a
different
role
"A Full House," Fred Jackson's farce from his impersonation of the hypocritical
which,
title byof Victor
"The Velvet
with a under
musicalthescore
Herbert,Lady,"
was lame man in "The Miracle Man."
presented on the stage last season, has been
purchased
Washburn. as a starring vehicle for Bryant
COMING TO THE SCREEN.
"A Winter
Favorite,"
Charles
Bel- Film Version of Plays, Popular Novels and
mont Davis, City
brother
of theby late
Richard
Original Scenarios for the Fans.
Harding Davis, is to be made into a pj^ture
wtih Dorothy Dalton in- the leading role.
"Courage of Marge o' Doone" (Vitagraph).
Jack Holt and Mabel Julienne Scott are announced to head the cast of the new George
"The Husband of Edith" (Paramount).
Melford Production, "The Translation of a
"The Gift Supreme" (Selznick).
Savage," a screen version of Sir Gilbert
Parker's novel of that name.
"The Man from Blankley's" (Paramount).
Wallace Reid began his new picture, "Too
"The Blue Pearl" (Selznick).
Much
Speed,"
directed
by
Sam
Wood,
with
the scenes taken at the Los Angeles Speedway races.
"A Celebrated Case" (Paramount).
While malcing a picture in Canada Zena
"The Husband of Edith" (Paramount).
Keefe learned to ski. The name of this sport
iH
pronounced
''she,'*
Hence
she
learned
to
"The Woman God Sent" (Selznick).
she. If Miss Keefe were a male screenite he
would learn to she — which would be a real
"The
Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes" (Selznick).
accomplishment.
"The Penalty" (Metro).
Augustus Thomas's greatly successful
stage Mason
drama, starred
"The Witching
Hour,"
in which
"Harriet and the I*Ipcr" (First National).
John
for several
seasons,
has
been purchased for screen presentation by
".Mid-Channel" (Equity).
Famous Players-Lasky.
"Torchy" (Master-Films).
Adding to her labors as the impelling vampire
in
"Aphrodite,"
at
the
Century
Theatre,
"The Blood Barrier" (Pathe).
In New York, Dorothy Dalton has just begun
work on her next screen feaure, "This Man
"Mollycoddle"
(United ArtUts).
and
Woman," for Famous PlayersLasky This
presentation.
"So Long Letty" (Christies).
George Stewart, nineteen-year-old brother
"Sherry" (Pathe).
of Anita, will play the juvenile lead in Doug
Fairbanks' forthcoming screen comedy, "The
"Determination" (U. S. Photoplays).
Mollycoddle."
"Mystery Mind" (Supreme).
Believe it or not: Billle Burke, having
missed her train to Atlantic City, traveled
"King Spruce" (Hodklnson).
by motor thirty miles to .Mineola, Long Island, and flew to the seashore resort In the
"Mother Suiters" (First National).
airplane she will use in prtMlucIng "Away
Goes Prudence." That's what the gang cried
"Honey Bee" (American).
when Hiss Burke left the Mineola aviation
field.
nni]iiniiniinimnnnnniiiiiuiiniimminiuniimitisniniiuiimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiumiilijliimiiiiimi»
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While the fact may have no connection
whatever
with Mary her
Plckford's
ventures in matrimony,
divorce further
from Owen
Moore was obtained in Minden, county seat
of Douglas County, Nevada.
The once-famous farce, "What Happened
to Jones," will
be brought to the screen by
Paramount
leading role. with Bryant Washburn In the
Cecil B. DeMlIle has been appointed a
member of the Southern CTallfomla Committee on Olympic Games. As Mr. DeMllle always has his photograph taken In a "sport
shirt" this is considered a highly appropriate
appointment— especially by bis i^ress agent.
Wlliam Johnson's novel, "The House of
Whispers,"
will be brough to the screen by
J.
Warren Kerrigan.
Peggy Hyland has completed "At th»
Mercy
Tiberius,"
novel of years
that isofstill
so welltheremembered,
and ago
ha»
begun production of another screen play,
"Desert Dreamers."
ZaSu Pitts has under way a screen-drama
entitled "The Heart of Twenty," in which
tions.will be starred by Brentwood Producshe
Jane Novak will play opposite Tom Moore
in his next Goldwyn — "The Great Accident."
Johnny Hines has been employed by MasterFilms to play the star part in translation of
Sewell
screen. Ford's character, "Torchy," to the
Hobart Henley has delivered to Pathe his
latest screen production, "The Miracle of
Money," and has gone to Palm Beach for a
vacation.
Sooner
later Now
the screen
'em — both
play
and or
novels.
comes gets
the news
that
the Christies are going to make into a feacomedy farce.
"So Long Letty," thjB successfultureMorosco
The Sultan
"gone into
pictures." Not asofTurkey
an actor,hashowever.
He was
recently "shot" by a news weekly camera
and now we can all satisfy that life-time
longing to see how he looks and "how he
got that way."
Olive Thomas has become a fntlUtarijUk.
She Is organizing a society of women whoae
object will be to prevent motor accidents.
The Goldwyn organization recently turned
the roof of the Hotel Walton, Philadelphia,
into an impromptu moving picture studio,
and before an audience of fans and metlon
picture showmen numbering more than a
are
made. demonstrated how the "movies"
thousand
Clara Kimball Youngr will bring to the
screen "Mid-Channel," the stage play by
Arthur Wing Plnaro, in which Ethel Barrycesses.
more made one of her greatest personal suc-

Metro is preparing a screen version of
"The Mutiny
Jack
featured
the Elslnore,"
playing of
role.
Mitchell Lewis
with London's
!
Regardless of everything or anything: tothe contrary nothwithstanding. Jack Demphe is prowith the serialreached
sey is going ahead and
the
has now
ducing for Pathe,
tenth episode of "Daredevil Jack."
Blanche Sweet has Just begun production
on her next screen offering—
Los Angeles
in
Goes A-Hunting. ' under direction of
"Leona
Henry King. The picture and not the hunting is last referred to.
s next Metro picture will be
Nazimova'
"L'Homme Rich."
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Lesser Executive Offices
Transferred to Los Angeles
WITH the arrival of Max Roth, general
r Entermanager of the Sol Lesse
prises, from New York, the transfer
Los Anto
ive
offices
of the Lesser execut
geles from New York has been completed.
es is to be production, distribuLos Angel
tion and exploitation center for Sol Lesser,
auslytion conducted his intern
previo
who hastional
distribu
from the Longacre
Building, New York.
Lesser will temporarily conduct production activities at the Brunton and the former Griffith studios. Annette Kellerman's
picture is being filmed at Brunton, and
George Beban, the other Lesser star, is
cutting
"One Man in a Million" at the
Grififlth studio.
The executive staff for Sol Lesser includes Max Roth, general manager; Harry
Hammond Beall, publicity director; F. Rubenstein, executive secretary; Irving Lesser, western representative, and E. H. Mosser, auditor.
Film Exporter Leaves.
F. C. Shaw, film exporter, left for Santiago, Chile, on March 2, carrying with
him as excess baggage 1,100 pounds of advertising matter and posters for films,
which he will distribute throughout South
American countries. Mr. Shaw went by
train to New Orleans, where he will take
a ship through the Panama Canal for Santiago, this being the only arrangement he
could make for transportation out of Los
Angeles. During his stay of several months
in Los Angeles, Mr. Shaw acquired the
South American rights to a large number
of new productions.
Arranges for "Comedyart" Distribution.
H. J. Roberts, general sales manager of
the recently formed Special Pictures Corporation, has returned to the home office
of the company in Los Angeles after an extensive trip in the eastern territory. According to Roberts, exhibitors are in a
most receptive frame of mind to receive the
"Comedyart" release of Special Pictures
Corporation.
While on his trip, Roberts arranged for
the handling of "Comedyart" releases with
the Criterion Film Company, Atlanta ; Major Film Company, Boston; Gardinier Syndicate, Bufifalo; Ascher Brothers, Chicago;
Masterpiece Film Company, Cleveland and
Cincinnati; Arthur S. Hyman, Detroit;
Henry Dolvan, Indianapolis; Ruben &
Finkelstein, Minneapolis ; Alexander Film
Company, New York; Twentieth Century
Film Company, Washington, D. C. ; Supreme
Photoplays, Pittsburgh; All Star Film Exchange, San Francisco and Los Angeies;
M. Rosenberg, Seattle.
New Releasing^ Company.
John J. Hayes, general manager of the
Sphinx Serial Company, and the J. B. Comedy Company, has returned from New York
with the announcement that he will consolidate with George Le Roy Clark, general manager of the Paragon Comedy Company, for the purpose of opening exchanges
all over the country to distribute pictures
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produced
by independent
concerns as well
as
their own
output.
The new organization is to be known as
the Paladium Cinema Syndicate, and part
of the plan of the concern is to finance certain independent producers.
Miss Marian Pickering will be featured
in two reel comedies to be released by the
Paladium exchanges.

Beach on March 3, following an illness of
long standing. Robbins was well known to
the Los Angeles film colony, was associated with the Griffith studios in an editorial capacity for a time, and prior to that
was a photographer and newspaper man.
He was 30 years of age, and leaves a wife
and a young son.

Staff of Special Pictures Corporation.
Director-general Ward Lascalle, of the
Special nounced
Pictures
the names Corporation,
of the membershasof anhis
executive producing staff, who will soon
begin boathestudios
production
pictures at the Balin Long ofBranch.
George Larson is chief cameraman, with
Fred Rengstrom as assistant; C. T. Wilson
is assistant director; Bessie Muller, film
editor; Archie Warren, property master;
Henry Lockwood, lighting expert; Charles
Gorton, location and transportation manager.
The developing of negatives will be handled through the Clune Studios, and the release prints will be made at the Morosco
Studio, according to a statement made by
Louis W. Thompson, president of the corporation.
Mrs. Seymour Tally Dies.
Mrs. Minnie Tally, wife of Seymour Tally,
son of T. L. Tally, of the Broadway Theatre,
died suddenly at her home in Los Angeles
on February 28. Mrs. Tally seemed to be
in perfect health all day of the 28th until
about four o'clock in the afternoon, when
she was taken suddenly ill. She only lived
threeleaves
hours,herpassing
awaySeymour
at sevenTally,
o'clock.
She
husband,
and
a small son.

Film Cowboy Killecl.
William McPherson, 30 years old, a film
cowboy employed in the Grace Cunard unit
of the Marion H. Cohn Productions at National, was killed on March 1, when an automobile in which he was riding to location
with four other cowboys, collided with a
Pacific Electric freight train near Los Angeles. Practically every cowboy employed
in the films attended the funeral of McPherson.

Founder of "Camera" Dies.
Elmer W. Robbins, who edited and published th^ film magazine called "Camera"
for the past two years, died at Laguna
llllilllllllMllltlllllllllltlllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMri

Monkeying with the Irish Question.
Joe Martin starts
a March
Universal
City. 17 parade at

To Visit Daughter in London.
Mrs. May Mason, mother of Shirley Mason and Viola Dana, has left for New York
on her way to London to visit another
daughter, Edna Flugrath, who is now appearing on the stage in England.
J. D. Williams Arrives.
J. D. V jlliams, member of the First National Exhibitors Circuit, came to Los Angeles from New York last week, on an important missionwill
for beFirst
National, inthea few
nature of which
announced
days, he said.
Producer Directs Big Feature.
G. B. Samuelson, British film producer
now taking films at Universal City, will personally direct the picture, "David and Jonawith Madge Gullan,
Titheradge,
C. M.
Hallard andthan,"Campbell
English
players,
in the leading roles.
Wing Building
TheNewfoundation
for a at
newBrunton'*.
wing to the
administration building at the Brunton
studios was laid last week. This new addition will be 60 by 120 feet, and will provide
office space for ten new companies when
completed. Construction is also progressing on the new paint shop that is going up
on the Brunton lot.
Studio Shots
THE MUTINY
OP London
ELSINORE"
the second of the Jack
storiesis that
will
be produced by C. E, ShurtlefC, Inc., at Metro,
with Mitchell Lewis in the featured role.
Reginald Barker has taken "The Branding
Iron" stuff.
oompany, of Goldwyn. to Truckee for
snow
Antonio Moreno has completed his Vitagraph
"The Invisible
Hand,"
and foris
spendingserial,
liis vacation
in reading
scripts
another serial.
R. B. Kidd, Brunton scenario editor, has
returned from a visit to San Francisco.
Dorothy Phillips has gone to New York
for costume.s to wear in her first picture
under the Holubar-Kaufman contract.
Sylvia Bremer has arrived from the East
to play a leading part in the coming Mayflower D.
production,
"Athalie."is coming back to
Rumor:
W. Griffith
Los Angeles within the month to resume film
production In the West.

1964
to support William Duncan in a new series
of serials which Duncan is to make for Vitagraph.
Leach Cross has been engaged to play a
villain part in Eddy Polo's current serial,
"The Vanishing Dagger."
Maurice Maeterlinck is living In a bungalow on the Santa Monica palisades while
writing a story for Goldwyn production.
Maurice Tourneur and his company are at
Balboarent Beach,
making scenes for the curTourneur feature.
Bryant Washburn will next produce "What
Happened to Jones," for the Paramount program.
Jack Dempsey Is working on the tenth
episode of his serial for Pathe. Jack aims
to have that serial completed by April 1.
Rumor No. 2: Mrs. Sidney Drew is coming
to Lios Angeles to film a number of her comedies.
George Larkin and his wife, Ollie Kirby,
have returned to Los Angeles after an absence of about a year.
Sherwood MacDonald has been retained to
direct the coming Gloria Joy Productions.
Peter B. Kyne, who recently signed a contract giving exclusive screen rights to his
stories for the next three years to C. E.
ShurtlefC, has returned to his home in Berkeley, Cal.
Rumor No. 3: Betty Blythe is soon to have
a production company of her own.
Anne Cornwall is playing the leading role
in "Virginia," a. Universal production.
Mona Lisa has been engaged for a leading
part in Lois Weber's coming feature.
Eileen Percy has been signed by the Fox
company to play leading roles in a series of
six pictures.
Blanche Sweet starts work next Monday
on "Leona
under Director
Henry
King,Goesfor A-Hunting,"
Jesse D. Hampton.
Winter Hall, character actor, has been
added to the cast of the George Melford
Special at Lasky's, "The Translation of a
Savage."
Nazimova's
picture
at "L'Homme
Metro, hasRiche,"
just been
put intonext
continuity
form by Charles E. Whittaker.
Allan Dwan, member of the Big Six organization, known as the Associated Producers,
has returned from New York.
Kathlyn Williams has been engaged by
Benjamin
B. Hampton
plays of famous
novels. for his all-star photoGeorge Stewart, nineteen year old brother
of Anita, will play the juvenile lead in Douglas Fairbanks' coming production, "The Mollycoddle."
Matt Moore, who has been playing with
Enid Bennett in "Hairpins," has finished his
work
in that picture and has gone back to
New York.
Tom Terriss, Vitagraph director, has come
West to direct two super pictures at Vitagraph's Hollywood studio.
J. Warren Kerrigan has begun work on his
ninth Brunton production, "The House of
Whispers," from the William Johnston novel.
Charlie Chaplin spent three days
Catallna Island making scenes for his atcurrent
First National comedy, which is said to be
nearing completion.
Peggy Hyland, the G. B. Samuelson star,
has completed "At the Mercy of Tiberius,"
and has started on "Desert Dreamers," under
the direction of Fred Leroy Granville.
Vivian Rich will star in a series of society
dramas for the Fox company.
Brentwood has begun production on another ZaSu Pitts picture under Director Henry Kolker entitled "The Heart of Twenty."
"The , Mask,"
the first of the new Selig
Specials
Bracken
. has been completed by Director Bert

Eugene
O'Brien,
from
the East
thisSelznic
week k tostar,
beginis expecte
work din
"The Figurehead."
■ ''f.llt
will play opposite Tom Moore
in
The N°vak
Great Accident," his new Goldwyn
picture.
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Month,' Going in Like
Lion; Will Come Out the Same
the Mrs. Sidney Drew comethe first week of placed dies,behind
closingt ofMonth"
W;THMarchthe— "Brune
effort on the part of the field
in the an- force toin an
win
the
stimulating prizes offered
nals of Pathe Exchange, Inc., durthe biggest business recorded on the
ing which exchange managers and sales- for
men are competing for prizes valued at two-reel subjects, is very apparent in the
reports the greatest volume flow of contracts pouring into the home
$6,000— Pathe
of business ever recorded in any similar office. The Harold Lloyd series of $100,period of time. Judging by returns for the 000 two-reel comedies, are maintaining the
first six days, Pathe officials predict that impetus they gained with the initial release, by
"Bumping
Broadway."
in the sales recall previous "high spots"
Spurred
the into
tributes
paid by the foreords of the organization will be far surmost exhibitors of the country to the
Pathe
News,
on
the
occasion
of its recent
passed.
Feature business nearly doubled that registered during the last week in February, beat in the Lexington lynch riots, Pathe's
field representatives are endeavoring to
one of the biggest in the history of the or- place
the news reel in every theatre in
ganization. Pathe has been long estab- their territory.
Strong selling efforts are
lished as the premier distributors of successful serials; yet, right now, figures of also being placed behind the Pathe- Review and Topics of the Day, and, in fact,
sales on the continued subjects are setting
not a single subject distributed by Pathe
a new high water mark.
Effect of Sales Drive.
is being overlooked during Brunet AnniThe effect of intensified sales efforts
versary Month.
Berman,

"Brunet
a Sales

Back

from

Gratifying

Exchange

Trip, Reports

Business by Universal Films
exploitation it received. I am thoroughly
es, after
l's ageneral
of exchang
swing sold on the value of thorough exploitation.
, Universa
Y BERMAN
HARRmanager
around the circle in an inspection The best possible exploitation for a picture means increased business for the extrip to several exchange centers, recently
hibitor and, of course, greater sales for
returned to New York full of enthusiasm
Universal.
for the success of Universal pictures.
"Other Jewels which are establishing
"I never was more deeply impressed with
new box-office records are 'The Right to
the popularity of Universal pictures," he Happiness'
and 'Blind Husbands.' These
said, "and especially did I learn what great
opportunities our Jewel productions offer two pictures are enjoying continued popuexhibitors for increasing their box-office
in the East,ofWest
and South."
The larity
popularity
Universal
pictures, and
receipts. It is highly gratifying.
especially
of
Jewel
productions,
through"Everywhere I go I find that Jewels are
out the Southern States is reported by
reaping rich harvests for exhibitors. In William
Oldknow and Herman FitchenMinneapolis
Great records.
Air Robbery'
es- berg, of the Consolidated Film and Supply
tablished new'The
box-office
The same
Company,
which has exchanges in Atlanta,
was true in Chicago and in Omaha, where
Dallas, Jacksonville and El Paso.
it recently was shown. It is one of the Memphis,
These two film men have been in New
most popular Jewel productions Universal York
during the past ten days conferring
has put out.
with Mr. Berman. They report that every
"The success of 'The Great Air Robbery' theatre in their territory has a first-run
is due in no small extent to the special theatre in which Universal pictures are
shown. Corroboration of their enthusiasm
for the Universal brand also comes from
Buffalo Exchanges Face
Ned Depinet, manager of the Dallas exchange, who attests to the popularity of
Necessity of Moving by
Universal Jewels in the Lone Star State.
Recent Fire Ordinance
Chamber of Commerce Honors
counge
by the
of the
exchan
newon film
adopti
WITH cilthe
Goldwyn's Philadelphia Head
fire prevention ordinance,
every exchange in Buffalo, about ten
INfurthering
appreciation
his untiring
the ofinterests
of theefforts
organi-in
in number, faces the necessity of
zation, the motion picture group of the
earlj moving because of the provision
Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce at a
which requires a fifteen-foot space
luncheon recently presented Chairman
on all sides of exchanges. There is
Harry
M. White,
manager
Goldwyn's
not an office in Buffalo, it is said,
Philadelphia
exchange,
with of
a solid
silver
which meets this requirement, and
and
copper
inlaid
cigarette
case.
moving is the only resort. Managers
The
object
of
the
luncheon
was
a
comare given until June 1, 1921.
plete mystery to the majority of exchange
Two new buildings are now under
members, and none knew what they had
construction which will take care of
been assembled for until the presentation
about seven exchanges. The new
speech was made by John Clark of the
Famous Players-Lasky building will be
adjustment committee.
ready April 15 and the other FrankSeveral officials interested in the Liberal
lin street structure May 1. In this
Sunday bill, including Dr. H. Charles Hespe,
latter office will be housed the Metro,
president of the New Jersey Exhibitors
Universal, Vitagraph, United and ReLeague and F. H. Elliott, secretary of the
public. It is rumored that Rearlart
National Association of the Motion Picwill occupy part of the F. P.-L.
building.
ture Industry, were also present at the
luncheon.
The ,-ire prevention ordinance was
adopted by the council, Friday afterAside from the essential details of producnoon, March 5, and met with the aption furnished by press departments to all
proval of all the local managers. The
situation
trade
papers there is more exclusive matter of
building. is reviving talk of a film
importance to the picture showmen published
every week in Moving Picture World than
iiiiimniiiimiFitiiMiiininnTiiiimiiitiiMiiiiiriiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM im
in any other class publication.
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Maybe a Spark Did It
FROM the Vitagraph Exchange, Detroit,
Michigan, J. M. Duncan, manager,
comes the following:
Attached hereto find letter we received toMichiMyrtle toTheatre,
daygan,from
with the
the projection
a fire In Detroit,
reference
room of that theatre, which burned up three
reels of film.
Is self cause
explanatory.
In Mr.
my Stocker's
opinion theletter
only possible
of the
fire would be a spark caused by dropping
the steel reel Into the metal receptacle of
the storage vault.
You will note there Is no other damage,
except to the three reels burned in the one
vault.
What Stocker Says.
The letter in question is from J. E.
Stocker, manager of the Myrtle Theatre.
He says:
Replying to your request for information
as to how the fire occurred, will say that we
have two film cans which are supposed to
be fireproof. These set side by side just
back of the projectors.
The left hand projector was running. The
projectionist rewound a reel and dropped it
into one of the film cans (vaults), the right
hand one, as one stands with back to projectors.
One of these cans has a capacity of six reels
and the other five. Each reel has a separate
compartment, the lid of which is pulled down
by the weight of the reel of film. After
having dropped the reel of film in, the projectionist turned his attention to the projector which was running, but in a few seconds he smelled smoke, same coming from
film
reel. can into which he had just dropped the
He was afraid to raise the lid, not being
sure which reel was on fire (He did right
there. Ed.), also from fear of possible consequences of raising the lid. Soon the fumes
forced him from the room.
About ten minutes later is was possible
to re-enter the projection room, and we found
all three reels in the can burned to a crisp.
Several reels in the other can were unharmed.
Resumed Show.
Within a few moments we resumed the
show as though nothing had happened, using
remaining reels. As to cause of fire, it Is a
mystery. The projectionist does not smoke.
That the cans are to a great extent fireproof
was amply proven by the result.
All things are possible in this vale of
sin and sorrer, so it is possible a spark
generated by friction started the fire, BUT
some things are so improbable that they
are pretty nearly impossible.
Any spark generated by such friction
as there would be would not, in my opinion,
fire film, even though it fell directly on
the celluloid. I am of the opinion that
there was fire in that can, or the head of a
match was therein when the reel dropped
down into the compartment. I would say
that most likely a bit of hot carbon did
the trick, but unless it were a pretty large
piece it would have cooled off while the
rewinding was in process. So I am inclined to the view that a match, or the
head of one got into the compartment
somehow. It might lie there for days, or
even weeks and then get caught just righc
and be set ofif.
Projectionist Innocent.
Probably no one will ever know how
that fire started, unless the projectionist
himself knows and is hiding something,which we have no right to assume. In fact,
from the way he describes things I think
him entirely innocent of anything in connection with the fire. He is probably tellig the exact truth, even to the fact that
he let a motor run the show while he did
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% F.H. RICHARD
SON
ptiffijjttBfciJmiBMnie^JittiiiiAiBm^^
acoinjobthen
acting
at a great deal less
we as
weretarget
getting.
s'B^wiiiiinimiiHiiiiiiumiiiiiiimitiifflnDimiiiflio
But the proposition looked good at that,
1
i and anyhow those who didn't accept would
1
Notice to All
| be grabbed by the neck and introduced to
new job — as they should be — so one fine
i n RESSURE on our columns Is such ■ the
day we found ourselves on board a boat
I
that published replies to questions 1 bound for a place called "Sunny France."
I
cannot be guaranteed under two or 1
Sunny France! Huh, show me the guy
I three weeks. If quick action is desired, M who named it that! Show 'im to me, that's
g remit four cents, stamps, and we will 1 all. Why, man, It rained nearly fort?*- hours
I send carbon copy of department reply § out of every twenty-four we were there!
g as soon as written.
= But we got along pretty well, and I kept
I For special replies, by mall, on mat- 1 up a bit on projection too, for I installed
g ters which, for any reason, cannot be 1 and ran a Pathe projector and a motor generator for the Red Cross; als worked on a
I replied to through the department, re- S
g mit one dollar.
g Gaumont projector two nights a week.
The real object of this letter is to tell
you that there actually are theatre managers
I
S We QUESTION
have two paperBOOKLETS.
covered booklets 1| who appreciate the efforts of the projectionist. Mr. Chambers, manager of the Princess
g containing 160 questions designed as a = and Palace
theatres, is a gentleman in all
g guide to study. They indicate what the S that word implies.
^ projectionist should know.
1
g Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-five 1
He supplies everything we need, but cer1 cents; both, forty cents . United States i
tainly does expect results — and what is more
3 stamps accepted; cannot use Canadian g he gets them.
tisements in a Attached
local paper.find one of his adverg stamps.
g
Will Match Pictures.
I was in New York City a few hours last
I
THE LENS CHARTS.
|
in August. Visited the Rialto and
g Are Yon Working by "Gue»s," or Do S summer,
Rivoli and will put our pictures up against
g
Yon Employ Up-to-Date 1 theirs any old day.
We are enlarging our projection room and
I
l»Iethods7
installing a third projector. Will send photo
S Tou demand that
your employer keep ig as
soon as it is done.
gs date.
his equipment
good toorder
and and
up to
Equipment consists of the following: A
He owes Init both
himself
to 11 room
eight feet by nineteen, with a seven
m you to do BO, but you ofe it to him to i foot ceiling.
Two fresh air inlets near the
g: keep abreast with the times In knowl- 1 floor, each 8 by 16 inches. A window three
gS edge
and
In
your
methods.
=
feet, which is kept closed in daylight.
The lens charts (two in one, 11x17 g by four
thirty inch vents In ceiling, all of which
g Inches, on heavy paper for framing) f Two
insure
good
ventilation and healthful cong are In successful use by hundreds of 1 lamp.
ditions. We have three motor driven, late
g progressive projectionists. | model Simplex,
a dissolving stereo and a spot
g Don't "guess." Do your work RIGHT, s
gg Price,
fifty
cents,
stamps.
i
Use
half
size
Gundlach lenses, projecting
Address Moving Picture World, either i
seventeen foot picture 107 feet to a Minusa
§616 Fifth avenue. New York City; | ascreen.
lens system lined up as per
Schiller Building, Chicago, 111., or | lens chartHave
and get excellent results. CurgB Wright
&
Callender
Building,
Los
Ang
rent
is
taken
from
220 volt lines,
geles, Cal.
i through a 75 ampere 3-phase,
double arc G E motor
generator,
delivering
seventy
amperes
to the
iinuiiiniiuiiHnioiiuiinniMiuniiniiNntniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiHiiiiiiuiiniiiniiiiinniininw
arc.
Also
have
a
110
volt
D
C
line
for
emergency.
odd chores around the room. Has anyone
had similar experience which would offer Use National 7/8 cored and % silver tip.
Have an enclosed, motor driven rewind,
explanation ?
geared down to twelve minutes to the 2,000
foot reel. It is equipped with an Ideal film
Manager Appreciates E£forts
cleaner and an automatic cut-out switch.
Have three-way push button switches on
Seth E. Barnes, chief of projection in one
each
projector motor; also adjustable obserof Wichita, Kansas, theatres, writes:
vation ports as per page 220 of the handbook.
When room is finished will have lavatory
Reason
why
I've
not
written
our
department lately is just this: Everything was
and toilet, and the best equipped projection
running along smoothly when a gentleman
in this neck of the woods. In fact,
with red, white and blue raiment offered us itroom
will be the only three-projector installation
in this state so far as we know. Mr. Buckles
and myself both wish the department the
AFTER
ALL-^
continued success which it deserves.
Judging by your remarks France must
-wblot;
— a jihotopUy
productionthomaDd
have been damp. Real managers, who aptfolwi «oiU
or moreoii« tohundred
produce, and
preciate careful, painstaking work, and
requirei
many bymonthsImproper
in theprceentatfon:
maldn^
oan
be mined
who realize the fact that beauty and artBnt
the
Palace
mQtbodd>f
preEcntaUon
nakei thil abeolutely impossible.
istry of the best production may be ruined
by improper
projection, should receive
Mr.
Seth Bomea,Mr. chief
projectionift
due
credit.
«nd
his
aasiatant,
J.
0.
Buckles,
botir skilled to the highest degree
Their
tribe
numbers too few, though it is
ia theatproper
presentation
of piottirei
have
their disposal
the very
latest
slowly increasing. Glad to have the photo.
mechanical
to Bcienco. devices and equipment known
The Palace presentation gets
Lens Charts With Power's Projectors
tvcryxolor
andand tonenevervaluediminishes
ou* of athefilm..
Itartistry
mff^ifies,
The Nicholas Power Company has purof
a
production.
It
enhances
the beauty and charm o^ the picture.^
chased alarge number of lens charts, and
The
Palace
method
of
presentation
hereafter one will be sent out with every
adds much to your enjoyment, and la
largely responsible for the oft repeated
Power's
projector as a part of the standard
phnae, "Palaca pictures are always good."
Power equipment.
This is a progressive step which is deserving of commendation. Demand the
chart with the projector. You are entitled
to it and if it is not in the lamphouse or
the new projector some one has purloined
it somewhere between the factory and
your theatre.
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New Power's 6-B Equipment and Details of Same.
right, condenser mount, holder and dowser
Center illustration shows type E lamp house, lamp and inside dowser. C,To screw
by which condensers are spaced.
A is dowser handle; B, condenser frame latch;
adjustment.
folks up to date in that respect, and maybe
The
standard
base
of
the
old
lamphouse
New Power Equipment
for a maximum distance of a a jump or two ahead. In the front of the
For quite some time the editor has been provided
than 20 inches from center of lamphouse is set a substantial casting
peeved at the Nicholas Power Company little more to
aperture. The new base, measuring 9.S inches square. Its holding
because it did not produce something of condenser
attaches to the interior wall, which
more importance than comparatively minor while it does not place the lamphouse any flange
is reinforced to receive it.
improvements in their justly celebrated further back, provides for a maximum disThe front of this plate is deeply retance of 21 inches from center of conPower'sforprojector.
now take
all
cessed to receive a second square casting,
denser to film, all that will be required un- which carries
back,
down at But
No. we
90 Gold
streetit we
the condenser, and is hinged
der
any
condition
of
practical
projection.
have been introduced to what will, after
The added distance is made possible at its lower edge to the holding casting.
the latter part of this month, be and be- without
placing the lamphouse further By releasing a conveniently located latch,
come a part and parcel of the standard back because
the condenser itself is set with non-heating handle, the carrying plate
Power's
Six-B
projector
equipment,
to
wit,
back
inside
the lamphouse.
is allowed to swing outward, as shown in
a lamphouse much increased as to size and
illustration, in which position the whole
Just under the lamphouse roof, on either the
embodying unique and excellent improve- side,
is a metal pocket, extending into the condenser is accessible.
ments. In fact, so radical is the change
The condensers are carried in a heavy
lamphouse. proper and open at the back. metal
that it is entitled to an extended descrip- One
receiver of peculiar shape, into which
pocket is 10 inches deep and the other
tion.
They are intended as drying ovens for they are clamped by a threaded ring — one
From floor to top the new lamphouse 5.
point
I am not sure I agree.
measures 25^ inches. From front to back carbons — a most excellent idea and one Perhapswiththiswhich
is really the best procedure,
wall is 20'/2 inches, and it measures 11^ which will make a decided hit with pro- but I am inclined
to think a heavy ring
inches from side wall to side wall, the doors jectionists.
The added size of the lamphouse gives of metal which the projectionist could
extending out a full \]4 inches further on
into place would perhaps serve the
either side.
the whole projector a dignified, well bal- spring
niently. as well, and serve it more conveanced appearance and reduces the interior purpose
Ventilation is accomplished by means of temperature,
which in turn adds to carbon
twelve 1-inch holes at top and bottom, on
this, however, I am not sure. Time
either side, plus a 4-inch vent flue, which capacity and reduces condenser breakage. willOf tell
and the change, if found advisable,
The Dowser.
may be used as an open chimney, or may
may be easily made. At any rate, the arbe connected with the outer air or the
rangement as it now is is very excellent.
The dowser is of the interior type, cast
projection room vent flue by means of from
gray iron, and is operated by a lever
The Lens Holder.
suitable piping. If the latter is done the
projecting from the front lamphouse wall
ornamental top is slipped off, leaving just just
The
lens
holder
rests in a milled groove,
over the condenser cone. It comes
a straight pipe to connect to.
down between the arc and lens and stands so that the lenses are held accurately with
relation to each other. The front lens
The Lamphouse.
about a quarter of an inch from the latter. holder
a part of the main holding plate,
should operate to protect the hot lens but the isholder
The lamphouse is of heavy Russia iron. This
of the arc lens rides on two
the lamphouse door is opened to trim
A new and very convenient type of door- when
substantial
rods which pass through holes
latch is used, with a handle of bakelite the lamp. So much for the lamphouse
in the main plate.
composition. The top is in the form of a proper.
Just below the condenser cone, on the
hip, or peak, which makes it impossible
The condenser mount brings the Power's
outside, is a large milled thumbscrew, by
to lay reels of film or other articles theremeans of which the arc lens holder may
on. The cable slots are 9/16 of an inch by
be moved ahead or back so as to alter the
1.5 inches long.

More Details of Power's 6-B Equipment.
Condenser mount with holding ring, type E lamp and clamp that makes connection between carbon Jaw and the wiring.
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distance between the holders to accommodate lenses of different thickness.
This is a decided step in advance, as
with it there will be no possible excuse for
the projectionist not keeping his condenser
lenses the proper distance apart.
We would, however, respectfully suggest
to the Power Company that the spacing
screw be made with a very coarse thread —
something like the one now used to move
the lamp backward and forward.
Our reason for this recommendation is
that where a combined moving picture projector and stereopticon is used, it is often
found impossible to use the correct condenser combination for moving pictures
and at the same time get a clear stereop.ticon field.
This condition may be remedied, if the
projectionist is able to space his condenser lenses further apart, and do it
quickly, as he shoves over to the stereo.
The greater spacing of the lenses provides
exactly the condition required to clear up
the stereo field. The suggested change is
a slight one, and there is no good reason
why it cannot be immediately incorporated.
We trust it will be done.
The Lamp.
Only a brief description of the lamp is
necessary. It is heavily constructed, with
rack bars three-quarters of an inch square,
held by clamps which have a spring arclamps toand"give,"
which takesrangement
careallowingoftheexpansion
will
prevent the bars from "freezing" under
any condition. The hand holds of the vasions. rious lamp controls are of ample dimenThey are spaced in such way as to prevent any possible interference of one with
the other, no matter what position the
lamp may occupy.
The carbon contacts are V shape and
have a contact surface a trifle more than
\14 deep, or long. The bottom holder will
accommodate carbons of any diameters
from 5/16 to ^ of an inch ; the upper
holder will take anything from ^ to PA
inch. New carbon contact blocks can be
installed at any time at slight cost.
The capacity of the lamp is 150 amperes.
The wire contacts are unusually excellent.
They are designed to do away with terminal lugs. The clamps are so made that
a series of interlocking corrugations give
both perfect electrical contact and a positive grip. The contacts accommodate anything from 'a No,
to a heat
No. of
1 wire
are protected
from6 the
the and
arc
by an asbestos shield which extends out
over the lower and under the upper one.
Another excellent feature of the new
lamp is that all adjustments are made with
the lower carbon arm, the upper remaining
stationary. This has the eflfect of not disturbing the crater with relation to its position on the axis of the optical system when
it becomes necessary to alter the position
of the two carbon tips with relation to
each other.
The new lamphouse marks a decided improvement in Power's
equipment. indorseIt has,
in all its details,
the unqualified
ment of this department.
Cameramen Should Wake Up
Harold E, Davis, Old Town, Maine, who
evidently is a live wire and an enthusiast,
says ;
Although I have read every copy of the
World for four years past, tlila Is my first
letter to the Father of all good projectionists,
and
I say
"Father"
is precisely
what when
I mean,
because
it is that
through
you and
the World that we are able to put a good picture on the screen and keep it there, always
presuming
producer gives us the right
stuff
to workthe with.
lM%hty Good Snese«ition.
On the wall of our projection room we
have what we call a 'Trouble Card," or rather
two of them, on the wall back of each projector. The projectors are given a number.
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and the card bears that number and the
name of the projectionist handling the machine. On these cards we record any and
everything which is wrong with the screen
result, together with exact time and date,
the cause and, in case the screen is dark,
the length of time it was dark. RESULT:
You may gamble we are right there on the
job sixty seconds every minute because we
do like a nice, clean, white card. Why?
Why because the darned thing hangs right
there in plain sight, where anyone (including the boss) can see — that is to say, anyone who has any business in the projection
room. Mr. Johnson, our head projectionist,
evolved the idea. It is great.
Hand Drive.
We have two Simplex, hand driven projectors, taking 45 amperes through a Hallberg Economizer, with a 137 foot projection
distance
foot screen. to a metallic surface, eighteen
We have trimmed down our master blades
as much as possible — won't say how much because we don't care to start an argument.
Some of them here say they are too narrow to be practical, but just the same they
are delivering the goods.
Make our shutter blades of cardboard. They
last six months or more. Johnson has a
new shutter he is trying out. It puts a
brighter, whiter light on the screen than
anything I have ever seen. Trimmed to
same dimensions as our present ones we
run as low as fifty-eight without flicker.
Will put them on both projectors as soon
now. they are perfected. Cannot say more
as
Out of Focus,
I certainly do wish something could be
done to stop producers making out-of-focus
pictures. Last Friday and Saturday we ran
a production, nearly one-third of the scenes
of which were out of focus. Directors and
cameraman complain that we ruin their
artistic work. Well, I wonder how they think
we can do artistic work with such stuff. I

A DIRTY 5LIDt DISGRACES
DON'T
^HOW Dim YOUR.
5Ul)E5

6 moment to clw^a them..
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wonder if they ever bother their heads about
what they do to OUR artistic work when
they hand us such stuff. Of course, our
people like real well to pay an admission to
see a production, one scene of which is
sharp and beautiful and the next just a
t)lurry,
— I lay
don'tthethink!
trouble fuzzy
is thatmessthey
blame And
for the
the
fault on the projectionist. And then their
eyes hurt and they lay it to "moving picwhereasyou
it isarereally
due toto get
"fuzzy"
pictures.tures,"And
the one
this
thing remedied, if any one can. And I think
you can, provided there be enough kicks.
rolling.
So this crank twister is starting the ball
Wanted to Heave a Brick.
Yes,wayfriend
Davis,
I've sat
in the aBroadhouses and
wanted
to heave
brick
at the screen, with hope that it would
bounce man'sfar
enough to dent some camerasolid ivory
dome.
But the cameraman is not always to
blame. There is the director who demands
what he calls "softness" in focus, which,
rightly named, is just plain blurr, and is
hugely injurious to the eyes of the audience and should not be allowed at all.
The eyesight of a community is of much
more value than a director's mistaken idea
of "art." Nine out of ten of the average
audience will agree with me that such
scenes, however
are just a plain
nuisance
and an "artistic,"
aggravation.
Mind you, this criticism does not necessarily hold good if the central objects, on
which the eye inevitably focuses, is sharp.
Under- this circumstance there is no objectioil to the bac'<ground being out of
focus.. In fact,
there may b?', under some
conditions,
distinct
advantage- in this, since
it helpt focus attention where it belongs.
But tn«- fuzzy-all-over
degrees, worse than bad. picture is several
s^'^ "Trouble Card" Good.
That 5;J"rouWe Card" listens mighty good.
Wondfej
way? ^iiow many projectionists will be
willin^^ have your faults bulletined that
As I understand it one man handles each
machine. But that would not be necessary,
since one card could be made to do for both
projectors, the notation of faults being
supplemented by name or initials of man
in chaise.
The -tfoabte
plan should
serve
fS promote
healthy card
rivalry between
the men — a thing we heartily approve of.
Glad to have details of the new shutter
when
are ready,
to showyouus.
_ . _BUT— you will have
A3 fo Text Books
F. A. Reynolds, Brooklyn, New York, asks
for list of books which will be of use in
l>reparing to take an examination r-s moving pictu e projectionist. He v.ants the
"most direct and practical" and those which
bear directly on the motion picture projection machine. "Do not," says he, "include Richardson's handbook as I already
have that,
but I want something even more
simple,
if possible."
There and
are less
otherdiflicult,
books which
I can and
do recommend to the projectionist, because
they contain knowledge which will be of
real value to him. But for the beginner
the Handbook is plenty. If he combines
Its study with an apprenticeship he should
have no trouble getting by, but he may well
add Hawkins, Electrical Guides, Theodore
Audel Company, New York City, and then,
afterward
Projection
, "Optic
But I am
afraid you,
like ."
so many others,
are starting out with a wrong idea. You
seem to be looking for an easy path to a
profession. There is no such path.
Take my advice, go somewhere where the
law has sufficient intelligence to allow you
to serve an apprenticeship, serve such an
apprenticeship combined with study, and
finally pass an examination by reason of
the fact that you really do understand your
business. That is the only real way to
enter the profession of projection.
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Among

Busy

Exchangemen
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Frederick Resigns as Pathe
Baltimore Chief; Whittle Up
been associated with
havingExchan
AFTER
ge for two years
Pathe Film
and made quite a record for himself
ntative
in Baltimore during
as their represe
that time, Louis J. Frederick resigned his
position as Baltimore representative of
that company on Monday, March 1, to
become the general sales manager of the
Baltimore State Rights Film Company with
offices in the Palmore and Homand Building, 420-22 East Lexington street.
Mr. Frederick is well known in the Baltimore territory. He will cover the territory including Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and the District of Columbia for the
tMHMumimiiti iiiiiliiliiiiiit I iiiriiiMiir iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiij iiiiiiiiirtMi tiiiiiiiililliliiKiNiiiti

Allan F. Moritz
Has taken reins as manager of Famous
Players Buffalo offloo.
WMnMMIiiiiitiitiiiiitriiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiHriiiiiiiiiiiiir
Baltimore State Rights Film Company. All
of the productions put out by Jans Pictures, Inc., will be handled by the company Mr. Frederick now represents. George
C. Easter, who is secretary and treasurer
of the Jans Company, is also president of
the Baltimore State Rights Film Company.
His offices are also in the Palmore and
Homand Building.
Mr. Frederick will be succeeded by Jack
L. Whittle, who will cover the Baltimore
territory for Pathe. Mr. Whittle is well
able to handle their output as he has a wide
knowledge of the conditions existing here
and is well known to the film men.
Mr. Whittle will be succeeded by Myer
J. Wolfert, who for the past five years has
been connected with Universal and is a
hard working young man. Simon Feldstein
will take Mr. Wolfert over the Maryland
and part of the Virginia territory and introduce him to the trade.
J. R. Thomson is the new manager at the
Pittsburgh branch of the American Film
Co., Inc., succeeding B. F. Hubbard, who
has taken charge of the American branch
at Philadelphia. Mr. Thomson comes from
the Buffalo .^merica^ office, where he did

efficient work and was very popular with
the exhibitors.
Manager McGurty, of the Republic Distributing Corporation's Pittsburgh branch,
has the sympathy of all exhibitors and exchangemen in the territory, as a result o(
the death of his wife, which occurred Saturday, February 21.

Adda Boy, Eddie.
"Eddie" McBride, formerly a reporter
on the staff of the Buffalo Evening News,
is now breaking into the film game at the
Fox office. Clayton Sheehan, district manager, is in Chicago. He recently returned
from a trip to the coast.
Landrys Visit Taylor.
L. Landry and Mrs. Landry visited C. A.
Taylor, Pathe Buffalo manager, Friday,
March 5 on their way to visit Niagara
Falls. Mr. Landry is assistant general manager of Pathe. While in Buffalo he gave a
brief talk to the local sales staff.

Moritz Manages F. P. L. in Buffalo.
Allan F. Moritz, veteran film man, has
come to Buffalo as manager of the local
Famous Players-Lasky exchange, succeeding Richard C. Fox, who recently resigned
to accept a position with Fox in London.
Mr. Moritz is a former advertising man,
having once been associated with the firm
of Kiernan in New York City.
Leaving the advertising business he took
over the management of the Top Top
Theatre in Chattanooga and later the Lincoln Theatre in Montgomery, Ala. After a
few years in the exhibiting end of the
business, Mr. Moritz assumed the position
of salesman with the Fox exchange in
Washington and later in Philadelphia.
His next jump was to New Orleans, where
he was manager of the Fox exchange for
a period of three years, resigning in July,
1919, to go with the Famous Players-Lasky
Company in Washington, where he remained five months. When the Buffalo position of manager became vacant he was
chosen to fill the vacancy. Since arriving
in Buffalo Mr. Moritz has gained many
friends in the city and territory, which he
has toured thoroughly.
Mr. Moritz announces that the new
Paramount exchange will be ready for occupancy April 15. The exchange will be
located in the Film Row at the corner of
Chippewa and Franklin streets.

Big Noise in Philadelphia.
C. S. Trowbridge, Philadelphia manager
of United Artists, has leased the Metropolitan Opera House in that city for an indefinite period. Plans have been arranged
for the Philadelphia presentation of Mary
day.
Pickford in "Pollyanna" beginning Satur-

Newton E. Levy, coast division manager
for Robertson-Cole, left Seattle for Denver this week, after a stay of three weeks.

F. W. McClellan, Philadelphia publicity
exploitation manager for Paramount-Artcraft, has had wide experience and is exhibitors. tending much valuable assistance to the ex-

L. W. Wingham, Seattle Robertson-Cole
manager, is back on the job after a twoweek attack of the flu. Air. Wingham announces the engaging of three new salesmen for the Northwest territory. They
are A. B. Cleland, Ralph Pielow and C. B.
Beale.

Saul Meltzer, salesman for the Pittsburgh
Select exchange, is back on the job after
a long siege of pneumonia. Saul spent two
weeks at Lakewood, N. J., and afterwards
made a trip to New York, where he met
the various Selznick stars.

From

"Bob" Lynch, Philadelphia manager of
the Metro, has been ill in bed during the
past
days. The "boys" all hope for his
speedyfewrecovery.

J. Hebrew and J. P. Bethel Promoted.
J. Hebrew, former Philadelphia manager
of the Vitagraph, has been promoted to
district special director, of Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Albany, Boston, Washington and
Philadelphia territory exchanges. J. P.
Bethel, formerly assistant manager, has
been made the Quaker City manager and
R. E. Binns assistant.

Guiding "Flying A" Sales Destinies in Central West.
left to M.rig-ht:
Charles
Filkins,
American;
Charles
Keppler,
assistant
to Mr.Chicago
Filkins. manager
in charge for
of Chicago
South Side; Paul De Outo, central west sales manager.
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Koerpel Moves Up in Goldwyn.
J A. KOERPEL, for the past seven
months manager of the Seattle Golded
*
wyn
office,
wasn manage
this week
r toappoint
West Coast
divisio
succeed
A. S. Aronson, who leaves San Francisco
March 16 to open Goldwyn exchanges in
the leading cities of Australia. Mr. Koerpel has appointed as his successor at the
Seattle office F. A. Bernardo, who, as salesman, followed his chief from World to
Goldwyn.
Mr. Koerpel is probably one of the best
known film men in the United States, having been recognized in many quarters for
his ability as an organizer and efficiency
expert. At the Seattle Chamber of Commerce, of which he is a member, he is
known as "The Business Doctor." He is
also a member of the Foreign Trade Bureau of Seattle and he has been a close
student of the language and business conditions of South America for the past
six years. It is rumored that he will be
sent to that continent in the not very
distant future to establish Goldwyn
branches.

Enterprises, the Omaha, Neb., exchange
for First National releases.
Pathe Omaha Force Plans Clean-Up.
The force of the Pathe exchange in
Omaha, Neb., has been greatly increased
in anticipation of record breaking business with the Pathe specials and the Dempsey serial. Stuart Gould, formerly exploitation expert with the Famous PlayersLasky exchange in Omaha, has accepted a
position with the Pathe exchange as exploitation man and representative in the
field for the Pathe specials. S. A. Galanty,
formerly Paramount manager in Denver,
has joined the Omaha Pathe force to
handle Pathe features in Iowa and Nebraska. George M. Cohn, of Chicago, Louis
Frieborg and Don Moore, of Omaha, have
also joined the Pathe staff. Eight field
men are now representing Pathe from the
Omaha exchange, of which Harry Graham is manager.

Paul J. Swift, formerly of Washington,
D. C, has succeeded E. A. Peavey as manager of the Famous Players-Lasky exchange in Omaha, Nebraska.

Stern Tells 'Em Why.
Manager Stern of the Pittsburgh Universal in his weekly talk, Saturday, February
28, to the sales force on exploitation and
other subjects announced that he was going to try to have it arranged to offer prizes
to the salesmen who think out the best
ideas on picture exploiting.
He made it plain to all once more that
this is particularly the age of exploitation
and also dwelt at length on the fact that
the sales force should Ho all they can to
help the exhibitor in this respect.
His pithy discourse was punctuated with
a number of references to instances where
exhibitors have been greatly helped by
ideas that he advanced and he said he
was
to keepa "harping
this with
subject"
until going
it became
veritable onhabit
the
"sellers" to think about this important factor in showing pictures.

Fred Solomon, for years booker and assistant manager of the Select exchange in
Omaha, Neb., has joined the A. H. Blank

Sherry,
Universal
"Ace" selling
salesman,
hasAndy
recently
broken
all records
film
for the Pittsburgh branch.

Capt. J. B. MacKay, managing director
of the Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Ltd.,
Montreal and London, has returned to
Montreal after a succesful trip to England,
where he formally presented the plan
which has been arranged for the distribution of the productions of fourteen British
enterprises in Canada through the Specialty
Film Import, Limited, Montreal and other
cities. The first feature released through
this company will shortly be presented in
Montreal, it is understood.

5
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Dine Buxbaum on Becoming
New York Exchange Head

Fay gave ofa the
and employes
mous Players-Lask
dinner
EXECUTIVES
Friday night, March 5, at Reisenweber's to Harry H. Buxbaum, in observance of Mr. Buxbaum's recent appointment
as
of the Famous Players-Lasky
Newmanager
York Exchange.
John C. Flinn was toastmaster and
speeches were made by Al Lichtman, general manager of the department of distribution; Thomas Meighan, Paramount Artcraft star; S. R. Kent, sales manager;
Claud Saunders, exploitation manager;
Jerome Beatty, director of advertising and
publicity; Frank V. Chamberlain, general
service manager; Oscar Morgan, assistant
sales manager; J. D. Clark, manager of the
Philadelphia exchange ; Spiros Skouros, of
St. Louis; Roland Edwards, Norman Collier, Harry Danto, Charles S. Goetz, Joseph
Lee and Mr. Buxbaum.
Besides the speech-making an entertainment was furnished by several vaudeville
artists.
Those present included Howard T. Gray,
.Albert DuBois, Claud Saunders, Joseph
Seidleman, Henry L. Salisbury, John C.
Flinn, Spiros Skouros, Oscar Morgan, S. R,
Kent, H. H. Buxbaum, Thomas Meighan,
Al Lichtman, Frank V. Chamberlin, J. D.
Clark, Charles S. Goetz, Henry Randall,
Joseph Lee, Henry E. Genet, William
Roosevelt, Max Goosman, Richard Gledhill, Louis Braum, Earl Denison, Jerome
Beatty, Roland Edwards, Norman Collier,
Harry Danto, George Krebs, Rudolph
Flothow, Melville Shauer, Eugene Zukor,
Jack Sonn, Hamilton C. Piatt, Jack Jachauer, Jules Sarzin.
Dana Hayea With First National.
Dana Hayes, one of the best known
young film men of the country, formerly
with Clune's Attractions and later with
Sol Lesser Attractions, has joined the First
National.

i^f

m
The Dinner Tendered Harry H. Buxbaum on His Taking Over Managership of F. P.-L. New York Exchange.
Left to right, outside of table — Howard T. Gray. Albert DuBois. Claud Suuiuieis, Joseph Seidleman, Henry L. Saulisbury,
John C. Flinn. Spiros Skouros, Oscar Morgan, S. R. Kent, H, H. Buxbaum, Thomas Meighan, Al. Lichtman, Prank V. Chamberlin,
J. i). Clark, Charles S. Goetz. Henry Randall. Joseph Lee, Henry E. Genet. William Roosevelt, Max Goosman, Richard Gledhill.
Left to right. Inside of table — Louis Braum, Earl Denison, Jerome Beatty, Roland Edwards, Norman Collier, Harry Danto, George Krebs,
Rudolph Flothow, Melville Shauer, Eugene Zukor, Jack Sonn, Hamilton C. Piatt, Jack Jachauer, Jules Sarzin.
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National force at Pittsburgh and will have
charge of "In Old Kentucky" and "The
Gonfession," both of which will be handled
as percentage attractions exclusively and
piit on the same as big road shows.
H. A. Bandy, Goldwyn district supervisor, paid a visit to the Pittsburgh branch,
the week of February 25.
Fox in Fine Quarters in Omaha.
The Fox exchange in Omaha, Nebraska,
has moved from 315 South Sixteenth street
to new quarters at 1408 Harney street that
furnishes the best exchange room in the
Middle West. The new Fox quarters in
Omaha have 6,000 square feet of floor
space. An exhibition room has been installed, with desks for spectators. The
exchange is equipped with other modern
arrangements. M. H. Golden, home office
representative, was in Omaha to aid Manager Sidney Meyers and his force to make
the move.
Cohen Added to Realart's Sales Force,
Maurice Cohen, formerly connected with
Universal and the Gardiner Film Syndicate, has been added to the sales force
of Harry E. Wilkinson, the Buffalo manager of Realart Pictures Corporation.
Berman Visits Baltimore.
Leonard L. Berman, who has been in the
film business for seven years and is manager of the Arrow Film Exchange in Philadelphia, Pa., and also connected with Korson & Amsterdam of that city, spent several days in Baltimore during the week of
March 1, looking over the territory for
the productions he wants to sell the state
rights on. Prior to joining the Arrow company, Mr. Berman was associated with
Pathe. At one time he was connected
vvith the United Film Exchange in Baltimore.
Screenart Offices Filling Out.
The office and sales force of the Baltimore branch of Screenart, which is under
the management of Michael Siegel, is now
being completed. Richard Harrison has
been taken on as traveling salesman and
is now taking a trip over the Virginia and
Eastern Shore of Maryland territory. Miss
Rosa L. Breen has accepted the position
of
Mr. Siegel's
secretary.
BreenHatch
was
formerly
with the
Quaker Miss
City and
Film' 'companies
of Philadelphia,
has
been
in the film business
for over and
a year.
Milton Caplon, president of Variety Pictures Corporation, Baltimore, visited New
York City for several days during the
week of March 1.
Eddie Dowling with Special.
Eddie Dowling, long with General Film,
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later with Uncle Sam's army, and just recently back from Cuba, is associated with
Special
Pictures as New York State representative.
Some Smith!
P. H. Smith, manager of the Buffalo First
National office, has returned from a week's
trip downstate, during which he visited
Syracuse, Binghamton, Johnson City, Endicott, and other towns, closing contracts
for much big business.
Building R-C in Cleveland.
M. A. Levy, manager of the Cleveland
branch of Robertson-Cole, has added to
his force of salesmen. H. L. Beecroft, formerly of Pathe: D. Miller, formerly of
Universal, and W. .\. Hoffman, recently of
Hodkinson, are the new members.
Paul Tessier, Cleveland Pathe manager,
recently returned from a visit to the home
office, New York, and reports an announcement will soon be made of big plans now
formulating.
Sam Morris, general manager of Select,
made a flying visit to Cleveland, his old
home, and spent a day with his brother,
I!<e Morris, of the Home theatre.
Syd Rosenthal, manager of National Pictures, Inc., Cleveland, reports the following
franchises sold the first week in March:
Orpheum, Akron ; Dome, Youngstown and
Schade, Sandusky.
Jackexchange,
Lawrence,Cleveland,
shipper atisthe
Cole
backRobertsonto work
again after being laid up with a badly
sprained ankle.
Slater in Cincinnati.
Fred Slater, Eastern District Manager of
Robertson-Cole, was a recent visitor at the
Cincinnati branch office. Mr. Slater and
Charles Casanave, resident manager, devised plans for conducting an extensive
publicity campaign for the "Beloved Cheater," \)i-hich will be shown in this district
shortly.
H. A. Ross, Paramount manager in Detroit, hasthe
returned
a three
journin
south,from
where
his weeks'
family so-is
spending
the winter at St. Petersberg, Florida.
Kent Goes From Detroit to Toronto.
William h. Kent, former assistant manager of the Select exchange in Detroit, has
been promoted to manager of the Toronto
office of Select and has already left to assume his new position. He will be succeeded in Detroit by Frank Stuart, former
bookkeeper and cashier, and who has been
connected with the Fox and former Gen-

7 he "Torchy Triumvirate" — Author, Star, and Producer.
Sewell Ford, Johnny Hines, and C. C. Burr, president of Master Films, which Is
producing the "Torchy" stories, already in great favor.
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eral film exchanges. Mr. Kent is a brother
to J. O. Kent, Detroit manager for Select,
and has been with Lewis Selznick for the
past four years.
J. C. Fishman, of the Standard Film Service, Detroit, is planning a big trade showing of "Theduring
Lost City"
at the Hotel
sometime
the present
month.Statler
M. Harlann Starr, manager of United
Picture Productions Corp., states that he is
having big business on "The Flame of the
Yukon," and that it is playing the best
theatres, to bigger business than on the
original engagement. Mr. Starr states that
all of the Triangle releases are booking up
exceptionally well.
Jack Ryder, former salesman with Pathe,
has tendered his resignation to become city
salesman in Detroit for Vitagraph.
Cincinnati Third Film Center.
Harris P. Wolfberg, district manager for
Famous Players-Lasky, said in an address
before the Cincinnati Rotary Club that
Cincinnati is the third largest motion picture distributing center in the world, being exceeded only by New York and Chicago. In one year Cincinnati jumped from
eighth to third place. Mr. Wolfberg has
been retired as president of the Associated
Film exchange managers of the Chamber
of Commerce because his work takes him
to Pittsburg.
Hoyt Ricketts, from the home office, has
been appointed as assistant manager to
George Dembow at the Philadelphia Fox
exchange and Louis Burnstine, his predehas been
promoted branch.
to the managementcessor,
of the
Pittsburgh
Captain
"Ace"
mentioned
the much
Boyle, Flying
Howard
of
the English
Corps,
is now representative for Fox in this territory. \ special effort will be made by Mr. Dembow
to have his salesmen in this territory secure a big portion of the $10,000 being
offered in the national contest beginning
March 8 and ending in April.
Frank
S. Hopkins,
the week
Buffalo Universal
office, manager
was visitedof last
by Fred Schweppe, of the Colonial Theatre, Elmira, and C. W. Landers, of the
Opera House, in Fredonia N. Y., both of
whom signed
up a number
"Big U" Otto
features. Mr. Hopkins
has ofengaged
Schroepel
formerly
Hodkinson
representative at the Pathe office, as booker at the
Big U exchange. Howard E. Brink, an old
Universal salesman, has returned to the
ers-Lasky.
fold
after a year or so with Famous Play-
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of Independent Exchangemen's
Association Shown in Committee

important work of the remost
cent convejition of Independent exchange men held in the Capital Film
o,
rein Chicag
Companporty's
of theoffices,
means
and the
ways was
permanent
committee, which was submitted Saturday
morning, February 28.
On this committee are: Chairman, R. D.
Lewis, R. D. Lewis Film Company, Oklahoma
City; R. C. Cropper, Bee Hive Exchange,
Chicago; Al. Kahn, Crescent Film Company, Kansas City; D. J. Chatkin, Consolidated Film Corporation, San Francisco and
Los Angeles; E. J. Farrell, Major Film
Company, Boston ; J. E. Pearce, Peace Film
Company, New Orleans, and H. A. Kyler,
Supreme Photoplays Corporation, Denver.
Considerable discussion, care and thought
were bestowed on the draughting, which
was purposefully engaged in after the convention proceedings had practically ended,
when the members of the committee had
been fully impressed by the desires and
aims of those assembled. The report follows :
"The purpose of this organization is for
the mutual benefit of the independent exchangemen and to secure for themselves
the benefits of a combined purchasing
power.
Exchanges to Buy Capital Stock.
"The affairs of the organization are to be
conducted as a corporation, with non-assessable stock, and its capitalization will
be $100,000, fully paid in. The capital stock
will be subscribed for by the individual exchanges operating in the various territories throughout the United States — exclusively subscribed for.
"The United States is to be divided into
a certain number of exchange centers, to
be agreed upon later. Each one of these
centers shall have the opportunity of purchasing an equal amount of the capital
stock and each and every division or exchange center, which is fully paid for, shall
receive one vote.
"Thethepurpose
moneys
from
sales ofofthethecapital
stockderived
is to
enable the home office to bind contracts
with the producers to pay for productions
thus purchased.
"The affairs of the corporation shall be
conducted and supervised by a board of directors of at least five members. The
board of directors shall include the president, secretary and treasurer. The duties
of the board of directors, or their direct
representative, will be to get in touch with
the members and ascertain the nature and
class of productions desired and get into
touch with producers of such films and
obtain them, and arrange with producers
for prices on accessories, on the best possible terms ; to keep in touch with the various producing organizations and submit
to the members of this organization such
data as will enable them to know intelligently what is going on and enable them to
protect their mutual interests.
Membership to Vote on Contracts.
"The board resentative,
of directors,
or its
shall not have
thedirect
rightrep-to
close contracts with producers for any proTHE
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productions,
tractsduction,
haveor been
submitteduntil
to such
a votecon-of
all the members and have received a twothirds vote of the membership.
"The board of directors, or its direct representative, on receiving an offer from a
producer, shall submit a copy of such contract, with complete information regarding the class of the production, to each
member.
"The members shall then vote on the
proposition as submitted and the corporation shall be bound by such vote.
"The cost
of bethebased
production
the distributor shall
on his toterritorial
percentage
of the actual cost of the production.
"As an example : For a production costthe corporation
$2.'i,000,
a distributor
a 5 ingper
cent, territory
would
be assessedin
5 per cent, of $25,000, or $1,250.
homein office
of the City.
corporation shall
be "The
located
New York
"The home office shall be maintained by
assessments on each exchange office, in the
nature of a 5 per cent, addition to the cost
of all productions to its corporation.
".•\11 purchases contracted for by this corporation for its members shall be paid for
on a C. O. D. basis.
"The
be released
under theproductions
trademark are
and toname
of the corDispose of Stock.
poratioMay
n ."
During the convention proceedings it
was decided by vote that the number of
votes necessary to accept a picture, or

O
R

pictures, from a producer must be 75 per
cent, of the vote cast.
It was also decided by the convention
that if an exchangeman has been a member
of the organization for a certain time and
finds it impossible to continue business
owing to financial difficulties or for some
other vital reason, the organization will
buy his stock, if deemed advisable. If not,
the exchangeman can then offer it to some
other exchange in the organization. The
organization, however, must be given the
first chance to buy such stock.
The members of the committee on territorial rights and percentages, appointed
at the convention, were: Chairman, Dave
Warner, Warner Films, Cleveland; special
advisor, Joe
FilmEmpire
Corporation, NewBrandt,
York; H.National
E. Coffee,
Film Distributing Company, Washington,
D. C, and C. C. Hite, of C. C. Hite Attractions, Cincinnati. Mr. Brandt was selected
as representative for the producers.
Following are the Independent exchanges and their owners, which were represented at the convention: San Francisco,
D. J. Chatkin, Consolidated Film Corp.,
Milwaukee; W. A. Baier, W. A. Baier Film
Company, Oklahoma City; R. D. Lewis, R.
D. Lewis Film Company, Syracuse ; T. W.
Dooley, Dooley Film Exchange, New York;
E. W. Hammons, Educational Film Corporation, St. Louis: Sam Werner, United
Film Service, Omaha; Max Waintroub,
Fontenelle Film Company, Boston; E. F.
Farrell, Major Film Co., New Orleans; J.
E. Pearce, Pearce Film Company, Washington ;H. E. Coffey, Empire Film Distributing Co., Philadelphia; A. A. Millman, Capital Film Exchange, Kansas City; Al Kahn,
Crescent Film Company, Denver; H. A.
Kyler, Supreme Photoplays Corporation,
Detroit; David Mundstuk, Strand Features,
Cincinnati; C. C. Hite, C. C. Hite Attrac-

'Did You Hear the One About the Fellow Who Lost His Breath?"
liiquiies Eddie Lyons of Lee Moran a.s they work on their
Universal flve-reeler. "Everything But the Truth."

1972

tions, Atlanta; A. C. Bromberg, A. C. Bromberg Film Exchange, Chicago; R. C. Cropper, Bee Hive Film Exchange, Pittsburgh;
S. Saniel. S. & S. Film & Supply Company,
Cleveland; Dave Warner, Warner Films.
Republic's Super-Specials
Eagerly Awaited by Trade
NORMAN H. MORAY, assistant sales
manager of the Republic, with headquarters inNew York, spent two days
in the city the week of March 1, on a trip
through the Central West.
and,
o, eClevel
d Buffal
■ He hadcinnativisite
t befor
go Cinand Detroi
Chica
was
reached, his mission being to acquaint exchange managers with the forthcoming, big
releases of Republic and to open a sales
campaign on the new serial, "The Whirlwind."
He found business conditions very favorable in Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit
and the outlook very promising. Buffalo
was rapidly recovering from the effects
of the great
blizzard,
ser.iously
fected business
in allwhich
the big
cities afin
New
Y'ork
state.
Exhibitors in all the cities visited are
looking forward eagerly to the release of
Republic's first super-special, "A Girl of the
Sea," which will take place in the near
future. Mr. Moray closed for the first run
of this picture in all the cities mentioned.
Great interest is also being centered on the
release of the first episode of "The Whirlwind," aRepublic serial that is being eagerly awaited by exhibitors.
Mr. Moray left for Kansas City, Mo.,
Wednesday, March 3, and will visit Omaha,
St. Louis and Pittsburgh. He will then revisit Cincinnati.
Paul Busch, who has just completed his
sixth week as manager of Republic's Chicago office, informed me that all the leading exhibitors here are waiting patiently
for "The Girl of the Sea," "Mothers of
Men," Julian Eltinge, in "An Adventuress,"
and "Children
all super-specials, of six reelsof orDestiny,"
more.
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advises the writer that hundreds of letters
are being received daily at the Los Angeles home office
concerningtelegraphic
"Comedyart"
productions
and numerous
inquiries are also made. Mr. Davies says
that his business in Chicago is excellent
and that distribution of the company's product istional
being
made through the First Naoffice here.
Harry Weiss, Local Manager
for First National, Resigns

d,
resigneNaoffice,r has
tional's Chicagomanage
of First
HARR
effect March 20.
toYtakeWEISS,
Mr. Weiss has been widely knovvn iu the
film business, in the middle west, for many
years. In 1913 he was Chicagt) manager for
the World Film Company and later was
promoted to the position of district manIn 1917 he was Chicago manager for
ager.
Metro and returned to L. J. Selzrrick in
1918. when Mr. Selznick formed an amalgamation with the Central Film Company.
He remained Chicago manager until First
Secretary in His Cabinet
National absorbed the concern.
Margarita Fisher ami Harry Milliard in
On March 1, 1920, he was again elected
the American feature, "The
manager
of First National's Chicago office
Dangerous Talent."
and, on the same date, disposed of his interest
in
the exchange and sent in his resacker company for its eastern industrial
ignation, which takes effect March 20.
division, and Mr. Rothacker plans to include
Mr. Weiss has made no announcement of
in this division the branch offices in Phil- his future plans, up to the time of writing.
adelphia and Boston, and others that may
He can be reached at his home address,
be established later.
568 East Fifty-first street, Chicago.
Mr. Legget is one of the pioneers in the
industrial and advertising moving picture
Arthur S. Hyman Resigni.
field and he has engaged in prominent and
Arthur S. Hyman, formerly vice-president
successful campaigns for Swift & Co.. the
and general
manager
the Arthur
man Attractions,
with ofoffices
in DetroitS. Hyand
.•\merican
Tobacco
W^aterman
Fountain
Pen,Company,
the Bell the
Telephone
Chicago, resigned about a month ago, severCompany, etc.
ing his connections with the organization
both as official and stockholder. Business
will be continued, however, under the old
Express Strike in Chicago
firm name, but the policy will be changed to
Not to Affect Film Shipments
some extent. Announcement of this change
will be made later.
AN Saturday
express strike
was called
morning,
March in 6,Chicago.
which
George Debute, formerly with Mutual and
crippled shipments in and out of the Robertson-Cole, has been appointed sales
city. About 3.000 employes, including truck- manager for the Michigan territory.
Universal's Chicago Manager
ers, assorters, billers, carloaders, collectors,
Rothacker Again Off to West Coast.
Celebrates Fiftieth Birthday
etc., quit work at the time mentioned and
it
is
said
they
will
be
joined
by
the
railway
W'atterson
R. Rothacker. who returned
of Universal's
MAN. e,manager
LESERexchang
expressmen. Sunday, March 7. The strike from Los Angeles late in February, again
1L.Chicago
wase the pleased vic- is
for
higher
wages.
left
for
the
Coast
City March 12. He will
of
tim a real surpris party, March 2,
at the Winter Garden, Consumers building,
Ren W. Beadcll, Chicago manager of Se- return to Chicago about the middle of .\pril
and will leave for Europe some time in
lect, who is chairman of the transportation tory.
in celebration of his fiftieth birthday. Morris Hellman, of the Chicago staff, was the committee of the Chicago F. I. L. M. As- May to secure a site for a London laborasociation,
informed
the
writer
that
all
film
host and a merry time was spent.
He will be accompanied by David P.
Louis Laemmle, a brother of Carl shipments to tributary territory around
Laemmle, made an appropriate address on Chicago will be forwarded by parcel post, Howells, the well known film exporter.
as
he
had
made
arrangements
with
the
the occasion and, at its close. Manager
Eckhardt Makes Health Trip.
Leserman was presented with a handsome Chicago post office authorities to handle
shipments.
C. W. Eckhardt, Fox Chicago manager,
traveler's lunch set by the Chicago office such
Allfiedfilm
in Chicago were noti- is extremely happy these days. He is on
staff. The following were present:
to thatexchanges
effect.
Mr. and Mrs. Leserman and their childthe eve, at the time of writing, of taking
ren, Ruth and Carl Leserman ; Mr. and Mrs.
a recreation trip through the South, during
"Comedyart" Pictures in Big Demand.
L. W. Alexander. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rice,
which he will combine business with pleasMr. and Mrs. Sampson, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
E. C. Davies, Chicago manager of Spe- ure.
cial
Pictures
Corporation,
with
quarters
in
Meredith, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hyland,
Lewis S. Levin, of the New York office,
Louis Laemmle, Mr. Anderson, editor of Chicago's First National office, in the Or- will have charge of the Chicago office durInternational News Service, and Messrs. pheum building, HO South State street.
ing Mr. Eckhardt's absence.
Charles Miller, R. C. Smith, Lipton Astrachan, Harold Gallos, Calahan and Platzman.
Around
Chicago Picture Theatres
The Rothacker Film Company
By Mary Kelly
Buys Legget-Gruen Concern
J ALEXANDER LEGGET has been ap- Special Films for Kiddies
easily seen by attending one of these hilaripointed manager of the Eastern indusoustinggatherings,
especially
when is
the the
instigaEducate, Amuse and Impress
•trial division of the Rothacker Film
cause of the
rendezvous
glad
Manufacturing Company, his appointment
maid
and
her
infectious
personality.
epian
to
at
recent
a
on
Woodlawn
the
demic
ainounted
having followed the acquirement of the POLLYANNA"
long before
Saturday morning, when LOOO juve- theButscreen,
Legget-Gruen Corporation by the Rothand. inMary's
fact, face
long smiled
before from
any
acker concern. Mr. Legget came on to
nile fans gathered to see Mary Pickford in sort
of entertainment began, there were
Chicago to sign the agreement of transfer this role. For about three months Manenthusiastic demonstrations among the
late in February.
aging Director Karzas has been presenting
verwas awhich
The andhouse
these morning matinees, weekly, for the young itable
The Legget-Gruen offices in the Candler
participants.
bedlam of chatter
laughter,
Building, 220 West Forty-second street, benefit of the younger generation. And
was
unsquelched
by
the
management,
exNew York, will be retained by the Rothpopular affairs they are proving to be, as is
cept in cases where the expressions of joy
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mounted to rowdyism. Then the mere appearance of an usher worked wonders.
If appreciation is dear to the heart of any
matinee
children's
get thehim
managerIt let
habit.
willhimconvince
of the popularity of his shows. For these careless youngsters bring no prejudices with them, but
come
text. eager to laugh at the slightest preAt the Woodlawn this weekly event is
fast becoming an important feature. Careful attention is given to selecting suitable
movie-fare for the little folk. Their craving for fairy tales is being satisfied through
the medium of the film as never before.
The favorite characters of fairyland that
have hitTierto existed only between book
pages, or have come to life for a brief
period on the dramatic stage with is insurmountable limitations, are now from
the screen satisfying and fascinating the
child's imagination. It is this type of photoplay which is customarily presented
Saturday mornings, but "Pollyanna," the
well-beloved, can vie with any of Grimm's
or Anderson's fancical folk for exciting
interest.
It was interesting to observe the readiness with which the children accept a
lesson in history or geography from the
screen. A Bray Pictograph (distributed by
Goldwyn) revealed a tribe of Indians at
Taos, New Mexico, a subject which they
hailed with delight and with a certain
familiarity as if greeting persons often
read of but never seen.
Specialties Seldom Needed
Says the Crystal Manager
VAUDEVILLE or vocal specialties
should be introduced in a picture theatre only rarely, and then only because of an apparent necessity for a stimulus." This is the opinion of Thomas J.
McKenzie
house manager
of theBrothers,
"Crystal,
who
was, speaking
for Schaefer
owners of the theatre.
The Crystal is maintained for the most
of the time on a strictly picture basis; but
occasionally introduces soloists who serve,
as Manager McKenzie says, to assure the
patrons that the Crystal management is
endeavoring to keep them amused by varying any supposed monotony. This theatre
is the second largest ground floor house in
Chicago, seating 1,830 persons, and is situated in the northwestern part of the city.
It is attractively lighted and artistically
decorated, and cost approximately a half
million dollars.
One of its most advantageous features
is the splendid view afforded from any
seat in the house. This is due to the
superiority of the screen, on which the
figures never appear distorted or out of
proportion, no matter where the spectator
sits.
May Be Seated.
The daily matinee policy is being successfully carried out, owing to the location,
which is in a busy section, where trades of
various descriptions flourish. Evenings
the music, furnished by an eighteen piece
orchestra conducted by Nate Leavitt, is
very popular. The Crystal was one of the
big five de luxe houses seriously affected
by the recent disagreement between union
operators and theatre owners.
Parkside Has Novel Aim;
Seeks to Dodge Publicity
picture managers, it seems,
MOTION
have differing conceptions of just
what constitutes a fool (all intensifying adjectives are omitted by women reporters). Most of them will agree that the
term
applies
the man
doesn't and
get
out his trumpetto and
blow who
for himself
his theatre.
But Manager \V. A. Dietze, of the Park-
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side, will have nought to do with trumpets.
He scorns even the teeniest tin horn. When
the Moving Picture World representative
called on him to say "good evening," Mr.
Dietze
said "good-night
"A manager
who goes!" in for publicity
for himself and theatre by talking to reporters is a
fool," he asserted. "If
he'sTheanyParkside
good he (ifdoesn't
have istoa blow."
we dare)
well patronized, splendidly located house on North
Clark
stone's
Lincoln
Park. street,
It has aabout
600 throw
seats. from
No elaborate
presentations are given. Picture programs
change about six times a week, and matinees are given daily.
Some of Mr. Dietze's ideas about getting
business
modest ! are very good — but he's too
"In Unity There's Sense," Says
Chateau Manager Menzing
of your employes and
the good-will
GETyou're
sure to win that of your patrons," is one recipe for managerial
success as practiced by C. F. Menzing,
whom Ascher Brothers have recently selected to preside at the Chateau.
And Mr. Menzing, whose big, breezy personality waives all formality so that in five
minutes' time new acquaintances are calling him "Charlie," has a "line" in handling
his employes that is extraordinarily successful. Not only for policy's sake, but behe's a and
natural
mixer,
he behaves andas
one of causethem
issues
his commands
reprimands with a pleasant buffoonery. It
is only necessary to glimpse the genial
faces of the Chateau personnel in order to
see that this style of discipline is popular.
Stage Manager Herbert Green and Musical
Director Lynn Hazzard i*eadily admit that
they don't mind this kind of bossing — in
fact, rather delight in it. And it's a method
that is far-reaching in its results. It is
creating a house-spirit of "we're here for
all the fun we can get," a spirit that is contagious, and to which patrons are irresistibly susceptible. .A checking desk maintained without charges and strictly without tips further expresses the idea of willing service.
The primal Ascher injunction to managers of their houses is to be on hand while
people are entering or leaving the theatre.
No theatre owned by this firm is characteristic unless this is so. Manager
"Charlie" says this is the most fun of all —
this process of getting chummy with your
patrons. His free-and-easy manner pro-

Harry I. Day
Director of advertLsinf? and publicity for
International Film Service.

197,5
vokes frequent overtures on the part of
Chateau visitors. They are continually
approaching him with comments on the
merits or demerits of the show — which is
precisely
the sort
of interest
alert
exhibitor
values.
If the which
remark every
is a
favorable one he answers "Good. Be sure
to let me know when you aren't pleased
as well." This attitude not only wins cona theatre.fidence, but wins out-'and-out boosters for
The Chateau, owing to strenuous competition wassixteen
placed weeks
on a vaudeville-movie
basis about
ago. Formerly
it was exclusively a picture house. It has
been equipped in a really palatial style and
has a reputation for class that is not
equaled in any other theatre of its type.
Located
the "gold
coast" district,
on theof
northeastin side,
the Chateau
can boast
catering to a discriminating clientele with
decided ideas about the sort of entertainment preferred. After some difficulty a
franchise was lately obtained for securing
Western vaudeville acts, and many of the
best performers engaged in the large loop
houses play here. Meanwhile the standard
of pictures exhibited has not been allowed
to drop, the past week's feature having
been May Allison in "The Walk-Offs."
The Howard at City Limits
Is a Palace in the Woods

the
ten milesrimfrom
ED on about
ERECT
"loop,"
the northern
of Chiin
cago,
a
"green
but
growing"
district and thereafter doomed by casual onlookers to fail, flunk and fossilize, the
Howard Theatre has made a pioneer fight
for existence — and is winning. Two years
ago, when C. W. Furgeson put it up, at a
cost of about $.300,000, members of prominent motion picture firms shook their heads
ominously. "It won't pay," they said, "out
there in the woods. It's a wild venture.
There's no one there but the squirrels and
."
theA mosquitos
Sunday
6,000 per-'ons
to therecent
Howard,
whichbrought
is an example
of the
business which this theatre is now doing.
This
day was
not a E."record"
according
to Henry
Newell, day
who,either,
with
Vernon C. Seaver, is joint manager of the
Howard.
"How do we do it?" Mr. Newell repeated. "By giving folks as good as they
can get anywhere and at lower prices. We
tried it the other way, had cheap music,
etc. But that was the wrong basis for successful competition. Now we have a de
luxe
orchestra
of twenty
ed
musicians, some composed
of whom are
from thepic'Chicago Symphony Orchestra. We have a
gifted conductor, Jacques Beaucaire, who
devotedly studies each picture and arranges
a suitable accoinpaniment by resorting to
his ample musical library, valued at $5,000.
"We have formidable competitors — two
of the finest theatres in Chicago — within
fifteen minutes' ride from us, but we are
getting on. And so is North Chicago. Within two miles of us are 500 apartment houses
and two hotels. Across the street is Evanston. There are now plenty of residents
here to keep the Howard going.
This theatreon hasschedule,
a set policy
of presenting
everything
of running
four '
shows a day, two afternoon and two evening. These begin regularly at 2, 4, 7 and
9 p. m., and are never curtailed for the
sake of getting in an extra show. Admission prices, inclusive of war tax, are 25
cents for adults and 10 for children, regardless of picture.
During the week of February 28 the following films were exhibited at the Howard: Dorothy Dalton in "A Gamble in
Souls," Dustin Farnum in "The Corsican
Brothers, " Marguerite Clark in "All-of-aSudden Peggy" and Mary Pickford in "Pol-

lyanna."
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Buffalo Bulletins
Pastor ITses Film Play.
THE Rev. Frederick Cortland Wagner,
pastor of the East Presbyterian Church,
*97 South Division street, used a five-reel
motion picture feature entitled "As a Man
Thinks"
supplement
on time
Sundayin
evening, toMarch
7. Thishis issermon
the first
Buffalo history that a minister has used a
regular film feature to emphasize his pulpit
message and the Rev. Mr. Wagner is to be
congratulated upon his step forward. The
move shows a new use for the clean film play.
A capacity congregation was in attendance,
which shows that this is also a new way to
revive interest in the church services.
Theatre Owner I<^ned.
Bernard Vohwinkel, 555 Humboldt Parkway, owner of the Oriole Theatre at Genesee
and Mortimer streets, was fined $15 by City
Judge Maul on Thursday, March 4, when he
pleaded guilty to permitting John Fritz, 17
years old. to operate a motion picture machine wtihout a license. Fritz, who was
charged without operating without a license,
was fined $10. The law provides that operators must be at least 21 years old.
Elk Theatre Sold.
The Elk Theatre, 824 Elk street, has been
sold by the Hunt business agency for F. L.
Pfenniig.
"Blllie"' in Chiirrh.
Billie Burke was the star of a motion picture show in the North Evans Congregational
Church, Thursday evening, March 5. Billie
appeared in "Peggy," which was the headliner of a film show put on by Lawrence
Heimburg, principal of the Woodlawn school.
?ie>T Binghamton House.
The new Hathaway Theatre in Binghamtoii will be ready for the public in six weeks.
The house will cost $250,000. O. S. Hathaway,
owner, also runs the Stowe Opera House
»nd theatres in Middletown and Oneonta.
To Bnlld Coming Theatre.
George Seherrer, who owns the Savoy
Theatre in Syracuse, will break ground May
1 for a modern motion picture theatre in
Corning. N. Y. He will also erect a theatre
in Cuba, and has bought a site on Warren
street in Syracuse, on which he will erect a
S,500-seat picture theatre. Mr. Seherrer will
also close the Savoy for a short period commencing May 1, when he will remodel the
house.
Roslngr Builds.
Jacob Rosing is building a 2,500-seat house
in the vicinity of Broadway and Fillmore
avenue, to cost $250,000. Work has commonced on the structure, and it will open to
the public in September. The house will be
managed by George Rosing, now manager of
the Fillmore Theatre. The lobby will be 30
, by 130 feet and the auditorium 110 feet by
120 feet. H. P. Spann is the architect.
Baltimore Brieflets
First Jan.s Picture Shown.
A PRIVATE showing of the initial production of Jans Pictures Incorporated, "Love
Without Question,"
Tell,
was held in the ballroomstarring
of theOlive
Southern
Hotel on Tuesday evening, March 9, for the
stockholders and their friends. Many Baltimoreans who are interested in the company
attended the screening which was
arranged
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by George C. Easter, secretary and treasurer
of the company, who has his office in Baltimore. H. F. Jans, president, and F. E. Backer,
vice-president, respectively, of the Jans Company, attended the event.
Screens "Air Robbery" for Flying Clnb.
The Universal feature, "The Great Air Robbery," featuring Lieut. Locklear, was screened before the American Flying Club of Baltimore, on Tuesday night, March 2, at a meeting and annual election of officers held by
that organization on that evening. The showing wasversalarranged
salesman. for by Louis H. Bell, UniSun.shine Girls Appear in Person.
A personal appearance of ten of the girls
who
appearat inthethe'
Fox Theatre,
Sunshine Lexington
comedies,
took place
Garden
street and Park avenue, during the week of
March 8. Charles E. Whitehurst. president
of the Garden Theatre Company, arranged
for their appearance at the Garden with WilFox. in city.
New York, after their appearanceliamin that
Blue Bell Changes Hands.
The Blue Bell Theatre, 1713 Harford avenue, which was owned and operated at one
time by William Emmerich, has been taken
over by Elmer Hutchins and John L. McDonald, who also
operate the Teddy Bear and
Pictorial
theatres.
Show Baltimore from the Air.
The harbor facilities and industrial Improvements of Balrtmore and the McCoy Hall
fire as it was raging, taken from an airplane
6,000 feet up, were graphically shown by
motion pictures taken by F. H. Zeigfeld and
Herman E. Tate, of Baltimore, when exhibited at the
nesday,
March 3.Builders Exchange on WedFilms at V. M. C. A.
Motion pictures are to bi a feature of the
new series of meetings which are termed
industrial evenings, which began on Thursday night, March 4, at the Baltimore branch
of the Y. M. C. A. and will be continued on
Thursday night of each week for sometime
to come. "The Use and Abuse of the Twist
Drill" was the subject of the first film
screened.
Cincinnati Chat
To Have Community Theatre.
A PROPOSITION
turn the
motion
picture house on toLudlow
avenue
in Cincinnati, the only theatre in that suburb, into
a garage has been defeated by a committee
of citizens who expect to make it a community center.
Steps have been taken for the launchingr of
a holding corporalion, the stockholders being
100 residents of that suburb, 85 of whom
have already agreed to take one share at
$100. The company, temporarily headed by
George M. Berger, chairman, and Henry
Vogel, secretary, is to have a capitalization
of $10,000. Under tentative plans the present management of the theatre will continue.
The stockholders of the holding company,
instead of accepting their interest in money,
agree to take admission tickets to the theatre.
Elxhibltors Raise Defense Fond.
George
Talbot, secretary
of the chairman
People's
Theatre Company,
has been named
of a committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association which is to raise $5,000
for the defense of I. M.
Frankel, motion piclure theatre owner, who has been sued bj
the
Composers'
and
Publishers'
Association
for alleged infringement of copyright
on
music played in his theatre.
OneMUCH
of ourlive'
many NEWS!
features!

Pittsburgh Points
Seltz to Build.
HARRY A. SEITZ, who owns the Opera
Freeport,
at Harrlsburg House,
for a new
theatre has
to beplans
erected
on the
opposite corner of his present location. Tho
building will face Fourth and Market streets,
and will be constructed of brick an* stone.
The estimated cost of same will be in the
neighborhood of $25,000. His present opera
house is an upstairs house and has been In
use for quite a number of years.
Gould to Erect .\nother.
Sam Gould, the well-known Pittsburgh
exhibitor, who controls the Gould, Arcadia
and Atlas theatres on the North Side, has
purchased property on East Ohio street,
measuring 48 by 120 feet, on which he expects
to erect
a model photoplay theatre in the
near
future.
Celebrates .\nnlTersary.
The Grand Theatre, Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, will play two feature productions
during its second anniversary week commencing March 15. They are Dustin Parnum in "The Corsican Brothers" and Douglas MacLean and Doris May in "What's Your
Husband Building
Doing." in Cumberland, Md.
The Strand Theatre Co., a stock company
of Cumberland, Md., is erecting a $275,000
photoplay theatre, to be opened about May
15. The house will seat 2,300 persons. Power's Cameragraphs will take care of the
projection.
An .\dvertislng **.*gency.'*
J. D. Lick,
Palmer,Pa.,manager
of Palmer's
Black
is another
of thoseTheatre,
enterprising exhibitors. He, his father and brother
operate a printing plant next door to their
theatre, and get out all kinds of special advertising on almost every show.
Comedyart In Pittsburgh.
Harry E. Reiff, who has been with the
Hodkinson
for theto take
past
few weeks, Pittsburg'h
has resignedexchange
that position
care of the Comedyart Pictures, which opened
an office in Pittsburgh Monday, March 8. The
company changeison the
located
exfourthwithfloortheofSupreme
the Seltzer
Building. Manager Joe Bloom, of the Hodkinson exchange, states that he is sorry to
lose the services of Mr. Reiff, as he has done
remarkably well with the Hodkinson service,
and wishes him the best of luck in his new
proposition. Harry invites exhibitors all to
call
and have
learnto of
he will
offer.the excellent line of films
The Fifth.
Manager Frank Nlggel, of the Apex exchange. Pittsburgh, is the proud father of a
fifth child, this time a daughter.
San Francisco Slants
Cleveland Producers Visli.
BA.Collins
COLLINS
D. W. Studio
Corbett,of Cleveof the
MotionandPicture
• land, O., visited this city the last week
in February
with a party
of sixty-five
members of the Cleveland
Chamber
of Commerce
which is touring the Pacific Coast on a tradeextension excursion. The visitors were
armed with official reports of the United
States Weather Bureau, showing that San
Francisco has by far more clear days per
year and less fog than Southern California
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and expressed surprise that more studios
were not in operation here.
Theatre Plans Bettered.
Knox, Blumenfeld & Gordan, proprietors of
the Empire Theatre, Napa, Cal., have secured
another site for their proposed theatre and
are having plans prepared by Architect Reid
Bros., 105 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
Cal., for a house with a seating capacity of
1,800. The new house will be known as the
Orpheus and will be erected at First and
Randolph streets.
News In Brief.
George Mann, owner and manager of the
Rlalto Theatre, San Francisco, has returned
from a business trip to New York.
Paul Sprague has remodeled his moving
picture theatre at Quincy, Cal.
C. O. Davies has remodeled the Wigwam
Theatre at Reno, Nev., enlarging the house,
moving the stage and redecorating the theatre throughout.
The Loyalton Theatre at Loyalton, Cal.,
McKenna and Squires, proprietors, is closed,
owing to the uncertainty of securing electric
lights, but will be reopened soon as the owners are installing their own power plant.
W. R. Claman has sold the Orland Theatre,
Orland, Cal., to W. D. Kesselrlng, who plans
to replace it with a 1,000-seat house. Mr.
Claman has purchased the Palace Theatre at
Dixon, Cal., from W. A. Rattenbury and will
build a 600-seat house there.
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showing. The exhibtors are asking at least
that the pictures be reviewed at their own
houses, so that they will get the benefit of
the give.
advertising that these free admissions
will
Big V Branch tn Portland.
In order to serve its Oregon exhibtors in a
quicker and more efficient manner than is
possible from the Seattle exchange the Vitagraph Company is opening a branch In Portland.
Seattle Personals.
S. S. Schubach, manager of the New Grand
Theatre,
Portland,
Seattle this
week. Oregon, was shopping In
E. K. LaChappelle, manager of the Mineral
Theatre, Mineral, Washington, was another
infrequent Seattle visitor.
W. H. Winters, manager of the Seattle
Stage Lighting and Equipment Company, Is
starting on a business trip, calling on Simplex
dealers in Portland and Spokane.

simultaneously.
string of cities thousands of miles apart
The Exhibitors' Distributing Corporation
has olflces in each of the above cities except
Halifax. Last year this exchange literally
cleaned
up all officials
orer Canada
with "Mickey."
The company
are making
special
emphasis
of
the
fact
that
"12:10"
was produced in London and Paris.
Kentucky

Kernels

Phoenix Increases Stock.
THEKy.,Phoenix
Lexington,
recently Amusement
increased itsCo.,capital
stock
from $200,000 to $600,000. This was done la
order to take care of a merger whereby that
company is said to have taken over control
of the Lexington Opera House and the Ben
Ali Theatre, in addition to the Strand.
Jnckson Loses Paper and Theatre.
Jackson, Ky., recently lost Us only plctur«
theatre as well as its only newspaper In a
Canadian Chips
$30,000 fire, which destroyed the Jackson
Times office and Jackson Theatre.
Theatre Changes.
Davis AmnsemeBt's Birthday.
At Midway, Ky., the Amuse Theatre ba«
AN Anniversary Week was conducted dur- been
by William Campbell to Luclen and
ing the first week in March by the E. H. sold
Childers for $15,000.
Davis Amusement Enterprise, an Independent
The Savoy Theatre, Nicholasvlllc, Ky., has
moving picture exchange having offices at been
sold by J. A. White, of Portsmouth, C,
Toronto and Montreal. The company cele- by
Seattle Shots
Sparks, who has been operating It
brated its first birthday on that occasion, for H.twoS. years.
and the sales forces of the two olTIces made
Theatre Incorporations.
a special effort to have bookings during the
Wright LeaTes Northnest Exhibitors.
week for every release available.
At
Hebron,
Ky., the Hebron Amusement
The
success
of
the
Anniversary
Week
stunt
HB. WRIGHT has resigned as manager of shows that a film exchange can stage a spe- Co. has been Incorporated
by Herbert Conner.
cial drive.
Frank Hossman, and W. R. Garrett, to operate
• the Northwest Exhibitors' Circuit and no
new manager will be appointed for the Ima
picture
theatre.
mediate present, according to James Q.
Exhibitors Like Dempsey Serial.
With a capital of $5,000, the Dixie Theatre
Gleramer, president of the circuit. An ImCo., Owenton, Ky., has been Incorporated by
Frank Fullilove, R. B. Mason and AIodbo
portant meeting of the members, however,
That the new Pathe serial, "Daredevil
Watson.
Jack," in
Dempsey,
the heavyhas been called
next inweek.
That Wright's
weightwhich
champion, Jack
is starred,
has positive
atresignation
came forabout
an entirely
friendly
The Audubon Amusement Co., of HiOolSTlUe,
tractiveness was Indicated by the manner
manner was the statement made by both
has been Incorporated with a capital of
in which a crowd of exhibitors and their $10,000
Wright and Clemmer.
by L. P. Durrett. D. 8. Seamer, HolUe
friends turned out for a private screening of Edmonson
and others to operate
StiUvrell SettUng Plans.
moring
the first three episodes of the story at the Park.
picture
theatre in the vicinity of a Audabon
Dominion
Theatre,
Ottawa, Ontario, on MonC. E. Stlllwell, of the StlUwell Amusement
day
evening,
March
1.
It
was
Intended
to
Company of Spokane, spent several days in
Loew In Louisville?
the reels to a few of the local exhibiSeattle this week rounding out his plans for show tors,
but after the word had been passed
the $700,000 theatre that he will build In around there
Col.
Fred
Levy,
the big noise In local
was
a
rush
of
practically
all
Spokane this summer.
atrical circles, including moving -plcturee.the-Is
moving picture men in Ottawa to the theatre.
Interested
in
a
deal
whereby Marcus Loew.
Kelsall to Handle Powers'.
The showing was conducted under the direc- of New
York, and others are oonslderlng
toin of Arthur Larente, of the Montreal head
Ray R. Kelsall, of the newly organized
plans
for a large new house In Louisville
of the Specialty Film Import, Limited,
Theatre Equipment Company of Seattle, has office
probably to run vaudeville
being.
. Nothing definite
been appointed exclusive representative for which controls the release In Canada.
will be given out by the Colonel
for the time
Lord
Beaverbrook
in
F.
P.-L.
Power's Cameragraphs
Washington last
and
Alaska.
The deal was Inconsummated
Announce
ment
New House for Danville.
made at Toronto,
week after several conferences between S. S. Ontario, regardinghasthebeen
developments in conDanville, Ky., reports that M. G. Weisiger
nection
("Dick")
Cassard,
assistant
general
manager
with
the
establish
ment
of
the
Famous
of the Nicholas Power Co., and Mr. Kelsall, Players
or of a picture theatre in that city, la
Corporation, to the effect propriet
which took place in San Francisco, Seattle that "LordCanadian
planning a new house with
a seating capacity
Beaverbro
ok
is
understoo
d
to
be
and Portland. At the same time Mr. Cassard
of
1,500
and costing $100,000. The report apheavy Investor in the Famous Players
appointed A. L. Aporton, of the General Re- aCanadian
more or less of a pipe dream, as
Corporation. He was slated for n Danvile,pears to be
Ky„ could hardly support a house
pair and Supply Co. of Portland, as Oregon
place on the company's board, but felt that seating eight
representative.
It would not be good policy to appear as a college season. hundred people even during the
Mr Kelsall has already established the
Louis vilel Theatres to Help.
director."
Theatre Equipment Company in temporary
Kaufman Secures "Husbands and Wives."
quarters at 1919 Third avenue. Work will
The
Alamo
Theatre and Rex Theatre of
soon start on a new building for him just
H. A. Kaufman, of Toronto, general manLouisville, recently offered to
three doors farther up the street. Mr. Kelgive one-hal
ager
of
the
Exhibitors'
Distributin
g
Corporaof
their
returne
d dividends on original pur-f
sall is one of the most popular young men
tion, has announced that his company has
chases
for
Camp
ever engaged in the supply business in Seat- secured "Husbands
Taylor,
to
being
and Wives," starring raised for a Cincinati to Louisviallefund
tle, having made friends with the trade dur- Vivian Martin, for Canada.
Mr. Kaufman
theatres and merchants raised $200 roadway
ing his long service with the H. A. Johnson
000
closed
durfor
this
release
during
his
recent
trip
ing the war to purchase land for Camp TayCompany, and his exhibitor freinds will no to New York.
lor. The land was later bought by the Govdoubt
see
to
it
that
his
new
venture
Is
a
success.
ernment, and finally the business men reExploiting "12:10."
ceived a part
of their money back.
The Exhibitors' Distributing Corporation,
Unreasonable Censor Demands.
Pnducah Comes to Front.
Limited, with head office at Toronto, Ontario,
On account of the unreasonable demands
has secured the Canadian distributing rights
A report recently received from Paducah
being made by the Censor Board of Portfor Herbert Brenon's special feature, "12:10"
stated that plans
land, Oregon, all Northwest motion picture- starring
being made for
Marie Doro and a British cast. T-o Ky.,
he
erection of a $150,000were
theatre in the down
dom is helping In the fight. One of the latest Introduce this attraction to exhibitors
town
district
.
Names
were
not mentioned
and most formidable recruits among the throughout Canada arrangements were made
However, Paducah, Ky., can suppor
t a good
exhibitor defenders Is Melvln G. WInstock,
for trade
gs in seven important
pioneer exhibitor and film man, as well as centers of theshowin
Dominio
n,
four
of
these
exhibichampion lobbyist. Although Mr. WInstock
tions taking place on Monday evening, March
New Crab Orchard House a Success.
Is now employed out of the Seattle Pathe
8, in cities extending from Montrea
Caloffice he Is spending all his time for a few
gary, Alberta. The four cities and ltheto theatrl'""^ °^ ^ '"°<'-"'
clas?
weeks
in Portland, so as to be constantly
tres at which they were
d to the theatrethea
at
Crab
on
the job.
whicha new
theatre men Included Toronto,reveale
hal
th?^^?'^" * G°°<3wlnOrchard,
recently Ky.,
completed
Allen TheatreThe censor board Is demanding that the Montreal, Strand Theatre; Winnipeg Province Theatre, and Calgary, Regent Theatre
pictures be shown, at a cost to the exhibitor
cess '■"""'"^
^""^ng^"""^
^«eks
Bowli
Green
This IS the first time in the history of movBoomswith
. fair sucof fifty cents a reel, In the civic auditorium;
and It Is understood that anyone who is Intering pictures in Canada that "a subject has
Bowli
ng
Green,
Ky.,
reports that plans are
ested may come to see the pictures at this been privately Introduced to the trade In a

1976
under way for a modern house with a seating capacity ot 1,500. costing $100,000. Bowling Green is growings fast, and is constantly
crowded, due to the oil boom, with th© result that a good show house should make
headway.
Gloverport May Rebuild.
Plans are being discussed at Gloverport,
Ky., for rebuilding the Bushman Theatre,
which was burned on December 26, just after
the night performance ended.
PnriR .Mlni.*iter on Rampage.
Paris,
Ky.. hashavethe leagued
followingto bit:
local churches
make "Four
war
on Sunday movies, and one of the pastors,
the Rev. Arthur Fox. is assailing the silent
drama as an institution, 'destructive of womanhood,' and a divorce breeder."
Put Shutter on Market.
The Perfect Projection Shutter Co., Louisville, capital $20,000, has been incorporated
by Virgil Winters, J. Levi, J. C. Watson and
others, to manufacture and market shutters
and appliances for moving picture machines.
Winters has been working for several years
on shutters, in the meantime having been
a well-known machine operator. He has
brought out one or two shutters before that
proved satisfactory.
Jensen-Von Herberg Contract
Among Many Closed by Select
SELECT branch managers, spurred by
an extension of two weeks' time on
the Selznick series sales drive, report
from the branch offices a continuance of
the rise in bookings for Selznick productions. The extension of two weeks was
caused by the general effect of the influenza
which swept the country last month, during which time several salesmen were unable to make their regular calls.
The sales dfive, according to Charles
Rogers, sales manager of Select, has been
one of the most fruitful of any ever held
within the organization. The Select branch
at Seattle reports the signing of contracts
with the Jensen and Von Herberg circuits
for Portland and Tacoma. The signing
of these contracts is considered by the
Seattle office as one of its best accomplishments of the year.
Manager Henry Siegel, of the New York
Select exchange, began a local campaign
last week for the selling of past screen
successes, having had several new prints
of the productions made. Among these
subjects may be named those in which
Norma Talmadge, Alice Brady, Constance
Talmadge and Clara Kimball Young took
the leading roles. The prints, it is said,
are offered at an attractive price and Mr.
Siegel reports that the circuit and individual bookings have been quite large to
date. Mr. Siegel believes that a screen
success can be repeated the same as a
stage production.
Directors of Famous PlayersLasky Re-elect Its Officers
ADOLPH ZUKOR was re-elected
president, and other officers were reelected for the regular one-year
terms at the organization meeting of the
directors of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, held on Thursday, March 4,
at
the corporation's home offices, 485 Fifth
avenue.
Jesse L. Lasky was re-elected first vice
president, and Cecil B. DeMille was reelected director-general.
Other officers re-elected are as follows:
vice president, Frank .\. Garbutt; treasurer.
Arthur S. Friend; secretary, Elek John
Ludvigh; assistant treasurers, Emil E.
Shauer and Eugene Zukor; assistant secretaries, Ralph .A.. Kohn, Frank Meyer and
L. S. Wicker.
The hoard declared the regular quarterly
dividend of $2 a share on common stock,
payable
March 16..'\pril 1 to stockholders of record
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Offers

Columbia

Students

$2,000

for Photoplays Suited to Needs
character ancf no one has ever seen Charles
a prizetyof $2,- Ray do an unnatural thing. It would be
offers
H. INCE
THOMA
a Universi
stuColumbi
to any
000 S
dent writing a photoplay suited to well izefor
this. students of the photoplay to realhis needs. This does not mean that he
"Clean stories, too, are what the public
will pay that sum for the best story submitted to him, but the reward will be re- wants. Most producers realize this. Certainly the better ones do. The day of the
ceived by as many of the students as cre- salacious
or suggestive story has passed
ate purchasable material.
and
writers
for the screen can do nothing
In addressing the cinema composition
class as well as students in short story- better than to keep this fact before them.
writing and dramatic construction last A story which is first of all clean and has
week, Mr. Ince touched upon various an- the necessary elements of drama in it,
stands a far better chance of being progles of writing for the screen.
duced than the most exciting, most cleverly
"It
is
a
difficult
subject,"
he
said,
"and
there are no hard and fast rules to guide constructed story which does not measure
the beginner. Through experience such as up to the moral standards of average audiences. Of course there are exceptions
I have had, however, certain facts have
been made clear to me which may be of among producers, but my advice is 'to let
help to others. Producing pictures for them order such stories from those writers
nearly nine years is apt to have taught one they know. The beginner stands a small
chance in attempting a daring story, or, if
what to avoid, at least.
I must be frank, a filthy one.
"Of tionparamount
importance
in
the
construcof a play for the screen is the human
Idea Is What Counts.
appeal of your subject as well as the way
you develop it. Just as the best actors are
"In fact, the idea is what counts with a
the most natural ones, so the best stories producer. If your synopsis contains the
are those which are closest to real life.
fundamentals of a story, you can rest assured it will be bought with alacrity — if,
Cites Charles Ray as Example.
of course, it meets the needs of the producer to whom it is submitted. Study the
"Of course
an does
uneventful
sequence of
humdrum incidents
not constitute
a story
screen. Learn what the various companies
merely because the characters and their are doing, watch the star you have in mind
actions have really lived and had their be- for the story you are creating, and you will
ing. There must be intrigue, conflict, suspense and climax no matter what charac.'\nswering various questions put to him
ters are involved or what expedients are by the students, Mr. Ince said that it was
employed. And they must be natural.
not expected of the outside writer to develop the continuity of the story submitted,
"My success with Charles Ray is proof
of this. It was my aim in making him a that a synopsis as brief or as elaborate as
star to present to the public a young man
theme was worth, answered all requiresuch as everyone had known at one time or theprofit."
ments. He stressed the importance of a
another — in direct contradistinction to the worth while idea, however, or the pivotal
tailored and curled favorites who occupied
of the story. That, he said, must
the screen. I chose him because he had the thought
be brought out clearly, irrespective of the
shyness, the awkwardness, the simplicity of length of the narrative.
thousands of our American youths, and I
The unhappy ending as opposed to the
felt certain that the time had come to give "kiss and clinch" for the final scene, he is
the public a star who was closer to them
not opposed to if it is the logical concluthan the forced masculinity and obvious
sion of the story or if it teaches something.
good looks of those who were popular be- Substantiating this, Mr. Ince mentioned
fore Charles Ray became a favorite.
"Behind the Door," which ends with the
death of the principal character. His spirit
Natural Situations and Clean Stories.
is seen to leave his body and meet the soul
"And in providing plays for him I bore of his wife, whose death had motivated the
in mind something that everyone writing drama of the picture.
for the screen should not overlook. It
Despite the vogue of the book or play on
was to place him in natural situations al- the screen, and the fact that staff writers
ways. No one has ever seen him as a forced
are maintained by all the large producers,
Mr. Ince assured his audience that the market for original stories from free lance
writers was never better. .Answering the
inquiry of a student as to the best way of
9
becoming a staff writer, Mr. Ince put it
succinctly,
a good City
storyandandwork
I'll wire
you to come"Write
to Culver
for
"Soldiers of Fortune" Opens
Theatre in Carbondale, 111.

"What! the Rent Lowered!"
Emmy AN'ehlec. of c-ourse. registers surprise
in her I'athe, "Lifting Shadows."

Earth Theatre
III., opened
its doors inon CarbonMarch
THEdale,New
1 with an elaborate program. The
house is owned by the Barth Theatre Company, and is to be known as "The Theatre
Capacity
audiences attended the opening tome."
inspect the new house and witness
Beautiful."
the Realart feature attraction, "Soldiers
Numerous floral wreaths sent by friends
Fortune."
of the
management were displayed in the
lobby and about the house. A special
musical program was arranged for the occasion with Miss Jacobs, of Chicago, at the
orchestral organ as the principal attraction.
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educaof visual
intere
tion insting
schoolsfeatur
is ae series
of informal
conferences which are being held in
connection with the department of visual
instruction in the New York City schools,
of which Ernest L. Crandall is the head.
These conferences, which are merely opportunities for discussions of ways and
means to an end, are the forerunner of
something more definite. Through them a
clearer idea is being gained of the film
situation as it stands in the schools of
the metropolis.
One of the facts learned is that there
is not a penny appropriated for moving
picture films and their equipment by the
Board of Education of New York City.
Shall
we saythe"Shame
upon them!"
or shall
we accept
old excuse
that they
are
from Missouri and have to be shown? It
is hard for progressive persons to understand the fogyism of such manipulation,
and we wonder how much longer the public will be called upon to bear it with patience.
Another Obstacle.
We find also another bugbear standing
in the way of more modern methods of
visual instruction in the schools of New
York City. This is the underwriter who
persists in placing every obstacle possible
in the way of the use of the moving picture film in the school. The struggle of
teachers and pupils to secure moving picture equipment with funds raised through
their own ef¥orts has been met in many
cases by a ban placed on the use of such
equipment through more or less exaggerated ideas of fire hazard.
In one high school that we know of, for
instance, a standard machine bought with
funds raised by teachers and pupils three
years ago is still in disuse on account of
the insistence of fire underwriters that the
machine is unsafe. This machine, we understand, is enclosed in the regulation
booth in the auditorium.
Suggest Investigation of Danger.
While we agree that proper care should
be taken with regard to the fire hazard in
public buildings, would it not be a good
idea for some of those in authority to
spend some ime on sane investigation of
the thing to be feared. Why not call in
disinterested projection experts, get at the
root of the trouble and try to devise some
means of standardizing moving picture
• equipment to be used in schools, and this,
by the way, without shutting off the avenue to available good material, the majority of which is to be found on the standard
width film.
There is much food for thought in the
above suggestion. The relation of the
moving picture film to modern education
is too important to be longer ignored. A
suggestion made at the last conference to
demonstrate the possibiliy of making, use
of the film in classroom work, first in the
study of biology, seems a good one, for
the reason that it is one subject which the
screen is thoroughly prepared to handle.
This may be a means of convincingthe inAN

in New
York Schools?
credulous of the value of animated visual
instruction.
While no publicity was requested on the
conferences referred to we feel that all the
encouragement that the press can give to
those who are striving further the cause
of visual instruction is none too much.
Reclaiming Everglades
Shown in Film Magazine
the pictures which will be reSOME of leased
under the title of "Reclaiming
"
the Paramount
Everglades
the
the
14 show Artcraft Magazine of inMarch
work of reclaiming 4,000,000 acres of land
for civilization. Already as a result real
estate which a year ago was worthless is
now reported to be selling for $25 an acre,
with a heavy drainage tax to boot. The
process differs from western reclamation
work where irrigation has to be introduced,
because in Florida the need is to drain
water already flooding the property. In
addition to a searching study of this scientific work, there are also included scenes
barberof shop
A boys'
Seminoles.
among
the
number
of th's
a feature
is also the
Paramount Magazine under the heading of
"Haircuts on Horseback" and covers the
subject in a thorough manner. "Three
Minutes of Wit and Wisdom" from the
Smart Set Magazine and "The Bone of
Contention," an animated cartoon by Paul
Terry, close the reel.
Modern Song Writers in Film Mag'azine.
The Famous
Players-Lasky's
cameraman
recently
invaded
the workshops
of the
leading popular song writers and made a
picture of their activities. The methods of
the old-time composer who sat and dreamed
are discarded in the modern era when the
iiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiii[iitiiiil1IIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllIIIIIIIIII1ili[lllirtMiiriiiiiitiiiriiiiiiiititiii!iiitiiitiiiiiiliiliiriiiiiiiriiiiiiii

Arthur Zellner
EnKasred by Metro to aid in adaptation to
screen of famous plays and novels.

creators of popular melodies grind away
on
schedule time to produce "hits" by the
dozen.
Another incident in this release is a brief
trip to the land of the Rising Sun. The
Nipponese Empire has a few little known
pastimes and pursuits that are revealed to
th general public for the first time. The
universal outdoor sport of Japan is shown.
The secret of who rings the temple bells
and feeds the sacred deer, trivial but important incidents
in the inempire's
life, are
given general
publicity
the Paramount
Magazine of March 28.
Ford Weekly Shows the
Making of Silverware
THE"With
Ford Every
Educational
No. 192,
Meal," Weekly
distributed
by
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation,
deals with knives, forks and spoons, and
sandwich trays, casseroles and meat platters. It shows not how these eating utensils are used, but how they are made.
The picture reveals the method through
which the metal for a spoon is cut out,
placed between great rollers that it may
Ise broadened for the bowl and handle,
then cut into the proper shape and curved
by machinery. The process of making a
knife is also shown, how the design is
stamped on the handle, the two hollow
portions fastened together, the blades
shaped and fitted into the handles and how
they are sharpened and polished.
Another part of the film deals with the
manufacture of casseroles and sandwich
trays, their shaping and perforation in
lacy designs. It also shows how the tinning is put on the inside of a chafing dish
and how the covers of meat dishes are
made.
Roosevelt Dam

Presented

bj Prizma Color Method
PRIZMA'S
for March
9, throughis
Republic release
Distributing
Corporation,
"The Roosevelt Dam." This project is
considered one of the seventh wonders of
the world, and it is probably the first time
exhibitors have had the opportunity to
show it to their patrons in colors.
An announcement in connection with the
release says: "This reclamation project is
one of the greatest engineering achievements ever accomplished. Great difficulties
were overcome in placing this monster
dam across the Salt Rive.r in Arizona.
Once accomplished it created a lake thirty
miles long and four miles wide. It stores
enough water to supply 200,000 acres if no
rain fell in five years. The masonry of the
dam is 284 feet high and the cataracts from
the spillways are 60 feet higher than those
Roosevelt Dam is located on the scene
of Niagara."
ancient Indian irrigation systems long
since destroyed.
This Prizma reel presents a comprehensive view cf the dam, its wonderful mountain setting, the intricate system of floodgates, canals and ditches which distribute
the water to thousands of farms. It ends
with a characteristic picture of the late
Theodore Roosevelt, whose initiative was
responsible for the building of the dam.
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Municipal

Theatres to Fight Educational Problem
AT the National Educational Conference cameramen of experience, thoroughly
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, a few weeks familiar with feature requirements, and includes scenes in France, Belgium, Italy,
ago,shouldit bewasusedurged
moving
picization
tures
for thethatnational
Russia, Montenegro, Serbia, Albania and
of the great foreign population of the that part of the Rhine territory occupied
Canadian West, where the problem of lan- by the American army, as well as other
guages is acute. It was felt that official parts oferators
thehave been,
world and
where
are Red
now Cross
located.opCanadian scenics, industrial, farm and other
While
the
Red
Cross
bureau
is
not
in the
subjects would have the effect, when
shown, of building up admiration for the film business commercially, yet it is conDominion and that they would tend to
ducted as nearly, upon a self-supporting
stabilize the situation. A proposal to have basis as possible, and directors are invited
to
correspond
with the bureau when in
pictures shown in the schools was also dis- need of such material,
which will gladly
cussed at length and this plan received
be
furnished
at
commercial
rates.
considerable favor.
During the recent convention in Ottawa,
Some Things Worth Knowing
Ontario, of the Teachers' Institute, the
definite suggestion was made that the CanThat a moving picture of about forty
adian Capital should erect a municipal thein length has been produced by Harry
atre where geography and other subjects feet
Levy,
Baltimore moving picture man,
could be taught by moving pictures to for thetheSafety
Welfare Bureau of the
school children at specified hours each day. Baltimore & OhioandRailroad
Company, which
The construction of such a theatre would gives a warning to motorists
and people
make it unnecessary for the use of portable generally about crossing and walking
on
equipment in the different schools, and it railroad tracks. J. T. Broderick is the head
would also insure the best projection, it of this bureau of the B. & O. and it is prowas urged.
posed to use the strip of film in the moving
In connection with this proposal it was
in towns all along the railurged that geography is of such importance pictureroadtheatres
system. It is now being shown in the
that wars may be won or lost through a Baltimore City theatres and has been
knowledge, or lack of knowledge, regard- passed and approved by the Exhibitors'
ing the natural phenomena of a country. League of Maryland.
With the erection of a special theatre, it
* * *
was urged that opportunities could be proThat the Ohio State College of .Agriculvided for the presentation of special film
ture has decided to introduce motion picsubjects to adult gatherings. This extentures as a means of recreation and inforsion of the work would enable many par- mation.
* * *
ents
to
learn
of
many
modern
developments.
That steps are being taken to begin the
The Imperial Order of the Daughters of use of motion pictures in the public
the Empire recently arranged to secure the schools of Beatrice,* Neb.
* *
use of moving picture theatres in various
That $95 was subscribed by those present
cities, so that Canadian educational picat the informal conference on visual educan bewhich
screened
at special children's
shows turesfor
no admission
fees will
cation held on the evening of February 25
be charged. The first of such perform- at Cleveland, Ohio, toward meeting the
ances were held recently at the Regent
of nine."
* * •
Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, when more than expenses of the "committee
That the study of detective methods
4,000 children availed themselves of the
opportunity to see Canadian views which which was to have appeared in an earlier
had been prepared by the Department of issue of the Paramount Magazine has been
Trade and Commerce. In the opinion of postponed until March 21. This picture
D. W. Johnson, lecturer of the department, shows the method of using the Bertillon
these pictures gave the children the best system in identifying criminals by finger
* * *
possible geography lesson.
A few weeks ago moving picture shows prints.
That
the
April
4
issue of the Paramount
were held in the penitentiary at Kingston,
Ontario, at the Provincial Prison in Quebec
and at the penitentiary in Manitoba, when
various educational, industrial and scenic
pictures were presented to the inmates. A
number of the prisoners had never before
seen a presentation of moving pictures.
This was intended as an educational feature,cessful
and thattheit has
undertaking
proved
so sucbeen decided
to continue
the experiments.
These developments are of a national
character in Canada and do not take into
consideration the actual presentation of
pictures in schools, colleges and churches
on odd occasions, or the screening of appropriate subjects at farm institutes in
rural centres, at fall fairs and at club
meetingsRed Cross Offers Producers
Use of Scenes Taken Abroad
THE Bureau of Motion Pictures of the
American Red Cross through Director W. E. W'addell announces that
it has a large stock of original negatives
embracing shots which might be of mateHerbert Kaufman
rial use to feature producers as atmosWhose editorials are put into screen form
phere.
by Lewis J. Selznick.
This film was taken by Red Cross
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Magazine will contain moments in the life
of Jacques Suzanne, a famous painter and
Arctic explorer, in which he trails the
frozen north in quest of subjects for the
canvas. "A Storm at Sea" is also a feature
of this issue of the Paramount Magazine.
* * »
That the Fox News boasts some startling
scenes taken from an aeroplane over the
city of New York. In this picture the
cameraman came in closer touch with some
of the skyscrapers than he probably ever
cares to come again.
* * *
That Kinograms for March 9 records the
birth of a new oil gusher in California, in
addition to scenes at the water and ice carnival at BanflF, Canada, chemical warfare
demonstrations at New Orleans, and winter frolics at St. Moritz.
* * *
That the International News Reel No. 9
has scenes photographed in an aeroplane
flight over the Alps, perhaps the most startling of the kind that have been made.
Other well photographed events are the
Fifth Cavalry in action on the Mexican
border, making seamen for the merchant
marine at the Virgin Islands, and the
Giants training in the southland.
Synchronization Is a
Feature of Pictograph
A GENUINE
by J. F.
Leventhal, novelty,
of the created
Bray Studios,
is
the leading subject in the GoldwynBray Pictograph B 7030, which has for additional features "Through the Guiana
Wilderness" and Jerry on the Job in "The
Tale of a Wag." "The opening subject,
called
Flat," istoa synchronize
marked step thein
advance"Prof.
in theB. attempt
action of figures on the screen with music.
Mr. Leventhal has combined the action of
a cartoon figure with notes of music. The
leader, as pictured with baton in hand,
leads the orchestra, while the musicians
read the notes as they are flashed upon the
screen.
"Through
themotion
Guianapictures
Wilderness"
presents the first
ever taken
in a little known part of British Guiana.
The cameraman journeys up the Essequibe
river, meeting odd types of people, many
of whom still adhere to curious customs.
The dangers and hardships of travel in
the strange native boats are portrayed.
In the comic cartoon Jerry on the Job
develops a new method for exterminating
mosquitoes.
Burton Holmes Reveals
Kingdom of Yellow Robe
Travel
of March 14,
THEHolmes
subject
of thePicture
Paramount-Burton
"The
Kingdom
of
the
Yellow
Robe,"
is a study of Siam. In a recent camera
tour Burton Holmes discovered the reason for its colorful name in the fact that
every male subject of the kingdom must,
at some time or other, enter one of its
many monasteries and become a mendicant monk. The religious garb of these
monks is yellow, emblematic of the robes
worn by the great Buddha when on earth.
In contrast to the many occidental nations
where military service is compulsory, this
little nation makes its citizens retire to the
simple life of the monastery for a certain
period. Other interesting contrasts are
shown, such as the modern traffic cop in
his picturesque watch tower to control
traffic, a custom that has adhered in Siam
for years. The picture teems with delightful customs of this ancient kingdom.
Exploitation aids and suggestions printed
by Moving Picture World in conjunction
ivith reviews of neiv productions, will guide
the picture sho:vnian aright. They are practicable and easy to put into execution.
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by Production
Although by of
no means Way
a one-part story,
of "The
Right
By EDWARD
IVEITZEL.
Right of
picture is "The atic
unusual
AN Way."
the character of
Charley Steele so domiWith
more
melodram
sitthan
uations are found in the ordinates "The Right of Way" that there is
nary unadulterated melodrama and a love
tions merely as the "means to an en.d. A scarcely a moment when his presence is
interest which seems destined for a happy fascinating figure by force of his intel- not felt. Arrogant in the extreme and
ending, the screen version of Sir Gilbert
lectual brilliance and the carefully con- aglow with the pride of intellect and deep
stratum of good in his nature, the disdain of the common herd, his unbelief
on at defiance mental cealed
Parker's
story
sets
conventi
struggle going on within the soul in a Supreme Being sincere and outspoken,
by showing that its physical action and
romance are secondary to its character of the man born of the novelist's imagina- he remains a fascinating figure even when
tion is by far the most absorbing thing in giving way to his evil passions and abanent — the spiritual birth of one
developm
man.
doning himself to his craving for strong
"The Right
of Way." the
Being
a skilled
work- drink. The
spark of good that is said to
man and knowing
value
of physical
The makers of the picture were so impressed with this condition that they have action. Sir Gilbert has told his story ob- be in every man has but small chance to
be seen in Charley Sceele until near the
jectively, and put it in three melodramatic
given the story two endings. One follows
close of the story, when he begins honthe original work, and Steele dies from divisions that render the vastly overworked
the bullet wound received while battling and much abused term, "red-blooded," a
estly to q-tiestion his unbelief.
The actor that embodies such a personwith the thieves that are after the cure's fitting adjective to apply to the tale.
ality
must bring with him as his native
But
beyond
all
the
physical
excitement
money; the other ending brings to the
gifts the distinguished appearance, polatheist the purifying influence of a woman
of Steele's encounter with the lumbermen
ished manners and knowledge of human
at the roadhouse, his branding with the
who truly lo\es him.
Frudel and his des- nature that belong to the brilliant lawyer
The week "The Right of Way" was shown cross byperatethefight fanatical
with the safe breakers, and that pleads the cause of a murderer and
at the Capitol Theatre, New York, the orrising above the romantic interest of his
marriage to a woman who becomes his wife
for social reasons solely, his reported disgrace and shameful death and his meeting
with the disinterested and deeply affectionate Rosalie, are the arresting rays of the
searchlight that are turned upon Charley
Steele as he and his conscience grope their
way toward the eternal light.
It is this struggle that is the big issue
of the story. Both endings serve to illuminate the spiritual triumph of the good
within the soul of Steele. .And that is
why either ending can be used with success. The demonstration of such a possil)iiity marks a distinct advance in the
worth of the motion picture, and is a fresh
sign that the intellectual drama will attract and entertain the screen public, provided its makers are masters of their craft.
Hearty Commendation for All.
Of the production itself and the individual work of director, star and scenario
writer words of hearty commendation are
in order. It is hardly necessary to state
that each of these important positions must
have been filled with a high degree of proficiency or the picture would not have
The Monocled Atheist —
achieved even a partial success. Where
— And the Honest Believer
Bert Lytell as the mocker in his Metro
the emotional appeal of a story is subservWho
instead
ient to a truthful development of character
"The Right of Way" —
fellow-men, ofnowlooking:
looks down
UP, asonhe hfs
' ""' "'"iiinmrimiMr
iiimiiim rii iiiii , „ „„„„„„
really does here.
and every incident challenges the closest
'''''''''''''''i''i'i'ii''iiiii'iiii'i"iii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii((t(ii(ii(itii(|iiitit(iiNi(jraniiiiiit)riiNiiK
iginal ending was used. The unselfish de- scrutiny, it is self-evident that there must
no inept efforts on the part of any one refuses the man's gratitude when his
votion, sweetness and personal charm of be
elowith its building into picture
quence has set the guilty man free.
th€ young girl who finally comes into connected
form.
To
claim
that
Bert
Lytell
responds
inSteele's life are brought out with unmisDirector General Maxwell Karger, of the
takable clearness, and his own readiness
stantly and naturally to so complexed a
through sufifering and an honest attempt to Metro forces, by selecting Jack Dillon to compound of good and evil and plays the
Right of
find God, to accept her
has been
quick sympathy and evident enis also fully direct "The
his intellectual Way"
test carried
out able
un- part with joyment
indicated, but the deathlove
would credit him with a versaof Steele was to have
der
the
most
favorable
circumstan
ces.
The
tility
he
does
not possess. Only an actor
received by the spectators, the afternoon sets
and locations are always adequate, of the Mansfield type
could do this. Mr.
the writer was present, with no signs of and
the atmosphere of the Canadian forest, Lyteli's impersonation is
disapproval.
that of a thorthe
haunts
of
the rivermen, the social and
Upon inquiry it was learned that this
oughly schooled actor that
understands
attitude had been general throughout the professional life of Montreal and the sim- every shade and highlight of the character, and makes them crystal clear to the
ple ways of existence in the little village
week. And there is the experience of the
exhibitor in Cleveland who ran the picture of Chaudiere are treated with a compelling watchers at the play. He first satisfies the
sense
of
their
realism.
The
human factors, eye
and gave the happy ending and the death
counterfeit presentment of
star to extra people, are guided by a Steele,byandhisreveals
finish an equal number of showings with from
the soul of the man by
skilled
hand,
and
the
painstaking
tempos
of
and
the
sure set steps that are
difequally satisfactory results to his patrons!
ferent scenes are invariably correct.
never at fault. It is an intellectual tour
The Rays of the Searchlight.
Steiele a Fascinating Figure.
de force for Mr. Lytell, and an important
The explanation of this ready acceptance
June Mathis, who prepared the scenario, gain for the screen.
of that which may be regarded as a radical has shown keen judgment all along the
departure from the established order of line. Forced to reject certain portions of
moving picture plot technique is not hard the Parker story, and to
Many iirrcsfiafcrs arc nazv nsinn criticisms
draw several of
to find. The Metro company having the situations closer together for the sake of photoplays the day after they are first seen
started out to reproduce the Parker story of greater dramatic effect, she has accomat_ your theatre. Reviews zvritten by Moving
Picture World
on the screen and having accomplished this
reviewers mav he cut out or
plished her task without disturbing the aupurpose with commendable fidelity, their
copied
and
handed
to your local newspaper
thor's
intent
and
completed
a
screen
picture was subject to the same law which
They are written by qualified reviewers and.
sion of a widely read tale that should versat- deal
governed the original work— the author
isfy all reasonable persons familiar with
wtth salient points in both story and
used a number of highly dramatic situa- the original.
production.

1980

Minneapolis Film Board
with Exhibitors
has been offered bj'
TION
PERA
CO-Othe
poHs Fihn Board of Trade
Minnea
ors
to exhibit
throughout the Northwest in rearranging their bookings, which
were disrupted during the recent epidemic
of influenza causing the enforced closing
of many theatres. All exhibitors afifected
by closing orders have been notified of
this action by the board. A letter directing
the handling of films and booking rearrangements was sent each of the exhibitors.
The board has just isued its rules for the
year. The rules, which have been agreed
upon by all the film exchanges of the city,
cover the following points and are expected to unify the film business standards of
the Northwest: Transportation charges,
payments, contracts, changes in bookings,
holding films, circuiting, returning films
C. O. D., and bicycling or sub-renting.
An analysis of the dif?erences between
exchangemen and exhibitors during the
year discloses that most of the trouble
arose from misunderstandings, the board
said in its circular. Because of this no
verbal agreements will be considered.
Following are the exchanges that signed
the notice as members: American Film
Company, B. N. Judell, Inc., Elliott Film
CorCorporation, Famous Players-Lasky
poration, First National Exhibitors Circuit
of the Northwest, Friedman Film Corporation, Fox Film Corporation, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Hallmark Pictures Corporation, W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
Merit Film Corporation, Metro Pictures
Corporation, Pathe Exchange, Inc., Realart Pictures Corporation, Robertson-Cole
Distributing Corporation, Republic Distributing Corporation, Select Pictures Corporation, Triangle Distributing Corporation, Theatre Owners Corporation, United
Film ExArtists Corporation, Universal
change, Inc., Vitagraph, Inc., and Westcott
Film Corporation.
The board is in its second year and has
a membership of 100 per cent.
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Co-operates
Rearranging Bookings
nor, stars of the serial, finally met in the
troubles and tribwithof their
leafy bower,
ulations things
the past, their enemies
thwarted, and the future bathed in a roseate hue, it marked the first peaceful scene
in thirty-six reels of whirlwind action.
"The Lion Man," which is based on the
novel by Randall Parrish, "The Strange
Case of Cavendish," is said to be one of the
most thrilling episodic melodramas produced in a long time. It engaged a cast of
unusual distinction, including Kathleen
O'Connor, Jack Perrin, Barney Sherry, Gertrude Astor, Henry Barrows, Leonard Clapham, and Mack Wright.

"Overland Red" Is Universal's
Special for Week of March 22
of real
, with
a picture
heart
interest
virile western
RED,"
LAND
OVER
plot, in which Harry Carey is starred,
is the special attraction on the Universal
release program for the week of March
22. The picture is taken from the novel
by H. H. Knibbs, and is replete with thrills
and troubles of the open western country.
The story opens with Carey as Overland
Red, a tramp who still retains the gentlemanly instincts of better days. The film
has all the spectacular dash that has
marked
cowboy star's
work in
Universaltheproductions.
Lynnother
F. Reynolds
is responsible for the direction. Included
in the cast are Harold Goodwin, Vola Vale,
Charles LeMoyne, J. Morris Foster, C.
Anderson and Joe Flarris.
The serials for the week are "The House
of Mystery," the seventh episodle of "Elmo
the Fearless," featuring Elmo Lincoln and
Tack Perrin, and Kathleen O'Connor in
"When Hell Broke Loose," the thirteenth
episode
of "The Lion
"The Rattler's
Hiss,"Man."
a breezy western,
featuring Hoot Gibson and Mildred Moore
is another entertaining two-reeler on this
program. Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are
presented in another one-reel star comedy,
"Oiling Uncle." Another comedy offering
is a Century
Lion's Alliance,"
featuring
the Comedy,
Century "ALions.
"The Lion Man," New Serial
The
program
is
rounded
out with curfor Universal, Completed
rentversal
issues Current
of Hearst,
International,
UniEvents
and
New Screen
rsal
THERE was much rejoicing at Unive
Magazine
News
reels.
ago when Albert RusThe western on the March 20 release bill,
days
fewdirecti
City asell,
ng the serial production,
the Cougar Called," has been with"The Lion Man," shot the final scene of the "When drawn
from the program and will be remelothis chaptered
episode aofclose
eighteenth
a production that which Hoot
placed
by
"Held
the Makin's,"
drama, bringing to
GibsonUpandforMildred
Moore arein
has been eight months in the making.
featured.
O'ConKathleen
I'liiiiillililtiiiiiiiiiiliiiillirtiilllliliKiiiiriiiiiitiiriiMiilliiliiiilllltlllllitlillilllliiiii'
When Jack Perriiin and
iiiiliiiiiiiiiiiliii[|iiiliiilltil>lllllllliiiiiiiiilillllllilllliii1i<"<
=v(miiP1iiiiiiiiPiiiiiiinimiimiirmirniiililir
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Finds The World a Source of Inspiration
inspiration received
I" NCLOSE check for my sixth yearly subscription.has The
enabled me to run the
from reading your very valuable publication
finest picture show in the world for a town of 1,700 population. My policy
i is two shows a week. I have managed to play only the cream of the film
Paramount-Artc
ninetyof of
booked
year Iand
ThisArtists
each year.
1I production
any
National andraft's
First
the best
United
best and amof running
I individual super that comes along. I have oe of the finest violinists in the
I country, and once a month I put in an eight-piece orchestra, and on my special
I nights I put in an orchestra of twety pieces.
On April 17 of last year I put over Douglas Fairbanks in "Arizona," with a
1
Ii This
twenty-five-piece
orchestra,
directed
by Patrick
Conway,County
of Conway's
was the biggest
thing ever
put over
in Onondaga
(SyracuseBand.
not
I excepted).
I
I not only run the finest releases, but I run them new. I get many of the big
I productions before they get their first run in Syracuse. In conclusion I will say
I that I have made a huge success of the picture game, and I give the Moving
I Picture World all the credit. It is the only trade paper I take.
1
Sincerely yours,
I Skaneateles, N. Y.
C. H. HUXFORD.
imiimitiiiiiiiiniiiHiiiniitmiiiniiitiiiuiiiinMiMiMiininiuiiiiMiiitiitiMiiniiiiiiMitiiniiiMiMiiuiiuiiiiiiriuiiiiiiiMiMiMiiiiniiitin^
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EASY

PICKING

of the big luscious box-office
receipts comes to the exhibitor
who has had the foresight to
plant the Fewer and Better
tree on his booking schedule.
You can imagine what the returns must he on such remarkable productions as
THE RIGHT OF W.W
By Sir Gilbert Parker
Starring BERT LYTELL
OLD LADY 31
By llachcl Crothers
Starring EMM.\ DUNN
THE VERY IDE.\
By William Le Baron
Starring T.VYLOR HOLMES
SHOULD A WOM.AN TELL?
By Finis Fox
Featuring ALICE LAKE
THE WILLOW TREE
By Harrison
J. H. Benrimo
Rhodes and
Starring VIOLA DANA
THE WALK-OFFS
By Frederic and Fanny Hatton
Starring MAY ALLISON
SHORE ACRES
By James A. Heme
Starring ALICE LAKE
and others of the Perfect
Thirty-six !
Better hook them and
come

171 for

your

share of the Federal
Reserve note foliage.
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Softly
We

As

Cooing
Glance

at

GLORY be to R. H. Cochrane! It \yas
he
who into
left athistrail
of "pep"
to be
injected
oversad
history
of
the life of a struggling infant. List to his
Laemmle Film Service advertisement, the
"follow up" of "Old Mamma Ten Per Cent's"
p ! !" was the
demise. over
"Hep a! cut
Hep of! Hephephe
caption
a hearse, !followed
by
four mourners marked "certain licensed exchanges," in issue
of Moving Picture World
dated March
19, 1910.
"Old Mamma's
Joy Ridein!" following
was the
underline
and Mr.LastCochrane,
phrases,
among
thingsis :about
"She'sto
off
I Old said,
Mamma
Ten other
Per Cent
be converted into predigested worm-food. The
exhibitors finally gave her the hook . . . the
worm finally turned, and turned her to the
worms.
"Alas
kins ! ! Likewise gadzooks and ods bod"No more will Old Mamma spank the
lowly exhibitor on his cash box!
"No more will she do the Cancan quickstep on his batter frame.
"She was once a power. And now she's
on her wayAndto Laemmle
the bugs." Smiled!
At the lower right-hand corner of the twothirds page advertisement the picture of Carl
Laemmle smiled above the caption : "The
Biggest
Best also
Film carried
Renter a indouble
the World."
The
Imp and
concern
column
advert in the same issue that featured "His
Sick Friend" and "Stung" as smile-bringers
in the double-header release department.
Great Northern was taking a page splash
to advertise "A Wedding During the French
Revolution"
reel length.
production is being— full
produced
at the "This
New Theatre,
New York," said the advert, "under the title
of 'A Son of the People'." Which title would
you prefer paying electric current bills for?
Herbert Miles, Three-Ply Pioneer.
Entirely .surrounding a goodly-sized cut of
a smiling and classy looking young man was
type telling, in effect, that Herbert Miles was
three kinds of a pioneer in a game destined
to grow into quite an industrious industry.
We quote from the editor's musings :
"Here we have Herbert Miles in three
pioneer capacities — as an early one to use
the moving picture camera for exhibition purposes, as in his Alaskan exploits ; as an early
man at the exhibition game and as one of the
earliest, if not the earliest, in the renting
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liusiness." Mr. Miles is still in town, located
iunc ill tlic Coca Cola Building. Times have
changed — but Herbert Miles hasn't.
Concerning Raymond "Hitcheykoo."
The Chinese Theatre, in Doyers Street,
Chinatown, New York City, had been closed
for several months. Raymond Hitchcock,
while on a slumming tour, discovered the
liouse, noted the fact and leased the building
for moving
picture
purposes. William Cavanaugh
was put
in charge.
Pictures were supplied by the American
Vitagraph Company. "The Chinese'' said
DurSkimmers
sedate editor,
it 'Vitaglaph'
were "call
charged
15 cents.." Everybody was a "chink" except the manager and
operator of the Powers Cameragraph — everybody on the pay-roll, we mean.
Discovering Palm Beach.
Harry Schwalbe, of the Electric Theatre
Supply turned
Company,
Philadelphia,
just the
refrom an extended
tour had
through
South. He spoke highly of a fine, sandy beach
he had discovered on the Florid^i coast. The
natives
it "Jellyfish
but Mr.be
Schwalbecalled
thought
a better Shore,"
name would
"Palmday.Beach" — and so it has been to this
very
The Philadelphia film-renter took along his
rod and reel. His skill is witnessed in a
picture of Mr. Schwalbe holding at arm's
length
an alligator
by several
inches. — taller than "his oivn selfj'
"Advertising Via the Moving Picture" was
an article copied from Printers' Ink, written
by James PI. Collins. There zvcre great prospects for advertising via the screen, according to Mr. Collins.
Ditto according to Alfred S. Black, Sydney
.S. Cohen, et al, according to these later days.
The article might have been written in 1920,
instead of ten years ago.
Some Short Subjects.
Fj. W.films
Townsend's
latest contribution
to
Edison
was announced
for March 25,
1910. It was a dramatic subject entitJfid "The
Suit Case Mystery." Forerunner, perhaps of
Enid Bennett's "The Girl in. the Suit: Case,"
ten years further along.
Pathe Freres are outfitting the NelsonWolgast fight pictures. Five Pathe machines
are to be used for these pictures on their tour
through the country. Was this the first film
"presented as a theatrical attraction"

Here's Eugene O'Brien in "A Fool and His
Money"; He's Going
to Fool Them About
the Money.

Rocks

Ten Years Ago
The Lubin automobile has proved such a
convenience to the production department that
the charter of a power boat is contemplated
for publicity
the .summer
season. News breaking in
the
!
The Nestor Stock Company, that has been
operating in the vicinity of New York, leaves
for the West this week to make a series of
cowboy and mining pictures.
"Discovering" the West Coast.
Charles Baumann, general manager of the
New York Motion Picture Company some
monthsties ofago,
realizingas thea value
possibiliCalifornia
naturalandstudio
for
producing motion pictures, secured a large
ranch in the southern part of the state . . .
decided to make pictures there Bnd sent
Moving Picture World a photograph of the
stock company. But not a name of a player
was mentioned.
"Up Popped the Devil!"
"The Cost of Living Is Getting Higher
Every Day" was the catch-line to a slide
advertisement inserted by Lincoln Transparency Exchange, Chicago. Nobody heeded the
warning; nobody expected sufferage, nobody
expected prohibition — and before the Infant
Industry is out of its half-so.x here they are!
(Inserting a prediction: Within another
ten years publicists will be allowed to send
news instead of "pufflicity" to tradepapers.
May sound strange and foolish and impossible,
just now — but you watch!)
What Were YOU Doing?
Ten years ago Epes Winthrop Sargent had
just married Evelyn L. Lease, of Brooklyn.
Some other low-brow might make a quip
about
Lease was
for then
life" —editor
so we'U
beat 'em"signing
to it ! aSargent
for
Lubin, the Philadelphia film magnate — and
was compelled to live in the Quaker City.
Ben Grimm was doing everything a boy
of nineteen could do on the Neiv Rochelle
Standard — advertising solicitor, city editor, reporter, financial authority, sport writer. Wall
.Street expert, etc., etc., etc., ad lib. The experience gained in New Rochelle fitted him
for service to his country in the world war
and guided Fred C. Quimby into the perfect
choice of a man to advertise and publicize
the Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
What were YOU doing ten years
ago?H.
W. K.

He's Going to Put His Cash Into Real Estate
Eggs and FilmSe'lznick.
Stock in His Newest
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Training

School After Plan of French
rectors could certainly train young men
in the g Newpublishe3,d reportin
THEYorkcablegra
Times m,of March
the along the proper channels in a quicker and
more competent fashion. The director
beginning of a movement championed
out by the, school would know his
b}' M. Honnorat, minister of public instruc- turned
trade
irom. the inside. He would start
tion at Paris, to establish a school to encourage and promote the science of mov- work at the studio with a thorough fundamental knowledge of the really important
ing picture making, has created much discussion among American producers and ex- things in photoplay directing. Naturally
hibitors. Carl Laemmle, president of the he would eclipse his studio-trained brother
in a short time.
Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
has expressed himself as being heartily in
"Extras" Would Benefit Greatly.
accord with M. Honnorat's ideas.
According to the Times, M. Honnorat
"This same thing applies to the actors
provides for the establishment of a school, and actresses. The average 'extra' at the
the main object of which will be to give studio today has as much idea of what's
movies as a boiler maker has. I
instruction to motion picture actresses and in
actors, to perfect apparatus, to provide a do not mean this as a reflection on 'supers.'
course in scene setting, to train directors, Every actor has to make a start some time.
etc. In other words, the school will do I want to emphasize the fact that a school
everything for the motion picture aspirant of cinematography would train these extras in such a way as to make their progthat the business college does for the steress much more rapid because of a knowlnographer-to-be. Competent instructors
edge of the game.
gathered from the film field are expected to
offer their services gratis, while the com- stories
"The field
is in great The
needschool
of original
for scenarios.
could
bination of producing companies are to
divide the expense of maintaining the train writers along this line and eventually
establishment.
the buying of a story from a magazine for
movingheard of.picture production would be unWould Improve Directorial Work.
"Xothiiig of this kind has ever been at"I only mention these few things to show
tempted in this country," said Mr. Laemmle, what advantages would accrue to the producers were such a school established. M.
"but the movement is one to which I have
been giving much thought lately. Certain
Honnorat's plan is a splendid one and
it is that the motion picture field, enormous
should have its counterpart in this counand wonderful as it is, is still a struggling
try. The leading producers should be glad
infant in comparison to what it will be a to enter
into such a project and support
few years from now. Splendid as are the it. The talent they would draw from it
productions of all the big companies, there would more than pay for its upkeep."
is certainly room for improvement in most
of them.
Marshall Neilan Company Is
"Todaything. the
and star
director
are everyThe daystar
of the
is waning,
while
Now Established in New Home
the director's
importance
getting picture
to be
the
biggest item
in the ismoving
Xeilan Company has refield. .\ school such as ^L Honnorat ad- THE .Marshall
moved its picture equipment and business headquarters to the Hollywood
vocates would be much more advantageous
Studios on Santa Monica Boulevard, and
to the producer than is the present method
of training men and women in the studio. work on a new production will start soon.
The
Neilan organization has taken over one
school of could
this type
the technical
entire unit of the new plant, which was
end"Inof a production
be taught
as well
as the actual acting end. .A school for di- constructed in 1919 under the supervision

March 30, 1920
of John Jasper, formerly studio manager
for Charles Chaplin. The unit consists of
a convertible stage, a number of individual
dressing rooms, an individual projection
room, an individual camera vault and a
complete set of private offices for the carrying on of the business affairs of the comIn addition to this, a new building adjapany.
cent to the Neilan unit is being erected to
house additional members of the company,
and when this is completed Mr. Neilan
plans
expand both his producing and
businessto force.
Besides an elaborate double office occupied by Mr. Neilan, Mr. Jasper has furnished private offices for Henry R. Symonds, director, Tom Held, assistant director, the business manager, and the publicity
department. In addition to this a separate
building has been furnished for B.en Carre,
technical director of the Neilan productions, in which the sets of future pictures
will be designed.
Hope Hampton Back from Trip
to Europe; Closes Contracts

star whose"
ON, "Ascreen
HAMPTion,
HOPE
firstbeing
product
Modern
is
distributed
throughSalome,
Metro
Pictures Corporation, has returned from a
flying trip to Europe. The star brought
back interesting news of her experiences
on the other side of the Atlantic.
First of all she mentioned the foreign
distribution contracts which were consummated withPictures,
Sir William
Jury'sIsles.
Imperial
Ltd., forJury,
the of
British
Another important foreign buyer who will
distribute "A Modern Salome" abroad is the
Mundus Film Company, whose destinies are
presided over by Mme. Schuepbach, of
Paris. With these two important firms
acting as foreign distributors, Miss Hampton's picture is assured a wide European
circulation.
.Another interesting tribute to Hope
Hampton's screen possibilities was the five
year
contract
to her
repsentatives
of offered
the Cines
Filmby oftheRome.
Nothing could induce her to remain away
from the United States for any protracted
length of time, so she declined the invitation.
Miss Hampton while abroad gave private
showings
of "A Modern
It met
with enthusiastic
approvalSalome."
and its release
in Europe will be simultaneous with the
first showings in this country. Miss Hampton also visited Nice and Monte Carlo.
Toronto Exchange Employes
Strike for Wage Concessions

The Scandinavian Peninsula'* Champions.
Anna Q.EricNilsson,
appearing
Paramount- Artcraft's
"The Fighting
and
Stocklassa,
specialin representative
of the Swedish
Biograph Chance,"
Company, Stockholm. Taken at the Lasky studio.

SOMEWHAT
a sensation
caused
in Toronto, ofOntario,
filmwasexchange
circles on March 2, when various employes of a number of local exchanges declared astrike for the purpose of securing
wage increases and other concessions. This
decision was reached when about sixty
employes held a meeting of protest in the
Labor Temple. It was stated that the
workers were asking for wages ranging
from $18 to $25 per week. For the most
part, the strikers include shippers, stock
room assistants and clerks, and they are
not classed as skilled artisans.
Announcement was made that the strike
would not tie up the moving picture business locally because the moving picture
projection machine operators intimated
that they would not walk out in sympathy
and that they would continue to observe
the agreement which they hold with exhibitors. A. short time ago the employes
of the local exchanges became interested
in a move
to organize
a union
selves and the
outcome has
been for
the themstrike
declaration.
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exchanges
through
whichexhibitors
"April Folly"
being released,
will give
playingis
this special production the benefit of their
experience and showmanship and will assist them in every way to put it over successfully.

for Marion Davies in "April Folly
and his reason for so doing is because it
EXHIBITORS will doubtless remember
the big advertising campaigns that enables him to do a "head" of Marion DaTo Open at Capitol.
vies, whom he considers a beautifully typilaunched into public favor CosmoThe
first
public showing anywhere of
cal American girl. This "head" adorns "April Folly" will be at the Capitol Thepolitan Productions' Paramount Artcraft
both
the
twenty-four-sheet
and
the
onePictures, "The Miracle of Love," featuring sheet, which are done in five colors, as are
atre, New York, during the week of March
Lucy Cotton, and "The Cinema Murder,"
28. Several huge electric signs on Broadthe three-sheet and the six-sheet.
starring Marion Davies. They were conway flash nightly announcements of the
In addition, the special exploitation exsidered by many exhibitors and publicity
perts of the various Famous Players-Lasky coming of the special feature.
and advertising men the last word in exhibitor co-operation. It was asserted then
that motion pictures had never enjoyed a
h
ching exploitamore
tion. thoroug and far-rea
Toledo Newspaper Editorial Eulogizes
But with the announcement of the release early in April of Marion Davies' latthe Americanism of "The Copperhead
estthia
starring
vehicle,
Folly,"
CynStockley
story,"April
directed
by aRobert
TRIBUTE to the motion picture, and but a far greater agony, the endurance ot
Leonard, comes also the announcement
in particular to the Paramount Art- a long lifetime of ignominy and ostracism,
from Cosmopolitan Productions that an
was the gift which one man laid upon the
craft Super-Special, "The Copper- altar
even greater campaign of exploitation will
of his country at the behest of Abrahead," as a production inspirative of paham Lincoln. 'We, who only fought, beg
t
r
i
o
t
i
s
m
,
i
s
embodied
in
the
editorial
capbe This
givencampaign
"April Folly."
will embrace every known
your forgiveness!' is the cry of his old
Americanism,"
which aplegitimate means to bring to the attention
pearedtioned
in the"RealToledo
Blade of February
25. neighbors in the coats of blue, when forty
years
of misunderstanding has been cleared
It
is,
in
part,
as
follows:
of
the star,
meritsMarion
of "April
Folly"It
and the
its public
charming
Davies.
at last. Humble in the presence of
"It is peculiarly fitting that, during this away
will be more complete than either of the
a soul that could endure so greatly for love
week, when our thoughts have been di- of
country,
stand these men who have
two preceding ones and will cover more
rected to reminiscences of the first great
territory, is the promise.
scorned and shunned him as something
American, whose birthday anniversary we vile.
have just celebrated, we of Toledo should
To Have Phenomenal Publicity.
be given an opportunity to view such a
"A Tremendous Preachment."
The advertising and publicity schedules real Americanism as has been evolved in
are already completed and provjde for the 'The Copperhead,' first seen here as a stage
"A tremendous preachment of Americanism, this play! A revelation of the true
insertion in key city newspapers of full- play a year ago, now shown on the screen
in what is undoubtedly one of the greatest meaning of service as that which seeks
page, half-page and quarter-page smashes
of advertising copy. Famous artists have pictures ever made.
not glory, but quietly and simply gives all,
question, withc.U reward, without
drawn their artistic conceptions of "April
"It is a strange combination of forces without
that went into the making of this great hope even of justice. In its pictured form
Folly" and famous writers have written
special feature articles, among them Pen- .\merican play. That noted American play- it is moving whole audiences to tears. It
rhyn Stanlaws, Batchelor, Nell Brinkley,
wright, Augustus Thomas, author of what is sending them back into the workaday
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow, Mrs. Vandewater,
world very humble, with thoughts too deep
was perhaps the first typically American
Fay King, Ada Patterson, Alan Dale, Nellie play, 'Arizona,' dramatized 'The Copper- for words.
Bly,
perfect teacher
patriotism,
head' from a story by Frederick Landis, an of"Norealmore
fax. Harry Herschfield and Beatrice Fair- ex-congressman
Americanism,
couldof have
been
of the United States.
Eleven newspapers in eight key cities
found
for
our
boys
and
girls,
for
the forOne
Scene
Shows
Roosevelt.
will be used. The newspapers are the New
eigners who have come to this country to
York American, New York Evening Jour"Dominating the drama and inspiring it make their future homes. Splendidly acted,
nal, Chicago Herald and Examiner, Chicago is that noblest of all our great Americans, wonderfully picturized, sprinkled with senAbraham Lincoln. In one of its scenes
American, Atlanta Georgian, Los Angeles
tences great enough to live through the
Examiner, Boston Advertiser, Washington
appears, for a brief moment, that great ages, the picture of 'The Copperhead,' as
Times and the Wisconsin News. Their American of a latter day, Theodore Roose- did
the stage version, is fulfilling a mission
velt. And appearing as the interpreter of second to none — that of imparting to the
combined circulation is approximately 2,500,000 and it is estimated that they are the play's chief character, Milt Shanks, re- great masses of the people the spirit of
read by over 12,000,000 people.
'copperhead'
especially Lincoln,
chosen real .-Xmericanism."
for the puted
secret
service but
by President
Stanlaws Did Lithographs.
is the man who is considered by many the
The whole country is being plastered greatest American actor of the present
Gwynn Assists Kelley with Publicity.
with lithographs in all sizes and several day, Lionel Barrymore.
Edith
Gwynn, formerly personal press
styles. The twenty-four-sheet and the flat
"Yes, after all, it is the play itself that
representative for Ted Lewis, is now asone-sheet are the product of Penrhyn
breathes the very spirit of real Americansistant to Joseph L. Kelley, director of
ism, for its theme is a patriotic devotion
Stanlaws'
Thislithographing,
is the first so great
publicity for Gerald F. Bacon Enterprises.
that, not the sacrifice of wealth.
time
he hasgifted
ever brush.
done any

"The Immense Pulling Power" of Mitchell Lewis Illustrated Here in "King Spruce."
Sawing wood, too, he does well in this production of the Dial Film Company, released by Hodklnson.
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Wouldn't Expect Constance Binney to
Do ThingsRealart
Like That
in Public — in
Pictures.

No Outward Evidence of It. A Lot of Secrecy
About "The StolenProve.
Kiss," as These Views

Canadian

Exchangemen

Want
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Federal

Censorship Board to Displace Provincial Ones
THE agitation for Federal censorship
The
for moving pictures in Canada has niv," the diminutive colored Thespian.
landa
of
s
tribulation
the
with
deals
story
broken out afresh — and^ this time
lady who has the misfortune of having
from new quarters. The subject was dis- Pollard
Ijoarders. and Roland as her non-paying
cussed at length recently, until a declaration was made by Sir Henry Drayton
of Ottawa, the Federal Minister of Finance,
that moving picture censorship was a matJ. E. Ince to Continue as Metro
ter over which the various ;Provincial
(iovcrnments had control unless a general
Director; Denies Plan to Leave
re-arrangement of statutes affecting the
directors
ofwood,
situation were secured.
the instafi
of os
INCE, studi
has
JOHatXtheE.Metro
Holly
Clair Hague, of Toronto, president of the
pubtly
recen
a
iated
repud
nally
perso
was
he
that
Canadian Kloving
Picture
Aslished statement to the effect
sociation, has come
out Distributors'
in favor of one
cMetro
to of leave
going tions
censorship board for the whole of Canada
Pacific
the produ
on the
comptoanydirect
another
in place of the present seven Provincial
ment is made from
unce
al
anno
.
Offici
Coast
boards, all of whom must examine a release. the home offices of Metro in the LongHe believes that all exchangemen in the
Building, that Mr. Ince will contmue
Dominion are strong supporters of the idea acre
to direct for Metro.
for one Federal board.
The recent report, which appeared ni a
had it that Mr. Ince had alAgitating for Federal Censorship.
trade paper,
ready affixed his signature to a contract
with a rival producing organization. This,
Several exchangemen of Winnipeg, Maniof course, the director explicitly denies.
toba, are pressing for a general campaign
Mr. Ince was directing a dream sequence
to secure Federal censorship, it is reported,
because of the manner in which the Mani- in which l.SO dancing girls were appearing
toba Board of Censors has been condemnfor June Mathis' picturization of "Old Lady
ing moving picture comedies and various 31" when he was shown the report that
contemplated severing his connection
other subjects. The stand taken by the he
Winnipeg men is that what is good for one with Metro.
"I was offered a three-year contract and
Province is surely good enough for another and that there is no need for a repe- my
own
I did
not
sign acompany,"
contract; he
and said.
I have"But
definitely
tition of examination across the country
decided that I. will continue to direct for
for one film.
The suggestions have been made that
difficulties could be overcome by the establishment of a Federal Board at Toronto,
Metro." Devil's Pass Key" Now
"The
which could comprise a representative
from each of the Provinces. It is also
Undergoes Finishing Touches
urged that these censors should be elected
by interested organizations or persons, in EVER since "Blind Husbands" was produced some months ago and prowhich case the moving picture interests
ed amasterpiece the public has
would have a little to say, at least, in the been awaiting nouncthe
second production by
selection of the men or women who are Eric Von Stroheim, who
directed that story
to judge the moving picture offerings.
Federal censorship has been discussed in of the mighty Alps. The long wait will
Canada for years, however, and no progress
soon be rewarded, for "The Devil's Pass
seems to have been made with the demand
m's UniVon isStrohei
Key," the second
put
now being
versal-Jewelofproductions,
for the feature.
through the finishing touches.
Again Mr. Von Stroheim goes to Europe
for his locale, but not to the Alps. This
New RoHin Comedy Is "Cut the Cards."
time
he has taken Paris — the city of love,
"Cut the Cards" is the title of the new
Rolin comedy, released by Pathe March 21. life and gayety — and has painted a series of
The story deals principally with a most
convincing pictures and created a photois said to charm by its examusing poker game. "Snub" Pollard, the dramaoticwhich
"pint sized" comedian, is the star and he is intensity.atmosphere and thrill with its dramatic
supported in his endeavors by Marie MosVon Stroheim has taken for his basis the
quini, Eddie Boland, and "Sunshine Sam-

story by Baroness DeMeyer, "Clothes and
Treachery," and adapted it for his use. He
has made the leading characters Americans living in France and placed them in
the hands of trustworthy players. The
Parisian types, too, are handled by expert
actors. Sam De Grasse as the American
playwright, Una Trevelyn as his extravagant wife, Clyde Filmorc as the .American
philanderer in Paris, Maude George as the
Parisian modiste, Ruth King as the indiscreet countess, Mae Busch as the Spanish dancer and a host of other clever
people
well-drawn roles move in and out
of
the instory.
Mix Finishes "Desert Love"
and Starts New Production

Fox
newstreet,
the ifth
West dFifty-f
studioshasin reache
WORD
New York, that Tom Slix has completed the final scenes for his newest roughriding vehicle at the Fox western studios.
The name of this latest picture is "Desert
story
descri
Love,"
ilption
it would
star of
of thethedaredev
role from
the and
and
sible
the selecthose
appeartion ofthat
s forrespon
have
the cowboyfor actor
vehicle
decided to test him to the utmost, so far
ned.
It will be reas stunts are concer
leased early in April.
The last
of "Desert
Love"hazardous
are described asscenes
containing
the most
feats of skill and strength which Mix ever
has undertaken. These scenes were shot
on location at an old deserted mine mill,
which was blown up by the director,
Jacques
Jaccard, with permission of the
authorities.
Following completion of the film, Tom
Mix, with his director and a company including Lester Cuneo, Charles K. French
and Francelia Billington, left Los Angeles
for Sonora, California, one of the oldest
and most picturesque settlements in the
state, to make the first exteriors for "No
Limit Carson," his new vehicle.
Sullivan Coming to New York.
C. Gardner Sullivan, prominent scenario
writer, will be in New York within a fortnight, according to plans wired to Louise
Glaum from Los Angeles. Sullivan leaves
for Europe on a tour of the world about
April 10, and he intends talking over a
proposed story with Miss Glaum before
embarking.
Three years after Epes Winthrop Sargent
established in Moving Picture World his department ofAdvertising for Exhibitors, other
trade papers took up the idea — but they have
never equaled in real service and efficiency
the work of the originator.
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Hope Lorins Heads Serial Division.
Hope Loring has been appointed chief
of the serial and western division of the
Universal scenario department by General
Manager Tarkington Baker.
Miss Loring's association with the company and her achievements before she
joined its organization, make it a foregone
conclusion that she will win success in
her new undertaking. Few screen writers
are as well qualified for such a position.
This young woman combines literary skill,
a knowledge of the world gained by several
years of globe trotting and an executive
ability that has been proved on several
occasions.
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Association

Is to Publish

Annually "Who's Who in Motion Pictures
picture west coast. "Major" Reynolds brings to
in thebymotion
ise ced
enterpr
W
world
is announ
the Cinema
ANE
the scenario department a literary knowledge and experience which encompass the
Press Association, Inc., i.ated
e., the pub-,
life and habits of the peoples of the world,
lication of an annual illustr
volume
"Who's Who in Motion Pictures." It has a vast experience among all the races of
the indorsement of the National Associa- the earth, an inexhaustible store of stories
tion of the Motion Picture Industry and the gleaned from life in the open, from life
e Directors' Association. Its in the armies of the world, from the soliMotion
board ofPictur
governors
is made up of Adolph
tary life of that far Alaskan snowfields to
Zukor, J. D. Williams, Norma Talmadge, the crowded tenement existence of cosmopolitan cities.
Anthony Paul Kelley, James Vincent, presiSomenold in view
great ofwork
is expected
of Mr. from
Reydent Motion Picture Directors' Association,
the wealth
of material
and Benedict M. Greene, president InterMr. and Mrs. Joe La Rose
national Press, Ltd., — the counsel for the which he has to draw.
ny is Henry O. Falk.
Go West with C. L. Chester compa
The offices of the company are at 141 Geuringer to Be New York
street and branches alJOSEPH LA ROSE, familiarly known to West Forty-fifth
Head for Saenger Company
ready have been established in Chicago,
y as "Joe," has accepted a Los Angeles,
Broadwa
London,
Montreal, Toronto,
position as assistant to C. L. Chester,
and Vancouver.
head of the C. L. Chester Productions, Inc., Winnipeg
t manager
assistanent
GER, Amusem
The book will be illustrated, and, being
the Saenger
ComWH. of GEURIN
and will have, by the time this is read,
pany of New Orleans, will remain
have shaken the gold dust of Broadway revised and brought up to date annually, is permane• ntly
in New York as the reprefurnish
an authoritative
reffrom his feet, turned his back upon the designed tobook for
sentative of his concern in the purchase of
all whose
business brings
Great White Way and taken his departure them inerencecontact
, equipment of every nature,
theatre
supplies
with
the
industry.
toward the setting sun to assume the duties
of special state rights productions and
The association 'has at its disposal the and
of his new position in Los Angeles. He services
.
short
length
subjects
of a large editorial staff comprising
will be accompanied by Mrs. La Rose, who
This action is taken, it is said, as a
a
number
of
well
known
dramatic
and
mofor years has held position as private secpicture reviewers and critics. It will necessity caused by the expanding theatres
retary to Samuel Rothapfel, later taking a be thetiontask
of this staff to prepare special
Saenger Amusement Comlike position with Hugo Riesenfeld, man- articles on the leading stars, directors, pro- interestspany.ofThatthe
organization is buying, and
aging director of the Rivoli and Rialto
will
build,
a
number
of theatres in its
ducers,
exhibitors
and
executives,
and
it
theatres. Mrs. La Rose will act in the
is part of the function of the Cinema Press southeastern territory this spring and sumcapacity of private secretary to Mr. Association
mer, and the great amount of equipment
to send out these articles, illusChester.
needed to equip the new houses, as well
trated, to the trade papers, newspapers and
It is only a statement of plain fact to
as the regular supply of accessories resay that both Mr. and Mrs. La Rose leave periodicals.
The association is hard at work getting
quired by the present properties controlled
behind them many warm friends, for be- the necessary facts for the first issue of the by it, needs the personal attention of one
sides being very capable in their respective book. The task comprises practically an of the concern's executives.
Mr. Geuringer has established temporary
fields,
they implies.
both are "reg'lar fellers" in all entire census of the motion picture field
that term
and will be some months in coming to com- quarters at the Hotel Claridge.
In 1915 La Rose was a musician, traveling pletion.
with a musical act of his own. He was
King Names Cast for First Picture.
also an expert in stage effects, and it was
Production
is now under way on "The
his ability along the latter lines which first Reynolds, Globe Trotting
Road to Arcady," by Edith Sessions Topattracted the attention of Mr. Rothapfel
per, Burton
independent
proAuthor, to Write for Fox
when he was staging a production in the
duction at theKing's
Mirrorfirststudios
at Glendale,
old Academy of Music in that year. Mr.
Long
Island.
Virginia
Lee
will
be
the
star
CONSIDERABLE
significance attaches
to the recent announcement
of the of this feature. Harry Benham is Miss
Rothapfel made La Rose an offer, which
increase in the scenario staff of the Lee's leading man. Roger Lytton and Julia
was accepted, and soon Joe La Rose became
right hand man to Rothapfel, which posi- William Fox studios on the Pacific Coast,
Swayne Gordon have character roles. Hugh
tion he held up to the time Mr. Rothapfel
in the fact that among the four new faces Huntley, the English actor, is the juvenile,
finally relinquished control of the Rivoli to be found in the "brains" department on
and Mildred Wayne, the ingenue, and
and Rialto.
the Fox lot is the kindly countenance of Stephen Grattan complete the cast.
La Rose did not like the idea of leav"Major" Steve Reynolds, author, artist,
ing either Mr. Riesenfeld or Broadway, but linquist and globe-trotter.
The neivsstand price of Moving Picture
Stephen Chalmers, Arthur Jackson, Julius
Joe figures that with the salary attached
Picture World is IS cents. The subscripFurthman and Stephen Allen Reynolds
to the new >ob he will soon be able to buy
tion price is $3 the year. Subscribe direct,
make the total of new Fox writers on the
a ^ittle Broadway of his own
save $4.80 and miss no issue i.

It's Mighty Hard, Thinks He, with the Stripes in Mind to Live on "The Street Called Straight.'
Some excellent views of this Goldwyn picture, directed by Wallace Worsley, from Basil King's story.

1986
"Unlimited

THE
Exploitation

in 'Dream of Fair
ABLY the greatest number of
PROB
beautiful girls ever seen in one picture
portray the various roles of "A Dream
and byFortune
Fame uted
the distrib
Women,"being
Fair picture
of
M. W.
Contest
Garsson, of the Foundation Film Corporages.
through
The
state right exchan
tion
girls presented in the picture were selected
from nearly 75,000 entrants in the contest
held by three fan magazines.
From this number of entrants the most
beautiful girls were given an opportunity
to display their talents before the camera
and several of them have proved highly
successful in some of the best known pictures of the year.
Blanche McGarity, Virginia Brown, Anita
Booth and Anetha Getwcll, conceded to be
the most beautiful of the entire list who
entered the contest, portray the most important roles. .\11 of these girls have created much favorable comment through
their excellent work in recent productions.
"A Dream of Fair Women" is a pictorial
version
of Tennyson's that
poem.the picture will
The announcement
be distributed on a state right basis has
brought inquiries from all parts of the
country owing to the interest created in
the contest and in the picture by the various fan magazines.
"Many
first successful
class pictures
prove highly
fail that
everyshould
year
because of the fact that they do not lend
themselves to proper exploitation," said
Mr. exploitation
Garsson. In possibilities
'A Dream of are
Fairunlimited.
Women'
the
Enough interest already has been created
throughout the country to insure the success of the picture, if for no other reason
than the publicity it has received through
the fan magazines which conducted the
contest.
"But we are going ahead just as if it had
Every posnever before been mentioned.
sible publicity and exploitation angle that
lends itself to the picture will be carried
out — not only for the benefit ot tne state
right buyer, but for the exhibitor as well."
The Greatest Thrill of All.
Gene Pollar, playing Tarzan in Nunia
Pictures Corporation's production of "The
Return of apes,
Tarzan,"
has boar,
battledandwith
elephants,
a wild
somelions,
of

i. Parker Read, Jr.
Producer of Louise Glaum and Hobart Bosworth specials.
Manager of
AssociatedGeneral
Producers.
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Possibilities
Women/"
Says Garsson
the most argumentative surf noted in California in many years. But recently, in the
wee sma' hours of a new day, and in a
room in his own home up in the Bronx,
the greatest thrill of all came to the
screen's newest ape-man. It lay in the
faint fingers
pull of an
hour oldlong
baby's
hand toas find
the
five
uncurled
enough
the fingers of that baby boy's dad. Or, in
the words of these white-paper-shortage
days. Mr. and Mrs. Gene Pollar announce
the birth of a son on Wednesday, March
third. He is the first child.
Finish Work

on "Bullet Proof"

Harry Carey's Latest Big "U"
WORK on the John Frederick story,
"Bullet Proof," under the direction
of Lynn Reynolds, in which Harry
Carey is starred, has just been completed.
The increasing popularity of Carey and
the growing demand for his productions
have caused Universal to exercise the
greatest care in the selection of his stories,
in the choice of supporting casts and the
appointment of directors to supervise his
features.
Lynn Reynolds, who supervised his latest
photodrama, is a specialist in pictures of the
big out-doors. In this picture he found
ample
cra/f t. material for the exercise of his

March 20, 1920
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Ontario Censors Reversed
On Condemnation of
"Log of tfie V-35"
Censors
saw of
fit recently
THEPicture
Ontario
Board
Moving
to condemn "The Log of the
U-3S," the ofTicial German Government film record of the sinking of
British merchantmen and, naturally,
there was considerable comment regarding the stand that had been,
taken by the board. An appeal was
made by oftheToronto,
Canadian
Exchange
whichExhibitors'
controls
the Canadian rights of the release,
with the result that the Onta,Vio
Board of Appeals reversed the decision of the lower body. The picture was then given its first run at^
Strand
Toronto, where'
itthemade
a bigTheatre,
hit.
So great has been the demand for
the "murder reel" that Manager Allen, of the
change,Canadian
ordered five Exhibitors'
more prints Ex-of
the release, making eight in all. This
exchange is controlled by the Moving
Picture ciation
Exhibitors'
of Ontario. Protective
No reason .Assowas
announced as to objection taken by
the Ontario Board of Censors to the
picture, which is guaranteed as
authentic.
-■inlililliiiHiiiiiDmiiiiiiliHitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiii

S, Rankin Drew Post Has "Best" Meeting;
Plans for Big Benefit Well Under Way
Owen, of the War Camp Community, furIN the ing,early
hours
of Rankin
Wednesday
March 3,
the S.
Drew mornPost
nished the instrumental miisic. Twentyof the American Legion, New York City, four new members were introduced by
concluded the most interesting and live- Victor M. Shapiro, chairman of the membership committee. The post now has
liest meeting of its career. This is the
post comprised of the tnen of the theatre,
a woman's
with about
fifty members.
Mrs.auxiliary
Sidney Drew
is president.
the motion
lied interests.picture business and their alThe benefit performance for the S. Rankin Drew Post Gymnasium will take place
The meeting
at Keen's
Chop on Sunday
night, April 11. A remarkable
House
and beganwaswithhelda dinner
at which
bill
is being arranged.
over 100 members were present. It is the
custom of the post to hold its gatherings
once
a month
with a "feed,"
and then
a business
session.someThespeeches
guests Numa Oflficials Return East;
present at this meeting were Acting Mayor
Signed with the Beckwiths
F. H. La Guardia and Ferris Powell Merrit, an authority on service decorations and
MR. executives
M.AX AND
ADOLPH
WEISS,
in Numa
Pictures
Cormedals. Wells Hawks, president, presided.
poration, sponsors of the latest of
The acting mayor had much to say about
profiteers who collected while they shouted the Edgar Rice Burroughs' stories, "The
patriotism, and he also paid his respects Return of Tarzan," has Arrived in New
unsparingly to people who are trying to York from California, where they have been
exploit the soldier and the sailor and use present during the filming of the picture.
The completed print is expected within
the legion for their own advantage.
the week. Harry Rieren directed it.
Recites Gumpertz's Citation.
Interesting information comes from Mr.
An interesting talk on U. S. Army Intel- Weiss in the announcement that Mr. and
ligence work in Siberia was given by Fred- Mrs. Walter Beckwith, noted lion-trainers,
erick F. Moore, a member of the post, who
have been placed under a five-year conserved in Russia as captain in the army.
tract by this corporation to go into eflfect
Mr. Merritt gave a most informing talk on May 1.
medals, with many anecdotes. He created
Mrs. Beckwith and two assistants are
much enthusiasm by repeating the citation now en route from California to New York
for bravery given to Sydney G. Gumpertz, in charge of a special seventy-foot baggage
a member of the post, who wears the Con- car containing fourteen lions and 4 cubs,
gressional Medal of Honor.
billed to Numa Pictures Corporation.
speaker aswas
Francis,
whoThewasthird
introduced
the "Jack"
newspaper
man
Kohler in Cunard Two-Reelers.
who discovered the Tenderloin and who
Fred Kohler, who played the part of
was
the
first
of
the
old
reporters
to
"cover"
Times Square when it was a farm. Mr. MacDowell in Alan Dwan's "Soldiers of
Fortune," and who will be seen in the
Francis
Untruths."
Songs spoke
were on
sung"Great
by Jimmy
Flynn and National Film, "The Kentucky Colonel,"
Sollie Cohen, of the Leo Feist house, with has been cast as "heavy" for the Grace
Abe Baer at the piano. D. C. Soderquist, a Cunard newest two-reeler, "The Man
Post member, sang several ballads. Mr.
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I Cost of Film Censorship in
I
Toronto is Raised From
I
$2 to $3 a Reel
managers of TorNGE
EXCHA
onto, Ontario, have been adI
vised by the Ontario Provincial
I Government that fees for examinaI tion of pictures by the Ontario Board
I of Moving Picture Censors had been
i raised from $2 to $3 per reel.
I At the same time, announcement
I was made that the license fee of
I fifteen cents per reel per month,
I w4iich has been collected by the
I Ontario Government, had been canI celled, thus saving a considerable
I amount of office work for the exI change branches in the Province. The
I exchanges seem to be quite willing to
I pay the increased censorship fee in
I lieu of the monthly reel tax because
I of the considerable amount of work
I that will now be avoided.
j The Government has also intimated
I that the proposed 4"nual \.a^y. of
I $150 for the censoring of posters,
I still photographs, press books and
I other printed matter will not be colI lected in view of the increased tax
I for picture censoring. This, too, has
i met with considerable favor on the
I part of the exchanges.

f

Metro

Rushes

Repairs

will Resume

on New

York

Studio;

Eastern Production in April
as his assistant. Mr. Staulcup and
| EXTEXSIVE alterations now being made cutter,
at Metro's New York studios at 3 Mr. Namczy will have their offices on the
\
Sixty-first street, preparatory Sixty-first street side. The scenario depart| to a West
on of production in the East
ment wil adjoin Mr. Karger's offices. On
| on a resumpti
scale, will be completed by the this floor will also be the electrical de| last oflarge
partment, under William Meyerhof.
this month so that motion picture1
Mr. Staulcup intends to use the natural
g
making
can
start
April
1,
accordin
to
an1
that the studio affords for New
nouncement made by officials of Metro Pic- "backings"
1
York scenes. The front of the building,
Corporation. The work is progress- overlooking
tures
Columbus Circle, gives a long
|
ing rapidly under the personal supervision
| of M. P. Staulcup, Metro art director, and view of Broadway and of Eighth avenue.
east is a fine view of Central Park.
| technical expert, assisted by Frank Namczy. OnThetheentrance
to the studios is on the sixth
I
The studios and Metro offices occupy the
Joseph Strauss, studio mana| sixth and seventh floors of the Sixty-first floor,ger,where
offices. The bookkeeping and
1 street building, running through to Sixty- businesshas his
department will be on this floor.
1 second street. The stage on the seventh
Metro
has
not
the New York studios
1 floor has a floor space of 150 by 73 feet. since the fall of used
1918, when, because of the
| All the old flooring has been torn up and an demands of the war,
principally on account
| entirely new concrete floor is being built.
the company transi A new lighting system is also being in- of coalferred itsrestrictions,
producing activities to the Pacific
| stalled.
Coast. Since that time other companies
|
Paint Glass Roof Black.
have sub-leased the New York plant.
1
The glass roof is being painted black, as
1 Metro,
from its experience with its Pacific Pearl White Company Makes
| Coast
studios in Hollywood, has become
1
Record Despite Cold Spell
1 convinced of the necessity for "no daylight"
interiors. New Cooper-Hewitt lights wiH
i be
used.
1
her director,
Maxwell Karger, director general, will PEARL
CharlesWHITE,
Giblyn Fox
; hisStar;
assistant,
Bert
| have
Siebel, and the company supporting
his offices on the seventh floor, on the
| Sixty-second
street side. He will have
Miss White in "Tiger's Cub" have returned
to New York after a stay of two weeks at
George McGuire, formerly Metro's chief
Port Henry, N. Y., where they set a record
for a day's work by taking thirty-eight
script scenes. This record was made during
War Department Has Pictorial History
one of the coldest spells that the little town
on the shore of Lake Champlain has known
this season.
of Army Doings Taken by Signal Corps
ThomasmanCarrigan,
"Checkers"
fame,
SOME of the outstanding features of poration on the state rights market, is leading
for Miss ofWhite,
J. Thornton
said to introduce a new phase of motion
Baston, the heavy; Miss Ruby Hoffman,
the War Department's moving picture picture
melodrama, and to be a thrilling Frank Evans, John Woodford, John Davidwork during the war have just been
made public by the signal corps of the narrative, replete with suspense and hairson. Albert Tavernier and William Armarmy. More pictures were taken by the raising stunts.
company. strong made up the remainder of the
government than by any private producer,
It also has humor and pathos, and reports indicate its popularity.
it is declared. Eighteen months have been
The interior sets, exact duplicates of the
interiors of cabins in Alaska, were await■devoted by a corps of clerks to the filing
and indexing of the films produced, and the
ing the company on its arrival in New
work is but half completed. Three million
Broadway Theatre to Give
York, and the director and the star immefeet of film were used as educational matdiately set to work with these. They hope
ter for the training of troops ; this, howto establish a speed record as well as a
Premiere of "Deadlier Sex"
ever, was but one phase of the photographic
production record in the filming of this
work of the signal corps.
Deadlier
of "TheSweet,
will Sex,"
take story, which scored heavily in London and
premiereBlanche
THEfeaturing
During the war, for the first time, the
will be offered to the American
place at the Broadway Theatre, New w^ich by
war department made use of films for the
William Fox as a Pearl White
York City, beginning March 14. As a pre- public
recording of events which will in future
special
production.
showing,
release
it
been
has
booked
for
one
years comprise part of the history of the week. It will be released March 28, and
United States. Before 1917 hardly any use
advance reports from all parts of the counhad been made of the moition picture
indicate a heavy demand for the picture.
camera, the most important film taken up B. S.try Moss
believes it one of the strongest
to that time being a short picture of one
of the year.
of the first aeroplane flights of the Wright
In booking the production Mr. Moss
Brothers, taken at Fort Myer in 1907. Im- gives
evidence of his satisfaction with the
mediately upon our entry into the war,
previous Blanche Sweet offerings. He
however, the moving picture camera was
booked the famous Bret Harte story,
adopted as an integral part of the work
"Fighting Cressy," in which Miss Sweet
of the signal corps, which was entrusted
featured, for pre-release and established
■with the task of making a complete pic- is
it as a distinct success. The popularity of
torial history of the activities of the army,
the
star and the unusual story by Bayard
both at home and at the front.
should make "The Deadlier Sex" a
Just as the infantry needed careful train- Veiller
for patrons of the Broadway Theaing before entering a campaign, so did the magnet
tre, in the opinion of Mr. Moss.
motion
picture
photographers
require
spePrints
of branch
"The Deadlier
haveandbeenat
cial instruction in their new duties before
sent
to all
offices ofSex"P;:the
going on the battlefield as recorders of the first showing in the branch offices the
history. A school for training motion pic- picture met with the strongest approval
ture photographers was started at Columbia
of the sales force. At ensuing showings
University, New York City, and a call sent
for exhibitors this opinion was reiterated.
out, to which there was a ready response,
The picture marks the culmination of
for men skilled in the production of motion
the steadily growing popularity of the
pictures to act as instructors.
Blanche Sweet pictures released by Patho.
"Fighting Cressy," the dramatization of
Bret Harte's famous story, solidified the
"The Superman" a New Type of Film.
strong impression created by "A Woman
Albert Capellani.
The six-reel melodrama, "The Superof Pleasure,"
both of those proNow producing for Robertson-Cole.
ductions are inandbig today
demand.
man," being released by Tower Film Cor-
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Exhibitors
as None

EASY

PICKING

of the big luscious box office
receipts comes to the exhibitor
who has had the foresight to
plant the Fewer and Better
tree on his booking schedule.
You can imagine what the returns must be on such remarkable productions as
THE RIGHT OF WAY
By Sir Gilbert Parlicr
Starring BERT LYTELL
OLD LADY 31
Bj- Rachel Crothers
Starring EMMA DUNN
THE VERY IDEA
By William Le Baron
Starring TAYLOR HOLMES
SHOULD A WOMAN TELL?
Bj- Finis Fox
Featuring ALICE LAKE
THE WILLOW TREE
By J. H. Benrimo and
Harrison Rhodes
Starring VIOLA DANA
THE WALK-OFFS
By Frederic and Fanny Hatton
Starring MAY ALLISON
SHORE ACRES
By James A. Herne
Starring ALICE LAKE
and others of the Perfect
Thirty-Six!
Better hook them and
come in for your
share of the Federal
Reserve note foliage.

METRO
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Trip the Fantastic

Molest

Their Sunday Opening
for Riverside, Cal.. where the big scenes
will be staged. Upon their return they
will take up the production for the first
time at the Jasper Hollywood studios
where a complete unit has been engaged
on long-term agreement by Mr. Neilan.
Ready
the offices
"Followof Up."
At the
New forYork
the Neilan
organization it was predicted that the second offering, to be released within the next
few months through First National, would
even far exceed the success of "The River's
End," which has set a high water mark of
quality for this organization.
Harry Revier Active in Film World.
Harry Revier, who recently completed
the
of "The
Return of and
Tarzan"
Numadirection
Pictures
Corporation,
who foris
now in New York, bears the distinction of
having written twenty-six original stories
now in the course of adaptation for the
screen. One of them is being dramatized
by Von Sexamar for production on Broadway, very shortly.
plansowing
for
the immediate
futureMr.areRevier's
indefinite
to the strong likelihood of his play receiving a New York premiere and his desire to
be in this country at such a time. He has
Jiad two flattering offers for picture productionItaly.
abroad, one in London, the other
in Torrino,

operwereSunday
es last
Kokome o,theatr
Ind.,
MOTION ated inpictur
afternoon without molestation froin
officers of the law for the first time in
several years. At all of the eight theatres
audiences were entertained from 1 until
7 p. m. At the last named hour all of the
theatres closed their doors.
The police department acquiesced in the
decision that was handed down in city
court the day before by Judge C. H. Wills
at the trial of the theatre managers who
were arrested on Sunday, February 22, for
attempting to operate their shows. Judge
Wills' decision, in brief, was to the eflfect
that he did not wish to assume the responsibility of bringing about a regime of the
Sunday "blue laws" which would surely
and mo inevitably
"hangandtheindustrial
crepe" oncenter.
Kokoas a commercial
After the theatres opened Sunday the
police officers were instructed to make no
arrests unless persons outside of the department swore out affidavits. No affidavits were filed, and it looks as if the
theatre men have won a sweeping victory.
As to what, if anj'thing, is to be done in
the way of further effort to prevent the
giving of Sunday shows, no definite information is available. Prosecutor Brock
says that if there are any who are not
satisfied to let the controversy rest on the
decision of Judge Wills all they need to
Bulls-Eye Featuring Bill Franey.
do is to come to him and make affidavits
With Bill Franey in the leading roles,
against the theatre men.
Nat Spitzer, studio manager for the BullsPolice Check Up On Evidence.
Eye Film Corp., is making a series of oneThe only activity of the police in connec- reel comedies for the state rights market.
tion with the opening of the Kokomo
At least three comedies will be made betheatres on Sunday was going around to
fore any attempt is made to market this
the different shows and obtaining the name
series, according to Mr. Spitzer.
of the managers and operators. This was
done at the suggestion of the prosecutor
Cast of "Blind Youth" Is Named.
to the end that the information might be
The
cast
of for"Blind
Youth," assecond
production made
distribution
a National
available in case any affidavits were filed.
Prosecutor Brock said he took this step Picture Theatres, Inc., subject, was made
after he had learned that the police had known this week for the first time by Lewis
decided to acquiesce in the decision given J. Selznick, head of National.
Walter McGrain is cast as Maurie Monby Judge Wills.
The attendance at the various shows nier, Leatrice Joy as Hope Martin, Ora
Carew as Clarice Chandoce, Clara Horton
was large, but at some of the theatres was as
Bobo, Colin Kenney as Henry Monnier,
not up to e.xpectatiftns. This was due, the Joseph
as Pierre Monnier, Buddy
managers explained, to the fact that hun- Post asSwickard
Claire McDowell as Mrs.
dreds of patrons feared they would meet Monnier, Tubb,
Leo White as Louis, Helen Howwith the same disappointment experienced
ard as Mitilda Packard. The National Picon the previous Sunday. No announceture Theatres, Inc., subjects will be disment had been made prior to the opening
tributed through the Select branches.
of the theatres that the police would not
interfere. .\ much larger attendance is exThe Moving Picture World carries a mespected next Sunday.
sage to exhibitors in smalt tozitis by the hunTo say that the exhibitors of Kokomo
where salesmen seldom, if ever, visit in
are proud of their victory is putting it their dred
It is to benefit this j^reat prosmildly. And those who desire Sunday en- fcroustrai'els.
exhibitor element that the World is
tertainment are pleased.
compiled — as much to help the little fellow
as to help the "first run" man in the
Neilan Finishes Second and
larger cities.
Starts on Third Production
World Is Better Than Ever
WITH
'Thefirst
River's
End," Marshall
217 Vassar Street,
Neilan's
independent
production breaking box-office records
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 28, 1920.
everywhere, announcement is made from
Moving Picture World, New York :
his New York offices that the second proInclosed please find money order
duction has just been finished and work
for $3 for which renew my subhas already been started on the third. The
scription to the Moving Picture
title of the second release will be anWorld for one year, from March 1,
nounced shortly.
1920,
to
February
28, 1921.
For the third production Mr. Neilan has
The "World" is better than ever
just engaged Daredevil Campbell, who it
since the strike. It surely is welcome
is said, will give the screen one of its
each week. I would not be without it
greatest thrills by dropping from an aerofor anything.
plane on the roof of a fast-moving Pullman.
Hoping to receive it each week
"Bull" Montana, who first gained fame in
during the year I am.
Douglas Fairbanks pictures, has also just
Very trulv vours,
been
engaged to play an important part in
this film.
H. C. LOCKE.
The entire company has left Hollywood
Iri 11111M tn 11I In lilt 111111I I it i iHitni iniMuiiunitt'
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I Grand Jury to See Films
| Christie Flays "Cinema
1,'
of Recent Louisville Riots I
Make Comedies
I f I AHE motion pictures of the riot at
I I Lexington, Ky., will be used as
last
lot during
WE fewhave
subjectsthebeing
abouta short
yearsheard
I
evidence in the grand jury inI vestigation of the recent disturbances
necessary to theatre programs, but
evidently the managers of some of the
1 in the Kentucky city. Governor EdI ward Morrow, of the Blue Grass
finest moving picture temples in America
still believe that short stuff is a necessary
I State, saw the film in Cincinnati reI cently and expressed astonishment at
evil, to be gotten rid of as quickly as posI the picture. The photographer eviknown movAl Christie,
sible," says director
producer.
and well
ing picture
I dently disregarded all danger of be"The
managers
of
some
of
these
so-called
1I ing
shot,
as
his
"close-up"
views
are
remarkable.
The picture will be
temples of the silent drama evidently be1 shown for the first time publicly in
lieve that they have to run a comedy be1 this city next week.
cause they know a few pf their patrons
like
them
and therefore the comedy is a
IttirmiriimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiitniDiiiiiiiitiniiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiijiM i i i ij'
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Temples" That
Appear Like Footraces
thing to be sluffed over as quickly as possible while people are changing their seats
and then forgotten. They give the patrons
a beautiful organ recital before the comedy
goes on and get everybody into a Sundaygo-to-meeting
frame laughs.
of mind and then
wonder why nobody
A Comedy or a Footrace?
"A lot
people
to alaugh
because theofmain
titlearewasafraid
run on
curtain,

threeods asdays
to do for
the the
job.'weak
Such type
meth-of
theseleftaccount
picture now seen so often on the screen.
That is the chief reason why the day of 100
per cent,
screen
not yet why
arrived. That
is alsostories
one of has
the reasons

or
so fast itthat
audience
doesn't
knowrunwhether
is a the
comedy
or a picture
of a footrace. It is a well-known fact that
all main titles are cut off the film or run
while the beautiful and expensive silk curtains are being manipulated or while the
audience is changing seats; the poor boobs
who are misguided enough to want to see
a comedy
know bywhat
ing at, anddon't
perhaps
the they
middleare of.lookthe
first reel of the comedy attraction they
gradually begin to learn what it is all
about.
"A glaring example of a typical showing
of a comedy in one of these 'cinema palaces' was recently at a California theatre
where the first 200 feet of the comedy was
shown on the curtains while the orchestra
was tuning up and then blaring forth like
the big band does at a circus while the
crowd is going out.
Not Good Showmanship.
"Nobody ever saw a successful circus in
which the aftershow or concert was started befpre the big fellow in the silk hat had
well announced it and the people who paid
10 cents extra had gotten into their seats.
That wouldn't be show business. Yet the
trade paper interviews with the big fellows who run the cinema temples maintain that they are showmen, and I suppose they are. If they still want comedies
to drive people out of their theatres quickly, I suppose that kind of comedies are still
being made. I don't want to make them
myself.
"The fellows who run small neighborhood theatres which please their regular
customers regularly can teach the 'big fellows' agood deal about satisfying their patrons. They figure that people come to see
pictures and they give them pictures complete and the audience does appreciate
knowing what the pictures are all about.
"Laughs in a comedy pile up, starting
with a small bubble of merriment. If one
person laughs it may start a whole house,
rocking.
But let temple
a big, high-priced
orchestra in a cinema
tear its lungs
and
arms out playing as loud as it can during
a comedy, as it frequently does, and it
defies anybody to laugh. Such theatres are
not cinema temples. They are Main Street
Mausoleums and the managers are crepe-

under no conditions will I allow my 'bags
of tricks,' earned through fifteen years of
experience among the wild things of the
forest, to go into the hands of a continuity
writer."
Mr. Curwood asserted that in preparing
the continuity for "Nomads of the North,"
he would take as much time and painstaking care as he would in the preparation of
one ofzine orhis
novels,
book
form.for publication in magaPatience and Care Produce Classics.
"The author who takes any pride in his
work realizes that the greatest benefit and
triumph lies in rewriting over and over
again and giving ample time to the study,
expansion and improvement of plots. None
of the really great authors ever rush their
work. Some of the most eminent rewrite
their novels ten and fifteen times before
they are satisfied with the finished product.

Americanization Trailers for Films.
Select Pictures Corporation, of which
hangers."
Lewis J. Selznick is president, announced
this week through General Manager Sam
E. Morris that Americanization trailers are
being distributed to the exchanges, to be
added to the latest Selznick releases. These
trailers were prepared by the Department
of the Interior, Committee of Americanization, of which Mr. Selznick is chairman
of distribution. The messages are described as being short, pithy and patriotic.
Seitz Changes Title of New Serial.
George B. Seitz has changed the title of
a serial now in production at his studio in
New York for Pathe from "The Velvet
Hawk" to "Velvet." The story is by Bertram Millhauser. Mr. Seitz is directing and
will star in the serial.

James

Oliver

Curwood

Urges

Necessity

of Care in Preparation of Continuity
of 100 per cent, stories for One great writer has been known to spend
THEthe day
screen will not arrive until pro- weeks concentrating to find a single word
ducers come to a realization of the or expression that would fit a situation,
never quitting until the inspiration came.
vital importance of the need for ample time
in the careful preparation of continuity,
"Patience and care combined with ability
according to James Oliver Curwood. The
made the classics of other days. The exercise of this patience and care, I feel, is
famous author, whose novels and picture
dramas rank among the most popular in the the only way for an author to preserve his
reputation, and this applies to screen
country today, working on this theory, has
dramas as well as matter for the printed
left New York for the wilderness of Michigan, where with his director, David Hartpage. Yet it is a fact that very few auford, he will adapt to the screen his latest
thors today are given time or even opportunity to properly adapt their stories to mos
story,
"Nomad
of
the
North."
In a little log cabin fifteen miles from
tion pictures. In each case the result
the nearest railroad, Mr. Curwood is now
is often no credit to the picture, and certainly it does not add to the prestige of
working out to its finest detail the continuity for the production, which will be the novelist, though he may have had nothhis second personally supervised release
ing to do with
the North"
continuity."
"Nomads
of the
will be the next
through First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Before leaving for the woods, Mr. Cur- Curwood feature to follow "Back to God's
wood made strong criticism of what he Country" and "The River's End" through
National, and it is expected that it
termed "the impetuous haste of producers First
to whip a story into continuity without ap- will be four months in the making.
parently giving a thought to the probable
result."ducers Failure
on the with
part authors
of manyon proCarr to Play in Coming' Pathe Serial.
to even consult
the
Carr, fifteen years old, who began
manner of adapting their stories to the hisTommy
career as a screen actor twelve years
screen he described as "one of the crownwith the Lubin Company is now workerrors of the
picture industry." ago ing
Mr. ingCurwood
said motion
:
with the Seitz Company and will apin a prominent
part in "Velvet,"
Continuity Writers Seriously Handicapped.
Pathe pearserial
now in production.
Tommy a
joined
the
Seitz
organization
after
his re"A producer
of some writer,
wellturn from Florida, where he was working
known
author turns
over toa novel
a continuity
saying: Take this story and get busy on in a Griffith production.
it right away. Make it a five reel feature
and
it finished
by Saturday.
have have
to speed
up, because
you have You'll
only

Technique of the Grapefruit
Demonstrated by Leah Baird in her Hodkin.son, "Cy n thia -of -t lie-Minute."
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MOVING

Taylor

PICTURE

Holmes
Like

Rakish Characters
Are Chester Conklin and the Fox Sunshine
beauty, who appear in the big Sunshine
special.

Pathe

Director

Built

Up

Character

rt Goodhue,
of sGilbe
cter Holme
THEwhichchara
portrays in his
Taylor
latest screen comedy, "The Very
Idea," released through Metro, is singuthe aractor's
phase
earlierwho
an those
larly like As
with
are offamili
own life.
the story of this William Le Baron stage
ue
s
is a young man
succes know, Goodh
none too strong physically and his wife undertakes the task of getting him to exercise.
When Mr. Holmes was about the age of
16 and living in Chicago, he was in the same
predicament, though it should be pointed
out here that at that time he was, like
the average youth of 16, unmarried. He
was inclined to be frail, however, and taking the matter into his own hands he
sought a way to build up his health.
Without the financial resources to afford
a gymnasium course. Holmes nevertheless
would not be denied the chance to build
himself up physically. He daily haunted
the premises of a gymnasium in Chicago
and in time became known to the instructors there. Not long after he was asked

of Exchanges

Reports

March 20, 1920

WORLD
Own

Strength

He Plays in New Film
if he would like to take charge of a class
of little boys and he gladly accepted.
This was course
only theof start
of the
comedian's
self-taught
physical
culture.
When
he came east he took up residence as soon
as circumstances would permit at Forest
Hills, L. I., where the West Side Tennis
Club is — a gathering place for the best
players in the country at one time of the
year. During his residence there Holmes
had the opportunity to play against the
best of them, thus keeping himself always
in superb physical condition.
"The Very Idea," adapted for the screen
by S. E. V. Taylor from the satirical comedy success by William Le Baron, was directed by Lawrence Windom. The picture
was made by Taylor Holmes Productions,
Inc., and is distributed exclusively by Metro.
Transfers Technical Department.
To advance the art and technical progress of the new big feature production to
be directed by William P. S. Earle, and
other productions as well, Bert Rothe, technical director, has moved his valuable collection of drawings, prints, photographs
and research library to the Selznick Fort
Lee studios. Mr. Rothe's draughtsmen and
technical aides will also be employed there
and the Fort Lee technical department will
be in charge of George G. Grenier. Paul
Dodge, A. Agostini and Harry Neppele
have been assigned permanent positions
there. The entire technical department of
the two studios in the Bronx and Fort
Lee
Rothe.will be under the supervision of Mr.

Great Increase in Feature Business
Sex," which will be Miss Sweet's
HAVING educated the public up to the Deadlier
t fea- next attraction, will show a substantial
point where only the bigges
averthe
business
increase
above "Fighting Cressy."
tures will bring more than
opinion not alone on the popof persons to his box office, He basesularityhis
age number
of
Miss
Sweet
but upon the high
the exhibitor today finds his crying need
is for productions of assured ticket selling class of the production The story was
merit. That the market is eager to assimwritten by Bayard Veiller, author of "The
ilate any picture of more than ordinary 'thirteenth Chair" and "Within the Law,"
value, is clearly evidenced by a report just and was produced by Jesse D. Hampton.
issued by Pathe, showing the remarkable
success which has greeted its special releases in January and February of this year. Hampton Studios Announce Completion of
Elmer R. Pearson, director of exchanges
of Pathe Exchange, Inc.. has just reported
to General Manager Paul Brunet, showing
'Parish Priest," Founded
Dan
Hart
Before on
sending
the print
to New Play
York a
an unprecedented increase in the Pathe feais the
cement
interes
pre-view will be held in Los Angeles, to
ture business during the first two months
AN stateme
n
nt ting
D. Hampto
the Jesse
from announ
which Bishop Cantwell, of the diocese of
in this year, over the biggest eight constudios that "The Parish Priest," a Los Angeles and Monterey, and his monsecutive weeks in the previous annals of Hampton
wn
ion
Dan
wel-kno
the
of
product
seigneurs, priests and coadjutors will be
the great distributing organization.
Hart play, is cut, titled and a sample print invited,
as well as officers in the Knights
ready for shipment to New York.
Half of Quota in Four Woeks.
of
Columbus,
Young Men's Institute and
"The
Parish
Priest"
is
said
to
be
one
of
other organizations.
strides taken
by Pathe's
be The
attributed,
according
to Mr. features
Pearson, canto the most interesting plays to reach the
The
Hampton
organization has been conscreen in recent years. Few, if any, playthe merit of the product it is now handling.
gratulated on the faithful reproduction of
goers in America have missed seeing
He cites the following examples of highthe play. As theatregoers know, "The Parclass attractions Pathe is now distributing:
the stage
this well-known
sic. It hasversion
been of
estimated
that the clasplay
ish Priest," is a simple heart interest comeEdgar Lewis' "Other Men's Shoes;" Jesse has been shown in every city, town, village
dy drama, laid in a small town in New
D. Hampton's "Fighting Cressy," starring and cross roads that boasted a theatre,
Jersey,
and
concerns
average priest.
day's
Blanche Sweet, and "My Husband's Other
activities
in the
life of ana beloved
auditorium or town hall.
Wife,"
J.
Stuart
Blackton's
biggest
Pathe
It
reveals
an
intimate
and
engrossing
cross
winner to date. These are among the 1920
section of small town activities, the human
releases.
interest, the quarrels, the petty jealousies,
"Other Men's Shoes" gives every evidence
the heart aches, the simple love affairs and
of becoming
Pathe's
most
successful
feaSome call it "The Bible"
the rare comedy situations that furnish reture, according to Mr. Pearson, for in the
first four weeks of its career it has reached
freshing laughs because of their utter simSome "The Encyclopedia"
plicity.
more than half of the high quota estabThe Idle Hour Theatre
lished for its sales.
The picture has been happily cast, with
The Big 4
the title role being played by William
Her Popularity Increases.
Desmond,
who played the part many times
Belle Haven, Virginia
A most prominent factor in the recordin
stage
productions
of the
Anmaking figures for January and February
other member of the cast
who classic.
also played
January 15, 1920
is the increasing popularity of Blanche
identical roles on the stage and screen is
Sweet, whose brilliant position among the
Moving Picture World, N. Y. C.
James Ricketts.
luminaries of filmdom is now more than
Gentlemen :
Joseph
J. Franz,produced
who directed
Hampever firmly fixed. When "A Woman of
ton production,
it many thetimes
for
We are inclosing check for rePleasure,"
her
first
Hampton
special,
was
footlight
presentations.
newal,
and
are
sorry
that
we
have
released. Miss Sweet had been in retirement for about a year. Yet the tremendous
neglected it so long. We just can't
following she gained prior to her desertget along without the "Movie EnWill Do Art Posters for "VelTet."
cyclopedia." Please start us where
ing the studio was soon recruited again
Robert .^mick, a well known illustrator
we left off. Very
and
landscape artist, has been engaged by
truly,
with the issuance of ".\ Woman of Pleasure." The host of her followers was mateGeorge B. Seitz to do the art titles for future Seitz serial productions. Mr. Amick
IDLE HOUR THEATRE
rially increased with the release of "Fighting Cressy."
will
commence
on titles
"Velvet,"
a
serial
to be work
distributed
by for
Pathe.
Mr. Pearson is firmly convinced that "The

March 20, 1920
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MOVING

Much

Selection

CAN films are being used almost
AMERI
exclusively in Manila and throughout
the entire Philippine Islands and they
are being presented in the most artistic
manner, according to F. H. Le Breton, the
representative of the Pathe motion picture
interests in the islands. Mr. Le Breton
is in New York City on a trip for the purpose of arranging a great schedule of highclass American pictures to be presented in
his territory in the coming year.
"I cannotforstate
too strongly
absolute
necessity
ofifering
only thethevery
best
productions to the public of Manila," Mr.
Le Bretonto said
an interview.
"It is quite
useless
sendin inferior
or medium
motion pictures. The demand is for the best.
"The people are keen and discriminating.
The clientele of the high-class theatres is
composed of well educated and cultured
people. The exhibitors must be very careful in selecting their pictures, for the public is quick to show approval or disapproval. When they like a picture they are
enthusiastic. When they do not like it they
very frankly express themselves.
Exhibitors Are Business Men.
"In my I years
spent to
among
Manila
have come
knowtheandpeople
appre-of
ciate them. Their leading exhibitors are
typical of the splendid business men who
have developed the country and it is a
great pleasure to do business with them.
They are presenting their pictures in real
artistic surroundings and the theatres of
Manila today are among the finest in the
Far East. The people like music, good

PICTURE

WORLD

1991

Ability
and

Presentation

music, and an important part of the highclass theatre is the orchestra.
"In tionthepicture
pasthasfivebecome
years the
Americanas morecognized
the
nearest thing to perfection in the development of the art. The people want American pictures almost exclusively and I believe that American producers will hold this
supreme place as long as they keep up the
high standard they have set. But they
cannot af?ord to be negligent because they
have achieved such an important place in
theBefore
market."
returning to Manila, Mr. Le Breton expects to close important contracts
which will insure an excellent array of pictures for the selection of the exhibitors of
Manila and the surrounding country. He
said that Harold Lloyd was the best liked
comedian in the territory and he will probably arrange for the distribution of the
new Harold Lloyd two-reel comedies. Aside
from first-class dramatic productions, the
Philippine public holds in great favor the
serial.
East. This choice is general in the Far

Leading

Exhibitors

Pay

to Efficiency

Joins the Ice Trust
Does Bob Warwick here in his newest
Artcraft, "Jack Straw,"

High

Tribute

Displayed by Pathe News
praise from
tures ot national and international ing
the United
States.the foremost exhibitors of
j^OLLOWING
a series with
of exclusive
pic
events, culminating
remarkable
Among
those
who have paid tribute to
scenes of the recent killing of six persons
the Pathe News are S. Barret McCormick,
in a riot before the Lexington, Ky., court
of the Circle, Indianapolis; J. J. Parker, of
house, the Pathe News has received sterlthe
Majestic,
Von Herberg's
big
Portland,
Ore,,Jensen
house;andTheodore
L. Hayes,
general manager of the Finkelstein and
«
Ruben Circuit; Sid Grauman, of Los Angeles; Harry Koplar, of the Consolidated
The Right of Way" Scores Big Success
Theatres, St. Louis; Harry Watts, manager of. the Strand, Omaha; George Clark,
on Its New
York Showing at the Capitol manager of the Empress, Des Moines, and
Jac'< Eaton,
managing director of the
beauty in the North Woods, where Strand,
New York.
Bert Lytell in "The Right of great
THAT
much of the action takes place."
Way"
captured
not
only
New
York
Jack Eaton Bestows High Praise.
.-^s has already been made known, Metro
motion picturegoers but the press as
Particular stress was laid by all of these
well is the boast of Metro Pictures Cor- provides two endings for "The Right of
prominent showmen and a host of others
poration. Without exception motion pic- Way," the logical one, used during the on
the fact that the Pathe News has been
ture critics of the daily newspapers of the showing at the Capitol,
and a happy soluconsistently high-class, and has always been
metropolis commented favorably upon the
tion of Steele's difficulties.
"up
' on the big news features.
Metro-Classic feature when it was exhib"Shadow of Rosalie" Completed.
ited at the Capitol Theatre recently. The
jack Eaton, of the Strand, New York,
said: "I feel that it is no more than fair
George Archinbaud, who has just comkeynote of the opinions expressed regardpleted the direction of the latest Elaine as an exhibitor to say a few words of coming this screen version of Sir Gilbert ParkHammerstein picture, "The Shadow of Pathe 'News.mendation on the consistent quality of
er's novel of regeneration, Metro points
News Weeklies come and go,
out, was that the star had given a particuRosalie Byrnes," has expressed himself as but
Pathe goes on forever, and the timelarly forceful characterization of Charley
hig;hly pleased with the results obtained.
liness
of
subjects
that you gather, and the
This Selznick production called for a dual
Steele and that the production itself was
speed with which you deliver pictures of a
one of uncommon beauty and finish.
role and what may be termed a large perishable
interest, speaks for itself and
of "heavy" work. This new Selz"At the Capitol 'The Right of Way,' the amountnick picture
the efifieciency of your laboratory organizawas
made
from
the
novel
of
screen version of Sir Gilbert Parker's novel Grace Sartwell Mason and was
tion. Pathe News seems about as imporadapted
of the same name, is an exceptional pic- to
tant as tickets to the motion picture thethe screen by R. Cecil Smith.
ture. It is a well told story and the acting
atre, if the exhibitor is to keep his proI"""" "iiiiiiiPinii niiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiuuiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiriiii iiiu iir m„„-^
is good," are the words of the Tribune.
gram alive to his audience."
The Sun's reviewer took occasion to pay
"Essential Part of Program."
tribute not only to the merit of the pic- I Yo Ho! Yo Ho! The Sea Is I On top
of this sincere tribute, S. Barrett McCormick, of the Circle, Indianapolis,
ture, but also
to Metro's
artistic
courage
I
The Life for a Studio! | wired:
in refusing
to weaken
the story
by twisting
"We have always considered Pathe
it
THEtureslatest
thingsea-going
in movingstudio.
pic- I1 News an essential part of the Circle Theing.about into the conventional "happy" endis the
atre's program and know that
consistent
The World took occasion to notice the I
The Crowley Launch and Light- 1 interest and news value make its
for a regular
same feature, stating in its columns : I erage Company, of San Franciso, is 1 following that becomes as valuable to a
fitting up a Shipping Board barken- I theatre as its orchestra or other permanent
" . . . the end is not happy. The ex- II tine
with full studio equipment and 1
planation isthat the printed story is folSid Grauman dispatched the appended
the vessel will be ready to put to sea 1
lowed with fidelity, which isn't usually the Ii at
an
early date. It will have a 1 praise:
"The excellent quality of the Pathe
features."
.case when tragic stories are filmed."
News makes
it a standard product for the
In the brief space the Evening Post allots I powerful electric lighting plant, dark i Grauman
Theatre. The Pathe News has
I
rooms
and
all
necessary
studio
equip1
to picture criticism, its reviewer took ocment. The Metro Pictures Corpora- 1 always had it first."
casion to record " 'The Right of Way,' a II tion
will make use of it in the filming 1
screen
version
of
Sir
Gilbert
Parker's
book,
E.rf>lottatwn aids and suggestions printed bv
with Bert Lytell in the chief role, is the I of two stories, one to be a Jack Lon- " Movmg
Picture World in conjunction with
featured photoplay at the Capitol Theatre. I don subject, and the vessel will be
reviews of new productions, will guide the
far out to sea in the hope that
The film affords Mr. Lytell many oppor- iI ataken
picture showman aright. They are practicable
real storm may be encountered.
tunities to display his capacity for forceful
and easy to put into execution.
characterization and there are scenes of =iiiiiitiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiKmiiiri MrimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiDiiitiiriiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiriiiii
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WORLD

Wide-

spread Interest; Organization Progressing
INDICATIONS that the co-operative plan application of the profit-sharing idea which
of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., is arous- has been so largely successful in other industries to the theatre business. It is coning widespread interest among exhibitceded that the theatre business, above any
ors is found in the fact that showmen big
and small throughout the United States other line of endeavor, offers great possiare expressing a desire for information as ment. bilities for individual efTort and achieveto how they can participate. Pending the
forma! announcement of the association,
which will be made shortly, these requests
Industry to Be Represented
are receiving the utmost care and attention
at Dinner to Secretary Hugo
on the part of executives of and franchise
holders in Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
represen
good sized
Chief among these hundreds inquiries are THER
E will
.tation
from bethea motion
picture
interthose from owners of smaller theatres, who
ests at a dinner to be given on March
are particularly interested in the sub-fran- 18, at the Hotel Commodore, to Francis
chise part of the Associated Exhibitors' M-. Hugo,
y of State of New York.
plan, under which every exhibitor is as- Plans areSecretar
being made to accommodate
sured equitable and sound treatment and 2,500 diners.
co-operation from every angle conceivable.
The number of messages received is the
best possible proof that smaller exhibitors
are eager to follow the lead of the owners
of more than 250 first-run theatre men who
already are affiliated in the Associated Exhibitors. The general trend of the intelligence is to the efTect that virtually 100 per
cent, of the showmen are interested keenly
in any proposition that promises equitable
profit and protection.
Keeping Watch on Organization.
However, exhibitors are not the only factors of the industry that have shown interest in Associated Exhibitors, Inc., stars,
directors, producers and state rights men
also are keeping in close touch with those
most intimately concerned with the afifairs
of the organization.
During the past week or so many pictures
have been submitted for the consideration
of Associated Exhibitors, Inc. The organization is sticking by its announced policy
of securing only the highest quality of motion picture entertainment, and it is said
they intend to adhere to that rule no mater how many or how few pictures are
chosen.
Meanwhile the organization is progressing rapidly and carefully. While it is generally known that Messmore Kendall, president of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., Edward Bowes, first vice-president, and other
important executives have under consideraFrancis M. Hugo
tion many big arrangements, it is said
Secretary
of
Statedinner
of Newat York
who will
that none of the deals have as yet passed
be tendeied
the Hotel
the formative stage. It is expected, howCommodore on March 18.
ever, that news of several big connections
will be forthcoming in a very short time.
One of the big features of the affair
Howard- Wells Executives to
will be a motion picture showing Mr. Hiigo
first as a steamboat purser at the Thousand
Share in Company's Profits Islands, then as a law student at Cornell,
e operating depart- later on as mayor of Watertown, N. Y., and
HEADS ofments ofexecutiv
last as Secretary of State and head of two
the Howard-Wells Amusement Company, of Wilmington, N. C, of the largest bureaus of their kind in the
will share in the profits of the coming
entire world, the motor vehicle and the
corporation.
ton
n
theWilming
the
of
operatio
years' atres
owned by the company through a
Mr. Hugo has always been an advocate
sliding scale of bonuses ranging from $150 of the motion picture as a means of better
to $1,000 each, according to the net earn- informing the taxpayers of the state as to
ings of the company, according to the an- the activities of his office, and also in drivnouncement of Percy W. Wells, president
ing homegardingthe
messageof the
of "Safety
First"highreand executive manager of that company.
the dangers
streets and
March 1 marked the beginning of a new
ways from a careless disregard of the
fiscal year for the Howard and Wells the- automobile.
atres and the best financial showing ever
made by the company was shown by the
annual report of its officers to the stock"The Cinema Murder" Breaks
holders at their annual meeting last week,
Records Whever It Is Shown
and as a result Mr. Wells has evolved a
scale of sliding bonuses, based on the prois reported
business
spective net earnings of the company for UNUSU
of the
all parts
exhibitors bigfrom
by ALLY
the ensuing twelve months, which will be
country on the Cosmopolitan producpaid in cash dividends to the department
tions, "The Cinema Murder," starring
heads on March 1, 1921.
Marion Davies. In New York City alone,
This is believed to be a pioneer step in as an example of the big demand by exhibitors for the picture six prints have been
the operation of large theatrical enterprises, and one of the first instances of the working constantly since the picture was

March 20, 1920
first released several weeks ago. The
greater city is considered a five-print city,
but a sixth print was required to satisfy
the demand for the picture and since 'ts
release not a day has been lost. The following are expressions of opinion from a
few exhibitors chosen at random:
Manager Dooley, Regent Theatre, PatJ.: "'The ItCinema
broke
my houseterson, N.records.
proved Murder'
a tremendous
money-maker, and I ascribe its success to
the fact that it had an unusual exploitacampaign expertly
handled." Theatre,
Samtion Marcovici,
Williamsburg
Brooklyn, N. Y.: "I've got to hand it to
'The Cinema Murder.' A beautiful star, a
great story, and a remarkable exploitation
campaign put it over. My house was
jammed all the time during its engageA. E. Hamilton, Hamilton Theatre,
Yonkers, N. Y.: "The proof of the picture
is
the boxall office.
Cinema
Murder'
smashed
my box'Theoffice
records,,
and
that's
ment."enough for me. What did it? The
star, the story, and the exploitation."
Vitagraph to Star Separately
Earl Montgomery and Joe Rock
RESPONDING
the Montgomery
request of many
exhibitors for tomore
and
Rock comedies, A. E. Smith, president
of Vitagraph,
he has
decided to double announces
the output that
of this
popular
team by dividing it and featuring each
player at the head of his own producing
company.
Accordingly, Earl Montgomery and Joe
Rock this week signed individual contracts
with W. S. Smith, general manager of Vitagraph's
Hollywood
at the and
expiration of their
contractstudios,
as a team,
will
begin immediately separate productions.
Each will be provided with a complete organization with the aim of supplying Vitagraph with a new two-reel comedy every
three weeks.
By the division both Montgomery and
Rock attain an ambition to play alone that
resulted from the increasing following they
have gained with each year of the five they
have played
togetherof intheir
Vitagraph
dies. The success
comediescomehas
been so great that Vitagraph has been assured by exhibitors and its exchanges that
the popularity of the pair would serve to
attract an equally wide market with each
as a separate star.
Their productions will be in two reels,
and will follow the promised plan of Vitagraph to make all comedies logical and
connected. The method is to create laughs
by natural or exaggerated situations, rather
than by improbabilities. Each comedy must
also carry a reasonable plot to a normal
conclusion.

"Slam-Bang Jim" Features
Bill Russell in Duel Role
SLAM-BANG
JIM," from
the latest
American
Special, adapted
"Snap
Judgment," is a swiftly moving comedy
drama, featuring William Russell in a duel
role. As a happy-go-lucky city chap and
an Arizona "bad man" who wasn't half
bad, after all, Russell manages to hold the
spectators in sympathy with both characters. His fighting ability comes into action
in almost every act.
Francelia Billington and Adda Gleason,
both take turns at playing leading woman,
and get all mixed up as to the identity
of their true loves. Harvey Clark takes
the next most important role. A cute little kiddie by the name of Ruth Everdale,
makes her way info the hearts of the spectators in two or three reels. Charles Newton, Perry Banks, Clarence Burton. Ashton Dearhold complete the cast. Edward
Sloman directed.
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She May Be "Old Lady 31," But She Hasn't Forgotten the Beautiful Art in the Center.
Emma Dunn is the lady, seen as she puts her talent into this famous play fur Metro.
Anti-Trust

Suit Against

Eastman

Firm

Newgass and Schlesinger Return.
George W. Newgass, vice-president, and
Gus Schlesinger, manager of the department of foreign film sales of Inter-Ocean
Film Corporation, returned Tuesday, March
9, from a five-day rest at Atlantic City.
Both executives when seen at their offices
an hour after their return were already
surrounded with a deluge of work.

Complicated by Supreme Court Decision
against which shot pictures automatically on strips
STATUS ofanthe anti-trust suit
the Eastm
Kodak Company is com- like motion pictures.
Being called a trust did not prevent the
plicated, to say the least, in view of the Eastman
company from doing its bit, nor
decision of the United States Supreme
did
the Government have any scruples
Court that the United States Steel
about accepting the invaluable assistance
Trade Showing on "Trailed by Three."
nation in re- of
Corporation
is not
a scombi
the so-called trust. Many who know
straint of trade.
Advice
from Washington
A
trade showing of "Trailed by Three,"
of
these
things
say
that
if
the
Sherman
state that government officials in charge
Beck serial production co-starring Stuart
anti-trust
laws
held
good
the
company
g
of the trust-bustin campaign, which was
Holmes and Frankie Mann, and "The Stimrecently resumed after a wartime lapse, are would be in the position of being punished,
ulating Mrs. Barton," the second Mrs. Sidlegally
dissolved,
for
being
big
and
prosd
ed.
new
Drew comedy, will be held at Wursorely puzzle and just about stump
It
perous, in spite of the fact that this same
litzer Hall, 120 West Forty-first street, on
is not believed that the government will
and prosperity made it useful dur- Tuesday, March 16, at 2 P. M., under the
take any further steps to dissolve the East- bigness
ing the war.
man Kodak Company, and even if such an
auspices of Pathe's New York exchange.
uted
ed
action
is'
prosec
it
is
not
believ
that
the action will be sustained.
The expressed belief of some of the
leading corporation lawyers is that the decision of the supreme court in the steel
corporation case virtually nullifies the Releasing Plan for "Down on the Farm*'
Pleases Sennett; Big Bookings Recorded
Sherman anti-trust laws, under which two
big dissolution decrees have already been
of the
Mackin Sennett
stuAbrams, of equipment
ordered. This view is known to be shared
Hiram
after had
ATELY
IMMEDI
dios and farm
wasentire
engaged
its entirety.
completed the
Artists,
the United
by attorneys connected with the departn
nts
Principal
among
the
participants
in
the
Mack
of
distributio
the
for
arrangeme
ment of justice and was expressed by the
center of the plot's speedy action are Louise
justices dissenting from the decision. The Sennett's latest five-reel cojnedy sensation,
latter held that the decision was contrary "Down on the Farm," which will be the Fazenda,
role ofat aher
farmer's
daughter who
and plays
is firsttheshown
early
fifth "Big Four" production to be marketed,
to the anti-trust law, it seems. It can now
of
part
latter
the
during
be
to
release
the
morning
dnties
"down
on
the
farm,"
shortly
be taken that by the majority decision, and April, Mr. Sennett wired his appreciation
after
the
rooster
of
the
ranch
has
manfully
bearing out the opinion of the minority,
succeeded in getting the lazy sun over the
of the arrangements that had been comthat the anti-trust laws are annulled.
tops of the high hills ; Marie Prevost, one
for
representa
personal
his
by
him
pleted
Never Advertised Its Big War Work.
of the prettiest and most gifted of screen
"I feel
as follows:
M.the Asher,
tive, E.fident
withcon-us comediennes ; Ben Turpin, the screamingly
will agree
exhibitors
Several years ago when the Government
funny cross-eyed fun maker; James Finlaybegan its trust-busting crusade the East- that this is a great combination ; United
man Kodak Company was singled out for .■\rtists, Hiram Abrams, and Down on the son, "legitimate" and screen player of international celebrity: Bert Roach, also an
an attack. It was alleged that the Eastman Farm. Best wishes."
A very significant degree of enthusiasm
company was an unlawful combination inactor with fame from the "speaking stage"
and still wider popularity as a screen exrestraint of trade and that it unfairly over the release of this production was
pert in acting; Harry Briggon, in the part
monopolized practically the entire photo- displayed everywhere throughout the counof
a farm hand of romantic tendencies;
graphic field. At the time, when this
try by the exhibitors, who began to negotiate with the sales managers of each of Billy Armstrong, whose success on the
country entered the war, at the suggestion
of the Government, a halt was called on the the United Artists branch offices, for the screen of American picture comedy has
his triumphs as a comedy pertrust-busting suits. The Government re- first and second runs of the picture. Be- duplicated
former on the British stage; and last, but
cause of its early release date, it being by no means
served the right to resume the suits at a
least, John Henry, Jr., the
later date, if it so desired.
a precedented
to "Romance"
in which
Doris Keane release
is starred,
exhibitors Sennett child-star whose appeal is as strong
It is a well-known fact among those in given
a position to be informed that the East- actually rushed their requests for the first as the tiny fellow's presence is diminutive.
man Kodak Company voluntarily carried run of the Sennett production. From the
Selznick Casting Department Moves.
out a policy of war work at an expense day of the signing of the contract with Mr.
which so far has never been made public. Sennett, and the close of business for the
The casting department of Selznick Picfour days later, there were reported
tures, which has for many months been
The company used, apparently to the full- week
est advantage, its resources and bigness to to the home office of United Artists in New located in the Selznick Fort Lee studios,
York
more
contracts
than
had
ever
been
help win the war. The company originated
has been moved to 130 West Forty-sixth
and housed the United States School of secured by the "Big Four" on any prior street, Manhattan, in the same building
with Select Exchange, it was announced
Aerial Photography, at which about 600 productions in triple that time.
students were maintained at the same time
this week by Lewis J. Selznick. This was
Unlike many of Mr. Sennett's former pro- done, it is made known, in order that in the
for courses averaging a few months. Variductions, "Down on the Farm" is not a future work of casting will be speeded up.
ous devices for war photography were in- vehicle for the exploitation of any particu- The new location is in the center of the
vented and full use given the Government,
lar player's single gifts, but it is an "en- theatrical district of Broadway.
among these being an aeroplane camera
semble" production in which the great
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in Filming

''Mollycoddle' Next "Big Four' Picture
who has long been identified with
BIG strides have been made in the rthn- Campeau.
Fairbanks and has always given an excep- liiiiiiiiiiiiiMiriiiiiiittiimiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiKiuiMiriitMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiitii
."
Dougnext
the
"Mollyscoddle
of Fairbank
ing las
offering to be released
tional portrayal with his particular style
by United Artists Corporation, according to of villainy, is given a chance at something
Another Herbert Kaufman Editorial.
new in "Mollycoddle.
word received by Hiram Abrams, from HolIt was announced this week by Lewis J.
brook, Ariz., the nearest city to that porEarly reports on the work of Ruth Re- Selznick
that another Herbert J. Kaufman
new leading woman of the organi"Painted Desert," where Fair- nick, thezation,
tion of the
indicates that no mistake was made
banks and a company of 100 players have
Weekly,
filmed
editorial
been active for the past ten days.
in putting her under contract. She is an subjects which from
have the
had writer's
wide circulationexcellent horsewoman.
in daily papers of the country, has been
An entire episode of the picture has been
Other important members of the cast are finished at the Fort Lee studios. It bears
completed and the company is preparing to
return to the studios at Los Angeles, where
Indian
chief. "Eagle Eye," Albert McQuar- the title of "The Society Badman," and is
work will be started on some of the more
rie and Freddie Hawk, who makes her de- described as an interesting version of Mr.
but as a screen player after having won Kaufman's message to his readers in vaimportant interiors.
The star and the other members of the
rious newspapers and magazines throughmuch
as the
girl "hobo"
out the United States and many other
wor edprominence
her way from
Kansas
City to who
Los
organization who made up the small army
countries.
that invaded the wilds of Arizona are most
.•\ngeles to get a chance before the camera.
enthusiastic over the success of their location work, but will not disclose the slightest information as to the character of their
Christies Will Make Feature Comedy
activities, as it is the desire of the athletic leader to hold everything bac ; until
the production is released, due to numerous
novelties new to the screen.
from Morosco cessful
Farce,
"So
Letty
seasons.
This Long
piece has always
been
— have
and Charles
Meets With Accident.
s — .\\ ments
Christie
THEperfect
ed arrange
to increase considered by Al Christie, who manages
their output of comedies for the the production end of the Christie interIt is rumored, however, that Fairbanks
ests, as a likely candidate for screen preperformed some stunts that caused even the screen. While they will always stick to sentations.
seasoned rangers, who made up the party, the short subjects that have won for their
on
to feel like novices in the saddle. It is evi- name and product an excellent reputati
It was
founded
a farce,
Neigh-in
bor's Wife,"
well on
known
to Al"Your
Christie
dent that there is much truth in this re- with both the public and picture-showmen, its original
presentations
and
in
bringing
port as the star was painfully injured and they are now preparing to make full-length
comedies in addition to the one and two- "So Long Letty" to the Screen the Christies
forced to return to Los Angeles for medical
treatment. It has since been learned that reel merry-makers with which they have will restore much of the original material
his hurts are not of a serious nature and been for years identified.
that was eliminated from "Your Neighbor's
Charles Christie has been in New York Wife"
to make the adaptation fit the pecunot of a character requiring him to stop
liar requirements of the stage people prefor several weeks arranging the business
activities.
Fairbanks is aiming to eclipse his last details of the new undertakings. His atsenting "So Long
Parts that
in the Letty."
original farce were elimtention has been given not alone to the
United .Artists picture, "When the Clouds
inated
to
"play
up"
will be
given
plans
for
continued
distribution
through
inRoll By," a production which has been derightful place other
in theroles
screen
version;
dependent service, but he has been investi- their
clared to be his best. "Mollycoddles" is an
and character that were subordinated will
g
a
t
i
n
g
a
number
of
musical
comedies
with
a
original story b)' the star and the screen
view to presenting them in screen form.
be restored to full value. "So Long Letadaptation is by Tom Geraghty.
ty" will be made in five or six reels, under
Victor Fleming is again handling the diBuys
$40,000
Comedy.
.\\
rection and the camera work is in charge
and Christie's
summer. direction during the spring
of William McGann and Harry Thorpe, the
His first purchase involved a $-)0,000 intwo who were responsible for the photogReady for Next Season.
vestment in the screen rights to "So Long
Letly,"
the
Oliver
Morosco
comedy
that
raphy
in
"When
the
Clouds
Roll
By."
Ted
Plenty
of time will be allowed to make
Reed is assisting Director Fleming. Frank
traveled country-wide through many suethe production complete in all details. It
will not be released until the start of next
season. It is the purpose of the Christies
to make it a feature comedy in the best
acceptance of the term.
Pretty girls will be featured — and there
will be a lot of 'em. The scenic equipment
and costuming will blend in attractive harmony and it is proposed to have "So Long
Letty" liancyabout
as fine a asshowing
briland attractiveness
care and ofmoney
can combine in producing.
There will be three of these feature
comedies turned into photoplays each year;
thus will time be given to pay proper attention to the production details. These
comedies will be produced without interfering in any way with the progress of
Christie one-reelers each week and the
two-reelers once a month.
Christies Are Consistent.
In conversation with Charles Christie the
World man was impressed with the evident
determination of the Christies to protect
an excellent business reputation. "Exhibitors have often written to us," said
Mr. Christie," commending the consistency
of our production.
"We have always tried to make comedies that were consistently good, never
circulating a picture that did not come up
to the ideas of my brother and I as to
what a good comedy should be. We intend to make 'So Long Letty' and all the
Why This Pose? Well, You See, It's to Show a Lotta Folly.
comedies
thatwith
are our
to follow
it 'stand
up' in
comparison
standard
of coosistMarion Davles does the posing', while Director Robert Z. Leonard points out
that this is Marlon's next Cosmopolitan-Artcraft, "April Polly."
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Complete

News Reels to Serials
book from Republic started. This can be followed by Kinoor can
exhibit
THEDistrib
uting
Corporation, of which grams, the news reel issued twice a week
Fox Salesmen Start Drive.
Lewis J. Selznick is advisory director, and which is declared to contain first runs
Louis Rosenbluh, the executive of the a complet
e program from overture to exit of the most interesting events in all parts
William Fox New York exchange, has march,
an announcement this week points of the globe. M\ instance of the comstarted his army of salesmen on a four out, followi
pletenes of this reel is cited in the claim
ng the addition to Republic
last week of a prominent producer that his
weeks' drive over every foot of territory
nd,"
es
uting
activiti
of
"The
Whirlwi
from the Connecticut River to the Dela- adistrib
serial in which Charles Hutchison is news reel had just secured a scoop of
Nicolai Lenine, head of Soviet Republic.
waretweenRiver,
the New
oceanYork
frontState
be- starred.
these and
riversfrom
to the
There
is
no
type
of
film
used
in
the
Investigation showed that Kinograms picborder.
tured Lenine, in the midst of- his Russian
a modern motion picture pres- activities,
It is his purpose to put a Fox program make-up of
in its Issue No. \, released on
entation
that
Republic
does
not
offer,
acinto every theatre that can be booked, and
February 1, 1919, just one year and two
cording to the statement. The bookings
to increase the Williaip Fox output by a now available include Prizma Natural Color weeks prior to the alleged "scoop" of the
large margin in the territory he manages.
scenics, with which the program may be other producer. In addition, Kinograms
No. 1 also pictured Trotzky, about whom
as much of interest has been read as about
Lenine.
Features and Short Subjects.
Browning Brings "Virgin of StambouV*
In the matter of feature productions, it
has been shown that Republic has made
to New
York; Universal City Works Hard
great strides, both in the matter of pictures
with stars and subjects in which the casts
arwith Tod
ing Dagger,"
under hisKull.
own supervision,
as- are
COINCIDENT
the film 'sof the
with Browning
rival in New York
of the so-called all-star type.
sisted by Edward
Thelma Percy,
Short subjects, in addition to the Prizma
Priscilla Dean feature, "The Virgin of Peggy O'Dare, Ruth Royce and Ray Ripley
color pictures and the Kinograms news
," which
, under his are among Polo's supporting players.
he directed
Stamboul
l announc
ed the
purchase
Universa
arm.
Work on the eighth episode of the Art reel, play a very important part in the
■of another story for this director. "Out of be
Acord
serial, under
"The Moon
Riders," ofwill.Mbert
soon make-up of Republic programs. Among
resumed
the direction
the best li'-ed, suitable to follow the main
Giery,
V.
J.
by
story
Sky," a short
Clear appeared
awhich
in the March number of Russell, who recently finished "The Lion feature of the program or to take the
Man." Acord is now fully recovered from place of the feat';.e, are the eight William
""Telling Tales," will offer the plot for his
injuries and ready to tempt fate once J. Flynn subjects of two reels each. The
more.
on.
's
yet
not
is
It
producti
next
Browning
Capitol Theatre on Broadway in New York
known if Priscilla Dean will take the stelProduction will begin within a few days is presenting the full series, one each
lar role or if it will be used as a vehicle
wee'-,
at the present time.
for some other Universal star.
on "Togs," a comedy by Edith Roberts.
Comedy, in the Republic line-up, has its
Universal City is teeming with activity.
Grauman Presents Watch to Bosworth.
Philip Rosen has begun work on a new
day. The Chai'..lin series of twelve subIn recognition and appreciation of Hojects,merrily
including "Easy
is said tonewbe
feature,
"Virginia,"
a
story
of
the
New
alongStreet,"
and gaining
York underworld by Ida M. Evans. This is bart Bosworth's masterful performance in rolling
not a crook drama, but the story of a girl the Thomas H. Ince special produ'-tion, friends with each showing.
who rises above her environment. The "Behind the Door," Sid Grauman, a promiThe Judge Brown series of "kid" pictures
nent Los Angeles exhibitor, presented Mr. are also reported as being much in favor.
cast includes Anne Cornwall, Claire AnBosworth with a gold watch, new keystone "The Whirlwind," the serial announced, is
derson,
Ed
Coxen
and
J.
Parrel
McDonto be named for release shortly,
ald.
design, on the back of which is engraved ; expected
the understanding that it is to be
Norman Dawn is progressing satisfac- "A token of appreciation to Hobart Bos- with
followed by other serials of proven value.
torily with his Tsuru Aoki picture, "A Toworth from Sid Grauman."
kio Siren," a photodrama based on GwenC. R. Daniels in Cincinnati.
GeorgesentedW.
who formerly
repredolyn Logan's
story,
"Sayenera."
Jack
Fox in Lyon,
Baltimore,
has now joined
Livingstone,
Arthur
Jasmins,
Peggy Pierce,
C.
R.
Daniels, traveling auditor for Realselling forces of Vitagraph to cover art Pictures
Corporation, left Chicago this
Gore Kino and Toyo Fujita compose Tsuru the
that territorv.
week
to
visit Realart offices in Cincinnati.
Aoki's supporting cast.
Program

from

William Craft Is Engaged.
A new director has been engaged for
Eileen Sedgwick and Tom Moore for their
forthcoming western comedy-drama,
"Who." William Craft will direct this picture, the plot of which is taken from the
.mystery
story of the same name by Clar•ence Powers.
J. P. McGowan is directing the fifteenth
episodeversalofserial"Elmo
the Fearless," the Unifeaturing
Elmo Lincoln, which
IS entitled "The Burning Fuse." In Linsupport are Monte
such popular
players
Louise coln's
Lorraine,
Montague,
Willieas
■Chapman,
Roy
Watson,
Gordon
McGregor
and George Williams.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran have finished their first Universal comedy feature
•"Everything But the Truth," and are novv
busily engaged in the cutting and editing
•of the film. The comedy, which will be
released in five reels, is an adaptation by
Phil
Hurn, of the magazine storv by Edgar
Franklin.

Ford and Franklin Now Cutting.
Jack Ford and Harry Franklin, Universal
■directors, are also in the cutting rooms.
Mr. Ford's feature is "The Girl in Number
Twenty-nine," starring Frank Mayo, while
Franklin's pictures is "The Daring
Duchess," with Edith Roberts
in the stellar
role.
Eddie Polo has reached the eleventh episide of his thrilling serial, "The Vanish-

"Oh Figs! Oh Dates! (Dromedary Preferred). Oh Sultanas! Oh Fatimas!" (No Adv.)
Gladys Brockwell Is tired of all this luxury in her forthcoming Fox,
"The Mother of His Children."
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Strand, Flint, Mich; Family, Jackson,
Mich.; Symphony, Los Angeles; Newark
Theatre, Newark; Lyric, Reading, Pa.;
Capitol, Philadelphia; Lyric, Springfield.
111.; Garden, Baltimore; Liberty, Wheeling,
W. Va.;
Strand, Troy, N. Y.; Top, Syracuse, N. Y.
"Sherry" Completed by Lewis;
Soon Ready for Pathe Release
work
careful Edgar
Angelesof studio
Los nionlh.-<
in his four
AFTER
Lewis has completed his latest pro"Sherry," and at the first showheld in the Pathe
new picture
ing of theduction,
executive offices it was the unanimous opinion that it will win recognition as one of
the strongest and- most intensely human
pictures of the year. It is treated with
all the deep simplicity of the director and
relies for its great power on the appeal
to the hearstrings of the audience.
The production, in point of construction,
is excellent in every way. Some beautiful effects have been achieved in photography and the constructed sets are beautiful. Many of the scenes are exteriors and
fine locations were selected. There is
plenty nantofthought
actionbehind
throughout
but theis domithe picture
never
obscured
by
the
many
adventures
of the
hero.

"Beyond the Alps Lies Duluth."
Kathlyn Williams
maps Picture
out theTheatres
big campaign
in "Just a Wife."
National
production.

Pathe Has Advanced

Trailer

Made for "Trailed by Three"
prepared for
otherr features
AMON
in advertising Pathe's
theG exhibito
next serial release, "Trailed by
Three." a fifteen-episode Beck production
Inter-Ocean Disposes of District Rights
co-starring Stuart Holmes and Frankie
advance
an the
Mann, is
to 60 World Pictures to Max Glucksmann
play. trailer made up of
from
scenes
The scenes were selected with especial
WHAT
is described as one of the among exhibitors throughout Latin-Ameri- care
and the advance reel is said to furnish
largest individual contracts ever
ca. The demand for these productions has an attractive
interesting preface to
made for the distribution of mobeen so great, and spirited competition the serial. Theandviews
are connected with
tion pictures in a foreign territory, was
among exhibitors for first-run presentation subtitles which serve the double purpose of
closed last week, when Jacob Glucksmann,
so keen that I can count myself lucky in- explaining the action and rounding out a
American representative of the film of Max
leases.deed to have acquired the sixty World re- coherent outline of the type of story and
Glucksmann, one of the largest independent
style of production.
distributors of motion pictures in South
"While the price paid for these producAs the action in this adventure tale by
America, attached his signature to an
tions represented a large cash considera- Charles T. Dazey shifts to various parts of
agreement whereby he acquired the rights
tion, Iam glad to say that I am fully as- the globe, the subject offered specially good
sured that the remuneration is a foregone material for the making of an advance
to sixty World Pictures for physical distribution throughout Argentine, Paraguay
conclusion in view of the tremendous pop- trailer and advantage was taken of the vaand Uruguay.
ularity of World Pictures in S»uth
riety of scene by Pathe's film editors in
The transaction, which is said to involve
preparing the reel. In addition to showing
.America."
the different countries in which the play
afigures,
sum of
money
running
well
into
'five
is the culrnination of a series of
develops, there are some glimpses of the
business conferences between Gus Schlessort of thrills which the public may expect
"The Imp," Selznick Picture,
inger, manager of the department of forwhen
"Trailed by Three" gets under way
in
earnest.
Marks Up Sixteen Week-Runs
eign fiJm sales of Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, and Jacobo Glucksmann.
Pathe
officials state that exhibitors who
runs fora Selznick
THAT
By the terms of the contract Mr. Glucksare week
becoming
regularpictures
thing have used advance trailers are so thoroughmann takes over such successes as "The
ly convinced of the superiority of this form
throughout the country among the
advance announcement over the slide
Scar," "The Crook of Dreams," "The Rough exhibitors who have been convinced of the of
that
particular attention is being paid by
Neck," 'The Golden Wall," "The Witch value of longer runs is evidenced this week
the
Pathe departments in improving on the
ent
by Sam E. Morris,
Woman," "The Corner Grocer," "The Man in the announcem
Who Forgot," "The Madness of Helen," general manager of Selznick Pictures, of form and quality of the trailer reels.
"The Black Circle," "A Broadway Saint," which Lewis J. Selznick is president, in
Prize Story for Corinne Griffith.
connection with some of the bookings on
"Dust
of calibre.
Desire," and
productions
of equal
Such other
well-known
film "The Imp."
Vitagraph has just purchased as a film
favorites as Robert Warwick, Alice Brady,
This production, which stars Elsie Janis vehicle for Corinne Griffith the story by
Mollie King, Clara Kimball Young, Ethel and which is this favorite actress' second Forrest Crissey entitled, "Gumshoes 4-8,"
Clayton, June Elvidge, Gail Kane, Madge production for Selznick, celebrated the first which was among the thirty stories which
Evans, Kitty Gordon, Carlyle Blackwell, week of March by marking up sixteen week- won prizes in the recent O. Henry Memorial Contest. The contest was conducted
Louise Huflf, Montague Love, Betty Comp- runs at various theatres. This number,
son. Ruby de Remer, Creighton Hale and added to the bookings which had been re- by the Society of Arts and Sciences. One
others equally prominent are featured in
ceived -prior to March, brings the total thousand dollars was awarded among the
the sixty releases.
to a healthy figure, and Sales Manager winners.
The purpose of the contest was to deMr. Glucksmann's
personal statement,
Rogers
"we from
will have
which
appended the announcement
from aCharles
great R.
many
moredeclares
to report
time O. Henry.
velop stories in the style of the famous
to
time,
in
addition
to
the
hundreds
of
Inter-Ocean, is as follows :
I'l'MiiiiiimiiiiKiiiiwiiiri
ttiiiiniHiii rMiiiiiHiiiiiiitiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniimuiiiiiiTitiiiHiiir.iriiiiiiiiaiMw
sixty World
Film productions
which theatres which have booked 'The Imp' for
I "The
purchased
for distribution
in Argentine,
two
and
three-day
showings."
All the Loew theatres in the Boston
Uruguay and Paraguay will be released to
exhibitors throughout that territory on a district have booked "The Imp" for the
weekly basis.
week runs. In other parts of the country
following: Merrill Theatre, Mil"I was influenced
these are the waukee;
productions
by thein negotiating
tremendous forsuccess
Strand Theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind.;
which World Pictures have experienced Palace,
Cincinnati;
Colonial, Detroit;
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with Home
Office Executives April 5
annual convention and sixBig announcements regarding the activiTHEdaysecond
conference of home office and
ties of Mayflower may be expected from
s
branch executive of the Select Pic- Mr. Wolper very soon, according to Larkin.
tures Corporation will begin at the Hotel
Work is going forward rapidly on all
which Mayflower will present,
Astor, New York City, on April 5, accord- productions
ing to an announcement made this week i)Oth in the East and on the Coast. R. A.
Walsh, working at the Paragon studio,
by Vice-President and General Manager
Sam E. Morris.
is filming "The Deep Purple," which will
Although at the present time only tenta- be released by Realart. Emile Chautard
tive plans have been made, it is declared is also busy at Paragon, cutting and titling
tha tthe forthcoming conference will ex- a picture dealing with life after death.
Charles Miller is engaged on the final
ceed inandimportance
the the
last attendance
year's convention,
it is said that
will scenes for a picture based on Robert W.
be much larger. Branch managers of Se- Service's poem, "The Spell of the Yukon."
lect in the more distant points will leave This film will be released by Realart also.
in time to arrive in New York the day be- Sidney A. Franklin is at Lake Tahoe, Cal.,
fore the convention opens.
making the screen version of Robert W.
It is understood that the new plans of Chamber's "Athalie," and Allan Dwan is
the Select organization and a resume of its cutting and titling three productions — "A
last year'sportant
activities
will be among
im- Splendid Hazard," "The Scoffer" and "In
subjects discussed.
Great thestress
will be laid on the fact that the Select or- the Hear of a Fool."
ganization has not only grown consider- Talmadges Return from Cuba;
ably within the last year, but that the coming year will see an even greater expansion.
Will Begin New Productions
Reports from the various exchange managers will be heard and the home office, THE Talma
, Con-d
Normareturne
sisters
, . have
and Natalie
stancedge
executives will address the branch manwith their mother Mrs. Fred Talagers on subjects relative to their respecmadge, from Palm Beach, Fla., where they
tive departments.
five weeks'
a dge
spending
have been
Visitor* to See Selznick Studio.
one
devoted vacaTalma
tion. Constance
Following the arrangements carried into week to making exteriors for her fifth First
effect last year, the first meeting will be of National, "The Love Expert," and many
an informal nature and will be held on scenes from the beach were shot from an
Monday morning at the home office.
ne, showing the World of Fashion
The first business session will be held on aeropla
at play on the sand and in the water. John
Monday afternoon in the convention head- Emerson and Anita Loos, authors of "The
quarters at the Hotel Astor, following an Love Expert," Director David Kirkland, his
informal lunch a which the convention dele- assista
nt, Carl LeViness, and John Halliday,
gates will be the guests of Lewis J. Selz- who plays Miss Talmadge's lead, came back
nick. The balance of the week will be de- a week prior to the Misses Talmadge revoted to formal business sessions.
Plans for the evening entertainment of turn.
Constance Talmadge will start work on
the visiting managers have not been di- March 15, on the sixth of her First National Productions, an original story by
vulged, but it is reported that Mr. Selznick
will put into effect a program similar to the John Emerson and Anita Loos, to be dione carried out last year. In addition to
rected by David Kirkland. Casting for this
this, there will be trips to the studios picture will start immediately.
where the visiting managers will be shown
Norma Talmadge has already returned
productions in the making. Several theatre
parties and after-theatre suppers will probably be held.
One of vention
thewill innovations
this year's conbe the dailyof publication
of a
convention edition of the Selznick house
organ, "The Brain Exchange." This will be
published in the form of a morning newspaper and will be delivered to the rooms
of the delegates at an early hour. Copies
of this daily edition will be mailed to the
branch offices on the date of issue.
Mark Larkin in Charge of
Mayflower Publicity in East
men
of publicity
colony by
NEWis toYORK'S
be increased
the presence
of Mark Larkin, formerly Mary Pickford's press representative, according to
an announcement from Mayflower Photoplay Corporation.
Larkin,
who came
to the "big
recently from
Los Angeles
withvillage"
Allan
Dwan, was induced to stay by Isaac Wolper, head of the Mayflower company, the
idea being to organize an extensive publicity and advertising department for MaySince leaving
"Missof Pickford,
kin has flower.
been
in charge
publicity Larfor
Mayflower on the coast, but owing to the
fact that Mr. Wolper intends to make a
wide publicity and exploitation campaign
in connection with productions being presented under the Mayflower banner, he
deemed it advisable to establish headquarters for the publicity department in
New York.

1997
to the studio and started work on "Yes
or No," the third of her First National
pictures,
which orisNo"
to follow
"The Womanby
Gives." "Yes
is an adaptation
MarylarMurrillo
of
Arthur
Goodrich's
Broadway success, which had a populong
run at the Longacre Theatre. "Yes or
No" is being directed by Roy Neil. Mrss
Talmadge will have the opportunity of
playing two roles, appearing as Margaret
Vane and also Minnie Berry. She will be
supported by Lowell Sherman now appearing in "The
Sign and
on the
at the who
Republic Theatre,
JohnDoor"
Halliday.
has just completed
"The Natalie
Love Expert"
with
Constance
Talmadge.
Talmadge
will have an important role as Emma Berry.
Frederick Burton as Donald Vane will also
have a good part.
Selznick's "Youthful Folly"
to Be Released on March 8

productio
scheduled the
for Selznick
release
HFULn, FOLLY,"
^T-OUT
through Select on March 8, in which
Lewis J. Selznick presents Olive Thomas
as star, has a cast of eight prominent
players in addition to the stellar role, it
was announced this week.
As a matter of record for exhibitors,
who use the casts in advertising and billing, Selznick announced the players afe
follows: Craufurd Kent as David Montgomery, opposite Miss Thomas, who is
Nancy Sherwood; Helen Gill as Lola Ainsley, Hugh Huntley as Jimsy Blake, Charles
Craig as the Rev. Bluebottle, Harry Truesdale as Jonathan Ainsley, Florida Kingsley as Aunt Martha, Eugenia Woodward
as Aunt Jenny and Pauline Dempsey as
Mammy. Alan Crosland is the director and
Miss Thomas is the author.
Derham Visit* Friends in New York City.
J. A. Derham, secretary and treasurer of
the Famous Players-Lasky Service, Ltd.,
with offices in Toronto, was in New York
City during the last week. During the
visit he called upon Morris Kohn, president, and D. L. Faralla, controller of Realart Pictures Corporation, old friends and
business associates when he was connected
with the Select organization.

When helps
Play her
Dog director,
Meets Real
"Doggie.'
Mary Miles Mlnter
Charles
Malgne, "put on the
nose-bag" at the Realart studios.
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Compensation

Edith Roberts
Now working foron Universal.
"The Daring Duchess"
«OMIII»lllll( II I Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllll HI IIIIIIIIIMUUIIIIIIIIIIII
Faire Blnney in "Blue Pearl" Cast.
Faire Biniiey, little beautj- of stage and
screen,
now inappearing
Broadway
New York,in "He
is in and
the She"
cast onof
"The
Blue Pearl,"Distributing
which is beingCorporation.
distributed
by Republic
Edith Hallor is the star. Other well known
players in this production are Florence
Billings, Liimsden Hare and H. Cooper
ClifTe.
"Mother Suffers" Is Third
Mildred Harris First National
IN her third First National release, "The
Mother Suffers,"
foundedby onDona recently
discovered
manuscript
Manuel
Orozco
y
Berra,
Mildred
Harris
Chaplin's
work will absolutely convince American
movie fans that she ranks high as an emotional actress. In this story Mildred, .plays
the .role of a mother whose only tie to
her husband is a supposedly dying child.
Although the story was written many
years ago in a Mexican prison and has remained in the meantime in a dusty archive,
its power of appeal has not waned and
the world for the first time will be given
an opportunity to see it enacted on the
screen.
The author, who was just as famous as
a poet, historian and scientist as he was
a novelist, died before his manuscript was
published. It was but recently discovered
in Mexico City by a relative who was
sorting out the dusty manuscripts.
While a splendid cast surrounds Mrs.
Chaplin, her work towers above all, and
both Louis B. Mayer and Bennie Zeidman.
vice-president and production manager of
the Chaplin-Mayer Pictures Company, predict that it will prove the greatest vehicle
in which Mrs. Chaplin has yet appeared.
Zena Keefe to Work at Bronx Studios.
It became known this week that Zena
Keefe, Selznick's 1920 star, will do a considerable partBronx
of herstudios.
year's motion picture
work at the
Miss Keefe, following her return from
the North, where she had been with the
Selznick company getting exteriors for
"The
Bringers,"
a visitor for
at her
the
Bronx Law
studios,
making was
preparations
future activities there. Interiors of "The
Lawthe Bringers,"
a Ralphhave
Incebeen
production
of
great Northwest,
shot at
the Selznick studios in Fort Lee, N. J. It
is understood that the title of this latest
Ince-Selznick
productionto will
be changed
before
it is distributed
the exhibitors.
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importan
of current
ERSdiscussed
MATTwere
ed ceat
and consider
the regular March meeting of the
Moving Picture Exhibitors Protective Association of Ontario on Tuesday, March
2. The meeting was the first to be held
in the new club quarters of the association
at 34 Richmond street, East Toronto, and
the assembly room was filled to capacity
with local and out-of-town members.
In view of the lack of announcements
on the part of the Canadian Government
regarding the proposal to abolish the
fifteen cents per reel per day tax, it was
decided to send a deputation to Ottawa
during the present session of the House of
Commons in order to put in a final word
in behalf of the exhibitors. It was also
decided, on the motion of F. Guest, of Hamilton, Ontario, to send a circular letter to
every exhibitor in Ontario requesting a
personal appeal to each of the members of
the Canadian Parliament for support in
the abolishment of the reel tax. Data on
the taxation which is imposed upon the
moving picture theatres is also to be supplied to each member of Parliament.
\ letter
from
the Workmen's
Compensation Board
of Ontario
aroused considerable discussion. This communication contained official advice that employes of theatres had been placed under the jurisdiction
of the Compensation Act, in which case the
theatre owners or managers would be
liable for contributions in case of accident
to one of the staff. It was decided to place
the matter in the hands of a lawyer to ascertain if the Ontario Government had
power to place the theatres in the same
category as factories in order to make
theatre interests liable for stated damages
under the Act.
The question arose as to the advisability of permitting the Moving Picture Operators' Union toinrequire
a manfor tofive
serve
an apprentice
the booth
yearsas
before becoming qualified to have charge
of projection. It is understood that this
step was taken by the operators because
of the number of qualified men available.
This matter will be discussed fully at the
next regular meeting in April when the
union sentrepresentatives
their side of the will
case.be asked to pre"Lifting Shadows" Is Story
of Russia Minus Bolshevism

situations and exciteFULL of ment,dramatic
the new Leonce Perret produc" isabsorbing
"Lifting
said by
Shadows,
tion,
Pathe to be one of the most
melodramas screened this year. It is a
story of Russia and the United States,
rich in action, but entirely away from the
theme of Bolshevism or other isms which
have been made the keystones of many
recent productions.
All thought of propaganda was kept out
of the production, because Mr. Perret believes in providing the public with exactly
what it pays for, entertainment. Emmy
Wehlen as the star is seen in an emotional
role which gives her an opportunity she
utilizes to the utmost.
Miss Wehlen appears as a young Russian girl who becomes a resident of the
United States, just before the great war.
She marries and becomes thoroughly
Americanized. Soon after the war her
husband is killed and it is made clear to
her that a band of Russian revolutionists
are after some important documents left
her several years before by her father.
These she protects against the onslaught
of the band.
The supporting cast is strong. Stuart

Reel

Tax,

and Apprenticeship Law
Holmes, who carried off the honors as the
villain of the screen, is seen in his favorite
role. Wyndham Standing plays the lead.
Julia Swaync Gordon has a strong role.
George Loane Tucker Loses
Again in Injunction Suit

anTUCKER
point on .March
injunc9 in his lost
GEORGE other LOANE
tion suit against Mayflower Photoplay Corporation and the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Tucker applied for an
injunction pendente lite to restrain the
defendants from advertising "The Miracle
Man," except in accordance with certain
contract with Mayflower
clauses iny Tucker's ion,
that the latter be
Photopla Corporat
restrained from cutting and assembling
Tucker's second picture, entitled "Ladies
Must Live," and be restrained from saying
that Tucker
relief. was still in its employ, and for
other
In the answer of the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation to this suit they counterclaimed for certain injunction relief against
Tucker, but they never moved for an injunction pendente lite.
The motion for an injunction pendente
lite came on before Justice Warley M.
Platzek in the Supreme Court and Mr.
Tucker's application was denied.
The plaintiff then endeavored to create
the impression in the trade that an application of the Mayflower Company for injunctive relief against Tucker had been
made and likewise denied.
The but
judge's
order, of
state,
the plaintiff
triedcourse,
to havedidthenot
courtso
re-settle the order as to certain technical
points, incluling
that pendente
Mayflower's
application
for ana recital
injunction
lite
(which
had
never
been
made)
had been
denied.
Justice Platzek, in his opinion, said:
"Motion to re-settle the order is granted,
except that all references to a supposed
cross motion by one of the defendants are
eliminated.
No such motion was made."
"Where Love Runs Wild" Runs
Wild in Republic Bookings
ANOTHER
nosing
toward theRepublic
lead in release
booking isrecords,
: is announced this week from the Republic home offices. This is the production
which was made under the direction of
F. Morton Thornton and which is called
"Romany,
Where Loveoffice
Runs reports
Wild." seven
The Philadelphia
bookings for four playing dates in three
towns; the New York office three bookings
within a short space of time; Ohio three
bookings, and the Boston office three.
About fifteen of the other Republic
branches have reported a similar number
of bookings. Several of these bookings
call for three day runs.
There has been no let-up on the bookings
of the three other releases, "The Amazing
Women." "The Blue Pearl" and "12.10," according to the Republic statement. Although these three productions have been
booking heavily in every territory it is
expected that they will continue to do so
for some time. In several instances return
engagements have Ijeen booked.
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"Just a Wife/' Its Introductory Film
IN the news announcements of the week given
that nothing will be spared in the
way of presentation and exploitation. The
few
are
more
interesting
than
that
byLewis J. Selznick in which he reports contracts for the Lloyd pictures have been
the first release of a National Picture closed for practically all the important
Theatres, Inc., production. Mr. Selznick, theatres in the territory.
president of the National Picture organizaJanuary and a part of February we
tion, in this announcement adds another had"Inabout
100 towns closed entirely on acpage to the history of the film industry.
count of the influenza," Mr. Stombaugh
winter is about over now, peoThe release of this organization's first said.ple are"The
coming out and the theatres are in
picture, it is said, marks the opening campaign of new methods in the producing
for
a
fine
spell
of business."
and distribution of picture productions. It
also marks, it is contended, the formation
Pathe Gets Congratulations
of a closer bond of relationship between
the exhibitor and the producer. As has
on "Daredevil Jack" Serial
been said before, the National Picture idea
DOCUMENTARY evidence of the sucis the final cementing of the various
cess of the Pathe serial "Daredevil
branches of the industry with but one obJack," in which Jack Dempsey plays
ject to achieve, that object being successthe star role, continues to arrive daily at
ful showmanship.
the home office of the Pathe company from
The title of the first picture, which was
exhibitors in various parts of the country.
released
this as
week,
is "Just story
A Wife."
Manager Gray, of the Majestic Theatre,
is
described
a gripping
of howIt
a selfish man uses two women to further Cleveland, sent the following wire to Pathe:
his business career. One was his sec- "Played
Jack box
Dempsey
'Daredevil
Jack'
with greatest
office inreceipts
in history
retary and the other his wife. One oflfers of
my
house.
I
think
this
is
wonderful
him inspiration and the other afifords him I have been in the same stand six years.as
respectability. And for all these gifts he All records were broken including holioffers nothing but money in return.
"Just A Wife" was produced with an
W. E.
Raynor, announces
manager ofthat
Pathe's
excellent cast, according to the announceExchange,
the New
New
ment this week, each player having been York
14th
Street
Theatre
in
New
York
has indays." creased its booking on the picture from
picked with the view of obtaining a t/pe
one
best suited to the character to be por- to two days run, stating that Murray
trayed. Prominent in the cast are Lea- Weiser, manager of the house, doubled the
trice Joy, Kathleen Williams, Roy Stewart, booking after showing the first episode of
Albert Van and William Lion West.
the serial on Monday February 23, to the
Having started the releases, the release largest business
in the history of the theatre.
of
second
Youth,"
willthe
follow
closeproduction,
after the "Blind
first one.
The
In a letter to the Omaha exchange, Mr.
third
"Theat Invisible
Divorce,"
Gailey, manager of the Crystal Theatre in
is now production,
in production
the Selznick
West Omaha,
writes that the first episode of
Coast studios.
went over in such a big
According to Mr. Selznick there will be "Daredevil
way
that heJack"
is convinced
it is going to be
a sufficient number of releases always the biggest
clean-up in serial history.
available to assure every exhibitor and circuit manager who has taken out a franchise,
a program of unusual merit and attrac- "His House in Order" Based on
tion.
Pinero's Drama in Exchanges
It has been but a few mtinths since the
announcement of the National Picture
SIR
ARTHUR
WING toPINERO'S
drama,
translated
the screengreat
movement and within that time, it is
by
claimed, practically every large circuit and
Hugh Ford and presenting Elsie
Ferguson
in the stellar role, is now availleague in the country has endorsed the
organization.
able to exhibitors at the Famous PlayersLasky exchanges. "His House in Order"
is a feature film and shared the honors
Predicts Big Business Boom
of the Paramount-Artcraft schedule for
March 7 with Charles Ray's latest Thomas
for Minneapolis Theatres
production,
Clock Andy."
winter and a period in H.TheIncecentral
severe
a
AFTER
figure in"Alarm
the story,
as scenawhich influenza curtailed business to rioized
by
Hugh
Ford,
is
Nina
some extent, the Minneapolis terri- pleasure-loving English girl. Graham, a
Elsie Fergutory is due for a great spring and summer
plays the role of Nina. Supporting
season, according to Charles W. Stom- Miss sonFerguson
is Holmes E. Herbert, Veris ex-to
baugh, manager
of Pathe's
Minneapol
non Steel, Margaret Linden, Marie Burke
change. Business
is already
starting
named Lawrence
youngster
clever
a
and
jump and he expects that March and April
will be the two biggest months of the year. Johnson.
Another of those Charlie Ray country
To emphasize his opinion, Mr. Stombaugh stated that he had brought to New boy pictures, directed by Jerome Storm,
phed by Chester Lyons and superYork to the executive offices of Pathe Ex- photogra
vised by Thomas H. Ince, is promised in
change, Inc., a big collection of contracts
for spring business with the Reuben & "Alarm Clock Andy," which was written
by Agnes Ch?!stine Johnston. Andy is a
Finklestein interests for the Harold Lloyd bashful,
stuttering motor truck salesman
$100,000
two-reel
comedies.
These
important exhibitors have taken the comedies straight from the "Sticks." Millicent
for their entire circuit in Minneapolis, St. Foster is Ray's leading woman, and support is furnished by George Webb, Tom
Paul and Duluth.
The first Lloyd comedy played in St. Paul Cuise, Andrew Robson and others.
on March 7 and is booked for Minneapolis
Henley Back from Vacation.
on March 14, and every assurance has been
nuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiniijiiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiriiiiiiiiiiiijHiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiii
Hobart Henley has returned from a much
needed rest at Lake Placid, N. Y., and is
about to commence work on a big production for Pathe. Forgetting motion pictures
and the strain he had been under while
working on his latest photoplay, "The
Miracle of Money," which Pathe has sched-

"Shake!"
Says Priscilla Dean, as phe puts a little
punch
into ofUniversal's
"Virgin
Stamboul." "Tlie
iiiiriiriiliiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiiiiiiiritlillliiliiiriirillHliiiiilliliniilii[iiiii]iriliiiirliiiiiiriii[iiiriijiMiiiiiiiiiiiFiitiiiiiiiiiriiiiiMIIB
uled for release at an early date, he returned to his in"kid
again sports
and took
keen interest
all days"
the winter
at thea
popular resort. As yet Mr. Henley has not
announced the title of his next picture or
the name of any of his contemplated players.
Davis Announces

Plans to

Buy Big Independent Pictures
GEORGE
DAVIS, headSanof the
Equity
PicturesH. Company,
Francisco,
who bought and was in charge of the
distribution
"Thefeature
Confession,"
successfulofNational
which theoffered
Henry Walthall as its star, arrived in New
York this week, and announced himself on
the market for independent productions.
Mr. Davis was full of the success with
which "The Confession" had met. He said
that all territory in the United States and
Canada had been sold, with the exception
of two or three Southern states, and that
these would be disposed of within the next
few days.
"I would like to buy some big independent production for the western territory
or for that matter, for the entire United
States while I am in New York," he said.
"The great success of productions in the
independent field makes me believe that
this angle of the industry is the one which
is due to develop even more materially than
it Mr.
has Davis
duringwillthebe last
the year."
guest of Joe Brandt,
eastern representative of the National Film
Corporation of America, while in New York.
George V. Hobart Piece for Selznick.
A George V. Hobart comedy is to be produced by the Selznick organization, according to a statement from Myron Selznick. The title of the story is "Stop That
Man," and it is one of the most recent
works of the well-known playwright and
author of magazine and newspaper stories.
"Stop That Man" will be used as a vehicle
for Owen Moore, who is now working at
the Selznick West Coast studios.
Carlton in Cast of "Dangerous Paradise."
William P. Carlton, well-known screen
player, has been signed for a part in the
next Olive Thomas production, "Dangerous Paradise," according to a statement
from Myron Selznick. He will have the
role of Richard Channing in this picture,
the story of which was written by Frances
Marion. Alan Crosland is directing.
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Trouble

Not Cause It, Health Men Find
vicinity, and treasurer of AssoMOVING pictures do not cause eye D. C, and
ciated Exhibitors, Inc. Mr. Crandall is acn's
trouble. blesome
If aafterperso
eyes
are
troua visit to the movies,
dall children.companied byMrs. Crandall and the Cranglasses are needed. The movies, though,
Accompanied
by Mrs. Crandall and the
are not to blame, any more than you can
the exhibitor already has visited
blame the book for eye-strain after reading. children,
several studios. They are enjoying keenly
The United States Public Health Service
has just completed a study of the effect of their introduction to the world behind the
screen, and the intricacies of picture-makmotion pictures on the eye. Apparently,
ing are proving a source of constant delight
there is no effect. Employes in moving picture theatres who spend all day looking at to the youngsters, who already are favorites with many of the players.
the screen show no higher percentage of
eye
trouble
than
any
other
class
of
individuals.
Realart Signs Australian
A person with norma! vision should be
able to spend an hour and a half a day
Girl for "Law of the Yukon"
will introduce
MILLER
LESDeaver,
CH.A.R
at a moving picture theatre without expea newcomer to the
Xancy
riencing any distress. If after a visit to
American screen, in "The Law of the
the movies the eyes are troublesome, the
pictures
a seriesr ofPhotoplay
the first
films should not be blamed but should be Yukon,"
forofMayflowe
making
is
he
thanked for advising the need of glasses.
n.
Corporatio
In the report of its studies of the subMiss Deaver is described as a dainty
ject, the Public Health Service completely young
Australian actress who possesses
clears the moving picture of any bad ef- strong
beauty and decided aptitude for
fect upon the eyes. It says, in part:
screen work, together with a lively and
"It is true, of course, that some people do
experience a certain amount of eye strain engaging personality that "gets across."
at a motion picture, but in these cases the
trouble appears to be due to an ocular defect rather than-to the motion picture. Such
persons should therefore have the eyes
examined by a competent eye specialist, for
it is quite certain that the same person
would find even more discomfort in the
same period of concentrated reading.
"In this connection it may be pointed out
that the employes of motion picture playhouses, who spend a large part of the day
looking at the pictures, do not seem to be
troubled with their eyes any more than the
average individual. This is largely a personal observation since no extensive investigations have been made of the eyes of
motion picture theatre employes."
Big Seattle Exhibitor Books
But

Do

Hampton's "The Sagebrusher"
MER has booked for
Q. CLEM
S ate
JAME
presentation at his Clemmer
immedi
Theatre, Seattle, Benjamin B. Hamp" by
production, distrib
Sagebr
"The uted
n Hough,
the W. W.
by usher,
Emersoton's
Hodkinson Corporation. This picture with
a great heart-story has caught on and been
NancywhoDeaver
received in the market with even greater
Australian actress
comes to American
screenthein Yukon"
Mayflower's
"The Law of
Westerners" and
rapidity than "The
for
Realart.
us successful
"Desert in Gold," theon previotion.
produc
B. Hampt
Benjam
"In my career as a director for the
In Omaha the Goldberg Brothers have
screen," reads a report from Mr. Miller,
booked
"The
Sagebrusher"
for
their
Sun,
who
is now working at Port Henry, near
Moon and Muse Theatres; in Sioux Falls,
S. D., A. K. Pay has booked it for his the
Canadian
border
of New of
Yorkactors
state,and"I
discovered
a number
Colonial; also the Ceramic, East Liverpool, have
actresses
who
became
popular
stars,
but
the Colonial, Fostoria, the Park, Mansfield, O.; the Isis, Boulder, Colo.; the Judith, never have I been more impressed with
ability than I have with that of
Lewiston, Mont.; the Majestic, Streator, anyone's
111.; the Liberty, Springfield, 0.; the Miss Deaver. She has more than come up
she could do when I enMajestic, Beloit, and the Cosy, Marinette, to what Iher expected
for the part. Her work before the
Wis.; the Globe, McKeesport, Pa.; the cameragaged since
we
have
been up here has
Apollo, Dayton, O. ; the Queen, San
constant revelation of true and natuAntonio ; the Strand, Portland, Me., and been rala ability
would be a, delight to any
more than two hundred other theatres of director whoandknows
how rare and difficult
rank and standing in their communities.
to find such talent is."
Realart, which will release the producCrandall Arrives on Coast.
tion, announces that no player is to be
One of the prominent arrivals in Los featured
production. Edward Earle
Angeles this week is Harry Crandall, own- will play inthethepart
of John Kleath. June
er of a string of theatres in Washington,
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiltli1liiiilitiiliiiiiiliiiiiiiipiiiiiiiiijiitiiriitiiiiMiiliiiiiijiiiiiii[iiiiiiii Elvidge will play the role of Mrs. Meredith, the doctor's wife. Tom Delmare plays
opposite Miss Elvidge. The smaller parts
have been filled by capable players and
large numbers of men and women extras
were used for the big Yukon scenes.
The adaptation of the Robert W. Service
poem was done by Harry Chandles.
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Burt Now Castingr Director for Seitz.
William Burt, who has been a member of
the George B. Seitz organization for some
time, is now casting director and will be
in charge of the casting for future serial
productions by that company. Mr. Burt is
a veteran theatrical man. He began his
career in the theatre when a child and during his experience has filled positions as
property man, actor and stage director.
He has also played in films.
Report Increasing Demand
for "Lord Loves the Irish"
had decided on
Warren Kerrigan
IFanyJ. other
Loves
"TheforLord
his fourth
as thebuttitle
the Irish" name
Robert Brunton production, and if the star
hadn't taken such particular pains to make
it one of his greatest successes, Hodkinson
managers wouldn't have a thing to worry
about, with the exception of the -weather,
these typical March days.
And its the advent of March, with its
17th of verdure green, that has furnished
a vexatious problem for the Hodkinson
men in the field. For, every exhibitor
with any showmanship astuteness at all
wants "The Lord Loves the Irish" for the
period
Patrick'sof Day.
With covering
the limitedSt. number
prints in the
Hodkinson exchanges, managers and salestheir smaller
wits' end territories
to find a way
out. men areInat the
the
managers, with the aid of exhibitors have
hit upon a partial solution. The same
prints
"ThetwoLord
Loves houses
the Irish"
will
be usedof in
or three
for two
or three days, messenger service having
been arranged by the exhibitors whereby
the print will be transported from one
theatre to another without disturbing the
theatres' performance schedule.
"Checkers" Breaks Records
at Salt Lake City Theatre

ers" to crowded
houses.
Branch"Checkmanplaying
still Corpora
EXHIBITORS
tion are
agers of FoxareFilm
still receiving congratulatory telegrams
and reports from theatre men. One of the
most recent of these received by C. A.
Walker, manager of the Salt Lake City
Exchang
shows
that "Checke
main-l
on as ars"powerfu
tainse,steadily
its reputati
racing melodrama.
The lobby display of horseshoe? and racing posters has been uniformly used by
theatres throughout the country. The manager of the Broadway Theatre in Salt Lake
City followed this style of display for his
house front, and in addition took pattern
after the manner in which William Fox
exploited
"Checkers"
its original
at the Central
Theatreduring
in New
York. run
In Bingham Canyon, Utah, at the Princess and Phoenix theatres, operated there
by
Messrs.its Brisk
and Chester, "Checkers"
repeated
past performances
by playing
to capacity houses. The theatre owners
expressed the hope that Fox would give the
theatres more productions like "Checkers."
Buys More Vehicles for Anita Stewart.
With the purchase of "Harriet and the
Piper," Kathleen Norris' popular novel, and
"Sowing
thedrama
Wind,"which
the made
sensational
sex
against sex
the name
of Sidney Grundy famous, Louis B. Mayer
has secured for Anita Stewart two popular vehicles.
"Harriet and the Piper" created a sensationtorial
whenReview.
it appeared serially in the PicLittle comment is necessary on "Sowing
the Wind," for as a play it has been presented in every city, town and hamlet, not
only in America, but in every Englishspeaking country of the world.
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De Mille Back in Hollywood.
William De Mille, producer of Paramount
Artcraft special productions, is back at the
Lasky studio, after a brief trip to New
York for conferences with the officials of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
and to gather material for his forthcoming picture based upon "Conrad in Quest
of His Youth," Leonard Merrick's popular
novel.
Crandall Film Company to
Handle All Equity Specials
THE first of the Equity specials to
reach the market, "Silk Husbands
and Calico Wives," has been disposed
of by Equity to the Crandall Film Company, 121 Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh, for
the state of Ohio and will give it its initial showing in that state at the Colonial
Theatre, Toledo, March 21, where an unusual campaign will be inaugurated to direct public attention on the unusual theme
of the film. In addition to securing "Silk
Husbands and Calico Wives" for the entire state of Ohio, the Crandall Company
secured the franchise for Southern Ohio
for the Clara Kimball Young specials, purchasing the southern tier of the state from
Paul Gusdanovic, who controlled the entire
state.
Mr. Dresner, representing the Exhibitors
Film Company of Washington, D. C, purchased "Silk Husbands and Calico Wives"
for Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia and Virginia, and announces that already first run has been secured at Harry
Crandall's Metropolitan Theatre, with
Crandall's entire circuit to follow.
House Peters, Mary Alden, Vincent Serrano, Eva Novak, Mildred Reardon, Sam
Sothern and other prominent people are
seen inopens
"Silk inHusbands
Calico
Wives,"
which
numerousandcities
during
the
latter part of March.
Cosmopolitan Scenario
Department to the Studio
THE entire scenario department of Cosmopolitan Productions, under the direction of William Le Baron and Julian Johnson, has moved from the general
offices at 729 Seventh avenue. New York,
to the studio at 127th street and Second
avenue. This transfer was made in order
to bring the scenario and production departments in closer working contact, and
Vice-President and General Manager
Henry M. Hobart believes that it will serve
to bring about not only greater efficiency,
but also a correlation of eflfort and energy.
"I believe that the moving of the scenario department to the studio will serve
the best interests of Cosmopolitan Productions," said William Le Baron. "Personally I am glad of the change because it
will bring us into closer touch with the
production department. We have some
very ambitious plans for the future and
our being at the studio will help us material y in our work."
The scenario department at present consists of William Le Baron and Julia Johnson as associate editors, Miss Frances
Marion, Adrian Johnson, J. W. McConaghy, Ruth Jabin, Faith Smith, Dorothy
Farnum, Frank Beresford and M. M.
Stearns.
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Abroad
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Again

to Invade

the forJ. COHEN,
HARRY eign
department manager
of Metroof Pictures
Corporation, will sail from New York
about the middle of April for a business
tour of the continent, the major portion of
it in the Scandinavian countries. Mr.
Cohen expects to be away for six months,
returning in September after visiting,
among other places, Stockholm, Christiana
and Copenhagen, the capitals of Sweden,
Norway and Denmark, respectively, and
studying the motion picture field in practically all the large European cities.
The
of Scandinavian
Mr. Cohen's
coming principal
trip is topurpose
enter the
market with Metro productions. Before
his return he plans to close contracts for
the entire territory.
Mr. Cohen will take with him to Scandinavia from forty to fifty selected prints
of Metro releases. These will include all
of the Nazimova productions, and the
latest starring vehicles of Viola Dana, Bert
Lytell, May Allison and Alice Lake, besides
"Old Lady 31," starring Emma Dunn and
the first two of the Drury Lane melodramas produced with all star casts by

Move

L-KO Lion Breaks Loose.
Actors and actresses in the "Loaves and
Lions" company, Fred Fishback's latest
lion comedy being filmed at the L-KO plant,
Hollywood, narrowly escaped injury recently when one of the lions used in the
picture broke through the wire netting
enclosing the set and ran amuck through
the studios. The animal was cornered and
subdued after considerable effort on the
part of Director Fishback and its trainer.

2001
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for Metro;

Scandinavian Market
Germany and other of the European states,
does not exist to so great an extent between this country and Scandinavia.
Norway, Sweden and Denmark Interestedu
"The people
of the
Norway,
Denmark
manifest
liveliestSweden
interestandin
motion pictures; there are numerous theatres, and the films produced there with
native actors and actresses are of a high
standard of excellence. We have placed
our pictures in England through Jury's
Imperial Pictures, Ltd., and in France and
the adjacent countries through the Mundus
Film Company. In our dealings in Scandinavia, we expect to make connections with
a number of reputable and well-established
distributing
agencies," concluded Mr.
Cohen.
Lloyd's "Haunted Spooks"
to Start Spooking March 21
Lloyd's
of $100,000
HAUNTED
SPOOKS,"
fifth releases
of two-reel
Harold
comedies,series
headlines
the
on
the schedule of Pathe Exchange, Inc., for
the week of March 21. No other feature
is scheduled for that .week. The newest
Lloyd fun-maker will have a pre-release
showing at the Strand Theatre, and either
the Rivoli or Rialto Theatres, in New York
City, during the week of March 14.
"Haunted Spooks" is a successor to "His
Royal
Slyness," ofandproduction.
rivals that Those
subjectwhoin
the costliness
have seen
"Haunted
acclaim it the
funniestSpooks,"
picturehowever,
Lloyd has
ever made. Little Mildred Davis again
plays opposite Lloyd, and renders valuable
support to the star.
First Series Completed.
The Rolin Film Company, which produces
the Lloyd features, is now working on the
sixth two-reeler, which will complete the
first series of multiple reel comedies. The
series was inaugurated with "Bumping Into
Broadway," and includes "Captain Kidd's
Kids," "From Hand to Mouth" and "His
Royal Slyness."

Gunning for Big Things
Is Harrygoing
J. Cohen,
manager,
abroad Metro's
for hisforeign
company.
Metro,Hope."
namely "The Best of Luck" and
"The
In addition to making an exhaustive survey of the entire Scandinavian field Mr.
Cohen will again traverse the territory that
he covered during his last trip to Europe.
He then visited England, France, Italy, the
Netherlands :.nd Belgium.
To Visit Other Countries.
"Although
plan to when
go over
all last
the
ground that II covered
I was
abroad and take in addition both Spain
and Portugal as well as Sweden, Norway
and Denmark, I plan to concentrate on
the Scandinavian countries," said Mr.
Cohen. "These offer a rich field for American motion picture exploitation.
"The Scandinavian countries, as is wellknown, have been least affected, perhaps,
of any in Europe in the recent world conflict. They are bustling, thriving nations,
where industry has suffered practically no
interruption and where, as a consequence,
the monetary system has not been seriously impaired. The disparity in money
exchange, for instance, which has so affected trade conditions in England, France,

Beauty
of Sets toin S."Honey
Bee'*
Is Tribute
A. Baldridge
BIG sets
in productions
evidence in but
all the
recent are
Aincrican
in this
respect
"The
Honey
Bee"
surpasses
them all. The New York shop of the art
collector, the role carried by Thomas Holding, is the raison d'etre of a wonderful
collection of oriental carved furniture, antiques and valuable art curios. The American supplemented its own valuable treasure house with priceless additional pieces
from the home of a Santa Barbara millionaire, foreign treasures which could scarcely
be replaced at any cost since the war.
The harmonious arrangement and pleasing effect in this drama is a tribute to
the artistry of S. A. Baldridge, a technical
director of the American Film Company,
who is permanently attached to the Santa
Barbara Studios. It presents an appropriate setting for the American debut of the
famous prima donna, Mme. Margucrita
Sylva, in the "Flying A" adaptation of
Samuel Merwin's popular novel, "The
iiiiiiiliiiiiilllllliilililiiiliiliiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiJjiiNiltjiiiMiiiJiiiillliiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiNiiiiiiiririiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiihiiiiniiiiiiijjiilllIri
Honey Bee."
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Reviews
Press
Trade
of
I Consensus
I
Here are extracts from available reviews printed in the five motion picture trade
1
papers. It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the
1
writer's opinion. Under each heading the first paragraph is from the review of the
i
Moving Picture World. The others are indicated as follows: Motion Picture News
I
(N.); Exhibitor's Trade Review
(T. R.); Wid's (W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E. H.),
The Right of Way
(Bert Lytell— Metro)
Should prove a big winner with aU classes
everywhere.
N. — Has come to the screen with all of its
fine humanity, and above all its powerful
characterization.
T. R. — Is a complete entertainment for
the better class of picture audiences.
and impressive picturizatlonW. —ofDramatic
famous novel.
E. H. — The whole picturization of Sir Gilbert Parker's novel is well done.
The Third Generation
(Betty Blythe and Mahlon Hamilton —
Robertson-Cole)
Contains a number of tensely dramatic
moments, and is staged artistically.
N. tic
— theme.
Fairly interesting picture on a domesT. R. — Registers
as good, average melodramatic entertainment.
E. H. — Falls below the mark of previous
Brentwood productions, due principally to
the lack of strong characters in the story.
The Prince and Betty
(Jesse Hampton — Pathe)
Is agreeable and entertaining.
N.— The piece has moments when it compels interest in the few flashes of humor,
and
these,
star's performance,
and
the work ofwith
his the
assistants
will undoubtedly
carry it by to those patrons who are not
exacting in their screen entertainment.
T. R. — A light, happy offering that would
go well sandwiched in between a sex drama
and a murder mystery.
E. H. — A comedy of young matrimonial
partners; is downright funny.
More Deadly Than the Male
(Ethel Clayton — Paramount-Artcraft)
It is an extremely artificial tale, but its
incidents
aboutsurprise
with considerable skill are
and juggled
will really
nine out
of ten spectators.
N. — Ethel Clayton scores as polite vampire.
T. R. — A well constructed photoplay,
cleverly directed and with a surprise twist
to the plot which diverts its melodramatic
trend into pleasing comedy.
E. H. — Compact little comedy-drama dealing with feminine logic and emotions.
The Lord Loves the Irish
(J. Warren Kerrigan — Hodkinson)
While the picture is not flawless in construction, it possesses the charm of a well
sustained, interesting characterization.
N. — The title is going to make a lot of
friends for the picture. It sure is a winner.
T. R. — Affords amusement in its humorous
moments, and the line of melodrama which
gives Miles Machree his opportunity lends
a dramatic tone to the occasion.
A Joyous Liar
(J. Warren Kerrigan — Hodkinson)
Is one of average artistic quality of the
clean comedy order.
N. — If you accept it In the spirit in which
it Is written and played than you are In
for an hour of passable entertainment.
T. R. — A performance
melodramatic
situations. well supplied with
The Lone Wolfs Daughter
(Loaise Glaum — Hodkinson)
One of the most elaborately staged and
powerfully enacted melodramas that the,
screen has yet presented.
N. — A stirring melodrama that will register.
T. R. — A melodrama that contains real
thrills, a consistent and interesting romance

and
entertaining possibilities that cannot
be denied.
E. H. — A splendidly done photoplay and
has a quality of compelling interest that
should make it an attraction of universal
satisfaction.
The Shark
(George
Walsh— Fox) and conIs strong in characterization
tinuity. It contains a good deal of sheer
brutality, but convinces by its realism.
N. — A -vivid melodrama that carries a
two-fisted punch.
T. R. — The production is above reproach
if one can condone the theme.
W. — Rapid action sea story, with any number of genuine thrills.
His Temporary Wife
(Rubye de Remer
and Edmund Breese —
Hodkinson)
Succeeds in holding the interest of the
spectator from first to last of the six reels.
N. — With such a cast and a title which
sounds interesting this ought to get business. How well it will please depends on
the individual. If your audience is critical
they are apt to ask you questions.
T. R. — It is pleasing after the manner
of the stories featuring a Cinderella type of
heroine.
The Broken Melody
(Eugene
Selznick)
The manner in O'Brien
which —this
love story Is
told holds the interest. Should prove an
asset to most programs.
ment.
N. — Will afford good average entertainT. R. — A picture which affords pleasing, if
not exciting, entertainment.
W. — Star makes very favorable Impression
In opening scenes. Authors have relied
solely upon a vein of sentimental romance.
The Forged Bride
(Maiy MacLaren — Universal)
While the story never probes very far below the surface, it keeps the spectator Interested al of the time.
N.
—
here. Mary MacLaren has a mild offering
T. R. — Is a good melodrama.
W. — Weak and mechanical production that
never approaches the dramatic.
E. H. — A picture that should please in
any house.
The Feud
(Tom Mix — Fox)
There are plenty of dramatic thrills in this
six-reel Fox subject.
N. — Of all the pictures which have been
based upon southern feuds none perhaps
have come closer to serving up dramatic
entertainment than Tom Mix's new offering.
T. R. — A good, old-fashioned melodrama,
with Indians and wagon trains and feuds
and hoop-skirts.
The Valley of Tomorrow
(William Russell — American)
Features William Russell in strong mountain tale.
N. — The production embodies plenty of
action, and it possesses an element of suspense that balances any flaw of Improbability In the story.
T. R. — The picture holds tense situations
which are well enacted.
The Very Idea
(Taylor Holmes — Metro)
Moves along easily through pleasant scenes,
and the well-selected cast furnishes many
Interesting personalities.

N. — An amusing comedy which should interest.
T. R. — It shapes Itself Into a fairly breezy
farce
of conventional design and the usual
horse-play.
In Walked Mary
(June Caprice — Pathe)
The plot is a light and pleasant one, with
athrough
good it.undercurrent of humor running
N. — Frail picture offers mild entertainment.
T. R. — The situations of the play are all
so trite and so frequently familiar that they
fall to create a spark of anything akin to
enthusiastic interest or response.
W. — Only ordinary. .Star not at her best
Burnt Wings
(Josephine Hill and Frank Mayo— Universal)
The plot is one of the sex type and carries
little genuine emotion or feeling of reality
to the spectator.
N. — A good average picture which will Interest.
T. R. — Is likely to make a popular appeal
because of its theme. There are generous
dashes of the salacious in the feature.
Easy to Get
(Marguerite Clark — Paramount-Artcraft)
A light comedy, cleverly adapted and arranged and admirably directed.
N. — Highly
mestic theme. entertaining comedy on a doT. R. — An amusing light comedy which
spin- ousalong
smoothly and
swiftly to a hilariand satisfactory
climax.
W. — The best Marguerite Clark comedy In
a long time.
Young Mrs. Winthrop
(Ethel Clayton — Paramount)
Quiteton'spassable
amusement for Ethel Claystaunch admirers.
N. — It is as vital today as It was years
ago when the play was written.
T. R. — An unusual entertainment with an
abundance of heart Interest.
E. H. — Its appeal Is general; its production
of a high order. In terms of the trade it
may well be calledPinto
a "safe bet."
(Mabel Normand) — Goldwyn)
Has pep, unforced situations and many
laughs.
N. — "Pinto" is a great picture. It's a
western and it's a society picture.
T. R. — Proves good vehicle for Mabel Normand.
W. — A wonderful comedy, and all to Victor
Schertzinger's credit.
E. H. — Mabel Normand admirers should
pronounce the entertainment satisfactory.
Red Hot Dollars
(Charles Ray — Paramount)
It will do equally well when shown on
any
versal.program, as Its human appeal Is uniN. — Wholesome, entertaining comedy
drama.
T. R. — Contains plenty of heart Interest
mingled wtih diverting comedy, and spins
smoothly along to a satisfactory climax.
E. H. — Not up to the standard of those In
which Charles Ray has been seen.
His Wife's Money
(Eugene product
O'Brien —and
Selznick)
A
satisfactory
a good entertainment.
N. — Star, cast and direction make very
pleasing picture.
T.
— Gives
Eugene
O'Brien effectiveness
good role.
W. —R.Star
shows
to old-time
In story that fits him admirably.
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Sidelights and Reflections
have been many stories
RE about
THEprinted
the amazing changes
made by scenario writers and directors in the plots of novels and plays and
also of original material before the completed product has reached the screen public. The charge brought against producers that their screen versions of wellknown works by celebrated authors are
often sadly mutilated generally comes from
well meaning but poorly informed persons
who have not learned that the change of
form from printed word to pantomime imposes certain restrictions that make it impossible to retain all of the characters
and situations of a story.
For one thing, there is the time limit;
certain novels if used entirely would outdistance the four hours running time of
Johning Barrymore's
opennight and keep "Richard
on going III"
until the
daylight,
a thing which the most ardent of movie
fans might find fatiguing. The question
of artistic balance is also quite as important. If you have only a given time
in which to hear about a person in whom
you are deeply interested you are in no
mood to have the conversation switched
off to another person who may be a good
enough chap in his way but with whom
you are but slightly acquainted. If you
had plenty of time to hear about both you
might feel differently about the matter.
The same is true when people go to the
moving picture. Their time is limited and
their interest quickly centers on one or
more of the leading characters in the story.
Artistic balance demands that these characters shall be clearly defined and that their
romance, carefully concealed secret or absorbing life-motive, be rounded out into
a well-told taje, which can be learned at
one sitting. Other characters which, in
the greater latitude of the unrestricted and
more leisurely novel, can be explained in
detail without hurting the interest of the
story, must be so briefly sketched in the
screen version that it is generally better
to drop them out altogether.
It is extremely difficult to make some
persons understand that even film producers learn by experience.
Among other things they have learned
that a story can be thrown out of balance
to a serious extent in the space of time
it takes to flash a single incident on the
screen — if that incident attempts to awaken
more than a passing interest in a character of minor importance. Fancy the effect if a grand opera chorusman should step
out of line and focus attention upon himself by breaking into a solo just as the
tenor had hit high C and was bowing his
appreciation of the applause showered upon
him by the delighted audience! The aspiring chorister and his solo would be no
more out of place than would an attempt
to center interest on a photoplay character whose logical position corresponds to
one of the spokes in a wheel of the carriage in which the hero rides.
It will be welcome news to New York
picture
thatthe"Huckleberry
Finn"
comes topatrons
the Rialto
week of March
14.
The success of the Rivoli engagement will
undoubtedly be repeated. WEITZEL.
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"Excuse My Dust"
Excellent Continuation of the Popular
"Roaring Road," with Wallace Reid,
Released by Famous Players.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.

DUST"
MY will
EXCUSEture that
delightis not
thoseonlywhoa picadmire Wallace Reid, but it will give
general satisfaction to all classes of theatre-goers. Itis a continuation of the popular automobile racing picture, "The Roard last
ing Road,"
was charact
release
spring.
ed
ers,
All of
the which
principal
portray
by the same actors, are in "Excuse My
Dust," and there is a thrilling auto race,
exceeding the one in the other picture. The
story has been adapted from the Saturday
Evening Post Tale entitled "The Bear
Trap."
new the
picture
opens ofwith
Wally
and AnnTheLittle,
parents
a chubby
youngst
livingbetween
with Ann's
Therey
is
keen er,rivalry
the father.
auto compan
owned by this family and another company
owned by a set of shady individuals. Natuthings lead up to another automobile
race. rally
The big events of the race are the smashup of the two leading cars and the daredevil ride by one driver over a trestle,
with a train bearing down behind him. This
was made necessary because of a closed
roadway. Reid, Theodore Roberts and
Miss Little are all excellent. It is easy
for anyone who saw "The Roaring Road"
to grasp the characters. A foreword explaining something about the previous production also serves to make the story clear
to those who have not seen the previous
picture. It is a fine production and will
certainly please with its speedy action and
excitement.
Cast.
"Toodles" Walden
Wallace Reid
J. D. Ward
Theodore Roberts
President Mutchler
Tully Marshall
Dorothy Walden
Ann Little
Darby
Guy Oliver
Henderson
Otto Brower
Griggs
James Gordon
Ritz
Walter Long
Oldham
Jack Herbert
Police Magistrate
Fred Huntley
Adapted from the Saturday Evening Post
story "The Bear Trap," by Byron Morgan.
Scenario by Will M. Rltchey.
Directed by Sam Wood.
Length, 4,330 feet.
The Story.
"Toodles" Walden is manager of the Darco
automobile agency and son-in-law of J. D.
Ward ("The Bear"), president of the Darco

concern. Ward has the new Darco motor, a
marvel for speed and power, hidden. Mutchler, president of the rival Fargot Motor Car
Company,
determined
to
secure ais sketch
of It. by fair means or foul
Egged on by Ritz, a Fargot racing driver,
"Toodles" is lured into a race and arrested.
J. D. Ward
arranges
to have
license suspended
for sixty
days "Toodles'
and sells" all
three Darco racing cars on the open marlcet.
The Fargot concern secretly acquires two of
them and disguises them as Fargot cars. At
the auto show, the Fargot company issues
what amounts to a challenge to the Darco
people. J. D. puts up $10,000 for a road race
from Los Angeles to San Francisco.
"Toodles" buys in one of the old Darcos and
Fargotwithreprenames it thesentatives"Cyclone."
the
think it is theTheDarco
telegram
a
receives
"Toodles"
motor.
new
from his wife in San Francisco that their
baby is ill and to come at once. He enters
the "Cyclone" in the race.
J. D. hears that the Fargot drivers plan to
wreck
"Cyclone."
with thethe new
motor, heTaking
starts theoutreal
afterDarco
his
son-in-law. Ritz, the Fargot driver, attempts
to crowd "Toodles" off the road, but the
latter foils him by ramming him in the rear.
He beats Ritz up, sees another Fargot driver
come up in a disguised Darco, and, jumping
into the seat, orders the astonished pilot to
take him to San Francisco at top speed.
Old J. D. wins the
race, with "Toodles"
second.
everythingTheO. latter
K. rushes to his wife to find
Program
and
Exploitation Catchlines:
"Excuse My Dust," Says Wallace Reid In
His Latest Smashing Racing Story — See
Him Tear Up the Roads in His "Cyclone."
With
the Drop
of the Their
Flag They're
Off —
Dashing,
Smashing
Way Around
Curves — Death Defying Plunges
Through
the Darkness Against Time. — Does He
Win
the Race? See Wallace Reid in
"Excuse My Dust."
See the Thrilling Auto Race — The SmashUp — The Beat at the Point Where the
Road Crosses the Railroad Tracks — They
Are in "Excuse My Dust" — A Follow Up
to "The Roaring Road."
A Love
Pleasing
Drama of Business
— AutoComedy
Racing — and Many Thrills.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Reid and the
fact thatmobilethis is another of the "Darco" autostories. Hook up with the others you
have used and make a special drive
on the
automobile owners if you can get a list—
and
you can get a list if you want one badly
enough. If you can get a bargain in cloth
have banners lettered up "Excuse My Dust.
this week," and supply
these to auto owners who run fast
then
get the worst looking Ford you cancars;
and
turn it loose on your own account find
a
similar banner. Send this car out a fewwith
days
after the others, and frequent breakdowns
will add point to the joke.
REVIEWS
printed in Moving Picture World
are written
with authority by
experienced craftsmen
who express an honest opinion
That's why our reviews
are dependable
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Malice''
U ind's
''North
' Beacirs Goldwxn
is portrayed
by Dorothy
Wheeler, a
next picture, "Tlie North Malice
BEACH
REXWind
San Francisco actress who played leads in
s 'S
rful
wonde
a
has
Malice,"
group of personalities in the complete western stock companies, and was for ten
cast of players announced by Goldwyn. The years leading woman in Charles Frohman
company is now on location at Port Henry, companies. Three sets of buildings have
N. Y., for the Alaskan scenes of the story, been especially constructed at .\rctic City
which is made under the direction of Carl and other points near Port Henry for the
Harbaugh and Paul Bern.
chief scenes of "The North Wind's Malice."
Rex Beach has written an intimate drama
It is probable that th^ interior scenes will
of the frozen North around a new set of also be takfn there it the studio is availThe interest of the story
characters, that afford unusual acting op- shifts abletoin time.
California and these scenes will
portunities. He also employs an allegor- be taken later.
ligurevery
calledeffective
'"The Spirit
of Malice,"
whichical is
and adds
to the
Two Curtiss airplanes were taken on lopoetic qualities of this screen drama. The
cation especially for this Rex Beach picture in order to drive the blinding snow
two outstanding figures among the men are
played by Joe King and Tom Santschi. required for the great blizzard scenes in
Both are in love with Lois Folsoni, played which the mail carrier loses his life. Charles
Tatem and William Kelly were the airmen
bv the talented Jane Thomas.
in charge of the planes. With the proThe
villain
of
"The
North
Wind's
Malice"
is in the able hands of Henry West, whose
pellers revolving at top-notch speed, the
first part with Goldwyn was in Mary Gar- snow was carried with tremendous force a
distance
of one hundred yards.
den's picture of 'Thais." The spirit of
HtN
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with the co-operation of all of the four
hundred newspapers in which Jiggs appears as a feature. The debut of Jiggs
upon the screen has been widely publicized
through these newspapers and in many
communities special tie-ups have been arrangedwhich
between
publications
theatres
willthe exhibit
these and
popular
subjects.
Alice HolKster Back on Screen.
After an absence from the screen of two
years, on account of illness, Alice Hollister
has returned to pictures in the Goldwyn
production
the stageandplay
"Milestones,"
by
Edward ofKnoblock
.•\rnold
Bennett.
Miss Hollister will have the leading feminine role in the picture which will be
Ray at Culver City this week, under
started
the direction of Paul Scardon. .\mong
others in the cast arc Lewis Stone, Harvey
Clark and Gertrude Norman.
Theatre. Cleveland,
Reopens Under New
Name and Management
AFTER
a career,
disappointing
to those
who have
operated indeed,
it, the
old Ray Theatre, on Prospect avenue, in the downtown district of Cleveland,
has been reopened under the name of the
Winton, and with new hopes of success.
The house, unfortunately, has been
handicapped by location. It is just outside the busy district, but only a step, and
Cleveland film folks are hoping that it will
"go over" this time because the new management has gone to considerable expense
and effort to get it over.
The theatre was renovated throughout,
after being closed for nearly two years,
the small store rooms rented and it looks
in spick and span shape. The opening
attraction was Maurice Tourncr's "The
Broken
staringforLew
.\notherButterfly"
house, closed
two Cody.
years, was
recently reponcd but closed after a couple
of months. This was the Funland, at
East 107th street and St. Claire avenue.
In the case of the Winton, however, there
has been a considerable advance of business in its direction and it has a much better chance.

Power's Gives Machine to Orphanage.
An official of Universal who long has
been an anonymous donor to various
charities
recently started
fund toin provide entertainment
for the achildren
the
Bnai Brith Orphanage and Home for
Friendless Children, at Erie, Pa.
Collecting several hundred dollars, he
Dr. Buck Jones Givei a Few Lectures on Egtrnography
negotiated for a moving picture projection
machine, believing that a moving picture
the youth of
A.ccordins to the Fox i>ross iisonts. Ruck is much interested iri his
outfit for the orphanage would be the most
were, he'd be showing the kid
Callfotnia. Colt.Nope.BuckIf shelast
is "The Last Straw."
acceptable kind of entertainment.
Hearing of the movement. Will C. Smith,
general manager of the Nicholas Power
Jiggs Starts to Visit the Boys at
Company,jectiondonated
Power'sto promachine of outright
the latesta model
the
orphanage. The money previously colwas put in the general amusement
Dinty's in Pathe Comedies April 4 fund oflectedthe
institution.
The story is full of action and novelty
THE premiere of the new series of
"Bringing Up Father" comedies _ will from the moment Jiggs is discovered smokseenandon itApril
4. "Jiggs
ing his pipe in the burglar-proof safe, the
Buys Jackson Play for Washburn.
is the betitle,
is evident
that intheSociety
screen"
"safe" place for him in his great
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
version of the famous newspaper strip by only
palace. Dinty Moore and the gang join hasThepurchased
as a starring vehicle for
George McManus is
due
for
greatly
inhim
in
a
game
of
cards
while
his
wife
is
creased popularity. The comedy bubbles giving a reception, and the gorgeous af- Bryant Washburn, ".\ Full House," a play
fair is fractured by the breaking up of the
■with the humor of Maggie, of Jiggs, of
Fred Jackson. In its original form "A
Dinty Moore, and of the crowd of old card game and the appearance of Jiggs, by
Full House" was first produced on Broadway in 1914-5, where it ran for some time
reprobates who interfere with the social
friends. & Co, among his wife's fashionable and subsequently was used by stock comDinty
ambitions of Mrs. Jiggs.
panies all over the country. The plot is
In the character of Jiggs himself Johnny
A big campaign of exploitation has been
Ray sets a new mark for comedians of the started to aid the exhibitors who book the light comedy incited by complicated situations in which incriminating love letters,
screen. In appearance he is an exact rep- comedies, backed by all the power of the
resentation ofthe famous McManus char- International for whom the comedies are stolen jewels and exchange of suit cases
acter and the other actors have been being made by Christie for Pathe Exchange, abetted by the police combine to produce
chosen along similar lines.
with its highly efficient organization, and laughs.
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Reviews (Continued)
(Continued from page 2003)
"Mothers of Men"
A . Selznick Romantic Drama of True
Womanhood in a Time of Stress
and Storm.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
A HIGH tension story of exceptional
merit, "Mothers of Men" powerfully
contrasts brutal passion with the innate purity of true womanhood. The Selznick production rightly follows one line of
interest. It is that of a girl adrift at the
mercy of circumstance, who preserves her
native cleanliness of soul in spite of soiling
misadventure. The subject is a delicate
and difficult one to handle. To slight the
truth would be to weaken the story and
its effect. By skill of directing and editing,
however, the strength of the situation is
maintained and a purpose of broad vision
and kindly humanity set forth in vigorous
style. That the story is sensational, that
it is wrought out of intense and dramatic
experience, gives it screen value for that
great mass of people who enjoy that which
stirs their emotions, and this "Mothers of
Men" does
t. through skill of design and
treatmen
In acting and in that charm which gives
the
efifect of production
life known ranks
as "atmosphere"
the Selznick
high. The
types are so well chosen that there has
been a prodigality of good taste shown in
minor characters. No matter how small or
apparently unimportant the part, the actor
fills it satisfactorily. So also with the details and general effects in the backgrounds.
From the leading role, performed by Miss
Claire Whitney, throughout the cast, there
are no misfits. It is therefore just to say
that "Mothers of Men" provides sensational entertainment of a high order.
Cast.
Marie Helmar
Claire Whitney
Capt. Von Pfaffen
Lumsden Hare
Paulette
Martha Mansfield
Mrs. Schultz
Miss E. Roma
Mr. Schultz
Cesari Cravana
General De La Motte Arthur Donaldson
Mrs. De La Motte
ZefEie Tilbury
Lieut. Gerome De La Motte. .. .Gaston Glass
Maurice Le Cerf
William Gaton
Story by William Henry Warner and De
Witte Kaplan.
Directed by Edward Jose.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Among
"Mothers
of Men"lives.
some Others,
know only
the security of sheltered
like
Marie Helmer, are set adrift in whirlpools of
bitter experience. It is in Austria, while
making a hard struggle for existence, that
she Is victimized by an officer of high rank.
In agony of mind, yet with soul not dishonored, she flees to the family of a wealthy
cousin in France, where she is given a home
and the care of his two younger daughters.
It is a gracious and happy household, its
pride and hope a son who falls in love with
Marie.
In the course of time she has so completely won the affection of the young man's
parents that they consent to a marriage. Just
before the ceremony Marie writes him a letter, disclosing what happened in Austria.
The servant who undertakes the prompt delivery of the note returns it wth apologies
for his failure to obey her, and she decides
after a mental struggle to bury the past.
The honeymoon is barely over when war Is
declared, and her husband and father-inlaw go to the front.
Marie, because of her Austrian birth, is
under a cloud for a while, but her loyalty
to her husband's country is so intense that
It becomes manifest to all. As the fighting
line draws near the women
of the household
are drawn into closer affection by their common danger.
Now appears in the household a quiet servant, an Austrian officer placed there as a
spy; none other than the one who caused
Marie's
downfall in the land of her birth.
Recognition
is mutual. The spy insists that
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the young wife shall obtain from her husband a plan of attack discussed by French
officers at .the house. Terrorized by his
threats of disclosure, she induces her husband
to disclose the secret. Between terror and
loyalty she struggles, until she is transformed by her love. She dares give false
information. The result is disaster for the
enemy.
to the
AustrianHe officer's
code he According
must commit
suicide.
awaits
an oportunity to find Marie alone that he
may kill her also.
A struggle ensues as her husband approaches the house, and the spy is killed.
Marie is so overcome when her young husband arrives that she hands him her written
confession and begs him to read it. He smilingly declines — he has already done so on
the eve of their wedding. He had the letter
returned to her as though it had not been
delivered because his love for her was that of
a noble and generous mind. Then the sunlight of her pure affection shines once more —
she is to be a mother — his splendid chivalry
is to have the greatest reward she can give.
Prog:ram
and
Elxploitation CatchUnes:
Story of a Wayward Girl Who Preserves
Her Good Name in Spite of Her Degrading Surroundings.
Exceptional Story Contrasting Brutal Passion with Purity of Womanhood.
Kxploitation Angles: Keep away from the
war angle of this story, since to use this is
to create the erroneous impression that it is
a war drama. Work on the title and the cast,
using the latter to emphasize the excellence
of the production.

secrets and makes his get-away. Later he
rescues Alice from box car and recovers much
of the stolen loot being shipped out by the
bandits. He wins the love of the girl and
the respect of the community.
Progrram
and
Explottntion
Catchllnes:
The Westerners
Awaited
the Arrival
of the
Tenderfoot from the East — He Arrives
with a Smash and Proves That He Is
Anything But a Tenderfoot.
Tom Mix in a Daring, Dashing Role of the
Son of a Wealthy Easterner Who Goes
West and Breaks Up Their Monotony.
Tom Mix Is "The Daredevil" — See Him
Break Up a Gang of Train Robbers and
Finally Win the Girl of His Heart in
This New Production.
His Father Sent Him to Montana for Safe
Keeping, But He Was Too Wild for the
Westerners — Then He Is Sent to Arizona,
Where He Distinguishes Himself by Daring Deeds and Wins a Western Lass as
His Love.
Exploitation Angrles: Play up Mix and tell
that he lives up to the title. Then list the
sensations and play these up as a group or
singly. That is about all you need to do.

"The Daredevil"
Tom
Mix, Successful Author-DirectorActor, in Live Five-Reel Fox
Production.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
TOMlimited
MIX list
mayof beperformers
added to the
who rather
have
successfully written and directed
their own stories. In "The Daredevil" he
has concocted and put across a swiftlymoving, humorous production, containing
a iiumber of unique situations and much
action of a stirring sort. It is one of the
best of recent Westerns.
There are big moments strung along
throughout this picture. The hero's leap
from the top of the moving passenger train
to the bridge cords is the first sensation.
Later his rescue of the girl from a box car
proves his unusual daring. The riding
scenes are all very good, and the recess of
the bandit gang behind the waterfall is an
original layout of the kind. The sub-titles
are fresh and full of pertinent humor.
Cast.
Timothy Atkinson
Tom Mix
Alice Spencer
Eva Novak
Ralph Spencer
Charles K. French
Gilroy Blake
l. c. Shumway
Black Donlin
Sid Jordan
"Mazie"
Sheriff, Coyote Flats Lucille
L.
S. Younge
McKee
Mexican Villain
Pat Chrisman
Buchanan Atkinson
George Hernandez
Ranch Owner
Harry Dunkinson
Story and direction by Tom Mix.
Scenario by J. Anthony Roach.
Length,
The Five
Story.Reels.
in "The Daredevil," is
theTimothy
son of aAtkinson,
wealthy railroad president, who
has been sent to a Montana
ranch for safe
keeping. Tim is a practical joker and keeps
the ranch harfOs in a continual uproar. The
indignant owner of the ranch finally tires
of Timothy and sends him back East.
His father is not at all delighted to see
him, and promptly sends Tim to Arizona to
work at a small station. As the train approaches, areception committee is awaiting
Tim's arrival, but he has had an altercation
on board and jumped
from the roof of the
train to a cross piece from which the bridge
cords are suspended. Tim finally reaches
the station on foot and the committee is surprised to findways.
him anything but a tenderfoot
In Western
Tim falls in love with Alice Spencer,
daughter of the division superintendent. She
urges him to undertake the task of breaking
up a gang of train robbers. Tim invades their
cave, hidden behind a waterfall, learns their

"In Search of a Sinner"
Bright First National Comedy with Constance Talmadge
Role.in a Fascinating
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THEof aFirst
National
Sinner,"
is gaypicture,
with "In
thein Search
adventures of a young
widow
revolt
against association with men who are too
good. She detests their paternal advisory
attitude toward women. She is inclined to
puncture their inflated ideas of moral superiority. She has the acumen and the
daring of a charming woman of experience,
and she is correspondingly dangerous.
Much is to be expected when this lively
young widow breaks loose. "In Search of
anature.
Sinner" is a delightful comedy of human
Constance .Talmadge is a born comedienne. That is evidenced in her avoidance
of the amateurish simpers and the eyerolling of the cabaret vamp. Her .attitude
is that of an intelligent woman holding
up to ridicule masculine sentimentality. Her
support is excellent. The personal factors
and the workmanship of "In Search of a
Sinner" rank it high as a comedy. It
drew outbursts of laughter at the Strand,
Cast. wherever shown.
and it will be a winner
Georgiana Chadbourne. .Constance Talmadge
Jack Garrison
Radclifte Fellows
JefCry
Corliss Giles
Sam
William Roselle
(.Continued on page 2007)

"Threads of Romance."
Made here by Wally Reid in his ParamountArtcraft, "Excuse My Dust."
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with a strong vein of patriotism throughout and the popularity of such pictures with
exhibitors is forcefully shown by the fact
that hundreds of exhibitors have written to
the Pathe branch offices for full information on the J. Stuart Blackton production,
"The Blood Barrier." The picture is the
work of the late Cyrus Townsend Brady
and Stanley Olmsted and is a vivid story
of red-blooded Americanism.

Sporting Duchess'' and "Fortune Hunter"
Are Booked by Many Prominent Theatres
ALONG distance telephone call from the modern steps are performed with grace.
The story was originally printed in The
manager of the William Fox Washington Theatre at Detroit several Saturday Evening Post and is by Henry
Payson
Dowst.
days ago to the New York offices of Vitagraph, punctuated a booking run on VitaBegin Work
"Lucid
graph's latest super-feature, "The Sporting
Douglas
MacLeanon and
DorisIntervals."
May began
Thirty Reels Without a Kiss.
."
e
Duchess"
and nation
"The alFortun
m Fox
Willia
circuitHunter
of housesTheis their sixth Thomas H. Ince starring vehicle,
Thirty reels without a kiss I A daring
conspicuous among those which are book- "Lucid Intervals," a sparkling comedy fresh departure from moving picture precedents,
ing both features. It is understood that, so from the pen of Archer McMackin.
perhaps,
that'sthewhat
was doneserial
in "The
far as the advance schedules of these theInvisible but
Hand,"
Vitagraph
just
atres permit, the entire chain is listing the
completed by Antonio Moreno. Pauline
Ask Data on "Blood Barrier."
Curley
was
the
unkissed
heroine.
two Vitagraph subjects.
The demand of the public for pictures
"The Sporting
which anis ovation
set for
release
on MarchDuchess,"
22, received
(C
from the New York reviewers on the occasion of its pre-release opening last week
at the Broadway Theatre. The Evening Equity Buys World Rights to Pinero's
Sun, in particular, pronounced the subject
'Mid-Channer for Clara Kimball Young
as one of vast entertainment value, and deWoman"
were first and
second.and "Eyes of Youth"
ER, general
clared that Alice Joyce presents in it one JOSEPHager ofI.Equity
SCHNITZ
on, Forbidden
Pictures
Corporatimanof the best portrayals she has ever given
A sumptuous production will characterize
which concern distributes the products
in her happy career of stardom.
of Clara Kimball Young and other Garson
of "Mid-Channel,"
and an will
exAmong the other notable theatres creations, announces the purchase from the staging traordinary
cast of prominent players
throughout the country which have booked
be seen in support of Miss Young.
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, for the world's
both the big features are the Rialto, at screen
"The Soul of Rafael" is now nearing comrights to that playwright's drama,
Washington, D. C. ; Fox Theatre, St. Louis; "Mid-Cha
pletion at the Garson Studios.
nnel," in which Ethel Barrymore,
Locations which took Miss Young and
Fox Theatre, Denver; New Astor, Minne- perhaps, as much as any play in which she
apolis; New Princess, St. Paul; American, has appeared, earned her reputation as one her supporting cast from Los Angeles all
the way to San Francisco and back, and
Salt Lake City; the Apollo, Dayton; Re- of our foremost stage personalities.
with stop-overs at most of the famous old
gent, Rochester; Kalurah Temple, Bing"Mid-Channel,"
which
ran
for
many
hamton; Bijou, Springfield, Mass.; Strand, months at Charles Frohman's Empire The- missions of California, sets so huge that
Portland, Ore.; Superba, San Diego, Cal. ;
atre, was accounted, during its engagement, parts of their structure reached out of
Tudor, Atlanta, Ga. ; Wichita Theatre, as the finest work of Pinero, who had many the studio into the lot, costuming which
Wichita, Kan.; Victory Theatre, Tacoma; successes to his credit, and one of the most required months of research and no little
attractive dramas Ethel Barrymore had effort to secure, are a few features of "For
People's Theatre,
Theatre, Providence,
Portland, Ore.,
Victory
R. L and the yet appeared in.
the Soul of Rafael," which will cause that
The Hippodrome at San Francisco was
"Mid-Channel" is peculiarly built for just picture to stand out as a fitting release as
one of the large theatres which made an such a figure as Miss Young, who is, of compared to both "Eyes of Youth" and
early booking of "The Fortune Hunter." course, to be seen in the role that char- "The Forbidden Woman."
Others were the Strand, at Buffalo; Eckels,
"The Forbidden Woman," which is now
acterized Miss Barrymore's efforts in the generally
released throughout the United
Rochester; Colonial, Utica; Liberty The- stage production.
States,
is causing new reports to issue in
atre, Seattle, and Walnut Street Theatre,
To
Close
Series
of
Four.
at Louisville.
that it is even exceeding the results ob"Mid-Channel" will constitute the final of
tained by exhibitors
with "Eyes
of Youth*
promises
to surpass
that picture
by
Much Dancing in New Reid Picture.
the first series of four of Equity's Clara and
many
hundreds
of
days
of
additional
renThose who care for dancing will find Kimball Young specials, of which "For the
tals
and
longer
runs.
plenty to their liking, it is said, in "The Soul of Rafael" is to be the third and "The
Dancin'tion forFool,"
Wallace Artcraft.
Reid's newMr.producParamount
Reid,
with his leading woman, Bebe Daniels, do Goldwyn Flashes Pictures on Screen 85
three sets of what might be called interMinutes After Taking Them at Walton
pretative dances. The cave man period
shows them in skin costumes in a bower
ITH almost a thousand moving pic- conception of the difficulty experienced in
of primitive beauty; the Apache dance is V/y ture fans and a large number of directing comedy situations, Mr. Lowry
executed with much abandon and skill; the
exhibitors from all over the Penn- arranged with Kempton Greene, a former
sylvania territory in attendance, the Gold- Philadelphian and member of the old Luwyn Pictures Corporation gave a practical bin Company, to enact a scene assisted by
demonstration of the making of motion
young woman,
who were calle'd
the audience.
The situations,
which from
were
pictures atop the Walton Hotel, Philadel- two
phia, last week, at which all known records extremely ludicrous, kept the guests in an
for rapid completion and projection of film uproar, and when less than an hour and
were shattered. The official time-keeper a half afterward the very scenes they had
for the affair recorded the event in less witnessed being portrayed before them
were flashed on the screen, the feat was
than an hour and twenty-five minutes.
To lend "atmosphere" to the affair, Helen considered little less than marvelous and
Greene, who has recently completed work hearty applause met the finished effort.
Some of the motion picture men who
with Madge Kennedy in "Trimmed With
present were: Pete Magaro, Regent
Red," dioscame
overforfrom
New York stu- were
especially
the the
occasion.
Theatre, Harrisburg; C. Floyd Hopkins,
Wilmer and Vincent circuit, Harrisburg;
Guests Astounded.
H. Woehrle, Third Street TheWhile the event was planned primarily William
atre, Easton; George Harrington, Trenton;
for placing the Goldwyn Pictures Cor- Lou Brennamen, American Theatre, Pottsporation on a more informal plane with the ville; Frank Walters, Iris Theatre, Philapicture-loving public, the feat of shatterdelphia; Samuel Stiefel, Stiefel circuit,
Philadelphia; Abe Einstein, Stanley Coming the world's
for rapid completion
of pictures wasrecord
not overlooked
Ira
M.
.
America; William Herchenreider,
Lowry, director-general of the Betzwood Stanleypany ofCompany
of America, and Senator
Film Company, also participated. He su- Edwin Wolff, of the Betzwood Company.
1 1H 1111 1Hit I IHI N IIIR Ii i r
pervised the technical requirements for
the event, which included the erection of a
special set, lighting equipment and complete finishing apparatus. He had erected
in another portion of the building an entire
developmg and printing plant with special
George Archinbaud
machmery for rapidly drying the film.
Whose directorial talent is now going
In order that the guests might gain some
Into Selznlck pictures.
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Helen
Marjorle Milton
Katie
Evelyn C. Carrington
Valeska
Lillian Worth
Henry
Arnold Lucy
Roue
Cliarles Whittaker
Walter
Ned Starks
Story by John Emerson and Anita Loos.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Georgiana Chadbourne goes in "Search of
a Sinner"
as husband
soon as her
period Heof mourning
for
her first
Is over.
is such a
good man that he made her life miserable.
She wants one with red blood in his veins.
Misled by a little adventure in Central Park,
she falls in love with Jack Garrison. Not
until her heart is committed does she make
the discovery that he, too, is good. She hopes
to stir a little of the devil in him. She is
afforded opportunity when her married
brother and his wife are called away suddenly, leaving her alone in the apartment.
Jack is an old friend of the brother, but
he has never seen the latter's wife. On the
occasion of when
Jack'smutual
first appearance
in the
apartment,
confessions are
on
edge, Georgiana assumes the role of her
sister-in-law. Jack is overcome. He has
beenleaves
makingin despair.
love to hisGeorgiana
best friend's
wife.
He
goes after
him in vamp costume when he is addressing
the Purity League, and she breaks up the
meeting. He telegraphs to her brother to
come look after his wife and home. Georgiana
pursues him to his own rooms and torments
him. He cannot kiss her — it would be a
sacrilege. He rejects her, but her blandishments have had their effect. He collapses
morally.
He runs against a lurid lady and gets Intoxicated in his own apartment. There he is
found by the brother he telegraphed for and
by Georgiana. The lurid lady is driven out
and explanations follow. Georgiana is now
happy to marry Jack — it will be so nice to reform him. This she proceeds to do as soon
as her slave for life is shackled, all with a
consistent inconsistency thoroughly feminine.
Program
and
ISxpluitatlon Catchlines:
Story of a Pretty Young Widow Who Revolts Against Association With Men Who
Are Too Good.
Pleasing Farce Comedy Telling of a Young
Widow Who Goes "In Search of a SinConstance
Talmadge Is the Girl
Who ner"—Does
the Searching.
WhyGoodDoesn't
Constance
Talmadge
Like Why
the
Men in Her Latest
Picture?
Does She Go "In Search of a Sinner"?
Exploitation Angle.s: Start off with a classified display advertisement asking for a
well-qualified sinner. Make it a teaser and if
possible get the paper to print a story about
it. Then break into the regular advertising,
playing up the star, and plug as hard as you
know how on the story.
It is worth real money to you if you play
it up strong enough.
"The Hushed Hour"
Harry Garson Production, with Blanche
Sweet and an Exceptional Star Cast
Released by Pioneer Feature
Film Corporation.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THE remarkable cast of the Harry Garson's "The Hushed Hour," embraces
besides Blanche Sweet, such star performers as Wilfred Lucas, Wyndham
Standing, Rosemary Theby, Milton Sills,
Mary Anderson, Gloria Hope and many
others whose names are familiar in the
world of silent drama. As the story is told
in episodic form large opportunity is afforded each of these fine performers. There are
four distinct lines of action, each standing
out by itself, but they are strongly and
consistently connected, a complete series of
dramatic events bearing on the main subject and arising from it. That subject deals
tenderly withour responsibility to one another. The inward thoughts and real sentiments of common ordinary individuals erring ones like ourselves, are revealed with
true dramatic insight.
Infinite pains have been taken to do
full justice to each episode and to every
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scene it contains. There is a profuse
liberality of settings shown, affording
great variety to the incidental narrative
with no loss to the civilizing end in view.
When is added to this a consistency of
mood and a splendid performance on the
part ofbe the
principals,
Hushed Hour"
must
rated
high as "The
a production.
Such
was the opinion of a crowded house at the
Hamilton Theatre.
Cast.
Judge Robert Appleton Winter Hall
Mrs. Appleton
Lydia Knott
Robert Appleton, Jr
Wilfred Lucas
Virginia Appleton Blodgett. . .Blanche Sweet
Luke Appleton
Milton Sills
Daisy Appleton
Rosemary Theby
Annie
'Vierge Harry
Gloria
Hope
Buck Blodgett
Northrup
Birdie Sankey
Mary Anderson
Lord George Daw
Wyndham Standing
Gondy
Ben Alexander
Milton
L. T. Steers
Kid McCoy
Kid McCoy
Story by Gertrude Brooke Hamilton.
Scenarioized by Charles Maigne.
Directed by Edmund Mortimer.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
"The Hushed Hour" is one of meditation
requested by Judge Appleton of his children.
On the anniversary of his death each was to
give one hour to private thought in the
presence of his picture. It is to remind them
of the high standard of living he followed.
In conformation with his request there is a
family gathering, and Daisy, the youngest,
goes to the silent room, where floral tributes
are assembled by friends and relatives who
loved the memory of noble Judge Appleton.
Daisy's grief and remorse is instantaneous.
She has a child by an English artist who
deceived her while she was painting at Nice,
in the south of France. Her life there unfolds before her vision, and she resolves to
build her little boy's character along the lines
indicated by her father's nobility.
Then comes the turn of Luke, wandering
and adventurous, who married beneath him
and abandoned wife and children in a mood of
drunken fury. In the silence of the room,
overcome by his feelings, he forms a new
ideal, never to be forgotten, of what is fair
and just for him to do with the little family
he is in honor bound to shelter in sympathy
and manly protection.
Robert, the older son, follows with complacent dignity. He has achieved high place
in the business world, but gradually his
moral judgment becomes applied to his own
conduct in private life. It dawns upon him
how much selfishness and hypocrisy there
has been behind his commercial success. The
voice of conscience condemns him with a
thousand tongues. He determines there and
then on ina radical
change in his purposes and
actions
the future.
Last comes Virginia, married for money to
a man she treats with small consideration,
whose life and ambitions she has spoiled
through indifference to his love. Through
remembrance of little children she becomes
so deeply affected that her conduct is called
up before the tribunal of her own moral
sense. Through shame and new tenderness
she goes to the husband waiting outside and
twines her arms around him with a new and
tender sen.'5e of obligation,
Thus, one by one, the four children are conin the presence
of the verted
manby "The
thatHushed
lived inHour"
honorable
recognition of the rights of others to sincerely reform,
to
live
more
in
accord
with
the
Golden
Rule.
Program
and
E-xploitatlon Catchline»i:
What Is "The Hushed Hour?" — See This
Engrossing Drama of Human Appeal.
Entertaining Story of Four Children Who
Are Guided by Their Deceased Father's
Ideals Through "The Hushed Hour."
"The Hushed Hour" — A Story That Is DiffCast. erent from the Ordinary with an All-Star
I<:xploltation Ansriesi Play up Miss Sweet
and her exceptional support, then tell that
the story is as strong as the cast. If you
play hard enough on this long list of favorites you will need do no more. If you need
more work in the theme of the play. Make
a special drive on the ministers and Sunday
schools, for this will win their approval.

2007
"The Flame of Hellgate"
Robertson-Cole Production Features Bea<
triz Michelena in Story of Meagre
Reviewed byOpportunities.
Margaret I. MacDonald.

the
is lacking , in"The
plot production
H of
STRENGT
-Cole
Robertson
Flamees of Hellgate," and consequently
opportuniti for the star are few. Beatriz
Michelena, an actres of superior talent and
uncommon beauty, is featured in the picture, and does
well with the limited possibilities of the role of Star Dowell. To
be sure, a fuller rounding out of individual
characters with detail or incident conducive to a revelation of their distinguishing
traits, would help in a large measure to
make the picture more interesting. As it
is there is a vagueness connected with the
presentation of the story that interferes
with a clear delineation of the plot.
The production contains a wealth of
western
and Miss ofMichelena's
riding andatmosphere,
easy manipulation
the lariat
compels admiration. It also mingles
touches of humor with pathos and the thrill
of melodrama; but one is ever on the alert
for a stronger play of the rare personality
of the star. Jefif Williams, Albert Morrison and William Pike are outstanding
figures in the picture.
Cast.
Star Dowell
Beatriz Michelena
Old Dowell
Jeff Williams
Cattle King
Albert Morrison
Page
William Pike
Gunman
D. Mitsoras
Sheriff
Clarence Arper
Story and scenario by Earle Snell.
Direction by George Middleton.
Length, The
AboutStory.
5,000 feet.
The story of "The Flame of Hellgate" has
its origin in a feud between a cattle king of
the West and the homesteaders. Old man
Dowell and his daughter. Star, live alone in
a cabin in the uplands. And when the cattle
king shows his intention to try to force the
homesteaders out of the district, Dowell decides to organize his associates to protect
their Interests. A day or so afterward the
old man is shot dead outside his cabin door.
Star, determining
to avenge
father's
death,
and also to show
up an her
incompetent
sheriff, places herself at the head of the
organization started by her father.
In the course of events she stages a fake
raid on the village of Beartrap, has herself
bound and gagged and left as evidence of
the work of a bandit. The sheriff goes out
into the hills to pursue the bandit, is lassoed
(Continued on page 2009)

"Don't Slam the Gate"
Says Beatriz Michelena, here In her own
production, "The Flame of Hellgate,"
for Robertson-Cole.
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I Wide Powers to Be Given
White Dove" Starring H, B, Warner
Scheduled for Release by Robertson- Cole I
Maryland Municipalities
for Amusement Regulation
head
of
production
work
of
Selznick
Picpicc
dramati
a
DOVE,"
WHITE
ture founded on the novel of the same tures.
THE
Mildred Cheshire, who has appeared in
name by William J. Locke, the popuatingmunici
thea-regul
paslities inare
given
lar English author, is ready for release by previous Selznick pictures, has signed a IWIDEtres, power
dance
halls,
cabarets,
le.
son-Co
Robert
It will mark a new mile- contract to play a part in this picture. She I roadhouses and
amusements in one
stone in the advancing career of H. B. will be cast as a schoolgirl, of which there
the three companion bills which
Warner, its star, officials of the releasing are many in the film. Another player who II of
were
introduced
by Senator G. A.
company are convinced.
has been engaged for the picture, in which
Frick,at ofAnnapolis,
Baltimore City,
Sen"The White Dove" was made in the stu- Lewis J. Selznick will present Olive II ate
Md., inontheFriday
as star, is Theodore Westman, Jr.,
dios of Jesse D. Hampton. Pre-viewed by Thomas
who
will
have
the
role
of
Bill
Forbes.
I morning, March 5.
officials of Robertson-Cole, the picture was
unanimously hailed as the best achievement William P. Carlton will have the part of I For such places that are found to
I be violating the regulations as laid
Richard
Channing.
of
career. campaign
Work .at
I down by the city codes, the state
onceMr.wasWarner's
started onscreen
an elaborate
I licenses can be revoked by the municiLucien Hubbard Joins Universal.
of publicity and advertising which is to go
I palities, according to one of the
with the picture. It is being released as a
Lucien Hubbard, associate scenario edi- j bills. Upon a written complaint made
Robertson-Cole special which speaks voltor for Vitagraph, has signed up with Uni- I against the place which is signed by
umns for its quality.
versal to take charge of the scenario de- I three or more persons, actions for
partment at Universal City. He will leave
As
"The
White
Dove"
does
not
depend
on mechanical efiPects or strained and im- New York for the Coast within two weeks. I this could be instituted. Then within
possible situations to tell its story, and as
Hubbard, a former newspaper man, has I fifteen days after the residents or
of the place which has
its central appeal is to the heart, the pic- been in the moving picture business for six II proprietors
complained of must be given a
ture's commercial success should be wide. years, most of the time as a scenario and I been
public
hearing.
The measures are
The central situation is that of a high- continuity writer. He has worked for
minded man so pure and austere himself, he Pathe, the World, Edison, Vitagraph, and I principally aimed at the night life of
cannot understand why anyone should de- for a brief time a year and a half ago, for I the city, it is understood.
viate from the path of righteousness.
Universal.
Claire Adams Plays Opposite Warner.
Through a series of dramatic incidents he
learns that those closest and dearest to him First Run Contracts Continue to Pile
9f
have been effected with things to which he
never could stoop. Turning from them, he
leads the life of a hermit, only to discover
in on Read's "The Lone Wolfs Daughter
a greater calamity, so great in fact, that it
has booked it for the Moon Theatre, their
drives in upon him the truth of universal
THEfirst-run
latest theatres
of the country's
to make important
room in largest first run.
human frailty and the need for mercy and
their bookings for the presentation
The striking thing in connection with J.
forgiveness toward all.
Parker
Read, Jr., production in view of the
in
Boston
of
J.
Parker
Read,
Jr.'s
second
A strong cast is seen in support of Mr.
admittedly
of the
picLouise Glaum production, "The Lone
Warner. Opposite him is Claire Adams. big
ture marketcongested
for monthscondition
past is the
rapidity
Daughter," are Jacob and David
Ruth Renick has a peculiar part in the pic- Wolf's
Lourie's Modern and Beacon theatres on with which they are booked and presented
ture, that of his first wife, appearing not in Washington street, Boston. This produc- in the large first run theatres.
life but in a vision. The heavy of the piction opens a day and date full week enAmong the other important first run conture is Herbert Greenwood.
tracts closed for the picture within the past
gagement March IS, playing Charles H.
Virginia Lee Corbin, popular child ac- Williams' Strand Theatre, Providence, R. few days are The Ceremic, East Liverpool;
tress, is seen as the little daughter. The I., the same full week and the following the Opera House, Lorain ; the Park, Manspart of the half brother is taken by Donald
week plays the Strand, Portland, Me.
field, O. ; the Jackson, York, Pa.; the HarMcDonald. The picture was directed by
lem Opera House and the Odeon, New
A. H. Blank
and Abe of
Frankle's
big Des
Henry King.
Moines
consolidation
theatres
has York City; the Montclair Theatre, Montbooked the production for its entire Des clair, N. j.; the Majestic, Beloit, Wis.; the
Moines string of houses, and Harry Gold- Cozy, Marinette, Wis; the Hippodrome,
Players Added to "The Flapper" Cast.
berg, for the Goldberg Brothers, Omaha, Keokuk, la.
Following a brief respite, work is again
going forward
on
"The
Flapper,"
it
was
announced this week by Myron Selznick, All Details Arranged for
Louise Glaum's Stop-Over in
«llllllllllMlltlllHlllllltlllttllllllMIIIIIMIIIIIlllltlllllllllll||||||,||||||||||,||„„„„„„„„„„„„
Robertson-Cole Convention
Chicago Inspires Luncheon
PLANS,
are
about
complete
for
the
first
n for a
semi-annual convention of the Robertwas the inspiratiostop-over
in Chicago
LOUISE
in her honor by
arranged one-day
luncheonGLAUM'S
son-Cole supervisors and branch
managers at the Hotel Astor on March 16, S. J. Goldman, manager of the W. W. Hod17, 18, and 19. A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice- kinson Corporation, and given Monday in
president and general manager of the the Rose Room of the Hotel Sherman.
About twenty-two of the most prominent
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation,
who will act as general chairman at the
in Goldman's
territorywereandprese.it
newsvarious business conferences, has compiled exhibitors
paper and trade
journal people
a schedule which will enable the field repre- at the affair, at which it was announced that
sentatives to better acquaint the exhibitor Hodkinson would distribute "Sex." Miss
with the fair business principles of Robert- J.
Glaum's
Parker forthcoming
Read, Jr. seven-reel vehicle for
son-Cole; the standard and quality of its
releases and the big plans perfected to give
Joseph Hopp, who controls several
the trade big stars and special productions theatres through the middle west; W. K.
for the season of 1920-1921.
Hollander, the critic; Max Hyman, of the
The convention program has been so ar- Avon Theatre in Chicago; E. Stern, of
ranged that all of the branch managers will Lubliner and Trinz, whose circuit of ninearrive in New York City some time Monteen theatres ran "The Lone Wolf's
day, March 15. The convention will open Daughter,"
Miss Glaum's current success;
and "Doc" Atkinson, of the Allied Amuseat
9
o'clock
Tuesday
morning,
when
the
ment Association, made brief talks, as did
visitors will assemble at the Robertson-Cole
home office at 1600 Broadway.
Sig. Schlager in telling of J. Parker Read,
At 12:30 the convention will move to the Jr.'s forthcoming special.
College Room, at the Hotel Astor. After
Among those present were Mrs. Porter
luncheon, R. B. Cole will give an informal H. Albright, the star's sister; Joseph S.
talk and explain in detail the policies of the McHenry, P. P. Dumas, William K. Hollander, H. H. Meyers, Joseph Hopp, Max
company of which he is head.
J. L. Merrick, field manager of the Hyman, John Bobenz, Genevieve H. Harris,
J. L. Merrick
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation,
Field manager for Robertson-Cole who
"Rob Reel" Eldridge, W. D. Burwill be the principal speaker at the Thurs- Agnes
ford, Ralph W. Crocker, S. H. Mason, E.
will address
the firm's salesmen
In convention.
day morning conference at the home office. Stern, "Doc" Atkinson and William Dineen.
The
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(Continued from page 2007)
by Star, and sent back bound, astride his own
horse. Through Star's influence young Page,
a friend of hers, is appointed sheriff. A misunderstanding of her presence in the hills
alone with Cliff, one of the boys on watch
at the deadline, arousing his jealousy, he
joins with the cattle king in organizing a
posse to trap the outlaw.
Star impersonates the supposed outlaw,
plays at cross purposes with the sheriff and
his gang, and at the close of the story reveals her identity with the masked bandit,
and also her love for the young sheriff.
Program
nn<]
Kxploitatlou Catchlines:
The First Law of Man Is Self-Preservation
— The First Law of Woman Is Love —
Beatriz Michelana Knows and Practices
Both
"The Flame
Hellgate."the SherSee the inThrilling
Battleof Between
iff's Posse and the Outlaws on Beartrap
in "The
Flame Show
of Hellgate."
SeeRange
Beatriz
Michelena
Her Sheriff
Lover How to Be a Regular Man in "The
Flame of Hellgate."
Exploitation
Angles: Play up the star and
the strong western story. Tell that she is
seen as a boy and you might offer a small
prize for the best reproduction of her costume, posting stills to serve as models or
usingtal outa of
cutout.
You candevice.
make a lot of capithis latter
"Women Men Forget"
MoUie King Displays Charm of Personality
in United Picture Theatres Latest
Production.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THERE can be no question raised with
regard to the vitality of the subject
which Elaine Sterne has chosen for
her screenby story,
Men Forget,"
produced
United "Women
Picture Theatres.
The
more blase are perfectly familiar with the
waywardness of Cupid, and would be willing to corroborate the contention of the
story, but it is doubtful if the average head
of a family will take kindly to the rather
exaggerated example of marital infelicity
which the picture presents.
The situation in which a man not only
makes love to "his wife's best friend," while
his wife is still present in his home, but
alsobecome
allows the
the unlicensed
"woman inmistress
the question"
to
of his
home while his wife, finding shelter with a
friend, bears him a child, is revolting to
say the least. Perhaps the director is a bit
at fault in playing up the weakness of the
wife, who persists in reclaiming a characterless husband. However this may be,
the story, as presented, cannot gain much
sympathy.
Mollie King is attractive in a thankless
role. Edward Langford does his best to
win sympathy for the wayward husband,
and Lucy Fox makes an acceptably naughty
vampire.
Cast.
Mary Graham
Mollie King
Robert Graham
Edward Langford
James Livingston
Frank Mills
Helen
Lucy Pox
James Livingston's
Aunt ....Jane
Story by Elaine
Sterne. Jennings
Direction by John M. Stahl.
Length, 4,600 feet.
The Story.
The main situation in the story, "Women
Men Forget," centers about a husband's unfaithfulness, and his wife's successful atfold. tempt to bring him back to the domestic
Robert Graham, apparently devoted to his
pretty wife, one day discovers In a friend of
his
wife's than
who the
comesoneto hevisit,
a woman Tomore
alluring
married.
her
he recounts domestic trials, and pictures
himself as having been misunderstood. Helen,
the friend, has no scruples in using her
powers of fascination, and it is not long before their love-making comes to the notice
of Mrs. Graham and causes her to forsake
her home. She seeks shelter with a friend.
With his wife out of the way, Graham makes
Helen mistress of his home, and goes So far
as to give a large party, at which Helen re-
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ceives the guests. Mrs. Graham, hearing of
the affair, decides to attend, meeting with
a cold reception.
In the meantime James Livingston, a friend
of Mrs. Graham, has appointed himself a
committee of one to help bring about Graham's financialhis
ruinbroker
by supplying
him with
funds through
for the indulgence
of Helen's extravagances. His wife comes to
his aid with her jewels, and Helen, discovering that Graham no longer has money to give
her, throws him over. The revelation that
Mary, his wife, has borne him a child, towith his persistent belief in his bether. ter self,gethercauses
him to realize his love for
Program
and
Elxploltatlon Catchllnes:
What Kind of Women Do Men Forget?
See Mollie King in This Love Drama.
What Do You Think of a Husband That
Pays Attention to His Wife's Friend in
His Own Home?
That's the Sort of a
Man That Plays in "Women Men Forg
e
t
"
—
See
How
He
Is Dealt with by His
Pretty Wife.
He Drove His Wife from His Home — He
Was "Vamped"
an Intruder
the
Time
of Financialby Need
His Wife— In
Comes
to His Aid and Saves Him from Utter
Ruin — See This Drama with Mollie King
as the Wife.
Exploitation Angles: Play on the title and
play it strongly. Work such lines as "Did a
man forget you?" "Have you let your husband forget
YOU?"bestandto similar
You
can sell
the play
those toappeals.
whom such
questions will appeal. For the opposite angle
tell the men to come and see what Elaine
Sterne thinks of them.
"Deadline at Eleven"
Vitagraph Presents Corinne Griffith in a
Story of the Dramatic Experiences of
a Reporter.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
AFFORDING
ent view of an
the animated
workings and
of aconsistnewspaper office, the Vitagraph production, "Deadline at Eleven," refers to the
hour at which all copy must be on the
editor's desk. The story follows, however,
the adventures of a young society girl, who
decides to strike out for herself rather than
marry an Englishman of title. Those adventures are only amusing at first, with
no reflections on the profession of journalism intended when she is uncertain
whether to become a waitress, a housemaid
or a reporter. She has enough personality
and good clothes to achieve eminence in
any one of these arduous and honorable
occupations.
After all, personality counts, just as it
does in the movies, and the young girl as
interpreted by Corinne Griffith has it in
abundance and to spare. She carries herself with combined dignity and sweetness
in the role of a girl reporter. Back of her
is an atmosphere, which is at times clouded with smoke by the reportorial staff of
her paper, but which is undeniably good
from an artistic point of view. She has
an exceptionally good support, notably by
Frank Thomas, Webster Campbell and
Maurice Costello. The play was fairly well
received at the Broadway Theatre.
Cast.
Helen Stevens
Corinne Griffith
Jack
Rawson
Frank Campbell
'Thomas
Ren Masters
Webster
Carrie Weiss
Alice Calhoun
Paul Klocke
Maurice Costello
Merrill
Dodson Mitchell
Jones
James Bradbury
Mrs. Martha Stevens
Bmily Fitzroy
Lord Warburton
Ernest Lambert
Story by Ruth Byers.
Scenario by Lucien Hubbard.
Directed by George Fawcett.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Helen comesStevens,
of "Deadline
at Eleven,"
a cub reporter
by choice,
in spite be-of
her wealthy and socially ambitions mother.
She Is taken on more or less as a joke, but
she finds a warm friend in the crack reporter.
Jack Rawson. It Is he who instructs her
generally and particularly to get her copy in

before 11Shep. ism.,put
the in"dead
the night
editor.
chargeline"of of
letters
from
the lovelorn and is attracted by a note asking for advice. It is from a girl who la
threatened
with death unless she elopes with
her
employer.
Helen induces Jack to give up drinking, but
he is enticed to the Press Club on the night
he intended to follow Helen out on a dangerous asignment. A private detective has been
hired by her mother to watch over the
adventurous girl, but he fails to do his duty
on this particular night. Helen goes alone
to discover why a certain working girl has
disappeared. She gets the address of the
missing girl's employer.
By this time Jack Rawson is roused suflSciently from his drunken stupor to feel the
need of following Helen. He does so and
stumbles into an old warehouse where murder
is being done. He emerges and sinks down
in a stupor. The body of the working girl
is found in the warehouse, and Jack is accused of her murder. Near her is found a
knife he wore as a charm on his watch
chain. Helen happens to be covering her
story in that neighborhood. She recognizes
Jack when he is arrested and declares he
is innocent. She begs the police not to inform the papers of his arrest. She will discover the true murderer before they go to
press. She visits the office of the working
girl's about
employer
and catches
him,Shevalise
hand,
to leave
in a cab.
affectsin
lameness and asks him to set her down at her
office, meanwhile managing to instruct the
chauffeur to drive to the police station. She
there causes his arrest. He breaks down
when confronted with evidences of his guilt
and makes a confession. Jack escapes disgrace, and so sincerely reforms that Helen
takes him to her home and introduces him
as the man of her choice. Her mother embraces him when she finds he is one of the
Rawsons of Tuxedo, and all ends happily for
the cub reporter.
Program
and
Exploitation Catclilines:
Corinne Griffith in Engaging Story Which
Depicts the Dramatic Experiences of a
DoReporter.
You Know How a Newspaper Office
Operates? How "Beats" Are Scored? See
Corinne Griffith in "Deadline at Eleven."
He Wasless HeFalsely
AccusedHisof Innocence
Murder — UnCould Prove
by
Eleven O'clock That Night His Name
Would Reach the Papers — Corinne Griffith as the Girl Reporter Steps in and —
See "Deadline at Eleven" for the Remainder of This Compelling Drama.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Griffith
Wild tell that it is a snappy story of the life
of a woman reporter. In a small town get
one of the local staff to give a little talk
about her own experiences, and play this up
as a feature, or get one of the women reto criticize
the dofirstso. production and
advertiseportersthat
she will
(Continued on page 2011)

"Please Play Up!"
Says Corinne Griffith, reporter, turning In
a story in her Vitagraph, "Deadline
at Eleven."
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of the big luscious box-office
receipts comes to the exhibitor
-who has had the foresight to
plant the Fewer and Better
tree on his booking schedule.
You can imagine what the returns must be on such remarkable productions as
THE RIGHT OF WAY
By Sir Gilbert Parker
Starring BERT LYTELL
OLD LADY 31
By Rachel Crothers
Starring EMMA DUNN
THE VERY IDEA
By William Le Baron
Starring TAYLOR HOLMES
SHOULD A WOMAN TELL?
By Finis Fox
Featuring ALICE LAKE
THE WILLOW TREE
By J. H. Benrimo and
Harrison Rhodes
Starring VIOLA DANA
THE WALK-OFFS
By Frederic and Fanny Hatton
Starring MAY ALLISON
SHORE ACRES
By James A. Herne
Starring ALICE LAKE
and others
Thirty-six !

of

the Perfect

Better hook them and
come in for your
share of the Federal
Reserve note foliage.

METRO
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Moon" Noteworthy for Strong
Characterizations and Lighting Effects
to greater Sultan had ever been photographed, and
Doris
WITHdramat
ic Kenyon
heights,rising
and with _a to get him to submit Wallen smashed all
supervised cast assisting her in the court precedents and violated the
enacting for the screen one of Augustus Koran as well. The scenes that Wallen
are a part of the current Hearst
ful plays, Theodore "shot"
'
Thomas
C.
Dietrichmost
and success
Arthur F. Beck
have every International news reel.
After
he had photographed the Sultan,
reason to believe that "The Harvest Moon," Wallen shipped
the negative to the United
the new Gibraltar picture for W. W. Hodkinson distribution, will inaugurate its re- States by special messenger, fearing to entrust it to the usual shipping facilities.
lease with a bigger flood of contract bookings than even the ready exhibitor response
that marked the introduction of their first Famous Pictures Distributes
."
ion,
Doris
Bandbox
Whole Tyrad Company Output
"The Kenyon
Harvest product
Moon" is a"The
strong
picture
in many respects. Aside from the acting
of the star and the contributing players,
Pictures, Inc.,
assignswhereb
all of
its product
y Tyrad
ement
THE arrang
among whom are George A. Lessey, Wilto the Famous Pictures Sales Comfred Lytell, Earl Schenck, Marie Shotwell,
pany for distribution in the New. York
Grace Barton and Daniel Pennell, one of City, Albany
and Buffalo territory went into
the prime features of the Deitrich-Beck effect last week. Matthias Radin, of Tyrad,
production is the remarkable lighting will sell the balance of the country on the
ley.
effects
obtained by Director J. Searle Daw- his
statecompan
righty.basis on all pictures bought by
With the usual Thomas touch a subtle
Of all the subjects turned over under
thread of the occult, revealing the psy- the new arrangement to the Famous Picchology of light and shade on human mentures perhaps none has made Charles P.
tality and action, is introduced in such a Saunders,
district manager, mon enthuway as to convey a novel and fascinating
than "It Happened in Paris," the
atmosphere. The filming of this particular feature insiasticwhich
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt prephase of the picture called for stage manprotege, Mme. Yorska, and W.
agement of unusual merit, and the lighting Lawsonsents herButt.
technique is a startling feature of the proThe picture was made at the Brunton
duction, manifesting itself in striking pho- studios
in California and at its premier
tographic eflects. Despite the much dis- showing in New York City was warmly
cussed difficulty of getting across psychic greeted by the public and highly praised by
ideas on the screen, proof of success is here the press. Heavy bookings are the ruie
found in the simplicity and easy compre- throughout the entire territory and Mr.
hensilibity of the story.
Saur\ders is seeing to it that the exhibitors
are receiving the co-operation of their local
exchanges in the presentation of this classic
Sultan of Turkey Has His
feature. Exploitation aids are obtainable.
Movie Picture Taken by an
International Cameraman
Henderson, Ky., Ministers
who
fellows
THOSE
Swear and Swear and Swear
the three
news incamera
films for
pick up intrepid
Hearst International news reels reWarrants Out Each Week
leased weekly through Universal, could tell
many a good story of the way they do
their daily work, but perhaps one of the
fights has
at
for sever
been Yon little
Sundaaly week
A MERR
most interesting yarns is the way E. Carl
Henderson, Ky., the pastors of
Wallen, staff cameraman for Hearst Inthe various churches through their
ministerial association having tried
ternational, succeeded in persuading Mohammed VI, present Sultan of Turkey, to
several methods of closing the thepose for the camera.
atres. They took the matter before
This, it is said, is the first time that the
were unable to
the Grand Jury and
secure indictments. They swore out
warrants for all of the theatre men
ary 20, and announced that
on Febru
warrants would be sworn out every
week thereafter.
However, three owners were fined
$2, the lowest fine possible, in Judge
Farmer's court, and this put the question back to the ministers. On February 26, eleven warrants were issued,
four against Louis Hayes; four
against Morris Holtzman; three
against F. B. Doxey, and issued too
by Justice J. I. Farley, of the Spottsville township,
ten set
miles
derson. Trial was
for from
March Hen3.
The exhibitors dug into the laws,
and had their bondsmen surrender
them. They were temporarily placed
in custody of the jailer. They appealed to Judge Farmer, as the
statute permits, for new bonds. This
he
granted, and set their trial in his
court.
This brings the ministers right back
to where they started, and it is now
"their move." The exhibitors are
really having quite a lot of fun out
E. Carl Wallen
of the case.
Whophotographically
penetrated thebearded
Sultan'shim domicile
in his den.and
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"The Dangerous Talent"
Margarita Fisher in American-Pathe Production Impersonates Girl with
Talent for Forgery.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ion of Daniel F. Whitcomb's
adaptat
AN story,
"The Dangerous Talent," produced by the American Film Company and released through Pathe, features
Margarita Fisher. The screen version is
a satisfactory presentation of a story in
which elements of melodrama play a large
part. The average spectator will like it,
and will no doubt be pleased with, rather
than resent, the attire of inocence in which
the dangerous talent of forgery is allowed
to parade. At least the idea of converting
a favorite alibi of crime into a weapon for
the defense, provides a change in the order
of things that is not unappreciated.
The situation which brings Lelia Mead
and Mildred Shedd to the home of the
millionaire, Ellis, is somewhat artificial, in
spite of the fact that it forms the main
pillar of the story. The atmosphere surrounding individual scenes is always correct. Disregarding apparent plot defects,
the production is well made.
Margarita Fisher is attractive in the role
of Lelia Mead, and Harry Hilliard in the
male lead plays the role of Gilbert Ellis
well. Harvey Clark and Beatrice Van do
eflfective work as the heavies.
Cast.
Lelia Mead
Margarita Fisher
Gilbert Ellis
Harry Hilliard
Mildred Shedd
Beatrice Van
Horton
Harvey Clark
Bob Ames
Neil Harden
Peyton Dodge
George Periolat
A Derelict
Mary Talbot
Story by Daniel F. Whitcomb.
Scenario by Lois Zellner.
Directed by George Cox.
Length, Six Reels.
The Story.
The
story
of
"The
of how a young girl Dangerous
makes goodTalent"
use of tells
her
ability to imitate hand writing. The discovery that she possesses this talent causes
her to lose her position as stenographer in a
business office, and brings her to the point of
starvation.
One day she meets a down-and-outer in the
park. He calls her attention to the fact that
rich and poor alike have a "skeleton In the
closet," and that the rich especially can be
frightened into action by the "mysterious
warning."
on Ellis,
the suggestion,
writes a note Acting
to Gilbert
a millionaire, shein
which she represents herself as the daughter
of one of his ol* sweethearts. The game
works, but on arriving at his home she discovers that a woman of questionable character from the same rooming house has also
gained admittance to the Ellis home.
By careful watching she finally gets the
best of the situation.
One night, when
Mildred and her associate, Horton the butler,
attempt to quiet her with a sleeping powder,
she feeds the milk in which it has been
placed to the cat. In their attempt to rob
the safe Ames, secretary to Ellis, is stabbed.
Lelia forges a confession, which is shown to
Mildred as having been written by Horton,
and the pair are trapped. Lelia is invited to
become mistress of the Ellis home.
Program
anil
Kxploitation Cutchlln«8;
Unusual Drama of Love, Mystery and Romance— Margarita
Fisher
in "The
Do Dangerous
You Think Talent."
That Everyone Has a Past?
Do You Think that Some Mysterious
Warning Would Make Them Fear? See
How This Subject Is Treated in "The
Dangerous Ttalent."
Exploitation
Angles: Play up Miss Fisher,
and offer her as "the girl who forged in the
cause of onright."
Play upYouthiscanandmalce
othera lot
angles
bearing
the title.
out
of a lobby blackboard lettered "Forgery was
Margarita
talent.areSee other
how
she used itFisher's
(date dangerous
here). What
dangerous talents? Can you add to the list?"
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Write in "Vamping," "Face Painting" and
similar
absurdfor "talents"
and leave
chalk handy
your patrons.
Put athepiece
boardof
where it can be seen from the street and
start it a week or ten days in advance and
you will get a surprising list; perhaps enough
for a newspaper story.
"The Stolen Kiss"
Realart's
SecondPlotConstance
Binney
Picture
Has Weak
and Shows
Hurried
Production.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
THEDay"author
of "Little
has written
a storyMiss
that By-thebe-longs
to the Sunday School library class
of fiction. It is all very pretty and very
unreal. The heroine is so remarkably unsophisticated that she does not know that
a bonnet and cloak of the 1850 mode is not
fashionable attire for 1920 until she sees
several up-to-date maidens in a drug store
and beholds her own reflection in a full
length mirror. Her adventures will probably interest the youthful mind, but even
a girl of ten may wonder why Felicia Day
can
find nothing better to do than plain
sewing.
Under the title of "The Stolen Kiss" the
story has been given a screen production
by Realart, with Constance Binney as the
heroine. Many of the situations have individual merit, but the scenario is so loosely constructed that it only accentuates the
arificial nature of the tale. The production shows hurry, and is not up to the
usual Realart standard. A glaring error
in the early part of the story is the scene
showing Felicia, who is supposed to be
about twelve, taking her morning bath.
Inoffensive in themselves the scenes make
it clear that the shoulders and chest of
the young person in the tub are not those
of a girl in her teens.
Miss Binney's dressing and acting of the
little girl of a dozen years are remarkably
realistic, but when she removes her princiaids to
"close-up"
takenpal of
her illusion
foot as and
she aplays
with theis
faucets of the bathtub with her toes all of
the previous efforts to create t!-e illusion
of extreme youth go for nought. Aside
from the effect of hurry in some of her
scenes Miss Binney's acting is on a par
with her fine work in "Erstwhile Susan."
The supporting cast is excellent.
Cast.
nfj'^f^^^^
]
Constance Binney
Octavia,
her mother i
Dudley Hamlit
Rodney La Roque'
Major Trenton
George Backus
John Ralph
Bradley Barker
Allen Graemer
Robert Schable
Peter Alden
Frank Losee
James Burrell
Richard Carlyle
Dulcie
Edyna Davies
Mile. D'Ormy
Miss Ada Nevil
Marthy
Agnes Everett
Jack Hall
Edward A. Fetherston
Mrs. Hall
Jean Lamb
Tom Stone
Joseph Latham
Story by Lucille Van Slyke.
Scenario by Kathryne Stuart.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
Felicia Day, the receiver of "The Stolen
Kiss," is brought up in seclusion by her
affectionate but narrow-minded grandfather.
Adjoining the yard where the girl attempts
to amuse herself is a rectory. One day Dudley Hamlit, a choir boy, throws his ball over
the fence. As a result he meets Felicia,
whose beauty attracts him, and before leaving he steals a kiss. Felicia's invalid mother
passes away, and Major Trenton keeps the
orphan from associating with the younger
set because he is fearful that she might wed
someone of whom he would not approve.
One day he catches Felicia and Dudley together and immediately proceeds to make
preparations for sending the girl away. She
is forced to go to Canada and is very unhappy because
whereabouts.
, Dudley is Ignorant of her
Finally she determines to come to New
York. After arriving she secures work as

2011
a seamstress, and one day even gets a day's
work
home, but
decides
not tosewing
search inhimDudley's
out because
of her
out
of date garments.
The girl has a natural talent for dancing
and is seen by Allan Graemer, an evil-minded
theatrical manager, who makes her an offer.
Dudley happened to be in the audience and
at the completion of the program set out to
visit the house where Felicia was staying.
He catches the culprit making advances to
his sweetheart and without hesitating pitches
in and beats him up. After that Felicia tells
Dudley
that he will not have to steal any
more kisses.
Program
and
Exploitation Catehlines:
"The Stolen Kiss" — Oh! What a Kiss Was
That One — Constance Binney Remembers
It
So Well
— See Her in This Fascinating
Love
Drama.
Her Uncle Wanted Her to Wed the Man
of His Choice — She Wanted the Choir
Boy Whom She Had Kissed Over the
Garden Wall — Which Does Constance
In "The
Kiss."— Then
SheBinney
Was Get
Brought
Up inStolen
Seclusion
One Day the Boy of Her Dreams Steals
a Kiss — Fate Takes a Hand and They Are
Separated — Do They Ever Meet Again?
See "The Stolen Kiss" for the Answer.
Exploitation
on Miss
first
picture as Anglos:
stronglyRide
as you
can, Binney's
then go
on to tell that this is an adapation of Little
Miss By-the-Day." Sell the charm of the star,
and with many classes of patrons you can
clean up with "See Constance Binney in the
bath tub." It might be worth a trial.
"Sex"
J. Parker Read, Jr., Seven-Reel Production
for Hodkinson Features Louise Glaum
in Unsavory Story.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ITwriter
is difficult
screen
of such tofinebelieve
repute that
as C. aGardner
Sullivan could turn out as tawdry a
story as that on which the J. Parker Read,
Jr., production "Sex" is based. It is not
only tawdry, but immoral, as presented in
its seven-reel visualization, which is being
released through the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation. Louise Glaum, the featured
member of the cast, works overtime in trying to put across the salacious character
of Adrienne Renault, but compels admiration in the contrast which she draws between the dancer's personality governed
by the loose instincts of her earlier life,
and the
more demure requirements of decent wifehood.
It is reasonable to believe that in making the picture the director, overly anxious
to create an impression, has trusted too
much to the spectacular possibilities of the
story; for, what might be considered the
biggest blot on the picture, occurs when at
least a quarter of the first reel of the picture is consumed with the staging of a midnight orgie of the most objectionable kind.
It was a mistake to cast Miss Glaum as a
dancer — her attempts to make good in an
art at which she is evidently a novice, are
a detriment to her otherwise clever performance. Faults in the construction of
the picture are also evident, which appear
to be due to carelessness in the assembling
of the scenes, rather than in the direction.
And while the production does, in a sense,
live up to the significance of its title, the
spectator
is at a loss to know exactly what
story.
was the object of the author in writing the
Cast.
Adrienne Renault
Louise Glaum
Dick Wallace
Irving Cummlngs
Daisy Henderson
Myrtle Stedman
Phillip Overman
William Conklin
Mrs. Overman
Peggy Pearco
Story
by
C.
Gardner
Sullivan.
Direction by Fred Niblo.
Length,
The Seven
Story. Reels.
The story of "Sex" has for its central figure a dancer of the Midnight Frivolities,
Adrienne Renault, whose chief aim in life is
to lure men Into her net. Among her associates isa timid girl of the chorus, who has
(.Continued on page 2013)
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Washington Congregation
Demonstration of Master Projector
Will Worship in Theatre
the
Master
Projector.
He
was
succeeded
the
of
ion
strat
demon
L
TICA
PRACnical
A mecha
movin
principles embodied in the by Mr. Baum of the B. & B. Company, New
of the
ION
re and
RAT
pictu
theat
churchofg
CO-OPE
t but
cannore
result
in the
a spirit
Master Projector, recently acquired York, distributors of the new projector,
en
dly
ng
more frien
feeli betwe
the
Corpo, ration for ex- who spoke of the plans which his organizaby Inter-Ocean Film bution
two forces. In temporary need of a
tion had in preparation for the introducwas given on
clusive foreign distri
Thursday, March 4, before the members of State.tion of the Master Projector in New York
home, the All Souls Church, Washthe American Projection Society, assembled
ington, D. C, has been provided with
Gives Demonstration of Machine.
at Inter-Ocean Film Building, New York.
a place of worship by Harry M. CranThe members were the guests of Eugene
d his
erdall, who
has place
Mr. Brautigam of the Master Machine
eenthKnick
bocker Theatre,
at Eight
street
H. Kaufman, manager of the accessory de- Tool Company followed Mr. Baum with a
ition
bia
and
Colum
road,
at
the
dispos
partment of Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, practical demonstration of the machine. He
of the congregation.
■who is personally supervising the sales and described in detail the component parts of
Mr. Crandall's offer was accepted
physical distribution of Master Projectors the Master Projector, emphasinz the difwith deep appreciation by the church,
in foreign territories.
ferent units of equipment. He also laid
and
the first services will be held in
The demostration was especially ar- stress on the economical advantages of the
the theatre within a few weeks. The
ranged for the benefit of the members of Master Projector, wherein he proved that
theatre is large, located at a point
the American Projection Society who were the drives on the new machine were distouched by the cars of both traction
desirous of obtaining a first-hand knowltinctly
positive,
thereby
affecting
its
operacompanies, and has a large pipe
tions with an absolute minimum of wear
edge of the new projector. A program, in
organ.
which prominent mechanical engineers par- and insuring a durable life to the entire
was board
a gracious
and generous
act
ticipated, was arranged for the occasion; mechanism.
of"Itthe
of directors
of the
and for the edification of the nicotine apAfter the demonstration, a vote of thanks
Knickerbocker
Theatre
to
tender
to
petites of those present, good cigars and was given to Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
All Souls Church the use of the
cigarettes were in evidence during the even- by the president of the American ProjecKnickerbocker Theatre for such peing.
tor Society, who furthermore declared that
the Society was in sympathy with any new
Speaks of Benefits of Society.
riod as may be
the trustees
of necessary,"
the church declared
in exproduct which meant for the improvement
Mr. Kaufman started the ball rolling with of
motion
picture
projection.
thanks. "Thehasapprean address of welcome to the members of
ciationpressing
of thetheircongregation
been
the Society. He dwelt at some length upon
conveyed
to
the
management
of
the
Louise Glaum Arrives on Coast.
the benefits of such an organization to the
Knickerbocker Theatre for this kindindustry in general, and after presenting a
ly
provision
for
our
needs.
Centrally
Louise Glaum arrived in Los Angeles on
located, at the corner of Eighteenth
tribute to the Society, introduced Mr. Farof Friday, March S. Producstreet and Columbia road, with cars
rell, vice-president of the Master Machine the evening
tion is to commence soon on a new Glaum
of
both lines passing the door, with
Tool Company, Manufacturers of the Mas- vehicle, the idea for which was purchased
ter Projector.
a large pipe organ, and with its many
by
J.
Parker
Read,
Jr.,
and
developed
by
Mr. Farrell spoke of the men and the
conveniences and comforts, the
Joseph Vance in New York.
organization behind the Master Projector, Louis
Knickerbocker Theatre will serve adA
new
director,
whose
name
has
not
been
and told of the enthusiasm that had char- divulged and who is well known in the
mirably as a temporary home for
the company'sHe efforts
in introducworld, has been named by Read to diAll
Souls
Church."
ing the newacterizedmachine.
mentioned
among stage rect
Louise Glaum in her new vehicle.
other things the fact that leading cinema
engineers had directed the design and construction of the new projector, and hoped
that their efforts would in time prove a Democracy Photoplay Company Reports
boon for the industry as a whole.
Mr. Phelps, assistant to Mr. Kaufman,
then made a few pertinent remarks in
Completion of Ten-Reel Screen Epic
which he pointed out the possibilities of
character in "My Four Years in
Re- similar
Visionscreen
or "The
DEMOCRACY,
Germany," know his abilities as a dramatic
" apowerful
ten-reel
stored,"
drama, is in the final stages of com- actor. Leslie Auston is cast as David's
pletion under the direction of William brother, Jonathan, an autocrat. J. H. GilNigh at the Thomas A. Edison Studio more, a veteran of the American stage,
in New York City, according to the an- has the role of a money monarch. Maurine
nouncement ofLee Francis Lybarger, presi- Powers plays the sympathetic character of
a blind girl. Others are Albert Tavernier,
dent of the Democracy Photoplay Co.
W. Brown, Elsie De Wolfe and
"Democracy" was conceived by Mr. Ly- Halbert
barger, who retired as president of the In- Charles W. Sutton.
ternational Lyceum and Chautauqua Association of America to produce this thought
drama. During the past fifteen years Mr. "Why Women Siri" Secured
by Zierler for New York
Lybarger has lectured in every state of the
Union, inspiring millions of people with his
Corporation,
and Comwho
of the
, Filmpresident
lectures on democracy. Thoroughly con- SAM ZIERLERmonwealth
has the Equity franchise for New York
versant with this vital subject, he has
peopled his theme with human characters territory, concluded a deal the early part
who struggle amid the civilization of today. of this week with Thomas de Vassey, secretary of the Wistaria Productions, Inc., and
Abigness
notableof feature
of "Democracy"
is this Jacques
Kopfstein, sales manager, whereby
theme, which
has been termed
he secures the exclusive rights for New
"a vivid dramatization of humanity's fight York
State and Northern New Jersey of
to Tojustice,
freedom."
assureright
the and
proper
production of the "Why Women Sin."
Mr. Zierler, commenting on his new purthought drama, Mr. Lybarger engaged William Nigh, known as the director of Ambaschase, made thegratified
following
statement:
was
extremely
after
I had been"I
sador Gerard's "My Four Years in Gerto view
'Whyproduction,
Women Sin,'
For the staging
the lease
interior
such a high
caliber
made tobyseea
scenes Mr.many."Lybarger
took aoflong
on invited
the big Thomas A. Edison Studio in the producing company so new in the field.
Bronx. Under his supervision, the studio The feature held my interest from the
was completely renovated to accommodate moment the first scene was flashed on the
the producing forces of the Democracy
screen, The
and work
I satof entranced
untilsuch'Theas
the cast was
Photoplay Company. Over $25,000 worth End.'
of new lighting equipment was installed fo one could expect from so well balanced an
guarantee perfect photography.
organization of well known screen players.
Mr. Night himself plays the role nf I intend to exploit 'Why Women Sin' as
Richard C. Travis
David, a thinker, a man of high ideals, the befits a production of the magnitude of the
Sl^ed to star In United States Photoplay representative of Democracy. Those, who screen version of this internationally
recall
his powerful portrayal of a somewhat
Corporation's feature, "Determination."
famous melodrama."
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recently come to town, and who becomes an
apt student in the art of man catching.
The man chosen by the author to accentuate the dancer's
characteristics
is Phillip
Overman,
whose wife,
finally discovering
where her husband puts in his spare time,
calls on Adrienne to demand an explanation.
While sheenters
is at and
the she
dancer's
husband
tells apartment
him that her
she
will sue for a divorce. Not long afterward
Adrienne meets a man with whom she really
falls in love and marries, after dismissing
Overman.
Wallace,
happens
to Dick
be one
of the Adrienne's
fly-by-nighthusband,
sort, and
soon
tires
her, turningwhoto ishisnow
wife's
old friend,
Daisy ofHenderson,
a star
of the
Frivolities, practising the art acquired
through early associations with Adrienne.
The turning of the tables finds Adrienne
pleading for the mercy refused by her to another woman in the same plight in former
years. Her husband leaves her, and she
boards the boat for Europe in hopes of
drowning her sorrows, only to find among the
passengers the couple wliose happiness she
had tried to ruin.
Program
and
Exploitation Catclilinesi
Have You Ever Seen Louise Glaum as a
Dancer?
See "Sex."
Story
of a Show
Girl Dancer Who Attempts
to Win the Love of Another Woman's
Husband — See How Her Plans Are Foiled.
See Louise Glaum in a New Type of Role
in
a Dancer Who Casts
Her "Sex"
Net —forStory
Easy ofOnes.
Exploitation Ang;le»: Play up Miss Glaum
and her spider dance, and play up the story
In such a way that people can know what
they are going to see. Use the line "I did
not steal your husband's love. You lost it
and Iit found
catchphrase,
and tell
that
is one it"of for
the amost
daring stories
of
the screen.
"The Dream Cheater"
Hodkinson Presents J. Warren Kerrigan
in a Symbolic Story Adapted from
Honore de Balzac.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Hod" a newversion
CHEATER,
THE DREAM
kinson release,
is a modern
of a famous short story by Balzac, on
the order of Aladdin and His Wonderful
Lamp. It relates to a magical skin of an
s every
ass, which
gratifies
possessor'
wish.
The skin
shrinksits each
time and
corlimits the possessor'
life, asis
ion of sdesire
the unlimitedrespondingly
gratificat
bound to do. A man is apt to wish for
more than is good for him. To fulfill all
his wants leaves him disgusted with the
idea of more.
Such is the meaning of the symbol,
though it is doubtful if all will so understand it. It suggests rather than states.
WithOiUt explanatory sub-title near the
end the meaning of the story is left enination. tirely to the uninformed spectator's imagIn performance and treatment "The
Dream
Cheater"
is a fine
though there
is irrevelant
matterproduction,
concerning radical socialists shown during the
opening scenes. J. Warren Kerrigan
gives a highly intelligent interpretation
of the leading role, and his support is
both generously large and capable. Neither
expense nor artistic pains have been
spared in ensembles to make the story
eflfective. Wherever its suggested meaning is even guessed, the whole product will
rank as good entertainment.
Cast.
Brandon McShane
J. Warren Kerlgan
Shamus McShane
Sam Sothern
Angus Burton
Wedgewood Nowell
Miml Gascoigne
Alice Wilson
Shib Mlzah
Joseph J. Dowllng
Patrick Fiti-George
Thomas H. Guise
Pauline Mahon
Fritzl Brunette
Mrs. Mahon
Aggie Herring
Story by Honore de Balzac.
Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
"The Dream Cheater" of modern times.
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Brandon McShane, is left almost pennliness
by the death of his father. He declines help
from his millionaire uncle, Shamus, preferring to make his own way as a writer. Force
of circumstances leads him to board with the
mother of Pauline Mahon. Pauline is touched
by the money
young man's
and isBrandon
caught
adding
to his poverty
small store.
is affected by her generosity, but he soon
forgets it under the fascination of a young
widow with a fad for radical socialism.
He is embittered when she discards him
for a suitor of wealth. In search of revenge
he accepts from an Oriental the gift of a
magic
skin the
which
gratifies
the owner'shisevery
wish with
penalty
of shortening
life
so many years. At a dinner given by his
uncle he wishes for millions, and the uncle
falls dead at the feast. He is not happy with
his inherited possessions. He is so constantly haunted by the shrinking of the skin each
time
a simple desire, that he
ceaseshetoexpresses
wish.
Fearing that his days are numbered he
entertains royally. At one of his magnificent
parties he comes upon Pauline, now in better circumstances. She tells him plainly that
he Is a victim of superstition. They are now
In such perfect accord that he comes near
wishing she would become his life partner.
He attempts in vain to burn the skin. It is
brought to him from the ashes. Pauline
now advises him how to utilize his last wish.
He wishes the hideous thing wholly out of his
life, and is permitted to live like a normal
man, his finest wish gratified In the love of
a loyal and splendid woman.
Program
and
Exploitation CatcIiUnes:
Would You Give Up a Year of Life for a
Gratified Wish?
See J. Warren Kerrigan In "The Dream Cheater."
See J. Warren Kerrigan as "The Dream
Cheater in This Fascinating Drama Based
on Short Story by Balzac.
Unusually Artistic Story of a Man Who
Owned a Magical Ass Skin That Gratified
His Every Wish.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Kerrigan and
make use of the fact that this is based upon
a Balzac story. Work this latter angle on
the schools and literary societies for what
you can get out of it, using the title "The
Wild Ass' Skin" for Identification. Work
along the lines of "As Balzac might have
written it today." For the popular angle
start with a teaser asking who would give a
year of life for a gratified wish, and tease
up
this angle, working down to the regular
announcements.
"The Lone Hand"
Stirring Western Production for Alexander
Film Corporation Features Roy
Stewart.
Reviewed by Margaret 1. MacDonald.
ONE of the best of recent western prois "The Lone
Hand,"
presentedductbyionsRichard
Kipling
through
the Alexander Film Corporation, featuring
Roy Stewart. This picture is clean, wholesome and thrilling. It presents deep landscape perspectives and "honest to goodness" western saddle work and bronco
busting. The riding exhibitions to which
the spectator is treated, the stage holdups,
the cross country pursuits by posses at
break neck speed, and last, but not least,
the romance between the sherifT's daughter
and her father's prisoner, are all refreshing variations from the ordinary five-reeler.
Roy Stewart fills the bill as the bronzed
mail carrier of Arizona; and Josie Sedgthe sheriff's
as attractivewickaaswestern
typedaughter
as one iscould
wish.
The production is well constructed, bubbles
with the storied heroism of the old West,
and displays interesting action for every
foot of the film.
Cast.
Bob Benton
Roy Stewart
Betty Hampton
Josie Sedgwick
Joe Rollins
Harry Von Meter
Sheriff Hampton
William Higby
Story
by Alvin
Neitz.
Direction
by CliffJ. Smith.
Length, About 5,000 Feet.
The Story.
The plotstructedofaround"The
Lone Hand" figure
is con-of
an Interesting
western life, a young mail carrier. Bob
Benton, who Is framed by Joe Collins, a dis-
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honest deputy sheriff and his gang, and
forced into a thrilling series of actions in
exonerating
thieving- gang.himself, and rounding up the
The sheriff's daughter, Betty, on her way
to the annual rodeo at the nearest town. Is
thrown from her horse, and rescued by
Benton, who insists on her riding his horse
to town, while he takes the locoed bronco
in hand. The development of a romance between them is cut short when the sheriff
notifies his daughter that she is needed at
home. The young man, on his return trip,
rescues a runaway team of horses; and before he has gone far he is overtaken by the
deputy sheriff and his gang, who have killed
the owner of the team, and have determined
to fasten the crime on Benton. The frameup works, and Benton is landed behind the
bars. That night Joe Collins hatches a plan
to lynch him, but is forestalled by a girl in
the dance hall, who sees interference to her
own business If the proprietor of the dance
hall happens to be sobered up by the lynching. Betty,
aprised
of Collins'
plot, helps
Benton
to escape.
Laterdiabolical
Collins
kidnaps Betty, and while Benton is fighting
to rescue the girl, Collins is killed by a
stray bullet from one of the gang on the
outside of the house in which the fight takes
place.
The and
picture
of Benton
Betty.closes with the betrothal
I»rogram
and Wholesome
Exploitation
Thrilling and
WesternCatchlines;
Production Featuring Roy Stewart.
Story of a Young Mail Carrier Who Is
"Framed" by the Dishonest Deputy Sheriff and His Gang — He Frees Himself and
Wins the Love of the Pretty Daughter
of the Sheriff.
They Tricked Him, But He Was a Fighting Man — Love Spurred Him On — See
Roy Stewart in This Western Thriller.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Stewart and
the western atmosphere of the story. Bear
on the rapidity of the action, and play up
the strong lights in your copy.
Comments
THE RATTLER'S HISS (Western), March
27. — A brightly pictured two-reel subject,
featuring Ed (Hoot) Gibson and Mildred
Moore. The hero is a range boss who learns
to imitate the hiss of a rattlesnake for humorous purposes. He has occasion to employ
this accomplishment with m;ore dramatio
effect later in the picture, when seeking to
rescue the heroine from some bandits. The
production is good in action, and carries an
entertaining story. It was written by George
Hively and directed by Reaves Eason.
HIS PRIVATE WIFE (Sunshine) .—This
comedy, in which Chester Conklin has the
lead, opens in a restaurant, where some extremely funny action is shown when the proprietor tries to take an order for dinner
from a customer who has wheels in his head.
A bout of dough slinging between the cook
and the proprietor Is followed by a series
of scenes in which the domestic happiness
of a couple of the parties to the disturbances
is involved. This is very good comedy, and
will go well in the majority of houses.
GOOD NIGHT NURSE (George Ovey).— A
comedy in which a stranded troupe of players
are offered a substitute for their ordinary
mode of gaining a livelihood, in the managing of a beauty institution. The steam
cure, the face massage, and other avenues for
comedy are taken advantage of. Gaining
possession of money under false pretenses,
and the accidental meeting of a husband
and wife in the establishment where a pretty
nurse and a fascinating doctor are employed
affords good material for a comic situation.
A fairly entertaining comedy.
PATHE REVIEW, No. 39.— This opens with
some views of Lourdes, the famous Mecca
of French pilgrims, to which the lame and
afflicted repair each year to be healed. The
scenes picturing the process of mining and
preparing cement for the market are very
Instructive. Hand ball makes a good i^ubJect for "slow" camera treatment. A study
of mason wasps and a demonstration of a
Hawaiian dance are also included.
Save $4.80 by subscribing direct for Moving
Picture World. News men charge the IS
cents per copy price. Send $3 and get your
paper every week, by early mail, and miss
no issues. That will give you $4.80 for War
Savings Stamp investment.
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Code Comes Down from Nome
Horde ' and "Dangerous Days,"
New Specials, To Be Heavily Exploited
to "Rest"; So Builds
Seattle Theatre
and
strong
so
ies
qualit
of
USE
BECA
Taylor,
who filmed
dominant that they demand particular J.
is O.
chief
of camera
staflf. "Behind
Accordingthe toDoor,"
telegraphic advice from the Coast, Bosworth
,
recognition, two Goldwyn Pictures,
Theatre in Nome, Alaska
Code
of intheSeattle
CODE,his owner
WF.* spends
recently announced among forthcoming re- is taking the final scenes in Truckee in the
,
s
winter
leases, have been elevated to the class of Big Bear country of California.
and in order to have something to
specials, which will be backed by the greatoccupy his time during the winter
campaign ever placed beest exploitation
Business" Is
months he is building a neighborhind a Goldwyn production. The pictures "A Woman's
Fortyhood theatre
Second Olive Tell Feature
that have won this distinction are Rex
. fifth
ian atstreet
to be
It is avenue
and Merid
e
n
because of
Beach's "The Silver Horde" and Mary
Theatr
Lincol
the
called
for
n
productio
second
TELL'S
under
released
be
will
Pictures
Jans
OLIVE
rt'sexhibitors
Days."reels,
"Dangerous
Rineha
Robert
its proximity to the Lincoln High
Both s will
reach
in seven
theingtitle,
School. It will have a seating capanot because that length had been decided substitut
of the ."book,In
the titleBusiness
this"AforWoman's
city of 450. The plans now call for
upon before the productions were started, "Nothing a Year," by Charles Belmont
the opening about May Day. Parabut because the stories, sweeping forward Davis, on which the picture is founded, the
mount-Artcraft, Goldwyn and Select
in a rush of dramatic conflicts, demanded officials of the company feel that it will
pictures will be shown.
seven reels for their full expression.
have a deeper appeal, and arouse greater
Mr. Code is also opening a theatre
The policy of the Goldwyn Company in interest, which will be reflected in the box
in Siberia this year, just across Bering
handling the great works now at its dis- office returns.
Strait
from Nome. He will leave
posal is to allow the stories, whatever foot"The selling value of the picture from the
for the North about June 1, leaving a
age they require for an interpretation, do- exhibitor's standpoint, is our first thought,"
resilient manager in charge of his
ing justice to the soul-stirring themes on says Mr. Jans. "We are carrying out this
Seattle house. It is likely that he
which they are based.
plan
with
'Love
Without
Question,'
and
will build other neighborhood houses
to do it with every production. We
"The Silver Horde" and "Dangerous intend
in Seattle next year.
feel that the title of the second production,
Days"
were
subjected
to
the
most
exacting
criticism before it was decided to give 'A Woman's Business,' will prove a finaniiiimiiiiHiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiHiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit
them special prominence among the comcial benefit to the exhibitor."
ing Goldwyn releases. When they were
shown in New York to the executives of
the company, the only alternative to al- Chiefs of Police Unanimously Opposed
lowing them to remain in seven reels was
a condensation certain to prove detrimental to their dramatic effect. It was
Massachusetts Screen Censorship Bill
decided to let them stand as they were
rather than discount the appeal of pic- PENDING the decision of the Massachu- of Needham,
issuedpicture
this statement:
tion of a motion
censorship "Creaboard
tures that had naturally assumed feature
setts Legislative Committee on Mercantile Affairs on the motion picture would only be justified in the state when
proportions.
the
administration
of
the
criminal
law
had
Preparations are now being made for censorship bill, discussion of the proposed broken down and when the courts were
country-wide exploitation campaigns that measure has continued unabated. The com- unable
to cope with any evil that may be
will assist exhibitors in realizing to the
re isdecision
report totwothe weeks.
legislatuThe
expectedis involved.
within themittee'snext
I am very strongly in favor of
full on the money-making possibilities of awaited
with keen interest on all sides. anything that would tend to give us clean,
productions that promise to rank among
pictures
am conthe greatest of the year. The, details of No bill before the legislature this year has wholesome
fident that American
a censorship
board butas Iproposed
the plan being arranged for the publicizing received the attention that the censorship
would not bring us the desired results."
of "Dangerous Days" and "The Silver bill has received.
Action of the steering committee of the
Horde" will be announced soon.
United States Senate in agreeing to favorably report a bill amending the penal code Empey Busy on Novel,
Bosworth Completing "Mister McNeir."
prohibiting by common carHobart Bosworth is completing his first of therier thenation
"Oil" and Several Scripts
shipment of objectionable films, is
J. Parker Read, Jr., special, "Mister Mc- felt to double-safeguard the interests of
on the Coast
withLee
JeanandCalhoun,
James Neir,"
Gordon,
Roland
other the people of Massachusetts and to make a
ofthehangintention
prominent players in the supporting cast. state censorship bill entirely unnecessary. WITH ingtheuptivitaiesevident
acfor star,
ofa new
Guy
picture
motionrecord
liiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiMJiliililiiMiiiirriitiiiiiiiiiiiilKiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiitlrMiiiiillilMiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiilliitl
Massachusetts already has four safeguards against immoral pictures. A law Empey has turned himself into a hydraalready on the statute books makes it a headed working machine which crowds into
prison offense to show lewd, immoral or each twenty-four hours activities usually
impure shows or entertainments. Then strung over more than that many days by
mayors
have the licenses
power un-to the ordinary mortal. As a starter Empey
der the and
stateselectmen
law to withhold
has personally written all of the titles for
shows they deem improper.
his forthcoming seven-reel production,
"Oil." He is also giving close personal atPolice Chiefs Fought Bill.
tention to the cutting and assembling of the
In addition, a number of communities film and is present at every running of the
have local censorship boards. Finally, the roughly collated scenes in order to direct
Boston City censor, in removing objection- further progress.
able parts to films, looks after the interest
These matters, however, are only a side
of the whole state because films are shown diver-ion. Empey is concentrating his chief
in Boston first and are then distributed to attention at the present time upon the comthe rest of the state, or all New England
pletion of a one hundred thousand word
for that matter, from the Boston ex- novel which is scheduled for early publicachanges.
tion, and three-quarters of which he has
Another outstanding development in the already written. This novel embodies a
censorship battle was the action of the story of New York life and is distinctly
Massachusetts chiefs of police in unanim- different from any of the author's former
ously adopting a resolution declaring that book publications. The story is a highly
muncipal censorship has proved satisfac- dramatic one and undoubtedly will find its
tory and that the state censorship bill is way to the screen later on as the theme of
not needed. Action by the chiefs followed one
of Empey's own productions.
a discussion of the proposed measure by
The author-actor-producer is also busily
Judge J. Albert Brackett, in opposition to
perfection of scenarios of
the bill, and C. C. Carstens, general secre- engaged on the both
of which will be given
tary of the Massachusetts Society for the two photoplays,
Prevention of Cruelty to Children, in production by his own companies. As is
all of these stories are
favor of the bill. Several of the chiefs de- the case with "Oil,"
Larry Semon, Himself — By Himself.
they could not see how a board tales of modern life and none of them in
The Vitagraph comedian goes back to his of nine clared
persons could set a standard.
any way deals with the war or any of its
old love, cartooning, and gives us a
Former Congressman William H. Carter, after effects, or seeks to propound propaLarryesque view of himself.
Silver

ganda.
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pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
Huckleberry Finn (Super Special) -L — 7186
Ft. Vol. 43; P-1290, Ex. 886
Young Mrs. WInthrop (Ethel CHayton). LW. W. HODKINSON
FOX FILM CORPORATION
4707 Ft: Vol. 43; March.
P-1683.
Alarm Clock Andy (Charles Ray)-L — 4938 Ft.
Vol. 43; P-1293.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON — GREAT
SPECIALS.
April Folly (Marion Davies). Vol. 43; P-1839.
AUTHORS PICTURES, Inc.
His
House
in
Order
(Elsie
Ferguson)
-L-4943
The Strongrest (AU-Star). Vol. 43; P-1284.
The Sagebrusher (Hampton Production). VoL
ft. Vol. 43; P-1838.
Should a Husband Forgive? Vol. 42; P-1191.
Jack
Straw
(Robert
Harwick)
-L-4707
ft.
43; P-297; C-R, P-1619.
While New Tork Sleeps (All-Star).
43; Comes
P-1837. to Town (Dorothy Gish).
ZANE GREY PICTURES, Inc.
WIL.LIA.M FARIVUM SERIES.
MaryVol.Ellen
L-4704
Ft:
Vol.
43;
P-1680.
The Production).
Desert of Wheat (Six Parts — Hampto*
Wings of the Morning. Vol. 42; P-672.
Excuse
My
Dust
(Wallace
Reld)-L
—
4330
Ft.
Heart Strings (William Farnum — Six Parts).
My Lady's Vol.
Garter
Production) -L- Desert Gold (Hampton Production).
Vol. 43; P-299; C-R, P-1G19.
43; (Tourneur
P-1S37.
The
Adventurer
(William
Farnum — Six Easy 4823.to Get
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCrTIOWS.
(Marguerite Clark) . L-4110;
Parts). Vol. 43; P-1650.
The Seven
Vol. 43; P-1678.
Lone Wolf's
The Orphan (Six Reels).
(Louise Glaum
Parts). Daughter
Vol. 42; P-1010.
PEARL WHITE SERIES.
ComedieH.
DEITRICH-BECK,
Inc.
The
Night
of
the
Dub
(Ernest
Treux
—
Two
The White Moll.
Reels). Vol. 43: P-939.
TOM MIX SERIES.
Excess Baggage (Mr. and Mrs. Carter de The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
Reels).
Vol. 43; P-1119.
The Parts.
Harvest
Moon
(Doris Kenyon — Six
The Feud. Vol. 42; P-1008.
The Haven
Garage— Two
(Roscoe
Arbuckle).
The Cyclone.
Ten Reels).
Dollars or Ten Days (Sennett — Two
The
Daredevil. Vol. 43; P-776.
ARTCO
PRODUCTIONS.
Parts).
Desert Love.
Cynthla-of-the-Mlnute
(Leah
Baird — Six
Hoodooed (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven —
FOX ENTERTAINMENTS.
Two Reels). Vol. 43; P-1682.
The Lincoln Highwayman (William Russell).
Burton Holmes Travel Pictures.
ROBERT
BRUNTON
PRODUCTIONS.
Vol. 43; P-296.
Feb. 1 — Belgium Smiles Again.
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren KerriThe
Walsh). Russell).
Vol. 43; P-633.
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious Formosans.
gan). Vol. 42; P-lOlI.
Shod Shark
With (George
Fire (William
Vol. 43; Feb.
15 — Pari.slan Faces and Figures.
Live P-1286.
Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. 41:
P 1292
Feb. 2922 —— The
Oriental
College
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. Feb.
Yankee
WatchBoyson and
the Co-eds.
Rhine.
$30,000
(J. Warren Kerrigan). Vol. it;'
43; P-146: C-R, P-1619.
Paramount Slagarlne.
P-777.
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
Feb. 1 — Famous Women In World's Work.
Tin-Pan Alley (Albert Ray and Elinor Fair). Feb.
JOSEPH
LEVERING PRODUCTTIONS.
43; P-296.
Feb. 158'—— Museum
The Lure Mysteries.
of Fashion.
His Temporary Wife (Rubye d© Remer). Vol.
WhatVol.Would
You Do? (Madlalne Traverse). Feb.
22 — On the Job with Grandma.
43; P-778.
43; P-778.
Growth of the North American
Her Vol.
Elephant
Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43; Feb. 29 — TheContinent.
P-941.
The Last Straw (Buck Jones). Vol. 43; P-1115.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
The Hell Ship (Madlalne Traverse). Vol. 43;
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
Faith'(Peggy
Hyland).
43; P-1681. Vol.
The Devil's Riddle
(GladysVol.Brockwell).
Releases for Week of February 22.
43; P-1S40. Knight (George Walsh).
A Manhattan
Almost
a Husband (Will Rogers). Vol. 42; No. 9 of The Adventures of Ruth (The Cellar
P-1014.
Molly and I (Shirley Mason).
Gangsters).
Black Shadows (Peggy Hyland).
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy). Vol. No. 2 of Daredevil Jack (The Ball of Death).
Leave It to Me (William Russell).
(John Cumberland and Mrs. SydWould You Forgive? (Vivian Rich).
42: ofP-1014.
BondsP-364.
Love (Pauline Frederick). Vol. 42; After Thirty
ney Rent
Drew — Two
The Tattlers (Madaine Traverse).
Raise
the
(HarryReels).
Pollard — One Reel).
Extraordinary Specials.
No.
39,
Pathe
Review.
Jinx
(Mabel
Normand).
Vol.
42;
P-1186.
P-117.
The
Gay
Lord
Quex
(Tom
Moore).
Vol.
43;
No.
43,
Topics
of
the
Day.
Salome ((Theda Bara).
Nos. 16 and 17, Pathe News.
The Honor System (All-Star).
(Will
Vol. 42; P-1007.
Releases for Week of February 29.
A Daughter
of the Gods (Annette Keller- Jubilo
Flame of
the Rogers).
Desert (Geraldine
Farrar). Vol.
man).
Smoldering Embers (Frank Keenan). Vol.
42; P-246.
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes — Helena
Les Mlserables (William Farnum).
43;
Chadwlck). Vol. 43; P-1291.
No. Forged
10 P-1288.
of Check).
The Adventures of Ruth (Th*
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
Pinto
(Mabel
Normand).
Vol.
43:
P-940.
Fate).
Her Naughty Wink.
No.
3
of
Daredevil
Jack (The Wheels of
Toby's
Bow
(Tom
Moore).
Vol.
42;
P-1189.
Her Private Husband.
Water, Water, Everywhere (Will Rogers).
The Heart Snatcher.
Vol.
43;
P-1113.
Find
the
Girl
(Harry
The Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).
The Great Nickel Robbery.
Pathe Review No. 40. Pollard — One Reel).
The Paliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol. Topics
A Light Weight Lover.
of theNos.
Day 18No.and14. 19.
Pathe News
Training for Husbands.
P-1115, Angel
Ex. (Madge
885.
The 43;
Blooming
Kennedy). Vol.
Releases
for Week of March 7.
MUTT AND JEFF.
P-1286.
Duds43;(Tom
Moore).
P-1681.
The Chemists.
Mary (June Caprice). Vol. 48:
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol. In Walked
The Great Nickle Robbery.
Trap).
Mutt and Jeff.
P-1290.
The 43;
Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack No. 11 of The Adventures of Ruth (TiM
The Price of a Good Squeeze.
Pickford). Vol. 43; P-1522.
Chewing Gum Industry.
No. 4 of Daredevil Jack (Shanghaied).
Hula Hula Town.
The Street Called Straight (Basil King — All- Fresh Paint (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Star). Vol. 43; P-1293.
The Beautiful Model.
Pathe Review No. 41.
Partners of the Night. Vol. 43; P-1842.
Topics
of theNos.
Day 20No.and45. 21.
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS.
Pathe News
Taos Indians and Other Subjects.
.Releases for Week of March 14.
FORD EDUCATIONALS.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
"Meat" Again.
Tarnished Reputations (Dolores Casslnelll).
Eventide.
Vol.of 43;
No.of 12
TheP-1838.
Adventures of Ruth (The Vault
Terror).
February.
No.
6
of
Daredevil
Jack (A Race for Glory).
(Wallace Reld)-L — 4144 Ft.
DoubleVol. Speed
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Flat Broke
(Harry
Pollard
— One Reel).
43; P-944.
Pathe
Review
No.
42.
All-of-a-Sudden
Peggy43; (Marguerite
Clark) Topics of the Day No. 46.
L — 4448 Ft. Vol.
P-1114.
Pathe
Nos.
22
and
23.
The 4822
Six Ft.
Best Vol.
Cellars
(Bryant Washburn) -L
"FLYING A" SPECIALS.
for Week of March 21.
43; P-941.
Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41; No. 13Releases
On With the Dance (Mae Murray — Super Six P-1703.
of The
Adentures of Ruth (Within
Speclal)-L
—
6483
Ft.
Vol.
48;
P-1525.
Hollow
Walls).
Eve
in
Exile
(Charlotte
Walker).
Vol.
42;
P-854.
TheP- 1Amateur
Wife (Irene Castle). Vol. 43;
No. 6 of Daredevil Jack (A Skirmish of Wits).
683 )
Out theReview
Cards No.
(Harry
Black Is White (Dorothy Dalton)-L— 6662 Ft. The Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell).
Pathe
13. Pollard— One Reel).
Vol.
43: Bee
P-463.(Mme. Marguerite de Sylvia).
Vol. 4S; P-1527.
Topics
of
the
Day
No.
The
Honey
Mary's
(Douglas
and Doris The Dangerous Talent (Margarita Fisher).
Pathe News Nos. 24 and47.25.
May)Ankle
-L— 4660
Ft. Vol.MacLean
43; P-1118.
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Runnin'
Straight
(Hoot— Western).
Gibson and Virginia
FalreNews
— TwoNo. Reels
Hearst
International
News10.No. 10.
ROBERTSON-COLE
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
New Screen Magazine No. 56.
Universal Current Events No. 10.
Releases tor Week of March IS.
No.struction).
12 of The Lion Man (The Jaws of DeR«leajiea for Wc^ek of February 2.
The P-6S3.
Beloved Cheater (Lew Cody). Vol. 43
No. 17 of The Great Radium Mystery (The No. 6 of Elmo the Fearless (The Battle Under
Wheels of Death).
the Sea).
Haunting
No. 6rors).
of The Lion Man (In the House of HorP-632. Shadows (H. B. Warner). Vol. 43
Stop
(Lyons-Moran — One
Reel).That Shlmmie
The P-777.
Third Generation (Betty Blythe). Vol. 43
Ain'tReel).
Nature Wonderful? (Lyons-Moran — One
The Mad Woman
(StageVol.Women's
War Relief—Two Reels).
43; P-1838.
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa). Vol. Tom's Little Star (Constance Binney and Otis A Two
Reels).Love
Roaring
Affair (Consuela Henley —
43; P-943.
Skinner
— Stage Women's War Relief —
Two
Reels).
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barrls- The Great Air Robbery (Lieutenant Locklear
When the Cougar Called (Magda Lane and
cale). Vol. 43; P-1118.
RobertNews
BurnsNo.— Western
— Two Reels).
11.
and Francelia Billington — Six Reels). Vol. Hearst
Seeing
It
Through
(TaSu
Titts).
Vol.
43;
International
News No. 11.
43;
P-301;
C-R.
P-1619.
P-1625.
Universal Current Events No. 5.
New Screen Magazine No. 67.
The and
Prospector's
Vengeance
Moore
Universal Current Events No. 11.
Who's
Your Dove.
Servant? Vol. 43; P-1841.
George Field
— Western(Mildred
— Two Reels).
The White
Release* for Week of Febmary 0.
Supreme Comedies.
Rouge
and Riches (Mary MacLaren) ; C-R,
P-1619.
VITAGRAPH
January — Her Nearly Husband.
No. 18 of The Great Radium Mystery (Liquid
Flames)
(Final
Episode).
January — Mollie's Millions.
No. 7 of The Lion Man (Doomed).
January — A Four-Cylinder Frarae-Up.
Elmo the Fearless (Elmo Lincoln — Serial). The Darkest Hour (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
MARTIIV JOHNSON.
Vol. 43; P-940.
Non-Skid
Love (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
January — Cruising in the Solomons.
43;
P-160.
Pegeen
(Bessie
48; P-464.Vol. 41:
Over Reels).
the Transom (Jlmmie Adams — Two
Dew
Drop
Inn Love).
(Semon Vol.
Comedy).
February
—
Domesticating
Wild
Men.
P-1014.
Lonely South Pacific Missions.
Hearst
News
No.
6.
Recruiting in the Solomons.
When a Man Loves (Earle Williams). Vol.
GoodReels).
Little Brownie (Century Dog — Two
The City of Broken Old Men.
Marooned in the South Seas.
43;
P-634. Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 48;
The P-944.
Midnight
International News No. 6.
New
Screen
Magazine
No.
62.
ADVENTURE SCENICS.
Human
Collateral (Corlnne GrlfBth). Vol.
Universal Current Events No. 6.
January — The Last Resort.
Kalntock'B
Ward
(Bob
Burns
and
Peggy
43;
P-775.
The
Birth
of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
O'Dare — Two Reels).
43 ■ P- 1285
January — Flaming Sea.
Releases tor Week of Febmary 16.
February
— Sheep O'Leavenworth.
Slaves
of
Pride
(Alice Joyce). Vol. 43; P-SS6.
Sons
of Salooskin.
No. 8spair).
of The Lion Man (The Dungeon of De- The Fortune Hunter
(Earle Williams — Six
Vol.
43; P-1287.
No. Death).
2 of Elmo the Fearless (The Racing The Reels).
Juggernaut
(Anita
Stewart).
Deadline at Eleven (Corlnne
Griffith).
Old Reel).
Clothes for New (Lyons-Moran — One The Sporting Duchess (Alice Joyce — Seven
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Parts). Vol. 43; P-1840.
The Madonna of the Slums (Holbrook Blinn
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan — 16
and Jeanne Eagles — Stage Women's War
Episode Serial).
Two Reels'!
. Gregory and Phil The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
Bull —Thrower
(Edna
Fair P-1191.
and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. 42; The Relief
Captain
Swift (Earle Williams).
Dunham — Two Reels).
The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
A Sagebrush Gentleman (Bob Burns and The Head Walter (Semon — Two Reels).
The
Grocery
CTlerk (Semon — Two Reels).
(Tharlotte Merriam — Two Reels).
Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 43;
BIG T COMEDIES.
No. 7, Hearst News.
P-63; C-R, P-1619.
No.
7,
International
News.
(Two(Montgomery
Reels)
The Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts).
Loafers and Lovers
and Rock).
No. 53,
New ScreenCurrent
Magazine.
1223. 48; No.
7, Universal
Events.
Squeaks and Squawks (Jimmy Aubrey).
The Vol.
Right43; ofP-465;
Way C-R,
(BertP-1619,
LyteU).Ex. Vol.
P-1116.
Releases tor Week of Febraary 23.
Sauce
and
Senoritas
(Montgomery
Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey).and Rock).
The Walk-Offs (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol. The Prince of Avenue A (James Corbett).
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rock).
43; P-938.
( No. Vol.
43;
P-468.
The I,ion Man (Sold Into Slavery).
Stronger Than Death (Nazlmova — Seven No. 93 of
O. HENRY FEATDRES.
of Elmo the Fearless (The Life Line).
Parts). Vol. 43; P-631.
( Two (Jay
R<5eU)Morley).
Nothing but the Truth (Taylor Holmes — Six The Reel).
Latest in Pants (Lyons-Moran — One The Roads We Take
Parts). Vol. 43; P-468.
A
Philistine
in
Bohemia
(Edna Murphy).
Loose
Lions
and
Fast
Lovers.
A Modern
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan).
P-773. Salome (Hope Hampton). Vol. 43; The Sheriff's Oath (Hoot Gibson and JoThe
Ransom
of
Mack
(All-Star).
The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels). No. 8, Hearstsephine HillNews.
— Western — Two Reels).
Vol. 43; P-1527.
No. 8, International News.
February — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn).
No.
64,
New
Screen
Magazine.
February — Shore Acres (Alice Lake).
FIRST NATL EXHIBITORS
No. 8,Releases
UniversalforCurrent
Events.
February — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana).
Week
of March 1.
February — Juda (May Allison).
The Peddler of Lies (Frank Mayo and Ora
March — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell).
March — The Hope (Special Cast).
No.
10Carew).
of The Vol.
Lion 43;
ManP-776.
(A Perilous Plunge).
God's Country (Nell Shlpman). VoL
April — Parlor.
Bedroom
and
Bath
(Viola
Dana).
No. Death).
4 of Elmo the Fearless (The Flames of Back 42;to P-1013.
In Old Kentucky (Anita Stewart). L-7649 ft.;
April — Fine Feathers (May Allison).
P-145; C-R,
Officer, Call a Cop (Lyons-Moran — One Reel.
April — The Skylark (Bert Lytell).
In Vol.
Old 43;
Kentucky
(AnitaP-1619.
Stewart). Vol. 43;
April — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
MajorJaguar
Allen's
Animal
— One
Reel).Hunt (The Story of the
P-145;
C-R.
P-1619;
L-7649 ft.,
Ex. 1041.
The
Thunderbolt
(Katherlne
MacDonald).
His Julia
WomanArthur
(Stage
L-4940; Vol. 43; P-453.
— TwoWomen's
Reels). War Relief —
A RedReels).
Hot Finish (Virginia Warwick — Two
Heart o' the Hills (Mary Pickford). L-6329;
TRIANGLE
43; P-353.
Hair Trigger Stuff (Hoot Gibson and Mildred
The Vol.
Beauty
Market (Katherlne MacDonald).
Moore
— Western
L-6018; Vol. 43; P-774.
Hearst
News
No. 4. — Two Reels).
Two Weeks (Constance Talmadge). L-S998;
Jan. 11 — Only
News No. 9.
a Farmer's
Reels). Daughter (Sennett International
— Two
New ScreenCurrent
Magazine
No. No.
55. 9.
EvenVol.
as 43;
Eve P-939.
(Grace Darling). L-6237; VoU
Jan. IS — Mabel's Speed Cop
Universal
Events
(Mabel
Normand
Releases
for
Week
of
March
8.
43;
P-1681.
—
Sennett
—
One
Reel).
A
Daughter
of
Two Worlds (Norma TalJan. 26 — ACJamble in Souls (Dorothy
The Forged Bride (Mary MacLaren). Vol.
Vol. 43; P-463.
Feb. 1 — His Baby Doll (One Reel). Dalton).
The Turning madge).
PointL-6078.(Katherlne
MacDonald).
No. Monsters).
11 of
The Lion Man (At the Mercy of
L-5778; Vol. 43; P-1289.
Feb. 8 — The Dancing Master (Alice
43;
PLake —
The
River's
End
(Marshall
Nellan).
L-6584:
Two Reels).
No. Cave).
6 of Elmo the Fearless (The SmuggrlAr's
43; P-1523.
Feb. — Tiger Girl (Lillian Gish).
The Vol.
Inferior
Sex (Mildred Harris Chaplin).
Feb. IB
WivesOneandReel).
Old Sweethearts (Lyons-Moran —
The Family Honor (King W. VIdor).
15 — His Day of Doom (One Reel).
Feb. 22
PollyCliaplln).
of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris
— The Love Riot (Two Reels).
My Doe Pal (Lois Nelson — Two Reela).
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewers' opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are
five reels
in length
ROMAYNE
CO.
CulverSUPER-FILM
City, Cal.
Jan. 1 — The Villain Still Pursued Her.
Jan. 15 — Shot in the Kitchen.
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
FEATURE RELEASES
Feb. 1 — Underground Romeo.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
Dec. 30— The Millionaire Paupers.
AMERICAN CINEMA CORPORATION.
Jan.
13
— Wrong Again.
The Trail of the Octopus (Serial).
Women Men Forget (Mollie King).
Jan. 27 — Neck and Neck.
A Woman's
Experience (Bacon — Baker — TenA. H. FISCHER PRODUCTIONS.
Twenty-Thirty).
BULL'S
EYE FILM
CORPORATION.
The Amazing Lover (Grace Darling).
Henry.)
Suspense (Reicher — Ten-Twenty-Thirty).
(Two-Reel ComediesGaleEvery
Two Weeks, Featuring
SOL LESSER.
The Screaming Shadow (Ben Wilson — Serial).
Chains of Evidence (.n.ll-Star).
Sky Eye. Vol.UNITED
43; P-298;ARTISTS.
C-R, P-1619.
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and Edward
This Way Out.
Earle).
43; P-467.
Ham an —of the Wilderness.
Legends
Broken Blossoms (Griffith).
Carmen
of theVol.
North
(Anna Bos).
BILLY WEST COMEDIES.
the
American
(Fairbanks).
Vol.
The Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph His Majesty
42' P-245.
(Two Reels Each.)
Kellard). Vol. 43; P-1842.
When 'the Clouds
By C-R,
(Douglas
Blue Blood
and Bevo.
banks). Vol. 43;Roll
P-298;
P-1619. FairBone
Dry.
Hot Dogs. •
Pollyanna
Ex. 887.(Mary Pickford). Vol. 43; P-636,
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
A$1,000
RuralShort.
Romance.
Romance (Doris Keane).
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
GAYETY COMEDIES.
Texas
Guinan
Westerns.
Why Cooks Go Cuckoo (George Ovrey).
Mack Swain Comedies.
SELNICK PICTURES.
Dry nolds).
and Thirsty (Billy Bletcher — Vera ReyThe
Invisible
Ray (Ruth Clifford and Jack
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
Good Morning Nurse (George Ovey).
Sherrill — Serial).
ATheRegular
Girl
(Elsie
Janis).
Vol.
42;
P-454.
Parked
in
the
Park
(Vera
Reynolds).
GROSSMAN PICTURES INCORPORATED.
Country Cousin (Elaine Hammerstein).
Hip HiponHypnotism
Ovey).
$1,000,000 Reward (Lillian Walker — Serial).
Vol. 42; P-536.
Rough
Rubes (Vera(George
Reynolds).
Piccadilly Jim (Owen Moore). Vol. 43; P-464.
43; (Marguerite
P-1523.
Silk
Stockings
(George
Ovey).
Face Vol.
to Face
Marsh).
Out Yonder (Olive Thomas). Vol. 43; P-150.
NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION.
(One
Reel.)
The 43;
Broken
Melody
(Eugene
O'Brien).
Vol.
Are
Floorwalkers
Fickle?
The
Kentucky
Colonel
(Joseph
J. DowUns).
P-147.
Sooner
or Later (Owen Moore).
Vol. 43; Cursed by His Cleverness.
The P-1841.
Confession (Henry Walthall). Vol. 43;
P-1524.
His
Fatal
Bite.
Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein).
JANS PICTURES, INC.
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY.
Vol. 43; P-636.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell — Seven Reels).
(One Reel.)
The
Imp
(Elsie
Janis).
Vol.
43;
P-1120.
A
Looney
Honeymoon.
A Woman's
Tell; — Six Reels).
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas). Vol. Kids and Kidlets.
PIONEERBusiness
FILM (Olive
CORPORATION.
43; P-1119.
Fair but False.
The Long Arm of Mannister (Henry WalThe Land of Opportunity (Two Reels — Ralph
Nearly Newlyweds.
thall). Vol. 42;Davison).
P-245.
Ince). Vol. 4S; P-1286.
Atonement (Grace
Your Step-Mother.
His Wife's Money (Eugene O'Brien). Vol. Watch
Hidden Code.
Mary's
Nightmare.
43;
P-1679.
Sins of the Children.
The Woman Game (Elaine Hammerstein).
(Two Reels.)
FACTS AND
FOLLIES
SELEOr PICTURES.
Go West, Young Woman (Fay Tincher). Vol.
(One Reel
Each.) SERIES.
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
43; —P-470.
Baseball and Bloomers.
Save Me Sadie (Eddie Barry). Vol. Back
The P-536.
Undercurrent (Guy Empey).
Vol. 42; January
to Nature.
P-942.Nightmare.
Her 43;
Bridal
Camping by Proxy.
A Scream
In the Sweet Dry and Dry.
P-1192. in the Night (Special). Vol. 42; Petticoats and Pants.
Isle P-246.
of Conquest (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 42;
CHESTER OUTING PICTURES.
My KingdomMASTER
for a Meal.
FILMS, INC.
(One Keel Each.)
(Torchy Comedies.)
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis). Vol.
Good Indians in Wonderland.
Torchy (Johnny Hinesj.
42;
P-187.
Some
Speed
to
Suruga.
She Loves and Lies (Norma Talmadge). Vol.
Mountains and Soul Kinks»
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION.
43; P-469.
The Fatal Fortune
Serial.GRIFFITH.
Every Day Is Fiesta.
D. W.
Girl duction).
of the Sea (Williamson Submarine Pro"Fire!" an Elevator.
The Mother and the Law.
Wanted
When Dreams Come True
Hearts of the World.
Trilbyissue).
(Clara Kimball Young — Tourneur ReThe Fall of Babylon.
Pigs and Kava.
NATIONAL PICTURES.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.,
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
Silk HusbandsEaUITY
and PICTURES.
Calico Wives (House
729 Seventh Avenue.
January — Just a Wife.
Your Wife and Mine.
Peters). Vol. 43; P-1842.
January — Blind Youth.
Eyes
of
Youth
(Clara
Kimball
Young).
Vol.
Human
Passions.
REPUBLIC PICTURES.
The Red Viper (Six Reels).
P-362.
The 42;Forbidden
Woman
(Clara Kimball
Man and Woman.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
Johnny
Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
Young). Vol. 43; P-1291.
Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro). Vol. 43; P-16; CBrind's Educationals (One Every Week).
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
R, P-1619.
U.
S.
PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION.
Reels Each.)
The Amazing Woman (Ruth Clifford). Vol. Faithful Unto (Two
Washington, D. C.
Death.
43' P-1293.
Prizma Pictures (Nature Color Pictures).
Escaped Convict.
DeterminationVICTOR
(All-StarKREMER.
— Ten Parts).
Kinograms (News Reel).
The Square Gambler.
Reissue of Chaplin Burlesque on Carmen
ADOLPH PHILIPP FILM CORPORAnON.
February
—
Dad's
Girl
(Jackie
Saunders).
February — The Gift Supreme.
FilmGirl.
Comedies — Two Parts Each.)
—(Four
Two Reels).
Feb. 1 — Reissue
ofReels).
The Champion (Chaplin
February — The ling.
Only Way Trail (Edythe Ster- The(Musical
Midnight
O, Louise!
Reels). of Work
February — Mothers of Men.
Apr. 1 — Reissue
(Chaplin — Two
Mar. 1 — Reissue
of
Jitney
Elopement
(C!liaplin
— Two Reels).
Reel).
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
May 1 — Reissue
of By the Sea (Chaplin— One
REALART PICTURES
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
The
Superman
Parts).
42; P-354.Pro.
ALEXANDER FILM CORPORATION.
Reissue
of
Seven(SixOlive
ThomasVol.Triangle
Special
Features.
Vol.
43;
March
15
—
The
Lone
Hand
(Roy
Stewart).
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan).
ductions.
Kattojohn
Comedies.
P-774.
22 — Cabareting Under Difficulties.
Special Chaplin
Reissue. & CO., INC.
C. P. PRICE
Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts). March ARROW
of P-454.
Soldiers
FILM CORPORATION.
Vol. 42;
The
Log
of
U-35.
Vol. WILK,
43; P-470.
(Chautard Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries. Vol. 43; P-1292.
JACOB
of theEx.Yellow
Mystery
The —Six
Parts),
889. Room
1476 Broadway.
Lightning Bryce (Serial Featuring Ann Little
and Trail
Jack Hoxle).
Vol. (Series
42; P-362.of Twelve
Star Productions.
Alice Brady
Productions
1010 Robert
Warwick Reissues.
Reissues.
Min- Blazed
Gables (Mary Miles
of the
Anneter).
Two-Part North Woods Dramas).
Vol.Green
42; P-455.
^
„
,
ALGOOD
FILM CORPORATION.
Wolves
of
the
Street
(Six
Reels).
Vol.
43;
Vol.
P-1
526.
_
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Binney).
„ ,X
The Whirlwind (Charles Hutchinson — Serial).
The Fear Market (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; Broken Bubbles (Hank Mann — Two Reels).
Vol.
P-634.
BROTHERS.
P-776.43;WARNER
Vol. 43;(Seven
P-1526. Reels).
The Lost City (Juanlta Hansen). Vol. 43;
Vigilantes
'•dy^ot^Rogues'
Harbor
(Mary
liUac
UlnUr).
Children
Not
Wanted.
T«L 43; P-1120.
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Equipment

CONDUCTED

How

PICTURE

Blow

BY

E.T.

Patrons

KEYSER

into

CrandalVs Washington Picture Theatres
Having had in the course of his showreaders who have visited
THOSE of our
manship tried out thoroughly in some of
Washington, D. C, have had the op- his first theatres
the Typhoon, there was
ngton
portunity to note that Washi
on his part in specifying Tyclaims some of the most beautiful and up- no hesitancy
phoons in the plans for his more recent,
to-date theatres in the country.
houses.
Harry M. Crandall, the popular showman and exhibitor of that city, is responIt Was Some Equipment.
sible for the construction and operation
In
the
fall of 1918 the Typhoon System
's
ofincluding
many ofthe
Washington
play houses,
for cooling, heating and ventilating was
er,
Metropolitan,finest
Knickerbock
installed in the Metropolitan Theatre. This
Crandall's,
Savoy and York.
In the construction
of each of these equipment comprises:
One No. 8 Twin set, two No. 8 Single sets,
theatres Mr. Crandall has availed himself
No. 7 Twin Set, and three No. 6 Twm
of the able assistance of Reginald Wyck- one
Sets.
The No. 8, No. 7 and two of the No.
lifl Geare, the Washington architect.
Twin Sets are located on the roof of the
The equipment of these houses is most 6theatre
as shown in the accompanying
up-to-date and in every instance, the most
No. 8 under
Single the
sets balcony,
are loexpensive that could be bought in order plan. The
cated in a two
chamber
to bring about the results desired by Mr. while the
third of the No. 6 Twin Sets is
Crandall that every comfort of the Washington moving picture public be provided located underneath the stage.
for to the last degree.
For the purpose of cooling and ventilating in the summer time all of the Typhoons
When it came to the question of cooling
on
the roof and the set located under the
and ventilation of these theatres, Mr. Crandall installed the Typhoon System.
stage, blow fresh air into the theatre. The

M£r/?OPOUTA/V T^eAT/fS
tv/iJHjNa ro/v, p. c.
How the Typhoons Were Distributed.
The above diagrams show most plainly the advantages of the Metropolitan Installation.

No. 6 Twin Set on the roof above the balcony and the two No. 8 Single sets under
the balcony, exhaust this air, creating a
steady
out thebreeze
entire without
house. draughts throughAll surplus air is forced out through the
exit doors,freshing
greeting
rebreeze that the
canpatrons
be felt with
cleara out
to the sidewalk.
For Winter Heating.
For heating purposes in winter, fresh air
is drawn from the outside through three
rows of heating stacks and blown by the
two ber
No.under8 Single
Sets into a plenum chamthe balcony.
From the plenum chamber the air is
passed into the theatre through a number
of small grilles set in the steps of the
balcony, and through several larger
grilles situated underneath the balcony.
This warm air passes throughout the
house and is exhausted by the No. 6 Twin
Set beneath the stage. The surplus of
air creates a slight pressure on the house,
thus preventing the entrance of cold air
from the outside.
-Ml of the Typhoon cooling sets located
on the roof are shut down and closed oflf
during the cold period of winter.
With the operation of this Typhoon
equipment, in the summer months more
than twenty million cubic feet of pure
fresh air is blown through the theatre
every hour.
During the stifling hot weather, for which
Washington is known, patrons flock to
Crandall's Typhoon cooled theatres, which
run to full capacity every day of the year.
What Crandall Thinks of Typhoon.
So well pleased is Mr. Crandall with the
operation of the ventilating equipment of
his several theatres, that he has written
the
letter:Typhoon Fan Company the following
Typhoon Fan Company, New York, N. T.
Gentlemen — I have derived wonderful results from the use of your Typhoons, not
only from a ventilation standpoint, but from
a financial standpoint as well.
We have experimented and found that
they nesshave
increased our busithe yearabsolutely
round.
This is especially noticeable In the summertime, and last but not least, it gives wonderful satisfaction to our patrons, having
a tendency to draw a better class of patrons
who
house. will not patronize a poorly ventilated
(Signed) HARRY M. CRANDALL.
This is indeed a convincing testimonial
coming from
man of Mr. Crandall's
knowledge
and aexperience.
The Typhoon Fan Company advise us
that they are in possession of many such
letters speaking in the highest praise of
the results obtained from the use of their
Typhoon system.
Inter-Ocean Takes Over
New Accessory Products
HE Inter-Ocean Film Corporation,
T 218 West Forty-second Street, New
York, announces to the trade in general, and to foreign buyers in particular,
that it has completed negotiations for the
exclusive foreign distribution of two new
accessory products. The new acquisitions
are the Smith Portable Projector and the
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Projector

Carb ons

On Direct Current. USe Columbia Silvertip Combination
Carbons. The narrow diameter of the silvertip negative lower permits it to burn
with a sharp point. That
keeps the arc steady, and
also keeps the shadow off
the lens and screen.
On Alternating Current, USe
Columbia White A. C. Special Carbons. They yield a
sharp and pure- white light,
Steady, brilliant, silent.

Write for information
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Incorporated
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco. Calif.
Canadian National Carbon Co.. Limited, Toronto. Canada
iJJJJLJJJlJlJ

WORLD
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Projex Lens, manufactured by the Smith
Projector Company and the Projection
Optics Corporation, respectively.
The Smith Portable Projector is described as a smooth-running machine. It
is said to be a new type of motion picture
projection machine whose mechanism is
electrically operated and automatically control ed. Itis equipped with a water-cooled
condenser, and even though the light is

unusually
from
heat. strong is said to be entirely free
The "Projex" lens is said to merit special
mention because of the sharp and brilliant
definition of the picture when correctly
adjusted to a projection machine. Eugene
H. Kaufman,
manager
of Inter-Ocean's
rapidly
expanding
accessory
department,
will be directly responsible for the sales of
the new products.

THE
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour own BpeciaJ Ticket,
nnmanj colore,
bered
; even' aocurilely
roll Kuarmteed.
Prlz«
for »3.00
Ckicron TldteU6,000.
DViwlnBi;
iPiwnpt HUpmenU. Get
C » tue
ih
order. for Rewith th« diagram
Send
•erlal
K-rred Seat Coupon TlckeU.
'/«implM.
oonAll UckeU. muiit
or dated.
resulnlon
to Goremment
I torm
II B
tax
and
on
admissi
of
price
hed
ertabUs
bear
and
paid.
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
Thonsand
^l-JJ
Ten
9 «»
and
Thous
Fifty
Fifteen Thouaand
Twenty-flT* Thousand 15.00
One Hundred Thousand
shamokin. Pa.
National Ticket Co.

oN^tFool-Proof Splicing Machine
Laboratory
Exchange
Theatre
Price:
Write$7.50
for
or Folder
Ask Tour Dealer
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
359-343 East ISBth Street New York City
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Gillette

Multiple

Reel

Machine

Is Simple,

Automatic and Time Saving
still not be rigid enough to break it. There
THE Gillette
multiple isreel
picture moma- is little danger of breaking the film if the
chine, or appliance,
a complete
tion picture machine, with the excep- pull is steady and no slack allowed. The
tion and head and lamp house, and works in same throttle that operates the slip-disc
conjunction with any type of these.
pulley driving the lower reel for taking
The features of the machine are the the film from the shipping reels, gives the
operator
complete control of the l.ower
skeleton aluminum reels, the slip disc pulleys operating these reels, the variable reel while being used as a take-up, and can
speed starting device for the driving of be adjusted while machine is in motion.
projector, and the fireproof film guides.
By the use of this special type of slip-disc
The skeleton aluminum reels weigh but pulley it is never necessary to detach any
three pounds each, have a large hub and a of the belts, as the slip-disc runs free unless tension is put on it by one of the
capacity of eight thousand feet of film. The throttles.
film is taken from the shipping reel onto
Has Variable Speed.
the lower reel and then reversed onto the
The machine has a starting and variable
upper reel ready for exhibition. After the
full performance has been shown, the film speed device that is new to picture machines. This device is simple and never
is again driven into the upper reel ready
for the ne.xt screening. This can be done slips. It consists of a metal cone three
during changes of audience.
inches long, two inches in diameter at the
large end and one inch at the smaller end.
The reels are controlled by hand throt- ' This
cone slides on a shaft with a key-way
ties operating slip-disc pulleys which have
which
is driven by the motor. On another
spring tension. The slip-disc pulleys serve
shaft
parallel with the cone is a leather
two purposes, they drive the reels for rewinding and act as brakes for the reels disc % of an inch wide and 3 inches infrom which the film is taken. While the diameter. The leather disc engages with
upper reel is being driven for rewinding the metal cone at the small end in starting,
enough tension can be put on the lower giving the projecting an easy start. Any
one to keep the slack from the film and speed desired can be obtained by sliding

The Gillette Multiple Reel Machine.
Front and rear views of the apparatus, showing the mechanism and its general arrangement.
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^Shooting'
wild

men

the

with

a

UNIVERSAL

HE

UNIVERSAL

Motion

Picture

Camera is the
vorite camera

fa^
of

the explorer — the man who
risks His life to get pictures.
The compactness, strength and re
liability of the Universal make it the
ideal machine for work where the
"going" is rough and conditions are
bad. The Universal stands up under
the hardest kind of usage and gets
perfect film under the most adverse
conditions.

87dn«7, I. B;
Jt340Burks
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good through
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the
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1* p*rf*et— It «a* all aada on the tao Unlv^rtale.
It vlll probally b* oalled WILD HEX 0? UALF.KVLA.,

Read this letter from Martin John"
son, the intrepid explorer, whose pic
tures of the savage cannibals of the
South Sea Islands create such a sen'
sation. The pictures show him film'
of Malekula." He
"Wild Menexclusively.
ing the
uses
a Universal
Write for descriptive booklet of the
Universal Motion Picture Camera.
It explains why this machine has
attained its position as the most
efficient motion picture camera on
the market.

BURKE
&
lAMES
(INCORPORATED)
251 EAST
225 FIFTH

ONTARIO
AVENUE,

STREET,
NEW

CHICAGO

YORK

CITY
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the cone on its shaft. The leather disc
is held against the cone by coil springs
and can be adjusted to the necessary pressure. A starting lever operating the cone
is Another
convenientfeature
to theof operator's
hand.is the
the machine
fireproof film guides. Each guide has a
double set of rollers. Two of the rollers
are shaped like a spool, the other two are
plain and a trifle wider than the film. These
run inside the flanges of the spool shaped
ones, making it impossible for the film to
run out of the rollers, which are thrown
apart by a cam to allow threading of film.
The rollers are completely housed and a
light spring keeps them against the film,
making it impossible for fire to get through
them. There are five of these guides on
each machine, two for the film while passing from magazines through head and
three for rewinding.
The machine has adjustable legs and can
be accommodated by any booth five feet
square and five feet eight inches in height
and give operator plenty of room.

right hand of the operator in the picture
is shown pressing this lever. The left hand
of the operator is pointing to the shutter
indicator, which is placed -back of the
camera.
To make a fade in, the lever on top of
the
presseduntil
forward
to "IN" and
the camera
crank isturned
the shutter
has
opened up to the proper aperture for the
exposure.
make and
a fade'
the wound
lever isuntil
pressed
to To"OUT"
the out,
crank
the
shutter opening has closed as shown.
This is only one of the many outstanding
features of the Universal, which are winning for this machine world-wide recognition where portability and strength are
desired.
leading film
explorers'
andMany
educational
makers news
have agencies
adopted
the Universal exclusively.

The Universal Camera Has an

Specialists in artistic arranging and photographing for the
screen all manner of activities:
in society, the sports, in industry and commerce.

and
Tickety Selling
tic
THECashAutoma
Registe
Compan
moved
ver and
its executi
sales has
offices
to
new and more commodious quarters, on the
fourth floor of the Goodrich Building, 1780
Broadway, New York.
Moving into new and larger quarters is
the healthiest kind of a sign of success, and
we are glad to extend our congratulations
to the well-known manufacturers of the
Perfected Automaticket Register.
The new offices provide ample show room
space for the demonstration of the Automaticket Register to visiting exhibitors and
all exhibitors coming to New York are invited to use the correspondence facilities
of the company while in town.

Expert cameramen furnished
at all times.

Lynch Enterprises Equips More
of Its Theatres with Typhoons

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 30
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, Wise.

Efficient "Built-in" Dissolve
shows
illustr
THEthe accomp
e ofation
the Uniin" dissolv
"built anying
versal motion picture camera and its
method of operation. This ingenious and
simple device is actuated by the main gear
of the camera.

347 West
New

48th Street
York

Protect Your Negative Investment
By Placing Your Printing Order With a Reliable House
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Has an Earned Reputation for
Good Worit— at Sensible Prices
Address: 1007 Mailers Building, CHICAGO
Plione: Central 2347
Cameramen Furnished for All Occasions

B.

F.

P.

on

The Built-in Dissolve
of the Universal
camera, showing its
manipulation.
The dissolve is operated from the main
gear of the camera. A lever on the top of
the camera is pressed forward or backward to put the dissolve on or oflF. The

The

Great

Automatic Ticket Selling
and Cash Register Expands

ses, theg well
one
Enterprioperatin
Lynch owners,
S. A.theatre
THEknown
of the largest chains of theatres in
the South, has placed with the Typhoon
Fan Company during the last few days,
another large order for Typhoons.
These people have thoroughly tried out
the Typhoon system during the past six
or seven years, and have found that to
meet the severe conditions in the summer
weather throughout the South, the Typhoon
cooling and ventilating system is ideal.
The Lynch orders just received cover
Typhoon equipment for the Palace Theatre,
The NewTheatre,
Theatre,Fort
LittleWorth,
Rock, Texas;
Ark,; Ranger
Ranger, Texas, and Queen Theatre, Dallas.

White

Way

PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE "SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER
OF THIS MAGAZINE.
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
Cinemaquipment Center, Entire Second Floor, 729 Seventh Avenue, at 49th Street, New York
FIDELITY FAMOUS
MOVING PICTURE MOTOR
Tliis is the 1/10 H.P. Variable Speed Motor
vou have heard about. Thousands in use on
niachiius successfully. Price, $22. Send us your
order
careful attention and mention your
kind offorcurrent.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC CO.
LANCASTER, PA.
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SPEER

CARBONS
FOR

Opiex

"Noiseless Operation"
"Long Life"

In a Few

"A Bright, White Light"
"A Picture Projected Without a Flicker"
The

Signs Can

Speer

Directo-Hold-Ark Combination
for Direct Current

Be

Changed

Minutes

ge the
ONLY a few minutes to chan
reading of an Oplex Electric Sign —
just take out one set of letters and put
in another, no lamps or wiring to change.
The raised, snow-white, Oplex glass letters
are mounted in metal panels which fit in the
face of the sign like type in a form.

The
Alterno

Speer

Combination

for Alternating

Current

A carbon for every operating condition,
and all carbons GUARANTEED
SPILER
CARBON
ST. MARYS. PA,

CO.

Oplex Electric Signs are day signs as well
as night signs — raised, snow-white letters on
a dark background. At
night each character
stands out a solid letter
of light, no broken outlines. Oplex Signs have
greatest reading distance,
lowest upkeep cost.
Let us send you a

LOBBY

DISPLAY

FRAMES

OF

ALL

DESCRIPTIONS
From the simple one sheet frame for
general lobby use to the highly ornamented display cases of the larger
theatres — that is the range of the
"BILT-RITE" line which meets the
most exacting Exhibitor's requirements.
In addition to supplying our large assortment of stock frames, we are constantly building from blue prints or
rough sketches, special frames that
answer special lobby problems. Our
co-operative service is free. We are
glad to design appropriate display and
submit plans for approval without
any obligation.
No. 17
Holds
six Allzl4's
and
dmte
strip.
tifal frame. yery bean-

Ask your local dealer for the "BILTRITE" line or write us direct for
complete information.
Ask for Booklet C-6

Consolidated Portrait & Frame Co.
Chicago, m.
1029-35 West Adams Street
NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE: ACME AGENCY
2623 Grand Central Terminal Baildine

sketch showing

how

your Oplex Sign will
look.
EiCftrira! Advcrtiuine
The Flexlume Sign Co. 1236-42 Niagar* 9l..riuffala
Pacific CoaU Dislributors
The Ffexlume Sign Co., Ltd.
Electric Products Corp.
Toronto, Ont.
Los Angeles, Cal.

THE
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Over
THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has the qDality circulation of the trade in
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively in
this journal. YEAKLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.2S.
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST.
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIA.
TION
OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
& IRELAND,
LTD.
GUARANTEED
Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total 25,300; by States, PerM.
$4.00.
1,057manufacturers
film exchanees
313
and studios $7.50
4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Forther Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold

King Screen
10
No. 1 Grade, Days'
75c.; No.Trial
2 Grade, 50c.
Stretchers incladed
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

For U
Color S
Effects E
Hoods
Colors Are
Beautiful, Brilliant
and Permanent
Hoods Slip Over the Bulb
Way Ahead of Dip
and Less Costly
For S or 10 W.
and 25 or 40 W. Reynolds Electric Co.
426 S. Talman Ave., Chicago, III.
^ Lamps

"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Joarnal of
the British Film Industry
Of speolal Intsrrat to all who buy or tell Films.
OFFICES:
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. L
Spedznen copy free on reQUMt.
ForcdjEn BubscrlpUoiu: One pound tea ft^mingt (Qold).
MACHINES
THEATRE
EQUH^MENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

MOVING

PICTURE

Eleven

Million

Spent

on

March 20, 1920

WORLD
Dollars

Will

Be

Twenty-nine Picture Houses
at 117th street and Kinsman road, to cost
conLD
WOR
URE
PICT
ING
MOV
tinues to keep abreast of picture the- $100,000.
Philadelphia, Pa. — William Frlehofer,
atre building in the United States. Twentieth and Indiana avenues, has plans
Its list of new houses or theatres con- for one-story moving picture theatre to be
templated have always been the largest erected at Germantown and Lehigh avenues,
with seating capacity of 3,500, to cost $200,and most up-to-date, and the schedule be- 000.
again
low
furnishes the industry with the
Tenn. — J. L. Deaver has plana
latest building information. The follow- forKnoxville,
moving picture theatre and
e thea- officeflve-story
y-nin
building,
to cost $200,000.
ingtreslistnamed
shows
that
the
twent
will be built at a total cost of
Dallas,
Texas. —andLoew's
Enterprises
has
for brick
steel fireproof
theatre,
$11,189,000. Six corporations have been plans
formed also, with a total capitalization of to cost $300,000.
Richmond, Va. — J. W. Atkinson, 410 North
$5,200,000.
street, has contract to erect
Denver, Colo. — James J. Sullivan, an attor- Twenty-third
one-story & theatre,
94 by
feet, for Wilmer,
ney, is negotiating for site at Sixteenth and Vincent
Wells,
to
cost123$150,000.
Welston streets, for erection of $1,000,000
Alilwaukee,
Wis.
—
Handelsman,
Herschberg
theatre.
and Sumbiner, Chicago, have purchased from
Dover, Del. — American Amusement Com- Badger State Investment Company, the Merpany has been incorporated with $1,500,000
rill Theatre on Grand avenue, together with
office building. Price is reported at $500,000.
capital.
Little Rock, Ark. — Paramount-Artcraft,
Wilmington, Del. — Lost City Film Company
has been incorporated with $1,000,000 capital now operating Palace Theatre, plans to erect
a new theatre at Sixth and Main streets, to
to conduct places of amusement.
cost $200,000.
Chicago, 111. — Site has been purchased at
Angeles, Cal. — Sid Grauman and Jesse
southwest corner of Milwaukee and Cuyler L. Los
Lasky have purchased site at northwest
streets by Porter Theatre Building Corpora- corner
Hollywood Boulevaxd and Orchid
tion for erection of theatre, store and apart- avenue for
moving picture theatre, to cost
ment building, to cost $600,000.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Marcus Loew has plans $250,000.
San
Francisco,
— Turner & Dahnken
for moving picture theatre to be erected on have plans by A. W.Cal.
Cornelius
forstreet,
large theaNorth Pennsylvania avenue, between Washtre
to
be
erected
on
with
ington and Marlcet streets, to cost $600,000. seating capacity of 6,000,Fourth
to cost $1,654,000.
Marlon, Ind. — Marion Theatre Company,
Wilmington, Del. — Lansing Theatre Comowners of Marion and Lume-Lite Theatres,
pany has been incorporated with $1,700,000
has been Incorporated with $500,000 capital. capital to conduct places of amusement.
Address C. L. Branlgan, president.
Topeka, Kan. — L. M. and Roy Crawford
will erect large thneatre and commercial buildBaltimore, Md. — Druid Theatre Company,
ing at southwest corner of Sixth street and
1515 Fidelity Building, has plans by Oliver Kansas
avenue, to cost $200,000.
B.
Wright, concrete
Munsey Building,
two-storyat
reinforced
and marblefor theatre
Portland, Me. — Abraham Goodslde, 465 ConDruid avenue and McCullough St.. 64 by 117
gress street, has plans for two-story brick
feet, auditorium and semi-balcony, to seat theatre, 76 by 144 feet, to cost $250,000.
1,500, inclines instead of stairways, to cost
Springfield, Mass. — Sylvester Z. Pole will
erect theatre on Worthington street, to cost
$150,000.
New Bedford, Mass. — Empire Theatre Com- $1,000,000.
South Orange, N. J. — South Orange Theatre
pany, 1821 Purchase street, has plans for Company
has been Incorporated with $100,000
moving picture and vaudeville theatre to be capital
by William B. Putman, George W.
erected on Elm street, between Purchase and Jacobs and
Edward R. McGlyn. Site has been
Pleasant streets, to cost $200,000.
purchased for erection of moving picture
theatre.
Detroit,
Mich.
—
Henry
S.
Koppin
has
plans
for theatre to be erected on Catherine and
Brooklyn, N. Y. — Kingsway Theatre, Inc.,
St. Antoine streets, to cost $250,000.
has been organized with $400,000 capital by
Detroit, Mich. — Charles H. Miles, 1554 Wood- M. Barr, 48 Parkside avenue.
ward avenue, is preparing plans for theatre
Buffalo, N. y. — Jacob Rosing & Sons, part
to be erected at Grand River and Roosevelt owner Olympic Theatre, have plans for new
avenues, with seating capacity of 5,000, to theatre to be erected on Broadway, between
Detroit and Townsend streets, with seating
cost $1,000,000.
of 2,500, to cost $250,000.
Muskegon, Mich.— Frank Forster, Lyman capacity
North Tonawanda, N. Y. — Large moving
Block,atre,isstorepreparing
plans
for
three-story
thepicture
theatre
will be erected by General
and office building, 100 by 125 feet,
to cost $125,000. Theatre will have seating Moving Picture Corporation, to cost $150,000.
Cincinnati, O. — C. H. Welner, 228 Highland
capacity of 800.
has plans for theatre building to be
Muskegon Heights, Mich. — Paul J. Schloss- avenue,
erected
East Exchange, Market and East
man Amusement Company will erect three- Arlingtononstreets,
to cost $300,000.
story theatre, store and apartment building,
to cost $200,000.
Glen Cove, L. I. — George L. Bulubasses, 463
Fulton street, Jamaica, will erect one-story
brick theatre, 105 by 108 feet, on School
street, near Glen, to cost $300,000.
Jamaica, L. I. — Edwin C. George,4185 Fulton
street, Woodhaven, is preparing plans for
two-story brick moving picture theatre, 37
by 100 feet, to be erected at south side Jackson avenue. South Carlisle street, to cost
$200,000.
New York, N. Y. — Jackson Film Studio Corporation, 1421 Broadway, has plans for moving picture
studio to
be erected
Westchester and Jackson
avenues,
to cost at$500,000.
New York. — Tivoli Amusement Company
has been incorporated with $360,000 capital
by M. Richter, 346 Broadway.
Utica, N. Y. — Wilmer and Vincent Theatre
Company, 1451 Broadway, New York, has
plans for alterations and an addition to the
Colonial
Theatre at 203 Bleecker street, to
cost $150,000.
Greensboro, N. C. — Dr. W. H. Ivey and
others atre,plan
erect large moving picture theto costto$100,000.
Cleveland, O. — Capital Amusement Company
has plans by Nicholas Petti, 307 Williamson
The Metropolitan of Washington.
Building, for two-story moving picture theatre, store and office building, to be erected
In which Typhoons proved a big
drawing card.
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ROCK

FILM=

The

Quality

Raw

Stock

Right photographically.
Maximum
service in
the

projector.

LOOKING

AHEAD

three short months

will bring you

bang up against the hot summer season and then what? Willjt find you
with the same close, stuffy, poorly
ventilated theatre you had last year,
or will you prepare now to^install the

Made by

TYPHOON COOLING~SYSTEMfand
increase your summer receipts?
WRITE

FOR CATALOGUE 'TM"

The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing

Company

Verona, New Jersey

FASTER
Slower, any
Speed you
want.
The Metcalfe
Speed latoRegurtiivselposiy the
most practical
and satisfactory controllthat inghasdeviceever
been manufactured.
It can be
used with
any C.A.motors
C. or
D.
up
to
%
H.P.
LUBRICATED BY OIL CUPS
EXTRA LONG BEARINGS
HIGHEST CLASS WORKMANSHIP
In F.O.B.
ordering,
pullevs
%" roundpacked,
or %" 10flatpounds.
belting.
San specify
Francisco,
$30.00.for Weight,
HERE^S
WHY.
The Latest Invention in Screencraft
THE DIAMOND CRYSTAL SCREEN
Is Selected by All Discriminating Buyers
It absolutely overcomes all distortion of the object projected, no matter how wide the angle from which it is
viewed.
The advantage of the gold screens (softness of tone)
and of the silver screens (clear definition at lowest possible current consumption) are most marvelously
blended into one
Perfected Projection Surface
85c. per square foot, including stretching frame, F.O.B. San Francisco.
Small sample mailed on request.
G.

A. METCALFE
High Grade Theatre Equipment
117-119 GOLDEN
GATE AVENUE
305-7-9 BROADWAY
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK CITY

Typhoon
Company
Ernst Glantzberg, President
281 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y.
1044 CAMP ST.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.
New Orleans, La.
Chicago, HI.

EASTMAN
FILM

is identified

by the words

"Eastman" and "Kodak"
in the film margin.

It is the Jilm that first made
motion pictures practical

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

THE
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PICTURE
THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yours.
District of Columbia
REGINALD W. GEARE
327 Woodward Bids-. Washinrton, D. C
ZINK & SPARKLIN, Inc.
943 MunBey Bldg., Washincton, D. C.
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
IIU Kresse Bids., Detroit, Mich.
C. HOWARD CRANE
100 Griswold Bide., Detroit, Mich.
Missouri
Carl Boiler & Brother
Theatre Architects
RIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CITY. MO.
Conaultants
other plans
archit«ct«.
Advisors to owners toregarding
and
spedflcations of contemplated tiieatrea.
EDGAR P. MADORIE
1105-6-7 Republic Bldr., Kansa* City He.
New York
EUGENE DE ROSA
110 West 40tb St., Nnr York
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 Sooth 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa
2nimiiiimuiiiiiiiitii<iiiiiiiiiiirii
Write for our up-to-date price list.
Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclueive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Bldg.
5 Soath Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Doaleiv inPicture
Motiograph. Standard
and Simplex
Monng
Minusa Screens andMachines,
SrerythiugNational
for the Carbonf,
Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Italian Clnematocrub ITideo
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: 20 francs per aniOB.
Editorial and Basiness Offices:
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
AMERICAN
Jfotoplaper
(Trade-Marli Resistered)
The Masical Marrel
Write for Cataloarne
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
62 West 45th Street New York Cl*y
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturer*
of Electric
Alachinee
for Moving
PictureTicket
Theatreslanlng
and
Restaurants.
Sold
direct
or
ttirough
dealer. NATIONAL ELECTRIC your
TICKET ISIIKEGISTE^R
COMPANY
St. Louis,NorthMo.,Broadway
U. S. A.
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Correspondence
Where the Projectors Went.
March 5, 1920.
Moving Picture World:
Replying to the inquiry of John T. Perron
in your issue of March 6, regarding "The
present whereabouts of the hundreds of motion picture projectors that the Government,
Red Cross, Y. M. C. A., and similar bodies
must have had at the end of the war," the
following letter, which we have recently received, may supply the desired information:
February 27,1920.
Nicholas Power Co.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. C.
Gentleman:
I have
theatre
road
workusedfor the
overPower's
fifteen for
years,
and and
had
the supervision
of
some
two
hundred
chines in the army camps in France.ma- I
found them to be very reliable and that
they ling
stood
up well
under
the rough handthat some
of the
inexperienced
army
operators gave them.
It was very difficult to get a Frenchto admit
that Pathe,
any machine
was made
betterman than
his own
but they
athegreat
scramblequittobusiness
buy Power's
when
community
in France.
Very truly yours,
HUGH E. KINK, Supervisor, Community
Motion Picture Bureau, 6 Beacon St.,
Boston, Mass.
During the war the Nicholas Power Company soldernmentover
projectors
to the
, Y. M. C.1,800
A., Red
Cross and
K. ofGov-C,
which will probably be a record in this line
for a long while to come.
In Forei^^n Markets.
Every machine we sold was a new one, and
of course, after it passed out of our hands
we had no control of its use or disposal.
However, we are aware through our European agencies that these machines are on
the market in foreign countries, and they
have had quite some influence on our export business. We think it Is very excellent
evidence of the quality of our machines that
they are in active use and there is a strong
demand for them in competition with the best
and newest
European received
projectors.
The treatment these machines
in France
and
elsewhere came under the personal obsrvation of the writer, and I can heartily agree
with Mr,
Kingunder
whenthe herough
stateshandling
"that they
stood
up well
that
some of the inexperienced army operators
Somethem."
day, when the true story of the great
gave
war comes
out, I think the boys who served
Uncle Sam will realize that no other single
thing so greatly contributed to their happiness while away from home as moving pictures. Plain, unadulterated homesickness
was the most serious disease in the army,
especially in France after the armistice, and
moving pictures was the medicine that cured
more "sick" boys than anything else I know
of.
Very truly yours,
P. McGuire,
Advertising Manager, Nicholas Power Company, Inc.
Wants Stencil Machines.
Moving Picture World:
Find enclosed check for $3.00 for renewal
of our subscription to the Moving Picture
World for the coming year.
We have been trying for some time past
to procure a stencil machine for making
slides, and up to the present time
have been
iiiiiimiiiiKiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Tell Us Your Troubles

tor or
r runsexhibi
house ER
manageany
up against
WHENEV
a snag in the matter of equipment— its choice, use or installation;
whenever you are in doubt as to just
what you should do to make a new
house attractive or improve an old
ent" Deone — ask the
partment and"Better
we will Equipm
dig up the dope
for you. dBUT don't forgetp to enclose
ainquiry
stampe
return envelo with your
.

March 20, 1920
unable
to get any line on where the machines
are
made.
We are enclosing a sample slide and would
like to know
you could
give us machines
any Information as toif where
the stencil
are made and the name of the makers.
AMERICAN THEATRE,
L. P. Brenneman.
Write Lucas Theatre Supply Company,
158 Marietta street, Atlanta, Ga., who are
distributors for such a machine.
Wants Seating Layout.
Moving Picture World:
I notice in the World that you have, for
the benefit
of your readers, a Better Equipment Department.
I have just purchased a lot and Intend
building a motion picture theatre, and what
dope I would like to know is how is the
best way to arrange seating to get in the
most seats. Lot is 33 by 125 feet.
Thanking you for any help that you can
give me, I remain.
Yours truly,
JOE BROKAW, manager,
Brokaw Theatre.
Would suggest that you take up the matter of arrangement of your proposed house
with one of the picture theatre architects
listed on this page.
In a matter of this kind their suggestion
would be much better than any which I
could offer.
arn'35to'100aWee
BECOnE A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big
NOW.
Qualifyopportunltlet
for this fasdnatlnc
course
coveraThree
all branrhes:
professionmonllw'
Motion Plctur»-CommerclalPortraltur©
Cameras and Materials furnished fr€4.
l*ractical easy
Instruction;
modemSdiooloquipment.
Daj Sajnlaclty.
or _
classes;
t«rma. The
of Reoognind
Call or write for oompleto cataloc No. 16.
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 3Gth St.. N. Y. 505 Stato St.. Brmklyn, N. Y.
Kinarko Carbons
YOUR DEALER, OR
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
New Yorli City
110-112-114 West 42nd St.
EXCLUSIVE
DECORATORS
of Theatres and Motion Picture Houses
Let us submit an estimate.
William G. Andrews Decorative Co.
1426 S. Wabash Avenue Chicsfo, Dl.

Irani^rteK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
iirc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West 114th Street ClersUnd, OhU
ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
Amonr the Best Two-Reeleri w tb« MArk«t
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
THE NEW
PREMIER PATHESCOPE
FUCKERLESS
"SAFETYPROJECTOR
STANDAUD"
MOTION PICTURE
Dept. H.W.
The Pathescope Co. of America, lac
Aeolian Hall
N«w Tscfc
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Make Your Theatre Attractive with
-4

PLASTIC

RELIEF ORNAMENTS
AND
Beautiful Composition Lighting Fixtures
THE RESULT
Will Prove Astonishing — Let Us Show You How
Suggestive Sketches Cheerfully Submitted
Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements
Write for Catalogue

t

The National Plastic Relief Co.
330 Main St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

AMERICA'S

FINEST
COERZ
DOUBLE-EXPOSURE
DISSOLVE
The increasing use of tlie double exposure
makes
it imperative
tiie up-to-theminute cameramen
to beforequipped
with an
attachment
that
is
well
made,
and —
above all— ACCURATE. Such ansimple
attachment
is the well-known GOERZ DOUBLE-EXPOSURE DISSOLVE,
ful cameramen
in allnow
partsusedof bythe successworld.
The novel "barn-door effect" is obtained with
this
GOERZ
equipment.
Call
or
write
for
detailed description of this and other
GOERZ motion-picture attachments.

LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS
NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY
H. J. STREYCKMAN3, Manaeingr Director
PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Morsemere 621-622

C. p. Goerz American
319-M EAST 34TH STREET

CEMENT
haa
stood
the
teat
of
man;
yam.
That'a wb7 ItItooata
Ij lued aztenalTd;
br tbe largest
but par-la
ticular buyera itudlos,
loofclQg eicbange*
for reaultaanddo theatna.
not objoot to tbemore,
dlfferonos
price. 26a mil brlaa you an ounce bottle prepaid.

9i
i AII7N5C7(7N

THEATRE ACCESSORIES

^(7(7LIN^

TH!ATREg[l[]prD|

In answering

Send for newj
Booklet No. 6
Q
NEW
VOR.K.

PROJE
— ^— —CTORS

advertisements,

rummcr
PAY
dlL
-tkd
trc
I

3y3TEI^

ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
I" AMERICA'S CREATIST INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE"!

^m^
^,.
I\s^
DISTRIBUTORS
^^Tr.Aotl!«.K
pat a

Optical Company
NEW YORK CITY

please

mention

The

Moving

Picture

World
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Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you from 30% to 50% in jwstage, etc. Reaches all or selected
list of theatres In any territory. Includes name of exhibitor as well
as the theatre in address. A list of publicity medlimis desiring
motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information In
advance of theatres being or to be built.
'W74
Motion Picture Directory Company
244 West 42nd Street. New Tork
Phone: Bryant 8138
Addressing
Multigraphing
Printing
Typewriting
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MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
EQUIPMENT
PRINTERS
SUPPLIES
SPLICER
For
MotionSludiot,
PictureTheatret
Labo'
ACCESSORIES
raloriei,
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL
CO. losabceles
J80t-n Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
3c Per word for situations wanted and help wanted. Minimum $0.50
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.
Minimum $1.00
SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOUNG MAN wants position as manager tor
moving ence.
picture
or vaudeville
referLouis Goldenberg,
Apt. house
005, ;221goodSherman
Ave., New York City.
CAMERAMAN, experienced, go anywhere, studio
or outdoor, open for engagement after April 1.
Own Pathe outfit. Also want substantial market
for industrial,
educational,
newsCity.negatives. Brooks, 152
East 22d travel
St., NewandYork
MANAGER,
live
wire,
twelve
years'
booking specialist, expert projectionist, experience,
with New
York license ; superior references. William, care
M. P. World, New York City.
AT cally
LIBERTY
pictureOliver
operator,
trained ; go— Moving
anywhere.
Blaine,techniEast
Garro St., Plymouth, Ind.
HELP WANTED.
EXPERIENCED laboratory superintendent wanted
by Middle West industrial motion picture producers
to take charge of new laboratory now being constructed In large Middle West city. Must be expert. Midwest,
Splendid care
opportunity
for theNew
rightYork
man.City.Address
M. P. World,
LOCAL No. 448 can use a few good operators.
Write Business Agent, P. O. Box 225, Pueblo, Colo.
SALESMAN WANTED. — A large and growing
house, covering Middle Western States, handling
projection machines and motion picture theatre
equipment of all kinds, has opening for salesman,
familiar with line, who can shortly qualify as manager tunity
of branch
office. This
unusual
and development
will isbe anrapid
if theopporman
who
comes
in
"delivers
the
goods."
writing
us please give your reasons for believingIn you
can
make good and indicate what income you would
expect to earn. Address ABC, care M. P. World,
New York City.
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
FROM CANTON, ILLINOIS, to Canton, China,
100,000 customers use our wonderful catalog and
service for all their photographic needs. Movie
cameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text
books, suppleis, etc., etc., all at sensational money
saving prices. Write for this valuable. F-R-E-E
catalog today. David Stern Company, "Value, service, satisfaction
CAMERA,
neversinceused,1885,"
costCblcaeo,
$75.00 ; 111.first $50.00
takes it. Box 861, Roanoke, Va.

MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOK
FOB WANACERS AMD 0PERATQB5

UNIVERSAL MOTION PICTURE CAMERA DIRECT TO YOU,
record-breaking
200foot model,
brandat new,
list $430, prices.
net $345.00;
200-foot model, with internal shutter dissolve, list
$516.00, net $425,000; 400-foot model, list $640.00,
net pricesolve, list$525.00
model,$595.00.
with internal
dis$728.00,; 400-foot
Bass price,
The above
are the
latest
models,
brand
new.
Immediate
delivcash withThisorderis orthe25 greatest
per cent,opportunity
deposit, balance
C. 0.ery, D.
ever
offered and may not be repeated again. This Is
in line with our campaign to double our sales, and
you are the winner. Send your orders or write
for complete PICTURE
catalogue. HEADQUARTERS.
Write today to AMERICA'S
MOTION
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY, 100 North Dearborn St., Chicago, 1 1.
THE MOTION
a "BEHIND
complete treatise
on makingPICTURE
and takingSCREEN,"
the picture,PANY,
price Chicago,
$3.65,111.postpaid. BASS CAMERA COMC-2 DE VRY, perfect condition, ready for use,
$100.00.
DeVry, perfect
guaranteed,
$150.00. C-90
Headquarters
for newcondition,
and used
portable
projectors.
BASS
CAMERA
COMPANY,
109 North
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
CAMERAS, ETC., WANTED.
WANTED — One Bell & Howell camera, regardless
of
condition.
C. H., care M. P. World, New York
City.
EQUIPMENT WANTED.
THE very book that hustling, wide-awake theatre
managers
want when
using printers'
ink for house
progress,tising.folders,
throwouts
and newspaper
It tells about
type, sizes
and styles, adverpaper
stock, etc. Full of good business winning ideas
that get them all coming to the box office to swell
your receipts. Picture Theatre Advertising, by
Sargent, 300 pages, $3.00. Chalmers Publishing
Company, 516 Fifth Ave., New York City.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
650 slightly
used tipup
Immediate
delivery.
Theatreveneered
Supply theatre
Co., 124chairs.
West
45th St., New -ork City.
FORstat, sale;
Powers condition
6A motor guaranteed,
driven, with$225.00.
rheoused six —months,
Powers 6B motor driven, with rheostat, $350.00;
good
as new.
Wanted
Box 861,
Roanoke,
Va. good second-hand machines.

This Is the Book
That Wai

Cut

Projection-Room

^ F H RICHARI'SC :;

You Are Handicapped Without It
Handbook

tm «a>«OP SARGEHT
Use?

Improve Your
Pu8l.lS«ei> BY
NET PIC
VOBKnjte»«LD I Screen Results
THE MOVING

$4.00

the s
What^

PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING

Expenses
and

Richardson's

NEW METAL 14-in. reels, regular price $2.00;
our prtce $1.50, or two for $2.00. Virginia Theatre
Supply Co., Roanoke, Va.
WHILE THEY LAST— $2.50 theatre ledgers,
$1.7.5, ginia
plusTheatre10c.Supply
postage.
Order yours
Co., Roanoke,
Va. now. VirSTANDARD moving picture machine, good conwith rheostat,
sale ; City,
bargain.
berg, 660dition,Summit
Ave.,forJersey
N. J. FrachtenWURLITZER pipe organ-orchestrian, Style H,
$1,200.00 ; good as new ; cost $3,850.00. B. B.
Johnson, 726 9th St., Rockford, 111.
FILMS WANTED.
WILL BUY five and six reel new and used features. Only those having condition, star casts,
striking titles and full set of paper. Specialty
Photoplay, Inc., 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
WANTED TO BUY— Motion picture theatre. Prefer one with stage equipped for vaudeville in a live
town of not less than five thousand population.
State larsprice
list Wm.
of equipment
particuin first and
letter.
H. Moyle,and241fullS. Holyoke
Ave., Wichita, Kan.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE— Million Dollar Mystery, 46 reels;
"Girl From Frisco," 50 reels ; "Social Pirates," 30
reels ; "Italian Battle Front," 10 reels ; "OrlfDth's
Battle of Sexes," 5 reels : "Cleopatra," 8 reels ;
"Rip Van Winkle,"
5 reels:Mary
also series of single
"Ham
and
Hopkins,"
reel Bud,"
specials "Sis
; other
features and Plckford,
comedies, large
selection. Guaranty Pictures Co., 145 West 46th
St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Mutt and Jeff Comedies, also features
and
serials; alsoExchange,
"Seven Deadly
Federal
Inc., 145Sins,"
West 37
45threels.
St.,
New YorkFeature
City.
FILMS FOR sale: — One million feet, all makes,
lengths and varieties. $4.00 per reel and up. Send
for list Feature
Minneapolis,
Hlnn. Film Company, Loeb Arcade,
100 FULL REELS of films, new condition, $2.50
each. Send money order for trial order. Will sell
not St.,
less New
than York
five. City.Jtick Mabmarian, 440 West
23d
MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED — Pictures of motion picture stars In
quantity lots. Address B. C. Powell, Manager, P. 0.
Box 444, Detroit. Mich.

Costs

Postpaid

Its Readers Would Not Be Without
It for $100.00
Send Check, P. O. Money Order or Cash
TO
CHALMERS
PUBLISHING
CO.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York, U. S. A.

Of running a good
show, if nobody
knows about it?
After you've read
Sargent's Book and
pulled the stunts that he tells about, the only ones
in town who won't line up in front of your box
ofiFice will be the ticket sellers.
Send
and get this money

$2.00
maker postpaid.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York, U. S. A.
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ARE

Experience has proven that the new American Projectoscope is without an equal as a
compact, portable, fool-proof projection machine. Gets current from any electric light
socket, runs film either backward or forward— film can be stopped and held stationary at any point.

For Directors, Film
Editors, Exhibitors

FOR

SCHOOLS

AND

WRONG

•
Thousands of the most progressive exhibitors inthe country use and endorse the
1920

Perfected

Automaticket

Register

These users find that they
— sell tickets faster with the
AUTOMATICKET REGISTER
and their
key
— have
tickets under lock

^^^^^^■nnR^
^^^^mKKlK^9

For use by a director or
film editor in examining
film it is unequalled — titles
can be held stationary on
the screen and inspected.
Exhibitors can use it to
project features in their
private offices while the
theatre screen is in use.

THESE

EXHIBITORS

"The Portable Motion Picture Projecting
Machine Without An Apology. "

2029

— have an exact record of every
ticket sold
— with an absolute check on their
cash receipts for the day.
Furthermore, these users order an AUTOMATICKET REGISTER for every new

CHURCHES

The Projectoscope is ideal for schools and churches.
Anyone can operate it— no experience necessary.
Either hand-driven or motor-driven devices supplied.
Throws a perfect picture. Can be set up and taken
down in a minute. No rewind necessary.
FOR COMMERCIAL USE
Hundreds of firms with reels of commercial films are equipping their salesmen with Projectoscopes. "Seeing is
believing." Prospects can be shown
every detail of manufacture — the product in actual use. As a result sales increase tremendously. Easily portablecarries like a suitcase.

theatre they open. They know they're
right, because they have proved for themselves that the AUTOMATICKET REGISTER helps them to make and save money.
Are you doing right by yourself and by
your business in neglecting to get the full
facts on the Perfected AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER? Our 1920 catalogue gives
information on the business side of the
motion picture theatre that you should
have. Your copy is ready. Send for it.

DEALERS make friends and money selling the 1920 Perfected AUTOMATICKET
REGISTE
R. Write for our special proposition.

SEND FOR BOOKLET!
Write today for descriptive booklet.
Learn how YOU can use the Projectoscope to advantage. You incur no obligation. Ask us for it Today!

REGISTER
CO.
New York Citpv

AMERICAN
PROJECTION
CO.
6227 BROADWAY
DEPT. 25
CHICAGO
:
ILLINOIS

Foreign

Representatives

Trans-Regional
New

York

Tradmg

Corporation

London

Paris
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Westinghouse
Motion Picture Installations

MeiroSfudio

CluneSiudio

MOVING

Realizing tliat the successful operation of electrical equipment of a motion picture studio or
theatre depends upon the ability to meet very
exacting requirements, Westinghouse has made
a special study of these requirements. This study
has placed Westinghouse in a position to render
valuable engineering services to hundreds of
studio and theatre owners.
The following are some of the users and endorsers of Westinghouse apparatus:
Metro
Studlot
Grauman'i
Theatre,Norfolk.
Lot Angelu,
Thot.
H.
Ince
Studlot
StrandTheatre.
Theatre.
Va. Cal.
Robt.
Brunton
Pitt
PIttlburgh, Pa.
Unlvertal
Film Studlot
Studlot Regent
N. Y. Pa.
Stanley Theatre.
Theatre. Elmlra.
Philadelphia.
Clune't Studlot
Write our nearest district office for our new circular No. TlSk
WestinghouseEastElectric
& Hanafmctnrine
Co.
Fittabureh,
Fa.
Sales Offices in all Large American Citiei
New165 York
Offlcet 811
Lot Van
Angelet
Broadway
NuyiOfHcoa
BIdg.

tiewf1i5sion-5dnfrand5co,(alif.

Strand' tiorfo/h,Va.

Robert dunion-Sfudio

Westinghouse

A

SMALL

INVESTMENT-

LARGE
RETURNS—
This Machine is designed to apply a wax compound to the margin of New
Films, to prevent damage during the first few runs thru the Projecting Machine.
The collecting of emulsion from "green" films on aperture plate and tension springs of the projector is in many cases causing untold damage to the
film and excessive wear to the projector as well as marring the presentation
on the screen by jumping.

(Patoit* Fendlnf )
Price of Machine, Complete
$16.50
inclndins ten sticks of compound

Proper

Waxing" of New Films —
Prolongs the life of the Film.
Eliminates excessive wear on Projecting Machine.
Insures Steady Pictures on the screen.
Prevents tearing of sprocket holes by emulsion deposits.
AND
Saves the film from having Oil squirted all over it by some Operator trying
to get "green" film thru his machine without a stop.
The Werner Film Waxing Machine applies the Compound accurately to the
margin of the film and positively will not spread wax onto the picture.
Wax always in position. Requires no adjusting.
Over 1000 in Use in All the Leading Theatres and Exchanges
THE

Prii
V of Ten Sticks
$1.00
In Lots of Ten Boxes
$.75 per box

WERNER

PROTECTOR
RIALTO THEATRE BLDG.

MFG.

FILM
CO.,

Inc.

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
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a

better

Machine
could

be

built u)eH
build
ctnd

It

our

-

IF

distri
butors uJou
Id
sell it.
317 East 34th:Sf - NewYork

American

and

Canadian
OF

Distributors

PROJECl
ZONE A.

UNITED

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

1600 Broadway

New

CORPORATION

York City

SALES OFFICES
729 Seventh Ave,, New York City
13th and Harney Sts., Omaha, Neb.
524 Broadway, Cincinnati, O.
514 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
28 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
714 Huron Road, Cleveland, O.
57 E. Elizabeth St., Detroit, Mich.
1233 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1006 Forbes St, Pittsburgh, Pa.
509 Produce Exchange BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn
Kansas City Machine & Supply Co., 813 Walnut St, Kansas City, Mo
ZONE B.

iN THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

9 Nassau St., Atlanta, Ga.
ZONE C.

lilDENVER

COMPANY

1815 Main St, Dallas, Tex.

THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY
1436 Welton St., Denver, Colo.
ZONE D.

lEATRE

EQUIPMENT
SUPPLY
COMPANY
)Iden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
ZONE E

iCIFIC

AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY
800 S. Olive St., Los Angeles, Cal.
CANADA

:iNS

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

497 Philiips Sq., Montreal, Can.
11 Temperance
217 McDermott Ave., Winnipeg, Can.

MCHOIAS
POWER
COMPANY
INCORRORATED
EDWARD
E:ARI_, F^FiEisic^Eit^T
NiNETY Gold St. New York, N.Y.

St., Toronto, Can.

Vol

43 No

13

MARCH

27. 1920

Price 15 Cents

MOVING

Chalmers
fPubluhing
Company
, 516 ^ifth oAvenue , ^ewlfork
HexJeo and Cuba, |3 a year; Canada, ISJO a year; Porel<n County (yoatpald).
Pouewlon*.
It*
and
States
United
Price:
A Weekly. Sulweiiptlon
15 a year. Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York. N.
under the Act of March %, 1179.
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OF A M4N'S
THE EXTENSIVENESS
LARY, NOR THE ARTISTRY OF ITS USE THAT

HIM

VOCABUMAKES

IT'S THE UNDERLYING
GONVINCING.
SINCERITY OF HIS WORDS !

poster carry convicadvertisements for the RITCHEY
tion simply because we ourselves are absolutely convinced
that the RITCHEY
poster is positively, and beyond the shadow
of a doubt, the finest motion picture poster that it is^humanly
possible to execute.
THESE

We know that no motion picture poster experts exist comparable
to those in this organization, for the prestige of the RITCHEY
LITHO. CORP. is based upon the fact that it includes practically
every really great motion picture poster specialist in the world,
and upon the further fact that the entire organization has been
welded into a perfectly functioning group under the faultless
leadership of the greatest poster expert living !
To fully realize how we compare to other lithographing concerns,
imagine a motion picture producing company that controlled all
the great and notable motion picture stars, all harmoniously
working under the greatest director in the world. One can see,
at a glance, that all the finest screen plays would, of necessity,
emanate from this producing company.
In the line of motion picture posters that is precisely what the
RITCHEY
LITHO. CORP. has done, and that is why the
RITCHEY
poster is the greatest poster it is possible to make.
And

that is also why
pare to it.

no other poster can be made

All of which is merely
truthfully spoken.

a plain statement

RITCHEY
406 WEST

31st STREET,

of fact, sincerely

LITHO.
NEW

YORK

that will comand

CORP.

TELEPHONE,

CHELSEA

8388

• ••
PRODUCTION
• E'
• ■ S
DEMILL
B/
CECIL
¥HY

CHANGE
WILLIAM

YOURWE?
DEMILLE

Q>araniount^rtcraft

a OME, let us look upon Life" says
^ Cecil B. DeMille. "Let us look at
real human beings. Let us probe into
their hearts, and there find ringing echoes

Q>iclure

O he invites you to see "Why Change
Your Wife?" and in the pictured lives
of the characters to feel more keenly, to
live more intensely, and to carry into the
world the things you have felt.

of our own."
Dazzling

in Splendor

of Production

presented hy
ADOLPH ZUKOR
directed hy
HARLEY KNOLES
Scena.rio
hy*
CLARA
S. BERANGER

«THE
COST"
WITH
VIOLET
HEMING

DAVID GR.EA.TEST
GRAHAM STORY
PHILLIPS'
jd

Cparamountj^rtcraftCpicture

OUT of the sheltered life of the west into the mazes
of New York — into the intrigues of society and
business, into tragedy and joy.
"The Cost" is the story of a girl's mistake, a drama
which carries the spectator breathless through the
whole range of American life.
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MAURICE
TOURNEUR
pre s e nts
JACQUES
FAMOUS FUTRELLE'S
NOVEL

"MY

LADY'S

jz^ C/>aramountj4rtcraft
GARTER'
Cpidure

"niiiiMiiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiirnTm
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L.Lasky

presents

WALLACE
//

in

Excuse

Dust
My
jz/ Q>aramountj^rtcmftQ>icture
IS baby at home — five
hundred miles away
— crying for him!
That was
all he needed to make the

H

most thrilling cross-country race ever staged. And
when he wins home — in
time — your audience
will raise the roof.
Watch 'em!
FAMOUSrHOn '.HPLAYERS-LASKY
JCSSC L LASKY IMA.. CCCU.CORPORATION
• Df Miu
Adapted from the
Saturday
ETeningTrap."
Post story,
"The Bear
by
Byron Morcan.
Directed by Sam Wood.
Scenario br
Wm M. RiUhey.

MARY

MILES

MINTER
11^

NURSE

MARJORIE

\yrom. the play by
ZANGWILL
ISRAEL
Scenario by
Uirected by
C.I VERS
JULIA
WILLIAM D.TAYLOR

Heart

Interest

in New

Minter

the

Appeal

Picture

'^HE, charm of an adorable young
woman plus wonderful heart interest, delightfully developed
story of universal

appeal —

flashes of real comedy,

in a love
this, and

will make

*^Nurse

Marjorie" one of the most powerful
Mary Miles Minter productions.

You can arrange for playing dates
now through any Realart manager.

REALART
PICTURES CORPORATION

r
2038
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Universal- Jewel
^soo. ooo
PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY
TOD

BROWNING

OE

g
s nothin
— there'
as well
YOU
tionas towe make
like know
a big itproduc
big
money.
And when we say "big" we mean a picture
that's big in its scenes, big in its emotions, big
in the sweep of its drama. After all, the pictures
that people really talk about— that crowd your
theatre — are those that stir the imagination with
the vastness of their canvas — their vivid coloring
— their fundamental human passions. All others
are simply "bread-and-butter"— "program stuff."
The year's biggest photodrama is here — "THE VIRGIN
OF STAMBOUL." A piquant title— an electrifying star —
a master director.
A production that was six months in the making. Throbbing with human emotion— overwhelming in its big scenes
—glowing with all the colors of the colorful East. A
picture that will lift your people out of the humdrum
round of life and give them something to remember for
many years. See your Universal-Jewel Exchange to-day —
the sooner you show it the bigger your business. There
is only one phrase that completely describes "THE VIRIt is—
GIN OF STAMBOUL."

THE

2040

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
PRODUCTION
DE

LUXE
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"BLIND HUSBANDS"
ever itsaw
whoforget
oneever
NO will
— nor will anyone ever forget "THE DEVIL'S PASSKEY," for Von
Slroheim has once more combined a tremendously
tense story with a wealth of marvelous detail and
true-to-life atmosphere. This time you will surely
think you are in Paris, for there is a wonderful
reproduction of the Grand Prix, the classic of the
French turf, with its thrilling races, brilliant crowd
and royal guests — sumptuous scenes showing the
interior of the Theatre Francais — elaborate views
of Mme. Malot's fashionable costume establishment
with its beautiful mannequins — all this in addition
to a story that gets 3'our heart in its clutch and
keeps tightening with every reel. Watch for the
coming announcement of release — vou need to
see "THE DEVIL'S PASSKEY" at your first
opportunity.

THE

March 27, 1920

Suppose

we

were

MOVING

exhibitors

PICTURE

WORLD

and

you the producer of an unbroken chain of
money-making serials for years past. Suppose

O

o

you

were offering a group of five serials, produced for no other purpose than to bring exhibitors one
solid year of continuous profits.

that each
furthermore,
Suppose,
star in that series was a proven crowd puller
and money getter. Wouldn't you try to make
us see that booking the Full House Five is the
sanest, safest business move we could possibly make?
Of course, you would! And you'd be right! The big
increase in your bookings would prove it— just as
they're proving it for us to-day.
Turn

your

1920

serial

worries

over

to us and let us make them into profits for
vou.
Bet your limit on the
Full House
hand out!

Five — it's the biggest

MARIE WALCAMP
:)hG DRAGONS NET

THE

.46

SUN.

MOVING

A

Great

MON.

TUE.

PICTURE
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Production

"Dangerous Days" is one
of the bi^^ pictures of the
year. Its themes are big.
Its characters are big". Its
suspense is sustained. Its
cHmaxes are ahnost terrifying in their strength.

7

Reginald Barker has
evolved from this story a
succession of photographic
efifects that are gasp-pro-

5

ducing. All in all, "Dangerous Days" marks a
high-point in G o 1 d w y n
production.

SAMUEL

GOLDWVIV

MARY

AND

REX

PRESENT

ROBERTS
RINEHARTS
FAMOUS STOR.V

DANGEROUS
A

BEACH

Reginald

GOLDWYN

Barker

PICTVRES

DAYS
Production

CORPORATION

THE

March 27, 1920

Hands
Tell

That

a Story
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PICTURE
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Here's Tom Moore
in an atmosphere of
adventure and mystery— a young and
reckless adventurer,
hot on the rail of a
great diamond, with
several beautiful
women and a band
of pitiless crooks to
keep things sizzling!

SAMUEL

PRESENTS

GOLDWVN

TOM

MOORE

DUDS
BY HENRY C. ROWLAND
DIRECTED
BY
T O TV! MILLS

Once

more

smile
famous
Tom Moore's
throws its goldr
en

beam

your

on

box-of-

—
overlookfice.itDon't
book it!

GOLDWYN

PICTVRES

CORPORATION

MOVING
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You

Want

Comedies?

you looking

for comedies

carrying every

^ ^ week the same little cast of "so-called"
whose

names

— whose

mean

nothing

peculiar type fits them

type or kind

of comedy

situations and stories must
week,

at your

box

office

for only a certain

story, so that the same
be rehashed, week

to fit that little cast?

nothing

stars —

If so —

we

after
have

for You.

\¥ you want funny comedies — different in
nature every week — a world wide range of
laugh-forcing situations because they're built
around stories selected only because they're
screamingly
funny — ^with real artists selected to
tfit the story whatever it may be —
Then it's your move. Send that prepaid post-card and get details right now.
Several thousand of your brother exhibitors have already beat you to it.

Special Pictures Corporation
Home Office, H. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California
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Remarkable

^Specials

That

The

Uphold

Eodkinson

Standards

WE

announce for forthcoming release to the
exhibitors of America, under the single
picture policy first established in April 1919 by
W. W. Hodkinson, these powerful productions:

/. Parker Read Jr. presents:
!•

LOUISE
GLAUM
By C. Gardner Sullivan

in
"SEX"
Directed by Fred Niblo

See next week's insert

Released April 1 1

Dial Film Co. presents:
2.

MITCHELL LEWIS
By Holman F. Day

in "KING SPRUCE"
Directed by Roy Clements

See following week's insert

Released April 18

Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner present:
3.

ALL-STAR CAST in "DESERT OF WHEAT"
By Zane Grey
Directed by Jack Conway
See following week's insert

Released April 25

Theodore C. Deitrich and Arthur F. Beck present:
4.

DORIS KENYON in "THE HARVEST MOON"
By Augustus Thomas Directed by J. Searle Dawley
See following week's insert
Released May 2
These productions, on their dramatic and technical
power, will be the outstanding picture successes in
the biggest first run theatres of the nation all spring
and summer. They have been picked from individual
sources under our selective system by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation with the same care and caution that you, the exhibitors, display in picking only
big pictures for your theatres.
Twenty consecutive weeks of advertising will back
them up in introducing them to you and to the
American people.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gty
Distributing through PAIHfi Bcchange.lncorporated
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WANTED!

4,000,000

FEET

a

month

Price

3%

SEE

No

commercial

order

cents

US

matter

how

may

printing

per

foot

FIRST

large

or

small

your

twenty

-four

be.

you

give
can
We
hours
service.

CO.

GAUMONT
FLUSHING,
Phone:

NEW

Flushing

YORK
2211
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nnouncin

r

A

NAME

IMPLIED
OF

THAT

PERFECTION

QUALITY

ONE

AND

PEEL

IN

TWO

PEATUPE

PRODUCTIONS
EXCLUSIVEiy
COMEDIES
SCENIC^
5EP2.1 ALS
V)y£STERNS
AND
NOVELTIES

REELCRAFT
PICTURES

CORPORATION

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
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"Pollyanna" is the best known, mosttalked-about little lady in the world today.
Just a tender little wisp of a girl, but her
"glad" message is reaching out wherever
human hearts are beating.

Just announce "Pollyanna" to your
audience — and see what fame and popularity really mean.
then, too.

You'll be glad

MAW

PICKTODD

mumwi
From Eleanor H. Porter's Famous Novel,
"Pollyanna,"
PublisKecl by The
Page Company,
:And the Four
Act Comedy
Chisholm
Cushing,by Catherine'
Screen adaptation by Frances Marion,
Photographed by Charles Kosher.
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GREATEST

SENSATION

DEEL

SPECIALS

PRODUCTION

WITW

AN

ALL

BENNETT
INCLUDING

STA^

CAST

'TEDDY,

TME

DOG^'PEPPEF^, TWE CAT'
AND
THE
BABY

/
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Produced
Directed

by HAWORTH
by Joseph DeGraSJE

In -the galaxtj of screen stars'. S'e$5?ue
Ha-yakaWa stands' alone, a ^Kiniiv^
c!on^pic-aouS fidure.
The sftmospKeire of
TomanCe,
fascJina^ion and .s-uHle InS'iTvaati oiv^
ITial; Ke Itan^mili? to the ^di-een i,r*
as- mValxiable to t"he 5lia>*/maii itr*
i$ m^netic

toM$

patroTi^
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WORLD
GIGANTIC

WILSON

SPECTACULAR

EFFECTS

Rivaling the Most

and
NEVA

STUPENDOUS

GERBER

in

SPECIAL

"TH

PRODUCTIONS
Make

E

SCREAMING

BEN

WILSON
and

SHADOW"
1. A Cry in the Dark
2. The Virgin of Death
3. The Fang of the Beast

NEVA
**
TH
E

GE
in
RBER

4. The Black Seven
5. The Vapor of Death
6. The Hidden

Menace

SCREAMING

7. Into the Depths
8. The White Terror
9. The Sleeping Death
10. The Prey of Mong
11. Liquid Fire
12. Cold Steel
13. The Fourth Symbol
14. Entombed
15. Unmasked

Alive

The

W"
WonderfulSSerial
OnO
Record
HAD

Most

npHE eruption of a volcano,
^ belching forth tons of rocks
and rivers of streaming lava, while
thousands of people rush panicstricken through the doomed city,
is one of the tremendous climaxes
that make the closing episodes of
•THE
new

SCREAMING
SHADOW': remarkable. From start to finish this
Ben Wilson success is the fast-

est moving and most elaborately
serial ever produced.

staged

Now

Booking

In

Your

Territory

HALLMARK
PICTURES
CORPORATION
Foreign Rights Controlled by
APOLLO TRADING CORPORATION

THE

206G

Moving

picture
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world

EXTRA

THAT

HOUSES

SERIALS

ARE
BOOKING

IN

ROY

L. McCARDELL'S

GREAT

BOND

MYSTERY

-THEFT
SERIAL

The tremendous newspaper advertising received every
day by Benny Leonard, the star, and Roy L. McCardell,
the author of this extraordinary box-office attraction
has never been equalled by any serial star or serial
author in serial history.

Presented by
ASCHER'S ENTERPRISES
INCORPORATED

PRINTS

ALL

IN

EXCHANGES

FOREIGN

RIGHTS

CONTROLLED

THE

March 27, 1920
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PREyENT-r

¥rOMEN

A BURTON

KING

MASTER

PROPUCTION.

A Screen Version of the Internationallv->
Famous
Melodr.aaaa
of the same
nam&
By WM.C MuR-PHEy
Adapted bx Lloyd Lonercan
PEATURINCr
ANNE
LUTHER
WITH
Claire Whitnev- Charles Gerard
EJ.Radcufpe -Albert Hart
J.W. Johnston -"Baby'Ivv Ward
Mlle. Nana - Mons. Alglxis
IS^O

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

CITy

THE
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PRESENTS

oik

boxiofiTeeTdSSQ^

I600 BROnQW^y,
HEW
VORkS
,
^ Phone 4620 Bryant - CHB/ F./CHWERin '/aley {Aanacjer J ^
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NEVER

PLAYED

BEFORE

THE

EVIL

EYE
The intense interest aroused in the plot of this powerful
story, chronicled throughout the world in front page
newspaper accounts of the sensational Wall Street bond
theft conspiracy, guarantees record-breaking houses
for every episode.

Booked by

BY

ALL

WHO

SEE

IT— BOOK

IT

HALLMARK
PICTURES
CORPORATION

E. S. MANHEIMER

■

THE
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IS
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WINNER

BIGGEST

these two pages

are samples

IN

of scores that are coming

in

from theatres everywhere that are showing EMILY STEVENS in "THE SACRED
FLAME."
How can you then as an Independent Exchange pass up a guaranteed
money getter such as this great big dramatic winner when you have evidence of such
character before you?
No production on the entire State Rights market surpasses this
picture for box office results.
Box

Office

That's why

Receipts

we claim that —

Are

the

Vital

Argument

for any production, state righted or otherwise. Besides giving you a great big PROVEN

WINNER

that

is cleaning up everywhere, we back you up with a wonderful advertising campaign book that's simply
packed with exploitation ideas that get the money. With the aid of this amazing book no exhibitor on
earth can help but make a cleanup on "THE

SACRED

FLAME."

THE

March 27, 1920
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TODAY

Write or wire us for terms, territory and prices. Get the facts today. DON'T let this big picture get away from you, for
among the few genuine successes on the state rights market today "THE SACRED FLAME" leads the list, and you can
positivdy make a cleanup with it.
WRITTEN

AND

DIRECTED

BY

ABRAHAM

S. SCHOMER

whose reputation is backed by a series of box office sensations that include "Today," "Ruling Passions," "The Yellow
Passport," "The Inner Man," and many others, thlat have brought home the money to thousands of Exhibitors.
VALUABLE

STATE

RIGHTS

TERRITORY

NOW

SELLING

Extremely valuable State Right territory still open. As an Exchangeman in this business for money you can't afford to
let this winner slip away from you. It will make big money for you and bigger money for every house it plays, FOR IT
HAS ALREADY PROVEN ITS ABILITY TO DO SO. Write or wire us today.

SCHOMER-ROSS
PRODUCTIONS,
Inc.
126 WEST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK
A. EGAN COBB, State Right* Sale* Manager
E. S. MANHEIMER. General Manager

THE
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STUDIO
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DECATUR

AVENUE

COMMNY
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vork

city
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QEN^ERT

Cinematographic

Recur-

yoextioe

/Tegative

\/e

used
on

to supply

the

ravfllm

Continent

to the principal

for many"V&ar3

\Aieux-Di

eu

Film

Film Ma.nufacturer3

before

.AMT

the\v^r.

VERP.

BELGiUn

LEOPOLD

SUTTO,

Special Representative,

Hotel Astor, New

York
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K'^PICTURES

LEWIS

J, SELZNICK

announces

that

A

PRIZM
will

be

* \

distributed

in future

by

SELECT PICTURES
CORPORATION
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1

LE^S

J. SELZNICK

Sophie

Irene

Presents
Loeb

s

Clfie
^Wbman
God
SenV
Directed bii liUlHY TRIMBLE
JK/insome

Wiss, Champion

of

J2i0ht,in a Winning "ji^ht
, Against Corrupt Legislators

Disti-ibuted in Select

rioi r

^

0

EXTRA
•
HEN the newsie cries "Wuxtry," he
is offering something unusual — somedifferent.!
jj|

SELZNICK
will always

be

NEWS313
the
the "extra"
"extra" 53
?3
news reels.
news reels. ^'^M

screen
among
Lewis J. Selznick
Iznick has planned this importJ. '
s ei
*-xt,^irelease
rel
an
ant
ant
release for ye
years. Quietly and surely
he {has lined up the organization which
cannot fail to make

/elznick

New^

Released Twice a Week
Sundays and Thursdays
Beginning Sunday, Apr. 4
Distributed

h\] Select

" o"* ;

ha.vcP°t

V '

I
THE
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WORLD

Di^ibirted by

Sifelect

"BLIND

Adapted

YOUTH

from

the Pla^ij

Lij LOU TElLEGENM^dWlLLARDMACK
Scenario brj
r KATHERINE
REED
Directed bi/
T TED SLOMAN
Second
Made

Lewis

^

of Those

to Order'' Pictures

NATIONAL

"

for Franchise Holders in

PICTURE
J. Selznick,

THEATRESmc.
President

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

i

II

CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTING
MPUBLIC
BRITON N.BUSCH.Pt«idcnl
LEWIS J SELZNICK. AdvisoiyDiicctot
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
-729 VI-" AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

March 27, 1920
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TYRONE
ma (eiiific drama

WORLD

POWEP
of modem life

WriKen bn P. Berliner
Diiecfed
bij Harleij
Knoles '
OW
SHAD
THE GREAT
Produced bqAdanac Producing Gompanq Ud.

CORPOI^ATION
DISTRIBUTING
REPUBLIC
BRITON N.BLSCM. President
LEWIS J.StLZNICK. AJvisorq Director
ES tVERYWHtR-t
EXCHANG
NY.
"AVEm
7
729
tXeCUTIVE OFFICES
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Chosen
for

Affa

Distribution byRepublic

Because
Every

It Meets
Require-

NO

ment of Theatres
that Find Great
n

Showing

Motion

Profit
Serial

Pictures.

ILl^^lSTRIBU
I EWIS

JSUINICK.

Tivt OFFICES

AJvisorv

7*29

y-Avc

Director
wwyoBK

REAT

CAMBLE

Produced

bij

ALLGOOD
PICTUnES
COR.P.
EPISODES

Scores
Sure

- Fire

Methods
OOKl]

tracting
Have

Been

of AtCrowds
Devisee

for Exhibitors
Book

W!

This

of

Wh<

Worth]

to **Thf
Successor
Great
Gamble

^TT:

o

n

po
BRITON

n

AT

I o

N.BUSCM.Presi<lenl

i
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COMEDIEyJ

Spring
Is Synonymous with Joy, Good Will and Youth
HALL

ROOM

BOYS
COMEDIES
Featuring

NEELY
EDWARDS
(Formerly of FLANAGAN and EDWARDS)
and
HUGH
FAY
will bring joy, good will and the sparkling spirit
of youth to your audiences. Their merit is proved
in the fact that their wholesomeness and human
appeal are acknowledged by all exhibitors who
have booked them.
"They are good for the laughs." — Wid's.
They have made good and they are made
ProdiiceH and released every other week
JACK

and HARRY
COHN
1600 Broadway, New York City

good!

^

A

drama

wilih ci\7ilizatiaii:is deadliest
Leonce

Perreit

EMMY

STOQV
BV
PCQQCr

Plenty of pundi ,
excftemeiit and
atmosphere .good
adinq^fine sets
and ail th.e rest
in this picture.
Each days bzaaije^s
id^iould fie Jbigqer
than thai of the
dau "before.—
-with the liouse
Shcwinq it

OS

the

theme

presents

WEHLEN

LirTINC
PQOM
THe
BY LCONCe

menace

WCNBI

SHIMWS
ABDCL.

SCCNAQIO

AfSD

OIQCCTION

%Je

s

se

D.

Hampton

presents

lanchp

Deadlier

by

Bayard

Veiller,

Her

father

shouldered,
only
he

get

decidedly

So

and

good

turn

had

him

the

the

ruin

of the

Street,

be

big, broad

financier
he

really

stockholders

she kidnapped

set down

delightful

land

young

Wall
to

if that

playwright

would

was

sure

human

and

while.

ness. And there

A

that

looking

out

save

from

celebrated

her

from

worth

to

raiboad

told

away

would

the

Sex

she

story

in the
held

of

tall, clean

Vr/

of
that

middle

him

forests;

($)Pathe'(f)

father's

young

man

of a wilder-

helpless.

adventure

Distributors V^iy

her

and

a real

love

in

picture.

'envLTte

intemation

Produced

b;^^ristie>ilm

Everyone knows the McManus
comics, "Bringing Up Father".
So popular are they that in
every section of the country
prominent newspapers find
them a big circulation builder.
Now their fun is brought to
the screen in two reel
comedies
the

of distinction, with

inimitable

Johnny
"Jiggs".

comedian,

Ray, as the famous

CorlnC.

I

Arthur

FBeck

Serials

ProdQctions.

be

PJ3E3ENTS

and

An

adventure

episodes.

serial

Vritlep

of "Id Oldlfentackg"

bg

in

fifteen

weekly
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Directed

by
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:

Producer

— one fired with the spirit of progress,
with vision, energy and a proven record.

I

Will

Invest

all my money, ability and reputation for
the sake of the bigger things I want to do.

/ have been co-starred in

1 have

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
"THE GREATEST

THING IN LIFE"

the leading producing organizations. Ihave not been tempted by

STAYED

flattering offers and
flat salaries.

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
"THE GIRL WHO

AT HOME'

PARAMOUNT'S
"NUGGET NELL" with DOROTHY

GISH

KING VIDOR'S
"BETTER TIMES"
UNIVERSAL'S
"BONNIE, BONNIE

MARSHALL NEILAN'S
"DON'T EVER MARRY"

(Coming)

stardom

offered by

guarantees

of

to join forces and v^ork with

a real producer.

I have

the best

to bring

stories

capabilities.
LASSIE"

SELZNICK'S
"UPSTAIRS AND DOWN"
with OLIVE THOMAS

M. TOURNEUR'S
"THE COUNTY

1 want

declined

with my

My

money

ideas and
out

my

goes along

confidence, experience,
thusiasm and ability.

en-

They all say I am "there." Now I'm
going to prove it in a bigger way
than ever.

FAIR"

And Other Successful Productions

Moving Picture World

THE
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Positively

accepted,

on

basis,

Marshall

By

Bookings

an
for

Neilan's

River's

"The

James
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No

except

individual

PICTURE

Oliver

End"

Ciirwood

Marshall Neilan's productions
for "First National" can NOT be
booked as a series. They will be
released
only.

A

as individual

pictures

"First National"
Attraction

THE
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YOUR

"From the box office angle there is very
little doubt but what Constance Talmadge,
'In Search of a Sinner,' will pack your house,
if you can judge from the first day's run at
The STRAND (New York), where they were *
standing them at the last show." "
Wid's.
CRISP AND ZIPPY!
"Her latest picture may be said to outclass all in its mirth-provoking possibilities.
Snappy action, clever twists and turns and
surprises at every flash. Delightful nonsence, delightful truth, handled in a flawless
manner . . . crisp and zippy."
— Motion Picture News.
PEP AND GINGER!
"The grouchiest mortal on earth couldn't
resist the laughing lure of this bright, gingery First National production. It is screen
comedy of infinite jest and sparkle, sufficiently daring, yet never touching the
risque verge, alive with smart action, always holding its interest and terminating as
happily and mirthfully as it begins."
— Exhibitor's Trade Review.
IT'S A WINNER!
"Gay with the adventures of a young
widow. ... a delightful comedy. . . .
Constance Talmadge is a born comedienne.
Drew outbursts of laughter at The STRAND
and will be a winner wherever shown."
— Moving Picture World.
Joseph M. Schenck
Presents

Constance
in

"In

Talmadge

Search
of A Sinner"
By Charlotte Thompson

A John

Emerson-Anita
Production

Loos

Directed by DAVID KIRKLAND
Photographed by OLIVER MARSH
Technical Director, WILLARD REINECK

A "First National"
Attraction

THE
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New

Series

The Katherine MacDonald

Pictures Corporation

Sam E. Rork,' President and General Manager
Presents

Katherine
The

MacDonald

American

Beauty

In a sterling new series of pictures specially produced for First National, that are the last word in
beauty and artistic production. The beauty of the
star, stories by the best authors and playwrights,
strong supporting casts, the lavishness of production assure you of unusual selling opportunities.
Now

Booking
"THE

!

TURNING
POINT"
The Picture Beautiful

By Robert

W.

Chambers

Coining!
"PASSION'S
From

the Novel, "The Guest of Hercules"
A Tale of Monte Carlo

By C. N. and

"THE

PLAYGROUND"

A. M. Williamson

NOTORIOUS
MISS LISLE"
Love — Intrigue — Romance
By Mrs. Bailey Reynolds

A

"First National"
Attraction

By Arrangement with
Attractions Distributing Corporation
B. P. Fineman, President

March 27, 1920
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Dances
to
to
to
to

Heathen Idols
the Wind Gods
the Wood Gods
the Surf Gods

Clad
in a wisp of grass
— an alluring smile

She

Dances
straight into
heart in

D.

W.

"The

your

GRIFFITH'S
Latest Production

Played byDancer"
Idol
Clarine Seymour
The

Latest

"First National"

BIG
Special
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of
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Is
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Again!

"In
Old
Kentucky!"
Louis B. Mayer
Presents

ANITA

STEWART
IN

"The

Fighting
Shepherdess"
A thrilling drama of the rugged West,
taken from the novel by Caroline Lockhart.
Directed
Your patrons
Old

by

EDWARD

are waiting

Kentucky"

is fresh

JOS^:

to see her.
in their

'In

minds

and they'll go a long ways to see the
heroine in her latest screen production!

A

"First National"

Attraction
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"First National"
Attraction
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Mack
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MOVING

PICTURE

Sennett's

WORLD

Supreme
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Effort

E'S

TILLI

PUNCTURED

ROMANCE

"THE

I

HAVE

BEST

PRODUCTION

EVER

MADE"
(Signed) MACK

STA

TE

Tower

71

West

23rd

RIGHTS

Film

NOW

SENNETT

SELLING

Corporation

Street

New

York

City

March 27, 1920
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E.SMITH

PRESENTS

DUNCA

fflESILENTAVEIfiE
Br ALBERT E.SMITH a^o CLEVELAND MOFFETT
A MILLION DOLLAR SUPER-5ERIALofL0VEA.oH0N0RMH6ER^oDAmG
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F"

"is an unusual
zel on

page

picture," says lulward
1979 of last week's

Weit-

issue of

Moving Picture World. "Of the production
itself and the individual work of director,
star and

scenario

commendation

writer, words

are in order.

duction Metro gives new

of hearty

By

its pro-

advance

to the

screen."
New

advances,

this year, are not uncom-

mon among pictures or papers.

Some

of

them are worth printer's ink and are noticed
by the men who know.

Wortli

mentioning,

among

"Clip and Paste"

and

Press

appearing

Reviews,"

Moving

By

Picture

reason

others,

"Consensus

are

of Trade

each

week

in

M'orhi.

of these

features — perhaps

and

a dozen

other

imitated, but not dupli-

cated by any contemporary — as has Metro's
'The Right of Way" among its fewer and
better pictures — Moving Picture World has
the right of way
trade

paj^ers.

among

five and

twenty

Moving
Picture
World
Founded by J. P. Chalmers in 1907
Saturday,
March
27, 1920

We

Have

With

Us This

Advertising Index
MANUFACTURERS OF MOVING PICTURES

Week

Picture Showmen Vote on the location for a Film Exchange and Universal's
Board of Electors gives Wichita the decision. Kansas always was strong
for majority rule — it's a Real American commonwealth.
"Good Bye, Good Luck and Thanks for the Offer"
2099
Years of Rumor come to fruition as P. A. Powers surprises Filmdom by
selling to Carl Laemmle and Robert H. Cochrane his Universal holdings,
lock, stock and "barrel." Read the interesting and important details.
Meet the Exchange Man Who Serves You with Shows
2146
Three pages of newsy gossip about the live-wire hustlers of the film world.
You are sure to run into an item that will interest you — news of the men
who keep the wheels of industry moving.

CARBONS AND CARBON ACCESSORIES
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

Whitman Bennett, Silent Force in Filmdom, Crashes Into the
With Lionel Barrymore as his star First National will have the Bennett production ideas, unfettered and unafraid, to show big vision of a worker
and producer.
LENS MANUFACTURERS
Massachusetts, for instance, apparently has decided for some form of
censorship. But the Bay State is an exception to the rule, practically
every other Commonwealth standing with more or less determination
against restrictions in the form of censorship.
"Cleveland-Pittsburgh Plan" Extended to Sunflower State
2155
Kansas exhibitors pay their State association dues by the simple and
evidently satisfactoi-y method of running an advertising slide — and keeping paid in advance.

LOBBY DISPLAYS
MANUFACTURERS 6F INDUSTRIAL PICTURES

MANUFACTURERS OF RAW STOCK
MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS
MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

C. L. Chester's product goes into the exchanges lately established by
Educational Film Company. You can soon get an "Educational" as quickly
and easily as you get your mail at the post office.
Get Into 'Tersonal Touch" with Utica Convention Aftermath . . . 2100
Sam Spedon combs his note book and sets down what was "did" and
what was "didn't" at the State convention of New York exhibitors. It's
all about "You, and You and You."
And What About the Other Pages — Scores of 'Em?
There are more exclusive features — real features — between the covers of
Moving Picture World every week than can be found in any other tradepaper. Said without boasting — said just to remind you that this magazine
is ran to help the picture showman sell tickets.

Published weekly by the Chalmers Publishing Company, 516 Fifth Avenue,
New York (Telephone: Murray Hill 1610-13). President, J. P. Chalraers,
Sr.;Treasurer,
Vice-President
General Assistant
Manager, General
J. F. Chalmers;
Secretary and
E. J. and
Chalmers;
Manager, James
L. Hoff; Editor, George Blaisdell ; Advertising Manager, A. MaeArthur,
Jr.
Address
all correspondence
to the company.
The office of the company is the address of the officers.

PROJECTION MACHINE MANUFACTURERS

PROJECTION SCREEN MANUFACTURERS
Gold King Screen Company
THEATRICAL ARCHITECTS

2186

MISCELLANEOUS

Chicago Office : Suite 917-919 Garrick Building, 64 West Randoloh Street
(Telephone: Central 5099).
Los Broadway
Angeles Office:
4649). 610-611 Wright 4 Callender Building (Telephone*
Clne-Mundial, the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World
is published
at 516theFifth
by the
Publishingmarket.
Cornpany.
It reaches
SouthAvenue
American
and Chalmers
Spanish-speaking
Yearly subscription, J2.00. Advertising rates on application.
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Convention

ONE of the more important steps taken by the Utica
convention of the New York State exhibitors was
that sanctioning the calling of a national convention.
If the motion picture showmen of the Empire State finally
decide to carry out the terms of the resolution they will
have behind them the prestige of the impressive gathering
at Utica. Numbers at any convention means authority. If
there is any doubt as to the representative character of the
attendance at the Utica sessions a perusal of the names of
the exhibitors and exchangemen present will resolve it.
The Moving Picture World was the only trade journal that
seriously made any attempt to collate the names of the men
in attendance. Also it was the only motion picture paper
to tell the story of the banquet, by every one conceded to
be the outstanding factor of the occasion.
It is said that in case a convention is to be called there
is a good chance it will be held in Cleveland. Perhaps one
of the reasons why the Utica sessions were so largely
attended was because of the city's central location in the
state. Nationally Cleveland comes within the same category.
We are speaking now of the film center, or the geographic
film center. If we are to have a national gathering let it
be called for that point most accessible to the largest
number of exhibitors — providing always hotel and other
necessary accommodations are equal.
O

Sympathy for Mr. Earl
SYMPATHY from the entire industry will go out to
Edward Earl, president of the Nicholas Power Company, in the tragic death of Kenneth Earl, his only son,
in an aeroplane accident. To those who personally had
met this splendid young man the realization of the loss
sustained by Mr. Earl will be all the keener.
O
A

Little

Business

Romance
IN the smoking compartment of a car on a train bound for
Utica several exhibitors were discussing motion picture
men and motion picture things as only exhibitors are apt
to discuss them. The conversation turned on the name of one
man known to all in the party. The question was asked if the
person mentioned had not encountered difficulties three years
ago, financial difficulties and domestic difficulties in the way
of illness.
"I'll say so," said one of the exhibitors, a man known from
coast to coast. "Three years ago he was 'broke,' and worse
he was facing accumulating doctor's bills. He
than that
wanted
me to sell him my theatre. When I inquired what he
was going to buy it with he said he would pawn some jewelry
his wife had. and pay me v$2,000 down and $300 a month in
installments. The price was $10,000.
"He had the house paid for in less than a year. He later
sold a half interest in it for $17,500, then bought it back for
$20,000 and resold it for $30,000. In the three years since he
made the first deal he has bought into other houses. Today
he cm close out for better than $100,000 cash. He is now, as
he always was, an Al showman. He has nerve, and he knows
he has ability. I'll hand it to him. He has succeeded and
deserved to succeed. In telling this I am saying nothing that
win hurt his feelings, either. Secretly, he's rather proud of
the wav he came back."
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There was a reminiscent twinkle in the eye of one of the
veteran exhibitors.
"Speakmg of nerve," said he, "I'll tell you an incident of
the old days. We expended $16,500 in building a theatre on a
plot of ground leased for eighteen months — that was the
longest lease we could geX. In live months we had our money
back. Ajid some of the boys thmk they are moving fast in
these later times."
O

The

Exchangeman

s Page

HAVE you noted the quick growth of the Exchangeman's Page— or rather pages— in the Moving Pic_ ture World? The new department
started off
quietly and minus any blare of horns, but it "caught on"
nevertheless. It has not quite hit its stride, but you do not
have to take our word for it that it is "going strong." Keep
your eye on this department.
O

Powers

Retires from Universal
THE retirement of P. A. Powers from the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company marks the ending of
a business association which has covered the era of
the motion picture's larger expansion. The announcement
came on March 17, the fifth anniversary of the dinner given
by Mr. Powers to Mr. Laemmle at the Hotel Alexandria in
Los Angeles. This function, which was a part of the celebration of the formal opening of Universal City, signified
to the trade at large that the difYerences which for a long
time had existed between the Laemmle and the Powers
interests in the organization had been composed and that
in the future harmony would prevail between the two men,
each of whom had been an active force in the development
of the_ motion picture as a popular amusement.
During his connection with the Universal Mr. Powers has
given of his time and means for the furtherance of the
interests of the whole industry, nowhere more effectively
than as a director of the National Association.
That the severance of the business relations between
Messrs. Laemmle and Cochrane on the one hand and Mr.
Powers on the other, relations that at times have been as
entertaining as they have been exciting, should be in amity
and cordiality is a matter for congratulation on the part of
all friends of the trio. Here's to 'em !
O
Kansas
Organization Strong
REPORTS from Kansas indicate that the members of
the Kansas Exhibitors Association have had a most
prosperous year. Matching that in importance and
as a "consummation devoutly to be wished" it is announced
that "they have come nearer sticking together than ever
before." Usually the more prosperous the exhibitors the
less ostensible reason has there been for their sticking
together. A healthy index as to the situation in the Sunflower State is that at the Wichita convention it is expected
there will be a lively contest for the honor of serving their
fellows in executive positions.
The Kansans have adopted the Cleveland-Pittsburgh slide
nlan of dues paying and it has worked out successfully.
The initial sum was $52 a year. Now it is hinted the price
for the coming year may show an advance on this amount.
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would be classified advertisements under
the heads of "lost," "found," "help wanted"
or "situations wanted."
On all advertising matter other than specified above, a tax of IS per cent, of the
sum usually charged for the production of
such matter would levied. This would take
in billboards, posters, street car advertisements,
In both
instances theatre
the taxprograms,
would be etc.
payable
by the
advertiser.
Adoption of a tax on advertising, in the
opinion of the author of the measure,
would materially reduce the advertising
space used and would conserve the supply
of print paper, while at the same time
providing revenue for the government.
The measure has been referred to the
House Committee on Ways and Means.

"I Hope the Girls Across Page Don't Jump
When I shoot,"
saysplayer.
"Hoot" Gibson,
Universal
French Film Men Here to
Buy and Sell Productions
five French productions,
GING
BRIN
Captain Vandal of Charles Delac,
M. Vandal & Co., of 11 Boulevard
des Italiens, Paris, arrived m New York,
March 14. AH of the pictures, which are
tions, practically. were
Film
d'Art the
produc
sold before
captain left
France The
y
captain formerl was managing director of
y, well known to Amerithe Eclair compan
can exhibitors. He is accompanied by R.
A. Ferrand, and the two will be in Nev/
York for a month. It is their intention
to take back with them American productions, for distribution by the renting
division of their company. The firm of
Charles Delac, M. Vandal & Co. is planan American canipai.en for Film d'Ait
productningions.

Lincoln Files Suit Against
Associated Pictures Company
and a
of contract
breachation
ING
ALLEG
in the profits
to particip
right
from the motion picture play, "VirtuMen,"
picture
York supreme
the New motion
has filedE.suitK. inLincoln,
.star, ous
court against the Associated Pictures Corporation and Herbert Lubin and Arthur H.
.Sawyer, officers.
Mr. Lincoln alleges that on September 30,
1918, he entered into a contract with the
defendants to loan them $30,000 and render
his services as a motion picture star, for
which services he was to receive $4,000.
In return, Lincoln charges, the defendants
were to produce a photoplay under an arrangement with the General Enterprises,
Inc., and after this play was sold and necessary expenses deducted, he was to receive
50 per cent, of the profits, plus 6 per cent,
interest on the money he invested, while al!
monies- spent in the production were to be
met against vouchers approved by Lincoln,
he alleges. In addition, the latter says
Lubin and Sawyer undertook to finance the
play, guarantee and production, and the
performance of the contract by the Associated Pictures Corporation.
Soon after signing the contract, Mr.
Lincoln was elected a director of Associated
Pictures and work started on "Virtuous
Men" with Lincoln in the star role. On its
completion he avers the play was sold for
$100,000 and his $30,000 was returned to
him, plus the $4,000 he earned, but ever
since he says he has been unable to obtain
from the defendants the interest on his
money, or his share in the profits of the

Would Tax Advertisements
to Conserve Print Paper
all adver10 perin cent,
ofments
A TAX
vertise
books,upon
magazines or
ers
newspap
having a circulation of
5,000 or more, or pamphlets or other publications entering the mails, is proposed in
a bill which has been introduced in Congress by Representative Thompson, of
Ohio. The only exceptions to this tax
play.
iiirfiiiiitiiitiiliirtiiiiii

'Motion Picture World" Solicitors
Are Not Connected With This Paper
WHAT seems to be at least a more or less mild case of misrepresentation has
been brought to the attention of the Moving Picture World. Calling on
exhibitors in Ohio have been two solicitors seeking a slide tie-up between
merchants and exhibitors. The cards presented by the two have a striking typographical resemljlance to those carried by accredited representatives of the Moving Picture
World. They bear the inscription, "Motion Picture World, Suite 511, Hartford Building, Chicago," with offices in New York, Detroit, Chicago and Los Angeles. The
Chicago office of this paper is at 64 West Randolph Street.
The Moving Picture World desires exhibitors to bear in mind that this journal
has nothing whatever to do with the "Motion Picture World" or its representatives.
The plan of the slide purveyors may be perfectly regular as a general business
proposition, but as to that phase of their work the Moving Picture World is not
concerned. We are in the publishing, not the slide, business.
ntiiiiniitHHiiiiiiitiiiti
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Texas Public Utility Agent
Takes Sunday Closing Action
utility officials
SL'ND.-W
closingis now
by anfacing
edicttheof motion
public
/ picture industry. By an arbitrary
order issued by a local express otificial at
Dallas, Texas, all in and out service on
motion picture films for Sundays and holithe order
tivedays isoneliminated,
Sunday, March
21. becoming effecThis is regarded by the industry as one
of the most drastic measures ever attempted
by a public
utilityin and
mitted to remain
effectonewillthat
meanif perthat
hundreds of theatres served by the Dallas
exchanges will be compelled to close their
doors on one of the busiest days of the
At a special meeting of the transportation
committee of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry called by
year.
Chairman P. H. Stilson on March 16, action
was taken to have the order abrogated.
Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary,
has taken
up theCommission,
matter withas the
state Commerce
the Interorder
affects
interstate
as
well
as
intrastate
business.
Appeals to Chamber of Commerce.
An appeal has been made to the Dallas
Chamber
Commerce
for the
its order
co-operation in anof effort
to have
set
aside and that organization has been asked
to enlist the support of other trades and industries which may be affected. The national association has also asked the leading
Dallas exhibitors to co-operate with the exchange managers in an effort to have the
order permanently rescinded.
Arrangements will also be made for a
conference with D. S. Elliott, vice-president
of the American Railway Express Company.
Broadwest Films, of London.
Now Controls Windsor Film

of LonLTD.,entire
FILMS,
Ttaken
over
BROADWES
Ltd.
Company, conFilm the
Windsor
troldon,of has
The acquisition of the new studio, Walter
West, managing director, claims, gives him
more studio floor space than any other
producer in Europe. The Windsor studios
are situated in Bromley Road, Catford. The
executive offices are also on this threeacre plot of ground. Renovating and repair work has already begun, and it is estimated that this company will produce 75,000 feet of negative film and approximately
20,000,000 feet of positive film in a year.
Mr. West is securing the film rights to
a large number of books and plays, as
well as original stories. He w'll also enlarge the Walthamstow plant. The Walterdaw Company, of Gerrard street, has already purchased the entire output of
Broadwest Films, Ltd. Two of this company's production,
"A Daughter
Eve"
and "Snow
in the Desert,"
are nowof being
exploited in the United States.
Athens, Ga., Gets $200,000 House.
James F. Shehane, of Athens, Ga., has let
the contract for the new $200,000 Palace
Theatre to be erected at Athens this spring,
and construction work will start in the
near future. The theatre was designed by
C. B. Howell, well known theatre architect
of New York
City.it will
The accommodate
house is to be road
constructed so that
attractions, vaudeville and motion pictures,
but it will be primarily for the showing of
pictures. The seating capacity will be
1,500.
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Sources

and Fred Levy. All are motion picture
Quebec Showmen Forming an
houses. The company is capitalized at
Association for Mutual Help
$50,000. The principal stockholders are
the men named above. Colonel Levy is
LE number of indeA CONSIDERAB
pendent exhibitors of Montreal and president, J. W. Keiler is vice-president,
other centers of the Province of Lee Goldberg is second vice-president, Leo
is secretary-treasurer and general
Quebec have followed the lead taken by . Keiler
manager, and Rodney Davis is assistant
ors' Protective manager. The company is affiliated with the
the Moving
Picture
Exhibit
Association of Ontario and organized a cooperative moving picture exchange. The First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Members of the company are associated
Montreal theatre interests have organized
with the management of the Strand,
mated
ors'
,
the
Almaga
Exhibit
Circuit
Ltd.,
and a Dominion charter has been secured National and Mary Anderson theatres in
for the company, as it is the intention to Louisville. Messrs. Levy and Goldberg
control chises
theof First
Kentucky
and Tennessee
fransh branch . exchangescement
establiinces
National.
The Strand
of Canada Announ in otheris provmade
company,
it
is
reported,
will
within
a
week
that about fifty per cent of the theatre
men of Montreal are financially interested tucky.
buy four other theatres in western Kenin the new enterprise and stock is being
sold on the open market.
An agreement was signed by practically Associated Producers Still
all of the interested exhibitors last January
Country Takes a Peep at City.
and various investments were guaranteed
Undecided on Distribution
by them. Even before the lists were comViola Dana and May duty.
Allison, Metro stars, oft
pleted offers had been made for important
and iaJ.at Parker
INCE
H.
AS
THOM
which
Californ
for
left
Jr.,
Read,
distributing franchises, but as yet no antime they emphasized the fact that
nouncement has been made regarding such
the Associated Producers had no announcearrangements.
everything under the sun to proment to make regarding distribution plans are doing
mote films suitable and eminently proper
Phil Hazza Heading the Movement.
of the organization.
for
all
to
see
— good, big, broad, wholesome
shows.
It is understood that the man behind the
Notwithstanding the rumors that have
development was Phil Hazza, who has re- been current. Mr. Ince and Mr. Read de"It has been charged by the proponents
signed from the management of the Monclared no negotiations of any nature had of the censorship bill in Massachusetts that
treal branch of the Canadian Universal
the
industry has brought a large sum of
between the Associated Proin order to hold office with the new cir- been closed
money
into the state to fight the bill. This
ducers
and
any
organization
or
individuals.
cuit. Mr. Hazza is also well known in the They added that up to the time of their is a contemptible
charge. It is absolutely
Canadian West, having been in charge of departure they were not even in a position untrue. Whoever made that statement
the Universal branch at Winnipeg for a to indicate what direction any future negodoes not know the film industry and does
number of years.
tiations might take.
not know the men who are in that indusHe also has a brother who is a theatre
try. This charge doubtless was made to
"Nothing definite will be consummated
owner of Edmonton, Alberta. It is ex- until
show by innuendo that the film producers
return to the Coast," said Mr. and
pected that a circuit similar to the syndi- Ince. our
distributors
placing the dollar
"Immediately following there will be ahead of the moralswere
cate in Quebec will be organized in the a meeting
of the community and
of the Associated Producers lo munity.
Prairie Provinces to book the pictures se- consider the result of our conferences in what is right for the children of this comcured by the Amalgamated.
New York. It is reasonably certain that
Mr. Harry Pulos, of the Midway Theatre, shortly after that a decision will be arrived
"It is a strange fact, but true, that many
Montreal, is the president of the Amalga- at which will enable us to make public the of the women now favoring this measure
have been to our organization time after
mated Exhibitors' Circuit, Ltd. He is one future plans of the Associated Producers."
time for films for charity use. We have
of the city's veteran exhibitors.
gone to great expense and have willingly
Answers Insinuations That
done so, in order to help those who wanted
New Japanese Company Starts
films for any good, legitimate purpose."
with Extensive Theatre Chain
Film Men Think Only of Cash
THE International Motion Picture ComB. MURPHY, president of the
Shawnee Exhibitors Buy Another.
pany, Ltd., of Kyobashi, Tokio, Japan, FRED
New England
Filmpertinent
Managers'ideasAssoJones and Cammack, proprietors of the
has recently organized with a capital
ciation, has a few
reof 10,000,000 yen. The president is Bunji
garding state censorship of motion pic- Cozy Theatre, Shawnee, Okla., have purtures. Here they are:
chased the .Savoy Theatre in the same town
Okada, a member of the house of peers and
H. T. Douglas. C. E. Momand and
former superintendent-general of the met"We are not in an illegitimate business. from
ropolitan police board. The board of di- Every man at the head of the film industry son, A. B. Momand, the present lessees,
rectors includes Kisaburo Kobayashi and in Massachusetts is a married man and will continue running the theatre until their
head of a family. We are not placing the lease expires early in 1921. Jones and CamShinji Sekiya, who will be managing dollar
ahead of the morals of children. We
director.
mack will not close the Cozy Theatre.
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiHiintiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiitiiiiiuimiiiiHiiiriiE
The Natural Color Cinematograph Company, Ltd., of Tokio, which controls over
400 picture theatres in Japan, is amalgamated with this new company, assuring it
HERE is the list of the Reviews printed in this issue,
an immediate market for its product. The
beginning on Page 2173. By consulting these and
new company announces its intention of
the Consensus of Trade Press Reviews departerecting new theatres throughout the emment, the exhibitor should be greatly aided in the selecpire.
This information is contained in a letter
tion of his pictures.
from the International Motion Picture
Company to Moving Picture World. A repThe Blue Pearl (Republic)
Girl of the Sea (Republic)
resentative will soon be sent to this counKing Spruce (Hodkinson)
try to get in touch with American proA Manhattan Knight (Fox)
ducers.
Money
Talks (Fox)
The Evil Eye (Hallmark)
Trailed by Three (Pathe)
Sinners
(Realart)
New Kentucky Company Buys
The Deadlier Sex (Pathe)
The Inferior Sex (First National)
Three Motion Picture Houses
Cole)Third Woman (RobertsonThe
Dangerous Days (Goldwyn)
purchase is announced of the
THE
The Woman Game (Selznick)
Princess and Dixie theatres in Mayflower and the Savoy Theatre in
Comments and Short Subjects
Uneasy Feet (Comedyart)
Princeton by the Strand Amusement Company, of Louisville, Ky., composed of Leo
iiiiiiiiiiiirtitiiiniiiiimr
F. Keiler, John W. Keiler, Lee Goldberg
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"Dlcated But
Not Read."
iiiultililuriiimiHiiiiiimmiiH
Let's All Go on a
Shopping Strike.
So long as the profiteers confined their depredations to the
luxuries of life the Infant Industry might well run merrily
along without protest.
Let the wanton waste of money for the luxurious egg, the
plutocratic loaf of bread or the
pitiless price raising in meat
and rents continue. Filmdom
knows nothing of luxury and
cares less.
But the sheer necessities of
film-life are now feeling the
robber hand of the profiteering
price
a halt. lifters. It's time to call
Poker decks and pinochle dittoes of the more dependable
brands are up to 40 and 50
cents. Marked cards may only
be used by millionaires.
Sweet Caporals at 10 cents
the pack are higher priced than
they ever were during the war.
Composite cubes that roll and
dance have been outrageously
boosted, while real ivory dice
may only be purchased on an
exchange manager's salary.
Let's strike. Down with the
profiteers who would snatch
from the hands of an Infant
Industry the necessities on
which it thrives!
Up with the Shopping Strike!
— o—
"Donble Dyed DecelTer" (Goldwyn).
Hair-coloring on beard and
whiskers.
If pres« ngents wonld be an
eager to have printed In tradepapers the news of their firm
that is of general concern to
tradepaper readers as they are
to have printed the matter the
film-boss is Immediately interested in the old scrap-books n-onld
grrow fatter 'n fatter and tradepapers better —'n0 —better.
Later. — Sam Palmer, of Famous Players-Lasky, has raised
the
number
Cities"
North Americaof to"Key
include
everyin
town where there Is a Paramount
Exchange. He previously held
the "key"
those publicities
where
there towasonly
a Hearst
cation.

(Inme Matters of Importance .4re
Commanlcated to a Waiting World
(By Jacob Smith, Detroit.)
"Where are you going, my pretty
"I'm going to the movies, kind
sir,"
maid?"she said.
"May I go with you, my pretty
"You
she may
said. do a 'fade-out' sir."
maid?"
It is a fortunate thing that the
so-called comedies showing roughneck scenes at the dining table
depict only actions and not
sounds.
The New Version.
Too many crooks spoil the film.
"Never again," says Mary Pickford.
This Is an instance In which
Moore was plenty.
The old time saloon Is still seen
In the movies, but has anybody
seen the blind pig In pictures
yet?
Enongh to Drive 'Em Loco.
"What's the matter with that
fellow In there?" asked a visitor
at the asylum, when he heard
weird cries coming from a padded cell.
"Oh, that fellow?" said the
guide.
Is a movie
fan,seven
and
he
tried "He
to keep
track of
different serials at the same time
and saw a different episode every
night for four weeks."
Mother and the Girls go to
the theatre hoping to see a hero
of the Matinee Idol type.
But Father Is satisfied to see
the bathing girls.
— o—

ItH Be a Warm Summer.
"Sex" (Hodkinson).
"The Deadlier Sex" (Pathe).
"The Restless Sex" (Cosmopolitan).
tional).
"The Inferior Sex" (First Na— o—
Very
appropriately
George
Ames, the
whirlwindIn promoting
film specialist, is employed
— o— for Republic.
"The Whirlwind"
Congrats.
— Les
Mason's
Preview
looks
mighty
nifty Trade
In Its
concentrated size — and a lot of
small-town papers will not get
their share of paper stock.
Exploitation line from "In
Old"TheKentucky."
Great Kentucky Handicap Race with a Girl Winning
Comes close to slamming the
by
star.a Nose."
Joe L>ee, the lioy edocntor,
failed miserably In his attempt
to convince the revenue collector
that he was entitled to 2 per
cent,
tax. off for cash on his Income

Grace Wynden-Vail, who pufflicizes Numa and Artclass movies, is so gracefullly named that
a fellow with spring laziness
actually suflFers every time he
sees her moniker on mimeographing.
Almost Plain. — Uescrlbing a
newly-opened theatre a correspondent writes:
"Extreme simplicity characterizes this theatre's interior decorations of old rose, gold, glittering chandeliers and green plush
seats; and there Is also maroon
carpet on the aisles."
Ben Grimm
that diamonds set in opines
the chandeliers
probably cause the glitter.
"The Idol Dancer" will be a
busy person, starting with the
New York Strand engagement.

The editor of The Exhibitor
declares l/iat he Is not unmindful
of the compliment Nora Bayes
pays his fair city by choosing
all
of her husbands In Philadelphia.
— o—
Crows About the Hawks.
To exploit
"The Inc.,
Hawk's
Trail"
Burston
Films,
purchased
at staggering prices numerous
hawks (fish, chicken and plain
hawks)
hibitors. and shipped them to exA chorus of caw-caws gave
the haw-haw to the Burston
purchasing department.
Onr <l. and A. Department.
Lee Ferguson Inquires, without
rising to do so:
"If the producer had made a
picture and then spent five weeks
in trying to find a suitable title,
finally
Waters"deciding
as theupon
best "Dangerous
box ofllce
puller utesavailable,
and
later discoveredfifteen
that minthis
title had been used before — do
you think he Is within the law
to call his picture "Vicious
At the risk of being classed as
say:
a booze protagonist we should
"Water's
" Not Fit to Drink"
Aqua?'
might answer.

"Republic to Distribute 'Common Sense' " is a tradepaper
headline with a punch that may
portend untold benefits.
— 0—
fl. T. Granlnnd, publicist for
Marcus Loew, has a good Job and
a great Idea. When he gets so
parched he can hardly speak he
invariably interests
discoversneed
that ImmediIjoew's
Canadian
ate attention. He is also whispering to Mr. Loew that Havana
Is a great field for the movies!

ThelessZoo
Special.
— "The RestSex" will
be exploited
by a
bird, a mammal and Rose Shulsinger's pufllicity according to
report from the New York Zoological Society. Cosmopolitan
Productions
of bird and "borrowed
mammal. the loan"
"Ruff" Regtoters. — "Now that
your Income tax Is paid, see what
The Woman Gives." exploitations
Ralph
new one.Ruffner on First National's

As Critics Lamp
the Movie Vamp
Miss Bara vamped more space
in New York newspapers on
her
opening
"TheallBlue
Flame"
than night
ever indid
the
other screen queens put together.
She was the first star ever
to appear on the New York
stage from
and get
unanimouscritics.
Terdiet
the a dramatic
"The Blue Flame" arising
from the Shubert represents
what might have been said,
back stage, about the critics.
Theda's "share of the gate"
will require a wheelBara to
movie.
Picking out catch-lines from
the Fox
reviews
will be "duck soup"
for
pufifllcists.
Theda like
Barashe'nother
set
ofCould
criticisms
aroused
on her opening performance?
Seems that the New York
dramatic
critics
screen queen
on thecan't
stage.Bara
Despite killing criticisms the
pallBaras have not been selected.
o—
IVews from — Hnnland
Indicate
that
"Empty
Arms"
may soon
again be loaded and fired.
— o—
Easy to hook up with apartment house landlords on "Children Not Wanted"
— o — (Republic).
"Clothes" (Metro) will be considered a considerable novelty
in these Aphrodite days of the
screen.
«Too many consumers and not
enough
producers"
represents
one
of the things
that are
the matter
with America, according to the
Fargo (S. D.) Forum.
Moving pictures excepted.
— o—
Let's Settle It.— The New
York Times carried a story
which referred to filmdom's favorite pastime as a "craps
game."lar. If itThebe plural
one bigseems
game,singuwith
several fighting the dice, custom has previously made it a
"crap
game."projection room is
If the
large enough for two or three
battles to be staged at once
they might then be called
"craps games." We should like
to have an authoritative ruling:
Is it a "craps game," when you
are shooting craps, or is it
proper to still say "crap game?"
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LIONEL BARRYMORE will be starred
in a series of four independent productions to be released through Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and
to be made by Whitman Bennett, who recently resigned as production manager for
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation afyears .in charge of that concern's
ter twoactivities
studio
The contract with Mr. Bennett and Mr.
Barrymore is the first to be signed by As•sociated First National Pictures, Inc., as
an organization, and as one of the two new
companies created by the exhibitor members of First
Nationalin Exhibitors'
Circuitin
at their
convention
Atlantic City
January of this year.
. The event is important in that it marks
the beginning of activities by First National members to increase the number of
productions to be available to owners of
sub-franchises now being allotted to independent theatre owners throughout the
■country for circuit attractions. In addition, it brings to the field of independent
producers Mr. Bennett, who for two years
has been the managing executive of the
Famous Players-Lasky production forces.
Mr. Bennett announced his resignation
last week. It will become effective as
soon as arrangements are completed for
some one to succeed him.
The negotiations between Associated
First Rational Picture officials and Mr.
Bennett and Mr. Barrymore were con•ducted by Larry Giffen, of the Alice Kauser
■organization, who also represented the producer and star in arranging details of the
contract.
Mr. Barrymore will begin production
work soon after May 1. The first picture
in the series is scheduled for release
through Associated First National early
next fall.
The last screen appearance of the famous actor was in the character part of
Milt Shanks in "The Copperhead." Mr.
Barrymore has just completed a very successful two years' engagement as a costar with his brother John in "The Jest"
and is now starring in "The Letter of the
Law" at the Criterion Theatre in New
York. His four productions for Associated
First National will be made in the East
so that he can continue his Ivork on the
stage.
Mr. Bennett, who has gained a wide
reputation as production manager while
with Famous Players, will have complete
charge of the Barrymore productions.
The stories for the four Barrymore pictures will be announced soon, according to
First National officials, who say that each
will be from a famous novel or a famous
play.
Lionel Barrymore, member of the famous Barrymore family of actors and actresses, has long been ranked among the
best of American artists. His stage career
included theatrical engagements with Nance
O'Neil, James Herne and John Drew in
such plays as "The Best of Friends" and
"Pantaloon." After an absence of three
years from the stage because of ill health,
he returned in 1909 in "Fires of Faith,"
later touring in vaudeville in "The Still
Voice" and "The Copperhead."
■ His which
screen company
career began
withforBiograph,
with
he was
a long
time connected. He appeared in the Pathe
picture, in
"Exploits
Elaine,"
and later
starred
comedy ofand
dramatic
parts was
by
Metro, one of his most notable vehicles
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Barrymore
Whitman

with that company being "The Yellow
Streak."
Some Mr.of Barrymore
the more was
recent
pictures in which
starred
were "Making Good," "Great Green Eye"
andOfficials
"The Millionaire's
Double."
of Associated
First National
Pictures regard the signing of the celebrated actor as a great achievement.
predict ina the
phenomenal
for
Mr."WeBarrymore
series to besuccess
produced
by Mr. Bennett because of his rare ability
to do such exceptionally clever character
work," says a statement issued by Associated First National officials. "His return to motion pictures brings another
strong ally to the ranks of independent
producers and independent stars. With Mr.
Bennett he has accepted the tenets of our
policy
sfa- on
and hisproducL-r
and orthatfalleach
strictly
or her shall
own
Mr. Barrymore's brother, John Barryability."more, and his sister, Ethel Barrymore, both
have made reputations in motion pictures

in
Bennett

equal to their attainments on the spoken
stage. Miss Barrymore now is starring
in "Declasse" at the Empire Theatre in
New York, while John Barrymore is scorin a revivalseasons
of "Richard
HI.'ing a fresh
after triumph
two successful
as a
co-star with Lionel in "The Jest."
The Cheaters Writing New Story.
Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester,
the former of whom is editor-in-chief of
the Vitagraph scenario department, are well
into their new novel "The Son of Wallingford," which is to be converted into a
special production. This story will be the
one hundred and fifth one that Mr. Chester
has written in relation to the famous character, J.Rufus Wallingford. The story is
entirely new except that its characters have
been previously associated with the inimitable Wallingford. The stories have
been circulated wherever the English languagelatedis spoken,
alsoforeign
have been
transinto six orandmore
languages.

Whitman Bennett
The most unplctured man In fllmdom. Therefore, we present a perfect likeness,
as he passes from long- association with Famous Players-I>asky to an
important connection with Lionel Barrymore and First National.

^0%
Nashville's Vendome Nearly Ready.
Work on the Vendome Theatre, Nashville, has been almost completed, and the
theatre will open under Marcus Loew management in the course of the next two
weeks. It will run on the usual Loew
and feature producof Costvaudeville
policy tions.
of remodeling was about $100,000, including a $20,000 pipe organ which is
one of the finest in any theatre in Tennessee. Heretofore the Vendome has catered only to the legitimate attractions and
when it operates motion pictures it will do
so for the first time in its history.
Ten Companies at Work in
Vitagraph's Western Plant
SINCE the inauguration of its new
special production campaign, Vitagraph
has now ten companies at work at its
Hollywood studios. There are three feature companies, three serials and four comedy groups at work.
Tom Terriss, with a notable all-star cast,
is starting work on "The Girl from the
Sky," a super-feature adapted from the
novel, "Trumpet Island," by Gouverneur
Morris. David Smith is nearing the completion of "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone,"
adapted from the novel by James
Oliver Curwood.
William Duncan has reached the seventh
episode of his super-serial, "The Silent
Avenger"; Joe Ryan and Jean Paige are
well under way in their new serial, "Hidden
Dangers," and Antonio Moreno has just
completed his latest serial, "The Invisible
Hand."
Larry Semon has just finished a comedy,
and Jimmy Aubrey and Montgomery and
Rock are working fast on their new ones.
Montgomery and Rock have just been dissolved as co-stars, and are now heading
their own companies.
Extended Runs Become Rule
on Universal-Jewel Picture
REPORTS received by Universal indicate that the Universal-Jewel production-de-luxe, "The Great Air Robbery," starring
Ormer
going
over even
greater
than Locklear,
had beenis anticipated. The picture is being booked for extended runs in the larger cities throughout
the country. It is being heralded by
elaborate exploitation in practically every
place it is booked.
Among the theatres in which it recently
has been booked for a week's run are the
Standard. Cleveland; Superba, Los Angeles; for a second week, the Princess, Milwaiikee; Columbia, Pittsburgh; H. and D.
Theatre, Oakland, Cal.; Grand Opera
House, St. Catherine, Canada; Strand, Toledo; Colonial, Aberdeen, S. D. ; Garden,
Newark, N. J.; Moon, Omaha; Crandall's.
Washington, D. C. ; Colonial, Wheeling, W.
Va. ; Hastings Street Theatre, Vancouver,
B. C, and in the theatres of the Iowa
Amusement Company in Des Moines and
of the Circle Theatre Company of Indianapolis.
Goodfriend on Mayer's Camera.
The latest addition to Louis B. Mayer's
force of cameramen is Plinv Goodfriend,
who is doing the photoplay for Mildred
Harris
traction. Chaplin's next First National atTest projections of both interiors and
exteriors have shown that Goodfriend is
an artist at the camera and that Mrs. Chaplin's coming picture will be a photographic
masterpiece.
Work on this nev;est Mrs. Chaplin production has progressed to such an extent
that Louis B. Mayer expects shortly to be
able to set the release date.
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Departure for West Coast
measure of success in his new field and in
the working out of his larger plans. Not
Outing, Chester
THE headtions,ofC. L.theChester
left NewproducYork
March 16 for Los Angeles, which city the least among these in the order of importance is the coming distribution of
in the future will be the home of Chesterproductions through the branches
Outing Scenics, Chester Screenics and Chester
Chester Comedies. Until the completion of of the Educational Films Corporation of
the full details of which will be
the studio which Mr. Chester is building he America,
will have his offices in the Martin Building. found on the following page.
When seen in New York on the morning
of the 16th, Mr. Chester was full of enthusiasm in telling of his plans for the future.
Change Your Wife?"
Talking of his studio, he said it would be "WhyEvokes
Exhibitor Applause
two stories and on a plot 180 by 320 feet
adjoining the Fox studio. The lower floor
at the NewofYork
and
Buffalo exchanges
the City
Fainou»
of the building will be the workshop. The SALESMEN
Players-Lasky Corporation are still
floor above will be laid out more as a prihearing echoes from New York State exvate dwelling than as a factory. The rooms
hibitors who saw the forthcoming Cecil B.
will be decorated with the thousand and
one souvenirs brought home by Chester DeMille super-special, "Why Change Your
cameramen from the four corners of the Wife?" at a special showing in the Colonial
Theatre, Utica, during the recent Utica
earth. There will be an extensive library. convention.
In fact, the atmosphere of this floor will be
More than two score exhibitors attended
that of the library. Silence will be the rule.
the showing of the picture at the Colonial.
To Continue Menagerie.
In connection with the screening there was
Mr. Chester is surrounding himself with an unusually fine program on the theatre's
men of the highest caliber. Speaking of big pipe organ. At the conclusion of the
picture, the exhibitors burst into a storn>
of hand-clapping, and, it is said by Famous
Players representatives, they declared that
"Why
Changeof other
Your big
Wife?"
surpass
the records
Cecil will
B. DeMille
productions, such as "Male and Female,"
"Don't Change Your Husband" and "For
Better,
Worse." representatives who atFamousfor Players
tended the convention were H. H. Buxbaum, manager of the New York exchange;
.\llan S. Moritz. manager of the Buffalo
exchance; Joseph H. Seidelman, manager
of the newly organized Albany exchange;
W. G. exchange
Roosevelt salesmen,
and Henry
NewYork
and Randall,
J. A. Roger*
and M. W. Bempner. Buffalo salesmen.
Distinctive Types Appear in
Barker's "Branding Iron*'
SELDOM
is a more
cast gath*
ered together
for a notable
screen production
than those included in the Goldwyn
picture, production,
"The Branding
a Reginald
Barker
basedIron,"
on the
popular
novel by Katherine Nevvlin Burt. It is a
picture in which the roles are so distinctive, the types so pronounced, and the
C. L. Chester
situations so tense and dramatic as to reWho has left for Loa Angeles, the future
quire ability of the highest character, say*
home of Chester-Outing Scenics.
■llllllllHllllltlllllllMllllHIItKlllllllHIilllllltimilllllllllllllll lltllltllllllllllllllllUlllllllHltlKtlllllllMlllllllllinill a Goldwyn announcement.
Barbara Castleton plays the role of Joan
the work of his companies in the field, Mr. Carver, about whom the story centers. She
Chester says that a cameraman starting out has played delightfully in society roles, her
has his book of instructions and follows beauty and charm of manner fitting her
them. Nothing is left to chance. Every thoroughly for such parts. Her role in
detail is settled in advance. If on arrival "The Branding Iron" is radically different.
at the scene of action the cameraman is It is the role of an ignorant mountain gir?
impulses and longings and aspirations
under the impression that he can do a cer- with
tain thing better than the script calls for which she herself does not understand. It
he is permitted to follow his own bent, but is essentially a character portrayal.
at the same time he also must follow his
Playing opposite Miss Castleton is James
directions.
Kirkwood, in the characterization of Pierre
At the studio will be continued the small Landis, untutored, direct, forceful young
menagerie which contributes to the fun in rancher, Russell Simpson, is cast in the
the comedies. The animals are trained in role of John Carver, the dissolute, utterly
advance for the setting of the stage. This, degraded father of Joan. Richard Tucker
in fact, is the rule in all the Outing plays the role of Prosper Gail. Albert
Chester works.
Roscoe is a well-known screen leading
In abandoning New York to go to the
Sydney Ainsworth has an enviable
Coast Mr. Chester feels that he is going man.
reputation
on stage and screen.
home. In Los Angeles for many years have
lived Chesters
Mrs. Chester's
September 2.3. 1911, Epes Winthrop Sargent
The
own theirfather
own and
home. mother.
Mr. Chester believes that on the West established in Moving Picture World the first
Coast he is going to do bigger things than department applying to Advertising for Exhibitors. Without missing an issue he hat
he has been able to do in the East. His
friends here will regret his departure. At continued it ever since — eight years of e/ficunt
the same time they will wish him a full helps to the showman.
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of $750,000
Plus
of
Gaumont
Weekly.
Mr.
Hammons inimitable
manner
places
and
peoples
all
involvfor short subjects
CONTRACTS
timated that he expected to have an intering an investment of more than $750,- over the world.
esting
announcement
to
make
a
000 were signed during the past week
"Four Times Foiled," first of the new short time as to the special workwithin
which'
by Educational Films Corporation, accord- Chester Comedies, was recently shown at will
be under the direct supervision of Mr.
ing to an announcement just made by E. the Rivoli and was given a reception ac- Mitchell.
corded few achievements in the fun field.
W. Hammons, vice-president and general
Determinat
ion to make an earnest effort
manager.
Mr. Chester has proven to the officials of
exploitation of the short subWhile the addition of this product to the Educational that he will be able to main- for fullest
jects isevidenced by the announcement that
tain the same high standard in his future
R. E. Pritchard, who for the past year has=
company's
releasesposition
places inEducational
Films in a own
foremost
the short creations, which are being produced on been
director of advertising, exploitation,
subject field, it is stated that this is but the West Coast by W. B. Campbell, and that and publicity
for the Allen Enterprises in
the first of a series of announcements that they will afford a degree of humor and Canada, has been
brought back to New
cleanliness that will appeal to all audiwill follow the plans of Mr. Hammons and ences.
Thirteen of these comedies are to be York to take a similar post with Educahis associates for unusual specialization in
tional.
the distribution and exploitation of scenics, produced in a year.
Comedy and Scientific Novelties.
one and two reel comedies, travel and animal pictures and various subjects that
Chester Screenics are a recently an- To Release "Burnt Wings"
come under the head of "educational."
nounced creation. Each of these will infor the Week of March 2&
During the past week the entire product
clude 500 feet of animal pictures and 300
of C. L. Chester, including the Chester- feet of carefully selected scientific subjects,
Outing Scenics, the Chester Comedies and so arranged as to have a popular appeal. BURNT
Mayo and
Josephine
Hill, isFrank
the
WINGS,"
featuring
special attraction
the Chester Screenics, were acquired. Con- It is said that this reel, which will be proon
the Universal
tracts were also signed with Johnson and
release program for the week of March 29.
Hopkins for the exclusive control of all
It was directed by Christy Cabanne and is
the screen version of Bayard Veiller's play,
pictures made by the "Stereospeed" camera,
a recent invention of Earle Emlay. Nego"The Primrose
Path," which played onBroadway
last season.
tiations for other pictures were also
brought to a satisfactory stage and further
The serial releases announced for the
announcements are indicated as forthcomweek include "The Fatal Crossing," the
ing soon.
eighth episode of "Elmo the Fearless," with
Elmo
Lincoln, and "Desperate Deeds." the
Promises Sp«<ciai Exploitation.
fourteenth episode of "The Lion Man,"
Exclusive control of both the American
with Jack Perrin and Kathleen O'Connor.
A one-reel Lyons and Moran comedy,^
and the foreign markets is provided for
'Butting in on Baby," and a Rainbow comin the agreements just signed. Recent announcements inthe trade ^^ress have told of
edy, "Light
Heartsandand Leaking Pipes,"
with
Zip
Monberg
Virginia Warwick,
the organization by Educational Films of
are
the
laugh
provoker
its own exchanges throughout the United
question of
prohibition enters intos.theThie
States and these will be devoted exclusively
Jewel Special,
''A
Prohibiti
on
Monkey,"
in
two reels, with
to the handling of short subjects. Educational has for some time controlled the
Joe Martin. A two-reel western, "Finger
Prints," features Robert Reeves. Dorothy
foreign distribution of Chester-Outings as
Wood, a vaudeville artist, is also in the
well as its own product, and as the result
of the participation of English capital the
picture.
Beginning the week of March 29, the Inforeign system of distribution is being
ternational News released on Wednesdays
greatly increased.
will
be discontinued. All future releases
For months past Mr. Hammons has been
Will be known as International News and
carefully laying the plans for the increase
will be shipped Tuesdays and Fridays. Inin short subject product. During the past
ternational News released on March 29
few weeks there has been an adjustment
will be known as No. 13 and will run conE. W. Hammons
of the organization to provide for the fullsecutively
thereafter.
Vice-president
general
manager of
est development of short subject possibiliEducational andFilms
Corporation.
ties and ample capital has been provided
to carry out the most ambitious plans.
Arrangements for the fullest possible ex- duced weekly, will mark a distinct depart- Graumann Projection Expert I
ure in cinema entertainment.
ploitation of these pictures assure them
Sees the Simplex Factory
Following the recent announcement of
the same attention as the so-called "feathe
perfection
of
the
"Stereospeed"
camera,
tures."
By
confining
itself
to
this
class
of product Educational promises a degree there has been an unusual interest in this
Bert Weddige
FEINBERG,
and of
MaxMinneapolis.
Rubin of
of exploitation that is not possible with product. Mr. Emlay has been able to create GEORGE
Leo Dwyer, of Cincinnati, and
companies dealing with film of all kinds an almost endless number of novelties, both GeorgeDetroit,
of Canada, Simplex discomedies and scientific subjects, with this tributors,Perkins,
it is said.
have been visiting New York
camera which makes it possible to photo- theatres. Another
recent interested visitor
Expeditions to Be Continued.
graph pictures at the rate of 384 a second. at the Simplex factory
was Edwin A. KelNegotiations
for
the
acquisition
of
much
ler
late
of
the
Graumann projection staflf
Taking over of the short subjects an- other short subject matter, including sevnounced this week, and acquisition of others
of
Los Angeles, who has been selected by
eral brands of comedies, are now in pro- Major
Greason to take full charge of the
for which negotiations are now pending,
gress, and announcement of several of these projection
will in no way affect the product heretofore
in the fifty-odd theatres condeals is expected at any moment. Mr.
trolled by the Provincial Cinematograph,
distributed by Educational. In fact, ex- Hammons authorizes the statement that
peditions controlled by the company, which Educational will continue to devote its en- Ltd., throughout the United Kingdom.
Mr. Keller is a member of Local 150, M.
will penetrate literally the four corners of
resources to handling short subjects
the earth, are now under way, and there of alltiresorts
P.
O. U. of Los Angeles, and has held every
and
that it is ready to
are in the company vaults thousands of
that union. He was greatly intersider the acquisition of further matter conrtiat office in
feet of adventure and scenic product which meets the high standard
ested by what he saw at the Simplex facof quality that is
will shortly be r«ady for release.
tory.
Mr. Keller, together with
demanded by his organization.
Weaver, has perfected a device for a Fred
For many months Robert Bruce Scenics
disPell Mitchell Engaged.
solving change-over which he will incorand Chester-Outing pictures have been reA further announcement of the past water. porate in the projection system across th»
garded as leaders in that field, and it is
significant that Mr. Chester should be the week is that Pell Mitchell, one of the best
Mr. Keller is a nephew of Charles Pettifirst to contract for the acquisition of his known news reel editors in the country, has
john, of the Selznick forces, and is noted
been added to the Educational staff. Mr
entire product by Educational. ChesterMitchell organized Fox News and attracted on the West Coast for his ability as a proOuting Scenics will continue to be released
weekly and will cover in their same in- much attention by his work as news editor jectionist.
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Good Reports on "The Superman,"
Special Features Company, of Knoxville,
continues its favorable reports on the
showings ofwhich
"The itSuperman,"
melodrama
controls forthethefive-reel
southern territory, and which is being released
by Tower Film Corporation on the state
right market.
Anita Stewart's Latest at Strand.
Anita Stewart's latest Mayer-made proFighting
Shepherdess,"
will
be given duction,
its "Thefirst
showing
in the country
at the Strand Theatre, \ew York, this
week. This is Miss Stewart's first release
since "In Old Kentucky."
"The Fighting Shepherdess" is a picturized version of Caroline Lockhart's novel
of the same name. The production was directed by Edward Jose.
In the featured cast of players supporting Miss Stewart are Wallace MacDonald,
Noah Beery, Walter Long and Eugenie
Besserer.

to Distribute Through Pathe Exchanges
sociated product throughout the United
ITORS, Inc., has
ED
CIATdefinite EXHIB
ASSOmade
and final arrangements States and Canada, Paul Brunet will act
with Pathe Exchange, Inc., for the as one of the directors of the new organization. This will give the Associated the
■distribution of the Associated product. This
benefit, in an advisory capacity, of the
move on the part of Associated Exhibitors
comes as the result of a searching and ex- knowledge and experience of one of the
trained film executives in the country.
haustive consideration of every distribut- best
No pictures have been turned over to
As- Pathe
ry.
The
indust
tion
the
of
ing organiza
as yet for distribution. There have
sociated Exhibitors believes that Pathe,
false rumors of several important deals
headed by Paul Brunet, ofTers the most been
in
which
the name of Associated Exhibitors,
complete distributing service to be found.
With branch offices in more than thirty- Inc., has figured. There is no doubt, however, that when a picture is announced for
two film centers, Pathe has efficient forces
and facilities to handle any number of pic- Pathe distribution, it will be a box-office
tures.
attraction ; it will be picked with the thorThe members of Associated Exhibitors,
ough knowledge of exhibiting conditions
Inc., located throughout the United States, in the country, coupled with Director Paul
are in intimate daily touch with the branch
Brunet's international knowledge of boxof the Pathe organization located in their office values.
city or territory. Due to the closeness
of this relation, the Associated Exhibitors
start operating with their future more as- Equity Treasurer Gives His Views on
sured and their plans already further ad«
vanced than could be the case under other
<;ircumstances.
*Percentage Dates That Don't Percent"
Pathe Sole Distributor.
treasurer and newspaper space and stunts resorted to in
SCHNITZER,
H I.manager
JOSEP
of Equity Pictures no more lavish manner than was the cusgeneral
With the acquisition of their first pictom in the city among the first-class houses,
Corporation, has views on percentage
ture they start out with what they consider
from and the picture played almost two weeks
the best distributing organization in the engagementsce which he has gleaned
and
the franchise holder received 200 per
both with Universal and durcountry. Their pictures will be handled by his experien
cent, more tl;^n his be.st rental ofler and
ing his past eight months with Equity.
men who have been in intimate touch with
theatre achieved its very biggest two
"Percentage engagements in which both the
their theatres for a number of years. These producer
share responsibilities weeks' business.
men know exactly the kind of service that and profitsandare exhibitor
the nearest possible approach
"If a theatre has a weekly overhead of
the theatre man requires; they are prepared
to handle the Associated product with the to equitable playing arrangements," he says. $2,000 and a picture which costs more than
is booked, then, if the picture incomes house expense, then prorated $150,000terest
same thoroughness as if the picures be- "First
spends $1,000 on exploitation, etc.,
the productional cost. In the event of an
Jonged solely to Pathe.
feature, a first-class house costs the net proceeds can be split fifty-fifty,
At the time of closing this deal between exceptional
no more to maintain than the engagement and the sharing terms are absolutely
Pathe and the Associated Exhibitors, Inc., costs
equitable to both parties, for surely the
the producer to maintain.
Paul Brunet expressed the thought that
cost of the picture represents, in the inHow It Helped One Exhibitor.
with the big pictures which would undoubtstance of playing this one house, at least
edly be handled for the Associaed Exhibi"As a concrete example let us take the in- 1 per cent, of its original cost.
tors he would be supplying the exhibitors
stance of 'Eyes of Youth' at the Ohio
"LegitimateOccasionally
houses rarely
rental the
for
of the country, who look to Pathe for big
Indianapolis. The franchise attractions.
theypaypurchase
things, a service of great importance. Every Theatre,
holder in this territory could not get a gross receipts for a stipulated sum, but
picture bought or produced by the Associ- rental which he considered corrimensurate rarely do they pay an outright amount for
ated will be distributed through the Pathe with the importance of the picture, and
How then does the per•organization to the members of the Associ- rejected several rental ofTers which seemed an attraction.
centage plan work a hardship on the film
ated Exhibitors, Inc.
to him far below what the picture war- exhibitor? Surely the one-night-stand
ranted. Arrangements were entered into manager whose house runs legitimate plays,
Paul Brunet a Director.
with the Ohio Theatre to exploit the film parallels the film theatre in expenditure,
While this new arrangement is merely and run it as long as it stood up.
overhead, etc.
to provide for the distribution of the As"A special man was sent into the city.
"Eyes of Youth" an Example.
"'Eyes of Youth' playing Indianapolis at
Motion Picture Exhibitors League, State of New York,
English's
form
wouldOpera
receiveHouse
at leastin 60itsperlegitimate
cent, of
708 Times Building,
the gross receipts and would expend less
March 15, 1920.
than $500 on exploitation. Paper would be
Mr. George Blaisdell, Editor Moving Picture World,
furnished which the house would post; the
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.
theatre would do its usual amount of adverMY Dear Mr. Blaisdell: As spokesman for the Motion Picture Exhibitors League
of the State of New York 1 beg to assure you that we are not insensible of
tising. 'Eyes of Youth' as a film play
the generous treatment which the Moving Picture World has accorded to
should be able to do anything that 'Eyes of
our convention at Utica.
Youth' as a stage play did, for the same
conditions apply to its playing dates.
We particularly appreciate your editorial comments to the effect that events at
"Any producer who abstains from perthe "banquet alone would have established a record entitling the convention to rank
centage engagements merely lacks faith in
among the most notable of state gatherings— or of national gatherings either."
In seeking their proper place in the councils and in the leadership of the industry
his product. His product, if played on percentage, would undoubtedly prove a poor
the motion picture exhibitors of the country are animated by constructive motives,
attraction, for it is notoriously known that
and the object which they seek to attain is bound to result in the elevation of our
unless
an
attraction has a special appeal, it
standards. The motion picture theatre owner represents not alone a substantial
does not do more than the average business
and permanent, investment, but he more than any other branch of the industry has
at any house. It is the special picture
the closest and most intimate contact with the great motion picturegoing public on
which must be played at special times, under
whose confidence and approval the progress and prosperity of the motion picture
will always rest.
special conditions and with special treatThe exhibitors of the country are therefore glad to notice co-operation on the
ment. A film good enough to attract percentage dates must be good enough to do
part of the trade press. Through and with the exhibitor the trade press can align
at least 25 per cent, more than normal at
itself with every sound public sentiment and contribute its share in constructive
work as well as in the defeat of hostile measures aimed at the screen. A strong
any house, no matter what that house conbody of exhibitors, national in scope, led by capable men is a wholesome and buildsistently does."
ing influence
nalistic field. and helps to preserve the independence so necessary In the JourExploitation aids and suggestions printed
Sincerely yours,
by Moving Picture World in conjunction
with reviews of neiv productions, will guide
SYDNEY COHEN, President.
the picture showman aright. They are practicable and easy to put into execution.
MjiiuHiiiniiiiKuiuii'ninmiviuiiiiiuitiiraiiinuiiiii
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IN a deal involving several million dollars,
one of the largest in the history of the
moving picture industry, control of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
will be unified within the next day or so
in the hands of its president, Carl Laemmle,
and its vice-president, R. H. Cochrane. This
will be brought about by the purchase by
these two officials of the holdings of P. A.
Powers, at present the treasurer of the
concern and its second largest stockholder.
The Universal is the oldest and one of the
largest film companies.
Mr. Laemmle and Mr. Cochrane have
held an option on Mr. Powers' stock, which
still has a month to run, but it has become known that they will exercise this
option and acquire the stock. Mr. Powers
was one holders
of when
thethecompany's
stock-in
firm wasoriginal
organized
May, 1912.
Friendliest Feeling Exists.
Reports have been circulated for several
weeks that there was a possibility of such
a deal being consummated, but no statement could be obtained from any of the
principals until March 17, when Mr.
Laemmle and Mr. Cochrane, in admitting
that they held an option of the Powers
stock, announced:
will can
exercise
this
option
as soon as the"Wepapers
be drawn
Mr. Laemmle stated that by acquiring
theup."Powers stock he and Mr. Cochrane
would be the sole owners of Universal. It
was further announced that there will be
no changes in the personnel of the organization except the retirement of Mr. Powers
as treasurer. The friendliest feeling is said
to exist between all parties involved.
Were Original Stockholders.
Mr. Powers has considered this move for
several months. In discussing the option
and the proposed sale, he explained that

Cochrane
Now
in Control
his other business interests have assumed wanted to put his money into some small
of popular demand.
such proportions
that he
to be re- article
lieved of his duties
with,desires
the Universal
Impressed by the unusual opportunities
company.
offered by the moving picture, then really
The three principals of this deal have "in its infancy," he enlisted the Cochrane
been associated throughout the history of brothers in his support and launched into
film business. The Cochranes threw
the Universal and were original stock- the
holders. The company was formed in May, their talents heartily into the new field.
1912, by a consolidation of several inde- R. H. Cochrane, already an advertising expert of note, began to force new ideas into
pendent film manufacturers, the most imthe struggling moving picture business.
portant of which was the Imp Film ComSome
of the most important steps in the
pany, owned and operated by Mr. Laemmle.
advancement of moving picture advertisAmong others interested in the new coming were originated by him. He has been
pany were Charles Bauman, of the New
York Motion Picture Company, and W. H. one of the most important figures in the
screen
world.
Swanson, the manufacturer of Rex pictures.
Fought Patents Company.
Universal Had Up- Hill Strugg'le.
The new combine was formed to wage
The
Universal company had an up-hill
war against the Patents Company, an or- fight, not
only against the Patents Comganization endeavoring to prevent the inpany, which it finally defeated, assuring
dependent manufacture and sale of moving the future
of all independent film conpictures in the United States. It took up
cerns, but also because of internal disthe fight of the Motion Picture Sales Computes. Charles Bauman, its first president,
distributing agency for independ- retired from his position shortly after the
ent pany,
film themanufacturers.
was formed, and Mr. Laemmle,
Mr. Laemmle had been in the film busi- company
as the leader of independent
ness only a few years at that time. Mr. recognized
film men, was placed in his stead. Mr.
Cochrane had been his close associate from Laemmle
has been president of the Universal ever since.
;
the start. The present vice-president of
Universal and his brother, P. D. Cochrane,
Shortly after taking office Mr. Laemmle
now at the head of the Universal poster
department, conducted an advertising went to Europe and opened the first Ameri-!
manufacturer's
agency in Chicago prior to their entrance can
Upon independent
his return several
thousand office.
acres
into the moving picture world.
of land in the San Fernando Valley, California, were purchased, and Universal City,
How Mr. Laemmle Started.
today one of the largest moving picture
Among the accounts they handled was plants in the world, began.
the advertising of a department store in
The Universal Film Manufacturing ComOshkosh, Wis. Carl Laemmle was one of
pany is a distributing organization as well
the officials of that store. Amassing sev- as a manufacturer of moving pictures. Toeral thousand dollars, Mr. Laemmle deterday it has more than half a hundred branch
mined to break away from the department
exchanges throughout the United States.
store and start his own business. He went It has its own branch exchanges in all parts
to Chicago and sought the advice of his of the globe and constantly is adding to
advertising friends, the Cochranes. He its foreign film exchange equipment.

Don't Have to Page "Old Lady 31" Here — There's at Least One in Every Picture.
Who said the old folks can't act — Take a look at Metro's new creation with Emma Dunn as the star.
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Sidelights

of the Big Utica Convention
By SAM SPEDON
JUDGING from the number of private back ten years. While they didn't add to
parties in and around the Hotel Utica the convention they made a big flash and
during the time of the convention, we put over a good stunt for the attraction.
* ♦ *
do not wonder that the motion picture inBill Cook, of the Fox publicity departdustry iscalled the* motion
* « picture "game."
ment, in charge of the Fox booth, was the
The close-up of Sam Trigger and Lee right man in the right place. He was on
Ochs, shaking hands across the gap of then the job and never lost a point.
« * *
and now, was very timely and well staged.
It was worth the *trip.* *
The consensus was that Cleveland will
get the next National convention. New
Select'stractivebooth
was easily Ittheshowed
most the
at- York and Chicago were discussed, but were
at the convention.
considered too large with too many side
attractions, which prove distractions.
fine
"Italian"
hand
of
Will
C.
Murphey,
of
the Selznick publicity
* « *
* *department.
*
S. Harrison, general representative and
The popular
First National's
booth was Lieutenant
easily the director of productions of the Grossman
most
at the convention.
Pictures Corporation, was among those who
Jim Anderson, with his souvenirs "In Old attended the Utica convention. The GrossKentucky,"
all
the time. kept them coming and going
man Company has just produced "Face to
* * *
Face" and "Wits Versus Wits," featuring
Marguerite
Marsh. * * *
The movie ball, held on the evening of
Wednesday, March 10, was half in and
Benny Apple, the King of Troy, is buildhalf
out. The
Statethe Armory
wasn'tIt was
half
ing an eight-hundred-seat house at Troy,
big enough
to hold
attendance.
which will open during Easter week.
* * *
evidentpullthatand"movies"
have not lost any of
their
popularity.
* * *
J. V. Ritchey, of Ritchey Lithographic
Zena Keefe was the only screen star who Company; Mr. Becker, of the Becker
Theatre
Supply Company, of Buffalo; P. W.
attended the ball, and she led the grand Barron, representing
the Dooley Exchange
march with Mayor O'Connor of Utica.
able
Thefe''''Tirreve^'seS\he%?dTr''o^
exhibitors
came toofthem"
at the'^^^^
convention. A number
contracts
were
closed there and then. United Artists
representatives closed over $17,000 worth.
Very few of those who remained over at
the ball until Thursday failed to take home
a peace offering to their wives. A great
deal of money was put in circulation at
Utica.
* * *
Buck Taylor, Pathe's Buffalo manager,
hired a special car to bring a party of exhibitors and exchangemen to Utica. They became so interested in what was going on in
the cardestination.
they didn't The
knowtrain
whenwasthey
reached
their
pulling
out
of the yard before they could gather up
their belongings and
* *get » out.
Sydney Cohen, president of the Ne>v
York State Exhibitors* League, made the
big noise of the convention by throwing
the league's hat into the ring for a national
organization of exhibitors and the holding
of a national convention.
* « •
The imitation Charlie Chaplins, Big
Tillie and Elongated Mabel, took a fellow
He Slammed the Door with a Bang!

So William Russel Doe* It in
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at Syracuse and Buffalo; Bert A. Gibbons,
Vitagraph's
Albany
Fredcrick
G. Sliter,
easternrepresentative;
division supervisor
of sales and exchanges for Robertson-Cole;
Nathan Robbins, of the Majestic Theatre,
Utica; P. Smith, of the Novelty Theatre,
Syracuse; Charles P. Gilmore, of Oswego;
Jack Farren, of Rochester; Samuel H.
Eyser, of the Empire, Port Richmond,
S. I.; Sol Sapphire and S. Schwartz, of New
York and Leo Brecher, of Brooklyn, are a
few of those whom we failed to mention
in our list of those present.
« * •
Frank Bovay, manager of the Lyric at
Binghamton, says conditions have been in
favor of the exhibitor this past winter and
a more favorable spring and summer is
before them. The Kodcco Theatrical Company is erecting a new house, seating 1,600,
on Shenango street.* * *
The booth of the Dooley Elxchange, Inc.,
of Buffalo and Syracuse, was entitled to
special mention not only because of the
display it set forth but because of its genial
representatives: Thomas W. Dooley; Jack
Kirsch, Buffalo branch manager, and P. W.
Barron, special representative.
* * *
Homer Howard, representative for the
National Pictures Corporation (Selznick),
in upper New York State, was formerly
with the United Theatre Pictures Corporation and for several years with the Paramount-Artcraft in the same territory.

Announces

Another

Big Production, "The Scarlet Dragon
with It is developed in a manner which places
is associated
who in
LESTER
Edward PARK,
Whiteside
the production it in a class with good literature and good
of big productions for the state right drama.
market, has issued from his office at 500
"I have just witnessed a private showing
Fifth avenue. New York City, a statement
of
'The
the have
laboratory,
and
feel .Scarlet
confidentDragon'
that in atit we
one of
to the trade in behalf of their second production, "The Scarlet Dragon," starring the biggest money-makers of the season,
Gail Kane and directed by Frank Reicher especially in view of the fact that prominent
in the cabaret scenes, offering their
from Willard King Bradley's story dealing inimitable
specialities are Ted Lewis, the
socialogicallymercialized with
the subject of comvice.
'Jazz King,' who is accompanied by his
"It is a film frankly sensational in its famous jazz band; Mile. Dazie, who is
in 'Aphrodite,' a nubian dancer, who
appeal
to the public,"
sensationalism
is not said
its Mr.
aim,Park.
while"While
lurid scoring
was formerly a slave of Abdul Hamid;
details have not been sought, while we have and a number oi beauties from leading
not made a mad effort to lay our hands on Broadway shows, who offer their various
something red in its appeal, nevertheless the versions of the shimmy dance.
nature of the story and the manner in which
" 'The Scarlet Dragon' will be handled
it has been developed has provided oppor- through Photoplay Libraries, Inc., who retunity for a series of unusual scenes of a
port big interest in our first offerin,^,
siiisational character.
'Empty Arms.' Its subject readily lends
itself to unusual exploitation, and our adthe highest
keynote class
of every
of "Sincerity
the film. isThe
patronfootof
vertising and publicity experts are extendmotion pictures will find no detail is overing themselves in an effort to arouse as
drawn, that no scenes ring as being untrue. much interest in 'The Scarlet Dragon' as
"The picture contains a powerful story. they succeeded in doing for 'Empty Arms'."
Scenario Next Call* for Reicue

American'* "Slam Bang Jim."
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Reformers

buried,he alBarle
WITH John
is
indications
are ycorn
though there
rustling around in his grave, the
congenital reformers have turned to the
movies. That accounts for the activity this
year of the censorship committee of the
National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, for this is the "off year" for
legislative sessions and ordinarily censorship problems would amount to very little.
The first legislative battle was staged in
Virginia where the proponents of censorship, after promising to delay the matter,
introduced a bill in the absence of Jake
Wells, the leading exhibitor of the state. A
public hearing on the bill was arranged, and
at the request of the national association
David Wark Griffith went to Richmond
and made the principal argument against
censorship.
Jack S. Connolly, Washington representative of the national association, and Jake
Wells were in charge of the fight in Richmond, and the committee reported against
censorship and in favor of the bill which
would put teeth in the penal law which prevents the showing of an indecent or immoral film. The national association has
at all times supported the strengthening of
the penal law so as to punish the exhibition
of improper pictures.
Quick Reversal in South Carolina.
Just as the Virginia fight was won, the
national association received the informatoin that without a hearing the education
committee of the South Carolina House of
Representatives had made a favorable report on a censorship bill. A hearing was
asked for by wire, and Royal K. Fuller,
executive secretary of the censorship committee, went to Columbia to represent the
industry. He was joined there by Jake
Wells, who, in view of the aid given him by
the National Association in the Virginia
fight, volunteered to do what he could in
this state. Miss Mary Gray Peck, at the
request of the South Carolina exhibitors,
went to Columbia to explain the work of
the National Board of Review.
Within a half-hour after the hearing on
the bill was over, the education committee,
which had reported the bill, voted unanilativemously
law ofagainstthecensorship.
state that Under
did notthekilllegisthe
bill,, for any introducer who can get ten
representatives to vote with him can keep
a bill on the calendar. The bill was held for
more than two weeks, and when it finally
came
feated. to a vote it was overwhelmingly deAfter the hearing in South Carolina Mr.
Fuller went to Atlanta for a conference
with the members of the Film Exchange
Managers'
Association
of that
city asbill,
to
the
means of
opposing the
censorship
which it is anticipated will be introduced
when the Georgia legislature convenes in
June.
Mi(«i««ippi Schemers Foiled.
The governor of Mississippi recommended a censorship law and the first bill introduced was amended so as to make it a
crime to exhibit an indecent or improper
film. The people who were supporting censorship expected that the motion picture
industry would oppose that bill, and it
would give them an excuse to introduce
one which provided for a censorship of all
films.
E. M. Clarke, special representative of
the Saenger Amusement Company, who
was working in co-operation with the ex-
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Concentrate
change managers of New Orleans, supported the bill. It was thought that this had
disposed of censorship for the state, but
recently a straight censorship bill has been
introduced. It is believed that this bill can
be defeated in view of the amendment
which has been made to the penal law.
A censorship bill was introduced in Kentucky, and while it has not been finally dis^imilllllllffllllilHIInnmiiiiiiiiiiilHiiiiiiii
MASSACHUSETTS RECOMMENDS SOME FORM OF
CENSORSHIP

mendedpicture
ivas recom
formal
in a censorof motion
form
E ship
SOMvote
taken on March 12 by the .
Massachusetts legislative committee on |
mercantile affairs. The vote stood nine =
to one, with five members absent. It is 1
understood that Representative Bowser, 1
of Wakefield, held out against any form %
of censorship.
|
A sub-committee of five was appointed I
to draft the bill and submit it to a com- 1
mittee of the whole. The members of i
the sub-committee are Senator Foley, i
of South Boston, and Representatives |
Keniston, of Boston; Doyle, of New |
Bedford; Boivser, of Wakefield, and |
Lombard, of Everett.
\
The form which the bill will take is |
not at all certain. Some members of i
the committee favor the creation of a i
special state department of censorship; I
others favor turning over the work to |
some existing state board; still others I
favor local censorship.
|
iiiiiiiiiituiiiiiiiitiriiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii?
posed of it is not believed that it will succeed. There has been splendid co-operation of the exhibitors and exchange men,
and the experience of censorship in the
adjoining state of Ohio will do as much as
any one thing to defeat the bill in this
state.
Massachusetts Fight the Hardest.
The hardest fight of the year has been
in Massachusetts and the issue is still in

on

Grave
Censorship

doubt. There the proponents of censorship were well financed, and they made a
systematic fight, working through the women's clubs. The most active supporter of
censorship has been and is a candidate for
a position as censor if the bill becomes a
law, and that has been one real incentive of
the fight. Not all of the women have supported censorship, and there were several
well-known organizations which appeared
at the hearing against it.
There have been two hearings on the
bill, and the joint committee on mercantile
aflFairs has named a sub-committee to consider the matter, and if thought advisable to
report an amended bill. This makes it evident that the bill prepared by the so-called
State Committee on Motion Pictures, which
has been sponsor for censorship, will not
be passed.
Splendid Support from Labor.
Harry F. Campbell, Boston manager of
the Fox Film Corporation, has been chairman of the committee which has been opposing the bill, and which co-ordinated
the activities of the exchange managers
and exhibitors. William A. Brady, president of the national association, has given
the Massachusetts situation his personal
attention. The industry has been receiving
splendid support from organized labor in
this state, as it has in all others where
there has been a censorship fight. Jack S.
Connolly, Washington representative of the
national association, whose home is in
Boston and who served in France with
the New England division, has been working with the committee. It may be several
weeks before the matter is finally disposed
of by the Massachusetts legislature.
In addition to the state fights the National Association and the censorship committee have been interested in several
municipal contests, where an effort has
been made to impose unfair and restrictive
ordinances for municipal censorship. One
of the most picturesque fights was in Portland, Ore., where the industry made a direct appeal to the people for fair play and
has every prospect of success against the
intolerant few advocating censorship.

Main Act, Corinne Griffith & Co. — Applause — She Then Answers to an Encore.
The reason this play is called "The Garter Girl" Is because Vitagraph so decided
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Says the ''Kid" tosee"Teddy.
e Fazcnda."
Over L-Louis
Don't Run Found
, But-"^'"^j^;^^|;„;;V
"Did-ap
this in ' Down on the Farm,
can
of the Hen."
Laying Place
Louise is seen in "Teddys"
Mansion
rs' the
oonTribution
to United
Artists. You
HimnminiiiHiitnKtiiii'i"" i>« ■• I>H
.Although Mrs. Chautard had been a victim of paralysis for some time, her death
came
as a shock to relatives and friends.
''
Law
the
Emmett DaltorCs "Beyond
Word that his wife had suflfered a third
stroke of paralysis reached Mr. Chautard
Breaks Broadway Symphony Record
while he was working on a picture at the
of
ivor
surv
TT DALTON. sole
EMME
Arizona to C. W. Breedlove a well- Paragon Studio, Fort Lee. The director
the famous gang of bandits that and
known exhibitor of Los Angeles. He is now hurried to his wife's bedside and was with
in
West
the
ugh
n her when she passed away.
spread terror thro
producing a series of two-reel wester
The late Mrs. Chautard was, for years,
those early days when the railroads were
statebeing
are
which
s,
picture
fiction
one of the most prominent actresses on
Wilk and Wilk, of New York.
piercing the wildernesses in theingr slow
by
righted
new
emotional acprogress to the Pacific, is maki
As an only
stage. second
the French
tress, she ranked
to Sarah
records on the Los Angeles Rialto. His six- Three Barrymores to Appear
Parisienne
of
esteem
the
in
Bernhardt
at
ed
"
open
reel special, "Beyond thea Law,
from
New York firstat S. R. Drew Post Benefit theatre-goers and critics. Descended
the Symphony Theatre, uary
15. Mr. Dala line of theatrical celebrities whose fame
Febr
run house, Sunday, resul
New
of
ry
histo
the
in
e
time
hous
hing
first
ts, smas
the theatricals, Ethel, Lionel and antedates the French Revolution, Madame
FORYork
ton is pleased with
the
records at every performance after hed
the Chautard was born and bred in the atBarrymore are to appear iton perJohn
reac
lines
ing
wait
the
mosphere of the French stage, beginning
opening, when
the benef
beinat Drew
Thisfor S.will
hir professional career at the age of 7.
half a block in both directions from the same bill. formance
No.
Post,
Rank
When
her
husband, then one of the most
Symphony entrance.
AmsterNew
n, ayat the
Legio
icane, on
Before the Dalton premiere. Lew Cody 340, Amer
ng, April 11. prominent of French motion picture direceveni
Sund
Theatr
dam
tors, decided to produce in America,
Tom Mix had
stage
in "The Beloved Cheater" and
The reason for this epoch-making
tied for the house record at the Symphony. event
S. Rankin Drew Post, Madame Chautard, sacrificing the adulation
the
that
is
from
The Cody feature benefited greatly
of a nation, accompanied him. Arrangecomposed of theatrical and motion picture
the winner
a great love-letter contest,
ments were made to present her to theatreof the
member
a
for
named
was
people,
next
the
in
role
a
promised
was
of which
goers of this country in an elaborate stage
Ranre family. S. Drew,
arrymo
Drew-B
famous
of
aid
the
despite
But,
picture.
Lew Cody
At this junction, the aflfliction
kin Drew, a son of the late Sidney
production.
which resulted in her death intervened and
on "stunt," made the supreme sacrifice in France and
this strongly supported"Theexploitati
the
in
killed
into permanent retirement.
actor
n
forced
Cheater"
was
she
America
Beloved
world
first
.
outdistanced
,
Dalton
T^ .u
Dalton did not attempt to was thewar
house record.
The late Madame Chautard is survived
the pubTo honor the memory of Mr. Drew, the by her husband and a son, George Archainexploit his big feature, attracting
lic attention wholly through human asinterbaud, also a well known motion picture
the New Amwill appear
Barrymor
the
and
rs—
newspape
Ethel atBarrymore first director.
est stories in the
benefit.
■iterdam es
ex-bandit is a live news wire these gave suggested the idea, which was taken up
him unstinted support.
with enthusiasm by Lionel and Jack.
The benefit performance, which will be Director H. Pixley Keeler Is
Picture Mainly Hittorical.
one of the most unusual of its kind ever
Strong for West Coast Colony
The Dalton feature picture is mainly presented, is being given to raise funds
historical. It is said to be built wholly on for
Drew
for the S. Rankindistrict.
a gymnasium of
on
the first
to make
the Coas
from
the theatrical
who came
facts and to be a true history of the ex- Post in the heart
KEELt ER,
EY
PIXL
H • "Tor
chy"
pictures for Master Film
ploits of the famous Dalton gang, but all The Post now has a membership of more
through the story two delightful romances
than 300 men of the amusement and allied Corporations with Johnny Hines, is conauxiliary,
a women's
sidering several offers to direct in the West
has Drew
It also
story of Bob Dalton's love of
the
woven—
are
which Mrs.
Sidney
is president.
for a typically courageous western girl, interests.
and will return as soon as he closes with
The
three
stars
heading
the
bill
will
be
who gave up her life for him and the story
one of the film companies. During Mr.
surrounded by an array of the most popu- Keelcr's eight years in the film business he
vigil of Emmett's
faithful
long,
the
of
lar
and
prominent
players
now
in
New
sweetheart, who made her way to the Kan- York. The performance will be under the spent half the time with Thomas H. Ince,
sas state penitentiary to visit him after
manager and then behe had been desperately wounded in the direction of R. H. Burnside. stage director starting as publicity
writer, camerasuccessively scenario
coming
last stand of the Daltons at CofTeyville and of the Hippodrome. One of the numbers
and
man
assistant
director.
will furnish a big surprise to followers of
then waited for him at his white-haired
been directing
has
he
For the last year
mother's home until the prison doors motion pictures, it is announced.
Mr. Keekr is one of the
pictures.
own
his
swung open fifteen years later.
directors that is strong for the West Coast
Although the Dalton feature film is Alice Archainbaud Chautard
as a motion picture production center.
crowded with thrills, it is primarily a powDies Suddenly of Paralysis
erful argument against crime. Its purpose
Kent Heads Selects Toronto Office.
is to dissuade the youth of America from
W. H. Kent, formerly assistant branch
, Mayflo
departing from the straight and narrow
ence wer
ing condol
EMILE tor, isCHAU
receivTARD
fromdirechis manager
of the Select Detroit office has
path. All the criticisms of the offering,
ni;my friends upon the death of his
to the more important posiproduced by Dalton's own company, are wife, .Mice .A.rchainhaud Chautard, who been tionappointed
manager of the Toronto branch of
said to have been without exception favor- passed away on Friday night. March 12, Select ofPictures
Corporation, Ltd., of Canable.
at the Chautard residence, 790 Riverside
by Sam E. Morris, Seannounced
is
it
ada,
ing
New
York,
Drive.
follow
a
of
stroke
On the seventh day's showing Dalton sold
lect's general manager. He is a brother of
is.
paralys
"Beyond the Law" for Southern California
James O. Kent, Select's Detroit manager.
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THE

Robertson-Cole

Policies
THE officers and branch managers of
the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation met in first semi-annual convention at its home offices, 1600 Broadway,
New York, on March 16, 17, 18 and 19 to
discuss the general business affairs of the
organization. At twelve thirty each day
they participated in a luncheon at the Hotel
Astor, at the conclusion of which one of
the latest Roberston-Cole productions was
presented and a general discussion held in
the Astor Ballroom.
At Tuesday's session, March 16, A. S.
Kirkpatrick, vice-president and general
manager, in his address of welcome, among
other things, said: "You are selling pictures by the Robertson-Cole standard, and
at no time will you be permitted to make
promises to the exhibitor unless you are
absolutely certain you and Robertson-Cole
can make good. We must be fair and honest to the exhibitor, for unless he succeeds,
we fail and we must establish close cooperation, linked with fair dealing, which
results in a two-fold result. RobertsonCole maintains at all time a set policy.
However rigid this course might be, honesty of purpose and sincerity of effort will
count in the long run. We want results
and will stop at no honest methods to secure what we believe a fair return for our
investment."
Will Buy Theatres Only When Forced.
A number of telegrams from artists and
others prominent in the industry were
read.
At the luncheon, President R. S. Cole
said: ture
"Robertson-Cole
is in thegood
motion
picbusiness for the money
pictures
are bound to bring us and a fair investment and close co-operation between exhibitor and distributor. The men behind Robertson-Cole have a set standard and pictures not meeting the requirements of that
standard will have no place in its program.
It will not purchase theatres for the release of its productions unless forced to do
so by competitors who band together to
usurp all the trade. We should give the exhibitor the best pictures money and time
can buy. We shall do everything in our
power to help the exhibitor; unless he lives,
we die. Business principles are the backbone of our policy. The announcements
made in the past ninety days are to be overshadowed with what is to come in the future.
"The men behind Robertson-Cole are
men of sound business judgment and well
equipped for the battles in the motion picture world. We make no promises which
cannot be carried out and do not forecast
what might come but give to the trade only
accurate information, sealed by contract.
Robertson-Cole has sufficient money backing to purchase any film which comes up
to its standard. Its trademark stands for
fair play and quality of production." On
Tuesday evening the entire Robertson-Cole
organization was invited to attend the perTheatre. formance of "Clarence," at the Hudson
On Wednesday, March 17, the visiting
manager at 9:30 a. m. made a tour by
autos to the Ritchey Lithographing Company and from the Battery, up Broadway,
returning by way of Riverside Drive to the
Hotel Astor. After luncheon the convenors
went into executive session until 5:30 p. m.
and disbanded for the day.
Merrick Speaks on Salesmanship.
Thursday, March 18, the convention assembled at the home office to listen to an
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Forces

Hear

Outlined
in Big
Convention
address by Field Manager J. L. Merrick away mighty proud of all ten reels. Then
on salesmen and salesmanship, also instruc- I took the films to Malekula and showed
tion on sales records, individual pictures, them to the South Sea nobility. Nagapate
quotas, branch operation and future pol- thought the work the best he had ever
icies. After the daily repast at the Astor seen — of course, he had never seen moving
pictures before.
and
the
showing
the open
"Fortune
Teller,"
the delegates
went ofinto
discussion
of
"I shall have my new film, 'Wild Men of
the picture until supper time. At 8:30 p. m. Malekula,' cut and assembled in about a
week.
It will go forward by the next
the entire delegation were guests of Robsteamer to America. I am sailing to New
ertson-Cole at the performance of "The Guinea
with 45,000 feet of film in about two
Passing Show of 1919," at the Winter Garden.
weeks. This film I shall develop on the
Friday, March 19, the assembly convened spot. However, afterwards when I go to
at the
home and
office
9:30 a. m. forBranch
gen- Borneo, Sumatra and Africa, I shall travel
eral business
finalat instructions.
so fast that I shall not have time to develop,
managers were called upon to answer ques- so after New Guinea I shall send all work
tions pertaining to their respective territories and a general discussion of the ques- to you to be developed."
tions followed. At 12:30 p. m. the entire
Robertson-Cole organization attended
luncheon in the North Ballroom of the Ryan Recovers from Injuries
Hotel Astor, during which general discussion was entered into and general instrucby Steer; to Fight a Shark
tions given. The convention disbanded at
5 :30 p. m.
from the inhas recovered
JOE RYAN
juries received
while "bull-dogging" a
Gets Out Elaborate Brochure.
steer for one of the scenes in "Hidden
The proceedings of the convention was Dangers," the Vitagraph serial in which he
set forth in the most beautiful products is co-starred with Jean Paige. Accordingly,
Vitagraphduction on is
announce
prothe able
new toserial
will be that
resumed.
of the printer's art that has ever been
and the person responsible for it deserves
One ofshark
Joe Ryan's
will underbe to
special mention.
with a next
knifetasks
in an
The productions shown at the convention kill a water
scene. Aside from that exploit, it is
were "The White Dove," "The Butterfly likely the erstwhile bad man will commit
Alan" and "The Fortune Teller," with music deviltries of an altogether different sort.
His implements and instruments and the
arrangedrector by
Joseph O'Sullivan,
for Robertson-Cole,
and musical
played diby
the Garden Theatre orchestra of Richmond forces working for and against him will be
largely those of electricity.
Hill, L. I., directed by Ben Grossman.
Ryan plays the role of Dr. Brutell, a
Those Present.
young scientist possessed of two distinct
Those who attended the convention and personalities, merging and changing at diftimes with uncanny suddenness. He
took part were R. S. Cole, president; A. S. works ferent
electricity to such an extent
Kirkpatrick, vice president and general that hiswith
discoveries become marvelous, and
manager; J. L. Merrick, field manager; O. his employment
of this power works in
R. Hanson, Newton E. Levi and Fred G.
Sliter, field managers; branch managers C. terrible ways.
A. Saunders, Albany; R. A. Dvisa, Atlanta;
F. F. Kimmerle, Boston ; E. J. Hayes, Buffalo; Max Levey, Chicago; Charles Casanave, Cincinnati ; Morton A. Levy, Cleveland; W. L. Campbell, Dallas; J. S. Nelson,
Denver; Jerome Safron, Detroit; C. W. Tyler, Indianapolis ; F. W. Young, Kansas City ;
A. R. Patten, Los Angeles; Louis Klar, Milwauke ; I.F. Mantzke, Minneapolis; J. B.
Dumestre, Jr., New Orleans; F. Goldfarb,
Xew York; T. R. Richards, Oklahoma City:
C. L. Peavey, Omaha; J. F. Gill, Philadelphia; George Moore, Pittsburgh; W. A.
Crank, San Francisco; Joe Desberger, St.
Louis; L. Wingham, Seattle and C. E. Tyson, Washington.
Nagapate Said That the Work
Was the Best He'd Ever Seen
THE wild men of Malekula are on their
way to the United States to "capture" exhibitors. The only way to
handle them, according to Watterson R.
Rothacker, of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, Chicago, will be to
book them.
Martin Johnson who took these pictures
wrote Mr. Rothacker from Australia as
follows: "I must hand it to you people.
Mr. Beyfuss sends you my borderland films
for printing and sends ten reels to me here
in Sydney. They are excellent — in fact, I
have never seen better work done. I gave
a private showing at the Picadilly Theatre
to two hundred of my friends and came

Charming Olive Tell
Whose first Jan's production, "Love Without Question,"
will be Theatre
given aonspecial
trade
showing
at the Strand
Wednesday,
March
24, accompaniment
at 10:15 A. M.,arranged
with elaborate
orchestral
by Carl
Rdouarde. Miss Tell and other members of
the cast expect to be present.
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Touch
Personal
in
Keeping
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announce
the
Prudential
Sales
Company,
rthy, who owns
S A. McCa
RLENew
53; SAM SPEDON
CHAthe
with offices in the Candler Building, New
Theatre, 1,110 seats, at Hoosic
pictures.
* *rights
*
an .attorney of con-c Theatre, seating 1,600, on the sight of his York, handling state
Y., isnence
Falls,siderableN.local promi
He says Hoosi
Hippodrome, at 386-340 Central avenue and
Charles
W.
Barrell,
director
of the motion
Falls is twenty miles from Troy and twenty- running through to 149-153 Cambridge
and vaudeville. picture bureau of the Western Electric
five from Albany. It has from four to six street. He will run* pictures
* *
itants, including surroundthousand inhab
Company, spoke on "Putting Human Intering territory. It is on the state line of
est Into Technical Movies" before the TechCarl Robinson, publicity director for
nical Publicity Association meeting at MaMassachusetts, Vermont and New York. Douglas Fairbanks, and Kenneth McGaflfey,
chinery Club, New York, March 11.
While the house is large for Hoosic Falls, in the same capacity for Mary Pickford,
* * «
nt.
g
d
stme
Mr. are looping the loop from the Coast to the
it has prove a payin inve
Carlyle Ellis, of Autographed Films, has
McCarthy attended* the
♦ » Utica convention. Coast, Carl traveling southward through
all the big film centers and Ken traveling produced a one reel scenic, "In Middies
Bloomers,"
for the
Youngpretty
Women's
O. A. Potter and J. E. Newton, of the northward. They met in New York on and
Christian
Association,
showing
girls
Columbia Amusement Company, of Erie, March 15 when Carl doubled back to Los as campers, swimmers and hikers. It will
Pa., were in New York last week end. Angeles over Ken's route and Ken doubled be shown at the Capitol Theatre, New York,
The Columbia Amusement Company is back to Los Angeles, over Carl's tracks. the week of March 22.
owner of the Columbia Theatre at Erie and Carl says he is due for a return trip East
* * *
May.
the Library Theatre at Warren, Pa. It about the middle of
« * *
J. H. Hebrew, for several years Philwill erect new theatres in Sharon and Oil
adelphia representative for Vitagraph, has
City, Pa., this spring. Mr. Newton says
Harry Buxbaum, New York sales man- been made district manager of Boston, Bufbusiness has never been better, but they are
ager of the Famous Players-Lasky Disfalo, Pittsburgh, Washington and Philadelharassed by censorship and it behooves
tributing Corporation, was presented by his
phia exchanges. J. P. Bethel has succeeded
an organized effort to get relief.
wife
with
a
bouncing
baby
girl,
a
companas
Philadelphia
branch manager. J. H.
* « *
Beaver resigned to go with the Electric
ion to his son, "Broncho"
* « * Buxbaum.
C. H. Carson, resident at Flushing, L. I.,
Supply office at Washington.
* * •
Chester Beecroft, who for years has
formerly with the Famous Players-Lasky
educational department, is about to start an been interested in the film industry, first as
George
Bronson
reported dead
educational and industrial outfit of his own. publicity director for the General Film and or something equallyHoward,
enervating, is nothing
* * *
now doing a large export trade, left for of the sort. Wen Milligan ran into him
other day and Howard was vigorous in
M. S. Silverman, who owns the Pearl, a Europe on Saturday, March 13. He will be the
aattending
healthy denial
sort of misfortune
5S0-seat house in the residential section and gone six weeks or *two* months.
*
him. of* any
* «
the Happy Hour, a 750-seat house, in the
Horace T. Clarke and Charles E. Sawyer
down-town section of Schenectady, N. Y., were given a farewell banquet at the Hotel
Walter Green has been in New York the
was a delegate at the Utica convention. He Astor by David P. Howells on Monday
past few days looking matters over in the
says business is fine and local government
evening, March 15. Mr. Clarke leaves for interest of the Canadian Moving Picture
is fair to all, which makes Schenectady
the Orient on March 21 as representative
Digest, a tradepaper that circulates largely
one of the best show towns in the State.
of
the Howells corporation and Mr. Sawyer over the Dominion. Mr. Green's headquar* * tr
left for South America on March 17.
ters are in Montreal, his place of origin
* * *
being Philadelphia. « • *
Harry
J.
Cohen,
Metro's
Bridgeport
(Conn.) manager, goes to Mexico on March
Charles Hilldinger, of the Hilldinger En22 or 24 to get first hand information on
Lawrence Erbach, who lately left Exhibterprises ofTrenton, N. J., Harry M. White,
the Mexican film situation.
itors Trade Review to enter active film em* ♦ *
president of the Branch Managers' Associaployment, has transferred his occupation
tion,
and
Goldwyn
exchange,
of
PhiladelGeorge A. Roberts, general manager of
phia, and Dr. Charles Hespe, of Jersey City, to the sale branch of Barney Eggers' enO. S. Hathaway theatres, announces that were in New York March 12 in conference
graving business. Mr. Erbach is selling
to the publicity men of filmdom.
Hathaway will open his new house, the with the N. A. M. P. L
* * *
* * *
"New
Binghamton,"
at
Binghamton,
N.
Y.,
about May 1. It cost $75,000 and will seat
T. R. Gardner,
ownerestablish
of Gardner's
Jack Keegan,
who wasof "raised"
in the
department
Motion Picture
2,100. H. M. Addison will be the manager.
Syndicate,
will soon
branch Picture
offices advertising
Mr. Addison is now manager of the Hathat
Boston,
Pittsburgh
and
Philadelphia.
He
News, from messenger to Miss Klein's first
away Stone Opera House.
now
has offices at New York, Albany and assistant, is now with Lee Kugel in the pub* ♦ »
Bufifalo.
licity department of Select
Jack
* * *
tried his hand at selling Pictures.
photoplay enDr. Charles Hespc, of Jersey City, will
graving,
for
a
while
after
leaving
M.
M.
Rosenfeld
and
Alexander
Rosen
the
News.
start
OH Hl 1111 1 I I 111on
11I I I I I I I May
I M I I) I 1 building the New Hespe
Oh! Boy Ain't It a Gr-r-rand and Glo-o-orious Feelin'?By Wayland H. Taylor, Fa mous Players-Las ky's Exploitation Representative at Seattle.

4

^4

'^^^ Y"'''
Chicago
Mandan
Mt. Shasta
Seattle
When you're stuck in New York, the world's biggest hick town, and hate your job worse'n a long-haired dog hates fleesalong comes the big boss and tells you he has decided to transfer you to Seattle— and you don't know anything about
the place— until you land there and find it's a real city, trolley cars, tall buildings, 'n' everythln' — Oh boy!
Ain't it a gr-r-rand and glo-o-orious feelln'? (Apologies to Claire Briggs.)
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Fred. Dolle of the Walnut Theatre, of York office, is now at the Buffalo office, Fla., and induced John D. Rockefeller to
pose for the camera. His mission was
Louisville, Ky., was in New York last week, as sales manager. * *
successful and he came away with the
sizing up the film * situation.
♦ *
first voluntary posing the great financier
pictures.
J. P. Conway,
branchof ever did for motion
was inPathe's
New Des
York Moines
the week
* * *
Harry Germain, formerly with the Uni- manager,
versal at New Haven, has been appointed
March 15, in consultation with Elmer PearMilton G. Kronacher, covering the East
son, the general sales
publicity director, at New Haven, for Par4< * manager.
*
Side in New York, for Pathe exchange, has
amount's Rialto Theatre.
* * ♦
carried off the first prize for the highest
John Carney has resigned as manager
percentage of bookings in the United
of William Fox's New
Britain,
Conn.,
house.
W. H. Clune,
of
Clune's
Theatre
and
en* * ♦
States, for the months of December, Januterprises and Jim Young, formerly of the
ary and February.* -K *
New York Metropole Theatre, New York,
Harry
Hoyt,
author
and
director,
is
back
arrived in New York, from Los Angeles
from
the
Coast,
where
he
has
been
producon Monday, March 15. They will remain
Phillip Rosenstein, formerly representing "The for
Gubbon
Upright,"
by Booth
Tarkin New York for a week or ten days, ington,
ing Mutual in New Haven, is in Connecticut
a new
company,
in which
stopping at the Hotel Aster.
Charles Sarver, formerly editor of the this week, looking over that section in
* 4< 4>
view of locating in business in that State.
World Film Corporation, is interested.
* * *
* t *
James R. Clark, manager of the Photoplay Magazine, left for Chicago Saturday,
Theodore
C.
Deitrich
will present Bide
Ralph Quive,
Realart's
March 13, to take the place of Leigh Met- manager,
was in New
York Detroit
Sunday, branch
March
Dudley's
farce
comedy,
"Oh
Henry," at Far
calf,
make-upof man,
14, in conference with J. S. Woody, general Rockaway, L. L, for one week
beginning
suddenhis attack
illness.who is laid up by a manager.
Mr.
Quive
was
formerly
San
March
26,
and
then
follow
a
regular itiner* * *
Francisco branch manager for Vitagraph,
ary of the larger cities.
* * «
Corrine Lowe, the magazine writer, went
over to Fort Lee, N. J., incognito to get
Mr. Marangala, formerly with the Moa job as an extra, and secure color for an
tion Picture Journal, has been made a memarticle she is writing. She got in a picthe Selznick
ture at the Selznick studio and when it
tradeber ofpaper
copy. publicity staff to write
* * *
was supper time, the director wouldn't let
her quit. She would not divulge her identity and he kept her until midnight, until
Giles Warren, well known scenario writer,
he had completed the scenes in which she
who has been ill at his home at Dupont,
was to take part. She got all the coloring
N. J., for several weeks, made his first trip
she was after.
to the city on Monday,
* « *
* * « March 15.
S. R. Kent, general sales manager of the
Charles Reed Jones, press agent, has reFamous Players-Lasky, has gone to Atcently assumed charge of publicity for Burlantic City for a much needed rest. He
ton King, who is now at work on his first
was on the verge of a nervous breakdown.
independent
production, a film adaptation
* * *
of "The Road
to Arcady," a novel by Edith
Sessions
Tupper.
Ben H. Atwell, director of publicity, Capt * *
itol Theatre, New York, has been having a
serious tussel with bronchial pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Weiss, Mr. and Mrs.
For a time his life was dispaired of, but
George M. Merrick, Mr. and Mrs. John K.
he still lives as we go to press with everyHolbrook and Mrs. Walter Beckwith, the
body hoping for his final triumph in the
latter as chaperon to the eighteen lions
f^ght.
* * *
used infrom
the "Return
of Tarzan"
last
week
the Coast.
The Numaarrived
Pictures
Tom licity
Oliphant
is
now
with
Selznick's
pubCorporation, producers of "The Return of
forces, located at the studio in Fort
Tarzan"
will Studio,
give "A Friday,
Lion Luncheon"
at
Lee. Tom made a big reputation for himthe Yonkers
March 26, to
self through effective and skillful conduct
the members of the
trade
press.
*
*
*
of the motion picture department of the
James Vincent
Evening Mail, New York.
* * *
President of the Motion Picture Directors'
E. A. McManus, of the McManus Pictures
Association, wtio spoke at the
Corporation, who has been ill for some
Fritz Tidden, lately evacuating a twoUtica convention.
ventured out a few days ago and
year employment on the Dramatic Mirror, iriuiiiiiiiiitiriiiiiiiiriitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiMiriJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilrlilllllrlltiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiltllliliitif weeks,
suffered a relapse. He is seriously sick and
has become attached to Theatre Magazine.
under the care of two physicians. His
Beside his work on the theatre publicawhich position he resigned to assume the many friends in the industry wish him a
same duties with Realart.
tion,
"Fritzie"
is
one
of
the
caption
writers
speedy recovery and resumption of his acon Vanity Fair. * * *
« * *
tivities.
* ♦ ♦
William Worthington, directing "The
George G. Shor, publicity manager of the
W. S. Wessling, Pathe Southern district
Silent Barrier" for the Beck enterprises,
Riyoli and Rialto, New York, will add the has
returned with his company from Lake manager, arrived in New York March IS
Criterion to his subjects for mimeographing
Placid
to
photograph
the
interiors
at
the
when Famous Players-Lasky take that the- Cliffside, N. J., studios.
for a weekspread
or tenoverdays.
says like
"Pathe
pictures
the He
South
the
atre for the presentation of moving pic*
*
*
Dixie
sunshine."
While
at
the
home
office
tures. Mr. Shor was formerly on the New
William McNichol, of the Lyceum and he filled the desk of E. O. Brooks, serial
York World's editorial
manager, who is still sick and confined
* * *staff.
Starland theatres, in Winnipeg', was in New sales
>k * ♦
York during the week of March 8, and to his home.
Saperstein and Schwartz have purchased
left
for
his
return
home
by
way
of
Toronto
the Strand Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., from
Frank V. Briiner, Pathe sales publicity
Kontos Brothers, who will return to Greece, on March -IS.
* ♦ ♦
manager, is hack at his office after an
their native heathe. Saperstein and
Schwartz are owners of two or three other
* * ♦
Famous Players-Lasky has booked "On operation for apendicitis.
theatres in Bridgeport.
* * *
with the Dance" and "Mary's Ankle" at
Loew's New York theatre, for the week of
William Brandt, of Carleton Theatre,
Jimmy Lynch of the Selznick art depart- has
Marchbeen22.booked
"Doctorat Jcckyl
and and
Mr. Hyde"
Brooklyn,
N. Y.,
is very sick, with a severe
the Rivoli
Rialto attack
of the
grippe.
ment, who has a record as a baseball player,
* ♦ ♦
has resigned, to join the Boston Red Socks
for
a
two
or
three
weeks'
run,
beginning
and now training with the Sox in the March 22.
* t *
Fred Quimby, general manager of AsSouth. Jimmy is *a *south-paw
pitcher.
*
sociated exhibitors will return from the
Tracy
Matthewson,
Kinogram's
cameraCarl Sonin, of the Famous Players New
man in the South, went to Ormand Beach, Coast, March 23 or 24.
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PHOTOPLAY EDITORS
Copy Freely and Give
Credit OceatUkMlIy

PICTURE SHOWMEN
Yonr Ttftmrn
Copy for LiveIn Fillers

"Clip
and
Paste
specially Written for Moving Picture World.

James Oliver Curwood novel
THE next
to be visualized on the screen will be
"Nomads of the North," to be produced
"Backe
direct
rd, rwhoCurwo
M. Hartfo
David
by
od edromanc
y," anothe
Countr
God's
to
of great screen vogue.
n's
With the completion of Julien Josephso
ng Lloyd
"Wheelbarrow Webster,"uponfeaturi
the production
Hughes, work will begin
of another Josephson rural comedy-drama,
"Homespun Folks."
and
The Al Woods farce. "Parlor,the Bedroom
screen, with
Bath," is being preparedin for
Florence
role
the
Viola Dana starring
Moore created. Edward Dillon will direct
the presentation at Metro's Hollywood plant
Thomas Meighan, Paramount's new screen
direcstar is now at work in Cuba, underan the
"Civili Clothes,r
tion of Hugh Ford, in by
Berange
Clara
adapted for the screen
from Thompson Buchanan's play of the same
title.
," a forthcom"Love Amoiif; the ChlckenB
written by
ing Owen Moore prodnctlon, was hereby
anis
reader
The
»e.
P. G. Wodehon
perpertrate all the «wheexe»» the
thorlzed
title will tocarry.
Madge Kennedy's latest Goldwyn picture,
"Trimmed with Red," by Wallacehas Irwin,
been
which was filmed in New York,
finished and Miss Kennedy has gone with
tor
Florida
to
Bolster,
Harold
her husband,
Miss
a short vacation between pictures.
under
made
be
picture will
Kennedy's
the directionnextof Hugo Ballin.
of Destiny,"
d "The Roads
Having complete
play
Channin
an
Frank sLloyd,
n gof Pollock'
underiontheof directio
madeadaptat
for
script
the
studying
is
k
Pauline Frederic
French drama,
"Madame X," the famous starring
vehicle.
which will be her next
The emotional possibilities of the role tous.be
portrayed by Miss Frederick are tremendo
Jane Novak, immediately on th© conclusion
" was
in "Roads
of
his current
Moore ofinDestiny,
supportce Tom
casther toappearan
WilBen
a
,"
Great Accident
n,story"The
productiliams
being t.filmed under the direction
of Harry
Beaumon
a Engene
"The Honor of His House,"
d for release In
O'Brien production schedule
Soutar, who
July, was •»vrltten by Andrew
has another story now passing through his
"Bllck."
Lee into
Burton King is bringing Virginia will
star
prominence as a screen queen. She
Road to Arcady,
in his presentation, "The story
printed
first
Sisson's
Edith Home
based
in
the onLadies
Journal.
soprano
Marguerita Sylvia, primma donna
soon be seen
of international repute, will
The
titled
ion,
in her first screen attract
Honey Bee," made by "Flying A" Features.
Relief
Universal's Stage WonuLn's War
introducliig
series of short photoplays are
celebrities who would
to the screen stag©themsel
ves photographed
not otherwise find
were
fans."andThere
"picture series
fororiginal
n
animatio
in
the last
twelve in the
rounds.
its
started
just
subject has
Maurice Tourneur is going right down
through the Robert Louis Stevenson stories.
ed "Treasure Island' for the
Having complet
he is now working on "The Pavilion
screen, Links."
on the
ed In Metro's
that" appear
dogDeath,
the
Teddy,
attracted the attenThan
ger
"Stron
visitor.
studio
tion of a
«I suppose he gets about Ave bonea a
dayT" commented the visitor.
"Oh, no," repUed Director Ray Smallwood.
"Teddy's a vegetarian. He gets about a hundred lierrles il week."

COMING TO THE SCREEN.
Film Version of Plays, Popular Books and
Original Scenarios for the "Fans."
of the North" (First National).
"Nomade
"The Branding Iron" (Goldwyn).
"Payment Guaranteed" (American).
"Conrad In Quest of His Youth" (Paramount).
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" (Metro).
"His Harvest" (Fox).
"Dollar for Dollar" (Pathe).
"Madam X" (Goldwyn).
"Twins of Suffering Creek" (Pox).
"Fine Feathers" (Metro).
"The MIdlanders" (Love).
"Crossed Claims" (Universal).
"The Ugly Duckling" (Samuelson).
"The Thirtieth Piece of Sliver" (American).
"The Figurehead" (Selznick).
"Miss Hobbs" (Renlart).
"Wheelbarrow Webster" (Paramonmt).
"No Limit Carson" (Fox).
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" (Metro).
"The Cheater" (Metro).
"Civilian Clothes" (Paramount).
"The Man Who Killed" (Puramonnt).
"A Desperate Hero" (Select).
•♦The Sowing of Anderson Cree" (Select).
"The Hope" (Metro).
"Children Not Wanted" (Republic).
"The House of Toys" (American).
"Homespun Folks" (Paramount).
"The Week End" (.Vmerican).
"The House of Whispers" (Hodklnaon).
"Milestones" (Goldwyn).
"The Test" (Compson).
"The Crudflx of Destiny" (Pandora).
".\ Toklo Siren" (Universal).
"The Rose of Nome" (Fox).
"Pardners" (Universal).
"The Lady of Lies" (Paramount).
Andrew Robson has been cast as Mr. Secor
In the Rupert Hughes' production, "Scratch
My Back,"
Sidney part.
Olcott,
with
T. Roy being
Barnesdirected
in the byprincipal
Richard Tucker has been assigned to RegiBarker's production
of "The
Branding
Iron."nald Marion
Colvln, Joan
Standing
and
Albert Roscoe have also been added to the
company.
Jack Pickford is making rapid progress in
the O. Henry
story, Normand
"The Double-Dyed
ceiver." and Mabel
is creatingDe-a
remarkable comedy character in her interpretation ofof"The
photoplay version
the Slim
stage Princess,"
comedy bya George
Ade
and
Henry
Blossom.
These
are
amongthe Goldwyn activities.
First staged and now screened, Augustus
Thomas' "The Harvest Moon" is shining as
brightly on the silver screen as upon the
dramatic boards. Doris Kenyon is the compelling star of the presentation.
Mitchell Lewis rescued a girl who had
fallen vii-tim to an overturned motor near
Metro's studio In Hollywood. A friend of the
big star, asking a (juestlon about the Incident, remarked:
"I hear you rescued a damsel In distress
from beneath a fliwer, Mitchell?"
Lewis smiled. "There wasn't that much to
It,"
he replied.
besides.
flivver.
I had to "And,
use both
hands Ittowasn't
Uft thea
dam thing."
Albert Payson Terhune, well-known contributor to newspaper
"syndicates,"
writ-be
ten a scenario
that Marquerita
Fisherhaswill
starred in by "Flying A" features. "The
Thirtieth Piece of Silver" is the title. King
Baggot, one of the pioneers in motion picture
acting,
be Miss Fisher's leading man in
the
new will
presentation.
Edith Day, who is playing the leading role
in "Irene," a Broadway musical comedy, has
the
leading role
in "Children
Not Wanted,"
a forthcoming
screen
drama. Other
members
of the cast are Dorothy Walters, Jean Robertson. Ruth Sullivan and Lumsden Hare.

J. Warren Kerrigan will have as principal
feminine support in his presentation of "The
House Duof Brey.
Whispers" Margery Wilson and
Claire
Mile. Valdeo, solo dancer with the Chicago
Opera Company, and Blanche Parks, a dancer
in Ziegfeld's Midnight Frolic, both appear in
the
George
Fitzmaurice
Man Who
Killed,"
featuring production,
Mae Murray "The
and
David
Powell.
And
don't
"some" dancer her own self! forget Mae is
Bernard Durning, who has Just finished his
first starring picture, "The Gift Supreme,"
will soon begin another, "The Sowing of
Alderson Cree." in which Pauline Stark will
appear as his leading woman.
Billle Burke has a habit. After finishing
the scenes in each set at the Famous PlayersLasky studios she makes a careful survey of
each piece of furniture, the rugs, hangings
and vases to see if there is anything she
wants for her own home. Then she goes
shopping.
Add to film millionaires the following stars
who have Just purchased homes In Hollywood,
the picture suburb of Los Angelrsi
William S. Hart, a j|t::5,000 resldcncct Cleo
Madison, n $IO,(MM> bungalow, and Wanda
Haniey, ¥5,<HI0 invested in a lot, on which
she will at once build a tidy little home for
something like 915,000.
Having nearly finished "The Cheater,"
screen version of "Judah," May Allison is
preparing
Feathers,"
her succeeding Metro,forby"Fine
visiting
the milliners
and
modists. Interest in "Judah" will be created
by recalling that E. S. Willard and Marie
Burroughs originated that Henry Arthur
Jones play on the stage.
"Stop That Man," a stage play by George
V. Hobart, has been purchased by Myron
Selznick and will be arranged for the screen
as a starring vehicle for Owen Moore.
Frank Keenan's next Pathe photoplay will
be entitled "Dollar for Dollar" and will carry
a moral lesson through its dramatic action.
Olive Thomas, with several members of her
Alan
withScully,
Flapper,"
in "The and
castdirector,
supporting
Crosland, her
William
assistant director, will visit Lake Placid,
N. Y., where exterior scenes will be taken.
manager of
Tarkington Baker, general
for Harry Carey
Universal City, has written
a scenario that will be produced by Reeves
Claims.'^
Eason under the title of "Crossed
by his "story'
naturally
came
Baker
Mr.
writer
newspaper
active
an
was
He
talents.
and editor before he "took to pictures."
"The Fighter," which will be made Into a
production, was writforthcoming Sclz.nlck Terhune
and published
ten by Albert Payson
of London. Jack
xMethuen
In book form by
not be asmust
and
star
Is awithserial
Dempsey sociated
this screen feature.
Hoot Gibson and Thelma Percy are leading
a Universal company in the production of a
western film romance entitled "Pardners."
Sixteen years ago Charles Hutchison, star
was
"The Whirlwind," from
of the screenin serial
"Drivenmoving
ma Later
the melodra
leading man
.
Home," supporting Patrice the stage.
pictures drove melodrama from
t
Bryant Washburn will have Margare
revival
Loomis as leading lady in his screen
Jones,"
ed toyears.
of "What
hurst
comedyHappen
of other
. the Broad-

"Next to motion pictures, automobile stealCaliIn Southern
Industry
ing Is thefornia,"largest
of the Metro
I.e Vino,
Albert Shelby
salesmotor
the
told
nt,
departme
scenario
cently.
man when he purchased a new speedster re-
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Samuelson Completes Sixth
Production in Los Angeles;
Gets Passports for England
LSON, the British film
SAMUE
GB. producer
, who has just completed his

* sixth production within four months
at Universal City, has been issued passports for England, and will leave Los
Angeles with his entire producing personnel on April 6 for New York, his sailing
port. Mr. Samuelson states that he will return to Los Angeles next fall to resume film
production in America.
"California is an ideal place for a studio,"
he
"and day,
it is but
my hope
to build
a studio
heresays,some
at the
moment
my
English interests require my presence in
England."
"Desert Dreamers," which will be Peggy
Hyland's
nextin Samuelson
be
filmed partly
Egypt and feature,
partly inwill
Paris,
but the first destination of the Samuelson
players after leaving New York, is Worton
Hall, the English studio of the Samuelson
company at Isleworth, England.
The six productions that have been completed here are "At the Mercy of Tiberius,"
with Peggy Hyland ; "Love in the Wilderness," with Madge Titheradge; "The Night
Riders," with Maudie Dunham; "Her
Story," with Miss Titheradge; "The Ugly
Duckling," with Florence Turner and
Maudie Runham; and "David and Jonabell than,"
Gullan.with Madge Titheradge and CampHarry Leonhardt Has Plan to
Reduce Cost of Production
RDT, recently manaHARRYger of theLEONHA
California Theatre, is responsible for the organization of a band
of independent producers of film features
in Los Angeles with the object of slashing the high cost of motion picture making.
These producers will each keep his organization intact but all will work under
one roof and will have one set of business
headquarters, and one set of auditing and
publicity offices. The business offices and
headquarters will probably be established
in New York, but the studio will be secured
in or around Los Angeles, or will be built
to accommodate the producing units belonging to the organization.
The producers who are now considering
becoming members of the organization are
Andrew J. Callahan, head of the Bessie
Love Productionr ; Sam Rork, of the Katherine MacDonald Company; King Vidor,
who is making First National features; D.
N. Schwab, head of the David Butler Productions, and possibly Louis B. Mayer,
whose stars are Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin.
One of the plans of these economists is
the securing of a suitable studio, or perhaps the building of one, so that all the
companies may be housed under one roof,
which will result in a great saving of expense in production as regards properties,
laboratories, costumes and certain local
offices.
Rothacker Laboratory Going Up.
A. P. Miller, technical secretary of the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, is
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now in Los Angeles to confer with architects regarding the film laboratory-studio
which will be built immediately upon the
Hollywood property purchased last year
by Watterson Rothacker.
The laboratory will have a 327-foot
frontage on Sunset Boulevard at Van Ness.
Mr. Rothacker is expected to come soon
to Los Angeles, when a technical staff for
the new laboratory will be engaged, as well
as workers for the other departments.
Tarkington Baker to Produce.
Tarkington Baker, general manager of
Universal, has announced his intention of
becoming a film producer in the near future, or as soon as he is relieved from his
duties with Universal. According to the
announcement, Mr. Baker will go to New
York to complete the organization of his
company, after his successor at Universal
City is appointed, and then will return to
make his productions in the west. The
pictures he will make will feature the story
rather than the star, although all-star casts
will be used. Two authors and two directors, whose names have not been made public, have been engaged for the Baker productions.
Christie Outgrows Old Studio.
The Christie Film Company, having outgrown the plant occupying the City block
at Sunset and Gower street, which Al
Christie started as the first motion picture studio in Hollywood, has branched out,
and is acquiring property in the neighborhood of the original studio. The first piece
of land acquired is three acres on Selma
avenue, on which a big new stage is being
built as well as street sets. The Christie
company is also negotiating for another
twelve acres near the present studio.

which, now that the carpenter shop is completed, presents a solid frontage of buildings on Sunset Boulevard.
Edwards Production Manager.
Harry Edwards, who has served two
years as assistant to Al Christie in the
direction of the Christie Comedy releases,
has been promoted to the position of production manager of the Christie output,
having charge, under Al Christie, of the
productions of seven directors.
Lloyd Hughes in "Homespun Folks."
"Homespun Folks" is announced as the
title of the second picture in which
Thomas H. Ince will present Lloyd Hughes
in the featured role, "Wheelbarrow Webster," which marks the first special production featuring Hughes, was completed
this week at the Ince Studios in Culver City,
and work on the new story will commence
at once, Julien Josephson, who wrote many
of the Charles Ray successes and Douglas
MacLean and Doris May's recently completed comedy, "Shakespeare Clancy," is
author of "Homespun Folks."
Lawrence Weber Here.
L. Lawrence Weber, theatrical and motion picture producer of New York, has
come to Los Angeles on business connected with his motion picture interests.
Mr. Weber is president of the Weber Productions, Inc., which is now filming Edith
Hallor's picture, "Just Outside the Door."
Charles Christie in East.
Charles H. Christie, general manager and
treasurer of the Christie Film Company, is
in New York in the interest of the Christie
film productions, and will, on his return,

Artistic Subtitles in the Making.
The artist is showing Harry Rapf, Selznick's West Coast manager, how he moulded
the clay for the titles in "Blind Youth" for National Picture Theatres, Inc.
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have new announcements to make regarding future Christie pictures.
Abe Warner Here from East.
Abe Warner, member of the firm of
Warner Brothers, now filming the Al St.
John comedies and the Helen Holmes
serials, has come from New York to confer
with Jack and Sam Warner regarding the
Warner productions and the purchase of a
tract of land in Hollywood for a studio.
Tsuru Aoki to Go to Japan.
Tsuru Aokia, Japanese star, has finished
her contract with Universal with the completion of her picture,
Tokio Siren,"
and is leaving
for San "A
Francisco
within
the week as the first step on her journey
to
Japan. who
Sessue
MisstheAoki's
husband,
was Hayakawa,
to have made
trip
with her, says that his picture contracts
will keep him busy for many months to
come, so that he will have to postpone his
visit to the Orient.

vacation.cisco, where he has been spending a short
Charles West has been engaged for an important part in the coming Marshall Neilan
production.
Shirley Mason and her company have returned from a location trip to Santa Ana for
theWilliam
Fox picture,
"Hisbegins
Harvest."
De Mille
production in the
latter part of March on "Conrad in Quest of
His
Touth,"
Thomas
Meighan,
Williams
and with
Margaret
Loomis
in the Kathlyn
leading
roles.
Casson Ferguson will play the part of Raymond with Pauline Frederick In "Madame X,"
at Goldwyn.
Helen Howard, who has been playing Ingenue parts in "Flying
A" films, will be
featured
National inFilma series
Co. of polite comedies by the
William and Dustin Farnum are taking a
two weeks' vacation around Catalina Island
in Jack
Dusty'sDempsey
yacht, "The
and Ding."
a company of cowboys have gone to a wild spot in the Tehachepi Mountains to make scenes for the
eleventh episode of "Daredevil Durant."
Ethel Clayton has just completed "The
Ladder of Lies" under the direction of Tom
Forman, and will begin work next week on
"All in a Night" under Director Thomas
Heffron.
Hal Rosson has left for New York City
tonational.
accept a position as cameraman with InterColleen has
Moore's
R. Morrison,
Chicago,
come father.
to Los C.Angeles
to makeof

his home in order to be near his daughter
Bessie Love, who has recovered from the
flu,
nowindependent
back at workproduction.
on "The Midlanders,"
her isfirst
Florence Turner is being featured with
Maudie Dunham in the Samuelson production,
"The
Ugly Duckling."
Francelia
Billington, Lester Cuneo and
Charles K. French are playing in "No Limit
Carson," the new Tom Mix picture for Fox.
Wanda Hawley will be starred in "Miss
Hobbs."
Realart production, with Harrison Fordaopposite.
Lois Wilson is leading woman for Wallace
Reid in the Lasky production, "What's Your
Jack Hoxie. supported by Lucille Rubey,
will start work on a new serial for National
about April 1.
Hurry?"
Seena Owen and Helen Eddy play the leading feminine roles in the American all-star
feature,
"The House
of Toys."
May Allison
has just
returned from her
third location trip to Santa Barbara for
scenes
Lewis forS. "The
Stone Cheater."
is playing a leading role In
"Milestones" at Goldwyn.
Constance TaJmadge and her mother are
expected to arrive from New York this week.
C. M. Franklin, who has been directing
the Annette Kellerman picture for Sol Lesser, is seriously ill. and Nate Watt, his assistant, is directing in his place.
"Pell Trenton has just completed his work
as
lead inmade
"The by
House
Toys." an Film
allstarmalefeature
the ofAmerican
Company at Santa Barbara.

Completing First Pandora Film.
T. J. Shirley, manager of the Pandora
Productions, with headquarters at the
Boyle Heights studio, announces that the
first production of the company, entitled
"The Crucifix
Destiny," is
pletion. R. D.ofArmstrong
is nearing
directingcomthe
picture, and Wheeler Dryden is the featured
player. Other members of the Pandora
company are H. E. Wagner, cameraman C.
J. Barber, and Agnes Parsons, of the editorial department.
Clune's Pedrick,
Broadway who
Changes
Clinton
a few Managers.
months ago
assumed
charge
of
Clune's
Broadway
atre, has tendered his resignation, andThe-A.
H. McQuesten, with a long theatrical career behind him, will take up the managership of the house. McQuesten has been
identified with the motion picture industry
since the old Biograph days, and has just
recently returned from Government service with the U. S. Naval Aviation forces
in France and England.
Studio Shots
THE all-star cast selected to support Betty Compson
Clara
Horton,
Ralphin "The
Lewis,Test"
Claireincludes
MacDowell.
Roy Stewart. Emory Johnson, Betty Schade
ajid Roscoe Karns.
Gladys Brockwell and her company have
just returned from Flagstaff, Ariz., where
scenes for "The Rose of Nome" were made.
Earl Rodney has just completed a six-room
bungalow which he has built with his own
hands between pictures at the Christie studio.
Buddy Post, a young giant six feet six
inches in height, and weighing 325 pounds,
will be starred in a series of twenty-six tworeel farces by the National Film Corporation.
■William
his company
have
gone
to FortRussell
Bragg and
to make
location stuff
for a new Fox feature.
Thelma Percy is leading woman for Hoot
Gibson in City.
"Pardners," now being filmed al
Universal
Three prominent stars have purchased
homes this week: Bill Hart, a $25,000 residence; Cleo Madison, a $10,000 residence, and
■R'anda sheHawley,
a lot
next to Harfs, upon
which
will build
a home.
Anna Q. Nilsson, Edwin Stevens, Ora
Carewe, Joseph Gerard and Kate Parks have
been engaged to support Eugene O'Brien in
theBryant
SelzniekWashburn,
picture. "The
with Figurehead."
James Cruze directing, is producing "What Happened to
Jones" at the Morosco studio for ParamountArtcraft, with Margaret Loomis as leading
woman.
Alice Hollister, Kalem star of a few years
back, makes her return to the screen in
"Milestones," from the Arnold Bennett play
to be produced at Goldwyn's.
James Kirkwood is playing a leading role
at Goldwyn.
"The Branding
In Margery
Wilson Iron,"
and Claire DuBrey are
taking part in the J. Warren Kerrigan picWhispers."
"The House
Bertture,Lytell
has ofreturned
from San Fran-
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Selznick's Producing Activities
Cover Extensive Field, Resume

A RESUME
motion Selzniek,
picture activities
reveals thatof Myron
of Selzniek Pictures, has in full sway one
of the largest production forced in the industry. The Selzniek organization, which
has been among those whose steady growth
has been generally noted, has earned the
reputation of giving to the screen pictures
that
"create happy
hours."
Theentertain
Selzniekandproducing
activities,
under
which come also the National Picture
Theatres subjects, cover a wide area. Two
studios are used in the East and about an
equal amount of space is utilized in California. At the present time a large proportion of the studio, technical and acting staff
is at ment
theof Harry
West Rapf.
Coast, under the manageOlive Thomas is now making "The Flap-

"Well, Look for Yourself!"
Tsuru Aoki getting ready for scene
No. 1 In
Tokio
Siren," being
made"A by
Universal.

Shows

per," by Frances Marion. This feature,
Miss Thomas' seventh for the Selzniek
trademark, is being directed by Alan Crosland. On the West Coast Eugene O'Brien
is being filmed in John Lynch's story, "The
Figurehead,"
the Ellis
sixth is hedirecting.
has madeElaine
for
Selzniek.
Robert
Hammerstein is busy on a feature called
"Thingsture.That
WilliamHurt,"
P. S. her
Earlefifthis Selzniek
directing. feaOwen Moore is being filmed in California in his third Selzniek picture, "The DesHero." This
production,
rapidly perate
nearing
completion,
is fromwhich
Edgaris
Franklin's
story, "His
Word ofRuggles.
Honor," and
is
being directed
by Wesley
The Ralph Ince special Selzniek production, "Out of InthetheSnows,"
is also
completion.
cast are
Ralphnearing
Ince
and
Zena
Keefe,
Selznick's
1S)20
star.
Ince also directed the production, whichMr.is
from a story of the Northwest by G. B.
Lancaster. Still another special nearing
completion in the Selzniek eastern -studio
is Willard
Mack's George.
"The Timber Wolf,"
directed
by Burton
Fourbertcompanies
are working
on the
HerKaufman Weekly
editorial
subjects,
which are being made in the East. Among
these are "Little Red Riding Hood," "The
Fadedintention
Butterfly"to and
It is
the
have"Puppy
eight Love."
productions
complete before the first is released.
"Just Outside the Door," a Lawrence
Weber production starring Edith Hallor,
and which is to be distributed by Republic,
is being made on the West Coast under the
direction of George Irvin. This is the third
Weber production made for Selznick-Republic release.
The third picture for National Picture
Theatres, Inc., Lewis J. Selznick's co-operative organization, is "The Invisible Di"Just amade
Wife"on and
Youth." vorce,"
Thisfollowing
is being
the "Blind
West
Coast under the direction of Edward Sloman. Thus far one company has been occupied in the filming of National Picture
Theatres subjects, but an announcement
states that in the near future two and later
more Selzniek companies will be producing
this brand.
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Tour

Finds Business Excellent in Chicago
Proctor states, and the picture rights cost
RALPH O. PROCTOR, assistant general $125,000
in real money.
manager of United Artists Corporation, made his first stop in Chicago
Release "Mollycoddle" May 30.
last week on a tour of the exchange cenThe third of the coming releases is
ters in the United States, the main objects
"Mollycoddle," in which Douglas Fairbanks
of the tour being to complete arrangewill
be the star. It is promised that this
ments for the first run showings in the
various territories and to consult with will be a typical Fairbanks' picture, of pronounced western atmosphere. "Mollycodbranch managers on business conditions
dle" is based on an original story, by the
generally.
star
himself,
and will be released May 30.
In an interview he stated that he found
The fourth of this highly promising sebusiness excellent in Chicago and that prosries of releases
"'Op play
O' My
Thumb,",
pects never looked brighter. He remained
adapted
from theisstage
of that
title
in the city until Sunday night, March 14,. by James Berry. It is scarcely necessary
when he left for Minneapolis. There he to state that Mary Pickford will be the
will spend three weeks, during which most
star. It will be completed in the near
of his time will be devoted to the organi- future and will be ready for release this
zation of the local force for the opening spring.
of the Auditorium Theatre, which will take
D. W. Griffith has just purchased picture
place Monday, April 5.
rights
to "Away
Downproduce
East," itfrom
William
Charles Branham has been appointed
A. Brady,
and will
at his
new
manager of the Auditorium. Mr. Branham
studio in Mamaroneck, N. Y. He will start
has been manager of the Strand Theatre
work on the picture at once and will have
in Minneapolis for Thomas Saxe, afterit in readiness for release early this sumward manager for Ruben & Finkelstein, mer.
also manager of the Majestic Theatre, Detroit, and later general manager of the
Louise Glaum Greets Friends.
S. A. Lynch Theatre circuit, in the south,
Louise Glaum, the well-known star of a
so that he brings to the Auditorium ripe number
of Thomas H. Ince features and
experience and the knowledge required to
llltlllimllhlllllllllXIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIlimJIIIlllllllllll
conduct the business of a thoroughly modern picture theatre. Air. Proctor says that
he is a very able man and that he is considered one of the best equipped managers
in the country.
Orchestra of Thirty Pieces.
An augmented orchestra of thirty pieces
will be used at the Auditorium, and fhe
aim will be to give patrons thoroughly
modern presentations of moving pictures,
with artistic respect to musical interpretations and the creation of the necessary
atmosphere for each picture.
The Auditorium will have a seating capacity of 2,590, and four shows will be
given daily. The prices will be 25, 35 and
50 cents.
"Pollyanna"
selectedby for
the
opening
and it has
will been
be followed
a well
selected short-reel program at each show.
Mr. Proctor will go direct to Seattle
from Minneapolis, early in April. Thence
he will visit, in order, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake, Denver, Kansas City, Dallas, Atlanta and Washington,
before reaching the home office in New
York.
United Artists' next release will be Mack
Sennett's five-reel feature, "Down on the
Farm," in which Louise Fazenda, Ben Turpin, the dog comedian, "Teddy"; the cat
comedienne, "Pepper"; the "boy," and the
entire assemblage of Mack Sennett's comedy animals will join in their merry antics.
The release date of this promised scream
is fixed for April 25.
The second of the forthcoming releases
is
which
who"Romance,"
starred for
threefeatures
years Doris
in the Keane,
stage
version in London, one year in New York,
six months in Chicago, and for an extended
run at Boston.
Mere Puppets.
"Romance" is considered one of the
In the hand.s of Shirley Mason, Fox star,
greatest — if not the greatest — stage plays
who i.s working- on her second picas yet adapted for moving picture use, Mr.
ture. "Molly and 1."

now under the W. W. Hodkinson banner,
stopped over in Chicago, Monday, March
8, on the trip from New York to Los Angeles. She presided at a luncheon given m
her honor at the Hotel Sherman. Her
forthcoming picture will be "Sex," to be
followed by "Love Madness."
The Christie Film Company
Will Enter the Feature Field

ny,
ie Film
l manCompa
ChristTIE,
genera
H. CHRIS
CHARLESager of the
paid a one-day visit to Chicago, Wednesday, March 10, on his way back to the
Los Angeles studio, after spending three
weeks in New York. When seen he said
that the Christie company recently des.
e fiveof and
begun
willl befeature
thesesix-ree
the first
Work cidedonto produc
in May, and it is expected that the picSeptem
releaseoninthe
for silent
ready
tureber.willMr. be
ie was
name
Christ
of the star and the title of the feature.
In the which
meantime,
two-reel
comedies
have the
madeonehimand
famous
will
not be slighted, nor will they be lessened in
output because of the new project. On the
contrary, Mr. Christie promises that they
will be improved.
"The Christie studio has earned a reputation for being a short-cut to stardom,"
said
Christie.
the first-rate
screenMr.artists
have"Some
been ofdiscovered
and
made by our directors. Among these may
be mentioned Betty Compson, who has now
become generally recognized through her
work in 'The Miracle Man'; Alice Lake,
whose latest is 'Should a Woman Tell?'
and Helen Darling, all of whom have received their diplomas from us. Our latest
find is Charlotte Merriam, whom we expect
soon to introduce and whom we regard as
a Whether
comer in there
movie was
fame."any connection between
the
company's
features, and the factplans
that fortheproducing
Christie
graduates have flown from comedy to the
more ambitious field of drama, the general
manager did not say. But if Christie
makes the
stars,hiswhy
shouldn't
keep
them?
Hence
entry
in the hefeature
field.
In speaking of the distribution of Christie comedies, Mr. Christie stated that it
has been firmly decided to continue to sell
through the Celebrated Players Film Corporation, inthe territory covered by Presidentcessful
Friedman.
this firm's
handlingInofview
the ofproduct
for sucthe
past four years, he believes that this is
the only consistent policy, regardless of the
fact that he has received numerous offers
recently from national booking concerns.
Pathe's Chicago Manager Is
Promoted and Banqueted
TUESDAY
at the
Hotel La evening,
Salle, a March
farewell9, banquet
was given in honor of E. A. Eschmann, who has been Chicago manager of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., for the past six
rnonths, and who was promoted to the position of assistant sales director of the
organization on the date mentioned, with
headquarters at the home office. New York.
The banquet also served to welcome Mr.
Eschmann's successor, W. A. Aschmann,
who was
appointed
Pathe's Chicago manager on the
same date.
Mr. Eschmann has been very successful

2110

in further developing the business of the
the promising condioffice itfrom
Chicago
had been left him by his
tion in which
who was proFrank B. Rogers,
predecessor, the
position of division manmoted to
ager of the middle western district. His
his uniform courstrong personalityin and
the trade have been
tesy to people
success; but, perweighty factors in hisfactor
has been the
haps, a still greater
equitable treatment of his numerandcustomers.
fair ous
Another strong feature of Mr. Eschmann's brief and brilliant career in the
Chicago office has been his very efficient
handling of the large sales force in Chicago
territory. He knew and trusted each of
them "brought
them and every man of was
their watchhome the
expression in the gift
it foundLoyalty
word andbacon."
tendered by them to Mr. Eschmann at the
banquet in the Hotel La Salle.
Proctor Elected Toattmaster.
Ralph ofO. Proctor, assistant generali, manager United Artists Corporatior who
chanced to be in the city, was an invited
guest and was Hiselected toastmaster by acclamation. felicitous manner of filling that position added in no small measure
to the enjoyment of the occasion.
Frank B. Rogers was also among the
guests. As already mentioned, he has been
district manager for Pathe in the middle
west for the past six months; but on Monday, March 8, he was appointed general
sales director for the J. Stuart Blackton
Feature Pictures, Inc., the product of
-which is released through Pathe Exchange,
Inc. He will also have headquarters in
New York, in future, and his duties will
extend to Europe.
W. A. Aschmann, Pathe's incoming manager, and co-opartner with Mr. Eschmann
in the honors of the evening, has been with
Pathe for the last seven years. He started
as salesman in the Chicago office and
worked in Wisconsin territory. There he increased the business so successfully that a
Pathe office was soon established in Milwaukee and he was appointed its manager.
He retained the position until he succeeded
Mr. Eschmann in the Chicago branch.
Is Given Traveling Bag.
During a brief lull at the banquet, W. W.
Anderson,
assistant
manager
of Pathe's
Chicago office,
took the
floor and
after a
happy little speech presented Mr. Eschmann with a large and handsome traveling
bag, the giftganizationofof Chicago.
the Pathe Mr.
salesmen's
Eschmannorwho was much affected by the honor, replied in a short heart-to-heart talk.
In addition to those already mentioned
the following salesmen were present : W. B.
Franks, Stanley Waite, E. Mordue, T. G.
Meyers. A. G. Spencer (feature salesman),
Harry Corbett, T. G. Gillick, G. Lefko, D. R.
Davis, C. Koeppler, J. G. Davis, Frank Harris, F. B. Wathne, B. E. Wilkes and A. F.
Hickox.
Big Hit Made by the Opening
Episodes of "The Lost City"
APRE-SHOWIXG of the first three
episodes
of Red
"TheRoom
Lostof City"
was
given
in the
the Hotel
La Salle, Tuesday, March 9, by J L. Friedman, president of Celebrated Players Film
Corporation. A week previous invitations
had been mailed to theatre owners and
managers to be present at the luncheon
prepared by Celebrated Players for the occasion.
Duerial hastobeen
the produced
fact that by
"TheWilliam
Lost City"
seN. Selig,
the originator of "The Adventures of Kathlyn,"
the first
first serial
ever was
produced,
and the
releasepicture
of which
made
December 29, 1913, over 400 guests were
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transformed restaurant, in which John R.
and sucventure
firstwas
Thompson
cess in thatmade
line.hisOne
lucky to find
standing room in that house, as chairs took
up too much room and the show only lasted
about five minutes, at five cents admission.
During the week of Monday, March 8,
announcements were made of the building
of three new picture theatres in Chicago,
at a combined cost of nearly $2,000,000.
Schoenstadt & Sons, who have already a
chain of five theatres, will construct a new
theatre and hotel building at Hyde Park
boulevard and Blackstone avenue, at a cost
of $1,500,000 and seating 3,500 persons. The
Brighton,
at Archer
avenue and
Fortysecond street,
costing $250,000,
will shortly
be opened by the same firm.
Schafler,circuit
publicity
director andof
theJoseph
AscherA.Brothers
in Chicago,
president of the Palais Royal Theatre Corporation, willofbuild
a co-operative
at the corner
Kedzie
avenue and theatre
Ainslie
street, to seat 3,000 persons and to be known
as the Palais Royal. The estimated cost
is $200,000.

Irene Rich.
Supporting Will Rogers in his Goldwyn,
"Jes' Call Me Jim."

Officers and Directors of
M. P. Theatres, Inc., Meet Here

present. These represented film exchanges
in the city, exhibitors, theatre managers
and people well known to the trade.
Among those present were Aaron J.
Jones, the Ascher Brothers, Lubliner &
Trinz, Andrew Karzas, Max Balaban, Frank
Schaefer, M. A. Choynsky, Sam Kohl, of
the Western
Vaudeville
ciation; Mesrs.
Finn and Managers'
Ascher, ofAssothe
Finn & Heiman Circuit, etc.
Sidney Smith, the famed creator of "The
Gumps," was an especially honored guest.
On request
he gave
impromptu
exhibition of his
art asa clever,
a cartoonist
and kept
the large gathering in hilarious mood by
his good-natured caricatures of several
well-known people present.
The first comedy of "The Gumps" series,
"Andy's Dancing Lesson," followed Sidney
Smith's exhibition and made a great hit,
notwithstanding
those present had seen it atthat
leastmany
three oftimes.
J. L. Friedman, president of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation, holds U. S.
rights forseries.
the distribution
of "The sold
Gumps"
comedy
He has already
the
following franchises: Minnesota, North
and South Dakota to the Merit Film Corporation, Minneapolis; Oklahoma. Texas
and Arkansas to the R. D. Lewis Film Corporation. Oklahoma City, and Colorado,
Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Oregon, New
Mexico and Washington to Supreme Photoplays Corporation, Denver.

board s,of
s of ofUnited
directorNG
Picturel Theatre
the nationa
MEETI
Inc., was held at the Hotel Morrison, Tuesday, March 16. The members of
s interthe board are all men of big busines
ests, who also own, individually, picture
theatres throughout the United States.
J. A. Berst, president; Milton Goldsmith,
treasurer, and Charles C. Johnson, secretary of the organization, came on from
New York for the occasion.

Three Big Picture Theatres
Are Planned for Chicago
the midstes of such
is nowentin enterpris
CHICA
on her
improvem
vastGO
own behalf that what would have excited unusual comment a few years ago in
the matter of picture theatre construction
now excites but little interest. And this
is not to be wondered at, as the city recently voted the stupendous sum of $110,000,000 to be devoted wholly to city improvements and the beautification of the
laVe front on a vast scale.
But the growth of the city of Chicago
from 1829, when it had an estimated population of 30 souls, to 1920, when the census
is expected to show a population of 2,800,000, is scarcely more amazing than a comparison of the first picture theatre in Chicago, the Electric, opened in the fall of
1905, on the northeast corner of State and
Harrison, with the big modern picture theatre that is now being built at the southeast corner of State and Lake, at a cost of
$5,00,000!
The old Electric Theatre was, in fact, a

A

Reports Heavy Business on
"Mystery of Yellow Room"
t's
go ARD,
Realar
"The
office, inform
of that
managser me
WILL
HW. Chica
wgo Room
ry of
"ory.is
Myste
idlythein Yello
territ
Chica
splend
going • over
He visited South Bend and all the other
important cities in Indiana recently and
found business booming everywhere. The
present demand in the Hoosier state aims
parjicularly at bright, clean comedy dramas.
While in South Bend the La Salle was
showing "The Stolen Kiss" to capacity
business, despite the blizzard that was then
at its height. Constance Binney, the Realart star, is very popular in this feature in
tic
South
actress. Bend, just as she is as a drama
"The Luck of the Irish," an Allan Dwan
production, is the next Mayflower special
and is now ready for release in western
territory. "Bookings for this picture are
very ager
satisfactory
thisappearance
office," saidin ManWillard. Its tofirst
Chicago will be at the Rose and the Playhouse.
This picture had a most successful run at
Grauman's
Theatre,
Los time
Angeles,
was first shown
a short
ago. where it
Bert Gottlieb, Lane Court,
a Three-in-One Manager
THEhappy,
Lanethough
Court perhaps
Theatre not
has generally
found a
imitable, solution of the question of
reducing employes without reducing the
amount of service obtained. And speaking oftlieb,
service,
here'sa chance
a manager,
Bert Gotwho if given
to answer
that
glaring question now being flaunted in
filmdom — "Who's Your Servant?" — would
come back with "The Theatre 1 Ladies and
Gentlemen,
and specifically
manager."to
But there being
no particularitsoccasion
speechify in this manner. Manager Gottheb
and his staflF are taking the less direct but
equally effective method of making their
patrons aware that the purpose of the Lane
Court is to serve. For there is a what-can-
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musical numbers — instrumental and vocal —
when the occasion demands them.
A healthy rivalry prevails in Milwaukee
picture theatres, every manager vying with
his fellows to present his pictures in the
most approved modern style. This is neceducatedes arandy, as patrons
demand are
the now
very thoroughly
best.

shown.
A well-planned, a vvell-played
musical accompaniment was furnished.
Praises Parcel Post Delivery.
Ben W.
Beadell, chairman
committee of transportation
for of
the the
Chicago
F. I. L. M. Association, states that during
the current strike of expressmen the parcel
post delivery of films in Chicago territory
has exceeded
all expectations.
efficiency is 100 per
cent., both on "The
outgoing
and incoming packages, including films and
advertising
Mr. Beadell
The strikematter,"
is gradually
waning says.
and quite
a number of strikers have returned to work
during the first week of its run.
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Dearborn Theatre Faces
More Promising Future
WestonDivisn Theatre
Dearbor
THE
ion and State
streets,ontook
new
hope and new owners last February.
.\t that time it was sold by Cuneo Brothers
to Frank Ward and Lewis La Rose. The
plans of the new management for better The Crown Theatre Survives
pictures, better music and a better theatre
Period of Hard Competition
promise to put the Dearborn on a new basis,
namely, to command the interested attenhouses ofon the
side
southwes
the older,
lesst preCrown,tentiousone
tion of the somewhat indifferent
neighborTHEof Chicago,
is one of the several that
hood, and to offset the prevalent reputation
that the theatre had fallen into a rut. This has survived the struggle of competing with
is one of the older houses, having been one of the new, expensive theatres that
was unceremoniously planted under :its
built about seven years ago. It is advantageously located about one mile from the very nose two years ago. The first year of
loop, and having no deadly rivals in its existing under such conditions is said to
Cecil B. De Mille
be the test, as the expression goes among
very
midst,
■
cessful
future.it faces, it would seem, a sucRe-elected director general of Famous
theatre owners. Otto Linden, manager of
Players-Lasky.
the Crown, which is owned by John BoIIIIDIIIirilllllllllllliriMIMirilllllllDIIMIlIIIIIIIlllllllhllll
Bigger Pictures Promised.
beng, proprietor also of the Armitage, exI-do-for-ybu ? air in the manner of every
plains the victory by the fact that everyBigger productions and a greater numemploye who comes into contact with the
where are to be found movie-frequenters
ber oftions"suppers,"
Addiwill be madewillto be
the presented.
orchestra which
public. And it might be added, though
it is first, last and always "picwhom
with
rather unnecessarily, that the Lane Court
will take the place of the somewhat disture"; not theatre, not star, not music, but
is prospering.
abled organ previously used. The entire "picture" alone which attracts. On this
interior will be redecorated. An indication
However, what we started out to say was
policy the Crown is keeping above by exthat Manager Gottlieb can wield a baton
of the new plan for showing special feaploiting aline of bookings almost incomor a violin bow as well as he can the glad
ture productions was evidenced last week
patible with admission charges (seventeen
hand. One year ago, when he was found when "The Copperhead" (Paramount) was
cents for adults; eleven, for children).
and contracted for by Ascher Brothers, he
was director
of the These
orchestra
at Rector's
Cafe,
New York.
natural
musical
National Picture Theatres Nears Quota;
inclinations of his refused to be smothered
by the performing of mere managerial
duties. He soon found his way from the
All Big Chicago Chain Theatres Booked
lobby to the orchestra pit, where he now
The exhibitors of the Dallas territory are
frequently, though not regularly, repairs
the release of its first sub- running
for the purpose of playing a violin solo, FOLLOWING
theatre owners of Chicago a close
"Just
ject,
a
Wife,"
it
is
disclosed
that
National Picture Theatres, Inc., of race in showing their confidence in Naor for taking the place of the usual conwhich Lewis J. Selznick is president, is
ductress. Miss Irma Heinze. The Lane
tional— 130 theatres have become franchiseCourt orchestra boasts of quality rather
nearing the 100 per cent, quota mark in holders. In Philadelphia the Mastbaum
than size. It consists of five pieces played
all sections of the country. Thai: this co- Circuit, which books a large number of the
with care and art. On Wednesday and
operative exhibitor organization is enimportant theatres in Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern Jersey, joined recently
trenched strongly throughout the country
Sunday evenings song revues and vaudeville specialties are programmed.
and soon the entire Philadelphia quota of
fact, judging by the announceThe Lane Court is just across the way is an assured
ment this week from the New York offices. theatres will have been secured.
from Lincoln Park, on Center street, in a
Chicago, it is made known, has reached
Two of the most recent big chain theatre
pleasant neighborhood. Its patrons are
its quota in National Picture Theatres. In interests to enter National are the Saxe
of Milwaukee, and the Swanson
"regulars" and because of this, lend an atthis territory
"Justof aNational
Wife" will
play Theatre,
tractive homey air to the theatre, easily through
a circuit
franchise
Theatre Circuit, of Salt Lake City. The
holders whose combined rentals, based Sa.xe Enterprises, in addition to large theanoticed by a casual visitor. Babies, youngsters, and flappers are always to be seen
tre holdings, control the Loew vaudeville
the picture's total cost, will show a franchise
in large numbers, which probably accounts upon
in Milwaukee and Tom and John
decided profit in that territory to the comto some extent for the fact that this theapany'ssince
stockholders.
This result
has
been Saxe are looked upon as among the shrewdachieved
November
when
National
tre's patrons are an enthusiastic lot.
est and most far-seeing exhibitors in the
Middle West. Tom Saxe will be a member
first oflfered its franchise to the Chicago
exhibitors.
of the board of directors of National.
Frank Cook Says Conditions
One hundred of the best theatres in ChiGeorge Maine Praises Plan.
in Milwaukee Are Very Good
cago and many more smaller ones are NaThe Swanson Circuit is one of the largest
tional
franchise-holders.
This
membership
Strand
the
of
r
COOK, manage
K e,
FRAN
important in the West.
Milwaukee, was seen last includes every big chain theatre group in andIn most
Theatr
endorsing the National movement,
week during one of his booking trips the city. The theatres of Lubliner and
Maine, vice-president of the Swanto the city, and described business at his Trinz, Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Ascher Georgeson Circuit,
in a letter to Mr. Selznick
wrote :
Brothers, Balaban & Katz and Andrew
The contheatre as "simply wonderful."
Karzas
were
among
the
first
to
join
and
ditions in Milwaukee generally he pro"We have watched very carefully every
nounced very. good.
they were quickly followed by scores of
The Strand runs froth 11 a. m. to 11 p. m., individual theatre owners, who follow the co-operative plan that has been oflfered by
the producers. We have studied them carecontinuously, charging 35 cents for all seats, lead of the big ones.
fully because we thought it was for our
which number 1,400. They are all on the
Dallas and Philadelphia Run Second.
best interest. We have investigated the
ground floor. The open market policy is
Dallas and Philadelphia offices are ex- National co-operative plan and we firmly
followed in making bookings, which are
pected to reach their quotas within two believe that it will result in exhibitors getall made by Manager Cook himself. Goldting fair play. We also believe that we
weeks. Although Chicago is the first terriwyn, Realart and Vitagraph specials, Metro
tory to reach its quota in National and will get consistent high-class pictures at
classics and various other makes form the
fair
rentals
and a square deal.
Dallas and Philadelphia quotas are pracprograms. Each show lasts for two hours
"Mr. Swanson believes so much in the
tically reached, several other offices are
and in every case first runs are booked.
The Strand has an orchestra of nine close behind, says a statement from the Selznick plan that he has taken the first
run franchise and a directorate for the
pieces. Two organists are employed, and Selznick offices, and within the next four Salt
Lake City territory, and we are going
every member of the orchestra is a soloist, months at National's present rate of
growth every territory in the United States to support it, as, in our opinion, it is deeach of them being featured weekly.
serving of the support of every exhibitor.
The Strand puts on prologues, special will have reached its quota.
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Combing Motion Picture World Ten Years Ago
France, a Baptist institution. Flood that
e World
Pictur
g
Movin
of
portrays 'St. Elmo' and Anna Rosemond is raised the Seine until it lapped the eaves of
issue
THE
dated March 26, 1910 was not con- 'Agnes' in the Thanhouser 'St. Elmo.' . . . most
of the buildings created havoc with many
spicuous for anytlning savoring of greater The little tots in 'The Actor's Children' are
(that pictured long loaves of French
news-urge than its predecessors. News there Orilla Smith of New York City and Yale films
bread in dramatic action) cost hundreds of
Boss of the same place." Thus Bert Adler thousands of dollars (and beaucoup francs)
might
have
been,
but
it
didn't
get
into
the
began to break with something that, at least before the waters drained off and let work
pages of the World.
Very likely the scarcity of press agents —resembled,
exploiting. NEWS. Now he's with Realart
made for paucity of news — but, ten years
proceed.
"Max Linder waS one of the last to leave
later, if tradepapers depended for NEWS
Lubin in New Quarters.
the plant and waded three quarters of a
solely upon the publicists the World of today
The
new
plant
of
the
Lubin
Company,
mile through water up to his waist when he
would be just as flat and lifeless as it was
Philadelphia, was pictured in a half-page cut. finally left the factory." Surveyors who have
ten years ago. Getting NEWS out of a film There
was
a
considerable
description
—
but
been through West Fifty-fifth Street, City of
organization {via the publicity department)
New York, predict that the Fox Studios are
nothing like the " novelization" that now comes
are
"wets"
the
comfort
of
to
tradepapers
when
studios
are
the
text.
amount
the
likely to be inundated with water, garbage
equals
deriving from Amendment No. 18.
and ashes as the mass starts moving down
But there was a flicker of light even in the A.
Hotaling with
was a"field
director"
— just back
fromD. Nassau
company
unnamed
aiid hill toward the Hudson when gentle spring
darkness of ten years ago. Thanhouser had unidentified.
breathes on the work left undone by the
just brought New Rochelle into the limelight
"Bill" Steiner was the subject of an inter- Tammany hosts in our fair city. The Paris
and one Bertram Adler was assigned to the
view. Same "Kid" Steiner now making inde- flood of 1910 should be warning enough.
job of publicizing the new brand of "Independent productions, circulating them and
"The Goods" on Sam Spedon.
pendents." Bert {zve can't act used to the sawing wood always putting the dust in safeHerewith is shown Sam Spedon, handing
"'Bertram" thing) entered the game when
ago, in"Bill"
"publicity"
to consist
the deposit.
was askedInterviewed
how long ten
he years
had been
the the first message that ever started (no saying
synopsis of seemed
a film and
sending init writing
to Moving
business :
it -finished) from studio to studio via transPicture World.
continental motor journey. Samuel was
"Fourteen years," was the reply. Figure it
"Without Fear or Favor."
"Keeping in Personal Touch" with tradeup
and
get
ready
for
"Bill's"
silver
wedding
To carry advertising the World was com- — just a year away.
papers intenBrooklyn
years agoBorough.
as "pufflicist" for Vitapelled to have text matter, hence the ease Von Ronkel Monopolizes a Good Word. graph,
It will be observed that Mr. Spedon has
and grace employed in making up a paper
From Chicago it was made known that I.
changed a wrinkle — as he passes from
with the expressions
plural of "film
synopsis"
and sorneof Von Ronkel, of the American Film Service, not
editorial
as the
main element
exchange to exchange picking up those concise items of interest that appear weekly in
obtained "a permanent injunction against
its reading matter. Into this situation, we had
L. Reilly and Charles F. Pugh, of the these later and newsier issues of Moving Picrepeat, Bert Adler stepped — and promised to James
.\merican
Film
Exchange
(with
headquarters
ture World. Give an eye to Samuel as he
■wreck the whole scheme.
Pittsburgh) restraining them from using delivered "the papers" shown in the engra't ing.
Bert stepped right out — and wrote an edi- in
the
word
'American'."
Guess
the
injunction
Another youth of current interest and imtorial for the World captioned "The 'Free- petered out later on as several kinds of people
portance to the current film era is to be menUsher' Evil." Just what the "evil" was we have been tossing the word around indistioned, without illustrating — Joe Lee, who ten
know not — unless it might be the evil of a
criminately zvithin easy memory.
years ago was running a flock of concessions
press agent zvriting editorials for tradepapers.
The Mayor of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., refused at Wonderland Park, Revere Beach, Boston.
But Bert was breaking into the news — menallow showings of films in his fair city —
tioning names of Thanhouser employes, for to
that Josephus put in the foundafair in many things, not including Sunday Here tionitforwas
his life-work as a film salesman and
instance. "Who are the Thanhouser pro- observance. He preferred to have the coal exploitationist.
Educational Films now reap
ducers?" was a question Bert asked himself miners, up for air, loaf around the street
the
benefit
of
Joe's
in
"Thanhouser
Notes."
And
right
back
at
corners and shoot cut-plug at a mark.
himself Bert said :
bars by the sad seatraining
waves. behind soft-drink
What were YOU doing ten years agof
Pathe, Paris, Joins the "Wets."
are glad
to tell producer,
you. Barry
O'Neil,
W. K. H.
late"Wea Klaw
& Erlanger
is one,
and
Figuring
by
the
picture
that
appeared,
illusLloyd B. Carlton, formerly with the Frohtrating the event, the Seine had decided to
man forces, the other. . . . Frank Crane make the Pathe plant at Joinville le Pont,
Picking Up Some Loose Ends.
In a recent issue pictures of the first
"movie" were shown on the same page with
this
recordshows
of a lusty
infant's career.
Brettthrobbing
Page now
his interest
in the
uplift by reminding us that reference was
not made, at that time, to Alexander Black,
who produced "Miss Jerry" as the first
photoplay.
"Like printing a picture of Pike's Peak,"
says Mr. Page, "without its front name with
the
'A chap
peak innear
Denver'explanation'
discovered caption
by some: old
the

Sam Spedon, Vitagraph's "Pufflicist" in 1910.
He hands "the paper" to a motor courier with instructions to deliver them
to Vitagraph's frontier post in Santa Monica, Cal.

long
ago'."Black
Clinching
Alexander
with matters
his work,andMr.coupling
Brett
proceeds :
the plays,
First "Movie."
"The Explaining
first picture
beginning with
'Miss
Jerry'
in
1894,
were
projected
special form of dissolving stereopticon with
usinga
registered lantern slides. These slides were
'stills' in the technical sense, but being registered stills they produced an effect of slow
motion in changes of three to five per minute on the same optical principle that the
registered images of a modern film produce
their effect of full motion in fifteen or sixteen
changes per second.
"By a mechanical attachment to the lantern
the first picture plays introduced the effect of
a rising curtain, and by means of the double
lenses vision or 'flash back' eflFects were
freely introduced. The anthor (who was also
director and photographer) stood in the dark
and spoke for all the characters — as he puis
it. he 'said everything he couldn't make the
picture say'."
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A daily pad calendar devised by L. W. McCuan.
the date clearly, or it is of little use as a calendar. This card is
by 9^, white stock printed in blue, with the date pages about
2 by 3 inches.
The first page is taken for a personal guarantee, as shown in
the reproduction, and the Sunday pages talk of the good things
to come Monday, but the others are given to an announcement of
the current offering and put it right where the recipient will get
the message the proper day. This overcomes the handicap of
MONDAY MARCH 1
TUESDAY MARCH 2.
I personally recommend and guisrantee every photoplay listed here, to
Wm. S. Hart, in
be the best that I can possibly pick.
I will gladly refundi the admission
"RIDDLE GAWN"
1 rice to any one who is not entirely
satisfied that the above statement is
and a good two reel comedy
correct. MANAGER
Two of the daily pages, that on the right being the top sheet.
spreading the entire month at a glance. That gives too general a
survey of the subjects. With the daily sheet pad the story is
advertised particularly the day it is shown. In future issues we
think a monthly change of cut would be to advantage, as a portrait
will give the sheet a better chance of a showing. Mr. McCuan
runs the Kozy Theatre, Dresden, Tenn., and is another example
of the hustle of the small town managers.
—P. T. A.—
Clutching Hands Take in the Coin
THREE clutching hands surrounding a poor and presumably
innocent young thing form the attractor of the 24-sheet gotten out by Arthur F. Beck for his Pathe-Distributed serial,
"Trailed by Three," and not only typify the story but probably

\

ARTHUR
F. BECK
SERIAL
PRODUCTIONS.
INC.

Stuart Holmes
Miss Frarikie Mann
TRAILED
BY THREE
AM ADVENTURE SERIAL IN FIFTtEN WEEKLY EPISODES
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Exploitation

Winthrop

Tennessee Manager Offers Pad Calendar
Instead of More Usual Arrangement
ALTHOUGH the monthly calendar has been a favorite form
of advertising for many years, it seems to have remained
for L. W. McCuan to have worked out a daily pad calendar
in place of the month-to-a-sheet form commonly used. In his
first eflort Mr. McCuan has made the mistake of using too small
a type face for the date, for a calendar should first of all give

WORLD

Sargent

Loew's Cleveland Theatres Employ
Clever Schemes for Chain Spaces
TAKING
fullMalaney,
half-page the
for publicity
Loew's Euclid
is a but
regular
stunt
with M.a A.
manager,
the other
day he evolved a new idea for the other four Cleveland
houses. He took pictures of the interior and used them as attractors for his Sunday announcement and the result was an advertisement very much out of the ordinary. Anything new will

Cl-E'/E1.AND3
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PLA^f HOUSED

A Novel half page display from Loew's Cleveland theatres.
catch the eye and Mr. Malaney spread himself this time, for the
Euclid space reproduced the double page for "On with the Dance"
recently
in our New
advertising
pages the
; thelocations
one showing
eye view used
of lower
York with
of thea bird's
story
marked. The cut shows up well, but the actual newspaper reproduction istoo dark, yet even at that we think many readers took
the .trouble to study it out. It was, at any rate, something new
and striking and Mr. Malaney achieved the well-advertised 100
—p. T. A.—
per cent.
Combination Program Suggests Clever
Tack Card to Kentucky Show Hustler
AN. MILES, of the Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky., figured
it out that there wast not much use in having a specially
* good program if the people were afraid of the flu. He had
booked Bert Lytell in "It's Easy to Make Money," and Fatty
Arbuckle in "Moonshine." By combining the two titles he got
out an unusual tack card, 9 by 14 inches. The titles were the

IT'S

EASY

MAKE

^1

MOTION

TO

MONEY

r

MOONSHINE
PATHt:

A 24-Sheet for a Serial.
•will rake the money into the box ofTice with its suggestion of
lively action.

Here's a Clever Tack Card.
only
the town
card the
otlner
than stared
the "with"
which
connected
them, type
and allon over
message
possible
patrons
in the
face.
For a moment no one knew what the big idea was, but gradually
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Here
Are
the Chaplin
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
it dawned upon them that the theatre had plays with these names
and the newspaper advertising and screen slides hooked up with
the same gag. As a result Mr. Miles Sid a better business than
he had since the flu scare hit the town and he not only made
money on the day, but he got his people back into the habit of
coming to see the show. The Arbuckle title worked hard when
it first come out, but this combination might have been made to
order. It simply carries out the point so often made that if
you can get a laugh you can get a sale. One good laugh is worth
a hundred superlatives.
—P. T. A.—
Gaumont Offers a Really Artistic

PICTURE
s
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Again

a novelty. If this hook-up craze keeps on we shall presently find
green goods dealers and counterfeiters hooking up with "It's
—P. T. A.—
Easy to Make Money."
Type and Script Combine Well in This
Display for Lyric from J. L. Johnston
DIFFERING from his usual advertisement with the use of a
design frame, John L. Johnston combines a script title with
type talk very effectively in a seven-column display, but
wc think that it would more to play up Walthall than to give

24-Sheet for "Husbands and Wives"
GETTING away from the usual run, the Gaumont Company
oflfers a 24-sheet for "Husbands and Wives" which is an
artistic accomplishment and worthy of comparison with the
best lithographs to date. The design at the left is from a painting
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, while the scene

1

■ t: »

DTKUBDIABT
MARY MILES MINTCR In -ANNE or GREEN GABLES- Tb« t»wn'* B;i

An Unusually Artistic Poster.
sketch on the right bears comparison well. .\n eflfort has been
made to get something out of the ordinary, and in this the artist
has been verv successful.
—P. T. A.—
Unusual Hook-up Page Limits Ads to
a Single Line of Merchandise Only
ALTHOUGH it would seem that all of the changes possible
had already been rung on the hook-up page, the Regent
Theatre, in some unnamed town found a new one for "Other
Men's
Shoes."seven
The advertisements
total display isofonly
a cross
fourteen,
but it carries
as much
shoepage
stores,
and a
new form of contest.
TRY TO GET INTO
"OTHER
Free Theater TickeUMEN S SHOES"

You, Mr. Man
Men'i Shoe Specialt

•OTHER HEJfS

A Seven Five and a Halfs form J. L. Johnston.
tlie play so much greater prominence. People know Walthall
and do not know the play. The title means little but the stars
means much. We think that Mr. Johnston overlooked another
bet when he printed the text of the confession. The confession
is an essential of the plot and should have been held back. A
sketch of the paper with the text suggested rather than written
would have been more to the advantage of the story, but Mr.
Johnston has done so much good work of late that he can slip
a little and still have a big balance on the right side of the ledger.
—P. T. A.—
Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin Are Touring the
Theatres in Company As in Honeymoon
JUST after the marriage of Mildred Harris to Charles Chaplin
was announced, almost every theatre in the country took a
whack at the "Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin" announcement, and
created a boom in the Chaplin re-issues. The the stunt seemed
to die out and was forgotten, but Barney Goodman, of the Frolic,
San Francisco, dug the idea out of camphor the other day and

SHOES" !
^ OTHER MEN S
^

SHOES

David M Reiily
WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
PEOPLES SHOE STOKE
ALTERATION SALE

Does the Shoe
Fit You?
W. L DoufUi Shoet
1lkD«>YMAnlkCaK>
FOR MEN

Kinney's
Big Values
This Week
All Shoes Reduced Wear Doda Sua. Tk; Wr
G.R. KINNEY CO., Inc., Tn I SHOE
Rocaouia
STORES I ^
303-307 Spruce Stre«l
PEOPLES SHOE STORE
TRY TO GET INTO
•OTHER MEN S SHOES"

"REGALS" I
Nuf r Sftld \
325 Lacluwmnju Ave.

A Hook-Up Page Devoted to Shoes.KRAlWm BROS.'
The original hook-up page was for Mary MacLaren in "Shoes,"
and we seem to have gone around the circuit and back again to
the starting point, though the first hook up was not limited to
shoes but carried other displays. We think that this is the first
hook-up limited to a single clearly defined line, and as such it is

Once More the "Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin" Make* Its Bow.
got a Chaplin re-issue to run with Mildred Harris in her latest
jewel,
seemed
dead, but
it works"Forbidden."
as well as The
ever stunt
and will
standto aberevival
if itevidently
has not
been used within six months. Good old schemes die hard and
sometimes the oldest are the best.
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Dates
for Two
Work
Page
Full
iiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii "iiiii""" " Ill"" iiiiiii""" iiiiiiii""!"" i"i""i"ii"ii" "I""""""'" """"""""" ' "" "" iiiiiiiiiiiiii""" I i"i"" """""iiiram
ly good effect. This is particularly good
lines from other houses, but the text is
Mr. Ramsey Makes His Big
good. It does not advertise any particular because there is a tendency to print the
film, but your house should be made a important lines in the color and almost alPlay Before His Opening
ways the color fails to give the strength of
headliner some times, and this copy will
RD G. RAMSEY, of the Royal, work hard for you. It pays to make people the black and the value of the display is
HOWA
El Dorado, Kansas, sends in so much
the advantage of a picture theatre, weakened. By overprinting you get both
good stuff that it is not possible to realizeit often
does you more good than a the value of the color and the strength
use it all. He is not afraid of space bills if and
page splash for a single subject, for the of the black.
he thinks he can get his money back, for effect
Going a little deeper into the subject
you create does not apply for a few
he knows that if he can sell one ticket
it should be remembered that more than
on going.
more than the advertisement costs he is days, but keeps —p.
one
shade of color can be gained through
T. A.—
making a profit on his direct work and
the use of a benday or other stipple or a
getting the benefit of the moral effect Stammer Cure Hooks Up
series of lines, the depth of the color dewhich comes from large spaces. He does
pending upon the width and closeness of
with Motion Pictures
the lines. In no case should the color be
not always take full pages, but he does believe in making a big splash on Saturday
overplayed
or the full value will be lost.
been suggested for
for his Monday openings, and this full LOOK-U
aboutPSeveryhave
line, but this advertise- Often a single splash of color will be more
clipped
ment
from
a
Boston
paper
effective than a more generous use, but the
page for Anita Stewart in "In Old Kenoffers the limit in this form of advertising, temptation is to use too much of the color,
what how
he canto make
do. Itupwill
be we
seen thattucky"heshowsknows
a full
think. It was run in the Sunday issue since it is being paid for. Mr. Riediger
page display without crowding, and he gets the same week the Ray picture was adveralso gets out some good lines. The story
is "Fannie Hurst's vivid panorama of modYoti can not "afford to
els and morals in pre-prohibition Nev/
York," and "A daring story delicately told.
STAMMER
Every woman owes it to herself, her ilaughSee "ALARM. C1,0CK ANDY" pl^yett by
ter, even her sex, to see this tremendous
Charles
Ray
up.
upheaval of the human soul." Wouldn't
Ao'd"Th^neoflBrigfn
for and(FVee)
iUustrated
200.V(is|e
bowk
that get your dime or quarter? We'll own
Treatment of St:immcrinff"
—p. T. A.—
The L>«wi9 Slihool, QAdeUltleSt. DetroltiMlch.
Clever Handling of Full
A unique hook-up.
Page Works Double Duty
tised first run, and was in the dramatic advertisements
and
not
"run
of
paper."
As
for
the school is located in a middle western
agees displ
Lloydfull-p
comedi
have ays
ceased
HOUGH
ALTHarold
to be novelties, this full from the
city, it is to be presumed that other cities
carried the same copy. All of which should Waldorf, Lynn, Mass., offers a new kink
worth remembering, for it advertises two
give our Rambler rich suggestions for new
title hook-ups.
Lloyd comedies and rings in Pollyanna as
—p. T. A.—
THIULLS— and More and More THRILLS
Tht DnunalU Slaoe beloved
outdone American
by thiimaitttie,
ftlirring
fup«r>failure
of
Oie
Two-Color
Work
Calls for
cla««fc picture
WALDORF THEATRE
Very Skillful Handling
BEGINNING MONDAY
more
used
being
color
second
a
WITHand more for Sunday advertising, a
HAROLD
study Lately
of color effects becomes es"His
sential. we showed a display from
'^"^
Charles R. Roediger, of the Rialto, Tacoma,
Mouth"
m THtToLLOYD
BIG TWO-RCtLBI
and commented upon his handling of the
■f'iW^ 'From Hand
red used to give strength to his display.
A Full Page from Howard G. Ramsey.
He sends in another example, not quite so
a pretty result, though the compositor has
1^ Week of Feb. 9Ui c-*— . «»
done better with some smaller spaces. He
FORD
MARY
IN HERPICK
GREATEST PH tyrOPUAV
ran the attraction for four days and in addition to six regular shows he ran a com"POLLYANNA'
plete performance
at ten o'clock
each night,
which isstarting
about equivalent
to a
BIG LLOYD
BNTITLEO UPROAR
.Harold
milkmen's matinee in a larger town. He
got twenty-eight shows out of four days.
A three eights is along somewhat similar
Royal
Makes

WALDORF

"Fur That Tired Feeling"
you
occd Ihcthat
Koy.ilNorta
Trcalmcnu
Tho
(reafmcnl
straightens
out
the
lantjtccj
threads
of
thought.
That softens down the harsh and
tttsacTCrable
incidents ofthatthemakes
day's
work. The treatment
(leneral Gloom and his army of
Worry
be.it
a
hasty
retreat.
It's
treatment that makes for comfort,a
able evcninffs. pleasant thoughts,
happy hours, and a little more cont wi h our uslotwe It'smakea treatment we alltentmenn(-ed
our
way through this giddy, whirling
ma^t^lrom of excitement and del>rC!unon called "Life,"

Three Eights Solely for the House.

good, and yet well worked. The entire
five fulls will not reproduce to advantage,
but this cut of the key plate will give the
idea. The picture is the Fannie Hurst story
of "The Day She Paid." It is all black save
for the head, the hand of the devil and the
dice. Below the title of the serial is printed
in red and the house signature is in black
overprinted in red, which gives an unusual-

THEATRE

A full page with Sl
a novel
angle.
yness"
well. It is a good idea and it is nicely laid,
although the printer does not seem to
and the
spell "conjunction"
know how to did
not catch him. Look in
management
the corners by the signature and see the
cut, which reads: "Lamps of Lloyd are the
Lamps of Laughter." This is a clever and
the "Eyes of Young' '
legitimate parody on by
the well-known
stunt, given point but we
hope it does,
glasses. It's clever,
—p.
T.
A.—
not start anything over at the Hotel Astor,; .:
Two

Interesting Studies
in How to Handle Cuts

Colonial,
the sting
displays from
two are
THESE
bey intere
Detroit,
handling of cuts. The
cause of their chiefl
hand lettering we do not like, but the cuts
are skillfully worked; particularly those in
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Don't
Use
a Cut
With
Obscure
Lettering
OlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllll
work with up to date material instead but this is one of the worst results we have
the advertisement for "The Lone Wolf's
seen in some time. A cut such as this is
Daughter." Three different cuts are used, of having to use up the scanty supply of useless
for real advertising purposes. A
yet they do not seem to crowd the four the old material.
—p.
T.
A.—
small
face and more room for larger type
fourteens. This seems like a casual arrangement, yet evidently it is the result of
would have been very much better from
Got the Story Over with Talk
careful study because it does look to be
every angle.
—P. T. A.—
so simple. The treatment of the single cut SELLING the play by talk counts for
in the three sixteens is as good in its way,
more than title. The Randolph Thea- A Large Space Effect in
tro, Chicago, carried "The Greatest
a Double Column Drawn Ad
Question" with small spaces, but big points.
Of course full use was made of Griffith's
a largethespace
effect ofin having
NG a anmatter
name; but the stress was laid upon the GETTI
merely
room,is
greatest question and this was differently
but to get an art effect in a double
put in each display. Large spaces were column eighty-five line ad is something of
not taken, for even the large Loop theatres an accomplishment, yet J. A. Partington, of
are not generous in their advertising dis- the Imperial, San Francisco, got a capital
plays, and the largest space was a double
twelves, but "Why does the Creator put display for "On with the Dance" and
clanm Wi
brutes and children into the same world?"
with a four point enlargement on this
question sold more tickets than a larger
Qmperial
space merely announcing the play. This
was only a fifty lines, double, yet it carried about an inch and a half of display,
a cut matching the question and this talk;
The Brute and the Child — he driven
by an uncontrolled impulse — she by
that age-old instinct of feminine selfprotection. Neither reason when impulse drives. Why does the Creator put
brutes and children into the same
world? And having placed them so —
to struggle and suffer because of each
other — has He not placed a greater
Two good studies in cut placement.
compensating power at the disposal of
suffering humanity?
though we do not like the lettering. Where
This is getting about all that can be had
it is necessary to intrude upon the cut, we from
so small a space and making brains
think it would give a better effect to out- take the
place of column inches.
line that portion of the letter wih whie
—P. T. A.—
insead of changing the color. Of course it
may be argued that everyone will know
Obscure Lettering and
that it is Theda Bara, but that is not the
GEORGE
Reduction Hurt Display
nTZMAURICE
point. It does not look well, no matter
^
whether the message gets over or not, and
fours from the
this istwoa reductio
Y
RENTL
it could at least be made to loom better APP-^
n from
Colonial, Detroit,
^ONWITH TTIE DANCE
with
little thought
artist's
design, but we question if
^from the famous s1a<ie succpjs by Kicr.eal Morion
Both adisplays
use typeon inthepart
and part.
here, even athelarger
title
the
showed
design
large
too, the Glaum space is better handled.
this
whom
to
persons
four
of
Out
clearly.
—P. T. A.—
display was shown, only one recognized
the matter below Miss Janis as the title.
Has a Six-Sheet for a Reissue
An Effective Display in Small Compass.
called the title "Everybody's Pal," and
One
BERT ENNIS sends in a photograph of the others gave it up. That "Imp" looks probably could have done no better in a
a new six-sheet gotten out by the Vicmuch larger space. He knew better than
tor Kremer Film Features for "Chapto have the figure drawn to fill the space,
lin's burlesque on "Carmen." It is done in
and WBbetween
girf-^***' the line effect and the black
bright colors and the scene selected gives
circle he got a more distinct showing than
a good idea of the general style of the
some treatments would have yielded in a
three column space. Eighty-five lines is
virtually a six inch drop, and that does not
give much chance for fancy art work, yet
Mr. Partington made his display stand up
and
inches.got a big space for twelve column
—P. T. A.—
Crowded Through the Drifts
pieces
bestlately
havetheseen
was ofa advert
front ising
page
ONEwe of
picture, apparently a news feature,
showing the line in front of the Empire
Theatre in Portland, Maine, waiting to see
"Pollyanna." Any crowd willing to wait on
the street in the weather they were having in Maine about that time is a better
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
advertisement than any quantity of talk
A Two Fours in Which the Title Is Almost about the picture itself, and getting it on
Wholly Lost Through the Reduction
the front page was something of a stunt.
of the Cut.
There were no advertising lines to detract
EDNA PtIRVIANCE-BEN
TURPIN-JOHN
RANO-Et,
VICTOR KREMER FILM Ft*TU«lS..M.
more like a box than it does like a title from the effect, merely a 24-point caption.
until you know what it is, when it becomes
THEATRE ADVERTISING
clear enough. Without an explanation it PICTURE
Is only $2 the Copy by Mail, Prepaid
A New Six Sheet for the "Carmen"
makes a first class puzzle picture without
Burlesque.
intending to be such. Titles, most partic(P. T. A.)
offering and is quite in character. New
ularly short one, are best displayed in type
PICTURE WORLD
paper for reissues is becoming a regular or in lettering in imitation of type, and it 516 FifthMOVING
Avanue. New Vor* City
feature, but this is attractive above the should be free from all confusing design.
Schlllar Building, Chicago, III.
II Callendtr
Building.
usual and gives the manager a chance to Drawn designs give some curious effects,
ToWright
wve lime,
ortler from
nearest Lotoffloe.AngilM, Ctf.
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This
Is the Banner
Press
Agent
Stunt
(llllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^ ' iiiiniiiiiiiiimii Ill iiiiiiiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
ured that it could be made to work for the
next show, so on the same program page
A Sheik in Search of Sari Stirs Town
of the Saengerette using the current announcement of"In Old Kentucky" appeared
Like Milk Baths Did in Good Old Days this paragraph.
In view of the credit being given directors who produce
the master
nothing on Sari- the Tribune a two-column, "kidding" the
have when
D ladies
VEILE
g Sheiks
searchin
it comes to
achievements of the screen we wish you
denial
that he and
knewprinting
the duskyMorgenthau's
visitor.
putting it over on the daily press, and story
to remember Mr. Marshall Neilan as
it does not really have to be a real put-over
director of "In Old Kentucky," for from
They Joked, But Printed.
to get in, for if the story is picturesque
this young genius is due to come for
Most of the papers scented the hoax, and
and good reading it will be run, even if the
presentation
at the Strand the week
the Times even hinted at the forthcoming
commencing
Saturday, March 27, the
reporter mutters "Allah is wise — all knowrelease
of
the
Universal
production
of
ing" as he writes the story, which is the
greatest of all pictures to date, a prooriental equivalent of admitting that the "The Virgin of Stamboul," but the Sheik
duction of James Oliver Curwood's
was
picturesque,
and
a
man
who
threw
the
story isn't true.
thrilling,
fascinating
romance,
beds and chairs out of a hotel suite and
River's
End"
— first of Mr.
Neilan's "The
own
To
boom
"The
Virgin
of
Stamboul,"
made the reporters squat on the floor in
which opens at the Broadway Theatre next default
unhampered,
independent
productions.
of a leewan was worth a column
Sunday, the Universal put over a real press
It was figured out that without a proa dull night, and they gave it to him.
agent stunt of the sort the Associated Press on
nounced star in the first independent proIf he was on the level it was all right, and
falls for and cleaned up columns of space
duction the good work done for Miss
in New York, and put the story on the if he was not it was at least darned good
Stewart in the Dazey play could be made
story, and they let it go at that.
wires for the benefit of other managements.
to work for the director and get interest
The
party
was
posed
for
the
Internain the forthcoming production. The idea
I
Like the Good Old Days.
tional News and the Kinogram camera men,
is worthy of imitation, for some directors
and
the
next
day
their
pictures
were
The story went over like the Anna Held
milk bath stunt of twenty odd years ago. thrown on the screen at the Capitol and are as surely stars as the leading players.
Strand. Underwood and Underwood shot
York papers "ate it up" and it
The
This Is a Kalogram, If You
spreadNewto the out-of-town sheets ; and yet some stills (which were less suspicious than
stills which might have been offered), and Know What Kalograms May Be
it was very simple in its working.
Sunday, March 7, two weeks before the a large number of U. & U. prints were sold
on telegraphic order to the out-of-town
opening, five Arabs, one of whom was
THIS,
reader,
Kalograrri.
Theregentle
used to
be lotsis ofa Kalograms
dressed in native costume, while the others
before
July
1
of
last
year,
but they
wore the conventional frock coats and fez papers.
Keeping in the News.
are almost as extinct as the dodo these dry,
of the Turkish diplomat, drove up to the
Tuesday's papers carried the story that degenerate days. This Kalo was hatched
Majestic, one of the semi-family hotels.
detective agency had been re- and hand-reared by E. A. Crane, of the
With the utmost deference the four in a private
tained to make a search and Wednesday
Hodkinson Detroit office, who got the egg
European dress ushered the leader of the the eager reader was informed that Sari from the Hodkinson plan book. He got
party into the lobby, and with effusive had been found in a tenement in the Syrain
of the Miles theatres, intereastern compliment approached the clerk quarter. Thursday's papers told that the George estedGuise,
in the bird, and it was adopted for
on the subject of rooms.
Majestic, deploring the publicity the Sheik
the Majestic Theatre, where "The Lone
had gained (though they have an active Wolf's
from
"break"
stories this
of pictures
Daughter" was to have its opening.
, and que
theA lot
Majestic
was why
perhaps
press man of their own), had requested him
no difficulty in secur-in to give up his apartment, which provided
the party experienced
ing rooms when most transients start
a graceful "out" for the end of the story.
Meanwhile the Broadway had started a
by demanding the bridal suite and wind up
privilege
the
for
dollars
teaser campaign, which left the reader in
by paying seven
doubt as to whether the story was .a press
of sleeping on a billiard table.
fake or whether the house had simply ridTipped the Reporters.
den the news, and these teasers worked
This is a
Perhaps this is also the reason why a hot into more definite advertising as the playthe
that
offices
newspaper
the
into
tip shot
Kalogram
ing date approached.
?
Sheik Ben Mahomet, brother of the Amir
The Lowdown.
of Hedjaz, was in New York in search of
It is a
Sari, fiancee of his brother and daughter of
It was about the best planned fake ever
Hadahismo, who had lately died, leaving put over for a picture, in that it held up
message
Sari about $100,000,000 (Turkish).
consistently to the end. The Arabs were
cryptic
7
According to the story Sari, who was
on Washington street and careknown as the Virgin of Stamboul, eloped pickedfullyupcoached
in their parts. The Sheik was
Can you
with a United States Marine shortly after a splendid type and played his role with a
read it?
the armistice, and was believed to be in gravity and dignity convincing and effecNew York.
tive and never stepped out of character.
The reporters, overlooking the fact that His retinue carried off their minor roles
Watch this
no follower of Islam would affront the with equally good effect and they got a
Prophet by using the feminine spelling of four day run in the New York papers withSoace
out once making a false move. One New
an "ad,"
insteadandofpresently
his name; itwith
hotfooted
for anthe"et"
subway
York paper, the Mail, even made editorial
were in the august presence. They had not comment on the visit, and hundreds of
tomorrow—
the slightest difficulty in gaining an audi- columns of out-of-town mention were
ence.
added to the metropolitan mention and.
draining the story to the dregs, the final
Telling the Tale of Woe.
The Opening Kalograph Announcement.
was a Sunday feature story telling
Mohammad spoke a little broken English, kick
the stunt was put over, good for the
It was caged on the home page of the
a lot of French and still more Arabic and how
better part of a page. Barnum never did Detroit Journal and $10 split into prizes
between the quintet they managed to tell better.
for theof perofferedsolution
wereneatest
of $5,sons$3whoand
the reporters all about it. There were hints
gave$2 the
the
of a visit to Washington to interest Secre- Saenger Uses New Publicity
puzzle,
which
is
that
the
design
forms the
tary Daniels, a suggestion that the Sheik
letters of Louise Glaum, who stars in that
would dine with Morgenthau, the former
play. The reproduction does not show the
Angle in Booming Director
Turkish ambassador, and the story of a
prize offer. That came the second day,
landing in Halifax, to throw the ship news
was
s
director
star
in
new
HING
and by
the third
it seemed
imposSOMET
reporters off the track.
sible to over
look the
hint, foralmost
the text
told
Saenger inStrand
by theOrleans,
dug treupin New
the all about the "Lone Wolf" and his daughpavingTheaMonday morning is always the best time
ter, but at that the 1,873 answers received
way for "The River's End." The house
for press stories, because news breaks badly on Sunday, and practically all of the was offering "In Old Kentucky," which also ran all the way from Mae Marsh to Theda
corking
a
was
It
Nielan.
by
made
was
Bara. Many of the replies were in colors
New York papers did a two-column head or
better. The Times had almost a column. good production and the management fig- and some were really handsome.
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The
Stunt
With
a Smile
Sells the Tickets
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town and shot their tips into the post office address.
Hewitt Paged John Cumberland Until
Then It Broke.
Hewitt was having a lot of fun, but it
He Had to Pay John's
Laundry
Hewitt started
on anotherBill
tack. was time to get busy in earnest, so he
MANAGERon, HEWITT, sof the Strand, HeThen
started
to advertise John Cumberland in
called up the local steam laundry and
Robins
III., believe in having a
Gay Old Dog" and a lot of people
line of people all ready to buy tickets asked where in Gehenna his laundry was. "A
sighs of relief. They were getting
when he is ready to give a show, and now He wanted it sent down to the hotel at heaved
about Cumberland and it was good
once. He put a regular commercial trav- worried
and
then
he
jazzes
things
up
"just
to
keep
to know that he was a motion picture actor.
people in mind of the house.
eler
emphasis
on
the
"at
once"
and
the
And
the
manager of the laundry read
manager looked all over the bundles in
Lately he booked in Pathe's "A Gay Old vain
along
with
the rest and he gathered up
to
find
the
Cumberland
name.
Dog." It with
struckthishimif he
thatstarted
he could
do
about $11 worth of unclaimed laundry and
something
in time
Taking an Encore.
and went at it right. The star was new
sent it over to "John Cumberland, Strand
to this town and they liked the old favorIn
a
couple
hourswhere
"Cumberland"
Mr. Hewitt
saw the point and paid up,
Collect."
up again to of
know
the shirtscalled
and Theatre,
ites,
so
Hewitt
decided
to
make
Cumberland as much a household word as the things were. To judge by the voice he was and then both he and the laundry manager
name of the latest granulated soap or the considerably peeved and apparently was told the reporters and the story got into
print without in the least hurting the
wearing his last clean collar.
newest glue jelly.
The manager of the suds shop went all chances of the play.
Just for a starter he slipped over to anNow Mr. Hewitt is thinking up someother town and went into the telegraph of- over the bundles again and even opened
thing else, but meanwhile there is a chance
some which looked as though they might
fice. There he explained that he wanted
to send a telegram to John Cumberland, be labeled by mistake. He wanted to fix fo adapt this stunt to your own house if
who must be stopping at one of the hotels this Cumberland up, but he had to tele- you live in a town small enough to be
stirred to its foundations by a missing
phone that he could not find the bundle.
over in Robinson, but he did not know
When the clerk told him he could not man. And it might be remembered that
which one. The telegram was very important and he would appreciate it if the clerk find Cumberland either, the mystery deep- the town doesn't have to be so infernally
wired the operator in Robinson to make
ened and it was a good thing that Hewitt small, at that.
a special eflfort.
was on the phone when he called up the
next day and repeated his demand for the
And the Boy Paged and Paged.
missing duds. Hewitt hung up the re- Got a Swagger Throwaway
Business was not so brisk in Robinson
ceiver with a shocked expression on his
that the telegraph messenger could not try face and decided to try something else.
Using Trade Press Cuts
to be obliging, so he went the rounds of
Used the Perionalt.
the hotels and when this did not turn up
LATELY
has been
out that
the pressit book
cuts pointed
in the larger
size
the elusive John, he tried again. He might
The next move was a display classified
are particularly available for throwahave made a third trip of it, because the ofTering a reward for any information leadway
material,
but
William
Brandt,
of
the
message seemed very important, but the
ing to the discovery of John Cumberland.
Marcy, Brooklyn, did better than that. He
clerks saw him coming and waved him off. All letters were to be addressed to a cerAnd Hewitt arranged to have other wires
tain post office box. He was described as had "Male and Female," and he was particularly impressed by the cut used on the
sent from day to day, with the suggestion a gay old dog and the general impression
title page of the press book. So he borthat certain stores be tried, and a lot of was created that his friends were anxious
rowed the two-color plates, had it printed
merchants had trouble explaining to the to capture a periodic souse who was on
on heavy cream paper and got an effect
persistent messenger that they expected no one of his sprees.
that
only
a blind man could ignore. It is
drummer by the name of Robinson. The
By this time the police were becoming
not a throwaway, it is an art supplement,
interested in John and a score of persons
boy was getting interested in this Cumberand it cost little more than a cheap and
land cuss and he was persistent.
were certain they had seen him around
inconspicuous print paper circular. It is
a real stunt.
A New

Form

of an Old Contest

TRYING
something
else for
a hook-up
page, the
Washington
Theatre,
Detroit, ran a full page with seven other
advertisements and offered ticket prizes to
thoseestforming
wordsfrom
"Pinto"
great-in
number ofthetimes
the the
letters
each advertisement, using each letter but
once. It's an old idea, but it made interest
and got attention for the trailer advertisements on the page. A lot of people
will go into a stunt of this sort merely for
the amusement they get out of it, and the
replies received probably represented only
a portion
of those
had memories.
"Pinto" indelibly impressed
uponwhotheir
Sees American's Camel and
Rivoli Raises It Three

the Amertold howa camel
it was
LAST week
ican, Denver,
borrowed
from
a circus in winter quarters and used
it to advertise "Flame of the Desert." Now
comes the Rialto with a camel quartet and
a real circus front and a clown and all the
rest
Man."when
Mighty
handy forto "Her
have aElephant
circus nearby
you
have a circus story, for it made tremendous
business and gave .the record another boost.
America's National Birds for a Ballyhoo.
The Rivoli, Denver, raided the winter quarters of a circus to give a
homelike atmosphere to Fox's "Her Klephant Man."

Send in YOUR
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Fashion
Shows
Still Make
Real
Money
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Pollyanna*

Went Over with a Big Bang
Between a Contest and a Kiddiefest

st and a children's
BETWEEN a conte
s, "Pollyanna"
party for crippled kiddie
went over to a fare-ye-well at Poli's
e,
rd,
Theatr Hartfo
and even the well-known
blizzard, which seems to have been a component part of every press stunt the past
three months, did not hurt the business,
which ran to extra performances.
To begin with, J. F. Clancy, the house
manager, astutely booked the picture for
the week of the spring vacation in the
public schools. That, in itself, was a move
which spelled business. Then he got in
touch with Charles E. Moyer, of the United
Artists, and they cooked up the publicity
plans. A letter signed by Miss Pickford
donated $50 for prizes for an art contest
among the school children, which was split
$25, $15 and $10.
Mr. Clancy got in touch with the art
teachers of the public and parochial schools
and persuaded them to help along. Then

Crutches Were Distinctly in Fashion.
the Courant came out with a column and
a half special story of the contest, plus
a three column reproduction of the Pickford letter. This was on Sunday. Monday
morning
every
cular about
the kiddie
stunt. got a four-page cirPuttinir It Over.
This was a nine by twelve four-pager,
the first page giving a cut of the star and
announcing the prizes. The second page
gave the rules, which conformed to the
Post Office rulings, the third gave a cut of
7j4 inches high of the pose to be copied
and colored, with color hints below and the
suggestion that all contestants see the colored painting in the lobby of the theatre,
though the hints were sufficiently complete
in themselves. The back page reproduced
the letter.
One of the stipulations was that the originality of the work was to be certified
by the signature of the teacher, and for a
week the schools buzzed with excitement
in which the teachers shared, for a prize
winner meant a certain glory to the school
and class.
Made Lobby a Salon.
More than 300 entries were received and
the best — and worst — of the entries were
placed in fhe lobby frames and constituted
a source of delight to all with a sense of
humor, for a few were good but more were
funny, and good and bad alike got attention. Decisions on the paintings was rendered by the high school teachers and honorable mentions helped to preserve good
feeling among the near-winners.
A second spurt contemplated a theatre

party to the crippled and destitute children,Times.
worked This
in conjunction
Hartford
meant six with
doublethecolumn
stories on the front page of a popular
evening paper, and the sob stop was pulled
out in the writing; perhaps the best appeal to the class of persons most likely to
be interested in the play. Much was made
of
the automobile accident and Pollyanna's
recovery.
Dogs Were Guests.
Nearly a thousand children and half a
dozen crippled dogs were the guests at the
special performance, volunteers supplying
the autos for transportation to and from

Crippled Dogs Proved Exemplary Guests.
the theatre — which was where the newscame in.
This paper
stunt
has been worked all over the
country, but it has not failed in a single
instance to put the story over big, and it
is safe to say that no city turned up a
more enthusiastic audience. When Pollyanna was struck down by the automobile
the silence was broken only by a gasp of

sympathy and when her cure was effected
the crippled kiddies were the loudest in
their acclaim. Many of the children were
looking at a motion picture for the first
time in their dun-colored little lives and to
them it was better than a visit from Santa.
Between the two stunts the picture was
put over to extra performances even on
the Saturday when the tail end of the
western blizzard struck the town. The
children were all out of school, the mayor
suspended
the lawunder
prohibiting
the attendance of children
four years
of age,
and hundreds of adult patrons came who
do not usually visit the motion picture theatres. They were interested in the book
and now they are interested in pictures.
And the proudest kiddies in town are the
three winners, for Miss Pickford's letter
expressly asked that the prize-winning pictures be sent her as souvenirs, and they
are all swelled up at the thought that
"Mary" is looking upon their handiwork.
Fashion Shows Boom "Lombardi"
smaller houses,
the gone
smalltotown
Lombard:,
ltd.,"buthas
the
man is just as anxious to make money
with the film as are the city exhibitors,
and several of them have made a proportionate cleanup with a Fashion Show,
which is a device particularly indicated for
this Metro story of the man dressmakerFred S.. Meyer, of the Palace, Hamilton, O.,
put on a show with seven local girls as
models and did so well that he is sorry
he did not make "Lombardi" better than a
three day run. In addition to the seven
girls, a dancer was employed to cover the
costume changes and it was hard to tell
whether the men or the women appreciated
the show the most. Of course the preEaster season is the cleanup time for fashion shows in the spring, but a show can be
put over almost any time and the local
girls will bring you the most money, so
try to frame it locally.

Part of the Hartford Pickford Gallery.
Exhibits A to PQ in the conte.>5t for the best colored drawing of Mary Pickford
in "Pollyanna" for prizes offered by Miss Pickford.
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Water
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Backs
Up
Coin
to Box
Office
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Hauber Used Limericks to
Combined Similarity and Raffles Stunt
Get Interest in a Serial
Made Something New for Indiana Crowd
JC.PineHAUBER,
of the
Hauber
Theatre,
Bluff, Ark.,
favors
concentrating
* his exploitation stunts on the serials,
COMBINING two old stuntsceformed a made much of the stunt and the advertis- arguing
that when he puts a serial over
new idea and put Constan
Binney
ing helped the house.
the interest he creates runs over the fifteen
over strong in Washington, Ind., in
weeks the serial lasts. He also favors the
her first Realart production. Neither angle
Then Came "Rafflet."
cheap stunt not only because elaborate
was new in itself, but the combination gave
Tuesday's
paper announced
that most
"the schemes eat up most of the money the
a fresh result.
woman
in Washington
who looked
Ernest Stellings was handicapped to a like Constance Binney" would give passes stunt brings in, but because the simple
certain degree in that the local newspaper
to all who greeted her with the formal stunt is usually the best. At a cost of
had no engraving plant, but he decided
ten sets of tickets to "The Adventures of
salutation,
"I knowhadyou,n6t'Erstwhile
Susan.' " Ruth,"
the winner
been announced,
upon a similarity contest, offering a prize As
he got columns of free publicity
of a season pass to the woman most closely many of the contestants were approached, and had everyone interested in the new
resembling the new star, with four minor but quite a number guessed right and got Ruth Roland serial. He simply hooked up
with the local paper, the Commercial, ofseats for the opening.
prizes. The contest was ostensibly confering a season pass each day for ten days
The Raffles stunt in itself is old stuff.
ducted by the newspaper. A local photogfor the best limerick on the serial. The
rapher offered to make new photographs
So
is
the
similarity
contest,
but
the
simifor all who presented entry cards to be
larity contest working into the Raffles idea entries poured in and because many of
obtained from the paper or the theatre
gave the old idea a new kick and made them were clever the Commercial was glad
a more effective combination than could be to use a column or so a day. The conmanagement.
was supposed to be conducted by the
The announcement was sprung two weeks
expected. Usually the Raffles is some un- paper,test which
gave the space free in return
before the first showing, and gave the exknown person, but this Raffles was known for the tickets,
and the circulation boom
cuse for a generous planting of portrait to look like Miss Binney. To get the pass
it
received
and
Mr. Hauber sold the town
photographs, for local merchants knew that it was necessary to know what Miss Binthese photographs would be studied and
ney looked like, and it was not possible to on the key serial.
were glad to give them a place in their see her pictures without feeling some inwindows, where they would attract attenterest in the player. Everyone who studied Used Critic's Contest to Get
tion to their own wares.
the picture and was sold on the idea came
Interest in Five Goldwyns
down whether they won a pass or not,
Held an Art Show.
which was what Mr. Stallings was banking
on.
BECAUSE
five aGoldwyn
featuresin were
The picture was to open on a Wednesbooked into
single house
thirday and the contest was closed in time to
teen days, it was felt that something
Appealed
to
Women.
permit the photographs of the contestants
done to assure sustained inter.And the stunt was one to appeal to shouldest. be
to be shown in the display window of one
The Majestic, Jackson, Mich., booked
women. That was the chief factor. Mr.
of the leading stores the Sunday previous Stelling
that to get the women is to "The Cup of Fury," "Pinto," "Jubilo," "The
to the opening. The result was not an- bring theknows
Case" and "Duds" within a twomen, so he gave place to the Paliser
nounced, the photographs being shown
ladies and he handled the stunt so well week period, and Harry R. Guest, Goldwithout comment.
wyn's manThein Jackson
Detroit, suggested
critic's
On Monday the winner was taken to that he was able to make a record with the contest.
News was a induced
first appearance of a new star instead of to offer prizes
various stores and in each selected some
for the best letter of 100
article to be called by the name of the trusting to that first performance to in- words or less on any one play, and hunterest in her later appearances. He sold
dreds of contestants struggled for recogplay,
in one
an "Erstwhile
Hat,"werein the new star and sold her big on two old
another
a coat
and so on.Susan
These
nition as critics in the eyes of their fellow
ideas
worked
into a new combination. You townsmen.
promptly placed in the show windows and
And to get the most out of it,
can't
do
better
than
that.
the News kept talking about the contest
vigorously exploited, to the further help of
store and play alike.
and the plays for about three weeks and
sent in no bill for pure reading matter,
This was merely an adaptation of one
Kick in With a Stunt!
figuring the scheme as a circulation stunt,
of the
"Micky"
ideas,
but
it
excited
no
little interest in the 8,000 town. The stores
but being mindful of the heavy house advertising. Itis not always a good scheme
to encourage patrons to criticise, but sometimes it pays if it is done right.
Water Wagon Drew Attention
of Crowd to Rogers Feature
PROBABLY
lots ofperambulator
people thought
of a
water wagon
in connection with Will Rogers in "Water,
Water, Everywhere," but few knew where
to get one of the blamed things in February, and others found they were frozen
solidly to the ground to await the coming
of spring. But the California Theatre, San
Francisco, dug up a sprinkler in the city
yards, hired a team and a driver to set it
out on Market street to interest the populace in the Goldwyn feature. A large sign
was used to prevent the prohibition crazed
populace from getting the wrong impression, and the wording "If you want to learn
how
to get a to
realseedrink"
thousands
the theatre
the sent
picture.
Severalto
times the police sought to interfere, but
the driver had a permit and he stayed out
all of the week.

Our New Goddess of Liberty.
Used to advertise Will Rogers in a Goldwyn production on the streets of
San Francisco. It is not recorded that an infuriated populace mobbed
the perambulator, but they did besiege the Rialto.

Many newspapers are now using criticisms
of photoplays the day after they are first seen
at your theatre. Reviews Tvritten by Moving
Picture World reviewers may he cut out or
copied and handed to your local newspaper.
They are written by qualified reviewers and
deal with salient points in both story and
production.
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Philadelphia

Theatre

Carries

Race

Idea

to Limit for "In Old Kentucky' Fortnight
steps to the box office and had purchased
PROVIDING its own race track crowd
to supplement the throng of specta- his ticket he could not retreat.
tors was one of the ideas by which
A Huge Sign.
the Victoria Theatre, Philadelphia, put
The attraction was lettered upon the
t in "Inal Old Kentucky."
over
HavingAnita
thisStewar
First Nation
feature for a huge sign in front, but this sign is used
every week and is an old story. Most of
two weeks' run, the house could afford to the selling was done by the cut-outs and
e forve adisplay.
"go
to extra
lobby and it the general race effects, and these effects
worked
out a expens
very eflfecti
The Victoria is located on Market street were sufficiently novel to attract business
for the entire fortnight and to send the
and a good display will catch much tran- story on to the lesser houses with the
sient trade in addition to the house regu- benefit of a big advertisement. It was not
lars, and a good lobby means enough extra
business to defray the cost of doing things only an advertisement for the house, but it
right, but the house went to extremes to put over the story to a majority of Philaof whom hit Marput this production over.
delphia
ket street
at theatregoers,
least on all
Saturday.
And a Judges' Stand.
The box office, which stands at the head Used an Intensive Campaign
of the short flight, was dressed to repreto Launch a New Playhouse
sent the two-story judge's stand, the box
office occupying the lower portion, while
attractotions
first
above three men apparently discussed the
KINGthe his
BOOfrom
yn three
Goldw
exchange
get
finish preparatory to announcing the winthe aid of the promotion man was a
ner. Seen at close range the figures are
happy thought of Herbert Weil, of the new
not convincing, but from their elevation
Bijou Theatre, Port Huron, Mich. He
they looked down upon the crowd with
better effect.
booked in "The Girl from Outside," "Lord
."
Confidential
"Stricoftlyerection
Algy"theandcourse
andAll Lady
through
spaces
were taken to keep the public informed as
to the progress of the new house and the
many advantages it would offer when
opened. Just before the completion, Harry
R. Guest, the Goldwyn man, arrived and
went to work in earnest
He started in with a two-page hook-up
for "The Girl from Outside" with a dozen
commercial advertisements, each carrying
a scene cut. This he backed up with daily

The Box Office Stand.
Signs on either side of the window announced the way to the Grand Stand and
the Paddock, the latter being the balcony.
All of this was not a marked departure
from many other lobby efforts on this picture, apart from the elaborateness with
which the work was done, but this was
just the starter.
On either side of the box office access
is had to the lobby by means of plate glass
doors. On the inside of these doors were
cut-outs of a typical race track crowd, the
men in high hats and the women in the odd
costumes of the period of the play. Cut
life size, they filled the doors completely
and suggested that the lobby was filled
with a mass of enthusiastic patrons of the
sport of kings.
These cut-outs served a double purpose.
They attracted the attention of the passerby and they cut off the crowd within. Often
a possible patron, seeing the lobby crowded,
will pass on, but once he had cliralK i the

spreads and stories, a mailing campaign,
throwaways and all other
windowof cards,
tricks
the business. There was no one
outstanding stunt, but a case of plugging
so steadily that no one in town went in
attracdate and
of the
ignorance
tion. No one
thingopening
was trusted
to get
the
house over. It was a cumulative campaign,
opened
and by the time the doors were
most of the town was waiting outside for
a chance to get in.
Broken Phonograph

Records

"The Broken Melody"
broken
thata cash
Wil-value,phono
ADVERTISI
records had
graphNG
Atlard Patterson, of the Criterion,
lanta, got the interest of everyone, for
graph
almost every home has a phono
and
et has
ph or
cabin
ogra
phon
every ords
n.
brokerecd besome
shoul
are
which
nceannou
next
the
ed
for
watch
Everyone
ment which ran to the effect that broken
phonograph records would be accepted as
cash at the opening matinee of "The Broken
"Don't throw away your broken phonograph records,"
"Don't
them the
out advertisement
of the window ran.
or
y."pitch
Melodthe
into
ashcan. If the baby has broken
your favorite Caruso, save it. It is still
Mr. Patterson packed his house for the
first showing and the novelty of the idea
valuable."
proved an unusual advertisement. The
only trouble with the whole scheme is that
Mr.on Patterson
in
the recordsdoesn't
now heknow
has how
them, toandcash
he
doesn't want to throw them away because
they might have some value. If you know
what he can do with them, write or wire,
then try the scheme yourself.
Boomed

Down the Steps and Three Times Around the Block.
up for a race course for
How the Victoria Theatre. Philadelptiia. (lolled
idea, its own
run. inThe
a two
Kentucky"
"In Old
cut-out
racing for
crowd,
doesweeks'
not show
this best
photograph.
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Please
Will
Reels
Four
Finds
City Manager
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hall was
used
them.supplied with orchestra scores and
Fares
t
Cut-ou
with
-car
Trick Street
Taggred the Car*.
Tags of a shape and color similar to those
used by the police in summoning delinquent
Helped to Open
''The Eyes of Youth
city is about used. Each carried two stills from the automobile owners were attached to every
SIGNING a check for publiotin
play
and
were
so
attractively
done
that
g a picparked car in the business district the Satthe easiest way of prom
urday before and the Wednesday of the
Wil- they were put into many windows, to which
ture—for the check signer. When
,
Okla.,
o,
Tulsa
a
printed
card
could
not
possibly
gain
acRialt
the
liam Smith, of
showing.
The front read "You arc sumcess. They were artistic and a credit to the
monsed," while the back advertised the
ck
d "The Eyes of Youth" from Peaco
booke
d his window, and they were put in the most film, but the shape and color were so deProductions, Inc., he merely signe
positions.
that many
visited
policenotsta-a
check for the sum he was willing to pay advantageous
tion toceptive
make
certain
that the
it was
Of course the plugger song was played
rest.
the Peacock did the street
for promotion and stunt
regular
summons
in
spite
of
the
reading
special
a
was
About the best
matter? They were taking no chances.
car used the Saturday before the opening.
A projector
a slide
on was
the
This was a regular passenger car, run over
sidewalk
of thewhich
chief threw
business
street
all of the lines, but the usual lettering was
installed
and
a
miniature
automobile,
built
obscured by the streamers, the top readon the lines of a racing car, but only two
'The Eyes of
are going
ing, "We The
feet high, was used for a perambulator.
lower togavesee the house and
Youth.'"
The lobby display was a cutout showing
s"
"passenger
cut-out
window
each
In
Miss Young and the Yogi, and a Yogi gave
date.
of the comic supplement type, enlarged to
a
five-minute prologue to the showing of
the
"we" inwere
life size, gave
the picture.
windows
the the
faces at to
The emphasis
streamer.
And the picture cleaned up in spite of the
a far more potent attractor than a cover
fact that there was no blizzard to report.
sign could possibly have been.
Decorated the Dash.
Cleaned Up with Chaplin As
The front of the car was even more startling, for here a banner covered the dash
a Grind Show in Four Reels
with a pair of painted eyes, a headlight
nose and a mouth formed of the word
a grind
show "A
withDay's
onlyPleasure"
two newsas
Chaplin's
USING
"Youth."
It was
and the
the
reels in addition, Thomas H. Schnaeffect as the
car brightly
made itspainted
way over
h,
der,
of
the
Columbia,
Pittsburg
not only
route was startling though not as bad as
played to capacity with double the usual
it probably would have been in pre-prohinumber of shows, but was surprised to find
bition times on a Saturday afternoon.
that his patrons actually liked the shorter
The newspaper campaign was started two
program. When he booked in the comeweeks in advance of the opening. The first
dian, he figured that the crowd coming to
week only the press book teasers were run,
see Chaplin would not care particularly
working into a two sevens the week before
about
what dramatic feature he had, so he
the opening and with the space increased
did not provide any. Two news reels gave
each day up to a full page for the opening
him a four-reel program and this was
Wouldn't This Jolt You.
Sunday. Glenn Condon, who had charge
ground throughout the day. He made a
of the campaign, used nothing but planpoint of asking the departing patrons how
book mats, for he wanted to show what up. Mr. Smith also runs the Orpheum, the they
liked the show and was surprised to
could be done with the aids available to vaudeville house, and arranged to have the
find
that practically all of them approved
all.
song sung there the three days prior to its brevity
and that none complained of the
Five hundred sheets of paper were pasted the opening. He also used a trailer in the lack of dramatic
feature. He used small
including fourteen 24-sheets, a large num- Orpheum as well as the Rialto.
display advertisements, the Chaplin flivver
ber of threes and sixes and plenty of ones.
Because the song was boomed, the ten- cut
being th^ attractor, and he had a big
Ten thousand stock heralds were put out cent stores gave up windows to the display for a week in advance and during cut-out of this for his lobby display, with
the Friday before the opening, and a numdressed as a policeman directber of hand-painted window cards were the showing, while every cabaret and dance an usher
ing the traffic with a semaphore. The rest
of the lobby was kept clear for the crowds
and playing to twice as many persons as
he might otherwise have done, Mr. Schnader feels that now and then a brief program pays the best, if only the short feature be carefully chosen. He does not
argue that the public habitually wants a
four-reel show, but that when they go
especially to see a comedy, they do not
care a whoop about the drama, which merely takes up time and brings no return.
Used Outdoor

No Wonder Car Fares Have Been Raised.
Some of the comic cartoon passengers who got a free ride in Tulaa
Okla
to advertise Clara Kimball Young in "The Eyis of Youth "

Stands for

Selling Out "Desert Gold"
the
outdoor
NG book
UTILIZI
specialat sale
for astands
shops sales
leading
Gold,"
novel, "Desert
Zane ofGrey's
,
Wilmington
the Victoria,
D. M. ofBain,
N. C, put over the film version to big
business and left the booksellers in shape
for his next drive, for they cleaned up, too.
Two of the large stores were induced to
give windows to the advertisement of the
and then to put into combook and play,outdoor
stands for the sale of
mission
copies. It was this latter touch which
put the idea over. Book hook-ups were
not new, but the outdoor sale was, and it
caught on. And after he got the people
in Mr. Bain pleased them with a prologue
following one of the big scenes.
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J E
CTION
TJy F.H.RICHARDSON

Sounds Plausible, But —
iimiuninimnminiiiiniimiiitinmn
SEVERAL weeks ago T. A. Reynolds,
Brooklyn, wrote asking for some book
Notice to AU
|
on projection which was, as we understood him, simpler than the handbook. We
PRESSURE on our columns is such §
commented on his letter and sent him a
that published replies to questions §
carbon. He now says :
cannot be guaranteed under two or 1
three weeks. If quick action la desired, g
I asked for something less diffuse, not less
remit four cents, stamps, and we will 1
difficult. I am sorry any misunderstanding:
send carbon copy of department reply E
arose, because even an apparent reflection on
as
soon as written.
g
either yourself or the handbook was very
far from my thoughts. I bought a handbook
For special replies, by mall, on mat- g
as a matter of course. It being the standard
ters which, for any reason, cannot be g
work on projection.
replied
through the department, re- g§
mlt
one to
dollar.
It was the very first work I secured bearing
In any way on the moving picture business.
QUESTION BOOKLETS. |
I have often wondered at the amount of Industry and practical experience which made
We have two paper covered booklets g
such a work possible.
containing ISO questions designed as a g
But let me explain. I do not believe that
Kulde to study. They indicate what the S
the mere fact of having passed an examinaprojectionist should know.
g
tion and secured license proves a man to
Either booklet, postpaid, twenty-flve m
be an A-1, fully qualified projectionist, or
cents; both, forty cents . United States §
that he is even safe to leave in charge of a
stamps
use Canadian 1
staccepted;
amcannot
projection installation. I believe the chief
ps.
g
purpose of the examination, and of all civil
THE LENS CHARTS.
|
service examinations, is to limit the supply
of
men to
the needs oftrades
the business
and 'to
Are Yon Working; by "Gae«s," or Do |
prevent
overcrowding
and professions.
Yon Employ
MethodsUp-to-Date
f
As to Examinations.
|1
Examining boards will ask one man twenty
Tou demand that your employer keep g
questions and the next one only two. They
his equipment In good order and up to g
do not try to make things easy for the apdate.
He owes It both to himself and to §
plicant, so as to ascertain his real knowledge.
you to do so, but you ofo It to him to i
They try to tangle him, mix up the cirkeep
with methods.
the times In knowl- g1
cuit one way or another, or disarrange some
edge abreast
and In your
of the many parts of the mechanism and in
The
lens
charts
(two In one, 11x17 |
various ways cause him to lose his presence
Inches, on heavy paper for framing) g
of mind. This would be quite fair if they had
are
in
successful
use
by hundreds of g
already given him credit for knowing his
progressive projectionists. g
job under ordinary circumstances, but such
Don't "guess." Do your work RIGHT, a
Is not the case.
Price, fifty cents, stamps.
1
I think there should be a work (book)
Address
IMovlng Picture World, either |
coaching men for examination, the same as in
B16 Fifth avenue. New Tork City; |
every other line of work, and once the apSchiller Building, Chicago, 111., or |
plicant secures license he should serve his
Wright
& Callender Building, Los An- ||
apprenticeship, meanwhile studying the handgeles,
Cal.
book and the other works you made mention
of. Pardon my being lengthy. I wanted iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiisiniiuuniMnDniiiinnfliiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiw^
you to get my viewpoint.
Got the Viewpoint.
Why, you would be lucky if he didn't bite
suggesting
absurd
proI secured the viewpoint all right, but I you for even
cedure. The whole
troubleso lies
righta here.
do not at all agree. I have right now in
I was obliged
to serve capable
five years'
apprenmy desk something which I, at great labor,
ticeship to be adjudged
of running
compiled for another purpose, and then a locomotive,
although
there
is
much
less
laid carefully aside because it would be to learn in order to become a proficient,
the most wonderful little "coacher for ex- locomotive engineer than is necessary to
amination" that ever happened. I could learn to be a competent projectionist.
print it and make at the very least calcuYet men seem to think it a terrific hardlation $10,000 in one year by so doing, but
ship that they are not allowed to handle
I could only do that at the expense of projectors
after a wee bit of study, or
flooding the industry with incompetents
coaching for examination, and just a few
and working irreparable injury to the men
of apprenticeship — or none of the
and the profession that I have for years months
latter at all.
tried to help, and I cannot agree to that,
I grant that a large percentage of the
for any amount of money.
present day projectionists have entered
the
profession in just that way, but that
No, an examination is not for the purNOT prove the procedure to be right.
pose of "limiting the supply," but to pre- does
I venture the assertion that were the
vent incompetents entering the field, injuring the business by butchering up film, British Columbia examination put into effect here in New York City tomorrow, with
ruining machinery, wasting electrical enMr. Oswald as examiner, there would be
ergy, which means coal, man-handling pro- one
of the most terrific shakings up any
ductions which cost tens or hundreds of
thousands of dollars, and injuring the trade or business in the city of New York
ever experienced, and that the number of
quality of the show people pay real money
cards now in existence would shrink from
to see.
more than a thousand to decidedly less
Lucky If He Didn't Bite.
than one (1) hundred — yes, to less than
Yoli say the man should serve an ap- fifty, and, mind you, the British Columbia
prenticeship once he has secured his li- examination is absolutely fair and just in
cense. Umph I Sounds good, but I have a every detail.
tintype of more than one out of about
Of course there are quite a number of
9,876 doing it. The rest of them would
New York men, above the number named,
give you the haughty glare if you even
who could pass the B. S. examination with
some study, but there are a great number
presumed toprenticesuggest
such
a
thing.
"Apship IWhatcha mean, man? See who either could not pass it at all or
could not pass without beginning at the
my license? I'm a projectionist, I am."

very beginning and learning the profession
they now know practically nothing at all
about, from the ground up.
They handle lenses every day, yet they
know as much about lens action as a cat
knows about heaven.
They handle valuable films, yet they
could not make an intelligent test of the
tension of their projectors.
What's the Use?
They handle a hundred amperes D. C.
and brag about it, not knowing that by the
application of a little knowledge they could
get aS good or a better result with 75, or
maybe 60 amperes.
They handle valuable films, and have a
reel can under their projector to catch
the
as much of it as the
film surplus
does notoil,
mopor up.
They work under conditions which make
it utterly impossible to project a high class
screen result, yet are unable to tell the
exhibitor what changes are necessary or
desirable, because they do not know.
They rewind valuable films on a rewinder that is out of line, at high speed,
on crooked
and then curse the "rotten service" reels,
they get.
They — oh, what's the use I I could spend
pages telling what they do NOT know,
and LINES telling what they do.
Yes, I know it is rough to tell the truth
this way, and right out in meeting too.
But it is also rough to have the profession
cumbered with incompetents.
In closing let me tell you this: If you
know your business, no examiner on earth
can
tangle youcommits
up. Ifa you
the examiner
moraldon't
crimeknow
whenit
he passes you, and gives you a card.
Oh, yes, I nearly forgot. An examiner
often asks only a couple of questions to
some men because their answers to those
two are quite sufficient to prove their entire lack of real knowledge.
Interest in Projection Room Aroused
On page 1468, February 28 issue, we published our idea of the possibility for frontof-the-balcony projection room location,
together with sketch somewhat condensed,
illustrating the various details. From
Reginald WycklifTe Geare, Architect, Washington, D. C., comes the following encourletter : with reference to the location
Tour agingarticle
of projection rooms in the balcony Is an Interesting one. You certainly deserve commendation for suggesting such an idea to
the prospective theatre builders and exhibitors of the country. If such co-operation can
be enlisted in the interest of "The Perfect
Theatre," in all branches of theatre design,
then the
perfect theatre will very soon become a reality.
Trlctl to Incorporate the Idea.
I have several times attempted to incorporate the idea you suggest in theatres designed in my office, but have always met
with difficulties in construction or lack of
interest on the part of owners.
Last fall Harry Crandall, who is, by
the way, progressive and willing to take
a chance, engaged me to design an eighteen
hundred seat, combination legitimate and
moving picture theatre in Cumberland, Maryland. This house, which is now under roof,
will be the nearest approach to a perfect
medium sized theatre that has been erected
up to this date, not because of my connection therewith, but because of the co-operation of every essential party to that end.
Needless to say it embodies the Idea as
illustrated in your sketch, with all the objections eliminated. In view of the vast
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importance of this item to the industry,
columns
to include intheyour
would you care drawing
Cumberland
of
an illustrated
sight lines?
theatre projection room andto be
made, as the
The drawing would have
contract drawings would be unintelligiblewithto
familiar
who is not
averagen person
the
constructio
detail drawings. If you say
the word I will prepare the drawing, with
brief description for your consideration."
More Than Glad.
We shall be more than glad to have the
drawing and description, which will have
a place in the editorial section of the
importance dedisplayourits Editor
paper, with
in Chief,
Blaisdell,
mands. Mr.the
agrees with me in this.
I well know that owners and exhibitors
of this matdo not realize the importance
ter. They seem imbued with the idea that
keystone effect is the only single evil
effect of the way-back and up-high projection location, and that that can be easily
eliminated. They do not understated that
keystone is one of the minor evils. They
do not understand that, while they can
eliminate keystone, they cannot eliminate
distortion.
They do not understand that the placing
of the projection room up high and far
back renders it a practical impossibility for
the projectionist to have that clear, sharp
view of the screen which is essential to
best results, and that this sets up additional, unnecessary eye-strain for the audience through lack of sharpness in focus.
They do not know that the far back, up
high location calls for enormous waste of
light, which means waste of electrical
energy; hence adds to overhead expense
every hour they run. But all this is fact
just the same, and fact must be reckoned
with* My compliments to you, friend
Geare, and may your tribe increase. Please
send that drawing as soon as you conveniently can.
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They Want To Be Projected
The accompanying photograph shows
two Detroit projectionists who call them-

selves "movie operators." They evidently
were not intended by nature to work with
the same observation port.
William Burns, the tallish one, seems
to have been born on a day when legs were
plentiful, and feet not so scarce. George
James the Number 8 collar fellow, must
have been raised on grape fruit, which
comes in small kernels and boxes.
Well, anyhow, these two, who style them
selves "Nuts and Happy," have tired of
shooting men, women, trees, houses, etc.,
at a screen. They now desire to themselves pass out through a lens.
They seek an engagement with some
comedy. Their address is 121 Farmer St.,
Detroit, Michigan. They say they have
both been before the camera. We would
strongly advise comedy companies to come
early and avoid the rush.

Feaster Non-Rewind Being Pushed
The Feaster non-rewind, which this department had thoroughly tested years ago,
and which it has always approved and recom ended, is now being placed on the
marketness basis.
on what seems a reasonable busiExcellent Carbon Adaptor
The
sales department of the National
It is made to handle 2,000-foot reels of
film and will be rented to theatres for Carbon Company sends in samples of the
Silvertip Adaptor and Columbia Car$100 per year for two machines, which will new bon
Saver which that corporation is placinclude the upkeep of both devices. That
ing on the market as soon as it is able to
is to say, for $100 per year the company accumulate
sufficient stock, which same
will equip both projectors with Feasters
by the time this reaches
happened
have
may
and will keep them in repair.
our readers. From the letter written by
Mr. Geib, of the sales department, we get
Worthy Consideration.
the idea that the Nartonal folks think real
It will be well for theatre managers to well of the two devices, with which view
give this matter serious consideration. we are happy to say we can cordially agree.
The elimination of rewinding will very
The Silvertip adaptor will accommodate
largely reduce damage to film and dam- anything from 5/16 to 7/16 of an inch. The
age to film must, no matter what the source Columbia Carbon Saver, which is designed
of damage, be paid out of theatre receipts. to allow the projectionist to consume his
It therefore follows that if damage to
stubs down to the last possible half
film can be materially lessened the theatre carbon
inch, takes anything from ^ to ^ inch.
will directly benefit, and in several ways.
Ample Dimeniion.
First, film rentals can be reduced in proportion as there is less damage to film,
Both are of ample dimensions and have
with consequent lenthening of the useful
a powerful clamping arrangement. The
life thereof.
of the contact surface in the saver
Second, the less damage the less will be dtp*h
is a bit less than an inch and of the adaptor it is a bit more than half an inch. This
the injury to the screen result and the better the "show" which can be put on.
may seem a little scant, but undoubtThis directly aflfects all those thousands latter edly
the National folks have very thor,of smaller theatres which cannot use
oughly tried it out in practice and have
found it to be sufficient.
strictly first run, undamaged film.
The adaptor and saver both have the
A large proportion of the "rain" in film
hearty approval of this department. We
is directlywinding,due
to
"pulling
down"
in
rehence with rewinding eliminated would, however, suggest to the company
rain would be greatly reduced. From that to each saver and adaptor a card be
every viewpoint the Feaster, when reduced attached, reading: "Keep clamp screw lubricated by dipping it into powdered
to the present rational business proposition in the matter of price, is a particularly graphite occasionally." In fact, such a card
should be attached to the lamp of every
good one.
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projector sent out by projector manufacturers.
A New Theatre Opens
Up in Harlem, at Broadway and 159th
street, a new 2,800 seat moving picture theatre has thrown its doors open to the public. The Rio is its name, and David V.
Picker is its owner.
The projection installation is in itself
interesting, both for its excellence and its
mistakes. The screen is 148 feet away from
and, of course, far below the lens. The
projection room is, apparently, without any
good reason, hoisted up ten feet or so
above the top of the topmost balcony seat,
and is reached by means of an iron ladder
and a hole in the floor.
The projection angle is 17 degrees and
the picture, which would, under normal
conditions, be twelve by sixteen, is about
twelve feet six inches by sixteen. The distortion is not sufficient to be seriously objectionable, though the result would be
more pleasing to the audience were the
picture normal.
The installation was by the Cinema Center. The screen is a plain white surface
and gives splendid results. Incidentally, it
might be remarked that several of the
great Broadway houses have recently gone
back to the plain painted screen.
The projection installation consists of
two Type S Simplex projectors, Robin electric speed indicators, two 2-phase, 220-volt,
60-cycle, 6.75-KW Westinghouse motor generator sets, a special switchboard with two
voltmeters and two ammeters and two field
rheostat controls.
The motor generators are so connected
that either may be Used separately or both
in parallel (multiple). A circuit breaker is
provided, with a no-voltage cut-out to prevent any possibility of either generator
acting as a motor when one is stationary,
or in case of accident. The switchboards
were designed by Mr. Robin.
Projection Room Small.
There is a spot lamp. Both projectors
are equipped with Feaster non-rewinds
capable of carrying 2,000 feet of film. Seventy to eighty amperes will be used at
arcs, which is conveyed to machine table
switches by No. 0 wires.
The projection room is equipped with
special supply and tool cabinets. Motor
generators rest on a four-inch thickness of
cork and cannot be heard by one seated
directly beneath the room. There is no
A C emergency set because of the fact that
the dual motor generator renders such an
installation unnecessary.
Cecil Wood is chief projectionist; J.
Howard, second.
The installation is most excellent, but
the room, with its dead white plaster walls,
poor
and small
none-too-well
placedlocation
observation
ports and
is distinctly
bad.
Just why an exhibitor will purchase such
excellent and costly equipment, and then
handicap its efficiency by making everything about the room itself wrong, passeth
understanding.
On the night of the opening the orchestra lights murdered the picture. So very
bad was this that many of those seated in
the balcony left in the middle of the show.
Some of the titles were so badly light
struck that they could not be read at all,
at least from the rear half of the balcony.
To sum up, the projection installation is
very complete, but the projection room is
very bad in several points, which render
high class screen results difficult, if not impossible and the orchestra lights, if left as
they were the opening night, will enable
the fiddlers to pose before the audience —
allow them to be "seen," but will operate
to make the picture unsatisfactory and even
invisible in its finer details.
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Twenty-Five Cycle Projection Current
Ed Kramer, Burlington, Iowa, says :
There are a number of towns around here
■Which offer good openings for a moving picture theatre, but the current is 110 volt, 25
cycle, and what has been bothering me is,
can we use this for projection. In other
words, can we get a fairly good picture on
short throw, say forty-flve to sixty feet,
using a projection transformer?
The projector
a Power's,
with through
two-winga
shutter.
Wouldis take
current
Power's 25 cycle Inductor.
Cannot afford a rectifier or motor generator, at least until have given these towns
a tryout.
Recently I noticed something with regard
to your handbook which I had not supposed
would ever happen. Took a short auto trip
recently and stopped in Mt. Pleasant to look
over a house.
It is running now, operated by the Adams
Theatre Company, of Des Moines. On top
of the desk in their office was a Richardson
Handbook, which the firm supplies to all
their projectionists, first placing in its front
a nice little note telling them that the day
of inefficiency and the flickering picture is
past.
They use two Power's, taking current
through a rectifier, with a Fort Wayne compensarc for warming up.
Advise Motor Generator.
With regard to the 25 cycle current matter, Icould not conscientiously advise anything other than a motor generator set.
The current will give you flicker, becaiise
the cycles are so slow that even in an incandescent lamp the flicker is visible to
the eye. This is inevitable and cannot be
overcome by anything other than a motor
generator set.
A rectifier will give very fairly satisfactory service, but even it will not, I think,
entirely remove the objection.
Much depends on what you call a "fairly
goodthat
picture."
on
point. I am afraid we might differ
a fairly
if it
beYou
not cantooget"large
and brilliant
if you picture,
use a good
metallic surface screen, using one inductor set at its maximum.
You may even get a fairly bright picture
with a plain white screen, but the flicker
in the light itself is inherent and cannot
be evaded.
The length of throw is of no importance
lip to 100 or 125 feet, except that anything
less than fifty is bad, unless you have a
very small picture.
Put in more intelligent form, any distance of projection and picture size which
compels the use of an objective of less than
4-inch E F is not good, and if it- compels
the use of an objective of less than 35^2
inches it is very bad indeed.
Excellent Business Proposition.
We are, of course, flattered by the action of the Adams Company, but many progressive companies are now doing the same
thing. For instance, Major Grierson, chief
engineer Provincial Theatres Company,
Inc., London, England, has ordered handbooks for several of its theatres, and will,
I believe, order for them all, because it
is a most excellent business proposition.
An exhibitor who pays large sums of
•money, per week for film service can well
afford, purely as a matter of business economy, to pay $4 for a book to teach his
projectionist to put that service on his
screen efficiently and well, and to take
proper care of his costly equipment.
Sorry I cannot be more definite on the
25 cycle question, but I have given the
•only practical answer.
You cannot give what I would call a satisfactory show with 25 cycle current at
-the arc, but you might, nevertheless, call it
fairly so. And there you are.
Los Angeles Man Honored
Edwin A. Keller, projectionist, member
Los Angeles local union No. 150, was a
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against the reel hub and the reel revolved
slightly, or the film is pulled endwise, they
engage two of the sprocket holes.
Looks good to us for the projection room
reels. Will save time and bother in threading and do away with the annoyance of
I
HANDBOOK
| loose spring clamps.
IFor Managers and Operators - :
Distortion and Its Effect
I
By F. H. RICHARDSON |
In
nine
ten high class theatres,
M The recognized standard book on the work of pro- M especially inouttheof east,
the projection room
s jcftion. Comijlcte descriptions and instructions on s
^ atl leading machines and projection equipment. s is located up high and way back, the genbeing to place it where it will
s There isn't a projection room in the universe in M occupyeral idea
space that cannot possibly be put
^ wliich this carefiilly comi)iled book will not save its ^
M jiurchase price each month.
; to use for seats. The prime idea is that
seating capacity counts for everything and
^
Buy It Today $4 the Copy, postpaid = that
almost any location will do very well
indeed for the projection room if seats are
I
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
| not sacrificed.
m 516 Fifth Avenue. New York City
1 • But there is a phase of this matter which
1
Schiller Building. Chicago, III.
1 exhibitors do not seem to have grasped. It
g
Wright & Callcnder BIdg. Los Angeles, Cal, I is possible to locate the projection room
=
To save time, order from nearest office. s where no seats will be sacrificed, but at the
s^me time involve very great sacrifice in
illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU^
seating because of the fact that empty
caller at the office of the editor of this de- seats have mighty little value. They may
partment recently.
— or may not — be ornamental, but as reveBrother Keller has resigned his position today.nue producers an empty theatre seat is
with the Grauman Million Dollar Theatre, about the most useless thing we know of
Los Angeles, to accept the position of SuSo let us look into this matter just a
pervisor of Projection with the Provincial
bit further. Let us take a certain
Cinematograph Theatres, Ltd., 199 Picca- wee
Broadway theatre, for example, because it
dilly, London, W.
is, we think, the very finest example of
Mr. Keller will receive a salary commensurate with the importance of his position, moving picture theatre magnificence in
and will have supervision of projection in this or perhaps any other country. It has
fifty of the finest moving picture theatres
a projection room so located that the picin Europe, scattered in various cities of screen.
ture is very nearly square in form on the
England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland.
Mr. Keller took along an autographed
A Seat-Selling Proposition.
copy of the handbook, a lens chart and an
Now
this
theatre has, if I rightly rememambition to make good and do honor to
ber, 2,800 seats. It gives two shows a day,
the land of his birth.
has 2,800 x 2 = 5,600 seats to sell
We commend him to the courtesy of hence
every day. Does it sell them? Some days,
British projectionists. He was engaged, as yes.
More
days, no, which is not as it
we understand it, by Major Grierson, chief should be. There
is, of course, a reason.
engineer of the company, at the time of While it is quite true
that the audience,
his recent visit to the United States.
having an undistorted picture before
We wish for brother Keller all good for- not
for comparison, does not actually
tune. We feel sure he is well equipped for them the
screen result is not as pleasing
his new position and that he will justify know
should be.
the judgment of Major Grierson in his as Itit does
know
that the net result is not
selection.
altogether to its liking, and this naturally
operates to decrease the attendance. Of
course we cannot actually prove this as to
Clever Reel Film Clamp
this particular theatre, but we nevertheless
Down in Washington, D. C, C. Francis
that if there were an undisJenkins, one of the oldest old-timers in firmly believe
torted, truly proportioned picture on its
the business, has invented what we regard
screen
the
added
beauty of the result
as a very clever clamp for attaching film would fill those sometimes
empty seats.
to the reel.
if this is so, then while the projection
The device is merely a piece of spring And
is such that it does not actsteel which snaps on over the standard room location
supplant any seats, still it sacrifices
small reel bulb, either wood or iron, and seatinguallycapacity
hugs it tightly, but may at any time be seats less salable. heavily by making the
removed merely by pulling it off.
One Effect of Distortion.
Its center is just wide enough to fit in
between the reel sides. In fact, the two
One effect of distortion caused by error
Jenkins sent us for inspection were a bit in projection room location is to compel
too wide, but that may be easily remedied
one to remember that one is looking at a
with a carborundum wheel or a cold chisel, picture, the very thing one does not desire
vise and hammer.
to do, and
may not
conditions. But when
one doseesunder
men right
and women
Spaced apart exactly the same as the two
lines of sprocket holes are four steel teeth, abnormally tall and thin the mind rebels.
two pointing each away, bent up just Sub-consciously it senses the fact that
enough so that when the film is held something
is wrong. People do not actually look that way. And the sense of
pleasure is thus marred.
There is no more use in disputing that
proposition than there is disputing the
proposition that one and one make two.
One may dispute the latter, true, but arguments will not alter the result of the addition by the smallest fraction.
Meeting in May

.^'illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNlliillilllNiiililii^ iiiiiiiiniii
1
Projection Experience 1
1
MOTION PICTURE
1

The next meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers will be held in Montreal, P. Q., May 10, 11 and 12. Many interesting papers will be read and doubtless
thereon.very valuable discussions will be held
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Sen»e."
e "Common
to Distribut
Republic
Announcement
is made
by Briton N.
Busch, president of Republic Distributing
Corporation, of which Lewis J. Selznick
is advisory director, that Republic has acwill shortly release "Common
quired
Sense,"William
a andfive-reel
production
directed
by
• Louis
Chaudet.
The cast
includes
Vela Vale and Ralph Lewis.
jnillllillimiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiriiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinriiti ri i i i i
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Aschmann

Are

Much

Alike

as Well as in Their Names
into the home office in a single day 150
E. A.
by the
days' bookings on Edgar Lewis' big special,
e "Other
go, tas offeatur
HEADED
Eschmann,
of appoi
Chicantmen
Men's Shoes." He is in thorough
sales manager, Pau Brunet, vice- accord with
the ideas of Director of Expresident and general manager of Pathe
changes Pearson regarding the exploitaExchange, Inc., this week announced a list
tion of features, having been one of Mr.
of important promotions in the executive Pearson's
most effective aids when the
and field sales forces of Pathe.
latter
was feature sales manager.
Mr. Eschmann assumed his new position,
Mr. Aschmann, new manager at Chicago,
which he earned by his success in hand- is one of the "Old Guard" of Pathe. Havling Pathe's
productsince
as August,
manager 1919,
of the
ing been thoroughly schooled in the Pathe
Chicago
exchange
on
Mr. Aschmann has been one of its
Monday, March 15. He will work directly ethics,
most successful branch manager, and in
under Elmer R. Pearson, director of ex- moving into Chicago he will have a greater
changes.
wherein to gain new laurels. He will
William A. Aschmann, formerly managrer field
have to meet a high figure weekly to touch
of the Milwaukee office, has been trans- the record set by Mr. Eschmann, but he
ferred to a similar position in the Chicago
will do it, Pathe believes.
exchange, where he will have wider latitude for his energetic selling ability.
Following the Pathe policy of giving its Edward Dillon Will Direct
employes the fullest advantage in the promotion line, J. H. Mergener has been apViola Dana in Latest Play
pointed manager at Milwaukee. Mergener
was formerly assistant to Mr. Aschmann,
EDWARD DILLON has been engaged by
who topped off his long career with Pathe
Metro to direct Viola Dana in "Parlast November by winning a $1,000 ring for
lor, that
Bedroomwilland
Bath,"
Woods farce
be her
next the
Metro-AI
his wife in the "Quimby Tribute Month"
Screen Classics picture.
competition.
Edward Dillon recently directed Irene
E. A. Eschmann, since joining the Pathe
forces last August, has won the reputation
Castle in "The Amateur Wife." For
of being one of the most eflfective branch twelve years he has been prominent in
managers in the organization. He has been the motion picture industry. He started as
instrumental in materially increasing the an actor with Biograph and after several
Jack's Lost His Visiting Cards.
Pathe business in the Chicago territory, years branched out as a director. He has
and as one of his final acts as branch manThat's why Mr. Dempsey drops in so inDe Wolf Hopper in "Don Quixote,"
formal y in his Pathe serial, "Dareager of the Windy City exchange he turned directed
Madge Kennedy in "Our Little Wife," Ann
devil Jack."
Pennington in "The Ambitions of Ann,"
Bessie Love in "The Heiress of Coffee
Dan's" George Welsh in five productions
and other successful pictures.
*'Forty-five Minutes from Broadway*'
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" is the boudoir farce by C. W. Bell and Mark Swan
which
enjoyed a successful season in New
'* Revival
"Florodora
to Tie-up with
available
survivors
of
the
original
sextette
York
and now, in its third season, has
the
say
days,"
happy
the
E were
THOS
al producers who are reviving and by the selection of girls in cities out- three companies on the road. A. P. Younger
theatric
side of New York for trial in the parts of of the Metro scenario staff adapted it for
the delightful "Florodora" of two de- the chorus
girl of twenty years ago.
the screen. Eugene Pallette will be Miss
cades ago and cashing in on the sentiIt
is
planned to start similar contests in Dana's leading man.
ment which invariably accompanies a comyester- towns wherever "Forty-Five Minutes from
edy revival from the unforgettable
year. And the ever alert exploitation men
Broadway" is shown, not only to recruit
who are already looking ahead to the pub- an entire "Pretty Maiden Sextette" from New Reading Theatre Makes
among
local talent but to arrange for its
licity value of Charles Ray's forthcoming
appearance at motion picture
Special Appeal to Kiddies
First National production, "Forty-Five Mm- personal
houses.
The publicity attendant upon the
g
ay,"
tie
to
plannin
are
Broadw
from
utes
selection
of
the young women best suited CHILDREN
up the photoplay with the renewed interest
as aof necessary
adjunctin toa
the
exhibition
motion pictures
to the roles and the reproduction of their
in "Florodora."
neighborhood theatre have been recpictures
in
local
newspapers
is
declared
to
ognized by Carr and Schad in opening the
The revival of "Florodora" is scheduled
for the Century Theatre, New York City, offer unlimited opportunities for putting Strand Theatre in Reading, Pa. The firm,
Minutes
from fashion.
Broadway"
during the next few months and the efforts "Forty-Five
which operates three other theatres in
across in a highly
interesting
Reading, made a special appeal to the
of the producers to gather a "Pretty Maiden
children
and the parents of children on the
Sextette" resembling closely the wellknown chorus of twenty years ago is gainopening date, on the theory that a picture
ing considerable attention for the delight- Many High Class Houses Sign
showing special care for the comfort and
welfare of children would acquire a friendful character of the "Florodora" girl. In
for
Sidney
Drew
Comedies
the George M. Cohan story in which Arly standing in any neighborhood made up of
thur S. Kane is presenting Charles Ray one
of American homes.
release
the
of
NT
NCEME
of the principal feminine characters is ANNOU
the second comedy of the Mrs. Sidney
Accordingly, the announcements of the
Flora Dora Dean, a personality adapted
Drew series on April 18 finds prac- opening contained the invitation to bring
from the original play of similar name, and
or
send the children. The fact was adverut
ss
all
tically first-cla houses througho
who retains the appearance of the dainty the country under contract for the series
tised that two women would be employed
of six pictures, according to reports re- regularly by the theatre to look after the
ballet girl of the "Florodora" sextette.
ceived at the Pathe Exchange. The sec- comfort of kiddies who attended and to
A novel exploitation stunt wi'l be introduced into the advertising of this photoplay,
any attention that was necesond comedy is "The Stimulating Mrs. Bar- give them
sary. Charlie Chaplin in his third First
which will come directly upon the wave of
nd branches
ton" andreturns
John Cumberla
is featured.
Latest
from
the
show
popularity attending the big revival of the
attraction,was"A also
Day'sadvertised
Pleasure," asthea
opening feature,
comedy. Considerable publicity has been the signing of many of the leading theatres National
aroused by the search for the elusive throughout the United States, including the picture that would make a specail appeal
Rivoli Theatre of San Francisco.
to the young folks.
"Florodora" type by statements from all
in Sales

Simple

Ability

Souls
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She's a Gem at the Gem
Projection Machines Is
Mrs. J. C. Morgan Ripley

PICTURE

Realart

Films;

Finkelstein

THE ranks of big circuits booking Realart's special was swelled this week
by the addition of Rubin & Finkelstein, the prominent Twin City exhibitors,
Jensen & Von Herberg, the big Northwestcircuit, .and Poll's chain of theatres in
New ernEngland
The obtaining of these contracts in quick
order, according to J. C. Ragland, general
sales manager of Realart Pictures Corporamakes circuits
the company's
representation
all thetion,big
throughout
the countryin
practically complete.
Rubin & Finkelstein signed contracts for
"The Mystery of the Yellow Room," an
Emile Chautard Production, and "The Luck
of
Irish," are
an Allan
Dwanby Production.
Boththefeatures
presented
Mayflower
Photoplay Corporation and are to have
early showings in the principal houses of
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth.
Jensen & Von Herberg closed contracts
for "The Luck of the Irish" for one week
each at the Majestic in Portland, the
Strand in Seattle, the Rialto in Tacoma,
and the Rialto in Butte.
Poll's circuit of vaudeville theatres took
contracts for "The Luck of the Irish" for
four-day showings in the firm's houses in
Bridgeport, New Haven, Waterbury, Hartford, Meriden, Conn., and in Springfield,
Mass.
"The signing of any one of these chains,"
said J. C. Ragland, "would constitute a good
week's work anywhere, but here we are
suddenly given all three, and at a time
when we figured we had accomplished
about all in the way of big circuit bookings
a single firm could hope to get.
"I consider that a circuit booking is the
most rigid test to which any picture can
be subjected. It means that its appeal is
not limited to a single class of patrons
or to small neighborhood audiences. Circuit bookings are only for pictures with a
broad, powerful appeal, and those other
qualities that attracted the large masses
of people."
Senator Sherman Introduces
Wheeler Bill in the Senate
SHERMAN, of Illinois, has
TOR
SENA
introduced in the United States Senate
the bill previously introduced in the
House of Representatives by Representative Wheeler, of the same state, restricting the sale of tickets and the number of
admissions to the theatres in the District
of Columbia.
This would prohibit the theatre owner or
manager from selling tickets or granting
free admission to any person unless such
ticket or admission permitted the immediate seating of the person involved. Further, section three provides that the district commissioners be required to limit the
number and determine the arrangement
of seats in any theatre, having regard to
its proper ventilation, fire protection and
sanitation, and no theatre would be permitted to increase its capacity without the
approval of the commissioners.
The building regulations now require
with respect to theatres having a seating
capacity of 500 or more that lobby space
equivalent to one and a half feet a person
be provided. Take the Metropolitan,
Knickerbocker, Palace, Rialto or any of the
other large houses and were it not for this
regulation the seating capacity could be increased so as to take care of all the peopleuteswhoafter
nowbuying
have tickets
to standandfor before
a- few seats
minbecome available.
If the theatre men were prohibited from
selling tickets until seats become available,
it would mean an end to all continuous per-
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Among

formances such as the motion picture exhibitions. Incidentally, the price of admissions would be increased. The manager
would run a show and then clear his house,
and it would take forty minutes to sell
tickets for a second show and seat the
people, it is estimated.
Hodkinson Releases Hit High
Mark in New York Territory
are cutting a
N inreleases
INSO
HODKwide
the Metropolitan disswath
trict. Marx S. Nathan, head of the
local exchange, and his sales force have
for weeks been hitting a high mark in the
volume of contract bookings obtained from
the big circuits and the larger theatres
in the New York zone on the big produczation. tions distributed by the Hodkinson organiManager Nathan reports contracts on J.
Parker Read, Jr.'s, Louise Glaum picture,
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter," for presentation on the entire Sydney S. Cohen circuit, which has already started a big
twenty-four sheet poster campaign in the
Bronx; for Moss' Hamilton, the Charles
Steiner circuit, the M. & S. circuit, the latter having arranged for extended engagements at all its houses. The Cohen circuit has also contracted for Zane Grey's
"Desert Gold," "The Capitol," starring Leah
Baird, "His Temporary Wife," and J. Warren Kerrington's "Live Sparks." Last
week Kerrigan's
"30,000"
played Moss'andHamilton, the Adelphi,
the Symphony
the
Seventy-seventh Street Theatre, besides
being booked solid on all other Moss
houses.
C. H. Schneider, owner of the Beverly
Theatre, Brooklyn, after booking "The
Lone Wolf's Daughter," arranged with
forty-six stores in his vicinity for use of
their windows in a unique promotion campaign.
Many

Houses

we present
J. C.THMorgan,
who isa portrait
said to ofbe Mrs.
the
HEREWI
only woman moving picture operator
in West Virginia. She has charge of the
machines at the Gem Theatre at Ripley, and
is also assistant manager of the house. Not
only that, but Mrs. Morgan also conducts a
photo studio in the town and does all kinds
of photographic work.
Film salesmen in this territory are high
in their praise of the pictures projected at
the Gem and all agree that Mrs. Morgan ia a
little wonder when it comes to light, focus,
frame and all other requirements of a perfect
picture.

Mrs. J. C. Morgan.
A star, you bet — but at the art of projection.
"
Mrs. Morgan
is the Ripley,
projectionist
Gem Theatre,
W.
Va of the
f
/

in Metropolitan

Area

Book

"The Deadlier Sex'' Following Premiere
A factor which is making the picture
FOLLOWING the announcements of the
boo' ing of the latest Blanche Sweet popular in many of the smaller cities and
production released by Pathe, "The towns is the newspaper tie-up which has
arranged by the Pathe publicity
Deadlier Sex," by the B. S. Moss Theatre, been
New York City, many of the finest theatres forces. A series of articles on noted
in the Metropolitan area have contracted women of history prepared by Blanche
for ihe picture. The Broadway Theatre Sweet under the title of "The Deadlier
run of the picture for one week started on Sex" has been widely distributed among
March 14 and many exhibitors visited the the newspapers of the country
theatre to see for themselves the maniier
in which the production went over. ImColumbia City Council Rules
portant bookings resulted.
Among the important houses contracting
in Favor of Liberal Sunday
for the picture are the Moss Regent and
the ^oss Flatbush theatres, B. F. Keith's
Tenn.,
of Columbia,repealing
council
an ordinance
passed
THEhas city
Prospect, Academy of Music, Proctor's
the present Sunday closing law and
Twenty-third Street and Proctor's 125th permitting
business houses to remain open
Street, Harlem Opera House, Keith's Jersey on the Sabbath
with the exception of two
City, Proctor's Mount Vernon and Procmorning
the will
10
between
hoursnoon.
tor's Yonkers, Halsey Street, D. V. Picker's and
also
or notin this
Whethero'clock
Rio Theatre, Adelphia. Seventy-seventh
remain
to
houses
picture
moving
permit
Street, jesticSymphony,
Fox's
Nemo
and
the
Maon Washington Heights.
open is not determined, but the motion
In all of the big exchange centers the picture theatre is regarded as much of a
most representative exhibitors Iiave either business industry as anything else.
booked the picture or have arranged for a
In passing this ordinance Columbia is
screening as soon as prints are available one of the first cities in the South to take
for them. The splendid success of the first this step once the Sunday blue laws had
two Blanche Sweet pictures released by been placed in actual operation, and the
result will be watched with interest by
Pathe, "A Woman of Pleasure" and "Fight- other
towns and cities of the section.
Cressy,"inhave
the and
star on
firm ingbasis
the established
best theatres
witha
Especially active against the repeal of
every assurance that the third production, the law were the various women's clubs of
which is from the pen of Bayard Veiller, the city, several of them adopting resoluis of the highest standard of excellence.
tions against a repeal of the closing law.
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Another Moral Lesson Picture.
The next Frank Keenan picture will be
another big moral lesson on the screen full
of the drama and philosophy for which the
actor's productions are noted. It will be
released
underof thethetitle
for Dollar,"
and reports
first"Dollar
screening
of the
picture indicate that it will prove to be a
repetition
of
the
frequent
Keenan
successes.
"Treasure Island" to Have
Extensive Book Publicity

Hpre She Is— All Put Together— Wanda Hawley, Realart's New Star.
The issuspense
is now over
we know
mysterious
personality
Wanda Hawley,
whoseand many
friendsthathaveRealart's
long wanted
to see star
her starred.
Survey

Shows

Twenty- Five

Due to Open in
SURVEY bf the theatres now being
built and on which actual promotion
has been made in Cleveland reveals
the interesting fact that before 1921 twentyfive new houses will have been opened.
Two theatres to replace the Klaw & Erlanger and Shubert present houses, two
Keith vaudeville theatres and more than
twenty motion picture houses are included
in the program of amusement enterprises
to be established during the year. They
will supply a seating capacity for 50,000
and the cost of them will be over $10,000,000.
Five new downtown houses having a
combined seating capacity of 13,000 are
now building or will go this year. One of
the picture
houses
whichin
will
seat 4,000
and iswillLoew's
be theState,
largest
the city. The other downtown picture
theatre will be the Allen, which will seat
3,000.
Extending Theatrical District.
These two picture theatres, the Klaw and
Erlanger and Shubert and one of the
Keith houses all will be centered at Euclid
avenue and East Fourteenth street. In
fact, the entrances to all of them will be
within a half block. This will extend the
heart of the theatrical district up Euclid
avenue three blocks, as the present district
centers around the intersection of East
Ninth street and Euclid avenue.
The survey also disclosed plans, hitherto
unannounced, of the Loew interests for
the building of five more theatres in Cleveland, three in the East End and two on the
west side of the Cuyahoga River. The locations of these houses are not given out
because all real estate and financial arrangements have not yet been completed.
They will have a combined seating capacity

A

New

Theatres

Cleveland Within Year
of 9,000 and will cost over $2,000,000. Construction work will start about May 1.
The List in Detail.
The following is the complete list of theanow building or about to be started
in thetres city
Loew's State,
pictures,
and East
Fourteenth
street,
3,300 Euclid
seats, $2,000,000;
the clid
Ohio,
& Erlanger
Euand EastKlaw
Fourteenth
street, house,
1,500 seats,
$5,00,000;
Shubertstreet,
theatre,
Euclid and the
East Hanna,
Fourteenth
$500,000;
the Terminal, pictures, 236 Superior avenue. West,Euclid
600 seats,
$50,000;
pictures,
and East
101stLoew's
street, Park,
4,000
seats,
$850,000;
Keith's,
vaudeville,
Euclid
and East 105th street, 3,000 seats, $1,000,000;
HoflPman's
Palace
pictures,
Euclid $400,000;
avenue
and
East 102d
street,
1,500 seats,
Stratford, pictures. Hough avenue and East
Eighty-fourth street, 1,500 seats, $225,000.
Five Points, pictures, St. Clair avenue and
East 152d street, 1,500 seats, $100,000; Corlett, pictures, 12,705 Miles avenue, 1000 seats,
$80,000; Buckeye, pictures, 11,621 Buckeye
road, 1,000 seats, $80,000; Deutsch, pictures.
Cedar avenue and East Seventy-ninth
street, 1,000 seats, $80,000; three Loew theatres on East Side, pictures, 5,000 seats,
$1,250,000; Allen, pictures, Detroit and West
Sixty-fifth street, 1,800 seats, $300,000; New
Lakewood, pictures, Detroit and Geil avepictures, Fulton road and West Forty-first
nue, 1,800 seats, $250,000; New Lyceum
street, 1,800 seats, $200,000; American, pictures, 3541 Fulton road, 1,000 seats, $125,000;
Nerval, pictures, 5302 Storer avenue, 600
seats, $25,000; Sommerfelt, pictures, 2221
Bridge avenue, 600 seats, $25,000; two Loew
theatres on West Side, pictures, 4,000 seats,
$1,000,000.

IX addition to exploitation which can be
effected through the Charles Scribner's Sons de luxe edition of "Treasure Island," exhibitors showing the forthcoming Paramount
of "Treasure Island,"
taken production
from Robert
Louis
Stevenson's famous novel, will have the
benefit of similar arrangements made with
M. A, Donahue & Company, of Chicago and
New York.
Owing to the fact that there are n<y
copyrights
Stevenson's
works,
versions haveon been
published.
The various
edition
of Charles Scribner and the more popular
priced volume of M. A. Donahue & Company represent
the standard
in which
the book
is known
and both forms
concerns
have
agreed upon a wholehearted campaign of
publicity co-operation when the picture is
released early next month.
Standard Paramount Artcraft posters and
photographs, both colored and in black and
white or sepia rotogravure sheets, will be
used to enhance the attractiveness of local
bookshop windows in exploiting "Treasure Island." Charles Scribner's Sons have
given instructions to all their branches and
agents so that sufficient volumes will be
available to present window display that
will do justice to the picture and also meet
the demand for copies of the book w-hich is
anticipated.
M. A. Donahue & Co., through its twentytwo branches, will inaugurate a special
sales campaign during the intervening three
weeks. Bookstores are being advised of
the forthcoming production and are already
evidencing their enthusiasm for the plan by
placing orders for large quantities of books.
Largest and Smallest Settings
Built for "Old Lady 31"
INTERIORS
widelySolomon
contrasting
as the
Temple of soKing
in Biblical
times and a tiny frame dwelling on the
New England seacoast were constructed at
the Metro studios in Hollywood for the picturization of "Old Lady 31," the Lee Kugel
stage success by Rachel Crothers, in which
Emma Dunn is to be starred on the screen.
The picture is now being cut and assembled.
The Solomon's temple scene was the
largest ever constructed at the Metro plant
on the Pacific Coast. It took up one complete enclosed stage, 90 by 150 feet, or a
floor space of 13,500 square feet. Two hundred and fifty persons participated in the
temple scenes, among them more than lOO
dancing girls, houris and attendants of the
harem.
The other extreme was represented in the
cottage set, which was one of the smallest
and most compact ever built on the Metro
studio stage. It occupied a tiny corner. The
setting represented the parlor of the
modest home of Capt. Abe and Angle Rose,
the two old sweethearts in "Old Lady 31."
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"Fine Feathers" to Set Off
Loveliness of May Allison
BEFORE she starts work in her next
,"
ion,buy"Fine
Feathers
productwill
MetroAllison
Which
some.
May
is merely another way of saying that Miss
Allison will spend the next fortnight
gathering together an assortment of spring
raiment not only for street and house wear
but to set oflf her loveliness in Eugene Walpowerful drama.
Misster'sAllison
is so nearly through her
work in "The Cheater," a screen version
of
"Judah,"
compelling
drama
by
Henry
ArthurtheJones,
that a stage
few days
at the
most will see her endeavors before the
camera completed. She has been promised
a vacation of two weeks before starting
"Fine Feathers." H. Thompson Rich is
finishing the continuity of "Fine Feathers."
"The Cheater" was adapted by Lois Zellner from the Henry Arthur Jones drama
and filmed under the direction of Henry
Otto, with William Esmond doing the
camera
work.are InFrank
"The Currier
Cheater"
Miss Allison
and besides
Harry
Van Meter.
Get Prints of "King Spruce"
Ready for Hodkinson Offices
Spruce," the Holman
of "King
PRINT
Day Sstory
of the Maine forests starring Mitchell Lewis and produced by
Otto Bollman and Roy Clements for the
Dial Film Company, are being assembled
at the Republic Laboratories for early dispatch to the thirty-four Hodkinson
branches. Simultaneous with the inauguration of a big advertising drive, trade
showings
ofon"King
Spruce"
held by
s inwill
all Hodkins
manager
the befield.
A cast of merit was assembled to support
Mitchell Lewis by Roy Clements, who directed the production. Chief in support of
the star in the production, which is announced
for release
18, is Mignon
Anderson.
Melbourne April
MacDowell
has a role
commensurate with his ability. Arthur
Millette, the ever-busy heavy, introduces
a new brand of villainy.
An important part is in the hands of
Betty Wales, a youthful artiste who has
won her spurs on the screen after an enviable record on the stage.
Joe Ray, of the same rugged type as the
star, gives a good account of himself as
Tommy
Eye.Herzog
James areO'Neil,
Soville
and Frederic
seen toGus
advantage
in the minor roles.
To Seek Film Appropriation.
United States Senator Robert L. Owen,
of Oklahoma, will seek an appropriation
from Congress of $6,000 to be used in the
printing and distribution of the Motion
picture film, "Come Clean," and an appropriation of $9,000 for co-operation with the
States in educational work in oral hygiene.
His request will be made when the Senate
takes up for consideration the legislative,
executive and judicial appropriation bill.
"Crossed Claims" Is Carey's Next.
"Crossed
storynextby story
Tarkington
Baker,
is theClaims,"
title ofa the
to be
filmed by Harry Carey, Universal star, and
will be directed by Reeves Eason. Much
of this picture will be filmed on Harry
Carey'sIt is
ranch
in St.to Francisquito
Valley,
Cal.
planned
release this feature
about the middle of June.
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Complete Their
COLONEL FRED LEVY, president of
the First National Exhibitors' exchange of Kentucky and Tennessee,
and Lee L. Goldberg, the secretary, have
just completed "a swing around the circle" in their territory that has undoubtedly
been productive of more good for the motion picture industry in this section than
can be estimated.
Col. Levy is president of the National Association of Retail Clothiers and as such
was booked to attend the state convention of retail clothiers of Ohio, held in
Cincinnati. He had also to attend the convention of Tennessee clothiers in Knoxville
the same week.
"Now is the time for our trip," he said
to Mr. Goldberg. "It couldn't happen better. We'll have to put two mental reels in
our heads so we can run clothing and pictures at the same time, but I'm sure we'll
beThey
equal made
to that."
the first leg of their journey
to Cincinnati. Col. Levy was honor guest of
the Ohio clothing men. Tbey met there
many picture men of Northern Kentucky
and I. Libson, of Cincinnati, who books for
the Strand and Keith theatres in Louisville,
and Godfrey Kotzin, of the Lyric Theatre,
Covington.
Picture Men Meet Clothiers.
From Cincinnati they went to Knoxville
where the convention of the Tennessee
clothiers was in progress. W. E. Drumbar,
manager of the Signal Amusement Company, and his associates met Col. Levy and
through him met the Tennessee clothiers.
The picture men and the clothing representatives became well acquainted and
struck up a mutual interest that is certain
to be productive of good.
From Knoxville Col. Levy and Mr. Gold-

Lee

Goldberg

"Swing Around Circle"
berg went to Chattanooga. There they met
Milton B. Ochs, editor and publisher of the
Chattanooga Times and brother of Adolph
Ochs, publisher of the New York Times.
It happened that Milton Ochs had just been
appointed state chairman by Gov. Roberts
of the campaign to raise Tennessee's share
of
the tofund
America's
memorial
France
her for
soldier
dead. Mr.
Ochs wasin
anxious to get the campaign presented on
slides
in thehepicture
houses.
Col.Dowler,
Levy's
suggestion
appointed
FrankAt H.
Jr., of the Signal Amusement Company in
Chattanooga and Knoxville, chairman for
these cities; Tony Sudekum, president of
the Crescent Amusement Company in Nashville, and Charles L. McElravy, of the Majestic in Memphis, chairmen for their cities.
Many Benefits Secured.
In Chattanooga they attended a Rotary
Club luncheon which brought them in contact with the leading men of the city.
In Nashville Col. Levy and Mr. Goldberg
met Tony and Harry Sudekum and the
other leading picture men of that section.
The visit to Memphis was equally pleasant.
From Memphis they returned to Louisville.
In Col. Levy's talks to the clothing men
of the two states he digressed sufficiently
to tell about the picture industry and its
importance in the life of the nation. Many
incidental benefits were secured. For instance, inone city an important newspaper
had failed to recognize the picture houses
at their full value. Col. Levy and Mr. Goldberg were able to bring the paper to a full
appreciation of the motion picture and
henceforth the paper will hold to this
policy.
ii'iiiiiiriiriitiiuiiiiiiiiiiiinriiiiitiiMMiiiiiMliiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNii
iiiiiiiiit iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiilpiir
Read the Reviews — from first to last
the truth. Written by experts!

JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^ Illllltllllll nil i,|,;.^
✓
\
Four Roads to Leadership
%
1. Last Sunday, the New York Times quoted Moving Picture World's feature 1
article in its February 21 issue on the use of motion pictures as evidence in Call- I
forniathat
courts.
Said the Times, "According to Moving Picture World ." And it 1|
does
often.
2. We received this week from a Baltimore photoplay editor a letter which
termed our new "Clip and Paste" page a "knockout." Because, the writer said, "it's
just the thing the theatre manager needs." Howard G. Ramsey, El Dorado, Kansas,
has to pay for his own moving picture section in the local paper, and he uses
"Rambles" and "Clip and Paste" for his news.
3. Evidence comes in from other cities in the form of theatre programs that
"Rambles" is popular for snappy moving picture paragraphs. A San Francisco
house, one of the finest in the country, has a theatre house organ, ninety per cent
of whose comments on the films are taken from "Rambles."
4. From the showmanship field we have this letter from the Grand Theatre,
Massena, N. Y., dated February 3: "Gentlemen: For your information note that I
have sold the above theatre to Mr. Frank Cutri & Co. I purchased the place twentysix months ago for $4,000 and sold it for $10,000. The new owner took possession
on February 1. So don't you think I made good to have built up such a business
in this place in twenty-six months as to get $10,000 for it?
"I am very proud of your good Moving Picture World,
I believe if I did not
have it I could not run a picture show. So I thank you asvery
much for Moving
Picture World. At present I am without the theatre, but I'm going into the game
again as soon as I can find another place.
"Please remember that I cannot stay without Moving Picture World, so
change my address to the one I inclose. please
^

"Respectfully yours,

"L. BENNY."
^
\
'^iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!^^ I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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Exhibitors

Pending;

TO

THE

BANK

in the Metro Thirty-Six
1920 Model, is part of tFe
daily routine of the exhibitor of Fewer and
Better Pictures.
If you have too lean a
mixture in your booking
schedule, or the spark in
your feature films is
or there's
fire,
missing in
carbon
your cash
register, try
THE RIGHT OF WAY
by Sir Gilbert Parker
starring
BERT LYTELL
THE WALK-OFFS
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton
starring
MAY ALLISON
SHORE ACRES
by James A. Heme
starring
ALICE LAKE
OLD LADY 31
by Rachel Crothers
starring
EMMA DUNN
THE VERY IDEA
by William LeBaron
starring
TAYLOR HOLMES
and start off on high
along Box-Office Record
Boulevard.

METRO

Have

Want

"Big Four" Receiving Many
Contracts on Sennett Comedy
contracts
A VERITAB
the officeof of Hiram
into avalanche
poured LE
Abrams, of the United Artists, last
week, immediately following the announcement of the early release in April of Mack
Sennett's latest five-reel comedy sensation,
"Down on the Farm," which has been her-

Big Deals

Highest Quality Pictures
alded every where by the executives of the
"Big Four" organization who have seen it
as a most spectacular comedy.
Louise Fazenda has the role of the rustic
maiden whose charms excite the romantic
impulses of a large-fisted, large-hearted
farm hand and whose prospective inheritance no less excites the desires of the
village Shylock trying to act like a Don

EXHIBITORS, INC.,
ATED.
ASSOCI
s that, with numerous imannounce
portant arrangements pending, no
product for circulation by the organization as yet has been definitely decided upon.
The machinery of the association is working toward the acquisition of only the biggest and best photoplays it is possible to
obtain, and according to one of the officers,
no product will be announced until there
can be not even the slightest shadow of
doubt in the mind of any one as to the
product's attractiveness.
This is in line with the Associated Exhibitors' announced intention and firm plan,
according to the statements of Secretary H.
H. Wellenbrink. It is known generally in
film circles that all sorts of propositions
have been put before the consideration of
Associated Exhibitors. However, none of
these possibilities as yet has materialized
into concrete form. Many of them, it is
said, may develop into most radical departures from antiquated motion picture precedents— precedents that in the past have
proved weak in application, but strong in
habit.
No Reliance on Precedents.
In the words of Mr. Wellenbrink, the Associated Exhibitors are not working on
motion picture precedent. Rather, he says,
are they building up and going forward on
established values of business experience
as applieddeavor.successfully
in any
enHe contends that
chieflineof ofthese
business values, insofar as the motion picture industry is concerned, is the value of
equitable dealing with the theatre owner.
"The issue of equitable dealing with the
picture showman is paramount," said Mr.
Wellenbrink, "and the very beginning of
equitable dealing with the exhibitor is the
acquisition for him of the best pictures.
That is the first thing to worry about, for
when an organization has big attractions to
circulate it has a commodity for which an
eager market is waiting. This obviously
means that such a commodity will show a
handsome profit for everyone concerned in
its production, distribution and presentation.
Promise "Biggest Attractions."
"Highest
entertainment is one class
of themotion
pillars picture
of the foundation
on which this organization is builded — for
it must be on such a foundation that any
stable motion picture enterprise is erected.
And this enterprise is composed of builders
— the exhibitors — whose very business existence demands that they build with grancolored mud. ite-planned blocks rather than promise"The Associated Exhibitors realize just
what they are up against when they say
that only the biggest attractions will carry
their trade-mark. They know it is not a
simple matter to live up to a promise of
only the best. But they are wise men ; they
are backed by the financial resources to
carry the plan through, and whether their
output consists of one or 100 pictures a
year, the exhibitor can rest assured that
Associated Exhibitors' pictures will be the
best motion pictures obtainable anywhere."

Many

Thrills, laughter, suspense, travesty, satire, a tinge of burlesque of high art, and
spectacle are combined in this sensational
Juan.
comedy that is as delightful as it is inspring and thrilling, it is said.
Hiram
of theabout
"Big this
Four,"sensahas
been
mostAbrams,
enthusiastic
tional comedy, and says that it is on a par
with the type of production that has been
distributed by United Artists.
Little Detroit Girl Guessed
New Realart Star's Identity
d
unexpectethe
whollyfollowed
that were
RESULT
to have
reported
are S
three weeks' mystery campaign on
Wanda Hawley which Realart Pictures
Corporation conducted in the trade papers
alone and directed solely toward the trade.
A surprising number of queries was received from persons who are not exhibitors
and not connected with theatres.
Realart officials expected that many persons would guess the name of the new star
from the data about her career furnished in
the advertisements. They were surprised,
however, that most of the correct guesses
were based upon the parts of photographs
which were published. In the first advertisement two pages of the colored insert
gave
glimpses
Miss ItHawley's
features,
feet, hands andofhead.
was three
clues
that prompted most of the right answers.
One of the most interesting answers was
that of Miss Dora Tyler, 14 years old, of
Detroit. Looking through the advertisements in a trade paper, she came upon the
"Can You Put Her Together?" insert and
immediately
guessed Wanda Hawley from
the eyes.
She took her guess to Jacob Smith, editor of the Michigan Film Review, and together they called on Ralph B. Quive, Realart's
Detroit
manager.
Mr. Quive
refused
to divulge any
information.
Thereupon
Mr. Smith wrote to the home offices, as
followsning a:little
"In my
weekDora
I am Tyler,
runitempaper
aboutthisMiss
14 years old, who guesses Wanda Hawley
as the star. She saw your ad in one of the
trade papers and guessed it by the eyes.
Great, how these kids can figure these
things out. It goes to prove how closely
people follow the movies."
Ziehm Reports Contracts Close«L
Arthur Ziehm, manager of the foreign
sales department of Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation, last week closed several large
contracts for the handling of the third year
series of Goldwyn pictures — Spain, Portugal, Mexico, Central America and Japan.
The arrangements for marketing the Goldwyn product in the last named country were
made
tour ofbytheGeoffrey
far East.Nye, who is now on a
The success of the first and second year
Goldwyn pictures abroad has created a big
demand for the new releases presenting
stars who have already developed a considerable following in foreign lands. Distributors in Europe, Mexico and Central
America are planning to back the star
series pictures with extensive exploitation.
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Margaret Dale Makes Screen Debut.
Margaret Dale, well-known legitimate
actress, is making her motion picture debut
in a new production, featuring Alma Rubens, now being made for Cosmopolitan
Productions at International Studio, 127th
street and Second avenue. New York, under the direction of Robert G. Vignola.
Considerable secrecy surrounds the character and theme of the production, but it is
said to be particulary timely and one of
the most desirable pictures Vignola has
made.
Finish First Fox Production
with Vivian Rich in 18 Days
EIGHTEEN days of actual working time
is the record set by Vivian Rich, the
new Fox star, in completing her first
production for William Fox at the California studios.
The previous record for completion of a
production of this nature and length was
established some time ago — also by a
woman star — and totaled twenty-one workRich's progress
her first
film ingfordays.thisMissproducer,
under thein direction
of Scott Dunlap, is a notable one.
The name of her first picture as a star is
"Would
It isthea drama
domestic You
life Forgive?"
and furnished
actress ofa
role that puts her ability to a much severer
test than that which she met so successfully in appearance under the Fox banner —
in
the
melodrama,
"The asLast
Straw,"star,which
introduced
Buck Jones
a screen
and
in which she was his leading woman.
The story, written especially for Miss
Rich, is from the pen of Julius G. Furthman, one of the four writers recently added
to the Fox scenario staff on the west
coast. There are but four principals in the
story, and the entire picture was filmed
within the walls of the studios in Hollywood without loss of time on location work.
Supporting Vivian Rich are Tom Chatterton, Ben Deely and Lilie Leslie.
Winter Weather
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Big Advertising
in American

develin the
step Film
t ean
first opmentimportan
of Inter-Oc
Corporaplans
tion's
for
educating
the
American motion picture producer in general and
the independent producer in particular to
the value of placing their productions in
the hands of an export house specializing
in the distribution of American films in
foreign territories, got under way this week
in the first of a series of advertisements
which are to be carried in American trade
journals throughout the coming year.
This is in line with its policy recently
made public through the trade press of inaugurating an extensive and far-reaching
advertising and publicity campaign in behalf of the American motion picture export company, and to emphasize the adbe derived
fromorganization.
the producer'sIt
associationvantages towith
such an
is wholly apart from Inter-Ocean Film Corpublicity
campaign poration's
whichregularisadvertising
now beingand conducted
in the various foreign trade mediums.
This is declared to be the first time in
the historj' of the motion picture industry
THE

Trade

Papers

that a large American film exporting concern has attempted such a campaign in the
American trade press. That it will be
instrumental in producing the desired results both to the American producer and
to the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation is a
conclusion which Inter-Ocean officials have
no hesitancy in affirming.
Time for Campaign.
"That the time is ripe for an educative
campaign of this nature among American
producers is commonly known in the industry," said an Inter-Ocean official, commenting on the for
company's
new plans.Film
"It
has remained
the Inter-Ocean
Corporation, however, to take, the initiative
and start the ball rolling.
"While the campaign will involve a large
expenditure on the part of Inter-Ocean,
we are appreciative of the reward it will
bring in good will and increased business
The campaign will be conducted by A. L.
Feiman,
also continue in charge
later
on."who will
of advertising
and publicity in foreign trade
mediums.

Just Suited

"Law of the Yukon" Company
CHARLES MILLER and his company
have arrived in New York City after
three months spent at Port Henry,
N. Y., where camera work on "The Law of
the Yukon," his first production for Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, was practically completed.
Director Miller voiced an emphatic paean
of praise for the winter that is passing.
• The blizzards which had worked suffering
and great financial losses in various cities
had been of incalculable value, Mr. Miller
said, in effects
obtaining
the he
"frozen
North"
Yukon
which
desired.
He and
recounted numerous experiences through
which the company had passed, suffering
few hardships despite the rigorous weather
and passing through a severe influenza epidemic in Port Henry without one case of
sickness in the company.
Miller's company
left New
York actors
City
onMr.December
17. About
seventy
and actresses made up the company. Port
Henry's tirely.
solitary
hotelheldwasuptaken
over fiist
enWork was
for the
ten days by the failure of the lights to arrive from New York City. But a start was
made on the Alaskan village that was
erected on location and when the lights
finally arrived work started with a rush.
Snow and plenty of it arrived at about
the same time. "From the standpoint of
weather
conditions,"
Miller said,
of the members
of theMr.company
were"most
satthey were
the was
'frozensnowed
North.'under.
The
villageisfiedwe
had inbuilt
We had to put runners on the front trucks
of our automobiles and wear snowshoes."

When the Heavyweight Becomes "A Lightweight Lover."
In Fox's Sunshineweighs
Comedy
— P. S three
— The and
800-pound
exactly
one-halfweight
pounds.in the foreground
Fairbanks

Keeps

Secret

Nature

of His

Stunts in His Next ''Big Four' Picture
FOR a the
first career
time since
he entered
upon
duced in "Mollycoddle,"
which
cause
screen
Douglas
Fairbanks
even greater
comment than
the will
nightmare
has taken steps to prevent advance and flood episodes of "When the Clouds
information from reaching the outside Roll By," and these two innovations to the
world as to the nature of his activities in screen
have mystified the most hardened
his studios.
critics throughout the world.
With his return from Arizona this week,
Robert Fairbanks, manager of the protogether with the hundred members of his
ductions of the organization, has followed
company who had been on location in the his brother's instructions to the letter and
desert filming a number of the more im- things have been camouflaged to such perfection that even the eyes of the trained
portant and thrilling scenes for "Molly- army aviators
who continually fly over the
coddle,"
the
next
Fairbanks
production
for
United Artists, the order was issued by the film colony in Hollywood arc deceived.
star to see that no loitering be permitted
According to word which came to Hiram
about the grounds of the plant and that Ahrams at the United Artists headquarters
from
JTohn Fairbanks, general manager of
every wise,"set,"
whether
or other- activities
on the Coast, it will be a miracle
be hidden
from onthe theviewstage
of outsiders.
The precautions are due to the fact that if Doug comes out alive before "Mollycod le" iscompleted.
there are so many novelties being intro-
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Offers

Creative Field for Dramatist
me and we wrote that play, It succeeded
HELL SMITH, who recently
WINCjoined
at
authors
of
staff
Metro's
a playwright."
its studios in Hollywood, disclaims and I became
Hit Plays Most Successful.
, in spite of
any special gen-ius for writing
the notable list of successful stage plays to
The plays
play credited
was "Brewster's
his credit.
Other
in whole orMillions."
in part
"No, I never had any newspaper expe- to Winchell Smith are "The Only Son,"
"The Fortune Hunter," "The Boomerang,"
rience," he said.
feel that the
less a man
knows"Sometimes
about the Imechanics
of "The New Henrietta," "Turn to the
literary work, the better he is equipped for Right," and "Lightnin'." Very successful
dramatic writing. A man who writes productions in which he has had a hand,
phrases as people speak them and not as but which he has hitherto not been credited
the copy books construct them is the man with writing, are "Officer 666," "Hawthorne
of the U. S. A." and "The Three Wise
whoMr. gets
the isbest
Smith
nowdialogue."
personally supervising
"Mostly rewrote them," he smiled, rethe picturization for Metro of "The New
ferring to his work as a playwright. "We
Henrietta," the comedy he and Victor
Mapes adapted from a play by Bronson
our real writing during rehearsals."
Howard. Mr. Smith was first an actor did"The
picture method will be slightly difFools."ferent for you," was suggested.
and then a producer. He told how he
came to write as well as act and direct for
"Yes," he sighed, then laughed. "Do you
the stage.
know, I used to rehearse Miss Mathis in
"No, I Ain't Gotta Union Card!"
my
stage productions. This morning I took
"The man who was to dramtize a story
Herbert Rawlinson. however, is some driver
which I was to produce backed out at the my preliminary script for the picture to her
in his Flynn picture, "The Silltless Banklast moment. I got another man in with and after she talked to me for a time about
note," a Republic release.
scenario writing I came out of her office
feeling like a bloody schoolboy!
"I'm going to like motion pictures immensely," he confided at the end of his
Sex," Starring Louise Glaum, Scheduled by
first dayderfulatrangetheforstudio.
wonHodkinson Corporation jor April Release
a man."Here
On is
thea stage
there are only two or three ways of doing
STARRING under the management of J. tion. Each picture has received the atten- a thing where there are two or three thoution of specialists. Each one has been kept
Parker Read, Jr., is resulting in one
sand on the screen. The whole earth is
success after another for Louise Glaum, free and clear of other pictures and handled
as
if
it
were
the
only
picture
to
which
the
here
on
your stage."
whose
newest
is, "Sex,"
a drama
from the
pen production
of C. Gardner
Sullivan
and organization was devoting its nation-wide
directed by Fred Niblo, through an arrangeenergies. "Sex" now in its turn receives "The House of Toys" Under Production.
ment with Thomas H. Ince. W. W. Hodkin- such
promotion and management. The picson Corporation, the distributors of Mr.
"The House of Toys," a society drama,
ture is not available except in its most restricted form as of April 11. It is pro- is the tion"Flying
A" special
now under
Read's Louise Glaum productions, anat the Santa
Barbara
studio producof the
tected
against
such
rush
showings
or
imnounces the pre-release of "Sex" in the
perfect exploitation by being turned over .\merican Film Company. Daniel F. Whitlarger first run cities of the country as of
April 11 and a vivid, intense advertising only to such first runs as guarantee it ex- comb, himself the author of numerous original film stories and continuities, adapted
clusive and liberal showmanship of the
campaign
is now launched for the production.
the novel by Henry Russell Miller, and
highest grade of advertising.
Prints of the picture have been shipped George L. Cox is directing the filming of
"Sex" is the drama of the sorrow and suffering that refines the soul of woman; the to thirty-two Hodkinson branches and this new photonovel. Assisting Mr. Cox
drama of experience without which no life trade showings are to be held in this numis Sidney Algier, and S. A. Baldridge is
ber of cities on March 25.
the technical director.
is complete and of the great unknown, the
great gamble that is life. It ranges from
being before the eyes of audiences a drama
of a hundred persons, these hundreds being National Association to Move Soon to
typical of millions of men and women
throughout the world. In a flash it narrows
New Home in New York Theatre Building
down to the life of two or three persons
who live within reach and touch of your elbow.
THE National
Mo- the committee on fire prevention regulation
tion Picture Association
Industry willofontheMarch
co-operating in the work of finding
Has Richnes of Pageantry.
31 remove its offices to a suite in the are
adequate quarters for the exIn color, in crowd, in costuming it has New York Theatre Building, 1520 Broad- suitable and
changes in all the exchange centers.
the touch and richness of pageantry at
way,
from
its
present
headquarters
in
the
Thomas
H.
Butler has been placed in
moments and the next is confined with Times Building, where it has had a home
this work and he and his assistforce to the picture of two women fighting since its organization in 1916. The in- chargeants of
are in daily consultation with archithe battle of their lives for their happiness.
creased activity of the association in all
tects, builders and financiers who are comphases
of
the
industry
made
it
imperative
Sex"
is
not
physical in life, but has that larger offices be obtained.
ing to New York.
been made tothethrob
and live by Louise
The work of the committee which is
Glaum as the great allure; the great appeal
The new offices are on the Forty-fourth handling censorship matters had increased
of love, of heart-hunger.
street side of the New York Theatre Build- so much that last year it was necessary to
Louis Glaum shows the liberality and
ing and are admirably arranged for the
its plan of operation. Royal K.
democracy that have been responsible for purpose of the association, which for a long change
was named as executive secretary
her great success in the past year in the time has been handicapped in its work by Fuller
this committee.
excellence of the cast of supporting play- lack of room. Because of the present lim- ofThe
Americanization committee, of which
ers that she and Mr. Read have engaged
ited space it has been necessary to hold Franklin K. Lane, formerly secretary of the
for this production. Her supporting cast many of the important committee meet- interior, is chairman, will have its offices
includes Myrtle Stcdman, Peggy Pearce
ings away from the office.
floor with the national asThe association is performing many func- on the same
Irving Cummings, and William Conklin. '
sociation, and in that way there will be
tions which were not contemplated and
To Be Given Wide Exploitation.
closer
co-operation.
solving many problems which had not been
The Vy. W. Hodkinson organization has presented
The association is generally recognized
when it was organized. Its acdistributed the J. Parker
Read,
Jr.,
productivity during the war days won the highest as the strong factor in the industry in this
tions under the selective system ofiii>»iiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
distribu- commendation from President Wilson and country, representing as it docs 95 per
other officials, and its peace time activities, cent, of the production and distribution of
while perhaps not so conspicuous, are quite motion pictures. William A. Brady has
been president of the association since its
as important to the industry.
organization, Walter W. Irwin has been
Expansion of Activities the Cause.
chairman of the executive committee and
As an illustration of the increased ac- Frederick H. Elliott has been its executive
tivities, the film exchange committee and secretary.
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Reports 480 Days' Bookings on
"Other Men's Shoes'' by Chicago Office
special, "Other Men's during the past week are; the William
AR ," LEWI
EDGShoes
has S'been responsible for the Penn, Chester, Pa.; Palace, Ardmore,
smashing of record after record hung Grand, Pullman, Washington, D. C. ; ParaLewiston, Idaho; Empress, Spokane;
up by Pathe Exchange, Inc., on its big spe- Rialto, mount,
Loveland, Col.; Strand, Shelbyville,
cials, but none has been more noteworthy
than the feat just accomplished with this Ind.; Luna-Lite, Marion, Ind.; Majestic,
attraction by the Chicago branch. One Florence, Ala.; Rex, Bismark, N. D. ; Opera
month after release date, and following the House, Wadsworth, Ohio; Valentine, Deshowing of the production in the leading
fiance, Ohio; Royal, Upper Sandusky; Playhouse, Dover, N. J.; Empire, Rahway, N. J.;
Chicago first run theatres, the Windy City
Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J.; Delphi, Detroit;
ofHce on March 4 reported to the home
office the booking of another 150 days in Miami, Detroit, Wuerth, Ann Arbor, Cryfirst and second run theatres in its terristal, Lakewood, Detroit; Majestic, Charleston, Pa.; Family, St. Mary, Pa.; Park,
tory. The total number of days received
go on the Lewis produc- Franklin, Pa.; Palace, Hamilton, O. ; Audithus tionfaris now
by Chica
480.
torium, Dayton, Rex, Middleton Ohio; Linthonian. Little Falls, N. Y. ; Maetin, Globe,
Outside of Chicago proper "Other Men's
Shoes" was booked during the drive con- Wilkesbarre,
Poli's,
Pa., andPhiladelphia;
the Opera House,
ducted by Manager E. A. Eschman and Ariz.; Forepaw's,
which will continue throughout March, by South Bethlehem.
the following theatres :
Already the minimum quota for "Other
Hartley, East Chicago; Orpheum, Ottawa,
Shoes" has been surpassed by virOil? Well! Well!
111.; Empress, Peoria; Empire, Auburn, Ind.; Men's tually
every exchange and the indications
Lyceum, Columbia City, Ind.; Palace, Mus- are that within a fortnight each branch
GuyHarry
Empey,Burkhardt
Florence inEvelyn
Martinoil and
Louisiana
catine, Iowa; Grand Opera House, Du- will have passed the high market set for it.
buque, Iowa; Colonial, Delavan, 111.; Wigfields filming "Oil."
wam, Genesco, 111.; Lincoln, Lincoln, 111.;
Temple, Mishawaka, Ind.; DeLuxe, Lake
Three Patriotic Films To Be Released
Forest, 111.; La Salle, South Bend, Ind.; Orpheum, Elkhart, Ind.; Garden, Michigan
City, Ind.; Princess, Monticello, 111.; Riby Pathe Exchange in Month of April
viera, Peru, 111.
Chicago Theatres Booked.
on April 11, and on April 25 the Edwin
the histhe firsta time
of the industry
great inorganiza
The local houses booking the picture in- FOR probably
tiontory in the business will release three
Carewe production of Augustus Thomas'
cluded the Delphi, Clark, Bowen, Shakefamous
leased. story, "Rio Grande," will be respere, Kimbark, Lucille, Ben Hur, Victory, patriotic productions in one month. The
e,
during
release,
will
Inc.,
Exchang
Pathe
The first of the pictures to be released,
Stanley, Marshall Square, Vernon, Prairie,
New Home, Illington, Broadway Strand, April, productions by J. Stuart Blackton,
"Lifting
dealsconspirators
with the intrigues
all
and
Perret,
Leonce
and
Carewe
Edwin
of
a bandShadows,"
of Russian
against
Atlantic, Boulevard, Halfield, Archer and
of them are intensely patriotic in theme
Ewing.
the
safety
and
peace
of
the
United
States.
n
and virile America stories.
In all other territories, "Other Men's
The
second,
"The
Blood Barrier,"
deals
with
the
efforts
of
enemies
of
the
country
Shoes" is surpassing the records establish"Lifting Shadows," the Perret produced by all previous Pathe specials, not extion featuring Emmy Wehlen, will be re- to make an officer of the United States
army betray the secrets of his government.
leased on April 4; the Blackton produccepting "The Thirteenth Chair" and "Com"Rio Grande" is a picture of conditions on
tion,
"The
Blood
Barrier,"
with
Robert
Gormon
Clay."
the
Mexican border.
don and Sylvia Breamer, will be released
Among theatres booking the production
Emmy Wehlan Well Supported.
In "Lifting Shadows," as in all three of
Ray Completes Organization of Staff ;
the productions, entertainment is the first
consideration and it is said to be a picture
of high dramatic value. The settings are
Appointing Well- Known
Technical Men
said to be on a magnificent scale and the
of several well- supervision of the wiring of Mr. Ray's lighting effects to be superb. As a young
addition men
WITHknownthe technical
to his staff Fleming street studios. An experimental Russian girl, in love with a young Amerthis week Charles Ray has com- laboratory has been built adjoining the
ican, Miss Wehlen is seen at her best.
pleted theand organization edof his studio per- plant where he expects to try out several Stuart Holmes is the villain, the role in
to work on the original departures from modern methods which he is so well known. The leading
sonnel has commenc
introductory details incident to production of lighting.
man isi Wyndham Standing and Julia
at his new Los Angeles studios.
Swayne Gordon is also in the cast.
Mr. Ray who is entering upon a new era Experienced Staff Proposes Great Things.
Blood Barrier" is from the pen of
Mr. Ormston comes from a family of the"The
late Cyrus Townsend Brady and was
in his screen career, having begun independent production under the direction of painters, and in addition to his studio work written in his most effective fashion. Sylvia
Arthur S. Kane for release through First he is, in private life, an artist of note. He Breamer and Robert Gordon are seen towas in charge of the scenic department
gether in the picture and are supported by
National, has gathered to his organization
a staf? of high priced technical experts. He at the Boulevard Theatre, Caracas, Ven- an able cast. Commodore Blackton has
ezula,
and
on
his
return
to
the
United
States
declares that he will spare no expense to
created a production of fine technique, the
gained his first picture experience in the sets and mechanical effects showing some
'make
his possible,
independent
highest
standard
not films
only ofto the
justify
his Edison experimental studios in New York. of the finest work of his career, it is said.
In "Rio Grande" a battle scene between
position as an independent producer, but Following a brief return to theatrical work,
to merit the faith which his sponsors have Mr. Ormston became permanently asso- Texas Rangers and cowboys on one hand
ciated with motion pictures, first with the and Mexican bandits on the other is shown.
placed in him in their promises to the ex- Nicholas
Power Company in New York
April also will be a notable Pathe month
hibitors of the country.
and later with Universal, where he was in for short subjects and comedies. On April
Have Unusual Qualifications.
charge of the art and technical depart- II the new "Bringing Up Father" comedy,
In addition to Director Jerome Storm,
ments. Mr. Ormston was recently with the "Jiggs in Society," will be released and
•Cameraman Chester Lyons, Studio Man- Lois Weber Productions for three years wide newspaper publicity of the filming of
ager Wesley Gilmour and Isabel Johnston, and a short time ago with the Lew Cody the McManus' comic strip has already recontinuity writer, Mr. Ray has appointed company as art director.
sulted instrong bookings. The second Mrs.
this week George E. MacCormac, formerly , With Richard Willis as general manager,
Sidney Drew comedy, "The Stimulating
with Famous Players, as chief of the elec- Albert E. Kidder, Jr., as business manager
trical department, and Frank Ormston as and with Arthur S. Kane in charge of all Mrs. Barton," will be released on April 25.
his eastern interests, Charles Ray has in
Tiead of the art department.
Mr. MacCormac has been a year and a back of him an experienced and efficient
half with Famous Players-Lasky as head of staff of business assocaites, all of which
presages for the star a high standard in
that
department
and hecorporation's
brings to theelectrical
new concern
undis- all departments of his production company
puted talents in devising novel and start- and promises big things for his forthcoming
ling lighting effects. He has had entire films.
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tory is reputed to be one of the best on
the Coast and has facilities and a working
force a capable
of turning out 40,000 feet of
film
day.
The open stage is located directly across
the street and is about the same size as
the closed stage. It is somewhat newer
than the covered stage, however, having
been built about three years ago. It is
fitted in such a way that canvas can be
stretched over the top to protect work
in progress on it.
Frank Garbutt, the studio manager, has
been responsible for developing the plant
to its present state of efficiency. The principal Ritchey,
members of head
Mr. Garbutt's
staff are
Will M.
of the production
department; Mrs. Una Nixson Hopkins, art
director; Jack Burrows, western traffic
inanagei ; Frank Biggy, superintendent of
laboratory, and Walter Hansen, stage manager.
Miss Traverse Has New Type
of Vehicle in Next Fox Film

A Glimpse of the Morosco Studios in Hollywood.
Kccently taken over by Kealart to be utilized by Wanda Hawlev .
the company's new star.
Realart

Takes

Over

Morosco

Wanda Hawley to
THE Morosco studios in Hollywood,
one of the largest and best equipped
plants in the country, have been acquired by Realart Pictures Corporation.
Realart will take immediate possession,
and in addition will take over the present
operating staff of the studio. The deal was
concluded by Morris Kohn, president of
Realart.
Wanda Hawley, the new star recently
announced by Realart, will make her first
production there and is scheduled to begin
work shortly. The name Morosco is to
be dropped. New signs have been made
to mark the change. For the present no
changes are said to be contemplated in the
physical aspect of the plant.
Frank Garbutt, who constructed the studios about six years ago for the Bosworth
Producing Company, will remain in charge
under the Realart management. He has
retained the staff of assistants which was
previously employed there.
"Guarantees Excellence of Pictures."
"Exhibitors
will notof immediately
recognize thepossibly
importance
this studio
announcement," said J. S. Woody, general
manager
it means
a g^eat
deal both ofto Realart,
them and"but
to us.
Now that
we
have our own plant exhibitors will know
that our pictures are more truly than ever
a Realart product all the way through. The
change guarantees the future excellence of
Realart pictures in keeping with the reputation of quality already established.
Three productions at one time can be
accommodated on the inside stage alone,
andThethere
is a buildings
large outdoor
stage as atwell."
studio
arc located
201
to 211 North Occidental Boulevard, and occupy ground on both sides of the street.
The buildings are all of modern steel or
concrete construction and present an at-

Studios;

Make

First Film There
tractive and most substantial appearance.
The building housing the covered stage
is a steel structure, covers ground area
of approximately 55 by 200 feet. The dressing rooms are located in this building and
are in two tiers overlooking the stage.
40,000 Feet of Film a Day.
Near this building is a large carpenter
shop with equipment in machinery from
which material for building elaborate and
large sets ran be turned out.
.\ well-cquippcd laboratory, housed in a
heavy concrete, fireproof building, is on
the same side of the street. The laboraDallas

Sunday

Closing

the
from Coris made
UNCE
veMENT
ANNO
Fox Film
offices of
executi
poration that William Fox, president
of the organization, has decided to equip
his star, Madlaine Traverse, with a type of
role distinctly different from that in which
hhe has gained an enviable distinction.
The first of the new parts selected for
Miss Traverse will be found in the production upon which she has just started
work at the studios in Hollywood. The
story is known by the working title, "The
.Spiritof ofa music
Good," hall
andsinger.
offers The
the title
star will
the
role
probably be changed before release, but, as
it sur'gests, the story deals with the uplift
of the fallen, and enables Miss Traverse
to draw on her versatility of character desitjn and make-up. Denison Clift will direct
Miss Traverse.
The principals to support Miss Traverse
in her new picture include Frederick Stanton, Clo King, Dick LaReno and L. Hahn.
The remainder of the cast is not yet announced. The story of "The Spirit of
Good" is adapted from the original of
Clifford Howard and Burke Jenkins, and
the scenario is the work of Mr. Clift.
Movement

Dies

Natural Death; May Repeal Ancient Law
HE Sunday closing movement in Dal
people. They denied emphatically that
has shows
died "abornin'."
T las
they wished the joining of church and
picture
will remain The
open,moving
since state.
said that their legal advisors
no overt action will be taken against their had toldThey
that the Dallas ordinance
proprietors by Dallas pastors who have permitting them
Sunday picture shows as voted
been seeking to make them observe the
by the flicted
people
not law,
legal,and
since
it conmuch disputed state Sunday closing law.
with thewasstate
contented
On Monday, March 8, after a full morn- themselves
with saying that laws should
ing of discussion,
the Dallas
As- be obeyed by all thinking people.
sociation issued a report
which,Pastors'
while urgThe theatres will not close.
ing fuller observance of Sunday, had nothFort Worth moving picture theatres
ing to say about Sunday amusements.
open Sunday, March 7, after beThe pastors' association was divided in its were ingwide
previous two Sundays.
opinion in regard to taking action with a Businessclosedmenforofthe
city took a part in the
view to closing Dallas theatres on Sunday. discussions as to the
closing and urged
The majority was against Sunday closing that the theatresSunday
be allowed to remain
here, while other cities, notably Fort open. The Fort Worth
receded
Worth, permitted the theatres to remain from their stand in the pastors
matter and no
open. Dallas public opinion is strong for prosecutions will be essayed.
Sunday shows.
The repeal of the Sunday law is likely
The pastors in their report disclaimed
be brought before the Texas legislature
all intention to force their beliefs in re- to
at its next session, either in January, 1921,
sard to Sunday, observance upon other or at any special previous meeting.
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Take 90 Interiors in a Day.
Edward Griffith, director of the Vitagraph Company headed by Corinne Griffith
accomplished the feat of taking ninety interior scenes in one day recently for Miss
Griffith's
"The
Girl."
The sceneslatest
were picture,
filmed in
the Garter
Irving Place
Theatre, at Irving Place and Fifteenth
street, New York.
Earle Williams Starts Work
on "Three Keys" on the Coast
his completion at the HolFOLLOWING
lywood studio, of exterior scenes for
rs of which
"Captaiatn Swift,"
the interio
yn studio,
he made
the Brookl
Earle
Williams, the Vitagraph star, has begun
active production on his first feature on
the coast since his return. Mr. Williams'
s release
previou
"The caused
FortunehisHunter,
ion ofwaswhich
the product
several"
months' stay in the east.
His newof vehicle
is "Theadapted
Three from
Keys,"thea
feature
high power,
novel by Frederic Van Rennselaer Dey.
The scenario was written by H. Thompson
Rich and Lucien Hubbard. Chester Bennett will direct the production.
A strong cast has been selected to support the star. Vola Vale appears as his
leading woman. The rest of the cast includes H. A. Barrows, Frank Crayne, Rhea
Haines, Lee Hill, John Elliott and Paul
Wiegle. The story is based upon an exciting Wall street theme.
Alaskan

Exhibitors

Seek

Fox
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Corporation
Overhead

Devises
Bank

presideny.t
Williamion,Fox,is efficienc
slogan
THEof Fox
FilmofCorporat
It is efficiency that has established
his organization among the comparatively
few motion picture producing companies
occupyi
today. ng the front rank in the industry
With the removal of the executive offices
and all departments of the firm from the
Forty-sixth street location to the new Fox
building on West Fifty-fifth street, Mr. Fox
has been enabled to maintain a closer contact between the managerial and technical
branches of his organization. One of the
first steps taken by him since the change
was to lation
layof the
out hundreds
plans for of
the overhead
rapid manipubank
lights
used
in
the
mammoth
studios, it is
announced.
The existing system entails the slow
process of moving the lights from one
track to another by straight rails, curves
and switches through the use of long push
poles or ropes. For some time Mr. Fox has
been considering the possibility of eliminating the waste of time in rearranging lights
for interior settings. The regular method
is not only awkward and slow, but occasionally results in breakage of the CooperHewitt tubes.
Having read several articles in newspapers and magazines on the advance made
First

Rights
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to Guide

Lights by Radio System
in directing aeroplanes, torpedoes and ships
by means of wireless outfits, it occurred to
Mr. Fox that here might be the solution to
his problem.
He summoned
his chief
electrician and outlined
the plan.
Together
they evolved a system for rigging up a
wireless outfit on each overhead lamp
frame and directing the lamp to the desired
spota bydesk
means
of a studio
wirelessfloor.
sender installed
on
on the
With this new system completed, one
need only operate a key in order to move
a lamp to any position in the studio and
much valuable time will be saved.
It is expected that this system will be in
readiness prior to the date of the formal
opening of the big studios, at which time
there will be a grand celebration; in fact,
there are hints of a dance at which the
stars and principals then engaged in the
making of pictures will mingle with
invited guests.
Announce

Episode Titles of

"The Silent Avenger" Serial
ITAGRAPH announces the complete
V list of episode titles for its new William Duncan super-serial, "The Silent
.'\venger." The statement punctuates the
openingpaign forofthe the
booking cambig company's
chaptered melodrama.
The titles are given as follows : 1— "The
Escape"; 2— Fighting Back"; 3 — "Within
the Noose"; 4— Tearing Through"; 5—
"Blotted Out"; 6— "The Hidden Blow"; 7—
"Dynamite Doom"; 8— "The Crusher"; 9—
"Into the Jaws"; 10 — "Blades of Horror";
11 — "Shot Into Space"; 12 — "Facing Eternity"; 1—3 "A Human Pendulum"; 14 — "The
Lake
of Fire" further
; 15 — "The
Final Trump."
Vitagraph
announces
that it has
issued to the trade a complete campaign
book of forty-eight pages and cover in colors, presenting an infinite variety of exploitation aids on this production. The
hook is replete with illustrations of the
(brills that occur in every episode. It also
lireseiits an immense volume of news material and fact statement that may be emliloyed in advertising and publicity.

to ''Tiger s Cub/' Starring Pearl White
factory and incidentally pickTHE exhibitors of Alaska at last feel mentsing upata the
few valuable points on Simplex
they have a story of the territory in
exploitation.
which they live that will be a true picBert Weddige, president of the Michigan
ture of Alaska. R. A. Thorne, veteran
showman of the territory, heads the list of Motion Picture Supply Company, Detroit,
Alaskan exhibitors who have demanded the and Max Rubin, his assistant, are the two
in question. Mr. Weddige while at the
privilege of showing the Fox production,
Simplex offices spoke very optimistically of
"Tiger's Cub" in the far north.
the
future Simplex business in his territory
Charles Giblyn, the director and his capand announced his intention of going into
able assistants have left no stone unturned
immediately and also arto make this picture truly Alaskan in at- larger rangequarters
for the issuance of a monthly house
mosphere. William Fox has spared no ex- organ with
which to reach every exhibitor
pense to obtain accurate details in costumes and settings. The result is that the in his territorj-.
Alaskan exhibitors who from the first announcement ofthe story voiced their interest in it, and who have usually tried to avoid
the so-called Alaska features, are now so
enthusiastic
about
Cub"it. that they
are
already in
the "Tiger's
market for
The manager of the Empire Theatre in
Juneau has requested that a print be rushed
to him so he can show it while the legislature is in session in order that the senators
and representatives may spread broadcast
in a territory one-fifth of the size of the
United States the good news that the real
Alaska has reached the screen at last. Captain A. E. Lathrop, who controls a string
of theatres in Valdez, Cordova, Seward and
Anchorage, is after the Pearl White feature, as is George Kobe, of Norne.
William Fox employed exclusively men
who have mined in Alaska and who have
lived among the natives, the gamblers and
the business man, and in the snow drifts
of the trail. These men, carried with the
company while on location at Port Henry,
N. Y., and returning with it to the new Fox
studios in New York, have tied themselves
to Director Giblyn and the star. Miss
White, every working minute of the day,
observing the detail of dress, manner, custom and settings, thus assuring accuracy
for the production in all particulars.
Simplex Distributor* in New York.
We Wonder WI.er..: M, lr,, Ct All the Nice Old Ladies.
Two of the distributing forces of the SimAll the elderly
.hi|.|'e.l
pi .sen t ed Inrecimplex Company spent a busy week in New
a silverlolk.s
clgarete
case, iiiwith:iimIinstructions
that he ,l(ihn
must E.notInce with
York looking over the many new developuse It while directing "Old Lady 31 "
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"The Woman and the Puppet" Shows What Geraldine Farrar Thinks of Mere Men.
It's getting serious, isn't it? Well, we'd better see her in this forthcoming Goldwyn

David

P. Howells

Says

Quit Now Are
his subject "the equivalent
G tion
TERMIN
of deser
under fire," David P.
Howells points out the grave future
danger from what appears to be a concertexporters to abanfilm ations
severa
ed action
gn l affili
don theirbyforei
and turn to
other and less difficult phases of activity
in the domestic film industry, as a result
of the discouraging aspects given the export situation by the rates of exchange and
rumors of increased production abroad.
Consternation and surprise now mark the
thoughts of foreign renters and distributors
as they watch the fast changing tenure of
enthusiasm in American film export circles, according to letters and cables received by Mr. Howells within the last three
weeks. Supplementing these direct evidences of concern over the recent change
of front in this country, Mr. Howells has
received advices from his own representatives abroad, who, as managers of his foreign offices in charge of European sales on
First National Exhibitors' Circuit attractions, are in almost daily contact with the
important
exchange or distributing executives.
Situation Creates Perplexity Abroad.
"A summary of the questions and information Ihave had asked and given me," says
Mr.
"shows
the announced
plansHowells,
of several
film that
exporters,
wherein
they are withdrawing from the export field
and turning to other interests, have created genuine perplexity and wonder abroad.
The European is quite different from the
average American business man. To him
a business or chosen field of commercial
activity is a life work. Difficulties, problems and business reverses cannot, as a
general thing, shake his confidence in the
future. The American is different. He
will readjust his entire business overnight,
and he is less inclined than the European
to pursue a profitless course for weeks or
months, preferring to turn where money is
to be made without years of time-marking.
"Present
may andreduce
our
profits
as anconditions
export house,
they may
add greatly to the expense of operation,
but we feel what should be a common responsibility among all American exporters

Exporters' Who
"Deserting
who have solicited theUnder
confidence, Fire
good will
and business of buyers abroad, that so long
as the situation does not force us into
bankruptcy, and so long as it enables us to
continue without sacrificing everything we
own or have, that we have a great duty and
responsibility to discharge in aiding our
foreign customers to fight the turbulence
through to success.
Foreign Renters Continue to Buy.
"Wherever the facts have merited, we
have readjusted our contracts with buyers
in Europe so that they can continue as
handlers of American pictures. We are
trying in every way we can to lighten the
pressure and to develop a more friendly
and confident feeling, not toward ourselves
especially but toward all American exporters. If the men who regularly send film
abroad expect to get out of the export business the moment they find the going a little
rough, and offering promise for the future
instead cf big profits on the instant, they
are speeding the day when it will be exceedingly difficult for the exporters who
stick and fight through to find anything
like a normal market.
importers
almost
to"European
the breaking
point are
now. pressed
The absence
Gibraltar

and

Hodkinson

of theatre development has kept down the
consumption
of American
while Still,
production here has
increased films,
in volume.
the foreign renters have continued to buy,
not for love, certainly, but as a business
proposition and as the most important
party
to the success of the exporters in
this country.
"The Proverbial Last Straw."
"Add to all the worries generating froiri
these facts a complete rearrangement of
the American export situation, and you
have the proverbial last straw, which will
decide the big foreign buyers to bend every
energy to the encouragement of Europeanmade pictures as a substitute, at far less
cost and with far less worry and strain, for
the American pictures they now import.
"All this is happening now, and it is going
to have a dangerous retroactive effect on
the American market. Exactly what the
ultimate result in American film circles will
be is impossible to predict, but it is certain,
as a broad, national outcome, that American producers and American exhibitors will
have to divide the cost between them.
"Now, if ever, is the time when every
American exporter should stick tight to his
guns, tionrefusing
to be
frightened
deser-to
and exerting
himself
to the into
utmost
help his foreign customers to tide over the
crisis and bring about an earlier remedy
by giving the same consideration he exHeads

Enthuse

Over "Harvest Moon' with Doris Kenyon
and
Deitrich
pects."
Theodore
RS
PRODUCE
Gibraltar are
of the C.new
Arthur F. Beck
greater play in the new Deitrichproduction.
Beckgiven
George A. Lessey, coaxed back to the
Har"The
Thomas'
Augustus
picture,
Moon," starring
for screen from his work as a director by Mr.
Kenyon,
Doris n,
are more
distributio
W. W.vestHodkinson
Deitrich, contributes a fine performance.
confident than ever that their new pro- Others
who contribute worth while perduction will take its place among the big
formances are Wilfred Lytell, Earl
pictures of the year. This show of en- Schenck, Grace Barton, Daniel Pennell,
thusiasm from producers, who are seldom
Marie
Shotwell,
Mrs. E. M. Holland, widow
given to praise of their product, is the of the famous actor,
and Ellen Olesen, the
result of the first private showing of "The Swedish stage celebrity.
Harvest Moon" held for executives of Gibraltar and the Hodkinson organization as Tears Flow More Easily After Laughter.
(From the St. Louis Globe Democrat.)
well as a number of the East's most prominent first-run exhibitors, one of whom proWhile the movie producers are seeking
the Doris Kenyon picture: "The comedy plots why not try a reel or two
screen romance I have depicting movie actors making out their
finest and nouncedbest-done
income tax returns?
years."
in
seen
"The Harvest Moon," enacted amid new
and novel settings, reflects the wide expeReviews printed in Moving Picture
rience of its director, J. Searle Dawley, who,
World are written with authority by exbesides handling the megaphone, adapted
perienced craftsmen; written from the
the story for the screen.
production
it will be presented
Doris Kenyon's charm and winsomeness
on the screenexactly
of youras theatre.
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Seven

Companies
Six on

Making
West

Metro

Coast

es on the west coast and
SIXone compani
in the east are getting under way
on the big special production which
will constitute the fourth round of Metro's
"fewer and adapted
better" pictures series of photoplays
from stage successes and
best-selling novels.
The fourth round of the "fewer and better" series includes May Allison in Eugene
Walter's drama of a woman's love of luxury, version
"Fine Feathers;"
in anovel
picture
of a colorfulBert
and Lytell
gripping
of India, by I. A. R. Wylie and entitled "The
Temple of Dawn"; Viola Dana in the uproarious boudoir farce, "Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath," from the stage hit by C. W. Bell
and Mark Swan ; Alice Lake in "An Outsider;" asecond Herne play, this one by
the daughter of the author of "Shore
Acres,"
Juliefrom
Herne;
a thirdLane
all-star-cast
melodrama
the Drury
Theatre
in
London;
"Hearts
Are
Trumps,"
by
Cecil
Raleigh; Taylor Holmes in a picturization
of one of the stage hits which contributed
so much to William Collier's popularity,
"Nothing
But Lies,"
Hoffman
; and
Mitchell Lewis,
in by
the Aaron
first of
his cinema
productions of four Jack London novels,
this one being "Burning Daylight."
No Director Chosen for Walter Play.
No definite word has as yet been forthcoming from the Metro studios in Hollywood regarding the choice of director for
the production of the Eugene Walter play,
"Fine
Feathers."several
This, years
it will ago
be recalled,
was produced
in New
York with a cast as notable as the success
the play enjoyed. H. Thompson Rich has
prepared the script for this striking play of
American life.
"The issue of such a play as this on the
screen today," said a Metro official at the
New York offices this week, "is particularly
timely. It is a play which follows with
unswerving logic the result of extravagance."
Bert Lytell's part in "The Temple of
Dawn" will come as a marked contrast to
his last two characters, that of the immaculate and brilliant young Montreal
lawyer, Charley Steele, in Sir Gilbert Parker's "The Right of Way;" and of the title
character of "Alias Jimmy Valentine," the
reformed crook,
Paul Armstrong's great
melodrama
made world-famous.
Has Role of English Army Officer.
In "The Temple of Dawn" Lytell will be
seen as an English army officer, Leigh Daring, who, through unfortunate circumstances becomes an outcast in India, and
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Specials;
One

in the East

there
"finds
himself."
Zellner
of thelater
Metro
scenario
staff Arthur
prepared
this
story for the screen, before leaving Hollywood for New York to join Maxwell Kar"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" will be something of a novelty, too, for Viola Dana, last
seen
Willow Rhodes;
Tree," byandJ. recently
H. Benger.
rimo inand"The
Harrison
havingthe completed
Men,"
from
drama by H."Dangerous
V. Esmond. toEdward
Dillon has been selected by the production
staff at the Metro studios to stage the production. Chief in the support of Miss Dana
in the cast of this boudoir farce by C. W.
Bell and Mark Swan, is Eugene Pallette.
A. P. Younger, of the Metro scenario staff,
wrote the script from which Mr. Dillon
will direct the piece.
In "An Outsider," by Julie Herne, daughter of James A. Herne, who wrote "Shore
Acres," Alice Lake at the head of an allstar cast will be given the part of a manicurist. Lois Zellner has done the adaptation and continuity for the picture, but the
choice of director has not as yet been made
public. Third of Drury Lane Plays.
"Hearts Are Trumps" is the third of the
Drury Lane melodramas of the five Metro
purchased last year while Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro Pictures Corporation, was in England. This third of the
thrillers is the sole work of Cecil Raleigh,

Hodkinson

Reports

WtmM
iiPiiirtiiiiitiiuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiii
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who collaborated with Henry Hamilton
and Arthur Collins in the writing of several
other big successes of the same sort. As
the title implies one story deals with
life in England, and
high a social
gambling,
intrigue, with
strong and appeaing love
interest skillfully woven through the story.
Finis Fo'x wrote the scenario.
Aaron Hoffman wrote "Nothing But
Lies" for William Collier after that stage
star's hit in "Nothing But the Truth," which
James Montgomery adapted for the stage
from the novel by Frederic Isham; and the
comedian repeated his triumph. Metro believes that the same repetition of humorous
achievement will fall to the lot of Taylor
Holmes, who recently bought and produced
three stage comedy hits and produced them
for distribution through Metro.
"Nothing But the Truth" and "The Very
Idea," the latter by William Le Baron, have
been
But within
Lies" will
be in finished;
the courseand of"Nothing
production
the
near future. This picture is being made by
Taylor Holmes Productions, Inc., in the
East.
Mitchell Lewis has- Edward Sloman as
director
Daylight,"
the York
Jack
London for
story"Burning
of Alaska
and New
which will be the first of five such Mr.
Lewis will appear in on the screen, for C.
E. Shurtleff, Inc.

Exhibitors

Showing

The Sagebrusher" with Big Success
Island, 111.; the Virginian, Charleston, West
fidel- Va.,
the action
it is pictur
R of the
are repeating the public success that
WHETHEity
e to and
Emerson
"The Sagebrusher" has won in Washington,
Hough's novel or whether it is the burg.
heart story of a blindgirl's faith that is Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, Butte, Pittsn's "The SageB. Hampto
makingr" Benjam
Although this Hampton production has
success with first run
a big
such in
brushe
theatres everywhere even exhibitors are been released but six or seven weeks there
not more than a dozen big cities in
not able to determine. But the fact re- are
mains that the production is a record- America at the present time that have not
set play dates and announced the coming
making picture.
"Everybody responds to a great love engagement
of "ThetheSagebrusher."
C. E. Stillwell,
prominent Spokane
story, the finest type of story that can be showman
who stirred the townspeople with
put
in
a
theatre,"
says
Charles
H.
Toy,
a
big Milwaukee exhibitor and he booked a spectacular promotion campaign on Mr.
Hampton's "Desert Gold" last Fall, duplic"The
Sagebrusher"
instantly
his Toy
Theatre.
Such theatres
as the for
Liberty,
San
ated that drive onCasino
"The Theatre
Sagebrusher,"
the
attraction
last week,
Jose; the Rialto and Lyric, Lincoln, Neb.; resulting inatanhisengagement
that reached the
the Fuller,
Kalamazoo,
American, Paterson,
N. J.; William
the Star,Fox's
Elgin;
the high attendance mark set by the powerful
Heyburn, Evanston ; the Majestic, Rock Zane Grey picture.

Somebody's "Prospect."
Is Over
Reel Five with
Before production
ThatTheatres
We'll Wager
But National
She Might Be "Nobody's
Rhodes.
BlllieShe's
Pictures
in this
of sandNow,
Plenty Girl"
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Kansas

TO

THE

BANK

in the Metro Thirty-Six,
1920 Model, is part of the
daily routine of the exhibitor of Fewer and
Better Pictures.

If you have too lean a
mixture in your booking
schedule, or the spark in
your feature films is
or there's
fire,your
missinng in
cash
carbo
register, try
THE RIGHT OF WAY
by Sir Gilbert Parker
starring
BERT LYTELL
THE WALK-OFFS
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton
starring
MAY ALLISON
SHORE ACRES
by James A. Herne
starritig
ALICE LAKE
OLD LADY 31
by Rachel Crothers
starring
EMMA DUNN
THE VERY IDEA
by William LeBaron
starring
TAYLOR HOLMES
and start off on high
along Box-Office Record
Boulevard.

METRO
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Showmen

for "Live Wire"
iatio
Assoc
ntion' at
ta,n
Wichi
conveitors
enterasits Exhib
THEwill Kans
g
r"
h
leadin
the
as
"unde
29,
Marc
citizens who welcome the visitors will say,
"the most favorable auspices." This has
tieen by far the best year that organization
work ever had in Kansas.
The exhibitors have come nearer sticking
The organiza-of
ever before.
together
tion hasthan
maintained
a membership
around 100; its committees have worked
faithfully, and they have accomplished
some real results.
At Wichita, it is hinted, there will be
special interest in one subject; that is the
election of officers. The program of work
for the state association has been satisfactory; there will probably be no radical
change in this respect. The officers have
done well. No serious problem that is not
already under process of action by the association, isarising in Kansas to require
talk-festing at the convention.
Looking for "Speed Demons."
Consequently the exhibitors are centering their interest, for this convention, cn
the choosing of officers who will put the
maximum amount of punch and pee into
ion for next year. That's the
the
associat
keynote
of all their
talk now:
"Who can be elected who will keep lis
going
high all theno year?"
is, it
niust bein.understood,
criticismThere
of present
officers in this attitude; there are only compliments, on all sides, for them, and the
whole roster may be re-elected.
Kansas exhibitors in convention will have
one bone to pick — that has to do with percentages. Perhaps not all the exhibitors
are opposed to the percentage plan; rnany
of them like it once in awhile — especially
when the picture isn't sure fire.
Will Tackle "Percentage."
But mighty few of them like the percentage plan when the exhibitor has to
guarantee a fair amount of rental, and then
give the distributor part of the excess profits, too! The dissatisfaction over this exaction of a minimum in percentage contracts is queering the whole percentage
game, it is said.
"Percentage playing kills initiative, especially when the exhibitor has to guarantee
"What's
one toexhibitor.
said hard
atheminimum,"
when
put it over,
use of trying
the real money one makes by doing the job
well has to be divided? For my part, I am
willing to take the risk of paying rental, so
that I will have the fruits of victoi y when
I win big."
How One Man Operated.
The story is related of one exhibitor who
a minipicture onhewhich
took amumpercentage
rental was required;
had reasons
for showing the picture— his clientele exastic. pected it of him. But he wasn't enthusiHe spent the minimum in exploitation,
and did not turn his hand over to make
the show a real success. He told friends
that he hoped he would not take in much
above the required minimum, because he
hated so to divide those earnings with
anybody. And he felt within himself that
the more he lost on the picture, the heartier
he would be in fighting against the percentage-with-minimum plan.
"Prince of Pines" Company Returns.
The members of the cast composing the
company producing the special Selznick
picture,
Prince o' where
Pines," they
has had
returned
from New"The
Hampshire,
been
making the logging camp scenes for the
picture. Work was immediately started on

Getting

Ready

Convention in Wichita
the interior scenes at the Selznick Bronx
studios.
Included in the members who returned
from location were Burton George, director; Anna Lehr, Thurston Hall, Arline
Pretty,liam P. Jack
Costello,
Bobby
Davidson
and the
dog, Agnew,
Jeanne. WilLos Angeles Critics Praise
"Mystery of Yellow Room"
newspaplersto
Angeles
THEhavecritics
us approva
unanimo
givenof Los
Room,"d
the Yellow
Mysteryd ofproduct
"The Chautar
ion presente
an Emile
er Photoplay Corporation, addby Mayflow
ing their praise to one of the most popular
and successful showings in the city for
many months.
Thewayfeature
wasa week
shown and
at Tally's
BroadTheatre for
Mr. Tally
was
so pleased with the result that he wired
J. S. Woody, general manager of Realart
Pictures Corporation, that he was out to
book the "Realart product whenever opporWriting
in the Los Angeles Times under
tunity offered."
the heading "Tally Mystery Film Hits Bull's
Optic," Grace Kingsley, a well-known critic,
said : "Not since 'The Thirteenth Chair'
have we seen such an absorbing, hair-raising, spine-tickling, detective play as "The
Mystery
of the
Yellowamong
Room."
"A decided
novelty
photoplays" is
the manner in which May Markson, writingizedin the
Los Angeles Record characterthe picture.
Vitagraph Reports Big Demand
for "The Sporting Duchess"
the
at the
its feature
OWIN
FOLL
ayG Theatre
Broadw
in NewrunYork,
Vitagraph super-feature, "The SportAlice big
Joyceheadway
is th*
star, ingis Duchess,"
reportedof towhich
be making
from a booking standpoint.
Its pre-release run at the Broadway was
marked by an avalanche of acclaim from
reviewers. This advance notice apparently
has found its way to the farthest corners
of the country, and the exchanges report
that the feature is- in heavy demand.
In many !ocaliri(^ the production has
been booked to suoi^ed Vitagraph's other
current
feature,
"The" Is
^'ortune
which Earle
Williams
star. Hunter," of
■A. notable fact relating^ to the picture is
thatan have
unusually
of chain
theatres
bookedlarge
it. 'number
Some of the
more
important in the east and central west
were among
their
schedule.the first to get this subject on
Names Mildred Harris Chaplin's Third.
It has definitely been decided by Louis
B. Mayer that the third Mildred Harris
Chaplin picture to be released through the
First National will be "Old Dad," founded
on the story of the same name by Eleanor
Hallowell Abbott.
The story of "Old Dad" had its first publication serially
in not
the yet
Woman's
Home
Companion.
It has
been decided
when "Old Dad" will be released.
Deitrfch to Produce "Oh, Henry!"
Theodore C. Deitrich, well known producer of motion pictures, starring Doris
Kenyon, is to enter the field of spoken
drama. His first production, already in rehDudley,
earsal, isthe farce-comedy,
"Oh,Otto
Henry I"
by Bide Mr.
co-author
with
bach.
Deitrich
announces
thatHarhis
stage activities will not interfere with his
motion picture production.
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Three-

Year

Contract
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to Appear Under Management
of the Cohns
a
of
deniel
a
issued
JACK COHN has
of well-known players. The locale and
rumor to the effect that he and Harry nature of the story call for elaborate inCohn, producers of the Hall Room Boys
terior sets, and Miss Tell will wear a number of stunning gowns.
Comedies, have lost the services of Neely
Edwards. Mr. Cohn explains that upon
"A Woman's Business" is said to be a
the dissolution of the Flanagan and Ed- modern dramatic story with genuine apwards combination, Edwards was engaged
peal, with a pretty love story woven around
for the featured role in the series.
an interesting drama.
"Neely
personality for
and his
winning
smile
are Edwards'
largely responsible
large Marion Kohn Plans Effective
personal
following,"
says
Mr.
Cohn,
"and
was because of this characteristic that weit
Exploitation for His Films
decided to retain him as the featured
player. Flanagan is no longer with our
feahandling
buyers
rights
STATE tures
produced
H. Kohn
Marion short
by the
company, but Edwards is under a threeProductions will receive help in selling,
years' contract with us. Hugh Fay, who
distributing and exploiting these subjects.
has had long training in pantomime com"I propose to go to the limit with the
edy, will support Edwards, appearing as
state rights buyer with these productions,"
Ferdie Hall Room."
Harry Cohn announces that the first of declares
Mr. IKohn.
stateshort
rights
man
myself and
know "I'm
that athe
subject
the new releases, "Oh, Baby!" is now comjust as much care in producplete, and theway,
second,
Waysent
Out,"Eastis releasetion needs
and exploitation as the biggest feawell under
and "This
will be
ture. I want to make the state rights
within a short time.
buyer my friends by co-operating with him
Neely Edwards is said to have scored a fully
in all his many problems. Then we
big popular success in his characterization
will go after the exhibitor. With every
of Percy Hall Room, in the releases which
contract
we make we pledge the state
have been heavily booked in various terri- rights buyer
the best press notices, the
tories.
finest of paper, exploitation hints that are
new and noval and consistent advertising
State Rights Rapidly Sell on
in the trade papers, aimed directly at the
The Marion H. Kohn Productions have
"A Dream of Fair Women"
exhibitors."
already
disposed of considerable territory,
in
is
N"
WOME
FAIR
OF
M
A DREA
states Mr. Kohn.
great demand because it is soment," says
thingn,new and
differe
r ofMurl manage
ray W. Garsso
genera
the Popular Players Featured
Foundation Film Corporation, in announcing the sale of several large blocks of terin Newest Gayety Comedies
ritory for this special feature, which is beFORTHCOMING
ing distributed through state right exwhich are released Gayety
one a weekComedies,
through
changes.
independent
exchanges,
feature two
Several states were already sold, including the following: the Gardiner Syndicate
popular teams of comedians. "Twin Bedlam," written by Jack Jevne; "Dry and
bought for all of New York City, Albany
and Buffalo; Royal Pictures, Inc., bought Thirsty," showing what happened to a
for eastern Pennsylvania and southern
young man who flirted with a bootlegger's
and "Parked in the Park," written
New Jersey; M. A. Lightman, of the Cri- wife;
Billy Bletcher, all feature Billy Bletcher
terion Film Service, bought for North and by
and Vera Reynolds.
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
In "Why Cooks Go Cuckoo," by Keene
Tennessee and Kentucky, and David P. Thompson,
George Ovey and Lillian Biron
Howells bought a block of far eastern ter- are featured.
George Ovey appears as a
ritory as well as considerable other for- chef whose main
occupation consists in
eign territory.
keeping on friendly terms with a trained
"A Dream of Fair Women" is heralded oyster.
Mr. Ovey and Miss Biron are also
as "something different, something new
and novel." It represents the attempt of featured in "Good Morning, Nurse."
the producer to get away from the conventional, stereotyped motion picture. It
of "Democracy"
presents four of the most beautiful girls Completion
in Ten Reels Is Announced
in America, selected as the result of a contest held in three popular magazines.
Vision ReDEMOCRACY,
"Everywhere I go I find the picture reapdescribedThe
stored," or
as a powerful
ten-reel
screen
drama
with
a punch
ing a rich harvest for exhibitors," says Mr.
Garsson. "It lends itself easily to exploi- and a purpose, has been completed, under
n
tation not only in the form of competitions
the directio of William Nigh, at the
to determine the four most beautiful girls Thomas A. Edison Studio in New York
in the exhibitor's town or city, either City, according to the announcement of
through newspapers or photographers, but Lee Francis Lybarger, president of the
also in the co-operation which stores can Democracy Photo-Play Company.
"Democracy" was conceived by Mr. Lygive."
barger, who retired as president of the
International Lyceum and Chautauqua AsRolfe Preparing to Begin
sociation ofAmerica to produce this drama.
on Second Olive Tell Film
During the past fifteen years he has lectured in forty-six states of the Union.
completed "Love Without
with this subject from study
HAVING
Question," the first of the series of Conversant
six Olive Tell features for Jans Pic- and general observation, he peopled his
tures, Inc., Director B. A. Rolfe is pre- theme with characters who struggle amid
paring to start work on "A Woman's Busi- our own civilization of today. It is aning A Year," a fight for justice,
nounced as a dramatization
of humanity's
adapted from "Noth
ness"
right and freedom.
Belmont Davis.
novel by Charles
Mr. Rolfe announces that the scenario
Nina Wilcox Putnam, well-known as a
is ready, sets and locations selected and a brilliant author, collaborated on the
cast to support Miss Tell is being chosen. scenario, and William Nigh, who directed
The star is cast as a modern society girl, Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in
and she will be supported by a number
Germany," screened the production.
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Lamping a Vamp
Charlie Chaplin, though, is about to fall in
Victor Kremer's "Burlesque on Carmen."
rriiriiriiiiMitiiiiMiiiiiiriitiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiMriiiiiiiiiifiiiiiMMriiiMiiiiitiiiriiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiitiiMiiiiiiiii
Bobby Vernon Is Featured
in Latest Christie Special
THEand latest
special,
Pants,"Christie
featuring
Bobby"Petticoats
Vernon,
is the twelfth of the series of Christie two-reelers, which were started just a
year ago. This is also the first two-reeler
in which Vernon has been featured, though
he
has been featured in many of the onereelers.
The picture was written by F. H. Conklin, scenarized by W. Scott Darling, and
directed by Bill Beaudine. Bobby Vernon
appears as a rube, who is invited to the
city by athegroup
of "Follies
Girls"arewhoshown
are
touring
country.
The girls
in a lavishly equipped cabaret, with Helen
Darling as the leader. Bobby proves to be
not as big a rube as he seems.
"House Without Children" in BufiFalo.
The Family Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., had
one of its biggest 1919-1920 weeks with Robert McLaughlin's picture, "The House
Without
Children,"
February campaign
29 to Marchwas6.
An extensive
advertising
waged in all of the daily and Sunday papers
and the capacity of the theatre was taxed
night after night.
Messrs. Cohen & Pearl, the distributors
for up-state New York had a force of salesmen in the surrounding territory and
booked all of their prints solid for five
weeks.
Nathan Hirsh reports heavy bookings on
ten printsNewin Jersey.
Greater New York and
Northern
Lester Buys "The Spoilers."
Ro'«ert W. Priest, president of The Film
Market, Inc., reports that Sol Lesser has
purchased from him the reissue state
rights to William N. Selig's production of
"The Spoilers" for the Inter-Mountain
States, including, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah
and New Mexico. This purchase gives Mr.
Lesser several times more territory on "The
Spoilers" than
incidentallyany
registersother
next distributor,
to the lastandterritory throughout the world to be sold.
Louisiana and Mississippi comprise the
only remaining unit to be disposed of.
Fidelity Sells Four States.
M. J. Silver, of Denver, Col., has purchased the Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and
New Mexico rights on the Fidelity Pictures
release,
"The over
Married
Virgin,"
to
put same
as a road
show.and expects
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F, Lybarger

"Tillie" Arouses Interest.
"Tillie's Punctured Romance," the sixreel comedy feature now being released on
Corthe state right market by Tower Filma great
poration isannounced as arousing
deal of interest among exchangemen and
exhibitors in every section of the country.
Tower Film Corporation states hightheanticibox
pations are being manifested in
office success of the revival of this feature, on which an extensive exploitation
campaign is being launched.
"Tillie's Punctured Romance" features
five prominent comedy stars — Charlie ChapNormand, Cheslin, Conklin
Marie Dressier,
ter
and MackMabel
Swain.
Victor Kremer

Presents

"Skinner's Dress Suit"
FILM FEAKRE
VICTOR TURES,
INC.,MER
has secured the rights
to "Skinner's Dress Suit," starring
Bryant Washburn, for the United States
and Canada. The titles have been com-s
pletely revised and artistic decoration
added in the form of backgrounds.
A comprehensive array of advertising
material is now being prepared which includes an assortment of lithographs,
8 X 10, 11 x 14 and 22 x 28 lobby display,
printed
slides, heralds
stylesanofelaborate
three
two colors,
press sheet,
and 'na
distinct novelty in the form of a cut-out.
This Cut-out consists of a dress suit carrying on the shirt front the title together
with a description of the play.
A novel exploitation campaign will be
carried on for "Skinner's Dress Suit" for
the interest of state right buyer and exhibitor as a part of a co-operative plan for the
benefit of exchange men and showmen.
"Skinner's Dress Suit" is the first of a
series of productions starring well known
players which will be exploited by Victor
Kremer Film Features, Inc.
Chatkin to Handle Sale».
Announcement is made by the Marion
H. Kohn Productions that David J. Chatkin,
junior member of the Kohn concern, will
look after all sales, state rights contracts,
and other matters relating to the distribution of the Kohn short subjects, while Mr.
Kohn himself will have charge of production. Besides maintaining the San Francisco headquarters, the Kohn Productions
will have large offices at the National studios in Hollywood, where the pictures are
made.

PICTURE

Describes

Evolution

of Democracy rough-and-ready
— the Vision
person Restored
corersponding to
The
cy—
the
American
pushcart
pedler. Buck the
photodrama, "Democra
T iHE
Vision
Restored,"
is
announced
as
the
fulfillment of an idea born in the Preacher and Mary the Saint, who are announced as reformed Whitechapel characmind of Lee Francis Lybarger during his
ters, are also under contract to help lend
college days and it found its first public
expression in 1905, when he lectured on the Whitechapel atmosphere to "Determination." They will bring costumes typical
"Democracy and the Future" at the Miami of that section
of London.
V'alley Chautaugua, in Ohio.
corporation is now seeking ten acres
"Democracy has been the underlying ofThe
land
on
the
Palisades
in New Jersey for
thought and keynote of every lecture I have a studio site. It is intended
to start four
delivered in the course of my fifteen years
companies
working
on
four
pictures
the
as a Chautauqua speaker," stated Mr. Ly- same time. The corporation will takeatover
barger.
"I
have
made
it
my
life's
work
to
the
E.
K.
Lincoln
studio
for
two
years
on
bring to the minds of the American people
1,
and
will
begin
production
work
a realization of the true meaning of Democ- June
fifteen days later.
racy. By personal contact with millions
of people in forty-six states and territories
Harry McRae termination."
Webster
I believe I have gleaned the essence and
Others who will
will direct
assist "DeCaptain F. F. Stoll in this work will be John
fundamental principles which are embodied
in that all-powerful theme Democracy,
L. McCutcheon, co-director, and Herbert L.
Messmore, technical director. Captain
which typifies Americanism.
"Every perplexing phase of our civiliza- Stoll says that real Whitechapel charaction has a democratic solution. I have enters correctly costumed will be seen for the
deavored to teach this interpretation of
first
time in "Determination."
Democracy as a panacea to cure the ills
which cause discontent in our great nation.
Harry Edwards Promoted.
"With my theme built on the rock botittMiiiiliitiillllliiiirliiniitutiitiliiiiiiiMiiiilniiliiiiiiiltiminiiiiiiliiiiiiititiiiMiiiiiiilMiiiiliriniiiiiiiiiHiiiitniiiiiirimi,,
Harry Edwards has been named production manager of the Christie Film Company by Alpervising
Christie,
its president
sudirector. Edwards
has and
served
two years as assistant to Al Christie, having joined the Christie forces three years
ago and missed one year of studio work
while in the navy. He formerly appeared
in Christie Comedies, playing opposite
Betty Compson, and is well known in the
studio colony. He now has charge under
Al Christie of the production activities of
seven directors.
Third Cunard Film Titled.
Grace Cunard's third Marion H. Kohn
release, "\ Daughter of the Law," is a tworeelcr dealing with the "moonshine" traffic.
This picture, which was made in the NationalwasFilmwritten
Corporation
of America's
studios,
Miss
also directed.
Miss by
Cunard
is Cunard.
supported She
by
Cole Herbert in all her Kohn pictures.

Tyrad Buys "The Scar of Shame."
Pictures, Inc., has purchased "The
Tyrad
Scar of Shame," a five-part drama starring
Lucille De Tar, supported by Florence
Hackett, Charles Eldridge, Mabel Young
and Alex Rene. This picture was secured
by Matthias Radin, president and general
manager of Tyrad, during his recent trip
to California, and will be sold on the state
rights market.

Lee Francis Lybarger
Noted lecturer and producer of "Democracy
— The Vision Restored,"
a ten reel
drama.
iiiiK liiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiitiitMiiriiiiiniiiiiiii iiiiiiiitiiitriiipiiiiiiiimimiMirniiittiriiiiiiiMmir>iiniuiniiiii
tom foundation of true facts gained by first
hand personal contact with the masses and
classes of America, I have continuously developed it. In my ten-reel cinema epic
'Democracy
— the
Vision theme.
Restored,'
I have
embodied this
completed
Backed
by
three thousand people, I founded the Democracy Photoplay Company, of Mifflinburg,
Pennsylvania, in December, 1918, to produce
a visual presentation of this thought drama.
I engaged William Nigh, the director of
Ambassador Gerard's 'My Four Years in
Germany' to make this screen message and
leased the Edison studio for production purposes. With a stellar cast of players, my
copyrighted theme has been completed and
is now ready to be released to the American

Zierler Buys Rights to Jans Film.
Sam Zierler, president of Commonwealth
Film Corporation, New York, announces
his company has secured rights for New
York, to the first release of Jans Pictures,
Inc., "Love
Without
Olive
Tell. Mr.
Zierler,Question,"
who has starring
been in
the exchange business for several years, is
enthusiastic over this picture, and presuccess.dicts that it will prove a great box-office

Real Whitechapel Characters
public."
to Appear in "Determination"
THE United
States Photoplay
Corporation has engaged
Coster Dan
and
Coster Neilan to bring three other
costers with them from England to appear
in the tion."
Whitechapel
scenes ofin the
"DeterminaFor the information
American
trade it is announced that a coster is a

National Engages Helen Howard.
Miss Helen Howard, who for a long time
A" proin "Flying
played important
ductions, has been roles
engaged
by the National
Film Corporation of America to play the
feminine
comedies. lead in a series of "polite" screen
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New Title for Polly Moran Film.
The title of the second Polly Moran onereel slapstick comedy, produced by the
National Film Corporation of America, has
and Scents"to
"Dollars according
been"A changed
to
ScrambledfromRomance,"
tive.
Joe Brandt, National's eastern representaChicago Rialto Books Hank Mann.
The new Rialto Theatre, in Chicago, is
the latest first-run house to book the Hank
Mann Comedies, distributed by the Arrow
Film Corporation. Dr. W. E. Shallenberof Arrow, announced that
ger, president
boo'cings
of this popular series into the
of "The Blackthe showing
Rialto followed
smith" at the Capitol,
New York, and five
houses
downtown
weeks in first-run
solid
in
Boston.
"Unscrambling Egbert" a New Comedy.
Roger W. Fowler, of Fowler Films, and
his staff have gone to Fentress, Va.. claimed
"location,"
to be a heretofore undiscovered "Unscram
comedy,
rural screen
to stageblinga Egbert."
Murray Lcinster, a short
known to magazine readers,
writer
story
is the author.
With the desire to produce an innovation
in screen comics, Mr. Leinstcr, who was
born in the Virginia village, has drawn his
real life, as he
country charactersandfrom
has woven his plot
them,
known
has
these people.
around
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Buffalo Bulletins
Churches Feature Pictures.
IT is beginning to look like Buffalo exhibitors are going to have the churches to
reckon with as competitors on Sunday
evenings. Last Sabbath the Rev. Frederick
Cortland Wagner, of the East Presbyterian
Church, South Division street, showed "As a
Man
Thinks"andto now
accompany
his sermon
from
the pulpit,
comes along
the Calvary
Church on Delaware avenue with Mary Pickford
"RebeccaSunday
of Sunnybrook
was inshown
evening,Farm,"
Marchwhich
14.
Buffalo exhibitors better wake up!
Garden Changes JVame.
The Garden Theatre, so far as the name is
concerned at least, has ceased to exist. It
opened as a motion picture house Sunday,
March 14, under the name of the Empire, with
William
Farnum
Adventurer"
the
feature.
Prices inare "The
20 cents
in the after-as
noon and 30 cents at night. The Empire is
ideally built for a picture house, all the
seats being on one floor. The house has played
burlesque for several years.
Loew to Replace Warehouse.
Loew Theatres, Inc., has filed plans for the
erection of a warehouse at 510 Washington
street to cost $65,000. Upon completion the
building will be occupied by the Household
Outfitting Company. This company now occupies a warehouse in Washington street standing on one of the parcels of property purchased by the Loew interests upon which the
new theatre will be erected.
In order to secure the consent of the furniture company to a termination of its lease on
the building the theatre company consented
to acquire an adjoining piece of property and
erect a warehouse which the furniture concern might lease. The filing of the plans for
the new building is the result. Work on
the structure will begin at once. The new
Lioew theatre will be one of the largest and
elaborate in the chain.
Warns Amateur Picture Operators.
Dewitt L. Marten, of the Moving Picture
Machine
Operators'
Protective ofUnion,
has
issued a warning
to proprietors
small picture houses and to churches and schools where
moving picture machines are operated by boys
that the state law provides that such an
operator must be of age and should have an
operators'
It ismoving
pointed picture
out tliathouse
the
proprietor license.
of a small
was recently convicted of violation of the
law, and both the exhibitor and the operator, a minor, were fined for operating a machine without a permit.
The law, Mr. Marten said, is also applicable
to all amateur operators whether they operate the machine for profit or not. The maximum penalty tor a violation of this statute
is $100 fine and three months imprisonment,
or both.
Installs Ladles' Orchestra.
Elmer C. Winegar, manager of the Central
Park and Premier theatres, has installed a
ladies'
orchestra
in the
former The
housemove
at Main
street and
Filmore
avenue.
has
proven a most popular one. Special concert
programs are given before the opening of the
show each evening.
Old Globe Now Auto Store.
The old Globe Theatre at Main and Ferry
streets. Is now a high-class automobile
agency, the Sentinel Motor Corporation having remodeled the theatre into an attractive
showroom.
Globe
one had
of Buffalo's
first picture The
houses,
but was
always
a rather
stormy career.
Maxine Theatre Belngr Remodeled.
The Maxine Theatre in Seneca street is being remodeled and redecorated, and will have
a gala opening Easter week. The house Is
having an addition built on It which will
give it a much larger seating capacity. George
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Hall and George Haney are proprietors of this
house. The new house, the Capitol, being
built
Sunday.by these exhibitors will open Easter
Pretty Girl Competitions.
Samuel Carver, manager of the Family Theatre, put on a "pretty girl" scheme in conjunction with the showing of "Mother, I Need
You."
local photographer
to take Hethe arranged
photos ofwith
the aentrants.
Reproductions of the photos were thrown on
the screen. A trailer will be made of the
photoFamily.
of the selected beauty and shown at
the
Morgan Buys Variety Theatre.
William A. Morgan has purchased the
property at 740-742 Fillmore avenue, which
adjoins the W. A. Morgan & Babcock, Inc.,
property at Broadway and Fillmore. The deal
includes the Variety picture theatre. Wincenty Bielanski was the owner of the Variety.
Pushing Nevr Hertel Theatre.
The Hertel Theatre Corporation is pushing
the work on their new theatre building on
Hertel avenue, between Norwalk an» North
Park avenues. W. F. McDonald is head of the
company. The steel is on the ground and
going up as fast as weather will permit.
Several
stores have already, been rented in
the building.
Attractive Ellmwood Program.
"When your spirits wane and even the baby
won'tthe make
you laugh
come toandthemakes
Elmwood
for
treatment
that revives
you
look
upon
life
with
a
more
cheerful
aspect,"14
says Manager Bruce Fowler in the March
issue of the Elmwood program. The Elmwood
issues an attractive little vest pocket edition
bulletin of the weeks attractions which
through a large mailing list is put into thousands of homes in ail parts of Buffalo.
Shea Metropolitan Going Ahead.
With the return of P. B. MoNaughton, president of the Shea Amusement Company, from
Palm Beach plans for the new Shea Metropolitan Theatre are expected to go ahead with
speed. Actual construction work on the
mammoth Buffalo picture institution will
start May 1, said Harold B. Franklin.
Hoosier Happenings
New Cinema for Evansville.
THE Standard Realty Company, with a
capital stock of $1,000,000, will erect a
motion picture theatre at the corner of Main
and Sixth streets, Evansville, in the near
future, according to plans announced this
week. The incorporators of the company are
F. H. Gruneberg, A. F. Brentlinger and O. H.
Olson, who also are associated with the Bankers and Merchants Theatre Company, of Indianapolis.
Work on the new theatre will start about
April 15, according to Henry Dreier, Evansville representative of the company. The
building will be an eight-story structure
and will be one of the finest of its kind in
the Middle West. The upper part of the
building will be used as a hotel.
With the announcement of the building
of this theatre came the announcement that
a New York company is seeking a theatre
site in Evansville for the purpose of erecting a combined vaudeville and motion picture theatre at a cost of $500,000. Three
downtown sites are now under consideration,
it is understood.
lioew House for Indianapolis.
Work preparatory to the construction of
the new theatre building, to cost more than
$500,000, was begun this week on the site in
Indianapolis that has been leased for ninetynine years
the Marcus
Loewerected
RealtyonCompany. Thebytheatre
will be
the
east side of Pennsylvania street extending
from Court street north to the Fletcher

1
n
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American Bank Building. The p;;operty has
a frontage of ninety-three feet in Pennsylvania street and a depth of 202.5 feet in Court
street, the
extending
of anPlans
"L" ^
around
rear of inthe the
bankshape
building.
call for a seating capacity of 3,000.
Mogantown Theatre Burned.
Fire destroyed the motion picture theatre
operated by J. S. Knight, Morgantown, last
week, causing a loss estimated at approximately $3,000. The loss is partly covered by
insurance. The fire started after midnight
and apparently had been burning for some
time before it was discovered. All of the
equipment of the theatre was burned.
The Dulls Buy Another House.
The Colonial Theatre, Bloomfleld, has been
sold by Carl Shertzer to W. B. and W. A.
Dull. W. A. Dull is a banker in Wilshire,
O., and is said to be interested in several
motion picture theatres in that state. His
son, W. B. Dull, who recently returned from
extensive service overseas, will move to
Bloomfield from Indianapolis to take charge
of the Colonial.
Run Theatre.
NewtonQuitsA. Grocery
Culbeck, toa grocer
of Nappanee,
has closed out his store and has leased the
motion picture theatre that is being erected
in Goshen by Samuel R. Spohn. When completed, the new theatre will be one of the
most attractive in that section of the state.
Denver Doings
Screen Club Will Hold Flxposltion.
THE willmotion
industry
miniature
be onpicture
exhibition
in inDenver
this
spring at a convention of the moving picture
men to be held under the auspices of the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club. All phases of
the industry will be shown exhibitors, exchange men, operators and all other attaches
who attend.
The screen club is composed of moving
picture men in all branches of the industry
from Colorado and adjoining states. Comwith the men
exhibition
convention ofbined
theatre
from all will
partsbe ofa the
state
and the entire Rocky Mountain region.
A movie ball, to which a number of stars
now on the Pacific Coast will be invited, will
be the social wind-up of the convention. The
screen club is arranging for special railroad
rates for out-of-town delegates.
Tabor Grand's New Hours.
A new policy, affecting only the hours of
the shows, has been adopted at the Tabor
Grand. Vaudeville will be shown three times
daily, at 3:45, 8 and 9 o'clock, but the show,
augumented
tinuous fromby1 p.moving
m. to pictures,
11 p. m. will be conAmerican Legion Benefits.
With the proceeds of the week going to
the American Legion, business was excellent
last week at the Princess. The attraction
was "Dangerous Hours." The lobby of the
playhouse was elaborately decorated for the
occasion.
Norma ofTalmadge
AskedDelta
to "Prat."
Members
the Sigma
Chi, of the
University of Colorado, have invited Norma
Talmadge to enact a part of one of her stories
at Camp Neosho, Evergreen, Colo. This sit©
is sacred to the frat and considered one of
the most beautiful spots in the Wes-t. Miss
Talmadge is a great favorite with the frat
members, thus the request.
Patron Sues Theatre for Sprain.
Because she sprained her ankle while leaving the Sterling Theatre, Greeley, while the
house was in darkness Mrs. Nellie Johnson
has brought suit against the Moore and
Graves Amusement Company, lessees, Denver, for damages of $1,200. She claims her
foot caught in a hole In the aisle carpet.
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the local territory, has the managerial reins
at the Savoy. John A. Reilly, whose "Fighting Irish"
made theofBelmar
one
of the
mosthassuccessful
the R. Theatre
& C. chain,
will occupy the post of manager of the Strand
henceforth. Reilly is the dean of R. & C.
managers,
never
was a more popular man in and
the there
R. & C.
employment.
Dnqnesne to Have New House.
A. H. Berg, of the Maryland Theatre, Duquesne, Pa., is erecting a large new house
there, to be called the Liberty, which will
be completed
about May
1. projection
U. T. E. equipment will be installed
in the
room.
Old Sbowman in Titusirllle.
Mr. Schweitzer has taken over the Orpheum
and Grand theatres at Titusville, Pa., from
Robert Fulton. Mr. Schweitzer is an old
showman,
having formerly operated amusements in Pittsburgh.
Two West Virginia Items.
Mr. Cool, of the Court Theatre, Kingwood,
West Va., has remodeled his theatre, has put
a new marquise in front of his house, and
also added a confectionery store to his lobby.
The Dixy Theatre at Morgantown, West
Va.,
been closed, and is being converted
into has
a bank.
Lombardis of Du Boise Sell Out.
The Lombardl family (brothers and sisters),
owners of the Empire Theatre, Du Boise,
have sold the house to Homer Alsworth. of
Clarion, the new owner having taken charge
on March 1. Mr. Alsworth is an old exhibitor, having conducted houses in Latrobe, Oil
City and Butler. Miss Lombardl, who was in
the city recently, states she will contract for
a picture house, but it has got to have a
capacity
of 1,000
to says.
1,500. No more small
theatres for
her, she
Eddie Johns Goes to Wilmlngrton.
Eddie Johns, formerly manager of the
Wonderland Theatre, Fifth avenue, has been
transferred by his employers to another one
of their houses at Wilmington, Del. E. J.
Harkins is now looking after both the Lyric
and the Wonderland theatres here.
Wiimerdlng Exhibitor Dies.
H. C. Estep, formerly manager of the
Grand Theatre at Wllmerdlng, died recently
at his home in Pittsburgh, aged 57 years.
Pneumonia was the cause of his death.
News Briefs and Personals.
A. J. Simon, formerly manager of the
Strand Theatre, Oakland, is now in charge
of the William Penn Theatre, North Side.
Charles Miller, well-known Pittsburgh film
salesman,
is now on the road for the Hodklnson exchange.
C. A. Feinler, of the Virginia Theatre,
Wheeling,
Va., will April
have an6. all RobertsonCole week, W.beginning
Theodore Flocos who, with George Stratigos, is part owner of the Regent Theatre,
Etna, has sold his Wlnklnsburg real estate
holdings
Greece. and expects to leave in a month for

ture
Miss Kavanaugh
more,produced
has been byengaged
by Equity inandBaltihas
the star role in a publicity story being produced by this company.
Ordinance for Theatre Passed.
The ordinance giving permission to John
T. Murphy to build a moving picture theatre
at 1610-12-14 Druid Hill avenue, was passed
by the City Council of Baltimore March 8.
There was some opposition to this measure
from Warner T. McGulnn, representative of
the Fourteenth Ward. The ordinance Is now
awaitingstood thisthewillMayor's
signature.
It is underbe a colored
playhouse.
Out-of-Town Notes.
H. Clay Evans, who represents the company operating the San Toy Theatre in Lonaconing, Md., and also owns the Empire Theatre in Frederick, Md., has now taken over
the Opera House in the latter city.
The management of the Garing Theatre in
Greenville. S. C, which was recently damaged
by fire, will repair the structure, and the
estimated cost for the work will be $10,000.
The Strand Theatre, Fayettevllle, N. C,
which is operated by H. T. Drake, is to be enlarged, according to plans now under way.
Benefit at Parkway.
In order to purchase linen and clothing
which was lost In the fire which damaged the
St. Vincent's Male Orphan Asylum February,
1919. a benefit performance was given at the
Parkway Theatre Sunday afternoon, March
7. L. A. DeHoCC, supervising director of the
Whitehurst Theatrical Enterprises loaned
the playhouse for the occasion and personally
arranged the program of moving pictures
and had charge of the performance. The
music
St. Mary's
Industrial
School was
Band,furnished
and thebyaffair
was held
under
the
auspices
of
the
Ladies'
Auxiliary
of the
.Asylum. An appeal for funds was made
by
the Rev. Hugh Monohan and there was community singing of patriotic songs.
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Pittsburgh Paragraphs
ShOTCnuin Prints His Own Paper.
of the Cameraphone Theatre,
KESTER,
HB.• East
Liberty, Pittsburgh, made press
agents, house managers and the movie fans
of Bast Liberty sit up and take noticee March
6 when he issued a special tour-pag newsO'Brien, the popupaper, announcing Eugene latest
feature, "His
lar Selznick star,forin ahisweek's
showing, beWife's Money,"
ginning March 8.
An edition of 5,000 copies was published,
with the entire issue edited and prepared by
in, exploitation repre-.
J Howard entativeLichtenste
s of the Select-Selznick Enterprises
of the current
featuring
the
to
In addition
attraction Mr. Lichtenstein played up the
"The Street Called Straight,
picture,
Goldwyncomes
to the Cameraphone the week of
which
the week
March 16, and also the picture forappears
in
of March 22, when Olive Thomas
"Out Yonder." The issue was also complete
of moving picture stars,
with interesting datadrawing
capacity business
with the result of
to the Cameraphone Theatre during the past
few days.
The paper was distributed by boys dressed
e"
namethe "Cameraphon
the of
withfront
coats, the
white down
in
painted
coat, while on
the back the following appeared:
"Cameraphone," Week of March 8; Eugene
O'Brien in "His Wife's
Money," a Selznick Picture.
This alone was an exploitation stunt that
attracted attention to the feature advertised
and brought its percentage of business.
Beaatifnl House In OH City.
With the new seats arriving for the (McCartney's) Pennpalace.
Amusement
Company's
motion picture
Oil City,
and mostnewof
the elaborate changes required in transforming the big building to its proposed purpose
completed, there is good reason for the expectation that the formal opening will take
place within the next six weeks at the
latest.
When the public is admitted for the first
time it will see one of the most complete
and up-to-date motion picture houses outside
of the larger cities in the country — one that
possesses notable devices for the safety of
the patrons. These include foundations that
are capable of sustaining many tons more
weight than could possibly be placed on the
floors, elaborate system of fireproofing, many
more exits than the law requires, electric wiring and heating appliances of the latest and
most approved
character
tor places
of amusement, besides an
elaboration
of convenience
and elegance for patrons.
The screen Is 18 by 22 feet and at either
side the cathedral organ is installed in chambers, a grill work of ornamental mesh permitting uninterrupted emission of the music.
The seats are of circassion walnut, with iron
standards. There are 614 on the first floor
and 302 upstairs.
The Penn Amusement Compiiny are the
owners. In this company are such men as
W. A. McCartney, H. A. Tuller, Oil City, and
R. B. Taft, of Cattaraugus, N. T.
FalrlianliH Opens Tarentum Palace.
The new Palace Theatre, which cost $200.000, erected by the Palace Amusement Company at Tarentum, Pa., was opened February 28, with Douglas Fairbanks in "His
Majesty
Areerican"
attraction.
house is the
beautiful,
with as560theseats,
and a The
real
credit
to
the
town.
They
turned
'em awayto
on the opening night, and are continuing
do so. A five-piece orchestra furnishes the
music. The officers of the company are John
McGinley, C. K. Nichols and W. L. Brown.
Rowland and Clark Shake Up Staff.
The acquisition of the Strand Theatre of
Erie, Pa., to the chain of the Rowland &
Clark theatres has resulted in quite a shakeup among the managers. William J. Bernard!, formerly of the Savoy. Pittsburgh,
whose long connection with the R. & C.
Enterprises earned him the much coveted
position, drew the Erie assignment.
Ferguson, whose first name must be
"Fergy,"
for that Isisallkeeping
he is known
even
by his associates,
the boxby, office
working smoothly at the Plaza. Harry
Thomas, young in years but old in experience,
has been elevated to the post of assistant to
Jerome Casper at the Liberty Theatre.
Charles Smith, best known impressario In
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Baltimore Brieflets
will Rejoin Metro Scenario Stall.
KATHERINE KAVANAUGH, of Baltimore,
who has been doing tree lance writing
in this city for several months and who forioerly was a member of the Metro scenario
staff, will rejoin the staff of writers of that
company again this summer. Miss Kavanaugh will probably write a prologue for "The
Forbidden Woman," starring Clara Kimball
Young,
Baltimore.when that production is shown In
Another Reichenbach Idea.
Miss Kavanaugh saw tl\e feature at a private showing in New York recently, and a
plan was outlined by Harry Reichenbach,
personal representative of Miss Young, to
have her write a prologue for the play and
have the acting performed by Baltimore talent; the cast to be made up of Miss Kavanaugh's pupils.
The will
student
who the
closely
sembles Miss Young
assume
role re-of
the star.
The stage will be set for a short play. In
keeping with the scenes of the picture, and
the players will represent characters in the
feature. Miss Kavanaugh has been conducting a dramatic and motion picture school
in Baltimore, and Hilda Rose, who played the
leading part in "Love's Crossroads," a pic-

Cincinnati Cullings
Photoplays In Old Standard.
CINCINNATI'S
newest first-run
house, the Boulevard,
Canal photoplay
and Vine
streets, which was formerly the Standard
Theatre, opened March 14 with "The Beloved
Cheater," in addition to presenting for the
first time "Lost City of the African Jungles."
The largest pipe organ in any theatre in Cincinnati and the only gold-fibre screen for reflection of pictures are the features of the
theatre. Manager Fisher has announced that
none but the highest type of pictures will
be shown at the Boulevard Theatre.
Another Theatre for Avondale.
The Engler Apartment building at S462
Reading Road has been purchased by Charles
Schaengold, moving picture magnate, for the
purpose of opening another motion picture
theatre In Avondale. The building occupies a
lot of ground Immediately adjoining the
Avondale School, with a frontage of about
50 feet on Reading Road and extends approximately 159 feet to the rear. Mr. Schaengold
said plansnouncedfor
later. the new theatre will be anFive Feet of Film Offers.
Mary Herbert's
MUburn, starlet
In appeared
"Angle Face,"
Victor
whichreceived
the
Grand
Theatre lastplay,
week,
two atoffers
before leaving this city for Indianapolis from
producing companies to enter the movies.
Miss Milburn is considered the smallest
woman appearing on the legitimate stage today, her height being five feet.
Thornton Brothers Make Merry.
Mat Thornton, booker at the Cincinnati
branch of the Goldwyn Corporation, was one
of the happiest exchangemen in this city last
week. The occasion for this was the meeting
of his brother. Bernard Thorton, comedian
with
the time
"Angle
This was
the first
they Face"
had metcompany.
for five years.
Golngr Back to Grease Paint r
Eugene Sheridan, superintendent at the
Family Theatre for the past three years, has
resignedmerly athat
position.actor,
Mr. Sheridan
forvaudeville
and hiswas many
friends believe he contemplates returning:
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to the stage. Mr. Sheridan refused to make
public his future plans.
600 Square Feet of Fine Art.
The Pine Arts Film Exchange, whose offices are in the Strand building, has leased
floor space of 600 square feet in the Film
Building, located at Pioneer street and Broadway, for a yearly rental of $750.
Bovrer Back — rOn Crutches.
Oscar Bower, Cincinnati resident manager
of the Goldwyn Corporation, who has been
suffering with a broken leg for the past
month, made his appearance at the office last
week on crutches. Mr. Bower is feeling fine,
but it will be some time before he will be
able to do without the props.
Films Fighting BolsheTism.
W. W. Rowland, president of the Film
Board of Trade, Chamber of Commerce, said
the country-wide screen campaign to combat
Bolshevism would be started March 31 in all
the leading
motion
picture
nati. Trailors
for the
newshouses
films inareCincinto be
used In an effort to "Win America For
Americans," he said.
Lisbon Gets Associated Franchise.
The management of the Walnut, Strand and
Family Theatres has concluded negotiations
for the Southern Ohio franchise of Associated
Exhibitors, Inc. This means that they will
handle
laztion. every picture released by this organIn allying himself with this association
Manager Libson of the three theatres becomes part of one of the most influential
factors in the industry.
"Shakespeare" Gets Into Pictures.
A motion picture theatre, to be known as
the Shakespeare, will be built on the east
side of State avenue, near Eighth street, by
the Shakespeare Amusement Company, organized recently. The company was organized by persons formerly interested in the
Waldorf Amusement Company, which ran the
National Theatre, this city.
New England News
Hub Company Producing Photoplay.
THE Hub Cinemagraph Company, Boston,
has secured Stanley J. Worris to head
its scenario department and take complete
charge of making the adaptions and writing
the continuity for its productions. Eugene
Sue's story of the underworld, "The MysterParis," isis the
Ed.ies of Cornell
now first.
engaged in making the
photodrama
in
eight
at the
company's
studio, Winthrop, Mass.reelsIt will
require
about
two months to complete.
Mr. Worris is a member of the staff of the
Boston American and has been freelancing
scenarios since 1917. Before Joining the staff
of the Boston paner he was in the scenario
department
of the
England and Historical Feature
Film New
Company.
Barre Film Theatre Burned.
Park Theatre at Barre, Vt., owned by Black
Theatres of New England, Inc.. was destroyed
by fire, along with the adjoining Zanleonl
Block. The Barre fire department was handicapped by the high wind and deep snow but
succeeded In keeping the flames within the
two buildings.
heated furnace. The flre started from an overNo Change In Leominster Houses.
Thomas and Roslna McEvoy, proprietors
have
of the Gem Theatre, Leomlnister, Mass.,
decided not to take over the Music Hall, also
opertheatre
a Leominster moving picture
McEvoy's had
O'Keefe.
ated by Daniel
deposited
a forfeit
of $1,000Theon the property,
but Charles O. Amazeen, the owner, returned
the money to Mrs. McBvoy.
- over from
The McEvoys had archtlects take
$30,000
Fltchburg, but found it would
to remodel the Music Hall In accordance with
"This expense would make
Ideas. than
McEvoy
the
deal bigger
we care to handle just
now." said Mrs. Evoy.
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San Francisco Sayings
THEbeen Exhibitors'
Protective
has
formed by theatre
ownersLeague
in Northern and Central California with a membership of about 100. Meetings are being held
weekly
Francisco.at No. 240 Golden Gate avenue, San
The officers are D. S. Markowitz, president;
H. Gobish, vice-president; N. K. Herzog,
recording secretary; Miss Bessie Morris, assistant recording secretary; Robert A. McNeil, financial secretary; Sam Gordon, treasurer, and A. S. Newburgh, attorney.
Committees have been appointed with these
chairmen: Executive, L. Freitas; publicity, J.
Clark; grievance, Mrs. F. E. Smith, membership, R. M. Ford, and by-laws, Frank R. McCauley. The
members
until charter
April 15.will be held open for
Producers Invade San Francisco.
Several moving picture companies arrived
in San Francisco during the second week of
March to secure local settings. Some plan
to remain for a considerable period. Bessie
Barriscale, formerly of the Alcazar stock
company of this city, is here with a company of ten, which includes Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest
banne. Stanley, Jack O'Shea and W, C. CaAnita Stewart is paying this city her first
visit, arriving recently with a party of ten
to work
"The Yellow
Bessie
Love
and oncompany
is here Typhoon."
to secure scenes
for
"The
Midlanders,"
her
first
picture
for
the
Andrew Callaghan Productions, under which
name
the
star's
own
company
is
operated.
The production is being directed by Ida
May Park and Joe de Grasse. Others in her
company are Jack Donovan and Truman Van
Dyke. R. A. Flynn has arrived here with a
party of fifteen to make pictures for the Fox
Film Company and William Russell and Eileen Percy are expected this week.
Several companies are working in the
mountains east of here, the recent snowfall
having made the taking of winter scenes
possible. The Vitagraph Company has a
company headed by Pauline Stark working
at Truckee, and Thomas Ince has a company
there headed by Hobart Bosworth. The
Metro Company is producing Jack London's
story, cisco's
"Burning
Daylight," in San Franwinter playground.
Moving Picture Concerns Incorporate.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of
California has been incorporated at San
Francisco with a capital stock of $12,000,000
by J. A. Pritchard, M. Chrlstman, I. M.
Golden, V. B. Clement, S. F. Walter, J. P.
Meehan, H. G. Rosebaum, G. Vizzard, H.
Shanks, G. R. Huff, W. A. Mead, J. M. Bettincourt, Sydney Cohen, A. Lauricella and
J. J. Partridge. The purposes set forth cover
the entire field of the film production and
exhibition business.
The Pacific Motion Picture Studios has also
been incorporated in this city, the capital
stock being placed at $100,000. The directors
are W. O. Edmunds, L. C. Hutt, Herman
Lubfin, O. H. Stolberg and W. J. Cerlett.
Gets Rights to Kyne Stories.
C. E. Shurtleff, who last year secured the
film rights to all Jack London stories, has
just completed arrangements whereby he
has secured exclusive screen rights to the
stories written by Peter B. Kyne, plus all
the stories that Kyne will have published
within the next three years.
New Policy for Frolic Theatre.
Under the direction of Manager B. A.
Goodman the Frolic Theatre has been renovated and redecorated throughout with new
lighting and projection equipment installed.
In the future nothing but first-run pictures
will be shown there. The orchestra will in
future be heard at all performances, instead
of evenings only.
San Francisco Film Exports.
The Importance of the port of San Francisco as an export center for moving picture
films Is steadily Increasing. The last available report of the Customs House showed
that these were averaging about 3,059,484
feet a month, with a valuation of more than
$100,000.

Daylight Saving Plan Up Again.
The Board of Supervisors of San Francisco
are preparing to take action at an early date
on the proposition of adopting a daylight
saving plan along the line of the one followed nationally during the war. In addition
to there being some public demand for such
a measure the acute power shortage is cited
as being a factor in favor of the plan.
Brief Trade Notes.
J. C. Cohen, head of the Consolidated
Amusement Company, Honolulu, T. H., has
returned to his San Francisco headquarters
from a brief trip to the Islands.
F. J. Alberti, who transacts a supply business at No. 94 Golden Gate avenue, San Francisco, is now doing business under the name
of the F. J. Alberti Distributing Company.
Bernat Jaulus, one of the leading musicians of San Francisco, has been engaged as
director of the Rialto Theatre orchestra.
The Majestic Theatre, Sacramento, Cal.,
has been remodeled and transformed into a
modern moving picture house.
The New Liberty Theatre, Healdsburg, Cal.,
has been opened by T. Tucker.
T. Casey, at one time manager of the Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco, has been made
manager of the Sun Theatre, succeeding Abe
Markowitz, who has resigned to devote attention to his Crescent Theatre Company interests.
Morning Matinee for Night Workers.
The management of the Westwood Theatre,
Westwood. Cal., a lumber town in the northern part of the state, has instituted the plan
of
at of
eight
the putting
morningon fora matinee
the benefit
the o'clock
men whoin
work on the night shift in the mills.
Theatre Company Incorporated.
The Napa Theatre and Realty Co. has been
incorporated at San Francisco, Cal., with a
capital stock of $50,000 to build and conduct
a theatre at Napa, Cal. The directors are
Vincent Aaron, G. Kane, L. Keyes, C. T. Patterson and A. I. Newburgh.
Southwest

Showmanship

Another House for Sumter, S. C.
A CHARTER
has been
grantedS. C.
to The
the
Hills Rex Theatre,
of Sumter.
capital stock is $15,000 and the incorporators
are Roland G. Hill, president; W. B. Hill,
vice-president; J. C. Hedgpath, secretary and
treasurer. A new motion picture house will
probably be constructed at Sumter by this
company.
Carolina Producing Corporation.
The Hamilton Producers Film Arts of North
Augusta, S. C, has been granted a commission by the Secretary of State. The corporation is capitalized at $10,000 by G. H. Shelton
Hamilton, of North Augusta, and Lillian R.
Gordon and Thomas R. Gordon, of Augusta,
Ga. The company's business is set forth as
to "make and manufacture motion pictures,
to buy and sell motion pictures and to operate motion picture exchanges."
To Educate with Films.
The Chattanooga High School ParentTeachers' Association is raising funds for
the purchase of a motion picture machine to
be installed in the new high school at Chattanooga. Plays especially suitable to be seen
by children of high school age will be shown
when the machine is ready for operation.
Two More Lynch Houses.
The S. A. Lynch Enterprises will construct
two new theatres in the near future at Gadsden, Ala., and Griffin, Ga. Sparklin & Gondolfo. Inc., of Washington, D. C, have drawn
plans for both structures. Several other
motion picture houses are planned for the
South by the Lynch people this year, some of
which are already under construction.
Read Exchangemen's News on
other pages and get the live-wire
gossip sent in by our correspondence from the leading distributing
centers.
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Universal's Branch Located
by Vote of Picture Showmen
Kan., a great town, center
WICHITA,
of the oil industry, center of a fine
agricultural territory, a town that
moving picture exhibitors and exchange
men like to visit, is to have a real exchange.
The Universal will open a branch there
about April 1. Wichita has been an important moving picture point for many
years, but somehow has never been hit
upon for distribution of pictures on the
scale that the Universal will give it.
The Wichita office will be a branch of the
Kansas City office, but in efifect it will be a
direct distributing office. Exhibitors will
deal directly with the Wichita office, which
will have in its own rooms the films with
which to fill orders.
It will have the same stock as Kansas
City, though possibly not so many copies.

Harry H. Buxbaum.
Recently made New York exchange manager for Famous Players-Lasky.
H. Buntley, now office manager at Kansas
City, formerly at Omaha with the Universal, will be manager of the Wichita exchange.
Location Chosen by Vote.
The exhibitors of western Kansas chose
Wichita as the location for the Universal
exchange which will serve western Kansas
business. The Universal had carefully
studied the field, and had decided that an
exchange for western and central Kansas
should be established either at Salina or
at Wichita.
Salina is a very important distribution
point for many lines of merchandise; it is
near the center of the state, and is well
served by railroads. Wichita is about the
same location east and west as Salina, but
farther south. The railroad service of
Wichita
is, perhaps, more extensive than
that of Salina.
The advantages were about balanced between the two cities, the more central location of Salina offsetting some favorable
features of Wichita. The fact that Wichita
was much the larger city was not an im-

consideration
in theconsideration
company's
judging ofportant
merits
— the chief
being service to exhibitors.
In order that the decision might not only
be satisfactory but pleasing to a majority
of the exhibitors who would be served, the
Universal sent a questionnaire to all the
exhibitors in the territory to be allotted to
the Wichita office. The large majority of
the replies favored Wichita. With letters
received urging that Wichita be chosen,
and promising to come in there as often
as possible to trade with the proposed exwas for
surean that
Wichita was change,
thethe Universal
destined site
exchange.
K. C. Universal the First In.
The Universal was the first exchange to
establish itself in the new film exchange
building in Kansas City. It has the entire
second floor, and also is using space in
the basement floor for store room. The
building is not completed, and visitors find
theirthewaycoast
through
but
is cleara maze
as far ofas scaffolding
hazards are—
concerned.
The exehange has been able to effect an
especially convenient arrangement. Executive offices, four of them, are on the west
side of the building, with windows on the
side street. The bookers have fine rooms
with
side. large windows on the Main street
J. C. Calvert, formerly in charge of the
Universal at Omaha, reached Kansas City
in time to move the exchange, and to put
his ideas as to arrangement into effect.
Manager Calvert took a few live ones with
him from the Omaha office — H. Huntley
as office manager, W. Hoover and S. Epeley
as salesmen. Mr. Hoover used to operate
the Twelfth Street Theatre in Kansas City,
so finds many old friends to welcome him.
Goodman Becomes Assistant Msuiager.
From the Republic branch office in Philadelphia comes the news that C. S. Goodman
has been appointed assistant manager. The
office also reports a number of bookings of
the Williamson subsea picture, "Girl of the
Sea." Exploitation ideas have been
planned for this release in the Philadelphia
territory.

Buffalo "Game Hunters" in Utica.
The Utica convention is on the tongues
of every Buffalo film man. Buffalo was
honored by having one of its exhibitors,
Ira M. Moshcr, manager of the Palace Theatre, re-elected to a vice-presidency of the
state league. A journey around exchange
row, however, brought out one very prominent fact, and that is "that a great time was
had their
by all,"
to
glee.some to their sorrow and some
By reading between the lines it seems
that "the links" were overcrowded with
participants
the Hart
"African
Golf"an tournament and thatin Bill
missed
opportunity to shoot some very realistic "Red
Dog" scenes.wasHowever,
declare that
the
convention
the mostallsuccessful
in the
history of the state league.
F. P.-L. Renews Exchange Leaser
Allan S. Moritz, manager of the Buffalo
Famous Players-Lasky branch, announces
that the lease on the present oflfices in
Franklin street has been renewed for another year, as a protection, in case the new
exchange building is not ready for occupancy at the expected time. When the
office is moved into the new structure the
present offices will be sublet.
Exchange Screens "Turning Point."
P. H. Smith, First National manager,
screened Katherine MacDonald in "The
Turning Point" in Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, Friday evening, March 12. The showing was attended by several local exhibitors
and newspaper men.
Bert Adler Visits Buffalo.
Bert Adler, Realart exploitation man,
was the guest of Henry E. Wil'-inson, Buffalo manager, for the week end, March 12.
While in Buffalo Mr. Adler discussed plans
for isexploiting
Fortune,"
it
expected "Soldiers
will soonof be
shown which
here.
Mr. Adler reports exhibitors throughout
the country strong for real exploitation.

"Boys,
show Crandall
me."
He told yuh
his gotta
wife Harry
wanted
him to pick out some new features for
exhibition at the Metropolitan, and he went
to New York "on business." He saw the
snow, according to Joe Morgan, of the
Metropolitan, and he describes it in his
own inimitable way while the bunch sit
in the draft of electric fans.

Plans Elaborate Screen Showing.
Frank S. Hopkins, Buffalo manager of
the Universal office, is planning an elaborate screening of Priscilla Dean in "The
Virgin of Stamboul" on March 20. It is
probable that the Arab patrols of Ismailia
Temple and Zuleika Grotto will be invited
to attend in full regalia to give the proper
atmosphere. Mr. Hopkins is planning an
elaborate publicity campaign to put the
feature over in this territory.
Eddie Hayes in Gotham.
"Eddie" Hayes, Robertson-Cole chief in
Buffalo, attended the R. C. convention in
New York the week of March 15. Hayes
reports booking H. B. Warner in "A Fugitive from Matrimony," with E. O. Weinberg, manager of the Strand Theatre, for
first run in Buffalo. Weinberg is planning
a special lobby display for this production.

Whitaker Loops Country's Loop.
Vivian P. Whitaker jumped into Washington the other day after a visit to all
of the Selznick exchanges with the single
exception of Boston. He went across the
continent from New York and back home
via New Orleans and the Southern centers. He was accompanied by Mrs. Whitaker.

Al Becker Visits His Mother.
Al Becker, of the Becker Theatre Supply Company, Buffalo, was in New York
the v/etk of March 8 to visit
mother,
who is confined to her bed on his
account
illness. While in New York Mr. Beck«rof
conferred with Simplex officials and visited
the projection departments of the leading
Broadway houses.

Dresner, Being "From Missouri."
.^be Dresner,
of the Exhibitors'
Exchange, never believes
anything Film
he docs
not see, and when a bunch of New Yorkers
at the Washington Elks Club started in to
tell of the height of the snow piles in
New said:
York, Abe's hair stood up on end and
he
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Showman Boosts Dempsey Serial.
"I want to tell you that I have never used
a serial but one day, but this one, 'Darewith days,
Jack and
Dempsey,
I have
signed devilforJack,'three
only because
of the quality. Anyone that wants an
O. K. on this serial, refer them to me." So
wrote Fred C. Bitner, manager of the Havens Theatre, Olean, N. Y., to Manager
C. A. Taylor of the Buffalo Pathe office,
following his showing of the Pathe serial
in Olean. Mr. Bitner reports the serial
went over like a shell from a Big Bertha.
Mr. Taylor has engaged Bryon Interbitzen,
formerly with Independent Films Company,
and John Predari, formerly with Famous
Players in Salt Lake City, as new members
of his sales staff.
Hayes Establishes Record.
Three first runs one week and two the
next is the record made by Eddie Hayes,
Buffalo Robertson-Cole manager. Mr.
Hayes was visited by F. G. Sliter, eastern
supervisor, during the week of March 1.
During his stay here Mr. Sliter and Mr.
Hayes called on the leading exhibitors in
Buffalo and also journeyed to Rochester
for a day.
Aurora Mardiganian Coming.
P. H. Smith, manager of the First National exchange, announces the coming of
Aurora Mardiganian, herself, to Buffalo
territory for an engagement of eight weeks
with the presentation in the various towns,
and possibly in Buffalo, of "Auction of
Souls."
Accompanying
Misspublicity
Mardiganian
will be the
First National
marvel, Lieut. Jim Anderson, who had all
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Utica believing that Anita Stewart was
really on her way to the state convention
and that a big snowstorm at Detroit was
the only thing that inhibited her from arriving on time. Such a man should be able
to convince
sticks" that daylight saving is a good"thething.
Flood Catches "Buck" Taylor.
The annual spring flood in the South Buffalo district this year was so extensive that
it took in the home of C. A. Taylor, Pathe
manager,
resultin going
that "Buck"
played the with
role ofthe
skipper
to and
from his domicile. Donned in hip boots,
"Buck" worked all one night in an effort
to keep the waters from moving his "domus" into another section of the city.
Gardiner, Inc., Film Activities.
T. R. Gardiner, president of Gardiner Pictures, Inc., of Buffalo and Albany, has
bought the Magnet Film Exchange, 729
Seventh avenue. New York, where Mr. Gardiner will assume active management at
once. This company has bought the state
rights on Murray Garsson's "The Blindness
of Youth," "Tillie's Punctured Romance"
and "A Dream of Fair Women." With less
than one-third of the state covered, Gardiner Pictures, Inc., has secured the U. S.
rights on "The Lost Battalion." This feature film and a band of Overseas Jazzophiends has proven a popular attraction.
Twelve more companies will be organized
at once.
1
Send Us the News of
1
I
YOUR EXCHANGE
1
I
Keep the Boys Posted
|

West Coast Hustlers Making
Records in Their Exchanges
C. C. Thompson, formerly with RobertsonCole, is now manager of the San Francisco
Hallmark branch, succeeding Sol Davis,
who has been made manager at Dallas,
Tex., of Special Pictures Corporation.
George Chamberlain, of the Independent
Film Exchange, has secured the world
rights
to "The
Pageantmade
of San
Francisco,"
aFilm
five-part
production
by the
Pageant
Company.
Coming East With Big Feature.
Frank A. McDonald, of the Sun Film,
Inc., will visit Los Angeles and soon go on
to New York with "The Heart of the Cumberlands,' for which the world rights have
been purchased. He expects to remain
East for two or three months disposing of
State and foreign rights to this production and purchasing other pictures for his
Pacific Coast film exchanges. William Hussey, of Los Angeles, will look after his
San Francisco interests during his absence.
H. S. Meyer, for several years connected
with the San Francisco office of the World
Film Company, and its successor, the Republic Distributing Corp., as assistant manager, has left for Seattle, Wash., to become
manager of the office of the latter concern.
He has been succeeded at San Francisco by
Harry Schmidt.
Floyd St. John "On His Own."
Floyd St. John, who recently left the Republic Distributirrg Corp. to start a cooperative film exchange, has opened headquarters at 105 Golden Gate avenue.
Harry Carney, formerly with Pathe, is
now with the All Star Features Distributors as salesman. This concern is now
distributing Al. St. John comedies and is
about to .release Vivian Martin's first state
right taken
production,
"Husbands and
Wives."
has
over twenty-four
features
fromIt
Hallmark
and
is
also
handling
the
Rothacker scenics.

New Haven Exchanges Will Have This Film Building.
Famous
Players-Lasky
haveandleased
the limestone.
first two stories.
To be built
Kilteather of granite
Indiana
It will comply
with byall J. P.
requirements of the Underwriters and the N. A. M. P. I. It will
cost over $500,000. and will house all New Haven exchanges.

Friedman Visits Old Haunts.
Henry E. Friedman, formerly connected
with the Washington office of the World
Film Corporation, visited a number of his
old friends in Washington last weeV. Mr.
Friedman left Washington June 1, 1916, for
Chicagothere.
as assistant manager of the Pathe
office
Later he became branch manager and returned to the East to become connected
with one of the film exchanges in New
York City. He left the business about a
month ago, and his new activities brought
him to Washington on a visit. Friedman
was one of the best known film salesmen
in this territory, earning the nickname
"Tarheel" because of his connection with
the North Carolina Exhibitors' Exchange.
Philadelphia Touches Live Wires.
The Electric Theatre Supply Co., one of
the oldest independent exchanges in Philadelphia, has removed to new quarters at
No. 1309 Vine street, where they will occupy the entire building. The Electric was
organized about 1898 by Harry Schwalbe,
the present treasurer of the newly organ-
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ized First Pictures Corporation, who is the
proprietor and is being managed by L. B.
Bache.
A significant change in the policy of the
Electric has been its entire divorce from
big feature productions to short reel subjects exclusively. Over $20,000 has been
spent on the newr building, with the result
that today the Electric is without doubt one
of the classiest exchanges on Vine street.
The interior offices are of colonial design
and finished in old mahogany.

Young First Past the Post.
s salesman in DeJ. H.troit,Young,
won first Vitagraph'
honors in the recent competition which ended February 21, covering
a period of four weeks. This was for the
entire country and it makes Mr. Young,
who is new in the film business, the best
Vitagraph salesman for new business.

eral days recently with Manager France
of the Pittsburgh U. T. E.
Mr. Bernstein is the new manager at the
Pittsburgh Fox office. He was formerly
assistant manager at the Fox Philadelphia
branch.

All of the employes of Metro, Philadelphia, paid a visit to their manager,
"Bob"
his confined
home lastduring
Saturday,
where Lynch,
he has atbeen
the
"Bob"
cold.
severe
a
with
past two
being
the weeks
life of the office is being very
much missed.
Harry M. White Is Honored.
Harry M. White, chairman of the Motion
Picture Group, of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, and manager of the Goldwyn, was presented with a handsome silver
and copper hammered cigarette case at a
luncheon given at the Arcadia Cafe on
February 26, in appreciation of his untiring efTorts in the interests of the organization. Bob Lynch is responsible for the
planning of the affair, while John Clark
was elected to make the presentation
speech.
Exchange Doings Around Detroit.
Harry A. Ross, for the past three years
Detroit manager for Famous PlayersLasky, has been promoted to assistant general sales manager with headquarters at
the home office. He has already assumed
his new duties.
The employes of the Detroit exchange
presented him with an English kit bag
upon his departure. Mr. Ross did splendid
work in Detroit, bringing up the efficiency
of the office to where it enjoyed the reputation of the best conducted exchange in
the entire Paramount circuit.
Charles W. Perry, assistant to Mr. Ross,
succeeds him as manager. He was formerly with Pathe in Detroit and Boston,
and in the early days was an exhibitor in
New England.
Frank Stuart succeeds William A. Kent
as assistant manager of the Select exchange in Detroit. Mr. Stuart has heretofore done the bookkeeping and was former
manager of the local general exchange.
J.
Kent continues as Detroit manager
for O.Select.

Jess Fishman, of the Standard Film Service, Detroit, is preparing for a big campaign on "The Lost City" serial, which he
predicts
will bring higher rentals and
greater gross business than any serial ever
released in Michigan.
J. O. Brooks with Pathe.
J. O. Brooks has been appointed feature
sales manager of the Pathe office in Detroit. Mr. Brooks has been feature salesman with the local exchange since he was
discharged from the government service
being for over eighteen months in charge
of the Liberty Theatre, Camp Custer, Mich.
_ Ralph Quive, Realart manager in
IS back after spending a week at theDetroit
office conferring with Mr. Kohn, home
Woody, Jack Ragland and Jay Gove. Jack
Mr
guive now has 100 per cent, more enthusiasm than he ever had.

W. N. Skirboll, Detroit
r
says he has taken more 100 Metrocentmanage
Metro
contracts in the past thirtyperdays
than
he
took
son. in the tirst three months of the sea-
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J. M. Duncan, Vitagraph manager in Detroit, reports that he has secured first-run
booking at the Washington Theatre, Detroit, for Alice Joyce in "The Sporting
Duchess," and Earl Williams in "The Fortune Hunter," one week on each. Both will
play there in April.
The Detroit office of the Republic Distributing Corporation will shortly move
from the sixth floor of the film building to
the fifth, where it will occupy space with
the Select exchange. The Republic selling
and ofiice staff will remain intact, the Select
merely doing the physical distribution.
Dave Mundstuk, Strand Features, Detroit,
operating independently, left for New York
March 14 to look over the state right field.
Canadian Exchange Activities.
Following the return to Montreal of Capt.
J. B. MacKay, managing director of the
Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Ltd., Montreal and London, from the British Isles,
where he had gone to complete arrangements for the sending to Canada of pictures from many British studios, announcement was made at Montreal that the AngloCanadian company had arranged to send
representatives to India, Australia and
South nessAfrica
features. to open negotiations for busiPritchard Back to the States.
R. E. Pritchard, director of publicity for
the Allen Theatre Enterprises, Toronto,
has resigned to return to New York City,
where he was formerly associated with
Motion Picture News. He has been succeeded at Toronto by W. H. Worden.
John S. Bowen, formerly with Select at
New York, has become the auditor of the
Select Pictures Corporations, Ltd., with
office at Toronto, where he succeeded G.
Mauer, who has returned to New York.
James Davidson, formerly with Regal
Films, Ltd., and Specialty Film Import,
Ltd., Toronto, has joined the sales staff of
the Toronto Select office.

C. Sumner,
of theExchange,
controller's
theF. United
Picture
Newoffice
York,of
spent
several days at the Pittsburgh branch
recently.
Up "ThewillS.open
R. O.his12."beautiful
W. A. Sign.
McCartney
new theatre in Oil City in about two weeks,
and it is said the debut of the latest addition to Oil City's list of theatres will occur
under the most auspicious auspices. Michaelson, of Pittsburgh Universal, had the
honor of having Mr. McCartney sign
the first contract for pictures for the new
theatre— the "S. R. O. 12."
St. Louis Exchange Notes.
Charles M. Winston, exploitation director for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
at St. Louis, has left for New York to assume a position as assistant exploitation
manager. Charles Raymond has succeeded
Mr. Winston in the St. Louis office of
F. P.L.
Charles Desberger, formerly local manager for Realart Pictures, has succeeded
Fred. Keller as St. Louis manager of Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation.
Charles Wesling, district manager for
Pathe Exchanges stationed at St. Louis, has
left for New York.
Baltimore Exchange Notes.
"Big Ben" Abrams, a well-known film
salesman in this territory, has now become associated with Republic. He has
gone South to act as division manager of
serials for this company, his territory including Texas.
Washington, Atlanta, New Orleans
and Dallas,
H. M. Williams, Universal salesman, took
a trip over the Pennsylvania territory during the week of March 8 and got many
names "on the dotted line."
Myer Woolfert, formerly with the Universal, and now with Pathe, has been succeeded at the Baltimore Universal office by
Samuel G. Smith, who formerly managed
the Liberty Theatre, Salisbury, Md.

The Exhibitor's
Toronto
and otherDistributing
cities, has Corporation,
secured the
Canadian rights for the Vivian Martin special, "Husbands and Wives." This company has also secured
"TheforProdigal
a Screencraft
production,
Canada. Wife,"

During the week of March 8, Simon Feldstein and Myer Woolfert, of Pathe,; L. D.
Lyon, of Realart, and George Lyon, of
Vitagraph, made a trip over the Eastern
Shore of Maryland territory.

Vincent McCabe Makes the Round.
\^incent McCabe, of Toronto, Canadian
general manager for the Fox Film Corporation, has made a six-weeks' lour of the
Canadian West, where the Fox company
has established its own exchange branches.
The new offices at Winnipeg, Calgary and
Vancouver are already securing a nice
share of business. It was the first trip
for McCabe over the Canadian territory
that has become covered in a direct manner by the Fox corporation.

Owen D. "Nick" Weems, is now making a
trip over
Cumberland and vicinity territory forthe
Goldwyn.

Picked Up Around Pittsburgh.
John McAleer, formerly of Pittsburgh,
where he was manager of the Universal
exchange, is back from New York. He
will have charge of a branch of the Circle
Film .'\ttractions, which handles a number
of feature productions.
A. V. Birkholm. representative of the
Nicholas Power Co., New York, spent sev-

Denverite Doing Dry White Way.
David L. Townsend, general sales manager for the Art-O-Graf Film Company,
Inc., Denver, accompanied by his wife, is
doing Broadway, New York, and. according to letters received by Denver friends,
is making many new friends in the movie
world. Townsend attended the convention of the independent producers and then
went to New York for recreation.
Another Cleveland Exchange.
.\ new exchange has opened in Cleveland.
It is the Essenel Productions De Luxe Co.,
Inc.. and a woman is the president. She is
Miss Loraine B. Leibtag. The exchange is
located at 607 Belmont Building, and is
handling Essanay reissues with Richard
Travers. Haylor Holmes, Jack Gardner.
Bryant Washburn and Henrv B. Walthall
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Story

Is Interrupted
by
the
Nameless
One
were
too
large
for
the
buttons,
and one side
an
is
many ways a publicity promoter
INasset
By EDWARD WEITZEL
to a moving picture star, but he
or the other would manage to come unfastened before the scene was completed.
isn't a bit of use to an interviewer when
■one of these human interrogation points is person of yours to leave the room or The little girl would try her best to take
no
notice
of the expose but modesty always
after simple facts rather than seeking to henceforth hold his peace?" I "almost imtriumphed over art, and down she would
record the spectacular flight of a soaring, plored.
not to say daring, fancy. I found this out
on her
kneeslaughed
and repair
the atdamage."
"A press agent who holds his peace can't goMiss
Glaum
heartily
the recwhen I interviewed Louise Glaum the other hold
his job,"
interjected
the irrepressible
collection
of
the
incident,
and
so did I. But
one,
before
Miss
Glaum
could
reply
to
my
sing
day. Her enterpri
press agent made
the preliminary arrangements and offered request. "And it's straight goods about the nameless one looked pained.
to be present when the interview took the dog's part in 'Sex,'" he added.
"Oh, I say. Miss Glaum," he protested
Once more I endeavored to pursue my in- with near-tears in his voice, "he can't use
place. Said I to myself: "All right, young
terview with Miss Glaum:
that story: It's about an old picture.
•man; but this affair is for the sole purpose
of picking up a few little anecdotes about
"If anything of an amusing nature really Please tell Mr. Weitzel about your Boston
Miss Glaum that may interest the public, did take place while you were at work bull and why he didn't appear in 'Sex.' "
upon the picture, I know that your many
A Sad Home-Coming.
and you're not going to ring in a lot of admirers
would be delighted to learn the
publicity about her latest picture." It took
The
owner
of the dog looked pensive,
■quick work to head him oflF.
particulars,"
I remarked,
imitate the choice
speech in
of an
yourattempt
carefullyto and again picked up the "ait home" picTwenty-four Important Items.
schooled society reporter.
"We were all terribly disappointed,"
she
ture. -■•
"Several funny things happened," replied
I'm tionnot
going
to
give
him
the
satisfacsaid. clever
"The poor
little
fellow
knows soto
of using his name in this article, but Miss Glaum; "but the most amusing little many
tricks
that
we
concluded
the moment the introduction was over and human document I recall was a five-yearuse him in the photoplay, and Mr. Sullivan,
we were seated in Miss Glaum's suite in old child we used in another picture. The
the Claridge, he started to get in his best little girl was as bright as a new pin and the scenario writer, wrote in a part for him.
but her mother instinct com- The day before we were to start rehearsprofessional touches, and directed my at- a born actress,
ing his scenes he ran away, a thing he had
pletely ruined quite a number of feet of
tention to a number of photographs on
film when she came on in one scene, lead- never done before. He was gone two weeks
the table.
ing a three year old boy. The little fellow and when he did return his leg was broken.
"Here are some of Miss Glaum's pictures was wearing a pair of rompers, and looked We couldn't wait for it to mend, and so
in the costumes she uses in 'Sex.' Isn't this so
cute and cunning. His sister was sup- his part in the picture had to be cut out."
stunning?" of
he the
demanded,
and would
held out
posed to be very proud of him, and she did
"But that didn't hurt the picture any!"
photograph
actress that
makea
so naturally that we were all charmed
spoke up the faithful dispenser of imporany woman with a leaning toward Paris this
with
her.
But
when
the
cameraman
started
ant information. "And Miss Glaum's two
gowns, stop, look and wish for one like it.
I pretended to give the photograph a to take the scene, the little tot put in a dozen gowns that she wears in 'Sex' are the
piece
of
business
that
broke
all
of
us
up
careless glance and tossed it back on the and made a retake necessary. Just as she finest e-xamples of the Paris dress-maker's
pile. Turning to Miss Glaum with my most
artDetermined
ever brought
to toshutthisoffcountry."
this stream of
reassuring smile, I spoke as one who had got well on with her brother she discovno interest in such matters :
ered that one side of his rompers had be- eloquence by the only possible means, I
and she immediately brought the interview to an abrupt close
"Tell me something about yourself that droppedcomeonunfastened
her knees and proceeded to and bade Miss Glaum good afternoon. As
will make a good story," I began.
make him shipshape. The scene itself was I stated in the opening paragraph, no pub"Tell him about your twenty-four gowns
a serious one, and when we grownups
licity promoter can put it over on me when
for the new picture!" put in eagerly the couldn't restrain our laughter there was I'm after a human interest story. It may
■one who shall be nameless. "Here is the
be
his
duty to get the name of his star and
latest thing in dancing frocks. Miss Glaum
nothing to do but retake the scene."
her latest picture into print as many times
"She
didn't
get
scolded
for
it,
of
course!"
"
—
wears this when
"Not the first time; but that pair of as possible, but he must get along without
Circumventing a Space Grabber.
rompers was cursed with buttonholes that any help from me.
I merely waved the picture aside.
"We may as well come to an understandyoung man,"
"This foris
to being atanonce,
interview
and notsaidan I.excuse
grabbing space to advertise the wardrobe
of your star. The contents of a press sheet
is very important matter when printed in
the proper place, but I want short, human
documents about Miss Glaum that smacketh
not of the publicity stunt-"
Once more I turned my back on the nameless one. "Have you a straight picture,
Miss Glaum?" I asked.
"Only this one with my dog," replied the
impersonator of the "Lone Wolf's Daughpicking upon an
"at home"
herselfter,"sitting
a bench
under apicture
tree andof
holding an alert looking Boston bull in her
arms.
"Fine dog * ♦ * where is he now, out in
?''
California
"Yes. Poor little fellow, he broke his
leg and I had to leave him behind."
"Tell Mr. Weitzel about the part he was
going to play in 'Sex'," came promptly from
the Los Angeles word-juggler, who was
turning over the leaves of a scrap-book
and giving out signs of a feverish desire
to read aloud one or two dozen articles of
his own composition touching upon the
merits of the Glaum releases.
The Reb*lliou« Rompers.
A Shady View of Miss Glaum and Her Pet Boston Bull Pup.
For the third time I turned to Miss
A special
written
in "Sex,"
debutpartwaswashalted
whenforhehimbroke
his leg.but liis
'Glaum. "Will you kindly ask this publicity
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March 14. Both are comedies, the first
named being an adaptation of W. Somerset
Maughan's stage play.
.-Xs adapted by Olga Prmtzlau, the ceniceman
is an
tral figurein oflove"Jack
customers,
one of his
with Straw"
who falls
working
hard
a
the pretty daughter of
clerk and a mother with social ambitions.
There is nothing especially deep or significant in such a story, but through the
excellent character delineation of Robert
Warwick something most delightful in the
realm of screen comedy is said to have
been achieved. The production has the
added benefit of having been directed by
William De Mille, who is now engaged in
ns for Paramount
making special
Artcraft
bearingproductio
his own name.
As Mr. Warwick's leading woman, Carroll
"Gunfighter's Delight."
Shown by Lewis Stone and Marjorie Daw in McComas, erstwhile stage favorite, was
chosen, this being her first appearance in
Marshall .Neilan's First National,
"The River's End."
pictures in several years. The cast also
includes J. Monte Dumont, Charles Ogle,
Another Bernard Durning Picture.
Sylvia Ashton, Helene Sullivan, Frances
Exhibitors and piililic were informed this Parks. Lucien Littlefield and Robert
week that Bernard Durning, who made an Brower.
As in the case of all the preceding pic"overnight hit" in "When Rearcat Went
tures which Dorothy Gish has starred in,
Dry." thetributedmotion
picture
which
was
disby World Film Corporation, and Elmer Clifton directed "Mary Ellen Comes
who followed up his success by another to Town," Wells Hastings, author of "Turnwinner under the title of "The Gift Suing the Tables," wrote the scenario. The
old story of the country maiden hall bedpreme." distributed
Republic
Distributing Corporation,
is by
shortly
to appear
in a
room, longing for the bright lights, journeys to a New York York hall bedroom
new feature called "The Sowing of Alderwith
high
ambitions and a wicker suitcase,
son Cree."
this production
is announced thatInPauline
Stark willit be
his is tempted without falling and then returns,
disillusioned, to a little village, is
leading woman.

Annual

Film

Rentals

Paid

in Southeast
THE tremendous growth of the moving
picture industry
in the seven southeastern states is clearly indicated by
estimates given out at the southeastern
district publicitj' offices of Universal Film
E.Kchanges, Inc., at Charlotte. N. C, which
place the annual film rental paid by exhibitors, representing the income of
the distributors, at more than $12,000,000.
These estimates arc based on the film
rental of an average picture, and do not
include the rentals paid by the exhibitors
to the distributors for the "added attracwhich itemNeither
would isamount
to several
millionstions,"more.
the cost
of advertising matter included in the estimates.
In the seven southeastern states there
are 982 theatres which exhibit motion pictures. North Carolina has 178, Georgia, 176;
Virginia, 153; Florida, 1.31; South Carolina,
128; Alabama, 109, and Tennessee has 107.
According to the population of the towns,
there are 495 theatres in towns of 2,000
population or less, 133 theatres in towns of
2,000 to 4,000, 114 theatres in towns of 4,000
to 10,000, ninety-four theatres in towns
from 10,000 to 25,000, sixty-eight theatres in
cities from 25,000 to 50,000, thirty-two
theatres in cities from 50,000 to 100,000, and

by Showmen

Total Over $12,000,000
forty-six theatres in cities from 100,000 to
165,000.
These estimates indicate that the daily
rental charges paid by theatres in the
southeast to exchanges is $35,000. or $250,000 a week, for average productions. A
compilation
of figures
including
feature attractions
would show
a muchthelarger
amount than this.
For the presentation of these picture
plays many millions of dollars is invested
in theatres, varying from the converted
store room in the small town to the palatial theatres of the larger cities. Thousands of persons are given employment by
these institutions and a tremendous sum
is received at the box offices each day in
admission charges. While no estimate
could possibly be made that would show
the exact attendance figures, perhaps 2,000,000 would come pretty close, this including
only the motion picture houses in the
southeast.
The important film distributing cities of
this section are Atlanta, Jacksonville and
Charlotte. There are thirty exchanges in
Atlanta, fourteen of which do business on
an enormous scale, while Charlotte has six
and there are- several in Jacksonville,
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said to be given a brand new and uproarously funny twist — several of them, in fact
— by the vivacious somedienne.
Miss Gish's
leadingLestina,
man,
andRalph
the Graves
support isincludes
Adolphe
Charles Gerrard, Kate Bruce, Raymond
Cannon, Rhea Haines.
Warn of Maryland Censor Rule*.
Warning has been sent out by the Wa.shington
Exchange
Managers'
Association
its members
to observe
carefully
the rulesto
of the Maryland board of censorship, which
require to
the allMaryland
censor's
be
affixed
reels going
into seal
the to
state.
Failure on the part of the shipping and indepartments of exchanges
to comply with spection
this regulation,
it is pointed
out,
is apt to result in annoyance to exhibitors
in Maryland,
and,board
possibly,
legal entanglements with the
of censors.
Holding Rentals to Set Sum
Is Mistake, Says Exhibitor
downtheirto
rentalsmake
who hold
a
set
sum a week
and then
EXHIBITORS
attractions fit into this amount are
making the mistake which prevents really
big profits, according to Manager McAtee,
of
the Elk's
Theatre,
Mahanoy,
Pa. that
Mr.
McAtee
is a recent
convert
to the idea
success lies in booking according to the
drawing powers of a production with the
cost estimated on a percentage basis.
Until recently Mr. Mc.\tee booked on the
proposition of keeping rentals for the
month about even with the total for previous months. As far as this permitted him,
he booked the better class of pictures, for
he made a fair allowance out of the earnings of the theatre for rentals. About two
months ago the First National .Attraction,
"Auction of Souls," was exploited by several theatres in the larger cities near Mahanoy and three or four patrons of the
Elk's asked Mr. McAtee if he intended
showing it.
He inquired about the rental for a two
days'
showing
told price
it would
be
$125. He
refusedandto was
pay this
because
it was above his allowance, .\fter a discussion in which the salesman stated that
the picture would draw $200 a day even
if it was shown in a barn, a proposition was
made to show it in Mahanoy. the distributor to get 62^ per cent, of the first $200
and 50 per cent, of everything above $200.
Mr, McAtee accepted this proposition because the percentage on an average two
days' the
business
distributor
about
price would
he had pay
been the
willing
to pay
in flat rental.
The two days' showing resulted in an
income of nearly $400 and the First National exchange got nearly $100 more out
of these receipts than the $125 rental asked
for the two days. No special exploitation
was done, so Mr. McAtee figures that if
he had investigated the drawing power of
the
first he would have been $100
betterpicture
ofif.
Save $4.80 by subscribiiif; direct for Moving
Picture World. Neivs men charge the 15
cents per copy price. Send $3 and get your
pafer
every week, by early mail, and miss
110 issues.

Souls
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No scandal —
quiet week.
has beenhasa busted
ITnobody
into the limelight
with a scheme to revolutionize the industry. The one hundred and eighty-nine
companies that are fully organized and
willing to start shooting as soon as some
one puts up the money are still figuring,
but making no new statements.
No collection of eminent directors or eminent anybodies have formed an .association
of any kind. No one has sprung into the
arena with a glad cry and a set of blueprints for a studio big enough to house
all the movies under one roof.
No big or startling news of any kind —
the absence of which allows some throbbing facts that otherwise might have been
crowded out, to be spilled to an expectant,
and I hope, a grateful world.
Multum in Parvo.
For instance: Priscilla Dean got burglarized of a lot of her keepsakes and
jewels; Lila Lee is wearing one of the
new hats from Paris, the kind that have
glass flowers on them; Sid Grauman has
had his to
hairJim
cut; Corbett;
Eddy PoloBessie
set 'emLove
up tohasa
dinner
been sick ; Mae Marsh, who was ill, is much
better and able to work again.
Wallie Reid is so tickled over the hit
he made in 'The Rotters" at our Little
Theatre
that he's
to step
over Mason,
to the
regular stage
for going
a while;
Shirley
while on a location trip, stopped off at
Santa Ana, our local Gretna Green — and
had her only wisdom tooth pulled by the
Santa Ana dentist.
Jack Dempsey has gone to Tehachepi for
location stufT; the Farnum brothers, Bill
and Dusty, are away on a fishing trip; Bob
Brunton h-as bought a new nickel-plated automobile; Frank E. Woods wants it known
that he is not conducting a school for
scenario writers, as has been reported by
Mrs. Rumor.
Book Shower Suggestions.
The Studio Publicists, who held a meeting recently in honor of truth and George
Washingtdn, have adopted George as their
patron saint because of his reputation for
veracity, but we understand that they are
still on the fence as to whether they will
liave a cherry tree couchant and a hatchet
rampant on their coat of arms, or a Joshua
tree and a pair of scissors, suggested free
gratis by the Rubbernecker.
There is talk of a book shower to be given
to the publicists very soon by the photoplay and dramatic editors of our fair city.
As a guide to what would be most suitable
for the occasion, I would suggest the works
■of Baron Munchausen, Marco Polo, Sir
John Mandeville and the writings of Doc
Cook in handy reference size.
Vick Is "Work Brittle."
Ted Taylor, the able editor of the Mouth
Organ, the official journal of the publicists,
is already the proud owner of the complete
works of Jo Miller, which he allows the
other members to use when the occasion
arises, which is often. So that book is not
needed. Any one who has contemplated
blowing himself for a copy of Jo to take
to the shower may take an illuminated portrait of Ananias
the wall
instead. or Sapphira, to hang on
I went out to the Charles Ray studios this
•week. A busy place, a regular beehive,
running over with carpenters, plumbers
and electricians.
Richard Willis, general manager of the
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way," and the Charles Kay Corporation paid
more than $1,000 for each minute of the
forty-five
the screen. for the privilege of putting it on
I did not get to see either Charlie or his
director, Jerry Storm, since they, like most
of the colony, had taken advantage of the
fine weather to go traipsing around on location. But I met .Mbert A. Kidder, Jr.,
the business manager of the company,
and looked at his and Dick Willis' new offices, and met Chester Lyons, the electrical
and lighting expert, and Wesley Gilmour,
the studio manager, all of whom seem to
be well matched with Dick Willis in his
love of work attitude.
In Search of Perfect Peace.
Perscnally, I do not understand how
anybody can have such low tastes, but
if work makes people happy, far be it from
me to do anything but pat them on the
back and say "Go to it, boys I"
After leaving the work-agitated atmosphere of the Ray studios, I went out to
Lasky's and hunted up Art Reeves of the
publicity department.
"Art," I said, "is anybody out here making any of them slow pictures, where the
people just kinda creep along, or is somebody maybe shooting a close-up of the
hero looking long and lingeringly in the
eyes of the heroine? I want to look at
something
"No," saidrestful."
Art, "but I can show you a
scene that is very interesting, and it will be
restful because it is dead — there are no

By GIEBLER
iMMnHiiiiHMniiMiiiMniiMTinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiHiiiuMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiii>iiii>
new plant, and one of the fastest steppers
in the industry when it comes to hustling,
was going faster than I've ever seen him go.
Dick is "work brittle," as we used to say
back in Missouri when describing someone
who
was troubled
industry.
I'd like
see anybody
try with
to tell
him that
Rometo
wasn't
in a day
making erected
him believe
it. — they'd have a job
A Rapid-Fire Inspection.
Dick took me all over the place, though
and showed me the improvements that have
been made and the new ones that are going on. I didn't get more than half of it,
however; he would point out a new dressing room or a new laboratory, and by the
time I had poked the Neck around the corto get a little
inside look,
he'd beabout
way
over ner yonder
somewhere,
explaining
the new battery of eighty studio lamps, or
the shower bath system, or the new glass
stage that is 70 feet wide and 120 feet long,
with a 20 by 20 pool in the center or something like that.
I got enough, however, to convince me actors Hit
the Bulls-Eye of Memory.
in it."
that the place is modern and up to date
to be the star sport writer on
in every respect, and that every facility oneArtof used
leading journals before he went
will be on hand to produce the kind of big into theourmovies,
and knows all about newsstuff that is planned.
paper offices; and I knew what he meant by
$1,000 a Minute.
saying the scene was interesting the moment we reached it.
Charlie's first release, which is now beThe
made to represent the city
ing made, will be George M. Cohan's great room ofseta was
daily paper and it was perfect.
success, "Forty-five Minutes from Broad-

"A Dark Woman
Going looking
to Cross into
— " the
Well,fiitiiip
You for
KnowWallace
What Reid
All the
Bebe IsDaniels
and Palmists Say.
"Fatty" Arbuckle. all I'aramount players.
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"What
you think
of it?" asked Art,
after
I haddo looked
it over.
"They've
done
it
at
last,"
I said.
The set was the realest thing
I ever saw.
There was the curved desk of the city editor; the clothes horse file for copies of "our
leading contemporaries"; the tall brass
cuspidor that is regarded as more of an ornament than a receptacle in the average
"City" room; the copy table, the mustard
jar paste pots, the green eye-shade of some
poor devil of a rewrite man who had
stepped
Mike's
somethingoverto tomake
the Place
night for
seema little
less
long and the stuff that came to his hand
seem less stale.
"As Sweet as Violets."
The set is being used for a Wallace Reid
film called "What's Your Hurry?" a Byron
Morgan automobile story. Sam Wood, who
is directing the play, had just finished with
the action and taken his players elsewhere.
There were no actors in t?ie set until Art
Reeves and I got there, and then I'm afraid
we both acted up a little. It w-as like a
couple of old fire horses smelling smoke.
We stirred up the paste pots — the stuff
was sour, but was sweet as violets to us.
I put the eye-shade on and read some proof,
and
sat tired,
down like
at the
desk
and Art
looked
all city
city editor's
editors look.
"I'm sorry you couldn't see the actors at
work," he said.
"I'm glad I cannot," I said, "actors would
spoil it all.
Don't Salute the City Editor.
"Not these actors," said Art. "Sam Wood
is directing the stuff and Sam's got gumption. The city editor part is done by William
H. Brown.
He'sarea all
goodrealcity
editor
type. The
reporters
; they
do
not rush here and there and throw papers
around like confetti, or march up to the
city editor's desk and salute, as they do
in And
most then
movies."
Art turned himself into an
actor for a few minutes, and showed me just
how Sam Wood worked it all out. He
played Sam and the city editor and all of
the reporters, and even went so far as to
take
Reid's
part towhen
comeson
into Wallie
the office
trying
put Wallie
one over
the city editor in the way of a story about
an auto truck, and said just Kvhat Wallie
said, and just what the city editor said
when he gave him the gate, and it all made
me wonder
both
missed ifourperhaps
calling,.\rt
and and
thatI Ihaven't
ought
to be back in a newspaper office, and Art
drawing down salary as an actor.

Suppose the Gong Rang?
AlParamount
St. John. comedies,
Warner Brothers' star for
swap lies oTi and
old Benny
times. Leonard
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Concerning Mary Pickford
with or without bars?" asked our
ON March 12 Kenneth McGafifey, per- boats
correspondent.
representatiinve New
of "Our
sonalarrived
"That doesn't enter into the problem at
His
York.Mary"
Pickford,
progress from the coast had been duly all," smiled Mr. McGafTey, "for Miss Pickford simply wants comfortable surroundnoted by correspondence of Moving Picture World in Denver, Pittsburgh, BaltiDiscusses "Percentage" of Fans.
more and other "high spots" between here
and there.
Mr. McGafTey went on to state that according to the latest statistics, the number
Mr. McGaffey made stops among other
cities in Salt Lake, Denver, Kansas City, St. of people who see moving pictures each
equals 25 per cent, of the population
Louis, Fort Worth, Dallas, Houston, New week
the country.
Orleans, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, of ings."
Washington and Baltimore. In all of the
"The number that attended the moving
pictures before the war was 15 per cent,
places visited the Pickford representative
declares he found exhibiting conditions of each week, during the war it increased to
the best. In Texas he found the houses
18 per cent, and now it is 25 per cent. And
the number of people who have attended
opening
at
10
o'clock
in
the
forenoon
and
continuing until midnight. New theatres each month equals the entire population
are Los
going
up "allMr.over."
As tosaidconditions
in
Angeles,
McGaffey
the last of Three
pictures will be produced by Miss
the country."
winter had been a busy one for everybody.
Pickford while she is in Europe, according
With a straight face he insisted there was to Mr. McGafTey — two in England and one
not to be secured in any of the stores of in France. Then he and the rest of her
the Studio City such an article of direc- friends hope she will give herself a rest
torial equipment as a pair of puttees or a and take a six months' vacation.
megaphone.
It years.
is Mr. McGafifey's
firstis visit
East in Auburn Theatre Drops Prices
five
He admits he
a confirmed
Californian. In fact, four days after his
to Ten Cents for Experiment
arrival he was anxious to be starting on the
return journey, which will be by way of
the northern route. Boston will be the
has efTected
a decided
change
picg motion
of exhibitin
THE highturescost
first stop on leaving New York.
in prices at the Morgan Theatre, Auburn, N. Y., and strange to say this change
The records show Mr. McGafTey "missed
no bets" as he Pullmaned across the con- is not upward, but downward. The Mortinent, and it is safe wagering local newsgan is a large house, and as the increasing
papers
have printed
of hisHe ac-is cost of film has warranted an upward
tivities in the
cities heevidences
has visited.
trend in admission prices, there has been
in New York incidentally to book passage an increasing number of vacant seats.
for Miss Pickford, who goes to Europe, Competition is by no means lacking in
probablytures.
in Generally
June, his
to mission
produce isthree
pic- Auburn. Manager McAvoy doped it out
to meet
that he had either to buy cheaper films
exhibitors and learn first hand what they or increase his receipts.
desire most in the way of Pickford proTo cut the quality of his show always
ductions.
hurts a good showman, so he decided to
make an efTort to get more money first.
Denver Hails Its "Native Son."
It seems that the prices charged were over
Denver Correspondence. — Kenneth Mc- the heads of Auburn people, who apparGafTey, business manager for Mary Pickently preferred the cheaper houses with
ford, was a visitor in Denver, while en
such good pictures. Mr. Mcroute from Hollywood to New York City. possiblyAvoy not
finally decided to make a sweeping
"Mac," as he is familiarly known in Den- cut in his prices, reducing every seat in the
ver, where he worked on local newspapers
to 10 cents, plus war tax, and to
for a number of years, was surprised with house
make an effort to keep these seats filled
all
the
time.
the advance the industry is making in Denver. "Mac" declared that he remembered
He
put
his plan before the public through
when all the exchange offices used to be
press and from the stage and screen.
second-floor establishments and was sur- the
He announced that he was now paying $236
the long
offices prised
onto see
Welton
street.line of up-to-date for Mary Miles Minter first run Realart
pictures, whereas he formerly got the same
star in American pictures for $50. His
Pittsburgh Notes Bird of Passage.
Pittsburgh Correspondence. — K e n n e t h clientele likes the star, so he felt compelled to book her. He put it to the theMcGafTey, personal representative for Mary
directly that he can and will
Pickford, spent a day in Pittsburgh re- book such atre-goers
expensive first runs at a fair
cently, with Manager Moore, of the United
.\rtists branch in Pittsburgh.
profit on a 10-cent admission, if attendance
keeps at a high mark. During the past few
Baltimore Interviews the Gentleman.
weeks
the experiment has proved entirely
satisfactory.
Baltimore Correspondence. — On his way
from Los Angeles, Cal., to New York City,
to arrange and book passage on one of the
Leopold Sutto in New York.
forthPickford's
Mary Kenneth
ocean liners
Sutto. special representative of
coming trip to for
Europe,
McGafTey, theLeopold
Gevacrt Company, Antwerp, Belgium,
Miss Pickford's personal representative, arrived
in
New York on March 14 on the
stopped over in Baltimore March 11. Mr.
France. M. Sutto was acMcGafTey was interviewed by the Moving steamship T^a
nied bv the Gevaert Company expert,
Picture World representative at the Emer- M. Van den compaBrocck.
The Gevaert Company
son, where he was stopping, after having
leading European manufacturbeen introduced by Bernard Depkin, Jr.. is oneers ofofrawthe stock,
having been in business
manager of the New Wizard and five other for twenty-five years.
The company, which
houses in Baltimore.
supplies all of the European countries, is
Problem: Is an Ocean Wet or Dry?
known for its solidity and conservatism.
"Due to the fact that many people are If makes a specialty of colored stock. M.
who is stopping at the Hotel Astor
preparing to visit Europe this year it is Sutto,
hard to obtain accommodations for the and whose Paris address is 9, Place de la
trip,"
Mr. Pickford
McGafTey. care to travel on Bourse,
weeks. expects to be in New York several
"DoessaidMiss
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To Handle "Children Not Wanted.
An announcement deemed of special moment to exhibitors was made this week in
connection with the feature, "Children Not
Wanted,"
starringin Edith
Day, press.
which Ithasis
been advertised
the trade
to the effect that Republic Distributing Corporation, of which Lewis J. Selznick is
advisory
duction. director, will distribute the pro"Children
Not Wanted,"
ed as a feature
built firstwhich
as a isboxdescribofifice
attraction and later to please the public,
was secured by Republic from Crest Pictures Corporation, of which Carle Carlton
is
manager.
'story was
written general
by Stuart
SinclairTheespecially
for
Edith Day.
Republic Branch Heads to Be
Present at Selznick Meet
ERS of the Republic branch
MANAG
offices are to be included in the second annual convention of the Selznick managers which will be held at the
Astor Hotel beginning April 5, according to
an announcement made by Briton N. Busch,
president of the Republic Corporation.
This decision was reached after a conference held by Lewis J. Selznick, Mr.
Morris and Briton Busch. In view of the
fact that the topics of discussion at the
convention will deal largely with the expansion of the Selznick interests it was
deemed especially advisable to bring together the representatives of the Republic
organization with those representing the
Select interests.
Republic branch managers are expected
to arrive in New York on April 4, the day
before the opening of the convention and
have been instructed to arrange their business so as to make this possible.
Dorothy Dalton Begins on New Play.
After a vacation of two weeks Dorothy
Dalton has commenced work again at the
Fifty-sixth street studio, New York, of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. She
is still occupied with the stage production
of "Aphrodite,"
her ofbusy
nights
and matineewhich
days. keeps
The title
the
picture
is
"This
Woman
—
This
Man,"
Avery Hopwood, one of the best known by
of
American
plays.
"This
Woman—
This
Man"
was produced in 1908 with Carlotta Nillson
in the leading role. It is one of the first
plays written by Avery Hopwood, author
of "The
Diggers."
making
such
a bigGold
success
in Newwhich
York isthis
season. Harley Knoles will direct.
Dempsey Serial Going Strong.
"Doubling up on Dempsey" is the order
of the day says the serial sales department of Pathe in an announcement which
states that precedent was never so completely ignored by any serial offered by
that
company
previous that
to "Daredevil
Reports
indicating
the demandJack."
for
the "Daredevil Jack" serial could be met
only by holding the episode over for a
longer run than originally intended are not
rare. The Lyric Theatre, Tiffin, O., played
the first episode on March 1. The management conducted a newspaper advertising campaign of the showing and anticipated abig crowd, but apparently realization was rather greater than anticipation,
for early the next morning the exchange
received
a wire requesting that the booking
be
extended.
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Which

Book Harold Lloyd's
eraphone.$100,000
East Liberty, Pa. Comedies
; Columbia, Erie ;
ed Strand, Altoona ; Liberty, Wheeling, W.
"Haunt
of
e
releas
H the
WITSpooks
," fifth
of Harold Lloyd's
$100,000 two-reel comedies, set for Va.; Strand; Cincinnati; Columbia, Dayton;
March 21, and with the sixth and last of Virginia, Charleston, W. Va. ; Colonial,
the initial series about completed, Pathe Columbus; Princess, Springfield, Ohio;
is now prepared for the first time to name Alamo, Louisville; Strand and Orpheum,
the principal first run theatres booking the Cleveland.
comedies.
Hippodrome, Warren, Ohio; Dome,
In a partial list of first-run accounts on Youngstown, Ohio; Strand and Bank, Akron ;Alhambra and Empress, Toledo ; Althe Lloyds
will be :found the following the- hambra.
Canton; Faurot, Lima; Grand,
atres and circuits
Crescent and Signal companies, Nash- Newark, Ohio; Strand, Tulsa, Okla. ; Third
Street,
Easton,
Pa.; William Penn, Chester,
ville; Colonial, Birmingham; Republic,
Jacksonville; Capitol, Macon; Signal, Knox- Pa.; Lorenz, Bethlehem; Savoy, Wilmingville; Old Mill, Dallas; Mission, Amarillo ;
ton; Lyric, Reading; Hamilton, Lancaster;
Empire, San Antonio; Prince, Houston; Strand, Scranton ; Savoy, Wilkesbarre;
Palace, Fort Worth; Lone Star, Ranger; Hippodrome, Allentown ; Victoria, HarrisMajestic, Wichita Falls, Texas; Lubliner & burg; Stanley Circuit, Philadelphia; State
Trinz Circuit and Riviera, Chicago; Palm, Street, Trenton, N. J.; Dauphine, Mobile,
Rockford, 111.; Colonial, Fort Wayne; Au- Ala.; Jewell, Beaumont, Tex.; Metropoliditorium, South Bend; Rose, Chicago; Emtan, Washington, D. C. ; Colonial, . Richmond, Va. ; Wells, Norfolk, Va. ; Liberty,
press, Peoria; Lincoln Square, Decatur;
Auditorium, Indiana Harbor, Ind.; Princess, Kansas City; Wichita, Kan.; Electra and
Dubuque; Family, Davenport; American, American, Denver; Lyric, Casper, Wyo.
Palace, Trinidad, Col.; Liberty, Colorado
Moline; Princess, Aberdeen, S. D.; Orpheum, Minot, S. D. ; Jewel, Sioux Falls, Springs; Rialto, Pueblo, Col; Strand,
Omaha; Colonial, Lincoln, Neb.; Princess,
S. D.
In the New York territory the big the- Sioux City; Liberty, Council Bluffs; ClemSeattle; Liberty, Tacoma ; Rex, Pocaatres plyaing Lloyd's includes the Strand, mer,
tcllo, Idaho; Pinney, Boise, Idaho; Circle,
Rialto,Avenue,
Marcus ofLoew
Fifth
New Circuit
York and
City;Proctor's
Strand Indianapolis; Luna Lite, Marion, Ind.; Liberty, Terre Haute; Wysor, Grand, Muncie;
and Keith's Palace,
Prospect, Richmond;
Brooklyn; Hamilton,
Yonkers;
Garden, Luna, Lafayette, Ind.; Gladmer, Lansing,
Waterbury; Olympia, New Haven; Plaza Mich.; Majestic, Kalamazoo; Washington,
Detroit; Majestic Garden, Grand Rapids;
Palace, Bridgeport.
In the New England territory, the first Franklin, Saginaw, Mich.; Regent, Battle
Creek;
Garden, Flint, Mich.; Strand, Dodge,
big-run accounts are : Modern, Beacon Iowa; Pastime,
Iowa City; Newark, Newark, N. J.
and Washington, Boston ; Orpheum, Maiden ;Strand, Providence; Waldorf, Lynn;
Proctor's, Newark; Capital, Elizabeth;
Owl and Royal, Lowell ; Capitol, Spring- Lyric,
Paterson; Superba, Raleigh; Rivoli,
field; Empire, Fall River, Casino, New Bed- Columbia,
C. ; Broadway, Charlotte, N. C. ;
ford; Rialto, Lawrence; Strand, Portland; Amuzu andS. Winston,
Salem, N. C. ; Strand,
Waldorf, Waltham; Poll's, Worcester.
Throughout the remainder of the coun- Ithaca, N. Y. ; Strand, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Olympia, Buffalo, N. Y.; Victoria and Regent,
try, Lloyd is being featured by these theRochester, N. Y. ; Majestic, Elmira, N. Y. ;
atres : California, Los Angeles ; Hoyt's, Strand,
Milwaukee; Majestic, Beloit, Wis.;
Long Beach, Cal.; Strand, Pasadena; Gayety, Springfield, 111.; West End Lyric, St. Rex, Oshkosh, Wis.; Rex, Racine, Wis.;
Louis; Portola, Mission and Fillmore, San Liberty Amusement Co., Spokane; Liberty,
Francisco; Strand, Fresno; Liberty, San Walla Walla; Imperial, Great Falls, Mont.;
Jose; Majestic, Reno; Leiand, Albany, American, Butte; Regent, Billings; Gem
N. Y. ; Palace, Schenectady; Proctor's, Amusement Co., Little Rock, Ark.; Victory,
Troy; Top, Syracuse; Union Square, Pitts- Fort Smith, Ark.; Liberty, Portland, Ore.;
field, Mass.; Blackstone, Pittsburgh; Cam- Oregon, Salem, Ore,

Term Used in Tennis and Salmon Fishing: "Good Net Game."
Here the salmon have the callto inrankGoldwyn's
"The Silver Horde," just elevated
of a special.
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business methods of the people with whom
they are dealing. Salesmen of this stamp
will overcome whatever prejudices have
arisen against American producers.
Then, of course, the quality of American
films must be maintained at a high level and
permitted to grow with the times. Instead
of merely watching each other, the men
who set the standards in film production
will have to recognize that they are in
competition with the guiding geniuses of
the great European studios, who will not
be content with merely following our lead
in devising artistic improvements.
But, after all, is not a situation such as
this entirely healthy and inspiring, rather
than a cause for gloom? Speaking as a
representative of the Goldwyn corporation,
I may say that our own relations with foreign countries are on a basis of friendly
understanding that causes no fears for the
future. Any company that cannot face competition is not likely to live long under
any circumstances.
Mooney Plans European Trip;
to Investigate Conditions

Alice Lake Just Returning from "Shore Acres."
Young Metro
star flanked
by Antonioof Moreno,
serial star,
and S. V. Jacobs.
Los Angeles
representative
the Northclifte
publications.
Optimism,

Not

Pessimism,

Should

Rule

in Discussions of Foreign Conditions
ARTHUR ZIEHM
Manager of Gofdivyn's Foreign Department
to me that recently there has pictures competing with those of European
appears
ITbeen
a tendency to paint the foreign make in their home territory. Well, what
market, as it concerns American pro- of it? Have .American producers suddenly
ducers, in unnecessarily dark colors. A become so timid that they fear competition
number of film men, whose word carries instead of welcoming it as a spur to renewed effort ?
weight in the trade, have subscribed to
views that are likely to have a depressing
Competition Steadily Increases.
effect on our producers and exporters,
Of course there will be competition. Italy
whereas a careful consideration of the situand Germany even now are making hightic
should
ation
lead
to
more
optimis
conclass
films, and as the industries regain
clusions.
balance we may look for more and
Take the matter of unstable foreign ex- their
pictures than ever came from the
change, as it is one of the causes most fre- better
quently advanced for the fear of a long European studios, even in their palmiest
period of difficult financial relations with days before the war. Most assuredly,
this does not mean that there
European countries. Granting that foreign however,
exchange has been and still is in a chaotic will be no room for fiJms of American
state, there is no reason to suppose that make, providing they are good.
It does mean, though, that our producers
the condition will be a factor for any conwill be obliged to abandon their dream of
siderable period.
continuing what has come close to a monAre American Producers Timid?
opoly of the foreign market. Rather too
As near as I can figure, well informed frequently for the good of the trade, foreign buyers, forced to purchase .American
business men in other lines quite as dependent upon European trade as the motion products, were treated with a "take it or
picture producers and distributors, believe leave it" attitude, and if they arc a trifle
that there is nothing at all extraordinary resentful it is not surprising.
Need Very High-Class Salesman.
about the money markets of the European
countries in the first stages of recovery
The customary way to meet competition,
from the demoralizing effects of a devastat- and the way characteristic of .Ainerican ining war. Even at the present time the exdustry, is to beat the other fellow at his
change in all foreign countries is showing own game. Instead of counting upon our
unmistakable signs of improvement, and it goods to sell themselves because there are
can be only a question of time before it re- no others to buy, we will be obliged to
turns to a healthy state. Why magnify a send high-class salesmen into the field, men
temporary
situation into a permanent men- who are really familiar with the countries
ace ?
they are covering. They must speak the
Then there is the question of .\merican language and know the customs, tastes and

Simple

manMildred
Stewart,sales
the Anita general
PAUL C.ager ofMOONEY,
Harris Chaplin and Louis B. Mayer
Productions, will start for Europe shortly
in the interest of these companies and
others who have not been divulged. He
plans on remaining abroad for at least
three months, during which time he will
visit England, France, Italy, the Central
Powers and the Scandinavian countries.
The primary object of Mr. Mooney is to
open foreign markets for the Anita Stewart
productions, Mildred Harris Chaplin productions and other productions he is to
handle. He will also pave the way for the
big exploitation campaign which has been
planned in connection with "In Old Kentucky" in England and on the Continent.
"The unsettled condition of the foreign
market at the present time makes it almost imperative to secure first-hand information regarding conditions as they really
are over there," said Mr. Mooney. "Every
one returning from abroad brings a different story of these conditions, but all
seem to agree that American producers
must act promptly and energetically if
these conditions are to be changed materially for the better."
New York to See "Virgin of Stamboal."
The new Universal-Jewel production,
"The
starring
PriscillaVirgin
Dean, of
willStamboul,"
have its initial
public
showing at the B. S. Moss Broadway
Theatre, New York City, Sunday night,
March 21. The picture is booked in that
theatre for an indefinite run. Advance exploitation stunts of unusual magnitude and
success already have made the picture
known to metropolitan film fans.
The presentation of the picture will be
accompanied by an elaborate stage and
musical setting, as well as by additional
schemes by which the interior of the theatre will acquire an Oriental atmosphere.
Florence E. Turner in Radin Pictures.
Florence E. Turner, popularly referred to
as "The Vitagraph Girl," will be seen in a
one-reel comedy entitled "Stenographers
First," to be sold to state right buyers by
Radin Pictures. Miss Turner, in point of
service, is one of the oldest favorites in
pictures today.

Souls

THE
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Committee Opens New York Office.
The Americanization Committee of the
Motion Picture Industry, of which Francis
K. Lane, formerly Secretary of the Interior,
is chairman, has opened New York headquarters in Room No. 1, 1520 Broadway.
William A. Ryan, who has been associated
with Secretary Lane for a long time, has
been appointed executive secretary of the
committee and will be in charge of the New
York headquarters. The activities of the
committee has necessitated the opening of
the New York office.
Heavy

Advance

Bookings

on "Bringing Up Father"
BACKED by a newspaper campaign of
national scope and by the long standpopularity of the "Bringing Up
Father"400 comic
strips which
more
than
newspaper
in theappears
United inStates,
the new International comedies based on
the comic of McManus are destined for
immediate success, according to early reports to the Pathe Exchange. Many important bookings have been recorded for
the first comedy which will be released on
April 4.
"Jiggs in Society" is the title of the first
comedy to be released, and it is a fast moving story of the adventures of the long
suflfertng Jiggs at the hands of his wife,
Maggie, and her friends in high society.
The comedies are being made at the Christie Studios under the personal supervision
■of Al. Christie.
A live story created from several of the
cartoons of McManus is the basis of the
first comedy, and in it Johnny Ray, in the
character role, and Margaret Fitzroy as
Maggie have an excellent opportunity to
•show what the nature of their work in
■future ofTerings will be.
back
theExploitation
comedies to■ and
the advertising
limit, for thewill
efficient
organization of International co-operating
■with the newspapers running the comic are
in a special campaign to popularize the
screen appearance of Jiggs.
Capitol Theatre Signs Up
Booth Tarkington Comedies
LY following the enthusiastic
CLOSE
reception given the first of Booth
Tarkington's "Edgar" comedies which
"had
initial
showing
Los Goldwyn
Angeles,
ementin that
comesits the
announc
Pictures Corporation has booked the series
to the Capitol Theatre, New York. "Edgar
and called,
Teacher's
Pet," as dtheforopening
episodeof
iS
is schedule
the week
March 21, when it will be made an important part of the bill.
That
the
should be
selected for a"Edgar"
place of Comedies
featured prominence
on the Capitol program is a convincing
testimonial to the quality of the screen
storiesinterperter
being written
America's
foreinost
of boyby life
and directed
liy E. Mason Hopper at the Culver City
studios.
The second and third episodes have been
completed and will be ready for distribution soon, but it is not announced at what
intervals they will be shown at the Capitol.
It is certain, however, that not many weeks
will elapse between the presentation of the
instalments.
Mayer Adds to Scenario Staff.
Ethel Gillette, one of the best known
•writers of scenarios and continuity for the
screen, has been added to the stafT of the
Louis B. Mayer forces in Los Angeles and
IS now engaged in writing continuity for
Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Miss Gillette is the daughter of former
Governor James N. Gillette, of California,
and is a graduate of the Leland Stanford
Junior University.
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Association

Dues

by Using Advertising Slides on Screen
State Association of Exhibitors, and only
K.A.NSAS Has about 100 members in the two-thirds
mention the breakfast food.
state association, all of their dues beThus, the exhibitors get slides at no cost
ing paid on the dot. The association
expects to increase the membership to in- to themselves or the association, fresh
slides every two or three weeks, which
clude the number of exhibitors in the state
promote the interests of the state associain the next year or so. And all their dues tion.
will be paid on the dot, too!
"We wouldn't run the slides, nor make
Fifty-two dollars a year, each. No colsuch an arrangement, if the slides bore
lection letters sent out by the secretary, no
receipts. The treasurer always has the nothing but advertising," said a mebmer.
It is hinted that perhaps a better contract
money on the first of the month.
The members pay their dues by running
than $52 a year per picture house running
a slide at every performance, advertising a the slides, can be made with an advertiser
for next year. A mighty fine contract it
Kansas City breakfast food. The breakfast
food manufacturer pays the association the would be for the advertiser, at a pretty
dues of each member monthly. That's the long price — automatically getting his slides
answer. And it works like a charm. Fifty- into the theatres of all members of the
two dollars a year is a dollar a week — a state association, with a minimum of bookkeeping, and a maximum of good will!
small price, for most exhibitors, for runIt is also suggested that similar contracts
ning an advertising slide. But the price
is not unreasonably low, after all. For the might be made with advertisers in widely
exhibitor is saved numerous small ex- diflerent lines, to produce revenue for the
association, or as a means whereby the
penses that possibly would total the dif- association
might produce direct revenue
ference this dollar and is usually three or with little trouble
for the members.
four or seven dollars.
For
instance,
he
doesn't
have
to
do
any
bookkeeping on these slides.
Business in South Now NormaL
For
instance,
he
doesn't
have
to
do
any
The
influenza epidemic which swept the
bookkeeping on these slides; no collection
South recently and played havoc with some
from advertiser. The details of handling
exhibitors has subsided to a marked dethe slides are wonderfully simplified — every
gree and business is rapidly assuming nortwo or three weeks a new slide comes in,
mal conditions, according to reports from
with it a postage stamp which he affixes to the Selznick
southern branch offices.
the mailing box, putting the slide just run
of the theatres in the Carolinas
into this box, and sending it to the post andMany
in Georgia which were closed have
office. That's all.
again opened. Towards the close of the
And that process not only gives him the epidemic
it became apparent that theatredollar a week credit, but also acts to pay
going had little or nothing to do with the
his dues, too. For the advertiser takes ing.
spreading of the disease. In fact, very
care of the detail of paying the dues. It few
of the Atlanta houses were closed besends a list each month of the members
cause health authorities did not favor closwho have used and properly returned the
advertising slides, the list corresponding
Word has been received that the Owen
to the amount of money transmitted.
Moore
or Later,"
There are some theatres in Kansas which
made a production,
decided hit in"Sooner
Birmingham.
Thishasis
have never run_ advertising slides. These
the
report
of
the
manager
of
the
Alcazar
Theatre there.
are running the' "membership dues slides,"
however, and here's the reason for that:
The slides are not filled completely with
Read the Live News Pages!
advertising of the breakfast food. OneKeep Your Eye on the Industry.
third of every slide exploits the Kansas

"Now, Look at Him— He's Your Father— There ! That's Good.
So says Perry
directs by"Trailed
BeckVekroft
serial, while
to be hereleased
Pathe. by Three,"
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Flame
"Sacred
in Booming
Care
Use
This Schomer-Ross Production Must Be Treated With Care to Most Fully Realize
on a Story Which Differs from Average Plays
local stationer may have some dead stock
Schomerthe
By EPES W. SARGENT.
he may be willing to sell cheap.
EXHIBITORS who offer
iiiniiiinilitniiiriinilliiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiii
d
Sacre
ction of "The
Ross " produ
Don't Be Undignified.
Flame
along conventional lines will
your displays with press work,
not realize the full value on their invest- forButthisback
Avoid
the
sensational stunts as
is
a
story
you
can
sell
best
through
It is atised
"different" production and appeal to the intelligence. The title will not in keepingflashy,
with the play. Flash will
must bement. adver
as such, not only to
from your house the class of patrons
warn those who might be disappointed if win the non-readers, but you have such keep
whose business will mean most to you at
for appeal to the more in- the
they come icexpecting to see the average ample material
time
and later on. Make your appeal
telligent that you will lose out if you do
melodramat
story, but more to get the
get your appeal over. If you do not prominent, but not cheap. You want
attention of the larger class of playgoers not
who seldom attend the picture shows, but advertise and so cannot command the use chiefly to reach the men and women who
and you cannot attract these with
who will be .interested in a story by Abra- of the reading columns, put your press- think,
chalked sidewalks and similar stunts.
ham Schomer
work on throwaways. Work the "meanest
Your chief selling points are the distincor without
stunt.to For
This is the big point you want to re<- man"
stuntangle,
offerwith
a short
season a pass
the
tion of the author, the dignified and vital
member in planning your advertising. Both afirst
man
who
will
confess
that
he
is
the
your regulars and those who seldom come meanest man and who will consent to be angles of the play, and Emily Stevens.
will be interested in a picture by Schomer
Keep this
in mind.
The human and
interest sidealways
will reach
the unthinking,
introduced to your patrons as such. Make
whose "Today" was a sensational success this
introduction
a
few
days
before
the
they
will
be
pleased,
but
you
want
chiefly
on the stage and almost equally strong on first showing, and make it the basis of a
to direct your appeal to the better class
the screen. Tell that this is another study
of New York life, different from, but as brief talk on the play. You might use this among your patrons and possible patrons.
same angle for a newspaper contest.
To do this you must keep in character and
powerful
as "Today."
Tell that
it reWhere the local laws prohibit teachers not disgust them with ballyhoo stuff. You
flects acondition
not unusual,
particularly
in Jewish life, the education of man at the from marrying, you can play this angle have plenty of chances for this with other
strong, pointing out that if the heroine had productions. Make this work the right way.
expense of a woman who becomes interest- not
been forced to hold back her whole
Make it add to the reputation of your
ed in him. But be careful not to convey
career
might have been changed. You house.
any suggestion that this interest is of an
might
put
it
to
a
vote
of
the
audience
to
improper sort.
Get after them with such lines as "A
decide whether or not she was unfortunate
Emphasize the Human Side.
momentof the
by the
author we
of 'Toin not being able to marry Lionel, offering story day,'of
"or the
"A story
conditions
find
Tell that today there are hundreds of a prize for the best argument in support
on
every
hand."
Bear
down
hard
upon
the
young men who are fitting themselves, of the decision or a prize each for a de- fact that the story is out of the usual run ;
cision for and against. In this case tell the th^t it is written by a man who dissects
through college courses, for better careers
at th« expense of some woman ; generally story well in advance and let the discussion life as the surgeon gains facts from the
their fiancee. Tell that this is the story of that will ensue help to advertise the play. human cadaver.
a school teacher who becomes interested
Here's a Lobby Idea.
in the career of a man who cannot push
Use Lobby Pictures.
If you are ingenious work a lobby stunt.
himself to the front and who gets behind Build a hollow pedestal with a top higher
a profusion of lobby pictures both
him and advances him to a position as than the heads of your patrons. Inside in Use
the lobby and in windows. Use heralds
corporation lawyer. Then tell that he meets place lights to illuminate ragged strips generously,
being careful to see that they
a society vamp whose money attracts him of salmon colored chiffon, tacked around get
into the right hands. Use a mailing
— and leave the rest to curiosity.
the opening, to suggest flame. Use an list even if you do not usually employ such
Tell clearly what the story is. Tell that electric
fan to give motion to the flames, a medium, and add to your steady patrons
it is not a cheap melodrama, but a study of but cut in a flashing device to alternately any church or school list you can obtain.
the real life of men and women who walk throw on and off the current, so that the Give a special after-school performance for
the streets of every city and town. Tell flames rise and sink. Then letter a card teachers and print their opinions even if
that Mr. Schomer has given realism to the to the effect that "The Sacred Flame Never you can do no better than to letter them or»
theme idealized by Griffith in "True Heart Dies," which will give the keynote to your a lobby sheet.
Get the exchange to copy for you some
Susie."
you used
thatinterested
Griffith producstory. Put the lamps inside of the pedestal,
sion, getIf your
patrons
in the with
reflectors and use four or five red of the Ijest subtitles for use on lobby
difference in treatment. The theme is the lights,
yellow and one blue. You can cards and in your advertising. Show the
same but the technique is utterly unlike. get a two
really
striking effect as the flames sheet to the school principals and ministers.
rise
and
fall.
Don't let
get thethat
ideait itisissomething
the same
These titles will help to convince them that
thing,
but them
emphasize
The
plan
book
stunt, for which you this is a story out of the ordinary. Then
very different in all but the central idea. can get an electro,letter
is
a
good
one
if
worked
tell
them that the production is simple and
Get them interested in a comparison of right. Use a good quality of letter paper
direct, with a close adherence to real life
methods.
and print as nearly as possible in imitation and living conditions. Get these people in a
Start with Teaser.
of handwriting. Violet paper and purple receptive frame of mind and they will pass
Start in with the teaser cuts reproduced ink will be better than white and black. the word along where it will do you the
on this page and which will be found in the Perhaps your printer can help you to pick most good.
press book. In the press book you will up a job lot from the supply house or your
Advertisement.
find the suggestion that the name of the
house appears above each section of the
cut. Ignore this. Run the cuts without the
house name the first day, stipulating that
COM
OON
the three shall appear upon different pages,
or if time permits sta-rt with cut number
four (the last third) the first day. run two
(the first third) and four the second, the
three on the third day and the three assembled and with the house name, on the
fourth. Make this the break of your full
advertising and go on with some of the
other advertisements suggested in the four
pages devoted to the ready-made displays.
' and La\'
And remember that if you have not time to
send for a mat or cut, you can take the
clip copy to the printer and at least give
action
him an idea of a display type advertisement which will be better than his own
thoughts on the matter. These advertiseShuffle the Cards to Suit Yourself.
ments are so well prepared you cannot do
better than to follow them.
\ novelto three-section
for theTheSchomer-Ross
"TheandSacred
be used singly teaser
or all indisplay
one issue.
idea is both new
clever.Flame,"
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Marion Davies Preparing for Next Play.
Having completed her work in "The Restless Sex," at International Studio, 127th
street and Second avenue, New York, Marion Davies is preparing for her next Cosmopolitan Productions' starring vehicle.
The story is "Buried Treasure," by F. Britten Austen and appeared in Hearst's Magazine for January. It is a romantic adventure tale of the Spanish Main brought up
to date, and it has an unusual psychic twist
to it. Norman Kerry, it is announced, will
play the leading male role opposite Marion
Davies.
Brown Leaves Clark-Cornelius
to Go with David P. Howells
N W. BROWN has resigned
COLVI
his position as assistant treasurer of
the Clark-Cornelius Corporation, and
on Monday, March 22, will become associated with David P. Howells, Inc. Mr.
Brown entered the motion picture business
as manager of the Chicago office of Exhibitors' Trade Review, and later became assistant manager of advertising for the Mutual Film Corporation. He succeeded Terry
Ramsaye as chief of the advertising department when the latter resigned to organize
Kinograms.
Mr. Brown continued in charge of all
Mutual advertising and publicity during the
time that concern functioned under its
merged title of Exhibitors' Mutual Film
Corporation. When the heads of the ClarkCornelius Corporation withdrew from Exhibitors' Mutual
organized
their assistpresent company
Mr. and
Brown
was made
ant manager.

The Shadows Are Lifting — She Sees His Love.
Emmy Wehlen and Wyndham
StandingShadows."
in a "lovely" moment from
Pathe's "Lifting
Pathes

February
New

Quimby's Presence Required in
New York; Cuts Stay on Coast
Asmanager
FC. QUIMBY,
Exhibitors, Inc.,
sociated general
has cut ofshort
his stay
in LosYork.
Angeles
now iswas
on
his •way
to New
Mr. and
Quimby
here for only a few days. He stated that
he had intended to remain for some few
weeks, but that his presence was required
in New York at once in connection with
the contemplated consummation of several
arrangements of vital importance to Associated Exhibitors, Inc., and of deep interest to the industry at large.
During his stay here Mr. Quimby explained to many prominent picture folks the
plans and purposes of Associated Exhibitors, Inc. It is said that several of the
biggest stars and producers have evidenced
a much deeper than passing interest in the
organization represented by Mr. Quimby,
and that news of the affiliation of several
of these with the association may be forthcoming soon.
Universal Has Fans for the Fans.
Universal has arranged a fruitful tie-up
with a large manufacturing company whereby 1,000,000 pasteboard fans have been
printed bearing pictures of various Universal stars, in all shades and colors.
These fans are being distributed in 50,000 and 100,000 lots to the various Universal exchanges. Any time an exhibitor
runs a complete Universal program, he will
receive these fans to give away to his
patrons on that day.
Masl Directs Kaufman Subject.
Philip W. Masi has been added to the
staflf of directors now engaged in filming
the Herbert Kaufman editorial subjects, it
was announced by Myron Selznick, head of
production of Selznick Pictures. The Kaufman series is under way at the Fort Lee
studios of Selznick.

Business

Sales

Established

Record, Says E. /?. Pearson
office records are being established
monthhighof box
the shortest
February
THAT
in
excess
ed a new
the year,
has, establish
kind
of film.of similar engagements on any
record for the business of Pathe Exchange is taken as an emphatic indication
"The Harold Lloyd two-reel comedies are
still giving great satisfaction at the box
"
that
the
policy
of
"selling
the
salesman
is
and continue to secure many new
the strong productive principle of scientific office
business getting. Paul Brunet, vice-presi- contracts each week.
dent and general manager, points to FebMarch Is "Brunet Month."
ruary as the promise of what may be ex"March is one of the best months in the
pected during the rest of the year with a
perfectly functioned system of sales and business and for Pathe it is likewise 'Bruthe strong personal element of achievement
net Month.' This year we are offering over
fostered by Elmer R. Pearson, director of $6,000 in prizes to our managers and sales
exchanges. Mr. Pearson points out that men of the four winning branches, and all
though February consisted of only twenty- indicating to date point to a month's business that will exceed any previous record
two banking days, yet the total cash business exceeded any previous month, with the by anywhere from 30 per cent, to 50 per
exception of November and January, and cent. We therefore have every proof that
it "rubbed" those two months' records very exhibitors are not unmindful of the tremenclose.
dous efforts we are making to release nothing but the very best film of its kind that
"Seven or eight of our branches had the
money and genius can produce.
biggest month's
businessprevious
in February,
ceeding their highest
month exby
"It is also our opinion that our customers appreciate our attitude of co-operation
goodly
margins,"
says
Mr.
Pearson.
"Quite
a number of theatres throughout the United — our open booking policy — and are refraining entirely from competing with them
States were closed during February on
in their province. It distinctly is our opinaccount
of
the
"flu."
Our
reports
indicate
that very few theatres now remain closed on that the producer has his sphere, the
distributor another and the exhibitor yet
on that account.
another, and that the best interest of all
Feature and Serial Business Increase.
are conserved by each sticking to his own
"The feature business continued to in- knitting. And, by all means, if our industry is to develop properly, and increased
crease in the most gratifying manner.
receipts be maintained, the ex'Other Men's Shoes,' released on February, box officehibitor
should remain independent and
is establishing a wonderful record, bookings
thereon to date exceeding any previous competitive. All our efforts will be conPathe feature release by over 100 per cent.
centrated on making the exhibitor's inde"Serials also are showing splendid busipendent position stronger."
increases,
particularly
'Daredevil
"Pity the Poor" Gets Under Way.
whichnesshas
a volume
of bookings
to dateJack,'
far
exceeding any previous serial. And most
Work ofonthetheeditorials
producing
of th'e screen
version
of Herbert
Kaufgratifying of all is the fact that not one
man
is
progressing
smoothly
according to
single disappointment has been called to
our attention, whereas we have been in re- Myron Selznick. The latest "Kaufman
ceipt of hundreds of telegrams and letters
to be started is "Pity the Poor,"
from all over the United States which are Weekly"
and Wray Physioc is handling the directorial megaphone on this one. No expense
one in the statement that box office receipts
on this serial are far above that of any pre- is being spared in producing these pictures,
vious serial. In a great number of cases Mr. Selznick states.
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the little feeling of disappointment I had
at losing it. After all, it was my map and
had already become very precious owing
to its association with pirates, and having
been found in an old sea-chest that had
l)een lost and forgotten for years and
years. Read First Chapter in Bed.
"But my step-father took it away, and
the next day at noon I was called up mysteriously to his bedroom (he always spent
the mornings writing in bed), and the
first thing I saw my beloved map lying on
the coverlet. Still wondering why I had
been summoned so specially, and not a little proud and expectant, I was told to sit
down while my step-father took up some
sheets of manuscript and began to read
aloud
first chapter
of 'Treasure
Island.'
"Thusthe
the greatest,
the bemost
universal one
of all of
romances
came to
written,
and that I should have had a share in its
mception has always been to me a source
of inexpressible pleasure. Of course, in
any case Stevenson was destined to become
famous; sooner or later his genius was certain to receive worldwide recognition; yet
had it not been for me, and my trumpery
box of paints, and possibly my insistence on
his writing something 'interesting/ there
would have been no such book as 'Treasure

"Do
Know starts
the World's
WhitefromRoof
Tree?City, DoN. Y..
You toKnow
PearlYouWhite
on thfe trail
Arctic
Keene.That
N. Y..Windy
where Rift?"
she
staged a benefit performance to aid "flu" sufferers while working on her
next Fox, "The Tiger's Cub."
Robert

Louis

Stevenson

s Stepson

Tells Origin oj "Treasure Island
that there was certainly one thing he would
Players-Lasky
a guest ofon theat Famous
As Corporati
a private showing of never be — and that was a popular author.
Maurice Tourneur's production.
How the Idea Originated.
"Treasure Island," which will be released
on April 4, as a Paramount Artcraft Super"The thing that puzzled me was that he
Special, Lloyd Osbourne, stepson of Rob- was as fond as I of Mayne Reid. Fenimore
ert Louis Stevenson, lingered long in the Cooper, Jules Verne and Marryat; it was
projection room after the final scene had not as though he didn't appreciate good
faded from the screen and he told many
books ; and certainly none of the 750 readreminiscences of the great author as he
ers of 'An Inland Voyage' could possibly
knew him.
have recognized in him the Indian, or
frontiersman, or explorer, or naval officer
"The picture has preserved completely
(with accompanying midshipman) landing
the spirit in which Stevenson wrote 'Treas- with
secret despatches on a hostile coast
ure Island,'"
Tourneur
has Mr.
done Osbourne
a splendidsaid.
piece"Mr.of which served to give such delight to our
work. The battle between the pirates and walks together and always brought me
Dr. Livesey and his supporters gave me as home in such a glow of roinance. That
step-father of mine was the most
great a thrill as it did when my step-father idolized
inspiring playfellow in the world, which
first read me the story from his manu- made
it
seem all the sadder that he was
script. I confess I came with fear and
trepidation for I had heard that a girl was unable to write a book worth reading.
"We lived in a small house that was
to play Jim Hawkins, but Miss Shirley
Mason gives a performance which I do not known the neighborhood by the somewhat
depressing name of 'the late Miss McGregbelieve could be excelled."
or's cottage'; and here one rainy mornHe Claimed 750 Readerc.
ing it, and, with his affectionate interest
to
be
tinting the map of an island I had
Asked how "Treasure Island" came to
drawn. Stevenson came in as I was finishbe written, Mr. Osbourne said:
ing it, and, with his affectionate interest
"Years ago when 1 was a little boy of 12,
I was spending my holidays in Scotland in everything I was doing, leaned over my
shoulder
and was soon elaborating the
with my mother and my step-father. He
was an unknown and unsuccessful author map and naming it.
named Robert Louis Stevenson, who wrote
"Oh, for a Story About It."
books that never passed beyond one small
edition, and whose gay acquiescence in
"I shall never forget the thrill of Skeleton
failure cost me many a childish pang. I Island, Spy Glass Hill, nor the heart stirring climax of the three red crosses! And
knew his books were very poor, for being
a great reader I had toiled through every the greatest climax still when he wrote
one of them.
down the words 'Treasure Island' at the
top right-hand corner. And he seemed
they were
I "Indeed,
even wondered
he so
haduninteresting
as many as that
the to know so much about it, too — the pirates,
750 readers he claimed. Feeling that he the buried treasure and the man who had
ought to do better, I often timidly remon- been marooned on the island. 'Oh, for a
strated with him, pointing out that, while story about it,' I exclaimed in a heaven of
and somehow conscious of
he wrote beautifully, his fault seemed to enchantment,
be in the choice of subjects. But his only his own enthusiasm in the idea.
answer was to burst out laughing and then
"Then after writing in more names he
to tell me with humorous impressiveness put the map in his pocket, and I can recal!

"Thirtieth Piece of Silver"
"
Island.'
Ready
for Distribution Soon

" A istriump
ethAmeri
theh
in"The
Silver,
of photon
Piece
Thirti
W stages
tion. ovel,
produc
of can
final
ANE
of art work on the titles adds the last
touch of perfection to a special which gives
the producers a great sense of satisfaction
in anticipating its future.
The plot in itself is unusual, a product
of the stiidy and genius of a well-known
author, Albert Payson Terhune. The
thirtieth piece of silver, which is the base
of the story, is the only e.xistant coin of
those infamous talents for which the Master was betrayed by Judas, and which he
afterward remorsefully turned back to the
high priests. This historical relic, locked
away in his cabinet by the young man who
had a penchant for such curios, with the
pre-cmptory order of a Bluebeard to his
bride forbidding her to touch it, brings
much troubc into an otherwise idea home.
Around this incident is built an unique and
captivating plot. The action is quick and
convincing. The heroine is carried unscathed
through compromising predicaments which
hold the spectators under tense excitement.
Resort to a crystal gazer brings mystery
and humor to the fore in generous prol)ortions.
A strong cast which includes Margarita
Fisher, King Baggot, Lillian Leighton and
Forrest Stanley, directed by George L. Cox,
have made a superb picture from Mr. Terhune's novel. The American announces
that it will be ready for distribution in a
few weeks.
William Dunn Again a Villain.
William R. Dunn, who played the villainous cousin in "Respectable by Proxy," also
is cast as the emotional heavy role in "The
Blood Barrier," J. Stuart Blackton's comwas ing
thePathelastrelease.
screen "The
story Blood
written Barrier"
by Dr.
Cyrus Townsend Brady before his death.
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Is Now Being "Grossly Exaggerated
By GUS SCHLESINGER
Manager of the Department of Foreign Film
Sales, Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
OF the many important and perplexing pictures will always predominate and be
problems with which the motion pic- greatest in demand. The American proture industry has had to contend since
ducer is better equipped technically, artisthe cessation of hostilities, undoubtedly the
tically and financially to make finer prothan his European and South
most pressing and acute is the present out- American ductions
confreres.
look in foreign film circles. While everyThe reason for this is obviously apparwhere the cry is being made for the stabilization of foreign trade between the
ent; during the war the American pro,
United States and other countries the
ducer continued producing while his European friend was forced to shut up shop.
present economic upheaval has caused a
This placed America four years ahead of
radical depreciation of foreign exchange
The facilities for proand according to some exporters is threat- any otherduction country.
in America are also greater, and
ening to strangle the very life of commercial enterprise. In fact, the exchange has accessible to all producers. In other counreached such an astounding low rate that
tries, however, production is still in its experimental stages.
a feeling of grave uncertainty is held by
many in financial circles.
Should Continue Exporting.
While speculation is rife as to the outcome of the problems that at present beset
I personally believe that we should conthe foreign market, it is obviously appartinue to export motion pictures, and the
ent that the situation is only temporary,
fact
that Inter-Ocean Film Corporation is
and that in due course of time conditions
doing as large an export business now as
will return to normal. While the export
ever in its history, confirms my belief in
situation is in a critical stage, its effect on this respect. I do not believe that the forthe trade has been grossly exaggerated. I
eign outlook is as terrible as it has been
arrive at this conclusion after a thorough
and I repeat that, while I am cogstudy of the foreign market and on the painted nizant
of the fact that we are passing
counsel of merchants who are financially through a critical period, I am positively
involved in other commercial pursuits and certain that it will soon be over with and
who have experienced the same difficulties that exports will resume their natural
course.
in exports.
Partly counterbalancing this abnormal
Our Films Will Always Predominate.
situation are the statements from AmerForeign exchange, according to its finanican producers that they will make fewer
cial definition, is the bridge over which
and bigger productions during the year of
payments for trade between different coun1920. This necessarily means that the motries is effected. The bridge to my mind
tion picture supply will be materially rehas had to bear a larger burden than it
duced. Better pictures will undeniably incould safely carry and consequently has
sure
a permanent markfet for the American
bent beneath the strain. As soon as the
bridge is rebuilt things will assume a differ- product.
Faith Is Needed.
ent aspect. We are at present going
through the reconstruction period and
If it is true that the export market is
must continue to do business as if the suffering from a relapse in foreign exbridge were strengthened.
then the thing to do is to' extend
American motion pictures will never be a helpingchange,hand
now. Nothing could better demonstrate the unshakeable faith of
supplanted by native product entirely.
There is no need of worry on this point. America in its hope for the expansion of
While no one questions the reports that foreign trade, and the only tangible methhave been received from foreign territories
od of emphasizing this faith is by continuregarding increased production in these
ing to export motion picture films in larger
quantities than ever before.
countries, the fact remains that American

Engaged Players for (National Film.
Walter Miller and Grace Darmond, twowell-known film players have been engaged
for parts in "The Invisible Divorce," according to Harry Rapf, West coast pro-59'
21
duction manager for the Selznick interests.
These two players have been engaged to
support Walter McGrail and Leatrice Joy,
the twotionalleading
players production.
in this thirdAllNa-of
Picture Theatres
the principals of the cast for this production have been selected, although there area number of minor parts yet to be filled.
Tom Mills is directing the picture.
Selznick and Republic Make
Changes in Office Locationsrelationestablis
IN order
between
Republic exSelecth aandcloser
ship to
ecutives and to insure a greater efficiency invarious departments, several important department transfers were made
last week in the home offices in New York
nick.
of the two organizations by Lewis J. SelzThe ficesRepublic
executives
ofto the Select
home moved
office their
building,.
729 Seventh avenue, and a number of the
departments
which were
in thehome office building
are formerly
now occupying
the offices given up by the Republic officials, which are at 130 West Forty-sixth
street. The transfer of these departmentsis the result of a plan which General Manager Sam E. Morris has contemplated for
some time.
Briton N. Busch, president of Republic,,
and George Meeker, Republic sales manager, now have offices at 729 Seventh avenue. The Select auditing department, under Comptroller M. C. Howard and the
purchasing department, under C. C. Ryan,,
building.
have been moved to the Forty-sixth street
The suite of rooms formerly occupied by
the legal department, Konta, Kirchwey,
France & Michael, will be used for executive offices and the law staff has been assigned the suite of rooms on the sixth
floor of the Seventh avenue building. The
advertising, art and still departments, havebeen moved to Forty-sixth street.
Cutting Hammerstein Picture.
George Archainbaud, Selznick director, is
supervising the cutting and titling of the
latest Elaine Hammerstein production,
made by Myron Selznick. This production
was finished a few days ago and is titled;
"The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes."

Two typical scenes from Pathe'.s latest production starring Blanche Sweet.
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Tales

of Romance, Ambition, Peril and Humor
purchases effected the American will present a fast-moving
NG the recent
AMOby
the American Film Company are love drama which attempts only to be
the picture rights to "Their Mutual mighty entertaining and amusing. What a
Child,' by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse, pretty witch of a girl can't do at a week"The Blue Moon" by David Anderson, "The
end party, especially if she is being harassed by an unwelcome suitor, backed by
Thirtieth Piece of Silver" by Albert Payher
very proper parents burdened with
e.
son Terhun "The Week End," by Cosmo
Hamilton, "Payment Guaranteed" and "The constant memory of Mayflower antecedents,
Gamesters" by Lois yZeliner. A few of these is not worth telling. And Cosmo Hamilstories have alread been filmed and have tion's heroine isn't slow.
been marked up on the "Flying A" calendar
for release to follow Samuel Merwin's Hillegass and Snyder Open
novel, "The Honey Bee," which was chosen
Aurora Theatre at Pennsburg
asinitial
the medium
for Mme.
can Sylva's
appearance
on theMargue
Ameririta
screen.
, Pennsburg,
Theatre
Aurora
THEPa., New
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," which
sed as the largest
is being
adverti
-will soon be ready for distribution by
playhouse in the Perkiomen Valley.
Pathe, compact
is said to and
be one
of theplots
"neatest,
The New Aurora is a new building erected
most
unique
ever just
in time for the winter season. The
screened." The story centers on an old
se is jointly owned and operated by
coin in the hands of an up-to-date society playhou
William
I. Snyder and Foster C. Hillegass.
man whose penchant for coin collecting
has been in the picture busisupersedes everything else in his life, even Mr. Snyder
of ten years, .'\fter the
his love for his hard-earned young bride. erectionessn forofupward
this new theatre Mr. Hillegass,
Romance, Thrills and Humor.
,
a newspaperman bought a half interest.
The theatre has been inspected by city
"The Russell
House Miller.
of Toys"
by
Henry
The was
bookwritten
is at this
managers, who are unanimous in their exwriting in scenario form in the hands of
pres ion of opinion that "The New .\urora
George L. Cox, a director of the .'\merican is truly a modern 'city' theatre." And
at the Santa Barbara studio. It is a strong especially are these managers surprised
drama of love and ambition, a picture of to learn that the theatre is located in a
of 1,200 population.
empty, superficial existence, a fragile struc- town
The New Aurora has a seating capacity
ture, under which the author builds a
of 455, modern stage equipment, in fact
foundation of worth-while living.
"The Blue Moon" obtains its name from the building is complete in detail. Added
a gorgeous pearl, and the setting is among to all this Snyder and Hillegass have just
the pearl hunters on the Wabash flats of contracted for the installation of a cooling
Indiana, who furnish the author with a system that will add another big feature
new type and fresh inspiration. Paramount to the comfort of the patrons next suminterest lies in the pearl hunters, a reck- mer.
less, dangerous breed of river-men, their
Exploit New Jersey in Pictures.
mode of life and their Strang occupation,
from which develops a romance crowded
Under the auspices of the State Board of
with action, mystery and heroism.
Institutions and Agencies, motion pictures
Through "Their Mutual Child," a 1919 in the interest of the 10,000 wards of the
novel, the American's silversheet will poke State of New Jersey are now being shown
fun at eugenics and the attempt at bring- in many of the theatres throughout the
ing up children according to mathematical State. The official series, hitherto unpubrules.
lished, covers seven separate leels (one for
In Cosmo Hamilton's "The Week End" each State institution), depicting the in-
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teresting shop, industrial and recreational
activities and scientific medical and researchstitutitreatment
the seven largest inons inNew in
Jersey.
Big Simplex Sales Is Report
of Exhibitors' Supply Co.
with the
offices
in Chicago,
FROM
Exhibitors'
Supply Milwaukee
Company,
Indianapolis,
comes
a
report
of Sim-of
plex sales that indicate a large number
Simplex installations that have recently
taken place in the territory of this theatre
equipment house in the Middle West.
A close perusal of the report indicates
that not only are the theatres throughout
the Exhibitor's selling zone demanding
Simplex but many of the groups included
in the non-theatrical field as well.
De Mille's Latest Special Is
Breaking Los Angeles Records
from
word , received
DINGG. to
ACCOR
Los Angeles
Ballance
Harold
branch manager of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, "Why Change
Your Wife?" Cecil B. De Mille's newest
special production, which recently started
s Rialtoof inallLos
at Grauman'
engageme
an
its
the records
willnt eclipse
.Angeles,
Paramount Artcraft predecessors at that
theatre.
Mr. Ballance's
telegram,general
which manager
was addressed to Al Lichtman,
of distribution, was as follows :
"'Why Change Your Wife?' at Grauman's
Rialto, off to a flying start and will absolutely break all records in this territory.
At close of first week's business 'Why
Change Your Wife?' grossed eleven hundred more than "Male and Female.' Will
undoubtedly run seven or eight weeks.
Press unanimous in praise of this production. The line-up at the ticket window the
past week has not broken since last Sunday,
as there has never been a time that there
have not been hundreds of people waiting
those who saw the De Mille proto Among
buy tickets."
duction at a recent private showing at the
Lasky studio in Hollywood was Jack Partington, of the California, Imperial and Portola theatres in San Francisco. "One hundred per cent.," was Mr. Partington's
laconic declaration, and then added, "it's
the last word in picture drama."
Change
Your Wife?"
he"Why
released
generally
in May. probably will
Changes Title of Polly Moran Comedy.
The title of the second Polly Moran onereel slapstick comedy, produced by the
National Film Corporation and distributed
by the Marion H. Kohn Productions, has
been changed to "A Scrambled Romance."
The film was previously titled "Dollars and
Scents." It is one of a series of fast action
comedy reels being produced by this company. The first of the group, "The Ragged
Road to Romance," has been completed
and is now ready for release.
American Cinema Starts New Play.
Walter
Niebuhr,
presidenthasof just
the -American Cinema
Corporation,
signed
a contract with James Vincent, to direct
its next production, which will be put under
way next week. Mr. Vincent will take his
company to Florida to film the exteriors
which will be an all-star cast feature, based
on an original story recently purchased
from H. Thompson Rich.
Save $4.80 by subscribins; direct for Moving
Picture World. News men charge the IS
cents per copy price. Send $3 and get your
paper
everyThat
week,willbygive
early
no issues.
you mail,
$4.80 and
for miss
War
Savings Stamp investment.
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Associated to Handle Curwood Film.
Contracts were executed recently at the
offices of the Associated First National
Pictures, 6 West Forty-eight Street, New
York, whereby James Oliver Curwood's
next feature production entitled, "Nomads
of the North," will be exploited by that
company.
David M. Hartford, who so successfully
•directed "Back to God's Country" will also
direct this picture and Ernest Shipman will
continue as New York manager of the
Curwood productions.
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Pennies

of Rochester

Folks

Provide

"Hospital Happiness" for Their Sick
though the committee is glad enough to get
'■T* H.\T those who daily enjoy the pleasI ures of the screen may share these them at the lowest reasonable price. These
same pleasures with their more un- films are shown by the operator in various
fortunate fellow humans, a plan has been wards of the local hospitals, the operator
worked out by Rochester motion picture being engaged for the work at a salary
men which is said to be unique as well as and for his full time. The exhibitions in
original. "Hospital Happiness." it is called, the dififerent wards are limited in length to
and the plan contemplates that all Roch- a time set by the medical men. The number of patients in a ward has nothing to
ester picture fans are potential backers of
the move to inject a ray of hope and do with the exhibitions. Those who need
pleasure into the lives of the crippled, the the pictures most get them first.
Sawyer Off to South America
bedridden — in fact, all those unfortunates
People Approve Idea.
to Close Circuit Film Deals
who by reason of physical incapacity arc
There
are
about 35,000 people attendfng
unable
to
go
to
the
theatres.
P.
E. SAWYER, of David
CHESTER
Rochester fans go to a show they the picture houses in Rochester daily. One
Howells, Inc., sailed on March 17 for nowWhen
see
on
the
screen
a
slide
which
reads
cent
from
each
of these patrons daily would
South American film centers to conlike this : "If you have enjoyed the show, mean $350 daily and $2,450 weekly. The
clude negotiations for rights to recent First drop
a penny in box in the lobby, so that committee, however, does not ask for or
National Exhibitors' Circuit attractions.
expect such receipts, as it can carry on
Mr. Sawyer will visit Rio de Janeiro, a little of the same enjoyment may be given the
work for one-tenth of that sum weekBuenos Ayres, Santiago, Chile, Lima and to the sick in the hospitals or at home,"
ly. Many people contribute more than the
"A
penny
from
you
will
pay
for
moving
Peru to renew acquaintance with buyers or
asked for, too. Certain exhibitors
and renters met on previous trips. He took pictures for those who will never see them cent
were so pleased with the plan that they
from ain bed
pain," or
again,will"Movwith him prints of "Back to God's Country," except
ing pictures
the ofhospital
wards
turn offered to make up any deficiencies, but it
■"The Greatest Question," "The River's cries of anguish into smiles of joy — if it's is not believed that there will be any.
End" and other of the First National reThe fans have caught on to the idea and
worth a penny
droptheoneaverage
in theprosperous
box." In
leases, to all of which, with the exception Rochester,
like in
seem to like it. The exchanges and exhibof the Chaplin productions, Mr, Howells city,
the appeal for pennies is not in vain.
itors say that particular advantages of the
controls the foreign rights.
plan, aside from the human element, are
Before joining David P. Howells, Inc.,
Mclnerney a Prime Mover.
that film is handled only by a capable, liMr. Sawyer organized the Carribbean Film
censed operator and that the work needs
The plan, while yet in its iiifanc}', is very little
Company, which operates theatres and dis- meeting
supervision otherwise. The
with great success. The details
tributes
pictures
in
Cuba
and
the
West
Inthey sit in their comfortable thedies.
have been under discussion by the Ex- fans as
atre
seats,
seem
to sense a new interest
hibitors League for some time and have in others who enjoy
His trip will require si.x months to com- finally been
the screen and greet
worked
out
by
a
committee,
plete.
with great applause. The reJohn J. Mclnerney, general counsel for the slides
sponse, in the form of pennies, and other
the New York State Motion Picture Exhibitors League, is one of the prime movers coins, too, proves that many heai-ts beat
Marshall Neilan Stages Big
of "Hospital Happi- in sympathy with "Hospital Happiness."
Thriller on Railway Coach Top in theness,"organization
as well J.as W.being
the originator
the
Irma Harrison Back from Georgia.
idea.
Erwin
Huber,
managing of
editor
y
probabl
that
A SPECTACULAR thrill
Irma
Harrison, who was last seen as
of
the
Pictureplay
News,
is
chairman
of
g
outdoes anythin for nerve and dar- the committee. Other members are Mr,
s
is
Mara
of
feature
the
of
one
ing
leading
woman
Gareth Hughes in "The
shall Neilan Production which the director Mclnerney; Dr. John R. Williams, of the Red Viper" andforopposite
Johnny Dooley
Hahnemann Hospital; Florence R, Fenny- in the first of the series of Dooley comeIS now producing in California. A man
vessey,
manager
of
the
Strand
Theatre,
dies,
has
returned
from
Georgia,
where she
dropping from an aeroplane to the top of
a swiftly moving train and then climbmg and William A, Caliban, manager of the finished the exterior scenes for the starring
back to the airship is the episode of the Regent Theatre.
role of the Buffalo Film Company's third
The committee has engaged an operator independent
picture which will cause any audience to
production, "The Daughter of
and
purchased
a
portable
motion
picture
gasp.
Devil Dan," a story of the moonshine
The filming of the feat, which required projection outfit. Films are secured from country. Miss Harrison is supported by
the regular exchanges — not for nothing, al- Kempton Green in the leading role.
two days, was done on a branch road of the
Santa Fe Railroad near Riverside. A special train was hired from the railroad company
Atop of one of the coacjies, a platform
-was erected on which three cameramen
set up their cameras and Neilan and his assistant took their places.
An aeroplane from a nearby army aviation field ascended with Daredevil Campbell as a passenger. The train got under;
the airship kept pace and suddenly flying
low glided to a position directly above the
coach on which the cameras started grinding.
When Neilan gave the cue to Campbell
the daredevil climbed out of the cockpit,
descended down a rope ladder, hesitated
"but slightly and then dropped a distance of
■five feet, landing upright on the round
shaped top of the coach. This feat accomplished, Campbell then took his place
before the camera to perform a most hair
raising stunt.
Cronjager Has Camera Invention.
Henry Cronjager, cameraman of Mar-shall Neilan Productions, has invented an
appliance which promises to revolutionize
the present method of making still pictures.
It is an attachment whereby a still camera
<an be secured to the moving picture
camera and permit the taking of an unlimited number of stills showing all the
action of a scene without the delay of rearranging the lights or the special posing
of the actors.

This Is "Dangerous Days" — Dangerous
Because Then the Steins Weren't Used as
Decorations.
Dangerous, also, because of Rinehart
plottings Goldwyn
again-st Washington
— in tills Mary Roberts
special.
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Launches

Great

Exploitation

for Features

TO

THE

BANK

in the Metro Thirty-Six,
1920 Model, is part of the
daily routine of the exhibitor of Fewer and
Better Pictures.

If you have too lean a
mixture in your booking
schedule, or the spark in
your feature films is
or there's
fire,your
missing in
cash
carbon
register, try
THE RIGHT OF WAY
by Sir Gilbert Parker
starring
BERT LYTELL
THE WALK-OFFS
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton
starring
MAY ALLISON
SHORE ACRES
by James A. Herne
starring
ALICE LAKE
OLD LADY 31
by Rachel Crothers
starring
EMMA DUNN
THE VERY IDEA
by William LeBaron
starring
TAYLOR HOLMES
and start off on high
along Box-OfTice Becord
Boulevard.

METRO

Released Through Realart
the Colonial Theatre at Milledgeville, Ga.
pic- Mr.
motion been
e method
AN invaluabl
has ofrecently
ture exploitation
Flemister declares in a letter to Vitaestablished by the Mayflower Photo- graph, that Larry Semon's latest comedy^
n of pic- "The Grocery Clerk" was the best laugb
play Corporation for the promotio
tures presented by Mayflower through the maker he had seen in years.
Realart Pictures Corporation. Under the
"Larry is on top to stay," adds the exhibitor. "It's only necessary just to whisper
direction of John W. McKay, general manager,of distribution, Mayflower has launchcoming on such and such a date, and!
ed an extensive exploitation campaign as he's
you will pack your house. Please allow me
a result of which exhibitors showing the to congratulate you on this excellent picMayflower product will be afiforded the
personal services of a corps of exploitation
expects.
Alanager McKay is now getting his staflf Vitagraph Blankets Country
of exploitation men into the field and it is
with Thousands of Posters
expected that within a few days Mayflower
will have at least twelve publicity repreUnited
blanketed
APH
ture."States
and has
Canada
with theappealing
sentatives co-operating with exhibitors in VITAGR
all parts of the country. Realart will lend
r-sheet
twenty-fou
posters on "Theevery possible co-operation in carrying out Courage
Marge O'Doone," James Oliver
this plan, in order to stimulate box office Curwood'sof well-know
n story. Thousandsof billboards from the upper reaches of the
activity all along the line.
continent to the gulf as a result today preMr.tionMcKay's
men
will
work
in
conjuncwith Realart exchange managers, covsent the spectacle of two enormous bearsering all key cities and contiguous terri- tearing each other to death. Vitagraphclaims
that this is the first time any film
tory with elaborate exploitation drives.
Each exhibitor will be favored with in- company has ever posted its message so
dividual attention and campaigns especially extensively in behalf of one single prosuited to his particular requirements will be duction.
The posters have been placed on numoutlined and put into effect through coberless high roads, railroad arteries and
operative work between the exhibitor and
the lar
exploitation
man working that particu- turnpikes in the land. The greatest proterritory.
portion of the sheets are seen in the suburban towns lying at the gateways to the
At present, Manager McKay's forces will
cities and in the heart of these cities.
concentrate on Allan Dwan's "Luck of the great
The enormous task of placing the sheetsIrish" being handled through Realart and was
completed by March 15 under rental
Emile Chautard's "Mystery of the Yellow contracts
to remain in place from one to
Room," also under the Realart banner.
two
months.
The locations along BroadEdward Holland left New York early this
way, in New York City, at points where
week to exploit a showing in Cleveland of literally
millions of eyes may see them,
"The
of the
Yellow
this heMystery
will cover
several
OhioRoom."
first runs.After
on will be retained for the maximm period.
"The Luck of the Irish." Ace Berry has
been sent to Columbus to pave the way for
Isle of Destiny" to Be
a "Luck of the Irish" showing. Daily re- "The First
Character Production
ports will be turned in to Mr. McKay by
the exploitation men, thus enabling the
Mayflower sales manager to keep very close THE first of the new series of Character pictures will be "The Isle of
tab on the productions.
Destiny," from the work of Mack
.Arthur. Paul Gilmore, well-known stage
star, who was recently signed by CharCrane to Plav Original Stage
acter Pictures, will be featured in the procompany. duction and will be his first vehicle for the
Role in "The New Henrietta"
WILLIAMtions oneH.ofCR.\NE,
two generathe mostfordistinguished
stars on the American stage, will
play his original stage role of Nicholas
Van Alstyne in "The New Henrietta," the
forthcoming all-star Metro production of
that popular drama of business life. The
continuity of the play, which was revised
by Victor Mapes and Winchell Smith from
"■The Henrietta," by Bronson Howard, is
now being completed by J une Mathis.
Winchell Smith, who recently joined the
Metro forces at the company's studios in
Hollywood, will personally supervise the
picturization of "The New Henrietta."
The was
production
New Henrietta,"
which
given atof the"The
Knickerbocker,
December 22, 1913, was an enormous success.
It was sotnething more than a revival— it
was a new play, and the splendid cast that
interpreted the roles lent an unusual distinction to the performance.
After the stage production, Mr. Crane
retired from the boards, having played for
more than fifty years before the footlights.
He has been in .California for some time,
and already has a host of friends and admirers in the motion picture colony.
Larry Semon Packs 'Em In.
It is only necessary to whisper the name
of Larry Semon in order to pack a theatre,
according to M. M. Flemister, manager of

"The Isle of Destiny" is a story different
in type from the average run and considered a masterpiece- in its delineation of
characters
. The story for the most part
concerns several individuals who are cast
upon a tropical island, but the plot departs
radically from the usual type of island story
and contains a new twist. Besides thrilling
and dramatic situations, the story has a
deep underlined theme which promises
to be the big punch of the production.
"The Isle of Destiny" will be produced
on Oriental Island, where Character
Pictures Corporation recently purchased several acres of land. Many parts of the
island are so densely tropical as to resemble ajungle, and it is expected that this
will provide opportunity for making beautiful photographic shots and effects.
The supporting cast is being selected and
production of the picture will start shortly.
Rotchford Returns from Trip.
John J. Rotchford, assistant general manager of the Select Pictures Corporation, has
returned
to the home office after a visit to
Kansa.s City where he spent several days
arranging for the new quarters of the Republic and Select branches in that city.
While there Mr. Rotchford studied the
sales records of the Kansas City territory
and upon his return stated that a large
amount of new business is being done.
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"Adams- Owned*' Houses Are Being Built
in Iowa Towns at Rate of Two Monthly
advertising stunt was put on explained. "That is still in the future, howTHEby great
the Adams Theatre Company, of
Foster Community Spirit.
Des Moines, Iowa, last week. The
company secured a full page in the rotoThe
company
owns a $25,000 printing plant
gravure section of the Des Moines Sunday at Chariton which
prints the weekly proever."
the Adamsof
idea dof pictures
Registery.andThe"sold"
gram that is uniform for all the houses on
pagetheinclude
compan
the circuit. The program has a circulation
the three officers and exteriors and inte- of
60,000 weekly. One man devotes his enriors of eleven of the twenty-two houses
tire time to securing advertising from local
now Adams-owned.
merchants for the program and the venture
The Adams company has no house in Des more than pays its own way.
Moines, but the Register with its 85,000
Every house has its own manager and
circulation reaches the great mass of peo- the managers are all trained by Adams.
ple in the towns of southern and central Each manager does all in his power to
Iowa, where the circuit has its houses. The co-operate with the people of the comcompany is only twenty months old, but
munity in making the house more than a
is now one of the strongest in the country. place of amusement. No worthy charity
It is growing at the rate of two theatres a conducting a campaign in an "Adams town"
month.
ever fails to secure a 100 per cent, benefit
J. L. Adams, managing director, came to performance at the theatres.
Ten thousand children were made happy
Iowa from Salt Lake City, where he has
Rounders (Up).
at Christmas by the theatres. Every house
been connected with exchanges for a numhad
a
Christmas
tree
and
a
special
performbers of years.
J. W. J.Adams'
secretary
Arbuckle, star, and George Melford,
ance for the kids. Free candy and nuts Fattydirector,
treasurer,
is Mrs.
L. Adams.
W. and
D.
of "The Round-Up,"
mount-Artcraft. a ParaJamieson, president, is democratic national were given the children. In addition, the
theatres co-operated with charity organizacommitteeman
and
one
of
the
stage's
"big"
men. Adams chose the Iowa field for his
tions and "good fellow" clubs in providing cents for children). Big features bring iis
circuit because he thought it capable of the useful gifts for needy children. All child- and 25 and 25 and 35 cents.
Eastern film men who have visited Iowa
ren in the community were asked to write
most development of any in the United
States.
to "Santa Claus" at the theatre. The letters recently and have seen the remarkable
were turned over to a civic committee and growth of the circuit and its great popularNow Plays 109 Films a Week.
all worthy requests were granted.
ity have called it "the most efficient theatre
The circuit began with the Lincoln during
Prices Remain Uniform.
circuit
in America."
The
houses
included in the Adams chain
July, 1918. As soon as he got that on its
are no "small time" theatres on are the Lincoln and Isis, Chariton; Willard,
feet — it was a rundown proposition — he se- theThere
Adams circuit. Every one plays the Creston ; Olympic, Star and Grand, Knoxcured others in the immediate vicinity. By
films that the company can secure. ville; New and Idle Hour, Leon; Orpheum
July, 1919, he had ten houses. Then he biggest
Every
house has an orchestra or a pipe and Victory, Fairfield; Auditorium and Pasopened headquarters in Des Moines, where
organ.
Many have both. There is no
time, Mt. Pleasant; Graham, Washington;
he still is, at 600 McCune Building.
difference in the way a film is presented Empress, Indianola; King and Comet, AlThe circuit now includes twenty-two
at
the
Garden,
Waterloo,
which
has a pop- bia ; Rialto, Newton; Empress, Shenandoah;
houses in fourteen county seat towns.
ulation of 40,000, than throughout the cir- Irving, Carroll; Garden, Marion; Garden,
There are 256 employes. The circuit plays
cuit.
The
lowest
is
20
cents
(tax
extra, 10 Waterloo.
109 pictures a week, all films being booked
around the circuit, but playing two or
three days, depend ing on the size of the
town. The company expects to expand to Marshall Neilan Plans Novel Stunts
fifty houses during 1920. The company is
interested primarily in the small towns, and
for Exploitation of Next Three Films
while one man devotes his entire time to
looking
for
good
"buys"
no
towns
of
more
ations and appeals which can be turned to
NEWresultandof novel
exhibitor
stunts,study
the good
than 50,000 population are considered.
long and
unhurried
account in advertising, both in text
All but one of the houses bought were
far in advance of release date, as un- and illustration, it is less than 50 per cent,
usual exploitation for the next three Mar- efficient at the box office. Every really big
"lemons."
They were
not paying
tions and Adams
secured
them atproposia low
shall Neilan special attractions, to be ob- screen success in motion picture history
figure. But every one is now paying its own
tained by providing theatre owners in each
had unusual exploitation angles. There
way and making real money for the cir- territory with a complete synopsis and has
many releases with superior arcuit. Adams considers the small town field story theme months before they play the have been
tistic advantages, but they have not been
the best paying and for that reason con- pictures, will be sought by James R. Grain- the box-office
triumphs their producers and
fines all his efforts to that field.
ger, general representative for Marshall distributors anticipated because they lacked
Neilan, in a tour of all First National Ex- exploitation material which could be used
Build Up Rundown Theatres.
hibitors' Circuit exchanges. He will leave by exhibitors to strike a responsive cord
"We feel that there are no 'hick' towns," New York next week.
he explained, "and that accounts for our
Mr. Grainger's plan is to establish facts in theatre-goers."
To Make Personal Calls.
success. People in small towns want pic- which
will demonstrate the relative importure palaces, and the same presentation,
tance of carefully considered advertising
The continuities for the next three Marthe same pictures, the same projection and and publicity and its benefits at the box
shall Neilan productions have been comthe same good music that they do in Des office, in contrast to overnight adjustments
pleted, and, from these, detailed synopses
Moines, Chicago or New York. They are of prepared matter to fit peculiar local have been
prepared which Mr. Grainger
willing to pay for it, so we give them the conditions, eliminating the need for haste, will take with
him into every territory,
best— and only the best. Adams theatres instant conclusions and impromptu exploi- where he intends to call personally
on
have become civic centers in the communivarious
exhibitors who hold contracts for
tation by providing exhibitors alert to
ties. In many instances they are the only showmanship possibilities with necessary Neilan releases.
theatres in the towns.
information months before the productions
are released.
"Ourtionspolicy
is
to
buy
rundown
and build them up. We know proposiwe can
Beauty Chorus in "Dinner Hour."
Wants Maximum of Exploitation.
make them successful. The only thing we
A big "dream of fair women" chorus and
are interested in when considering a town
"This," he declares, "is a practical busi- orchestra composed of California beauties
ness move to obtain the maximum of ex- are an added feature of the new Rolin
is its size. We are not afraid of the town's
ploitation value from every Marshall Nei- Comedy, "The Dinner Hour,"
'spirit' thing
orelse.itsWereligious
by
preference
s
or
anylan production. Mr. Neilan wants every Pathe March 28. "Snub" Pollard,released
ask for no help from civic
"pintrelease he makes through First National sized" comedian is starred in the.theproducbodies,
and
we
don't
need
any."
tion. Marie Mosquini, Eddie Boland and
Adams buys all his theatres outright and Exhibitors' Circuit to have specific exploitation advantages which can be traded on "Sunshine Sabo" lend their efforts to make
they are all owned entirely by the company. The company, by the way, has but by exhibitors in their advertising and pub- the fun of the fast and furious variety.
licity designed to attract patrons to their One of the most elaborate sets ever seen
<!tf^
stockholders—
the tTiree officers.
in a two-reel comedy, showing a big cabaret
We intend to make
our company co- theatres.
in full swing, was built for the principal
operative some day and take in all our
"An attraction may have unusual artistic scenes.
employes, from managers down," Adams merit, but if it lacks story twists and situ-
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in Demand,

Mack

Sennett, Relating His Plans
he says, more addicted to it than ever,
MACKannouncement
SENNETT'Sthatfirst-of-the-year
he proposed, which is evident, he points out, by his firstduring 1920, to produce several mul- of-the-year promise to produce them in
tiple reel photoplai's of the type and im- fewer and better numbers and quality.
portance of "Down on the Farm" and His devotion to the five-reel "super-production," of which "Down on the Farm"
"Mickey," coupled with recent arguments
carried on amongst "the fans" as to the is declared to be typical, is itself, perhaps,
outgrowth of his two-comedy developfuture of the two-reel comedy, gives time- an
liness to Mr. Sennett's recent utterances ment.
on the value of the short comedy or farce
"I permit my story," says Mr. Sennett,
from an entertainment point of view.
"to our
determine
my production.
At
studios thewe length
seek toof avoid
the comwould be atograve
error because
for exhibitors
and"It producers
conclude,
there
mon
mistake
of
'padding
out'
a
meager
plot
in
order
to
sustain
five
reels.
If
the
story
have been exceptional demands for effectnaturally
goes
to
five
reels
we
permit
it.
ive five and seven-reel productions, that
there is any diminution of demand for If it spins itself into a maze of complications and then out again in two reels, so
effective two-reel comedies," he said. "The
fact
is
that
the
public's
demand
for
the
much
the better. On the stage 'the play's
latter will always be keener than its de- the thing,'
the star nor the cast. On
mand for long productions, for the very the screen not
'the story's the thing,' not the
excellent and obvious reason that a mini- number of feet
nor the number of princiature masterpiece is scarcer than a triumph
pals nor the brilliance of the star.
in large forms.
Know When to Stop.
Length Does Not Indicate Quality.
"Let your story tell itself concisely,
naturally and with sufficient, not labored
"No surecritic
wouldof bea book
fool enough
mea- episodes. When you are finished, stop. The
the value
by its tolength.
Bulk and quality have nothing necessarily science of stopping in time is of enormous
in common. A gem of a short story is importance in making good pictures. The
just as difficult to create as a masterpiece producer must know when — not too soon
in novel form. There will always be short nor too late — he has come to a full stop.
film plays just as there will always be If he has found a good story and has told
seven-reel productions. The only thing
it will determine its own length."
for the producer to decide is whether his it properly
Included in this year's output thus far
plot will require two or five or seven reels the Sennett studios in Los Angeles have
for its proper, concise and effective unfold- put forth "Down on the Farm," a five-reel
super-production soon to be released ; "Gee
ment."
That the public is in favor of the two-reel Whiz," "The Gingham Girl," and two other
comedy needs no argumentative prophets two-reel comedies yet to be named, in one
to expound, says Mr. Sennett. Exhibitors of which Charlie Murray will be starred,
know best that the "two-reeler" which and a five-reel super-production of a qualtheytheinsert
as "spice" and
is frequently
the bulk
ity to match "Mickey" and "Down on the
of
fare provided,
that featuring
the
short comedy productions of Sennett has
independently developed a house clientele
Cissy Fitz-Gerald in New York.
that is faithful to the bill no matter what
Farm."
Cissy Fitz-Gerald, of the Cissy Fitz-Gerthe longer production may be.
ald Picture Corporation, has just arrived in
New York from Los .'\ngeles on a flying
Avoids "Padding" Meagre Plot.
visit, and is negotiating with Lawrence
Mr. Sennett's devotion to the two-reel Sterner for the picture rights of his succomedy on which his first fame was secessful farcial
"Thein Club
Baby,"
curely founded remains complete. He is, which played
for comedy,
over a year
England.

Rub-i-Dub-Dub, Rub-i-Dub-Dub! Oh, Beg Pardon! It's Just One Man— in a Fix.
Said man being Billy Fletcher, who, with Vera Reynolds, is beautifully beached
here in the Gayety comedy, "Dry and Thirsty."

mmm
Fox Buys Ridgewell Cullum Novel.
Negotiations have been closed with those
handling the literary works of Ridgewell
Cullum, whereby William Fox secures the
world's rights to that well-known author's
western novel, entitled "The Twins of SufThis fering
notconverted
the firstto ofmotion
Mr. Cullum's
Creek."
works
tois be
pictures,
but it is regarded as one of his best efforts
and is certainly well adapted to the silent
drama.
William Russell, increasingly popular, has
been selected as the star. Work has already been begun on the adaptation of the
story at the Fox scenario department in
New York.
Arthur Zellner En Route to
New York to Write New Script

of the
R ZELLNE
ARTHU
Califrom Metro
en route
staff, is R,
scenario
fornia to New York, where it is
planned that he will write the continuity
for the first of the special productions to be
at Metro's Sixty-first street studios
made
under the personal supervision of Maxwell
Karger. According to present arrangements, Mr. Zellner will write only one
in New
'script
coast. York, and then return to
the Pacific
Mr. yet
Xarger's
first production
will
beWhat
has not
been announced
by Metro
officials. "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse" and "Polly with a Past" have
been mentioned among the early possibilities. It has been definitely settled, however, that June Mathis (who is still at the
western studios) is to picturize Blasco
Ibanez'sof novel.
She has completed
the may
first
draft
the scenario.
Mr. Zellner
make ringthe
scenario
Inais Claire's
starvehicle,
althoughforthis
not settled.
Mrs. Tom Moore's Mother Die*.
Racing to reach the bedside of her dying mother, Mrs. Tom Moore, wife of the
head of the chain of theatres bearing his
name, arrivedD. at
home tooin
Washington,
C, her
only mother's
a few minutes
late. News of the serious illness of Mrs.
Alice Martin reached Mr. and Mrs. Moore
while fortthey
were toin return
New York.
Every efwas made
to Washington
before she died, but, despite the best speed
that could be made by trains and automobiles, they were twelve minutes too late.
Mrs. sidedMartin,
who was
years old, and
reat 1120 Euclid
street74 northwest,
had been a resident of Washington for
many years.
heart
trouble. Death was due to an attack of
Loew Books "Dangerous Talent."
That the patrons of first class theatres
give a "velvet" reception to "Jim the Penman" type ofof drama
is evident,
andchain
the
Loew circuit
New York
leads the
theatres in booking this American superfeature,
Dangerous
this
film "The
version
the roleTalent."
of Jim isOnly
takenin
by an unsophisticated young girl, which
adds greatly to the appeal of the story.
Other big bookings are scattered all over
the country, in first class houses. The
Strand of Denver, the Hippodrome of Seattle, the Orpheum of Akron, Ohio. Rex
Theatre of Dallas, the American of Salt
Lake, the 20th Century of Chicago, the
Amphion of Brooklyn and the Casino of
Cester, tendedPa.,
runs. are recent contracts for ex-
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Educational
and
Nontheatrical
Conducted by Margaret I. MacDonald

News
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"Of course, there has been a great improvement in the English motion picture
since the war. They are using American
feature pictures as models, and the develVivid Impression of Film Conditions
opment isgoing on at a tremendous rate.
managers
in
America.
Of
course,
England
MRS. J. R. BRAY, wife of John R. Bray,
"Another development of the English film
inventor of the Bray Pictograph, has nothing to compare with our Strand, is the propaganda subject in the interests
who recently returned to this coun- Capitol, Rivoli, or Rialto; but all the small- of reconstruction. Various facts concerntry after an extended tour of England,
er theatres show care in the appearance of
ing the national life are pictorialized and
France and Germany on an investigation the lobbies, interiors and in the method of flashed on the screen."
A little personal investigation among the
of educational film conditions abroad, re- showing the pictures. For example, the
ports that American feature photoplays English know how to decorate a theatre smaller theatres convinced Mrs. Bray of
and educational films are in greater demand
with plants and so lend an artistic and inti- the popularity of the educational film.
mate atmosphere to the interior of the
now than at any former period in the his"I stood outside a motion picture theatre
house. More care seems to be taken with in London and observed the people coming
tory of the motion picture.
such
important
details
as
ventilation;
and
in. And would you believe it several pa'We have shown the world what Amergeneral desire to see their auditrons asked to know what educational picica can do with the photoplay," said Mrs. there isencesa comfortably
ture was being shown. They came, it
entertained.
This
is,
of
Bray, "and Europe realizes the technical course, a fine trait of the English. The
seems, for the educational film and acceptproficiency
Mrs. Bray wewashave
the attained."
first woman to leave courtesy of the house attendants is unfailed the feature picture as a side issue."
occupied German territory for the interior
ing; and a theatre patron is a guest rather
French Film Conditions Disorganized.
unaccompanied. She traveled to Berlin than a customer."
From England Mrs. Bray went to France;
alone, and from there to Vienna; but the
Our Projection Machines Best.
and after visiting some of the smaller cities
sight of the stricken, starving people there
caused her to return at once to Berlin.
In the matter of showing the films, Mrs. made her headquarters in Paris. There
she found that only the larger distributors
Women Starve in Vienna.
had a keen sense of fair dealing with their
exhibitors.
"In Vienna I walked two blocks from my
hotel and picked up three fainting women
"It seems that the rights of distributors
who could not stand because they were
are not sufficiently
the au-to
thorities make few protected,
and futile and
attempts
half starved. I could not think of talking
pictures to the Viennese, so I came back.
guard stolen pictures from being sold to irBut the train service is so inadequate that
responsible if not dishonest exhibitors.
the next train to Germany left four days
During my stay in Paris I traced a stolen
Mary Pickford picture, but the authorities
after
arrival in Mrs.
Vienna."
did nothing to establish the rights of the
The myimpressions
Bray received in
real owners of the picture.
each of the countries visited may best be
told in chronological order. Her first visit
"The larger distributors are now orabroad was to London, where she met A.
ganizing closely for their own protection.
George Smith, Goldwyn's European repreParis Lacks Theatres.
sentative, who is in charge of the distribution of Goldwyn feature pictures and the
"The motion picture theatres in Paris
Goldwyn-Bray pictograph in England and
are not nearly so well kept as those in Engon the Continent. While in London Mrs.
land or in America,"
said. "And
as for
presentation
Paris is she
far behind
us. France
Bray made her headquarters at the Goldneeds more motion picture theatres than
wyn offices and renewed her old acquaintance with Charles Lapworth and Ralph
any country in Europe, with the possible
Block, who are at present organizing the
exception of Russia. The lack of them is
advertising and publicity departments of
seen in the social life of the people. For in
every country where a large proportion of
Goldwyn's
European
distributing
organization.
the people attend the picture shows I have
founderalamatters
public
enlightenedwhere
on genMany Film Fans in England.
thanmore
in territories
few
Mrs. J. R. Bray
people have the opportunity to attend them.
"The English people are wildly enthusiin France the propaganda value of
astic about photoplays these days," said Who has just returned from an investigation the"And
motion picture has scarcely been apof film conditions in Europe.
Mrs. Bray. "They
for
entertainment,
and have
now been
youstarved
will find
preciated. Where in England and in Amercrowds a block long in front of almost
ica we get news events colorfully told in
pictures
and
use the screen as a pictorial
Bray
thinks
that
England
has
not
quite
every motion picture theatre every evemagazine besides a mode of entertainment,
ning. There are not nearly enough theatres solved the projection question.
in England to supply the demand for mo"America seems to be ahead of England in France it is still an entertainment medium only and not a particularly good one.
tion picture entertainment. There are per- on the mechanical side of the industry. I
Excerpts from film magazines are shown
haps 4,000 theatres in England; and build- believe the projection machines are not occasionally;
but a screen magazine as a
ersrialsareto erect
tryingmore.
their Inbest
obtain shows
mate- quite as good as we use over here. But this
the to
meantime
will soon be remedied as the manufactur- form of photoplay is practically non-existent. Even in England the propaganda
ers are experimenting with various new
are being held in converted stores, in halls
value of the screen magazine has not been
and in any place available. The movement
types of machines.
"You have no idea how cntliusiastic they appreciated as fully as it is in America.
there resembles New York's experience
some years ago when grocery and other are in England over the Bray pictures. I
Germans Want Our Features.
stores were converted overnight into mo- gave a private showing to the London local board of education and the members
tion picture theatres. But as soon as they
"Everywhere in Germany educational
can obtain the necessary material new pho- wanted to use our pictures in their schools films — American educational films — are in
immediately. The animated technical great demand. I gave a private showing
toplay theatres will spring up in England
drawings fascinated them. They had never of some of the Bray educationals to sevby the hundreds."
seen entire courses of instruction so cleareral professors of the University of Berlin
Artistic Presentation in England.
ly and entertainingly presented, they told and they immediately wanted to take our
me.
The
schools
in
England
are
anxiously
entire product for the local schools and
"On the
theatreappearance
managers
devote
morewhole
care English
to the artistic
waiting for us to complete our library be- for the university. They offered to co-opof their theatres than do the small theatre
fore they use our entire output.
erate with the Goldwyn-Bray production
Mrs,

J, R. Bray

Back

from

Europe

with
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Some Things Worth Knowing
That No. 59 of the Universal New Screen
Magazine shows William G. McGee, a violin
maker of the Cumberland mountains, at
work
on made
one of entirely
these instruments.
McGee's
violins,
by hand, are
well
known throughout the country.

tion. He will direct the special exploitation determined upon by E. V. Hammons,
vice-president and general manager as the
result ofations ofthe
enlarged scope of operthe vastly
company.
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staff in the making of scientific subjects, as
they were convinced that a method had
been found whereby the technical intricacies of scientific studies might be presented
on the screen in a far clearer manner than
is possible either ^through the lips of a
lecturer or through the pages of a text
book.
"But manymotion
production
is about picture
ten years
behind in
thatGer-in
America. The Germans want our pictures
badly. It seems that the stock on which
they photograph is poor and the results
are consequently unsatisfactory. Nevertheles , so eager are the people to see motion picture entertainments that they flock
to the theatres whenever they can afford
the luxury, and enjoy whatever is presented."
Foreign Field Never So Fertile.
In conclusion, Mrs. Bray said that the
foreign field for American photoplays was
never so fertile as at present.
"We must
realize
our They
pictures
demand
on the
otherthatside.
wantareourin
pictures now for their entertainment as
well as for their instructive values. And
not only do the people want them, but the
producers as well. The latter are eager to
take advantage of the technical progress
that America has made in the past four

MOVING

PICTURE

That the Universal safety first film "CarelessmoreAmerica"
was audience
shown recently
Baltibefore an
of 3,000in school
children. The exhibition took place in the
Garden Theatre, under the auspices of the
Safety First Society. At the close of the
entertainment, which was arranged by
Louis A. DeHoff, manager of the Garden
•Theatre,
the was
question,
safety first?
flashed"Will
fromyouthethink
screen.of
Three thousand lusty voices answered
back, "You bet !"
That one of the recent and interesting
subjects treated photographically by Burton Holmes is "The Boys' Pig Club." In
this picture freckle-faced youngsters are
seen borrbwing from the bank on notes
signed by themselves, and then purchasmg
baby pigs, which they later rear into fine
looking porkers. The combined lesson of
thrift, industry and productivity furnishes
a valuable contribution to pictures of
American life.

Films Used to Inspire Men
to Punctuality in Industry

ionalof film
the educat
ntative
Movthe situation withinga represe
IN discuss
ing Picture World recently, Charles Urban, of the Kineto Company of America,
said"One
: of the new uses for Educational
Films is a practice that has come into vogue
with industrial concerns, namely, giving
the workers worth-while entertainment to
make them come to work on time. It is
commonly acknowledged that the reason
for present-day high prices is, among other
things, the lack of adequate production.
Workers are being paid 100 per cent, to 400
per cent, more than before the war, and the
average workman turns out less than 75
per cent, of what he formerly produced.
Part of this decreased production is due to
lack of punctuality, nor can the employer
be too severe about this tardiness, lest the
workmen might take exception to it.
"Into this breach the more progressive
American producers, including the United
States Rubber Co., have injected or are
years."
That Kinograms for March 16 shows a planning to inject the motion picture, in
Greiver to Publish an
three thousand acre celery farm which is order that the workers may be drawn to
cultivated by a colony of Hindus in Cali- the plant thirty minutes to an hour before
Educational Film Weekly
fornia, scenes in a doll hospital in New Or- the blowing of the whistle. They are
leans, the biggest herd of bison on the meanwhile shown some worth-while film,
the
of
SIMON GREIVER, ng president on,
Greiver Distributi Corporati
has Pacific Coast in a preserve in San Fran- and best of all a good attendance is ascisco, and other interesting events.
sured, ithaving been proved in actual pracfully completed arrangements for the
production and the national distribution of
tice that the old saying, 'You can draw
more flies with molasses than with vinethe Greiver Educational Weekly.
That in the Fox News No. 46 Barnard ColTwo years ago the Greiver Distributing
gar,' is equally good in this instance, and
lege girls give an interesting exhibition of that more workers show up by reason o£
Corporation identified themselves with the
the
entertainment
than they do under
the
right
and
the
wrong
way
to
dress.
distribution of educational films, gaining This number also contains moments with threats.
experience of a valuable nature, which the Atlantic fleet at Panama, pictures of the
"Nor is this all that the worth-while edushould be helpful in their present venture.
picture or entertainment feature
Since that time Simon Greiver has toured baby lambs on the lawn at the White House, has to do cational
for the workman. Every student
and a premature explosion of 500 pounds of
the country with the idea of investigating dynamite
at
Chicago.
of the subject realizes that each bit of inthe short-reel requirements of the theatre.
formation that is added to the workman's
He has visited the smallest as well as the
of more
knowledge
is making
workThat the DeVry portable moving picture store man
largest theatres, studying the effect of picworth while.
Thethat
more
he
projector
is
found
useful
in
the
home
tures on the different audiences, in an ef- as well as in the school room. More than knows the better is his work, be it in a
fort to discover which particular style of
or an office. Therefore, the better
one moving picture magnate now views factory
single
films that are shown to the workman
sion. reels make the most lasting impres- films in the parlor of his own home, thanks the
in these commercial auditoriums, the more
The first of the Greiver Educationals is to the portable machine.
certain the prestige of the commercial
ready for the market, and has been prohouse, hence improvement in the product,
Educational Engages Fritchard.
nounced by a jury of producers and men
increase in production and gradual lowerR. E. Pritchard, who for seven months
widely known in the film industry, to be a
ing of the high cost of living.
reel of exceptional interest. An agreement has been director of advertising and pub"This
seem to be a far cry as a
was effected between Greiver and certain
licity for the chain of some fifty theatres result of might
using the worth-while motion picproducers, whereby they will furnish regu- of the Allen Enterprises in Canada, has
ture,
but
any
earnest
student of the situalarly pictures to be known as Greiver Edu- returned to New York to take a similar
tion will agree with me that there is more
cationals.
post with the Educational Films Corpora- in this idea than appears on the surface."*

American Egret or White Heron on Outpost Duty — Burrowing Owls Executing Left Dress.
Both of the above pictures were taken from the "Bird and Animal Life" film produced by William L. Flnley.
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That is Popularizing Torchy Comedies
will have our own exploitation de- conquered the intricacies of his income tax
partment to assist exhibitors in putblank, he is "resting content" and looking
ting these comedies across and ad- forward to soon undertaking executive instead of creative work for his company.
Charles
vertising them toofthethepublic,"
The news is contained in a letter to
Torchysaidcomedies.
Burr, producer
Moving Picture World. He will soon be
spared
is being
expense clean
"As nocomedies
every chief of newspaper advertising for the Enclassin inmaking
and high
these
respect, likewise we will spare no expense
terprises inthe eleven southern states, payto have them properly exploited after they
ing especial attention toward bringing
have been sold to the distributor.
about greater efficiency in expenditures,
As soon as distribution details are comcopy,
lay-outs,
etc. Heto is
now and
on cities
the firstin
a series
of visits
town
pleted a photoplay edition of the first of
book will be of? the press. This book will his territory. Mr. Stewart has been editor
be profusely illustrated with scenes from
of theern "Square
the film. As rapidly as each of the pictures
Enterprises,Dealer"
Inc. published by Southis completed another of the Torchy books
will be issued with the photoplay illustra- Magnificent St. Louis Hall
tions.
Already there are seven volumes of these
Has the Simplex Equipment
stories in print, and the stories themselves
have been appearing for eleven years in ST.consecrated
LOUIS now toboasts
a magnificent
hall
the artistic
and civic
the best known newspapers throughout the
life
of
the
city.
The
new
hall
of
the
country. At the present time the current
stories are appearing alternate weeks in Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney Store is
eighty feet long by thirty-five feet wide
twenty-three newspapers in the United
and seventeen feet high and seats 500 perStates and Canada. The news syndicate
sons. The decorations are from the Marie
handling Sewell Ford's stories will increase
Antoinette era of France and the Adam
the number to 100 or more newspapers to period
of England. The hall is rectangular
coincide with the release date of the
in shape, having a short mezzanine balcony
comedies.
opening from the sixth floor of the store.
There are a suite of rooms to be utilized
Booked by Both Strands.
for teas and other entertainments.
Master Films, Inc., will have its own exThe stage is about twelve feet deep and
ploitation department and already this has an elaborate organ and a Minusa gold
branch is being organized.. The publicity
fibre screen. In back of the auditorium
and co-operation work will be handled in is a spacious, modern booth equipped with
such a way that these comedies will be real the latest model Simplex motor-driven prodrawing cards, wherever they are shown.
Johnny Hines as Torchy made such a big jector.
hit at the New York Strand that it was
booked for a week at the Brooklyn Strand
F. I. L. M. Club Welcomes
and at both places it went over with big
success.
•
PI <l
S. B. Kramer's Return
Other theatres not only in New York but
Club
F. I.ofL.S. M.B. KraYork theCity
throughout the country have heard what
THEwill New
return
welcome
the Torchy series is doing and they have
new
Picture
United
of
manager
mer,
written and wired Mr. Burr for information
Productions Corporation. He at one time
as to play dates. Among these are Picker's represented the Bluebird Photoplay ComNew Rio in New York City and The Audipany. Mr. Kramer will return with an
torium in Minneapolis. These requests added knowledge of exhibitor conditions
were turned down for the time being in jus- from his twelve months' experience as optice to the company which will handle the
erator of the Globe Theatre, 2186 Third
distribution.
avenue.
Jules Burnstein, manager of Magnet Film
Exchange from its inception, which he has
Stewart Begins Executive Work.
sold to the Gardiner Syndicate, will bid the
Now that L. I. Stewart, of Southern En- F. I. L. M. Club farewell for a time. T. R.
terprises, Inc., of Atlanta, who is well Gardiner will succeed him as a member.
known to the trade in New York City, has The membership of the New Jersey Metro

WE

Kenneth Earl
Son of Edward Earl, president of Nicholas
Power,
who
was
aeroplane
accident in Miami,killed
Fla., inlastanweek.
He
was buried at Montclair, N. J., on
March 15.
Exchange will be transferred to the N J.
Rolfe Film Company and Mr. Proskie will
continue as representative.
The joint meeting in Utica of the Buffalo,
Albany and New York City F. I. L. M,
clubs was the first gathering of this nature.
The results attained indicate that these will
be annual events in the future. Buffalo and
Albany have joined the Hoy Credit Agency
and will be kept in close touch with conditions in Boston, New Haven and New
York City.
The club has written exhibitors under no
circumstances to depend on oral agreements, pointmg out that all promises must
be contained in written contracts.
"Fly Cop" New Semon Connedy.
Larry Semon's latest feature comedy film,
'The Fly Cop" has just arrived from the
coast at
Vitagraph's
main office.
exploits of heroes
and villians,
opium The
thieves,
jewel smugglers
and assassins are condensed into two reels.
Larry plays the role of a brave superdetective. He disguises himself forty-two
and a half times and invades underground
palaces and dens. And it is reported that
he doesn't say "Hist !" once.

"Go Ahead and Shoot! I Need a Light on My Cigarette 1" He's a Reel Hero, Too!
AH this trouble Is over "My Lady's Garter," which belongs to Sylvia Breamer, seen In the center. It's a Paramount picture.
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nick statement can be projected through
the regulation projection machines. No
special equipment or apparatus is necessary as the Kelly invention is complete
in the film when it is put into the projector.
That this fact is appreciated is evidenced
by the large number of theatres which have
been selecting the Prizma color reels to
present preceding the feature, or long picture, of the program, thus lending the
whole program a touch of color.
In closing his announcement, Mr. Selznick
said: tinct"Prizma
a unique
displace in theholds
programs
of the and
country,
and we intend to make it still more valuable to exhibitors. If there is an improvement of any kind possible, the industry can
rest assured we will not neglect it — and I
believe there is much that can be done and
accomplished for the exhibitor and the

to Produce Five-Reel Dramas in Colors
announcement of importance and is to the carbon filament of the incandesAN interest
to the motion picture industry
cent lamp — so is Prizma to the black and
of the entire world is contained in
the statement of Lewis J. Selznick that he
Meeker Gets New Post.
has acquired the sole and exclusive right
not alone to distribute the products of white."
Although no changes have been announced in the personnel of the Prizma
Prizma natural color pictures but also that
Prizma will invade the field of screen organization following the statement that
g
drama by producin in colors long subjects Mr. Selznick has acquired the Prizma product, it has been made known that George
of five or more reels. Further that Myron
Selznick will have active supervision of the Meeker, who has been general sales mancolor picturization of famous novels and
ager of Republic Distributing Corporation,
has been delegated by Mr. Selznick to the
plays made by the Prizma process.
Contracts have been entered into by and Prizma forces, where he will serve in an
between Lewis J. Selznick and Lee Benoist, executive sales capacity.
president of the Prizma company, whereby
Prizma Pictures, it is cited in the SelzSelect Pictures will take over the distribupublic.
tion of all Prizma subjects heretofore
handled by the Republic, and will serve
William
De
Mi
lie
States
Convictions
the theatres with these and such other
Prizma subjects now in process of production.
Regarding Literary Growth of Screen
Lewis J. Selznick, in discussing this coup,
whereby his company secures the advanROM the standpoint of the man of let- this form. By a process of experimentation
ters the motion picture industry a separate system of dramatic construction
tages of the Prizma color process, said:
stands on the threshold of its third was developed from the screen as differenWatched Progress of Prizma.
tiated from the drama of the stage. This
great period of development. With this
"I have ofwatched
with color
greatpictures
interestsince
the fact in mind, I spent the greater portion stage has been marked by the entrance of
progress
the Prizma
men of letters, whose works, either
their introduction on the market and the of my time while in New York in inter- famous
in the form of stage plays or novels, have
esting well-known playwrights and novelevolution of improvement was so marked
ists in the present and future possibilities been adapted for the screen.
that I realized that it was color photo"In the process of adapting novels or
graphy which would register the high water of the screen."
That's the way William De Mille, on his stage plays for the screen many necessary
mark in the field of achievement of motion
summed up his activi- changes must be made. Critics often forphotography. This is an epoch that has returntiestoduringCalifornia,
his recent New York visit.
get that the art of the screen is a separate
been awaited by all who have in anj' way
Although
Mr.
De
Mille is perhaps best and distinct branch of literary endeavor
been connected with the business. That it known to the theatregoers
of today as the and they have critized the photodrama for
only needed natural color to give to pic- director of Paramount-Artcraft special protures the final impetus that would mark
so-called 'liberties.'
ductions, he also occupies an enviable posi- theseLiterary
the character of entertainment — one of
Era Is Third Development.
tion
as
a
playwright
and
essayist.
His
litelasting and substantial permanency. That
work won for him the friendship of
color, with its multitudinous variations some rary
"Today
the
screen
dramagreat
has stage
reachedof
of the greatest American dramatists the threshold of
its third
gave to the celluloid strip the stimulating and writers,
and
this
fact
made
it
possible
development — the literary era. By the
interest that goes with never-ending
to carry through his recent mis- phrase 'literary era' I mean that the photochanges and provides a suspense which the for him sionary
work.
is now ready to develop a literature
spoken drama holds for an audience by
Regarding the literary growth of the of its playown.
No longer will it be necessary
means of the different tones of the actor's photoplay Mr. De Mille has the following to adapt novels and stage plays to the need
voice.
convictions :
of the screen. Within the next few years
the inventor
other day,of William
Van color
DojrShowed Production Advance.
we will see many of the great writers
en"When,
Kelly, the
the Prizma
process, told me that he had at last per"The screen story firs assumed fictional of the world writing directly for the screen.
"It was the conviction that the time was
fected his camera to that state of efficiency form. That is to say, the motion picture
where the fringing of colors had been elim- at a comparatively early date ceased ripe for the entrance of writers of proven
inated and besides the filtering through the merely to be pictures that moved of Nia- ability that led me to talk with various
gara Falls or a railroad train. Stories
lens of the seven primary colors together
of note during my recent Eastwith shade variations had been accom- began to be shown on the screen. Those playwrights
ern trip. These men will have to master a
plished as evidenced by test pictures, 1 early efforts were often crude and sketchy, new type of dramatic style. They will
knew the psychological moment had ar- but they marked a distinct advance in the have to forget many of the rules of their
rived to secure this wonder of wonders as progress of the motion picture.
stage work and learn many new rules. But
a fitting accompaniment to my studio pro"The second stage came when these they are capable of making these changes,
stories
assumed
dramatic
form.
The
maand before many months have passed I exducts. Kell3''s invention is as far in advance of the ordinary process as tungsten
jority of photoplays produced today are in
pect to see my work bear fruit."

A Reflection of Owen Moore's Acting Ability in Elaine Hammerstein's Mirror.
Elaine Hammerstein is seen here in a scene from "The Woman Game," while Owen Moore
is doing his darndest to be "The Deaperkt*
Hero" in the two "shots" (at the right), in recent Selzniclc releases.
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You See This Veil Is Really Red, But the Red Is Eliminated Because of the Ink Shortage.
They listen and hear not — Why? Because there is no noise! No. 3 shows a condensed harem. Taken from Madge Kennedy's latest
Goldwyn, "Trimmed in Red."

Proof

of Picture

Is in Box

Hobart,
Says itan
Producreason why Cosmopol
so successbeen exhibito
rs is
for our
and have
us pictures
ful fortions'
because we never lose sight of the box
office angle. In other words, the element
of popular taste plays a most important
part in our productions plans, for we know
full well that no picture can rightly be
called a success if it doesn't draw at the
box office."
Thus did Henry M. Hobart, vice-president
and general manager of International Film
Service, Inc., producers of Cosmopolitan
Productions and Hearst News Reels, sum
tip
the whysince
and Cosmopolitan
wherefore of hisProductions
company's
success
made its first appearance on the motion
picture horizon.
"After all, the proof of the motion picture is in the box office," continued Mr.
Hobart. "A commercial failure overshadows whatever artistic success a picture may
achieve simply because success in anything
is measured today by the yardstick of comtnercialism. If a venture doesn't make
money
is with
that
idea in it's
minda failure.
that we So
makeit our
pictures,
and it is with that idea in mind also that
we exploit and market them. Our exhibitors must make money with our pictures
-!— that's our first slogan.
Expense Is Never Considered.
"Taking
the I production
I can
say for it, and
am sure thatendour first,
exhibitors
will bear me out in this, that we consider
no expense in the making of Cosmopolitan
features. Our star, Marion Davies, is too
well known to the trade and the fans to
require any introduction. Her Box office
pull has been well demonstrated in the
past and her following is legion. Miss Davies is given only such stories as fit her
rare personality. She is always surrounded
by a cast of exceptional screen players and
she has the best directors as well as the
best in scenic assistance, etc.
"In support of this statement I recall
to
'Thestarred.
Cinema This
Murder,'
Missmind
Davies
pictureinis which
a big
financial success and is still in demand
among exhibitors. This holds true, too, of
'The Miracle
Love,'elements
which featured
Cotton.
The ofsame
that goLucy
to

THE

make inup the
Missmaking
Davies'ofstarring
vehicles go
also
other productions
which feature Lucy Cotton and Alma Rubens, individually.
Promise Still Greater Exploitation.
'These productions, which are the first

Office*

g "April
Praisin
and
only contributions
made Folly'
so far to
the screen by Cosmopolitan Productions,
proved to us that we are on the right track.
They made big money and are still making
big money for exhibitors everywhere. We
have been in receipt of unsolicited communications from representative exhibitors
to the effect that our pictures have made
money for them and I have yet to receive
one letter to the contrary.
"This brings me to 'April Folly,' Miss
Davies' latest screen work, which will receive its first showing anywhere, at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, beginning
March 28. We have great hopes for 'April

Folly,' because in our judgment it has
every element of popularity and because
it has every sign of a sure-fire box office
success about it. In the first place it has
Marion Davies for its star, and in the
second place the story was written by
Cynthia Stockley, who is one of our most
famous authors.
"Then again, 'April Folly' will be given
suchnonea publicity
and exploitation
send-ofF
as
of our former
productions has
had.
That is saying a great deal, I know, when
one recalls to mind the splendid publicity
'The Miracle of Love'
which'Thesurrounded
and
Cinema Murder.' I have no hesitancy in saying that the publicity and adFolly' will film
be afolkrevelation to allvertising
theon 'April
case-hardened
who
think they have seen the best in exploi-

Universal's Eastern Exchange
Managers
tation."
York City on March 22
to Meet in New
H. Hill, of Boston, and Vernon Garrick,
from W.
s Mismanager
exchang
UNIVE
of Philadelphia.
es e east
of the
branch Sexchang
allRSAL'
sissippi and north of the Ohio will
Second Convention at Chicago.
meet in convention at the Hotel Astor, New
As soon as the exchange managers of
York City, on March 22 to discuss plans for the eastern district have returned to their
s sales campaign. This homes, Mr. Berman will call the second connext
the
ion,season'
last several days,
which will
convent
vention at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
will be followed by other conventions of This conference will include all exchange
s
al
Univers sales manager in other sections
managers under George Burke and W. A.
of the United States and marks the be- Chase, the two district managers for the
Middle West. Among those to assemble in
ginning of an elaborate system of conference and co-operation by which Harry
Chicago will be I. L. Leserman, Chicago;
M. Berman, general manager of exchanges, George Levine, Milwaukee; Edgar B.
plans to perfect the sales machine.
Haines, Des Moines ; H. F. Lefholtz, Omaha ;
The convention in New York City will Joe Roderick, Minneapolis; Sam Benafford the exchange managers in the eastjamin, Oklahoma City; Barney Rosenthal,
ern district under A. A. Schmidt an opporSt. Louis, and J. H. Calvert, Kansas City.
The third convention will be held in Los
tunity to see the opening on Sunday night,
Angeles, to which center Mr. Berman will
March 21, at B. S. Moss' Broadway T?heatre
of "The Virgin of Stamboul," Prisciiia call the following managers : Eugene Gerbasse,
G. A. Hager, Salt Lake City;
Dean's new super-production. Plans for C. A. Denver;
Nathan, San Francisco, and C. L.
handling this picture will form an important part of the convention business. The Theuerkauf, Los Angeles, as well as representatives from the southern states.
assembled film men, including several of the
Berman Promises Surprises.
publicity men in the embraced territory,
will hear talks by Carl Laemmle and other
The final convention will be held in SeatUniversal officials. A dinner will be one
tle, itis contemplated, and will include Herof the features of the convention.
man Lersch, Butte, Mont.; V. M. Schubach,
Seattle; C. W. Koerner, Portland,
Those Who Will Attend.
Oregon, and Wallace Potter, of Spokane.
Among the managers who will be present niiiiiirriitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiPitMrritiiiil
besides Mr. Schmidt, whose headquarters
are in Cleveland, are George Uffner and
Charles Rosenzweig, of New York; F. S.
Hopkins, Buffalo; Herman Stern, Pittsburgh; E. J. Smith, Cleveland; Louis Baum,
Cincinnati; W. D. Ward, Detroit; Ralph
Abbott, Indianapolis; Edward Golden, and
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Carpentier to Remain Here.
Georges Carpentier has arrived, and after
a consultation with Robertson-Cole officials
the announcement is made that the European heavyweight champion will work
in an eastern studio.
The story to be produced has been completed by Willard Mack, and negotiations
will be consummated shortly for one of the
indstry's best directors.

of North American "Strands'*
W ill Have Festive Sixth Birthday
the week commencing April 11 part of the entertainment at the Strand.
DURING
the Strand Theatre will celebrate its For a time popular Symphony concerts
sixth anniversary and managing Di- were given every afternoon, preceding the
The Strand also inaugurector Jack Eaton is busily engaged pre- regular ratedprogram.
a series of condensed versions of
paring an elaborate festive program. The
Strand Theatre was opened to the public grand opera, sung by artists of international renown, and properly staged and
on April 11, 1914, and became a success
over night. It was the first theatre to costumed.
Resigns
as Pathe's
Subject
Sales Head
present motion pictures in conjunction with
Here are a few statistical facts of special Duffy Short
a high class musical program.
interest: During the past six years 1,095,When the management — the Mitchell H. 000,000 feet of film have passed the Strand FRANK DUFFY,
years tasso-of
ciated with the for
salesfive
departmen
Mark Realty Corporation — announced that
Pathe Exchange, Inc., and most reprojection
machine.
The
lost
it contemrlated showing motion pictures Theatre's
and found department has turned over to
cently short subjects sales manager, has
to the musical accompaniment of the large its owners 78/65 per cent, of articles re- tendered his resignation to Paul Brunet
concert orchestra and offering vocal and
ported lost and several thousand dollars vice-president and general manager. Duffy
instrumental soloists between films, the in cash. Thirteen thousand one hundred
example of the possibilities ofproject was predicted a dismal failure by and forty performances have been pre- is a good
fered every employe of Pathe exchange.
some theatrical experts. The news of the
sented. People to the number of 25,680,000 Inc. He worked himself up through the
success of the Strand, however, was spread have paid admission since the opening
ranks, and at every turn found reward for
his services.
throughout the country, and in less than night.
two years almost every city of any consequence had a large theatre offering similar entertainments.
Sessue Hayakawa
Signs Four Year
Strand Theatres Found Everywhere.
Contract Renewal With Robertson- Cole
Many of these theatres were named the
•EARING the end of a succession of
Through his Robertson-Cole productions,
Strand. The public, in many instances, was
which have been made at the Haworth
dramatic triumphs, Sessue Hayakawa
led to believe that these Strand theatres
has just closed a new contract with studios, Hayakawa has found a worldwere conducted under the same management as the original Strand Theatre in Robertson-Cole, which will cover the ne.Kt audience. It is his determination to fix
four
years.
Within a short time the new himself in the good-will of his audience by
New York. This belief was strengthened
to some extent owing to the fact that the contract will go into effect, and soon after even greater pains and care during the
Mitchell H. Mark Realty Corporation owns that Robertson-Cole will announce the title years which are still ahead.
nature of the first of the new producHayakawa is now searching through
and controls a string of Strand theatres and
throughout the country. For this reason tions.
many books and carefully examining the
Moe Mark, president of the corporation,
According to the terms of the new con- scenario market for new stories in which
has instructed all the managers of the
tract Hayakawa will make only four pictures to base his coming productions.
Strand theatres operated under his man- each year. From four to five months will
agement that these theatres will be known
be devoted to one of the four with the purSpecial Showing on "Inner Voice."
pose of making it a super-feature. Money,
as "Mark" Strand theatres.
On Tuesday
March 23,Cinema
at 10 o'clock
in the
Mr. Mark and his associates have, ever time and care will be lavished so that these morning,
the American
Corporation
since the theatre was first opened, endea- productions of the next four years will be will give a special showing at the Strand
vored to improve the shows. Thus the the greatest of Hayakawa's career. The Theatre, New York, of its first E. K. LinStrand Concert Orchestra, which on the best
of direction, deliberate casting, careful
coln production,
"The Inner
Voice."Ayres,
Mr.
is surrounded
by Agnes
Opening night numbered sixteen musicians, selection of locations, and close scrutiny of Lincoln
Ailey Hatch, Fuller Mellish, Walter Greene,
today is an organization of over fifty men, all stories will be some of the elements
all accomplished soloists. Much effort and which will contribute to the success of these
Edward Keppler and others. This picture
expense have been devoted to the musical
was directed by R. William Neill.
pictures.
Original

(A) Tom headlong
Mix, without a run. starts to rescue the g-Irl Imprisoned In old mine mill. (B) Lassoes old tree and swingrs across chasm. (O
Pitches
down precipice. (D) Lands on trestle and races toward the mill. (E) Jumps 15 feet to mill, crashing through window, frame 50 feet above ground. (P) Lands In room and has fierce battle with villain, who throws him through window,
after Mix
nas tossed the other'B gun down to th« «romnd. (G) Mix lands on shed roof and rolls o ft to roof below, falling from there to ground
^ini 5?^
<H) Reaches
Discoversroof
the and
gun moves
and with
mighty (K)effort
shoots
at
villain
In
window.
(I)
Crawls
to
leader
pipe
and
climbs
up
Biae
oi mill. (J)
to
edge.
Swings Itsover
down Into room once more to find that
his last shot bad reached
markedge
and oftheroof
girl and
Is safe.
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Marie Shotwell in Meighan Picture.
With the selection of Marie Shotwell for
an important subtle characterization in
"Civilian Clothes," the Paramount-Artcraft
production Thomas Meighan is making in
New York under the direction of Hugh
Ford, this capable actress, star of both
stage and screen productions, makes her
first appearance under the banner of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Mr.
Ford chose Miss Shotwell for the part after
a careful deliberation over the requirements for the role, and the actress decided
to accept his offer when she thoroughly
understood the difficulties of the role, for,
Miss Shotwellacterization i there
said, so
long asmatters
the charit really
not
whethere one is starred or featured, for the
public picks out the player who really does
things.
Arbuckle Sigrns to Appear
Exclusively in Five Reelers
to the insistent demands of
IN response
exhibitors, who for a long time have
wanted him to appear in feature pictures, Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle has just
signed a contract with the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation to appear hereafter
l feature comedy producinas afive-ree
only tions
Paramount Artcraft star.
Mr. Arbuckle's new contract not only will
bring him into five-ree! comedy features
exclusively, but also adds another to the
list of Paramount Artcraft stars. In the
past Mr. Arbuckle has been producing lor
himself, under the name of the Comique
Film Corporation, of which Joseph M.
Schenck is president and general manager.
Mr. Arbuckle has just returned to Los
Angeles, after having signed a contract for
three years, during which time he will devote his screen activities exclusively to
tive-reel feature comedies.
-Arbuckle's
departure
dies into feature
work from
marks short
one ofcomethe
most interesting developments of recent
years and is a direct result of requests
from exhibitors throughout the country for
Arbuckle pictures of greater length.
Mr. Arbuckle will begin work at once in
the Lasky studio at Hollywood.
Selznick Men Wide Awake at
New York State Convention
J. Selznick organization
THEwas Lewis
very much in evidence at the
on
conventi
of the New York State
Exhibitors' League, held in Utica on March
*> and 10. Representatives from the New
York and Buffalo offices, publicity and exploitation men, and officials from the home
office were on the job every minute and put
much "snap"
their a work.
Yorkation
exhibitors wereingiven
visual New
demonstr
that the Selznick organization is a "live
wire" in behalf of the showmen.
Miss Zena Keefe, the Selznick 1920 star,
was the "Mystery Woman," for whom
every girl in Utica was looking. Through
the Utica Observer, Selznick offered $50 to
the women who could pick out Miss Keefe
on the street and identfy her.
The big surprise from the Selznick office
came when each exhibitor found in his box
at the hotels, or in his room, a copy of the
convention number of the Selznick Bulletin,
a newspaper gotten out on the spot.
Charles McClintock directed the "stunts."
Change Title of Vitagraph Film.
Corinne Griffith, the Vitagraph star,
changed the name of her newest picture.
The feature is an adaptation of the story
by
Henryhalf
entitled
hadO. gone
way "The
into Memento,"
its celluloidandlifeit
under that title, until Miss Griffith changed
it. "The Garter Girl" is now its name.
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Makes

Its Debut

in the

Independent Field; Has Popular Stars
es to make Hamlin, Logan Square, Howard, Atlantic,
newest
the
of
ONEits appearance incompani
the independent
Liberty, Clark, Twenmarket is the Radin Pictures, which Davis Square,
tieth Century,Wanda,
Gold, Plaza, Shakespeare,
this week makes its bow to the state
Oakley, Rose, Rosette, Mabel, Emright buyers of the country under the Star, Irving
Park, Casimir, Magnolia, Ashguidance of Matthias Radin, president and mett, land,
Grand, Americus, Madlin, New Paris,
general manager of Tyrad Pictures, Inc. New Lyric, New Era, New Cicero, Stadium,
This announcement does not mean that Karlov, Parkway, Argmore, New Park,
Radin has retired from the Tyrad organiza- atre.
Monogram and Eagle Thetion. Such is not the case. He still con- Prairie, Tiffin,
tinues as its active head and will operate
the Radin Pictures entirely apart from
g separate and distinct pro- Durant Sells Four Plays
Tyrad, handlin
duct through the latter named company,
for Broadway Production
so that the two will in no way conflict.
The first feature to be offered to state
us
Famo
of the
, izati
ANTorgan
sky
right buyers by Radin Pictures is a fiveon, is
DUR
turnRY rs-La
HARPlaye
part drama of mystery featuring Frank
ing his typewriter again toward the
e"
stage after several years spent
Mayo, Ben Alexander and Claire MacDow- "legitimat
writing for the screen.
ell, entitled "Thru the Eyes of Men." This in Mr.
Durant
now has four of his plays
photoplay contains a story of the unusual
type, one which lends itself to special scheduled for New York openings — "The
exploitation. It is a clean drama of the Beautiful Virgin," with which Georg Broadhuman interest order and a box office hurst will open the Broadhurst Theatre
attraction.
early
in the drama
summer;with"The
Within,"
Napoleonic
JoseManRuben
in thea
To Release Short Subjects.
That Radin Pictures does not intend to title role, to be produced by Oliver Bailey
limit its product to feature subjects of at the Fulton Theatre; "Neither Do They
comedy drama which Lawrence
length is evidenced by the fact that it will Spin," a will
bring into his Longacre
have ready for release on or about April Webber
Theatre, and an unnamed melodrama which
IS a series of twenty-four single part com- Producer
A.
H.
Woods believes has all the
edies released under the brand name of elements of a sensational
success.
"Zip Comedies,"
Chris Ben
Rube,Wilson,
FlorIn addition to these four plays, of which
ence E. Turner, starring
Nea! Burns,
Mr. Durant is the author, he is to take a
Bardine Burkette. Harry Mann and Mr. and flier
in the producing game himself with
Mrs. Carter De Haven.
"Growing Pains," a comedy by Sidney
On the same date a series of twenty- Toler,
and in which Ernest Treux will bs
four two-part
in which starred. Mr. Toler is also the author of
such
prominent"Real
starsStaras Dramas"
Violet Mesereau,
Mary Fuller, Zoe Rae, William Mong, "The Golden Age," which George Tyler is
rehearsing and of "The Rag-a-tagFrancis Ford, Grace Cunard, Violet Mac- now
Millan, Lena Baskett, Molly Malone, Irene Man," which Sam H. Harris has listed for
Hunt, Franklyn Farnum and J. Warren an early production.
Kerigan appear,
will also
be readyappear
for distribution. The stars
mentioned
in
Walter Miller in Artclass Productions.
different groups of releases in new subjects
Artclass Pictures Corporation announces
never before shown.
that Walter Miller is to be featured in five
productions which it will make for release
"Burlesque on Caurmen" Proving Popular.
through
Robertson-Cole. Mr. Miller played
The Mickey Film Corporation of Chicago,
one of the leading roles in "The Return of
ownersring of
"A Chaplin,
Burlesquefor onIllinois,
Carmen,"
star-it Tarzan" and was loaned to Selznick PicCharlie
report
tures for "The Invisible Divorce." He is
has broken booking records with this Kre- now playing
opposite Betty Compson in her
mer attraction. In several instances Chi- first picture to be made by her own comcago theatres have booked Carmen for the
pany.
same day and date, and many larger downtown theatres will show the comedy within
SEE OUR EXCHANGE PAGES
the next few weeks. A partial list of the
They
are of interest to every showman and
bookings secured by the Mickey Film Cor- film salesmen
in the business. They reflect
poration follows :
Rialto (one week), Casino (two weeks). the "doings" of the "live wires" of filmdom.

Three New "Stills" of Anne Luther.
She will be the star in "Why Women Sin," a Wistaria Production, Inc., and will be supported by a notable cast of players.
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Reviews

Here are extracts from available reviews printed in the five motion picture trade papers.
It is the aim to present one sentence that will reflect the spirit of the writer's opinion. The
papers are indicated as follows: Moving Picture World (M. P. W.); Motion Picture News
(N.); Exhibitor's Trade Review
(T. R.); Wid's (W.); Exhibitors' Herald (E. H.).
The Hell Ship
(Madlaine Traverse — Fox)
M. P. W. — The story is one of such unusual
quality that it holds the interest firmly.
N. — A vigorous story. One with a sustained punch throughout.
T. R. — Not one for sensitive folks. It contains many brutal scenes and nothing that
Is pretty or dainty.
W. — An unusual and forceful subject because of the striking difference of its plot
from the general run of feature stuff.
E. H. — Contains action enough to hold Interest every minute.
High Speed
(Gladys Hulette
and Edward Earle —
Hallmark)
M.
P.
W.
—
Is
one
rarely exceeded of its
kind.
N. — Contains many thrills and exciting moments.
T. R. — "High Speed" is a high speed melodrama.
E. H. — It is a story particularly suitable
for patrons deeply interested in automobiles.
Judy of Rouge's Harbor
(Mary Miles Minter — Realart)
M.
P.
duced. W. — Is melodrama beautifully proeyeN. —of Hectic
truth. melodrama fails to hit bull'sT. R. — A strong attraction.
W. — detail.
Simple little narrative spoiled by too
rigid
E. H. — Presents Mary Miles Minter at her
best.
The Last Straw
(Buck Jones — Fox)
M. P. W. — Buck Jones featured in Fox
Production which spins first rate western
romance.
N. — Buck Jones makes debut in interestingr
western.
T. R. — A very entertaining Fox feature.
— Latest
Fox star gets oft to good start
In W.first
production.
E. H. — The production Is well directed and
Is an entertaining five-part subject.
Mary's Ankle
(Doris May and Douglas MacLean —
Paramount)
M. P. W. — Presents Doris May and Douglas
MacLean In well made farce comedy.
N. — A clean farce full of clever lines and
situations.
T. R. — Will lure the eyes of the tired business man away from his troubles and make
a fine antidote for the blues.
W.
—
Fine, clean-cut comedy; gets over In
great style.
E. H. — An attraction to rcommemnd to your
patrons and advertise strongly.
April Folly
(Marion Davies — Paramoant-Artcraft)
M. P. W. — Provides fair entertainment.
N. — Wild
tured here. absurdities and pretty poses feaT. R. — Serves very well as a background
across which the winsome Marion flits like
a joyous butterfly.
W. —tionStar
pretty as usual, but story adaptabadly handled.
E. H. — A very novel story has been adapted,
and the action Is carried through the five
parts In such a manner as to retain Interest
throughout.
The Blooming Angel
(Madge Kennedy — Goldwyn)
M. P. dW.
— Fromenjoyable.
every standpoint the prouction is most
N.
—
Miss
Kennedy
saves poorly developed
Idea.
T. R. — Exhibitors will make no mistake In

booking this cheerful program attraction.
W. — Here's a case of what was probably a
good magazine story being entirely unfit for
screen use.
E. H. — The play differs widely from the
past productions in which the star has appeared and should give satisfaction.
Double Speed
(Wallace Reid — Paramonnt-Artcraft)
M. P. W. — Rolls on through numberless entertaining situations.
N. — Undue use of coincidence, but still
highly entertaining.
T. R. — Bright, clean comedy that fairly
sizzles
withsubject
"pep." stands as one to be spoken
W. — The
of only in terms of praise.
E. H,. — A weakness of story and too apparentTherepadding
greatly
from Itsmany
effect.
are,detract
however,
a great
laughs and spectacular features counterbalancing these defects.
Footlights and Shadows
(Olive Thomas — Selznick)
M. P. W. — It serves to bring out the beauty
of the star more than ever. There is no
denying her personal attractiveness.
N. — A pleasing picture, with many strong
points.
T. R. — Has a wealth of charm and reveals
such lavish and lovely settings that It is sure
to please.
W. — It Is generally interesting throughout,
well put together and attractive by reason
of the star, who shows to her best advantage.
E. H. — Presents Olive Thomas in a typical
role. It is excellently staged and the suspense is well sustained throughout.
The Fortune Hunter
(Earle Williams — Vitagrraph)
M. P. W. — One of the finest comedy-dramas
with a rural atmosphere that the screen has
ever produced.
N. — Famous stage success made Into entertaining picture.
T. R. — Gives Williams a capital role.
W. — Fine basic material and appreciative
treatment make this a comedy winner.
E. H. —cessful
Taken
from ofWlnchell
stage farce
several Smith's
years sucago,
makes splendid screen material.
The Paliser Case
(Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn)
M. P. W. — Sensitive, magnetic, vital, this
Goldwyn star fulfils every requirement of
her role.
N. — High-class melodrama which holds interest.
T. R. — If It wasn't for the clever work of
star and supporting cast the picture would
rank as an ordinary specimen of the sob and
thrill drama.
W. — Average murder mystery story produced In lavish settings.
E. H. — Presents Pauline Frederick In a
typical role.
Respectable by Proxy
(Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon — Pathe)
M. P. W. — There are some strong and unlease. usual situations in this six-part Pathe reN. — Artistic
tation lift story.production and good interpreT. R. — Provides a thoroughly entertaining
program attraction.
W. — Splendid production qualities obviate
shortcomings of story.
E. H. — It Is a picture which should be acceptable to all theatres if carefully advertised.
Seeing Tt Through
(ZaSu Pitts — Robertson-Cole)
M. P. W. — The story with an atmosphere
well established in the picture and a rather

unusual characterization; is compelling.
N. — Heart interest story carries bewilderT. ingR. detail.
— Is a pleasing picture, offering a story
rather out of the common.
W. — Short of advertising possibilities as
well as a poor entertainer.
E. H. — It Is unique, well produced, interesting throughout and entf rtain ing.
His Wife's Friend
(Dorothy Dalton — Paramount)
M. P. W.
Dalton featured
successful— Dorothy
tragedy of Chinese
mystery Intype.
satisfy.
N. — Has many good points which should
T. R. — In point of melodramatic Interest
"His Wife's Friend" ranks with the best
of W.the— Murder
Ince productions.'
mystery story
register.
E. H. — This production
is ondoesn't
a par with
the
best of the Thomas H. Ince Dorothy Dalton
productions. The Cinema Murder
(Marion Davies — Paramount)
M. P. W. — A fairly entertaining tale, but
has not been adapted to the screen with any
too much skill.
N. — Conventional story lifted through
sumptuous production.
T. R. — Has all the Ingredients necessary
to the successful mystery movie.
E. H. — The picture will satisfy.
His Temporary Wife
(All-star — Hodkinson)
M. P. W. — Succeeds In holding the Interest of the spectator from first to last of six
reels.
N. — With such a cast and a title which
sounds Interesting this ought to get business. How well it will please depends on
the individual. If your audience is critical
they are apt lo ask you questions.
T. R. — It is pleasing after the manner of
the stories featuring a Cinderella type of
heroine.
E. H. — A social drama with a rather unique
plot. Direction, however, has been handled
poorly,
notonous.and the screen version becomes moJubilo
(Will Rogers— Goldwyn)
M. P. W. — Amusing story of the American
hobo.
N. — Will Rogers scores In charming picture.
T. R. — Registers an unqualified triumph
for
cast. producers, directors, star and supporting
Haunting Shadows
(H. B. Warner— Robertson-Cole)
M. P. W. — H. B. Warner scores big in
Hampton
adaptation of Meredith Nicholson
story.
N. — H. B. Warner has a winner here.
T. R. — Proves a fine starring vehicle for
H. B. Warner.
Stronger Than Death
(N'azimova — Metro)
M. P. W. — Presents Nazlmova at her best
In a superbly pictured story of India.
N. — Nazlmova's rare art is capitalized
T. R. — Once more Nazlmova scores a brilagain. liant triumph in cinema histrionics.
Live Sparks
(J. Warren Kerrigan — Hodkinson)
M. P. W. — Is well made. Its characterization is Interesting, and Its subject substantial.
N. — Is a well-balanced picturization of a
simple but entertaining story.
T. R. — An entertaining comedy-drama,
well directed, and registering as a valuabl«
program attraction.
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COMMENTS
CONDUCTED BY EDWARD WEITZEL. ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Sidelights and Reflections
days when the grocer or
THEthe good
butteroldand egg man pushed a long
slender testing instrument into a firkin of butter or sliced off a tempting morsel of cheese and invited a customer to sample either article are evidently gone, never
to return. And such a method of picking
out a moving picture will probably never
come into use. A hundred feet or so taken
haphazard from a five-reel feature will
hardly give clear and comprehensive knowledge of the nature of the story, the acting and the production, and the commercial value of all three. Booking pictures
by sample will never become popular.
Nevertheless it is surprising what one
short scene will reveal. While at the Norma
Talmadge studio a few weeks ago I was
invited into the projection room belonging
to the establishment by Director John
Emerson. There was a five minutes wait
while a set was being rearranged and the
director wanted to take advantage of it
and have a short scene from "In Search of
a Sinner" thrown on the screen. We seated
ourselves, and the operator started his machine.
Before our eyes appeared that amusing
bit that sounds so shocking to describe in
words and proves such innocent good fun
in film form— the incidents where the bored
young wife sets an experienced vamp of
generous proportions and an alluring display of back to lead her husband from the
paths of rectitude, to which he adheres
with an unfaltering but deadly monotony.
By all the rules laid down for such a situation the wife's conduct is most unbecomlaughed
the found
little woman's
angering, butandI only
disgust
when at she
she had
failed in her wicked plot. And spectators
wherever
of ajust
Sinner"
is being
shown, are"InallSearch
laughing
as heartily.
Here is a sample scene that tells exactly
the spirit of the entire picture, and explains
why it is that subtitles and situations that
seem to set at defiance the moral code made
and provided for rebellious wives and
frisky widows, are received with positive
glee by ethically unimpeachable persons.
The intent of the authors of the story is,
of course, only to amuse, and no actual
moral fracture takes place. But the thing
that makes the whole series of social revolts on the part of the heroine merely
innocently entertaining is the personality
of Constance Talmadge. She is the embodiment of Georgiana Chadbourne, a
young woman whose ingenuousness render
her attempts to be shocking as unobjectionable as the antics of a playful kitten.
Sooner or later all actors learn that personality often has the deciding voice in
their selection for a part. Constance Talmadge is blessed with the same wholesome
impishness that made Lotta the idol of her
day. The bald plot of "In Search of a Sinner" sounds
racy,andif good
no worse.
laughter
and wit
taste inThere
it, but are
no
trace of sin.
Weitzel.
Next week New York will
Dancer,"
the picture
that fate
took
to the Nassau,
where
"Lost at Sea" for him.

see "The Idol
D. W. Griffith
staged
a real
WEITZEL.

IIV THIS ISSUB.
Girl of the Sea (Republic).
A Manhnttan Knight (Pox).
The Deadlier Sex (Pathe).
The Third Wonuin (Rohertson-Cole).
The Evil Eye (Hallmark).
Sinners (Realart).
The Inferior Sex (First National).
Dangerous Days (GoldTvyn).
The Woman Game (Selzniek).
Uneasy Feet (Comedyart).
The Blue Pearl (Republic).
King Spruce (Hodkinson).
Money Talks (Fox).
Comments.
"Girl of the Sea"
A Williamson Submarine Picture of Unusual Appeal, Released by Republic
Pictures.
Reviewed by M. A. Malaney.
d the
ITORS
EXHIB
photography
sea followe
of thewhodeephave
progress
invention of the Williamson Brothers
Sea" turned
the bestout.piece
the have
will find "Girl
It hasof
work ofthey
dramatic
all that is necessary for the success of a
good photoplay, and in addition fascinating
scenes below the water, all a part of a
thrilling drama.
We recall that the first effort of the Williamsons was heralded as a new wonder
and accepted as such by audiences everywhere. "Girl of the Sea" surpasses it in
every way. The portions made under water
are as clear as most pictures made on land.
The story is almost entirely of the sea. In
the forepart there is a very realistic sinking
of a merchant ship on a reef of the West
Indies. There is a tropical storm later on
and then the deep sea pictures, which have
not been overdone in the least.
The work of Betty Hilburn as the girl of
the sea, who grows up on an uninhabited
island after being cast adrift from the
wreckage of the ship is another feature,
especially her diving and swimming. She is
pleasing to the eye in these scenes and full
of pep in the dramatic moments. A giant
octupus is used to provide some of the excitement, and it is the first time we have
seen such an exhibition that did not look
"faky" at times. Chester Barnett also
gives a good interpretation of the role of
Tom Ross, who has set out in search for
rnissing papers in the sunken vessel, and
finds the girl of the sea. Another member
of the cast who deserves credit for his
work is Alex Shannon as "Matt Cuttle."
According to the producer, the entire picture, story, directing and photography was
produced under the personal supervision
of J. E. Williamson. The pictures having
been made on and in waters adjacent to the
tropical islands of the West Indies, there
wasscenery.
opportunity for many beautiful bits
of
Cast.
"Girl
of
the
Sea"
Betty Hilburn
Lieut. Tom Ross
Chester
Barnett
Kate Ross
Kathryn Lean
Matt Cuttle
Alex Shannon
Produced by Williamson Brothers.
Length,
The Six
Story.Reels.
Stephen Verrill, after locating a gold mine,
dies, leaving the deed to the property to his

widow and little girl. They live in the West
Indies. The widow offers Capt. Ross, of tha
steamer Caribee, a third interest if he will
take her to New York and help finance a
company to operate the mine. While enroute a notorious trader named Cuttle, with
the help of the mate. Allen, scuttles the ship.
The wreck takes place on a wild coast, and
as the life boat goes ashore it is seized and
destroyed by a giant octopus. The little girl
is washed ashore. Cuttle and Ross reach
safety in a life-boat.
As Verrill apparently has no heirs his property reverts to the state, and Cuttle buys It.
Ten years later Horace Allen, son of the
mate, and Tom Ross, both back from the war,
become friends. Horace tries to get Tom a
job in the mines, but his father objects, saying he will not hire the son of a captain who
had sunk his ship. Tom is sure that his
father was an honorable man, and he determines to go to the southern sea, locate the
wreck
and finances
clear his the
father's
name. and they
Horace
expedition
land on a beautiful island. There they discover Mimi. She is a nature girl, subsisting
upon fruits and nuts and fish. With her aid
Tom locates the wreck, dons a diver's suit,
examines it and finds his father's remains
with a knife stuck in his back. Suddenly he
is attacked by a giant octopus, but is rescued by Mimi. Cuttle goes to Vergua, the
seat of government and denounces Tom and
Mimi when court action is taken by them.
Mimi recalls the deed in the money belt she
left in a cave on her island home. Court is
adjourned until it can be produced. Then, as
Mimi and Tom .start for the island, the girl is
seized by Cuttle and taken to his boat and
a race to the island follows. Cuttle gets there
first and threatens to kill Mimi and Tom If
Mimi does not produce the deed. She gets it
and Cuttle is just burning it when Tom appears and a terrific fight ensues. Tom is
knocked into the water, and Mimi rescues
him from the sharks. Cuttle, who also has
gone overboard, falls a victim to a pirate of
the deep. The mine is returned to Tom and
Mimi after they had married.
Program and Exploitation Catehlines: A bewitching sea nymph — bewildering background of tropical beauty — a fearless
diver and giant octupus — they provide the
"Girl ofandthedaring,
Sea." beauty and
Shethrills
has incourage
grace. She Angles:
is "Girl ofThethe press
Sea." book on
Exploitation
this picture contains some interesting stories
of the octopus, obtained from the Smithsonian
Institute at Washington, into which is worked
a mention of the picture. These should be
offered to your newspaper as feature stories.
They are excellent reading. In your ads play
up the photos or cuts of the girl in the diving
costume and the scene of the battle between
girl, diver and octopus. Don't fail to dwell
on the merits of this submarine play compared to others made by Williamson Brothers,
and be sure and tell your patrons that it is
a drama, not just an educational production.
The posters
"Girl beof used
the Sea"
are very and
attractive and on
should
on billboards
as cut-outs.
"A Manhattan Knight"
Five Reel Fox Subject Presents Tense
Melodrama Based on Novel by Gelette
Burgess.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
IT holds
is seldom
a melodramatic pace
feature
such that
a well-sustained
as
does this five-reel Fox subject, adapted
from a novel by Gelett Burgess, entitled
"Find the Woman." Not only is the action
swift and intense, but the production is full
of original situations. It may be safely
recommended
a "crook"
that possesses noveltyas and
generalstoryappeal.
It
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ity that the masses are looking for. It
might be contended that the mysterious
personage
of "The
Eye" israther
playedthan
up
too
heavily.
It is Evil
fantastic
realistic, and no doubt holds good with the
super-melodramatic nature of the story.
The line of thrills in which the author indulges has occasional variations from the
regulation article; and as the serial advances the plot gains speed and intensity.
Benny Leonard is slightly camera-shy,
and for some time has difficulty in holding
his own in the midst of a group of real actors. But while the villain is nonchalantly
walking away with the honors of the dramatic art, Benny is getting ready to land
him one of those irresistible punches that
have made the boxer famous. In the second and third episodes he has a chance to
demonstrate his art, and spills some pretty
wallops among the thieves in the house of
the blind men.
Ruth Dwyer, Marie Shotwell and Stuart
Holmes are noticeable figures in the cast.

chosen the
by Mo-Wa
her betrothed.
Now
call of and
his becomes
white blood
becomes
dominant and he deserts the Indian maiden
on the wedding eve. He Is cast out by the
tribe and wanders alone.
Chance leads Luke to where the Halllday
mine Is In operation. In a bar he is accused
by Scar
being a Inhalf-breed
and
his
motherNorton
called ofa squaw.
the fight that
ensues Norton kills an innocent spectator.
He Is about to be dealt with by quick Justice,
when Luke claims the privilege of killing
him. He fights Scar Norton to a finish and
chokes him to death. Marcelle Riley has
wandered far to find Luke. Now she finds
him and gives him the true-hearted love that
was always his in secret. The Third Woman
is the best of them all.
Progrram and Exploitation CatchlineHi Who
Is "The Third Woman?" — What Does She
Have to Do With the Life of Luke Halllday? See This Picturesque Indian
Drama for the Answer.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Blackwell
and lay stress upon the pueblo scenes. This
is your best selling angle and is worth all
you give it. Pin most of your talk on the
Indian angle and go easy on the story.

"The Third Woman"
Robertson-Cole Presents Carlyle Blackwell
!n a Picturesque Story of Race
Reviewed by Prejudice.
Louis Reeves Harrison.
" re-a
Third ,Woman,
"The on-Cole
THE motive
assumes
Roberts
leased by of
race prejudice against intermarriage
with Indians, though it would seem to be
a matter of individual taste. The leading
character is a half-breed, played by Carlyle.
His father is a man of high intelligence and
social station, yet his wife was a fullblooded Indian. The half-breed son marries a white girl in the end. The prejudice
is individual as against individuals. It is
a matter of natural selection.
While the subject-matter lacks vital interest and the story is not told in dramatic
form, the treatment is picturesque, highly
so in that portion portraying Puelilo life.
It not only shows how the modern Indian
differs from the conventional one of moving pictures, but touches him with new
and romantic interest. Some of the camera
views of the Pueblo village and tribe are
veritable works of art. They are far more
beautiful and impressive than any painting
of the subject ever shown.
Carlyle Blackwell has a difficult role, one
whose sympathetic appeal is very slender,
but he carries it with dignity, and he puts
up a mighty struggle when called upon to
display physical prowess. The three ladies
who "come into his life" typify the modern
beauty of social aspirations, the humble Indian maiden and the plain little American
home girl. It is made obvious from the
beginning that the latter is to be "the Third
Woman,"
depriving
of anyis
element of thus
suspense.
The the
wholestory
product
a fair entertainment.
The Cast.
Luke Halllday
Carlyle Blackwell
Marcelle Riley
Gloria Hope
Eleanore Steele
Louise Lovely
Mo-Wa
Myrtle Owen
Judson Halliday
Winter Hall
James Riley
George Hernandez
Scar Norton
Walter Long
Tonawanna
Frank Lannlng
Directed byTheCharles
"The Evil Eye"
Story. Swickard.
Benny Leonard Surrounded by Competent
"The isThird
Luke who
Halliday's
Cast in Fifteen Episode Hallmark
choice
modestWoman"
Marcelleof Riley,
loves
Serial.
him
in
secret.
She
bravely
congratulates
him
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
at afulparty
where
hisis about
engagement
to beautiEleanore
Steele
to
be
announced.
THREE episodes of the new Hallmark Before the announcement Is made there
were given
EvilinEye,"
serial, "The
a revelation. Blackmailing Scar Norton
Finea is
the Wurlitzer
showing
private
threatens Luke's father with exposure, and
Arts Hall, on Thursday afternoon, March Luke
overhears that he Is a half-breed. In
11. Benny Leonard, lightweight champion, vain he
begs his father to deny it. He
is the featured player of the serial, and is turns on Norton with a deadly threat, if the
is ever again applied to his
surrounded by a competent cast. "Below word "squaw"
He then breaks his engagement on
the Deadline," "In the House of the Blind mother.
the
pretext
of
a
quarrel and leaves home.
Men," and "The Golden Locket" are the
In response to the call of the wild, Luke
titles of the first three chapters, which give Joins
a
band
of
Pueblo
Indians and is given
good promise for the remaining twelve.
a place of honor by the tribe. At the Feast of
This serial contains the sensational qual- the Shearing, a Pueblo festival, Luke Is

"The Deadlier Sex"
Pathe Releases Entertaining ComedyDrama in Six Reels, Written by
Bayard Veiller.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
n proD. Hampto
and
Veiller
by Bayard
duction, writtenJesse
IN this six-part
released by Pathe, there is a unique
combination of humorous plot and pictorial
charm that will entertain any audience.
The basic idea is of a breezy and rather
preposterous nature, and this renders some
of the dramatic situations slightly unconvincing, but there is a wholesome appeal
production as a whole that disabout armsthecriticism.
Not in a long while has a feature subject
been shown of such irresistible scenic
beauty, and the photographer, Charles
Kaufman, has turned out some carnera
work of unvarying excellence. The director, Robert Thornby, has also achieved
some splendid effects. The death of the
father, in the opening reel, is a fine piece
of suggestion, without the usual painful
details.
Blanche Sweet is charming as Mary Willard, and Mahlon Hamilton is pleasing as
the hero. The plot concerns a girl and man
who are Wall Street rivals, warring over
the possession of two railroads. The girl
spirits her rival out into the wilds, where
he is held a practical prisoner until his
financial plans have gone by the board.
Not until he has practically fallen in love
with the girl does he learn that she is his
financial rival. In an amusing climax they
in matrimony and conhandspossessions
join material
decide to solidate
as well.
Cast.
Blanche Sweet
Mary Wlllard
Henry Wlllard
Winter Hall
Huntley Green
Roy Laldlaw
Mahlon Hamilton
Judson
HarveyWillis
Jim
Russell Simpson
Jules Borney
Boris Karloff
Story by by
Bayard
Scenario
Fred Veiller.
Myton.
Directed by Robert Thornby.
Length,
Reels.
The Six
Story.

should keep the spectator in his seat from
start to finish.
A pleasing feature of the number is its
excellent introduction of the characters and
types. Although many players take part,
there is never any loss to remember who
they are or what part they play. The types
from low life are individual and interesting,
such as Schmidt, the stool pigeon, the crook
butler and others.
One of the unusual features is the
simultaneous presentation of two rather
breathless episodes, one of theft of some
jewels and the visit of the young thief to
his sister's apartments, the other a supposed
police raid on the chambers of a crystalgazing medium in the same building.
George Walsh, who plays the hero, is soon
up to his ears in both aflfairs and finds his
hands full in saving the girl and her
brother from disgrace.
The treatment is rather sketchy at times,
and the long arm of coincidence plays a
strong part, but this is all easily forgiven
in the general fascination of the pictured
events.
Cost.
John Fenton
George Walsh
Belle Charmion
Virginia Hammond
Gordon Brewster
William H. Bucld
Their Uncle
Warren Cook
Crook Butler
John Hopkins
The Family Doctor
William T. Hayes
Story by Gelett Burgess.
Scenario by Paul H. Sloane.
Directed by George A. Beranger.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story.
John
Fenton,
in
"A inManhattan
visits a crystal gazer
an effort Knight,"
to gain
some knowledge of his parentage and also in
arooms
spirita ofpolice
adventure.
Whileandin he
the climbs
medium's
raid occurs
the
fire-escape to the apartment above. Entering by the window he finds a girl standing
In an attitude of horror over the body of a
young man, who has just shot himself.
The girl, whose name is Belle Charmion,
explains that her half-brother, Gordon Brewster, has stolen some Jewels from an uncle.
He had attempted suicide, thinking the police
•would
get him. room
Fentonandconceals
the brother
in an adjoining
impersonates
him
when the police arrive. Later he and Belle
take young Brewster in an automobile to his
uncle's home.
In the general excitement the jewels have
been forgotten and Fenton goes back to
Belle's
searchwhoforis them.
By
this timeapartment
the family tobutler,
a member
of an underworld gang, has tipped off his
friends and they rob Fenton of the jewels.
At thesues,butler's
generalrecovers
scuffle enfollowing home
which aFenton
the
Jewels and learns the secrets of his parentage
he had been seeking to find. An engagement
with Belle follows.
Progrram
and
Exploitation Catchllnea:
A Mystery Melodrama of Love and Intrigue
with George Walsh as the Star.
He Visited the Crystal Gazer — Just Then
the Police Raided the Place — He Dashes
Upstairs and Finds a Girl Standing Over
Her Dead Brother's Body — Such Is the
Action inWalsh.
"A Manhattan Knight," with
George
Exploitation Angrles: Boom Walsh and work
on the original title, "Find the Woman." It
might
a good
to workandtheplaying
"Raffles"on
Idea forbe this,
usingstunt
a woman
the book title.

InSex,"propIn t"Theof Deadlier
Mary heritsWlllard,
the managemen
the railroad
erty at the time
of hera success
father's of
death.
The
girl wishes
to make
the road
in
order
to
satisfy
her
father's
dying
wish
that the stockholders should be protected.
Pitted against her in Wall Street is a younj
broker, named Harvey Judson, a man who Is
not exactly crooked, but stops at little to
gain his ends. Judson covets the railroad of
which date ItMary
In order to consoliwith Isonepresident.
of his own.
Learning of a plot to raid her stocks Mary
determines to kidnap Judson, and this she
succeeds In doing. She has him conveyed
to a beautiful wooded region, with a staunch
guide toTh»actlatter,
as her
protector
Jailer.
though
free toand
moveJudson's
about.
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la a virtual prisoner because he does not
know his way out of the woods.
There are a number of dramatic and adventurous moments. Including a hand-tohand battle between Judson and a FrenchCanadian trapper named Jules. Mary saves
Judson from this fellow and later he saves
her, and In the course of events they fall
in love, with Judson still in ignorance of
Mary's
identity.
Later, towhen
the facts
become true
known,
he swears
continue
the
rivalry, but in the end love prevails and they
become business and matrimonial partners.
Program
and
Exploitation CatchlineH:
She Had Him Kidnapped Because He Tried
to Get the Railroad She Managed — Gives
Him a Husky Guide for Protection — Then
He Goes — Saves a Girl and Learns to
Love Her — Who Was It? See "The Deadlier Sex."
Amusing
Comedy-Drama
Telling of a
Wealthy Young Broker Who Falls in
Love with the Girl Who Is His Keen
Business Rival.
A Pretty Girl and a Wealthy Young Broker
Were Warring Over the Possession of
a Railroad — One Day He Is Kidnapped
and During His Sojourn in the Forest
Saves a Girl with Whom He Falls in Love
■— See What He Does When It Turns
Out to Be His Business Rival.
Blanche Sweet in Pleasing Comedy Play —
A Fascinating
Story with Beautiful
Scenery of the Forests.
Exploitation Angles: Make much of Miss
Sweet and hammer on the fact that the story
Is by Bayard Veiller, who has written a number of startling stage successes. Make a
drive on the scenic beauties of the story,
most of the action taking place in the wilds.
"Sinners"
Alice Brady Gives Fine Performance in
Owen Davis Stage Success — Has
Capable Support.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
RT'S adaptation of the Owen
REALA
Davis stage success "Sinners" is a
convincing piece of work. It succeeds well in drawing a contrast between
life on the primrose path, and the more
simple, cleanly mode of living, with a satisfactory balance on the moral side. It
leaves the spectator impressed with the
wisdom of a righteous life, it preaches the
doctrine of tolerance, and shames by comparison the ensnarer of the innocent.
Alice Brady, as the star of the production,
repeats the success which she made in the
same role on the stage. Her conception
of the character of Mary Horton is delightful. She is always at ease, and succeeds
in registering correctly a variety of emotions.
Augusta Anderson, in the role of Hilda
Newton, gives one of the best character
portrayals in the picture. A memorable
scene is one of the earlier ones, which she
holds alone in a retrospective mood. The
keynote of this character is regret for a
life of immorality. The entire cast, including Frank Losee, James L. Crane and
Agnes Everett, is a capable one.
One of the pleasing features of the picture is the genuineness of the atmosphere
in Mary Horton's home. The production
contains suggestions of wrong-doing, but
carefully avoids scenes which would be
objectionable. V/hat faults it has are technical, and interfere little with the enjoyment of the picture.Cast.
Mary Horton
Alice Brady
Mrs. Horton
Agnes Everett
Hilda Newton
Augusta Anderson
Polly Gary
Lorraine Frost
Saidee
Nora Reed
Bob Merrick
James L. Crane
Horace Worth
W. P. Carleton
William Morgan
Frank Losee
Doctor Simpson
Crauforn Kent
Joe Garfield
Robert Schable
Adapted from a play by Owen Davis.
Scenario by Eve Unsell.
Dlrectoin by Kenneth Webb.
Length, 4,833 feet.
Tlie Story.
Mary Horton, the daughter of a poor widow
In the fishing village of Ponset Point, Is the
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Sippers,
"Sinners."
Alice Brady
aNotdrinking
newin Realart
play. act in her
heroine of "Sinners." The uncertain condition of her mother's finances causes her to
go to New York, with the hope of malcing a
living by her skill in needlework.
After struggling to gain a livelihood she
finally come.s in contact with Hilda Newton,
also from Ponset Point, who has fallen in
with evil associates and leads a life of shame.
Hilda, regretful of her own misdeeds, realinvites
to occupy
room izesin Mary's
her plight,
apartment,
and heremploys
her toa
do plain sewing.
Among the
men who
frequent
Hilda's
apartment
is William
Morgan.
One evening
he brings with him Bob Merrick, a man with
whom he is trying to put over a business
deal. Merrick, alive to Mary Horton's danger
in the
of Hilda's
friends,
eye
on company
her welfare.
One day
when keeps
Mary anIs
on the brink of making the mistake of accompanying William Morgan and his party
on a week end trip, she Is suddenly called
to her mother's sick bed. While she is at
home Morgan determines to drag Mary to
the level of his other feminine associates.
He brings his party, including Hilda, to her
home, where they are entertained in homely
fashion by Mary's mother. Horace Worth, a
former friend and admirer of Mary's, tries
to make trouble for her by enlightening her
mother and denouncing Hilda. Bob Merrick
steps into the breach, exonerating Mary, and
Morgan and his friends depart, leaving Hilda
and Merrick behind. The story closes on the
betrothal of Mary and Bob Merrick.
Progrram
and
Exploitation Catoliltnesi
Who
Responsible
— See
This Are
Gripping
Drama for
and "Sinners?"
Help to Frame
Your Opinion.
An Inspiring Story That Contrasts Life
on the Primrose Path and the More
Simple Way of Living.
SeeRepeats
Alice Brady
in "Sinners,"
She
the Success
She Had In InWhich
the Same
Role on the Stage.
Exploitation AugleH; Play up Miss Brady In
connection with the fact that she is seen in
a play in which she made a stage success.
If she played your terrtiory you can work,
"You saw her on the stage, now see her on
the screen." Play it up as a story of the
seamy side which does not smell of the
sewers.
"The Inferior Sex"
First National
Initial Mildred Harris
Chaplin Release Has Originality and
Good Entertainment Value.
Reviewed by Jacob Smith.
THEMildred
INFERIOR
SEX," starring
the initial
Harris Chaplin
production for First National, is a picture that treats the sex superiority theme
in an entirely original manner, and there
are sufificient comedy and dramatic moments in it to insure satisfaction with most
screen audiences. The star seems just as
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beautiful and appealing as ever and shows
a keener sense of the possibilities than
she ever did before.
Milton Sills is convincing in the role of
the husband, and Mary Alden contributes
a fine piece of character work. The subtitles are gems in strengthening the big
situations and appear to have been handled
by a master at this art.
Ailsa Randall Cast.
Mildred Harris Chaplin
Knox Randall
Milton Sill8
Clarissa Mott-Smlth
Mary Alden
George Mott-Smlth
John Steppling
Porter Maddox
Bertram Grassby
Captain Andy Drake James O. Barrows
From play by Frank Stayton.
Adapted by Waldemar Young.
Directed by Joseph W. Henaberry.
Length, Five Reels.
The story opens amidst the scenes of turmoil that Inevitably result when a busy
business man neglects a love-nurtured wife.
Ailsa Randall (Mildred Harris Chaplin) ia
the neglected heroine and she is induced by
another man's wife, who Is in the same fix,
to trot around in society and frivol her husband Into a fine state of jealousy. It Is an
amicably unpleasant situation when both
couples decide to spend a few weeks at the
seashore together and invite a young social
parasite, who has been the spoon in the
mess kettle, to accompany them. Abused
wife No. 2 runs off with the villain, but the
plan is frustrated by the heroine, who has
to do some fast, hard thinking in the final
reel to save herself from an embarrassing
predicament when her husband arrives on
the scene. However, both affairs are adjusted satisfactorily and a double fade-out
proves it.
Pro«;ram
and
Exploitation Catchllnesi
Do You Want to Know How to Win Man's
Love? See "The Inferior Sex."
Do You Know Which Is "The Inferior
Sex?" — SeeHarris
This Chaplin.
New Production with
Mildred
A Compelling Production on Love, Starring
RJildred Harris Chaplin.
Exploitation Angles: Play up the star and
then work up well on the title. Use teasers
in advance of the show asking, "Are you
one of 'The Inferior Sexr If you don't know
see this production at the
Theatre."
"Dangerous Days"
A Goldwyn and Rex Beach Production
Illustrating a Novel
by Mary Roberts
Rinehart.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
AS work
a careful
illustration
of a printed
of fiction
"Dangerous
Days,"
as produced by Goldwyn, shows plainly that great pains have been taken in the
treatment. This is always elaborate and
at times picturesque, notably in the first
scenes. In preserving the form of the
novel, however, particularly in view of its
many lines of action, the producers have
done so at the expense of clarity. It is
difficult to follow these diverse lines while
watching the flying pictures and one distracts from the other. The average spectator is at loss where to securely place
sympathetic interest. This distraction and
shifting of interest becomes acute disappomtment at the abrupt conclusion. We
are led through devious paths with promise
of entertainment, only to experience no
compensating
pleasure, even no relief, at
the end.
The German spy and bomb plot of
'Dangerous Days" is strictly
onal
The best part of the story is itsconventi
unqualified
wartime patriotism. This is sincerely
emphasized in the subtitles. Next in
comes the picturesque treatment ofmerit
burning munitions factory. The types the
are
good in spots, honors going to those actors
who have the largest opportunity. They
are Lawson Butt as Clayton Spencer, Barbara Castleton as Audrey, Ann Forest as
Anna, and the heavies, Stanton Heck and
Farnk Leigh. "Dangerous Days," as presented at the Strand, is a painstaking attempt to artistically visualize a novel
too
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complicated in the original to suit in that
from
tion. clear and sympathetic screen producCast.
Clayton Spencer
Lawson Butt
NaUlie Spencer
Clarissa Selwynne
Graham Spencer
Rowland Lee
Audrey Valentine
Barbara Castleton
Anna Klein
Ann Forrest
Herman Klein
Stanton Heck
P.udolph Klein
Frank Leigh
Dunbar
H. Milton Ross
Dr. Haverford
Eddie McWade
Delight Haverford
Pauline Starke
Mariun Hayden
Florence Deshon
Rodney Page
Bertram Grassby
Story by Mary Roberts RineharU
Director Reginald Barker.
The StotT.
"Dangerous
Days"
thoseWorks.
just before
the
war for the Spencer areSteel
Rudolph
Klein, German spy, is plotting to have his
brother Herman, trusted employe, blow up
the munitions plant. Herman, having been
long associated with the Spencer concern, is
reluctant, but he resigns on the ground that
he cannot help to make shells to be used
against the Germans. Clayton Spencer, head
of the corporation, attends strictly to business, while his wife, Natalie, is occupied with
gay social entertainments. She is also becoming interested in handsome Rodney Page,
an architect in love with her.
At a ball both hosts and guests barely
escape destruction by a powerful explosive
concealed in a fountain pen. Clayton becomes sympathetically confidential with
Audrey Valentine, whose son was among
those who enlisted with the Canadians. Clayton's own son is secretly loved by Delight
Haverford and more openly by Impassioned
Anna Klein, the young man's private secretary and the daughter of Herman Klein. Rudolph tries to embitter Herman against the
Spencers
for
Graham. because
Graham ofIs his
fonddaughter's
of her. Helovegives
her a little wrist watch as a token of friendship. The infatuated girl is foolish enough
to wear it. Rupert discovers it and uses
his discovery to inflajne Herman against the
Spencers.
Herman
girl,
but he wants
more cruelly
proof. beats
Anna the'
escapes
from her home and is taken to a quiet retreat by Graham. This is also discovered
by Rudolph, and Herman is now bent on
revenge.
'n'hen occurs
Americabetween
entersGraham
the warand anNatalie
open
rupture
on account of the prospective enlistment of
their son. He gives up the idea to please
his mother. Clayton finds consolation in
the society of Audrey, whose son ha^ been
killed at the front. Audrey secretly goes
to work in the factory to do her bit. Anna
Klein overhears a conspiracy in which her
father agrees to blow up the factory. She
escapes from her room by tying the bed
clothes together, and hurries to save the
works. She is too late. Even as she reaches
the scene her father starts the conflagration.
Audrey tries to telephone the factory
owner and gets caught in the ruins. Clayton and his son rush to the scene. He saves
Audrey, but Anna dies in the arms of Graham. The latter now decides to enlist. His
mother announces to Clayton that all is over
between them. She expects to marry the
handsome architect as soon as she gets her
liberty. Graham is in uniform with his
company when he proposes to Delight Haverford. asking her to wait for hlra. The last
seen of him is when he is marching away.
Program
and
Exploitation Catchllnes:
Those
the "Dangerous
When? Were
Why, Before
the War. SeeDays"
Their—
Vivid Picturization
in This Picture
Adapted
Rinehart. from the Story by Mary Roberts
The Hun Spy Plotted to Have His Brother,
Who Was a Trusted Employe of the
American Munition Plant, Blow Up the
Factory. Were His Efforts Foiled? See
This Massive Production and Find Out.
Thrilling Drama of the Pre-War Days — Full
of Gripping Moments — That's "Dangerous Days,"
from the Story by Mary
Hoberts
Rinehart.
Exploitation .Vngles: Play on the patriotic
angle
with theMrs.national
Rinehart's
name. andAlsohook
hookthisin inwith
advertising giving this production; also use the
Beach-Goldwyn signature. All of these points
will help you to put the play over. Avoid
telling that It is a story of war times, working the patriotic angle instead.
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Oversleeping Again! Hub?
Impressive scene from Goldwyn's "Dangerous
Days," adapted
fromstory.
Mary Roberts
Rinehart
"The Woman Game"
Selznick
Produces
Fascinating Society
Drama in Which Elaine Haunmerstein
Is Starred.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

■wear
that stands
theme
WITHand atear
scenariand the
of centuries
os, a dramatic construction both
Woman
and original,
forceful
on that
please
will Game"
a producti"The
no doubt,
is,
modern tastes. In this, the favorite pastime of society consists of staging love
affairs just for the mere sport or profit
that may be found in the process, with
entire disregard for the feelings of those
concerned. The man and woman vitallj'
affected, in this instance, happen to be of
a worthier sort and the shallow intents
and purposes of the others only serve to
promote their ultimate happiness.
The all-important role of Amy Terrell,
the girl who plays the game upon the instigation of her hostess, is handled by
Elaine Hammerstein, whose youthful buoyancy and interpretative skill win admiration and sympathy by turns. Also she
wears some charming frocks. Andrew
Masters, the other "victim," is played by
Jere Austin impressively, albeit with undue
restraint. The selection of types for the
other roles has been given careful consideration. Louis Broughton, Florence
Billings, Ida Darling, Blanche Davenport
and James Morrison are among these.
The pretentious indoor and outdoor
scenes that comprise society's playground
have been tastefully conceived, and produced with evident extravagance. Photographer and director have exercised similar
skill in their respective accomplishments.
The sub-titles serve a real purpose and are
pleasantly "unstereotyped."
Caat.
Amy Terrell
Elaine Hammerstein
Andrew Masters
Jere Austin
Capt Davenport
Louis Broughton
Mrs. Van Trant
Florence Billings
Jacky Van Trant
Charles Eldridge
Mrs. Smythe-Smythe
Ida Darling
Mrs. Terrell
Blanche Davenport
Leonard Travers
James Morrison
Story by Leighton Osmun and Frank Dazey.
Scenario by G. Marlon Burton.
Direction by William P. S. Earle.
Length, about 5, BOO feet.
The StoiT.
Amy Terrell and her mother are gently pa-
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tronized by members of a certain social set
who realize Amy's usefulness to them. At
one of Mrs. Van Trant's house parties Amy
is requested by her hostess to amuse Andrew
Masters, whose vast wealth makes him desirable as a guest, but whose old-fashioned
ideas cultinto please.
regard toAt women
renderrefuses,
him diffifirst Amy
but
reconsiders when circumstances lead her
to believe that Masters has become hardened
and inconsiderate
cause of his money. of the less fortunate beConsequently, in a train of incidents that
prove heartily amusing to the onlookers,
.\my dresses the part and plays the part of
the girl of simple tastes with remarkable
success. Masters is interested in this different girl, whose most exciting game is rompVan Trant's
youngestHe son.
Then
one ingofwithherMrs.friends
plays false.
manages
to let Masters know that Amy is cheating
him. Just before Amy herself has decided
that she can no longer carry on the deception, since she realizes her love for him.
Masters Is hurt and disappointed and declines
to
hear
her explanation. He prepares to
leave.
Then once more Amy is victimized by Mrs.
Van Trant who, in order to shield herself. Inveigles her in a scandal with a popular
young captain. Amy Is subjected to the
most unpleasant and unjust criticism. The
news Is carried to Masters, whose chivalry
is aroused and who abruptly rises to her
defense and announces that he Intends to
make Amy his wife.
Program
and
Exploitation CatchUneai
"The Woman Game" — Some Play It for
Sport, Some for Money and Others for
Ix>ve. See How It Was Played, Lost
and Won In This Fascinating Society
Drama,
Has a Woman a Right to Play for a Husband in the Same Calculating. Relentless
Manner That a Man Plays for Financial
Success? One Woman Thought So. See
Elaine Hammerstein In "The Woman
Her Hostess Wanted Her to Pose as Mile.
Simplicity
Just on
to Amuse
Guests Looked
at the Him.
Game The
and
Game."
Laughed. No One Intended That He
Should Fall In Love with Her, But He
Did.
Exploitation An^Ira: The title should be
worked hard. It affords the best angle
for exciting interest. It can be used in some
such — way
this: "The
Woman PlaceGame."
Time
Past, asPresent
and Future.
Everywhere. Cast — Everyone. The universality of the theme must be impressed upon
the public. Also the fact that it has been
given an original twist In this production.
Be
sure to exploit It as a drama of hlgb
society.
"Uneasy Feet"
First Release of New Comedyart Films
Proves Excellent Entertainment in
Novel Form.
Reviewed by A. H. Giebler.

Comedynew placed
the be
on
whichof will
Films,release
THEart first
the market by the Special Pictures
Corporation beginning March 28, was given
a private showing in Los Angeles to an
audience of trade and newspaper representatives on March 9. According to an
announcement made by Louis H. Thompson, president of the Special Pictures Corporation, the idea of Comedyart is to incorporate acomedy, a scenic and a topical
or educational subject, all in one 2,000 foot
unit that can be used with a five-reel feanced
well-bala
up a the
ture tomentmake
and save
the time,
exhibitor entertaintrouble and money usually spent in shopping around for the few thousand feet of
film necessary to arrange a diversified proThe first release of the Comedyart subgram.
jects seems to accomplish this aim in an
admirable manner. The main feature of
the reel is the comedy, 1,400 feet long,
entitled "Uneasy Feet." This is followed
by a 400-foot scenic and concludes with
a 200-foot novelty comedy called "In the
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Sweet
Dry."
In the out
longwithout
comedy the High
entireand
story
is worked
the use of a single sub-title and with the
exception of a few flashes at the very last,
in which are shown the upper forms and
faces of the players, nothing but the feet,
ankles, legs and hands of the players are
seen.
"Uneasy
is nothing
but feet,
1,400 feet
of feet,Feet"
and the
whole thing
is a
tribute to the ingenuity and ability of Ward
Lascalle, who directed the film. He tells a
complete story, has his dramatic moments,
his laughs, lots of them, and maintains
perfect continuity, working out the whole
thing foot by foot with nothing but feet.
There are fast feet, slow feet, dancing,
prancing, slipping, sliding, gliding, staggering feet. Feet in French kid, and in "busted
kicks";
that dance
feet thatfeetstagger
under ina perfect
load oftime;
too
much wine; feet that stamp in fury; feet
that falter, and at the last, feet that forgive. The last few feet of film show the
faces of the owners of the principal pairs
of feet — and gets the biggest laugh of all,
for the bodies that go with the feet are
not at all in keeping with what would
naturally be expected from looking at the
pedal extremities.
The scenic part of the reel was photogriiphed in the newly explored Zion Canyon in Utah and bears out the statement
of the explorers that a more wonderful
place than the Grand Canyon has been
discovered. The scenic pictures are titled
so that they tell a little story of their own,
and they are beautifully colored by the
Handschiegel process, and best of all, there
is not a single tall and graceful explorer
standing on a high rock and blotting out
the grandeur of the scenery at any point
of the film, and no dogs and no footage
wasted showing a pack-train carrying the
equipment of the party that shot the stuff.
The last 200 hundred feet of the film constitute a bright and snappy satire called
"In
the
showsof
a saloon Sweet
beforeHigh
and and
afterDry,"
the and
passing
booze in a manner that gets lots of laughs.
The first unit of the Comedyart productions is distinctly good. The photography
is excellent, the subjects well chosen, the
titling bright and snappy, the whole 2,000
feet of film shows class all the way through
It should be a welcome addition to any
program, and a rare prize to the exhibitor
who wants the diversified entertainment
for his program all in one bright and
snappy package. The Comedyart features
will be released weekly through the Special Pictures Corporation branches that
have been established in all exchange
centers.
"The Blue Pearl"
Well-Constructed Mystery Drama Produced
By Lawrence Weber and Distributed
By Republic Is Enacted By a Talented Cast.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
THE appearance, disappearance and reap earance ofa stolen gem gives rise
to some many-sided situations in "The
Blue Pearl," a truly thrilling photodrama.
Crooks mingling with respectable society
folk; husbands and wives engaged in mutual trickery; a detective who traces the
crime until suspicion points to the woman
he loves; a hypnotist who unwittingly sets
the stage for the theft— these are some of
fhe characters who become involved in
various mystifying complications. Interest is at a high pitch throughout; the plot
is logically though melodramatically unraveled; splendid acting is to be seen
despite the absence of stars from the cast;
and effective directing gives force to the
whole.

Happily, the element of mystery is just
strong enough, without being so predominant that the play suffers from an artistic
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She Loved Him Not!
But dared not"Thetell.Blue
ScenePearl."
from Republic's
standpoint. Certain human touches, not
sensational but highly realistic, are not
omitted as in many dramas of this type. A
sprinkling of humor, too, helps to maintain the balance. Sub-titles seem unnecessarily scarce, but, in quality, are satisfactory. Elaborate settings attractive women
and a display of extravagant gowns increase the esthetic value of the picture
which has been ordinarily well photographed. The work of the entire cast is excellent.
Cast.
Laura Webb
Edith Hallor
Angelica
ToppingFair Binney
Holland Webb
Lumsden
Hare
Sybil Kent
Florence Billings
Wilfred Scott
Corliss Giles
Richard Drake
Richard Halliday
Penrose Kent
Earl Schenk
Frederick Thurston
D. J. Hannegan
Story by Anna Crawford Flexner.
Scenario by Emma Belle Clifton.
Direction by George Irving..
Length,
Reels.
The Six
Story.
.
"The Blue Pearl." which belongs to a royal
Rumanian family, has come into the dishonest possession of Frederick Thurston and
Penrose Kent, the latter an unscrupulous
gambler who moves in New York society.
They manage to sell the pearl to Holland
Webb, who buys it for Mrs. Kent, with whom
he is carrying on a disgraceful flirtation, apparently without the knowledge of his unhappy wife, Laura, whom he has influenced
to furnish him with the amount of money
necessary for the purchase.
Meanwhile the police have been called to
locate the pearl and to keep an eye upon
Thurston, who is a suspect. Richard Drake,
New York police commissioner and an adWilfred,
Laura'sIn
brother, mirertoof Laura's,
the task ofsets
trailing
Thurston.
following out these orders, he discovers the
perfidy of Webb by finding him with Mrs.
Kent andsenting witnessing
the act of Webb's preher with the pearl.
Later that night a social affair is in progWebbs'.
A famous
Russian guest.
pianist resswithat the
hypnotic
powers
is the honored
After learning that he is a hypnotist, Mrs.
Kent eagerly offers herself as a subject.
While she is under his spell, lights are suddenly turned out, confusion ensues and by
the time the lights again go on, the pearl is
missing. Mrs. Kent is unable to tell whether
a man or a woman snatched It from her.
Drake is present and cross-examines each
one, thereby finding sufficient reason for suspecting several. Meanwhile Thurston has
been caught prowling about the windows, and
Is being pursued by another detective.
Everyone present is searched except Laura.
Mrs. Kent demands that she be searched.
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Laura confesses secretly to Drake that she
has stolen the pearl, which is inscribed with
Mrs. Kent's and her husband's names, and
which she intends to use as evidence in obtaining a divorce. The affair of Webb and
Mrs. Kent then becomes generally known, the
pearl falls into the hands of the police and
the future holds out bright prospects for
Laura and Drake.
Program and Exploitation Catchllnes: "The
Blue
the Story
of anSocial
Ill-Omened
Gem Pearl"
That —Turned
a Gay
Affair
Into a Rigid Police Search in Which.
Every
One
Present
Was
Suspected,
None
Convicted.
"The Blue Pearl," Who Had Stolen It? It
Baffled the Police. It Baffled Everyone
Else. And It Will Baffle You.
A Brilliant Drawing Room Scene. Sudden
Darkness. Gem Disappears. Who Was
Guilty?
Elxploitatlon Angles: The mystery angle
gives the best chance for sensational advertising. The question "Who Was Guilty?" is
a big one and can be worked in various different ways so as to arouse curiosity. Evilminded crooks playing the social game are
ever fore
interesting
movie fans
and thereshould not betooverlooked
in advertising.
Emphasize that while it is melodrama it la
high class and ought to attract even your
most particular patrons.
Hodkinson "King
Presents Spruce"
Mitchell Lewis in a
Picturesque
Melodrama
Lumber
Camp. of the
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

of the
in scenes
is strikingly
n release,
a Hodkinso
SPRUCE,"graphic
KING
North woods. It is against interesting background of wild woodland and rude
lumber camps that most of the action takes
place. This necessitates skilled photography, fine in detail and effective in contrasts of light and shadow. The camera
work is of such high order that, whether
it be of mountain torrent or falling monarchs of the forest, it abounds with the
vivid imagery of the truly picturesque.
The story is straightout melodrama. Accidents and incidents dominate the characters. They are controlled by circumstances, woven into a pattern designed to
present them in heroic or villainous roles.
Attention is focussed upon a central figure
of kindly motives and great physical
strength. He is an optimist who stands
up for the right and brings those guilty
of wrong-doing to either punishment or to
repentance. This is largely done by his
superior physical strength. He wins out
whenever it is called into play, and brings
about servea it and
happyfor ending
for those
some who
do not.who deMitchell Lewis plays the lead with goodnatured confidence, and his support is
strong, notably Melbourne MacDowell as
John Barrett and Mignon Anderson in the
dual roles of Elva Barrett and Kate Arden.
The other types are well-chosen without
exception. Care shown in preserving the
atmosphere
mood of "King
and
the capable and
performance
of allSpruce"
its actors
rank it as good melodramatic entertainment.
Oast.
Dwight Wade
Mitchell Lewis
John
Melbourne
MacDowell
Elva Barrett
Barrett 1
Mignon
Anderson
Kate Arden f
Colin McLeod
Arthur Mllleter
Rodburne
Ide
James
O'Nell
Nina
Ide
Betty Wales
Tommy Eye
Joe Ray
Ladder Lane
Gus Seville
Directed by Roy Clements.
Length,
The Seven
Story. Reels.
"King
Is personified
in Johnwoods.
Barrett, Spruce"
lumber magnate
of the North
His domineering character Is shown when
his daughter Elva falls In love with a
school teacher, Dwight Wade. Barr;tt conspires with his foreman, McLeod, to entice
Wade away to the lumber camps, and finally
decides to accompany the gang of men him-
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self. He starts in to eject and burn out all
"skeeters" who have settled on the land
■without domiciliary rights. Wade has shown
bis fighting blood by thrashing McLeod for
an act of cruelty, and he now vainly opposes
Barrett from motives of humanity.
From the first shack burned emerges a
wild girl. Kate Arden, who sets the forest
afire In revenge. There Is another vengeance
awaiting Barrett. Kate Is his own daughter
by the wife of a woodsman who has waited
years to get even. It Is he who ties Barrett
te a tree, where he must be burned In the
flre now raging, but he Is rescued by Wade.
Barrett now acknowledges Kate to be his
daughter. When his daughter Elva comes
to take care of him the resemblance between
the two girls confirms hig confession.
Barrett attempts a half-hearted redemption by bribing his foreman to marry the
wild girl, but be Is brought to his senses by
Wade and Elva. Wade has become a power
through his feats of strength and kindly
faumanity, and he finally wins the high regard
of the spruce magnate himself. He Is given
a partnership in a newly organized business
by Barrett, and Elva, to use her own terms,
Is thrown in for good measure.
Proip-oni
CatchlineNi
Mitchell and
Lrewis Kxploltatlon
Starred in Picturesque
Melodrama of a Lumber Camp.
Story of a Big Hearted Man of the Woods
Who Straightens Out the Difficulties of
a Spruce Magnate and Wins His
Daughter.
See the Impressive Forest Scenes In This
Swiftly Moving Melodrama of the North
Woods.
Exploitation Angriest Play on Mitchell
Lewis, and offer it as a story of the great
woods. Bear down on the woods angle, for
this will get you the strongest appeal.
"Trailed by Three"
First Two Episodes of New Fifteen Episode
Pathe Serial Have the Necessary Qualities of Thrill and Action.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
this new fifteen episode
opening
THEPathe-B
ecK ofserial which was written
by Charles T. Dazey, author of "In
d by
of
Kentuck
Old
the first
In afactwealth
action.
rapidattende
and y,"
mystery
reel is characterized by that speedy quality which is often deferred until a serial is
well under way. Not so with "Trailed by
the
"gol"
the word
fromplace.
Three,"
is well
The plot
a busy
screen is for
defined and interesting, and the action has
a convincing punch. One of the first thrills
handed out to the spectator is a study in
roof scaling by Frankie Mann. This young
woman, who is the star of the serial, gets
over roofs and down fire escapes in a
startling agile fashion; and with her last
daring drop lands in an automobile which
awaits her below.
Stuart Holmes is also on the job in the
role of the double-dyed villain. His partner in crime is John Webb Dillion, who also
gets away with much that is akin to murder, in professional style. Wilfred Lytell
does good work as the hero, and John P.
Wells and William Welsh are also doing
well. The serial is carefully directed and
promises to be a favorite.
Cast.
Alice Creighton
Frankie Mann
Michael Casserly
Stuart Holmes
Tom Carewe
Wilfred Lytell
Roscoe Trent
John Webb DUllon
James Carewe
John P. Wells
AJioto
William Welsh
Story by Charles Turner Dazey.
Direction by Perry Vekroff.
Length, Fifteen Two-reel Episodes.
Produced by Arthur F. Beck Serials Productions, Inc.
The Story.
The the
storypursuit
of "Trailed
Three"of has
to do
with
of a by
number
valuable
pearls with which Anoto, chief of his tribe,
on the island of Manoa, hopes to buy the freedom of his people. With this In view he
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"Money Talks"
Wholesome Fun in Fox Sunshine Comedy,
in Which Amusing Action Is the
Keynote.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

Mitchell

He's Stumped I
Lewis seen in Republic's "King
Spruce," released by Selznick.

starts for New York in company with Alice
Creighton, the daughter of a missionary, who
has sworn to aid him to accomplish his ambition.
plan is overheard
by oneof Rankin,
whoAnoto's
has established
himself ruler
Manoa,
and enslaved its inhabitants. He orders his
lieutenant. Roscoe Trent, to follow Anoto and
Alice, and to gain possession of the pearls at
anyWhen
price.they arrive in New York. Alice hurries to Carewe & Son, noted Jewelers, and
conscious that she is being followed, drops
the bag of pearls in Tom Carewe's hand, as
he stands in the
of his father's
tablishment, anddoorway
runs, pursued
closely esby
Trent. She climbs to the roof of an adjoining building, crosses to the other side, and
descending by the fire escape. Is hurried away
in an automobile that awaits her. In her
flight stie finally climbs to elevated railway,
and steps on the train which moves out Just
as Trent gains the platform.
In the meantime. Casserly, who gains admittance Into the homes of the rich by forging letters of Introduction, makes his way
into the home of the Carewes as an Invited
guest. He Is therefore In a position to aid
Trent, who Is an old friend. And at the close
of the first episode Trent has entered the
Carewe home, and the pearls become the center of a fierce struggle, which ends with
Casserly, from his point of vantage behind the
portieres,
holding a revolver at Tom Carewe's
head.
At the beginning of the next episode Jane
turns out the lights, the bullet Intended for
Tom goes wild, and Trent makes his getaway with the pearls. Then the scene shifts
to Arizona, where Tom, Alice and the villainous Casserly, who pretends friendship,
are In pursuit of Trent. The thrill of this
episode occurs when Trent succeeds In
captivating Tom and Alice In a cabin, where
he binds them hand and foot, and threatens
Tom's
withthrough
a scorpion.
At the and
moment
Anoto life
crawls
the window
sets
Alice free, and with Anoto's gun she shoots
the
from for
above
head.where
The
chasescorpion
then heads
San Tom's
Francisco,
Jane is lured by Casserly into a Chinese
Joint. Tom follows, and In trying to find
Jane is diately
dropped
into water.
a pit, which
immeflooded with
Anoto isappears
on the scene in time to save Tom, by lowering a blanket to his assistance. In the meantime Alice is struggling for her freedom, and
In throwing a bowl of gold fish at Casserly,
it misses him and crashes into the street,
attracting the attention of Tom and Anoto,
who climb a drain pipe and enter the room,
and at the close of the episode some Chinese
gangsters who have entered the scene are
about to kill Tom.
"WOMEN MEN FORGET,"
credited to United Picture Theatres In last
issue, was made by American Cinema Corporation.

comedies of the
funniest
of the
ONEseason
is the
Fox Sunshine, "Money
Talks." The humor is clean, and
there arefeatures
present none of the objectionable
that are too often found
in this otherwise excellent brand of comedies. The plot is a funny complication
ss, for
of
love
and the
concerns
two men and
whocroo'xedne
are rivals
hand
of the same lady. The situations which
arise as one tries to avoid the other are
excrutiatingly funny, and the settings
against which most of the action takes
place are extensive and quite elaborate.
After various attempts at getting the
bride, the groom and the minister together, and much scurrying, shooting and
other
comedy
tric'<s,
one ofshut
the inexpectant
bridegroom finds
himself
a room
in which there is a safe, and in the safe
several bags of money. On opening the
strong box he finds that his friend, the
king of safe crackers, is already on the
job, and together they try to make a
get-away. One of the best scenes in the
picture occurs when one of the robbers
tries to hide in a coat of mail. The mailcoated figure falls on the floor, and as
the pursuers seize it the man escapes and
they are left with the dismembered armor
in their hands.
When the police and the criminals arrive in the open there occurs one of the
funniest automobile chases that has ever
been screened. Telegraph poles to the
number of at least a dozen fall before the
onslaught of motor power, and finally
the situation straightens out and the
thieves and the lovers and the money find
their respective places. The principals
of the cast are Mack Swain, Jack Cooper
and Gertrude Selby.
COMMENTS
HER BRIDAL NIGHTMARE (Christie). — A
neatly constructed, entertaining two-reel
comedy, with Colleen Moore in the feminine
lead. It consists of a series of wholesomely
funny causes
scents ina great
which disturbance.
one of the bridegroom's
rivals
The brideclothes the
are wedding
stolen by presents.
a paid agent,
who alsogroom's
bags
The
arrest of said bridegroom when he tries to
follow the thief up the fire-escape Inspires the
bride to suicide. Her courage fails her, however, at the last moment because the water
looks
"mussy."
She isto kidnapped
by her
the
thief so
whom
she tries
employ as
assassinator. Many amusing Incidents happen
before the bridal pair finally meet for the
performance of the marriage ceremony. InRodney. cluded in the cast are Eddie Barry and Earl
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players Film
Corporation). — "Andy's Dancing Lesson," SidSmith's famous
cartoon
characters,
have
lost ney
nothing
and gained
everything
In their
transit from the funny page Into movies. The
first ofwhat pained
theseefforts
comedies
shows a Andy's
someto become
tango tripper.
MIn, on the sly, takes a few lessons also, and
they both subsequently demonstrate their
ability and incidentally their Inability at a
formal ball. A hilariously funny number.
ANDY GOES FLAT-HUNTING.— Andy, in
the second comedy, accompanied by MIn. start*
out to beat the high cost of renting. A
process which convinces him that In comparison with otrer landlords his own Is a
philanthropist. His experiences almost effect
his mental collapse, as well as a martial fued.
However, the film ends with a "Home. Sweet
Home"
scene. A timely subject treated In a
clever way.
ALLIANCE
(Century).by— Fred
A two-C
reelA LION'S
comic, written
and directed
Flshback, with Merta Sterling and Bud
Jamison In the cast. After a series of park
flirtations the scene changes to a beauty
parlor and athletic establishment. The reaJ
fun begins when a cage of lions Is released.
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which reviews or comments appeared. "C" refers to
Comments, and "R" to Reviews. C-R signifies page where may be found resume of reviewers' opinions. Ex. indicates
pages on which have appeared stories on the exploitation of that production. Volume number is also shown where
information was published in previous volumes. Unless otherwise specified all dramas are five reels in length.
Huckleberry
Finn P-1290.
(SuperEx. &peclal)-L
— 7186
Ft. Vol. 43;
8S6
Young
Mrs.
Wlnthrop
(Ethel
Clayton)
— L—
FOX FILM CORPORATION
W. W. HODKINSON
4,707 fL Vol. 43: P-I6S3; C-R 2002.
HI iirrh.
Alarm Clock Andy (Charles Ray)-L — 4938 Ft.
Vol. 43; P-12n3.
DENJAMIN
B. HAMPTON — GItEAT
April Folly (Marlon Davies). Vol. 43; P-1R39.
SPECIALS.
His ft.
HouseVol.in 43;
Order
(Elsie Ferguson) -L-4943
AI?THOnS PICTURES. Ine.
P-1838.
The Stronftest
Pagehrusher (Hampton Production). Vol.
Should
a Husband(All-.'Mar).
Foriclve? Vol.
Vol. 43;42; P-li«4.
P-1191.
Jack Straw (Rohert Warwick) — L — 4,707 ft. The 43:
P-297: C-R. P-1619.
43: Comes
P-1S37. to Town (Dorothy GIsh).
>Vhlle New York Sleeps (All-Star).
MaryVol.Ellen
7, WE GHRY PICTCnRS. Ine.
WILLIAM FAK.N'L'SI SEHIISS.
L-4704 Ft: Vol. 43; P-lfiSO.
Desert of Wheat (Six Parts — Hamptom
Excuse Mv Dust (Wallace Reid) — L — 4,330 ft. The Production).
Wings of the Morning. Vol. 42; P-672.
Heart Strln»:8 (William Farnum — Six Parts).
Vol. 43: P-2no3.
Desert
Gold (Hampton Production).
Vol. 43. P-299; C-K. r-1619.
Garter
Production) -L4ti23. Vol.
43; (Tourneur
P-1837.
The
Adventurer
(William
Farnum — Six My Lady's
J. PARKER READ, JR., PROnuCTIONS.
Pans). Vol. 43; P-1650.
Easy
to
Get
(Marguerite
Clark)
—
L
—
4,110
ft.
The P-2013.
Lone WolTs Daughter (Louise Glaum—
The Orphan (Six Keels).
Vol. 43; P-1678: C-R 2002.
Seven Parts). Vol. 42: P-IOIO.
ComedieM.
TOM MIX SRRIKS.
Sex
(Louise Glaum — Seven Reels). Vol. 48:
The Night of the Duti ( Krnest Treux — Two
Reels). Vol. 43; P-939.
The 2002.
Feud (Tom Mix). Vol. 43; P-IOOS; C-R
Excess Baggage (Mr. and Mrs. Carter do
DEITRICH-RECK. Inc.
Haven— Two Reels)
Vol. 43: P-1II9.
The Cyclone. Vol. 43: P-776.
The Bandbox (Six Parts — Doris Kenyon).
The Garage (Roscoe Arbuckle).
The
Daredevil
(Tom
Mix).
Vol.
43;
P-2005.
Harvest
Moon
(Doris Kenyon — Btm
Desert Love.
Ten Reels).
Dollars or Ten Days (Sennett — Two The Parts.
FOX EIVTERTAINMENTS.
Hoodooed (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven —
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS.
The Lincoln Highwayman (William Russell).
Two Reels). Vol. 43: P-lfi82.
Parts).
Cynthia-of-the-Mlnute
(Leah
Baird — Bix
Vol.
43;
I'-2!»6.
niirton
llolmra
Trnvel
I'lpforen.
The
(Georfe
Walsh). Ruasell).
Vol. 4S; P-633.
Feb. 1 — ndglum Smiles Again.
Shod P.Shark
With
Fire
(William
Vol.
43;
ROIIERT
BRUNTON
PRODUCTIONS.
Feb. 8 — Filming Ferocious F<>rmosans.
P-777.
1 292.
IB — ParlHlan Faces and Figures.
Live P-1286.
Sparks (J. Warren Kerrigan). VoL 48]
Flames of the Flesh (Gladys Brockwell). Vol. Feb.
Feb.
22
—
Oriental
College
Roys
and
Co-eds.
13;
1--H6;
C-K,
P-lfil9.
Feb.
29
—
The
Yankee
Watch
on
the
Rhine.
$30.onn
(J. Warren Kerrigan).
VoL 48;
The Square Shooter (Buck Jones).
Piirnmoiint ^lii^nxlne.
Tin-Pan Alley (Albert Kay and Elinor Fair). Feb. 1 — Famous
The
Dream
Cheater
(J.
Warren
Kerrigan).
Vol. 43, H-296.
Vol. 43; P-2013.
8 — Museum Women
Mysteries.In World's Work.
"WhatVol.Would
You Do? (Madlalne Traverse). Feb.
Feb. 15 — The Lure of Fashion.
43: P-778.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODrCTIONS.
Feb.
22
—
On
the
Job
Grandma.
Her Elephant Man (Shirley Mason). Vol. 43; Feb. 29 — The Growth with
of the North American
His 43;
Temporary
Wife2002.
(Rubye de Remer). VoL
P-941; Ex. 1*>01.
P-778; C-R
Continent.
The Last
(Buck Jones).
Vol. 43; Vol.
P-1115.
The
Hell Straw
Ship (Madlalne
Traverse).
43;
p_ J 2 R8
Faith (Pegsy Hyland). Vol. 43: P-lfi81.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
The 43;
Devil's
Riddle (Gladys Brockwell). Vol.
P-1S40.
A Manhattan
KniKht (George Walsh).
Molly and I (Shirley Mason).
Almost
a Husband (Will Rogers). Vol. 42;
Black llShadows
( Peprgy Hylanii).
P-1014.
Relennen for Week of Feliruary 29i.
Leave
to Me (William
Russell).
Strictly Confidential (Madge Kennedy). Vol. SmolderloK Embers (Frank Keenan). VoL
Would You Forgive? (Vivian Rich).
The Tattlers (Madlalne Traverse).
42; ofP-1014.
BondsP-3fi4.
Love (Pauline Frederick). Vol. 42; No. 43;
10 P-I2S8.
of Check).
The Adventures of Ruth (Th«
Rxlrnordlnary Specials.
Forged
Fate).
Salome ((Theda Bara).
No.
3
of
Daredevil
Jack (The Wheels of
Jinx
(Mabel
Normand).
Vol.
42:
P-1186.
The P-1I7.
Gay Lord Quex (Tom Moore). Vol. 43;
The Honor System (All-Star).
A Daughter
of
the
Gods
(Annette
KellerFind
the
Girl
(Harry
Pollard — On« Reel).
man).
Pathe Review No. 40.
Jubllo
(Will
Vol. 42; P-1007.
Cleopatra (Theda Bara).
Flame of
the Rogers).
Desert (Geraldine
Farrar). Vol. Topics
of
the
Day
No.
14.
Les MIserables (William Farnum).
42; P-246.
Pathe News Nos. 18 and 19.
The Chadwlck).
Cup of FuryVol.(Rupert
Hughes
—
Helene
ReleiiNeH
for
Week
of March T.
SUNSHINE COSIEDIES.
43; P-1291.
In Walked Mary (June Caprice). Vol. 48;
Her Naughty Wink.
Pinto
(Mabel
Normand).
Vol.
43;
P-940.
P-1681: C-R 2002.
Her Private Husband.
Toby's
Moore). Vol.(Will
42; P-1189.
The Heart Snatcher.
11 of The Adventures of Ruth (TiM
Water. Bow
Water.(TomEverywhere
Rogers). No. Trap).
The Great Nickel Robbery.
Vol.
43;
P-1113.
No. 4 of Daredevil Jack (Shanghaied).
The Silver Horde (Rex Beach Production).
A Light Weight Lover.
The Paliser Case (Pauline Frederick). Vol. Fresh Paint (Harry Pollard — One Reel).
Training for Husbands.
Puthe Review No. 41.
P-ni6, Angel
Ex. (Madge
885.
MUTT AND JEFF.
The 43;
Blooming
Kennedy). Vol. Topics of the Day No. 45.
The CJhemlsts.
Pathe
News Nos. 20 and 21.
P-\2^6.
Duds 43;(Tom
Moore).
The Great Nlckle Robbery.
.RrleniiPK for Week of Marrk 14.
Mutt and Jeff.
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick). Vol. Tarnished Reputations (Dolores Casslnelll).
The Price of a Good Squeeze.
P-1290.
Chewing Gum Industry.
The 43:
Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come (Jack No. 12Vol.of 43;
The P-1838.
Adventures of Ruth (The Vault
Hula Hula Town.
Pickford). Vol. 43: P-1B22.
The Beautiful Model.
The Street Called Straight (Basil King — All- No.of 5Terror).
of
Daredevil
Jack (A Race for Olory).
Star). Vol. 43: p. 1293.
Flat Broke
— One Reel).
Partners ofBKAY
the Night.
Vol. 4 43:
Pathe
Review(Harry
No. Pollard
42.
PirTO(JR
PHS.P-1842.
Topics of the Day No. 46.
Taos
Indians
and
Other
Subjects.
Pathe Nos. 22 and 23.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
FORD EDUCATIUNALS.
"Meat" Again.
RelenMPH for Week of March 21.
Eventide.
No. Hollow
13 of The
Adventures of Ruth (Within
Walls).
February.
No. 6 of Daredevil Jack (A Skirmish of Wlt»).
Double Speed (Wallace Reld)-Lr— 4144 Ft.
Cut
Cards (Harry
PathetheReview
No. 13. Pollard — One Reel).
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Vol. 43; P-944.
All-of-a-Sudden Peggy (Marguerite Clark) Topics
of
the
Day
Pathe News Nos. 24No.and47.25.
t,— 4448 FL Vol. 48; P-1114.
The Six Best Cellars (Bryant Washburn) -L
Rclenses for Week of March 28.
"FLYING A" SPECIALS.
4822 Ft. Vol. 43; P-941.
Deadlier
(Blanche Sweetof — Ruth
Six Parts).
On With the Dance (Mae Murray — Super Six P-1703.
Feet Four (William Russell). Vol. 41; The
No.
14
of TheSex Adventures
(The
Speclal)-L
— 6483 Ft. Vol. 43; P-1526; Ex.
Fighting Chance).
1960.
Eve
In
Exile
(Charlotte
Walker).
Vol.
42;
Dark).
No.
7
of
Daredevil
Jack
(A
Blow
In
the
P-8B4..
TheP- 1683)
Amateur Wife (Irene Castle). Vol. 43;
The Valley of Tomorrow (William Russell).
The
Dinner
Hour
(Harry
Pollard
—
One
Reel).
Black la White (Dorothy DaIton)-Lr— 6B63 Ft.
Vol. 43; P-463.
Pathe Review No. 44.
Vol. 48; P.1827.
The
Bee (Mme.
Sylvia).
Topics News
of theNos.
Day 26No.and48. 27.
The Honey
Dangerous
TalentMarguerite
(Margaritade Fisher).
Vary's
Ankle
(Douglas
MacLean
and
Dorii
Pathe
May) -L— 4660 PL Vol. 48; P-1118.
Vol. 43; P-2011.
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Oiling Uncle (Lyons-Moran — One Reel).
A Lion's Alliance (Century — Two Reels).
The Moore
Rattler's
Hiss (Hoot Gibson and Mildred
— Western
Hearst
News
No. 12. — Two Reels).
ROBERTSON-COLE
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
International News No. 12.
New Screen Magazine No. 58.
Universal Current Events No. 12.
The P-6SJ.
Beloved Cheater (Lew Cody). Vol. 43;
Releases tor Week of February 16.
No. 8 of The Lion Man (Tl^e Dungeon of DeHaunting
P-632. Shadows (H. B. Warner). Vol. 43; No. spair).
2 of Elmo the Fearless (The Racing
VITAGRAPH
Death).
The Third Generation (Betty Blythe). Vol.
43; P-777; C-R 2002.
Reel).
Old Clothes for New (Lyons-Moran — One
The Beggar Prince (Seasue Hayakawa). Vol. The Madonna of the Slums (Holbrook Blinn
43; P-948.
SPECIAL PHODUCTIONS.
and Jeanne
— Stage Women's War
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie BarrlsTwo Eagles
Reels^.
Fortune Hunter (Earle Williams — S>eTen
cale). Vol. 43; P-1118.
The Relief
Bull —Thrower
(Edna Gregory and Phil The Reels).
43; P-1287.
Dunham — Two Reels).
Seeing(ZaSu
SportingVol.Duchess
(Alice Joyce — Seven
Vol. It43;Tlirough
P-1523; Ex.
1799.Pitts). Vol. 43; A Sagebrush Gentleman (Bob Burns and The Reels).
Vol.
43; P-1840.
Charlotte
Merrlam
—
Two
Reels).
Captain
Swift
(Earle
Williams).
Who's
Your
Servant?
Vol.
43;
P-1841.
7, Hearst News.
The Flame of Hellgate (Beatriz Michelena). No.
STAR PRODUCTIONS.
No. 7, International News.
Vol. 43; P-2007.
No. 53, New Screen Magazine.
The White Dove.
The Darkest Hour (Harry T. Morey). Vol.
No. 7, Universal Current Events.
Supreme Comedies.
When43; a P-150.
Man Loves (E:arle Wllliaras). Vol.
Releases for Week of February 23.
January — Her Nearly Husband.
The Prince of Avenue A (James Corbett). Pegecn
43; P-634.
(Bessie
Love).(Harry
Vol. T.43;Morey).
P-464. Vol.
January
Millions. Frame-Up.
Darkest Hour
No. Vol.
9 of 43;
The P-468.
Lion Man (Sold Into Slavery). The 43;
January —— AMollie's
Four-(^yllnder
P-150.
No. 3 of Elmo the Fearless (The Life Line).
The P-944.
Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie). Vol. 48;
MARTIN JOHNSON.
The Reel).
Latest in Pants (Lyons-Moran — One
Human
Collateral (Corinne GrifHth). VoL
January — Cruising in the Solomons.
Loose Lions and Fast Lovers.
FebruarySouth
— Domesticating
Wild Men.
The 43;
BirthP-775.
of a Soul (Harry T. Morey). VoL
The SherifTs Oath (Hoot Gibson and JoLonely
Pacific Missions.
— Western — Two Reels).
Recruiting in the Solomons.
43;
P-1285. (Anita Stewart).
No. 8, Hearstsephine HillNews.
The City of Broken Old Men.
The
Juggernaut
No. 8, International News.
Deadline at Eleven (Corinne Griffith). Vol.
Marooned in the South Seas.
No. 54, New Screen Magazine.
P-2009. Clue (Harry T. Morey).
No. 8, Universal Current Events.
ADVENTURE SCENICS.
The 43;
Flaming
The More Excellent Way (Anita Stewart).
Releases for Week of March 1.
January — The Last Resort.
Silent Serial).
Avenger (William Duncan — 16
January — Flaming Sea.
The Peddler of Lies (Frank Mayo and Ora The Episode
February
— Sheep O'Leavenworth.
The
Invisible
Hand (Antonio Moreno— IB
Carew).
Vol.
43;
P-776.
Sons
of Salooskin.
No. 10 of The Lion Man (A Perilous Plunge).
Episode Serial).
No. 4 of Elmo the Fearless (The Flames of
I..\RRY SEHON COMEDIES.
Death).
The Head Waiter (Two Reels).
Officer, Call a Cop (Lyons-Moran — One Reel.
METRO PICTURES CORP.
The Grocery Clerk (Two Reels).
MajorJaguar
Allen's
Animal
— One
Reel).Hunt (The Story of the
BIG V COMEDIES.
His Julia
WomanArthur
(Stage
Women's
War
Relief
—
— Two Reels).
(Tuw ieeel«)
Hot Finish (Virginia Warwick — Two
Fair P-H91.
and Warmer (May Allison). Vol. 42; A RedReels).
Loafers and Lovers (Montgomery and Rock).
Squeaks
and
Squawks
(Jimmy Aubrey).
Hair
Trigger
Stuff
(Hoot
Gibson
and
Mildred
The Best of Luck (Six Parts).
Sauce and Senorltas (Montgomery
and Rock).
Moore
— Western
Should a Woman Tell? (Alice Lake). Vol. 4S; Hearst
Maids and Muslin (Jimmy Aubrey).
News
No. 4. — Two Reels).
P-63; C-R. P-1619.
International News No. 9.
Throbs and Thrills (Montgomery and Rook).
The Willow Tree (Viola Dana — Six Parts). New Screen Magazine No. 55.
Universal (Jurrent Events No. 9.
Vol. 43; P-465; C-R, P-1619, Ex. 1223.
O. HENRY mCATURES.
The Right of Way (Bert Lytell). Vol. 43;
(Two (Jay
Reelt)Morley).
Releases for Week of Mareli 8.
P-1116; C-R 2002.
The
Roads
The Walk-Ofts (May Allison — Six Parts). Vol. The Forged Bride (Mary MacLaren). Vol. A Philistine Wein Take
Bohemia
(Edna Murphy).
43; P-9SJ.
Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan).
Stronger Than Death (Nazimova — Seven No. 11 of The Lion Man (At the Mercy of The
The Ransom of Mack (All-Star).
Parts). Vol. 43; P-631.
Monsters).
43; PNothing
but Vol.
the Truth
(Taylor Holmes — Six
Parts).
43; P-468.
No. Cave).
6 of Elmo the Fearless (The Smuggler's
A Modern
P-778. Salome (Hope Hampton). Vol. 48; WivesOneandReel).
Old Sweethearts (Lyons-Moran —
FIRST NAT-L EXHIBITOBS
The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes — Six Reels). My Dog
Pal
(iMla Nelson — Two Reels).
Vol. 43; P-1B27; C-R 2002).
Runnin'
Straight
(Hoot
Gibson
and
Virginia
February — Old Lady 31 (Emma Dunn).
FaireNews
— TwoNo. Reels
February — Shore Acres (Alice Lake).
Hearst
10. — Western).
Back to God's Country (Nell Shipman). VoL
February — Eliza Comes to Stay (Viola Dana). International
News No. 10.
February — Juda (May Allison).
42; Kentucky
P-1013. (Anita Stewart). L-7S49 ft;
Screen Magazine No. 66.
In Old
March — Alias Jimmy Valentine (Bert Lytell). New
Universal
Current
Events
No.
10.
March — The Hope (Special Cast).
Vol.
43;
P-145; C-R,
Releases
for
Week
of
March
16.
In
Old
Kentucky
(AnitaP-1619.
Stewart). Vol. 48:
April — Parlor,
Dana). Bedroom and Bath (Viola
P-145;
C-R,
P-1619;
L-7649 ft.,
Ex. 1041.
No.struction).
12 of The Lion Man (The Jaws of DeThe Thunderbolt
(Katherlne
MacDonald).
April — Fine Feathers (May Allison).
April — The Skylark (Bert Lytell).
L-4940;
Vol.
43;
P-453.
No.the6 ofSea).
Elmo the Fearless (The Battle Under
April — Burning Daylight (Mitchell Lewis).
Heart o' the Hills (Mary Plckford). L-6829:
43; P-353.
StopReel).That Shimmie
(Lyons-Moran — One
The Vol.
Beauty
Market (Katherlne MacDonald).
L-6018;
Vol.
43; P-774.Talmadge). L-6998:
The Mad Woman
(Stage
Women's
War
ReTRIANGLE
Two
Weeks
(Constance
lief—Two Reels). Vol. 43; P-1838.
Vol.
43;
P-939.
A Two
Roaring
Love
Affair
(Consuela
Henley
—
Even as Eve (Grace Darling). L-62S7; VoL
Reels).
When the Cougar Called (Magda Lane and
43; P-1681. of Two Worlds (Norma TalA
Daughter
Robert
Burns
—
Western
—
Two
Reels).
Jan. 11 — Only
a Farmer's
— Two
Reels). Daughter (Sennett Hearst News No. 11.
Vol. 43; P-46S.
The
Turning madge).
PointL-6078.(Katherlne
MacDonald).
International News No. 11.
Jan. 1& — Mabel's
Speed
Cop Reel).
(Mabel Normand
L-5778; Vol. 43: P-1289.
— Sennett
— One
New Screen Magazine No. 57.
The
River's
End
(Marshall
Neilao).
L-6684:
Current Events No. 11.
Jan. 25 — A (Jamble in Souls (Dorothy Dalton). Universal
Vol 43;of P-1623.
Releases for Week of March 22.
Feb. 1 — His Baby Doll (One Reel).
In
Search
a
Sinner
(Constance
Talmadge).
Overland
Red
(Harry
Carey).
Feb. (— TheTwoDancing
HcqIs) Master (Allo« Lake—
43; P-2005.
No. Mystery).
7 of Elmo the Fearless (The House of The Vol.
Inferior
Sex (Mildred Harris C%apllD).
Feb.
IB—
Tiger
Girl
Gish).
The Family Honor (King W. Vidor).
F«». IB — His Day of (Lillian
No. Loose).
13 of The Lion Man (When Hell Broke
Doom (One Reel).
PollyChaplin).
of the Storm Country (Mildred Harris
Feb. 32 — The Love Riot (Two Reals).
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ROMAYNE
SUPER-nLM
Cwlver City, Cal.
Jan. 15 — Shot In the Kitchen.
FEATURE RELEASES
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
Feb. 1 — Underground Romeo.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES.
Jan. 13 — Wrong Again.
Jan.
27
— Neck and Neck.
AMERICAN CTNEMA CORPORATION.
A Woman's
Experience (Bacon — Baker — TenBULL'S EYE FILM CORPORATION.
Women
Men Forget (Mollie King). Vol. 43;
Twenty-Thirty).
P-2009.
Henry.)
(Two-Reel ComediesOaleEvery
Two Weeks, Featuring
Suspense ( Reich er — Ten-Twenty-Thirty).
A. H. FISCHER PRODUCTIONS.
The Screaming
Shadow
(Ben Wilson — Serial).
-Chains
of Evidence
(.r^ll-Star).
The
Amazing
Lover
(Grace
Darling).
This
High Speed (Gladys Hulette and Edward
SOL. LESSER.
Ham Way
an —ofOut.
Legends
the Wilderness.
Earle).
43; P-467.
Carmen
of theVol.North
(Anna Bos).
Sky Eye. Vol.UNITED
43; P-298;ARTISTS.
C-R, P-1619.
BILLY WEST COMEDIES.
The Veiled Marriage (Anna Lehr and Ralph
(Two Reels Each.)
Bone
Dry.
Broken Blossoms (Griffith).
Kellard). Vol. 43; P-1842.
His Majesty the American (Fairbanks). Vol.
A$1,000
RuralShort.
Romance.
P-245.Clouds Roll By (Douglas PairWhen42; the
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
banks). Vol. 43; P-298; C-R. P-1619.
Texas
Gulnan
Westerns.
L. J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Pollyanna
Mack Swain Comedies.
Ex. 887.(Mary Pickford). Vol. 43; P-636,
The
Invisible
Ray (Ruth Clifford and Jack
Romance (Doris Keane).
Sherrill— Serial).
GAYETY COMEDIES.
SELZNICK PICTURES.
GROSSMAN
PICTURES
INCORPORATED.
Why Cooks Go Cuckoo (George Ovrey).
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
$1,000,000 Reward (Lillian Walker — Serial).
and Thirsty (Billy Bletcher — Vera ReySoonerP-1B24.
or Later (Owen Moore).
Vol. 43; Dry nolds).
43; (Marguerite
P-1523.
Face Vol.
to Face
Marsh).
Good Morning Nurse (George Ovey).
•Greater Than Fame (Elaine Hammerstein).
NATIONAL
FILM CORPORATION.
Parked
in
the
Park
(Vera
Reynolds).
Vol. 43; P-636.
The
Kentucky
Colonel
(Joseph
J. Dowllny).
Hip
Hip
Hypnotism
(George
Ovey).
P-1841.
Footlights and Shadows (Olive Thomas). Vol. Rough on Rubes (Vera Reynolds).
The Confession (Henry Walthall). Vol. 43;
4J; P-1119.
Silk
Stockings
(George
Ovey).
The Land of Opportunity (Two Reels — Ralph
JANS PICTURES, INC.
(One Reel.)
Ince). Vol. 48; P-1286.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell — Seven Reels).
JHis iS;
Wife's
Money
(Eugene O'Brien). Vol. Are Floorwalkers Fickle?
P-1679;
C-R
2002.
Cursed
by
His
Cleverness.
A
Woman's
Tell — Six Reels).
The Woman Game (Elaine Hammerstein).
His Fatal Bite.
PIONEERBusiness
FILM (Olive
CORPORATION.
Touthful Folly (Olive Thomas).
CHRISTIE
FILM
COMPANY.
The
Long
Arm
of
Mannlster
(Henry WalThe Woman God Sent (Special).
(One Reel.)
thall). Vol. 42;Davison).
P-245.
Atonement
(Grace
ATheFool
and
His
Money
(Eugene
O'Brien).
A
Looney
Honeymoon.
Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes (Elaine HamHidden
Kids and Kidlets.
merstein).
Sins of Code.
the Children.
Fair but False.
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore).
Bubbles (Mary Anderson).
Nearly Newlyweds.
Out of the Snows (Special).
Midnight
Gambols (Marie Doro).
Watch
Your
Step-Mother.
SELECT PICTURES.
The Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens
Mary's Nightmare.
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
and
Montague
Love — Six Parts).
(Two
Reels.)
Isle P-24B.
of Conquest (Norma Talmadge). Vol. 42; Go West, Young Woman (Fay Tlncher). Vol. The Hidden Code (Grace
Davidson).
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Sheldon Lewis).
43;
P-470.
The Last of His People (Mitchell Lewis). Vol. January — Save Me Sadie (Eddie Barry). Vol. Nobody's
Tearle).
Child
(Jose
Collins — Godfrey
P-942.Nightmare.
She 42:
LovesP-187.
and Lies (Norma Talmadge). Vol.
Her 43:
Bridal
FACTS AND
FOLLIES
(One Reel Each.) SERIES.
Petticoats and Pants.
43; P-469.NATIONAL PICTURES.
In
the
Sweet
Dry
and Dry.
CHESTER
OUTING
PICTURES.
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
(One Reel Each.)
My KingdomMASTER
for a Meal.
FILMS, INC.
January
—
Just
a
Wife.
Good
Indians
in
Wonderland.
March — Blind Youth.
(Torchy Comedies.)
Some Speed to Suruga.
Ji.pril — The Invisible Divorce.
Mountains and Soul Kinks.
Torchy (Johnny HInes).
REPUBLIC PICTURES.
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION.
Every Day Is Fiesta.
Distributed Through Republic Exchanges.
The
Fatal Fortune
Serial.GRIFFITH.
"Fire!" an Elevator.
D. W.
Twelve-Ten (Marie Doro). Vol. 43; P-16; C- Wanted
When Dreams Come True
R, P-1619.
The
Mother
and
the Law.
The Amazing Woman (Ruth Cliiford). Vol.
Hearts of the World.
Pigs and Kava.
43* P-1293.
The
Fall
of
Babylon.
EQUITY
PICTURES.
Prizma Pictures (Nature Color Pictures).
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.,
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House
Kinograms (News Reel).
729 Seventh Avenue.
Peters). Vol. 43; P-1842.
F'ebruary
—
Dad's
Girl
(Jackie
Saunders).
Your
Wife
and Mine.
Eyes
of
Youth
(Clara
Kimball
Young).
Vol.
February — The Gift Supreme.
Human Passions.
P-362.
February — The ling.
One Way Trail (Edythe Ster- The 42:Forbidden
Woman
(Clara Kimball
The Red Viper (Six Reels).
Man and Woman.
Young). Vol. 43; P-1291: Ex. 1800.
Mothers
of
Men
(Claire
Whitney).
Vol.
43;
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Two Each Month).
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
P-2005.
Brind's Educatlonals (One Every Week).
(Two
Reels Each.)
Oirl of the Sea (Williamson Submarine ProFaithful
Unto
Death.
U. S. PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION.
duction). „
Washington, D. C.
Escaped Convict.
TrilbyIssue).
(Clara Kimball Young — Tourneur ReThe Square Gambler.
DeterminationVICTOR
(All-StarKREMER.
— Ten Parts).
March — The Great Shadow.
ADOLPH PHILIPP FILM CORPORATION.
Reissue of Chaplin Burlesque on Carmen
March — The Adventuress.
(Mvsiral
Film
Comedies
—
Two
Parts
Each.)
(Four Reels).
The Midnight Girl.
March — Man's Plaything.
Feb. 1 — Reissue
The Champion ((Thaplln
— Two ofReels).
O, Louise!
Apr. 1 — Reissue
Reels). of Work (Chaplin — Two
REALART PICTURES
Mar. 1 — Reissue
of Jitney
STATE RIGHT RELEASES
lln — Two
Reels). Elopement (CHiapReel). of By the Sea (diaplln — On*
May 1 — Reissue
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
Features.
ALEXANDER FILM CORPORATION.
The Luck of Special
the Irish
(Dwan).
Vol. 43; March
Superman
Parts).
43; P-8S4.
15— The Lone Hand (Roy Stewart). The
P-774.
„
Reissue
of
Seven(SixOlive
ThomasVol.Triangia
Pro*
„
.
.
Vol. 43; Kattejohn
P-2013). Comedle*.
Soldiers of Fortune (Dwan — Seven Parts).
ductlons.
Vol.
42;
P-4B4.
22 — Cabareting
Under Difflcultlea.
Special Chaplin
Reissue. & CO., INC.
C. P. PRICE
The Mystery of the Yellow Room (Chautard March ARROW
FILM CORPORATION.
—Six Parts). Ex. 889.
Vol. WILK,
48; P-470.
Star Pr€>dactlon».
JACOB
Tex, Elucidator of Mysteries. Vol. 43; P-1292. The Log of U-85.1476
Broadway.
Bryce (Serial Featuring Ann Little
Anne of the Green Gables (Mary Miles Mln- Lightning
and Trail
Jack Hoxie).
Vol. (Series
42; P-362.of Twelve
ter). Vol. 42; P-4B5.
^ „ ,
Alice Brady
Productions
Erstwhile Susan (Constance Blnney). Vol. Blazed
1010 Robert
Warwick Reissues.
Reissues.
Two-Part North Woods Dramas).
ALGOOD
FILM
CORPORATION.
42;
P-854.
of the526
Street (Sir
The P-466.
Fear Market (Alice Brady). Vol. 43; Wolves
P-1
. Reels)._ Vol.
The Whirlwind (Charles Hutchinson — Serial).
„ ,48;.
P-776.
Bubbles (Hank Mann — Two Reels).
BROTHERS.
Vol. 43:WARNER
P-634.
'^dy ▼•1.
of Rogues'
Harbor
'Mary MU«» Winter). Broken
48; P-1
120
Vol. 43;(Seven
P-1526. Reels).
X „Vol., Vigilantes
The Lost City (Juanlta Hansen). Vol. 48;
The Stolen Kiss (Constance .
Blnney).
Children Not Wanted.
43; P-2011.
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Equipment

Better
CONDUCTED

BY

E.T.

KEYSER

matter how talented he may be, if he has
only studied art in the abstract, nor can
they be printed by an ordinary lithographer.
They can only be executed by a complete
Putting the Punch in Poster Publicity
organization of poster specialists. In the
Ritchey Litho Corporation are men who
limited
to
a
given
location,
but
can
be
more
the
are,
rs
poste
betteraudit
have studied art essentially from the adTHEcrowded
oriums will be, for a posted broadcast throughout the land.
vertising standpoint, which gives them a
Should Speak Louder than Words.
great poster is a tremendous asset to
tremendous
advantage
stract
students
of art. over the more abphotoplays, whereas a poor one is a liability.
Besides being attractive there are other
attrac
d
be
r
shoul
A
brief
survey
of the posters printed in
poste
s
a
thing
e
all
Abov
qualities that a fine poster should possess. America shows that
it is not possible to
there
for
sufficient,
To attract only, is not
overestimate such advantages, for a large
is a decided difference between the words
percentage
of the
work turnedvalue,
out by
"attractive" and "attract." A lady with
Tell Us Your Troubles
specialists has
no advertising
nor nonany
other value whatsoever.
"attract" but she
awillgreen complexion will
"
not
be
"attractive.
Few people stop to consider that adverOf course, she can be used as subject
house ER
manageranyrunsexhib
up itor
againstor
WHENEV
tising is one of the great arts — and that
matter for a poster of a bizarre type— but
r
a
snag
in
the
matte
of
equip
poster
advertising
one criticize
of it's highest
that type of poster never did and never
ment— its choice, use or installation;
developments.
To iseven
posters
will sell motion picture tickets.
whenever you are in doubt as to just
constructively
requires
long
years of intensive study.
It merely attracts without being attracwhat you should do to make a new
tive. It is the easiest kind of poster to
house attractive or improve an old
It isness not
the average
make, but it lacks all advertising value.
man topossible
have an forexpert
knowledgebusiof
t" Deer Equi
pmen
one
— ask the
To make a poster that attractively depicts
partment and"Bett
we will
dig
up
the
dope
the
quality
of
posters,
although
he realizes
real people, in a situation that arouses an
perfectly the great importance of having
se
you.
forge
to enclo
elemental human emotion, is to produce a
opt with
n envel
pedBUT
aforstam
returdon't
your
ry.
inqui
poster that is bound to be a box-office sucgood ones.Founded Upon An Ideal.
cess.
If all the world loves a lover, it is doubly
The Ritchey Litho. Corporation is an
fond of a pair of lovers, and whenever
organization founded upon an ideal. An
It should have the quality of appearing
these are properly, artistically and conideal that had long been in the mind of
vincingly depicted on a poster, an extreme"real" so that "the man on the street" can James V. Ritchey when the corporation, of
ly large section of the public will gladly pay understand
it. It should speak louder than
which he is the president, was formed.
to see them act the parts.
Before that he had been at the head of
words
can, and
it's message should carry
an absolute
conviction.
Potters That Make Appeal.
vast business
enterprises
that spent
hundreds of thousands
of dollars
for poster
It becomes obvious that such posters canThe Ritchey Litho Corporation produces
not
be
designed
by
an
individual
artist,
no
advertising.
Despite
the
enormous
sums
posters that do make an elemental emo"A FOO
tional appeal — and they do it in an absoluteL
ly convincing manner.
It is enabled to do this by having at its
disposal a complete organization of adGEORGE 6ARR MCCUTCHEON'S
vertising experts, poster artists and poster
EUGENE
printers all working under a harmonizing
AND
leadership. And it is all necessary, for back
of such a design must lie a tremendous
knowledge — a knowledge of mob psycholHIS MONEY
OBRIEN
ogy— a knowledge of human anatomy — a
knowledge of artistic and natural coloring.
To make such posters is an extremely
difficult matter, nevertheless it is absolutely essential that the exhibitor should have
them — indeed they are as necessary to him
as fine window displays are to the merchant— and they were developed to perform
a nearly similar service.
Unlike the show window, they are not
SELZNICK

How

Artistry

and

Experience

Serve

in

Some Ritchey Twenty-four Sheet Posters
That aided the advertising campaigns of Selznick and First National.

expended, lie found that it was quite impos ible to secure the kind of posters he
was insistent upon having — real posters —
convincing posters — powerful posters with
a positive advertising value I Although that
was many years ago, even then there was
a man who could make that kind of poster.
That man was Daniel Petigor, the founder
of the Poster Artist's Association of America, and universally conceded to be one of
country.
the greatest poster color artists in this
Knowing this, Mr. Ritchey considered him
the one man big enough for the purpose
he had in mind. The result was the formation of the Ritchey Litho. Corporation, Mr.
Petigor becoming vice-president.
Everjr Man Hand Picked.
Every man now in the organization has
been literally hand picked from the industry. Each one of them is an eminent poster
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A
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theatre

is a

store

with

to sell the public — good

just

one

kind

of

pictures.

Better Pictures Mean
Larger Audiences
Screen, projection machine, film and lamp all contribute to the quality of the pictures
but the light source is of prime importance.
Arc lamps operate more efficiently on direct current and produce a steadier, whiter light. To secure
direct current from an alternating current supply,
reduce it to the proper voltage, and eliminate interruptions between reels, the General Electric Company recommends the motor-generator compensarc
shown above:
1. A motor generator connected to any supply
voltage, either alternating or direct current and
delivering direct current to the projection lamps at
the proper current and voltage.
2. Motor starting device which starts the motor
generator and automatically shuts it off when lamps
are extinguished.

3. Control panel with ammeter for reading current and field rheostat by which the current at the
arc can be increased or decreased.
4. Two short circuiting switches mounted on the
projector pedestals to enable the operator conveniently to shift from one lamp to the other,
without interruption between reels.
Emergency equipment: It is also advisable to use
.\.C. Compensarcs (5) connected to the lighting circuit for use in case of failure of the power circuit
to which the motor generator is connected.

With such equipment an exhibitor is assured of the best possible quality of light for
his pictures. Compensarcs are safe, easy to operate, efficient, economical and reliable.
G-E Offices or Distributors Everywhere for Quick Delivery and Service

General Office
Schenectady; N.Y

Sales Offices in
all large cities
35C-4»
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Two

New Chicago Houses
Adopt the Typhoon Fan

and Chicago
have recently
of New
Fan Company
THEYorkTyphoon
closed contracts for the entire cooling of two of Chicago's
ing andandventilat
largest
most
beautiful
d. theatres —
the
Panacea
and the
Strattfornew
Ventilation has become one of the most
important items in theatre construction
and the Typhoon Company this year are
showing great activity.
A new branch office of the Typhoon
Company has been opened in Philadelphia,
corner Thirteenth and Vine streets, where
Jack Brown, experienced motion picture
expert, has been put in charge. Mr. Brown
reports that he has already closed in his
specialist with a reputation that is built
upon great native talent, plus long intensive
training. Among them are such men as
Ira D. Cassidy, A. Wilbur Crane, Domingo
Francis, Marius Periconi, Harry M. Guthrie,
Ralph Iligan, Michael H. Lipman and a
host of other well-known artists.
If all posters were designed by men of
this calibre there would be mighty little demand for a poster censorship, for a poster
is only offensive when it is vulgarly treated.
The same subject matter that is often decried can beandso athandled
that time
it's appeal
intensified,
the same
it will inis
no way be open to criticism by the most
punctilious observer.
For posters are sometimes offensive, not
on account of their subject matter, but
rather on account of the crass vulgarity
of their design and execution.
Applies to Coloring as Well.
The same thing applies to poster coloring
as well. Color combinations can be crude,
loud, vicious, and offensive. On the other
hand there can be pure and brilliant color
combinations that are much more effective,
and tremendously more attractive.
Is it possible to conceive of stronger color
than that which appears in the tail of a peacock? Or on the wing of a butterfly? Or
in the sunset skies ?
Or, it might be added in a Ritchey poster?

Strong, brilliant, pure color must
used to make a really great poster, but such
color is exceedingly difficult to use in an
attractive and refined way. Only a very
great poster artist can do it, and only a
highly trained poster lithographic artist
can reproduce it.
Men Who Can Do Things.
In the Ritchey organization are men who
do these things successfully, as the originals of the posters reproduced herewith
give ample testimony.
Such posters as these add very definitely
to
the value
of the film they advertise. "They
make
a strong
selling argument for the
distributor as well — for when he can say
of his photoplay that it stars a great actor
—author,
that it's
was written
a great
thatscenario
it was produced
by abyfirst
rate
director — the Ritchey organization declares

CONTSTAKCE
TH

STOLEN

E

KISS^

Twenty-Four Sheets.
■ Below, Realart's "The Stolen Kiss."
territory several important contracts for
the Typhoon system, and before the arrival
of the hot weather he fully expects to close
many of his present prospects.
Increases Capital Stock.
At a special meeting of the directors of
Save $4.80 by subscribing direct for Moving
Picture World. News men charge the 15 the Typhoon Fan Company, held in New
cents per copy price. Send $3 and get your York City
it wasof decided
to increase therecently,
capital stock
the company
paper every week, by early mail.
one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000).
This increase in the capital stock is made
necessary by the great improvements being
made in the construction and the equipment of the new Typhoon factory, and a
considerable portion of the money will be
used for the equipment of Typhoon offices
now being opened in several of the larger
cities.

Two More of Ritchey's
Above, Gaumont's "Husbands and Wives.'
that he has only to add that the posters are
Ritchey posters, and the exhibitor will at
once know that the film in question is
bound to be a box-office record breaking
program feature !

Equipment Note.
Says O. Gallagher
of the
Atlanta,
Ga.: Strand Theatre,
Cashiers are nervous. Granted ! They are often
seen chewing tickets. Granted ! Some patrons are
sensitive. Granted ! Do they like to handle a
ticket that is wet and bitten? They do not!
Granted !— Enterprise Square Dealer.
Why not get an automatic ticket seller
and restrict the cashier to chewing the rag?

Uuted Pichireltedbtsof Aaniu;.
Kitty

.

PLAYTHINGS
PASSION

Gordon

Another Pair of Ritchey Box Office Helps.
Illustrating some artistic work that aided the Robertson-Cole and United Campaigns.
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should

know

that

the

Directors

STANDARD

PEERLESS
Managers
Editors

PORTABLE

PROJECTOR

Cutters
is ideally
Titters

adapted

to

ments. Because you

your
can

requireproject

it

as slowly as you like wtthout flicker! Or
at high
speed

if you

like.

Motor (or hand)
wind at any speed.

drive and

re-

Film threads easily, runs in a
straight line without twists or
turns and where you can see it.
Studios and directors use it to cut
and

edit film as easily as on a rewind table.

Less flicker at three-quarter
speed than any other projector at
normal speed.
Its skillful design and superior
mechanical construction are a
revelation to users of ordinary
Price as shown $275
Also Made With Enclosing Magazines
Monoplane
Frame and

portable

projectors.

Triple, meniscus, bi-convex,
French condenser lenses.

Mazda lamps.
supports all of aluminum.

Wide-faced, helical cut, bronze on steel, noiseless gears.
Oilless bearings throughout. Westinghouse universal motor.
Operates on 32- volt, 110-volt or 220- volt line current A. G. or D. C. or on a
small portable storage battery, or, when no electricity is available, on the
wonderful Peerless Hand Driven Electric Generator weighing only fifty
pounds!

PEERLESS
32 West 43rd Street

PROJECTOR

COMPANY
New York City

Department M. W.
Also Sold by Pathe Cinema, Ltd., Bombay, India; Pathe-Phono-Cinema-Chine, Shanghai, Hong Kong and
Tientsen, China and
F. H. Le Breton, Kneedler Building, Manila, Philippine Islands
Responsible Representatives Wanted in All Parts of the World
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MACHINE OPEN
APrevent
"natch"thiicauMt
the
to leave the
aproeket.
b>
makingflira accurate
OUR FOOLPROOF
SPLICERtpllcea with
Write tor Folder
Price: t7.50
GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
359-63 East 155th Street New York City
PERFECTION tN PROJECTION
Gold

King Screen
10
No. 1 Grade, Days'
75c.: No.Trial
2 Grade, 60c
Stretchers incloded
TRY BEFORE YOU BUT
Sold by all the leading supply
dealers throughout the country.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

MIRROROID
The Perfect Projection Screen
OVER 12.000 IN USE
Write for Sample and Qaotationa
H. C. CENTER & CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
A.ND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ERKER BUGS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
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George Feinberg Reports
Numerous Simplex Sales
Teco ,Pro-of
of the
G, ing
FEINBER
Manufactur
Company
GEORGE ducts
Minnesota, which is rated among the
leaders of the Simplex Distributing forces,
recently spent a week in New York. It developed that since August last the Teco
company had taken orders for not less than
two hundred and twenty-seven Simplex
Projectors in its territory, which includes
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Northern and Eastern Iowa and Northern
and Western Wisconsin.
Mr. Feinberg was particularly anxious
that proper arrangements for deliveries of
a large number of the machines included
among the two hundred and twenty-seven
mentioned should be made through the
Simplex factory.
Among the recent Simplex installations
recorded by the Teco company are included
the following:
Minnesota Installation.
Howard Theatre, Alexandria, 1 machine;
Strand Theatre, Blue Earth, 2; C. W.
Wrage and Son, Cass Lake, 1 ; F. E. Miller,
Canton, 1; Grand Theatre, Crookston, 2;
Lyric Theatre, Duluth, 2; Strand Theatre,
Duluth, 1; Regent Theatre, Eveleth, 2;
McCauley Opera House, Glen wood, 2;
Princess Theatre, Hibbing, 1; Gem Theatre,
Hill City, 1; Milo Theatre, Little Falls, 2;
Lester Prairie Theatre, Lester Prairie, 1;
C. F. Vonders, Mahnomen, 1 ; Cyril Theatre,
Minneapolis, 1; Gem, Minneapolis, 1; New
Garrick, Minneapolis, 2; New Lyndale Ave.
Theatre, Minneapolis, 1; New Palace Theatre, Minneapolis, 2; New Park Theatre,
Minneapolis, 1; Universal Film Exchange,
Minneapolis, 1 ; Power Mercantile Co.,
Power, 1; Methodist Episcopal Church,
Redwood, 1 ; New Princess Theatre, St.
Paul, 2; New Rialto Theatre, St. Paul, 2;
New Savoy Theatre, Minneapolis, 2; Ohio
Theatre, St. Paul, 2; Murray Theatre, Slayton, 1 ; Strand Opera House, Sleepy Eye,
1; Amuzu Theatre, Spring Valley, 1; Wahkon Consolidated School, Wahkon, 1.
South Dakota Installations.
Orpheum Theatre, Andover, 1 machine;
Iris Theatre, Belle Fourche, 1 ; W. L. Boyd,
Bowdle, 1 ; O. H. Dirks, Marion Junction,
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1; Miller and Pine Interests, Mitchell, 2;
A. J. Devine, Parker, 1; C. D. De Soy,
Presho, 1; School for Feeble Minded, Redfield, 1; Strand Theatre, Scotland, 2; Jewell
Theatre,
Sioux Falls,
2; Theatre,
Rev. S. Eisman's
Church, Stephen,
1; Cozy
Wagner,
2.
Iowa Installations.
H.| D. chine;
Lanning,
Center
Point, Dubuque,
Iowa, 1 ma-I;
Dreamland
Theatre,
Grand Opera House, Dubuque, 2; Star
Theatre,
ton, 1. Dubuque, 1 ; Family Theatre, TipWisconsin Installations.
Unique Theatre, Eau Claire, 1 machine;
La Crosse Theatre, La Crosse, 2; Capitol
Theatre, Superior, 2; Opera House, Viroqua, 1 ; Star Theatre. Viroqua, 2.
North Dakota Installations.
Rex Theatre, Bismarck, 2 machines;
Barber Auditorium, Marmarth, 1.
This Big Generating Plant
Lighted "Roads of Destiny*'
went Goldwy
out into
the desert
to shoot
tion
Corpora
n Pictures
WHEN
," a
scenes
for
"Roads
of
Destiny
lamentable lack of public service corporation supplying that district with illuminawas encountered. But that didn't
bother tionGoldwyn
for a minute.
Louis trician,
Kolb,
the
corporation's
chief elechad provided
for this contingency
by taking a trailer along, and on this trailer
was mounted about $4,500 worth of juiieproducing mechanism in the form of a 100
horse power six-cylinder gasolene motor
connected by a flexible link coupling to a
500 ampere, 100 volt, two-wire, interpole,
compound wound direct current generator.
"Roads of Destiny" Well Lighted.
These, together with a water-cooling
system, a switchboard, a starting motor
and battery were mounted upon a castiron base, constituting a private electric
plant that eliminated all lighting difficulties
and
made "The
Roads of Destiny" well
illuminated
thoroughfares.
Mr. Kolb is enthusiastic regarding the
efficiency of the system and predicts that
such apparatus is bound to become popular.
The illustration gives a good idea ot the
installation ot motor, switchboard and
giant radiator.

Kinarko Carbons
YOUR DEALER, OR
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
New York City
110-112-114 West 42nd St.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Bu the qnality eirenlatlon of the trad* in
Great Britain and the Dominiona. All Official
Nolle** and Newa from the ASSOCIATION
to tlaJoarnaL
Membera are pabllahed excloalTaly In
tUa
TEAELT RATE:
POSTPAID. WEEKLY. $7.2S.
8AHPLB COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST.
Appointed hy Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THK OFFiaAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
AS80CIA.
TION
OF SREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
& IRELAND.
LTD.

The Motor Generator Trailer Used by Goldwyn.
This outfit furnished the light for filming "Roads of Destiny.'
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ONE

DOLUR

A

DAY

$Oneif youdollar
day that
doesn't
sounda day
like inmuch
but
lose aonly
amount
lost money,
tickets and
errors in change-making, it means a loss of $365 a
$year.
Your box
much greater
thanoffice
this. leaks and losses are probably
$
Gundlach
Projection

$

Lenses

$

Can not be surpassed for critical definition,

$

flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination, and we maintain absolute uni-

$

formity of quality. That's the reason they
are used in nearly every theatre in Uie
United States and Canada.

$

STOP

REGISTER
Co.
New York City

Gimdlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Foreign Representatives
Trans-Regional Trading Corporation
Paris
London
New York

Motion

Pictures Anywhere!
With the new, portable American Projectoscope you can show motion pictures anywhere— on a white wall, a window shade,
even on the ceiling. Uses standard film.
Runs forward or backward. Film can be
stopped at any point and held stationary on
the screen. Ideal for use by directors and
film editors in examining film — for exhibitors to use in private offices to view features while the theatre screen is in use.
The

LEAKS

WITH
THE 1920 PERFECTED
AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER
It keeps your tickets under lock and key, and every
ticket sold is automatically registered. The AUTOMATIC! ET REGISTER has proved itself necessary to
box office equipment.
Our new 1920 Catalogue is full of box office information, and you should read it. Ask us to send you a copy.
NOTE TO DEALERS:— AUTOMATICKET DEALERS are
doing a big business. Write
us for information on
KE
the AUTOMATICKET AGENCY. T

t<NTHE|
atNs/

Show

THE

AMERICAN

PROJECTOSCOPE
This new, compact, easily-portable little projecting machine
carries like a suitcase — is fool-proof — can be operated by anyone— uses current from any electric light socket. Throws perfect pictures anywhere. No rewind necessary. Set up and
taken down in a moment. Write for descriptive literature.
Do it now. Yon incur no obligation.

MORE

PEOPLE

than ever before will be compelled to
stay at home this summer owing to
the high cost of living. Why not prepare
NOW to get this additional business by
hiiuTling the TYPHOON COOLING
SYSTEM? Your theatre must be cool
and comfortable.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "M"

THE

AMERICAN

PROJECTING

CO.

Dept. 25 6225 Broadway
Illinois
Chicago
If you »o desire the ProjecHng Company can arrange for the prlntitiff
and developing of film, subjects for you.

Typhoon
Company
Ernst GUnUberc, President
New York, N. Y.
281 Lexington Avenue
64 W. RANDOLPH BT.
1044 CAMP ST.
Chicago, m.
New Orleans, La.
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THEATRE
ARCHITECTS
These men can design a good
house. Let them plan yours.
District of Columbia
REGINALD W. GEARE
327 Woodward Bide., Washington, D. C.
ZINK & SPARKLIN, Inc.
943 Hunscy Bids.. Washington, D. C.
Michigan
CHRISTIAN W. BRANDT
1114 Krcsce Bide Detroit. Hich.
C. HOWARD CRANE
100 Griswold Bide, Detroit, Mich.
M issouri
Carl Boiler & Brother
Theatre Architects
RIDGE BUILDING, KANSAS CITT, MO.
Coniulttnta to other arahltaots.
Advlsora
to owners
ree&rding pl&na
and
spedilcstlons
of oom«mplst«d
tiieatrea.
EDGAR P. MADORIE
1I05-S.7 Republic Bids.. Kansas City, Ho.
New York
EUGENE DE ROSA
110 West 40th St., New York
Pennsylvania
RITCHER-LEE COMPANY
32 Sooth 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sauinniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I I! I
ROMAYNE
COMEDIES
Amonr the Best Two-Reelers en the Market
WRITE OR WIRE
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
LOS ANGELES
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
ilanu/acturers
of Electric
Machines for Moving
PictureHciet
TheatreslasoloK
and
Reataurants.
Sold direct or through your
deaJer. NATIONAL
ELECTRIC
TICKET REGISTER COMPANY
St.1511
LouU.NorthMo.,Broadway
U. S. A.
AMERICAN
jfotoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalovne
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
62 West 45th Street New York City
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Eugene H. Kaufman Has Made
an Enviable Sales Record

H. KAUFMAN, manager of the
EUGENE
Accessory Department of Inter-Ocean
Film Corporation, is known throughout the trade as a pioneer among accessory
merchants in foreign territories. He is a
man who has done much for the development of the motion picture accessory
product in foreign film marts.
Mr. Kaufman's connection with InterOcean dates back to the humble beginning

March 27, 1920

"5«/?^C0 Color Hoods
Instead of dipped lamps.
Infinitely better
more lasting and
cheaper in the long run.
^
Made blown
of nataral
glass.colored
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
^Iu!d*"4o
W. Reynolds
Lampa
426 s. Talman Electric
Ave.. Chlca«o.Co.111.
Write for our up-to-date price liat.
1
Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Bldg.
5 Sooth Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers InPicture
Motlogmph. Standard
and Himpi*^
Monng
Mloua* Screens andAtachlnea.
ErerythlngNational
for the Cartansw
Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN

SPECIAL
ROLL

Eugene H. Kaufman
Manager Accessory
Department Inter-Ocean
Film Corporation.
of Inter-Ocean's activities in the export
field more than five years ago, when it
then occupied an insignificant suite of offices in the Candler Building. Today the
expansion of its business has necessitated
the exclusive use of a five-story building
with a frontage on Forty-second street.
It was Mr. Kaufman who was instrumental in bringing about the foreign demand for Speer Carbons before they had
yet found their present large market in
this country. It was also Mr. Kaufman,
who, on the strength of the tremendous
sales of Speer Carbons annexed the Fulco
Accessories to Inter-Ocean's many products and set up a big demand for these accessories.
Since then Mr. Kaufman has added the
Master Projector,
"Projex"
Lens, Whol
Studio
Equipmenttheand
numerous
other
wing.
celebrated
accessory products to his sales
Mr. Kaufman's plans for the future embrace the acquisition of other well-known
accessory products for exclusive foreign
distribution.

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The Leading, Independent Organ of Italian Film Trade
SUBSCRIPTION FOR
SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Advertisementi : Tariff on application.
Editorial Offices: TUBIN (Italy) — Galleria Naxionale

Tour own special Ticket.
MMj
anion,
aacuntrir
bubererrtkms
roll ruarant««d.
&r^mM3^iiKt^y/iiiiiii\vm tasvd:
onpon
for 0.00.
ptIu
^^KiSKSf^^/J/f,ISiM
Drawlnia:
9,000.
VM^m ahlpinenta. C a a b
the ordar. the
^yiCTkSeat &*iia
(lla*iram
forserial
R«•emd
Coupon
TlckeU.
m^rm>^—t~j-"
ot
dated.
All
Ucketa
most
eooC -QRa^Bkiffi^
form to Ooremmmt
reculatlon
>Vg and hear established piloe of admlaalon and tax
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
FiTe Thousand
tlM
{
Ten
>.M
FiftyThousand
Thousand
9.W
Fifteen Thousand
4.M
Twenty-iT« Thousand
<.0t
One Hundred Thousand 15.00
National Ticket Co.
shamokin, Pa.

GUARANTEED
Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State — total 25,300; by States, M OO.
Per M.
1.057manufacturers
film exchange*
313
and studios tT.IO
4.M
368 machine and supply dealers 4.M
Further Partrculars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
"MARTIN
ROTARY
CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hoyne Ave.. Chloago
1010 Brokaw BIdg.. New Yst»

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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CARBONS
FOR

EASTMAN

"Noiseless Operation"
"Long Life"

FILM

"A Bright, White Light"
"A Picture Projected Without a Flicker"
is identified
The

Speer

Directo-Hold-Ark Combination
For Direct Current
The
Alterno
For

Speer

"Eastman" and "Kodak"
in the film margin.

It is the film that first made

Combination

Alternating

by the words

motion pictures practical

Current

A carbon for every operating condition,
and all carbons GUARANTEED

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,
SPILER
CAKBON
ST. MARYS, PA.

Quality

Raw

Stock

Projector.

Made by
EAGLE

and

Cabinet

Durability and
Compactness
at a
Reasonable
Cost
Complete
f.o.b.
San Francisco,
$150.00.
Weight, crated
for shipment,
335 ponnds

Right Photographically.
Maximum Service in the

THE

Rewind

Combination
For
Operating
Rooms
and Film
Laboratories
Combines
Efficiency,
Safety,

ROCK

FILM

The

N. Y.

CO.

Motor
EAGLE

COMPANY

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
Verona, New Jersey

CO.

Reels — Film Waxing Machines — Film Cement
and Menders — Film Trim Snips —
Cameras and Eastman Raw Film
G. A. METCALFE
Specialty Equipment for Theatres and Film Laboratories
3t5-7-9 BROADWAY
117-119 GOLDEN
GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK CITY
"Metmopic,"
N.
Y.
or
S.
F.
Cable Address:

WORLD
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the Cameragraphs
Are Lighting the Screen
The Nicholas Power Company reports
the following as a few of the recent instal ations of the Cameragraph.
International Film Service Studio and
Fox Film Corporation Studio, both of New
York City; The Robert Brunton Studio of
Los Angeles, and the Thomas H. Ince Studio, Culver City.
Powerized Theatres.
Hiawatha Theatre, Paducah, Ky. ; Ruben
& Finkelstein's New Aster and New
Grand theatres, Minneapolis; Victoria
Theatre, Camden, New Jersey; Central
Theatre, Atlantic City; Keystone Theatre,
Philadelphia; America and Empress theatres, Denver; Broadway Amusement Enterprises, Louisville; Broadway Theatre, Columbus, Ohio; Metropolitan Theatre, Cincinnati; Iris and Palace theatres, Detroit;
Crandails Theatre, Cumberland, Md. ; LinSquare Theatre,
Cosmo coln's
Theatre,
Gary, Decatur,
Indiana; Indiana;
Liberty
Theatre, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

tional Cinema Equipment Center, 729 Seventh avenue. New York, and the United
Theatre Equipment Corporation, 1604
Broadway, New York, who can show you
compleet outfits and advise you regarding
their selection and use.
Read and study the advertising carried
in the Moving Picture World.
The books advertised on page 2192 of this
issue will be found most valuable aids in
giving you a practical working knowledge
of
of the exhibitor's end
of the
the requirements
picture industry.
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4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
moving picture work and theatre lighting. Smooth, steady current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 30
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO.
OSHKOSH, Wise.

"NEWMAN"
Brass
Frames and Rails
A FEW REASONS
whv
METAL"NEWMAN"
FRAMES have
been chosen by all the
big
and best
class circuits
of theatres.
1. — BecaUM
the sorta
constant
eiposure
to
all
weather oonditiona cannotof
affect "NEWJIAN" METTAL
NONCORnOSIVB
FRAMES.
2. — neBecaiiao
richs in beauty ofandtheirdeslsQ,
they liven the entrance and
render
the
lobby
more
InvltIng
framea.than any other kind of
o«tlast3. — aBecause
do2en they
wood willframee.
They are practically unwear-out-able.
"NEWMAN"
NAMEFRAMES
ON THE
INSISTWHEN
BUYING
Write for New 1920 Catalogue
various finishes which
We manufacturedo the
not frames
require Inpolishing.
The Newman Mfg. Co.
ESTABUSHED 1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washinjrton Street, Chicago, III.
Canadian Bepresentative—
J. T. Canada.
Malone, 337 BieniT
Street— Montreal.
Paciflo Coast— O. A. Metcalfe. San Frandaoo, Cal.
Frame*, Easels,
Signs, Chopper*.
Kick Grille*,
Plate*. Ralls,
Door Bar*

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West 114th Street Cleveland, OhU

De Vry Corporation Branches Out
The De Vry Corporation, Chicago, manufacturers of the very excellent De Vry
suitcase projector, is just closing a deal for
a $170,000 modern factory building, which
will be three stories and have a 207 foot
frontage. At the present time more than
factory.
150 people are employed in the De Vry

Charles Bass Visits Gotham
and Promises a New Catalog
of the Bass
BASS, president
ES Company
CHARL
, 100 North DearCamera
born street, Chicago, and a big fish in
the picture apparatus game, visited the
Moving Picture World office just as this
issue was going to press.
After servedhethat Fifth
had shed
gloves almost
and obAvenuehis looked
is
crowded as State street — a St. Patrick's Day
parade was passing at the time — he confided to us that the Bass Camera Comp^iy
was about to issue a new catalog that would
eclipse all its previous efforts in that line
and that it will soon be in the mails.
This means that appreciators of Univers.il
and De Frasne motion picture cameras and
tripods, De Frasne printers, De Vry and
Acme portable projectors should get in
touch with the Bass Camera Company and
ask to be placed on the mailing list.
The concern continues to specialize on
high grade used photographic apparatus
for which the demand continues to be extremely good.
Wants a Small Outfit.
Moving Picture World:
Will you kindly put me In touch with the
proper concerns to quote me on a small picture outfit for about three hundred capacity.
I shall also appreciate any Information you
can give me i.s to obtaining Information to
put me wise to the tricks of the business.
It Is my Idea to put In an alrdome In
South Florida, where I can operate practically the whole year, and I should like
to know about the cost of the necessary
equipment and fair grade of films rental.
Any general information you can give me
will be very gratefully received.
F. A. SWAIN.
It would pay you to visit the Interna-

BllimillimmiimffliiiiiiiiiniiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiM

EXCLUSIVE
DECORATORS
of Theatres and Motion Picture House*
Let us submit an estimate.
William G. Andrews Decorative Co.
1426 S. Wabash Arenne Chicago, IIL
Protect Your Negative Investment
By Placing Your Printing Order With a Rallalil* Hem*
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Has anWork—
Earn«]at Senslbis
ReputationPrice*
for
Good
Address: lt07 Phone:
Mailer*
Buildinc,
CHICAGO
Central 2347
Cameramen Furnished lor All OccaMont

"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representative
Weekly Jonrnal
the British Film Indastry
Of iffaslal inianst toOFFICES:
all who buy or sell FIIb*.
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. L
BpcricMa copy fre* on requML
Vonign SnbMrlptJons: Oiu poand im aUlllw (Gold).

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALLVNA ED ESTERA
Offldal Oriaa at Oit Italian C^nmiatjai— ft CMS
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subeorlptlon: 20 frane* tw aaam.
Editorial and Bnstneu Offleasi
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

Hiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiii|

THE
A

Dependable Mailing List Service
all or selected
Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etcnameReaches
of exhibitor as well
list of theatres In any territory. Includes
as the theatre in address. A list of ptiblldty mediums desiring
motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in
advance of theatres Ijeing or to be built.
W74

|
|
j
|
S
|
g
1

Motion Picture Directory Company
Phone: Bryant 8138
244 Weal 42nd Street, Naw Terk
Printing Typewriting
MuUigraphing
AddretMing

I

FOUNDATION

OF

PRESENT-DAY

PICTURES
□
STANDARDIZED
PRECISION
CAMERAS
MACHINERY
PERFORATOR
PRINTERS
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES
SPLICER
For Motion Picture LohoACCESSORIES
raloriti, SluJlot, Tl<ealre$
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY
CO. losahceles
& HOWEL
BEWYORK BELL
1801-n Larchmont
Ave., LCHICAGO
MOTION

THE
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No

Vibration

in the

DeVry!

Y ou can balance a De Vry on a
tea cup and it produces motion
pictures as if shot from a stone wall.
You can put the De Vry on a table,
a chair — on any non-rocking object
with four legs or none, and it does
perfect work. It's in a class by itself
in this, as in all other respects. See
it and know for yourself.
Preview

with

a DeVry!

A projector which stands up to that test
is what professionals need for previewing.
To a Film Exchange, also, a DeVry
invaluable.
Send
free

for

We ask that you let us give you a De Vry
demonstration. Say the word and our representative from one of 60 cities will come
and show you — in your own office.

this

booklet

It will show

you

how

to do

a

good, money-making business
all through the hottest summer
weather — how to get bigger and
better profits every year.
You'll find this booklet
ing and profitable.

is

interest-

A copy is yours for the asking. Just
say the word and the booklet wUl go
out to you promptly.

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Room 671, 70 West 45lh St., New York

There's nothing like the DeVry. So light!
So handy! So compact! Remember, a poor
projector kills a good film. So see the
De Vry before you decide. It is endorsed
by the best and most successful people in
the motion-picture profession.
A letter, or the coupon below filled out
and signed, lets you see for yourself. Why
not send the coupon today?
The

DeVry Corporation
1256 Marianna Street, Chicago
V New York Office - 141 West 42d Street
The De Vry Corporation, 1 256 Marianna St., Chicago. Dept. 3.

demonI I Yes. You maystrationsgive
f De Vr-j,
othe
without obligation, at
the following address.

Name..
Street .

City ....
r~| Yes. Please
send asfreeit booklet as soon
is off
State....
the press.
.V

7

V-

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
3c Per word for situations wanted and help wanted. Minimum $0.50
5c Per word for all commercial advertisements.
IVIinimum $1.00
SITUATIONS WANTED.
CAMERAMAN, experienced, go anywhere, studio
or outdoor, open for engagement after April 1.
Own Pathe outfit. Also want substantial market
for industrial,
educational,
newsCity.negatives. Brooks, 152
East 22d travel
St., NewandYork
MANAGER, live wire, twelve years experience,
booking specialist, expert protectionist, with New
York license ; superior references. William, care
M. P. World, New York City.
HAVE been successful studio manager with large
producer.ment. BestStudio
just closed,Experience
so open for
of references.
as engagephotographer, publicityman, stage manager, etc. Willing
to accept any executive postion. Excellent busisonnessAve.,judgment
New and
York. initiative. Box "W," 297 MadiAT LIBERTY
— Leader
orchestra
(piano),; good
pictures or vaudeville.
Goodof library
; married
salary
essential.
Last
three
seasons
with
the
Shubert attractions ; also with the best vaudeville
(Keith's)Director,
and firstcareclass
Musical
M P.picture
World, houses.
New Y rkAddress
City.
AT
LIBERTY.
—
Man
desires
position
of moving picture house ; two years asas manager
owner ;
fifteen years'
; No. 1 World,
references. Addressnewspaper
G. E. T.,experience
Moving Picture
New York City.
HELP WANTED.
SALESMAN
A largeStates,
and handling
growing
house, covering WANTED.—
Middle Western
projection machines and motion picture theatre
equipment of all kinds, has opening for salesman,
familiar with line, who can shortly qualify as manager of branch oflSce. This is an unusual opportunity and development will be rapid if the man
who
comes
"delivers
writing
us please givein your
reasonsthe forgoods."
believingIn you
can
make good and Indicate what Income you would
expect
to
earn.
Address
ABC,
care
M.
P.
World,
New York City.
DEVELOPER wanted, negative and positive ; ex-

MOTION PICTURE
HA.NDM)K

^ P.H.11ICH

You

man only; World,
state New
salary.
care MovingperiencedPicture
YorkAddress
City. "W,"
CAMERAS, ETC.. WANTED.
WANTED — Second-hand motion picture cameras,
any make, tripods, etc. Mail all matters to J. A.
Burzyuski, Pine Island, Box 133, New York
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
FROM CANTON. ILLINOIS, to Canton, China,
100,000 customers use our wonderful catalog and
service for all their photographic needs. Movie
cameras, tripods, projectors, northern lights, text
books, supplels, etc., etc., all at sensational money
saving prices. Write for this valuable. F-R-E-E
catalog today. David Stern Company, "Value, service, satisfaction since 1885," Chicago, 111.
UNIVERSAL MOTION PICTURE CAMERA DIRECT TO YOU,
record-breaking
200foot model,
brandat new,
list $430, prices.
net $345.00;
200-foot model, with Internal shutter dissolve, list
$516.00, net $425,000 ; 400-foot model, list $640.00.
net pricesolve, list$525.00
model,$595.00.
with Internal
dis$728.00,; 400-foot
Bass price
The above
are the
latest
models,
brand
new.
Immediate
delivery, cash with order or 25 per cent deposit, balance
C. O. D. This Is the greatest opportunity ever
offered and may not be repeated again. This is
In line with our campaign to double our sales, and
you are the winner. Send your orders or write
for
complete PICTURE
catalogue. HEADQUARTERS.
Write today to AMERICA'S
MOTION
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY, 100 North Dearborn St., Chic
a
g
o
,
1
1
.
"BEHIND THE MOTION PICTURE SCREEN."
a complete treatise on making and taking the picture,PANY,
price Chicago,
$3.65,III.postpaid. BASS CAMERA COMC-2 DE VRY, perfect condition, ready for use,
$100.00.
DeVry, perfect
guaranteed,
$150.00. C-90
Headquarters
for newcondition,
and used
portable
projectors.
CAMERA
Dearborn St.,BASS
Chicago,
III. COMPANY, 109 North
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
ONE 8 H. P. engine. One 4 kw. 110 volt D. C.

MODERN THEATRE
CONSrRUCTION

Complete instruction in
detail on leading makes of
projection machines, in
simple, every-day language.
There is not a day but what
you can refer to this book
for information to advantage. The twelve-page index affords a quick guide
for your trouble and greatly
increases the efficiency and
value of the Handbook. 700
pages, $4.

Cannot

Afford

'1 ; ■

To

Be

generator. Switchboard and all Instruments. G. BL
Fans — 1 52-in. ceiling, 2 16-ln. escilating, 2 16-ln.
1 8-in.
and on»
%exhaust
H. P. and
motors.
All ofsmall
the fan.
above, One
good1-20
as new,
for
$650. S. D. Wooten, Coldwater, Miss.
THEATRES WANTED.
WANTED
Moving picture
In goodStates,
llv»
town.
Will— consider
any parttheatre
of United
L. E. Brewer, Wanette, Okla.
FILMS WANTED.
WANTED
Motionfor picture
theatre.
fer one with TO
stEigeBUY—
equipped
vaudeville
In a Pre1It»
town of not less than five thousand population..
State larsprice
and
list
of
equipment
and
full
particuin first letter. Wm. H. Moyle, 241 S. Holyok»
Ave., Wichita, Kan.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
FOR SALE — Mutt and Jeff Comedies, also features
and serials; alsoExchange,
"Seven Deadly
Federal
Inc., 146Sins,"
West 3745threels.
St..
New YorkFeature
City.
FILMS FOR SALE— One million feet >11 makes,,
lengths and varieties, $4.(X) per reel and up. SenA
for
list Feature
Minneapolis,
Minn. Film Company, Loeb Arcade^
MISCELLANEOUS.
A BOOK with a real commercial value. All
about theatre wiring, circuits and lamps, nn
lamps, exit lights, auditorium ceiling and side
lights. Moving picture machine, stereoptlcon and
spot
for projection
and lamps.
special Lights
purposes.
Will saveroom,
you ticket
moneyboothon
your current, repair and equipment billsa. Hallberg's Motion
Picture Company,
Electricity,516280Fifth
pages,Avenue.
$2.50.
Chalmers
Publishing
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
SMALL studio for rent Full equipment Call
or
write.
4963.City.J. W. McGovern, 316Telephone
East 48thMurray
St, NewHillYork

Exactly what you need if
contemplating the building
of a theatre. A big factor
in helping you to decide the
type, size and design of
your house. Keep up with
your architect when going
over the proposition. The
reading of this book may
be the means of saving you
a few hundred dollars
worth of mistakes and unnecessary expenditures.
270 pages, $3.

Without

These

Chalmers
Pubhshing
Company
Garrick Theatre Building
516
Fifth
Avenue,
New
York
City
Wright & Callender BIdg.
Chicago, 111.
Los Angeles, Calif.
The very book that hus1 1 i n g wide-awake theatre
managers want when using
printers' ink for house programs, folders,advertising.
throw-outs
and newspaper
It tells about type, sizes
and styles, paper stock, etc.
Full of good business-winning ideas that get them all
coming to the box office to
.swell your receipts. 300
pages, $2.

MOTION PICTUI>,E
ELECTRICPITY

A book mercial
withvalue.a All
real about
comtheatre wiring, circuits and
lamps, arc lamps, signs,
lobby lamps, exit lights,
auditorium ceiling and side
lights; chine,
moving
picture
mastereopticon
and spot
lamps; lights for projection
room, ticket booth and
special purposes. Will save
you money on your current,
repair and equipment bills.
280 pages, $2.50.
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Gold

Fibre

MOVING

Screens

Last Year We QUADRUPLED Our Largest
Previous Annual Output of Minusa Screens.
What's the Answer?
A

GOOD
INVESTMENT
Samples and Literature upon request.
There's a Distributor Near Yon
MINUSA CINE
SCREEN CO.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
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COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
Itnowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St.. New York City
Bet. Eighth and Ninth Atci.
Bryant 5437

FINEST

CEMENT
bu
the sttidloa.
t«M ot uuatj
jean.and That'*
wbr It Ii tiaed admlnly
bjtlcular
theatoodlargeet
exchange,
bat par*Sa
buyers looking for reenlta do thMtrea
not (^]actIt tocoatath.mora,
dlffenBea
price. 25a will brlas you an ounce bottle prepaid.

LABORATORY
NOW DOING THE PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
FOR AMERICA'S FOREMOST PRODUCERS

THEArRE::ACXE5SORIES

NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING
AND SAMPLE PRINTS A SPECIALTY

THEAfRE^nnrolDl
ATLANTA- GEORGIA.
["AMERICA'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE"]

H. J. STRETCKMANS, Manaring Director
PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES
PALISADE, N. J.
OPPOSITE 129TH STREET
Telephone: Morsemere 821-622

II DISTRIBUTORS
sml^ <^^g^
^^tbad^Wk pat g

PROJECTORS
—

MANUFACTURERS OF

"Pacific" Speed Regrulator

MOTION
PICTURE
AND
STAGE
EQUIPMENT
SPEED REGULATORS:
Note New and Improved Shift.
ARC CONTROLS: Equipped with Flexible Shafting to handle; operates under own power; can be used
on Spot Lamp or Motion Picture Machine.
SPOT AND FLOOD LAMP: Has Douser; Adjustable Condenser Mount; Balanced Pivot; Built to Carry
Amperage. This Lamp is Entirely Different from any on the Market.

PACIFIC
MANUFACTURING
Successors to J. D. ELBERT

AND

B.

Great

F.

P.

on

The

SPECIALTY
COMPANY
109 JONES STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

White

Way

PORTER FURNISHED AND INSTALLED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ALL OVER BROADWAY. FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE "SIMPLEX FLASH" ON INSIDE OF REAR COVER
OF THIS MAGAZINE.
PORTER PUTS THEM OVER ON BROADWAY.
B. F. PORTER,
BROADWAY'S
PROJECTION
ENGINEER
Cinemaquipment Center, Entire Second Floor, 729 Seventh Avenue, at 49th Street, New York

"WE

NEVER

DISAPPOINT''

VA^l^lU
^*lA^^^

,
> 220

^

telephone

STREET
WEST
/vj e:w 42^°
YORK

bryant 5576

ALLAH A.L0WNE5
GEM. MGR.
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TREASURf
ACCORDING-

TO

WEBSTER MEANS —
Something regarded as^
'
pnxe"
preciovLS
Oery kaOe
UJe
nei^er yet
heard
of a man ivho did not treceiOe a
SIMPLEX shipment u)Lth a feelcnf oP graUfication and
Q^r by this time ePery propleasure.
jector user knows that a Simplex
installation at once raises his
'Projection ^om into the class
u^itk the Leaders.
cAnd lihg a treasure the
Simplex is kept and k^pt and {ept
^VHENAI^
TO

HAM AMD •UAHAirmB BT
iTHEltoSIONMACHINEfoTNC.
317 East 34 th St- NewYoik

YOU GOING

O^EIlYOUR3?

the: moving

picture
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CONDITIONS that aflfect
all lines of industry
necessarily

have

influence
manufacture
Projectors.

of Motion
Delays

their

upon

the

Picture

utterly

be-

yond the control of any manufacturer are bound to occur. In
a spirit of sincerity and

frank-

ness we earnestly advise exhibitors to anticipate their wants
by

ordering

in advance

NICHOIAS

equipment

as far

as possible.

POWER

Ninety Gold St

COMPANY

New York, N.Y
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